
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 8:16 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Alert Carolina: Orange County under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Services has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN" ORANGE COUNTY until 1 AM 3/30/14. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-.zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University will not send additional notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those often change frequently during a weather event If a new 
weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch after a 24-hour period, the University plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring ef~brts for potential serious 
weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more in]brmation refer to http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMA.E.: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:31 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Rock Climbing 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiI , 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ 

% 
Yo~ F-~aleigh ! O~hsm ©ests i IVtarci: 30, 20t4 

Featured Deals 

Instagram & Digital Photo Prints 

~-.-~i-~,:)-.-~t-8 $i ~i!i 

More Great Deals 

Lipo-Cavitation 

Pure Medical Spa 
Over 50 bo~Igl"t 

~.~;’0 ::i:i ’.:if!:) 

Vi~*w 

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Frozen Yogurt 

Sweet Creations Frozen Yogurt 
Ove~ 1,000 bo~g~t 
g~’.,,(:.-’, i!iil i ~i!i 

Roller-Skating and Snacks 

Interskate Roller Skating 

!~-:~:~:~ i!iiii 4 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!~ili i i: 

Project Management 

Certification 

IT University Online 

~,, :T ~]~-~-; ::.i :.ii:.i i!~ 

Women’s Fitness Classes or 

Party 

Tease Fitness Boutique 
Ove~ 150 bo~gi~t 

99e ::.i: :;i~:.=,:::. 

Personal Training and CrossFit 

Phalanx CrossFit 

~.:i.{:.i{:.; :!i;,’i:ili:i, 

We’ve got 1,000s of deals 
eveB!daw 

.;~i CileckGroupon First! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon Goods <nomply@r.groupon.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 3:23 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

65% OffLil’ Rider FX 3-Wheel Bike, iPad 4 with Retina Display, BACtrack Keychain Breathalyzer & More 

==..==.,:.: [::::ii::: ’.:iii:i;ii:~ii:~==~r~i? with $I 9.99 Purchase i i. [.:~: i:::: ==:::: [.:~:e’= :.2;;’~’~:s 

iPad 4 with Retina Display BACtrack Keychain Breathalyzer 

Over t ,000 be%]M 

Philips Bluetooth Headphones 
Over 1,000 beugl"t 

Personalized Monogram Necklace 
Ore.~ 1,000 bought 

$:79-1:)9 Sg::.i:;i ::)::.i:;i View De~t ~(..,’~." ]!i;2~(L!;:?!) View [’3eal 



Pure Change At-Home Detox Wrap 
Cver i ,000 bougt:t 

OtterBox iPhone or Galaxy Cases 
Ore! 1,000 bought 

{’~£’4-.-{’}-"-’}~, :;i} == .::ii.:9;.ii:. View (.~eal 

Luxury Manor 800TC Sheet Sets 
Owx 1,000 ~ought 

$:’,-:}:-::}, $.:i.:li.{:ii!i:ii~ View Deat 

Free to Live Draped Cardigans 

Over t ,000 bc, u~:@~~. 

$-t-:’-t:i-.-t:i~.! !i:’i"2 9i:          ’,.,’i~w D~ml 

Microfiber-Sheet Sets 
Over 1,000 bought 

Garcinia Cambogia 
Ore.~ ,5,000 bought 

$~99-1:@ $i :99:9 View beat ~}49 !}i;9 99 View (.~eal 

7-Day Teeth-Whitening Kit 
Over t ,000 bought 

8iii 
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!i i~ice 
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To feature your business on Groupon, get st~r:{~d at GrouponWorks. 

To unsubscribe or to adjust your settings, please ,’:iicl~ hele. 

Col=tact Us I f~edbac’<@groupo~ con= I ~:iA© I i"~dvacy St~teme~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:40 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday fbr the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 

(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

PayruH Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Monday, March 31, 2014 5:34 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Carolina Mudcats Baseball Game 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
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% 
You~ Raleigh ! Ou~h~m :Jests i M~,u.e. ,:, :, 20t4 

Featured Deals 

CiCi’s Pizza 
(:: i( :: ::’:!~. i-:;;i::!: ~!:::~ ¯ ~::: v :~ r !5 0()() ii:~ c, i.i ill:. i’; i 

¢-’;~,:. $i ~i!i 

More Great Deals 

Group Bowling and Shoe Rental 

AMF Bowling Co. 
Ore.~ 700 bought 

$-92 ~!i: :: 7 

~,qew Deep-Tissue Massage and 

Facial 

The Skin Spa of Wake Forest 
Ow,~ 250 beugi~[ 

~<C:.-’. i!ii17 i;i;i: 

\/[~w 

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Pedicure at US Nails & Spa 

Ove~ ~,:00 bo~.E~ht 

Groupon’s Best: Revolution 

In-Home Wine Tasting 

Wines for Humanity 

!~- t-:=:!~(:.i :!iil .:ii~;ii~ 

We’ve got 1 °O00s of deals 
ever,/dav. 

~i Check Groupon First! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

--~ship- confirm@amazon.corn> 

Friday, December 20, 2002 7:41 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthia@ uncaa, unc .edu> 

Your Am~on.com order has shipped (#104-2068776-4094351 ) 

Greetings from Amazon com. 

We thought you’d like to know that we shipped your items today, and that this completes your order 

Thanks for shopping at Amazon.corn, and we hope to see you again soon. 

You can track the status of this order, and all your orders, online by 
visiting Your Account at http://wwwamazon.cona/your-account 
There you can: 

* Track order and shipment status 
* Review estimated delivelT dates 
* Cancel unshipped items 
* Return items 
* And do much more 

The following items were included in this shipment: 

Qty Item Price Shipped Subtotal 

()f Tune and an Island (A York $19.95 1    $19.95 
Sold by Borders teamed with Amazon corn, Inc 

Item Subtotal: $19.95 
Shipping & tlandlmg: $3.99 

Total: $23.94 

Paid by Diners Club: $2394 

This shipment was sent to: 

C R Reynolds 
15302 Rose (iarden Lane 
Durham NC 27707 

via Airborne t{ome (3-7 business days). 

For your reference, the number you can use to track your package is 
H79388088323. You can refer to our Web site’s Help page or: 

http://www, amazon.com/wheres-m’¢-st uff 

to retrieve current tracking information. Please note that tracking 
information may not be available immediately. 

Unless otherwise noted, items are sold by Amazon.coru LLC and taxed if 
shipped to Washington or North Dakota. Please note that your order 
contains one or more items from an Amazon.corn partner and may be 
subject to state and local sales tax, depending on the state to which 
the item is being shipped. For more tax and seller irLforruation, visit: 
http://www.aruazon.com,’o/sur?order id 104-2068776-4094351. 

If you’ve explored the links on the Yottr Account page but still need 
to get in touch with us about yottr order, you can find an e-mail form 
in our Help department at http:i/www.amazon.com/help. 

Please note: This e-ruail was sent from a notification-only address 
that cannot accept incoming e-maih Please do not reply to this message. 

Thank you for shopping with us. 

Amazon.corn 
Earth’s Biggest Selection 
http://www, amazon.corn/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<benefits@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 11:28 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiaac@uncaa.unc.edu>; noreply@unc.edu 

FORMAl, NOTICE: UNC System Voluntary 403(b) Retirement Program 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Senior Director, Benefits & Employee Services 
Office of Human Resonrces 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) released final 403(b) regulations on 
July 26, 2007. These regulations are the first comprehensive rewrite of 
the rules affecting 403(b) arrangements in 43 years. The regulations are 
effective Jan. 1, 2009. 

The University of North Carolina institutions and affiliates decided to 
combine efforts and implement a new system-wide volunta13,- 403(b) 
retirement program in response to the new Internal Revenue Code 403(b) 
regulations TIAA-CREF and Fidelity, two strong, highly respected 
financial service companies, have been selected to provide a wide range 
of services and 403(b) investment options through their own funds and 
other top investment managers in the industly, beginning Jan 1 

To help facilitate this change, we have been actively working with 
Fidelity’ and TIAA-CREF to schedule group and individual counseling 
sessions, and to provide additional materials to help empluyees make 
informed decisions concerning participation in the 403(b) program. The 
403(b) Program Guide 
lhttp://hr.uncedu/Dataibenefits/suppretire/403b-09) provides additional 
iNkmnation about the new program, including who needs to enrolh Copies 
of the program guide are in the process uf being distributed to all 
UNC-Chapel Hill 403(b) participants via campus mail. In addition, we 
have established a UNC System 403(b) Enrollment Web site 
Chttp://hr.unc.edu/Data/bene[’its/suppretire/403b-09) with additional 
infurmation and impurtant links 

We will sponsor campus-wide in[’ormatiun sessions for emplnyees in 
November and December. See the enrollment Web site above Jk~r dates and 
locations. 

**Enrollment Process** 

There is a simple two-step enrollment process: 

Step 1 : Complete a new Salary Reduction Agreement (SRA) and remm the 
funn tu Benefits Administration, CB #1045. (The SRA is available at 
http ://hr unc.edu/formfinder/forms-benefits/403b-sra.pdf) 

Step 2: Enroll in the program with either Fidelity or TI.~-CgREF 

You can enroll in the program through TIAA-CREF and/or Fidelity" right 
now by following the links below to each 403(b) provider’s online 
enrollment Web site. While contributions will not begin until you have 
completed your SalatTi Reduction Agreement form, you do NOT have to wait 
to open your new account(s). Simply click on the links below to find out 
more itffonnation about your investment options and complete your 
enrollment. 

Fidelity- (https://www.mysavingsatwork.com/atwork/unc403b.htm): Use Plan 
ID 08310 to get started 
TIAA-CREF (http://enrolhtiaa-cref.org/unc403b/): Use online access code 
NCH123 

Deadlines 
**SPA employees must complete the Salari Reduction Agreement form by 
Dec. 15, 2008, to start yonr deductions beginning with the first 
bi-weekly pay day in 2009 -- Jan. 2, 2009. 

**Faculty and EPA Non-Faculty employees must complete the Salari 
Reduction Agreement form by Jan. 15, 2009, to start yottr deductions 
beginning with the first monthly pay day in 2009 -- Jan 30, 2009 

If you are required to re-enroll because you are contributing to a 
vendor other than TIAA-CREF and/or Fidelity’ and do not return the forms 
by the above deadlines, your 403(b) contributions will stop and your 
contributions will not resume until you complete the required forms and 
submit them to Benefits Administration. 

If you have any questions, call Benefits Administration at 919-962-3071 



This email is sponsored by: Ol!fice of IIuman Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 1:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaU.unc.edu> 

Take Your Camp & Clinic Registrations Online Now - and Get 30 Days Free! 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

Before you know it, it’ll be time to open registration for your camps and clinics. Our online 

registration system is designed to simplify your registration, management and marketing 

- so you can eliminate paperwork and extend your marketing reach quick and easy. 

In just 20 minutes, you’ll have a custom registration page where you can: accept 

payments quickly and securely; manage permission slips and waivers online; and 

capture any data you’d like. Event Manager also integrates easily with any webslte! 

Get Started Today! 

t.,,~ L,)t,~:, ~ ~___~,~....,,. ~,~... or call 888,277,4409 and get 30 days free! 

%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the follo’wing link: L~ , ~ ~:LiL-,~-. 

I ~)!)~!~.~))T~)L to forward this email to a friend I 

Member SoiuLions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!-~:-:::-.;, the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.neg, 

Friday, December 23, 2011 3:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presents 2012 Women’s Tennis Challenge Cup 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii~iI Member Exclusives Logo 

i i~ W .... ’s Tennis Header 

% Women’s Tennis 

Challenge Cup 

May 16 - 20, 2012 I La Costa Resort and Spa, Carlsbad, CA 

Love Tennis? 

The opportunity awaits you to experience great competition 
while forging new friendships in sunny Southern California. 

Get ready for some head-to-head tennis competition at the 
stunning La Costa Resort and Spa. Enjoy five days and four 
nights of fast-paced tennis, shopping with friends and quiet time 
pampering yourself in the tranquility of the spa. 

Acura will be onsite and invites you to experience the 
performance of its vehicles for up to two hours as you check 
out the local sights near La Costa Resort and Spa. 

Court fees for four rounds of doubles matches 

Welcome cocktail reception and dinner on 
Wednesday 

Welcome gift bag for every player 

Cocktail reception and dinner Saturday night 

. Courtside hospitality 

. Awards for each division and 
overall team winners 

¯ A team picture 

Visit us at :~:~:~!:~!~.!~!%:)~:~!~L~2!i~!:~?~!‘~.!~!~2.!~:i:;:!~!.!~!~?!~i~:~;;!:~!:~:~!~:~:!~Z? 
for more details. 

Contact your tennis professional for 
entry fee information or if your club does not have Tennis 
Facilities contact !:~i::i~:.!~..!~:.i!.).~!~L~..~?~:?~!.i!.i:i:~!~!~.~!~i!~!~!.~!:].~!.~.!~.!i:~!!:i~!:~:!.~!..ii:~:!.~..!:i~!:~:!.~!.)..~b 

[ ~ ClubCorp Logo 
~ Follow us on Twitter [] Like us on Facebook 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Monday, December 26, 2011 4:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Basketball B~z (Holiday edition) - join us pregame! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

The C~olina Club’s 

Our Holiday Hours 
The Carolina Club will be CLOSED Friday, Dec 23rd - Monday, Dec 26th. 

$~rry~ bu~ resolutions left ~ v~ice~nail are no~ guaranteed, 

We are OP.~,~’~ for service for the Elon game on December 29th! 

We are O~.~!~. for service for the Monmouth game on January 1st! 

L:~NC vs. Eion 

7:00pro tipoff - in your seats! 

Club’s dinner service from 4:30pro 

No worries, no jacket is required! 

~/2 off Reserve Bourbon 

a.d S~.gle Malt Scotch, all day~ 

~JNC ~s. ~onmo~h 

3:00 tipoff- in your seats! 

Club’s lunch service from 12:30pm 

Beverage service only post-game. 

Buiid-ye~r~n ~|eedy Mary ~ari 

***Club patrons may find ~ parking on Stadium Drive this week while 

the students are away on break. After 5pro, and on weekends, park 

anywhere that doesn’t have a reserved/disability sign posted. Numbered 

spaces are ok,*** 

Ramshead Deck parking is AVAILA~.L.E to Carolina Club Members. 

Be prepared to show your TCC membership card 

to a monitor (if requested) to access Ramshead Deck. 

Southbound Ridge Road traffic may be blocked at Stadium Drive. 

Carolina Club Members will be permitted access to continue travel to 

the Ramshead deck if they identify themselves as Members and 

coming to The Carolina Club (be prepared to show your TCC 

Membership Card.) The same applies to northbound Ridge Road 

access from Manning Drive. 

For complete and current information, please visit: 

All parking and traffic control is managed by our friends at 



UNC Department of Pub|ic Safety. 

We’re OPEN 2.5 hours before tipoff 
for food and beverage service prior to 

EVERY men’s home basketball game! 

9°~ 9;°962-4 °~ 0°:: 

Thank you for your continued membership 

loyalty and support of YOUR Club! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, December 30, 2011 3:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presents 2012 ClubCorp National Tournaments 

Nil @ember E:<dusives Lc.~io 

H.ember @xclL:sives FO~ Dec{smber 30, 2Oli 

N:: Couples’ 
Tournament 
Logo 

~i Two-Person 
Best Ball 
Tournament 
Logo 

ii~] ClubCorp Team 
Championship 
Logo 

i:~i Couples 
i~i Two-Pemon ~] Team Championship 

Get in the Game 

L~ Costa Reco~-I a~<t g;9~ 

Ooc’~ miss t:*i;~yi~’:,!} i:i’:,e ne,Aqy 
renov.~1ed ch.~m~pionsh~p 

coarses at La £osla, fe~wr~s ave 
cite [e:-]:ale ;~p{J cite :]:81e witi: 

i.iSGA veFi~:ia~tl@ t~8~’H:tical:!s, TkH! 
Field is limited 1o 60 coaples, 

The eve;’~ is flighted by 

combiued hand,cap ~nd~sxes of 

the (we ~)icyers @i:(I it; O~H!II R) 
8188l[?,ers o~ 8il s;kili leveis, TkH! 

week }s Filled with fun, socket 
e,ietAt@s and competitive golf, 

tbot?t P.siss tt?~s caP.sarcd~sti~s and 
e:<cii:eclect [~tit; 8veP.[ !g’~ey<.H 

Fou~ nights iodgirg 
Ai} meals Wednesday dinl~er 

UtKR~gi: gre;@:I;!ts~ SuPday 

.me.~mng with the excep.:}on oF 
Fr klay dirmeF 

Fo~r rounds of goif 

(~F881: p~i:SeS 08 ;~t~d ofl I:[:8 

goif cou~ se 

Weicon:e 9iR bcg f,9: e,iery 
plsyer 

Play Where the 
Legends Play 

k~es~t Ball 

fh~s event }s open [o nsembe.~s 
and the}r guest wRh USGA 
velqfic, bte hsrdicaps less thel~ 

t9,5, Space is iimited to 60 

Icarus, 

E~ioy four .~outKis of golf as you 
walk h? the footsteps of the 

legends i:hst h~,ve played 
before you on F}restore’s 

hffameus SouU~ Ceu.~se, the 
.."4ortb £ou:se 8,1~d ttK~ West 
QO~HSS, ]-~H! IiekJ is fligt~[:8(i by 

combined hand[~:ap indexes. 

Dot’.: m}ss the fun w..’de ~)iaying 
these legendary courses: 

ons}te vdk~s or t.."e clubhouse 
Alt mec, Is with the exception of 
S~tul-{lay ~inner 
Fosr rO08@i, of gOif 
Big Break competition 
[-":qzes on 8,t~d off the course 

Weico:":e gift bag 

0 8 <OLIRH} relr @s~? 8"~es~s 

New in 2012 

One Event for all 

Members 

5et~ke~wsber 5~ - 9 
~5~rte~ C~x.~e~ P.eser~ sx Spa 

Seventy-five (T5)feams from 
busis<,}~i4~ cribs ~:11:(I codrd:ry 
clubs will co.mpe~e ~ope.:her in 
the AcaH~ CiubColp ream 
gi:ampionship at Barton Creel 

Cosril:r}, Chlb PsePsbeFs ,A~ill ptCy 

wRh .:heh respectwe goit 

Dofessional, E~c.." Business 
(;~ub tec,:": wif be pc, hed cdth a 

CisbCorp Golf Professional, 

The five day£ foo{ nigbl eve@: 

e~[e£s r,~tior!aily ,~ecognized golf 

courses, great food and ,dlipk, 

arKi i:be op~)orl:ui:il:y to 
8xpe~iecc8 I:[:8 I.i\,e H0~;iC 

Ca~Ral of the Wo~td. 

You will arrive expecth@ just 
aPother golf tourt~apsei~t but will 

<lepirl: krlo~’di:g i( kl, Ii, o t’cuc~t 

[!’.’O [e : 

}"ov~- P.ights IoIglng 
All meals Weds<,!s-lay -lisc<,!r 

t..2..~oagh Sur, d~sy bleakfas~ 

[-Oiii :OlJl{,dS of 801f 
0 r1-12ours{! Yelr @s~?8lests 

Vvelcome gib:: ha9 and mobil 

pro si:ops 

Prizes on and o~r tt]e course 

Accr;!t ,/,~iti be ocsil:e o~eiit]~} 
test drives ;wKJ o~e klcky 



for additionai information, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 3, 2012 5:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your New Year Carolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club SpMt 
Click on the Event link below for detailsJ For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Our New Year’s ResoJution to You! 

Keeping you up-to-date on aJl the exciting happenings at Your Club! 

Club staff is proud to bring back the 4-color bi-montNy printed newsletter. In 
combination with this bi-weeldy "Spirit" update email, the website, and monthly 
eNewsletter you have multiple convenient ways to learn about all the exciting 
things planned for 2012. 

Prime Rib Night {January 4) - A scrumptious Club Tradition. Yum! 

Business Builders Meeting {January 5, 12, 19) - Join fellow members as we help 

each other grow in 2012! 

Steak & Eggs Sunday Brunch {J an ua ry 8) -A delicious Sunday Celebration and 

Family favorite! 

Carolina Women Connecting {January 17) -Join us for coffee, conversation and 

networking] 

Epicurean Club Demonstration {January 17) - Featuring "Tree Nuts" (5pm social, 

5:30 demo) ] 

Jazz Night in O’Herron’s {January 20) - LIVE Music with local artists! 

Classic Movie Night (Ja n ua ry 20) - Featuring the Alfred Hitchcock Classic 

"Strangers on a Train"] 

Canadian Wine Dinner{January 25) - Explore diverse cuisine on a Trans-Canadian 

culinary adventure! 

Antiques Club Event(J a n ua ry 25) - "Decorating & Landscaping Historic Homes" 

with Diane Eckland 

Business Builders Luncheon Event (January 26) - "Tax Saving Strategies for 2011 

and Beyond" with Joel Levy] 



New Year, New Lunch Options! 

Enjoy our new soup, salad and sandwich buffet, weekdays at The Carolina Club. 
Enjoy a fresh green salad, an assortment of composed salads and fresh cut fruit. 
On the sandwich bar we’ll rotate a daily selection of ready-made delicious hot and 
cold sandwiches, with condiments and homemade chips on the side. Warm up 
with our hot soup of the day, and finish your lunch with a variety of yummy sweet 
bites. We’ve lightened it up a bit, but there’s still plenty of variety, and it’s still 
lust S10++! (A la Carte lunch menu also available). Make your resolution to dine 
with us more often, and bring your colleagues and friends! 

Home Basketball Offerings 

Enjoy a pregame bite at the Club before every Men’s home basketball game! The 
Club opens 2 ½ hours before tif~ff, even before those Saturday and Sunday 
games. Celebrate a Tar Heel victory in the Grill. We’ll stay open for beverage 
service, even after those 9pm games. Check the website for more info. When the 
Heels are away, we’ll show the games in O’Herron’s (during regular service hours) 

on our new 55" LED screen. 

Tailgate Partner Spotlight 

Today we highlight Marc Reid with Right at Home, in home Care and Assistance 
www.rahdch.com). Whether a family member needs a little extra help around the 

house, assistance recovering from a hospital stay or someone to check in on them 
throughout the week, Right at Home’s in-home care has the answer. Our home 
care services are built around your specific needs. Contact Marc at 241-5292 for 

more information. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com!carolinaclub 

Let’s link upJ www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Member Ticket Exchange! Have tickets you canit use? Need tickets? MTE helps 

connect members who have UNC Basketball or other tickets with members 

needing tickets. If you have, or need tickets, please call Ray Kenney at 962 - 4454 

and we will put you together. 

The Club will be CLOSED in honor of the Martin Luther King Holiday 
Monday, January 16. 

Weekiy Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 
Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, complimentary hors 

d’oeuvres and $2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 
corkage fee. 



For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http:/!www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@maJlermemfirst.net~ 

Thursday, January. 5, 2012 6:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@ema31.unc.edu> 

Basketball BuTz (BC & Miami edition) - join us pregame! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Tlae C~ollna Club’s 

We are O~’*~’N for service for the Boston College game! 

We are ~’*~N for service for the Miami game! 

Reservations available for the upcoming home game vs. NCSU on Jan 26th. 

~.,:~NG vso BC 

2:30 pm tipoff - in your seats! 

Club’s lunch service from 12:00pro 

Club’s dinner service from 4:30 pm 

Pregame - Build you~ own perfect 

~Ioody M~ry,~ 

9:00 pm tipoff- in your seats! 

Club’s dinner service from 5:30pro 

No jackets required: .o worries! 

Beverage service only post-game. 

H~|f-eff reserve ~ourbons a~d sce~:ch! 

Join us on Sunday, January 8th for our 

11:00 am - 2:00 pm 

$t 6.95++ per person 

(buffet format) 

Reservations appreciated. 

***Club patrons may find FNNN parking on Stadium Drive after 5pro, and on 

weekends. Park anywhere that doesn’t have a reserved/disability sign 

posted. Numbered spaces are ok.*** 

Ramshead Deck parking is AVAILA~L~ to ¢,3~ C~ ~[-~,~s. Park 

on ~,EVEL 3 (if available) to avoid stairs and elevators. Follow the signs 

as you walk unimpeded to the Club. 



Be prepared to show your "~:~ ~’~F q~a~’~ 

to a monitor (if requested) to access Ramshead Deck. 

¯ Southbound Ridge Road traffic may be blocked at Stadium Drive. 

Public Safety will move the barricade F~,’~ ~,’~,~ to continue to the 

Ramshead Deck. (be prepared to show your "~’¢X~ ~r~’~ ~:~:~.) 

The same applies to northbound Ridge Road access from Manning 

Drive. 

For complete and current information~ please visit: 

All parking and traffic control is managed by our friends at 

UNC Department of Public Safety. 

We’re OPEN 2.5 hours before tipoff 

for food and beverage service prior to 

EVERY men’s home basketball game! 

Thank you for your continued membership 

loyalty and support of YOUR Club! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, January 6, 2012 3:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Pre~nted by Lake Austin Spa Resort 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~i Member Exclusives Logo 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!~iiii~ii~i!iiii~i!i~iiii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ii~h~i~i~i~iii~i~i~iii~i~i~di~i~i~i~i~i~i$2~i~i~i~i~a~i~ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiii~iii~iii~i~ii~iiiiiii~iii!i~iii~iii!i~iii@iii~iiiiii~iii~iiiii~i~iiii~i~iii~i~iii~iiiiiiiiiii~iiii~iiii~iiiiiii~iiiii~iii~iii~i~i~aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiii~iiiiiii~iiii~i~i~i~iiiii~i~i~iii~i~i~ii~iiii~iiiiiiii~1ii1iii~i~ii~i~iiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

1705 South QLiiniar! F’i~rl< Road, AListi!% Texi~s 78732 

(880) 84.7-21637 (U.S.) I (5&2) 372 7388 (Local) i (800) 338-865Z (Canada) 

: : Destinati 

on Spa 

2011 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~mafiler.memfirst.net~ 

Monday, Januao~ 9, 2012 10:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Year, New Lunch Bult~t! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

New Year, New Lunch Options! 

Enjoy our new soup, salad and sandwich buffet, weekdays at The Carolina Club. 
Enjoy a fresh green salad, an assortment of composed salads and fresh cut fruit. On 
the sandwich bar we’ll rotate a daily selection of ready-made delicious hot and cold 
sandwiches, with condiments and homemade chips on the side. Warm up with our 
hot soup of the day, and finish your lunch with a variety of yummy sweet bites. 
We’ve lightened it up a bit, but there’s still plenty of variety, and it’s still just $10++! 
(A la Carte lunch menu also available). Make your resolution to dine with us more 
often, and bring your colleagues and friends! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, January’ 11,2012 11:33 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

More time for coaching, more registrations, more money 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

Payments 

rat’s a new year and the perfect time to 

simplify your player registration 

process. Get started now - before your 

Spring and Summer seasons get 

underway’. 

i~’~ S~re~,sed Out Guy Fixed 

Our online event registration system, 

Event Manager, is designed to eliminate 

paper trails, safely store liability waivers, 

provide real-time online player reporting 

and handle all the payment processing - 

so you can focus your time on coaching ... not paperwork. 

Plus, you can use Event Manager anytime for events and fundraisers - donations 

from alumni, sports clinics, tournaments ... the possibilities are endlessl 

~"~ "* ~ ~<~--~-’~-- or call 888,277.4409. Get Started Today! :" ........ ~ ......... "~ ..... ~,t. ~,~.,,’. ~,;1 .,,’..’~...,,’...~..~.~. ,’,.. ~ 

We’ll help you set up your first online registration page from beginning to end. 

%%%%% 

:: !:.~:i\~. ,.i~..~., ,,i~i~: ~..~ ~j~_~_, ~.:. ,~,L~:~: 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with ’=Unsubscribe" in the subject line or sh’nply click on the foli~,~,ing link: ?:’s,.:b-~.-.~ b.:( 

I i~i~i.~..!~.!!!.!-.~ to forward this entail te a frier~d I 

Member Soiutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:~=:=d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Wehrell <MichaeLWehrell@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 12:24 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Team Training Techniques for 2012 

Agq[et:ic Del)aRments are turning to LighbLoad~ High Speed 
Training to get teams to the Championship 

Coilege teams across the US are adopting iight-load, high speed training techniques with sport specific movements to 

more effectively conve~l those weight room strength gains to increased speed and power on the field Below you’ll be able 

to watch the latest speed training techniques using VertiMax (which the NFL and NBA are now using) to quickly produce 

dramatic h’nprovements in your team’s ability to dominate on the field of play 

Quickly develop "Speed Strength" in both Linear Speed and Lateral Quickness¯ 

:~ VertiMax Football Training X vertimax % vertimax speedtraining 

progra m 

One tra#~in9 system c~n be used #y aim sports teams for both male and female athmetee. 

Basketb:dl Tr:Pninc~ Football [rsininq Basebsii i=’sininq Soccer rr:Pnin.3 ’~1 [h~inm~ 

Find out how to get the Most Advanced Training System donated to your Scheol 
with Y:#.[~:~,~&&.~ a:~.!~q ¯ 

[~ VertiMax - the leading speed and 

Defivering Leading .... : verticaltraining system Edge Gair=~ In Sports Fitt~es~ 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follc,,~,ing link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower BIvd¯ 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
ii.~.iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy¯ 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon Goods <nomply@r.groupon.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:32 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-* 

70% OffGSM-Unlocked BlackBerry ZI0, Sm~sabelt Men’s Melange Trouser, KF 2500 2-Speed Juicer & More 

% 
==.’.’==.’,:.: [::::ii::: =.:iii’:i;ii:~ii:~==~r~i? with $I 9.99 Purchase i i. [.:~: i:::: ==:::: [.:~:e== :.2;r~’~:s 

GSM-Unlocked BlackBerry Z10 

!~.?:~,: ~.!...t:.i~.! ’i; :?. 3 ’.:i. !i:i i!:) 

Sansabelt Men’s Melange Trouser KF 2500 2-Speed Juicer 

Ow:,v ~0 beu?;t-~.t 

Envizawear Slitted Maxi Skirt 
O,sel 50 I’~ought 

Poof Apparel Women’s Leggings 



!i!!!i!i!i!!!!!i!!:ii!!!!!!!!i!!!!!i!!!i!i!i!!!!:!!!:!!!::!!::!!!w:x+x+x’’’’- -!!!!{{ 

ASUS MeMo Pad Smart 10" Tablet Sansui 24" 720[3 LED HDTV 

Over 450 bot.i.o.l~t 

View [.~eal $-:.’5.4,9-.-9{:}* i85= {i::i:: View Deal 

Beverly Hills Polo Club Sheets Epilator Hair Remover 
(:’we~’ 100 bc, u!~ht 

Ultrasonic Toothbrush Set 
Ove~ 200 bou.’,~ht 

~.--’-~" , ~ o..,... ?=!; 49.99 View Deal 

Garmin nQvi 2555 LMT 5" GPS 

,,, !," ....... 
,’; c,:::= q=i:i View Deal $ ¢-%":’~.~.." .i .............. 

Men’s Long-Sleeve Shirts J.D. Fisk Men’s Footwear 

$:i~:(~ :!]iiii 4 {ii=:9 View Deal 



To feature your business on Groupon, .’#~!1: .stai!:~d at GrouponWorks 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Monday, March 31, 2014 3:10 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-* 

Italian Deals For You 

k4;alch 31. 2:}14 

Half Off Pizza Buffet at OiCi’s Pizza 

CiCi’s Pizza - Multiple Locations 

Pizza made with fresh dough lines the expansive 

bullet, along wi~h pas~a .... 

C:ver ::!:::(?(?(? b::::u~?i~’:l 

.:::..::. :.,: 

..,........ 

See Deals Down the Street 

]’~ll :_Is w}:el-e !/our ho~s~ ii’,.~s so ’s~,","~ c3~ s~3d vo~ de~is i~e~rbv 

Up to Half Off at Buffalo Brothers Pizza & 

Wing Company 

Buffalo Brothers Pizza & \Nmg Company - 

Wake Forest 

Signalure buffalo-chicken pizza with a blue-cheese 

base, mozzarella, and house... 

C:ver "i~:(?(?(? b::::u~?i~’:l 

.:::..::,:.,: 
iiii::..i:::i:i..:: 

80% Off Italian Cuisine at Capri 

Restaurant 

Capri Restaurant - North Raleigh 

Homestyle Italian meals such as filet of grouper, 

shrimp scampi, chicken... 

~i.:.i~:.,.e:~ 4(}(} b::::u!i¢’:’i 

!!iiii!i!!ii:iii]i~ 

49% Off Pizza Dinner for Two at Ciago°s 

Ciaga’s - University 

Pizzas topped with mealballs, artichoke hearts, or 

eggplant pair with salads... 

O:.,::~::i 2~50 bo:...@":t 

!iii;: i:i;!!i i:i!i; Ji!ii: 3 



Up to 50% 0{{ Be~ Gusto 

Be{ Gusto - Durham 

Loc;~] businesses like this one promote thrk4n9, 

distinctive communities by,,, 

Don’t See Any Deals You Like? 

Take a few seconds to tell us what you like, and we’Jl pick the right 

deals for you. 

i~ Get P ...... lized Deals Now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:32 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Glamour Shots Packages 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ , 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ 

% 
You." F4aieigh / ©u..’i~am Deais I Ap..’ii I, 20t4 

Featured Deals 

Groupon’s Best: Sun Tan City 
);:~.;;~ "i’~d,’~i :(? ::ii:ii~ :(}vei," :i<}i) i::::~:.i:iiii’ii 

!~-.4-(:) $20 

More Great Deals 

>:+: 

Hibachi and Japanese Cuisine 

Mitchikia Japanese Steakhouse 

& Sushi 
Over 1,000 bc,%~M 

~£:£{, :!i; 15 

~,qew BarkBox Delivery of Dog 

Goodies 

~:~-ix!~ $.::iig.!i;ii~9 

\/[@w 

]i33333333333333~i~i~ 

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Boat Tour 

Jordan Lake Tours 

’~:5~!5 :=,i; i 4 =.ii~. 

Fantasy Lake Water Park 

-$4",.-’:. ::i}:Z;i!: 

i i~ii 8~e~.:po~ 8~ >sd s 

Children’s Camp with Supplies 

Success4School - Camps 
(.!4 -@£4 ::ixi q!i 

Kids’ Ice Hockey Course 

Polar Ice House 

!.~’-4 9 $ :;=i=.:(} 

We~ve got 1,000s of deals 
eve~-,/dav, 

~i Check Groupon First! 







Eco Belize Resort with Optional Caribbean Cruise 



Oceanfront Resort in Myrtle Beach 

s~ve 3~% 







1920s-Inspired Hotel in Northern Bogota 

~’?,o~ot~, ©oior~’~bis. O~’e Ct’ild 6 o~ You~ge~ Stays i"ree, 

Sa’,~e 40% 







7-Day Vacation in London & Rome with Airfare 

Plk:e/~’~e~so~’~ Bss~’d <~n D<~ubie Occupancy 

Save 34% 





i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                     i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~                       ~.~t~i~H~,~,~d~*~.~l,r~.~t~:~i~:i~    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
To promole your prope~t!7 with Groupon Getaways, iii~:~i: :,i:;:~ :,::~= ~t Grol~ponWorks. Follow Groupon 

Geh~ways i,’rl ~= Lqi : and i::::~i :~:c ’: 

commtmi,’:ation.~L To acijust how o<en you receive ftd:ure Grotapon Geh~ways email.%, includm,.3 

unsubscribinc~, :: =: ::~ i ~::~: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 5:32 AM 

Malo> Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Nonsurgical Face-I,ifls 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ 

% 
You." F-4aieigh / ©u..’i~am Deais I Ap..’ii 2, 20t4 

Featured Deals 

Nonsurgical Face-Lifts 
:i!;i;:.i~i i!i!~:!~’!i~!:~’:~:::~i~    O,i<;:r i00 ::::::::::::::::::::: 

$+9{:; ::.]:; i{:!:9 

#:!i/ 
Brewery Tour, Beer, and Glass 

f’.";"-"~:: ::i:: :: :::’: 

More Great Deals 

Group Bowling and Shoe Rental vi~.w BarkBox Delivery of Dog 
AMF Bowling Co. Goodies 
Ove.~ 700 bought 

$::3 .’" ::i.: :: ’.:’ ,:~.~x:.-~ .:.i .:’:.".). :.i.i:.".) 

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Foot Reflexology Massage 

Revive Foot Massage 

~:,’~ 5~,-:." !iii:ii:~ii~= 

Fitness Classes 

CORE Fitness Studio 

~..t.:~’~.} :=,i; ::!:i::i ~ 

Boat Tour 

Jordan Lake Tours 

~.:,<.,:~.i~ i!iiii .:ii!::i 

We’ve got 1,000s of deals 
evei-vdav, 

.Xi CheckGroupon Fir~! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paperless Post <~paperless@email.papeflesspost.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 12:53 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Have your cake and engraved stationery, too 

~t yo~ ~::-¢ unaMe t~ see tMs messace c~,.k here to ~4ew 

% 
HOME INVITATIONS GREETINGS WEDDING BABY 

:~ Paperless Post Fine Printing 

PHOTO IPAD APP 

Conneetwithus. 
[] 

[] [] [] [IINII appstore 

You received this at sbmaloy@uneaa.m~c.edu because you are a registered member of faperless Post. 

To stop receiving updates and promotions from P(~perless Post, you ma2j unsubs(~ribe here, 

,~,c~ 2o~.4 taperless tost ] 115 Broadwalh 2Xeu York, NY~ooo6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon Goods <noreply@r.groupon.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:17 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

75% OffOtlerbox Armor Series Case, Down-Alternative Comforter, Puratilter Gold Air Filter & More 

Down-Alternative Comforter 
Owx 1,000 bo~gt’:t 

=/"=="{ [::::ii::: ’.:iii’d;ii:@==ir~i? with $I 9.99 Purchase i i. [.:i: i:::: ==:::: Re’= :.i;;’i’~:s 

Purafilter Gold Air Filter 

Over t ,000 beu~:~i~[ 

Flavour It Fruit-Infuser Bottles 

View ~.’) e a I 

Over 1,000 bought 

$~;(-,,’.’ !i!; 5 !):9 View r)ea~ 

Sansui 24" 720p LED HDTV 
Ore.~ 1,000 bougi~t 

~-{~}<’~,~’-~’~;"." :::: 8:::} :.:.i :::i Vie’~’7 Deal 



ii.i                      } 

HP Split Ultrabook Laptop 

Over 50 bo~gt~t 

Samsun 8" Galax Tab3 16GB 

Ore.~ 550 bought 

Samsung Galaxy Gear SmartWatch 

(:’ver 550 bought 

Bellezza Duet Set 
Ore! 1,000 bought 

~$-~:!-{.."t:} !ii;i $=:9 ::i=:9 View beat ~.~{-}2-(}; :=.i ::?,4.=.ii=.0 View ~’.~eal 

Smartphone Running Armbands 
Owx 5,000 #o~aght 

IQ Pulse Massager & Accessories 

Over t ,000 bc.u~:]M 

~’!ihS%<9 :if: ? :99= Vi e w ~3 e a ~ S,~-4,’@:’i.,,’5 i!iil i 0:99= V i ew D e a I 

12-Month Xbox Live Gold Card 
Over 1,000 bought 

NCAA Classic Fleece Throw 
Ore.~ 1,000 bought 

${’-4--99 $49:9:9 View Deal !!,’}~,~(~-:{:,’{; i==!;"i :}.9!i.]= View ~’,~eal 



To feature your business on Groupon, get star:,-~d at GrouponWorks. 

To unsubscribe or to adjust your settings, please ,’:ik;}~ hele. 

Cohtect US I feedbac’<@groupo~ con: I RA© I i?dvecy Stateme~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 5:32 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Brewery Tour, Beer, and Glass 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ 

% 
You." Raieigh / ©u."ba."T: Doais I Ap."it 3, 20t4 

Featured Deals 

Subtle Enhancement Med Spa 
);:i.;i::’i:ie i))i~’;i’;~i;i,::i~:~’;ie~’fii i::ii::i~,::i (;i::~i ::2;,’v’i~:~ :!:;i)i::::~:.i:iiii’ii 

More Great Deals 

Groupon’s Best: Teeth Whitening 

Whiten My Smile Now 
O’,,e.~ I,O00 bo~gt~t 

$-:t-?.’.9 ::.]:; :i:!’.!;:? 

%qew Foot Reflexology Massage 

Revive Foot Massage 
Over 50 bought 

!.~’-59 ::.1:; 2:!;:) 

\/[@w 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Fitness Classes 

CORE Fitness Studio 

Fantasy Lake Water Park 

Cheer and Dance Classes 

Elite Cheer and Dance 

$-t-~:’4:.,’., !i!b:i {~i~ 

’di~s,v 

;~[~ii{~i!iiii~iii~!iii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiii[i 

V}e~v 

BarkBox Delivery of Dog 

Goodies 

!.f!,?-~ :’.i:i.#.i{~ =i:i=,={~ 

"f~i;~i~i~i~ii~?~?~’~: ................ ~" ...................... ~:~{~iiii 

Boat Tour 

Jordan Lake Tours 

~.],<..:~-t-X~ i!iiii .:ii!::i 

We’ve got 1,000s of deals 
eveB!daw 

.;~i CileckGroupon First! 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04,11 F :! i:,:::ii:q vs Div. I National Championships 8:00 AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04.11 i~!i::i:!::~::i!..:[.!i:!i:ii::!ii!i .... GeorgiaTech 3:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04.11 B:~;’i~’i:i::i:ii vs. WakeForest 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04,12    i:b::v, ii’:~:i vs. KnechtCup 8:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04.12 !:!:!i:!]::!::]:J]::!2 .... Div. INationalChampionships 8:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04.12 i:~:;~!i:ii~;:i:.i.i atGeorgiaTech ESPN3 I:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04.12 ~i:i:!::.ili:i::!:~!!! atGeorgiaTech ESPN3 3:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04.12 atSy ...... 3:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04.12 atSy ...... ESr<U 6:00~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 04.12 i~:i,:i::’i~:’i:.i~!:i~ii vs. WakeForest 6:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii !,~:~:~:~L~:.:.:~:~:~ii..,:::i~:~.~:~:~:i~.~.,~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ehoupon <noreply@r.greupon.com > 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 2:15 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Massage Deals For You 

[[::::;:oii’¸ YOLiii 

iiiii[iii[ii 
iiiiiiiiiiii 

Up to 88% Off at Massage Kneads 

Massage Kneads - Durham 

Massage therapist loosens muscles and 

lilaments with soothing strokes or._ 

C:v:~: i’;:::!,:~:?, ]:,,<’-..:~i??’,t 

!iii; !i::i:~!!!~i 

See Deals Down the Street 

]’~ll :_Is w}:el-e !/our ~io~s~ ii’,.~s so ’s~,’¢ 08~ S~3d VO~ CJe~iS ile~rbV 

Up to 66% Off a 60- or 90-Minute 

Massage 

The Bannard Center - Can/ 

A licensed lhetapisl uses a consullalive approach 

lo work stress and ~ension._ 

©,/::::.r 750 i.:,ou!;i~id. 

::i{!:.’::::: .ii ii. .:::.., ,:., 

Up to 82% Off Spa Treatments 

Kalon Mind & Body Day Spa - Fayetteville 

Treatment includes a milk-and-honey scrub, a 

body-purifying mask, and hoE. 

©vei .::i00 bo:...@":t 

!iii; !i!ii::ii:Z) 



Up to 53% Oil Massages at Therapeutic 

Release 

Therapeutic Release m 

Long, flowing strokes of Swedish massage reduce 

stress and ease pain:... 

©~’~?.~" 3(}(} b=::=~.,~!i~’=l 

Up to 54% Off Deep-Tissue Massage and 

Facial 

The Skin Spa of VVake Forest - Wake Forest 

Therapists target fascia and deep layers of muscle 

to dismantle tension and... 

Up to 64% Off a Lavender Aromatherapy 

Massage 

Prospa Massage and Wellness - Wake Forest 

Therapeutic massage helps clients unwind with 

lavender aromathe[ap,/and.r. 

Ore: 2~::x:~ h,c::...i;~iht 

!iii;: :!iiii:ii:ii~ 

51% Off Swedish or Deep-Tissue 

Massage 

Laser Lean = Chapel Hill 

Calming, customized full-body Swedish massage 

with oil or slow, intense... 

©v:::?? 20~0~ bo~.f!j~id. 

Up to ~3% Offa Massage 

Lydia Bell at Body Language Massage 

Therapy - Durham 

Relaxing massage from experienced licensed 

massage therapist 

©v=::?? 20~0~ bo~.f!j~id. 

".iii:’:i:::i ":i 7 

Don’t See Any Deals You Like? 

Take a few seconds to tell us what you like, and we’ll pick the right 

deals for you. 

[ i~ Get P ...... lized Deals Now 

~ i Get n~,." 

% Get Personalized 

Deals Now 



Delb,~ered by Groupon Inc 800 W. Chicago Avenue, Suite 400 Chicago, IL, 60854, USA 

~diust h,:~,’ c.r~e~ you ~ece},,e !ut~re Just ~:,:,~ "~’ou emai~s in~i~di~[~ unsubscdb~n~, <~ick here 

~iI GROUPON 



From i C~oupo~ G~taw~ <~ore~b’@ ~ ~ro ~ 

sub1 ~op B~ac!~ Va~atio 







Ocean-View Rooms at Myrtle Beach Resort 



Beachside Condos along Gulf of Mexico 

Save 53% 





Secluded Villas near Beaches in Turks and Caicos 



All-inclusive Vacation at Jamaica Beach Resort 

S~ve 25% 



All-Inclusive Dominican Republic Vacation with Airfare 

Sa~e 22% 



All-inclusive Dominican Vacation with Airfare 

S.ave 35% 





i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                     i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~                       ~.~t~i~H~,~,~d~*~.~l,r~.~t~:~i~:i~    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
To promole your prope~t!7 with Groupon Getaways, iii~:~i: :,i:;:~ :,::~= ~t Grol~ponWorks. Follow Groupon 

Geh~ways i,’rl ~= Lqi : and i::::~i :~:c ’: 

commtmi,’:ation.~L To acijust how o<en you receive ftd:ure Grotapon Geh~ways email.%, includm,.3 

unsubscribinc~, :: =: ::~ i ~::~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Friday, April 4, 2014 5:37 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Foam Party. and Fun Run 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiI 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

% 
You." P4aieigh / ©u..’ham Doais I Ap..’it 4, 20t4 

Featured Deals 

Dental Cleaning, Exam, & X-Rays 

!~-;~Sg :!]i; ii!i~;i;; 

More Great Deals 

Groupon’s Best: Sun Tan City 

O’,:e.~ I,uu~ ,.o~gh~ 

$-4~) $ 2.:..) 

~,qew Foot Reflexology Massage 

Revive Foot Massage 
Over 100 bought 

!.£,-59 :~.1:i :;,?.:!i:) 

\/[@w 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Gavin DeGraw and Matt 

Nathanson 

Gavin DeGraw & Matt Nathanson 
O,,f~.u~ 50 bought 

BarkBox Delivery of Dog 

Goodies 

Ore.~ 50 bo-tght 

$-7?" i!ii=::i.::,i:ii $~0 

Photo Shoot with Prints 

Portrait Scene 

’~-3~ 4} :]i; ii ::i~ 

Vie~v 

Fitness Classes 

CORE Fitness Studio 

!.H-:F-3 i==!;:::!=.~9 

\sie,;# 

Fantasy Lake Water Park 

Ovel 50 bo~!~i~t 
~..,<.4:~:~ :=.i: 2:::]: 

We’ve got 1,0Q0s of deals 
ever-roar, 

~’-’i OheckGroup,sn Fir~! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Friday’, April 4, 2014 12:17 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-* 

Ready/br the Weekend? 



The Meat House 

Sandwiches at The Meat House 

Sandwiches wi~h Certified Angus Beef & 9=year 

cheddar cheese or svvee~=potato waflles_. 

B&B Lanes 

~:i~ ii~i;iii;iiii!ii;iiii~i Two Games of Bowling and Pizza 

..... ~;~:::~:~ Balls hurtle toward pills OI1 24 well-oiled lanes as 

bowlers keep track of spares and... 

Black Ops PaintbaH 

All-Day Paintball Package 

Atoned with a Tippmann 98 Custom marker, 

guests compete in recreational combat on a 

regulation speedball field or... 

..... ,........ 

Kalon Mind & Body Day Spa 

Shellac Mani-Pedis 

Nail tech cuts & Iiles nails, exleliates hands & 

feet, then applies Shellac polish & paraffin before 

treating... 

-.... 
:??~.::..? :?.: 

White Rabbit Brewing Company 

Brewe~3, Tour, Beer, and Glass 

.... ¯ . m:::: ...................... Guests sample beer, choose one to sip as a pint, 

and take home branded pint .glasses 

CiCi’s Pizza 

CiCi’s Pizza 

Pizza made with Iresh dough lines the expansive 

buffet, along with pasta, salads, a~d desserts 

R noon  e× ¢an Ro,ta.,ant 
:";::!:!!i!!iill Mexican Food 

Mexican specialties, such as burritos wi~h grilled 

shdmp, enchiladas with mole ranchero sauce, 

a~’~(J sincronizada grilled... 

¯ ._ : .., 



BeautyLounge 

Shellac Manicures 

Manicures are capped off with Shellac nail polish 

thai protects against chips 

Capita~ Golf Center 

Mini Golf and Soft Drinks 

G~’oups el two o9 fou~" angle golf balls away from 

rive[ flowing th~’ough 18-hole mini<jell course 

!iii; ii :;!i!~: :ili:!ilili: 

~rnagination Station Science and 
History Museum 

Science-Museum Visit 

Visitors bro~vse more ~han 20 permanent and 

ternpo[a~.’ science exhibits, inekEding Na;)o}, 

__ which explores the... 

:!iiii:i i;:i: 

Rusty Wallace Racing 
Experience 

Racing Experiences 

Professional d[ivers sate passengers’ need for" 

speed in s~oek ea~’s during exci~ing ride=alongs 

and ~’acin9 expe[iences 

!iii;: i !.i.i:!i.ii~ 

Palace Pointe 

[i ’ii iii:: :~[" !~ Bowling with Shoes 

........ Twosomes or foursomes enjoy automatic scoring, 

gutter bumper ~’ails fo~" younger bowlers, and a 
iiiiiiiiiiiii ii bowling ramp fer handicapped..r 

.__: . 

Ashee Ethiopian Cuisine 

Ethiopian Food 

Authentic Ethiopian meals, such as curded-goat- 

and-lamb stew atop t]atbread, are served at an 

eatery with coIIee ceremonies 

..=<..,. 



Benetis Athena Restaurant 
Greek and American Food 

American and Mediter~’anean dishes such as 

b~’eakfas~ skillets, sandwiches, and gyros 

Triangle Rock Club 

Rock Climbing 

Skilled instructors teach climbers to ascend rock 

wails; once they get the hang of the sport, 

students can p~’ac~ice at the._ 

,._..,... 

Get inspired ........r-~t(~vvse Mme rbeats by C;~tegorV. 

[]% 
Need help? Have feedback? Feel free to contact ~.~ 

1"o feature your bus~ness on Groupon get started at G~o;~:po!lWorks 

You a~e receivi~g this emaii because sbmalo~:~}Lmcaa ~;:c edu is signer~ up to receive Groupon communications To 

adjust how o,"ten you receive fuhJre Gro=~pon Occasion emaiis, i~lciuding uns=~bscribing, click he=~ 

Delivered by G~oupon i!lc 6go W Chicago Avenue, Suite 400 Chicago iL, 60654, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 5:33 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Gavin DeGraw and Matt Nathanson 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~,~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~- 

% 
You." i-:(aieigh / ©u."t~a."T: Deals I Ap..’t 5, 20t4 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Foot Reflexology Massage 

Revive Foot Massage 
Ove~ 150 bought 

9 %;--.’: i!iil :i::i;ili: 

Fitness Classes 

CORE Fitness Studio 

t,’,<...t.::z .~ :!]il :ii~iii~ 

Cheer and Dance Classes 

Elite Cheer and Dance 

V}ew 

V}ew 

Parent/Child Mud Race 

Big Muddy Challenge 

~:~’[} :=,i; ::!:i~:!; 

Photo Shoot with Prints 

Portrait Scene 

~:,-’,.-.t-$! !ii; i ~iii: 

View 

We’ve got 1,000s of deals 
eve@day, 

.Xi CheckGroupon Fir~! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 1:24 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Photography Deals For You 

l\p~il ~;. 2014 

Up to 71% Off Video-Digitization 

Services 

ScanDigital- Online Deal 

Specialists conved photos, slides, VHS, and reel- 

to-reel film inio digital_. 

()v,~::~ !:: :~;i:~;i:~;i: ]::~,:;:::u~i;ii]~i: 

See DeaJs Down the Street 

Up to 70% Off Digital Media Conversion 

Sou{htree - Online Deal 

Staff converts VHS, 8ram, and home movie tapes 

into DVD, turns old photos .... 

Ov.::~’~ Ii .000 bo~@":t 

¯ ::b 4 :::-::: 
:.?? i: ::i):::2: 

Glamour Shots - Up to 96% Off Photo 

Shoots 

Glamour Shots - Northwest Raleigh 

After a professional makeover, photographe~ 

capture clients’ personalities in.,. 

!!iiii:::iii::i!!i;::iii:..!iiiii!i!ii; 

Up to 83% Off Photo-Scanning Services 

ScanMyPhotos.com - Online Deal 

Digitization e~<peds scan 500 or 1,000 4"x6" 

photos and conved them to... 

C:v.::::’ "if:(}(}0 b::::~.:ifi1~’:l 



jcp portraits - Up to 83% Off Photo 

Shoots 

jcp portraits - Multiple Locations 

Professional photo~raphe~s capture families, 

babies, and indivkJt~als with... 

............. .., ........ 

~i~iiiiiii 
Up to 57% Off Audio or Video Transfer 

Services 

MVP Video- Lake Forest 

Specialists take material Irom a[adio cassettes, 

record albums, or any format... 

~i.:.i~.,.~.:~ 55(} bc~..~!i¢’d 

Up to 78% Off Boudoir Photo Shoot and 

Prints 

Revolution Studios - Cary 

Ht~sbaod4,vife photog team captures seE~sual looks 

to be displayed on private web... 

(::~v=~= .::::!=:~::~ i:=,c,=...ii~ii"=t 

82% Off Photography Package at Rash 

Portraits 

Flash Digital Portraits - Multiple Locations 

Timely, convenienL and personalized photo shoo~s 

yield a multi-image collage... 

©v::::.? "iiS0 b,:..:~.f.!j~id. 

86% Off gigitization Services from 

PeggyBank 

PeggyBank - Online Deal 

Crash-resistant boxes deliver priceless videos aE~d 

pictures safely to... 

O~.~?.~" t(}(} ~::~,::=~..~!i~’=l 

4:? ,;.~: ::’.:¯ 4.¯:: 

Don’t See Any Deals You Like? 

Take a few seconds to tell us what you like, and we’ll pick the right 

deals for you. 

[ i~ Get P ...... lized Deals Now 

~ i Get n~,," 

% Get Personalized 

Deals Now 



Delb,~ered by Groupon Inc 800 W. Chicago Avenue, Suite 400 Chicago, IL, 60854, USA 

~diust h,:~,’ c.r~e~ you ~ece},,e !ut~re Just ~:,:,~ "~’ou emai~s in~i~di~[~ unsubscdb~n~, <~ick here 

~iI GROUPON 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 5:33 AM 

MaJo> Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Crepes and Drinks 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ 

% 
You." Raieigh / ©u..’bam Doais I Ap..’it ~), 20t4 

Featured Deals 

Laser Hair Removal 

!,’,t.4-0 {!; :!]i; ~:!::9 

More Great Deals 

Southern Food 
Carolina Crossroads Restaurant 
Ore.~ I,O00 bo~gt~t 

$-~3{:) $:30 

~qew 
Parent/Child Mud Race 

Big Muddy Challenge 

$ix-:~ ::.i :i!::~ !:i 

View 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Cheer and Dance Classes 

Elite Cheer and Dance 

Photo Shoot with Prints 

Portrait Scene 

$-2:1-<.~ :’.i:i i !i:i~ 

Music-Hall Membership 

The Pour House Music Hall 

View 

View 

Laser Nail-Fungus Sessions 

The Skin Institute 

~.!~5i~ :1:1 == =.ii~. fill 

Flyboard Jetpack Flight 

Carolina Flyboard 

~’-i:}4 ::i:~:=.!!=.ii~. 

We’ve got 1,0Q0s of deals 
everyqavo 

.;~i CileckGroupon First! 



Myrtle Beach Resort vi~.~w All-Inclusive Dominican Vacation vi~,;~ 

eve.~ 700 bought Over 200 bo~gi~t 

~9.’-79 i!ii~=.i:;=i:?: 5.~’.,:1-{;,’1:)9 $~!::;::.i:ii=i:?: 

: :: :::::::::::: 

Oceanfront Myrtle Beach Resort vi,w 4-Star Niagara Falls Hilton vi~.w 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon Goods <nomply@r.groupon.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 2:52 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

63% OffiPad Case and Removable Keyboard, tlydroxvcut Diet Supplements, Otterbox Case tbr iPhone 5/5s & More 

==..==.,:.: [::::ii::: =.:ihi;ii:~ii:~h~i;~ with $I 9.99 Purchase i i. [.:~: i:::: ==:::: [.:~:e== :.2;;’~’~:s 

Hydroxycut Diet Supplements 
Ow,~ 1,000 bo~ght 

View r)es~ 

BassBoomz Bluetooth Speaker Garcinia Cambogia Tablets 
Over 5,000 bougl"t Ore,~ 5,000 bought 



Ultrasonic Toothbrush Set 
Over i ,000 bougt:t 

ASUS Cube with Google TV 
Ore! 1,000 bought 

%’t-:-~-!’:-!’9 :!i:i.::iig!ili]~!iii~ View (.~eal 

Aduro 10 Ft. Micro-USB Cable 
Owx 5,000 ~e~ght 

Bubble Necklace and Earrings 

Over 5,000 beu~:~M 

~’-;=:!~%-t:i.~} :ii:.:ii :9(? View ~beat $4-{~,:} !i=:.:~ 9(? ~,/i~w D~al 

iPad 4G 64GB 
Over 100 bo~gi~t 

$i:’~9:9{.," $=.}X:i=iii:i 9ii:i View beat 

Duracell Battery 48-Pack 
Ore.~ 1,000 beaght 

<’-~u:~-<s:’~-~, -,-, ,,.. ~- i==!; I i;.?=, ii:i!i.i= View (3eal 

8-Piece Quilted Comforter Sets 
Ovel 1,000 bo-tgt:t 

!!S:i~:.~{~’:{~’~:.".," !iii=~:!Xii= iii~::i= View .~beat 

E-Cig Kit from Smoking Vapor 
Over t ,000 bought 

8-S-9:-~’4 ::i}:2.4.:9=.ii=. Vi~w D~al 



To feature your business on Groupon, get st~r:{~d at GrouponWorks. 

To unsubscribe or to adjust your settings, please ,’:iic}~ hele. 

Col=tact Us I feedbac’<@groupo~ con= I ~:iA© I i"~dvecy St~teme~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon <nomply@r.groupon.com > 

Monday, April 7, 2014 5:31 AM 

Malo> Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Laser ttair Removal 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

% 

Featured Deals 

Yotl." P4aieigh / ©u."t~a."T: Daais I Ap..’it 7, 20t4 

Laser Hair Removal 
i::::’:i..~ie ::i?i:>::ii<::~ti:: f!~.i::::~ . O~,,,i:i ili!:.Si)::::,:::;,i.iiiiibi: 

{S-40{; ::.]:; {7:1i5:1~ 

Groupon’s Best: Teeth Whitening 

More Great Deals 

Kids’ Indoor-Play Sessions 

PlayNation Parties & 

Playgrounds of Morrisville 
Over 550 bo~g~t 

~qew 
Garage-Door Tune-Up 

Garage Door Service Co. 

¢,:..:.~K-} !ii;: !:,~iii: 

V{¢?w 

]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



ParentJChild Mud Race 

Big Muddy Challenge 
O’ver 50 b,:)u~t:t 

$-i~:~ ::iX!i]:: 

Mystic Spray Tans 

Planet Beach 

!;~:~(:~ i!iii::i=;:O 

Laser Toenail-Fungus Removal 

Aria Skin & Laser Spa 

~ ~’5~.’.-’ :~,il ii !ii= =.ii~. 

’~qew 

V}ew 

Flyboard Jetpack Flight 

Carolina Flyboard 

~<-:.-:.’.~=’i i!iii~=.i=::i;:ii= 

Inflalable-Playground Visits 

Bounce U Raleigh 

%:%~::; :!iil i;:ii= :!:ii 0 

\fiew 

We’ve got 1,000s of deals 
eve@dav, 

.;~i CileckGroupon First! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon Goods <nomply@r.groupon.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 12:13 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

17% Off Dell 17.3" 1.7GtIz I TB Notebook 12-Pack of Ladies Camis, MuscleTech Preworkout Amplifier & More 

=/"=="{ [::::ii::: =.:iii’d;ii:@=miill with $I 9.99 Purchase i i. [.:i: i:::: ==:::: Re== :.i;;’i’~:s 

Dell 17.3" 1.7GHz 1TB Notebook 

Dell 17.3" HD+ 1.7GHz Notebook with a 

1TB... 

~,~.,.’~.’.’.~’.’-}:~:~4:’.,, $:!i:;:!:19:9!;:) 

12-Pack of Ladies Camis 
Owl 1,000 bo-~ght 

MuscleTech Preworkout Amplifier 

$S9:~.’}9 ::i;::! ?.::.?=.?. Vi~*w D~*al 

PuraSleep Memory Foam Toppers 
Ovel 50 bou!~ht 

Dash Premium Juice Extractor 



Bathrobe with Optional Monogram Photive iPhone 5/5s Slim Cases 
Over 250 bought 

Xtreme Phone Screen Protector 
Ovel Ii)0 bougi~t 

Colgate Junior Toothbrushes 

O~,~er 50 i>ot.i~t:t 

~’-:; j~.!-.-Li~.! 3(? :::liE? View De~t !~--’-e~ :.ii!::!5. :.:]i!:) View De~l 

Bio-Oil Scar-Treatment Serum 
(:)v~-~r i O0 bo~ght 

Vi~."w D~."at 

Samsung 50"1080p Smart HDTV 

~’,~ ~-’:~::’=--’:~-":~ i!iil :;: ::i:=. ![:i !iii~![:i View Deal 

Bluetooth Shower Speaker 
Ovel 1,000 bought 

Mon Jasmin Noir L’Eau Exquise 
Over t00 bought 

!.~’.,-4(:.ivg(:.i ]!i];:;:i:.?:::: !i:i]iilj View Deal 5~-!:,.,’.-(} :,:i:;:::i.:.i::~ :[iJi:i:i=:: View Deal 



To feature your business on Groupon, .~ eL st~tried at GrouponWorks. 

To unsubscribe or to adjust your settings, please ,’:iick hele. 

Col:tact Us I feedbac’<@groupo, con= I FA© I Pdvecy Stateme,t 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@oupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Monday, April 7, 2014 2:59 PM 

Ma3o> Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Experience Deals For You 

Up to 58% Off Party or Visit with 

Concessions at Monkey Joe’s 

Monkey Joe’s - Northwest Raleigh 

Pa~tygoers or playmates enjoy Indoor playground 
with slides, obstacle courses .... 

©:.,’e~ 1:.0,0,0 i..::ouf;ii~t 

See DeaJs Down the Street 

]’~ll :_IS W}:ele !/oLir ~IO~S~ ii’,.~S SO W9 Ca;~ S~id ’~’0~ deais i~earbv 

Up to ~7% Off Kids’ indoor-Play Sessions 

PlayNation Parties & Playgrounds of 

Morrisville - Merrisville 

Indoor playland welcomes kids for year-round 

recess on 6,500 square feet d... 

.......... ..,.... 
z~:...zj :z.z:~ 

Up to ~3% Off Family Fun 

Fun Fun Fun - Fayetteville 

100 redemption and arcade games, indoor laser 

tag arena, mini golf course, and... 

~i.Z.i~:.,.~?,~ 3~:.!:{} b::::u!i#’i 

!!iiii:::iii::ii) 

Up to 50% Off at Carolina ZipJines 

Canopy Tour 

Carolina Ziplines Canopy Tour - Near Hanging 

Reck State Park 

Experienced guides send whale families zipping at 

speeds of up 1o 50 miles per... 

0:~.~.,~" 2()() b::::b~!i#:{ 

!!iiii:i!)’iiiii~ 



Up to Hail Off Urban Dare Adventure 

Race for Two 

Urban Dare - Tir Na Neg 

Fast-paced competition challenges teams of two 

with trivia, photo hunts, and... 

Up to 60% Off Re-Car Racing 

Ho=B RC Park - 

Rental racers th[ead their RC cars through 

challenging courses during one-hour_. 

©:.,:ei 100 i::,o:..~.~i~ii":t 

Hail Off Ziplining in Myrtle Beach 

Myrtle Beach Z[p[ine Adventures - Myrtle 

Beach 

Zipliners fly a~ up to 40 miles per hou[ down a 600= 

foot track that ends with... 

Ci~:.,.~.:~ 1(}(} b::::~..~!i¢’:’i 

!iii;~ !i:i;; iiiii¸¸ 

42% Off at MagiQuest 

MagiQuest = 

AIter selecting a magic wand, patrons ream ~he 

castle in a live--~ction... 

....-.......... 

Up to 56% Off Success4Schoo~ - Camps 

Success4School - Camps - 

h~teractive camps with themed activities led by 

educators, designed to.,, 

............. 
:.13i: .13: :.i i: 

Don’t See Any Deals You Like? 

Take a few seconds to tell us what you like, and we’ll pick the right 

deals for you. 

[ i~ Get P ...... lized Deals Now 

~ i Get n~,," 

% Get Personalized 

Deals Now 



Delb,~ered by Groupon Inc 800 W. Chicago Avenue, Suite 400 Chicago, IL, 60854, USA 

~diust h,:~,’ c.r~e~ you ~ece},,e !ut~re Just ~:,:,~ "~’ou emai~s in~i~di~[~ unsubscdb~n~, <~ick here 

~iI GROUPON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 5:33 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Massages 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiI 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

% 
You." P4aieigh / ©~i..’t~am Deais I Ap..’it 8, 20t4 

Featured Deals 

Massages 

$#:,i!i :!ii::!::.;{:i~ 

More Great Deals 

Groupon’s Best: Wheels Fun 

Park 

Over 1,000 bough[ 
.¢;::za. :!i; I ’i 
~>., : 

~qew "The Economist" Subscription 

e.-s...’,.:.~:~. ,:.. $(:!i.=’ii 

\-qaw 

]i33333333333333~i~i~ 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Online Voiceover-Artist Lessons 

Gravy For The Brain 

%’..’-%..’.," :~,il ::!:i~ii: 

Parent/Child Mud Race 

Big Muddy Challenge 
Ore.~ IO0 bought 

Mystic Spray Tans 

Planet Beach 

$-<-}0 i!ii::!::.i=..ii= 

Air-Conditioner Tune-Up 

Custom Air 

!.bI-5@ S:::!=.~9 

\s{ew 

Flyboard Jetpack Flight 

Carolina Flyboard 

!~’.:Ix.~4 :==!;i:.:!:~!) 

\s{ew 

We’ve got 1,000s of deals 
eve@day, 

.~i CileckGroupon First! 





From i C~oupo~ G~taw~ <~ore~b’@ ~ ~ro ~ 

Subj a i ~ii~ rfl ~ ~ii~] C~kskiii~ 





Oceanfront Resort in Myrtle Beach 



4=Star Dallas Hotel with Old-World Glamour 

S~w~ 53% 

















i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                     i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~                       ~.~t~i~H~,~,~d~*~.~l,r~.~t~:~i~:i~    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
To promole your prope~t!7 with Groupon Getaways, iii~:~i: :,i:;:~ :,::~= ~t Grol~ponWorks. Follow Groupon 

Geh~ways i,’rl ~= Lqi : and i::::~i :~:c ’: 

commtmi,’:ation.~L To acijust how o<en you receive ftd:ure Grotapon Geh~ways email.%, includm,.3 

unsubscribinc~, :: =: ::~ i ~::~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lhoupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 5:35 AM 

Male> Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Microdermabrasion Treatments 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

% 
You." F’.~aieigh / ©~i..’i~a..’T: Deais I Ap..’ii 0, 20t4 

Featured Deals 

Microdermabrasion Treatments 
i-~ ::i"~i~::::,:;~ii !51~i:ili~ (::~i~<;: . Ov;i:i iiii)i):::x:;,i.ii;iii-~i: 

$@i5 :!ii::!::.;.:’,i 

Sea[ood, Pasta, and Steak 
- Ovel;" N000 ii:~eui=;~i’;ii 

More Great Deals 

Shoe Rental v~w Group Bowling and "- 

AMF Bowling Co. 

Ore.~ {300 bought 

R&B: New Edition 

Over 50 bought 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Historical Play: Lost Colony 

"The Lost Colony" 

~’., 5 ~.-:." !iii: !=;0 

{~!::i 

Organic Detox 

Raw Green Organics 

$-:t-;’-9 :’.i:i!i:i~.,:== =i:i=~=ii:i 

Mystic Spray Tans 

Planet Beach 

’di~s,v 

Flyboard Jetpack Flight 

Carolina Flyboard 

$’-i’}4 ::i2!!=.ii~. 

We’ve got 1,0Q0s of deals 
everyqavo 

.;~i CileckGroupon First! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.ne*~~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 5:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Carolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina lu Spirit 
Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Jazz Night in O’Herron’s (January 20) - Featuring Bill Baucom & James Baird] 

Classic Movie Night (Ja n ua ry 20) - Featuring the Alfred Hitchcock Classic 

"Strangers on a Train"] 

Bridge Club (January 24) - Welcoming new members] 

Canadian Wine Dinner (January 25) - Explore diverse cuisine on a Trans-Canadian 

culinary adventure] 

Antiq ues CI ub Event (J a n ua ry 25) - "Decorating & Landscaping Historic Homes" 

with Diane Eckland 

Business Builders Luncheon Event (January 26) - "Tax Saving Strategies for 20Ii 

and Beyond" with Joel Law 

UNC vs. NC State Basketball Game (January 26) - Enjoy a special pre-game Dinner 

Buffet] 

"Drinks & Thinks" (January 27) - Our Young Professionals Club gathers for a fun 

social. Everyone welcome] 

Prime Rib Night (February l) -A beef lover’s celebration] 

Save the Date 



Feb 2,9 - Business Builders Meeting 

Feb 3 - Classic Movie Night featuring "Band Wagon" 

Fe b 6 - Cooking Class featuring "How to make great Soups" 

Feb. 7 - Book Club - "Nightwoods" by Chades Frazier 

Feb. 8 - UNC vs. Duke Basketball Game 

Feb. 9 - Member & Guest Mixer 

Feb. 24- Valentine’s Dinner 

Feb. 25 - Pasta with a Purpose 

New Year, New Lunch Options) 

Enjoy our new soup, salad and sandwich buffet, weekdays at The Carolina Club. 
Enjoy a fresh green salad, an assortment of composed salads and fresh cut fruit. 
On the sandwich bar we’ll rotate a daily selection of ready-made delicious hot and 
cold sandwiches, with condiments and homemade chips on the side. Warm up with 
our hot soup of the day, and finish your lunch with a variety of yummy sweet bites. 
We’ve lightened it up a bit, but there’s still plenty of variety, and it’s still just 
SlO++J (A la Carte lunch menu also available). Make your resolution to dine with 

us more often, and bring your colleagues and friends! 

Home Basketball Offerings 

Enjoy a pregame bite at the Club before every Men’s home basketball game! The 
Club opens 2 ½ hours before ti~ff, even before those Saturday and Sunday 
games. Celebrate a Tar Heel victory in the Grill. We’ll stay open for beverage 
service, even after those 9pm games. Check the website for more info. When the 
Heels are away, we’ll show the games in O’Herron’s (during regular service hours) 

on our new 55" LED screen. 

Join our Young ProfessionaJs Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 

Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and moreJ The Young Professionals will host their 

first "Drinks & Thinks" event on Friday, January 27th, beginning at 5:30 p.m. 

Come join us in O’Herron’s grill for $2.50 beers, great live music, wonderful 

complimentary appetizers and a discussion on which iPad, iPhone and Android 

apps you can’t live without- an "App" Party! Make the most of your Club 

Membership by getting involved with your fellow Members! For more details or to 

join us for our next event call Mona Young at 929-962-3803 or email Mona at 

mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Tailgate Partner Spotlight 

Today we highlight Bob Emsmie with TerraNova Global Properties 

(wvwv.terranovaglobal.com). We believe extraordinary experiences deserve 

extraordinary service. We offer full service real estate services for Buyers and 

Sellers in Orange, Chatham and Durham Counties, and focus on finding you the 

right home, the right commercial space, the right piece of land, whatever your real 

estate needs may be. Contact Bob at 360 - 2247 (bob terranova Iobal.com) for more 

information. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 



Member Ticket Exchange! 

Have tickets you can’t use? Need ticketl~TE helps connect members who have 

UNC Basketball or other tickets with members needing tickets. If you have, or need 

tickets, please call Ray Kenney at 962 - 4454 and we will put you together. 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 
Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 
Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes Signature 
Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 
O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, complimentary ho~ d’oeuvres and 
$2.50 domestic beers 
Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 
our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net> 

Thursday, January. 19, 2012 4:39 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Celebrate ClubCorp’s 55th year with special offers and discounts 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~ Celebrate ClubCorp’s 55th year 
with special offers and discounts! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 10:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS Universit.5, tbr February! 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL[CK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

An so n, 
This is going to be an exciting year at ACS! There are numerous new features that were 
released including the Control Center. Be sure to register for the sessions labeled, ’New 
Feature’ to hear what is now available to you! 

Attend the Questionnaire Upgrade training to customize and gather valuable information 
on your prospects! In addition, stay tuned for university specific trainings over this new 
questionnaire tool. 

Just as a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length 
and may be attended from anywhere you have access to the Intemet. 

See you in a session! 

Kristen Fyffe 
Client Solutions Associate 
ACS Athletics 
ACS University Classes 

ACS Introduction - Coach Edition (2 Sessions Available) 
Get started with your ACS InControl system and learn what ACS is all about! This session 
will cover how to log in, basic page set-ups, how to navigate the system, add prospects, 
search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all first time users! 
Date: Monday, February 4, 2013 
Time: 10:30am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Monday, February 18, 2013 
Time: 2:00pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
ACS Introduction - Compliance Edition (2 Sessions Available) 
Get started with your ACS InControl system and learn what ACS is all about! This session 
will cover how to log in, basic page set-ups, how to navigate the system, search, run 
reports, and functions. This session is a must for all first-time users! 
Date: Monday, February 11,2013 
Time: 2:00pm, Central Standard Time 
CI!ck Here to Register 
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 
Time: 11:00am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Feature: The Control Center - Coach Edition (2 Sessions Available) 
The Control Center is a powerful dashboard view of what’s happening in your system. This 
easy to use view offers summaries with quick access to information - no more looking 
around! Adding this layer of business intelligence will significantly enhance the usability of 
your system! Attend this session if you’re ready to learn about these new features and how 
you can maximize the benefits of your new Control Center! 
Date: Thursday, February 7, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 



C/!ck Here to Register 
New Feature: The Control Center - Compliance Edition (2 Sessions Available) 
The Control Center is a powerful dashboard view of what’s happening in your system. This 
easy to use view offers summaries with quick access to information - no more looking 
around! Adding this layer of business intelligence will significantly enhance the usability of 
your system! Attend this session if you’re ready to learn about these new features and how 
you can maximize the benefits of your new Control Center! 
Date: Monday, February 4, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Feature: Team Awards (2 Sessions Available) 
We have made it easier for you to assign and track team awards! You are now able to 
configure your own list of awards and keep them up to date during the year. Your coaches 
can assign awards to student-athletes throughout the season and then submit to the 
compliance office for review and approval! Attend this session to hear more about it! 
Date: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Friday, February 22, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Feature: ACSComply iPad App & ACSComply+ Smartphone App (3 
Sessions Available) 
One of the newest features of ACS is the iPad app for compliance administrators called 
ACSComply! This iPad app provides a dashboard view of system-critical information, 
athlete profiles, social media feeds, communication tools and student-athlete 
complimentary admission approval tools! It’s companion smartphone app, ACSComply+ 
available to iPhone and Android users, provides business intelligence to aid in critical 
and time-sensitive decision-making. Attend this session to hear more! 
Date: Wednesday, February 6, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Friday, February 15, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Feature: Forms Tool (2 Sessions Available) 
Did you know that you can make changes and edits to all of your student=athlete forms in 
ACS by using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will even 
be unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 
Date: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Thursday, February 21,2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Session: ACS and Compliance Assistant Data Integration (2 Sessions 
Available) 
Did you know that you can transition your ACS Roster information into Compliance 
Assistant to eliminate having duplicate data entry? Be sure to tune into this quick training 
session to easily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 
Date: Thursday, February 14, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Friday, February 22, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Questionnaire Upgrade (4 Sessions Available) 
Attend this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The 
ACS Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, 

_integrate with Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with _ 
this questionnaire! This session is a must! 
Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
C/!ck Here to Register 
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 



C/!ck Here to Register 
Get Started with SportsBoard and ACS: it’s 100% Automated! 
ACS is excited to release the integration with West Shore Technologies SportsBoard 
iPad application and the ACS InControl system. This will allow ACS coaches using the 
SportsBoard iPad application that automates scouting/assessment processes to have 
the valuable evaluation, rank and tournament information feed directly into ACS without 
importing spreadsheets and duplicate work! Attend this session to get started! 
Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
ACS Recruiting Basics (2 Sessions Available) 
Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add 
prospects, search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 
Date: Friday, February 15, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
(3lick Here to Register 
Date: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
ACSCoach iPad App (2 Sessions Available) 
This recent release helps college coaches and support staff improve operational 
performance and reduce risk in key areas such as recruiting and team operations. For 
collegiate coaching professionals, the ACSCoach iPad app offers a one-stop application 
for managing recruiting and roster management related activities. The robust contact 
management, compliance and communication solution was designed specifically for 
college coaches, empowering them to manage, track and coordinate all recruiting 
information and activities in real-time. Attend this session to learn all about it! 
Date: Friday, February 8, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
All About Practice and Competition Eligibility 
Attendees will learn how to use ACS Team Manager to Assess Practice Eligibility, Make 
Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of Athletes, as well as make Athletes 
Not Eligible for Practice and Competition. Additionally, users will see how automatic 
email notifications are tied to these functions, emailing all the appropriate people within 
the athletic department when these changes take place! In addition, learn how to run 
specific Roster Reports, as well as use Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 
Date: Thursday, February 7, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
(3lick Here to Register 
Get Started with University Athlete and ACS: it’s 100% Automated! (2 Sessions 
Available) 
Did you know you can link your University Athlete database to your InControl system? This 
link will automatically integrate your recruits, ranks, notes, and tournament attendance 
from University Athlete into your InControl system! For years, our users have enjoyed the 
ability to import data directly from University Athlete into their InControl database.The 
integration will allow our users to enjoy this same flexibility while removing the importing 
step allowing the two databases to act as one! Attend this session to get started! 
Date: Wednesday, February 6, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
C/!ck Here to Register 
Date: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Using your iPhone App for Recruiting (2 Sessions Available) 
Join us for this session to learn all the functionality of the iPhone app to aid in managing 
your recruiting information and logging compliance activity directly through your phone! 
Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
C/!ck Here to Register 
Date: Thursday, February 21,2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Logging Recruiting Activity 
This session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and 
unofficial visits. Learn more about how coaches are logging activity in ACS Athletics and 
getting rid of the paperwork! 
Date: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
ACS Recruiting - All About Emaiiing (3 Sessions Available) 
All About Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the 
ACS Recruiting Coordinator system - from individual personalized emails to mass 
personalized emails. Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future 
dates and top prospect’s birthdays! 
Date: Friday, February 1,2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 



Date: Monday, February 11,2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Logging Practice Hours and Participation 
Learn all there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the 
Compliance Office. Users will learn how to create Practice Groups, as well as complete 
and submit practice logs on a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy practice 
weeks to future weeks for ease of use when entering practice schedules. Also, discover 
how to record participation! 
Date: Monday, February 18, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Register 
Ticketing 
V~qether this is your first year using the ticketing system or you need a refresher this 
course will walk you through the best practices for managing your ticket allocations using 
ACS! We will review student athlete and compliance interaction as well as reporting 
functions for your ticket managers! 
Date: Friday, February 8, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to iister 

% 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 12:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the Umversity’s emergency sirens. The message coincided with the beginning of the siren test. There may be delays in delivery of campus-wide 
email. In an emergency, we plan to use all available communication methods including email as palt of a multi-layered strategy to reach as many people, including those who may not be on 
campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For more information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 12:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AI,L CLEAR; RESUME NORMAI, ACTIVITIES 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity has issued an "all clear." Now- it’s safe to resume your normal activities 

See aleltcarolina.unc edu for updates and more information about the University’s emergency communications. 

ABOErT THIS E\IAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is activated using a strate~z that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

esawin@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:37 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Expert Live! 

Coach Dorrance, 

We’ve been hearing a lot of great feedback on our live webinars with recruiting 
expert, Dan Tudor, so we’re bringing you another opportunity to learn from his 
expert advice. On Wednesday, February 13th, Dan will be talking about 
"Creative Ways to Get Your Prospect Talking." 

You can watch live here at 12 noon (CST, 1:00 EST). 

If you can’t make Wednesday’s webinar, don’t worry[ You can always get a 
recording of Dan’s valuable advice here! 

Ellen Sawin 
Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 888-333-6846I Fax: 312-624-7401 
esawin@ncsasports.org I http:iiwww.ncsasporta.org 

NCSA BIog: http:!/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT * SUCCEED ~ LEAD 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Saturday, February 16, 2013 11:17 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Watch 12+ Baseball Games Live in HD This Season On GoHeels TV! 

Catch UNC Baseball Live 
In HD All Season Long! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You now have 78 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage }/our quarantine 
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Canadian Ph~,~rmacy VIA3RA + CIAI..IS !H 

I looking for serious reiation are you? 

I’m interested in your profile 

Re: lu:< like egyptian co,Ion 

This company has been trending higher even as the market moved lower 

It is Set to Impress 

A DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH 

Back in our fecLis 

Its Time to Unleash Our Monster Pick! 

How are we doing, and by the way New Profile coming 

A,’:[uai Winners, A,’:[uai ExcitemenL And Another Ac’tual Play Tomorrow Night 

Next week could be BIG! 

DID YOU SEE THIS? The Street is lalkm9 . 

earn Hurley wil:ho~t inves[in£ anythin£ 

This Company is on ALERT 

Dent Miss Out on the Action 

Is ]here a Short Squeeze in Store Here’? 

Ti~=s Company Is Bound lo C:limb Higher! 

Belorusian girls ready for a big dick 

Lithuanian ~,’irgins want to a big dick 

Polish chi,’:ks want a big ,’tick 

Is it time to buy this company now’? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Sunday, FebruaD, 17, 2013 9:14 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruiter RESOURCE Update - Februa~ 2013 - Final Notice on Early Bird Webcast Savings! 

iNi http:ih~Nw.t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/ima ges/Ema ilU pdateMain Header.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - February 2013 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A special note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

FINAL NOTICE ON EARLY BIRD SAVINGS FOR RECRUITERS iNSTITUTETM WEBCAST 
The Early Bird Registration fee of $$9 ends on February 2B. The price will never be lower. 
You save $40 off the regular registration fee of $99. Limited seatinq. Register today! 

Get all the pertinent information and register here: http://thebestcolieqerecruiter.com/The-Recruiters-lnstitute.aspx 

The world-famous 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM Webcastvill take place on Wednesday, May 8, 2013 at 10:00 AM Central Standard Time. 

Bonus Features: Ask a speaker a question, and receive ~-~r~’~,kthrou(3h R~,cr~;itir~g /nteii~ge.nce i~epor~ at 83% off the subscription price] 
Take advantage of these huge discounts today] 

===================================================================================== 

[ i~:i http:l/www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/images/EmailUpdatePageHeader.gif 

TOP RECRUITERS SECRET RESOURCE 

THE RECRUITERS BIBLE, the massive recruiting manual (500+ pages, 18 tabbed sections) is the most important resource you will ever have in your recruiting library! 

Order here: http:!/thebestcollegerecruiter.com!Book-Details.aspx?lD=14 

NEW BOOK DIVULGES RECRUITING SECRETS OF LEGENDARY COACHES! 

Do you ever wonder how Barry Switzer recruited all those great football players to Oklahoma, or Tom Osborne to Nebraska, or Hayden Fry to Iowa, or R.C. Slocum 

to Texas A&M, or Gary Barnett to Colorado? 

Selling Saturdays is a collection of recruiting concepts that these legendary football coaches utilized to build their championship programs. These Hall of Fame 

coaches knew how to sell, and you get all their secrets in this outstanding book. Every coach in every sport, especially football coaches who recruit, should add this 

valuable resource to their personal library. 

Check out all the details and order your copy now: http://sellingsaturdays.com/ 

OUToOFoPRBNT BEST-SELLERS MADE INTO NEW RECRUITING [-BOOKS 

Three new e-books from long out-of-print best-sellers from the Inside Recruitinq’geries aFe now available. 

Go to this link to check them out: http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.comiBooks.aspx 

UPDATE: SPECIALTY FEATURED PRODUCTS 

Check out these Featured Products, good until March 1, 2013. 

h ttp:iit hebestco!/egerecru!ter~co mi lea t u red-~rod ucts:aspx 

Complete Recruiters LibraryTM here: http:/[thebestcollegerecruiter.com/Recruiters-Library.aspx 

This message is not spare. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 4:04 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Best Nonfiction Books of the Month 

% 

Yo~B’A~t~azo~,~ot~ I To~y>~ Deals I See A}I bepa~t~¢B~ts 

We’re happy to share with you our Editors’ Picks for the Best Books of the Month in Nonfiction. 

by Jerm8 ..Miscav:cja I-4::::::, I.i.q~ Pul}!:.:!er , .............................. ............................................................................................................................................. 

List Price: $27.99 

Price: $15,98 
You Save $1201 (43%) 

=’:! 

List Price: $27 95 

Price: $16,82 

You Save $1113 (40%) 

]:h!~...tl. G!4!L.2t.FJ~!~:!.L ~.~)~L~-<.~!~.[~!II..F’!!g;Lt:!~.~t4.!..".~!~ L.!=i.;.q.qP.!!! 
Before the... 

by i:);~rlie;= St~shawer 

List Price: 826.99 

Prk;e: $17,81 

You Save $9.18 (34%) 

...F..:4 ~!~:.! i:~F~.= b.g...Et!)s~.~ ~;..[ i~...!!.!:@ PLii=g.!y...,.q,..).b.g..i[~.!!@g~.[,~. 
r~nd Outlaws.. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
by Pi;il [.ii!)SIi.~’{ ~,~i.~ve \/\Sozf!il)~(                                ,.: ......... > .................... :: 

List Price: ~2i3 O0 

Price: $14.94 
You Save $II 06 (43%) 

i. II : ::[: 
.~.~.i~.~. .... ¯ ................................ 

: ,::[: : I[ Yo~ Save S~0~ (40~’," 





i i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~i~i~iiiiiii~iiiii~iii~iiii~iii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~i~iiiiii~i~i~ii~iiii~iii~i~i~i#~i~iiiiii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Span’, }r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~o,~’~ne~.~u,~.,~’om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii constanbne~tllacom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sueic~ya~ee.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ata.~ko~wabashanet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a,ac201~.yahoocom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii kaa~avcr,mea.u~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .~m~ulleeh~uadr~mag~,.f, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mptrimble~macoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii heywoodl~’~trin,ty.edu 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii abj~,,~’tedml!74~,~pg.’:abie,~’om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii p~,$=7~4e2~a21=ducar~uncedu 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~6e~w~nderers.oem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .~ammyl~.~eabo,.~em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii unbrandedd.~O~orisi$~ommonicabons.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii meurner~b~dz888~esedena.net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii umlvr°rl~°2°~b°uncem~144~°em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~’,-~,~ap.logit~,,~’h.,~-om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ayib~epilepsyorgao 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii OkL~Ussic~metove,o.by 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,.~,-~m.o~g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nyd~lsie~addr~om 

Subject 

Is it time ~o buy now? 

Update You Need to Read 

Canadian Pharmacy : ViAGRA -~ CIALiS !i! 

It Could .~pik~! in pric~! againl 

It Continues to Sear 

best reeds and healthcare produc#% online 

Demands Your ATTENTION Earlyl 

Don’1: let them beal you to the punch, get irl EARLY! 

From Ms.’tin Trimble Re: VOICE 2012 Victories 

Lithuanian virgins are iooking for a big dick 

Au.%traliu~n virgins ready fk)r a big dick 

FW: Dorian Bailey is a Top 150 player 

Urn oniine now at the site 

Receipt ff)r your PayP~i p~yment lo Jeremy K~ye 

Receipt for your PayPai payment to Math iide Lykke BFff~lew- mato.dk 

Serbian girls are iooking fer a big dick 

Brand new shop 

Top S~eck W~ci~ for Tomorrow 

I looking for serious relation, are you? 

Brand new shop 

Here i.s My Biggest Pick OrThe Year! 

New Shocking Stock Play Coming! 

~,elease ~ Al~w ~e~e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Ret~)ase ~ Allow D~4et8 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~.~. r~.~:~r~. ~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~-"-~-~--’. ~- ~.!!~:,~ ~!~--’~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow DoR~ain 81ock BIeck FJorn~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Atto.A~.o.:.~.:~t~.~ Sto.~ ~!#,-.X.#,~.~:::~.!a iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~< ..... ~ A~,,,,, ~,~t,, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Dolll~in i~lock Blo{:k Dorn,sir~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~< ..... ~ A~o,,,, ~,~,, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Dolll~in Block Blo{:k Born,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~< ..... ~ A~o,,,, ~,~,, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Dolll~in Block Blo{:k Born,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Release. ~ Al~w ~e~e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Ret~)ase ~ AI~.~’~-,’ D~4et8 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii re~e,e’~C.~aooo,-,tyo,-g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii bardeo.,~.~lw~.’,~ta~,;~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~helm.~b~,i~.’,~e~. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii soorplay~l~yahoooom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~s~y~y~eeco,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii o~reymeni~eo~y~hoooom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii llsyb~seoorl~l 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s..:,;t~@p,o,.~c..,,,~,r,.~,~.~,c~,c..,~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Best Pick We’ve E~,’er Discovered! 

This company will amaze yo Make sure you OPEN l:hi.,~ emaii 

This Stocl< i]as legs 

Canadian Pharmacy : VIAGRA 4- CLALIS !H 

Canadiart Pilarmacy : ViAGRA + CIAL.iS !q 

Make ready for a MONSTER breakout week 

BUSINESS VALUATION SURVEY Ii 

bcoldren@webuniverse net                    It Starting to Move Up the Charts! Dont miss it out                          Allow Domain P~loc~ BP~;k Domain 
. .............................................................. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
best me%s$ #nd heal@hcare #roducts eniine                                   !:~]~-.’;-t~.f! !~’.~9.~’~. ~.!Lq:~ D.~’~ 

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ArnazoIl.coIn < store - new@aanazon.com> 

Tuesday, February. 19, 2013 4:25 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Dorrance: Upcoming New Releases in Books 

Your AmazomcomZIJ[3~Today’s DeatsE~Jse~ Atl Depa~tmentsE] 

Deal Amazon.corn Customer, 
liX I 

Never miss a hot, new release by pre-ordering books on Amazon.com. We’ve highlighted the biggest 

Iqand most exciting upcoming reieases in Narch, April, and beyond. 

i£!i 

Clockwork Princess Frost EJurned Lover at Last Six Years 

Hardcover Hardcover Hardcover Hardcover 

Kindle book Kir~dle book Kindle book Kir~dle book 

i .... I 
’ Ag;~ilal:..’.~*,~ it’.. ~%~’:."~’il E]se~.’ mo~e 

i: ..... "1 



[ii"~ 12thofN ..... ii.~.iI CarryOn,Warrior 

~2~h of Never C~rry Onl Warrior 

-- ~’! a rd ,:;o v e ! -- H a rd (:ov e r -- 

Kindle book Kindle book 

[ .... 
s’x.~--~,’-~.a~a ~,~.~,,~.~.-"~",’-~,-, ~s~-:~.,,, []].See more 

ic .... 

-- 

Walkm2 F..)tsaster Whiskey Beach 

Paperback -- Ha rd(:ow.~r 

Kindle book Kh’~dle book 

I ooo0E,,or,,,tor] [ O 0 Fot] 
Entwined w~th Ybu iof~?rno 

[-"a per back Hardcover 

Kindle book Kindle book 
.... 

2012 Best Books of the Year 

L 
L 

Fi.,"~d (,",’.,"~4~t /~iS <.’, ~’~.~. ~’,’~ <~I it~l’.’,iS St~:,’.,"~’,,~’i~:f~ 

Dead Ever After Dad Is Fat 

Ha:rdcover Hardcover 

Kindle book Kindle book 

hBooks r]Eiectronics r]l-oys & Ga rues r]Kitchen & Dining 

E]Novies 8, lV FIVideo Games E]l.:~ab~, FIOffice & Sci~ool Supplies 

r]K.mdle r]celi Phones & Accessories    E]cloti~ing r]Home improvement 

FIKindle Faperwhite E]ComDuters & Software FIShoes NGrocery 

r]K.indle Fire HD ]]]Sporis & Outdoors ~]3eweh-y -r]Fatio, Lawn 8, Garden 

~[nsl:an~ Vide.:) E~’-’~u~c,m.:)tiw.~ ~Watches E]Hei~ld-! & Personal Care 

E]l’4usic E]]ndustrial & Scientific E]Beau~y E]Gourmet Food 

FINIP3 D ...... Ic:,i~ds FlPrime ~Ni~(jazi ...... []]Gift Cards 
[ 



i i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~i~i~iii~i~iiiiii~iiii~iii~ii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~i~iiiiii~i~i~ii~iiii~iii~i~i~i~i~iiiiii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You now have 184 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spar~’, }r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~’e.ri,.~eni~ers~,eu,~ti,~.s,~’om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii maiioo~p~omolabs.m,~dnacem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii returnEma,l’~;gefer-gE.cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: v ~,.q7 -- , 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
p,, s:7,~,~-p,,,~:man®un~:.edu 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii f,awizard~meysa~amcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .~msted~.se-educatlancem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii e,od,te~.tex,rsgov 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

defru~ yed:<jg@in,ormer ira gev 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii v~e~lakelandtno~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii keely,ec~wead..’.~ya,oecem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~e~,.ns~s.%~0.’:h~mne,.~.’:em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

, ,nastasiaMillner(q~toonlcom 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ma~e~pismyart~.gma, cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oeri.%l~..va~i~i~vintag~,do.,~:.’,m 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii au,~u~yahoocom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii e~xee~s~monstep~anacem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii falcen~.mrtn, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ba,*~..a.%~..l~a,,ha~alpbaehtal-s,:e,,anda~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ucak~¢,azur~com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii postmaster~t-p~nkceuk 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

7 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii zM 982101, @etoh-in,’:.corr~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~pcent~cedatelmatde 

Subiec~ 

Do you want to impress your wife 

eve!¥ night? 

Do you have a trade show OF event 

coming up? 

ECNL 1his weekend 

RE: Housing 

The company tells us to expect 

massive news flew 

Are you a data cerlter cavemarl, or a 

data center guru? 

Your outstanding A]&[ oniine bill 

Your AT&T bill is ready to be paid 

now 

It is Ready To Expiode 

Keely Lockwood 

Combine Invil:a[ien wRi~ Natkonal 

l:eu~ m players [rorn Colombia 2013 

Fwd: Re: Update for your banking 

account 

medication a! its chlapest price 

Do [lo[ write me a long time, waiting 

for Nu~ s[iu~ ! 

Canadian Pharmacy : VIAGRA + 
CiALIS q! 

Times of The Year (Weekend 

Newsletter) 

[h~ Special Bull [~ Star [he Week! 

New messages from ladle fo! you 

you’ve got new mail from me? 

It Could Be My Next Gainer! 

This Stock I.% Still Holding Sl:reng 

Research Report setting the pace 

for a monster week 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii plinyf~bto-~oi ~em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~l~nN~J~2~mails~.~fe~00c.’,m 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

v,,o.’~seir~iily~,nt,.~r~;rise.’~c.’,m my 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii soppo~@pps,~2..aus 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~cre’~otlmu~,oaamptru 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iogis~i,,~@la~n~aco~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~Msl~..~., ~sanmaroer,ociene it 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,iE,~.’,n,~J77Qp~,~nte~s.’:,;~. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii juiie...crandall@learnlink emory.edu This company could be worth ~p.(e.~!~#. ~-d=~tt..5.[b’=9’£ ~!~£< 

BILLIONS in a fewyears! &[[gpL.~.~-~Zta’ti,3. ~.[o.~’~ ~}!2S~..#gt3~!![~ 

........................... 3L00XUQMF Be~Impn.OhLecSXO~.MYWK),cYXe,,k, IKKe,,M el Je@photos- Wall ciock Suoply£~,4£~.>t-’~LT;i.    _ . i~ 
!={~]tP-t~.f! ![¢,j=t¢[’}. ~.}}.e.:~5 D.<t[~’~#                                               ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Fi~es i~coasieg Delete All 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 2:31 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Go Online: We will Build a Registration Page for Your Soccer Camp 

Many soccer camps are already filling up ... but it’s not too 

late to pack yours with players’. 

Let Us Help! Taking registrations and payments online 

will boost your turnout in no time! Our online software, 

~-’.:~-,*’,,~_i\~,,’,,"~%~-’.,,", generates a unique registration link you 

can post anywhere ._ in emails, on Facebook, on your 

website, on community forums. Plus, you’ll be able to collect 

and secure payments online instantly -- no merchant 

account needed! 

:~:iI FreeRegistr~tionF ..... Ma rc,h31 

Burst 

*Sign on by March 31st and we’ll build a customized online registration page for 

~ou FREE -- a $150.00 value! 

~i C°achesTargeted Emaill Soccer PaperToEMForm 

,S()N US: Your registration page can be integrated with ANY website to create a 

seamless registration experience for players! 

Go Paper-Free! Get Started Now ,,, 

~ ~ ~-~ ,~ ~. ,~ ~ ~:::’: ~,’,’~ ~-.-.-.~ ..... ,.’*,..,,<,.,.,, ...... Call 888.277.4409 Today! .................................... or 
*Offer applies to new cfients on/}’. 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the folio~ving link: ~2~ "~: {:Li~"~ 



Member Soiutions 

300 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!-~:-:~:-.~, the MerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -:clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 5:41 AM 

Dorrauce Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: New York, Tampa and More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Tucson National ~;oBI (:::~ub - Tucson, AZ 

One of Golf Digest’s "75 Best Golf ResoEts in North America," this retreat in the foothills of the Santa 

Catalina Mountains boasts two 1a-hole courses and has hosted countless PGA Tour and NC,’b’~ events 

including the Chrysler Classic of Tucson, 

English Turn Gol[ and Countr’f’ Club - New Orleans, LA 
At English Turn, each hole oF this Jack Nick[aus designed course is unique. The notoriously undulating 

greens are challenging yet fair, and the famed 18th of English ]urn is consistently rated one of the most 

challenging on the PGA Tour, 

Tripoli Country Club - ~iiwaukee, WI 

When the weather is beautiful, p ay 1.8 holes designed by legendary golf architect, Tom Bendelow, 

~Call ClubLine to book your tee time today: 800.433.5079 

i:: x=:: i L~ ::; == v:~.::. i,.iew v~:.,li, C~i.y I::’::;~ci,.:.:~:;i,:.:: 

Enjoy a three-night stay at The Michelangelo Hotel in an executive 

king room and tickets to two Tony Award-winning plays starting at 

$1,150¯ per person! Choose from Wicked, Jersey Boys, Once, 

Avenue Q, Phantom of the Opera or The Lion King, Plus, enjoy your 

dining access at 21 Club and The Terrace Club! 

Available dates include March 7-10, March 14-17, or March 21-24. 

Additional Broadway shows available, as well as other concerts or 

sporting events in the area. 

~Call ClubLine to make your reservations now: 800,433,5079 



Tampa Palms has renovated suites for you to enjoy, and the course 

is in excellent condition. Enjoy the beautiful weather, with dally 

temperatures in the mid-70s! Check out a virtual tour > 

You can enjoy your golf access at Tampa Palms, Hunter’s Green, 

East Lake Woodlands and Countryside - that’s 99 holes Lo choose 

from! Also, enjoy Center Ck~b Tampa with your dining access 

benefits. 

[ ~ Call ClubLine to make your reservations: 800.433.5079 

::::i:..,.s, iiw.~ited ::::~’..’.:’.@.:’.q.: Iky of ..~00.:::, Q:..~ir:te’::.s:~: Rr:~d 

Personal Wine has a new, special package of 12 red wines from 

various regions for just $99 with free shipping. Only 250 cases are 

available at this price - order today! 

Also, a special allocation of 2006 Quintessa Red is available with 

custom engraving at $125 per bottle. Plus, receive fl’ee shipping 

when you order six bottles. Only 10 six packs are available, so 

order today to take part in this great deal! 

[ ~ Don’t miss out on these deals: personalwine,com/clubcorp 

Servcorp provides the world’s finest Executive Suites and Virtual 

Offices where stellar locations, advanced communications 

technology and flexible meeting space are available to members at 

a 20% discount*. 

[~ Visit servcorp,com/clubcorp for more details, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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TO; DO r ~n ~e A lbe~ A I n son@era a ilu nce d u 

su bje 6~ ~ran~ S pi6 Re~ai6 

Amazon.corn YoL~r Araaz~F~,~;o~’F~E~T~i~y’~ De~l~,~F]See A}I Dep;~’t~t’~r#.sFI 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Dear Amazon,corn Customer, 

Enioy our Editors’ Picks for the biggest books this spring in fiction, 
biog[aphies, cookbooks, children’s books, nonfiction, romance, and 
nlore, 

[] 

liiiiiiiiil 

[~i 
Literature& Fiction ] l i~i Mystery&Thriile: 

~:i 
Cooking, Food &Wine 1 L:~:i Biographies& Memoirs 1 

Lie;’at~re & Ficlio;’., Mystery & Thdter Cooking, Food & Wine Biog~;~phies & M÷moks 

% 

[ii~ BoardBooks [ii~iI Picture Books j [[~ MJddleGrade 

% 

[ :~i Big Books for Spring 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

esawin@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 7:33 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Finish 2013 the Right Way 

Coach Dorrance, 

Get an edge up on your competition for next year by getting the best 2013 
recruiting class! Over 1,000 2013 NCSA athletes have already committed 
to playing at the Division I level! If you’re still looking for players to round out 
your 2013 class, we’ve got more players like them who fit your needs and 
standards! 

Login to your account today, so you can be the first coach to get a hold of the 
top 2013 players remaining! 

If you’re done with 2013, Iogin and update your preferences so you can get a 
head start on the 2014 players capable of playing at the Division I level. 

If you have any questions, or need help, email or call (866) 495-7089. 

Ellen Sawin 
Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 888-333-6846I Fax: 312-624-7401 
esawin@ncsasports.org I http:/!www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA BIog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED * LEAD 

% 



N%% 

Thank you for reading this emaiL We are excited to a#nounce 
our SoCal Summer Showcase Event for 2013, 

JUNE 29th - JULY 1st 2013 

College Coach attendance has been increasing year to year and we 
envisage this years event to be our best yet. We have quality teams and 

players coming from across Southern California, Northern California 
and beyond. This will also be an official WCDA Showcase (Western 

Collegiate Development Association). 

We have many positives to offer college coaches in attendance. From 
convenient layout and on=sita hotel, to quality fields and outstanding 

teams. 

We hope to see you out on the fields this Summer at our event and if 
you have any questions, please let us know, 

Register your attendance by clicking the logo below: 

Register Now College 

Coaches 

2013 halfpage 



Emaik in Fo@SOCA[2 U H ,r’,’lE P,S H OWCAS E ,co m 

iiiiiiiiiii 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 4:44 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bought with "How Children Succeed: Grit..." 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You no,,, have ~S messages in ~oor quarantine 
Click here to manage your quarantine 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii he~d~00~,,,en~,aoacom 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sow,’~yaheocom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nmojy~w~hide~way~olfcl~bcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~iatego,~at~o.sw@.~.aso.a,~:~:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii dlwsoc*boc~Ol,’~MMT_~AOBB,7~EOK~OEF~V~A~soccer, sts org 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii charlotte~owne~.,~,n~gcablecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

re.euciwj, @!ose moving .’:era 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii steve~.~eakpe~armanceconsultcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~re,lse..p~pg~.,~,bobandlsabe,e cam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~Ag3~0@ambwa,~,,n~y.’:om 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::: U6A7688.,U(q..’msaada.com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ta,sgn~@lceweboet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii csg~lml@.v,~alwom~n,~et 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s,,:~ish~.,~@,ven,vana~.’,m 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii subsc~iberoi~@npgcablecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii qua:kstyB65@glgrncorg 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

aera,efwdl, @kurdegk~helding.oem.l:r 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Subiec~ 

Delicious Ukrainian women do not know with 

whom to oo!resl;ond v’,,ith foreigners =))! 

Complimentary GSA Schedule E Lab Webina~ 

Re: Socce~ Prospect - Jenna Dorchock 

Receipt for you! PayPal paymen~ to E!ick Rozelle 

Happy Russian ladies want to correspond with 

foreigners =))! 

Online Pharmacy : SAVE up 90% off ~etaii pricei 

best reeds and heai#hcare produc%s #nfine 

Receip[ for your PayPal paymerlt te Jacke Rook 

{DI WSOC} Santa Clara University - 2013 

schedule 

Good evening, I decided io wli~e and share ~!ee 

site until all free until all Free 

Doubling ef your h~vesl:ments in 40 days! 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting 

Resou rce - March 2013 - Webcast STAFF 

Discount! 

Hello. I decided to share free site untii all free. 

take your place 

Try OU! SilOp 

Order today 

Hi how are you. decided to tree service, while all 

free take your place 

I..UXURY J EWE[. RY. BAG S a n d WAI. L.ETS - 

CHRISTMAS SA[.E u 

Good night. I decided to free interesting sites are 

all free. seats are iimited! 

Hello. I decided to free site until all free~ seats are 

limited! 

Re: CV 27 

Re C:V 
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Good af[erneari, i decided [a write and share 

mleresling free site untii ;all free until all free 

New video here 

Good night, I decided to throwa linkto share a 

free service, while all free, soon will have to pay 

Check this out 

I added your profile to rny ,’:ontact list 

waiting for your reply 

for CV 33 

Re: CV 90 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 4:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from CaJnpus Health 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALRRT CAROLINA: Message from Campus Health 

Febmal7 28, 2013 

Dear Carolina Community, 

Increased nunabers of students with nausea, vomiting and diarrhea are being seen at Campus Health Services and other healthcare facilities. Campus Health Set, rices is working very closely 
with the Orange Count?- Health Department to identi~z the cause of these illnesses 

To keep healthy in the meantime, please take the following preventive steps: 

Wash your hands frequently with soap and warm running water tbr at least 20 seconds, especially after using the toilet and before eating or preparing food. 
Alcohol-based sanitizers may not always be effective 

If you are sick or are around others who are sick: 

Do not go to work or school and stay at home if at all possible. 
Wash and rinse fruits and vegetables carefully before consuming them. 
Thoroughly clean and disinfect contaminated surfaces inm~ediately after an episode of illness. First spray the area with a bleach-based disinfectant or diluted household bleach; then 

clean with the disinfectant wearing disposable gloves. Diluted bleach should be mixed with 1:10 water and mixed daily. 
Cleanup waste shuuld be placed in a plastic bag, which shuuld be tied and placed in the trash receptacle 
Immediately remove and wash clothing or linens in hot water and detergent. ’]’he?" may be contaminated after an episode of illness 
Flush ur discard any vomitus and/or stool in the tuilet and make sure that the surrounding area is kept clean and disinfected 
If you are ill, prevent dehydration by frequently sipping a nun-alcuhulic beverage. 

Students with questions shuuld cuntact Campus Health Services at (919) 966-6573 to speak directly with a registered nurse University employees with questions, especially housekeepers 
who want specific guidance, shuuld contact the Department of Environment, Health & Safety at (919) 962-5507 

Sincerely, 

Mary Cuvington 
Executive Director fur Campus ttealth Services 

About ]nformatiunal Messages: The University sends an ]nformatiunal Message to inform the campus curnmunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An lnformatiunal Message is one of three tiers of cummunicatiun under the University’s revised emergency cummunications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation fur a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a cuntinumg danger AND notification will nut cumprurnise law enfurcement 
el!torts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst¯net> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 3:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~-;clusives Presented By The Ritz-Caslton Destination Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Enjoy a Luxurious Summer Vacation With Up to 2 Complimentary Nights 

Ritz-L.antoi~ Destination Club c,’ehvers exceptEoI~al travel experiences 
:ailored te your unique needs and desires. "¢eu may discover ti;is unparalleled 

:pe’so’~a zed service for yourself wbile staying in a Ciub residence that is 
iSpacieus eneugi; for the entire famiJy to vacation comfortably. Choose from six 

Sougi;t-;~fter summer destii~atio~;s; As¯pc.; Hi,gMs~;ds, ?upiter, Lake Tahoe, Ss~; 
Francisco St. rhomas or Vail, 

offer top 

surl~3rl~3@~" vacatioB’~ a~r’~ ~"e(:eiv~..; 

Up to 2 complimentary nights 
1.-, 2-, 3- and 4- bedroom Residences with up to 3,800 

.qua re l:eet 

Fully equipped kitchen, plus separate living and dining areas~- 

Luxurious amenities and incemparabJe service in The 

adition 

~] Learn More 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club¯ You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 4:55 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Mindset: The New Psychology of Success" and more 



by by Ci~yio!; M C?i~isie!l!~u~n 

$16.98 

From the world’s leading thinker on innova,tion and New York 

limes bestselling author of [he Innovator’s Dilemma, Clayton M 

Ctwistensen, comes an unconventional book of inspiration and . 

r~ed Me~e 

................................ 

~-"N 
"Considered the bible of scouting techniques" according to the Los 

~~ 
Angeles Times, Football Scouting Methods explains the basic 

~’!~ 
scouting strategies and insiehts of author Steve Belichick. He was 

See more recommendations 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoHeels.com Store <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 9:50 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Gear Up For Madness at GoHeels.com For Official Tar Heel Apparel 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

removed 
You now have 289 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Orfiine P r na y : Vb6,GRA + Cbk[.IS !H                  AllowDomain alocl~ S~ck Uomain 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ro~,,, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~u,’~y~@yahoaoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sl, qy~@yahoocom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii captr~msey~yahoacam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~,dynigh~h,~wke200~i~pasha ee jp 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sl, wel@yaheecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii r~shoesso,~~’~esedonanet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii madlyg,’7~e,nemanncom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Es,~rqm~@hic-corpco~p 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii B~6oETo1’~,slemway corn 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii bounce-me us4...SS~S~S.S~g4e~- 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
anson=uncaa.uncedu@mai175us4.mcsv.net 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ooA~,.’,Sc~p,te,gro.,~.h,,-,c corn 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

1£ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ..’.rn~.,@ma,~,ss,~,sk.r, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii su~.~’@~ahoecem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~,~.<®ya~oecem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a~ducts~rso:@surewestcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Online Pharmacy : ViAGRA + CIALIS !!! 

Greetings .......... Please Do Complete lhis Project ! ! ! 

STOCK REPORTER 

Online Pharmacy : Buy Cheap Discount Pack#i 

Appetizing Russian girls lave to correspond with 

foreigners ! 

Fun[ly Russian warrlen wan[ to c’,emmunicste wi[h 

R;reign people ! 

Member Support! 

I arrived only a week, very much want to see you! 

hi there 

Iqarnernade Russian girls u~re !eu~dy la carnrnurlicate 

with aliens ! 

Residential UK Soccer Trial (Deiivered By Premier 

League Academy Coaches) 

hi there 

Early Weekerld Stock Ale!t 

Let’s taik mere my bunny! 

Let’s talk more my bunny! 

Yeu need a Ukrainian erotic giri who is ready to talk on 

ere[k; [hemi.>s? 

You need Ukrainian with great booty girJ who is ready to 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘ you no,,, have 315 messages in your quarantine 
Click here to manage your quarantine 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spar~, }n~so~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~eun,~ed.~pap,..le=sp,~s~.~:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
3MFY1UOllBUE65~,d-4.wndqvrqxqfdd.xqf.hgx@photos- 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii se~’arPeuoces.goeg~a.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~enn,ng.oj~’~S,cowe~.net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii su,~.,ahoe.oem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sur~c~yahoocom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii suy,a,~,y=-,oo.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s=rrr~.yahoo.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~a,y~ire,and~yahe,~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii peunce-mcuss...~o~:~-ansen:uncaauncadu~ma,,,~us~.rsgsv.net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii info~.diversity~=sinessinfo 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,,..~sia,~sm.’~.~r~d,e~a,iiq,:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~m 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
beatification b071 (q~liveniPcana.com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii info~.diversity~=sinessinfo 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a~la~o~yahoo.’:or= 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MOU,~.E~eepathe,ogy.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mistimin~=~rotoprint-~gcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iso~ope~evan..~ire.’:,;m 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ela~nefarrelly<~pahranice c~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii su~po’~yaheocom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,:harlesiva,~e~.,ahoo.oa 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii fada~,0~¢fedex.cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

Subiec~ 

Order of the Golden Fleece Public Tapping 

Wall clock Supply~A;~t-’}’ Tiii~ o 

Young Russian ladies want to talR with 

foreigners i 

Onlne Phuwmacy VIAGRA + CiAiJS !!! 

Online Pharmacy : MIAGRA + CiALiS !q 

Online Pharmacy : Buy Cheap Discount 

Pack #1 

Online Pharmu~.’:y : SAVE up 90% off re[ml 

price! 

fyi, we have 300 people on my homework 

page- all private within the club! 

Athlete of the Month - February 2013 

rrlembers 131h Annual Busme.%s 

Conference InvJtalion 

Doubling of your inw!stments in 40 days! 

Sweet Russian women want to chat with 

foreign people ! 

members 13th Annual Business 

Conference Im,’itation 

Your Receipt and Itinerary 

Doubiing of your investments in 40 days! 

Re: {D1WSOC} Rules 

Receipt for your PayPai payment to David 

Frankfort 

Now is the time to buy 

Online Pharmacy : Buy Cheap Discount 

Pack #1 

Manla Trip (VeIy Sad) Charles Ivu~nov 

You have a vePi Impotent Pending 

Shipment 
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Release ~ Alhsw Detete 

Release ~ Alhsw Detete 

Allow DoR~ain 8lock BIock FJor~~r~in 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~,!,~<-~.~ ~:,~:~:~..~!~.,~:~ ~.<,.~, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Dol~l~in ~lock BfO{:K Dorm~in 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Dol~ltin tlock tfo~k Iorl,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Dol~ltin tlock tfo~t Iorl,~in    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

£!£,~.P.£~z~!.~ !!£’,’1 !/.’,trL!~.!’~r~/]t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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jan mayer@mccainengineerm9 corn 

be c a rn po @ tr J rq u" n { re a. c o rq 

cla u.~d:ri." pile bk’:78@.’:e rr~ pu fo r L co m 

bhiemenz@airforcefcu.com 

bpmSer@odice.cz 

y~iL0824.co m @ rno ntgi." rn er y n ev~.~, co rr~ 

brettradzikewskid@marcushotels.com 

speciesx82@esedona, n et 

s[rongerz161 @unb.oa 

wgdigosi@mmg.net 

yqxstema@ihy biz 

asth rqa ox4@e.~a~do na. net 

~itee iecomi~g Delete All 

~"iom 

totalseu rceautomatien@adp corn 

totalsourceautomation@adp.com 

{olalsou r¢:eautema [iorl@ adp.cerr~ 

totalsou rceautomation@adp.com 

childesio8@gmaii.com 

u niversal6@gmaii.cerr~ 

[he Special Bull [o Star The Week! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Reh)ase ~ Allow D~4et8 

I iixNing for serious relation are you?          AllowDomain 81ocl~ B~ock Domain 

Enchanting Russian women are ready to ~]~a.~.e. E~.’f~t~t[!. ~}J.q~ r~.~t{#.’~ 

correspond with foreigners ! ~}}~.tt~.P.!-t~3!P~!~.~ ~}}S?.~’~ ~J.~t~’!Lr~.[/~Jtt 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

waiting for your reply                         !~!L{~t-.’. ~££’~. &1!£’:¢£ £~]~-.’}.~ 
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This Stock closed with a GAIN today!                Ret~)ase ~ Allow D{4eta 

Pre-Open StockWatci~ Big News                Re~.ase ~ Allow Delet~ 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Is perfectly Ukr~inian women like te c:h~[ Release) ~ Alfow Det~)tf~ 

wi[h R;reign people I Allow Dol~1,3in Block Blo{:k Born,sin 

Re[2]: CiientService!                       &[[~PL.qf~/!z~!(~2 ~.[o.[~ ~}!2~?..D.?tj~!!r.~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Eleganl Ukrainian women wanl to Re~ ..... ~ Alfow Dah~t,; 

correspo[ld with [ereign people ! Allow Dol~-~,3in Block Bfo{:k Dormsin 

.<3ubpat 

ADP TetalSouroe Automated Payroll Invoice Notification                                    ~*~A,.! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ADP TetalSource Automated Payroll Invoice Notification                                    ~*]’~’~.~! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ADP T.;talSource Aul.;rrlu~[ed Payroll Invoice No[ifioalk;rl 

ADF’ TotalSource Automated Payroll Invoice Notification                                               ~.~=p.[~ 

USPS delivery faiiure repo,l                                                      ]~:.~tAo[5. 

USPS delivery faiiure repi;rl 
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coldsv@hermes corn                   ADP Payroll iNVOICE for week ending 03/0112013                                        ~##S-t~.! 
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Co~,te,~t i~co,~i,~cJ Delete All 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 6:14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Live This Week on GoHeels TV 

i~i This Week on GoHeels TV 

© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Healthy Gifts !!! (via Twitter) <i-nafl~a hapnn.hap.rqh-de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 7:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Healfl~y Gifts !!’. ,sent you an invitation 

!×i 

HeaLthy GirLs !!! has invked you to join Twitter! 

[~iiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii:.iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

]",.~,ittei }:e}p~ you stay com:ected ,.~}th ’,,’hat’s h~i.’.pei~ing ri2:~i~t ~o’¢,, s~d ’,,,ith the 

people ~md orgs~izatio~s you cai-e sbo:.it 

%iiiiiiiii~ 
.:+>: 
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Season V I March, 2013 

When a Foul is Not a Foul 

As our basketball season continues to .~i 

i~ I wind down, we start to set our sights I.~.i I 
I Ion the incoming Spring season. 

I I 
I I Whether you umpire or officiate I I 
I I another sport in the upcoming monthsI I 

- or just use this time to hone your I 
I basketball skills, it’s never a time to just stay idle. I 

I 

If you are local to the East coast, one of the best I 
I 

basketball clinics is held at the picturesque Jersey i 
J 

Shore in May -- that you should NOT miss. No I I 
worries, the tourism is going strong post Super 
Storm Sandy and the crowds are flocking to the annual Seashore Officials Clinic. 
Click below to see the entire agenda and download a brochure --- as time is 
running out and room deposits are due in the coming weeks. 

If you happen to umpire fastpitch softball, we invite you to enjoy the Blue Book O0 
- for Umpires, Coaches, and Players. This is the #1 selling rule teaching guide in it’s 
fifth season. See the banner below for more info. 

And finally for those of us still with our heads into the game of basketball- this 
week’s post take a critical look at the strategy of late game fouls that leave some 
coaches, fans, and other referees -- scratching their heads. 

READ MORE -- "When a Foul is Not a Foul" 
~nd best of luck in y~ 

i ::~,{ Visit Blue Book 60corn to Learn More 

-- 100% of the proceeds go directly toward officiating education. 

This is one easy way you can say "Thank-you" and 
show support for your referee community. 

xi Seashore Basketba, Official~ C,nic 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 10:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

10% offAdditional Services Needed ruth this Coutxm 

10% Off Any Additional Services 
Present this coupon and receive 10% off any additional 

services needed up to $500. 
Excludes tires May not be combined with other offers¯ Please present 
this coupon at check-in. Must have coupon to receive the promotion¯ 

$50 maximum discount of services¯ 
Expires 03/29/2013 

Limited time E-VIP Offer 
Thanks for being an E-VIP. Spring break travel is here and we want 

to help you get to your destination safely by offering this limited 

time offer¯ Simply present this coupon at check-in and receive 10% 

off additional services needed¯ 

Drive Safely, 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-967-7092 

www.chapelhilltire.com 

fstcrew@cha pelhilltire.com 

iiiiiiii ii i ii iii iiiii iiiiiiiil 

?:!:~?):i 

Find Us on Facebook I Follow Us on Twitter 

.~.~"~g~ v~ i 14iil 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

US 

% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.uet> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 3:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Pre~nted By Avis 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

[ i~i Member Exclusives Logo 

:: ~:*;; :: Red Car Treatment 

As a member of ClubCorp Clubs, you get the deals you 

deserve - designed with you in mind. Like Garmin GPS for 

only $8.99 per day, and exclusive savings on weekly rentals: 

¯ $35 off car groups B-G with coupon # MUWA130 

¯ $50 off groups H and higher with coupon # 

MUWA129 

Plan your next trip < riqht here > 

Use the coupon codes above with 

AWD # G070002 and you’ll save 

even more (up to 25% off). 

i~i Avis 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



N%% 

Banner - Los Angeles Premier FC copy 

We would like to introduce to you the LA Premier FC Teams that will 
be attending the Vegas Players Showcase, 

Hatch 15th - 17th 2013 

This is a one stop shop for all the schedules of the top teams in our club that are 
attending this showcase, We have some of the best players in Southern California 

who are also excellent in the classroom, 
Please make it a point to review the schedules and attend our games. 

] 

GIRLS TEA~S 

] 
GU15 
Coach Emanuel Martins 
emartweb@gmail.com 
(818) 38%3930 

GU15 Ftc Showcase 

GUlCh Ftc Showcase 

Team and Player Profile Link: 

https:flelitescoutnet.com/team/50/ 

Sch ed ule:http:!ievent&qotsport.com/events!schedule.aspx? 

eventid=26004&Fieldl D=0&applicationlD= 1690937&action=Go 

Bio: 
Led by the Girls Director and UCLA Womens Asst. Coach, 
this group is one of the most exciting within Southern 
California. It has on its roster, ODP Champions as well as 
National Pool Players, Playing an attacking style of soccer 
with players who are very technical and tactically savvy, This 
team is a must see for college coaches attending the event 
looking to get a jump on this recruiting class. 

] 

GU16 
Coach Kevin Goodman 
collage kev@hotmaik com 
(626) 993-5298 

Team and P~ayer Profile Link: 

https://elitesco utnet, co m/tea m/46/ 

Schedule: http://eventsgotsport.comievents/schedule.aspx? 
eventid=26004&FieldlD=0&applicationlD=1691523&action=Go 

EJio: 
Coach Goodman has led this team to a competitive CSL 
Premier Season, With a lot of athleticism accompanied by 
technical players who can break down defenses and create 
goalscoring opportunities in various ways, this team is filled 
with players that will succeed at the next level, 

J 
GU17 
Coach Barry Ritson 
BRitson@lapremierfc,com 



(626) 318-7835 

Team and P~ayer Profile Link: 

ix GU 1:, Pio sh ........ ..h..tt.p.~.s.;~.//..e...~j.t...e...s...c..~...u..t..n...e....t~..c...~.~m./.t...e...a.~.m..L4.ZL 

Schedule: http~//eve nts.gotapo rt.co rn!eyents/schfld u!e:aspx2 
eventid=26004&Fieldl D=0&applicationlD= 1674662&action=Go 

Bio: 
A Top Premier Team in Coast Soccer league, Many players 
above a 3.5 GPA, Many great results and performances 
during their showcase history and now have our seniors 
committed to playing Division I Soccer. We are now focusing 
on our Junior Class of 2014 and 2015. Play attractive 
attacking soccer. Great interest in these players, A must see 
for college coaches attending the event, 

J 

For more Information on any of the Girls Teams at LA Premier FC (CAS) please 
contact: 

Emanuel Marf~ins 

Director Of Elite Girls 
ema~veb@gmail.com 

(818) 389-3930 

~i~i h,t~di~xi Ai; ................................................................................... 

t 

N 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~pan’B i~r~o~ir, g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-’°~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,~,e.~esyg~,.en,r.ana~:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~o,d~shesO@st~oolivo.co~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ’.,~v~data@,ve~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii opq.~k,mno~,om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~.=~u,~ts~0~des._.~m 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sco~ch~.~stjoe,’.e.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~.~e.@e×tenzenet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,oupled~@~.,b.~,a 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii pa.io,~antsd~@a,es.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

j,mjen nygeiger I 19(@etri,ves.com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii no,e.’,ly~,.~,v,r..~,ybu..~in~,ss,.’om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii abuse@,,n,i,eo,, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii stu’.en~,lan@.you,inanci,,newstodaycom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii unb,,r~,d.’~i~@.,~,.’bo,,.’om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ohiquitacelest.e~.sma, asta~eodu 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii bi:,..,.@da.is., 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Subjecl:                                                                                               iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Hi bro 
Release ~ Al~ot~,, ~e~e~e 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,o..~o=.~,-, ~o.,~, ~.~uom.~,. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~!~.~.~. r~.~r~. ~!~.~ r~.~t~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Real reiationshi~ wit~ the ~iris. ladies and interests of aU years! ~.!!~.~.~,~,~!~.~ ~!~.~’~ ~.~’!~.~~rrn~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~-"-~-~--’. ~- ~-!!~:’~ ~!~--’~-~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Please update your information 

.~!!~.~L~.~{~ L~.!ock ~!~:..~9~b~!r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~,o,.oom.~,-, ~o.,~, ~..~oo.,.,. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

find out sed×uai rositi,,e mood ~.!!~.~.~,~,~!~.~ ~!~.~’~ ~.~’!~.~~rrn~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
best reeds and heai%hcare products online 

Ret~ase ~ Allow D~:~et~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,o,.oom.~,-, ~o.,~ ~oo.~.,. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Ongeing relationship with ~,~ (’v, girls all year u~nd interests :1) 
Re,ease ~ Allow Delete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Chic relationship with the ladies, ladies and interests of all years =} 
!.~4e..a.~t=,...R.~p.~.~.t..A.[!~:~.~ £~]~..,.~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Mere infoOn 
~b:,~t~.~ g;:~j:t~.!:t. ,SJ£q:e~. q.<’..{~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

13th Annual Muiticull:urai Business Conference 
Re~eas~ ~ Alfow Dah~t~; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

It Has Potential for Being Acquired 
.P.,,~.(e.~!~. ~d:’~J: .S.[b’:W£ ~]~t.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Re~as~ ~ Alfow D~t~t~: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Validate Your Email Account 

.P.,,~.~e.~!~. ~d:’~J: .S.[b’:WL ~]~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Chio wit~ ,,,,omen, ladies e~ an,,’ year and views :)                       !~!~-."-~.~ !~’.-"~:~,~r~. ~!~.,~ ~.,~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii stylingmbnh@statesville net                    Chic with women, ladies of any year and views ::)                              Re~eas~ ~ Aliow Deta~t~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~itee ie¢oi~ii~g Delete All iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~om Subject iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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bounces*ansen=uncaa unc.edu(@dynect- 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ma~ernet 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mongeeseup85@claudiasigelde 
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rea~y~n~gma~ tom 
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~ubje(:~ 

US Youth Soccer Nalenal League Vegas Prevk.~w 

Morgan Andrews has added you on SkillPages 

Receipt for your PayPal payment to Michael Vernia 

Receipt r,:,,r your PayPai payment to Marcelo Menescal 

US Players- Sweep Up On The House! 

US Players- Sweep Up On ]he House! 

Interested in your product. 

Unwrap Your TenDollar Ca.%i]Gifl: - NeDeposit Required! 

A Perfect Play FoFA New Type of Ale~t 

These relationships with giris~ giris of all ages and interests :::)) 

Keychains 

HIGHROLLER NEWS 

US Piayers-Win with 10 USD on the House Today 

Camp Success ~iaybook: #3 of 4 Strategies for 20!3 

Bezubrechnye relationship with the ladies, women of all years and 

interest! 

Conspiracy? You can Decide for yourself! 

Truth and MeMO 

Real relationships wit] women, women of all ages ~,.,nd i[lterestsl 

Serious relationship with women, women of all years and views =) 

According to your request 

Buy here 

Lowest prices 
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SCHOLASTIC PARENT & CHILD Mag~,zine I March 2013 I Clifford’s BE BIG 

in Your Community Contest is open NOW! 

At, cording te yeur reques[ 

What to look for when purchasing a replica watch 

According to your request 

According te yeur reques[ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conference & Expo Mark Center <Conference Expo=Mark Center@mail,vresp.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 7:57 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email,unc.edu> 

Pentagon , Belvoir, B RAC=133 

Mark Center came 3 

%%% 

I 

~,lake Every Opportunity Cou~t! 

You do not have to be on ti~e GSA sci~eduie to participate If you are, then you 

already knew that you have to be seen Especialiy now You have far greater 

opportunities when you meet one-on-one. Showcase what makes your 

company standout, whether ifs through new innovation, tried and true products 
& services, or unbeatable pricing. 

This event is the tNrd of three and perhaps the most 
imporD,..nt. U.S. Army Office of SmNI Baeiness 

Programs (Pentagon), James Lloyd will provide 
insight into how to seil [o the Army 

[here Is no room for Sequester Blues. Our events are 

an effective way to meet face-to-face witi~ buyers. 

techrflcai s~eciaiista; & military conLrsctors looking [or 

tesming-sgreementa. 

Interested in becoming an Exhibitor? 
The event will be held ast the Mark Center and 

space is limited¯ Attendees and presenters 

include the Pentagon, Fort Belvoir, state & 

federal agencies, military & government 
contractors. 

Xi DC,M~HHF Hilton AI 

exandris Mark Cent 

er!-js liar/ welcome 

i~-~ came lecturn Interested in becoming a Speaker? 

Please contact us to discuss how you can 
participate in breakout & matchmaking sessions¯ 

Call 757.277~2t 84 

This evea~ is cu,~reat!v open to ALL technologies, p,~oducta & services. 



Click to view this email in a browser 

if you no longer wish to receive tilese ernails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscfibe" in the subject line or simpiy click on tile following link: Unsubscribe 

Tidewater TechExpo 

14 Roberts Landing Drive 

Poo, uosor,, Virgip.ia 23662 

OS 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketi~-ig policy 

[ ~.. "]-~’ Email Marketing with Vertic:alResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hapxqh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:57 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Healthy Girls !!! is still waiting tbr you to join Twitter... 

!×i 

HeaRhy Girls !!! is still wNtin9 for you to join 
Twitter._ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:40 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center: Customer Appreciation Special 

Last Chance: 10% Off Additional 
Services 

Buy one item at full retail and present this coupon to receive 

10% off any additional services needed up to $500. 
Excludes tires¯ May not be combined with other offers¯ Please present 
this coupon at check-in. Must have coupon to receive the promotion¯ 

$50 maximum discount of services 
Expires 03/29/2013 

Limited time E-VIP Offer 
Thanks for being an E-VIP It’s because of great customer like you 

we have been serving the Triangle for 60 years¯ Spring break travel 

is here and we want to help you get to your destination safely by 

offering this limited time offer¯ Simply purchase one item at full 

retail and present this coupon to receive 10% off additional 

services needed¯ 

N L] D NL] D[J L]L] D N L] D[J L] D[JN L] D N L]D[J As your local car care 

expert, we do everything your dealership does. From simple oil 

changes to comprehensive 30K, 60K, 90K mile + maintenance, 

our rigorously trained ASE-certified technicians use the latest high 

tech equipment to work on your vehiclel conventional or hybrid. Did 

you know? We can perform your Factory Scheduled Maintenance 

and still maintain your manufacturerL]s warranty! 

For your convenience we offer appointments and free shuttle 

service to home or work. 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W. Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-967-7092 

www.cha pelh illtire.com 

fstcrew@chapelhilltire.com 

I iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii i ii i iiiiil 

!!@] 

i’b~: i" 

Drive Safely, i }i:iK{:ii} 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

Find Us on Facebook I Follow Us on Twitter 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

US 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club Young Professionals <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Event tbr CaJcolina Club Young ProtbssionaJs 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings, Carolina Club 
Young Professionals! 

Hi there, Young Professionals! 

% 

In the case that we have not gotten the opportuni~ to meet. I would like to introduce mysel£ My 

name is Kelsey Swanson, and I am new here at ’][’he Carolina Club, working with Elizabeth Cheek 

in Member Relations. A top prioriF of mine is to grow our Young Professionals Group. I would 

like to personally thank the many of you whom I have already spoken to regarding your interests 

in the future of the group. 

Beginning in April, we will host a "Brews with a View" evem eve~ first and third Friday on the 
terrace. Please join us on April 5th t?om 6-7:30pm and bring a friend. The more the merrier, ttere 

is a general breakdown of the event’s structure: 

-Cash bar 
-Complimentaly appetizers 

-(hill me~m available for ordering 

-Cornhole 

-Giant outside Jenga game 

-Engaging icebreakers 

-Music 

You will also have the opportunity to opt into the Food, Wine mad fine Spirits Group’s Irish and 

European Beer tasting! This event will be held simultaneously at the mine time outside, so feel free 
"to float between both happenings. The beer tasting is $15 for Food, Wine and fine Spirits group 

members, and $25 for non-group members. You roll have the opportunity "to sample a flight of 

Europe’s finest beers paired with a selection of hors d’oeuvres. 

Whatever you decide, I am sure you will enjoy yourself either way! Begi~ming this summer, we 

will work to incorporate various non-profit groups. For now, gaining momentum is key. Please 

come out and bring a guest, and do not hesitate to contact me should you need a~hing at all. 
Looking forwmfl to seeing everyone! 

All the best, 

Kelsey 

Kelsey Swanson ’11 

Member Relations Coordinator 

The Casolina Club 
Chapel Hill, NC 

t- (919) 962-4454 

f- (919) 962-1635 
www.c~olina-club.com 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcorp@~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 5:44 AM 

Dorrauce Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Masters, Scottsdale ml More 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Watch the best golfers in the world compete for the most coveted prize in golf, the green jacket. Ny 

ricketLine has access to premier Augusta accommodations and daily Ilasters badges, with valet parking 

and shuttles included. Our signature hospitality program includes a daily southern breakfast, gournlet 

dinner and open bar at our priva[e hospitality experience at the Perrin Guest House. 

Want to experience even more in Atlanta? 

Narch 1’4adness tips off next week! Cheer on your FavoriLe Learn a[ the Final Four in AthnLa, April 6 -- 8, I% 

]icketLine has tickets and hotels to make you" trip seamless, 

Plus, enjoy your golf access at Woodside Plantation Country Club in Aiken, SC, 

~Call ClubLine to book your trip today: 800,433.5079 

r.: 

Scoi.i.sd a i Q. A.;::: 

Discover the newly transformed 2.5-acre water playground with a 

sand beach and faster-than-ever 3-story waterslide. Receive a $50 

resort credit1 and 20% of� the best available rate. 

Plus, enjoy golf access at Gainey Ranch Golf Club, Anthem Golf & 

Country Club and Seville Golf & Country Club and dining access at 

University Club Phoenix, 

[~ Call ClubLine to make your reservations now: 800.433.5079 

/.(r:~:£ii. Nabii~;.c:~:;: Cham@~;:~sl@:~: 4 M::issiie~~ Miiiiiis 
Co u @.~r-.!j 6 iiu ii.:~, 

.;%@ i. 7 

See who makes the pond jump, as the top /,1.5 wonlen golfers in 

the world take on this leg of the LPGA tour at Nission Hills Country 

@ub, Visit kncqolf.com for your tickets today! 

Join the ClubCorp Hospitalit’f Suite For breakfast, lund~ and 

delicious treats from the Hission f{ills culinary team for only $65 per 

person, per day, including all beverages? Enjoy all four days for 

$225 or buy a 2-day pass for $130 in any combination of Fri!Sat or 



Sat/SunS Suite open 8 a,pq, - 4 p.n-~, dally. 

~ Purchase your Hospitality Suite tickets today! 780.324.9400 

i:.iiiik~!~i~VO~i" ~Cii"~iii,~i:Ni:.~i!!iiiiO%i~: ::iii!i~:4!i!~Siii:: 4i:.~iiL Siii:i~ii~!~i@i!@ii4i:.~i 

Enjoy a glass of Grower Champagne or Farmer Fizz and the 
addition of Savini truffles when you reserve a table for the newly 

launched Pasta Tasting Menu in the Spiaggia dining room.* 

~Call ClubLine to make your reservations now: 800.433.5079 

Dei~i 
Receive preferred rates on consumer products through Doll’s Member Purchase Program, Shop 

#.~4]!.,.r._ir)£[}/!):tpZ41£[#.b£o£r2 and receive up to a 30% discount* on select systems, plus up to a 10% discount* 

on all Dell branded mobility products, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Running a Soccer Camp? Fill It Fast with a FREE Online Registration Page 

Get a FREE Online 
Registration Page Today! 

You can make more money, recruit more players, and 
xi i-~:.~:.~,~~-*’,~’~.~ =-:~m ~,.i~~h:~ =-~ 

make your life much easier with t::,,.,~,.,~~._,,",Ji.~,~,,.,~,~. 

Our online so~are enables you to take camp 

registrations and payments online immediately - making 

it super easy for your soccer players, volunteers, and 

coaches to register anytime, anywhere. 

SRRI~G S~’~O~L: Sign on by March 31, 2013, we’H 

build a customized online registration page for you 

for FREE -- a $15;0.00 value! 

Just look at all you’re able to do with Event Manager: 

® Integrate online registration pages with ANY website 

Capture and store vital player stats and registration details 

Send and store roster forms and liability waivers online 

Add, edit, and remove players from rosters in real-time 

Send targeted emails to registered players 

® Access player data on the go - on your tablet or phone 

Offer Ends 3/31 ! Don’t Let This Summer Camp Solution Pass You By .., 

*Offer applies to new cfients ort/}~ 

%%%%%% 

:: !:.ci\~L,.i~..~.Lti~i~L~..~ ~)~_~_,b. ,~..~:~: 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with ’:Ur~subscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the folic,~,ing link: ?:’s,.:b-~.-.~ b.:( 

Member Soiutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

F:e::::d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

% 



Fl~ln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arnazon.coIn < store - new@~azon.com> 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 4:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Dorrance: Read "The Da Vinci Code" for Free 

Book [overs might like to know that ©~n 

Brown’s best-selling thriller The Da Vinci 

Code--featuring a chapter from Brown’s 

forthcoming novei, Infe¢’ne--is free through 

L]Narch 23, 2053. 

~iI The special edition of Dan Brown’s 

Enjoy the book either on a Kindle device or 

by inst~iling a free Kindle readinq app, then 

downloading The De ’v’~r~c~ Code~ 

[] 

i ..... ] _ ~ _ [~: ~00o,~,o ...... l- [~ ~ho~o~t~ymbo, j _ 
Znferqo by Dan Brown Ange!s & Demons by The Lost Syr,’;bo! by Dan 

K ~ e b,:x:, ,: (pre-o ( ~ ) Dan Brown Brown 

Hardcover (pre-order) Kindle book Kindle book 

Paperback Paperback 

] 
i 

1 

~i Kindle Deli ..... The Daily Deal I 
I 

I 

I 



% 

Devices & Apps Kindle Books Print Books 

Kindle > Kindle Daily De~l > Best Sellers 

Kindle Paperwi~ite ~ 100 fer $3~99 or Less ~ Best of the ~’ionth 
> Kindle Paperwhite 3G ~ t<indJe Best Seilers ~ Book Awards 
s Kindle Fire ~ Editors’ Picks > Children’s Books 

Kindle Fire HD > NYT® Best Sellers > Books for Teens 

Free Kindle Reading Apps s Kindle Singles ~ Book Clubs 

~ ,-::;v.::: f:.:: ~- r:.:~ ,:; o? h; ::,:".- ~c.m ,:~,:~,:-:>r:<or:: pk::,:.;.::: o’. o~ here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 10:44 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bid Now On Diamond Heel Baseball Experience vs. Clemson 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ArilaZOIl.coIn < store - new@o~azon.com> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:28 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Dorrance: New in Books 

~eal~ Am~zon~co~yl Customer, 

We are happy to share with you some of the popular new releases in Books, as well ~s our 

Dbest sellers and current deais. 

i 

.~:iI New Rel ..... 

ii=::~:: =1~ _ l!~i ,,teroture~FiOio0 J--Li~i Oook~ooks Food~Wi0oj-- ~ --t !~i Soi .... F,Oion~FontosYl-- 



Literature & Fiction Cookbooks, Food & Wine Children’s Books 

1 .... 
........ "" " ~.%’<...<...~x..~ []See more L~I:.," ~e 50~!,"~ 0".,’~" ~,<--’.le<;t "’"~"’~ ..... 

ii ....... °,o=ra*.===o. -- ii 
_ I ohi,dre0’s°ooks I -- 

[Vlyslery Thriller & Biographies & blemoira Teens 

Busoense 

1 .... 
-’ = ~ :. ~’. .... .~00~5 Fl...s..,t&.[e.#[~ 110,’.,,," tO ixl.~IOI’~,! i,,-~ "" 

ii ..... 
-L :~4 

Editors’ Picks for Spring j--L~ Best Books of March j--[ Award-Winning Books l-- 

Children’s Books 

1 

] 
[i~i Barga’°B°°ksI -- 

Editors’ Picks l:or Sprinf~     Best Books ol: March       Award-Winnirlq Books 

i .... 

[ :~ Big Spring Children’s Books 

r 

Barqain Booi,:s 

hBooks E]l-o’r’s & Games []]Kitchen & Dining 
E]No,,,ies & TV []]Baby []]Office & Sci~ool Supples 

[]]Kindle E]Cloti~ing []Home { mprovemen,’. 

[]]Kindle Paperwhite []]Shoes []]Grocery 

E]t(mdle Fire HD "[].]"e~,~eii-y -[]Patio, L~avvn & Garden 

E]inslant Video []]Watches ~Healtb & Personal Care 

E]l~!:.:sic []]Beauty E]’.’3ou rm et Food 

E]P~P3 Downloads E]P~agazmes []]Gift Cards 
r 

--~;~:t~: i:,{;i; ,!~t r{) ~1:) :i:] ~i:i:~ :1:;~:! :~!;i]]i,!~t i](:, i: ,!~t i;,~;;~:i11 i i-,{;,,,;~:,,;~:i , i1 r{) ’{i i[!:i:~i~:: i:,{;i] ~:L;~I i~: ;~:-i:-;;!; i~; i]i-;it~; ~;{) i: 

i:i: :: .:% ~:z: r: ;::c.r-;~. ::A~ ~::~:e ,::p:: .::. d: here 

E]Eiectronics 

Et/ideo Games 

E]Celi Phones & Accessories 

E]cornoul.ers & Sol:~ware 
]_-]Spor’~s & Outdoors 

E]Automo~ive 

[]]Industrial & Scientific 

[]]Prime 

F’h;~:a:S;, ;~;C L:: rb;:’:L ;:.:;’.;’i:.;’? p; .;;e: :;r;s a;vaih:’:Ld i?’, ;:i:-e ’;:;.:L;IiI:; .t :.~’. f.J;;:’:;’;{,i:1:; 5;-L.-e:t ;:’:;’x.! ;:i..a;ila~.t, il :.), i;,.,I:;:I:; ;:..;.:;;:’:~.e ;:11- ?e~;: 

% 
i: Dw:i:w; ;’;cqe :.b;:’:L :.i.;i:: xe~;:,;::;-:ii:ie ’.~;;:s ::1:;x? L; rh:: ~:.; i~’.’.~;h’;{: e-;;’;:;iJ ;:’J i:~;:’;::’ a;;;::;.;r;:iii):.;r;.;:ia %;e’. ::d;;: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:34 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Your Amazon.com order of"Lem~ In: Women, Work, and..." has shipped! 

Kin(JIe F:3[ore Yo;lr Ord.grs i/~mazorLcol’q 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order #I 10-0551524-1569823 

Helfe Ar~so~t bO/Ta~~ce, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We thought you’d iike to knew that we shipped your item and that this completes your 

order. Your order i.~ on its way, and can no ienger be cilanged, iF you need [e re[urn an item from Ibis shipment or 

rrn,~n~,~ge ether orders, please visit )~f).~df..’.{~.~Jf~.E~ on Amazon cera. 

Ya-tr estimated delivery date is: 

Friday, March 22, 2013 

YOLi[ e[1~¢l wa~ sent to: 

Anson Dorrance 

117 HANOVER PL 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516-9494 

United States 

Your package is being shipped by USPS and the tracking number is 92,11993150292912333247 Depending on the ship speed 

you chose, it may take 24 hours for your tracking number to return any information. 

Lean In: Women, V’dork, and the Will to Lead 

{’}old b},,/~,maaen.com LI. ::: 

[3[3[3 

$13.72 

Item Subtotal: $13.72 

Shipping & Handling: $3.99 

rotai Before Tax: Sl 7 71 

Shipment Total: $17.71 

Paid by Visa: $17.71 

Returns are easy. Visit eu! Online Return Center. 

If you need further assistance with your order, please visit Customer Service. 

We hope to see you again seen! 

AmazorLco~l 

~Leam about Rewards 
Finandl~g & Sp~:<ia~J dffe:,rs 

........................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Team VertiMax <Team VertiMax@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 11:28 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Final Day for Free College Tournament Challenge to Win a FREE VertiMax 

Coach Anson 

Register today to win a FREE VertiMax Training System by picking the most 

winners in our College Basketball Tournament Challenge, Not only does our Top 

Scorer win but anyone who scores higher than our VIP Pickers (Ray Rice, Stephen 

Curry, Alan Stein, etc,) will qualify to enter a random drawing for a second FREE 

Vertih]ax, It’s free to enter and you have two chances to win! 

Enter our Free Challen e~eToda~ to Win a FREE VertiMax 

VertiMax - the leading speed and vertical training system 

Good luck with your picks! 

Team VertiMax 
800-699-5867 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

47!0 Eisenhower BIvd 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

ii~:~iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ArbiterSports <noreply@arbitersports.com > 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 12:22 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[ArbiterSports.com] Game Reminder: Spring College Soccer, DI W game at Wake Med SC on 3/24/2013 Sun 10:00 AM 

Anson Dolrauce, you have a gmne coming up soon! Below are the details. 

GrouplD: 102475 

Game Number: 16049 

Game Status: Norms] 

Date & Time: 3/24/2013 Sun 10:00 AM 
Sport & Level: Spring College Soccer, DI W 

Site: Wake Med SC 

Home: UNC 

Away: Florida, Univ of 

(NOTE: This message was automatically generated by ArbiterSports.com) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <store-news@amazon.corn> 

Thursday, March 21,2013 4:44 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bought with "Lean In: Women, Work, and the ~’MII..." 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conference & Expo Mark Center Oct 1 2013 <Conference Expo_Mark Center Oct@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, March 21,2013 12:37 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email,unc.edu> 

Pentagon ~ Belvoir ~ B RAC=133 

:~.; Mark Cent ......... 3 

%%% 

The Mark Center [. October 1st 20t3 
[ i 

Wh~ B RA~ 

I 

Make Every Opportunity Count! 

You do not have to be on Li~e GSA sci~eduie to participaLe. If you are, then you 

already know that you have to be seen Especially now You have far greater 
opportunities when you meet one-on-one. Showcase what makes your 

conlpany stanclout; whether it’s through new innovation, trie¢1 anti t{de products 
& services, or unbeatable pricing 

i.% ilo~d iarr,es-2 
Tills event is the third of three and perhaps the most 
important Keynote Speaker, James Lloyd, U.& 

Army Office of Small B~sineaa Programs 

(Pentagon) will provide insight into how to sell to the 

Army: and programs he oversees to advance small 
business 

There is no room for Sequester Blues Fhese events 

are an effective way to meet face-to-face with 
buyers, technical specialists: & military contractors 

looking for teamingIIagreemenLs. 

interested in 

becoming an Exhibitor? 

The event will be i~eld at ti~e Mark Center. 
Attendees and presenters include the 

Pentagon, Fort Belvoir, BRAC employees, state 

& federal agencies, military & government 

contractors. 

.Xi DCAAHHF Hilton A[ 

exandris Mark Cent 

er gallery welcome 

i.~ came lecturn interested in 

becoming a Speaker? 
Please contact us to discuss how you can 

participate in breakout sessions and the Lecture 

Series. 

Send your class description to [_e_[Li__o_~Lff.b~_e__x_p___o_:_o__rcj 

Fo~ an example of format go to ClassFormaL 

Call 757.277.2184 



Th4s event i~ cl;nent(y opel! to ALL technologies products & ~rvioes 

Click to view this email in a browser 

if you no longer wish to receive these em~iis, piease reply to rids message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the follo’v¢ing link: Unsubscribe 

Tidevvater TechE×po 

14 Roberts Landing Drive 

Poo, uoson, Virginia 23662 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ ~.. 1-~’ Email Marketing with Vertic’.alResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 3:30 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Editors’ Top Books for Spring 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 9:44 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get $70 OffMichelins 

Get $70 Off Michelins 
Purchase four new Michelin tires and receive $70 MasterCard 

Rewards card. 
Reward Card is received in mail after submission 

Expires 04/15/2013 

Limited time E-VIP Offer 
Thanks for being an E-VIP. It’s because of great customer like you 

we have been serving the Triangle for 60 years Spring break travel 

is here and we want to help you get to your destination safely by 

offering this limited time offer. Purchase four new Michelin brand 

passenger or light truck tires and receive a $70 MasterCard 

Reward Card after submission. 

u FKq uN D N NFKq u FKqN N D NU FKq u F]D N As your local car care 

expert, we do everything your dealership does¯ From simple oil 

changes to comprehensive 3OK, 6OK, 9OK mile + maintenance, 

our rigorously trained ASE-certified technicians use the latest high 

tech equipment to work on your vehicle; conventional or hybrid¯ Did 

you know? We can perform your Factory Scheduled Maintenance 

and still maintain your manufacturerUs warranty! 

For your convenience we offer appointments and free shuttle 

service to home or work. 

Drive Safely, 

Chapel Hilt Tire Car Care Center 

Find Us on Facebook I Follow Us on Twitter 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W. Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-967-7092 

www.cha pelh illtire.com 

fstcrew@chapelhilltire.com 

I iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii i ii i iiiiil 

:i:¯:.,. ¯’--~     :2 
::::~ 

@i%g~,~ i 14iil 

--) .... 

~}K@i} 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

US 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:49 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Live This Week on GoHeels TV 

i~i This Week on GoHeels TV 

© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <storemews@amazon,com> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 4:17 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

New and Similar to "Top Dog: The Science of Winning and Losing" by Po Bronson 



i i~£i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~ii~iiii~iiiiii~iiii~iii~ii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Yeur Direct Deposit payments were dis~.~llewed 

replica watches! telex, patek philippe vacheron censtantin and ethers! 

Twitter Account Suspension 

Get One Free! 48 Hours Oniy 

Twil:er Account Notilaalen 

I can’t believe you helped me save ever 9200 on this Cufflinks 

Pens 

Twil:er Account in~ermaiion 

Last chance for 80% OFF! 

Last chance for 82% OFF! 

Instagrara Ac(:eunt Notification 

LiPS Delivery Notification TracMng Number:P5B2KH3UWS030CONN3 

GPS TracKer ,,’~atches every move. 

Federal Proposal Lunch and Learn DuFham, NO 

ATTN: Huge discount oniy 1 day 

Receipt for your PayPal payment to Costa Fana 

Alention! Your P~.~yPal Ac.’:eunt Ceukt Be Suspendedl 

Direct Deposit payment was canceled 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:02 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

LAST CHANCE: Get a FREE Online Registration Page for Your Soccer Camp 

It’s not too late ..= coaches everywhere use Event Manager online registration 

software to elevate their coaching profile, recruit more players, make more money, and 

simplify their lives! 

SPRI~qG S P,’.".-::CI,-’~ L: Sign on by March 31, 2013, 

and we’ll build you an online registration page that 

can be integrated with ANY website (a $15;0.00 

value!) 

Event Manager enables you to take registrations and 

payments online immediately -- so your soccer 

players, volunteers, and coaches can register for your 

camp anytime, anywhere. 

Just look at all you’re able to do with Event Manager: 

Capture and store player stats 

Sell equipment during registration 

Send roster forms and waivers 

Add, edit, and remove players from rosters 

® Send targeted emails to registered players 

® Access player data on the go 

LastCilance Soccer EMForrn 

This is Your LAST CHANCE! Get Started Now ... Offer Ends March 31st. 

*Offer applies to new Event Manager clients on/},. 

%%%%%% 

~:: !:, c i\_," ~L1.:i~-,1’~Lt_i2i~L~, ~ ~ ;~_~ L _.,__bL _’1’~L~: ~:: 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with ’=Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the foli~,~,ing link: ~:i::.s,.:b-~.:~ b.-: 

I!~! ~.’~..!~.~-’!i~-~. to font~ard this entail to a friend I 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:~:=d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"Contagious: Why Things Catch On" and more 

% 
&~eoa [~Jorra~*:,:?, we have !I~J?.~!.~I]Z!~’.Q~.g!Jli&Q.-’~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

Catch 0~ 
by Jonah Berger 

List Price: $26.00 

Price: $13.97 
You Save: $12.03 (46%) 

What makes things popular? If you said advertising, think again. People don’t 
listen to advertisements, they listen to their peers. But why do people talk 
about certain products and ideas more than others? Why are some... !~!~.~}~i 

i!?Li.~.~.!!.g.                                               ’ ............... 
by Susan Ca,n 

List Price: $16.00 

Price: $8,8D 
You Save: $7.20 (45%) 

Amazon Best Books of the Month, January 2012: How many introverts do you 

know? The real answer will probably surprise you. In our culture, which 

emphasizes group work from elementary school through the business world,... 

i!:;:!!i!i!if,...i.ilf,~: ’:~;~s~’: TOothersSeil Is H~ur~a n : The Sal°N~isil~g Tr~ti~ Abeut FIovin~ 
i 

by Daniel H. Pink 

List Price: $26,95 

You Save: $12,47 (46%) 

#i New York Times Business Bestseller #1 Wall Street Journal Business 
Bestseller #1 Washington Post bestseller From the bestsellJng author of Drive 
and A Whole New Mind comes a surprising--and surprisingly... !~#2~2!..’~ig2"i#. 

List Price: $26,00 

Price: $14,~7 
You Save: $11.03 (42%) 

Chip and Dan Heath, the bestselling authors of Switch and Made to Stick, tackle 
one of the most critical topics in our work and personal lives: how to make 

better decisions.    Research in psychology has... ~:’,es~d r~o~e 

d                                              l 
by SonJa Sotomayor 

List Price: $27.95 

Price: $1 5,~8 
You Save: $11.97 (43%) 

Amazon Best Books of the Month, January 2013: Happily, it is becoming a 

familiar story: The young, smart, and very hardworking son or daughter of 

immigrants rises to the top of American professional life. But already knowing... 

!~.~!~[..[% i~! [i~’. 



by Mika Brzezinski 

List Price: $15,00 

Price: $8,49 
You Save: $6,51 (43%) 

Why are women so often overlooked and underpaid? In Knowing Your Value, 

bestselling author Mika Brzezinski takes an in-depth look at how women today 

achieve their deserved recognition and financial worth. Prompted by her... }~" 

Price: $~9,99 

% 

f.:}ooP, s ~ f.:iec:,~o::ics >" loys ~.~ ~’:isi’;:es >" i\i~,.i:¢:i: & L;ilsi:’:!~ 

} A~:’:~s?.o:’: ~ns~an~ \q~J¢:o } (Jeli Phor’:es ~:: ~-~e~,ic~3 ;} ~.iio~hh-:,! } r6r,,ce’:~y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 10:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - April 2013 - Secure Your Webcast Seat’. 

The College Recruiter Email Update- April 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody. 

TIME IS RUNNING OUT to attend The 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM Webcast on May & 2013. The registratfon feg~fwill be in effect through April! On May Ist, the fee 
will change to $99. 

A few seats remain, so take advantage of the low April re!! Don’t wait any longer. Register today! 

The ground-breaking news from the 2013 NCAA Convention can have a huge positive impact for you and your program in Division I and maybe other Divisions as 

well Recruiting Proposal 16-3 goes into effect in 2013 for Division I schools. Proposal 16-3 allows institutions, conferences, or the NCAA to pay for other academic 

support, career counsefing, or personal development services that support the success of the student-athlete. The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition 

(.w_w_w_:succ_es_s~actgfss_ca[_es:_com), the premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool. If you’ve wanted to 

utilize the Scales, but your budget couldn’t, now you have the opportunity to secure funding just for that need. Check with your Compliance Officer to verify before 

you request the funding. Division II and Division III schools should still inquire with your Compliance Officer. Some unpublicized funding to your conference through 

the NCAA may be available to you. Check all avenues. 

And, of course, the April Fools" Day joke is on me because this month’s Shameless Bribe coupons are so awesome! 

Here is the link to the April 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: .h---t-t--~---:~-/---w--~-w--~-w--:~t-~h---e---b---es-~t-~c---q~!!-e--g~e---r--e---c--r--q-!te~c~m~m-~t~h~Z:~ema!~!z~d~qte~n~e~s(ette~as~ 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii bounce-mc.us614}’07819.127697- 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~0son:~0caa0nc.e~uQ~na,~.,,,~c03.~s0svnet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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~~~~ During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were ~~~~~ 

~~~~ 
You now have 368 messages in your quarantine ~~~~~ 

~~~~ 
Click here to manage your quarantine ~~~~~ 
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Meet our April, 2013 Honoree 
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Reh)ase ~ Allow D~4et8 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Day Stocks Wa~ci~ 
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........................... tatty@clls.cem sg 
This Stock Ceuid Become My Longest Running R~]#a.#.e. #.’f~t~t[~. 6.!~.~1~ rZe[#.~=# iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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A1££~ 
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You now have 310 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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You re ~ winner with $10 Free now! 
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Limited ! 

Disallowed Direct Deposit payment 

Rejected Direc~ Deposit No 065459472580 

Fwd: Re: ACH transaction cancelled 

Hurryl Don’t lose out our best deals! 80% OFF 

+ Free Shippin!! 24 Hours Only 

NEW Running Gear From NIIKE & .ASiCSI 

Sweet Ukrainian girls want to chat with 
foreigners ! 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregory Bader <Grego~ Bader@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 10:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer Training Continues to Evolve 

Coach Anson 

As a soccer coach, the choices you make now will affect how your team performs next season. Now is the time to 
maximize your weight room with the top equipment available to develop your best team. Watch the videos below to 
make sure you are keeping up with your competition and giving your team the best chance to win. 

Each Position on Your Team Can Benefit From These Drills 

These exercises are being done by many College and High School teams to win championships! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

recruitingeducatio n@ncsaspo rts.org 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:50 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your experience with 
NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Jai Hill 
Educational Speaker 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 312-624-7428I Fax: 312-624-7401 
recruitingeducationCb, ncsasports.or.q J http://www.ncsasports.orq 

NCSA BIog: http:/!blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT ~’ SUCCEED ~, LEAD 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

smoore@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:15 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2017 - Alea Hyatt- Attending San Diego ECNL Showcase - University of North Carolina-- Chapel Hill Womeffs Soccer 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
Alea and her Eagles ECNL club team will be participating in the 
upcoming San Diego ECNL event, and she would value the 
opportunity to come out and evaluate her as a prospect for your 
program. She’ll be playing primarily as a Forward or Mid and will 
be wearing #17. Her schedule is as follows: 

4/5, 8:30am vs. HLVA, San Diego Polo Field #2 
4/6, 8:30am vs. Mustang, San Diego Polo Field #2 
4/7, 8:30am vs. Pleasanton Rage, San Diego Polo Field #3 

High School: NA, CA 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 1 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatt@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Check ou: the Recruiting Seatv.h Engine 

Not a ma~,ch" I J:-K]ate y~ a~r email pre~:~mces here 

Steve Moore 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floori Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 888-333-68461 Fax: 312-624-7401 

smoore(~ncsasports.orgI http://vx~, .ncsasports.olg 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-nmil lransmission may contain information that is proprietaD’, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively, for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please not@ the ~nder immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



e[ay ~e~i~*~ ~na V ~ re 

iSoccer Player Points 

Did you know that players get points fo~ everything they do in their !:!~’~7%’:!!~! 

account? Here are a couple ways you can use P/ayer Poinfs to c#a#enge yourself oF 

yo~ team: 

WeeMy Points Goa~: Pbyers, how many points can you earn this week? You 

get points Ior entering scores, raising your Skin Levels, and even Nat logging into 

your account. Can you earn 1,000 points this week? ~,eee? 10,~RR}? 

¯ Award Points to [#~ayers: Coaches, did you know that you can give points to 

players in your account? Use this feature to reward players for doing well, alqd 

get them excited to play iSoccer away from practice. 

Create a Game; Coaches, set ~p a I:un compet#ion around who can earn the 

most points [his week or this month The reward can be as simple as who gets 

to be captain for an upcoming game. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF PLAlC’ER POINTS ~N iSOCCER: II 72,3,970 

H~GNEST NUMBER BY A S~NGLE PLAYER: 348,970 

Now d~at~s aweaomef 

~-:-~~,"~. ~,~ ,%-,,~. Ra.,,-a [e ,~(i,~/t¢~ i S ¢~,~ ",~ ",~-,,’- ¯ ",,"/’~ ,~-                               ~ .,,~0:~,-,.<.-,,~*- "-~ ’,-,v ...., .,, o ,,.,, .,,~ ...... .," ,~: t," 

Vt~lqat does soccer technical development and the Karate Kid 

have in cornmon? By Scog Leber. 

",,"?’.,e M<,,’/d.,,",,q of Easy P,,"actic~’,- 

Check out the steps it took to build our newest product, the 

practice planner for parents’. 

iSocce[ Featured P~aye[s, Team, and Club! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store+news@amazon,corn> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 4:18 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

Anson Dorrance: New Cognitive Psychology Book 

% 

[ ............. 1 ....... YoMr A~t~azo~,~:ot~ [ To~ay~ Deals [ See A}I Depa~t~¢B~ts 

Customers who have purchased bee~s about theories on modern behavior might be interested in "Drunk ]ank 

Rink: And Other Unexpected Forces that Shape How We Think, Feei, and Behave," avaiiabie now in ~r).~!.c!c..o..~{2.[ 

by Adam Alter 

List Price: $25.95 

Price: $1 &33 

You Save $1062 (41%) 

i:~ii~iii~ii~iiiii~}~i~iii~i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Learn more 

Find Great Oe~ls on ~iHions of Items Storewide 

i:,,i .:: ======================== > F:’:!::.!: ~ i,i:i::i ~:;~ i-:¢-i: ~ ~.~ii:i L: :~.di:; 

l~,~ ................... I +:S’+’:’L+:: ~ ~ 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.neD 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 5:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Di~over My Wodd Benefits: Miami, Cozumel and More 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

(iiii’~i:~i:::t:i.< ~:~.~ii.: i.:h~!i:: i’d:i~W::’!::~ ~’:~i:::~~O’v’:?i’~!i::d i~Ob~i:;::~ 

SLay in style at this hip South Beach hotel, featured as one o[ Forbes magazine’s "Top 10 Alost Antidpated 

Openings of 2012". Enjoy exclusive discounts of up to 10% off’-’ the best available rate, spa treatments at 

jP~new and dining at Florida Cookery. Offer valid April 15 - September 30.z 

~ Call ClubLine to make your reservations now: 800,433.5079 

Prepare the sunscreen and your swing for two days o[ sun, sand 

and gorgeous greens, [4ay 3-4. Tournament prices start at $520" 

and include accommodations at Presidente InterContinental 
Cozumei Reso~¢ and Spa for two nights. 

In addition, your tournament fee also includes: welcome kit and 

cocktail, green fee and shared cart fee, night putting tournamenL 

tra~sportation to and from tournament, beverages during 

tournament, awards dinner, activities for non-golfers, spa 

discounts, special room rates to stay extra nights and more. 

Shotgun is at 9 a,m,, Saturday, [flay 4= Don’[ miss U~is exciting 

beachside golfing event! 

~ -] Call ClubLine to make your reservations now: 800.433.5079 

With more than 2,367 gol[ holes [rorn roast to coast, we know you 

have your favorites. Let us know yours from Clubs across the 

ClubCorp Network, and we’ll feature them on our ClubCorp 

Facebook page. Email clubline@clubcorp.com by April 30 with your 

[avor ire holes. 

[~ E mail ClubLine by April 30 with your favorite! 

clubline@clubcorp.com 



L.ooik .~!:~t: Wih~i::~t: Ho~u~sl::o~r~h. TX ii--iia~!; to O-iPii-<~4":.!: 

Did you know the Houston area has six Great country clubs where 

you can take advantage oF your goir access and rive beautiful 

business clubs to enjoy fine dining? Plan a weekend getaway or a 

week’s vacation and have plenty of activities available to keep you 

busy. 

~Call ClubLine to make your reservations now: 800.433.5079 

Hajor League 8aseb~H 

The 20/,3 season is in full swinG! Get tickets for your favorite 

team, 

Kentucky Derby - LouisviJie, I<Y - May 4 

Be part of the tradition of historic Churchill Downs, plus enjoy the 

cuisine and fashion at the first leg of The Triple CrownLR~ - the Run 

for the Roses. 

Foo~t and Wine Classic - Aspen, ~30 - 3uBe $3-~.6 

Experience the premier foodie event in the U.S., including three 

days or wine seminars, discussion panels and cooking 

demonstrations with the stars of the culinary world. 

~Call ClubLine to make your reservations now: 800,433,5079 

~i:]i¢:i:i:’ii 5 

Planning your summer vacation? Save up to 25% on Avis rentals at participating locations.~ 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Sui:~iect 

A good way to make money online, a lot of money in a 

short period ef D~le! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 2:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Seeking Information, Identity of Suspect in Area Va~dalisms 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Seeking Infornaataon, Idemi~ of Suspect in Area Vandalisms 

LTNC Police and Chapel Hill Police are paltnering with the local community in their ongoing investigations into recent acts of vandalism / grafihti at numerous locations. In most cases, graffiti 
in bright pink paint caused significant damage to local property’. Areas vandalized were widespread, including New East and Mclver Residence Halls, campus monuments and landmarks, 
vehicles and buildings in the vicini~z of the Swain lot parking area on northwestern campus, and the Chapel of the Cross on Franklin Street. Video surveillance cameras at the Swain Lot 
yielded the photos shown at the following links: 

http ://tinyurl.comicna exee 
http :/itinvurl com/ccatvpx 
http :i/tinvurl com/bsgqhrq 
http:/itinvurl com/bszzti s 

LTNC Public Safety’ is asking anyone with information which may aid in these investigations to please call either LTNC Police havestigators at (919) 966-2120, call the Chapel Hill Police at (919) 
968-2760, or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to CrimeStoppers online at 
www.crimestoppers-chcunc.org 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department of’Public Safety 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 6:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police File Charges for False Report of Recent Sexual Assault 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police File Charges f;ar False Report of Recent Sexual Assault 

The U2X!C Department of Public Safety has charged a non-UNC student with filing a false report about an alleged sexual assault earl?- Saturday morning (April 6) on the UNC campus. 

No Alert Carolina notification was made in the wake of the alleged incident because there was no in~’ninent threat to the University community and because issuing such a notice would 
have compromised the integrity of the investigation. 

The Department of Public Safety takes all reports of sexual assault seriously, however a thorough investigation determined that the testimony provided by the reporting part?- was false, and 
charges were filed on Monday (April 8). 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
sigmficant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC SAAC <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:54 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
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Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
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iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 



San Francisco, California 941 !7 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 2:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get $70 Off Michelins. Hurry’. Promotion Ends Soon 

Get $70 Off Michelins 
Purchase four new Michelin tires and receive $70 MasterCard 

Rewards card. 
Reward Card is received in mail after submission 

Expires 04/15/2013 

Michelin Promotion Ends 
Monday 

We don’t want you to miss this great promotion. Spring time travel 

is here and we want to help you get to your destination safely by 

offering this limited time offer. Purchase four new Michelin brand 

passenger or light truck tires and receive a $70 MasterCard 

Reward Card after submission. 

_I3N_NDNNI3N_I3NNNDN_I3N_I3DNThanks for being an E-VIP. 

It’s because of great customer like you we have been serving the 

Triangle for 60 years. 

As your local car care expert, we do everything your dealership 

does. From simple oil changes to comprehensive 3OK, 6OK, 9OK 

mile + maintenance, our rigorously trained ASE-certified 

technicians use the latest high tech equipment to work on your 

vehicle; conventional or hybrid Did you know? We can perform your 

Factory Scheduled Maintenance and still maintain your 

manufactu rer[3s warranty! 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-967-7092 

v~vw.ch apelhilltire.com 

fstcrew@chapelh illtire.com 

I iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii ii ii i iiiiii 

For yo u r co rive n i e n ce we offe r a ppoint me nts a n d free s h uttle :p : : ;; i~r!;~? ’~: 

service to home or work. 

Drive Safely, 

Chapel Hilt Tire Car Care Center 

Find Us on Facebook I Follow Us on Twitter 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

US % 
% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Product Team <iSoccer Product Team@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 2:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

It’s here: The Practice Planner for Parents 

E :’~ ;: ;:;: d ~: e :~; :t ;: :::: ::~ :i ;~ii ? !i :; i:! }!i!}i 

i[:+;]i Easy Practice 

~x~ 
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]’..1.s:==<e !¢c:.ir ptt.::l==<~?’!:, i:.m, ~t,s’!::?" s/’:d ~t,i’~:~?c:!:::ve iisi! !~t,s!:.< rs Ii:’s ==i~<~t, is.s:v::~’=i;~ .s: 

xofessi....:r~ai .sssistai:t c....:t ci..: i !;ii:t ~: ytur pocket 
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San Francisco, California 941 !7 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirsl.net > 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 3:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~J#~C’s a~al S}>ri~g P’ootbalt Gars~ this w~e~e.n<L Go He.ets! 

#take it a g~eat week, 
[~lizabeth Cheek, 

Elizabeth.cheek@ourclub.com 

T~sreday, Apri~ 11 
7:80 an~ 
Slay up.-toM~,te oll cu.~rer~f i.ssPe.s ~.md n<÷fwo.q~ with fellow Memb<÷r.s. ©pen to Att! 

[qa r@,t i Tastir,tg 
Thugs(My, A~>rit t 1 
8:00 p~ ~7;30 pm 
$’15 ~ ~=oo~, Wine and fine Spirits G~oup Me~t~be~s 
$25 -. No~ Gl’oup Me~bers 
~:’e;~hJiic~g Cisssic and CPtk’re ..%.arfiMs! 

Carolir~a Ck~b Kickbalbrs 
Thurs~tay, April I1 

f,,merica~ ~..eg}o~ }~alk 
Lookbg fix som<÷thil~g ne~*,, ;~mq fun .to do? Cheer on oul Ca~oib8 Ciub You~:g P~<,%ssionais’ 
Kickbaii T~am! 

Spr#-~g Football Game 
Saturday, #p~i~ t3 

Kick off is at S~>~’~ at Ke.na~ Stadiw8 
the. Caroli~a CRab oDe~s at Noon i~ O’He.~r<m’s Gli}l 
~’qolth C ~oiit~a’s anrm~.d Sp.q~:g ~:’oo~baii Game will be h<÷id S~tuld~y, Ap.qt 13. ~.~t Kena~: 
Stadium. Ad..’T:issior: is free. The Carelilsa Club is THE pt8c8 to be for p..’e gain8 beve..’ages 
a~d pc.el ", ame die}hi}. We’ll Iea.tsre Iced a!’d (triter k~eciais 4e O’Her!’(m’.s Gdtl akmg wi,th e~r 
T8~ ~-’~eei P,qde! 

SAVE THE DATE! 

#4÷m~}er.-Guest Mixer 
We@~esda% A~tril g7 

Comp~i~e~ary Hore d’oeuwe.*., a~d 2 Dri~k Ticke~s p~r person 
[{l~joy 8 #it~ and 8 #eve..’sg8 and lh8 Iettowship of ~risr:ds 

Brews with a Vi¢~w 
Friday, Ap~’i~ 19 

Mal~17 .thal~.ks to 811 who at.tet~ded oul ir~augu~al B.~e~*,,s with a Vie~*,, ho.Med by ou~ YoPtXg 



al~d thkd P’rid~.~ys of the month. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



iY!i 

Final Four voting has just wrapped up, so don’t forget to 

cast your vote for the championship today! 

%%% 

With March 

M adn ess 

officially over, 

there’s no 

doubt that one 

of the most 

talked about 

stories was, 

and still is, Kevin Ware’s compound fracture. 

The gruesome nature and the ability to post 

instantly to social media, made the story 

blow up within minutes. 

With all of the press and attention Ware’s 

injury is getting, parents of athletes across 

the nation are going to be hyper-concerned 

with their son/daughter getting injured while 

competing in college. 

Loq in or reqister for your free NCSA Account today, and 

post your camp brochure to your team’s profile. This will 

allow thousands of athletes to see the information, yet it 

w’on’t cost you a dime. 



Ever wonder what the best way is to 

communicate your team’s season to 

recruits, Whether your team had a great 

season, or your really struggled, it’s critical 

that you present your record to recruits in a 

way that will make them want to be a part of 

your team, 

Here are 5 different ways to look at season 

outcomes, and how you can communicate 

your record to recruits in a way that makes 

your team even more appealing to them, 

VV~I~ r~ii: iVi ~:~i~’~i~ i’i~i~ ii::~ w i i i~I~ i"~ii=i~::i ~i,~iih"~iiill ~i~ 

Join the NCSA Network_. With a free account you have access to the entire network 
including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the nation, our 

team of 3go+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alex Malone -<Alex Malone@maiLvresp.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 1:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Advanced Training F~xercises to Build Explosivenes 

Coach Anson 

As a coach, you know that each minute spent in the weight room is crucial. Now is the time to maximize your weight room 

with the top equipment available so you get the most returns. Watch the videos below to make sure you are keeping up with 

your competition and giving your team the best chance to win. 

Each Athlete You Train Can Benefit From These Drills 

These exercises are being done to Dominate the Competition! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <storemews@amazon.com> 

Thursday, April 11,2013 3:35 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New and Similar to "Lean In: Women, Work, and the ~’Mll to Lead" by Sheryl Sandberg 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 6:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Carrboro Police investigate assault on RR "tracks 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Carrboro Police investigate assault on RR tracks 

The Carrboro Police Department is seeking information about a reported assault that occurred on the railroad tracks that run behind Harris Teeter and Estes Park Apartments The assault 
occurred sometime during the early morning hours of Thursday, April 11. 

The suspect described as a male, approximately 6 feet tall with a thin build, race ul~known assaulted a woman (not a L’2x,-C student) who was walking alone 

This general area is frequented by many Carrboro residents, including UNC students. Police encourage people to avoid walking alone at night, be aware of your surroundings, inform others 
as to your plans and to call 911 for help, if needed 

Anyone with any information on this incident should call Sgt. Webster at (919) 918-7417. 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 3:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange County under kmmdo watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",ITY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those often change frequently during a weather 
event. Ira new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch after a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 4:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Well- Spoken Woman: Your Guide to Looking and Sounding Your Best" and more 

% 
A~eoa (~Jorra~*:,:% we have !:~J?.9.EIE!£Q~.g!Jli&Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

..... ~;~:~ ’: The Weli. S->oken Web,san : Your Gaide to Looki~g alsd 
i ’asu:-;.;*~:<,.~ Bo~mdilsg_ Your Best 

by Christine K. Jahnke 

Price: $13,91 
You Save: $5,09 (27%) 

A Top Speech Coach Reveals the Secrets of Powerful WomenExpress Your Ideas 

with ConfidenceBe Polished and PreparedEarn the Respect of Any AudienceIn 
this must-have guide, one of the nation’s premier speech coaches, Christine... 

!~.’.:!~!..!%!£!i£ 

by Adam M. Grant Ph.D. 

List Price: $27.95 

Price: $15,97 
You Save: $11.98 (43%) 

An innovative, groundbreaking book that will captivate readers of Malcolm 
Gladwell, Daniel Pink, The Power of Habit, and Quiet For generations, we have 
focused on the individual drivers of success: passion, hard work,... ~";u~:=fl moru 

ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiii}ii? 

List Price: $15,00 

Price: $1 :LT~ 

You Save: $3.21 (21%) 

Work arid Life 
by Joanna Barsh, Susie Cranston, Geoffrey Lewis 

The Remarkable discoveries about what drives and sustains successful women 
leaders.Based on five years of proprietary research, How Remarkable Women 
Lead speaks to you as no other book has, with its hopeful outlook and unique... 

by Selena Rezvani, Lois P. Frankel                      (i~ii~ii~ii~i~i~i;i 
pu:~:h ii:: ~:i:: 

List Price: $26.95 

Price: $16,43 
You Save: $10,52 (39%) 

Q & A with Selena Rezvani, author of Pushback Selena Rezvani Why a book on 

negotiating--for women? As a writer, there are books you want to write and 

then books you need to write. Pushback....!~.~-t~(-’!..!LX~E~< 

~.¢.X£~!..L~.X.~..!}:~.L#.~.!!?!...L ?.v.i.(~.!!.(!’.~..;~’~’.((!!...(.!::"..s.!:L....£ ~ #.~i~.(~....~.!!.#. } 
Not ~’4uch Slee~ 
by Son Gruden, Vic Carucd i £a~7~i£~7~-’i~tT:} 

List Price: $13.99 

Price: $~,~0 
You Save: $8.39 (60%) 

When Jon Gruden asks his Tampa Bay Bucs, "Do you love football?!" it’s to 

remind them why they pull on their shoulder pads every Sunday morning. It’s 

not about the money or the fame; it’s about their passion for what they do... 

~ ~::’: ! ).! !...( i ::.,’. !.( ~ :: 



by Paul Tough 

List Price: $14,95 

Price: $10,72 
You Save: $4.23 (28%) 

Book DescriptionWhat would it take? That was the question that Geoffrey 

Canada found himself asking, What would it take to change the lives of poor 
children--not one by one, through heroic interventions and occasional.., .1:~/!~! 

iq3or~ 

% 
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Green Pick For Tomorrow Morning! 
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{D1WSOC} Presea.%on 2013 
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letest after heurs news! 

Meldova: Daily Press Review. Monday. 

April 15 

Deaf User, 

no more strict deadlines 

One new Feature 

"Before The Close" From Standout 

Stocks! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dkryger@ncsasports.org 

Monday, April 15, 2013 11:52 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2014 - WI - Da~im~ Molter - True Goal Scorer! - 3.6 GPA - All-Conference 1st Team - VIDEO INCLUDED 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Marshfield High School, WI 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih jsddbm@charter.net 

Notes: Darian Molter - Wisconsin Valley Conference Player of the Year - 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Christina K... - 
2016 Right N... 

2014 Center ... 

NCSA Rating: 6 
NCSA Rating: 5 

State: TX 
State: NY 

Number of 
Number of 

Views: Views: 
Views: Views: 2 

16 
Last Viewed 

Last Viewed 
Date: Last 

Date: Last 
Viewed: 

Viewed: 
10/05/2011 

02/17/2013 

View 
Profile 

View 
Profile 

Rachel Egyed - 

2014 Goalkee... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: NJ 

Number of 

Views: Views: 1 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

02/23/2012 

View 
Profile 

Morgan Shag... 

- 2014 Left Fo... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: FL 

Number of 

Views: Views: i 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

10/22/2011 

View 
Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

David Ko’ger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Da~1on St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 888-333-6846[ Cell: 8883336846 Fax: 312-624-7401 

dkrv~er~)ncsaspo(ts.org I http://www.ncsasports.om 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail lransmission may contain information that is proprietao~, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other them the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 8:05 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/8/13 - Current Event 
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Report: Miami losing RBs coach; NCAA 
external review wrapping up 
USAToday,com 

With its 2013 signing day class wrapped up, Miami has a host of other issues still in front of it. Most 
immediately, it will have to find a new running backs coach if Terry Richardson leaves. 
According to multiple reports, Richardson has taken the same position with the Jacksonville Jaguars. There, 
he will join 3edd Fisch, the ’Canes offensive coordinator who is now with the Jags in the same capacity. 
Beyond the field, the Hurricanes have to do deal with an ongoing NCAA investigation that was suspended by 
the NCAA while it conducted an external review of its information gathering procedures in the case. 
The NCAA announced Wednesday that the external review is complete and the organization expects to get 
a full report by the end of next week. 
Julie Roe Lach, the NCAA’s vice president of enforcement, approved a $20,000-$25,000 payment to the 
attorney of former Miami booster and convicted felon Nevin Shapiro to obtain information pertaining to the 
NCAA investigation. 

Shapiro is the whistleblower who said he provided countless impermissible benefits to Miami players and 
recruits. As a result, the athletics program is NCAA under investigation. 
Sources told CBSSports.com that Lach approved payments to Maria Elena Perez, Shapiro’s attorney, in 
return for information the NCAA would not have been able to gather otherwise. 
Perez said there was nothing amiss about what the NCAA asked of her. 

"There is nothing wrong," she said. 
ESPN.com reported that the NCAA general counsel Donald Remy and Roe Lach approved of using Elena 
Perez, although NCAA president Mark Emmert said that the request to use Shapiro’s attorney never reach 
Remy’s desk. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You no,~i have 9 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~ar~ i~eorc~i~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
S~ibi~!ct 

scholastic-pa~entandchiid@shpo= SCHOLASTIC PARENT & CHILD Magazine I February 2013 1100 Greatest ~el ..... ~ Al~,~ ~.~ 
~!!’nail corn Movies rat Kids + WIN 3-D GLASSES! Allo,’~ ~or~ai,~ al~cl~ B~ck Domains 

........................... ~]~.~t ~.~rt. 6!~.~ r~.<(~t’~ peieeqapk3064@statesville.net Russian p~ostitutes want to suck 
~llo,.~DoiT, ai~ Sleek BI~c~ r’.~or~in 

aioision@busscancom.br                 you have unread message from ladie                                     &tt~>~L~.~t~ L~.t~ ~!£’~:..[~!r~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
........................... ~!~.~t ~.~rt. ~!~.~ r~.~t’~ enqlaufd@oba biz Pl, rohase Vigara Today -79% Discount! - Next day shipping! ~. SALE! 

allo,.~ Do,T, ai,, Slo~k BI~ r.~or,,~in 

expedientle@esedona net Lithuanian virgins want to meet with 
&ttg~.~L~9~I~tn 

~It~ ~E~[~II~[~Erj 

b~-eussardjeanette.broussard eq@obt.oh    I’m inte~-ested in your profile                                        AIIo,’~Bor~ain alocl, S~eck Domains 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
........................... Re~.ase ~ AlI~w Delete 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You now have 4 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 8,~ar~ i~r~ir~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AllowDornail-~ E~Iocl~ gbsckDomain 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

catheinehydd@maxi-dsi de This Stock is making a turn around ,~IIow Do,Y,~i,, Sio~k Bk,~k Oom~in 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

info@azmobilenetwork.net               Cortera: How Purchase Data Analysis Changes [he Oro’,eti? Game          ~{{*},~L~*~*~tD ~.t~ ~!£’,}1.~9~,~!r~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

beunoe-510452-7769992@icLl:g~,’,,.com The Sl:ock-.Up Sak!: Buy One, Get One 1/2 Off allo,’~ Oomain al{~cl~ S~ck °omain 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- foznybl~apnn.hap.rqh- 594b6@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Monday, FebruaD; 11, 2013 12:10 PM 

MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Carolina Softball, Chapel Hill Campus, and 4 others have Tweets tbr you 
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Susan Maloy, 
Here’s w~at’s {rehdi~’g o~" Twitter t~is weet~, 

Don’t forget, @uncwbb plays at Georgia Tech today at 

11:30 am (ESRNU): bit ly/Xn:SqAB #GoHeets 

!:;} i:~:iD 

UNC Women’s Hoops @:u,-: ::?..t :::: 

.@~’v~eeheiieV on Coach Hatchell joining the exclusive 900- 

win club: esph go.cor’iiv,~omens.celiege .. 

Voepel: UNC’s Hatchell joins 900-win club 

bio![h Caroiina’s Syivb, bls[!;bel] o!; Thi;rsday became ius[ 

[be thh’d Oil, iS}Oil I WO!.~eP’S !,OSCh I:,I) Wit! 900 !?8!,!!er gsn!es. 

{i!} -!!: i: 

Carolina Tat Heems                                ::}{-i:/:~i:: 

Video - Hatchell Grabs 900th win: bit.lyil 4V~’Jqn0 #GeHeeia 

Symvia HatcheH Grabs %00th Win 
Sylvia’." Hsl:chell -}tabs 900th W:ri -. A:X; Must See b’~om.gnt -LJNC women’s 

ba.sketbs:::: coach Sylvia Hatcileii coiieoted i;~! 9001:h ca[eer win Thursday nigilt 

k~b.’l:¢h~ll iS "dSt [}~.9 thh’.’] [.)iv::s}o[1 i ’~,VOF~!;;’S (;Ob.’u’h 1:O W:ri 9{}0 (;8[E!~.~r. 

Chapel Hill Campus {iii:;!:~..~:ui:{::i--K:: 

@!J~x~Cv,,ome~:.sSeccer: Almest as good at parking cars 

@Sun:mitCHC as they are at winning championships. 

pic,t,,~,4t[e r.c.o rniuOQC H }-i K0 

!:!} i;~:iD 

~ndJ Cowie ?!,,~dk:c’;,,.::e                                            C i-:~ i:: 

I had an awesome time at @TE.’)xUNC today. What an 

incrediNe evenL Honored to be part ef it! 

~>i~," t\,,/itter, comlr’~/~ B 2 Ijfy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoHeels.com Store <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, February 11,2013 10:25 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Head To the Ball Game In New Tar Heel Baseball Gear! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Germninja & Jaypro Sports ~:Germninja Jaypro Sports@maJ.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 12, 2013 11:31 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Limited Amount of Tes~ kits ace available. 

Click to view this emai[ in a browser 

February 12, 2013 

The Germ Ninja I The Company I The Invention [ Get the Free test kit 

Read the gemninja story 

222 2 

CDC says 2012o.o2013 
influenza season to be the 
worst since 2009 HIN1 
outbreak 
Hi Valued Customer, 

This flu season seems especially bad this year now that Bosto~ 

has declared a public hcaiL]~ e~e~’gen%, and a Pennsylvania 

hospital was forced to eonstru~.t a tet~I t,-,, handle flu eases. But 

doctors -- bad<ed up by the numbers -- say that Nis seasol~ is a 

shock pat’@ because we" had so lRt]e flu last year. 

I 

[[[:::::ii~,:~zi!!!!!~, ~ii!!!!iii~ [[[~::iii~:~i:::::i~:ii[:::[[i:::::i~ii!i!!z!!,:~ii:::::[[[ Oi[[:~ [b~ii!!!!iii~(:::t[i:::,~!i!i!i!~iii"::iiia 

"What we’re looking for are any bacteria, yeast or mold that might 

be present on various surfaces or areas that the children might 

come into contact with during the day," 

The basketball, which dozens of students had touched, yielded the 

highest reading of the day: 13,987. 

"[The count] was about lO times as much as what we found on some 
of the other surfaces we tested in the gym and in the classroom" 

Get a Free no obligatkm test kit for your sports balls 

31806741089354579 

EsXSOOVD c 

Athletes and MRSA° Infection 
control outreach 

MRSA infections are now known to be a common and 

important problem in amateur and professional athletes. 

Through long-standing close personal and professional 

relationships with the Director of Sports Medicine at Duke 

University Medical Center and the Duke Football Team Head 

Trainer, we have gained extensive experience in the diagnosis, 

management and prevention of MRSA infections in Duke 



University athletes... Source: Duke University School Of 

Nedidne 

..... ,,,~          ~e~;. ~ ............. ’ 

Sport balls are one of the primary fomites (objects capable of passing 

germs from person to person) that athletes encounter. Bacteria and 

germs can grow on sport balls after coming into contact with an 

infected individual, and can easily spread throughout a field or court 

to other players. The germninjaTM is designed to kill germs on sport 

balls, and protect athletes of all ages fl’om bacteria and viruses that 

cause disease. This cutting edge, patented technology sanitizes sport 

balls with ultraviolet light, killing off harmful microorganisms 

without ruining your equipment. 

Kills bacteria and gernis that ran cause 

MRSA, Whooping Cough, IlI N1 and other contagious 

infection s 

Chemical free, nontoxic technology 

Made ill the U.S.A. 

50% of plastic used in the device is 

made from recycled materials 

Safe for all sport balls, leaves no residue behiml 

Unique design allows balls to roll past the sanitizing lights 

to ensure every nook and cranny is disinfected 

Limited Quantities are available. Order your fi’ee test kit 

today. 
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Get socia[ with us! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Jaypro Sports/Germninja 

976 Hartford Tpke 

Waterford, Connecticut 06385 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 
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~~ 
seeing ..... yone in Carmichael this Thursday night at 7:00pm as the Heels take on Wake Forest. 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ..... head out to Fetzer Field thi .... kendt .... the Tar Heels in action! Stay tuned to GoHeel ..... for the latest inf .... ti ......... ding :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Carolina Women’s Lacrosse. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: th ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Head out to Carmichael for #23 Carolina Wrestling’s home finale this Sunday, Februai~ 17 at 12:00pro as the Tar Heels hostthe Carolina Duals :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii featuring Campbell, The Citadel, and Duke The team needs your support one last time before the ACC Championships Admission te all wrestling iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: meets is free! :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: UNC Men’s S ...... ill play the Columbus C ....... f Major League S ...... in the inaugural Kirk Urso M .... ial Match on Sunday, February 24th to 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii remember former U NC Captain Kirk Urso who passed away last August after leading the Tar Heels to the 2011NCAA National Championship. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Proceeds from the match will go to the Kirk Urso Memorial Fund to benefit congenital heart defect research. Tickets are only $10 in advance and the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: match will be played at Macph .... Stadium in G ..... bore, NC Tickets and online donati ...... be made at TheC ........ /U rsoFund. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.13 s<=ii:i::i=il vs. Radford 6:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 7:00 PM :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.14 vs. Wake Forest ..................................................................................................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                                                                                                                                                      ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vs. Stephen F Austin St                                                                            11:00 AM           :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.15 i::tai:;i: b ~:il vs. Seton Hall 3:00 PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.15 v::m:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vs. Towson 4:00 PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~ 6:15 PM ~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.16 :: :::::::: ::: ::: :: :::: ::::: vs. Kent Taylor Invitational All Day :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 02.16 vs. Fork Union Military Academy 9:00 AM :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 02.16 i’~,] ::i!:: ~’ i:..i~:! i !: i:]:: i ! :iZ:i~ :i .... Virginia ACC Network 12:00 PlVl :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.16 i’:~!:!:i!.~.;!:i:..Lg~:i!!::.:i~.:i~.~!: vs. Massachusetts ..................................................................................................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                                                                                                                                                      ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vs. Stephen F Austin St                                                                            1:15 PM             ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.16    S<,ii:i:,u ii vs. Texas A&M 4:00 PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

at NC State, Pittsburgh 7:00 PM :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~: 02.16 !::i:~’..,.,:~g~!:i~:~ ..................................................................................................... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                                                                                                                                                      ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vs. Pittsburgh                                                                                         11:00AM           :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.17 ! !’i i i :’i: "i:3~ii i~::: ~i: vs. Campbell 12:00 PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.17 v~,.;es’~:iii’=::~ atDukevs. TheCitadel 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.17 i.:!!::i::!:i:.:~:il vs. Setonmall I:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.17 Li~:::r::.:!:!:! vs. Richmond GoHeelsTV I:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.17 ~::’:;:~V.:?i!i::i:!.i:Li:.:i:.i:::i:ii!:i~ii atFIorida State RSN I:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.17 !,! !,! !::i !:::.t:ii ! .~::: L vs. The Citadel 2:00 PM 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.17 V],Li..!~i~!:!iLi:!~:~ ataukevsCampbell 2:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.18 ’,!::mieii’:!T.!:r,:is vs. Florida 2:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :!~:h:~ !!!~4i !!!~:!~,:h~;!i~!~:~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

" ..... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i.X.i NewVerizon iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I    Tuesday, FebrLrary 12, 2013 | ....... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ / i,~,~;i S’w m Beh nd the Scenes of ...: ........ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i ~ / I :.1: ~ . . ~ i;~,’i vvuu: L~eorgla /ecn game i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

// 
...... 

guamp ...... 
highlights 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~/ Sw m Beh nd the Scenes of Tra n n -- iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ / WBB Georg a Tech game h gh ghts ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ 
~~~~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ~ ----------J Camp ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Inside Carolina Basketball Tuesday February 12 M d     I: h tl ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 2013 Monday, Feb11 "::°.n:ay.:’.-:.,elT~]" iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~;;’~.’i~i::::i: F.I:::~ ~ .................. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Tuesday, Feb 12 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,~,~.~:-~.: ?~:.,:E::U iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i’~’i PapaJohnsNewsletter iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiii 
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i i 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Auction Ends. Thu, Feb I4, 20133.00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i Stub iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iX; UNCvs. Duke-AudioBroadcast Men’s Basketball ..................................................................................................... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii UNC vs. Duke -Audio Broadcast iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Wednesday, Feb 13 I 8:00 PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!:i~-~!:~-~~--~::i:~:~’--!;!~-~!i~-~E~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



...... 

i~i Women’s 
Basketball 

vs. Wake 

i ~:~ i Bailey’s 

Ford Newsletter 

i.X.i OutbackNew 

Women’s Basketball vs= Wake Forest 

Thursday, Feb 14 J 6:55 PM 

¯...... 
:: :~ :: UNC vs. 

Florida State - 

Audio 

UNC vs. Florida State - Audio Broadcast 

Sunday, Feb 17 112:55 PM 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~,,i,,~,,,,~,,,,~,~,,~,~l,~,~,~,,~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Tc~ .... dthi ...... 0eteo,riend~,,~,~,,~F,~?,,,,,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii T ....... t, oty ..... tlnuet ..... lvey ...... l,s~rcmGeBee, ...... p, ..... dduste~eurAdd .... Book .... ~e,lst 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii @2013 GoHeels.com. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.uuc.edu>; campus ~)lutions staffusers <cccsstattbsers@listserv.uuc.edu> 

[cccs staffusers] ConnectCarolina Outage Tues., Feb. 19, 5pm to approx. 1 lpm 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Tuesday, Feb. 19, starting at 5:OOpm and ending around 11:00pm. ConnectCarolina will be down 

during this time frame. This impacts Campus Solutions and other systems. 

You can view the list of impacted services and the latest system status here: http:/iccinfo.unc.edu!system-statusi 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Thank you. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:41 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaJl.unc.edu>; ConnectCarolina <connectcasolina@listserv.unc.edu> 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolinaNewsletler tbr February 2013 

ConnectCarolina Town Hall Feb. 25 

The campus community is invited to learn more about ConnectCarolina for HR!Payroll and Finance during a town hall meeting on Feb. 25. Sign up to attend one of 

two sessions. 

http:iicd n fo.u nc.edu/con nectca rolina--town- hall-.fe b-25/ 

System Outage Feb. 19 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Tuesday, Feb. 19, 5pm - 11pm. ConnectCarolina will be down during this time frame. You can view the 

list of impacted services and the latest system status here: 

htLp://ccinfo.unc.eduisystem-statusi 

HR/Payroll and Finance Go-Live Less Than a Year Away 

Less than a year remains until the Human Resources, Payroll and Finance components of ConnectCarolina are expected to go live. 

_h___t__tp_:_i_l c c i n f o. u n c. e d ull e s s- t h a n - a - y___e a___r -__t_Q: gQzJ_!__v _e_:_9__fz_c__Q__n___n___e c t c___a r _oJ j__n___a_: h r_p a__y r _o_!Jz_and_:_[j_o_a_n_ceZ 

Project Phases and Timeline - February 2013 

View a graphic of the ConnectCarolina project timeline. 

f~tt P:iiccin fo.u nc.edu/projec L-pha ses-a nd.-ti m elim e- februa ry-.20:13i 

Changes to Departmental Systems and Chartfields 

View the key changes to departmental systems and chartfields as a result of the ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance implementation. 

http~//ccinfo.unc.edu/information-center/key-changes/ 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 14, 2013 8:06 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/14/13- 13.1.8.1, 13.1.8.2- Student-Athlete Speaking at Banquet 
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Button Hook is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University. Button was contacted by an Athletic 
Director of a local high school to speak at the high school’s football team banquet. Is this permissible? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/13113-Noncoaching Staff Members and 
Student-Athletes Speaking at Banquets (I)- states that noncoaching staff members without sport 
specific responsibilities (e.g., athletics director, compliance administrator, athletics academic counselor) are 
permitted to speak at a banquet attended by prospective student-athletes provided the noncoaching staff 
member does not have contact with the prospective student-athletes (or their parents/legal guardians) and 
does not make a recruiting presentation. Furthermore, it is permissible for a currently enrolled student-athlete 
to speak at a banquet attended by prospective student-athletes provided the student-athlete does not make 
a recruiting presentation and the promotional activity legislation is satisfied. If the student-athlete’s 
attendance at the event is not at the direction of an institutional staff member, then the student-athlete 
would be permitted to have contact with the prospective student-athletes in attendance. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.5.1.1 (institutional, charitable, education or nonprofit promotions), 
13.1.2.7-(a) (off campus contacts), 13.1.8.1 (banquets or meetings at a prospective student-athlete’s 
educational institution), 13.1.8.2 (banquets or meetings at locations other than a prospect student-athletes 
educational institution); and a official interpretations (10/19/12, Item No. 11-a), and a (5/7/87), which has 
been archived] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
condaras bi east.or www.bi east.or 
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CAP plans academic initial-eligibility recommendation by May 

NCAA.org 

The Committee on Academic Performance - having considered feedback from the membership, 
constituent groups and the presidents on the Division I Board of Directors - continues to examine initial- 
eligibility requirements adopted in October 2011. 
The ongoing review seeks to find the best balance between 
enhanced college academic performance for student- 
athletes with ensured access to college for prospective 
student-athletes. 
The committee meets later this month to continue its 
discussion of the initial-eligibility standards, and members 
plan to have a recommendation to the Board of Directors by 
its May meeting. 
The academic enhancements adopted in recent years were 
numerous: 

¯ A minimum academic standard for postseason 
participation of a 930 Academic Progress Rate (APR) 

¯ A new Academic Performance Program penalty 
structure and filters, including a menu of possible 
penalties available to the committee after a team’s 
third consecutive year below the benchmarks 

¯ New academic standards for two-year transfer student- 
athletes, including an increase in transferrable grade- 
point average and enhancements to the required core 
curriculum at a two-year college 
Increased academic requirements for incoming 
student-athletes, including a 2.3 GPA requirement and 
increased sliding scale for freshmen to have access to 
competition in their first year. The current standards 
GPA and test score standards remain in place for 
access to financial aid and the opportunity to practice. 
A core-course progression requirement- 10 of the 16 
total core courses required must be earned before the 
start of the senior year - was also approved. 

The changes are all designed to improve the graduation 
rates for student-athletes, while still allowing for maximum 
access for underrepresented populations. The most recent 
Graduation Success Rate data show student-athletes who 
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GSR on record, and yet the committee has noted that some ~~~~* iiii 
sports continue to lag. ::i::i 

Hartford President Walter Harrison, chair of the Committee on Academic Performance, said the        ~i~i 
committee continues to support changes to the initial-eligibility requirements and the creation of what is ~ 



essentially an "academic redshirt year" for freshmen who need extra time to acclimate to collegiate 
academic expectations. At the same time, he said the group is listening to concerns from the 
membership -including university presidents- that the increase of the sliding scale was too dramatic, 
might not have the intended impact, or should be implemented on a slower timeline. 
Shannon Strahle, associate athletics director for compliance at Gonzaga, said her institution favors a 
more measured approach to the various academic standard enhancements. 

"We certainly need to focus on academics, not just at the collegiate level, but at the high school level, 
too," she said. "We need to think about whether we can accomplish that with a meaningful intermediate 
step and a commitment to look at it again when we see the impact of other changes we are making." 

Strahle’s proposal was one the Board of Directors also espoused when Harrison discussed the issue 
with that group in January. Harrison said he considers it not a regression but rather a longer timeline or 
a more relaxed sliding scale enhancement. 

"We’re looking for more time to reach the same level, but we want to do it in a realistic way that will allow 
our institutions and high schools a real amount of time to get ready for it," Harrison said. 
Donna Heinel, senior associate athletics director at Southern California, said she would also favor a 
more step-by-step approach to new academic requirements. 

"What do we want to accomplish?" she asked. "The GSR is already moving upward. We’ve got a lot of 
changes to academic requirements: the 930 APR for championships, the (core course progression) 
requirement, the 2.3 GPA requirement. If things work, how will we know what was the final analysis. 
What (change) was the most successful? If it doesn’t work, do we have to throw it all out?" 

Heinel and Strahle’s concern about making too many changes at once is taken seriously by Harrison 
and others. Additionally, Harrison mentioned he’d heard some uncertainty about whether coaches will 
actually offer scholarships to players who will not compete in the first year for academic reasons. While 
he said he didn’t want to predict what might happen based on rules that weren’t yet in place, he believes 
the concern is sincere. 

"Some people also are concerned about the (potential) racial disparity," he said. "That’s an important 
thing for us to consider and discuss. Many people, and I would include myself, feel that the most 
important thing we are doing for students of color and students from poor economic circumstances is 
provide them an access to a college education. This (model) preserves that, and it preserves the 
opportunity to play for four years once you are ready for the requirements of being a college student." 

Graduation rates of African-American student-athletes have increased by 2 percent since the last 
sliding scale change. Additionally, there are several hundred more African-Americans in the system 
than were there before the removal of the test score cut-point in 2003. Taken together, these increases 
led to about 500 more African-American graduates per year. These were intended consequences of 
the rules that came into place in 2003, and much of the success can likely be attributed to the enhanced 
requirements for incoming student-athletes. 

According to current data, the enhanced requirements will have the most impact in football and men’s 
basketball, the two sports that consistently lag behind the others in academic performance. Harrison 
said that while those sports have improved significantly, a "measurable gap" still exists between those 
and other sports. He and others on the committee anticipate that enhancing the initial-eligibility 
requirements could make a real impact on graduation rates in those sports. 

"Our approach will be to take a look at it again, but the Board gave us the direction of ’full speed ahead 
with what you are attempting to accomplish, but perhaps look at phasing in some of these 
requirements,’ " Harrison said. "We’ve always felt we need to give people a lot of advance time ... 
We’re having a very intense but reasonable and thoughtful discussion about what to do, in keeping with 
the NCAA’s tradition of being an academics-first organization." 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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Daily Compliance Item- 2/18/13- 13.11.3.3- Coaching a Training Program & Recruiting 

Institutions should note that, while it is permissible for institutional funds to support a national team or training 
program, it is not permissible to make a donation, directly or indirectly, to a local training center that involves 
a student-athlete from that institution or any prospective student-athletes. 
Question No. 3" Does the analysis change if the coach is acting on behalf of a local sports club instead of a 
state, regional, national or international training program while attending the competition? 
Answer: Yes. An institution is not permitted to sponsor or subsidize a local sports club. Therefore, the 
institution is not permitted to provide any expenses that would offset expenses otherwise incurred by the 
local sports club, including the cost of the coach’s attendance in his or her capacity as the local sports club 
coach. In contrast, an institution is permitted to contribute to a national team or a state, regional, national or 
international training program. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.11.1 (prohibited activities), 13.11.2.4.3 (institutional sponsorship of 
local sports clubs), 13.11.3.3 (state, regional, national or international training programs) and 13.14.1 
(institutional control); staff interpretation (8/7/92, Item No. 9-a-[5]), staff interpretation (8/22/07, Item No. 
3), and educational columns (3/1/12, Item No. 3) and (11/7/12, Item No. 1)] 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Beller, Debra L <debra beller@unc.edu~ 

Monday, FebruaD, 18, 2013 9:46 AM 

This is a list~rv communication ibr’the EAiComlectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

<its cc obi sr base@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[its cc obi sr basel] IMI~DRTANT P,22MINDER: Sign Up to Attend Reports TrainingiDemo-- Feb. 21 or Feb. 22 

This week (Feb. 21 and Feb. 22), there will be a demonstration and training of NEW REPORTS for your use in the new ConnectCarolina (PeopleSoft) Campus 

Solutions Data Warehouse. 

You are invited to sign-up for one of these meetings, which have identical content. You only need to attend one meeting. Please follow one of the links below to 

ABC Sign-Up to register for one of these events: 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #1: 
b_t_t_p_2 !_r__e_g~_a___b c__s_~l!~_ _u_p. _c_" 9_! _n_ _/_r__e:~ _e_ _v_ 9_ _0_t_ p__a_ .~ _e_~_a_ ~ p__x_ 2 __e__k_-9_ _%__2_: 99_ _O__6_ :__e_ _6_ _5__1_ __4__2_ _2_ 2__7:_5_ _e_ 9_ _4_ _’_a_ J_ _c_ ~ _9_~_ _1__5_ _2_ ~__4__7_ _4_ _9_ Z _r_ ~ _b_ 

Thursday, Feb. 21 

2:00pm to 3:30pm 

Hamilton 100 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #2: 

Friday, Feb. 22 

9:00am to :lO:30am 

Hamilton 100 

These events are being hosted by the University Registrar and ITS. 

Each meeting will include a DEMONSTRATION of how to access and use the following key reports that are being released for your use: 

Class Instructor 

Class Meeting 

Degree Candidates 

Degree Recipients 

Term Enrollment 

Class 

Class TBA 

These are the most commonly used reports, and have been designed to be as user-friendly and flexible as possible. This marks the first step for the return to self- 

service reporting, and the repository of reports will grow over time. 

The demonstration will serve as TRAINING for access to and use of these reports. We will also include information on how to get help and how to report problems. 

Please make every effort to attend one of these meetings. If you have questions about reporting, please email .a---c--a---d---e-.-n-~!-c-.-d-.-a--t--a--@-!!-s--t--s-.-e-£--v-~--u---n--c-~-e-.-d-.-u-. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 

You are currently subscribed to its cc obi sr base as: sbma]o%?~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc~eduiu?id 60654934.c~8727d2887c1789bda0b769c8e2937&n T&I its cc obi sr base&o 32770997 

(It may be neces~iy to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32770997-60654934.cI78727d2887c1789bda0b769c8e2937@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 19, 2013 8:15 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/19/13- 13.6.3, 13.9.1 - Regi~Jcation ruth the NCAA EligibiliW Center 

iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 19, 2013 10:08 AM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaJl.uuc.e&P; campus ~lutions staffusers <cccsstaflhsers@listserv.uuc.e&P 

[cccsstalthsers] REMINDER: ConnectCarolina outage TONIGHT Feb. 19, 5pm to approx. 11pro 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage TONIGHT, Tuesday, Feb. 19, starting at 5:OOpm and ending around 11:00pm. ConnectCarolina will be 

down during this time frame. This impacts Campus Solutions and other systems. 

You can view the list of impacted services and the latest system status here: http:/iccinfo.unc.edu!system-statusi 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Thank you. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 8:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/20/13- 16.2.1.1.1- Complimentary Admissions lbr a Conference ToumaJnent 

iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Alley Oop is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Alley’s team will be participating in its 
conference tournament next week, and she would like to provide tickets to a few of her family members. 
How many complimentary admissions may Alley provide? 
A. 2 
B. 4 
C. 6 
D. None 
The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 16.2.1.1.1 states that an institution may provide each student-athlete who ~ 
participates in or is a member of a team participating in a postseason event (e.g., conference championship, 
NCAA championship, National Invitation Tournament, bowl game) with six complimentary admissions to all 
intercollegiate athletics events at the site at which the student (or team) participates. (Adopted: 1/9/96 
effective 8/1/96, Revised: 11/1/01 effective 8/1/02, 1/17/09 effective 8/1/09) 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.bigeast.org 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    i i    i i     iiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii i  iiiiiiiii iiiiiiii  iiiiiiiiiii    iiiiii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, FebmaD120, 2013 12:00 PM 

This is a list~rv communication {br’the EAiConnectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

<its cc obi sr base@listserv.unc.edu> 

[its cc obi srbase] PossiblecancellationofFridayrepo(tsdemo 

Hello. With the weather forecast of freezing rain for Friday morning, there is a distinct possibility that we will have to cancel the Friday morning Campus Solutions 

Student Records reports demo. 

We encourage you to attend the Thursday afternoon session: 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #1: 
[~_ _tt_ p_-L/_[_e_ .cL_a_ _b_c_ _s_ !.q_n__c_ ~:_c_ 9_ __m_ L[_e_ cj_/__e~’__e_ _n__t__j;,__a_ .7t _e_:__a__s_p__._x_ 2 _e_ _k_ _:___0_ _0_ _5_ _2_2 _0_ 9_ _0___c5_: _e___c5__5_ J_ _4_ _2_ 2:~ Z § _e___e_ _,J__a_ _1_ _c_ g~9 _5_ _! _5___2__8_ _4_ Z _4__-2 _7_ f _9_ _L?D. 

Thursday, Feb. 21 

2:00pm to 3:30pm 

Hamilton 100 

(If you are already signed up for Friday, you may attend the Thursday session without changing your registration.) 

Remember, this demonstration will serve as TRAINING for use of these reports. 

If you have questions about reporting, please email academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 

You are currently subscribed to its cc obi sr base as: sbmalov({Duuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc~eduiu?id 60654934.cff8727d2887c1789bda0b769c8e2937&n T&I its cc obi sr base&o 32783210 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste tim abx~ve {JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema]l to leave-32783210-60654934.cf78727d2887c1789bda0b769c8e2937@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 4:34 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbma]oy@emaJl.unc.edu>; campus ~lutions staff’users <cccsstattusers@listserv.uuc.edu> 

[cccsstafli~sers] TONIGIIT, 6pm-7pm, Outage Notice -- unplanned brief outage of ComlectCarolina 

There will be a brief unplanned outage of ConnectCarolina TONIGHT (Feb. 21) from 6:00pm to 7:00pm. We apologize for any inconvenience. 

ConnectCarolina will be down during this time frame. In addition, the following functions may experience limited and!or no functionality due to their use of 

Person Services which is impacted by this outage: 

¯ UNC Directory (Iookups available, but not updates) 

¯ UNC Online Application (Summer School, Nursing, Part-time Studies, etc.) 

¯ UNCGuest IDcreations 

¯ TouchNet (Online Application fees only) 

¯ Affiliate 

¯ InDEPTh 

¯ Check Request 

¯ Web Travel 

¯ Web Vendor 

¯ Friday Center Applications (CPPSReg, PDEPReg, CEU, FCCPS) 

¯ EPAWeb (New Hire Actions Only) 

¯ Applicant Web (Employees cannot update their PID under their Applicant Profile) 

¯ HRIS 

¯ FACS II Administration 

¯ Onyen Services 

¯ PID Create 

¯ PID Inquiry 

¯ ConnectCarolina reporting environment (HRRPT) 

¯ Reporting tools (OBIEE, EPM and WebFocus) 

¯ ImageNow 

¯ Student Stores applications (i.e., ordering textbooks) 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Questions!Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

Debra Beller 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!!its.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-applications! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 8:05 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/22/13- Cunent Fxent 

iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Miami’s NCAA defense has sudden change of 
tone 
USAToday,com 

Miami President Donna Shalala is politely declining interview requests for the time being, which perhaps isn’t 
surprising. She’s already said plenty this week. 
But the university’s abrupt reversal from quiet cooperation to public defiance is startling. 
"We have been wronged in this investigation," Shalala said Monday in a statement after the NCAA made 
public the report of an external review that found significant misconduct by its enforcement staff 
investigating a booster’s allegations of rule violations. Tuesday, after the NCAA issued a Notice of Allegations 
to Miami that included a charge of "lack of institutional control", the school’s response was at least as 
strident, saying, "many of the allegations ... remain unsubstantiated" and attacking the process. 
"Miami went from being very cooperative and helping the NCAA (in the investigation) and looking like they 
were going to take their lumps and move on from it to fighting and doing so very publicly," said John 
Infante, a former university compliance officer and proprietor of The Bylaw Blog, which covers NCAA 
compliance issues. 
The language in both statements was unusual for a university administrator, especially before an NCAA 
investigation is completed, and appeared to be a sharp reversal of strategy. 
"It’s unprecedented," said David Ridpath, an assistant professor of sports administration at Ohio University 
and a frequent critic of the NCAA’s enforcement arm. "In many ways she’s thrown down the gantlet and 
challenged (the NCAA): ’Bring it on.’ " 

The outcome will likely boil down simply to how strong the NCAA’s case actually is. For more than two years, 
the NCAA has been investigating allegations made by booster Nevin Shapiro, who is serving a 20-year 
sentence for running a $930 million Ponzi scheme, and according to Shalala’s statement, is "a man who 
made a fortune by lying ... a convicted con man." 
The NCAA fired its vice president for enforcement after an external review by the law firm Cadwalader, 
Wickersham & Taft found members of the enforcement staff secured the services of an attorney to secure 
information from depositions in Shapiro’s bankruptcy proceedings. Thirteen interviews and portions of 12 
more were excised from the investigative record. Yet attorney Ken Wainstein, who led the external review, 
estimated only 20 percent of the evidence had been "tainted" and removed, and the NCAA apparently felt 
strong enough about the remaining 80 percent to charge "lack of institutional control." 
Miami’s statement in response noted Shapiro’s dubious credibility and said the NCAA enforcement staff told 
the school that if Shapiro "said something more than once, it considered the allegation ’corroborated’ -- an 
argument which is both ludicrous and counter to legal practice." 
But a person familiar with the NCAA enforcement staffs activities told USA TODAY Sports that Shapiro’s 
allegations included rich details - dates and locations - that were corroborated by multiple documents and 
witnesses. The person spoke on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the matter. 
That anyone’s talking at all points to the unique circumstances of the case. And when it comes to Shalala 
and Miami, it isn’t just the public venting. It’s the timing. 
In June 2010, then-USC athletic director Mike Garrett ripped into the NCAA at an offseason booster function. 
Earlier that day, the Committee on Infractions had announced harsh penalties for violations involving star 
running back Reggie Bush. According to the Los Angeles Times, Garrett told fans: "As I read the decision by 
the NCAA ... I read between the lines and there was nothing but a lot of envy. They wish they were all 
Trojans." 
The defiant comments distilled what some felt had been the general attitude of the school toward the 
investigation, which had run for many months. But Garrett’s fighting words came after the NCAA had ruled. 
Literally, it was all over but the shouting - which is an important distinction. 
Shalala’s statements - especially the one Tuesday night, in acknowledgment and response to the Notice of 



Allegations - come during the process. The school faces a date this summer with the Committee on 
Infractions, which will ultimately rule on the allegations and determine whether to add penalties beyond those 
already imposed by the school (which include two consecutive bowl bans and reduced scholarships). 
The stance played well with many, perhaps because of the natural antipathy held by many college football 
fans for the NCAA and especially its enforcement arm. And it appears to have been a calculated move, an 
attempt to leverage the university’s suddenly strong position in relation to the misconduct by NCAA 
investigators. But it could backfire, both in the court of public opinion and the court of the Committee on 
Infractions. 
"It’s a bit of a tight-wire act," said Ridpath of Shalala’s and Miami’s new, combative stance. "But in a lot of 
ways, she definitely jumped off of (the wire) and she’s taken the gloves off. It’s a risk - but I think it’s worth 
taking." 

Both statements seemed to be aimed in part at persuading the Committee on Infractions that the school 
has already been heavily penalized, both with its self-imposed sanctions and from two years of negative 
publicity. "We deeply regret any violations," Tuesday’s statement said, "but we have suffered enough." 
There’s also the potential of a lawsuit, as well as an implicit threat that Shalala, who served as Secretary of 
Health and Human Services during the Clinton presidency, is well-connected in Washington, D.C. But Jo 
Potuto, a former chair of the Committee on Infractions, said she wasn’t surprised to hear Shalala’s 
comments. Potuto said the publicity surrounding the NCAA’s investigation - and specifically, the misconduct - 
is a significant, exacerbating factor. 
"It makes this case extraordinary from the perspective of a president and a campus," Potuto said. "It didn’t 
seem to me the substance of what Donna Shalala said would be different from what one would expect to 
hear in a committee hearing." 
Potuto said the Committee on Infractions would rule on the merits of the case presented to them. But 
Infante and others suggested the Committee might be concerned with the misconduct by the NCAA 
investigators, but might also be unhappy with Shalala’s public comments. 
"I wouldn’t bet the rent on what the Committee on Infractions is ever gonna do," Infante said. "They could 
say, ’No, there are still problems, 80 percent is still significant, we’re gonna impose other penalties.’ Or 
almost equally likely the Committee could take out its frustration on the enforcement staff and let Miami off. 
"The risk is there. I think it’s a coin toss." 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Finley <Jennifer Finley@maJl.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:26 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to Private Demo 

Hello Susan, 

My name is Jennifer Finley and I am reaching out to you as a key 
stakeholder in student athlete success at University of North Carolina. 

For over a decade Credo has worked with educational institutions to 
help improve information skills critical to student retention and 
academic success and we now have a new solution designed specifically 
to meet the needs of student athletes. Literati Student Athlete 
combines innovative technologies that simplify research processes 
and enhance learning, award-winning reference content and customized 
set, rices to connect athletes to tutors and librarians anytime, 
anywhere. The solution gives student athletes the colmection to 
resources that are necessary to stay in the game despite a busy 
travel, practice, competition and class schedule while also providing 
life skill support, preparing students tbr success outside of the 
classroom and offthe field 

I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to a private demo 
nf Literati Student Athlete so that I may show you how it is helping 
athletic programs at institutions including Louisiana State 
Umversity and Charleston Southern University meet their student 
athlete academic success goals. I can also tell you about our current 
promotion that equates to three free months of access to this 
innovative solution. 

v Can you please let me know a time and date that might work for ~ ou, I 
look forward to talking with you 

Kind regards, 

Jennifer Finley 

learnmore@credoreference.com 

(;lick to view this emai] in a browser 
http://hosted verticalresponse.comJ975307/18faO4f46ai1477276323/3d9d633329/ 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this 
message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the 
following link: 

http :/Tcts vresp, corn/u? 18~a04f46ai3dgd633329imlpftw 

This message was sent by Jetmifer Finley using VerticalResponse 

Credo 
201 South Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02111 
US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy: 
http :/iwww.verticalresponse. COlrlicontentipm policy.html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 9:36 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbma]oy@emaJl.unc.edu>; ConnectCarolina <connectcasolina@listserv.unc.edu> 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates 2/28/2013 

System Outage March 9 and 10 

ConnectCarolina and other systems will be impacted by a planned maintenance outage over two days - March 9-10, starting at 8:OOam on Saturday, March 9, and 

ending around 5:00pro on Sunday, March 10. 

htt P:iiccin fo.unc,eduisyst era-status/ 

Presentation from Feb. 25 Town Hall 

Couldn’t maize it to the Feb. 25 ConnectCarolina Town Hall, or want to share the information with your colleagues? View a PDF of the presentation which outlines 

the milestones of the HR!Payroll and Finance implementation. 

h ttps:/iccin fo.u n c.e d u/files/2013/02/Feb--2013--J o in t-Town-H all-pres e n ta tip n-FINA L p df 

Info Sharing for IT Support Personnel 

Changes are coming to departmental systems and other applications that use HR, Payroll and Finance data. The Applications Collaborative is helping IT personnel 

who support these applications get ready for the transition. 

http:i!ccinfomnc.edu!appcollaborativei 

Campus Solutions Reports Now Available to Campus Users 

More than 600 campus users now have access to Student Records reports in the ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions Data Warehouse. This marks the first step for 

the return to self-service reporting for ConnectCarolina. 

.h.~t.~t.p.~:./~.c.~c..!~n.L~..:~u...n...c.:~.e.~.d.~u..Lc...a.~n..~!~j~Q~:L~ 
Key Changes Web Page Houses Helpful Documents 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the Key Changes section of the project website. 

htt P:iiccin fo.unc,ed u/in for rnation--cent er/key--cha np~esi 

Systems Staying and Going 

View the latest list of the systems that are staying and those that will no longer be used as a result of the ConnectCarolina implementation for HR/Payroll and 

Finance. 

https:!/ccinfo.unc.eduifiles!2013!O2/Systems-Staying-and-Going-Feb-6-20:[3.pdf 

HRIPayroll and Finance Go-Live Less Than a Year Away 

Less than a year remains until the Human Resources, Payroll and Finance components of ConnectCarolina are expected to go live. 

h tt p:i!cci n fo. u n c. e d uil e ss-tha n-a-year-to-go--li v e-of-.co n n ectca rolina- h rpayroll-a n d-fi n a n c e/ 

Project Phases and Timeline - February 2013 

View a graphic of the ConnectCarolina project timeline. 

http:i!ccinfo.unc.edu!project-phases-and-timelime-february-2013i 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 

***** 307 days until go-live of ConnectCarolina HRIPayroll and Finance ***** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 9:04 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS Universib, tbr March! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

ACS University March Schcaulc::::::::::: 

you get a chance to join us in the many great sessions scheduled this month! Pay 

dose :~tte~tion; the schedule is sepa,’~ted in sessions sea,’ed fo,’ ~oaoh,s and thos, 
for compliance users, Be sure to register for the courses that are right for your 

soeia, ,,,e ia  eato es :,nCont o, system ! 
,Just ~J quick reminder, ACS Univer’sib" courses are no ]ongcr than 30 minukes in 

kmgd~ and rnay bc attcndcd anywhere you havc access to d~c Inter’net, 

 e,;you s,;ssio,  soo ,  
::::::::::: 

::::::::::: 

Coach Sessions 

Int~od~ction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 
New to ADS Athletics? New t .... pus? This quick .... ion will get you started on the 

right track! L ..... II about ACS Athleti .... d all opti ...... liable t ......... ! 

Date: Monday, March 4, 2013 

Time: 10:30 AM- 11:30 AM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Monday, March 18, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PlVl CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

New Session: Social Media Special! 

a ..... to tune into thi ....... to find out how y ..... best utilize your ACS system with 

social media,We will revi .... pturing Facebook and Twitter inf .... tion in y ..... line 

questi .... i ........ lick ...... to your prospect’ .... ial media peg ...... d sending 

..... gas directly from ACSt ..... ial madiainb .... d much .... ! 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to ~eqister, 
Date: Tuesday, March lg, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 



+:+:+ 
Date: Thursday, March 28, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 
::::::::::: 

Click Here to Reqister!                                                              ]]]]]]]]]]] 
::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: 

ACSCoach iPad App 
::::::::::: 

This recent release helps college coaches and support staff improve operational 
::::::::::: 

perf .......... d red .... isk in key ........ h ....... iting and t ..... perati ..... For 

collegiat ..... hing professionals, the AOSCoach iPad app off ......... top application 

f ...... ging ..... iting and rost ...... g .... t related activities. The robust contact 
::::::::::: 

management, compliance and communication solution was designed specifically for 
::::::::::: 

colleg ..... t ....... p .... ing them t ...... ge, track and .... dinata all ...... iting 

inf .... ti .... d activities i .... I-time. Attend thi ..... ion to I ..... II about it! 
::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiii Date: Tuesday, March 5, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Thursday, March 21,2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Get Started with University Athlete and ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

Did you know y ..... link your University Athlete database to your InControl system? 

This link will automatically integrate y ........ its .... k .... t ..... at ........ t 

attend .... from University Athlete inta your InConttol system ! For y ............. have 

enjoyed the ability 

to import data directly from University Athlete into their InControl database.the integration 

will all .......... to enjoy thi ..... flexibility wail ...... ing the importing step 

allowing the two datab .... to act ..... !Attend thJ ..... ion to get started! 

Date: Friday, March 1, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Raqistar! 

Contact and School Management 

Thi ..... i ........ the Contacts and School .... tion of ACS Recruiting Coordinator 

L ...... bout tracking not only .... has in your ACS Contact datab .... but also Alumni and 

Booster inf .... tion. The ability to text and amail Contacts will b ..... Jawed ..... II as all 

reporting options! 

Date: Tuesday, March 5, 2013 

Time: 2:oo PM - 3:00 PM CST 
Click Here to Register! 

ACS Recruiting-All About Emailing 

A, About Ema,,ng w,, prov,da instruct, ............ cling a, aspects of ema,,ng with,,, the 
ACS Recruiting Coordinator system - from individusl p ...... ,zed ems,s t ..... 
p ...... ,,zedama,s.L .... how t ....... ,ent,yschadu, .... ,sandcampaignsforfuture 
dat .... dtopprospect’sb,rthdays! 

Date: Wednesday, Marc,, 6, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 

Tlme:2:oo PM- 3:00PM CDT 
Click Here to Raqistad 

Logging Practice Hours and Participation 

L ..... II there is to k ...... bout completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the 

Compli .... Office. U ..... ill l .... how t ..... te Practice Group ...... II ...... plate 

and submit practice log ........ kly basis. L .... how t ....... iently copy practice 

weeks to fur ...... ks f ....... f ..... h .... taring practi .... beaDles Also, di ...... 

how t ...... d participation! 

Date: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 



The Control Center- Coach Edition 

;;;;;; The Control Center is a powerful dashboa d view of what’s happening in y .... ystem 

This easy to use view offers summaries wth quick access to information - no mo~ 

looking ..... d! Adding this layer of busi .... intellig ..... ill signilicar tly enh .... the 

usability of y .... ystem! Attend thi ..... ion if you’re ready to I ..... bout th ...... 

feat ...... d how y ........ imize the benefts of y ...... Control Cenler! 

Date: Monday, March 11, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Questionnaire Upgrade 

Attend thi ..... ion to I ..... how lo complelely customize y ..... line questi ...... ire!The 

ACS Online Ouesti ..... i ..... be set up 1o ~ceive t ...... i[ts, video, headshots, 

in’egrate wth Facebook, and ..... You al .............. ile in’o your datab ..... ith 

this questionnaire! This session is a must! 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Monday, March 25, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PIM CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

ACS Recruiting Basics 

::::::::::: 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! U ..... illl .... how to Iogin, add prospects, ;;;;;; 

search, run leports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 

Date: Thursday, March 14, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PIM CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

AOS Recruiting Advanced 

This ad ..... d .... ion is designed f ............ ting more from their ACS Recruting ;;;;;; 

Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to I ..... ing the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 

Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and .... ! 

Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Get Started with SportsBoard and ACS: It’s 100 To Automated. 

ACSi ...... integrated wth West Shore Technologies SportsBoard iPad application. This 

will allow ACS .... t ..... Jng the SportsBoard iPad application that automat ...... ting/ 

assessmer t processes ’o have the valuable evaluation, Ha nk and tournament information 

feed dilecly irto ACS wither t importing spreadsheels and duplicate work! Attend this 

.... ion to get started! 

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Roster Basics 

;;;;;; Get .~ tarred with ACS Team Manager! U ..... Jill .... how ’o Iogin, view Studer t-Athlete 

Jnf .... 1i ...... tomi .... ports and .... t .... tom ields for their roster Emailing and Text 

M .... ging th .... ter will also b ....... d! 

Date: Thursday, March 21, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM Cat 

Click Here to Register! 

Logging Recruiting Activities 

Thi ..... ion f ........ logging evaluati .... ph ..... IIs, official vJst .... r tacts and ;;;;;; 

unofficial visits L ......... bout h ...... h ..... logging a(tivity in ACS Athleti .... d 

getting rid of the pap ...... k! 

Date: Thursday, March 28, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 
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81818 18181:1 ..... p, .... pc    Comp.o.ce Sessio., 

introduction to ACS At.,eties-Comp,ance Edition 
Newto ACS Ath,atJos? Newt .... pus  Thisq=k .... ,on w,, get you started ontha 
right track, L ..... II about ACS Athleti .... d all opti ...... liable t ......... , 

Date: Monday, March 11, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Monday, March 25, 2013 

Time: 10:30 AM- 11:30 AM CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

ACS and Compliance Assistant Data Integration 

Did you know that y ..... transition your ACS Roster inf .... tion into Compli .... 

Assistant to eliminate having duplicate data entry? B ..... to tune into this quick training 

.... ion t .... ily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 

Date: Monday, March 18, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Forms Tool 

Did you know that y ........ ke chang .... d edJtsto y .... tudent-athlete f ..... JnACS 

by using our F .... Tool? Join thi ..... ion to h ........ bout it a nd we will .... be 

unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 

Date: Thursday, March 14, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

Manage Users 

In this session, we will show you how to create new users and send users IogJn 

inf .... tion Also, I .... how to copy vi .... dasignat ...... ity rol .... d updat ...... 

read and write roles! 

Date: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

ACSComply iPad App & ACSComply+ Smartphone App 

One of tl ..... t ..... t rel ..... in ACS is the iPad app f ..... pli ..... dministrators 

called ACSComply! This iPad app provides a dashboard view of syst ...... itical 

inf .... ti .... thlete profil ...... ial media feed ......... JcatJon tools and student-athlete 

complimentary admission approval tools! It’ .... pani ..... rtph .... pp, ACSComply+ 

available to iPh ..... d Android ...... provides busi .... intellJg .... to aid in critical and 
::::::::::: 

itive decisi ..... king. Attend thi ..... ion to h ....... ! 

::::::::::: 
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 

::::::::::: 
Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 

C,ck Here to Register! 

:w::::: 
All About Practice and Competition Eligibility 

Attend .... Jill .... how t .... ACS Team Manager to A ..... Practice Eligibility, Make 

Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of Athlat ....... II .... ke Athletes Not 

Eligible for Praoti .... d Competition Additionally ....... ill seal ..... tomati .... il 

notificati ...... tied to these functi ........ iling all the appropriate people within the 

athletic department when th .... hangas take place! In addition, I .... howt ..... pacific 

Roster Report ...... II ..... Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 

::::::::::: 
Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 
:w::::: Click Here to Register! 

:w::::: 
Team Awards Tracking! 

:w::::: We have made it easier for you to assign and track team awards! You are now able to 



configure your own list of awards and keep them up to date during the year. Your 

coaches can assign awards to student-athletes throughout the season and then submit to 

the compliance office for review and approval! Attend this session to hear more about it! 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Re~ister! 

::::::::::: 
::::::::::: 
::::::::::: 
::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::: 

::::::::::: 
The Control Center - Compliance Edition 

The Control Center is a powerful dashboard view of what’s happening in y ..... ystem. 

Thi .... y t ..... iew off .......... ies with quick ...... to inf .... ti ......... 

looking ..... d! Adding this layer of busi .... intellig ...... ill significantly enh .... the 

usability of y .... ystem! Attend thi ..... ion if you’ ..... dy to I ..... bout th ....... 

feat ...... d how y ........ imize the benefits of y ...... Control Center! 

Date: Monday, March 4, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

:::::: 
~~ m_b~_.q2       New ACS Equipment App! 

,sy ........ pua ut,,,z,ng ACS Equ,pmentaer~,ces? Just re, .... d, ...... ,Padappthat 
i .... ,ution, ....... g,ng your geer, 
t Ex,at, ng ~qu,pment ........ , ..... ,,about,t,naapec,a,web,narth, .... th: 

T,t,e: ~*p,o,o,,CS~q°,p,,pp, 
Date: March 12, 2013 

::::::::::: 
Time: 1:00 PM CST                       ;;;;;;;;;;; 

Reg,ster .ow, 
If y ..... interested in expanding to include equipment, pl ....... il 

sa,ea~ .... th,et, ...... 

[ 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

ACS Athletics 

82!3 A Shoal Creek 

Suite 204 

Austin, Texas 78757 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ .~.. Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 8:09 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/8/12- Current Event 
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Rules Working Group to review recruiting, personnel 
proposals 

NCAA.org 

In an effort to address concerns expressed about the Division I Board of DirectorsO adoption of three 
recruiting=related proposals, the Rules Working Group will consider possible changes that could be made 
to the legislation. The Board will discuss the proposals at its May 2 meeting. 
Since the January 19 adoption of the first phase of proposals intended to make the Division I rulebook 
more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success, a number of concerns were 
raised about a handful of the new rules: 

° Proposal No. RWG-11=2, which eliminates the definition of recruiting coordination functions that 
must be performed only by a head or assistant coach; 

° Proposal No. RWG-13-3, which eliminates restrictions governing modes and numerical limitations on 
recruiting communication and 

¯ Proposal No. RWG-13-5-A, which eliminates restrictions on printed materials sent to prospective 
student-athletes. 

Some in the membership expressed concern about the possible adverse impact the changes would 
have on college coaches, administrators and university resources, in addition to the impact on prospects 
and their families. Some coaches and administrators are concerned that deregulation in this area will lead 
to a recruiting arms race that will overwhelm prospects, college coaches and athletics department 
budgets. 

With the hope of providing feedback and recommended actions to the Board of Directors in advance of 
their May meeting, the Rules Working Group will discuss the concerns identified by those in the 
membership. 

Much of the anxiety is specific to football, though the concerns could be raised in any sport. For 
example, some are concerned that allowing any staff member to engage in recruiting coordination 
functions, as RWG-11-2 does, will lead to the proliferation of athletics department staff, particularly those 
devoted to recruiting football student-athletes. The Rules Working Group could recommend that the 
Board suspend the RWG-11-2 until changes can be made. That approach could address concerns 
because the suspension would provide time to allow additional membership discussion on the broader 
issue of limits on non-coaching personnel, set for the next phase of deregulation, and additional time for 
the Division I Leadership Council to examine and, if necessary, propose changes to the football recruiting 
model. 

Many of the concerns expressed about deregulating modes and numerical limitations on recruiting 
communication were articulated prior to the proposal~s adoption: allowing unlimited communication a~er 
a certain date could overwhelm prospects and cause a life-work balance issue for coaches. 
Recent feedback from the membership articulated a desire to examine that proposal in conjunction with 
the on-going review of Proposal No. RWG-13-2 (initial date for recruiting communication and in-person 
contact) and recruiting calendars. The Rules Working Group could recommend suspending the proposal. 
That would provide additional opportunity to examine the proposal in conjunction with the discussion of 
those other topics. 

Or, the working group could recommend maintaining the numerical limits on recruiting communication, 
while still eliminating the restrictions on modes like text messaging. Another possible recommendation 



would be to suspend the proposal only for football to provide additional time for the Leadership Council to 
examine and, if necessary, propose changes to the football recruiting model. 

The proposal eliminating the restrictions on printed materials to be sent to recruits also raised some 
concerns about cost implications. The working group could recommend suspending the effective date 
for this proposal, allowing the membership additional time to consider an alternate proposal that earlier 
feedback had eliminated. Proposal No. RWG-13-5-B would have prohibited schools from sending any 
printed materials other than general correspondence to prospects. Institutions could instead publish their 
materials ~ including video and audio ~ to a web site for review by prospects and their families. As with 
Proposal No. RWG-13-3, the working group could also recommend suspending the proposal only for 
football and ask the Leadership Council to include this in its review of the football recruiting model. 
Institutions interested in compelling the Board of Directors to review its decision to adopt these, or any 
other, proposals can submit a request for an override. Each active member institution with voting 
privileges can request, with the approval of the chancellor or president, an override any time a legislative 
change is adopted or defeated. Although the Board has pledged to review these three proposals at its 
May 2 meeting, the receipt of 75 override requests would formalize that commitment. 
If 125 override requests are received by the March 20 deadline, the legislation would be suspended 
pending a vote by the membership. 

The Rules Working Group is interested in membership feedback. Feedback can be provided to 
rulesworkinggroup@ncaa.org. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.orq www. bigeast.or,q 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:33 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’sbmaloy’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your Onyen ’sbmaloy’ was changed on 
Monday, March 11, 2013 at 8:33 AM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.coin <SILOre news@am&zon.com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorrance, Al[~rt A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Donance: Education Theory Resources 

O[!~iA ......... ] 
Dear Am~zon~co~yl C.Llstomer, 

You~r AmazomcomZIJ[3~Today’s D.eatsE]l,3S.e~ A~I D.epa~tmentsE] 

Customers who have shown an interest in education theory may also enjoy 

iq"~robable Scholars ," which analyzes the growing issues wid’lin the American 
mainstream public schooi system, Available in both print and Kindle book, 

i 

Improbable Scholars I 

-l~:"’"atch°nO"O .... ] I~ Too~m:,etoFo ] [ ~÷~ Fo,,ow,,-ho ,,,,o0~1 r~ ThoA,, .... ,Orderl 
A ~’~le£ch on Dry Gras£: Too Simple to Fail Follow The f4onev The A/iure of’ Order 

[-"a per back Hardcover H~:rdcover Hardcover 

Kindie Book Kindle book Kindle Book 

I 
i 

/ I /~0ook~:Thobo~tbook~o"h .... tho~,tor~,:,,c’, ....... ,:,u~e,:,tox,,:,ook .... ,:, .... I L J 
I 



] 

r 

E]Bool<.s L][:_-iect~-onics E]Tovs & G~ rues E]Kit:chen & Dirfing 

E]N1ovie.s t1,~ TV LlVideo t’_,’.,a rues []]Baby E]office & School Supplies 

E]Kindle L]celi Phones & Accessories E]Clothin9 []]Home ~mprovernent 
E]t<mdle Paper~.,hi~e [-Ucompu~.ers & software []]Shoes E]Grocery 

E]Kindle Fire HD FISports ~ Outdoo~’s E]]e,z~’elry E]Pa~io, L.a~’~,n & G~:rden 

E][nstant Video []]Automotive []]Watches E]He~:ll.h & Personal Care 

E]P’,’dsic E]lndustriai & Scientific E]Be.auty []]Gourmet Food 

E]I~P3 Dawnlo~:ds E]Prime E]I~:gazines E]Gif:t Cards 
r 

% 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~para in~,o~ir, g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~-om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii train,ng’~h,ghe~e~t~ain~ngon,ne.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ara~a~e,.a, metcem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,r.’,oks~mceu,.cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ne.ten~kawe~r.~org~n 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii l~0~,,e~atone,t 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mham,~on~.%l~u,n fo 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ony,ed 00~,~,nesole,press ~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii *e~,,o01231~ya~sarah e~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii harry~w~ssmaorg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,~,~es’~s~oh.aro 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii na~a,a medva,~n~m,,,m, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~elche~e’~pr~it~com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

dwilkes(q;sbch o rg 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

÷ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii training~highe~e~traininggroup corn 
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8ubiec~ 

We need an answer 

Partnering with Parents to Boost 

Student Recruitment & Retention, 

Webinar 5/15 

100% Higher 

Money Clip 

About Us 

Vodafone ti regala 6 mesi Chiamate 

liiirnitate SMS e internet 

We have picked 10 new daiiy 

rrlatci~es fer yo{~ 

Ti~is Stock ks unique 

Keychains 

No I Soccer Camps 2013 

Explosion 

Major Gains are Ai~ead when ev 

C:ov~!r 

Be ready next week! 

Moldeva: Daily Press Review 

Tuesday. April 16 

This Stock announces The Joker iike 

I predicted! 

Dear Llser 

I..imi[ed .-lime OFfer: FREE Table 

Throw for Tabletop Trade Show 

Booth 

It announces news wak;h it tedayl 

Speechwriting for College Leaders: 

Win Your Audience From the Start, 
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Allow Dol~msin ~lock BfO{:K Domain 

Re~ ..... ~ Allow Det~t~; 

Allow Do~’~,~in ~lock Bfock Detrain 

Release ~ Allow Delete 

Release ~ Albsw De~ete 

Ret~)ase ~ Albsw D~4ete 

~!~.~ r~.~r~. ~!~.~ ~.~ 

!~<~..’. ~ ~.!!~:~ ~!~..s.~ 
¯ ~!!~.~m ~.!~ ~!~..~!~ 

w:w:w:w:w 
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Release. ~ Allow ~.~e 
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Fi,ee #,corc~i~g Delete All 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

$35 OffMaintenmace Flushes 

$35 Off Two Or More Maintenance 
Flushes 

Rejuvenate Your Vehicle 
Expires 06/30/2013 

Spring Into Summer Special 

Spring time travel is here and we want to help you get to your 

destination safely by offering this limited time offer Purchase two 

or more maintenance flushes and receive $35 off your purchase. 

Thanks for being an E-VIP. It’s because of great customer like you 

we have been serving the Triangle for 60 years¯ 

As your local car care expert, we do everything your dealership 

does. From simple oil changes to comprehensive 30K, 60K, 90K 

mile + maintenance, our rigorously trained ASE-certified 

technicians use the latest high tech equipment to work on your 

vehicle; conventional or hybrid¯ Did you know? We can perform 

your Factory Scheduled Maintenance and still maintain your 

manufacturerNs warranty! 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-967-7092 

www.chapelhilltire.com 

fstcrew@cha pelhilltire.com 

iiiiiiii ii i ii iii iiiii iiiiiiiil 

!!@:i 

For your convenience we offer appointments and free shuttle 

service to home or work. -~{:a~}~i 1’4iil 

Drive Safely, : ii.5} 

Chapel Hilt Tire Cat Care Center i!~s i 

Find Us on Facebook I Follow Us on Twitter 

b~£:.:!!.i 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 
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easier and easier~ So when I played ~he next day, I woufd breeze thro~gh the firs~ 

few levels and ge~ ~o where I was more challenged, if you do fhe sa~ne sky’It over 

at,,d ove~ agait,,, ,~t ~,~,~,~ go frorr~ chaltengir~g to tuudt~e/ 

,Jt.~st fike Mario Bro[hers, [ech~?ique is some[hing any player can master. So instead o1’ 

trying to get to the next Ievel in your favorite video game this season, spend more time 

with the ball trying to get to the next .ia[~;!~;;~:&!: Level! 

Cheers! 

Scot[ [.eber (@scoWeber) 

iSoccer Founder and CEO 

Success! Over 100 players on the first ever iSoccer 

Nigh~: at C~ovis C~ossove~: Adeso,~’.,e wf.,’,rk {?,,,"ossli.,,’e! 

Check out Easy Practice: 

R~:. Le ~? *-a 

Goal Keepi~g Assessme~t 

Check out the :q.~.[! i~.si,;~;b}*.!!:!~;~!’,t we created with the help of Tony DiCicco and Soccer 

Plus. Start. loaning scores today! 

iSocce~ Featured P~aye~s, Team, and Club! 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Release ~ Aib3w De~ete 

misstatewfj260@google corn         It was a close place                                                 ~llowDo,T,~in Sleek BI~k r.~om~in 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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twerlos~’O@afes.oom             A~loctizin~ ~eiarusian giI-IS want to chat ,Nith forcigr, peooie i                  Allow Domah’, ~,oc,, ~,~ck Domahs 

sc~.~rcenessd07@geoaie..’:am           I been there before                                                                I~e~.ase ~ ~lk, w D~let~ 

iandv947@.iceweb.net Cheerful Ukrainian girls do not know with whom to talk, with foreigners :))! ¯ &tto..~.qo..~.~.~tt~ ~.to.~ ~!~-.~..~.~.~.:~.!r.~ 
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O0~J I]OP, 

20% off Kitchems of india meaks with instant 
<+’hld~e~¢.<~ books ~-~bou[ M, 

CO[IpOl 

Books & MagazJlses s~,,-~ ~-:-~-,:,,-~ 

% 

L ] L ] 11~i uptos0~ o~ select books ] 

iX i Up to 40% off select cooling products 

100 Kindle books, $3,99 o,~ Jess 

i."~. Spring cleaning essentials j 

[:~i Best-selling health, mind, body magazines and 

Best-soiling health, mind, and body 
magszines 

to 30% off select hummingbird feeders 1 up 
] 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

You now have 273 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ar~D i~orc~i~g Delete All 

........................... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Subiect 

Steaming hoL Russian babes are avaiiab]e no~’,, 

It is Chart Burning Tech Beast in the morning! 

The family was at home 

Eleg~nt Rus.%bn women like to talk with foreigners ! 

I can’t believe you helped me save over $300 on this Rolex Sport Model 

That is nothing 

Valid until Monday 

Pod(:asL: The Impertanae of Parents 

action - LUXURY WATCHES etc 

Time to Make Money With This! 

Why? Never rlqind why yet 

Sub penny stocks can go crazy and make you a load of cash 

MeMO Aie..’t Coming Tomorrow 

Traw!l Update.%- FYI Thank you 

Reply Back, i Have to Make Sure You Got My biew 5 Star Monster Breakout Piay Alert 

This Company is on the move 

You’re Getting it Earlyl 

It ~’,,~s P~,’:kard 

Cheerful Russian women want to chat with foreigners ! 

Attractive Russian women do not know with whom to talk~ with foreigners i 

Another green day 

That was where it pinched 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii foursaas~iceproom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~u~dewnkv~goeglecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,;h~ane~yb~;nT~aomor.’j 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii at~ebarsven~.sen~a~.rassaavisenne 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii pinpointsh’~googlecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii rector’~saintmargaretscom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,road,;a.%t~,~syou~h.%o.’:~e~or~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~a~jq~photobuc~atcem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii cbukovac,~whs~at 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii w~lke.%e.’~u~googl~,.’:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii b,lsinke~suesbr~dalsaloncom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii rende~satyamnetin 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~ ........................... CindiA,wa,er@~nt hen ylravel.com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mclarke~me~alandru 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tnaka~s,~vestru 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a~uar,us~.c,u~s,ndeecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~,dl,.~d,~o..,gl,.~..:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii stoppara~.o~sura,^;astcem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tu,~ze,,~,~stjoe,vecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii o~,,stat~eprima~:em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii misste~pingv~,0~.geogleoom 

~!~.~ #.t~tr~. ~!~.~t~ r~.<t~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Retea~e ~ AIh~w De~ete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Retea~e ~ AIh~w De~ete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Re~ ..... ~ Allew Delete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Dol~’~in ~lock Ble~k Domain iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.!!o..~x~.o.:.~.:~tt~ ~.!o.~ ~b,-.~..~,~.~.~::~.!r: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow DoE~in Block BIo~:k Dor~,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow DoE~in Block BIo~:k Dor~,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow DoE~in Block BIo~:k Dor~,~in    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Retea~e ~ AIh~w De~ete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii yga~fr,earodtoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii her~onymadl~@~t~oelive,:er~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii thalesi~o~@sta~esville°et 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ent,apped×~s~oeliveoo~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,ib~e4.’-.~®geogle,:em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~alntlesl~goo~leoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii softest~zwg~,,,’eni~anaoo,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~=~’~°=°=~=~°°’°~°~" 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ro~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

This stock iS starting to take of!! 

Eleg~,~rfi: Russian women like te chat with fflreigners =))! 

Funny Uk!ahlian womer~ ike k) ,’:orrlmunicate with foreign people ! 

The best Ukrainian girls are ready to chat with foreigners 

Angelic Belarusian girls want to talk to foreigners ! 

Now you sign i[ 

CHAPTER VI 

Angelic UKrainian girls love to communicate with aliens 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Brown <jeremy@discountcardfundmiser.us> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 8:54 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

lhll t’undmJ ~r 

Anson 

We are scheduling fundraisers for Fall 2013 and I would like to speak with you. 

The promotion we are running gives you double cards plus an iPad mini or $300 in Prizes when you schedule your fundraiser now for next fall. 
We can have your cards completed and ready to go when you return from summer break. There are no up-front costs for scheduling and we will not invoice you until 
30 days after you receive the cards ne~ fall. 
Give me a call and I will walk you through the 5 minute process. ,lust call me when you are in front of a computer or tablet. 
You can even complete it on your phone. 
The link to our website http://www.disconntcaacdfundraiser.us 
The iPad mini promotion mentioned aIyove can be used through April 30th when you ,schedule a thndrai~r lbr Mw-November. 
Print your certificate. 
Look forward to talking to you today! 

~:~d~’aisin~ Specia~ist~ Inc, 
Office: (800) 83%0939 
jeremy @discountcardfundraiset.us 
www.discountcardfundraiser.us 

to stop emails 
click here 
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~~~~ During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were ~~~~~ 

~~~~ You now have 288 messages in your quarantine ~~~~~ 

~~~~ 
Click here to manage your quarantine ~~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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custemi..>r seniice Allow O<,rn~i,-, f~locl~ ~k ~om<"<in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii From 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~..’,an~ine~v~nelan.’~<;lty.<;,g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii pluid~towngas.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,ke~,,ttIaki~s.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ralnin~be.<~pre~e.<~sortrain~ng<;o,,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii repe.~oirev~googIe.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nattydre~s’,o~,-,otmaii.cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii entic,ngsyd’~icewab.net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~gE~D:.2g~,eon~l~w~,,.>.’;n~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii aosmetelogyzrhS~goo~lecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~Iwsoc+~ncBDEIFTP~W4BRBPO×:~OFOI<GOE2VSOW-’,~socoer,,sts.org 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ..’,,~wen~,~.>e~a<;,,’.ne.j~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii faring426:,~afescom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii aiaorobins’~,-,evsink.cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,~.<~fert<,n,.>sjh~bIue~rln~preperti,.>.<~.oe,,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii blitz~6~goo~lecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~<,,z-oo7ooT~hcaes 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nataIiamodva, In~.mal, m,, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,.>t,~,n.<~ b. s.<~4.~.m~.>il ~e~e.<~,,,<;,e<;o,,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Thank you so much for your patience and good 

Check your code before Friday 
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Engaging Students: Teaching Approaches that 

Create Deep I.e~,m~ing Webinar 5/21 

So I was uncomfortable again 

Finley’s Birthdayl 

Hi my nsme iS I..isa. and look fer [i~e fun of 

fereigners [or a perrlqal;el;[ rela[ionship! 

I’m wailing for you! 

I set the candle down 

{D1WSOC} Elon LJniversity -Volunteer Coach 

Needed 

Ti~is is Easily One Of Our Biggest, Tighiesl 

Plays. 

Hi my name is Ludmila, and gay men are 

looking for foreigners for a permanent 

relationship! 

Our New WILD Sub-Penny Aie.,’t Releases 

Breaking News! 

Receipt for your PayPal payment te Saara 

Re bie.,!~ 

It WaS veFy curious 

Don’t Miss Out 

Daily Press Review- Moldova 

Ti~e Easy Way to Manage Sperts Officials 

Primed and ready for this week! 

Ibis company win amaze you 

Shall we meet up [or coffee? 
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T~etli answer 

Helle my friend 
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Young Russian women like to correspond with 

foreign people ! 
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B2G Conference & ExpoBRAC EXHIBITORS & SPEAKERS 
<B2G Conference ExpoBRAC EXHIBIT@maiLvresp.com> 

Tuesday, ApFH 23, 2013 10:46 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Pentagon 0 BelvoirO B RAC-133 Oct 1 2013 

J 

Mark Center camo 3 

The Mark Center ~ October 1st 2013 
[ i 

Wh~ B RA~ 

T ~nsiti~n(_:66te 
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Make Every Opportunky Count! 

You do not ilave to be on the GSA schedule to participate. If you are, then you 
already know that you [lave to be seen Especially now. You have far greater 

opportunities when you meet oRe-on-oRe. Showcase w~3at makes your 

company standout, whether i~s through new innovation, tried and true products 
& sel~dces, or unbeatsble pricing. 

:~:i~: ilcyd~sm~-2 
Keynote Speaker, James L~oyd, U.S. Army Office 

:..: of Small Business Programs (Pentagon)will 

provide insight into how to sell to ti~e Army, and ti~e 

prog[ams 
i~e oversees to advance small businesses. 

agreements 

Ti~ere is no room for Sequester Blues These events 

are an effective way to meet face-to-face with 
buyers, ~echnical specialists; & military conbacto[s 
looking to fulfill purchase requirements & teaming- 

interested in 
becoming an Exhibitor? 

The event will be held at the Mark Center. 
Attendees and presenters include the 

Pentagon, Fort Belvoir, BRAC employees, state 

& federal agencies, military & government 
contractors. 

.Xi DCAAHHF Hilton A[ 

~:<andria Mark Cent 

er gallery welcome 

i~’{ camo lecturn Interested in 
becoming a Speaker? 

Please contact us to discuss how you can 

participate in breakout sessions and the Lecture 

Series. 

Send your class description to j_e__U!_o_~__tt__e_xB_o_=_o__rq 
For an exanlple o~ forrnat go ~o: ClassForrnat 

Call 757.271,2184 
This event is ci,wently open to ALL technologies, products & services 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 12:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

$35 OffMaintenmace Flushes 

$35 Off Two Or More Maintenance 
Flushes 

Rejuvenate Your Vehicle 
Expires 06/30/2013 

Spring Into Summer Special 

Springtime travel is here and we want to help you get to your 

destination safely by offering this limited time offer Purchase two 

or more maintenance flushes and receive $35 off your purchase. 

Thanks for being an E-VIP. It’s because of great customer like you 

we have been serving the Triangle for 60 years¯ 

As your local car care expert, we do everything your dealership 

does. From simple oil changes to comprehensive 30K, 60K, 90K 

mile + maintenance, our rigorously trained ASE-certified 

technicians use the latest high tech equipment to work on your 

vehicle; conventional or hybrid¯ Did you know? We can perform 

your Factory Scheduled Maintenance and still maintain your 

manufacturerNs warranty! 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-967-7092 

www.chapelhilltire.com 

fstcrew@cha pelhilltire.com 

iiiiiiii ii i ii iii iiiii iiiiiiiil 

!!@:i 

For your convenience we offer appointments and free shuttle 

service to home or work. -~{:a~}~i 1’4iil 

Drive Safely, : ii.5} 

Chapel Hilt Tire Cat Care Center i!:s i 

Find Us on Facebook I Follow Us on Twitter 

b~£:.:!!.i 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

US 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, Aprl 24, 2013 2:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emal.unc.edu> 

Soccer Camps are Filling Up ... Take Your Registrations and Payments Onlne Today! 

i.~= N,."~ ~.-~.-., ~ ,-.~-~:.,. to Fill Your Soccer Camp ’%" I O0 ~.~:~.~.~... I~. ~ ~.~,~ 

In just 20 minutes, you could be accepting registrations and payments for your camp -- 

all online. Event Manager registration software gives you all the tools you need to get 

the word out fast, increase sign-ups, and increase profits! 
With Event Manager you can:                       i~ RegisterO,angeBulon or= Keyboard4 

® Instantly take registrations and payments online 

-- no merchant account needed! 

¯ Capture any player registration details you’d like 

¯ Immediately integrate your online registration 

page with any website 

Post the registration link on Facebook, in emat 

communications, and other advertisement 

websites 

Send targeted emails to registered players 

Spend Time on Coaching Soccer, Not Paperwork. Get Started Today! 

,~ .~ ~.~ ~}~ ~,,~’~"~’~" = or Calm 888.277.4409 to Learn More 
and Try Event Manager FREE for 30 Days. 

"Thank you to Member Solutens for finding me with your Event Manager program. ~,tv camp last 

},ear had the largest alnount of attendance and plefit that I have had since starting the camp. Our 

Camps had 160 registrants for a total ef $27,200 and otfly 22 peep/e ,signed up through paper tbtm. 

/ am ready to make it even bigger this year and could f}ot have defoe it without Ew, nt Manager. The 

reports werk great artd we are much mere elgartized, and profitable, because of you. LC’e appleciale 

it.= 

-Earl Brewer, Owner and Coach, Shooting Stars Lacrosse 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or s mp y click on the following iink: !:!!i~i~!~".;.!~’~ 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:.’.S’:~!::= the VeFticalResponse marketing policy 

% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday. April 25, 2013 5:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Atlanta, Mother’s Day, Summer Vacation & More 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

It’s a grea[ tkne of t[~e yea[ to visit A[lanta! Enjoy golf access a[ Bear’s Best Gol[ Club, Country Club of 

Gwinnett, ]he Country Cklb of the South, Eagle’s Landing Country Club, Laurel Springs Golf Club and 

Northwood Country Club, After a fun time on the golf course, enjoy a relaxing dinner with your dh~ing 

benefits at Buckhead Club, Commerce Club or The Vinings Club, 

~Call to your getaway today: ClubLine book Atlanta 800,433,5079 

¯ 7:::: 
Ceiiebraii.e M:u:ii:h~e~r~s ii:}aV :~.:.@iiiih~ ,Lh~e ii!ii~.es,L V~::i:ik~es!~ 

Celebrity Sommelier and wine educator Bill EIsey has hand--se[er_ted 

only the best current vintage, high-quality wines to create a special 

package for you] Choose [rom al[ red, all white or a mix. Customize 

the package with a special message to mom. Enjoy a special price 

of only $99 [or the six bottles plus [ree shipping. 

~ Order your wine package today: personalwine.com/clubcorp 

Plus, don’t forget [o send flowers to mom[ Enjoy :[5% off~ delivered 

orders of flowers and merchandise through /,-800-FI.OWERS, 

~ Visit 1800flowers.com/clubcorp today! 

i..:.S~:i! :::dh:i ::"::0i[’~!i:N ::.’0 S.i:Pv’e U::’:~ %b ’:@.0::/:~ Off::: :’ 

Use Nnd Hotels to save up to 40% off at hundreds of hotels 

worldwide. Visit [[~e Hembers-only section of you[ club’s website 

today to find out where you can stay for less. ]f you are a Network 

Affiliate Club 1’4ember (a club not owned or operated by ClubCorp), 

please contact the ClubLine for reservation assistance. 

~ Call ClubLine for more information: 800.433.5079 

:d.i~:~c:i~:~[~:ii[::~:~~ ii@6iiiii::i~w~r~i:iiy wikiii~ :::i;::6i:..ii.::!~: M.OMii:::: 

Turn unused time from you[ second home into luxury vaca[iorls 

worldwide and save thousands of dollars per trip. Enjoy a 

complimentary* one year trial membership, a $495 value. 

~Call ClubLine for details: 800.433.5079 



I~,entuek-y Derby - Louisville, I{Y - May 4 

Be part of the tradition of his[eric Churchill Downs, pkEs enjoy the 

cuisine and fashion aL the first leg of The Triple Crown(*) - the Run 

[or the Roses, 

US Opea GoBf - Ardmore, PA - =lune :~0-16 

Golf’s second major of the season is traditioE~ally the most 

challenging, and yoLJ can enjoy a special package fo~ the event! 

Be there to cheer oE~ the best center stage at the beautiful Morion 

Golf Club. 

IFood and Wine CBassic ~ Aspen, CO ~ 31une ~3-I� 

Experience the premier foodie event in the U.S., including three 

days of wine seminars, discussion panels and cooking 

demonstrations with the stars of the culinary world. 

~Call ClubLine to make your reservations today: 800,433,5079 

li:::’:~i.:~"(:!?=~r(~.q~~ ii::~: (:!? "~:.~:~ ~:::~. ~i"~:: !:.~:~ 

Looking for a unique adventure for your summer vacation? Chart your own course with a houseboat 

vacation. You’ll find a variety of boats, from economical and easy-to-navigate crafts that are perfect for a 

family of four, to luxury models that sleep an entire crew of 10-12. Enjoy a 15% discount* on luxury 

houseboat rentals through Forever Resorts. For locations, visit foreverresorts,com, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

[f you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You no,,, have messages in  oor quarantine 
Click here to manage your quarantine 
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Subject 

New closed sociai nehuork for pr:,~viekateinyi~ Rus,%ian women :,rid foreigners. 

Fresh closed social network for Russian ladies available, and foreigners. 

Don t Put a Dime Downi $10 is Awaiting You at Grand Palace 

Fooci for Theugh~ 

I can’t believe you helped me save ever $500 on this Bags 

Win a set of Cooper Tires & 8500 Gas Card j SCHOLASIIC PARENT & CHILD 

Promotion ..’Round Up i April 2013 

I set the candle down 

WhereabouL%? s:,~ys i 

Could be the next small stock to Explode Read inside 

Fresh ciosed social network for Russian open women and foreign men. 

Mus~ Read Arl:i,’:lel Read Newl 

Thank you so much for your patience and good customer sen4ce 

Why you not answer to me? :-( 

Why you no~ answer to me? :-( 

I reckoned t~eyd turn pale 

Fresh closed social network for Ukrainian pravlekatelnyh women and 

foreigners 

Boy oh boy; We have seen this before; [he move is going to be sweet 

fresh private social network For beautiful Ukrainiarl wo!rlen arid R;reig!]e!s. 

Major upside ahead! 

Meier upside ahead! 

fresh private social network for Russian girls open. a!]d foreign teen. 

This stock is getting ready to run hard for a second time 
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Let’s talk 

Im only a boy 

Sup dude 

New ciosed social network for Russian open women and foreign men 
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From: Prozone Sports Ltd <?rozone Sports Ltd@mail.vresp.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:23 AM 

To: Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Soccer Analytics Panel, Age Distribu6on and Educational Development 

Prozone 

In the Zone 

~:~ 

Analytics 

Video: Prozone Soccer Analytics Panel - MTT 2013 

"~’i Video: Prozone Soccer Analytics Panel- 
MIT2013                            The world-renowned NIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference recently 

presented its third consecutive soccer analytics panel. 

Read More 

More Than A Number: Understanding age distribution in English football 

:~i More Than A Number: Understanding age In football, age is more than just a number. Influencing value, marketability 
...... distribution in English football 

and performance, a player’s age can define the role they are given within a 
team. 

:~ Read More 

Goal Expectation: Analysing finishing prowess in English football 

~ii G°alExpectati°n:Analysingfinishingpr°wess    With the English season entering its final stages, we’ve used our Goal 
in English football                        Expectation model to determine which Premier League and Championship 

players have been exceeding goal scoring expectations in 2012/13. 

[ ~ ReadMore 1 

Contracts 

D.C. United and Chicago Fire renew partnerships with Prozone 

~iI D.C. United and Chicago Fire renew Four-time 1’4LS Cup winners D.C. United and 1998 champions Chicago Fire 
partnershipswith Prozone have renewed their contracts to use Prozone performance analysis solutions 

for the 2013 season. 

Read More 



Canadian women’s national team renews contract to use Prozone 

.~.i Expert college coaching insights provided at    The Canadian Soccer Association has renewed its contract to use Prozone 

Prozoneperformanceanalysispanel performance analysis services with its Olympic bronze medal-winning 
women’s national team. 

Read More 

Hammarby to use Prozone MATCHVTEWER during 2013 season 

:~i HammarbytouseProzoneMATOHVlEWER We’re pleased to announce that Swedish club Hammarby will be using our 
...... during 2013 season MATCHVfEWER platform during the 2013 season. 

Read More 

Education 

Unlocking Your Peak Performance: Discussing education and development for aspiring analysts 

~i Unlocking Your Peak Performance: We’ve spoken to Performance Analysis professionals to get their views on 
Discussingeducaton and developmentfor how aspiring analysts can maximise their chances of finding work in a 
aspiring analysts 

competitive industry. 

Read More 

Other 

Designed to Win opens in Qatar 

~i DesignedtoWin opens in Qatar Designed To Win, the Design Museum exhibition which celebrates the ways 
in which design and sport combine to push the limits of human endeavour 
recently began its world tour in the Qatari capital of Doha. 

Read More 

You can also follow Prozone on: 

Prozone - In the Zone 

Col)yri[£hl @ Si::} i :.} PIozi;r~i.~ ~\ii !:.’jh L~ ~.<!s~ P.’.<~d 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Prozone Sports Ltd 

3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 

Leeds, England LS11 8BN 

UK 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy¯ 

% 

i1~1i Try 
Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! I 
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New private social network for Ukrainian pravlekatelnyh girls and foreign men 
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New private sociai network for Ukrainian available women and foreign men. 

Fresh closed social network for Ukrainian pravlekatelnyh women and foreigners 
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Huge Move 

Why~ any candle, he says 
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A Technical Report with a Bullish Chart Setup 
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it Is Our New Low Float Sub-Penny Special! 
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comrrlunicate in one sociu~l network! 

Many Ukrainko gids looking for a husband foreigner funny girls they aii 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 12:56 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - May 2013 - Webcast on May 8th! 

The College Recruiter Email Update - May 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody. 

The 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM Webcast takes place on May B, 2013The registration fee is $89. Registration closes on Moy 6t 2013. 

A handful of seats remain! Don’t wait any longer. Register today! If you can’t attend, order the DVD. All information is on the registration page. 

http://www, thebestcolleqerecruiter, corn/The-Recruiters.-lnstitute.aspx 

The ground-breaking news from the 2013 NCAA Convention can have a huge positive impact for you and your program in Division I and maybe other Divisions as 

welL Recruiting Proposal 16-3 goes into effect in August 2013 for Division I schools. Proposal 16-3 allows institutions, conferences, or the NCAA to pay for other 

academic support, career counseling, or personal development services that support the success of the student-athlete. The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition 

(.w_w_w_:succ_essfact_or_ssca/e_s:com), the premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool. If you’ve wanted to 
utilize the Scales, but your budget couldn’t, now you have the opportunity to secure funding just for that need. Check with your Compliance Officer to verify before 

you request the funding. Division II and Division III schools should still inquire with your Compliance Officer. Some unpublicized funding to your conference through 

the NCAA may be available to you. Check all avenues. 

And, of course, celebrate Memorial Day by taking advantage of this month’s memorable Shameless Bribe coupons! 

Here is the link to the May 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: !?~t~t~.~.//~w~w~w~:~t~h~e~b~e~s~t~c~e~g~e~!2e~c~£u~t�£~c~m~m~nth!~:~ema[~z~u2date~news!ett�£~as~~ 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



Sent: 

To: 
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A[nazon.coIn < store - new@~Jllazon.com> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 3:26 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Donance: Mother’s Day Gifts in Books 

Dear Amazon.corn Cl_lStOll’ler~ 

From cookbooks to cozy romances, find the perfect gift for Mother’s Day in our gift 

Flstore. Browse our Editors’ Picks for Nora, check out customer favorites, or peruse 

gifts under $10. 

:~iI Books for Mother’s Day 
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{ .... ] 
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Ci~ildren’s Books 

i ...... 

{ .... 

Books f:or Graduation Learning Enricbmen~ 
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r                                                                              1 
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E]Kindle E]Celi Phor~es & Accessories E]Clotbing []Home [mprovemen~ 

[]]Kindle PaperwhiteI~COrnouters A Sol:~ware IE]Shoes I[]Grocerv 

E]Kindle Fire HD ]_-]Spor’~s & Outdoors "l]]e~eiry -[]~-~ati% L~awn & Garden 

E][ns~ant Video ~Automo~ive ~Watches ~Healtb & Personal Care 
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Mother’s Day Gift ~deas ,*;,-~: ~,~<-.~-- ~.,.,~ ~-~¢~ 
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opto60 o, so.oosontimon,owo. for othe,soo ]  0 offse.ootO ..... hooo.oto 

Mother’s Day Gifts ] 

J 

] [ ~.~.~ ~rig~too op ~or k,tohoo t~,~ ~ot~o,s Oo~j XII Editor,s picks for Mother,s Day 

Brigl~ten up i~er kilchen Ibis Motl~e,~"s 

Day 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ruffneck Scarves <Ruflheck Scarves~mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 12:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

soccer scarves 

Interested in having custom soccer scarves for your soccer program? 

Ruff’neck Scarves specializes in custom scarves for soccer programs at all levels. Whether you’re looking at scaxves for team gear, fan mad student merchandise or 

fundraising, Ruff’neck Scarves can meet your needs. 

Visit www.RuflheckScaxves.com for more infolmafion or contact a Ruffneck representative at customerservice(~mffileckwea~.com. 

Cheers, 
Ruff’neck Scarves 

Phone: 866-2~ :-898~ 

"Better Service. Better Designs. Better Scarves." 

Click to view this emaiI in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Ruffneck Scarves 

2450 6th Ave S 

210 

Seattle, WA 98134 

US 
[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... !] 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:02 AM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaJl.unc.edu>; ConnectCarolina <connectcasolina@listserv.unc.edu> 

[comlectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates March 13, 2013 

System Outage March 16 and 17 

ConnectCarolina and other systems will be impacted by a planned maintenance outage over two days - March 16-17, starting at 8:00am on Saturday, March 16, and 

ending around 5:00pro on Sunday, March 17. 

htt P:iiccin fo.unc.eduisyst era-status/ 

Solutions to Issues ConnectCarolina Users May Encounter After March 16-17 Upgrade 

Following the installation of an upgrade during the weekend of March 16-17, current ConnectCarolina users may encounter some issues, including the loss of 

favorites. Here are some of those potential issues and solutions. 

http:/iccinfo.unc.edu/possible-issues-after-rnarch--upgradei 

PeopleSoft 101 Webinar March 21 

Are you curious about what PeopleSoft looks like? A brief webinar called "PeopleSoft 101" will provide a preview of what the new system will look like and how to 

navigate in PeopleSoft screens. The webinar will be presented Thursday, March 21, 2-3 p.m. 

http:!!ccinfo.unc.eduipeoplesoft-lOl-webinar-march-21/ 

Presentation from Feb. 25 Town Hall 

Couldn’t make it to the Feb. 25 ConnectCarolina Town Hall, or want to share the information with your colleagues? View a PDF of the presentation which outlines 

the milestones of the HR/Payroll and Finance implementation. 

_h___t tp__s_ii_i_c___cj__n f__o :__u _n c_:__e___d___u_/fj_[_e___sJ__2___O___l___3_i_O2LF_e_b:2Q~135 J_R!_nt :TRw_o:_H_a J_Lp r e s e n t a t i o n - F I N A L :p_df 

PDF with audio: http;//www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkSgovCVSsA&feature=youtu.be 

Info Sharing for IT Support Personnel 

Changes are coming to departmental systems and other applications that use HR, Payroll and Finance data. The Applications Collaborative is helping IT personnel 

who support these applications get ready for the transition. 

http:/icc!nLo: u n c:e d ulappcgt!~ ~9 ~!~/ 
Campus Solutions Reports Now Available to Campus Users 

More than 600 campus users now have access to Student Records reports in the ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions Data Warehouse. This marks the first step for 

the return to self-service reporting for ConnectCarolina. 

http://ccinfo.unc.eduicampus-sok~tions-reports/ 

Key Changes Web Page Houses Helpful Documents 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the Key Changes section of the project website. 

h ttp .1//c c!nfo~qn c.edpj!n fo rma t !on - center/key- c hangesj 

Systems Staying and Going 

View the latest list of the systems that are staying and those that will no longer be used as a result of the ConnectCarolina implementation for HRiPayroll and 

Finance. 

https-//cc!~ Lo:~ n c:e d u/f!kesi~!~Zg~L~y~ ~=~!~ ~!~ g:~ ~ d=~ ~!~=~!~b:f!=~:~df 
Project website: _h___t__t~__ii_i__c__c_!__n__t__o__.__u___n__c__=__e__d___u_/__ 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 

***** 294 days until go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance ***** 
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NCAA legal filing reveals fears of college 
sports officials 
USATODAY.com 

Lawyers for the NCAA wrote in a federal-court filing Thursday that if the association’s current amateurism 
rules were lifted, as proposed in a lawsuit pertaining to the use of college athletes’ names, likeness and 
images, some schools might exit Division I or Bowl Subdivision football because of the financial and legal 
burden that would result from needing to share revenue with football and men’s basketball players. 
The assertion was backed by written statements from a group of conference and university executives, 
including the University of Texas’ top athletics officials, the chancellor of the California State University 
system and the presidents of Utah State and Wake Forest. 
Texas "has no interest in a model that would force us to professionalize two sports to the detriment of the 
balance of the athletics department’s sports, fitness and educational programs," says a statement from 
Texas athletics director DeLoss Dodds and Texas women’s athletics director Christine Plonsky. Dodd and 
Plonsky oversee a program that generated a college-sports record $163.3 million in 2011-12, according to its 
recent financial report to the NCAA report. 
Wake Forest "might cease playing Division I or Football Bowl Subdivision sports entirely if pay-for-play 
became a reality," says a statement from university president Nathan Hatch. 
Hatch also cited gender equity concerns, as did CSU chancellor Timothy White. "Paying male athletes for 
their participation in sports would seriously undermine the objectives of 33tle IX and CSU’s ability to remain in 
Title IX compliance," said the statement from White whose university system includes nearly 10 NCAA 
Division 3[ schools. 
Utah State president Stan Albrecht’s statement said in "pay-for-play" scenario, "it is likely that USU would not 
be able to fund the 16 sports that the NCAA requires to qualify for Division 3[." 
Albrecht’s statement also revealed that at present, a Utah State athlete "receives four to five times the 
amount of financial support from the University than a non-student-athlete receives. That amount would 
necessarily increase for football and men’s basketball .... That model would not be feasible financially or 
consistent with USU’s institutional principles." 
The statements were among a massive set of documents the NCAA and its co-defendants unloaded in a 
U.S. District Court in California in an aggressive attack on efforts to have the case certified as a class action 
that would potentially involve thousands of former and current football and men’s basketball players, billions 
of dollars in damages and pose a threat to the current system of how athletes are compensated for playing 
these sports in college. 
Thursday’s filings, comprising several different legal arguments and hundreds of exhibits, totaled nearly 
2,100 pages. Among the exhibits are three expert reports and the recently gathered statements from 
nearly two dozen NCAA, conference and university officials. 
The volume and vociferousness of the NCAA’s filings comes in the wake of a ruling in late January by 3udge 
Claudia Wilken, in which she allowed the plaintiffs’ lawyers proceed with efforts to have the case certified as a 
class action even though the NCAA and its co-defendants had filed a motion in October 2012 to end them, in i:~i:: 
part because they contended the plaintiffs had changed their legal strategy in a way that was unfair. (The i~i~ 
NCAA’s lawyers renewed that contention Thursday.) ~i~i 
The suit, initially filed in May 2009, is against the NCAA; video-game maker Electronic Arts and the nation’s i~i~ 
leading collegiate trademark licensing and marketing firm, Collegiate Licensing Co. Its named plaintiffs include iiii 
former basketball stars Ed O’Bannon, Oscar Robertson and Bill Russell. i~i~ 
The plaintiffs allege that the defendants violated anti-trust law by conspiring to fix at zero the amount of ~i~i 
compensation athletes can receive for the use of their names, images and likenesses in products or media ~i~i 
while they are in school and by requiring athletes to sign forms under which they relinquish in perpetuity all i~i~ 
rights pertaining to the use of the names, images and likenesses in ways including TV contracts, ~i~i 
rebroadcasts of games, and video game, jersey and other apparel sales, iiii 
In seeking certification of their suit as a class action, the plaintiffs’ lawyers said that while they are seeking i~i~ 



monetary damages on behalf of former athletes, they "do not seek compensation to be paid to current 
student-athletes while they maintain their eligibility" but rather "a less restrictive, namely that monies 
generated by the licensing and sale of class members’ names, images and likenesses can be temporarily 
held in trust" until their end of their college playing careers. 
Hatch’s statement in Thursday’s filing said: "Instituting a pay-for-play model, even if the payments are 
deferred to alter graduation would change the nature of the relationship Wake Forest has with its football 
and men’s basketball student-athletes. It would, essentially, turn those teams into professional squads. That 
would not be acceptable to Wake Forest." 
The statements of Hatch and the other officials were part of NCAA lawyers’ attack on the work of plaintiffs’ 
expert Roger Noll, an economics professor emeritus at Stanford. Nofl’s report in the case report provided a 
method of "determining how ... revenue would allocated between colleges and student-athletes in the 
absence of the restrictions that the NCAA imposes," the plaintiffs said in a previous filing. NolFs method is 
based on a 50-50 split for telecasts and a one-third split for video games based on recognized economic 
principles, examples from pro sports, and examples from music artists’ licensing, plaintiffs’ filings and Nofl’s 
report say. 
In Thursday’s filings, the NCAA’s lawyers not only questioned the validity of Noll’s methodology and his 
proposed method of determining how the athletes’ share of the revenues would be divided among the 
athletes, but also argued that his report is not admissible. (They specifically asked Wilken to strike Noll’s 
proposed testimony and that of another plaintiffs’ expert.) Citing a deposition of Noll, the NCAA lawyers 
wrote that Nofl "admits that one of the key features of his ’model’ ~ the 50-50 ’revenue split’ between 
schools and class members ~ is based not on any economic analysis but rather his personal ’assumption’ 
that it is correct." 
The NCAA lawyers also said that even if Nofl view is accepted, "The likelihood that at least some schools 
would simply stop providing athletics-based aid ... either by eliminating their football or men’s basketball team, 
or by adopting a Division III model prohibiting all athletics-based aid means some portion of the class is 
better off in the real world ... and therefore suffered no antitrust impact from Division I’s allegedly illegal 
rules." 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii lucky fans. Admission is just $5. Tickets are still available: http://bit.Iv/M haxTix iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii weather end watch the #1 Heels at the Bash! Te purchase tickets te this great ACC match up visit the UNC Tieket Office tedey! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Careline Seftball is back in actien this week when they hast NC Central in a deuble header en Tuesday, March 19th at 4:00pm and 6:00pm. Come join :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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us at beautiful And ..... Stadium f .... ftball under the lights. Also admission is Free! :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and pink STX heads Admissien te all heme, regular seasen, wemen’s lecresse matches is FREE! Far mere information on Carelina Women’s iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Tickets to the EAGL Championship on March 23rd at 2:00pm in Carmichael A .............. le and to purchase y .... today, b ..... to visit the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: U NO Ticket Office. Group ticket ....... liable for purchase! :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii This April, you can catch the best college lacrosse action live in Chapel Hill! Friday, April 24th through Sunday, April 26th the most competitive college :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii lecresse cenference, the ACC, will bring beth the ACC Men’s Lecresse Teurnament and ACC Wemen’s Lacresse Teurnament te Chapel Bill in eur iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii very ewn Kenen Stadium and Fetzer Field. Day and sessien passes are available, starting at just $10. Reserve yeur tickets today! Available new: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~" o o"i’ ~-~ ~’, i. i. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii The Tar Heels else will held epen scrimmages en Thursday, Mereh 28, at Mallard Creek High Scheel in Charlette and en Friday, April 5, at Gdmsley :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~ ¯ Charlotte Scrimmage, Match 28, 7 p .... MaHatd Creek High Schoo~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~ * G ..... boto Scrimmage, April 5, 7 p .... Gtimeley High School iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ° Spring Game, April 13, 3 p.m.- Kenan Stadium :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Admissien te the Spdng Game is free, and will feature Federa’s up-tempe neq]uddle effense and attacking defensive seheme. The game will be :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii broadcast on ESPN3.com iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Pregame fan activities at the Spring Game begin at 11 a.m. at the Bell Tower Park in front of Kenan Football Center with live music, food vendors, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
including the General Alumni Association Bell Tower climb, will be held in the quads surrounding the Bell Tower A complete schedule of events and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii details for the Spring Game will be unveiled soon on Gomeels.corn. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kenan Stadium gates will open at 11 a m. and restrooms in the stadium will be open. Public parking will be available on a first come, first serve basis 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: in the following lots: Bell Tower Deck, Rams Head Deck, Craige Deck, Jackson Deck, Cardinal Deck, Boshamer Lot and Bowles Lot. Disability parking :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: willb .... liable in the Rams Head Deck. All parking will be $5 p .... hiele. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.18 i~;i:iV.~"iLi:::i~!:i.~:!:!:=i! vs. Dartmouth ESPN3 4:00 PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~3.19 ::;,:,ili:,:i:ii vs. NCCentral 6:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.20 vsCornall 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.21 :!:!’!’!iL!i;:i:iiLL’! vs. NCAAChampionships AIIDay iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.21 !!!:.i::~!::: vs. NCAAChampionships(men) 8:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.21 :i;:r!::ii:i::!!Z!!!:!!~: ::.!i !::ii:::!:E: vs. NCAA Championships Prelims 11:00AIVl iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.21 ;:’.A;me:::~:i,~:bni:~: atNCState 4:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.21 i:i;:,::’i!!’.L;.Lfi.;.:!..::!L.i::i:i::iq,~:~ .... NCAAChampionshipsFinals 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.22 :!:!:!:!:!LI.iL!.!.!.L.~ vs. NCAAChampionships AIIDay iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.22 :!:!!i~!:!!!:!!!!:!!i:! vs. KentTaylorlnvitational AIIDay iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.22 ::;:f:’iii:::.:::::[:::!~ii..::L.i:i~i::i:,:ii .... NCAAChampionshipsPrelims 11:00AIVl iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.22 .]~!i.m’!:!i:]:!!i!:.V.fi!!i: atVirginiaTech 2:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ 
2:30 PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.22 !.:.;~i.i.!.L!:ii:!!]]! at Boston College ..................................................................................................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.22    :!i::::~:!!!::!!:!:!!!:!g::i:: !::::!::!ili vs. NCAA Championships Finals 7:00PM 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.22 vs. Villanova TNT 7:20PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23 :i(’i(i.i:~;i]:]]~’~g vs. NCAAChampionships AIIDay iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vs. Kent Taylor Invitational All Day iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23 ! ,::~:~!: i:i ~!!i~!,::! 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23    !!:~!:!::.!:!g atOId Dominion 7:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii] ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23 ::::::::::::::::::::::::: vsNCAAChampionships( ..... ) 8:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23 .:i:]’i.::LLi:’~F~i~~g.i!ii.i:LL,:.iLL:,: vs. NCAAChampionshipsPralirns 11:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23 [’:]!L;.iL:!:i:..i..:!£L::::!i!i’i:! at Maryland ..................................................................................................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23    :::::::i;i:i::i~il 

vs Florida State I:00PM 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23 .i~:!:i~ii!ii~:]:.i.i atBostonCollega I:30PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vs. EAGLChampionships 2:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23    .::]~:!!!:.:::I:LLi vs. Florida State ESPN3 3:00 PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23    !.:i.:d::iii]iii.:& DMi::~:I vs. NCAA Championships Finals 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.23 :i::!:!:!~::i:i:]::i.!:!::i!..!::!i:~!::i::~!::i!.:i!.!i:: vs BostonCollage ESPN3 7:00PIVl iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.24 .ii!i.:i:ii::i::.:]~ ,i!ii: vs. Hootie at Bulls Bay Intercollegiate All Day iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.24 V,,:::~m:!:::~:;: i,::ni:i:!: at Northwestern 11:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.24 !!:!:-!!!!!:L!i!i!! atBostonCollega 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.24     ::;,:~11i::.:i:ii vs. Florida State ..................................................................................................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.24 [~:’]:ii::::~i:..i:.:i::L~iiii:~ atVirginia I:00PIM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.25    .]:!ii!!’!:!i.:i:]i~:!!’[; vs. HootieatBullsBaylntercollegiate AIIDay iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Board suspends two recruiting proposals 

NCAA.org 

The Division I Board of Directors Monday suspended two of the 25 pieces of legislation it adopted in January, 
responding to extensive membership feedback that despite the benefits of the proposals, the new rules 
could have a negative impact on prospects and their families, college coaches and administrators. 
The Board postponed new rules deregulating who can perform 
recruiting tasks and what printed materials can be sent to 
prospects. Board members also considered suspending a third 
proposal that eliminated restrictions on modes and numerical 
limitations of recruiting contacts, but they ultimately agreed to 
let the membership decide that rule~,s future through the 
override process. 

Suspending the rules means they will not become effective 
unless and until appropriate modifications are made. The Rules 
Working Group, which proposed the changes as part of a 
package of legislation the Board adopted in January, will 
continue to study the concepts. 

The Boardl~s action came about 10 days after the Rules 
Working Group recommended the presidents suspend the 
printed materials deregulation and the removal of restrictions on 
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who can perform recruiting tasks. The working group considered ~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~##~!i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i ): 
the deregulation of recruiting communication as well, but it     i~i~i~i~~i~d~i~i~i~ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ ~i~ 
wanted to let the membership decide the rule~s future through 
the override process. 

Board chair Nathan Hatch, president at Wake Forest, convened 
the presidents to respond to the Rules Working Group and 
membership feedback as quickly as possible. 
~We are listening to our member schools and hope that 
continued discussion of these issues will enable us to reach a 
decision that helps our student-athletes and their institutions. 
We look forward to reviewing the result of further collaboration 

iiiiii~iiiNiiNii~iii~iii~i~iN~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii 
iiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iiii~iii6Ni~iiiiiiN~N~iiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii 

members of the Rules Working Group,~ Hatch said. l~The iiiiiii~!~iii~iii~i!iiiiN~iiiii~i~iii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii 
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other presidents on the Board and I had a strong desire to be :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i::i:: 
responsive to the concerns expressed by our colleagues.e ::::::}::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;i;i 
Of the 25 proposals adopted by the Board in January, the three ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. iiii 
reviewed by the Board Monday generated immediate discussion among the membership. However, the     i~i~ 
majority of measures proposed by the Rules Working Group and adopted by the Board were supported.     ~i~i 

~We are committed to the reform effort. We will move forward with these concepts with collaboration from iiiiii 
all interested parties,~, said NCAA President Mark Emmert. ~Suspending these proposals for continued i~i~ 
review will provide our coaches, administrators and student-athletes the additional opportunity to have their iiii 
voices heard.~ ~i~i 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern that deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting iiiiii 

arms race that could overwhelm prospects, college coaches and athletics department budgets. Much of the 



tension is specific to football, though the concerns could translate to any sport. 

The Board suspended the rules to give the Rules Working Group and the membership more time to 
determine the best course of action on the concepts presented in the proposals. For example, the working 
group will determine if there is middle ground between banning schools from sending any printed materials to 
prospects and allowing schools to send whatever they want to prospects. 

Board keeps texting rule 

The Board decided to leave in place the rule that eliminated restrictions governing modes and numerical 
limitations on recruiting communication because it felt that many concerns were addressed through the 
suspension of Prop. No. RWG-11-2. 

Suspending RWG-11-2 eliminated the fears about having an unlimited number of staff members contacting 
prospects an unlimited number of times. When it initially proposed the rule change, the Rules Working Group 
believed the measure acknowledged both the increased use of text-messaging by prospects over the last 
several years and the growing difficulty of distinguishing between text messages, email and messages sent 
through social media. The rule also is expected to relieve a significant monitoring burden from the shoulders 
of compliance administrators. 

Before making its decision, the Board discussed that football coaches are currently permitted to make an 
unlimited number of telephone calls to prospects during the fall contact period, which runs from late 
November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing day in February. Given this, the 
practical impact of RWG-13-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few additional months. 
The Board members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number of emails 
or other direct messages on various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook), so deregulation in this 
area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men~s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a 
year, and feedback has been positive. 

As with all proposals adopted as part of the reform effort, RWG-13-3 will undergo a review after two years. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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Study: College football, basketball players 
undervalued 
USATODAY.com 

College football and men’s basketball players at the NCAA FBS level have an average annual fair market 
value of $137,000 and $289,000 
The study was was conducted jointly by the National College Players Association and the Drexel University 
Sport Management Department 

College football and men’s basketball players at the NCAA FBS level have an average annual fair market 
value of $137,000 and $289,000, according to a report released Wednesday. 
The study, titled "The $6 Billion Heist: Robbing College Athletes Under the Guise of Amateurism," was 
conducted jointly by the National College Players Association and the Drexel University Sport Management 
Department. It determined value using the current revenue-sharing percentages for players in the NFL’s and 
NBA’s collective bargaining agreements, as well as the revenues in football and men’s basketball reported by 
schools to the U.S. Government. 
The study also found athletic scholarships, with an average annual value of $23,000, did not cover full cost 
of attendance, falling $3,285 short during 2011-12. A recent proposal to pay stipends to cover full cost of 
attendance failed to pass at the Division I level. 
Though a true pay-for-play system is highly unlikely, the study figures to be of interest in an ongoing anti- 
trust suit over the use of athletes’ likenesses. The lawsuit filed by former UCLA basketball player Ed 
O’Bannon does "not seek compensation to be paid to current student athletes while they maintain their 
eligibility." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 8:07 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/27/13- 13.1.6.2- Recruiting Conversations During a Cmnp/Clinic 
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Ocean State University (OSU) baseball coaches will be conducting instructional camps at the conclusion of 
the season. There will be a few prospective student-athletes attending that have verbally committed to OSU. 
Since these prospects will not be enrolling in summer school at OSU, the coaches would like for them to 
participate in academic interviews with advisors in their intended majors during the camp. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation 3/25/13- Recruiting Conversations at Camps and Clinics (I)- 
states that a camp or clinic is considered an athletics competition or athletics event. Therefore, a host 
institution’s coaching staff member may not engage in recruiting activities other than recruiting conversations 
with prospective student-athletes participating in the institution’s camp or clinic until after the completion of 
the camp or clinic. Any recruiting activities that occur after completion of the camp or clinic are subject to 
applicable recruiting calendar restrictions. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.1.6.2 (practice or competition site); 13.12.1.5 (recruiting calendar 
exceptions); and (10/02/92) staff interpretation which has been archived] 
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[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates March 27, 2013 

PeopleSoft 101 Webinar 

Are you curious about what PeopleSoft looks like? View a recently recorded webinar called "PeopleSoft 101" for a preview of what the new system will look like 

and how to navigate in PeopleSoft screens. 

https:!/ccinfo.unc.eduiinforma Lion-center/webinars/ 

info Sharing for Campus IT Support Personnel 

Changes are coming to departmental systems and other applications that use FIR, Payroll and Finance data. The Applications Collaborative is helping IT personnel 

who support these applications get ready for the transition. 

htLp://ccinfo.unc.eduiappcollaborative/ 

Systems Staying and Going 

View the latest list of the systems that are staying and those that will no longer be used as a result of the ConnectCarolina implementation for FIR/Payroll and 

Finance. 

https~//ccinf~.unc.edu/fi~es/2~].2/~3/S~stems-Sta~ing-and~G~ing~March-6~2~13.pdf 

Key Changes Web Page Houses Helpful Documents 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the Key Changes section of the project website. 

http://ccinfo.unc.edu/irfformation-centerikey-changes! 

Presentation from Feb. 25 Town Hall 

Couldn’t make it to the Feb. 25 ConnectCarolina Town Hall, or want to share the information with your colleagues? View a PDF of the presentation which outlines 

the milestones of the HR!Payroll and Finance implementation. 

https://ccinf~.unc.edu/fi~es/2~13/~2/Feb- 2~13-J~int-T~wn-Fia~-presentati~n-F~NAL.pdf 

PDF with audio: http:i!www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkSgovCVgsA&feature=youtu.be 

Campus Solutions Reports Now Available to Campus Users 

More than 600 campus users now have access to Student Records reports in the ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions Data Warehouse. This marks the first step for 

the return to self-service reporting for ConnectCarolina. 

http:i!ccinfoAmc.edu/campus-sohJtions-reports! 

Project website: http:/iccinfo.unc.edu/ 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 

***** 280 days until go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance ***** 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.unc.edu 
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A little positive note on an otherwise volatile news day.., 

UMass football’s gesture to those impacted by 
Marathon blasts 
USAToday.com 

UMass is offering runners who participated in but were unable to finish Monday’s Boston Marathon the 
chance to "cross the finish line" during Saturday’s spring game as a way to honor those who were impacted 
by the blasts that occurred roughly 90 miles from the university’s campus. 
Marathon runners will be able to run a lap around the football field at McGuirk Alumni Stadium and cross a 
"finish line" set up at the 50-yard line. Each runner’s name will be shown on the school’s video board as they 
take their lap around the field. The football program will also present each runner a gift on behalf of the 
university. 
"Competing in the Boston Marathon is a lifetime achievement and something to be celebrated," UMass 
coach Charley Molnar, an avid runner, said in a university release. "These runners deserve to finish what 
they started and we hope we can provide that for them. We want them to have that feeling of coming 
down the home stretch to the sound of applause and to have their friends and families greet them as they 
cross the line." 
In addition, the Minutemen will wear commemorative Boston Marathon stickers on the back of their helmets 
to recognize "those lost and injured in the bombing, the first responders at the scene and the marathon 
runners." 

The university issued a statement Monday regarding the bombings: "Our thoughts and prayers are with 
those who were at the Boston Marathon and those who worked to help people in need in the aftermath of 
this terrible event." 
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~ASZ~ALL 
#1 Carolina Baseball will host a pair of midweek games in Boshamer Stadium this week. The Heels will take on James Madison University on Tuesday, May 7th and Wednesday, May 8th. Both games start at 

6pm. 

On Tuesday, May 14th at 6pm the Diamond Heels will host Appalachian State at 6pm. The last ACC series of the year starts on Thursday, May 16th at 6pm against Virginia. The Friday and Saturday game of 

the series are SOLD OUT. To purchase tickets to the rest of the games contact the UNC Ticket Office 

For the 1 lth time in the last 12 seasons and the ninth time under head coach Brian Kalbas, the North Carolina women’s tennis team has been awarded a home regional and a national seed for the NCAA 

Division I Team Championship, the NCAA announced Tuesday. The Tar Heels are the No. 2 seed in the 2013 event and will welcome Tennessee, VCU and South Carolina State to the Cone-Kenfield Tennis 

Center May 10 and 11. Carolina will face M EAC champion South Carolina State at 1 p.m. on May 10. That match will follow the first-round meeting between Atlantic 10 champion VCU and SEC at-large 

selection Tennessee at 10 a.m. 

Tickets for the event are $5 for the general public and $3 for students and seniors. Gates will open one hour prior to play on both Friday and Saturday. 

NCA,e~ FIRST ROUND; UNC ~B.~’S Li~’,;RO~S~.k v,~k L ~.:.NIGN 

NO. 5 UNC vs. Lehigh 

Saturday, May 11th; Noon 

Fetzer Field, Chape! Hi!i, NC 

Tickets: http:flbit.ly/NCAAMLaxTix 

Carolina Men’s Lacrosse is excited to host the First Round of the NCAA Tournament right here in Chapel Hill this Saturday, May 11th at Noon. Tickets are just $10 for general admission. Students (youth - 

college) and seniors are just $5 each! Purchase online here: http://bit.Iv/NCAAM LaxTix 

N~::AA SBCOND ROUND; ~,,VO.%1~.-:N’~ ~a,t’;RO~SB 

NO. 3 UNC vs. Loyola Maryland/High Point 

Sunday, May 12th; lprn 

Fetzer Field, Chapel Hill, NC 

Tickets: http://bit.ly/NCAAWLaxTix 

In action on Fetzer Field this weekend includes the first and second rounds of the NCAA Women’s Lacrosse Tournament! On Friday, May 10th, Loyola Maryland faces off against High Point at 5pm The 

winner advances to face 3-seed Carolina on Sunday, May 12th at 1pro. Tickets are still available for just $8 general admission. Students (youth-college) and seniors are just $5 each! Reserve today: 

http://bit Iy/N CAAWLaxTix 
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Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 
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Big Ten, Horizon League commissioners will 
be deposed 
USATODAY.com 

An attorney helping to represent former and current college football and men’s basketball players in an anti- 
trust lawsuit told USA TODAY Sports a U.S. magistrate judge is allowing their legal team to take depositions 
from a college president and two conference commissioners who had made statements in the case saying 
that some schools and conferences might exit Division I or the Football Bowl Subdivision because of the 
financial and legal burden that would result from needing to share revenue with football and men’s basketball 
players. 
Speaking after a hearing before U.S. Magistrate Judge Nathanael Cousins on Wednesday in San Francisco, 
plaintiffs’ attorney Renae Steiner said Cousins allowed depositions of Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany, 
Horizon League commissioner 3on LeCrone and Fresno State president John Welty. 

Cousins also allowed the plaintiffs to take a deposition from NCAA executive vice president for championships 
and alliances Mark Lewis about various aspects of how the college sports governing body approaches its 
broadcast rights contracts for NCAA championships, Steiner said. 
Steiner said the plaintiffs will not be allowed to depose Texas athletics director DeLoss Dodds, Missouri Valley 
Conference commissioner Doug Elgin, Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby and NCAA managing director of 
research Todd Petr. The plaintiffs’ lawyers agreed before Wednesday’s hearing to drop their request to 
depose Pacific-12 Conference commissioner Larry Scott, after discussions with counsel for the Pac-12, 
Steiner said. 
All of this is part of maneuvering in advance of a hearing June 20 before U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken 
on whether the case should be certified as a class action. 
The suit, initially filed in May 2009, is against the NCAA; video-game maker Electronic Arts and the nation’s 
leading collegiate trademark licensing and marketing firm, Collegiate Licensing Co. Its named plaintiffs include 
former basketball stars Ed O’Bannon, Oscar Robertson and Bill Russell. 
The plaintiffs allege that the defendants violated anti-trust law by conspiring to fix at zero the amount of 
compensation athletes can receive for the use of their names, images and likenesses in products or media 
while they are in school and by requiring athletes to sign forms under which they relinquish in perpetuity all 
rights pertaining to the use of the names, images and likenesses in ways including TV contracts, 
rebroadcasts of games, and video game, jersey and other apparel sales 
In seeking certification of their suit as a class action, the plaintiffs’ lawyers said that while they are seeking 
monetary damages on behalf of former athletes, they "do not seek compensation to be paid to current 
student-athletes while they maintain their eligibility" but rather "a less restrictive, namely that monies 
generated by the licensing and sale of class members’ names, images and likenesses can be temporarily 
held in trust" until their end of their college playing careers. 
If the case is certified as a class action, It almost certainly would bring thousands of current and former 
college athletes into the matter and potentially place billions of dollars in damages at stake. 
Roger Nolb an economics professor emeritus at Stanford and an expert for the plaintiffs has proposed that 
athletes receive a 50-50 split of money for telecasts and a one-third split for video games. 
Those projections prompted the statements from Delany, LeCrone and Welt,/. 
"We are pleased that, despite the opposition of NCAA’s counsel, and counsel for the Big Ten, the court 
recognized our right to explore with Commissioner Delany, Commissioner LeCrone and Fresno State President 
Welty their views on the effects on Division I athletics if Plaintiffs were to prevail here," Steiner said via e- 
mail. "We are also pleased that we are allowed to examine Mr. Lewis on his views of how the NCAA rules 
apply to the use of student athletes’ name, image and likeness rights." 
The NCAA was happy with Cousins’ decision to prevent some of the depositions the plaintiffs had wanted, 
and to allow what it termed "very limited additional discovery." 



"We are pleased with the court’s ruling and the admissions the plaintiffs’ lawyers made today highlighting the 
weaknesses in their theories," the NCAA’s chief legal officer, Donald Remy said in a statement. "We look 
forward to the additional discovery shining a light on the reasons why this case is not a proper class action." iiii 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 

:×: Jennifer M. Condaras ¯ " Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
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Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.bigeast.or,q 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 2:52 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’sbmaloy’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’sbmaloy’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sun Jun 9 08:33:28 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EDU account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’sbmaloy’ in the L~C Canrpus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 
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>~ Check out the 2013 CABMA Convention Agenda i CABMA 
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~ Save ~he Date: Tue. June 4 Live ChaL NACDA & Aflilia~es Corrven~ion Week -- Are You Ready? i NACDA & 
Affiliate Associations 

>> Airpod transportation discount available i NACDA & Affiliate Associations 
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Athletics Developmel~t 

~ Chicago Coaches Dinner Raises More Than $200K I University of Miami 
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~ A-10 Expands Basketball Championship Ior 2014 

,7 Auburn Dismisses Baseball Coach John PawlewskiI Aaburn University 

~ Billeci-Gard promoted to Dominican Men’s Soccer Head Coach I Dominican Colle(Je 

~ Red Gendron Named UMaine Head MonA’s Ice Hockey Coach i University of K, laine 

Dire{:le~s ef Athlelics 

,7 Sara Lillevand Judd Named Director ofAthleticsl Cam State East Bay 

7; Ronnie Mayors named Director of Athletics I Delta State University 

~> Robert Vowels Named UDM Director of Athletics I University of Detroit Mercy 
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Ger~eral 
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>~ R.I. college athletics programs v,~orMng hard to stay in the money race I Providence College 

,7 Cal rises to national power without a dime from school I University of California 

Marketir~ a~d P~omotior~s 

> The Next 100 Days: 2013 Countdown to KickoffI University of Miami 

Otftel Co~fe/’e~ce News 

~ Another Successlul Make a Change in 14 Days Campaign Ior American Southwest Corfferense; CTX Raises 
$550 for Dell Children’s Hospital IAmerican Southwest Conference 



7; ECAC and Nelligan Sports Reach Marketing Agreement j Eastern College Athmede Conference 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu~ 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 12:21 PM 

N4A liskserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

Curtis Jones <Curtis.Jones@m~Jl.~a~u.edu:>; Mary Jones <m~Q’ellenjones@mail.wvu.edu>; Baxt Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Marilyn 

Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; Paul Buskirk < pbusldrk~ku.edu>; Aaron Tebo -~\aron Tebo@baylor.edu>; DeLay, Lauren E 

<Lauren DeLay@baylor.edt~-; Jill Shields <shields@k-s~ate.edu>; Reagml Hill <lTh7364@ksu.edu>; Kfis Livingston 

<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Joe Scogin <jscogin@utk.edu>; Mark Selldng <MSJ 1100~AOL.COM>; Brim1 Davis 

<bfiand@mail.utexa s.edu;, 

[n4a] <no subject~ 

http://www.aacrao, org/Files/Publications/CUJ8802 WEB pdf 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Room 308 
University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: (405) 249-5835 
"Live on Universi~’!" 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.cora/unsubscribe 
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7; Check out tile 2013 JCLA Convention Agenda i JCLA 

,~ Clark Atlanta Unbe~sity President Carlton Brown to Headline MOAA Convenfion-Thur. June 13, 1~:00 p.m, I 
~,,1OAA 

~ Check out the 2013 N4A Conventien Agenda, June 6-9 in Jacksenville I N4A 

>, FOAD Set for Thur. June 13 [ NAADID 

,~ Jill Arrington of Fox Sports to Emcee the Learfield Sports Directors’ CLIp Luncheon on June 14 i NACDA & 
Affiliate Associatiof~s 

~ Special Park Ticket Discounts Availabb to #NACDA13 AltendeesI NACDA & Affiliate Associatiof~s 

Athlel:ics Developme~l: 
7; #BuildingChampiens Wednesday: Campaign Focus I University of liaiami 

£wa~ dsiRece@~sitio~ss 

>; Baldwin VVallace University’s Brendan Toughey leads Capilal O~e Academic AlloAmedcaA@ Divisio~ Ill 

Baseball Team i CoSIDA 

,~ Alan (A J) SpaneJ of Doane headlines Capital One Academic All-America,&,@ College Division Baseball Team I 

CoSIDA 

~> Gus ArgenM Named Head Men’s Basketball Coach j Cal State East Bay 

Directors of Athletics 

> Former RMAC Commissioner, Smith, named Chadron State College Athletic Director I Chad[on State 
College 

7; Tom Dickman Named Director of AthJetics at Hood I Hood College 

~ Jeremy Gibson Named Merrirnack College Director of Athletics i Merrimack CoIlege 

~ AD S~eve Cobb departs UAA J University of AIaska at Anchofage 

Fsqlities 

7; UCF athletics announces changes, plans for facilities I University of Cer~tram Florida 

~ UI BeT Approves S~a~e Fam~ Center Project J University of 1NIinois 

~> Fomqer Cowboys donate to arena fund i University of Wyoriairig 

Gelse~al 

~> American Athletic Conference u~weils its primary loges 

Ma~ketir~g a~d Promotior~s 

~ Coaches Caravans Roll On j Purdue UnJvet’sJty 

~ Coaches Caravan Sets Sail in Baltimore i University of ~aryla~d 



NC~, 

>~ NCAA invi[es ebse 1o 300 student-atMetes to Career in Sports Ferum in Indianapolis 

ethel Co~fe/e~ce News 

~ Armstrong Cap~u~’es Second S[~’aight PBC Commissioner’s Cup I Armstrong Atlantic State UniversHty 

P{~d:r~e~ships 
~; Partnership with OfficeMax Workplace I 8radJey University 

~ SMA Welcomes UC Iwine! I University of Cafffomia at Irvine 

Teclw~olo{~y 
> With Baseball Season In Full Swing, Daktronics DakStats,Z.® Software Is At The Center Of College Game- 

Day Productions I Daktro~ics 

The Patriot Lea~sue 
)~ Six Patriot League Tournaments to Expand in 2013-14 

~; CBS Sports NeM~ork to Televise Two Patriot League Football Games 

.~.iI NCAA ~}i Wounded i~ Ticketmast ii.~ Director’s ii~iI CBS Sports 
Football Warrior er Cup College 

Project Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 
college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the I i~i Social I 
Daily Review as a serqce to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views i-  odiol depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives I Terms and Cor~ditione 

To no longer receive these messages, please uneubecdbe by contacting 
me m berehip@ nacda.¢or~ 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 7:06 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-* 

Register Now: ACS University for June! 

%%% 
To ensure that , )lease add ’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

is here! We have some great courses for you to attend heading into the summer 
including ’Closing Out this Academic Year’. Check out this session for helpful 

information including how you can track summer CARA hours! Pay close attention; the 
is separated in sessions geared for coaches and those for compliance users. Be 

to register for the courses that are right for you! 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and 
be attended anywhere you have access to the Internet. 

,ou in a session soon! 

Athletics 

Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Monday, June 3, 2013 

11:00 AM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

Monday, June 17, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

Recruiting - All About Emailing 

Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS 
Coordinator system [] from individual personalized emails to mass personalized 

Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top 
~ect[]s birthdays! 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

uestionnaire Upgrade 

this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The 



Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with 
Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this 
questionnaire! This session is a must! 

Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, 
search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 

Date: Thursday, June 13, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Get Started with University Athlete and ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

Did you know you can link your University Athlete database to your InControl system? This 
link will automatically integrate your recruits, ranks, notes, and tournament attendance from 
University Athlete into your InControl system! For years, our users have enjoyed the ability to 
import data directly from University Athlete into their InControl database.The integration will 
allow our users to enjoy this same flexibility while removing the importing step allowing the 
two databases to act as one! Attend this session to get started! 

Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting 
Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 
Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Compliance Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics -Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Date: Monday, June 10, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Date: Monday, June 24, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Closing Out this Academic Year 

Be sure to tune into this course to learn best practices on closing out this academic year to 
prepare for the next! We will cover rolling your athletes over to the next academic year in your 
database, as well as all the other items on your checklist! 

Date: Wednesday, June 5, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Date: Thursday, June 20, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Forms Tool! 

Did you know that you can make changes and edits to your student-athlete forms in ACS by 
using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will even be unveiling 



g! Be sure to register! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

ACS Athletics 

8213 A Shoal Creek 

Suite 204 

Austin, Texas 78757 

US 
ii.~.iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:19 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

2013 John McLendon Postgraduate Scholarship Finalists Announced 

% 
2013 John McLendon Postgraduate Scholarship Finalists Announced 

CLEVELAND - The 2013 John McLendon Postgraduate Scholarship finalists have been announced by the National 
Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA), today. 

The 11 finalists are Dominique Alexander, Ohio State; Charlotte Armstead, Norfolk State; William Baggett, Baylor; 
Dymond Bush, Hampton; Stacy Daily, Augustana; Jasmine Edwards, Rutgers; Christopher Jones, North Carolina 
Central; Faimie Kingsly, Denver; Oscar Ramirez Jr., Texas A&M; Tracie Sneed, Jacksonville; and Aron White, Georgia. 

The above mentioned finalists names were forcCarded to the John McLendon Memorial Minority Blue Ribbon Committee by the 
John McLendon Awards Selection Committee for final consideration. The Selection Committee consists of several respected 
minority athletics directors and administrators, including past McLendon scholarship recipients. 

The John McLendon Memorial Minority Blue Ribbon Committee, who are responsible for selecting the recipients for the 
McLendon Scholarship include the following individuals: Troy Arthur, director of institutional performance program, NCAA; 
Alvin Attles, formerly of the Golden State Warriors and 2009 McLendon Minority Athletics Administrators Hall of Fame 
inductee; Bart Byrd, associate athletics director for student-athlete services, Baylor University and 2013 N4A President; 
Charles Davis, lead color analyst, FOX Sports; Byron Daub, director of brand sponsorships, Capital One; Wayne Embry, 
senior basketball advisor to the president, Toronto Raptors and 2007 Minority Athletics Administrators Hall of Fame inductee; 
Stan Johnson, executive director, MOAA; Joanna McLendon, McLendon fund administrator; Cory Moss, senior vice 
president and managing director, Collegiate Licensing Company - an IMG Company; Claire Van Ummersen, vice president, 
Office of Women in Higher Education; Gene Washington, former director of football development, NFL and 2009 Minority 
Athletics Administrators Hall of Fame inductee; Bob Watson, former vice president of on-field operations, Major League 
Baseball and 2009 Minority Athletics Administrators Hall of Fame inductee; and Bruce Wimbish, senior marketing and 
communications manager, Greater Columbus Sports Commission. 

The winners will each receive a $10,000 scholarship to be used towards postgraduate studies in athletics administration. 
Funding for the scholarship program has been provided in part by the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA); 
Capital One; the Cleveland Cavaliers; Major League Baseball (MLB); the National Association of Academic Advisors for 
Athletics (N4A); the National Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC); the National Association of Collegiate Directors of 
Athletics (NACDA); the National Basketball Association (NBA); the National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA); and 
Sears, Roebuck and Co. 

Minorities (as defined by federal guidelines) who intend to pursue a postgraduate degree in athletics administration are eligible 
for these scholarships. Students were required to have a minimum grade point average of 3.2 on a 4.0 scale and have 
demonstrated leadership qualities on an institutional or community level. 

About the John McLendon Memorial Minority Postgraduate Scholarship Program: The John McLendon Memorial 
Minority Postgraduate Scholarship Awards are presented to senior-level minority students who intend to pursue a graduate 
degree in athletics administration. If you have any questions regarding this program, please visit 
mclendonminorityfoundation.com. 

About NACDA: NACDA, now in its 48th year, is the professional and educational association for more than 6,500 college 
athletics administrators at more than 1,600 institutions throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico. More than 2,300 
athletics administrators annually attend the NACDA Convention. For more information on NACDA and the 13 professional 
associations that fall under its umbrella, please visit www.nacda.com. 

Online release found here: httD:llwww.nacda.comlsDortslmclendonlsl~ec-rellO60313aaa.html 

Contact: Erin Dengler, Manager - Communications, NACDA (edenqler@nacda.com} 

© 2013 NACDA. All rights reserved. Unsubscribe 
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NACDA Daily Review 

~’-’i Submit an Article 

Association N~-WB 

t >~ Brian Quinn Named Recipient of the 2013 Division FAAA ADA Gary Cunningham Lifetime Achievement 
Award j DI-AAA ADA 

~ 2013 John McLendon Postgraduate ochela[ship Finalists Announced I McLendon Foundation 

~ Den’[ rniss the Salute Concer~ for the Wounded Warrior PrejecL Presented by Dak~ronics-Fri. June 14, 7:45 
p,m. I NACDA 

~; Charles Davis of Fox Sports Set to Emcee the Corbett Awards Luncheon on Sat. June 15 i NACDA & 
Affiliate Associations 

~ NATY’CAA Awards Luncheon Se~ for Thur. June 13, 12 neon i NATYCAA 

Al:hle/:ics Adm[~[sl:rato~s 

~ Former ACU golf coach, associate director of athletics, passes away at 701Abilene Christian University 

Athletics Oevele#ment 

)~ Morris, Ruth Williams Give $5 Million te Athletics i Duke University 

>~ SVSU to get 20 million dellar expansien I Saginaw ValNey State University 

,~ CU leaders aim to double athletics donations in 5 years i University of Colorado 

Awe ~dsiRecogr~itier~s 

>~ Five more to join Hall of Fame Salve Regina University 

Big Sky Co~fere~ce 

~ Big Sky Set Je CelebraJe Anniveisades 

B[9 West Co~fere~ce 

,; Long Beach State Hoists Commissioner’s Cup for the Third Straight SeasonI Long Beach State University 

Coaches 

>~ Renee Jimenez accepts Coyotes basketball position I California State University at San Bernardino 

> Carroll names Clark head track coach I Carroll College 

~; Lowry Named Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach at Dickinson I Dickinson CoJmege 

,~ Drexel Announces Extension Through 2020 with Women’s Basketball Coach Denise Dillon I Drexel 
University 

~ FSCC alum named as college’s new soI~ball coach I Faulkner State Community College 

>~ Former Vulcan Andy Smith to Coach Ocean County College i Ocean County CoNlege 



>> DU MenA’s Lacrosse Coach Bill Tbmey h~ks Contract Exten.qen ] University of Denver 

7; Georgia hires Stricklin as baseball coach ] University of Georgia 

Community Outreach 

>; Field Hockey Cenducts Clinic At Beecher School As Part of ’You Go Girl’ Program I Southern Connecticut 
State University 

Corrtmunity Solvice 

>; Project 3,000 A Beautiful Bakersfield Finalist I California State University - BaRersfieJd 

~ Blackweod To Spend Summer with Houses of Hope in Kenya ] Nova Southeastern University 

Dilectors of R4htetics 

~ Finis Home, the Fa[her of Lander Athletics, passes away j Lander University 

~ Commi[~ed ~o The U: Blake James, UM~,’s Iifth athletic director since 2008, has his dream job and plans on 
staying fer a long time i University of Miami 

~ Gord Grace steps down as Athletic Director] University of Windsor 

F:aci}ities 

> Ohio Stadium to .(let 2,500 more seatsI Ohio State University 

>; Athletics to conduct stadium survey in July ] VanderbiJt University 

Fundraisi~g 

~ Rice surpasses $I billion fundraising goalI Rice University 

NC/~A 

~> Swimming ru[es committee recommends minimum number of officials for meets 

Techr~ology 

~ JUCO Harcum College Adopts New Recruitin.( Technology to Promote Its Basketball Recruits I Daktronics 

7; Georgia Tech Upgrades McCamish Pavilion with Daktronics Integrated LED Display System I Georgia Tech 

.~.iI NCAA "~}i Wounded :~ Ticketmast il.g Director’s ii~iI CBS Sports 

Football Warrior er Cup College 

Project Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 
college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the I i~i Social I 
Daily Review as a serqce to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views i-  odial depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives I Terme and Co~ditione 

To no longer receive these messages, please uneubecribe by contacting 

membetehip@nacda, oom 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



NACDA Daily Review 

:%i Submit an Artide 

Association N+-ws 

>+ NACDA will be tweeting flora the 2013 Convention-Follow @NACDA for agenda highlights, updates, news 
and isqore #NACDA13 i NACDA 

+ Airport transportation discount available i NACDA & Affiliate Associations 

~> Looking ~o Fill a Position? Post on our website or on the Convention Job Board at Collateral Corner I NACDA 

& Affiliate Associations 

>> Check out the 2013 NACMA Agenda i NACMA 

Al/tetics Devefepme~~t 

+ Saturday, Atag. 24 set as date for spectacular Schola[ship Auction 20131Northwestefn State University 

~> V~r~yte T&F Center To Receive Generous Gift Of Equipmen~ I Oregon State University 

>~ Final Push for the Catamount Club’s 2013 Fiscal Year I Western CaroNina University 

Alla~~tic 10 Conte[ence News 

+ A-10 Awards 2013 Postgraduate Scholarship Recipients 

Awards/Retch: r~i/:ier~s 

+ Taylor Rakes of Tusculum College tops Capital One Academic AII-America,~® Division II Baseball TeamI 

CoSIDA 

e ~ LB Dan~zbr el ~ou~h Carolina leads Capital One Acadernic AIbAmeticaA® Division I Baseball Team i 

CoSIIDA 

Big Ten Conference News 

~ Big Ten Announces Institution of Men’s and Women’s Lacrosse and Addition of Johns Hopkins as Men’s 
Lacrosse Spo[t Affiliate Member I Johns Hopkins University 

>~ Big Ten Announces Partnership Vvith New York Yankees and New Era Pinstripe Bowl 

Coaches 

>+ Ruflin McNeill Earns Con~rac~ Exiension [ East Carolina University 

+ Bosfick Named Head WomenA’s Basketball Coach At Fitchburg State l Fitchburg State College 

>~ Vamer Takes Over Lafayette Softball Program i Lafayette College 

~> Manhattan Announces LeadeFship Change for Women’s Tennis I Manhattan CoJmege 

7; Plymouth State names new Wrestling coach I Plymouth State University 

+ Jennings resigns as PC men’s hoops coachi Porter@le College 

+> Shoder hires new goll coach i Shorter University 



~ Corey Williams Tabbed to Lead Men’s Basketball j Stetson University 

CDmm~fity Se~vi<-e 

~7 Madst Receives $1,000 Donation For Friends Of Jaclyn Foundation j Marist College 

Directors of £hletics 

~ Sheilley named athletics director at Transylvania University i Transylvania University 

Facilities 

~ Marquelte University Soccer Fields Set To Receive Major Upgrade I I~arquette University 

>~ ODU unveils New Basketball Court Desi( n I Old Dominion University 

>~ New Floor Design A1 Haas Pavilion i University of California 

Ge~’~el’af 

~ Davis & EIkins Adds Division II Men’s and Wornen’s Lacrosse i Davis & EIkins Colle(Je 

>~ Fbrida State AD set to unveil new strategic plan I Florida State University 

>7 Southern Illinois University’s Sak~ki Sports Properties names Randy Younker general managerI LearfieM 

Sports 

~ Aggie Twins ~o Perlorm on NBCA’s TODAY Show j New Mexico State University 

Mi&Amedcan Conferel~ce News 

7; Miami Wins 2013 Institutional Sportsmanship Award J Miami University (OH} 

~7 MAC Announces Reese and Jacoby Award Winners 

Ohio Valley Cor~fe~er~ce 

~ Ohio Valley Conference Concludes 2013 Spring Meetings 

ethel Co~sfe/e~sce News 

~ Adelphi University Wins 2013 Nodheast-10 Conference Presidents,&’ Cup i Northeast-I 0 Conference 

P{~C..12 Ce~ [e~e~ce News 

7; Pac-12 Conference launches comprehensive student-athlete health initiative 

Social Media 

>~ Red Net Summer t&1th @TechAthletics i Texas Tech University 

%i NCAA :Ki Wounded Ticketmast i~ Director’s iXi CSSSports 
Football Warrior er Cup College 

Project Network 

N~5~ ai~trJbute~ m~e ~ACB~ 5~iiy #~i~w es ~ i~dep~n~e~{ pio~i~r of ii~G to news ~ic~e~ on 
F~ 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the I ~i Social I 
Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views i Mediol 
depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 

factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives I Te~me and Co~ditione 

To no longer receive these messages, please unsubeetibe by contacting 
membetehip@nacda, oom 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Winters. Carla A. <cwinter@ou.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 3:13 PM 

n4@lisks.nacda.com 

[n4a] Convention Details 

Good aI’uemoon, N4A members[ 

I’ve been fielding several questions that I’ve decided to send out to all, in case others are wondering the same 

Are you looking for a job? Hoping to make a great hire? Please bring resumes and/or job descriptions tbr the N4A Career Center, located in the Exhibition Halh The format will be similar to 
last year’s, with a large board for posting jobs, and file t;alders for people to submit a resume More information can be found on the NACDA website 

Everyone is excited about the Beach Party on t:RIDAY evening[ You should have signed up :for it during your convention registration I_f you are interested in attending, but have not 
signed up, please mention this at registration. Our busses are pretty full, so we are encouraging people to please consider carpooling with friends E×tra people who are not attending the 
N4A Convention cost a separate fee. If you registered for the conventmn, the fee was included, even in the student price 

Casa Marina 
691 1st Street, Norman 
Jacksonville Beach, t:L 

To access agenda: NACDA.com, then Convention (at the top), then 2013 Convention Agendas, then N4A. 

To access materials: NACDA.com, then N4A, then members only, User Name: nlkmramember, Password: n]kmra1975 

’]?ravel safely! 

Carla A. Winters, Ph.D 

Assistant Director for Athletics Academics and Student Life 

Universi~" of Oklahoma 

Office: 405-325-3884 

Cell: 405-301-7093 

Fax: 405-325-0806 

cwinters@ou, edu 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.corn/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N4A < N4A@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 10:54 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

SAVE THE DATE! 

SAVE THE DATE!!! Strengthening Academic Integrity in Athletics Webinar- Wednesday, June 
19 at 3:00 p.m.E.T. 

Please join N4A for an hour-long webinar discussing strategies for Strengthening Academic Integrity in 
Athletics onWednesday, June 19 at 3:00 p.m.E.T. 

Our presenters will be Bart Byrd (Baylor University), Jim Pignataro (Michigan State Universi~), Dr. Gerald Gurney 

(University of Oklahoma), Joan ttopkins (University of Massachusetts) and Steve McDonnell (Colorado State 

University). 

Be sure to tune in to gain valuable insight and perspective concerning relevant cases that have impacted the collegiate 

academic services industry, as well as tips from well-respected administrators on ways that your institution and athletics 

department can avoid potential academic issues. 

To register tbr the webinar, click here. The presentation will be free to all N4A members and will be only $30 for 

non-members. Please note, you must register for the webinar in order to receive the access code 
to view the presentation! The access code will be emailed to participants on Tuesday, June 18. 

If you have any questions, please contact Ramy Mosbah in the NACDA office at rmosbah~nacda.com. 

© 2013 NACDA. All rights reserved. Unsubscribe 

% 



X NACDA Daily Review 

June 5, 20t3 

~.~ Featured Session New 

~’-’i Submit an Article 

Association News 

>~ D2 ADA- Nominations for Academic Achievement Awards due July 1 i D2 ADA 

~7 NAADD Agenda Highlight: Big School or Small School, the Athletics Directors Role in Develepment-Fri. 

JLme I4, 10 a.m I NAADD 

~ Fi[s~ Time Convention and Student Attendee Live Cha~ Replay I NAGDA 

>~ NACDA will honer Ohio State’s Jim Jones with the Corbett Award, Saturday, June 15i NACDA 

> NACMA to Announce Marketing Team of the Year at Kickoff Session-Thur. June 13, 12:45 p.m. I NACMA 

Amedca East Ce~dele~sce 

~ Albany claims second America East Commissioner’s Cup l University at Albany 

Athlelics Admi~ist~{q:o~s 

7; Christine Krellwitz introduced as Senior Associate AD I University of Louisville 

~ B~adley Named Associate Athletic Director at Memphis i University of Memphis 

Athletics Development 

,7 Paul L Foster Makes Historic Gift for Business School, Baylor Stadium i Bayior University 

7; Golf outing to benefit SCCC athletics i Sussex County Community CoJiege 

£wa~ dsiRecoq~sitio~ss 

>~ VVSU to Induct E(~;ht Members, Three Teams into Athletic Hall of Fame i Washington State University 

Big So/Jth Corfferer~ce 

~ 2013 Big Sotath Springs Meetings Recap 

Coaches 

~7 Bethel Introduces Doug Novak as Men’s Basketball CoachI Bethei University 

7; Jason Mangone Named Head Football Coach i CoJiege at B~ockpo~t 

~ Maiello named head swimming and diving coachI University of North Dakota 

~ Knight-Kenesie S~eps Down as Women’s Basketball Coach I University of Wisconsin at ParksJde 

>~ Howard-Carpenter named head WBB Coach I Western Oregon University 

> WSU to go a Different Direction with Leadership of its Baseball Program i Wichita State University 



7; CVC-Penn State Golf Tournament Nets $100,000+ i Penn State University 

Comm~.~nity Outreach 

>> CardsCare Abroad Finds Villa]uan in Vietnam i University of Louisville 

~ New Haven Coaches Vokmteer at Lauren’s First and Goal Football Camp I University of New Haven 

Commur~il’¢ Sewice 
~ Pride Spring Cornrnunity Service Recap j Nofstra University 

Directors o~ iklhletk’s 

7; Van der Men~e introduced as APSU Athletics Director i Austin Peay State University 

~> FAMU replacing AD Derek Home j Florida A&~ University 

~ Quinnipiac Director el Athletics Honored With SL Francis Award A~ 28~h Franciscan L[Ie Cen~er Sports 
Banquet j Quinnipiac University 

Facilities 

~ Baseball And Soccer Turl Replacements Begin A~ Holstra I Hofstra University 

>; UofL Breaks Ground on Dr. Mark & Cindy Lynn Soccer Stadk~m j University of Louisville 

> Cfisbr Center Receives LEED Gold Certification flora USGBC I University of Michigan 

Fu~@aisi~~g 
~ Coramemorat[ve Pit[no Bottles to Aid UofL Academic Center i University of LouisviJle 

G e~-~(-~{q 

7; Queens College Swimming Coach Alicia Lampasso-Dillon Participates [n Wounded VVarrior Games i Queens 
College (NY) 

7; JPFW Partners with Collegiate Consulting I mndiana University - Purdue University Fort Wayne 

,~ IMG And Leyola University Chicago Form Athletics Sponsorship Censulting Agreement [ Loyoma University 
Chicago 

Sou/:hla~-~d Co~}fe~e~}ce 

~> Volleyball Broadcast Nets Southland "R/NetworkA’s Second CSMA Award 

~i NCAA 

Football 

Xi Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

[% Ticketmast 

er 

i~ Director’s 

Cup 

i.x.i CBS Spo~s 
College 

Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 
college sporls that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web NACDA is providing the I ~i Social I 
Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations The views 
depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review 

Dally Review Archives I Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please uneubseribe by contacting 
me m berehip(~nacda, com 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



X NACDA Daily Review 

~’-’i Submit an Article 

7; Don’t miss the Salute Concert for the Wounded Warrior Project, Presented by Daktronics-Fri. June 14, 7:45 
p.m. I NACDA 

~ Jill Arringlon of Fox Spo~ts to Emcee lhe Lemfield Spo~ts Directors’ Cup Luncheon on June 14 i NACDA & 
Affiliate Associations 

,~ Join NACDA & AffiJites for a 5k Fun Run Presented by New Era Pinstripe Bowl- Fri. June 14, 6 a.m. I 
NACDA & AffiJiate Associations 

~5 NATYCAA Scholar-Athletes ~o be recognized at Award Luncheon, Thur. June 13, 12 p.m. I NATYCAA 

Athlelics Administ~el:o~s 

7; Williams Promoted To Associate Athletics Director i Purdue University 

~ Moire Kirby Hired in the Nancy & Donald Resnick Academic Support Center for Student-AthletesI Tempie 
University 

> Cenway Named Associate AD of Student-Athlete Health & Welfare I University of Michigan 

>~ Guyant-Holloway Named Associate Athbtic Director i University of Wisconsin at Parkside 

A:waldsiReco f~nitions 

~ Curtis Ramsey (Kenyon swimming) and Teal Gove (Plattsbu~gh $lale ice hockey) bad CapilaI One 
Academic AII-AmericaJ~® Division Ill At-Large TeamsI CoSIDA 

> Swimmers Mark Rubin 0ncamate Word) and Julie Vvidmann of Ashland University lead Capital One 
Academic AIPAmedcaA® Division II At-Large TeamsI Co$1DA 

~5 Nicolas Pinones-Hai~enholf (Auburn University at Montgomery) and Ashlan Allison (Olivet Nazarene) lead 
Capital One Academic AII-AmedcaA® College Division At-Large Teams i CoS1DA 

~5 Mat~hews Tabbed Women’s Hockey Head Coach i Amherst College 

~ Doepking Named Softball Head Coach I Amherst Coiiege 

~5 Eddy Morgan appointed as Baseball head coach I Concordia University Wisconsin 

>~ Tigers’ Cross Country coach, Jarret Heil resignsi [~,larshalltown Community CoNlege 

,5 Tim Koenig named new NDC Men’s Basketball CoachI Notre Dame College 

7; Tiber named head women’s basketbalJ coach at Ne~th Alabama I University of North Alabama 

,~ Caleb Carmichael named West Florida cross country head coach i University of West Fiodda 

~5 Wagner Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach Cris~ina Curiale Resigns I Wagner Coiiege 

¢’{ C )mmunily Se~vkse 

7; Knights Repeat With Community Engagement Win i Academy of Art University 

Directors of Athletics 

>~ FSU’s Randy Spetman stepping down i Florida State University 

,5 Tricia Tudey Bn~ndenburg assumes the duties of interim Director of Athletics i Towson University 

Facilities 

~5 The Journey Continues as Georgia Southern Breaks Ground on Major Projects I Georgia Southern 

University 



~ Alexander Chang Joins IMG College As Vice PresidenL National Sales I IMG ColNege 

Mid..Amedc~m Co~ffe~e~}cc News 

~; FkstEnergy MAC MenA’s and WomenA’s Basketball Tournament Delivered $14,5 Million Economic Impact 

NC~ 

>~ Sign up to participate in focus groups on NCAA regulatory processes 

Pad~e~shi[~s 
~> George Washington Athletics Announces Expanded Padnership With AJhleteTrax I George Washingtof~ 

University 

So~thlar~d Co~ffe~e~ce 

~> SouJhland Announces Baseball All-Decade Team Ier 1960s 

>~i NCAA Xi Wounded [~ Ticketmast i~,’~ Director’s iXi CSSSports 
...... Football ...... Warrior ..... er ...... Cup ....... College 

Project Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web NACDA is providing the I :%~ocial I 
Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations The views I-: edia I 
depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives I Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please unsabecribe by contacting 
me m bership(~nacda, com 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



:~ Uploaded Ad 

[~ NACDA Daily Review 

After 

Xi Submit an Article 

Associatio~~ News 

>> NACDA Announces Relationship with Northwestern Mutual and Launch of Life After Athletics Program I 
~’~CDA 

~> VIDEO: John Foley to Speak to NACDA & Affiliate attendees Saturday, June 15, 8 am 

Athlelics Admi~ist~el:o~s 

~; NC State’s WoFpack Sports Properties Adds Mike Hurley As Associate General ManagerI North Carolina 
State University 

Athletics Developmel~t 

~; Thank you Concordia! Community Campaign raises $289,000 j Concordia University 

,~ Lead Gift Launches Challenge to Renovate Rocky Miller Park I Northwestern University 

~; Unique support from around the world for Heath Dwenger Endowment I Tennessee Tech University 

~ UC Riverside A~hletics Receives Major GiftI University of California Riverside 

,~ Daemon College Wins the 2012-2013 USCAA Director’s Cup l Daemon ColJege 

~; USD announces 2013 Hall of Fame Class I University of South Dakota 

~ UTC’s Foster Inducted into VVomen’s Basketball Hall ol Fame I University of Tennessee-Chattanooga 

,~ Jones Signs Contract Extension with Boston University I Boston University 

~; Central Baptist College names new baseball coach i Centram Baptist Colmege 

~ McLaughlin Resigns Men’s Basketball Post at Stonehill i Stonehill College 

~ Ty Neal Named Baseball Head Coach I University of Cincinnati 

>~ Head Coach LaPlante Announces Retirement I University of Michigan 

,> David Thompson t’dred as pew Head Coach of Men’s Track & Fiek~ i Williams CoJlege 

~; Nathan Miklos Named YSU Women’s Golf Coach I Youngstown State University 

CommL/nit’! Outreach 

>~ Ace’s gMs programs links area youth with ,~tonehill volleyball teami Stonehill College 



Directors of Athletics 

.,> Compher Earns Athletics Director Of The Year Honors I East Carolina University 

7; Bill Chaves Honored With Athbtic Director of the Year Honor j Eastern Washington University 

,7 Keep footbaJJ pJayeff panel smalli Georgia Tech 

,5 Currie Named Under Armour AD ol the Yea~I Kansas .State University 

~ McCu~cheon Named Athbtic Director of the YearI Lafayette College 

.,> Former New Jersey City Athletic Director, Hall of Famer Lany Schiner to be h~ducted in NACDA Hall of 
Fame I New Jersey City University 

7; Jeff Long named 2013 AD of the YearI University of A rkansas 

~ NACDA Names Dr. Chades Brown a 2012-13 Under Armour Athletics Director of the Year i University of 
K~Jaryland-Baltimore County 

Facilil:ies 

~ Old Corkscrew Now Official Home Course of FGCU MonA’s Golfi Fmorida G~mf Coast University 

~5 Georgetown Universiiy Completes Installa[ion of New Shaw Sports Turl Field I Georgetown University 

~ Herb Parker Stadium project begins I Minot State University 

,5 Evans Diamond Upgrades a SuccessI University of CaNifornia 

~ New UMass Football Press And Skybox Complex To Be Named In Honor Of Martin & Richard Jacobsen I 
University of [~,~assachusetts 

~ Weston Field’s $22M renovation project to being this fall I Williams College 

Ger~eral 
,5 Nebraska Wesleyan Adds Swimming To Athletics P~ogn~m I Nebraska Wesleyan University 

7; StFX discontinues women’s volleyball program I St, Francis Xavier University 

~ Stanford University : If You Can Play, You Can Play i Stanford University 

~5 New ’SMA Logo Match’ Game! I Strategic ~arketing Affiliates 

Me~/nt{q~} West Ce~ffe~e~ce News 

7; Mountain ~%~est to Dramatically Enhance Dig[taJ Network 

Partnerships 

>; New information on Paltnerships Between AiMefic Departments & Sport Management Programs 

Western Athletic Conference News 

~ UTSA Quartet Wins WAC SAAC Sportsmanship Award i University of Texas at .San Antonio 

:~i NCAA 

Football 

Xi Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

[~ Ticketmast 

er 

i~,{ Director’s 

Cup 

i.X.i CBS Sports 

College 

Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 
college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web NACDA is providing the I :~ocial J 
Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations The views 
depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review¯ 

Dally Review Archives I Terms and Conditions 
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OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



X NACDA Daily Review 

Hope everyone enjoys the #freewifi this week, presented by 
L~.Ticketmaster! #NACDA13 

~ii Submit an Article 

Asseci~tk)~ News 

~> FCS ADA Announces Academic Progress Rate (APR) Award Winners i FCS ADA 

Athletics Adm[~s[st~ ate/s 

,7 Newman Baker Named Senior Associate AD for Compliance I University of Kentucky 

~,, Dan Chapman Hired As Associate Director Of Athletics I University of the Pacific 

,~ McLane, Rothermel Set to Join VCU Athletics Family I Virginia Commonwealth University 

Awards/Recognitions 

> 2013 Hall d Fame Class Inducted I Seton Hail University 

~; St. John’s UniveBity inducts 18th Class hlto Athletics Hall Of FameI St. John’s University 

Big Te~~ Ce~ffe~e~~ce News 

>~ Jim Delany Received Contract Extension as Big Ton Commissioner Through 2018 

Co~;~ches 

~> Palmer resigns as Bellarmine volleyball coach j IBellarrnine University 

~ Dare Coach D: Bass Fishing J North Carolina State University 

>~ Bill Zack Named Rowing Head Coach i San Diego State University 

> Kruger Resigns Men’s Lax Post I Shenandoah University 

,; Andy Jackson named men’s tennis coach I University of Arkansas 

~> Head Men,&.’s Basketball Coach Ted Kowalczyk Signs Contract Extension Through 2018-19 SeasonI 
University of Toledo 

~ University el the Distric~ of Columbia Hires Michael Riley as Men,&,’s Basketball Head Coach J University of 

the District of Columbia 

~; Nikki Palmer to take reins of Wolverine softballI Utah Valley University 

Directors of Athletics 

>~ Wiegandt named as A.D of the Year by NACDA j Bellarmine University 

> Kavanagh Named Under Armour Athletic Director of the Year I Florida Gulf Coast University 

~; Tech’s Mark Wilson selected Athletic Director of the Year award winner i Tennessee Tech University 

,~ Pitt Athletic Director Steve Pederson Receives 5-Year Extension I University of Pittsburgh 

Facilities 

,> Demolition Complete In Bender Arena Locker Room & Athletic Tn~ining Renovations I American University 

>~ A Look Back at Oregon’s Facilities i University of Oregon 

,~ McKenzie Arena seating renovations underway I University of Tennessee-4:g.hattanooga 



Fundraisin~ 
>> Terps Host Bi( Ten Open at Con,gressionalI University of Maryland 

Ge~’~el’af 

~> DeWal to add five NCAA Division Ill intercolbgia~e spo[tsI Delaware VaIley College 

>~ FPU Announces Addition of VVemen’s Softball I Fresno Pacific University 

Motmtai~’~ West Co~fe/e~ce News 

~> Mountain West Conference SelecJs Leadield Sports for Corporate Partnership Program i Learfieid Sports 

N Ci@, 

~> Student-athletes continue classroom success 

~; Limited-resource, HBCU schools improve 

Sp~-cial Events 

>~ MenA’s Heckey To Take On Yale at Madison S( Dare Garden in Januaiy 11 ’Rivalry On Ice’I Harvard 

University 

Tickets 

>~ Numbers show Vv’dU’s Coliseum reseating plan is a successI West Virginia University 

~i NCAA X[i Wounded [~ Ticketmast i~ Director’s iXi CSSSports 
Football Warrior er Cup College 

Project Network 
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depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 

factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives I Terms and Conditions 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-requesl@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 5:52 PM 

N4A liskserve lis~serve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] <no subject> 
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MY ACCOkEXTf<http ://ncaamarket.ncaa. org/iobseekers/mvaccount/index, cfin> 
CENTER<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.or~/careerdev/blueskvLMS/product cfm> 
[http://ncaamarket.ncaa.or~/pics&ui/help icon ~it] <http://ncaamarket ncaa.or~/iobs/> 

JOB S<http ://ncaamarket ncaa.org/lobs>             CAREER LEAI~NIN’G 
[http ://ncaamarket nca a or~/pics&ui/printericon gif] <http ://ncaamarket ncaa. org/iobs/> 

SAVEDJOBS<http://ncaamarket.ncaaor~/i~bs/saved>~HFd~<http://ncaamarketncaaor~/he~p/jobs/indexcfm~ NOT SIGNBD IN [SIGN IN<http://ncaamarket.ncaa. or~/lo~in >] 

[Job Search] 
Job Search 

New Search<http:i/ncaamarket.ncaa.org/iobs> 
Help<http://ncaamarket ncaa.or~/iobs/> 

Search job titles only Exact match Posted within: 
all active jobs 

1 day 

1 week 

2 weeks 

1 lllonth 

2 months 
ADVANCED SEARCH<http :i/nc aamark et.ncaa.org/lobs> 
Save Search as Job Alert<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.org/iobs> bly Job Alerts<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.orgilobs> 
Previous Job<http : /incaamarket.ncaa. or~iiobs> Job10of889Matches Next Job <http :/incaamarket.ncaa. orgii obs> 
[http:/incaamarket.ncaa.org/pics/guiiimages/back arrow.gill Back to Search Results<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.org/iobs> 

APR Specialist 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNTv’ERSITY 
[Boolmlark and Share]<http://www.addthis.colrdboolanark.php?v 300&pubid boxwood> [LINK] <http://ncaamarket.ncaa.or~/iobs> 
[http://rlcaaraarket.ncaa.org/imagesishareiernail icon.png]Ernail[http://ncaarnarket.ncaa.org/iraagesishare/print icon.png]Print<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.org/lobs/> 
orSave Job<http:i/ncaamarket.ncaa.or~/iobsisaved?cmd save&save job 5471291> 
Posted: 
June 12, 2013 
Location: 
2~fiami, Florida 
[http:i/maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/staticmap?center 2~fiami%20Florida%2033199%20United%20States%20&zoom ll&size 230x150&maptype roadraap&sensor false] 
<https:i/maps.google.colTb’?q Miami%20Florida%2033199%20United%20States%20&ie ErrF-8#> 
Salary: 
Open 
Type: 
Full-time - Experienced 
Categories: 
Operations, Operations - Compliance 
Required Education: 
4 Year Degree 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNTv’ERSITY 
[Employer Logo] 

Website [External/Pop Lip Link] <http ://ncaamarket nca a.org/iobs/> 
Florida International Universi~ is a public research institution located in Miami Florida. FIE; is a member of the Sun Belt Conference, and offers seventeen (17) NCAA Division I sports 
programs. With more than 46,000 students ahnost 1,000 full-time facult7 and more than 110,000 alumni, FIU is one of the 25 largest universities in the nation The University oilers more thari 
200 bachelor’s, master’s. 
Show more 
View All Our Jobs<http://ncaamarket.ncaa org/iobs?kevwords employer%3A%22FLORIDA%20IN-TERNATIOlx,L4L%20UNIVERSITY%22> 
orSave Job<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.orgilobs/saved?cmd save&save iob 5471291> 
Florida International University is seeking applications for its APR Specialist position The successful candidate will: 

Monitors Academic Progress Rate (APR). Serves as institutional point-person on NCAA APR and related issues for all sport programs on basis of review, verification, documentation of 
admissions, academic and athletic records including conjunction with the Student-Athlete Academic Center (SAAC) Recognizes and identifies potential issues with APR numbers 
Calculates APR numbers for institution and prepares annual reports to NCAA. Coordinates with the Director of Umversit7 Athletics Compliance (ACO) for verification of APR data; 
Coordinating with the Director Universit7 Athletics Compliance, Director of the SAAC, and Faculty Athletics representaUve (FAR) on potential eligibili~z issues; Provides timely information 
to the athletics department by projecting potential APR numbers to assist with early intervention in potential eligibility problems by reviewing the academic credentials of prospective 
student-athletes 

Maintains database on student-athletes including providing data on student-athletes to liaison units or outside agencies upon request. Maintains campus statistics on student-athlete 



graduation and retention. Maintains the APR, GSR and admissions information in the NCAA Compliance Assistant (CA) and other appropriate databases in conjunction with the ACO and 
SAAC 

Establishes effective working relationship with Athletic Department, ACO, SAAC, Office of Undergraduate Studies, Admissions and related units Maintains accurate records and organized 
files and ensures records are readily available to ACO 

Coordinates Special Admissions data fi-om the Athletics Department and providing a "grade card" of their progress; coding of all Student- Athletes in PantherSoft. 

Coordinates Admissions coding of all Student-Athletes in Panthersoft Monitors Graduation Success Rate (GSR). Serves as institutional authority on GSR, and related issues. Recognizes 
and identifies potential issues GSR numbers. Assists in calculating and verifying GSR numbers for institution and assists in preparing aunual reports to various institutional units. 
Coordinates with and informs the Office of Athletics Compliance, Student Athlete Academic Center (SAAC), and faculty Athletics representative (FAR) regarding GSR. Serves as the 
admissions contact person for unit performing various duties as necessary to facilitate admission and subsequent enrolhnent of student athletes at university, including coordination of 
transfer credits for all inconring transfer students in conjunction with Student Athlete Academic Center (SAAC) 

Adheres to all State of Florida, University, NCAA, Corfference USA and department rules and policies pertaining to the position of Associate Director, Athletics Compliance. Report any 
known NCAA violations or concerns to the Director of Athletic Compliance and be responsible for the monitoring of any subordinate as it relates to NCAA regulations. 

Interested applicants should apply online at: https://iobsearch.fiu.edu. 

NOTES: 
Employer will assist with relocation costs 

Master’s degree in an appropriate area of specialization and two years of appropriate experience; or a bachelor’s degree in an appropriate area of specialization and four years of appropriate 
experience. 

DESIRED QUAL IFICATIONS: Current l~lowledge of applicable roles and standards, the NCAA, as well as other associations and agencies to which Florida International University 
adheres, and, at all times avoid any and all violations of these roles and standards; Detailed knowledge of athletic legislation, NCAA and campus academic, administrative procedures, and 
relevant state and federal regulations; Ability- to identify problem areas with the insight to recognize potential areas of noncompliance; Ability to apply and comply with these regulations 
with a high level of expertise and accuracy in a timely mauner; Ability to apply originality of thought to resolve problems, develop and inrpleruent procedures to inrprove compliance with 
institutional and athletic regulations. 

Internal Number: 505905 
Related Articles - FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL L2xrIVERSITY 

* Lost Tribes of Israel scholar uncovers Jewish movement in Papua New Ouinea<http://ncaama~et.ncaa.org/news/newsDetaih cfm? 
articleid WXxtRlfflPmRgdL4kjZVgdlbW12jVNDKaRrq72dgQRuiSXyLtO4kp6R 81gv-jyj7Kg51moin BYlosA-K1Lp6CITRSI3VGgRnkPEYxPO~fftRSuFAm7- 
V1T)asOmZ\~gzDAm T&utm source@obDetail&utm medium news&utm campaign news&utm telTn FLORIDA%20INTERNATIONAL%20UNIVERSITY&joburl /~jobs% 
23/detail/5471291 > (PR Newswire Association LLC) 
* Smtgt~thinkabt:Txtingc~u~dhe~preduceteendrinking<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.~rg/news/newsDetai~cfm? 
articleid WXxtRhHPmRgdL4kjZVgdlc2TySfJcpcphlE57kU19yT2AeVHqAsZt2 lPa5OSmdUo~ffhnBJYns7EO,uMSNj4YxKwkhnp RGlu9xCD- 
BSxctxSANef~3IBnuEbt 4d9Ohv&utm source@obDetail&utm medium~ews&utm campaign news&utm term FLORIDA%20IiX~ERNATIONAL%20UI~x,’IVERSITY&joburl /’jobs% 

23/detail/5471291 > (PR Newswire Association LLC) 
* F~UHerbe~tWertheimC~ege~fMedicinereceiVesfu~accreditati~n<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.~rg/news/newsDetai~.cfm?artic~eid ibJ4LEFQhg5zUdUgA9OgopMK1RkdkIneiYlqipOq4- 
tDE qyB dS2qa2dDG3ZEZF 8 c~,5AFzz- 
o laF21xiyL3V2Zaw0L zNrRTnvFANaYIKWCgijRIAI3SkEuOkJvabuiHID&utm source@obDetail&utm medium news&utm campaign news&utm term FLORIDA% 
20INTERNATIOiXLAL%20Lrix,’IVERSITY&joburl /jobs%23/detail/5471291> (PRNewswireAssociationLLC) 

Setup a Job Alert<http://ncaamarket.ncaa.org/iobs#/results/ke, iwords APR%20or%20Specialist/1Jalse/alerts> to be notified when similar jobs are posted. 
Back to top 

[http:/incaamarketncaa or~/nsutilitiesishowLo~o.cfm?id 634925&orgTvpe client&logoType network] 

Gerald Ourney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Cate (;enter, Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

OJTice: (405) 325-1522 
(;ell: (405) 249-5835 
"Live on University!" 

To unsubscribe li~om this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 10:48 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Your Guest User Account has been created 

Hello Guest User, 

You have been selected to be a member of the candidate review process for the Academic Tutor position. Please use the following log in infomlation to review the 

applicant material. 

Log on to: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/hr/postings/27057 
Department Name: Acad Sup Prog Student-Athletes 

Job Title/Working Title: Academic Tutor 

Vacancy ID: S002915 

Hiring Supervisor: 
Department Contact Name: Susan MaJoy, Tutorial Coordinator 

Department Contact Telephone or EmaJl: sbmaloy@email.unc.eda 

User Name: gu137207 

Password: 3c4dc6 

Once you are logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item and click on the correct position type. You roll see the posting listed under Position Title. In the right 

column, hover over "Actions" and click on either "View Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to review the candidates documents or 

hover over the "Action" link and click on "View Application" to see "their acmaJ application, which includes supplemental questions. 

Thank you, 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Please do not reply to this email. 



NACDA Daily Review 

~i Submit an Article 

Big Sky Conf~-~ence 

>~ Q&A With Cemmis.qoner Fulerten 

Coaches 
7> Page Named Babson’s New Head Golf Coach J Babson College 

~ CampbelA’s Grog Geff Receives Contract Extension I Campbel University 

>~ Durham to bad women’s lacrosse program [ Hanover College 

> Hefstra To Host Live Video Chat With Coach Mihaleh On June 261Hofstra University 

~; IUP Names Tom McConnel Head Women’s Basketball Coach i lndiana University of Pennsymvania 

,~ Todd Chapman Names Kansas Women’s Tennis Coach i University of Kansas 

~ Anderson terminated as UNA Sol}bail Coach i University of North Alabama 

Commu~-~ily O~t~es{:t-~ 

~; Student-Athletes Help’Find The Courage’ in Local Schools I Dartmouth Colege 

Directors of Athletics 

>~ Sander signs extemqon [ Bast Tennessee State University 

> Director of Athletics Jim Schmidt Earns Contract ExiensioEr i University of liinois at Chicago 

,; Dr. Sue Wilby Vice President for Intercelegiate AthleticsI University of Indianapolis 

,~ NACDA Names Janet Cone a 2012-13 Under Armour Athletics Director of the Year [ University of North 
Carolna at Asheviile 

~ New TU athlelc director Derrick Gragg not waslng arty fme in puling his plan in place [ Unive[sity of Tulsa 

Fsqlities 

>; Georgetown’s Mull-Sport Field Gets Fresh Look with Resurfacing i Georgetown University 

General 

>~ Could facemask loges be the new craze in college athletic branding? 

,> Northwestern Mutual Launches NCAAA® College World Series~,® Bracket Contest for Baseball 

Pa~-t~se/ships 

,> Leaffiek~ Sports, Max Media of Montana Reach Agreement for UM, MSU Broadcasts [ Lea[field Sports 

Sc/~edules 

~ ASU, Notre Dame reach deal to keep 2014 football game 

>; Southland Announces 1980s All-Decade Baseball Team 

,~ Southland Announces 2013 Football Broadcast Schedule 

TechI~olegy 



,7 Daktrenics to install Largest Sin~b LED Video Display in Mountain VVest for University of New Mexico 
Football j University of New Mexico 

~ Urdversi~y of Oklahoma adds LiveU Xtender Enhanced Antenna i Uf~iversity of Oklahoma 

~ Washington Huskies Foetball Selects XOS Digital for Coaching Technology Upgrade I XOS Digital 

Wesl Co~asl Cor-ffe~er-~ce 

~> VVCC Awards 2013 Mike Gilleraa Scholar-Athletes of the Year 

~; £%~est Coast Conference Awards 2013 Postgraduate Schelarships 

7> University 01 Podland wins 2012-13 WCC REPRESENT Cup i University o~ PortNand 

~i NCAA Xi Wounded Ticketmast i~,< Director’s iXi CBSSports 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, June 14, 2013 12:01 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Your Guest User Account has been created 

Hello Guest User, 

You have been selected to be a member of the candidate review process for the Academic Tutor position. Please use the following log in infomlation to review the 

applicant material. 

Log on to: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/hr/postings/27057 
Department Name: Acad Sup Prog Student-Athletes 

Job Title/Working Title: Academic Tutor 

Vacancy ID: S002915 

Hiring Supervisor: 
Department Contact Name: Susan MaJoy, Tutorial Coordinator 

Department Contact Telephone or EmoJl: sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 

User Name: gu137207 

Password: 3c4dc6 

Once you are logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item and click on the correct position type. You roll see the posting listed under Position Title. In the right 

column, hover over "Actions" and click on either "View Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to review the candidates documents or 

hover over the "Action" link and click on "View Application" to see "their acmaJ application, which includes supplemental questions. 

Thank you, 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Please do not reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 7:11 AM 

Bart Byrd <baVt byrd@baylor.edu-~; Davis, Brian <Brim~.Davis@athletics.utexas.edu>; Moran, Annette I. <bryntol 8@ou.edu-~; Winters, 

Carla A. <cwinters@ou.edu>; Moyer, Terri L. <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Meade, Michael <meade@ou.edu>; Amundson, Jaye E. 
<jmnundson@ou.edu>; Ludvigson, Carol L. <cludvigson@ou.edu:>; Turner, Teresa A. <tmmer@ou.edu>; N4A listserve listserve 

<n4a,~]lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] <no subject> 

http ://www.insidehighered corn/news/2013/06/17ihbcus-get-som e-heIp-still-stru~gle-meet-nc aa-academic-s tandards 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 (;ate Center, Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Office: (405) 325-1522 

Ceil: (405) 249-5835 
"Live on University!" 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



X NACDA Daily Review 

Look Forward to Seeing you at #NACDA14 

#NACDAt3 Recap Videos 

Thursday, June 13 - httpsJ/~,~Jw.youtube.com/watch?v=lUJgZEubOVM 

Friday, June 14 - https://vwwv.youtube.com/watch?v=tCExksrT0w0 

Saturday, June 15 - https://vvww.youtube=com/watch?v=llyWXWkus-c 

Xi Submit an ArEicle 

/~,I:1t e/:k;s Adm[n[sl:r~to~s 

~> Bucknell Senior Associate AD Calvin Symons Announces RetirementI Bucknelm University 

>; Leetch Returns To Lead illinois State Athletics External Unitsi lmlinois State University 

~ Pamela Segal Joins Academic Achievement StaffI Towson University 

Al:l~letk;s Devek)pm~-~t 

~ Gift will help renovate Alfred U. athletic’s facility i Alfred University 

Co~ches 

,~ Sunny Gelloway Named Auburn Head Baseball Coach i Auburn University 

>~ Clint Myers Named Auburn Softball Head Coach I Auburn University 

> Kroese Named Head Wemen’s Golf Coach i Benedictine University 

~; Brown University names Todd Beckerman Head Wrestling Coach ] Brown University 

~ Rob Harris Named Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach I Davenport University 

~ Forme~ Tat" Heel Great Bumet~ Named MenA’s Lacrosse Coach I Greensboro College 

~ Aspillaga Named New Head Tennis Coach I Stephen F. Austin State University 

> GE Coleman named UH Hilo men% basketball coach i University of Hawaii at HiJo 

>~ Texas Men’s Track and Field Coach Bubba Thornton to retire i University of Texas at Austin 

~ Samara chosen as UW women’s tennis coach ] University of Wisconsin 

~; Erickson Named Head Men’s Soccer Coach I Wentworth institute of Technology 

Community Out~each 

>~ Video: Darien’s new room a dream come true i University of Wisconsin 

Direclols of Athletics 

~ Keith German leaves Holy Spirit ~o become Cumberland Ceun~y College AD i CumbeHand County College 

> Tim Selgo Honored as Under Armour Athletic Director of the Year i Grand Valley State University 

>~ P~airie View A&M selects new athletic director i Prairie View A&M University 

~ UMBC Names Tim Hall As Next Athletic DirectorI University of K~aryland43amtimore County 

~; Hinrichs resigns as Director of Athletics I University of Northern CoJorado 

Facilities 

>~ Adelaide Street Field in Process of Receiving New Playing Su~lace i l~lii3ois State University 

Ger~eral 

~ U-M Athletics Announces Sus~ainability Initiative on MGoBlue.comI University of Michigan 



NC~, 

>~ Aekerman identifies gro~4h options for women’s basketball 

7; NCAA announces Woman of the Year nominees 

Other Confe~’ence News 
>~ North Star AtMetk~ Association Announces New Commissioner and Logo i North Star Athletic Association 

Pad~e~ships 

~ LiveU Partne[s ~f~th S~reaming P[ovider SnappyTV 

Sou/:hla~-~d C~>~}fe~e~}ce 

~> Southland Announces 1990s All-Decade Baseball Team 

7; SoutHand Announces 2000s All-Decade Baseball Team 

Special Bvents 

>~ 2013 Center for Coaching Excellence Concludes at Columbia Unive[sity I Col~mbia Unive[sity 

Tickets 

~ Wichita S~a~e signs ~icket partnership with Collegiate Consulting ]Wichita State University 

TViMedia 

~ KU Athletics, IMG College and Time V%~amer Cable Sports Announce TV Agreement I University of Kansas 

7; Learfield Spods’ Black Bear Sports Properties Secures New Radio Agreements far Maine I University of 

~aaine 

Wes/:e~-~ Alhle/:ic CenSerence News 

7; Jeff Hard Named WAC Commissioner 

Xi NOAA ~i Wounded Ticketmast iX Director’s iXi CBSSports 
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NACDA Elects Officers and Executive Committee Members 

~ii Submit an Article 

Alhtetics Admi~istrato/s 

~ FlU Names Staub Senior Associate ADI Florida International University 

~ Cincinnati Names Andre Seoldo Associate Athletics Director for Facilities and Opera[ions I University of 
Cincinnati 

,; Harris Named Senior Associate A.D. for Development I University of South Florida 

Alhtetics Devefopme~~t 

>~ Pilate BIt~e Closing in on New Records I Seton NaN[ Unive[sity 

,~ Former MLB Pitcher Bill Swift Hired as ACU Head Coach [ Arizona Christian University 

~ Track and Field Program to See Change in Leadership i Central ~ichigan University 

~ Buck=Crockett ~o Head Indoor & Sand Volleyball P[og[ams I Florida International University 

~ Malone Hires Devin Mt~rphy As New Men% and Women’s Swimming & Diving Head Coach i Malone 
University 

~; Tenequa Martin Named New Malone Softball Coach I Malone University 

~ Robbie Wine Announces Resignation as Penn State Baseball Head Coach I Penn State University 

~ Frank Wilkins Retires as a Puma I Saint Joseph’s College 

>~ Desma Thomas Bateast named STU head women’s basketball coach I St. Thomas University 

,7 Matt Thomas named head hockey coach I University of Aiaska at Anchorage 

~; Swanson named head coach for men’s golf program i University of ~to~th Dakota 

,~ Blake Miller Named Virginia’s Head Softball Coach i University of Virginia 

~; Cammie Nix named women’s tennis coach for Mountain Lions I Young Harris Coliege 

Comm~.~nity Out~each 

>~ Queens College Opens Its Doors to PS/IS 499 as Part of ECC’s ’Adopt a School Initiative’i queens College 

(NY} 

~ MenA’s Basketball Visits Six Local Elementary Schools to Interact w[~h Studentsi Quinnipiac University 

~ Gymnastics Assists With Dance Recital EIfortsi Southern Connecticut State University 



>; Field Hockey Conducts Clinic At New Haven YMCA Youth Center As Part of ’You Go Girl’ Program j 
Southern Connecticut State University 

Directors ¢}~ Y@te/:ics 

>; Lake Erie College Names Reid Guambri Director of Athletics l Lake Erie Cogege 

Facilities 

>; Nippe~t Stadium Tuff Preject Unde~vay I University of Cincinnati 

> Utah State Athletics To Hold ~#Jayne Estes Center Ground Breaking Ceremony on Monday, June 24 i Utah 

State University 

Fur~draisers 

~ EMU Football Adds Incentive te Time to Fly Campaign i Eastern Michigan University 

Learfiefd Snorls Directors’ Cup 

~ Historic year {o~ Orange athletics~ i Syracuse University 

Marke/:i~{~ a~d Promolio~s 

~; Stand As ONE I Miami University (OH) 

~> FREE ’Movie Night’ at LaValle StadiuFn July 301 Stony Brook University 

NC~, 

,7 Wondelowski found the right fit at Cal State Chice i Cal State CNco 

~; NCAA salutes top academic winners from spring championships 

~> A proposal for better balance sheets among NCAA members 

NJCAA 

~ NJCAA Announces V’vlnners of 2012-13 Academic Awards 

Wounded Warrio~ Pro}ect 

~ Lions Raise Nearly $3,000 for Wounded Warrior Projec~i Penn State University 

~i NCAA 

Football 
~i 

Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

Ticketmast 

er 

i~ Director’s 

Cup 
i~i CBS Sports 

College 
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Associatio~ News 

~5 D2 ADA Accepting Nominations Ie~ Academic Achievement Awards I D2 ADA 

>; NATYCAA Announces 2012-13 NATYCAA Cup ½4nners i NATYCAA 

Alhtetics Admi~istrato~s 

~ Danae Simensen hired ms assistant a~hletics director for eligibility coordination I Chicago State University 

~5 NDC announces changes in Athletic Administration I Notre Dame College 

>~ Remembering A Texas Tech Great: Joss Stiles i Texas Tech University 

> Rudolph Named Sports Intk~rmation Director At Transylvania Universityi TransyJvania University 

Coaches 
~5 Mike Recto Narned as Baseball Head Coach i Assur~"~ption Coilege 

>~ DSU names Kerri Scroope as wemen’s soccer head coach i Delaware State University 

> FIT Selects Desrosiers to Lead WemenA’s Lacrosse Program I Florida Institute of TechnoNogy 

~; T.W. Johnson accepts new position at alma mater i Hobart College 

,> Steve Christenson New WSOC Coach i Keuka College 

~; Kelton promoted as Panthers’ new head coach I LaGrange College 

~> John Schmid~ Named MSUM Diving Coach I Minnesota State University K~loorhead 

~5 Kevin Howard Narned New HeRd Baseball Coach I Reinhardt Coilege 

>~ Sean Letsinger Hired As Head Diving Coach i University of Richmond 

> Gaskin will se~s’e as head coach d the wome~l’s varsity rowing team i University of Rochester 

~; Jenny Coluccio has resigned as the head women’s and men,~,’s golf coach at the University of Sioux Falls i 
University of Sioux Falis 

~ Newell Contract No~ Renewed I University of West Alabama 

,5 ~.tta~itney Goldstei~ Tabbed as Head Softball Coach at WPI I Worcester Polytechnic Ir~stitate 

>~ Carly Zinn Named Spadan Head Field Hockey Coach I York College of Pennsylvania 

Direclols of Athletics 

~ Adelphi Announces Appointment el Danny McCabe as New A~hletic Directori Adeiphi University 

~5 University President Rodney Bennett’s Statement en Southern Miss Athb~ics I Southern K~liss 

>~ V~#]lson to Serve as I nterim Athletic Director i University of Missouri-.Xansas City 

General 

~ Montana 2013: Participants ~efbct on a lile changing week I Shorter University 

,5 Dienhart to Leave eL Thomas, Run 8chulze Family Foundation I Ui"Aiversity of St. Thoillas 

Ma~ke/:i~{~ a~d Promolio~s 

>; Fearless Champions Road Trip to Make Eight Regional Stops I Texas Tech University 

~ Danny ~.&i~e Announces Major Additions ~e College Game Day Experience a~ UB I University at Buffalo 

Olher Co~ffe~e~oe News 

~> William Jessup University to Become Ninth GSAC MemberI Golden State Athletic Conference 

,; Nodheast-10 SAAC Members Discuss Social Media with Athletic Directors j Northeast-10 Conference 

Technology 



7; LiveU LU70 uplinks finding favour with British Eurosport 

Websites 

>; UE~iversity at Buffalo launches E~ew fuE~draising website I U~[versity at Buffalo 

West Co~-~st Co~dele~~ce 

~> WesJ Coas~ Conference Holds Summer Executive Council, PresidenJs’ Council Meetings 

Weslem Athleli¢ Corfferer~ce News 

~> \NAC Announces Staff Promotions 

7; 2013-14 WAC Board Approves Plans for Upcoming Year 

Weu~ded We~/’r[o~ P/’o]ect 

>; Daktronics Presents $32,525 Check to VVounded ½;ardor Project as Pad of Successful Salute CoE~ce[t at 

NACDA Convention I Daktronics 

xi NCAA ~i Wounded Ticketmast iX Director’s i[:+:;i CSSSports 
Football Warrior er Cup College 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 11:55 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaikunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 6/21 /13- RWG- 13-1- O utside Teams 
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Lay Up is an incoming basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Lay signed a National 
Letter of Intent and has enrolled in summer school to get a jump start on his academic requirements. While 
enrolled in summer school, Lay will participate in skill instruction activities with the coaches and will play on a 
local outside team in July and August. 
Bank Shot is also an incoming basketball student-athlete at OSU. Bank signed a National Letter of Intent but 
is not enrolling in summer school or participating in skill instruction activities with the coaches. Bank lives in the 
locale of the institution and will play on the same outside team as Lay. 
Free Throw, a current OSU student-athlete, also plays on the same outside team. 
Which of the following is true ? 
A. Free counts against OSU’s limit of 2 for outside teams 
B. Lay will count against OSU’s limit of 2 for outside teams beginning August 1st 
C. Bank will count against OSU’s limit of 2 for outside teams beginning August 1st 
D. Both A and B 
The answer is _D_. With the adoption of RWG-13-1, any prospective student-athlete who officially registers, 
enrolls and attends classes during the certifying institution’s summer term prior to his or her initial enrollment 
at the certifying institution or who reports to an institutional orientation session that is open to all incoming 
students within 14 calendar days prior to the opening day of classes of a regular year term shall no longer be 
considered a prospective student-athlete. Consequently, those individuals will count against your 
institution’s outside team limits beginning August 1, 2013. 
Bank does not count against OSU’s limit because prospective student-athletes who signs a National Letter of ~ 
Intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid or after the institution has received his 
or her financial deposit in response to its offer of admission, the individual shall no longer be subject to the 
restrictions of Bylaw 13.1 and related contact provisions. The individual remains a prospective student-athlete 
for purposes of applying the remaining provisions of Bylaw 13 and other bylaws. 
This legislation becomes effective 8/1/13 

Bylaw 13.O2.12- A prospective student-athlete is a student who has started classes for the ninth grade. 
In addition, a student who has not started classes for the ninth grade becomes a prospective student- 
athlete if the institution provides such an individual (or the individual’s relatives or friends) any financial 
assistance or other benefits that the institution does not provide to prospective students generally. An 
individual remains a prospective student-athlete until one of the following occurs (whichever is earlier): 

(a) The individual officially registers and enrolls in a minimum full-time program of studies and attends classes 
in any term of a four-year collegiate institution’s regular academic year (excluding summer); 

(b) The individual participates in a regular squad practice or competition at a four-year collegiate institution 
that occurs before the beginning of any term; (Revised: 1/11/89, 1/10/90, 1/19/13 effective 8/1/13) 

(c) The individual officially registers and enrolls and attends classes during the certifying institution’s summer 
term prior to his or her initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution; or (Adopted: 4/28/05, Revised: 
1/17/09, 1/19/13 effective 8/1/13) 

(d) The individual reports to an institutional orientation session that is open to all incoming students within 14 
calendar days prior to the opening day of classes of a regular year term. (Adopted: 1/19/13 effective 
8/1/13) 

Bylaw 13.O2.12.1- After an individual has signed a National Letter of Intent or the institution’s written offer iiii 
of admission and/or financial aid or after the institution has received his or her financial deposit in response to 
its offer of admission, the individual shall no longer be subject to the restrictions of Bylaw 13.1. The 
individual remains a prospective student-athlete for purposes of applying the remaining provisions of Bylaw 13 
and other bylaws. (Adopted: 4/28/05; Revised: 1/19/13 effective 8/1/13) 



Thanks to everybody that entered the PREP raffle at Regional Rules and NAAC! On 
Nonday, look for an email announcing the winner, and a special offer for everybody 
that entered. Stay tuned! 

:×: Jennifer M. Condaras ¯ " Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.bigeast.orq 
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Athletics Admirfistl~to~s 

~ Ca[tell College Saints name associate a~hletic direder after nationwide search i Carroll College 

>~ PEFiBears Club Announces Personnel Additions For The 2013-14 Academic Yeari Lenoir-Rhyne 
University 

,~ DeRati Takes on New Fundraising Rele J Texas Christian University 

~ Mizzou A~hletics Promotes T,J. Leon I University of Missouri 

Athletics Developmet~t 
~; DenverA’s All IR Program a Success - Student-AthJetes and Staff Achieve 100-Percent Participation in 

Annual Giving j University of Denver 

~> U-M Athletics Continues Gro,t4h, Investmen~ in Fiscal 2014j University of t~ichigan 

~ Pottery, Maloney Foundation donate $10,000 to W&M athletics i WiIliam and Mary 

AwardsiReco¢/nilions 

~; CoSIDA anRounces 2013-14 scholarship and graRt winners i CoSIDA 

Co~ches 

>~ Fala Bullock Named Head Wemen’s Basketball Coach I Armstrong Atlantic State University 

~> Sear Kenny Named MenA’s Soccer Head Coach at Concordia (N.Y.) i Concordia Coilege41ew York 

~; Wilber Hired As MeR’s Basketball Coach At DWU i Dakota Wesleyan University 

~ LCC tabs Skyview coach ~o lead Lady Devils volleyball programI Lower Columbia College 

~ Mike Glavin Named Administ[~tor el Men’s and Women’s Track and Field i Saint Joseph’s University 

>~ St. Andrews chooses King to take over WemenA’s Lacrosse programI St. Andrews University 

> McQuee~ Resigns As Head Baseball Coach I University of Richmond 

~; Sategna hired to lead Texas track and field program i University of Texas at Austin 

Corrtmt/nity Outreach 

>~ RMU Donates Hockey Skates to Local Organizations I Robert Morris University 

Dire~"lo~s of Athlelics 

,~ AD Bleymaier On NCAA President~,’s Advisoqi CouncilI San Jose State University 

Get~eral 
,7 CoSIDA elecls new Officers and Board of Directors members for 2013H4; Auburn’s Shelly Poe to selve as 

organizational president for upcoming year j CoSmDA 

~ Lea[field Sports’ Aztec Sports Properties names Associate General Manager I LearfJeJd Sports 

~> Santa Fe to Add IntercellegiaJe Volleyball in 2014j Santa Fe CoIlege 

,~ EcJaro Sports to aid UMass-LoweJJ in Athletic Searches i University of B~assachusetts LoweJJ 

P~{rtrt ~ship,., 

~ UB AthleJics Partners wi~h the Disney InsJitute j University at IBuffalo 

The Summit Le~g~® 

~; Summit League Announces Commissioner’s List of Academic Excellence 
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X:: Submit an Article 

Associatio~ News 

~ One Week Left to Submit Nominations - D2 ADA Academic Achievement Awards I D2 ADA 

Athlelics Admi~ist~{q:o~s 

~; Maureen Kasperek Joins EAGLE Center StaffI [~.~orehead State University 

~ Pierson Named Associate Media Relafens Di~cto~ I U~iversity of Arkansas 

~ Jedy Sykes Appointed Ducks’ New Chief Compliance Officer I University of Oregon 

BDWl Games 

>; Big Ten, Pac-12 extending bowl alliance 

Coaches 

>~ Grog Moore Named CSUN Head Baseball Coach I Cal State Northridge 

~> Lindsey tabbed to lead cross country, track and field I College of New ,Jersey 

~; Torbush named to lead new ETSU foetbaf program I Bast Tennessee State University 

~ Tech Tabs Shelly Hoerner As New Softball Coach I Georgia Tech 

~ Ka[ver selected to coach HSU women’s soccer team I Humboldt State Uf~iversity 

>~ NCAA Champion Martin Smith To Lead Cyclone ProgramsI iowa State University 

> Nan.gb Hired as Second Lacrosse Head Coach i Liberty University 

>~ Jamie Dunn named head softball coach at SMSU I Southwest ~,linnesota State University 

~> UCF, Donnie Jones Agree to Contract Extension I UCF 

~; Kershaw Named Head Swimming Coach i University of Miami 

~ Statemen~ from Joe Caslglione on Oklahoma Track & Field i Uf~iversity of Oklahoma 

~ Tobin Echo-Hawk Named Head Softball Coach at UTEP i University of Texas-E1 Paso 

>; Blue Devils Visit with Kids at Camp High Hopesi Duke University 

~ Pi[ales Walk Io[ Team Walker I Setof~ Hal Uf~iversity 

~ V~omen’s oeccer Program Conducts Cfnic At Church S~reet School i Southern Cof~f~ecticut State 
University 

Commu~~il’{ Sewice 

~ Soone~s Are Community Champions I University of Oklahoma 

Di~ec/:ors 08 i~lhletk’s 

>; Tweet Your Live Chat Questions to @UGAHedgesBIog for the Upcomillg Live Chat w/Grog McGarity I 
University of Georgia 

Facilities 

~; New Dunn Center scoreboard raised Friday I Austin Peay State University 

,> A First Class Trip For A First Class Basketbat Floor i UCF 

Gel~eral 

,> Hefstra To Host Live Video Chat With Coach Mihalich On Wednesday i Hofstra University 

,; Loyola Trio To Take Part In Student Leadership ConferenceI Loyola University Chicago 

~> UNH Unveils Online MasterA’s Degree In Sports Management I University of New Haven 



Mid-Ame~ica~~ Oe~fe~ence News 

,~ Cover 2013 MAC Football Media Day at Delroit~,’s Ford FbM! 

Mou~~tai~ West Co~ffe~e~ce News 

~ Two Football Telecasts Added to 2013 Mountain West $chedLab 

NC/\£ 

~; Division I scouting ban upheM 

Other Confe/"ence News 

>~ Utah Valley Wins GWC Sportsmanship Award i Great West Conference 

Southwestern Alhletic Co~ffe~e~ce 

~ SWAC Launches New Championship l_egos 
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,~;sociatio~ News 

7> CABMA Announces 2013 Award Winners I CABK&A 

Atte/:kss Admi~[sbato~s 

~ David Secer Named Chief Financial OfficerI University of Calfomia 

~; Ryan DenckeB Named CAF Director of Spokane Operations I Washington State U~iversity 

~> McPherson ~ti~ing aler 40 years at WVU i West Virginia University 

A/ar-~ti{" I 0 Co~fl~e~ce News 

~> A-10 Presidents Extend Commissioner McGlade’s Contract 

Awa ~dsiReco9~itie~s 

,~ Wisconsin~tout’s Tim Nelson and Ma~y Mahoney of Mount Union lead the Capital One Academic AI- 
AmericaA® Division Ill Track & Field/Cross Country Teams I CoSIDA 

~; Monte Larsen, Breanna Mathes of Morningside top Capital One Academic AI-AmericaA® College Division 
Track & Field!Cross Country Teams I CoSIDA 

~ intercollegiate A~h[etics Hall of Fame to Welcome 9 New Members in SeptemberI Purdue University 

,~ OtteB Corral A Mustang, Name Nakamoto Head Coach i Cal State Monterey Bay 

~ Hannes 1o head Ram tennis p[ogramsi Cornel{ College 

~ Bonase[a to lead first men’s lacrosse team I Cornell Colege 

.,> Rick Pietri Named Wemen’s Head Basketball Coach at Ja× State i Jacksonville State University 

>~ Dan-,/Thornton named head men’s lacrosse coach at Lees-McRae I Lees-McR~ae College 

~ Sheup Announced as New Head WemenA’s Basketball Coach i Penn State University-Aitoona 

~; Kim Schuette Named Softball Head Coach i Purdue University 

~ Chris Fire Named Head Men’s Basketball Coach at Shippensburg University I ~’hippensburg University 

~> SCC promoles Parks to head baseball coach i Southeast Community CoIlege 

~> Megan Dennehy Named First Women’s Lac[osse CoachI University of Virginia’s CoIlege at Wise 

~> Cercoran to Lead V’v~abash College Lac[osse Program I Wabash Colege 

O~ ]mmu~’~i1"¢ Outleac/~ 

~ Kim English Visited The R.G. Combs Language PreschoolI tJi"dversity of Missouri 



Directors of Athletics 

>~ Garry Steps Up To h~tedm Dkector of AthbticsI Cal State Monterey Bay 

,7 RSU Names Interim Athletics Dkector i Rogers State University 

7; Long to be honored as Headliner of the YearI University of Arkansas 

Facilities 

>~ SIUE Athletics Breaks Ground on Golf Tn~ining Facility I Southern llNinois University EdwardsviHe 

~ Utah State Athletics HeMs Groundbreakin( Ceremony For V~4ayne Estes CenterI Utah State University 

GsY~eIsf 

~> Book Chronicling Stad of Men’s Volleyball Released I BaH State University 

>~ Roekingham discontinuing two spods teams I Roekingham Community College 

Ma<keti~~g a~sd Plelnotie~~s 

~ Illini Fes~ Tailgate ~e Kickelf Chicago Homecoming i University of illinois 

NAIA 
~ Sioux City Extends Division II WomenA’s Basketball Three More Years 

,7 PROP approves rules changes fer monA’s and womenA’s basketball 

>~ Southeastern Louisiana and Dartmouth student-athletes awarded $10,000 McKay Postgraduate 
Scholarships 

Othe~ Conference News 

>~ North Star announces new commissioner, new logo I North Star Athletic Association 

Sociaf Media 

~ How to Lass Tvvi~ter for enhanced communications and PR i CoS1DA 
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#,l:hleti~’s Adm[n[sl:r~to~s 

,~ Barden named Assistant Director of Marketing j High Point University 

Atl~,~ntic Ce~,~st Conference News 

,~ New York Yankees and New Era Pinstripe Bowl Announce Six-Year Pailnership ttv1th the ACC 

Co~ches 

~ Clark Athletics Announces Mandy Hill as new Penguins Softball Head Coach j Clark College 

~> B~a~ton, Jones Named To Golf Rests i O~41ahoma State University 

> Carlson Earns Reins of Volleyball Program i William Penn University 

Communily Outreach 

~ Privateer Basketball Teams Take Pall in Youth Health & Wellness Expo I University of New Orleans 

Di~ec/:ors o~ £1hle/:i~ss 

,; Retiring SRJC Dean Dr, James Ferkum honored as a 2013 Under Armour Athletic Director of the Year 
Santa Rosa Junior College 

Edited~I P~L~cs 
~; A newbie’s perspective of NACDA Convention i Martin Methodist College 

Facilities 

>~ Coliseum Renovation Approved i University of Southern CaJifomia 

> UT Announces Pat Summitt Plaza I University of Tennessee 

,; Major Upgrade to GolfA’s Player Development Complex I University of Tennessee-Chattanooga 

General 

>~ South Dakota Corn announces SDSU Jackrabbits inaugural ’South Dakota Showdown Series’ winner 
Lea[field Sports 

~ College Football Hall of Fame Legends Head to Atlanta for Enshrinement 

,; Inhouse Ticket Sales Revolution I Okiahoma State University 



Marked~g and P~emotie~s 

,7 Big Bad Voodoo Daddy to Perform at UB Prior to UMass Game on Oct. 191 University at Buffalo 

~ Franklin Pierce player took unique path ~o be DIIA’s all-time leading scorerI Franklin Pierce University 

Other Co~fe~e~ce News 

~; CAC Names 826 Student-Athbtes To The 2012-13 AIPAcademic Team I Capital Athletic Conference 

Partr~e~ships 

>~ Army Athletics-Navy Federal Credit Union Ink Partnership i United States Military Academy 

~> Kansas athletics and ESPN announce multiyear rights agreementi University of Kansas 

Social Media 

> Mizzou Athletics Announces Social Media Countdown To Football Season i University of Missouri 

>~ University of Southern California Launches the Official Social Video Home ef T[oian Athletics on Spreecast, 

the Leading Social Video Platform University of Southern California 

Set~tlslal~d Conference 

>; Sou[hland Announces CommissionerA’s Honor Roll for 2013 Spring Semesler 

Technology 

~ Wichita State University to Enhance Game-Day Experience with Dak~ronics Integrated Video Display and 

Audio SystemsI Wichita State University 

Websites 

~ Auburn Redesigns Websi~e for Con~ent and Gameday I Auburn University 
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Al:hle/:i~’s Adm[n[sl:rato~,s 

~ Grog Isaac Named Assistant Director of Student-Athlete Semdces i Bowling Green State University 

~; Senior Named Assistant Athletic Director for Bush~ess Operations I Columbus State University 

~ Litchlield, MicMos named Associate Athletic Directors i High Point University 

~ Loyola Athletics Announces Stair Promotions, Addition i Loyola University ~Ja[yland 

~ Saverino Named Assistant AD for External Affai~I Southeast Missouri State University 

Alhtetics Devefopme~~t 

~ Lead Alumni GiI~ Initiates Renovation to C~f~J Tennis Facility i CentraI Washington University 

~ CSU Athletics To Host Second Annual Viking Derby I Cleveland State University 

Awz~rdsiReco¢/nilions 

~; Andy Bayer of Indiana, Jordan Hasay of Oregon top Capital One Academic AII-Amedca~,® Division I Track & 
Field!C~oss Country Teams i CoSIDA 

~> B~ent Vogel (Central Missouri), Kristen Hixson (Grand Valley) lead Capi[aI One Academic AII-Ame~ica,~,® 

Division II Track & FieldiCross Country Team i CoBilDA 

~> Georgia Tech’s 2013 Hall of Fame Class Announced ] Georgia Tech 

Coaches 

> Genulsen retires flora coaching Blackburn soccer] BJackburn ColNege 

>~ Hayes Named Mercer Head Tennis CoachI Mercer University 

~ SCF Names Elliot Washington to Head Basketball Post j State ColJege of Florida, J’~anatee-Sarasota 

,; Stony Brook extends contract of Steve PikiellI Stony Brook University 

~ Pete Hughes to Lead OU BaseballI University of Oklahoma 

~ Mason named Virginia Tech head baseball coach I Virginia Tech 

Di~ec/:ors of i’~lhle/:i~’s 

~; Bruce Van De Velde to step down ] Louisiana Tech University 

Facilities 

>~ Photo Gallery - Golf Practice Facility Construction Update j Troy University 

,~ Nippert Stadium Renovation and Expansion Preject Set To Move Forward for 2015 Completion j University of 
Cincinnati 

~ New FieldTurf Inslallation Compleled on Jonah Field a~ Wa[ Memo[ial StadiumI University of Wyoming 

~; New ’We Are Dru~’ Video Unveiled For 2013-14 Athletics YearI Drury University 

~ What Student-Athletes Are Saying... i Seton Hall University 

~ Sul Ross to Add Women’s Soccer as 2014 Spo~t i Bul Ross State University 

~; Fan Fest Set for Aug. 17 at BB&T Field I Wake Forest University 



NCAA 
>~ Women,&’s Basketball Commiltee outlines next steps 1o enhance pJay 

NCAA Champk)~ships 

~ 2014 Wornen’s Final Four Logo Unveiled 

Pa~t~se~ships 
~> \@AY Radio signs new deal to broadcast UND athletics j University of North Dakota 

The Patliot Leaque 

~ More Than 1,250 StLaderfl-A~hle~es Make Patriot League Winter-Spring Academic Honor Roll 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 6:32 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Early Bird Special: Sign Up For GoHeelsTV, Save 20%! 

Sign Up For GoHeelsTV, Save 
20% On An Annual Subscription! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 2:47 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’sbmaloy’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’sbmaloy’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sun Sep 1 09:40:30 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EDU account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’sbmaloy’ in the L~C Canrpus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- foznybl~apnn.hap.rqh- 594b6@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 10:55 PM 

MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-* 

UNC Tar Heels, Kealia Ohai, and 3 others have Tweets for you 
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Susan Maloy, 
F~ere’s ~,vh.’4t’s {re:’~diPg m" Twitte! this weet~, 

Make a video from your Tweets. 

UNC Tar Heels 
"AOC basketball on Twitter: There’s @U.."4C...Easketbaii and 
then there’s everyone else," sy.~~cuse,cem/patriek-- 

S’L~ve.n,,. 

ACC basketball on Twitter: There’s North 
Carolina, and then there’s everybody else 

Norti; C~,’rolin;a h~s ti;~ rr~o.%.k;ilo~’,,ed m..hous.~! b~,,.sketb~ll 

~CCOIJ[~i :ri the COIJ[~ii’~/. 

UNC Nen’s Soccer :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Carolina Earns a Wet 3-0 Win over Elon: 

go h eels,co r" iNiewA.~ticle db,,, 

CaroJina Earns Rah~y 3-0 Win over Elon 

,,’to 4 Nollh Carodne score..’2, three secondd-~aif goals to earn 

a 3-0 victoia’ ovei- Eion during a rain-soaked exhibition affair 

8at:Jr..<.ay night at Smith Soccer Complex 

UNC Tar Neels ::iii.(,:: +?ei’~ 
Jonathan Perry was just on @MikeA.qd..’*4ike discussing his 
hard hit on @d;-:mnykaneit in 1992] See the play here: 
es.pn;l 8zgtQn 

’i (!; :’:’~ii ]i 

SVP & Russillo on ESPN Radio: Best Available Video 

i r~ 1i; d !sd; yL% Best/\\,’s}l ; bh,, Video Rye ri R d ssiilo ; r~d [P~,’ ri!; y K~,’ riell IOo k bs ck at 

one :11’ tile h~rdest hits I<~.’!ll took 1~ i;:s erifire footba:::: ca!~er. 

Carolina Basketball 
ESPN releases GameDay schedule for 2013-14. including 

o #’dNCBBall at Duke (March o): es,prdl eBLqaA #GeHeets 

20t4 College GameDay Covered by State Farm Site Schedule 

Enterh-=g its 10 th seasor~ ESPN’s Coiiege GemeDay Covei-ed by State Farm - 

the eight-week Saturday morning and evening coiiege basketball program 

originath-:g from the site of ESPNs Setuiday F’dmetime Presented by 

K e a I i a O h a i ~:!]i ! ~’:: i ~: i i iit i.i’; ] ~: i i !!!..:~: :i:il 

Chapel hill=best place on earth 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 2:48 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’sbmaloy’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’sbmaloy’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sun Sep 1 09:40:30 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EDU account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’sbmaloy’ in the L~C Canrpus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:43 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics: New Product Enhancements 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

ACS Athletics: New Product Enhancements 

We are excited to announce the ne:d set of new enhancements to your industo~ leading ACS InControl 
System! Based on your feedback we have added cool new functions to make the start of the next 
recruiting cycle even better! 

Wh~snew? 

¯ Enhanced sending and replying capabililies to make emailing even easier 
¯ Updated email mpoNng and almlytics just in time for Sept. 1 
° New time- saving duplicate merging features 

We are hosting email trainings eveU day this week! Click below to register. 

We look tbrward to hearing your feedback on these new tbatures available in your system tomorrow! 

Thank you, ACS Athletics 

Tuesday, August 27thl 1:00am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 
Wednesday, August 28th 2:00pm CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 
Thursday, August 29th 2:00pm CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 
Friday, August 30th 11:00am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:20 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Special Offers tbr fellow Campus Colleagues! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

img 

iixli img 

~ocated in centra~ cam~ses on Stadium Drive. We hope your semeste~ is off to a grea[ starL a~d we are 
pteas~d to anno~mce several new amenities for Carolina Club Members and to extend a preferred initiation fee 
to join the Club for non-Carolina Club Members! 

Pro.letted UNC Rate fo~ Trian~£t,’~ ~4embership_ 

"he Club’s Board of Direcio~% receniiy app uwd a ~dec~d ,~t~ u, $, ,.-. p~, me ,,Is Ior LINC Faculty & Siaff ~o.." Tria.."gle 
Society dues. This i,s a $32 pe~ mcnih s.s’d~gs! tr~ ad’til:ion, (:b~rer!i Club i’VIer.nbeb~ who w}si: ie up!!rade ie "l’riar!gle 
Seciett7 wiii h,~t~ t.=,~ $,_00 up,%ade fee waived! 

. .@::~.~.~.f.~..~z4. Ls:..# ~.~: ~N.~ 

V’V~!~ n!’e Prou(t [e senodnce ihs~ The Csreli!’a Ciu[~ has begu~ ,se~vi~!~ b!’eakfasl: every Monday -F@:~sy l’rem 7:00..9:00am. 

The Club new provides a va.qety of b.~eakfa,sf offe.q~:gs and the pe¢[ect mornir~g toc~iion fe~ business m~÷eti~:gs o.~ 

connecling with colleagues, stsde.."ts and ~riends. See y:atl al the Cisb for breakfasl! 

.!f.~.~t!1s!:!:~t~!..E#.~t..#.(~!..~t~!#.!x~ ~s!:. £s,~.(~.~£..~ s~.(~! 

Through October ~2th, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club witi~ an initiation fee of only $~00, 
(a $!50 savings),/>,nd as a welcome gifl, you will aiso ~eceiw ou.." 20ih An.:’iversa~¥ New Membe.." Passpori of va..’ious 
ce!v!pt4~r~eni~-l!~/eileri!:{.ts ie !~e~ you cot!nasCent ~e lhe Cieb. in addition, Carolina Club Members who sponsor New 
Members will receive $100 of Club Cash Dining Credits. 

To learn more abou[ [~’~ Clsb a~8 ben~fits of r~?~r~?b~rship, pleas~: 

~, Review tt~e Ctub [,;~ochule and ,#q>~>lication: 

htip://members.clubcorp.com/Files/Library/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Membership Brochure 2013.pdf 

http://members.clubcorp.com/Files/Library/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Application 2013.pdf 

< . @>ntact ~>u~" ~4embe~.;hi~ bi~cto~, Vando~’a Saris ’92, at g’t94~2402’1 or vandora,davis@ourclub,com. 

Visit us olslir~e at www.carolina-club,com. 

We’~.~ ~ookirs¢.~ for~a~8 ~o s~eing 208 at 7;’~e Carolina Cleb soon~ 

The late Chanceitol Ci:dstephe.~ Foldi:sm envisioned a gathering p=a,,e a ,~toll.=a ~s..=e~,; Untvetstt¢ X~,,~tt¢. staff and 
adn~inisbalors scald exchange ideas across disciplines, conduct official basiness, and sommul~e in fi’e spMt ol 



*initiat}oi~ fee of S250 is reduced to SI 00 durii~9 the offer period Active membeiship }l: the GAA is reqLliied to be e Mel~]ber of 

]he Caroii:~a Ci~lb, which cai~ be essily ~eciiiteted at the time of your enieilmerlt 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

if you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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~~ The iOS app for CAROLINA: The Magazine is here! Download the app to your iPad today by clicking here! When you ~~ 

~~ to your device each Tuesday morning. ~~ 

~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~ Don’t forget that you can find every issue of CAROLINA online at ramsclub.com/CAROLINA as well as on your Android ~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~ 
~~ tablet by installing the Android app from the Goo.qle Play Store. ~~ 

~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~ We hope you enjoy the news and access that CAROLINA brings you each week. Thanks for your support of Carolina ~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Athletics and The Rams Club! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:05 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Alerting Campus Community to be Watchfid tbr Convicted 

Ass~ilm~t 

INFOPdvIATIONAL ME~SSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Alerting Campus Communi~ to be Watchlifl tbr Convicted Assailant 

LrNC Public Safety is asking student and employees to be watchful for a potentially dangerous person oRen seen on North Carolina college campuses. Christopher Jermain Deas, 37, was 
arrested by LrNC-Chapel Hill Public Safety’ in 2011 on charges of"assault on female" and trespassed from the campus Recently, this individual was charged and trespassed at UNC- 
Greensboro, but he has been released on bond and is known to return to and frequent campuses He is thought to drive a Honda Civic (NC License "ZSP-3472"). A photo of the individual 
can be seen through the following link: 

http ://bit lvi1 ev36Vz 

Anyone believing they have seen Deas at U2X-C should not approach him but report the incident immediately to UNC Police by calling 9-1-1 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina unc edu) for any updates. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or near campus For a list of safe~z tips, 
see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~v.alertcarolina.unc.edu/~uidoc/1395i1762999/ 

About ]nformatiunal Messages: ’]?he University sends an ]nformatiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus 

Spunsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:59 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Chief JeffMcCracken Updates Cmnpus About Alert Carolina 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chief Jeff McCracken Updates Campus About Alert Carolina 

Dear Students, Faculty- and Stafl. 

With the successful test of the University’s emergency sirens and text-message delivery last week, I wanted to thank the campus COlnmuni~z for supporting our safety awareness campaign, 
Alert Carolina 

We conduct tests of the emergency sirens eveW semester because our sirens and related text messages are the quickest way to communicate with people during an actual emergency. 
During the Sept 17 test, text messages were sent to 41,000 unique cell phone numbers registered to students, faculty and stafi, with 90 percent of the siren activation messages delivered 
within 3.5 minutes. That means 688 messages, on average, were delivered per second We also sent 55,000 email messages to the campus conzmunity, with 90 percent of them received within 
about 17 minutes. 

In an actual emergency, the sirens would sound if an armed and dangerous person was on or near campus, a major chemical spill or hazard had been reported, a tornado warning was issued 
for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area by the National Weather Service, or the Department of Public Safety’ determined that a different emergency warranted sounding the sirens. If the sirens 
sound during an emergency, people should go inside or take cover immediately, close windows and doors, and stay until the "all clear" message sounds. Evew classroom on campus 
displays a poster outlining what people should do if the L;nlversity issues an emergency notification (see alertcarolina.unc.edu), and we are in the process of printing additional posters for 
all our campus buildings 

The L;niversity-’s Alert Carolina System Protocols, adopted in August 2011 arid revised this fall, outline the different ~zpes of notification: Emergency, Timely Warning, Ilfformational and 
Adverse Weather (see http://www.alert.unc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1184039). We modified the protocols this fall to group all adverse weather situations together unless a tornado warning is 
issued 12~r Chapel Hill and Can-boro. In that situation, the sirens would sound so people could take cover immediately. 

l hope you’ll take some time to review all the m[’ormation on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina unc.edu. In addition to details about the different types of communication, there are 
frequently asked questions about campus safety and how to report something suspicious or what to do if you’re concerned about a fellow student or a co-worker 
(http://www.a~ertcaro~ina unc.edu/~o/doc/~395/~94646/Questi~ns-and-Answers-Ab~ut-Campus-Safetv) 

You play a big role in helping us keep Carolina safe, so thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jeff McCracken 
Director of Public Safety 

About Informutional Messages: The University sends an Informutional Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informutional Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communicutions plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AN[) notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoHeels.com Store <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 7:26 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Shop Great Gifts For Mom at GoHeels.com! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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rl~ln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A[nazon.coIn <S~Ole news@amalon.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 4:21 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Arisen Dorrance: Best Books of May 

We’re excited to announce our Beet Books of the Month list for May, 

featuring our Spotlight Pick, And the l~.foixntm~s Echo~.d by Khaled 

FiHoeseini, avaiiable in hardcover and Kindle book. 

See more of our favorite books of May below, 

,s.’,;~:s;t T,>:’~.,".’, ~’.".,,%%.,’~:s; ,~:,~ 

1:~:iI Best Teen Books of the Month ] 

Bee tills month’s picks 

for ~c.ung sduit: re:~,:J@?,%, 

i ..... 

:,"’?,"e WO, m’.~,,’~,," ,UFs~’~u,’s L’,y CLaq.,"e, ~,~--,ssL,~,~:l 

Hal-dcover i Kindle book 

I] 

!-qisrd,:sover Kindie book 

Hardcover Kmdie book 

Hardcover i I<.indie book 

Hardcover i Kindle book 

j i~i Best Midd,e ~rode Books o, the Month ] 

Be~ ti~iS r!3¢:,!~ti~L% pi,:;i<,% 

fol readers ages ’)-1.2. 



t!~rdcover i Kindle book 

~ ~’,~’it :~.: 

Hardcover i Kindie book 

~:" "" ........ 

Hard(:ow-~r i Kindk book 

H.ardcover i Kindle book 

~x~ ..._.. 

~i Best Picture Books of the Month 

_ See this I;;o::[i3~s plci’;S _ 

i:O:" piCtL~re bOOi:S, 

¯ 7::2 

~] Join A ........ Books on Facebook 

1 
}’-~m<l Gt’~.~t ~’k~,’.i:.~ o~’~ ,,’i,~,ilfi<m,t.-" (~I i[~m’~:.~ ~t~t’~mdd~ 

L]gooks h]Flectronics LJro,ts & Games 

h]Plovies 8, lV UVideo Games h]Baby 

L]Kindk L]cell Phones & Accessories [.Jciothir~g 

LJKindie ]ouch LJcomputers & software L]Shoes 

L]Kindie Pire L]sports & Outdoors TJ.]ewelry & W~tci~es L]Patio, Lawn & Garden 

LJ~nstant V~deo UAutomotive L][:}eauty LJHe~lth & Personai Care 

L_]Nusic L]_,’ndustrial & Scientific LJNagszmes I 1Gourmet Food 

LIMP3 Downiosds UPrime L]Gold Box [JGift Cards 

h-e:’:i /::’m:s:’e:’;.c .;n’;. p h:w:::::;:~: e::4.;::.:? here 

L]K.itchen & Dinir]g 

[Joffice & School Supplies 

I 1Home ~m prow~ment 

[_JGrocer t, 

% 

:i ~::a;t’:.i% W.’i~ ’~;i:i: :i. ::~-!:i: 2 ~::i i:~:~::i ~::: ~:~:’: t ~:~’ ::?~ ~!i !~ !:13OO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

smoore@ncsasportsaorg 

Monday, May 6, 2013 7:04 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alea tlyatI - 2017 Right Forward, CA - Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: NA, CA 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatt@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Steve Moore 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

smoore(~ncsasports.orgI http://~,.ncsasports.olg 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blop,.ncsasports.ora 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail lransmission may contain information that is proprieta~’, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively, for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by, any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 
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{D 1W8OC} Tou rnament team needed - August 

22/24, 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 1:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Save $65 with our Memorial Day Special 

Save $65 with our Memorial Day Travel 
Special! 

Rejuvenate Your Vehicle 

For $6995 ($135 retail value) we will: 

-Perform a comprehensive vehicle inspection by our ASE 

certified technicians 

-Perform a complete oil change and replace oil filter 

-Perform a complete tire rotation 

-Top off all vehicle fluids 

-Pressure check and set all tire pressures 

Oil change is for up to 5 qts. of conventional oil and standard oil filter 

May not be combined with other offers. 

Expires 05/31/2013 

It’s Time To Get Your Vehicle 
Ready For Memorial Day Travel 

Memorial Day is right around the corner. Chapel Hill Tire Car Care 

Center wants to help you get to your Memorial weekend destination 

safely. Take advantage of this great offer 

D[J[JDFJ"IJFJ[J[JD[J[JIJFJ"IJD[J[JD[J"IJThanks for being an E-VIP. 

It’s because of great customer like you we have been serving the 

Triangle for 60 years. 

As your local car care expert, we do everything your dealership 

does. From simple oil changes to comprehensive 30K, 60K, 90K 

mile + maintenance, our rigorously trained ASE-certified 

technicians use the latest high tech equipment to work on your 

vehicle; conventional or hybrid. Did you know? We can perform your 

Factory Scheduled Maintenance and still maintain your 

manufactu rerl3s warranty! 

For your convenience we offer appointments and free shuttle 

service to home or work. 

Drive Safely, 

Chapel Hilt Tire Car Care Center 

Find Us on Facebook I Follow Us on Twitter 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919-967-7092 

v~w.ch apelhilltire.com 

fstcrew@chapelh illtire.com 

I iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii ii ii i iiiiii 

:: :77K7 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W. Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

US % 
% 
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Banner - Los Angeles Premier FC copy 

We would like to introduce to you the LA Premier FC Teams that will 
be competing in the CalSouth National Cup Showcase in 

La ncaster,CA. 

May 11th - 12th 2013 

This is a one stop shop for all the schedules of the top teams in our club that are 
attending this showcase. We have some of the best players in Southern California 

who are also excellent in the classroom, 
Please make it a point to review the schedules and attend our games, 

] 

GIRLS TEA~S 

] 
GU15 
Coach Emanuel "Manny" Martins 
emartweb@gmail.com 
(818) 389-3930 

GU 15 Pic Showcase 

Team and Player Profile Link: 

https:/ielitesco utnet, co m/tea mi50/ 

Schedule: CHck HERE 

% i.APFC - GU!6 Goodman Pic 

Bio: 
Led by the Girls Director and UCLA Womens Asst. 
Coach, this group is one of the most exciting within 
Southern California. It has on its roster, ODP 
Champions as well as National Pool Players. 
Playing an attacking style of soccer with players who 
are very technical and tactically sawy. This team is a 
must see for college coaches attending the event 
looking to get a jump on this recruiting class. 

J 
GU16 
Coach Kevin Goodman 
kevin.goodman@live.com 
(626) 993-5298 

Team and Player Profile Lin~: 

https://elitescoutnet.com/team/46/ 

Schedule: Click HERE 

Bio: 
Coach Goodman has led this team to a competitive 
CSL Premier Season. With a lot of athleticism 
accompanied by technical players who can break 
down defenses and create goalscoring 
opportunities in various ways, this team is filled with 
players that will succeed at the next level 

GU16 WHITE 
Coach Jim Barlow 



JWBARLOW@CSUPOMONA.EDU 

i~.~ J~#= ,~hit~ gu16 (928) 227-6699 

Schedule: Click HERE 

Bio: 
An excellent squad that has flourished under the 
leadership of Cal Poly Pomona Assistant Womens 
Coach Jim Badow. A hard working group that is 
able to maintain possession of the ball and attack 
with speed and power. This team has players that 
can compete at the collegiate level. 

For more information on any of the Gids Teams at LA Premier FC (CAS) please 
contact: 

Emanue~ ’°Manny°’ Martins 

Director Of Elite Girls 
ema~veb@gmail,com 

(8I 8) 389-3930 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 4:55 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

New and Similar to "Lean In: Women, Work, and the ~’Mll to Lead" by Sheryl Sandberg 



Watch Today’s ’,i=tiii’,i:.i:.i:.iW Episode 

Tired of losing out on athletes while you wait for another 

athlete to make a decision, but you don’t want to set 

harsh deadlines in the fear you might lose them 

because of the time pressure? Tune in to this week’s 

Recruiting Education OnDemand episode to find out 

different ways you can spin and communicate 

deadlines to work in your favor, but also drive a 

responses from the athletes! Click here to watch 

today’s All New Episode now! 

Check out the quick 2 minute video on the 

right, to find out howyou can market your 

camp to thousands of athletes in minutes, 

and at absolutely no cost to you! 

i×i 

~for a free account today and get ready to set deadlines! 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~par..r, i~r~o~ir, g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii p~h~b~,,e,~annet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,n~o~ohenooom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: beunce-mc us~_~5~2925.~’~S~3~l- 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii anson:uno~a.~o~e~o~ma,~0.w~0~ mo~l’,nef 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,nson=,,n,:a,,~.,.’:e~o@m~,,~*v~0.%~s0..~vne, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii w~pworb<~eba~oem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~merivale.’.~mpa,*ners,~et 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s,~y~,@yah.’,a,:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~,~y~yahoooom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii soo~.~.’.~.~,ee~em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,;hny,~m~tsoem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,sser~.ese~onanet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii uxarx@hznpdvnet 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,phfar,-,~.unisys~em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :%~mme~,~do~’,,s¢~um~:wa~:o.a,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’,om 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Oo,,te.~,,,~o.,~.~De~ete~. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

I =?mff~8?q?=F0=9F=92=B0?= Ciaiis (30 pills 20rag) USD 

91 50 & Viagra (30 ,oiils !00rag) USD 81.901 =?uIf.-5?q? 

=F0=9F=92=B0?=i 

It is gaining Momentum, Possible Breakout 

Business Proposal of mutual benefits!!i! 

It is gaining Momentum, Passible Breakout 

This Company is our new5 Star Play! 

Referee Dies GK cha~9ed~ Sir Alex Ferguson Retires 

l.btA Sct~oal of Football Man~gement - Online Cal~rses 

Avmlable NOW! 

PRODUCE ANOTHER WINNER! 

LUXURY JEWELRY,BAGS and WALLEIS - CHRISTMAS 

SALE!! 

Thank you so much for veur ,,’.aJence and cjaod cus~emer 

se.,m/ice 

A living online is easier than ya t sk 

A living online is easier than you think 

A IN’ing online is easier than you think 

Great Opper~uni[y AI: These Low Levels 

You need a Russian woman with beautifui eyes is ready to 

talk about sex? 

I ::?uff,-8?q?:=FO:::gF::92::BO?:=~ Ciaiis (30 pills 20rng) USD 

9! .50 & Viagra (30 pills 10Omg) USD 81 901 ::?utf-8?q? 

:::::::::::::::::::::::: 

So. will you? 

Pens 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~~’m                                         ~ub’ieo~ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ron, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii eshit@testoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii xip,-,i~s’~sgn49n~4n~st~tiomy~estoenteroom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii D~,yimpeot.,ourney@humene~.venturesoem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii gevernment@,-,lo-gevserv,oesoem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~,rgq@ya,,eo,;om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sur~q~y~heooom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

removed 
You now have 245 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

S~’~are: t4 ViB’uses: (~ FiJes: O Oor~tent: (~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~arrD ir~eorr~i~g Delete All 

,SubiecL 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

A New Type ef Trade is Coming 
Release ~ AIEf~t~., Lg~.le~e 

IRREVOCABLE PAY~v!ENT ORDER 
~!~ag.e. Er.~:~’~~. 6]~.~’~ D.~.~:~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Tili.S Steel< Releu~.ses B!eu~king Reh~ase ~ ~l~¢w D~;~eta 

Develepment.,~ AIIo,,~Dornain BIocI~ B~eckDomain 

It is Still Holding Strong             6!!~.~t~.P.~-~’~!~!~.~ ~!S~.~ ~.~-!~.r4~rr~ 

We Just Got Word That A Huge !~L~. B~. $.t[n:,"~ ~n]~.(~ 
Campaign Is StaiSing On. ,%£>t~#~.t~ttS S.t££S ~!#,~5..#,~;~!r~ 

Our BiggeslBIockbusLer Reh~ase ~ Allow D~;~e’ra 

Announcement of li~e Year Allo~,~ornail’~ ~l~’,cl~ S~ck ~omain 

TeamRank Top 25 10 Best Re~.ase ~ Aliew D~let~ 

Midfielders Combine Best Xi AllowDo,T=~in Slo~k BIe~k r.~omsin 

Daily Impact Journey for Friday, May !.~.e..a.~t~...R.~.Lt..A.t!~;~X ~]~.~.e: 

I o~ 2013 &tto.>~.o..r.r.~.~.t~ ~.to.~ ~!~s.’~..~.r.~.:~.!r.~ 

Slopjust b~.~rely m~.~king ends meet Re~eas~ ~ Allow Det~t~; 

every monli~ Allow Doi~’~in Block Bl~,~:k Born,sin 

Step just barely maldng ends meet Re.~e.;!~. ~RrF.:~: &[!f~:~’Z ~a!~.e: 

vejpi@]nhizb.net Income At Home ~.!!~:!~LP.£~!~!~.~ @!~.t’l! ~L~.~:IL!er~Y~}~ 

New Prefile 
Re~ ..... ~ Aifow D~t,~t,; 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Fi~ee illcoi~il~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
SuL, ject 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ ~ a te ~ian ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~i~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 5:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Power oftlabit: Why We Do What We Do in Lit;e and Business" and more 

% 
A~eoa Oorra~*:,:-~, we have fl~}£Q.ElE!f’.Q~.g!JliQ.Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

.i!:::::,#~i’~i,’.,e The Power of Habit: WhyWe Do What We Do ks Life and 
[ 

8 S i~’l @ S9 

)~TT~ ii! T ~i by Charles Ouhigg 

List Price, $28,00 

Price: $:1.7,O8 
You Save: $10.92 (39%) 

A Q&A with Author Charles Duhigg What sparked your interest in habits? I first 
became interested in the science of habits eight years ago, as a newspaper 
reporter in Baghdad, when I heard about an army major... ~!:=’.~}~i..!:{}~}!:!:=’. 

by Carol Dweck 

You Save: $4.02 (25%) 
¯ ...+.... 

World-renowned Stanford University psychologist Carol Dweck, in decades of 

research on achievement and success, has discovered a truly groundbreaking 

idea-the power of our mindset.Dweck explains why it’s not just....i:;.%=.td..!£tq!:~4 

List Price: $25.95 

Price: $1~,0~ 
You Save: $9.94 (38%) 

Preparation is easy to praise but very hard to master. No modern coach, in any 
sport, understands that better than NFL veteran Tom Coughlin. He led the New 
York Giants to two Super Bowl victories with his... [~.’;~d mot.’; 

List Price: $14.99 

Price" $111,0~ 
You Save: $3.93 (26%) 

In some respects, a top-level college coach is a lot like a manager in any 
business. He has to turn a group of talented individuals into a smoothly running 
team, and he has to produce results that please the fans of his... {£~blifi!..{?:!!?.{!} 

List Price: $11.95 

Price: $8,92 
You Save, $3,03 (25%) 

"Considered the bible of scouting techniques" according to the Los Angeles 

Times, Football Scouting Methods explains the basic scouting strategies and 

insights of author Steve Belichick. He was widely viewed as the ablest... [~:~#.~!. 



by Phil Jackson, Hugh Delehanty .......... 

@i ~ ii~i List Price: $27.95 

@::i t!!iii Price: $18,59 

[~..E~!!~f~II~GS You Save: $9.36 (33°/,o) 

During his storied career as head coach of the Chicago Bulls and Los Angeles 

Lakers, Phil Jackson won more championships than any coach in the history of 
professional sports. Even more important, he succeeded in never... !~!~.q~.~:!..r/!.orq 

.............. ~::%: !.i~t~..!(~!.ii!..;,i~!..P~i.!~!.~ ~!~ ~..~.~!.!:..-i~i: 
by Clayton M. Christensen, James AIIworth, Karen Dillon ................................. 

List Price: $25.99 

Price: $18,00 
You Save: $7.99 (31%) 

]n 2010 world-renowned innovation expert Clayton M. Christensen gave a 

powerful speech to the Harvard Business School’s graduating class. Drawing 

upon his business research, he offered a series of guidelines for finding... ~eaooL~ 

% 

I<mdie 
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8~bie.’st 

US Players - Win with $10 on l:he Hou.%e Today 

REDTAG for 2 more days 

New income 

N ~!W i rl C’,O me 

Make Money Online 

IRREVOCABLE PAYMEN] ORDER 

Receipt for your PayPai payment to Johann Eslbauer 

Its lading levels could change in no time (MUST READ) 

What you get is 100% exact copy 

NEW "GREEN" r RADE IDEA COMING ]OMORROW 

Joirl my network on t.h~kedln 

This Company is on High Alert Today 

US Players -Win with $10 on the House Yoday 

greetings! 

This Company Continues TO Move Fen, yard 

This Company Continues To Move FoP÷~ard 

Veterans on Campus 8upl)orl: & Service Strategies to Retain Student VeL%, Webinar 

8/11 

I =?uff-8?q?=F0=9F=92=B0?= Ciaiis (30 piiis 20my) USD 91.50 & Viagra (30 pills 

100my) USD 81.90 =?utf-8?q?=F0=gF=92=B0?=l 

Go Green 

Ladies Watches 

All, aii- CHRISTMAS SAL.E!! 

US Players -Win with $10 on t~e House Today 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,ore~;~y~nekom<~tv~.~:..’4.~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~xtd~ver~aoonet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mbhka~tqbjdgnet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m~hka~q~;i<~g,,e~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sl, woe~yahoocom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rw=r=’~hotmaiicem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,geone=~campweedland~lcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii p~ease~deminetercom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a=ti,’:i~;atoryjg2g~,:li>~pi:~ n~,t 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron W. Clopton, PhD - LSSM Director <noleply@qemailsela~er.com> on behalf of 

PhD - LSSM Director Aaron W. Clopton <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 12:21 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brief survey on the coaching profession and intercollegiate athletics 

Coach - As part of current larger study on the improving the qualiW of employment of today’s college coaches, you have been randomly- 
selected for participation. We have selected participants across all levels of the NCAA, and the responses from each participant are highly, 
highly valued. Participation will entail a short 6 - 8 minute survey. Your responses will remain completely confidential and no identifying 
connection will exist between you and your university with this survey. The purposes of the survey are academic and, by participating, we will 
glady send you the final results if you are interested. To take the brief surve}, simply follow one of the links below. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
https://kansasedu.qua~tries.e~m/WRQualtriesSurveyEngine/?Q-SS=erhpbptpAuRNLIF-6X~FNBTUKveEuLr&-=1 

If you would like to opt-out of any future eorrespondanee and not hear from us again, you can do that, as well, by clicking on the link at the 

Click here to unsubseribe 

Please let us know if you have any issues or questions along the way. We thank you very, ve~ much for your time and consideration for this 
project and for your feedback. Thanks again. 

Boomer Saia - Principal Investigator 
Aaron W. CIopton, Ph.D. - Faculty Supervisor 
Laboratory for the Study of Sport Management 
The University of Kansas 
161 Robinson 
Lawrence, KS 66045 
(785) 864-2297 
Boomer20@ku.ed u; acl @ku.ed u 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen <Karen@discountcaxdfundraiser.us> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 2:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fall Fundrai~r 

Anson, 

We are scheduling fundraisers for the Fall of 2013 and I would like to speak with 
you. 

The promotion we are running gives you double cards plus an iPad mini or 
$300 in Prizes when you schedule your fundraiser now for next fall. 

You can visit our website for all of the details. 
Also, Check out our new video to see how easy we make fundraising. We can 
have everything ready for you when you return from summer break. There are no 
up-front costs for scheduling. 

Give me a call and and I will be happy to answer all of you questions. 

Look forward to talking to you soon! 

Fundraising Specialists, Inc. 

Office: (800) 839-0939 
karen@discountcardfundraiser, us 
www.DiscountCmdFundraiser.us 

...... ~i:~i ~ ~:~ 
~’i’~i~:,!!:~:: i~i 

F LI N D RA, I 5 i N G 
....... !- i:: i!;! C i .A i:. ii :i. i[ ~. ........ 

To unsubscribe from further mails from us please click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@maikvresp.com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 1:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

It’s Not Too Late ... Simplify Your Soccer Camp Sign-Up Process Today! 

~,~ ~-} ~.,,,.~, , ~..~.,,, Late ~°= Simplify Your Soccer 
Camp Sign=Up Process Today! 

Event Manager makes registrations quick and simple. Soccer players register onlne 

and pay online -- no merchant account is needed! 

With Event Manager youll be able to immediately: ixi :So,-;,-;o~r.W~M.~::~ 

Capture any player registration details 

Integrate your online registration page with 

any website 

Post the registration link on Facebook, in 

email communications, and other 

advertisement websites 

Send targeted emails to registered players 

Look up player data online anytime, 

anywhere -- on your desktop, laptop, or phone 

Get In The Game! Try Event Manager FREE for 30 days! 

C L i C K = ..... or Call 888.277.4409 
] 

What Clients Are Saying: 

"Event Manager makes it a lot easier to manage all our lacrosse player registratic, ns. It has saved 

US an enormous ar~tount of dine tOO. " 

Earl Brewer, Owner and Coach, Shooting Stars Lacrosse, 

"?’rn a busy guy so not having to collect checks and make multiple trips to the bank to deposit 
money has been a huge #me-saver. I like the fact #~at I get an email notice eve~ time sc, meone 
signs up. And it’s reassanng that all of the camp data and payment information is secure. It’s 
just a rnom organized, streamlined process. It’s been great." 

if you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, piease reply to this messag ~ wi,h "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy cii :k on the ,oliowing iink: !::.[]~:!~!!~::£.!i~ 

I~.~!~:~.!!,.~.£ ’,~. to forward this er~ail to a friend [ 

Member Solutions 

330 S. Warrrfinster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA i9040 

US 

i:~.~’!:%:{ the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Moore <~karen@discountcaMfundraiser.us~ 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I have a question 

I ! 

xi 

Anson, 

I just wanted to touch base with you and see if you would be interested in using our 

Discount Cards for your fair fundraising program, and tet you know about our special 

promotion for the month of May. The discount card is the simptest and most profitable way 

to raise money for your program. 

If you enro[t up in May we are going to DOUBLE your order’. If you order 500 cards, you get 

1000 for no extra cost. 

Also, when you enro[[ in May v, ze ’¢,41[ send you a FREE iPad Mini if you order 1000 cards or 

more. That’s why I’m contacting you, so that you can take advantage of this offer. 

The discount card gives you up to 90% profit. Also, there’s no upfront cost to get started! 

If you have any questions, please give me a ca[[ at our to[[ free number 800--83J:,,’,-,09’?~9. You 

can also see more online at our website: ~,,,,,,,,vw, [’:,isco~m,t{’a,r<l,’,’,’,’~,,~,~,<l, ra~.iser. ~,,~*,,. 

Thanks, 

/ < ~ ,," ,~" ,,s-" .,," ",, ,,"¢,,’ o o r e. 

Fundraising Specialists, Inc. 
Office: (800) 839-0939 

Ka ren@discountcardfu ndraiser.us 
www. DiscountCard Fundraiser.us 

F U,N D RAil S ! N G 
.......... IS i::: i! {...~ ii,. :; i S ......... 

To unsubscribe from further mails from us please click here 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You no,,, have ~0 messages in ~oor quarantine 
Click here to manage your quarantine 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oa,ylmpaat..,ourney~humane~ventures cam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

somberlyqdh97@news wailmartmail com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sujee@yahoocom 
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Subiac~ 

Do you know me? Be i~appy wRh me! 

Make your team’s preseason count - travel and play overseas 

What to look ::or when purchasing a ~epiica watch 

Tiffany & Co Jewelry 

Find howto get enormous happiness 

Stop just barely making ends meet every month 

Sick of not making ends meet° 

Sick ,’if nol rrn,~king ends meet? 

Your second c~ance in life just arrived 

Doubie Play 

Upciate on ~he Sec[k;r1179 Deciuc~iari Tax Break 

2,3 or 4 weeks? 

Ends ]oday! Buy One, Get One Free 

Ends Today! Buy One, Gel One Free 

Daily Impact Journey for Thursday, May 16,2013 

Thanks for your Waimart.com Order 6853235-065702 

Waiting to hear from you 

Shares ~i; Rapidly Caw!r! 

Big Opportunity Today! Bounce Back Play! 

=:Outf-8?q?:::FO:=gF=:92=BO?:::i Viagra (30 piils !00m9) USD 81.90 & Cialis 

(30 pills 20rag) USD 91 50 i =:Outf-8?q?:::FO:::gF:=92=BO?:::l 

You re a winner with $10 Free now! 

Congrats 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~ r~.~r~. ,~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~-"-~--’. ~ ~,.!!~:~ ~!~--’~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~ r~.~r~. ,~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~-"-~--’. ~ ~,.!!~:~ ~!~--’~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AIIo’,~ Dol~~ain 81ock BIeck FJomr~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Doll"~in Block Blo~:k Born,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~-~. ~ &!!~:~z ~*!~-< iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Doll"~in Block Blo~:k Born,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~-~. ~ &!!~:~z ~*!~-< iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Allow Doll"~in Block Blo~:k Born,sin    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Release ~ Al~e~-,~ De~ete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spare }r~eo~ir~g Delete All 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii su,,,,c~yahoocom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii An~helan~pos~tiveun~v,~,r.%.,~’am 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii b~rlington~burlingtenstingers cam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii d%rano~bakkerlns°raoce.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ch,du’~bl%,~toet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii bjcann~linekd,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii gsh~jymj’~w,k, ped,a.arg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ..%.s~ se~a~ ~as .’:~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii broe,~s~hpt% 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii surlm~yehoocam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii p~ed~:a~an~S7S~,aU~en~,,~%r,,’:am 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii trans~arencies~statesvillemet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii maghavi~,lctir 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii r,,er~m~,~,,:hmai, er~am 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii elert~matchma~ercom 

8ubiec~ 

The first-rate technique b please your woman 

i =?utf-8?q?=F0=gF=92=B0?=i Viagra (30 pills 100rag} USD 81.90 & Cialis 

(30 pills 20rag) USD 91 50 i =?utf-8?q?=F0=gF=92=B0?=l 

Do you want to surprise your lady every night? 

Share yaur happy r%ments with a real Russia!] babe. 

Bags 

identical waterproofing 

=?ulf-8?a,?=F0=9F=92=B0?=i Viagra (30 pi&~ 100rag) USD 81 90 & Cialis 

(30 pills 20rag) USD 91.50 i =?ulf-8?a,?=F0=9F=92=B0?=l 

Ways to giw.~ her satisfaction 

I can’t believe you helped me save over $I 000 on this watches 

Make your iove life better 

Da you Wahl to bec’,ome immense for women? 

Do you want to became immense far women? 

attention- LUXURY WA[CHES etc 

GOOD DAY TO YOU ,CONTACT THE DHL COMPANY 

Gold Watches 

i =?utf-8?q?=F0=gF=92:::B07=i Viagra (30 pills 100rag) USD 81 90 & Cialis 

(30 pills 20rag) USD 91.50 i =?utf-8?q?= F0=gF=92:::B07= I 

Make your love life better 

You need Ukrainian playfui girl who is ready to cerrespand to intimate topics? 

You need Ukrainian sweet girl who is ready to talk on erotic themes? 

Very important information ! 

Ends Today! Buy One. Get One Free 

Ends Today! Buy One, Get One Free 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

smoore@ncsasportsaorg 

Friday, May 17, 2013 10:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

null - University of’North Ca:olina at Chapel HiU Womeffs Soccer 

Dailg Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emafl preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Middle Creek High School, NC 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 145 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.60/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: Nike.Coffey@chilis.com 

Notes: 

View Profile 

Steve Moore 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

smoore(~ncsasports.orgI http://vx~, .ncsasports.olg 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.ora 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusiveb, for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoHeels.com Store <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 5:23 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Great Tar Heels Gifts For Grads at GoHeels.com! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



~n~e A lbe~ A IV<anson@emailuncedo 

Su b jeS!! A~ D~ra~ S~mm ~dj 

% 

[~ May Best ofthe Month j .~iI Gift Ideas for Dad j For the Graduate 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 3:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1NFORMATIONAI, MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assaults Reported Near Cmnpus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assaults Repolted Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police is investigating a series of assaults occurring this past weekend on Franklin Street 

Shortly after 8 p.m. on Friday, May 17, a man was reportedly assaulted by four males (one white male; three black males, all in tee-shirts) in the area of the Carolina Colt’ee Shop on Franklin 
Street Chapel Hill Police have arrested one suspect in that incident and are continuing the investigation. A woman also reported Saturday morning that, when leaving the Pita Pit at 115 East 
Franklin Street at around 1:30 a.m. Saturday, she had been shoved / knocked to the ground by three black males No weapons were seen in either incident 

In a third incident, three black males and one white male reportedly approached and assaulted a male victim near Gumby’s Pizza on West Fral~klin Street at around 1:30 a.m. Sunday The 
suspects were described as being in their late teens or early twenties No weapons were seen. 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyone with infolrnation about these incidents, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC 
CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit infiarmation to Crime Stoppers online at w,a~v.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in investigations into this incidents. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www.alertcarulina.unc edui~oidoc/1395/158078/ 

About ]nformatiunal Messages: The University sends an ]nformatiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus 

Spunsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AlllaZOIl.COIn < store - new@aallazon.com> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 6:25 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Dorrance: "Brotherhood" by Deepak and Sanjiv Chopra 

- ii~ A ......... 

Dear Amazon.corn Customer, 
i~.ii Brotherhood 

[n ~rotherhood, Deepal< and Sanjiv Chopra share the story o." 

their personal struggles and triumphs as doctors~ as immigrants, 

"qand--above eli--as bro[hers, Available now on Kindle and in [] 

hardcover~ 

D 

i~~              =                         ] 

iffy L3e!oved Vvorld by L3rothers Emenuel by L;ving and Dying in L3rick 

Sonia Sotornayor Ezel<ieJ J, En;anuel City by Sampson; Davis 

Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book 

~-4ardeover                 ~-4ardeover                 ~-4ardeover 

] 
] 

fffom & fife & l*.~om by Doe by Dwight Gooden Her by Christa Parravani 

Maya Angelou arid EJlis Hanican Kindle book 

Kindle book Kindle b,:)ol< (pre-order) ~-4ardeover 

?!ard,::over Ha rdcow~,r [ pre-,:)rder) 

I 



% 

] 

Devices & Apps 
> Kindle 
> Kindle Faperwhite 
:’> Kindle Paperwhite 3G 
> Kindle Fire 
> Kindle Fire HD 
> Free Kindle Reading Apps 

Kindle Books Print Books 
Kindle Daily Deal > Best Sellers 
100 for- $3,99 or Less > Best of tile Month 
Kindle Best Sellers > Book Awards 
Editors’ Picks > Children’s Books 
NYT® Best Sellers > Books for Teens 
I<.indie Singles > Book Clubs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dkryger@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday,, May 21, 2013 2:26 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2016 - TX - Hope Hyde - Sting 97 - ODP Region III - VIDEO INCLUDED - Universi~ ofNo(th Caacolina at Chapel Hill Womeffs 

Soccer 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes/coaches. 

High School: Highland Park High School, TX 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih doLt:iehyde03@gmail.com 

Notes: 

View Profile 

David Kryger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floori Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-62721 Cell: 8883336846 Fax: 312-624-7401 

dkryger~ncsasports.org ] http://’~-w.ncsaspolnts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail lransmission may contain information that is proprietaD’, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively, for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please not@ the ~nder immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 5:33 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New and Similar to "Relentless: From Good to Great to Unstoppable" by Tim S Grover 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, May* 23, 2013 5:40 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Morgan Run Polo, Chicago & More 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Enjoy a preferred Polo Package this sumn-~er that h~dudes overnight accoPqmodatioE~s and Sunday polo 

match tickets rot each overnight guest at Norgan Run Resort & Club. Packages are available for the 2013 

polo seasol~ frofi’] .Juice 9 - September 29, Rates are $149 per night in ]uE~e, $179 per E~ight .July- 

September 2 and $89 per night September 7-29,1 Saturday aE~d Sunday night stays required, 

~Call ClubLine to book your Polo Package today: 800,433.5079 

i:iii:ii’~::ii:!i!iii:ii:::~::iii:iii:iii:~iil!ii:"iii"O: ~i~i:ii:i;iiii::iiii ,¢!ii:iirlr:ii:ili!!iriioii!iiiiirll iiii!i!::i~:i:ii.:i~ii":iii!!:~!!ii~:!!iil 

Introducing a private club for luxury travelers who enjoy five-star 

service and privileged access to more thaE~ 1.30 awe-iE~spiring 

homes in many of [he workFs most coveted destina[ions. [nspirato 

with American E×press is specifically designed for people who want 

the space and intimacy o[ a private residence while on rata[ion, 

with the service and amenities of a luxury resort, ],nspirato has 

special offers available for you to par[icipate in the club 

experience.* 

~ Learn more about INSPIRATO With American Express, 

.~i!!ii~.iiii~i:;iiiir.~ii!!~:i~.i:i: iii.ii:i!iiiirii::i;~iiii!iri: iii!i!:?iH::::iiii:.ii:i!!i@~i:~iiii! Qii:::ii::,~ii!!:ir!!i 

Save $100 on ]he Hideaway Report from Andrew Harper, the 

independent resource for the lu×ury traveler! Receive 12 monthly 

issues, bene[its from participa[ing travel partners and 

copqplimentary travel planning from the AE~drew Harper Travel 

Office. Also included is the Harper Collection, with more [han 700 

pages covering 1,000 properties worldwide! :In addition, receive 

the iPad.-friendly digital edition of The Hideaway Repot[ and 

complete access to our online archives, Your subscription begins 

with The Hideaway Report, and ends with the most memorable 

travel experiences of your life! Hembers enjoy preferred pricing 

from Andrew Harper.* 

~ Order today or contact ClubLine for more information, 



iii!i!ii<ii::i~<iiiiirii<!ili"ii<:i<ill zii!i:<:ii~ii’iiii~<i!i ~i:::i~iii= ii::ii"ii~ii!!i iii!!ii~ii!!i~!!iii:iii:: iiiiiii~ iii:::iiiii~iii:i::::iziii~:!Zl]ii:ii::i:!i! 

<.ik:~ii~ <.iiiri~iii"i!i:], <iii<i~!!=:~!!:!~i.i<iii~:!i~ :!:~d"i<.i iiioi"~!:!!! 

Chicago has so much to offer from great museums to the 

Magnificent Mile to the Lake Michigan shoreline! Enjoy your dining 

access at The 1’4etropolitan Club and The Mid-America Cklb, both 

with panoramic views Of the skyline, as well as at the House of 

Blues Sunday Gospel Brunch. Plus, golf access is available a[ Eagle 

Brook Country Club in Geneva. 

~¢all ClubLine to book your getaway today.= 800.433.5079 

Step on[o the course and back h~ time wRh our Hickory Slicks 

Tournament. Held on ]he Grove Park ][nn’s Centennial, ]u]y I2, this 

[ournamen[ offers you U~e opportunity to test your skills with [he 

origmal golf clubs known as hickory sticks, Registration fee of $130 

includes green fee, caE~ rental, a Centennial box lunch and awards. 

P~e~, a~lk about a speeial Hickorf Sti¢~ room rate when yoe 

book your tee ti~e. Play with the dubs of yore and rent a replica 

Hickory set, including 7 irons, a putter and a driving brassie for only 

$50.* 

~ Call Kirk Moore, Asst. Golf Pro, to register today! 

828.252.2711 x1044 

US Ope~ Golf - Ardmore~ PA - ,~u~e ~O-~e 

A mainstay in the fabric of U.S. Golf, Nerion’s East Course has 

played host to more USGA Championships than any course in 

America. The hospitali[y package is $1,395 per person and 

includes 3 nights at the 4-star Sonesta Hotel in Philadelphia, 

breakfas[ daily at [he Pyramid Club, shuttle to and from Plerion 

Golf Ck~b, daily grounds pass and round trip airport shuttle. Daily 

[ournamen[ tickets star~ at $425.~ 

Food a~d Wi~e C~assic - Aspen, CO - J~ne ~3-~ 

Experience the premier foodie event in the U.S., including three 

days of wine seminars, discussion panels and cooking 

demonstrations with the stars of the culinary world. 

~Call ClubLine to make your reservations today: 800.433.5079 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 4:15 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presented By The Owners Club on Hilton ttead Islm~d 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

iN Member Exclusives- Exclusive Benefits for Memb .... 
f ClubCorp Clubs 

,’~2 The Owners Club on Hilton Head Island 



",’~ The Owners Club on Hilton Head Island 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, May 24, 2013 5:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Cm~’t Stop Talking" m~d more 

% 
A~eoa [~Jorra~*:,:?, we have !l~J?.9.O2lE!f.Q~.g!Jlig.Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

Ouiet: The Power of Introverts in a World Ti~at Can’t StoA    i 

Taiking 
by Susan Cain 

List Price: $26.00 

Price: $15,66 
You Save: $10.34 (40%) 

Amazon Best Books of the Month, January 2012: How many introvelts do you 
know? The real answer will probably surprise you. In our culture, which 
emphasizes group work from elementary school through the business world,... 

5.#.#.~:#.,..~.~ b...!.#.. ~.~ t~i.~’.i.~.~...8.~.’..:~i £ i~’. ~4 .. ~ ~4 #.~#.! £ # 
by Bob Knight, Bob Hammel 

List Price: $25.00 

Price: $14.3~ 
You Save: $10,64 (43%) 

Norman Vincent Peale’s The Power of Positive Thinking, a classic bestseller, has 
inspired an optimistic perspective for millions of Americans. Now, in an 
inspirational and entertaining rebuttal, the legendary... I-iec~d mol-e 

List Price: $18.00 

Price: $1~,~0 
You Save: $1.80 (10%) 

What others in sports are saying about The Best-Laid Plans... "Randy and Matt 

have put together a great book for building a high school basketball program. 

._This book would be an excellent read not only for high school.., .i:;~d...!r~o.!i~4 

:i,.?.... ;’ by Po Bronson, Ashley Merryman 
>:!!:,, .................................. 

........... .... i ~ "~ ~,~i~ ~i~t: 

List Price: $16,00 ............................................................. 

i4i!ill iii~ Price: $111.8N 
~ ~ ~ 

You Save: $4.15 (26%) 

One of the most influential books about children ever published, Nurture Shock 
offers a revoN~tionary new perspective on children that upends a library’s worth 
of conventional wisdom. With impeccable storytelling and....i:;~?.id..!~a!!?4 

List Price: $26.00 

Price: $~8,03 
You Save: $7.97 (31%) 

The inspiring story of the most famous high school basketball coach in 

America.In 40 seasons as the head coach of St. Anthony High School, a private 

parochial school in Jersey City, New Jersey, Bob Hurley has established a... [<.’~csd 



by Nike Krzyzewski, Jamie K. Spatola 

Says Coach K: "In all forms of leadership, whether you are a coach, a CEO, or a 

parent, there are four words that, when said, can bring out the best in your 

team, your employees, and your family_.I BELIEVE IN YOU.These four... ~c~d 

List Price: $13.99 

Price: $~,~0 
You Save: $8,39 (60%) 

Patriot Reign: Biil Beiiclsick tlse Co~ches als8 ".}he Plavel’s     ! 

Wix> {Suil~ a Clsam~!.!Q.{!. 
by Michael Holley 

When Bill Belichick arrived in New England, the Patriots were a laughingstock, 

an organization with a losing record and a roster of overpaid, underperforming 
players. So how did a head coach with a questionable record... [~:~%~!..(!~Q£~4 

by Kevin Pritchard, John Eliot- ................        i 

~-~ ~i :    List Price: $25.95 

You Save: $9,18 (35%) 
,, :x. ..... 

"The real lessons of teamwork don’t happen on camera. They happen behind 
the closed doors of locker rooms and team meetings and practice facilities. Kevin 
and John open those closed doors. All you need to do... !~f4~!#...(!iQ.(~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Harrison <Kevin_Harrison@mail.vresp.com> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 12:09 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Coaches Prepare for Summer Conditioning 

%i Soccer Training 

Coach Dorrance, 

Summer conditioning is crucial to the performance of your 
soccer team, How many additional games will you win next 
season by having a more explosive team? Goalkeepers that 
cover more net? Defenders that are quicker to the ball? 
Faster Strikers? 

Having the right equipment and knowing the right drills makes 
all the difference in the world, 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ ii.~.iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... !] 
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During the latest quarantine dean-up messages were 
remove  

You no,,, have 276 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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From 

brown p@navcanada.ca 

dismou ntss@tqnity.edu 

u prightrps738@btc-bci co m 

fi,~tte n e d u ~27 @ u n b. ca 

marseilies6@daxis ni 

eio ngates34@ btc-bci corn 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

e~X: h a risis ~cO @ bo b8 n di.~,~ be N e corn 

oFegG764@abeautifulcu rse.com 

XHM rl1474@aquarelle, md 

peaohespo@boba ndisa belle.co rr~ 

bucket@iyrs-iayde.com 

rlazei@vkqi~sz, net 

equationsd@bobandisabelle corn 

SLwmU40@aktualillar corn 

UgFHPyJIc 145@a ndoraconsuiting ,%rr~ 

apathetich u k202@afes.com 

dvrhj@ljtcmi, net 

offb~@ q;izx,o, nel 

Subieot 

Gold Wsbhes 

Many Likrainko girls looking for a husband foreigner funny girls, they all correspond 

to the same social networks! 

Many Russian girls are looking for a husband foreigner girls are beautifui~ they all 

communicate in one social network! 

Many Russian girls are looking ~er ~,~ husband foreigner, girls ~,m~, fine, ev aii 
cemrquniaale i!1 one social neb,’,,orl<! 

Many Russian girls are looking for a husband foreigner, girls are hot, they aii 

communicate in one social network! 

Many Russian women are iooklng for a husband from behind grannitsy, the girls 

are beautifui, they all communicate in one social network! 

Major Profits 

Ukrainko many women are looking for a husband from behind grannitsy sexy 

girls, they eli correspond to the same social networks! 

Newsbtter 

Newsletter 

Many R~ssian wo!’nen 8re k]oking for a husband from behi!ld gr~,~nnitsy, [unny 

girls, they all correspond to ti~e same social rletworks! 

Hot Pick Unveiled 

I can’t believe you heiped me sa~,’e over 82,000 on this gold watches 

I =?u~-8?q?=F0=9F=92=B0?=i Vbgra (S0 pills 100rag) USD 51 90 & Galls (30 

pills 20rag) USD 91 50 i =?ulf-.5?q?=F0=9F=92=B07=l 

Many Russian women are looking for a husband foreigner funny girls they all 

interact in a social network! 

This company is about to become a cash cow 

Lets meet and get down and busy 

Hi ) there 

Many Ukrainko ladies looking for a husband frets behind grannitsy, beautiful giris~ 

all of them correspond to a social network! 

I =?utf,-8"~q’~:=F0:::9F=92=B0?:::i Viagra (30 pills 100rag) USD 81 90 & Ciaiis (30 

pills 20rag) USD 91 50 i :::?ut?8?q?=F0:::gF:::92=B0?:::l 

I =?uff.-8?q?=F0=9F=92=B0?=i Viagr~,~ (30 pills 100rag) USD 8! .90 & Cialis (S0 

s 20 "rlg~ USD 91.50 i =?utf-8?q?=F0=9F=9g=B0?=l 

Tips to nights of good time 
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dmarth~ ku s@saiiybeauty.com 

forewama!lcggbS@daxis, nl 

k[Zi M ejQ46@2 pa irrler i ,’:e rr~ 

kHYSPOG291 @acme-widgets.com 

PiHes i~Bcorr~i~g Delete All 

rew;aled35@gmail cam 

sagittariusesxe56@g mail.corn 

Ending Sunday 

LJl<ru, inko many girls are I,’laki!lg fe!a husbu, nd fi)reigner gifts a!e fine, 1:hey all 

cen’irQunicali.> [!1 en~.~ .<;ecJal neb,:,ark! 

I ~,’m kmging re! yaa to be near me 

yes, its me! 

Sub]ecL 

invoic:e oepy 

invoice copy                                                           ~##A~.~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com > 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 8:05 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Leave Packaging Feedback for your recent purchases at Amazon.com 

% 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Amazon.cor!! 

Did you know that you can help improve Amazon’s packaging by leaving feedback for 
your recent purchases? It’s very easy--just click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" 
button below. 

Amazon’s Packaging Feedback form is now optimized for your smartphone and mobile 
device. Please leave your feedback today! 

May 10, ~ Lean In: Women, Work, 
2013 

~ 

and the Will to Lead 

Toughness: Developing 

True Strength On and Off 

the Court 

Relentless: From Good to 
Great to Unstoppable 

Need Help? 

If you have any trouble with the link above, you can rate your shipment’s packaging by 
completing these steps: 

1. Go to htt~~a, cka~in~ 

2. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all of the shipments that need feedback. 

3. Find the shipment on the list and click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button 

on the right. 

We hope you found this message to be useful. However, if you’d rather not receive future e- 

mails of this sort from Amazon.corn, please opt-out .’_%.’~._*__e_. 

(c) 2013 Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon.corn and the 

Amazon.corn logo and 1-Click are registered trademarks of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. 

Amazon.corn, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109-5210. 

Reference 30009880 

Please note that this message was sent to the following e-mail address: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp.com> 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 2:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Memorial Day Specials t~om ttelios 

i.X.i Helios Health Products 

Home"ll ’:~:’ Ho,iosProd0cts III ~’ Other Hoa,thProducts Ii ~:~:~ OontactOs I ~ Who,osa,o 

:..... 

If it hurts, itches or stings - Roll or Spray it on 
Keep one handy in several locations, easy to carry in pocket or purse 

’We use our Helios Roll On for everything from arthritis to bug bites and find that it provides fasl 
acting, long lasting relief without the medicinal smell. This product is amazing!" 

Don & Lisa - Santa Cruz 

%%% 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

Helios Health Products 

1615 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Best-Selling Sports Biographies 

% 

Your A~}~azoe.~:ot~ [ To~y~e Deals [ See A}I bepa~t~eB~te 

Customers who ha~,’e shown an interest in spo~ls biographies and memoh-s r-nay enjoy these best-selling titles. 

by i.a[Jr.~ ~--}iiie!;br~rld ............................... ............................................................................................................................................. 

List Price: $28.00 

Price: $15,99 

You Save $1201 (43%) 

T~,,~, o~,t.~i..t,:,: A u,~.moi, ii 
by J},q![’qy Con!;e!s 

:[[~}}~][[~i[[~@~[[[i}f¢~[[i 

List Price: 828 99 

Price: $18,26 

You Save $1073 (37%} 

and a... 

List Price: $28.00 
Prk;e: $20,78 
You Save ,$7.22 (26% 

~.:Y.v~.~.~.~...~;~ i 
by G,eor~}e.% St Pier!e ................................. 

:: 
List Price: ~26 99 

Price: $20.52 

You Save: $647 (24%) 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.coin <fftore news@amalon.com> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 3:47 AM 

Dorrance, Al[~rt A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Dorrance: Featured Business Books 

O[!~iA ......... 1 
Dear Am~zon~co~yl C.us’,.omer, 

You~r Amazomcoi’~ZIJ[3~Today’s DeatsE]lJSe~ Atl Depa~tmentsE] 

Customers who have shown an interest in business and investing books may enjoy Antifragi!e, 

Nby Nassirn Taleb, available in hardcover, audiobook, arid Kindle book, 

i 

[~:: Antifragile] 

i ...... _ ooc,~,~o _ [:~ Tho 0,ockSwo0 I -- -- .~:iI The LeadeCs Code ~ -- 

! 

Decisive 

Hardcover 

KindJe book 

[ .... 
k 

The Black Sv~an Lean in The Leader’s Code 

Paperback Hardcover Hardcover 

Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book 



hBooks E]Eiectronics E]l-o.fs & Games DKitchen & Dining 

Div~ovies & TV E]Video Games ElBa:by Doffice & sci~ool suppiies 

DKmdie E]ceii Phones & Accessories DCIoti~ing DHome [mprovemen.: 

DKindle Paperwhite E]Cemputer-s & Software E]Shees DGrocery 

Dl<.indie Fire HD E]sperts & Outdoor-s D.’,.eweiry DFatio, Lawn 8, Gsrden 

D[nstant Video E]Automotive E]Watches DHeslti~ 8: Personal Care 

DB~usic E]industriai & Scientific E]F3eauty DGourmet F:ood 

DN’,,P3 D ...... Io~sds E]Prime E]N’,,~sg ....... DGift Cards 
[ 

i:~ : :~ ,:~:~:~:~:,~::: n c:::,n~. ~:::J~:~::~:;~: ~::~:~:: ,::::~: here¸ 

% 



TO:D0r~n~e A lbe~ A IV<anson@emailuncedo 

su bje~ti A~ ~ra~ ~ ~ Rerfect Gi~ ~6~ Da 

J i 

[ii.~ Father’s Gift Ideas Day: Top 

% 

/ Ki~a,÷ F,,’e HD Kindle F~ave~’~,.,hite. 3G DE\%{ALT 18ov,>lt DriiiiCsl-i~’e," K,t F,F’0~ .’~(>i’(:~.~ , ::~ 

~ Stanley 65-Piece G ..... I H ........ ’s Tool Set [ ~ii: D .... I Moto~Saw Va riable-Speed Com pact Scroll Saw Kit L ~ Nestheami,gTh .... statj ~:iDEWALT 12-Inch D°u ble-Bevel Sliding c°mp 

% 

[~ :i Logitech M510Wireless M .... ] [ii.~ Garmin 5-Inch Portable Vehicle GPS with Lifetime Maps ] 

G~m~i~ ~l,;cl~ Portable VeNcJe GPS with Lifetime. 

% 

, . o~)..l~s bieckba~d 

b,~js~t 
Amazoe.com Gif~ Cards 

Su~,och~f~ ..... tor.~o~o0~o0~,oS0,~or~] [~ T, mex~o0~, ...... ~o. Toinor.oo~oto~oni,or] [~ Oi .... d~ook~01~O,,ordri~oV~er~ou0to,nO,ko ~o.~Co,,oO,~,e~. 



Momto; 

[.bb~mOr~db~-~ek 2013 O~*,e~xtri~:e V 2.9’e~" Mou~tsi8 

Bi~,e Ivtemo,~’a bili~ 

% 

EC~:,.) ~e~ ~ ,.~,, ,.,J~ : et Spod: P~asosic 4-~31~de M~iti-~lex Duai$:1oto~ Elecl:dc Steribg Silver 
CIoti~ing a,~d Accessories. 

Shoe 8i;~we~ k, onve~ ’ ~"dble ~a[ and 

Wi;eei Ouffii~ks 

[ J 
i i 

[ ~ Get $25 off a DEWALTtooIs order of $150 ....... Restricti .... pply1 

1 ........................................................................................................................................... 

Kindle Paper~,’dq~e Compute!s ~ Sof!:~vare Shoes Gro.se~y 

K}ndle ":ire HD 8:~o£s & Outdeors de,,~ei:v Psi}o, Ls’~vn & Gsl-den 

ir~51:a!~t VkJeo A~.ii.’:~r!l.’:~i~,!~" \@~lic.~!~’s HeSlii~ 8,, F’ef ~o!~ai Care 

~,/~usic i,aussb~ s sciessf~c B<~auty Amszos r,~o~iie sp~s 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii iiiii iii iiiiiiii!iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii iiii iiii iiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii iii!iiiiii!iiiii!iiiiiiii!ii!ii @i!ii!iiil iii!iiii iiiiiiil !!iiiiii i!ii!i@i iiiii!! iiiii!iiiii!ii ii!!iiii ii!i!iiiii!iiiii!i @i!!iiiiiii! ili iiiiii !!ii !!iii!iiiiii i!iiiii!ii!ii!iiii iiiiiii!iii!iiii!iiiiiii!iiii!i!i!i i!ii !iiiiiiii!! i!iii!!iiii ii!!iiii!iiiiiii iiiii!iiiiiil i!iiiiil !!iiiiii i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~. ~ i~. ,. 

i ! i! i i i 

! i 

N 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

smoore@ncsasportsaorg 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 11:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Lindsey Stared - 2015 Center Midfielder - Mountain Vista High School, CO - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Women’s Soccer 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes/coaches. 

High School: Mountain Vista High School, CO 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.84/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih denverstroud@gmail.com 

Notes: 3ennifer Lindsey is a 2015 Center Hidfielder from Hountain 

Vista High School, CO. 

View Profile 

Check ou~ the Recnlith~g Search E~gh~e 

i~’;. ;L~,~,~ :~:,:.ii:: ~i,~ 

N,)t a match? Up~tate yo~r email preibr~nces here, 

Steve Moore 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 
smoore(&~ncsasports.om I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 





"~:iI Dockers: Upto$40 Off Great Giftsfor Dads& GPads 



~’"~ ~/~ I"~".,~,~i/~ Bye ~,o~e 

ii.~ Best Sellers in Sports & Outdoor play toys 

Best Sellers in Spoils & Outdoor pi~’; toys 

[ ii.~.iI Pre-Ord .... d .... $25onth .... IAlertCarSeat] additiona125%off] 

Pre~Order ~nd sa,/e $25 o~ t~e new ~Alert Car Se~t -: add~tioiqa~ 25% 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,,,~,,~_~,.,~ .... "~ ~ .......... ~ ...... ~_ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~~ ~,,~.~.~.~,,~.~ ~ ~,~,~.,~xx ,,~.,~*,- ~ ,~ ~.¢2~ ~~~ 

I i~ 20%off ........ 
lect laptops ~:~ New J Bud ea rbuds with u ni ..... I microphone for $7.95 ~:~ S ..... gGalaxyS4 ] 

$7~5 



ii~~ Father’s Day gift ideas in Movies & TV [~ Hob~,~Oad~C ....... guit .... ,deog ...... d ..... y gi~‘nBooks]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
?-lobbyist Ds~(i: C~t,q!ers,L~L (;uit~trs, ,~ideo ();-~mes, ~tn(~    9iris in Books 

i~q or6 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.~0~ & ~:~,,’~.~,;.’:iP.,~.~’~ ~, ~re iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

ii~~ Bargain books: Upto50% off select titles I II~:~II Kindle Serials starting at $1.99 ,80% off select magazi .... 
bscriptions ] 

~ar~}aiil bool~s: U~ 1:o 50% off ,~e eel: ~ifle,s Kh~dle ~eri~i,~ s1:ar~i!;~i ai ~1 99 ~1:o ~0% off .~eiect r!’;a~}~:i!;e 
subscriptior~s 



ii.~ A ..... Instant Video: Top movi .... d TV shows t .... t or buy 

Amazon Instant Video: Fop mo’4es and rv shows to iw~t or 

bw 

~}i Up to 68% off movie and TV favorites ] :boxOne] 



[~iI Graduation books f ..... ryage ] 

Gr~..<.uatior= books for every ~ge 

~:: Fine writing instruments 

Fine ,.,,,’dt~ng instrul:qents 



~ $20 off $100 select Boll .... gl ..... J Upto50% off select polos, d ..... hirt .... dtees 
] ,ff select Reebok clothing 1 

J 





~iii Amazon Gift Cards for GPaduation 



Books ~.~ leott(~nics ©tothir~g 

Movies & TV Celi Ph~:~-~’s %soes 

Kindle Fire HD Comt:~,ute~’s ~ So~,~v~re Jew÷iry 

Music Sports & OBtdoors Amsz.o~ ~’~aobile Apps 

Home, Kitohe~ ~.~ Di~i~g 

Hom~ Improvement 

Patio, Lawl" & (&sider: 

He~tth & Pe~’son~t Csre 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoHeels.com Store <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 1:53 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heel ACC Baseball Championship Gear Now Available! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Harrison <Kevin_Harrison@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 1:14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Coaches Prepare for Summer Conditioning 

%i Team Training 

Coach Anson, 

Summer conditioning is crucial to the performance of your 
sports team. How much better will your team be next year by 
having faster, more explosive players? 

Having the right equipment and knowing the right drills makes 
all the difference in the world. 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketing policy 

[ ii.~.iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... !] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:55 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recrui’dng Resource - June 2013 - Webcast Discovery! 

The College Recruiter Email Update -June 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody. 

NEW RECRUIT SOCIAL MEDIA SOURCE UNCOVERED DURING THE 2013 WEBCAST! 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. I had never heard of it. [t~ that new! 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 
.h.~t..~.2;/~t..~.~e...b...e.~s..t.~c...~.~t.e.‘q~e...r..e.~c..Lq~t..e..r.~Z~cd~i~!~d:~2~ 

GET THE SUCCESS FACTORS SCALES*-ATHLETICS EDITION FOR FREE! 
Time is rapidly approaching,for you to request,funding ,for your FREE assessments of the Success Factors .Scales~-Athletics Edition. Recruiting Proposal 16-3 goes into 

effect in August 2013 ,for Division I schools. Proposal 16-3 allows institutions, conferences, or the NCAA to pay,for other academic support, career counsefing, or 

personal development services that support the success of the student-athlete. Steve Mallonee of the NCAA told me that he believes the Success Factors Scales®- 

Athletics Edition (www.success[actorsscales.com), the premier self-assessment instrument,for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under 
NCAA Proposal 16-3 guidelines. I,f you’ve wanted to utilize the Scales, but your budget wouldn’t allow it, now you have the opportunity to secure,funding just,for that 

need. Check with Four Compliance OHicer before you request the,funding. Division II and Division III schools should still inquire with your Compliance Officer. Some 

unpublicized,funding to your conference through the NCAA may be available to you. Check all avenues. 

And, of course, celebrate Father’s Day by treating yourself to one o,f this month’s sweet Shameless Bribe coupons or 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM DVD package! 

Here is the link to the June 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcolleqerecruiter.com/monthlg-email-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



Fix]m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorl@mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member F,xclusives Presented By Inspirato 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Paqe 

Member Exclusives- Exclusive Benefits for Memb .... f ClubCorp Clubs 

%i Inspirato Logo 

.Xi Inspbato 

Catt Cl~lbLine s~t ~00,483,50"#9 today to boo~ your vaoatior~ or ie lesm rse~!~ nbou[ inst’ir~Ne 

m<÷mberahip, 

i[ i’ ’i E i.. i. i;:::~: i..iiiF:i: Y Oi:: ;::::: i:!:! i:::i:i /!:.ii i":.i¸ i Y ~’:~ 

Discover Inspirato with American Express 
[D.#£ir.~.Q..Y~J:~:!.~,.[T).¢~:i~.eD..~9~:�.:~.~ is a p..’ivste club Ior k~xL~y travelsrs who enjoy firs-slat se~,,4ce and 

privibgsd accsss to more ihsn 130 awsq.."spiring i-omes in many of ih8 we..’id’s mosl coveted 

deL~tinstions, frem Aspen and Nsntackel to Tusca..’-y and Tarks & Caices~ h-:spirsto is speci~icsiiy 

de.signed [(~i people who want ti:e space and intin~acy d a pliv;~te residence while on vacation v,4th 

the service and amenities of a hlxu.’y ~eso~t. Discover the ck’bLs $,}50 million polttotio of private viiia% 

IL.’XL.’q: ho~ei pattnera and sdventu.~e travei experier~ees Re.~ Member.~; of CiubCorp Clubs, il~spi.~ato 

h8.% S peP}8} el:let’:, i)>r ’ieb ie psrIK:ipsl:8 itt ~i:8 CtUt) 8xperisr!ce. 

Annou~cin(j Inspirat<~ with American ~xp~ess 

Inspirale recsn[ly announced a parh-:e~ship wi[h/>,~rerican Express, Boti" ce..’T:panies share a 

psssio.." ~O.." crsa[ing exceptional expsriences ~O~ members and deliveri..’-g world-class ssrvice, Th8 

club is new calied "lnspirato with American Express." 

The Benefits of ~,@mbership 

InspinNo ofti.~s plivate vacation homes, luxuW hotel p;~itne~s and ;~dventure travel experiences in 
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golf clubs; disceunied p~icin9 wi[h p..’ivste air and luxury lranspe~tation services; and ViP lrea[me.."t 

at elile events woridwide. 

The~e a~e sevel-ai n~embe~ship options ?>i consumels to customize thei~ pelsenal tlavel needs and 

for businesses to use ti:e ciub to.~ company retreats, incentive ieward trips and event planning 
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We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 9:47 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tar Heel Baseball Team Set To Open NCAA Regional Today! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Happy Friday from The Carolina Club! 

The Diamond Heels are set to open the NCAA Regional in Chapel Hill 

this weekend. No. 1 national seed North Carolina will open the 2013 

NCAA Tournament Friday, May 31st at 6 p.m. when the Tar Heels host 

Canisius at Boshamer Stadium. 

Carolina enters tied for the most wins in the country at 52 along with 
LSU. The Tar Heels enter the tournament on a five-game winning 
streak after sweeping through the ACC Tournament for their first 
tournament title since 2007. 

Games will be played at 1:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. Friday, Saturday, & 
Sunday. ff necessary, there will be a game at 6:00 p.m. on Monday. 

Your Carolina Club will be available for pre game service so check our 

schedule below or call 919-962-1101. We hope to see you in the Club 

this weekend. GO HEELS! 

Friday, May 31 
Drop ill O’Herron’s Grill :for a bite and a beverage before the Diamond Heels 
play at 6:00 p.m. 

Saturday, June 1 
The Carolina Club doors open at noon. The Grill will be open offering a 
selected hmch sandwich menu and full beverage service. The Grill will remain 
open throughout the day and for your post game celebration. 

Sunday, June 2 
The Carolilm Club doors open at 11:00 a.m. The Grill will be open offering a 
selected lunch sandwich menu and full beverage service from 11:00 a.m. - 6:00 
p.m. 

Monday, June 3 
O’Herron’s Grill will be open until 6:00 p.m. if the Diamond Heels are playing. 

The Carolina Club will operate with a similar schedule June 7 - 10 if the Super 
Regionals are played in Chapel Hill next weekend. Please call your Club 
Concierge at: 919-962-1101 :for more details. 

For more details on the team and the games this weekend, click here. 

Please Note Traffic and Parking details for this weekend: 



Ridge Road will be closed at Countu Club (The very north end of Ridge) and 
will be closed at the entrance to Ram’s Head Parking Deck. 

There will be no access to Stadium Drive. 

Parking for the game, and access to Tile Carolina Club, is available at the 
Ram’s Head Parking Deck for a $10 flat rate. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anlazon.coIn <SILOre news@amalon.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 3:18 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Anson Dorrance: Best Books of June 

We’re excited to announce our Best Books of the Month list for ]Line, 
featuring our Spotlight Pick, PhHipp Neyer’s The S’oq, awiiabJe in 

nhardcover and Kindle book. 

See more of our favorite books of ]une beiow. 

,~.’,;~:s;~ "l’~’~,,",’, (’.".,,~:,%.,’~:s; ,~:,~,’,* 

1:~:iI Best Teen Books of the Month ] 

Bee this monti~’s plci<s 

’."or ~oun,:~ sduit: re,~,:J~i?,%, 

i ..... 

Hardcover i Kindle book 

I] 

Paperback Author pi3ge 

H~’..rdcover j Kindie book 

Hardcover i Kindi,~ bool< 

i i~i Best Midd,e ~rode Books o, the Month ] 

Be~ ti~i,£ r!3(:.nti~L% ~ii.:;k,% 

~o:- ~9~s 9- ~.2. 



--~@~l:~l:.~,, ~1~ 

Hsrdcover i KindEe book 

Hsrdcover i Kindle book 

Hisrdcove! Kindie book 

Hardcover Kindie book 

Hard(:ov~-~r i KiRdle bool< 

tl"..<~ ~,o *t..s.", 

~.’i Best Picture Books of the Month 

_ See ".his mo~U’~:s picks _ 
~:o! ~. ,: I r~ ~.oc.i:s. 

~x~ ..._.. 

r 

:~ Join A ........ Books on Facebook 

] 

~..<.*.~<.~ O,’~, ~,.. ~ ~. ~. G[ ~t¢.’i,~,::~ .............. 

Dsooks E]Electronics E]~oys a C~mes DK~cher, a Dinin~ 
~Movies & I-V EJVJdeo Gsrnes EJBaby DOffice & School Supplies 

~Kindie EJCell Phones & Accessories E]Cio~Mng ~Horne Improvement 

~Kindle Touch ~Computers & Sof~w~:re ~Shoes ~C-irocery 

[~Kindie Fire ]_]Sports & Outdoors E]3ewelry & wartimes [~P~:~io, L~:,/~’~ & Garden 

~:[nstant Video E],t~u~omotive ~Beaut’i ~Heslth & Personal C~:re 

[~Music [~industrial & Scientific E]Nagszines ~Gourmet Food 

rqMP3 Downiosds [qPrime [qGold Box rqGift Cards 

-:<.. ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:~:~:~:~ .::p~;-::: ~: here 

% 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alllazon.coIn < store - new@oallazon.com> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 4:02 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Dorrance: New & Popular Memoirs 

- ii~ A ......... 

Dear Arr~azo[?,corrl Customer~ 

A brutally honest memoir of talent, addiction, and recovery by one of 

jthe greatest pitci~ers in baseball, Dec is available on Kindle and m 
hardcover, 

[] 
[] 

The Odtsider by 3in, my Long Shot by Nil<e Hilibi//V Heart by Billy 

Connors Piazza Ray Cyrus 

Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book 

~!i~ r d,:sover ~-!i~ r d,:sover ~-!i~ r d,:sover 

] 
] 

ii.~ Coming Clean j l.~ Brotherhood j [:~.iI Weld .... Wheels ] 

Con-Hn~7 Clean by Brotherhood by Deepak Walden on Whee!s by 

Kimberly Rae Niiler & Sanjiv Chopra Ken £1#unas 

Kindle book (pre-order) Kindle book Kindle book 

Hardccw.,r [pre-.:)rder) ~-qi~rdcover Paperback 

1 
1  iod,oOo,i ..... Tho0oi,y0eo,>  ........ ] 



] 

% 

Devices & Apps Kindle Books Print Books 

t<indie > Kindle Daily Deai ~" Best Sellers 

> Kindle Paper-white ~ 100 for $3.99 or Less ~" Best of the Month 

> Kindle Paperwhite 3G > t<indie Best Sellers > Book Awards 

> Kindle Fire > Editors’ Picks > Children’s Books 

> t(indJe Fire HD > NYT® Best SeJiers > Books for Teens 

> Free Kindie Reading Apps > Kindie Singles > Book Ciubs 

e(9 :,::} {t~’. :e ~-:-,:, i::, o ~i~ :~;e:’. ?~c.: ,:’.:~ zc.F: 4o~: ::}~ ~::} o t :>~: here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 10:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Message l’rom Chief JeffMcCracken: June 19 Emergency Drill 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jefl’McCracken: June 19 Emergency Drill 

June 4, 2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and Start’: 

As part of our ongoing efforts to enhance campus safety, we’ll conduct an emergency drill at Davis Libra~ on Wednesday June 19, between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m. Our Department of Public 
Safety is coordinating the exercise, which will include local law enforcement and response agencies. 

The drill will focus on how the University works with local emergency responders if there is an actual emergency on campus, particularly if the situation occurs in a high-traffic centrally 
located facility. 

During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis Libraw. I encourage you to use other campus libraries during this time if possible. You can find infolrnation about 
the hours for each campus library at http://hours.lib.unc.edu/. 

The area surrounding Davis Libra~ will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit selwice will be re-routed Much of Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be 
routed down Country Club Road. There will be access to the Cobb parking deck. 

During the drill, actors will portray gulm~en, hostages and victims to simulate the University’s response to an actual emergency on campus. Police officers will be stationed around the 
perimeter ufthe emergency dril[ area, which will be dearly marked with barricades and signs e×pIaining that a drill is in progress Emergency vehicles and personne[ will be visible in and 
around the library area, and unifurmed respunders will react as they would in an actual emergency. 

Unfortunately, we live in a wurld where bad things occasiunaIly happen. Recent natiuna[ events such as the Boston Marathon bumbing show the importance uf this kind of emergency 
preparatmn You only have to scan the headlines tu see examples uf tragedies un college campuses, and we haven’t been immune on our campus. It’s crucia[ that we are prepared to deal 
with a worst-case scenariu. That’s why emergency pIarming exercises are a key part of the University’s efforts to enhance campus safety, As a result of what we learn during regular siren 
tests and emergency drills, the University cuntinuously updates cummunicatiun plans 

You’ll receive more details and reminders about the dril[ in the coming days. Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc edu [’or the latest informatiun about this drill and other important informatiun 
about campus safety 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jeff McCracken, Director of Public Safety 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message tu inform the campus commumty about a situatiun that is nut an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest tu the campus An Informational Message is one ufthree tiers uf communication under the University’s revised emergency communicatmns plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren actlvatiun for a significant emergency And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AN[) notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efJ2~rts. Sponsured by the UNC Department of Public S~fety 
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INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Armed Robbery Near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Armed Robber)’ Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police are investigating a reported armed robbelT that occurred near Pantana Bob’s at 305 West Rosema~ Street (near Church Street) Saturday, Sept. 28 around 11 p.m. The 
victim, a non-UNC student, described the suspects as three Hispanic males who were last seen running westbound on RosemaW Street toward the Key Food Mart (across the street from 
Breadmen’s Restaurant) Two of the suspects were wearing black shirts; a third was wearing a pink shirt and was described as having gold teeth. One of the suspects had a facial tattoo 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyune with information about this incident to call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-%8-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at 
(919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at www. crimestoppers-chcunc, org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigatiun into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu~ 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:15 AM 

N4A liskserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] <no subject> 

http ://chronicle. corrdblogs/plavers/coaches-gr oup-calls-for-increased-spor ts-sponsorship-in-propos ed-ehte-nca a-dlvisio~33753 ?cid at 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Room 308 
Universi~ of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: (405) 249-5835 
’%ire on University’ ’." 

To unsubscribe li~om this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.eduv 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:29 AM 

N4A listserve listserve <n4~lists.nacda.com>; Mary Jones <ma~ellen.jones@mail.wvu.edu>; Bart Byrd <baxt byrd@baylor.edu-~; 

Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu-~; Panl Buskirk <pbuskirk@ku.edu>; Aaron Tebo <Aaron Tebo@baylor.edu>; DeLay, 

Lauren E <Lauren DeLay@baylor.edu>; Jill Shields < shields@k-state.edu>; Reagan Hill <lrh003@ueck.edu:>; Kris Livingston 

<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Joe Scogin <jscogin@utk.edu>; Mark Selldng <MS J1100@AOL.COM >; Brian Davis 

<briand@mail.utexas.edu>; Moran, AmleVte I. <bunto 18@ou.edu>; Turner, Teresa A.--~Rume@ou.edu>; Mover, Terri L. 
<mloye@on.edu>; Winters, Carla A. "-~cmnter@ou.edU>; Ludvigson, Carol L. <cludvigson@on.edu>; Amundson, Jaye E. 

<jamundson@on.edtr;; Julie Owen <Jkowen@olemiss.edn>; Leonard, Jason D. <leonardjd@ou.edtr;; Meade, Michael 

<meade@ou.edu> 

[n4a] <no subject> 

http:i/www.usatoday.conl/storg/sportsicollege/2013/10/25/ncaa-antritrust-lawsuit-electronic-arts-ed-obannon-narnes-likenessesi3188993/ 

Gerald G~trney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Room 308 
Universi~" of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: (405) 249-5835 
"Live on University !" 

To ~msubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Ticket Center <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 1:10 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

UNC Football Wants Your Opinion 

Dear UNC Football Fan, 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

UNC Football strives to provide the ultimate fan experience on and off the field. In an effort to continue 
providing you with the best experience possible, we have partnered with Turnkey Intelligence and Ohio 
University to gather feedback on topics related to being a UNC Football ticket holder and/or game 
attendee. We would greatly appreciate your taking approximately 10 minutes to complete the survey. 
Results will directly impact the gameday and ticket holder experiences. 

We would be most appreciative if you could provide your input over the next day or so. Please submit your 
responses no later than Friday, November 15th. 

CLICK HERE TO TAKE THE SURVEY 

Thank you for your support and feedback. 

UNC Football 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.eduv 

Monday, November 4, 2013 11:42 AM 

N4A li stserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Heeney, Rebecca L. <beckyh@ou.edu>; Powers, Katy Q <kqpowers@ou.edu>; Bates, 

Tiffani C. <tbates@ou.edu>; Johns, Matfllew A. <mattjohns@ou.edu>; Hardy, Katrecia A. <khardy@ou.edu>; Smith, Elisa M. 

<elisasmith@on.edu>; Baker, Charles G. <cbaker@ou.edu>; Partridge, Casey A. <cap@on.edu>; Hindermaaa, Michael J. 

<hindemlan@ou.edu>; Bloomgarden, An@ J. <abloom@ou.edu>; Lockhart, Logan L. <logan5687@ou.edu>; Moran, Annette I. 

<blynto 18@ou.edu>; Tumel; Teresa A. <ttume@ou.edu>; Moyel; Terri L. <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Winters, Carla A. <cwinters@ou.edu>; 

Ludvigson, Carol L. ~ccludvigson@ou.edu>; AmnndsorL Jaye E. <jamundson~!ou.edu>; Julie Owen ~kowen@olemiss.edu>; Leonmd, 

Jason D. <leonardjd@ou.edu>; Meade, Michael <meade@ou.edu;, 

[n4a] <no subject> 

http:i/wwwinsidehighered.com/news/2013i11/04/obama-administration-s ay s-colleges-deserve-due-regard-key-affinnative-action-is sues 

Gerald G~trney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Room 308 
Universi~" of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: (405) 249-5835 
"Live on University !" 

To ~msubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Samantha Kost <skost@coastal.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:16 PM 

Gurney. Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu>; N4A listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Heeney, Rebecca L. <beckyh@ou.edu>; Powers 

Katy Q. <kqpowers@ou.edtr~; Bates, Tiflhni C. <tbates@ou.edu>; Johns, Matthew A. <mattjohns@ou.edtr~; Hardy, Kattecia A. 
<khardy@on.edu>; Smith, Elisa M. <elisasmith@ou.edu>; Baker, Charles G. <cbake@ou.edu>; Pafifidge, Casey A. <cap@ou.edu>; 

Hinderman, Michael J. <hinderman@ou.edu>; Bloomgaxden, Andy J. <abloom@ou.edu>; Locl~art, Logan L. <logan5687@ou.edu>; 

Moran, Annette I. <brynto 18@on.edu>; Turner, Teresa A. <Rume@ou.edu>; Moyer, Tern L. <tmoye@ou.edu>; Winters, Carla A. 

~-~cwinters@ou.edu>; Ludvigson, Carol L. <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Amundson, Jaye E. <ja~mndson@on.edu>; Julie Owen 

<Jkowen@olemiss.edu~; Leonard, Jason D. <leonardjd@on.edu~; Meade, Michael <meade@ou.edu> 

[n4a] Retention Analysis 

Hello All, 

Coastal Carolina University is in the process of completing a maj or retention analysis at this time. One large part of the retention analysis is based upon acadenric advising. It would be very 
helpful, if you could, at your convenience, provide me with feedback on how your academic advising system is structured. 

For example: 
* Do your student-athletes have regular advisor and athletic academic advisors (who advises them for degree progress)? 
* Do students come in with a first year advisor and then switch to a faculty- advisor’.’ 
* Do students have sophomore advisors before switching to a faculty advisor? 

Any feedback you can provide is much appreciated. Thank you for your time and assistance. 

Samantha Kost 
Associate AD 
Academic Suppolt Sel~’ices 

skost@coastal.edu 
843-~,49-4178 

Follow us on Twitter at: https://twitter.com,’GoChants Academ 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.eduv 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:02 AM 

N4A listserve listserve <n4~lists.nacda.com>; Mary Jones <ma~ellen.jones@mail.wvu.edu>; Bart Byrd <baxt byrd@baylor.edu-~; 

Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu-~; Paul Buskirk <pbuskirk@ku.edu>; Aaron Tebo <Aaron Tebo@baylor.edu>; DeLay, 

Lauren E <Lauren DeLay@baylor.edu>; Jill Shields < shields@k-state.edu>; Reagan Hill <lrh003@ueck.edu:>; Kris Livingston 

<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Joe Scogin <jscogin@utk.edu>; Mark Selldng <MS J1100@AOL.COM >; Brian Davis 

<bri~d@mail.utexas.edtc,; Meade, Michael <meade@ou.edu>; Moran, Annette I. <b~nto 18@ou.edu>; Turner, Teresa A. 
<ttumer@on.edu;>; Moyel; Terri L. --~tmoye@ou.edu>; Winters, Carla A. <cwinters@ou.edu:>; Ludvigso~ Carol L. 

<cludvigson@ou.edn>; Anmndson, Jaye E. <jamundson@ou.edu;,; Jnlie Owen <Jkowen@olemiss.edu;,; Leonard, Jason D. 

<leon~dj d@ou.edn> 

[n4a] <no subject> 

h ttp://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~gs/p~aYers/ambigu~us-twitter-m~nit~fin~-~eaves~ath~etic-departrnents-~pen-t~-embarrassment/33861 

Gerald Gttrney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Roonr 308 
Universi~" of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: (405) 249-5835 
"Live on University !" 

To ~msubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <~helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 2:08 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Branding Options Webinar’. 

X:: Header 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, .PL__E_.A_S_E____C_!__[_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

ACS Athletics is excited to preview new interactive options to help your sport promote its 
brand! Whether you are updating email images and questionnaire headers in your 
system or opt to utilize the ACS Interactive Services to increase your marketing efforts 
with mobile websites, ACS is here to help! 

Register to attend one of these short webinars to learn how to promote your brand using 
the current features and tool sets in the InControl system. In addition, ACS will review 
new services available to help you highlight your accomplishments and brand! 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

Thursday, November 21,2013 lpm CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 
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N4a@lists.nacda.com 

[n4aI Team faculty mentors 

Hello all!, 
I am sure evewone is as busy as we are as we approach the end of the semester! Personally I am veW happy as my son returns Monday from 9 months in AIghanistan as a platoon leader 
and I am oveuoyed to say he is returning along with all of his men! My purpose though is to ask if anyone has a job description or some type of guidelines/expectations Ibr team faculty 
reps we would love to see it. Our new AD wants to engage at least one faculty member as a mentor of sorts for each of our NCAA teams Anyone that is currently doing this and has any 
intbrmation to share it would be greatly appreciated. 
Stephen Ross 1983 
Director of Athletic Academic Advising 
Virginia ]VhIitary Institute 
5dg)-464-7379w 

540-319-9232c 

rossst@vmi edu 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 10:01 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Branding Options Webinas Reminder! 

X:: Header 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, .PL__E_.A_S_E____C_!__[_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

ACS Athletics is excited to preview new interactive options to help your sport promote its 
brand! Whether you are updating email images and questionnaire headers in your 
system or opt to utilize the ACS Interactive Services to increase your marketing efforts 
with mobile websites, ACS is here to help! 

Register to attend one of these short webinars to learn how to promote your brand using 
the current features and tool sets in the InControl system. In addition, ACS will review 
new services available to help you highlight your accomplishments and brand! 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

Thursday, November 21,2013 lpm CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Karen Schiferl <Karen.Schiferl@csu.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:34 PM 

n4@lisks.nacda.com 

[n4a] End of semester - good luck on final!! 

Hello All, 
As most of us enter the last week(s) of the term, I wanted to share an 
article written by a faculty member I know. 

*"The question is raised on occasion, why do we have college athletics? 
..... The answer is that we prepare students for a lifetime of careful 
thought, for vocations that require continuous learning, the synthesis of 
information, research and writing -- in short, for an?’ task that requires 
thought*." 

*http://www.huffingt~np~st.c~m/i~seph-urg~/~n-c~ege-ath1eticsb428892~.htm~?utm content bufferlcdc3&utm source buffer&utm medium twitter&utmcampai~n Buffer 
<http://www.huffin~tonpostcom/ioseph-ur~o/on-colle~e-athleticsb4288920.html?utm content bufferlcdc3&utm source buffer&utm medium twitter&utmcampai~n Buffer>* 

Good luck to all on finals and happy holidays, 
Karen 
**************************************** 

Karen E. Schffer[ 
Associate Athletic Director [’or Academic Services/SWA 
Chicago State L’niversity 
9501 S. King Drlve/JCC 1505 
Chicago, IL 60628 

O 773-995-5301 

F 773-99.5-3656 

C 708-837-9225 

E karen.schiferl@csu edu 

*CONFII)F, NTIAI~ITY MI~SSAGE*: ’l’his e-mail contains CONFII)F, NTIAL and may 
contain PRIVILEGEI) information intended only for the use of the specific 
individual or entity named above. If you or your employer is not the 
intended recipient of this e-mail or an employee or agent responsible [’or 
dehvering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that an}’ 
unauthori zed dissemination or copying of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please 
immediately notify the sender by e-mail or telephone and immediately delete 
the message. Thank you. 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.cora/unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <~helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:20 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Branding Options Webinar’. 

X:: Header 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L__E_.A_S_E____C_!__[_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

ACS Athletics is excited to preview new interactive options to help your sport promote its 
brand! Whether you are updating email images and questionnaire headers in your 
system or opt to utilize the ACS Interactive Services to increase your marketing efforts 
with mobile websites, ACS is here to help! 

Register to attend one of these short webinars to learn how to promote your brand using 
the current features and tool sets in the InControl system. In addition, ACS will review 
new services available to help you highlight your accomplishments and brand! 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

Thursday, December 12 at 1 p.m. CST CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetllel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 11:20 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggunrey@ou.edu>; N4A listserve list~rve <n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Baxt Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brian Davis 

<Brian.Davis@athletics.utexas.edu~; Reagan Hill <rrh003@uark.edu-~; Winters, Caacla A. <cwinters@ou.edu-~; Marilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu> 

[n4a] RE: hnportant reading Chronicle 

N4A Colleagues, 

I am sure Dr. Gurney simply forgot to include the link below, and so I am sending it for those of you following the recent reports concerning UNC student-athletes For those of you not 
following, I apologize f’or the extra el:nail. 

’]7he link below is a statement from the Director of Human Research Ethics at UNC. In it, he corrects some of the false claims being repeated in the media. 

https://research.unc.edu/fi les/2014/01/Willingham-media-clarificatlon-l-21-2014pdf 

Many of you may recall from your college "Introduction to Psychology" course the concept of confirmation bias. Confirmation bias is the tendency of people to find and believe claims that 
confirm the beliefs the?’ already hold, even when those claims are dubious For example, if one passionately believes that intercollegiate athletics is a corrupt business, he or she is, 
subsequently, likely to believe any claims that appear to support that position, regardless of the soundness of those claims. 

Such confirmation bias has underscored much of the reporting and discussion on the recent claims concerning UNC student-athletes. 

Of course, as humans, we are all, at times, guil~ of confirmation bias. tlowever, I trust, as educators for student-athletes, we will interrogate our own biases and the biases of others in order 
to provide our students with meaningfal and effective academic support The one personal bias I cannot disavow is the belief that no one cares more about student-athlete success and 
well-being than the current academic support professionals reading this email. Your daily service to student-athletes accomplishes more, I believe, than any sensationalist public campaign 
ever will. ~Ihank you :[’or not only your service to students but also for the collegiality’ and encouragement you have displayed in your service to this professional community. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program f’or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NO’ 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
C (919) 636-85041F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [mailto:n4a-request(d},dists.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 7:04 AM 
To: N4A listserve listserve; Bart Byrd; Brian Davis; Reagan Hill; Winters, Carla A.; Marilyn Middlebrook 
Subject: [n4a] Important reading Chronicle 

January 24, 2014 

Chapel Hill Researcher’s Findings on Athletes’ Literacy Bring a Backlash Chapelboro.com After Mary C. Willingham, a learning specialist at the U. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, released 
data showing that about 10 percent of the university’s football and basketball players whom she studied couldn’t read, the universi~ suspended her work. Other scholars at Chapel Hill say 
that response is likely to have a "chilling effect" on any scholarly work that could make the tmiversity look bad. 
Enlarge Image 
By Robin Wilson 

Mary C. Willingham, the North Carolina learning specialist who has sparked controversy with her data about the poor reading skills of college athletes, says her latest work illuminates 
issues that she has been concerned about her whole life. 

Growing up on the South Side of Chicago, she saw socioeconomic inequities play out right in front of her. Then, after working for years as a reading specialist in the athletics department at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, she says, she began to recognize those same disparities affecting players there. 

Expecting all athletes to handle the high caliber of academic work required at Chapel Hill is about as realistic as expecting her to suit up for a Division I football game, says Ms. Willingham, 
an instructor in the university’s College of Arts and Sciences "It would be like dropping me off on the football field, giving me a jersey, and telling me to just figure it out." 

Ms Willingham, who is 52, has been talking about what she sees as the university’s poor track record in educating some UNC players since 2010, when the largest academic-fraud scandal in 
the university’s history broke open 

Now the whistle-blower, who filed a grievance against the university last year after it demoted her for those remarks, she says, is in the middle of a new firestorm. This time it is for data she 
released that show that about 10 percent of the university’s football and basketball players whom she studied can’t read. 

Universit?’ administrators have harshly criticized her research methods and disagreed with her findings. The?, have also suspended her work, saying she ran aibul of federal rules requiring 
that the identities of subjects remain anonymous to researchers. To continue her research, officials have said, she must receive approval from the university’s institutional review- board 

Cix,2q used Ms. Willingham’s data in an extensive report this month about low levels of academic achievement among college athletes Of the 183 athletes Ms. Willingham studied at Chapel 

Hill from 2004 to 2012 who were admitted under special academic standards, 60 percent read between fourth- and eighth-grade levels. An additional 8 percent to 10 percent were functionally 
illiterate, she found. 

At a faculty meeting this month, James W. Dean Jr., the provost, called the research "a travesty," according to news reports. He said ibur university employees had spent 200 hours 
dissecting Ms. Willingham’s data and found that she had gotten the numbers on athletes’ reading levels all wrong. 

In short, Ms. Willingham inappropriately used a simple vocabulary test to assess reading abili~/and then mistakenly conflated the scores on that test with specific reading grade levels, Mr. 
Dean said, according to his PowerPoint presentation at the faculty meeting Those mistakes, he told professors, rendered her findings "nearly meaningless" and were "grossly unfair" to the 
reputation of the university’s athletes. 

Ms Willingham says the university’s critiques are unfounded. "I have been working as a reading specialist f’or 14 years," she says, "I would never make the mistakes they said I made." 

’Chilling Effect’ 



Scholars at Chapel ttill say the way the university has responded to Ms. Willingham’s research has implications beyond her work By halting it because of concerns over the anonymity of 
her subjects, and at the same time criticizing her findings, the university appears to be using the IRB as a tool to thwart her inquiry, say some faculty members. 

"This looks vindictive," says Frank R Baumgartner, a distinguished professor of political science at Chapel Hill. "It puts the university in a defensive posture, where they could instead be 
taking the initiative and saying, Let’s have a national conversation to :find the right balance between athletics and academics." 

Instead, says Mr Baumgarmer, the university’s attack on ]’,/Is. Willingham’s research has a ~chilling effect" on any scholarly work that could make the university look bad. 

Daniel K. Nelson, director of the umversity’s office of human-research ethics, who oversees the institutional review boards, issued a statement saying he had not been pressured by 
university a&ninistrators into requesting that Ms. Willingham seek IRB approval. 

He said it had simply become clear with the release of her research results that identifying details were in fact maintained in her data set. (Ms. Willingham has never publicly identified her 
research subi ects.) 

But Ms. Willingham says that nothing has changed since she sought approval from the review board before her research began, and that reviewboard officials told her she didn’t need it. 
Since she screened her student subjects over time, she says, she has had to keep track of their identities~omething she says the IRB knew all along. 

’I’m Stubborn’ 
The groundwork for Ms. Willingham’s activism on the education of athletes was laid when she was a teenager attending public high school in Chicago. "I have this educational and 
inequality alertness," she says. "_’vly- parents were active in the con~nunity to make sure white flight didn’t happen" when the first black family moved in across the street. 

She refined her opinions as a remedial-reading teacher at Chapel Hill High School in the early 2000s, where she saw students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds whom she believes got 
fewer opportunities than their wealthier counterparts did. "People who can afford it give their kids tutors, emdchrnent, and after-school SAT prep," she says. "I saw the gap between 
students." 

The same kinds of disadvantages were evident, she says, for some of the athletes with whom she began working in 2003 as a learning specialist in the university’s athletics depamnent. She 
worked closely, she says, with most of the 183 students in her study and found that many of them were smart but lacked basic reading and writing skills. 

"We could meet them where they are at academically- and get them in shape so they could really get a college degree," she says. Instead, she says, the university simply passes them 
through by guiding them to the easiest majors and classes. "That’s what’s been happening their whole lives." 

Those athletes, she says, don’t want to go back to their communities after earning a University of North Carolina degree and power-wash houses, but for some that’s exactly what happens. 

With a husband whose income is high enough to support her family, Ms. Willingham says she is perhaps in a good position to challenge the system. 

"I’m stubborn," she says. "I don’t like it when people tell me I can’t do something." 

Gaining approval from the institutional review board to continue her work could be difficult, she acknowledges, because she must know the identity of her subjects to follow them over time 

But she won’t back down, she says, despite the death threats she says she’s received by email since the CNN report, and despite what she calls the "character smear" by the provost at this 
month’s faculty meeting Ms. Willingham is writing a book with Jay Smith, a historian at Chapel Hill, on the campus’s academic-fraud scandal and what it means for the education of athletes. 

iVk. Smith praises Ms. Willingham and her research, calling her "committed and compassionate in her dealings with students" He likens the university’s critique of her work to a "search- 
a nd-destroy attempt to discredit her." 

Ms Willingham says her motivations are simple "Someone," she says, "has to fix this mess." 
Sent from my iPad 
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To: 

Cc: 
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n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Hajdu, Amanda <~amanda.hajd@athletics.und.edu> 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 4:29 PM 

adfimme.l.swinney@jsums.edu; Gumey, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Brim1 Evans <briaJl.evans@usu.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richaxd <bbethel@emaJl.unc.edu>; N4A listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com >; 

brad.wolverton@cl~onicle.coIn 

RE: In4a] Re: Important reading the Chronicle 

Adrianne, 

Thank you for your point regarding this not being an issue isolated to athletics. I’ve been following all of the comments and emails, but have been hesitant to.jump in because our university 
only has one admissions process Student-athletes are admitted to our institution under the only admissions process - the one for all students. So if there are any concerns with academic 
unpreparedness among our student-athletes, I would also suggest it is a concern among all students in general. 

Am anda Haj du 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-request@lists.nacda corn [mailto:n4a-request(@lists.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Adrianne Swinney 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 4:46 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S. 
Cc: Brian Evans; Bethel, Bradley Richard; N4A listserve [istsepce; brad.wolverton@chronicle corn 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Re: Important reading the Chronicle 

Good afternoon all: 

I’d like to add that I don’t believe that this is an issue isolated to athletics Athletics just happens to be the poster child that receives all the attention Institutions, in general, are admitting 
students (some, not 
all) that are under-prepared :For college It is a problem, IMO, that is fundamental to the secondary education system in the United States; hence the over-populated community college and 
junior college systems and growing number of 1 st year students at four-year colleges experiencing academic difficulty. 

I’d be interested to see a study that truly evaluated the reading levels of 1st year students in general. While I agree that it is certainly an elephant in the roonl (that needs to be addressed), I 
also agree that the elephant is not just on the front porch; it’s in the house as well. As such, there is still much work to be done in the education system in the United States front K - college. 

On Fri, Jan 24, 2014 at 3:36 PM, Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> wrote: 

> Thank you Brian. Mary Willingham’s arguments are largely- consistent 
> with assessments I’ve conducted at 4 Division 1 institutions. It is 
> also inrportant that we understand how the public and particularly 
> ~aculty view- this important issue. There are currently 242 comments 
> on this article and growing rapidly. 
> 

> Sent from nry iPad 
> 

> On Jan 24, 2014, at 3:06 PM, "Brian Evans" <brian. evans@usu, edu<mailto: 
> brian, evans@usu, edu>> wrote: 
> 

> 

> Colleagues, 
> 

> 

> 

> The information and details on the latest L,J~x,’C issue should be of great 
> interest to us as professionals in the academic realm of athletics I 
> certainly understand both sides and appreciate Gerry keeping us in the 
> loop, and Bradley’s clarifications It seems daily there is some new 
> piece of information about this, urn, shall I say polarizing topic? I 
> get that L’2X-C wants to assure the facts are straight, which is good. 
> And I get that they are likely very sensitive to any- potentially 
> negative press, given the recent cheating scandal within the Afro-American Studies Department. 
> 

> 

> 

> What I find disturbing is that there seems to be a groundswell to 
> discredit Iris. Willingham’s assertions with regard to the number of 
> student-athletes with lower grade reading levels, her methodolo~/, and 
> steering them toward majors that "are known to be easy, manageable, or 
> friendly". I don’t believe she is trying to get a spotlight on 
> herself or create a scandal.. I believe she sees a disconnect between 
> actual learning and the means to achieve a degree while playing sport, 
> and has the wherewithal to speak out about it. As she stated, "the 
> pressure to keep students eligible had eclipsed learning and academic 
> integrity". She is, IMO, pointing to the elephant in the room and 
> stating the obvious: ’this exists and it’s not necessarily right’. 
> Who among us, in our tenure in this profession, hasn’t raised an 
> eyebrow how a certain student-athlete got admitted to our institution? 
> Who among us has never had an instance where a coach has ’impressed’ 
> upon us the need for Johnny or Susie to ’be eligible’? Even here at 
> Ill ’ol Utah State I’ve experienced my fair share of challenges with 
> student-athletes who I wouldn’t necessarily consider ready or capable of college coursework. 
> 

> 

> 

> So what’s my point? ! believe college athletics has become a monster 
> of an elephant in the room that has aspects (eg. academic 



> unpreparedness) which :folks - coaches, provosts, admissions, 
> presidents, alumni, even us in academic services - convince themselves 
> don’t exist. Why? Because athletics is the front porch of the 
> institution - it’s not the most important room in the house, but it’s 
> the entrance and what others immediately see from the outside (on the 
> sports page, on TV, etc). It’s Big Money and a Big Business Until 
> just recently, if one had said ’University of North Carolina’ to me, 
> my first thoughts would be of traditionally strong men’s and women’s 
> basketball, and women’s soccer. That’s my ’front porch’ view" of UNC. 
> I couldn’t tell you a lick otherwise about them, other than they have a big rivall"j with the institution down (up?) the road. 
> 

> 

> 

> What I’m saying is I believe Ms. Willingham is exposing the large, 
> UNC-blue elephant and, at least until March Madness is upon us, maybe 
> it will focus attention on the fact that our institutions are 
> admitting tmderprepared and academically at-risk student-athletes. 
> It’s not a new topic, and it will re-surface again and again over 
> time. But this is another opportunity- for us to discuss it locally, 
> regionally, and nationally. Alas, unless the NCAA is going to 
> seriously ramp-up requirements - unlikely, as the Big 5 celtainly 
> will disassociate with the organization and potentially more to follow 
> - the elephant will remain in the room, largely invisible. 
> 

> 

> Thoughts?’.’ 
> 

> 

> Brian Evans, Ed.D. [ Senior Associate Athletics Director [ 
> Student-Athlcte Academic Sel~zices Utah State Athletics [ 7425 Old Main 
> Hill ] Logan, UT [ 84322 

> P: 435.797.1868 [ F: 435.797.1837 ] cmail: brian.cvans@usu.edu<mailto: 
> brian.evans@usu.edu> 
> 
> <image001 .jpg> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> To unsubscribe from this list, click here: 
> http ://lists.nacda. com/unsubscribe 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Adrianne L. Swinney 
Associate Athletic Director/ 
Senior Woman Administrator 

Jackson State LTniversiO- 
1400 JR Lynch Street 
P.O Box 17810 
Jackson, irIS 39217 
O) 601-979-2841 
C) 6(/1-750-7348 
F) 6(/1-979-6966 
E) adrianne h swinney@ sums.edu 

*" It’s a G Rt~;AT day to be a TIGER!"* 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Adrianne Smmley "~drimme.l.smnney@j snms.edu> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 5:03 PM 

ttajdu, Amanda <amanda.haidu@athletics.und.edtr"~ 

Gume55 Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu>; Brian Evans <brian.evans@usu.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; N4A 

listserve listserve --~n4a@lists.nacda.com>; blad.wolverton@chronicle.com 

Re: [n4a] Re: Impol~xlt reading the Chro~ficle 

Thanks for your feedback Amanda and all. I am truly enjoying the educated 
dialogue concerning this topic. 

Amanda, 

Our institution has an admissions standard whereby if a student clears the 
eligibility center, he or she may be admitted based on that criteria. Some 
non-athletes actually apply through the eligibility center for clearance 
just to attain admissions into the university by that standard. 

However, as we found that student-athletes being admitted solely on this 
criteria tended not to flair well academically, we do not oiler athletics 
aid to individuals that can’t meet one of our other three admissions 
criteria We also have an academic profile representative of the 
prototypical student-athlete that succeeds here at the university This 
profile guides our limitations on the number of students that we will 
accept that don’t meet this criteria. Each team has a limit of "at-risk" 
students that the?" can bring in on athletics aid each recruiting year. It 
is thoroughly tracked and monitored through several channels. The highest 
we will allow on a team is 4 and that’s only for football The standard for 
other teams is 2. We also have a minimum criteria for transfer 
student-athletes to receive aid as well as non-counters seeking to become 
counters all based on academic performance standards. These students must 
also count towards at-risk limitations if they don’t meet the miniraum 
criteria. It has worked well for us and we have seen significant 
improvements in our APR since we implemented these standards, honically, 
teams that had the most problems with APR have had stronger athletic 
performances since the changes (contrary to coaches feeling they would be 
less competitive because of the standards). 

While we seem to have fotmd what works for us, I continue to believe that 
the problem is not solely an athletics problem and hope that we can find 
the happy meditun to address this ever-growing problem in education, rm 
excited to have the opporttmib" and rm excited to exercise the commitment 
to help those student-athletes that come through our programs via a 
holistic approach to student-athlete development. ~?~rhile I know that they 
don’t all come in on the same page of preparedness, it is our goal that 
they leave well-prepared to enter the workforce and to compete in the 
global marketplace. For us, that starts with us meeting them where they 
are. 

Best regards, 

On Mon, Jan 27, 2014 at 3:28 P_’v~ Hajdu, .~landa < 

amanda haj du@athletics.und edu> wrote: 

> Adrianne, 
> 
> Thank you for your point regarding this not being an issue isolated to 
> athletics. I’ve been following all of the comments and emails, but have 
> been hesitant to jump in because our universi~ only has one admissions 
> process. Student-athletes are admitted to our institution under the only 
> admissions process - the one for all students So if there are any 
> concerns with academic unpreparedness among our student-athletes, I would 
> also suggest it is a concern among all students in general. 
> 

> Amanda Hajdu 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: n4a-request@lists nacda.com [mailto:n4a-request@lists nacda com] On 
> Behalf Of Adriaune Swiuney 
> Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 4:46 PM 
> To: Gumey, Gerald S. 
> Cc: Brian Evans; Bethel, Bradley Richard; N4A listser~e listser~e; 
> bra d.wolvelton@chronicle.com 
> Subject: Re: [n4a] Re: hnportant reading the Chronicle 
> 

> Good afternoon all: 
> 

> I’d like to add that I don’t believe that this is an issue isolated to 
> athletics Athletics just happens to be the poster child that receives all 
> the attention. Institutions, in general, are admitting students (some, not 
> all) that are under-prepared for college. It is a problem, IMO, that is 
> fundamental to the secondary education system in the United States; hence 
> the over-populated community college and junior col [ege systems and growing 
> number of 1st year students at four-year colleges experiencing academic 



> difficulty 
> 

> I’d be interested to see a study that truly evaluated the reading levels 
> of 1st year students in general. While I agree that it is certainly an 
> elephant in the room (that needs to be addressed), I also agree that the 
> elephant is not just on the front porch; it’s in the house as welh As 
> such, there is still much work to be done in the education system in the 
> United States from K - college 
> 

> 

> On Fri, Jan 24, 2014 at 3:36 PM, Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> wrote: 
> 

> > Thank you Brian. Mary Willingham’s arg~unents are largely consistent 
> > with assessments I’ve conducted at 4 Division 1 institutions. It is 
> > also important that we understand how the public and palticularly 
> > faculty view this important issue. There are c~trrently 242 cormnents 
> > on this article and growing rapidly. 
>> 

> > Sent from my iPad 
>> 

> > On Jan 24, 2014, at 3:06 PM, "Brian Evans" <brian.evans@usu.edu<mailto: 
> > brian.evans@usu.edu>> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

> > Colleagues, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > The information and details on the latest LrNC issue should be of great 
> > interest to us as professionals in the acadelmc realm of athletics. I 
> > certainly understand both sides and appreciate Oerrb, keeping us in the 
> > loop, and Bradley’s clarifications. It seems daily- there is some new 
> > piece of itfformation about this, um, shall I say polarizing topic? I 
> > get that U2x-C wants to assure the facts are straight, which is good. 
> > And I get that they- are likely verb, sensitive to any potentially 
> > negative press, given the recent cheating scandal within the 
> Afro-American Studies Depaltment. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > What I find disturbing is that there seems to be a groundswell to 
> > discredit Ms. Willingham’s asseltions with regard to the number of 
> > student-athletes with lower grade reading levels, her methodology, and 
> > steering them toward majors that "are known to be easy, manageable, or 
> > friendly". I don’t believe she is trying to get a spotlight on 
> > herself or create a scandal.. I believe she sees a discolmect between 
> > actual learning and the means to achieve a degree while playing sport, 
> > and has the wherewithal to speak out about it. As she stated, "the 
> > pressure to keep students eligible had eclipsed learning and academic 
> > integrity" She is, IMO, pointing to the elephant in the room and 
> > stating the obvious: ’this exists and it’s not necessarily right’. 
> > "¢~q~o among us, in our tenure in this profession, hasn’t raised an 
> > eyebrow how- a certain student-athlete got admitted to our institution? 
> > Who among us has never had an instance where a coach has ’impressed’ 
> > upon us the need tbr Johl’my or Susie to ’be eligible’? Even here at 
> > lil ’ol Utah State I’ve experienced my- fair share of challenges with 
> > student-athletes who I wouldn’t necessarily consider ready or capable of 
> college coursework 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > So what’s my point? I believe college athletics has become a monster 
> > of an elephant in the room that has aspects (e.g. academic 
> > unpreparedness) which folks - coaches, provosts, admissions, 
> > presidents, alumni, even us in academic services - convince themselves 
> > don’t exist. Why? Because athletics is the front porch of the 
> > institution - it’s not the most important room in the house, but it’s 
> > the entrance and what others immediately see from the outside (on the 
> > sports page, on TV, etc). It’s Big Money and a Big Business. Until 
> > just recently, if one had said ’Universi~" of North Carolina’ to me, 
> > my first thoughts would be of traditionally strong men’s and women’s 
> > basketball, and women’s soccer. ~lhat’s my ’front porch’ view of UNC 
> > I couldn’t tell you a lick otherwise about them, other than they have a 
> big rlw~lry with the institution down (up?) the road 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > What I’m saying is I believe Ms. Willingham is exposing the large, 
> > UNC-blue elephant and, at least until March Madness is upon us, maybe 
> > it will focus attention on the ]’act that our institutions are 
> > admitting underprepared and academically at-risk student-athletes 
> > It’s not a new" topic, and it will re-surface again and again over 
> > time. But this is another opportunity for us to discuss it locally, 
> > regionally, and nationally. Alas, unless the NCAA is going to 
> > seriously ramp-up requirements - unlikely, as the Big 5 certainly- 
> > will disassociate with the organization and potentially more to follow 
> > - the elephant will remain in the room, largely invisible. 
>> 

>> 

> > Thoughts?? 
>> 



>> 

> > Brian Evans, EdD. Senior Associate Athletics Director I 
> > Student-Athlete Academic Services Utah State Athletics i 7425 Old Main 
> > Hill I Logan, UT i 84322 

> > P: 4357971868 I F: 435.797.1837 I email: brian.evans@usu.edu<mai[to: 
> > brian.evans@usu edu> 
>> 

> > <image001 .jpg> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > To unsubscribe from this list, click here: 
> > http ://lists.nacda. com/unsubscribe 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

>__ 

> Adrianne L. Switmey 
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> Senior Woman Administrator 
> Jackson State University 
> 1400 JR Lynch Street 
> P.O. Box 17810 
> Jackson, MS 39217 
> O) 601-979-2841 
> C) 601-750-7348 
> F) 601-979-6966 
> E) adriarme. 1 swim~ey@ sums. edu 
> 

> *"It’s a GREAT day to be a TIGER! "* 
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> 
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> 
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To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Karen Schifefl <Karen.Schifefl@csu.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:38 AM 

n4@lisks.nacda.com 

[n4a] Labor union lbr s~dent-athletes? 

Check this out: 
http://espn.go c~m/espn/~t~/st~W/Jid/1~36343~/~utside-~ines-n~rthwestern-wi~dcats-f~tba~1-players-t~/ing-j~in-~ab~r-union 

Karen E. Schfferl 
Associate Athletic Director for Academic Services/SWA 
Chicago State University 
9501 S. King Drive/JCC 1505 
Chicago, IL 60628 

© 773-995-5301 
F 773-995-3656 
C 708-837-9225 
E karen.schiferl@csu edu 

*CONFIDENTIAIATY MESSAGE*: ’l’his e-mail contains C©NFIDENTIAL and may 
contain PRIVILEGEI) information intended only for the use of the specific 
individual or entity named above. If you or your employer is not the 
intended recipient of this e-mail or an employee or agent responsible [’or 
dehvering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that an}’ 
unauthori zed dissemination or copying of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please 
immediately notify the sender by e-mail or telephone and immediately delete 
the message. Thank you. 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 
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egms the 2014 season at the top of Brine I 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

...... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ~o~.OAd iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~×~ ~ .... ~e~o~Oootest iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 01.31 i~::::?~!~:i::~:i.:i atHiltenGardanlnvitatianal 2:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 01.31 vs. NCState(SaniorDay) 5:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 01.31 ;;’~:’?::~ii’:::H::i;i:’;q: vs Pittsburgh 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 01.31 W::;::;::tii:’~: atNCState ESPN3 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.01 i:.:.;!:!.i!:.:!L:~ii at Northwestern Dual Meets 8:00 AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.01    J’,. ii:i:!: : i :i: iL:; !: si..:!:i:b::ii: vs Milligan College 11:00 AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.01 ::::vJ::::::~:::~i:~.Di,,.~bq atDuke 11:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.01 i)!ii:~L(~:iL,.i::L~:i~’!:,::;~::;~;i;: atLoyola(Scrimmage) 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.01 M,::n:::::i!:L:::::i:::::i::~:ii vs. NCStata ESPN2 I:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.01 :::::::::::::::::::::::::: atmiltonGardenlnvitational 2:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.01 Mm:’i:;i~i:::::i:i: vslllinois 6:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.02 ]~:!~:~:~’L~!iV:’~:!i.i,i~!:J.;::!~;i~;ii:~ vs. Del ..... (exhibition) 10:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.02 y:,::):i.iL’!!%.(!:i:..:.i:?::ilL!::,!:i:!:i::i,: vs.J .... Madison(exhibition) 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.02 vs. Miami RSNiESPN3 2:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.04 vs. TexasA&M 5:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.04 i!,!ii%.~:~;i.i:i:.i:!ii~:;!ii:?i~ii vs. Maryland ACCNetwork 8:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.05 M:::n:::::b::::::fi:;: athouisville 2:30PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.06 atGeorgiaTech ESPN3 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.07 !::!:!:~!:!:!::~!i:!i:i:ii!.:.!.:::i.!::!::~!L:i! .... TBD AflDay iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.07 :::’:::~!b:~:ii atNorthernlowa 10:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.07 ,:~:::iii.:,:’:il atTexas 12:30PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.07 i:!!:!:.i!i!!!!:~ii atVirginia 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.07 !:!:!:&!!~:.!i !:!!!i::!!~:i atArmonjCollagiatelnvitational 7:00PM     iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.07 ;i~:’i;:::~ii:::i:i::i~i:~i: atlllinois-Chioago, BoisaState 7:30PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii o2o~ ~:~:,:,~,~:,~:~,,:~:,:~,~,::~ .... viroinioTaoh,nvi~tieno, A, Oo~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.08 !:.:.#-:!.!i.!!:!~ii atDukeDualMeets(Men) 8:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.08 i.:;:.:::~-i:i:.:~:ii atPurdue 10:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.08 ::~y:.j.:ZE~i:~:ii.!:i..iiii:i!,:ii:~:~ .... CollegeofCharleston 11:00AM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.08 i’~,i~:.’~’:;;~:!:i:!:i-!~ib.il ataotreDame ACCaetwork 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.08 vsFIorida 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 02.08 ii:!ii:!:!!~!i~!!~, atLouisianaLafayette 3:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~2.~8 j.i:i::~:j.~:~.Li:::i!ij!~i atArmoryCollegiatelnvitational 7:00PM     iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :,?:L~,:,~.:.~:~,.,.::~,.~,:~-~.~,:~-~,.~,~::~: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iXi Verizon 10/22 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i.X.i UploadedAd iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m ..... tBid:$260.001mi~iiii’!ii~i:i::y~I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    Auction Enda.Mon, Feb03, 2014 12.OOPM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Pre~s " " NC State ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Conference Friday, Jan 31 J 1:55 PM Friday, Jan 3114:55 PM :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~ ,! :d~, =.: i :: : i:~d I =.,,~L~:i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii To forward this message to a friend, :~:ii~i:iLi:::i:::,i!. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii T ........ thot~ ..... t~noet ..... ~ve~ ...... ~,~om ~o~ee, ...... ~, ..... d~u~to~our~ .... ~oo~ .... ~e~t. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ©2014GoHeel ...... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu~ 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 10:39 AM 

N4A liskserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] The Elephant In The Room In Student-Athletes’ Unionization Attempt: Title IX - Forbes 

h ttp :/iw,a~v. fo rb e s. c o m/s it e s/a 1 i c i a j e s s o p i2 014/01/31/th e-e 1 e p h a nt-in-th e-ro om-in-s t u d e n t-ath 1 e t e s-un i on i z ati on-a ttempt-title- ix/ 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edup 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 8:45 AM 

N4A liskserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] Bill Tracking Reports 

http :/iwww.oklegislature. gov/AdvancedSearchForm aspx 

Sent from my iPad 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 9:24 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re-Watch the 74-66 Victory Over #5 Duke on GoHeels TV! 

Watch the 74-66 Victow Over #5 Duke 
NOW on GoHeels TV! 

% 
© 2014 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 10:45 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

ACS University ~br March Update 

To ensure that, 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

notified by a tbw clients that they were unable to access the links within fl~e March 

below. We have updated those links and you will be able to register for all future courses this 

axe logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ button at the 

right of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you will see the March 

Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

can also Click Here to see the March schedule! 

in a session soon! 



% 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 
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i 

iii]:]i]ii,]ili!iiiiiii!!iil]iiiiiiiiii!i; 
iiCi}iii...iii ~iii:.!i]ii. iiiiii.:.:.3.iii:y]ii.,]iiQiii,:.iiiC]ili!iii      :% Pa,geM ...... b438 pg 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i UploadedAd iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.14 ::~i!iV;:;i:;;i:i.i!.i!!i.i!:;i .... NCAAIndoorChampionships TBA iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.14 !?!L!!i:!!LI:.::~;:]!~!:!!,;I:!!!!I: vsACCT ........ tQuar~erfinalvsTBA ESPN/ACCNetwork     2:30PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 03.14 ii:i:!:=is i!:nr~hi: 
atNCState 4:00PM     iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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~~ .................... 03.15 M~,.,,~,:~,:~ v~Sem,~olelnterco,egiate ~,Oay iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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~~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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region2- reques@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 
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Friday, March 14, 2014 5:39 PM 
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Jim Pignatmo (pignataxo@sass.msu.edu); Brittany McGowan (BrittanyMcGowan@sass.msu.edu); knewman@nacda.com; 
l~vikiera£@nacda.com; Walter M Holliday <wholliday@lsu.edu> 

[region2] IMPOR’LANT -NATIONAL CONVENTION LODGING UPDATE 

Hello Region II 

I hope all is well with you! The N4A National Convention (June 5-8, 2014) is rapidly approaching! As of yesterday, we were infi)rmed by NACDA that the rooms are now completely sold out 
at the World (;enter Marriott for June 7 through June 11 Therefore, ! want to explain the process moving :[’orward since they are not necessarily sold out for all of the nights surrounding the 
N4A Convention 

’]?here are over[low hotels available for convention attendees. The entire wait list and overflow properties reservations process will be completely automated. When you visit the website and 
attempt to find available rooms for your stay, the dates of 6/7 through 6/11 will now show "Wait list" in red. Although a few nights of your stay may be wait listed, you will still be able to 
continue on in the reservations process and book the nights that are available At the end of the process, you will be asked whether or not you would like to be added to the wait list for the 
nights of the stay that are sold out It is STRONGLY recommended that you attempt your reservation with the World Center and be placed on the wait list because as the national office 
receives weeldy updates on cancellations they may be able to get you into the Marriott for your full stay You will not have an opportunity to get into the World Center if you are not placed 
on the wait list :[’or the sold out nights. Even though there may be availability :[’or a few nights at the World (;enter when making reservations, we STRONGLY advise that you make 
reservations at the overflow proper~ :[’or your full stay rather than change your location halfivay through your stay. Information regarding transportation between the identified overflow 
properties and the World Center will be forthcoming. 

In the case they are able to get you off the wait list into the World Center :[‘or your full stay; you will receive a notification message directly from the Marriott At that time, you will be 
responsible for cancelling your own resep~ution at the overflow proper~. On the l!lipside, if they are not able to get you from the wait list into the World (;enter, it will be your responsibili~ 
to cancel the reser~ation that you made for the nights that were available when you initially went through the process with the World Center. 

Finally, you SHOULD NOT call the Marriott to make reservations or to be put on the waitlist. The call center does not have access to the NACDA information that is available online via the 
registration link. All hotel registration information, including the overffow properties, can be found on the website at http:/iwww.nacda.comiconventiot~/nacda-convention.htmh 

I know with this being the first year going though this process, it may be confusing for you, so if there are any questions or concerns, please feel free to call the NACADA office at 440-89"2- 
4000 and they will be happy to talk you through the process. 

Have a great weekend! 

Walt Holliday 
Director of Academic Affairs 
Cox Communications Academic Center for 
Student-Athletes 
Louisiana State University 
100 Gym AIITIO13~ 

Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
225/578-7758 office 
225/802-2626 cell 

h ttp : i /www. acsa. lsu. edu 
Twitter: @LSUAcademicCtr 
Enter to Learn, Leave to Sel~’e[ 

CONFIDENTIALITY blESSAGE: This e-mail contains CONFIDENTIAL and may contain PRIVILEGED reformation intended only for the use of the specific individual or entity named above. 
If you or your employer is not the intended recipient of this e-mail or an employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
unauthorized dissemination or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify’ the sender by e-mail or telephone and 
immediately delete the message. Thank you. 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Rachel Steward <rachel.steward@uwrf.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 6:22 PM 

N4A list,serve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] Needed: Best Practices for Literature Review 

Good afternoon, 

IV[y name is Rachel Steward and I am currently a first year graduate student in the Student Affairs Administration program at the Universi~z of Wisconsin-La Crosse I am a part of the 
Partner Program at UW-River Fails which means I attending classes online through D~V-La Crosse but am a Graduate Student Intern at UW-River Falls in the Department of New Student 
and Family Programs assisting and executing registration and orientation of all new students on campus. 

As part of our degree requirements, students create an applied research project (ARP) with a primary goal of "giving something back" that can be applied to a student affairs-related issue at 
an institution. My applied research project is implementing a student success coordinator role in the UVv--River Falls athletic department focusing on the academic and social achievements 
of our student-athlete population. This role would focus on expanding our first year seminar for SA’s along with super~dsing SAAC, creating a first year survey for student athletes, and a 
peer mentor program for second and third year student athletes among other things 

I am reaching out to you because as part of step two in my ARP, I am searching for best practices to include in nay literature review As a member of N4A, I thought I would contact all of 
you because what better way to look for best practices than those who implement them every day and could be applicable to this role I envision If you could provide me any- best practices 
you implement in engaging student athlete success, I would certainly appreciate it. 

Thank you so much for time and I [uok forward to connecting with yuu. Ifyuu have any questions, I wuuld be more than happy to answer thuse for you. Feel free to e-mail directly! 

Have a great weekend. 

Rachel K Steward 
Umversity of Wiscunsin-River Falls 
Graduate Student Intern, New Student and Family Programs 
170 University Center 
410 S Third Street 
River Falls, WI 54022 

To unsubscribe li’um this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Jesinoski, Ty P. <jesi8006@stthomas.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 6:28 PM 

n4@lisks.nacda.com 

[n4a] International Student Athlete l~,ese~accll Project 

Dear fellow N4A members, 

My name is Ty Jesinoski and I am a second year graduate student at the University of St. Thomas in the Leadership in Student Aft’airs program and also intern at the iVlcNamara Academic 
Center f;ar Student-Athletes at the University- of Minnesota 

For my final capstone project, I am doing a study on the transition process of international student athletes into American higher education. I am completing two folrnS of data collection: 1. 
focus group with international student athletes at the Universi~z of IVhmaesota and 2 survey questions to professionals who work with international student athletes. 

I need your help in filling out a quick starve?’ (10 questions) about international student athletes at your respective institution, their transition process, and if there are specific programs 
within the athletic department for international student athletes or collaboration methods. Answers to the starve?’ will be kept COllfidential to my eyes only as I will be piecing out themes and 
best practices to help support the literature for the transition experience of international student athletes. 

Here is the link to the survey: 
http://stthomasbusiness.azl qualtrics.com/SE/?SID SV 6YcDU7s7hvBiYt 

Thank you for your time, l greatly appreciate the help, and feel free to contact me directly at jesiS006@stthomas edu for any further questions 

Thank you, 

Ty Jesinoski 
Umversity of St. Thomas 
Graduate Student Employee 
Campus and R esidence Life 
Women’s Basketball Intern 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 
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Breaking News frora Inside Higher Ed: Labor Board Says Northwestern Football Players Are Employees 

A regional office of the National Labor Relations Board on Wednesday declared scholarship %otball players at Northwestern University to be employees eligible for collective bargaining. 
The ruling, if and when it becomes final and its many implications shake out, could have a transformative impact on big-time college athletics. 
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Yo~*r Amazen~Todag.~ ~eals Se~. All ~e~ 

i~i Bc,oksileE’~ Favodtes 
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CookbooR% Food & Wine Scie,qce Fiction & Fan[asy Romance Ci~ildren% Books 



iXii 

r 1 

Biographies & Memoi,~s Books Under $10 



Explore ~he Outdoors Fictio~ for Teens Outdoor Cooking 8~a~-I a New Se~ies 



iXii 

% 
’%ad Monkey" 

by Csd 
HFc4oricaI Fiction Coming-of-Age Stodes Thdlbrs 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 1:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange County under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",ITY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those often change frequently during a weather 
event. Ira new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch aI’ter a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.menlfirst.net > 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 11:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club aud Diamond Heels game today! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

P~e~se ~oir~ us i~:~ wish#-L~:~ .~:lood luck to the Di~-~mor~d }-~e, els ~s 
they t~ke o~ South Carolir~a ~t ~oo~~ today i# the NCAA S~per 
I’-~egio~ at Boshamer Stadium° O’~---~erro~°s Grill wi~ be ope~ 
for lur~c~ at 11:00 a,m, so sto£ i~’-~ foe a bit÷ o~-~ your way to the 
#ame~ or st~y a~d w~tch the:.* ga[~-~e o~’~ ~SPN2 with ~.~So Go 
~-{÷÷ls! 

co~p~÷ of we÷~-~s, 

We°H see you i[~ the Club! 



RSVP fb¢ e~c~ o~’ d~ese events. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Dear Amazon.corn Customer, 
~}i Best Books of the Month 

We’re happy to share our Editors’ Picks for the Best Books of June. 
See our Top 10 Editors’ Picks, or check out our favorites in 
Literature & Fiction, Nonfiction, Teens, Romance, and more. 

[] 

% 

ii.~.iI Literature & Fiction 

l..i{e[~flure & Fictio[~ 

l Xll Mystery, Thriller&Susp .... 1 I:~ Nonfiction .~iI Biographies & Memoirs 

Mystery, Thriiler & 
Nosficlior~         Biograpl~ies & Memoirs 

Sss{)e[;s@ 

~i Cookbooks, Food& Wine I~i H;story 

Cookbeoks, Feod & Wine History Yeun9 ,~dull              Ron;a~;ce 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ili!i!iiiiili!iiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiii!ili!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!i!iliiiii~iiiii~iliiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiii!i!iili!~!:i~i~i~i~i~!~!~i~i~i~h~e~r~~~~~~~~~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii iiiii iii iiiiiiii!iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii iiii iiii iiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii iii!iiiiii!iiiii!iiiiiiii!ii!ii @i!ii!iiil iii!iiii iiiiiiil !!iiiiii i!ii!i@i iiiii!! iiiii!iiiii!ii ii!!iiii ii!i!iiiii!iiiii!i @i!!iiiiiii! ili iiiiii !!ii !!iii!iiiiii i!iiiii!ii!ii!iiii iiiiiii!iii!iiii!iiiiiii!iiii!i!i!i i!ii !iiiiiiii!! i!iii!!iiii ii!!iiii!iiiiiii iiiii!iiiiiil i!iiiiil !!iiiiii i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~:-18’3!:~Oili0.<~ Toy.<~ & GSqi!:’.<~ HOqi!:’. i’:ii!:,C iSeiS 8, {}i!Siq~) 

Video Games ~sby Office & Schooi Supplies 

(}~ii Phi;:li.~.< & A~:.’:¢.<.%oli(~.% 3io~i3i89 ~-Io~R.’-~ iI!!p!ov( ~!.~!RI 

Computers & SofN.,,ere ~’,lTova% "Srocery 

S..’!o~is & (}di~’ii;G[S j~,;’,~¢i~y .’"SiiO I. ~’.’~’,’:’1 & (~’.’~’.’t~I~ 

ALi[.’)qS.’)~iv!~" W;~l[’3h!~’s Hss~,l[is & P!:wf~o!ss:ii (?s:H’8 

::rldUSiriBi & 8C::¢Bii!::,q [},’-~8Uiy A~BxoI~ Mob::::�/sp, p~ 

P yi!3q8 M ;~l~};~iEi!3 ~!5 Gif~ Ca~ (i.s 

E40 O k.% 

Movies & IV 

Kin,’i:=e 

Kii~dle Pe pe p.~,,’h }re 

i q si:a!~i: Video 

J 

..... Ro0in01 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

Fi.,"~<,~ Great/::,’eais <~ " ~’~.. < ~’,,~ <~I iter.’,is St~:,,.,"e,,,~.i~:fe 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 360 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~arr~ i~eorr~i~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Subiec~ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Big S[ary Here is VOL.UNtE!      AllowDomain alocl~ g~ck Domain 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ne~e~ly~ms~i 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~cz~i~.gnet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~u~es~n~;~,;a~;,eoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii dam~gmai,~am 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii defen~e~c031~gmailcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i,~je,;tora,;~a~morg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ewe~ho~,se~daxisnl 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~Ol>~wUS0g~en~i,~uitaeten-,;e,,ter,;am 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Sd~tse~arian~com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii support’~upd~tecom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii dire,;tianalm~boben~se~e,le.’:am 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,’FuaGO42~,~ep.%,;o,,neotians~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mYTefJwxb37~ambrosianat~ralfoe~scom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii gca’~bid,-ioticeorg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a~hs~at,,s~neo~,aorg 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Don t Put a Dime Down! $!0 

is Awaiting You at Grand 

Paiace 

i ::?utf-8?qo 

:: FO ::9 F:::g2:: B0? ::1 Viagra 

(30 pills 100mg) USD 81.90 

& C~alis (30 pills 20rng) 

USD 91.50 i ::?utf-8?q? 

:: FO ::9 F:::92:: B0? ::1 

You need a Ukrainiarl with 

big lips ~ha[ Madame ready 

[a carrespend to private 

theme? 

SUPER DISCOUNTS from 

Online F’ham~acy! 

SUPER DiSCOUNIS fl-om 
Online Pharmacy! 

Old aniine parLner for the 

sale a~ phmmaceuLJcai 

I;roduc[sI 

What a week 

Dear intemet shop on sale 

of medicines! 

Best of the Best of the Best.. 

It just doesn’t get any be~er 

Special 85% Di.scoun[ 

Activated! 

Special 65% Discount 

Actwated! 

1his is an important 

information regarding your 

PayPal Account 

Old online p~,~rl:ner for tile 

.sule of pharmaceutical 

p!educt.~Q 

I..imited-Tirae Offer Flurry up! 

Limited-Time Offer. Hurry jpl 

New Contract Notices are 

available 

IMPORTANT .. New Chase 

Dacu meP, IS 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii surf~,,@ya~,eo.oom 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii D?.,~,,m,~aatJou.,,,y~h=man,,>~v,,n~.=s~o.~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii vacatekdm2¢~eband~sabe,eoem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~=~t,,sy3~’~@tr~n,ty.ed~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m- 
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Carolina Baseball DominEIGHT! Shop CWS Gear at GoHeels.com! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, June 17, 2013 7:36 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World BenefiLs: San Diego, New Clubs and More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Visit San Diego and enjoy your goff access and overnight accommodations at Horgan Run ResorL & Club 

and Shadowridge Golf Club, Dining access is available at University Club Atop Symphony Towers. There 

are also two properties in the area - Hotel Del Coronado and La Costa Resort & Spa where Nembers 

enjoy I0% off* the best available rate, 

~Call ClubLine book San adventure 800.433.5079 to Diego today: your 

EN.~OY GOLF ACCESS AT THE FOLLOWING NEW CLUBS: 

O~|~ Tree Country Club = Edmond, OK 

Located just outside Oklahoma City, Oak Tree Country Club 

provides a serene setting where Nembers can spend quality time 

with friends and family, plus enjoy 36 holes of championship golf, 

tennis, swimn-dng, family activities and n-~ore. 

C~rrahee Club - Toccoa, GA 

]he course features rolling fairways, dramatic elevation changes, 

generous sloping greens and aL least five tee boxes on every hole. 

Champion Trace GoBf Cleb - Lexington, KY 

Champion Trace takes great pride in providing the highest quality 

gol~ and service, and is revered by Go/f Week and Go/fL)igast as 

one of the best courses in the state, 

Greenbrier Goif & Country Club - Lexington, KY 

The premier private club in Lexington offers some of the finest in 

services and amenities, 

The Trails 6oil ~iub = Oklahoma ~it¥, OK 

]’he Trails has a casual, welcoming atmosphere with activities to 

complement a beautiR~lly designed and maintained 18-hole 

championship golf course, 

PLUS, EN.]OY DINING ACCESS AT: 

City Club at River Ranch - Lafayette, LA 

City Club’s professional team proudly delivers recreational, social, 

business, dining, fitness services and amenities with an 

exceptional and uncompromised level of service. 

Top of the Tower Club - Topeka, KS 

Enjoy a dining experience that is personalized, quiet and 

unobtrusive. 

~ Call ClubLine to book your tee time or dinner today! 

800.433.5079 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emil J. Kmlg <emaJl@info.carolinaperformingarts.org> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Give a Student Access to the Arts 

As we look ahead to our ninth season at Carolina Performing Arts, our priority continues to be making great art accessible to eveU student at Carolina. I am 

incredibly proud that t:his past year we provided more t:han 13,000 tickets to students for just $10 each through our Student Ticket Angel Fund. UNC 

students comprised 35% of our total audience. 

Each performance is an opportunity for students to experience something newIa different culture, unfamiliar art }orm, inspiring artist, or new way of thinking. 

Your support is needed to make these unforgettable experiences possible for our students in the year ahead. 

Your gift before June 27 will shape students’ experiences this season. A gift of $125, for example, would allow 5 students to hear world renowned pianist 

AndrJs Sehiff perform Baeb’s ieonie Goidberg ~’ar~ations in October. A $1,000 gill would provide 15 sludent tickets for the Jazz at Lineoln Center Orebestra 

wlt:h ’vX/ynt:on Marsalis. Arty size gift will make a dJ[}erence. 

Dom~.~:e ~:o the Student T~cket A.*~ F~nd today. 

Hear firsthand how your support makes a difference in the lives of students. 

.~N. il StudentFick#~t AF.,gJei F~ii~d .She~F.,a 

Thank you for making the arts a vital part of an UNC education. 

iNi Emil Kang 

Emil J. Kang 
Executive Director for the Arts 

Carolina Performing Arts 
P.S. Contributions to the Angel Fund qualify you for benefits for the 2013 14 season. ~.e~L¢!:!!..!~.D.!:~;...~. 

This message was sent m anson@tmcaa.unc.edu 
To manage your preferences or unsubscribe, please click here. 

Fonvard this message to a friend. 

Carolina Performing Arts I UNC-Chapel Hill I Campus Box #3233 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I United States, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 3:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Celebrate 4th of July at Firestone 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

THE PAULIE PACKAGE THE FUZZY PACKAGE 

Includes: Includes: 

.One night lodging in the Villas or Clubrooms .Two nights’ lodging in the Villas or Clubrooms 

.Two rounds of golf with carts (Limited to one .Three rounds of golf with carts (Limited to 

round on the Championship South Course,) one round on the Championship South 

. Special rates for Members start at $156! Course.) 

(Rates vary depending on occupancy and . Special rates for Members start at $234! 

number of guests,) (Rates vary depending on occupancy and 

number of guests.) 

Want to play additional round(s) on the Championship South Course? 

For an additional $125 per person, you may choose to play additional round(s) on the 

Championship South Course! 

452 East Warner Road, Akron, OH 44319 I 330.644.8441 I firestonecountryclub.com 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.rqh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 6:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Barack Obmna, Lind~y Graham, and The Associated Press have Tweets tbr you 
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Baraek Obama ;iiii:::~i~::i~::: i,:Ot !,i:!: 

4~’ ’~,~’,, "Today’s immigrants are accuRurating and moving 
up the economic ladder just like previous generations." 

OFA, B,O/cMiO2S 

America’s Assimilating Hispanics 

Th,~! V~saii Sl:re,~!i ..I.~lbrn~l a[~iJes the b~viderio!:’ shows [i;,~!y a!,~! 

iallow:fiQ [h~! .O~til ei ~!~flie[ ifP, r~igf ~f~l:s 

i ..-1 , i r 

Barack Obama d:: E:.:ii.:i ;i, ::}i:,:~ =’i~ 

Today’s non-partisan CBO repo~t says 

#immigratienReforr-~ will reduce the deficit by nearly $1 

trillion over 20 years. OFA .S©.:e:?asck 

Statement by the Press Secretary on the 
Congressionam Budget Office’s Score of 
Commonsense Immigration Reform 

Todu..>y. wa .h~va qlore p:oof [ila[ bip,~i!~i.%u’r! c.~3~’riiiqo!:sb~n.%e 

iM’~t?;i~!aiio[1 r!:,[or!,’q Wiii b!:’ Qood for e,f.onon!io .qR);~*:h a!;,d 

d~.~fi~.:i[ rb~duc[ion: this [i!.na, it! the term og a nonpariisan 
Cor!gre.,~sionai Budget Office estimate. The . 

., q,=>a ~4a ,;:~,e puts the health of your family first. Watch the 

new @OFA ad and get the facts: Oi:’A,E-;O,,’PPzUsX 

! / .:.i 

Obamacare: Signed, Sea~ed. Delivering,_ 
O[)aM~ac ~fe ::’; ~M ~ki;;~ h~! ~l[i; cb’fe wof~ bet[el for ~ii ei t~g~ 

ev~!P i~ yOt~ airead!i i;ave insuB~nc~!, it !)ui~ tile i;~!~MYi a~ your 

!:b.’rriiiy f:~g!?----erlsi;riRg acoes~g to free .orevenJ::ve cb.9~! apd 

pro’a)c[i!l~ coP,~;[J[!le[~i iro([] :[~u!a!ice . 

Barack Obama ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

House GOP wants to slash renewable energy investments 

in half: OFA.BOLJnqgR2". The President’s plan? Lead the 

world in clean energy. 

i ")’ }: n 

GOP bill wou~d cut renewable energy spending in half 

House appropriators reveaied Mot:day trlat they pla~ to cut federal spending en 

Fenewabie energy in half r:ext year as pad: of their plan to cope with automatic 

sequestratie~ cuts in fiscal 2014 Renewable energy, a ~,:e,! 

The Associated Press ::i;.:!IP.,P                                ~,:; :.:~ 

BREAKING: CBO: Senate immigration bill cuts deficits by 

$197B over 10 years, $700B in next 10, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.rqh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 6:55 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Barack Obama retweeted a tweet from Senator Harry Reid on Twitter! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 7:21 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bid Now On Autographed College World Series Items! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 2:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Do you know J.Mafie and DEEPU on Twitter? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~anlazon.com > 

Friday, June 21, 2013 4:59 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Well- Spoken Woman: Your Guide to Looking and Sounding Your Best" and more 

% 
A~eoa gorra~*:,:?, we have !:~J?.~!.gl£!LQ~.g!JligL~t~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten%,-, you purchased or told us you 
own. 

..... ~;~:~ ’: The Web S->oken Woman: Your Gaide to Lookir~g alsd 
i ’~su:-;.~:~x~:,.~ Bo~indils9_ Your Best 

by Christine K. Jahnke 

Price: $14,87 
You Save: $413 (22%) 

A Top Speech Coach Reveals the Secrets of Powerful WomenExpress Your Ideas 

with ConfidenceBe Polished and PreparedEarn the Respect of Any AudienceIn 
this must-have guide, one of the nation’s premier speech coaches, Christine... 

~ 
. ............... ~. b. qA ..~!,,.{~!.!!.!. Wh~t : 
by Seiena Rezvani, Lois P, Frankel 

List Price: $26,95 

Price: $18,44 
You Save: $8.51 (32%) 

Q & A with Selena Rezvani, author of Pushback Selena Rezvani Why a book on 
negotiating--for women? As a writer, there are books you want to write and 

then books you need to write. Pushback... P,<~ad mo~~: 

x::.!.!!! !.: !i! ! !:!i!:!i::!7!::’ii;~’ 

19 

YB 
.:222::2:2:!X::}i 

Gettinq to Yes; Neaotiatinq Aqreemer~t Withoet Givin~ 
by Roger Fisher, William L, Ury, Bruce Patton 

List Price: $16,00 

Price: $13,08 
You Save: $2.92 (18%) 

Since its original publication nearly thirty years ago, Getting to Yes has helped 
millions of people learn a better way to negotiate. One of the primary business 

texts of the modern era, it is based on the work of the Harvard... ~,:~; 8xx,~! 

.......... ~s, ~: Give alsd T~ke: A Revelatio%l’}, ~:ppl’oach to SL~ccess ....... " .......................... .... ::/, 1 2: ’;?; !~~J by Adam M. Grant Ph.D. 

 IW ................................. ,:..,~ List Price: $27.95 

TAE Pr, ce: 
You Save: $9.49 (34%) 

A groundbreaking New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller that is 
captivating readers of Malcolm Gladwell, Daniel Pink, The Power of Habit, and 
Quiet For generations, we have focused on the individual... F~!b~!~i!..i:q£i:!L 

List Price: $15.00 

Price: $13,:L3 
You Save: $1,87 (12%) 

How Rer%rk~,fi>ie W~:~me~ Lead: Tl’~e Breaktl’~rou~.,’.,’.!.~!..:;:!~.!: i           il 

’,@.~£:~!:uLL@ 
by Joanna Barsh, Susie Cranston, Geoffrey Lewis 

The Remarkable discoveries about what drives and sustains successful women 
leaders.Based on five years of proprietary research, How Remarkable Women 
Lead speaks to you as no other book has, with its hopeful outlook and unique... 
I{~;sd ~no~-e 



by Paul Tough 

List Price: $14.95 

Price: $11,71 
You Save: $3,24 (22%) 

Book DescriptionWhat would it take? That was the question that Geoffrey 

Canada found himself asking. What would it take to change the lives of poor 

children--not one by one, through heroic interventions and occasional.., r~c~d 

OuoLsble Wooden: Words of Wisdo~ Pre->~ratior~ and 

by John Reger 

List Price: $9,99 

Price: $8,99 
You Save: $1.00 (10%) 

John Wooden was arguably the greatest college basketball coach of all time, a 
teacher as well as mentor whose handiwork produced a dynasty bridging the 

1960s and 1970s. Quotable Wooden is a compilation of more than two....i:~!~. 

iq’;o y~ 

List Price: $24,95 

Price: $22,25 
You Save: $2.70 (11%) 

The idea of the pre-existence of the soul has been extremely important, 
widespread, and persistent throughout Western history--from even before the 
philosophy of Plato to the poetry of Robert Frost. When Souls Had Wings... R!:=,.[t.!!. 

% 

¯ 

\ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,. 

yc.;.: ,q~::: :~-::hx::::: :c::: 
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PIDC New Banner 2 

REGISTER EARLY TO GET MAXIMUM 
DISCOUNT~ 

i~i PIDC 22nd discount 2 

Premier ID Camp JUNE 28th, 2013 

For: Field Players and Goalkeepers 
Camp Time: 9:00am ~, 3:00pro 

Check in: 8:30am 
HOUNT SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE SOCCER FIELDS 

(HAP) 

Held in Conjunction with The SoCal Summer Showcase 

~i SHOWCASE LOGO 

$11£,00 PER PLAYER - Registered By June 8th 
$i49.00 PER PLAYER - Registered By June 22rid 

$i99°00 PER PLAYER - Registered After June 22rid, 
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i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  ii i   iiiiii i  i ii iiii iii i    i i  i  iiiiii   iii  i  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You no,,, have 280 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~a~B ir~C~T~i~g Delete All 

QSGCem6@arclight.tv 

fLSTDKxmh832@aizand.com 

Sub.iect 

Ends Today! Personal 60% OFF 

Are you reedy for summer? And your 

body? 

Are you resdy for summer’? And your 

body? 

This Stock known to mew! fi~.%l:, .%o 

’,^/etch Jt 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Top 150 #I Commits: U20 MNT 
bounce..14314.2553050.283830 45598 m a95ccb34@bounce.topdrawersoccer.com World Cup Roster. TeamRank Top Release ~ AII~’A, Delet~ 

,!"ui;i~ ct 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~et~a~e ~ Allow Df:~et~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 253 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Spa., i~r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 8ubiect 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Yo{~ Belier Be Watching I[ Tomorrow!                          Allow Domain I~locl~ B~ck Domain 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~n,, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~vaabs,981 @a!oha~o!,~nte~ n~t 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Last Chance! 50°% OFF 

A Few Updates 

Inforrrlatie R;r arisen 

ieTSXa’÷4136@apoodle corn                       Ends Toda’d Personal 60% OFF 

Fi~es i;lco,,;ir~cJ Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 2:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - July 2013 - Summer Sale! 

The College Recruiter Email Update -July 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve 8rennan 

Hi everybody. Happy 4th of Jul!! 

YOUR RECRUIT IS A T A NEW PLACE! NEW RECRUIT SOCIAL MEDIA SOURCE UNCOVERED DURING THE 2013 WEBCAST! 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM webeast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

.h.~t..~.2;/~t..~.~e...b...e.~s..t.~c...~.~t.e.‘q~e...r..e.~c..Lq~t..e..r.~Z~cd~i~!~d:~2~ 

GET THE SUCCESS FACTORS SCALES*-A THLETICS EDITION FOR FREE BEGINNING A UGUST 1t 2013I. 
Time is rapidly approaching for you to request funding for your FREE assessments of the Success Factors .Scales~-Athletics Edition. Recruiting Proposal 16-3 goes into 

effect on August 1, 2013 for Division I schools. Proposal 16-3 allows institutions, conferences, or the NCAA to pay for other academic support, career counseling, or 

personal development services that support the success of the student-athlete. Steve Mallonee of the NCAA told me that he believes the Success Factors Scales®- 

Athletics Edition (www.success[actorsscaies.com), the premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under 
NCAA Proposal 16-3 guidelines. If you’ve wanted to utilize the Scales, but your budget wouldn’t allow it, now you have the opportunity to secure funding just for that 

need. Check with Four Compliance Officer to request the funding. Division II and Division III schools should still inquire with your Compliance Officer. Some 

unpubficized funding to your conference through the NCAA may be available to you. Check all avenues. 

And, of course, celebrate Independence Day by treating yourself to one of this month’s sweet Shameless Bribe coupons. 

i,.’,~d~, T,~:~: 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM DVD package is on sale this month! 

Here is the link to the July 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcoflegerecruiter.com/monthly-email-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <storemews@amazon,com> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 5:48 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Featured Management Resources 

C:u.~4arr~ers who have .%hewrt ~n irfl:erest in books on rrlarlagerr~en[ arid ]eader.%hip might also like to knew about 

I:hese [eatured resources 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~:~:~!..~i!~!~..-’,..~.~.~’~ ilZiiiiii~ii~iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

List Pric~: $89.95 .............................. 

You ssve: S1880 (21%) 

s Learr! more 

Find Great Deals on Millions of Items Storewide 

bii:~::~ i::::c...,.:, ic.;~: :fi:~ > i:;.=-b=-:e ~ ~d;~: :=ii~:: i.=es > =::~;ifi =::: :=,-d:!:= 

illlllllll illllllll illllllll 

i; ;i }i;i i;i~:~i ii::ti 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You no,,, have 200 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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Vror!l 

NJWoPoHa528@a1 intemebT~a rke[ingtoels.com 

suffixingdx@unb ca 

eva Ilorente@pha rrna netwo rks-be.co m 

(ucDKk=n , o3tqT~=ca=f_.n ense corn 

Surqme! is here save up to 70% 

Unusual club where you can openly obsc~atsya wit~ t~e girls about 

sexual preferences, be yourself. 

Fur-bearing beasts are tired of sweating 

Ga Green 

Summer sale! Get 60% OFF 

Release ~ AIP~w D~4~.[a 

Allow Domain Blocl~ B~ock Domain 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

removed 
You now have 197 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~arr~ i~eorr~i~g Delete All 

Fr-onl Subie.st 

Were Ba.’:k Far Mere TanighL 
Release. ~ AIP~W ~.~e 

........................... ~!~.~ &~£~tr~. 6!~.~t~ D.~ 
LfdcOQVbV478@abatekstekstikcem tr Only 24 hours: personal 65°% discount 

’~!!£t~.~£,3!~!~.~ @!s~.~’~ ~.~d~.r4~rrm~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................... !~L~R@~t-.’. BR~ ~’.[!£¢~ £@-.S.~ healthye@cyberparent corn You have new Love letter:32457;’! 
&tt£}.~L~££~t{~ L~.to£k ~!9@:..~;b~!£ 

O.’:heraw~teJnye girls lbat are wailing for you to camrr~unicu~te wi~i~ yeu in ~i~e ch 1 Ret~ase ~ Allow D~;~eta 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: iia.uidizedv47@trinity.edu            online 24 hours a day.                                               AllowDomair, alocl~ B~eck Domain 

I absolutely guarantee you..                                            AilowDo,T,~in Siock Bk,,tk r.kw,,r~ir, 
.............................................................. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: sarnpled9@ponyexpress net         New pdvate social network for Ukrainian beautiful giris and foreigners             &tt£>~L~£~£~t~ L~.[~£~ ~!9@:..~b~!£ 

Be Ready!                                                              Ret ...... ~ Allow D~;~et~ 

Fi~es i~c°~sieg Delete All 

~’~b~ct 





~iii Up to 50% off Select Outdoor Toys 



~.’:/,tbt]’t,’,~.,"~,~t1.’S See ~’~;o[e 

~i Xbox One NowAvailable for Pre-order 

Xbox Or~e l’,iow Availabie fo~" Preoorde~ 

i iXi Kindle Fire, $199 



p to $140 on Select Dell PCs 

Save up to 8140 o,q Select Deli PCs 

i iXi $50 off the Sony AS15 Action Video C ..... 

$50 off the ~>uny AS IS A~t~ ~ Video Camela 



[~:i MP3AIbumsfrom $2.99 

MP3 Albums from $2,99 

i~ill Best Music of 2013...So Far 

Best M~sic of 2013,,,So F~,~ 

i iXi Up to 50% off the Best of BBC 

Up to 50% offth÷ Best of BBC 

i i’~’i Up to 60% off .... 4,000 DVDs and Blu-rays 

Up to 60% off over 4,000 DVDs and Blu-rays 



Save up to $325 on X Hot Iron & Combo Sets from i~i Up to 25% off Select Baseball Caps 

i c~,~w " " 

S~ve up to $325 o~ X Hot i~on & Combo Sots ij~; to 25% off Select Ba.sebali C~ps 
Item Caiiaway 



[~iii Up to 70% off Select Men’s Golf Clothing 

~i ..................................... 

i iXi Up to 25% off Select Sleeping Bags 

Up [o 25% off Seiect Sieeping B~s 



~}i Upto 50% offW .... ’s Tops and Tees 

Up to 50% oil W0me~,’s Tops a~d lees 

~i1 70% or M .... ff Select A ..... Watches 

70% O~" More off Select Azzare VVatches 

i iXi Up to 65% off Select Gemstone Pendants 

Up to 65% ofi Selec~ Gemsto~e Pe~dants 

i i2i 1040% off Select Styles from TUMI 

10-40% oil Seiec[ S%,ies fro,,"a t"’UMi 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



%i Best Summer Reading for Kids 

Best Sum;me~ Re;~ding for Kids 

jiXi Books Under$10 

Books U;qder $10 



~iii Up to 40% off Cookbooks 

Up to 40% off Cookbooks 

i iXi 20 Kids’ Kindle Books for $1 for Each 

20 Kids’ Kindie Books for $1 for Each 



i~il 15% off Select North by Honeywell First Aid Kits 

[5% off Select North by Ho~,eywel{ First Aid Kits 

:;~ill 20% off Select Home Safety Products 

20% off Select Home Safety Prod~x:ts 

~:iI $20 Salad Spi ..... from Xtraordinary 

$20 Salad Spin~,e[ flora Xt,~aordi~,a[y 

i i’~’i $10 off Select $50 Stanley Tools Order 

$i0 ofi Selec[ $50 Sta,,’~iey "]’eois Orde~ 



~O,’~ "~O ~X~ ...... 

~i1 25°/o or M .... ff New and Featured Guitars i iXi Save 50°/0 off Malouf Fine Li .... Comforters 

25% o~ More off New and Featured Guitars Save 50% elf Maio~f r:i~e Line~s Comforters 



i i~ S .... pto20% on Select Uncle Milton Toys 

Save up to 20% on Select. L!ncie ,’¢,’iito~, ~oys 

$4 off Select Clorox Disinfecting Wipes with Coupon 

$4 off Select CIo~ox Disinfecti~,g V~pes wi~.h 
Coupon 



~iii Grow an Amazon Birthday Gift 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 3:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Invite Your Extended Family to Join Coast to Coast’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Now is the perfect time to take advantage of this amazing opportunity from. 
CiJbCorp! Invite your e×tended fap’ily to joir a club in the CiubCorp Network 
coast to coast, 

Ivlembership is only $:100 to join* and $75 a mond-~* at parUcipaUng dubs, 
You can if’rite your parents, grandparents~, children, grar’dchitdren, siblin{:is ar’d 
in d~’ws, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 163 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Spar~B }~eOT~i;lg Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: c~ . ~ ~-~~x~ .~ ,qe,.~ : ............................ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Tx:hywlkFl>’,172@a,’:camoptiens ca za     Are vau e c v fe!Summe!?                                                        ~eleas~. ~ Al~sw ~.~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

j. zL. PtH17fi@angelsinfo.info Sculpt Sexy Body for Summer! 
~]]~.!t~.P.*,Z!~!~* ~}]~2.*~ ~LR~’!~.rr~.~~’~r~t 

The beautiful girls are willing to oe!respond with you in this site the neb.,vork 24 ~,!~ag.e. Er.e~t~t~~. 6]~.*~ D.*~.~f! 
phiilya976@esedena.net 

hou!saday. ~!!~.!~.P.*,Z,~!,* ~}!~,.*~ ~L*,’!~.rr~,~.~~’,r~,t 
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rl~ln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.coin <S~LOre news@amalon.com> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 3:21 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Dorrance: Best Books of the Year So Far 

r 

Your Amazomcoi’~ZIJ[3~l"oday’s DeatsC~JSe~ A~I Depa~tmentsE] 

[Ni A ...... ing the Best Books of the Year So Far, featuring ...... b ..... pick, I 

The S ;,n f-Yozen in 77n?e 7he 2nterestings 

H a rd (:o v e r H a rd (:ov e r H a r(J (:or ~ r 

Kindle book Ki~dle book I<i~dle book 

L .... ] 
_ ~nd’he~oon’ain~Echoodl -- 1~ E’ ....... d~orkl -- ~    -- 

And ~he ,~!ounrahTs Eo~oed iSleanor and P~rk Gu!p 

-- Hardcover -- Hardcover -- Ha:-dcover -- 

Kindl,~ b,:)ok Kindle b,:)ok Kindle b,:)oi,: 



~i A.orVisiti0gFriends ~:~:i TonthofOec~mbor:Storios [i:~:i Thegn, .... dthoJinni ] 
After Visiting Friends Tenth ~ r’ - 

" 
Stories The Golem and the .);nni 

-- H a rd (:o v e r -- H a rd (:or e r -- H a rd (:or e r 

Kindle book Kff~dle book I<ff~die book 

i .... 
i ...... 

2oyland                              Schroder Tb.e Guns at Last Light 

Paperback Hardcover Ha:-dcover 

Kindle book Kindle b,:x:,k 

i .... I 

-- The,9’ .... Upstairs ~[ ::.~.:: Then ..... t the End of the Lane ~ Let’s Explore Diabetes with Owls ]-- 

The Woman Upstairs T,@e Ocean at the End of the Let~ Explore Diabetes w)~h Ow!s 

__ Hardcover __ Lane __ Ha:-dcover __ 

Kindle book Hardcover Kindle book 

Kindle book 

i ....... I 

-- [ ~ Smoke and Pickles ] -- 

~ 

-- [ ~ The Shining Girls ] -- 

Smoke and Pickles Lean in The Shi;!in9 Girls 

Hardcover Hardcover Ha:-dcover 

Kindle book Khndle book Khndle book 

I 
I 

r r 

[.. [ 

Between iffan and Beast Sense & 5ensiblfity Steam Train, Dream Train 

Hardcover Board book Hardcover 

Kindle book 

1 
I 

r 3 - I ~:~ ~"o~asq°ato" Esoape/ -- r~ .av,gat,ogEar,,’ -- .~ ~,e~t, W ..... 
l J 

The Sasquatch Escape Nawgat)ng Early The 5th ~vave 

-- Hardcover -- Hard.::over -- Ha rd.::ove r -- 

Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book 

...... I 
~] S ..... Reading 

I 

J 
i 

" ’ 

bBool<s E]E:Eectroni,:ss E]Toys & Ga rues E]Kit:chen & Dining 

E]blovies Ll,~ TV E~/ideo Games E]Baby E]office & School Supplies 

E]Kindle E]cell Phones & ,L’,c(:essories    E]Clodfing E]Home [rnprow.~ment 

E]Kindle Paperwhite E]com!)uters & Software E]Shoes E]Grocery 

E]Kindle Fire HD ~]Sporis A Outdoors Eth~welry -E]pat:io, L.awr! & Gilrder! 

E][nstan~ Vide,:) El’-’uJ~om,:)tiw.~ E]Watahes E]Hei~ld-! & Personal Care 

E]l’4usic E]]ndustrial & Scientific E]Beau~y E]Gourmet Food 

E]NIP3 D ...... I(:,i~ds E]prime E]bli~gazi ...... E]Gift Cards 
[ 

% 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 115 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Spar~B }~eOT~i;lg Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: c~ . ~. ~-~~x~ .~ ,qe,. : ............................ 
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ow.~remph~,~sizing44@sl:joelive corn             Big boobs, mature cfl!is are e dy lo co ~’1 ~u ca e oda’d                         Release. ~ AIEsw ~.~ 

............................. 
~!~.~ ~.~r~. ~!~.~ r~.<~a zMOUJq80g@accesss~fetyproducts.com Seasons discount 60%! Don’t miss this offer 

~!!~.tt~.P.n~!~!~.~ ~!S~.~’~ ~.~’!~.r4~rrm~ 

gidep@stjoelive.com The charming face~ mature woman ready for-correspondence today! 
&tt£>~L~£~*~tt~ ~.t~£~ ~!~’,2t.~,~!r~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~!~.~ ~.ts~r~. ~!~.~ r~.<~, CdhzfiO402@aperiocuies corn             Are you ready for Summers                                    6!!S~t’~.~n,~a!~.~ @!S~.~’~ ~.~’!~.r4~rrm~ 
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From: Prozone Sports Ltd <?rozone Sports Ltd@mail.vresp.com> 

Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 7:39 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Confederations Cup, KTP partnership and German Champions League success 

Prozone 

in the Zone 

~:~ 

Confederations Cup 

Confederations Cup Preview: Part I 

~iI Confederations Cup Preview: Part I 

In the first part of our Confederations Cup preview we look at the teams 
and player that will feature in Group A. 

Read More 

Confederations Cup Preview: Part II 

Ni Confederations Cup Preview: Part II 
in the second part of our preview we look at the teams and players that will 
be contesting Group B. 

:~ Read More 

Analysis 

Prozone collaborate with Liverpool 3ohn Moores University on Knowledge Transfer Partnership 

~i D.C. United andChicago Fire renew In association with Liverpool John Moores University, Prozone was recently 
partnershipswith Prozone successful in its bid for Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) funding for an 

advanced mathematical modelling project. 

i~-~ Read More 

London Calling: Demystifying German success in the Champions League 

~i. London Calling: Demystifying German With Bayern Munich and Borussia Dortmund both reaching the 2012/13 
success in the Champions League Champions League Final, there has been much talk about how the two 

Bundesliga giants have outwitted the rest of Europe this season, 

[:~ Read More 



QSL begins two-week Prozone training workshop 

.~.iI QSLbeginstwo-weekProzonetraining The Qatar Stars League recently began a two-week Prozone training 
workshop workshop as part of football’s continued development in the Emirate. 

Read More 

Analytics Digest: 7-14th June 2013 

~ AnalyticsDigest:7-14th June2013 A new regular feature, our Analytics Digest will highlight the best 
performance analysis writing on the web each week. 

Read More 

Clients 

U,S. Soccer extends relationship with Prozone 

~iI U.S. Soccer extends relationshipwith We’re pleased to announce that U.S. Soccer has renewed its contract to use 
Prozone 

Prozone performance analysis solutions. 

Read More 

Prozone partners with Turkish Football Association 

~i Prozone partners with Turkish Football Prozone has recently been working with the Turkish Football Association 
...... Association (TFF) to provide comprehensive performance analysis services to the 

national team as they attempt to quality for the 2014 FIFA World Cup in 
Brazil, 

Read More 

Prozone client Union Espanola claims Chilean Primera Division title 

.~.iI ProzoneclientUnion Espanola claims Chilean Union Espanola, one of Prozone’s Chilean clients, recently celebrated 
Primera Division title 

winning the 2013 Primera Division title. 

Read More 

Thai Premier League clubs sign up to use Prozone 

~iI Thai Premier League clubs sign uptouse Three Thai Premier League clubs have recently signed agreements to use 
Prozone Prozone performance analysis solutions. 

Read More 

You can also follow Prozone on: 

Prozone - In the Zone 



Click to view this emaJl in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Prozone Sports Ltd 

3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 

Leeds, England LS11 8BN 

UK 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:05 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Step Up Your Game! Simple, Affordable Online Registration Soak/are 

gi Your Re stration 
Soccer coaches nationwide use Event 

Manager to take player registrations and 

payments online quickly and securely. That 

means no paper registration forms and 

payments to juggle. Your soccer players, 

volunteers and coaches can register anytime, 

anywhere -- and all collected fees are 

deposited directly into your account! 

Here are some of the Event Manager 

features coaches are also raving about ... 

Process 

Team roster management -- With Event Manager, you can add, edit and remove 

players in real-time; send sign=up forms with divisions to clubs and teams; collect a 

tournament deposit or the full amount to reserve a spot; and send roster forms to gather 

player into and liability waivers. 

Real-time data reporting -- Track player stats, registrations, payments and 

communications in real-time ... on the go ._ wherever the Internet is available! 

Instant website integration -- Event Manager can be integrated with ANY website to 

create a seamless registration experience. 

Enhanced marketing -- Simple-to-use marketing tools are built into Event Manager 

including the ability to email players or any group of registrants based on search criteria~ 

There is NO log-in for registrants, NO merchant account required to get started and you 

have UNLIMITED USE with Event Manager ... run as many tournaments, camps and 

clinics as you’d like’. 

Try EVENT MANAGER ~’~".i~-" for 30 Days! 

,...,...0....,.0, 0 or Call 888.277.4409 

%%%%%% 

~ !!,’i: -~L’. e’~. i !" ~_et’,~,~-]_~t’, ,., ,’Z:~.,’~. ~:t 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to [his message ,,vith "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the foli~,Mng ik~k: !L,’.,.’#::=.,’:;.=,:=~:i:,:i 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:.’.~’:~!::: the VeFticalResponse marketing policy 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N4A < N4A@neulionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, May 21,2013 9:42 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Convention is only a few weeks away! 

Don’t miss out on the 2013 N4A Convention in Jacksonville, FL from June 6-9! 

Be sure to register THIS WEEK! The member rate for the Convention will be $300 until Saturday, 
May 25. After that date, the registration rate will go up by $100. 

Also, don’t forget to book your hotel room at this year’s headquarter hotel, the Hyatt Regency Jacksonville 

Riverfront= Click here to access the reservations portal. 

If you have any questions or need assistance with registration, please contact Ra~ly Mosbah in the NACDA 

otfice at 440-788-7479 or rmos bah@nacda.com. 

th             T We look forward to having you as a past of N4A’s 38 Armnal Convention. 

© 2013 NACDA. All rights reserved. Unsubscribe 
~i:: NeuLion 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N4A < N4A@neulionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 11:06 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

N4A Convention Online Registration DEADLINE! 

Attention N4A Members, 

th Be sure to REGISTER TODAY as online and phone regislration tbr the 38 AmmaJ Convention will 

close Wednesday, May 29 at 5:00 p.m. ET. After this date and time, all registrations will be handled 
on-site by cash or check only. 

This yee¢’s Convention will be held June 6-9 at the Hyatt Regency Jacksonville Riverfront in Jacksonville, 

FL. Information about Convention registration, hotel reservations mid the Convention agenda can be found 

at http:llwww.nacda.comlnfouralconvention.html. 

Also, as a reminder, be sure to cast your vote for the new N4A President-Elect mad Association Bylaw 

chmages here. The voting roll remain open through Friday, May 31 and all input roll be included in the in- 

person vote which takes place during the Convention= Any questions on this process may be directed to 

Katie Newman (440- 788- 7474/k n ewma n (~,n acd a.co m) or Ramy Mosbah (440- 788- 

7479/rmosbah@nacda.com) in the national once. Please note, if you will be attendinq the 
Convention in Jacksonville, there is no need to complete this ballot, however votinq 
early is encouraged. 

We’ll look folw-ecd to seeing you in Jacksonville! 

© 2013 NACDA. All rights reserved. Unsubscribe 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 2:39 PM 

’n4a@lists.nacda.com’ 

[n4al Confidentiality policies 

Hello: 

We would like to know if any school would be able to share their policies or procedures for managing confidential information 

We are looking to gather information about policies involving confidentiality including FERPA releases, storage of documents and student-athlete flies, learning disability testing results 
and documentation, protocol fbr sharing information with scouts, and updates on injuries. 

If you have policies or forms that you would be willing to send to me directly at jtownserld@anc.edu<mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu>, I would greatly appreciate ~t. 

I hope that everyone has a great Thanksgiving 

Thank you, 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538< tel:9199629538> 

919-962-8247<teh9199628247 ~- (fax) 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Dean, Collene N <cndean@umes.edn> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:20 PM 

Rebori, Christine <CRebori@lindenwood.edu>; ’n4a@lists.nacda.com’ 

[n4a] RE: FEPd~A 

Good Afternoon: 
Please see the information below from FERPA regarding school officials as it relates to who does not need written pelanission to view students academic records. 

¯ Generally, schools must have written permission from the parent or eligible student in order to release any information from a student’s education record. However, FERPA allows schools 
to disclose those records, without consent, to the following parties or under the following conditions (34 CFR § 99.31): 
°School officials with legitimate educational interest; 

o Other schools to which a student is transferring; 

o Specified officials for audit or evaluation purposes; 

o Appropriate parties in connection with financial aid to a student; 

,, Organizations conducting certain studies for or on behalf of the school; 

,, Accrediting organizations; 

,, To comply with a judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena; 
o Appropriate officials in cases of health and safety emergencies; and 

o State and local authorities, within a j uvenile justice system, pursuant to specific State law. 

ttere is information clari~ing who is considered "school officials" 

One of the exceptions to the prior written consent requirement in FERPA allows "school officials," including teachers, within a school to obtain access to personally identifiable information 
contained in education records provided the school has determined that they have "legitimate educational interest" in the information Although the term "school officiaV is not defined in 
the statute or regulations, this Off’ice generally interprets the term to include parties such as: professors; instructors; administrators; health staff; counselors; attorneys; clerical staff; 
trustees; members of committees and disciplinary boards; and a contractor, volunteer or other part?’ to whom the school has outsourced institutional services or functions 

Hope this helps. I use to do inservice presentations on FERPA. Happy Thanksgiving[! 

Collene N Dean 
Assistant Director o17 Athletics for Academics 
Umversity of Map)dand Eastern Shore 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 
William P tlytche Athletic (;enter 
Princess Anne, MD. 21853 
Phone: 410-651-6539 
Fax: 410-651-7600 

e-mail: cndean@unms.edu 

From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [n4a-request@lists.nacda.com] on behalf of Rebori, Christine [CRebori@lindenwood.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:38 AM 

To: ’n4a@lists.nacda.com’ 
Subject: [n4a] FERPA 

Good 1homing! 
I have a meeting with our in-house legal counsel next week to discuss FERPA with regards to what we do in the Academic Success Center. I have a few examples, but can you please email 
me any forms you have your student-athletes sign giving the Academic Coordinators/Advisors in your department access to their educational records? 

Thatlks! Have a wonderful Thatlksgiving! 

Christine Rebori 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance and Academic Support 
Lindenwood University 
209 S. Kingshighway 
St. Charles, MO 63301 
P: 636.255.2216 
F: 636.255.2288 
www lindenwoodlions com<http://www lind enwoodlions.com/> 

[Description: Description: Description: Description: cid:image001.png@01CC5AA5 A6008F60] 

Lindenwood University Email Disclaimer: http :/A~wlindenwood.eduyemailPolicy htm 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

cleger@athlife.com 

Monday, December 2, 2013 9:46 AM 

n4@lisks.nacda.com 

Jon Harris <jh~ms@athlife.com> 

[n4a] AthLife Update 

N4A Friends & Colleagues - 
Hope eve~zune had a great holiday break. Vel7 exciting news to report from AthLife (which is where I am now- for those of you who wondered)’. 
Earlier this month, the NFL Player’s Association (NFLPA) announced the launch of The Trust, a new initiative whose sole purpose is to sep~e J2mner NFL players The Trust will assist 
former players in key areas such as brain and body evaluations, career development, health and nutrition, physical fitness and financial education and will provide these services with no out 
of pocket cost to the player 
AthLife has been named as the prima~ parmer to provide career development and education services. AthLife has been serving as a consultant J2~r the NI~’LPA for the past 9 years &hellip; 
this partnership allows for expansion of staff and services. AthLife services available to J2~rmer players include: 

+ Development of degree completion plan 
+ Assist with identil}’ing funding options for degree completion (scholarship dollars available through The Trust) 
+ Career development serwces including: 
+ o Resume development 
+ o Mock Interviewing 
+ o Networking 

These are FREE set, rices available to your former NI~’L players who are seeking assistance with degree completion or career development. 
As Chief Operating Officer J2~r AthLffe, I’m proud to serve as the point person for this partnership to answer any questions you may have or to discuss collaboration opportunities to better 
serve J2mner players. 
Have a great rest of the semester/quarter 
Additional information about The Trust: 

+http://www.cleveland.com/healthfit/index.ssfi’2013/1 I/cleveland clinic nfl players a htrnl 
+ https://www.nflpla’~’ers.com/Articles/Press-Releases/NFLPA-Announces-The-Trust/ 
+ http:i/finan ce.yahoo, con~,news/nfl-players-associati on-athl etes-per formance- 174500601 html 
+ h ttp://www.cbssp~rts.c~ra/nf~/writer/~as~n-~a-canf~ra/24227838/rNpa-ann~unces-the-trust-t~-he~p-transitioning-ex-p~ayers 

For additional irffom~atiun about AthLife, visit www.athlife.com. 

Carrie Leger 
AthLYe 
919-805-0660 

This message is for the designated recipient(s) only and may contain privileged, proprietary, or otherwise confidential information. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender 
immediately and delete the original. 

To ~msubscribe from this list, click here: httr~:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Brady William Rourke <bw~onrke@syr.edu:, 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:08 AM 

n4@lisks.nacda.com 

kking@admin.fsu.edu; l~vikiera£~)nacda.com; Katie Newman (knewman@nacda.com) 

[n4a] 2014 Model Practices Award Application 

Colleagues - 

Apply :for the 2014 Model Practices Award!!! As President Pignataro mentions in his report - the Model Practices Award is given annually to the universi~ or college that displays best 
practices in their academic programming for student-athletes. The application form can be accessed via the following link: https:i/www.surveymonkey.com/s/nfouramodelpracticesaward. 
Nomination narrative can be emailed to me directly via attachment. Additional iN2mnation about the Model Practices Award and an Example Narrative from previous award winner can be 
accessed here: http://wwwnacda.com/nfouraiawardshtml All materials are due March 31st, 2014 

We will host a Webinar next month to answer questions and provide an overview of the application process Webinar details will be sent via email within the next few weeks. Contact Brady 
Rourke (bwrourke@syr.edu<mailto:bwrourke(~syr.edu>) or Chair-Elect Dr. Kacy King (kking@admin.fsu.edu<mailto:kkin~(&!admin.fsu.edu>) with questions. 

Keep making a difference, Keep changing lives!!! "Sharpen your interest in two major subjects: life and people" - Jim Rohn 

[cid:image002.png@01 CEF67C.E71E66F0] 

Brady W Rourke 

Associate Director, Football 
Stevenson Educational (;enter for Student-Athlete Development 
Manley Fieldhouse ] 1301 E. Colvin St. i Syracuse, NYi13244-5020 
P: 315.443.6008 IF: 315.443.3578 i email: bwrourke@syr.edu<mailto:bwrourke(a)syr.edu> 

To tmsubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 4:22 PM 

N4A liskserve lis~serve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] M~xy Willmghaall North Carolina scandal: Use unemployed Ph.D.s to teach athletes. 

http://www.slate.com/articles/1ife/education/2014/O1/mary willingham north carolina scandal use unemployed ph d stoteachathletes.html?wpisrc burgerbar 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

To uaasubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Woodside, Daniel J -~woodsid@indiana.eduv 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 2:07 PM 

~4a@hsts.nacda.c( n 

[n4a] Degree Completion Programs - Ques~tions 

Greetings, 
We are in the process of establishing a Degree Completion Program tbr student-athletes that left the Umversity early for professional competition, academic concerns, personal reasons, etc 
If anyone currently operates a similar program, I would appreciate your perspective on the following questions/issues: 

1) Do you require that the S.A. have been an active member of the sport when leaving the University? 

2) Doyou awardthe same scholarship awardtheyreceivedatthetimeofdeparturetowhentheyreturned(i.e, if on50% awardwhile anathlete, doyou award 50% upon returning? More 
or less?)? 

3) Do you pay for on-line courses offered through your University so that the student may take courses off campus, or do you require they take classroom courses? 

4) Do you pay for summer sessions? 

5) Is there an minimum number of credits hours in which the?’ must enroll each term? 

6) Do you pay J2~r room and board? Do you have students "earn" room and board through acuve mentormg, etc.? 

7) Do returning students have access to training tables? 

8) What is required of the student (academically) each term [’or renewal? 

An?" other thoughts, etc., would be welcomed! Thank you! 
Dan 
dwoodsid@indiana edu<mai [to: dwoodsid~indiana edu> 

812.855.2414 

Dan Woodside 
Director of Academic Services for Olympic Sports 
Indiana University Athletics 
D. Ames Shuel Academic Center 
1001 East 17th Street 
Bloomington, IN 47408 

812.8552414 - Direct office 
812855.0876 -Main office 
812.855 4301 - Office fax 

[Description: Capture] 

To ~msubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

region2- reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Waiter M Holliday <wholliday~lsu.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 5:17 PM 

region2@lists.nacda.com 

Jim Pignatmo (pignata~o@sass.msu.edn); Brittaaay McGowan (BrittanyIvlcGowan@sass.msu.edu); knewman@nacda.com; 

l~¥ikiera£~}nacda.com; Walter M Holliday <wholliday@lsn.edu>; wilsonka@slu.edu 

[regio~t2] 2014 N4A National Covenfion Registlation 

Hello Region II, 

I hope all is well with you! The N4A National Convention (June 5-8, 2014) registration and hotel reservations process is up and running. You should have received an email giving you the 
green light to proceed with your plans. I look forward to seeing you there! 

Below please :find a few things to keep in mind: 

*      You I’,/RJST make your hotel resewations prior to registering for the Convention - the registration process will not allow you to continue on until you have entered your hotel 
confirmation number. 

*     You should make your hotel reservations for Convention sooner than later because we anticipate a sellout situation at some point. Once the hotel is sold out, overflow opuons will be 
posted on our website. This in]2mnation available will not be posted until they are completely sold out at the World Center So hustle up so you don’t find yourself staying at the 
Nickelodeon Resort across the street! 

* The room rate at the World Center is $174/night ($19575 with tax). 

* It is strongly encouraged that you use the reservations link on our website to secure your room, rather than call the hotel directly. 

* You SHOI_ILD NOT use any other link besides the one listed on our website to book your room 

If you have any questions regarding the process or the convention you may call Katie Newman in the NACDA office at knewman@nacda.com<mailto:~ewmanl&,nacda.com> or 440-788- 
7474. 

Walt Holliday 
Director of Academic Aft’airs 
Cox Communications Academic Center for 
Student-Athletes 
Louisiana State University 
100 Gym AIITIO13~ 

Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
225/578-7758 office 
225/802-2626 cell 

http:i/www.acsa.lsu.edu 
Twitter: @LSUAcademicCtr 
Enter to Learn, Leave to Sel~’et 

CONFIDEXrFL~LITY MESSAGE: This e-mail contains CONFIDENTIAL and may contain PRIVILEGED information intended only for the use of the specific individual or enti~ named above. 
If you or your employer is not the intended recipient of this e-mail or an employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
unauthorized dissemination or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately noti~" the sender by e-mail or telephone and 
inmxediately delete the message. Thank you. 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Dawson, Melissa <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 6:57 PM 

Brian Evans <brian.eval@usu.edu> 

Ruffin, Justin K <justin.ruflhl@louisville.edt~-; n4a@lis~ts.nacda.com 

Re: In4a] ILE: Utilizing iPads tbr Textbook usage 

Justin- our bookstore said the same thing as Brian’s. While the thought process is good, I think it is a selling point %r teams who want iPads or are utilizing them for their sport. 

Melissa J Dawson 
Associate Athletic Director for 
Student Services 
The University of Tulsa 
Sent from mY iPad 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:00 PM, "Brian Evans" <brian.evans@usu.edu> wrote: 

> Justin, 

> 

> I would appreciate a re-cap of the responses you get on these questions. Regarding texthooks for download, I visited with our Bookstore awhile back about this and they said the problem 

is, only a fraction of all college textbooks are available Jbr download (or on e-book)., so even if you were to have iPads J~)r this purpose, you cannot get away from physical hard-bound 

textbooks. At least not in the immediate future. 

> 

> -Brian 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: n4a-request@lists nacda.com [maiko:n4a-request(fr!lists nacda cam] On Behalf OfRuffin, Justin K 

> Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:50 PM 

> To: n4a@lists.nacda.com 

> Subject: [n4a] L’tilizing iPads :For Textbook usage 

> 

> Good Afternoon Colleagues, 

> 

> We are looking into utilizing iPads with the possibility of purchasing textbooks for them. We would appreciate any feedback, ideas or information you can share regarding the process you 

use at your institution. 

> 

> How are the textbooks paid for in order to download? 

> 

> What is the procedure if the iPad is lost or stolen? 

> 

> Does the student-athlete get to keep iPad if they transfer? 

> 

> Does the student-athlete get to keep iPad when they graduate? 

> 

> ~,~rhat are there any advantages or disadvantages? 

> 

> 

> That~ you- 

> Justin Ruffin 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [mailto:n4a-re,auest(~)lists.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Bethel, Bradley Richard 

> Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:00 ~a&~i 

> To: n4a@lists.nacda.coru 

> Subject: [n4a] "LRqC leaders say MaN Willingham’s claims on athletes’ academics ’a travesty’" 

> 

> N4A Colleagues, 

> 

> For those %llowing the news regarding claims about the literacy levels of UNC student-athletes, please see the following article: http:/iwww.newsobserver.col~’2014/O1/17/3542148/unc- 

leaders-s ay-mary-willinghams html 

> 

> In short, L,~’~’C Provost Inn Dean sumlnarily disproved the claims From the article: 

> "The test Willingham used to diagnose reading skill, called the Scholastic Abilities Test for Adults, was a 10-minute reading vocabulary test that is not recon~nended alone to judge 

overall literacy, Dean said. And, he added, Willingham apparently misinterpreted the results of the data by presenting standard scores as grade equivalents, rendering her conclusions 

’virtually meaningless.’ 

> "He showed a blalS: exam as an example. Each question had ibur words, and the test-taker has to decide whether some of the words are synonyms, antonyms or unrelated. There were no 

reading comprehension passages 

> "Dean said he and three others, including the head of the university’s academic support program for athletes, collectively spent more than 200 hours analyzing Willingham’s data this 

week The university will also have the data and Willingham’s methodology independently evaluated." 

> 

> Bradley R H Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 C (919) 636-85041F (919) 962-8247 bradley bethel@unc.edu 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> To unsubscribe iicom this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.comiunsubscribe 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.comiunsubscribe 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

To ~msubscribe from this list, click here: htm:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



FFOIIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda,com on behalf of 
Stephanie Jane Hamilton <StephanieMamilton@nau.edtr~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:21 AM 

Dawson, Melissa <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; Brian Evans <brian.evans@usu.edu> 

RulYin, Jastin K <justin.ruflin@louisville.edt~; n4a@lis~ts.nacda.com 

RE: [n4a] RE: Utilizing iPads for Textbook usage 

We are CUlxently looking into utilizing iPads also However, we are looking at utilizing them for much more than textbooks, as we understand that not all will be available to downloaded 
Fresno State is a great resource and how- they utilize the iPads. I would recommend also reaching out to a an Apple representative for further information if you have not They have been 
helpful giving presentations of how to utilize the iPad. 

Stephanie Hamilton 
Academic Coordinator 
Northern Arizona Universi~ Athletics 
PO Box 15400 
Flagstaff, AZ 86011 
Cell: 425 -429-0002 
Orifice: 928-523-5415 
s tep hanie hamilton@nau.edu 

From: n4a-request@lists nacda.com [n4a-request@lists.nacda.com] on behalf of Dawson, Melissa [melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:56 PM 
To: Brian Evans 

Cc: Ruffln,Justin K; n4a@lists nacda.com 
Subject: Re: [n4a] RE: Utilizing iPads for Textbook usage 

Justin- our bookstore said the same thing as Brian’s. While the thought process is good, I think it is a selling point for teams who want iPads or are utilizing them for their sport. 

Melissa J Dawson 
Associate Athletic Director for 
Student Services 
The University of Tulsa 
Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:00 PM, "Brian Evans" <brian. evans@usu, edu> wrote: 

> Justin, 
> 

> I would appreciate a re-cap of the responses you get on these questions. Regarding textbooks for download, I visited with our Bookstore awhile back about this and they said the problem 
is, only a fraction of all college textbooks are available for download (or on e-book).., so even if you were to have iPads for this purpose, you cannot get away from physical hard-bound 
textbooks. At least not in the immediate future. 
> 

> -Brian 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [mailto:n4a-request(~lists.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Ruffin, Justin K 
> Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:50 PM 

> To: n4a@lists.nacda.com 
> Subject: [n4a] Utilizing iPads for Textbook usage 
> 

> Good A~ernoon Colleagues, 
> 

> We are looking into utilizing iPads with the possibility of purchasing textbooks for them. We would appreciate any feedback, ideas or information you can share regarding the process you 
use at your institution. 
> 

> How are the textbooks paid for in order to download? 
> 

> V~qaat is the procedure if the iPad is lost or stolen? 
> 

> Does the student-athlete get to keep iPad if they transfer? 
> 

> Does the student-athlete get to keep iPad when the?, graduate? 
> 

> What are there any advantages or disadvantages? 
> 

> 

> Thank you- 
> Justin Ruff in 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: n4a-request@lists nacda.com [mailto:n4a-request@lists na cda com] On Behalf Of Befl~el, Bradley Richard 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:00 AM 

> To: n4a@lists.nacda.com 
> Subject: [n4a] "L,2",IC leaders say Mary Willingham’s claims on athletes’ academics ’a traves~i" 
> 

> N4A Colleagues, 
> 

> For those following the news regarding claims about the literacy levels of UNC student-athletes, please see the following article: http:/iwww.newsobserver.colv~’2014/01/17/3542148/nnc- 
1 eader s-s av -mal~--willin~hams html 
> 
> In short, L,~’~’C Provost Inn Dean sumlnarily disproved the claims From the article: 
> "’]?he test Willingham used to diagnose reading skill, called the Scholastic Abilities Test for Adults, was a 10-minute reading w~cabulary test that is not recommended alone to judge 
overall literacy, Dean said. And, he added, Willingham apparently misinterpreted the results of the data by presenting standard scores as grade equivalents, rendering her conclusions 
’virtually meaningless.’ 



> "tie showed a blank exam as an example. Each question had four words, and the test-taker has to decide whether some of the words are synom’ms antonyms or unrelated. There were no 

reading comprehension passages. 
> "Dean said he and three others, including the head of the university’s academic support program for athletes, collectively spent more than 200 hours analyzing Willingham’s data this 
week. The university will also have the data and Willingham’s methodology independently evaluated." 
> 

> Bradley R. H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 
> Loudermilk Center for l~xcellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd i Campus B(x3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 C (919) 636-8504 ] F (919) 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.comiunsubscribe 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http:i/lists.nacda.com/~msubscribe 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> To unsubscribe licom this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 

To unsubscribe l]com this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:31 AM 

N4A liskserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] UNC-CH leaders take right step in launching another academic review i Editorials i NewsObser~’er.com 

http ~//www news~bserv er.c~m/2~ ~ 4/~2/24/36515 2~/unc-ch-1eaders-take-right-step.htm1 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Katie Newman <knewman@nacda.com> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:16 AM 

Katie Newmm~ <knewman@nacda.com> 

[n4a] N4A Listserv Temls of Use 

Ladies & Gentlemen, 

In light of the current position of our industly and the plethora of information that has been consistently forthcoming on various topics/situ ations from a number of different outlets, I 
wanted to take a brief second to highlight the terms of use of the N4A listserv vehicle 

The N4A listserv is meant to be a member benefit by which Association members may conmmnicate or share best practices and infolrnation that may ultimately assist fellow colleagues with 
their professional development and knowledge of our profession. Additionally, it is meant to be a vehicle through which we can celebrate and applaud the positive impact that our evewday 
efforts have on the student-athletes we serve 

When opting to utilize this valuable member benefit, please be mindful of the sensitivity of certain subject matters so that we may continue to uphold N4A’s mission to elevate the status of 
this profession and develop tomorrow’s leaders. N4A reserves the right to revoke access to this member benefit in the case that a member displays the inability to comply with the terms of 
use for this listserv 

Thanks fi~r your continued suppurt of N4A! Ifyuu have any questiuns or concerns, please du nut hesitate to give me a call. 

Katie 

Katie Newman 

Manager - Affiliate Assuciatiuns 

NACDA 

24651 Detroit Road 

Westlake, OH 44145 

440-788-7474 (direct) 

440-892-4000 (office) 

440-892-4007 @~×) 

Like us un Facebouk: facebuok.com/nacda 
Follow us un Twitter: twitter.con~,nacda 
2014 Convention Dates: NACDA and Affiliates Cunvention week will take place from June 5-12 at the World Center Marriott Resurt in Orlando, Florida. For updated infurmation as it 
becomes available, please visit ~vwnacda.com<http://www.nacdacum/>. #NACDA14 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.cora/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

region2- reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Walter M Holliday <wholliday~lsu.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:05 PM 

region2@lists.nacda.com 

joyceanne.koubaxoulis@cnu.edu 

[regioIt2] Greetings Region II 

Greetings Region II, 

I am the Athletics Academic Support Coordinator at Christopher Newport University (a Division 3 state school in VA). I am doing some "informal research" on "accountability structures" 
as they pertain to study hall attendance and/or meeting attendance with support staff Basically, I would like to know what is being done at other institutions when student-athletes miss 
scheduled appointments or do not fulfill these requirements. 

I believe there are vawing protocols in place ranging from coaches overseeing the "consequence" to departmental policies that could include game suspensions, etc. If you are willing to 
share the specifics of how your department addresses accountability, please feel free to send your thoughts/ideas to Joyce Anne Koubaroulis, Athletics Academic Support Coordinator at 
Christopher Newport Universi~, joyceanne koubaroulis@cnu.edu<mailto:ioyceanne koubaroulis~cnu.edu>. If you are interested in my :findings, I will be happy to share them with you. 

Thank you[ 

Joyce Anne 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

region2- reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 4:20 PM 

region2@lists.nacda.com 

[region2] SAVE THE DATE-NC STATE DRIVE IN CONFERENCE 

Nolth Carolina State University’s ASPSA is planning its 

* 13th Annual Drive In C onference:* 

*The Academic Playbook: Drawing Up the Future of Student Athlete Support* 

This year’s conference will be held Friday, April 25, 2014 Registration 
and breakfast will begin promptly at 8:00am The conference will last nntil 
3:30pm and will be followed by a social at Bacbzard Bistro in Raleigh, NC. 

The conference will be held at the NCSU Mmphy Fuutball (;enter: 4600 
TrimS" Rd Raleigh, NC 27607. 

The purpuse ufthis cunference is to provide professiuna] development and 
networking opportunities tu those in the academic advising prufession who 
may have limited budgets ur resuurces liar national conventiuns We have an 
exciting day planned :[’or our conference attendees beginning with a NCAA 
update. We will also have a directur and staffpanel featuring a number of 
schools frum varying divisiuns and backgrounds. In addition, we will have 
presentatiuns un making the most with limited resources, APR, and academic 
integri~’. 

More informatiun about registratiun and a detailed agenda will be coming 
suon! 

lfyuu have questions/cuncerns, please contact us at aspsadrivein@gmaihcum 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (ihx) 
meganalbidrez@ncsu.edu 
http ://nc su. edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this accotmt are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. The?" are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/nnsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Interns <papedesspos~paperlesspost.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:29 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-~ 

2014 ASPSA Drive In Cont~rence 

For: Susan Maloy % 

View invitation: 
vcw’~q, pa pe rlesspost, co m/eve nts!6877800- 
d4b7df95/replies/125247809-8f97335a 

View guest list 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 
iPhone app 

2014 ASPSA Drive In Conference 
Friday, April 25th from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM 

NCSU Murphy Center 
4600 Trinity Road, Raleigh, NC 

% 
Block this sender from your F aperless Fos. mail 

Add paperlesspost@papedesspost corn to veL:r address book [o er~s~;~e ~’eu receive all fu[~;~e emails from F’speriess Pest 

ir~ "four inbox Click here to seep ~ecei,rir~ emails from Paperless Post i~cludir~g i!;vitatior~s 8!;d cards 

’,.’qe’,’~ the Paperless Pes[ privacy policy 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You now have 120 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii S~ar~ i~eor~i~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
From                                        8ubieci 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AllowDornain ~Iocl~ B~eckDomain 

CgyjdDa200@alloyinternationaiIcem           Seasons discount 60%! Don’t miss this offer                                Allow DolY:,sin Block BI~ck r’.~orn;~in 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~!~.~ ~I~£~r~. 6!~1~ r~.~ Watch This Stock Rock 
,~llowDomain Block Bk~k Oorn~in 

........................... 

symbo[izasa@atasIoom AttiIsOti~,’e faces voung 9i~is are ready to correspondence today! 
~[[o~£,,1,~,{~ L~.[o~ ~!~’~:..~’~,,~,!F, 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 112 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Spa., ir~eorr~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii F-ror!l ~,~i bie.’:t 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
strongholdseaO7@d~,~xis nl Serious !ei~,~tk,rlship with women, girls i;f~,~ll ~,~,’les and belie[s                                     Qeleas~. ~ Al~f~w Oe~.te 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Many Russian ladies looking for a husband foreigner, sexy girls, they ali correspond to the          a~!~.R &~St~trt. ’N~.~t~ D.~R~ 

arbutusn@compufort.oom same sociai ~etworks!                                        ,N!s, te:.r~,,:r,~!,, ~!,~.,~ ~.,r!~.r,~r,,~,, 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~te ~g~i~ 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 111 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

SparrB i~eorr~i~g Delete All 

S~ ?.ie !: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Release ~ Al~f~w ~e~ete 

OurBreakou[Plu~yFZxplodedTodu~y! 
AIIo’,~Domah~ ~locB Bh3ckDomai~s 

pompadoudn8@btc-bci.com Sexua, reiationswithwome!~ wome!~ of all years and views =) 
~!!~.t,~.P.,t,x!~!,., ~}!9.,~ ~.,t~.!~.rr~.~!,r~,t 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~g~i~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 3:19 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Ridge Rd closed at the intersection with Count~ Club Rd from Highway 

54 west 

INFORIvI_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Ridge Rd closed at the intersection with Countly Club Rd from Highway 54 west 

To whom it concerns, 

Ridge Rd at the intersection with Country Club Rd from Highway 54 west is closed due to a fallen tree that is leaning on a power line due to the overnight inclement stormy weather. Ridge 
Rd can still be accessed from Manning Dr 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~’nunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachK~ger@ncsasports.org 

Monday, July 1, 2013 5:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA Quarterly Update EmaJl 

:~:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’:’: 

Coach Dorrance, 

At NCSA, we do our homework and analyze the roster needs of every coach in our network. We put in 

the effort to ensure that coaches find the right recruits and that student-athletes find colleges that are 

a good match. 

By confirming your position needs below we will adjust our search criteria for your program... 

These are the roster openings we think you have,,. 

Looks like you may be looking for a 20I 3 Left Forward Confirm Now!I 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2013 Center Midfielder Confirm NowlI 

Looks like you may be looking for a 20t3 Left Midfie~der Cow, firm NowlI 

LogJn and begin posting open roster spots you are 

interested in filling. View Your Rostel Listings 
Narrow or widen your search for student- 

athletes by selecting preferences. Your 

selection will allow NCSA to suggest student- 

athletes of interest to you. 

No 
GPA: 

Minimum 

SAT: 1350 

No 
ACT: 

Minimum 

States: All States 

All 
Senior Positions: 

Positions 

All 
Junior Positions: 

Positions 

All 
Sophomore Positions: 

Positions 

All 
Freshman Positions: 

Positions 

Change Your Preferences 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~ar~B i~c~r~i~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sp~yest~;9,@n~;g~le ~;,~m ~e~y g~ls are rea~y t~; ~’:erres~e~ w~th ye,~ ~, th~s .~,.~ ~he netwerk 24 heors ,~ ~y 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Buy before the report this weekend, Next week will be crazy! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........................... !~<t~.~t~. ff~. &[!~:¢~ ~]~.~ reveriet88@compufort.oem Beautiful girls want to correspond with you in this site, the network 24 i]eurs a day 
Allow #o~n~in Block ~:k Dom,~in ................................................................ 

Release ~ AIb3w De~et~ 
II:Will Be Hot Next Week 

AIIo;~Dornail’~ ~locl~ Block Domain 

Fi~es i~’~cel~ir~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





"~iii Save $30 on the Kindle Fire HD 



.{#~i 35% or More off Select LED HDTVs 

35% o~ Mo,~÷ off Seiect LED HDT’Ts 

ii~ 45% or M .... ff Select Home Theater Speakers 

45% OI Mole off Select Ho,qse Theater Speakers 



i ...... 

i i~ Over 25% off Pi ..... Car Audio Up to 34% off Selecl InteI-P ..... d Toshiba Laptops 

Ore,~ 25% off Piol~eer Car Audio Up to 34% off Seiect il~teFPeweled Toshiba 
,’,s~ptops 

:: :- ............................................................................................................................................ 

Mo.,,’4~ G.,,’4~..’t S~..’vi;~s ip., .,’.~lect~o,~iics 
See mo~ 



i i~ Wireless Photo Pdnters Under$100 

Wireless Photo Plilste.~s Unde~ $100 

S .... p to $100 on Select S ..... g ATIV Book 

Laptops 

Save up to $100 on Seiect Samsung ATiV Book 
Laptops 

Save up to $70 on Select 2013 Monitors from 
Samsung 

Save up to $70 oR Seiect 2013 Molsite~s from 

Xll CX, er 25% off Select OtterBox Smartphone C .... 

Over 25% off Select O~e~So>: Smartpi~o~e 
Caves 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~1£,~,11i,,"~,<:~ & ~,<:,’,<:,’,~’~.~’ie~ ,~ee mo~’e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:i~ Up to 25°/o off Select W .... ’s Yoga Clothing & i~i Up to 65% off Pearls 

Accessories " " 

Up to 25% off Se.lect Womer~’s Yo~r~ CIotM~X~t & Up to 65% off Reads 
Z-~,C.C¢SSO ~ieS 



:~:iI Up to 60°/o off Sandals, Bag .... d More 

Up to ~0% elf Sandals, Bags, a~,d More 

i iXi 20°/0 off $75 Orders of Clothing 

20% oil $75 Orde~’s el Ciothing 



i ii~ Spend $25, Get $5 off Select Disney Pri ..... Items i~i Up to 50% off Select Outdoor Toys 

Spend $25, Get $5 ~ff 8eiect Dis,,’~ey Pri~cess Lip to 50% ~ff Select O~tdoor t"’oys 
ire ms 

::~ Up to 25% off Select Nickelodeon Products for i~i Best Sellers in Sports & Outdoor Play Toys 

Summer 

Up to 25% off Seiect Nickelodeon Products fol- Best Selie,~s ils Sports & Outdoor Play Toys 
S Li~’/i.,b’qe ( 



~’:0,~" ~’~,~.~. ,~’10,~-,~’}~ S~e ~;o~e 

~i Up to 50% off Select Flashlights 

Up to 50% off Select Flashlights 

i iXi Up to 25% off Select Ladders 



i i~ Up to 20% off Select Landscape Lighting 

Up to 20% off Select Landscape Lighting 

~’~.."O~’:~b.~’~ See ~ore 

.~i 20% or More off Select Walker Edison Patio Sets 

20% or ~¢io~e off Select Waike~" Edisep, Patio Sets 



~iii 20% off Select Kraft Sauces & Marinades 

20% off Select Kla~ Sauces & MariP, ades 

:;~i:il $4 off Seventh e ..... tion Laundry Detergent 

$4 off Seventh Genera~.io~ Lau~dry Oe~.erge,,’~,: 

i~ 15% off Select McCormick Spices & Seasonings 

15% off Select McCe[mick Spices & Seasonings 

i i’~’i 15% off Select Candy 

t 5% ell Seiect Ca~dy 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



S .... p to 50% on Select Books i iXi 30 Kindle Books for $3 Each 

S~ve ~ ~.o 50% oq S*:~lec~ Book~                   30 Kiqdle Book~ fo~’ ~3 E~ch 



i i% Up to 60% off New Bargain Books 

Up to ~0% cfi New r:~,~gai~, r:~,ocks 

Amazon.corn Gift Cards: The Perfect Present for 

Everyone 

Amaze~,,com Giit Cards: The Perfect Present fo~ 
Evelyone 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~iii 4th of July Savings in Electronics 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 5:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Infi~rmational Message f~om Alert Carolina Campus Flooding Update 

Informational Message from Alert Carolina Campus Flooding Update 

Crews from Facilities Ser,Aces and outside water removal companies worked through the night and all day today in response to Sunday night’s flooding following heavy rains. IVfore than 60 
buildings on campus were afl’ected, but most had been drained, cleaned and reopened by the end of the day, including all residence halls. 

Buildings in low-lying areas were most severely affected by flooding, and some remain closed for repairs: 
Student Recreation Center 
First and ground floors of Venable and IVlurray Halls 
Some athletic facilities at Kenan Staditun, Carmichael Arena and Fetzer Hall 

Crews also cleaned roof and storm drains, cleared trees and prepared emergency generators in the event of further storms and flooding tonight. Scattered downpours are expected in the area 
tonight and Orange County remains under a flash flood watch until 6 pm Tuesday (July 2). 

Individuals on campus are encouraged to check tbr flood-related damage and to repolt it to Facilities Services at (919) 962-3456. 

The Umversib2 continues to post updates, Including from the Town of Chapel Hill, on the Alert Carolina website. 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of’Public Safety 
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~a~B ir~C~T~i~g Delete All 

Vrom 

diabetes075@ n pgceble cam 

XmUQffqLn409@4gnetworksrwanda.com 

i~cyiqO 7@persia.co. u k 

pLjG u 220@ad irr~e xic’o.c’o m 

spheremgw54@unb ca 

Subjeci 

Uk~ainko many women a~e looking for a husband f~om behind grannitsy, the 

giris a!e hot, they a!e rewritten in a social networld 

The 50 Best Foods for Weight Loss 

Newsletter Jule 

S,oeciel offer- 60% OFF. Only 24 hou!s! 

Many Russian ladies looking for a husband from behind grannitsy the girls are 

hot, they are rewritten in a social network! 

Release ~ Al~f~w D~.~.~e 

Allow Dornail~ ~locl~ B~ock Domain1 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rutiheck Scarves <RultheckScarves~mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 1:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

college soccer scarves 

Want to create custom soccer scarves tbr your soccer program, students and fans in time for the fall season? 

Ruffneck Scarves specializes in custom scarves ruth your school nmne, colors and logos. 

If you are interested in pricing and more infolmation on how to get cuslom scarves for your school, please visit v~v.RuffneckScoxves.com or contact 

customerservice~mffneckwear.com 

Cheers, 
Ruffneck Scarves 

866-237-8985 

Better service. Better designs. Better scarves. 

Click to view this emaiI in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Ruffneck Scarves 

2450 6th Ave S 

Seattle, WA 98134 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~.. Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Perfomling Arts <emaJl@info.camlinaperformingarts.org> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 2:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Buy Your 13-14 Season Tickets Today - Good Seats Are Going Fast 
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All tickets are now on sale for the 13-14 season at Carolina 

Performing Arts. Get the best seats at the best price with the 

~i Why Subscribe? 

Carolina Performing Arts features a wide The More You Choose, The More You Save: 
variety of world- class a rtists, 

~ ....... 

The 13-14 season includes everyone from 
i ixi TheMoreYou Oh ..... TheMoreYou Save 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Maceo Parker and George Clinton with 
Parliament Funkadelic to Lyle Lovett and 
John Hiatt; Lang Lang to Trombone Shorty; 
B61a Fleck &Abigail Washburn to Joshua Bell 
and Academy of St. Martin in the Fields. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~z.~..o.~:..~.~..~..~..~:~.!~v.~:~..~. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jhill@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 3:14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your experience with 
NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Jai Hill 
Basketball Coach Relations 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 888-333-6846I Cell: 724-513-3530I Fax: 312-624-7401 
ihill@ncsasports.orq I http://www.ncsasports.orq 

NCSA BIog: http:/!blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT ~’ SUCCEED ~, LEAD 

% 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anlazon.coIn <SILOre news@amalon.com> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 3:11 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Anson Donance: Befit Books of July 

:;:::: oFi~ Foc:oo~]o i~i Twi~:l0 

We’re excited to announce our- Best Books of the Month list for .]uiy, 

featLiring our Spotlight Pick, Daniel 9iiva’s The English Girl, avaii~ble in 

hardcover and Kindle book. 

[] 

See more of: OLIF editoriaiiy curated Favorites coming out this month 

beiow. 

[] 

ixi 

% 

,s.’,;<s:s;~ "l’~’~<s.,".’, (’.".,,~:,%.,’~:s; ,~:,~.’,* 

",,’., 1 a-’..,"k:~ o,~3 ~ ."., 

.~.iI Best Teen Books of the Month 

Bee i:hls monti~’s plc’i<s 

ic.r ’f,~?un(_i a,:JuIt r~ader ~, 

--~{~5~.-’,~, ~,~’~-’-~-’4 

Hardcover I Kindle b,:x:,k 

Hardcow.’r I Kindle b,:x:,k 

Hardcover I Kindle book 

Hard,:;over I Kindle book 

% 

[ i~ Best Middle Grade Books of the Month ] 

Hardcover I Kindle book 

Be~ 1:i~i.£ r!3c.nti~L% ~ii.:;i<,% 

f:or ::’.!.!es 9..3.2, 



Hardc°w-~r I Kirsdle book 

Hardcover I Kh~dle boo]< 

Har-dcover I Kindle book 

% Hard,::over I Kir!dle book 

Ha:-dcover I Kindle book 

~i Best Picture Books of the Month 

ii2i s ..... Reading 

L                                                                                                     l 

r 
[UBooks [UL:_"lectronics [Jloys ~ L.’:arnes 

L]~ovies & rv L]v~deo Ga rues ~B~ by 

LJKindle LJceil r;i~ones & ,Accessories ~Clothing 

L.]K.indle fouch L.]computers & software ~ IShoes 

LJKindle Fire List, oris & Outdoors ~.le’,^,’elr-v & Watches LJpatio. Lawn & Garden 

L.]Mstant Video L],Automotive ~ IBeauty L]i-seab:h & Personal Care 

LJNusic LJ’:ndustrial & Scientific ~[~lagazmes [UGourmet Food 

L]~’~p3 Downloads L]Prirne ~JGold Box h]Gift Cards 
r 
i¢.:~: .:=::.::;=~+ y::: [h ::~ ::] ti-:h~, r: .:~:ss;~:~¢F~+ t.::: i:x~ :. :.:~d;;:i 74c.,;.,:~:,;.:~:: ii; .;.: :::.! i~:t:~ :~:~ i::::.:: -;~::::~ v:~: [;; t;:::~: 4: r’rd:slh!: :::i ~id~ :!:.:::’i:: 

LJKitchen & Dining 

h]office & School Supplies 

LJHome improvement 

L]Grocery 

% 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You nov, have 87 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Spam i~eomir~g Delete All 

,’;ubiect 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
!~fEXuSgl@a!rnsp!o.com                          Ti~e 50 B~!sI: Foods Fur W~!ight Loss                                      Release ~ AIEf~W De]~.~e 

........................... ~!~.~ ~.t~r~. ’~!~.~ r~.<t~, soiQZWSOO@aMna ca The 5O Best Feeds fe~ Weight Less 
~!!stt,~.P.nm~.!~.~ ~!s~.~ #~.~’!~.r4~rrm~ 

Fi~e~ i~c~,,,i,Bg Delete All 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 82 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: The Best P!educl: R;r Weigh[ Less                             Allow Dornair~ alocl~ Bh3ck Domain 
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Breaking News 

1he Best Product for Weight Loss 

8ubiect 

Release ~ Al[t~w E3e~.~e 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachK~ger@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 11:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Morga~ Goff- 2016 Center Forward - Triton High School, NC 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Triton High School, NC 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih momndxe@aim.com 

Notes: Morgan is a 2016 Center Forward from Triton High School, NC. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Emma Goldman 

2016 Right M... 
Ashley Buck - 

2016 Center ... 

NCSA Rating: 6 
NCSA Rating: 5 

State: TX 
State: UT 

Number of 
Number of 

Views: Views: 
Views: ’Views: 9 

16 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Wewed: 
02/17/2013 

View 
Profile 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

04/20/2013 

View 
Profile 

ii 

Darian Holt... - 

2014 Center ... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: W I 

Number of 

Views: Views: 4 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

03/09/2013 

View 
Profile 

- 2016 

Goalkee... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: TN 

Number of 

Views: Views: 3 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed: 

05/18/2013 

View 
Profile 

Not a ma~ch" l J[~]ate y~ a~r email pre~:]vmces here 

David Kryger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Cell: 8883336846 Fax: 312-624-7401 
CoachKryger~ncsasports.orgI http:i/www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission ]nay contain in[bnnation that is proprietaw, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively [br the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 



this nessage in error, please noti|}’ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 3:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By lnspirals~ 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your ernail address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you ernails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

:If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, July 5, 2013 4:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Score Takes CaJce of It~lt! My Philosophy of Leadership" and more 

% 
&~eoa [~Jorra~*:,:% we have !I~J?.~!.02IE!~’.Q~.g!Jli&Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

.!.:~:~%!E.!{s’i<;.!~ii.; The Score Takes Care ef Ztseif: ~’,’lv Pl?ilosophv of 
i 

~!~.!~:~: ’t~::~’:!:i:i~< Le~dershi~ 
by Bill Walsh, Steve Jamison, Craig Walsh 

List Price: $17,00 

Price: $12,90 
You Save: $4,10 (24%) 

The last lecture on leadership by the NFL’s greatest coach: Bill Walsh Bill Walsh 

is a towering figure in the history of the NFL. His advanced leadership 

transformed the San Francisco 49ers from the worst franchise in sports... R!::%,’.!. 

List Price: $22.95 

Price: $~, 18 
You Save: $13.77 (60%) 

It’s no secret that women have long been overlooked and under-compensated, 
and while great strides have made in recent decades, the value placed on 
women versus their male counterparts is still consistently unbalanced. In... P,~afl 

{?i!!~{i!~ 

,::, ~,r,: The Go. Getter Giri’s G~ida: Get What h%u Wan~ ils Work ...... " .......................... 

by Debra Shigley 

List Price: $16.99 

Price: $6,97 ....... :. ~! . 
You Save: $10,02 (59%) 

Every office has one - a Go-Getter Girl - someone who seems to just know 
certain stuff about how to get the plum jobs/lifestyle she wants and damn, 
always looks great while she’s at it. Magic? No, it’s... !?:¢.!}~!..~?.!~::?. 

i :;,:~i,ii!!! :~!!!!!:;i~: 

i lcad~,%: 

List Price: $27.95 

Price: $119,14 
You Save: $8.81 (32%) 

by Jon R. Katzenbach, Zia Khan 

An all-new approach to understanding the (in)formal connections of an 
organizationFrom the bestselling coauthor of the business classic The Wisdom 
of Teams comes an all-new exploration of the modern workplace, and how 
leaders....~ ::! ).!!...~i?.!’! ~ :: 

Th~ Essenti~d Smart Footbail 
by Chris B. Brown 

List Price: $10.99 

Price: $9,03 
You Save: $1,96 (18%) 

The Essential Smart Football is an examination of football’s most important 
strategies and ideas, through the lens of the game’s best coaches, players, and 
schemes. Brilliantly written and eschewing unnecessary jargon and....~:~=!~!~...!!!!.,’.!i~ 



by Ron Ashkenas 

List Price: $30.00 

Price: $20,39 
You Save: $9.61 (32%) 

The level of complexity in most organizations today is staggering-and it’s only 

getting worse. There are so many choices to be made, people to involve, 
processes to manage, and facts to analyze, it’s impossible to get things....!~!~! 

H’;O r~’ 

Play Like a [’,!ar~ Wils Like a Woman: What Men Know About i 
! 

Success ti~at Wome~ Nee8 to l.eal’ls 
by Gail Evans 

The fact that there are few women occupying top-level positions in corporate 

America has, for a long time, been blamed on a ubiquitous "glass ceiling." But 
according to Gall Evans, this is a tired myth implying a woman is a... R}::,:~.!!...{i}.~!.t~:: 

> f.:~ooP.s > f.:iec:,ro::ics :> Toys £" Cisme:s :> i\it,.iw:i= & [.41siq!g 

} ~O’~’i~3S ~ "[" } "i(q30 t’:~1:’:3¢:9 :} ~Albs’ :} HOiT:8 ]’l’:qprOV~3:’:3¢:iq( 

} A~:’:~S?.O:’: ~ls~a~lt \q~-’;eO } (.~eli Phor’:es f:: :-~srvlc~s ~ C~io(hi:-:,! ~ (.~:-oce:-y 

} ~4UiiC } (..)!~tSU~e!’S {~ S,:;,"I:sMSr( 3~ SiX:~e.q 3~ Pai:i,:;~ i..a’,.,,’ri {~ (£sI(ieri 

> ~4R30owr!::.:::.a.:J.q > S~x:¢~.~ £~ ~)(;b:Jo.:::.I.~ 1~ 3eWi~)ry 1~ ~-i.:!~a)!cis £~ R.:!s.~or/al (.isr~ 

> ~4agazis(.q > /.\~;I(.!~/,:;!:iv.’-! > ’..’#isb:::~!¢i > ~.~)<I~ ,:;(:~::,:.~ 

> Kir!,:.q.~ > Plime > Semi;P>, > (N."t (.sI(i~ 

> Hotorcs, cie & A]V > ;’r:d:.:s(Nai & Sc:.e:’~tiiic > ~’4st--,icai Mstlsrse:’~ts 
> #:~’ffica P:oc!i;cts & 

:5:.ipplles 

yc.;.: ,q~t: :,~::hx::::: :o::: 



i i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~iiiiii~i~ii~iii~iiiii~iii~iiii~iii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~i~iiiiii~i~i~ii~iiii~iii~i~i~i~i~iiiiii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i i~i~ii~i~i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiii~i~i~i~iii~i‘~i~i~‘~i~iiii~i~i~iii~i~iki~ik~i~ikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~o~,,, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii j~.hGH82~a~-arl, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~aogoe~@~e~evanso,-,,ineoo~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,~VO,’~Q,v~8~,~arg,re~,s 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~~ During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were ~~~~~ 

~~~~ 
You nov, have 6~ messages in your quarantine ~~~~~ 

~~~~ 
Click here to manage your quarantine ~~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii S~arr~ i~eorr~i~g Delete All iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Release ~ Al~t~w Oe~.~e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii S Easy Ways f,’lr Weigh~ Loss 
~llow ~omain alocl~ Block Uomain iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

The Best Foods for Weight Loss 
B~!#a.#.e. Er.’fSt~t[~. ~!~.q~ rZ~[#.~=# 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Release ~ Al~.3w D.’4et8 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii New Produc[ fo! Weigi~t Loss 

Allow Domair~ 81ocl~ B~ock #omain iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Could This Stock Be Set ForA Bounce This Morning? 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
........................... !~L[~a~t-.’. ~#~. &[!#:¢~ £#!~-.’}.~t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
OjZUz12@anima.inua Nevv Produot for Weight Loss 

&tt£>~L~£~.~tt~ ~.t~ ~!£’~:..[~!r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Massive gains ahead with tomorrow’s S]IO(~K ALE,rRT! 

Rot ...... ~ Allow D~4e’r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Fi~es i~co~ieg Delete All iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ":rein O~b~ect iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  iiii i  iiiii iiiii iii iiiii  iiii iii ii  iii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  ii i   iiiiii i  i ii iiii iii i    i i  i  iiiiii   iii  i  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You now have 65 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Span’, }~r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~°~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ~    - 

¯ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: oSYg. Wp.., 1@ active- m re.st n.~erfl:s, co rn 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ’ : ~ ~     " " ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: a~oa~o,~,.,d~,o~.’hotoo~,s_.s.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Subjeci 

5 E~sy Ways for We gh ss 

WATCHES 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

5 Easy Ways for Weight Loss 

Time Io Load Up 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
N*taas~ ~ b,l~u,~ Dr;~te iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



VVe’ve searched the site for the best deals in Clothing, Electronics, Home, and mere, Check 

back often for new deals every day~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~i Kindle Fire HD, $169- Save $30 
i i~i S ......... 30% on Select Vehicle GPS Units 

Kindle Fi~e HD, $16,9 - Saw~ $30 Save ove~ 30% on Select VeMcle CPS U~its 

Z Z 
:i~ S .... p to $200 on Qualifying SonyAIpha Digital i~i S ........ 35% on Select MP3 Player C .... 

SLR Cameras " " 

c,s ,,e up to ,u20u on auMi,ying Ser, y Alpha Save ever 3~s ,8 on Seiect ~’i~ 3 Pisyer Case~ 



:;~i:il Save 30% or M ...... Puma Acti ...... for Boys 

Save 30% o,~ More on Pums Activewesl- for 

Boys 

%’i 50% Off or More on Calvin Klein Men’s Suits 

50% Off’ o~ More o~ Caivin Klein Me~,’s S~its 

i~i 50% Off G By GUESS Summer Tops & Tees for 

Women 

50% Off G By ,= .~.cSc, ~,u 1~mer Tops & Tees for 

Woman 

i i’~’i 25% Off Maxi Skirts and D ...... for Girls 

25% Off Maxi Skirls a~d Drassas for Giris 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

_ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~:: Save 25% Off or More on Select Cuisinart Grills & [~ Save over 50% on a Six-Pack of Rubbermaid Ice 

...... Grilling Accessories ...... Cube Trays 

Sava 2’:;% O ~ or More ar~ Selec[ CL~isi~,a~’[ S~ve aver’ 50% o~ ~ Six,-Pacl~ of }’~Dber,,"r~ai ~{ 

Griils & Grilling Accessories ice C~be ’Trays 



~iii 25% Off Cuisinart Grill Pans 

25% Oil Cuisir~art Gdil P~,,’~s 

¯ __.i.X 841’{) Off 1/2ct Black Di .... d Hoop Earrings in 
Sterling Silver 

84% Off i/2ct Black Diamond Hoop Ean’ings in 

Stedir~g Siiver 

j iXi s .... p to 15% on OXO Travel Mugs 

S~ve ~p ~o i5% on OXO Travel M~t~s 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~d Diamond Infinity           kll Skywatch W .... ’s White E .... I Bezel Watch - 

F-’,enda n~ ’?,’arch - S119,99 



i ii% 55% Off i~i Up to 50% Off Cookbooks 

uS~,:. Oil .~o,~n,oh i-~bey, ,>easens ~ &2 ~,oxed Upto ~,0,~ ,J~f Cookboo.~s 

s,:,,t’, o~, DVD 

& TV Sedes 



i ...... 

] i~ Violin Starter Packs Under $150 Save 58% on the Oceanic Dive Mask & Snorkel Set 

diolii~ St~ ~’ter Packs Und ~r $1 ~0 Ssv~ "s~8 ,~ or~ the Oceanic Dive ~,’ia~l~; c~ Snork,÷l 

Set 

x:: ....... 
Gold Box New Deals Ever’/Day 

Fi.,"~d (k,"~at/:;’~ais o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,is St~:,,l~,,,~.i~:f~ 

Books Elect~ol"ics Ctothi~g I-~:o.me: Kitche~ f.~: Oi~i~g 

~=,. v~e~¯ & "I"V {’.:,eli Pho~-~*~’s ,Shoes ~-iome tmproveme~i 

t<i.~db Fire HD Co~,’spute~s ~ So~,,-’zre Jew÷iry Patio, Lawp & Gslder: 

Music Sports & Ostdoors Amszo~ Mobile Apps ~qe~tth & Peisol"~t Csl-e 





i i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    i i iiiii i ii iii iiiiii  iiii iii iii  ii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  ii i   iiiiii i  i ii iiii iii i    i i  i  iiiiii   iii  i  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~a~B ir~C~i~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~-- ro r!l ~:; d b.i ~!’7!: 

dZzGX245@ad.o~.=~.co.in it’s Easy Wsy ForWeight [.o.~;s 
.~.llo’,~’~ornah~ ~h)cl~ Bblck Don)ai~l 

Breaking News After The Close! 

Big Day in [he Market lomorrow We’re Ready New" Pick 

~ite.~ ieco~i~g Delete All 

~!#~#.~ #.~t~trt. ,~!~.~t~ r~.~[~# 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

!~. ~*~ ~-!!~:~ £*!’~-’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 3 New ~e.~sa~es ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You now have 60 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to mana qe }/our quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii S~an’~ i~r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

v S 4M678@21q Sl d S a it’s Easy WaY Fo,Weight [.a.ss 
Rel ..... ~ AIP~w ~.ta 

Allo’,~Dornail-~ ~Iocl~ gbsckDomain 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

LxdbVgQFY163@adr:qtei.oFg it’s Easy Way For Weight Loss aiIo,.~ Do,T,~in Siock Bk,~k r.~om~in 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

spluttariago@stjoeiiva.oom          Sexy chest, the r~lost beautiful womaa ready for correspondence aow!            #ttt*5~£,,*~D ~.1~ ~!£~*X.~,)*~!r! 

Fites iacomi~g Delete All 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachK~ger@ncsasports.org 

Monday, July 8, 2013 7:21 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hanna Longendyke - 2016 Right Det~nder - Kingston High School, NY - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Kingst:on High School, NY 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.70/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih Iongendyke3 @hotmail.com 

Notes: Hanna is a 2016 Right: Defender from Kingst:on High School, NY. 

View Profile 

David Kayger 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-62721 Cell: 8883336846 Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachKryger~ncsasports.orgI http:/iwvx~,.nc sasports.o!g 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blop,.ncsasports.ora 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail lransmission may contain information that is proprietaD*, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively, for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by, any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please noti![:y the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove  

You now have 57 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~ar~B i~eomi~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
........................... ~!~.~ ~.~rt. ’~]£q~ D.~ 

HBuqMcYv964@ana so Fist bell,! science sta~ blasting fat 
,~llo,,~Don’,,~in Slo~k BI~,~k r.~om~in 

Greenbackers latest stack pick                           Allow ~o,n~in Block ~s~;k Son,.~in 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

cOu.,xk~Ey, 5.~@alfredeandah:z.com Fiat beily science sl:a,t blasl:ing [at Allo,’~Domain alocl, B~eck Domain 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
":Fo n, ~d bieot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachK~ger@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 11:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

H~mna Longendyke - 2016 Right Detbnder - Kingston High School, NY 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emafl preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Kingston High School, NY 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.70/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih [ongendyke3 @hotmail.corn 

Notes: Hanna is a 2016 Eight Defender from Kingston High School, NY. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

David Kryger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-62721 Cell: 8883336846 Fax: 312-624-7401 
CoachKryger~ncsasports.orgI http:i/www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contaJm in[bnnation that is proprietaw, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively [br the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 



this nessage in error, please noti|}’ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



Launch Soccer Has Partnered up with OneSoccerSchools to offer 

THE BEST CLUB PLAYER CAMP IN CA/.! 

Don’t Miss Out!! 

FOR THE SERIOUS SOCCER PLAYER 
JULY 22-26 IN LA CANADA, CA, 

8AM-4PM 
ONLY $319,00 

OR 
MORE CAMP OPTIONS AT WWW.LAUNCHSOCCER.COM 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 3:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Di~over more on Twitter! 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,uenesesm~0~®,n~eund.ett~s~ov 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii so,rels~@e~p.o~.~av 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~CO~,,,,c.,~al~a~com 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~oe~,~o~o~DeleteA, 
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S~ biact 

Ea~ Up, Slim Down. S~arl your i~ealthy weight journey today! 

This Stock Could change a wneie industry 

Payment File Successfully Processed 

Paymenl File Suc(:es.sfully Processed 

Get Slim Without the Gym 

[his Stock Continues the Ascent 

Release ~ Al~f~w D~.~.~e 

Allow Dornail~ ~lock B~ock Domain1 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Di~over My World Benefits: North Carolina, Bridgeslone Invitational & More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Visit Raleigh/Durham, North Carolina and enjoy you" gof access at Devils Ridge Golf Club, Lochmere Golf 

Club and Neuse Goff Club, Plus, dining is available at the Capital City Clul) or Cardinal Club in Raleigh, and 

Carolina Club in Chapel Hill! 

~Call ClubLine to book your North Carolina adventure today: 800,433,507£ 

i::ipli:!:!i::~i:oiiiuii:!: COuII?.II!:i ~;iii]~di:;o .:~:%:ii,0;i:, Oii..i ii A:.uuiiiiiLi::;~ii~ :ii .-4 

The Bridgestone ]nvitationa{ will showcase a pool of elite golfers 

from around the world while benefitting a great cause, 75% of the 

proceeds will go to the Ronaid NcDonald I-louse of Cleveland, 

making this tournament not only a tFeat to watr_h but a great way 

to make an in-~pact in the lives of children everywhere. 

Learn more about the Bridqestone Invitational> 

[~To purchase tickets, visit the Br~i~estone Invitationa~ website, 

Sii;:~:::~c==i~:~di ©fii:~:::~r:: M.~i:ii:.SA .&s::~::ii:::~:ii. 

NASA Assist - Nedical Air Services Association - is the premier 

provider of emergency transportation assistance whether you are 

at home, at woFk OF traveling the world, NASA Assist provides you 

peace of mind and can save you from financial catastrophe during 

major unplanned health and emergency situations. Because NASA 

Assist is not an insurance company, there are NO deductibles, NO 

claim foFrnS, NO age limits, NO health quesUons, NO dollaF limits, 

and even pre-existing medical conditions are covered after only 90 

days. With one call, at anyUrne (24 hours a (Jay, 365 (lays a yeaF) 

NASA Assist can help save your life, 



Savoya provides unparalleled chauffeured ground transportation 

services to elite travelers in North America, Europe, Asia and 

Oceania, A global provider with an unwavering focus on safety and 

security, Savoya provides a seamless travel experience to 

discriminating clients, 

iii::::iiii’iiiii?iiiiii:;!::ii~i’ii:iil]i:: ~!!ihi.~i~i’ii’ii~i’ii’iii~i!!~i" ~i::~;i~ ’::i:ii!iiiiiii iii:7iiii~:i,i:’~iiii!ii ii.:i~ii.iliH~’:i~!!i~ii!:’ iii,.iii~!!i~i!!~ ii::::iiii~’~i~i:iii ::ii-’iiiOiii::~i!!i~ii::!iii: ’:~i::~:i; :i!!i::.iiii~:~h~i!!L, 

Enjoy up to 40% off* at hundreds of hotels worldwide! Visit the Member section of your website or just 

call ClubLine for assistance in booking your next trip. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You nov, have 58 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~arr~ i~eorr~i~g Delete All 

From Subject 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
mnHzyVkF749@all..siarheaiing cam                     Oz’s ! Tin TO i.ese Fal                                              Release ~ AIb’.~w Be~e~e 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

u×ouTg~ @amseoo.es Dr. O~ shares proven ’.,,eight ios~ seorets~ ,~!!s~t.~.m~r~.!~.~ ~!~.~-~ m~’!~.r~rrn~ 

gYLdQ84?@0-wnet Dr. Oz shares pro~,’en weight loss secrets! 
&[[£~.~L~££~tt~ ~.[~£~ ~!~’@:..~’~;~t~!r~ 

aQyNcjRBR823@areaspo!tplu.s.com Dr Oz shares proven weigh~ loss seora,s. 
Allow Domain alocl~ B~cR Domain 

~!#~.~ &~£~tr~. 6!~.~t~ @.~t~# 
It Gets strong listing and Urgent Full Reped: 

6!b.tt~.P.£,3!~!f! ~D.£~ ~£*~’LF4~!~rY~£ 

~i,ee i.so,,,i,,~2 Delete All 

~-~i~.~¢~ 

B~ ~ ~ te d iaB tvl~ ~ B ~ ~i~ ~i~ wall 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- nat%~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tweets farm Clay Travis, Don Mahoney, and 6 others 
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anson dorrance, 
HereLs what’s ~re..’~di~’g o~, Twitter th;s w¢~et~, 

C hie& (i: :: ~= i: :: ,:: 

Renovations at Northgate in progress Thank you, 

@A,~ r enneRcye for help with this story, bit.iyi16:H, JNSu 

0::il .iui 

......... 
:ii~iiiiiiii:!~i~ ..... i~:::::::::~:!i! 

Clay Travis @CI ,’ :::v:::::2 ~:; 

Urban Meyer calls Aaron Hernandez double shooting 

questioning and felony battery "very minor stuff," Really. 

buckeyex[ra ,dispstci~.com/co..’~tendsto d~,,., 

College football: Ohio State coach responds to 
Hernandez criticism 
Like rr~o.~:[ ~aoi)ie, "Jfbs~ .,",/}eye[ ’.~i~s "sttlriped" to ]:eb’r 1:1"1~1: 

Nee,, [.~riQ:;~;;CJ [) ~{[iO[S {i~h[ end ,t~b’rari HeH-i~rldez----..’)~.~! Oi 

iliS ioH-~iar plsye;~: b’t :-:lerid:~ ----:’i~;CJ been :fwe.%l:ig~ted .,’.’rid 

(:7 :iii 

Oon Mahoney ::::: :. :r C::::::: ::v:: : :-,: ?                                   i:).::~ }:.i 

Congratulations to @TheSto..’~e~)4 for being named to the 

Rimington Watch List for the upcoming 2013 

season,l_:tspo~(s com/spollsim~foetb ,, #Team I 17 

Stone Named To Rimington Watch List 

lem°:essee senior center ,’emes Stone hes been n~m~ed to rise 20:3 F’~irnh°:gton 

[rophy Watch List as em°:ounced Tuesday He is or:e of ~’~ candidates for the 

nation’s tap center" / 

~J :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::iJ i ::it’:: ~; 

"@Rs~pinAssRicME: -;:e u~:dctoud.cemiliidsyisn423.- I.. 

,{yc-.nspb,: .. dq 1 ,: t~.~ yee I heard dis earlier y’all went n 

Got Da Heroic Cam Savage On Dis Banger Wit 
Me #HowlmRockin We Turnt Up On It !!{ Go 
Fuck Wit It For Me 

Listen to YungF,~ic!-iia / Got Da Hornie �:am Savege On Dis 
Bar:get Wit Me ~HowlmRockin We ]umt Up Or: It !!i Go F:.ic~’; 
Wit it Far Me i Explore the isrgast 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachSteveMoore@nc sasports.org 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:52 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alea tlyatI - 2017 Eagles ECNL - Playing at Pleasmaton Rage Showcase - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
Hello, my name is Alea Hyatt and I am part of the class of 2017. 
I am currently playing for the U15 Eagles SC ECNL Team and [ 
am #17. We will be playing in the upcoming Pleasanton Rage 
Showcase. If your are coming to the tournament, I hope you will 
be able to watch one of my games. 

7/19, 9:20am vs. A3AX East Bay, Field Donlon #2 
7/19, 2:40pm vs. Pleasanton Rage ECNL, Field Donlon #2 
7/20, 2:40pm vs. Heat ECNL, Field Donlon #3 
7/21, 1:20pro vs. MVLA Typhoons, Field Sportspark #10 

High School: NA, CA 

Height: 5’7" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: aleahyatt@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Check out the Recmith~g Search E~gh~c 

Not a m’a~ch? Uvtate your cmai] pre[c~oces here. 

Steve Moore 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athlelic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachSteveMoore~,%ncsasports.orgI http:/%~v.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail lransmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and, or confidential aJ~d is imended exclusively lbr the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person oilier thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 3:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By Lake Austin Spa Resort 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 
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We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Vrom 

znmpG7@2000aac.oom 

possiblercr09@ n pgcable co m 
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catchment86@daxis nl 

Subject 

Hav8 yeu evsr wondered how to lose weigh1:? 

UkFainke many girls are looking for a husband from behind gFannitsy, the girls are beautFul, 

they ail communicate in one social network! 

A Fun Day-[rade Explosive Play! 

Oz’s ! Tip To Lose Fa[ 

Funny Ukrainian girls are ready to chat with foreign people ! 

Release ~ Al~f~w D~.~.~e 

Allow DornaiF~ alocl~ B~ock Domains 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachK~ger@ncsasports.org 

Friday, July 12, 2013 12:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alea tlyatl - 2017 Right Forward, CA 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emafl preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: NA, CA 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatt@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

NCSA Rating: 6 
NCSA Rating: 5 

State: TX 
State: UT 

Number of 
Number of 

Views: Views: 
Views: ’Views: 9 

16 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: FL 

Number of 

Views: Views: J. 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: W I 

Number of 

Views: Views: 4 

:: 
Last Viewed : Last Viewed : Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed:                              Viewed:                              Viewed: 
Viewed: 

04/20/2013                     10/22/2011                     03/09/2013 
02/~7/2o13 

View View View 
View 

Profile Profile Profile 
Profile ; ; 

Check out the Recruiting Search Enlline 

N,)t a match? Upstate 5,o~Er email preib~ences here. 

David Kryger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Cell: 8883336846 i Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachKrvger,~ncsasports.org I http:i/www.nc~sports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprieta~, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 
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"~iii Up to 60% of Clothing for Men, Women, Kids, and Baby 



;;~ill Designer Jewelry Under $50 

Desiglser Jewell~j Undel $50 

i i’~’i Up to 50% Off Handbags 

Up to 50% Off Handbags 
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£i .................................. 
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i i~ Kindle Fire HD, $169- Save $30 

Kindie Fi~’e HD, $169 o Save $30 

[%i Video G .... 
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~] Save $100 on the Sony 0X260 Handycam Camcorder 

Save $I O0 on tl~e Sony 0X260 Handycam 
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i i~ Upto 35% Off Casabl .... Ceiling Fans X Spend $75, Save $15 on Select Midwest Pet 

Products 

Uf) to 35% Off Cas~bl~r~ca Ceili~g F;~ns Spe~;d $75, Save $15 o;q Select Midwest P~.~t 
P~od ~x:ts 



i iXi 40°/o Off Paragon Pop Pop ..... Machine 

40% Oil Paragon Pop Pel>:som Machine 



ii.~ Upto30%OffB .......... dWaterslidesfromBlast ii~iI Upto40%OffSelectSwimlinePoolToys 

Zone 

Up ~.o 3()% Ofi Bou,,’~cers a,,’~d WS~.erslides Item Lip to 40% Oil Seie(;~. Swi,,’~Jine Pool Toys 
Biast Zone 

:~ up to 30% off so,o~t Tents from r’Whut ~~ Evo~,d~y Savings in the To7~ ~ C .... Out,et 

Up to 30% Off Select Tents flom Playhut Everyday Savings in the Toys & Games O~tlet 



~’::~’.,~.’~,~’~4~.i.,",~".,’,~.~J".,’~ See ,mo~ 

%i MP3 Indie Rock Albums from $6.99 

MP::~ l~;die Rock Aib~m~s from $6.99 

i iXi Up to 40% Off Featured Beach Reads 



Instant Video- Half-Yearly Sale 

AmazoP, Instant Video ~ Half~Yeslly Saie 

i iXi Editors’ Picks: Best Books of the Year So Far 

Editors’ Picks: Best B~oks of the Ye~ So F~ 



i i~ S .... pto40% on Col ..... Products 

Save up to 40% on Coleman Products 

~i Up to 25% Off New Arrivals in Outdoor Clothing 

Up to 25% Off Ne,w A,qivais in Outdoor Clothilsg 

Up to 45% Off Select Ellipticals from Schwinn and 

Nautilus 

Up to 45% Off S÷i÷ct Eliipticals from, Schwi~,q a~d 
N~utikls 

i i~i Up to 20% Off Select Sport-Srella Sun Shelters 

Up to 20% Off Select Sport-B~-eila Sun Sheiters 



~0,’~ "~0 ~X~ ...... 

j iX Upto 50% Off Summer Road Trip Essentials 

Up to 50% Oil Summer Ro~d idp Esser~ti~is 

% Save 15% or More on Select Personal Shredders from 

..... Swingline 

~ve 15% or Mo~ o~ ,.>elect P~r~oha, ,~, .,dd~,~ 

f,~om Swingiine 



i.X.i... Save an Extra 15% to 25% on Select Automotive 

Parts 

Save a,,’~ Extra 15~ to 25% o,,’~ Seiect 
Automotive Pints 

xi ................................. 

Free One-Day Shipping on Amazon corn Birthday Gift 

Cards 

Free One-Day Shipping oa Amaze,,’~.com 
Bi~hdsy Gift,. Cards 



"~:iI Save $30 on the Kindle Fire HD-The Ultimate HD Experi .... 



i~:i ..................................... 

Books 
Kindl~ Fi~e 

HD 

~vlusic 

~ Comp~ters 
& Software 

O~tdoo~s 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.rqh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 2:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Healthy Girls ’.!! retweeted a link firom Chel~a Clinton on Trotte!! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 3:48 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Featured Business Books 

% 

Yo~B’A~t~a2oe,~ot~ [ To~y% Dea{~ [ See A}I Depa~t~¢B~ts 

Customers who have shown an ~nterest in business books may enjoy these featured titles. 

by Jim :[2;dins ............................... ............................................................................................................................................. 

List Price: $29.99 

Price: $15,83 
You Save $1436 (48%} 

by Sarij~m:r~ G!sharrL ,’ason Z’d.,!ig, W~r!en E Bt~fl:eil: 

List Price: $22.99 

P rio’e: $18,93 

You Save $6.06 (26%) 

List Price: $16.99 

Price: $13,71 
You Save $3.28 (19%) 

iiiii!~i!iitii’:iil ~ iiiii!i~iii!iii;tiii 

!.~)~!!~.e.!.’...q~t;..Zh~...[ts~z~h.,.q!.,.q~ty..~L~Z~.~.~!~.e.-’:~i~..r.:..~!!i.o t~ 

by Robed: B. O~aldirfi ’.: ......... > .................... :; 

List Price: S17 99 

Price: $18,76 

You Save $4.23 (24%) 

S£,ee&Readi~(.                                       ¯ ................................ ..................................... 

List Price: $19 99 

Price: $15,51 

You Save $4.48 (22%) 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
ii~:~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:~ See more 

Find Great Deais o~q ~iilions of Items Storewide 

~}-~,~i ,~ii .... ~, ~ ~:.~,t~ .................................................................................. 





~iii Shop Comic-Con Favorites and More in our Geek Boutique 



C©,~’,,i~::-.’~::.’,~:,ss ~÷:~::~VO,’it~,~.£., Se~ ~*o~ 

%i Comic-Con Favorites in Movies & TV 

Comic-Con Fsvorites in Movies & TV 

i iXi Favorites Reads From Comic-Con 

Faw)ri~s Rea{Xs From Comic-Con 



~iii Featured Video G ..... t Comic43on 

Featu,~ed Video Games at Comic-Con 

i iXi Toys and G ..... f Comic~on 



[:~}i Kindle Fire HD, $199 

Kindie Fire HD, $199 

}~i:il LCD TVs from Top Brands 

LCD TVs from Top B~snds 

i iXi Digital SLR C ..... from C .... 

Digital SLR Cameoas from Canon 

l i£i Best Se,ing Laptops 

Best Seliing Lsptops 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~j~.~,~’~4~,’~,’~,’~,b~,’~,~. B~ mo~. ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i Music from Artists on Tour [ i~i 20 Kindle Books for $2 Each 

Music from A~tists o~; To~r 20 Ki~dle Books fo~ $2 Eact; 



i iXi Up to 60°/o off Mysteri .... d Thrillers 

Up [<~ GO% Off Mysteries a~,d iBriilers 



[~iii Up to 25% Off Porch and Patio Lighting 

Up to 25% Oil Porci~ a~d Ramie Lig~ti~g 

[~:i Upto45% off Handheld Flashlights 

Up to 45% Oil Na~dheld Flashlights 

i iXi 25°/o or" More Off Select Ice C ..... Makers 

25% or More Off Select ice Cream Makers 

i i2i $150 Le Creuset Dutch Oven 

$ ~,.,~, Le Cre!.Eset D~tch Oven 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~i Up to 25% Off Select Skateboard Decks 

Up to 25% Off Select Sk~tebo~’d Decks 

i iXi Up to 50% Off Select Camp Kitchen Supplies 

Up to 50% Off Seiect Camp ~itcl~en Supplies 



[:~:iI Up to 25°/o Off Select Baseba II T-Shirts 

Up to 25% Off Select Baseball T~Shilts 

i iXi 25% or More Off Men’s Sungl ..... 

25% o~ Mo,~e Off Men’s Sulsgiasses 



[:~:iI Beach-Perfect Bracelets Under$40 

Beach~Pe~fect Bracelets Unde~ $40 

i;~ill Up to 60% Select Men’s Watches 

Up to 60% Seiect Men’s W~tches 

i iXi 20% Off $100 Ord .... f Sandals and More 

20% Off $100 Orders of Sandals snd More 

i i’~’i Up to $25 Off Denim, Unif ........ d More 

Up [e $25 Off Denim, Liniforrns, a,,’~d Mere 



i~ii ..................................... 

~O,’~ "~O ~t~~ ...... 

X Animated Amazon.corn G~t Cards now Available X:: Save over 20% on Select MP3 Players 

Ar~ir~ated Ar~azo,,’~,com Gif~ C~rds r~ov,; ikw~iiable Sav,:~ ovei 20% ors S{~lec~ MF;3 Players 



ii.~ Save 15°/o on Select Drinkwell Hy-Drate and Filter 

Bundles 

Save 15% o~, Seiect Dri~kwell Hy-Lbra~.e 8t~d Fiiter 
B~ndies 

xi ................................. 

i~i 25% Off V8 Juices 



~iii Kid’s Birthday Program 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~i~iii~i!~i~!i!~!i!~i~!iii!~i~i~i~ii~i~i~iiiiii~i!~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~ii~i~!~!i!~!iii!~!ii~!~iiiii~ii!~!iiii~ill~!~!i!~!i!~i!~!~!~!iiii~ii~i~iii~i~!~!ii~!i!~!~iiiii~i!~!i!~i~iiii~ii!~!i!~iii~!iiii~i~!i!i!~!~i~iiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiii~ii~;iii~iiiiiiiii~iiiii~;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

~.##.L.A...F#A.z.P.J.’! .T.£.d.A&’j#..~#A!.S.. ~!!...D..~R&~.~.~#J.’!.t..s. 



~iii Save up to 50% on Select Books 



%i Literature & Fiction 

i.iter~ture & Fictio[; 

i iXi Cookbooks, Food & Wine 

Cookbooks Food & Wine 



:~}i Sci .... 
Fiction & Fantasy 

ScieP, ce Fiction & Fsntasy 

£i .................................. 

i iXi Children’s Books 

Chiidren’s Books 



:~:iI Mystery, Thriller&Suspense 

MysteP#, ThHile~ & Suspense 

:;~i:il Health, Fit .... & Dieting 

Health, Fitness & Dieting 

i iXi Busi .... & Investing 

Business & investing 

i i’~’i Books Under $20 

Books Unde,~ $20 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,%~’~.~.,~ ~ ~.~’;~ B~.~ .mo.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~ii i i~i Editors’ Picks: Best Books of the Month 

"Bdili;~nce" by Marc~s S;~key Editors’ ~:~icks: Best Books of t~(.~ Mo~th 



~:iI Comic-Con i iXi Plan Your Next Great Adventure 

Cornic..Con Pian Your Next G~eat Advent~m:~ 



~iii Best Books of the Year So Far 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 



ii~ii A ........ %%% 

% 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ii~i~i~i~i~~iii~i~i~ii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq~’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.~#.&ts 



~iii Leadership: Theory& Practice 



i~ill Best Books of the Year So Far 

Best Books of the Year So Far 

i i’~’i Bookshelf Favorites 

Bookshelf F~vorites 



[~}i Job Hunting & C ..... Guide~ i iXi Operations & Project Manag .... t 

Job Hunting & Career G~ides Opera~,ions & Piojec~, Mansgemelst 

£i .................................. 



~i Business& Investing 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <s~ore news@amazon.corn> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 3:27 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Read J.K. Rowling’s New Book with Our Free Reading App 

% 

i×ii A ........ 

% Read J.K Rowling’s Best-Selling Book Immediatelyon your smartphone, tablet, or computer with our free reading 

app 

Download Kindle for iPad & iPhone 

Download Kindle for Windows 8 

i,’~ Download KindleforAndroid 

:~ Viewall Kindl .... ding apps 

J.K. Rowling’s best-selling book, 

i~il 100 Kindle booksfor $3.99 orless: 

c:i: LI: ~ ’:: :;:.: ::. f:: :;. :’:: .~’. :’:: ::: .:: ~: :~. :.*c::’:~. :.;~ ~::: ~: ’:: ~::: :2 :.;:..~: :.:? h e re 

..:.:~:::::’c::’:.:.~’.~::’:. 4:~.(; ]~::::-:...:.v~:::::::~:~::: i;4. "i;~:::::~:i~:::. W..¸:.¸ ~;~?:~(;!~:-:!:2 ]:~; ~::~::f:~::::~:::::.~:::" !~:~ :;:(?:!:i~’~: 





F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirst net > 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJcolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good afternoon, C~xolina Club Members, 

Can you believe football season kicks off in }uet six weeks? VVe have many 
new additions planned "..’:o~- our pre--gsme t~’ilgste .parties a( ti-e Ciub this year 
and we "¢~ant to see you he~e before sit home games! ’v’Ve wiil get the season 

staffed with Breakfast wifh Coach Lar~}~ Fedora on Tuesday, August 20ti’, We 
hope you=il join us as we ieam all about the 2013 Tar Heels, And don’t "%~get .- 

your 20lh Anniversa~-y Member Passport inciudes a complimenta~y Tailgate 

voucher as well as a complirnerCary Coach’s Breakf~’st. so give us a tail 
today to mvke your resel%,stions, 

We are aiso offering our popuiar Tailgate Sponsorship Program again this 
year, If yot.t are inte~e,.¢.ed in learning more about the value--packed package 
and "he opportuni"y fo uomote your busi~sess~ Cali Eiizabeth Cheek a" 9I 9-. 
962-9578. 

As at" addiJonat ~eminder, many o~ ,he events or" your CkJb caiend~-~ are 
designated as "P~-sspod. Even,s" mear~.ir’9 that you wiil receive a diseo~-n,, or 

even ervoy a compiimen,ary me~-I, when you p~esen, your Caroli.-~.a Ciub 20th 
Ar’nivers~-~y Passport to your server. There are ~-Iso mar’y Passport offers 
that ca~-" be used any time you come to the Club i~-,ciudin{# s parkin9 voucher, 
a giass of wine, an appetizer and much more. This is our- way of saying thank 
>,eLI ":o our Members and btting >,eLi know how much we appreciate the 
opportunity to serve you, 

Here’s a iook aisead st what we have upcoming in ..l-.~ty, VVe’li see you in the 
Club! 

Bat~ Ni.~ht Bir}irL9 
Friday, July 19 
C~ik~cate Avaita~>te ~rom G-9~r8 fo~ .i~s~ $12 ~et chil~ wit~ advance reservation, 
please RSVP by 12 Isoon o~ Fdday~ JLtly 1~, 
E~sjoy some sdul[ time with your swestiel Whiie you ba,,~e dim-:e~ i~s lh8 Mair: Di.’in9 Room o." 
O’Her!’(m’s Gd{{, }el ~s e~teriai!: you~ ch}ktrer! w{ih l.~!e{~ ~y,,,i~ ~J}r!~sr, {t;h!v!SS ~(i ;~! r.qOS~}(i, 
/\{’.~ropviale lk~r c.hitd~e~: s{te,s 4-.t 0. 

Brews with a View ,- F~m F~-idays o~-~ The Ter~ace 
F~.i(~ay, J~ly -t 9 

slant your wsel,:e~d in a fur: way witi- 8 casuai Friday evenir:9 beverage on ti-e Te..’race while 



Pasta wit~ Purpos¢~! 
B~me~id~9~ Kidz8 Ohi~@~m’s t~48seum 
We(~nesday, ,Juty 24 
5:30 pro* 9 pm 
Adalts - $I 1 {,$I0 goes to chad[y) 
Kids 6 ~o 12 - $6 ($5 !!oes to ci’,ariiy) 
Child,~en 5 atsd under a~e complimentary 
Els}oy cas~’al dimsg at sis amszip,{i value in support of our tocai commup, ity 

Thursday, July 26 
7:30 a."T: ~ 8:30 8~" 
I~!~W ~’@!!!Y!i)e~% We}come,J! 

Stay reformed o~: cur~elst is,sues a~sd network witi: .f(÷iiow lk,’}embe.~s Complimer~taq/ coffee 
a~d pss’ries a~e sep,~ed, 

Live Jazz! 
~dday, ~oly 2~ 

Kk’k eli yo~r weeke~d wi~h u,s it! O’Hemxfs G~iii ~he Ioar~h F!’iday of eaeh r.~xm~i" i0!’ lisle 
music featulitXq local altist,s. 

Classi{; A~lovie Night 
"Some Li~te. ~t Hot" 
~dday, O£1y 2~ 
g:O0 pm .- Social af~(~ Int~oO;ction 

7:00 #m .- Dinne~ a~d the film 
Int~oductio~ by ,Jan Boxi~l, Chair of the Facslty 

$29 
"t’ot’pi~s{} {he A!Y!e@.’,an Film t!’.siit~te’s ti~ ei ~i’e t O0 {’:’~m~s{es ~ ikmeric;~m Movies of All ’"irPe, 
hhis 1959 comedy sta~s ,Jack Lemmots. Mar@r, Mo~:~oe, amd Tony Cu~tLs. 

Wines of South A[~-~e~"ica 
-t’uesday, July 30 
¢ pn~ ~We~co~s~.~ Recep~io~ 
k~:3O pm - Oinne~ 
$¢0 ~ Poo<L ~4i~e a[~S fine Spirits G~oup Members 
$75 ~ No~-G~oup g, lembe~s 
A~ge~ti~a, Chile, Pe..’a a~sd mar:y olhe.." Soath America~s cou~tries produce awa..’d wi..’-nin9 

I~!~W ~&]O~}t:~ w{~e ~ ,](iiR U.% 8}~ ~’¢e 1:8}~{e {~’/!’ou{}.~! tt~e wi!:e}~ el 1:tt}}~ a(tv~.~R{u!’ous CO81:iae!:~ a!:(t 

ti:e cuisine of Chef Oscar’s i:ome. Peru, 

/--"lease ca//your (..}a;olh,~a C/ub Concierge at 919. 962. I 101 Lo 
,@.S VP hx each of d?ese events. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 3:38 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~,~clusives Presented By Vail Resorts 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~i: Member Exclusives - Exclusive Benefits for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 

%i Vail Resorts Hospitality 

Vaii is the place 1:o be !:Ms summer. Come Em-oy a variedly .’11: summer sdven!:urEP; from wh:te w~-:l:er r ~fiRg 

[o ilo[!~,ab,!i!;i< [i~i[l~ 8q!.i w, or,e! T}~a optiona ~.>re ~.~n(Jie.%s iri the Vail \/,!iiiey Enioy yo~JF r!ex:[ !~,tirqiis,er 

getaway at Tile Airabeiie st Vail Squ,~iie. Tb,e I..gd.~te at Vail, Adstris Hams H,eiel or i.,e!},endary L,’.ldgh’,q at 

the ~qfz-~:tesidences Vail ar:d saw a~ to 25% o~ our ie\,vest iodglng rates and existing premotienel 

packages m market [[.o...b2?::’,.<..2:2gL:s.~9.~L:?.[[9.’,.<..}}.e£e 

N:: The Arrabelle at Vail 

Square, A RockResort ¯ 
i¯ ]i i <::: :~’:~ i¸ ~::::~: ii¯~<:.~ i[]¯~.:: :s i. "li ~!::::i]¯ :!:::::.]i :~.i :::~: ~r’,~:.~. :~’:~ i}i:~: ::< :{i:: ii::::~.::::::: ,r ¯~ ~:i. 

[ha/\rrsb~?:ia sl: Vail Sqt~ .we Is ; magriificent AAA Four r.}ismoRd A’a:a!d-wirming 

hei:~!i }acai:~!d in tile i;eaf[ oi the ~ewiy dey~!io.oed Ya:i Sq~;b.’r~!. Wi[i; i[~; [{uro[;eaR 

Aipa-51:yk.~ arcilit,ectdr,e. ,eieciari~ d!~cor ]s~>vis}s RockRe.soria Spa arid axcap~icrisi 

dining options, The Arrebelle sets a new standard in klxury lodging 

Ni The Lodge at Vail, A 

RockResort 

qi]iio ii ..~: ::@i/::.~ i;~i. ’~:;’¯~::i i]. :~’:~ i}i:~: ::<:{i:: ii:::~:.::::::ol¸ i. 

Renowned for its relaxed luxury and im, peccabie personal seneca, [he Lodge at 

Vaii ceiebr ~[as ;:i~. 50[}; 8Rr~Jve[sa!~/ibis y~!ar. ]h~! .o;oD~![t!i u’o~bi;;~!,~ tile ai~!Qa;;c~! 

8rid cila[rr~ o~ a Qrarid alpine chale[ w:til tile wa[rr~ih af 8dihefl[ic we!stern 

hoapitaii[y 

N~i Austria Haus Hotel 

,:!’~: i.li !::i ii. iilLii ] :[ Lii :i.i ::::; ]i :i ,i¯¯; ii.ii.::i 

Austria Haus Hotel located in the heal1 of Vail Viiiage; combines an ideai 

iocatien. Europeen-stvie architecture, rnedem amenities and exceptionai guest 

senv:c~s 



.~.iI Legendary Lodging atthe 

Ritz-Carlton Residences, 

Vail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, July 19, 2013 5:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Power oftlabit: Why We Do What We Do in Lit;e and Business" and more 

% 
A~eoa Oorta~*>:% we have @£Q.~q£!f’.Q~.g!JliQ.Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-x-., you purchased or told us you 
own. 

.i!:::u,#~i’~i.’.,u, The Power of Habit: WhyWe Do What We Do hs Life and 
[ 

8 S ii’l e S9 

)~TTt~ ii! T ~i by Charles Ouhigg 

List Price: $28,00 

Price: $16,76 
You Save: $11,24 (40%) 

A Q&A with Author Charles Duhigg What sparked your interest in habits? I first 
became interested in the science of habits eight years ago, as a newspaper 
reporter in Baghdad, when I heard about an army major... ~!:=’.~}~i..}:{}~}}:!:=’. 

ki~.!:~7.!ar.,’.i!..£’~.!:.!,’Y.~.!r~!:~.:...B~;:,~.if~.~£.f;-.~!.iti~ p. 
by Pat Heim, Susan K. Golant 

List Price: $16,00 

Price: $11,41 
You Save: $4.59 (29%) 

In Hardball for Women, Pat Helm shows women how to break patterns of 

behavior that have put them at a disadvantage in the business world of men. 

Whether the arena is a law firm, a medical group, a corporation, or any other... 

::o,:: s~c,<, ~’qir~dse~: "f’i’e f4ew PsS{cholo~.~S{ of Su::cess 
i :iiiilfiii--’~i ................................................................................................... 

by Carol Dweck 

!*"%2%’<’:’:’~ ............................... :, ListPrice:$16.00 
,:,dSii, Price: $1 ~.78 

You Save: $3.22 (20%) 

World-renowned Stanford University psychologist Carol Dweck, in decades of 
research on achievement and success, has discovered a truly groundbreaking 
idea-the power of our mindset.Dweck explains why it’s not just... Re~d rnor~- 

@,~:::::,~::~i~;~e Nice Girls 3est Dols’t ,Get Zt: 99 Ways to Win ~he ~(es~ { 
............................................... "feu Deserve tl~e S~ccess goa’ve Eal°ised and the Life "feu 

by Lois P. Frankel, Carol Frohlinger 

List Price: $23.00 

Price: $~L5,59 
You Save: $6.31 (27%) 

Q&A with Lois Frankel and Carol Frohlinger © Rob Reiter Photography In Nice 

Girls Just Don’t Get It you compare nice girls and winning women. What are the 
differences? Nice girls... !£?.#~!..0.X!(!?. 

During his storied career as head coach of the Chicago Bulls and Los Angeles 

Lakers, Phil Jackson won more championships than any coach in the history of 
professional sports. Even more important, he succeeded in never... !~f4~}~(..![t£!;~ 



by Mike Krzyzewskb Donald T. Phillips, Grant Hill 

List Price: $14,99 

Price: $1 ::[,~ 
You Save: $333 (22%) 

In some respects, a top-level college coach is a lot like a manager in any 

business. He has to turn a group of talented individuals into a smoothly running 

team, and he has to produce results that please the fans of his... P,~P::d m(~r~L 

by Tom Coughlin, David Fisher 

List Price: $25.95 

Price: $19.01 
You Save: $6.94 (27%) 

Preparation is easy to praise but very hard to master. No modern coach, in any 

sport, understands that better than NFL veteran Tom Coughlin, He led the New 
York Giants to two Super Bowl victories with his... ~!::’.~!~i..!:~!~!!:!::’. 

iui~":~i~:~i~ 
List Price: $14,99 

?i!~:::ii! ~%:~!i~ Price= $~,~s 
............................................... You Save: $3.0::[ (20%) 

Secl°ets of Six..Fi{~ure Women,: Su~ to U~ t 

by Barbara Stanny 

There are more high-salaried women in the workforce today than ever before, 

yet most females remain seriously underpaid when compared to their male 

counterparts. Motivational speaker and financial journalist Barbara Stanny... 

R<"a~l :-no: (: 

% 
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VVie,8, iii<:@ ii3 cii ii[},,e 8 ii s 
We’ve searched the site far the best deals in Clothing, Electronics, Grocery, and mere. Check 

back often for new deals every day, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iX i Save up to 25% on Select Underwater Cameras [~:i Up to 60% Off Select Sony SD Memory Cards 

Save up to 25% on Seiect Ur~dePT~ater Cameras Up to ¢0% Off Select Sorry SD Memory Cards 

iX InstantSavingsonThisPremiumPanasonicPlasma iXi SaveOver30%onSelectCarVideo 

HDTV " " 

instant Savi~gs on This Premium , anasonic ~>ave uve,~ o0% on Seiect Car ’,/id ~e 

Plasma HDTV 



[~}i The Cuckoo’s Calling [Kindle Edition] 

The Cuckoo’s Csliing [Kindi÷ E~l~n] 

ii£ $599 MusicDeals 

$5,99 Music Deais 

i i Xi U p to 50% Off Select Cookbooks 

Up to 50% Off Seiect Cookbooks 

:~ Pre-order 

F-;re-.o~der "8~ar Trek i~o Darkr~ess" m~d Save 

Up to 55% 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i ::~"~ 40% Off or M ..... Modern Culture Clothing 25% or More Off W .... ’s Clothing from T Tahari 

40% Off or More o~, Modem Culture CIo~hi~,g 25% or More Oil VV~x~e~,’s Ci@.hir~g Irom t" 

iahari 



:~}i Up to 50°/o Off Select Girls Sneakers                i iXi 25% or More Off Backpacks for Kids 

ZZ 
iX Save $15 Off the P ...... ic ES8103S Electric R .... i::+;:; Save $3 on Bambola Lip Repair 

....... with Coupon ...... 

Save $15 Ofi ~he Panaso,,’~ic ES8103S Electdc Save 83 on Ba,,"aboia Lip Repair 

~i Save 25% on V8 Complete Nutrition Bars with Instant iXi $5.00 Off Scott Naturals Bath Ti ..... ith Coupon 

...... coupon ....... 

Save 25% on V8 Compie[e Nutritio..’~ Bars with $5.00 Off Scott Naturals Ba[h Tissue witt~ 

instant Coupon Coupo~ 



"~}i Value 4-Pack of Binders i.~ S ..... Paper Mate 0.Tmm Mechanical Pencils 

Value 4-Pack of [:Binders Save on Paper Mete O,"imm Mechanical Pencils 

’i£ D, .... tson Mo,esk,ne P, ...... >~ Sa,,e~ o0 These Wostcott Titan,0m Bonded Non- 
i .............. Stick Scissors 

Discounts o,,’1 Meieskine Piar~e~s Save 56% on These ’TV’estcott Ti~a~ium Be~ded 

Nor,,-Stick Scissors 

~nt, Downy, Tide Boost,    I ii~:(ii $300 Off Three B ...... Tide Detergent, Downy, I 

I Tide To Go~n Machine Cleaner, or    I    I Tide Boost, Tide To Go, or Tide Washing Machine I 

$1.50 Off Two Tide Detergent, Dow~y, Tide $300 Off Tiwee Bounce, Tide Detergent, 

BeesL Tide [a Go, Tide ’TV’ashi~,g Machi~,e Downy, Tide [:’Coast, Tide To Go, o~ Tide 



i’~’il 20% Off Orgain Nutritional Shakes with Coupon ~iii 20% Off Samb ..... Energy Drink with Coupon 

20% Off O,~gain Nut,dtio~al Shakes with Coupo~ 20% Off Sambazor~ E~elgy Ddnk with Coupon 

.{#~i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

Books Elect~ol"ics Clothi~-~g H<~m~’. Kitch~’~-~ & Di~-~i~-~g 

B=,. v~e~, & TV Celi Phones St’oes Home tmproveme~J, 

Ki..’~dte Fire HD Computer’s & So~#,,’~’~re Jeweiry Paho, Law~" & Gs~de~~. 

Music S~x~rts & (:’utdoo~-c~ Ainszon Mobile ARps Hestth & Persol"st Csl-e 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.rqh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 3:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

See what you’re missing in the US 





1 Ni Amazon.corn 

o ..... 

~.?Sii ...................................... 

~.~9.L~r~azg..:’! T~da~.~:~..~a!~. ~!!..D~Rg~.:~R.:’!:~ 



~iii K-12 School Essentials 



~i Kids’ Clothing i iXi Juniors’Clothing 



~}i Men’s Clothing 

Men% Clothing 

£i .................................. 

i iXi School Unif .... 

School Uniforms 



~iii Writing Supplies 

Writing Supplies 

Glue 

iiXi Backpacks 

Backpacks 

i i’~’i Cutting & M ..... ing 

Cutting & Measulil~g 



~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ G,,’~lt~ ~,,’~.~ G~f~<.~.~’~ See ~ore i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 

~iI Computers&A ...... ies i i~i Kindle 

Computers & Accessories Kindie 



:~:iI Cell Ph .... &A ..... ies 

Cell ~"her~es & Accessedes 

~i ..................................... 

i iXi A ......... Gift Cards 

Amazon,corn Gift Cards 



~)i Musical [nst ..... ts 

:~iI Lunch B .... 

Lunch Boxes 

liXi Snacks 





~iii BacktoSchool, BacktoAmazon 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~i~iii~i!~i~!i!~!i!~i~!iii!~i~i~i~ii~i~i~iiiiii~i!~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~ii~i~!~!i!~!iii!~!ii~!~iiiii~ii!~!iiii~ill~!~!i!~!i!~i!~!~!~!iiii~ii~i~iii~i~!~!ii~!i!~!~iiiii~i!~!i!~i~iiii~ii!~!i!~iii~!iiii~i~!i!i!~!~i~iiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 3:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Featured Leadership Books 

% 



"[ue.~day M~xnlng ,~os~h~n~, E,gq~ ,:,lm~l., "hdJ,~ t~s Boo~ ,:::~B ~:.~ ................................................................................ ~iiii:l 
::--:-:--v---- 

~. x..~ ,: ~..~.,~, ~y :.~:v;., ,,,.~:r~,h~ ,v...,......,,....,,........,.................,....,, 

List Price: $22.00 

Prior: $1 ~.~7 

Coaching for Breakthrouch Success: Proven lechnig.ues 

for Making .... ~- 

¯ List Price: $24.00 

You Ssve: 85.93 (25%} 

:~ Learr! mere 

Find Great Deals on Millions of Items Storewide 

~}-~ai ;ii ..... ~, s12~ >, ........................................................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com > 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 12:11 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Leave Packaging Feedback for your recent purchases at Amazon.com 

% 
ii~ii 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Amazon.cor!! 

Did you know that you can help improve Amazon’s packaging by leaving feedback for 

your recent purchases? it’s very easy--just click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" 

button below. 

Amazon’s Packaging Feedback form is now optimized for your smartphone and mobile 
device. Please leave your feedback today! 

July 7, 2013 ~ Women Don’t Ask: The [;~i ....... ~ ........... ] 
High Cost of Avoiding L J 

Negotiation--and Positive 

Strategies for Change 

Play Like a Man, Win Like 

a Woman: What Men 

Know About Success that 
Women Need to Learn 

See all shipments awaitinq your feedback 

Need Help? 

If you have any trouble with the link above, you can rate your shipment’s packaging by 
completing these steps: 

1. Go to http:/iwww,amazon.comipackaqinq 
2. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all of the shipments that need feedback. 

3. Find the shipment on the list and click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button 

on the right. 

% 

We hope you found this message to be useful. However, if you’d rather not receive future e- 

mails of this sort from Amazon.corn, please opt-out .[!#Z.~. 

(c) 2013 Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon.corn and the 

Amazon.corn logo and 1-Click are registered trademarks of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. 

Amazon.corn, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109-5210. 

Reference 31153630 

Please note that this message was sent to the following e-mail address: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 3:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Summer is flae Season Ibr My Family Memberships! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

[f you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <storemews@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:59 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Basketball’s Princeton-Style..." by Derek Sheridan and more Books 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iii~ii~iiiiii~i~iiiiii~ii~iiiii~iiiiii~ii~i~iiiii~ii~i~iiiii~iiiiiiiii~i~ii~ii~i~i~i~i~iiiii~iii~i~iiiiii~iii~ii~iiiiiiiiiii~ii~i~iii~i~iiiiii~ii~iiiii~iiiiiiiii~iii~ii~iii~iiii~i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Earn Rewards at Your Club When You Host Coast to Coast 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

¯ Host an event at another ClubCorp business club by March 31, 2014. 

¯ Enjoy a 10% credit * at your Home Club. 

With 45 business clubs across the country, we’re ready to 
accommodate you for events of all sizes. 

¯ Corporate meetings ¯ Board meetings 
¯ Business luncheons or dinners ¯ Charity events 
¯ Holiday parties ¯ Receptions and galas 

BOOK BY DECEMBER 31 AND MENTION "COAST TO COAST" TO ENJOY 
THIS OFFER. * 
For personalized assistance, contact your club or our National Director, 
Angela Roberts, CMP, CSEP. 

972,888,7474 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 12:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Assault Reported On Campus 

Timely Warning: Assault Reported On Campus 

The UNC Department of Public Safe~ is investigating a report of an assault with sexual motives that occurred around 8:15 a.m. Thursday, July 25, at Carroll Hall on the LrNC campus The 
victim, a female U~’~’C student, was walking from the intersection of Cameron Avenue and South Columbia Street when she noticed she was being followed by an unidentified black male. The 
suspect is described as an early 20 year old thin black male, with shoulder length dreadlocks, medium complexion, wearing a black, red and white baseball cap with a royal blue "skull cap" 
underneath. He was also wearing long dark basketball shorts, dark short sleeved T-shirt, with a royal blue "two string" back pack The victim also reported that the suspect may have been 
wearing neon in color ear-buds Upon entering Can-oil Hall, the victim stated the suspect came from behind and "Ii~rcefully slapped" her on the buttocks. The suspect then fled the building 
last seen heading north toward South Road. 

UNC Police are asking anyone with information about this incident, please call UNC Police Department at 919-843-6165 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942- 
7515 Calls are confidentia 1 and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at www crimestoppers-chcunc, org. 

LrNC Police also shared this information with the Chapel Hill Police Department. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in investigations into this incidents. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://ww~-.a lertcarolina.unc.eduJ~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

ABOIYf ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of inli~rmation as part of the University’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cel[ phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notify you That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The Umversity’s 
Emergency Notification System is acuw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina, unc edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 





~iii Movies & TV Deals: Save up to 55% 



~"/~i~,’O~".,,~ .See ~,~e 

ill.~ Kindle Fire HD, $199 

Ki~;die Fire HD. $199 

Up to $140 off Select Toshiba Satellite 15 6-inch 

..... Laptops 

tip to $140 off Select Tost;iba Sateliite 15.(4drlc~ 

Laptops 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i~:i Epson 500 Home Theater Projector for Under $400 i%!i 30% or More Off Select Jabra Bluetooth In43ar 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........... Speakerphones 

~.p~on boy Home Tneat~, P~ojecto~ ~or Undel 33 .~ or ,.,u~e uff Select Jab~ B,u~ooth ,i,-L.a~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii $400 Speakerpho~;es 

i~i .................................. 

[::P..(,t~(~..’.i..",~"..,~..’-~P..~ see mo~ 



~iii Save up to 55% on Action and Adventure Favorites 

Save up to 55% on Action ~nd Adventure 
F~vodtes 

~i $9.99 and Under CD New Releases 

$9.99 ;~nd Under CD New Releases 

ii.~ S .... pto47% on PopularD ....... ksAnimated 
Movies 

Save up to 47% on Pepula[ D[eamworks 
A~imated Movies 

i i~i 100 MP3 Albums for $5 each 

100 MP3 Albums for $5 eaci~ 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-£.X,*~ ~’~.~ .,’~.~.~ Se~. m~r~. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i i~ 20% Off Select Port-A43ool Products at Checkout Xi Buy 2 or More Select PetSafe Toys, Treats, & Collars, 

Get 20% Off 

20% Off Seiect F~o~t-AoCooi P~educts st Buy 2 o~ More Select PetSr~fe Toy-c~, T~’eats. & 
C~e(:ko~t Coilars, ~e, 2~, ~:. Off 



ii.~ $2 Off 2-PkClassic Fit Water Filter Repl ...... tsfrom 

Mavea at Checkout 

$2 Oil 2..PR Ciassic Fit W~b~" r:ilb~" 
Repiacements from Mavea at Checkout 

xi ................................. 

i~i Upto 15% Off Select Lawn Mowers 

Up to 15% Off 8eiect Lawrs Mowers 



~}i Up to 50% Off Select New Balance Athletic Clothing 

Up b 50% Off Select New Baia,,’~ce Athletic 
Clothing 

ii.~ Up to 30% Off Select Kid’s Adjustable Roll .... dlnli 

Skates 

Up to 30% Oil Seiect Kid’s Adjustabb Rolle~ a,,’~d 
inlin÷ Skates 

~:i Upto50%OffSelectBMXBikes i IIXII Upto50%OffSelectBushnellBi .... lars 

U,~ tu ~,~ ,~ Off Select BMX Bikes Up to 50% Off Select Bushneil Binoc~iars 



%i Romance Kindle Books $2.99 or Less 

Romance Kindl~ Books $299 or Less 

i iXi Best Books of July 



i;~ill Select Kindle Single I .... Magazines for Under $1        ii~iI Get a $5 A ...... Credit with Select Children’s 
Magazine Subscriptions 

Select Kindle Singie Issue Magazines for Get a $5 Amazon Credit with Select Children’s 
Under 51 M;~gazi~.~ S~bscdptions 

:: :- ............................................................................................................................................ 

Cl~-~t~’.,i.,’.,¢. J(~wel.,,"y:. 4.,’~d ~,..’1o.,,"(~ s~e 
rno~e 



[~ii: Hoop Earrings Under $25 

Hoop Eamngs Undel $25 

i~ill 20%Off$80 in Handbags&A ...... ies 

20% Off SB0 i~; H~ndbags & Accessories 

j iXi U p to 60% Off Select W .... ’s Watches 

Up ~ qq~z ~u o~ ,o Off Select Women’s V~tches 

i i~i 20% off Contemporary and Timeless Clothing 

20% Off Contemporary and Timeless Cio[hing iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~0,,"~ ,~0 ~x~~ ...... 

Xi Get the Up to $100 Off Select Fender Gear 

Ge~ the "Gr~,,’~d ]’heft Au~.o V" P~e-order Bombs U~ to $I00 Off 8elec~ Fender G~ar 



i.X.i... Save an Extra 15% to 25% on Select Automotive 

Parts 

A~Oh~ ~v~ PaI~s 

xi ................................. 

~aC,~t-@.’,--~8:,~,~@©l 8aYi,,",~<,~$ S~e ~sc.r,s 

Make an Amazon.corn Gift Card Special with Your 

Own Picture 

Make a~ ikmazo~, corn Gilt Card S,’>eci~,l wth 
Your Ow~ Pictu,~e 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~i Over 35% off Select Back-To-School Tech i~i Buy 3, Get 1 F ..... Back to School Essentials 

....... Accessories ...... 

Ov.:~ 35% elf Seiect ~ck.-lo.-Sch,.~,.~l Iech ~:~.~y 3, Get i F~ee o,,’~ ~ocl< to School 
Accessolies Essentiais 

[~:i Up to 60% Off Select School Supplies           i ::X:: College Living Bedding Essentials 

Up to 60% Off Select So ~oo SL pp ies             Coilege Living Bedding Essentiols 



iI~ii ..................................... 



~i Celebrate Facebook friends’ Birthdays together 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 3:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presented By Fiji Water 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

[--- 

i ::~ Membe! E:,.’clusives ¯ Member Ben,~fits for Members of CiubCorp Clubs 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiii iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiM 
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~iI Sign up for our Newsletter 
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We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 9:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <m~son@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Infi)rmational Message fiom Alert Carolina: Police file charges for sexual battery 

Informational Message from Alert Carolina: Police file charges for sexual batter?- 

Dear Students, Faculty and Stalt’: 

The U2",IC Department of Public Safety has charged a non-UNC student, Dontay Awtwanne Rone, 20, of Chapel Hill, with two counts of sexual battery 

The first offense occurred June 20 at roughly 9:26 am when a female student was touched on her buttocks after being followed ilcom Franklin Street to the Paul Green Theater on campus 

The second offense occurred at roughly 8:15 a.m. July 25. The victim, a female UNC stu dent, was walking from the intersection of Cameron Avenue and South Columbia Street when she was 
allegedly followed by the suspect and assaulted by being touched on her buttocks when she went inside Carl-oll Hall. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Infornaational Message to inform the campus conmmnit5’ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~z’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safe~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-win.com> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 5:49 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

rl’u SportsBoard at Surf Cu!! 

E[ 

...................................................................... I ............ 1 + ............. 1 ............................................................................................................................................ 
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Stream/ine Recruiting with an iPad/iPhone a 

has ,e~o+ut+on+zed the way that ~,ou ~-a,~ ~ssess p+ayers at 
,+~e %,r+ Cup this weekend +o+n +por~s+oo,d o~,stome,s,,~e San 

State, Maryland, Duke UNC, and others to streamline your 

[ /rec,’uiting p~ooes+. A,E you need is an iF’ad or iPhone, no need fo~ WiFi or 
/ /3G, and you’ve get the edge VOU need to be as efficient as possible with 

[ /,o~rtime in +~n Oiego 
t / 

~s offenng tr, a,s at Surf Cup this weekend Our team wil, pre-- 

/ /!cad yoor iPad with rosters and game sohedub, After you take notss on 
[ /potential recruits using soccer-specific metrics as well as video, voice 

and photos, s~,,,c yo~.,r da~ back to the se,,,e, where yo~., ca,, 

[ /analyze and share it ,,’it’, other coaches or, your staff, 

us know the best way to connect, as we (xan get you :~t up in just a 

[ /~egards,/ /// 

~,’%est chore Technologie., hsc. 

030 3.z~ 020~: 

%,%#~ere Scouting and Technology Converge" 



~,,,,,’~’~,Ji~ili!!i~,,~!!i!!i~, ik ~!!i!!i~~ iih ,Cii D C~,;i!ii!!~ii~ ii S 
We’ve searched the site for the best deals in CIotMng, Electronics, Toys, and mere, Cheek 

back often for new deals every day, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~i Up to $90 Off Select Toshiba Satellite Laptops i i~i 60% Off JBL ES 80 Floorstanding Speaker 

Up te $90 C’,ff Select Teshib;~ Sateilite i.s~;tops {~0% Off ,JBI.. ES 80 Fleersts[;di~x( Speaker 

Z 
~:i Select C .... P .... Shot Digital C ...... Starting i~i Save Over $450 on a 60-Inch Sharp Quattron TV 

Under $150                              " " 

Select Ca~o~ PowerSi~ot Digital Cameras Ssve Over $,¢50 ol~ a 60olnch Sharp 

Starting Under $150 Quattre~. T’v’ 



p to 50% on Select SnowAngel Tanks, 

Leggings and More 

Save up to 50% on oe=eut ,:~ na~¢ ~,ngel Tanks, 

Leggings and Mare 

u p to 40% off Select Boy’s’ LeviIs Denim for Back-To- 
School 

Up to 40% Oil Select Boys’ Levi’s Denim Ier 

Back-To-School 

Save Over 40% on the RST Outdoor Bistro Set 

Save Over 40% on the RSt" 0 Etdoor r3,istro Set 

ii~i1 25% Off Lilly Pulitzer for Girls 

25% Off Lilly P~,~lit~:er for Gifts 

.~i Save 60% or More on Select Personal Shredders from 
Swingline 

Save 60% or More en S, eiect Pe~se,,’~al 

Shredders fl-orn SwiRgiiRe 

.~i Save Over 40% on Hanover Outdoor Patio Sets 

Saw:~ Ow:~r 40% o,,’~ Hanow:~r O Etdoor Patio Sets 



50% Off Cuisinart Frittata Skillet Set             ~ Save Over 20% Off This Calphalon 16-inch Stainless 

.......... Roasting Pan 

TV Comedy Hits 

Set" o~ DVD 



:~ Save Over 30% on MobyWrap UV 50+ SPF Baby 
Carrier - Coral 

Save Over 30% on Meby Wrap UV 50+ SPF 

rBaby Carrier-. Ceral 

.~:i Save up to 72% Off the Pu re Sounds Digital Audio 

Monitor by MobiCam 

~i 
Save Over 20% on Leachco Take Out Portable 

Diaper Changer and Mat 

Save Ove~ 20% on Leachco Take Out PortsMe 

Diaper Changer and Mat 

$400 Off Seventh Generation Value Pack Diapers 

Save ~.EI.~ to 72% Off tile Psre Sounds D@tai $4,00 Off Seventh Ger~era~Jor~ Value Pack 

Audio Monitor by MebiCam Diapers 

i~i Up to 45% Off Select Men’s Sandals Up to 75% Off Select Rockport Women’s Shoes 

Up) to ~5 ,~ Oil ,>ele .,~ ~,,,I~,:1 ~ oand81 .... p ~e ; .J x< Cff o ......... Reckpe~l Werner£s S~oes 



~}i Up to 50°/o Off Select Outdoor Toys i iXi Save 52°/0 on C ..... t 4x4 

Up to 50% Off Seiect OuMeo,~ Toys Save 52% on Connect 4x4 

~:~ ...................................... 

.?~i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

~Soeks LXlect[ol"ics Clothi~-~g Heine. Kitehe~-~ & Di~-~i~-~g 

..%=,. ,;~es & TV Celi Phones St’oes Hor~’~e tmpreveme~:~. 

~<i..’~dte }:’ire HD Comt:,,u~e~’s & Se~b&’ere Jeweiry Pa~,io, Law~" & (.~a~de~: 

Music Sports & (:)utdoo~s Ams£en Mobile Apps Health & Personal Csle 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachSteveMoore@nc sasports.org 

Monday-, July 29, 2013 1:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2017 - Alea Hyatt- Artending Surf Cup- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
Alea will be playing in the upcoming Surf Cup with her Eagles 
GUZ5 ECNL team. She will be wearing #17 and her schedule is as 
follows: 

8/3, 8:50am vs. Eastside FC, Field #14 
8/3, l:50pm vs. HSC Bulls, Filed #14 
8/4, 8:00am vs. De Anza Force, Field #14 

High School: NA, CA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4,00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatL@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Check ,)ut d~e Recruiting Search ]!!i~gine 

Steve Moore 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 
CoachSteveMoore(~ncsasports.or£ ] http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may’ contain information that is proprietao~, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any’ use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please notil}’ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 1:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special announcements t~om The Casolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Nappy P~onday, Carolina Club Members, 

{-.~reakfast {s S(4ve, d! 
We era proa<~ to announsa that The Carolina C~ub will begin serving breakfast on 

Augast 12m! £very ~,~on~Jay -. Friday from 7;O0@:OOam~ start your day off right with a 
cLtp or fresh brewed soffae and Chef Ro~fs fresh.-trols4he.<}van ci~also~ rolls, 
made4o-orde~ omebb[s, or a stack of ’cakes. The CIsb now p~ovides a varie[y of 
br~akfast offerings and the perfect morning location for busin~ss meeting, s or 
connecting with colleagues, students and friends. See y’a~l at the Ck~b for 
break~a£~ 

)~.~t ~. ~’, [~ ~ ~ !~’!.~t ~ 
Constn.tetion is un<~<-.rway~ Our new g, lember offices, to~.tehdowl3 roo~g~ an~S new 
furnishings in the Harvey Lobby a~ in ful~ ewin.q: and will be temple%~ by [h~ ~.md 
of August. We hope this, abng with breakfast service begirming Au.q: ust t2th wil~ 
province, you with ewm mo~e, ways to rs~et a~x~ so~xx~.ct with friends, elie~ts and 
nollaagues whila enabling you to work comfortably and efficiently while yoLt are 
away from yosr home or office. 

Can you beliave footbalt season kicks off in jest a few short weeks? ~4e have many 
new additions planne8 ~o~ our pre@ame tailgate parries at the Club this Fear and 
w~ want to see you he~e before eli home. games! We witl .get the season stabted 

with [-~reak~as~ wi~h Coach Larry Fedora on Tuesday, #ugsst 20"’L We hop~ yos’l~ 

~oin us as we learn all about tha 2013 ~’ar Heels. And <~on’t forget ~ yoLtr 20tt~ 
Armiversary Member Passport includes a sornplirn~.mtaw Tai~ga~ voscbe~ as w~l 
as a eompHm~mtary Coach’s B~eaktast so give us a sail today to mak~ your 
reservations, 

We are. o~fe~in~ our popular ]’aitgate Sponsorship f:~o~Fam a~ain this year. If you 

are intarested in learning more abo~t the vah.~e-pankad package and t~e 
opportunity [o p~orno[e your business, sal~ F~izabe[h Cheer at gl 9-082-4}57& 

As an additiona~ reminder, many of the events on yo~.~r Club calendar are 
desi.~]nated as ’~-~assport }:{vents" meaning t~at you will receive a discoant, or even 

en~oy a complimentary meal, when you present your Carolina Clab 20ti: 
Armive~sary ~’-~asepo~ [ to your server. There a~e also many I’-sassport offers [hat can 
b~! L~Sed at’~y tin"~! yOL~ con"~! [O [~e C~L~b it’~cludi;~g a ~’)a~’kb’~g vo£cher, a glass of 
wine, an appetizer and much more. This is ou~ way of saying tha~k you to our 
~,.~lembers an<~ letting you know bow m~mb we appreciate the opportanity to serve 
you, 

Nero’s a look alsaa~S st what we have apcoming in the next 2 wee.ks. Weql see you 
in the C~ub! 

Wines of So~.~th America 
I’uesday, &~ly 30 
¢ pm ~We~corne Reception 
8:30 pm ~ Oinner 

$¢0 ~ Poo<L ~4ine an~S fine Spirits Group Members 
$75 ~ Non-Group Members 
Argentina, Cb{hb P~4u and ma~W other South Am~4iean co~ntr{es ~>~odue~ awa~x~ 
winning New ~4orld wines, Join us as we taste through the wines of this 

adventuroas continent and the cuisine of Chef Oscads home, Pore, 



Chef’s Cookin,g Cbss 
(This is a ~’-’asspol’t Ewmt! 
~xish & ~Xow~ Butchery 
~,londay, Au..gust 5 

8:00 ~ 7:50 9~n 
$15 ~ Food, Wi~e a~ fine Sp}rits G~oup ~e~be~s 
$25 ~ Nor~ Group ~a~lbars 
Che~ Oscar will teach yo~ how to sa,~¢ monsy ~>y lea~ing to b~’eak down who~e 
ch}cke~s and fish, ma~e your ow~ stocks an<~ ~jet t~e. most o~t of your purchase.. 

Prime Rib Ni,gbt 
We.<~nes~ay, August 7 
5:30 pis ~ 9 pm 

$21 

~r{me ~ib, }-to~serad}sh Sauce andlo~ Au Jus~ C~e.f’s accompan}~e.~ts a~ a glass 
of $ig~atar(~ Wine, 

Yo~.a-~.;~ Professiot~als Netwo~’~#~g Eve~-~t 
With Chape~ N[ll.-Carrboro <’;haI~ber of Commerce arid Ee~l Leadership 
Tuesday, August 13 
5:30 ~ 7 pm 
$10 -~ cash bar 
P~’esented by DS~ Comedy, this wo~’kshop wil~ feature Bil~ San~o~d o[ Be~ 
!..ea<~e~sh{p t~st}t~te. Ra~t{c{pa~ts w}lt lea~f~ proven syster~’~s that c~eate ~e~u{ne 
co~lmitment to ilw~prove yoursatf, your tea~l alsr3 yot~r orgalsizatiom 

~:~/e~se taft your @at’o[#~a Old# Co~derge at 919o962.’E~0"~ ~o 
RSVP ¢k~r each of #~ese {:yen&% 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Play iSoccer <Play_iSoccer@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 1:35 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Something New is Coming 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco. California 941 !7 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ .~.. Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



~:Dorra~a~i::~a! 

l Ni Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y~9.~rOazoj’! 
T~da2~..Q~a!~’ ~!!...~..~Rg.~.~.~.~£~.’!~ 



~iii Back to School at Amazon 



L’~4".,~:/~ ~’:,~ ~’.~,c~’.,o,~l see m~re 

Save 60% on Select Swingline Fashion Staplers ii~:~iI Save 44% on Five Star Advance 5-Subject 

Notebooks 

Save 60% or~ Select Swinglin~ Fa.shior~ 
Stapiers 

Save 44% on Five Star A(tvance 5-Subject 
Notebooks 



pto 61% on Select Heavy Duty Binders 

Save up to 61% o,q Select Heavy Duty Bilsders 

i iXi Up to 35% Off Single4Dolor Post-it Notes 

Up to 35% Off Si~,gie-Coior Post-it Notes 



ii.~ Get a $100Visa CardWhen You Buya Sony VAle 
Pro Ultrabook 

Get a $100 Visa Cald When You Buy a Sony 
VA1O P~o Ultr;~book 

%i Kindle Fire HD, $199 

Kimdie Fire HD, $199 

ii~iI Save up to $200 on Select Sigma Lenses 

Save ~p to $200 on Select Sigma Lenses 

i i~i Save Over 30% on Select Vehicle GPS Units 

Saw~ Over 30% on Select \!et;ici(., GPS Units 



~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ ~O~..,",~,~’&-" & ~’~ See ~ore i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 

i :i~ Best of the Y ...... So Far: Movies & TV Save 60% on Las Vegas: The Complete Collection 

Best of the Yer~r... So F;~r: ~7.,’ovies & TV Sr~ve {50% o~ l..ss Vegas: The Complete 
Celledkm 



i i~ S .... p to 50% on Wolveri .... d the X-Men 

Save up to 50% e~ VVolveFine ~,,’~d the X-.Me~ 

xi ................................. 

Cl~Tt~’.,i.,’.<,~. Je~’~’el.,,"y~. 4.,’~d Mo.,,"e s~.~ 
moFe 

Save up to 60% on ESPN’s 30 for 30 Collector’s Ed 

Blu-ray 

S~ve up ~.o 60~ on ESPN’s 30 for 30 Coliector’s 
Ed Bl~,Hay 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



:~:iI Upto50% Off D ...... 

Up to 50% Oi~ Dresses 

i i~ Men’sWatches Under$100 

Men’s VVatches Under $t O0 

i iXi Up to 60% Off Di .... d Earrings 

Up to 60% Oil Dia,mo,,’~d Earrings 

Up to 30% Off New Markd .... in W .... ’s Shoes 

Up to 30% Off New Markdowr~e in ’7~;omer£s 
Shoes 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~’~’.,~.’~,~’~4~.i.,’~,~".,~,~.~J".,’~ See ~o~ 

%i Best-selling Vinyl Records 

Best~s~.,lii~;g Vinyi Records 

i iXi Best Music of 2013..So Far 

Best Music of 2013..So Fa~ 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~! Madden NFL 25 (Anni ....... ry Edition) Over $400 in i~i A ..... Instant Video: S ...... Vacation Sale 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i ..... Value OnlyatAmazon. " ..... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Madden NFL 25 (Anniversary Editien). Over Amazon inst~ntVide~: Summe~Vac~tion S~le 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii $400 in V;~Jue Oniy at Amazon. 

i~i .................................. 



~}i 
Save Upto 50°/o Off Select Keyboard Bundles from 

Casio 

Save Up to 50% Off Select Keyboard Bundiea 
from Casie 

%i Up to 60% Off Family Activity Books 

Up to 60% Off Fsissiiy Activity Boo~(s 

¯ _.i.X.i Editors’ Picks for the Best Kids’ Books of 2013...So 
Far 

Editols’ Picks fol the Best Kids’ Books of 
2013..8o Far 

i iRi Up to 25% Off Select Lawn G .... 



i~ii ..................................... 

Save 25% or More Off Select Grills J iXi U p to 45% Off Select Bike Racks 



i i~ Up to 75% Off Select Off-S ..... Clothing 

Up ~.o 75~ Off Seiect Ofi..Season Cio~.hing 

~] Up to 30% Off Select Sun Shelters from Sport-Brella 

¯ J~ c,~t o,m Shel~.ers item Spo~t-. Up to 30% ¢’~’ ~’" ’" "" ~1’ 
Breiia 



~iii Back to School at Amazon 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 6:57 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

LAST CHANCE: Sign Up For GoHeelsTV, Save 20%! 

Sign Up For GoHeelsTV, Save 
20% On An Annual Subscription! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

:~:: / ~ ::~ ~;:~::< ~:~< ~::~ ic~:~ ~: L::::’:: ~ !~: ::~ :~:: ~L~¢¸:¸¸ 

E 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 9:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Helios Summer Special 

i.X.i Helios Health Products 

Home"ll ’:~:’ Ho,iosProduct, III ~’ Other Hoa,thProduO, 

%%% 
w~-.Helio sHealthProducts.com 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



I Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

Helios Health Products 

1615 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

[ ~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:15 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

SPORTSBOARD NEWSFLASH!!! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiXiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

/ ]S~:) errs.Board s Customers., [ ] 

[]good, safe and productive 
it’s been great to ~e- 

/ ]engage with many of you to tnelp 
~ I J 

/ /you use oportsBoard to go ~ I J for ye~r player 
at recreating 

/ /SE RVER 
/ /As many of,,,o,., know, 
/ /SportsBoard’s functionafiby has J 

months since we first launched it. We have added a for of functionafity to 

Contact Management, Season, and Camp aotiv,t, es tha~ mos~,:,f 
not all of you are ~nvol\,ed m. 

/ /Some time ago, we~ recognized-~ the need to make Sport~Board%-<     ~- menu / 
/ /system easierto use, and we have done that as well as made the 
/ ]background white and the menu text farger. V~#~ have received vet}, 

positive feedback from the customers to whom we have shown these 

......................................................................................................................................................................... menu changes, and the consensus ha~= been that ,.port~=Board will be ............ 

much easier to use. 

We plan to activate the new user interface on the server ir, early August 

after the rush of recruitin.q-refated travel has diminished. Pfease watch the 

video in the link befow and give us as much feedback as you wish! 

Trainingf Video 

SPORTSBOARD: ASSESSMENT AND CONTACT MANAGEMENT 

are startinq to convert more and more customers from ocoutWare, 

FrontRush, ScoutForce, ARMS and Coachware to SportsBoard so that 

Coaches have a single database and vendor contraining all of their contact 

activit~ and assessments. The time savings and synergies from having all 

your data in one database are tremendous. 

For those of you who must use ACS, this interface is now working 

seamlessly. For those of you using JumpForward or Bfue Chip, we woufd 

love for you to help us work with these vendors to develop an interface 

with those systems. 

SPORTSBOARD NOW SUPPORTS 12 SPORTS 

Two years ago we started with Soccerr Now we support Footbaft, 







% 
"Th~ "The Outpost" 

% 
"Presidential 

tile C~e~tiorl oi 
the Amedcan 

Era" ~y Joseph 
S. Ny~ J~ 

% 
"Nothing ~e 

Demick 



~o.’lk.<~ ~}~!cl:roriio$ Toys & (~4p’1i.~$ 

r’.,’.’ovif~s & iV Video Gemf~s Baby 

K:i~dli.~ ][¢iI i-~i~o!~.<!s & Ao~;.<!s.<i)¢i¢.< Cl.’ll:h}~%’~ 

Kiqdl8 P~:~p,s!!’.,v[l[!:8 ’,?!)R~pi~!~’[ ~ & So[tw~:~!,s! Sh!)8~:, 

K;,nd;,e [--re i--;,}[" Sp.’lrls & ()~;ld.’~ors Jevve}r!i 

[,,,1~;.s;=o I!~.’i;~.< l!:~4;= & S.’:i.<H~l;=iin i?x~-.’;~!i 

h,iP3 Pdr!le M~q~zines 

Fiomi.~ K==icheri & Din}n3 

Office & School Supplies 

G!ocer? 

P.>lii) La,.",,!~ & Ga~di.wl 

Hea Rh 8, Pers.’)n:~l Ca[e 

/\Ina~orl Mi)bil.<! App’s 

Gift Cs~.’:~s 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 5:29 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: The Beltiy, New York and More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Be among the first to gel an early sneak peak of [he new Belfry, spiriLual home of the Ryder Cup. The 

resort is undergoing a complete transformation, With these special offers, you can stay in one of 100 

newly renovated guest rooms, before anyone else. For [hose in London on business, it’s a quick escape 

on weekends. ]it’s also the perfect stop along the way to and from your Scotland golf vacation. 

I night + 2 rounds (1 Brabazon!1 PGA National) = £99 per person 

2 nights + unlimited golf (1. Brabazoniunlimited Derby and PGA National) + Belfry-branded golf cap 

for each golfer = £99 per person, per night. Two.-nigh[ minimum stay required, 

~You won’t want to miss out. Call ClubLine to book your stay: 800.433.5079 

Enjoy your golf access at The Hamlet, Willow Creek and Wind 

Watch golf and coun[w clubs on Long Island or Fiddler’s Elbow 

Country Club in Bedminster Township, [’l}, 

Phls, enjoy dining access at the ’21’ Club and ]he Terrace Club, 

ClubLine can also help you ob[ain tickets to the top shows on 

Broadway or find overnight accommodations, 

F] C all ClubLine to book your New York adventure today! 

800.433.5079 

!!~i;ii.i~.~::x.ii~:~i~ii :~:::!~:ii:~i~:~:~: "ii"~r:~::~:~rir~ iii:~:~:~:r::i~;~i":~r~:idi W::i~r~:::!!! 

Enjoy 40% off* engraved beer s~eins, pilsner, wine and shot 

glasses, Engraved glasses are the perfect gift for weddings, special 

even[s or your home bar where that special touch is welcomed. You 

can design your engraving using our template or monogram design 

tool. Our laser engraving system produces high quality engraving 

on the glass. 

~To purchase your glasses, visit personalwine.comlclubcorp 



Members enjoy the benefits at our California locations: Marina del 

Rey, Menlo Park, Silicon Valley and San Francisco, Ore Exotic Car 

Rentals (10% off~), Tours, Share &, Memberships offer a variety of 

ways {o experience our [leer of exotic vehides, 

~Call ClubLine for more information: 800.433.5079 

Introducing a private ckJb [or luxtJry travelers who en.ioy five-star 

service and privileged access to more than 130 awe-inspiring 

honles in many of the world’s most coveted destinations. :{nspirato 

with American Express is specifically designed for people who want 

the space and intimacy of a private residence while on vacation, 

with the service and amenities or a luxury resort. Inspirato with 

Apqer[can Express has special offers available for you to participate 

in the dub experience.* 

Learn more about Tnspirato with American Express > 

~Call ClubLine for more information: 800.433.5079 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 4:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tweets from Paul Fortenberry, Chatt Tech Council, and 6 others 
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anson dorrance, 
Hereks ~,vhat% ~re..’~di~,g o~, Twitter th;s wm:,,t~, 

Paul Fortenberry (:;;::./:: : ~ ~,~ i.. :~:~:. i 

UT has reJeased its preseason depth chart and some 

interesting stuff on it: utspo.~ts cer~:/s.oerts;m-footb .. What 

do you think? ten~.essee.rivats.een~shew..’~~sg,asp?fi,,. 

Chatt Tech Councim                                 ::::~ u:: 

Here are some of the reasons Small City Chattanooga is 

attracting and keeping people and businessesl Looking... 

fb.me/2rBC~:Vg}i 

Draper: Did I mention we have fast Internet? 

Young er:trapreneur explains why Chattanooga is a magr~at 

for tsient 

~like Costa +:;:1:.;:. :i-?.;:.’! i ! .K;!:: 30 .;:.i 

This would be major news MT @JamesNoega Reuters: 
POTUS will propose cutting the corp tax rate at 

#Oba n’a Nooga today: rout,rail 3~wyIH 

Obama proposes ’grand bargain’ on corporate tax rate, 
infrastructure 

CHA~IANOOGA~ [e;;riess.~!a (Re;Jt.m~;) - Presiderit Barack Obarr~ ; proposed ; 

~’~}f[(J [,arga:ri for ;.~fiddie-r4::b’S.% jobs orl ]fla.%day [ila[ wo~;l:] 0t~1: [i;~! U 5; 

cov[)a[ ~[@ [~}x !’aiE! ~}f[(J [JS~! ~.)ii::::Of[S Oi CiOiIb.’V.~; }~ !’E!V~[~I;~!!~ . 

N O O g a. O O m ;i!!1 i" ::: ::: g ~: i ,i ~:,~:v::: ::! i:) i i i i 

Via @JarnasNeoga Photos: President Barack Obama 

arrives in Chattanooga noaga.cend162 731/photos-,,. 

Photos: President Barack Obama arrives in 
Chattanooga 

Oa::::y r~aws de::::’,,araci dira::[ly to your mboz. sign up We are 

curre;;tly conductir~g ~’ .~;[Jrday ia ::aarn ;Ylor~! at;eli!: OUr 

yat~ took b’ iew ;rl.’s)-ri~;r-i[s [o . 

N e v [ n H a r t :i:.:]; ::( ~ ~:’;’: : :: ¢ a !: 4 ~-: :~ ~ ~:::                                   ]~ (: .Ju i 

Erica gave back her ring 

Rasheeda took off her ring 

Stevie J gave 2 bitches rings 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <store- new@amazon.com~ 

Friday, August 2, 2013 2:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: You’re Invited to Join Amazon’s Site, MYHABIT.com 

% 
,..... 

:: N~ :: amazon.corn 

::.X.i Women, Men, Kids and Home 

Dear Anson Dorranee, 

We’d like to recommend Amazon’s private 

sale site, MYHABIT. 

Join today to shop designer brands for 

women, men, kids and home at up to 60% 

off. 

New items dally at 9am PT/12pm ET. 

USE YOUR EXISTING AMAZON 
ACCOUNT FOR EASY SHOPPING. 



s S d.r O!a !S 

SUbj~i Aiiso ~ D~ wan~ W# ~keiid D# al 

!i~;!!!!;;!i!!!;;!;i;)!)! ;;;}}!;i;;! ;i;;);i ;;)!!! !;}!)!;;; ; ;; ;}; 

1 

~:~ ...................................... 

VVe’ve searched the site for the best deals in Clothing, Electronics, Sports, and more, Check 

back often for new deals every day~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i i~ $200 Off P ...... ic G5KK Compact System C ..... iXi $90 Off Seiki 32-inch LED HDTV 

$200 Off Par~asonic GSKK Compact System &90 Off Seiki 32qr~ch LED HDTV 

ig Save on WD Green 2.5TB Hard Drive Over 30% Off Select Transcend 32GB MicroSDHC 

i ...... Memory Cards 

MicroSDHC Memory Cards 



~iI $100 Off Olympus TGJ520 Tough illS Waterproof 
Digital Camera (Blue) with Case and Float Strap 

$I 00 Off Olympus TG-620 Tough ills 

Y~@terproof Digitai Camera (Blue} with Case alsd 

[~:: Save over 30% on Select Car Video 

Save o\se,~ 30% o11 Seieet Car Video 

.~i 25% Off Sandals for Women and Men 

25% Off Sa~dals fo~" Women and Men 

i~i Save over 25% on Select MP3 Player Chargers 

Save over 25% on Select MP3 Player 

Clsarge[s 

i i"~’i 85% Off Stuhrling Men’s DiverWatches 

85% Off St~lwling Me,q’s Dive[ Watches 

ii~] Save 50% or More on Jessica Simpson Dresses 

Save 50% or More o~ Jessic8 Sim~>so~ D~’esses iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



[~iii 82% Off 14k Yellow Gold and Pearl Leverback Earring 

82% Oil 14k Yeliow Gold a,,’~d Peed Lew:~rback 

Ea ~ri,,’~g 

i iX 40% Off Calphalon 13-Piece Cookware Set 

¯ _.i.X.i 70% Off Diamond & Sapphire Heart Pendant 
Necklace 

70% Off Diemor~d & SappM~e Hea#. Pe~dant 

Neckiace 

[% Save 45% or More on the Cuisinart SmartPower 

...... Deluxe Blender 

40% Off Celphakm t 3,-Piece Ceekv,;are Set Save 45% or Mere o,,’1 tt~e Ct~isina~’t Sme#.Power 

Dehxe Blender 

::X:: Up to 52% Off Fox Searchlight Favorites i i~ $400 Off S .... th G ..... tion Laundry Detergent 

$4~00 Off Sever~th Get, eraS.ion La~mdry Up [e 52% eli P’ox Sea~ehlight Favorites 

Detel-gent 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



[~}i New Markd .... 
in Guitars: Up to 50% Off i iXi Save 51% on the T ..... Xplorer SUP 

New Markdowr~s ir~ G~i~a~’s: Up to 50% Off Save 51% or~ ~.he ’i"ower Xpiorer SU P 

~i s .... p to 25% off .... lect Di .... dback Bikes i[:+:]i Save 50% or M ..... Disney Sets for Baby 

Save u~> to 25% off on select Diamo~dback Bikes Save 50% or More on Disney Se[s fo~ Baby 



.~.] Save 58% on SINGER 7470 Confid .... Sewing :~ S .... p to 70% with Automotive S ..... Cl ...... 

Machine 

Ssve 58% e~. SINGER 7,¢70 ~e~,d~.~,~ Save up to 70% with Automotive Summer 

Sawing Machine Ciaaranca 

.{#~i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

Fi.,"~d (k,"aat/’;’~ais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,u~ St~:,,la,,,~.i~:fa 

Books Elect~ai"ics Ctothi~g I-~:eme: Kitche~ & Oi~i~g 

~=,. v~e~¯ & "I"V {’.:,eli Ph<mas Shoes ~-iome tmpreveme~i 
t<i.qdta Fire HD Computers & Se~,,vere Jew÷iry Patio, Lawp & Gslder: 

Music Sperts & Ostdeors Amsae~ Mobile Apps ~qaatth & Parsopat Csl-e 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 1:20 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Football Books 

T:~ ,:::t,,. and ©: :c mess~ :~ecia: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
BooWDVD F-:~ ck~ :’,e -~’- 
. ............. ;::7 ............ : ......... , ....... ~ ~ ~,’~ ~.~:~: 
ov Lee ~ CqOWR, ~,/~qRc~_, P, PerF~F:O                            ’:: ............... ............ ;~:~ 

List Price: $21.95 

You S~ve: $7.12 (32%) ........................................................................... 



S~ow Ceeker 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

ii~:~:~:~i~i~:~i~:~i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

by Howie Long, John Czsmecki ................................ 

List Price: $19.99 

Pdce: $15,24 

You Save: S4.75 (24%) 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:~ See more 

Find Great Deals on ~iHions of Items Storewide 



¯ 1 Ni Amazon.com Y~az~J’! Tq~a~...~a!s. ~!!..~Rg~.~j’!t~ 

- ..... 

Dea~ Amazon ecru Customer 

We’re excited to announce our Best 

Beoks of the Month Hst fer August, 

featuring our Spotlight Pick, The Sound 

Vasquez (available in hardcover and 

Kindle book), who in our opinion is a 

unique litera~y talent. 

See more of our editorially curated 

favorites coming out this month, -- 

Amazon Books Editors 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



i~ Lawrence in Arabia 

Nig,et FNm 

Hardcovei 

Kii~dle book 

L~wre,~¢e ],~ Arabia 

Hardcove,~ 

Kindle book 

=================================== 



Babayaga 

Ha~dcovor 

Kindle Doek 

i~ Turn Around Bright Eyes 

Turn Around Bright Eyes 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 



i:~:i M ..... 

H~K~cover 

Kindle book 

~i The ~e,~ng ~oe~ 

The Telling Room 

H;~r~oover 

Kindle book 

i~ Sea Creatures 

Sea Creatures 

HaFdcover 

Kindle book 

iX The Husband’s Secret 

The Husband’s Secret 

Ha~doover 

Kindle book 



~:i Last C ..... theSag ..... Bridge i~ Son of a Gun 

H~rdoo,,,~ Hardoo,,e.~ 
Kii~dle book Kindle book 

............................................ ............................ B,~, ~" "-" ~," ¢" ~ ...... "" ~ ........................ 
See (~or¢ 



Journey 

H~rdcove~ 

.xi ...................................... 

ii.~ The Boy on the Wooden Box 

?he Boy on the Wooden Box 

H ~.~rdcover 

Kindle book 



~iii Gated 

Gated 

Hardcove~ 

Kindle book 

.xi ...................................... 

i% Invisible Inkling: TheWhoopie PieWar 

invisible !nkfing: T,#e WhoopJe Pie War 

~-4ardooveF 

Kindle book 





~i What will you be reading this fall? Peruse our Big Fall Books Preview. 



S<~o k.s Electro.~ics {.’;ioti~ i~-ig 

[v’,’ovies & TV Ceil Pho.~es 8t’oes 

Kindle F"i~e ~’~L’} Co.mpu{ers & Sef-(wa~e Jeweiry 

..’*/i~sic 8f>o~ts & Out<ioo!.s Amszo~ Mobile Apps 



ii~ii A ........ %%% 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com Reviews <customer-reviews- message@mnazon.com> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 3:47 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV --~anson@email.unc .edu;, 

Anson, did ’Women Don’t Ask: The High Cost of Avoiding Negotiation- -and Positive Strategies...’ meet your expectations? Review it on 

Amazon.com 

So, Arisen, how did this item meet your expectations? 
~omen Don’t i\sk: "I’i~e ~-ii~t" Cost 

Women Don’t Ask: The High 

..... Cost of Avoiding Negotiation- O~ Avoidin<j Ne<jetiatie~--end 
and Positive Strategies... ~’~OSitiV~ Stu~te~ies.,, 

% 

N[i Play Like a 

Man, Win 

Like a 

Woman: 

What Men 

Know 

About 

Success 

that 

’~-~ :~<~s~< 

Check out amazomcom!ryp to find past purchases to review. 



.xi ...................................... 

De~r Amazon,tom Customer, 
I ii’~’ii Hidden Order ] 

VVe’ve highlighted selections from our 

new releases, best sellers, and 

upcoming books, including Brad Thor’s 

Hidden Order, awilable in hardcover 

~nd Kindle book. 



i~:i ..................................... 

~ew a~ t~#co,~’,qiP.,q i,~’,~ 8-@o,,"ts & 

~:i Fantasy Life ii~ TheNumbe,sGame 

Fantasy ~_l, e ~ he Numbers Game 



~:iI The Sports Gene ii.~ Open Water Swimming IVl ..... I 

The ,Sports Gene Open Water St@nming ,~,anual 

Fi~dcover F-’,ape~back 

Kindle beek Kindle boer 



~iii Pilgrim’s Wild ..... 

P#grim’s Wilderness 

H~K~covor 

Kindle book 

~i A Street Cat Named Bob 

A Street Cat Named Bob 

H;~rdcover 

Kindle book 

ii.~ ShirleyJ .... A Memoir 

ShiHey Jones: A Memair 

HaFdcover 

Kindle book 

iN Ava Gardner: The Secret Conversations 

Ava Gardner The Secret Conversations 

Ha~dcover 

Kindle book 



:;~ill 18 Minutes ii~ Thinking, Fast and Slow 

18 Minutes Thinking, Fast and Slow 

Pa[serback Paperback 

Kindle book Ki,,’~dle book 



~}i Daring Greatly 

Daring Gready 

I-~ardcove~ 

Kindle book 

i~ The Power of Habit 

T,ee Power of Habit 

Hardcow:~ 

Kindle book 



~iii The Cuckoo’s Calling 

The Cuckoo’s Cafling 

Hardcove~ 

Kindle book 

This Town 

This Town 

H;~r~oover 

Kindle book 

ii.~ Grumpy Cat: A Grumpy Book 

Grumpy Cat: A Grumpy Book 

i--lardcover 

Kindle book 

::~] Detroit: An American Autopsy 

Detroit. An Ametfcan Autopsy 

H O iT] OOV~ F 

Kindle book 





~i Best Books of the Year So Far 



S<~o k.s Electro.~ics {.’;ioti~ i~-ig 

[v’,’ovies & TV Ceil Pho.~es 8t’oes 

Kindle F"i~e ~’~L’} Co.mpu{ers & Sef-(wa~e Jeweiry 

..’*/i~sic 8f>o~ts & Out<ioo!.s Amszo~ Mobile Apps 



ii~ii A ........ %%% 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coachboland@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 6:25 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

McKenna Doe - 2016 Center Midfielder - Slammers - ECNL - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Hater Dei High School, CA 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.25/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih mckenna.doe@aol.com 

Notes: NcKenna is a 2016 Center Hidfielder from Hater Dei High 

School, CA. She also was recently selected to the Cal South ODP team. 

In the classroom she carries a 4.25 GPA. 

View Profile 

Check oat the Recruiting Sem~:h Er~gine 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor] Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell: 88833368461 Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coachboland(gbncsaspo(ts.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contaJm in[bmmtion that is proprietau, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively [br the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
v--73 

this message in error, please not@ the ~nder immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 3:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Special Preview Membership Awaits for Your Family! TEST - A Special Preview Membership Awaits for Your Family! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emaJls from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 12:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Barack Obmna, Jay Leno, mad Fitness Motivator have Tweets for you 
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+>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

anson dorrance, 

8arack Obama ;iiii:::~i~::i~::: i,:(;i: !,r:!: 

On @Univisb:xL @JonCa~sen(’FA has a message to 

Spanish-speaking Americans, ,.’;ailing for action on 

#immigratio..’x OFA, BO/Avx?Rf 

Barack Obama 

48 years ago, President Johnson signed the Voting Rights 

Act. Add your name to tell Congress to strengthen the 

#VRA: OFA.BOP’7VSUH 

STAND UP FOR THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT 

"[~E~ [lext b}g s!:e!) ief our g[ ~.~;sroo[s (Flove(Flef~t is being 

k~url.’:i;ed (:)r~l~f~iEirl~l for AciJof~ 

0{}/:.:. {:: 

Barack Obama 

Tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. ET: President Obama answers your 

questions en housing. Submit questions using 

#AskOba.ma Housing: OFA.BO/WwpaA6 

0!:; A~g 

Housing Pomicy 

Zillow provides data for airnost every home in the US: along with rentai listings 

and the best mei~gage shopping inteifface or: the web 

Barack Obama 

The @P.y(in’es on #immip:ration reform: It’s the people’s 

[urn to push Congress in the right direction. 

O FA, BO/6tzWoi 

Of Courage and Cantaloupes 

While Congress is ir: r~cess ad’~ocetes ere pressing 

Republicans in their home districts to act or: immigration 

reform 

{:5 Au’.! 

President @garackCbama loins us on The #Tonigt:tShow 

this evening. Be there at 11:35/10:35c! 

pic.bvitte~ .cerniO~6qzFi~gl 

(’e, /:,:. ) 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Reynolds <Robert Reynolds@mail.vresp.com~ 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 1:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Summer Conditioning Underway 

Coach Anson 

As a soccer coach, the choices you make now will affect how your team performs next season. Now is the time to 
maximize your team’s potential with the top equipment available. Watch the videos below to make sure you are keeping 
up with your competition and giving your team the best chance to win. 

Each Position on Your Team Can Benefit From These Drills 

These exercises are being done by many High School, College and PRO teams to win championships! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 
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1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq~’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.~#.&ts 



~iii Up to 30% off on select Levi’s Styles 



:%i Kindle Fire HD, $159 

Kir~die Fi~e HD, $159 

i iXi Save up to $200 on Select Lenovo PCs 

Save uf> to $200 o[~ Select I..e[~ovo PCs 



p to $200 on Select Dell PCs 

Save up to $200 on Select Deli PCs 

i iXi Save $50 on the Sony RX100 Digital C ..... 

Save $50 on the -.~ ny RXI00 Digital Came~a 



i i~ Save 10°/o on Select Beats Headph .... 

Save 10% on Select Bests HesdpheP, es 

[Xll Over 15°/0 Off HMDXJam Plus Portable Speakers 

~.~,ie~" 15% Off HMDX ,Jam Pk.is Po[t~ble 
Speakers 

Up to 40% off Back-Up and Power Products from APC 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Up to 40% off BackoUp and Pewe,~ Products from 
APC 

i~i 
50% or More Off the Motorola Sl0-HD Bluetooth 

Headphone 

50% o~ Mo~e C"ff the Moto~ols S10oHD Blu...oo.=~ 
Headphone 
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i:i~ S .... pto50%onSelectBlu-raysBasedonBooks i~i Upto60%OffTh .... &Friends 

S;~ve ~p to 50% o~; Seiect Biuol-ay-c~ B~sed o~; Up ,o (40 ,f~ (.,f, Thoms-c~ & Fd~.mds 
Books 



ii.~__. $7.99 and Under CDs with AutoRip-Get the MP3 

Version for Free 

;7.9g ~nd Ur~der CDs with AutoRip--Get tt~e MP3 
Version for Free 

xi ................................. 

ii~iI Classic Rock CDs Starting at $799 

r~ ......... $7,e9 Ciassic r ~o~.k ~,,~.. St~ti~g at 



~}i UP to 25°/° Off G ..... 
ies for Back to School 

Lip to Z,.. 7~:. Off .#re .er,~s ,of ~ ..,. ~( o.t,o(, 

i i~ Up to 30% off Poof~Slinky Back-to-School Supplies 

Up te 30% Ofi Peei..Sli~aky Back-ta-Schoel 
Supplies 

j IIXII Back-to.School Savings in Toys & G .... 

::~:: Save 30% on Five-Star Hybrid Notebinders 

Save 30% or~ Five-S~.ar Hybrid Netebirsde~s 
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~’"0,~" ~’~,~ ,~’10,~-,~’,~ S~e ~,o~e 

’i ]]I~ ~t r~ 150~ ~ S e ~ e~ Delta F .... ts & Fixt .... 

Ext~ 15% Off Select Delta Faucets & Fixtures 

% Up to 45% Off Select Exercise Bikes from Schwinn 

..... and Nautilus 

Up to 45% Off Seiect Exercise Bikes from 
Schwi,,’~n and Nautilus 



i ii~ 15°/° Off Select Akro-Mils Super-Size Storage Bins i~i Up to 50% Off Select Backpacks 

.............................................................................................................................. ,5 ~o ,~.ff oele~ Ak,~-Mlls ~>Qp~r-.~lze Stol~ge Up ~o ~,~ ,o u..~l~,t Bsck~a~k~ 

Bins 

Se~ mo~ 



i i~ Upto40% Off Fall S~qeforW ..... M ..... d Kids 

Up to 40% Off Fali Stvi÷ for VVomep,, Mep,, ~lld 
Kids 

%i 20% Off $100 Running & Athletic Shoes 

20% Off $100 Rum~il~g & Athletic Shoes 

i~i Designer Earrings Under $50 

Designer Ea,qings Ui~del $50 

J i~i W .... ’sWatches Under $100 

Women’s VVatches Ul~der $I 00 



~’"~ ~/~ I"~".¢,~i/~ Bye ~,o~e 

i iX Up to 50% Off Outdoor Basketballs 

Up to 50% Oil Ou~.deo] Basketbalis 

Give Your Favorite Student an Amazon com Gift Card 

1, Give ’~’o~r F.avorib~ 8R~de~~. an i-~maze~.co,,"~ Gilt 
Ca[d 
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~ii Educational Books for Children i IIXII Deals on Computers & Technology Books 

~:i ..................................... 



~iii Back to School at Amazon 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 
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i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Confirming your subscription "to the Bennett~ank email list 

Thanks for joining the BennettRank email list! 

To confirm your subscription, please click this link or paste it into your browser: 

https://y~uragencv e2ma.net/app2/audience/~pt irdc~n~rm/~73~392/~72~63/3594227~9/?v a 

To ensure proper delivery of our future emails, take a moment now 
and add our email address - Editor@BennettRank.com - to your address book, 
trusted sender list, or company white list. 

And if you’d like to update your email pret?rences, use this link: 
https://vouragencv.e2manet/app2/audience/signup/1731392/1720063/359422719/?v a 

If you do not wish to receive our emails, or this email has reached you 
in error, please click or copy and paste this link in your browser window to remove yourself from our list: 
http://e2.ma/signupioptout/th5ab/pmv97tTiSdbb? 
r aHR0cHM6Lv95b3 Vv~VdlbrmN5LmUvb~ubmVOL2FwcDIvYXVkaWVu Y2Uvb3BOX291 dCSxNzM~’d~=kwLzE3M1AwNiMv~U5~IvN~5L~2P¥~ 

Thanks, and welcome! 
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~:~ ...................................... 

We’ve searched the site for the best dens in Clothing, Electronics, Sports, and more, Check 

back often for new deals every day~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Ni Save up to $150 on Select Acer PCs and Tablets            iNi Select Canon PowerShot Digital Cameras Starting 

.... Under $150 

Saw~ up to $150 on Select Acer PCs and Select Cane~ i-ower~het Digitai Cameras 

Yabiets Sta~iing Under 5150 

Z 
Xi S ........ $150 on Sharp40-lnch LED HDTV i :IX:I Upto60%OffSelectSanDiskmicroSDCards 

Save ever $150 on Sharp 40oi~sch LED HDTV    Up to 60% Off Select Ss~sDisk microSD Cards 



p to 50% on Taylor D ....... 

Ssve up to 50% on Taylol Dlesses 

%’i 40% Off French Toast School Uniforms 

40% C, , erich , o~ ~,~ o..hoo~ Unile~ms 

i iXi Up to 60% Off Men’s New Bal .... Shoes 

Up to G0% Off Men’s New Balance Shoes 

J i’~’i Up to 40% Off Select Boys’ Levi’s Denim 

¯ J=, ,.select [~eys’ Levi’s Denim Upto 40% ¢’:~ ~" ~’" 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Xi Save70%orM ..... SwissMilita[yCalibreWatches     i~,{ 51%Off10KWhiteGoldAq .... d White Topaz 

.............. Leverback Earrings 

Seve 70% or Mere en Swiss Mili[ery Ceiibre 51% O,f 10K. WMb (Sold Aqua end ’7~;hite 

Watches Topaz Leverback Ea~dngs 



i~il Up to 30% Off Ginsu 14-Piece Knife Set with Block 

Up to 30% Oil Ginsu 14- Pie,:se Knife Set wi~.h 

Ble,rk 

i iX 15% Off Select Akro-Mils Super Size Storage Bins 

t5% Off Seiect ikkre-.Mils Super Size Storage 

Bins 

i i’~ S ....... 40°/o on the Brother XL2600i Sewing 

Machine 

Save ove~ 40% a,,’~ the Brathe~ XL2600i Sewing 

Machine 

[~ii Extra 15% Off Select Delta Faucets and Fixtures 

Extra 1.. 7~:, all .>elec, Deite Faucets arsd 

Fix~.ures 

::~:+:;i Save 20% on Pantry Essentials 

Save 20% ors Pan~.ry Esserstiais 

ii.~.iI Save upto49% on SwissTech Multi-Tools 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



:~:iI Up to 30°/o Off Jabra REVO Corded St .... ii.~.iI Up to 52% Off Fox Searchlight Favorites in Movies & 

Headphones                                                    ~/ 

He~dehor~es Movies & TV 

~i Select Children’s Books Under $10 ::[:~:]:: Electronic Dance Music: $599 Albums and More 

Select. Children’s BoeRs Under $i 0 EiectFor~ic De~ce Music: $5,99 AIb!.ims e~d More 

I::~ 51% Off T .... 
Xpl .... 14’ Inflatable SUP with Pump ~% Off Eastern BMXBikes 

51% Off Tower Xplo~e~" 14’ lnfl~r@;~ble SU P witt; Up to 25% Off Eastern BMX Bikes 



~}i Up to 50% Off Select Skateboards i iXi Save 20°/o on Select Armarkat Pet Beds 

lip to 50% Off Seiect Sksteboslds Save 20% ~ ~ ~>ala~t ,~ m~, kat Pet Beds 

~ ...................................... 

.{#~i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

Books LXlect[el"ics Clothi~-~9 Hema. Kiteha~-~ & Di~-~i~-~9 

..%=,. ,;~es & TV Celi Phones St’oes Hor~’~e trnpreveme~:~. 

~<i..’~dte }:’ire HD Cemt:,,u~e~’s & Se~b&’ere Jeweiry Pa~,io, Law~" & (.~s~de~: 

Music Sports & Outdoors Ams£e~ Mobile Apps Health & Personal Csle 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 3:45 F’M 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: "Growing Up Gronk" by Gordon Gronkowski 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kick Offthe Season with World ChaJnp Chris Poulos 

::N:: Constant Contact Header 2 

Click to view this email in a browser 



TOPICS CHRIS 

ADDRESSES: 



,, WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A 

CHAMPION 

® LEADERSHIP 

~, BECOMING THE BEST YOU CAN 

BE 

,, OVERCOMING ADVERSITY 

® PERSEVERANCE 

TURNING PASSION iNTO A 

CAREER 

,, KINDNESS 

,, BULLYINGtCYBERBULLYING 

® RESPECT 

WANT MORE 

UNFORMATmON? 

CONTACT ALLISON! 

ALLISON SOUZA 

401,788.9706 

ALLISON@CHRISPOULOS.COM 

. SPORTS TEAMS 

COLLEGES 

,, BUSINESS EXECUTIVES 

,, CONFERENCES 

,, SCHOOLS 

. COMMUNITY SHOWS 

. SPORTING EVENTS 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

~, RECREATIONAL CAMPS 

i i2i Mini Tou, So~i~i M~d~ 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

i Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 20!2 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[:~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@m~Jler.memfirstnet~ 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 12:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special Offers fbr fellow Campus Colleagues! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

img 

iixli img 

~oca[~d in ce~[~’al ca~n~>~,~s on Stadium Ddve, Ws a~e ~>leased to ar~r~our~ce ssve~al new ameni#es for Carolina 
Club Members and to extend a preferred initiation fee to join the Club for non-Carolina Club MemberM 

~,~ew CR~b A~enities 

Cor:sbuctior: aimest temple[e! ©u.." ~e~,v Membe~ offices, ce.."fere~c8 ~eem wifl~ futl audio-visual capabilities a.."d new 

flm’kshfi~9 ~ i~ ~he Harvey L.ebby are ie fi;tt ~wiP(,# and wili t’e ce:.~’pte~e by the ePd of Au,~B~st. We het>e ~his wiit provide yeL~ 
wifh eve~: mo.~e ways to meef and ccmnect with friec~d,s, ctie~:ts and coiiea~{iues w.hile e~:abii~:~! you to work cemfedably 
sr:d eIficier:tiy wMle you a~e away hom your home e.." office, 

%e Club’s Beard of Directom recer:tiy app uwd a ~duc~ ,M~ u, $, a p~, me ,J~ Ior UNC Fscutty & Staff ~e.." Tda.."gle 
Society dues. This is a $32 pe~ monih savil~gsl lr: addition, current Club Members wi:o wisi- io upgrade ie Triar:gle 
8ec}ely %’}}} haste Ik!e $(~0{) u~!i}rs(te %e %’aisle{J! 

#X Sa)£~Li.& ##£ >1~#.[ 

We a..’e p..’oud le snnou~ce [hst The Csreli..’-a Ciu# i:as begul~ se~vil~g b..’eakfast every Monday ~ Fddsy from 7:00@:00am. 

The ()l~b now p!’evKtes a vsrie~y el: t)re.£kls.si efferi!’,{ ~.~ ssd lhe Derlecl ~’r~emir!!~ tecs~ie~ Io~ busi~@~S r,qee~i!’,{ .) or 
c(mnecting with colbQ,3ue.s, .sk’dec~fs ~nd fliemds. (’ee ?’~.dl at fhe Ck’b for breakfast! 

Through October 12th, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club with an initiation fee of only $100, 
(a $!,50 savings), A~:d as ~ welcome gift, ’~,ou will aiso receive eu.~ 20th An.qber,s~ry ~’&÷w ..’v’..embe.~ P~,~sspert of va.qous 
ce..’,’-:ptimen[a.."~/effed.."gs [e got you cormecled le ti:e Ciub, In addition, Carolina Club Members who sponsor New 
Members will receive $fO0 of Club Cash Dining Credits. 

"~% ~eam ~o~e about the. (’R~b als(~ bone.fits of ~’~e.~sbe.rshi~, Dlease.: 

~, Review the C~ub B~ochure and i-~>plica[io~: 

_h__t_!~_L/_/_ff!ez!)__b__e__[A=#]t!!?_£_o__[p.com/Fibs/Library/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Membership_ Brochure 2013.p___d__f. 

htlp://membe[s.clubeorp.com/Files/LibraB//MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Application 2013.pdf 

, Con~ac~ o~,~ ~¢~embe~sbip D#¢e[o~, Vando~a Dak, is ’92, a~ 9t9@~2@021 or vandora.davisL~ourclub.eom 

Visit ~s onli~e at www.carolina-club.com. 

We’~s ~ookir~¢3 for~a~ ~o s~eing 2o8 at "1"~ Carolina Clsb soon~ 

The late Chasceitel Ci:ristophe.~ Feldi:am etwisiotsed a gathering p:a,.e a ,~,toll.:a ~s..:er,; Untvetstt¢ X,,,~,tt¢. staff atsd 
~.~dmini.sfrators ceuld exchange ide~.~s acres.s disciplines, conduct effici~.d busine.s% ?nd commune i~: the spirif of 

9° . , [eliov,;si:ip. i~s t.: .’~3. ihe Ge~erst Alu..’,’-:~si Associatior: made Ms vision a reality, 8r:d Ti-e Csreli..’-a Ciub was opened.Today. 



Join us at 7he (.’~.~.zo~in.:.~ C~z~b! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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l Ni Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y~9.~rOazoj’! 
T~da2~..Q~a!~’ ~!!...~..~Rg.~.~.~.~£~.’!~ 



~iii Save up to 50% on Select Books 



%i Mystery, Thriller&Suspense 

Mys::~13,, Thriile~ & S~sp(.~nse 

i iXi Literature& Fiction 



iiXi BooksUnder$10 

Books Under $10 



~iii Cookbooks, Food &Wine 

Cookbooks, Food & Wine 

i;~ill Health, Fit .... & Dieting 

Health, Fitness & Dieti~,g 

i iXi Science Fiction & Fantasy 

Science Fiction & Fantasy 

i i’~’i Busi ..... & Investing 

B~ai~esa & investing 
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~iI The Big Fall Books Preview i i~i Editors’ Picks for Fall 

The Big Fail Books Preview Editors’ Picks fo~ Fail 



~}i Best Books of August 

BeS~ [:’cooks of ASgUS~ 

mo~e 

j iXi Kick Off the Football S ..... 



i ii~ R ........ for K-12 Teachers [~ The Very Short Introduction Series: 4-for-3 P .... tion 

Resources for K..12 Teachers The Ve~y She#. i~,treductie~, Series: 4-.ier-.3 
Promotion 

~}i Save $4 on Select Adobe CC Guides i iXi Featured Education & Ref ...... Titles 

Save $4 ale S÷[÷ct Adobe CC Guides F÷atul÷d Education & Ref÷rence Tities 



iiXi Teen Reads 

Teen Reads 



~iii From Page to S ..... i iXi E .... tial Cookbooks for Every, Kitchen 

From Page to Screen Essential Cookbeok, s for Every Kitcl~en 



~i The Big Fall Books Preview 



S<~o k.s Electro.~ics {.’;ioti~ i~-ig 

[v’,’ovies & TV Ceil Pho.~es 8t’oes 

Kindle F"i~e ~’~L’} Co.mpu{ers & Sef-(wa~e Jeweiry 

..’*/i~sic 8f>o~ts & Out<ioo!.s Amszo~ Mobile Apps 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Rodfiguez <clubcorl@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 5:20 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Breakfast is Served! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Dear Carolina Club Members, 

As fellow neighbor’s on the beautiful UNC campus, we are very excited to have you see and 

experience the Club’s newest additions. Over the past several months, we have worked to 

coordinate and deliver added benefits and create a better Member experience when you visit 

the Club. 

Breakfast is Served! 
We are proud to announce that The Carolina Club has begun serving breakfast every 
Monday - Friday from 7:00-9:00am in O’Herron’s Grill. The Club now provides a variety of 
breakfast offerings and the perfect morning location for business meetings or connecting 
with colleagues, students and friends. We started this week with our continental breakfast 
bar and Monday, August 19th we will add a full A la Carte Breakfast Menu. See y’all at the 

Club for breakfast! 

New Amenities 
Construction almost complete! Our new Member offices, conference room with full audio- 
visual capabilities and new furnishings in the Harvey Lobby are in full swing and will be 
complete by the end of AugusL We hope this will provide you with even more ways to meet 
and connect with friends and colleagues while enabling you to work comfortably and 
efficiently while you ar~ away from your home or office. 

As the fall semester opens and we prepare for another exciting school year, we are 
committed to providing a comfortable home away from home for our Faculty and Staff 
Members while you are on campus each day. Every Employee Partner of The Carolina Club 
is dedicated to making every visit and every meal surpass your expectations. We realize 
that you have a choice to come to the Club and we do not take that lightly. We are 
determined to make your decision to be a Carolina Club Member one of the best decisions 
you have made+ 

We look forward to seeing you in the Club. 

Cheers! 
John Rodriguez 
General Manager 

john.mdriguez@oumlub.com 

CAROLINA CLUB 

Pa~caRes a~d F~’esh ~3e~’r+es 
Stacked i:-",-mcakes a,~’.,d Fresh Be"qes ,?d(i~ Coil:ee or ’Ter:’~ 6.50 



.4c.’ViL~on’.<=~ item.s add &0 e.-,.’o;’.~ 

GIib." with Cis~-dd-~,i CI-’,,,,.’~-:~.-~", 2 50 
Bs~cop., (3 slic,-~s} 2.50 

I,;"key B,-~co", {3 slices- 2.50 
Ss~,,’ss~ge Ps~tii<-~s (2} 2.50 

Seaso,,":ai ic:,,"esh ~c,,",;it C,;B 2.25 
O,’snge o,," CIanbew’,.." ,.is}ice 2,95 

f:-"ssh Baked F:ss.,",,"y of{he Day 250 
Coffee; Iced Swe.e.t of Hot Te.o 2 95 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

[f you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special O{t~rs ti’om KSL 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Montefucia Resort - Scottsdale, AZ 
Discover this desert oasis with a 10% discount on best available rates, 

as well as a daily $50 resort credit, for stays September 1 to December 

31, 2013.* 

Call CiubLine to book your stay. 800.433.5079 

Hotel Del Coro~ado .- Co~onado~ CA 
Take a trip back in time and experience Victorian-era beauty with a 10% 

discount on best available rates, as well as a daily $50 resort credit, for 

stays September 1 to December 31, 2013.* 

Call ClubLine to book your stay. 800.433.5079 

The Belfry - Wishaw, Warwickshire, Bngtar~d 
Be among the first to get an early sneak peak of the new Belfry, host of 

the Ryder Cup, The resort is undergoing a complete transformation, With 

these special offers, you can stay in one of :100 newly renovated guest 

rooms, before anyone else< For those in London on business, it’s a quick 

escape on weekends, It’s also the perfect stop along the way to and 

from you[ Scotland 9oif vacation= 

Offers include slay h’E brand new signature room, breakfast and dinner, 

plus:~ 

1. night + 2 rounds (1 Brabazoni1 PGA National) = £99 per person 

2 nights + unlimited golf (1 Brabazoniunlimited Derby and PGA National) 

+ Belfrybranded golf cap for each golfer = £99 per person, per night, 

Two-night minimum stay, 

Call ClubLine to book your stay. 800.~,33.~3079 



Grand Wailea Resort-- Wailea, HI 
Walk barefoot through 40 acres, steps from Wailea Beach. Indulge at the 

award winning Spa Grande and some of Maui’s best restaurants. Your 

ultimate Hawaii getaway begins at the Grand Wailea Resort, winner of 

U~e AAA Four Diamond Award for 14 consecutive years. 

Grand Wailea is taking theh" fall special and packing in even more vahJe 

exclusively for ClubCorp Members. In addition to their incredible Sth Night 

Free offering, you can enjoy complimentary rounds of golf, complimentary 

S-Day Club Beach Pass, complimentary daily resort fee, complimentary 

valet parking; Grai~d Wailea air discounts on Hawaiian Air, and rl’~ore!~- 

These savings provide more than $800 in exclusive Member perks! 

5U] Night Free ClubCorp Perks Package includes:* 

Two (2) complimentary rounds of golf at the Wailea Gold, Emerald or 

Old Blue courses - $250 value 

Complimentary padd[eboards, kayaks, masks, snorkels and fins, and 

boogie boards - $2.58 value 

Complimentary daily resort charge - $125+ value 

Complimentary valet parking (gratuity not included) - $:t50+ value 

Exclusive offers from Grand Wailea’s National Ren[-a.-car Desk 

20% off David Leadbetter Golf School at Wailea Golf Club 

20% off 5 hours of tennis lessons at Wailea Tennis Club 

You woWt ~aBt to ~iss out on these special offers.~ 

Book Vour vacation today> 

Please refer your inquiries to the Grand Wailea reservations call center: 

1.800.888.6100 

Whistler Blackcomb - Whistfer, British Columbia, Canada 
Enjoy your favorite wqnter sports at one of the largest and most visited 

ski resorts in North America, rated the No. :~ overall resort in [torth 

America for 2013 by Ski Magazine. Whistler offers more than 8,100 acres 

of incredible terrain and a vibrant base village. Members enjoy up to 35% 

o[f* at select hotel partners. This oiler is only available by phone. 

Save on Whistler Blackcomb Lift Tickets 

Book lift tickets direct with whistlerhlaekcomb.com I~? November ~.5, 

20~3 to get the best deals of the season, and enjoy access to both 

Whistler and Blackcomb mountains including the PEAK 2 PEAK Gondola, 

Terrain Parks and Superpipe, along with complimentary Mountain 

Orientation Tours.~- 

Squaw Valley Resort - Olympic Valley,, CA 
Stay slo~eside and enjoy rout seasons of adventure a[ Squaw Valley and 

Alpine Meadows. Members receive 10% off*" nightly rates at the newly 

upgraded Village at Squaw Valley. 

Make your reservation today. 

ResePJe enJine at ~.~,.~.~. or ¢~H 86e.683=8302 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Dept of Enviro~maent Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 6:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message t?om Environmenk tlealth and SalTety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Albert, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/compliaaace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 

notification that you have EHS trai~ling and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:/iitsapps.uuc.eduiEHSi and with your login the ustem 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for your prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, tlealth And SaJ~ty 

UNC-Ctt Enviro~maent, Health and Sa/~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 12:19 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Get the Competitive Edge You Need to WIN this Season with SportsBoard mid your iPad’. 

[ 

............................................................................................................................................ I ............ 1 .............. 1 ............................................................................................................................................ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiZiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Player Development and Opponent 
Scouting Like Never Before! 

yo~ bog,,~ p~e-seaso,~ a,~d you’,e reedy ~o, yo~r season ~ic~-o~, ~o,,e 
considered joining 180 ether NCAA programs using Sportsboard to: 

C~ptore on ou~ schematic <p~etored)the fore, athens of yo~,, opponen~ 
pos~t~ons of key p~ayers 

V~deo p~aye,’s d~ng practices to he~p teach o~ refine yo~ p~yers’ sk~lls 
Share this ,n~o~m~ion ,,,,~h your players snd oosoh~s v,a ema,f 

/As ~mo~s r,vats ogree: 
/ /-~o~ie Oh~oh o~ D~e soys, ",~, can use Spo~s~oord, anyone oan~ It’s / 

how much more efficient we are with it!" 

Anson Dorrance at UNC states, "This is revofutionary technology for aft 

[ /of us to get current. I arn thrilled to integrate every corr, petitive edge I can 

j J~et into o~r p~og,am" 
us a shout and,,,e’ll sho,,~’ yo,~ how it works- a,~d ha~e yo~, set up ir, a 

..................................................................................................................... ZJmatter of minutes for p~t $360 pe{ year (~bl pe{ day,,~ per coach,          ~ ............................................................................................................................................. 

# Efficiencvispriceless 

Chee rs, 

Marileu McFartane 

VP-.Business Development 

s p o r~s B o a rd 
15.272.2468 

marilou.mcfa rfa ne@spoRsboard-.win.com ,,~,~,~,.spotfsboatd~win.com 

%,%#~ere Scouting and Technology Converge" 





i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiii~!iiiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiiii~ii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~i~iiiii~ii~ii~iiiiiiiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq~’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.~#.&ts 



~iii Back to School at Amazon 



~"/~i~,’OP.,,~S See mo~e 

:~iI Save $40 on Kindle Fire HD 

S~ve $40 o~ ~mdle Fke HD 

i iXi Save up to $200 on Select Lenovo PCs 

Save uf> to $200 o~ Select I..e~ovo PCs 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~! Over40%OffLaptopBags&C .... ~! S .... pto$150onSelectOlympusCompactSystem 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i .......... Cameras 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Over 40% Off Laptop Bags & Cases Save upta $150 on SebetOlympus Compact 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii System Came~’a,s 

i%i .................................. 

Mo.,’e t~3 ,’,".~/~lo,,"~ i~",, ,,"l,,’-~c’,,’,,’ss~ics se~ 
mo~e 



p to $100 on Select Sony Handycam 

Camcorders 

Save up to $100 e~ Seieat Salsy Ha~dycam 
C ;~ P.qca P{~ e fs 

i~il $500 Off Bose Lifestyle V35 Home Theater System 

5500 Off, Bose Lifestyle \/35 Home Theater 
System 

i~i 25% Off 15-inch Notebook from ASUS 

25% Off 15oi~,cls Notebook from ASUS 

Over 30% Off Select Back-To.School Tech 

Accessories 

Over 30% Off Select BsekoTooSchoal Tech 
Accesse ties 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,,’~.’~ ~’~.~ ~’~X,",,’(.~.~,," ~ee i~r~re iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i i~ Upto30%OffSelectCrayolaforBacktoSchool ~’-’i Upto20%OffSelectWildkinBackpacksforBackto 

School 

Up t~ 30% C"ff S~.~l~.~ct C~yola f~ Back to Up to 20% Off ,~.,ie.,, ¢~ildkir~ Backpacks fo~" Back 
¢School to ¢Scheol 



i i~ Up to 50% Off Select Uncle Milton Items 

Up to 50% Off Select U~cie Milton items 

Up to 30% Off Select The Learning Journey 

Educational Products 

Lip ~o 30’X~ Ofl ~’-,eiect The Leamin~ Journey 
Educational Rroducts 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i li% Pre-ord .... d S .... pto46% on i~i CD Box Sets from LegendaryArtists 

Pre..erder 8~d Save !.@ to 4¢5% e~’~ "Pla,,’~es" in our CD Bex Sets from Legendary Ar~isL~ 
Fa m~y Dea~ of t~e Wee k 

Big Fall Books Preview Lunch Boxes fo~ All Ages 



Cl<.’,,~b,,i,,’~q, ~<’.c~sso,,"i~s, a,q¢/~<.’,,~’~ 
Se~ ,mor~"~ 

i;~ill 50% Off Select Gemstone Rings 

50°,6 Off Select Gemstolse Rings 

i i’~’i Designer Neckl .... Under $50 

Desiglser Necidaces Under $50 



:~:iI Up to 60% Off Select Men’s Watches 

Up to 60% Off Select Men’s W~qtches 

mo~e 

i iXi Introducing A ..... Art 

introducing Amazon A~t 



i i% Up to 60% off Beyond Yoga Clothing 

U~ to 60% Off Beyond "Yoga Clothing 

:%i 40% Off Fall Styles 

40% Off Fail Styl~s 

Up to 25% off Select Football Clothing and Equipment 

Up to 25% off Seiect Football Clothing and 
Equi~;me~t 

i iki Upto 60% Off W .... ’s New Balance 

Up to 60% Off Women’s New Ba a~ce 



i~ii ..................................... 

~’"O,~" ~’/~ ,~©~’,q~ S~e ~ore 

Save 20% on Select A .... kat Pet Beds i iXi Save 10% on Select Koller Aquatics Products 

8av~ 20% (m 8ebct i\~msrka~ P*:~t B~ds Saw:~ ~0% on Select Koqer A~.~,ua~.k:s Produc~s 



::~i Back-To-School Essentials from Tools & Home :~:i1 50% Off Select V .... Embrace R ..... ith Coupon 

I m provem ent 

Back..To,-School Essentiais from "Fools & Home 
improvement 

xi ................................. 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~iii Kid’s Birthday Program 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~i~i~i~~~i~~~~~!i!~!iiiiii~~~i~i~iii~~i!ii~!i!~!i!~i~!iiii~~~~~!~~~i~~~!i!~~~i~i~~~i~~~iiiiii~~~i!~~~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~iiiiiii~~~i~~~~~ii~~ii!~~i!~!~!~!iiii~~ii~~~i~~~~~iiiii~~i!~!ii~~~iii~~~ii!~!~!i!~!i~~~~i~~~!~~~iii~~~i~~~i~~~!~!iii!i!~!~!~~!i~~~iiiii~~~~~!~i~i~~~~~i~~~iiiiii!~~ii~i~~~i~~~!~i~~~iiii!~~i!i!~~~~~iiiiii!~!i!~!ii~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



soS:D~wan~::N~ke:i)a:D#a! 

!i~; !!! !;;!i!! ! ;;!;i;)!)! ;;;}}! ;i ;;! ;i ;;);i ; ;)!!! !!;;; !;}!)!;;; ;)i;;!;; ;; ;; ;}; 

1 

~:~ ...................................... 

YVg~i:i!!:::; e, k <!i? iiq di ~,D’ e 8 i~, :8, 
We’ve searched the site for the best dens in Clothing, Electronics, Sports, and more, Check 

back often for new deals every day~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Xll S ........ 30% on Select Vehicle GPS U nits iXi Dell Inspiron Touch ...... Laptop: Only $429.99 

Save ever 30% on Select Vehicie GPS U~’Jts Dell Inspiro~’, Touch.screen Laptofx (.)~iy $429 99 

p to $500 on Select Bose Home Theater         iRi Savings on Hello Kitty Headph .... 

sy~tem~ 

Save up to $500 oR Seiect Bose Home Theater Savilsgs oR Helle Kitty Headpho,~es 



.~i Save45% on Motorola H191xt Bluetooth Headset ii~iI Adorable Baby Girl Dresses: All Under $20 

Adorable Bsby Gid Dresses: All U~del $20 

~:i K .... th Cole Reaction M ..... ger Bag: Only $104 

Save 4u ~<, on Motorola H 19t~t %uetoeth Naadset 

70% Off or More: End of Summer Savings on Clothing 

Sets for Boys 

70% Off or Mo~e: End el Summer Savit~ge (m Ke~eih Coie Reactiot~ Messe~ge~ Beg: O~ly 

Cie~.hing Se~.e fe~ Boys $104 

i c z: 
i ~"~ Upto60%offaelectWomen’sWatches ~ 58% Oft STEL Stainless ateeI Black and Green lP 
J .............. Mesh Braided Bracelet 

Up to 60% Oil Sele¢[ ’TV’ome~’e Watches o~ ,o Oil >~ _~ o~,,~ fles~ ~,~,el Bl~ek e~,d Gree,,’~ 

IP Meei~ B~eided B~acelet 



.~i1 84% Off Sterling Silver FI .... Pendant-Necklace ii~iI $59.99 Stuhrling Men’s Watch 

84% Off Steding Siiver @ev,;er PendaM.-NeckJace $5q.99 St@~ding Meals Wabsi~ 

::.~j Up to 50% off Boys’ Reeboks 

u~ to 4os o~ Sere’rrap~ V*.’er,,e,,’~ Sa,,~e~ U~ ~.e S0% O~ SeyU neebo~ 

~$i Save $5 on Every $25 Purchase of Select Hair, Skin, 

and Beauty Products 

Save $5 o,,’1 Every ~25 Purchase ef Select Haih 

Skirh a~d Beauty R, roducts 

Up to 25% off Select Nickelodeon Products for Back 
to School 

Up to 25% Oil Seied Nickeladeer~ P~oduds 

ier Back to Scheoi 



~}i Save 25% on Sahale Snacks 

Save 25% on Sahale S~acks 

New Markdowns on Strathwood Outdoor Furniture 

....... and Decor 

Nev,; Markdowns e~ S~ra~hwood Outdoor 

F.umitu~e and Decor 

!~:+;(i Save 40% on Top Training Goals from Kwik Goal 

i iXi 50°/o Off StoneDine 12.6 

50% eli StoneOine t2.6" Wok 

X:: 50% Off TRAVEL’N STYLE Pet Car Seat Hammock 

50% Ofi "[’RAVEL’N S’I"YLE Pe~ Car Seat 

3~ Up to 50% Off Fanmats Floormats, Rugs, and More 

Save 40% on Top Tramm( Goals from Kwik Up ~o ~0% Off Fanmats Floom~ats, Rugs, ~nd 

Goal More 



:~ Up to 53% Off N .... d Classic Sports Movies ~iI Up to 40% Off Select Casio Keyboard Bundles 

Up to 53% Off New and Ciassic Spoils Movies    Up to 40% Off Select C~sio Keyboard Bundles 

.{#~i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

Books Elect~ol"ics Clothi~-~g H<~m~’. Kitch~’~-~ & Di~-~i~-~g 

B=,. v~e~, & TV Celi Phones St’oes Home tmproveme~.i 

Ki..’~dte Fire HD Computer’s & So~#,,v;~re Jeweiry Paiio, Law~" & Gs~de~~. 

Music S~x~rts & (:’utdoo~s Ainszon Mobile ARps He~tth & Persol"~t Csl-e 





De~r Amazon,eom Customer, 
[ ~:~ Best Books of the Month ] 

We’re happy to share our Editors’ Picks 

for the Best Books of August. See our 

Top 10 Editors’ Picks, or check out our 

favorites in Literature & Fiction, 

Nonfictien, Teens, Romance, and more, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiii  iiii   iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i iXi Mystery, Thriller & Susp .... 

Myste,~y, Thriller & Suspense 



i iXi Biographies & Memoirs 

~io~r~l.~i~ies & Memc~i~s 



~iii Cookbooks, Food &Wine 

Cookbooks, ~:’ood & Wi~,e 

~ t .... 

i iXi Comics & Graphic Novels 

Comics & Graphic Novels 

j ixi R ...... 





~iii The Big Fall Books Preview 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~i~iii~i!~i~!i!~!i!~i~!iii!~i~i~i~ii~i~i~iiiiii~i!~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~ii~i~!~!i!~!iii!~!ii~!~iiiii~ii!~!iiii~ill~!~!i!~!i!~i!~!~!~!iiii~ii~i~iii~i~!~!ii~!i!~!~iiiii~i!~!i!~i~iiii~ii!~!i!~iii~!iiii~i~!i!i!~!~i~iiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Womens D1 at the Starting Line - Follow us @BennettRankSoc for Updated Weekly Rankings 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq.:’! T£#A2~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.:~£:’!ts 



~iii Dockers at Amazon-New Fall Colors On Sale Now Up to 40% Off. 



i i’~ Up to 40% Off Clothing for W ..... M ..... d Kids ii.~.iI Up to 60% Off Select Drop Earrings 

Up to 40% Off Clotlsing for Women, Men, alsd 
Kids 



[~iii Spend $50 and Receive 20% Off Kids’ Shoes 

Spend $50 end Receive 20% Off Kids~ Shoes 

i iXi u p to 60% off Select W ..... ’s Watches 



:~ Up to $400 Off Select D ....... d Marantz Home 

Audio Products 

Up to $400 Off Seiect Denon and Marantz 
Home Audio Products 

ii~ $70 Off P ...... ic A100 Wearable HD Digital 

Camoorder 

$70 Off Pa[;ssonie A100 Wearable B D Digital 
Ca rncorder 

~iI Up to $35 Off Select Bose QuietComfort Noise- 

Canceling Headphones 

Up to $35 Off Select Bose QuietComfort N~ise~ 
Caneeii~;o, Headphones 

i~i Select No-Contract Cell Phones Under $100 

Select NooContract Ceil Phones U rider $100 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~’~,~,,"~,,",,"~,~,,",,’~. B~,~ .mo.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~Ki Bookshelf Favorites: Up to 50% Off Select Books i~ Up to $3 Off Select Kids & Family Movies & TV Shows 

Booksheif Faw>rites: Up to 50% Off Seieot 
Books 

Up to 53 Off Select Kids & Famiiy Movies & TV 



i i~ 20 Kindle Books for $2 Each 

20 Ki~die r:~,ooks for $2 Ea(:i~ 

xi ................................. 

$7.99 and Under CDs with AutoRip-Get the MP3 

Version for Free 

7,99 ~d Under" CDs witi~ AutoRip--Get the MF;3 
Version for F.~e÷ 



Up to 35% Off Select Smart Lab It .... ~ Up to 25% Off Select Th ...... dK ..... Science 

.......... Kits 

Lip to 35% Oil S~l~(:t Smart La~ Items          Up ~o 25% Off Select lham,~s and i~osrnos 
Science Kits 

[~:i Toys & e .... Outlet i fIX if U p to 50% Off Select Outdoor Toys 

Toys & G~mes O~tlet                    Up to 50% Off Select Outdoo~ Toys 



i iX $15 Off $50 on Select Fishing Items from South Bend ::::+::i 25% Off Timbuk2 Bags 

$1 .) C. $.;~ o[; Seiect Fist;ing Items from South 
Beard 



p to ss~o on Golf G~, 

Save Lip to 55% op, Golf Gear 

i iXi Upto 25% off Select MLB T-shirts 

Up to 25% off Seiect MLB T-shirts 



i~il Save up to 70% on Select Band Instrument Bundles 

~" ~ * 70% osw up ~o o~ Seiect Band Instrument 
Bundies 

J i~ Backpack Shop 

Backpack Shop 

~}i Buy 3, Get 1 F ..... Seledc Supplies for College 

Buy 3~ Get I F,~e÷ on ~>ele~t ~>upp,~e~ f~r 
College 

[~] Up to 50% off Select Texas Instruments Calculators 

~== ~=~..’~ Texas ilIs’~raihleP,’~s Up to 50% m~ c,~r. 
Cslcuiators 



i~ii ..................................... 

~O,’~ "~O ~t~ ...... 

i i~ Get Free Access to NFL Sunday Ticket with 

G .,t ~ tee/-~ ~e.~ to NFL S~r~dav lick~t with 
"M~dd÷~ NFL 25 A~ive,~sarv Ed ~=~,q 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



"~:i1 20% Off Select Hershey’s Candy                   ii.~ Up to 70°/o off Select Norton Antivirus & Security 

20% Off Select He~shey’s C~ndy         Up ~.o 70% off Se, ie, ct No~to,,’~ Antivi~s & SecuFity 



~iii Back to School at Amazon 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

See Why Sports Camps & Clinics Are Using Event Manager 

ii~ LynnMentzer quotebox newsize 2 

~"~’~" ’"" ~"~"" Camp registration was a time-consuming, manual process for Coastal 
Carolina Football. Players and their parents would download an online registration form, 
print the form, fill out the form, then mail in the form with a check for payment. 

Then the heavy lifting moved to the administrative office where Lynn Mentzer would spend 
hours manually entering the camper’s information into spreadsheets, And since 
registrations were dependent on postal delivery and came in sporadically, Lynn would 
make several trips to the bank to deposit checks. 

SOLU’~’/©N: Looking to lighten the office workload and make the sign up process easy, 
Coastal Carolina Football began using Member Solutions online event registration 
software, Event Manager. 

~-,"ESUL’.,,": Using Event Manager, players now complete an online registration form, fill in 

their payment information, click a button and the sign up process is complete. 

Camper data is securely stored in Event Manager and all collected camp payments are 
then deposited directly into Coastal Carolina Football’s bank account. 

"The data management capability of Event Manager has been huge for us. I no longer have te 
manually enter registrations and I can easily export the registrations into a spreadsheet, sort by 
position and grade, and our roster is ready. Using Even~ Manager has cut my workload in half." 

See How ~,!~.~:!.~".,..’..~}i~’.’.~’~.~..~.:~.!".’..~.~.~ Use Event Manager, Then Try" It Out Yourself! 

%%%%%% 

!::!~.,2~!:..~.~-! .’.,,:!,~& .i.~! ! s .,~ !~.’: ~i i. i 9. "~. ~.;.~. ~’~~t s~ :t 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the foli~,,¢ing link: ~:[::,:!,’~,;~,~:Ei]:~’~Z 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:~::::d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~dsboard-win.com> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 7:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

SpollsBoard’s New Look for WebApp 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiXiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Sp o rt s B o a rd’s N e w L o o k! ! 
I I 

customers, 

and w’e look forward to 
,,~’ith yo,~ again now that 

/ /~ohool has re.~med / /A~ many of yo~ k~ow, ~ I / 
/ /SportsBoard’s functionality has a for over the p~st 15 

~noa we f~r~t ~aonched 
We have added a bt of 

/ /functionality to address Contact 
Sea.~on, and 

/ /Camp actMties that many of you 

/ore either ~sio~ or oonsiderin~ 
/ ] 

/ /Some tm~e ago, we recognized the need to make Spo,lsBoard’s menu 

/ /system easier to use, and we have done that as well as made the 

?ao~gro~d white and the meo~ te×~ fa,’.~er We h~ve ,’e~i~ed,,e~ 
feedback from the customers to whom we have shown these 

changes, and the consensus has been that Spod’sBoard will be 

plan to activate the new user interface on the server on V~dnesday, 

4. For a quick tutorial, watch the video in the link below! 

Eraining Video 

Please contact us if you have any questions. We look forward to hearing 

from you. 

V’vlth best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs and the SportsBoard Team 

8portsBoard 

15 322 1049 

~w.spo~sboard-win.con] 
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~.~ Visit our Fall Preview event for the most anticipated books by category, along with editors’ picks a nd 20 Big Fall Books that you can’t miss 



:%i Fiction 

Fictio~ 

i iXi Mystery, Thriller&Suspense 

Mystery, Ti~riller & S~si>e~se 



:~}i Sci .... 
Fiction & Fantasy 

ScieRce Fiction & Fsntasy 

£i .................................. 

ii~i R ...... 



~iii Cookbooks, Food &Wine 

Cookbooks, Food & Wine 

:;~i:il Biographies&Memoirs 

Biogrsphies & Memoils 

i iXi Nonfiction 

Nonfiction 

i i’~’i Comics & Graphic Novels 

Comics & G,~aphic Novels 



Addil..o,,4~:,. S,~l¢’,-(’l, io,,"~s tk~,~ ~’-~a,,’ll se~ 

~iii 20 Big Fall Books 

20 Big Fali Books 

j iXi Editors’ Picks 

Bdito.~s’ Picks 



~:iI Picture Books 

Picb.Er~ Books 

~i ..................................... 

i iXi Teen & Young Adult 



~iI Best Books of August 

Best Books ol August 

j iXi 2013 Pulitzer PrizeWi ...... 

2013 F’,<~Jitzer Prize VVir~r~ers 

j ixi The New York Times@ Best Sellers 

"l"h’:~ N’:~w York Times® Bes~ o ~I.4 s 





~iii Best Books of the Year So Far 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Waiters <Michael Walters@maJl.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer Pre- Season Practice 

Coach Anson 

Now that school is starting back up, it is crucial to have all your ducks in a row to make the most of Soccer Pre-Season 

Practices. Take a look at new training techniques that are now available, 

Make Your Entire Soccer Team More Explosive Today 

This will take your team to the next level! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Waiters <Michael Walters@maJl.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer Pre- Season Practice 

Coach Anson 

Now that school is starting back up, it is crucial to have all your ducks in a row to make the most of Soccer Pre-Season 

Practices. Take a look at new training techniques that are now available, 

Make Your Entire Soccer Team More Explosive Today 

This will take your team to the next level! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday. August 22, 2013 5:27 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Cherry Valley, Premier Fitness CaJnp & More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Combining the PGA [DU[~,cademy with the nation’s No, 1 rated 

wellness spa, PFC Fitness Camp is the ultimate couples’ fitness 

retreat at the nation’s premier live-in weight loss camp, Because of 

their team-up with Omni I.a Costa Resort and Spa and ClubCorp, 

PFC FRness Camp is offering an exclusive 10% discount for 

y O U ! ~ 

Golf Fit 

For [fie weeklong stay, guests are immersed in high-energy 

workouts, enjoy healthy gourmet cuisine fl-om Omni La Costa 

Resort’s culinary experts and hit Southern California’s only gold 

medal golf resort for individualized instruction from some of the 

!i!iii!!!!i!!!:.i ::.!:q!:!i!:i:.!!:!~![ i!:: 

$1PA ~Fit 

For those who prefer 1o pamper, enjoy the same routine as Golf Fit 

but replace time on the course with time in the treatment room at 

Omni La Cos~a’s world-famous spa, It’s the perfect blend of fitness, 

nutrition and wellness to deliver a complete mind and body fitness 

refresher= :.i!!i,!!i:!i!:!i::.i!::i!~!!i:! :!~:! !;!:!!,!i !:: !i!:iq:!;:.:.; i!ii!!ii:.iii:!~:! i:!: 

E~] l:or more in~’ormatio~, call C~bLi~e: 800.4,33,~079 



College an~ NFL FootBal~ 

Kick off the season of tailgates arm traditions. Catch your alma 

mater, local team or the biggest game of any weekend with 

premier ticket access. 

Major Lea~Jue Baseball 
Be there for the excitement during the playoff season leading up to 

the World Series. 

l~Get your ti~lket.~; today: 800,433,~079 

V,~!:t~:::,~!:d::~i~i:m IB~"~iiiiii~:;::~t’~t:ii’!i~: Wit:ii"~ :i!il.ii::itii:> ikilOt#iiiii:.i:.!i 

3RD HOIVIE is the premier private dub for the owners of luxury 

second homes. Featuring over 1.,500 properties in over 68 

countries, with an average value of $2.25 million, as well as 

endorsements from iconic residential developments. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

[f you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: Prozone Sports Ltd <?rozone Sports Ltd@mail.vresp.com> 

Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:53 AM 

To: Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: USA analysis courses, LMA partnership and client news 

Prozone 

In the Zone 

~:~ 

Prozone to take analysis courses to the USA 

NII ProzonetotakeanalysiscoursestotheUSA We are very happy to announce that Prozone’s popular performance 
analysis courses will be held in the United States for the first time this 

winter, 

Read More 

Prozone extends partnership with LMA until 2015 

Xi Prozone extends partnership with LMA until 

...... 2015 We’re pleased to announce that Prozone will continue as an official 
commercial and technical partner of the League Managers Association until 
2015. 

l R°ad°°re I 
Features 

Performance analysis in women’s football 

Ni Performance analysis in woman’s football 
As UEFA Women’s Euro 2013 takes place in Sweden, we’ve taken a look at 
the role of performance analysis in the women’s game. 

J x ReodMere j 

Analysing the College Game 2013 

.~.iI Analysing the College Game 2013 As the 2013 college soccer season draws near, teams across the United 
States are gearing up for another exciting and competitive campaign 

Read More 



Client News 

Four Premier League clubs renew deals with Prozone 

.~.iI Four Premier League clubs renew deals with We are pleased to announce that four Prernier League clubs have recently 
Prozone 

extended their agreements to use Prozone performance analysis services. 

Read More 

Germany claims sixth consecutive Women’s European Championship title 

~i Germany claims sixth consecutive Women’s Congratulations to the German Women’s National Team on winning their 
European Championshiptitle sixth consecutive European Championship title in Sweden. 

i~4 Rood More 

AI-Arabi becomes first Kuwaiti club to use Prozone 

"~’i AI-Arabi beoomes first Kuwaiti club to use 

Prozone 
AI-Arabi Sports Club has recently become the first Kuwaiti club to use 

Prozone performance analysis solutions, 

Read More 

Events 

Prozone representatives to speak at 2013 FTFPro Tournament 

~iI Prozone representatives to speak at 2013 For the second year in succession, Prozone will be speaking about 
FIFProTournament performance analysis and player recruitment at the FIFPro Tournament in 

Rijnsburg, The Netherlands, this weekend. 

Read More 

YOU can also follow Prozone on: 

Prozone - In the Zone 

{}oi~’}~,ri!_,’hl @ .’.~=:} i .~ PIozi;rle Aii !=,’ji~’.s r,~!s~ P/,’-~d 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Prozone Sports Ltd 

3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 

Leeds, England LS11 8BN iii~} Try Email Marketing with VelticalResp .... ! 

UK 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <storemews@amazon,com> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 2:13 PM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

New and Similar to "Toughness: Developing True Strength On and Offthe Court" by Jay Bilas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:41 AM 

Dorrauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By The Fi~geraJd at Grove Park 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~ Member Exclusives- Exclusive Benefits for Memb .... 
f ClubCorp Clubs 

.~iI The Fitzgerald at Grove Park 

:~:: X:: Golf Course 

i.X.i Live the resort lifestyle at The Fitzgerald at Grove Park 

Explore these luxmious condominium residences just steps away from The Omni Grove Park 
11111 in Asheville, North Carolina. Owners have access to resort amenities including the 
Donald Ross-designed golf course, nationally-acclaimed spa, spolO~S complex with indoor and 

outdoor tennis courts, and more. 

Special offer available for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 
See below for details. 

X:: Asheville 

.7!i Spa 

The Ultima~te Vacation Home Destination 
The Fitzgerald at Grove Park is just minutes from 
downtown Asheville. Nestled in the Blue Ridge 
Mountains, this unique Southern tom~ is the 
ultimate playground for artists, musicians, 
foodies, and outdoor adventurei.s alike. 
Learn more about this vibrant mounNin city. 

A Legendary Resort 
The Omni Grove Park Inn celebrates its 
Centennial with over $’)5 million in renovations 
and enhancements, ushering in a New Era of 
innovative restaurants and more opportunities to 
enjoy this historic hotel. 
Discover more of what the resort has to offer. 
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.~i Living Room 

Live tile Resort Lifestyle 

Owners at The Fitzgerald enjoy [he resort lifestyle 

at their leisure. These well-appointed luxm’y 

residenees eombine the eonvenienee of 

eondominium living ~ith the benefits of the 

world-class amenities of The Omni Grove Park 

Inn right outside their front door. 

Explore The Fitzgerald at Grove Park. 

~(i SpecialOffer. Experience the Resort Lifestyle 

’Experienee the resort lifest~-le at The Fitzgerald at Grove Park. 
With this special offer, Members of ClubCotl) Clubs will enioy: 

¯ One night free at The Grove Park Inn when you pay for two nights 

¯ Breakfast for two daily 

¯ Personal tour of The Fitzgerald model residences 

¯ Membership amenity’ tour of The Omni Grove Park Inn 

¯ "Member for a Day’" benefits ineluding diseounted greens fees, 
and eomplimentaiT aeeess to spa faeilities 

] 

[his offer ~ppiies oi@ to siege booked prior to September ¯}5; 2013 eI~d con=pieted pdor to September 30. 

20:3 ~,:: reaewatioi~s are el= a spsce-avaiiabie baa}s Soles by .2.evedy-Harlks :~: i~ssocietes, licensed ii= 

!’loRh Csrolh~a {h}s is i~ot arl offer to sell to reaidei~ts of airy state or pi-ovmce li~ which iega: req~liremel:ta 

have i~ot beerl f:.ilfided This offer is void \,’,’here prohibited bylaw i~lifeatui-es, services, amenities; 

descriptioi~a si~d other il:formetion described in this website are subject to charlge st asS, time witho~lt 

rlotice The features; services, slrserlitiea sl:d other priviieges of owrlers of a residei~ce at ]he :"itz~ersld 

are im~ited to those il:c}~lded h~ the P~lrchsse Agi-eelr~eat and the Oeclai-ation of Col:dominiLim for the 

:"itzgeraid Condomil:iulr~a Certain n:sl:detory dues; esaesaments, fees and charges apply to Residel:ces 

at The :"itzgersld in col:nectioa with services, festLireaarld amemtieadescribed herein Coi~tact s 

:"itzgerald sales professio~iel for detaiis Depictions ii~c}~lde amei~itiea sl:d f:.irl:iture }i~ the model hol~es 

which are ~iot included in the saie of s Residei~ce at [he ~:itzgeraid 

.~ 

I~]R 

thisoff ..... ..... 

1[~.~~ 





"~;iI Extra 25% Off Select GE Lighting Light Bulbs ii.~ Upto 30°/o DJ & Lighting gear from American DJ 

Extra 25% Off Seiect GE Lighting Ligl~t Bulbs Up to 30% DJ & Ligl~ti~g ges~ from America~’, DJ 

Up to 85% Off Select Car Security and Remote Start .~i Over 60% Off the Rival 3 Step Vacuum Sealer w/Bag 
S~stems Sta rter Kit 

Up ~e 85% Off Seiect Ca~" Secud~.y a~,d Remote Over 60% Off the Rival 3 Step Vac~m’~ Sealer 

Stari. ~,/0-~ .0. o~,em~ k, vi Bag Starter Kit 

c c 
~i Up to $20 Off Select Black & Decker Steam Products Save 39% on the Edsal UR185L-BLK Shelving Unit 

Up te $20 Oil Seiec~. Black & Decker S~.eam Save 39% on ~he Edsal UR185L-r:~,LK Shelvir~g 

P~od~.i¢~s Uni~ 



~i Over 15% Off Sea-Doe Inflatable Lounge with Built-In i~i 50% Off or More W .... ’s Lucky Brand Apparel 

...... MP3 S~stem ...... 

~.~.~ Or~-Body Bags Under SlO0 

S~ve 50% or ~e~e e~ Z~t~r~o B~by Ciothir~g Cross-.Body S~.~gs U~der $I00 

J ::k W .... ’s Flats Under $100 60% Off Tungsten Carbide Di .... d Tag With Chain 

W0me~,’s Fl~ts i.Mder $400 60% Off "[’u~gster~ C~4rbide Oi~4mor~d Tag With 

Chai~ 



66% Off Bulova W .... ’s Stainless S~eel Watch .~iI H ..... A .... Watches for $72.99 

66% Oil B~iova W0~’.,e~,’s Stai,,’~less 8~.eel VVatch Ha~rex Acros VVatches for $72~99 

i 

S .... p to 30% on Select Limar Helmets Up to 20% off K2 Inline Skates for the Whole Family 

Save up to 30% or~ Selec~ Lima~ Heime~s Up to 20% Oil K2 Iniir~e Skates for tile Wi~ole 



i i~ Up to 40% Off ii’~’iI Save 23% Off BREEZE Cat Litter System 

Up to 40% Off "Cars" and "Cars 2" o~ DVD and Save 23% Off BREEZE Cat Litter System 

Biu~ray 

.{#~i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

Fi"~<,~ G.,"~:~t/:~,,’ia o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,u~ St~:,,l~,,,~.i~:f~ 

Books ElectroPica Ctothi~g I-~:c, me: iKitche~ & i:)i~i~g 
¯ ¢.y . . ..%.=,. v~e~¯ & "I"V {::,eli Ph<mes Shoes Home tmproveme~Y. 
t<i,qdte Fire HD Computers & So~.,vare Jeweiry P~tio, i..~wP & Gslder: 

Music Sports & O~tdoors Amszo~ Mobile Apps ~qe~tth & Peiaol"~t Csl-e 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 1:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

World Champ Athlete Relays Imtx)rtance of Leadership 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Remind Your Students and Athletes of the 

Importance of Leadership 



Chris Poulos is the 1991 Bicycle Stunt World Champion Since 1988, 

audiences around the wodd have been riveted to Chris’ words of 

wisdom and astonished by his athleticabiHty During the show. Chris 

demonstrates his amazing stunts LIVE!~ At the same time~ he shares 

[ile e:<periences [ilat direu’tly aF[ec[ed his rise to success as a world 

champien a[hle[e Chris capl:iw~l:es his auciience iike nothing you have 

experienced before. 

Chris is truly in a league of his own~ mesmerizing his audience with 

incredibie bicycle stunt% while simultaneously keeping them engaged 

on a wide rang~! or topics including: Kindn~!ss Self-Motivation, S~!I[- 

RespecL Responsibili[y, Wha[ i1: Takes 1:o Be A Champion. Ow.~rcoming 

Injury. Perseverance, Teamwork. Bullying. Cyberbullying Overcoming 

Adversity Leadership. Substance Abuse. Health Safety, and much 

mo re 

Chris is the go-to guy for organizations that want to ente..’tain, and also 

sub.,~tanl:ially improve the character, .,~elf-esteem, and .,~elf-motivation of 

their audience. 

Chris’ visit is more than .just an ordinary show; it’s an unprecedented 

event that will leave a iasting impact on everyonei 

Want a free show? 
Contact us newfor a compiimentary funding packet. Your organization 

has the potential to actually maXe money off of Chris’ program No~ you 

did not misread that 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~.. Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResp .... P ] 
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¯ 1 ~i Amazon.com 

Y o~LAF~Azo~"! To~A&~...~#A!s. ~!!..De#.~e~’!t~ 

- ..... 

.xi ...................................... 

Oe~r Amazon.corn Customer, :~~~: Eyefor an Eye 

View books top-rated by customers in 

recent and upcoming mysteries, thrillers, 

fiction, romance, and more. 
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:[:ontemp.(lrsr!i F;=c’l:=o!; Sci~nc~ Fiction & F;~n!:asy    [vlystei-y, ]l:dller & Sdsp~!~:...~.~ ~--lis!:.,(lr!i 



i~:i ..................................... 

~0~ "~"~" " R~’’’~ 

[:~ R Food &Wine .~.: ..... Cookbooks, 

Ro,q!~ nee Cookbooks, Food & Wir!e 

~] Children’s Books 

Chiidrer!h~ Books 

ii~] Business & Investing 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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~iii The Big Fall Books Preview 



B(~o k.s E~lect,’o!~ics {"ioti~ i~-~g 

Movbs & TV C.-~’it Pho!~e..s St:oes 

Kindle I:"i~e HD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~a~’e Jeweiry 

[v~ssic Spe~’[s & O~atdoers i\msze~ Mobile Apps 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coachboland@ncsasports.org 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2015 - Ella Williams - England National Team Player - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High Schooh The Ashcombe School, INTERNATIONAL 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.50/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih ella williams@me.corn 

Notes: Ella is a 2015 Defender / Nidfielder with the Chelsea Youth 

Academy and with the England Youth National Teams. *Video included 

is England U17s vs Spain U17s 

View Profile 

Check Ol~t the Recruiting Sem~:h Engine 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell: 88833368461 Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coachboland(~ncsaspo(ts.org http://www.ncsasports.or~ 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iil[brmation that is proprietaw, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively fi~r the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
FTq 

this message in error, please not@ the ~nder immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nlailer.memfirst.net > 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~-,~reak’~ast is S~4ved! 
We a~<÷ ploud to ~rmeul~ce ti:at Th<÷ Careiina Ciub h~s begun sePdng ixeakfe,~# evety 
~4onday - Friday hom 7:00-9:OOam ir: O’He..’rolfs Grill, Ci:d Oscar ~..’~d his team i~we 
thL:r!!’t?e~J 8: ii-it)qteL:.% b!Ki~k%!.;~ rse!:u ~i:.£I is .%Life ~:o ",to( }’our day ~.;~8:rted ~?,~1 8 high r~cte! F:,iee 

y’att at the Club ~o~ bl-eak’~est! 

()SM~ ’iota t)eties~e foeibetl ~(is~.<~" !: ~i’~k~ ell this wee~? i\ed e~;* Ii!’.%i tte!Y!e {)area is i]1 te.<~s 
~i:ar/2 w(iek ~! W8 .~!~z~e r888y !:sw 8(idi[i!?,t~s t)lsr!!:sd l(ir our tNe-(!~Mr/e [~il{)al:8 ~;~l!’~ie,% al [t~e 

Club ihi,s ’.?ear al~d we ,;’,,al~t to see tce~" heir÷ befere all hen:e (~amesl LPUS .- your 20th 

Al~nbers~iy ~diember Pe,sspolt i~:ciudes s complime~:te~y Tsiigate ",~ouche.~ so give us ~ call 
~oday at 9~9.962A ’i0"~ to make your rese~vatior:a tedayl 

Yo~ar ~z&4x~ber }Sasspg)3"_ 
As en additionai remindeL many of the events oi~ your Club csiendar st<÷ designated as 
"Paaspori Events:’ mear:ing that you witl receive a discount, e.." 8yen anioy a con~piimentary 

meai, wi,..en yea praser:~ your Carolina Club 20th An.."iveraa~y Passpor[ to year ae~’~ser. The..’.s 

a~e also many Passport ofie..’s ttsai can be used a.."y tim8 you cam8 ie rise Club incksding a 
t)sr~ir!!~ v(i~8t~er, 8 ",tla~,~s !?,I Wi!:8, 8r! at){’(ilizer a~l(t 81uct? 81ore "t’t~i,<~ ;.% e~;~ WSy e[ ,%8yi!’.’,t 
t.ha~.k you to our Members a~d ietti~g t¢ou k~:ow hew much we apprecA;~h÷ the÷ oppor~u.sity to 
serve you, 

~ ~tx.5.~.!r.!~s 
(.’;ol’~,strt~ctie~t alyi’<~st eob’r~i)lete! Ot~t" tsew ~diell"~l)~.sr ef~ices, col’~[~.si(ttsoe roob’r-~ Witi: [uii a~i,qio- 

visual csp~bitities ~..’~d new furnishings in th8 H:a~vay Lobby ~..’e ir: fuli swinf:l and wiii be 
!)orrst)le~e within the r!e:<l ~ ,A, eek~.~ W8 ttet)e this wili ~!!’(ivi(te you wi~h eve!: !Y!ore ways to 
reeet. sM~(i cor!~’~ec~ wiih f~ie!:(tg, clio81:,% h!:(t cetlea!~s(i .~ whiie !N~at)ti[~(! veq t.o we!’k 

cornfot~ebly end <÷fficiently whiie Ve~" are away fle.m your heine or eftice 

Here’s a look a~~ead at what we have upcon~in~ in the next 2 weeks. We’ll see y~>~ 
in the Ck~b! 

Cm’olina Women Connecting 
T~es<~ay, A~-Ig~st 27 
S:.SO ar~ ~ 5£30 am 

Plea ~e join u.s (sad ease!" bring a I!’ien~t!l ternone# mor!’48!~. ’i"~esday, A~g~s[ 27. ni 8:308rP 
tte!’e al Tile Carei48n Ctub. We #iit bare a ~ ..... {’ " ", ,’, ’ "’" 
He,Mtt, wi:o will .’tiscu:;s :mstainebk÷ farmi~:g and .gro,MrLg lecel feed H~÷r storie.~ are 
inspi@-:g, ~s t~e.." book is based en sew~M famMe Iced e.."t..’ep~e.."au~s and female 18r:dars 
i.hs~i 81.£k8 ~t’~i,<~ .£1i t’(i!.;,%it)le. H~A,~::., 4,.,~ , :~ s~e!y ti~’heiy !.;i!:(:e ihe i~l~e!’e .;( it! fsrps-.(e-lat)te 

food i~:.’:reas<÷s by the dat¢. Strut you~ week oft Ii~ihi with this complimentary event ti:at wiil 

feature liveiy discussion, coffee sr:d pastries. 

{.ear!: !Y!ore t1(i~’8 
CeroJ .")eppe HeW:It 

ca rol@ca rolpeppehewitt.corn 
www.fi na ncinqourfoodshed.com 
Slow Mo~’" NC 

www.slowmoneync.com 

Thursday, A~gust ~,g 
7:30 am ~ g:30 an~ 



Stay in[armed on cur~ni issues and neiwork wlh ~iow MemDe..’s. Complime.."tary ce[%e 

a~d ~!aeirie’& ab!! !.~erved ~ ~ew Men]be~s weIae~:qedl 

Wo~’king [qom’s Ii3~-eakfast 
Wednesday, Septe.mbe.r 4 & October 2 
.8 am - 9 am 
g ta Ca~te B~eakfast ~4enu 
(,,~en]e le!~ettte!’ wittt eli!!?4 wes"~en wile ab!! iU{.~,{tlin{} {i’ve de!Y!asds el 8a~ees~ ar!d rs!y~[:er{~eed 

We will ,,’!Mhe~ the fhwf Wedqe,sdav of each month ?x breskfa,q to s.ha~e ideas and to 
provide support and ..’esou~ces for working mothe..’s in ali ~_~tages. 

Prime Rib & Seafood Night 
We@~esday, $eptembe~ 4 
5:30 pm ~ .9 pm 

$21 
Enjoy an exceptionai evening at an amazing valuel lnoiudes house saiad: 10 ez, Prime rib 
O’-R fresh catcb of l:e day, Ci’efs asco~rpsnhre.."ts and a glass f signature wine, 

Carolina Foot~}all Tailgates 
(This is a ~-sass~or~ avocet} 
()~r f{~’8 { .he~’qe ga!Y!e i.~ {e’ss ~i:en 2 wee~>~ away! "~[\le ~’/ave !Y!asy !:ew addilK)t’~,% to OkH" p~e- 

game taiigate pa.qies at the Club this year and we waqt to see you he.~e before ail i:orne 
games! We’re ..’eady for a ~antssto Iall tiiied witi- Tsr Heel vic[e..’ies! And don’t forget - your 
2‘sih Ar!!:ive~sary Member F"a ~s per~ }r!Mddes a eempt{mer!{a!y Ta{{gale vode,he~ - ca{i d~ 
today to make FOUl ~esewatiens. T;~iigafing st the Club is a.q exdfirL0 Membel tradition 
fest~ripg iive enteltain.q:ent, kids’ ce.qtet-4s, isffle DiT.es, d,Miciob’s food, fun a.qd fliends it% 
ti:e pedecl why to celebrate your Ta~ Heei spidt before sit Fome gamesl Doors spa.." 3 hours 
before kick eft, $21.95-~ ~- (aduiis), $t 1~-+ (Ride 6 ,- 12), ${>+ (kids 3 -. {~,} 

Ne~e’s the 2013 Schedule 
Saturday, 9/7 vs, ~¢~idd~e [’ermessee Stale 
Saturday, 9/28 vs, Ba~ Ca[ot{r/a 
Thu>adsy, 10/17 vs, B~iami 
Sa[u..’day, 10/2‘8 vs, Boston Colle.ge 

Sa[u..’day, 1 t/09 vs, Virgirsia (Homeeomi~g} 
5aiurday, 1 t/23 vs, Ok} Domin{on 

SMur,d;~y; I 1!30 vs, Dulte 

S~mday Brunch 
(This is a ~-~ass#o~t e.vent,~ 
Sen<lay, 8ep[ember 8 
11 am -- 2 pm 

Adults - $20 
Children ~,-12 - $10 
Children ~] a~d ur~der are compHrne~-~ta~y 
,iei~ u>] 1~:~!’ {i’ve I)e~t b~u!:ci: i!: {e%’n:, 

Lw’mh with General #lMnage~~, John Rodriguez 
Thurs~ay, Septembe~ 12 & October 10 
12:00 pro4:00pro 
Cornptimer~ta~y 
Plea ~e join d.R i~>!’ lbr!eh! "{’his i~ a (}rest e~)peddni{y {e hea!’ abe~t Dhe r~ew de\,ekipmenis 

h;@pening in youl Club and ask algthk~! you i:ave been cu.qous about, To keep the 
eonve.%ation mole pelseqal, seating is limited to ,six Me:nbele pe.~ lunch, 

Date Night Dining 
(’biktcare available with aWsance re,servation 
[a~iday, Septembe~ 15 

Just $12 pe[ child 

}’lave some adult time with your sweetiel While you e.."joy dinne~ in the Club, le[ us enter[aL.’- 
yeu~ chi{dre8 Wilh t{tei!’ ew!: d}sner, {,ja!Y!ee a!:d a r.nes~}e! Ap.(iR)p!’iate for k{ds ages 4 -I{} 

Classic #~ovie Night 

g~{day, Se.ptembe[ 13 
g ~ g:4g pm ,- Int[oduction by Jim ~4oore, dour~alst and A~tho[ 
7 pm - Dinner and ~he film 

$29 
This 1941 fire has topped the Amerie;~n Rim h~eiitut,e’s is~ of the 100 G~eateef Ame.qcan 
~¢iovies Ever Made, and in 2007: a jut/of 1,500 film sriis:s, n~itics and hislodsns determi.."ed 

il remains the graa[esl movie of all time, Our prese.."ter Jim Moore’s meli-er and grandfather 

kt~ew Wi{{ias~ }~at~d()tt){~ {’tt!!a~ ~, en Wile!Y! tile t.’,er!Irat !)k!ab~!!ster it! "()i~i;!et’~ Ka!’4~" WS’8 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, July 23, 2010 9:06 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aake@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t?m.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Kemgma (brandi.kerfigan@bc.edu); 

Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.parisean@bc.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsn.edu); Charles 

Holloway (chasholl@vt.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hal~tmmm (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); 

Cou(mey Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dma Raben (d.rabenl@umiami.edu); Dan Tromp 

(dtmmp@nmd.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Heather Robertson (herobeN~)vt.edu); Jamie Boggs (jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasmltiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jessica 

Everhart (jever@umd.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith(~fsu.edu); Jordan Whifley (jwhifley@duaa.duke.edu); Julie 

Heyde (julie heyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Katreshia Louis (ldoui@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham 

(kcunning@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry. Gallo Jr. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.e&0; Lizzie Gomez (lgomez@umd.e&0; Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Natalie Hart (nhart@vtedu); NC 
State Intern (cointern@gw.ncsu.edu); Paul Parker (pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robinAoate@ncsu.edu); Shelly Green 

(sigreen@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saelli@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu); Steven Shulks 

(s.shults@miami.edu); Susan MaJoy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstc@wIh.edu); Todd 

Mesibov (taaesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hemandez (themandez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vthchs@t?m.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu) 

2011 Summer Compliance Workshop 

Ok everyone, now is the time to speak up on the dates that you believe would be best for the 2011 ACC Summer Compliance Workshop. With the help of the 

Planning Committee we’ve narrowed the possible dates down to the week of June 20th and the week of June 27th. I’m leaning toward June 21-22, which is a 

Tuesday-Wednesday. Please let me know by Tuesday if there is a reason why those dates wouldn’t be good or if other dates during those two weeks would work 

better. I want to keep it off of a Monday so no one has to travel on the weekend and I’m trying to keep it as far away from the July 4th holiday as I can for those who 

take vacation around that time. 

I would appreciate any comments you may have. If I don’t hear from you by Tuesday I’ll assume that you’re ok with the 21-22. Might be a good idea to check with 

your financial aid and certifying folks too. 

Thanks! 

Lindsey 

FYI - 

NCAA Regional Seminar (Tampa) -June 6-10 

N4A -June 8-12 

NAAC-June 15-16 

NASFAA -July 17-20 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

A tlantic Coast Conference 

lbabcock@theacc.org 

336.-854-N787 (phone) 

336~369~o65 (fax) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, August 4, 2010 11:31 AM 

Aaron Aaker (aake@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t?m.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos 

(am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Kemgm~ (brandi.kerngan@bc.edu); 

Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.parisean@bc.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsn.edu); Charles 

Holloway (chasholl@vt.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hal~tma~n (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); 

Cou(mey Vinson (cvinson@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl @mimni.edu); Dan ’][’rump 

(dtmmp@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborala Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Heather Robertson (herobeN~!vt.edu); Jamie Boggs (jpootr~kul@duaa.duke.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasmltiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jessica 

Everhart (jever@umd.edu); Jim Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith~fsu.edu); Jordma Whitley (jwhifley@duaa.duke.edu); Julie 

Heyde (julie heyde@ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly (k.kelly2@miami.edu); Katreshia Louis (kloui@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Keli Cunningham 

(kcunning@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Larry. Gallo Jr. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Lizzie Gomez (lgomez@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Natalie Hart (nhart@v~t.edu); NC 

State Intern (cointeru@gw.ncsu.edu); Paul Parker (pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Robin Pate (robinAoate@ncsu.edu); Shelly Green 

(sigreen@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saelli@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu); Steven Shulks 

(s.shults@miami.edu); Susan Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstc@wih.edu); Todd 

Mesibov (ta~esibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hernandez (themandez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vthchs@t?m.edu); Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu) 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Brown, Shamaxee < sbrown@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey --~thaith@theacc.org> 

2011 ACC Summer Compliance Workshop Scheduled 

Hi Everyone- 

The 2011 ACC Summer Compliance Workshop has been scheduled for June 21-22, 2011. I know there are a few who have conflicts with these dates but these were 

the overwhelming preferred dates for the entire group. 

We’ll talk more about the specifics during our August conference call, however, here are a few reminders: 

¯ The Workshop will be held in Greensboro at the Sheraton Hotel and Koury Convention Center (same as last summer). 

¯ The Conference will pay expenses for five (5) individuals per institution (your choice) to attend the Workshop. 

¯ The purpose of the Workshop is to bring together individuals from member institutions who are involved with the certification of eligibility and/or 

financial aid for student-athletes. 

¯ The Workshop will begin at l:OO p.m. on the 21St and end no later than12:OO noon on the 22nd. 

¯ All attendees are invited to a dinner reception the evening of the 21St and breakfast on the 22nd. 

VII be putting together a "Save the Date" flier in the next few weeks for you to distribute to your institutional personnel who are interested in attending. The 

Planning Committee will be working on the agenda topics and presenters so if you have any recommendations or input for either of these let me or members of 

the Committee (Dave Reed, Craig Anderson, Aaron Aaker, Courtney Vinson and Jody Smith) know at any time. 

One last thing, we are going to have our spring compliance meeting in conjunction with the Workshop in an effort to reduce travel as well as to give compliance 

staff members who wouldn’t normally travel to a compliance meeting the opportunity to attend. The compliance meeting will begin at 10:00 a.m. on the 21st and 

end around 12:00 noon. You’ll be on your own for lunch before the Workshop begins at 1:00 p.m. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
A tlan tic Coos t Conference 
lbabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0o65 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 4:05 PM 

Aaron Aaker <aake@bc.edu>; Aimee Carpenter <acarpente@admin.t~u.edu>; Alex Dominalo <adominato@fsu.edu-*; Alison Rabil 

<alison.rabil@duke.edu>; Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angle Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Arlena Pless 

<arlena.ples@finmd.gatech.edu>; Art MaJckos <am@virginia.edu>; Barry Simmons <simmons~vt.edu-*; Bert Locklin 

<blocklin@vt.edt~-; Brad Bemdt <bberndt@duaa.duke.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brandi Kerrigan 

<brandi.kerrigml@bc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bret CroMey <bcowley@fsu.edu>; Bruck Cunningham 

<bmce.cumfingham@duke.edu>; Cmnmy Sorge <sorgec@wfu.edu>; Carly Pariseau <carly.pariseau@bc.edu>; Came Doyle 

<carrie.doyle@comcast.net>; Came Leger <carrie lege@ncsu.edu:,; Carrie Miller <camemi@t.edu>; Cathy Jones 

<cmjones@admin.fsu.edu>; Cedrick Barksdale <cedricbarksdale@ncsu.edu>; Chris Kennedy <ckennedy@duke.edu;4 Cindy Hartmann 

<chartmann@duaa.duke.edu>; Clare Turkington <clare.turkington@bc.edu;; Clyde Cridlin <ccridlin@vt.edu;,; Colin Howlett 

<choMet~vt.edu;,; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@clemson.edu>; Criag Anderson <craig anderson@ncsu.edu>; C~stal Lineberry 

<clinebc@email.unc.edu>; Cyntlfia Reynolds <cynthia@uncaa.unc.edu;,; Dan Raben ~.rabenl @miami.edu>; Dan Trump 

-~lrump@umd.edu>; Dard Miller <dard.miller@bc.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; David Wyman <d.vx~man@miami.edu>; 

Dawn Brown <dlbonYn@vt.edu% Erika Perdue <eperdue@vt.edu-~; Heather LaFon <heather murphy@ncsu.edu>; Heather Robertson 

<herober~,vt.edu-~; Heather Ryan <h~an@&~aa.duke.edu% Hunter Willared <willarhh@wIh.edu-~; Jackie Copeland 

~ackiecl @email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <immielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samples, Jamie B <saJnples~email.unc.edu>; Jen Foster 

<jen foster@ncsu.edu>; Jenna Brown <jenna.brown@bc.edu>; Jennifer Riggs <jriggs@umd.edu>; Jennifer Smltiago 

<jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu:>; Jemmine Holmes ~-jeholmes@t.edu>; Jenniah Walker <jwalke@duaa.duke.edu>; Jilie Heyde 

<julie heyde@ncsu.edu>; Jim Booz <jwb8q@virginia.edu>; Jim Curd~ @ncurry@umd.edt~4 Jody Moylon <jody moylon@ncsu.edu>; 

Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Jordan Redavid <redavid@miami.edu>; Jordan Whitley <jwhitley@duaa.duke.edu>; Kacy King 
<king@dtma.duke.edu>; KaJ:en Kelly <k.kelly2@miami.edu;4 Katreshia Louis <ldouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Kelly Preussner 

<kpreussne@duaa.duke.edu>; Kim Pearce <kimberly.pearce@duke.edu>; Kirsten Elleby <ellebykc@wfu.edu>; Kym Orr 

<Knorr@uncaa.unc.edu;,; Lance Ma~kos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry LaForge <rllafg@clemson.edu>; Lizze Gomez 

<lgomez@umd.edu>; Marilynn King <making3@vt.edu>; Mary MCCrosson <mccrosso@bc.edu>; Ma~ McGranahan 
<ma~.mcgranahan@~.edu% Mary WillinghaJn <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.e&P; Megan Albidrez <megaJ~ albidrez@unsu.e&L>; Melissa 

Dubuque -<tubuque@clemson.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu% Nancy Hipp <hippnn@vx4"u.edu>; Natalie Hart 

<nhar~vt.e&P; Niesha Campbell <ncampbell@dtma.duke.edu>; Octavia Gibbs <ogibbs@miaJni.edu>; Paul Parker 

<ppaxker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Phyllis LaBaw <plabaw@atheltics.gatech.edu-~; Reggie Simpkms <rsimpki@clemson.edu>; Reta Pilowsky 

<reta.pikowsky@registrar.gatech.edu>; Rhonda Todd <rtodd@clemson.edu>; Richard Cannichael <caJ-micha@wfu.edu>; Rick Clark 
) < <rick.clark@admission.gatech.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Horton, Rocky 

<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Rolmie Chrestmml <rech@clemson.edu>; Ryan Carter <rac8Z@irginia.edu>; Sadie Royal 

<smr2h@virginia.edu>; Sam PaJrdue <sam paMue@ncsu.edu:,; Scott Byrd <scott byrd@ncsu.edu>; Scott Ingold <singold@miami.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock~theacc.org>; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@irginia.edu); Charles Wellford (cwellford@crim.umd.e&0; Clyde 

McCoy (cmccoy@med.miami.edu); Joseph Beckham (j beckham@fsu.edu); Larry Killough (laro~@t.edu); Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Putall~ PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela 

Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.I~u.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggarg~,bc.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidslrup@chbe.gatech.edu) 

2011 ACC Summer Compliance Workshop - DATES 

Sent on BehaJ~ of Lindsey Babcock 

Hi Everyone- 

The 2011 ACC Summer Compliance Workshop is set for June 21-22 at the Sheraton Hotel and Koury Convention Center in Greensboro, NC (save the date reminder 

attached). As an attendee to our inaugural workshop in 2009 we are hoping that you are planning on attending] 

In order to make this workshop as successful as the last one we need your help. We need suggestions on the topics that you think would be beneficial to discuss 

during the workshop. We’re planning on presenting issues in a variety of different ways, including guest and peer speakers, panel discussions, roundtables and 

best practice sessions. Feel free to make recommendations on speakers or presenters as well. As a reminder the focus of the workshop is financial aid and the 

certification of eligibility for student-athletes. 

Please send any and all recommendations to Tracey Haith (thaith@theacc.org) or myself (Ibabcock@3theacc.org). 

We look forward to seeing you this summer! 

Thanks, 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336,~69-0065 (fax) 

Tracey L Haith 

Atlantic Coast Conlbrence 

P.O, Drawer ACC 

4512 Weybfidge [~me 

Greensboa~, NC 2741%6724 

Telephone: (336) 854-8797 ext. 24(~ 

Facsimile: (336) 369-0065 

Em~fil: fl]xifl~@fl]eacc.org 

Save the Date.docx i~5i;, 1.0 F:e[) 202J. J.#:O];:!::O ..0!::00 5!5434~~r~:s 





FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbahcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:36 PM 

Sumn Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

RE: Workshop Agenda 

Sure.,.this is the schedule at this time. Of course, subject to change. 

[.B 

Lh~dsey IC "/~abeoek 

Assistant Commissio~xer~ Comiflianee & (~o’~ernaz~ee 
Atlantic Coast {?on gere~ee 

LBabeock@t.heace.org 

33g-854-8787 (phone) 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent," Wednesday, April 13, 20:tl 4:38 PI 
To= Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject; Workshop Agenda 

Hi Lindsey 

I thought at one time I had seen an agenda for the workshop, but can’t seem to find it now. If this does exist and is not something that I have just seen in my dreams, would 

you mind sending it my way again? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

_s__b__r_[?~tj_o__y_@ u nca a. u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 1:14 PM 

Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Aaron Aaker "<aaron.aake@bc.edu>; Brandi Kerrigan (brandi.kemigan@bc.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 

(vlhchs@l;u.edu); Jody Smith (jlsmith@t~u.edu); Bret Cowley <bcowley@fsn.edu>; Dominato, Alexander <adominato@admin.fsu.edtv~; 

Dan Tramp (dlrump@umd.edu); Jim Curry <jmcurry@umd.edu>; Alexandra Christine Eaton <aeaton@umd.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susml Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.mlc.edu); Carrie Doyle <carrie doyle@ncsn.edu>; Craig Anderson 

<craig maderson@ncsu.edu>; Robin Pate (robin pate@ncsn.edu); Jalie Heyde (julie heyde@ncsu.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 

Befi Locldin (blocklin@t.edu); Heather Robefison (herobert@vt.edn); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 
(h~J~rslct@wfu.edn); Kirslen Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu) 

Barwick, Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org> 

Workshop Reminder 

As of this afternoon we haven’t received your institution’s registration for the summer compliance workshop. Please note that the deadline to submit your 

registration and to make your hotel reservations is Friday, May 13th. Please contact Tracey Haith or Seth Barwick if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-3694)065 (fax) 

Reqistration.pd[ ihc=, O4 Au~: 2011 13;17;06 -0400 230501bv[es 
Registration Memo.docx Fhu, 04 !~ll~: 20~.i 15 ": 7:0~:~ -0400 J.OO’ZS&byb:’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 11:56 PM 

N4A liskserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

[n4al UNC whis~deblower Willingham: Academic sins not isolated 

http://mweb cbssport s. com/ncaaf/writer/dennis-doddi24439378/dennisdoddcbs 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special Offers ibr fellow Campus Colleagues! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

img 

iixli img 

~ocated i~ centra~ cam~ses on Stadium D~ive. We hope you~ semeste~ is off to a grea[ stabI, a~d we a~e 
pteas~d to annoyance sevetal new amenities for Carolina Club Members and to extend a preferred initiation fee 
to join the Club for non-Carolina Club Members! 

Pro.letted U~4C Rate fo~ Tria~£t,’~ ~4e~sbe[shiZ~_ 

"he Club’s Board of Directom recentiy app uwd a ~dec~d ,~t~ u, $, ,.-. p~, me ,,Is Ior UNC Faculty & Staff ~o.." Tria.."gle 
Society dbes. "l’t~is i,s a $32 pe~ ~y~onih s.£\d~!!s! it! ad(til:km, (:b~rer!i Club Mer.qbeb~ who w}si: ie up!!rade ie "l’riar!gle 
Seciett7 wiii h,~t~ "L=,~ $,_00 up,%ade fee waived! 

~’V~!~ n!’e proud ~e senod~x’e ihs~ The Csreli!’a Ciu~ has begu~ .se~vi~!~ b!’eaklasl: every Monday -Friday from 7:00..9:00am. 

The Club new provides a va.qety of b.~eakfa.sf offe.q~:gs and the pe¢[ect mornir~g toc~tion fe~ basit~ess m~÷eti~:gs o.~ 

con~ec@~g witt~ colleagues, stsde.."ts and ~riends. See y:atl al the Cisb for brealdasl! 

Through October f2th, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club witi~ an initiation fee of only $~00, 
(a $!50 savings),/~,nd as a welcome gifl, you will aiso ~eceiw ou.." 20ih An.:’iversa~7 New Membe.." Passport of va..’ious 
ce!v!pt4menin!y eileri!.gs ie !~e~ you c4.r!~ec~ed ~e lhe Cieb. In addition, Carolina Club Members who sponsor New 
Members will receive $100 of Club Cash Dining Credits. 

~* Review the Ctub [’;~ochul’e a~d ,#q>~>licatio~: 

htlp://members.clubcorp.com/Files/Library/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Membership Brochure 2013.pdf 

http://members.clubcorp.com/Files/Library/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Application 2013.pdf 

< . @x~tact ~>u~" ~4embe~.;hi~ bi~cto~, Va~do~a Saris ’92, at gt94~2@02’1 or vandora,davis@ourclub.com. 

Visit us olslir~e at www.carolina-club.com. 

We’~.~ ~ookirs¢3 for~a~8 ~o s~eing 2o8 at 7;’~e Carolina Cleb soon~ 

The late Chanceitol Ci:dstephe.~ Foldi:sm etwisiotsed a gathering p=a,,e a ,~toll.=a ~s..=e~,; Untvetstt¢ X~,,~tt¢. staff stsd 
administrators scald excha~ge ideas across disciplines, sol,duct official basil~ess, and sommul~e in fi’~ spMt ol 



*initiat}oi~ fee of S250 is reduced to SI 00 durii~9 the offer period Active membeiship }l: the GAA is reqLliied to be e Mel~]ber of 

]he Caroii:~a Ci~lb, which cai~ be essily ~eciiiteted at the time of your enieilmerlt 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

if you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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i~i ..................................... 



i~ All Access (Print + Digital) Magazines-As low as $3 With Amazon’s All Access Print + Digital Magazines, you will enjoy digital access immediately after placing your order by following the activation link displayed afl 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~l.4:%’t,,"~.~,,’~.,’&-" ~.~ l~:r~e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Kindle Fire HD Tablet- From $199 i~ Save up to $150 on Select Manfrotto Pro Video 

Tripods with Mail-In Rebate 

l<ir~dle Fi~e HD Tabiet o From $199 S~ve ui) to $150 o~ Select Manfre~o P~o Video 
Tripods wit~ Mail-In Rebate 



ii.~ $200 Off the P ....... ic GH3 Digital C ..... (Body 

Only) 

$200 Off the F"~asonic GH3 Digitai Camera 
~’Body O~iy) 

.~:iI Save $70 on the Sony AS15 Video Action C ..... 

Save $70 on ~he 8o~y AS15 Video Action 
O~m~l£ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i~i Up to 56% Off Select British Mystery Shows on DVD & 

Blu -ray 

Up to 56% Off Seiect British Mystery Shows on 
DVD & Bluoray 

~] The NewYork Times~, Best Sellers 

The New York Times~. Best Selie,~s 

"~iI $7.99 and Under CDs with AutoRip-Get the MP3 

Version for Free 

~7.99 and Under CDs with A~teRip~-Get the 
MR3 Ve~sier~ for Free 

X:: Books Under$10 

Books U~,de,~ $I 0 



i~i .................................... 

i~ Up to 50% Off D ...... 

Up to 50% Off Dresses 

~ii Upto40%OffUniform Must-Haves 

Up to 40% Off IJisifo,~m MastoHsves 



25% or More Off Timex Weekender Collection .~iI New Markdowns in Women’s Shoes 

New Markdow~,s i~ Women’s Shoes 



All-New Uncle Milton Wall Friends 

All-New IJ~cle Miito~,, VVall Fd~nds 

i,~.~ Up to 25% off Select Cars Toys 

Up to 25% off Select Cars Toys 

.~iI All-New Littlebits Learning Kits 

Ail-New Littlebits Lea,qsilsg Kits 

"~:i DISNEY INFINITY Just Rel .... d 

DISNEY INFiNiTY J~st Released 



~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i S,~,~t,~.,*’~&-" & O~.~’~.~,~t,~.~,~’~:’,, ,S~, m~re ~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 

Xi Save 25% on Osprey Backpacks and Travel Bags :i~:i S .... p to 25% on Select R .... Electric Scooters & 

Ride Ons 

S~ve 25% o~; Ospr~q~’ Bsckpscks r~d Tl-r~vei Ssw.’ ~.i~; to 25% on Seiect Rr~zo~ Electdc 
o.,oot ~ s & Ride Ons 



pto 20% on Select Water Bottles 

Save up to 20% e~ Select Water [.’~e~.ties 

i.% Buy S130, Save $30 on Select Airhead Towables & 

Water Sports Gear 

[:~,uy $130, Ssw~ $30 or~ Selec[ Airhead Towables 
& Y~Satel Spe~s Gear 



I~A Extra 15% Off Select Delta Faucets and Fixt .... I~l~ Free Gift with Purch .... f Select Cuisinart Cook ..... 

Sets 

Ext~e 15% O.f Select Del~.a FIeucets and F~ee Gift witi~ Purci~ese of Select Cuisinart 
Fi×tures Ceokws,~e Sets 

2 2 
:~ 15% Off Select AgUS Padlocks ilg 15%OffSelectAkro-MilsSuperSizeStoragegins 

15% Off Select ABUS PadlocRs 15% Off Se ect A,, ooM s S~ pe Size Stolage 
Bimc~ 



i~i .................................... 

.Xi I ntroducing the Amazon Cu rated Flower Collection 

int~oduci~K(t the Amazon {:X~l-ated Flower 
Coilectior~ 

:: ::+;: i 15% Off Pamela’s Gluten-Free Bars and Cookies 



i,’~.; Save an Extra 30% on Select Kindle eTextbooks ~i Strathwood Outdoor Furniture Markdowns 

Save a~ Ext,~a 30% an Select Ki~,die eTextbeoks Strathweed Outdoor Fulnitula Ma&dew,qs 

::"£i ................................. 



i.~.il Back to School at Amazon 



H.gnie Kil:,che~i 8; Di!sir~s 

Mo,/ies & ]V 

Kin.’£:e 

Kindi~ NH NO 

I~sta~t ’V~deo 

Mds}c 

M P3 

V}deo Gsmes Baby 

6}~ i;: Nhi;ee.< & l\,’:,’:e.<,~of}~,~ {}l~~ibi~lg 

Computers & Soflwsre Shoes 

Autol~otive Watches 

::rldu,Si risi & 8c::esi ifi.’: 8i.~at~l:y 

Prkse Magaz}nes 

Office & Sclsooi Supplies 

i"::O I!! (} i I!!p~ Ok~( F~!(}!! l 

Grocel-y 

Naib ::.:4w~ & (~-.’R’Je8 

Hes}t~i & Pel-so~ial Ca:e 

Gif~ C;Mds 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Waiters <Michael Walters@maJl.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Sports Year Upon Us 

Coach Anson 

Now that school is starting back up, it is crucial to have all your ducks in a row to make the most of your sport’s team training 

sessions. Take a look at new training techniques that are now available. 

Strenqthen Your Entire Sports Team Today 

This will take your team to the next level! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, August 30, 2013 2:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"How Remarkable Women Lead: The Breakthrough Model tbr Work and Litb" and more 

% 
A~eoa (~J8rra~*:,:% we have !l~J?.9.glE!£Q~.g!Jlig.Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

@iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! 

List Price: $15.00 

Price: $11,49 
You Save: $3,51 (23%) 

How Remarkabie Wer~sen Lead; The Breakthreuqh Model fol" i 

Work and Life 
by Joanna harsh, Susie Cranston, Geoffrey Lew~s 

The Remarkable discoveries about what drives and sustains successful women 
leaders.Based on five years of proprietary research, How Remarkable Women 
Lead speaks to you as no other book has, with its hopeful outlook and unique... 

by Christine K. Jahnke 

List Price: $19.00 

Price: $1 3,89 
You Save: $5,11 (27%) 

A Top Speech Coach Reveals the Secrets of Powerful WomenExpress Your Ideas 
with ConfidenceBe Polished and PreparedEarn the Respect of Any AudienceIn 
this must-have guide, one of the nation’s premier speech coaches, Christine... 

List Price: $26.95 

Price: $~L8,66 
You Save: $8.29 (31%) 

Popular leadership blogger gives the low-down on standing up for yourselfIn 
Pushback, top leadership consultant Selene Rezvani argues that self-advocacy 
is critical to success. Yet women initiate negotiations four times less....!!.~?!~( 

List Price: $9.99 

Price: $8,48 
You Save: $1,51 (15%) 

John Wooden was arguably the greatest college basketball coach of all time, a 

teacher as well as mentor whose handiwork produced a dynasty bridging the 
1960s and 1970s. Quotable Wooden is a compilation of more than two....~:=!~.!~. 

..... ::? 

TAI(L 

by Adam M. Grant Ph.D. 

List Price: $27.95 

Price: $~8,4~ 
You Save: $9.49 (34%) 

An academic, Grant explains that added to hard work, talent, and luck, highly 

~ s!r~ ~.#.#.!:...’... ~,!t~.e £ s~ :...’..!’. _ ..!f}..;.9.!.{!.’..;...9.!..!,.".’,.{i #.{!.9.~ s ,...8.~ £~ a ~ ~ ~ i.e ~,:..~.!!.{! 
Success By and About John Wooden, College Basketbali’s 

Greatest Coach 
by John Reger 



successful people need the ability to connect with others. We learn givers give 
more than they get, takers get more than they give, and matchers... F~ead more 

...... ~;s~s~:: Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Gettir~a Better at Gettin9 i 17: i 
f’,e:tter 

....... by Doug Lemov, Erica Woolway, Katme ¥ezzi, Dan Heath 

List Price: $26,95 

Price: $18,15 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

You Save: $8.80 (33%) 

Amazon.com Exclusive: Q & A with Authors Doug Lemov, Erica Woolway, and 

Katie Yezzi What would you say are the few biggest misconceptions around 

practice? Though we’ve found there are actually more than a few... !~!~.L£~!..£!.o£q 

by Marcia Bjornerud 

List Price: $17,99 

Price: $11,43 
You Save: $6.55 (36%) 

To many of us, the Earth’s crust is a relic of ancient, unknowable history. But to 
a geologist, stones are richly illustrated narratives, telling gothic tales of 

cataclysm and reincarnation. For more than four billion... !~.~!~!..~.!£r!~ 

by Paul Tough 

List Price: $14.95 

Price: $~ &.~8 
You Save: $3,47 (23%) 

What would it take?That was the question that Geoffrey Canada found himself 

asking. What would it take to change the lives of poor children--not one by one, 
through heroic interventions and occasional miracles, but in big r~cad more 

~.:!~li F’}’/Or!¢.~ ~ ~SrViC:i.~ > ~i.:~}’/i!~,~ > ~r.:::.,::er y 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Help Desk <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 7:31 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Happy Labor Day farm ACS Athletics 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

We hope you and your family have a fun and safe holiday weekend. Best of luck this season! 

As a reminder our offices will be closed on Monday, Labor Day, but as always the ACS after hours and 
emergency support staff will be available to help our coaches and support staff during this busy time of 

Thank you, 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__r_Ls__u__L3__s_£_r_[_~2__e_. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.uet> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 3:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Congratulates Participating TeaJns in the Acura ClubCorp Champions Classic 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

1.~ 
iI A .... ClubCorp 

Champions Classic 

Congratulations to the teams who will be representing the following 
clubs at the Acura ClubCorp Champions Classic 

at Omni Barton Creek Resort and Spa September 4-8, 2013: 

¯ Aliso Viejo Country Club 

¯ Anthem Golf & Country Club 

¯ Barton Creek Country Club 

¯ Bay Oaks Country Club 

¯ Bear’s Best Atlanta 

¯ Braemar Country Club 

¯ Brookhaven Country Club 

¯ Canterwood Golf & Country Club 

¯ Canyon Creek Country Club 

¯ Canyon Crest Country Club 

¯ Canyon Gate Country Club 

¯ Centre Club 

¯ Citrus Club 

¯ Club at Falcon Point 

¯ Coto de Caza Golf & Racquet Club 

¯ Country Club of the South 

¯ Countryside Country Club 

¯ Crow Canyon Country Club 

¯ DeBary Golf & Country Club 

¯ Deerwood Golf Club 

¯ Devils Ridge Golf Club 

¯ Downtown Club at Houston 

¯ East Lake Woodlands Country Club 

¯ Gainey Ranch Golf Club 

¯ Gleneagles Country Club 

¯ Houston City Club 

¯ Indian Springs Country Club 

¯ Ipswich Country Club 

¯ Las Colinas Country Club 

¯ Lost Creek Country Club 

¯ Metropolitan Club 

¯ Nission Hills Country Club 

¯ Nonarch Country Club 

¯ Norgan Run Resort &Club 

¯ Oak Pointe Country Club 

¯ Oakmont Country Club 

¯ Owners Club - Barton Creek 

¯ Piedmont Club - Haymarket 

¯ Piedmont Club - North Carolina 

¯ Quail Hollow Country Club 

¯ River Creek Club 

¯ Shadowridge Golf Club 

¯ Silver Lake Country Club 

¯ Southern Trace Country Club 

¯ Stonebriar Country Club 

¯ Timarron Country Club 

¯ The Clubs of Kingwood 

¯ Town Point Club 

¯ Treesdale Golf & Country Club 

¯ Trophy Club Country Club 



¯ Granite Bay Golf Club 

¯ Greens Country Club 

¯ Hackberry Creek Country Club 

¯ Hamlet Golf & Country Club 

¯ Hartefeld National 

¯ Hearthstone Country Club 

¯ Walnut Creek Country Club 

¯ Wildflower Country Club 

¯ Willow Creek Golf Club 

The attending members will experience" 

ii~ Barton Creek Resort & Spa 
Four rounds of golf on championship courses 

including Fazio Canyons, Fazio Foothills and 
Crenshaw Cliffside 

¯ All meals beginning with dinner Wednesday evening 

through breakfast Sunday morning 

A cocktail reception each evening 

Live Music 

¯ Acura’s Monte Carlo de Casino on Friday 

¯ Acura Awards Dinner on Saturday 

Exploring all that Austin and the Texas Hill Country have to offer while taking a two-hour 

Acura guest drive in a new Acura RLX or HDX 

¯ A welcome gift bag with a $450 retail value 

Sip, savor and experience the best of the best at the Sponsor Fair and Mixer 

Prizes include" 

¯ A drawing for the use of a new Acura vehicle for one year 

Maul .lira Sunglasses for the two lowest and highest scoring teams each day 

FooLloy Certificate for a pair of My.loys to lowest scoring team on Fazio Canyons each day 

Drawing for a Fogo de Chao Gift Certificate, Team Award where every member and pro 

receives their own $100 certificate 

¯ Additional Closest to the Pin prizes from Greg Norman Apparel 

¯ Hole-in-One Contest to win an Acura and prizes for all hole=in-ones on all Par 3’s 

¯ $35,000 cash prize from Masa Assist for a hole=in-one on the Crenshaw Course 

Good Luck to all the Teams 
and we hope to see you in 2014 

Please contact Kathy Walker at kathy.walker@dubcorp.com to be placed on the email 
distribution list for 2014 Tournament information when it becomes available. 

For more information about Omni Barton Creek, Acura guest drive destinations and the 
challenging golf courses, visit www,clubcorptournaments,com, 

Acura Casino de Monte Carlo .~i Barton Creek Resort ii.~.i Toom 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



You’re Not Just Recruiting a Player, 

You’re Recruiting a Family 

Although The Blind Side might not have been the 

most factual representation of Michael Oher’s life, it 

did present a very interesting recruiting perspective 

For those of you who haven’t seen the movie, once 

Michael was discovered as a football player, top 

football coaches from across the country were 

coming to the Touhey’s (his adoptive family’s 

household) The coaches all talk with Michael, but 

pitch offers to SJ (Michael’s adopted little brother)¯ 

These coaches knew how much his adoptive family 

meant to him, and therefore knew they not just 

recruiting Michael but the entire Touhey family 

Convention Season Is 
Coming Soon! 

Convention season will be here before you 

know it! Stay on top of all the latest information 

for the 2014 NSCAA Annual Convention as it’s 

released¯ NCSA is excited to see you there! 

Rect~’iti!~g Educ~tien O~:D<.,mand: 

Fall Recruiting 

Hot Spots for Top JUCO 

Transfer Recruits by Sport 

Between injuries, transfers and gaps in 

recruiting classes, college coaches always 

have a need to keep an eye out for Junior 

College transfer recruits Knowing where you 

should focus your recruiting efforts as we 

move into the fall playing season can help 

save your recruiting staff time and money¯ So 

today, we’re going to break down the areas of 

the country that hold the highest potential for 

top talent JUCO recruits by sport and explain 

how they can benefit your program 

~ii/~i~ii!iii"i~iil i~iiiOii’~i!:i: ii"i~i:!:,ii::li, Wiiiilii~ ii:::iii~i:!:,Cii¯iJiiiii:iiii’i!i:Zii?~ 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 



nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Sunday, September 1,2013 1:45 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

New and Similar to "Lean In: Women, Work, and the ~’Mll to Lead" by Sheryl Sandberg 

amazon 

iiiiiiiii!2iiiE:2ii!i!iiUiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii 



ii......... ::iii::.~ ib 0 ~i’~ D :!i::i!i:i~)/’ V:::J@ ~’~i:.i:.i:.!:~ iii~,o~i:i:.i:.i~ i~h C:ii D :~:i:.!:.~: ::iii:;: iii S 
We’ve searched the site for the best deals this Labor Day Weekend. Explore limited-time sales 

and specials from across Amazon, including sales on electronics, low prices on DVDs, and 

fashionable deals on clothing, shoes, jewelry, things to help your Labor Day celebrations and 

more, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ ~iiiiN ~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~i Upto 70% off Jewelry J i~i Up to 50% off Men’s Watches 

L ~o te .,~. ,~ off Jewe:ry Up to 50% off Me~gs Watches 

~iI Save 50% off or more on Timeless Blouses & Button- i~i Extra 40% off Sale Styles at Armani Exchange + Free 

Down Shirts : : Shipping 

o ca ~oz; ,:,av ..... ~ off o: more on Timeless Blouses & Extra 40% off Sale Styies at Armani Exchange 

ButtonoDown Shi£s + Free Shipping 



i i~ Up to 50°/o Savings on Carter’s Baby, Boys’ Bodysuits 

Up to 50% Savings on ©arter~s Baby Boys’ 

Bodysuits 

%’i Upto50% offTVs 

Up ~.e 50% elf TVs 

i~i Save 20% off $100 Running Shoes 

Save 20% off $100 Running Shoes 

J i’~’i S .... pto 20% on Select InteI-P ..... d PCs 

Save up to 20% on Seiect Intel-Pewered PCs iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

L iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Xi Logitec Labor Day: Up to 40% off Select Products iXi Up to $150 off Select Desktops 

Legi~.ec Labor Day: Up to 40% off: Seiect Up to $I 50 elf Select Desktops 

Products 



}~ill Up to 70% off Audio & Video A ...... ies 

Lip to 70% air Aadie & Video Accessoiies 

::[:+:]:: Upto40% off Select Foosball, Air Hockey, Table 

Tennis and More 

ii~iI Save 62% on Portable Cell Phone Battery Packs 

Save 62% e,,’~ Porta~ie Cell Phor~e Battery Packs 

[~:i Up to 40% off Select Camco Tailgating S Grilling Gear 

Up to 40% elf Selec[ }:’oosbail, Air Hockey, Up to 40% oil Seiect Camce [aiigati~,~ & 

"[’able "1"antis and Mere Gdllir~g Gear 

p to 50% on Select Backpacks Save 65% on F .... is et Mimi Stainless Steel Double 

Wall French Coffee Presses 

Save up ~.e 50% or~ Selec~ E’~ackpacks Save ~5% or~ F’~’ar~cois ~,t ~ ~r ~ .>ta ~ ~,~.~ .>re .,J 

Doable Wall l’-"re~ch Colfee Presses 



ii.~ S ..... Sodast .... Dy .... Del .... ith B .... ii~i1 25% Off Campbell’s Soup with Instant Coupon 

Pack 

Save e~, 8edastream Dy,,’~ame Delu;<e witi~ Bon~.Es 25% Oil Campbeli’s Soup with Ir~sB~,t Cospe~, 

Pack 

i iX $4.00 Off Seventh Generation Laundry Detergent i[:+:]i Save up to 20% on NewVTech Toys 

$4,00 Oil Sevent~ Ge~e~atie~ Laundry Save 8p ~e 20% en New Vt"ech ?oys 

Detergent 

i i’£] Save 15% on One Direction Tote :~{ S .... p to 50% on Select Guitar Straps, Strings and 

More 

Save 15% a,,’~ One Direc~ien Tote Save up ie 50% or~ Selec~ Guitar S~raps, Strings 

8~’,d Mere 



i ...... 

i i~ 15% Off Select Pet Products Hot Deal: Save 65% on a Sunforce 60W Solar 

..... Charging Kit 

15% Off Select Pet P,~oducts Hot DeM: Save 65% e,q a Su,qferee 60W Solar 

.{#~i Labor Day is September 2 

Ri.,"~d G.,"e~=~t/’;’e~ia o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,< <, ilel’.’,is St<,,le,,,~.ide 

Books ElectrePica Ctothi~# Ideme: Kitche~ & Oi~i~g 
¯ ¢.y . . ..%.=,. v~e~¯ & TV {::,eli Ph<mes Shoes Home tmprevem.e~Y, 
t<i,qdte Fire HD CeL,’-~puters & So~.,-’ere Jeweiry P~tio, i...~wP & Gslder: 

Music Sperts & O~tdeors Amsze~ Mobile Apps He~tth & Peraol"~t Csl-e 





] ~i Amazon.corn 

.xi 



~iii Football Kickoff 2013-Gea r U p for Ga meday 



i ii.~ Up to 50% off Select NFL Hats and Ca ps 

Up to 50% off S~.~l~.~ct ~,~FL H;~ts a~d (;;~ps 

3~ Up to 25% off Select NFL Shirts for Men and Women 



[~i:: Up to 35% off College Gameday & Tailgating 

Up to 35% off Coilege Gameday & Tailgatil~g 

i iXi Up to 45% off Select College Shirts 

Up to 45% off Select Coliege Shi~ts 



i i~ Kindle Fire HD Tablet- From $199 

Kindle Fi,~e HD Tablet ~ From $199 

::~:: 35% off JBL 5.1 Channel $0S145.5 Surround Cinema 
Speaker System 

35% C’,ff JBL 5 1 Ct;a~nel SCS145.5 Sueround 
Cinema 8peakeF System 

$30 Off Bose QuietComfort 15 Noise-Cancelling 

Headphones 

$30 Off Bose QuietComfert 15 NoiseoCancelling 
Headgher~es 

~:i Save up to $50 on Select Sony Cyber-shot Digital 

Cameras 

S~ve up to 550 or~ Seieot Sony Cyber<#~ot 
Digital Cameras 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i iX upto 5o% off Select B~by Clothing ~ A ...... i~ 

Up to 50 ~, ~, ~b~t Baby ©iothing & 
Accesso ~ies 

50% Off Gold Jeweiry 



[:~:iI Designer Neckl .... Under $50 

Desigr~e~ Necklaces U,,’~der $50 

i iXi NFLWatches Under $100 

NFL Wad.cites Ur~de~" $100 



i ii~ Listen to the Free Stream of Sheryl Crow’s New Album i~i Music from Artists on Tour 

AibQm 

.~.iI Get $5 Off i~{ Get Free A .... to N FL Su nday Ticket with 

Get 85 Off "The Many Adventures of Winnie the Get Free Access to NFL Sunday Ticket with 
Pooh" or~ Biu-rsy witt; Purc~sse of Eiigible Titie "Madden NF[. 25 A#niw~rs~y .F.ditbn" 



%i 20 Kindle Books for $2 Each 

20 ~indie Books fo~" $2 E~ch 

i iXi 40 Kids’ Kindle Books for $1 

40 Kids’ Ki~:dle Books for $I 



~iii Big Fall Books Preview: Editors’ Picks 

Big Faii Books Pleview: Editors’ Picks 

i iXi Books to Kick Off the Football S ..... 

Books to Kick Off the Footbali Season 



[:~ Save $10 on Two Select LeapFrog Software Titl .... 

Books 

Save $10 on Two Select LeapFiog Software 
Titie-c~ oF Book-c~ 

i i~ FeedYour Football Fans 

Feed Your Football Fails 

.~i Buy One, Get One 50% Off on Select Hasbro Items 

Over 60% Off Top-Rated Brother CS6000i Sewing 

Machine 

Ovel 60% Off TopoRated B,~othe,~ CS6000i 
Sewing M;~cig~;e 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i~:i ..................................... 

Laptops: 20% Off or More                i iXi Laptop Backpacks: 50% Off or More 

La~>i.eps: 20% Off or Mere                   L~-~ptof~ B~.~ckp~.~cks: 50% Oil er More 





~iii Back to School at Amazon 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~i~i~i~~~i~~~~~!i!~!iiiiii~~~i~i~iii~~i!ii~!i!~!i!~i~!iiii~~~~~!~~~i~~~!i!~~~i~i~~~i~~~iiiiii~~~i!~~~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~iiiiiii~~~i~~~~~ii~~ii!~~i!~!~!~!iiii~~ii~~~i~~~~~iiiii~~i!~!ii~~~iii~~~ii!~!~!i!~!i~~~~i~~~!~~~iii~~~i~~~i~~~!~!iii!i!~!~!~~!i~~~iiiii~~~~~!~i~i~~~~~i~~~iiiiii!~~ii~i~~~i~~~!~i~~~iiii!~~i!i!~~~~~iiiiii!~!i!~!ii~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo,N@~mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 12:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Stunt Biker Motivates for Success 

Click to view this email in a browser 

}?~:ii:i::ii:ii"iidi :(:i;ii¯iiiii~ili"iri~ii::i~ii:i::i~ii"i~ :i!iii,ii:ii.liiiiiii: ii!i!idiii,ii:i:iiui" ii~:qi:i::ii:ii:ii~¢iii~di?i0’~!ill ~ii!idl..ildiii@ir1~ii:::@~!ill 

’i[~i;?: ir~ ~i!!!ii ,i. ii ~i;i: ~i;;;~!!!~ :z!i; :i,1~ 

As a new school year unfolds, it is impo~ant to motivate students, 

athletes, cou,,’:he.%, eduea[ors fac~Jlty arid staff for success. Sometimes 

this is as simple as a rerlqinder of irrlporl:ant key concepts Flew do we 

make sure that the message is actually absorbed, though? 

Sometimes these reminders seem like lectures and the message 

goes m one ear and right out the other¯ 

Ch!is delive!s u, program that engages audiences This Worid 

Champion athlete is a slam dunk performance He delivers his 

message of leadership respect, becoming the best you can be etc 

while simultaneously captivating his audience with jaw dropping bike 

stunts¯ 

Chris’ Website 

.Xi Chris Jump 9057e 

i 

i~i M~L 67S5 



Cilds Pouk’)s is the !991 Bk;ycle Stunt World Champion Since 1988, 

audiEmces around the world haw! been riwfied to Chri.,¢ words or 

wisdom and astonished by his athletic ability. During the show, Chris 

demonstrates his amazing stunts LIVE! At the same time, he shares 

the experiences that directly affected his rise to success as a world 

champion al:hiete Chris ,’:ap[ivates his audience like no[hing you haw! 

e:<perienced before 

Chris is truly in a league of his own, mesmerizing his audience with 

incredible bicycle stunts, while simultaneously keeping them engaged 

on a wide range of topics including: Kindness. Sei?Motivation; Self- 

Respect, Responsibility, What it Takes to Be A Champion~ Overcoming 

Injury, Persew~rance. Teamwork, Buiiying, Cyberbullying. Ow!r,’:eming 

Adversity, I.eaciership, Substance Abuse. Heaith. SaFel:y, and much 

more. 

Chris is the go-to guy for oreanizations that want to entertaJn~ and aiso 

substantially improve the character; self-esteem; and sei?motivation of 

their audiEH!ce 

Chri.’¢ visil is more than just an ordinary show; it’s an unpreoedented 

event that will leave a lasting impact on everyone! 

i’~:i MiL 6769 

WANT MORE INFORMATION? 
Contact Allison 

allison@chrispoulos.com 

401.78~,970~ 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

X Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



.xi ...................................... 

Dear Amazon,cam Customer, 
ii.~ TheLowland 

We’re excited to announce our Best 

Books of the Month list for September, 

featuring our Spotlight Pick, The 

Lowland by Jhumpa Lshiri (available in 

hardcover and Kindle book), whose 

second novel may be her best. 

See more of our editorially curated 

favorites coming out this month, -- 

Amazon Books Editors 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii N iiiiN   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   



~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ ~.~":’.,’~ ,~i,~1~ ~’,~’.;e ~<,"P.4’,~’.; ,S~e mo.~ i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 

~i TheMaid’sVersion :i~ AH .... intheSky 

The Maid’s Version A House in the Sky 

H a rd q Ore r H a ~’d COVe ~" 

Kindle book Kindl~.~ book 



~iii Help for the Haunted 

Help for the Haunted 

H~dcovor 

Kindle book 

i~ The Mushroom Hunters 

The Mushroom Hunters 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 



:~:iI TheW .... Who Lost Her Soul 

The Woman Who Lost Her Soul 

H~dcover 

Kindle book 

Doctor Sleep 

H;ardcover 

Ki~;dle book 

ii.~ Salinger 

Salinger 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 

iXii MaddAddam 

MaddAddam 

Ha~dcover 

Kindle book 



~i Alex i~ Burial Rites 

Alex Burial Rites 

HardcoveF Hardoove,~ 

Kh~dle book Kindle book 

See .~ o r e 



~iii Mr. TigerGoesWild 

Mr. Tiger Goes Wild 

Ha~’doove~ 

Killdle book 

.?~i ...................................... 

i~ The Show Must Go On! 

The Show Must Go OM. 

Hardcover 

Ki,qdle book 



~}i Mister Max: The Book of Lost Things 

Mister Max: T,~e Book of Lest T,~mgs 

H~rdcove~ 

Kindle book 

ii.~ Fangirl 

FangM 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 





~i What will you be reading this fall? Peruse our Big Fall Books Preview. 



S<~o k.s Electro.~ics {.’;ioti~ i~-ig 

[v’,’ovies & TV Ceil Pho.~es 8t’oes 

Kindle F"i~e ~’~L’} Co.mpu{ers & Sef-(wa~e Jeweiry 

..’*/i~sic 8f>o~ts & Out<ioo!.s Amszo~ Mobile Apps 



ii~ii A ........ %%% 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:37 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New Season New UNC Wall Art! Save 20% Off Your Order Today 

New Season, New Wall Art! I Save 20% Off UNC Wall Art with Code TEAM I Expires 
09.11.13 

New Season, New Wall Art! I Save 20% Off UNC Wall Art with Code TEA~Vl I Expires 0&l 1,13 
if yo[i are ~- av rig pob eros v swing this emaii, ciick here. 

© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We’re Celebrating and You Should Too! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We offer the perfect setting for holiday events, 

Holiday celebrations and family dinners 

Corporate parties and golf outings 

Catering and so much more 

Now is the time to plan your holiday events at the 

Club! Reserve your date today. 

~i-:~..::.~.ii :::W .. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



~:~ ...................................... 

i[iii =:i !i :: ~iii’:):=Si’i,i!:)= ==::Or iF ::::::::::::::::::::: 

Explore our readers’ most-wished-for titles in mysteries, fiction, cookbooks, and more. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

g:~ 

2 i ii My~toq, Th,-i,erSSu~0~o i iX i Soi .... F~o0 

[%i Contemporary Literature & Fiction                   i ::N:: Historical Romances 

Ce~temporary Literat~re & [:.ictie~                      I-~:is[ericai Romar~ces 



~iii Cookbooks, Food &Wine 

Cookbooks, Food & Wine 

i iXi Litera ry Fiction 

Litelary Fiction 

i i’~’i Children’s Books 

Biographies Chiidre~s’s Books 



Home, Kitohe~ ~.~ Di~i~g 

Hom~ Improvement 

Patio, Lawl" & (&sider: 

He~tth & Pe~’son~t Csre 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-win.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

SpodsBoard’s New WebApp is Live’. 

............................................................................................................................................ I ............ 1 .............. 1 ....................................................................... 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiXiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

SportsBoard’s New Look is Live!! 

customers, 

and w’e look forward to 
,,ith yo,~ again ,~ow that 

/ /we tnave done that as ,’/eEl as 

the background white and 

oE~a~ you, oaohe. 0,~ a ~C, ~,~ CT~L ÷ FS; on ~ Mao ~.’a.~ 

/ /quick tutorial, watch the video in the link belowl 

contact us ,f you have any questions. We bok forward to headng 

from you. 

~,,Mth best reg2rds, 

Spo~t.~Boa~d 
815 322 1049 

w~,w.spomboa:d-wi~.oom 

~,,~,~i;i ~. ~.~ ,:,,~,~i ~;., ................................................ 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alan Morris <Alan Morris~maJl.vresp.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Coaches Prep tbr Next Soccer Season 

Coach Anson 

Now that school is starting back up, it is crucial to have all your ducks in a row to make the most of Soccer Pre-Season 

Practices. Take a look at new training techniques that are now available, 

Make Your Entire Soccer Team More Exoiosive Today 

This will take your team to the next level! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alan Morris <Alan Morris~maJl.vresp.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Coaches Prep tbr Next Soccer Season 

Coach Anson 

Now that school is starting back up, it is crucial to have all your ducks in a row to make the most of Soccer Pre-Season 

Practices. Take a look at new training techniques that are now available, 

Make Your Entire Soccer Team More Exoiosive Today 

This will take your team to the next level! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 3:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presented By MASA Assist 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii.~ Member Exclusives- Exclusive Benefits for Memb .... f ClubCorp Clubs 

YOU CAN HAVE PEACE OF MIND! 
SAVE 45% on a MASA Assist Membership 

i i~                                 When you are at home, at work or traveling the world... 

MASA Assist provides you emergency 

transportation assistance and can save you 
from financial catastrophe during major 

unplanned health and emergency situations. 

With one call, anytime (24 hours a day, 365 days a year}, 
IV~SA Assist can help save your life. 

Because MASA Assist is not an insurance company, 

there are NO deductibles, NO claim forms, 
NO age limits, NO health questions, NO dollar limits, 

and even preexisting medical conditions 

are covered after only 90 days. 

Your entire family can join MASA Assist for $32,50 per month, 
That’s only about $1 a day! 

¯ Emergency Transportation: Ground, Helicopter or Air Ambulance 

¯ Organ Retrieval and Recipient Transportation 

¯ Return, Escort or Non-Injury TransportalJon 

¯ Minor Children!Grandchildren, Pet and Vehicle 

¯ Mortal Remains Transport 

¯ World Wide Coverage 



For more information on how MASA Assist can provide 
YOU peace of mind please contact us at: 

Phone: 1.800.423.3226 

Email: info~,medairservices.cem 

Web: www,MasaA ssist,com/Clu bCor p 

Mail: 1250 W. Southlake Blvd.. Southlake, TX 76092 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coachboland@ncsaspo(ts.org 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 11:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2014 - WI - Dazim~ Molter - True Goal Scorer! - 3.6 GPA - All-Conference 1st Team - VIDEO INCLUDED 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emafl preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Marshfield High School, WI 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.60/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih jsddbm@charter.net 

Notes: Darian Molter - Wisconsin Valley Conference Player of the Year - 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a malch? UtxJate your cmai] preJ[b;~zuces here. 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Da:ylon St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell: 88833368461 Fax: 312-624-7401 
Coachboland@ncsasports.orgi http://www.ncsasvorts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~ 





i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i ...................................... 

~j’~j~i~ii!i!i!!i~ C!~, iii~ill ~iiii!!!i~~ iiq Cii D ~ii!i!ii!i~ iiiii!i!iii ii s 
We’ve searched the site for the best deals in Clothing, Electronics, Spo~ts, and more. Check 

back often for new deals every day. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ ~iiii~ ~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i Get the C ..... P ..... Shot A2500 for Under $100 ii.~.iI $380 Off ©nkyo TX-NR616 7.2~h .... I Network 

Receiver 

Get the Cane~ PovverShet A2500 foF Under $380 Off Onkyo TX-NR616 7.2oChannel 

$I 00 Ne~,,’vork Receiver 

Z 
i~ Up to 60% Off Select SanDisk microSD Cards Get a Free 3D Blu-ray Disc Player with Purchase of 

...... the S ..... g PN60F5500 60-Inch PI .... HDTV 

Up ~o 6~ ~ C. o ...... t ¢~a~,E.~.~ "~(. o¢~D ~ar~.’~ Get ~ ~’=ree 3D Bk~..~’ay i’~s~- ~laye~" with Fh.i~’cha’~e 

of the Sams~sg PN60F5500 60q~ch Piasma 

N D ..’~d 



i i~ Lee’s L ..... t Prices of the Quarter 

Lee’s Lowest Prices of the Qu~,~ter 

i i’~ Save 25% on Roxy Backpacks 

Save 25% on Roxv Backpacks 

i i’~ 60% Off Rip Curl Men’s Detroit Stainless Steel Silver 

Watch 

’80~X~ Off Rip Cirri Me,,’~’s Detroi~ 8tair~iees Steel 

Siive,~ Wstch 

Save 50% or More Off Classic Dresses for all 

Occasions 

S~,,e 50 ~, ~,~ More Off Classic Dresses fol eli 

Occasions 

pro50% on Fall Baby’ Boys’ Pla~e’ear Sets 

S~w~ t~p ~e 50% e~, Fall rB, a~y Boys’ Piaywea~ 

Sets 

::.~.:: Sapphire Jewehy: Up to 70% Off Select Items 

,Sapphire Jewelry: Up to 70% Off’ Sele,:st l~.eme 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i i~ Spend $100 and Receive 20% Off Running Shoes 

Spewed $100 e~d Receive 20% Off Runmr, g 

Shoes 

¯ _.i.X Up to 40°/5 off Select Trampolines & G .... by 
Skywalker 

Up to 40% eft Select lrarnpeii~es & Games by 

Sk!p¢/a lke r 

"~’i Save 29% on the Schwinn 250 Recumbent Exercise 

Bike 

Save 29% ot~ [he Schwi~ 250 Re,:sun’~betst 

Bxemise Bike 

i~i Up to 70% Off Frye Women’s Footwear 

Up [e 70% eli Frye Women’s Foob~veer 

i~:+:;i Up to 50% off Select Skateboards 

Lip to 50% eft Select Skatebea~ds 

Up to 30% off Select NFL and NCAA Tailgating Gear 

Up to ~ 7,:. e f ,..-.e~e .,~ qF L 8tsd NCAA 

Tailgating Gear 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i i% 25% Off Campbell’s Soup 

25% Oi~ Campbell’s Soup 

[~iI Upto40% off Select Camco Tailgating & Grilling Gear 

Up to 40% eli Selec~ Cameo Taiigating & 

Grilling Gear 

i i’~ The 90s Sale: Up to 60% off Popular 90s TV 

~] Save up to 40% off Select Tailgating Games & More 
Gameday Essentials 

Save up to 40% oil Select Taiigating Games & 

More Gameday Essex, rials 

::.~.:: s ......... 25% on Highwood ClassioAdirondack 
Chair 

Save over 25% o~, 14ighwood Clsssic 

Adirondack Chsi~ 

pto50% on Past EmmyAward Nomi .... & 
Winners 

& VV~r~ners 



"~}i Up to 45% off Theater Pop .... Machi ..... d ii.~ S .... p to 15% on D ..... Hi ..... Log Cabin & Mrs. 

Accessories Butterworth’s Products 

Up to 45% off Theatei Pepcolr~ Maclline slsd    Save i.~p to 15% on Dur~csls Hines, Log Cabin & 

Accessories Mis, Butte.~werth’s Pioducts 

.{#~i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

~.’i.,"~d (~.,"eat/’;’~ais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,u~ St~:,,le,,,~.i~:fe 

Books Elect~oi"ics Ctothi~g I-~:eme: Kitche~ & Oi~i~g 

..%.=,. v~e~¯ & "I"V {’.:,eli Ph<mes Shoes ~-iome tmpreveme~~. 
t<i.qdte Fire HD Computers & Se~,,vere Jeweiry Patio, Lawp & Gslder: 

Music Sperts & Ostdeors Amsze~ Mobile Apps ~qe~tth & Persol"~t Csl-e 







ic ~;iil ii i:ii: ,i !,i !,i ii i F~ !i ii 

Curl up with a good book from our Fall Reading store. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

g:~ 

: i 
ii Editors’ Picks i i::*::i Mystery, Thriller S Susp .... 

Edi~e~s’ Picks                  Mystery. [i~ille~ ~ S~’~>er,se 

[%:: Literature & Fiction                         i iXi Romance 

Li~era~.~.ire & Fiction Romance 



~:iI Biographies & Memoirs 

Biographies & Memoirs 

i iXi Science Fiction & Fantasy 

Science Fiction & Fantasy 

:;~i:il T .... & Young Adults i i’~’i Fall Reading for Children 

Teens & Yo~.mg Ad~Ita                         F’all Re~ding fo~ Ct’.,ildre~ 



~i Best Books of the Year So Far 

F’i.,"~d (~.,"~at/}~ai,s o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,i:~ St~:,,l~,,,~.i~:f~ 

~’}ooks Elect~mics Ctothi~# 

Movies & TV {:;eli Ph<m~’s Shoes 

Kindle Fire HD Computers & So~#,,v~re Jew÷iry 

Music Sperts & Ostdoors Amszo~s Mobile Apps 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arbiter Sports <messaging@arbitersports.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 1:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[ArbiterSports.com] Coach Evaluation of RetEree or Asst Referee Reminder 

Dear Anson, 

You have not completed the Coach Evaluation of Referee or Asst Referee on Ernest Fisher, Carmen Serbio, Paul Putnam and Gustavo Solorio for the College game at 

Duke University on 9/6/2013. Please log on to ArbiterSports and click on the "Evaluations" tab to complete this evaluation. 

Thank you. 

Paul James 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arbiter Sports <messaging@arbitersports.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Password Reminder 

Your password to sign into the Web is: dorrance 

It is sugges~ted that you change your password once you’ve signed in as this email was not sent securely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROIANA: Police Seeking Inlbnnation, Identity of Suspects in Student Store 

Lmcenies 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGR FROM ALRRT CAROLINA: Police Seeking Inl’olrnation, Identity of Suspects m Student Store Larcenies 

UNC Public Safe~z is looking Ibr assistance in related investigations into a larceny on April 4, 2013 and an attempted larceny on August 30 of textbooks from the Daniels Student Stores on 
campus. Up to three suspects have reportedly stolen textbooks and then approached U2x,-C students on campus and asked them to return the stolen books and give them the reimbursed 
money. Students approached in this manner should report the incident immediately to UNC Police by calling 9-1-1 

The suspects have been seen on campus driving a van or light-colored SUW with a Florida license. One person of interest has been described as a black male, about 6 feet tall, with a stockT 
build. Student Stores surveillance cameras have yielded photos of suspects which can be viewed at the following link: 

http://bit, lv/1 ewSRhR 

UNC Public Safe~ is asking anyone with reformation which may aid in these investigations to please call UNC Police Investigator Matt Dodson at (919) 962-8176 or email him at 
"mbdodson@psafety.unc edu" or call the Chapel Hill Police at (919) 968-2760, or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and 
anunymous You can also submit infurmation to CrimeStoppers online at www.crimestuppers-chcunc org. 

About Informatiunal Messages: The University sends an Informatiunal Message to inform the campus curnmunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, September 17 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The LTnlversity will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, September 17, between noon and 1 p m We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment works. 

During the test, anyune outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or while you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. ~en testing is complete, a different siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear Resume regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
A major chemical spill or hazard; 
A tornado warning Ii~r the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. 

The L;niversity also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus directolN. ha an emergency, the University will post safety-related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, "What You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in all campus classrooms 
and accessible online, http://www.a~ertuncedu/externa~/cuntent/d~cument/~395/~255639/1/A~ertC~assr~mp~ster.pdf. 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Notification System and a cummunicatiuns strategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, faculty and stall, as well as visiturs, local 
residents, parents and the public. To support that system, we launched Emergency Nutification Prutoculs that infurm the campus community using three types uf nutificatiuns Emergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning and Infurmationa[ Message. 

In a real emergency, we strongly encuurage students and employees tu use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they are ukay in the while 
keeping cell phone lines upen fur emergency calls. The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in cummunicating with family members whu are outside the emergency area. 

You may also now access a mubile-friendly versiun ufthe Alert Carolina website during an emergency at http:i/m.alertcarulina unc.edu/ 

About Informutiunal Messages: The University sends an Informutiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Irtformutiunal Message is one of three tiers of cummunicatiun under the University’s revised emergency cummunicutions plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation fur a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a cuntinumg danger AN[) notification will nut cumprumise law enfurcement 
el!torts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Antibullying Stunt Show Kicks It Up A Notch 

Click to view this email in a browser 

An Anti-bullying Message Kicked Up a Notch! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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+ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii iii ii iiii! iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii @iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii 

Who is Chris Poulos? 

Chris Poulos is the 1991 Bi,.:ycle Sl:unt World Ct:ampion Since 1988, 

8U(JiE!R(’,E)S around ihe world ti~,.,vi; heel; !iw;l:ed to Ct;rJs’ words of wJsdorrl 



and asl:eni.,dl~d by his athletk." abilily During tile shew, Chris d~eTlen.’~tral:es 

ilis amazing stunts I..IVE! At the same lirqe, he shares lil~ exp~m~mces tilal 

directly affected his rise to success as a world champion athlete. Chris 

captivates his audience like nothing you have experienced before. 

Chris is truly in a league of his own. mesmerizing his audience with 

incredible bicycle sb~rlts, whiie .,~imultaneously k~epi!lg them engaged on a 

wide range ef [opics including: Kindne.,~.,~, Self-Mofiw~tien, Self-Re.,~p~cl:, 

Responsibility What it Takes to Be A Champion Overcoming injury. 

Perseverance, Teamwork, Bullying, Cyberbullying, Overcoming Adversity, 

Leadership~ Substance Abuse. Heaith, Safety. and much more 

Chris is the go-to guy for organizations that want to ente..’tain, and also 

substanl:iaiiy improve lhe chara(:ler, .,~elf-esteem. and .,~elf-rqotivati(m ef their 

audienoE!. 

Chris’ visit is more than just an ordinary show; it’s an unprecedented event 

that wiii leave a lasting impact on everyone! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ ~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... 
! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 5:29 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Di~over My World Benefits: Tampa Pa]ms, Club Vallaxta & More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

iairirili::;~a i:::%!ziiiririi:i::i ~Zii:ii~i:::ii:: :!!!k :i:ik::i.lirii::ii’i {£:i~i.lb -i[&!iiiii::::s:. ii:::i.. 

Stay at Tampa Palms Golf and Country Club and enjoy a special rate of $1:~9 per nighti for standard 

suites. Enjoy your golf access at Tampa Palms, HuRter’s Green, Countryside and East [.eke Woodlands. 

Offer iE~cludes complimentary1 breakfast Honday-Fr[day in the upstairs hotel lobby and con-~pl[mentary 

highspeed Wi-fi, 

As a hotel guest, we invite you to enjoy the club an-~enities. Our spa offers aE~ array of services includiE~g 

facials and massages. Tennis is cornr_flimentary1 based on availability. Our golf pro-shop offers a special 

discouE~t oE~ apparel for Members. Plus, the fitness and aquatic center is open daily. 

Enjoy dining in our newly renovaLed resLauran[ overlooking the 17th green, Limited room service is 

available, Restaurant dosed on Nonday 

~Book your goff stay today! fa~l 800.433,5079 

Package includes: 

¯ One round of golf per person at Vista Vallarta Golf Club 

¯ All meals served a la carte or enjoy gourmet specialUes [or each 

meal 

¯ Alcoholic beverages -- naUonal and premium brands 

¯ Exclusive VIP beach dub 

¯ ComplipqeE~tary2 stocked mini-fridge including: water, soft driE~ks 

and beer 

¯ Unlimited use of services and facilities at sister resort, Narival 

Resort & Suites 

¯ RouE~dtrip transportatioE~ for golf, dinner and shopping excursions 

¯ 20% discounL2 valid at Nelange World Spa 

¯ Roundtrip airport transpol¢ation 

L~arn mor~ aboet this s#ecial Dackaqe> 

[i] R eservations must be made ~irectiy with the heteJ: 
reserqacions@rn~riv;aLcom,mx an~l ~jimenez@marival,com,rnx 

Package code: Vallarta Cklb Group 



Visit Boston and enjoy the fail colors! Golf access is available at 

Ipswich Country CkJb and dinir~g is available at Boston College Club 
and UnNersity of Massachusetts Club. 

let Linx is offering Members or~e Trial flight without becoming a let 

Card holcler. ¯This gives Members the ability to book a flight with no 

u~ofront enrollment fee, while still being treated as a ftgl-pdvileged 

~et Linx ~et Card client, Members also receive 50% off~ the 

Longitude :Jet Card enrollment fee, 

~] Learn more about t~is spe~:ial o~ier,° 

www,~etlin×,eom/pa r~r~ersi¢Iub¢orp 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club, You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site, We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp, 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The iSoccer Team <The_iSoccer Team@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:22 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Mobile Soccer Practice Planner [Now iPad Ready[] 

i.X.i Easy Practice 

iiiiime h~ e ii ii:~ ii ii ’i !iilii 

’iF~iiii=iu i" ii~i ii ~iiiiii~!!.il 

iilii ir ir i~ ii!!~ 

~WO ii~ i~ ~!Fii~’~!iii!i 

ii!iil iiiii~ ~iii~~ i .ii iil Wi il ~ii~ii ill 

i~i Download on theAPP STORE 

W.~!:!~L~iii~C iii’iii ~iii~ Hi iii!i!i! V ii ii:i:i:i~’ iii!i!i!i’O 

:~ill Easy Practice video 

i%i 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1 !87 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ ~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The iSoccer Team <The_iSoccer Team@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:41 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Mobile Soccer Practice Planner [Now iPad Ready[] 

i.X.i Easy Practice 

iiiiime h~ e ii ii:~ ii ii ’i !iilii 

’iF~iiii=iu i" ii~i ii ~iiiiii~!!.il 

iilii ir ir i~ ii!!~ 

~WO ii~ i~ ~!Fii~’~!iii!i 

ii!iil iiiii~ ~iii~~ i .ii iil Wi il ~ii~ii ill 

i~i Download on theAPP STORE 

W.~!:!~L~iii~C iii’iii ~iii~ ii’iii iii!i!i! V ii ii:i:i:i~’ iii!i!i!i’O 

:~ill Easy Practice video 

i%i 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1 !87 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ ~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.emmarketinghq.net> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 5:02 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You For Supporting Carolina Football vs MTSU 

~.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................~ :.:.:..~.~....:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 

i iiiii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on )/!!~[~].,}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~)~S.~.=:[0c::~[J.=:b 

~:o[w~tr,q ~.:; a i::riei~,~ 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, September 13, 2013 4:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"Knowing Your Value: Women, Money m~d Getting What You’re Worth" and more 

% 
A~eoa [~Jsrra~,:,:% we have !I~J?.9.EI£!P.Q~.g!Jli&Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

~4no~,dng Your Value: Wo~en, i’4oney and Get~inq Wi~at 

You’l°e Wol’ds 
by Mika Brzezinski 

List Price: $22.95 

Price: $9,18 
You Save: $13,77 (60%) 

It’s no secret that women have long been overlooked and under-compensated, 
and while great strides have made in recent decades, the value placed on 
women versus their male counterparts is still consistently unbalanced. In... ~!:=’.L,’.!!. 

Says Coach K: "In all forms of leadership, whether you are a coach, a CEO, or a 

parent, there are four words that, when said, can bring out the best in your 

team, your employees, and your family...I BELIEVE IN YOU.These four.., i~ead 

IT;QY~ 

:::,::-.:::~,--.~s¢~.::..::.. The Go..Gettel" Giri’s GL~ de Get What You Want in Work 
[ 

] :,::.,,,~ ] by Debra Shigley 

,i) i 
List Price: $16.99 

Price: $~,~ 
You Save: $7.63 (45%) 

Every office has one - a Go-Getter Girl - someone who seems to just know 
certain stuff about how to get the plum jobs/lifestyle she wants and damn, 
always looks great while she’s at it. Magic? No, it’s....[:;f47.!#..!~9.[i~ 

< i!i’ili!i!!i!!i!i!i!i!! ! !T’i~: 

:i ’~4 :.T !i!U,, :: }: 

!: 
List Price: $18,99 

Price: $13,05 
You Save: $5,94 (31%) 

¯ ............................... 

Book Description Publication Date: August 17, 2004 In this revolutionary 
expose, Harvard Law School bankruptcy expert Elizabeth Warren and financial 

consultant Amelia Tyagi show that today’s middle-class parents are... !f.~’.~L~ 

The Sports Gene: Iisside the Science of ~xtraordin~<y 

Athletic Pel°for~r~ance 
by David Epstein 

List Price: $26.95 

Price: $/.6,17 
You Save: $10,78 (40%) 

This is an excellent book. Highly recommended!... £~’afl mo:c 



List Price: $15.95 

Price: $11,~1 
You Save: $4.44 (28%) 

The 2011 Book of the Year; Gold Award for Parenting, ForeWord ReviewsThe 

2011 Awards for Parenting Books, The Silver Award, eLit AwardsThe 2013 

Nautilus Book Awards, Silver Award... R~’a~l :’no~’c 

List Price: $9.99 

Price: $8,~ 
You Save: $1.00 (10%) 

The Essential Smart Football is an examination of football’s most important 
strategies and ideas, through the lens of the game’s best coaches, players, and 
schemes. Brilliantly written and eschewing unnecessary jargon and... Read m<:R~ 

Talent .’."s Ovel’~ated: What Reaily Se-}arates Wo~id..Class 

~;e~-fo~mers from Eve/%d/~dyEise 
by Geoff Colvin 

List Price: $17.00 

Price: $:[,2.1,9 
You Save: $4.81 (28%) 

Asked to explain why a few people truly excel, most people offer one of two 
answers. The first is hard work. Yet we all know plenty of hard workers who 
have been doing the same job for years or decades without becoming great,.. 
!~£.. ~#...(!’.9.~£ ~q 

% 

> P~ovies & IV 

> Alsazois ~’lss;,sls~. ~.lic!~o 

s’ ~l.ISiC 

s, bSPS [.~o~,~islosds 

s. ~S ~!82:i r189 

s, /<i !x:: ::.:!~ 

~ /q.:::.Ic !x:yc k~ &/-\T\; 

t~.:po:4.5 ~k ():.it,Joor5 ~’ Jewehy ~. Heslti: ~k Persolsai Ce:~s 

ALito:’:3c:tb~e" :~ Vv~’:LCi’:~-:S ~ "[e <tbc:oks 

[ri.::ki :~t!isi ~£ S.:::i.’-!!~}fi,:; :~ ~x!(;s i,:;~tl ~IliMbli~.’-!!~ :~ C~!:ii,’_’~ r~i~_’,¢i:~:,’_’£s :5 

} Sd p:ghf’s. 



...................................... 

Amazon Warehouse Deals offers deep discounts on open-box, like-new, refurbished, or used 

items complete with Amazon’s 30-day return policy and eligibility for Prime or Super Saver 

Shipping (some exclusions apply). 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ ~iiii~ ~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

xi Te~e~isioo~ j i"Ri ~optops 

Te~e,,~o,~s Laptopa 

~::: Tablets l i~i SLRs 

SLRs 



l iXi Wireless A ...... ies ~[i Lenses 

Le~ses \AJ1reless Accessories 

}~ii Cell Phones i i~i Kindle Fire Tablets 

Cell P~oRes                     Kindle Fire t"8~[ets 

~i KindleAccessories                         i ::::+:::: KindleE-readers 

i@~db Accessories Ki~dle E-.resders 



i iXi Cook ..... ~ii Home Furnishing 

%; Small Appli .... i iXi Arts, Craft .... d Sewing 

ki Hand Tools i i[:+:;; Lighting and Fans 



[21i Exercise and Fitness i IIXII Fan Shop 

[2:: Musical Instruments i i2i Books 

M,.Esical i~st~’smer,ts Books 



~iii Pet Products i iXi Last Ch .... 

Pet P,~duc~ Last Chance 

.~i Warehouse Deals-Deep Discounts on Used and Open-Box Fitness GPS 

Books Elecbol"ica Clothing H<~me. Kitchen & Dining 

B:,. v~e~. & TV Celi Phones St’oes Home tmproveme~.{ 

Ki..’~dte Fire HD Computers & So~#.,’~’~re Jeweiry Pakio, Law~" & Gs~de~~. 

Music S~)o.~t,~ & (:)utdoo~s Amazon Mobile ARps Hestth & Persol"st Csl-e 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Environment Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edtr; 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 7:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message from Environment, tlealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Albert, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/complimace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 

nolificalion that you have EHS training and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:/iitsapps.unc.eduiEHSi and with your login the ustem 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for your prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, Health And SM~ty 

UNC-Ctt Enviro~mae~K Health and Sa/hty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



Senti Sund Septemb 52 3338~M 

S B bje ns 5~n~ B 







iXii 

£] #qi Abou[ Pets 

All Al)ost Peis 

i~ii Middle 81fade Ad ........... 



Books Electro,lies {ors & Gsu~es House Kitche~i & .Diml=q 

~,,,~,,~,,==es s n., ,..,~-i~.~-, ,s~-.’me.~ i-~-.b,,,, ,’Xiice S S,’:l~o,q S~.’piie.~ 

K~sdk~! Pape!’Mlit,~! :::om,’!ulels & ,?eiiware ,?hoes :}roce;y 

instant \/idea Automotive Watches Health & i-;ei-sonal Care 

~v!ti ~ic Ir~ddSl:ri~}i & 8cienl:ific ~}esuty /-’~mazo!~ Mobile i~pps 

~,,/.’ P 3 F’rime Mac~azines G}ft Cards 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: University Will Test Sirens Tue~ay 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Tuesday, September 17, between noon and 1 pm during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safety awareness campaign. 
No action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,zice; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover inm~ediately in a real emergency. 

The University also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus director?-. For more intbrmation about Alert Carolina, including audio 
samples of the siren tones and details about using the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to communicate with family members outside the emergency area, see 
http://alertcarolina unc.edu. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
eftbrts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiii~iiiiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq~’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.~#.&ts 



~iii Fall Outlet Event 



~:’/~I,%’O~".,,~I,’S See mole 

%i Ck, er45% off iPad Cases 

Cw~r 4,> ,~ off JPad Cases 

i iXi Save up to $150 on Select Acer POs 



:~:iI Television &VideoOutlet 

Teievision & Video Outlet 

{~’~.,"O~’:~b,~’~ See more 

i iXi Over 30% Off Select Speaker Systems 

Over 30% Off Seieet Speake,~ Systems 



~iii Up to 25% Off Gameday G .... ies 

Up to 25% Off Gsmeday Gioceli~s 

[~ $2 Off Fiji Waterwith Instant Coupon 

$2 Off Fiji Water with Instant Cow, pen 

i IIXII Buy 2, Save 20% on Select Hershey’s Candy 

Bay 2, Save 20% ols Select Hershey’s Cslsdy 

.~i 25% Off Kraft Mayonnaisewith Instant Coupon 

25% Off Kraft Mayomsaise with Insta~’,t Coapen iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



...i.~ Spend SlO0 ~ R~o~i~e 20~ O~ Boots, Pumps, 

Sneakers & More 

i’~’i Up to 60% off Select Women’s Watches 

Spend $100 & Receive 20% Off Boots, Pumps; Up to 60% ~=, ~b~t Women’s Watches 
Siseakels & Mare 



[~iii Designer Bracelets Under $50 

Desi~,e~’ Bracelets U~de~ $50 

i iXi 50°/o Off Select Sterling Silver Jet.airy 



~ ~ ~ 1 150 Off KI ..... Ultra Facial Ti .... 

., ~.~, C,. Kleemex IJl~r~ r:aci~i i"’iseue 

$10 Off Philips Norelco YS524/41 Click & Style Shave 

Toolkit 

$10 Off Philips Neieice YS524/41 Click & StyJe 
Slsave Toolkit 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ : iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~:i 25% Off or More Household Essentials i iXi 25% Off or More Personal Care 

25% Off or Mole Household Essentials 25% Off or More Persen~i Care 



%i 100 MP3AIbumsfor$5 Each 

100 MF~3 Aibums for $5 Each 

i iXi Hit Songs for $0 69 

Hit So~;gs for $0.(49 



[:~:iI Buy $25 of Select CDs, Get $5 Off 

Buy 825 of Select CDs, Get $5 Off 

] iXi $7.99 and Up Classical and Opera Music 

$7,99 and Up Classieai and Opela Music 



:~:iI Up to 40°/o off Select Dartboards 

Up to 40% off Select Dartboards 

i i£ upto 2s% off Select Footballs 

Lip to 25% off Select Feett~alis 

i iXi U p to 20% off Select Water Bottles 

Up to 20% off Select Water Berries 

:~ Up to 40% off College Gameday S Tailgating Gear 

Lip b 40% off Celle~e Garneday & laiigati,,’~g 
Gear 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~O,’~ "~O ~x~~ ...... 

Grand Theft Auto V Rel ..... 9/17 i iXi Best Books of September 

Gr~,,’~d "l"hef~ Auto V i-~eieases 91i 7 Best ~o~l<s of 8e~b~mbe~ 



i i~ Vinyl NewRel ..... 

Vinyi Nev,; Reieases 

Save up to 30% on New Fall Toys from Fisher-Price 

Save up to 30% on New ~:’ail Toys flora Fisi~e~,- 
Price 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~iii Off to College at Amazon 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~i~i~i~~~i~~~~~!i!~!iiiiii~~~i~i~iii~~i!ii~!i!~!i!~i~!iiii~~~~~!~~~i~~~!i!~~~i~i~~~i~~~iiiiii~~~i!~~~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~iiiiiii~~~i~~~~~ii~~ii!~~i!~!~!~!iiii~~ii~~~i~~~~~iiiii~~i!~!ii~~~iii~~~ii!~!~!i!~!i~~~~i~~~!~~~iii~~~i~~~i~~~!~!iii!i!~!~!~~!i~~~iiiii~~~~~!~i~i~~~~~i~~~iiiiii!~~ii~i~~~i~~~!~i~~~iiii!~~i!i!~~~~~iiiiii!~!i!~!ii~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



.xi ...................................... 

Oe~r Amazon.corn Customer, 
i~.;. Burial Rites 

We’re excited to annaunce our Best 

Books of the Month list far September, 

including our Debut Spotlight, Hannah 

Kent’s mesmerizing historical drama 

"Bu[ial Rites."--Amazon Books Editors 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i iXi Mystery, Thriller & Susp .... 

Myste,~y, Thriller & Suspense 



i iXi Biographies & Memoirs 

~io~r~l.~i~ies & Memc~i~s 



~ t .... 

i iXi H ..... & Entertai ..... t 

Humor& E~tert~.~irm~ent 

i ixi R ....... 





~iii Books: The best books of the month, editors’ picks, new and used textbooks, and more 



~"~,oo ks [:.’lecko!~ic.s Ciothing 

Movies & TV C.-~,it Pho!~e.s Shoes 

t<i.~dte Fire "-tD Compste~s 8~ 8olt~’,,a~’e gev,/eky 

Musi,s Spe~’[s & O~atdoers AmaT.(m Mobile A~p.s 

Home, Ki{ci~en & Dining 

Home I,mp,~ovemelst 

Patio, Lswr: & Garde.~ 

Health & Pelso!~81C.ale 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~i~iii~i!~i~!i!~!i!~i~!iii!~i~i~i~ii~i~i~iiiiii~i!~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~ii~i~!~!i!~!iii!~!ii~!~iiiii~ii!~!iiii~ill~!~!i!~!i!~i!~!~!~!iiii~ii~i~iii~i~!~!ii~!i!~!~iiiii~i!~!i!~i~iiii~ii!~!i!~iii~!iiii~i~!i!i!~!~i~iiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday,, September 17, 2013 10:10 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special Offer from Helios 

i.X.i Helios Health Products 

Home"ll ’:~:’ Ho,iosProdocts III ~’ Other Hoa,thProducts I ~:~:~ OontactOs II ~ Wholosa,o 

..._.. 

If it hurts, itches or stings - Roll or Spray it on 
Keep one handy in sevelal locations, easy to carry, in pocket or purse 

’We use our Helios Roll On for everything from arthritis to bug bites and find that it provides fasl 
acting, long lasting relief without the medicinal smell. This product is amazing!" 

Don & Lisa - Santa Cruz 

%%% 
) www.HeliosHealtht roducts.com 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



I Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

Helios Health Products 

1615 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the Umversity’s emergency sirens. The message coincided with the beginning of the siren test. There may be delays in delivery of campus-wide 
email. In an emergency, we plan to use all available communication methods including email as palt of a multi-layered strategy to reach as many people, including those who may not be on 
campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For more information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Over All Clear 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the Umversity’s emergency sirens The message coincided with the end of the siren test. The sirens have sounded the "all clear" tone. That 
means resume normal activities. There may be delays in delive~z of campus-wide email In an emergency, we plan to use all available conmmnication methods including email as part of a 
multi-layered strategy to reach as malay people, including those who may not be on campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For more information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Power OffCyberbullies 

[% Constant Contact Header 3 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Power Off Cyberbullies 

:i~ Cyber Bully Keyboard 2 

What is cyberbullying? 

In short, cyberbullying is bullying using digital media. 

A student’s reputation is a picture of his!her self. Cyberbullying distorts 

that picture and spreads an inaccurate image far and wide. It has 

become a very large problem of concern in schools throughout the 

country. In recent years, there has been an increase in retaliatory 

violence and suicide by bullied students. 

Through digital media, students are harassed through the spreading of 

rumors and lies, making comments about his!her physical appearance, 

telling his!her "secrets" that were confided to in a "good friend", 

sending inappropriate pictures and!or videos of him!her, etc. 

Bullying generally begins in the "real world" (at school, afternoon 

activities, etc.) but quickly ends up in the "digital world" where 

student’s main form of communication is texting, social media 

websifes, email, etc. This digital platform allows a bully to 

instantaneously send inappropriate content to an unlimited number of 

people. 

The student can suddenly realize that he/she is being excluded from 

conversations, groups, social activities, etc. and those around him/her 

act as though he!she did something v~¢ong. The student is unaware 

that his!her peers were just "talking" about him!her via text and!or 

social media just a few minutes before. 

It is important that you listen to students and let them knowfhaf you 

acknowledge his/her feelings and understand the injustice. Students 

often fear telling their parents what is going on because they do not 

want their parents to think that they are guilty of these messages. It is 

most important that you help students to understand they must take 

personal responsibility for what they send out, but they have no 

control over what is sent to them. Also be aware that any digital 



media "erased" by a student can always be traced and recovered. 

The easiest ways to reduce cyberbullying in teenagers is to effect 

change in the "bystander". Bystanders can help the situation in many 

different ways. One example is by not forwarding any unkind or hurtful 

messages to others. Another example is to not respond to messages 

received that have bullying content about another person. The 

reason for this is that the bully is seeking a reaction to their actions 

and ignoring the message fakes away their tun. 

Together, we can help continue the quest for positive growth and 

development of student’s attitudes towards themselves and the 

world. Please consider hosting one of my presentations on 

cyberbullying and other topics at your school. 

Want to host Chris’ anti-bullying program? 

Need more information? 

Contact Allison 

allison@chrispoulos.com 

401.788.9706 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... P ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:26 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Arrest made in SECU House Assault Investigalion 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: A1Test made m SECU House Assault Investigation 

The UNC Department of Public Safety arrested Rafael Sierra Gaona early Tuesday morning (Sept. 17) on charges of second-degree rape related to the incident occurring at the State 
Employees Credit Union House on Mason Farm Road Friday evening (Sept 13) 

This notice is an update to the previous Alert Carolina "Timely Warning" message issued this past Saturday (Sept. 14): http://bit.lv/1 gu5DM8 

UNC Public Safety’ wishes to thank the University community~ and its partner law enforcement agencies tbr their assistance in bringing the suspect into custody. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for an?’ fiarther developments in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious 
actlvi~ on or near campus. For a list of safety~ tips, see the tbllowing link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http :/iwww. aleltcarolina.unc edu 

ABOErT THIS E\IAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University- to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University~’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tommy Schenck and Jeremy Salemson <papeflesspos~papeflesspost.com~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 12:59 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

You’re Invited to Fall tbr Children! 

£i 

View invitation: 
~ffv~/.paperlesspost com!eventsi4964586- 
5a62944d/replies/93606055-d310d0c8 

View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 

now 

You’re Invited to Fall for Children! 
Sunday, October 20th from 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM 

Chapel Hill Country Club 
103 Lancaster Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add Ra,eerjesspost@~aj’~erlessjsost/:om to yeur 8ddress book [o enss;;e 5’eu recsive all fuL;;e emails from F’aperiess Pest 

in your inbox Click here to seep ~ecei,/ing emails from Pa.esrlesa Peat including i!;vitations 8!;<! cards 

\,iew the Papedess Post p rj}@_c:¢__p_gjj_qy_: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member_Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 2:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Take Your Registrations Online Today + Get 30 Days FREE! 

Are you still wasting time with paper registration forms ... juggling printed liability 
waivers ... relying on word of mouth to market your upcoming tournament or camp? 

i:.v~-:r~. ,,",/i.~:~,:.~:£,~.,, is perfect for having players sign up and pay online for leagues, 
tournaments, camps, clinics, seminars, special events and more~ Each customizable 
online event page gives you a unique registration link you can put anywhere to promote 
your event -- on your website, in emaiis, on your social networks, like Facebook. 

Here are a few more features coaches across the country are enjoying: 

,, Simple Website Integration -- Easily integrate online registration pages with ANY 
website for a seamless registration experience. You also receive dynamic links for 
listing all your events on one web page. 
Real-time Reporting -- Track player stats, registrations, payments and 
communication anytime, anywhere -- on your phone, tablet or PC. 
Instant Payment Processing & Security -- No merchant account needed. Plus, 
our Level One PCl-compliant platform guarantees every transaction is completely 
secure. 

,, Tournament Management -- Easily send sign-up forms with divisions to clubs 
and teams, collect a tournament deposit or the full amount to reserve a spot, send 
roster forms to gather player info and liability waivers. 

Try Event Manager ~";~;"~": for 30 Days 

,, ° or Call 888,277,4409 
to Take Your Registrations Online Today! 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the follo’wing link: L:~’:t~ b c:ibe 

Member SoiuLions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

1:!"£:.(::::! the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~ ",,-~.. Em~il ",,!~:i~:~fi~,~ ~,~,i~i~ "~.~ ~; .s~i:-~ ~ i>s~s,:~! ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 4:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Book Your All Inclusive Puerto Vallaxta Experience 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Includes: 

¯ All meals served a la carte or gourmet 

specialties for breakfast, lunch and dinner 

Alcoholic beverages - national and premium 

brands 

¯ Exclusive VIP beach club 

¯ Complimentary* stocked mini-fridge including 

water, soft drinks and beer 

Unlimited use of services and facilities at sister 

resort, Marival Resort & Suites 

¯ Golf cart shuttle service between hotels 

Round-trip transportation for golf, dinner and 

shopping excursions 

20% discount* valid at Melange World Spa 

¯ Round-trip airport transportation 

¯ Early arrival and late check-out (subject to 

availability) 

Thursday, November 7 

Welcome Cocktail Reception and Dinner 

IFriday, November 8 

Vista Vallarta Golf - Includes green and 

cart fees 

Saturday, November 

Relax at the Resort 

Rhythms of the Night Dinner Excursion 

Sunda% November lO 

Shopping Tour 

Farewell Cocktail Reception and Dinner 

Monda% November ’~. 
Airport Departures 

Reservations must be made directly to the hotel in order to 
get this special package 
Package code: VALLARTA CLUB GROUP 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club ~-dubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Food and Wine Event Survey 

Dear Carolina Club Member and Food and Wine Lover, 

I would like to personally invite you to complete the attached survey regarding The Carolina Club’s Food, Wine and Fine Spirits Group. 
Whether you are a Group member or not, your feedback is valuable in helping us create our 2o14 calendar of events and will aid us in 
determining event themes, timing and pricing. 

If you have any questions about this survey or if you would like more intbrmation regarding the Food, Wine and Fine Spirits Group, please 
don’t hesitate to contact Kevin Moore, Service Director at (919) 969-3711 or kevin.moore@ourdub.eom. 

Thank you tbr you time and I hope you will take a moment to complete our lo-question survey. 

Please dick the below link or copy and paste the link into your web browser. 

http: //wwvw.surveymonkey.eom/s/sW2G7RR 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Moore 
Service Director 
The Carolina Club 
Stadium Drive at Ridge Road 
PO Box 111 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 962-3711 

kevin.moore@ourelub.eom 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By The Ri~-Carlton Destination Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

Members of ClubCorp Clubs can Enjoy a 
Fall or Winter Vacation with up to 2 Complimentary Nights 

a ih’r;ited time, reserve an incore#arabie fail or winter vacatiop at your choice 

bf six Ritz~Carlton Ciub¢} Iocatiens ares Le....c..~ig~..!LL’,..~£..~..~!?.!!.’,.L’,.[i.~?.~.t).~.&£Y..!~(i.g.[?!~.,. 

Choose from, six destinations: Aspen; 3upiter; Lake Tahoe; San Frandsce; St, 

Fi~omas er Vail, 

~..] offer top 

¯ Up to 2 complimentary nights 

¯ 1-, 2-, 3- or 4-bedroom residence with up to 3,800 square feet 
¯ Luxurious amenities and incomparable service in 

the tradiWen of The Ritz--Carlton’~ 

More 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Alerting Campus Community to be Watchfid tbr Convicted 

Assailant 

INFOPdvIATIONAL ME~SSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Alerting Campus Communi~ to be Watchlifl %r Convicted Assailant 

ErNC Public Safety is asking student and employees to be watchful for a potentially dangerous person often seen on North Carolina college campuses. Christopher Jermain Deas, 37, was 
arrested by krNC-Chapel Hill Public Safety’ in 2011 on charges of"assault on female" and trespassed from the campus Recently, this individual was charged and trespassed at UNC- 
Greensboro, but he has been released on bond and is known to return to and frequent campuses He is thought to drive a Honda Civic (NC License "ZSP-3472"). A photo of the individual 
can be seen through the following link: 

http ://bit lvi1 ev36Vz 

Anyone believing they have seen Deas at U2x,-C should not approach him but report the incident immediately to UNC Police by calling 9-1-1 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina unc edu) for any updates. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or near campus For a list of safe~z tips, 
see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~v.alertcarolina.unc.edu/~uidoc/1395i1762999/ 

About Informatiunal Messages: ’]?he L’niversity sends an Informatiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus 

Spunsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coachboland@ncsasports.org 

Saturday,, September 21, 2013 2:53 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alea tIyatt - 2017 Right Forward, CA 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Santa Barbara High School, CA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatt@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruith,~ Search Engine 

Not a rnatch? [][date your ernail preR:~nces here~ 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell: 88833368461 Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coachboland(gg nc saspolnts.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.or£ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail lransmission may contain information that is proprietaD’, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively, for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by, any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 





.~.i iPhone and Galaxy $4 Cases Starting at $2.99 

m Z, iPhone and Galaxy ,~-~ Cases Starting at $2.99 

i ::’~ Up to 60% Off Select Samsonite 5pc Nested Sets 

Lip to 6. ~e O1, ,z, ele~t ,>~ r ~.~o~ te 5pc Nested 

o ..ts 

i~ Select Books Under$8 

Select Books Unde,~ $8 

[%ii Save 25% or More on New Baby Brand Watch Me 

..... Grow! by Sesame Street 

Save 25% e~" More en New Baby [9,Fand Watch 

Me Growl by Sesameotra~.. :.~,~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i’~ Up to 70% Off Marc New York by Andrew Marc 50% Off or More on Classic Skirts 

Outerwear for Men ....... 

Up to 7;d~ Off M~K: New York by A~dFew Marc 50% Oil e~ More on Ciassic Ski~ts 

eLatedweber ~Of ,’~!e~’1 



i~ Save up to 50% on Select Halloween Costumes for 

..... Boys 

Costumes fo~ Bevs 

i.~i Up to 50% Off Columbia Men’s Shoes and Boots 

~i 
40% Off Toddler Shoes for Boys and Girls from Momo 

Baby 

40% Off leddier S[soes fo~ Beys and Giris fiern 

Momo Baby 

~i Save 50% or More on Stuart Weitzman Shoes 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



ii.~}I S .... p to $30 on Select P ...... ic Electric R ..... .~.iI Pi .... Luxury R ..... ible Bath Rug from $17.99 

Save 8p ~o $30 on Seled. Pa~asonic Ebctdc Pi,,’~zo~, Luxury Reversible Bati~ rRug from 

Razors $i 7 ~99 

~i Save $2 on Peter Pan P .... t Butter with Cou pon ;~ $7 Off Gerber Gentle F .... la Pack with Coupon 

Save $2 on Peter Pa,,’~ Peanut Bet~.er with $7 Off Gerber Ge~,tb Fo~m!.ila Pack with 

]~i % Off Lawn and Garden Patio Heaters ~] Up to 30% Off Noz2Noz Pet Crates 



}~ill Save$159ontheFTOptif .... Driverfrom Callaway ~iI Upto40%OffSelectTailgatingG .... &More 

Gameday Essentials 

Save $159 on the FT Optiferce D~iver from Up ~,e 40% Off Select Tailgating Games & More 

Cailaway Ga,q~edsy EsseP, tials 

.~.:~ .................................. 

.~.i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

~.’i.,"~<~ ~.,"~at/}~eis o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,is Ste~l~,,,~.k:{~ 

~’?,ooks Electroi"ios Ctothi~g 14e..’~se~ Kitohe~ & Di~i~g 

~=,. ,;~es & "l’V Celi Ph<mes Shoes ~-ior~’~e tr~preveme~4 
t<i.qdte Fire HD Computers & {-~e~,,vere Jew÷iry Patio, Lawp.. & Osl<ler: 

~4usic Sperts & Ostdoors ,~,I~:s£e~ Mobile Apps ~e~ttth & Persol"~tt Cole 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp Charity Classic <clubeorp@mailer.memfirs~t.net> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:40 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 ClubCorp Charity Classic Online Auction is Otticially Open! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

2013 Charity Classic Online Auction 
is officially open! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 





"~iii Back-to-School: MissingAnything? 



~"/~:’t,’O~".,,~t::S .See mole 

%i All-New Kindle Paperwhite 

AiloNev# Kir~dle Pspe~white 

j iXi $50 Offthe Panasonic LX7 Digital Camera 

$50 Off the Pa~asonic I..X7 Digital Came~a 



i~i Upto$150 Off Select BoseCineMateSpeaker i~i 25% Off or Moreon Select iPhone5/5S Cases 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ...... ~!~ems ...... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Up to $150 Off Seiect Bose Cine~diate Speakel- 25% Off o~ Mo,~e on Select iPhone 5/5S 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Systems Cas<~s 

i~i .................................. 



i i~ TV Deal oftheWeek: Upto58% Off Classic Spies 

TV Deai of the Week: Up to 58% Off Classic 
Spies 

::~i September’s Spotlight Deals - Up to 55% off ever 

5,100 Titles 

SeptembeCs Spotiight Deais - U~ te 55% off 
ever 5,100 ","itJes 

.~i Family Deal of the Week: 60% Off 

Family Deal of the Week: 6~ ~<, ,~,ff "Wiliy V~sop, ka 
& t~e C~eceiate Faetery" 

Collections Deal of the Week: 67% Off 

Collectie~s Deal ef the Week: 67% Off "Tt;e Ao 
~eem: ~he Complete Series" 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ G~’~~ ~ ~ i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 

~ U 



i iXi 10°/o Off Wick Fowler’s Chili Kits 

.0% 01f V~ck Fo~,vleCs CMii Kits 



:~}i Fall Fashion Upto40% Off 

F811 Fashion Up to 40% O,f 

J i~ 25% or More Off Select Diamond Jewehy 

25% e~" Mere Off Seiect Oia,me~d Jewelry 

i iXi Men’s Watches Under$100 

Me~’s Wsk:hes Under $100 

20% Off When You Spend $50 on Select Back-to- 
School Shoes 

20% Off When Ye!.E Spend $50 o,,’~ Select Back- 
to~Selseol Shoes 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



iX 50% Off or More on Top Rated Callaway Golf 

..... : Products 
::~:+::i 25% or More Off Bikes 

50% Off o~ More o~ Top R;~ted Callaw;~y Golf 
P~’ed~cts 

25% o~" More Off Bikes 



i ...... 

i i~ S .... p to 20% on Select Water Bottles Up to 50% on Select Backpacks a nd M ..... ger 

Bags 

Save up to 20% e~ Seieet \~dater Berries     Up to 50% or~ Select Baekpscks and Messe~ge,~ 
s;~gs 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



¯ __.i.~ 25°/o Off VTech Cody The Smart Cub Plush Toy with 
Coupon 

25% Off VTech Cody The Smalt Cub Plush Toy 
witi~ Coup(~n 

i iX Up to 35% Off Select Nickelodeon Cost .... 

Up to 35% Off Seiect i’4ickelodeon Costumes 

ii’~’iI TOYs & Games Outlet 

Toys & G~mes Outiet 

[~ 15% Off VTech Strum and Jam Kidi Musical Band with 

Coupon 

15% Off VTech St~[.iihl slsd Jam Kidi M[.isical Baild 

witt; Cou~x~n 



i~:i ..................................... 

i iX Celebrate Fall with AmazonIcom Gift Cards 

/ Ceieb~ate Fall with Am~zo~,.com Gilt Cmds 

% Save 30% or More on Select Football Collectibles 

S~ve 30% or f~,Io~e on Seiect F~o~.bali 
Coliectibies 



~] Deals in Books i iXi Fall into Cooking 

De~is in [:’cooks Fall into Cooking 



"~iii Off to College 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net > 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:17 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club - Plus StaTe the Date for Lobster Feast! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good afternoon from Ti!e Caroiin8 ©Lib! 

Here:s 8h (spdate ot~ eli ti~e excitir~g ti~ihgS bepperdt~9 at the Ch.:b tls:ouglsout the upcoi:slr~g week Coine by 
sees to see our new lobby, meinber offices arid enjoy 8 g:eat breal f~sst to ste:t you day! Give us s call at 
9!9.9L.2’. ! 10 I o[ rspl’f to [his email [o make [ess[va:ioi~s st elT of ell[ SpSCiei events t&@ look Fop,,,ard to 

seeiliQ y.:;~ in the O:iID $OOli: 

The Cmoiin8 {:i:.:b now serves breakfast eveB, Monday - P[iday Fiom T:30.. <30am is Q:Henotfs Giil: Chef 

O ~.:; ~r ~i!~d his ~e ~:’s leave la:m.:she,q :~ !al:,:}l,:)us br.:~sk~a ~i meli:: i:ha~ :~ ~::re i,:) ge~ your ,:~y stad:ed en a is:£1h 

r~ote! &:ee y’ell ettbe Ciub for breakfast: 

8iqd ;:ew fUrhi.’.hir;f~s ::? tb~f ~481~/~f’~ :..eDbFi aixf ::? full si,?ir;f~ 8iqd will be Co:q~plete iA’it/~:;: a we~fk Y,,;e bc~pe t/~is 

Wiii p;O,liOie )~od wi[i: ak:~s i:!o~e wav:~ :o ~f:eet 8!!<! cos~!ac[ ,,’~’i[il !ri~!l<!s cii~ste 8.I~at Coiiaef:lL:e8 ,,’~’iliie 

er:aDiis9 yo:_l to ,,’~’o;k co~Ifof:sbly 8!:d ~Fficier:tl! ,,’~’hiie ’~od 81e 8’¢Js), FfL~:Y~ vo:.:r }Io:Y~ or o~!ica 

Ti!t:rsqs"ii, Septa~iiDer 26 

5:%) Sm 

Con!p:i~xen!:sry C,~.is~:isen!:al [Aeak~&s~ 

Presested by SO©BiB. File Oero:iha Ckib ar:d tile Oi?e~;(:i Hill Oer:boro Cbsmbe: ot Commerce 

Rememeer [i~e Floods of Jdse 307 Make SLll’a [ilSt YOUR edsirless i8 p~ape~ec: iI~ case oF 8no:he~ emer.ge!~cy 

doi!~ The Cede:ins Club, The Cbemear 8!~d 8 COR,E; ’:Cou!~selors b America’s Smsli Sssinsss" this Thursday 

9/26 for e free sarah!!e: o:! dis;~ ~l:er prep;~red!less by Agili!:y Re(every SolutK’.iss. F h:,s {:e~%.lin!e?11:8[y proQ!en! 

will p:ovide 8~J.ehdees ,Mth ir/;poiff{~st iisforn28tios to ilelp idestify :esou:ces er:d provide edueatior: for tilose 

v,,’bo i!ave ~ecei,/sd damage :o tbs) hobbles o~ bdsi~esses 8t~e to ~eca~: storms ,,,,aa:iler o~ o:iler ~laio~ 

c:isas:ers Pieass ,tide here b rQ’..4is:er 

7bti[sde.y; Sap:embs[ 28 

8 -. 8 pm 

~25 

]i2e Oefelil2a OIub bai!.eh~Je:s will t{:eoi2 you i2ew to i;2tLi.’.e VOLii" OW;2 .’.Di:’itS, h2CILKIiF:~ the seolets to Our 

bo:.:sa-made "Ki~o~> ,ssero" tel sn amszi!~g [:’,loos~’ Ms:’:.,’! 

Di~tner with ~:~ieu~t’< 

Fbursday, ?ep?~mber 26 

.’--i:jo’~i di!l~!al st The C:s:oiir~8 CitlD 8rlc~ co!we:se<[ios ’¢,d[il Pe!wly ~.4 LiSa AD.erI~8~ily B!!i;..’,ht Cbeil i!1 JOd~SSliS;11 

:~nd Digital Medh~ [-:eon(.[!sics. [):is?let with :::scdlty is 8 benefit e~ yo~r (~ene[:~l Ahi[!sni A,~,~ec:~i1:ion n!eslbe[s!lip 
~::o~ mo~e deb&:is e!id regism~tiois :!%:;r:!s;~tio:!, p:e ~se ,~ ois~ ~c!: South Moo~e ’~ ~J at i919~ 843-0"790 or 

ceil@UriC edU 

t,~ea~ ~etate Fc, rum L.8~:ch 

F!idSy, S.ap~e[!sber 27 

1 !:30 sm - 1 pm 

/~, i,s Carts pricin.g For Issci~ 

;~II af’3 weicoft:e [i1.3 discd,~eieil i~ .~e{ie!81 i:! il:~!:~fe ~:!(~ you de not il:~v.3 t(. De in tile indti ~i!’¢ t(. [) ~rti(:i[.~ii.:~ iF 

y,)~ h~i’v.3 a p:~rti(:tila! inte:.sst, q::.sstioli, .st jti~i w~nt b) i.:~:~r?~, ple~i ~e j.:)in ti~. 

UNC vs ECU -. 8a[u!day, 8eplembe! 28 

Doors Opeh at 9 30 am. Kicl Off :s at 12:30 pm 
(:h:s :s a Passport event; 
~e }!8,/8 ;l:ar~y sew aqdi:io~!s to OL:~ pre-game tailga:e pa~ties at :i:a Club this ;,aa~ arts we ,,~,arlt :o Sea you 
!sere bet(.:e 81: h(.:!se gasses! And don’f fo~,jF~!: - you~ :::;0th ;<liisiversa:y Me:!sbe~ .’~a{~sport :isc:::des a 

compl:mentsry Fsilgste voucher ~ cell :.is tedsy to iaske yOU:" :esePoations. Teilgatir:g at the CK:b is an excitb9 
Member t;sdition f’~atu:b9 face pail:tic:g, professionM DJ’s. :ire entei¢ehm:et~t, rsff:e p:izes, delicious food. fus 
8.sd frissds it’s the pelfect wa.y [o caleb[ate vo:.:r Tar Heel spirit before all home ga.mes! Doo[s ope!~ 3 hours 
before :q(:K of,:. $2 : 9,e** (:~.:Jdlt,~). $ ! !.4- (:4id ~ 8 - :2), ~8+* {k:ds 3 - 5~ 

Saturday. 9/28 as East Carolina 

Tbsi~sde.y; !0/17vs Miami 

:t:et:;rdey: i 1109 vs. Virgit~is (HOh~eCOmihg,~ 
:t:etu:dey, 11/23 vs Old L’.ombios 

,~;atslde.y; !1/30 vs DuKe 



,loci I.®vy, ,".,P/~. 

F’St F’hei2,q, ~-~vw~Id Jefle8 

"I~" Heeled by ~::8:! Feet 

Ssrbc:Is teed’i, ATk,~A P:otel Group 

Michaei Abe~Ra~il’f 

Toc:d {Tust; ’,hells Fsrgo Ac:,iiso~s 

PSiht 88vvy 

Joe BuqI~ DJ Comps!Yf 

Pepsi 

GO I’ll~:iL:%i!! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



.?~i ...................................... 

New~r miss a hot new release by pre- 

ordering books at Amazon~com. We’ve 

highlighted the biggest and most exciting 

upcoming releases in October, 

Novembe[, December, and beyond. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



AV&,’~I&,’.’t.~I~.’,- ,,’.,"~ O~.:~,f.~.’t.~?:.,," see mol’e 

[~i aarkWitch i~ mhemouseofmades 

Dark Witch The House of Hades 

Paperback Hr~rdcover 

Kindle boar Kindl~.~ book 



~iii Allegia nt 

Allegiant 

H~dcover 

Kindle book 



~iii Ta kedown Twenty 

Takedo~/n Twenty 

H~dcovor 

Kindle book 

~i ~n~aod ~a~,o,, 

Kit~g and Maxwefl 

H;~rdcover 

Kimd le book 

i~ The MinorAdjustment Beauty Salon 

The Minor Adjustment Beauty Salon 

Hardoover 

Kindle book 

iN Diary of a Wimpy Kid 

Diary of a Wimpy Kid 

Ha~dcover 

Kindle book 



%i The Gods of Guilt 

The Gods of Guilt 

H a rd¢ov~.~r 

Kindle book 

iX Elizabeth of York 

Elizabeth of ¥orA 

H ~ rd co’re ~ 

Sindl(.~ book 



ii~ii i ........ 

,~’nnooenoe 

H~rdcove~ 

KJlsdb book 

i~ Command Authority 

Command Author/by 

Hardoow:~r 

Kindle book 



:~}i Written in My Own Heart’s Blood 

Written in My Own Heart’s Blood 

Hardcove~ 

Kindle book 

The Dead in Their Vaulted Arches 

The Dead in The# Vaulted Arches 

H;~l-doover 

Kindle book 

i~ River Road 

River Road 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 

::~,.~ Words of Radiance 

Words of Radiance 

H 8 ~TJ OOV~ F 

Kindle book 





~i Books: The best books of the month, editors’ picks, new and used textbooks, and more 



S<~o k.s Electro.~ics {.’;ioti~ i~-ig 

[v’,’ovies & TV Ceil Pho.~es 8t’oes 

Kindle F"i~e ~’~L’} Co.mpu{ers & Sef-(wa~e Jeweiry 

..’*/i~sic 8f>o~ts & Out<ioo!.s Amszo~ Mobile Apps 



ii~ii A ........ %%% 

% 



:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........................................................................................................................................................... College Coaches, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii As the fall is in full swing across the country for high school sports, here at NCSA, we are embarking iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........................................................................................................................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiiiii 
on a new season of assisting over16,O0O athletes reach their dream of playing in college. With that 

~~~ 

iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiiiii 
being said, WE NEED HELP!! NCSA is currently looking to hire former collegiate athletes or coaches 

iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiiiii 

~~~ 
who you may, know- who are self-motivated, hardworking, and passionate individuals that want to 

~~~ 

iMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiiiii 
pay it forward. We are looking for these individuals to join our scouting force as a Head Scout. Below 

...........................................................................................................................................................~~~ 

~~~ 
is an overview of the Head Scout position. 

~~~ ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~ 
Head Scouts are driven passionate people who want to help make a difference in the Iwes of ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

........................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
student-athletes, and want a career in sales within the sports industry. Head Scouts are responsible 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~~ for conducting recruiting analysis of student-athletes to determine if they would be a good fit for the ~~~ 

~~~ great team players. ~~~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ¯ Provide student-athletes and families expert advice and knowledge about the college ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: recruiting process :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ¯ Establish a great rapport with student-atMetes and their families ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ Effectively communicating NCSA’s role in the recruiting process ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ¯ Enroll qualified student-athletes into the NCSA Network iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ Research athletes to help with projecting the athlete’s potential iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i:: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Chief JeffMcCracken Updates Cmnpus About Alert Carolina 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chief Jeff McCracken Updates Campus About Alert Carolina 

Dear Students, Faculty- and Stafl. 

With the successful test of the University’s emergency sirens and text-message delivery last week, I wanted to thank the campus COlnmuni~z for supporting our safety awareness campaign, 
Alert Carolina 

We conduct tests of the emergency sirens eveW semester because our sirens and related text messages are the quickest way to communicate with people during an actual emergency. 
During the Sept 17 test, text messages were sent to 41,000 unique cell phone numbers registered to students, faculty and stafi, with 90 percent of the siren activation messages delivered 
within 3.5 minutes. That means 688 messages, on average, were delivered per second We also sent 55,000 email messages to the campus conzmunity, with 90 percent of them received within 
about 17 minutes. 

In an actual emergency, the sirens would sound if an armed and dangerous person was on or near campus, a major chemical spill or hazard had been reported, a tornado warning was issued 
for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area by the National Weather Service, or the Department of Public Safety’ determined that a different emergency warranted sounding the sirens. If the sirens 
sound during an emergency, people should go inside or take cover immediately, close windows and doors, and stay until the "all clear" message sounds. Eve1T classroom on campus 
displays a poster outlining what people should do if the L;nlversity issues an emergency notification (see alertcarolina.unc.edu), and we are in the process of printing additional posters for 
all our campus buildings 

The L;niversity-’s Alert Carolina System Protocols, adopted in August 2011 arid revised this fall, outline the different ~zpes of notification: Emergency, Timely Warning, Ilfformational and 
Adverse Weather (see http://www.alert.unc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1184039). We modified the protocols this fall to group all adverse weather situations together unless a tornado warning is 
issued ]2~r Chapel Hill and Can-boro. In that situation, the sirens would sound so people could take cover immediately. 

I hope you’ll take some time to review all the m[’ormation on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina unc.edu. In addition to details about the different types of communication, there are 
frequently asked questions about campus safety and how to report something suspicious or what to do if you’re concerned about a fellow student or a co-worker 
(http://www.a~ertcaro~ina unc.edu/~o/doc/~395/~94646/Questi~ns-and-Answers-Ab~ut-Campus-Safetv) 

You play a big role in helping us keep Carolina safe, so thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jeff McCracken 
Director of Public Safety 

About Informutional Messages: The University sends an Informutional Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informutional Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communicutions plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AN[) notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Congratulates lhe Acura ClubCorp Champions Classic Winner 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~i Mem ber Exclusives 

Acura ClubCorp 
Champions Classic 

Oak Tree Wins 2013 Acura ClubCorp Champions Classic 

The newbies win it! Congratulations to the team from Oak Tree Country Club 
(Edmond, Oklahoma), winners of the 2013 Acura ClubCorp Champions Classic at 
Omni Barton Creek Resort & Spa in Austin, Texas. Oak Tree joined the ClubCorp family 
of clubs this past May, but being novices to the tournament did not deter the team, 
which moved up six points in the rankings on the final day of play, ending the 
tournament with +61 over their quota. (With the new Shamble Quota format, teams 
earned points with a goal of a high score.) 

ii~iI Oak Tree Countrt Club Winning Team 

The winning team from Oak Tree Country Club. 
From left: Members Drew Litsch, Mike Scheitzach, and Andy Sheen, and Oak Tree 

Director of Golf Devin Davenport. (Not pictured: Member Stephen Grimes). 

Shadowridge Golf Club (Vista, California), which moved up an amazing 18 quota 
points in the final round to a +60, took the second place spot after a scorecard playoff 
with Canyon Gate Country Club (Las Vegas), also finishing with a +60 and earning 
third place after moving up 17 quota points on day three of play. 

i.X.i Shadowridge Team 

Middle photo: The second place team from Shadowridge Golf Club. From left: 

Members Frank Firman, Amit Kumar, Shadowridge Golf Professional Jimmy 

Letourneau, and Members Bill Reimus and Mike Peters. 

Click here to see the final scores of all the teams. 



Prizes, Prizes Everywhere 
In all, 44 teams won various on-course competitions going home with prizes that 

included Maul Jim sunglasses (the highest scoring and two lowest scoring teams each 
day), FootJoy MyJoy shoes (lowest scoring team on the Fazio Canyons course each 
day), and Greg Norman apparel (two closest-to-the-pin contests on each course 
daily). 

In addition, door prizes were awarded nightly, including a four-day, three night stay 
plus unlimited golf at Hotel Casa Velas in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, Ping golf equipment, 
offers from Avis and more. 

Of course, the cr6me de la cr6me prize went to Matt Fossey, a Member from 
Canyon Creek Country Club (Richardson, Texas), who won the use of a 2014 Acura of 
his choice for one year. 

Ace in the Hole 
Congratulations also go out to Joe Boros, Director of Golf at Treesdale Golf & 

Country Club (Gibsonia, Pennsylvania), who - using a 7 iron - hit a hole-in-one on 
Saturday on the 158-yard, No. 11 hole on the Canyons Course. No stranger to holes- 
in-one - it was Joe’s fifth - the feat did mark Joe’s first at a ClubCorp tournament. 

The attendees had a great time on the course and off, attending nightly dinner 
events such as the Acura Casino de Monte Carlo Dinner and Casino Night and the 
Acura Cocktail Reception and Awards Dinner. 

The new Shamble Quota format was very well received and, after a few tweaks to 
the rules and regulations, should be set to go prior to the start of the 2014 qualifiers 
and Acura ClubCorp Champions Classic - which will be returning, after four years, to 
Pinehurst Resort in Pinehurst, North Carolina, Sept. 28-Oct. 2, 2014. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Nichols College Program A Slam Dunk 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Nic}~o~s ColleagUe Pro~+’am A Slam O~mR 
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If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

X Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emM.unc.edu> 

Special Offers from ttelios - final days 

i.X.i Helios Health Products 

Home"ll Ho,iosProducts III Other Hoa,thProducts 

..._.. 

If it hurts, itches or stings - Roll or Spray it on 
Keep one handy in seveM locations, easy to carry in pocket or purse 

’We use our Helios Roll On for everything from arthritis to bug bites and find that it provides fasl 
acting, long lasting relief without the medicinal smell. This product is amazing!" 

Don & Lisa - Santa Cruz 

%%% 
) www.HeliosHealtht roducts.com 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



I Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

Helios Health Products 

1615 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! j 



From: Prozone Sports Ltd <-?rozone Sports Ltd@mail.vresp.com> 

Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 6:05 AM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subjed: NSCAA partnership, Leaders in Pertbnnance and transtbr a~alysis 

Prozone 

in the Zone 

~:~ 

NSCAA Agreement 

Prozone becomes preferred performance analysis provider of the NSCAA 

~iI ReadMore>> Prozone has reached an agreement to become a preferred provider of 
performance analysis to the National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

(N SCAA). 

Read More 

Leaders 

Leaders in Performance 2013 just a fortnight away 

Ni Read More >> 

With the 2013 Leaders in Performance conference just two weeks away, 
Prozone is marking five consecutive years as a main partner of the event. 

[:~ Read More 

Analysis 

Analysing the 2013 summer transfer window 

......~:i ReadMore>> The recent slimmer transfer window saw Premier League clubs spend 
£630m on new players, a figure that far exceeded the previous record of 
£500m and underlined the division’s unparalleled financial strength. 

:~ Read More 

Designed To Win 

Designed To Win opens in South Korea 



.~.i Read More >> Designed To Win, the Design Museum exhibition which celebrates the way in 
which design and sport combine to push the limits of human endeavour, has 
continued its world tour in the South Korean city of Gwangju. 

Read More 

You can also follow Prozone on: 

Prozone - In the Zone 

Copyright ~9 ~Ot 3 ProTone ~,i datlts rasei~’ed 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Prozone Sports Ltd 

3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 

Leeds, England LS11 8BN i~i Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 

UK                                                                                                                                                         " " 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 
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Cyberbulling Does Not Di~riminate 

Click to view this email in a browser 
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Correction: Cyberbullying Does Not Discriminate 

Click to view this email in a browser 
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Official Visits t0t 
Official visits are an extremely important part of the recruiting process. It’s the moment a student- 

athlete can walk around campus and get a real feeling if it’s the right fit or not. If gives student- 

athletes the opportunity to meet future coaches and teammates as well as see what it would be 

like to be a student-athlete at that school. 

R~D MORe 

The most valuable source for recruiting advice is someone who has been through the process. 

NCSA’s new website, myrecruitinqstory.com, is the place where athletes and parents talk about 

their recruiting experiences and what they had to do to achieve their goals. Hear the stories of 

professional athlete, former division 1 players and other high school athletes like you. Or, if you 

want to share you’re your story, this is the place to do it! Tell Your Storv 

Hel~ Your Kid Find The Right Fit ~ 

1 

.appy A.niversa. 
An extremely important event ~n 
co,age athletics happened 4O 
years ago. ,t didn’t have to do with 
basketba,, footba, or anything that 

I inte,Mewed literally thousands over the years, including many happened during competition. 

who had graduated who shared with me their "if l had recruiting to 

............................................................................................................................................................ What was It~ ............................................................................................................................................................ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: do over again here is how I would do it" stories. As the parent of a __ it?- 

current NCAA cross country runner that went through the 

recruiting process the last few" years, I have seen first hand w’hat 

goes into finding the "right fit" 

What does it take?~ 

Unofficial Visits- Questions and Sample Schedule I[~ 

The Fall is a great time for student athletes to take unofficial visits, : 

seeing a campus in the beginning of the school year and during 
I 

football season will give athletes a good feel for what the campus 
I 

and social environment is like Plus more than likely the coach will be on campus 
I Rea~ More ~ t 
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We’ve searched the site far the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Grocery, Sports, and more. 

Check back often for new deals every day. 
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i i~ ~o~e~ er~h~m Sh~.~: S0% C~ :,~.~ S0% O~ or M ...... Cootempor~’W ..... S~ter~ 

.................................. Rebe~ Graham Shirts 50% Off ~% O,~,~ or ,’*,",’am on ~ontem olarv ~’~]~,me~ 

Sweaters 

[~::: New Boys’ 3-Pack Marvel Tees for $14.99 i i~i 25% Off or More on Men’s Belts 

NeW r~,oys’ S-Pack Marvel Tees for $14,99 z5 Yo Off or More e~ Men’s Beits 



ii.~ Save 25% or M ..... Baby Girls’ Cold Weather ii~iI Up to 40% Off Boots from Nine West a nd Enzo 

Outerwear 

Save 25% er Mare on Baby Girls< Cold Weather Up to 40% Off Boots from Nilse West and 

Oute~’vvea r E~zo 

i’~’:: Up to 30% Off Men’s Allen Edmonds Shoes [:~ Save 25% on Select Baby Items in the Fall Sale 

Up to 30% ~fl b:er~ s ;-.hen Edmor~ds Shoes osve z5 .o o,~ o ..I ..,2 Baby :te,~qs ~:’~ t~e ,-al: oale 

z z 
~? 81% Off Rose FI .... Di .... d Pendant Necklace in ~i 80% off Brooklyn Watch Company Lafayette Watch 

....... Sterling Silver ...... 

81% Off’ Rose f"lower L’qame~,d Pendant 80% off’ Brooklyn, ’7~4atch Compar~y Lafayette 

Necklace in 8,terlir~9 Silver Watch 



:,’~.; 83% off Tend .... Rainbow XL W .... ’s Quartz 

Watch 

63% off lendence Rainbow XL VV’ornen’s 

Quartz Watch 

.X.i Up to 50% Off Select Toshiba Canvio Portable Hard 

Drives 

Up [e 50% Off Select Toshiba Carrie PortaLqe 

Hard Dlives 

i i~ Save $100 on AOC’s 29 

Save $100 o,,’1AOO’s 29" iPS ble~,itor 

,~;:: 50% Off the Transcend JetFlash 760 32 GB Flash 

Drive 

50% Off the Dans,:send JetFlash 760 32 GB 

Flash Drive 

Save Up to $200 on Select Sigma L ....... d 
Flashes 

Save L!p to $200 on o~I., ~t Sigma Lenses and 

Flashes 

:~ 60% Off elago $5 Outfit Alumi ...... d Polycarbonate 

Dual Case for the iPhone 5S 

60% Off elage $5 Outfit Aismint~m a~,d 

Pelyearbonate Dual Case far the iPhone 5S 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i ii~ Up to 43% off Select Movi .... Blu-ray and DVDs i~i Blues MP3 Albums from $599 

DVDs 

iX Save32%onO~ativib’ForKidsCeateWthClay i[(+:]; Save $2OO on the Spalding Bea.q 

i ....... Haunted House ...... 

¯ .>a..,,=. s2 z< on Cr~,ah~,ty ~ of K@s ¢:4~,st,=, W,tn ,3~., ~, $2~,0 e~, the, ,.>pal@hg Be~,~,~ 

"~ Save more than 50% on the Tower Infla’able SU P iXi 20% Off Select Coleman Cable Products 

i ...... Package " ...... 

s Li P Pa.::kage 



i ...... 

i i~ Over 200 Kindle Books for $099 Save 50% off Crown MajesticAutomatic Pet Feeder 

Ovel 200 Kilsdle Books for 50.99 Save 50% off Crewls Majestic Automatic Pet 

Feeder 

.{#~i Gold Box-New Deals. Ever’/Day. 

~.’i.,"~d (~.,"eat/’;’~ais o,~~ M , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,u~ St~:,,le,,,~.i~:fe 

Books Elect~ol"ics Ctothi~g I-~:e.me: Kitche~ & Oi~i~g 

~=,. v~e~¯ & "l"V {’.:,eli Ph<mes Shoes ~-iome Improvement4 
t<i.qdte Fire HD Computer’s & Se~,,vere Jew÷iry Patio, Lawp & Gslder: 

Music Sperts & Ostdeors Amsze~ Mobile Apps ~qestth & Persopst Csl-e 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 3:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"Hardball lbr Women: Revi~d Edition" and more 

% 
A~eoa [’)8rra~*:,:-h we have !:~J?.9.glE!P.Q~.g!Jli&Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

Hardbail fol° Women: Revised Edition 
by Pat Heim, Susan K. Golant 

List Price: $16.00 

Price: $1 148 
You Save: $4.52 (28%) 

In Hardball for Women, Pat Helm shows women how to break patterns of 
behavior that have put them at a disadvantage in the business world of men. 
Whether the arena is a law firm, a medical group, a corporation, or any other... 
~. ~:-’.. ~.~...~ ?.9.~i ~ 

List Price: $23.00 

Price: $$5,7~ 
You Save: $7,21 (31%) 

Q&A with Lois Frankel and Carol Frohlinger © Rob Reiter Photography In Nice 
Girls Just Don’t Get It you compare nice girls and winning women. What are the 

differences? Nice girls... 2cad nlor,,; 

.... :.::,: ~St?.~. Eieven Rinc~ Ti~e Soui of Success 
} ,t~;L;~:i~;i~;~" by Phi, Jackson, Hugh De,ehanty 

::iii:.ii! i!!~ List Price: $27.95 
:~i~-~ :@ 

... ~ 
Price: $18,6:$ 

~[[~[~ INt~ You Save: $9.34 (33%) 

THE SOUL OF SUCCESS by Phil Jackson....!~,:.[d...!~a!!i{4 

’IIIIITI ’iii .................................................................................................... 
by Carol Dweck                                               ----~--,- 

List Price: $16.00 

You Save: $4.41 (28%) 

Unmarked book with light wear....~£:!~t!!...(i?..’.!.(~:: 

~i ~ ~ i ~i:,~~,:;::::;:~:i!::?iii’g£:~’    Thep,~)sksessPOwe~ of Habit: WhTt We [i)o W~at We [i)o in Life arid [.. 

by Charles Duhigg 

List Price: $28.00 

Price: $1~,8~ 
You Save: $11.20 (40%) 

A Q&A with Author Charles Duhigg What sparked your interest in habits? [ first 
became interested in the science of habits eight years ago, as a newspaper 
reporter in Baghdad, when [ heard about an army major... B:?.~}~!..R!f4[:?. 



by Mike Krzyzewski, Donald T. Phillips, Grant Hill 

List Price: $14,99 

Price: $1~,3~ 
You Save: $4,63 (3:[%) 

044667678019780446676786. Leading with the Heart Coach K’s Successful 

Strategies for Basketball. Business and Life published in the year 2001 was 

published by Business Plus. The author of this book is Mike Krzyzewski. This is... 

{°~e 81:{ moii~ 

Sec~ets of Six. Fig~.~re Wo~’r~en: Sul°                           ! 

by Barbara Stanny 

There are more high-salaried women in the workforce today than ever before, 
yet most females remain seriously underpaid when compared to their male 
counterparts. Motivational speaker and financial journalist Barbara Stanny... 
!~£.. ~!d...(!’.9.(.{q 

by Jason Selk 

List Price: $19.95 
Price: $11 3.~ 
You Save: $5.99 (30%) 

"10-Minute Toughness is a solid mental training program. In fact I feel it is the 

best of its kind .... [It’s] what the title says: ten minutes a day that connects 

your talents and abilities to the outcome you’re... {,~,ead mo*e 

% 

S’ {~ O(:’i :i; 

a" {q.:::.V}( S {< T\; 

> {~!P3 bo,~’nloeds 

> {~!e{saz;.nes 

> I<indie 

> {~!oLorcycle ~ A[V 

Eie,:sttct,!%:ss :~ Toys & Car~i.:!~s ~ Kib:::her! {:~ i?ini!xj 

<’ports ~ Ostdoors >" .’..evvelr’r >" He~:lth ~ Personai Care 

Adto, mot:~e :~ ~’Yatciws :~ ]exti2ooks 

:~ S(;(} ){i¢.~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 8:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Armed Robbery Near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Armed Robbe~’ Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police are investigating a reported armed robbelT that occurred near Pantana Bob’s at 305 West Rosema~ Street (near Church Street) Saturday, Sept. 28 around 11 p.m. The 
victim, a non-UNC student, described the suspects as three Hispanic males who were last seen running westbound on RosemaW Street toward the Key Food Mart (across the street from 
Breadmen’s Restaurant) Two of the suspects were wearing black shirts; a third was wearing a pink shirt and was described as having gold teeth. One of the suspects had a facial tattoo 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyune with information about this incident to call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-%8-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at 
(919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at www. crimestoppers-chcunc, org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigatiun into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department nf Public Safety 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to Bid - Charity Classic Auction Ends Friday! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Last Chanee to Bid - 
Charity Classic Auction Ends Friday! 

i 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq.:’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.:~#.:’!ts 



"~iii Introducing Kindle Fire HDX-Powerhousetablets Exclusive HDXdisplay, Revolutionary 



.... .x " 
¯ ¯ 

Kindle A ...... ies 

Kindle Accessodes 

~iI $70 Offthe PanasonicX920 Digital Camcorder 

,70 Off tt;e Panasonic X920 Digital Camcorder iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i i~ Get$50A ..... CreditwithYourXbox360C .... le ii~iI Over45%OffLaptopBags&C .... 

Get $50 Amazon C[edit with Yeu[ Xbox 360 Ove[ 45% Off Laptop Bags & Cases 
Cor~soie 

x:: .................................. 

,"x,."~OVi4.~£ & "l’~~ See ~sore 



Save 49% on "Mr. Magoo" on DVD in oul- 
Coilectiens Deal of the ~£4eek 

~i s~w s9% oo 

l iXi Save 59% on 

Save 59% on "Bai’bie 4-Movie CoJiectio,q" iP, our 
Family Deai,, ,t,e Week 

l iXi Upto 56% Off 

Up to 56% Off "Searchh~g fo~ Sugar M~r~" 
Seu,,’~d~rack on Bh.i..~ay or DVD 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii (~lt’:,~,l,,’i,,"~,<;~ ~ ~,<:,’,<:,’,~"~@~’i,~ ,~ mo~’e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i 30% Off $100 Shoes [ :i~:i 25% Off or M ..... Men’s Clothing 



~iii 50% or More Off Select Gemstone Earrings 

50% or More Off Sei~(:~. Gemsto~e Earrings 

~i ..................................... 

Wo,,me~’s Watches Lieder $I O0 

[iXi W .... ’sWatches Under $100 



[~ Up to 50% off Select Athletic & Outdoor Clothing 

Lip to 50% oil Select AtMe~Jc & O~tdoor Ck~thing 

i.X.i Up to 50% off Select Scooters 

Up to 50% off Selec~ Scooters 

.~i Up to 50% off Select Backpacks 

Up to 50% elf Seiec~. Backpacks 

Up to 70% off NFL Electronics and Accessories 

Lfp to ’-,~o, ,~ h "-" -’.=,,~-~,., ....... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i iX Hall ..... forthe Kitchen 
, ....: 

Hallowe~.~; for ,i~e Kitchen 

% $10.00 Off the T-fal Elegance Stainless Steel 

..... Cook’~*a re Set wit h Coupon 



i.X.il.. Save $8.00 on the Cuisinart Cast Iron C ...... le with ..."~ Save $1000 on Waring Pro PBB Professional Bar 
Coupon                                                         Blender with Coupon 

~>ave $8.00 ~,q the Cuisinart Ca~t ho~ Save $10.J0 on ~’~,iaring P~o, BB Pr~f~ssionai 
Casseroie with Coupon Sa~ Sle~;der witt; Coupon 



:~] 25% Off or M ..... Baby & Child Care 

25% Off or Mo,~ on Baby & Child Care 

i;~ill 25% Off or M ...... Health Care 

25% Oil or Mere on I-~:ealt~ Care 

i iXi 25% Off or’M ..... P ...... I Care 

25% Off or Male als Personal Csl÷ 

i i£i $300 Off s~l~o~ Olay Facial Prodoo~s 



% Amazon.corn Animated Gift Cards: Make it Move              X:: Great American Eats 

Amazo,,’~.com/\minuted GM. Cards: [~s~al<e it Mcwe               Gre~~. Arn~dc~; Eats 



.~.iI Up to 25% off Select Energizer Headlights, Flashlight, 

and Lanterns 

Up to 25% off’ Select Energizer Headii~ts, 
Flashlight, and Lanterns 

wi ................................. 

:~ S ..... the Turtle Beach Ear F .... Z22 PC Gaming 
Headset 

Saw:~ on the ’T~rtle Beach Em Force Z22 PC 
G~ming Headset 
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~iii Halloween Shop: Halloween Costumes, Candy, Decor and More 
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Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 
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bstarlt Video 
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Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athlefics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:11 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS University for October 

i.X.i ACS logo PMS485 CG08 

Susan, 

Fall is upon us! Whether you’re a Coach, a Compliance Officer, or an Equipment Manager we’re here to educate and/or refresh you on everything 
the ACS System offers to make your life easier. We have quite a few new courses this month including a special session to help prepare for NLI 
Signing Day! Be sure to register for the courses that are applicable to you. 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and may be attended anywhere you have access to the 
Intemet. 

See you in a session soon! 

Kristen Fyffe 
Senior Client Solutions Associate 
ACS Athletics 

Coach Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options 
available to our users! 

Monday, October 14, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, October 28, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Re qister 

ACS Recruiting -All About Emailing 

All About Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS Recruiting Coordinator system [1 from individual 
personalized emails to mass personalized emails. Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top prospect:is 
birthdays! 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Re qister 

Thursday, October 31,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Questionnaire Upgrade 

Attend this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire[ The ACS Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive 



transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this questionnaire! This 
session is a must! 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reclister 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, search, run reports and functions. This session is a 
must for all users! 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Get Started with University Athlete and SportsBoard sync with ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

Did you know you can link your University Athlete and SportsBoard database to your InControl system? This link will automatically integrate your 
recruits, ranks, notes, and tournament attendance from University Athlete and SportsBoard into your InControl system! For years, our users have 
enjoyed the ability to import data directly from University Athlete and SportsBoard into their InControl database.The integration will allow our users 
to enjoy this same flexibility while removing the importing step allowing the two databases to act as one! Attend this session to get started! 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Coach JPhone Recruiting Caller ID 

This session will cover how to integrate your recruiting information into your iPhone address book. Immediately know the name, rank, and grad 
year of prospects when they call or text you, not to mention parent name! 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Using your Android for Recruiting 

This session covers the benefits of using ACS EasyLog and the ACS Android App for call logging! 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 



Click Here to Register 

All About Coaching Apps 

The ACSCoach iPad app and ACS Athletics iPhone app help college coaches and support staff improve operational performance and reduce 
risk in key areas such as recruiting and team operations. For collegiate coaching professionals, the ACSCoach iPad app offers a one-stop 
application for managing recruiting and roster management related activities. The robust contact management, compliance and communication 
solution was designed specifically for college coaches, empowering them to manage, track and coordinate all recruiting information and activities 
in real-time. Attend this session to learn all about them! 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the 
Event List, Depth Chart, Social Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Contact and School Management 

This session covers the Contacts and Schools section of ACS Recruiting Coordinator. Learn about tracking not only coaches in your ACS Contact 
database, but also Alumni and Booster information. The ability to text and email Contacts will be reviewed, as well as all reporting options! 

Monday, October 7, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, October 21,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Compliance Sessions 

introduction to ACS Athletics - Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options 
available to our users! 

Monday, October 7, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, October 21,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reclister 

Special Session: Get Ready for NLI Signing Day! 

Be sure to tune in for best practices and tips to help you prepare your ACS InControl system for NLI Signing Day[ 

Monday, October 30, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

ACS Compliance Officer: Phone Import Tool 

This session will cover importing phone bills into your ACS Compliance Officer system for monitoring purposes. 



Friday, October 11,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Friday, October 25, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

ACS Ticketing: ACS Guest List 

Are you taking advantage of all the ticketing functionality has to offer? If you aren’t using the Restricted Guest List, this session is a MUST! 

Friday, October 4, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reclister 

Friday, October 18, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

All About Practice & Competition Eligibility 

Attendees will learn how to use ACS Team Manager to Assess Practice Eligibility, Make Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of 
Athletes, as well as make Athletes Not Eligible for Practice and Competition. Additionally, users will see how automatic email notifications are tied 
to these functions, emailing all the appropriate people within the athletic department when these changes take place! In addition, learn how to run 
specific Roster Reports, as well as use Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

All About ACS Rules Engine and Dashboards! 

Why is this activity a flag? Join this session to help you navigate the rules engine of ACS and utilize the dashboards to efficiently monitor activity! 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reclister 

ACS and Compliance Assistant Data integration 

Did you know that you can transition your ACS Roster information into Compliance Assistant to eliminate having duplicate data entry? Be sure to 
tune into this quick training session to easily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Coach AND Compliance Sessions 

Logging Recruiting Activities 

This session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and unofficial visits. Learn more about how coaches are logging 
activity in ACS Athletics and getting rid of the paperwork! 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 



Thursday, October 10, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 31,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Roster Basics 

Get started with ACS Team Manager! Users will learn how to Iogin, view Student-Athlete information, customize reports and create custom fields 
for their roster. Emailing and Text Messaging the roster will also be covered! 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Create and Generate your own Reports 

This session will cover how to build and save multiple customized report options and views within ACS. Learn how to customize your Grid and print 
reports based on the criteria you choose as well as other print report options and mail merge options! 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Social Media Special 

Be sure to tune into this course to find out how you can best utilize your ACS system with social media[ We will review capturing Facebook and 
Twitter information in your online questionnaire, one=click access to your prospectus social media pages, and sending messages directly from 

ACS to a social media inbox and much more! 

Monday, October 14, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, October 28, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Logging Practice Hours and Participation 

Learn all there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the Compliance Office. Users will learn how to create 
Practice Groups; as well as complete and submit practice logs on a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy practice weeks to future weeks 
for ease of use when entering practice schedules. Also discover how to record participation! 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 11:15 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’sbmaloy’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your Onyen ’sbmaloy’ was changed on 
Saturday, August 31, 2013 at 11:15 PM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 2:40 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’sbmaloy’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’sbmaloy’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Fri Nov 29 22:15:27 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EDU account will be locked %r 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’sbmaloy’ in the L~C Canrpus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 9:54 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’sbmaloy’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your Onyen ’sbmaloy’ was changed on 
Friday, November 22, 2013 at 9:54 AM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:54 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

My ACS Reminder! 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

We are excited to announce that My ACS will be released to your InControl system soon’. Thank you 
for your feedback throughout the year as well as your support in helping us continue to improve the 
mose powerful recruiting mad athlete mmaagement sys~tem in the industry. 

Features in My ACS will include the following: 

¯ The abilib, to view on- demaJad traJning videos 
¯ Access to hundreds of FAQs and training articles 
¯ The abili~ to submit cases and review the status of your cases 
¯ Register for upcoming webinars mid events 

Submit ideas and vote on new features 

This is an exciting release for our clienLs to connect on a whole dift~rent level! We axe excited fi~r you 
to contribute to My ACS. Remember to attend our special webinar to learn more about My ACS on 
Tuesday, December 17 at 11 a.m. CST. 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER! 

Happy Holidays! 

The Team at ACS Athlelics 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11:54 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

ACS Introduces a New Generation in Customer Care! 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

MyACS is here! We are excited to announce the next level of ACS Customer Care has been released 
to your InControl System! To access MyACS, please click on the Contact Customer Care button 
within your syslem. 

Features in MyACS include the following: 

¯ The ability to view on-demand training videos 
¯ Access to hundreds of FAQs and lraJning articles 
¯ The ability to submit cases and review the status of your cases 
¯ Register for upcoming webinars and events 

Submit ideas and vote on new features 
° Access immediate support through chat, email, and phone 
° And many more’. 

Be sure 1,) Ibllow the ACS Coach Community and the ACS Compliance Community in the ACS 
Commmfity Board as soon as you login! TNs roll allow you quick access to all news, functions. 
events mad releases relating to your ACS InControl system! 

In addition, ACS has nmde merging duplicate athletes even easier than befor!! Users will now enjoy 
the abiliU to select duplicate athletes and merge the records together with just the click of a button! Be 
sum to check out MyACS for tips on how to use this featur!! 

To learn more about MyACS and the other recently released upgrades, attend our webinars next 
month’. Click on the below links to register! 

Thursday, January 9 at 11 am CST 

Thursday, Janurav 16 at 2 pm CST 

Thursday, January 23 at 11 am CST 

Thursda;~, January 30 at 2 pm CST 

ttapw ttolidays! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

iXi MyACSSc~enSh~ 



If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__r_!_s__u__~_s_£_r_L~?__e_. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Sunday, Februao~ 5, 2006 10:19 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu->; tparker@vt.edu; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Rod Johnson 

<rodjohnson@ncsu.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

~-j siedlisld@bigeast.olg>; Jason DeAngelis <jdemlgelis@bigeast.org >; booz@virginia.edu; Alicia Alibrd <o]fordal@shu.edu>; Ben 

Failclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Mike Tra~ghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <~j schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sh~le 

Lyons --~slyons@theacc.org>; Samantha Huge <hugesk a)wfu.edtc,; Kristine Kuhr --l&uhr@mimni.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scMetknights.com>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edn; John Cams <john.caxn@louis~Alle.edu>; Torn OdMcjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Kavwoski <kanvoski.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edtc,; Rachel Engfissei <lengrissei@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delmley 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; David Holm 

<dth@georgetown.edu>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 
<wfactor@bigeast.org>; ldeible@nd.edu; Dmfiel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu->; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Keith 

Grant <kgran@scarletknighls.com>; kcunning@umd.edu; Erlease Wagner <erlea~m@s.~:r.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsaJfft@athletics.pittedu>; 

D~mielle Filzgerald :Manielle.[i~gerald@marquette.edu>; San@ Weber <smad~j@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu->; Jamie 

Mullin ~jpmullin@syr.edu>; Rachel Malgolis <nnaJcgolis@bigeasl.org>; Eric Baumga:~ler ~:ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 
tullyc@bc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; Kelly Cruttenden-dcc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; 

Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Shauna Cobb <rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Jody Sykes <jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeasl.org >; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeasl.org >; Holly Sheilley <hkshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Terri 
Howes <tem.howes@maJl.w~,u.edu>; koos~@bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae :-vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ale, s Schug 

-:aschug@scarletknights.com~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; John Mafinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Brian Lulz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu~; 

Stephen Clacherty <clachest(@shu.edu>; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zmlecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/6/06- 17.20.2, 17.20.5.1.1 

Institution’s women’s soccer team is calculating their pre-season practice units for the fall 2006 season. The coach has scheduled 2 scrimmages to be played prior to the first 
scheduled contest. Even though the scrimmages will not count in the team’s win/loss record, the head coach would like to make sure the team has the maximum amount of 
practice opportunities as possible prior to the scrimmages. 
The coach counted back from the first scrimmage date to determine the 21 practice opportunities and first date of practice. Is this correct? 
No, the first practice opportunity should be calculated by counting back from the date of the first scheduled intercollegiate eontest...NOT THE FIRST SCRIMMAGE. 
NCAA Bylaw 17.20.2 states that a member institution shall not commence practice sessions in soccer prior to the date that permits a maximum of 21 units prior to the first 

scheduled intereolle.qiate contest. 
NCAA Bylaw t7.20.6.1.1 states that a member institution may play up to three soccer scrimmages or exhibition games (which shall not count toward the institution’s 
win/loss record) prior to the first scheduled contest during a particular academic year, provided such scrimmages or exhibition games are conducted during the institution’s 
declared playing season per Bylaw 17.20.1 and are counted against the maximum number of contests. 
Compliance Coordinators- please fo~’~ard this information to your coaches. There seems to be a little confusion as to how to calculate the first permissible practice 
opportunity. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February 9, 2006 7:47 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; tparker@vt.edu; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Rod Johnson 

<rodjohnson@ncsu.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

~-j siedlisld@bigeast.olg>; Jason DeAngelis <jdemlgelis@bigeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeasl.org>; 

Mike Tr~lghese <mtranghese@bigeasl.org>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shmle Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Salnantha 

Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuh@miami.edu>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scarletknights.com>; lmlcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; 

John Cams ~ohn.cams@louisville.edu:>; Tom Odjakji~ <todjakjiml@bigeasl.org >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Mike 
Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edn>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ns£edu;,; David Holm ~Mth@georgetown.edn>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.ovg>; ldeible@nd.edn; Daniel Gossom --<dbgoss01 @louisville.edn>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Keith GraJat <kgran@~arletknighks.com>; kcunning@umd.edu; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sm~I’t <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Danielle Fi~gerald <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu-~; Sandy Weber 

-<sa~c~j@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsn.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu-~; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; 

Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; mllyc@~.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Shauna Cobb 
<rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; D.J. Manning 

<dmamfing@bigeast.org>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.olg>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Mia Bricldlouse <mbrickhouse@bigeasl.org>; Terri Howes --’terfi.howes@mail.x~wu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Ale, s Schlg ~:aschug@scarletknights.com>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Brian Lutz <briaJl.lntz@utoledo.edn>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~,admin.ns£edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/10/06- Current Fxent 

Mississippi reports four secondary NCAA violations 
USAToday.com-AP 
Mississippi has reported four violations, which are deemed secondary by the NCAA and carry minimal penalties, including one involving former 
Ole Miss running Deuce McAIlister. 

The violations were during a two-month span, according to documents obtained Wednesday by The Clarion-Ledger. They took place between 
Oct. 30 and Dec. 3 and involved eight members of Mississippi’s 2006 signing class. 

The most notable occurred on Dec. 2, when McAllister, the New Orleans Saints running back, attended the Class 5A playoff game between Oak 
Grove and Meridian as the guest of Meridian assistant principal Sherrod Miller. 

In a report to the Southeastern Conference and NCAA, Ole Miss said McAIlister made impermissible contact with Meridian players during the 
game. 

The university initially declared all of Meridian’s players ineligible to compete at Ole Miss, including Rebel signees Cordera Eason and Derrick 
Davis. Ole Miss also reduced its number of off-campus, in-person contacts with Meridian High prospects by two. 

The SEC approved Ole Miss’ self-imposed penalties and the players’ eligibility was restored by the NCAA on Jan. 31, according to the 
documents. 

In its report, Ole Miss said McAIlister was permitted to stand on the Meridian sidelines to "avoid creating a distraction in the stands." As the teams 
returned to the field, he was approached by several players and wished them "good luck," the report said. 

McAIlister said two weeks ago he spoke with Ole Miss compliance director David Wells. McAllister denied any wrongdoing and said he wrote a 
letter to the SEC explaining what took place. 

"There was nothing else I could do," McAIlister said Wednesday. "1 said, ’Hello.’ I’m not going to change who I am because some people think that 
I’m recruiting for a school." 

The other violations reported by Ole Miss included tight ends coach Hugh Freeze, who at the time was director of football operations and did not 
have recruiting responsibilities. Freeze participated in telephone calls with four Memphis-area prospects between Oct. 30 and Nov. 13. 

Among Ole Miss’ self-imposed penalties was a two-week ban on calling Memphis-area prospects. 

"We felt like these were routine issues and we’re going to report secondary violations when we find them," said Wells. 

"If there is a significant pattern that develops, the NCAA has the right to look at it as a major issue," Ole Miss athletic director Pete Boone said. 
"But that’s not what they’ve done here. It’s just one of those things you just always have to have your antennas up." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 3, 2006 8:07 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigea,st.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condara,s, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinarto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jan Fagg <jan t:agg@ncsu.edu>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletkmights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu:,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhonse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle 

Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carpamlli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wih.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@vt.edtr~; Sbane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shauna Cobb <rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeasl.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alfordel@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworLh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.x~wu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

<danielle.fitzgerald@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanf a)athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu:,; Jamie Mnllin 

-qpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Cheer <jbgree@syr.edn>; John Cams 

-qohn.cams@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletkmights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; KathlTn Statz 

<kstatz@depanl.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Lazissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <mollymyers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <fichard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demarco <~tdemaamo@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~)providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.dghe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu:,; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edn> 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 3/3/06- Current Event 

SMU player’s grandfather sparked probe 
DallasMor ningNews.com 

UNIVERSITY PARK - Max Williams, a former SMU player, whose grandson, Matt. currently plays on the team, said he saw something he didn’t like within the 

program and that he instigated the NCAA investigation into the men’s basketball program. 

Williams declined to reveal what it was that he didn’t like. 
According to multiple sources, a relative of one of the players has alleged that he gave coach Jimmy Tubbs money to pay for meals, M~ich would be aNCAA violation. 

The month-long investigation hasn’t fouM any major roles violations, according to sources. 
Sources said Tubbs used his own money to buy hamburgers tbr freshmen Bamba Fall and Brian Morris. 
N CAA bylaw 16.11.1.5 states that an individual of a member institution can buy’ an occasional meal for a student athlete or an entire team. 

Tubbs declined comment. 
"It’s just something that happene&" Max Willimns said. "I don’t like it. I guess we’ll find out eve rytking soon. I’ve lmown Jimmy Tubbs for a long time and I like him." 

Athletic director Jim Copeland is handling the investigation himsel£ Normally, the compliance office is contacted when a potential nile infraction has been committed. 

Tubbs, players and several coaches have spoken to Copeland and NCAA investigators. SMU also hired an independent firm to help in the investigation. 

Jennifer Condaras 

Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 

Big East Conference 

222 Richmond Street, Suite 110 

Providence, RI 02903 

jcondaras~bigeast orb 

Office: (40!) 272-9108 ext 116 

Fax: (401) 273-0424 

Cell: (40!) 265-6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 6, 2006 8:14 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfhirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatio@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon t:agg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Mia Brickhonse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michelle 

Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaMli <ncarparelli@bigec~st.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@vt.edtr~; Sbane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shauna Cobb <rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeas~t.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawor~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu:>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@m~xquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanf a}athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin 

-~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras ~condarc~s@bigeast.org~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Cheer <jbgree@syr.edn>; John Cams 

-9ohn.cams@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath~)~n Statz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaJcwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demarco <~tdemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.dghe@villanova.edu;,; Miss’,, Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/6/06- 13.4.4.1.2 

Football Coach was approached by Recruiting-To-Go, a national recruiting magazine, to do an interview for their April issue. The magazine would like to discuss recruiting and 
how the potential changes could affect college athletics. 
Is it permissible for the coach to do the interview? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.4.1.2 states that an institutional coaching staff member may not provide an interview for an article that will appear in a recruiting publication or 
newsletter. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 7, 2006 4:12 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @be.edu-~; tparker@vt.edu; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Rod Johnson 

<rod johnson@ncsu.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.~x~u.edu>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedlisld ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Mike Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeas~t.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Amy 

Herman --~ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sh~le Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Kristine Kuhr 

<kktlhr@miami.edu>; Kelly Woods-q~voods@scarletknights.com >; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinlevQ@uc.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edtr~; 

Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Rachel Engrissei <rengrissei@bigeast.org~; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.comv; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edtc,; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; ldeibler@nd.edu; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; kcunning@umd.edu; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Danielle Filzgerald ~Manielle.fitzgeral@maNuette.edu>; Sandy Weber <sands~@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@~r.edu>; Rachel Margolis <nnaqolis@bigeast.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; tallyca@bc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; Kelly Crutlenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Shauna Cobb--~rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bjb46@georgetown.edu>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Bobby Weygand 

<Sweyg~lc~c))bigeas~t.org>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Holly" Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Mia 

Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.~wu.edu>; koost~bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Brian Lutz <~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu~; Stephen Clacherty <claches~shu.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Brummett <brummet@admin.usf.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/7/06- 15.3.3.1 ; 15.3.3.1.1 and 15.3.3.1.2 

Fair Ball, a softball prospeck is going to sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) in April. What can the coach tell Fair about the athletic gmnt-ii-aid (scholarship) that will 

accompany the NLI? 

1. Guarantee her four-year scholarship in writing. 

2. Inform her that the renewal of financial aid is not automatic, but the athletic department may recommend to the financial aid authority that her financial aid be 

renewed each year. 

3. Indicate that the institution will antomatically continue the scholarship for four years, even if she gets injured and is unable to compete. 

4. Promise her that she roll receive a four-year scholarship, even if the coach decides to leave the institution. 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaws 15.3.3.1; 15.3.3.1.1 and 15.3.3.1.2 state that an athletic scholarship may only be awarded tbr one year with the opportunity for 

renewal each year. Also, a coach may not assure the prospect that his/her scholarship will automatically continue past the one year period if he/she sustains an iNuW 

that prevents him/her from competing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 13, 2006 9:25 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto <jmarinarto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jan Fagg <jan f:agg@ncsu.edu>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edtc,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michelle 

Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; Mike Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wih.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@vt.edtr~; Sbane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shauna Cobb <rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@~t.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeas~t.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alforda]@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.x~wu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanf a)athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er 

--~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edtc,; Jmnie Mullin 

-qpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu~; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Cheer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 

-qohn.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath~)~n Statz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Crraat <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~deau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <fichard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ha(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demarco <~tdema~co@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fhltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapointi~)providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.dghe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/13/06- 13.10.5 

Several high school baseball teams are in attendance at a home baseball game for Home Run University. The public address announcer would like to thank the university and 
the fans for their support and attendance at the game. Can the public address announcer thank the local high school baseball teams for attending the home baseball game? 

NO, NCAA Bylaw 13.10.5 and a January 20, 1989 interpretation would preclude the public address announcer from thanking the high school teams for attending the game 
even if specific prospects are not identified. 

The public address announcer would only be able to thank the fans for their attendance at the game without specifying a specific prospect, high school or club team. 

13.10.5 Introduction of Prospect 

An institution may not introduce a visiting prospect at a function (e.g., the institutioffs sports au, ard banquet or an intercollegiate athletics contest) that is attended by 

media representatives or open to the general public. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a prospecfs eligibility and are considered institutional violations per 

Constitution 2.8.1. (Revised 1,/14/97) 

Introduction of prospects at athletics contest 

Date Issued: Jan 20, 1989 

Type: Staff Interpretation 
Item Ref: b 

Interpretation: Generate Archive Request 

b. Introduction of Prospects at Athletics Contest: Reviewed Bylaw- 13.10.4 (introduction of prospect) and 2/11/87 staff inte12oretation, Item No. 2; determined that member institutions would 
not be permitted to introduce a group of visiting prospects at an intercollegiate athletics contest, even if the prospects are not identified as prospects and no names are mentioned, inasnmch 
as only preexisting groups fomled on bases uraelated to recruitment may- be introduced (only by group name) during such an event. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 14, 2006 8:00 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner --~ebaumgartner@SPOl?2][’S.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes--jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto ~-jmarinatio@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon l~agg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Mia Brickhonse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michelle 

Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; Mike Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Cmpmelli <ncarparelli@bigec~st.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfn.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sanc~j@t.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@fl~eacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~ellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjim~ 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <altbrdal@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <as~range@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Hawo(th <~lmwor~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvn.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Baxtholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu:>; 

Danielle Fitzgerald <~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Hohn <dth@georgetown.edu:>; Donna Sanft <dsanft(c)!athletics.pitt.edtc>; 

Doug Bal&er <~tbakke@depaul.edt~-; Doug Trani-~nnfid@s~tjohns.edu:>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

-~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu~; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Cheer <jbgree@syr.edn>; John Cams 

-~ohn.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath~)~n Statz 

<kstatz@depanl.edu>; Keith Grant <kgran~scarletknights.com~; Kelly Brummett <brummet~admin.us£edu>; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <kaJcwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edu>; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.nsf.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague --~cspragne@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demarco <~tdemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

~-jkherm0 l@louisv’ille.edt~-; Kathy Meehan <meehank@Nohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/14/06- 15.5.1.3.2 

2004-05 Academic Year 
Double Dribble, a basketball student-athlete had extensive knee problems. The limited mobility in his knee was severe enough that the doctors indicated Double should no 
longer participate in intercollegiate athletics. 
2005-06 Academic Year 
Double decided to stay at the institution, so the Head Coach continued to keep him on an athletic scholarship. Because Double was declared unable to participate in 
intercollegiate athletics last spring, his scholarship does not count within the team’s limits this year. Double continued to rehab with the institution’s athletic trainers. 
2006-07 Academic Year 
Double had great success with his rehab and felt his knee was strong enough to play basketball again. Double was cleared by the doctors to practice with the team. 
If Double practices with the team during the 2006-07 academic year, does his scholarship have to count within the team’s limits? 
Yes. NGAA Bylaw 16.6.1.3.2 states that if circumstances change and the student-athlete subsequently practices or competes at the institution, where the incapacitating 
injury occurred, the student-athlete shall again become a counter, and the institution shall be required to count that scholarship in basketball during each academic year in 
which the scholarship was received. 
This means Double’s athletic scholarship would also have to be retroactively applied to the 2005-06 academic year. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 15, 2006 8:51 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes--jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto--jmarinarto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon i:agg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edtc,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia 

Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgolis@bigeast.orgv; Rod Johnson 

<rod johnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sanc~j@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@~t.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeas~t.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alforda]@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.x~wu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <~:tth@georgetown.edu>; Donna Smfft <dsanf a)athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin 

-qpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu~; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Cheer <jbgree@syr.edn>; John Cams 

-qohn.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath~)~n Statz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel --~hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <fichard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.nsf.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague --~cspragne@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demarco <~tdema~co@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapointi~)providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <’thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/15/06- 14.2.2.4 

Helen One, a prospective student-athlete, enrolls in computer courses at a local vocational technical school upon graduation from high school, attending the vocational school 
for two years. He then enrolls at Institution A in the fall 2006 semester to participate on the golf team. 
How would Holen be classified for eligibility purposes upon his enrollment at Institution A? 

A. 2-4 transfer 
B. 4-4 transfer 
C. high school graduate 
D. none of the above 
The answer is C. This prospective student-athlete would be considered a high school graduate. NCAA Bylaw t4.2.2.4 states that a student-athlete’s eligibility under the five 
year rule does not begin while the student is enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies as part of a special vocational program that combines enrollment in regular 
college courses and participation in vocational training courses, provided the student is not considered to be regularly matriculated by the institution, does not go through the 
customary reqistration and testinq procedures required of all reqular enterinq students and is not eliqible for the institution’s extracurricular activities includinq athletics. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 16, 2006 7:38 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes--jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto ~-jmarinarto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jan Fagg <jan l~agg@ncsu.edu>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia 

Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgolis@bigeast.org~; Rod Johnson 

<rod iohnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeas~t.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alfordal@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanf a)athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin 

-~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu~; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Cheer <jbgree@syr.edn>; John Cams 

-~ohn.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel --~hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ha(ton <horton@admin.nsf.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague --~cspragne@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demarco <~tdema~co@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/16/06- 13.6.6.2.2 & 13.7.2.4 

Since Institution A’s women’s basketball team is hosting the first and second rounds of the WNIT tournament, several local recruits would like to come and cheer on the team. 
Can Institution A provide complimentary admissions to recruits to attend the WNIT tournament? 
No. NGAA Bylaws 13.6.6.2.2 & 13.7.2.4 state that provision of complimentary or reduced-cost admissions to prospects for an NC,AA championship (all rounds) or other 
postseason contests (e.g., bowl games, NAIA or NIT championship) constitutes excessive entertainment and is prohibited. The prospect may purchase these tickets only in 
the same manner as any other member of the general public. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 17, 2006 8:02 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner --~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes--jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto ~-jmarinatio@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon l~agg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia 

Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgolis@bigeast.org~; Rod Johnson 

<rod iohnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~n.edu; koost@be.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeas~t.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawort~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@ucoml.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu:>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; Donna Smfft <dsa~f a)athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin 

-~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmmm@providence.edu~; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Gieer <jbgree@syr.edn>; John Cams 

-~ohn.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath~)~n Statz 
<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Layissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Lynne Barney <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ uc.edu>; 

marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoskJ.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louiswille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Smmpf <richald.s~mpf(&)villanova.edu:>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edt~-; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu;,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy’ Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtc,; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/17/06- Current Event 

NCAA taking inside look at what happens in Vegas books-- Organization will observe how betting lines are set 

DallasMorningNews.com 

The NGAA’s effort to eliminate gambling among its athletes will travel to the belly of the beast for the first time this week. An NGAA staffer will observe the 
operations of Las Vegas sports books during Nay in the Division I men’s and women’s basketball tournaments that will begin today. 

Rachel Newman-Baker, first-year director of agent, gambling and amateurism for the NCAA, said the organization wants to experience the atmosphere and learn what 
happens behind the scenes, such as how betting lines are established and changed. 

"The same thing that I’ve heard over and over again from these folks is, ’Come out here. Sit down with our sports-books folks just so you get that first-hand knowledge and 
atmosphere,’" said Newman-Baker, previously the assistant director for three years. 

The NCAA has long opposed sports gambling, even legalized= Gaming people have maintained their business is above board and can often help identify potential point shaving 
and game fixing by abnormal betting. 

One of the sports books that an unidentified NCAA staffer will visit will be at the MGM Mirage. Robert Walker has been the sports book director there for almost 10 years and 
said he believes the NCAA will have a better appreciation for their business. 

’Tm not going to say i’m excited about it, but we welcome them," Walker said. "Because we want the same thing. We want the integrity of the game to be above reproach. 

"... When I started in this business, I heard people say we knew who was going to win. The games are scripted. That is so ridiculous. If we did, we’d make a lot more money 
than we do. And, ultimately, nobody would bet." 

The NCAA has sought to strengthen the anti-gambling message to its members’ staffers, coaches and athletes since a 2003 survey found that 35 percent of male athletes 
and 10 percent of female athletes acknowledged betting on a sporting event, pro or college. 

More than 90 percent who broke the NCAA prohibition on gambling said they did it for fun, and slightly more than half said they did it for money. The survey covered almost 
21,000 athletes throughout all three divisions. 

Repercussions? 

An athlete caught violating the gambling rule or being involved in affecting the outcome of a game loses eligibility for a minimum of one year. One who bets on his own school, 



even in a sport other than his own, is ruled permanently ineligible. 

NCAA officials believe gambling can cause debts that could lead an athlete to consider point shaving or game fixing as a solution. When former Spruce High School 
basketball star Stevin "Hedake" Smith conspired to shave points while playing for Arizona State in 1993-94, settling gambling debts was cited as his initial motivation. 

Of the 388 Division I men’s basketball players who responded to the NCAA survey, 17 or 4.4 percent said they had accepted money to affect the outcome of the game, had 
been approached about doing so, knew of a teammate who had been approached or provided inside information. Among Division I-A football players, 102 of 2,132 or 4.8 
percent made the same admission. 

"These numbers definitely do not indicate that we are in a crisis," Newman-Baker said. "However, they are numbers that we are very concerned about." 

Men’s golfers and hockey players were most likely to bet on a sporting event, according to the 2003 study~ Of the 3,700 golfers who responded, 48.6 said they bet on a 
sporting event. For the 1,800 hockey players, it was 48.4 percent. 

The Mirage’s Walker estimated that sports book activity for the first week of the NCAA men’s basketball tournament approaches that of the Super Bowl. He said there might 
be five to 10 times the number of bets, mostly $20 or less on numerous games, compared to six-figure wagers on the Super Bowl. 

"I’ve been to the Final Four, and I think there’s more enthusiasm here than would be at a game," Walker said. "l think Vegas is the best place to be for these [first-week] 
games ’cause you get to watch every game." 

In the millions 

About $80 million was bet on men’s college basketball in March 2005 in Nevada’s 13 sports books, according to the Nevada Gaming Control Board. About $94 million was bet 
on this year’s Super Bowl. 

Next week, the NCAA will also expand its program of on-site presentations to remind basketball players about the anti-gambling rule. All women’s and men’s teams that 
advance to the Round of 16 will be visited by an NCAA staffer and an FBI agent on their practice days. In previous years, the NCAA and FBI spoke only with teams that 

reached the Final Fours. 

"Having the FBI agent there is really effective," Newman-Baker said. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 20, 2006 7:43 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto <jmarinarto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jan Fagg <jan t:agg@ncsu.edu>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edtc,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia 

Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgolis@bigeast.orgv; Rod Johnson 

<rod johnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@be.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@~t.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeas~t.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alforda]@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@ucoml.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.x~wu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; Donna Saaafl <dsa~f a)athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 

-qohn.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath~)~n Statz 
<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Layissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Lynne Barney <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ uc.edu>; 

marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louis~Alle.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richaMs~mpf(c))villanova.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edt~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.eduv,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@nmNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLxwu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/20/06- 13.02.3 

Contacts--Face to Face vs. Eye to Eye 
A contact is any face to face encounter between a prospect or the prospect’s parents, relatives or legal guardian(s) and an institutional staff member or athletics 
representative during which any dialogue occurs in excess of an exchange of a greeting. 
Which of the following scenarios would be considered a contact? 

1. A coach who arranges to "bump" into the prospect outside of the classroom or locker room. 

2. A coach who is attending the prospect’s athletic contest and makes eye contact with the prospect on the field or court from the spectator’s seats. 

#1 would be considered a contact. Any such face to face encounter that is prearranged (e.g., positions himself/herself in a location where contact is permissible) or that takes 
place on the grounds of the prospect’s educational institution or at the site of organized competition or practice involving the prospect or the prospect’s team shall be 
considered a contact regardless of whether any conversation occurs. 
[NCAA Bylaw 13.02.3] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 21, 2006 8:22 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner --~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes--jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto ~-jmarinatio@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon l~agg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia 

Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgolis@bigeast.org~; Rod Johnson 

<rod iohnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~n.edu; koost@be.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeas~t.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawort~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@ucoml.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu:>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; Donna Saaaft <dsa~f a)athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 

-~ohn.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath~)~n Statz 
<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Layissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Lynne Barney <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ uc.edu>; 

marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoskJ.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louiswille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Smmpf <richald.s~mpf(&)villanova.edu:>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edt~-; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu;,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy’ Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@nmNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/21/06- 17.1.5.3.2.1 

The softball team at institution A competed last Saturday. Although the team won and played well, the coaches still thought they needed some work on their base running. 
Once they returned to campus, the team practiced Saturday evening for an hour. 
Is it permissible for a coach to conduct a practice after a competition? The competition would count as three hours and the practice as one. The team is within their daily hour 
limitations. 
No. NCAA Bylaw t 7.1.5.3.2.1 states that practice may not be conducted at any time (including vacation periods) following competition, except between contests, rounds or 
events during a multi-day or multi-event competition (e.g., double headers in softball or baseball, rounds of golf in a multi-day tournament). 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 22, 2006 7:50 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bige&st.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes--jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto--jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon t:agg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatl’ick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@Ngeast.org~; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mary Tyler 

<mao’@lovetobehappy.comv; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeas~t.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~@lonisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 
<rengrissei@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.ovg>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Rod John~n 

<rod iohnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sanc~j@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug --~aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbld 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~JJ.wvu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 

Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Dmlielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@maJ:quette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanft <~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgreer@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz, 

<kstatz@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Lazissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel --~hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <fichard.stumpf@villanova.edt#,; Stephen Clacherb~ 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Holnton <horton@admin.nsf.edu>; Wmlda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague --~cspragne@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <tem.howes@maJl.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/22/06- 14.2.3.1.2 

Free Kick, a men’s soccer student-athlete, competed in his fourth and final season during the fall 2005 semester. Free would like to pursue a professional career after he 
graduates in May, so he asks the coach if he can participate on the team during the spring 2006 semester. 
Is it permissible for Free to compete for the institution during the spring 2006 semester? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.2.3.1.2 states that a student-athlete may engage in outside competition during the segment of the playing season that does not conclude with the 
NCAA championship without using a season of competition, provided the student-athlete was academically eligible during the segment that concludes with the NCAA 
championship. 
A student-athlete cannot use more than one season of competition during an academic year, so as long as he/she meets all other eligibility requirements, he/she may 
compete during the non-championship segment. 

This question has been asked by a couple of schools, so I thought it was a good topic to share with everyone. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 23, 2006 8:11 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jerome Rodgers 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes--jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto ~-jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jan Fagg <jan l~agg@ncsu.edu>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletlalights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@Ngeast.org~; Lynne Barney ~lbam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mary, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehappy.com~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeas~.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@lonisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <~ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 
<rengrissei@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.ovg>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod John~n 

<rod johnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu:,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug --~aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibld 

<alfordal@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawort, h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~J.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@maJ:quette.edu>; David Holm --~-dth@georgetown.edu~; Donna Sanft <~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edu:~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz, 

<kstatz@depanl.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Lazissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <ka~-osld. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel --~hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edu:,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ha(ton <horton@admin.nsf.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague --~cspragne@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermarm 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <~pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maJl.wvu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/23/06- NCAA Staff Interp 

Coach at Institution A is going to High School USA to watch Intha Pocket, a football prospect, practice. The coach will not be able to evaluate Intha again, so he wants to 
videotape the practice. 
Is it permissible for the Coach at Institution A to videotape Intha practicing? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- December 8, 2004- Institution’s Coaching Staff Videotaping Prospective Student-Athletes (I) states that an institution’s 

coaching staff member may videotape a pl~ospect’s iegnlar practice sessions and regular game competilion (e.g., high school or club team competition) during contact 

or evaluation periods, including any summer evaluation periods, provided the coaching staffmember does not arrange or direct the prospect’s activities. It is not 

permissible to videotape summer camp competition because it is not considered regular g~une competition. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 24, 2006 8:07 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@sca~detlafights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeasl.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJrgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.ovg>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtp,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<;alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<;ahawoNa@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jd.wvu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louiswille.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@maJrquette.edu>; David Holm --q:lth@georgetown.edtr;; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz, 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; La~ssa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Dem~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtp,; Stephen Clacherb~ 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 
Dema~rco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr;; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr;; Julie Hemmnn 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edup,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtr;; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@nconn.edtr;; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr;; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edup,; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 3/24/06- Current Event 

More high school players make early jump to BCS schools 
USAToday corn 
March Madness for college football fans means spring practice, and while it’s never too early to prepare for the coming season, it’s becoming more apparent that it’s never too 
early for some players to start their careers. 

A USA TODAY survey of schools aligned with the Bowl Championship Series shows a 53% increase from last year in players who graduated from 
high school a semester early and have arrived on campus to begin studies and participate in spring football. And for the first time, Notre Dame, where 
practice starts Wednesday, is involved. 

This is tile fifth year USA TODAY has tracked the trend, and while the numbers a year ago seemed to level off, with 34 early enrollees compared with 
35 the year before, there were 52 such players reported by the schools this year. (Related: V~qat freshmen are starting early) 

Included in the group are six players at Georgia, four each at defending national champ Texas and at Florida, and three at Notre Dame, where running 
back James Aldridge, offensive lineman Chris Stewart and wide t~ceiveddefensive back George West enrolled in January and start practicing with their 
new teammates today. 

"There’s no hidden motivation in play here," Notre Dame athletics director Kevin White said in a statement through the sports information office of this 
year’s dramatic rise. "There appears to be intent on behalf of prospects to get to campuses earlier so they can get involved in spring football. They 
want to start their collegiate cycle earlier and their football cycle earlier." 

Notre Dame spokesman John Heisler says the school’s admissions department had been reluctant to join the trend because of Notre Dame’s "strong, 
involved and sophisticated orientation" for freshmen at the start of the fall semester. With some football players missing that orientation, Heisler says 
the admissions office will look at any prospective early enrollees case-by=case= 

"It’s just like the regular admissions process for students," he says. "They want to try to see if these guys are going to be successful here." 

Florida athletics director Jeremy Foley says it’s likely the pluses of early enrollment outweigh the minuses for many players. 

"You have a chance to be on campus, be in a college classroom and figure things out," he says. "You also have an opportunity to be in the weight 
room, be around the football program and become acclimated to a lot of things before the pressures of the season begin." 

"As for minuses, you miss the spring term of your high school career. And some young men might not be ready to make the jump and get 
overwhelmed. I haven’t seen that happen, but I see where it could." 



EARLY START FOR FRESHMEN 

Charting football players who graduated in December and enrolled at Bowl Championship Series schools: 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

* Clemson: Jeff Ogron, WR, American Christian Academy, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 

. Florida State: Christian Ponder, QB, Heritage HS, Colleyville, Texas; Myron Rolle, S, The Hun School, Galloway, N.J. 

. Georgia Tech: Jamaal Evans, RB, Iwing (Texas) HS 

* Maryland: Stephen Smalls, WR, Conestoga Valley HS, Lancaster, Pa. 

. Virginia Tech: Aaron Brown, OT, Princeton HS, Cincinnati; Devin Radford, DB, E.E= Smith HS, Fayetteville, N.C. 

° Wake Forest: Zach MacDowall, QB, Harrison HS, Kennesaw, Ca. 

Big East 

. Connecticut: Martin Bedard, TE, Cegep du Vieux, Montreal 

* Pittsburgh: Jovani Chappel, DB, Trotwood-Madison HS, Trotwood, Ohio 

. Rutgers: Mo Lange, OL, Hillsborough (N=J.) HS 

Big Ten 

Illinois: Marques Wilkins, WR, MacArthur HS, Decatur, IlL Kyle Yelton, P, Chesterton (ind.) HS 

Iov~ra: James Cleveland, WR, Baytown (Texas) Lee HS 

Michigan: Justin Boren, OL, Pickerington (Ohio) North HS; Carlos Brown, RB, Heard County HS, Franklin, Ca. 

Michigan State: Eric Gordon, LB, Traverse City (Mich.) West HS 

Ohio State: Ross Homan, LB, Coldwater (Ohio) HS 

Penn State: Navorro Bowman LB, Suitland (Md.) HS 

Purdue: Kyle Sheehan, DT, Fairmont (Minn.) HS 

Big 12 

* Kansas: Olaitan Oguntodu, DB, John Horn HS, Mesquite, Texas; Todd Reesing, QB, Lake Travis HS, Austin, Texas 

. Kansas State: Josh Freeman, QB, Gmndview HS, Kansas City, Me. 

° Oklahoma: Quinton Carter, DB, Cheyenne HS, Las Vegas; Chad Roark, OL, Ada (Okla.) HS 

. Oklahoma State: Alex Cate, QB, Cottonwood HS, Salt Lake City; Jacob Secrest, OL, Stillwater (Okla.) HS; Donnell Williams, LB, Madison HS, 
Houston 

. Texas: Buck Burnette, OL, Wimberley (Texas) HS; Sergio Kindle, LB, Wilson HS, Dallas; Greg Smith, TE, Montgomery (Texas) HS; Jevan Snead, 

QB, Stephenville (Texas) HS 

. Texas A&M: Cody Beyer, WR, Smithson Valley HS, San Antonio 

Pacific-10 

. Southern California: Walker Lee Ashley, DL, Eden Prairie (Minn.) HS; Antwine Perez, DB, Woodrow Wilson HS, Camden N.J. 

Southeastern Conference 

. Auburn: Ben Tate, RB, Snow Hill HS, Newark, Md. 

. Florida: Maurice Hurt, OL, Baldwin HS, Milledgeville, Ca.; Carl Johnson, OL, Southern HS, Durham, N.C.; Tim Tebow, QB, Nease HS, St. 
Augustine, Fla.; Chevon Walker, RB, Riverdale HS, Fort Myers, Fla. 

° Georgia: Asher Allen, DB, Tucker (Ga.) HS; Ricardo Crawford, DT, West Columbus HS, Fair Bluff, N.C.; Kris Durham, WR, Calhoun (Ca.) HS; John 

Miller, OL, Woodland HS, Cartersville, Ca.; Kevin Perez, OL, Killian HS, Miami; Matthew Stafford, QB, Highland Park HS, Dallas 

. Kentucky: Will Fidler, QB, Henderson County HS, Henderson, Ky. 

. LSU: Jacob Cutrera, LB, Acadiana HS, Lafayette, La. 

. South Carolina: Clark Gaston, FB, Ooltewah (Tenn.) HS 



Independents 

¯ Notre Dame: James Aldridge, RB, Merrillville (Ind.) HS; Chris Stewart, OL, Klein (Texas) HS; George West, WR/DB, Northeast Academy, Oklahoma 
City 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 27, 2006 8:01 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bige&st.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edt~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas’t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.s3&es@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncazpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengd ssei@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJrgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-*; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos’~bc.e&t; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flip,n, Jr 

<wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu:,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibld 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jd.wvu.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@maJ:quette.edu>; David Holm --q:lth@georgetown.edu,~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgreer@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu-*; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletkrdghts.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmet~admin.us£edw*; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Lazissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw*; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <ka~¥oski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <fichard.stumpf@villanova.edt#,; Stephen Clacherb, 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu,~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu,~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jldlerm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmlova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu;,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/27/06- 13.12.2.1 

Institution’s basketball coaches are conducting an institutional camp this summer. One of their staff members will be unable to work the camp. The coaches decide to hire 
Technical Foul, a current student-athlete, to work in the staff member’s place. Technicars duties will be to register campers, conduct bed checks and officiate scrimmages. 
Are these permissible duties to give Technical? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.12.2.t states that a student-athlete who is employed in any sports camp or clinic must meet the following requirements: 

(a) The student-athlete must perform duties that are of a general supervisory character in addition to any coaching or officiating assignments. 

(b) Compensation provided to the student-athlete shall be commensurate with the going rate for camp or clinic counselors of like teaching ability and camp or clinic 
experience and may not be paid on the basis of the value that the student-athlete may have for the employer because of the athletics reputation or fame the student-athlete 
has achieved. It is not permissible to establish varying levels of compensation for a student-athlete employed in a sports camp or clinic based on the level of athletics skills of 
the student-athlete. 

(c) A student-athlete who only lectures or demonstrates at a camp/clinic may not receive compensation for his or her appearance at the camp/clinic. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 28, 2006 8:37 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsn.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bige&st.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bige&st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbld 

<alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawor~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu:>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qzlth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Lazissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@maiLwvu.edw~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.nsf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspragne@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villaaaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/28/06- 13.1.3.4.1 

An academic advisor was working with the mother of Power Play, an Ice Hockey prospect who will sign a National Letter of Intent wit[1 Institution A next month. Power’s 
mother wanted to make sure that Power was going to fulfill Institution A’s admission requirements. Between the hours of 9am and 4pm, the advisor telephoned the mother 3 
times. One of those calls, the advisor just left a message. 
Has a violation occurred? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1 states that in all sports, other than football, institutional staff members may make telephone calls to prospects, or their parents, but they must 
adhere to the restrictions of telephone calls~ONLY ONCE PER WEEK. Coaches’ calls are included in this limitation. 
Although the advisor only discussed admissions information with the mother, it is still a violation because phone calls were made to the mother 3 times in one day, and the 
limit is 1 phone call per week. Leaving a message did not constitute a phone call. 
Once the prospect signs an NLI with the institution, the phone call restrictions are removed. 
Please note: NCAA rules surrounding telephone calls to prospects do vary from sport to sport, so staff members should make sure it is permissible before placing any calls. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 29, 2006 8:11 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray" 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.eduv,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alforda]@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.x~wu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depauLedu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marieHe.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <fichard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmnn 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/29/06- 14.5.1.3 

Trouble Maker is a current student-athlete at Institution A. He wants to transfer to Institution B after being expelled for a conduct offense. 
Is Trouble eligible for the one-time transfer exception? 
Generally student-athletes in sports other than football and basketball are eligible for the one-time transfer exception (and immediately eligible at their new school) provided 
they are academically eligible when leaving the institution. 
However, NCAA Bylaw 14.6.1.3 states that a student who transfers to any NCAA institution from a collegiate institution while the student is disqualified or suspended from 
the previous institution for disciplinary reasons (as opposed to academic reasons) must complete one calendar year of residence at the certifying institution. 
Therefore, Trouble must sit out a year at Institution B. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 30, 2006 8:11 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bige&st.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condar&s, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.ovg>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jan Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengnssei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.ovg>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbld 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:~ 

<ksta~@depauLedu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; La~ssa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marieHe.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edt#,; Stephen Clacherb~ 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Holnton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villa~aova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/30/06- 11.7.1.1.1 & Interpretation 

An institution’s Head Golf Coach is not completely satisfied with his team’s tee shots. He would like to hire Fair Way, a local club professional, to provide swing instruction for 
the team for a few weeks. Fair is a renowned swing instructor and would only work with the student-athletes during practice on the institution’s golf course. 
Is this arrangement permissible without counting the Fair as a coach? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.1.1 states that athletic department staff member must count against coaching limits as soon as the individual participates (in any manner) in the 
coaching of the intercollegiate team in practice, games or organized activities directly related to that sport, including any organized staff activity directly related to the sport. 
*Fair cannot work directly with the student-athletes without being counted as a coach. 
*Fair could hold training sessions with the golf coach to provide assistance with teaching techniques 
Can the student-athletes seek Fair’s guidance on their own? 
Yes, the student-athletes may seek Fair’s assistance, provided all the parameters in the interpretation included below are met: 

Student-Athletes Seeking Instructional Assistance from Individuals Outside the Institution [Official Interpretation 10/5/95] 

Student-Athletes Seeking Instructional Assistance from Individuals Outside the Institution. The committee reviewed a prcvious interpretation applicable to the use of an outside 
choreographer by gynmastics student-athletes and agreed that the principles set forth in the interpretation should apply in all sports. Thus, a student-athlcte in any sport may receive 
assistance from an individual outside the institution (e.g., consultant, professional instructor) without the individual being counted in the institution’s coaching limitations, provided the 
institution is not involved in any way in arranging for such activity, institutional coaching staff members do not observe such activity and such activi~ does not occur at the institution’s 
facility (either during volunta~z workouts or during regular institutional practice sessions) Further, the student-athlete(s) must pay all the fees (at the going rate) associated with the 
activity and may not receive preferential compensation arrangements (e.g, discount rate, deferred payments) not available to the general public 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 31, 2006 8:00 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgactner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.s),kes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletlafights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncazpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJrgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-*; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos’~bc.e&~; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flip,n, Jr 

<wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtp,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibld 

<;alforda]@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<;ahawol!,h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jd.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louiswille.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@maJrquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu,;; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; Joe Greer <jbgreer@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz, 

<kstatz@depaul.edu-*; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw*; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Laxissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw*; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Dem~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <ka~¥oski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtp,; Stephen Clacherb, 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu,;; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu,;; Julie Hemmrm 

<jldlerm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu;,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 3/31/06- Current Event 

Summer no break from NCAA drug tests 
USAToday corn 

The NCAA will conduct summer drug tests for athletes beginning this year. 

The new policy will affect Division I athletes in every sport but will focus on football and baseball this season, according to the NCAA. 

Frank Uryasz, the president of Drug Free Sport, told the association’s official publication, The NCAA News, "Common sense tells us that when you 

give athletes 60-90 days without the burden of drug testing, it provides a window of opportunity that we need to close." 

One major difference in the summer program will be that testing will likely include even those athletes who are not present on campus, the NCAA 

said. That would mean tests done at home or work. 

Details will be given to schools in April. Institutions have been instructed by the NCAA to designate site coordinators who will be responsible for 
contacting and notifying the randomly selected athletes. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 3, 2006 8:21 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsn.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.s3,kes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengrissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibl~t 

<alfordal@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawort~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.x~wu.edu:>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qzlth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.nsf.edtc>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspragne@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/3/06- NCAA Interpretation 

Head Diving Coach at Institution A wants to evaluate Cannon Ball, a 7th grader, next week during the late National Letter of Intent Signing Period. 
Can the coach evaluate Cannon during a dead period since he is not of prospect age yet? 

No. NCAA Official Interpretation [3.2.06] states that evaluations of students not yet in the ninth grade must occur during a contact/evaluation period. 

Evaluations of Individuals Prior to Ninth Grade (I) 

The committee recommends that the NCAA Division I Management Council modify, a previous Council-approved official interpretation to specify that evaluation 
activities related to individuals who are not yet prospective student-athletes may only occur during contact or evaluation periods when it is permissible to evaJuate 

prospective student-athletes. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 4, 2006 8:37 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeasl.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibl~t 

<alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawort~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu:>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qzlth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.dghe@villmaova.edu;,; Miss’,, Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 4/4/06- 13.10.2 

Fast Break, a basketball prospect in his junior year of high school, has just verbally committed to Institution A. 
Which of the following can the coaches at Institution A do? 

A. Take Fast out for a dinner and movie to celebrate 

B. Send out a media release announcing the prospect’s commitment to attend Institution A 

C. Send Fast a thank you note on institutional stationary 

D. None of the above 

The correct answer is _C. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.10.2 states that before the signing of a prospect to a National Letter of Intent or an institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, a member 
institution may comment publicly only to the extent of confirming its recruitment of the prospect. The institution may not comment generally about the prospect’s ability or the 
contribution that the prospect might make to the institution’s team; further, the institution is precluded from commenting in any manner as to the likelihood of the prospect’s 
signing with that institution. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a prospect’s eligibility and are considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1. (Revised: 1/14/97) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 5, 2006 7:47 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <renglissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --q:lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmnn 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 4/5/06- 13.1.3.5.1.1 

False Start, junior track prospect, is interested in attending Institution A. The high school coach informs False that a local business man is a graduate of the institution and is 
a member of the booster club. False calls the booster and requests information regarding Institution A’s athletics program. 
Is it permissible for the booster to discuss Institution A’s athletics program with False? 

No. NCAA Bylaw t3.1.3.5.1.1 states that an athletics representative of a member institution may speak to a prospect via the telephone only if the prospect initiates the 
telephone conversation and the call is not for recruiting purposes. Under such circumstances, the representative must refer questions about the institution’s athletics program 

to the athletics department staff. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 6, 2006 8:05 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu>; Rod Johnson <rodjohnson@ncsu.edu-~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wth.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; ShaJle 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.eduv,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibl~t 

<alforda]@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.x~wu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <fichard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmnn 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/6/06- NCAA Interpretation 

Full Count, a baseball student-athlete, informs his coach at the end of the season that he would like permission to contact another institution about transferring. 

]. Has Full voluntarily withdrawn from the institution? 

2. Can the institution cancel Fulrs athletics aid? 

The answer is No to both. NCAA Official Interpretation [5/’11/05] states that a student-athlete who requests written permission to contact other four-year institutions 
regarding a transfer does not, in and of itself, constitute a voluntary withdrawal. Therefore, it is not permissible for the institution to reduce or cancel a student-athlete’s 
athletically related financial aid during the period of the award on his or her request for permission to contact other four-year institutions. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, April 7, 2006 8:19 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; tparker@vt.edu; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Rod Johnson 

<rod jobnson@ncsu.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Michael Dem~ <michael.dean@mail.~x~u.edu>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedlisld ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edn; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Mike Trmlghese <mtranghese@bigeasl.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Amy 

Herman --~ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sh~le Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Krisfine Kuhr 

<kkuhl(@miami.edu>; Kelly Woods-q~voods@sc~xletknights.com >; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinlevQ@uc.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edtr~; 

Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Rachel Engrissei <lengrissei@bige&st.org~; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com~; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ns£edtc~; David Holm 

<dth@georgetown.edu>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; ldeible@nd.edu; Daniel Gos~)m <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Jason 

Gray <jtgmy@rice.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edw~; Danielle Fi~gera]d 

<danielle.ii~gemld@marquette.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsn.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@syr.edu>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Eric Banmgaltner <ebaumgaJ:tne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 
tullyc@bc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; Kelly Cruttenden-dcc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; 

Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.eduv,; Brian Battle <bjM6@georgetown.eduv,; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villmaova.eduv,; Bobby Weygand --~bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Larissa Catt~xmch <larissa.cattanach@mail.,~m.edu>; Holly 

Sheilley <hkshei0 l@lonisville.edu;,; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeasl.org>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvn.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn0 l@louisville.edtc,; koost~bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ale, s Schug 

--~aschug@scaJ:let2nights.com~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; John Mafinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Brian Lulz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu~; 

Stephen Clache~ <clachest@shu.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edw~; Sue Eaton ~2seaton@bigeasl.org>; Lisa Zmaecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Brummett <brummet@admin.usf.edw~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/7/06- Current Event 

CU sits golfers, coach 
RockyMountainNews corn 

CU announced the suspensions of coach Brad Neher and seven golfers for what athletic director Mike Bohn called a "violation of athletics department policy and team rules." 

Reached in Washington, where the NCAA champion Buffaloes ski team is scheduled today to visit the White House, Bohn declined to specify the violation 

"Within 24 hours of being notified of the incident, we took swift and punitive action and believe this reinforces our zero tolerance for these types of episodes," he said 

In 2004, CU languished in the national spotlight after a widely publicized football recruiting controversy that included players’ hosts taking visiting prospects to a local strip club during 

their official campus visits, as well as allegations that players paid for strippers to perform for recruits at private parties off campus. 

The source said on a free night during the CU-Stevinson Ranch Invitational golf tournament on March 27-28 in Stevinson, Calif., members of the Buffaloes golf team drove to San 

Francisco, about 110 miles away, where they visited a strip club. 

Neher did not condone or make the trip to San Francisco but "showed negligence" for allowing it to happen, the source said. 

When word of the incident reached Bohn and the CU administration, Neher and seven golfers were suspended from competition in The Intercollegiate, a 54-hole tournament Friday and 

Saturday in Cary, N.C. 

CU’s next scheduled competition is the Texas A&M Invitational in Bryan, Texas, on April 15-16. It was not known if the suspensions will be lifted by then. 

Instead of the entire team leaving Wednesday for North Carolina, only senior Edward McGlasson, the Buffaloes’ No 1 golfer, represented the school. 

He was accompanied by CU assistant athletic director Charles Johnson, a former quarterback at the school who joined the department in the fall 

"It’s a pretty severe penalty to pull a team off the road," said Bohn, who indicated there could be further ramifications for Neher, 34, when Bohn returns to Boulder 

The suspended golfers are senior Kenny Coakley, 21; junior Ryan Anderson, 22; sophomores Jim Grady, 21, and Pat Grady, 20; redshirt freshman Derek Tolan, 201 and freshmen 

Diego Mufoz, 18, and Finlay White, 18 

Five of the suspended golfers are Coloradans. The Gradys are from Broomfield, Anderson from Greeley, Tolan from Highlands Ranch and Coakley from Lakewood. White is from 

Perthshire, Scotland, and Mufoz from Mexico City 

In CU’s news release, Bohn said no NCAA violations occurred and the suspensions were not prompted by an incident involving police 

Bohn said the school recognizes "the importance of continuing to ensure the program’s integrity is intact, so (suspension) was the proper move. 

"This will be a valuable lesson for them for the future and an example to our other student-athletes, as well as staff." 

Neher, who did not return telephone messages, was named interim coach in January after the death of Iongtime CU golf coach Mark Simpson in December. Simpson, 55, lost a long 

battle with lung cancer. 

A 1995 CU graduate, Neher was a two-year letterman in golf. 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 10, 2006 9:34 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.s3,kes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mao’ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engris~i <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgoli@bigeast.olg>; Rod Johnson 

<rod johnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@~t.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawor~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.x~wu.edu:>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qzlth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.nsf.edtc>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Dem~xco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/10/06- 14.4.3.5(c- Graduate Student) 

Kilo Meter, a track student-athlete, enrolled in graduate school this past fall semester. Kilo passed 6 hours of academic credit during the fall semester. 
Do the 6 hours have to be degree applicable in order for Kilo to satisfy the 6 hour requirement and be eligible for the spring semester? 
No. NGAA Bylaw 14.4.3.5(c) states that a graduate student-athlete or a student-athlete who graduates and returns for a second baccalaureate degree or who is taking course 
work that would lead to the equivalent of another major or degree who is otherwise eligible for regular:season competition shall be exempt from the progress toward degree 

provisions, except the student-athlete shall successfully complete a minimum of sex-semester or quarter hours of academic credit during each regular academic term in 
which the student is enrolled full time as a graduate student or a student who has graduated and is seeking a second baccalaureate or equivalent degree at any collegiate 
institution. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 11, 2006 8:33 AM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brima Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mao’ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engris~i <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeast.olg>; Rod Johnson 

<rod johnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@~t.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.eduv,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Laxissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Dem~xco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmnn 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/11/06- 11.7.4.3.1 & NCAA Intepretation 

Women’s field hockey coaches at institution A are very interested in evaluating top prospects at a tournament next weekend [Thursday Sunday]. The head coach and 
assistmlt 1 leave campus for the tournament Thursday morning. Saturday morning, assistmlt 2 leaves campus to attend this tournament. Saturday M’temoon, assistant 1 
leaves the tournament and returns to campus. Assistant 2 joins the head coach at the tournament Saturday evening. 

Is there a violation in this example? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.4.3.1 states that it is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage ha off-campus contact or evaluation before maother coach who is off’- 
campus actually returns to campus, provided the total number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at aaly time does not exceed the permissible number. 

Application of the Limitation on the Number of Coaches Who May Engage in Off-Campus Recruiting at Auy One Time (I)--NCAA Official hflerpretation 

[6/1/05] states that if the limitation on the number of coaches who are permitted to contact or evaluate prospects off campus at any one time is reached, maother coach in 

that same sport may leave campus to engage in off-campus contacts or evaluations at may time, provided he or she does not begin may off-campus recruiting activity until 

the coach being replaced has completed his or her recruiting activities. Further, the replaced coach may not engage in additional recruiting activities until after he or she has 

returned to the institution’s campus 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 12, 2006 8:15 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engris~i <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgoli@bigeast.olg>; Rod Johnson 

<rod iohnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saeHis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qzlth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depauLedu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marieHe.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmnn 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 4/12/06- 11.01.5 & Interpretation 

Lane Violation, men’s basketball prospect, is on Institution A’s campus for an official visit. During the official visit, the institution would like to pay for the volunteer coach’s 
meals. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NGAA Bylaw 11.01.5 states that all sports other than football and basketball are permitted to have a volunteer coach, and they are subject to the following provisions: 

[] A volunteer coach is prohibited from contacting and evaluating prospective student-athletes off-campus or from scouting opponents off-campus. 
[] A volunteer coach may receive a maximum of two complimentary tickets to home athletics contests in the coach’s sport. 
[] A volunteer coach may receive compensation for employment at an institution’s sports camp or clinic. 
[] A volunteer coach may receive transportation to and from, and room and board, at away games; and parking expenses associated with practice and competition. 
[] A volunteer coach may receive complimentary meals during a prospective student-athlete’s official visit, provided the volunteer coach dines with the 

prospective student-athlete. [Effective 8/1/04] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 12, 2006 8:37 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condar&s, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxparelli@bige&st.org>; Rachel Engris~i <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgoli@bigeast.olg>; Rod Johnson 

<rod iohnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saeHis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbld 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawol~Lh@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qzlth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depauLedu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marieHe.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hofion <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Demaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmnn 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item Clarification 

Good Morning All, 
Since a men’s basketball example was used, the answer should be no because men’s basketball cannot have a volunteer coach. The answer would be yes for all sports other 
than football and basketball. 
I apologize for the confusion. 
Jennifi~r 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 13, 2006 8:13 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.s3,kes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engris~i <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeast.olg>; Rod Johnson 

<rod johnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@~t.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibl~t 

<alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawort~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.x~wu.edu:>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qzlth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Laxissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.nsf.edtc>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Dem~xco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/13/06- Interpretation 

A football coach attends a recruiting combine during the spring evaluation period and observes Tight End, a highly touted prospect, participating in receiving drills. 
This coach has used a spring athletic evaluation for: 

A. Each prospect participating in the combine. 

B. Each prospect participating in the receiving drill. 

C. The high school of each prospect participating in the drill. 

D. None of the above. 
The answer is [3. NGAA I=ducational Column [6/t7/04] states that an institution’s coach who is attending an event in which prospects from multiple educational institutions 
participate in drills (e.g., combine) is charged with an evaluation only for each prospect participating in the event that the coach observes or for each prospect that the coach 

assesses academic qualifications (e.g., obtains a prospect’s academic transcript). For example, if a football coach only observes prospects participating in defensive back 
drills at a football combine, only evaluations for those prospects observed in the defensive back drills must be counted. If the coach observed a prospect practicing or 
competing with his high school team, then an evaluation would be used for each prospect at the high school. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 17, 2006 7:52 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.s3,kes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Lynne 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickheuse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engris~i <rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgoli@bigeast.olg>; Rod Johnson 

<rod johnson@ncsu.edu>; SaJnmatha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clem~m.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@~t.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Gleene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; Amy Haworth 

<ahawor~h@admin.usf.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.x~wu.edu:>; Brima Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qzlth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illaneva.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

~tephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Stumpf <richard.stumpf@villanova.edtc,; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.nsf.edtc>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Dem~xco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmrm 

<jkherm0 l@loni~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.hewes@mail.xwu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/17/06- 15.3.5.1 

In regard to the renewal or non-renewal of a student-athlete’s athletics aid, which statement does NOT reflect what is required of the institution? 

]. Notification must be made on or before July 1 prior to the academic year in which the reduction or non-renewal is to become effective 

2. Notification of the reduction or non-renewal must come from the institution’s regular financial aid authority 

3. Notification of reduction or non-renewal must be in writing 

4. Notification of the reduction or non-renewal to a student-athlete who engages in serious misconduct is not required 

The answer is 4. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.5.1 states that the renewal of institutional financial aid based in any degree on athletics ability shall be made on or before July 1 prior to 
the academic year in which it is to be effective. The institution shall promptly notify in writing each student-athlete who received an award the previous academic year and who 
has eligibility remaining in the sport in which financial aid was awarded the previous academic year (under Bylaw 14.2) whether the grant has been renewed or not renewed for 
the ensuing academic year. Notification of financial aid renewals and non-renewals must come from the institution’s regular financial aid authority and not from the institution’s 
athletics department. (Revised: 1/10/95) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 18, 2006 7:54 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeasl.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albam01 @lonisville.edu>; MaD’ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mraJrgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<vcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Stumpf<stumpt@admin.usfedtv~; Samantha tluge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edu>; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos’~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbld 

<alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu~,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shnlt@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~a,u.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 Be#tholomae <dbm!,holomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Dmaielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgeredd@maJrquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft <a:lsmfft@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hLshei0 l@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@ur.edu--; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaJdetknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathwn Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant 

<kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.us£edtr~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley <~delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Larissa Cattanach <lazissa.cattanach@mail.~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodea@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edtr~; Mike KaJwoski 

<karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illmlova.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.nc.edu>; Stephen Clache1%’ <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hoflon <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<~facto@bigeast.org >; BarbaJra Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La libint 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.musseau@uc.edu--; Terri 

Howes <tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/18/06- Current Event 

Athletes and alcohol create dangerous mix on college campuses 

HamptonRoads.com 

Studies done a few years ago reveal that the highest incidence of binge drinking on college campuses is among young males involved in intercollegiate athletics. 

Combine that with elevated testosterone and an inflated sense of entitlement enjoyed by many athletes and you’ve got the ingredients for an explosive cocktail. 

The scandal involving the Duke Lacrosse team is only one of the latest and most dramatic manifestations of a campus jock culture that occasionally embarrasses even the 
most prestigious universities. 

In 2004, the University of Colorado was where Duke finds itself now, trying to come to grips with reports of sordid incidents involving drunk athletes, strippers and the alleged 
rape of a former female place kicker. 

Human nature is what it is, and boys on booze are a ticking time bomb. 

You could almost bring yourself to feel sorry for Duke, Colorado or other universities caught in the cross hairs of the tawdry news accounts. Almost. The sympathy would be 
wasted, though. On the one hand, the image-jarring incidents are committed by a very small percentage of students. On the other hand, the schools bring this on themselves. 
Let’s not kid ourselves. Colleges with outsized athletic ambitions create an environment that invites incidents that could make a team the lead story on "The Abrams Report." 

Why Duke thought it was so important to field a national title contender in lacrosse is open for debate. Duke might wondering that, too. Conspicuously missing now from the 
school’s athletic Web site is the team roster. Names have been expunged, deleted, erased. The players are non-persons. Except to the Durham, N.C., district attorney’s 

office. 

Although it’s a case that doesn’t rise to the level of national cable fodder, names were named last week after six Virginia athletes had been arrested in connection with a 
break-in and fight at a fraternity house in Charlottesville. Given the national data, is it going too far to suggest that, in some instances, the presence of athletes on campus 
puts the general student population at greater risk? 

Whether that’s true or not, when it comes to the overemphasis on sports, almost everybody involved with our universities either actively or passively asks for trouble. 

They ask for trouble when they cheer on the football player who is back from a suspension for participating in a bar fight. They ask for it when they shrug off all the boorish and 
destructive acts perpetrated by athletes. They ask for it when they don’t demand that their school get its priorities straight. 

But what are a school’s priorities? Duke president Richard Brodhead canceled the men’s lacrosse season, accepted (if not demanded) the resignation of the team’s coach and 



set up five committees. The investigations that follow, though, will only touch on the symptoms. Because the real problem is us and our fascination with college sports. 

The schools know this and are only too happy to exploit our weakness. 

True, no institution welcomes scandal. But judging from what we understand about big4ime colleges, it seems to be the case that administrators and fans are willing to flirt 
with trouble rather than, God forbid, fall out of the Top 25 rankings. 

At the very least, too many schools delude themselves into believing that they can keep a tighter rein on the bull in the china shop. 

Duke’s problems should give them all pause. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 19, 2006 7:58 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albam01 @lonisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbfickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <renglissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rnraJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<vcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Stumpf<stumpt@admin.usfedtv~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edu>; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu’~,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu~,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shnlt@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~a~u.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Badholomae <dbal~Lholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Dmaielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgeredd@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft <Msmfft@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Holly Sheilley <hLshei0 l@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmnllin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgreer@syr.edu~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath~n Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant 

<kgranV~:scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.us£edtr~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley <~delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Laris~ Cattanach <laxissa.cattanach@mail.v~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodea@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edtr~; Mike KaJwoski 

<kala¥oski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clachefly <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hoflon <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<~facto@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La libint 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.musseau@uc.edu~; Terri 

Howes <tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 4/19/06- 13.02.5.1 (a) 

Double Fault, a tennis student-athlete, is going home for Spring Break and the head coach reminds him that his former club team will be participating in a tournament. The 
institution is recruiting a prospect on Double’s former team. The coach reminds Double to make sure that contact is made with the prospect. 
Is this a permissible recruiting contact? 
No. NCAA Bylaw t 3.02.6.t(a) states that off-campus, in-person recruiting contacts that are unavoidable incidental contacts between enrolled student-athletes (or other 
enrolled students) and a prospect are permissible if such contacts do not occur at the direction of a coaching staff member. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 20, 2006 9:05 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletlafights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albam01 @lonisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <mraJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<vcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Stumpf<stumpt@admin.usfedtv~; Samantha ttuge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edu>; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu’~,; Wanda Factor ~�’acto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibl~t 

<alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison S~aange <astrange@admin.usf.edu~,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shnlt@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~,u.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Balntholomae <dbal~Lholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Dmaielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgeredd@maxquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft <dsmfft@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Holly Sheilley <hLshei0 l@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathwn Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edw~; Keith Grant 

<kgranV~:scarletknigNs.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.us£edtr~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley <~delanekl @s’tjohns.edw~; Laris~ Cattanach <laxissa.cattanach@mail.~x~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodea@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edtr~; Mike KaJwoski 

<kala¥oski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clachefly <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hoflon <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<x~facto@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La libint 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.musseau@uc.edu~; Terri 

Howes <tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 4/20/06- 14.3.1.3.1 

Full Twist, diving prospect, attends summer school prior to her initial, full-time enrollment. Full receives an athletic scholarship for the summer term. While Full is taking 
summer classes, her academic advisor at institution A informs her that she will need to re-take the SAT in order to be deemed a qualifier by the NCAA Clearinghouse. There 
is a 2 week break between the summer term and fall semester, so Full decides to take the test during that time. 
Can Full use the test score from a test taken after the summer term in which she received athletics aid? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.3.1 states that the minimum required SAT or ACT score shall be achieved prior to registering for a minimum full-time program of studies (as 
determined by the institution) and attending classes in a regular term (e.g., semester or quarter) of an academic year at a collegiate institution. 
The summer school aid, while it could trigger transfer**, does not trigger full-time enrollment. As a result, the prospect may use any test scores achieved prior to initial full- 
time collegiate enrollment in order to satisfy initial-eligibility standards 
**The recipient, if recruited, is subject to NCAA transfer provisions pursuant to Bylaw 14.5.2(h), unless admission to the institution as a full-time student is denied [Bylaw 

15.2.8.1.4.-c] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, April 21, 2006 7:46 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray" 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sTkes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly- Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeasl.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albam01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <mraJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<vcobb/~vt.edu>; Rick Stumpf<stumpt@admin.usfedtr~; Samantha ttuge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edu>; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr’% Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alford~J@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edt~,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; bill.shnlt@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.x~a,u.edu:>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Ballholomae <dbalt~holomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Dmaielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgerald@maJcquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft <xtsmfft@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Holly Sheilley <hLshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaJdetknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathwn Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant 

<kgranV~:scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.us£edtr~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley <~delanekl @sljohns.edu-~; Laris~ Cattanach <laxissa.cattanach@mail.~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodea@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<kala¥oski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu:>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen ClachelVy <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Hoflon <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<x~facto@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.nsf.edtc>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La libint 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.musseau@uc.edtr~; Terri 

Howes <tem.howe@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/21/06- Current Event 

Oklahoma investigation finds Peterson violated no rules 

USAToday.com--AP-- 

Oklahoma’s compliance department investigated the circumstances by which tailback Adrian Peterson bought a car and then returned it several weeks later but determined 

the arrangement did not violate NCAA regulations. 

Peterson, the runner-up for the Heisman Trophy in 2004, secured a financing agreement and drove the car for several weeks last winter but then returned it, said Bonita 

Jackson, Peterson’s mother. 

"We were gonna purchase the car, but the payments were gonna be too high, so we took the car back," Jackson said 

Oklahoma officials determined that Peterson did not receive an extra benefit that is not available to the general student body of the university 

"We have pursued the matter in exhaustive fashion over a five-month period," Oklahoma associate athletic director Keith Gill said in a statement. "Based on the information 

we have gathered, we do not believe NCAA rules violations have occurred." 

The dealership, Big Red Sports and Imports, regularly allowed customers who signed contracts to drive the cars for a period of time before financing had been secured, said 

Brad McRae, the dealership’s part-owner at the time of Peterson’s agreement. 

"We didn’t do anything wrong," McRae said "Is it standard operating business practice? Yes, it’s standard operating business practice." 

Peterson’s stepfather said his family is committed to keeping Peterson eligible for football. 

"This is our child’s future," Frankie Jackson said. "We don’t want anything to happen to him because of some silly car deal. We’re not going to do anything to jeopardize his 

future." 

Oklahoma also investigated the employment of football players by the dealership but found no violations. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 24, 2006 7:57 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigea,st.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condara,s, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.ovg>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr>-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaadetl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~hr@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabeock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu:,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aacgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athleics.pitt.edu-~; Rick Stumpf <stumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Sama~tha Huge 

<hugesk@wfn.edtr~; Sandy Weber <saJ~c~j@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~ellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjim~ 
<todjo£ji~@bigeast.org >; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org >; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~fights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm -q]th@georgetown.edtr--; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Lazissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Dem~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~,u.edtl>; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edw,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtl>; Dorma Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr--; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiL~wu.edu> 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 4/24/06- 13.2.2 

Line Drive, a baseball prospect, signed an NLI with Institution A during the late signing period. Which of the following can Institution A provide to Line? 

A. Duffel bag with Institution A’s logo. 

B. Help to Line’s dad to find a job. 

C. Cosigning of a car loan. 

D. None of the above is permissible. 

The answer is D-none of the above. 
Refer to NCAA Bylaw t 3.2.2 for other prohibited items. Please keep in mind the list is not exhaustive. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 25, 2006 8:02 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray" 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly- Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabeock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athleics.pitt.edu-~; Rick Stumpf <stumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Sama~tha Huge 

<hugesk@wfn.edtv~; Sandy Weber <saJ~c~j@t.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~ellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjim~ 
<todjo£ji~zl@bigeast.org >; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org >; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu;,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy’ Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLwvu.edu~ 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 4/25/06- 13.6.2.2 

All American is a prospect being recruited by Institution A for both football and track. Institution A is permitted to bring All on campus for an official visit in the fall for football 
and again for another official visit in the spring for track. 
Is this true or false? 
The answer is false. 
NGAA Bylaw t 3.6.2.2 states that a prospect may take a maximum of five expense-paid visits, with no more than one permitted to any single institution. This restriction 
applies regardless of the number of sports in which the prospect is involved and only for expense paid visits to Division I or II institutions. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 25, 2006 2:34 PM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bige&st.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bige&st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~ndsj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu;,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLwvu.edu~ 

Cla~ifica~don on Daily Compliance Item 

Good Afternoon, 
On April 10, 2006, I sent the following compliance item: 
Kilo Meter, a track student-athlete, enrolled in graduate school this past fall semester. Kilo passed 6 hours of academic credit during the fall semester. 
Do the 6 hours have to be degree applicable in order for Kilo to satisfy the 6 hour requirement and be eligible for the spring semester? 
No. NCAA Bylaw t4.4.3.5(c) states that a graduate student-athlete or a student-athlete who graduates and returns for a second baccalaureate degree or who is taking course 
work that would lead to the equivalent of another major or degree who is otherwise eligible for regular-season competition shall be exempt from the progress toward degree 
provisions, except the student-athlete shall successfully complete a minimum of sex-semester or quarter hours of academic credit during each regular academic term in 
which the student is enrolled full time as a graduate student or a student who has graduated and is seeking a second baccalaureate or equivalent degree at any collegiate 
institution. 
After speaking with the NCAA, it has been discovered that the interpretation provided in the above scenario is incorrect. A graduate student, or a student seeking a second 
baccalaureate, would have to pass 6 degree applicable hours. Although it isn’t directly addressed in Bylaw 14.4.3.5 (d) on page 165 (or Bylaw 14.4.3.5 (c) on page 170) a 

student who fits one of the specified categories in said bylaw (e.g., graduate student) must satisfy the 6 hour rule. The credit hour requirements are established in bylaw 
14.4.3.1. Because a student must still satisfy the six hour requirement established in 14.4.3.1(c), the student must also ensure those hours satisfy 14.4.3.4.1 which requires 
the hours to be degree applicable. 
Additionally, if a student doesn’t pass 6 degree applicable hours, he/she would not earn the eligibility point for APR purposes. 
The NCAA also confirmed that the adoption of proposal 2005-60 does not change this interpretation. 
This is the correct application of the rule; however, we are going to seek further guidance from the LRIC. If anything changes with regard to this rule, we will pass along that 

information. 
I apologize for any confusion this may have caused. 
Please contact us if you have any questions or concerns. 
Jennifer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 26, 2006 7:47 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <b[hirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.s3~kes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabeock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <renglissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rnraJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stump[~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ks’ta~@depauLedu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marieHe.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edt~,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert(@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLwvu.edu~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 4/26/06- 14.4.3.4.8 

Darryl Discus is a student-athlete on the men’s track team. He received 15 hours of degree credit during the fall semester. In one of those courses, Darryl received a "D". He 
would like to repeat that course during the spring semester to improve his grade. 
Do NCAA progress toward degree rules allow Darryl to use a course that has been repeated? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.8 states that credit for courses that are repeated may be used by a student to satist~, the minimum academic progress 
requirements only under the following conditions: 

(a) A course repeated due to an unsatisfactory, initial grade may be utilized only once, and only after it has been satisfactorily completed; 

(b) Credit for a course that may be taken several times (e.g., a physical education activities course) shall be limited by ins~dtutional regulations; and 

(c) Credits earned in courses that may be taken several times may not exceed the maximum institutional limit for credits of that type for any baccalanreate degree 

program (or for the student’s specific baccalaureate degree program once a program has been designated). 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 27, 2006 8:03 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.s3,kes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabeock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nd53@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edtr~,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLxwu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/27/06- 13.02.14 

Which of the following are considered telephone calls? 

A. Instant Messenger 

B. Videophone 

C. Facsimilies 

D. E-mail 
The answer is B-Videophone 

NCAA Bylaw 13.02.14 states that all electronicdlly transmitted humma voice exchange (including videoconferencing and videophones) shall be considered telephone 

calls. All eleclronicdlly trmasmitted correspondence (e.g., electronic mail, Instant Messenger, facsimiles, pages, text messaging) shall not be considered telephone calls 

(see Bylaw 13.4.1). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, April 28, 2006 7:54 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <b[hirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletlafights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeasl.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJrgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@atlfletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stump[~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<~aschug@scarletl~fights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louiswille.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qJth@georgetown.edtr;; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly, Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz, 

<ksta~@depauLedu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; La~ssa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marieHe.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edtp,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Domm Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy’ Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy, Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr;; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.boberi@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr;; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLwvu.edu~ 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 4/28/06- Current Event 

Landlord: Bush’s parents didn’t pay $54,000 in rent 

USAToday.com--AP-- The parents of Southern California running back Reggie Bush did not pay $54,000 in rent during the year they lived in a home owned by a 

sports marketing agency investor who wanted to represent the football star, the owner of the house told two newspapers. 

The landlord, Michael Michaels, said that Bush’s mother and stepfather agreed to pay $4,500 in monthly rent when they moved into the Spring Valley house he bought 

for $757,000 in March 2005, the San Diego Union-Tribune reported Friday. 

They didn’t pay for the first few months but promised to pay when the Heisman Trophy-winner started earning millions of dollars after turning pro, said Michaels, who 

described himself as a real estate investor. 

Michaels’ attorney, Brian Watkins, claimed that Bush was made aware of the situation and also promised to repay the debt when he turned professional, according to a 

report in Friday’s Los Angeles Times. 

"Originally there was a rental agreement, but they never paid a dime," Watkins told the Times. "It was always, ’Don’t worry, we’ll pay you -- you can take it out of our 

profits "’ 

Bush, however, did not sign with Michaels’ firm, New Era Sports & Entertainment LLC, which Watkins said the running back’s stepfather helped found. Relations with 

the family deteriorated and Watkins sent the player’s parents an eviction notice on April 3, a copy of which he showed the Union-Tribune. 

Bush’s parents, LaMar and Denise Griffin, moved out of the house last week Bush has said his parents left because they found another place to live. 

watkins said he plans to file a $3.2 million fraud lawsuit against Bush~s parents and possibly Bush The sum includes $300,000 in money that Michaels claims he and 

another investor, a documented gang member named Lloyd Lake, put into the business, plus punitive damages. 

Bush chose to turn pro after his junior season with USC and is expected to be the No 1 pick in Saturday’s NFL draft 

Watkins and David Cornwell, the Bush family attorney, did not immediately return phone calls from The Associated Press late Thursday 

Bush has denied knowledge of any deal with Michaels and has promised that details would emerge later that would explain the family’s living situation. 

"I’m confident and I know what the truth is," he said Thursday at a pre-NFL draft appearance in New York. "1 know for a fact that everything is fine and this is all blown out 

of proportion and there’s more to the story than is being told right now." 



The NCAA is investigating whether the living arrangement violated rules prohibiting student-athletes and their families from receiving extra benefits from agents or their 

representatives. 

Pac-10 commissioner Tom Hansen said earlier this week that a Pac-10 investigation could start soon, but gave no specific time frame. USC could forfeit its 2005 Pac- 

10 football title if Bush is ruled ineligible, he said. 

Any violation could also put Bush in a precarious position with the organization that awards the Heisman Trophy; the award ballot states that the winner must be in 

compliance with NCAA rules. Heisman officials have said they will wait until the Pac-10 investigation is complete before deciding if any action needs to be taken. 

USC Coach Pete Carroll, reached late Thursday night, said: "1 don’t knowthe details of it, so I have no comment about it." 

According to Watkins, the scenario began when LaMar Griffin, Bush’s stepfather, approached Lake during the player’s sophomore season in the fall of 2004 with a 

proposal to form a sports management business Watkins described Lake -- a documented gang member from El Cajon who is now serving time in prison for a 

probation violation --as a Iongtime friend of the Bush family 

Griffin and Lake teamed up with Michaels to form New Era, he said. Michaels was a close associate of Lake’s, according to a 2002 FBI affidavit filed in support of arrest 

warrants for Lake and other accused San Diego gang members 

At one point, San Diego-based sports agent David Caravantes joined the team, with the plan being that New Era would market Bush and Caravantes would represent 

him 

Because Michaels is a member of the Sycuan Indian tribe, the group approached the tribal council in search of more investments. 

The tribe declined to join the venture, said Adam Day, Sycuan’s assistant tribal manager. 

Around then, Watkins told the Times, the Griffins started asking for money. 

"They had some financial problems and couldn’t focus on building the business," he said. 

The falling out between Michaels and Bush’s family began when the player hired another marketing representative -- Mike Ornstein -- and another agent -- Joel 

Segal. 

The Bush controversy is not the only public relations problem facing the Southern California football program. 

Backup quarterback Mark Sanchez was released from jail Thursday as police continued to investigate a female student’s accusation he sexually assaulted her. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 1, 2006 7:45 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bige&st.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.eduv,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLxwu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/1/06- 13.4.2.1 

Which statement(s) is TRUE regarding highlight films/videotapes/audiotapes? 

A. Narration on a highlight film/videotape may include a recruiting testimonial from a former or current student-athlete. 

B. An institution may show a highlight film/videotape to a prospect, but may not leave it with the prospect. 

C. Highlight films/videotapes are game clips that contain informational material related directly to a particular event or sport season 

D. Both B and C 

The answer is D- both B and C. 

NCAA Bylaw t3.4.2.t states that an institution may show a highlight film/videotape/audio tape to a prospect or the prospect’s coach but may not send it to or leave it with the 
prospect or coach. Highlight films/videotapes/audio tapes are "game clips" that contain informational material that is related to a particular event or sports season. Any 
narration on the highlight film/videotape/audio tape must relate specifically to the event or sports season. Highlight films/videotapes/audio tapes may include only clips of 
actual athletics contests and activities that occur on the day of the contest that are directly related to the contest (e.g., pr~-game player introductions, half-time band and 

cheerleader performances, locker-room talks, crowd reactions, sideline coaching staff activities, post-game on-field award presentations). The highlight film may not include 
clips of other activities that are only indirectly related to the contests (e.g., team travel, team meals, entertainment activities, practice activities, institutional facilities). 
(Adopted: 1/11/94 effective 8/1/94; Revised 2/22/01) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 2, 2006 7:48 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatio <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeasl.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigec~st.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <nnaJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org~; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu;,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.hnbert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 5/2/06- Current Event 

USC looks into possible NCAA violation involving receiver Jarrett 
USAToday.com- -AP 

Southern California officials are investigating whether an upscale apartment that wide receiver Dwayne Jarrett shared with 

~ former teammate Matt Leinart violated NCAA rules, according to a published report Sunday. 

Leinart’s father, Bob, put the duo on the lease at the secured apartment complex downtown after Leinart moved out of his 

former residence near campus because he was constantly hounded by fans. 

Leinart -- the Heisman Trophy-winning quarterback picked 10th by the Arizona Cardinals in the NFL Draft Saturday -- and Jarrett each paid $650 a month for the 

apartment that cost $3,866 a month, according to the Los Angeles Times. Leinart’s father paid the difference and said he’s been told Jarrett might have to repay him 

about $10,000, the newspaper reported. 

University compliance officials are looking into whether the football program received an unfair advantage. While Bob Leinart would have been allowed to make up the 

difference for his son, he might not have been allowed to do so for another player. 

Tim Tessalone, USC’s director of sports information, confirmed Sunday that an investigation involving Jarrett’s living arrangement was underway 

"At this point, we’re still gathering information," Tessalone told the Associated Press, declining further comment 

The investigation is the latest cloud over the Trojans’ football program The Pac-10 is looking into the living arrangement of 2005 Heisman winner Reggie Bush’s family, 

who lived in a house owned by a man who reportedly sought to market him while he played for USC last season. NCAA rules prohibit student-athletes and their families 

from receiving extra benefits from agents or their representatives. 

Police are continuing its investigation into a female student’s accusation that backup quarterback Mark Sanchez sexually assaulted her. Sanchez was freed last week 

after posting $200,000 bail. He was due back in court on May 17. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May’ 2, 2006 4:30 PM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bige&st.org>; Bobby 
Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condar&s, Steven M. 
<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.ovg>; Eric 
Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsn.edu; Jason Gray" 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 
<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 
<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 
<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 
Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 
<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 
W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 
<aschug@scarletl~fights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 
Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 
--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 
<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:~ 
<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 
<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; La~ssa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 
ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; maridle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 
<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 
<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shn.edu>; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usf.edu’~,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 
<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Domm Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 
<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy’ Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stephanie 
Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 5/3/06- Current Event 

Complex NCAA rule meant to protect amateurism 

B L"a Wodraska 

The Salt Lake Tribune 

A fan wanted to wear a picture of Utes gymnast Kristina Baskett on his T-shirt at the NCAA Gymnastics Championships. It seemed like a 

harmless request, sent via e-mail, so she readily agreed, never realizing her consent put her eligibility in jeopardy. 

The fan started selling the shirts, mouse pads and bags with Baskett’s photo and name emblazoned on them on a Web site. When 

officials at the University of Utah found out, the university had to declare Baskett ineligible until her role in the release of the merchandise 

was clarified. 

In California, a Brigham Young booster club used three players’ images to promote an event. When officials in Provo learned of the 

promotional material, the university had to self-report the incident as a rules violation to the NCAA. 

Both the BYU and Utah bookstores sell jerseys with the numbers of popular players but not their 

names to avoid more entanglements with the NCAA. 

All of these incidents come courtesy of a simple, yet complex rule in the NCAA’s handbook. The bylaw states that an athlete’s name or 

likeness can’t be used in a commercial venture. 

The rule was put in place to protect an athlete’s amateur status, a novel idea, but one that causes compliance directors more trouble than 

almost any other regulation. An athlete’s image can be used to promote a school, but an athlete can’t sell his or her image or likeness, nor 

can they be used in any kind of promotional event other than approved charitable organizations. 

"The idea is athletes shouldn’t be exploited," said Doug Archie, Utah’s associate athletic director over compliance. "College athletics are 

talked about being the last bastion of true amateurism. It used to be the Olympics, too, but that has totally changed, too." 

The rule may stop athletes from selling themselves, but there are plenty of others waiting to make a profit off their success. 

The collegiate industry is estimated to make $2.9 billion this year in officially licensed sports retail, according to John Christie, the vice 

president of university services for the Collegiate Licensing Company, which represents approximately 200 collegiate properties. 

The NFL leads with $3.15 billion in sales, followed by Major League Baseball with $3.1 billion. 

Of that $2.9 billion in the collegiate realm, schools make, on average, just eight percent of the wholesale costs, Christie said. 

"When you compare that revenue to the millions of dollars in a school’s budget, it’s a very small piece of the pie," he said. "But it is a 

very public percentage of the pie. There is an intrinsic value when a fan wears a school’s T-shirt." 

Onus on the schools 

i xi 

;~~i~~’ :~:.:mb~:::~¸ o:~ :.i’~:’:~ ?.~:.~? 
Whether schools should be allowed to make any kind of profit off theh athletes is a whole separate debate, but this much is known: With 

the expanse of the internet and the continuation of blurring the lines between amateurism and professionalism, more and more entities 

are trying to use athletes for profit. It is up to the universities to figure out right from wrong. Whether it is a request from a fan who wants a,:):.:,.<:!: ~:,,: ,~ :~ ~:. ,~. ::,..:.:i ; [] 
to capitalize on an athlete’s image on a shirt, a freelance photographer who wants to shoot an event, or a charity that wants to use players pi~-:ce, 

to promote a cause, all involve the bylaw. ~o ;..~ w, nt ~ i~,~,~, f~:::.R~ ~,~ d.;~;~:W 

"Any Lime you see anything come up that involves that bylaw, we start sweating," says Jim Kimmel, the compliance coordinator for BYU. "I " 
: ¯ ’-S i 

dislike it with a passion, because you have to deal with each case on an individual basis .... A lot of it doesn’t make sense." t : 
The dilemma universities have is the NCAA puts the burden of control on the schools, even if the schools have nothing to do with the 

business venture. For instance, even though Baskett had no knowledge of the enterprising fan’s intent to sell shirts with her image on them, Utah still had to declare her 

ineligible until her innocence was proved to the NCAA. 

It Look about 24 hours for her to be cleared by the NCAA, and luckily for Utah, her brief ineligibility didn’t come on the day of a meet. 

"We know we can’t accept money or anything like that," said Baskett, who doesn’t know how the man obtained the photo of her. "But I’ve learned, you can’t just think, ’Cool,’ 

and let someone do something like that." 

BYU was in a similar situation when it found out the California booster club was using athletes to promote an event. The athletes had no knowledge, but they were the ones the 

NCAA viewed at fault, puLLing their eligibility in question. 



"There are so many things out there that we don’t even know about," Kimmel saW: "A lot of times you just stumble onto things, then we have to hold our breath and hope 

gels worked out in a short period of time." 

The NCAA requires universities to send cease-and-desist letters to companies profiting from athletes. Kimmel and Archie said they normally send less than six letters a year, 

but admitted there are companies probably making money off their athletes they don’t know about. Success increases their work, such as last year when Alex Smith and Andrew 

Bogut were the No. 1 picks in the NFL and NBA drafts, respectively. 

Archie saw he had to send more than a dozen cease-and-desist letters that year. 

"Most companies don’t know they’re even doing anything wrong," he said. 

Kent Barrett, an associate director in the NCAA’s enforcement department, said he didn’t believe the NCAA would ever Lake the step of declaring an athlete ineligible indefinitely 

as long as the school made an effort to slop the exploitation of its athlete. But he doesn’t see the rule going away, either, no matter how many businesses unlawfully prey on 

athletes. 

"Schools are required to take steps to keep it from happening. It’s a cut-and-dry rule," he said. "But just because a rule is increasingly broken doesn’t mean you should get rid 

of it." 

Interestingly, the NCAA itself came under fire during the 2005 football season when it endorsed a site sponsored by Pontiac where fans voted on the game-changing 

performance of the week. The NCAA defended its support by saying the site was a promotion for football, not a commercial venture. 

Following the rules 

In an effort to keep control of players’ images, universities are starting to tighten access to players and limit what merchandise is available with players’ images. 

Most universities will only sell jerseys with a well-known player’s number on the back, not his or her name. A jersey with a number on it is representative of the school, the name 

Lies it to a specific player. If a sports bar or some other venture bought a jersey with a name on it, it would be up to the university to send a cease-and-desist letter to stop the 

business from using a player as a promotional tool: 

For the upcoming football season, Utah will sell a football jersey with No. 32 on it. Most fans won’t need the name to know it belongs to Eric Weddle. 

"We’re trying to make it as easy on everybody as we possibly can," said Shane Hinckley, the director of licensing at Utah. "We’re trying to make sure nothing bad happens to 

the athletes." 

Hinckley wouldn’t say how much Utah profited on the success of Smith and Bogut, but said it was less than $1 million, although still a record year for the Utes. 

"That year, we could have put a ’U’ on a piece of toilet paper and it would have sold out," he said. "Before that year, we had 170 vendors nationwide, now we have 240." 

Using jerseys without names is the same reason video-game makers can create football games featuring athletes with the same height, weight and even haircuts as college 

stars. 

Newspapers can print pictures of athletes because they are constituted as "informational," but photographers can’t sell images. It sounds like a simple theory, but again, it can 

be tricky, as photographers who used the SportShooters:com Web site found out: The site allows photographers to post their images as part of their portfolios, and several 

schools sent the photographers cease-and-desist letters in the fall. Syracuse threatened to revoke credentials for photographers who didn’t remove the images. In March, the 

NCAA determined the athletes’ eligibility wasn’t at risk since they weren’t being used to promote commercial purposes. 

Ultimately, with all the loopholes and varying degrees of restrictions, how does all this really help a player maintain his or her amateur status? 

"I really don’t know," Kimmel admitted. "That is the million-dollar question." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 4, 2006 6:17 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; tparker@vt.edu; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.o~>; Michael Dem~ <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.o~>; Jim Siedliski 

~-j siedlisld@bigeast.olg>; Jason DeAngelis <jdemlgelis@bigeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Ben Fairclough <bthirclough@bigeasl.org>; 

Mike Tranghese < mtrmaghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank a)mail.wvu.edu>; Amy Hemlan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Sama~tha Huge <hugesk@wih.edu>; Krisline Kuhr <kkuh@miami.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scMetknights.com>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; John Cams <john.caxn@louis~Alle.edu>; Tom OdMcjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kalavosld.l@nd.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu~; David Holm 

<dth@georgetown.edu>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; ldeible@nd.edu; Daniel Gos~m <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Jason 

Gray <jtgmy@rice.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edw~; Danielle Fi~gera]d 

<danielle.fi~gemld@marquette.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@syr.edu>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Eric Baumgaltner <ebaumgaxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 
tullyc@bc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; 

Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.eduv,; Brian Battle <bjM6@georgetown.eduv,; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Gordon Finch 

<goldon.finch@villmaova.eduv,; Bobby Weygand <bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Larissa Catt~xmch <larissa.cattanach@mail.vwu.edu>; Holly 

Sheilley <hkshei01@louisville.edtc,; Rick Stumpf<stumpf@admin.us£edu~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Tern Howes 

<tem.howes@maJl.wvu.edu~; Lynne Barney <albam01 @louisville.edtc,; koos@bc.edu; Dan Barfiaolomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu~; Stephen Clacherty <claches~shu.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edtr~; Sue Eaton 

<seamn@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett@admin.us£edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/4/06- Current Event 

Katrina upended Xavier in New Orleans programs 
ESPN.com-AP 

N EW ORLEANS -- Xavier University will have several sports teams back for the start of the 2006-07 academic year, school officials announced 
Wednesday. 

Xavier temporarily disbanded all of its teams after Hurricane Katrina struck on Aug. 29, causing extensive wind and flood damage at the school. 
Floodwaters had buckled the university’s new wooden gym floor and caused severe damage to all of its locker rooms and offices. 

However, Xavier was able to reopen for classes in January. 

"It was always our intention to bring back the athletic program as soon as it was feasible," Xavier president Norman Francis said. "We are pleased 
that the university has progressed far enough in our recovery to be able to bring back this staple of campus life." 

The returning sports will be men’s and women’s basketball, along with tennis and cross country running. The university has yet to determine whether 
it will reinstate the volleyball program, said Calvin Tregre, senior vice president for administration and chairman of the university’s athletic 
committee. 

Until it can install a new permanent gym floor, Xavier will use a portable wooden floor lent by Jackson State University. Locker rooms and offices in 
the gym have been gutted and are being repaired. 

Xavier is a member of the Gulf Coast Athletic Conference and the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics. 

It is uncertain how many student-athletes, who all remain on scholarship, will return for the 2006-2007 season. However, coaches were confident 
the teams would remain largely intact except for those members who were due to graduate in 2006, officials said. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 5, 2006 11:17 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletlafights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeasl.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJrgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nd53@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<~aschug@scarletl~fights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louiswille.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm --qJth@georgetown.edtr;; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei0]@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz, 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; La~ssa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edtp,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Domm Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr;; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.boberi@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr;; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLwvu.edu~ 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 5/5/06- Current Event 

California law could help Bush, family in dispute 
ESPN.com 

A California law governing the action of sports agents could help Reggie Bush in his family’s dispute with a fledgling 
marketing company that tried to sign the Heisman Trophy winner. 

The Bush camp said it believes that New Era Sports & Entertainment, notably investors Michael Michaels and Lloyd Lake 
and sports agent David Caravantes, violated California’s Athlete Agent Act, which, if breached, could not only result in 
damages for a student-athlete adversely affected but also cause the forfeiture of any repayments. 

Bush’s representatives, who have portrayed New Era’s demands of $3.2 million as a type of extortion, said they believe 
that the company did not follow proper filing or disclosure procedures in California and violated a provision of the act by 
claiming in marketing materials that Caravantes was CEO of New Era -- which Caravantes now denies. 

The attorney for New Era, Brian Watkins, has said the company is owed $54,000 in unpaid rent from the Bush family, 
which resided in a San Diego-area home built by Michaels, as well as loans and punitive damages. 

Watkins did not return calls to his office Wednesday or Thursday. 

As the NCAA and Pac-I0 step up the investigation, ESPN has learned that the attorney representing the family, David 
Cornwell, is considering a civil suit against New Era. 

According to the Athlete Agent Act, a student-athlete would be presumed to have been adversely affected by the acts of 
the "athlete agent" if, because of those acts, he is suspended or disqualified, or suffers financial damages, or both. 

If it is determined that either Bush or his family received extra benefits, the Pac-10 and/or NCAA could determine that 
he should have been ineligible last season. 

In that case, the Bush camp would likely argue that it was because of actions of New Era. Because of violations of the 
act, they would contend, Bush’s family would not be responsible to make repayments. 



The act also states that an institution adversely affected may take civil action against the offending athlete agent, 
though it is not known if USC would consider such action. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 8, 2006 7:46 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.eduv,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLxwu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/8/06- 15.3.3.1 and Proposal 

Grand Slam, a junior student-athlete, has had trouble maintaining his academic eligibility. Consequently, his head coach wants to award his 2006-07 
athletics scholarship for the fall semester only, with the understanding that, if Grand is eligible at mid-year, he will receive an award for the spring semester 
as well. 
Is this permissible? 
No. With the recent adoption of Proposals 2003-24 and 21)03-24-1, a student-athlete may only be awarded athletically related financial aid for less than a 
year i_f they are enrolled in their finn semester or are a mid-year enrollee. There is also an exception to allow a one-time award for one term if the student- 
athlete has not previously received athletically-related financial aid. Further, the award must be split equally between terms. 

2003-24 FINANCIAL AID - TERMS AND CONDITIONS - PERIOD OF AWARD 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period 
Intent: To require an institution to award athletically related financial aid for a period of one academic year, except as specified; further, to require an 
institution to offer full year awards in equal amounts for each term of the academic year. 
Effective Date: August 1,2006 
Rationale: Under current legislation, there is no requirement that an institution notify student-athletes of its decision to reduce or not renew aid for winter or 
spring terms when athletics aid is awarded on a term-by-term basis. The Subcommittee on Financial Aid considered establishing mid-year notice 
requirements for aid awarded on a term-by-term basis, but believed that due to academic calendars, appropriate notice to student-athletes and an appeal 
hearing may not occur on a schedule such that a student-athlete would be able to make an informed decision regarding enrollment in the subsequent term. 
The proposal includes an exception to address the use of a term-by-term award to re-award aid previously provided to a student-athlete who discontinues 
enrollment after midyear graduation. Institutions would have the option to award the remaining aid to a student-athlete who has not previously received 
athletics aid. Further, the proposal recognizing the need for flexibility when an institution may have unused athletics aid available. Awards provided pursuant 
to the proposed exceptions are subject to all other regulations regarding the provision of athletics aid (e.g., subject to renewal notification requirements, 
within institutional team limits, etc.). Existing regulations will continue to allow institutions to reduce or cancel athletics aid during the term of an award. 
Moreover, this proposal will eliminate the practice of attaching athletic performance to the offer or amount of aid in a subsequent term of an academic year. 
Finally, the Committee on Academic Performance has expressed support for the elimination of term-by-term awards of athletically related financial aid. This 
proposal is consistent with the intent of the Academic Performance Program, in that it would prevent an institution from diminishing the impact of 
contemporaneous penalties by offering term-by-term financial aid awards. 
2003-24-1 FINANCIAL AID - TERNS AND CONDITIONS - PERIOD OF AWARD -- EXCEPTION 
Status: Adopted - Final 
Intent: To amend Proposal No. 2003-24 to permit an institution to award athletically related financial aid to a student-athlete for a period of less than a full 
academic year when the student-athlete is enrolled in the final semester or the final quarter, as specified; further, to require an institution to offer full year 
awards in equal amounts for each term of the academic year. 



Effective Date: August 1, 2006 

Rationale: Part A of the amendment addresses the membership’s concern regarding institutional autonomy and di~retion to award aid for less than a lull academic 

year when a student-athlete will graduate midyear and not return to the institution. In such cases, m~ institution should not be required to oltEr a thll year of aid. Part B of 

the amendment addresses concerns about the practice of offering an incoming student-athlete a ~holarship that is not equally divided between each term, thus 
permitting a t13~out situation to occur during the tall term. For exmnple, the current legislation allows an institution to oiler an incoming freslnnoal a 70 percent scholmship 

with 20 percent of the yearly amount (40 percent for the semester) awarded in the fall and the other 50 percent (i.e., a full scholarship) awarded in the spring tern1. 

Such an arrangement permits a coach to use the fall term as a "tI?’out" given that the institution could recoup the lemaining 50 percent (a full scholarship for the spring 

tenn) and le-awoJrd it to mlother student-athlete in the spring term. It should be noted that during the term of the one-year awal~t, an ins~titution may still cancel or 

reduce a student-athlete’s financial aid under legislated, specified conditions per Bylaw 15.3.4.1 (e.g., voluntary withdrawal, rendering himself or herself ineligible). 

Further, an institution is permitted to increase the s~dent-athlete’s aid prior to or during the term of awayd as specified in Bylaw 15.3.4.2. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 9, 2006 7:54 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsn.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shn.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.eduv,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/9/06- 13.1.1.3; 13.1.1.3.1 

Bench Warmer, a student-athlete at Institution A, would like to transfer and notifies Institution A of his desire to transfer. State University contacts Institution A about Bench’s 
interest; however, Institution A informs State University that it will not permit contact with Bench to any institution. 
What is required of Institution A now that it has denied State University’s request for permission to contact Bench? 

A. Encourage Bench to quit the team 

B. Inform Bench to withdraw from Institution A 

C. Inform Bench of a hearing opportunity to appeal the denial of contact 

D. No other action is necessary 
The answer is C~lnform Bench of a hearing opportunity to appeal the denial of contact. 

13.1.1.3 Four-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes 

An athletics staff member or other representative of the institution’s athletics interests shall not make contact with the student-athlete of another NCAA or NAIA four-year 
collegiate institution, directly or indirectly, without first obtaining the written permission of the first institution’s athletics director (or an athletics administrator designated by the 
athletics director’) to do so, regardless of who makes the initial contact. If permission is not granted, the second institution shall not encourage the transfer and the institution 
shall not provide athletically related financial assistance to the student-athlete until the student-athlete has attended the second institution for one academic year. If 
permission is granted to contact the student-athlete, all applicable NCAA recruiting rules apply. 

13.1.1.3.1 Hearing Opportunity 

If the institution decides to deny a student-athlete’s request to permit any other institution to contact the student-,~thlete about transferring, the institution shall inform the 
student-athlete in writing that he or she, upon request, shall be provided a hearing conducted by an institutional entity or committee outside of the athletics department (e.g., 
the office of student affairs; office of the dean of students; or a committee composed of the faculty athletics representative, student-athletes and non-athletics faculty/staff 
members). The institution shall have established reasonable procedures for promptly hearing such a request. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 10, 2006 7:44 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bige&st.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsn.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtrv-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Nick Carparelli 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louis~Alle.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shn.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.eduv,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy’ Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLxwu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/10/06- 13.4.1 ; 13.4.1.1 

Which of the following may be sent to Leader Board, a golf prospect, during his sophomore year of high school? 

A. Questionnaires 

B. Recruiting Letter 

C. Media Guide 

D. All of the Above 

The answer is A- Questionnaires. 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials 

In sports other than men’s basketball, a member institution may not provide recruiting materials to a prospective student-athlete (including general correspondence related to 
athletics) until September 1 at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. Men’s basketball, an institution may not provide recruiting materials 
to a prospective student-athlete (including general correspondence related to athletics) until June 15 at the conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s sophomore year in 
high school. Violations of this bylaw shall be considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1 ; however, they shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibility. 

13.4.1.1 Printed Recruiting Materials 

As specified below, an institution may provide the following printed materials to prospective student-athletes, coaches of prospective student-athletes or any other individual 
responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05 for publications prepared for the 2005-06 
academic year and afteO 

(a) General Correspondence, General correspondence, including letters and postcards issued by the U.S. postal service (i.e., blank cards) and institutional note cards may 
be sent to a prospective student-athlete only by mail. Attachments to general correspondence may include materials printed on plain white paper with black ink. In Divisions I- 
A and I-AA football, the content of all general recruiting correspondence to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents or legal guardians) must be 
prepared by the head coach or one of the full-time assistant coaches. It is not permissible for an institution’s president or chancellor or director of athletics to prepare general 
correspondence to football prospective student-athletes. (Revised: 3/8/06) 

(b) Business Cards. 

(c) Camp Brochures. Camp brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, but are restricted to a single two- 
sided sheet, not to exceed 17" X 22" when opened in full. (Note: These brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of 
the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) (See also Bylaw 12.5.1.7.) 

(d) Questionnaires. An institution may provide questionnaires to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior 



year in high school. 

(e) Nonathietics Institutional Publications. An institution may provide nonathletics institutional publications available to all students at any time (e=g., official academic, 
admissions and student-services publications published by the institution and available to all students). 

(f) NCAA Educational Material Published by the NCAA (e.g., NCAA Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete). (Note: This information may be provided to a 
prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) 

(g) Athletics Publications. An institution may produce a recruiting brochure or media guide (but not both) and provide the publication to a prospective student-athlete. The 
publications may have only one color printing inside the cover and may not exceeding 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size and 208 pages in length. An institution may not produce a 
separate media guide that is intended to supplement the one permissible recruiting brochure or media guide. Such supplemental information (e.g., historical information, 

record) may be posted on the institution’s Web site and may be printed in black and white, and provided to the media= An institution may not create a portfolio of information 
(e.g., pictures) to be shown to prospective student-athletes during the recruiting process unless it is considered the institution’s one permissible athletics recruiting 
publications. An institution may produce additional media publications for separate purposes (e.g., postseason media guide, spring football practice guide), provided the 
additional publications are not provided to prospective student-athletes. (Revised: 3/23/05, 4/28/05, 5/12/05) 

(h) Game Programs. Game programs (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective student-athletes only during official and unofficial recruiting visits and 
may not be mailed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May’ 11, 2006 8:13 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsn.edu; Jason Gray" 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jan Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletknights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kkaah@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nd53@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos’~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~fights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@maJ:quette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz, 

<kstatz@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Lazissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@maiLwvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; maridle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shn.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu’~,; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Datum Demmeo <ktdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy’ Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/11/06- 13.11.2.5.1 

Complete Game, a softball prospect, is taking an official visit to Institution A. During the visit, the coaching staff asks Complete if she would like to receive a medical 
examination, at the expense of the institution. If 
Complete agrees to the medical examination, is it permissible for the institution’s head athletic trainer, who is not a physician, to conduct the medical exam. 

A. Yes. 

B. No 

The correct answer is B- NO. NCAA Bylaw 13.t 1.2.6.1 states that during a prospective student-athlete’s official or unofficial visit to campus, a member institution, through 
its regular team or other designated physician, may conduct a medical examination to determine the prospective student-athlete’s medical qualifications to participate in 
intercollegiate athletics, provided no athletics department staff member other than the athletics trainer is present, the examination does not include any test or procedure 
designed to measure the athletics agility or skill of the prospective student-athlete and the results of the examination are not used by the institution to deny admission of a 
prospective student-athlete who is otherwise qualified for admission under the institution’s regular admissions criteria. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 12, 2006 7:56 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.ovg>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtp-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeasl.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mao~ Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengfissei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nd53@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~fights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Din1 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louiswille.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; La~ssa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu’~,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Domm Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLwvu.edu~ 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 5/12/06- Current Event 

No postseason for Jackson State baseball 

USAToday.com--AP-- Jackson State has been barred from the Southwestern Athletic Conference baseball tournament because the school used two ineligible players 

throughout the season 

The SWAC tournament is May 18-21 at Trustmark Park in Pearl. 

"The hardest part was looking at the players and telling them that there will be no postseason," athletic director Bob Braddy said Wednesday. 

"We’re trying to figure out all the facts and see how this happened. We felt we needed to be proactive and SWAC commissioner Robert Vowels agreed with me," Braddy said. 

Braddy said head baseball coach Mark Salter has been suspended with pay until an internal investigation is complete. Braddy, who was named athletic director in February, 

gave no timetable for resolving the situation. He would not say who is at fault or why ineligible players were allowed to play 

Salter, in his fifth season with the Tigers, would not comment 

"Maybe I’ll talk about it when my thoughts are clear and rational," Salter told The Clarion-Ledger. "But I don’t want to say anything now." 

Sophomore infielder Cedric James and freshman pitcher J.J. Jackson are the ineligible players, Braddy said. 

James was found to be academically ineligible, Braddy said, while Jackson never cleared the NCAA Clearinghouse, a national organization that must certify the academic 

eligibility of all incoming athletes. 

The Tigers forfeited four games earlier in the season for using another ineligible player, Donte Hill. 

Jackson State’s record in the SWAC has been reduced to 1-23 after finishing 18-6 on the field The Tigers would have been the third seed from the East in the six-team 

SWAC tournament. 

Omar Johnson, who was an assistant under Salter, is the interim head coach. The Tigers still have one game left in the Throwback Classic on Saturday in Gary, Ind. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 15, 2006 9:03 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bige&st.org>; Bobby 

Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning <dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric 

Baumgoxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; hmcatee@mailer.fsn.edu; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~-; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcumfing@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edn>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scaxletl, mights.com>; Kristine Knhr <kk~h@miami.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Ly~me 

Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mao, Tyler <mao@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu;,; Nick Carparelli 
<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengdssei@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rn~aJcgoli@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb 

<rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf<stumpi~a)admin.us£edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy 

Weber <~nds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; 

koos’~bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeas~t.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~il.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug 

<aschug@scarletl~lights.com >; Alicia Alford <alford~J@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.us£edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbaflholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald 
--~danielle.fitzgerald@maJ:quette.edu>; David Holm -<lth@georgetown.edtr~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edu;,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeafft.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:rz, 

<kstatz@depaul.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu-~; Kenny Schank 

<keimy.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Lazissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael DeaJ~ 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shn.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu’~,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fnltongi@shn.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maiLwvu.edu> 

DaJdy Compliance Item-5/15/06- 12.1.1.1; 12.1.1.1.3.1;12.1.1.1.4.1; 12.1.1.1.4.3 

Which of the following is NOT a prohibited form of pay? 

A. Actual and necessary expenses for practice and competition from an amateur sports team 

B. Cash 

C. Educational expenses provided directly to a prospect (as opposed to the educational institution on behalf of the prospect) 

D. All of the above are prohibited forms of pay 

The answer is A- actual and necessary expenses for practice and competition from an amateur sports team 

12.1.1.1 Prohibited Forms of Pay 

"Pay" as used in Bylaw 12.1.1 above includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

12.1.1.1.3.1 Educational Expenses -- Prior to Collegiate Enrollment 

A prospective student-athlete may receive educational expenses (i.e., tuition, fees, room and board, and books) prior to collegiate enrollment from any individual or entity other 

than an agent, professional sports team/organization or a representative of an institution’s athletics interests, provided such expenses are disbursed directly throu.qh the 
recipient’s educational institution (e.g., high school, preparatory school). (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

12.1.1.1.4.1 Cash or Equivalent Award 

Cash, or the equivalent thereof (e.g., trust fund), as an award for participation in competition at any time, even if such an award is permitted under the rules governing an 
amateur, non-collegiate event in which the individual is participating. An award or a cash prize that an individual could not receive under NCAA legislation may not be 
forwarded in the individual’s name to a different individual or agency. (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

12.1.1.1.4.3 Expenses from Outside Team or Organization 

Expenses received from an outside amateur sports team or organization in excess of actual and necessary travel, room and board expenses, and apparel and equipment (for 
individual and team use only from teams or organizations not affiliated with member institutions, including local sports clubs as set forth in Bylaw 13.11.2.3) for competition 
and practice held in preparation for such competition. Practice must be conducted in a continuous time period preceding the competition except for practice sessions 
conducted by a national team, which occasionally may be interrupted for specific periods of time preceding the competition. (Revised: 1/10/90, 1/10/92) 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 16, 2006 7:48 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bert 

Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brian Lulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edtr~; tullyca@bc.edu; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning ~dmanning@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco 
<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu:>; 

hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray <jtgray@fice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedlisld 

<jsiedliski@bigeasl.org>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeasl.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; 

kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edtc,; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr 

<kkuhr@miami.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Lynne Bm’ney <albarn01 @lonisville.edtr~; Mary Tyler <malT@lovetobehappy.com>; Mia Bfickhouse 

<mbfickhouse@bigeas~t.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea 
<nick.ojea@louisville.edu->; Nick Carpaselli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei <rengrissei@bigeasl.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnaJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; rchrislensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Rick Stumpf :<stumpt~:admin.usEedu>; 

SamaJatha Huge <hugesk@wlh.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koos~@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; 

tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wihcto@bigeasl.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scMetknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange 

<~astrmlge@admin.usf.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shult@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.x~wu.edu:>; Brima 

Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Baxtholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel Gossom--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu:>; 

Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; David Holm ~xtth@georgetown.edu~; Donna Sanfl <dsanff(~athlefics.pitt.edu~; 

Doug Bakker <dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tmnid@s~ohns.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@lonisville.edtc,; Jmnie Mnllin <jpmullin@ur.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.orgv; JC <jcondams@Ngeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edu>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknighls.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Sta:cz 

<ksta~@depaul.edu->; Keith Grant <kgra~t@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edw>; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <laris~.cattanach@mail.wvu.edw>; 

ldeibler@nd.edu; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; mafielle.thibx~dean@uconn.edu; Michael Deem 

<michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edt~-; Mike Karwosld <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; N ina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edtp,; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Donna Demmeo <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton 

<fifltongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy’ Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Miss), Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.hnbert@nmNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/16/06- Current Event 

Northwestern suspends women’s soccer team after photos of alleged 
hazing end up on Web 

USAToday.com--AP-- Northwestern University suspended its women’s soccer team Monday pending an investigation of alleged hazing involving players last year 

A website on Monday displayed pictures allegedly of Northwestern soccer players clad only in T-shirts and underwear-- some with blindfolds on and others with their hands 

tied behind their backs Other women had words or pictures scrawled on their bodies and clothes, and it appeared some were drinking alcohol 

A statement from Northwestern’s athletics director said the school learned of an alleged incident Monday, adding that school policy prohibits hazing. 

The statement did not provide details about the alleged incident, and did not refer to any website photographs 

"If the investigation shows that there has been a violation of Northwestern’s policies, appropriate sanctions will be imposed and the Athletic Department may take additional 

action as well," Mark Murphy said. 

Monday’s suspension is the "the buzz on campus," said the sports editor of Northwestern’s student newspaper, The Daily" Northwestern. 

"1 was very shocked in light of the Duke lacrosse scandal," said Zach Silka, referring to three Duke University lacrosse players who were charged with raping a stripper at a 

team party. "Obviously, this is not the same degree as that. But drinking and other things happening is quite disturbing." 

A school spokesman denied the high-profile Duke case forced Northwestern to act faster than it otherwise would have, insisting the Evanston school was already prone to 

act swiftly when it came to any allegation of misconduct 

"The Duke (incident) just reinforced the sensitivity," Mike Wolf said. 

The Wildcats, who whose 2006 season was scheduled to begin in August, finished with a 9-9-1 record last season. They were 2-7-I in the Big Ten play 

Northwestern’s Division of Student Affairs will conduct the investigation, Murphy said in the statement 

"1 have asked all Athletic Department staff, team coaches and members of the team to cooperate fully in the investigation by Student Affairs," he said 



A message left at the office of women’s soccer coach Jenny Haigh on Monday night was not immediately returned. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 17, 2006 10:23 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~:angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; 

Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyc~bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning 

<dmanning@bigeast.org >; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgaxtner@StU,)RTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Edease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hnlcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgels 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto <jmarinarto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon thgg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <~kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu~; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edtc,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois~Ngeast.org~; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mary, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehappy.comv; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~louisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu->; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; 

Rick Stumpf <s~tumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@vt.edtr~; ShaJ~e Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koosl@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparkel(~bvt.edu; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.eduv,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbld 

<alforda]@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.eduv,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shult@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~u.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Badholomae <dbm~Lholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <~dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu~; Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft ~Msmfft@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--:gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Holly Sheilley <hlcshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edtr~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathwn Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edw>; Keith Grant 

<kgranV~:scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.us£edtr~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~delanekl @s~tjohns.edw>; Larissa Cattanach <laxissa.cattanach@mail.~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 
<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Mike K~xwoski 

<kalavoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clachel~y <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu~; Donna Demarco <~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;,; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.lighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~)uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/17/06- 13.5.4 

Cradle Ling is a lacrosse prospect being recruited by Institution A. She is having trouble getting transportation to campus. An administrative assistant for the lacrosse program 
picks Cradle up from the airport and drives her to campus for summer pre-re~tistration. Cradle then returns home for the remainder of the summer vacation. At a later date, 
the Head Coach gives Cradle a ride from the airport to campus in order to begin classes. 
Which action is NOT permissible? 

A. The ride to campus for pre-registration 

B. The ride to campus to attend classes 

C. Both a and b 

D. Neither action was a violation 

The answer is A. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.5.4 states that an institution or its representatives shall not furnish a prospective student-athlete, directly or indirectly, with transportation to the campus for 
enrollment. However, it is permissible for any member of the institution’s staff to provide: (Revised: 4/26/01 effective 8/1/01) 

(a) Transportation from the nearest bus or train station or major airport to the campus on the occasion of the prospective student-athlete’s initial arrival at the institution to 
attend classes for a regular term or for initial enrollment for the institution’s summer term for a prospective student-athlete who has been awarded athletically related financial 

aid for his or her initial summer term; and (Revised: 1/9/06) 

(b) Transportation from and to the nearest bus or train station or major airport on the occasion of the prospective student-athlete’s arrival and departure from the institution to 
attend the institution’s required new-student orientation, provided the prospective student-athlete has been accepted for admission to the institution. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May’ 18, 2006 8:06 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~:angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; 

Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeasl.org>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyc~bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning 
<dmanning@bigeast.org >; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgaxtner@StU,)RTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Edease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hnlcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome RodgeB 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto <jmarinarto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon thgg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu~; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edtc,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois~Ngeast.org~; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mary, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehappy.comv; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~louisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu->; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; 

Rick Stumpf <slumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@vt.edtr~; ShaJ~e Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koosl@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparkel(~bvt.edu; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeasl.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.eduv,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbld 

<alforda]@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.eduv,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shult@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~u.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Ballholomae <dbm!~holomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu~; Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft ~Msmfft@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--:gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Holly Sheilley <hlcshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edtr~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathwn Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edw>; Keith Grant 

<kgranV~:scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.us£edtr~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~delanekl @sljohns.edw>; Larissa Cattanach <laxissa.cattanach@mail.~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 
<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Mike K~xwoski 

<kalavoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.nc.edu>; Stephen Clachel~y <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Spragne <cspmgne@athletics.pitt.edu~; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynnAghe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~)uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/18/06- Current Event 

Field of 80? Tournament size debated 

USATODAY,eom 

For the first time since adding a 65th team in 2001, the committee that oversees the NCAA Division I men’s basketball tournament is weighing expansion of the field. 

Spurred by Syracuse’s Jim Boeheim and other coaches, who called in March for at least modest expansion and met with the committee last week, incoming chairman Gary 

Waiters said he expects the 10-man panel to address the issue, probably when it next meets June 26-30 in Orlando. 

"We’re going to have a serious discussion," said Waiters, who takes over as chairman in September, "and then we’ll make some decision about where we’ll proceed from 

there" 

The committee has been cool in the past to suggestions of expansion, reluctant to tamper with a hugely popular and successful event. "What we have right now is working 

pretty well There’s no outcry out there," Waiters said "(But) I don’t know that we should be influenced by whether there’s an outcry or there isn’t. What we should do is act in 

what’s in the best interests of the game as stewards of the game." 

Expansion, if it happened, would require approval by NCAA legislative bodies and probably couldn’t come before 2009 Neither Waiters nor others would speculate on how 

many berths could be added, though suggestions have ranged from three (and an overall 68-team field) to 15 (and an 80-team bracket) 

Among concerns: when and where additional games would be played and how the current 22-day window could be expanded; the effect on an 11-year, $6 billion CBS 

contract that runs through 2013; and potential changes in howthat revenue is shared by participating conferences and schools. 

The tournament’s last significant expansion came in 1985, when it went from a 53-team bracket to 64. A 65th berth was added in 2001 to accommodate the champions of all 

31 Division I conferences and 34 at-large selections, with the two lowest-rated entries assigned to a play-in game. 

Division I’s growth from 282 teams in 1985 to 334 today and growing parity in the sport -- underscored by George Mason’s Final Four appearance in April -- have fueled 

coaches’ calls for a larger field. Boeheim, among others, advocated perhaps eight to 10 more teams, and the National Association of Basketball Coaches pursued the 

proposal during its annual meeting with the NCAA committee last week in Atlanta. 

EYE TO THE FUTURE: George Mason looks ahead 

"1 expect it to get a serious look simply because it’s been so long since we studied it," said Greg Shaheen, an NCAA vice president instrumental in running the tournament. "If 

nothing else, it’s a state-of-the-tournament review, of howthe tournament is structured and how it operates and howto do it best." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 19, 2006 7:47 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~:angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; 

Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeasl.org>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyc~bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning 

<dmanning@bigeast.org >; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgaxtner@StU,)RTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Edease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hnlcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgels 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto <jmarinarto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon thgg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu~; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edtc,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois~Ngeast.org~; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mary, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehappy.comv; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~louisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu->; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; 

Rick Stumpf <slumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@vt.edtr~; ShaJ~e Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koosl@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparkel(~bvt.edu; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeasl.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.eduv,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Altbl~t 

<alforda]@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.eduv,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shult@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.x~a~u.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Ballholomae <dbm!~holomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu~; Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft ~Msmfft@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--:gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Holly Sheilley <hlcshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 
<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edtr~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathwn Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edu->; Keith Grant 

<kgranV~:scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.us£edtr~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~delanekl @sljohns.edu->; Larissa Cattanach <laxissa.cattanach@mail.~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 
<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Mike K~xwoski 

<kalavoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clachel~y <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu~; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;,; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynnAighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~)uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/19/06- Current Event 

 ting of illicit photos revives hazing issue 
Iotos taken at a party held by baseball players at Elon University appeared on the popular college Internet site Facebook.com, school officials acted quickly in handing out discipline 

an White considered the matter closed, and the photos were taken off the web. 

week those photos became an issue again when they appeared on the website BadJocks.com 

ut, there is no such thing as privacy," White said Thursday. "You are vulnerable. It can explode on you, and it can be all over the universe." 

Ion and several other college teams with photos on Badjocks.com. Northwestern, Wake Forest, Catholic (D.C.) and Quinnipiac are looking into possible hazing situations because of 

~. Some have sexual content. The Catholic photos show female lacrosse team members with a male stripper. 

res showed "unacceptable behavior" and "for lack of a better word, some stupid activities that took place." But he said he "found no evidence to support hazing as far as what 

~how players dressing in women’s clothes and being blindfolded. 

sify the activity as hazing, he said the department took it seriously Besides punishing some athletes (he would not give details), the school formed a policy on Internet postings and 

~ation seminar for athletes that White, who is retiring, said will be more comprehensive next academic year. 

~ronicled the growing popularity of Facebook com. Two swimmers at LSU lost spots on the team because of critical postings Athletics departments from Florida State to Loyola (111.) 

Jt what can and cannot be posted on the Internet. 

;sion on Intercollegiate Athletics discussed Facebook in a January meeting. 

ing and behavior got connected to cameras," former Syracuse quarterback Don McPherson, now director of the sports leadership institute at Adelphi University (N.Y.), said at the 

pictures of everything they are doing." 

’ed up this week are being investigated as hazing. Northwestern, for example, has suspended group activities of the women’s soccer team until the investigation has been finished 

sor of higher education leadership at Maine, is conducting a national research project on hazing. In a pilot program that included four schools in the Northeast and 90 individual 

azing occurs in groups from athletic teams to marching bands, theater groups and pep clubs 



is alcohol. "We found that drinking-related hazings comprise the largest portion" of incidents, something she said did not surprise her. 

ot surprised at the number of women involved in hazing. Women’s lacrosse, soccer and volleyball teams are a mong those included in this week’s postings. 

;ed," Allan said about women’s hazing. "They don’t expect women to be involved as much as men are." 

ain why students would voluntarily post possibly compromising photos on public-access sites such as Facebook and Webshots.com. "It boggles the mind," she said. 

;y to explain why hazing occurs. 

.momenon," Allan said. "1 think there are many factors that affect motivation to be a part of it, to go along with it Certainly we know that group peer pressure plays a major role We 

involved. It’s a human need Then you combine that with alcohol that is impairing judgment. 

the normalization of these kinds of behaviors makes it more likely that students will not question the appropriateness. There’s a real culture of wanting to prove one’s self-- not just 

earn your status, that you are tough and can take it" 

, not just physical but also using coercion to force "people to participate in something." 

not having "the foundational data" to measure her observations again, she believes through her experience "it’s getting more prevalent and that the nature of the hazing tends to be 

It’s coming out in the open more as more people become aware of it" 
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DaLly Compliance Item- 5/22/06- Current Event 

Coaches focus on academics 

USATODAY,eom 

Southern California wide receiver Dwayne Jarreft has never had a problem excelling on the football field. Excelling in the classroom is another story. 

Jarrett says he always did just enough to stay eligible to play football at New Brunswick (N.J) High School But he began to realize his academics weren’t going to be good 

enough for him to play at an NCAA Division I-A school 

The National Football Foundation’s Play It Smart program got Jarrett started on the way to improving his grades. 

"Because of the Play It Smart program, I took school more seriously and (developed) my study habits," says Jarrett, who had 1,274 receiving yards and 16 touchdowns for the 

Trojans last season as a sophomore 

Launched in 1998, the Play It Smart program is funded by the NFF and the College Football Hall of Fame. The NFF gets its money from individual organizations and 

businesses, including the NFL and the NFL Players Association. 

High schools become involved in Play It Smart by approaching the NFF. Once an application is processed, someone from the program does an on-site visit. 

"We see if the school needs the program and if it’ll give (it) the support it needs," says Charles Gomes, national coordinator of Play It Smart. The budget for each school is 

about $27,500, which includes an academic coach’s salary ($15,000), training and other administrative fees. 

Once a school is chosen, it is assigned an academic coach. Academic coaches are not certified teachers but are required to have a bachelor’s degree. 

Academic coaches are volunteers who are screened by the NFF. Former NFL kicker Jim Turner is an academic coach at Jefferson Senior High in Denver. Academic coaches 

are trained during a week-long session involving topics such as strategies for taking the SAT and ACT, life skills and teaching in a diverse population. All academic coaches 

are required to take the seminars every year. 

Jarrett, who was in the program in his junior and senior years of high school, and his teammates met with their academic coach three times a week after practice, and the 

players would study in groups, with the academic coach by their side 

"Going into my first year of college it would have been much tougher without the organization and management skills I learned," says Jarrett, who says his high school GPA 

improved from 2.5 to 3.0 at graduation. 



The NFF says Play It Smart has more than 11,000 participants in 136 high schools in 35 states. The graduation rate of participants is 98% compared to a national rate of 

86%, according to the NFF, which has spent more than $15 million on the program. 

"We’ve got one of the best academic programs in the country," NFF President Steve Hatchell says. "We’d love to be in a thousand schools." 

Nyle Dixon, 19, who attended Forest Park High in Baltimore, says the academic coach pushes each student to succeed and "helped if we needed help in a certain subject." 

Dixon, now a junior at Grambling, says his GPA went from "around 24 to 3.0" at graduation 

Shanee’ Holmes, an academic coach at West Mecklenburg in Charlotte, says at the beginning it was a struggle to get the students to buy into the program. 

"But as time went by and they saw I was there for them and not the administration, they were able to trust me," Holmes says. 

Academic coaches commit a minimum of 20 hours a week and stay at the school from the beginning of the football season until the end of that school year. 

Many academic coaches go beyond the minimum. They throw pizza parties, bring in guest speakers and even stay in touch with students after graduation. 

Dixon has remained close to his coach, Greg Ford. "1 think Mr. Ford helped me 120%," Dixon says. "Not just during school hours. After school hours, we would spend time 

together, talking." 

Not all students involved go on to play college football. Although the NCAA Division I level has 97 program graduates playing, students such as Alfred Guante, who graduated 

from Connecticut with a bachelor’s degree in Spanish and a minor in public relations, have realized their potential off the field. 

"This program (showed me) I don’t need football to be successful," says Guante, 24, who works in the Connecticut psychology department. "The confidence I have I started 

gaining by getting good grades in high school." 
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Daily Compliance Item- 5/23/06- 15.2.6.4/15.5.1 

Alley Oop, a recruited student-athlete on the women’s basketball team, receives financial aid for which athletics participation is a major criterion from an outside source (i.e., 
any source other than the institution) shall become a counter for the year during which Alley receives the aid. 

A. true 

B. false 

The answer is A--true. 

15.2.6.4 Athletics Participation as a Major Criterion 

A student-athlete may receive financial aid through an established and continuing program for the recognition of outstanding high school graduates, provided the following 

conditions are met: (Revised: 4/22/98 effective 8/1/98) 

(a) The award shall be made on the basis of the recipient’s past performance and overall record, as measured by established criteria of which athletics participation may be a 
major criterion; 

(b) Disbursement of the aid may be through the awarding agency for the recipient’s educational expenses, provided the aid is awarded prior to the recipient’s initial enrollment 
at a member institution and the awarding agency provides written notification of the award to the institution. Subsequent to enrollment at a member institution, disbursement of 
the aid shall be through the institution for the recipient’s educational expenses while attending the institution. A violation of this bylaw shall be considered an institutional 
violation per Constitution 2.8.1 ; however, the violation shall not affect the student-athlete’s eligibility, provided the student-athlete deposits the aid with the institution and the 
aid does not result in an overaward of financial aid to the student-athlete; (Adopted: 1/10/95 effective 8/1/95; Revised: 4/20/99 effective 8/1/99) 

(c) The r~cipient’s choice of institutions shall not be restricted by the donor of the aid; 

(d) The awarding individual or organization and the donor of the aid shall not be representatives of the athletics interests or an athletics booster group of a member institution; 

(e) The value of the award alone or in combination with other aid per Bylaw 15.1.2 shall not exceed the value of the student-athlete’s cost of attendance; 

(0 The award may be provided to the recipient on only one occasion; 

(g) If the recipient is recruited, the recipient is considered a counter per Bylaw 15.5.1, and the amount is applied to the maximum awards limitations of Bylaw 15.5 for the 
sport in question; and 

(h) The award is not received from an outside sports team or organization that conducts a competitive sports program by a member of that team. 



15.5.1 Counters 

A student-athlete shall be a counter and included in the maximum awards limitations set forth in this bylaw under the following conditions: (Revised: 6/10/04) 

(a) Athletics Aid. A student-athlete who receives financial aid based in any degree on athletics ability shall become a counter for the year during which the student-athlete 

receives the financial aid; or 

(b) Athletics Participation as a Major Criterion. A recruited student-athlete who receives outside financial aid for which athletics participation is a major 
criterion (see Bylaw 15.2.6.4) shall become a counter for the year during which the student-athlete receives the aid; or 

(c) Educational Expenses - Olympic Committee/National Governing Body. A student-athlete who receives educational expenses awarded by the U.S. Olympic Committee or 
a U.S. national governing body (or, for international student-athletes, expenses awarded by the equivalent organization of a foreign country) per Bylaw 15=2=6=5 shall become a 
counter for the year during which the student-athlete receives the aid. 
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Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu~; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;,; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu;,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu;,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~)uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/24/06- Current Event 

Correspondet~ce Courses Spell Concern 
Correspondence Courses Spell Concern 

Knightcommission.org 

A number of schools are currently under NCAA investigation for allowing student-athletes to use an inordinate amount of correspondence courses 
(courses by lnternet or mail) in their course loads, 

According to a special report in the Salt Lake Tribune, Brigham Young University’s independent study program has been employed by coaches and 
athletes--.including football recruits from the University of Kansas, and more than two dozen football and basketball players from Nicholls State 
University in Louisiana ----to improperly gain or maintain athletic eligibility at ether schools, [he case that tipped off: the investigation focused on Ricky 
Clemens, a basketball player from the University of Hissoud. 

Wayne Baker, the executive director of the National Junior College Athletic Association, told the Tribune: "For the last two or three years, we have 
seen a number o~transcripts wid~ one hour or two hours or three hours from BYU correspondence courses," 

BYU’s enormous correspondence program has 28,358 students enrolled in so-caNed "distance learning" courses in 2005, one of the largest in America. 

"There is clearly a rapidly moving coaches" grapevine," said David Price, the NCAA’s vice president for enforcement services. 

According to the Tribune, it is not clear how widespread the problem is. Price would not reveal to the Tribune how many investigations his office is 
actively pursuing involving online courses, but admitted there were "a lot mere d~an I thought there would be. The state of technology has made it 
rDuch more COrf~t’qOll," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May’ 25, 2006 8:00 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~-angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; 

Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bert I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyc~bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning 
<dmanning@bigeast.org >; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgaxtner@StUORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hnlcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edtc>; Jerome Rodgels 

~-jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatio@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon ihgg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois~Ngeast.org~; Lynne Barney <~Jbam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mary, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehappy.com~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~louisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; 

Rick Stumpf <stumpf@admin.usEedtv~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@vt.edw~; ShaJ~e Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koosl@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeasl.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibl~t 

<alfordaJ@shn.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu~,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shult@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~,u.edu:>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Ballholomae <dbmt~holomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; David Holm <dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft ~xtsmfft@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hlcshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edw~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaJcletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathwn Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edw~; Keith Grant 

<kgranV~:scarletknigNs.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.usEedtv~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~delanekl @s’tjohns.edw~; Larissa Cattanach <laxissa.cattanach@mail.~x~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 
<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@m~Jl.~wu.edu>; Mike K~rwoski 

<kalavoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu:>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clache1%’ <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Spragne <cspmgne@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynnAighe@illanova.edu>; Missy, Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~)uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

DaJ~ly Compliance Item- 5/25/06- Current Event 

Sports going invisible in war against infection 

kill 

USATODAY.com 

College and professional sports teams are starting to use high-tech hygiene to combat a drug-resistant staph infection that, in extreme cases, can 

An emphasis remains on basic precautions such as keeping wounds covered and not sharing towels to prevent the spread of methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus, 

known as MRSA. But now other methods are being marketed: 

¯ This month Virginia Tech had wrestling mats, synthetic turf fields, football pads, saunas and more sprayed with an "antimicrobial" coating Developers say it kills microbes 

for years by piercing them with spear=shaped molecules without chemical poisoning 

¯ Several NHL and NFL clubs are using a boxlike, stainless steel device The firm marketing it says it uses ozone (no soap or water) to rid gear of bacteria. 

"We hadn’t had any major problems at all, but how about preventive maintenance? That’s what really started this ball rolling," says Denie Marie, a facilities manager at 

Virginia Tech 

MRSA can cause skin and bone infections, pneumonia and bloodstream infections Resistant to some antibiotics, MRSA can be treated with others. 

Long a problem in hospitals, it has moved to sports in recent years. With baseball’s Baltimore Orioles last season, Sammy Sosa missed 16 games with MRSA in his foot. It 

has struck NFL and NHL players and high school and college athletes. In 2003, MRSA was listed as the cause of death of a football player at Lycoming College in 

Pennsylvania. 

After University of Tulsa football player Devin Adair died in April, the Tulsa World reported the death was from "complications of a staph infection." The official cause has not 

been announced, pending test results, according to the Oklahoma Office of the Chief Medical Examiner. 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend preventative measures such as washing hands, treating wounds, keeping them covered and not sharing 

potentially contaminated items. 

"One of the most important things is really just increasing the awareness on teams ... so they’re more likely to report it, get it checked out," says Jeff Hageman, a CDC 

epidemiologist in Atlanta 



He says the CDC recommends use of disinfectants to clean "high-touch surfaces" such as weight lifting equipment Asked about anti-microbial shields and ozone 

cleansing, Hageman says, "Our major message is preventing those surfaces from becoming contaminated to begin with, so that entails making sure you’re getting treated. 

But if you do have an infection, keep it covered with bandages so it doesn’t get on the surface... In the investigations that have been performed, the environment hasn’t 

played a huge role in transmission It’s been mostly skin-to-skin contact." 

But there are products that developers say can cleanse the sports environment. 

Sport Coatings, a division of Coatings Specialist Group in Rochester Hills, Mich., markets a "Sports Anti-microbial System" that was launched in April. 

Firm President Art McWood says that while Virginia Tech is the first major user, others are interested. 

McWood says the system utilizes technology used for decades on such items as surgical dressings, surgical garments, shoes and diapers. His product is applied with 

electrostatic spray to enhance coverage. "There’s a physical killing of the microbe.... It’s kind of like a blanket of swords," McWood says. 

His firm spent three days spraying inside Virginia Tech’s field house, including a synthetic turf field, as well as an outdoor synthetic turf field. Mike Goforth, Virginia Tech 

director of athletic training, says the school has had only two cases of MRSA in his eight years. But he says the decision to get the treatment was "spearheaded" by football 

coach Frank Beamer "He had concerns during our winter workouts I think he saw a player vomit on the turf. That kind of sent up red flags for him," Goforth says. 

McWood says his treatment also works on other bacteria, mold, fungi and algae. 

The price of Virginia Tech’s treatment was not disclosed. McWood says indoor treatment costs "roughly a dollar a square foot" and that outdoor treatments are "significantly 

less" He says the treatments last the life of a wrestling mat and that it’s a "one-time application" for turf 

In Montreal, Steve Silver is president of Sani Sport, which is also in the business of skate-sharpening machines. Silver says customers often asked whether he had anything 

to get the "horrific smell" out of hockey gear. He says he learned the answer was to kill the bacteria 

The Sani Sport has been on the market since 2002. Silver says the ozone is entirely contained and circulated throughout the equipment to be cleaned. 

"If you get rid of the bacteria, you are not only getting rid of the smell, you’re really preventing the (user) of the equipment from getting hit with things like MRSA," he says. 

Silver says it’s used in the NFL by the Green Bay Packers, Detroit Lions, Cleveland Browns and Jacksonville Jaguars. He says his NHL clients are the Buffalo Sabres, San 

Jose Sharks, St. Louis Blues, Boston Bruins, Vancouver Canucks, Los Angeles Kings and Washington Capitals. Silver says the price per unit is about $10,000, but he gives 

discounts to pro teams as a marketing tool. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 30, 2006 8:28 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~-angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; 

Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyc~bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; D.J. Manning 
<dmanning@bigeastorg >; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgaxtner@StUORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; hnlcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edtc>; Jerome Rodgels 

~-jerome.rodgers.I@bc.edtc>; booz@virginia.edu; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatio@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Jon Fagg <jon ihgg@ncsu.edu>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kelly 

Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kristine Kuhr <kkuhr@miami.edu;,; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois~Ngeast.org~; Lynne Barney <~Jbam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mary, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehappy.com~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Mike Tranghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~louisville.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Engrissei 

<rengrissei@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu-~; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; 

Rick Stumpf <stumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@vt.edtr~; ShaJ~e Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koosl@bc.edu; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Alexis Schug <aschug@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibld 

<alfordaJ@shu.edu>; Alison Strange <astrange@admin.usf.edu~,; Allen Greene <greene. I7@nd.edu>; bill.shult@uconn.edu; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~,u.edu:>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Dan Badholomae <dbar~holomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald ~-danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; David Holm ~-dth@georgetown.edu>; 

Donna Sanft ~xtsmfft@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hlcshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Joe Greer <jbgree@syr.edw~; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaJcletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathwn Sta~ <kstatz@depaul.edw~; Keith Grant 

<kgranV~:scarletknigNs.com>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmet~admin.us£edtv~; Kenny Schank <kenw.~hank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~delanekl @s’tjohns.edw~; Larissa Cattanach <laxissa.cattanach@mail.~x~u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Maggie McKinley 
<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@m~Jl.~wu.edu>; Mike K~rcv-oski 

<kalavoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu:>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Stephen Clache1%’ <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Ho(ton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;,; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy. ]@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~)uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 5/30/06- Current Event 

This will be the last compliance item as we head into our summer season. The emails will return August Ist. 

Have a great summer everyone!! 

Outside the Lines: Text Appeal 
Special to ESPN,com 

Editor’s note: For more on the use of text messaging in college recruiting and how the NCAA intends on curbing it, tune 
in to Outside the Lines on Monday at 9:40 p.m. PT. 

Hamstrung by his recruiting indiscretions at Oklahoma, newly appointed Indiana basketball head coach Kelvin Sampson 
is left searching for a way to contact recruits after his penalty for recruiting violations was handed down on Thursday. 

Upon discovering that Sampson and his Oklahoma staff violated NCAA rules by placing 577 impermissible phone calls to 
recruits, the NCAA banned Sampson from phoning recruits and visiting them off campus until IVlay 2007. The NCAA 
determined Sampson showed a "complete disregard" for the strict regulations the NCAA has established regarding the 
contact of recruits. But the NCAA neglected to ban Sampson from text messaging recruits, leaving a loophole so wide 
that Sampson does not have to look much farther than the latest technology for a way to build his new program and 
keep in constant contact with his prospects. 

While the NCAA’s investigation into Sampson’s illegal recruiting practices was taking place, all eyes were on George 
Mason as it accomplished the impossible. The nation was captivated as the Patriots made tournament history, defeating 
UConn and becoming the first mid-major school to head to the Final Four in more than 20 years. For George Mason head 
coach 3im Larranaga and his staff, the Cinderella team’s success has translated into a recruiting tool, providing them 
with the national media attention necessary for recruiting high-profile student-athletes. 

"I’ve been dying for a time to text message a kid to tell him that we just beat UConn and we’re going to the Final Four," 
George Mason assistant coach Chris Caputo said in March, his Blackberry resting nearby. 



For thousands of college coaches across the country, text messaging has become a routine part of the recruiting process, 
providing instant access to prospects with just a few short lines. As he quickly shoots off a text message, his thumbs 
finding the keys easily out of routine, Caputo said he’s already received seven messages from potential recruits, and in 
a typical day he’ll text message roughly 10 prospects. 

"It’s a very easy and efficient way of getting in touch with that student-athlete very quickly," Caputo saJd. 

Relaxing at his desk in his office adjacent to Caputo’s, Larranaga quickly sends a text message to a prospective recruit. 
"Now, every high school prospect you talk to has a cell phone with him 100 percent of the time. I think they sleep with it 
in their ear!" a bemused Larranaga said. "It seems that young kids have an easier time not having to speak to you, but 
can text message you short sentences to communicate." 

AIw;-~ys Accessible 

While text messaging recruits is a painless process for coaches, some feel the overwhelming number of text messages 
recruits are receiving is bordering on intrusive. Kosta Koufos, a 7-foot-1 center, ranked as one of the top-10 basketball 
recruits in his class, has been on the receiving end of plenty of text messages. He said he gets about 20 every day. 

"During school I get them all the time, so I gotta keep my phone on vibrate," Koufos chuckles. "I had a couple incidents 
where it went off and I got a little bit in trouble." 

On a bench outside a recent AAU tournament in Akron, Ohio, Koufos reads a text message from Ohio State head coach 
Thad MaLta, which compares Koufos to NBA star Dirk Nowitzki: "’How good is Dirk? He looks like he’s playing in Ohio 
State’s system.’" Koufos adds, "That’s pretty nice to have." 

Arrelious Benn, ranked as a top wide receiver in his age group, checked his cell phone after a recent weight training and 
sprint workout and noticed he had five text messages waiting for him, all from college coaches. He quickly noted that 
number is a little lower than normal. 

It is obvious that he is one of the most sought after football prospects in the nation, when later that day he heaved a 
garbage bag full of letters onto the kitchen table, unloaded the letters from the bag, and let them overflow onto the 
table and spill onto the floor. A junior at Dunbar High School in Washington, D.C., the 6-2 wide receiver said he also 
receives dozens of text messages each day. 

Sitting on his bed, sporting a backwards cap and T-shirt, Benn read off a list of schools that text messaged him just that 
day, from his T-mobile Sidekick. "Miami, Maryland, Auburn, Tennessee, Florida, Illinois," Benn said. "That’s about it for 
now, but I’m pretty sure I’ll get more later on." In one message, Tennessee head coach Phillip Fulmer wrote: "What’s up 
playmaker? Do I have a chance to get you wearing orange and white?" In another, the receivers coach at Miami assured 
Benn the offer letter would arrive in a few days. As a huge smile spreads across his face, Benn said if his mom had not 
signed up for unlimited text messaging his cell phone bill would be a huge problem. 

The NCAA now finds itself questioning the original ruling on text messaging, wondering if the regulations that were 
created to protect recruits, are in fact invading their privacy. 

"The concern is about the intrusiveness to the prospect," ACC associate commissioner Shane Lyons said. "You know, the 
timing. Some of these e-mails, or text messages, are being sent during academic class time, during the school day 
hours." 

Lyons chairs the NCAA’s Recruiting Committee on Academics, Eligibility, and Compliance, a group charged with reviewing 
recruiting regulations. 

But the NCAA may have bigger concerns than the excessive number of text messages some prospects are receiving on a 
daily basis. Under NCAA rules, college coaches cannot initiate contact of any kind with high school freshmen and 
sophomores, and are extremely limited in the amount of times they can phone high school players before their senior 
season. But under the current regulations, text messaging is not considered a phone call. 

Bottom line: Coaches can text message juniors like Kosta Koufos and Arrelious Benn as many times as they want. 

"If it’s electronic transmission that is not voice exchanged then its treated as general correspondence, like a letter you 
receive in the mail," Lyons said. 

In recent weeks, ESPN contacted several highly recruited high school athletes who receive text messages, as well as 
their coaches and their parents. They describe an atmosphere where college coaches frequently text message recruits 
during their freshman and sophomore years. That has the attention of those who enforce the NCAA’s rules, because the 
same rules that allow text messages to high school juniors and seniors, prohibit text messaging to freshmen and 
sophomores. 

Benn specifically told us he received text messages on several occasions from Penn State, Virginia, and Maryland as a 
sophomore. While Virginia and Penn State denied any improper activity regarding Benn’s recruitment, a Maryland 
associate athletic director told us she’s "spoken with the coaches involved with the recruitment of this young man. Each 
indicated they had not contacted Arrelious Benn at an inappropriate time." Shortly after ESPN asked the schools about 
potential violations related to text messaging, Benn contacted us and changed his story saying he was never text 
messaged by those schools as a sophomore. 



Ohio basketball standout Delvon Roe, a 6-7 sophomore forward who plays on the same AAU team as Kosta Koufos, said 
the text messages from college coaches started his freshman year in high school. Roe appeared taken aback when he 
recounted that he received a text message from Michigan on his second day of his freshman year: "Is this a joke or 
something?" 

Delvon Blanton, who is both Roe’s father and the coach of his son’s AAU team, said he is uncomfortable with college 
coaches sending text messages to his son at such a young age. 

"I don’t like that. Because you can be telling my son something that I don’t want him to hear," Blanton said. "Kids are 
vulnerable to a lot of things they hear or read. I don’t want you to tell him what you can give him or what he can take or 
what you can, you know, offer him. I want him to be able to come and talk to us as a family." 

When the University of Michigan was contacted about what Roe told ESPN, the school admitted he had been sent a text 
message too early and started an internal investigation. "This appears to be a secondary violation," Michigan said in a 
prepared statement. "We are still reviewing the matter before a final report is sent to the NCAA." 

"They have the obligation to report that to the enforcement staff of the NCAA and to be handled by that appropriate 
group to see what type of penalties would be placed on that institution and or coach," Lyons said. 

But text messaging freshmen and sophomore prospects is not the only recruiting violation that has become a common 
practice. At a recent Charlottesville, Va., AAU tournament, Middletown (Del.) sophomore ]arrett Mann told us recruiters 
from several schools, specifically the University of Delaware and Georgetown University, text message him and his 
family. 

"Georgetown University texts my mom, I want to say every day, every single day," Mann said. I don’t see a problem with 
that because I have high interest in the school." 

But even text messaging the parent of a sophomore is against NCAA rules. Mann’s mother later told us in a phone call 
that Georgetown text messages her once or twice a week, not every day. Neither Georgetown nor Delaware would 
respond to our requests for interviews about Mann’s recruitment. 

While recruiting violations seem to be prevalent, Lyons said that college coaches should without question know the rules 
and regulations about text messaging, as coaches must take a test every year to stay informed about the latest 
recruiting rules. It’s an open book test, so coaches have the answers, and the most recent versions include specific 
questions relating to the time periods of when it’s acceptable to text message a recruit. 

~Give ~:~-~e ~ c~ll~ 

ESPN also found evidence of coaches using text messages as a loophole to get around the restrictions on calling 
recruits. Coaches are essentially using text messages to lure recruits into calling them. While coaches are extremely 
limited in the amount of times they can call high school recruits, there’s no limit to the number of times high school 
recruits can phone college coaches. Koufos said that about 50 percent of the text messages he receives include the 
words "Give me a call." 

"Some coaches might say ’call me now’ or ’call me when you have a chance,’" Benn said. "I’11 call them back and it would 
spark a conversation." 

"Now that we have found that the kid can call us, the prospect can call us, we’ll text message him and he’ll call us and 
that doesn’t count," Larranaga said. "So every time a rule is made some bright young assistant finds a way around it. 

"I’m kind of surprised we don’t already have restrictions because we have limits on almost every aspect of recruiting and 
my guess is one day we will." 

It’s ironic that by allowing text messaging, the NCAA thought it had found a way to limit the amount of intrusive contact 
coaches have with recruits. Lyons said the NCAA must find a delicate balance between limiting intrusive contact and 
allowing coaches to pursue their top recruits. 

"What is too much? What’s not enough?" Lyons said. "We want to give our coaches the opportunity to recruit the right 
type of athlete for their program, for that institution, allow them to get to know the individual, not only as an athlete 
but as a person. But there’s a balance there as well." 

Now the watchdog of college athletics is considering limiting text messaging, or eliminating it entirely from the 
recruiting process. An NCAA subcommittee is scheduled to meet June 13-14 in Indianapolis where it will review feedback 
on the topic from conferences and coaches associations. By the end of the meeting members will know if the 
subcommittee will sponsor legislation lobbying to limit text messaging for next year’s legislative cycle. Proposed 
legislation must be submitted by July 15, and schools and conferences will then vote on the legislation. The earliest any 
change could take effect would be January of 2007. 
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Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 1, 2006 8:39 AIM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr>; Amy tlerman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian I,u~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tnllyca@bc.edu; Condara,s, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edw,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@t.ed~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.vx~n.edtr--; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <conrtney.vinson@villanova.edn>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbertholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@sTrx.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

-Manielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edw~; Donna Sanfl <dsant~@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Doug Bakker <’dbaJ~ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edtr>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@louisville.edw~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@wr.edtr>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; John 

Cams <john.cams@louisville.edtl>; John Heck <jheck@scoxletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scadetknights.con*>; Kathlwn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletl~fights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmetka!admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kelmy.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Larissa 

Cattanach <larissa.ca_ttanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <aJ~bam0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu:>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

-4tephan.6@nd.edn>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Stephen Clacherty 

<clachest(@shu.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.ns£edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.o~>; Allison Hoehn <’ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairelough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaacco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imammtto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <l&blois@bigeast.org>; Mia Bricldlouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeas~t.olg>; Nick Carpaacelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy < smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton < seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Spmgue <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr--; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.fighe@illanova.edtc>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~)uc.edu>; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/1/06- 17.1.5.2.2 

Institution’s basketball coach would like to have his student-athletes participate in skill instruction starting on the first day of classes. Is this 
permissible? 
NEW LEGISLATION EFFECTIVE 811106: 

NCAA Bylaw 17.1.5.2.2 Skill Instruction - Sports Other Than Football 

Participation by student-athletes in individual skill-related instruction in sports other than football is permitted outside the institution’s declared 
playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes of the academic year or September 15, whichever occurs earlier, to one week prior to the 
beginning of the institution’s final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year [see Bylaw 17.1.5.2-(a)]. More than four student- 
athletes from the team may be involved in skill-related instruction with their coaches from September 15 through April 15. Prior to September 15 
and after April 15, no more than four student-athletes from the same team may be involved in skill-related instruction with their coach(es) at any one 

time in any facility. (Adopted: 1/10/95 effective 8/1/95; Revised: 1/9/96, 1/14/97 effective 8/1/97, 10/27/98, 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03, 4/29/04 

effective 8/1/04, 4/28/05, 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

For those schools operating on the quarter system, your student-athletes may begin participating in such activities starting on September 15th. It 

has also been confirmed by the NCAA that if September 15th is prior to the first day of classes at your institution, you are permitted to provide 

actual and necessary expenses for any student-athlete required to be on campus during this time period. 

NCAA Bylaw 17.1.5.2.1.1.1 Exception - September 15 to First Day of Classes - S ports Other than Football 

In sports other football, required weight-training, conditioning and skill-related instruction is permitted, pursuant to Bylaws 17.1.5.2 and 17.1.5.2.2, 
during an institution’s summer vacation period from September 15 to the first day of classes of the academic year. (Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 

8/1/06) 
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Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu~,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandxi@t.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edn>; conrtney.vinson@villanova.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbextholomae@athlelics.pitt.edn>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgeraJd@maxquette.edu>; Dogma Sanft 

"<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@s.~,r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <govdon.finch@illanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.corns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmme~!admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kelmy.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Larissa 

Cattanach <loxissa.cattanach@mail.w~,u.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Lynne B~xney <albam01 @louis~ille.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinlevQ@uc.edtr~; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@maJl.w~,u.edu>; Mike Kala~-oski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu;,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

-~tephan.6@nd.edn>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; rchristensen~athletics.pitt.edu; Stephen Clacherly 

<clachest(@shu.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.ns£edu;,; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.o~>; Allison Hoehn <’ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairelough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Ka:thy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~lecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <l&blois@bigeast.org>; Mia Bricldlouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeas~t.olg>; Nick Carp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy < smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton < seaton@bigeastorg,>; Tom Odjakjia~ 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@nmNuette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/2/06- 13.5.2.6 

Siam Dunk, a basketball prospect, would like to visit Institution A’s campus during the weekend of their first home football game. Because it is a holiday 
weekend, Slam’s parents are having trouble getting a good rate for their flights. 
Can Institution A’s coaching staff, or anyone else in the Athletic Department make the flight arrangements for the parents to help save them some money? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.~.2.6 states that an institution shall not permit its athletics department staff members or representatives of its athletics interests to pay, 
provide or arrange for the payment of transportation costs incurred by relatives, friends or legal guardian(s) of a prospective student-athlete to visit the 
campus or elsewhere; however, an institution may: 

(a) Provide automobile-mileage reimbursement to a prospective student-athlete on an official visit, even if relatives or friends accompany the prospective 
student-athlete; and (Revised: 1/11/94, 5/12/05) 

(b) Provide local transportation between its campus and the nearest airport for the parents, relatives or legal guardian(s) of a prospective student-atNete 
making an official visit. 
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<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffa]o.eduv,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandxi@teduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edn>; conrtney.vinson@villanova.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athlelics.pitt.edn>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Donna Sanft 

-<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@s.~,r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <govdon.finch@illanova.edu>; }tolly Sheilley <hkshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaraa@bigeast.org>; Jess HegmaJm 

~hegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck 

<jheck@scarlethlights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; KathlTn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kglan@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schmlk@mail.~zu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 

ldeible@nd.edu; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; 

marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.xwu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ncmail.uc.edn>; rchristensen@athletics.pittedu; Stephen Clache~’ <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeastorg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; DaJ~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <’ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeastorg>; Jon Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <inH@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese <mtranghese@bigeastorg>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeastorg>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjaJ@an@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmus@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennalm 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert(@nmrquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/7/06- Currem Event 

NCAA to begin tougher penalties in 2007-08 for repeat offenders 
USAToday.com-- (AP) -- Repeat offenders will get letters of warning next year and face increasingly harsher penalties, including postseason bans and the loss of 

scholarships, starting in 2007-08 for continued academic failures, the NCAA said Thursday night. 

The action by the Division I board of directors during two days of meetings was the latest step in the association’s attempt to address both short- and long-term academic 

problems. 

It’s based on Academic Performance Rates compiled over a four-year period for individual sports, meaning a school could draw penalties for one or more teams without 

others being affected. 

The board unanimously approved the plan to deal with "historical" penalties, meaning those stemming from repeated failure to meet the NCAA’s academic standards, said 

Walt Harrison, the NCAA’s chairman of academic performance. 

"They are the most severe penalties teams can incur, for the worst of the worst," Harrison said. "They would begin in 2007-08. These penalties measure four years of 

behavior. If at the end of four years, your APR score was below a minimum benchmark of 900, you would be eligible for penalties. The key figure is you have to be below 

900." 

Kevin Lennon, NCAA vice president, said a score of 900 correlates with about a 50% graduation rate. 

The association already is implementing a system of "contemporaneous," or short-term, penalties. The new benchmark would apply to graduation rates over rolling four- 

year periods. 
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<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tnllyca@bc.edu; Condara,s, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edw,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandxj@t.ed~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.vx~n.edtr--; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edn>; conrtney.vinson@villanova.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@s31r.edtr--; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgeraJ@marquette.edu>; Donna Sanft 

-<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@s3,r.edtr>; Gordon Finch <govdon.finch@illanova.edu>; ttolly Sheilley <hkshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@syr.edu>; Ja,son DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess HegmaJm 

~hegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edtr>; John Heck 

<jheck@scadetknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; KathlTr’n Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith (kant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.colr;>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schmlk@mail.vwu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edtl>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.vwu.edu>; 

ldeible@nd.edu; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; 

marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.~wu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ncmail.uc.edn>; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Stephen Clache~’ <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <’ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigea,st.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmus@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsporks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Spmgue <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennalm 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr--; Stephmfie Ronssean <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howe@mail.vwu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/8/06- 15.3.3.1 

Pop Fly, a baseball student-athlete, violated several team rules last spring. Consequently, his coach only renewed his athletic scholarship for the fall 2006 
semester instead of the entire 2006-07 academic year. The coach will decide whether or not to award Pop his scholarship for the spring at the end of the 
fall term. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 1!5.3.3.1 states that if a student’s athletics ability is considered in any degree in awarding financial aid, such aid shall neither be awarded 
for a period in excess of one academic year nor for a period less than one academic year (see Bylaw 15.01.5). (Revised: 4/27/06 effective 8/I/06) 

There are a few exceptions to this new rule: 

NCAA Bylaw 115.3.3.1.1 

An institution may award athletically related financial aid to a student-athlete for a period of less than one academic year only under the following 
circumstances: (Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(a) Midyear Enrollment. A student-athlete whose first full-time attendance at the certifying institution during a particular academic year occurs at midyear 
(e.g., the beginning of the second semester or second or third quarter of an academic year) may receive a financial aid award for the remainder of that 
academic year. (Revised: 5/9/06) 

(b) Final Semester/Quarter. A student-athlete may receive athletically related financial aid for less than one academic year, provided the student is in the 
final semester or final two quarters of his or her degree program and the institution certifies that the student is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to 
complete the degree requirements. 

(c) One-Time Exception. One time during a student-athlete’s enrollment at the certifying institution he or she may be awarded athletics aid for less than a 
full academic year, provided the student-athlete has not previously received athletically related financial aid from the certifying institution. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 9, 2006 8:50 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tnllyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandxi@t.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edn>; conrtney.vinson@villanova.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Fitzgerald <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Donna Sanft 

-<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@s.~,r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <govdon.finch@illanova.edu>; ttolly Sheilley <hkshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondaraa@bigeast.org>; Jess HegmaJm 

~hegmann@providence.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck 

<jheck@scadetknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kglan@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schmlk@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 

ldeible@nd.edu; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; 

marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ncmail.uc.edn>; rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Stephen Clache~’ <clachest@shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; DaJ~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <’ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <~seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmus@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennalm 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert(@nmrquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/9/06- 15.5.2.2 

Katie Kills, a freshman volleyball student-athlete, decided Institution A really wasn’t the school for her. Consequently, she quit after the first day of preseason 
practice. 
Does Katie’s athletic scholarship have to count against the team’s limits? Can her scholarship be re-awarded to another student-athlete on the team? 
Katie is considered a counter, but because she voluntarily quit prior to the first day of classes and first competition her scholarship can be given to another 
student-athlete during the spring semester. 

NCAA Bylaw 15.~.2.2 states that an institution may replace a counter who voluntarily withdraws from the team in a head-count sport by providing the 
financial aid to another student who already has enrolled in the institution and is a member of the team. For this replacement to occur, the counter must 
withdraw prior to the first day of classes or before the first game of the season, whichever is earlier, and release the institution from its obligation to provide 
financial aid. The institution may not award the financial aid to another student-athlete in the academic term in which the aid was reduced or canceled. 
Further, if the financial aid is canceled before a regular academic term (e.g., preseason practice period), the aid may not be provided to another student- 
athlete during the ensuing academic term. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras --jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursda55 August 10, 2006 9:40 AM 

Allison George ~:ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu~; Amy Helrnan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<aaagela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edtc,; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <j tgray@rice.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <ion thgg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffa]o.edu>; 

kkfoMe@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Samantha 

Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~>; saellis@clemson.edu; 
koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; tpa&e@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

~valicia.oJford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; courtney.vinson@villanova.edu; Din1Bartholomae ~baxtholomae@athlelics.pitt.eduv,; Din11saf 

~misaf@syr.edu>; Dmaiel Gossom --~dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Dmfielle Fitzgerald <~t~ielle.filzgera]d@maNuerte.edu>; Deborah 

Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <dsanft(~athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbaJcker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid(~stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei0 l@louisville.edtr~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@~’r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jermifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@loaisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <ldfickey@scarletknighks.com>; Kathryn Sta~ 

<ksta~@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scaxletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummett@admin.ust:edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwood@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Larissa 

CattaJaach <larissa.cattaJmch@mail.wvu.edu>; ldeible@nd.edu; Lynne Barney <albam01 @loui~Tille.edtr~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean --~michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu;>; Mike Kaxwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers --~molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; rclmstensen@athletics.pitt.edu; Stephen ClachelV 

<clachest@shu.edtc,; Steve Horton --~horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.us£edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn ~-ahoehn@bigeast.orgv; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bwe~gand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~-dgavitt@bigeast.orgv; Donna Demarco 

-~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas"t.olg>; John Maxinatto @narinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldebloi@bigeast.o~>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldaouse@bigeast.org:~; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.ovg>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org:~; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgolis@bigeast.org:~; Shawn Murphy -<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan 

Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjo£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org >; Tom Symonds--~tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara 

Henderson <Shadams@syr.edu;>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague 

~csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu:>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmrm 

~-jkherm0 l@louisville.edt~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@Nohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illmlova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <tem.howe@mail.~wu.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 8/10/06- 14.1.8.1.5 

Wide Out, a sophomore football student-athlete, is enrolled in 9 hours. Wide’s academic advisor will enroll him in two more courses during the first week of classes. Can 
Wide practice while not enrolled in a full-time course load? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14A.SA.5 states that a student-athlete may practice, but may NOT compete, during the institution’s first five days of classes if the student-athlete is 
enrolled in less than a minimum full-time program of studies, provided the student is eligible under all institutional, conference and NCAA requirements. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, August 11, 2006 8:33 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registraJc.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tnllyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@virginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffa]o.edu~,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vtedu;,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <conrtney.vinson@villanova.edn>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syx.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@maJcquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna San6 <dsanfl@athlelics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

-<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Heck 

<jheck@sca:dethlights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; KathlTn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Chant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.usfedu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 
Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne Barney <albarn0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; 

marielle.thibodean@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ncmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <claches~shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu-~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.olg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeastorg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <’ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeastorg>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeastorg>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeastorg>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeastorg>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeastorg>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjaJcjian@bigeastorg>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeastorg>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;>; Missy, Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;>; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marqnette.edtv~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaJly Compliance Item- 8/11/06- Currem Evem 

Catholic forfeits three women’s lax games over party photos 
USAToday.com- -AP -- Catholic University forfeited three women’s lacrosse games and will place the team on probationary status for the 2006-07 school year following 

an investigation of an off-campus freshman initiation party. 

The investigation began in the spring after photos showing what appeared to be a male stripper at a party were posted on the I nternet under the heading "Catholic University 

Women’s Lacrosse Initiation Party 2006" 

"After interviewing members of the lacrosse team and carefully reviewing the facts, we have determined that team members engaged in regrettable activities that are contrary 

to the expectations we have for our students and to the values of the university," athletic director Michael Allen said in a statement Tuesday. "As we communicated directly to 

the student-athletes in question, we are deeply disappointed by their actions, particularly for any embarrassment and humiliation which the freshmen being initiated may 

have experienced at the time and subsequent to the event." 

Allen said the team forfeited three games from the 2006 season that took place after the party. The probationary status means the team will be under greater scrutiny should 

disciplinary matters arise during the upcoming academic year 

Allen said he and university president David O’Connell will address all athletes at the start of the fall semester "to outline a zero tolerance policy for hazing and initiation 

activities." 

"In addition, the university will conduct a series of educational sessions with student athletes and coaches to ensure that they understand fully the dangers associated with 

initiation activities," Allen said 

Catholic’s investigation began the same week that Northwestern suspended its women’s soccer team after a website displayed pictures of alleged hazing at a party. 

Northwestern’s soccer program was later reinstated, but the team’s coach resigned the following month. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 14, 2006 7:15 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu>; Allison George <ageorge@at.g "taa.gatech.edu>; tparker@vt.edu; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmalm@providence.edu>; JC <icondara@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Dan Isaf <dmisaf~syr.edu-~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Michael Dean 
<michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edt~; Shawn Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Malgolis 

<nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeas~.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Ben 

Fairclough <bi:airclough@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; 

Amy Helan~l <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Jon Gust <jgust@bigeast.olg>; Sammltha Huge 

<hngesk@wfil.edu~; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scafletknights.com>; John Cams ~ohn.cams@louisville.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; 

Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu;>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edn>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scMetknights.com>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitl@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.us£edu-~; Courtney Vinson 

<courtney.vinson@villanova.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; kkfoMer@ku.edu; Jason Gray 

~tgray@rice.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncatpalelli@bigeast.org>; kcmming@umd.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Danielle 

Josetfi <~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu:>; Son@ Weber <sandsj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Jamie Mnllin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; tullyca@bc.edu; saelli@clemson.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; 
Goldon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <~bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu~; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu~; Mia Bricldlouse <mbrickhouse@bigeas~t.org>; Tern Howes 

<tem.howes@maJl.wvu.edu>; Lynne Bamey <~albarn01 @louisville.edu;>; koos@bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Allison Hoehn --~ahoehn@bigeas~.o~g>; Stump£ Rick 

<RStumpt~:admin.us£edu>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibr~uconn.edu-~; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Brim~ Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Stephen Clacherty <clachesV~:shu.edu>; Condasas, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Rick Clmstensen <rclmstensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu-~; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.o~>; Kelly Brummett <brummet~admin.us£edw~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/14/06- 14.5.2 

Illegal Procedure is a freshman football student-athlete. He reported to pre-season practice, but after the first night, Illegal decided he wanted to go home. Illegal received two 
meal/, one night lodging, completed the compliance paperwork, but he did not practice. 
Has Illegal triggered transfer status? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.2 states that a transfer student is an individual who transfers from a collegiate institution after having met any one of the following conditions at that 

institution: 

(a) The student was officially registered and enrolled in a minimum, full-time program of studies in any quarter or semester of an academic year, as certified by the registrar or 
admissions office, provided the student was present at the institution on the opening day of classes; 

(b) The student attended a class or classes in any quarter or semester in which the student was enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies, even if the enrollment was 
on a provisional basis and the student was later determined by the institution not to be admissible; 

(c) The student is or was enrolled in an institution in a minimum full-time program of studies in a night school that is considered to have regular terms (semesters or quarters) 
the same as the institution’s day school, and the student is or was considered by the institution to be a regularly matriculated student; 

(d) The student attended a branch school that does not conduct an intercollegiate athletics program, but the student had been enrolled in another collegiate institution prior to 

attendance at the branch school; 

(e) The student attended a branch school that conducted an intemollegiate athletics program and transfers to an institution other than the parent institution; 

(f) The student reported for a regular squad practice (including practice or conditioning activities that occur prior to certification per Bylaws 14.3.5.1 and 
14.5.4.5.5), announced by the institution through any member of its athletics department staff, prior to the beginning of any quarter or semester, as certified by 

the athletics director. Participation only in picture-day activities would not constitute "regular practice;" 

(g) The student participated in practice or competed in a given sport even though the student was enrolled in less than a minimum full4ime program of studies; or 

(h) The student received institutional financial aid while attending a summer term, summer school or summer-orientation program (see Bylaws 15.2.8.1.3 and 15.2.8.1.4). A 
recruited student who receives institutional financial aid pursuant to Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4 is subject to the transfer provisions, except that a prospective student-athlete (recruited 
or nonrecruited) who is denied admission to the institution for full-time enrollment shall be permitted to enroll at another institution without being considered a transfer student. 
(Adopted: 1/10/90; Revised: 4/26/01, 4/14/03) 

We have confirmed with the NCAA that in order for Illeqal to triq.qer transfer status in the example above, he would have had to participate in an athletically related activity. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 15, 2006 8:39 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registraJc.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@virginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu~,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandxi@vt.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <conrtney.vinson@villanova.edn>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@s;yx.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@maJcquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

-<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Heck 

<jheck@scadetknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Chant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 
Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne Barney <albarn0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; 

marielle.thibodean@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ncmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <claches~shu.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu-~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.olg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <’ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <~seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjaJcjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara Sparlcs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marqnette.edtv~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/15/06- 15.3.4.2 

No Hitter, a softball student-athlete, is receiving a partial athletic scholarship. Subsequent to the start of the fall semester, No found out that her student 
loans were cancelled. Consequently, she is unable to pay the remaining portion of her tuition and fees. No approached her head coach about increasing her 
athletic scholarship. The coach hasn’t awarded the maximum number of softball scholarships, so she decided to increase No’s scholarship. 
Can the head coach increase No’s scholarship after the start of the semester? 

Yes, with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.4.2 states that institutional financial aid may be increased as follows: 

A. Between the period of time when the student-athlete signs the financial aid award letter and the beginning of the period of the award; [summer] and 

B. Subsequent to the date on which the student-athlete receives any benefits as part of the student’s financial aid grant (which is determined on the 1 st 

day of classes for a particular academic term or the 1 st day of practice, whichever is earlier), an institution may increase the student-athlete’s 
financial aid if the institution can demonstrate that such an increase is unrelated in any manner to an athletics reason. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 16, 2006 8:37 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu~,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandxi@t.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <conrtney.vinson@villanova.edn>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@svx.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@maxquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

-<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Heck 

<jheck@scadetknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kglan@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 
Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne Barney <albarn0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; 

marielle.thibodean@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelra@ncmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Stephen Clacherty <claches~shu.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu-~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.ovg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <’ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <~seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara Sparlcs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edn>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marqnette.edtr~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/16/06- 14.4.3.1 

Face Mask, a football student-athlete, is getting ready to begin his second year at Institution A. Here is Face’s academic record so far: 
2005-06- enrolled full-time each semester during the academic year 
Fall 2005 passed 15 hours 
Spring 2006 passed 5 hours 
Summer 2006 passed 9 hours 
Is Face eligible for competition fall 2006? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1 states eligibility for competition shall be determined based on satisfactory completion of at least: (Revised: 1/10/92, 10/31/02 
effective 8/1/03; for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

(a) Twenty-four-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit prior to start of the student-athlete’s second year of collegiate enrollment (i.e., third 
semester, fourth quarter); (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(b) Eighteen-semester or 27-quarter hours of academic credit since the beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the certifying 
institution’s preceding regular two semesters or three quarters (hours earned during the summer may not be used to fulfill this requirement); and (Revised: 
10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(c) Six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit the preceding regular academic term (e.g., fall semester, winter quarter) in which the student- 
athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution (see Bylaw 14.1.10.1 for postseason certification). (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; for 
those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

A. Face passed 29 hours- met requirement 
B. Face passed 20 hours- met requirement 
C. Face passed 5 hours- did not meet requirement 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 17, 2006 9:16 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu~,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandxi@t.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <conrtney.vinson@villanova.edn>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@svx.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

-<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.conf>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 
Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne Barney <albarn0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; 

marielle.thibodean@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelm@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <~christensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacm@bigeast.org>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairelough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igusV~:bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mulphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@nmNuette.edu>; Stephanie 

Roussean <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/17/06- 14.1.8.2.1.4 

Play Maker is a women’s soccer student-athlete. Play graduated this past spring and will be enrolled in a graduate program this fall as she participates in 
her last season of competition. 
Does Play have to be enrolled in a full-time graduate program to practice/compete? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.2.1.4 states that a student may compete while enrolled in a full-time graduate program as defined by the institution. 
NOTE: This bylaw has changed effective 8/1/06. There is no longer a minimum enrollment requirement of 8 hours. A graduate student-athlete will need to 
be enrolled in whatever the institution considers to be full-time for graduate students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, August 18, 2006 8:20 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bert I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu’~,; 

kkfoMe@lm.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandxi@t.edu’~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@be.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <conrtney.vinson@villanova.edn>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syx.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@maxquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna San6 <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

-<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kglan@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 
Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne Barney <albarn0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckinley@uc.edn>; 

marielle.thibodean@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<mollymyers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelm@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <~christensen@athletics.pittedn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairelough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeastorg>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igusV~:bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbi-ickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mulphy <smurphy@bigeastorg>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeastorg>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Roussean <stephanierousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/18/06- Current Event 

NABC reprimands Sampson for recruiting violations 

Indiana coach Kelvin Sampson was reprimanded Tuesday by the National Association of Basketball Coaches over recruiting violations during his tenure at Oklahoma, 

becoming the first person to be punished by the group. 

As first repo(ted by ESPN.com in a July 28 Daily Word blog, Sampson’s membership was placed on probation for three years. During that time, Sampson -- a former 

member of the group’s board of directors =- is prohibited from serving in an official capacity with the organization, the Kansas City, Mo.-based NABC announced 
Tuesday. 

He is also ineligible for dishict and national coach of the year awards and roll lose his Final Four ticket privileges. 

NABC ethics committee chairman Reggie Minton said that Sampson wouldn’t receive Final Four tickets through the NABC even if Indiana reached the Final Four in 

the next three seasons. But the NABC couldn’t stop Indiana t?om giving Sampson his allotment t?om the school la~ol if the ttoosiers reach the Final Four. 

"When one coach thll~ we all fall," Minton said in a written sIatement. "As guardians of the game, we must take responsibility lbr protecting and promoting the best 
interests of the game of basketball and the integrity of the coaching profession. We must hold one another accountable." 

Sampson said he respected the group’s decision. 

The decision comes nearly three months after the NCAA banned Sampson fi~om calling recruits or making off-campus visits until next May because of excessive phone 

calls to recruits. The NCAA ruled Sampson and his assistants at Oklahoma made 577 extra phone calls to 17 recruits between 2000 and 2004. 

Minton said it was embarrassing that a fomler board member was the first coach penalized by the ethics committee, which was created in 2003. 

"It’s not something may of us are happy about," he said. "There’s no joy in Mudville. What the coaches have decided and the ethics committee has decided is that we’re 

all going to be held accountable." 



Smnpson has acknowledged making mistaJ~es and said that he learned a valuable lesson. 

"The NCAA came in and did a thorough job and over a five-yeaJ" period we made too many phone calls," Sampson told ESPN.com on Tuesday. "I have great respect 

tbr the organization [NABC] and it’s unfortunate that this incident has occurred. We’ve moved forward and I’m looking tbrward to a great future at IMiana University." 

Minton said the punishment fell short of the group’s harshest sanction -- expulsion from the organization -- but was more severe than its lightest penalty, a private 

reprimand. 

The NCAA ruled Sampson deliberately broke the recruiting rules and made 233 of the improper calls himself. Sampson has also been barred from receiving 

performance bonuses next season. 

He is still permitted to e-mail and text message recruits, receive calls from prospects and meet with recruits and their families on campns. 

Minton said Tuesday that any coach who commits a major NCAA violation t?om October 2003 on is subject to being ~nctioned by the ethics committee. But that 

means someone like lbnner Baylor coach Dave Bliss, who~ violations included paying the tuition of two fonner players, isn’t eligible to be ~nctioned because the 

penalties came prior to 2003. Also, coaches M~o axe appealing their major violations, like former Fresno State coach and former Sampson OU assistant Ray Lopes, 
aren’t eligible to go in front of the committee until their appeals are heard. 

Minton said there axe no pending cases. He said Sampson is the first -- but probably not the last to be sanctioned. 

"It’s our job to make sure the coaches are accountable and responsible," Minton said. 

In the past week, Sampson received his first two recruiting commitments since the NCAA decision. Brandon McGee, a 6-foot-6 forward from Chicago’s Crane 

Technical High School, gave Indiana an oral commitment last week. On Monday, Jamarcus Ellis, a 6-5 forward from Chicago who played last season for Chipola 

Community College in Florida, said he would sign with the Hoosiers tbr the 2007-08 season. 

Minton said the group’s ethics committee is prepared to hand out more sanctions when coaches are tbund to have violated major NCAA rules. 

"I think the committee is saying to its membership that we take very. seriously our code of ethics and your responsibility is to adhere to the integrity of the game," Minton 

said. "Coaches obviously axe in a position of trust. Obviously, mistakes are made." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 21, 2006 8:33 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl~RTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg --ion fagg@ncsn.edtc>; 

kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edtc>; kld’oMe@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandvi@vt.edtc>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Alicia Alfo~d <alicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; NIl. shults@uconn.edu; 

Brad Cox <brad.co~mail.wvu.edu~; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Courtney Vinson <courtney.vinson@villanova.edtr~; Dan 

Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <~dmisa~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; DeboraJl Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <~dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem~gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~ody.sykes@louisville.edw~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Chant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett --%mmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schmlk@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 

Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc>; Lynne Barney--~albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu~,; 

marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <~karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelm@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <~christensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.olg>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairelough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igusV~:bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mulphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edn>; Miss’,, Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/21/06- 15.5.1.2.2 

illegal F. Pass is a sophomore football student-athlete majoring in biology. Illegal finished his freshman year with a 3.5 cumulative GPA earning him a $5000 
academic scholarship from the biology department. Illegal does not receive any other financial aid. 
Illegal is going to be the back up quarterback this year. If he competes, will his $5000 scholarship have to count within the football team’s scholarship limit? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 15.5.1.2.2 states that in football or basketball, a student-athlete who was recruited by the awarding institution and whose only source of 
institutional financial aid is academic aid based solely on the recipient’s academic record at the certifying institution, awarded independently of athletics 
interests and in amounts consistent with the pattern of all such awards made by the institution, may compete without counting in the institution’s financial 
aid team limits, provided he or she has completed at least one academic year of full-time enrollment at the certifying institution and has achieved a 
cumulative grade-point average of at least 3.300 (on a 4.000 scale) at the certifying institution. (Adopted: 10/27/05, effective 8/1/06) 

Please note this bylaw became effective 8/1/06. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 22, 2006 8:52 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl~RTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; booz@irginia.edu; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsn.edtc>; 

kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edtc>; kld’oMe@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandvi@vt.edtc>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Alicia Alfo~t <alicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; NIl. shults@uconn.edu; 

Brad Cox <brad.co~mail.wvu.edu~; Brian Battle <bjb46@georgetown.edu>; Courtney Vinson <courtney.vinson@villanova.edtr~; Dan 

Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <~dmisa~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; DeboraJl Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <~dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem~gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~ody.syke@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 
<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Chant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett --%mmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schmlk@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edt~-; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; 

Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc>; Lynne Barney--~albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu~,; 

marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <~karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<hinkelm@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <~christensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Steve Horton <~horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.olg>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairelough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igusV~:bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mulphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edn>; Miss’,, Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/22/06- 16.8.1.9 

The men’s soccer team at College USA will be participating in a read-a-then with elementary school children. The coach would like the student-athletes to 
wear College USA apparel during the event. 
Is it permissible for College USA to provide shirts to student-athletes for this event? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.9 states that an institution may provide a student-athlete with one shirt (e.g., polo, oxford style) bearing the institution’s logo to be 
used for team travel or other events in which he or she is representing the institution. The shirt may bear a single manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal 
trademark or logo not to exceed 2 ¼ square inches in area, including any additional materials surrounding the normal trademark or logo. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 23, 2006 8:43 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl~RTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@be.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; 

Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandxi@vt.edtc,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost~!bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h~cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <~licia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; 
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DaLly Compliance Item- 8/23/06- 14.2.2.3 

Clay Court is a senior prospective student-athlete. Clay decides he wants to be better prepared for college, so he enrolls in a joint high school/college 
academic program. He will take classes at the college, but they will count as both high school and college credit. Clay continues to participate on the tennis 
team at his high school, but does not engage in any athletically related activities at the college where he is taking classes. 
Has Clay’s eligibility clock started (5 yr clock)? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 14.2.2.3 states that a student-athlete’s eligibility under the five-year rule does not begin while a student is enrolled in a collegiate institution 
in a joint high school/college academic program for high school students, in which the courses count as both high school graduation credit and college 
credit, provided the student has not officially graduated from the high school and does not participate in intercollegiate athletics while enrolled in the joint 
program. 
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Daily Compliance Item- 8/24/06- 11.2.2 

Women’s Soccer coach earned some extra money this summer by officiating at a local soccer camp. She earned a total of $5000 for six weeks of camp. 
Does she have to report this income to her institution? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.2.2 states that contractual agreements, including letters of appointment, between a full-time or part-time athletics department staff 
member (excluding secretarial or clerical personnel) and an institution shall include the stipulation that the staff member is required to provide a written 
detailed account annually to the president or chancellor for all athletically related income and benefits from sources outside the institution. In addition, the 
approval of all athletically related income and benefits shall be consistent with the institution’s policy related to outside income and benefits applicable to all 
full-time or part-time employees. Sources of such income shall include, but are not limited to, the following: (Revised: 1/10/92, 1/11/94, 1/10/95, 4/26/01 
effective 8/1/01, 3/8/06) 

(a) income from annuities; 

(b) Sports camps; 

(c) Housing benefits (including preferential housing arrangements); 

(d) Country club memberships; 

(e) Complimentary ticket sales; 

(f) Television and radio programs; and 

(g) Endorsement or consultation contracts with athletics shoe, apparel or equipment manufacturers. 
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DaJdy Compliance Item- 8/25/06- Current Event 

Suit tests ban on leave for father-athletes 
USAToday corn 
Should male college athletes be allowed time off for paternity leave? That’s the crux of the argument being made by Eric Butler, the Kansas defensive tackle, who was denied 
an extra year of eligibility by the NCAA after missing the 2001 season following the birth of his daughter, Angelina. 
Butler, whose fight began in the spring, has also filed a federal civil rights lawsuit alleging the NCAA violated Title IX since its waiver which allows time off for pregnancy applies 
only to females. 
Butler’s lawyer, Tarun Mehta, said Thursday that there is a chance Butler can be back on the field in two weeks if the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit 
reverses an earlier U.S. District Court ruling that denied Butler’s request for a temporary restraining order. The decision could come quickly because emergency relief was 
requested. Their season opens Sept. 2 against Northwestern State. 
The NCAA’s pregnancy exception states a school "may approve a one-year extension of the five-year period of eligibility for a female student for reasons of pregnancy." 
Butler’s case is the first time the NCAA’s pregnancy exception has been challenged by a male student athlete, the NCAA said. 
"The pregnancy exception is explicitly written for female students whose physical condition due to pregnancy prevents their participation in intercollegiate athletics, and 
therefore is not applicable in this case," NCAA spokesman Erik Christianson said last week when USA TODAY asked about the Butler case. 
"At first blush, it causes you to raise questions, what’s going on here?" said Steve Morgan, a Kansas-based lawyer who has no connection to the Butler case but worked for 
the NCAA for more than 20 years, most recently as chief of staff for Division I. However, Morgan said based on the way the pregnancy exception evolved -- it was created in 
the early 1980s shortly after women joined the NCAA -- its limited intent is clear. 
"Which is certainly not to say that the NCAA committee structure or membership cannot carve out a similar exception for men, but at this point it would require more than an 
interpretation of existing rules," Morgan said. 
In the workplace, the federal Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 gives men who work at companies with 50 employees or more the right to take up to 12 weeks of paternity 
leave. 
"1 think it should be the same way as it would be in the workplace," Butler said in a telephone interview Thursday. "It’s kinda like a job, it’s almost like a 40-hour week being a 
college athlete. They should give college athletes the same opportunities that people in the normal workplace have. I think that’s the way society is moving." 
Experts for the National Women’s Law Center say if eligibility is extended for child rearing, it should extend equally to men and women. If eligibility is extended because of the 
physical effects of pregnancy, then that obviously only applies only to female athletes. 
"If athletic programs allow women to be r~dshirted for a period of child raising, then that is treatment that should also be extended to male team members who take leave from 
school for the same reason," said Jocelyn Samuels, National Women’s Law Center senior vice president. "As a matter of social policy, that is a direction that the NCAA may 
want to consider. As a matter of social policy, to ensure that people can fulfill both their academic and their parental responsibilities would be a good thing." 
Neena Chaudhry, senior counsel of the National Women’s Law Center added, "But I see why you would want a separate rule for an athlete who is actually pregnant and going 
through the physical demands of a pregnancy vs. a more general provision. Pregnancy does provide its own physical limitations. Women would automatically need more 
time." 
Athletes have five years to complete four seasons of eligibility. Coming out of high school in Leawood, Kansas, Butler and his wife, Chantel, originally planned to attend 
Northwest Missouri State but once Chantel learned she was pregnant and once the Butlers found out the school did not allow children in their dorms, they chose colleges 
close to home and shared caretaking responsibilities for their daughter. 
Butler’s five-year eligibility clock began in 2001 when he enrolled at the local campus of DeVry University, which didn’t have collegiate sports. His five years expired after last 
season even though Butler played just two seasons of college football, in 2005 for the Jayhawks and in 2003 for Avila University, an NAIA school. 



"Everybody is surprised that I would have to go through all of this to get an extra year of eligibility," Butler said of the reaction from his teammates. "Everyone thinks it’s stupid 
that the eligibility clock will start when you’re at a school that doesn’t have athletics at all. They’re also angry that I only played for two seasons and still have to get an 
extension of the eligibility clock. All of my teammates want me on the team. They’re pretty angry at the entire situation." 
Butler, a walkon who played in 12 games, is schedule to graduate in May from Kansas with an economics degree. 
A walk-on last year who played in 12 games, Butler was promised a scholarship this year but will now have to wait for the court ruling and continue to pay his own tuition, will 
work out on his own and hope that he’s wearing a Jayhawks uniform sometime soon. 
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<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf~admin.us£edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.o~>; Allison Hoehn <~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairelough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DemaJcco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Ka/thy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <l&blois@bigeast.org>; Mia Bricldlouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeas~t.olg>; Nick Carp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy < smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton < seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.fighe@illanova.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~)uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/28/06- 13.1.3.4.1.1 & NCAA Interpretation 

False Start is a junior swimming prospective student-athlete. False is interested in attending institution A after he graduates from high school. False calls 
the Compliance Coordinator at Institution A to confirm he is on track to meet all NCAA initial eligibility requirements. The compliance coordinator was 
unavailable to take his call, so False left a message requesting a return call. 
Can the compliance coordinator return False’s call? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1.1 states that the following institutional staff members may make telephone calls to or receive telephone calls from prospective 
student-athletes (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) as specified: (Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(a) President or Chancellor/Director of Athletics. It is permissible for an institution’s president or chancellor and director of athletics to return (as opposed to 
initiate) telephone calls from prospective student-athletes (or the prospective student-athletes’ parents or legal guardian). Under such circumstances, there 
are no restrictions on the content of the conversation that may occur during the call; however, any return call is subject to any applicable limitations on the 
number of telephone calls that an institution may place to prospective student-athletes. (Adopted: 6/8/99, Revised: 3/8/06, 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(b) Academic Advisors. It is permissible for academic advisors (including academic advisors within the athletics department) to make calls to or receive call 
from prospective student-athletes (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) related to admissions or academic issues, subject to any 
applicable limitation on the number of telephone calls an institution may place to prospective student-athletes. (Adopted: 1/10/95, Revised: 4/27/06 effective 
8/1/06) 

(c) Compliance Coordinators. It is permissible for a compliance coordinator to return telephone calls from prospective student-athletes with 
no Umit on the timing or number of such telephone calls, provided the calls relate only to compliance issues. It is permissible for a compliance 
coordinator to initiate telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete, provided the cabs relate only to compUance issues and such calls 
occur subsequent to the prospective student-athlete’s signing a National Letter of intent with that institution (or, for those institutions not 
subscribing to the National Letter of Intent, subsequent to the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the institution’s written 
offer of admission and/or financial aid). (Adopted: 1/14/97, Revised: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(d) Noncoaching Staff Members with Sport Specific Responsibilities. It is permissible for a noncoaching staff member with sport specific responsibilities to 
initiate and receive telephone calls from prospective student-athletes, provided the calls relate only to general pre-enrollment administrative issues and such 
calls occur subsequent to the prospective student-athlete’s signing a National Letter of intent with that institution (or, for those institutions not subscribing to 
the National Letter of Intent, subsequent to the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial 
aid). (Adopted: 1/14/97; Revised: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 



Compliance Coordinators Returning Telephone Calls to Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

Date Issued: Aug 02, 2006 
Type: Staff Interpretalion 

Item Ref: lb 

Interpretation: 

The membership services staffconfirmed that complimlce coordinators may only return telephone calls to prospective student-athletes if the original call from 

the prospective student-athlete was made directly to the compliance coordinator. It is not permissible tbr the compliance coordinator to return a call to a 

prospective student-athlete if the call fl~om the prospective student-athlete was originally placed to another institutional staffmember (e.g., coach). [References: 

Division I Bylaws 13.1.3.1 (time period for telephone calls? general role) and 13.1.3.4.1.1 (exceptions).] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 29, 2006 8:48 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl~RTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@be.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; kkfowler@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; 

Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --~rcobb@t.edu>; Samantha Huge <hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandsii@t.edtc’; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h~cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <~Jicia.~Jford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; 

bill.shults@ucorm.edu; Brad Cox <~brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Courtney Vinson 

<courtney.vinson@illanova.edu;,; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@s;yT.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgemld@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <trani4@stjohns.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<eflea~m@ss,r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <govdon.finch@illanova.edu>; ttolly Sheilley <hkshei0 l@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtv~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.co~cns@lonisville.edu:>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmme~!admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvn.edu>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl @stjohns.edu~,; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @lonisville.edu;,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~n.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton <~horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf~admin.us£edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.o~>; Allison Hoehn ~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairelough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan4@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DemaJcco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim SiedliskJ <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Ka/thy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <l&blois@bigeast.org>; Mia Bricldlouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeas~t.olg>; Nick Carp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy < smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton < seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.fighe@illanova.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau~a)uc.edu;,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/29/06- 15.1 

Libe Re is a volleyball student-athlete at Institution A. She is majoring in business and receives the following financial aid: 
Full Athletics Scholarship:    $20,000 
Institutional Academic Award: $ 3,000 (available to business students who maintain a 3.3 overall gpa) 
Parental Contribution:       $ 2,000 

$25,000 
The value of a full out-of-state athletics scholarship is $20,000, and the cost of attendance for the institution is $24,000. 
Can Libe accept all financial aid listed, even though the aid exceeds cost of attendance? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 15.1 states that A student-athlete shall not be eligible to participate in intemollegiate athletics if he or she receives financial aid that 
exceeds the value of the cost of attendance as defined in Bylaw 15.02.2. A student-athlete may receive institutional financial aid based on athletics ability 
(per Bylaw 15.02.4.1 ), outside financial aid for which athletics participation is a major criterion (per Bylaw 15.2.6.4) and educational expenses awarded per 
Bylaw 15.2.6.5 up to the value of a full grant-in-aid, plus any other financial aid unrelated to athletics ability up to the cost of attendance. 

The full scholarship can be accepted up to the value of a full grant-in-aid. The academic award counts toward Libe’s cost of attendance under Bylaw 15.1 
and the parental contribution is exempt from individual financial aid limits. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 30, 2006 9:00 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angola Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden --lcc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <l~obb@vt.edtr~; Smnantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandsij@t.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~al.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <conrtney.vinson@villanova.edn>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@svT.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@maxquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@villanova.edu>; ttolly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Hock 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett --%mmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.colr;>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu~,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 
Larissa Cattanach <lafissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu;,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Niua Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.nc.edu>; Rick Chfistensen <rchfistensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edw~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wlhcm@bigeast.ovg>; Allison ttoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <~seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara Sparlcs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.us£edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<j khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@ s~tj ohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu~; Missy, Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marqnette.edtr~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/30/06- NCAA Olticial Interpretation 

nd Dee Cathalon is a track student-athlete at College USA. Dee is getting ready to begin her 2 year and is majoring in aerospace engineering. For a majority 
of degree programs at College USA, a student needs a 2.0 cumulative GPA to graduate. The engineering school, however, requires a 2.5 cumulative GPA 
to graduate. Currently Dee has a 2.05 GPA and is in good academic standing. 

Does Dee meet the minimum GPA requirements for a student-athlete entering her second year of enrollment? 

Yes. If an institution does not have an overall grade-point average required for graduation (i.e., the GPA requirements are specific to the student’s degree 
program), it is permissible to utilize the lowest GPA required for any of the institution’s degree programs in determining the cumulative minimum GPA. The 
minimum GPA must be computed pursuant to institutional policies applicable to all students. 

14.4.3.3.1 General Rule 

A s~ldent-athlete who is entering his or her second year of collegiate enrollment shall present a cumulative minimum grade-point average (based on a maximum 4.000) 

that equals at least 90 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative grade-point average required for graduation. A student-athlete who is entering his or her third year 

of collegiate enrollment shall present a cumulative minimum grade-point average (based on a maximum of 4.000) that equals 95 percent of the institution’s overall 

cumulative minimum grade-point average required for gradnation. A student-athlete who is entering his or her fourth or subsequent year of collegiate enrollment shall 

present a cumulative minimum grade-point average (based upon a maximum of 4.000) that equals 100 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative minimum grade- 

point average required for graduation. If the institution does not have an overall grade-point average required Ibr graduation, it is permissible to use "the lowest grade- 

point average required Ibr any of the institution’s degree progran~s in determining the cumulative minimum grade-point average. The minimum grade-point average must 
be computed pursuant to institutional policies applicable to all students. (Adopted L/10/92 ef/Octive 8/1/92f!)r student-athletesfirst entering a collegiate 

institution on or after 8/1/92, Revised 10/31/’02 ef/~ctive 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03.) 

1992 Convention Proposal No. 21 -- satisfactory progress -- fulfillment of degree requirements and minimum GPA 

Date Issued: Jan 06, 1992 
Type: Official 

Item Ref: 4 



Interpretation: 

4. The Council reviewed the provisions of Proposal No. 21-B and determined the following: 

a. The Council affLrmed an NCAA Academic Requirements Coromittee interpretation that the cunmlative minirrmm grade-point average required for graduation is based on the institution’s 

overall grade-point average required for graduation for purposes of meeting the requirements of this legislation. 

b. If an institution does not have an overall ~rade-point average for graduation (i.e., the Rrade-point average requirements are specific to the student’s degree program), it is permissible to 
utilize the lowest ~rade-point average required for any of the institution’s degree programs in determinin~ the cumulative minimum grade-point average required for ~raduation for purposes 
of meeting the requkeruents of this lep~islation. 

c. If a student-athlete is enrolled in a degree program that has a specific grade-point average requirement, it may be necessary to meet that requirement in determining whether the student- 

athlete is considered to be in "good academic standing" at that institution [Reference: 14 5.2.1 (minimum grade-point average)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 31, 2006 9:37 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden --lcc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <l~obb@vt.edtr~; Smnantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandsii@t.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~n.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <conrtney.vinson@villanova.edn>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@svT.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@maxquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Heck 

<jheck@sc~xletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett ~-%mmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.conf>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu~,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 
Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu;,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edw*; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf~admin.usf.edu-*; Wanda Factor <wlhcm@bigeast.ovg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasnt.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.edu~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marqnette.edtr~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/31/06- 13.5.3 

Off Side is a junior PSA interested in playing soccer for Institution A. Off decides to visit the campus this weekend, at his own expense. The soccer 
coaches would like to give Off a tour of campus on Saturday and then drive him to their home football game that evening. Institution A’s football stadium is 
located five miles from campus. 
Is it permissible for the coaches to provide Offwith transportation to the football game? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.5.3 states that during any unofficial recruiting visit, the institution may provide the prospective student-athlete with transportation to 
view practice and competition sites in the prospective student-athlete’s sport and other institutional facilities and to attend a home athletics contest at any 
local facility. An institutional staff member must accompany the prospective student-athlete on the trip. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 1, 2006 8:42 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.eduv,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden --lcc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <l~obb@vt.edtp~; Smnantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandzj@t.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~u.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Courtney Vinson <courtney.vinson@villanova.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@svT.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@maxquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Heck 

<jheck@sc~xletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kglan@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett --%mmmett@admin.usEedu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.com>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.eduv,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 
Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.vwu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edtc,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edw~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wlhcm@bigeast.ovg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<j khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@ slj ohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Missy, Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/1/06- Current Event 

Ivy League proposal for NCAA would ban text, instant messages in 
recruiting 
Updated 8/29/2006 10:40 PM ET 

By Steve Wieberg, USA TODAY 

An NCAA panel is calling for limits on text messages in recruiting, but at least one conference concerned about their proliferation wants to go further 

Ivy League officials have drawn up a proposed NCAA rules change that, within a year, would prohibit recruiters from using text and instant messages altogether 

The NCAA’s legislative boards will begin reviewing the two measures in October, picking up an issue that has gained more attention amid complaints of intrusion into 

high school players’ lives and even pocketbooks (with possible fees). "Coaches feel compelled to contact prospects constantly, prospects are distracted at all hours of 

the day and night, and prospects and their parents are bearing the significant costs involved with receiving text messages," the Ivy argues in the proposal Its proposal 

would limit electronically transmitted correspondence to recruits to e-mail and faxes, effective next August. 

The competing proposal from the NCAA’s Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet would preserve text messages and other electronic communications but restrict 

them, most pointedly banning them during school hours Coaches could send such messages from 4-8 pro. Monday through Friday and 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturdays and 

Sundays. 

They couldn’t start such "computer-mediated communication" until June 15 after a basketball prospect’s sophomore year in high school In other sports, they couldn’t 

start until Sept. 1 of a prospect’s junior year. 

The limits wouldn’t apply to e-mails. 

NCAA rules treat text messages similarly to letters, imposing no restrictions, and many coaches use them profusely to make contact with prospects Others feel 

compelled to follow suit. 

"Recruited athletes get pounded so much in so many ways, anything we can do to lighten the load on them, I think, is positive," says Utah football coach Kyle 

Whittingham, who favors a text-message ban. 

Indiana’s Terry Hoeppner, on the other hand, notes that the technology is "part of our culture right now. So many of the guys we’re recruiting are text-message aware, and 

I think it’s here to stay. I don’t think eliminating it is necessary, but I think regulating it is" 

Final NCAA votes on the issue could come in April. 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 5, 2006 8:18 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edt~>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden --lcc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; kkfowler@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <lcobb@vt.edtrv-; Smnantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandsij@vt.edt~>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~al.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Courtney Vinson <courtney.vinson@villanova.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@s;yT.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@maJcquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker 

~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edt~-; John Heck 

<jheck@sc~:rletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Chant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett --%mmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edt~>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu:>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 
Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; m~rielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edtc>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu-~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.olg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliskJ@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --<ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <~seaton@bigeas~t.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~Jcjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@villanova.edu~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edtc>; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/5/06- 16.6.1.5 

Head Football Coach would like to have a small reception for the senior parents after the last home game. Would this be permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.6.1.$ states that an institution may provide the parents (or legal guardians) of a student-athlete with reasonable refreshments (e.g., 
soft drinks, snacks) on an occasional basis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 6, 2006 9:06 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Amy Herman -~j schae@uncaa.anc.edu->; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <mobb@vt.edtp-; Smnantha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyij@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox~mail.~wu.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bj b46@georgetown.edu>; Courtney Vinson <courtney.vinson@villanova.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaztholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@sTrT.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

q:lanielle.fi~gerald@maxquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley <hkshei01 @louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@sc~arletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith (kant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scmletknights.com>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenmfld@shu.edu>; 
Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wwu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.e&l>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu:>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.e&l>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usf.edw~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wlhcm@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edu>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<j khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@ stj ohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Misu Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu:~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/6/06- 13.6.6.9 

Spring Board is a diving recruit who will be visiting Institution A’s campus this weekend. Spring will be staying at a campus hotel, and the manager at the 
hotel said they could decorate the room with institutional items for free. 

Would that be permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.6.9 states that an institution may not arrange miscellaneous, personalized recruiting aids (e.g., personalized jerseys, personalized 
audio/video scoreboard presentations) and may not permit a prospective student-athlete to engage in any game-day simulations (e.g., running onto the field 
with the team during pre-game introductions) during an official visit. Personalized recruiting aids include any decorative items and special additions to any 
location the prospective student-athlete will visit (e.g., hotel room, locker room, coach’s office, conference room, arena) regardless of whether or not the 
items include the prospective student-athlete’s name or picture. (Adopted: 8/5/04; Revised: 5/14/05) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 7, 2006 8:56 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Amy Herman ~jschae@uncaa.tmc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden -qcc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <mobb@vt.edu>; Smn~tha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandyij@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@ucorm.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu--; Dan Isaf <dmisa£~}syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Debora]l Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edus,; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

q:lbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@~r.edu~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdaJltonlo@bigeast.org>; John 

Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaJ-letknights.com>; Kathryn Stalz 
<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletlmights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmetk~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletlcnights.com>; Kenny Schank-qcenny.schank@mail.wvn.edu>; Kevin Delaney <~Manekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach(a)mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler -qdeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Bazney <~]bam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; mm-ielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~al.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hillkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf. Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn ~-ahoehn@bigeast.orgv; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d <bweygand@bigea,st.org>; Dan Gavitt ~dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imammtto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeasl.olg>; Nick Carp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy < smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton < seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjia~ 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtp; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtP; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.~wu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/7/06- 16.11.1.11 (b) 

Men’s soccer team at College USA will be flying to their game this weekend to reduce the amount of missed class time. Can the student-athletes receive 
frequent flyer points for this trip? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.1.11(b) states that an institution may allow a student-athlete to receive frequent flyer points and/or miles earned while traveling to 
and from intercollegiate practice and/or competition. 
JENN{gER 7q~ CON{)AR~S 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 7, 2006 10:10 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.eduv,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Crdttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <lcobb@vt.edtp-; Smn~ltha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandsij@t.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@ucorm.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtr~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Isaf <dmisa£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Debora]l Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <dsanfV,@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtv~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@louisville.edu-~; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@~r.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeasl.org>; .IC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdmltonlo@bigeast.org>; John 

Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaxletknights.com>; Kathryn Stalz 
<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletl~fights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmetti~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <~]bam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.¥~al.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hil~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Chfistensen 

<rchfistensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf(~admin.us£edu~; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.orgv; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d <bweygand@bige&st.org>; Dan Gavitt ~dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeasl.olg>; Nick Carp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy < smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton < seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjia~ 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitteduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edtr~; Terri 

Howes <tem.howe@mail.~wu.edu> 

Bonus Item 

NCAA cites Iowa with major swim violations 
Throe former Hawkeyes and an ox-coach withheld prior college information. 
DesMoinesRegister.com 

NCAA investigators have found major violations in the University of Iowa men’s swimming program after learning that three foreign 

swimmers and a former head coach falsified admission records in 2002 and 2003. 

Investigators determined the violations took place when three Polish swimmers - Tomasz Dziedic, Konrad Kasmierczak and Mariusz 

Muras - and former coach John Davey intentionally failed to disclose that the swimmers had attended college in Poland before 

enrolling at Iowa. 

The report’s findings, obtained by The Des Moines Register under Iowa’s open records law, represent the first time since 1993 that 

any University of Iowa athletic program has been cited for a major violation of NCAA rules. It is Iowa’s fourth major violation in 

NCAA history. 

History of ’major’ violations at Xowa 

The NCAA has cited the University of Iowa 

for major rules violations in its history. 

20015 - Hen’s swimming, falsified 

admissions records 

1993 - Over-awarding scholarships in 14 

non-revenue sports, including men’s 

swimming 

1986 - Infractions involving men’s 

swimming, women’s golf, softball and 

volleyball 

1964 - Hen’s basketball, including 

improper employment, extra benefits and 

improper recruiting. 

Fred Mims, an Iowa associate athletic director and head of rules compliance, said the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions is 

tentatively scheduled to review a recently completed investigative report at its October meeting. The committee must approve the 

report and penalties to be imposed on the program to conclude the investigation. 

Iowa already has agreed to pay a $5,000 fine to the NCAA for allowing ineligible athletes to compete - "the maximum amount required for individual sports" such as swimming. 

The school also has forfeited all points earned by the three swimmers for meets in which they participated. 

In addition, Iowa officials promised to be "more diligent in obtaining information from prospective student-athletes whose records reveal a gap in time." 

Neither Davey nor the three swimmers remain at Iowa. Davey resigned in December 2004, shortly after a school investigation into the allegations began, and the three athletes 

had their admissions withdrawn in January 2005. 

Iowa officials expect to learn next month what additional penalties, if any, the men’s swimming program will face. 

"The committee can certainly add penalties if they would choose to do so, but we believe that our response to the violations has been appropriate and that we are addressing the 

weaknesses we have found," Nims said Wednesday. 

In 1993, several Iowa programs - including men’s swimming - were among those at seven Big Ten Conference schools found to have violated NCAA rules in over-awarding 

scholarships in 14 non-revenue sports. 

Iowa has had two other major violation cases - in 1986 and 1964, according to the NCAA. The 1986 investigation involved men’s swimming, women’s golf, softball and volleyball, 

according to the NCAA Web site. The 1964 case involved the men’s basketball program. 

Investigators disclosed their conclusion in a summary disposition report filed with university officials in July. The Register recently obtained a redacted version of the report after an 

Iowa open-records law request. 

The report centers on allegations that swimmers from Poland on the 2002-03, 2003-04 and 2004-05 teams and coach Davey participated in a scheme that provided the program 

an improper recruiting advantage. 

While the redacted report doesn’t name Dziedic, Kasmierczak or Muras specifically, Iowa men’s swimming media guides list only those three Hawkeye swimmers as Polish natives 

during those years. Kasmierczak attended Iowa and was one of the top members of the Hawkeye swimming team in 2002-03 and 2003-04; Dziedic and Muras began at Iowa in 

2003. 



The men’s swimming program faces a number of potential sanctions, including being placed on probation, loss of scholarships and limits on recruiting trips, according to NCAA 

bylaws. 

In addition, a finding of a major violation within an NCAA program subjects that program to potential suspension under the so-called death penalty. Any program found to have 

committed two major violations within five years could be suspended from operating for up to two years. 

NCAA investigators indicated in the report that they won’t seek a finding of a lack of institutional control - one of the most serious in NCAA governance. In their summation, 

investigators said school officials acted appropriately at the Lime they learned of the problem and also appeared to have taken the necessary steps to avoid such circumstances 

from occurring. 

In the report, NCAA investigators and school officials said the investigation began in late September 2004 after an anonymous telephone caller claimed that the three swimmers, 

all members of Poland’s national swim team, had attended college in their home country, yet started at Iowa as freshmen. 

The investigation found: 

- Davey knowingly assisted the athletes in filing fraudulent admission applications at Iowa as part of recruiting the athletes. The report says Davey acknowledged that he discarded 

the original application from Kasmierczak in 2002 because it disclosed the athlete’s prior college enrollment and asked for a second application without the disclosure. 

- KasmJerczak was used by Davey to help recruit Dziedic and Muras by making telephone calls to them, a secondary violation of NCAA rules. Davey also violated the NCAA limit of 

one-Lime-per-week telephone calls in the recruiting of one of the athletes. 

- Davey violated NCAA ethics rules by initially denying he knew that the three athletes had attended college in Poland. Davey admitted to it after Iowa officials confronted him with 

records from each athlete’s college in Poland. 

- All three athletes could have competed at Iowa without any problem had they been willing to accept a year in residence as a transfer student. Instead, the three athletes chose 

not to disclose their previous college experience, making them ineligible to compete. 

- Several additional secondary violations were discovered, including failure by Iowa officials to adequately monitor completion of NCAA General Amateurism and Eligibility forms for 

international students in 2002 and 2003 and one athlete receiving $50 in prize money from a competition in Europe in excess of actual expenses. 

Neither Davey nor the three athletes could be reached for comment, but the investigative report includes a statement from Davey, who also was a top swimmer for the Hawkeyes 

in the 1980s. 

"I acknowledge and Lake responsibility for my actions, but please know that I truly regret my poor judgment regarding this matter." Davey said. "I am extremely embarrassed by 

the situation in which I have placed the University of Iowa, its athletics department, swim program and indeed my family and myself." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 11, 2006 8:44 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu:~; Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--’jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cl-dttenden --lcc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowler@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <l~obb@vt.edt~; Smn~tha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandsij@t.edu>; Shmle Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu,~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wwu.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <’dmisa£~}syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu,~; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <’dsanft@athledcs.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

"a:lbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <er]easem@syr.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; }tolly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@louisville.edw~; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@~r.edu~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdmlmnlo@bigeast.org>; John 

Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaMetknights.com>; Kathryn Stmz 
<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmme~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--lcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delmley <~telanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler --ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; mm-ielle.thibo&au@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~n.edu,~; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hillkelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athledcs.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton <’horton@admin.usfedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf~admin.us£edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn ~-ahoehn@bigeast.orgv; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d <bweygand@bigeam.org>; Dan Gavitt <’dgavi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim SiedliskJ <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda "Fates <]yates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeas~.olg>; Nick Carp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy < smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton < seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjia~ 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspoxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La libint 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu:,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu,~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu:,; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaJJy Compliance Item- 9/11/06- 14.4.3.1.6 

All American is a 2nd year football student-athlete at College USA. All completed 25 hours his freshman year. Although he declared Economics as his 
major, All was enrolled in courses that would be acceptable toward any degree program. Consequently, only 18 of the 25 hours can be used to meet 
Economics degree requirements. 
Can College USA use all 25 hours to determine if All has met progress toward degree requirements? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6 states that the provision that the calculation of credit hours under the progress toward degree regulation shall be based on 
hours earned or accepted for degree credit at the certifying institution in a student-athlete’s specific baccalaureate degree program shall be met as follows: 

(a) During the first two years of enrollment, a student-athlete may use credits acceptable toward any of the institution’s degree programs. 
This part of the bylaw became effective 8/1/06 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 12, 2006 8:28 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Amy Herman ~j schae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden --qcc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; kkfowler@ku.edu; lbal~ock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <lcobb@vt.edtp; Smn~tha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandsij@t.edu~>; Shmle Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@l~.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <~dmisa~}syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; DeboraJl Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;>; Donna Sanft <~dsanft@athle/ics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~<lbakker@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.eduq Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Holly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@louisville.edu-~; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@~r.eduq Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeasl.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdamonlo@bigeast.org>; John 

Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scasletknights.com>; Kathryn Stalz 
<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletl~ights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--qcenny.schank@mail.wvn.edu>; Kevin Delmley <~telanekl @stjohns.edu~,; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach(~)mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler --qdeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Borney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; mm-ielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~wn.edu~; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hillkelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Steve Horton <~horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf~admin.us£edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt qtgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeastolg>; Nick Carp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy < smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton < seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjia~ 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspoxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La libint 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu;>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu;>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;>; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/12/06- 13.6.2.3 

Free Throw graduated from high school in June of 2006. Free used all five permissible official visits during her senior year in high school, but she did not 
enroll in college in the fall of 2006. Can institution A’s coach offer Free an official visit to Institution A in the fall of 2006? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.2.3 states that the one-visit limitation and the limitations on total official visits (see Bylaw 13.6.2.2) apply separately to the period in 
which the prospective student-athlete is in high school and to the period beginning October 15 following the prospective student-athlete’s completion of high 
school. Thus, a prospective student-athlete may be provided a maximum of 10 official visits -- five while in high school and five beqinninq with the October 
15 followinq the prospective student-athlete’s completion of hi qh school. A prospective student-athlete is not required to graduate from high school in order 
to receive a permissible post high school visit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, September 13, 2006 10:25 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr% Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-% Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-% Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden -dcc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowler@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <l~obb@wt.edtr~; Smn~tha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; SmMy Weber <sandzi@vtedu>; Shmle Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; AlMa Alford 

<alicia.alford@ucoml.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtm; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisa£~}syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtm; Debora]l Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edw% Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; ttolly Sheilley 

<hkshei01@louisville.edw% Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@~r.edtr% Jason DeAngelis ~deangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw% Jo@ Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdaJlmnlo@bigeast.org>; John 

Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scMetknights.com>; Kathryn Stalz 
<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmme~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--dcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delmley <~blanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler -ddeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <a]bam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; mea-ielle.thibo&au@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~wu.edtm; Mike Kaavoski <ka~voski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nickojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <himkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edtc< Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJM@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese -<mtranghese@bigeastorg>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas%org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeastorg>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeastorg>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmlls@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy --~bspoxks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu:,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennman 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu:< Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mM.wvu.edu> 

DMy Compliance Item- 9/13/06- 13.4.1.1 (g) 

Baseball Coach at Institution A is going to watch the Southeast All-Star Jamboree this weekend. Each competition in the event is separate, so a winner is 
not determined. 

If the Coach evaluates PSAs all three days of the event, how many evaluations would be used? 

Three evaluations would be used. NCAA Official Interpretation- Multiple-Day Events [8/10/05] states that during the academic year, 
evaluations at a multiple-day event (e.g., jamboree, round robin, showcase) constitute separate evaluations for each day (as opposed to a single evaluation 
for the event), unless the event is conducted in a tournament format (i.e., a winner of the event is determined). [References: NCAA Bylaws 13.1.6.5 
(counting contacts and evaluations), 13.1.8 (limitations on number of evaluations -- all sports), 13.1.8.7 (on same day) and 13.1.8.14 (tournament 
evaluations)] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 14, 2006 8:34 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 

<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin--jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden -dcc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; kkfowler@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee < michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <lcobb@vt.edtp-; Smn~ltha Huge 

<hugesk@wfu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandsii@vt.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; saellis@clemson.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@ucorm.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtr~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <~dmisa~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; DeboraJl Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <~dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@~r.edw~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtv~; Joe D’Antonlo <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknighks.com>; Kathryn Sta~ 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmme~!admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--dcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu~,; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa DeiNer --ddeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Baxney <~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibo&au@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~al.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hil~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliskJ@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <inH@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bige&st.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmlls@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy --~bspaxks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennalm 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villaaaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@maJl.wvu.edu> 

DaJ4yComplianceItem-9/14/06- 14.4.3.1, 14.4.3.2, 14.4.3.3 

rd Flee Flicker is a 3 year student-athlete at College USA. Here is Flee’s academic record: 
2004-05 
Fall- full-time- completed 12 hours- 2.0 GPA 
Spring- full-time- completed 3 hours- 2.0 GPA 
Summer- completed 9 hours- 2.0 GPA 
2005-06 
Fall- part-time- completed 3 hours- 1.9 GPA 
Spring- full-time- completed 16 hours- 2.1 GPA 
Summer- completed 4 hours- 1.99 GPA 
2006-07 
Fall- enrolled full-time 
For purposes of this scenario: 

1. SA declared major freshman year 
2. All hours completed are degree applicable 
3. Designated degree program is 120 hours 

4. All GPAs listed are cumulative GPAs 
If Flee was enrolled full-time in the fall of 2005, would he have been eligible for competition? 
No, Flee would not have been eligible fall of 2005. 
6 hour requirement- 3 hours- did not meet requirement 
18 hour requirement- 15 hours- did not meet requirement 
24 hour requirement- 24 hours- met requirement 
GPA requirement- 2.0 GPA- met requirement 
Is Flee eligible fall of 2006? 
Yes, Flee is eligible fall of 2006 
6 hour requirement- 16 hours- met requirement 
18 hour requirement- 19 hours- met requirement (spring 2006 and fall 2005) 
GPA requirement- 1.99 GPA- met requirement 
When does Flee have to have 40% of his degree requirements completed? 
Flee will need to meet this requirement at the end of the fall 2006 semester because he was only enrolled part-time during the fall 2005 semester. 
J ENbli~-’EP. ~, CO~’iDA?:AS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 15, 2006 8:21 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@be.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.eduv,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~a~vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Smldy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison < saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@ucorm.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtr~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <Mbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Isaf <dmisa£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Debora]l Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <dsanfV,@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@~r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Antonlo <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

~ohn.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <ldlickey@scarletknighks.com>; Kathryn Sta~ 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmetti~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <~]bam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibo&au@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~x~u.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <~ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <inH@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmlls@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspoxks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennalm 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tigbe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/15/06- Current Event 

Report: Bush, family accepted $100,O00-plus from marketing agents 
USAToday com--AP-- New Orleans Saints running back Reggie Bush and his family appear to have accepted gifts, money and other benefits worth more than $100,000 from two 

marketing agents while the Heisman Trophy winner was still playing at Southern California, according to a report posted Thursday on Yahoo! Sports. 

The report says Michael Michaels, a marketing agency investor who wanted to represent the football star, and current Bush marketing agent Mike Ornstein lavished Bush and his family 

with gifts while he was still at USC, each hoping to entice him to sign with them once he left school. 

Bush eventually chose Ornstein, which caused a falling out between Michaels and Bush’s family. 

Speculation over whether Bush and his family received money arose earlier this year in reports that his mother and stepfather didn’t pay $54,000 in rent during the year they lived in a 

house owned by Michaels, who later said the family promised to repay him once Bush went pro. 

The NCAA prohibits student-athletes and their families from receiving extra benefits from agents or their representatives. Any improper benefits could lead to NCAA sanctions against 

USC and retroactively cost Bush his college eligibility and Heisman Trophy. 

The report was based on an eight-month investigation by Yahoo! Sports, citing documents and interviews with on-the-record sources close to the situation It lists several instances in 

which Bush and his family appear to have received financial benefits, including: 

¯ Suits for Bush’s stepfather and brother to wear during the Dec 10, 2005 Heisman ceremony in New York, a makeover for his mother for the event and limousine transportation -- all 

paid for by Ornstein. 

¯ Two hotel stays by Bush, one in Las Vegas and another in San Diego, during March 2005. In both instances, the rooms were paid for by Michaels. 

¯ $13,000 from Michaels’ fledgling firm, New Era Sports & Entertainment, to purchase and modify a car for Bush. 

¯ $59520 in round-trip airfare from San Diego to Oakland in November 2005 for Bush’s stepfather, LaMar Griffin, his mother, Denise Griffin and younger brother to attend the USC- 

California game at Berkeley The charges were put on a credit card belonging to Jamie Fritz, one of Ornstein’s employees 

Ornstein said he believes that when Fritz paid for airfare and a limousine for the Bush family’s trip to the Cal game, the money was eventually paid back. Asked whether he was aware 

that such loans could constitute an NCAA violation, Ornstein told Yahoo: "1 have no idea." 

A phone message left by the Associated Press for Bush’s attorney, David Cornwell, and Ornstein were not immediately returned late Thursday. 

Ornstein denied any wrongdoing to Yahoo on his and Bush’s behalf. 

"Reggie Bush never received an extra benefit from Mike Ornstein other than what he was allowed to get from the NCAA when he worked with us," Ornstein told Yahoo. He added Bush 

was an intern at his marketing company in the summer of 2005. "1 feel pretty damn good about that" 

The NCAA and Pac-10 are investigating whether any rules were broken when Bush’s family lived in the home owned by Michaels. Cornwell also said earlier this summer that FBI agents 

interviewed him about "potential federal crimes" by phone in June. The FBI would neither confirm nor deny whether a federal investigation was underway. 

The NFL players union also is investigating the rent payments. 

In a statement released by USC counsel Kelly Bendell, the school said it is cooperating with the probe but "cannot comment on any matter that is the subject of an ongoing NCAA and 

Pac-10 investigation." 

Saints spokesman Greg Bensel told the AP the team would not comment on matters involving Bush when he was in college. 

"It doesn’t involve the Saints," he said. 

The allegations would have no effect on Bush’s professional football career, a person within the NFL with knowledge of Bush’s standing in the league told the AP. The source asked not 

to be named because of the sensitivity of the situation. 

Bush was expected to be the No. 1 overall pick in the NFL Draft, but the Houston Texans bypassed him and took North Carolina State defensive end Marie Williams. Bush went to New 

Orleans with the second pick. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 18, 2006 8:55 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu:*; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu-*; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-*; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartaer <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@be.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edtP,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~a~vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison < saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flipperk Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu,~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <a:lbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisa£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu,~; Deborall Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edup4 Donna Sanft <dsanft@athie/ics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

q:lbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@~r.edu% Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@@r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu% Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:*; Joe D’Antonlo <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

~ohn.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <ldlickey@scarletknighks.com>; Kathryn Sta~ 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brumme~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletlmights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edtP,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <~]bam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; mm-ielle.thibo&au@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~x~u.edu,~; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~lkelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <’ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadanls@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennann 

<jldlerm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tigbe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edup4 Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu;,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edup4 Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Da~dy Compliance Item- 9/18/06- 13.02.3 

Firsten Goal is a senior prospect who would like to play football for College USA next fall. Firsten took the SAT last weekend, but his parents visited College 
USA and spoke with the coaching staff. The staff gave the parents a tour of the campus and later had dinner with them at popular restaurant near campus. 
The next morning they met back at the restaurant for breakfast before the parents headed back home. 
Since Firsten’s parents were visiting College USA’s campus, did any contacts occur? 
Yes, the coaching staff used two permissible contacts. The first contact occurred when they met for dinner and the second contact occurred the next day 
when they met for breakfast. Although the parents were visiting campus, it was considered an unofficial visit and interaction off-campus during that time 
would be considered a contact. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.02.3- Contact 

A contact is any face-to-face encounter between a prospective student-athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s parents, relatives or legal guardian(s) and an 

institu/ional staff member or athletics representative during which any dialogue occurs in excess of an exchange of a greeting. Any such face-to- face encounter that is 

preazranged (e.g., positions himself/herself in a location where contact is possible) or that takes place on the grotmds of the pl~ospective student-athlete’s educational 

in4itution or at the site oforgan~ed competition or practice involving the prospective student-athlete or the prospective stadent-athlete’s high school, preparatow 

school, tw’o-year college or all- star team shall be considered a contact, regardless of whether any conversation occurs. However, an institutional staffmember or 

athletics representative who is approached by a prospective student-athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s parents, relatives or legal guardian(s) at any location 

shall not use a contact, provided the encounter was not prearranged and the staffmember or athletics representative does not engage in any dialogue in excess of a 

greeting and takes appropriate steps to immediately terminate file encounter. (Revised: 1/71/94 effective 8/1/94) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 19, 2006 8:43 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@be.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; kkfowler@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~a}vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Smldy 

Weber <smldyj@t.edu>; Shmle Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison < saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisa~}syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; DeboraJl Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <dsanfg@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~<lbakker@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@~r.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonlo <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <ldlickey@scarletknighks.com>; Kathryn Sta~ 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmme~!admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delmley <~telanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; mm-ielle.thibo&au@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~wu.edu~; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hfilkelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu:,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <iat4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tro~ghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsynmnds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhado~ls@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspoxks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu:,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennann 

<jldlerm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tigbe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu:,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomas~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 9/19/06- NCAA Olticial Interpretation 

Coach sends a text message to Ree Bounds, a highly touted prospect, to let Ree know that she will be attending the tournament tomorrow. Ree is traveling 
to the tournament with her team when she gets the message. 

Is this permissible? 

Yes, per NCAA Official Intperpretation [9/15/06], a coaching staff member may send electronic correspondence to a prospect while the prospect is on 
call and NOT at the site of competition or while the prospect is at any location once he or she has been released by the appropriate authority. 

Electronic Correspondence while a Prospect is at the Site of Competition (I) 

Date Issued: Sep 15, 2006 

Type: Otticial 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The committee detemlined that an institution’s coaching staff member may not send electronic correspondence (e.g., text or instant messages, e-mail) to a prospect 

while he or she is on call for competition at the site of the competition (e.g., arena, stadium). Electronic correspondence may be sent to the prospect while the prospect 

is on call and not at the site of competition or while the prospect is at any location once he or she has been released by the appropriate authoriF. The committee noted 

that in men’s and women’s basketball, additional restrictions preclude commtmication with prospects during summer certified events and the July evaluation periods, 

respectively. 

[Ret~rences: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.7.2 (practice at competition site) and 13.1.7.2.2 (additional restrictions - men’s m~d women’s basketball)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 20, 2006 8:48 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr% Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-*; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-*; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@be.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin-cjaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.eduv>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden -ckc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~a}vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Smldy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison < saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vi~ginia.edu~; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@ucorm.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtr~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtp; Dan Isaf <~dmisa£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;4 Donna Sanft <~dsanfV,@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@~r.edtr% Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@@r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edtr% Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtr% Joe D’Antonlo <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

~ohn.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <ldlickey@scarletknighks.com>; Kathryn Sta~ 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brummetti~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--lcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.eduv>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler -cldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <a]bam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibo&au@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~wu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Chfistensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <inH@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese -cmtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli -cncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmlls@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy -cbspaxks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennalm 

<jkherm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tigbe <lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu;4 Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;4 Terri Howes <terri.howes@maJl.~wu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/20/06- Current Event 

NCAA is open to proposal from NFL union on agents 
USAToday.com 

The NCAA would be receptive to a proposal put forth by NFL players union head Gene Upshaw that would keep agents away from players until their college eligibility is up or 

they have declared for the NFL Draft. 

"We look forward to discussions with the NLFPA so we can learn more about its proposal," NCAA spokesman Erik Christianson told USA TODAY in an e-mail Tuesday. "We 

appreciate that the NFLPA is taking an advocacy position on the issue and wants to discuss the topic with the NCAA." 

Upshaw’s proposal comes in the wake of a report by Yahoo.corn last week that 2005 Heisman Trophy winner Reggie Bush and his family got more than $100,000 in gifts, 

cash and other benefits from marketing agents while Bush was playing at Southern California. 

The Pacific-10 Conference and NCAA are investigating. If the reports prove true, Bush would have played while ineligible. That could lead to USC forfeiting wins in which he 

played. 

His Heisman victory and USC’s national titles in 2004 and 2005 also could be jeopardized. 

’I want a rule that states an agent cannot approach a player until he has declared he is coming out for the NFL draft," Upshaw told The Washington Post in a story published 

Tuesday. 

NCAA rules currently allow agents to contact players at any point. But the NFLPA, which oversees certification and discipline of agents, has a regulation that bars them from 

any activity that could cost a player college eligibility That includes signing a player while he still has eligibility or providing a player with cash, loans or gifts. 

Richard Berthelsen, general counsel for the NFLPA, told the Postthe proposal could be voted on by player reps at their annual meeting in March 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 21, 2006 8:34 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Amy Herman qaj schae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray 
<jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@be.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~,; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabeock@theacc.org; 

mary@lovetobehapw.com; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcob~a)vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Smldy 

Weber <smldyj@vt.edu>; Shmle Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison < saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu,~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wwu.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisa£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu,~; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

q:lbakker@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@~r.eduq Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.eduq Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknighks.com>; Kathryn Sta~ 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletlafights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmme~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@Anail.~wn.edu>; Kevin Delmley <~telanekl @stjohns.edu~,; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattunach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <~]bam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; mm-ielle.thibo&au@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~x~aLedu,~; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hillkelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler qathcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco qtdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmainatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tra~ghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Torn Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhada~ls@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jldlerm0 l@loui~ille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tigbe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Miss5, Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu,~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@nconn.edu,~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu,~; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/21/06- OtticiaJ haterpretation- Permission to Contact 

Jave Lin is a student-athlete on College USA’s track team. She informs her coach at the end of the season that she would like permission to contact another institution about 
transferring. 

Has Jave voluntarily quit the team? Can the institution cancel Jave’s athletics aid? 

The answer to both questions is no.. As per a 5-11-05 NCAA Official interpretation, a student-athlete who requests written permission to contact other four-year 
institutions regarding a transfer does not in and of itself, constitute a voluntary withdrawal. Therefore, it is not permissible for the institution to reduce or cancel a student- 
athlete’s athletically related financial aid during the period of the award on his or her request for permission to contact other four-year institutions. 

Requesting Permission to Contact Other Institutions Does Not Constitute Voluntary Withdrawal (I) 

Date Issued: May 11, 2005 

Type: Otfici~J 

Item Ref: 2 

Interpretation: 

The committee confinned that a student-athlete’s request for written pemtission to contact other tbur-year institutions regarding a tx~ssible transfer does not, in mad of 

itself, constitute a volunta~y withdrawal from a spoil. Therefore, it is not pemfissible for ml institution to reduce or cancel a student-athlete’s athletically related financial 

aid during the period of the award based on his or her request for permission to contact other four-yeax institutions. ]References: Bylaws 13.1.1.3 (four-year college 

prospects) and 15.3.4.1 (reduction or cancellation permitted)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 22, 2006 8:56 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric BaumgaJ:tner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~bvt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edtc~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu~; Debor~]l Rise 

<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <’dsanfi@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem~gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~ody.syke@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck 

<jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.eduv,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keen~-Kirkpatrick <keenmfld@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattznach <larissa.cattaJmch@mail.wvu.eduv,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edtc,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkel~@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu~; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

<dgavitl@bigeasl.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmpmelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyrm Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu>; Miss?- Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/22/06- Current Event 

College coaches incorporate off-field strategies to keep tabs on players 
USATODAY.com 

Mince Dooley called it "in toco parentis." That’s the approach he says many universities used to take toward their students and that’s the responsibility he considered was his when he 

coached football at the University of Georgia. 

The phrase is Latin for "in the place of a parent" 

"You had this obligation as a substitute parent," says Dooley, who coached Georgia from 1964 to 1988 and won a national title in 1980 "That’s the responsibility we felt we had as 

coaches We were in place of parents, and we had an obligation to treat players that way." 

With a 24-hour news cycle, omnipresent cable channels, talk radio, Internet websites, blogs, chat rooms and message boards, information and scuttlebutt about players and teams are 

more readily available. With that comes a need by coaches to be ever more vigilant, lest a career-ruining violation occur that could bring a program under NCAA scrutiny. 

The obligation Dooley speaks of becomes more difficult Constant vigilance is not always something busy coaches have time for. And, many coaches today say, the responsibility to 

keep on the straight and narrow ultimately rests with players 

"1 think coaches get blamed way too much for things that an individual (player) might do," says Pittsburgh coach Dave Wannstedt, who says its NCAA compliance department 

consistently educates athletes about what is impermissible "There may be things that happen on the field you’ve got to be responsible for, and maybe if there’s an attitude among your 

entire team, you’re responsible for that. But for individual situations that happen, how do you know (about them)? And even if you can confront the player, a lot of times he may not be 

honest with you." 

Bush, Bomar flaps bring problem to fore 

An investigation by the Pacific-10 Conference and NCAA into former Southern California star Reggie Bush’s reported dealings with two agents could jeopardize his 2005 Heisman 

Trophy and possibly USC’s 2004 Bowl Championship Series national title 

Oklahoma lost quarterback Rhett Bomar and lineman J.D. Quinn this summer because of NCAA violations involving money from a booster. The OU situation became public when a 

poster on a Texas A&M fan site wrote last winter that his girlfriend, who worked at a car dealership, found out players were receiving checks for work not performed. 

That’s a sign of the times. 

"(Former North Carolina basketball coach) Dean Smith told me one time that the media, the Internet, things that are out there now, are helping make sure things are cleaner," says 

Texas football coach Mack Brown, who formerly coached at UNC. 

Brown says his wife, Sally, goes online every night to see if any scuttlebutt is around that the coaches should check on. 

"Is there a rumor out there?" Brown asks. "If there is, we bring a young person in immediately and have a conversation that minute. We then turn things over to our (NCAA rules) 

compliance people and our administration and go from there." 

Bush’s case involves reports that his family lived rent-free in the San Diego area in a $757,000 home owned by an agent and that the player and his family accepted money, gifts and 

other benefits worth more than $100,000 from two agents. 

USC coach Pete Carroll, while not commenting directly on the Bush situation, says coaches have a "tremendous responsibility" to make sure their players are educated about 

complying with NCAA rules and the extension of that education to outsiders such as family members and boosters makes the task an ongoing process. "1 don’t know what else to do but 

to keep trying to find better ways (to educate)," he says. 

The presence and influence of agents and their runners is something coaches can find hard to deal with, Michigan State coach John L. Smith says. It’s important to build a level of trust 

with players, Smith says, so they can feel comfortable enough to communicate with coaches if they’re contacted by agents or their representatives. 

"A lot of kids are being approached out behind a parked car somewhere in a parking lot by all these street merchants who are trying to sell them a bill of goods," Smith says. 

"We talk about it day in, day out with our kids: ’Stay away from the guy behind the car, because he’s no good. All he’s going to do is give you something that’s going to hurt you. You might 



think it’s free, and it’s here today, but you are going to pay for it.’ " 

Players bear ultimate burden 

George Gardner-, director of strategic communications at the Center for the Study of Sport in Society at Northeastern University, agrees with many coaches that they cannot be expected to 

track the comings and goings of every player and their family members 24 hours a day 

Ultimately, he said, players are responsible for their behavior. "They’re over 18, and they need to learn right from wrong," he says. 

But Ga rdner also believes it’s critical for a coach to build an environment within the program that makes it clear to players that it’s important to stay on the right path 

"Sometimes these are isolated cases, and sometimes you find places where (the behavior) runs rampant because the coach has not set the proper environment for the team," he says. 

"Some coaches have contracts with players about standards of behavior, and if they break those contracts, you do what you saw in the case of Oklahoma: You had a rule you knew about 

and you broke it, and (the consequences involve) great pain, but your hat is off to the Oklahoma coach (Bob Stoops)." 

Of course, it’s better to take immediate action against a player than risk the consequences for the entire program. 

Texas’ Brown recalls what former Longhorns coach Darrell Royal said to him when Brown arrived in Austin to take over the high-profile program. "He told me, ’You’re going to have total 

responsibility without very much control,’ " Brown says. 

"It scares you to death." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 25, 2006 8:44 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakmn.edu>; Eric Baumgartner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcoNY,~bvt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <a]icia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}sy,r.edu’-; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edtc~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu>; Debom]l Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Santt <’dsant~athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem~gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~ody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck 

<jheck@scarletkilights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith (kant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.colr;>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keen~>Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 
Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattmmch@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <aJbam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu:,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkel~@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igusV~:bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmpamlli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu--; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyrm Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu>; Missy- Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 9/25/06- NCAA Ed Column- Season of Competition 

Flip Turn is a student-athlete at Big Time University. Flip competed in an open swim meet at College USA, representing himself 

Flip paid his own expenses, did not score poims for Big Time mad wore his own apparel Flip received medical care from Big Time University’s athletic trainer and 
coaching from his coach, who both were at the meet. 

Did Flip use a season of competition? 

Yes. Per the NCAA Educational Column [11117105], the receipt of both medical mad coaching benefits would cause the use of a season of competition. 

If this was a home swim meet mad Flip received medical benefits from a Big Time University athletic trainer who was at the meet to help ANY student-athlete 
participating...that would not trigger the use of a season of competition. 

NCAA Division I Educational Column -- Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Issued: Nov 17, 2005 
Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e.g., meals, ent~ fee, lodging) for a student-athlete to compete unattached, when that student-athlete is not 
representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student-athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in aJly competition, the institution may not provide 

any expenses to the participating student-athlete. The student-athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses 

farm "the institution. This includes fl~e institution providing transtx~rtation (e.g., individual riding on te~un bus to competiti~m) to an unattached paxticip~mt. 
Q: May an unattached student-athlete wear the unifoml of the institution? 

A: No. Wearing the uniform of the institution constitutes representation of the institution; therefore, the student-athlete, by rule, would not be considered to be 

competing unattached if he or she were wearing the institution’s unifolm. If the student- athlete triggers NCAA Bylaw 14.02.6 (intercollegiate corn petition), the student- 

athlete must be eligible to represent the institution in outside competition. 



Q: Is the institution permitted to provide athletics training support and other medical services prior to and after the match for student-athletes who are competing 

unattached? 

A: No. As a general rule, such expenses may not be provided by the institution when the student-athlete is competing unattached. The provision of such services 

constitutes the receipt of expenses related to the competition. If the trainer (or other service provider) has been designated by the competition host to provide 
services to all participants; however, such services may be provided to the unattached student-atlfletes. 

Q: Is it permissible for institutional coaches to provide coaching and instruction to an unariached student-athlete during eompelithm ? 

A: No. A student-athlete who receives coaching or instruction (e.g., technique, comments related to performance, suggestions) from his or her coach while competing 

in an individual competition is considered to be representing the institution. As a result, the student-athlete must be eligible to represent the institution and such 
participation would constitute the use of one of the four seasons of omlpefifion. Further, institutional coaching staff members may not direct participating student- 

atlfletes to engage in coaching or inslructional activities ruth student-athletes from the same institution who are competing unattached. [Note: A coaching staff member 

may engage in coaching activities wit11 a student-athlete during the student-athlete’s participation in established national championship events (including junior national 

championships and Olympic, Pan American, World Championships, World Cup and World University Games qualifying competition.] 

Q: Is it permissible lbr a sports club to provide expends (e.g., travel, meals, lodging, unitbrm) to an individual competing unattached? 

A: A student-athlete is permitted to receive actual and necessa~ expenses from an amateur temn only when representing such ateam in competition. Ifa student- 

athlete receives expenses ficom a ch|b team, he or she would be representing that club team, as opposed to being considered unattached. It is important to note that in 

Division I sports other than basketball, a student-athlete may not represent an outside team (note exceptions in Bylaw 14.7.3.1) in competition during the academic 

year, except during vacation periods outside of the declared playing and practice season. In NCz’u~k Divisions II and III, a student-athlete is permitted to represent an 

outside team at any time provided the competition takes place outside the declared playing and practice season. Thus, if the student-athlete is competing unattached 

(i.e., not representing the institution or an5" other tean0, all expenses must be self-funded, unless all exception exists (e.g., national team cnmpetition ). Please note that 

Divisions I and II coaching slaff members shall not be involved in any capacity, including coaching or as all administrator, during the academic yem; with a club temn 
that includes student-athletes from their own team. In Division III, an institutional coaching staff member may not be involved with a wrestling club team that includes 

their own ,student-athletes at any time, including outside the academic year. [Bylaws 12.1.1.1.4.3 (Divisions I/IIiIII); 14.7.1 and 17.30.9.1.2.1 (Divisions IiII); 14.7.1.3 

(Division I); 14.7.1.1.1 and 14.7.3.4 (Division II); 14.7.2.5 and 17.30.8.1.1 (Division III)]. 

Q: May an lmattached student-athlete’s institutional atfiliation be identified in an5, manner (e.g., in a program, by an armouncer)? 
A: Identification of the unattached student-athlete’s institutional affiliation, in and ofitselt, does not constitute representation of the institution in intercollegiate 

competition; however, it is advisable that the unattached student-athlete’s participation is clearly defined as being independent of the institution in order to avoid any 

confusion related to the student-athlete’s participation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 26, 2006 8:46 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Amy Herman ~jschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-d Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-d Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edtr>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcoblY,~vt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Smldy Weber <smldyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford ~Jicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edu;; Daniel Gossom ~bgoss0 l@louisville.edu;~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Debor~]l Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi ~dsant~athletics.pitt.edwd Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-d Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-d Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.e&~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem~gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~ody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck 

<jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett --~bmmmett@admin.us£edu;>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletlafights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu~,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keen~-Kirkpatrick <keenmfld@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattaamch@mail.wvu.edu~,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.e&l>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu;,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkel~@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

<dgavitl@bigeasl.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatlo 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmpmelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@s3,r.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.e&l>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu;; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edup,; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Da~,ly Compliance Item- 9/26/06- 13.8.2.1 

The baseball coaches at Institution A want to conduct a clinic for high school coaches in January before the start of their season. Because these coaches 
have been very supportive to institution A’s program, the coaches would like to give the high school coaches each a gift at the clinic. 
Can the high school coaches be provided gifts? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.8.2.1 states that an institution may not provide gifts to high school, preparatory school or two-year college coaches in conjunction with 
its coaches’ clinic or other events. This specifically prohibits the provision of a door prize to the coach, even if the cost of the prize is included in the 
cumulative admission fee (i.e., the admission fee charged to each person, when combined, would cover the cost of the prize). Materials (e.g., clipboards, 
file folders) may be provided to each person attending the clinic, provided the items are included in the registration or admission fee. (Revised: 1/16/93, 
1/11/94) 
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Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 27, 2006 8:55 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu:q Amy Herman -~j schae@uncaa.tmc.edu-% Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-% Bert Locklin <blocklin@vtedu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcoblY,~vt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford ~Jicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom ~bgoss0 l@louisville.edu;~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Debor~]: Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Santt ~dsantg~athletics.pitt.edw% Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-% Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-% Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem:gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~ody.syke@louisville.edu% Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck 

<jheck@~scarletkilights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kath:yn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant 

<kglan@scarletknights.com >; Kelly B:-dmmett -cb:-dmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu?,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keen~:l-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 
Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattmmch@mail.wvu.edu?,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.e&l>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoskiA @nd.edu;% Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu;% Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkel~@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeastorg>; Din: Gavitt 

<dgavitl@bigeasl.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org:% John Mazinatlo 

<jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igusV~:bigeast.org:% Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeastorg>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeastorg >; Michael Tranghese <tntr~x:ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmpmelli <ncarparelli@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeastorg,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@s3~r.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.e&l>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre: Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Miss?- Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu;% Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/27/06- 17.1.5.4.2 

College USA’s cross country team is competing in the Providence Fall Classic. The runners are only a quarter of the way into the meet when lightening 
strikes. The meet is called on account of the weather. Because none of the runners had crossed the halfway mark, the meet is not considered to be a 
completed event. 
If the student-athletes at College USA do not participate in any additional athletically related activities for the remainder of the day, can the coach use this 
day as a required day off? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.$.4.2 states that when an institution’s competition is canceled prior to the start of competition or canceled prior to the competition 
being considered a completed event in accordance with the playing rules of that sport, an institution may utilize that day as its required day off, provided the 
institution does not engage in any further countable athletically related activities during that day. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 28, 2006 9:13 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Amy Herman qaj schae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgartner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobtY,~vt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Smldy Weber <smldyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford ~Jicia.alford@nconn.edn>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edu;~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Debor~]l Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Santt qtsantt@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem~gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~ody.syke@louisville.eduq Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck 

<jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett --’bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarleflafights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu~,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keen~-Kirkpatrick <keenmii@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattaJmch@mail.wvu.edu~,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.e&p; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu;,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edn>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkel~@ucmail.nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

<dgavitl@bigeasl.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mainatlo 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmpmelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@s3,r.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.e&p; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu;,; Lynn Tighe 4ynnighe@villanova.edu>; Miss?- Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/28/06- 16.1.4 

Thirden Long, a member of College USA’s football team, received a ring for his participation in a bowl game. Thirden sold his ring on eBay to help pay for 
repairs to his car. 

Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4 states that athletic awards given to individual student-athletes shall be limited to those approved or administered by the member 
institution, its conference or an approved agency as specified in the following subsections and shall be limited in value and number as specified in this 
section. Awards received for intercollegiate athletics participation may not be sold, exchanged or assigned for another item of value even if the student- 
athlete’s name or picture does not appear on the award. 

This is an actual case taken from the secondary infractions database. The student-athlete was required to repay the amount he received for the ring and 
was withheld from a competition. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 29, 2006 8:15 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgartner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobl:@vt.edu>; sld123@georgetown.edu; Smldy Weber <smldyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.vwu.edtp; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edu;; Daniel Gossom -qJbgoss0 l@louisville.edu;~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtp; Debor~]l Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <’dsantg~athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@s2r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem~gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck 

<jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com >; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edtp,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keen~-Kirkpatrick <keenmNi@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattaamch@mail.wvu.edtP,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <aJbam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu;,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkelra@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edtp; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

<dgavitl@bigeasl.o~>; Donna Demarco -Mdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmpmelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu;; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyrm Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu>; Miss2- Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu;,; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

DaJdy Compliance Item- 9/29/06- Current Event 

NCAA grad rates show improvement in most sports 
USAToday.com 

The image of the dumbjock is fading. The numbers bear it out, says NCAA President Myles Brand, who points to an athletes’ graduation rate inching toward 80%. 

"Academic reforms are taking hold," Brand said Wednesday after the NCAA released a new study that showed 77% of all Division I athletes getting degrees within six years of entering 

college and rates climbing in 24 of the 35 men’s and women’s sports. 

Underscoring his optimism is Florida’s ability to match on-the-field excellence with academic success. The Gators’ undefeated, fifth-ranked football program boasts an 80% grad rate. 

For their defending national champion basketball program, it’s 100%. 

Thirteen of last season’s final USA TODAY Coaches’ Poll top 25 hoops teams bettered the Division I men’s basketball average of 59%. 

"Even in sports that have traditionally lagged, such as basketball and football, we are seeing improvement," said Brand, who has set a goal of an overall 80% grad rate in the next three 

to five years. "Overall, we’re very encouraged." 

The NCAA tracked more than 93,000 athletes, most on scholarship, who entered school in the four-year period from 1996-99 in computing its Graduation Success Rates. In their 

second year of use, the numbers are considered more accurate than federally computed rates that penalize schools for players who transfer or leave for such other reasons as early 

entry in a professional draft. 

Breakdowns by race and gender will be released later this fall. 

The overall 77% rate represented a one-point rise from last year The numbers climbed in 15 of the 17 men’s sports and held steady in another, baseball--though that’s where there 

was the most room for improvement. Sixteen of the 18 women’s sports have rates of 80% or higher, and six top 90%. 

Three men’s sports continued to lag: basketball (59%, up a point from a year ago), baseball (65%, holding steady) and football (66% in the top-tier Division I-A, also up a point). 

Sixteen of the football teams in this week’s USA TODAY Coaches’ Poll fell beneath the sport’s overall average. The grad rate for defending national champion Texas was 40%, fourth 

lowest among the 118 schools in I-A. Ninth-ranked Georgia (with a 41% rate) and 20th-ranked California (44%) also were among the bottom 10 

Football’s lowest: San Jose State (32%), Florida Atlantic (33%) and Arizona (39%). 

Highest: Navy (98%), Boston College (96%) and Notre Dame (95%) 

Men’s basketball’s lowest: New Mexico (7%), Florida A&M and Georgia (both 9%) 

Highest: Wake Forest, Western Kentucky, Bucknell and 13 other programs, besides Florida’s, that hit 100%. 

"If you’re below the average for a sport, that would be a red flag," said University of Hartford President Walter Harrison, who heads the NCAA’s Executive Committee 

"In my case, where I aspire for ... Hartford to have one of the top GSRs in the country in every sport, I would think anything that’s significantly lower than, say, 67 or 70% would be 

something I would be asking the (athletics director) to talk to me about. 

"Different universities may have different aspirations." 

The NCAA has stiffened academic requirements for college athletes, and Brand says he expects rates to improve -- particularly among underperforming programs -- as players 

adhering to new 2003 standards are tracked. Schools also have been sensitized by another NCAA tool, the Academic Performance Rate, which measures how well they retain athletes, 

keep them eligible and ultimately graduate them and subjects low-scoring teams to penalties 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 2, 2006 8:42 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric BaumgaJ:tner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobl:@vt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Smldy Weber <smldyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <~Jicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edtc~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Debor~]l Rise 

<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <’dsant~athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdem~gelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~ody.syke@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck 

<jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathlyn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgmn@scarletknights.com >; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.con~>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu~,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keen~-Kirkpatrick <keenmfld@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattaamch@mail.wvu.edu~,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~]bam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.wvu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly IVlyers <molly.myers@illanova.edu;,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hinkel~@ucmail.uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaivclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

<dgavitl@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtrmlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Cmpmelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis < mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 
<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu;,; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

DaLly Compliance Item- 10/2/06- 

Hittha A. Gap is being recruited by both the football and baseball coaches at Big Time University. He is playing in a football game this weekend near the 
institution. 
The baseball coaches are planning on attending the game. Can they contact Hittha prior to the game since he will be participating in a sport other then 
baseball? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.7.2 states that recruiting contact may not be made with a prospective student-athlete prior to a~ athletics competition in which the 
prospective student-athlete is a participant during the day or days of competition, even if the prospective student-athlete is on an official or unofficial visit. 
Contact includes the passing of notes to a prospective student-athlete by a third party on behalf of an institutional staff member. Such contact shall be 
governed by the following: (Revised: 1/11/89, 1/10/91, 1/11/94, 1/9/96 effective 7/1/96) 

(a) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete at any site prior to the contest on the day or days of competition; (Revised: 1/11/89, 
1/11/94) 

(b) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete from the time the prospective student-athlete reports on call (at the direction of the 
prospective student-athlete’s coach or comparable authority) and becomes involved in competition-related activity (e.g., traveling to an away-from-home 
game) to the end of the competition even if such competition-related activities are initiated prior to the day or days of competition; (Revised: 1/11/94) 

(c) Contact shall not be made after the competition until the prospective student-athlete is released by the appropriate institutional authority and departs the 
dressing and meeting facility; 

(d) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete involved in competition that requires more than one day of participation (e.g., a basketball 
tournament) until after the prospective student-athlete’s final contest is completed and he or she is released by the appropriate institutional authority and 
leaves the dressing and meeting facility; and (Revised: 1/11/94) 

(e) Coaching staff members may send general correspondence to a prospective student-athlete while the prospective student-athlete is participating in an 
athletics event, provided the general correspondence is sent directly to a prospective student-athlete (e.g., the front desk of the hotel, the prospective 
student-athlete’s personal fax machine) and there is no additional party (e.g., camp employee, coach) involved in disseminating the correspondence (see 
Bylaw 13.4). For additional restrictions in basketball, see Bylaw 13.1.7.2.2. (Revised: 4/3/02, 4/24/03, 3/23/06) 

Big Time University coaches can have contact with Hittha once his team is done and participating and has been officially released. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 3, 2006 8:51 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@Sl)ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsa.edu>; kcunning@umd.eda; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.eda>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~bvt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@nconn.edn>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom ~-vdbgoss0 l@louisville.edtc~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu~; Debor~]l Rise 

<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Santt ~dsantt@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whiteje@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Anmnio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cazns@louisville.edu:>; Jolm Heck <jheck@scarletEnights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scadetknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.eda>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletlafights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brummetti~)admin.usf.eda>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletEnights.com>; Kenny Schank--dcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wva.edu>; Lisa Deibler --ddeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <a]bam01 @louisville.edu;,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.,~al.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hil~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Chfistensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edw~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.ovg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jma~natto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edn>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.us£edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlelics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennman 

<jkherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehmak@sljohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@villmlova.edtr~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Sarah Bobert 
<~rah.bobert@marqnette.edtr~; Stephm~ie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/3/06- 11.7.4.1 

College USA sponsors both men’s and women’s swimming and diving. The coaching staff members are involved in practice activities and competition for 
both the men’s and women’s teams on a daily basis. There is a big event being held this weekend that includes both male and female participants. College 
USA would like to send four coaches to the event. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation [8/6/91] states that member institutions with combined men’s and women’s sports programs. Reviewed the provisions 
of Bylaw 11.7.5.1 (contact and evaluation of prospects off campus) and determined that in combined programs (e.g., men’s and women’s track), it is 
permissible for all of the institution’s coaches to be involved in off-campus recruitment activities at any one time; however, the institution may not exceed the 
limits on the number of coaches who may recruit prospective student-athletes at any one time in either the men’s or women’s sport; for example, if an 
institution conducts a combined men’s and women’s track program, no more than two coaches may be involved in off-campus recruiting activities of male 
track prospective student-athletes at any one time and no more than two coaches may be involved in off-campus recruiting activities of female track 
prospective student-athletes at any one time; determined, however, that all four coaches would be permitted to observe a competition in which both male 
and female prospective student-athletes participate. 
NCAA Bylaw 11.7.4.1 states that a member institution that conducts a combined program in a sport (i.e., one in which all coaching staff members in the 
same sport are involved in practice activities or competition with both the men’s and women’s teams on a daily basis) may employ the total number of 
coaches specified separately for men and for women in that sport. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 4, 2006 10:10 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~bvt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom ~-vdbgoss0 l@louisville.edtc~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu~; Debor~]l Rise 

<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi ~dsanfi@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whiteje@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edtv~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Anmnio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu:>; Jolm Heck <jheck@scarletlcnights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletl~fights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brummettL~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletEnights.com>; Kenny Schank--dcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler --ddeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <a]bam01 @louisville.edu;,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edu; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.,~al.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Chfistensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edw~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wlhcm@bigeast.ovg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jma~natto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edu>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.us£edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennman 

<j khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@ slj ohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu~; Misu Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Sarah Bobert 
<~rah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Stephm~ie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/4/06- 13.1.2.1 

Butter Fly is a prospect who is interested in joining the swim team at College USA next fall and would like to major in industrial engineering. Money Bags, 
alum of College USA, has had a very prominent career in this industry. He would like to write to Butter telling her how wonderful the industrial engineering 
program is and what an honor it is to be a student-athlete at College USA. 
Can Money write a letter to Butter? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.2.1 states that all in-person, on- and off- campus recruiting contacts with a prospect or the prospect’s relatives or legal guardian(s) 
shall be made only by authorized institutional staff members. Such contact, as well as correspondence and telephone calls, by representatives of an 
institution’s athletics interests (including alums) is prohibited. 

Assi~ls~t t’,c.’.mm~ss:=o!’~r’."er C-.,iiip==i~:r~ce 
BiG EAST 8oNere!’ce 

Provid(:r~c,’÷. R102903 
icon daras@,,bi~east or~ 
<}iii<:~: ~,."0i) 272.911)5’, ~.~:4i I i6 
[’~:~ (401) 273-0424 
C<÷il (401) 265.8739 
Home: (401) 921~3502 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 5, 2006 9:08 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgarmer 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobl:@vt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@nconn.edn>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edu;; Daniel Gossom ~bgoss0 l@louisville.edtc~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Debor~]l Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna San[t ~dsan[g~athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteje@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Anmnlo <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@louisville.edu:>; Jolm Heck <jheck@scarletEnights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scadetknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brummettL~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletEnights.com>; Kenny Schank--lcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edtP,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler --ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louis~dlle.edup,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.,~al.edtp; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edw~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wlhcm@bigeast.ovg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennalm 

<j khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@ slj ohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu~; Missy, Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 
<~rah.bobert@marqnette.edtr~; Stephm~ie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaJ, ly Compliance Item- 10/5/06- NCAA Olticial Interpretation 

Big Time University t~oftb~li te~m it~ going to h~ve ~n intr~ squ~d scrimmage later trois month to dot~e out the fail season, The scrimmage wili be fiee and 
open to tl’e puMir-. A %w local rec~-~its wot.ild like to ~tte..’~d ti~e ~,:~cnmmage, Since no admissio..’~ is bei..’~g ci~a.."ged, the l’ead coach would like the ~ec.."uits to 
sit in fl~e dugouts during the game, 
Can prospects at[er~.d tMs eve..’~{? Car" they sit in {he dugouU’ 
Yes, pt°ospects can attend the ot’.-campus intl’a squcd sct°imn-age. However, NO~’~A Official l~terpretatio~ [4/2~},"95] ,*,-totes thct even though t’o admission 
is charged, an intra squad scrimmage that is open to the public is still considered a campus athletics event, As a result, complimenta~]¢ admissions 
provided to a p~ospecl {or lhe p~ospecl’ pa~e~’ts or legai guardians o.." spouse) Ior sucl" ar~. ever~.t du..’i..’~g an unofficial or official visit must be ir~. ti~e general 
seating area of the facility used for conducting the event. 
JLX~,i~IiFLXR ~,~!, CO~’,~DARAS 
AS ;i’,i~ilii @i~l!l~;:~;’,i:Oq,!il k)!’ (,)’rrlpili,>!1 ;~ 

Bi ,~ EAST (k)n%rence 
222 Rici’mond Str~;~l, Sui~; 110 
Pi<,~ider~ce. AI I)290:~ 
jcondaras@biqeast orq 
Of~ce (401)272-9108, ext 116 
],’az: (40i) 2,:"3-0424 
Oeil (401) 265-67:79 
~or~e (401) 921.3502 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 6, 2006 7:51 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Allison George <ageorge@at.g "taa.gatech.edu>; tparker@vt.edu; Linda Yates 

<Iyate@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <icondara@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Dan IsM’<dmisaf~syr.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; 
Michael Dean <michael.dean@mail.w~’u.edu>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@t.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~golis 

<rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeasl.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Ben 

Fairclough <bi~airclough@bigeast.org >; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.eduv,; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Jon Gust 
<jgus@bigeast.org~; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; John Cams ~ohn.carns@louisville.edu;,; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeas~t.orgv; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu~; 

Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edn>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw~; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Dan Gavitt 

-<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.ust:edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Deborah Rise 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edtr~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeasl.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; Jason Gray <itgray@rice.edw~; Nick Carparelli 

<ncalparelli@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@m~xquette.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtc,; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgaxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; tullyc@bc.edu; Stephanie Ellison 

< saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.eduv,; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org >; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; bill.shult@uconn.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-qody.sykes@louisville.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu;,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edtr~; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvn.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeasl.org>; Terri 

Howes <tern .howes@mail.wvu.edu~; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu;,; koost~bc .edu; Dan Barfllolomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpt~admin.us£edu>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Rob Fiedler <afllcompl@syr.edu>; Alicia Altbrd 

<alicia.alibr~uconn.edu>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edtr~; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Rick Christensen 
<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna 

Demarco <~t&marco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummett@admin.nsfedu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/6/06- Current Event 

NCAA’s tax-exempt status questioned 
USAToday.com 
Congress is putting the NCAA on the defensive, asking the association -- which generates more than half a billion dollars annually -- to justify its tax-exempt status. 

I n a sharply worded letter to NCAA President Myles Brand, the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee points to the lucrative television contract, coaches’ 
escalating salaries and schools’ "state-of-the-art" facilities, and questions college athletics’ connection to higher education. 

TRANSCRIPT: Read Rep. Bill Thomas’ letter to NCAA President Miles Brand 

"Most of the activities undertaken by educational organizations clearly further their (tax) exempt purpose," Rep. Bill Thomas, R-Calif., writes. "The exempt purpose of 
intercollegiate athletics, however, is less apparent, particularly in the context of major college football and men’s basketball programs." He asks for a response from the NCAA 
by Oct. 30. 

The request escalates what has been a low-key congressional review of the association’s tax status in conjunction with a two-year look at not-for-profits in general. Thomas’ 
committee has talked informally with former Michigan president James Duderstadt and Auburn sociology professor and academic fraud whistle-blower Jim Gundlach, among 

others. 

Spokesman Erik Christianson says the NCAA disputes the "underlying assertion that having not-for~profit status is linked to the amount of revenue that an organization 
generates." 

The NCAA’s projected 2006-07 budget anticipates nearly $563 million in revenue, including $503 million from its TV contract with CBS. Some $332 million is distributed to 
member leagues and schools, about 60% of that through student-athlete welfare, academic-enhancement and other funds. 

The remainder is paid out according to schools’ success in the NCAA men’s basketball tournament, another point of contention in Thomas’ letter. 

Gary Roberts, director of Tulane’s sports law program, dismisses the inquiry as grandstanding. "There’s not a snowball’s chance in hell that something like (revoking the 
NCAA’s exempt status) would pass Congress. This is just congressmen seeing an opportunity to make a splash and get their name in the newspaper," he says. 

A change in the tax-exempt status of the NCAA and its member schools would send shock waves through the college sports economy, says Smith College economist 
Andrew Zimbalist. With a smaller tax break or none at all, boosters probably would reduce their giving. Schools, more strapped for cash than ever, would have to be stingier in 
paying coaches. Says Zimbalist, "College sports has grown into a standard commercial enterprise -- with only a tip of the hat to the academic environment they exist in." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 10, 2006 10:13 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

booz@ilginia.edu; Joeleen Akin ~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~bvt.edu>; sldt23@georgetown.edu; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@nconn.edn>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom ~-vdbgoss0 l@louisville.edtc~; Danielle Josetli <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu~; Debor~]l Rise 

<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi ~dsanfi@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmulli@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whiteje@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtr~; Joe D’Anmnio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu:>; Jolm Heck <jheck@scarletlcnights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletl~fights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brummetti~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletEnights.com>; Kenny Schank--lcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler --ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <a]bam01 @louisville.edu;,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.,~al.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edw~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.ovg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jma~natto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edn>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlelics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennman 

<jkherm01 @louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehmak@sljohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@villmlova.edtr~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Sarah Bobert 
<~rah.bobert@marqnette.edtr~; Stephm~ie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/10/06- 12.5.3 

Touch Back, football student-athlete, appears as a guest on a coach’s radio show. The show’s host asks Touch to read a "promo" for a local sporting 
goods store. 
Is this permissible? 
No, NCAA Bylaw 12.5.3 states that (a) During the Playing Season. During the playing season, a student-athlete may appear on radio and television 
programs (e.g., coach’s shows) or engage in writing projects when the student-athlete’s appearance or participation is related in any way to athletics ability 
or prestige, provided the student-athlete does not receive any remuneration for the appearance or participation in the activity. The student-athlete shall 
not make any endorsement, expressed or implied, of any commercial product or service. The student-athlete may, however, receive actual and 
necessary expenses directly related to the appearance or participation in the activity. A student-athlete participating in media activities during the playing 
season may not miss class, except for class time missed in conjunction with away-from-home competition or to participate in a conference-sponsored 
media day. (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/14/97, 1/9/06, 4/27/06) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 12, 2006 10:16 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu:~; Amy Herman ~jschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-d Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registmr.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 
<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumg~ztne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu~,; 

kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kklbwle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; 

Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobtf@vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Sand.,/Weber <sa~dyj@t.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; bost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.e&l; tpaxker@vt.edu; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h~cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford ~Jicia.afford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu;,; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisa£~}syr.edu;; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edu;,; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; DeboraJl Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi ~dsani~athletics.pitt.edu-d Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-d Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-d Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@s?T.edt~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJ:as@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edu~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cazns@louisville.edu:>; Jolm Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletkifights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brumme~!admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--flcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delmley <delanekl @stjohns.edu~,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler --fldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edup,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~n.edu~;; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~lkelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu-d Stumpf! Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-d Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; DaJa Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliskJ@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tra~ghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edup,; Kathy Meehan ~:meehank@stjohns.edup,; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Misu Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 
<~rah.bobert@marqnette.edw~; Stephmfie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Da~,ly Compliance Item- 10/12/06- 17.1.5.5 

Head Baseball Coach at College USA would like to schedule the following activities for his team this week: 
Out of Season Activities 
Monday- Skill Instruction 1 hour 
Tuesday- Weights 1 hour 
Wednesday- Weights and Running 2 hours 
Thursday- Skill Instruction 1 hour 
Friday- Weights 1 hour 
Saturday- Weights and Running 2 hours 
Sunday- off 
Is this a permissible schedule? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.$.$ states that outside the playing season during the academic year, all countable athletically related activities (per Bylaw 17.02.1 ) 
are prohibited during two calendar days per week. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 16, 2006 9:00 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu:*; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-*; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registmr.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edw*; Brad Woo@ <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumg~tne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edtP,; 

kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kklbwle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; 

Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobtY@vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Smldy Weber <sa~dyj@t.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; bost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.e&l; tpaxker@vt.edu; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h~cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford <~Jicia.afford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu;,; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wwu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmisa£~}syr.edu;; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edu;,; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Debora]l Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <~dsanig~athletics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edu% Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edw*; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.corns@louisville.edu:>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletkifights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brummett@admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--lcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edtP,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa DeiNer -cldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louis~dlle.edup4 Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~n.edu~;; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hmkelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu-~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-*; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.olg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bt’airclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; DaJa Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeasl, org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliskJ@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmlghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli -cncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~I:jian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennalm 

<jkherm01@louisville.edup4 Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edup,; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu~; Missy, Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 
<~rah.bobert@marqnette.edu:*; Stephmfie Roussean <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Da?,ly Compliance Item- 10/16/06- NCAA IntepreVation 

Dixie DJggs, a volleyball prospective student-athlete, wants to play for a club team in her home country. The club team required her to sign a contract which 
would allow her to play for that team as well as a professional team within the same organization. 
Would signing this contract jeopardize Dixie’s amateur status as long as she didn’t compete with the professional team? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- Contract or Commitment to Participate in Amateur and Professional Athletics (I) 
[11/16/05] states that if an individual signs a contract or commitment with an athletics organization (e.g., club) that allows the individual to participate on an 
amateur team and a professional team, and the individual competes with the professional team, the contract shall be considered professional. If the 
individual does not compete with the professional team under such a contract the contract is not considered professional. [References: NCAA Bylaws 
12.1.1 (amateur status) and 12.2.5 (contracts and compensation).] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 17, 2006 9:30 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edtr~; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registmr.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edw~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtaey Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumg~xtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.eduv,; 

kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kklbwle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; 

Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Smady Weber <sa~dyj@t.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; bost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpaxker@vt.edu; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h(~cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Alicia Alford ~Jicia.afford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmisa£~}syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom --vdbgoss0 l@louisville.edtc,; Danielle Josetli <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu~; Debora]l Rise 

<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi ~dsanig~athletics.pitt.edu-~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edw~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.corns@louisville.edu:>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletkifights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brummetti~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--lcenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler --ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu;,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~,n.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hi~kelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu-~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.ovg>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bt’airclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; DaJa Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliskJ@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeasl.org,>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennalm 

<jkherm01@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu;,; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu~; Missy, Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Sarah Bobert 
<~rah.bobert@marqnette.edtr~; Stephmfie Roussean <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/17/06- NCAA Official Interpretation 

Big Time University football team has a home game this weekend at 7:00pm. The student-athletes will be provided breakfast and a lunch (pre-game meal) 
at the team hotel. The coaches would like to give the student-athletes money for dinner and a snack after the competition. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- Cash in Lieu of Meals in Conjunction with Home Competition (I) [9/27/06] states that it is not permissible to 
provide cash to student-athletes in lieu of discretionary meals (except for $10 in lieu of a meal following the competition) in conjunction with a home athletics 
contest. Further, the committee determined that following a home competition, regardless of the timing in which student-athletes are released by the 
appropriate institutional authority, an institution may provide only one meal (or snack) or $10 in lieu of that meal (or snack). [Reference: NCAA Division I 
Bylaw 16.5.2-(d)-(2)] 
Big Time University can give either a meal (or snack) after the competition or $10, but not both. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 18, 2006 8:51 AM 

Allison George <ageorge@at.gtaa.gatech.edu:% Amy Herman ~jschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-% Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registmr.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edw% Brad Woo@ <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; mllyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 
<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumg~ztne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu~>; 

kcunning@nmd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu>; kklbwle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; 

Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@t.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; bost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpaxker@vt.edu; 

W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h~cms.mailMrginia.edu>; Alicia Alford ~Jicia.afford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu;,; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisa£~}syr.edu~; Daniel Gossom qlbgoss01@louisville.edu;,; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Debora]l Rise 
<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Donna SaMt qtsaM~athletics.pitt.edu-% Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-% Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-% Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJ:as@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edu% Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edw% Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cozns@louisville.edu;>; Jolm Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scadetknights.com>; Kathryn Statz 

<kstatz@depaul.edu>; Keith Giant <kgrant@scarletkifights.com>; Kelly Brummett <brumme~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny Schank--lcenny.schank@mail.wvn.edu>; Kevin Delmley <~telanekl @stjohns.edu~,; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach(~)mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa DeiNer --ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu;,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; marielle.thibodeau@uconn.edn; Michael Dean 

<michael.dean@mail.~wn.edu~; Mike Karwoski <kazwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <hmkelra@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edn>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu-% Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu-% Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.org>; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJM@bigeast.org>; DaJa Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco qtdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliskJ@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmainatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tro~ghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeastorg >; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; Torn Odjakjian <todj~Jcjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edn>; Barbara SparEs McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.us£edu~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Jnlie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan ~:meehank@stjohns.edu;,; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu>; Misu Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu;,; Sarah Bobert 
<~rah.bobert@marqnette.edu:% Stephmfie Roussean <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/18/06- 14.3.5.1.2 

Enda Round, a fi~shman non-recruited walk-on student-athlete, practices with the football program during the first five days of the academic year, then quits the program. 

Enda subsequently joins the men’s basketball program on October 16th. As of his first day of practice with the men’s basketball program, he has not yet been certified by the 

NCAA Clearinghouse. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.5.1.2 indicates that a non-recruited student-athbte has 45 days to practice (but not compete) pending Clearinghouse certification. 
By what time must Enda be certified as an initial qualifier? 

A. 45 days from joining the football program. 

B. 45 days from joining the men’s basketball program. 

C. 40 days from joining the men’s basketball program. 

D. 45 days from the start of the academic year. 

The correct answer is A. As per a 10-21-94 NCAA Staff Interpretation, the temporary certification period per begins with the student-athlete’s participation in any countable 
athletically related activities including conditioning activities set forth in 17.02.1.1. Further, the two-week and the 45-day practice period are to be counted as consecutive 
days. 

14.3.5.1.2 Non-recruited Student-Athlete 
If a non-recruited student-athlete reports for athletics participation before the high school core-curriculum grade-point average and test score have been certified, the student 
may practice, but not compete, for a maximum of 45 days, provided the student is enrolled full time or has been accepted for enrollment as a regular fulMime student. After 
this 45-day period, the student shall have established minimum requirements as a qualifier (as certified by the NCAA Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse) to continue practicing or 
to compete. 
Temporary Certification 

Date Issued: Oct 21, 1994 
Type: Staff Interpretation 
Item Ref: b 
Interpretation: 
b. Temporary Certification: The legislative services staff confirmed that the temporary certification period per 14.3.5.1.1, 14.3.5.1.2, 14.5.4.4.5.1 and 14.5.4.4.6.2 begins with 
the student-athlete’s participation in any countable athletically related activities including conditioning activities set forth in 17.02.1.1. Further, the two-week and the 45-day 
practice period are to be counted as consecutive days. [Note: This minute replaces the 08/31/94 staff minutes, item 1-(b), which has now been archived.] 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 19, 2006 8:36 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Allison George <ageorge@at.g "taa.gatech.edu>; tparker@vt.edu; I,inda "fates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <icondara@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Dan Isa£<dmisaf~syr.edu>; skh23@georgetown.edu; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org,>; 
Be(t Locklin <blocldin@vt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Malgolis <mlaJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<-j sieNisld@bigeast.olg>; Jason DeAngelis <jdemlgelis@bigeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Ben Fairclough <bihirclough@bigeas~t.org>; 
Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.scha~k@mail.x~a,u.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Jan Gust <jgust@bigeast.org >; Kelly Woods 
<~voods@scarletknights.com>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edtr~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu~; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcob~vt.edn>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@Ngeast.org>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaxletkifights.com>; Kimbefly Keenma- 
Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; ma~,@lovetobehapw.com; Dan Gavitl ~<tgavitV~:bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton 

<horton@admin.usfedtr~; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edtv~; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Dm~iel Gossom 

~<tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; kktbwle@kn.edu; Jason Gray <jtgmy@rice.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; 

kcnnning@umd.edu; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Danielle Josetii <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquetie.edtc>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtc>; Jnnrie Mnllin <-jpmullin@syr.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; tullyca@bc.edu; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigec~st.org>; Larissa 

Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.xwu.edu~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes <~terri.howes@mail.wvu.edtc>; 

Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; StumpI; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uaJ~ron.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edtr’~; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu-~; Tom Symonds <tsymond@bigeast.org>; Brian I,u~ 

<brian.lu~@umledo.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Rick 

Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitl.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea q~ick.qie@louisville.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 
Donna Demarco <ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Bmnnnett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/19/06- 16.11.1.11 

Free Kick is a student-athlete on the men’s soccer team. His mother would like to provide dinner to Free’s teammates and coaches after tonight’s game. Would this be 
permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw t6.1 t .t .t t (d) states that an institution may provide or arrange for the following benefits for a student-athlete- occasional meals to team members provided 

by the parent of a student-athlete at any location 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 20, 2006 6:58 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.nel>; tparker@vt.edu; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmmm@providence.edu>; JC <icondara@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; SamaJatha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Erin Hamgan 
<erin hamgml@ncsu.edu>; Susan Eaton <seaton@bigeast.olg, >; Be(t Locldin <blocklin@t.edtc>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <lmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis 

~-jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Ben Fairclough <bf~Jrclough@bigeast.org >; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu:>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Jon Grist ~gust@bigeast.org>; Kelly Woods <kwood@scarletkifights.com>; John Cams 

<john.cams@loui~ille.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edtc,; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Mike Kmavoski 

<kalavoski.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

~deangelis@bigeast.org>; Kimbefly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scMetkilights.com>; 

mary@lovetobehappy.com; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitV~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <ho~m@admin.usEedu>; Roslynn Foster 

<rfoste@syr.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wmada Factor 

<wfactor@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m <dbgoss01@louisville.edu-~; kktbMe@ku.edu; smithj@fiu.edu; 

Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edtc>; Nick Carparelli < ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; kcunning@umd.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu:>; 

Danielle Josetli <~Lanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu:>; San@ Weber <sand)ii@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtc>; Janfie 

Mullin <jpmallin@syr.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewooc~c))theacc.org >; Eric Baamgarmer 

<~ebaumgartner@SPOf~_TS.UGA.EDU >; tullyca@bc.eda; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.eda>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edn>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; bill.shults@uconn.edu; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigec~st.org>; Larissa 

Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.xwu.edu~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edtc,; 

Lynne Barney ~albam0 l@louisville.edw~; koos@bc.edu; Dan BartJholomae ~dbaltholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Tony ttemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu,>; sbma]oy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinso@uakron.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Alicia Altbrd <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Brian Lulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; John Marinatto <jmaJdnatto@bigeast.org>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~AS@acksonkelly.com>; Rick Chfistensen < rchfistensen@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemoxco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.usEedu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/20/06- Cmrent Event 

NCAA may consider harsher sanctions for players’ misconduct 
USAToday.com-AP 
In the wake of the Miami-FlU brawl, the NCAA says it would consider helping schools and conferences develop a standard policy to curb on-field violence. 

Restricting post-game celebrations, such as planting school flags on an opponent’s field, and how to deal with players who fight, were some of the suggestions, Ron Stratten, 
the NCAA’s vice president of education services, told the Associated Press on Tuesday. 

"We’re going to take a look at all of that, and, hopefully, work with the conferences to manage the regular season," said Stratten, who also serves as a liaison to the NCAA’s 
committee on sportsmanship and ethical conduct. "The committee is going to take a look at whether the NCAA can take action to assist them." 

The NCAA still wants universities and conferences to determine appropriate sanctions for player misconduct, but last weekend’s brawl at the Orange Bowl has the NCAA 
willing to get more involved with schools and leagues. 

"The NCAA and the Atlantic Coast Conference have principles of sportsmanship to which the University of Miami is committed," Miami athletic director Paul Dee said. "It is 
important for us to use opportunities such as these to re-emphasize this commitment to sportsmanship." 

The melee during Saturday’s game between Miami and Florida International included one Miami player swinging his helmet as a weapon and another stomping on opponents. 
An FlU player also kicked a Hurricanes player in the head. 

On Monday, suspensions for some of the 31 sanctioned players were modified. FlU kicked two players -- Chris Smith and Marshall McDuffie Jr. -- off the team and 16 others 
will serve indefinite suspensions after originally being told they would miss one game. 

Miami safety Anthony Reddick, who swung his helmet at other players, also had his one-game suspension increased to an indefinite one. Twelve other Hurricanes will sit out 

Saturday’s game at Duke and will be required to perform community service. 

Stratten applauded the final judgment. 

"We are in a place where if nothing is taking place, we want to know why?" Stratten said. "1 think what they did, by initially imposing the minimal penalties and then 
strengthening them, I think the final thing is probably appropriate because they’re the ones that have to live with it in their own communities." 

The Miami brawl wasn’t the only one last weekend. 

After Holy Cross beat Dartmouth 24-21 in overtime, Holy Cross players celebrated atop the Dartmouth "D" painted on the field. That caused fists to fly, and college and police 
officials have said some players could face punishments or arrests. 

Those incidents follow another in the NFL, in which Tennessee defensive tackle Albert Haynesworth drew a five-game suspension for stomping on the face of Dallas center 
Andre Gurode. 

At past NCAA conventions, some experts have noted professional players often become role models for sportsmanship among players from the college level to the youth 
ranks, and NFL coaches such as Cincinnati’s Marvin Lewis criticized Haynesworth’s actions as something nobody should see. 



But Stratten thinks what occurred last weekend was more the result of culture than trend. 

"1 think it’s more in how they look at power and intimidation, and a lot of young people look at that as a physical thing," Stratten said. "You see that from guys who grow up in 

that kind of environment." 

In response to previous concerns, the NCAA has offered sportsmanship seminars at its annual convention, urged schools to adopt standards regarding fan behavior, and 
provided leadership conferences for nearly 3,000 student-athletes. 

Stratten said some schools, such as Ohio State, even educated fans on their expected behavior at games. Stratten believes that led to a decrease in fan incidents, which the 
NCAA considered its toughest behavioral issue just three years ago after a spate of incidents broke out during Rivalry Week around Thanksgiving. 

The next step, Stratten believes, is that the NCAA take a more proactive approach with athletes, coaches and officials. 

"At Miami, you had someone gesturing to the crowd after scoring a touchdown and taunting, and the official might have thought that stopped when he threw a flag," Stratten 
said. "But on the next play, there was retaliation for that. I think we have to do some things to let people know about the culture itself, and many coaches and officials don’t 
understand that." 

So the NCAA is prepared to lend a hand. 

"What kids need to know is, ’How do I show and vent my frustration, and are the consequences clear to me, and are those kids willing to risk that,’" Stratten said. "There’s a 
lot of good kids and some bad kids, and we always make excuses for talent." 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coachboland@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:14 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA Quarterly Update EmaJl 

~~~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~ 

Coach Dorrance, 

At NCSA, we do our homework and analyze the roster needs of every coach in our network. We put in 

the effort to ensure that coaches find the right recruits and that student-athletes find colleges that are 

a good match. 

By confirming your position needs below we will adjust our search criteria for your program... 

These are the roster openings we think you have,,. 

Looks like you may be looking for a 20t4 Goalkeeper Confirm Now!I 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2014 Outside B~ck Confirm NowlI 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2044 Forward Cow, firm NowlI 

Login and begin posting open roster spots you are 

interested in filling. View Your Rostel Listings 
Narrow or widen your search for student- 

athletes by selecting preferences. Your 

selection will allow NCSA to suggest student- 

athletes of interest to you. 

No 
GPA: 

Minimum 

SAT: 1350 

No 
ACT: 

Minimum 

States: All States 

All 
Senior Positions: 

Positions 

All 
Junior Positions: 

Positions 

All 
Sophomore Positions: 

Positions 

All 
Freshman Positions: 

Positions 

Change Your Preferences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.emmarketinghq.net> 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 6:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You For Supporting Carolina Football vs ECU 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 

~~i~ ~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ~ ~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..................................................................................................................................:K:K:K 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ]]:/2~[~T.".-}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~S~£~(~i[@£::~[Jib 

~:o~w~r(~ 1.3 a Frie~d 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

F,-;ci’ting News about the 2014 ChaJnpions Classic 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

D:ii::: i;Aiii:ii::. 

Thanks to everyone who attended this year’s Acura ClubCorp Champions Classic. 

Congratulations to all the participants and special thanks to The Omni Barton Creek 

Resort & Spa, your tournament host the past four years. 

We will continue the Shamble Quota format with minor tweaks to improve the speed of 

play. 

Your continued support of our annual tournament is greatly appreciated and we look 

forward to seeing many of you again next year! Look for the latest tournament news at 

clubcorptourna ments,com. 

Kind Regards, 

3amie Waiters 

I .~:: 
ClubCorp 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jhill@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1:47 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your experience with 
NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Jai Hill 
Basketball Coach Relations 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 888-333-6846I Cell: 724-513-3530I Fax: 312-624-7401 
jhill@ncsasports.orq I http://www.ncsasports.orq 

NCSA BIog: http:/!blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT ~’ SUCCEED ~, LEAD 

% 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

ClubCorp qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:19 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Premier Fitness, Football Tickets & More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i:::)iriri~i"iii i..A!i i:::::o:!::;i:21!i i:::z:~:i:!::!:iK)ii: ;!ii;~: !iiiiqii:,i::il (::iii!iliiisi::i%i::i.~ {:::/:~:. 

Follow the sun to the California coastline to shed strokes off your game and pounds off your weight with 

the nation’s premier fitness retreat, PFC Fitness Camp..Jointly led by PGA Pro A] Avoli and PEC’s world- 

class fitness trainers, Golf Fit is an alPinciusive package that combines the best of the PGA lOURAcademy 

with PFC’s Total Immersion Get Fit program. 

For the week-long stay, hTm~erse h~ high--energy morrfing workouts at PFC’s state-.of-the-art facility and 

enjoy healthy, gourmet cuisine prepared by Omni La Costa’s culinary experts, Come afternoon, hit 

Southern California’s only gold medal gol[ resort for individualized instruction from the nation’s most 

prestigious PGA Pros. 

Need one more reason to get Golf Fit;’ PFC Fitness Camp is offering ~n exclusive ~,Oe/e discount* for 

you.~ 

~Book your Golf Fit experience today! 

~x~ ..._.. 

Introducing our Platinum Wine Case: one 12 pack case of wine, 

Average retail value o[ $!8-20/botHe with at least one bottle with a 

retail value of $50, Bottles include brands from various wine 

regions including California, France, Italy, New Zealand, Australia 

and Spain. All wines have been taste tested by a team of Wine 

Sommeliers, Select from all red, all white, or half/half. Retail price is 

$279/c~se, but Nembers enjoy a special price of $:!.4~,99 

indudieg free shipping.~ 

F] Oraer your wine toaay for the hoJid~y season. 

Visit Tampa and select from 99 holes of golf at four area clubs with 

your golf access - Countryside, East Lake Woodlands, Hunter’s 

Green and Tampa Palms Golf and Country Club, Enjoy your dining 

benefits at Centre Club Tampa after a challenging day on the 

course= Overnight accommodations are available at Tampa Pahns 

Golf and Country Club with rates starting at $:~ ~.9 plus tax and daily 

tesot[ fee, * 

~] P~en your Taml~e getawey tode¥: 800,433,5079 



1,4ajor League Ba~el~all; Be there for the excitement during the 

I:flayo[f season leading up Lo the World Series, 

America’s Premier Sports Nuseum and Showplace welcomes 

Members to visit and honor those individuals who have made 

outstanding contributions to professional football, Located in 

Canton~ OH, the Pro Football Hall of Fame offers I’,~embers preferred 

discounts~ on ticket pricing, gift shop purchases, and can arrange 

for priva[e, behind-the.-scenes archive tours for groups of up to 20 

people, 

E ~ ~¢he~l~le you~" visit to the Hall o~ Fa~e; 800,~33,~J079 

ClubCorp is putting together special holiday weekend packages in 

ltew York that include hotel and theater tickets, December .5-8 and 

December 12-15, Be watching your email for more details this fall, 

g~ 

Planning a fall getaway or holiday travel’,,’- Save up to 25% on Avis rentals at participating locations.* 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

[f you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo,~’~mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 12:21 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Andbullying Week 2013 

[~ Constant Contact Hesdar 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Participate in Antibullying Week 2013 (Nov, 18-22) 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~hi~Niii~i6i~ii#~2iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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M~ O~ ~ Yo~ eei-~ge Y~s-(~S s~e!v~sJ~s~a ry291 ~ );Tb!S 

rr*!iiut t~iiii t!iiii ~iiiiwii!i ~ii~ iiii~ii~ !iii~ii~t!~ ~t!i!i~t 

F ~!~rm a~iO~ p!~aS~dir~c~,inq ~!e~ ~ r-’,~!~ S Sista~ 
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If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ .~.. Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2913 9:33 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bid Now On Exclusive items & Experiences at GoHeels.com! 

Exclusive Items and Experiences are available 
for biddina at GoHeels.com! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 4:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AI,ERT CAROLINA TIMELY WARNING: Series of Burglaxies Reported On Campus 

ALERT CAROLINA TIMELY WARNING: Series of Burglaries Reported On Campus 

The UNC Depaltment of Public Safety is investigating reports received today (Fri., Oct. 4) of three burglaries occurring during late Thurs., Oct. 3 and early Fri, Oct. 4 in Ruffin Residence Hall 
on the UNC Campus. 

Preliminary police investigations have revealed that, in each case, a suspect reportedly entered rooms on the third floor of Ruff in through unlocked doors and took items including wallets, 
cash, credit/debit cards, and keys. The Department of UNC Housing and Residential Education is deactivating ant’ room keys or residence hall key fobs reportedly missing. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for any updates in investigations into these incidents. U~’~’C Police are asking anyone with information about these 
incidents to please call U~’~’C Police Department at 919-962-8100 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can 
also submit infolrnation to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers-chcunc org 

Students should take extra precautions: make sure to keep room doors locked at all times, don’t allow strangers to "piggy-back" through entrances to residence halls or ant- campus 
buildings, and call 911 immediately to report an?- and all suspicious activity on or near campus. For a list of additional safety’ tips, see the following link through the Alelt Carolina page: 

http://w~-.a lertcarolina.unc.eduJ~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Umversity’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notiI}’ you That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The Umversity’s 
Emergency Notification System is acuw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
ahvays be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina, unc edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



s S a~grdayO~to~ OOP 

."~£~L~.’!#~.~)~?. L’{’.@.~#:~’.~..~.~#~.!~. ~.!!.~#.##.~#3.~?~#. 

~ ...................................... 

VV@ @ iii{ ~:~i:.i:.!:.i~. ~i"~ oii [)@ :~iii:.:t ii s 
VVe’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Tools, Sports, and more. 

Check back often for new deals every day. 

i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!iN~!i!~i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i! 

i~ Save 37% or More Off List Pri .... 55-inch LG iXi S .... p to 30% on Inte1530 SSD’s 

....... Smart LED HDTV ....... 

Save 37% or More Off List Price on a 55oinch Save up to 30% on intei 530 SSD’s 

~iI Save 68°/o on Lady Gaga Heartbeats In-Ear             i~-~ Save $10 on a Dual USB Charger for Tablets & 

Headphones from Monster                                       Smartphones 

Save 68% e,,’~ Lady Gaga Heartbeats im.Ear Save $10 on a Dual USrg. Charger for Tablets 

Headphones from Monster c, Smal~,M,un~ 



i i% Get the C .... P ..... Shot A2500 for Under $100 

Get tlle Canop, PowerSl~ot A2500 for Under 

$100 

i i’~ Extra 15% Off Select Stanley Tools 

Ext~’a 15 ";,~ Oil Seiect S,anby t"’oois 

i i’~ Save 60% on the 1034D Serger by Brother 

Save 60% o~ ~ ~ "°’4"~ ,~e I~o .~ Serger by Brother 

.~i Save 42% on The Original Tush Cush Orthopedic 

Seat Cushion 

Save 42% on The Oliginal Tuah Cusls 

Orthopedic Seat Cualsion 

50% on Martha Stewart Crafts Craft Station 

Station 

:,~.~ Save 25% on American Era 650W Stand Mi ..... ith 6- 
QT Stainless Steel Bowl 

Save 25% on Ame~ica~ E~e 650W Stand Mixer 

with 6°QT Stainless Steel Bewi 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i~] Save an Extra 15% on Qualifying Mohawk Rugs 

Save an Ex~a 15% o~’, Qualilyi~g Mohawk R~gs 

i::.~ Save 56°/o on Philips Bike Lights 

Save 56% o~’, ~"hiiips Bike LigMs 

[~] 10% Off Fire Pits 

10% Off Fire Pi[s 

Up to 60% off Select Pure Fun Trampolines & Jumpers 

Up ~e ’S0% elf Seiect ~u~e Fun lro,,’~l.~eii~,es & 

Jumper’s 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

_ _ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
S .... pto 53% on Family Favorites iXi Save $10 on Shin Megami T .... i lV for the 3DS 

Save !-il~ to 53% e~ F.amiiy Favorites Save $i0 on Shi~, Megami "l"en’aei iV for t~e SOS 



i’~’il 25% or M .... ff of Boys’ Character Hoodies with ~iii $14.99-Elope Cat In The Hat Adult A ....... ies Kit, 

FREE Super Saver Shipping and Amazon Prime RedAA/hite, One Size 

2,., ~,:, o M(, ~ efl of Boys’ Character Heedies $14.99--Elepe Cat h~ ihe Hat AdL~lt 

i-,c .es~.o, ~.,s KiL Red/White, O,,’~e Size wi~.h FREE S~.Epe~ Saver Shippi~g a~d Amaze~ ~’ ...... ~" 

Piime 

:,’~{ $22 99-Fun World Costumes Men’s Mens Popeye ~i Save 50% or More on Beautiful Dresses from 
...... Costume, Blue, One Size ...... Heavenly Styles and Kid Collection 

$22.99--Fun Wolid Costumes Men’s Mens Save 50% ol- More on Beautifui Dresses from 

Popeye Costume, BiDe; One Size Heaveniy Styles and Kid Collection 



"~iii 50% Off or M ..... Guilio R ..... Watches i.~ 63°/o Off Sky~.*atch W ..... ’s Swiss-Made Watch 

50% Off or Mole on Guilio Romano Watches G3% Off Sk}t~/atch Wo,mee’s Swiss-Made Watch 

.~i mershey’s Candy 

Books Elect~ol"ics Clothi~-~g H<~m~’. Kitch~’~-~ & Di~-~i~-~g 

B=,. v~e~, & TV Celi Phones St’oes Home tmproveme~J, 

Ki..’~dte Fire HD Computer’s & So~#,,’~’~re Jeweiry Paho, Law~" & Gs~de~~. 

Music S~x~rts & (:’utdoo~s Ainszon Mobile ARps Hestth & Persol"st Csl-e 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Rams Club <papeflesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 10:45 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Gathering of the Coaches Circle November 8 

For: Anson Dorrance 

i 
Enable imagos to view Gathering of the Cosches Circle November 8 

View invitation: 
~ffvcw. pa pe rl e ssp o st. co m!eve ntsi5109936- 
82ee08e6!replies!96385679-5d9cb764 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

Gathering of the Coaches Circle November 8 
Friday, November 8th at 6:00 PM 

Boshamer Stadium 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Pos, maii 

Add pap@zlesspgst@Lpa,oeE[ess,oost:c,e, rn to your address book to eqsu:’e you receive sii tutu:’e emsiis from Pspel!ess Post 

it: your inbox Click here to stop :’eceb,’iq~ em,.ails tram. Pspedess Past inciudir:g invitstioqs and cards 

View the Pai;ade.~.~ P.’:..~[ privacy policy 

IINII Got iPhoneApp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ruttheck Scarves <RultheckScarves~mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 4:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ruffneck ScmTes 

Got soccer scarves’? 

® Lots of scarves On Sale for $10 

® Support your favorite MLS, Premier, or National team with a huge selection of scarves in the Scarf Shop 

Brand new_.Scarf Display Frame is now avaiBable to show off the best scarves in your collection 

Customize scarves for your club or school 

Rutfpeck Scarves 

"Better Service, Better Designs, Better Scarves," 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Ruffneck Scarves 

2450 6th Ave S 

#210 

Seattle, WA 98!34 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[:~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

% 

Amazon.corn <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:38 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Welcome to Amazon Local 

Get deals tailored just for you - se[ your !:~r!?~arar/i;!?~ I ~.~8!~8}:>,%/: ~i}:>@ 

Lo~, 

VV’@ iii CO 
As a valued Amazon.com customer, we want to make sure you don’t miss the 

amazing deals in your city from Am:,~zo~ Lecai. You’ll find savings of up to 75% on 

restaurants, spas, entertainment, and more. 

If you’d rather not receive our regular deal emails, simply ur~subscribe at any time. 

Limited-Time Free Offers to Get Started Today 

Select Kindle Books for $0.99 Each 
Amazon Digital Ser,/ices 

Voi.iCii"i (!i?:i 

$10 Off Your Order of $30 or More 
Oasa,com 

Sea All Oeals 

Follow us Get the free .,:’,n~i~.?:en i.(c;:i s~p     i Personalize your Amazon Local : 

for iOS, Kindle Fire. and Android. i experience -- set i:~sl [-~)Pe:e:c~s. ~ 

This message was sent to the following e-mail address: anson@uncaa.unc edu. Not interested in Amazon Local 

emails? it’s easy to unsubscdbe This emaii was sent from a notification-only email address that cannot accept 

incoming emaii 

"72013 Amazon Local or its affiliates. All rights reserved Amazon Local and the Amazon Local logo are trademarks of 

Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Amazon Local, 410 Terry A,;ellue N., Seattie, WA 98!09-5210 Reference: 

33444670 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 6:23 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Introducing AmazonLocaJ - DurhaJn / Chapel Hill 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e" yo~.i,~ ~.’,l-eLe.=>’.,,qces i iJna~.it~s trite4 

bnp~"’--a-e’ Hill                     i~ A ...... Looa~o~m Durham / 

$22 or $40 to Spend at The Loop Pizza 
Grill 
The Loop Pizza Grill 

1800 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill 

~ 0,7 miles away (i~( ~,"t your ,~,"ti~’:,:~l’, P,@:m~ s’~,) 

Savings !50% 

iN $22 or $40 to Spend at The Loop Pizza 

...... Grill 

Eve~ More DeNs 

~i OnlineApp-Design Ooursefor 

iPad, iPhone, or Android 

Devices 

i}x;ii Boys’ Bi~hday Party Package ::X:: Custom Stainless Steel Water ...... 
Bottle 

Online Raleigh Online 

".’o/ i~’-"8.~1, ~f:’~b, tx’e. or ;:’.,,’~,d!oid FaiR/tale Dreamer Botti=" 
D~ vic~ ’t Ca[ePress 
Excel with Business 

Ni. MixPics 350 Package: N Two-Hour Photography i~i Kiss 95.1 Grave Digger’s Ball 
Scanning and Storage for up to Workshop 
350 Photos, Slides, or 
Negatives 

Online Raleigh 

MixFics 550 F"~ok~e: "i’wo.i’tou~ "-"i’,,otog,~:~@b,y 
Sc~!’,!’,i!’q~ ~r/,:/ Si<’~~q~ fo,~ ~.q:~ ~qo!"ct hop 
to 350 Photos Siides~ oi Jennifer Weinberg [photography] 
b/egstiv~:s 
PhotoBin 

.)’~i $20toSpend on Sunday 

Brunch Buffet 

i,’~2 Golf L ..... Packag .... 

Driving Range Time 

:..... 

i~i 
Massage, Pumpkin Enzyme 

Facial, or Microderm 

Car,/ 
$20 t<~ SpeI~’t <.,..", Sl.~I~’tay 
BP, mcis B=.iffet 
Dean’s Seafood Grill & Bar 

Caty 

{:’oil l.e-~ :~.o,~’, Pa<:i<a~4 :~. or 
Driving R~s:I~ge Yime 
The Triangle Golf School 

Wake Fores~ 

~’-’~::,"..i~i, or b:iicrod(:rr:-’, 
The Skin Spa of VVake Forest 



% 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo,~@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Celebrating 25 Yrs of Character Edu Programs 

Click to view this email in a browser 

C~lebratin# 25 Y~ars of Character 8d~sc~tion 



1st Show heimet 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:52 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"IMp "the Helper: Building a Culture of Extreme Temnwork" and more 

% 
&~eoa {~Jorra~*:,:-h we have !:~2.~!.02IE!£Q~.g!Jli&Q£ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

Hel-> the Hel~er: Buiidi~.; a Cult~.~re of Extreme Teamwork 
by Kevin Pritchard, John Eliot ....................... 

List Pr,ce: $ 5.95 
Price: $17.5;6 
You Save: $8.39 (32%) 

~...’..:i~ ~:~ #.<..;.!I#.L !~.~:#.~.~:~.~[~ 
by Matt Kramer, Randy Montgomery 

List Price: $18.00 

Price: $16,~3 
You Save: $1,97 (11%) 

:~ :’? :!:i.!!:!:£!~’{:L 

by Mike Krzyzewski, Jamie K. Spatola i(!!!i£!i!!ili!t 

List Price: $15.99 

Price: $~,40 
You Save: $9.59 (60%) 

Says Coach K: "In all forms of leadership, whether you are a coach, a CEO, or a 
parent, there are four words that, when said, can bring out the best in your 
team, your employees, and your family...I BELIEVE IN YOU.These four... Read 
mi)~e 

Ear~ the Ri{~ht to Win: How S~ccess in i’~,ny ..-’-laid Starts 

by Tom Coughlin, David Fisher 

List Price: $25,95 

Price: $17,5~ 
You Save: $8.39 (32%) 

Preparation is easy to praise but very hard to master. No modern coach, in any 

sport, understands that better than N FLveteran Tom Coughlin. He led the 
New York Giants to two Super Bowl victories with his... !~!~!..!ZF2!]’. 

iPLA¢’~ 
ia’r "r£~ by Deborah M. Kolb Ph.D., Judith Williams Ph.D., Carol 
l’f#l~L~:~ Frohlinger JD ’~: " ~ ......... ~~ ........ 

List Price: $ 995 
Price: $13,81 
You Save: $6.!4 (31%) 

Advice for women from women for negotiating their own leadership careersThis 
is a practical guide for any woman dealing with a demanding role. Drawing on 
extensive interviews with women leaders, the authors isolate five key... ~.~’)Z,’.!. 



by Jon Gordon 

List Price: $23.00 

Price: $16,39 
You Save: $6,61 (29%) 

Training Camp is an inspirational story filled with invaluable lessons and insights 

on bringing out the best in yourself and your team. The story follows Martin, an 

un-drafted rookie trying to make it in the NFL. He’s... Re~ more 

by Steve Belichick 

List Price: $11.95 
Price: $8.65 
You Save: $3,30 (28-%) 

"Considered the bible of scouting techniques" according to the Los Angeles 
Times, Football Scouting Methods explains the basic scouting strategies and 
insights of author Steve Belichick. He was widely viewed as the ablest... Re~J 
!K!!?.!I!~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 11:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AI,ERT CAROLINA TIMELY WARN1NG: Peeping Incident Reported On Campus 

ALERT CAROLINA TIMELY WARNING: Peeping Incident Reported On Campus 

The UNC Department of Public Safe~ is investigating a report received today (Fri., Oct. 11) of a peeping incident occurring earlier today in Connor Residence Hall on the LrNC Campus. 

At around 3:00 a.m., a female stated that she saw a male peeping while she was in the shower in Cormor Residence Hall. The suspect was described as an Asian male, approximately 5-8 in 
height, wearing dark-framed glasses, a dark-colored Duke hoodie, and possibly blue jeans When seen, the suspect quickly fled the building. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina unc.edu) for any updates in investigations into these incidents UNC Police are asking anyone with information about this incident 
to call the UNC Police Department at 919-962-8100 or contact the Chapel Hill-Can-boro-U2",IC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous You can also submit 
information to Crime Stoppers online at w~-.crimestoppers-chcunc org 

Students should take extra precautions: make sure to keep room doors locked at all times, don’t allow strangers to "piggy-back" through entrances to residence halls or any campus 
buildings, and call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or near campus For a list of additional safe~ tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

ABOUT THIS E\IAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of reformation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarulina.unc.edu. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department nf Public Safety 



1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq~’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.~#.&ts 



~iii Shop our Deals in Books for bargains in mysteries, fiction, biographies, children’s books, and more 



~.:~@,~ 5 ~>~ ~..S~4.~%~,~’V See more 

%i Mystery, Thriller&Suspense 

Mys[elT,, T{~dile~ & Suspense 

i iXi Literary Fiction 

Literary Fictbn 



i iXi Contemporary R ..... 

Contemporsw Romance 



~:iI Biographies & Memoirs 

Bioglaphies & Memoirs 

Trsvei 

i iXi Architectural Art & Design 

Architectu,~ai Art & Design 

i i’~’i Crafts Books Under$30 

C,~afts Books Under $30 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,%~’~.~.,~ ~ ~.t~O~ B{’.e mo.~e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Xll Books by Malcolm Gladwell i i~i Design & Leadership 

Books by M~Icolm Glsdwell Design & Leander.ship 



~iii The Sci .... f Learning 

~i ..................................... 

i iXi Signed Books at Abebook ..... 



~:: New Disney Books 

New Disney Books 

i iXi Featured Cookbooks 

~’-"eatu red Cookbooks 

i i2i Selected Fiction Titles 

Selec~.ed [:.ictio,,’~ ~i~les 





"~:iI Fall Readin9 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~i~iii~i!~i~!i!~!i!~i~!iii!~i~i~i~ii~i~i~iiiiii~i!~i~i~i~i~iiiiiii~i~ii~i~!~!i!~!iii!~!ii~!~iiiii~ii!~!iiii~ill~!~!i!~!i!~i!~!~!~!iiii~ii~i~iii~i~!~!ii~!i!~!~iiiii~i!~!i!~i~iiii~ii!~!i!~iii~!iiii~i~!i!i!~!~i~iiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsultcom> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 6:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruiters RESOURCE Update - October 2013 - $5.00 E-Book STEAL! 

iNi http:iA~Nw.t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/ima ges/Ema ilU pdateMain Header.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - October 2013 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A special note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody] 

5-Buck Recruiting E-book 

For the next 36 hours, you can steala Best-Seller recruiting e-book for just ~5.00. That’s a 60% savings off the retail price! 

Take advantage of this phenomenal offer NOW] 

STEALIT HERE: http:i/www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/gooks.aspx 

The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition (www.successfactorssca/es.com) has been the #1 mental metric online assessment resource for coflege coaches and 
players[or the past 10 years. 

Recruiting Proposal 25-3 went into effect[or Division I schools in August. Steve Ma llonee of the NCAA believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the 

premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 26-3 guidelines. :~:~ :..:;o:~/? .~:~::~;~:- i/o:::. ::~. ::-:~..:~:~: 

of your Division I budget to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some mental Analytics data on your 
team. Contact your Compliance O[.ficer to request the funding. 

Special Oiler. Since the NCAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 16-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division I!, Division III, 
NAIA, and junior college programs that are interested in utilizing the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition with your teams. Call me at 1-800-293-1676 if you’re 

interested in these special discounts. 

st Beginning October i , I am offering sport psychology consulting services J:or college players and coaches via telephone/computer. I’ve been providing mental 
toughness training workshops and other sport psychology services since 1987. If you’re interested in this service or have any questions, call me at 1-800-293-1676. 

[ ii~] http://~w~v t hebestcollegerecruiter.corn/images/ErnailU pdatePa geHeader gif 

TOP RECRUBTERS SECRET RESOURCE 

THE RECRUITERS BIBLE, the massive recruiting manual (500+ pages, 18 tabbed sections), is the most vital resource you will ever need in your recruiting library! 

And it’s on sale durinq October] 

Order here: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/Book-Details.aspx?lD=14 

..................................................................................... 

NEW 8OOK DIVULGES RECRUmNG SECRETS OF LEGENDARY COACHES! 

Do you ever wonder how Barry Switzer recruited all those great football players to Oklahoma, or Tom Osborne to Nebraska, or Hayden Fry to Iowa, or R.C. Slocum 

to Texas A&M, or Gary Barnett to Colorado? 

Selling Saturdays is a collection of recruiting concepts that these legendary football coaches utilized to build their championship programs. These Hall of Fame 

coaches knew how to sell, and you get all their secrets in this outstanding book. Every coach in every sport, especially football coaches who recruit, should add this 

valuable resource to their personal library. 



Check out all the details and order your copy now: http://seliingsaturdays.com/ 

............................................................................. 

UPDATE: SPECIALTY FEATURED PRODUCTS .......................................................................... 

Check out these Featured Products, good until October 31, 2013. 

http:!ithebestcollegerecruiter.com!featured-products.asp× 

Complete Recruiters UbrawTM here: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/RecruitersoLibrary.asp× 

This message is not spare, if you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.corn. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:12 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Fitness Classes 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ..e" yo~.i,~ ~.’,reLe.:>’.,nces i Uns~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’~’--a-e’ Hill                     i~ A ...... Looa~o= Durham / 

Fitness Classes 

Move It Be Fit 

4810 Hope Valley Rd, Durham 

~" 4.2 miles away (!u:,,m Vo:ir A,m~:-~n 8ddm,.;:~) 

i’Oir: 

8avir!g,~ 83% 

:::N F~tness Classes 

Eve# More Dea~s 

~Ki. $22 or $40 to Spend at The N One-Hour Integrative Massage iNi Personalized S’tamper with 
Loop Pizza Grill                                                                Custom Faceplate 

Chapel Hill Durham Online 
522 c,r $40 ,b.,, 8F’e",d :~t "i’t’:~’, ©n::’. Ho~r i",(::,{~:;,’,tive pe,~so,q::~hz::,d r-.’.,~:a,,,sp::,~ wilt: 

The Loop Pizza Grill Power of Massage InvitationBox.com 

~:: 28 Lunches and 28 Dinners or 

...... $200 to Spend on Food 

Dancing, Sports Skills, 

..... Gymnastics, and More 

::N:: MixPics 350 Package: 

....... Scanning and Storage for u p to 

350 Photos, Slides, or 

Negatives 

Online 
28 Lu,qthes .:’,",d 28 Dir’,,r’,,¢,rs 

or $200 b:,, Spe,,",d on Food 
Personal Trainer Food 

~}i 
Skating Package and Rentals 

for One or Four 

$50 or $100 to Spend at La 

Tropicale Catering 

Roxbom Durham 

Sk~;di,~’,9 }"~<:k ~.:i’~ arsd R< r/tai.s $!:.::0 <st $100 io S~,.end ~;~t I..ss 
fe~ OI~e oi ,~:’o~.l~ ".,"lopic~’,ie Cat~:lil"g 
Palace Pointe La Tropicale Catering 



Personalize your deals by ~.i’~i~a<,,’ ~he free Amazon Local ;~pp on Follow us: [] [] 
~ti~ y~8’ ~’~s, your iPhone or Android device 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Enviro~unent Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 7:47 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message from Environment, ttealth and Sa!’ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Albert, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/compliaaace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 
notification that you have EHS traipsing and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:/iitsapps.unc.eduiEHSi and with your login the ustem 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for your prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, Health And SaJbty 

UNC-CH Enviro~maent, Health and Sa/bty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:18 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Promote the (~ift of Kindness tbr the Holidays 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Promote the Gift of Ki~dness for the Holidays 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiii~iiiii~iiii~iiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiii~iiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiii~iiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiii~i~!i!i!~!i!i!!~i!i~i!!!!i!!i~!!i!~!!!!!!!!~!!!!!~!!!!!!!~!!~!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~i~i~ii~iiii~iii~i~i~i~iii~i~i~ii~ii~iiiii~i~iiii~iii~iiii~iiii~ii~iii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiiii~i~iiiiii~iiii~ii!ii~iiii~iiiii~i!i!ii~ii~iii~iiiiii~ii!~ii~iiiii~iiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 6:19 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Fun-Park Activities ] Home Cleaning ] and I more 

% 

$20 to Spend on Fun-Park Activities 

Wheels Fun Park 

715 N Hoover Rd, Durham 
~’10.9 miles away ~ ....... .~ .... ~ , , 

Sa~,m~ s 50% 

iN $20 to Spend on Fun-Park Activities 

Home Cleaning 
AMMZA Home Care & Organizational Services 

I 
Sa’~’:m gs 72% 

i~’{ Home Cleaning 

Chimney Safety Inspections and 
Cleaning 

Southeastern See’ices 

Savir=,q= s 70% 

ii~ Chimney Safety Inspections and Cleaning 

Even More Dea~s 

.)’~i $22 or $40 to Spend at The 

Loop Pizza Grill 

i~ Custom Airbrush Spray Tans 
:..... 

i~i One-Hour Integrative Massage 

Chapel Hill 
~’.,22 o,~ ~,4C., t~) Sp~ :".,d ,~i "i’t~e 

The Loop Pizza Grill 

Durham 

Planet Beach Renaissance 

Durham 
O!’,,~?- ,~ <..~./!" I,~’,t,~?{?,q~ti~4 

Power of Massage 



~iii 
Personalized Sta mper with 

Custom Faceplate 

Fitness Classes i.X.i Two-Hour BYOB Painting Class 

Online 

Custom F.~ceplat~: 
InvitatienBox.com 

.~i Dancing, Sports Skills, 

Gymnastics, and More 

i,’~ 28 Lunch .... d 28 Di ........ 

$200 to Spend on Food 

Durham 
~",,vo-,~4<,.~./!" B~,"O[-~ FYd~/ii=".,~:i 
Ciass 
Bull City Craft 

,..... 

i~i 
Skating Packageand Rentals 

for One or Four 

Durham 
D ~ici,~’,~.’.,, Sp..’,:t.s Skili:~., 
Gym~’.,astics al-’~l Mo,,"~: 
The Little Gym of 
Durham!Chapel Hill 

~i $50 or $100 to Spend at La 

Tropicale Catering 

Online 

o,," $200 to S~>~:~sal o~’., Food 
Personal Trainer Food 

Roxboro 

~:.:.~l 0~,%" or ["o’...~l 
Palace Pointe 

Durham 
$50 ~;i .*.",100 t,’, SpeI~d at ’L.~’, 
" r <,pic...’,ie C~ter ~r’,,g 
La Tropicaie Catering 

Personalize your deals by Z~.~w~,i~.~ the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: [] [] 
:.~etti~&~ yo~l,~ ~~l~J~:’l~n~.e:!.~, your iPhone or Android device 



O~tob~i8 20 i 33ii8 NM 

%i Humans of NewYork 

Humans of New Yon’< 

H a r(tqo’,g(’, r 

Kindle book 

David and Gofiath 

H aFdcover 

Kindle book 



~:i Allegiant ii% Doctor Sleep 

o A.~eg.ant                                              Doctor creep 

I-~:ardcove~ Hardcow:~r 

Kindle book Kindle book. 

iXi The Pi ..... 

zW 

.... 

Cooks: A Y .... 

/ 

f 

Holidays 

Xi JohnnyC ..... 

Hardco’,fe~ H~:~dcove~" 

~i Sycamore Row i~ Creative Confidence 

Sycamore Row Creadve Confidence 

Hardcovel- Hardcove,~ 

Kindle book Kindl~.~ book 



~:i The Circle i~ The Lowland 

The Circle The Low!and 

H~K~cover H~,d~:over 
Kindle book Kindle book 

~:: DarkWitch ::~ The Longest Ride 

Dark ~,4Zitch The Longest Ride 

F~apeFbr~ok HaFdoover 

Kindle book Kh~dle book 

[~::: Si-cologyl id TheSignat .... fAIIThings 

Si-cology I T,~e Signature of All T Tings 

Hardcovel Hardcove,~ 

Kindle book Kin(tie book 



blome, Kib’hen & Dirfi!Lq 

Office & School Supplies 

Grocery 

P81:io, [. ~VV~I & ;’} ~I(~.~!R 

bleal!:h & Per.<~oq~}i C~}[~:’ 

/\rr~sz,gb ~,/~oi):L,!~ .,>,p.os 

Gift: C~rds 

Fise/~il 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 3:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By The Lodge at Doonbeg 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Member Exclusives - Exclusive Benefits for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 

Nil HELLO from Ireland’s West Coast. Here’s a little reminder about Doonbeg Golf Club. 

ixi 

~×~ 

%i European Golf Resort of The Year 2010.3rd Best Resort in Europe 2012 Travel & Leisure Awards Awards. 3 of the World’s top 
100 links golf courses on your doorstep. 

~i Special offer for Members of ClubCorp - A PACKAGE TO CONSIDER¯ PLAY TWO OF IRELAND’S FINEST GOLF COURSES & 

ENJOYthree NIGHTS LUXURY ACCOMMODATION WITH BREAKFAST EACH MORNING¯ From ?502 per adult* (approx¯ 

$683)¯ TO BOOK CALL RESERVATIONS ON +353 65 90 55602 Please mention ’ClubCorp’ when booking *Price based on 

twin share in a Classic Links Room. All charges will be in euros. 

iXi 

~’-’i YOU MIGHT LIKE TO KNOW¯¯¯ Where we are in the world; Doonbeg Golf Club and The Lodge at Doonbeg are located on the 

west coast of Ireland, in County Clare¯ The golf du b is only a 50 minute drive from Shannon International Airport. Direct flights to 

Shannon; New York - Shannon, Philadelphia - Shannon, Chicago - Shannon, Boston - Shannon, with connections to other major 

US cities Top links courses in Ireland; Doonbeg, Lahinch, Ballybunion, Tralee and Old Head. 



~i 
Would you like to visit Irela nd? We would be delighted to assist with your travel needs. Contact reservations on +353 65 90 

55602 or send an email to Reservations@DoonbegLodge.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 23, 2006 10:17 AM 

Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu-~; Alicia 

Alford <alicia.altbrd@uconn.edtr’~; bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <IMCEAUNKNOWN-Unknown@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pirt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

~q:lanielle.fitzgemld@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edt~-; Jmnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmaml --jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams --john.cmals@louisville.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummett@admin.ns£edu;,; Kelly Woods <ka~-oods@scarletknights.comv; Kermy 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattaJmch@mail.wvu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<vchristen~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <ribste@syr.edtr~; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edw~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedw~; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpI@admin.ust:edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan ~<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@lonisville.edu>; George 

Browne <brownege@shu.edu-~; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JennitEr 
Condaras <jcondara@bigeasl.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Jolm Fisher <john.fisher@m~JJ.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@&panl.edu>; mangion@stjolms.edu; Mia Bficl&ouse <mbricl&ouse@bigeast.olg>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Sulesh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wi:acto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs~bigeast.org>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@Ngeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt --~-dgavitt@bigeast.orgv; Donna DeMarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis~bigeasl.org>; Je~mifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <igust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Mike Tranghese <mtranghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargoli@bigeasl.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague --~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

DeM~xco --~ddemmeo@bigeast.org>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint~)providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm01@lonisville.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kathryn Statz <kstatz@depaul.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.mussean@nc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvn.edu;,; Brad Woody <~cbwoody@clemson.edn>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; tullyca@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgaxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewoo&~theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan 

<erin harrigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Ja~m Gray <itgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edw~; booz@virginia.edu; smithj@iiu.edu; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kklbwler@kn.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; 
mary@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu:>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org >; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edn; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; tp~xker@vt.edu; 

Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu,>; W Stephen Flippe~ Jr <wsf3h@cms.m~Jl.virginia.edu:>; Ward Scra~age 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net:, 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/23/06- 16.10.1.8 

Em T. Netter is a student-athlete on the women’s hockey team at Big Time University. During last year’s season she broke the NCAA record for most saves 
in a season. A professional hockey team in the locale of the institution would like to recognize her achievement at one of their home games. Is this 
permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.10.1.8 states that a student-athlete may accept complimentary admission to a professional sports contest during which the student- 
athlete and/or collegiate team is being recognized by the professional sports organization for extraordinary achievements. Further, it shall be permissible for 
the professional sports organization to promote this event to the general public. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 24, 2006 8:33 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtv~; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fia.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcmming@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tpamker@vt.edu; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <waldscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@nconn.edn>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fiizgeraJd@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edtr~; Eflea~ Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villmaova.edtr~; Jamie Mullin 

~pmulli@sTr.edu>; Ja~n DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmaml <jhegmann@providence.edtv~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 
<jolm.cam@louisville.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletl~fights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletlmights.com>; Kenny Schank --~kenny.schmlk@mail.~wa.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu:>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattaamch@mail.wvu.edtP>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.eda>; Lynne Barney <~Jbam0 l@loaisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley < maggie.mckinley@uc.eda>; Mike Karwoski <k~rwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rick 

Chrislensen <rchrislensen@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoster@syr.edu;,; Sammltha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edtr~; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edtp; George 

Browne <brownege@shu.edtc,; Greg Naples <gregoo,.naples@marquette.edu~; Jolm Fisher <john.fisher@mail.xwu.edu~; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; mangionr@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricldlouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nmacy ttamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephens@spm~port.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wt~to@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtv~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben 

Failclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygmld@bigeast.org >; Dma Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dolma Demarco 

<q:ldemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld --j siedliski@bigeasl.org>; John Moxinatto --jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaqaette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust--jgast~!bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org >; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Tranghese 
<mtmnghese@bigeasl.olg>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seato@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjiaaa@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Ginger Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu;~; Jnlie Hermann 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathryn Sta~ <ksla~@depanl.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@fftjolms.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu-~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.Ix)ber~(~@marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Complimlce Item- 10/24/06- 16.1.4.1 

Now that his team has completed its regular season competition, Coach Run is deciding on what type of awards he would like to give his student-athletes 
for their participation in the sport of cross country. 
Are there any limitations on the number of, or dollar amount on the awards provided to student-athletes? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4.1 states that awards for participation in intercollegiate athletics may be presented each year, limited in value and number as 
specified. Awards for participation in special events may be provided only to student-athletes eligible to participate in the competition. 
Annual participation awards may not exceed $175 for an underclassman and $325 for a senior. 
Please refer to the chart on pages 231-232 in the NCAA manual to determine what is permissible in regard to providing awards to student-athletes. 
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Fix)Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 25, 2006 8:44 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtv~; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fia.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr--; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vt.edu; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <waldscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@nconn.edn>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fiizgera]d@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edtr~; Erlea~ Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villmaova.edtr~; Jamie Mullin 

~pmulli@sTr.edu>; Ja~n DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmaml <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 
<john.cam@louisville.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletl~fights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.ns£edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletlmights.com>; Kenny Schank --~kenny.schmlk@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shn.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattaamch@mail.wvu.edw,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.eda>; Lynne Barney <aJbam0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley < maggie.mckinley@nc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <k~xwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rick 

Chrislensen <rchrislensen@athletics.pitt.edtp; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoster@syr.edu;,; Sammltha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edtr--; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu--; George 

Browne <brownege@shu.edu;,; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; Jolm Fisher <john.fisher@mail.xwu.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; mangionr@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricldlouse <mbrickhouse@bigeastorg>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nmacy ttamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephens@spm~port.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edw~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben 

Failclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weyg~ld <bweygand@bigeast.org >; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~qzldemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedlisld --j siedliski@bigeasl.org>; John Maxinatto --jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust--jgust~)bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org >; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Tranghese 
<mtmnghese@bigeasl.olg>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seato@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <ts3~monds@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edus~; Jnlie Hermann 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathryn Sta~ <ksla~@depanl.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@fftjolms.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu-~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~g~:marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri 

Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/25/06- NLI 

Intha Paint is a basketball prospect being recruited by College USA. He is going to sign an NLI during the early signing period and would like the head coach at College USA 
to come to his house while he signs the documents. 
Is this permissible? 

No. Provision 20 (Coaching Contact Prohibited at Time of Signing) on the National Letter of Intent states that a coach or institutional representative 

may not hand deliver this N LI off campus or be present off campus at the time the prospect signs it. This N LI may be delivered by express mail, courier 
service, regular mail, e-mail or facsimile machine. A NLI transmitted to an institution by facsimile machine or electronically shall be considered valid. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 27, 2006 8:42 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtv~; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banragaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fia.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vl.edu; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cras.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <waldscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@nconn.edn>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dnfisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fi~zgera]d@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edtr~; Erlea~ Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villmaova.edtr~; Jamie Mullin 

~pmulli@sTr.edu>; Ja~n DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cam@louisville.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletl~fights.com>; Kelly Bmramett <bmmmett@admin.ns£edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletlmights.com>; Kenny Schank --~kenny.schmlk@mail.~wa.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shn.edu>; 

Larissa Cattznach <larissa.cattaamch@mail.wvu.eduv,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.eda>; Lynne Barney <oJbam0 l@loaisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley < raaggie.mckinley@nc.eda>; Mike Karwoski <k~rwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rick 

Chris~tensen <rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoster@syr.edu;,; Sammltha Huge 

--~skh23@georgetown.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@illanova.edu~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Sturapf, Rick 

<RSturapf~admin.usf.edu~; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.orgv; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.regml@villanova.edtr~; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine 

Wise <elaine.wise@loui~ille.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edn>; Greg Naples <gregolT.naples@marquette.edtr~; John Fisher 

<john.tishe@mail.~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; N~mcy ttamant <nancy.hammat@uc.edw~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usfedw~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edtr~; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <w[actor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

~gavirt@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John M~xinarto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette <jpaqaette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust--jgast@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.ovg>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmavgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspark@adrain.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jkherm01@loui~4lle.edw~; Kathryn Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober@marquette.edw~; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/27/06- Current Event 

Symbol of success 
Helmet decals, a Iongtime college football tradition, motivate and reward players and teams 

IndyStar.com 

Doug Jones took count a few weeks ago. Fifteen stickers of the University of Cincinnati’s C-paw" logo adorned his black helmet. 

"As a player in high school, I always looked up to the colleges that had stickers," the junior fullback from Erlanger, Ky., said. "1 thought, man, it’d be cool to have them. Now that we have 

them, it’s a great feeling." 

Cincinnati began giving helmet stickers this fall, joining others in one of college football’s endearing traditions of awarding decals to players or units who make great plays and meet 

team goals. 

Former Ohio State coach Woody Hayes is the accepted pioneer, devising the idea along with trainer Ernie Biggs in 1968 

Helmet stickers, or pride stickers as they’re called in some locales, were born. 

"Those Buckeye leaves are tradition That sums it up," said Ohio State product Ben Hartsock, an Ohio native and former Colts tight end who was picked up by Tennessee this week. 

"Every kid growing up, whatever era he came through, their idol had Buckeye leaves, if it was Archie Griffin, Eddie George or Craig Krenzel As a child growing up, those Buckeye leaves 

meant success. 

"1 remember getting my first one. They were always team-oriented. It was never a competitive thing, it was just kind of something that the team knew that if your helmet was getting full, 

the team was doing well." 

Today, Ohio State gives them for key performances on special teams, offense or defense. Coach Jim Tressel’s subscription-only Web site keeps a complete list of how many Buckeye 

leaves each player has won and the criteria for winning them 

"1 think it’s something that has been stored here for quite some time," Tressel said. "The size of the leaf has changed. The criteria of how you get them has changed many, many times 

"1 think it’s something our guys take pride in, not so much to display on their helmet but seeing how many they can accumulate" 

$oePa #or interested 
While few images shout "college football" as loud as Ohio State’s silver helmet smothered in buckeye leaves, the tradition seems to be diminishing. 

Colorado stopped awarding buffalo Iogos this season. Dan Marino and Tony Dorsett earned stickers at Pitt, but current players don’t. 

Arizona used to as well, but a school spokesman said they stopped because safety Chuck Cecil collected so many big cat claws for vicious hits, his helmet "looked stupid." 

No team in the Pac-1O does it. Michigan? Nothing. 

And nobody has dared to put anything on Joe Paterno’s clean, white headgear, except the lone blue stripe down the middle. 

"I’ve never been for that stuff," Paterno said. "That’s why we’ve never had names on uniforms, because nobody achieves anything without the others. 

"But that’s our style, and that’s the great thing about college football. Everybody’s a little different. You’ve got 119 Division I-A schools, and they’ve all got ways to get things done. 

Everybody’s a little different, and that’s great."" 

DoeBey aad dog benes 

Several Southern schools have followed former Georgia coach Vince Dooley, who gave out stars beginning in 1971. 



Dooley got the idea after he and former Michigan coach Be Schembechler conducted a series of football clinics at military bases in Europe. Dooley noticed the military medals awarded 

for outstanding service and thought there could be a correlation to football. 

"The general idea was for it to be an incentive program where you reward individuals and teams based on performance and certain things like blocking a kick or making an interception," 

Dooley said by phone from his office overlooking the Georgia practice facility. 

Dooley added a special twist, a bone for a game-winning or game-saving play 

"It was received more than well," Dooley said. "They really took pride in having stars on their headgear If they didn’t get one, they’d let an assistant or equipment guy know if they felt they 

deserved one" 

Georgia now gives out a white bone for football excellence and a black one for academics. 

Clemson awards a paw print. North Carolina State gives out a blood-tipped wolf’s fang. East Carolina, a pirate skull Vanderbilt pastes small black ship anchors on its helmets 

Louisiana-Lafayette prefers a cajun pepper that appears as the apostrophe in its nickname Ragin’ Cajuns. 

The criteria for earning a helmet sticker varies greatly, but most schools award them only after a victory. 

Purdue previously used train loges but switched to Purdue Pete stickers this year. 

"It’s a fun thing to have," Purdue receiver Greg Orton said. "It’s almost like a contest. Some guys get fired up for it. For other guys, it’s just another thing. But it’s fun to have." 

Colts defensive end Dwight Freeney remembers earning performance decals as far back as high school, when he was an All-American at Bloomfield, Conn. 

His team was the Warhawks, and he received hawks for sacks or fumble recoveries. 

"That basically lets everybody knowthat, ’This guy is a bailer. He’s been doing a lot of something,’ " Freeney said. "My helmet was all filled. They were everywhere. You just tried to get the 

most stickers everywhere." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 30, 2006 8:52 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd q~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.eduq Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banragaztner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hawigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fia.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,~; Sand), Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tpaJrker@vt.edu; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cras.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wal~lscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@nconn.edn>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

q:lnfisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fi~zgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villmaova.eduq Jamie Mullin 

~pmulli@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.e&P; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 
<john.cam@louisville.edu>; Kate Hickey <ktickey@scarletlafights.com>; Kelly Bmramett <bmmmett@admin.nsEedu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletlmights.com>; Kenny Schank --~kenny.schmlk@mail.~wa.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shn.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattaamch@mail.wvu.edu’-,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.eda>; Lynne Barney ~Jbam0 l@loaisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley < raaggie.mckinley@nc.eda>; Mike Kal~voski <k~ra, oski.1 @nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rick 

Chris~ensen ~:rchris~ensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler qathcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoster@syr.edu;,; Sammltha Huge 

--~skh23@georgetown.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@illanova.edu~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Sturapf, Rick 

<RSturapf~admin.usf.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg~; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@villanova.edu,~; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine 

Wise <elaine.wise@loui~ille.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edn>; Greg Naples <gregolT.naples@maNuette.edu-~; John Fisher 

<john.tishe@mail.~Tu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nm~cy tlamant <nancy.hammal@uc.edw~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usfedw~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wihctor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

~q:lgavitt@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John M~inatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette <jpaqaette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust--jgast@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeastorg>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <snmrphy@bigeastorg>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson ~:bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspark@adrain.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu,~; Jill La Point 

@atxfint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@loui~Tille.edw~; Kathryn Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.eduq Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober@marquette.edw~; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/30/06- 16.7.1 

The volleyball team at College USA will be competing in their final regular season competition during Thanksgiving break. Even though they don’t play until 
Saturday night, the coach is requiring the team to remain on campus during the entire break (Wednesday - Sunday). As a reward for their hard work, the 
coach would like to take the team bowling Friday night. 
is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.7.1 states that an institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place within 
a 100-mile radius of where a team plays or practices in connection with an away-from-home contest or en route to or from a such a contest. In addition, an 
institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s 
campus or practice site during vacation periods when the team is required to reside on campus (or at a practice site normally used by the institution) and 
classes are not in session. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 31, 2006 8:49 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd "m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtv~; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banragaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fia.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edtc>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcock@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vl.edu; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cras.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <waldscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@nconn.edn>; 

bill.shults@uconn.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf 

<dnfisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fiizgeraJd@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edtr~; Eflea~ Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villmaova.edtr~; Jamie Mullin 

~pmulli@syr.edu>; Ja~n DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cam@louisville.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletl~fights.com>; Kelly Bmramett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scarletlmights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schmlk@mail.~wa.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@slm.edu:>; 

Larissa Cattznach <larissa.catt~amch@mail.wvu.edtP,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.eda>; Lynne Barney <aJbam0 l@loaisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley < raaggie.mckinley@uc.eda>; Mike Karwoski <k~xwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rick 

Chrislensen <rchrislensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoster@syr.edu;,; Sammltha Huge 

--%kh23@georgetown.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@illanova.edu~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Sturapf, Rick 

<RSturapf~admin.usf.edu~; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.orgv; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@villanova.edtr~; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine 

Wise <elaine.wise@loui~ille.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edn>; Greg Naples <gregoly.naples@marquette.edtr~; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; N~mcy ttamant <nancy.hammat@uc.edw~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usfedw~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edtr~; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wihctor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison ttoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

~q:lgaviti@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John M~xinatio 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaqaette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgast@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.ovg>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmavgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspark@adrain.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point 

@avfint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jkherm01@loui~411e.edw~; Kath~’n Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober@marquette.edw~; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/31/06- N LI 

ii..iii/:i~, ii::::~:ii::::~:’:~( H,~!:!t ii... ii...Ci~W ii[i!i!i!ii[i!i!i! ii:~:~ii !i 

Charity Stripe, a prospective student-athlete in the sport of women’s basketball, signs a National Letter of Intent during the early signing period (November 8-15). Prior to 
Charity’s signing, the institution committed an NCAA violation in her recruitment. The institution reported the violation and Charity’s eligibility was reinstated by the NCAA 
before she signed the NLI. 

Is the NLI that Charity signed valid? 

Yes because Charity is eligible at the time of signing. NLI Provision 7F states that if the institution (or representative of its athletics interests) violated NCAA or conference 
rules while recruiting a prospect, this NLI shall be declared null and void if the violation results in the need for the prospect’s eligibility to be reinstated by the NCAA student- 

athlete reinstatement staff. 
it is the status of the student.athlete which renders the NLI null and void rather than the timing of the violation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 1, 2006 8:46 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Brian Lulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcmming@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanle Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tpaJ:ker@vt.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <alicia.aJford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shnlts <bill.shults@nconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Bryan Carter <b~an.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJd.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmnllin@@r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJ:as@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@provi&nce.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cazns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklan&@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<Smmme~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods ~woods@sc~xletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney --~delanekl@stj ohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick --lceenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach 
<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edn>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wt~to@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan -<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edtr~; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <jolm.tishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylei~o <mjwasyle@max~-ell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn --~ahoelm@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org~; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@atxfint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkherm01@loui~Tille.edu-~; Kathryn Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lyml.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/1/06- NLI 

Around Thahorn, a softball prospect, signs a National Letter of intent (NLI) during the early signing period. The athletic grant in aid that accompanied the NLI 
was for the fall 2007 semester only. 
Is the NLI valid? 
No. NLI Provision 2 states that the NLI must be accompanied by one full academic year’s worth of athletic financial aid (two semesters or three quarters). 
As such, it is not permissible for a non-scholarship student to sign a valid N LI (e.g., ceremonial NLI). NLIs with offers of aid for one semester or two quarters 
should not be validated by the conference office. Furthermore, the financial aid agreement offered at the time of signing must be valid in order for the 
National Letter of Intent to be valid. 
It is not appropriate for institutions to issue National Letters of Intent to prospects who will not receive an offer of athletics aid, even when a ceremonial 
signing is the motive. Institutions which engage in this practice will be considered in violation of the expectations of the NLI program and may be subject to 
sanctions from the NLI Steering Committee. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 1, 2006 5:00 PM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtv~; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaytner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fia.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcmming@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.~Jford@uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shnlts <bill.shults@nconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edu~; Bryan Carter <b~an.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edw~; Daniel Gos~m 

--:dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.filzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJd.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess tiegmann 

<jhegmann@provi&nce.edu>; Jody Sykes <jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jthntonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cayns@loaisville.edu)>; Joseph Klauder <jklan&r@providence.eda>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<Smmmetti~)admin.usf.eda>; Kelly Woods ~woods@sc~xletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney --~delanekl @stj ohns.eda>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick --lceenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach 
<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albayn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckAnley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edn>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan ~<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edtr~; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <jolm.tishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wauleifl(o <mjwasyle@maxwv-ell.syr.eda>; Nancy Hmnant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@aconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.asf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn --~ahoelm@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org~; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeasl.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thlmngi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@atxfint@providence.edu>; Julie tiennann <jkherm01@loui~4lle.edw~; Kathryn Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lypal.tighe@villanova.edu)>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.eda>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@nconn.edu)>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.eda>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wva.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/2/06- Current Event 

Please remind your women’s basketball coaches that the earliest they may call a prospect is in April of their junior year and calling prospects before that time in this manner 
is violating 13.1.3. 
It wouldn’t be a bad idea to share this with all of your other coaches in case this seems to be the "new trend" out there. 

Calls begin (unofficially) for Lausanne freshman 
She may be only a fresl~nan, but Lausanne basketball standout Lauren Avant is on to you cunning college coaches, especially those of you who like to call her illegally and 
then hang up, thinking you’re slick. 
They’re not supposed to call me, but they do, and it cuts into my social life," said Avant, a 5-81/2 combo guard at Lausanne with scholarship offers already from at least a 
dozen Division 1 college programs. 

Recruiting violations a~side, what’s also blatantly apparent is that Awmt, who averaged 12.6 points per game a~s an eighth-grader last season on a Lausanne varsity team that 
finished 30-4, will be at the center of a national recruiting war for her services for at least the next few years. 

Avant was the only high school freshman nationwide named honorable mention All-American in Street & Smith’s recently released 2006 Girls High School All-America 
Tealn. 

"I feel honored, but I don’t want to think of it too much because I don’t want it to go to my head. I don’t want to be a cocky player," said Avant, 14, who last summer was 
pm’t of a highly touted AAU 15-and-under squad scouted by Tennessee women’s basketball coach Pat Summitt on at least two occasions. 

"I don’t like a lot of publicity. I just like to be me and play and not have to worry about all that." 

Avant’s father, Andre Pruitt, said he knows his daughter won’t be able to stay out of the spotlight much longer, not with schools such as Connecticut, Duke, Tennessee and 
Vanderbilt interested in her services. 



"We really don’t talk about it much now because we want to keep her level-headed," Pruitt said. "But when I heard she was the only person from (the Class of 2010) to 
make (Street &Smith’s) list, I was like, ’What?!’ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 1, 2006 5:06 PM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtv~; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fia.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <alicia.~Jford@uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shnlts <bill.shults@nconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edu~; Bryan Carter <b~an.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae -<tbarflaolomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~’@syr.edw~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~’danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@s?r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess tiegmann 

<jhegmaml@provi&nce.edu>; Jody Sykes <jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jthntonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loaisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklan&@providence.eda>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<Smmmettt~)admin.usf.eda>; Kelly Woods <~woods@sc~xletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney --’delanekl @stj ohns.eda>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick --lceenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach 
<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Kavwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edn>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan -<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edtr~; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <jolm.tishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eda>; Nancy Hmnant --’nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@aconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.asf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn --’ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeasl.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thlmngi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie tiermann <jkherm01@loui~411e.edw~; Kathryn Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.eda>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.eda>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wva.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/3/06- Current Event 

It’s up to schools to control sports spending, panel says 
USA TODAY.corn 

WASHINGTON -- Insisting there is no crisis in intercollegiate athletics, NCAA President Myles Brand nonetheless cautioned Monday that the rate of budget growth for athletic 

departments needs to be moderated before expenditures become unsustainable. 

Brand, speaking at the National Press Club, announced the recommendations of a 50-member presidential task force that was assigned almost two years ago to survey the future of 

Division I athletics. 

The panel recommended presidents and chancellors of individual schools make decisions affecting fiscal behavior for their athletic departments, saying a mandate imposed by the 

NCAA would not work and the association cannot dictate such terms because of antitrust considerations. 

"The solution is at the campus level, institution by institution," Brand said. "There are no national sanctions attached to it." 

Hundreds of millions are spent annually on scholarships, coaching salaries, facility upgrades and day-to-day operations of sports programs, causing many athletic departments to dip 

into their schools’ general funds to cover such costs, Brand said. And he warned that the schools’ academic missions could be increasingly pressured 

He said research shows athletic spending in Division I outpaced spending on higher education by two to three times in the last several years. The task force recommended that 

schools’ spending information be made available to university presidents and chancellors so trends can be tracked. 

Said task force chairman Peter Likens, president emeritus at Arizona: "Fiscally, we really are constrained because we’ll get ourselves in court over Sherman antitrust violations very 

quickly .. The big-ticket items, like are you going to build a new stadium, there’s no way the NCAA can really get into that 

"Should you pay your coach a million dollars or 2 million? There’s no way the NCAA is ever going to get into that" 

Ohio State President Karen Holbrook, who led the task force’s subcommittee on athlete well-being, said talk should be encouraged on whether to allow some players to have five years 

of eligibility. "There has been no final decision and it has not been talked about at length," she said, "but (at Ohio State) we favor a five-year eligibility .. (if) students have met certain 

academic standards and may have even graduated and will stay on for an additional year in a graduate program. 

"Part of the reason for doing this is many students are taking five years to graduate, and not necessarily for the wrong reasons." 

Brand said the typical student now takes 4.8 years, on average, to graduate 

In a related matter, Brand said the NCAA got an extension for replying to questions posed by Rep. Bill Thomas, chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee. He recently wrote to 

Brand regarding the NCAA’s tax-exempt status and college sports’ overall connection to higher education. Thomas wanted a reply by Monday but has given the NCAA until Nov. 13. 

Thomas, R-Calif, pointed to the NCAA’s lucrative TV deals, multimillion-dollar salaries for coaches and millions more spent on facility upgrades. 

Brand insisted Monday that college sports are still important to the overall academic experience and he does not believe the NCAA’s tax-exempt status should be an issue. "We’re 

absolutely certain we’re in compliance with IRS standards," he said. 

Assi~l~x~t Cc.mm~ss:=o!’er for C’..:nip==iance 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 6, 2006 9:10 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanle Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.a]ford(~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shnlts <bill.shults@nconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edu~; Bryan Carter <b~an.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae ~<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmnllin@@r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@provi&nce.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jchntonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklan&@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<Smmmetti~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods ~woods@sc~xletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney --~delanekl@stj ohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick --lceenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach 
<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Kavwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edn>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan ~<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edtr~; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <jolm.tishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn --~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeasl.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@loui~Tille.edu-~; Kathryn Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/6/06- Current Event 

B-ball Players Suspended For NCAA Violation 

Three starters supplied books for teammates with scholarship vouchers 

By: Jonathan Saavedra 

Issue date: 11/2/06 
Cal State Fullerton’s men’s basketball team will be without three projected starters and a back-up center for the first three games of the season 
due to suspensions stemming from a secondary NCAA rules violation. 

Titans Bobby Brown, Frank Robinson, Scott Cutley and Curtis Battles will be sidelined when the team faces California Maritime Academy on Nov. 
10, Hope International on Nov. 14 and Texas-San Antonio on Nov. 22 for their misuse of book vouchers during the spring semester. 

Brown, Robinson and Cutley apparently supplied books to three walk-on teammates using book vouchers that were part of their scholarships. 
Battles and two other walk-ons, Jerard Motet and Damien Massey, who are not on the team this season, received the books purchased with 
vouchers that were solely to be used on course-related books for the three athletes with scholarships. 

"Our players in all honesty had no idea that these were NCAA violations," Titan Head Coach Bob Burton said. "They just thought they were trying to 
help their teammates out, not realizing that this was wrong." 

The suspensions leave the Titans opening their season with just 11 players. Without Brown, Robinson and Battles, senior forward Justin Burns will 
be the only available player in the first three games who was on the active roster last season. 

"1 feel like I let my teammates down," Brown said. "They understand what we were doing was for a good cause, but at the same time it’s a violation, 



so we have to sit out three games. We’ll be on the sidelines cheering them on." 

Julie Bowse, CSUF assistant athletics director and compliance officer, was unable to speak specifically about the case but said that the rule 
violated was bylaw 15.2.3.1 in the NCAA rulebook. 

The bylaw states that "there is no dollar limit for books a student-athlete may receive, provided each book is required for a course in which the 
student-athlete is enrolled." 

The NCAA rules state that eligibility shall not be affected if the total amount is less than $1 00. A suspension is in order if the noncourse-related 
required books cost over $1 00. The student athlete is required to repay the value of the benefit to a charity of his or her choice. In both cases with 
the suspended athletes, books were less than $1 O0 but exceeded the limit when taxes were added. 
"If these two kids have done this in the state of Oregon where there is no sales tax, there would’ve been no penalty and they wouldn’t even be sitting 
out games," Burton said. 

The violation was self-reported by CSUF upon discovery that some of the books purchased with vouchers did not match the classes being taken 
by Me student-athletes with scholarships, Burton said. 

"They did match a lot of the walk-ons’ classes, so with that they put one and one together," Burton said. "It’s just another lesson we’ve learned and 
now we have a better check-and-balance system for books at our school." 

Burton said that with the three projected starters sitting out the first three games, it’s going to give other players an opportunity to start and force the 
team to help develop its depth. 

"From our standpoint it’s tough because now we’re going to go in three games without three of our top players," Burton said. "It really makes it hard 
because now we’re trying to get two teams ready - one ready for the first three games and another team for when those kids come back." 

The four suspended players will be cleared to return to the court when CSUF is on the road to play Louisiana-Lafayette on Nov. 24. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 7, 2006 8:54 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu% Brian ][,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-*; Eric BanmgaJtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray-cjtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu;>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kld’owle@ku.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; mary@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,;; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanle Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tpaJrker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford ~:alicia.a]ford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shnlts <bill.shults@nconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edup; Bryan Carter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae -<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-*; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJJ.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmnllin@s?r.e&P~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJ:as@bigeast.org--% Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmatm@provi&nce.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.ca4ms@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklan&@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<bmmme~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods <~woods@sc~xletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney -cdelanekl@stj ohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick -ckeenanki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach 
<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu;; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albazn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers ~:molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edn>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edus4 Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <holton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan -<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <jolm.tishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --’nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn --~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Datum Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org-;; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates ~:lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org--% Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@atxfint@providence.e&P~; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@loui~411e.edu-~; Kath~’n Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@nconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/7/06- NLI 

Ree Lay, a swimming prospective student-athlete, signed a National Letter of intent (NLI) during the early signing period with College USA. In January, 
College USA announced that it would be dropping its swimming and diving program effective August 2007. 
Is Ree’s NLI still valid? 
No. NLI Provision 7e states that an NLI shall be declared null and void if the institution discontinues the sport. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 8, 2006 8:29 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; tullyc@bc.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fia.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; kcunning@umd.edu; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; kkfowle@ku.edu; lbabcoclc@theacc.org; ma~@lovetobehappy.com; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tpaJ:ker@v"t.edu; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscraaaage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <alicia.aJford@uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shnlts <bill.shults@nconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~; Bryan Carter <b~an.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae -<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ <dmisa~’@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <’da~ielle.fitzgera]d@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJd.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdemagelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJ:as@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmaml@provi&nce.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cazns@loaisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklaa&@providence.eda>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<5mmme~!admin.usf.eda>; Kelly Woods ~woods@sc~xletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

Delmley <delanekl@stj ohns.eda>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keena~ki@slm.edu>; Larissa Cattanach 
<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edn>; Sammatha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.na]ly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan -<taniel.t.regma@villanova.edw~; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <jolm.tishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eda>; Nmlcy Hmnaaat <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@aconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.asf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org~; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjim~ 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thlmngi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@avfint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jkherm01@loui~Tille.edu-~; KathD’n Sta~ <ksta~@depaul.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.eda>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.eda>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wva.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/8/06- 17.1.5.2 

Head Baseball Coach at Big Time University is planning the out of season conditioning schedule for the remainder of the fall semester. He has told the 
strength coaches to prepare workouts for the student-athletes up until the day before final exams begin. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 7.1.!5.2 states that: 

(a) Sports other than Football. Outside of the playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes of the academic year or September 15, whichever 
occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the institution’s final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year, only a student-athlete’s 
participation in required weight-training, conditioning and individual skill instruction shall be permitted. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities per 
Bylaw 17.02.1 shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week with not more than two hours per week spent on individual skill workouts. All 
athletically related activities outside the playing season are prohibited one week prior to the beqinning of the final examination period throuqh the 

/ / conclusion of each student-athlete’s final exams. (Revised: 4, 27, 06 effective 8/1/06) 

(b) Division I-A Football 0-A]. Activities between the institution’s last contest and January 1 are limited to required weight-training, conditioning and the 
review of game film. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of which no more than two 
hours per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning January 1 and outside the playing season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaw 
17.11.6. 

(c) Division I-AA Football [I-AA]. Activities between the institution’s last contest and the start of summer conditioning are limited to required weight=training, 
conditioning and the review of game film. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of which 
no more than two hours per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning with the start of summer conditioning and outside the playing 
season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaw 17.11.6-(a)-(2) and 17.11.6-(b). 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 9, 2006 8:35 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.eda>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Canningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; MaW Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanle Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tpamker@vt.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <alicia.~Jford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shuPLs@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@ma]l.wvu.edtv~; Bwan Carter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Chmtes Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Ba(tholomae -<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.filzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucma]l.uc.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<eflea~m@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.eda>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@provi&nce.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loaisville.edu:>; Joseph Klauder <jklan&@providence.eda>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<Smmme~!admin.usf.eda>; Kelly Woods ~woods@sc~mletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edtt>; Kevin 
Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <alb~xn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 
<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbste@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stampl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wt~to@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan -<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edtv~; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionl(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~oase 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wa~lenlco <mjwasyle@maxwvell.syr.eda>; Nancy Hmnant ~-~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@aconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.asf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn --~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 
<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaqnette@bigeast.org~; Jon Gust <jgnst(@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org~; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint~!providence.edtt>; Julie Hennann <jl~erm01@louiswille.edu>; Kathryn Statz <ks~tz@&paul.eda>; Kathy Meehan 

) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lyml.tighe@villanova.edu:>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.eda>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.eda>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wva.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/9/06- NCAA Official Interpretation 

ANee Oop is a women’s basketball student-athlete. She transferred to College USA at the beginning of the fall 2006 semester. Consequently, NCAA rules do 
not allow ANee to compete for College USA during the 2006-07 academic year. The coach, however, would like AIlee to sit on the bench during home games 
so that she can feel like part of the team. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation [3113197] - Transfers -- Sitting With Team During A Contest- states that a transfer student-athlete who is fulfilling a 
residence requirement may sit with the institution’s team (e.g., on the bench, in the dugout, on the sidelines) during a contest in which the member 
institution’s team participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. [Note: Such a student-athlete may not receive expenses in conjunction 
with away-from-home contests.] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 10, 2006 9:21 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanle Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.a]ford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shul~Ls@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edtr~; Bwan Calter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae ~<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jamie Mullin ~pmnllin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@provi&nce.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jchntonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.corns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklan&@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<Smmmetti~)admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods <~woods@sc~xletknights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Bm’ney <albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Kavwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 
<athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbste@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan ~<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edtr~; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn --~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 
<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Doram Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaqnette@bigeast.org~; Jon Gust <jgnst(@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.orgv; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeasl.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspaxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 
<jlapointi~)providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jl~erm0 l@louis~Alle.edu>; Kathryn Statz <ks~tz@depanl.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/10/06- Cnnent Event 

Graduation rates ratchet up a notch 
USAToday.com 

College athletes’ graduation rates continue to inch upw’ard, most notably among minorities, a new NCAA study showed Thursday. 

Rates for football and men’s basketball, big-money sports that have drawn the most criticism for academic deficiencies, w’ere among those showing improvement, and NCAA President 

Myles Brand declared the overall progress "one of our greatest success stories." 

"The claim that student-athletes don’t perform well in the classroom is well offthe mark," he said 

Overall in the NCAA’s top-tier Division I, 77% of the scholarship athletes who arrived on campus from 1996-99 graduated within six years, the study found. That’s up a percentage point 

from a year ago. 

The rate for men’s basketball continues to lag, at 59%, but that’s also up a point. For black players, it rose two points to 51%. 

The rate for football in Division I-A, home to the nation’s 119 biggest programs, rose a point to 66%. 

Those "graduation success rates" are computed by the NCAA. 

A separate set of numbers computed by the federal government ignores transfers into a school and counts all those leaving as non-graduates, regardless of whether they earn degrees 

at other schools. The NCAA touts its rate as more accurate, but it does not have a comparative rate for the general student body. 

Low grad rates in football and basketball are among the issues raised by House Ways and Means Committee chairman Bill Thomas, R-Calif., in a letter to Brand last month asking the 

NCAA to justify its tax-exempt status. Thomas also took issue with incoming college athletes who "at many universities have lower average SAT scores and high school grades than 

those of the general student body." 

Brand said the average SAT score for incoming Division I athletes is 50 points higher than for all incoming students (1090 to 1050) and, as further rebuttal, pointed to the latest grad-rate 

data "There are critics who ignore the research and the data and continue to peddle the myth that student-athletes are poor students," he said 

The NCAA’s formal response to the Ways and Means chairman is due Monday. 

Sooner sidelined: 

Oklahoma freshman guard Bobby Maze will miss the start of the basketball season after breaking a bone in his right foot during practice Wednesday. 

First-year coach Jeff Capel said Maze was expected to miss four to six weeks. 

The Sooners are already without guard Michael Neal, their top returning scorer, for the first two games because of a violation of NCAA rules. 

The Sooners open their regular season Friday night against Norfolk State. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 13, 2006 8:45 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr% Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-*; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray-cjtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin -cjaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~4 Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~4 Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <msry@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sand), Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tpsrker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shul~Ls@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edtr% Bwan Calter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae -<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-*; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erlea~m@syr.edu-*; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-*; Jamie Mullin ~pmnllin@@r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondsxas@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel -cjrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; John Cams <john.carns@lonisville.edu>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scsxletknights.com>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edn>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc4 Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob 

Fiedler -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbste@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr% Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan -<taniel.t.regan@villanova.edtr% dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn --~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 
<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Doram Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.orgv; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeasl.org; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks 

McGlinchy <bspsxk@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 
<jlapointi~)providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jl~erm0 l@louis~Alle.edu>; Kathryn Statz <ks~tz@depanl.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/13/06- NCAA Official Interpretation 

College USA basketball team played their first regular season game Saturday afternoon. Lane Violation, Held Ball and Goal Tending did not participate in the 
competition. The coach wanted them to work on a few skills in order for them to be ready to play in the next game. About two hours after the game, one of 
the assistant coaches held a 30-minute practice for these three student-athletes. 
Is it permissible for a student-athlete to practice after a competition if he/she did not compete? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation [9/4/91] - Student-Athlete Practices Following a Competition in Which He or She Does Not Compete- states that 
practice by a student-athlete following the institution’s competition is not permitted, regardless of whether the student-athlete participated in the competition. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 14, 2006 8:39 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric BanmgaJtner 

<ebaumgartner@,SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray-cjtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin -cjaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~4 Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~4 Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org-~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,;; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@~clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@v"t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Alicia Alford ~:alicia.a]ford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shul~Ls@uconn.e&p~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@maJJ.wvu.edu>; B~an Calter <b~,an.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae :<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~:@syr.edu->; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~’danielle.filzgemld@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.e&P~; Doug BaJ~ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@~r.edu*; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel -cjrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Kiauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scaxletknights.com>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edn>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edup; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edn>; Lisa Deibler ~:ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu,;; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edus4 Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nicLojea@lonis~dlle.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob 

Fiedler <athcompl@syr.e&P~; Roslynn Foster <rtbster@syr.edtp~; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edu->; Stephen Nally <s~tephennally@illanova.e&P; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.ust:edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <mazielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <~q’actor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dlxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaJne.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg 

Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu;>; John Fisher <john.fishe@m~Jl.wvn.edu;>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --:mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu;>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu;>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu;>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgels.edu; Wanda Factor-cwfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu:>; 

Allison Hoehn ~:ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeafft.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.ovg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.olg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes ~:int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~aton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@~r.edu->; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu->; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@pmvidence.edu:>; Julie Hennann qkhelm0 l@louisville.edu;>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@nconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/14/06- NCAA StaffInterpretation 

Hail Mary, a football student-athlete, wants to transfer from College USA. He asks his coach for permission to speak to other schools. The coach tells Hail 
that he can be contacted by other schools at the end of the fall semester. 
Is Hail entitled to a hearing since permission to speak was not granted until the end of the semester? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation [2/22/06]- Hearing Opportunity When Written Permission to Contact Four-Year College Prospect is Delayed 
(1!11/111)- states that if an institution delays a response to a student-athlete’s request for permission to contact any other four-year institution or indicates that 
permission will be granted at a later date (e.g., at the end of the term), the institution must inform the student-athlete in writing within a reasonable time 
period following the initial request that he or she, on request, will be provided a hearing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 15, 2006 9:22 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@~SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; MaW Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@~clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edw~; B~an Carter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Ba~tholomae ~<tbarflaolomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isal’<dmisa~syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@loaisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.filzgeml@marquette.edtr’~; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug BaJ~ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@~r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~avhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantolfio@bigeas~t.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scaxletknights.com>; Kelmy 
L Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edn>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Rob 

Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbster@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edw~; Stephen Nally <s~tephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horto@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.ust:edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~elle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <~x4"acmr@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dlxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaJne.wise@louisville.edw~; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg 

Naples <grego~.naples@marquerte.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@Nohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu:>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgels.edu; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu~,; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~Mgavitt@bigeafft.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.ovg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.olg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~aton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@~r.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edw~; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hermann qkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lyml.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@nconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/15/06- Cnnent Event 

NCAA responds to Congress about tax-exempt status 
ESPN.com--AP 

WAStIINGTON -- The NCAA deiEnded its tax-exempt status Monday in a 25-page response to questions t~om the chairman of the ttouse Ways and Means 

Commitlee. 

Last month, Rep. Bill Thomas, R-Calif., chairman of the tax-writing congressional panel, asked the NCAA whether it should retain its tax-exempt status given the 

amount of money it receives from television contracts and chanlpionship events. 

NC,~k spokesman Erik Christianson, in Indianapolis, said the college sports organization would make its response public Tuesday. 

A spokesman for the committee said staffers were going through the response and wouldn’t have any comment Monday. 

The resnlts of last week’s midterm elections means committee chairmanships will change hands, ruth ranking Democrat Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., in line to mn Ways 

and Means. 

It’s unclear in what direction the NCAA inquiry will go. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 16, 2006 8:39 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@~SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Ma~ Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@~clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vt.edu; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscraaaage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <alicia.aJford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shuPLs@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@ma]l.wvu.edtv~; Bwan Carter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Chmtes Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Ba(tholomae ~<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; DaJfielle Josetti ~danielle.filzgemld@marquette.edw~; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug BaJcker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@~r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltolfio@bigeasl.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scaxletknights.com>; Kelmy 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edn>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattaaaach@mail.~wu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob 

Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbster@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu-~; Stephen Nally <slephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.ust:edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~elle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <~x4"actor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regaJ~@villaarwa.edu>; dlxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaJne.wise@louisville.edtv~; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg 

Naples <gregow.naples@marquerte.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@sljohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hammlt 

<nancy.hammlt@uc.edu:>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgels.edu; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edt~,; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~Mgavitt@bigeasl.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.olg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeasl.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchia@bigeasl.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bige&st.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~aton@bige&st.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@~r.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pit£edu-~; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu:>; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hennmm qkhe~m0 l@louisville.edu:>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lym~.tighe@villanova.edu:>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Correction to Daily Compliance Item 

After sending the email, it was brought to my attention that the dates didn’t match up in the scenario. This will be a little after the fact, so I apologize! 
Head Golf Coach at Big Time University would like to have Fair Way, a prospective student-athlete, visit campus Friday, November 10, 2006 after the dead 
period ends. He would like to have Fair sign his National Letter of Intent (NLI) on campus during his visit. 
Is it permissible for Fair to sign an NLI on Big Time University’s campus? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.18.8.4 states that an institution is responsible for signings on its campus (whether involving an individual or a group of prospective 
student-athletes). Any contact by the media with prospective student-athletes on campus during the time the prospective student-athlete signs a National 
Letter of Intent or tender of financial aid shall be considered to be prima fade evidence of institutional involvement in arranging media involvement and shall 
be prohibited. 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 20, 2006 7:26 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Nancy tlamant <nancy.han~an@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.~x~u.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcondara@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan 

Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@mianli.edu; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.olg>; 

Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edt~-; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlelics.pitt.edt~; Shawn Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Margolis <nnargoli@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

~-jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edu>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeasl.olg>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~x~’u.edn>; Amy Herman -~j schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Jon Gust <jgnst(@bigeast.org>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Kelly Woods 

<kwoods@scafletknights.com>; John Cams <john.caxn@louisville.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Angela 

Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgemwn.edu>; Scott 

Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Mike Kan¥oski <kan¥oski.l@nd.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon thgg@ncsu.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edt~-; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edt~-; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarlethfights.com>; Maw Tyler <malT@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Don Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeasl.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Roslynn 

Foster <ribste@syr.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 
<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Kaistine Kuhr Fowler 

<kkfowler@ku.edn>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Jason Gray ~tgray@fice.edu;,; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.orgv; Michael 

Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.syr.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu~; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edn>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edn>; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu-~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edu-~; tleather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebamngartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Carly Tully 

<tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn <jkherm01 @louis~ille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sar~h.bobert@marqnette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtc,; Jo@ Sykes 

~-jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lsam.tighe@villanova.edu>; B17an Carter 

<bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@provi&nce.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edn>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.orgv; George 

Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~n.edtr~; Brad Cox <brad.co~@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Susan 

Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Baxney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; koos@bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.o~>; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpi@admin.usLedu>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@maNuette.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@~r.edw~; Alicia Alford <alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edtr~; Michael Deem 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<Sspark@admin.nsfedu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

< SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna 

Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Brummett <bmmmett@admin.usf.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/20/06- 16.11.1.5 

Women’s Basketball team at Big Time University is participating in 2 contests during Thanksgiving break. Consequently, the coach is requiring the team to remain on campus 
during the entire vacation period. 
The coach knows some of the girls are a little homesick, so he and his wife cook Thanksgiving dinner for the team. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.1.5 states that a student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an occasional meal in the locale of the institution on infrequent and 
special occasions from an institutional staff member. An institutional staff member may provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes to attend such meals. A 
student-athlete can receive an occasional family home meal from a representative of athletics interests on infrequent and special occasions under the following conditions: 
(a) The meal must be provided in an individual’s home (as opposed to a restaurant) and may be catered; 
(b) A representative of the institution’s athletics interests may provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes to attend the meal function only if the meal function is 
at the home of that representative. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 21, 2006 9:22 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~q~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric BanmgaJtner 

<ebaumgartner@~SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Ma~ Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@~clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vt.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsBh@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Alicia Alford <alicia.aJford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shul~Ls@uconn.e&p~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@maJJ.wvu.edu>; Bwan Carter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae ~q:tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

~<lbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.filzgemld@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.e&P~; Doug BaJ~ker 

~<lbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@~r.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantolfio@bigeas~.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scaxletknights.com>; Kelmy 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edn>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edu;,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob 

Fiedler <athcompl@syr.e&P~; Roslynn Foster <rtbster@syr.edup~; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edu-~; Stephen Nally <slephen.nally@illanova.e&P; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.ust:edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <mazielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <¥x4"actor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dlxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaJne.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg 

Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu:>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgels.edu; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu~,; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeasl.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.olg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeasl.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~aton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@~r.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu-~; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu:>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hennann @dlelm0 l@louisville.edu:>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lyml.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/21/06- NCAA Interpretation/Blanket Waiver 

Snap Count is a 5th year senior at Big Time University. His football team has accepted a bid to play in the Hoopla Bowl on January 6th. Snap passed 14 
degree applicable hours, earned a 2.24 cumulative GPA and is in good standing according to Big Time University policy. Big Time University’s spring 

semester begins on January 5th. 
Will Snap be eligible to participate in his team’s bowl game? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10 (change in eligibility status). November 17, 2006. The NCAA Division I Management Council Administrative Review 
Subcommittee (ARS) approved a blanket waiver for the 2006-07 bowl season to permit all NCAA Football Bowl Subdivsion institutions (formerly I-A) to 
certify eligibility of their football student-athletes according to the regular application of Bylaw 14.1.10, regardless of whether the bowl game occurs after the 
first day of classes for the winter term. Please note that this waiver would not apply to the certification of the full-time enrollment legislation and the six-hour 
legislation for football student-athletes in their final season of eligibility (14.1.10.2). The subcommittee and the membership have recently realized that the 
dates of some bowl games will create inconsistent academic accountability among football student-athletes (i.e. student-athletes with identical academic 
credentials will be treated differently depending solely on their institution’s first day of classes) and would require recertification of most football student- 
athletes prior to the bowl game in a way that has never been required by NCAA legislation in the past. This waiver would permit the eligibility for all football 
student-athletes to be certified in a consistent manner, regardless of when the bowl game occurs in relation to the start of the institution’s classes. Finally, 
the subcommittee notes that this wavier is being granted for the 2006-07 bowl season only and the membership should engage in discussions to amend 
the rules to address the concerns noted in the waiver in time for the 2007-08 bowl season. See ARS Case No. 9303 for more details. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 27, 2006 8:27 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@,SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@v"t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.a]ford~uconn.edu>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shul~Ls@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edtr~; B~an Calter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae :<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~:@syr.edu->; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug BaJ~ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@~r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scaxletknights.com>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob 

Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbster@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edu->; Stephen Nally <s~tephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.ust:edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <~x4"actor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dlxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg 

Naples <grego~.naples@marquerte.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --:mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu:>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgels.edu; Wanda Factor--:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.eduv,; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~Mgavitt@bigeafft.org>; Donna Demarco :-:ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.olg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~aton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@~r.edu->; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu->; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hennann qkhelm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/27/06- 13.1.9 

On a Friday during the December football contact period, an institution’s football coach is asked to speak at a high school’s football banquet. Earlier in the same week the 
coach had visited the high school and made recruiting contact with a prospective student-athlete. 
Is this permissible? 
No. As per NCAA Bylaw 13.1.9(c)(1), in football, an institution’s football coaching staff member, who speaks at a meeting or banquet at a prospective student-athlete’s 
educational institution during the contact period, uses one of the institution’s six in-person, off-campus recruiting contacts per prospective student-athlete and also uses the 
institution’s once-per-week visit to a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution during a contact period 

13.1.9 Banquets, Meetings and NCAA Promotional Activities 
(a) Sports Other Than Football or Basketball. In sports other than football and basketball, the coach may speak at a meeting or banquet (except for dead periods per 
Bylaw 13.02.4.4) at a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution without using one of the institution’s permissible contacts or evaluations, provided: 
(1) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by the educational institution; 
(2) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 
(3) The coach does not have any direct contact with any prospective student=athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents) in attendance; and 
(4) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities at the educational institution. 

(b) Basketball 
(1) During a Contact Period. In basketball, an institution’s basketball coaching staff member, who speaks at a meeting or banquet at a prospective student-athlete’s 
educational institution during the contact period, uses the institution’s once-per-week visit to a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution during a contact period and 
also uses an evaluation for all basketball prospective student-athletes at that educational institution. The coach does not use a contact, provided he or she does not make a 
recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance and has no direct contact with any prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents) in 
attendance. 
(2) Outside a Contact Period. A member of the basketball coaching staff may speak at a meeting or banquet outside the recruiting contact periods without such attendance 
being considered an evaluation or a visit to the high school (except for dead periods per Bylaw 13.02.4.4), provided: 
(i) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by the educational institution; 
(ii) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 
(iii) The coach does not have direct contact with any prospective student-athlete in attendance; and 
(iv) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities. 



(c) Football 
(1) During a Contact Period. In football, an institution’s football coaching staff member, who speaks at a meeting or banquet at a prospective student=athlete’s 
educational institution during the contact period, uses one of the institution’s six in-person, off-campus recruiting contacts per prospective student=athlete and 
also uses the institution’s once-per-week visit to a prospective student=athlete’s educational institution during a contact period (see Bylaw 11.7.2.2.1 ). 
(2) Outside a Contact Period. In Divisions I-A and I-AA football, a member of the football coaching staff may speak at a meeting or banquet outside the contact period 
without such attendance being considered an evaluation or a visit to the high school (except for dead periods per Bylaw 13.02.4.4), provided: 
(i) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by the educational institution; 
(ii) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 
(iii) The coach does not have direct contact with any prospective student-athlete in attendance; and 
(iv) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities (see Bylaw 11.7.2.2.1). 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 28, 2006 8:59 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add -qangela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@~SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hawigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edt#,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@~clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.a]ford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shulLs@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@maJd.wvu.edw~; Bwan Carter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae -Mbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug BaJ~ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@~r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Kiauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scaxletknights.com>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edn>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob 

Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbster@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edu-~; Stephen Nally <slephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.ust:edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <mazielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <¥x4"actor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dlxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaJne.wise@louisville.edw~; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg 

Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@sljohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu;>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu;>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgels.edu; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu~,; 

Allison Hoehn <~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeasl.org>; Donna Demarco -qldemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.olg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeasl.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bige&st.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeasl.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~aton@bige&st.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@~r.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu-~; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;>; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edt#,; Julie Hennann qkhelm0 l@louisville.edu;>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bober[ <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/28/06- NCAA StaffInterpretation 

Bo Gee is a senior golf student-atNete at College USA. Although Bo earned a participation award during the previous academic year, he did not actually 
receive the award due to an administrative oversight. 
Can College USA give Bo an award now for his participation during the previous academic year? 

Yes. NCAA Staff interpretation [7/31/871- Administrative error in determining award limit for previous academic year- states that a member 
institution asked whether it could provide awards [permissible under Constitution 3-1 -(i)] to student-athletes who were qualified to receive the awards during 
the previous academic year, but did not receive them due to an "administrative error." The institution asked whether such awards could be counted against 
the student-athlete’s permissible awards totals for the previous year= The staff concluded that such an arrangement would be permissible, provided the" 
administrative error" is properly documented and the student=athletes involved do not receive more than what is allowed each individual under Constitution 
3-1 -(i) for the previous academic year. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 29, 2006 9:00 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@,SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@~clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <alicia.~Jford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shul~Ls@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edtr~; Bwan Calter <b~,an.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Baltholomae :<tbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~:~syr.edu->; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgeral@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug BaJcker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@~r.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~avhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasl.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scaJcletknights.com>; Kenny 
L Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edn>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Rob 

Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbster@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:cz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edw>; Stephen Nally <slephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horto@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.ust:edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <~x4"actor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dlxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg 

Naples <gregow.naples@marquetie.edtc>; John Fisher <john.fishe@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@Nohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --:mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edtc>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgels.edu; Wanda Factor--:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knolhv@georgetown.edt~,; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~xtgavitt@bigeasl.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.olg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeasl.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeasl.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel Maqolis <nnargolis@bigeasl.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

~aton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeasl.org>; BaJcbara Henderson 

<bhadams@~r.edu->; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pit£edw>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hennann qkhelm0 l@louisville.edtc>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu:>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu:>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/29/06- NCAA StaffInterpretation 

The women’s basketball team at College USA has three home competitions the week after fall final exams. The head coach would like to provide three 
meals and a snack during each day they are required to remain on campus during the vacation period. Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.$.2 states that Identified housing and meal benefits incidental to a student’s participation in intercollegiate athletics that may be 
financed by the institution are: 

(a) Summer-Dormitory Rentals. An institution may rent, at the regular institutional rate, dormitory space to a prospective or enrolled student-athlete during 
the summer months if it is the institution’s policy to make dormitory space available on the same basis to all prospective or enrolled students (see Bylaw 
15.2.2.3 for permissible housing benefits for student-athletes eligible to receive financial aid while attending summer school); 

(b) Preseason Practice Expenses. The institution may provide the cost of room and board to student-athletes who report for preseason practice prior to 
the start of the academic year, it being understood that the student-athlete has been accepted for admission to the institution at the time such benefits are 
received. Further, an institution, at its discretion, may provide an additional meal (as opposed to the cash equivalent) to student-athletes to meet their 
nutritional needs as a benefit incidental to participation during the preseason practice period prior to the start of the academic year; (Revised: 4/24/03, 
3/10/04) 

(c) Training-Table Meals. An institution may provide only one training-table meal per day to a student-athlete during the academic year on those days 
when regular institutional dining facilities are open (see Bylaw 15.2.2.1.6); (Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/96, Revised: 11/1/01 effective 8/1/02, 5/8/06) 

(d) Meals Incidental to Participation. 

(1) Missed Meal Due to Practice Activities. A student-athlete who is not receiving athletically related financial aid (e.g., walk-on) may receive the benefit 
of a training-table meal during the permissible playing and practice season in those instances in which the student-athlete’s schedule is affected by 



involvement in practice activities, provided the student-athlete previously has paid for the same meal (e.g, dinner) at an institutional dining facility. (Revised: 
5/9/06) 

(2) Meals in Conjunction with Home Competition. All student-athletes are permitted to receive meals at the institution’s discretion from the time the 
student-athlete reports on call (at the direction of the student-athlete’s coach or comparable authority) for home contests and becomes involved in 
competition-related activities to the end of competition and the release by the appropriate institutional authority. An institution, at its discretion, may provide 
cash, not to exceed $10, in lieu of a meal to student-athletes following home contests; (Revised: 4/25/02, 4/29/04, 5/2/05, 5/9/06) 

(3) Meals in Conjunction with Away-from-Home Competition. All student-athletes are permitted to receive a pregame or postgame meal as a benefit 
incidental to participation. An institution, at its discretion, may provide cash, not to exceed $10, in lieu of a meal to student-athletes following away-from- 
home contests. (See Bylaw 16.8.1.2.3.) (Revised: 5/9/06) 

(e) Vacation-Period Expenses. The institution may provide the cost of room and board to student-athletes (during official institutional vacation periods) in 
the following circumstances. If an institution does not provide a meal to its student-athletes under such circumstances a cash allowance may be provided, 
not to exceed the amount provided by the institution to institutional staff members on away from campus trips: 

(1) Student-athletes who are required to remain on the institution’s campus for organized practice sessions or competition during the institution’s official 
vacation period. If the student-athlete lives at home during the vacation period the cost of room and board may not be provided bv the institution other than 
to permit the student-athlete to participate in team meals incidental to practice sessions; (Revised: 1/14/97, 10/28/99, 5/26/06) 

(2) Student-athletes who return to campus during the institution’s official vacation period occurring during a regular academic term (not including vacation 
periods between terms) from institutional competition. Under such circumstances, room and board expenses may be provided beginning with the student- 
athlete’s arrival on campus until the institution’s regular dormitories and dining facilities reopen. If the student-athlete lives at home during the vacation 
period, the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution; or (Adopted: 10/28/99; Revised: 5/26/06) 

(3) Student-athletes who return to campus during the institution’s official vacation period between regular academic terms (e.g., summer-vacation period) 
from institutional competition that occurs at the end of the institution’s playing and practice season or a segment thereof. Under such circumstances, room 
and board expenses may be provided for no more than a 48-hour period, beginning with the student-athlete’s return to campus. If the student-athlete lives at 
home during the vacation period, the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution. (Adopted: 10/28/99; Revised: 5/26/06) 

In addition an institution at its discretion also may provide an additional meal to student-athletes to meet nutritional needs as a benefit incidental to 
participation during each day of any vacation period that occurs within the academic year, provided the student-athlete is required to remain on campus to 
be involved in practice or competition. (Adopted: 4/29/04) 

(f) Meals Related to Institutional Committee Service. A student=athlete who serves on an institutional committee may receive expenses to cover the 
cost of a meal missed as a result of a committee meeting that occurs when regular institutional dining facilities are open. (Adopted: 8/11/98) 

(g) Nutritional Supplements. An institution may provide only nonmuscle-buiding nutritional supplements to a student-athlete at any time for the purpose of 
providing additional calories and electrolytes, provided the supplements do not contain any NCAA banned substances. Permissible nonmuscle-buiding 
nutritional supplements are identified according to the following classes: Carbohydrate/electrolyte drinks, energy bars, carbohydrate boosters and vitamins 
and minerals. (Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, Revised: 11/1/01 effective 8/1/02) 

Institution Providing Cash in Lieu of Additional Meals during a Vacation Period within the Academic Year (I) 

Date Issued: Sep 01,2004 
Type: Staff interpretation 
item Ref: la 

interpretation: 

The membership services staff confirmed that it is permissible for an institution to provide cash in lieu of the additional meal that may be provided during 
each day of any vacation period within the academic year when student-athletes are required to remain on campus to be involved in practice or competition. 
The staffdetermined that the cash allowance may not exceed the amount provided for the par-ticular meal (e.g, breakfast, lunch, dinner) by the institution 
to staff members on away-from-campus trips. [References: Division I Bylaw 16.5.2-(e) (housing and meals - permissible - vacation period expenses) and 
the April 2004 Board of Directors and Management Councl Joint Report, section two item No. 10-(b)-(27)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 30, 2006 8:33 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric BanmgaJtner 

<ebaumgartner@~SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtP,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~;; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vtedu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Alicia Alford <alicia.~Jford~uconn.edn>; Bill 

Shults <bill.shul~Ls@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mgd.wvu.edu>; Bwan Carter <bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbar’d~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa~@syr.edu-~; Daniel Gos~m 

~<lbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug BaJ~ker 

~<lbakker@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@~r.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeaslorg>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Kiauder <jklande@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scaJdetknights.com>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edn>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edu;,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu~;; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edu;,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rekecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob 

Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rtbster@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz,, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edu-~; Stephen Nally <slephen.nally@illanova.e&P; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.ust:edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <¥x4"actor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dlxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaJne.wise@louisville.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg 

Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgels.edu; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtP,; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~a:lgavitt@bigeasl.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.olg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bige&st.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeasl.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smutphy@bigeast.org>; 

~aton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@~r.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu-~; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edtP,; Julie Hennann ~khelm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronsseau@nc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/30/06- Cnnent Event 

Settlement made in high school Title IX case 
Posted 11/29/2006 10:56 PM ET 

By Erik Brady, USA TODAY 

The Birmingham (Ala.) Board of Education agreed to a settlement Wednesday with Roderick Jackson a high school girls basketball coach whose Supreme Court case established that 

schools can’t retaliate against whistle-blowers in Title IX cases. 

Jackson was fired as coach at Ensley High School in 2001. He said it was in retaliation for complaining that his team did not get equal treatment with the boys basketball team The 

school board said he was fired for performance issues 

The board argued Jackson had no right to sue under Title IX -- which bans sex discrimination at schools receiving federal funds -- because the law does not specifically mention 

retaliation Lower courts agreed. But in a landmark 5-4 decision in 2005, the Supreme Court ruled retaliation against a person who complains of sex discrimination is another form of 

sex discrimination. The ruling revived Jackson’s case, which was set to go to a jury trial Dec. 11 

Attorneys for both sides filed papers Wednesday in U.S District Court in Birmingham to settle the case Jackson gets $50,000:$12,000 in back pay, $2,000 in expenses and $36,000 in 

compensatory damages His attorneys got $340,000 in fees. "We made an economic decision," says Kenneth Thomas, an attorney who represents the school board. 

The court’s consent decree requires Birmingham schools to take several steps to ensure Title IX compliance. Marcia D. Greenberger, co-president of the National Women’s LawCenter, 

says the board’s acceptance of those steps "makes it crystal clear they had not been complying." Thomas says Birmingham schools never treated girls unfairly 

Jackson, hired back as an acting coach at Ensley in 2003, is now coach at Jackson-Olin High School, with which Ensley merged this year. The settlement "is a load off my mind," 

Jackson says. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 1, 2006 8:33 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --dddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanle Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wm~lscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@nconn.edn>; 

Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~’an Carter 

<bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu-~; Chm-les Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fiizgeraJd@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu-~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu:>; Jason DeAngelis <j&angelis@bigeas~t.org>; JC 

<jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edtt>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.corns@louisville.edu:>; Joseph Klauder <jklau&@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett@admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com~; Kermy Schank <kenny.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin 

Delaney ~-delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Kavwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu-~; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephen.nally@villanova.edu-~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Smmpl~ Rick <RStumpi@)admin.usEedu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edtr~; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

George Browne <brownege@shn.edu>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher ~-john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko 

<Ir!iwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtt>; Nancy Hamant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <kalollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt(@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Jolm Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom OdjaJcjian <todjaJ@an@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@provi&nce.edt~-; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanle.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.v~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/1/06- Current Event 

Making music the NCAA way 

BostonHerald.com 

Prior to officially enrolling at Boston College, Ayla Brown hurriedly whipped together her debut CD, "Forward." 

Remarkably, she put together the 10-song disc in a little more than a week. But there’s more. She actually recorded enough music for a second CD, which 
is tentatively set to be released early next summer. 

Only, there’s one rather sizeable glitch. Thanks to NCAA compliance rules, the record company can’t use her name, or image on the CD. 

"That’s where it’s at right now," said Jim McGregor, who produced the first CD. "The NCAA won’t let us put her picture or her name on the CD. So we’re not 
really sure what to call it." 

As it is, Brown can’t even promote her current CD. Once her hoop season is over, the rules are a bit more relaxed, but at the moment she has to keep her 
distance from it. The Browns understand the guidelines are in place essentially to protect the athlete and the school. 

"Since the second album was also recorded prior to her enrollment, we might be able to figure something out," said state Senator Scott Brown, who is 
Ayla’s father and manager. "As long as we’re in communication with the compliance people, and being honest and open with them, I think it might be 
possible to work out some parameters." 

Prior to attending classes, Ayla was in the recording studio. The need for speed was imperative given compliance considerations. She only had a brief 
window between the time her "American Idol" contract expired and when she enrolled at Boston College on Sept. 4. Like a true athlete, she responded to 
the pressure, recording enough music to fill up two CDs, while also recording three Christmas songs. 

"It was pretty insane,"said McGregor. "Usually, a vocalist will take a week for one track. We did 19 songs in 8 days. Then, we had to turn it into the NCAA 



before she started school. But that’s all in accordance with the by-laws." 

Brown didn’t get a big-name record label. Under NCAA guidelines, she can’t promote her music. She can’t have signings, appearances, nothing even 
remotely associated with pushing the product. But Double Deal records still picked up the contract, and they’ve sold 1,285 copies of the CD, 3,386 copies 
of a two-song single (with "Know You Better" and "1 Quit") and they’ve had 760 itune downloads. 

"She brought some ambition and energy here when she came to record," said McGregor, who is based in upstate New York. "We really put the girl through 
the ringer, and she held ouL She did great in the studio." 

Said Brown, who has written some of the songs and lyrics: "It was really exciting. The adrenaline rush of being in the studio and knowing you had to get all 
that done in two weeks. I pretty much sang until I couldn’t anymore. I think even with all the time constrictions, we came out with a great product." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 4, 2006 8:32 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd -qangela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumga~tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edt#,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <waldscranage@bellsouthnet>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; 

Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter 

<bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

-qtmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fi~zgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@sTr.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu;>; Jason DeAngelis <j&angelis@bigeasl.org>; JC 

<jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mmldel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.carns@louisville.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklau&@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett@admin.usf.edu>; Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletknights.com>; Kermy Schank <kenny.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albazn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <:molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edw~; Rebecca tlinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchrislensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler ~mthcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.e&~; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.e&~; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Smmpl~ Rick <RStumpi@)admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu~; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <d~niel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher--john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko 

<n~!iwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.o~>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Jolm Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom OdjaJ@an <todjaJ@an@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson --%hadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@provi&nce.edt~; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/4/06- 16.6.1.2 

Now that his institution has accepted its bowl invitation, Ree Ceiver would like to make sure his family gets a hotel room for the game. Because the institution will be 
purchasing a large number of rooms, the hotel is offering a special rate to all persons associated with the institution. 
Is it permissible for the institution to provide this special rate information to Ree’s family? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.6.1.2 states that an institution may reserve or secure lodging at any post season event (other than a conference event) at a reduced or special rate for 
the parents (or legal guardians) and immediate family of a student-athlete who is a participant. It is not permissible for the institution to cover any portion of the cost of lodging, 
including any costs associated with reserving or securing lodging. 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 5, 2006 8:58 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <waldscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; 

Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~’an Carter 

<bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fi~zgera]d@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@sTr.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu:>; Jason DeAngelis <j&angelis@bigeas~t.org>; JC 

<jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jo@ Sykes --jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.eduv,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <l~voods@scadetknights.com>; Kenny 
L Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtv~; Rick Chris~tensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Smmpl~ Rick <RStumpi@)admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edtr~; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Gleg Naples <glegory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher--john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko 

<n~!jwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeafft.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bwevgand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt --vdgavitt@bigeast.orgv; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Jolm Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom OdjaJ@an <todjaJ@an@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson --~bhacLams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@provi&nce.edt~; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/5/06- Current Event 

Study: Black, white graduation divide at schools in top bowls 
USAToday.com -AP 
The academic disparity between white and black football players who will compete in this season’s five major bowls was nearly twice the national average, 
according to a study released Monday. 



However, the analysis by the University of Central Florida showed classroom improvement. Eighty-six percent of the 64 bowl-bound teams graduated at 
least 50% of their players. Richard Lapchick, the study author, did not have comparable figures of graduation rates from previous years. 
Further, 62% (40 schools) matched or beat the NCAA’s new Academic Progress Rate standard, which is intended to gauge grades and graduation rates 
more accurately. But the statistics are preliminary and don’t include the most recent school year. 
Perhaps most strikingly, white athletes in the Bowl Championship Series beat their counterparts among the 119 NCAA Division I schools overall by 
graduating 81% compared with 62% overall. The black athlete graduation rate was 56% among those schools, also better than the 49% overall rate. But the 
overall discrepancy between white and black players’ graduation rates for top bowl teams was nearly twice the 13-point difference on average. 
Lapchick said the racial disparity was a continued concern, but the NCAA’s new academic standards are already making a difference. 
"l go to a lot of campuses to speak and I’m told on a regular basis that they’re recruiting very different student-athletes these days because they know they 
can’t afford the penalties," Lapchick said. "A lot of schools that formerly took risks on student-athletes because they were so great athletically, they’re no 
longer recruiting those student-athletes." 
The NCAA did not immediately return messages left Monday. 
Boston College and Navy, which are meeting in the Meineke Car Care Bowl, had the best Academic Progress Rates of any bowl-bound programs (Navy 
with 986, BC with 982). 
Seven of the eight Atlantic Coast Conference teams in bowls made Lapchick’s top 25 academically: Boston College, Clemson, Florida State, Georgia Tech, 
Maryland, Miami, Wake Forest. The lone exception among ACC bowl teams was Virginia Tech. 
The APR was developed in 2004 and awards points based on how many scholarship athletes meet academic eligibility standards. A cutoff score of 925 
means an estimated 50% of those athletes are on track to graduate. Twenty-four schools this year fell below that rate, and that will eventually lead to stiff 
penalties. 
Forty-eight schools graduated two-thirds or more of their white players, but just 18 met that mark for black players. Twelve schools graduated less than 
40% of their black football players, while no program fell below that standard for white players. 
Troy was the only school that graduated more black players than white (by 9 percentage points). 
Copyright 2006 The Associated Press. Aft rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 6, 2006 8:44 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <waldscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; 

Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter 

<bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fi~zgera]d@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@s)~r.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu:>; Jason DeAngelis <j&angelis@bigeas~t.org>; JC 

<jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jlm224@georgetown.edu>; Jo@ Sykes --jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.eduv,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <l~voods@scafletknights.com>; Kenny 
L Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtv~; Rick Chris~tensen 

<rehris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephen.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Smmpl~ Rick <RStumpi@)admin.usEedu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edtr~; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher--john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko 

<n~!jwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.orgv; Bobby Weygand <bwevgan@bigeas~t.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy --~bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu:>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hermann qkherm0 l@louisville.edu:>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtc,; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/6/06- NCAA Ed Column- Non-Coaching StaffMembers 

This Educational Colunm was posted on Monday, December 4, 2006 

Educational Column -NCAA Division I Bylaw 11.7 - Limitations on the Number and Duties of Coaches - Participation of 
Noncoaching Staff Members in Practice (I) 

Date Issued: Dec 04, 2006 
Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that any individual who participates in any maimer in the coaching of a sport in practice, games or organized activities directly 

related to that sport must be counted as a coach as stipulated in the limitations tbr that sport in NCAA Division I Bylaw 11.7. In addition to competitive equity, the 

intent of the coaching limitations is to restrict the actual coaching of student-athletes to those individuals who axe identified as coaches. Other athletics department staff" 

members, including managers and noncoaching staff’members with sport-specific responsibilities (e.g., administrative assistants, directors of operations), do not have to 

be identified as coaches provided they do not engage in any on- or off-field coaching activities and are not involved in recruiting activities. 

Managers 

The fomler NCAA Intelpretations Committee clarified during its Februa~ 11, 1993 meeting that it is not permissible to hire a manager to perfoml only on-court or on- 

field activities (e.g., ball shagging, bounce-passing drills, throw batting practice). Nonstudent managers may not perform any on-court or on-field duties that could be 



considered coaching without counting in the coaching limitations stipulated in Bylaw 11.7. Student mmmgers may perform limited on-court or on-field activities 

provided they also perform traditional managerial functions (e.g., run clock at practice, laundry, fill water bottles). Finally, under no circumstances can a manager 

provide skill instruction without being counted in the coaching limitations. 

NoncoacNng Staft’Members with Sport- Specific Responsibilities 
These individuals may not perfoml any on-coufi or on-field duties that could be considered coaching (e.g., ball shagging, bounce-passing drills, throw batting practice) 

without counting in the coaching limitations stipulated in Bylaw 11. For exaallple, if a director of soflbeJl operations throws batting practice, the director of softball 

operations must be counted toward the coaching limitations in Bylaw 11 even if no skill instruction is provided. While noncoaching staff’members with sport-specific 

responsibilities should not be involved in any nmamer ruth practice activities, it is permissible for these individuals to observe practice without having to count toward the 

coaching limitations. 

[References: Bylaw 11.7 (limitations on the number and duties of coaches), official interpretation (reference: 2/11/93, Item No. 9), and the 2004 Hot Topic #2] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 7, 2006 8:28 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumga~tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,;; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@miedni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wedd Scranage <wed~lscranage@bellsouth.net>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; 

Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~’an Carter 

<bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

~-:dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fit<geraid@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise 

<risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@s3~r.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villedlova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu:>; Jason DeAngelis <j&edlgelis@bigeas~t.org>; JC 

<jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jo@ Sykes --jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu:,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brumme~admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <~voods@scarletknights.com>; Kenny 
L Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler ~:ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edu;,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu,;; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Chris~tensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Naily <stephen.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Stumpl~ Rick <RStumpi@)admin.usEedu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu~; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Gieg Naples <glegory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher--john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko 

<Is!jwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <hlollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.o~>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <~btario@bigeast.orgv; Bobby Weygand <bwevgan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smutphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Bedbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbeda Speaks McGlinchy --~bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu:>; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hennann qkhenn0 l@louisville.edu:>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu,;; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu;,; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/7/06- Current Event 

New N.C.A.A. Rules Used to Review Prospective Athletes’ Eligibility 
NYTimes.eorn 

Aware of athletes exploiting fast and easy grades offered by dubious schools to earn college scholarships, the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association has changed its rules in recent months. 

The N.C.A.A. has hired four more full-time employees to help address the issue and has empowered its Clearinghouse, which 

reviews the credentials of all incoming student athletes, to flag suspiciouLs transcripts. For example, if an athlete attended 

several high schools, his or her transcript will automatically be reviewed. The same ~411 happen with those who took a slew of 

courses in one semester and showed a dramatic grade jump or who dropped out of class late in their senior year to transfer to 

another school. 

Such warning signs now trigger a review of the prospective student athlete. There have been more than 4oo this year. 

"We’d never done that before," said an N.C.A.A. vice president, Kevin Lennon, who added that the number of standardized 

tests flagged tripled because of the closer reviews. 

Lennon said presidents and administrators who reviewed this problem wanted to be sure that athletes graduated from high 
school. Under the old rules, students actually had a better chance to qualify for a scholarship if they intentionally avoided high 

school graduation by failing classes. That way, they could retake classes in a prep school the next year. If they graduated, their 



grade-point averages could not change. 

Another rule expected to pass next year will help encourage graduation, Lennon said. He said students will have to complete 

all of their 14 core courses during eight semesters, or four years, of high school. Only after graduation could they take another 

course, possibly two, to count toward their core-course G.P.A. while at prep school. 

"Prep schools are still viable for a student trying to improve their test scores," Lennon said, referring to the SAT and the ACT. 

"They’re not for a student who just quit high school and who needs to pick up a massive number of academic courses." 

Not everyone is convinced that the changes so far have been effective. 

Mike Byrnes, the head coach at The Winchendon School in Massachusetts, sees dozens of transcripts every summer. He says 

athletes he turns down because they have no chance of earning qualifying grades at Winchendon still end up at rival prep 

schools and sign early with Division I programs. 

"I find it hard to believe that some of these kids could qualify," he said. 

Stanley Simmons, the former o~.~er of University High, a Miami school that gave fast and easy grades, recently pleaded no 

contest to a first-degree misdemeanor charge of unlawful ownership of a private school. Simmons, 76, agreed to make a 

$1,5oo charitable donation and pay $1,ooo in fines and court costs. 

In an interview in October, Simmons said athletes began showing up at University High only after he had sold the school to a 

former employee. Simmons wondered why he ended up having to go to court when so many prep schools of questionable 

repute were still open. 

The office that housed University High, on the third floor of a building above a European furniture store and next to a 

Starbucks on Route 1, was still unoccupied as of October. 

Fred Mires, an associate athletic director at the __U_~n_i__x_~c__r_s_i__t_v_~_f____I_~Lw___~, said: "These places had been lurking out there for some 

time, and people had expressed concern about them. But nobody wanted to step forward and say this isn’t right, our 

institutional values are such that we need to hold the line here. Now the N.C.A.A. has stepped forward and done an enhanced 

review of records, and you’re seeing things happening." 

Colleges that have admitted University High graduates say they have learned from the experience. 

"I think we learned what everyone else in the country learned," said Mark Richard, Auburn’s associate athletic director. ’¢You 

need to take a closer look at high school credentials." 

At the i__U__~_i_~!__q~_r_~_i__t_v_~_f__~__I_~__q, the university’s faculty athletic representative, Todd Diacon, said: "There’s no doubt that it 

made a difference here. Our antennas are up." 

L~o__!Ld__q ~_:_q:s__@__b__ig_e__q_s__t_~_o_!:~Z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 11, 2006 8:24 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scrauage <wal~lscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; 

Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~’an Carter 

<bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fi~zgeraJd@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc>; Jason DeAngelis <j&angelis@bigeas~t.org>; JC 

<jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edt~,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <~voods@scafletknights.com>; Kenny 
L Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattauach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Chris~tensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Na]ly <stephen.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Smmpl~ Rick <RStumpi@)admin.usEedu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu~; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Gieg Naples <glegory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko 

<n~!jwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu:>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mariuatto 

<jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.org>; Rachel Maqolis <nnargolis@bigeasl.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtc,; Julie Hermann qkhenn0 l@louisville.edtc>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu:>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtc,; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 12/11/06 - 13.4.1.1 

Kris Kringle, Head Women’s Basketball Coach at Big Time University, wants to buy and send Christmas cards to her 8 NLI signees. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 does not include greeting cards. A coach, however, could send an institutional note card to the prospect wishing him!her a Merry 
Christmas. 

13.4.1.1 Printed Recruiting Materials 

As specified below, an ins~titution may provide the following printed materials to prospective student-athletes, coaches of prospective student-athletes or any other 

individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in wNch a prospective student-atNete is involved: (Adopted. 4/’28,/05 eflbctive 8!7/05for publications’ 

preparedJbr the 2005-06 academic year and after) 

(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence, including letters and postcards issued by the U.S. postal service (i.e., blank cards) and inslitutiona] note 

cards may be sent to a prospective student-athlete only by mail. Attachments to general correspondence may include materials printed on plain white paper ruth black 

ink. The content of all general recruiting correspondence to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents or legal guardians) must be prepared 

by the head coach or one of the assistant coaches who count toward rite numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). It is not permissible tbr an 
institution’s president or chancellor or director of athletics to prepare generdl correspondence to prospective student-athletes. (Revised 3/8/06) 

(b) Business Cards. 

(c) Camp Brochures. Camp brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, but are restricted to a 

single two-sided sheet, not to exceed 17" X 22" when opened in full. (Note: These brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at 



the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) (See also Bylaw 12.5.1.7). 

(d) Questionnaires. An institution may provide questionnaires to a prospective student-athlete prior to September I at the beginning of the prospective student- 

athlete’s j unior year in high school. 

(e) Nonaflflefics Institutional Publications. All institution may provi& non-atbletics institutional publications available to all students at any time (e.g., official 

academic, admissions and student-services publications published by the inslimtion and avaJJable to all students). 

(t) NC.~& Educational Material Published by the NC:L& (e.g., NCAA Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete). (Note: This information may be 

provided to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) 

(g) Athletics Publications. An institution may produce a recruiting brochure or media guide (but not both) and provide the publication to a prospective student- 

athlete. The publications may have only one color printing inside the cover ~md may not exceeding 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size ~md 208 pages in length. An institution may 

not produce a separate media guide that is intended to supplement the one permissible recruiting brochure or media guide. Such supplemental information (e.g., 

historical inlbnnation, records) may be posted on the institution’s Web site and may be printed in black and white, and provided to the media. An institution may not 

create a portfolio of inibrmation (e.g., pictures) to be shown to prospective student- athletes during the recruiting process unless it is considered the institution’s one 
pellnissible athletics recruiting publications. An inslimtion may produce additional media publications tbr separate purposes (e.g., poslseason media guide, spring 

tbotball practice guide), provided the additional publications are not provided to prospective student-athletes. (Revised: 3/23/05, 4/28/05, 5/12/05) 

(h) Game Programs. Game programs (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective student-athletes only during official and unofficial recruiting 
visits and may not be mailed. 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 12, 2006 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --dddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wal~lscranage@bellsouth.net~; Alicia Alford <aJicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; 

Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~’an Carter 

<bryan.carter05@stjohns.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Jo~tfi <danielle.fi~zgeraJd@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Ri~ 

<ri~dh@ucmail.uc.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edw~; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc>; Jason DeAngelis <j&angelis@bigeas~t.org>; JC 

<jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu~,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet@admin.us£edu>; Kelly Woods <~voods@scafletknights.com>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edu>; Kevin Delaney delanekl @stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtr~; Rick Chris~tensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephen.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Smmpl~ Rick <RStumpi@)admin.usEedu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edtr~; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher--john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko 

<n~!iwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu:>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org~; Bobby Weygand <bwevgan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maqolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy --~bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hennann ~khenn0 l@louisville.edu:>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu:>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu;,; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/12/06- Cunent Event 

CWA takes stance against male practice players 

December 11,2006 
NCAA News 

The NCAA Committee on Women’s Athletics has issued a position statement calling for a ban on the use of male practice players in women’s intercollegiate athletics. The 
statement comes after months of debate within the governance structure and elsewhere in the membership about whether the practice should be allowed to continue. 
The CWA first raised the issue in October 2004 when members said the practice was contrary to the committee’s mission of providing opportunities for women in college 
sports. The committee has pushed since then to eliminate the practice. 
The matter has been surveyed and debated in each division, but Division Ill is the only one to have legislation on the table at this year’s Convention. The proposal being 
considered does not eliminate the practice, but limits it to the traditional season and in only one practice per week. The proposal also would limit the number of male practice 

players in team sports to no more than half of the number required to field a starting women’s team (for example, only two male practice players would be permitted in a sport 
with five starting players). 
The other two divisions are still gathering information and feedback on the matter. 
The CWA statement says that the use of male practice players %’iolates the spirit of gender equity and Title IX." The committee believes that "any inclusion of male practice 
players results in diminished participation opportunities for female student-athletes, contrary to the Association’s principles of gender equity, nondiscrimination, competitive 
equity and student-athlete well-being." 
The committee acknowledges that the most common argument in favor of using male practice players is that it improves the skills of female student-athletes and strengthens 
the team as a whole. ’Wllile there is no way to measure the true validity of that argument," the committee said, "if accepted, it still leads to the question - what cost in 
participation opportunities for women is the Association willing to pay for such improvement? The message to female student-athletes seems to be ’you are not good enough 

to make our starters better, so we need to use men instead.’" 
The CWA believes that approach implies "an archaic notion of male preeminence that continues to impede progress toward gender equity and inclusion." Members see the 
increasing use of male practice players as a threat to the growth in female participation at all levels. 
"To have talented, capable female student-athletes stand on the sidelines during official practice while the team’s starters practice against ’more talented men’ is a lost 
opportunity," the CWA states. "Many of these female student-athletes are on full scholarship and were recruited to participate in intercollegiate athletics at many other 



institutions. To have them sitting out of practice while a full ’scout team’ of men come to practices is costing them the opportunity for growth and betterment that they were 
promised during recruitment." 
The CWA cited ’‘tremendous growth and betterment in women’s intercollegiate athletics" over the years without the use of male practice players. Committee members say 
they believe of the use of male practice players does more harm than good in the long run and discriminates against female athletes. 
"Since Title IX was enacted," the committee states, "the coaching and administrative opportunities for females have been diminished greatly. In this same period, participation 
opportunities for female student-athletes have not only risen, but the quality of the experience has improved. The concern that CWA has is that the continued growth of male 
practice players will jeopardize the opportunities and quality experience available for female student-athletes." 

]co~dz]~’as~.~biqez]st.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 13, 2006 6:38 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Ward Scranage <waJrdscranage@bellsouth.net>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Nancy tlamant <nancy.harnan@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.~x~u.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcondara@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan 

Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@mianli.edu; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtp-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.olg>; 

Erin Hmrigan <efin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@t.edu>; Missy" Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Barbara 

Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edtr;; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeasl.olg>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank~mail.~:u.edtr;; Amy 

Herman :~jschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Jon Gust <jgus~Ngeast.org>; Charles Small <cls12@pitt.edu>; 

Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletlafights.com>; John Cams -qohn.carn@louisville.edu;; Vangelder. Mazielle 
<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne 

Knoll <knollw@geovgetown.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshatma 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu->; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Mike Karwoski 

<kaJwoski.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon thgg@ncsu.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeasl.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Mary, Tyler <malT@lovetobehappy.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <ho(ton@admin.usf.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

@m224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Roslynn Foster <rfoster@syr.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu~; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kfistine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edtr;; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Jason Gray ~tgray@rice.edu~; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu;; 

Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edtr;; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Erlease 

Wagner <erlea~m@syr.edu->; Danielle Josetfi <danielle.fi~gerald@maNuette.edu>; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edtr~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu->; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edtr~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu->; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgaxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; CMy Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie tlennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org >; Barbma Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeasl.org>; Stephen NaJly <slephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Bill Shnlts 

<bill.shult@uconn.edtp,; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <s~:rah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, 

Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Lynn Tighe 
<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@Ngeastorg>; Joeleen Akin ~akin@agnesseott.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau 

<stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;,; Larissa Cattanach 

<lazissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr;; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.usLedu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbfickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~:u.edu->; Lynne Barney 

<albarn01 @louisville.edu>; koosl@bc.edu; Dan Bar’d~olomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edw>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Stnn~pl~ Rick <RStumpt@admin.usfedu>; Joseph Klauder <jklande@providence.edu>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edw>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Alicia Altbrd 

<;alicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Tom Symonds <tsymond@bigeast.org>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edtp,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <Ssp~xks@admin.usf.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org >; Elaine Wise <el~Jne.mse@louisville.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

tstephens@spanpo(t.rutgers.edu; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Qjea 

<nick.ojea~@louisville.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu;; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.ovg>; Kelly Brummett <brumme~admin.usf.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/13/06- Cunent Event 

N.C. congressman asks Justice Department to examine Duke rape case 
Posted 12/12/2006 7:27 PM ET 
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) I A congressman asked the Justice Department on Tuesday to investigate whether the district attorney prosecuting three Duke University lacrosse 
players charged with rape has violated the athletes’ civil rights. 

In a letter to Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, Rep. Walter Jones also asked the Justice Department to review Durham County District Attorney Mike Nifong’s actions for 
possible prosecutorial misconduct. 

"Over the past several months, many of my constituents and a growing number of mainstream media outlets have raised serious questions about the accuser’s allegations 
and Mr. Nifong’s prosecution," wrote Jones, R-N.C. 

A spokeswoman for the Justice Department’s civil rights division did not return a phone call Tuesday seeking comment. 

Jones’ complaints to Gonzales repeat criticisms that defense attorneys and others have raised about Nifong’s handling of the case. 

A grand jury indicted three lacrosse players on charges they raped a stripper at a team party in March. All three have strongly proclaimed their innocence, and a trial is not 
expected to start until spring. 

There was no immediate response to a call to Nifong’s office seeking comment. In an interview with The Associated Press in October, Nifong said he and the city’s police 
department have not mishandled the case and that his only regret was granting so many interviews to reporters during the investigation’s early days. 

Three years ago, Jones helped lead an effort to make sure Capitol Hill cafeterias revised their menus to list "freedom fries" instead of french fries to protest France’s opposition 



to the war in Iraq. 

Copyright 2006 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewt#ten or redistributed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 14, 2006 7:45 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Ward Scranage <waJcdscranage@bellsouth.net>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Nancy Hamant <nancy.hanran@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.~u.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcondara@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan 

Isaf <~tmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@mianli.edu; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.olg>; 

Erin Hamgan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@t.edu>; Miss7 Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rlnargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Barbara 

Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Ben Fairclongh <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeas~t.olg>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank~mail.~:n.edtr~; Amy 

Herman -~jschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~Ngeast.org>; Charles Small <cls12@pitt.edu;,; 

Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletl, mights.com>; John Cams -~ohn.carn@louisville.edu~; Vangelder. Maxielle 
<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne 

Knoll <knollw@geovgetown.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshaana 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu->; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Mike Karwoski 

<kaJwoski.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jan Fagg <jan thgg@ncsu.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeastorg>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Mary, Tyler <malT@lovetobehappy.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <ho(ton@admin.usf.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

@m224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Roslynn Foster <rfoster@ur.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu~; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edtr~; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Jason Gray ~tgray@rice.edu~; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; 

Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Erlease 

Wagner <edea~m@syr.edu->; Danielle Josetfi <danielle.fi~gerald@maNuette.edu>; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edtr~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu->; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edtr~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu->; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgaxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; CMy Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org >; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Stephen NaJly <s~tephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shult@uconn.edu~,; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <s~rah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, 

Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@Ngeastorg>; Joeleen Akin ~akin@agnesseott.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau 

<stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;,; Larissa Cattanach 

<laxissa.cattanach@nrail.wvn.edtr~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.usLedu>; Mia Blickhouse <mblickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~:u.edu->; Lynne Barney 

<albam01 @louisville.edu>; koos~@bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edw>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Stampl~ Rick <RStumpt~:admin.usfedu>; Joseph Klauder <jklande@providence.edu>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edw>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Alicia Altbrd 

<alicia.aJford@nconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Tom Symonds <tsymond@bigeast.org>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lntz@ntoledo.edu’:,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <Sspexks@admin.usf.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org >; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

tstephens@spanpo(t.mtgers.edu; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Qiea 

<nick.ojea~@,louisville.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.ovg>; Kelly Brummett <brummet@admin.usf.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/14/06- NCAA Interpretation- hardship waivers 

Goal Lee is a women’s soccer student-athlete at College USA. Goal was injured during the 2006 season after only participating in 3 competitions (1 scrimmage, 2 regular 
season contests). College USA played in a total of 20 contests. 
Goars coach would like to submit a medical hardship waiver to their conference office so that Goal can get this season of competition back. 
Does Goal qualify for a medical hardship waiver? 
Yes. Since the sport of soccer has scrimmages/exhibitions that are legislatively exempted from counting in the maximum number contests, the scrimmage does not have to 
be counted when determining if the student-athlete participated in more than 20% of the contests. 
Inclusion of Scrimmages and Exhibitions in Hardship ~VVaiver Calculation (I) 

Date Issued: Oct 11, 2006 
Type: Otficial 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The committee detemfined that scrimmages and e-dfibitions may be excluded from the hardship waiver calculation only if specific provisions for such contests exist in 

the sport’s playing and practice season regulations. [Reference: NC~k Division I Bylaw 14.2.4] 

14.2.4 Hardship Waiver 

A stadent-athlete may be granted an additional year of competition by the conference or the Academics’Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet tbr reasons of"hardship." 

HaJcdship is defined as an incapacity resulting from an iN ury or illness that has occurred under all of the Ibllomng conditions: (Revised 8/8,/02) 



(a) The incapacitating injury or illness occurs in one of the four seasons of intercollegiate competition at any two-year or four-year collegiate institution or occurs 

subsequent to the first day of classes in the student-athlete’s senior yeea in high school; (Revised: 1/10/’92 effective 8/1/’92, 11/’01/01, 8;/8/02) 

(b) The inju~ or illness occurs prior to the completion of the first half of the playing season that concludes ruth the NCAA championship in that sport (measured by the 

number of scheduled contests or dates of competition not exceeding the maximum limitations in each sport as set forth in Bylaw 17 as set prior to the first scheduled 

contest or date of competition of the designated official NCAA championship playing season in the applicable sport or the number of completed contests or dates of 

competition) and results in incapaci~ to compete for the remainder of that playing season; and (Revised: 1/14/97 efj~.ctive 8/7/97, 4/’26/01 effective 8/1/01, 4/’3,/02) 

(c) The inj u~ or illness occurs when the stadent-athlete has not participated in more than two contests or dates of competition (whichever is applicable to that sport) or 

20 percent (whichever number is greater) of the institution’s ~heduled or completed contests or dates of competition in his or her sport. Only scheduled or completed 

competition (including exempted events but excluding scrimmages and exhibition contests identiiied as such in the legislation) against outside paxticipa~ts during the 

playing season that concludes with the NC.A~A~ championship, or, if so designated, during the official NCAA chmnpionship playing season in that sport (e.g., spring 

baseball, fall soccer), shall be countable under this limitation in calculating both the number of contests or dates of competition in which the s~ldent-athlete has 

participated mid the number of scheduled or completed contests or dates of competition during that season in the sport. (Revised 1/10/92, 1/’14/97 effective 8/1/97, 

4,~6/01 effi~ctive 8,/1,/01, 3,,10,/04, 5/’11,’05, 8,/4/05) 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 15, 2006 7:40 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Ward Scranage <waJcdscranage@bellsouth.net>; Linda Yates <Iyates@bigeast.org>; 

Nancy tlamant <nancy.harnan@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.~x~u.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcondara@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan 

Isaf <~tmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@mianli.edu; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.olg>; 

Erin Hamgan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@t.edu>; Miss7 Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rlnargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Barbara 

Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Ben Fairclongh <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeas~t.olg>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank~mail.~:n.edtr~; Amy 

Herman :~jschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Jon Gust <jgus~Ngeast.org>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu;,; 

Kelly Woods <kwoods@scarletl, mights.com>; John Cams -qohn.carn@louisville.edtr~; Vangelder. Maxielle 
<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne 

Knoll <knollw@geovgetown.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshatma 

Cobb <rcobb@~t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu->; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Mike Karwoski 

<kaawoski.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon thgg@ncsu.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeastorg>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Mary, Tyler <malT@lovetobehappy.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <ho(ton@admin.usf.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

@m224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Roslynn Foster <rfoster@ur.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ncmail.uc.edu>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu~; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edtr~; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Jason Gray ~tgray@rice.edu~; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; 

Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edtr~; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Erlease 

Wagner <edea~m@syr.edu->; Danielle Josetfi <danielle.fi~gerald@maNuette.edu>; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edtr~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu->; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edtv~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu->; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgaxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; CMy Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie tlennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org >; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Stephen Na]ly <s~tephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Bill Shnlts 

<bill.shult@uconn.eduv,; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <s~xah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, 

Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@Ngeastorg>; Joeleen Akin ~akin@agnesseott.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@pmvidence.edtc,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau 

<stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu;,; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach 

<laxissa.cattanach@mail.~wn.edtr~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbfickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~:u.edu->; Lynne Barney 

<albarn01 @louisville.edu>; koos~t@bc.edu; Dan Barfl~olomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edw>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehn 

<ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Stnn~p£ Rick <RStumpt@admin.usfedu>; Joseph Klauder <jklande@providence.edu>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edw>; Greg Naples <grego~.naples@marquette.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Alicia Altbrd 

<alicia.a]ford@nconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Tom Symonds <tsymond@bigeast.org>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.eduv,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <Ssp~xks@admin.usf.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org >; Elaine Wise <el~Jne.mse@louisville.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

ts~tephens@spanpo(t.rutgers.edu; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Qjea 

<nick.ojea~@louisville.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.ovg>; Kelly Brummett <brummet@admin.usf.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/15/06- Cnnent Event 

NCAA aims to benefit from scalpers’ prices 
USAToday.com 
Ticket scalpers at the NCAA Final Four will have stiff competition in the future I from the NCAA. 

In an effort to curb illegal scalping, the NCAA is partnering with RazorGator Experiences to allow fans to auction tickets at RazorGator’s website. 

NCAA programs benefit from the proceeds, said Greg Shaheen, NCAA senior vice president for basketball and business strategies. 

"The program is designed to assure we have maximum benefit of what’s going on in the marketplace," Shaheen said. 

"We’re offering sanctioned programs to be able to assist fans based on their feedback." 

The NCAA is touting the program as a ticket exchange, but essentially, fans who plan to forgo either the tournament’s national semifinals or 
championship game can name their price with a catch: A portion of the profit will go back to the NCAA. Shaheen said the organization hasn’t 
determined how much will go to the NCAA. 

Proceeds will go to the overall revenue of the NCAA and will be distributed to various programs, Shaheen said. 

Asked whether the association is concerned about the perception that it’s promoting the sale of tickets for profit, Shaheen said: "It recognizes the 
fact that it has been going on with no proceeds going to NCAA programs. We’re trying to provide a bona fide way for people who want to make the 



investment to get tickets." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 18, 2006 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia 

Alibrd <aJicia.aJtbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edw~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

~Manielle.filzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Ri~ <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker <~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondexas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.usf.edu;,; Kelly Woods 

<kwood@scarletk~fights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu;~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca }tinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephennaJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@adinin.ust~edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usEedtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Gleg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbi-ickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <Mdemarco@bigeas~t.org~; Jim Siedlisld 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 
Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/18/06- Cunent Event 

OU outlines phone call policy 

Associated Press 
Associated Press 

In a series of measures aimed at preventing further violations of NC~k rules on recruiting phone calls, Olddtloma has inslituted more frequent spot checks of 

telephone logs, created a new rules compliance manual and implemented a computer system to cross-reference coaches’ phone cdlls. 

The changes, detailed in a report to the NCAA obtained Tuesday by The Associated Press through an open records request, address a lack of oversight that resulted 

in 577 impermissible recruiting phone calls by former Sooners men’s basketball coach Kelvin Sanlpson and his staff: 

The new guidelines call for compliance staffto meet with the school’s head coaches on an individual basis, broaden rules education for student-athletes and review each 

sport’s telephone logs at least twice per semester. A May infractions report suggested that Oklahoma’s violations under Sampson could have been detected ruth even 

a "cursor?., review" of phone records. 

Athletic director Joe Castiglione, in a Dec. 1 letter to NCAA Committee on Int?actions director Sbep Cooper, wrote that a requested timetable tbr the changes had not 

been included because "the university has already implemented most of these enhancements." Castiglione’s letter lists 24 steps that the university is taking in response to 

the investigation. 

"The actions presented in this compliance report are representative of the university’s continued understanding and appreciation of its responsibilities as a member of 

the NCAA and of the university’ s unequivocaJ commitment to operate its intercollegiate athletics program in compliance ruth NCAA rules and regulations," Cas~tiglione 

wrote. 

Olddtloma’s athletics prograan remains under investigation for violations by the football progrmn. Starting quarterback Rhett Bomar and lineman J.D. Quinn were 



dismissed in Augus~t after taking money tbr more work than they pertbnned at a Norman car dealership. They were each ordered to pay back thousands of dollars in 

extra benefits through donations to charities. 

Corrective measures also include booster education and meetings with coaches to discuss playing and practice seasons. 

The university’s new computer system called Comply and Verify allows lbr "all calls placed from either a land line or a cell phone" to be tracked electronically 
and cross-referenced with information on prospects. 

When a phone call appears to be in violation of rules, compliance staffare to seek an explanation from coaches. The system even calls for check-ups ifa prospect’s 

phone log has an "unusually low number" of calls. 



fFoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 19, 2006 8:41 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd "mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia 

Alibrd <~]icia.altbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edw~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Dan Isaf <’dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

-Manielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Ri~ <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker <’dbakke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.usf.edu;,; Kelly Woods 

<kwood@scarletk~fights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.wvu.edu;~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~411e.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@aflfletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:cz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephennally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu:>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@max~-ell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --’nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanportxutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <xtdemarco@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedlisld 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 
Murphy <smmphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a}providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/19/06- NCAA Official Interpretation 

Flip Turn is a junior student-athlete at College USA. Flip has been invited to try out for the US National Swim team. In order to make the team, Flip must 
participate in a tryout next month. If he finishes in the top ten in his event, he will qualify for a second and final tryout in February. The members of the 
National Team will be selected based on the results of the second tryout. 

Is it permissible for Flip to participate in these tryouts? 

Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation [10!18/06]- Official National Team Tryouts and the National Team Exception to the Outside Competition 
Regulation (I)- states that the committee determined that in order for a student-athlete to use the U.S. National Team exception to the outside competition 
regulations to participate as a member of an outside team in an official national team or junior national team tryout, the official tryout must be one in which 
athletes are directly selected to a national team or are required to participate in order to qualify for a subsequent event from which participants will be named 
to a national team or junior national team that will represent their nation in international competition. The exception is applicable to an official tryout that is 
structured as a series of events in which athletes must participate in each event (or at least one event in each level) of the series in order to be selected to 
the national team. The exception does not apply to events in which athletes are only identified for further evaluation at unrelated events for a future national 
team. For example, the exception applies to an official tryout in which athletes must participate in event A in order to participate in event B (or in one of 
several events at the event A level in order to participate at the event B level), and participants in event B are selected to the national team that will 
participate in international competition; however the exception does not apply to participation in event A if athletes are not selected to the national team or if 
participation in event A (or other events on the same level) is not required for participation in event B. [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.7.3.1 -(d) (U.S. National 
Team) and 30.8.1 (national-team criteria)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 20, 2006 8:50 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vl.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia 

Alibrd <aJicia.aJtbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

~Manielle.filzgera]d@marquette.edu>; Deborah Ri~ <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker <~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.usf.edu;,; Kelly Woods 

<kwood@scarletk~fights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wu.edtc~; Kevin Delaney ~-vdelanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~411e.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca }tinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephennaJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Gleg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@Ngeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~-dgavitl@bigeas~t.orgv; Donna DeMarco <Mdemarco@bigeas~t.org~; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <~anecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 
Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/20/06- Cunent Event 

Spurrier’s Wife Cited for NCAA Violation 
StarTribune.net--AP 
COLUMBIA, S.C. - It’s one thing for South Carolina coach Steve Spurrier to read the riot act to an assistant coach for breaking NCAA rules. It’s a whole 
different matter when the offending person is your wife. 
Spurrier said Friday that his wife, Jerri, unknowingly violated NCAA rules by sending handwritten notes to families of players who had signed with the 
Gamecocks. 
it’s something she had done for years, wishing the newest players well as they got ready to join the ball coach’s teams. She kept up the practice when her 
husband took over the Gamecocks in November 2004. 
"She’s done it every year in the past. This year’s it’s a violation, I guess," Spurrier said. 
The infraction, which the university classified as a "Level I1" secondary violation, was among eight secondary violations the school reported that took place 
between July and December. 
Two other incidents involved the football program, according to the school. On July 27, an academic department improperly certified degree applicable 
hours to two student-athletes in football and men’s basketball. Then on Nov. 29, the school said a football assistant called a prospective athlete during June 
and July when such calls could not be made until Sept. 1. 
The later violation was classified as "Level I," meaning it will go from the Southeastern Conference office to the NCAA enforcement staff for review. South 
Carolina is currently under a three-year NCAA probation for violations that occurred when Lou Holtz was coach from 1999-2004. 
Spurrier said the offending assistant, defensive line coach Brad Lawing, had not been on the road recruiting since the end of the season. 
"A lot of his recruiting responsibilities had been taken away in the last month or so," Spurrier said. 
Lawing, in his first season on Spurrier’s staff, did not want to discuss the violation after practice. 
Spurrier, known as a head coach who does not tolerate NCAA improprieties, said he made sure Lawing knew not to repeat his mistake. "1 don’t think he 
will," Spurrier said. 
Spurrier characterized Lawing’s actions as "careless, lazy, bad decision, whatever." 



"We don’t operate like that," Spurrier said. "It should not happen again." 
All secondary violations will be sent to the SEC office. The more serious, "Level r’ violations then go to the NCAA enforcement staff. The "Level Ir’ violations 
are turned in to the NCAA at the end of the academic year. 
Of the rest of South Carolina’s reported violations, two involved the volleyball team, and one each involved men’s soccer, women’s basketball and 
equestrian. Six of the eight transgressions were categorized as "Level I" while a volleyball student-athlete making free phone calls on an athletic department 
phone joined Jerri Spurrier as a less-severe, "Level II" violation. 
Spurrier was asked why anyone might turn in the Gamecocks for a simple note from his wife. 
"It’s easy to turn somebody in. I got turned in for talking to a kid at a high school during a junior recruiting period," Spurrier said. "1 did say hello to him, but I 
didn’t give him a recruiting speech. 
"So anybody can turn anybody in just like anybody can sue anybody in America," Spurrier said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 21, 2006 8:22 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaytner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <snfithj@fiu.eda>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu:~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@v"t.edu; tbemandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu:~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia 

Alibrd <a]icia.a]tbrd@ucoml.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitl.edtv~; Dan Bartholomae 

:-:dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

:Manielle.filzgeraJd@marquetle.edu>; Deborah Ri~ <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker ~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeas~t.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.eda>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmatm@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Hock <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-gklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmmett@admin.usf.edu;,; Kelly Woods 

<kwood@scarletlafights.com>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~wn.edtc~; Kevin Delaney :-<delanekl @stjohns.edn>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@nmil.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~:ille.edw>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.e&~; Stephen Nally 

<stephennaJly@villanova.edu>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.ustledu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eda>; Nancy Hmnant --:nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedlisld 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John MaJdnatto <jmayinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 
Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Spmgue <csplague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu:~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu:~; Pat Thomas <thonmsp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rous~au@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/21/06- Prep School 

Willie Linebacker is a prospective student-athlete who signed with Big Time University to play football. Willie was a senior at All American High School 
during the 2005-06 academic year. At the conclusion of his senior year, Willie was three courses short of meeting high school graduation requirements. 
Consequently, he enrolled at Prep School USA to fulfill the requirements so that he could meet NCAA initial eligibility requirements and play football for Big 
Time University. Willie will graduate from the prep school and complete NCAA initial eligibility requirements to be certified as a qualifier in December of 
2006. 
Big Time University would like Willie to enroll in January of 2007 and award him an athletic scholarship. Is this permissible? 
No. If a PSA does not complete graduation requirements in the first eight semesters, he/she can take additional core courses from another educational 
institution (e.g., prep school), but enrollment may not occur until the subsequent academic year. Please see NCAA Interpretations and bylaw included 
below. 
Please be advised that if either proposal 2006-65A or 2006-65B is approved this information could change. The effective date for both 
proposals is August 1, 2007 (applicable to individuals who initially enroll full time at a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2007). 

Repeating a semester or entire year of high school 

Date Issued: Oct 16, 1989 
Type: ONciaJ 

Item Ref: 3-a-(1)-(a) 
Interpretation: Generate Archive Request 
(a) The Council reviewed its April 1987 interpretation that permits prospective student-athletes who repeat an entire year of high school to use courses taken during the repeated year to 

fulfill the core-curriculum re- quirements of NCAA By]aw 14.3 and modified that interpretation to indicate that a prospective student-athlete also may use appropriate courses during a 

repeated semester, provided the prospective student-athlete does not enter a member institution until the next fall term, and to indicate that the repeated semester or year does not have to 

be required; further, voted to sponsor an amendment to Bylaw 143.1.1 2.1-(a) as part of the consent package to indicate that the repeated semester or year could include postgraduate 
courses. 



Mid Year High-School Graduate (I) 

Date Issued: Nov 27, 2002 

Type: Staff’Interpretation 

Item Ref: 1 Interpretation: 
Q_e__l~_e___v_~t__e____~_Lc_]~ jy_e___~_e_q__u__e_~_t- 

The membership ,services staff’confirmed that a prospective student-athlete who graduates from high school at mid year would be eligible immediately upon enrollment 

at a collegiate institution, provided the prospect has just completed the eighth semester of high-school enrolhnent and meets the academic requirements to be certified 

as a qualifier. Further, a prospect that has not fulfilled the requirements for high- school graduation is able to repeat a regular term or academic year (beyond the eighth 

semester) and use the core courses taken during that term or year toward meeting the core-coursc requirement; however the prospect shall not enroll until the following 

academic year. [References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.3.1.1 (qualifier) and 14.3.1.2.1 (core-curriculum time limitations) aa~d 9/30,94, staffinterpretation, item a, 

which has been archived.] 

Core-Course Time Limit -- Division I 

Date Issued: Feb 28, 1996 
Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: b 
Interpretation: Generate Archive Request 
b. Core-Course Time Lilmt -- Division I: ’]7he legislative services st~ff confirmed that if a prospect completes all requirements for high-school graduation in grades nine through 12 but 
chooses not to graduate, the prospect may not use courses taken subsequent to grade 12 in a repeated term@ear at another high school or preparatory school to satisl}’ core-curriculum 
requirements. [References: 14.3.1.3.1 (core-curriculum time limitation) and staff’minutes 2/15,’91, item 1-hi 

Completion of High-School Graduation Requirement Subsequent to the Eighth Semester (I) 

Date Issued: Feb 11, 2004 
Type: Otticial 

Item Ref: 1 
Interpretation: .(__3___e__r_t__ej2a__t__e____A____r__c_[t_i__y__e___[ ~ _e__clue_s~ 

For purposes of satisfying the initial-eligibility reqnirement~ the subcommittee confilmed that there is not a high- school graduation time limitation. Thus, a prospective 

student-athlete who does not graduate from high school after his or her eighth semester, but othela¥isc satisfies the initial-eligibili~ core-course requiremems, may 

complete requirements for high- school graduation in a subscqueut term (e.g., ninth semester) and be immediately eligible Yxdthout having to delay enrollmeut until the 

following academic year. [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.3.1 (eligibiliF for financial aid, practice mid competition) and 14.3.1.2.1 (core-culriculum lime limitation)] 

14.3.1.2.1 Core-Curriculum Time Linfitation 

Generally, only courses completed in grades nine through 12 may be considered core courses, unless a student repeats a regular term or academic year of secondao~ 

studies following completion of the requirements necessary’ for high school graduation. In the latter instance, if the core-cun-iculum requirements are completed during a 

repeated term, the s~mden~s initial, fifll-time collegiate enrollment shall not occur until the follomng academic year, and the core-cun-iculum courses used to satisfy- the 

requirements of Bylaw 14.3 must be taken at the high school fi-om which the student completes the requirements necessary, tbr high school graduation. Courses taken 

following the completion of the stadenfs eighth semester (e.g., summer school Mter the senior year) shall not be used to satisfy core-curriculum requirement~ except as 

provided in Bylaws 14.3.1.2.1.1. and 14.3.1.2.1.2. ~evised 1/10/90, 9/15/97, 1l/1/0l eflOctive 8/1/02) 

jeondaras(a~bi_qeast.org 

~4".~.273 ,:3424 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Janual3, 8, 2007 8:45 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd q~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@aeksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Banmgaztner 
<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <snfithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler -qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@v~t.edu; themandez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia 

Alibrd <aJicia.aJtbrd@ucoml.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitl.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

~Manielle.filzgeraJd@marquetle.edu>; Deborah Ri~ <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker ~dbakke@depanl.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaadetkmights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <bmmnmtt@admin.nsf.edu>; Kenny Schank 

<kenny.schank@mail.wvn.edus,; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimkerly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Larissa 

Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam0 l@louisville.e&l>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edtc,; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Chris~tensen 

<mhris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler ~thcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Stnmpl~ Rick <RStumpi@)admin.usEedu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu~; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.mgan@illanova.edu>; dpc~a)nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <glegory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher--john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko 

<n~!jwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <kmollw@georgetown.e&l>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.o~>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Datum Demarco <ddenmrco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigea,st.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maqolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smutphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy --~bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu:>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@pmvidence.edtc,; Julie Hennann qkhelm0 l@louisville.edu:>; Kathy Meehan 
) <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; t at Babcock 

<pat.babcock@nconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Stephanie 

Rousseau <stephanie.ronssean@nc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/08/07- 14.5.1.3 

Tee Off, a golf student-athlete at Big Time University, wants to transfer to College USA after being expelled for a conduct offense. 
Is Tee eligible for the one-time transfer exception? 
Generally student-athletes in sports other than division I-A football, basketball and men’s ice hockey are eligible for the one-time transfer exception (and 
immediate eligibility at their new school) provided they are academically eligible when leaving Big Time University. 
However, NCAA Bylaw 14.!5.1.3 states that a student who transfers to any NCAA institution from a collegiate institution while the student is disqualified or 
suspended from the previous institution for disciplinary reasons (as opposed to academic reasons) must complete one calendar year of residence at the 
certifying institution. 

:.?~!:? g{{~h~:m~.ad 5gr#e{, ,’:;?* b’c ~.,o 

.i~_o___t_~__d__g_r__t~__s__~_~_b__i_g~g_s__t_:_er__g. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Januao~ 9, 2007 8:46 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfia.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scadetknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney ~lbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~411e.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --~nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~Mdemarco@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedlisld 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 
Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjia~l@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/9/07- Current Event 

NCAA academic-related punishments to grow stronger 
USAToday.com 
ORLANDO -- The NCAA is preparing to hit "hundreds" of teams with a second, stiffer wave of penalties for academic deficiencies, deepening cuts in 
scholarships and curtailing teams’ practice time. In two years, the most chronic offenders will be hit with postseason bans. 



The Division I Board of Directors is expected to endorse the plan as the association’s four-day annual convention wraps up today. Hartford President Walt 
Harrison, who also heads the committee drawing up the academic reforms, outlined details along with other officials Sunday. 
The sanctions are tied to the NCAA’s Academic Performance Rate (APR), first compiled in 2005 and measuring each Division I team’s success in retaining 
scholarship athletes, keeping them academically eligible and ultimately graduating them. Points are awarded player by player. The association has 
determined teams should hit 92.5% of their possible total -- an APR of 925 -- or face warning slaps. 
initially applied last year, those penalties involve modest scholarship restrictions. 
The second-stage sanctions target teams that score even lower, below 900, for three consecutive years or longer without registering improvement. The 
NCAA’s Bill Regan said those subpar programs could number "in the hundreds" out of more than 5,000 teams. 
They’ll take their first hit in late March or early April, when the NCAA publicly identifies them as consistently APR-deficient. If they remain below 900 another 
year and fail to show improvement or obtain a waiver, they’ll face two penalties in spring 2008: a 10% or greater cut in scholarships and loss of a day of 
practice a week during the playing season (atop the day-a-week’s rest already mandated by the NCAA). 
Sub-900 teams that have shown improvement will draw lighter versions of those penalties: a 5% or greater cut in scholarships and reduction in practice 
time by four hours a week. 
When the measures hit, NCAA President Myles Brand said, "1 think there’ll be a public outcry in the local area of each school of’How can the coach and the 
AD let this happen?’ "Teams lagging a fifth consecutive year will be subject to postseason bans starting in spring 2009. 
Salary concern: 
Brand generally has tolerated the spiral in college coaches’ salaries, provided the schools that pay them can afford them. But in the wake of Nick Saban’s 
bar-raising, $4-million-a-year deal to take over Alabama’s football program, he said Sunday, "Over and above the financial issues, you have to ask the 
question: Is this a proper approach within an academic context?" 
Should Alabama, despite its desperation to return the Crimson Tide’s tradition-laden program to pre-eminence, have backed away from such an expensive 
hire? 
’Tm not sure that the athletic administration and the university administration could have done anything different from what they did because, from their 
perspective and the interest of their fan base and others and probably from a financial standpoint, they say ’This is in our self-interest,’" Brand said. 
"Are we asking them to sacrifice their self-interest for the greater good? Obviously, we can’t control it _. (but) I think we have to ask the question of the 
entire athletic community without creating collusion." 
Text messaging on hold: 
The NCAA’s Division I Management Council, meeting Sunday, put off until April a recommendation on the use of text messaging in recruiting. 
The panel will solicit additional comment from schools on an Ivy League proposal to prohibit the practice, which has attracted increased attention amid 
complaints of intrusion into high school players’ lives and even their pocketbooks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 10, 2007 8:30 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfia.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.altbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw>; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Er]ease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.¥wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney ~lbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~:ille.edw>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stampt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --:nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~Mdemarco@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedlisld 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 
Murphy <smurphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjia~l@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1 / 10/07- NCAA Staff" Interpretation 

A head coach in the sport of women’s volleyball requires her student-athletes to watch videotape during the sport’s out-of-season segment (eight hours per 
week, two hours skill instruction). 
Is the video review a countable athletically related activity within the sport’s two hours per week of skill instruction? 
Yes. As per a 6-14-95 NCAA Staff Interpretation, the individual skill-related instruction permitted outside the institution’s declared playing and practice 
season may include the observation or review of a film/videotape, provided the film/videotape is used as part of the actual instruction process. 
FilmNideo Tape as Part of Skill-Related Instruction 

Date Issued: Jun 14, 1995 
Type: Staff interpretation 
item Ref: a 
interpretation: 
a. Film/Video Tape as Part of Skill-Related Instruction: The legislative services staff confirmed that in Division I sports other than football, the individual skill- 
related instruction permitted outside the institution’s declared playing and practice season may include the observation or review of a film/videotape, 
provided the film/videotape is used as part of the actual instruction process. (effective August 1, 1995) [References: Bylaws 17.02.1.1-(e) (countable 
athletically related activities) and 17.1.5.2.1 (skill instruction Division I)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January, 11, 2007 9:11 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gera]d@marquette.edw>; DeboraJ~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.ca~cns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~:ille.edw>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:cz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephenna]ly@villanova.edu>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Gleg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu:>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwv-ell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant --:nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~xtdemarco@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedlisld 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 
Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odja£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edtc>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/11/07- Male Practice Players 

Iwanna Ball is a freshman male student at Big Time University. Iwanna played basketball in high school and would like to practice with Big Time’s women’s 
team. In hopes that he could play basketball in college, Iwanna registered with the NCAA Clearinghouse and was deemed a qualifier. He is enrolled in 15 
hours and is in good academic standing. 

Is it permissible for Iwanna to practice with the women’s basketball team? Can Iwanna travel with the team to away from home contests? 

Yes, Iwanna can practice with the team, but he would not be permitted to travel or receive any type of financial assistance. 

Please note that the rules surrounding male practice players are being discussed by various committees. If the rules change, it might not be 
permissible for male students to practice with women’s teams in the future. We will keep you posted on any new developments. 

2006 Educational Column - NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1 - Requirement for Practice - Male Students Practicing with Women’s Teams (FIFIII) 

Date Issued: Mar 10, 2006 
Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

NCAA member institutions should note that in accordance with NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1, a student-athlete must be enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies 



leading to a baccalaureate or equivalent degree to be eligible to paa(dcipate in organized practice sessions. 
During its December 5, 1991 meeting, the former NCAA Interpretations Committee determined that male student-athletes who practice with an institution’s women’s team 
on an occasional basis must be verified as eligible for practice in accordance with Bylaw 14.1.8.1 and have eligibility remaining in accordance with Bylaws 14.2.1 and 
14.2.2 (Bylaws 14.2.2 and 14.2.3 in Divisions II and III). Further, during its October 22, 1992 meeting, the former Interpretations Committee determined that if male 
student-athletes practice on a regular basis with the institution’s women’s teams (and vice versa), those male student-athletes must be certified in accordance with all 
applicable NCAA regulations (e.g., the individual must be enrolled in a minimum fitll-time progrmn of studies, have eligibility remaining under the five-year/l 0-semester rule, 
must sign a drag-testing consent fbrm and must be included on the institution’s sqnad list). 
In addition, the following issues related to male student-athletes practicing with women’s teams have been determined: 
Permissible: 
a.    It is permissible for an institution to provide apparel to male student-athletes fbr the purpose of practicing with the institution’s women’s team. 
b. If a male student-athlete is inw)lved in skill-related instruction w-ith a women’s team, he must be included in the permissible number of student-athletes permitted to be 
involved in such instruction at any one time in any facility. 

Not permissible: 
a.    It is not permissible for an institution to provide male student-athletes financial assistance (i.e., room and board, tuition and fees and books) in return for practicing 

with tile women’s tealn. 

b. In Division I, it is not permissible for a male student-athlete who is a counter in a men’s sport to engage in practice sessions wifll an institution’s women’s tealn in any 
sport. 

c.    In Division II, it is not permissible for a male student-athlete who is receiving athletically related aid in any sport to practice with the women’s basketball, volleyball or 
field hockey team on a regular basis. 

d. It is not permissible for an institution to provide male student-athletes with room and board to remain on campus during vacation periods to participate in practice 
sessions with the women’s team. 

e. It is not permissible for an institution to allow male student-athletes who are nonqualifiers to participate in practice sessions with a women’s tealn. 
12 It is not permissible for an institution to provide travel expenses to an away-from-home competition to a male student-athlete who is practicing with a women’s teaan. 
g. It is not permissible to place a male student-athlete in the position of a team manager for the purpose of receiving expenses to practice with the women’s team on 

away-from-home competitions. 
h.    It is not permissible for a male student-athlete who is receiving financial aid or any compensation tbr serving in any position in the athletics department to practice 

with a women’s team. 
[References: Divisions I and III Bylaws 14.1.8.1 (requirement for practice), Division II Bylaw- 14.1.8.1 (requirement for practice or competition); Division I Bylaw 
14.1.8.1.6 (eligibility requirements for male student-athletes to practice with women’s teams); Bylaw 14.2.1 (five-year nile), Bylaw 14.2.2 (additional applications &the 
five-year rule); Divisions II and III Bylaw- 14.2.2 (10-semestel;/15-qum~er role); Bylaw 14.2.3 (additional applications of the 10-semester/15-qnarter rule); Divisions I and II 
Bylaw 14.3.2 (eligibility for financial aid, practice and competition - nonqualifier), Divisions II Bylaw 15.5.1 (counters), Divisions I, II, and III Bylaw 16.8.1.2 (competition 
while representing institution); Division I Bylaw 17.1.5.2.2 (skill instruction - sports other than football and basketball); Division II Bylaw 17.1.5.2.1 (skill instruction); 
Divisions II and III official interpretation 12/5/91, Item No. 3; Divisions II and III official interpretation 10/22/92, Item No. 2; and Division II official interpretation 07/27/99, 
Item No. 1.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 12, 2007 8:52 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.nets~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbm-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; DeboraJa Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.corns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~411e.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@aflaletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samanflm Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ustledu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjo£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbeJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/12/07- Current Event 

Nike set to take colleges on tour of Asian factories 
USAToday.com--AP-- Mark Hollis has heard allegations about Nike Inc. operating sweatshops overseas. 

The Michigan State senior associate athletic director believes Nike when it says all of its workers are treated well, but he eagerly accepted the company’s offer to tour some 

of its Asian factories. 

"it’s easy to be told one thing, but it’s a great opportunity to go see for yourself," said Hollis, who was to travel Thursday to Vietnam. "Nike is in business to make money, but 

they take allegations and perceptions seriously." 

M ichigan State, Georgetown, California -- a few of the many schools with sponsorship agreements with Nike -- and the America East Conference are expected to have 

representatives joining Nike officials for an upcoming tour of facilities in Vietnam and China. 

Kit Morris, Nike’s director of college sports marketing, said it’s the fourth such trip in five years. 

"We’ve found that athletic administrators gain a better understanding of the cultural and economic conditions with this firsthand view of our overseas operations," Morris said 

in a telephone interview from Nike’s headquarters in Beaverton, Ore. "Most of our products, including collegiate-licensed apparel, are made by subcontracted workers 

overseas and that issue has drawn some attention at colleges over the last decade. 

"We want to be as transparent as possible during these visits, allowing our guests from the different colleges to ask any factory worker or government official any question 

they want." 

Global Exchange, a humanitarian, not-for-profit organization based in San Francisco, hopes Hollis and the other college administrators ask tough questions during its tour 

paid for by the world’s largest athletic shoe and clothing company. 

"Are the workers paid a living wage that allows them to live in their country’s middle class?" said Jason Mark, who is on Global Exchange’s board of directors. "Are the 

workers allowed to collectively bargain for their interests with an independent trade union?" 

"Unfortunately, repeated investigations into Nike’s operations overseas has given us ’No’ answers to both of those questions." 

After hearing these kind of criticisms about its labor practices abroad for years, Nike disclosed the names and locations of 700-plus factories that make its shoes, apparel 

and other products in 2005. 

Industry experts said the disclosure, included as part of the company’s corporate responsibility report, made the sneaker giant the first major apparel manufacturer to 

voluntarily disclose its entire supply chain. 

In its 108-page corporate responsibility report, Nike audited nearly 600 factories over a two-year span and found abuses it previously has identified such as restricting 



access to toilets and drinking water during the work day. The monitors also found that in more than half the South Asian factories, and in over 25% of factories overall, the 

normal course of business led to work hours more than 60 hours per week 

"We’re always looking to make progress for our workers around the world because we have a saying around here, ’There is no finish line,’ " Morris said. "Doing the right thing 

is good business" 

Last month, Nike said its earnings were up 8% in the second quarter to $325.6 million and that sales increased 10% to $3.82 billion for the quarter that ended Nov 30. 

While Global Exchange is frustrated with Nike over core issues related to pay and unions, Mark said the company has made improvements 

"Nike has made some important changes over the last decade in terms of looking out for the health and safety of its workers," he said "But I hope that the administrators 

going on the trip ask the hard questions that need to be asked, and that they help make progress for living wages and the right to form unions for the workers overseas" 

Michigan State is a member of both the Fair Labor Association and the Worker Rights Consortium, making Hollis feel a greater sense of responsibility to make the 11-day 

trip productive. 

"We have a responsibility and expectation to listen and respond to issues facing a global community," he said. "We’re fortunate Nike is giving us this opportunity to explore 

their factories so that we can go beyond the documents that tell us where the goods are coming from overseas." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 16, 2007 9:25 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd -qa~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmga~tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edt#,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dba~tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~Jcke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu;,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.¥wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <~aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~411e.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler ~mthcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.e&~; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stampl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu;,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~qtdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmaiinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <I’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/16/07- NCAA Official Interpretation 

Three N. Out is a senior prospective student-athlete. Three is being recruited by College USA in the sports of football and track. 
With the dead period for football occurring the week of the National Letter of Intent, would it be permissible for the track coaches to contact Three off-campus during the 
football dead period? 
Yes. An 11/21/91 NCAA Official Interpretation states that the dead period for recruiting purposes is sport applicable. Therefore, a multi-sport prospect that is being 
earnestly recruited in more than one sport could be recruited on- or off-campus during a permissible recruiting period even if a recruiting dead period is applicable in another 
sport in which the prospect is being recruited. 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 17, 2007 9:21 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <6sedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu;>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank ~:ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney ~lbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Kai-woski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler ~mthcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu;>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~Mdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mayinatto <jmafnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaypaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbexa Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague --~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu;>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~!providence.edu;>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu,~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu,~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephalaie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/17/07- 11.6.1.1 

Big Time University women’s basketball team is playing in the inaugural Snow Ball Classic. This event is a double header featuring teams from Big 
Basketball and All-Star Basketball conferences. Big Time University will be playing in the first game of the double header. One of their assistant coaches 
would like to stay and watch the second game as they will be competing against one of those teams next month. 
Is it permissible for the coach to stay and scout a future opponent? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.6.1.1 states that an institution may pay the expenses of a member of its coaching staffto attend a regular-season or postseason 
tournament or, in basketball a double-header event in which the institution’s intercollegiate team is a participant. Under such circumstances, the individual 
may scout future opponents also participating in the same tournament at the same site or, in basketball, the same double-header event at the same site, 
without being subject to the scouting prohibition. (Revised: 1/11/94 effective 8/1/94, 10/28/97 effective 8/1/98) 

NCAA Educational Column - NCAA Division I Bylaw 11.6 - Expenses for Scouting Opponents (I/III) 

Date Issued: Feb 08, 2006 
Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

NCAA institutions should note flaat in basketball, football and women’s volleyball, oil’-campus, in-person scouting of opponents is prohibited; however, NCAA 

Division I Bylaw 11.6.1.1, as it relates to these sports, permits an institution to pay the expenses of a member of its coaching staff to attend a regular season or 



postseason tournament in which the institution’s temn is a participant. In basketball only, an institution may also pay the expenses of a coaching staffmember to attend a 

doubleheader event in which the institution’s team is a participant. Only under the aforementioned circumstances may the coach scout thture tournameat opponents also 

participating in the s~une tournament at the s~une site without being subject to the scouting prohibition of Bylaw 11.6.1. 

Furthel; it should be noted that pursuant to Bylaw 11.6.2, in sports other than basketball, football and volleyball, an institution may not pay or reimburse athletics 

department s~afl’members, boosters or scouting services for scouting future opponents. Thereibre, while it remains permissible in sports other than basketball, football 

and women’s volleyball to scout future opponents at any time, an institution may not pay or reimburse athletics department staff members or boosters for expenses 
incurred while scouting. In lacrosse, it is permissible for an institution to pay the expenses of one person to scout each of an institution’s future opponents on one 

occasion, pursuant to Bylaw 11.6.2.1. 

NCAA institutions should note that Division III Bylaw- 11.6 permits institutions to scout any opponent participating in official contests or dates of competition (not 

scrimmages or exhiNtion contests) conducted during the traditional segment of the playing season until July 31. However. with the adoption of NCAA Proposal No. 22 

effective August 1, Bylaw 11.6 will permit institutions to begin scouting any opponent participating in official contests or dates of competition or exhibition contests 

conducted during the traditional ~gment of the playing ~ason. Division III institutions still will not be permitted to scout opponents during ~rimmages. 

~o__t_!_d__q!’_g:s__~.__b_j_q__e__%s__l__=_o_F__q 

/~�71.2}’~~, ~D;.~.2;.~. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January, 18, 2007 8:47 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd "m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lulz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaztner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hawigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org-~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Blyan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaztholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2,ke@depaul.edu;>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cazns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank ~:ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu;,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.¥vvu.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler ~mthcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <ktaniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu;>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu;,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org-;; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org-;; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~demarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmalinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CazpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu;>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu;>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edu,~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu,~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/18/07- 13.12.2.2.1 

Ben Backfield is the Head Football Coach at Big Time University. He wants to conduct a camp this summer and hopes that all the local high school teams will attend. Coach 
Backfield wants to establish a good relationship with the high school coaches in the area, so he offers an incentive to the coaches for attending the team camps. The 
incentive would be to reimburse high school coaches $100.00 from the camp fees if they bring in 10 or more kids with them to camp. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.t2.2.2.t states that institutions may not compensate or reimburse a high school, preparatory or a two-year college coach based on the number of 
campers the coach sends to the camp. 

iieomlaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 19, 2007 8:48 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.nets~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbm-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; DeboraJa Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.corns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@aflaletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samanflm Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ustledu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjo£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbeJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/19/07- Current Event 

NCAA revisits Confederate flag policy 
USA TODAY.corn 

Amid calls for a broader crackdown, the NCAA is re-examining its policy against staging championships in states that display the Confederate battle symbol. 

The association’s Minority Opportunities and Interests Committee will begin weighing options during meetings Monday and Tuesday in Indianapolis. At stake is Clemson’s 

and other schools’ eligibility to host baseball regionals and subregionals. 

No recommendations are expected next week. "It would be a ways off, probably, for anything to happen," committee chairman Robert Vowels says. His panel is awaiting the 

outcome of local efforts to remove the Confederate flag from state grounds in South Carolina, one of two states affected by the guidelines. 

"We’re looking at the entire picture," Vowels says. "But our dialogue recently has been mainly with South Carolina." 

The state pulled the flag from its Capitol dome in Columbia in 2000 but still flies it as part of a monument on Statehouse grounds. Mississippi incorporates the Confederate 

symbol in its state flag. 

The NCAA refuses to conduct preassigned championship events -- those assigned a site ahead of time, as basketball’s Final Four is each year -- in either state. 

At issue is whether to extend the ban to non-predetermined events, including baseball’s lead-up to the College World Series in Omaha. Regionals are awarded to 16 of the 

highest-seeded teams in the 64-team field and super regionals to eight surviving high seeds. 

Clemson and Mississippi hosted regionals and super regionals last June. South Carolina also has as recently as 2004, and regionals were held at Mississippi State and 

Southern Mississippi in 2003. 

"Make it consistent across the board," says Otha Meadows, executive director of the Charleston, S.C.-based Trident Urban League. "1 just think you’re spinning your wheels 

and you’re not really putting your teeth into it if you say, ’Well, we’re going to sanction these events. But we’re not going to sanction those events.’ " 

The Indianapolis-based Black Coaches Association also has urged the NCAA’s minority opportunities committee to address the issue. A final decision would be up to the 

association’s top-level Executive Committee, which drew up the policy in April 2001. 

It affects only basketball and football, the sports that preset and rotate championship sites. Losing one of those events, the NCAA’s Charlotte Westerhaus says, costs a state 

$5 million to $7 million 

Westerhaus, who oversees minority issues for the NCAA, suggests it might have gone as far with restrictions as it’s going to, noting Clemson and other schools have been 

careful to prohibit the imagery at events they host and have little influence on state policies. 

"1 think the membership wanted to recognize that," she says, "and doesn’t want to punish student-athletes who’ve earned the right to participate in championships on those 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, JanuaO, 22, 2007 8:25 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaytner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <-jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <-jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <-lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; BOan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaytholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <-jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cayns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.¥¥~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Alle.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <ktmfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <-~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ <-~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregou.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse <-~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben FaJrclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~Mdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Lin& Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CazpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague <-~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehal~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/’22/07- 12.3.1.1 

R.H.P, Jr., a senior student-athlete on Big Time University baseball team, will exhaust his eligibility after the 2007 season. He would like to have an agent help him with 
negotiations during the 2007 MLB draft. 
Can R.H.P, Jr. sign an agreement with an agent now as long as the agent’s services won’t begin until after he has exhausted his collegiate eligiblity? 
No. NGAA Bylaw 12.3.1.1 states that an individual shall be ineligible per the general agent rule if he or she enters into a VERBAL. OR WRITTEN agreement with an agent for 
representation in future professional sports negotiations that are to take place after the individual has completed his or her eligibility in that sport. 

j(:ondaras@biqeast, orff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 23, 2007 8:50 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaa-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaa-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/’23/07- Current Event 

Commission told of big changes in recruiting 
USA TODAY,corn 

WASHINGTON --With high school football recruits ready to sign letters of intent with colleges starting Feb. 7, the reform-minded Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

convened Monday to hear a panel discussion concerning outside influences and pressures on the recruiting process 

With the popularity of Internet recruiting sites growing each year along with fans’ thirst for knowledge about who their school is recruiting and why, the commission heard from former 

North Carolina football coach John Bunting and current Maryland offensive lineman Andrew Crummey, among others. 

Those two painted a clear picture on how much the recruiting process has changed. 

Bunting, who played at North Carolina from 1969-71 and had a 14-year pro career, said that when he arrived at UNC as a player, he had little idea who else was in his recruiting class, 

how many players at various positions had been brought in or how good they were. 

But as a coach, Bunting said, he "witnessed the birth, the gro~^Ah and nowthe monstrous resources of information, as well as disinformation, available to anyone and everyone (via the 

Internet) " 

Crummey, a second-team all-Atlantic Coast Conference pick in 2006, said that contrary to when Bunting was recruited, freshmen today can know virtually everything about their new 

teammates, including how highly they’re rated by recruiting services, down to details such as a player’s time in the 40-yard dash and what other schools offered him scholarships. 

"1 knew everything about the quality of the recruiting class coming in," Crummey said. "When you show up for camp, there is already a hierarchy of who the better players are, based on 

the star system." 

Crummey also said that besides being hounded by coaches seeking his commitment, he was inundated with calls from reporters working for Internet services who wanted to know 

about the schools on his wish list, where he was visiting and where he might end up 

Among the more unsavory byproducts of recruiting, he said, are Internet message boards where fans can sometimes criticize recruits without knowing anything about them, other than 

how highly they are rated by recruiting services. 

"We want to knowwhat’s being said about us. Players do read that and take it to heart," Crummey said. 

Bobby Burton, who manages football recruiting for the rivals.corn recruiting site, told the commission his operation is a "professional news organization" providing a service for its 

readers and is unlike some sites that are "uncontrollable." 

He said because the site publishes stories about various players and schools, it can help guard against unscrupulous practices by coaches 

"Kids in the past didn’t knowthere were eight running backs being (recruited by a school)," he said. "They could be told they were the only one" 



Burton anticipates his site will receive about 75 million page views on signing day next month. 

Also on the panel was Harry Edwards, an emeritus professor of sociology at California and a Iongtime sports sociologist. He decried the "marketing and commodification" of athletes at 

younger and younger ages and warned that some recruits have been known to pick a school based on whether its colors correspond to a player’s chosen street gang. 

"Coaches often don’t even knowtheir locker rooms are ’ganged up,’ " Edwards said. "No one is really dealing with life issues in the process." 

i<’<mdaras~biqeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, January, 24, 2007 8:37 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lulz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hawigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org-~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfia.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Blyan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu;>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cayns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank ~:ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.¥vvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~lbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw-; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw-; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <ktaniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@sljohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu;>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org-;; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org-;; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmalinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbexa Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague --~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu;>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu;>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/’24/07- 15.5.8.1 

Leroy Linebacker is a freshman student-athlete at College USA. Lemy was recruited to play football and baseball at College USA. The football coaches did 
not have a scholarship to offer Leroy, so he signed a National Letter of Intent with the baseball program. Leroy did not compete in football this past fall, but 
he did practice all semester. 
Does Leroy’s scholarship count against the baseball team limits or the football team’s limits? 
Leroy’s scholarship counts against the football team’s limits. NCAA Bylaw 15.$.8.1 states that in football, a counter who was recruited and/or offered 
financial aid to participate in football and who participates (practices or competes) in football and one or more sports (including basketball) shall be counted 
in football. A counter who was not recruited and/or offered financial aid to participate in football and who competes in football and one or more sports 
(including basketball) shall be counted in football. 

iicomlaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday,, January, 25, 2007 8:34 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd q~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.e&~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler -qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Buan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@maJl.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaa-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Deborak Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjo!mls.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ustledu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; (keg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@mavavell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

q:ldemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tr’anghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carpaacelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maacgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbaam Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <I’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~m.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/25/07- Proposal 2006-31 

Head Football Coach at Big Time University is going to be attending practice at All American high school on April 28th. He wants Intha Pocket, a junior 
prospective student-athlete, to know he is coming. 

Can the coach call Intha the night before practice to let him know he will be watching the next day? 

Yes. With the adoption of proposal 2006-31, the coach make one telephone call to Intha from April 15 through May 31 of his junior year in high school. 
Please note the effective date of this proposal is immediate. 

2006-31 RECRUITING -- TELEPHONE CALLS TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETES -- EXCEPTION -- FOOTBALL -- 
ONE TELEPHONE CALL APRIL 15 THROUGH MAY 31 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: In football, to specify, that an institution may make one telephone call to a prospective student-athlete or a prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal 

guaacdians from April 15 through May 31 of fl~e prospective student-athlete’s j unior year in high school. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3.1.1, as follows: 

[Federated provision, FBS mad FCS, divided vote] 

"13.1.3.1.1 Exception -- Football. In football, one telephone call to a prospect [or a prospect’s relatives or legal guardian(s)] may be made during the month of May 
from April lfi through May 31 of the prospect’s juIfior year in high school. Additional telephone calls to a prospect [or a prospect’s relatives or legal guardian(s)] 



may not be made before September I of the beginning of the prospect’s senior year in high school; thereafter, such telephone contact is limited to once per week 

outside of a contact period. During a contact period, such telephone contact may be made at the institution’s discretion." 

Source: Southeastern Conference. 
Effective Date: hr~nediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: This proposal does not increase the number of telephone calls permitted. Instead, it simply modifies the permissible time period during which coaching staB" 

members may place telephone calls to junior prospective student-athletes to match the current spring evaluation period. Ins’read ofunnecessaMy delaying 

communication between a prospective student-athlete mad a coach regarding an evaluation, this proposal permits timely mM appropriate comnmnication. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 26, 2007 8:22 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.nets~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbm-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.corns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~411e.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~-Tddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjo£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbeJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/26/07- Current Event 

There’s a growing cloud in USC’s sunny sky 
USAToday.com 
So now, tapes have supposedly surfaced of Reggie Bush while he was at USC. And apparently, they’re not of long touchdown runs against Fresno State. 
If a report on Yahoo.corn is correct, a federal probe has turned up recorded conversations between an investor in a failed sports marketing agency and Bush and his family, 
possibly discussing gifts and cash during Bush’s heady days as a Trojan. 
The report mentions $280,000 worth of largesse. Considerable pizza money for a college kid -- if he wants to buy pizza for the entire population of Pasadena. 
If true, the recent golden era at USC just became a little less golden. 
If true, Pete Carroll’s majestic program now comes with the whiff of spoiled produce. The next knock on the door might not be a high school quarterback recruit from Long 
Beach, but the NCAA. 
If true, Bush can send back the 2005 Heisman. COD, if preferred. 
Admittedly, this is raining on a few parades. Bush’s rookie contributions to the feel-good story of the New Orleans Saints. Carroll’s speedy restocking of the shelves at USC, 
including winning the Rose Bowl. 
But every morning’s news report must come with a few downers. Here amid the glow of a Super Bowl, what else can we use for football bad news, on the rare days no 
Cincinnati Bengals are arrested? 
USC is not used to unbecoming headlines. Carroll’s program, bubbly and productive, has been a Fantasyland for years. National championships. Heisman winners by the 
handful. The quarterback dating celebrities. An articulate, exuberant, able coach pushing the right buttons. The most unflattering thing said about the Trojans lately is they 
couldn’t beat UCLA. 
But this story has grown unsettling. It took an awkward turn at the Rose Bowl, when reports surfaced that Bush had wanted to be on the sideline that day with his old 
teammates but was pointedly not invited. 
USC said it had exhausted its small allotment of VlP passes. But it was not unreasonable to wonder if the school was trying to avoid the Bush saga in the way its 
quarterback would try to elude a blitz, hoping to keep distant from a situation that might get ugly. If so, it is a sorry end to happy days. 
The tale is convoluted, as tales often are when money is involved= Here’s the abridged version -- keeping in mind that much of it is allegation and yet to be proven= 
A couple of guys put together New Era Sports & Entertainment, hoping to make Reggie Bush their first, very profitable client. 
To seal the deal, Bush’s family might or might not have been given the keys to the door of a $757,500 home, rent-free. Bush might or might not have gotten money for a car, 
and to settle credit card debt. All this while the Trojans were plowing through the Pac-10. 



Bush eventually signed with another agent. The New Era guys were not happy, talked tough, threatened action. The Bush family made accusations of extortion. The reds 
came in, and intend to follow the money. 
Heaven knows when the lawyers will get it all figured out. Bush is a genuine New Orleans hero, as all the Saints are these days. Sport shops sell his jerseys in the way 
Speedway sells lottery tickets. 
Meantime, USC could very well be ranked No.1 in this fairs preseason poll. Carroll has flirted with the NFL but maintains he intends to stay. He might, however, start having to 
answer questions he’s never heard before. NCAA sanctions are possible. Life in Troy might not be quite so much fun. 
But so it goes in big-time college sports, where it can take awhile for the dirty laundry to show up. Beware stories with happy endings. Sometimes, they have postscripts. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, JanuaO, 29, 2007 7:40 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.e&~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler -qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edt>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfla.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Buan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Deborak Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.ca~ms@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wwu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:cz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ustledu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

[,inch Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <t’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edt>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edt>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~m.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/’29/07- 16.2.1.3.2 

Putt Putt is a senior golf student-atNete at College USA. During last year’s conference championship, Putt recorded the lowest 2-day score in conference 
history. College USA would like to recognize Putt’s achievement at the next home men’s basketball game. 
Can College USA provide Putt’s parents with complimentary admissions to attend the basketball game? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.2.1.3.2 states that an institution may provide a maximum of three complimentary admissions to a student-athlete for an institution’s 
game or event during which a student-athlete is being honored but not participating, provided such complimentary admissions are used by the student- 
athlete’s parents, legal guardians and/or spouse 
PLEASE NOTE: with the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2006-74, an institution will now be permitted to provide such a student-athlete with four 
complimentary admissions, This legislation will be effective August 1, 2007, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 31, 2007 8:42 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfia.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.altbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gera]d@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaxas--jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Jennifer White 

<whitejen@shn.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant 

<kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu~; Kermy Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney ~-delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shn.edtr~; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckmley@uc.edu>; Mike Kaxwoski <kaxwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edw~; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Na]ly <stephan.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn -~hoehn@bigeast.org~; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitl ~dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <~anecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --~rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 
-~kheml0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 130/07- 

A student assistant tennis coach calls Deuce, a prospective student-athlete, about her upcoming official visit. 

Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.2 states that all recruiting coordination functions (except routine clerical tasks) must be performed by the head coach or one or 
more of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4. Such functions include: (Revised: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 
(a) Activities involving athletics evaluation and/or selection of prospects. 
(b) Telephone calls to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents, legal guardians or coaches). 
(c) Preparation of general recruiting correspondence to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents or legal guardians). 
11.01.4 Coach, Student Assistant 
A student-coach is any coach who is a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility in the sport or has become injured to the point that he or she 
is unable to practice or compete ever again, and who meets the following additional criteria: (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04) 
(a) Is enrolled at the institution at which he or she participated in intercollegiate athletics; 
(b) Is participating as a student-coach within the five-year eligibility period (see Bylaw 14.2); 
(c) Is completing the requirements for his or her baccalaureate degree or graduate program; (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04) 
(d) Is a full-time student (see Bylaws 14.1.8.2 and 14.1.8.2.1.4), unless during his or her final semester or quarter of the baccalaureate program, per Bylaw 
14.1.8.2.1.3; (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04) 
(e) Is receiving no compensation or remuneration from the institution other than the financial aid that could be received as a student-athlete and expenses 
incurred on road trips that are received by individual team members; and (Revised: 1/9/96) 
(f) Is not involved in contacting and evaluating prospective student-athletes off campus or scouting opponents off campus and does not 
perform recruiting coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7,1.2). (Revised: 5/26/06) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 31, 2007 8:48 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfia.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney ~lbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@sljohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmalinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbexa Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague --~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/31/07- Current Event 

Legal woes big challenge in recruiting 
USAToday.com 
When highly regarded football recruit Dennis Godfrey arrived at Wake Forest this month to join the reigning Atlantic Coast Conference champion, his future was suddenly 
much brighter than a year ago. 
Godfrey, who was a tight end at Lee County High in Sanford, N.C., had signed last year with Wake Forest, but the school deferred his admission because he had been 
charged with kidnapping and raping a 16-year-old girl in an incident from October 2005. 
INSIDE RECRUITING: Louisville LB enjoys second chance 
Those felony charges were dropped Jan. 12 in exchange for what amounted to a no-contest plea to simple assault and obstruction of justice. Godfrey did not admit guilt but 
acknowledged evidence that could lead to his conviction on the two misdemeanors. He was placed on probation for a year and required to perform community service. And he 
enrolled in school for this semester. 
The Wake Forest case points out struggles schools face when recruiting or admitting athletes who are facing charges or have been in trouble with the law. In recent years 
football programs including Miami (Fla.), Oregon, Louisville, Hawaii and Southern Mississippi enrolled such players. 
The change of heart by Wake Forest reflected the change in charges, school President Nathan Hatch said. 
"We told Dennis and his family last year they needed to get this resolved," Hatch said. "The prosecutor substantially changed the terms of the case, and the felony charges 
were dropped. (Godfrey) has vigorously asserted his innocence." 
But at least one Wake Forest professor is openly questioning that decision. "The second chance is a good rationale," said Earl Smith, a professor of sociology. "If Godfrey 
weren’t a football player, he wouldn’t be getting a second chance. They don’t give these kinds of second chances to kids who want to come to play piano." 
Under NCAA rules, coaches are not permitted to talk about specific recruits until they have signed, but some players and schools are dealing with legal issues now as the 
Feb. 7 signing day for high school football recruits approaches. 
One of the more highly profiled recruits dealing with recent legal issues is linebacker Pat Lazear of Wheaton (Md.) High. Lazear served 10 days in jail last month for his role in 
the robbery of a smoothie store last March while at Whitman High in Bethesda, Md., his lawyer, Paul Kemp, said. 
Lazear, who has graduated from high school, had pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit simple robbery and remains on probation, Kemp said. 
Some major schools have stopped recruiting him, including national runner-up Ohio State, Buckeyes spokesperson Steve Snapp confirmed. 
West Virginia, however, is recruiting Lazear. "We always handle these situations on a case-by-case, fact-finding basis," WVU spokesperson Shelly Poe said. 



Not an easy call 
That’s the way many schools seem to approach the issue. 
"Every situation is different," Georgia President Michael Adams said. "But we have refused to recruit, and we have refused to admit certain people who have had character 
issues. 
’Tve seen more academic success stories than I have character success stories." 
Said Oklahoma athletics director Joe Castiglione: "Most campuses, if not all, have policies related to student-athletes’ conduct and punitive measures .... So one would have 
to think that each institution would evaluate the situation and the information that is available and the way the charge is going to be adjudicated ... and then they could have a 
better confidence level in determining whether to enroll the student." 
Oklahoma has instituted a program to check the background of athletes before signing letters of intent, Castiglione said. 
"We have found various levels of mischievousness. Generally it’s nothing serious: lapses of judgment, hanging out with the wrong people, most of it settled by community 
service," he said. 
"We still have to make the decisions to go ahead and admit them, but at least we make it knowing what might be in a person’s background." 
Motivated by pressures 
Even then, the decisions are not easy. 
"You can have compassion for a young man who has made a mistake and provide an opportunity for him to rectify his ways," said Sheldon Steinbach, former general counsel 
of the American Council on Education. "On the other hand, people who have been involved in violent physical attacks have a greater propensity to engage in those acts. 
"What is the responsibility of the institution to evaluate that? The situation is complicated by the fact that juvenile records are expunged, and a school that is out of state may 
never know about it." 
The pressure to win can influence the schools’ decision-making process in such situations, said former Syracuse All-America quarterback Don McPherson, founder and 
executive director of the Sports Leadership institute at Adelphi (NX.) University. 
The institute promotes the use of sports as an educational tool and works with community organizations to create self-esteem, substance-abuse and violence-prevention 
programs for high school and college students. 
"Whether they’re academic compromises or they’re social compromises, there are going to be compromises to compete athletically," McPherson said. 
"And when you’re a school that’s in an (athletics) arms race like some schools are, even some of the smaller programs, where you’re investing millions and millions of dollars 
in facilities, you’d better put a product on the field that justifies the millions." 
Some schools ask 
Miami (Fla.) came under criticism in 2004 when it granted admission to standout linebacker Willie Williams despite a record of 11 arrests in a period of five years, mainly on 
theft and burglary charges. 
Miami officials said at the time they were unaware of his record when Williams was offered a scholarship, and President Donna Shalala defended the decision to enroll him. 
Hampered for a time by injury, Williams avoided trouble but played sparingly at Miami and never lived up to his billing as an All-USA high school player. He left the program 
before the start of last season and played junior college ball at West Los Angeles College. The Miami Herald reported last week that Williams has acknowledged that he will 
attend Louisville. 
Many schools, public and private, ask on applications if prospective students (not only athletes) have been charged with or convicted of criminal offenses. 
"We’re being held to account for protecting our students from other students," said Jack Blackburn, the director of admissions at Virginia. "We say, ’Even if you’re a juvenile, 
we expect to be told.’ We probably won’t always get that, but we’re expecting them to tell us. 
"We take that into account, and every once in a while we run into something that’s pretty serious. And it’s a very negative factor in the (admissions) discussion." 
The state of Virginia has a policy, Blackburn said, that requires schools to send addresses and dates of birth of admitted students to the state police, so they can be checked 
for sexual offenses. 
That can be important for schools in trying to determine if students could be repeat offenders. 
"There is no question, if you knowingly bring someone on campus with a violent past and they commit a similar act, (the school’s) potential liability is escalated dramatically," 
Steinbach said. 
"But as one reviews a host of such instances over the last half-dozen years, schools seem to be willing to take the risk that with anger management and proper supervision, 
those who made mistakes in high school will be able to lead a proper existence on campus." 
Standards change 
At Wake Forest, the football program is coming off an unprecedented season, 11-3 with a trip to the Orange Bowl. That success, Smith said, could be problematic. "Wake 
Forest was never on the football map," Smith said. "Now that it is moving into this big-time era with the Orange Bowl, things are allowable that wouldn’t have been before. They 
felt they needed (Godfrey), even with the heat he brings." 
Before settling his case to become eligible, Godfrey, 19, faced a hard choice in agreeing to his plea, school president Hatch said. 
"He would not have gone to trial until next summer, and although he and his lawyer still asserted his innocence, he wanted to get on with his life and not be in limbo any 
longer," Hatch said. 
Although Hatch said he never talked to Godfrey during the process, a key to allowing him to enroll came the same day the plea was reached. The player met with Wake 
administrators, including athletics director Ron Wellman, Dean of the College Deborah Best and Director of Admissions Martha Allman. 
They vouched for Godfrey’s character, and Hatch approved the recommendation of the three to admit Godfrey. 
"We would not admit someone we deem to be a threat to other students," said Hatch, who also said no special treatment was given to Godfrey because of his status as a 
football player. 
"The strength of this university is we treat each individual as an individual," Wellman said. "He did not plead guilty to any of the original charges, and we are very comfortable 
with our decision." 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Febma~ 1, 2007 8:53 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaztner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwler@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; MaN Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.netc~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaztholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cazns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank ~:ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu:,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@aflfletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler ~mthcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <ktmfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregou.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu-~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu;,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeaslorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~atdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeaslorg>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatk~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeaslo~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Cazpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <t’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehal~@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu,~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu,~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobelf~a~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.m~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/1/07- 10.3 

Lucky Larry is an athletic department staff member at Basketball University. Lucky and some of his friends decided to pace a small bet for the Super bowl 
this weekend. Since Lucky’s institution does not sponsor football, he thought it was permissible to place the bet. 
Is it permissible for Larry to bet on the Super bowl? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 10.3 states that staff members of a member conference, staff members of the athletics department of a member institution and student- 
athletes shall not knowingly: (Revised: 4/22/98 effective 8/1/98) 

(a) Provide information to individuals involved in organized gambling activities concerning intercollegiate athletics competition; 

(b) Solicit a bet on any intercollegiate team; 

(c) Accept a bet on any team representing the institution; 

(d) Solicit or accept a bet on any intercollegiate competition for any item (e.g., cash, shirt, dinner) that has tangible value; or (Revised: 9/15/97) 

(e) Participate in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, through a bookmaker, a parlay card or any other 
method employed by organized gambling. (Revised: 1/9/96, 1/14/97 effective 8/1/97) 

PLEASE NOTE: There is still legislation being considered that could change who would be affected by this bylaw (i.e., non athletic department 
staff members). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 2, 2007 8:39 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edus,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.nets~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbm-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.corns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisv’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~-Tddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjo£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbeJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <telri.howes@mail.~u.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/2/07- Current Event 

Alabama’s NCAA cloud officially removed today 

MontgomeryAdvertiser.com 

February 1,2007 

Despite the publicity head coach Nick Saban is receiving for his use of a phrase considered derogatory to some, there is positive news today for Alabama’s football program. 

No trophies will be handed out. No awards will be given away. There will be no press conference held. The day will pass quietly if Alabama officials have their way. They want 
no mention of the milestone. 

Five years have passed since the NCAA hit Alabama with a two-year ban on postseason play, the loss of 21 scholarships, a ban on boosters from practice and football 
camps and a permanent ban of three boosters directly linked to the violations. 

The penalties were the most severe handed out since Southern Methodist University received the death penalty in 1987. 

Today, the Crimson Tide officially completes its probationary period. 

"We are pleased to have reached the end of our probationary period with the NCAA," athletic director Mal Moore said in a statement. 

"This athletic department and our university faithfully adhered to the spirit of the ruling the NCAA handed down, and I am gratified that we have used what we endured as an 



opportunity to make some positive changes in approach to recruiting and all matters dealing with compliance to NCAA rules." 

Alabama will receive a monetary benefit immediately in the form of a check for funds withheld in 2002 and 2003. The postseason ban for those two years cost the Crimson 
Tide a trip to Atlanta for the SEC Championship Game in 2002 and resulted in the withholding of revenues handed out by the conference office to its 12 member institutions. 

Alabama receives a percentage of that money today. 

"Their share of the money went into escrow," SEC associate commissioner Charles Bloom said. "They get 50 percent of their share for the two years they were on probation. 
The remaining 50 percent was divided among the member institutions." 

Neither Bloom nor Alabama officials would reveal the amount of money Alabama will receive, but the conference office handed out $101.9 million in 2003 for the previous 
season and $108.8 million in 2004. If those funds were divided evenly among the 12 schools, Alabama would receive half of approximately $17.5 million. 

The windfall won’t erase the damage done to the program both in perception and in reality. The probation came when a 14-month investigation at Alabama found the program 
guilty of 11 major violations primarily linked to the recruitment of Kenny Smith and Albert Means by boosters. 

It was the third set of sanctions against Alabama in 12 years. The first came in 1995 when Alabama was found guilty of a booster’s payment to Gene Jelks and a lack of 
institutional control over Antonio Langham’s dealings with a sports agent. For that, Alabama was forced to forfeit 11 games and reduce its scholarships by 17. The second 
came in 1999 on a self-reported basketball recruiting violation by assistant coach Tyrone Beamon. 

What followed were two losing seasons, the departure of one head coach and the firing of two more. A trail of civil litigation, watered-down football schedules and incomplete 

recruiting classes resulted from the penalties. 

Alabama appealed the 2002 decision, but the appeals committee upheld the findings of the Committee on Infractions. Alabama coach Dennis Franchione, when notified of the 
decision on Sept. 17, 2002, said he could "see the light at the end of the tunnel." 

Less than three months later, he decided the light was in College Station, Texas, taking a job at Texas A&M. 

Mike Price was then hired and quickly fired for off-the-field conduct, and Iongtime NFL assistant Mike Shula was hired eight days later to restore stability to the program. 

Franchione and Price struggled mightily in recruiting after the sanctions were announced, but Shula had better luck, giving the program its first NCAA-limit of 25 signees in 
2004 after the NCAA announced that any additional finding of violations stemming from the 2002 decision would not result in further sanctions. 

After just a 26-23 record in four years, however, Shula was fired in November and Saban was hired last month. 

All but a handful of the players on scholarship are from brighter days in 2004 and 2005. The football schedule, which erased Notre Dame and Penn State during the 
probationary period, will add Florida State this fall. 

Alabama is ready to try to put the most embarrassing chapter in the program’s history behind it. 

j£o__&@_r__;~__s__@_b_jg~g_sJ_:_ecg. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 5, 2007 8:42 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@louisville.edtt>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Oneg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edit>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <I’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/5/07- Proposal 2006-43 

Coach Ten S. Ball visited a recruit this past weekend at the recruit’s house. Coach Ball brought his lap top with him and provided the recruit with general 
information about the tennis program using a presentation software. 
Was it permissible for Coach Ball to use such software to present information to a prospect? 
Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2006-43, it is permissible for a coach to produce a computer recruiting presentation using presentation software. 
PLEASE NOTE: the effective date of this proposal is immediate. 

2006-43 RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS -- VIDEO/AUDIO MATERIALS -- COMPUTER RECRUITING 
PRESENTATION 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagran~ 

Intent: To pemfit an instittNon to produce a computer recruiting presentation to show to a prospective student- athlete during an in-home visit or an official or unofficial 

visit. 

Bylaw, s: Amend 13.4.2 by adding new 13.4.2.4, as follows: 

"13.4.2 Video/Audio Materials. A member institution may not produce video/audio materials to show or send to a prospective student-athlete except as specified in 

Bylaws 13.4.2.1 and 13.4.2.2, arm 13.4.2.3 and 13.4.2.4. Violations of this bylaw shall be considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1; however, they 

shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibiliF. 

[ 13.4.2.1 through 13.4.2.3 unchanged.] 



"13.4.2.4 Computer Recruiting Presentations..An institution may produce a computer recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation software) to show 

to a prospective student-athlete during an in-home visit or an officia’l or unoffidal visit. Such a presentation may not include any video/audio component 

(except as permitted in Bylaw 13.4.2.1) and may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness. Such a 

presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution." 

Source: Big 12 Conference. 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: As early as 2000, the membership began to consider legislation concerning recruiting presentations created by presentation so.rare. Since then, as a 

standmd inclusion in computer solhva~e packages, the availabilib" and use of presentation software has increased dramatically, and at little or no cost to institutions. 

Such technology has become so common that there is 11o longer a perceived recruiting advantage. Rather. the value lies with the institution’s abili~ to produce concise 

presentations and eliminate the expense of printing materials. While such presentations may include still photos (e.g., institutional facilities, coaching s~]t’members) and 

slide transitions already- contained in the software program, other audio/video materials roll continue to be restricted by the current legislation. Further, the creation of 

such presentations may not be outsourced, thus eliminating additional cost to the institution. 
Esthnated Budget Impact: Minimal. 

Impact on Student Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s) 

Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet: The cabinet unanimously supports Proposal No. 2006-43. The cabinet noted that the presentation may not include any 

video/audio component and may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness. In addition, such a presentation may not be 
created by an entib" outside the inslitution. Current technology permits computer recruiting presentations to be created on institutional can~puses at a minimal cost. This 

proposal will provide coaches the oppo~nity to produce and show presentations that may be used as an efficient tool in the recruiting process and that may provide 

prospective student-athletes with an overview of all pertinent aspects of their institutions. 

Men’s Basketball Issues Committee: The committee supports the proposal based on the sponsor’s rationale. 

Women’s Basketball Issues Committee: The committee supports the proposal as written. 

Primary Contact Person: 

Loft Ebihasa, Assi stant Commi ssioner 

Big 12 Contbrence 

2201 Stemmons Freeway 

28th Floor 

Dallas, ’IX 75207 

Phone: 214/753-0105 FAX: 214/753-0144 Email: lori@bigl2sports.com 

History 

Jun 19, 2006 Submit; Submitted for consideration. 
Aug 22, 2006 Women’s Basketball Issues Committee, Recommends Approval; See position statement. 

Aug 25, 2006 Men’s Basketball Issues Committee, Recommends Approval; See position statement. 

Sep 08, 2006 Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet, Recommends Approval; See position statement. 

Jan 07, 2007 Mgmt Council 1st Review, Approved 

Jan 08, 2007 Board Consideration, Adopted 

Jan 09, 2007 Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 09, 2007 Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 
~.~’b2N.W;"~.’/O~.: !.L CONL<&~LL~4 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, FebruaW 6, 2007 8:29 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd "m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lulz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaztner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hawigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org-~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Blyan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaztholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2,ke@depaul.edu;>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cazns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank ~:ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu;,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler ~mthcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <ktaniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu;>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu;,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org-;; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org-;; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~demarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmalinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CazpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edu;>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu;>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edu,~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu,~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/6/07- 13.10.8.2.1 

Flee Flicker is a prospective student-athlete who is going to sign a National Letter of Intent tomorrow to play football at College USA. The Head Coach at College USA would 
like to invite Flee’s parents to the press conference announcing the incoming recruiting class. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.8.2.1 states that an institution may make an announcement on the institution’s campus for the sole purpose of presenting at one time to the media 
the names of all prospective student-athletes who have signed a National Letter of Intent or accepted written offers of admission and/or financial aid from that institution, with 
the understanding that no prospective student-athletes (or their friends or relatives) may be in attendance. 

iieomlaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Febmao, 12, 2007 10:17 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsonth.nets~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbm-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~-Tddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <tem.howes@mail.~u.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/12/07- Current Event 

Southern California looking into potential recruiting violation with McKnight 
USAToday.com--AP-- Southern California is looking into whether it may have violated NCAA recruiting rules while pursuing highly rated recruit Joe McKnight, a 
university official said. 



McKnight signed a national letter of intent with USC on Wednesday and made comments during a news conference that seemed to suggest 
communications involving former Trojan Reggie Bush, who is now with the New Orleans Saints. 
Former players are forbidden from telephoning prospective recruits, their relatives or guardians. 
"We’re aware of it, and we are looking into it," sports information director Tim Tessalone told the Associated Press late Thursday. 
The university’s action was first reported by the Los Angeles Times on its website late Thursday. 
USC coach Pete Carroll denied any call took place, and McKnight’s prep football coach said the recruit misspoke during the news conference. The star 
running back has been living with his prep coach, J.T. Curtis. 
"It never happened," Carroll told the Times. 
During the Wednesday news conference, McKnight said Carroll set up a conference call so he and Curtis could talk to Bush and ease concerns USC might 
face sanctions. 
The NCAA and the Pac-10 Conference are investigating whether Bush or his family received "improper benefits" from agents while he was playing for USC. 
Regarding McKnight, Mike Matthews, associate commissioner of compliance for the Pac- 10, said boosters are not supposed to be involved in the 
recruiting process but could not comment without knowing specifics. NCAA spokeswoman Cdssy Schluep also said she could not comment without 
knowing more. 
Curtis told the Times on Thursday that he spoke to Carroll during McKnight’s recruitment, but not on a conference call with McKnight or Bush. He also said 
McKnight told him "Coach Carroll was talking to Reggie on the speakerphone and Joe was able to listen and hear Reggie Bush’s side of the story," the 
newspaper reported. 
After being informed of Carroll’s denial Thursday night, Curtis called McKnight and later said the recruit never heard Bush on a speakerphone. 
"He said when they came in his house, the discussion was brought up about probation and that’s when the conversation came up that they had talked to 
Reggie, but Joe was not there," Curtis said. "He said, ’1 was not on the speakerphone. I never called him and he never called me. I want to make it clear I 
never spoke to Reggie and he never spoke to me. I just messed it up. I shouldn’t have said it that way (at the news conference).’" 
Curtis said McKnight may have been overwhelmed by the attention and scrutiny that accompanied his announcement. 
"At the press conference, it seemed like he got 1,000 questions in five minutes," Curtis said. "If you saw what was going on it would be easier to 
understand." 

jeomtaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:42 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin harrigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ <fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <I’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapointi~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/13/07- Proposal 2006-33 

Siam Dunk is a junior at American High School and is being recruited to play basketball at the Division I level. Because NCAA rules allow coaches to 
telephone junior women’s basketball prospects in the month of April, the coaches at College USA are planning on calling Siam on the day of the women’s 
basketball championship game [April 3, 2007]. 

is this permissible? 

No. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2006-33, coaches are not permitted to telephone women’s basketball prospects until Thursday following the 
national championship game [April 5, 2007]. Please note the effective date of the proposal is immediate. 

2006-33 RECRUITING -- TELEPHONE CALLS TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETES -- TIME PERIOD FOR 
TELEPHONE CALLS -- WOMEN’S BASKETBALL -- APRIL CALL TO JUNIORS 

Status: Adopted - Final Process Diagram 

Intent: In women’s basketball, to specify that the one permissible telephone call in April of a prospective studem-athlete’s junior year in high school may not be made 

until the Thursday after the conclusion of the NCAA Womeffs Final Four. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3.1.3, as follows: 

"13.1.3.1.3 Exception -- Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, telephone calls may be made to a prospective student-athlete [or the prospective 
student-atldete’s relatives or legal guardian(s)] as follo~s: 



"(a) one One telephone call to a prospective student-athlete [or the prospective student-athlete’s rehltives or legal guardian(s)] may be made during each of 

the months of April and of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school on or after the Thursday after the conclusion of the NCAA DMsion 

I Women’s Final Four. 

"(b) One telephone call during the month of May of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. 

"(c) One telephone call may be made on or after June 1 through June 20 of the prospective student-atlflete’s junior year in hill school, and 

"(d) one One telephone call may be made on or after June 21 through Jtme 30 of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. 

"(e) In addition, only three Three telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete [or the prospective student-athlete’s’parents’ or legal guardian(s)] may be 

made during the month of July following the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school, with no more than one telephone call per week [see Bylaw 

13.1.7.2.2-(c)];. 

"(0 there(~?er Thereafter, staff members s’hall not make such one telephone calls call more than once per week. 

13.1.3.1.3.2 Additional Restrictions - Additional Communication with a Parent or Legal Guardian Who Serves on Staff of a Nonsdmlastic Team. An 

institution may not have any additional communication with a parent or legal guardian of a prospective student-athlete who serves on the staffof his or her daughter’s 

nonscholastic team unless the parent or legal guaxdian also serves as a head coach of his or her daughter’s scholastic team and the additionaJ communication is urtelated 

to recruitment of his or her daughter." 

[ 13.1.3.1.3.1 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.3.2 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Competition Cabinet (Womeffs Basketball Issues Committee). 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruitin~ 

Rationale: Coaches are pressured to call junior prospects on April 1, which in many years occurs during the Women’s Final Four. As a result, many coaches leave the 

Final Four or do not attend the associated events. By precluding telephone calls to j uniors in April until Thursday after the conclusion of the Final Four, coaches can 

celebrate their sport by attending all activities and still have adequate time in the month to place permissible recruiting calls. This propo~l is being recommended as 

noncontroversial with an immediate effective date. The recommendation is appropriate because broader consultation and debate are unlikely to improve the proposal in 

any subs~altial way, significant disagreement or aJternative points of view will not be generated and there does not appear to be a significant impact on exis~ting 

legislation or proposed legislation. 
Estimated Budget hnpact: None. 

Impact on Student Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s) 
Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet. The cabinet unanimously supports Proposal No. 2006-33. Precluding telephone calls to juniors until the conclusion of 

the Division I womeffs basketball championship will encourage women’s basketball coaches to remain engaged and in attendance at the spoffs championship. This 
proposal also is supported by the WBCA. 

Prhnary Contact Person: 

na 

History 

Oun 27, 2006 Submit; Submitted for consideration. 
Jun 28, 2006 Championships/Competition Cabinet, Sponsored; Requested Management Council consider approval as emergency/noncontroversial legislation. 

Sep 08, 2006 Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet, Recommends Approval; See position statement. 

Oct 16, 2006 Mgmt Council 1st Review; Management Council approved legislation as noncontroversial. (Unanimous Voice Vote) 

Oct 26, 2006 Board Consideration, Adopted 

Oct 27, 2006 Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Dec 25, 2006 Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 

Dec 25, 2006 Adopted; Adopted - Final 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 14, 2007 8:40 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin harrigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Ma~ Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~f-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edtf>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtf>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cazns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <klmfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ <fre&rick.mss@uc.edtf>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edtf>; Cqeg Naples 

<gregou.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby’ Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtf>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <I’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapointi~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy’ Meehan <meehanlc@stjohns.edtf>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terfi.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/14/07- Proposal 2006-44 

HOPE EVERYONE I$ STAYING WARM TODAY!! ~) 

College USA hired a new Head Football Coach last week. College Stars, a recruiting newsletter, would like to write an article about the new coach to be 
included in their next issue. Is it permissible for the coach to participate in an interview with College Stars? 

Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2006-44, it is permissible for an institutional coaching staff to be interviewed for an article that will appear in a 
recruiting publication or newsletter. Please note the effective date of this proposal is immediate. 

2006-44 RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS -- ADVERTISEMENTS AND PROMOTIONS -- INTERVIEW TO 
RECRUITING PUBLICATION 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagran~ 

Intent: To eliminate the restriction that precludes an institutional coaching staffmember from p~oviding an interview for an article that will appear in a recruiting 

publication or newsletter. 

Bylaw, s: Amend 13.4.4, as follows: 

"13.4.4 Advertisements and Promotions. 

[113.4.4.1 through 13.4.4.1.1 unchanged.] 



"13.4. 4. l. 2 lnle,wiew to Recruiting Publication. An institutional coaching st~(f member may not provide an interview f!)r an article that will appear in a 

recmdting publication or newsletter." 

[l 3.4.4.1.3 renumbered as 13.4.4.1.2, unchanged.] 

[Remainder of 13.4.4 unchanged.] 

Source: NCiLA. Division I Academics~Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet (Subcommittee on Recruiting). 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical _Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: With advancements in teclmology and the availability ofinfomlation through various media, the restriction precluding coaches from providing interviews to 

recruiting or scouting services has become outdated. The prohibition was adopted to limit the recruiting advantage of institutions whose coaching slaffmembers 

regularly paNcipated in interviews with publications that report on the athletics activities of prospects. Becanse of advanced communication teclmologies, all coaches 

have similar opportunities to provide interviews. Further, many recruiting publications have merged with other media entities, making it increasingly difficult to discern 

between media entities ~md recruiting publications. 
Esthnated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s) 
Footballlssues Committee: The committee supports the proposal. 

Prhnary Contact Person: 

na 

History 

dun 15, 2006 Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

dun 16, 2006 Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet, Sponsored 

Sep 05, 2006 Football Issues Committee, Recommends Approval 

Jan 07, 2007 Mgmt Council 1st Review, Approved 

Jan 08, 2007 Board Consideration, Adopted 

Jan 09, 2007 Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 09, 2007 Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February 15, 2007 8:47 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaztner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.eda>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Canningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --dddbwle@ku.edtc>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary. Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu:~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfia.net;>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaztholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtv~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edw>; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.eda>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@loaisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cazns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc>; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~:ille.edw>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --:elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@ac.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~oase --:mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc>; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmalinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smarphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.eda>; 

Carol Sprague ~-:csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <I’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edu:~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu:~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/15/07- 15.2.6.1.1 

Zam Boni is a hockey student-athlete at Big Time University. A few year’s ago Zam’s parents purchased a prepaid tuition plan to help pay for her education 
costs. Does the cost of this tuition plan have to count against Zam’s individual financial aid limit? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 15.2.6.1.1 states that a state sponsored or private prepaid college tuition plan, purchased by a family member and paid to an institution on 
behalf of a student-athlete, is not considered aid from an outside source. Such aid is considered financial aid from someone upon whom the student-athlete 
is naturally or legally dependent. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 16, 2007 8:26 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@tfieacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edtl>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtl>; Krisfine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~>; Ma~ Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr--; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetfi <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtl>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohils.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~lbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephennally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@adafin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edtl>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tatfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Cqeg Naples 

<gregou.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemareo@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carpaacelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Maacgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbeam Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <I’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapointi~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehal~@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.edtl>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr--; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/16/07- Current Event 

Stoops: Players ’knowingly’ broke employment rules 

NORMAN, Olda. -- The NCAA has alleged a thiM Oklahoma football player received excess pay from the same car dealership where former Sooners Pdaett Bomar 

and J.D. Quilm received similar benefits, the Dallas Morning News reported. 

The allegation of a third, unnamed player receiving excess pay was made in the NCAA’s report on its investigation into self-reported violations at Oklahoma. The 

university acknoMedged the allegation, the newspaper said, but still says only Bomar, a quarterback, and Quinn, an offensive lineman, accepted excess pay. 

The newspaper reported that in the preliminary report Oklahoma submitted to the NCAA in August, the university said only Bomar and Quinn had accepted the excess 

pay. A third, anidenfified player was retbrenced, but aside from Bomar and Quiim, "all other student-athletes were paid for the number of hours worked," the university 

said. 

The NCAA’s findings came in an invesligafion after Okla]~oma selt2reported the violations. Oklahi)ma di~losed Monday that it had received its notice of allegafions 

from the NCAA and is scheduled to appear betbre the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions on April 14 in Indianatx)lis. 

The NC,~ asked athletic director Joe Castiglione and football coach Bob Stoops to attend the meeting, along with compliance officials, general counsel Joseph 

Harroz and director of football operations Merv Johnson. 

Oklahoma also appeared before the committee last April following an investigation into hundreds of improper recruiting phone calls by tbrmer basketball coach Kelvin 

Sampson’s sVaff 

"We are eager to move forward toward the conclusion of this mattec" Castiglione said in a statement. 



In its notice, the NCAA claims Oklahoma didn’t follow its own guidelines when it "did not collect gross earning statements for the 12 football student-athletes who 

notified the ins*titution of their employment at [the dealership] during the 2005 summer vacation period.., and as a result the institution did not detect the violations" it 

self- reported. 

OklaJ~oma claims it did not detect the tbotball players’ employment because the players did not complete required forms. The university alto claims it was transitioning 

duties at a time when the NCAA alleges that Oklahoma failed to collect some of its monitoring forms in a timely manner. 

’][’he NCAA points oat that the lhilure to monitor occured "despite receiving information that at least one s~udent-athlete worked at Big Red during the academic year." 

"From our perspective, any allegation related to our monitoring activities, no matter how limited, is not wmTanted," Castiglione said in the statement. "The NC,’L’k does 

not appear to be contesting the speed of our response or the action that we took." 

"I think any school would agree that monitoring practices can always be improved, and we constantly seek to improve our practices, but we also recognize that it was 

our staffthat originally uncovered and reported the violations that had occurred. Upon completing our investigation, the universi~ took action above and beyond what 

was required under the NCAA rules." 

Bomar and Quinn were both dismissed from the program and transferred to Division I-AA schools -- Bomar to Sam Houston State and Quinn to Montana. Bomar 

was ordered to pay back more than $7,400 in extra benefits to charity, Mille Quinn was told to pay back more thm~ $8,100. 

Oklahoma has also banned athletes ficom working at the Norman car deaJership where BomaJ: and Quinn were employed until at least the 2008-09 academic year m~d 

has moved to prevent the athletes’ supervisor at the dealership from being involved with the university’s athletics program. The dealership is now under new ownership. 

Oklahoma also will reduce the number of football coaches who are allowed to recruit offcampus this thJl. 

Stoops has said the players "knowingly" broke the roles. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 19, 2007 8:35 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Banmgaxtner 

~-ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood ~-ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jtgray@rice.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.e&~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler -qddbwler@ku.edtP,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>>; koos~.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfla.net>>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibrd Jalicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Blyan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu;; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edw~; Deborak Rise <6sedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~Jcker@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJras@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cazrns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck ~-jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu>; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wwu.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu;; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz,, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

~-marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <ktaniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --’elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --’fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

~-gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher ~-john.fisher@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s’tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --’mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

q:ldemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmalinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl,.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJrelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJrgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbaJra Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-’csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <t’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~m.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/19/07- 12.1.1 

Three Up and Three Down are seniors at American High School. Both students will play baseball and will initially enroll in college in the fall of 2007. Three 
Up and Three Down have played on summer league teams the past 3 years, but they have never participated in international competition. 
Are they required to register with the NCAA Amateurism Clearinghouse even though they are domestic students and have never participated in international 
competition? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 12.1.1 states that as a condition and obligation of membership, it is the responsibility of an institution to determine the validity of the 
information on which the amateur status of a prospective student-athlete (e.g., including two-year and four-year college transfers initially enrolling at an 
NCAA Division I institution) is based. An institution is responsible for notifying the NCAA when it receives additional information, or otherwise has cause to 
believe, that a prospective or transfer student-athlete’s amateur status that has been previously certified has been jeopardized. Further, an institution is 
responsible for promptly reporting all discrepancies in information related to a student-athlete’s amateurism certification to the Initial-Eligibility 
Clearinghouse. (See Bylaw 14.01.3.) (Adopted: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, for aft final certifications for student-athletes initially enrolling at a Division I institution 
on or after 8/1/07 Revised: 1/8/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 12.1.1.1 Amateurism Certification Process 

An institution shall use an initial eligibility clearinghouse approved by the Executive Committee to determine the validity of the information on which the 
amateur status of a student-athlete is based. (Adopted: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, for final certifications for student-athletes initially enrolling at a Division I 
institution on or after 8/1/07) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, February, 20, 2007 8:25 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbm-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~411e.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~-Tddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/20/07- Current Event 

Knight: New rule hurts integrity of college basketball 
USAToday.com--AP 

-- The new rule that says players must be at least one year removed from high school before entering the NBA is "the worst thing that’s happened to 
college basketball since I’ve been coaching," says Texas Tech coach Bob Knight, 



In the Big 12, it might be called the Kevin Durant rule after the Longhorn freshman who leads the conference in scoring and rebounding. Instituted last year 
by the NBA, it means that talented players must wait at least a year rather than jumping into the pros right out of high school. 
Many coaches have said this new approach is a blessing for the college game, because it lets NCAA schools showcase their abilities for at least one 
season. But Knight, the winningest college coach of all time, said he dislikes it. 
"Because now you can have a kid come to school for a year and play basketball and he doesn’t even have to go to class," Knight said Monday. "He certainly 
doesn’t have to go to class the second semester. I’m not exactly positive about the first semester. But he would not have to attend a single class the 
second semester to play through the whole second semester of basketball. 
"That, I think, has a tremendous effect on the integrity of college sports." 
No player better exemplifies the new rule than Durant. Amazingly quick, agile and athletic for an 18-year-old, the 6-foot-9 freshman would have been a 
surefire NBA lottery pick any other year. But he had to find a college to play for. He chose Texas and perhaps will be remembered as the greatest to ever 
wear a Longhorns uniform, even though he seems likely to vault into the NBA after a sensational freshman season. 
He has been named Big 12 player of the week three times and conference rookie of the week five times. He leads the league with 24.9 points and 11.4 
rebounds per game and has a good chance at being national player of the year. 
Knight said he would never have recruited Durant, although he doesn’t blame Texas coach Rick Barnes for doing so. "1 don’t fault those that have, because 
it’s within the rules," Knight said. "But the rules are just ridiculous, the way the thing is set up." 
"It’s just a tremendous disservice, the way that it’s structured, to the integrity of college sports." 
Barnes, who did not hear what Knight said earlier on the Big 12 coaches call, said he did not recruit Durant as a one-semester student. 
"All we’ve ever said is if we recruit a player and that player said to us, Tm coming to school for one year and as soon as basketball season is over with rm 
dropping out of school,’ we would not recruit that player," he said. 
"We cannot afford to jeopardize our program in that way. We want players that if they’re going to come, we want them committed to a whole year 
academically. We tell them that’s what’s expected coming in." 
On the subject of officiating, Knight did not let a public reprimand by Big 12 commissioner Kevin Weiberg stop him from criticizing game officials who work 
five or six games a week. 
"To have some guy 54 or 55 years old referee six times a week is a real disservice to the kids who are playing," said Knight, who was reprimanded last 
week for criticizing officiating in one of his games. 
"They have plenty of other places they can go. They can go to the NBA, they can go to the NAIA, they can go to junior college, they can go to high school. 
For years, the NCAA has hidden behind individual employment contractors. 
"You say, ’All right, if you’re going to work in this league, this is how you’re going to work. And if you don’t want to work in this league, fine, you’ve got other 
leagues to work in.’" 
Knight said he would support an effort to have the Big 12 hire its own officials who do not travel the country working different games in different leagues 
several nights a week. 
"But these guys are so greedy, they end up trying to work these six games a week. And they’re not capable of doing that," he said. "Check schedules and 
you’ll rarely see where kids play three games a week. These kids are 19, 20 and 21 years old." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 21, 2007 8:39 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd "m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmga~tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu,~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.altbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~’dba~tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; DeboraJa Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~]cker@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <’ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@aflfletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edt~; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ustledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --’elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --’mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmalinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-’csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <t’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edu,~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu,~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/’21/07- NCAA Interpretation 

Fair Way is a junior golf student-athlete at Big Time University. Fair is pursuing an industrial engineering degree, but he would like to change to economics. 
Big Time University allows students to change majors up until April 1,2007. 

If Fair changes his major prior to the institutional deadline of April 1 st, can he use courses that are degree applicable for economics to meet progress 

toward degree requirements? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation [11/10/89] change of degree program during term time- states that a change of degree program in regard to a student- 
athlete who is permitted to change his or her designated degree program during term time in accordance with institutional policy and determined that the 
degree credits the student-athlete earns during that term can be applicable toward the degree previously sought or toward the new desired degree for 
satisfactory progress purposes. 

j(:ondaras@bigeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February 22, 2007 8:41 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.eda>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Canningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edus,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.nets~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mall.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbm-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; Deboral~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.eda>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@loaisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stampl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@ac.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~oase --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bige&st.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~-Tddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mtargolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smarphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.eda>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymt Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <telri.howes@mail.~u.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/22/07- NCAA Official Interpretation 

Goal Lee is a junior in high school, and she is very interested in attending and playing soccer for College USA. Goal knew the coach from College USA 
would be attending her practice today, so she called him last week to request admissions materials. 
Can the coach from College USA directly provide the admissions materials to Goal at practice? 
No. The coach may not directly provide the materials to Goal, but he can provide them to her coach as long as there is not a note attached to the materials. 
Please remember that college coaches cannot have an off-campus contact with Goal until July 1 following her junior year in high school. 

Distribution of Recruiting Materials to a Prospect at the Prospect’s Practice or Competition Site 

Date Issued: Sep 26, 1996 

Type: Official 

Item Ref: 3 

Interpretation: 

3. I)istribution of Recruiting Materials to a Prospect at the Prospect’s Practice or Competition Site: An institutional staff’member may provide items other than general correspondence (e.g., 
media guides, recruiting brochures, questionnaires) to a third party with the intent that such items be delivered by the third party’ to the prospect at the prospect’s practice or competition 
site However, it is not permissible for the staff member to include a note with such item or to write a note on the item. ’]’he committee noted that inasmuch as the prowsions of 13.41 -(a) are 
specific to general correspondence, there is no authority to preclude institutional staff members from distributing other recruiting materials listed in 13.4.1 to a third part?" with the intent that 
such items be delivered to a prospect at the prospect’s practice or competition site [References: 131.82 (practice or competition site) and 13.4.1-(a) (Division I and I[ -- printed recruiting 
materials)] 



13.1.7.2 Practice or Competition Site 

Recruiting contact may not be made with a prospective student-athlete prior to any athletics competition in which the prospective student-athlete is a participant during 

the day or days of competition, even if the prospective student-athlete is on an official or unofficial visit. Contact includes the passing of notes to a prospective student- 

athlete by a third paxty on behalf of an institutional staff member. Such contact shall be governed by the following: (Revised 1/11/’89, 1,/10/91, 1/11/’94, 1/9/96 

effective 7/7/96) 

(a) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete at any’ site prior to the contest on the day or days of competition; (Revised 1/11/’89, 1H1/94) 

(b) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete from the time the prospective student-athlete retx~rts on call (at the direction of the prospective 

student-athlete’s coach or comparable authority~) and becomes involved in competition-related activity (e.g., traveling to an away-from-home game) to the end of the 

competition even if such competition-related activities are initiated prior to the day or days of competition; (Revised 1/11,/94) 

(c) Contact shall not be made after the competition until the prospective student-athlete is released by tile appropriate institutional authority and departs tile dressing 

and meeting facility; 

(d) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete involved in competition that requires more than one day of paxticipation (e.g., a basketball 

touruament) until after the prospective student-athlete’s final contest is completed and he or she is released by the appropriate ins~titutional authority and leaves the 

dressing and meeting facility; and (Revised 1/11/94) 

(e) Coaching staffmembers may send general correspondence to a prospective student-athlete while the prospective student-athlete is participating in an athletics 

event, provided the general correspondence is ~nt directly to a prospective stadent-atltlete (e.g., the front desk of the hotel, the prospective stadent-atltlete’s personal 

fax machine) and there is no additional party (e.g., camp employee, coach) involved in disseminating the correspondence (see Bylaw 13.4). For additional restrictions 

in basketball, see Bylaw 13.1.7.2.2. (Revised 4/3/02, 4/24/03, 3/23/06) 

jeondams(~bi_qeast.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 23, 2007 7:56 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 
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Daily Compliance Item- 2/23/07- Current Event 

MSU to lose 3 football scholarships 
BillingsGazette.com-AP 

BOZEMAN - Montana State’s football program will lose three scholarships next season after failing to attain NCAA academic standards. 

University administrators on Tuesday vowed to make improvements in academic support for athletes and in recruiting efforts, two areas cited for 
improvement in a report requested by President Geoff Gamble. 

While the report - written by officials from the NCAA, the Southeastern Conference and the Big Sky Conference, found many strengths in the 
university’s current athletic procedures - it suggested several improvements, particularly in recruiting, academic, social mentoring programs and in 
the graduation rate of MSU football players. 

The report said the football program must "be better integrated into the athletics department and university as a whole," must involve more school 
personnel in recruiting and limit its reliance on transfers. 

The scholarship penalty, which means the football program will operate with the equivalent of 60 instead of the 63 grants, was assessed because 
the Bobcats lagged behind the required standard in the NCAA’s Academic Progress Rate, which monitors graduation success. 

This is the second time in several years that coach Mike Kramer’s program lost scholarships because of the APR deficiency. 



"It was a concern and is a concern," said Peter Fields, MSU’s athletic director. "It’s been a topic of conversation with coach Kramer and myself .... 
The things that we’re working to put in place now are geared toward the academic progress of our student-athletes." 

Gamble requested the report last summer following the arrest of two former MSU athletes on murder charges in the death of a Bozeman man. 

"I’m encouraged by the direction we’re taking - as encouraged now as I was dismayed last summer watching everything going on," Gamble said. 
"At the time of the murder and so much of the drug stuff underlying it, I must admit I was a bit perplexed of how to grab hold of this. Now I see how to 
grab hold of this. And we can grab hold of this by functioning as a university as one team." 

Gamble said the university was pleased that the reviewers found many strengths in MSU athletic procedures, and said he will form a committee to 
respond to the report and recommend improvements. 

The report commended the university for undertaking the review and acknowledged that even the "soundest university and athletic programs 
cannot eliminate completely the possibility of unforeseen problems." 

It also recommended changes in recruiting practices, particularly for football. Fields said new policies have already been established. Four junior- 
college football players met with faculty members during this year’s campus visits. 
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Daily Compliance Item- 2/26/07- Proposal 2006-79 

Clay Court, men’s tennis prospect, will be a freshman at College USA fall 2007. During the summer, Clay will enroll in 8 hours to get a jump start on his 
academics. While he is attending summer school, Clay would like to work out in the athletic department weight room. Because his work outs will be 
voluntary, does Clay have to undergo a medical examination prior to working out? 

Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2006-79, all prospective student-athletes (including transfers) must have a medical examination prior to any 
participation in voluntary or mandatory workouts. Please note the effective date of this proposal is May 1, 2007. 

2006-79 PLAYING AND PRACTICE SEASONS AND RECRUITING -- MANDATORY MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: In all sports, k~ require prospective student-athletes and student-athletes k~ undergo a medical examination administered or supervised by a physician pror to 

initial participation in any practice, competition or out of season conditioning and to require an updated medical histoD, each year. In the applicable sports, to require 
prospective student-athletes to undergo a medical exanfination administered or supervised by a physician prior to participation in any voluntaD, individual workouts 

pursuant to the safe~" exception. In footbdll and basketball, to require prospective student-athletes to undergo a medical examination administered or supervised by a 

physician prior to volunt~" summer conditioning activities. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.11.3, as follows: 

"13.11.3 Tryout Exceptions 

[ 13.11.3.1 through 13.11.3.7 unchanged.] 



"13.11.3.8 Voluntary Summer Conditioning -- Football. 

[13.11.3.8.1 through 13.11.3.8.2 unchanged.] 

"13.11.3.8.3 Mandatory Medical Examination. IMor to partidpation in any weight-twalnhlg or conditioning workouts conducted by an institution’s 

certified strength and conditioning coach, prospective student-atlfletes who will be first time participants shall be required to undergo a medical 

examination or evaluation administered or supervised by a physician (e.g., family physician, team physician). The examination or evaluation must have 

been adlninistered within six months prior to partidpation in any weight-traluing or conditiolfing activity." 

"13.11.3.9 Vohmtary Summer Conditioning -- Basketball. In basketball, a prospective student-athlete who either has signed a National Letter of Intent or who has 

been accepted for enrollment in a regular full-time program of studies at that inslitution and is receiving financial aid to attend summer school per Bylaw- 15.2.8.1.4 

(including a lbur-year college prospective student-athlete), may engage in voluntary summer workouts conducted by an institution’s strength mad conditioning coach with 

depar’anent-wide duties (see Bylaw 13.2.8.3). An institution may loan clean appaa-el (e.g., t-shirts, shorts, laundry’ ~rvice, socks and under garments) to all basketball 

prospective stadent-athletes who qualify lbr involvement in such activities. 

"13.11.3.9.1 Mandatory Medical Examination. IMor to participation in an), weight-traluing or conditioning workouts conducted by an institution’s 

strength and conditioning coach, prospective student-atlfletes who will be first time participants shall be required to undergo a medical examination or 

evaluation administered or supervised by a physician (e.g., f,,auily physician, team physieian). The examination or evaluation must have been 

administered ~Jthhl six months prior to participation in any weight-training or conditioning activity. 

"13.11.3.10 Safety Exception -- Summer Prior to Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Certi~ing Institution. In sports in which the safety exception is applicable in Bylaw 

17, a prospective student- athlete who is enrolled in a summer te~rn prior to initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution may participate in voluntao~ individual 

workouts in the presence of the institution’s coach and in the institution’s regular practice facility when the prospective student-athlete uses equipment related to the 

sport. The coach may provide safety or skill instruction but may not conduct the individual’s workout. 

"13.11.3.10.1 Mandatory Medical Examination. Prior to participation in any voluntary individual workouts pursuant to the safety exception, a 

prospective student-athlete who will be a first time participant shall be required to undergo a medical examination or evaluation administered or 

supervised by a physician (e.g., family physician, team physieian). The examination or evaluation must have been administered wiflfin six months prior 

to participation in any safety exception activity." 

B. Bylaws: Anlend 17.1, as follows: 

[Common provision, all divisions, divided vote] 

"17~ 1 GENERAL PLAYING- SEASON REGULATIONS 

[17.1.1 through 17.1.4 unchanged.] 

"17.1.5 Mandatory Medical Examination. Prior m participation in any practice, competition or out-of-season conditioning activities (or, in Division I, 

permissible voluntary stmnner conditioning in basketball and football or voluntary individual workouts pursuant to the safety exception), student- 

athletes who are beginuing their initial season of eligibility shall be required to undergo a medical examination or evaluation administered or supervised 

by a physician (e.g., family physician, team physician). The examination or evaluation must be administered within six monflls prior to participation in 

any practice, competition or out-of-season conditioning activities. In tbllowing years, an updated history of the student-athlete’s medical condition shall 
be administered by an institutional medical staffmember (e.g., sports medicine staff, tealn physician) to detel~rnine if additional examinations (e.g., 

physical, cardiovascular, neurological) are required. The updated history must be administered within six months prior to the student-athlete’s 

participation in any practice, competition or out-of-season conditioning activities for the applicable academic year." 

[17.1.5 through 17.1.7 renumbered as 17.1.6 through 17.1.8, unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 17.11.2, as follows: 

"17.11.2 Preseason Practice 

[ 17.11.2.1 unchanged.] 

"l Z l l.2.2 Activities Prior to First Practice Date. Prior to participation in any preseason activities’, all prospective student-athletes and student-athletes 

[with the exception of those individuals who received a physical pursuant to Bylaw 17,11.6.2-(a)-(2)-(c)] shall be required to undergo a medical 

examination that is’ adininistered or supervised by a physician." 

[17.11.2.3 through 17.11.2.5 renumbered as 17.11.2.2 through 17.11.2.4 unchanged.] 

D. Bylaws: Amend 17.11.6, as tbllows: 

"17.11.6 Out-of-Season AthlelicaJly Related Activities. Student-athletes and membels of the coaching stalt’shall not engage in countable athlelically related activities 

outside the playing seaso~ except as set forth in this bylaw (see Bylaw 17.1.5.2): 

"(a) Conditioning Activities. Student-athletes may participate in conditioning activities pursuant to Bylaw- 17.1.5.2; as follows: 

[ 17.11.6 - (a)- ( 1 ) unchanged.] 

"(2) Summer Conditioning Period -- FBS and FCS. In football, between the start of summer conditioning and the start ofpreseason practice period, an institution sha]l 



conduct its out of season conditioning period aa tbllows: 

[17.11.6-(a)-(2)-(a) through 17.11.6-(a)-(2)-(b) unchanged.] 

"(c) Prior to participation in any summer weight-training or conditioning workouts, those prospective student-athletes who have signed a National Letter of 

Intent and student-athletes who will be beginning their #,itial season of eligibility for football practice at the institution in the fall shall be required to 

undergo a pre-participation medical examination administered and supervised by a physician." 

[Remainder of 17.11.6 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Competition Cabinet (Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports). 

Effective Date: May 1, 2007 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical ~’ea: Playing and Practice Seasons 

Rationale: Before s~udent- athletes and prospective student-athletes accept the rigors of organized sport, their health should be evaluated by qualified medical 

personnel. All participants have a medical examination upon initial entrance to the spo(t at the intercollegiate level. During sub~quent years, an interim histoD’ should be 

administered to determine if additioual examinations are required. Currently, there is an inconsistency as to when athletes receive physicals and variabili~ in the type of 

exan~s. This physical exan~ination requirement is currently in place tbr football and all prospects and student-athletes should have a pre-participation examination. Due 

to the inconsis~tency in medical tbrms u~d nationwide, it is highly recommended the tbrms within the "Pre-participation Physical Exan~ination" monograph be u~d as a 

minimal standmd since the publication has been endorsed by the American Academy of Family Physicians, American Academy of Pediatrics, American College of 

Sports Medicine, American Medical Society for Sports Medicine and American Osteopathic Academy of Sports Medicine. Each institution should provide its own 

pre- participation examination form based on these minimal s~Jldards, which includes a thorough histoly, physical examination and screening for ceadiovascular 

conditions. 
Esthnated Budget Impact: May reqNre additional cost if an institution has not previously performed or confirmed such examinations. 

Impact on Student Athlete’s Time: May require additional iNtial time for medical examination. 

Position Statement(s) 
Football Issues Committee: The committee supports the proposal. 

Primary Contact Per~n: 

ua 

ttistory 

Sep 20, 2005 Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Sep 21,2005 Championships/Competition Cabinet, Sponsored 

Sep 05, 2006 Football Issues Committee, Recommends Approval 

Sep 21,2006 Championships/Competition Cabinet; Sponsor modified proposal to require prospective student-athletes to undergo a medical examination administered or 
supervised by a physician prior to participation in any voluntary individual workouts pursuant to the safety exception in the applicable spods. 

Jan 07, 2007 Mgmt Council 1st Review, Approved 

Jan 07, 2007 Mgmt Council 1st Review, Amended the Proposal; Effective date amended to May 1,2007 in order to apply to applicable prospective student-athletes during 
the summer. Previous effective date was August 1,2007. 

Jan 08, 2007 Board Consideration, Adopted 

Jan 09, 2007 Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 09, 2007 Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 

Playing and Practice Seasons and Recruiting -- Mandatory Medical Examinations (I) 

Date Issued: 06-JAN-07 

Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 20 

Interpretation: 

Question: 
Answer: 

Question: 

Who may conduct the student-athlete’s medical e:~mination? 

Any licensed medical physician (e.g., team physician, s~dent-athlete’s personal physician) may conduct the medical exam, provided the medical e~m is 

conducted within six months of the student-athlete’s initial participation in athletically related activities at the Division I institution. Further, the institution 

may accept a form from the screening physician or can provrde the s~udent-athlete a form which outlines the s~ndards for review. The pre-participation 

medical examination policy should be approved by the institution’s team physician. The NCAA Sports Medicine Handbook provides guidance and 
relbrences useful in developing institutional medical e~mination policy. 

May a physiciaffs assistant or nurse practitioner adminis~ter the medical exam? 

Answer:     Yes, provided the physician’s assistant or nurse practitioner administers the medical exam under the supervision and approval of a 

licensed medical physician. 

Question: What constitutes an updated medical history.? 

Answer:    An institution’s sports medicine staff" (e.g., team physician) should determine if additional physical, cardiovascular or neurological exams 

are necessmy by soliciting an interim medical histo~’ from the student-athlete. For more information on medical evaluations and updates, please 

reference the NCAA Sports Medicine Handbook at www.ncaa.or~41aealth-safetv. 

Question:     May an institution pay for the costs of a student-athlete’s medical examination or updated medical history, and any additional 

recommended tests? 



Question: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Answer:     Yes. Per Bylaw 16.4, an institution, at its discretion, may pay the expenses of a student-athlete’s medical examination or updated 

medical histoly as these are medical expenses incidental to a student-athlete’s paflicipation in intercollegiate athletics. 

Question:    May a prospect or student-athlete participate in any physical activity (e.g., limited tryouts) prior to undergoing a medical examination or 

receiving an updated medical histo~? 

~Maswer:     No. This proposal requires all student-athletes and incoming prospective student-athletes to undergo an updated medical histoD, or 

medical examination, respectively-, before initiating participation in required athletics activities each academic year. 

Question:    Is an updated medical history required prior to a student-athlete’s participation in nonmandatory weight training m~d conditioning 

activities conducted by the institution’s strength coach? 

Answer:    No. The initial medical examination or updated medical history, is valid for the academic year and summer conditioning period. The 

proposal requires returning sludent-athletes to undergo an updated medical lfistory betbre participating in required athletics activities at the beginning of 

each academic year (e.g., preseason practice activities, out-of-season conditioning during the academic year). 

How long should institutions retain a student-athlete’s medical documents? 

Answer:     The NCAA Sports Medicine Handbook suggests that institutions retain medical documentation of student-atlfletes during the siudent- 

athlete’s collegiate career. Further. institutions should consider state statutes for medical-records retention, institutional policy and any professional 

liability’ s~tatute of limitations. 

Question: What s~aadards should the treating physician consider when conducting the medical examination? 

Answer:     It is highly recommended that the treating physician refer to the ’°Pre-participation Physical Examination" monograph as the minimal 

stmadards for this medical examination since this publication has been endorsed by several medical associations including the Americaaa Academy of 

Family- Physicians, Americml Academy of Pediatrics and American College of Sports Medicine, amongst others. For a cow of the pre-participation 

foml, please contact your institution’s team physician or e-mail David Klossner, associate director of education outreach, (dklossner,~neaa.or~). 

Why do medical exams and medical history updates need to have been conducted within six months of the student-athlete’s initial participation in 

athletics activities each academic year? 

Since college students typically attend ~hool away from their parent~legal guardians and their personal physicia~ a medical examination prior to initial 



intercollegiate athletics participation is warranted. A student-athlete’s medical histoU chm~ges over time and "the closer the exam is to the start of his or 
her initial intercollegiate athletics participation, the more accurate the inlbnnation. The medical examination should ideally be performed at least six 
weeks prior to the staJ’t of the activity k~ allow time tbr treatment and rehabilitation of identified ailments. Six months has been identified as the limit to 
allow institutions the flexibility, to accommodate lmger numbers of student-athletes arriving for fall semester. Although not required per this proposal, 
institutions may still want to inquire about a student-athlete’s health status between the medical examination and start of athletics participation. 

Question: How does this proposal apply to transfer student-athletes? 
.amswer: Because transfer student-athletes are considered prospective student-athletes, the proposal applies to a transfer student-athlete in the same way that it 

applies to any other prospective student-atNete (e.g., high school prospect). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, FebruaW 27, 2007 8:50 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heatherincatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; MaW Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vtedtr--; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vtedu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.altbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Buan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pittedu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edw~; Deborak Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeastorg>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <jolm.cazns@louisville.edu>; John Hock <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjo!mls.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wwu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kanvoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; Stampt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtr>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Dan Regan <~tatfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ <fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; (keg Naples 

<gregow.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@sljohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbrickhouse@bigeastorg >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeastorg>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Caxpaacelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeastorg>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeastorg >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <t’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapointi~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehal~@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr--; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terfi.howes@mail.~m.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/27/07- NCAA Official Interpretation 

Coach Dribble and his staffat College USA are preparing for their basketball camps this summer. During their last camp, the staff would like to limit 
th th attendance to 9 and 10 graders. Isthis permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation [12/12/06] Attendance Restriction at Institutional Camps/Clinics (I)- states that attendance at institutional 
camps/clinics may be limited by grade level or gender or both. [References: Bylaw 13.12.1.2 (attendance restriction); and a staff interpretation (reference: 
5/24/06, item 1 ), which has been archived.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 28, 2007 9:13 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~malgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgm-tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtv~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.eduT; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu7; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.nets~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbm-tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; DeboraJa Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <~ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu7; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Caltanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu7; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~4lle.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@aflaletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.eduT; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eduT; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~-Tddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~inatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Ca@aJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edu7 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/’28/07- Current Event 

Baseball takes hit on academics 
USAToday.com 

The NCAA Division I baseball coaches who gathered for their annual state of the union session at the American Baseball Coaches Association convention 
last month in Orlando might have been expecting a lighthearted hour of news and notes. What they got was a shot across their bow. 



Baseball’s shaky academic record had caught the attention of the NCAA board of directors, and a series of speakers in Orlando coldly outlined the 
challenge facing their game. "These next months are probably the most critical in the history of our sport," said Mississippi State athletics director Larry 
Templeton, chairman of the NCAA baseball committee. "The young men in our sport are capable of doing the work, and we’re not doing the job. ’No change’ 
is not an option. There is going to be change." 
The NCAA tool for measuring classroom achievement is the Academic Progress Rate. The APR is based on two equal parts: how long an athlete remains 
at a specific school, and the athlete’s advancement toward a degree. Baseball has been hammered on a broad front: 
¯ A player is eligible for the major league draft after his junior season without having to declare for a professional career. About 1,500 college and high school 
players are taken each June (the NFL drafts about 255 each year), grabbing a large number of athletes before graduation. 
¯ Baseball has two to three times more junior college transfer players than football, and these transfers constitute the largest group of APR failures. Also, 
four-year athletes who transfer do not have to sit out a year. 
¯ Because of the importance of summer-league competition to a professional career, baseball players attend summer school at a rate almost two-thirds 
less than footbal and basketball players. 
¯ Since academic eligibility is not determined until the semester of competition, many baseball players begin a school year academically ineligible because 
they have taken so few credits during their in-season semester. 
¯ Baseball has the lowest ratio of any team sport in terms of maximum number of scholarships (11.7) to regular players. Coaches must split a full 
scholarship into several partial grants. 
An NCAA academic enhancement committee formed to study the problem has split the issue into three sections: finance/scholarships, retention/transfers 
and eligibility/credits. All are intertwined. 
There are no restrictions on the division of scholarships; because the scholarships often have been split into such small pieces, the NCAA has not required 
athletes to sit a year should they transfer. 
’Tm not in favor of making a transfer sit out," Clemson coach Jack Leggett says. "If a kid’s on a full scholarship, it’s a different situation, but if he’s paying 
$20,000 of his own money to come to school, we owe that kid the chance to pursue another opportunity." 
LSU coach Paul Mainieri, who says he has awarded one full scholarship in a 27-year coaching career, favors a transfer penalty. 
"Right now we have unchecked free agency," he says. "One school gave a kid an opportunity when others didn’t. He should have some obligation to that 
school." 
One proposal under consideration would limit how deeply a scholarship could be divided and cap the number of players who can be on scholarship. Players 
receiving aid above a certain percentage of a full grant would have to sit out a year if they transfer to a four-year school. 
Another possible change would require baseball players to be academically eligible entering the fall term and not use that semester to regain eligibility for 
the spring. This would encourage players to either take heavier course loads in-season or attend summer school. 
Baseball does have factors working for it. An NCAA survey indicates the number of games, the size of the squad and the number of scholarships have no 
bearing on a school’s APR. Baseball was also in the vanguard of convincing the NCAA to tweak the formula so if an athlete is on course to graduate when 
he signs a professional contract, that athlete wil be considered academically eligible and wil not work against a school’s APR. 
Major League Baseball has also instituted a universal signing date for drafted players of Aug. 15 (the draft is held in early June). The club loses the rights to 
the athlete if he is not signed by that date, ending the draft-and-follow practice in which a team could continue to pursue a drafted player until the next spring. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 1, 2007 8:31 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaztner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --dddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu:~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfia.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaztholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edw>; Debora]~ Rise <iisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cazns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~:ille.edw>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --:elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --:mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmalinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-:csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu:~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu:~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.v~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 13.7.2.3 

Slam Dunk is a senior in high school. Slam has signed a National Letter of Intent with Big Time University to play basketball next year. Big Time University 
will be participating in its conference tournament next week and would like to provide Slam with a complimentary admission to attend the event. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.7.2.3 states that a member institution may not provide complimentary admissions to a prospective student-athlete for a post-season 
conference tournament. The prospective student-athlete may purchase tickets only in the same manner as any other member of the general public. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, March 2, 2007 8:31 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add ~mJlgela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edw~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Banmga~ner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heatherincatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.e&~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwler@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vtedu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vtedu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Al{bvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Buan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dba~holomae@athletics.pittedu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Deborah Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~Jcke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoJras@bigeastorg>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <jolm.coims@lonisville.edtt>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@mafil.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.vwu.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckJnley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kanvoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<r{bste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisv’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ <fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; (keg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edit>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Bricl&ouse <mbrickhouse@bigeastorg >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nmacy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeastorg>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeasl.o~>; Lisa Zmlecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tr’anghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeastorg>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjo£jian@bigeastorg >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbeJm Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <I’ultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapointt~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 
<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.v~m.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/2/07- Current Event 

Ball State faces reprimand 

Ball State men’s basketball coach Ronny Thompson could face a reprimand for having contact with his players in the off.season, which is against NCAA 
rules. 
Ball State reported the possible infraction by the first-year coach and three of his assistants. 
Thompson visited the weight room and basketball court to watch player workouts, according to documents obtained by The Star Press. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 5, 2007 8:38 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edw~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonfia.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <’dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edw~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]a Rise <nsedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-gklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scadetknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <’ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Barney <~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~4lle.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@aflaletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edw~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --’elaine.wise@louisv’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --’fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --’mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbexa Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague --’csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/5/07- Current Event 

BU women bringing equality to practice 

Pressconnects.com 

Binghamton University women’s basketball coach Rich Conover uses them in practice. Cornell uses them. Syracuse uses them. The giants in the 
profession, Pat Summitt of Tennessee and Gene Auriemma of Connecticut, have been using them much longer. "Them" being males, as practice-floor 
opponents. 

Now the NCAA Committee for Women’s Athletics wants to prohibit anything other than single-sex basketball drills at every member institution in its 
clutches. 

This season, oblivious of any objection, seven BU students volunteered to suit up -- including four young men from Binghamton, Endicott and Greene. Last 
season, several of the group plus another Greene graduate served in Conover’s first male practice-team workouts. 

Not by chance, it coincided with arrival of a new assistant, Bernitha Johnson, after her four seasons as a Tennessee manager during which she gained 
responsibility of recruiting and overseeing Summitt’s male "practice team." 

BU strictly adheres to present NCAA rules. Each male has to be scholastically eligible, not on any BU intercollegiate team, accept random drug-testing, hold 
specified insurance, not compensated in any manner for his hours, not given transportation to road games, no meals, housing, etc... 

In a lengthy BU Web site story by Joshua Darling, "All Practice, No Play," coach Johnson says of her volunteers’ frequent 2-12-hour M-W-F chores, "They’re 



expected to better themselves and our program... I expect nothing less and they’ve done a great job with that." 

The issue is that the NCAA committee now urges only single-sex basketball drills at every member institution in its clutches. Otherwise, says the CWA, 
young women are being deprived of their rights, especially if they are not starters. 

Here it comes again. Isn’t the high school cheerleader controversy hereabouts more than enough, all over whether you-know-which sex’s basketball teams 
were being deprived of their fair share of yells, whether or not the deprived teams wanted yell-stirrers? 

The committee’s strong position paper, distributed to NCAA membership in December after a two-year study, began: 

"The use of male practice players violates the spirit of gender equity and Title IX. It takes away opportunities from women who are not starters." 

Or, allegedly, leaves them "standing on the sidelines during official practice," or relegated to riding the bikes or doing extra free throws. 

The criticism undoubtedly had many takers. Sally Jenkins of The Washington Post, arguably the nation’s No. 1 female sports columnist, wasn’t among 
them. 

"There’s not a female ballplayer in the country who doesn’t play pickup with men, or a coach who doesn’t think they help the game," she retaliated the same 
week. She described the committee of 15 (which includes commissioner Patrick Nero of America East, BU’s conference), as "that august body of small- 
minded functionaries," adding, "But the NCAA has spoken: No more stinking boys." 

Is the Division I basketball coach hired to concentrate most of all on advancement of the roster’s 1 lth and 12th players? Or does the invisible ink urge 
improving the institution’s place in the basketball sun? 

Not as strongly, no doubt, at the Division III level. Cortland State’s extremely successful Jeanette Yeoman, most recently directing a 21 -game winning 
streak, hasn’t used male help in her nine seasons, nor have Oneonta State and Hartwick. The primary use of men, usually taller with inherently superior 
physical traits, is to improve even blue-chip young women’s quickness and strength, and simulate the imminent opponent’s offense and defense. 

UConn’s Auriemma, speaking of his switch to male "scout team" ranks, in 1994-95, has recalled: "The first three days that they played, (starting guards) 
Jennifer Rizzotti and Pam Webber couldn’t get the bail across half-court. And you should’ve seen their reaction. Jennifer wanted to kill somebody. The level 
of competitiveness went through the roof, and we couldn’t have created that (scrimmaging only) with the kids that we had on the team." It became UConn’s 
first unbeaten season, and the start of six national championships in a decade. 

When Pat Head coached U.S. women to the Olympic medal 23 years ago, her preparatory schedule included one game against a women’s team, all the 
rest against men. Today, she’s the winningest college coach of all time, nearing the 950 mark, more than 60 victories ahead of Bobby Knight. 

Of the BU practice-unit, 6-foot Dan Ciotoli has the most playing experience-- Union-Endicott before two Broome Community College seasons. (As mid-year 
graduates, he and Joe Dundon of Binghamton no longer are with the drill team.) 

"I’d seen posters around campus, but I was hesitant and didn’t think I could go 100 percent against girls," Ciotoli told me. "But it’s worked out well. It’s great 
training, having a fresh body constantly coming at me in defense drills-- three girls in turn." 

His instructions were to ease offthe 100 percent only when driving to the basket, to deter injury. 

If the CWA recommendation of a ban reaches an NCAA presidents’ vote, in 2008 at the earliest, its approval seems doubtful. BU president Lois DeFleur is a 
former basketball player, right? But let the Office of Civil Rights gets involved and Title IX marks the spot, and might not "Whatever Lola wants (etc.) ..." 

Fox is sports editor emeritus of the Press & Sun-Bulletin. 

3~N.NT}’A:.~." 2~f. C,f>ND_&~?A,~ 

]condaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 5, 2007 9:14 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~m~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaytner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray <-jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <-jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <-lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaytholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edw~; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <-jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cayns@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney ~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Alle.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca tlinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <ktmfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <-~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ <-~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregou.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse <-~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben FaJrclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~Mdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Lin& Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CazpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague <-~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehal~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item-3/7/07- 12.1.1.1, 12.1.1.1.3.1, 12.1.1.1.4.1, 12.1.1.1.4.3 

Which of the following is NOT a prohibited form of pay with regard to NCAA Division I amateurism regulations? 
A. Actual and necessary expenses for practice and competition from an amateur sports team 
B. Cash 
C. Educational expenses provided directly to a prospect (as opposed to the educational institution on behalf of the prospect) 
D. All of the above are prohibited forms of pay 

The answer is A. 

j(:ondaras@biqeast, orff 
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Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 
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Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cazns@louisville.edtt>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <aJbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~Tille.edw~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.naJly@villanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <ktmfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregou.naples@marquette.edtt>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben FaJrclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bige&st.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

~Mdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Lin& Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehanlc@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terfi.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/8/07- 13.10.7 

A coaching staff member may provide a photograph of the prospect to a prospect during the official recruiting visit to be used for the purpose of publicizing 
the prospect’s visit to campus. 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is false. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.7 states that it is permissible for an institution to photograph a prospective student-athlete during a campus visit to 
be used in the institution’s permissible publicity and promotional activities (e.g., press release, media guide), but the photo qraph may not be given to the 
prospective student-athlete. It is permissible for an institution to use a prospective student-athlete’s photograph in printed institutional items (e.g., season- 
ticket brochure) that promote a sport’s season in which the prospective student-athlete will participate as a student-athlete, provided the prospective 
student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid and the prospective student-athlete’s 
name or photograph is not used in any promotional items that involve the purchase or receipt of commercial advertising (e.g., season-ticket advertisement 
in newspapers or on a billboard). Violations of this bylaw are considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1 and shall not affect the prospective 
student-athlete’s eligibility. (Adopted: 1/16/93; Revised: 1/11/94, 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03, 3/26/04, 11/17/04) 
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Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.allbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Buan Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.cmw@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pittedu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw~; Deborak Rise <6sedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeastorg>; Jennifer Condaxas <jcondaras@bigeastolg>; Jennifer White 

<whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com>; Keith Grant 

<kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.usfedu>; Kermy Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shn.edtr--; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edtr--; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckmley@uc.edu>; Mike Kaxwoski <kaxwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edw~; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<mhrislensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtr>; Roslynn Foster <rfoste@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@villanova.edw~; Steve Hormn 
<horton@admin.usfedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldm; Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uco~m.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Dan Regan <daniel.tmgan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c)!nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; (keg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeastorg>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.sTrT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeastorg>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.ovg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitl <dgavit~v~:bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <ddemarco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <~anecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeastorg>; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeastorg>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsyanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint <jlapoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 
-~kheml0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@sljohns.edu>; Lyim Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr--; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~m.edu> 

Daily Compliance item- 3/6/07- 13.02.5.1 

Hole N. One, is a golf student-athlete at Big Time University. Hole is going home for spring break and the head coach reminds Hole that his former high 
school team will be participating in a tournament. Big Time University is recruiting a prospect on Hole’s former high school team. The coach reminds Hole 
to make sure that contact is made with the prospect. This is a permissible recruiting contact. 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is false. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.S.1(a) states that off-campus, in-person recruiting contacts that are unavoidable incidental contacts between 
enrolled student-athletes (or other enrolled students) and a prospective student-athlete are permissible if such contacts do not occur at the direction of a 
coaching staff member. 
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To: 
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Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 12, 2007 8:31 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd --~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org-~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtr--; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@tbeacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; koos~be.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net;~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibvd <alicia.altbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edw>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edw>; Debora]~ Rise <fisedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 
Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <jolm.cm~ns@lonisville.edU>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank ~:ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <~Jbam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers 
<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~:ille.edw>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edw~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:cz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephen.nally@villanova.edu>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stampt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~-; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise --:elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fre&rick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~tjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse --:mbrickhouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant 
<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtc,; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.ovg>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org-’-; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org-’-; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemareo@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis 
<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague ~-:csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~]providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Lymi Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr--; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~:u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/12/07- NCAA Staff’Interpretation 

New Interpretation regarding events that include athletics testing activities: 

Hosting, Sponsoring, Conducting or Evaluating Portions of Events that Include Athletics Testing Activities (I) 

Date Issued: Feb 21, 2007 
Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The membership services staJt’confinned the tbllowing regaJcding hosting, sponsoring, conducting or evaluating la~rtions ofevems that include activities devoted to 

agiliF, flexibility, speed or strength tests tbr prospective student-athletes: 
a.    In football, it is not pennissible tbr coaches to attend any la~rtion of a scholastic or non-~holastic event that includes activities devoted m agility, flexibility, 

speed or strength tests for prospective student-athletes regaldless of whether or not the coach observes the portion of the event devoted to such activities. 

b. A member institution or conference may not host, sponsor or conduct an5’ portion of an event that also includes agility,, flexibility,, speed or strength tests for 

prospective student-athletes conducted at a separate location in any sport. For example, an institution is not pelmitted to host the competition portion of an 

event that also includes flexibili[y, speed or strength test for prospective student-athletes that take place at an oft-campus location. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.1.8.9.4 (,scholastic and non-scholastic activities ? football) and 13.11.1.5 (t~out events) and a 10/25/06 staff interpretation Item No. 

1, which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2007 8:34 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric BanmgaJtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <-jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <-jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <-dddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; MaW Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandsj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaa:ker@vt.edn>; themandez@miamLedu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.albrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtv~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brym~ Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Dan Bartholomae 

~Mbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu-~; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Joseli 

<ktanielle.fitzger~Jd@marquette.edu;>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edt~,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu;>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edtt>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmmm@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <-jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cazns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klauder@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delmley <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu-~; Mike Karwoski <kaa~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<moly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~Alle.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afl~letics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edtv~; Roslynn Foster 

<ribste@~r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Stephen Nally 

<stephennally@villanova.edtc,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu:>; Smmp£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.nsfedu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Din1 Regan <ktmfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <-~elaine.wise@louis~’ille.edu>; Frederick Russ <-~fre&rick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples 

<gregou.naples@marquette.edtt>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; 

mangion@s~johns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s)~r.edu~; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu~; tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; 

Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~<tgavitV~:bigeast.ovg>; Donna Demarco 

~Mdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust <jgus@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; 

Lin& Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmaecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <-~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Cm-pmelli <-~ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Maxgolis 

<mmrgolis@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todja£ji~n@bigeast.org >; Tom 

Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org >; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Carol Sprague <-~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <ihltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~!providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~johns.edu>; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terfi.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/13/07- 10.3 

With this week commencing NCAA postseason basketball tournaments, all institutional staff members (including full-time, part-time, and student workers) 
are reminded that it is not permissible to engage in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, through a 
bookmaker, a parlay card, or any other method employed by organized gambling. 
This prohibition also includes participation in NCAA/NIT Tournament Bracket sheets in which money or any item of tangible value may be won. Previous 
NCAA major infractions cases involving staff members’ participation in organized gambling activities have resulted in a number of institutional corrective 
actions, including termination of employment. 
10.3 GAMBLING ACTIVITIES 
Staff members of a member conference, staff members of the athletics department of a member institution and student-athletes shall not knowingly: 
(Revised: 4/22/98 effective 8/1/98) 
(a) Provide information to individuals involved in organized gambling activities concerning intercollegiate athletics competition; 
(b) Solicit a bet on any intercollegiate team; 
(c) Accept a bet on any team representing the institution; 
(d) Solicit or accept a bet on any intercollegiate competition for any item (e.g., cash, shirt, dinner) that has tangible value; or (Revised: 9/15/97) 
(e) Participate in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, through a bookmaker, a parlay card or any other 
method employed by organized gambling. (Revised: 1/9/96, 1/14/97 effective 8/1/97) 

j(:ondaras@biqeast, or9 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2007 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sand)j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@ucotm.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu->; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~:u.edu->; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzger~Jd@marquetie.edu:>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edtr’~,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJcas@bigeas~t.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usEedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.orgv; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edtc>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/14/07- Current Fxent 

NCAA scholarship suit moving closer to trial 
USAToday,com 

College officials are casting a restless eye toward California, where a lawsuit challenging the NCAA’s cap on scholarship amounts is nearing a June trial. 



Lawyers for the NCAA and the four named plaintiffs, all former football and basketbal players, will meet with a mediator today in San Francisco, ordered by 
a federal judge to try to settle the 14-month-old antitrust case the NCAA’s chief legal counsel says could "turn on its head our system of financial aid for 
student-athletes." 
The class-action suit targets the NCAA rule limiting scholarship coverage to room, board, books, tuition and fees. Citing the NCAA’s own acknowledgement 
that, on average, the value is approximately $2,500 less than the full cost of attending school each year, it seeks an injunction preventing enforcement of the 
cap. And it asks for unspecified damages, which would be tripled if an antitrust violation is found. A jury trial is set in federal court in Los Angeles June 12. 
There’s virtually no chance of reaching a mediated settlement today, said NCAA general counsel Elsa KJrcher Cole. "It’s the beginning point to see if, in fact, 
there is any room for compromise prior to the time of trial," she says. "In the NIT case, we went back and forth for weeks, months, talking about possible 
resolution before it actually occurred. The same is true here." 
Basketball’s National Invitation Tournament similarly sued the NCAA on antitrust grounds, challenging a requirement that teams accept invitations to its 
basketball championship. The NCAA settled the suit in mid-trial in 2005 by buying the event for $56.5 million. 
The stakes in this case could be higher. The suit is filed on behalf of football and men’s basketbal players in 16 of the 31 Division I conferences who’ve 
been on scholarship since February 2002. Damages, at potentially $2,500 a player a year and trebled, would be substantial. 
Beyond that would be the impact of raising the NCAA’s scholarship cap to allow schools to cover athletes’ travel, laundry and other incidental expenses. 
Federal law would dictate equal treatment in women’s sports, and the NCAA probably would be compelled to extend the same to all sports, not just football 
and basketball. 
"We’re talking about an issue that could cost schools a lot of money. A lot of money," Big East Conference commissioner Mike Tranghese said. 
Not all schools could afford the extra expense and could wind up cutting sports, NCAA and other officials fret. Or the schools could choose to stick with the 
current scholarship limits and not cover the full cost of attendance, a scenario that creates concern about competitive equity if the best athletes were to 
gravitate to programs that could make better offers. 
That competitive equity argument is at the heart of the NCAA’s defense, Cole says. The association will point out, too, that athletes are allowed to receive 
need-based aid on top of their scholarships up to the full cost of attendance and have access to emergency and special-assistance funds. 
"It really comes down to competitive balance," says Matt Mitten, who as director of Marquette’s National Sports Law institute teaches a class on antitrust 
litigation. "Is the rule necessary to further competitive balance? And is there a substantially less restrictive means of achieving competitive balance short of 
this?" 
The suit, originated by the Caifornia-based Collegiate Athletes Coalition, an advocacy group that lined up the four players, claims the scholarship cap "is 
simply a cost containment mechanism that enables the NCAA and its member institutions to preserve more of the benefits of their enterprise for 
themselves." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, March 15, 2007 8:57 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heatherincatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Ma~ Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; 

Waacd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtr>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~m.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeastorg>; JC <jcondaams@bigeasl.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmatm@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edus,; John Heck <jheck@scarletl, mights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjo!mls.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@nmil.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeiblm@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Chn stensen <rchn stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usfedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@ucoim.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Dan Regan <daniel.tmgan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c)!nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; (keg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionl~bstjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeastorg>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.sTrT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeastorg>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.ovg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaamo@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeasl.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeastorg>; Tom Symonds 

<tsyanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@sljohns.edu>; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr--; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~m.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/15/07- 13.6.2.2 

Run N. Gun is a junior prospective student-athlete that wants to participate in both basketball and track in college. Run is being recruited by Big Time 
University for both sports. Is Big Time University Permitted to bring Run on campus for an official visit next fall for basketball and again for another official 
visit in the spring for track? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.2.2 states that a prospective student-athlete may take a maximum of five expense-paid visits, with no more than one permitted to any 
single institution. This restriction applies regardless of the number of sports in which the prospective student-athlete is involved and only for expense paid 
visits to Division I or II institutions. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 16, 2007 8:36 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :-~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandsj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaa:ker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtv~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu->; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~:u.edu->; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzger~Jd@marquetie.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edtr’~,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edtt>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletl, mights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~411e.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c)!nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Oneg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.s?yT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.org~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmm’inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Spmgue <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hemmnn 

-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/16/07- Current Fxent 

N CAA’s profits get m ore scruti ny--Congress watching, labor suit pending 

Union-Tribune 

It’s the most visible and lucrative event in college sports - the three=week NCAA basketball tournament that starts tomorrow. 

The tournament is expected to pull in more than $500 million in TV advertising revenue this year, fueling the 11 -year, $6 billion TV rights deal between the 
NCAA and CBS that started in 2003. 

But just as March Madness has helped the NCAA rev up its revenue-producing powers in recent years, the spiraling growth has increasingly made it a 
target for criticism. 

In the past year, the NCAA has: 

DBeen subject to two congressional inquiries - one challenging its tax-exempt status and tax incentives for its corporate sponsors and donors, the other 
examining the lack of minorities in leadership positions at NCAA institutions. 

DBeen engaged in a legal skirmish with the United Steelworkers, a powerful union that once described the NCAA as a "sweatshop." The steelworkers union 
is at least nominally supporting a group of atNetes in an increasingly contentious lawsuit against the NCAA seeking a bigger slice of the economic pie. 



oEmployed federal lobbyists -with recent regularity -to help fight its battles in Washington, at an annual cost of $160,000. 

"It’s a big cultural target," NCAA President Myles Brand said of college athletics in a recent interview with The San Diego Union-Tribune. "It’s very popular, 
and some people like to play off of it for provocative reasons. Some people don’t like it all. That’s never going to go away/’ 

That’s particularly so as long as spending on college athletics is increasing by more than three times the rate of other college spending - a rate Brand 
acknowledges is unsustainable. That includes rocketing salaries for new Alabama football coach Nick Saban ($4 million) and even San Diego State, whose 
football coaches are collectively making $650,000 more than in 2005. 

Brand declined to comment on the class-action lawsuit, which was filed in February 2006 on behalf of student-athletes at major football and basketball 
schools. The suit claims the NCAA imposed an artificial cap on an athlete’s scholarship, which is limited to covering tuition and fees, room and board and 
required books. 

The NCAA acknowledges its definition of an athletic scholarship is about $2,500 less than the costs a student would incur to attend school, including travel, 
laundry, supplies and other expenses. 

If successful, the suit would provide an additional $2,000-$3,000 per year in financial aid to bridge that gap. It also could cost the governing body more than 
$300 million in damages. 

In its defense, the NCAA says its definition of an athletic scholarship serves as a "bright line of demarcation" between amateurism and professionalism, and 
notes its rules have "repeatedly been upheld against such attacks." 

The two sides recently have waged a battle of subpoenas - the plaintiffs seeking several documents from NCAA schools, and the NCAA seeking 
information from the steelworkers union, apparently to see how it is supporting the lawsuit and advocating "pay for play" in the NCAA. A union attorney 
accused the NCAA of "surveillance" into the "thought processes" of the steelworkers’ activities. The steelworkers say they are not funding the suit and 
suggest the NCAA is out to punish the union, which criticized the NCAA during a "60 Minutes" broadcast in 2002 for exploiting student-athletes. 

The athletes’ trial is scheduled for June. 

While that battle goes on, Brand blames last year’s congressional inquiry into the NCAA’s tax-exempt status on "critical faculty members who prompted a 
staff member in the congressman’s office to do this. 

"That’s what happened there," Brand said. "That’s gone away." 

The congressman, Bill Thomas, R-Calif., who chaired the House Ways and Means Committee, wrote Brand last October, asking him why the government 
should continue to subsidize college athletics "when that subsidy is being used to help pay escalating coaches’ salaries, costly chartered travel and state- 
of-the-art facilties?" 

Brand responded with a 25-page letter saying that Division I schools provide $1.2 billion for student-athletes in scholarships and that salaries are market- 
driven, funded in large part by outside sources such as television and shoe deals. Then Thomas retired and Democrats took control of Congress. The 
Ways and Means Committee has indicated no further interest in NCAA tax matters. Helping the NCAA’s cause in Washington are lobbyists paid $160,000 
per year by the NCAA, according to opensecrets.org 

But the Senate Finance Committee remains interested in NCAA-related tax breaks - and critics hope to keep it in the spotlight. The reform-minded Drake 
Group, comprising university faculty and administrators, issued a statement this month stating it was pushing Congress to pursue the matter. 

"1 don’t think Myles Brand’s answers (to Thomas) were adequate," said David Ridpath, the group’s director. "If the NCAA and its members believe they 
deserve to be tax-exempt in sports, then they need to prove it. Today, it’s a very tough argument for them to make, because it’s not being used for the 
purpose of education." 

For years, Congress "bought into NCAA policy," according to Cedric Dempsey, Brand’s predecessor at the NCAA from 1994 through 2002. 

"But what weakens that position is the jump in salaries and also in the kind of facility enhancements that have taken place," Dempsey said. "It’s made the 
collegiate scene more vulnerable than it has been in the past." 

In December, the Senate Finance Committee examined whether tax incentives that help attract donors for college athletics were being used for their 
purpose - to provide more access to higher education. Stadium renovations often are funded by tax-free bonds. Stadium naming rights, which finance 
stadium reconstructions, are tax deductible. Lease fees to purchase premium seating at college games are 80 percent deductible. 

Brand estimated $845 million came to member schools from donors and $275 million from corporate sponsorships. 

"Maybe they (NCAA schools) should take some steps to reconnect intercollegiate athletics with the academic objectives of their institutions, perhaps 
cleaning up some of the tax policy," University of Michigan President Emeritus James Duderstadt told the committee in December. 

Brand said the removal of such tax incentives would only "marginally" curb spending growth in athletics. 

"1 don’t want to take away the tax breaks we get in athletics, because that doesn’t solve any problems as far as I’m concerned," Brand said. "They (schools) 
have to learn how to spend smarter, not necessarily spend more. That’s the key." 

Brand has stressed the need to curb spending as a key objective of his organization. But the NCAA’s powers are limited in that it can’t install a spending 
cap on coaches’ pay or facilities - a lesson it learned in part through previous litigation. 

Meanwhile, in 2006, only 12 athletic directors and five head football coaches out of 119 Division I-A schools were black. It was this issue that brought Brand 
to testify before a House subcomittee hearing last month along with civil rights activist the Rev. Jesse Jackson. 

Brand said he and Jackson agreed on about 99 percent of the issue. But there’s only so much the NCAA can do, he said, because hiring decisions are 
made locally. 



"Now we have 30 percent of the all final interviewees for head coaching jobs in I-A who are African-American (candidates)," said Brand, who is working with 
the Black Coaches Association on the matter. "That’s better than the NFL. They’ve done a good job of making sure people who are capable are interviewed. 
It’s just not enough." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 19, 2007 9:02 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandsj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu->; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~:u.edu->; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgera]d@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.eduv,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeas~t.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletl, mights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaawoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.orgv; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/19/07- 14.01.1, 14.01.2, 14.01.2.1 

Big Time University women’s soccer team will be competing this weekend against College USA. This game will be one of five dates of competition 
permitted during the non-championship segment. Big Time University has five student-athletes who will be unable to compete due to injuries. Consequently, 
the team does not have enough student-athletes to conduct the competition. The coach at College USA would really like to play this game, so she has said 
that a few of their reserve players could play on Big Time University’s team. 
Since the competition is taking place during the non-championship segment, is it permissible for these institutions to "swap" student-athletes? 
No. Only student-athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete can represent an institution in competition against an outside team. 
NCAA Bylaw 14.01.1 states that an institution shall not permit a student-athlete to represent it in intercollegiate competition unless the student-athlete 
meets al applicable eligibility requirements, and the institution has certified the student-athlete’s eligibility. 
NCAA Bylaw 14.01.2 states that to be eligible to represent an institution in intercollegiate athletics competition, a student-athlete shall be enrolled in at least 
a minimum, full-time program of studies, be in good academic standing maintain progress toward a baccalaureate or equivalent degree. A waiver of the 
minimum full-time enrollment requirement may be granted for a student enrolled in the final term of the baccalaureate program (see Bylaw 14.1.8.2.1.3). 
Also, a student may represent the institution while enrolled as a graduate or professional student or while enrolled and seeking a second baccalaureate 
degree at the same institution (see Bylaw 14.1.9). 
NCAA Bylaw 14.01.2.1 states that to be eligible to represent an institution in intercollegiate athletics competition, a student-athlete shall be in good 
academic standing as determined by the academic authorities who determine the meaning of such phrases for all students of the institution, subject to 
controlling legislation of the conference(s) or similar association of which the institution is a member. (Note: the restrictions, exceptions and waivers set 
forth in Bylaw 14.4.3.4.4 and 14.4.3.7 also apply to the general requirement for good academic standing and progress toward degree). 
The following is another scenario that was raised last year: 
Coaches competing against outside competition-- For example, Institution A is one SA short to conduct a competition against institution B, so the assistant 
coach from Institution A competes for Institution A against Institution B. 
For reasons stated above, this would also be impermissible. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2007 8:23 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandsj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edw~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu->; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~:u.edu->; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzger~Jd@marquetie.edu:>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu;,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~411e.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.org~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/20/07- Current Fxent 

NCAA to unveil plan on gambling dangers 
USA TODAY,corn 

With one of the year’s biggest sports wagering seasons underway, one NCAA department isn’t thinking about March Madness. 



instead, the staff of agent, gambling and amateurism activities is looking to the April launch of a plan it hopes, in the long run, will cut the number of athletes 
who gamble. 
The NCAA partnered with two other organizations in hopes of finding a way to curb the escalating interest of young adults in gambling activities. As a result, 
a sports wagering curriculum, "VVhen Gambling Takes Control of the Game," was designed to make high school athletes aware of gambling’s potentially 
addictive dangers. 
"The better we educate high school student-athletes on this issue, the better they’re going to be when they come to our college campuses," said Rachel 
Newman Baker of the NCAA. 
Results from studies conducted by the NCAA and the Florida Council on Compulsive Gambling helped trace the problem to its roots. Pat Fowler, executive 
director of the Florida Council, said students, particularly boys as young as 10 to 12 years old, are taking an interest in betting and carrying it through to 
college. 
"We need to address it in the same way as any other addiction," Fowler said. "It is a response to an identified need to student-athletes and a partnership to 
looking at how we can better prepare these kids." 
The third partner, the National Federation of State High School Associations, will present the curriculum nationwide this April in conjunction with its board of 
directors meeting. The curriculum was made available on the NCAA’s website this year for selected school systems. For about a year, several Florida high 
schools have been using a curriculum that served as the basis for the newest edition, Baker said. 
The sports wagering curriculum was designed to teach the difference between positive and negative competition, signs of the addiction and where to go for 
help. 
Lessons are presented through interactive activities and group discussions and are aimed at explaining how a gambling problem could impinge a student- 
athlete’s sport, education and future. 
"it isn’t necessary to have something at risk to enjoy the sport," Fowler said. "It’s a short-term solution to, hopefully, a long-term problem for some of these 
students." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2007 8:50 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandsj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu->; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~m.edu->; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgera]d@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.eduv,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeas~t.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletl, mights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <~ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaawoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha tluge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.orgv; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <~btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeafft.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/21/07- Residency Requirement 

Power Play is a junior student-athlete that transferred to Big Time University in the fall of 2006 to play ice hockey. Because of NCAA transfer rules, Power is 
not eligible to compete during the 2006-07 academic year. Which of the following benefits/expenses is NOT permissible for Power to receive while serving 
his year of residency? 

A. Complimentary Admissions to away from home contests 

B. Sit on the bench with the team (in street clothes) 
C. Post game meal after a home competition 

D. Participation award for a conference tournament 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4.1 states that awards for participation intemollegiate athletics may be presented each year, limited in value and 
number as specified in Figure 16-1. Awards for participation in special events may be provided only to student-athletes eligible to participate in the 
competition. (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

Date Issued: Jan 29, 2003 
Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: lb 

Interpretation: 

The membership services s~taff contirmed that a member institution would be pernaitted to provide a student-athlete, ~tis~./ing a transtEr residence requirement, tbur 



complimenta~ admissions k) an away-llama-home contest in the student-athlete’s sport. [Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaw 16.2.1.1 (insfitutionaJ events in the 
student-athlete’s sport); and Division II Bylaw 16.2.1.1 (institutional contests in the student-athlete’s sport)] 

Transfers -- Sitting With Team During A Contest 

Date Issued: Mar 13, 1997 

Type: Official 

Item ReE 2 

Interpretation: 

2. Transfers -- Sitting With Team During A Contest: A transfer student-athlete who is fulfilling a residence requirement nray sit with the institution’s team (e.g., on the bench, in the dugout, 
on the sidelines) during a contest in which the member institution’s team participates but is not permitted to dress in unifornr for the contest. [Note: Such a student-athlete may not receive 
expenses in conjunction with away-from-home contests.] [References: 14.02.6 (intercollegiate conrpetition); 14.5.1 (residence requirement -- general principle); 16.8.1 (expenses provided by 
the institution for practice and conrpetition - pemfissible); and IC 09/26/96, Item No. 2] 

Transfer students serving residence requirement receiving pregame or postgame meals or snacks 

Date Issued: Nov 23, 1988 

Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item ReE a 

Interpretation: 

a. Transfer Students Sel~Ang Residence Requirenrent Receiving Pregame or Postgame Meals or Snacks: Detemfined that Constitution 3-1-(g)-(5) [extra benefits] and Constitution 3-1-(g)-(2)- 
(iii) [expenses inculTed by a student-athlete while not eligible to represent the institution are improper expenses] would not preclude transfe~ students set’,dng a year of residence front 
receiving pregame meals and postgame snacks for home games only, inasmuch as it was detemfined that such benefits are incidental to involvenrent with team activities. 

jeondaras(~bNeast.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 22, 2007 8:46 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd "mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lff~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmga~tner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edn>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandsj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; koost~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vi~inia.edn>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu->; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~:u.edu->; Dan Bartholomae 

-Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgeraJd@marquerte.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edt~,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmatm@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caJ’ns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <’ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edn>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaJwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chn stensen <rchn stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edt~; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~rielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu>; C~eg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael WasTlenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.haman@uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.org~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <’btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoin~)providence.edu>; Julie Heilnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~johns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu:~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu:~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/22/07- 13.02.5.1 c 

Walk Off, Hr, a current baseball student-athlete, has a friendship with a prospect currently attending the student-athlete’s former high school. Walk Offmay 
write the prospect provided the correspondence is not at the direction of the institution and the institution does not provide any of the expenses related to the 
written correspondence (e.g., stationary, postage). 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is A- True. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.5.1 (c) states that it is permissible for an enrolled student-athlete to engage in written correspondence provided 
it is not done at the direction and/or expense of the member institution. 

j(:ondaras@biqeast, orff 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 23, 2007 11:51 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd --~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons~theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; koos(i~bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaa:ker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtv~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~Tu.edu-~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquetie.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edtr’~,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edtt>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whiteien@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <kelmy.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeiblel@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banrey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu-~; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~Tille.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu-~; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usEedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c)!nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@slm.edu:>; Oneg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.s?yT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn -~hoehn@bigeast.org~; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmm’inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --~rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Lylm Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~,u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/23/07- Current Fxent 

Basketball’s one-year rule works 

07:51 PM CDT on Wednesday, March 21, 2007 

Texas Tech coach Bob Knight hates the role, and right now some Texas fans aJce asking, "Is that all there is?" reg~acding the college career of Kevin Dulant. 

But the NBA idle that requires high school basketball stars to take at least a one-year detour through college before collecting millions is actually working like a charm 

for those involved. 

It’s great for the pro game, it’s great for the college game, its good for college coaches and, for the few athletes involved, being forced to spend one year as Big Man on 

Campus of Your Choice isn’t exactly a death sentence. 

This has been the rare basketball season in which the two biggest naanes were freshmen. Durant, who couldn’t lilt his temn past USC in the second round, won the 

NABC National Player of the Year honor for his 25.8 points, 11.1 rebounds per game. 

He’s clearly a singular talent. 



And Ohio State center Greg Oden is still going. Two-thirds of the nation will get Ohio State-Tennessee instead of Pitt-UCLA late today. When the Brains’ tladition 

gets trumped in that fashion, it tells you something about the star power of a freshman center. 

What makes this rule a good thing? Let’s list five main reasons. 

1. It can bring a team a national championship. 

The Buckeyes could get a title out of Oden in the stone manner in which Cannelo Anthony led Syracuse to the championship in his only college season. Even if it 

doesn’t happen, the Buckeyes are back on the map, and Texas thns were treated to at least one season of the best talent to come out of the Big 12. 

That’s better than none, which would have been the case without the rule. 

2. It saves time for college coaches. 

How mmly hours were wasted by some of the biggest names in coaching while to~ing to get Sebastian Telfair or Sean Livingston or Al JeffErson to college? Those 

players, none of them yet close to NBA s~rdom, jumped straight to the pros, but it was not a given throughout their time in high school that that would be the case. 

Maybe everyone knew LeBron James was going straight to the NBA from high school, but for most playm~ the decision was not as obvious, and college rosters and 
careers were impacted in huge ways. 

3. It provides instantly recognizable stars for the NBA. 

If Duxant and Oden leave college as expected, fans will tune in next season to see them in the pros because now they know them. They didfft know Jemmine O’Neal 

as a rookie. They didn’t know Dwight Howard. 

Those players had to not only develop their gmlms but create their appeal as professionals. But how much fun would it have been to see those players, not to mention 
the likes of Kobe BD~ant, Anmre Stoudemire and James, play at least one season in the college game? 

4. Players will make fewer career mistakes. 

With one year of college experience on "tape, pro scouts can make better evaluations, and athletes will not as oIten make decisions about their NBA hopes based on 

bad infonnation. 

The stone 5,ear that Jmnes came straight out of Aknm to be the top pick, Kendrick Perkins, Travis Outlaw, James Lang and Ndudi Ebi also were drafted out of high 

school. 

Four years later. Outlaw and Perkins get 20 minutes a night for bad teams, and Lang and Ebi are not on NBA rosters. A year of college in some cases more than a 

year really would have helped. 

5. :~mything more, such as a two-year commitment to college, would simply be unfair. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 26, 2007 8:39 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaztner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Mary, Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons~theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edn; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaJ:ker@vt.edn>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu->; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~:u.edu->; Dan Bartholomae 

:Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgera]d@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edt~,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cazns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaJwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chli stensen <rchli stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~zielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.haman@uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn :~hoehn@bigeast.org~; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Grist 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@s3:r.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint <jlapoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~johns.edu>; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu:~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu:~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Stephanie Rousseau <stephanie.rousseau@uc.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/26/07- 13.1.3.5.2 

Lead-Off Batter is a currently enrolled student-athlete at College USA. Is he permitted to receive telephone calls from prospective student-athletes? If so, 
when: 
(Assume the student-athlete’s participation is not at the direction of a coach or booster and such telephone calls are financed by the prospect.) 

A. April 1 of the prospect’s junior year in high school 
B. June 15 following the completion of the prospect’s junior year of high school 
C. July 1 following the completion of the prospect’s junior year of high school 
D. Student-Athletes are never allowed to receive telephone calls from prospects 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.5.2 states that enrolled student-athletes or other enrolled students shall not make or participate in telephone calls to 
prospective student-athletes at the direction of a coaching staff member or financed by the institution or a representative of its athletics interests; however, 
they may receive telephone calls at the expense of the prospective student-athlete subsequent to July 1 following the completion of the prospective student- 
athlete’s junior year in high school. (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 7/1/91) 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2007 8:36 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtt*; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebanmgartner@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edtP; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edtP; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cnnningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwler@ku.edut,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtt4 Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsBh@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet*; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtt*; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@mecquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edut,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edut; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummett~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@maJl.wvu.edut; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtp; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edut; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaJwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtt*; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edtp; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu>; Cceg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionl(~bstjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtP; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtP; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtp; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@Ngeast.org>; Wayne IQloll <l, mollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.ovg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg~t; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeastorg>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeasl.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeastorg >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtp; Jill La tbint @apoin~)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@sljohns.edut; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtp; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtt’4 Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/27/07- 14.4.3.1.3 

Which of the following do not have to complete six hours of degree credit in the previous term of full-time enrollment? 
A. Continuing student-athlete 
B. Transfer student-athlete from a community college 
C. Transfer student-athlete from a domestic four-year institution 
D. Transfer student-athlete from a foreign collegiate institution 

The answer is D. Bylaw 14.4.3.1.3 states that a transfer from a domestic two-year or four-year collegiate institution must complete six hours of academic 
credit during the previous term of full-time enrollment regardless of when the student-athlete enrolls in the certifying institution. A transfer student-athlete 
from a foreign collegiate institution is not required to complete six hours of academic credit in the previous term of full-time enrollment. 

j£f?_[~_f~g_r__q_s__@~! i_~g_s__t__42Eg. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2007 8:38 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebanmgartner@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richnond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerak~c))marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu:>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~niel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@slm.edu:>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edtc>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/28/07- 12.02.4 

A professional athletics team is defined as one that: 
A. Provides any of its participants in excess of actual and necessary expenses for practice and competition. 
B. Declares itself to be a professional team. 
C. Competes against other professional teams. 
D. EitherAor B 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 12.82.4 states that a professional team is any organized team that: 

(a) Provides any of its players more than actual and necessary expenses for participation on the team, except as otherwise permitted by NCAA legislation. 
Actual and necessary expenses are limited to the following, provided the value of these items is commensurate with the fair market value in the locality of 
the player(s) and is not excessive in nature: (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(1) Meals directly tied to competition and practice held in preparation for such competition; 

(2) Lodging directly tied to competition and practice held in preparation for such competition; 

(3) Apparel, equipment and supplies; 

(4) Coaching and instruction; 



(5) Health/medical insurance; 

(6) Transportation (i.e., expenses to and from practice and competition, cost of transportation from home to training/practice site at the beginning of the 
season and from training/practice site to home at the end of season); 

(7) Medical treatment and physical therapy; 

(8) Facility usage; (Revised: 4/24/03) 

(9) Entry fees; and (Revised: 4/24/03) 

(1 O) Other reasonable expenses; or (Adopted 4/24/03; Revised: 10/28/04) 

(b) Declares itself to be professional (see Bylaw 12.1.2.4.1.1 ). (Revised: 8/8/02) 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 29, 2007 9:01 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edw~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.eda>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Canningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.e&~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler -qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <ma~@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghml Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edt>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.altbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@meaquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.ac.edtt>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<dbaldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu:>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.eda>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@loaisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeiblm@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaa~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Chn stensen <rchn stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephen.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.asEeda>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@ac.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; (keg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~oase 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edt>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJmo@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeafft.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoin~)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edt>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edt>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~wu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/29/07- NCAA Official h~terpretation 

Laces Out, a senior prospective student-athlete, has signed a National Letter of Intent with Big Time University to play football. Laces is going to attend Big 
Time’s spring game this weekend and would like to stand on the side line with the team. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation [4/20!95]- Special Seating to Observe On-Campus Intrasquad Scrimmages- states that an on-campus intrasquad 
scrimmage (e.g., spring football scrimmage, "midnight madness" basketball scrimmage) that is open to the general public is considered a campus athletics 
event, even if no admission is charged to attend the event. Thus, complimentary admissions provided to a prospect (or the prospect’s parents or legal 
guardians or spouse) for such an event during an official or unofficial visit must be in the general seatin.q area of the facility used for conducting the event. 
[References: 13.7.5.2 (complimentary admissions) and 13.8.2.1 (general restrictions)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 29, 2007 9:15 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edw~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <ma~@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsI3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edw~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<dbaldce@depaul.edu~,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <~ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaJwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chn stensen <rchn stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usEedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~niel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(~bstjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <~btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeafft.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <~terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/30/07- Current Fxent 

Arguments pro, con on Title IX stay unresolved 
USA TODAY.corn 
Thursday, a four-day academic and legal symposium celebrating Title IX gets into full swing in Cleveland, site of the NCAA women’s Final Four. One 
message will be that, despite many gains, discrimination against women in scholastic sports persists 35 years later. 



Also Thursday, the College Sports Council will stage a telephonic news conference from Washington. The message will be that the underlying regulations 
of Title IX discriminate against men. 
Such diametrically opposed arguments about the law that bans sex discrimination at schools receiving federal funds are old. But the CSC, an advocacy 
group for men’s sports, says it has come up with new figures. 
"Previous studies show men’s opportunities are growing," CSC executive director Eric Pearson says. "But by factoring in the number of schools added to 
the NCAA (1981-2005), it’s clear they are shrinking." 
¯ Male athletes per school dropped from 225.8 in 1981 to 213.2 in 2005, a decline of 6%; female athletes per school rose from 98.7 to 159.5, a rise of 62%, 
according to CSC calculations based on NCAA figures. 
¯ Men’s teams per school in those years dropped from 9.1 to 7.8, a decrease of 17% at the same time women’s teams per school rose from 6.4 to 8.7, an 
increase of 34%, also according to CSC calculations. 
Women’s groups have not had a chance to review the methodology used by the CSC, a coalition that includes coaches of men’s sports such as wrestling. 
"i’m skeptical of numbers from any group that has an interest in the outcome," says Jocelyn Samuels, a vice president of the National Women’s Law 
Center. 
The Government Accountability Office reported in 2001 that both genders gained collegiate athletic opportunities in the Title IX era. 
"The GAO is good at what it does," says Christine Grant, former women’s athletics director at Iowa. ’Tm inclined to believe their figures." 
Grant and Pearson argued about what the GAO figures really mean in January at a hearing of the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics. That’s 
when the CSC decided to crunch its own numbers. 
"When you take into account the schools that have been added" to NCAA membership, says Jim McCarthy, a public relations consultant to the CSC, "every 
men’s sport except baseball has seen a decrease or remained static" in terms of number of teams. 
Football teams increased from 497 in 1981 to 610 in 2000, but schools sponsoring football dropped from 66.1% to 58.8%, according to NCAA figures. 
"Looking at the number of teams and how they have changed is legally irrelevant," Samuels says. "What Title IX demands is equality as measured by 
individual participation. And men continue to have more opportunities than women." 
There were 219,744 men and 164,998 women playing varsity sports in 2004-05, according to the NCAA. 
"Men still have 57% of all the participation opportunities," Grant says. "Women get 43%. And yet we’re the ones being criticized for the drop in men’s 
teams." 
Women’s groups say colleges that eliminate men’s teams do it for a variety of reasons that do not relate to Title IX, including decisions to spend a lion’s 
share of the athletic budget on football and men’s basketball. 
The CSC says colleges that eliminate men’s teams do it mostly in response to the law’s participation requirements. A school must pass one part of a three- 
part test: Its male and female athletes are proportional to enrollment, or it has a history of expanding opportunity for female students, or it can show the 
interests and abilities of female students are fully accommodated. 
Schools cannot pass the second or third test if they drop a women’s team. James Madison plans to cut 10 teams -- seven men’s and three women’s -- 
effective July 1, at which point 61% of JMU athletes will be women, matching the percentage of women enrolled, meeting the requirements of the first test. 
"Unfortunately, the way the law is regulated, it permits discrimination against men," Pearson says. "Title IX says you cannot discriminate based on gender, 
but that’s exactly what’s happening." 
Nothing in Title IX regulations requires a school to cut any sport. The Department of Education encourages schools to comply with Title IX by increasing 
opportunities. Schools that make cuts anyway may do so only if they pass one of the three tests. 
Samuels says federal courts have consistently backed the three-part test, as have recent presidential administrations, including the current one. 
Pearson concedes that’s the case and says the best way to get a change in how the law is regulated is for public opinion to demand it. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 2, 2007 8:50 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :-~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghml Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeralc~c)!meaquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edtt>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@svr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c)!nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Oneg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.s?yT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu;,; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmm’inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/2/07- 14.02.9.1 

Which of the following is NOT considered is determining a prospective student-athlete’s initial eligibility (qualifier) status? 
A. SAT/ACT score 
B. Successful completion of a required core curriculum consisting of a minimum number of courses in specified subjects 
C. Admission into school 
D. Graduation from high school 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 14.02.9.1 states that a qualifier is a student who, for purposes of determining eligibility for financial aid, practice and 
competition, has met all of the following requirements (see Bylaw 14.3): 

(a) Graduation from high school; 

(b) Successful completion of a required core curriculum consisting of a minimum number of courses in specified subjects; 

(c) Specified minimum grade-point average in the core curriculum; and 

(d) Specified minimum SAT or ACT score. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2007 10:29 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu-~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.neL~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtv~; Linda 

Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hanran@uc.edu>; John Fisher ~ohn.iisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <icondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmisa£@syr.edu>; themandez@mialni.edn; Smnantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hmwigan@ncsu.edtt>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locklin 

<blocklin@vt.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtt>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Shawn Murphy 

~<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <lmargolis@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski --jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtc,; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; 

Jennifer White <whitejen@shn.edu;,; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny 

Schank <kenny.schank@mail.w~,u.edu>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgus(i~bigeast.org~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; 

Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu-~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; Meghan 

Sweeney <sweeney@mm.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edw~; Scott Brown 

<~ott.brown@ uconn.edu-~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <t?ederick.mss@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski 
<ka:rwosld. l@nd.edt~,; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg "~ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeafft.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc>; Kevin 

Delaney--~delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Maxy Tyler--~malT@lovetobehappy.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edtc>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <hoflon@admin.usf.edtt>; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edtc,; seaton@Ngeast.org; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucnrail.nc.edn>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Lisa DeiNer <ldeibler@nd.edu~; Daniel Gossom ~xtbgoss01@loui~ille.edu>; Kristine Knhr 

FoMer <IddbMe@ku.edu>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu~; Nick Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu;,; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Keith Grant 

<kgrant@scaJcletknights.com>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edw~; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edw~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu-~; Danielle Jo~tti <danielle.fi~geral&~marquet~e.edu>; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edw~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edw~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edw~; B~’an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edtr~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edw~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 
<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edtt>; Julie Helmann <jkhelm0 l@louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden --lcc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org >; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeafft.org>; Stephen NaJly <fftephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shult@uconn.edt~,; W Stephen Flippen, Jr --~wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, 

Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@Ngeast.org>; Joeleen Akin ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu~; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvn.edtr~; Brad Cox 
<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.ust~edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.vx~u.edu>; I,ynne Barney <albam01 @louisville.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edw~; shnraJoy@tmcaa.unc.edu; Allison ttoehn <ahoeh@bigeast.org>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpi@)admin.ust~edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregolT.naples@maNuette.edtC,; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@ucorm.edu>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edu>; Torn Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Craig Crow <craJg.crow@mail.wvu.edt~; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edtc>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtc>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; John Marinatto 

@narinatio@bigeas~t.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org >; Elaine Wise --~elaJne.wise@louisville.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~nconn.edu;,; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna 

Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org~; Kelly Brummett <brummet~admin.usf.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/3/07- NCAA OfficM Interpretation 

No Hitter will initially enroll full-time in college in the fall of 2007. No will be attending College USA and will play baseball. Due to a change in NCAA rules, No will have to be 
certified by both an academic and amateurism clearinghouse before he can compete. If No receives a "not certified" decision by the amateurism clearinghouse and then is 
denied a subsequent appeal, can he continue to practice with his team? 

No. NCAA Official Interpretation [3/21/07] Eligibility for Practice after a Final Not Certified Amateurism Certification Decision is Rendered (I)- states that the 
cornmittee confinned that after a final not certified decision is rendered pursuant to the amateurism certification process, a student=athlete may continue to practice with an 
institution’s tealn, provided the institution has submitted a notice of appeal. At the point in which all appeal opportunities have been exhausted and no eligibility has been 
granted, the student-athlete may no longer pmticipate in practice activities. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 12.1.1 (validity of amateur status) and 12.1.1.1 (amateurism certification process)]. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2007 9:12 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edw~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <ma~@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghml Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.altbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edw~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@meaquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edtt>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<dbaldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu:>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.vwu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaa~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Chfi stensen <rchfi stensen@athletics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <athcompl@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephen.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usEedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Oneg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeafft.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/4/07- NCAA OfficiaJ Interpretation 

Head Men’s Soccer coach at Big Time University has his own website. In addition to listing his National Letter of Intent signees on the website, the coach 
would like to list prospects that have verbally committed to the program for next year. 

Is it permissible for the coach to list the verbal commitments? 

No. NCAA Official interpretation [3/14/07] Content of Athletics Department Staff Members’ Personal Web Sites and Non-athletics institutional 
Web Sites (I)- states that the committee confirmed that it is permissible for a institution’s Web site or an athletics department staff member’s personal 
Web site (or personal page on any site) to include information related to the institution’s athletics programs, subject to the restrictions applicable to an 
institution’s athletics Web site. For example, in order to include any recruiting material, highlight videos or information related to prospects on an athletics 
department staff member’s personal site, it must be permissible to include such material and information on the institution’s athletics Web site. Further, it is 
not permissible for an institution’s Web site or an atNetics department staff member’s personal Web site (or personal page on any site) to include a 
hyperlink to the Web site of a recruiting/scouting service or a non-institutional publication that reports primarily on the institution’s athletics program. Finally, 
it is permissible for general informational video content related to an institution’s athletics programs to appear on institutional Web sites (athletics and non- 
athletics) and personal Web sites of athletics department staff members, provided such content is generally accessible to the general public (e.g, not 
included in a separate recruiting section) and is not created for recruiting purposes. 

[References: Bylaws 13.02.14 (telephone calls), 13.4.1 (recruiting materials), 13.4.1.1 (printed recruiting materials), 13.4.1.2 (electronic transmissions), 
1 3.4.1.3 (other recruiting materials), 1 3.4.2 (video/audio materials), 13.4.2.1 (highlight film/videotape/audiotape), 1 3.4.2.2 (videotapes/audio 
tapes/electronically produced information available to all students), 13.4.2.3 (hall of fame/museum videotape/audio tape) and 13.10.2 (comments before 
signing); a December 12, 2006, official interpretation, item No. 5 and a September 30, 1999, official interpretation, Item No. 2, which has been archived.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 5, 2007 8:44 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd q~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgaztner 

<ebaumgartner@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cnnningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler -qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mau Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghaa Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu--; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Riclmnond <rrichmo2@kent.e&l>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

qzrmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan BaItholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerak~a)marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edw,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjo!mls.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeiblm@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Banmy <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~Tille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Steplmn.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu-~; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldm; M~rielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~niel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~a)nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; (keg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(0)stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.sTrT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@Ngeast.org>; Wayne I<51oll <l, mollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.ovg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaamo@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --~rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<ts)anond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~johns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/5/07- 14.5.5.4 

Scout Team is a men’s basketball student-athlete attending a Division I II school. Scout is going to transfer to a Division I institution in the fall of 2007. Scout 
has done very well academically and will be meeting all NCAA eligibility requirements upon enrollment at the Division I institution. 
Can Scout receive athletics aid his first year of enrollment at the Division I institution? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.4 states that a transfer student from a four-year institution may receive institutional athletically related financial aid during his or her 
first academic year at the certifying institution only if he or she would have been academically eligible to compete during the next regular academic term had 
the student-athlete remained at the previous institution. A student-athlete who transfers from a four-year institution to a two-year institution and then to the 
certifying institution shall complete at least one regular academic term of enrollment at the two-year institution to be eligible for institutional athletically related 
financial aid at the certifying institution. (Adopted: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07) 

PLEASE NOTE: The effective date for this bylaw is August 1,2007. 

:.?~!:? g{{~h~:m~.ad 5gr#e{, ,’:;?* b’c ~.,o 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 5, 2007 2:10 PM 

Amy Hennm~ <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin harrigan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <mau@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@fice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shnlts <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<craig.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerak~c))marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.eduv,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdem]gelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Jennifer White 

<whitejen@shn.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-qody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant 

<kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett <brummet~admin.us£edu~; Kermy Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shn.edtr~; Larissa Cattanach 

<larissa.cattanach@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckmley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu-~; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <retiedle@syr.edu>; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephen.n~Jly@illanova.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick 

<RStumpt;(c))admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; W~nda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.russ@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shn.edu>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant@uc.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edn>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa0 l@pitt.edu>; tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben 
Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt 

~<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliskJ@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust <jgus~bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmaecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Sue Eaton 

< seaton@bigeas~t.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds <tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.nsf.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspragne@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point @apoin~providence.edn>; Julie Helrnann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehm~k~stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@nconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/6/07- Current Event 

..._.. 

Gambling ads prompt letter to U of I 
A lottery commercml that parodied the Iowa Fight Song and a hotel casino’s video ad at Kinnick bring an admonishment. 
DesMoinesRegister.com 

The University of Iowa’s advertising relationship with an eastern Iowa casino and iowa Lottery promotion troubled the National Collegiate Athletic Association 
and violated the athletic department’s own regulations. 

A review of documents obtained by The Des Moines Regis!er shows that using Carver-H,awkeye Arena as a backdropfor a commercial with a pa,rody of the 
wa t-ight Song to marKet lottery [IcKet sales, as well as vioeo aover[ising at ~Jnnick Staaium Tot a hotel aria casino in r~iversioe, ted NCAA omcials to 

admonish U of[athletic officials about partnerships with gambling interests. 

The university released copies of two letters from the NCAA to athletic director Gary Barta - one dated Sept. 13, 2006, the other dated Feb. 23, 2007 - that 
outlined concerns by college athletics’ top governing group. 



"l am aware of at least three public instances where businesses with, gambling Jntere,sts have partnered with the Iowa ath~tics,depa~ment within the past 
year," ~acnel Newman ,~aKer, NC,A,~,. director o[ agent, g,amb!ing an0 amateurism ac~,ivides, wrote, in the +-eorua,ry !etter. "uur staff believes that althoug,n . 
this acdv!ty is no[ consiqereo a violation OT our gambling legislation, it snould be construea as similar to other activities thai are no[ within our legisuation out 
that we aiscourage invoivemem in." 

The U of I’s Presidential Committee on Athletics is expected to debate today whether athletic officials should end all sponsorship ties between Hawkeye 
athletics and the gambling industry. 

Gambling promotions or advertisements also are not permitted under policies adopted by the Iowa Board in Control of Athletics - now the Presidential 
Committee on Athletics (PCA). 

Mark Abbott~associate athletic director~ said !he NCAA lettersand, the po!icy regarding, sponsorships ,will be reviewed by athletic department officials in the 
coming weeKs. He pointea out that Bar[a ana other athletic omcials nave oeen TOCUSea in recent weeKs on hiring a new men’s oasKetball coacn. 

U of I officials said any committee recommendations will be taken under advisement, but final decisions rest with Barta and interim U of I President Gary 
Fethke. 

In February Barta acknowledged he did not review a television commercial for the Iowa Lottery promotion before it aired, though he accepted responsibility 
for the s tuat on. 

The faculty athletic board’s policy handbook mandates that the athletic department "shall not enter into sponsorship agreements that provide for the 
adve~ising and/or promotion of gambling malt beverages distilled liquor tobacco or other products inconsistent with-the policies of the Department of 
Athletics or the PCA." ’ ’ ’ 

"My guess is that no one has memorized the PCA policy manual "said Charles Lynch a professor of epidemiology and chairman of the faculty athletic 
comm ttee. Th s s why we are go ng to ta k about these ssues and see fthere s a way to reso ve t. 

State records show the lottery spent more than $200 000 over the past three years on promotions,tied to !owa athletics. The lottery also spent $100 000 on 
prom,otions tied to Iowa State University athletic events, $7 500 on promotions with DraKe university athletics, and $5,000 with University of Norther~ iowa 
athletics. 

The most recent NCAA I,etter was prompted after several U of I fac.u,l!y members~ including Elizabeth Altmaier the schoo, rs faculty athletic representative 
suggestea scnool omc als maae a m staKe n perm tt ng ath et c Tac I ties and traaemarKs to oe usea n the ior(ery promo[ on. 

Rebate about the adve,rtisinq campaign in which the lottery gave away a car customized in Hawkeye colo,rs and Iogos, escalated when a lawyer for 
osemary vwllson, wioow of Iowa composer Mereaith VVillson, cnallenged the use of the nght song meuooy in the commercial 

Rosema,ry ,V’~ll,son,,who lives in California, still owns the copyright on the song, and her lawyer, Tom Camp, said that she would not have approved the use 
of her late nusoane’s music in sucn a paroay. 

Baker wrote a similar letter last,September after reports disclosed t,h.at university athletic.officials agreed to rent a s~b.o,x at Kinnick Stadium to Riverside. 
asino and Golf Resort. As part of the agreement, Riversiae aavertisea on the Tootball s[aaium’s waeo ooard - thougn its connection to gambling was not 

mentioned. 

As the university wrestles with its involvement with gambling.and the Iot!eri’~lowans are embracing !he industries. The state’s 16, casinos at riverboats and 
racetracks are on pace to exceed the record $1.15 6illion that gamblers ieT[ oenind last year. Meanwnhe the lottery generatea sales of $339.5 million that 
resulted in profits of $81 million in 2006. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 9, 2007 2:46 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu->; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.neU~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Linda 

Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hanran@uc.edu>; John Fisher ~ohn.iisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <icondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villanova.edt~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edt~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@mimni.edu; Samantha Huge 

~<sklt23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin harrigan@ncsu.edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Miss?’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Shawn Murphy <smraphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nn~xgoli@bigeafft.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<j siedliski@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@Ngeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edtc,; Ben 

Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeafft.olg>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.w~’u.edn>; Amy Herman :~j schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@flleacc.org>; Jon Gust <jgnst(@bigeast.olg>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu~; John 

Cams <john.carns@loui~dlle.edtr~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd 

:mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgemwn.edtv~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edtc>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Lmdsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsn.edtc>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@nc.edt~-; Kimbefly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edt~-; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scmlethfights.com>; Ma~ Tyler <meaT@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Don Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edn>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.nc.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <lddbMe@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

--%mithj@fiu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Nina Stephan 
<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu->; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Doug Bakker 

<dbaJ~ker@depanl.edu>; Keli C~mningham <kcunning@umd.edw>; Eflease Wagner <erlea~m@s.~,r.edu->; Danielle Jo~tti 

<danielle.filzgeral@maJcquette.edu>; S~m@ Weber :<sandyj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; tteather Mcatee 
<heather.mcatee@uk),.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgoxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jldlerm01 @louisv’ille.edu>; John McEnroe ~-jmcenroe@depaul.edtc,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtc>; Kelly Crutienden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edtc>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~@marqnette.edtr~; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin~providence.edu~; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletkifights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 
<brownege@shu.edu->; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @loui~dlle.edw>; koos@bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehil <ahoehn@bigeast.o~>; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Joseph Klauder ~-jklaude@providence.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <cvinson@uolcron.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@maxquette.edu>; Alicia Alford <a]icia.alforc~&)uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@m~il.wvn.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr’~,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <Ssp~xks@admin.usf.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtr~; Condar&s, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

ts~tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea~@,louisville.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uco~m.edu~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Brnmmett <brnmmet@admin.usf.edw> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/9/07- 13.1.1.3, 13.1.1.3.1 

Second String, a student-athlete at Institution A, would like to transfer and notifies Institution A of his desire to transfer. State University contacts Institution A about Second’s 
interest; however, Institution A informs State University that it will not permit contact with Second to any institution. 

What is required of Institution A now that it has denied State University’s request for permission to contact Second? 

A. Encourage Second to quit the team 
B. Inform Second to withdraw from Institution A 
C. Inform Second of a hearing opportunity to appeal the denial of contact 
D. No other action is necessary 

The answer is C--Inform Second of a hearing opportunity to appeal the denial of contact. 

13.1.1.3 Four-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes 

An athletics staff member or other representative of the institution’s athletics interests shall not make contact with the student-athlete of another NCAA or NAIA four-year 
collegiate institution, directly or indirectly, without first obtaining the written permission of the first institution’s athletics director (or an athletics administrator designated by the 
athletics director) to do so, regardless of who makes the initial contact. If permission is not granted, the second institution shall not encourage the transfer and the institution 
shall not provide athletically related financial assistance to the student-athlete until the student-athlete has attended the second institution for one academic year. If 
permission is granted to contact the student-athlete, all applicable NCAA recruiting rules apply. 



13.1.1.3.1 Hearing Opportunity 

If the institution decides to deny a student-athlete’s request to permit any other institution to contact the student~thlete about transferring, the institution shall inform the 

student-athlete in writing that he or she, upon request, shall be provided a hearing conducted by an institutional entity or committee outside of the athletics department (e.g., 
the office of student affairs; office of the dean of students; or a committee composed of the faculty athletics representative, student-athletes and non-athletics faculty/staff 
members). The institution shall have established reasonable procedures for promptly hearing such a request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2007 7:08 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu-~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.neU~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Linda 

Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hanran@uc.edu>; John Fisher ~ohn.iisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <icondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan 

~aniel.t.regan@illanova.edt~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edt~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@mimni.edu; Sammltha Huge 

~<sklt23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin harrigan@ncsu.edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Shawn Murphy <smraphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Maxgolis <nnaxgoli@bigeafft.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<j siedliski@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@Ngeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edtc,; Ben 

Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeas~t.ovg>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~x~’u.edn>; Amy Herman -~j schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@flleacc.org>; Jon Gust <jgnst(@bigeast.olg>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; John 

Cams <john.carns@loui~dlle.edtr~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgemwn.edtr’~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Lmdsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsn.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdemlgeli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@nc.edt~-; Kimbefly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edt~-; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scmlethfights.com>; Ma~ Tyler <meaT@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edn>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.nc.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <lddbMe@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

--~smithj@fiu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan 
<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villmaova.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Doug Bakker 

<dba~ker@depanl.edu>; Keli C~mningham <kcunning@umd.edw~; Eflease Wagner <erlea~m@s.~,r.edu-~; Danielle Jo~tti 

<danielle.filzgeml@maJcquette.edu>; Sma@ Weber ~<sandyj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; tteather Mcatee 
<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgaxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jldlerm01 @louisv’ille.edu>; John McEnroe ~-jmcenroe@depaul.edtc,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu:>; Kelly Crurtenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu:>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~marqnette.edtr~; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoin~providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu-~; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @loui~dlle.edw~; koos@bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehil <ahoehn@bigeast.o~>; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Joseph Klauder ~-jklaude@providence.edu>; Conmley Vinson <cvinson@ualcron.edu>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@ma~quette.edu>; Alicia Alford ~Jicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.wvn.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <5spaxks@admin.usf.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

ts~tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea~@~louisville.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uco~m.edu~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.ovg>; Kelly Brnmmett <brnmmet@admin.usf.edw~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/10/07- 14.4.3.4.7 

N. Tha Net, a freshman tennis student-athlete, took nine hours at a local community college prior to initially enrolling full4ime at Big Time University in the fall of 2007. These 
nine hours can be used to meet which of the following progress toward degree requirements? 
A. Six-semester hour rule 
B. 24-semester hour rule 
C. Percentage of degree rule 
D. Both B & C 
The answer is D- 24-semester hours and percentage of degree. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.7 states that credit hours earned at another institution while enrolled as a full4ime 
student may be used to satisfy academic progress requirements specified in Bylaws 14.4.3.1 and 14.4.3.2. Credit hours earned prior to initial full4ime enrollment may be 
used to fulfill the 24-semester or 36-quarter hours requirement specified in Bylaw 14.4.3.1 (a) and the percentaqe of de,qree requirements specified in Bylaw 14.4.3.2. 
--- Scmmed --h,~ M+ Guardian -- -~,lessa-,n- Firewall --- uj 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 12, 2007 7:45 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu->; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.neU~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Linda 

Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <n~mcy.hanran@uc.edu>; John Fisher ~ohn.iisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <icondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villnnova.edt~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edt~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@mimni.edu; Samantha Huge 

~<sklt23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin harrigan@ncsu.edu>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Miss?’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Shawn Murphy <smraphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nn~xgoli@bigeafft.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<j siedliski@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@Ngeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edtc,; Ben 

Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeafft.olg>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.w~’u.edn>; Amy Herman :~j schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@flleacc.org>; Jon Gust <jgnst(@bigeast.olg>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu~; John 

Cams <john.carns@loui~dlle.edtr~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd 

:mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgemwn.edtv~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edtc>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Lmdsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsn.edtc>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@nc.edt~-; Kimbefly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keennnki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delnney <delanekl@stjohns.edt~-; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scmlethfights.com>; Ma~ Tyler <mea?@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Don Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edn>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.nc.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <lddbMe@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

--:smithj@fiu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Nina Stephan 
<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu->; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Doug Bakker 

<dbaJ~ker@depanl.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edw>; Eflease Wagner <erlea~m@s.~,r.edu->; Danielle Jo~tti 

<danielle.filzgeral@maJcquette.edu>; S~m@ Weber :<sandyj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; tteather Mcatee 
<heather.mcatee@uk),.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgoxtne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jldlerm01 @louisv’ille.edu>; John McEnroe ~-jmcenroe@depaul.edtc,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtc>; Kelly Crutienden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edtc>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@illanova.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~marqnette.edtr~; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin~providence.edu~; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu->; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @loui~dlle.edw>; koos@bc.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Allison Hoehil <ahoehn@bigeast.o~>; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Joseph Klauder ~-jklaude@providence.edu>; Conrtney Vinson <cvinson@uolcron.edu:>; Greg Naples 

<gregory.naples@maxquette.edu>; Alicia Alford <a]icia.alforc~&)uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds@bigeast.org>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@m~il.wvn.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr’~,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <Ssp~xks@admin.usf.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario 

<btario@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtr~; Condarc~s, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

ts~tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea~@,louisville.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Kelly Brnmmett <brnmmet@admin.usf.edw> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/12/07- 16.11.1.9 

Run Down is a softball student-athlete at College America. She turns 21 tomorrow, and the coach would like to have a small surprise party for her. 
Can the coach provide Run and her teammates cake to help celebrate this special occasion? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.1.9 states that an institution may provide student-athletes with reasonable refreshments (e.g., soft drinks, snacks) for student-athlete educational 
and business meetings and, on an occasional basis, for celebratory events (e.g., birthdays). 

--- Scanned by M ~ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 13, 2007 9:05 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <mau@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@fice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerak~c))marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.eduv,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaawoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~niel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~getown.edtc,; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/13/07- Current Fxent 

Football panel alters time rules 
IndyStar.com--AP 

Last season, the NCAA wanted to speed up football games. Next 
season, it wants more plays. 
On Thursday, the rules oversight panel approved two major timing 
changes that would revert the rules to what they were in 2005 -- 
stopping the clock on possession changes and not starting it on kickoffs 
until the receiving team touches the ball. 
Some coaches complained the 2006 changes, which resulted in about 
14 fewer plays per game in Division I-A, had altered the game too much. 
Others said it prevented teams from rallying late in games. 
In February, the football rules committee recommended going back to 
the old system. After meeting with the American Football Coaches 
Association in March, the oversight panel agreed. Grant Teaff, executive 
director of the AFCA, was overjoyed with the changes. 
"It made me uncomfortable to watch it last year," Teaff said. "It put a 
different slant on everything, and it almost seemed to put everything in 
reverse. If you, as an offense, don’t have the right or opportunity to 
manage the clock, it’s not a good rule." 
Last year’s rules changes reduced game times by an average of about 



14 minutes, meeting a goal the committee had set. 
On the field, though, there were problems. Trailing teams often sprinted 
onto the field after a punt, kickoff or turnover late in games to preserve 
precious time, while teams holding the lead delayed getting onto the field 
because they could use 25 seconds without running a play. 
Another problem occurred on kickoffs. Since the clock started when the 
kicker touched the ball, some teams intentionally ran off sides to expend 
more time. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 16, 2007 8:15 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.but’falo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richnond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerak~c))marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu:>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~niel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edtc>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/16/07 

Body Ball is a sophomore lacrosse student-athlete at Big Time University. She would like to transfer to College USA in the fall of 2007 to pursue a degree in 
veterinary sciences. The coaches at Big Time University have given College USA permission to contact Body as well as permission to utilize the one-time 
transfer exception. At the conclusion of the spring 2007 semester, Body would not have been eligible to compete in the upcoming fall semester had she 
remained a student at Big Time University because she was two percentage points shy of meeting the 40% rule. 
Can Body qualify for the one-time transfer exception per Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10 [One-Time Transfer Exception] states that the student transfers to the certifying institution from another four-year 
collegiate institution, and all of the following conditions are met (for graduate students, see also Bylaw 14.1.9.1): (Revised: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, for 
those student-athletes who transfer to a Division I institution for the 2005-06 academic year and thereafter) 

(a) The student is a participant in a sport other than basketball, bowl subdivision football or men’s ice hockey at the institution to which the student is 
transferring. A participant in championship subdivision football at the institution to which the student is transferring may use this exception only if the 
participant transferred to the certifying institution from an institution that sponsors bowl subdivision football and has two or more seasons of competition 
remaining in football or the participant transfers from a football championship subdivision institution that offers athletically related financial aid in football to a 
football championship subdivision institution that does not offer athletically related financial aid in football; (Revised: 1/16/93 effective 8/1/93, 1/11/94, 
1/10/95, 11/1/00, effective 8/1/01, 4/27/06 effective 10/15/06 applicable to student-athletes who transfer on or after 10/15/06, 12/15/06) 

(b) The student has not transferred previously from one four-year institution unless, in the previous transfer, the student-athlete received an exception per 
Bylaw 14.5.5.2.6 (discontinued/nonsponsored sport exception); (Revised: 1/11/94, 1/11/97) 

(c) The student is in good academic standing and meets the progress toward degree requirements. The transferring student must be one who would have 



been academically eligible had he or she remained at the institution from which the student transferred, and he or she also must be eligible at the certifying 
institution as a regularly enrolled, full-time, degree-seeking student who was admitted in accordance with the regular, published entrance requirements of 
the institution. The student shall not be required to fulfill the necessary percentage-of-degree requirements at the previous institution; and 
(Revised: 1/10/95, 1/9/96) 

(d) If the student is transferring from a NCAA or NAIA member institution, the student’s previous institution shall certify in writing that it has no objection to 
the student’s being granted an exception to the transfer-residence requirement. If the student’s previous institution denies his or her request for the release, 
the institution shall inform the student-athlete in writing that he or she, upon request, shall be provided a hearing conducted by an institutional entity or 
committee outside of the athletics department (eg., the office of student affairs; office of the dean of students; or a committee composed of the faculty 
athletics representative, student-athletes and non-athletics faculty/staff members). The institution shall have established reasonable procedures for 
promptly hearing such a request. (Revised: 1/11/94, 4/26/01) 

PL£~’A 8&~ NO TE: 
NC/:~d~ Byiaw 14.55 4 wili take effect o.~-: August I, 2007 This bylaw precludes any foui year transfe: flo:-n receivir’g institutio.~-:al athleticaity ielated 
finanaiai aid during his/her ill’st a, aa, demic yea, l- in residence if ti:.e individ.:.~aJ would have been academically ineligible to compete at the previous 
instit.:£ion~ Please advise student-athietes and coaches accordingly as decisions are being n:.a, de l~egarding t~-ansfening. Obviously, this ie{,~istation 
witi Jfeo" tisose spor~ that cannot u"iiize tise one "ime tran,~fe~ exception the mo,~t, These individuals p~eviousiy had littte motivation for "~snsfer-ring 
whiie eligible 
Another category of studer~t--atbletes that wiil be affected by this iegisiation wili be those individuals that cur:ently car~ use the one lime t~sns[er 
exception to be in:.mediately eligible a,( rise ce£if-ying institution while not meeting percent~3ge of deg~ee requirements a( (he firs( instit.:.~tion. As 
s(ated above, Byia, w 14,5,5,2, I 0--o aitows for a st.:.~dent-a,(hie(e to q.:.~aJify for the exoep(ion even if s/he is no( n:.eeting pe~sent~-.age of degree at the 
original insti",£ion, The s"udent--athle~’e must mee" pe~oent~-ige requi~emen% oniy at the ce~¢ifyin9 ins"itution Byiaw 14 5,5.4 does not include sJcis 

NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.4 [Eligibility for Institutional Athletically Related Financial Aid] Effective Date: Aug 01, 2007 states that a transfer student from a 
four-year institution may receive institutional athletically related financial aid during his or her first academic year at the certifying institution only if he or she 
would have been academically eligible to compete during the next regular academic term had the student-athlete remained at the previous institution. A 
student-athlete who transfers from a four-year institution to a two-year institution and then to the certifying institution shall complete at least one regular 
academic term of enrollment at the two-year institution to be eligible for institutional athletically related financial aid at the certifying institution. (Adopted: 
1/9/06 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07) 

ico~Maras@biqeast.orq 

t’.~!I~:    4~if.:~d;).(,-’;~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2007 8:57 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu~,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu~; John Hock <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaJwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; S~unantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usEedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStampf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~niel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(~bstjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@Ngeast.org>; Wayne I~1oll <l, mollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweyg~md@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Lyim Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/17/07- 13.6.2.6, 13.6.2.6.2, 13.6.2.6.3, 13.6.2.6.7 

In the sport of football, how may an institution provide more than 56 official visits in a year? 

A. The institution does not subscribe to the National Letter of Intent in football 

B. The institution hired a new football coach and the previous head coach used 75-percent or more of the permissible number of official visits for the 
academic year 

C. The institution has six unused visits from the previous academic year 

D. Any of the above 

The answer is D- any of the above. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.6.2.6 Number of Official Visits -- Institutional Limitation 

The "total number of official visits a member institution may provide prospective studem-athletes in the following sporks on an annual basis (August I through July 31) 

shall be limited "to: (Revised" 11/12/97) 

(a) Football -- 56. (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 8/7A)1. Revised: 1/’11/94 eflkctive 8/1/94) 



(b) Basketball-- 12. (Revised" 1/71,/8’9, 1H O/91 effective 8/1/91, Revised. 1,/11,/94 effective 8’/7/94) 

(c) Baseball -- 25. (Adopted. 1/12/99 effective 8/1./99) 

NCAA Bylaw 13.6.2.6.2 Unused Visits -- Football FBSiFCS 

In football, an inslitution may retain a ma>;imum of six unused visits t?om the previous academic year. S ach visits may be used only during "din subsequent academic 

year. (Adopted 1/14/97 effective 8/107: Revised 11/1/01 effective 8/1/’02, 12/15/06) 

NCAA Bylaw 13.6.2.6.3 Exception -- Institution That Does Not Subscribe to the National Letter of Intent 

A member institution that does not subscribe to the National Letter of Intent may provide 70 official visits in football, 56 of which may be provided prior to the initial 
National Letter of Intent signing date. (Adopted. ill 1/94 effective 8/1/94) 

NCAA Bylaw 13.6.2.6.7 Exception -- Waiver of Institutional Limitation -- Head Coaching Change 

In baseball, basketball and football, au institution mw provide additional official visits (up to 25 percent of the limitation for the particular sport) after a new head coach 
is hired, provided the previous head coach used 75 percent or more of the official visits permitted for that academic year. The Mauagement Council, by a two-thirds 
majority of its members present and voting, may grant a waiver of the limit on paid visits for an institution that has made a head coaching change in football, basketball 
or baseball to provide additional peJd visits in excess of 25 percent of the limitation for the pa~licular sport after the institution has used all or nearly all of the permitted 
official visits in that sport. Such a waiver request shall be submitted by "din institution’s director of athletics. If the waiver request is grante& the Management Council 
shall es~blish m~ appropriate additional number of visits. (A ck~pted 1/1L/94 effective 8/1/94; Revised 1/i 2/99 efJbctive 8/1/99, 4/29/04) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2007 8:29 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtv~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgmtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.e&~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler -qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <ma~@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghml Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edt>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.e&l>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <dsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Ba~tholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@mmquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmoJl.uc.edtt>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<dboldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu;>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wwu.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeiblm@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu-~; Mike Karwoski <km~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~TiHe.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Clm stensen <rclm stensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@viHanova.edu-~; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.usEedu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldm; M~zielle <marielle.vangelde@uco~m.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; C~eg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionl~@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bige&st.org>; Michael WasTlenko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.syT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJmo@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~.olg>; Rachel Margolis --~rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@sTr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~johns.edu>; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes <terfi.howes@mail.~wu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/18/07- Current Fxent 

Text messages to be banned from college recruiting? 
USATODAY.com 

Responding to complaints from harried athletes, a top NCAA panel voted Tuesday to eliminate the use of text messaging in college recruiting. 
The association’s Division I Management Council opted for the outright ban, first proposed by the Ivy League, over another proposal merely to limit text and 
instant messaging. If endorsed next week by school presidents and chancellors on the Division I Board of Directors, the measure will take effect Aug 1. 
The rules change would limit electronically transmitted correspondence to recruits to e-mail and faxes. 
Rulesmakers have deliberated since October, picking up an issue that has attracted increased attention amid complaints of interference in high school 
players’ lives and -- because of cellphone costs -- their pocketbooks. 
"It’s intruding on their lives and creating inappropriate relationships with coaches," said former Arizona women’s basketball player Anna Chappell, who 
heads the NCAA’s Division I Student-Athlete Advisory Committee. "If you don’t stop it now, what roads are you going to have to cross later on?" 
Her remarks to the panel were reported by the in-house NCAA News. 
Current NCAA rules treat text messages similarly to letters, imposing no restrictions, and many coaches use them profusely to make contact with 
prospects. Others have been compelled to follow suit. 
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FFoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 19, 2007 8:57 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :-~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebanmgartner@St~ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghml Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richnond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeralc~c)!meaquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edtt>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@svr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <ka~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; S~unantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c)!nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@slm.edu:>; Oneg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.s?yT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanportxutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweyg~md@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaxco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/19/07- 15.5.1 

All Star is a recruited student-athlete at College USA. Which of the following would cause All to become a counter? 
A. Receives athletic aid 
B. Receives an outside award for which athletics participation is a major criterion 
C. Receives educational expenses from the US Olympic Committee 
D. Any of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 15.$.1 states that a student-athlete shall be a counter and included in the maximum awards limitations set forth in this bylaw 
under the following conditions: (Revised: 6/10/04) 

(a) Athletics Aid. A student-athlete who receives financial aid based in any degree on athletics ability shall become a counter for the year during which the 
student-athlete receives the financial aid; or 

(b) Athletics Participation as a Major Criterion. A recruited student-athlete who receives outside financial aid for which athletics participation is a major 
criterion (see Bylaw 15.2.6.4) shall become a counter for the year during which the student-athlete receives the aid; or 

(c) Educational Expenses -- Olympic Committee/National Governing Body. A student-athlete who receives educational expenses awarded by the U.S. 
Olympic Committee or a U.S. national governing body (or, for international student-athletes, expenses awarded by the equivalent organization of a foreign 
country) per Bylaw 15.2.6.5 shall become a counter for the year during which the student-athlete receives the aid. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 19, 2007 5:08 PM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <mau@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@fice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bwan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerak~c))marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmoJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<dboldce@depaul.eduv,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaawoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <d~niel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeasl.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@sljohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/20/07- Current Fxent 

La.-Lafayette draws probation, loss of hoops scholarships 
USAToday.com--AP 

-- Louisiana Lafayette was placed on probation for two years and will lose two basketball scholarships under NCAA sanctions announced Thursday, 
stemming from a basketball player’s correspondence course and the football program’s mandatory summer workouts. 



The head of the NCAA’s Division I Infractions Committee said the panel did not find the violations to be intentional. 
Instead, school officials "failed to catch the obvious error" regarding the correspondence courses and the football staff failed to recognize that its "voluntary 
program" for football conditioning had gone beyond NCAA limits. 
As a result of the violations, Louisiana-Lafayette will forfeit 90% of the first year’s money it got from the Sun Belt Conference for playing in the NCAA 
basketball tournaments in 2004 and 2005 and will forfeit two scholarships -- either both in one year or one in each of two years. 
The records of the school’s basketball team in 2003-04 and 2004-05 -- including NCAA tournament participation -- also will be erased and the school will 
not be allowed to make any reference to it, the NCAA said. 
The football team will have its allowable weekly practice hours reduced from 20 hours to 15 hours, either during the current spring semester or in the 2008 
spring semester. 
The NCAA did not disclose the amount of money involved in the revenue forfeiture. The university did not immediately comment on the findings. 
The committee’s head, Josephine Potuto, said during a teleconference that the basketball allegations surrounded one player who used 15 hours worth of 
credit from non-ULL correspondence course to maintain the minimum grade-point average and progress toward a degree needed to be eligible to play. 
"An institution may not use correspondence courses taken at another school," Potuto said. 
Citing NCAA privacy regulations, Potuto would not disclose the player’s name. 
Potuto said the problem with the conditioning program began when the then-conditioning coach made written reports about which players were attending 
and football coaches occasionally observed the workouts and tracked attendance. 
"Those observations can switch a voluntary activity to a non-voluntary activity," Potuto said. 
University officials, who appeared before the infractions committee in February, proposed wiping out the basketball records and forfeiting the conference 
basketball revenue, Potuto said. 
In addition, the committee ordered the university to provide NCAA rules training for admission, financial aid, compliance and registration. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 23, 2007 8:59 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu-~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.neU~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtv~; Linda 

Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hanran@uc.edu>; John Fisher ~ohn.iisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <icondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villanova.edt~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edt~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@mimni.edu; Samantha Huge 

~<sklt23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin harrigan@ncsu.edtt>; Allen Greene 

<greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Shawn Murphy <smraphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnaacgoli@bigeafft.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<j siedliski@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@Ngeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edtc,; Ben 

Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeafft.olg>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.w~’u.edn>; Amy Herman -~j schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@flleacc.org>; Jon Gust <jgnst(@bigeast.olg>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu~; John 

Cams <john.carns@loui~dlle.edtv~; Vangelder, Mmielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd 

~-~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgemwn.edtr’~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edtc>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Lmdsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsn.edtc>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@nc.edt~-; Kimbefly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edt~-; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scmlethfights.com>; Ma~ Tyler <meaT@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtt>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavil*~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edn>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.nc.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <lddbMe@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

--~smithj@fiu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Nina Stephan 
<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu-~; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Doug Bakker 
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NCAA enforcement power in state of flux 
USAToday.com 
In California, the Reggie Bush case remains a witness-stonewalling frustration to the NCAA. 

At Ohio State, another high-profile case recently was undermined -- three findings of rules violations thrown out on appeal because of a procedural concern. 

It has been a perplexing month for the NCAA’s 55-year-old enforcement program, which even in the best of times struggles to satisfy member schools and conferences and 
fend off critics. The slow-moving investigation of the Bush family’s dealings with a would-be marketing agent underscores the limitations imposed by a lack of subpoena power. 
Most of the principals, including the former Southern California football star, aren’t talking. 

The decision in the Ohio State case stemmed from a disagreement within the NCAA on a deadline for filing the disputed charges. 

"At all junctures, it’s a very fragile process ... all the way from getting anyone to come out and talk in the first place to successfully prosecuting the case," says John Gerdy, a 
former NCAA and Southeastern Conference official who’s now a visiting professor of sports administration at Ohio University and an author on sports reform. 

The recent incidents are "disheartening," he says, "because the chance that you can really be held accountable for going outside the rules is probably decreasing as a result. 

"What’s going to be the reaction of people out there, coaches or whomever, who are trying to get an edge? You make decisions. You weigh actions and potential 
consequences. 



"Anytime the NCAA’s ability to successfully identify and investigate and prosecute a case is damaged, the equation on the other end (is) maybe you do take that chance." 

The NCAA has long dealt with the lack of legal means to force reluctant witnesses to talk, says Mike Glazier, a former association investigator and enforcement director who 
has represented and advised schools in infractions cases since 1986. Two years ago, he points out, former Ohio State running back Maurice Clarett was telling a national 
magazine about violations at the school but stymieing NCAA efforts by refusing to talk to investigators. 

And Glazier considers the outcome of the recent Ohio State case, in which he represented the school, "a positive for the (NCAA)." An association-appointed appeals 
committee struck some of the findings of investigators and the infractions committee because of what was deemed a technicality. The appeals ruling didn’t affect penalties 
assessed Ohio State that included three years’ probation and vacating four NCAA tournament appearances. 

"What it says is that the NCAA is holding itself to the same kind of standards it tries to hold its members to: If you don’t follow one of the procedural requirements, there’s a 
consequence for it," Glazier says. 

The NCAA has beefed up and refined its enforcement program since Myles Brand took over as president in 2003, increasing the number of investigators from 12 to 20 and the 
number of directors from four to five. Average processing time for a case -- from the date the association receives information about a possible violation to the time the school 
is formally notified of allegations -- dropped from almost 19 to less than nine months. 

But that does not address the fundamental problem in the Bush case. 

"We have the ability to require certain people to talk to us or face an unethical-conduct charge ... primarily school personnel, people who are directly under our jurisdiction," 
says David Price, the NCAA’s vice president for enforcement services. "But when you go outside that group, we generally are trying to get people to operate in good faith in 
telling us what happened." 

The NCAA can and does enlist schools to coax reluctant witnesses. "But in the end, if they refuse to cooperate, there’s not a whole more we can do about it," Price says. 

Perhaps further complicating the Bush investigation is a settlement reached recently between the running back’s family and the would-be agent, who claims to have plied the 
family with rent-free housing and cash gifts in what turned out to be a futile effort to land Bush as a client. Yahoo.corn reported the agreement includes a confidentiality clause 
precluding the businessman from talking to the NCAA. 

Price declined comment on the development, noting only, "If we feel like we are making headway, we will keep the case alive and continue .... You know we have an ongoing 
case, so you can draw your own conclusion." 
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Survey arms membership with practice-player data 
Divisions to determine regulatory need 

April 23, 2007 

By Gary T. Brown 
The NCAA News 
After more than two years of debate -- both inside and outside the governance structure -- 
about whether to limit or even eliminate the use of male practice players in women’s sports, the NCAA has collected 
data from athletics administrators and coaches in all three divisions to better assess both the extent to which male 
practice players are used and the effect they have on participation opportunities for female student-athletes. 

Survey results show widespread use of male practice players in all three divisions -- most prominently in women’s 
basketball and to a lesser degree in volleyball and soccer -- and most respondents said male practice players don’t 
change how the non-starting members of a team are used in practice and don’t affect the number of grants-in-aid 
schools award to female student-athletes. 

Specifically, survey results show: 



Two-thirds of all Division I institutions reported using male practice players in at least one women’s sport in 2005-06. 
Two-thirds of Division I women’s basketball teams also reported use, about one-third of which said they used male 
practice players almost every day. 

About 35 percent of Division II schools and 40 percent of Division III institutions reported using male practice players as 
well. 

About two-thirds of Division I women’s basketball and volleyball squads and more than 80 percent in soccer reported no 
change in how non-starting team members were used when male practice players were used. 

Only two schools (one each in Divisions I and II) said they recruited fewer female players or provided fewer scholarships 
because of using male practice players. 
More basketball teams use male practice players in the championship segment than do volleyball and soccer teams, 
which concentrate use more in the nonchampionship portions of the playing and practice season. 

The intent of the survey was to gain a more realistic assessment of the types of use on campus rather than rely on 
anecdotal evidence. Only Division III included philosophical questions about eliminating or limiting the practice, since 
that division is the only one to have considered legislative modifications so far. Division III delegates at the January 
Convention deferred a proposal from the Division III Student-Athlete Advisory Committee to limit the use of male 
practice players to once per week during the traditional season and to no more than half the number of players required 
to field a starting team. 

When asked about eliminating the practice, about one-fourth of the Division III membership indicated support. However, 
more than 90 percent of the schools that used male practice players in 2005-06 opposed a ban, and even of those 
schools that did not use male practice players in 2005-06, almost two-thirds said they would not want the practice 
eliminated. 

The Division III survey did reveal interest in limitations, though, as about half overall indicated support for limiting both 
the frequency of use and the number of players that can be used. Even half the schools that used male practice players 
in 2005-06 agreed with that approach. 

Governance vetting 

The Divisions II and III Management Councils reviewed the survey results during meetings April 16-17 in Indianapolis. 
The Division I Management Council, which also met April 16-17, has asked its Championships/Competition Cabinet to 
study the results and make recommendations. A cabinet subcommittee was briefed on the matter during an April 19 
conference call. The full cabinet expects to review the issue at its June meeting. 

NCAA Senior Vice President for Championships Joni Comstock said the comprehensive review was appropriate, given the 
number of years the practice has gone relatively unregulated. The Division I survey indicated schools have been using 
male practice players for an average of about seven years, and fewer than 16 percent of schools that used male practice 
players said they had formal policies governing their use. 
"The use of male practice players has gone on for many years without formal review, and it is time to consider if the 
practice is in the best interests of women student-athletes," Comstock said. 

With usage numbers now in hand, both the Division II and III Councils agreed to seek more feedback from their 
respective governance structures and coaches associations on the appropriateness of using males in practice situations. 
It remains to be seen whether that solicitation will lead to proposed legislation for the 2008 Convention. 

Survey response rates were high in all three divisions, highlighted by the 95.4 percent response in Division I. Divisions II 
and III earned response rates of 91 percent and 77.1 percent, respectively. 

"The response indicates that people have become engaged in the issue, which is a positive outcome," said Carolyn 
Femovich, executive director of the Patriot League and chair of the Division I Championships/Competition Cabinet. "The 
survey is intended to get people talking at the campus level about the pros and cons and the management of the issue. 
That clearly has been accomplished. If you don’t ask the question, you don’t know what’s actually happening on campus 
and why coaches believe it may or may not be an important issue." 

The issue emerged in October 2004 when the NCAA Committee on Women’s Athletics, in accordance with its mission of 
protecting and enhancing female student-athlete participation opportunities, began questioning whether using male 
practice players reduced opportunities for women athletes. The committee urged a three-pronged review to determine 
whether the practice was widespread, whether the membership was adequately educated about male practice player 
eligibility requirements and whether legislative modifications were necessary. 

Though several constituencies have been outspoken on the issue since then -- including the Women’s Basketball 
Coaches Association, which said it would oppose elimination of the practice -- the NCAA did not take a position on the 
issue until research could inform a decision through the governance structure. The recently conducted survey represents 
the best opportunity for the NCAA membership to take that approach. 

"With an issue of this nature, it is imperative to have a process in place that allows the issue to be well vetted in the 
membership," Femovich said. "We now have the research necessary to inform the discussion." 

Survey highlights 

Division I 



¯ Of the 312 schools responding, 205 (65.7 percent) said they used male practice players in 2005-06. 
¯ The sports most frequently using male practice players are basketball (61.2 percent of sponsorship), volleyball 

(16.4 percent) and soccer (10.3 percent). 
¯ Usage was more frequent in basketball, as 20 teams reported daily use and 47 others reported using male practice 

players four to six times per week. In volleyball and soccer, most teams reported occasional use (one to three 
times per week or just a few times per month). 

¯ Results show no meaningful statistical relationship between the squad size and the number of male practice 
players. 

¯ Results show no meaningful statistical relationship between the number of grants-in-aid awarded and the number 
of male practice players. 

¯ About two-thirds of women’s basketball and volleyball squads and more than 80 percent in soccer reported no 
change in how non-starting team members were used when male practice players were used. 

Division II 

¯ Of the 257 schools responding, 89 (34.6 percent) said they used male practice players in 2005-06. 
¯ The sports most frequently using male practice players are basketball (24.8 percent of sponsorship), volleyball 

(10.4 percent) and soccer (6.8 percent). 
¯ Frequency of use was reported primarily as occasional (one to three times per week or just a few times per month" 

in basketball and volleyball. 
About 75 percent of respondents reported no change in how non-starting team members were used when male 
practice players were used. 

¯ Only one institution reported an impact on financial aid decisions. 

Division III 

° Of the 337 schools responding, 136 (40.4 percent) said they used male practice players in 2005-06. 
¯ The sports most frequently using male practice players are basketball (26.2 percent of sponsorship), volleyball 

(12.4 percent) and soccer (6.6 percent). 
¯ Almost all respondents reported frequency of use as one to three times per week or just a few times per month. 
¯ For the most part, the role of non-starting team members went unchanged when male practice players were used; 

however, there was a slight increase when compared to the starters in the number of instances of being relegated 
to the bench or implementing the visiting team’s offense. 
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Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Oneg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <~btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeafft.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <~terri.howes@mail.~wu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/25/07- NCAA Educational Column 

Big Time University is recruiting Par Three, a senior prospective student-athlete. The coaches have created a power point presentation for Par, but they will 
not have an opportunity to visit Par at her house to show the presentation. Can the coaches show the power point presentation to Par at Par’s school? 

No. NCAA Educational Column [4/23/07]- Recruiting Video!Audio Materials -- NCAA Bylaw 13.4.2.4 -- Computer Recruiting Presentations (I)- 
states that Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.4.2.4, an institution may produce a computer recruiting presentation (e.g., 
using presentation software) to show to a prospective student=athlete during an in-home visit or during an official or unofficial visit. The presentations may 
not include any video/audio component except for a highlight film/videotape/audio tape (as permitted by Bylaw 13.4.2.1 ) and any features (e.g., sound 
effects, animation) that are included with the presentation software program. Therefore, any highlight film/videotape/audio tape incorporated into the 
recruiting presentation may include only clips of actual athletics contests and activities that occur on the day of the contest that are directly related to the 
contest (eg., pregame player introductions, half-time band and cheerleader performances, locker-room talks, crowd reactions, sideline coaching staff 
activities, post game on-field award presentations). The highlight film may not include clips of other activities that are only indirectly related to the contests 
(e.g., team travel, team meals, entertainment activities, practice activities, institutional facilities). However, it is permissible to include still photographs of 
activities not directly related to a contest in the recruiting presentation. Lastly, a computer recruiting presentation may not be created by an entity outside the 
institution. 

The following questions and answers will assist in the application of Bylaw 13.4.2.4. 

Q: The legislation states that computer recruiting presentations cannot be created by an entity, outside the institution. Who may produce the computer recruiting 
presentation at the institution? 

A: Any institutional employee may produce the computer recruiting presentation, including noncoaching athletics depar’unent statt’members (e.g., academic 

advisor, life-skills coordinator). The development of the computer recruiting pre~ntation was not intended to place additional costs on the institution. As such, 



the institution should not arrange tbr an outside entity to prepare the presentation as a gift-h-kind to the institution as this wotdd be contra~ to the legislation. 

Q: The legislation s~tates that computer recruiting presentations may be shown during in-home visits and official and unofficial visits. Is it permissible to also show this 

presentation at other locations (e.g., prospect’s educational institution)? 

A: Based on the current legislation, it is not permissible to show the computer recruiting presentation at locations other than during in- home visits and official and 
unofficial visits. 

Q: May the computer recruiting presentation be placed on the institution’s Web site’? 

A: It is not permissible to include a computer recruiting presentation on an insiitution’s Web site. The legislation states it is only permissible to produce a 

presentation to show prospects during in-home visits and official and unofficial visits. However, an institution may include on its Web site a hypeflink to 

permissible video/audio materials as outlined in Bylaw 13.4.2 or to general informational video content related to an institution’ s athletics programs, provided 

such content is generally accessible to the general public and is not created for recruiting purposes. 

Q: May the computer recruiting presentation be sent to a prospect? 

A: It is not permissible to send a computer recruiting presentation to a prospect since it would be considered an attachment to general correspondence. Such 

attachments may include only inli~rmation that is not created for recruiting purposes. 

Q: If there is a nonathletics (e.g., virtual tour of campus) video on the institution’s Web site, would it be permissible to include a hyperlink to the nonathletics video 

in the computer recruiting presentation ~ that it may be shown during the presentation? In addition, could the ins~titution insert the actual nonathletics video 

directly into the computer recruiting presentation? 

A: It is permissible to include a hypeflink to a nonathletics video that is posted on an institution’s Web site provided it meets one of the legislated exceptions of 

Bylaw- 13.4.2 (e.g., official academic admissions and student services information produced by the institution and available to all students). In addition, it is 

permissible to include a hyperlfi~ to general informational video content related to an ins~titation’s athletics programs, provided such content is generally 

accessible to the general public and is not created for recruiting purposes. 

It is not permissible to insert actual nonathletics video/audio information into the computer recruiting presentation given that Bylaw 13.4.2.4 only permits 

video/audio components as outlined in Bylaw 13.4.2.1 to be included in a computer recruiting presentation. 

Q: May the computer recruiting presentation include a permissible highlight film? 

A: It would be permissible to insert an actual highlight fihn (or video/audio tape) into a computer recruiting presentation provided it meets the parameters for a 

highlight fihn/video/audiotape outlined in Bylaw 13.4.2.1. 

However, as noted above, it is not permissible to insert any other video/audio tape into the computer recruiting presentation (e.g., clips from video analysis 

sol?tware). 

Q: Is it permissible to use tbatures (e.g., sound ett~ct~ animation) that are included with the presentation soflwaJce program in the computer recruiting presentation? 

A: It is permissible to use only those features that ece included with the presentation soffivare program. It is not pemfissible to insert any additional items that alter 

the features of the program to personalize it for the institution or prospect. For example, it is permissible to include animated clip art or noise effects that are 

part of the software progrmn. Howevec it is not permissible to insert an animated version of the institution’s mascot or a sound clip of the institution’s fight song 

into the computer recruiting presentation. 

Q: Is it permissible for a prospect to view the computer recruiting presentation on a television or monitor? 

A: It is permissible to connect the computer to a television or monitor for viemng. You also may show the computer presentation in a classroom setting with a 

projector/projection screen for unofficial and official visits or on the wall of the prospecVs home. When considering how to show the presentation using 

dilt~rent devices (e.g., television, projection screen), it is important to note a computer nmst be used both to create the presentation and serve as the source of 

the presentation when shown. 

[References: Division I Bylaws 13.4.1 (recruiting materials). 13.4.1.1 (printed recruiting materials), 13.4.2 (video/audio materials), 13.4.2.1 (highlight 

filnv’videotape/andio tape), 13.4.2.2 (videotapes/audio tapes/electronically produced information (nonathletics) available to all students), 13.4.2.3 (hall of fame/museum 

videotape/audio tape) and 13.4.2.4 (computer recruiting presentations); official interpretations: (12/13/05, Item No. 3) and (3/14/07, Item No. 1); and a stall" 

interpretation: (4/18/07, Item No. 1).] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 26, 2007 8:26 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffcz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Erin Harrigan <erin hamgan@ncsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --qddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richnond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcob~vt.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; 

smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu;,; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, 

Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <waMscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia AlfoM 

<alicia.allbr&~ aconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerak~c)!mecquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug Ba2-,ker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@svr.edu>; Gordon Finch <goMon.finch@illanova.edu;>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu;>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank ~:ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Clm stensen <rclm stensen@athlefics.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; S~unantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaal.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uco~m.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c)!nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;>; Cqeg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangiora(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanrant <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <:btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweyg~md@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jan Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu;>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apointSa)providence.edtc>; Julie Helmann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <:terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/26/07- 13.4.1 

Tight End is a highly recruited senior prospect that has just verbally committed to College USA. The coaches at College USA may: 
A. Send Tight a thank you note on institutional stationary 
B. Take Tight out for dinner and a movie to celebrate 
C. Send out a media release announcing Tight’s commitment to attend the institution 
D. None of the above 
The answer is A. 

13.4.1.1 Printed Recruiting Materials Effa~ctive Date: Aug 01~ 2007 

As specified below, an institution may provide the tbllowing printed materials to prospective student-athletes, coaches of prospective student-athletes or ally other 

individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: (Adopted. 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05 f!)rpublications 

preparedJbr the 2005-06 academic year and after) 

(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence, including letters and postcards issued by the U.S. postal service (i.e., blank cams) may be sent to a 

prospective student-athlete only by mail. Attachments to general correspondence may include materials printed on plain white paper with black ink. The content of all 

general recruiting correspondence to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents or legal guecdians) must be prepared by the head coach or 

one of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). It is not permissible for an institution’s president or 

chancellor or director of athletics to prepare general correspondence to prospective student-athletes. (Rm,ised 3/8/06, 1/8/07 efJbctive 8/1/07) 



(b) Business Cards. 

(c) Camp Brochures. Camp brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, but are restricted to a 

single two-sided sheet, not to exceed 17" X 22" when opened in full. (Note: These brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at 

the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) (See also Bylaw 12.5.1.7). 

(d) Questionnaires. An institution may provide questionnaires to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of the prospective s+mdent-atNete’s 

junior year in high school. 

(e) Nonathletics Institutional Publications. An ins+titution may provide nonathletics institutional publications available to all s~dents at any time (e.g., official academic, 

admissions and s~dent-services publications published by the institution and available to all students). 

(1) NCAA Educational Material Published by the NCAA (e.g., NCAA Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete). (Note: This intbrmation may be provided to a 

prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) 

(g) Athletics Publications. An institution may produce a recruiting brochure or media guide (but not both) and provide the publication to a prospective student-athlete. 

The publications may have only one color printing inside the cover and may not exceeding 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size and 208 pages in length. An institution may not 

produce a sepmate media guide that is intended to supplement the one pemlissible recruiting brochure or media guide. Such supplemental information (e.g., historical 

information, records) may be posted on the institution’s Web site and may be printed in black and white, and provided to the media. An institution may not create a 

portfolio of information (e.g., pictures) to be shown to prospective student-athletes during the recruiting process unless it is considered the ins+titution’s one permissible 
athletics recruiting publications. An institution may produce additional media publications for separate purposes (e.g., postseason media guide, spring football practice 

guide), provided the additional publications are not provided to prospective s~dent-athletes. ~evised 3/23/05, 4/28/05, 5/12/05) 

(h) Game Programs. Game prognnns (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective student-athletes only during official and unofficial recruiting visits 
and may not be mailed. 

(i) Institutional Note Cards. Institutional note cards that are provided to prospective student-athletes may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches when opened in full. In 

addition, such cards may only contain the institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on the outside and may not include any preprinted intbrmation on the inside. 
(Adopted 1/8/’07 effective 8/7/07) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 27, 2007 9:11 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu:>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kldbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons~theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~Tu.edu-~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgera]d@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.eduv,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeas~t.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <~ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu-~; Mike Karwoski <kaawoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~TiHe.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Cliff stensen <rchn stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu-~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@viHanova.edu-~; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.syT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.orgv; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <~btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --~rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <~terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/27/07- Current Fxent 

Text-messaging ban to be implemented Aug. 1 

INDIANAPOLIS -- College coaches will have to recruit the old-fashioned way next year. 
The NCAA’s board of directors approved a ban Thursday to eliminate all text messages from coaches to recruits beginning in August, then left open the 
possibility of revisiting that legislation as early as 2008. 
"One of the abuses that was described to us were text messages from a coach to a player saying, ’Call me,’" Division I vice president David Berst said on a 
conference call. 
As a result, coaches will no longer be allowed to send text messages to recruits. 
High-school athletes face far fewer restrictions. A recruit, for instance, could still message a college coach although the coach could not respond under the 
new rule. 
The move comes a week after the NCAA’s management council recommended passage of the ban, which also eliminates communications through other 
electronic means such as video phones, video conferencing and message boards on social networking Web sites. 
E-mails and faxes would still be permissible and subject to current NCAA guidelines, which include some time periods that prohibit coaches from 
contacting recruits in any form. 
What it means to coaches is fewer opportunities to attract players through today’s high-tech tools, and rely more on the post office, e-mails and phone 
calls. 
The proposal was creating concern among today’s tech-savvy coaches even before Thursday’s 13-3 vote. 
On Monday, Grant Teaff, executive director of the American Football Coaches Association, responded to the management council’s decision by sending a 
letter to the board asking it to delay a vote until compromise legislation could be worked out. 
The Student-Athlete Advisory Council had complained that text messaging was too costly and so intrusive that it sometimes bordered on harassment. 



Some of those stories prompted the board to ignore the coaches’ plea and vote anyway. 
"The board was swayed very much by what the student-athletes had to say," Berst said. "We heard anecdotal stories of someone waking up and having 52 
text messages." 
In an unusual move, however, the board also indicated it would listen to new proposals. Typically, rules are approved or rejected without comment. 
"l think it recognized there may be other ways of monitoring communications in the future, so it’s open to proposals," Berst said. "But, for now, text 
messages have been eliminated." 
The board had given groups such as the coaches associations and conference officials an opportunity to make formal proposals prior to Thursday. 
None, Berst said, was received by the board before Thursday’s meeting. A less restrictive measure on text messages was defeated by the management 
council in January, leaving the board with a decision on the all-or-nothing approach. 
Previously, there were no limitations on how many text messages coaches could send. 
"They would certainly be willing to listen to something that’s viable to a complete ban," Berst said. "l think they recognized we had a dilemma where student- 
athletes suggested there were some problems with text messages whereas coaches and assistant coaches wanted it to continue." 
Teaff acknowledged last week some restrictions were needed and suggested placing limits on the months text messages would be permissible. 
Jim Haney, executive director of the National Association of Basketball Coaches, offered to support a measure reducing the hours text messages could be 
sent -- such as not during school hours or late at night. 
Enforcing the new measure also could prove difficult. 
"It’s just like enforcing any other rule," Berst said. "You’re not allowed to buy a kid a hamburger when he goes on the road, but that’s tough to enforce, too. 
There are many rules that, on the face of them, are unenforceable." 
The board also approved a package intended to help increase graduation rates among baseball players. 
Among the measures that will take effect in August 2008 are: 
¯ Requiring transfers to sit out one year before regaining their eligibility like football and basketball players. Baseball players currently receive a one-time 
exemption from that rule. 
¯ Teams that fall under the NCAA’s new cutline to determine academic progress, a score of 900, also could face a 10 percent reduction in the number of 
games played and practices allowed. That means some teams would lose up to six games from the current 56-game schedule and 13 of 132 practices. 
"1 think the baseball community has taken very serious steps to ensure that players can achieve those measures in the classroom as well as continuing to 
be successful on the field," NCAA president Myles Brand said. 

.i_C_o___~_~__q_a__r__;~__s__~_~_b__i_g~_a__s__~_:_a__r__g. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 30, 2007 8:30 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd q~ngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu’~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Eric Baumgaztner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky’.edu>; Jason (kay, 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu:>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kldbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary, Tyler 

<mary’@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons~theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vi~inia.edu>; 

Waacd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.w~m.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

-Mbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzger~Jd@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edw,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaams@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cazns@louisville.edus,; John Heck <jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjo!mls.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.e&l>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Banmy <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~Tille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Steplmn.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu-~; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldm; M~rielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.mgan@illanova.edu>; dpc~a)nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; (keg Naples <gregory, naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(0)stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.sTrT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.orgv; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaamo@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsyanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy, Meehan <meehank@s~johns.edu>; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/30/07- 14.3.1.3.4 

Fourth N. Inches is a senior prospective student-athlete. Fourth’s ACT or SAT score can only be used to certify his initial eligibility if it is provided to the 
NCAA Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse on which of the following documents: 

A. The official high school transcript. 

B. The testing agency’s official test score report. 
C. An unofficial high school transcript. 
D. Any of the above. 

The correct answer is B. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.3.4 states that the minimum SAT or ACT score(s) used for initial-eligibility purposes must be provided to the Initial-Eligibility 
Clearinghouse by the appropriate testing agency through an official test-score report. (Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/07; forthose student-athletes first 
entenng a collegiate institution on or after 8/1/07) 

Please Note: The effective date for this rule is AUGUST 1, 2007. 

:.?~!:? g{{~h~:m~.ad 5gr#e{, ,’:;?* ~tc ~.,o 

j_c_o__~_J__a__r_t!_s__~_~_b_j_g~_a__s__t_:_e_r_g. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2007 8:57 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu:>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kldbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons~theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; smoniaci@rice.edu; koos@bc.edn; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene.17@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu->; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.~:u.edu->; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i@)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgera]d@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.eduv,; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeas~t.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmaml@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scadetknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <~ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.~wu.edtl>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaawoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~411e.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Cliff stensen <rchn stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephen.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeas~t.orgv; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <~btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <~terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/1/07- 13.5.4 

Put Out is a baseball prospect that will be initially enrolling full-time at College America this fall. He is having trouble getting transportation to campus. A 
volunteer coach for the baseball program picks Put up from the airport and drives him to campus for summer pre-registration. Put then returns home for 
the remainder of the summer vacation. At a later date, the Head Coach gives Put a ride from the airport to campus in order to begin classes. 
Which action is NOT permissible? 

A. The ride to campus for pre-registration 
B. The ride to campus to attend classes 
C. Both a and b 
D. Neither action was a violation 

The answer is A. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.&4 states that an institution or its representatives shall not furnish a prospective student-athlete, directly or indirectly, with transportation to 
the campus for enrollment. However, it is permissible for any member of the institution’s staffto provide: (Revised: 4/26/01 effective 8/1/01) 

(a) Transportation from the nearest bus or train station or major airport to the campus on the occasion of the prospective student-athlete’s initial arrival at 
the institution to attend classes for a regular term or for initial enrollment for the institution’s summer term for a prospective student-athlete who has been 
awarded athletically related financial aid for his or her initial summer term; and (Revised: 1/9/06) 

(b) Transportation from and to the nearest bus or train station or major airport on the occasion of the prospective student-athlete’s arrival and departure 
from the institution to attend the institution’s required new-student orientation, provided the prospective student-athlete has been accepted for admission to 



the institution. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 2, 2007 8:40 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd :mngela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtc>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

~-jakin@agnesscott.edtc>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edtc>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kldbwle@ku.edtC>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mar?, Tyler 

<ma~’@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@vt.edu~; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; 

koos~bc.edu; sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edn; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@mianfi.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 
<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu->; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <j white@huskers.com>; Alicia Altbrd 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bwan Carter <carterb@stjohils.edw>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Baltholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerak~c))marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmoJl.uc.edu>; Doug B~2-,ker 

<~tboldce@depaul.edt~,; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu:>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <~ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohils.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~:ille.edw>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edw>; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edw>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; S~unantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edw>; Steve Hormn 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~niel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <johil.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu;,; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <~btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweyg~md@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeasl.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smulphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apoint(a)providence.edtc>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@sljohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <~terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/2/07- Current Event 

Golden Panthers await word on future losses 

MiamiHerald.com 

The Florida International University athletic program is expected to lose 12 scholarships when the NCAA’s Academic Progress Report for intercollegiate 
athletics programs comes out Wednesday, according to athletic director Pete Garcia. 

The FlU football program will forfeit nine scholarships. The men’s basketball program will lose two and the baseball program will lose one. The penalties 
expected to be levied against FlU are because of substandard graduation rates of its student-athletes. 

Expecting to face penalties from the NCAA, FlU already has absorbed the bulk of the scholarship sanctions for the APR. 

The football program, which was below the 85-man roster size, surrendered six scholarships in January and will give up the final three in August or 
September. Men’s basketball already gave up its two scholarships. Baseball also took its one scholarship loss. 

"We’ve made it a point to be proactive in addressing all issues with a detailed and organized plan aswe move forward in positioning FlU as a major 
university," Garcia said. 

Garcia, who was hired Oct. 10, led an internal investigation into FIU’s athletics systems and processes earlier this year. 

After a review of its athletic academic procedures, FlU restructured its athletics compliance area and changed its reporting so that it falls directly under the 



purview of the university’s general counsel. FlU also made staffing changes to several of its programs. 

Already with the experience of dealing with compliance issues, Garcia -- who encountered compliance issues while at the University of Miami in 1995 and 
helped organize a plan to revive the UM athletic program that lost 33 scholarships -- began planning to fix FIU’s compliance issues earlier this year. 

Unlike the heavy scholarship losses at UM, the situation at FlU is not as severe. Regardless, the athletic department has taken several steps to improve the 
resources for FIU’s student-athletes. 

"We have the full backing from the president, Board of Trustees and the entire administration to provide the proper resources to lay a solid foundation to not 
only be successful on the field but in the classroom," Garcia said. 

"’The current and future student-athletes will be the ones that will benefit from this solid foundation." 

Among some of the changes FlU already has made for not only the student-athletes, but for the entire student body: Program Grad Xpress, a student 
degree audit program that allows the student and academic advisor to be up to date on the student’s classes and major requirements. 

Starting July 30, through multiterm registration, each student will be able to register for two terms at once, allowing for better planning to fulfill degree 
requirements. 

For FlU athletics, the academic support program has been enhanced and strengthened with more tutors, advisors, study rooms, computers and learning 
specialists. The same is being done with the compliance department. 

GarcJa said he is expecting to hire an Academic Program Report specialist to help the university concentrate on degree requirements and degree 
fulfillments. 

Garcia also added the university has created more opportunities for student-athletes to attend summer school. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 3, 2007 8:47 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr*; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Banmgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason (ha5’ 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu;>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

~-jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kldbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mar5’ Tyler 

<mars’@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edup; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edup; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@vt.edup; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; 

koos~bc.edu; sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edn; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@mianfi.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 
<wsf3h@cms.maJJ.virginia.edu->; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <j white@huskers.com>; Alicia Altbrd 

<alicia.allbr&~ uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.l 7@nd.edtr*; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bwan Carter <carterb@stjohils.edw>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow 

<crmg.crow@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu->; Dan Isaf <dmi~t~,syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss0 l@louisville.edu;>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald(c)!mmquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmaJl.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@s,vr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Janfie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-~klander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank ~:ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edup; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @sijohils.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.¥¥~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edup; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <kaJwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr*; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@loui~:ille.edw>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edw>; Rick Clm stensen <rclm stensen@athlefics.pitt.edw>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephen.nally@villanova.edw>; Steve Hormn 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu;>; Vangeldel; Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uco~m.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;>; dpd(c)!nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Cqeg Naples <gregors,.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <johil.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edu;,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu;,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu;,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.ovg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org-~; Ben Tario <:btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeasl.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeas~t.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La tbint @apointffa)providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 
-~kherm0 l@louis~dlle.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@sljohns.edup; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr;; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr;; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <:terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/3/07- Current Event 

NCAA hits schools for lagging academic progress 
USAToday,com 

The NCAA stepped up a crackdown on academics Wednesday, subjecting 81 poor-performing teams to immediate scholarship reductions and flagging more than four dozen as 

chronic offenders that could be hit with harsher sanctions a year from now. 

Four football teams coming off bowl appearances -- Hawaii, Western Michigan, Middle Ten nessee State and San Jose State -- and I-AA playoff qualifiers Montana State and Hampton 

are among 23 football teams facing the scholarship restrictions. Among 20 affected baseball teams is No. 25 College of Charleston 

Cincinnati and Iowa State are the most prominent of 14 affected men’s basketball teams 

SPORTS SCOPE: Fuii report, school-by-sci~ooi numtlers, Katrina effect 

The programs are prohibited from replacing varying numbers of scholarship players who leave while academically ineligible. The penalties are tied to academic progress rates (APRs) 

computed for each of the 6,110 teams that compete in the NCAA’s Division I. 

Wednesday’s was the third set of annual APR scores, which the association says is enough to identify 49 problem programs at 34 different schools that must show improvement or face 

a second phase of sanctions next spring. 

Each scholarship player on each team generally can earn two APR points per semester for remaining at the school and academically eligible, and the NCAA has determined that teams 

should hit 925% of their possible total--an APR of 925--or face the initial scholarship sanctions A 925 roughly projects a 60% graduation rate. 

The second-stage penalties target teams that post even lower APRs: below 900 

Fail to show improvement or obtain a waiver, and the sub-900 teams will face a 10% or greater cut in scholarships and loss of one day of practice a week during the season. That’s 

starting in 2008. Teams that have shown improvement will draw lighter slaps: a 5% or greater cut in scholarships and reduction in practice time by four hours per week 

For programs that continue to lag, the NCAA will start handing out postseason bans in 2009 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 4, 2007 8:28 AM 

Amy Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lffrz@utoledo.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu->; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<beather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <mau@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghml Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@fice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@v"t.edtc,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve 

Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtc,; koos~bc.edu; sbmaJoy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edtr~; themandez@miami.edu; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu->; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh 

~white@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.altbrd@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtv~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edt~-; Dmfielle Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Debordtl Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 

Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondoxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scadetknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohils.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Lafissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.vwu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Banaey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <km~voski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Saanantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtt>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Oneg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <johil.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu;,; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeas~t.org:~; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/4/07- Current Event 

NCAA’s Evolving Academic Picture 
wvcw.insidehighered.com 

The evidence is mounting. In year three of the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s new system for measuring and reporting athletes’ and teams’ 
academic performance, through what it calls the Academic Progress Rate, the association is getting a good sense of which teams are safe from penalties 
and which are digging themselves into trouble. 

"What we’re seeing for the first time is a mature set of data, a comprehensive set of data," said Walt Harrison, president of the University of Hartford and 
chair of the NCAA’s Committee on Academic Performance. 

The APR data, a real-time measure of how many of a team’s scholarship athletes are on track to receive a degree, shows that 112 teams at 75 Division I 
colleges have either received a public sanction or face the loss of at least part of an athletic scholarship because of poor academic performance. Last year, 
99 teams at 65 Division I colleges faced the scholarship loss. 

The APR is the NCAA’s preferred way of measuring how athletes fare in the classroom, because unlike the traditional measure of academic success -- 
the federal graduation rate -- the NCAA’s standard doesn’t penalize colleges whose athletes transfer or leave early in good standing. For the APR, each 
scholarship athlete can receive a maximum of two points per term: one for finishing in good academic standing and another for remaining enrolled at the 
institution. A team’s APR is calculated by dividing the total number of points earned by the players on its roster for the year by the total number of points 



possible, then multiplying by 1,000. 

The APR is part of the NCAA’s academic reform package, which also includes the Graduation Success Rate designed to measure what proportion of 
athletes earn a degree. 

information released on Wednesday reveals that 63 teams face an immediate penalty for scoring below a 925 -- the NCAA’s threshold for 
contemporaneous sanctions -- and having at least one athlete fail academically and leave school. A team can lose up to 10 percent of its scholarship 
allotment under the year-by-year penalty. 

For the first time this year, the NCAA also began handing out "historicaF penalties (more on this later) to 31 colleges. Eighteen institutions received both 
immediate and historical penalties. That’s a relatively small number given the NCAA’s 6,000-plus Division I teams, but NCAA officials warned that many 
more teams could be in trouble next year. 

The NCAA said that 44 percent of men’s basketball teams, 40 percent of football teams and 35 percent of basebal teams would have posted APRs below 
925 (and, as a result, potentially lost scholarships this year) had it not been for "squad-size adjustments," which are meant to prevent smaller teams from 
being unfairly penalized by the actions of just a few athletes. 

Starting next year, when the NCAA will for the first time have a four-year data set, the squad-size adjustments will end, putting any team below a 925 APR in 
jeopardy of more serious sanctions. 

"The philosophy is to provide gradually more penalties over time to those who don’t show improvement," said Myles Brand, the NCAA’s president. 
"[Sanctions] are going to get more strict once the historical penalties kick in and squad size disappears." 

Teams whose cumulative APR score over three years (2003-4, 2004-5, 2005-6) fell below a 900 and weren’t granted relief by the NCAA were subject to the 
historical penalties, which this year meant college presidents received a letter of warning. Starting next year, those penalties will include additional 
scholarship reductions, practice restrictions, and even lack of access to postseason competition and restricted membership. 

Since the historical penalties will take into account a four-year APR average, many seriously underperforming teams have little hope of avoiding the 
historical penalties over the next several years. The best such shot a college would have would be to persuade the NCAA that it has a serious academic 
reform plan. 

Florida International University’s football team, which made news last fall for being part of a brawl with the University of Miami’s squad, posted a multi-year 
APR score of 889. While the squad-size adjustment kept it from a historical penalty this year, the team does face nine immediate scholarship losses. 

"Our APR scores are what we expected them to be, as are the penalties associated with them," said Pete Garcia, FIU’s director of athletics, in a statement. 
"Right now, we are more interested in a solid turnaround in our APR scores and the time it takes to accomplish this is not the most critical component." 

Garcia said the university has already started to develop a strategic plan that will include improvements in academic advising, support, compliance and 
more chances for summer school attendance. Florida International plans to hire someone who specializes in degree requirements and fulfillment. 

A significant number of this year’s penalized teams came from the less-visible Division I conferences. Kevin Lennon, the NCAA’s vice president for 
membership services, said historical waivers are available for teams that show improvement and for those that are "low-resource" institutions, among other 
factors. Brand said low-resource colleges are receiving letters from the NCAA describing a $1.6 milion fund intended to help them jumpstart academic 
reform on their campuses. 

Waivers also are granted for coaching changes. Iowa State University’s men’s basketball program lost two scholarships as a result of a poor APR score, 
but the NCAA has granted the team a conditional waiver from further penalties because six athletes left after a coaching change in 200& To avoid future 
penalties, the team has to show progress toward moving above the 925 mark. 

The two-time champion University of Florida men’s basketbal team recorded a 917 APR, but because of the squad-size adjustment isn’t eligible for 
contemporaneous penalties this year. The runner-up Ohio State University men’s basketbal team had an even worse score, 902, but also avoided 
immediate penalties for the same reason. 

The latest data show the average APR for all Division I athletes is 960. The average for males is slightly lower than for female& APR scores are rising for 
football (931) and baseball (935) but dropping in men’s basketball (928). 

Baseball is still a concern to NCAA officials, particularly given the high number of athletes whose academic performances suffer when they transfer within 
Division I institutions. The NCAA Division I Board of Directors decided that baseball players should be required to show that they are academically eligible at 
the start of the fall term to be eligible to compete during both the fall and spring semesters; as it is now, where players can be eligible to play in the spring 
only by proving their eligibility at the end of the fall semester, many players are perceived as blowing off the spring and summer terms. 

"Basebal surprised a number of us, that it was the one sport we weren’t expecting to have poor scores but did," said Harrison, the NCAA committee 
chairman. "There’s an intense season in the spring, and many athletes play into the summer, so they use the fall semester to get well [academically.] 
That’s not a good academic pattern to fall into." 

NCAA data also showed that men’s teams with the highest APRs are fencing (976), gymnastics, ice hockey and water polo (all at 970). Women’s teams 
with the highest APRs are crew (984), and field hockey and lacrosse (tied at 983). Women’s bowling (942) posted the lowest APR for women’s teams. 

Last week, the NCAA honored more than 800 Division I sports teams that posted multi-year APR scores in the top 10 percent of all squads in their 
respective sport& 

-- Ella Powers 

The original story and user comments can be viewed online at http:!/insidehighered.com!news/2OO7~5/O3/apr: 
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Daily Compliance Item- 5/7/07- 13.2.7 

Bump N. Run is a prospect that enrolled during the summer term at Big Time College prior to his initial full-time enrollment. He can use Big Time’s 
academic services and training room facilities provided: 

A. Bump has verbally committed to Big Time College 
B. Bump lives in the community of Big Time College 
C. Bump signed a national letter of intent (or written offer of admission and/or financial aid if Big Time College doesn’t subscribe to the national letter of 

intent) with Big Time College and is attending summer school 
D. A and B only. 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 13.2.7 states that a prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent or, for an institution that does not 
use the National Letter of Intent, a prospective student-athlete who has signed a written offer of admission and!or financial aid, and is enrolled in the 
institution’s summer term prior to the student’s initial, full-time collegiate enrollment may be provided academic support services by the institution and also 
may use the institution’s training-room facilities. (Adopted: 1/11/94, Revised: 1/9/06) 
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Daily Compliance Item- 5/9/07- 17.12.6.1 

Sand Trap, golf student-athlete, wishes to use his athletics department’s home course for summer voluntary athletically related activities. 
Is Sand required to pay the fees associated with the use of the golf course (e.g., greens fees, practice range)? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 17.12.6.1 states that an institution is permitted to pay fees associated with the use of institutional facilities by student-athletes engaged in 
summer voluntary activities. Generally speaking, this is permissible across all sports. Please also keep in mind that information related to the participation 
of student-athletes in voluntary activities may not be reported back to coaching staff members, athletics department staff members, or other student- 
athletes. 

[eon&n’as@biqe~st.orq 
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<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Steplmn.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca ttinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; S~unantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Nally <stephan.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldm; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~niel.t.mgan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Greg Naples <gregorynaples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <johil.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma~vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Allison Hoehn <ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweyg~md@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJmo@bigeas~t.org:~; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odja£jian <todjakji~n@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tssanond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csplague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoin~)providence.edu>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edt>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edt>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/10/07- 15.2.8.1.2.3 

Varsa T. Eight is a women’s rower at College USA. Varsa is on a full athletic scholarship for the 2006-07 academic year. During the year, however, some of 
Varsa’s athletic aid had to be reduced because of another scholarship she was receiving. 
Varsa will be attending summer school and will only be receiving athletics aid. Can Varsa receive a full athletic scholarship in the summer or does it have to 
be reduced as it was during the academic year? 
No, it does not have to be reduced. [Assuming the aid is within all permissible limits] NCAA Bylaw 15.2.8.1.2.3 states that if an institution provides a 
student-athlete with a full athletics grant during the academic year but is required to reduce the grant in accordance with Bylaw 15.1.4 (reduction when 
excess aid is awarded), the institution may provide the student-athlete full athletically related financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2007 8:36 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu->; Bo Kerin 

<bokerin@lsu.edu->; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edtr~; Eric Banmgaxtner 
<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody 

Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <:.ion fagg@ncsu.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcumfing@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edt~-; Kristine Kuhr Fowler --lddbwle@ku.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <maw@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Randale Richnond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb 
<rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vl.edtc,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edn>; Steve 

Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtc,; koos~bc.edn; sbm~Joy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker <tp~xker@vt.edtr~; themandez@miami.edu; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu->; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh 

~white@huskers.com>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.altbrd@ucotm.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; B~an Carter <carterh~stjohns.edu->; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; 

Craig Crow <craig.crow@mml.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtv~; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edt~-; D~lielle Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug 

Bakker <db~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edt~-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White ~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel --jrm224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

-qklander@providence.edn>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmnt@scafletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<brummet~admin.usf.edu>; Kenny Schank <ke~my.schank@maJl.wvu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohils.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanld@shu.edtc,; Larissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.w~’u.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible~@nd.edu~; Lynne 

Ban~ey <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu->; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.ojea@loui~:ille.edu->; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu->; Rick Cliff stensen <rcliff stensen@athlefi cs.pitt.edu->; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; SaJnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen NaJly <stephen.nally@villanova.edu->; Steve Horton 
<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel; M~xielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor --:wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~t~liel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@slm.edu:>; Greg Naples <gregory.naples@marquette.edu>; John 

Fisher <johil.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe--jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; mangionr(@stjohns.edu; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma,vell.svT.edu>; Nancy Hanmnt <nancy.hamant~uc.edtc,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edtc,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtc,; Allison Hoehn ~:ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.olg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt :<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquetle@bigeast.org>; Jon Gnst 

<jgust@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeasl.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeasl.olg>; Rachel Margolis --:rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odj~£jian <todjakji~l@bigeast.org>; Tom Symonds 

<tsymond@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspmks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <cspmgue@athlelics.pitt.edtc>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint(a)providence.edtc>; Julie Hellnann 
-qkherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@sljohns.edu~; Ly~m Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.xwu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/8/07- Current Event 

Reality sets in as teams try to boost APR -- or be punished 
USAToday.com 

Another week is all Texas asks of Kevin Durant 

He has given the Longhorns a remarkable freshman year, lifting them to 25 wins and into the second round of the NCAA men’s basketball tournament and drawing a national spotlight 

that spilled onto his team and school. Now, before he heads to the NBA, he needs only to get through final exams. Pull down decent grades. Keep from being a blight on the Longhorns’ 

academic record 

"That’s the goal," coach Rick Barnes says. "He’s doing his part." 

Coaches across the country are paying close attention to their players as the NCAA ratchets up a program that measures teams’ academic success, punishes those that underperform 

and threatens to come down hard in another year on some of college sports’ bigger names. 

A modest trickle of teams sanctioned for low academic progress rates this year and last is expected to swell as the NCAA refines the process. Its APR benchmark remains a score of 

925, which roughly projects a 60% graduation rate But no longer is the association building in a margin for error that allowed many lower-scoring teams to avoid scholarship 

restrictions prescribed in the program. 

Though 142 Division I men’s basketball teams, including Texas, had sub-925 scores in the latest NCAA report released last week, only 14 were placed on a list of schools subject to the 

modest scholarship sanctions because of the allowance, waivers and other mitigating factors. Similarly, 41 I-A football teams scored lower than 925 but only 11 were flagged -- 

including just one, Arizona, from the sport’s power conferences (Atlantic Coast, Big East, Big Ten, Big 12, F’acific-10 and Southeastern) 

APR measures the ability of coaches and their teams to retain athletes, keep them academically eligible and graduate them Teams with smaller rosters, whose scores could be more 

greatly affected by relatively few players, were granted larger margins for error, called a squad size adjustment. This was allowed while the NCAA built three-year averages That 

adjustment will not be allowed starting next year. 

How many more teams face penalties next year, when the NCAA eliminates that allowance and uses raw, four-year average APRs, is uncertain. Officials estimate the number could rise 

four- or five-fold 

Half of the NCAA men’s basketball tournament’s Sweet 16, including national champion Florida (917) and runner-up Ohio State (902), had three-year averages less than 925 this year. 

Texas (893) and Sweet 16 qualifier Texas A&M (891) are among eight teams in the Big 12 that fell below 925 and seven league teams that scored lower than 900 

The Big 12, Big Ten and F’ac-10 had each had three sub-925 football teams. 



"I’m not happy with those numbers," says Big 12 Commissioner Kevin Weiberg, who expects the issue to be discussed at league meetings in Colorado Springs this month. "We’re just 

trying to focus some attention on it, talk to our members about it. We’ll have to see how people respond." 

At stake are the first penalties the NCAA ever has tied to academic performance. They come in two phases. The first, assessed annually to teams with sub-925 APRs, prohibit them from 

replacing scholarship athletes who leave while academically ineligible. 

They’re intended as warning shots, though last week’s action could cost Florida International as many as nine football scholarships. 

The second stage targets teams that score below 900 and have a record of chronic underperformance. Those sanctions entail further scholarship restrictions and practice-time 

reductions, and will be handed out for the first time next spring. Warning letters went out to 49 teams at 34 different schools last week. 

Continue to lag, and teams could face postseason bans as early as 2009 

Beyond a team’s APR, the NCAA weighs schools’ plans to improve low scores, whether they show improvement and such extenuating circumstances as coaching changes and other 

circumstances that might affect player retention. 

Weiberg points to recent coaching turnover and subsequent player transfers as likely contributors to the Big 12’s low basketball numbers. At the same time, he says, "We’re not alone." 

With 44% of all Division I teams scoring beneath 925, the NCAA has identified men’s basketball as its biggest APR problem area. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, June 22, 2007 8:41 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Bert I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu->; Bo Kerin 

<bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu->; Brian I,ulz <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu->; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashe~x <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@im.edt~-; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Snfith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edup; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edut,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu;; Keri Boyce <Keri.boyce@ttu.edu>; Kristine Knhr Fowler <’kld’owle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu;,; Michael Dean 

<medean@fice.edu;; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~,Vanderbilt.Edu>; Randale 

Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu->; San@ Weber <~ndxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tint Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.vi~inia.edu>; 

WaJcd Scranage <wardscmnage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; Allen 

Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.co:@mail.x~a~u.edu>; Bryan Cafier 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Craig Crow <craig.crow@mail.¥wu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbo~holomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu;>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgera]d@marquetie.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.uc.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu;>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu;,; Jmnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org-~; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edut,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caJ’ns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletDfights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklande@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgran@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<bmmmet~admin.usf.edu->; Kenny Schank <kenny.schank@mail.~:u.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu->; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lalissa Cattanach <larissa.cattanach@mail.wvu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne 

Barney <albam01 @louisville.e&P~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike 
Karwoski <kam,oski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina 

Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel < rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Hofion 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu;>; Vangeldel; M~rielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfact,~@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu,;; dp4@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edn>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu;,; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu;; mangion@stjohns.edu; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org-;; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@max-well.~T.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@nc.edu,~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu;; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usiledu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu->; Allison Hoehn <~ahoehn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben FaJrclough <bfairclough@bigeasl.org>; Ben Tario <btario@bigeast.o~>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -<tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaJcco@bigeasl.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedlisld@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jma~natto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Jon Gust 

<jgnst@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linch Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; 

Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Mmphy <smurph;r(@bigeas~.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org---; Tom Symonds 

<tsymonds~bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edup; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaJ:ks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol 

Spmgue <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu;; Ginger Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edup; Julie Hemmnn 
<jkherm0 l@louiswille.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn/tighe@villanova.edu->; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edw>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.ix~bert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edw> 

Summer Bonus Compliance Item- 6/22/07- Current Event 

Colorado put on probation for meals violations 
DENVER (AP) -- Colorado was placed on two years’ probation and fined $10O,OOO by the NCAA on Thursday for inadvertently undercharging 133 athletes for meals totaling $61,7OO over 

six academic years. The school also was ordered to cut one football scholarship for the next three seasons. 

The violations are considered "major," the infractions committee said. The fine is to be paid to a hunger- or homeless-relief charity 

The probation will not limit CU’s television exposure or NCAA tournament appearances, however 

Most of the infractions occurred in football (86) and women’s soccer (29), but also in women’s volleyball (six), tennis (two) and golf (one) and in men’s basketball (nine) 

Two of the violations found that some walk-on student-athletes paid a dining hall meal-plan rate instead of the higher training-table rate 

"Training table meals are approximately $14, $15," athletic director Mike Bohn said "Meals at the dining hall are about $7 or $8." 

Bohn said the university compliance officers regulate and approve who gets what meals and when 

The nature of the infractions, because they were inadvertent and promptly reported, gave the NCAA reason to limit the penalty, said Paul Dee, infractions committee chair. 

The university proposed a self-imposed repayment of the undercharged amount to the NCAA, but Dee said because the infractions occurred over such a lengthy period of time -- from 

2000-01 through the 2005-06 academic year -- and involved so many student-athletes, the NCAA decided to fine the university $100,000. 

Dee said the an associate athletic director at the university discovered the discrepancy and promptly reported it. 

"To their credit, the university finding the discrepancy and bringing it to the attention of the enforcement staff" lightened the penalty, Dee said. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2007 2:04 PM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDAf~AS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uaJ~on.edu>; Criquett Lelun~l <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; 

dreed@miami.edu; Eric Baumga(mer <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@mimlfi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Curmingham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce <Keri.boyce@ttu.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkX’owle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mao~@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edn>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clem~n.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos@bc.edu; sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu-~; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; WaJcd ScraJaage 

<wmdscra~age@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordma.blizzard@mail.w~’u.edu>; Alicia Alford 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu~,; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Annie Shep~:rd <annie.shepoxd@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbmtholomae@athlelics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edn>; Daniel Gossom <~dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Rise 

<risedh@ucmailalc.edu>; Donna Smfft <dsmfft@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; Doug Bakker <dba2ke@depanl.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

--~erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin 

-~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess 

ttegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mmadel <jrm224@georgemwn.edw~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgmn@scarletknights.com>; Kelly Bmmmett 

<bmmmet~admin.us£edw~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shn.edw~; Lisa Deibler 

<l&ible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <~alb~rn0 l@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Mega~ Finch 

<megan.finch@villanova.edu>; Mike Koxwoski <karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myels < molly.myer@villmlova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@lonisville.edu:>; Nina Stephan < Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel < rebecca.hinkel@uc.edt~-; Rick Christensen 

<lehristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge < skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edtc,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu~; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edn>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fisher@mail.wvu.edtc,; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edn>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robelt M~mgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 
<Sfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demoxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.olg>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 
<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Cmpmelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeafft.olg>; Shannon McNamara 

<smcnamar~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara ttenderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin. usf.edu>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu-~; Julie ttermalm 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villa~ova.edu-~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edw~; Sarah Bobert 
<sarah.bobert(~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/1/07- Bylaw 13.4.1.2 

Hash Marks is a prospective student-athlete that is getting ready to begin his senior year of high school. The football coaches at Big Time University would 
like to send Hash a text message wishing him good luck in the upcoming season. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2 states that electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete is limited to electronic 
mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.7.2.) All other forms of electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g Instant Messenger, text messaging) are 
prohibited. Color attachments may be included with electronic mail correspondence sent to a prospective student-athlete, provided the attachment only 
includes information that is not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., 
questionnaires). In addition, attachments shall not include any animation, audio or video dips and there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated 
with sending the item attached to the electronic mail correspondence. (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05 for publications prepared for the 2005-06 academic 
year and after, Revised: 12/12/06, 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 
This bylaw became effective TODAY, August 1,2007. 
While this legislative change (Proposal 2006-40) could potentially be overridden by a vote at the January NCAA Convention, it is currently in effect. 
Additionally, as per a 7-11-07 NCAA Official Interpretation, it is not permissible to use a service or software that converts e-mail sent by an institutional staff 
member into a text message when received by a prospect. 
Use of Service or Software that Converts Electronic Mail into a Text Message. (I) 



Date issued: Jul 11,2007 
Type: Official 
item Ref: 2 
Interpretation: 
The committee determined that it is not permissible for institutional staff members to use a service or software that converts electronic mail (e.g., e-mail) 
sent by an institutional staff member into a text message when received by the prospect. 
[References: NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2 and NCAA Proposal No. 2006-40] 
This new legislation also precludes a coach from sending a text message or instant message to parents of PSAs. However, it is permissible for 
coaches to send text messages and instant messages to HS coaches, Prep School, and / or JC coaches. PLEASE NOTE: it would not be 
permissible for a coach to send a text message to a HS coach and within the text message ask the HS coach to forward the text message to a 
PSA. 

j_ _e__o__~ d__a__~_’_q:_~_ @__b__i_.q ~__a__s__t_,_o__~:~[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Angust 2, 2007 8:41 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bmdd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtv~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwarcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDAf~AS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <leed@miami.eduv,; Eric Baumg~xtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edtr~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kais Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edtc,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.vi~inia.edu>; 
Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edt~-; 

Alicia Alford <alicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Annie Shep~xd <annie.shepaxd@mail.wa~u.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Blad Co:< <brad.cox@m~il.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@s~tjohns.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wdll@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cod,,/Edwards <cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Dma B~xtholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmail.nc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtc,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

-qjohnson@scafletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jessie Mandel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~dlle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgran~arletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -<telm~ekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <oJbam01@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <km-woski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louis~Alle.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<lebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu~; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edtr~; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc,; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edtc,; John Fisher ~ohn.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam 
<klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <~Nwasyle@maxa~’ell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~gohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usEedu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu-~; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu-~; BarbaJca Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough <Sfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeas~t.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kfftone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda "fates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 
Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mavgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.orgv; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnama~@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Hender~n <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu-~; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu-~; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas 

<tbomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.boberti~)marquerte.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/2/07- 13.6.3 

As the new academic year begins, please be reminded that the requirements for an official visit have been revised EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 2007. Please 
review Bylaws 13.6.3, 13.6.3.1 and 13.6.3.2 (included below) as you begin preparations for hosting recruits this semester. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.6.3 Requirements for Official Visit. 

The following requirements must be met before an institution may provide an official visit to a prospective student-athlete: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 
8/1/07) 

(a) A high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete must present the institution with a score from a PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT taken on a 
national testing date under national testing conditions, except that a state-administered ACT may be used to meet the requirement. The score must be 
presented through a testing agency document, on a high school or preparatory school academic transcript (official or unofficial) or through the use of the 
applicable testing agency’s automated-voice system. A foreign prospect who requires a special administration of the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT may 
present such a score upon the approval of the Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet or the Initial-Eligibility Waiver Committee; 

(b) A prospective student-athlete must present this institution with a high school (or college) academic transcript; 



(c) A high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete must register with the NCAA Eligibility Center; and (Revised: 5/9/07) 

(d) A high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete must be placed on the institution’s institutional request list (iRL) with the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. (Revised: 5/9/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 13.6.3.1 NCAA Eligibility Center. 

A prospective student-athlete’s fulfillment of these academic requirements may be certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center approved by the Executive 
Committee. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

13.6.3.2 Eligibility Ramifications. 

Violations of this bylaw shall be considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1 ; however, they shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s 
eligibility. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

juomtaras@biqeast, orq 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, August 3, 2007 9:06 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtv~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwarcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu’~,; Eric Baumg~xtner <ebanmga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.halligan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<ion fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kais Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mar?’ Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.vi~inia.edu>; 
Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edt~-; 

Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Annie Shep~:rd <annie.shepaxd@mail.wa~u.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Blad Co:< <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cod,,/Edwards <cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Dan B~xtholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edtr~; Danielle Joseth 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmailalc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Janfie Johnson 

-~johnson@scafletknights.com>; Janfie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jessie Mandel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~dlle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgran~arletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney ~<telanekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <oJbarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <km-vvoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louis~ille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu~; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edtr~; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu;,; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;,; John Fisher ~ohn.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam 
<klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxa~,ell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~ohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usEedu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu-~; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu-~; BarbaJca Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough <Sfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kfftone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 
Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mavgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org~; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnama~@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Hender~n <bhadams@syr.edw~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu-~; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu-~; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobeN~!marquette.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/3/07- Current Event 

Cuomo investigating whether athletic departments took kickbacks 

ALBANY, N.Y. -- New York attorney general Andrew Cuomo is now investigating whether top college athletic departments nalionwide - - including those at Anbum 

University, Ohio University and Texas Christian University -- steered student-athletes to education lenders in exchange ti~r kickbacks. 

Cuomo ~id Wednesday that he served 39 universities with subpoenas and requests for documents about deals between athletic departments and Student Financial 

Services Inc., Mtich operates as University Financial Services. tte said he’s looking at how team names, mascots and colors were used to suggest the company was the 

college’s pret~rred lender. 
"Students trufft their university’s athletic dep~xtments because so much ofcan~pus life at Division I schools centers around supporting the home team," said Cuomo. "To 

betray this trust by promoting loans in exchange for money is a serious issue, especially when Division I schools already generate tremendous revenue from their 

student- athletes." 

Cuomo began the investigation as an outgmw~th of his national probe of student loan providers and college administrators, which lie said uncovered a pattern of 
favoritism for lenders who provided kickbacks, "revem~e- sharing" plans and trips and other gifts in exchange for designations as recommended lenders. Sometimes the 



colleges provided campus employees to sta!’f telephone banks for lenders drumming up business. 

Cuomo’s findings led to sate and national retbm~s. 

"Today’s action is an important new step as we continue m examine the unethical conflicts that pervade the student loan industry," Cuomo said. 

Spokesmen for Auburn, Ohio and TCU didn’t immediately respond to requests for comment. The loan company couldn’t immediately be reached tbr comment. 

Cuomo said that during his first investigation, he fbund the athletic director of Dowling College on New York’s Long Island entered into a revenue- sharing agreement 

with University Financial Services that paid the college $75 for eveW new loan application and exclusive marketing advantages on campus and allowed the lender to 

use the department’s interns to disseminate its brochures. 

Dowling ended the relationship with the company as pe#t of its settlement of Cuomo’s investigation. 
Cuomo’s inves~tigation has resulted in settlements and reforms ruth 12 lenders - - including Nelnet Inc., Citibank, Sallie Mae, JP Morgan Chase and Bank of America -- 

and several college,s, ruth $13.7 million in payments made to a national education fund to help high school students and their families more wisely and safely apply for 

student loans. 

Cuomo has said the U.S. Department of Education has had weak oversight of the student loan industo,, a view supported Wednesday in a report by the investigative 
ann of Congress. 

The Education Depaxtment is supposed to make sure banks that participate in the federal student loan program aren’t giving schools or school officials anything of value 

in exchange tbr getting business at a particular ~hool. 

But the department has not sought out cases of improper conduct, according to the report by the Government Accountability Office. It found the department primarily 

responds to complaints and doesn’t even do a particularly good job of tracking those. 

During the pafft 20 years, the department has only brought cases against two lenders, according to the report. More often, department officials have written letters to 

lenders asldng them to stop acting improperly. 

The depafiment recently issued proposed regulations to tly to limit abuses by lenders. Those could become effective next year. 

j(xmdaras@bigeast, orq 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2007 9:23 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@nncaa.anc.edu~; Angela Bradd ~angela.bractd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtv~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edtP; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwarcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~AS@iacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edw,; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@t*u.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason (kay 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@t*u.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edus>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu’-; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu>; Kais Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Ma~’ Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;>; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edtr>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.e&P; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; fllernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.vi~inia.edu>; 
Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; 

Alicia Alford <alicia.aJ~ford@uconn.edu>; Allen (keene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Annie Shepa:rd <annie.shepaacd@mail.wa~u.edu>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Blyan Carter <carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wdll@mail.vwu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cod,,/Edwaacds <cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Dma Baxtholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu:>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr--; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edtr’-; Danielle Josetti 

--~danielle.fitzgerald@maa:quette.edu>; Deborah Rise <risedh@ucmailalc.edu>; Donna Sanft --~-dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scafletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtr--; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jessie Mandel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@louim411e.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scazletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgran~arletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney ~<telm~ekl@stjohns.edtr>; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <aJbam01@louisville.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <km-woski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louiswille.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<lebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@afldetics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edtr--; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu;>; Frederick Rnss <frederick.russ@uc.edu;>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; John Fisher ~ohn.fishe@mail.vwu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam 
<klam@nd.edtr>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s’gohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <kham@eng.us£edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu-~; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanv~rt.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu-~; Barbaaca Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kfftone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 
Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini --~osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mavgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaaca <smcnama~@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Hendermn <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Barbaaca Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.us£edu>; Caacol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.e&P; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu-~; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu-~; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr>; Pat Thomas 

<tbomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/7/07- 14.5.5.4 

Doug Out is a baseball student-athlete that transferred to College USA in the fall 2007 semester. Doug received the one-time transfer exception from his 
previous institution. Additionally, the previous institution indicated that Doug was meeting all progress toward degree requirements and that he would have 
been eligible had he remained at their institution. 
Can College USA provide Doug with an athletic scholarship for the 2007-08 academic year? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.4 states that a transfer student from a four-year institution may receive institutional athletically related financial aid during his or her 
first academic year at the certifying institution only if he or she would have been academically eligible to compete during the next regular academic term had 
the student-athlete remained at the previous institution. A student-athlete who transfers from a four-year institution to a two-year institution and then to the 
certifying institution shall complete at least one regular academic term of enrollment at the two-year institution to be eligible for institutional athletically related 
financial aid at the certifying institution. This bylaw became effective 8/1/07. 
The NCAA recently issued an official interpretation (see below) regarding situations where a student-athlete did not compete while attending the first 
institution. 

EligibiliD" of Four-Year Transfer Student for Institutional Athletically Related Financial Aid. (I) 



Date Issued: Jul 11, 2007 
Type: Official 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The committee determined that a four-year transfer student-athlete may receive institutional athleticaJly related financial aid during his or her firs~t academic year at the 

certi~ing ins~imtion regardless of whether he or she would have been academically eligible to compete during the next regular academic term at the previous ins~titution, 

provided: 

a.     The student-athlete transferred from a four-yeax institution that did not sponsor the sport on the intercollegiate level while the student-athlete was in 

attendance, provided the student had never transferred from any other collegiate ins~titution that offered intercollegiate competition in that particular 

sport; or 
b. The student-athlete never competed in intercollegiate competition and did not engage in other countable athletically related activities in the sport beyond 

a 14-consecutive day period. 

[Retbrences: NCAA Bylaws 14.5.5.2.6.1 and 14.5.5.4] 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2007 9:03 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtP; Angela Bradd ~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtv~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu’-,; Eric Baumg~xtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kais Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.vi~inia.edu>; 
Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edt~-; 

Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@nconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc,; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <a~nie.shepardt~!mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanfl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~Tille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~’-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclnr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf(~admin.us£edu;,; Vmagelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robelt M~mgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.usEedu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfiacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demoxco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick CmpaMli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osa]vestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJrol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu;>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobeN~!marquerie.edu;>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu;> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/8/07- 14.1.8.1.5 

Lock R. Room is a sophomore football student-athlete at State University. As of the first day of classes, Lock was only enrolled in 9 hours. 
Which of the following is true for Lock? 

A. He must stop practicing immediately until he is enrolled in a full-time course load 
th B. He can continue practicing until the 5 day of classes 

C. He can continue practicing for the remainder of the semester 
D. None of the Above 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1.$ states that a student-athlete may practice but may NOT compete, during the institution’s first five days of classes 
if the student-athlete is enrolled in less than a minimum full-time program of studies, provided the student is otherwise eligible under all institutional, 
conference and NCAA requirements. 
There is an exception if Lock been enrolled in his final semester/quarter and the institution had certified that Lock was enrolled in the 9 hours necessary to 
complete his degree. 



NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1.3 states that a student-athlete with athletics eligibility remaining may participate in organized practice sessions while enrolled in less 
than a minimum full-time program of studies, provided the student is enrolled in the final semester or quarter of the baccalaureate program and the 
institution certifies that the student is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to complete the degree requirements, as determined by the faculty of the 
institution. 

fl~ondaras@biqeast, orq 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Angust 9, 2007 8:48 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bmdd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtr>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwarcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquetts.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumg~xtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu>; Kiis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edtr>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@VanderbiltEdu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <~smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edtr>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsnmil.virginia.edu>; Ward Sclanage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Alicia Alford <alicia.dlford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.x~a~u.edu>; Bryml Cafier <cafierb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pittedu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edt>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edt>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dong Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edt>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtr>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeasto~>; JC <jcondasas@bigeasl.org>; JeimitEr White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@geo~etown.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <io@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 
<jklaude@pmvidence.edu:>; Kate Hickey <l&ickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgrant~)scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhoxt@provi&nce.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggieinckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kaxwoski <kalw-oski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edt>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt>; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<dmliel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnme <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klam@nd.edtr>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko qNwasyle@maxaYell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s’gohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough <Sfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeastorg>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeastorg>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@Ngeastorg>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeastorg>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmetl@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNmnara <smcnamam@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy qsmurphy@bigeastorg>; 

seaton@bigeastorg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Hender~n <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~nn <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehml <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; SaraA Bobert <sarah.bobeN~)marquerie.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/9/07 

The women’s soccer coaches at College USA would like to reward their team for working hard during preseason camp. The coaches would like to take the 
team to the movies Saturday night before the fall semester begins. Is it permissible to provide entertainment to student-athletes at this time? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.7.1 states that the institution may pay the actual costs (but may NOT provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place 
within a 100-mile radius of where a team plays or practices in connection with an away-from-home contest or en route to or from such a contest. In 
addition, an institution may pay the actual costs (but may NOT provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place within a 30-mile radius of the 
institution’s campus or practice site during vacation periods when the team is required to reside on campus) or at a practice site normally used by the 
institution) and classes are not in session. 

[eondaras@biqeast.orq 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, August 10, 2007 8:00 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~angela.bmdd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwarcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu:>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kiis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtv~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m ~’saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci ~’smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaJ&er@vt.edtv~; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsnmil.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@maJl.wvu.edu:>; Alicia Alford <alicia.dlford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu:>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~a,u.edu:>; Bryan Ca(ter <ca(terb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald~marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <delx~rah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanft <dsanft~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dong Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Efle&se Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edw~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondasas@bigeas~t.org>; Jeimit~r White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@geo~etown.edu-~; Jody Sykes <iody.sykes@louisville.edu-~; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 
<jklaude@pmvidence.edtc>; Kate Hickey <l&ickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

~-albam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@providence.edu;,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtc>; Megan Finch 

<megan.finch@illanova.edu:>; Mike Kaxwoski <kalw-oski. 1 @nd.edtc>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edtr~; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<dmliel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n I,am 

<klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <~Nwasyle@maxaYell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~gohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu:>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough <Sfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org~; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda "fates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@Ngeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semme@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNmnara <smcnamam@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy qsmurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Hender~n <bhadams@syr.edw~; BarbaJca Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.us£edu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetie.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/10/07- Current Event 

NCAA notes: Text message ban stands 
USAToday.com 

The NCAA is sticking, for now, with a ban on text messaging in college recruiting. 

The association’s Division I board of directors on Thursday essentially rejected a call by nearly three dozen schools to rescind or alter the restrictions it approved in April. They took effect 

Aug. 1, limiting electronically transmitted correspondence to recruits to e-mail and faxes. 

The move is designed to end a text-messaging proliferation that a number of athletes complained cost them time and -- because of cellphone charges -- money. 

Thirty-four schools asked for an override of the measure, four more than needed to require the board to reconsider. 

With no changes coming Thursday, those schools now take their fight to the NCAA’s January convention in Nashville, where all 331 Division I institutions will vote on the issue. A five- 

eighths majority is needed to throwthe ban out. 

The board has said it’s open to new legislation that would stop short of an outright ban, but Division I vice president David Berst said, "We simply haven’t seen a good proposal come 

forward yet." 

The panel did back off slightly on another contested rule change that, starting next August, limits how small a scholarship a baseball program can offer. 

In April, the board said no less than one-third the value of a full ride. Thursday it lowered that to one-quarter the value of a full ride and allowed schools to fold academic and other non- 

athletics aid into that amount. 



Seventy-two schools asked for reconsideration of that rule and another capping the number of players on scholarship (at 27) and on a team’s roster (at 35) The board left the latter in 

place, and it also will come to a divisionwide vote in January. 

The measures, part of a package of academic-oriented reforms, are designed to discourage teams from bringing in larger numbers of players on minimal scholarships and running off 

those who prove to be less promising or productive. 

Final Four 

College basketball’s Final Four is getting more student, and probably TV, friendly. 

The NCAA moved Thursday to dress up the look and feel of its signature event, approving a new seating configuration that will put 4,000 students near the court and increase overall 

annual capacity to 70,000 starting in 2009. 

The students -- 1,000 from each participating schoo} -- wi}} get their close-in, end-zone seating at a significantly reduced cost: $15-$20 for each of the two days. That’s compared with 

the $140-$220 face value of tickets offered to the public for next year’s event in San Antonio. 

Students will use vouchers, rather than tickets, that can’t be resold. Their proximity to the court, NCAA senior vice Greg Shaheen said, should "create a superior experience not only for 

the fans but also for the student-athletes in terms of the atmosphere around the court." 

j£2_~_L~g_r__~_~__s__~_~_h__i_g_£g_s__~_:_o__[g. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 13, 2007 8:02 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtv~; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~Tu.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmis~£@syr.edu>; themandez@mialni.edn; Smn~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalveslrini@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <?owarcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen 

Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Keri Boyce <Keri.boyce@ttu.edtc>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edn>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edtc,; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White 

<whitejen@shu.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasl0@georgetown.edu~; Michael Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennit~r Brashear 

~ennifer.bmshear@tm.edtr~; Jason Gray <ja~m.gray@usm.edu>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edtv~; Stfickland, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; VaJlgelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Angela Bmdd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu:>; Scott 

Brown <scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; 

Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.mss@uc.edtc>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsn.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis ~demageli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khicke;yQ@scarletknights.com~; Mao, Tyler <mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edtr~; Dan Gavitt <dgavit ~jbigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu~; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; WmMa 

Factor <~x4"acmr@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edtr~; Kristine Knhr FoMer <kkibwle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith <smifl~j@fiu.edtv~; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephm~.6@nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myels@vill~lova.edu>; Keith Grant <kgmn~}scarletknights.com>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan 

~q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamam <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft(&!athletics.pitt.edu:>; Dalfielle Josetfi <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Jalnie Mullin 

<jpmnllin@syr.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjolms.edu~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uk~,.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenme@depaul.edtc,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu~; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtr~; Kathy Kirkpalrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Sarah Bobcrt <~rah.bober@marquette.edu>; Sta~, 

Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edw~; Kath~n Lam 

<klam@nd.edtv~; btaxio@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villm~ova.edw~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu~,; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; 

Mia Bricldlouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwa~cds@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney-~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~bc.edu; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edn; Dan Bartholomae <xtbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edtr~; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villanova.edu;,; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu~; Nee@astate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.allbr&~ aconn.edu>; Michael Dean qnedea~@rice.edw~; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Randale Richmond <rfichmo2@kent.edtv~; Bri~m Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Spa~cks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usiledu>; John Ma~inatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu-~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edt~-; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchiis~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu:>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeafft.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 8/13/07 

Lib E. Ro, a volleyball student-athlete, decided State University really wasn’t the school for her. Consequently, she quit after the first week of preseason 
practice. 

Does Lib’s athletic scholarship have to count against the team’s limits? Can her scholarship be re-awarded to another student-athlete on the team? 

Lib is considered a counter, but because she voluntarily quit prior to the first day of classes and first competition her scholarship can be given to another 
student-athlete during the spring semester. 

NCAA Bylaw 1~.~.2.2 states that an institution may replace a counter who voluntarily withdraws from the team in a head-count sport by providing the 
financial aid to another student who already has enrolled in the institution and is a member of the team. For this replacement to occur, the counter must 
withdraw prior to the first day of classes or before the first game of the season, whichever is earlier, and release the institution from its obligation to provide 
financial aid. The institution may not award the financial aid to another student-athlete in the academic term in which the aid was reduced or canceled. 



Further, if the financial aid is canceled before a regular academic term (e.g., preseason practice period), the aid may not be provided to another student- 
athlete durinq the ensuinq academic term. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2007 8:47 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bmdd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtv*; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwarcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDAflAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu:,; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Ja~fie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Cqay 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<ion fagg@ncsu.edup; Keli Curmingham <kcunning@umd.edu;>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu;; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu,>; Kiis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mar)’ Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;>; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edtr*; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr*; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edw*; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Alicia Alford <alicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu;>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~,u.edu>; Bryml Cafier <cafierb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; ChMes Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu;>; Dan Isaf 

---’dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @lonisville.edu,;; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr;; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edup; Deborah Gray <delx~rah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu;>; Dong Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edtr;; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtr*; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondasas@bigeas~t.org>; Jeimit~r White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess ttegmaim 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie MaJ~del <jrm224@geo~etown.edu-~; Jody Sykes <iody.sykes@louisville.edu-~; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tteck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klander 
<jklaude@pmvidence.edu;>; Kate Hickey <l&ickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgrantf~!scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenmlki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@provi&nce.edu:,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;>; Megan Finch 

<megml.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kaxwoski <kmw-oski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.mvers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pmnschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edup; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, KathD,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edtr;; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Dmu Regan 

<dmliel.t.regan@vilD~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n I,am 

<klarn@nd.edtr*; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org----; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxaYell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant 

<nancy.harna~@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s’gohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <Dlollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dolma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org-;; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda "fates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bige&st.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@Ngeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNmnara <smcnamam@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <,smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Hender~n <bhadams@syr.edtr*; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhe~m0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu;>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu;>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobertf~!marquetie.edu;>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu;> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/14/07- NCAA Ofl]cial Interpretation 

Goal Lee is a freshman soccer student-athlete at College USA. Although all of the required paperwork has been submitted to the NCAA Eligibility Center, 
Goal has not yet been certified. Classes begin on Monday at College USA. 
Can Goal receive her athletic scholarship on the first day of classes if she still hasn’t been certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- [4/4!87]- Receipt of Financial Aid During Temporary Certification Period (I)- states that the committee confirmed 
that an institution may not provide athletically related financial aid to a student-athlete while his or her initial or transfer eligibility certification is pending during 
either the 14 day temporary certification period for recruited student-athletes or 45 day temporary certification period for nonrecruited student-athletes. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.3.1 (eligibility for financial aid, practice and competition), 14.3.5.1.1 (recruited student-athlete), 14.3.5.1.2 (nonrecruited 
student-athlete), 14.5.4.5.6.1 (temporary certification, recruited two-year college transfer), 14.5.4.5.6.2 (temporary certification, nonrecruited two-year 
college transfer), official interpretation (11/19/92, Item No. 7) and staff interpretation (8/2/06, item 1 -d) which have been archived] 



jeondaras@biqeast, orq 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007 8:43 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwarcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDAf~AS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu’-,; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu>; Kiis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkX’owle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;>; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m ~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci ~smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edtr~; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsnmil.virginia.edu>; Ward Sclanage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Alicia Alford <alicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co:@mail.~vu.edu>; Bryan Ca(ter <ca(terb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae --~-dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald~marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray --~-deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanft <dsanft~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Dong Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edw~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.o~>; JC <jcondasas@bigeas~t.org>; Jeimit~r White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@geo~etown.edu-~; Jo@ Sykes <io@.sykes@louisville.edu-~; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 
<jklaude@pmvidence.edu:>; Kate Hickey <l&ickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgrant~!scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

~’-albam0 l@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@provi&nce.edu’-,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kaxwoski <kalw-oski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu;,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edtr~; Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<dmliel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <~Nwasyle@maxa~’ell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s’gohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough <Sfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@Ngeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sa]vestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmetl@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNmnara <smcnamam@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy qsmurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Hender~n <bhadams@syr.edw~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobeN~!marquerie.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/15/07- 14.5.2 

Kilo Meter is a freshman cross-country student-athlete. He reported to pre-season practice, but after the first night Kilo decided he wanted to go home. Kilo 
received one meal, one night of lodging, completed the compliance paperwork, but he did not practice. 
Has Kilo triggered transfer status? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 14.!5.2 states that a transfer student is an individual who transfers from a collegiate institution after having met any one of the following 
conditions at that institution: 

(a) The student was officially registered and enrolled in a minimum, full-time program of studies in any quarter or semester of an academic year, as certified 
by the registrar or admissions office, provided the student was present at the institution on the opening day of classes; 

(b) The student attended a class or classes in any quarter or semester in which the student was enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies, even if 
the enrollment was on a provisional basis and the student was later determined by the institution not to be admissible; 

(c) The student is or was enrolled in an institution in a minimum full-time program of studies in a night school that is considered to have regular terms 



(semesters or quarters) the same as the institution’s day school, and the student is or was considered by the institution to be a regularly matriculated 
student; 

(d) The student attended a branch school that does not conduct an intercollegiate athletics program, but the student had been enrolled in another collegiate 
institution prior to attendance at the branch school; 

(e) The student attended a branch school that conducted an intercollegiate athletics program and transfers to an institution other than the parent institution; 

(f) The student reported for a regular squad practice (including practice or conditioning activities that occur prior to certification per Bylaws 
14.3.5.1 and 14.5.4.5.5), announced by the institution through any member of its athletics department staff, prior to the beginning of any quarter 
or semester, as certified by the athletics director. Participation only in picture-day activities would not constitute "regular practice;" 

(g) The student participated in practice or competed in a given sport even though the student was enrolled in less than a minimum full-time program of 
studies; or 

(h) The student received institutional financial aid while attending a summer term, summer school or summer-orientation program (see Bylaws 15.2.8.1.3 
and 15.2.8.1.4). A recruited student who receives institutional financial aid pursuant to Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4 is subject to the transfer provisions, except that a 
prospective student-athlete (recruited or nonrecruited) who is denied admission to the institution for full-time enrollment shall be permitted to enroll at 
another institution without being considered a transfer student. (Adopted: 1/10/90; Revised. 4/26/01, 4/14/03) 

In order for Kilo to trigger transfer status in the example above, he would have had to participate in an athletically related activity. 

jeondaras@biqeast, orq 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 16, 2007 8:44 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bmdd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtv~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <lved@miami.edtr’~,; Eric Baumg~xtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu:>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edtr~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kais Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kk~bwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Ma~’ Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edtc,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaJcker@vt.edtr~; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edt~,; Annie 

Shepalfl <a~nie.shepardL~)mail.w~’u.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu:>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu:>; Chad Wall <chad.w~Jl@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edtc>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanfl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug BaJcker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtc,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; JennitEr White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~dlle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJdetknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.ns£edu>; Vmagelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kath~’n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maJcquette.edu>; Robelt M~mgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usEedu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygam~c))bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demoxco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.orgv; Nick Cmpmelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~cgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edtc>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobertL~)marquetie.edtc>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edtc> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/16/07- NC,~k Ed Column- OfficiaL/Unofficial Visits 

Double Dribble is a senior prospective student-athlete that is being recruited by State College to play basketball. Double will be visiting State College’s 
campus next month on an official visit. The coaches at State College really want to impress Double during his visit, so they have a jersey made with his 
name on the back and hang it in the locker-room. 

Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Educational Column- [8/15/07]- 2007 Educational Column -- Activities durinq Official and Unofficial Visits (I)- states that NCAA Division I 
institutions should note that in accordance with NCAA Bylaws 13.6.7.9, 13.7.3 and 13.10.5, an institution may not arrange miscellaneous, personalized 
recruiting aids (e.g., personalized jerseys, personalized audio/video scoreboard presentations) nor may an institution permit a prospective student-athlete to 
engage in any game-day simulations during an official or unofficial visit. Further, prospective student-athletes may not participate in team activities that 
would make the public or media aware of the prospective student-athlete’s visit to the institution. 

impermissible game-day simulations involving prospective student-athletes include running onto the field during pre-game introductions, participating in pre- 



game team walks to the competition facility, riding with the team on the bus to the competition facility and/or participating in pre-game on-field traditions. For 
example, if an institution’s team normally participates in a pre-game walk to the stadium on game day, prospective student-athletes who are on campus for 
official or unofficial visits would not be permitted to use the same route to the stadium during the time period when the public can reasonably be expected to 
be assembled to witness the team’s arrival at the stadium. Another example to illustrate the application of the legislation would be if an institution’s team 
normally rides on a bus to the competition facility with a police escort or takes a route occupied by fans, the prospective student-athletes who are on 
campus for official or unofficial visits would not be permitted to ride with the team on the bus to the competition facility. Instead, under either of these 
circumstances, an institution should make arrangements for prospective student-athletes who are on campus for official or unofficial visits to arrive at the 
stadium using a different route than the team. 
While game-day activities vary by institution and by sport, institutions are reminded to review institutional official- and unofficial-visit policies to ensure all 
activities surrounding official or unofficial visits are not personalized or conducted in a manner that appears to publicize the prospective student-athlete’s 
visit. 
[References: Bylaws 13.6.7.9 (activities), 13.7.3 (activities while on unofficial visits) and 13.10.5 (prospective student-athlete’s visit)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 17, 2007 6:57 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtv~; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~Tu.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~qzlaniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmis~£@syr.edu>; themandez@mimni.edn; Smnmltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <?owarcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen 

Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Keri Boyce <Keri.boyce@ttu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Mnrphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edn>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White 

<whitejen@shu.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennit~r Brashear 

~emlifer.bmshear@tm.edtr~; Jason Gray <ja~m.gray@usm.edu>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edtv~; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; VaJlgelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Angela Bmdd <angela.bradd@regi~rar.gatech.edu>; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott 

Brown <scott.blx3wn@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; 

Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.rdSS@Uc.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsn.edtr--; Jason DeAngelis ~demageli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.vwu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickeTrQ@scarletknights.com>; Mao’ Tyler <mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edtr--; Dan Gavitt <dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wmada 

Factor <vx4"acmr@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa DeiNer <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ville.edtr~; Kristine Knhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith <smiflaj@fiu.edtr~; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephma.6@nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myels@villmlova.edu>; Keith Grant <kgmn~}scarletknights.com>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan 

~qzlsloan@athletics.pitt.edtl>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamam <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft(&!athletics.pitt.edu~>; Dmfielle Josetfi <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard(c)!mail.wvu.edu>; Smldy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle Jee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@nsna.edu; Jmnie Mullin 

<jpmnllin@syr.edu>; B~an Carter <carterb@stjolms.edu>; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uk~,.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Deborah Gray, 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edtr--; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtr--; Kathy Kirkpalrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Sarah Bobcrt <~rah.bober@marquette.edu>; Sta~, 

Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; Kath~n Lain 

<klmn@nd.edtv~; btaado@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villmaova.edu-~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu>; 

Mia Bricldlouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwaacds@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu--; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney-~lbarn01@louisville.edus>; koos ~)bc.edu; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edn; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu--; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edtr--; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villanova.edus>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinso@uakron.edu>; Michael Dean <medeaaa@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Saacah Emmett 

<semmetl@bigeast.org>; Randale Richmond <rrichino2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brima.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.us£edu>; John Marinatm <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@loui~dlle.edu~; Andrew Caacdaanone 

<ajc64@georgetown.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spa~port.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 8/17/07- Current Event 

Maine softball team sanctioned for hazing violations 
USAToday .com-AP -- 
The University of Maine softball team has been placed on probation for three years and will delay the start of the 2008 season by one week for violating school policies that 
prohibit hazing, university officials announced Wednesday, 

The university began an investigation this summer after photos appeared online showing members of the softball team apparently drinking alcohol and making lewd gestures 
at a party in 2006. 

"These are severe penalties which are appropriate given the serious nature of the offenses," said athletic director Blake James. "Hazing runs contrary to everything we stand 
for as a university and as an athletic department." 



The offenses came to light when one of the softball players posted an online photo album that was labeled as a "rookie party." A hazing watchdog organization found the 
photos and put them on its website while also notifying the Bangor Daily News, the university said. 

The newspaper reported that the photos showed team members apparently drinking alcohol, engaged in cupcake fights, dancing, mugging for the camera and making lewd 
gestures. 

For the investigation, Blake conducted interviews to determine if the school’s Student-Athlete Code of Conduct had been violated, while the school’s Office of Community 
Standards investigated possible violations of the Student Code of Conduct. Both documents expressly forbid hazing. 

During the probe, officials learned that similar parties occurred in the spring of 2004, 2005 and 2007. The parties occurred at off-campus rental units occupied by team 
members, several of whom are no longer Maine students. 

As part of the penalties, three players are being sanctioned individually. Jenna Balent of Conifer, Colo., and Ashley Waters of Amesbury, Mass., will each be suspended for 
two games next year, and Courtney Gingrich of Lititz, Pa., will be suspended for 10 games. Gingrich and Waters also will no longer be team captains. 

The school also is requiring the entire team to participate in 20 hours of community service before the start of the 2008 season and to participate in an anti-hazing and alcohol 
education program. 

University President Robert Kennedy and James have taken steps to expand hazing awareness programs for student-athletes, effective with the 2007-2008 academic year. 

Hazing education is already a part of the annual student-athlete orientation program, but a hazing awareness program has now been created for all head coaches requiring 
them to specifically address hazing with their teams before every season, the school said. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 20, 2007 8:41 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bmdd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDAf~AS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu:>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kais Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtv~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m ~’saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci ~’smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaJcker@vt.edtv~; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~,; Annie 

Shepalxt <a~nie.shepardL~!mail.w~’u.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu:>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu:>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edtc>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~Tille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJcletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01@lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf~admin.ns£edu>; Vmagelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kath~’n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maJcquette.edu>; Robelt M~mgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick CmpaMli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~cgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetie.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/20/07- 15.1 

Serv N. Volley is a tennis student-athlete at State University. She is majoring in biology and receives the following financial aid: 
Full Athletics Scholarship:    $20,000 
institutional Academic Award: $ 2,000 (available to biology students who maintain a 3.3 overall gpa) 
Parental Contribution:       $ 4,000 

$26,000 
The value of a full out-of-state athletics scholarship is $20,000, and the cost of attendance for the institution is $24,000. 
Can Serv accept all financial aid listed, even though the aid exceeds cost of attendance? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 15.1 states that a student-athlete shall not be eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics if he or she receives financial aid that 
exceeds the value of the cost of attendance as defined in Bylaw 15.02.2. A student-athlete may receive institutional financial aid based on athletics ability 
(per Bylaw 15.02.4.1 ), outside financial aid for which athletics participation is a major criterion (per Bylaw 15.2.6.4) and educational expenses awarded per 
Bylaw 15.2.6.5 up to the value of a full grant-in-aid, plus any other financial aid unrelated to athletics ability up to the cost of attendance. 



The full scholarship can be accepted up to the value of a full grant-in-aid. The academic award counts toward Serv’s cost of attendance under Bylaw 15.1 
and the parental contribution is exempt from individual financial aid limits. 
J~N.%T}’A:.~." 2~f. C,f>NL<&~?A,~ 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 23, 2007 8:43 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtr;; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDAf~AS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <leed@miami.edu:,; Eric Baumg~xtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jnnfie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Cqay 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edtr;; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr;; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <~smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edtr;; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cardmnone <ajc64@georgetown.edu:,; Annie 

Shepald <a~nie.shepardi~)mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.w~Jl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanfl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmuova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis -<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; JennitEr White <whitejen@shu.edtr;; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~dlle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@sijohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpairick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albeaal01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Kaxwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.ns£edu>; Vmugelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

-<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.usEedu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wDcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygam~c))bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DemoJrco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.orgv; Nick Cmpmelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.o~g>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmeC(~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara <,smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Helm~n <jkhelm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu:>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomaslo@georgetown.edu;>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobeN~)marqueite.edu;>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu;> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/23/07- 14.3.1.3.4 

Walk Off, Hr. is a freshman student at Big Time University. Walk decides to try out for the baseball team during the second week of classes. Walk makes 
the team and is told that he has to finish his registration with the NCAA Eligibility Center. Because Walk had already started classes at Big Time University, 
he asked the admissions office to send his SAT score to the NCAA Eligibility Center. Is that permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.3.4 states that the minimum SAT or ACT score(s) used for initial-eligibility purposes must be provided to the NCAA Eligibility Center 
by the appropriate testing agency through an official test-score report. This bylaw became effective 8/1!87 for those student-athletes first entering a 
collegiate institution on or after 8/1/07. 

iicomlaras@biqeast.orq 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, August 24, 2007 8:34 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~angela.bmdd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDAlLAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumg~xtner <ebaumga(mer@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tlu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jnnfie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason (hay 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.eduv; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Crnttenden <’kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu;; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kais Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtv~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m ~’saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci ~’smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edtv~; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cardmnone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepalfl <nnnie.shepardi~!mail.w~’u.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.w~Jl@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <cls12@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr;; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.eduv; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu;; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu;; DeboraJl Chay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanfl <Asanfl@athletics.pitt.edtr;; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.eduv; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondams@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~Tille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJ:letknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~calbmal01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike K~xwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclm(~bemail.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.eduv; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.ns£edu>; Vmagelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwas.Me@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maJ:quette.edu>; Robert MaJ~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby’ Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeas~t.org>; Donna Demaxco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Marinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <’kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick CmpaMli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara ~’,smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n @die,m0 l@louisville.edU>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu;>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu;>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu;> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/24/07- Current Event 

Odd 3obs Help College Teams Stay Afloat 
NYTimes.com 

One Sunday morning eveW fall, members of the Penn State fencing team spend hours scraping nacho cheese, chewing 
tobacco, peanut shells and cigarette butts off the floor of the universib;s lOT,OOO-seat football stadium. 

Cleaning after a home game is an annual fund-raising ritual for the team, a eoed varsity program that is one of the most 
successful in national competition. Unfortunately for Division I athletes in sports like fencing, winning championships does 
not guarantee financial stability. 

The cash cow of college athletics returns next week, when multimillion-dollar telex~ision programming begins with college 



football and continues through the end of the NI:___(_~_.___A___:_._~:. men’s college basketball tournament in April. But for many athletes 
who compete in sports that do not produce revenue -- the sports other than football and basketball -- the arrival of the college 

football season means the return to working for the programs they see on television in order to support their own teams. 

At N.C.A.A. Division I universities, football and basketball generate most of the revenue that comes from teams, and even 

some of those programs cannot make ends meet. For other sports, universities often leave it up to players and coaches to find 
other sources of funding. 

For Butler softball players, that has meant working the gates at football games and cleaning the basketball arena. At Utah, that 

has led to having swinnners serve as hospitality workers in the suites at football games. And in the case of Penn State’s fencing 
program, that has involved cleaning the trash left behind by the crowds that attend home football games at Beaver Stadium. 
"It’s one of the grossest things I’ll ever have to do -- hopefully -- ira my life," said the Penn State senior Megan Luteran, a 

captain of the fencing team, which last season won its loth national title in 18 years. 

Joe Paterno, Penn State’s football coach, only underscored the uncomfortable nature of the fencers’ job when he said his team 

would help clean Beaver Stadium on Sundays this season without compensation. The decision was a punishment for several 

football players’ suspected connection to an off-campus fight. 
Some coaches and administrators insist that it is unreasonable to ask Division I athletes to participate in small moneswnaking 

projects, especially" those that involve working for more profitable programs. 
Billy Martin, the coach of U.C.L.A.’s men’s tennis team, a perennial national championship contender, acknowledged that his 

program could not make any- money for the athletic department, but he called some of the small projects "high schoolish." 

Bob Reasso, the men’s soccer coach at Rutgers, said: ’~You’re not going to ask a major Division I football or basketball athlete 

to do a car wash. We have the same caliber athletes." 
At Butler, a university that recently cut its men’s lacrosse and men’s swimming programs, the softball coach Jeanne Ra3anan 
raises about 15 percent of her program’s annual budget through fund-raisers. Her team has sold cookie sheets and held a 

beanbag-tossing tournament. 

"I’m always looking to find something unique, where people don’t just say, Oh, this is just another fund-raiser," said Rayman, 
who says she discloses her team’s efforts when recruiting players. 

Butler softball teams have also worked the gates at football games, sold concessions at men’s basketball games, cleaned the 

basketball arena and helped direct ears at I~_c__tj__a__~La_____P___’_a___c_’~i_r_~ and Ii_n_d__~_’_a_~_’_a__pg__l__i_~____(=_~_(_~_l__t_~ games. 

"The reality of where we are today is that we need to find a way to supplement budgets," said Barry Collier, Butler’s athletic 
director. "This is part of it." 

Andrew Bro~, a senior on the men’s swimming team at Utah, said that male and female swimmers at his tmiversity have had 

to stock suite refrigerators before football games, then hand out marketing materials at the stadium gates and make sure 
guests in the suites and the press box have enough food and drinks. 

"I’m just happy we still have a swimming team, because a lot of Division I teams are being cut," said Bro~, who has an athletic 

scholarship that pays for his tuition and books. 

Other programs choose to avoid small-scale, time-consuming fund-raising work in favor of relying entirely on other sources of 
funding, like donations. Doug Smith, the associate athletic director for development at Baylor, said he did not believe in 

"project-oriented programs," which he said involve too much work and time and produce an inadequate financial return. Penn 
State’s fencing team sells university merchandise at football games, and the money they gather from stadium cleaning -- 

several thousand dollars a year -- enables them to take an overseas trip once every four years. 

Jimmy Moody, a junior on the fencing team, said he found the stadium cleaning experience humbling and understood that 
Penn State’s football team brought ira money that benefited his team. But he was also interested in finding out how the football 

players would react to the dirty work. 

"I’m glad for once that they’ll have to do it," Moody said. "They’ll get a taste of it. They get to see what we do every year." 
N.C.A.A. bylaws limit the number of hours student-athletes can spend on "athletically related activities." But those activities do 

not include fund-raising, said Stacey Osburn, a spokeswoman for the N.C.A.A. Osburn said most rules about fund-raising were 
left up to individual universities. 
At Butler, Ra3anan said, the continual projects can seem like a burden for some of her players. 

"They have so much going on in their college lives, trying to be the best athletes they can be and trying to have somewhat of a 

social lifb," Ra3anan said. "It just becomes a daily" grind. It’s more of a drain on them than a morale booster." 

For many student-athletes, including Brown, the Utah swimmer, the choice between working for high-profile teams and 
abandoning the sports they love is easy to make. 

"It’s unfair that we have to put in extra work because our sport might not be as nmeh fun to watch," Brown said. "But it is fair 

that the school is giving us a chance to work to keep the program around." 

Emmanuil Kaidanov, Penn State’s fencing coach, said he thought cleaning the stadium, however unpleasant it might be, was a 
good team-building effort. He emphasized his lO national titles and asked how anybody could question him. 

"We bond through our misery’," Moody" said. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 27, 2007 8:29 AM 

Amy Hermm~ <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bmdd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumga(me@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; 

erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jalnie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu:>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtc,; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Keri Boyce 

<Keri.boyce@ttu.edu~; Kais Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edn; Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu;,; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtv~; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Elli~m ~’saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci ~’smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpaJcker@vt.edtv~; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen 
Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvn.edu>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~,; Annie 

Shepalxt <a~nie.shepardL~!mail.w~’u.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu:>; Bryan Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu:>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edtc>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jm~224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~Tille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJcletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf~admin.ns£edu>; Vmagelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kath~’n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maJcquette.edu>; Robelt M~mgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick CmpaMli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~cgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usEedu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetie.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/27/07- 13.5.2.6 

Fore Hand, a senior tennis prospect, and her twin sister Back will be visiting Big State University on official visits. Because both daughters are making the 
trip at the same time, the parents would like to go with them. Is it permissible for Big State University to make and to pay for flight arrangements for the 
parents, with the understanding that they will reimburse Big State University for the actual cost of her ticket before they travel to Big State University? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.$.2.6 states that an institution shall not permit its athletics department staff members or representatives of its athletics interests to pay, 
provide or arrange for the payment of transportation costs incurred by relatives, friends or legal guardian(s) of a prospective student-athlete to visit the 
campus or elsewhere; however, an institution may: 

(a) Provide automobile-mileage reimbursement to a prospective student-athlete on an official visit, even if relatives or friends accompany the prospective 
student-athlete; and (Revised: 1/11/94, 5/12/05) 

(b) Provide local transportation between its campus and the nearest airport for the parents, relatives or legal guardian(s) of a prospective student-athlete 
making an official visit. 



PLEASE REMEMBER: Prior to a prospect visiting your campus on an official visit, he/she must register with the NCAA Eligibility 
Center and the prospect must be placed on your institution’s institutional request list (IRL). EFFECTIVE 811107. 

Lc_o___~_~__q_a__r__:~_~_~2_b__~_g~_a__sJ_._e_r_~. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2007 8:21 AM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu->; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edtc>; Criquett 

Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgadner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu:>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu>; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez~ttu.edu;,; lx~oz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; Jon 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcmming@nmd.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kk~bwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mao,@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edn>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu:>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.w~Jl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edtc>; Cody Edwards 

--:cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae :~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; DeboraJ1 Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanfl <~dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu->; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~:ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJdetknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albam01 @louisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike K~rwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclnr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~’r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.ns£edu>; Vmagelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu->; Kath~’n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maJcquette.edu>; Robelt M~mgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usEedu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John M~xinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <~kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Cmpmelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~cgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu->; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usiledu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetie.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/28/07- 14.4.3.1 

Nick L. Package is a sophomore football student-athlete at State College. Here is Nick’s academic record: 
Fall 2006- completed 16 hours 
Spring 2007- completed 4 hours 
Summer 2007- completed 9 hours 
Nick has a 2.1 GPA and is in good academic standing. 
Is Nick eligible to compete for State College in the fall of 2007? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1 states that eligibility for competition shall be determined based on satisfactory completion of at least: (Revised: 1/10/92, 10/31/02 
effective 8/1/03; for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

(a) Twenty-four-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit prior to start of the student-athlete’s second year of collegiate enrollment (i.e., third 
semester, fourth quarter); (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(b) Eighteen-semester or 27-quarter hours of academic credit since the beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the certifying 



institution’s preceding regular two semesters or three quarters (hours earned during the summer may not be used to fulfill this requirement); and (Revised: 
10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate ins#tution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(c) Six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term (e.g., fall semester, winter quarter) in 
which the student-athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution (see Bylaw 14.1.10 for postseason certification). (Adopted: 
10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

Nick passed a total of 29 hours to satisfy part A 
Nick passed a total of 20 hours during the fall and spring semesters to satisfy part B 
Nick only passed 4 hours in the spring of 2007, so he did not satisfy part C 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2007 8:32 AM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw-; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Lutz <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu->; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAl~J\S@jacksonkelly.com >; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Criquett 

Lehnla~ <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgadner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@tta.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu>; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu;,; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; ,Ton 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcmming@nmd.edu,~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkXbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mao~@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edn>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; niee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw-; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<WsLqh@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu;>; Annie Shepard 

<mmie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--:cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae :~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; DeboraJ1 Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanfl <’dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edw-; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu->; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~:ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJdetknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <ktelanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albam01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Kazwoski 

<kala¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclnr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~’r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.ns£edu>; Vmagelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu->; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maJ:quette.edu>; Robelt MaJagione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wDcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfailelough@bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <’kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bige&st.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Cmpmelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osa]vestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara ~’,smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usiledu>; CaJrol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehml <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu;>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu;>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobeN~!marquette.edu;>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu;> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/29/07- NCAA Staff’Interpretation- 18/27 Hour Rule 

Hole N. One is a golf student-athlete that transferred to College USA in January 2007. Does College USA have to certify that Hole satisfied the 18/27 credit- 
hour requirement? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- [8115107]- Application of 18/27 credit-hour requirement to a midyear transfer student-athlete (I)- states that the 
member services staff determined that an institution is not required to certify the 18/27 credit-hour requirement for a midyear transfer student-athlete until 
the student-athlete has completed two regular, full-time semesters or three full-time quarters at the certifying institution. 

iicomlaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 30, 2007 8:52 AM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.e&P; Angela Bradd ~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.e&P; Brima Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAl~J\S@jacksonkelly.com >; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett 

Lehnla~ <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgm~mer <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jenlfifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu>; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu;,; lx~oz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; ,Ton 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcu~ming@nmd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kk~bwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mao,@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edn>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<WsLqh@cms.mail.vilgilfia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordml.blizzmd@mail.~wu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnfie.shepm’d@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edt~>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Bua~ Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanfl <~dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJdetknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <klelanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keena~ld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albmal01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Kazwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclm(@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu;,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~’r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu;,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.ns£edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.e&P; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maJ:quette.edu>; Robert Mmagione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.e&P; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.usEedu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfailelough@bigeas~.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand(a)bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <~kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bige&st.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.orgv; Nick Cmpmelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usi~edu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n @die,m0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobeN~)marquette.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/30/07- NCAA Official Interpretation- Residing with Parents 

Intha Paint is a basketball student-athlete at State College. She is on a ful athletic scholarship and lives at home with her parents. Can State College 
provide Intha the "room" portion of her scholarship since she lives at home with her parents? 
Yes, as long as the amount provided is in accordance with institutional policy. NCAA Official Interpretation- [8/2/07]- Room Stipend for Student-Athlete 
Residing with Parents (I)- states that the committee confirmed that when a student-athlete resides with his or her parents or legal guardians the institution 
may ~ award the room figure specifically established for a student-athlete residing with his or her parents or legal guardians as mandated by federal 
financial aid guidelines or institutional policy. 

[References: N CAA Bylaws 15.2.2 (room and board) and 15.2.2.1 (off-campus room and board stipend)] 

jcondaras@biqeast, or9 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 31, 2007 8:23 AM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.e&P; Angela Bradd ~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.e&P; Brima Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 
<SCONDAIL~\S@jacksonkelly.com >; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett 

Lehnla~ <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgal~mer <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu>; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu;,; lx~oz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; Jon 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcmming@nmd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mao,@lovetokehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edn>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edt~; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJlie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@m~Jl.~wu.edu>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.w~Jl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <cls12@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; DeboraJl Chay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmlova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~Tille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmlld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike K~voski 

<kala¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclnr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu;,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~’r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu;,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf~admin.ns£edu>; Vmlgelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.e&P; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robelt MaJagione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.e&P; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfailelough@bigeas~.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeas~t.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John M~rinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <~kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bige&st.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Cmpmelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usiledu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n @dienn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Sar~l~ Bobert <sarah.bobeN~!marquette.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/31/07- Current Event 

Oklahoma Can Set Up Fund 

NYTimes.eom--AP 

The _N___:__C:__A_.A:. yesterday granted a waiver for the i__U___t_~_i_y_!i_c_Ts_i__t_329__f___Qk_l__a__t~9~m_’_a_ to set up a fund to assist with funeral expenses for the 

family of a slain football recruit. Herman Mitchell, a linebacker from Houston, committed in June to play for the Sooners, but 

he was shot to death Aug. 24 after a fight at an apartment complex. "This is a tragic circumstance, and we are glad we were able 

to work quickly x~dth O.U. to assist this family in their time of need," said Kev~n Lennon, the N.C.A.A. vice president for 

membership services. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2007 8:43 AM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu-~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtc>; Criquett 

Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <lved@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgadner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu:>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez~ttu.edu;,; lx~oz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; Jon 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcmming@umd.edtr~; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mao,@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJlie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@maJl.wvu.edu:>; Brya~l Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <cls12@pitt.edtc>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; DeboraJ1 Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu;,; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmaova.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~Tille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJdetknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @louisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclnr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~’r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf~admin.us£edu>; Vmagelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kath~’n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maJcquette.edu>; Robelt MaJagione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeas~t.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <~kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Cmpmvlli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaJcgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu-~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usiledu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Saral~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetie.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- Inte~pretalion on 18 hour nile 

Pop Fly is a softball student-athlete at State University. Here is Pop’s academic record: 
Fall 2006- completed 10 hours 
Spring 2007- completed 6 hours 
J-term (College USA)- completed 3 hours- acceptable for credit at State University 
Summer 2007- completed 6 hours 
Pop has a 2.5 cumulative GPA and is in good academic standing 
Pop has satisfied the 24-hour, 6-hour and GPA rules, but has she satisfied the 18-hour rule since she only passed 16 hours during the fall and spring 
semesters at State University? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- [12/20/061- Credits Earned From Another Institution During an Interim Term (I)- states that the membership 
services staffconfirmed that credits taken at another institution during the regular academic year in an interim term (e.g., J-term, mini-term) may be used to 
satisfy the 18!27=hour requirement, provided the credits are acceptable for degree-credit at the certifying institution. Please note, however, these credits 
cannot be used to satisfy the six-hour requirement. [References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.4.7 (credit 



from other institutions), and an official interpretation (reference: 12/13/05, Item No. 6), which has been archived.] 

fl~ondaras@biqeast, orq 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2007 8:29 AM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtr>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwamup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com >; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett 

Lehnla~ <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <med@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgadner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; [x~oz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; ,Ion 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcu~ming@umd.edt>; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkX’owle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mao~@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VanderbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJlie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker qparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <cls12@pittedu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edt>; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pittedu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edt>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@nmrquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edt>; Debora]l Chay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Datum Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pittedtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pittedu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; tranid@stjohns.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edt>; Jamie 

Johnson <ijohn~n@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmalm@providence.edu>; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~Tille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kgrant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kanvoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclnr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pittedu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~’r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robelt MaJagione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeastorg>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfaimlough@bigeasl.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeastorg>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeastorg>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.orgv; Nick Cmpamlli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeastorg>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usiledu>; CaJrol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu;>; SaraA Bobert <sarah.bobeN~)marquerie.edu;>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu;> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/5/07- 14.3.1.2.3 

Fair Way is a freshman at College USA. After the first week of classes, Fair decided to try out for the golf team. While reviewing Fair’s high school 
academic record, College USA discovered that Fair had taken 6 college courses... 3 prior to high school graduation and 3 after high school graduation. The 
courses taken prior to graduation were included on Fair’s high school transcript and used to satisfy graduation requirements. 
Can Fair use any of these college courses to meet core-curriculum requirements for initial eligibility purposes? 
Yes, Fair can use the college courses completed prior to high school graduation. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.2.3 states that college courses may be used to 
satisfy core-curriculum requirements if accepted by the high school, provided the courses are accepted for any other student, meet all other requirements 
for core courses and are placed on the student’s high school transcript. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 6, 2007 8:30 AM 

Amy Hermma <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd ~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin 

<blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtv~; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Lu~ <bria~.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian 

Warcup <bwavcup@~arletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu->; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com >; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett 

Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgadner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tttl.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@tttLedu;,; [x~oz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; Jan 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcmming@nmd.edtr~; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkX’owle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mao~@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edn>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJlie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@maJl.wvu.edu>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjohns.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <cls12@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--:cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug BaJcker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtc,; tranid@stjohns.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edtr~; Jamie 

Johnson <ijohn~n@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu->; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edtv~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu->; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.carns@loui~:ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Keith Grant <kglant@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villmlova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronsclnr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~’r.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu->; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hama~t@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robelt MaJagione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucotm.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfailelough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweyganc~c))bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeas~t.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <~kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.orgv; Nick Cmpmelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~goli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmetV~:bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usiledu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu:>; Saral~ Bobert <sarah.boberti~)marquerte.edu:>; Tem Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu:> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/6/07- 13.10.5 

All American is a highly touted basketball prospect being recruited by all the top schools. All is taking an official visit to State University this weekend. All 
has already received several requests from the media to do an interview and take pictures during his visit. 
Can State University make arrangements for the media to interview All and take pictures while he is visiting their campus? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.$ states that a member institution shall not publicize (or arrange publicity of) a prospective student-athlete’s visit to the institution’s 
campus. Further, a prospective student-athlete may not participate in team activities that would make the public or media aware of the prospective student- 
athlete’s visit to the institution (e.g., running out of the tunnel with team, celebratory walks to or around the stadium/arena, on-field pre-game celebrations). 
Violations of this bylaw do not affect a prospective student-athlete’s eligibility and are considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1. 
It is a good idea to educate prospects, and the guests accompanying them, of the rules prior to their visit. As you will see in the secondary violation case 
included below, it is very easy for an institution to have a violation in this area. 

77q 
Secondary Case Number: 20515 Eligibility Case Number: 0 ILl 

Eligibility Decision Date: 



Secondary Decision Date: Jun 19, 2003 

DMsion: I 

Involved Sports: 

Football 

Facts: 

The assistant football coach and recruiting coordinator permitted media to be present during a PSA’s official visit to the campus and permitted the PSA’s official visit to 

be puNicized. A newspaper photographer from the PSA’s hometown contacted the institution about accompanying the PSA on his official visit. The photographer had 

been working on a sto~ and wanted some shots of the PSA on campus to complete the story. The institution wanted to work ruth the photographer to ensure that he 
knew the rules goveruing the publicizing of official visits. The photographer was going to make the trip regardless of the institution’s involvemenL so the institution tried 

to avoid him coming to campus unsupervised. Although the photographer was told that he would not be permitted in the locker room, he entered without the coach’s 

knowledge and took a picture of the PSA sitting in t?ont of a jersey with his name printed on the back. The picture was publicized atter the photographer returued from 

the official visit. 

Additional Facts: 

Institution Action: 

The institution tightened its policies on photographs being taken during a recruiting weekend. All PSAs and other paxents’relatives roll be required to acknowledge in 
writing that photographs taken on their visit cmmot be used at any time to publicize their recruiting visit to the campus. The following additional procedure has been put 

in place to further avoid a recurrence of this type of violation. Ever?., prospective student-athlete on campus for an official visit must sign a fonn m’tirming he/she won’t 

u~ any pictures tal~en during the visit to publicize hiffher trip to campus. In addition to the new official visit tbm~, the institution will issue a letter of admonishment to the 

assistaJlt football coach and recruiting coordinator. The institution feels it has taken appropriate action to avoid having another violation in this area. 

Entbrcement Action: 

No further action. 

Eligibility Action: 

Rationale: 

Z~o__~_!_d__q_!’_g:s__~.__b__i_.q£_q__s__t_:_o_F_g 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 7, 2007 8:34 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-% 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-% Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edtc>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumga~ner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ul~.edu:>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu~,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <qbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sw-eeney@nnu.edtv% Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edt~; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw% Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< sh-icklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsfi3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu:>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjolms.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanfl <~dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 
<dbakke@depaul.edu>; trani@stjohns.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edw% Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villaJlova.edu>; Jamie 

,!ohnson <ijohn~m@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu-% Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edu% Jess Hegmann <jhegmalm@providence.edu-% Jessie MaJMel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scMetknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jldaude@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edu:,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaN~)providence.edu:>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephml.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sldt23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usLe&l>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usLedu~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.regaaa@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu% 

Frederick Russ <ffederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edw% Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<m~wasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hammat <nancy.hammaV~:uc.edw% Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby WeygmM 

<bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <qyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <qdeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 
Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaJca <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.ust:edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 
Fulton <fultongi@shu.edw,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkherm0 l@louisville.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu:,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu:,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.bobeN~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/7/07- Current Event 

College Football: Colorado Rape Lawsuit Is Revived 
NYTimes.eomIAp 

An appeals court revived a lawsuit by two women who clmm they were gang raped at a .__U_~n_i_3_’ie__r_s_i__t_v_~Lf_____C____o__l_~Lr_~Ld___o__ recruiting party, 

in 2OOl, ruling there is evidence the alleged assaults were caused by the university’s failure to adequately supervise players. 
The ruling by the loth United States Circuit Court of Appeals, which sends the case back to the trial court, said there was 

e~Sdenee the university had an official policy of showing high school recruits a "good time" and that it showed a "deliberate 

indifference" to any kno~ sexual harassment. 
oLFN3,7.FER 3,L ¢’¢)NDA ~.A~ 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 10, 2007 8:31 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAR~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson --~cvinson@uakion.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <cfiquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ul~.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jeromerodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults --~bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjolms.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small <cls12@pitt.edtr~; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanfl <~dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan ~-dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug BaJcker 
<dbakke@depaul.edu>; trani@stjohns.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villaJlova.edu>; Jamie 

Johnson <ijohn~m@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s3,r.edu-~; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jennitbr White <whitejen@shu.edu~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmaim@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart--~mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch --~megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephma 

<Stephml.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.regaaa@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hammat <nancy.hammaV~:uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanportrutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco --~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 
Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Caxparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.ust:edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 
Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n --jkherm0 l@louisville.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/10/07- 13.6.7.5 

Eight N. Thabox is a senior prospective student-athlete. State College is recruiting Eight to play football for them next year and has offered him an official 
visit next weekend. The coaches at State College would like to have someone serve as a student host for Eight. 
Which of the following cannot serve as a student host? 

A. Current member of State College’s football team 
B. Student worker for the admissions office that provides tours on a daily basis 
C. President of the student spirit group 
D. All of the above would be permissible hosts 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.5 states that the student host must be either a current student-athlete or a student designated in a manner consistent 
with the institution’s policy for providing campus visits or tours to prospective students in general. The institution may provide the following to a student host 
entertaining a prospective student-athlete: (Revised: 8/5/04) 

(a) A maximum of $30 for each day of the visit to cover all actual costs of entertaining the student host(s) and the prospective student-athlete (and the 



prospective student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians or spouse), excluding the cost of meals and admission to campus athletics events. The cost of 
entertainment of the institution’s athletics department staff members who accompany the prospective student-athlete is also excluded. If an athletics 
department staff member serves as the prospective student-athlete’s host, his or her entertainment costs must be included in the entertainment allowance. 
The entertainment allowance may not be used for the purchase of souvenirs such as T-shirts or other institutional mementos. It is permissible to provide 
the student host with an additional $15 per day for each additional prospective student-athlete the host entertains; (Revised: 1/10/90 effective 8/1/90, 1/9/96 
effective 8/1/96, 5/12/05, 4/27/06) 

(b) A complimentary meal, provided the student host is accompanying the prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit; 
and (Adopted. 1/10/92) 

(c) A complimentary admission to a campus athletics event, provided the ticket is utilized to accompany a prospective student-athlete to that event during 
the prospective student-athlete’s official visit. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2007 8:09 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu>; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAR~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson --~cvinson@uakion.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <cfiquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed ~-~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ul~.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jmmifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli 

Cumfinghmn <kcunning@umd.edt>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklan&@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults --~bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjolms.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small <cls12@pitt.edt>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edt>; Dan Bartholomae -vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edt>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edt>; Debora]l Chay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Domm Sanfl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edt>; Donna Sloan ~-dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug BaJcker 
<dbakke@depaul.edu>; trani@stjohns.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illaJlova.edu>; Jamie 

Johnson <ijohn~m@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s3,r.edw~; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; JennitEr White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmaim@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick-qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart--~mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch --~megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; NIya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephml.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edt>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edt>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hammat <nancy.hammaV~:uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator-q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco --~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 
Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.ust:edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Oinger 
Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hemm~n --jkherm0 l@louisville.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/11/07- 16.2.1.3.2 

Love Forty is a junior tennis student-athlete at Big State University. Love won the NCAA individuals championship last spring, so BSU would like to honor her 
during their football game this weekend. 
Can BSU provide complimentary admissions to Love’s parents, so that they can watch Love receive her championship ring? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.2.1.3.2 states that an institution may provide a maximum of four complimentary admissions to a student-athlete for an institution’s 
game or event during which thte student-athlete is being honored but not participating, provided such complimentary admissions are used by the student- 
athlete’s parents, legal guardians and/or spouse. 
Pease Note: the number of complimentary admissions increased from three to four effective August 1, 2007. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2007 7:58 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAR~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson --~cvinson@uakion.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <cfiquett.s.lehman@tttLedu>; David Reed ~-~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ul~.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgiNa.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults --~bill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjolms.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edtr~; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanfl <~dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan ~-dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug BaJcker 
<dbakke@depaul.edu>; trani@stjohns.edu; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edw~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illaJlova.edu>; Jamie 

.!ohnson <ijohn~m@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s3,r.edw~; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; JennitEr White <whitejen@shu.edu~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmaim@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart--~mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch --~megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephml.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hammat <nancy.hammaV~:uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco --~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 
Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.ust:edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 
Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n --jkherm0 l@louisville.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/12/07- 17.1.6.2.4 

Box Out is a basketball student-athlete at College USA. Last week, Box started out of season conditioning activities with his strength and conditioning 
coaches. Because the strength and conditioning coaches are having him run up and down the court like he is playing in a game, Box would like to dribble a 
basketball while he runs. 

Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.2.4 states that conditioning drills per Bylaw 17.1.6.2 that may simulate game activities are permissible provided no offensive or 
defensive alignments are set up and no equipment related to the sport is used. In ice hockey, a student-athlete may be involved in on-ice conditioning 
activities, provided no equipment other than skates is used. In swimming and diving, a student-athlete may be involved in in-pool conditioning activities and 
swim-specific equipment (e.g., starting blocks, kickboards, pull buoys) may be used. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 13, 2007 8:07 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAI~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson --’cvinson@uakion.edu:>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <cfiquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumga~ner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ukw.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~ason.gray@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 
<je~mifer.brashear@ttlLedu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Cumfinghmn <’kcunning@nmd.edu~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsk~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan BlizzaJrd 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cardamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu:>; Annie Shepard 

<mnlie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults --%ill.shult@uconn.edt~-; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Bry~l Carter 

<carterb@stjolms.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edn>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu,~; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu,~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf~-dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Datum Sanft <’dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu,~; Donna Sloan ~-dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 
<dbakke@depaul.edu>; trani@stjohns.edu; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@illaJlova.edu>; Jamie 

.!ohnson <ijohn~n@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s3,r.edw~; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; JennitEr White <whitejen@shu.edu;; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@providence.edu-~; Jessie MaJldel 

<jma224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu;>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edu:,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu:>; Mac Hart--’mhaN~)providence.edu;>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch --’megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephml.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sldi23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£e&l>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu~; Vangelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wDcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu;; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<m~wasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hammat <nancy.hammat@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanportrutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygmid@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco --~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia\@~bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Caxparelli <ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Mulphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.ust:edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 
Fulton <fultongi@slm.edw,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu;>; Julie Hem~a~n --jkherm0 l@louisville.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu:,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu:,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.bobeN~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/13/07- 16.6.1.5 

The Head Football Coach at State College would like to have a meeting with his players’ parents prior to this week’s home game. The coach would like to 
have a discussion on agents and playing in the NFL. 
After the meeting, is it permissible for the coach to provide refreshments to the parents? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.6.1.5 states that an institution may provide the parents (or legal guardians) of a student-athlete with reasonable refreshments (e.g., 
soft drinks, snacks) on an occasional basis. 

iieondaras@biqeast.orq 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 14, 2007 8:12 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAR~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ul~.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.vw u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; B~y-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.vwu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephml.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--%tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@lonisville.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/14/07- Current Event 

Oklahoma Moves Forward With Appeal To Reclaim Wins Taken 
Away By NCAA 

The university notified the NCAA in July that it intended to appeal the ruling 

CSTV.corn-- AP- Oklahoma has filed its appeal requesting the NCAA overturn an infractions committee ruling that would strip the Sooners of eight wins 
because of rules violations involving former starting quarterback Rhett Bomar. 



"We just got acknowledgment that it’s been received and in process," university President David Boren said Wednesday following a board of regents 
meeting. 

The university notified the NCAA in July that it intended to appeal the ruling that would take away the Sooners’ wins from an 8-4 season in 2005 that 
concluded with a victory against Oregon in the Holiday Bowl. Oklahoma is also appealing a "failure to monitor" violation based on findings that the school 
failed to track athletes’ employment at a Norman car dealership. 

University officials said details of the appeal would be released in the next several days. 

Oklahoma has said it would accept penalties including two additional years of probation and reductions in scholarships and recruiting time, but the 
university believes it’s excessive to take away the wins. 

"1 think it’s unfair because you’re punishing the people that are totally innocent, that did their jobs right and that worked hard," Boren said. "How can another 
player help it if one individual or two individuals on a team do something wrong? 

"It’s group punishment when it really I think needs to be kept at individual punishment." 

Boren said he thinks the NCAA gave Oklahoma some credit for taking corrective action quickly and for self-reporting the violations, which occurred when 
Bomar and offensive lineman J.D. Quinn took pay for work they did not perform at Big Red Sports and Imports in Norman. 

Bomar and Quinn were kicked off the team in August 2005, with Bomar transferring to Sam Houston State and Quinn to Montana. The NCAA ordered 
Bomar to pay back more than $7,400 in extra benefits to a charity, and Quinn to make donations totaling more than $8,100. 

iico~Maras@biqeast.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 17, 2007 8:28 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAR~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakion.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <cfiquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@tta.edu; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ul~.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.vw u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.vwu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <-qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~>; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephml.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtc,; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Philip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <-q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <-~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <-~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmet <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~>; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@lonisville.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/17/07- NCAA Official Interpretation- Transfers 

Three Iron is a golf student-athlete that attended his freshman year at State College (4-yr institution) during the 2005-06 academic year. In January of 2006, 
State College discontinued its golf program. Consequently, Three transferred to American Junior College in the fall of 2006. He attended the junior college 
for one year and then transferred to College USA (4-yr institution). After attending one academic year at College USA, Three transferred to Big State 
University (4-yr institution). 
Can Three use the one-time transfer exception upon enrollment at Big State University? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- [10!27/04]- 4-2-4-4 Transfer and the One-Time Transfer Exception (I)- states that the committee determined that 
in a case in which a transfer student-athlete begins his or her initial full-time collegiate enrollment at a four-year institution that discontinues or does not 
sponsor the student-athlete’s sport while he or she is in attendance and the student-athlete subsequently transfers to a two-year college, then to another 
four-year institution and then to the certifying institution, the one-time transfer exception is applicable. [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.5.5.1 (four-year college 
transfers -- general rule) and 14.5.5.2.10 (one-time transfer exception)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2007 8:49 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu:>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimafi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edtc>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepecd@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~ u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.olg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scMetknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edt~,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu:>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaJca <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@sTr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edtc>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edtr’~,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edt~,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/18/07- 14.4.3.4.6 

Pick N. Roll is a student-athlete on the men’s basketball team. He received 15 hours of degree credit during the fall semester. In one of those courses, Pick 
received a "D". He would like to repeat that course during the spring semester to improve his grade. 
Do NCAA progress toward degree rules allow Pick to use a course that has been repeated? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.6 states that credit for courses that are repeated may be used by a student to satisfy the minimum academic 
progress requirements only under the following conditions: 

(a) A course repeated due to an unsatisfactory initial grade may be utilized only once, and only after it has been satisfactorily completed; 

(b) Credit for a course that may be taken several times (e.g., a physical education activities course) shall be limited by institutional regulations; and 



(c) Credits earned in courses that may be taken several times may not exceed the maximum institutional limit for credits of that type for any baccalaureate 
degree program (or for the student’s specific baccalaureate degree program once a program has been designated). 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2007 8:18 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimlfi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgiNa.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edtp; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VanderbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~ u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @adnfin.usf.edu>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray --vdeborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@sljohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hemla~n <jkheml0 l@lonis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/19/07- 14.5.4.5.1 

Run Down is a softball student-athlete that attended multiple two-year colleges and later transferred to Upstate University, a four-year institution. When 
Upstate University certifies Run’s eligibility, what percentage of the credit hours must come from the two-year college that awarded her degree? 

A. 15% 
B. 20% 
C. 25% 
D. 50% 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.4.5.1 states that when a student-athlete has been in residence at two or more two-year colleges, the terms of 
residence at all two-year colleges may be combined in order to satisfy the residence requirement. All grades and all course credits that are transferable 
from the two-year colleges to the member institution shall be considered in determining the student=athlete’s eligibility under Bylaw 14.5 (see also bylaw 
14.5.6). In addition, at least 25% of the credit hours used to fulfill the student’s academic degree requirements must be earned at the two-year college that 
awards the degree per Bylaw 14.5. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 20, 2007 8:47 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Cfiquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu:>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimafi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@nmd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edw~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzecd@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepecd@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~ n.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @admin.usf.edn>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edn>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.olg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJcletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edu~,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaN~!providence.edu:>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaJca <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edw,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edtc>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.bobeN~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/20/07- NCAA Interpretation- Contact with Enrolled Students 

illegal Procedure is a junior football student-athlete at State College. Illegal and a few other students from State College attend a game at a local high school 
last night. Before the game, illegal and the State College students speak to a few of the highly touted junior players to encourage them to sign with State 
College next year. 
is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- [5/9/07]- Contact Restrictions for Enrolled Student-Athletes Engaged in Recruitment Activities (I)- states that 
membership services staff confirmed that the contact restrictions at a prospect’s practice or competition site apply to enrolled student-athletes (or other 
students). Therefore, it is not permissible for an enrolled student-athlete (or other students) to have an off-campus, in=person recruiting contact with a 
prospective-student athlete at any site prior to the prospect’s contest on the day or days of competition or with a prospect involved in competition from the 
time the prospect reports on call and becomes involved in competition-related activity until the prospect is released by the appropriate institutional authority 
and departs the dressing and meeting facility. Further, contact between an enrolled student-athlete (or other students) and a prospect that occurs outside of 



this time period is permissible, provided it is an unavoidable, incidental contact that does not occur at the direction of a coaching staff member. 

[References: Division I Bylaws 13.02.3 (contact), 13.02.5.1 (permissible recruitment activities for enrolled student-athletes) and 13.1.7.2 (practice or 
competition site)] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 21, 2007 8:19 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimlfi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~ u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray --vdeborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--%tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@lonis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/21/07- 14.4.3.2 

Tackle Fora Loss is a junior (third year) student-athlete at East State University majoring in Biology. Unfortunately, Tackle did not pass a required calculus 
course over the summer. Consequently, he will not meet the 40% progress toward degree requirement. During the first week of school, Tackle decided to 
change his major to Sociology. Subsequent to changing the major, ESU re-certified Tackle and verified that he is meeting 40% of the degree requirements 
for Sociology. 
Assuming Tackle meets all other eligibility requirement, is Tackle eligible to compete in the fall 2007 semester? 
No, Tackle would not be eligible because he would need to meet progress toward degree requirements for the degree program he was enrolled in at the 
start of the semester (Biology). 

Fulfillment of Degree Requirements (’25/50/75’) When Changing Degree Program 



Date Issued: Apr 09, 1997 
Type: Staff interpretation 
Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a. Fulfillment of Degree Requirements ("25/50/75") When Changing Degree Program. The legislative services staffconfirmed that, in accordance with the 
"25/50/75" rule, ira student-athlete attends a collegiate institution for four semesters and subsequently changes his or her degree program during the 
summer, certification of the 25-percent requirement is based on the newly declared degree program. However ira student-athlete changes his or her 
degree program during the fifth term and the institution subsequently certifies the student-athlete during that term, certification of the 25-percent requirement 
is based on the student-athlete’s declared deqree program in existence at the beqinning of the fifth term. (Note: This minute replaces staff minute 
07/22/94, item a, which has been archived.) [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (eligibility for competition -- Divisions I and II -- fulfillment of credit-hour 
requirements); 14.4.3.1.4 (designation of degree program); 14.4.3.2J (fulfillment of percentage of degree requirements -- student-athletes entering 
collegiate institution on or after August 1, 1991, but prior to August 1,1992); and 14.4.3.2.2 (fulfillment of percentage of degree requirements -- student- 
athletes entering collegiate institution on or after August 1,1992)] 

14.4.3.2 Fulfillment of Percentage of Degree Requirements. 

A student-athlete who is entering his or her third year of collegiate enrollment shall have completed successfully at least 40 percent of the course 
requirements in the student’s specific degree program. A student-athlete who is entering his or her fourth year of collegiate enrollment shall have completed 
successfully at least 60 percent of the course requirements in the student’s specific degree program. A student-athlete who is entering his or her fifth year 
of collegiate enrollment shall have completed successfully at least 80 percent of the course requirements in the student’s specific degree program. The 
course requirements must be in the student’s specific degree program (as opposed to the student’s major). (Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92; Revised: 
1/9/96, 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 24, 2007 8:09 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bmdd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btafio@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kefin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehmml@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn ~:kcunning@umd.edu;; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edw-; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Riclmaond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw-; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsk~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordml.blizzecd@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepecd@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.vw u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @adnfin.usf.edu>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <cha&wall@mail.vwu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr;; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fiizgerald@marquette.edtr;; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <delx~rah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw-; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edu~,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaN~!providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <’karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephmu 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vmagelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.regma@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mmlgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spmlport.rutgers.edu>; Wmlda Factor--~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncaJ-pm’elli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Mavgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edw,; Jill La Point @apoint@pmvidence.edu:>; Julie Hemla~n <jkheml0 l@lonisville.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu’~,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.bobeN~!marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/24/07- 11.7.4.4- Official Interpretation 

The Men’s Basketball Director of Operations at State College was contacted last week about speaking at a local high school’s fall awards banquet. 
Is it permissible for the Director of Operations to speak at this banquet as long as he does not have contact with any prospective student-athletes? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- [2/21/02]- Non-coaching Athletics Department Staff Members with Sports-Specific Responsibilities Attending 
Banquets or Meetings- states that a non-coaching staff member (e.g., administrative assistant, director of high school operations) with sport-specific 
responsibilities may not attend or speak at banquets and meetings that are conducted primarily to recognize prospects (e.g., high school awards banquet, 
high school all-star banquet). [References: NCAA Bylaws 11.7.1.1.1 (countable coach), 11.7.1.1.1.1 (non-coaching activities), 11.7.5.2 (banquets or 
meetings), 13.1.2.1 (general rule), 13.1.2.1.1 (off=campus recruiters), 13.1.9 (banquets and meetings) and a 10/11/00 official interpretation, Item No.1 and a 
staff interpretation 02/03/93, item a.] 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2007 8:09 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Cfiquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@tm.edu:>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimafi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; MaD, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edw~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepecd@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~ u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scMetknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jldauder@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edu~,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaN~!providence.edu:>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, KathD,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <ffederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaJca <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edw,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edtc>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.fighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.bobeN~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/25/07- 11.01.4 

Shot on Goal is an undergraduate soccer coach at Big West College. Which of the following can Shot not participate in while serving this role? 
A. On-field coaching 
B. Meet with a prospective student-athlete during an official visit 
C. Recruit off-campus 

D. All of the above 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 11.01.4 states that a student-coach is any coach who is a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility in the 
sport or has become injured to the point that he or she is unable to practice or compete ever again, and who meets the following additional criteria: 
(Revised. 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04) 



(a) Is enrolled at the institution at which he or she participated in intercollegiate athletics; 

(b) Is participating as a student-coach within the five-year eligibility period (see Bylaw 14.2); 

(c) Is completing the requirements for his or her baccalaureate degree or graduate program; (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04) 

(d) Is a full-time student (see Bylaws 14.1.8.2 and 14.1.8.2.1.4), unless during his or her final semester or quarter of the baccalaureate program, per Bylaw 
14.1.8.2.1.3; (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04) 

(e) Is receiving no compensation or remuneration from the institution other than the financial aid that could be received as a student-athlete and expenses 
incurred on road trips that are received by individual team members; and (Revised: 1/9/96) 

(f) Is not involved in contacting and evaluating prospective student-athletes off campus or scouting opponents off campus and does not perform recruiting 
coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). (Revised: 5/26/06) 

]eondarasf,~bigeast.org 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2007 8:57 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimafi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~ u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @adnfin.usf.edu>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray --vdeborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@lonis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/26/07- 13.1.8.8- Women’s Basketball 

The women’s basketball coaches at College USA would like to go watch Allee Oop play this weekend. Allee is the top ranked prospect in the country and 
will be playing with her high school team in a game against another high school team in the area. The regular season for women’s basketball does not begin 
until the spring, but some of the teams in the area decided to schedule a few games this fall as a warm up for this spring. These fall games are not regularly 
scheduled high school contests in that they are not part of the traditional spring season (e.g., do not appear on the high school schedule for the year, not 
used to determine participation in championships). 
Can the coaches at College USA go watch Allee play? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.8.8(b)(1) states that evaluations during the academic year may occur at regularly scheduled high school, preparatory school and 
two-year college contests/tournaments, practices, pick-up games and open gyms. Evaluations at non-scholastic events during the women’s basketball 
prospective student-athlete’s academic year shall only occur during the last full weekend (including Friday, Saturday and Sunday) of the fall contact period 
and the Friday, Saturday and Sunday of the spring evaluation period. 
We have received several questions over the last week or so regarding this issue. We have consistently provided the interpretation that it would not be 



permissible for your coaches to attend becaause these games do not fall within the parameters of the legislation. 

iieomtaras@biqeast.or9 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 27, 2007 8:20 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Cfiquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu:>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimafi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@nmd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edw~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzecd@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepecd@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~ n.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @admin.usf.edn>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edn>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.olg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJcletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edu~,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaN~!providence.edu:>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaJca <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edw,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edtc>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.bobeN~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/27/07- 14.02.6 

Which of the following would be considered intemollegiate competition? 
A. Joint practice with another institution’s team 
B. Student-Athlete competes and receives expenses from the institution 
C. Student-Athlete competes in the current uniform of the institution 
D. All of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 14.02.0 states that intercollegiate competition occurs when a student-athlete in either a two-year or a four-year collegiate 
institution: (Revised: 1/10/95) 

(a) Represents the institution in any contest against outside competition, regardless of how the competition is classified (e.g., scrimmage, exhibition or joint 



practice session with another institution’s team) or whether the student is enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies; (Revised: 1/10/91) 

(b) Competes in the uniform of the institution or, during the academic year, uses any apparel (excluding apparel no longer used by the institution) received 
from the institution that includes institutional identification; or (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 1/9/06) 

(c) Competes and receives expenses (e.g., transportation, meals, room or entry fees) from the institution for the competition. 

jeondarasf,~bigeast.org 
~!;¢~’,’, 4+v~.~!’;.a.9,’~’,,s’, {’v’,~, ~’~’0 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 28, 2007 8:35 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimafi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Allen Gieene <greene.17@nd.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone ~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard 
< > z annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu ; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~ u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

--~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Bly-an Carter <carter~sljohns.edtc,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray --vdeborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edtr~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@lonis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 9/28/07- Did you know... 

That NCAA staff interpretations are broken out into two categories. They are: 
1. Staff Confirmations- Institutions are held accountable for these interpretations even if the institution doesn’t know they exist. 

These interpretations are usually issued by the staff when dealing with interpretative scenarios that the legislation and/or history of the legislation 
in a particular area is clear on its face. Essentially the purpose of these interpretations is to act as a re-affirmation of the intent/application of the 



existing legislation. 
2. Staff Determinations-Institutions are not responsible for these interpretations until they are made aware of their existence. 

These interpretations are usually issued by the staffwhen dealing with interpretative scenarios that the legislation and/or history of the legislation 
in a particular area is not clear on its face. 

In order to establish whether a staff interpretation is a confirmation or determination, you have to read the first line or two of the interpretation. The 
interpretation will either read, "Membership services staff confirmed," or "Membership services staff determined." 

Here is an example: 
Non-qualifiers Receiving Occasional Meals During the Initial Year in Residence (I) 

Date Issued: Aug 22, 2007 
Type: Staff interpretation 
Item Ref: 4 

Interpretation: 

The membership services staff confirmed that a non-qualifier may receive an occasional meal, pursuant to the legislation governing occasional meals, 
from an institutional staff member or representative of the institution’s athletics interests during his or her first year of residence at the institution. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.3.2 (eligibility for financial aid, practice and competition - non-qualifier) and 16.11.1.5 (occasional meals) and a 
9/10/1992 official interpretation, item Ref. 6, which has been archived] 

iicm~daras@biqeast.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 1, 2007 8:18 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimafi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

CarcLamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <~athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray --vdeborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@lonis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.eduv,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/1/07- Stafflnterpretafion- 105 limit 

Post Route is a football student-athlete at State College. Post had surgery this past spring and has been participating in rehab exercises all summer. Post 
reported for pre-season camp in August, but he did not participate in practice activities. He only attended meetings and continued with his rehab. 
Did State College have to count Post as part of the 105 limit on number of pre-season participants? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- [9!6/07]- Football Student-Athletes Receiving Preseason Expenses Included in Preseason Participant Limits (I)- 
states that membership services staff confirmed that any football student-athlete receiving preseason expenses must be included in the maximum squad- 
size limitation for preseason practice activities even if the student-athlete is not participating in practice activities (e.g., only participating in injury 
rehabilitation activities). 

[Reference(s): NCAA Bylaws 17.11.2.1.2 (limit on number of participants -- bowl subdivision); 17.11.2.1.3 (limit on number of participants -- championship 
subdivision); 17.11.2.1.3.1 (exception --limited preseason-practice units)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 8:18 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimafi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcunning@nmd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edw~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzald@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <~athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.x~u.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edu~,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaN~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~-ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@Ngeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmetl <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjia~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@slm.edw,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu’~,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~,; Sarah Bobert < sarah.bobeN~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/2/07-13.1.8.2 

Super Star is a prospective student-athlete that is being recruited by Big State University to play both football and baseball How many times can the football 
and baseball coaches at BSU evaluate Super? 
Evaluations are counted separately for each sport. Therefore, each coaching staff may evaluate Super using the permissible number of occasions in their 
sport. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.8.2 states that the limitation in Bylaw 13.1.8 is sport specific; therefore, a prospective student-athlete being earnestly recruited [see 
Bylaw 15.5.8.7.1 -(d)] by an institution in more than one sport may be evaluated on the permissible number of occasions in each of those sports during the 
academic year. Evaluations are counted against the sport of the coach making the evaluation. (Adopted: 1/10/92) 

13.1.8.3 Limitations on Number of Evaluations -- Sports Other Than Football and Basketball. 



In sports other than football and basketball, during the academic year, each institution shall be limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations 

combined) per prospective student-athlete and not more than three of the seven opportunities may be contacts (see Bylaws 13.1.6.1 and 13.1.6.5). (Adopted. 

9/12/03; Revised 4/29/04, 1/9/06) 

13.1.8.4 Limitations on Number of Evaluations -- Football. FBSiFCS .......................... 

In football, institutional stalt’membels shall be limited to thlee evaluations during the academic year during which the prospective s~dent-athlete competes or practices 

on any team. Note more thau one evaluation may be used during the fall evaluation period and not more than two evaluations may be used during the April 15 through 

May 31 evaluation period per Bylaw 30.10.3. An authorized off’- campus recruiter may use one evaluation to assess the prospective student-athlete’s athletics ability 

and one evaluation to assess the prospective student-athlete’s academic qualifications during the April 15 through May 31 evaluation period. If an institution’s coaching 

staff" member conducts both ml athletics and an academic evaluation of a prospective student- athlete on the same day during the April 15 through May 31 evaluation 
period, the institution shall be charged with the use of an academic evaluation only and shall be permitted to conduct a second athletics evaluation of the prospective 

student-athlete on a separate day during the April 15 through the May 31 evaluation period. (Ack)pled 9/12/’03) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Coadaras <jcoadaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2007 8:07 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu:>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimlfi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly Cmtteaden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medema@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vaaderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Raadale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

StephaJfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edtc>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscnnmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzald@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

CarcLamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu:>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @ad.edu~; Deborah Gray <delx~rah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villa~ova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.olg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shn.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Ma~del 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scMetknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edt~,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mhartt~)providence.edu:>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Katho,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@ad.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klam@ad.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Waada Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<bweygaad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt ~xtgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Liada Yates 
<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qntta~aghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semme@bigeast.org>; Shmmon McNamara qsmcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhacLams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helm~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Ten-i Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/3/07- 31.2.3 

The NCAA notified State University that their football team would be drug tested on Friday. Crack Back, a sophomore on the football team, tested positive for 
cocaine. 
What penalty will Crack face as a result of a positive test? 

A. Lose remaining eligibility in all sports 
B. Declared ineligible for one calendar year after the positive drug test 
C. Lose a minimum of one season of competition in all sports 
D. Both B & C 

The answer is D. Further, Crack will remain ineligible until he tests negative and has his eligibility restored by the Committee on Student-Athlete 
Reinstatement. 



31.2.3 Ineligibility. for Use of Banned Drugs. 

Bylaw 18.4.1.5 provides that a student-athlete who as a result of a drag test administered by the NCAA is found to have used a substance on the lisl of banned drug 

classes, shall be declared ineligible for further participation in poslseason mid regular- season competition during the time period ending one calendar year after the 

student-athlete’s positive drag test. The student-athlete shall be cha~:ged with the loss of a milfimum of one season of competition in all sports if the season of 

competition has not yet begun or a minimum of the equivalent of one full season of competition in all sports if the student-athlete tests positive during his or her season of 

competition (the remainder of contesls in the current season and contests in the subsequent season up to the period of time in which the student-athlete was declared 

ineligiNe during the previous year). The s~mdent-athlete shall remain ineligible until the s~udent-athlete tests negative (in accordmlce ruth the testing methods authorized 

by the Executive Committee) and the student-athlete’s eligibility is restored by the Committee on Student-Athlete Reins~tement. (Revised. 1/1693, 1,/9/96 effective 

8/L/96, 1/14/97 eJ]bctive 8/1/97, 3/10/04, 4/28/05, eflbctive 8/L/05) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 4, 2007 9:01 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu:>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mianfi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irgiNa.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <~kcnnning@nmd.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao, Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edtc>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzald@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

CarcLamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu:>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <~athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <delx~rah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.olg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Mandel 

<jm:224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scMetknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edt~,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu:>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjolms.edu~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu~; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick <RStnnapf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depauLedu-~; Kath~’n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu:>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maJcquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.orgv; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Mafinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org~; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmetl@bigeasl.org>; Shannon McNmnara <smcnamam@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy qsmurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeas’t.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Ten-i Howes <tem.howes@mail.w~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/4/07- 17.1.6.2.2, 17.5.2, 17.5.2.2.1 

Big State College men’s basketball team is getting ready for their first official on-court practice on Friday, October 12th. They are going to practice from 7pm 
- 8pm and then have "midnight madness" with the women’s team from 8pm -9pm. 

If the team has not yet used their permissible 2 hours of individual skill-related instruction for the week that includes Oct. 12th, can they participate in 

individual skill-related instruction earlier in the day on the 12th (2pm - 4pm) while also still participating in practice at 7pm? 
The answer is yes. As long as the team does not exceed 4 hours of countable athletically related activities on 10/12/07, and they have the 2 hours of 
individual skill-related instruction remaining, it would be permissible to participate in individual skill-related instruction from 2pm - 4pm and then practice 
from 7pm - 9pm. 
REMINDERS: 
*During a split week (out of season /in-season) the team would need to take at least one day off. 
*Any "midnight madness/on-court promotional activities" must be included in the 4-hour time limitation. 



17.1.6.2.2 Skill Instruction -- Sports other than Baseball and Football. 

Participation by student-athletes in individual skill-related instruction in sports other than baseball and football is permitted outside the institution’s declared playing 
season, from the institution’s first day of classes of the academic year or September 15, whichever occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the institutioffs 
final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year [see Bylaw 17.1.6.2-(a)]. More than four student-athletes t~om the team may be involved in skill-related 
instruction with their coaches from September 15 through April 15. Prior to September 15 and after April 15, no more than four student-athletes fi’om the same team 
may be involved in skill-related instruction with their coach(es) at any one time in any thciliW. (Adopted. 1/10/95 eJfective 8/1/95; Revised 1/9/96, 1/14/97 efl’ective 
8/1/97, 10/2Z/98, 10/31/02 ef/bctive 8/1/03, 4/29/’04 ef/bctive 8/1/04, 4/~8/05, 4/27/06 eJJOctive 8/1/06, 4/26/07 eJJOctive 8/1/07) 

17.5.2 Preseason Practice -- On-Court Practice. 

A member institution shall not commence on-court preseason basketball practice sessions prior to 7 p.m. on the Friday nearest October 15 (see Figure 17-2). 
~evised. 4/2&05, e/feclh,e &’l/05) 

17.5.2.2.1 Exception -- Team Promotional Activities. 

Teanl promotional activities (e.g., autograph sessions, fan picture sessions, meeting with fans) per Bylaw 12.5.1 are pemlissible prior to the start of on-corn1 preseason 

basketball practice per Bylaw 17.5.2, provided these promotional arrangements do not involve any of the practice activities prohibited under the provisions of Bylaw 

17.5.2.2. ~evised 1/11/94, 1/14/97 effective 8/1/97) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 5, 2007 8:47 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan(&)ttu.edu; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mianfi.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; 

booz@irgima.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;>; Keli 

Curminghmn <’kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; Mao~ Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

CarcLamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray --vdeborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <’karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjolms.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu~; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStnnapf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depauLedu-~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmetl@bigeasl.org>; Shannon McNmnara <smcnamam@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy qsmurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Ten-i Howes <tem.howes@mail.w~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/5/07- 17.1.6.2.1.1 

Classes will not be in session at Big State University on Monday in observance of Columbus Day. The women’s basketball coaches would like their 
student-athletes to participate in an hour of out-of-season conditioning activities on Monday morning since they won’t be in class. 
As long as this one hour of out-of-season conditioning activities falls within their 8-hour limit, is it permissible for these student-athletes to participate in out- 
of-season conditioning activities on a day when classes are not in session? 
The answer is No. If the institution lists a day off in its academic year calendar (e.g., Columbus day) then the day would be considered a "vacation day" 
pursuant to Bylaw 17.1.6.2.1.1 and consequently out-of-season workouts would not be permissible on that day. 
PLEASE NOTE: This analysis is similar to the analysis that is being used to analyze "vacation periods" regarding foreign tours (Bylaw 30.7.8). The NCAA 
has noted that the fact that the vacation period lasts one day (e.g, Labor Day) does not preclude the institution from considering it a "vacation period" for 
purposes of Bylaw 30.7.8. 

17.1.6.2.1.1 Sports other than Championship Subdivision Football. 



In sports other than championship subdivision football, a student-athlete may not participate in any countable atlfietically related activities outside the playing season 

during any institutional vacation period and/or summer. Strength and conditioning coaches who are not countable coaches and who perform such duties on a 

department-rode basis may design and conduct specific workout programs for student-athletes, provided such workouts are volunta~ and conducted at the request of 

the student-athlete. (Adopted 10,/31/02 effective 8/’1/’03, Revised 4/28/05. 12,/15/’06) 

30.7.8 Timing of Tour. 

A tour may only be seheduled during the summer-vacation period between the institution’s spring and fall terms or during any other vacation period published in the 
institution’s official catalog. All travel to and fiom tlae foreign count~ must take place during such a vacation period. However, if the team crosses the international date 

line during the tour, the change of date roll be disregarded and the equivalent time as measured in the UNted States roll be used to detemline the institution’s vacation 

period. (Revised" 10/18/89, 4,/2.9/’04, 10/29/04 effective 11/1/04; however, institutions may honor a contract bed~,ond this date provided the contract was 

signed before October 21, 2003, 5,/12/’05, 1,/8/07) 

j_c_o___&_dAr_&s__@_~_i~__e_#_s___t:__qr_#. 

Ces,~:    :U~!,~!~)5.dv3¢ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer CoMaras <jcoMaras@bigeast.org> 

MoMay, October 8, 2007 6:44 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu->; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; LiMa Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~:u.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcoMaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmis~£@syr.edu>; themaMez@mialni.edn; Smn~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org >; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian 

Warcup ~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; Be(t Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edn>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edtc,; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White 

<whitejen@shu.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Michael Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu->; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu->; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickhi~d, Amy Lyn <stficklaMa@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vaa~gelde@ucolm.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Meghan Sweeney 

< sweeney@lmu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edtc>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; l?hillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edtr’~,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; Mike Karwosld <kalavoski.l@M.edtr~; Dong Trani <tralfid@stjohns.edu>; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.orgv; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edn>; Jason DeAngelis 

-qdeangelis@bigeast.org~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edn>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @sljohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Ma~’ Tyler 

<maxy@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <tnltongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ustledu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Dmfiel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

<smithj@fiu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloa~ 

~q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamam <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft~&)athletics.pitt.edtc>; Dalfielle Josetfi <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <smadyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; lamar@nsna.edu; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmnllin@syr.edu~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@vilginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Jnlie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu->; Deborah Gray <~debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shnlts@uconn.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsL3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehm~m@ttu.edu~; Sarah 

Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stalz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; BreMen 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccmw@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu:>; Kathi3:n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu~; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney :~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~bc.edu; 
erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaJoy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt~:admin.usiledu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Joseph KlaMer 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie 

Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet~bigeast.o~>; Angela Crock <arc9h@i~inia.edu>; RandeJe RichmoM 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brim~ Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.us£edu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louiswille.edtc>; Andrew Ca~cdamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaras, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchiis~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <joMan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/8/07-16.1.4 

Flag Ontha Play, a member of College USA’s football team, received a ring for his participation in a bowl game last year. Flag sold his ring on eBay to help 
pay for a new car. 

Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4 states that athletic awards given to individual student-athletes shall be limited to those approved or administered by the member 
institution, its conference or an approved agency as specified in the following subsections and shall be limited in value and number as specified in this 
section. Awards received for intercollegiate athletics participation may not be sold, exchanged or assigned for another item of value even if the student- 
athlete’s name or picture does not appear on the award. 



This is an actual case taken from the secondary infractions database. The student-athlete was required to repay the amount he received for the ring and 
was withheld from a competition. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer CoMaras <jcoMaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2007 6:29 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu->; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; LiMa Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~:u.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcoMaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~aniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmis~£@syr.edu>; themaMez@mialni.edn; Smn~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org >; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Chuck Snllivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian 

Warcup ~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Be(t Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edn>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@ur.edtc,; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White 

<whitejen@shu.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Michael Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu->; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu->; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickhi~d, Amy Lyn <stricklaMa@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vaJ~gelde@ucolm.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Meghan Sweeney 

< sweeney@lmu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todj~kjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; l?hillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; Mike Karwosld <kalavoski.l@M.edtr~; Dong Trani <tralfid@stjohns.edu>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.orgv; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edn>; Jason DeAngelis 

-qdeangelis@bigeast.org~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edn>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @sljohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Mary Tyler 

<maxy@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ustledu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Dmfiel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

<smithj@fiu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloa~ 

~sloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamam <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft{&)athletics.pitt.edu:>; Dalfielle Josetfi <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <smadyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; lamar@nsna.edu; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmnllin@syr.edu~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Jnlie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu->; Deborah Crray <~debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Bill Shults 

<bill.shnlts@uconn.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <ws~h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehm~m@ttu.edu~; Sarah 

Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stalz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; BreMen 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccmw@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathi3:n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 
-qheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu~; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney :~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~bc.edu; 
erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbma]oy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt~:admin.usiledu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Joseph KlaMer 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie 

Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet~bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Rande]e RichmoM 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brimi Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.us£edu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~Alle.edu>; Andrew Caxdamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaras, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchiis~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/9/07- Current Event 

Portland Press 

UMAINE NOTEBOOK Scrapes with the law- take some shine offUMaine’s image 

When two football players were issued summons by Orono 
police for separate incidents just days after an assistant coach 
resigned after an OUI arrest last week, talk swirled about the 
Maine football program. 

All of the incidents were concerning to Maine officials and 



coaches. Action needed to be taken. And swiftly. 

But, said Dean of Students Robert Dana, it is important to keep 

things in perspective. 

"1 do worry that there’s a perception and I think it is a 
perception," said Dana. "In some ways it’s an unfair perception. I 
think in an athletic culture when an athlete stumbles they do 
wind up on the front page of newspapers and in front of rv 
screens. I think you have to look at each and every one of these 
situations first. The athletic department spends a lot of time 
trying to prevent these things and it generally works. 

"These are real people and they’re students. They’re at an age 
where they make mistakes. When they make a mistake it’s in our 
interest to hold them accountable but if possible get them back 
on their feet and moving forward." 

Fullback Anthony Cotrone was issued a summons around 1 a.m. 
on SepL 28 for allegedly punching another man after an 
argument about a woman. 

Walk-on freshman Xaiver Martin, 18, of Baltimore was charged 
with nine counts of misuse of identification for allegedly stealing 
a debit card and spending more than $400 on purchases from 
WaI-Mart, McDonald’s, and clothing store American Eagle. 
Martin also allegedly bought a Yankees hat for UMaine 
basketball player Josiah "Malachi" Peay, 18, of Queens, N.Y. Peay 
was charged with misuse of identification and receiving stolen 

property. 

Just days before both incidents wide receivers coach Mike 
Winslow, 29, was arrested for an OUI when Orono police noticed 

his vehicle swerving across the center line after leaving 
Margarita’s. He failed several field sobriety tests, and police said 
his blood-alcohol content was .19 - more than twice the legal 
limit. 

The students and coach are scheduled to appear Nov. 15 in 
Bangor District Court. 

Each incident was handled swiftly. Winslow resigned less than 
three days later, in a mutually agreed upon decision with 
Athletic Director Blake James. 

Cotrone and Martin, the walk-on, were suspended indefinitely, 
as was Peay, the basketball player. When all the facts are in 
James said he will have a ruling on the length of suspensions for 

the three students. 

"What’s concerning for me is who we are as a whole unit," said 
James. "1 think we have a tremendous group of student athletes. 
I’m very disappointed and frustrated with what’s transpired over 

the last week or so, but I don’t think it’s a reflection of the 
department." 

James said UMaine will continue to work on making sure athletes 
understand why such behavior is unacceptable. 

"Obviously if things continue we’re going to have to make a 
stronger stance, but I think keeping everything in perspective is 
most important," said James. "We need to continue to educate 
our student athletes of the important role they play not only on 
campus, but in their state and why they can’t be involved in 
these types of situations." 

Dana said what he fears is the big picture gets lost in situations 

like this one. 

Dana vouched for the football team, saying: "1 could tell you 
200, maybe 2,000 stories of great, magnificent stuff that 
happens in that group.... This is a fraction of who they are." 

SCHEDULES FOR the men’s and women’s basketball 
team were released Friday. 

The women will play a home exhibition Nov. 1 against New 
Brunswick and open the season Nov. 9 at Clemson. Big games: 
Dec. 22 at Boston College, Dec. 29 at Miami. The women open 
America East play Jan. 5 at University of Maryland-Baltimore 
County. 

The men will play a blue/white scrimmage Oct. 28, an exhibition 
against Dalhousie University on Nov. 2, and open the season 
Nov. 5 at the Coaches vs. Cancer tourney in Memphis, Tenn. Big 



games: Nov. 27 at Providence, Dec. 8 at Florida State, and Dec. 
22 at Connecticut. They open conference play Jan. 6 at Stony 
Brook. 

WOMEN’S SOCCER forward Laura Martel of Lewiston 
was named America East Co-Player of the Week for her two-goal 
performance in a 4-0 win over Albany last week. The women’s 
team returns to action today at 11 a.m. against UMBC. 

Staff Writer Jenn Menendez can be contacted at 791-6426 or at: 
jmenendez@pressherald.com 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2007 9:23 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan(&)ttu.edu; 

Hart-is, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu:>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashea@ttu.edtc>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@tttLedu;,; [x~oz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; ,Ton 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkXbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

CarcLamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.vwu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray --vdeborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--qceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <’karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtr~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjolms.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edtr~; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tIorton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStnnapf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmetl@bigeasl.org>; Shannon McNmnara <smcnamam@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy qsmurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Ten-i Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/10/07- 14.4.3.4.4 

Flagrant Foul is a basketball student-athlete at East State University. He is a sophomore and is enrolled in six hours of remedial course work during the fall 
semester. 
For purposes of this example, you can assume that Flagrant was enrolled full-time during the fall and spring semesters in the 2006-07 academic year. 
The six hours of remedial courses can be used to meet which of the following credit hour requirements? 

A. 6-hour rule 
B. 18-hour rule 
C. Both A & B 
D. None of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.4 states that remedial, tutorial or noncredit courses may be used by the student to satisfy the minimum academic 



progress requirement of Bylaw 14.4.3.1 only if they meet all of the following conditions: 

(a) The courses must be considered by the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program; 

(b) The courses must be given the same weight as others in the institution in determining the student’s status for full-time enrollment; 

(c) Noncredit courses may not exceed the maximum institutional limit for such courses in any baccalaureate degree program (or the student’s specific 
baccalaureate degree program once a program has been designated); and 

(d) For those students first enrolled in the certifying institution beginning with the 2003-04 academic year, the credit in such courses shall not exceed six- 
semester or nine-quarter hours, and the courses must be taken durinq the student’s first academic year of collegiate enrollment. (Revised: 10/31/02 
effective 8/1/03; for those student-athletes first entenng a collegiate institution on or after 8/1/03) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 11, 2007 8:12 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu:>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harfigan@tttl.edu; 

Hart-is, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edtc>; 

Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashea@ttu.edtc,; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu~; 

Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez~ttu.edu;,; lx~oz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn ~akin@agnesscott.edu~; Jan 

Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@nmd.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kk~bwle@ku.edn>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lama@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@~.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn 
< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edtc>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzald@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

CarcLamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu:>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Bill Shults <Sill.shults@uconn.edu>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <~athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <delx~rah.rise@uc.edn>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.olg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scMetknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@s~tjohns.edt~,; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edt~-; Lynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mharti~)providence.edu:>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwosld <~karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtr~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen~athletics.pitt.edtr~; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjolms.edu~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu~; Statz, Kathlyn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tIorton <horm@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick <RStnnapf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kath~’n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu:>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maJcquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.orgv; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Mafinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org~; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmetl@bigeasl.org>; Shannon McNmnara <smcnamam@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy qsmurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Ten-i Howes <tem.howes@mail.w~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item - 10i 11/07 - 12.4.2.1 

Switch Hitter is a softball student-athlete at State College. Switch is interested in providing pitching lessons to earn extra money during the off-season. Can 
Switch use State College’s facilities when providing these lessons? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 12.4.2.1 states that a student-athlete may receive compensation for teaching or coaching sport skills or techniques in his/her sport on a 
fee-for-lesson bases, provided: 

l. institutional facilities are not used; 
2. playing lessons shall not be permitted 
3. the institution obtains and keeps on file documentation of the recipient of the lesson(s) and the fee for the lesson(s) provided during any time of year; 

and 
4. the compensation is paid by the lesson recipient (or the recipient’s family) and not another individual or entity 
5. instruction to each individual is comparable to the instruction that would be provided during a private lesson when the instruction involves more than 





Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 12, 2007 7:49 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.t?~u.edu>; Brian I,ffrz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scasletknights.com>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@rtu.edu; Hams, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 
<heafller.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edtc>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <kcnnning@nmd.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbwler@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; l~unar@usna.edu; Mary Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn 

< s~tricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone -~jc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.~n.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edw~; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

~athadm02@admin.us£edu>; JennifEr White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edtr~; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler 
<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohils.edtr~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian --~todjakjian@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barboxa Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <tem.howes@mail.~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/12/07- Current Event 

A&M’s Franchione warned about insider newsletter 
USAToday.corn--AP 

COLLEGE STATION, Texas -- Texas A&M officials said Thursday that coach Dennis Franchione will be admonished for a secretive for-pay 
newsletter sent to boosters and that the school will report possible violations related to the newsletter to the NCAA. 

The school ordered the coach to shut down his website -- CoachFran.com -- and will issue a "letter of admonishment." 

About two weeks ago, the school hired a consulting firm to investigate after Franchione admitted he provided the information in a newsletter called 
the "VlP Connection." 



He was also ordered to no longer employ "any staff members that could be construed as representing Texas A&M or providing information or 
reports relative to his position as head coach at Texas A&M" Franchione’s Iongtime personal assistant, Mike McKenzie, actually wrote the e- 
mail& 

The school pointed out three areas where possible violations occurred: 

°Franchione did not report to A&M income generated through his website or from the VI P Connection. The school said Franchione thought he did 
not have to report the income until he actually received the proceeds that exceeded expenses incurred for maintaining the website. 

°The VIP Connection occasionally contained information about prospective student-athletes. The NCAA prohibits a school from commenting 
publicly on recruits until they sign letters of intent. 

°The school suggested that Franchione violated Big 12 Conference standards of sportsmanship. 

ico~daras@biqeast.orq 

Ce?~,    4o~,:~65J;;:;~9 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 15, 2007 8:33 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.t?~u.edu>; Brian I,ffrz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scasletknights.com>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Criquett Lehman 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@rtu.edu; Hams, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 
<heafller.mcatee@uky.edu~; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edtc,; Jason Gray <jason.gray@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <kcnnning@nmd.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbwler@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; l~unar@usna.edu; Mary Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn 

< s~tricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzalxl@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone -~jc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.~al.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cod)’ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald~marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edw~; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; .lamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

~athadm02@admin.us£edu>; JenniiEr White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edtr~; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler 
<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohils.edtr~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.orgv; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian --~todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barboxa Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <tem.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10i 15/07- Current Event 

Latest recruiting call flap costs Sampson $500K, scholarship 

CBSSpo~lsline.corn 

INDIANAPOLIS -- Indiana coach Kelvin Sampson will not receive a $500,000 raise and his team will lose one scholarship for next season after violating 
NCAA-imposed sanctions on phone calls. 

The action announced by the school Sunday was the second time in 17 months Sampson has been penalized for improper phone calls. 



The NCAA banned him from off-campus recruiting for one year in May 2006 when the infractions committee ruled Sampson made 577 impermissible calls 
from 2000 to 2004 while at Oklahoma. As part of the penalty, Sampson was also banned from participating in three-way calls. 

School officials said that while NCAA rules allow coaches to use three-way calling, the internal investigation showed Sampson violated the punishment 
handed down by the NCAA. 

In a conference call with reporters Sunday, Sampson said he unknowingly participated in nine of 10 three-way calls a review found he was involved in 
during the 12-month period he had been sanctioned. 

"It’s very disappointing," Sampson said. "We’ve been dealing with sanctions from May 25 to May 25, and when it was over, we were confident that we had 
followed all of the rules other than one call. I was not aware the three-way calls were three-way calls other than one." 

Sampson said the call he was aware of was to clear up questions from a recruit who had already committed himself to making an on-campus visit. 

One report from the investigation, which athletic director Rick Greenspan said began in July, has already been turned over to the NCAA’s infractions 
committee. A second, describing what school officials believe are secondary violations for undocumented calls from the homes of assistant coaches, is 
expected to be forwarded to the NCAA soon. 

Greenspan said assistant coach Rob Senderoff, who Sampson said was responsible for patching through the three-way calls and who school officials 
determined made the majority of the improper calls, will also be penalized. 

Senderoffwill not receive a bonus or salary increase and will not be allowed to recruit off-campus or make recruiting calls through next July. 

"1 am profoundly disappointed we are dealing with this matter as is coach Sampson," Greenspan said. "We hope these sanctions send a strong 
message." 

Senderoffs job does not appear to be in immediate jeopardy since he is still coaching at practices and performing administrative duties. Sampson would 
not say whether additional action might be taken against Senderoff in the future. 

Sampson explained Senderoffwas helping recruits reach Sampson, in part because Sampson’s cell phone signal made it difficult. Recruits then, 
Sampson said, would call back Senderoff seeking assistance. 

That’s when, Sampson said, the three-way calls occurred. 

"1 was allowed to text message kids and a lot of times that’s how a kid would call," Sampson said. "But a lot of times, because of the area I lived in, the call 
would not go through or show up as missed calls. Because of the restrictions we were under, I could not make any calls from May 25 to May 25 and I did 
not make any calls."" 

Even so, it is a black eye for an Indiana program that took a risk when it hired Sampson in March 2006, while still under NCAA investigation. 

Sampson is also expected to help put the Hoosiers back on the national map this year after winning the recruiting fight for Indianapolis high school star 
Eric Gordon last year. Gordon, the state’s 2007 Mr. Basketball winner, backed out of a commitment with Illinois last October and announced he would play 
for the Hoosiers. 

Sampson said he and his staff dutifully tried to abide by the sanctions. 

"There was certainly no intent to think that we were above the law," he said. "The rules we broke were mistakes .... It’s not something that we were doing 
out front, purposefully." 

When Sampson was hired, Greenspan said that additional NCAA infractions could lead to Sampson"s firing. 

But Greenspan said Sunday that after consulting with university attorneys and school President Michael McRobbie it was determined the school-imposed 
penalties were appropriate. 

"This decision was not made by the athletic director, but it has been made with considerable thought and it’s a matter we will now move forward to the 
NCAA," Greenspan said. 

Sampson also acknowledged after his hiring that he had made mistakes at Oklahoma, mistakes that he and his staff had learned from. 

A conciliatory Sampson again promised Sunday to follow all rules in the future. 

"1 think we had mistakes of omission and commission, but I don’t think there was any intent to circumvent the rules," Sampson said. ""We have to figure 
this out. We don’t want to be 96 percent in compliance or 99 percent; we have to be 100 percent in compliance." 

~,O ,~ .21;,~ 0¢2¢ 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2007 9:15 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.t?~u.edu>; Brian I,ffrz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scasletknights.com>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@rtu.edu; Hams, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 
<heafller.mcatee@uky.edu~; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edtc,; Jason Gray <jason.gray@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsn.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <kcunning@nmd.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbwler@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; laanar@usna.edu; Mary Tyler 

<mary@lovetobehapw.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn 

< s~tricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzalxl@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone -~jc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.~al.edtr~; Bill Shults <bill.shults@uconn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cod)’ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edn>; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom ~dbgoss01 @lonisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.filzgerald~marquette.edtr~; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.tinch@villanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.ovg>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

~athadm02@admin.us£edu>; JenniiEr White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~Alle.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <~telanekl@stjohns.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick--lceenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edtr~; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Rob Fiedler 
<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohils.edtr~; Samantha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Sta:rz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.orgv; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmasgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian --~todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barboxa Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <tem.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/16/07- NCAA Stafflnterpretafion- Day Off 

The women’s track team at State University is participating in out of season conditioning activities/skill instruction. One of the assistant coaches works with 
both the jumpers and the sprinters. Because the coach wants to devote his full attention to both groups during these work outs, he has scheduled their 
required days off on different days. The sprinters will take off Sundays and Wednesdays and the jumpers will take off Saturdays and Tuesdays. 

Is it permissible for student-athletes on the same team to have different days off? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- [8!25/041- Required Days Off Apply Individually (I)- states that the membership services staff confirmed that the 
required day or days off per week (i.e., one per week during the playing season and two per week outside the playing season during the academic year) 
may apply individually to each student-athlete (as opposed to requiring the entire team to take the same day or days off per week). 



[References: Division I Bylaws 17.1.5.4 (required days off -- playing season) and 17.1.5.5 (required days off -- outside of the playing season) and a 3/24/93 
staff interpretation, item b, which has been archived.] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2007 9:07 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu>; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@tiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklan&@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edt>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edt>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edt>; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <icondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; .lennifer White 

~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasrorg>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edt>; Megan Finch 

<megma.finch@villanova.edt>; Mike Kalavoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edt>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; NIya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edt>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edt>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ms@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehml <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edt>; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.how-es@mail.~wu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10i 17/07- 13.1.8.19 

Bo Gee is an eighth grade student that has really excelled on the golf course over the last 3 months. The Head Golf Coach at College USA would like to go 
watch Bo participate in his next tournament. Is this permissible? 
It is permissible as long as the tournament occurs during a contact or evaluation period. 
NCAA Bylaw 13.1.8.19 states that a coaching staff member may observe an individual who has not yet entered the ninth grade participating in athletically 
related activity provided such observation occurs during a contact or evaluation period when it is permissible to evaluate prospective student-athletes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2007 11:27 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edt~; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumga~ner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu;>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu;>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <ma~y@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.e&~; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; niee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmld, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<WsLqh@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~; Dan Bartholomae -qlbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edt~; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <icondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; .lennifer White 

~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasrorg>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne BaJ-ney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megml.finch@villanova.edu~; Mike Kalavoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 
<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu;>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:~; Samantha tluge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.e&~; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu;>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<m~wasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanpolt.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 
<knollw@georgetown.edu~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10i 18/07- 14.4.3.3.1.1 

Line Drive, a softball student-athlete, initially enrolled full-time at South College in the fall of 2006. Line transferred to North College in fall of 2007 and was immediately eligible 
to compete. During the fall 2007 semester, Line completed 15 degree applicable hours with a 1.78 GPA (good standing) and competed in three games. North College does 

not allow students to transfer in GPAs, so Line’s cumulative GPA is a 1.78. 
Is Line eligible to compete during the spring 2008 semester? What requirements does she need to meet at the conclusion of the fall 2007 semester? 
No, Line would not be eligible to compete during the spring 2008 semester. She fulfilled the six-hour requirement, and in good academic standing, but she also must achieve 

the cumulative minimum GPA [1.80]. 
NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1.1 states that the provisions of Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1 [GPA rule] shall be applicable to the eligibility of a transfer student from a two-year or four-year 
collegiate institution that has completed an academic term in residence at the certifying institution. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer CoMaras <jcoMaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 19, 2007 8:52 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; LiMa Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~Tu.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcoMaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~aniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmisa£@syr.edu>; themaMez@mimni.edn; Smna~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org >; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brima 

Warcup ~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Befi Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Michael Tranghese 
<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhar@providence.edu-~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Megan McGraJle 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; .!ohn Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu-~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <s~ricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

Vangelder, Maridle <marielle.vmagelde@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd <a~lgela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edu:>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjaJ<jima@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu’~,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehma <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@nc.edu>; Mike Kma¥oski <kala¥oski. 1 @nd.edtr~; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <borlik.l@M.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall --~chad.wall@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Mary, 

Tyler <maxy@lovembehappy.com>; Ginger Fulton <thlmngi@shu.edu>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitV~:bigeast.org>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <retiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa DeiNer <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scaJdetknights.com>; Dmfiel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <k&fowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

<smithj@fiu.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattJe@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Calpalclli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Was?’lenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephma <Stepha~l.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villmaova.edt~-; Doug Bakker 

<-~dbakke@depaul.edu:>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara 

<smcnamar@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsa~lft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Sandy-Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@nky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Helrnann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edw~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufl’alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsBh@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehmma@ttu.edw~; Sarah 

Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stalz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; BreMen 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccmw@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; KathlTn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; bta-io@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu>; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney-~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~be.edu; 
erin.haxrigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaJoy@~mcaa.unc.edu; Stmnpt; Rick 

<RStumpt~:admin.us£edu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Joseph KlaMer 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie 

Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet~bigeast.o~>; Angela Crock <arc9h@i~inia.edu>; RandaJe RichmoM 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brim1 Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaJrks@admin.ns£edu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~ille.edu>; Andrew Caxdamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaxas, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfEA_S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 10/19/07- Current Event 

Ball State gets two-year probation for NCAA violations 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) -- The NCAA put Ball State on probation for two years and cut three football scholarships for misusing a textbook loan program. 

The penalties announced Tuesday by the Division I Committee on Infractions also included a reduction of money available for men’s tennis scholarships and a restriction on 
the number of hours per week allowed for softball practice. 

The infractions involved 89 athletes in 10 sports from the spring semester of 2003 to the end of the 2004-05 school year. A separate investigation is still underway involving 
former men’s basketball coach Ronny Thompson, who resigned in July amid accusations that he and his assistants broke NCAA rules by attending voluntary offseason 
workouts in 2006 and 2007 and then lying about their involvement. 



The athletes in the textbook investigation, who were not identified, obtained $26,944 in books for classes in which they were not enrolled. In some cases, they obtained more 
than one copy of the same book, which they gave to others. 

The university, which began its own investigation more than two years ago, accepted the NCAA findings without a formal hearing before the infractions committee. The 
probation will run through Oct. 15, 2009. 

"While it is always difficult when penalties are involved, we accept them as appropriate and a valuable lesson," Ball State athletic director Torn Collins said. "I’ve already 
spoken with the coaches. The loss of scholarships and practice time will be a challenge, but I have great confidence in our coaches’ abilities to work through those 
challenges." 

The NCAA said the extrs benefits to the athletes tht~)ugh the book program resulted in Ball State exceeding limitations on financial aid in football and men’s tennis for 2004- 
05. 

At the time, the university’s bookstore had a computerized system that placed $1,000 per semester in each athlete’s account, but there was no system to check the class 
schedules to make sure the books corresponded with the classes the athletes were taking. 

Those whose schedules did not toquire $1,000 worth of textbooks were able to use the balance to obtain books for friends and other athletes who were not on scholarship, the 
NCAA found. 

The university has been reimbursed for the value of the books and "all books involved were accounted for," Collins said. 

The NCAA also found that from 1999 through 2006 the softball program failed to count athletes’ work at camps, clinics and pt~)gram fundraising events as athletically related 
activities. The program therefore exceeded daily and weekly practice hour limitations, failed to give athletes a required day off each week from athletically related activities, 
and conducted individual skill instruction sessions in violation of NCAA rules. 

The NCAA said the university’s compliance staff became aware of the violations but failed to act on the information or toport it to the NCAA. 

"The Committee on Infractions believed that the scope and nature of the violations demonstrated a failure to exercise institutional control in the conduct and administration of 
the book-loan and softball programs," the NCAA said. "It found that the university failed to establish adequate rules education to student-athletes and staff to ensure the use of 
athletics aid at the bookstore met NCAA regulations." 

The football scholarship reduction may be applied in a single year or divided over the next two years. Tennis financial aid will be reduced by .04 of one scholarship during the 
2008-09 year. 

For the softball violations, no more than four players may participate in any individual skill-related instruction sessions with the coach until April 15, 2008. Also, for the rest of 
the 2006-07 year and all of the 2007-08 academic year, no softball player may participate as a counselor, demonstrator or instructor in a university camp or clinic, and the 
softball team will be limited to a maximum of 18 hours per week of countable athletically related activities. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 22, 2007 8:49 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; rflee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison --~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~!bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <icondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; .lennifer White 

~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey --ddfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megma.finch@villanova.edu~; Mike Kalavoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtr~; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske 
<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <~rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--d~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <~CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt ~Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~goli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ceItem- 10/22/07- 12.02.4 

Pen L. Tee is a soccer student-athlete from England. Prior to enrolling at Big State University, Pen played for a club team in his home town. The club team 
only provided Pen with actual and necessary expenses during the season, but a few of the players were provided a salary. 
Did Pen play on a professional team? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 12.02.4 states that a professional team is any organized team that: 

(a) Provides ~ of its players more than actual and necessary expenses for participation on the team, except as otherwise permitted by NCAA legislation. 
Actual and necessary expenses are limited to the following, provided the value of these items is commensurate with the fair market value in the locality of 
the player(s) and is not excessive in nature: (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 



(1) Meals directly tied to competition and practice held in preparation for such competition; 

(2) Lodging directly tied to competition and practice held in preparation for such competition; 

(3) Apparel, equipment and supplies; 

(4) Coaching and instruction; 

(5) Health/medical insurance; 

(6) Transportation (expenses to and from practice competition, cost of transportation from home to training/practice site at the beginning of the season and 
from training/practice site to home at the end of season); 

(7) Medical treatment and physical therapy; 

(8) Facility usage; (Revised: 4/24/03) 

(9) Entry fees; and (Revised: 4/24/03) 

(10) Other reasonable expenses; or (Adopted: 4/24/03; Revised: 10/28/04) 

(b) Declares itself to be professional (see Bylaw 12.1.2.4.1.1 ). (Revised: 8/8/02) 

In situations like this, the institution will need to work with the NCAA Eligibility Center and/or the NCAA Reinstatement staff to determine the 
student-athlete’s eligibility for intercollegiate sports. 

icomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2007 8:23 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angola Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angola Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~VanderbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison --~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edtc>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscnnmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzalxl@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanPf~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <icondaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; .lennifer White 

~¥hitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu:>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@lonisville.edu>; John Hock 

<jheck@scMetknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edtc>; Kate Hickey --ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megma.finch@villanova.edu~; Mike Kala¥oski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtr~; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ust~edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaJ~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t]cederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt ~xtgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~cgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhacLams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/3/07- Official Interpretation- Graduation Reqnirements 

Above Tha Rim is a basketball prospective student-athlete. He completed 14 core courses, earned the minimum sliding scale score (i.e., GPA and test 
score) and graduated from his high school. However, Above lives in a state that requires each student to pass an exit exam before being awarded a high 
school diploma. 
Does Above need to pass this exam to meet NCAA initial eligibility requirements? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- [10/3/07]- High School Graduation Includes Academic and Nonacademic Requirements (I)- states that in order 
for a prospective student-athlete to meet the high school graduation requirement for initial-eligibility purposes, the prospect must meet all graduation 
requirements, including academic and nonacademic (e.g., state exit exams, community service, senior project) requirements, as defined for all students by 
the prospect’s high school. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.3.1.2.1 (core=curriculum time limitation) and 14.3.1.2.1.1 (exception =- one core course after high school graduation).] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2007 8:57 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <icondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; .lennifer White 

~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasrorg>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megma.finch@villanova.edu~; Mike Kalavoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtr~; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/24/07- NCAA Official Interpretation- Hardship Waiver 

AC Elle is a tennis student-athlete at College USA. AC played in all five matches in the fall semester and the first 3 matches in the spring semester. During 
the third match in the spring, AC broke his wrist and is unable to compete for the rest of the season. 
VVhen determining ifAC qualifies for a hardship waiver, does College USA have to count the five matches played in the fall in the numerator and 
denominator? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- [10!3/07]- Counting Contests or Dates of Competition for Purposes of Calculating Hardship Waiver (I)- states 
that in those sports in which the playing season may be divided into two segments, but championship selection is based on competition throughout the 
season (e.g., golf, tennis, ice hockey), the hardship waiver legislation must be applied on the basis of competition over the course of the entire season (e.g., 
non-championship and championship segments). Further, in those sports in which the playing season may be divided into two segments, but 
championship selection is based on competition during only one segment of the season (e.g., spring baseball, fall soccer), the hardship waiver legislation 
must be applied on the basis of competition conducted during only the championship segment. 



[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.2.4 (hardship waiver) and 14.2.4.3.4 (first-half-of-season calculation); and an 8/2/89 official interpretation, item Ref. 
10-c, which has been archived]. 

14.2.4 Hardship Waiver. 

A s~udent-athlete may be granted an additions] year of competition by the conference or the Academics/Eligibility~/Compliance Cabinet ibr reasons of"hardship." 

Hardship is defined as an incapacity resulting from an inju~ or illness that has occurred under all of the follomng conditions: (Revised 8/8/02) 

(a) The incapacitating injulT or illness occurs in one of the four seasons of intercollegiate competition at any two-year or four-year collegiate institutions or occurs after 

the first day of classes in the student-athlete’s senior year in high school; (Revised 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92, 11/01/01, 8/8/02) 

(b) The inj u~ or illness occurs prior to the completion of the first half of the playing season that concludes with the NCAA championship in that spoIt (measured by the 

number of scheduled contests or dates of competition not exceeding the maximum limitations in each sport as set tbIth in Bylaw 17 as set prior to the first scheduled 

contest or date of competition of the designated official NCAA championship playing season in the applicable sport or the number of completed contests or dates of 
competition) and results in incapacity, to compete for the remainder of that playing season; sad (Revised. 1,/14/97 effective 8/1/97, 4/26/01 effective 8/1/01, 4/3/02) 

(c) The injury or illness occurs when the s~udent-athlete has not participated in more than three contests or dates of competition (whichever is applicable to that sport) 

or 30 percent (whichever number is greater) of the institution’s scheduled or completed contests or dates of competition in his or her sport. Only scheduled or 

completed competition (including exempted events but excluding scrimnmges and exhibition contests identified as such in the legislation) against outside participants 

during the playing season that concludes with the NCAA championship, or, if so designated, during the official NCAA championship playing season in that sport (e.g., 

spring baseball, fall soccer), shall be countable under this limitation in calculating both the number of contests or dates of competition in which the s’mdent-athlete has 

participated and the number of scheduled or completed contests or dates of competition during that season in the sport. (Revised 1/10/92, 1/14/97 effective 8/1/97, 

4/26/0 l ef/~ctive 8/1/0 l, 3/10/04, 5,/11/05, 8/4/05, 4/26/07 applicable to student-athletes who initially enrolled full time in a collegiate institution on or after 

August 1, 2003) 
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<jordan.blizzal~t@mail.wvu.edu>; Megaaa McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.e&l>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 
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<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megml.finch@villanova.edu~; Mike Kala~oski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 
<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtv~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horlon 

<horton@admin.ust~edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Mazielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wIhcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaJ~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtt>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edtt>; Susm~ Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 
<knollw@georgetown.edu~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavit~bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~.org>; John Mazinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mditlmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mlra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtt>; Jill La Point 
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Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/25/07- Eligibility Center 

Kilo Meter is a freshman track student-athlete at State College. Kilo was certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center and was deemed a qualifier and amateur for 
indoor and outdoor track. Kilo will run middle distance races on the indoor and outdoor track teams this spring. The cross country/track coaches are 
impressed with how much Kilo has already improved on her times since coming to school. To test her endurance, the coaches enter Kilo in the next cross 
country meet. 
Since Kilo’s amateur status was only certified for indoor and outdoor track, can she run in a cross country meet? 
No, not until her amateur status has been certified for the sport of cross country. The below information is taken straight from the recent NCAA Eligibility 
Center Update: 
!)~.. ~.. !-i i.~ .~!.. ~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.!ii~’~! i~ ~.. i.~.. ~ ;~ ~.~..’.. ~.~?~.~..~;~ ~:~: ~i.!~:. a. ~! !~.~!.~.! :, ~ ~ ~.!~! .~. ~.~..~ :’~!.!. :’~ ~ ~.~: ~ ~ ? 
No. A student-athlete must be certified separately for each sport he or she will participate in. For example, if a student-athlete is going to run cross country, indoor track and 
field and outdoor track and field, he or she must be certified in each of those sports. A final certification in cross country will not satisfy the requirements for indoor and outdoor 



track and field. 
There appears to be some national confusion with this matter, so we wanted to make sure that everyone is aware that student-athletes must have their 
amateur status certified for ALL sports they will be participating in for your school. 
We know that our conference championship for cross country is occurring this weekend, so we will be briefly discussing the matter on our 10am 
conference call this morning. At that time we can provide you with solutions, so that you can get any affected student-athletes reinstated for this weekend’s 
event. 

Z£o__t_!_d__~!’_g:s__~.__b_j_q__e__%s__l_:_o_F_.q 

Q~[~a~!; @.?Z 2:’2,{.71,0N, ,qZ~’, 22(~ 
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Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 
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~-jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasrorg>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Megan Finch 
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<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 
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Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 
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<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/26/07- Current Event 

Arkansas vacates track titles over NCAA violations 
USAToday.com 
The plan was ambitious: Get the once-scandal-plagued Southeastern Conference free of NCAA probation by next spring. 

Barring a successful appeal of sanctions handed down against Arkansas’ decorated track and field program Thursday, it won’t happen. The NCAA hit the 
Razorbacks with three years’ probation and stripped them of their 2004 and 2005 men’s outdoor national championships for recruiting violations involving a 
former assistant coach and current world sprint star Tyson Gay. 



The NCAA found the coach, Lance Brauman, and his wife provided Gay with improper transportation, housing and academic assistance from July- 
September 2003. That was prior to Gay’s enrollment at Arkansas and only months after SEC commissioner Mike Slive said a league once saddled with as 
many as six schools on probation hoped to be clean in five years. 

"To say I am disappointed is an understatement," Slive said Thursday. 

Three other SEC programs on probation -- Georgia men’s basketball and South Carolina and Mississippi State football -- are scheduled to come off next 
April and June. 

Arkansas’ infractions came to light during a court case in which Brauman was found guilty of embezzlement, theft and mail fraud while working at Barton 
County (Kan.) College. Seven other Barton coaches and administrators were convicted of charges of paying athletes for work not done and fraudulent 
academic practices. 

Arkansas self-imposed recruiting and scholarship penalties, some of which the NCAA replaced with the erasure of records from the ’04 and ’05 seasons. In 
addition to the two team championships, that vacates Gay’s 2004 national title in the 100 meters and a 4xl 00 title he helped win in 2005. 

The severity stemmed, in part, from the fact the infractions case is Arkansas’ third in 10 years. "It’s a wake-up call for any institution, but it’s a loud clarion 
call for one that has an infractions history," Slive said. 

University Chancellor John White said the school plans to appeal. 

"As we previously acknowledged, the violations in this case primarily involved a rogue former assistant coach and one student-athlete over a short period of 
time," White said to The Associated Press. "We are disappointed with the penalties imposed by the infractions committee and believe they are 
disproportionate to the violations." 

The school released a statement with White’s response and said it would have no further comment pending its appeal. 

:e~!s g{d~,q#,~,ad 5g~’#e{, ;:,’?H~’c ~,,o 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 26, 2007 4:46 PM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brima Battle <bbatfle@admin.t;u.edu>; Briaaa I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAi~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edtc>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richaacdson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~!bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; fllemandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscnnmge@bellsoufll.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzalfl@mail.wvu.edu>; Megma McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Saaafi <dsanff~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scm~letknighks.com>; Jaanie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <icondaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jennifer White 

~-hitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu:>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@lonisville.edtt>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scMetknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edtc>; Kate Hickey <ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megma.finch@villanova.edu~; Mike Kalavoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtr~; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 
<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ust~edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vaaagelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaa~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtt>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edtt>; Susml Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <xtgavil~bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Marinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaaaghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~cgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhachms@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Ceaol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtt>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edtt>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/29/07- 13.12.1.3 

The baseball coaches at College USA are conducting an institutional camp next weekend on their campus. They have been heavily recruiting a few of the 
camp attendees. Can they discuss scholarship options with them during breaks at the camp? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.3 Recruiting Calendar Exceptions- states that the interaction during sports camps and clinics between prospective student- 
athletes and those coaches employed by the camp or clinic is not subject to the recruiting calendar restrictions. However, an institutional staff member 
employed at any camp or clinic (e.g., counselor, director) is prohibited from recruiting any prospective student-athlete during the time period that the camp 
or clinic is conducted (from the time the prospective student-athlete reports to the camp or clinic until the conclusion of all camp activities). The prohibition 
against recruiting includes extending verbal or written offers of financial aid to any prospective student-athlete during his or her attendance at the camp or 
clinic. Other coaches wishing to attend the camp as observers must comply with appropriate recruiting contact and evaluation periods. In addition, 
institutional camps or clinics may not be conducted during a dead period. (Revised: 4/3/02) 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer CoMaras <jcoMaras@bigeast.org> 

MoMay, October 29, 2007 10:48 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bdlsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtv~; LiMa Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@maiL~Tu.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcoMaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmis~£@syr.edu>; themaMez@mialni.edn; Smn~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org >; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian 

Warcup ~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edtc>; Befi Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Jennifer White <whitejen@shu.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Michael Tranghese 
<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhar@providence.edu-~; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Megan McGra~e 

<mmcgrane@scaJdetknights.com>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu-~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <s~ricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

Vangelder, Maridle <marielle.vmagelde@uconn.edu:>; Angela Bradd <~lgela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edtc>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odj~kjian <todjaJcjima@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu;,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtc>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meeha~ <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@nc.edu>; Mike Kala¥oski <kala¥oski. 1 @nd.edtr~; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall --~chad.wall@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Mary, 

Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitV~:bigeast.org>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandd <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa DeiNer <ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scMetknights.com>; Dmfiel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <k&fowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

~<smithj@fiu.edu>; Brima Battle <bbatfie@admin.fsu.edu:>; Nick Calpalelli <ncarp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Was?’lenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephma <Steph~l.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edt~-; Doug Bakker 

~q:lb~kker@depaul.edu:>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Kdi Cunningham <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara 

~<smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfi <ds~lft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danidle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; SaMy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@nky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@vi~ginia.edtr~; Carly Tully <tullyc~@bc.edn>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @lonisville.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie ElIison 

<saelIis@cIemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehmma@ttu.edu-~; Sarah 

Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stalz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@IouisviIle.edu>; BreMen 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccmw@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu:>; KathlTn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <kfich~xdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu~; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney-~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~be.edu; 
erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaJoy@~mcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt~:admin.us£edu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@iIlanova.edu>; Joseph KlaMer 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nIee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie 

Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet~bigeast.o~>; Angela Crock <arc9h@i~inia.edu>; RandeJe RichmoM 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brimi Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspoxks@admin.ns£edu>; John M~xinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louiswille.edtc>; Andrew Ca~cdamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condoxas, Steven 

M. <SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/30/07- 13.15.1.2, 3.3.4.1 

Big State University was approached by a local high school to participate in their annual fundraiser. The money raised will be used to buy equipment and uniforms for the 
athletic department. The high school requested a BSU t-shirt and hat and asked if BSU’s conference office could also donate a t-shirt and hat. 
Is it permissible for BSU to provide items for the high schoors fundraiser? Is it permissible for BSU’s conference office to provide items for the high school’s fundraiser? 
The answer is NO to both questions. NCAA Bylaw 1&15.1.2 states that an institution may not provide funding, directly or indirectly or through paid advertisements, to benefit 
a high school athletics program. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a prospective student-athlete’s eligibility and are considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1 
Although NCAA Bylaw 13.15.1.2 does not specifically identify conference offices in the prohibition of participating in high school fundraisers, it is not permissible because 
conference offices are required to adhere to the same rules and regulations as their member institutions. 
Constitution, Article 3.3.4.1, states that member conferences of this Association agree to administer their athletics programs in accordance with the constitution, bylaws 
and other legislation of the Association. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2007 10:18 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <icondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jennifer White 

~vhitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasrorg>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megma.finch@villanova.edu~; Mike Kalavoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtr~; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 10/31/07- Current Event 

Assistant coach at center of Indiana recruiting calls resigns 
USAToday.com 
Indiana University assistant basketball coach Rob Senderoff has resigned, the university announced today. 

The resignation was announced in a two-sentence statement released by the IU media relations department. The statement read: "Rob Senderoff has 
decided it is in his and Indiana University’s best interests that he voluntarily resign from the University. His resignation is effective immediately." 

Lawyers for the university and Senderoff began meeting Friday to discuss a settlement. Monday afternoon, they reached an agreement. 



TEAM PAGE: Early look at the Indiana Hoosiers 
REPORT: School to release report that led to sanctions 

IU athletic department officials were not available for comment Monday. 

In a report that Indiana sent to the NCAA Committee on infractions earlier this month, the university detailed more than 100 potential impermissible calls, 
including 35 which it determined to be "possible" NCAA secondary violations. The majority of those calls were made by Senderoff. 

Senderoff, 34, also participated with Hoosiers head coach Kelvin Sampson on 10 impermissable three-way calls to recruits, according to the report. 

indiana awaits word from the infractions committee to learn if further action will be taken beyond the penalties the university implemented. Athletic director 
Rick Greenspan announced Oct. 14 that Sampson, who had broken NCAA rules regarding phone calls while at Oklahoma, would lose $500,000 in salary 
for the upcoming season, the Hoosiers would lose a scholarship for the 2008-09 season and Senderoffwould be taken offthe road through July 2008 and 
not allowed to telephone recruits. 

Greenspan said at the time that even if Senderoffwas not in the assistant coach’s position, the sanctions would remain in place. 

Director of basketball operations Dan Dakich is expected to be a candidate to fill Senderoff’s position. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 1, 2007 8:12 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangeli@bigeast.org>; JC <icondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; .lennifer White 

~-hitejen@shu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeasrorg>; John Cams <john.cams@lonisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kilkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <l&ible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megma.finch@villanova.edu~; Mike Kala~oski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtr~; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtc,; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Denrarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helma~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/1/07- NCAA Staff Interpretation- Core Courses 

Red Flag is a prospective student-athlete that will be initially enrolling full-time at a collegiate institution in January 2008. Red completed 14 core courses, 
earned the minimum GPA/test score combination and will graduate in December. One of Red’s 14 core courses was earned through credit-by- 
examination. Can Red use this course to meet NCAA initial eligibility requirements? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- [10/24!071- Use of Credit-by-Examination to Satisfy Minimum Initial-Eligibility Core-Curriculum Requirements (I!ll)- 
states that membership services staff confirmed that credit earned only by examination shall not be used to satisfy the requirement of completing the 
minimum core curriculum for initial-eligibility purposes. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.3.1 (eligibility for financial aid, practice and competition), 14.3.1.1 (qualifier) and 14.3.1.2 (core-curriculum 
requirements) and Division II Bylaws 14.3.1 (eligibility for financial aid, practice and competition), 14.3.1.1 (qualifier), 14.3.1.2 (core-curriculum 



requirements) and 14.3.2,1 (partial qualifier)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 2, 2007 8:42 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@iiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edtP>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@ualcron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumga~ner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ukT.e&l>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mary@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edw~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdgetg~VaMerbiltEdu>; n]lee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos1@bc.edu; Smcklmld, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsL~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan BlizzoJrd 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.vwu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~;; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @lonis~dlle.edu;; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edup>; Darlene Borlik <bodik. 1 @nd.edu;; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP¢~@athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck,a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmdd@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kmwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~;; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.e&l>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Hnge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve ttorkm <horkm@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

~<lmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.e&P; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edtP>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@}uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rntgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu;>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chnck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -~gavitt@bigeast.org---; Donna Demarco <a:ldemarco@bigeast.org---; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carpaxelli <nca@aselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmetg~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@sTr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemla~n <jkhernl0 l@lonisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtp>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/2/07- Current Event 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 5, 2007 8:05 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJ:c9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAiLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaztner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hm-rigml@tm.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.e&l>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richaacdson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<WsLqh@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megma McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~flt <dsanfl~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scm’letknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~zns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delmlekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtt>; Lynne Barney <albmal01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kazwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.e&l>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve ttorkm <horkm@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <mazielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

~Mmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edt~,; Nmlcy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbma Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -~gavitt~bigeast.orgv; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.orgv; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org:~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncaJpm’elli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNama~:a <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@sTr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hermmm <jkherm0 l@loniswille.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtt>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/5/07- NLI Information 

Chip Shot is a prospective student-athlete who wants to sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) to play golf at College USA. A recruiting violation occurs prior to 
Chip signing an NLI. The violation is reported prior to the NLI signing period, but at the time Chip signs the NLI, his eligibility has not yet been reinstated by 
the NCAA. 
Is Chip’s NLI with College USA valid? 
No. A PSA should not sign an NLI in this situation because he/she is not eligible at the time of signing. Any NLI signed with the institution in question while 
the PSA is ineligible would be null and void. It is the status of the student-athlete which renders the N LI null and void rather than the timing of the violation. 
The following language is from Provision 7F- Letter Becomes Null and Void- Recruiting Rules Violation- of the Text of the National Letter of intent: 
~’~,q.:,,"~,,’iti.,"’,,<~ ~,,%,~ L~i<>h,,’,~i,:.,~.,"’,,.. I~ the i~’.,~,~it,,’.,,’ti<~,,",," (o,," ~,," ,,"~,%~e.,:~e.,~’.,~’~,,’,~i~,~ <~f i,~,:~ ~tl,,’le,~i,~.:~ i,,"g~.,,’~.:-} ,~’.,~,,’,,"~’.,ed i,,"~ ~’/~i,:~ ,~./oc,~,,",,"~e,,",,’t ~d~.~l~’ed ~C.AA <>,," c<>,,"ff~.,,’e~’.,ce 



The early NLg sigt~ing period for all sports except football, field hockeE, soccer at)d metz’s water polo is 
Wed~esdaE, November 14, 2007 through Wedt~esday, November 21, 2007 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer CoMaras <jcoMaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2007 9:13 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu->; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; LiMa Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~:u.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcoMaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~aniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmisa£@syr.edu>; themaMez@mialni.edn; Smna~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org >; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian 

Warcup ~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Be(t Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu->; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu->; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickla~d, Amy Lyn <stricklaMa@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vaJ~gelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; Mike Karwosld <kalavoski.l@M.edtr~; Dong Trani <tralfid@stjohns.edu>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.orgv; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edn>; Jason DeAngelis 

-qdeangelis@bigeast.org~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edn>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @sljohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Mary Tyler 

<maxy@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ustledu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scMetknights.com>; Dmfiel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

~<smithj@fiu.edu>; Brima Battle <bbatfie@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Calpalelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasyqenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephma <Stepha~l.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edt~-; Doug Bakker 

~balcke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara 

~<smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsa~lft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.w~:n.edtr~; Sandy-Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@nky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Cafly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu~; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm01 @lonisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu->; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu->; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehmma@ttu.edu->; Sarah 

Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stalz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; BreMen 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathl3:n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 
-qheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu~; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney :~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~bc.edu; 
erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt~:actmin.usiledu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Joseph KlaMer 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie 

Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet~bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale RichmoM 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brimi Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.us£edu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~Alle.edu>; Andrew Caxdamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaxas, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/6/07- CountaNe Athletically Related Activities 

Below is information that was recently posted on the NCAA website regarding countable athletically related activities: 

Defining Countable Athletically Related Activities 

What are the daily and weekly time limitations on countable athletically related activities? Student-athletes may not participate in countable athletically related activities 
for more than: 

In-Season Out-of-Season (during the academic year) 

1. Four hours per day Eight hours per week 



2. 20 hours per week 

The daily and weekly hour limitations DO NOT apply to the following time periods: 

1. During preseason practice prior to the first day of classes or the first scheduled contest, whichever is earlier. 

During an institution’s term-time official w~cation period (eg., Thanksgiving, spring break), as listed in the institution’s official calendar, and during the academic year between terms 
when classes are not in session. 

Are student-athletes required to have a day off from countable athletically related activities? 

During the academic year, student-athletes shall not engage in any countable athletically related activities on one day per week during the playing season and two days per week outside 
the playing season. The required day(s) offmay occur on any day of the week and may change ficom week to week. A "week" is defined as any seven consecutive days, determined at the 
institution’s discretion 

Below are partial lists of common activities that count and do not count against daily and weekly time limits: 

Countable* 

Athletically Related Activities 

Practices (not more than tbur hours per day). 

Athletics meetings with a coach initiated or 

required by a coach (e.g., end of season individual 

meetings). 

Competition (and associated activities, regardless 

of their length, count as three hours). 

Note: No countable athletically related activities 

may occur a2fier the competition. 

Field, floor or on-court activity. 

Setting up offensive and defensive aligmnent. 

Noncountable 

Athletically Related Activities 

Compliance meetings. 

Meetings with a coach initiated by the student- 

athlete (as long as no countable activities occur). 

Drag/alcohol educational meetings or 
Ct IAMPS/Life Skills meetings. 

Study hall, tutoring or academic meetings. 

Student- athlete advisory- committee/captain’ s 
council meetings. 

On-court or on-field activities called by any Voluntaxy weight training not conducted by a 

member of the team and confined primm-ily to coach or staff’member. 

members of that team. 

Required weight-training and conditioning Voluntaly sport-related activities (e.g., initiated by 

activities, student-athlete, no attendance taken, no coach 

present). 

Required participation in cmnp~clinics. Traveling to and from the site of competition (as 

long as no countable activities occur). 

Visiting the competition site in the sports of cross Training room activities (e.g., treatment, taping), 

country, golf and skiing, rehabilitation activities and medical ex~minafions. 

Paxticipatlon outside the regular season in Recruiting activities (e.g., student host). 

individual skill-related instructional activities with a 

member of the coaching stafli 

Di~ussion or review of game films. Training table meals. 

Participation in a physical activity class for         Attending banquets (e.g., awards or postseason 

student-athletes only and taught by a member of    banquets). 

the athletics stall" (e.g., coach). 

Fund-raising activities or public relations/promotional activities and community service projects. 

* ’];here may be additional rules applicable only to certain sports. Also, conferences and institutions may adopt more restrictive rules Contact the institution’s compliance officer for answers 
to questions or fi~r additional information. 

Participation in Countable Athletically Related Activities Out of the Season 

What is the difference between in-season and out-of-season? 

In-Season (20 Hours) 

1 Time between the team’s first officially recognized practice session and the last practice session or competition, whichever occurs later, is considered in-season. 



1. Sports other than football and basketball may have their seasons separated into two distinct segments: championship segment and nonchampionship segment 

1 During the in-season period (that is, championship and nonchampionship segments), a student-at2alete may participate in a maximum of 20 hours per week of countable athletically 
related activities 

Out=of=Season (Eight Hours) 

1. The remaining days during the academic ?,ear not included in the in-season period is considered out-of-season. 

1. A student-athlete may participate in a maximum of eight hours per week of countable athletically related activities and raay not participate in any co~mtable athletically related 
activities on two days per week during the out-of-season period. 

1. In sprats other than football, participation in up to two hours of required skill instruction is permissible. In football, skill-instluction activities are limited to review of game fihn. 

Outside the playing season (during the academic year), student-athletes are limited to not more than eight hours per week of certain countable athletically 
related activities. Those activities are shown below. 

Permissible Countable Athletically 
Related Activities During the Out-of- 
Season Period 

Required weight training and conditioning 

activities supervi sed by an athletics department 

stall" member. 

In sports other than football and baseball, 
participation in up to two hours per week of skill 

Non permissible Activities 

During the Out-of-Season Period 

Conditioning drills may not simulate offensive or 
defbnsive alignments. 

m 

No equipment related to the sport mW be used 

duffng conditioning activities. 

insurrection with no limit on the number of s~udent- 

aflfletes who may participate at aW one time 
between September 15 through April 15. 

Prior to September 15 and after April 15, 

participation in up to two hours per week of skill 

inslruction is 

In the spoilt of ice hockey, a student-athlete 

may be involved in on-ice conditioning 
activities, provided no equipment other than 

skates is used. 

permitted, provided not more than four s~dent- 

athletes are involved at any one time. 
In the sport of swimming and diving, a 
student-athlete nmy be involved in in-pool 

conditioning with swim- specitic equipment 

(e.g., starting blocks, kickboards, pull buoys, 

etc.). 

In football, participation in up to two hours per No participation in any other countable athletically 

week of watching and reviewing films, related activity that may have been permissible 

during the in- season period. 

In baseball, participation in up to two hours per 

week of skill instruction ruth no limit on the number 

of stndent-athletes who may participate at any one 

time between September 15 through April 15. 

Prior to September 15, from the opening day of 

classes of the institution’s second academic tem~ to 

January 15 (for those institutions that begin classes 

prior to January. 15) and after April 15, paNcipafion 

in up to two hours per week of skill ins~truction is 

permitted, provided not more than four s~dent- 

athletes are involved at any one time. 

Any voluntary athletically related activity in which the 

student-athlete chooses to participate (does not 

count in the eight hours) (tbr example, initiated by 

stadent-athlete, no attendance taken, no coach 
present). 

All athletically related activities are prohibited one 

week prior to the beginning of the institution’s final 

exam period through the conclusion of each s~dent- 

athlete’s final exams. 

No required participation in any countable 
athletically related activities during any institutional 
vacation period outside the declared playing and 
practice season. 

Participation in a physical fitness class conducted by a member of the athletics department s~£[~ 

NOTE: Student-athletes may be involved in any noncountable athletically related activity during the off=season period (for example, workouts using the safety 
exception, voluntary workouts, other noncountable activities permitted during the in=season period). 

Voluntary Activities and the Safety Exception 



What is a "voluntary" activity? 

To be considered a voluntary activity, all the 12~llowing conditions must be met: 

1. The student-athlete must not be required to report back to a coach or other athletics departrnent staff member (for example, strength coach, trainer, manager) any information related 
to the activity-. In addition, noncoaching athletics departrnent staff members who obsel~’e the activi~ (for example, strength coach, trainer, manager) may not report back to the 
student-athlete’s coach any information related to the activity; [NOTE: Coaches may not observe voluntary activities.] 

2. The activity must be initiated and requested solely by the student-athlete. Neither the institution nor any athletics department staff member may require the student-athlete to 
palticipate in the activity at any time; 

3. The student-athlete’s attendance and participation in the activity (or lack thereo£) may not be recorded for the purposes of reporting such information to coaching staff members or 
other student-athletes; and 

4. The student-athlete may not be subiected to penal~ if he or she elects not to participate in the activity-. In addition, neither the institution nor any athletics department staff member 
may provide recognition or incentives (for example, awards) to a student-athlete based on his or her attendance or performance in the activity. 

What is the safety exception? 

A coach may be present during voluntary individual workouts in the institution’s regular practice facility (without the workouts being considered as countable athletically related activities) 
when the student-athlete uses equipment in that sport. The coach may provide safety or skill instruction but may not conduct the individual’s workouts 

The safety" exception is applicable to the following sports: 

Archery 

Equestrian 

Fencing 

Gynmastics 

Rifle 

Rowing 

Skiing 

Swilnmmg and Diving 

Synchronized Swimming 

Track and Field (NEI]D I,:XrI,:N’rs ONLY) 

Water Polo 

Wrestling 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2007 8:01 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison --~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanfl(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kma¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <~pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tto~m <ho~m@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<dmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <~bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bige&srorg>; Dan Gavitt --vdgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org:~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmet1 <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n --jkhernl0 l@louis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/7/07- 13.10.9.4 

Head Men’s Diving Coach at Big Time University would like to have Plat Form, a prospective student-athlete, visit campus Saturday, November 17, 2007 
after the dead period ends. He would like to have Plat sign his National Letter of Intent (NLI) on campus during his visit. 
Is it permissible for Plat to sign an NLI on Big Time University’s campus? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.11).9.4 states that an institution is responsible for signings on its campus (whether involving an individual or a group of prospective 
student-athletes). Any contact by the media with prospective student-athletes on campus during the time the prospective student-athlete signs a National 
Letter of Intent or tender of financial aid shall be considered to be prima facie evidence of institutional involvement in arranging media involvement and shall 
be prohibited. 



juom~aras(eabigeast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2007 9:49 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison --~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <~bodik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanfl(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scaxletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <~pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tto~m <ho~m@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<dmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <~bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt --vdgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org:~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmet1 <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n --jkhernl0 l@louis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/8/07- 17.1.7(b) 

The women’s soccer team at Eastern State University (ESU) will participate in their conference championship next week. ESU is the regular season 
conference champions and only has 2 losses to date this season. Once their conference tournament has concluded, can the team resume practice to 
prepare for the NCAA tournament? 
Yes as long as the team has reason to believe they will be selected to participate in the NCAA championships. 

NCAA Bylaw 17.1.7(b) states that neither practice for nor participation in any NCAA or NAIA championship event (including play-in contests conducted 
pursuant to NCAA championships) is considered part of the institution’s declared playing season. A member institution that has reason to believe it is under 
consideration for selection to participate in an NCAA championship event may continue to practice (but may not compete against outside competition) 
beyond its last regular-season contest, including the conference championship (if any), without counting such practice against the institution’s declared 
playing-season limitation until it is determined by the appropriate committee whether the institution will be selected to participate in the NCAA championship 



competition. An institution that is not selected to participate in the NCAA championship may continue to practice or compete until the end of that 
championship only if it has time remaining in its declared playing season; 

.’.~’~! ~e~u’~o~.’~ ,~’t~ ~!.~". ~,’~,~.~ ~:~~ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer CoMaras <jcoMaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 9, 2007 8:34 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; LiMa Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~Tu.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcoMaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~aniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmisa£@syr.edu>; themaMez@mialni.edn; Smna~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org >; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian 

Warcup ~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Be(t Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickla~d, Amy Lyn <stricklaMa@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vaJ~gelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; l?hillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; Mike Karwosld <kalavoski.l@M.edtr~; Dong Trani <tralfid@stjohns.edu>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.orgv; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edn>; Jason DeAngelis 

-qdeangelis@bigeast.org~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edn>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @sljohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Mary Tyler 

<maxy@lovetobehapw.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa DeiNer <ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scMetknights.com>; Dmfiel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <k&fowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

~<smithj@fiu.edu>; Brima Battle <bbatfie@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Calparelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Was?qenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephma <Stepha~l.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edt~-; Doug Bakker 

~ba]cke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Kdi Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara 

~<smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsa~lft@athletics.pitt.edu>; DanMle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; SaMy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@nky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Cafly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu~; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm01 @lonisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehmma@ttu.edu-~; Sarah 

Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stalz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; BreMen 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; KathlTn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu~; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edtr~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney-~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~bc.edu; 
erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaJoy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt~:adnfin.us£edu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Joseph KlaMer 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie 

Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet~bigeast.o~>; Angela Crock <arc9h@i~inia.edu>; RandaJe RichmoM 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brimi Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.us£edu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~Alle.edu>; Andrew Caxdamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaxas, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/9/07- Current Event 

UNT supports football staff in racial allegations 

Family says player has met with NAACP, will pursue complaint further 

DaiiasMorning News.com 

DENTON University of North Texas adminislrafion cleared its football coaching staff" of wrongdoing Wednesday after an investigation into charges of racial bias 
made by two suspended players and one former player. 



The investigation by the office of Institutional Equity and Diversity began after detEnsive back Dominiqne Green filed a complaint with the NAACP on Oct. 29, jus~t one 
dW after he was snspended after a sideline incident during UNT’s loss to Middle Temmssee. 

Defensive back Desmon Chatman, who was suspended earlier in the year, joined the complaint one day later. Former defensive back Gary, Oubre, who qnit the team 
earlier in the year, later came forwecd to support the claims. 

"The mfiversity took the students’ allegations seriously, and immediately launched an investigation that has now been complete&" universiW president Gretchen Bataille 
said in a pmpaared sIatement. "The investigation revealed no discriminatou behavior, nor amy pattern of racial bias in the decision-malting and communication of the 
UNT football coaclfing s~lt, nor rely within the football program as a w-hole." 

NAACP representative Ericka Cain said the organization would take statements from players who wanted to come forwmd. Pearlie Green, Dominique’s mother, said 
the NAACP was in Denton on Wednesdw and met with her son. 

Cain did not mtum a message on her cell phone seeking comment. 

Pearlie Green said "the thmily would continue to pursue a claim against the m~iversity. 

"I am not surprised," Pearlie Green said. "We knew the school wouldn’t do anything. ’][’hat is not the end of the story. We definitely am going to continue to pursue it 
and are thinking about taking legal action. They have a lot to lose with those coaches they have under contract." 

LINT head coach Todd Dodge declined comment through a university spokesman. Green, Chatman and Onbm could not be reached for comment. 

LINT investigated several claims by Green, including ml unfair decision to keep him off’the travel sqnad for the first two games of the season, unfair suspension, 
inequitable application of team policies and unfair treatment associated with an incident at a campns cafeteria on Sept. 5. 

The m~iversity’s investigation concluded that Green’s playing time was adversely affected by his attitude and pertbrmance and that team rules were applied equitabl> 
including the sideline incident. 

UNT also cleared the coaching stuff’of any wrongdoing in the cafeteria incident. Green claimed coaches instructed a cafeteria employee to add his name to an e-mail 
describing an incident in which a sVadent did not present proper identification to be a&nitted for a meal bm used Green’s name. No disciplinary, action was taken against 
Green, according to the investigation. 

The inves~tigation also concluded the universiW was justified in suspending Chatnmn. 

Oubre did not respond to mques~ts by the universiU to participate in the investigation. 

"It’s a matter of believing in Todd and his statl~" UNT athletic director Rick Villarreal said. "When a coach is hired to run a team, he has to be the person who makes 
decisions mad makes the rules. As long he does "that consis~tentl> "the program will run the way it should. He has been consistent with his actions." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 12, 2007 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJ:c9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAiLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumga, rtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.e&l>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu;,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu;,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmld, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<WsLqh@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~>; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.¥wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~zns@louisville.edt~>; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmlld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kazwoski 

<kma¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.e&l>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve ttorkm <horkm@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <mazielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

~Mmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredelick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.e&P; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edu~,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bige&srorg>; Dan Gavitt -~gavitt~bigeast.orgv; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.orgv; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org:~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CazpaJcelli <ncazpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaJ:a <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@sTr.edt~>; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkhernl0 l@loniswille.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu’~,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/12/07- 13.1.6.7.1 

The Head Volleyball Coach at Western College arranges for an off-campus contact with Outside Hitter, a prospective student-athlete, on Monday, 

November 19th. Outside has not signed an N LI during the early signing period, and the coach hopes to be able to convince her to sign with Western College 
st before the deadline expires on November 21 . The coach brings the NLI to Outside’s home and presents it to her in an effort to secure a signature. 

Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.6.7.1 states that in-person; off-campus delivery of a letter of intent by an institutional staff member is prohibited. The letter may be 
delivered by express mail, courier service, regular mail, electronic mail or facsimile machine. 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2007 8:27 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanfl(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kma¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tto~m <ho~m@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<dmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bige&srorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org:~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkhernl0 l@louis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/13/07- 16.1.4.1 

Now that his team has completed its regular season competition, Coach Distance is deciding on what type of awards he would like to give his student- 
athletes for their participation in the sport of cross country. 
Are there any limitations on the number of, or dollar amount on the awards provided to student-athletes? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4.1 states that awards for participation in intercollegiate athletics may be presented each year, limited in value and number as 
specified. Awards for participation in special events may be provided only to student-athletes eligible to participate in the competition. 
Annual participation awards may not exceed $175 for an underclassman and $325 for a senior. 
Please refer to the chart on pages 214-215 in the NCAA manual to determine what is permissible in regard to providing awards to student-athletes. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2007 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison --~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)be.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <~bodik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanfl(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scaxletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <~pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu;,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edn>; Rick Clmstensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tto~m <ho~m@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<dmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <~bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt --vdgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org:~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmet1 <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n --jkhernl0 l@louis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/14/07- NLI- 13.10.9.1 

Sky Hook, a basketball prospective student-athlete, signed a National Letter of Intent with East State University this morning. ESU would like to show video 
clips of Sky during their announcement of Sky’s signing. 
Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.1 states that it shall be permissible for an institution to show video clips of a prospective student-athlete during its announcement 
of the prospective student-athlete’s signing, provided such publicity occurs only after the prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or 
after the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid. Other prospective student- 
athletes may appear in the video clips, provided the focus of the clips is related to the prospective student-athlete who has committed to the institution. 
(Adopted: 2/16/00; Revised: 4/1/05) 



EARLY NATIONAL LETTEF~ OF INTENT SIGNING PERIOD-Wednesday~ November 14o Wed~esday~ November 2~ 2007 For All ,Sports 
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DEAD PERIOD~ Mo~y~ November 12-Thursday, November 15, 2007 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 15, 2007 8:23 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscraamge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanfl(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kma¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tto~m <ho~m@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bige&st.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<dmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org% 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkhernl0 l@lonis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/15/07- 16.11.1.5 

Women’s Volleyball team at Big Time University is participating in 2 contests during Thanksgiving break. Consequently, the coach is requiring the team to remain on campus 
during the entire vacation period. 
The coach knows some of the girls are a little homesick, so he and his wife cook Thanksgiving dinner for the team. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.t t .t .5 states that a student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an occasional meal in the locale of the institution on infi~quent and 
special occasions from an institutional staff member. An institutional staff member may provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes to attend such meals. A 
student-athlete can receive an occasional family home meal from a representative of athletics interests on infrequent and special occasions under the following conditions: 
(a) The meal must be provided in an individual’s home (as opposed to a restaurant) and may be catered; 
(b) A representative of the institution’s athletics interests may provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes to attend the meal function only if the meal function is 
at the home of that representative. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 16, 2007 8:39 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axcgh@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edtP,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@ualcron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumga~ner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ukT.e&l>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@l~.edu;>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu;>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; rflee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koostt~)bc.edu; Smcklmld, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsL~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan BlizzoJrd 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.vwu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edup>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~;; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu;; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edup>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu;; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP¢~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmdd@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~;; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.e&l>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tto~m <ho~m@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <mazielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

~<lmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.e&P; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edtP,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -~gavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <a:ldemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJrelli <ncarpaselli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@sTr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkhernl0 l@louisville.edtP,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtp,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/16/07- Current Event 

Arkansas to merge men’s, women’s athletic programs 
USAToday com--AP--The University of Arkansas at Fayetteville will merge its men’s and women’s athletics programs beginning next year, school officials 
announced Thursday. 

The departments have been separate for 35 years, since the passage of the federal law in 1972 that requires equal opportunities in education for men and 
women. 

Under the new system, incoming athletic director Jeff Long will report to Chancellor John A. White. In announcing the merger, White said the arrangement 
would strengthen the programs. 



Long, who replaces Frank Broyles on Jan. 1, will serve as a member of the school’s executive committee and will hold the titles of vice chancellor for 
intercollegiate athletics and director of athletics. Bev Lewis, director of the women’s athletics department since 1989, will become associate vice chancellor 
and will report to Long. 

"When Coach Broyles informed me of his retirement, I stepped back, looked at our overall athletics program, and asked, ’If we were starting from scratch, 
what changes should we make to the program, and how can we take it to the next level?’" White said in a news release Thursday. 

"We believe merging the two departments will allow our student-athletes, men and women, to inspire and learn from each other and benefit from what is 
best about both programs. We also believe unification will streamline budgeting and optimize administrative processes." 

Arkansas has eight men’s and 11 women’s varsity teams in Division I. The school competes in the Southeastern Conference. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 19, 2007 8:41 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admini;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vtedu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanfl(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kanvoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tto~m <ho~m@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<dmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bw-eygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bige&storg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeastorg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeastorg>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org:~; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaselli@bigeastorg>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeastorg>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeastorg>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkhernl0 l@louis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item - 11 / 19/07 - 14.1.10.2.1 

Face Mask is a senior football student-athlete at Western State College. Face is enrolled in 8 hours and will graduate in December. 
Is Face required to pass six hours in order to participate in a bowl game even though he is enrolled in his final semester for graduation? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10.2.1 states that a student-athlete who was enrolled in less than a minimum full-time program of studies pursuant to an exception 
or waiver during the term immediately prior to the postseason event is subject to the following requirements: 

a. If the student-athlete was enrolled in at least six credit hours, he!she shall have satisfactorily completed six semester or six quarter hours of 
academic credit; or 

b. If the student-athlete was enrolled in less than six credits, he/she shall have satisfactorily completed the number of semester or quarter hours of 
academic credit in which he/she was enrolled. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2007 8:29 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGiane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <bodik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Giay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanfl(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scaxletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmdd@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edn>; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@geo~etown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve tto~m <ho~m@admin.usfedu~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<dmliel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.rnss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <iohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn I,am 
<klam@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJcelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtc,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hem~a~n <jkhernl0 l@louis~Alle.edtc,; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.eduv,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/20/07- Current Event 

Twenty Ole Miss players get probation for stealing 

ESPN.com--:-,r* 

JACKSON, Miss. - Mississippi put 20 players on probation Sunday after they twice stole items from hotels. 
A news release said the players have paid for the items, which included radios and pillows. Ole Miss coach Ed Orgeron said in the release that the 
players will be on probation indefinitely. 
Officials said the items stolen cost between $15 and $40. 



"Any actions similar to this will result in more severe penalties which may include dismissal from the team," Orgeron said in the release. 
The action comes a day after the Rebels lost 41-24 to No. 1 LSU in Oxford. It appears the players will be allowed to play Friday at Mississippi 
State in the final game of the season. 
A spokesman said a list of disciplined players was not available. Neither Orgeron nor athletic director Pete Boone immediately returned 
messages Sunday. Boone is scheduled to attend Orgeron’s weekly news conference Monday to answer questions about the disciplinary action. 

It was not clear from the release when or where the items were stolen. Ole Miss stays in hotels for home and away games. When they play in 
Oxford, they stay at a hotel in nearby Tupelo on Friday nights to get away from distractions. 

This is at least the fourth disciplinary action Orgeron has taken this season. He reinstated Greg Hardy last week after suspending the defensive 
end for two games. Offensive linemen Corey Actis and John Jerry were docked starts. Orgeron has said in those cases team rules were broken, 
not the law. 
Orgeron also suspended four players and dismissed another last season after police caught them smoking marijuana. Only one of the four 
suspended returned to the team this season. 
Ole Miss’ NCAA compliance officer said in the statement that the players disciplined Sunday do not face sanctions. 
"Since the student-athletes have made restitution, there are no NCAA rules violations," said David Wells, senior associate athletics director for 
compliance. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2007 8:45 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~’-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kanvoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~Mgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/21/07- Current Event 

From our once to yours! We hope everyone has a very happy and sa~e holiday!! 

Transfers head down to I-AA to move up 
USA TODAY.corn 

At one time in his career, Joe Flacco believed he would be under center for Pittsburgh this weekend against South Florida. Instead, the senior quarterback 



will lead Delaware against Delaware State in the opening game of the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs. 

Flacco became a Blue Hen after two years as a backup at Pitt. The co-offensive player of the year in the Colonial Athletic Association carries the highest 
profile of a bundle of I-A transfers playing for schools in the 16-team field. 

There is no direct link between I-A (Bowl Subdivision) players and success: The range in this year’s field runs from 16 at Massachusetts to none at Wofford. 
But the talent boost a I-AA (Championship Subdivision) team can gain from a player who began his career at a higher level is real. And it has become part of 
the I-AA landscape. 

"It’s a reality that has been around forever. There are kids who maybe get wooed by the recruiting process and for whatever reason it doesn’t work out," 
says CAA Commissioner Tom Yeager. "They change venues and are able to put their career in perspective and perhaps have a higher degree of 
satisfaction and success on the field. 

"As long as they’ve got some longevity at their new school, I think accepting I-A transfers is a healthy thing." 

The key word is "longevity." Players dropping down in division are granted a one-time exemption that allows them to compete immediately without sitting out 
a season. Concern about I-A players moving to I-AA after their junior year led the NCAA to amend its transfer guidelines in June 2006. 

Since October 2006, any I-A player transferring to I-AA has to have at least two seasons of eligibility remaining or must sit out a year. 

"1 think that solved the ’hired-gun’ mentality, and I was very much of favor of that," Yeager says. "These transfers now become part of the college community 
and graduate." 

Big Sky Conference Commissioner Doug Fullerton was a member of the task force that pushed through the two-year minimum. 

"We used to have high-profile (I-A) kids coming in, making a big impact their fall season, not really even going to school and then heading back to their old 
institution by the end of the year," Fullerton says. "If you watch the way the media handles our level of play, especially in the playoffs, it tends to focus on the 
I-A transfers. 

"1 think there was an underlying feeling in the public that the success of our programs came from I-A kids. From a perception and branding standpoint, it 
was terrible for us. We preached getting the freshmen and the sophomores, getting them in the classroom for four years and close to their degree." 

Transfers have become a contributing factor at I-AA, not a dominant one. For every quarterback such as Joe Flacco in the postseason, there is a Ricky 
Santos and an Armanti Edwards. Santos, the reigning Walter Payton Award winner as the division’s premier player, is a fifth-year senior at New Hampshire. 
Edwards, a sophomore, led Appalachian State to last year’s national title and to a win at Michigan this season. 

"The core of your team has to come from high school and prep school players, or you just won’t have the depth to sustain any success," says UMass 
coach Don Brown, whose top running back began his career at Connecticut. "But sometimes you have a hole to fill and the best fit is a transfer, somebody 
who knows how to go about his business in the classroom and on the field. 

"Last year (Josh) Swogger (a Washington State transfer) turned Montana into a contender," Brown adds. "In 2003 Andy Hall (Georgia Tech) won Delaware 
a title. I’m going to use every recruiting stream I can to build my team, and transfers have to be a part of that." 

ie___o_~__~__d__~z ~_’__a_:~__~.~__5_j.g.£_~z_s__t_,_o_~_:~ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer CoMaras <jcoMaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 26, 2007 7:36 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu->; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; LiMa Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~:u.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcoMaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~aniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmisa£@syr.edu>; themaMez@mialni.edn; Smna~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org >; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian 

Warcup ~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Be(t Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu->; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Be Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu->; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickla~d, Amy Lyn <stricklaMa@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vaJ~gelde@ucolm.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; l?hillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<fiederick.mss@nc.edu>; Rosealm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtc,; Mike Karwoski <kala¥oski. l@nd.edn>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <borlik.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall --:chad.wall@mail.~x~:n.edtr~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Mary, 

Tyler <maxy@lovembehappy.com>; Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitV~:bigeast.org>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ustledu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scMetknights.com>; Dmfiel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith 

~<smithj@fiu.edu>; Brima Battle <bbatfie@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Calpalelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasyqenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephma <Stepha~l.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edt~-; Doug Bakker 

~ba]cke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Kdi Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara 

~<smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsa~lft@athletics.pitt.edu>; DanMle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~:n.edtr~; Sandy-Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @lonisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu->; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu->; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehmma@ttu.edu->; Sarah 

Bobert <sarah.bober~marquette.edu>; Stalz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; BreMen 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kath13:n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu~; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney :~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~be.edu; 
erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt~:admin.usiledu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Joseph KlaMer 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie 

Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet~bigeast.o~>; Angela Crock <arc9h@i~inia.edu>; Randale RichmoM 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brimi Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.us£edu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~Alle.edu>; Andrew Caxdamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaxas, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/26/07- 13.10.9 

On the initial day of the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent (NLI), the men’s basketball program at College USA released the names of the prospective student- 
athletes that signed with their institution. The men’s basketball program subsequently signs an additional prospective student-athlete during the spring signing period. The 
sports information office would like to update the biographies of the prospects who signed during the fall period, as during the interim two of the signees were named all-state 
and another won the state basketball championship. 

Is it permissible for the institution to release additional information about NLI signees? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw ~3.~9 states that pub~icity re~eased by an instituti~n c~nceming a pr~spective student-ath~ete~s c~mmitment t~ attend the instituti~n sha~ ~ccur ~n~y 
after the prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or after the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the institution’s wfltten offer of 

admission and/or financial aid. Such communications (with no limit on number or content) may be released to media outlets at the institution’s discretion except as 



limited by Bylaw 13.10.9.2. However, an institution is prohibited from purchasing or receiving commercial advertising (e.g., print, media or billboard) to be used to identify a 
prospective student-athlete by name or picture. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a prospective student-athlete’s eligibility and are considered institutional violations per 

Constitution 2.& 1. (Revised: 1/14/97, 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04, 8/25/04) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2007 8:33 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Denrarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeas~t.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qntta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~goli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n @dienn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/27/07- 17.1.6.2 

Head Men’s Tennisl Coach at Big Time University is planning the out of season conditioning schedule for the remainder of the fall semester. He has told the 
strength coaches to prepare workouts for the student-athletes up until the day before finn exams begin. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.2 states that: 

(a) Sports other than Football. Outside of the playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes of the academic year or September 15, whichever 
occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the institution’s final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year, only a student-athlete’s 
participation in required weight-training, conditioning and individual skill instruction shall be permitted. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities per 
Bylaw 17.02.1 shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week with not more than two hours per week spent on individual skill workouts. All 



athletically related activities outside the playing season are prohibited one week prior to the beginning of the final examination period throuqh the 
conclusion of each student-athlete’s final exams. (Revised: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(b) Division I-A Football [I-A]. Activities between the institution’s last contest and January 1 are limited to required weight-training, conditioning and the 
review of game film. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of which no more than two 
hours per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning January 1 and outside the playing season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaw 
17.11.6. 

(c) Division I-AA Football [I-AA]. Activities between the institution’s last contest and the start of summer conditioning are limited to required weight-training, 
conditioning and the review of game film. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of which 
no more than two hours per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning with the start of summer conditioning and outside the playing 
season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaw 17.11.6-(a)-(2) and 17.11.6-(b). 

jeondaras@biqeast, orq 

4÷>~..~’72, o4:?4 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2007 8:27 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison --’saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~’-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kmavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu;>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--d~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <’CStfllivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt ~Mgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/28/07- 14.4.3.1.3 

Lead R. Board is a sophomore student-athlete on the golf team. Here is Lead’s academic history: 
Fall 2006- initial, full-time enrollment- passed 9 hours 
Spring 2007- passed 9 hours 
Summer 2007- passed 2 hours 
Total hours for the 2006-07 academic year= 20 hours with a 2.9 GPA 
Lead fulfilled the six- and 18-hour rules, but he was 4 hours short of fulfilling the 24-hour requirement at the start of the fall 2007 semester. Consequently, 
Lead was ineligible to compete during the fall 2007 semester. 
Lead is currently enrolled in 15 hours. Can Lead regain his eligibility in the spring 2008 semester? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.3 states that for purposes of Bylaw 14.4.3.1 (a), a student-athlete who does not meet the 24-semester or 36-quarter credit-hour 
requirement prior to the start of his/her second year of collegiate enrollment (third semester, fourth quarter), may become eligible at the beginning of the 



next academic term by successfully completing 24-semester or 36-quarter hours during the previous two semesters or three quarters. 
If Lead passes all 15 hours during the fall 2007 semester, he will have a total of 24 hours during the spring 2007 and fall 2007 semesters and 2 hours from 
the summer term. Assuming he meets all other progress toward degree and/or institutional requirements, Lead could regain his eligibility for the spring 2008 
semester. 

.i_c_o__~_~__g_a__r__:~__s__~2_b__i_g~_a__s__L?_r__g. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 29, 2007 8:38 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; rflee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison --~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~!bc.edu; Smcklmad, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.ns£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <~pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <~refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--d~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <~CStfllivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Denrarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~goli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~x~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 11/29/07- 16.8.1.4.1.1 

The women’s basketball team at College USA will be participating in the Hoops Classic on December 22, 2007. Several of the student-athletes on the team 
would like to travel directly home from the event instead of returning to campus first. 

Can College USA provide the actual cost of round-trip transportation to travel from campus to the event site and back to campus to those student-athletes 
who will be going home rather than returning to campus? 

Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 12/9/02- NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.4 - Travel to Regular-Season Contests During Vacation Period- states that NCAA 
Divisions I and II institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.4.1, an institution may provide team transportation for a student-athlete to 
travel from campus to the site of a regular-season contest that occurs during a vacation period and back to campus. In addition, pursuant to Bylaw 
16.8.1.4.1.1, if a student-athlete travels to a site other than the event site (e.g., he or she goes home for the holidays) during the vacation period, the 



institution may provide the cost of round-trip transportation for the student-athlete to travel from campus to the event site and back to campus even if the 
student-athlete does not travel with the team (e.g., the student goes home for the holidays and travels to the event site from home). The student-athlete 
shall pay only the additional cost associated with traveling to a site other than the event site. 

NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.4.1.1 Exception. 

If a student-athlete travels to a site other than the event site during the vacation period, the institution may provide the cost of round-trip transportation for the 
student-athlete to travel from campus to the event site and back to campus even if the student-athlete does not travel with the team. The student-athlete 
shall pay only the additional cost associated with traveling to a site other than the event site. (Adopted: 1/9/96 effective 8/1/96) 

_iieo~Mar~sq~bigeast.org 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 30, 2007 8:12 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <maxy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos%~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn 

< s~h-icklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.nsLedu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kmavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu;>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mdwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttanghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/30/07- Current Event 

Content of Texas A&M e-mails surfaces 

T x, IP Connection’ that sped Franchione’s fall was full of trivial details 

TheDallasMomingN ews.com 

COLLEGE STATION, Texas Mike McKenzie sent hundreds of ~TP Connectio, e-mails over a four-yeax span in his role as coach Dennis Franchione’s personal 

assistant at Texas A&M. 



Subscribers who paid $1,200 each got detailed injury reports, tidbits about the upcoming game plan and various odds and ends about the A&M tbotball program that 

Franchione would not share with the publtic. 

Franchione’s secret e-mail newsletter fiasco was one of the maior reasons he was forced to resign as A&M’s coach last week. Through open records requests, The 

Dallas Morning News obtained all the V1P e-maJls Texas A&M officials have collected. 

Colleges 

VIP Connection issues 

Only hard-core Aggies fans may be interested in perusing them now. But considering the content, it’s clear that Fnnlchione opened himself to massive criticism over 

trivial information. 

A&M officials collected almost 700 pages of e-mails sent through Franchione’s persona] Web site, CoachFran.com, ti~om 2004 to 2007. McKe~ie said in September 

he wrote all the e-mails and took responsibility for the content. 

A&M athletic director Bill Byrue announced on Oct. 11 that some information in the e-maJls violated NC,%~k rules. 

Also through open records requests, The News obtained a coW of the school’s report to the NCAA, which outlined 42 instances of secondary rules violations. 

McKenzie was giving subscribers a great glimpse at activities inside the coaches’ offices inside the Bright Football Complex. But a lot of the details might be considered 

nmndane now. 

For example, McKenzie wrote how Franchione was mad about a column in the local newspaper. The writer was kept out of practice that day because "The first six 
paragraphs were insulting," McKei~ie wrote. 

On Feb. 1, 2005, McKei~ie outlined for subscribers all of Franchione’s talking points for "the upcoming national signing day. 

Then on Feb. 2 at 8:46 a.m., McKenzie sent out an anecdote about what happened when coaches received a letter of intent from tight end Martellus Bennett. 

"And just now a whoop went up around the hallways," McKenzie wrote, "and Coach Fran told Coach [Melvin] Smith, ’You can stay another week now, Melvin!’ 

Martellus Bennett’s FAX amved! There’s no turning back..." 

Talking about Oklahoma going for it on fourth-and-inches late in the A&M game in 2006, McKenzie w~me: "On our sideline eve~Tbody was s~unned that [Oklahoma 

coach Bob] Stoops decided to go for it on fourth down." He then said Chad Schroeder was sent into the game as a punt returner to keep the ball from rolling for extra 

yardage. 

"A sai~ty went into the gaJne, mad that’s why we had 12 on the tield at the end." 

~!~o__t_z_d__~!’__q:s__~.__b_j_q_e__%s__t_:_o_E_q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 3, 2007 8:46 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu>; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAiLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgml@tm.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Hams@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.e&l>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edw,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edw,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Mary Tyler <mazy@lovetobehappy.com>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbiltEdu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smcklo~d, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsk~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.¥wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wwu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bodik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fl <dsanP~<~/athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~zns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delmmkl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keeno~ld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albmal01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kazwoski 

<kmavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Ivlyers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscmr@enmil.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.e&l>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.sTr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.e&l>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:~; Samantha tluge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vm~gelder, Mazielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regm~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lmn <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mmlgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spmlport.rutgers.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 
<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Denrarco 

<ddenmrco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatk~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qntra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Cmol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Helm~n <jkhe~m0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.¥wu.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/3/07- 16.6.1.2 

Now that his institution has accepted its bowl invitation, Neutral Zone would like to make sure his family gets a hotel room for the game. Because the institution will be 
purchasing a large number of rooms, the hotel is offering a special rate to all persons associated with the institution. 
Is it permissible for the institution to provide this special rate information to Neutral’s family? 
Yes. NGAA Bylaw 16.6.1.2 states that an institution may reserve or secure lodging at any post season event (other than a conference event) at a reduced or special rate for 
the parents (or legal guardians) and immediate family of a student-athlete who is a participant. It is not permissible for the institution to cover any portion of the cost of lodging, 
including any costs associated with reserving or securing lodging. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2007 8:37 AM 

Amy Hennm: <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~?n.edu>; Brim: Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ: Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu?,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Hams@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 
<smoniaci@hbu.edt~; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricldanda@mail.ccsu.edtc,; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu:>; thernandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma13~ --~Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscnnmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzalxt@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.w~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanPf~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie MaI:del <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @louisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Ka:woski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.ust:edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm: <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt ~xtgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas’t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qntta~:ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~cgoli@bigeas’t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehm: <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim:ce Item- 12/4/07- Residency Requirement- Travel 

Point Guard is a basketball student-athlete that transferred to State College in January 2007. Point served his residency requirement during the spring 2007 

and fall 2007 semesters, and he has been certified as eligible to compete. The fall semester officially ends on Friday, December 14th. The basketball team 

will be competing on Saturday, December 15th. 
th The team will be leaving campus on Thursday, December 13 to travel to the game. Can Point travel with the team since they are leaving prior to the 

conclusion of the fall 2007 semester? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation-12/17/97-Student-Athlete Receiving Travel Expenses When Serving Residence Requirement-states 
that the NCAA staff has confirmed that a transfer student-athlete who is serving a residence requirement may receive travel expenses prior to the 
conclusion of the term to attend a competition that occurs after the date of the last scheduled examination listed in the institution’s official calendar for that 
term, provided the institution can certify that the student-athlete will fulfill the obligations of the residence requirement during that trip, and the student-athlete 



does not represent the institution in competition until the day after the date of the last scheduled examination. [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.1.8 (change in 
eligibility status); 16.8.1.2 (competition while representing institution); and Official interpretation, 11/19/92, item 4] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2007 8:16 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 
<~smoniaci@hbu.edt~; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricldanda@mail.ccsu.edtc,; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmdd@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu;>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Torn Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Denrarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qntta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/5/07- Current Event 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Nearly Three-Fourths of Bowl-Bound Football Teams Meet NCAA’s Academic Standards 
Chronicle of Higher Education 
Nearly three of every four football teams invited to play in bowl games this season met the NCAA’s academic-progress requirements, a marked 
improvement over the past two years, according to an annual report released on Monday by the Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport at the University of 
Central Florida. 
The report, "Keeping Score When It Counts: Assessing the 2007-8 Bowl-Bound College Football Teams," said that 73 percent of the 64 bowl-bound teams 
were keeping their players on track to graduate within six years. Last year, 64 percent of the teams were meeting the NCAA’s academic=progress 
standards; in 2005, just 60 percent were measuring up. 
How to Graduate Your Athletes 



VVhat gives? 
A few years ago, the National Collegiate Athletic Association toughened its academic-progress standards. Teams that do not meet the requirements risk 
losing scholarships and postseason playing opportunities. 
To avoid penalties, many programs have started spending more money on academic support for players, putting millions of dollars into new academic- 
support centers for athletes and adding academic advisers to meet more regularly with players. 
Richard E. Lapchick, the institute’s director and the report’s main author, believes the threat of punishment has helped raise the academic-progress rates of 
many teams. 
"The fact that we’re discussing sanctions shows we’re significantly ahead of where we were three years ago, when the NCAA couldn’t penalize anyone for 
not graduating their players," he said in an interview on Monday. 
Winners and Losers 
Not all of the news was so rosy. The report also looked at players’ graduation rates, and it found a significant gap in the graduation rates of black and white 
players. More than 40 percent of bowl-bound teams failed to graduate half of their African-American players within six years, the report said. Only one team, 
Florida Atlantic University, did not graduate at least half of its white players in that time. 
Two teams that failed to meet the NCAA’s academic-progress requirements, the University of Hawaii and the University of Kansas, are playing in two of the 
highest-profile bowls. Hawaii, which enjoyed an undefeated season, had the lowest academic-progress score of any team. 
The U.S. Naval Academy and Boston College had the best academic-progress rates of any programs, while two teams each in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference, the Big East Conference, and the Southeastern Conference scored among the top 10. 
The report and a complete list of the 64 teams’ Academic Progress Rates is available on the institute’s Web site. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 6, 2007 8:45 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 
<~smoniaci@hbu.edt~; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricldanda@mail.ccsu.edtc,; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws£3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mega~ McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborall Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scasletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu;>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qntta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osalvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/6/07- Mtflti Sport SA 

All American is a student-athlete at Big State College (BSC). All participates on the men’s swimming and basketball teams. On Saturday, All will be 
participating in competition for both sports. Here is Ali’s schedule for the day: 

8am- report for swim meet (team meeting, begin warm ups) 

9am - 1 pm- compete in swim meet 

4pro - 4:30pm- shoot around for basketball game 



5pm- pre-game meal, team meeting, begin warm ups 

7pro - 9pm- compete in basketball game 

With the above schedule, has All exceeded his permissible number of hours for participation in countable athletically related activities? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- [10/31/07]- Counting Competition in Multiple Sports on the Same Day toward the Daily and Weekly Hour Limits 
(1/11)- states that The membership services staff confirmed that all competition and any associated athletically related activities in multiple sports on a single 
day of competition shall count as three hours toward the daily and weekly hour limitations ofa multisport participant. [Reference(s): NCAA Bylaws 17.1.6.3.2 
(competition day) and 17.1.6.3.8 (multisport participant)] 

17.1.6.3.8 Multisport Participant. 

A multistx~rt student-athlete’s paNcipation in countable athletically related activities is limited to a ma=dmum of tbur hours per day and a total of 20 hours per week. 

(Adopted" 4/29/04 effective 8,/1/04) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 7, 2007 8:08 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brima Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Briaaa Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<%warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAiLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@flleacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richaacdson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 
<smoniaci@hbu.edt~; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricldanda@mail.ccsu.edtc,; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscnnmge@bellsoufll.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megma McGlane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edt~-; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.vwu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.nsfedu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.vx~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scm~letknights.com>; Jaanie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmdd@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtt>; Lynne Barney <albeaal01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kmav-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IMya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliaaace@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha }tuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtt>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edtt>; Susml Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavil~bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Marinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaaaghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaxgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Ceaol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtt>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edtt>; Kathy Meehml <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.fighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.vx~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/7/07- Current Event 

NCAA’s Brand: Athletic spending disparity a ’quiet crisis’ 
USAToday corn 

N EW YORK I The competition between free-spending athletic departments and academic faculty for the same pool of university dollars is creating a 
"quiet crisis" on campuses, NCAA President Myles Brand said Wednesday. 

Athletic department spending is increasing at two to three times the annual rate of general university budgets, Brand said during SportsBusiness Joumats 
6th Annual Intercollegiate Athletic Forum. Only half a dozen major schools actually turn a profit on athletics, the NCAA president said. The rest are 
subsidized. 



"You’re getting a lot more tension in the university. And no one is talking about it. Almost a quiet crisis," said Brand. "That tension between faculty needs, 
academic needs and the desire of athletic departments to be competitive is really a very serious, and growing, issue." 

The average earnings of the 120 major college football coaches nationwide hit $1 million for the first time this year, according to a USA TODAY analysis 
published Wednesday. But Brand doesn’t blame spiraling head coaching salaries for the rise in athletic department spending. Roughly 75% of a head 
football coach’s salary is generated by outside sources, such as TV/radio deals and endorsements, he noted. 

Instead, he blames the "coattails effect" of pricey assistant coaches, trainers, video technicians and equipment. "It’s everyone else. It’s the $400,000- 
$500,000 coordinator," Brand says. 

Kevin White, athletics director at Notre Dame, said intercollegiate athletics accounts for only 4%-5% of university spending. Sure, it’s easy for philosophy 
professors to rail about profligate athletic departments, said White. But they’re not the only departments wasting money. "1 suspect there are excesses all 
across these institutions," he said. 

But, countered Brand, "4%-5% sounds like money on the margins, but putting it into a stadium instead of science labs makes a difference. When we’re 
talking 4%-5% of billions of dollars, that money makes a huge difference wherever it goes." 

The NCAA’s Brand is, if anything, understating the growing resentment among faculty of athletic departments sucking up funds that should go to 
academics, said Nathan Tublitz, a neurobiologist at the University of Oregon. 

"No pun intended, I think he’s being too ’quiet’ about it. I think it’s a serious crisis," said Tublitz, a self-proclaimed "nerd" who fought to end the institutional 
subsidy to the Oregon athletic department. "It’s not sustainable. You can’t have growth rates three times greater than the rest of the university -- from a part 
that’s just an auxiliary. It’s not the primary function of the university." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 10, 2007 7:56 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~Tu.edu~; Jess Hegmmm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~aniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; Dan Isaf<~tmis~£@syr.edu>; themandez@mialni.edu; Smn~ltha Huge <sld123@georgetown.edu>; Joe 

D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org >; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian 

Warcup ~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Allen Greene <greene. 17@nd.edu>; Be(t Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickla~d, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vaJ~gelde@ucolm.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; l?hillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Rosealm Antonelli <afllcompliance@stjohns.edtc,; Mike Karwoski <kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <borlik.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jan Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Chad Wall --~chad.wall@mail.~x~u.edtr~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; 

Ginger Fulton <thlmngi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ust:edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; WmMa 

Factor <~x4"acmr@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu~; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Caxpaxelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eduv,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloa~ 

~sloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamam <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft(&)athletics.pitt.edu:>; Daafidle Josetfi <danielle.fitzgerald@maJrquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <smadyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; lamar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.orgv; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01@louisville.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Crray <~debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyler@bebsma.com>; Criquett Lehman <cfiquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<saJcah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Jo@ Sykes <io@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <krich~xdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu~; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney-~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~be.edu; 
erin.haarigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaJoy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StmnpI; Rick 

<RStumpt~:admin.usiledu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie 

Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet~bigeast.o~>; Angela Crock <arc9h@i~inia.edu>; RandaJe Richmond 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brim~ Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.us£edu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~Alle.edu>; Andrew Caxdamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaxas, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchiis~tensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordma Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/10/07- 16.1.5.4 

Knuck L. Ball is a baseball student-athlete at College America. Knuck was named the top Division I Pitcher last year. Knuck’s institution picked out a ring that is $50 over the 
maximum amount allowed for such an award. Can the institution provide the ring to Knuck as long as Knuck pays the additional $50? 

No. NCAA 16.1.5.4 states that the value of an award may not exceed specified value limits, and a student-athlete may not contribute to its purchase in order to meet those 
limits. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2007 8:22 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.e&~; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu:,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumga~ner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.e&l>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandzj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr --~w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage --~wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard--jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megml McGr~le <mmcgrmle@scarletkifights.com >; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.x~u.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~al.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <~athcmpll@admin.usf.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanP~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illaarwa.edt~; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmlld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliaalce@stjohns.e&l>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ust~edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Va~gelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.e&~; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.rega~@illaarwa.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt ~a:lgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~.org>; John Mayinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeasl.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu:,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/11/07- Current Event 

UH track coach drops lawsuit 

I"toI~ oh~h~Adve r t~ser, com-AP 

Saying that as a result of face-to-face meetings she now has "... great faith that our administrative staff will do the right thing," University of Hawai’i track 
coach Carmyn James said she is not proceeding with a lawsuit against the school and its athletic director, Herman Frazier. 

James filed the suit in Circuit Court in September charging the athletic department had "balanced the UH athletics budget on the back of women’s athletics." 
She had also alleged that Frazier discriminated against her because of her advocacy for gender equity. 



She had until Friday, the three-month deadline, to have it served. "1 chose not to have it served because ... I have had some very positive and productive 
meetings with both Herman and Carl (Clapp, associate athletic director)," James said in an e-mail. 

UH officials were not immediately available for comment. 

James’ withdrawal comes at a time when women coaches and administrators have been winning record financial judgments in sexual discrimination suits. 
Last week, a jury awarded former Fresno State women’s basketball coach Stacy Johnson-Klein a $19.1 million verdict. In July, former FSU volleyball coach 
Lindy Vivas won a $4.52 million award. In October, FSU paid former associate athletic director Diane Milutinovich $3.5 million to settle a separate suit. 

James’ attorney, Dan Siegel, also represented Vivas and Johnson-Klein. "Despite the fact that other (VVAC) coaches are winning millions of dollars as a 
result of their lawsuits, I am pleased to say that I did not have to fully go down that legal path," James said. 

"This wasn’t about financial gain," James said. 

"As a result of the progress that we’ve made I have great faith that our administrative staff will do the right thing and that they don’t need a jury’s input in 

order to do so," James said. 

She said: "Although no changes have immediately occurred, I am very optimistic and confident that things will improve in the near future. Carl has a plan 
and Herman is very supportive. Together we are going to work more effectively to elevate the quality of the Women’s Cross Country and Track & Field 
program here at UH." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2007 8:42 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edt~; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumga~ner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu;,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu;,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu,~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber <,sandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edti>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megml McGmzie <mmcgrmle@scarletkifights.com >; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.x~,u.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~,u.edu-~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu,;; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cod+,+ Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edu,;; Dan Bartholomae -qlbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<’dbgoss01 @louisville.edu;; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <-’bodik. 1 @nd.edu;; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~fi <dsan£~,athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edt~; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scaxletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmdd@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edti>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kmavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu;; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliaalce@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu,~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.e&~; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.txegaa~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu;>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<m~wasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edti>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edti>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 
<knollw@georgetown.edu,;; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Denrarco 

<’ddenmrco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpacluet’te@bigeast.org----; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edti>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edti>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu,;; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~,u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/12/07- PSA Game Film 

The men’s basketball coaches at Eastern College are recruiting And One, a prospect on the west coast. The coaches were only able to watch And in 
person a few times, so they contact his high school and ask to purchase game film for the entire season. The high school normally charges $100 for the 
video& The cost includes blank DVDS, postage and a fee for the service provided. 
Is it permissible for Eastern College to purchase the game film at this cost? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 11/7/07- Purchase of Video from a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution (I)- states that the 
committee confirmed that it is not permissible for an institution to purchase film or video (e.g., game film that includes prospective student-athletes) from a 
prospective student-athlete’s educational institution at a cost that exceeds the value of a blank videotape or DVD (or other medium) and the cost of postage 
to receive the video. [References: Division I Bylaws 13.14.3.1 (published recruiting services), 13.14.3.2 (video services) and 13.15.1 (prohibited expenses)] 
J.~-.’?V3,7.F~-,’,~ 3’,{, ¢ "¢}?VD.~ R.A~ 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 13, 2007 8:37 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axcgh@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<%warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandsii@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr --’w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage --’wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard--jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megml McGra~le <mmcgrmae@scarletkifights.com >; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~u.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu>; 

Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmdd@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <’-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaa~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--d~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--%tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--’wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <’CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osa]vestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --’bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/13/07- Current Event 

Investigation into Florida student loan company settled 
USA TODAY.corn 

New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo announced Tuesday that he has settled his investigation of a Florida-based student loan consolidation company 
he said paid fees to colleges and athletic departments to help the company market loans directly to students. 

The settlement with Student Financial Services Inc. (SFS) of Clearwater, Fla., also operating under the banner of University Financial Services, came after 
a four-month investigation. 



Cuomo’s office identified for USA TODAY a total of 52 institutions that had a revenue-sharing provision with the company, whereby SFS often paid a fee for 
each loan application above a threshold. Nineteen of the 52 had a direct agreement between SFS and the school or athletic department; the rest entailed 
agreements between SFS and marketing companies contracted by the schools or a booster club. 

Under these agreements, the company also paid for the rights to use school names, nicknames, mascots and Iogos to advertise directly to students on 
athletic departments’ websites or via other official university advertising vehicles. 

Cuomo said that practice was a deception, intended to imply the company was the official lender of the school or was a part of the school itself. 

"The school’s mascot becomes a wolf in sheep’s clothing," he said. 

Jeffrey Lerner, a spokesman for Cuomo, told USA TODAY that Tuesday’s announcement regarded only SFS and that Cuomo’s office is continuing its 
investigation of the student-loan industry. 

"Revenue sharing is illegal under any circumstance when you’re dealing with federal loans," Lerner said. "What SFS was marketing was federal 
consolidation loans. It’s also ilegal under New York state law to have a kickback scheme and not disclose it, because that’s deceptive marketing. 

"New York state law prohibits revenue sharing without disclosure. That’s a deceptive marketing practice." 

Under the settlement, the company did not admit wrongdoing but agreed: 

¯ To end the lending agreements with the schools and five sports marketing companies; 

¯ To take out ads in campus newspapers warning students to protect themselves when looking for a loan; 

¯ To end cash-based inducements such as paying students to refer others. 

SFS also agreed to abide by a code of conduct for direct marketing of loans to students, Cuomo said. 

In August, Cuomo’s office served subpoenas and made document requests to universities across the nation -- including Kansas, UCLA, Oregon State, 
Georgetown, Rutgers and Auburn -- seeking information on deals that athletic departments had made with SFS. 

Tuesday, Kansas associate athletics director Jim Marchiony maintained, as he did in August, that the school had not taken any money from the company 
for generating loans. The school’s multimedia rights holder, formerly ESPN Regional, currently Host Communications, contracted with SFS, he said. 

"It’s now about four months later, and we haven’t heard a thing from the attorney general’s office, so I can only assume that they agreed with us that we 
haven’t done anything wrong," Marchiony said. 

I’l’(i~ift<lt~)!!, 1111990"I 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 14, 2007 8:38 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mmy <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Sclanage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzarc~c))mail.wvu.edu>; Megml McGr~zie <mmcgrmae@scarletkifights.com >; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <armie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~,n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edtc,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~t~t <dsant~(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess ttegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edn>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaa~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smmphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~x~,u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/14/07- Financial Aid from Outside Sources 

Please see below a new educational column posted on LSDBi: 

Educational Column -- Financial Aid from Outside Sources - Timing of Certification (I) 

Date Issued: Dec 13, 2007 
Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 



Interpretation: 

Division I institutions should note that all financial aid received from outside sources must be certified to ensure it is adminis~tered in accordance with NCAA legislation. 

This includes awards in which athletics participation is not a major criterion and awards in which athletics participation is a major criterion. The timing of when 

institutions must certify outside aid, pal~Jcularly for those sports in which large numbers of nonrecmited individuals "walk-on" or "tryout" for team, has generated some 

concern related to the adminifftmtive burden of ceNfying outside aid for a laacge group of individuals who may not make the team. The following information specifies 

when institutions should certify, outside aid for recruited s~ldent-athletes and nonrecruited student-athletes. 

Recruited Student-Athletes. 

All financial aid received by recruited s~dent-athletes, including outside aid and aid unrelated to athletics ability, nmst be certified prior to the conclusion of the 14-day 
tempomD~ certification period set forth in NCAA Bylaw 14.3.5.1.1. In addition, at the conclusion of the 14-day period, institutions are required to place recruited 

student-athletes on the team’s squad list pursuant to Bylaw 15.5.10.3.1. Further, any recruited student-athlete who receives athletics aid from the institution must be 

included on the institution’s Nuad list. 

Nonrecruited Student-Athletes. 

Nonrecmited student-athletes may pal~ticipate in practice for up to 45 days before receiving a final initial-eligibility ceflification pursumlt to Bylaw 14.3.5.1.2. During the 

temporaxy certification period, it is permissible for nonrecruited s~ldent-athletes to receive ins~titutional aid that is not based on athletics pa(dcipatmn. 

Pursuant to Bylaw 15.5.10.3.1, institutions are not required to place s~mdent-athletes on a squad list for a period of 14 days from the first date the individual engages in 

countable athletically related activity-, or until the first competition, whichever is earlier. Dnring this 14-day grace period institutions are not required to certify outside 

aid. 

Ifa nonrecruited s~tudent-athlete does not make the temn and ceases participation prior to the conclusion of the 14-day grace period, the individual does not have to be 

placed on a squad list and the institution does not have to certify outside aid awarded to the individual. If the individual continues to engage in countable athletically 

related activity beyond the 14-day grace period (e.g., still awaiting final initial-eligibility certification), the institution must place the individual on the team’s squad list, but 

is still not yet required to certify outside aid received by the student-athlete. 

However, once a final inifial-eligibility certification decision is rendered mad the individual is certified as a qualifier after the 14-day grace period, but during the 45-day 

tempolar3~ certification period, the ins~titution must certify all outside aid received by the student-athlete. If the individual is certified as a nonqualifer during this time 

period, the individual mus~t cease all activities with the athletics department in order to avoid tile receipt of impermissible financial aid to a nonquedifier. 

[References: Bylaws 14.3.5.1.1 (recruited student-athlete), 14.3.5.1.2 (nonrecruited student-athlete), 15.2.6.3 (athletics participation not major criterion), 15.2.6.4 

(athletics participation as a major criterion), 15.2.6.4.1 (award limited to athletes), 15.2.6.4.2 (eligibility, effects of improper aid from outside orgmfization), 15.5.1.1 (no 

athletics aid certification required), 15.5.10.1 (eligiNlity- requirement), 15.5.10.2 (squad-list form), 15.5.10.3.1 (exception -- 14-day grace period), official 
interpretation (1/10/88, item 1 ) and staffinterpretation (02/21/07, item 3)] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 9:19 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <w-ardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzarc~c))mail.wvu.edu>; Megml McGr~zie <mmcgrmae@scarletkifights.com >; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~,u.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edtc,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~t~t <dsant~(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaa~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bha&ams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~x~,u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/17/07- 13.4.1.1 

Saint Nick, Head Women’s Tennis Coach at Big Time University, wants to buy and send Christmas cards to her 5 NLI signees. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 does not include greeting cards. A coach, however, could send an institutional note card to the prospect with a hand written note 
wishing him/her a Merry Christmas. 

13.4.1.1 Printed Recruiting Materials 

As specified below, mi institution may provide the following printed materials to prospective student-athletes, coaches of prospective student-athletes or ~ny other 
individual responsiNe for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/l/05for publications 

prepared for the 2005-06 academic year a,d after) 



(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence, including letters and postcards issued by the U.S. postal service (i.e., Hank cards) and institutional note 

cards may be sent to a prospective studeut-atHete only by mail. Attachments to general correspondence may include materials printed on plain white paper with Hack 

ink. The content of all general recruiting correspondence to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents or legal guardians) must be prepared 

by the head coach or one of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). It is not permissible for an 

institution’s president or chancellor or director of athletics to prepare general correspondence to prospective studeut-athletes. (Revised 3/8/06) 

(b) Business Cards. 

(c) Cmnp Brodmres. Camp brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, but are restricted to a 

single two-sided sheet, not to exceed 17" X 22" when opened in full. (Note: These brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at 

the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) (See also Bylaw 12.5.1.7). 

(d) Questionnaires. An institution may’ provide questiormaires to a prospective s~dent-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of the prospective studem- 
athlete’s j unior year in high school. 

(e) Nonathlefics Institutional Publications. An institution may provide non-athletics ins~itutionaJ publications available to all students at any time (e.g., official 

academic, admissions and student-~rvices publications published by the institution and avaJlaHe to all studeuts). 

(f) NCAA Educational Material Published by the N CAA (e.g., N CA_& Guide for the College-Bound Student-Atldete). (Note: This infommtion may be 

provided to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) 

(g) Athletics Publications. An institution may produce a recruiting brochure or media guide (but not both) and provide the publication to a prospective studeut- 

athlete. The publications may’ have oNy one color printing inside the cover and may not exceeding 8 1/2 by’ 11 inches in size and 208 pages in length. An institution may 

not produce a sepe~ate media guide that is intended to snpplement the one permissible recruiting brochure or media guide. Such supplementa] information (e.g., 

historical information, records) may be posted on the institution’s Web site and may be printed in black and white, and provided to the media. An institution may not 

create a portfolio of inlbrmation (e.g., pictures) to be shown to prospective student-athletes during the recruiting process unless it is considered the institution’s one 

permissible athletics recruiting pnHications. An institution may produce additional media pnHications for separate purposes (e.g., postseason media guide, spring 

football practice guide), provided the additional puHications are not provided to prospective s~tudent-athletes. (Rm,ised 3/23/’05, 4/28/05, 5/12/05) 

(h) Game Progrmns. Game progrmns (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective studeut-atNetes only during official and unofficial recruiting 
visits and may not be mailed. 

jcondaras@biqeast, orq 
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fFoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2007 8:49 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lellmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.e&l>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu;,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu;,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber ~’,sandzi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@m~J.ccsu.edti>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~zy <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr --’wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage --’wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard--’jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megml McGm~le <mmcgrmle@scarletkifights.com >; Allen Greene <greene.17@nd.edu>; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.x~u.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~al.edu-~; 

Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.usf.edu,;; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edu,;; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

-~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu;; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu;; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanP~,athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitl.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scm’letknights.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --’jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~zns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmlld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edti>; Lynne Barney ~,-albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kazwoski 

<kmavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu,;; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliaalce@stjohns.e&l>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ust~edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Mazielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.txegaJ~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edti>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--l~ato@eng.usf.edti>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--’tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--’wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 
<knollw@georgetown.edu,;; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <’CSullivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

-~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~.org>; John Mazinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org----; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --’bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edti>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edti>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu,;; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~u.edu-; 

Daily Complim~ceItem- 12/18/07- 16.5.2e 

Lay Up is a women’s basketball student-athlete at College USA. Although she lives in the dorm with her teammates during the academic year, she will be 
staying with her parents during the Christmas vacation period. While the team is practicing and competing over the holiday break, the head coach would like 
to provide a room and board stipend to the student-athletes. 
Can the coach provide Lay with a stipend? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 16.$.2 (e)(1) states that student-athletes who are required to remain on the institution’s campus for organized practice sessions or 
competition during the institution’s official vacation period are permitted to receive room and board expenses. If the student-athlete lives at home during the 
vacation period the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution other than to permit the student-athlete to participate in team meals 
incidental to practice sessions; (Revised: 1/14/97, 10/28/99, 5/26/06) 
oL’~:.?V3,7.’~:’~N 3’,{, ¢ "¢)?VDA ~.A~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 20, 2007 8:28 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<%warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehnama <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <-’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgml@Ru.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandsii@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <-’w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <-’wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <-jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <a~dcia.alford@uconn.edu’-,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~u.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.¥x~n.edu>; 

Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitl.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <-jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cazns@louisville.edt~>; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delmlekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <’-albmal01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kazwoski 

<kma¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Mazielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaa~@tlanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine V\;i~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lmn <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Philip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~>; Robert 

Mmlgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <-d~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <-’tstephens@spmlport.rutgers.edu>; Wmlda Factor <-’wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 
<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <’CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Mazinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Owen Salvesttini <osa]vestnni@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <-’bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhelm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.¥x~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 12/20/07- 15.3.3.1.1 

Curve Ball is a prospective student-athlete who will be initially enrolling full-time at State College (SC) in January 2008. Curve will be playing softball for SC, 
and the coach would like to provide her with an athletic scholarship. 
Is it permissible to provide Curve an athletic scholarship for one semester?. 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 1~.3.3.1.1(a) states that a student-athlete whose first full-time attendance at the certifying institution during a particular academic year 
occurs at midyear (e.g., beginning of the second semester or second or third quarter of an academic year) may receive a financial aid award for the 
remainder of that academic year. 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 2, 2008 8:51 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.t;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<%warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandsii@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr --’w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage --’wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard ~-jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJdcia.alford@uconn.edu’-,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~u.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu>; 

Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Co@ Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; J~unie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Hock <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <’-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kma¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha }tuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--d~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--’tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--’wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <’CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osa]vestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --’bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/2/08- Scouting 

The men’s and women’s swimming programs at College USA are competing in a dual meet on Saturday. The Head Coach would like to go watch another 
meet in the area on Friday where one of their future opponents will be competing. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/12107- Scouting of Opponents in Conjunction with Team Travel (I)- states that in sports in which an institution may 
not provide expenses to scout opponents, a coaching staff member who receives any expenses from the institution related to team travel may not scout an 
institution’s opponent in conjunction with such travel. 

[References: Bylaw 11.6.2 (sports other than basketball, football and women’s volleyball) and official interpretation (2/24/93, Item No. 7)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Januao, 3, 2008 8:46 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr --~w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage --~wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard --jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edtr~,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~al.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <~athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edtc,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <~boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanPf~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney ~-albarn01 @lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.s),r.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@ucotm.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.txegaJ~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--q~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--~tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt ~xtgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rma~cgoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhacLams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/3/07- Current Event 

New Rule May Factor Into Bowl Ineligibility 

NYTimes.com 

The rites of college football’s bowl games are familiar, with debates about national title contenders, a carousel of game sponsors and a smattering of 

upsets. But another hallmark of the season -- incomplete rosters -- has drawn considerable attention in recent weeks. 

More than 45 players on at least 10 teams have been barred from playing in bowl games because of academic ineligibility or a failure to follow team rules. 



Atop the list was the academic scandal at Florida State, which left the Seminoles’ roster depleted for the Music City Bowl on Monday. Florida State played 

without seven starters; they were among 23 scholarship players who did not make the trip, many because of suspensions for cheating on a music exam. 

The Seminoles lost to Kentucky, 35-28. 

Although postseason suspensions are common, one regulation on academic eligibility put in by the National Collegiate AtHetic Association in August could 

be contributing to the number of suspensions. 

Previously, an athlete’s academic eligibility was not assessed until the start of the spring semester. That did not apply to seniors, whose eligibility was 

assessed at the end of the fall semester. 

The new rule requires all players’ eligibility to be assessed at the end of the fall semester. Because football’s regular season takes place during the fall but 

its bowls are held after that, players now have to maintain their academic standing through the fall in order to participate in a bowl. 

Carolyn CampbelI-McGovern, who sits on the N.C.A.A. Management Council and is also a senior associate director for the IW League, said many players 

who did not plan to complete their degrees could have paid little attention in the classroom during their final year. Now, however, the NC.A.A. rules 

governing postseason eligibility are designed to ensure athletes meet their academic requirements, regardless of their class. 

The amendment was first proposed, CampbelI-McGovern said, as part of a wider academic reform package reacting to the release of the N.C.A.A.’s 

Academic Progress Rate, which led to widespread penalties on Division I institutions in early 2006. The rule was adopted in June and took effect in August. 

individual institutions can also deem an athlete ineligible for other reasons. 

Disciplinary infractions tend to be the most common, and the N.C.A.A. can investigate them further if it determines that the university has not taken 

appropriate action. The most recent addition to the roster of players absent from their team’s bowl games is Oklahoma defensive end DeMarcus Granger, 

who was arrested Saturday on a shoplifting charge. He will miss the Fiesta Bowl between the Sooners and West Virginia on Wednesday. 

For some coaches who are suddenly without key starters, it can be a frustrating time of year. 

._P_ .e_r)_n___S__t_a__t_ .e_ Coach _J___o___e_____P___a__t__e___r__r)___o_.’s exasperation was obvious when asked about three players who had to miss the Alamo Bowl because they face charges 

in connection with a brawl in October. 

"Let’s talk about the football game, for crying out loud," he told reporters at a news conference before his team defeated Texas A&M 24-17. "They’re not 

here. What do you want me to do? They’re not here, and you know why they’re not here. Forget about it." 

From an academic standpoint, universities try to keep players eligible by providing them with an extensive support network of tutors and advisers. But 

ultimately, the burden must rest on the athletes, said Oklahoma’s athletic director, Joe Castiglione. 

"The institutions can only do so much with advising, monitoring and holding students to the appropriate standards," he said Tuesday in a telephone 

interview. "The student-athletes know what is required, and if they don’t meet that, then they have to be held accountable." 

Clemson Coach Tommy Bowden had three players declared academically ineligible for the Chick-fiI-A Bowl, which Auburn won, 23-20, in overtime on 

Monday. Before the game, Bowden told reporters that he was disappointed, but that the players "had every opportunity to retain their eligibility." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 4, 2008 8:58 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Bri~m Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~%warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edw~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm’y <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu’-,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.x~u.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;~; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; J~unie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kmavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IMya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osa]vestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehml <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/4/08- 13.1.3.6 

Andy Athlete is a junior in high school and is very interested in running track in college. He has spoken with several college coaches at various track meets 
throughout the year. Severn of the coaches provided Andy with a toll-free number to contact them about setting up a visit to their school next year. Is it 
permissible for college coaches to receive calls from Andy if he uses the toll-free number? 

It is permissible for coaches to receive such calls ON OR AFTER July 1 following Andy’s junior year in high school. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6 states that 
Institutional coaching staff members (see Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1 ) may accept collect and toll-free (e.g., 1-800, 1-888) telephone calls placed by prospective 
student-athletes and prospective student-athletes’ parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than July 1 following completion of 
the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. (Adopted: 1/10/92; Revised: 1/11/94, 12/12/06) 

Please note the below NCAA bylaws for men’s and women’s basketball: 



NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6.1 Exception -- Men’s Basketball. 

In men’s basketball, institutional coaching staff members may accept collect telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the prospective 
student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than the conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s sophomore 
year in high school. The institution may use a toll-free number to receive such calls from a prospective student-athlete and the prospective student-athlete’s 
parents or legal guardians. (Adopted: 11/1/01 effective 4/1/02; Revised: 5/30/06, 12/12/06) 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6.2 Exception -- Women’s Basketball- EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1, 2007 

In women’s basketball, institutional coaching staff members may accept collect and toll-free telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are not placed earlier than the date on which an institution may begin placing 
telephone calls to the prospective student-athlete (see Bylaw 13.1.3.1.3). (Adopted: ]]/]/07) 

jeondaras@biqeast, orq 

4÷>~..~’72, o4:?4 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday-, Janual3, 7, 2008 8:30 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angola Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Beat I,ocklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Bri~m Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edtr~,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <armie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~al.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edtc,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess ttegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Hock <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley- <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.s),r.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@ucotm.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illaar~va.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <ficederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <xtgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qntta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smmphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhachms@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/7/08- 12.1.2.1.4.5- New Ed Column 

New Educational Column issued today on LSDBi: 

Educational Column -- Amateurism -- Individual’s Receipt of Expenses to Participate in Athletics Competition (I) 

Date Issued: Jan 02, 2008 
Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 



Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that in accordance with NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.1.4.5 (expenses from sponmr other than parents/legal guardian or 

nonprofessional sponmr of event), it is pennissible tbr an individual to receive actual and necessa~ expenses to pexticipate in athletics competition (while not 

representing an educational institution) from the indMduars parents/legal guardians and the nonprofessional organization that is sponsoring the competition. In additio~ 

in accordance with Bylaw 12.1.2.1.4.3 (expenses from outside team or organization), an individual may receive actual and necessary, expenses for travel, room and 

board, apparel and equipment from an outside amateur sports team or organization, for competition and practice held in preparation for such competition. 

However, based on Bylaw 12.1.2.1.4 (expenses, awaMs and benefits) and its subsections, an individual jeopardizes his or her intercollegiate eligibility if he or she 

accepts any excessive or improper expenses. This includes expenses donated directly’ to the individual from outside sources not permitted under NCAA legislation. In 

addition~ an individual may not receive money donated to an amateur team or organization earmaxked for the individual’s use. 

In goll~ institutions should be aware that outside murces (e.g., neighbors, golfclub~ local businesses) are providing money to individuals to cover expenses to 

participate in golf competition. Moreover, it appears the money is provided directly to the individual or through a s~te or regional golf as~ciafion and not through the 

sponsor of the event or any outside amateur sporLs team or organization. Inslitufions should note that providing expenses in this manner may jeopardize an individual’s 

eligibility. The follomng situations roll assist in the application of Bylaws 12.1.2.1.4.5 and 12.1.2.1.4.3 to individuals involved in golf competition: 

1. Situation: An individual paxticipates in a junior amateur qualifying golf competition and qualifies for the chmnpionship. The local golf club raises $3,000 

earmaxked specifically ibr the individual and gives the money to the individual to cover his or her expenses to attend the chmnpionship. The 

individual attends the chanlpionship and covers his or her expenses with the money raised by the golf club. 

Question: Has the individual j eopardized his or her eligibility in golf? 

Yes, the individual has accepted earmarked expenses from an impermissible source and, thus, would not be eligible (subject to student-athlete 

reinstatement) to paJ~J~cipate in intercollegiate golf competifion. 

2. Situation: An individual participates in a golf tournament. A local business donates $300 to the golf team that the individual is representing in the competition. 

The golf team uses the fimds to cover the temn’s expenses to attend the championship. 

Question: Has the indMdual j eopaMized his or her eligibility in golf? 

~lswer: No, provision of such funds is permissible under Bylaw 12.1.2.1.4.3 and, theretbre, the money may be used to cover the individual’s actual and 
necessary, expenses for travel, room and board, apparel and equipment. 

3. Situation: An individual participates in a golft,~mmament. A neighbor donates $500 to the s, ate golfassociationearmarked specifically for the individual to 

cover his or her expenses to attend the tournament. The ,state golf association (who is not a sponsor of the golf tournament) provides the funds to 

the individual, who uses the money to cover a portion of his or her expenses tbr participation in the tournament. 

Question: ttas the individual jeopardized his or her eligibili~ in goll’? 

Answer: Yes, although the amount received does not exceed his or her actual and necessa~ expenses, the payment was earmarked for the specific 

individual. As a result, the individual no longer would be eligible (subject to student-athlete reinstatement) to participate in intercollegiate golf 

competition 

4. Situation: A nonprofessional sponsor of a golf tournament will reimburse actual and necessary, expenses for amateur participants. The tournamem will 

reimburse up to $100 per day. 

Question: May an individual accept money to cover actual and necessaD~ expenses? 

Answer: Yes, the individual may accept money to cover only actual and necessa~ expenses from the nonprofessioual sponmr of the event. 

[Ret}rences: Bylaws 12.1.2.1.4 (expenses, awards and benefits), 12.1.2.1.4.3 (expenses from outside team or organization) and 12.1.2.1.4.5 (expenses from sponsor 

other than pexents/legal guardians or nonprofessional sponsor ofevent~] 

J.’~:.N3?iFER 3’L ¢’¢:~NDA RAN 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Januao~ 8, 2008 8:31 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<%warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A~S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehnama <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgml@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~!bc.edu; Slfickland, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vtedu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr --’w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage --’wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard ~-jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJ, icia.alford@uconn.edu’-,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wn.edu>; 

Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Co@ Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtp; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edtp; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scmtetknighks.com>; Jmnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delmlekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <’-albeaal0I @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kmwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtp; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha }tuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vm~gelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regm~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lmn <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mmlgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--d~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa0I@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--’tstephens@spmlport.rutgers.edu>; Wmlda Factor--’wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <’CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeasl.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeasl.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Owen Salvesttini <osa]vestnni@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --’bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhe~m0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.~wu.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/8/08- Current Event 

Override votes occupy Division I legislative agenda 

For the third consecutive year, Division I delegates will participate in override voting during the Division I Legislative 
Forum. The membership will have the opportunity to provide the final word on three proposals, one modifying the 
financial aid regulations for baseball student-athletes, another eliminating text messaging and other forms of electronic 
communication with recruits and a third that changed dates-of-competition rules for men’s and women’s golf. 



The Board of Directors reaffirmed its position on all three proposals in response to the membership’s override request, 
though tile baseball measure went through some revision. The revised version, requiring at least 25 percent of a 
baseball student-athlete’s financial aid package to be athletics aid, will be voted on at Convention. All countable aid -- 
not just athletics aid -- can be included in the calculation toward the minimum. 

The original proposal required a 33 percent minimum of athletics aid (without including all countable aid) and was 
adopted from the Baseball Academic Enhancement Working Group recommendations. The proposal retains the financial 
aid model of 11~7 equivalencies and limits counters to 30 in 2008-09 and 27 in 2009-10 and thereafter and caps the 
regular-season squad size at 35. 

The Board cited the legislation as an important piece of the package adopted from the working group. The other 
measures the Board adopted eliminate the one-time transfer exception for baseball student-athletes and require them 
to be eligible in the fall term for participation in the spring. 

Those who oppose the financial aid component believe among other things that while the academic success of baseball 
student-athletes is important, the minimum financial aid requirement would be a strain on lower-resource institutions 
and institutions with a high cost of attendance, most often private institutions. Some claimed decreasing the pool of 
student-athletes in the cohort could actually hurt academic performance as measured by the Academic Progress Rate and 
that the limitations were "arbitrary" and "micromanagement." 

Delegates also will consider the elimination of text messaging and other forms of electronic communication between 
coaches and recruits, While the requisite number of override requests was received to call for the Board to reconsider its 
approval of the measure, not enough requests were received to suspend the legislation, which took effect August 1. 

Schools requesting an override of Proposal No. 06-40, which requires all electronic communication with prospective 
student-athletes to be conducted via e-mail or fax only, believe that forms of communication like text messaging are 
popular among recruits and a cost-effective method of communication for coaches. 

However, many schools support restrictions on the practice. Two proposals in the 2007-08 legislative cycle would expand 
the use of electronic communication with recruits, one allowing instant messaging and one allowing unlimited electronic 
correspondence after a prospect signed a National Letter of Intent or other written commitment. Neither proposal fully 
addresses all of the concerns raised by those who wish to override the proposal eliminating electronic communication 
altogether. 

Finally, the men’s and women’s golf legislation changes the dates-of-competition rules by providing the option of nine 
three-day tournaments or 24 dates of competition~ 

The legislation is aimed at improving student-athlete well-being, tournament administration and budgetary issues and 
changes the dates-of-competition rule by providing the option of nine three-day tournaments (with 54 holes per 
tournament) or 24 dates of competition, Since the dates of competition in golf were reduced from 30 to 24, many three- 
day tournaments became two-day events, though the number of holes (54) remained the same. 

Proponents argue that because golf courses prefer to schedule tournaments during time week, more class time is missed 
in 12 two-day tournaments than nine three-day tournaments~ Travel expenses also would be higher. 

Some requesting the override believe the change could create inequities because some schools would be unable to 
schedule nine three-day tournaments or afford to host them, Opponents also believe the changes would not reduce 
missed class time for student-athletes. 

The votes will be taken at the Division I business session, which will begin after the Division I Legislative Forum, 
scheduled for 12;30 p,m, on January 13. The business session is expected to begin at 2 p,m, Delegates, including 
members of the Division I Student-Athlete Advisory Committee who do not vote on the override, will have the 
opportunity to speak to the proposals at that time. For a successful override, a five-eighths majority of those Division I 
delegates present and voting must cast votes to overturn the legislation. 

Division I delegates have voted on overrides during Convention for three consecutive years. In 2006, the members voted 
or] scholarship expansion in several women’s sports, deciding to expand opportunities in women’s soccer but keeping 
grant maximums in women’s gymnastics, volleyball and track and field. 

At time 2007 Convention, delegates overturned a rule that would allow graduate student-athletes who want to transfer to 
a new institution to compete immediately~ They also upheld a Board defeat of a proposal that would have added a 12th 



game in the Football Championship Subdivision. 

The 2006 vote was the first override vote since Division I restructured in 1997. The votes have increased Division 
attendance at the Convention for Division I members. As of December 6, 573 Division I delegates had registered, tile 
highest figure in recent memory. 

The Division ][ governance structure will be reorganized over the next eight months, However, the legislative cycle, 
including the override process, will not be changed. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 9, 2008 8:56 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<%warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandsii@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr --’w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage --’wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard ~-jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJdcia.alford@uconn.edu’-,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~u.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu>; 

Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Co@ Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <’boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; J~unie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <’-albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha }tuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.reg~m@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator--d~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens--’tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor--’wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <’CStfllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaJ~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osa]vestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --’bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/9/08- 14.5.5.3 

Ree Lay is a swimming student-athlete at Big State University (BSU). BSU finished its fall, segment on December 15, 2007 and will resume with the spring 

segment on January 10th. Ree is not happy at BSU and has decided to transfer to College USA. BSU has granted Ree the one-time transfer release. 
Since Ree competed during the fall segment at BSU, can she compete for College USA in the spring 2008 semester? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.~.~.3 states that a transfer student from a four-year institution, who has received a waiver of or exception to the transfer residence 
requirement (per Bylaw 14.5.5.2), is not eligible to compete at the certifying institution during the segment that concludes with the NCAA championship if the 
student-athlete has competed during that segment of the same academic year in that sport at the previous four-year institution. (Adopted: 1/10/95 effective 
8/1/95; Revised: 1/14/97 effective 8/1/97, 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04) 



Eligibility of Transfer Student-Athlete for Competition in Year of Transfer (I) 

Date Issued: Dec 13, 2005 
Type: Official 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The committee co~kfinned that if the institution from which a s~dent-athlete transfers at midyear declares separate non-championship and championship segments of its 

playing and practice season, a student-athlete may compete during the non-championship ~gment tbr such an institution and during the championship segment for the 

certit~,ing institution during the san~e academic year in the same sport, provided the applicable transtbr and progress- toward-degree eligibili~ requirements axe ~tisfied. 

[References: Division I Bylaw 14.5.5.3 (competition in year of transtbr); a 5/25/95 official interpretation, Item No. 5, and a 2/25/04 staff interpretation, item a, which 

have been archived.] 

jcondaras@bigeast, orff 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 11, 2008 7:32 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscra~age@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shosh~uma Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <n~mcy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess HegmaJm 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mmlgion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeasl.org>; Chuck Sullivma 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brim1 Warcup <bwarcup(@scarletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.eduv,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Hernran 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx)kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ville.edu>; Strickhi~d, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vaaagelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <aaagela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll --dmollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley--’maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@nc.edu>; Rosealm Antonelli ~-afllcompliance@stjohns.edtc,; Mike Karwoski <kmavoski. l@nd.edn>; Doug Trmfi 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall ---chad.wall@mail.v~n.edtr~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; 

Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ust:edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wmada 

Factor <vx4"acmr@bigeasl.org:~; Lisa Deib]er <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu~; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edtt>; Nick Caxpaxelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eduv,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edtt>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloma 

<q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft(&)athletics.pitt.edu:>; Dalfielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@moJrquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <smadyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@nsna.edu; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmnllin@sTr.edu>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Caa:ly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01@lonisville.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edn>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Crray ~’deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyler@bebsma.com>; Criqnett Lehman <cfiquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Sm~ah Bobert 

<saJcah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Jo@ Sykes <iody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; btario@theacc.org; Kris Richardson <kfich~acdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Geolge Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~,u.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.nsf.edu>; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney-~lbarn01@louisville.edu;,; koos~be.edu; 
erin.haarigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbnraJoy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StmnpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.usLedu>; Ryma McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Alicia Allbrd <alicia.alibrd@uconn.edu>; 

Michael Dean <medea~@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mi~uni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <~mmet@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock 
<:arc9h@irginia.edu>; RandaJe Richmond < n-ichmo2@kent.eduv,; Brim1 Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu:>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louis~Alle.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone 

<ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spmaport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen --’rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard -qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed(~mimni.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock(~nconn.edu;,; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zmlecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaa:co 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 1/11/08- 11.01.5 

A volunteer assistant golf coach calls Par, a prospective student-athlete, about his upcoming official visit. 

Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.2 states that all recruiting coordination functions (except routine clerical tasks) must be performed by the head coach or one or 
more of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4. Such functions include: (Revised: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 
(a) Activities involving athletics evaluation and/or selection of prospects. 
(b) Telephone calls to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents, legal guardians or coaches). 



(c) Preparation of general recruiting correspondence to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents or legal guardians). 

11.01.5 Coach, Volunteer. 

In sports other than football and basketball, a volunteer coach is any coach who does not receive compensation or remuneration from the 
institution’s athletics department or any organization funded in whole or in part by the athletics department or that is involved primarily in the 
promotion of the institution’s athletics program (e.g., booster club, athletics foundation association). The following provisions shall apply: 
(Revised: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92, 4/26/01 effective 8/1/01) 

(a) The individual is prohibited from contacting and evaluatinq prospective student-athletes off campus or from scoutinq opponents off 
campus and may not perform recruitinq coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 5/26/06) 

(b) The individual may receive a maximum of two complimentary tickets to home athletics contests in the coach’s sport. (Revised: 1/16/93) 

(c) The individual may receive complimentary meals incidental to organized team activities (e.g., pre- or postgame meals, occasional 
meals, but not training table meals) or meals provided during a prospective student-athlete’s official visit, provided the individual 
dines with the prospective student-athlete. (Adopted: 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04; Revised: 1/10/05, effective 8/1/05) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, JanuaO, 14, 2008 8:54 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

btario@theacc.org; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; wshnlts@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAi~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehnama <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgml@Ru.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <michmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

San@ Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm7 <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu’~,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.x~u.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.¥x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; DeboraJl Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanP(~:athletics.pirt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illaar~va.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~yns@louisville.edt~>; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delmlekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albmal01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Kazwoski 

<kma¥oski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usLedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Mayielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaJ~@tlanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine V\;i~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lmn <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Philip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~>; Robert 

Mmlgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spm~port.rutgers.edu>; Wm~da Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 
<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Mazinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhe~m0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehm~ <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <parbabcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.¥x~u.edu> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/14/08- 13.1.8.16 

The men’s and women’s track and field teams at College America are competing in the Winter Invitational this weekend. The invitational is an open meet, 
so not all participants wil be collegiate student-athletes. A few of the participants will be prospective student-athletes that the coaches at College America 
are recruiting. 
Will the coaches at College America use evaluations when watching these prospective student-athletes compete against their student-athletes? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.8.16 states that an institution does not use an evalualon if the institution’s team competes in an open meet (e.g., track and field 
meet) in which prospective student-athletes also compete. (Adopted: 1/10/92) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2008 8:32 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A_S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehnama <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgml@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edtr’~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.eduv,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edtc,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; DeboraJl Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illaarwa.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~yns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delmlekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmdd@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albmal01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@ucotm.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regaJ~@illaarwa.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lmn <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spm~port.rutgers.edu>; Wm~da Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeasl.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeasl.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhachms@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehm~ <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/15/08- Current Event 

Football playoff gets chilly reception from NCAA 

USAToday.com 

NASHVILLE -- Georgia President Michael Adams says he still feels strongly that college football’s postseason needs "tweaking" and is confident the sport will get it. 

Whether that entails the eight-team playoff he proposed a week ago is uncertain -- perhaps doubtful. 

The NCAA’s Division I Board of Directors, on which Adams sits, chose Monday not to move on his request for an exploratory committee, saying it wants to confer with 

university presidents in conferences around the country and those on a panel that oversees the Bowl Championship Series. There was question as to whether the board 



ultimately would act at all. 

"1 don’t think that there’s a desire on the part of the board to do anything other than what the structure currently in place would yield," said Clemson President and board 

chairman James Barker 

At least four conferences already have weighed in against a playoff, starting with the long-opposing Big Ten and Pacific-10. Presidents and chancellors in the Southeastern 

convinced Florida’s Bernie Machen to abort his own campaign for a playoff last June (Georgia also is in the SEC). Big 12 Commissioner Dan Beebe said his presidents 

weighed postseason modifications last spring, were united against a playoff and reaffirmed that stance in the wake of Adams’ proposal. 

For the BCS oversight committee, backing Adams’ plan --which also would move control of the postseason from the conferences to the NCAA --would mean accepting the 

dismantling of the 10-year-old BCS. Its administrators are looking into potential changes in the system after the 2009 season, possibly going to a plus-one format that would 

use the four BCS bowls to determine national championship finalists. 

The NCAA board did address two of Adams’ concerns with the postseason and the BCS: over-commercialization and the degree of presidents’ influence and control. Those 

issues will be taken up by an NCAA task force. 

Adams said he felt "affirmed" by Monday’s outcome "1 feel .. the postseason could stand some tweaking I don’t knowthat I immediately thought everybody was going to 

agree with me on just the specific way to do it," he said as the NCAA convention wrapped up "1 think there’s considerable concern out there among my colleagues, among 

institutions, among various other entities .. that will probably ultimately lead to some sort of tweaking But I’m not really sure right now exactly what form that will be in." 

Oh Canada 

The NCAA went international Monday Schools in Division II voted 258-9 to set up a pilot program opening membership in the division to Canadian universities -- the first 

expected to be the University of British Columbia in Vancouver. The move, said Jim Johnson, commissioner of the Division II Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletic Association, 

"offers a wonderful opportunity to broaden the scope and depth of the division’s strategic position" Proponents also see Canadian schools as a means of beefing up 

membership and scheduling options in the Northwest. 

UBC officials already are looking into potential conference destinations: the Great Northwest (which includes Alaska-Anchorage and Alaska-Fairbanks), Pacific West, 

California Collegiate and Rocky Mountain. Athletics director Bob Philip met with league officials here 

His school competes in 28 varsity sports; the NCAA conducts championships in 17 of them. UBC’s baseball program has produced current Colorado Rockies pitcher Jeff 

Francis and nine other majorAeague draft picks 

Four other Canadian schools, including Simon Fraser in Burnaby, British Columbia, and the University of Alberta, in Edmonton, have expressed interest in the NCAA. 

Other action 

The Division I board, as expected, gave final approval to a measure barring schools from cutting or canceling financial aid to athletes "because of any injury, illness or 

medical condition" -- including pregnancy. 

It also restored some text-messaging privileges to coaches, who remain barred from using the device in recruiting but now can message players after they’ve signed with a 

school. 

J-W,; 5:A,’+2’ gtn~f.~-~.,c~, 

jcondar(~s~biqeasl.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2008 9:01 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edw~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brima Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJa Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~%warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edw~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, MInT <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJdcia.alford@uconn.edu’-,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~u.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

---cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; J~unie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <’athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly IVlyers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; IMya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edw~; Samantha ttuge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Hormn 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regina <daniel.t.reg~m@illaarwa.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.mse@louisville.edu’~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CStdlivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese qnttaJaghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salvesttini <osa]vestlini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henna~n <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehmi <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/16/08- 13.4.1.1.1 

Which of the following may a coach send to a prospective student-athlete using express mail services? 
A. National Letter of Intent (NLI) 
B. General Correspondence 
C. Pre-Enrollment Information 
D Both A & C 
The answer is D. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2007-45, an institution may now use express mail services to send pre-enrollment information to 
prospective student-athletes that have signed an NLI with your institution. Please note this proposal has an immediate effective date. 

2007-45 RECRUITING -- PRINTED RECRUITING MATERIALS -- EXPRESS MAIL SERVICES -- PRE-ENROLLMENT 



INFORMATION 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Ovenide Period .t_ _~!: _o_ _q_ _e_ ~ ~_ _I_ _)_ _i_ _~_~g LL _m_ ! 

Intent: To permit an institution to use express mail delivery services to provide necessary pre-enrollment information to a prospective s~ldent-athlete, provided he or 

she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid agreement, or has been officially accepted for enrollment. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1.1.1, as follows: 

13.4.1.1.1 Express Mail Services. An institution is not permitted to use express mail delivery services and mw only use first- class mail or a lesser rate of service (e.g., 
parcel post) with no extra services (e.g., certified mail, deliveu confirmation) to provide permissible printed recruiting materials to prospective s~udent-athletes, coaches 
of prospective student-athletes or any other individual responsible lbr teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved, who reside 
within the 50 United States, other than the National Letter of Intent or other written admissions an4/or financial aid commitment to attend the institution and necessary 
pre-enrolhnent inform ation per Bylaw 13.4.1.1-(i). 

Source: NCAA Division I Academics~EligibiliU/Compliance Cabinet (Subcommittee on Recruiting). 

Effective Date: hranediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: Current legislation precludes the use of express mail deliveu services to provide recruiting materials to prospective student-athletes in order to mi~fimize any 

potential recruiting advantage. Institutions will not gain a recruiting advantage by using express mail deliveU services to send pre-enrollment information to prospective 

student-atlfietes who have already signed with or have been admitted to the institution. The limits on the type of information and the prospects who can receive the 

information adequately address potential cost concerns as a result of this legislation. 

Estimated Budget Impact: Varies. 

Impact on Student Athlete’s Time: None. 

Primary Contact Person: 

na 

History 

Jun 12, 2007 Submit; Submitted for consideration. 
Jun 13, 2007 Academics/EligibiIRy/Compliance Cabinet, Sponsored 

Jan 13, 2008 Mgmt Council 1st Review, Approved 

Jan 14, 2008 Board Consideration, Adopted 

Jan 15, 2008 Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 14, 2008 Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 

NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 

(i) Pre-enrollment Information. Necessary pre-enrollment information regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities, 
may be provided to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of intent or institutional financial aid 
agreement or has been officially accepted for enrollment. (Adopted: 12/12/06) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2008 8:49 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; BriaJ~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A_S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehnama <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgml@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edtr’~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshmma.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jorda~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrmle < mmcgrmae@scarletlcnights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.eduv,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edtc,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; DeboraJl Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SaJ~Pt <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mmldel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~yns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delmlekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenmald@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albmal01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@illanova.edu>; Mike Ka~voski 

<kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Rick Christensen 

<rchristensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplimace@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; VaJ~gelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@ucotm.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.rega~@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; 

Frederick Russ <t?ederick.rus@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 
McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lmn <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~-; Robert 

Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <l~ato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 
<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt <Mgavitt@bigeast.org~; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Ma~inatto ~marina~@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 
<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeasl.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtta~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Owen Salvesttini <osaJvestfini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhachms@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Henn~n <jkhelm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehm~ <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1 / 17/08- NLI Celebrato~ Functions 

Big State University is planning their functions for the football National Letter of Intent (NLI) signing day in February. They want to have a press conference 
with the head coach to announce the signees to the media in the afternoon and host a celebratory reception that night for boosters, season ticket holders 
and staff. 
Can the media attend the celebratory reception? 
Yes, members of the media may attend the celebratory reception. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2007-51, the media may now attend such events as 
long as the institution has previously released the names of the prospective student-athletes that signed NLIs with them. Please note that this piece of 
legislation has an immediate effective date. 

2007-51 RECRUITING -- PUBLICITY -- ANNOUNCEMENT OF ALL SIGNINGS -- CELEBRATORY FUNCTIONS 



Status: Adopted, 60-Day Ovenide Period .t__~!:_o__c_Le_££__I__)_j__~_~g!5_~! 

Intent: To permit an institution to conduct one formal press conference to announce the signed commitments of prospective s~dent-athletes and to pemlit coaching 
staffmembers to attend functions designed to celebrate the institution’s signees in the applicable sport and discuss prospective student-athletes who have signed 

commitments to attend the institution, including discussions ruth working media, provided the institution previously has released communications of the prospective 

student-athletes’ commitments to attend the institution to media outlets. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.10.9, as follows: 

13.10.9 Media Releases Regarding Signing. Publicity released by an institution concerning a prospective student-athlete’s commitment to attend the institution shall 
occur only after the prospective student-athlete has signed aNationa] Letter of Intent or alter the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the institution’s 
written oft}r of admission and/or financial aid. Such communications (with no limit on number or content) may be released to media outlets at "the institution’s discretion 
except as limited by Bylaw- 13.10.9.2. However, an institution is prohibited from purchasing or receiving commercial advertising (e.g., print, media or billboa;d) to be 
used to identi~ a prospective student-athlete by name or picture. Violations of this bylaw do not ail}ct a prospective stu&nt- athlete’s eligibility and axe consi&red 
institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1. 

[ 13.10.9.1 unchanged.] 

13.10.9. 2 Press Conferences. Instimtional press conferences, receptions, dinners and similar meetings held fbr the purpose of making such an 

announcement are expressly prohibited 

13.10.9.2. l 01w-~me Exception -- Armoancement o fAll Signings. An ins’tJtution may make an announcement cond uct one form al press conference on the 

institution’s campus lbr the sole purl~se of presenting at one time to the media the names of all prospective student-athletes in a sport wbo have signed a National 

Letter of Intent or accepted written oilbrs of admission and/or financial aid t?om the institution, with the understanding that no prospective student-athletes (or their 
friends or relatives) may be in attendance at such an ammtmcement. 

13.10.9.2. 23 Independent Announcement by Prospective Student-Athlete. Press conferences to announce a signing may be azranged independently ’o5’ the prospective 
student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s family), provided them is no arrangements or involvement whatsoever by the institution or representatives of its 
athletics interests. 

13.10.9.2. 34 Boas’let CdebratoD~ Functions. Coaching staff members may attend functions designed to cdebrate the institution’s signees in the 

applicable sport and may discuss prospective student-athletes who have signed commitments to attend the institution, including discussions with 

working media, prm4ded the institution prm4ously has released communications of the prospective student-athlete’s commitments to attend the 

institution to media outlets. 

13.10.9.4.1 Highlight Video. An institution may produce a single highlight film (one per sport), which includes video clips of all prospective student-athletes Mao have 
signed a National Letter of Intent or accepted a written oiler of admission and/or financial aid from the institutio~ to show to its boosters in conjunction ruth booster 

club celebratory functions. Other prospective student-athletes may appear in the video clips comprising the highlight fihn, provided the focus of the clips is related to 

the prospective student-athlete who has committed to the institution. 

[13.10.9.3 through 13.10.9.5 renumbered as 13.10.9.5 through 13.10.9.7, unchanged.] 

Source: Southeastern Conference. 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Anrendarent 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: Previously adopted legislation deregulated the release of publicity surronnding the signing of prospective student-athletes. However, legislation related to 

the one-time press conference annonncement was not deregulated. With the increase in media outlets and the vast number ofintbrmation sources, it appears to be 

consistent with current legislation to deregulate the press conference restriction. Tiffs propos~] also would help alleviate unnecess~" problems with monitoring media 

attendance at booster functions, vdfich have become more prevalent with the increased interest in recruiting. 

Estimated Budget Impact: Minima]. 

hnpact on Student Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s) 
x "7 Academics/Eligibili~/Compliance Cabinet. The cabinet supports Proposal No. 200, -51. The cabinet agrees with the sponsor s rationale statement and notes that 

this proposal expands previous deregulation efforts in the area of pnblicity. 

Prhnary Contact Person: 
Greg Sankey, Associate Commissioner 

Southeastern Con[~rence 

2201 Richard ArfinNton Blvd. N 
Birmmgh~, AI, 35203 

Phone: 205/458-3000 FAX: 205/’458-3031 Email: gsankey@sec.org 

History 

du109, 2007 Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Sep 11,2007 ; Sponsor modified proposal to specify that the one formal press conference must occur on the institution’s campus. 

Sep 12, 2007 Academics/Eligibility/Complance Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Jan 13, 2008 Mgmt Council 1st Review, Approved 

Jan 14, 2008 Board Consideration, Adopted 

Jan 15, 2008 Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 14, 2008 Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 
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Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Bri~m Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane < mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edtP,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edtc,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Debora]l Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villanova.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea~louisville.edn>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu-~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI~ Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu:>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maJcquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.orgv; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Mafinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda "fates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osa]vesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmet@bigeasl.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeasl.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtp,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/18/08- Current Event 

Lloyd Lake, figure in Reggie Bush probes, breaks silence 
USAToday.corn 

SAN DIEGO -- After 2½ years of silence, Lloyd Lake is talking 

To the NCAA in a six-hour interview in November 

To USA TODAY in a 2½-hour interview this week. 

And in a just-released book, Tarnished Heisman: Did Reggie Bush turn his final college season into a six-figure job? 

Lake, a San Diego businessman and one-time sports marketer, says he gave former University of Southern California Heisman Trophy-winning running back Reggie Bush and his 

family $291,600 in cash, living arrangements and other benefits between November 2004 and January 2006 as part of a verbal agreement he and business partner Michael Michaels 

had with Bush, his stepfather, LaMar Griffin, and his mother, Denise Griffin, to launch New Era Sports and Entertainment. 

He and his attorney, Brian Watkins, sued Bush and his family in October to recoup the money 



To protect his financial investment in the project, when he started fearing Bush and his stepfather might renege on their promise to be involved in New Era, Lake says he secretly taped 

two hours of conversations with Bush and LaMar Griffin in a two-week span beginning Dec. 5, 2005 He says he did it on the advice of his mother, Barbara Gunner, a San Diego real 

estate investor who loaned her son about $90,000 to put into his fledgling sports agency business. 

According to Watkins, co-author Don Yaeger listened to the tapes, which have never been released. Yaeger has excerpted them throughout Tarnished Heisman. In the opening of the 

book, Yaeger and co-author Jim Henry write that Lake was compensated for his cooperation, including providing the tapes, but had no editorial control over how he, his tapes or Bush 

and his family were presented. 

Watkins denied USA TODAY’s request to listen to the tapes because, he says, they are evidence in Lake’s lawsuit against Bush and the Griffins. Watkins says he plans to take Bush’s 

deposition in early February in the same conference room he and Lake were sitting in the other day while talking to USA TODAY. Lake says he wants to be there, to sit across the 

conference table from Bush and look him in the eye. 

Checkered past 

Why is Lake -- described by his attorney as having been "affiliated" with the Emerald Hills Blood Gang, who has been arrested seven times, spent several years in jail and is 

characterized as a career offender in a U.S. District Court Southern District of California presentence report that he gave the book’s authors and is detailed in the book-- speaking out 

now? 

He said he was tired of being accused of extortion, as he was by Bush’s la~,%/er, David Cornwell. "A lot of people asking me, ’Man, why are you trying to extort Reggie Bush?’ " Lake says. 

"In looking at my past, you can believe it. So my attorney told me, ’Let’s do the book.’ " 

Watkins says, "He had to clear his name." 

Since April 2005, the NCAA and Pacific-10 have been investigating allegations Bush and his family received illegal payments and gifts while he was an athlete at USC. Lake, through 

Watkins, had repeatedly refused to be interviewed by the NCAA until November. 

Bush, the Heisman winner in 2005 as a junior, has said repeatedly neither he nor his family did anything wrong in dealings with Lake and Michaels. Cornwell declined to comment 

about Lake’s allegations. USC spokesman Tim Tessalone says of the book, "There’s an ongoing NCAA investigation, and we can’t comment." NCAA spokesman Erik Christianson said 

in an e-mail, "The NCAA investigation into this matter is ongoing, and progress is being made." 

If Bush, who just finished his second season with the New Orleans Saints and signed a contract reportedly worth $60 million, is found to have received improper benefits, USC might 

have to forfeit wins. The school could face other sanctions if it is proved the coaching staff knew, or should have known, about the alleged benefits. If Bush is found to have broken NCAA 

rules during his Heisman season, the award could be revoked. 

Lake says his motivation for participating in the book, for cooperating in the NCAA investigation and for speaking to USA TODAY is not to hurt Bush, Bush’s family or USC. All he has ever 

wanted, Lake says, is to be reimbursed for the money he says in court papers that he spent on Bush, Bush’s family and their New Era business venture. He said some of the money he 

originally gave Bush came from his mother and sister. 

"People blow it out of proportion, like I’m the guy trying to take ’SC down and trying to make Reggie lose his Heisman Trophy," Lake says. "1 just wanted my money back. That’s all I ever 

wanted from Day 1." 

Old friends 

Lake, 34, says he first met Bush when Bush was a sophomore at Helix High in La Mesa, Calif. Lake is a Helix High alum. A friendship developed between him, Bush and Bush’s family, 

Lake says. At one point, LaMar Griffin, who worked as a security guard, expressed an interest in opening his own security firm. According to Lake, in the fall of 2004, Griffin said he didn’t 

want to be a security guard anymore, so Lake said, "You ought to start something to do with Reggie and sports, something you can do to benefit your son .... We wanted to hear from 

Reggie’s mouth that he wanted to do it. And Reggie gave us the thumbs-up." 

In October 2004, Lake says he introduced LaMar and Denise Griffin to Michael Michaels, a real estate investor and high-ranking member of the Sycuan tribe. Lake says it was his 

intention to start New Era to get involved in "a legitimate business, to turn my life around." Michaels, he says, wanted to expand the business ventures of the tribe and help raise its 

profile. 

"Never in my life did I ever have any ambition to be in the sports agency business," Lake says. "It was really Reggie that wanted to do it, that kept pushing me along, him and his family. 

And in the end, when they got me in, I was like, ’Oh, it could be big,’ once they got me involved and I really started doing my research, and I could see the potential." 

In November 2004, Lake says, after Bush reconfirmed he would join New Era, Lake, Michaels and LaMar Griffin formed a partnership. And that, Lake says in the lawsuit, is when the 

demands for money began by Bush and the Griffins The court papers go on to say the Griffins "had fallen on hard times financially and required immediate and significant financial 

assistance to support their respective lifestyles," including "living and lifestyle expenses" of Bush 

(Bush settled a dispute with Michaels in March 2007 for an undisclosed sum. Both sides agreed not to speak about the matter publicly.) 

Looking back, Lake says, he was nawe to believe he could do business with Bush and the Griffins the way he was used to in his past life on the streets, with verbal agreements instead 

of written contracts He says he’s now involved with new legitimate ventures that he can’t talk about, and he says his experience with Bush has made him smarter, wiser and more 

hardened 

"It made me not trust people’s word so much because I’m used to dealing with people whose word means something," he says. "That’s way more important than money. And then for 

Reggie to break his word baffles me" 
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<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Hams@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane < mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.x~u.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villanova.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea~louisville.edn>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu-~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI~ Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu:>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maJcquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osalvesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/22/08- 13.4.1.2.1 

Full Twist is a diving prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) with State College in November. Full still needs to submit a few 
documents to complete her admissions and housing applications for fall 2008 enrollment. The coaches would like to send Full a text message to remind 
her of these important deadlines. 

Is it permissible for the coaches at State College to send Full text messages? 

Yes. ’,/£ith the adoption of NCAA Proposal 207-47, coaches are permitted to send text messages to prospective student-athletes that have signed NLIs with 
their institutions. Please note that this piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. 



2007-47 RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS -- ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSIONS -- AFTER NATIONAL LETTER 
OF INTENT SIGNING OR OTHER WRITTEN COMMITMENT 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: To speci~ that after the calendar day on wNch a prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (BILl), there shall be no limit on the forms of 

electronically transmitted correspondence sent by the institution ruth wNch the prospective student-athlete has signed; filrther, to speci~ that for an institution not using 

the NLI, or tbr a prospective student-athlete who is not eligible to sign the NLI, there shall be no limit after the calendar day on which the prospective student-athlete 

signs the institution’s written oflbr of admission and/or financial aid. 

Bylaw, s: Amend 13.4.1.2, as tbllows: 

13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. Electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete is limited to eleclonic mail and 

l:acsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.7.2.) All other forms of electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. Color 
attachments may be included with electronic mail correspondence sent to a prospective s~mdent-athlete, provided the attaclmmnt only includes infommtion that is not 

created for recruiting purposes, except lbr items that are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires). In addition, attachments shall not 

include any animation, audio or video clips and there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic mail 

correspondence. 

13.4.1.2.1 Exception - Electronic Transmissions After National Letter of Intent Si~fing or Other Written Commitment. After the caleml ar d ay on which 
a prospective student-athlete signs a Natinnal Letter of Intent, there shNi be no limit on the forms of electronicNiy transmitted correspondence sent to 
the prospective student-athlete or his or her relatives or legal guardians by the institution with which the prospective student-athlete has signed. For an 
institution not using the NatinnN Letter of Intent in a particular sport, or for a prospective student-athlete who is not eligible to sign a National Letter 
of Intent (e.g., four-year college transfer), there shall be no limit on the forms of electronically transmitted correspondence sent to a prospective 
student-atldete or his or her relatives or legal guardians by that institution after the calendar day on which the prospective student-athlete signs the 
i~tstitution’s written oiler of admission and/or fmandal aid. 

Source: Big Sky Conference. 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical :M’ea: Recruiting 

Rationale: This proposal would establish ml exception to the electronic correspondence legislation that would be similar to the current exception regarding unlimited 

telephone calls after a written commitment. One of the factors in the original proposal to eliminate "text messaging and other electronically transmitted correspondence 

was the tact that using text messaging to recruit prospective student-athletes removes the parents and high school coaches from the recrtfiting process. In essence, text 

messaging was considered imper~nal and unprofessional. However, the positive aspects of text mes~ging still hold "true: ettciency both in time and cost aa~d the 

widespread acceptance oftlfis medium tbr communication. This proposal would allow institutions to use text messaging after the signing of the National Letter of Intent 

or other written commitment (for those institutions not subscribing to the NLI or those prospects not eligible to sign the NLI) lbr the day-to- day aspects of pre- 

enrollment activities while still maintaining the integriU of the recruiting process (e.g., sending a text message reminder to a signed prospective student-athlete that an 

admissions application is due, sending a message that the N C!LA_ EliNbility Center is missing test scores). 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 23, 2008 8:35 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btalio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm’y <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane < mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJdcia.alford@uconn.edu’~,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~u.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbedy Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villanova.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm~@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu-~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sa]vestrini <osalvesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/23/08- Current Event 

NCAA, weather put Pryor party on ice 

Students had planned block party for top QB recruit 

By Kelly Fraser, Daily News Editor on 1/22/08 

On Thursday afternoon, LSA senior Christopher Breece got a voicemail message on his cell phone from an NCAA representative. 

The message was short and direct -"literally 10 words long," Breece said. 



The representative called to tell Breece he couldn’t throw the block party he was planning because it would violate NCAA recruiting guidelines. 

Breece conceived the party as being in honor of high school football star and Michigan prospect Terrelle Pryor, who visited the University this weekend on a recruiting trip. 
Pryor is rated the No. 1 high school football prospect by rivals.corn, a website that evaluates high school athletes nationwide. 

The NCAA forbids schools from holding parties for recruits to prevent the recruits from being exposed to illicit activity that could sway their decision. 

Breece created the "Terrelle Pryor Greenwood Block Party" and the "Planning Stages of the Official Terrelle Pryor Greenwood Block Party" Facebook events with his 
housemate LSA senior Steve Frey early Tuesday morning. More than 1,500 people confirmed on Facebook that they would attend the first Facebook event. 

Jennifer Kearns, an NCAA spokeswoman, said the party’s original description violated the organization’s policies because students are considered extensions of the 
University’s athletic department under NCAA bylaws. According to the bylaws, representatives of athletic interests include anyone who has participated in promoting a 
school’s athletic programs. Kearns said that includes student fans. 

Breece said he tried calling the number back Thursday, but failed to get through. He then called the NCAA headquarters in Indianapolis, Ind. and spoke with a representative 
who confirmed that hosting the block party would be a violatiom 

Breece was then referred to the University Athletic Department’s Office of Compliance, which monitors athletic department activities and reports violations to the appropriate 
governing body - either the Big Ten Conference or the NCAA. 

Judy Van Horn, associate director of athletics, told Breece that the party, as advertised, should be canceled. 

"We felt like it was a bad concept," said Matt Stolberg, assistant athletic director for compliance. 

The NCAA implemented tighter recruiting practices in 2005 after the University of Colorado football program was accused of engaging in illegal recruiting practices. These 
included cases in which Colorado football players had bought alcohol, drugs and hired strippers for recruits. Numerous female students at Colorado also filed lawsuits, 
accusing Colorado football players of rape while recruits were visiting the campus. 

Stolberg said it was the first time in his memory that students at the University of Michigan have planned a party for a recruit. 

Rather than scrapping the party altogether, Breece worked with the athletic department to change the party’s theme to be "in support of Michigan football" so it wasn’t 
specifically aimed at Pryor. Frey said he was willing to cooperate with the Athletic Department because he didn’t want to do anything to jeopardize Pryor’s eligibility should he 
decide to come to Michigan. 

"The original intent was to show him how much support the Michigan community has for the football team and its players," Frey said. 

Breece and Frey tried several times to cancel the original Facebook events, but the site wouldn’t allow them to delete the listings. Breece created a new group called, 
"Greenwood Block Party Showing Support for Michigan Football" and posted messages on pages for the previous events, explaining that the events were cancelled and that 
the new event would take its place. 

Breece also sent a Facebook message to members of the event explaining the NCAA policies and the changes to the party. 

In the end, though, the block party wasn’t the blowout Breece and Frey envisioned. The bitter, 10 degree weather kept most party-goers home and confined the few who 
showed up to a couple of houses along the block. 

Breece admitted that he failed to take the weather into account when he planned the party. 

jco~Maras@biqeast.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January, 24, 2008 9:43 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Hams@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane < mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.x~u.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villanova.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edn>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu-~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu:>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maJcquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usi~edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda "fates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osalvesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/24/08- 15.5.3.2.1.1 

Top Spin is a prospective student-athlete at American High School. Top is a senior and will graduate this May with a 3.75 cumulative GPA. Because of his 
strong high school academic achievements, he will receive a $5,000 scholarship for college. Top will be attending State University and will play tennis. In 
addition to the academic scholarship, Top will also receive an athletic scholarship worth 25% of a full scholarship. 

State University is trying to determine if Top’s academic scholarship meets the parameters of an academic honor award. Can they use Top’s 3.75 
cumulative GPA to satisfy the minimum GPA requirement? 

Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2007-74, institutions may use a prospective student-athlete’s cumulative GPA for purposes of academic honor 
awards. Please note that this piece of legislation becomes effective August 1,2008. 



2007-74 FINANCIAL AID -- EQUIVALENCY COMPUTATIONS -- EXCEPTIONS -- ACADEMIC HONOR AWARDS -- 
CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: To specify that the minimum grade-point average required to exempt ml academic honor award from ml equivalency computation shall be based on the 

recipient’s cumulative high school grade-point average, rather than his or her core-course grade-point average. 

Bylaws: Amend 15.5.3.2.1.1, as follows: 

15.5.3.2.1.1 Academic Honor Awards. Academic himor awards that aye part of an institution’s normal arrangements for academic scholarship~ based solely on the 

recipient’s high school record and awarded independently of athletics interests and in amounts consistent with the pattern of all such awards made by the institution, are 
exempt from an institution’s equivalency computation, provided the recipient was ranked in the upper 10 percent of the high school graduating class or achieved a core- 

course cmnulative grade-point average of at least 3.500 (based on a maximum of 4.000) or a minimum ACT sum score of 105 or a minimum SAT score of 1200. 

[Remainder of 15.5.3.2.1.1 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Academics’EligibiliU/Compliance Cabinet (Subcommittee on Initial-Eligibilib, Issnes). 

Effective Date: August 1, 2008 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Financial Aid 

Rationale: Based on the approval of the early certification waiver process for 2007-08 and the potential adoption of a separate legislative proposal that would 

establish an exception for an early academic certification, prospective student-athletes who are certified early will not have a final core-course grade-point average 

calculated by the NCAA FJigibiliN Center. Establishing the cumulative high school grade-tx~int average as a criterion of the academic honor awayd exemption will allow 
institutions to detelmine whether a prospective student-athlete meets the grade-point average prong of the legislation based on the final high school transcript. This 

legislative change would apply to all prospective s~mdent-athletes, not just those who are deemed qualifiers after six semesters. Finally, all other criteria related to 

exempting the academic honor awaxd (e.g., based solely on the high school record) will remain applicable. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2008 8:45 AIM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Bri~m Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAiLA, S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richaacdson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtt>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane < mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edtr~,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.x~u.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu~; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtc,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;~; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie ,!ohnson <jjohnson@scm~letknighks.com>; J~unie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtt>; Lynne Barney <albeaal01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villanova.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edn>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu-~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edw~; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; StumpI; Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Waulenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu:>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khato@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Mafinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarpm~elli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osaJvesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmm~golis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbaa:a Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtt>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edtt>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.fighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.vx~u.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/25/08- Current Event 

USC’s Floyd: ’1 told Mayo he could go to Lakers game’ 
USAToday com--AP-- Southern California coach Tim Floyd has taken the blame for a possible NCAA rules violation by freshman standout O.J Mayo. 



Mayo accepted free tickets to Monday night’s game between Denver and the Los Angeles Lakers from Nuggets star Carmelo Anthony, and attended after 
telling his coach of the situation. 
"O.J. asked me if he could go to the game," Floyd said before the Trojans left for a two-game road trip that began Thursday night at Oregon State. "1 asked 
him where he was getting the ticket, and he said, ’Carmelo? I said, ’How long have you known him?’ He said ’Since seventh grade.’ I said, ’Sure, he’s a 
friend.’" 
Mayo, averaging a team-leading 19.7 points, told reporters Tuesday he had received the tickets, which were located behind courtside seats near midcourt 
at Staples Center and had a face value of $230 each. 
’qt’s a secondary violation. It’s one of ignorance on my part if it was a mistake," Floyd said. "rll take the responsibility because I told the kid he could go to the 
game. I assumed he could go to the game. If they want to suspend me for a game, suspend me for a game, but not the kid. He did the right thing?’ 
N CAA bylaw 16.11.2.2.3 states that student-athletes may not receive "free or reduced-cost admission to professional athletics contests from professional 
sports organizations, unless such services also are available to the student body in general." 
The NCAA could consider Anthony a friend who gave Mayo the tickets rather than a representative of the Nuggets, perhaps making the matter legal by 
NCAA standard& 
Mayo also acknowledged he attended a Clippers game against Cleveland in November. Freshman USC guard James Dunleavy said he took Mayo as his 
guest. Dunleavy’s father, Mike, is the Clippers’ coach. The younger Dunleavy said USC assistant Bob Cantu told him he could take any of his teammates to 
a Clippers game once a semester. 
NCAA spokesman Erik Christianson and USC sports information director Tim Tessalone both declined comment on Thursday for the second straight day in 
e-mails to The Associated Press. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Januao, 28, 2008 2:42 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscra~age@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; ShoshaJma Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <naJ~cy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess HegmaJm 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mmlgion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.lvgan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivma 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brim1 Warcup <bwarculo@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edu~,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bige&st.org>; Am5’ Hernran 

<ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kefin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennit~r Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickhi~d, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtv~; Vangelder, Mafielle <mafielle.vaJ~gelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll --dcnollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marqnette.edu;,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Rosealm Antonelli ~-afllcompliance@stjohns.edu;,; Mike Karwoski <~kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Chad Wall --~chad.wall@mail.~,u.edtr~; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; 

Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ust:edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; WmMa 

Factor <~x4"acmr@bigeastorg% Lisa DeiNer <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kfistine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu~; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick CaxpaJcelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloa~ 

~q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~:ra@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 

~-efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu:>; Dalfielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maJrquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <smadyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; lamar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01@lonisville.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray ~deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsL3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyler@bebsma.com>; Criqnett Lehman <cfiquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<saJcah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Sta~, Kath~’n <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Jody Sykes <iody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll @admin.usf.edtc>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Wood?’ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneoJme@shu.edu>; Ben Toxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg >; Joeleen Akin ~-j~Jdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 
@apoint@pl~ovidence.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villmaova.edu~; Bobby Weygmad 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;,; Brad Cox <~brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <~khato@eng.us£edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Clms Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Term Howes 

<temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01@louisville.edu>; koos@bc.edu; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@ uncaa, unc.edu; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin. us£edw~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu~; MegaJ1 Finch <megan.finch@villm~ova.edu-~; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.allbr&~ aconn.edu>; Michael Dean qnedeaJl@rice.edw~; Jamie Israel 
@srael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeastorg >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; R~ldale Richmond 

<mchnio2@kent.edu>; Brimi Lutz <bnan.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspoxks@admin.ns£edu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise < elaine.wise@louiswille.edtc>; Andrew Ca~cdamone --~ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condoxas, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 
<rchris~tensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Jordan Blizzard -~ordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/28/08- 13.1.3.4.1 

The sports information director at BIG STATE University would like to get some personal information from the prospective student-athletes that signed National Letters of 
Intent (NLI) during the early signing period. 

Is it permissible for the sports information director to telephone these prospects to get the information needed for next year’s media guide? 

No, it is not permissible for noncoaching staff members to telephone prospects, except as specifically legislated. PLEASE NOTE, however, that with the adoption of NCAA 
Proposal 2007-18, noncoaching staff members will be permitted to telephone prospects that have signed NLIs with their institution. The effective date for this piece of 
legislation is August 1,2008. 



2007-18 PERSONNEL AND RECRUITING -- LIMITATIONS ON THE NUMBER AND DUTIES OF COACHES -- 
RECRUITING COORDINATION FUNCTIONS -- EXCEPTION - NONCOACHING STAFF MEMBER -- AFTER NATIONAL 
LETTER OF INTENT SIGNING OR OTHER WRITTEN COMMITMENT 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Dia.qram 
intent: To permit a noncoaching staff member to make telephone calls to or receive telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s 
parents, legal guardians or coaches) and prepare general recruiting correspondence (including electronic correspondence) to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective 
student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians), provided the prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or, for those institutions not using the National 
Letter of Intent in a particular sport or for a prospective-student-athlete who is not eligible to sign a National Letter of Intent (e.g., four-year college transfer), the institution’s 
written offer of admission and/or financial aid. 
A. Bylaws: Amend 11.7.1.2, as follows: 

11.7.1.2 Recruiting Coordinating Functions. All recruiting coordination functions (except routine clerical tasks) must be performed by the head coach or one or 
more of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4. Such functions include: 

(a) Activities involving athletics evaluation and/or selection of prospective student-athletes; 

(b) Making telephone calls to or receiving telephone calls from prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians or coaches; 
and 

(c) Preparation of general recruiting correspondence (including electronic correspondence) to prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athlete’s 
parents or legal guardians). 

[11 =7=1 =2=1 unchanged.] 

11.7.1.2.2 Exception - Noncoaching Staff Member -After National Letter of intent Signing or Other Written Commitment. A 
noncoaching staff member may perform the functions set forth in Bylaw 11.7.1.2=(b} and 11.7.1.2=(c} after the calendar day on which 

the prospective student=athlete has signed a National Letter of intent. For an institution not using the National Letter of intent in a 

particular sport, or for a prospective student-athlete who is not eligible to sign a National Letter of Intent (e.g., four-year 

college transfer), a noncoaching institutional staffmember may perform the functions set forth in Bylaw 11.7.1.2-{b} and 11.7.1.2=(c) 

after the calendar day on which the prospective student-atldete signs the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial 

aid. 

B. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3.4.1, as follows: 

13.1.3.4.1 Institutional Coaching Staff Members - General Rule. All telephone calls made to and received from prospective student-athletes (or the prospective 
student=athletes’ parents, legal guardians or coaches) must be made and received by the head coach or one or more of the assistant coaches who count toward 
the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). In bowl subdivision football and women’s rowing, such telephone calls also may be made by the 
graduate assistant coach, provided the coach has successfully completed the coaches’ certification examination per Bylaw 11.5.1.1. 

13.1.3.4.1.1 Exceptions - Prior to National Letter of intent Signing or Other Written Commitment. The Prior to a prospective student- 
athlete signing a National Letter of intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, the following institutional 
staff members may make telephone calls to or receive telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s 
parents or legal guardians) as specified: 

[13.1.3.4.1.1 -(a) through 13.1.3.4.1= 1 -(b) u ncha nged.] 

(c) Compliance Coordinators. It is permissible for a compliance coordinator to return telephone calls from prospective student-athletes with no limit 
on the timing or number of such telephone calls, provided the calls relate only to compliance issues. It is permissible fora compliance coordinator 
to initiate telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete, provided the calls relate only to compliance issues and such calls occur after the 
prospective student-athlete’s signing of a National Letter of Intent with that institution (or, for those institutions not subscribing to the National 
Letter of Intent, after the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid). 

(d) Noncoaching Staff Members with Sport Specific Responsibilities. It is permissible for a noncoaching staff member with sport specific 
responsibilities to initiate and receive telephone calls from prospective student-athletes, provided the calls relate only to general pre-enrellment 
administrative issues and such calls occur subsequent to the prospective student-athlete’s sign#}g a National Letter of Intent with that institution 
(or, for those institutions not subscribing to the National Letter of Intent, subsequent to the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the 

institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid). 

13.1.3.4.1.2 Exception - Noncoaching Staff Member - After National Letter of intent Signing or Other Written Commitment. After the 
calendar day on which a prospective student=athlete signs a National Letter of intent, a noncoaching institutional staff member may 
make telephone calls to or receive telephone calls from the prospective student=athlete (or the prospective student=athlete’s parents 
or legal guardians). For an institution not using the National Letter of intent in a particular sport, or for a prospective student=athlete 
who is not eligible to sign a National Letter of intent (e.g., four-year college transfer), a noncoaching institutional staff member may 
make telephone calls to or receive telephone calls from the prospective student=athlete (or the prospective student=athlete’s parents 
or legal guardians) after the calendar day on which the prospective student=athlete signs the institution’s written offer of admission 
and/or financial aid. 

C. Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1.1, as foiling: 

13.4.1.1 Printed Recruiting Materials. As specified below, an institution may provide the following printed materials to prospective student-athletes, coaches of 
prospective student-athletes or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: 

(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence, including letters and postcards issued by the U.S. postal service, may be sent to a prospective student- 
athlete only by mail. Attachments to general correspondence may only include materials printed on plain white paper with black ink that are not created for 
recruiting purposes, except for the additional printed materials listed in this section. The Prior to a prospective student=athlete signing a National Letter of 
intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, the content of all general recruiting correspondence to prospective student- 
athletes (or prospective student-atMetes’ parents or legal guardians) must be prepared by the head coach or one of the assistant coaches who count toward the 
numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). It is not permissible for an institution’s chancellor or president or director of athletics to prepare 
general correspondence to a prospective student-athlete. After the calendar day on which a prospective student=athlete signs a National Letter of 



Intent, a noncoaching institutional staff member may prepare general recruiting correspondence to a prospective student=athlete (or the 

prospective student=athlete’s parents or legal guardians). For an institution not using the ~’ationa| Letter of Intent in a pat’tieu]ar sport, or for a 

prospective student-athlete who is not eligible to sign a National Letter of Intent (e.g., four-year college transfer), a noncoaching 

institutional staff member may prepare general recruiting correspondence to the prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student- 

athlete’s parents or legal guardians) after the calendar day on wlfich the prospective student-atMete signs file institution’s written offer of 

admission and/or financial aid. 

[13.4.1.1-(b) through 13.4.1.1-(j) unchanged.] 

Source: Big 12 Conference. 
Effective Date: August 1,2008 
Proposal Category: Amendment 
Topical Area: Personnel 
Rationale: As a general rule, an individual is considered to be a prospective student-athlete until he or she enrolls full time or participates in regular practice sessions. 
However, once a National Letter of Intent has been signed or, for those not eligible to sign an NLI (e.g., four-year transfer, institution does not subscribe), an offer of admission 
and/or financial aid has been accepted, an individual has committed to an institution and the recruitment process is, for all practical purposes, completed. Exceptions for 
communication with a prospective student-athlete after the signing of a National Letter of Intent (or acceptance of written offer of financial aid or admission) currently exist, but 
these exceptions are limited in scope. Any telephone calls or written correspondence with a prospective student-athlete concerning his or her recruitment after he or she has 
signed a National Letter of Intent (or an offer of admission and/or financial aid) would be minimal. Further, this proposal would allow an institution’s chancellor or president, 
faculty athletics representative or director of athletics to send a congratulatory note to a prospective student-athlete after he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent (or an 

offer of admission and/or financial aid). 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2008 7:25 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscra~age@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; ShoshaJma Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <naJ~cy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess HegmaJm 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mmlgion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeasl.org>; Chuck Sullivma 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brim1 Warcup <bwarculo@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edu~,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigec~st.org>; Ams’ Hernran 

<ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kefin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennit~r Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickhi~d, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtv~; Vangelder, Mafielle <mafielle.vaJ~gelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <a~gela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll -dcnollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; l?hillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu;,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Rosealm Antonelli <afllcompliance@stjohns.edu;,; Mike Karwoski <~kalavoski. l@nd.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Chad Wall --~chad.wall@mail.~,u.edtr~; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; 

Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ust:edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; WmMa 

Factor <~x4"acmr@bigeasl.org:~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kfistine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu~; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick CaxpaJcelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloa~ 

~q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~:ra@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 

~-efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu:>; Dalfielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maJrquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <smadyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; lamar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hermann ~kherm01@lonisville.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray ~deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsL3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyler@bebsma.com>; Criqnett Lehman <cfiquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<saJcah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Sta~, Kath~’n <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Jody Sykes <iody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll @admin.usf.edtc>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Wood?’ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneoJme@shu.edu>; Ben Toxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeasl.org >; Joeleen Akin ~-j~Jdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scMetknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu:>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;,; Brad Cox <~brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <~khato@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Clms Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Term Howes 

<temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01@louisville.edu>; koos@bc.edu; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@ uncaa, unc.edu; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin. us£edw~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu~; MegaJ1 Finch <megan.finch@villm~ova.edu-~; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.allbr&~ aconn.edu>; Michael Dean qnedeaJl@rice.edw~; Jamie Israel 
@srael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; R~ldale Richmond 

<mchnlo2@kent.edu>; Brim1 Lutz <bnan.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspoxks@admin.usLedu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise < elaine.wise@louiswille.edtc>; Andrew Ca~cdamone --~ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Condoxas, Steven 

M. <SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 
<rchrislensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Jordan Blizzard -~ordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 1/29/08- 12.1.2.1.3.1 

High Jump is a prospective student-athlete who will be enrolling at College America this fall to participate in track. High did not do very well on the 
SAT, so she would like to enroll in a prep course to help improve her score. Unfortunately High’s family cannot afford to pay for such a class. 

Can High receive financial assistance from another source to help cover the cost of the prep course? 

Yes, as long as the financial assistance does NOT come from an agent, professional sports team/organization or a booster of a collegiate 
institution. NCAA Proposal 2007-21, which was adopted in January, expands the type of educational expenses a prospect may receive prior to 
collegiate enrollment. Please note that this piece of legislation is effective immediately. 



2007-21 AMATEURISM -- GENERAL REGULATIONS -- EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES -- PRIOR TO COLLEGIATE 
ENROLLMENT -- PERMISSIBLE EXPENSES OR SERVICES 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 
Intent: To specify that a prospective student-athlete may receive educational expenses or services related to tutoring and standardized test preparatory classes from any 
individual or entity other than an agent, professional sports teams/organization or a representative of an institution’s athletics interests, provided such expenses are disbursed 
directly to the individual, organization, or educational institution providing the educational service. 
Bylaws: Amend 12.1.2.1.3.1, as follows: 

12.1.2.1.3.1 Educational Expenses or Services - Prior to Collegiate Enrollment. A prospective student-athlete may receive educational expenses or services 
(e.g., tuition, fees, room and board, and books, tutoring, standardized test preparatory classes) prior to collegiate enrollment from any individual or entity 
other than an agent, professional sports tear~’organization or a representative of an institution’s athletics interests, provided the payment for such expenses or 
services are disbursed directly through to the recipient’s individual, organization, or educational institution (e.g., high school, preparatory school) providing 
the educational expense or service. 

Source: NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet (Subcommittee on Agents and Amateurism). 
Effective Date: Immediate 
Proposal Category: Amendment 
Topical Area: Amateurism 
Rationale: Current legislation limits a prospective student-athlete to receiving tuition, fees, room and board and books prior to collegiate enrollment from any individual or 
entity other than an agent, professional sports team/organization or representative of an institution’s athletics interests under specified disbursement conditions. Expanding 
the educational expenses that are permitted prior to collegiate enrollment beyond tuition, fees, room and board and books will assist in preparing students for the rigors of a 
four-year college education. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January, 31, 2008 9:16 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Hams@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber qsandxi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu~; Stephanie Ellison 
<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scmnage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne~c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane < mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; 

Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <armie.shepard@mail.x~u.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~x~n.edu>; 

Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu;,; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edn>; Cody Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

--~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgeraJd@marquette.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu~; Deborah Chay 
<debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanf(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jamie .!ohnson <jjohnson@scarletknighks.com>; JaJnie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <~athadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Jess ttegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@slm.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @lonisville.edu:>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Megan Finch <megan.finch@villanova.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea~louisville.edn>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~T.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu-~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usfedu>; Stump~ Rick <RStnn~pf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu:>; Nancy Hamant <nancyhamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maJcquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usi~edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org~; Dan Gavitt 

--~dgavit ~bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osaJvesttini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp~georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 1/31/08- 13.1.8.9.4 

Please see below a new NCAA educational column posted on LSDBi 

2008 Hot Topic -- CONTACTS AND EVALUATIONS - FOOTBALL EVALUATIONS -- SCHOLASTIC ACTIVITIES (I) 

Date Issued: Jan 28, 2008 
Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 



Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that recently adopted NCAA Division I Propo~l No. 2007-42 has an immediate effective date. All evaJuafions, including 

evaluations that occur during the 2008 spring evaluation period, are limited to regularly scheduled high school, preparatow ~hool m~d two-year college contests and 
practices and regular scholastic activities involving prospective student-aflfletes enrolled at the institution at Milch the regula scholastic activities occur. Therefore, 

evaluations may not occur at nonscholastic events, including, but not limited to, camps, combines and all-star games. 

[References: NCAA Proposal No. 2007-42 (contacts and evaluations -- football evaJuations -- scholastic activities) and NCAA Bylaw 13.1.8.9.4 (scholastic and 

nonscholastic activities)] 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Febrnary 1, 2008 7:01 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Tim Parker <tpaJ&e@vt.edu-~; Shosh~uma Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <n~mcy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeasl.org>; Chuck Sullivma 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brian Warcup <bwarculo@scarletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.eduv,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Mnrphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx)kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll --lmollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<fiederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edn>; Doug Tralfi <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsn.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis ~demageli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com% Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 
<kklbMe@ku.edu>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Batt3e <bbartle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; 

Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; 

Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu:>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon 

McNamara <smcnamar@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft --~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 
<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @lonisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsff3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary, <Mary.Tyler@bcbsma.com>; Criqaett 

Lehman <criquett.s.lehmm~@ttu.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Jody 

Sykes <jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher --~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Kathlyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Ben Taxio <btario@theacc.org>; 

Kris Richardson <krichaldson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point --jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <bwevgand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.w~,u.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; I,ynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edtr~; koos*~bc.edu; 

erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.us£edu~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@.providence.edu>; nlee@asIate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.allbr&~ aconn.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu-~; Jamie Israel 
@slael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Ran&ale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.us£edu>; John Maxinatto 

~-jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; Elaine Wise ~-elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Andrew Carchmone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; 

dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchrislensen@athlelics.pitt.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.~wn.edtr~; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Marcns L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco --vddemarco@bigeast.olg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/1/08- 13.4.2.4 

The men’s basketball coaches at Big State University (BSU) have been showing a computer presentation to recruits during their in-home visits. 
The presentation has been so successful that they would like to have it posted on BSU’s website. 

Is it permissible to post the presentation to the institution’s website? 

Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2007-48, it is now permissible to show a computer recruiting presentation during any permissible on- or 
off-campus contact. It is also permissible to post the presentation on the institution’s website. Please note that this piece of legislation is effective 
immediately. 



2007-48 RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS -- VIDEO/AUDIO MATERIALS -- COMPUTER RECRUITING 
PRESENTATIONS -- LOCATION OF PRESENTATION 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 
Intent: To permit an institution to show a computer recruiting presentation to a prospective student-athlete during any permissible on- or off-campus contact; further, to permit 
the recruiting presentation to be posted on the institution’s Web site. 
Bylaws: Amend 13.4.2.4, as follows: 

13.4.2.4 Computer Recruiting Presentations. An institution may produce a computer recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation software) to show to a 
prospective student-athlete during an in-home vis# or an official or unofficial vis# any permissible on- or off-campus contact. In addition, the presentation 
may be posted to the institution’s Web site. Such a presentation may not include any video/audio component (except as permitted in Bylaw 13.4.2.1) and 
may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness. Such a presentation may not be created by an entity outside the 
institution. 

Source: NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet (Subcommittee on Recruiting). 
Effective Date: Immediate 
Proposal Category: Amendment 
Topical Area: Recruiting 
Rationale: The issue of showing computer recruiting presentations to prospective student-athletes at locations other than during an in-home visit or during an official or 

unofficial visit was not considered when the current legislation was adopted. Permitting a computer recruiting presentation to be shown at other locations (e.g., prospective 
student-athlete’s educational institution) during a permissible contact would not adversely affect the original intent of the legislation, which was to enable an institution to 
provide a prospective student-athlete with additional information about its educational and athletics programs through a medium other than printed materials. This proposal 
also would permit an institution to post a computer recruiting presentation on its Web site in order to provide prospective student-athletes with greater access to such 
information. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 4, 2008 8:51 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btalio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; rflee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shosharam Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu:>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci < smoniaci@hbu.edu:>; 

koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn < stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmedoy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; 

themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mary, <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edt~-; Waist 

Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan 

McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edt>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <at]mmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edt>; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edt>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@masquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <ijohnson@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s3,r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; Johil Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpalrick <keenanld@shu.edtc>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edt>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu:>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edt>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org:~; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~]vestrini <osgwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edt>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/4/08- 13.10.9.2 

First N. Goal is a prospective student-athlete who is going to sign a National Letter of Intent on Wednesday to play football at Western College. The Head Coach at Western 
College would like to invite First’s parents to the press conference announcing the incoming recruiting class. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.2 states that an institution may make an announcement on the institution’s campus for the sole purpose of presenting at one time to the media the 
names of all prospective student-athletes who have signed a National Letter of Intent or accepted written offers of admission and/or financial aid from that institution, with the 
understanding that no prospective student.athletes (or their friends or relatives) may be in attendance. 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2008 8:23 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulg’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@im.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Riclmaond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shosharam Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci < smoniaci@hbu.edu>; 

koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn < stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; 

themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edt~-; Waist 

Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wwu.edu>; Megan 

McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtr~; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;>; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Isaf <Mmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanl?t 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@masquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <ijohnson@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s.~,r.edu-~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu~,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; Johil Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@shu.edtc>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rclmstensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Katl~yn Lmn <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.ssT.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmlghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~]vestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Cmol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/5/08- 13.9.1 

Free Kick is a soccer prospective student-athlete who is going to sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) with College USA tomorrow. Free has already been added to College 
USA’s institutional request list (IRL), but she has not yet registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center. 
Can she sign an NLI with College USA tomorrow? 
In order to provide an offer of athletically-related financial assistance to a high school or prep school prospective student-athlete (i.e., NLI, financial aid agreement), the 
prospective student-athlete must register with the NCAA Eligibility Center and must be placed on the institution’s Institutional Request List (IRL). 
13.9.1 NCAA Eligibility Center Registration and Institutional Request List. 
An institution shall not provide a high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete a written offer of athletically related financial aid (per Bylaw 15.3.2.3) until he or 
she has registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center and the institution has placed the prospective student=athlete on its institutional request list (IRL) with the NCAA Eligibility 
Center. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 6, 2008 11:27 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeasl.org>; Chuck Sullivma 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brian Warcup <bwarculo@scarletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.eduv,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Mnrphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghma Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll -dmollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marqnette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<fiederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edn>; Doug Tralfi <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsn.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis ~demageli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usLedu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 
<kklbMe@ku.edu>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Batt3e <bbartle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; 

Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu>; 

Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu:>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon 

McNamara <~smcnamar@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft --~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 
<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~,n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @lonisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsff3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary, <Mary.Tyler@bcbsma.com>; Criqaett 

Lehman <criquett.s.lehmm~@ttu.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Jody 

Sykes <jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher --~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Kathlyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Ben Taxio <btario@theacc.org>; 

Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point --jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <bwevgand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.w~,u.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; I,ynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edtr~; koos*~bc.edu; 

erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.usLedu~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@.providence.edu>; nlee@asIate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.allbr&~ aconn.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu-~; Jamie Israel 
@slael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Ran&ale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz <bnan.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.nsLedu>; John Maxinatto 

~-jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; Elaine Wise ~-elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Andrew Carchmone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

megan finch@ncsn.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; 

dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athlelics.pitt.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.~wn.edtr~; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Marcns L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco --vddemarco@bigeast.olg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/6/08- National Letter of Intent- 13.1.6.7 

Hail Mary is a prospective student-athlete that will be signing a National Letter of Intent (NLI) to play football at Big State University (BSU). Hail wants to sign the NLI tomorrow 
at his parent’s restaurant, and he wants the head coach from BSU to be there when he signs. 
Is it permissible for the head coach to be present when Hail signs his NLI? 
No. NGAA Bylaw 13.1.6.7 states that any in-person, off-campus contact made with a prospective student-athlete for the purpose of signing a letter of intent or other 
commitment to attend the institution or attendance at activities related to the signing of a letter of intent or other commitment to attend the institution shall be prohibited. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Februa~’ 7, 2008 11:22 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brian Warcup <bwarculo@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edt~,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu~; Shawn Mnrphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigec~st.org>; Am5’ Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtc>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll --dcnollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marqnette.edtr~,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<fiederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsn.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangeli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usLedu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 
<kklbMe@ku.edtc>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian BattJe <bbatile@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick C~xp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; 

Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu:>; 

Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edtc>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon 

McNamara <~smcnamar@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft --~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Danielle Josetti 
<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~,n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <~tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @lonisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsff3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary, <Mary.Tyler@bcbsma.com>; Criqaett 

Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Jody 

Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher --~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathlyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edtc>; Ben Taxio <btario@theacc.org>; 

Kris Richardson <krichaldson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edu:>; Jill La Point --jlapoint@providence.edtc>; John Heck <jheck@scaJcletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <bwevgand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.w~,u.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; I,ynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edtr~; koos*~bc.edu; 

erin.haarigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.us£edu~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklander@.providence.edu>; nlee@asIate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.allbr&~ aconn.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu-~; Jamie Israel 

@smel@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeastorg >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Ran&ale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz <bnan.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.nsLedu>; John Maxinatto 

~-jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; Elaine Wise ~-elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Andrew Carchmone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

megan finch@ncsn.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtc>; 

dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athlelics.pitt.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.~wn.edtr~; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Marcns L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.olg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/8/08- National Letter of Intent- Null and Void 

Under which of the following circumstances does a National Letter of Intent (NLI) become null and void: 

A. The prospect is denied admission to the institution. 

B. The prospect is certified as a nonqualifier by the NCAA Eligibility Center. 

C. The head coach in the prospect’s sport leaves the institution. 

D. Aand B. 



E. All of the above. 

The correct answer is D. The National Letter of Intent is an agreement that ensures the prospective student-athlete will receive an athletics scholarship for one academic 
year, and that the prospect will attend the institution for one academic year. Denial of admission and ineligibility relieve the institution and prospect from the one year 
commitment. The departure of a head coach in and of itself does not justify a release from the institution. (Taken from the text of the NLI- #7) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 11, 2008 8:27 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr>; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~my Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulg’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@im.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Riclmaond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shosharam Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci < smoniaci@hbu.edu>; 

koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn < stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; 

themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edt~-; Waist 

Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wwu.edu>; Megan 

McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edt>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <aflmmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <Mmisaf@syr.edt>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edt>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanl?t 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@masquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <ijohnson@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s3,r.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; Johil Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@shu.edtc>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edt>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rclmstensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu;>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Katl~yn Lmn <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.ssT.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@nmxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edt>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org:~; John Ma~natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmlghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~]vestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Cmol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edt>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/11/08- 15.5.8.2 

Cent R. Line is a prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of intent (NLI) with Eastern College to play volleyball next year. Cent has also been 
approached by the basketball coaches about practicing with the team after the volleyball season is over. 
If Cent practices with the basketball team, does her scholarship still count against the volleyball team limits? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 1!5.5.8.2 states that a counter who practices or competes in basketball and one or more other sports (other than football) shall be a 
counter in basketball. 

2~!2 g{ch~mmg 5gr#e{, ,’:h*i?’c ~,,o 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, FebruaW 12, 2008 9:00 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A_S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulg’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Riclmaond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shosharam Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu:>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci < smoniaci@hbu.edu:>; 

koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn < stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; 

themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, MaW <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edt~-; Waist 

Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan 

McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtr~; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;>; Brenden Fletcher <atJlcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~geMd@masquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edw~; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@masquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <ijohnson@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s.~,r.edw~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu~,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; John Heck <jheck a}scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@shu.edtc>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rclmstensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu;>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.rnss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Katl~yn Lmn <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.ssT.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; l?hillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org:~; John Ma~natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmlghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~Jvestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Cmol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/12/08- 16.5.2e 

Big State University (BSU) men’s basketball team is required to remain on campus during spring break for practice and competition. Because institutional dining facilities are 

closed, student-athletes will be provided per diem for each day they remain on-campus. As part of the NCAA’s efforts to help meet student-athletes’ nutritional needs, NCAA 
Bylaw 16.5.2(e) also allows BSU to provide an additional meal above the three meals per day provided to student-athletes remaining on campus. 
Can BSU provide cash (in lieu of a meal) to student-athletes for the additional meal? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 16.5.2(e) Vacation-Period Expenses states that the institution may provide the cost of room and board to student-athletes (during 
official institutional vacation periods) in the following circumstances. If an institution does not provide a men to its student-athletes under such 
circumstances, a cash allowance may be provided (except for the permissible additional meal as described below), not to exceed the amount provided by 
the institution to institutional staff members on away-from-campus trips: (Revised: 4/17/07) 



(1) Student-athletes who are required to remain on the institution’s campus for organized practice sessions or competition during the institution’s official 
vacation period. If the student-athlete lives at home during the vacation period, the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution, other than 
to permit the student-athlete to participate in team meals incidental to practice sessions; (Revised: 1/14/97, 10/28/99, 5/26/06) 

(2) Student-athletes who return to campus during the institution’s official vacation period occurring during a regular academic term (not including vacation 
periods between terms) from institutional competition. Under such circumstances, room and board expenses may be provided beginning with the student- 
athlete’s arrival on campus until the institution’s regular dormitories and dining facilities reopen. If the student-athlete lives at home during the vacation 
period, the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution; or (Adopted: 10/28/99; Revised: 5/26/06) 

(3) Student-athletes who return to campus during the institution’s official vacation period between regular academic terms (e.g, summer-vacation period) 
from institutional competition that occurs at the end of the institution’s playing and practice season or a segment thereof. Under such circumstances, room 
and board expenses may be provided for no more than a 48-hour period, beginning with the student-athlete’s return to campus. If the student-athlete lives at 
home during the vacation period, the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution. (Adopted: 10/28/99; Revised: 5/26/06) 

in addition, an institution, at its discretion, also may provide an additional meal (as opposed to the cash equivalent) to student-athletes to meet 
nutritional needs as a benefit incidental to participation during each day of any vacation period, provided the student-athlete is required to 
remain on campus to be involved in practice or competition, (Adopted: 4/29/04; Revised: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07; 4/17/07) 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February- 13, 2008 8:55 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~n.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulg’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Riclmaond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shosharam Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu:>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci < smoniaci@hbu.edu:>; 

koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn < stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; 

themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edt~-; Waist 

Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wwu.edu>; Megan 

McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtr~; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;>; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@masquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <ijohnson@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s.~,r.edu-~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu~,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; Johil Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@shu.edtc>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rclmstensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu;>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Katl~yn Lmn <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.ssT.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; l?hillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org:~; John Ma~natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmlghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~]vestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Cmol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/13/08- 13.2.7 

Strike Zone is a prospect that will enroll during the summer term at Big Time College prior to his initial full-time enrollment. He can use Big Time’s academic 
services and training room facilities provided: 

A. Strike has verbally committed to Big Time College 
B. Strike lives in the community of Big Time College 
C. Strike is attending summer school 
D. Aand B only. 

The answer is C. 



NCAA Bylaw 13.2.7 Academic Support Services/Use of Training-Room Facilities- states that a prospective student-athlete who is enrolled in the 
institution’s summer term prior to the student’s initial, full-time enrollment at the certifying institution may be provided academic support services by the 
institution and also may use the institution’s training-room facilities. (Adopted: 1/11/94, Revised: 1/9/06, 1/14/08) 

The requirement of signing a National Letter of Intent in order to receive such services was removed. This change became effective in 
January 2008. 

iieomtaras@biqeast.orq 

4÷>~..~’72, o4:74 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 13, 2008 1:09 PM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtr~; wshults@fiu.edu; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clem~m.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.l;u.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulg’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Riclmaond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shosharam Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci < smoniaci@hbu.edu>; 

koost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn < stricklanda@m~Jd.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; 

themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edt~-; Wind 

Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wwu.edu>; Megan 

McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtr~; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;>; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@masquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <ijohnson@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s.~,r.edu-~; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu~,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edt~-; Johil Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@shu.edtc>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn01@lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<rclmstensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu-~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Katl~yn Lmn <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.ssT.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Ma~natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmlghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~]vestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odj~kjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Ce¢ol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~x~’u.edu> 

Bonus Item- 2/13/08- Current Event 

Indiana gets list of alleged violations related to phone calls 

By Andy Katz 

ESPN.com 
Updated: February 13, 2008 
The NGAA sent a notice of allegations to Indiana Univers@ last Friday detailing major violations in its men’s basketball program, multiple sources told ESPN.com. 
Larry Maelntyre, assistant vice president for university communications at Indiana University, confirmed to ESPN.eom that the school did receive documentation from the 
NGAA last week. 
The Associated Press reported on Tuesday night that the school will make the allegations public on Wednesday. University trustees president Stephen Ferguson told AP that 
school officials this week reviewed the report, but that the NC:AA is not expected to make its ruling until this summer. 



"There won’t be a hearing till this June," Ferguson told AP. "It’s just been reviewed, and I think everyone is analyzing it now." 
Maclntyre said he was unable to provide any more information. But Maclntyre said he was working on providing a copy of the documentation after ESPN.com requested one 
through the Freedom of Information Act. 

But ESPN.com has learned over the last week that the NCAA uncovered new information since Indiana self-reported violations under second-year head coach Kelvin Sampson 
in October. 
Sampson had been sanctioned after making impermissible phone calls while he was the coach at Oklahoma. Indiana then revealed more bad calls while Sampson was at IU. 
Multiple sources told ESPN.com that the NCAA was looking into whether Sampson did not tell the truth about those calls, resulting in the allegations of major violations. 
This new information that helped result in a major violations tag could leave the Hoosiers’ season, and Sampson’s career, under a cloud of uncertainty. 
ESPN.com made multiple efforts to reach Indiana athletic director Rick Gr~enspan over the past week and he never returned calls. Sampson didn’t return a message 
Tuesday. 
Indiana (20-3, No. 12 ESPN/USA Today, No. 13 AP) will have 90 days to respond to the letter. The committee on infractions has a hearing in April, but because of the 90-day 
window the hearing isn’t expected to take place until the June meeting. That means Indiana might not have closure on the matter until late into the summer. 
"The report came out in October, the university filed its response and there’s really not been anything happening [on the board] in the last five months," Ferguson told AP. 
"There have not been any discussions." 
A postseason ban for the Hoosiers would come into play only if IU decided to self-impose such a measure since the committee on infractions won’t meet until June. 
According to multiple sources, a postseason ban would only occur if there were an issue with the eligibility of any current student athletes, which ESPN.com has been told 
isn’t an issue yet. 
The NCAA investigation came after Indiana made an announcement in October that Sampson had made 100 impermissible phone calls while he was on probation for illicit 
calls he made while he was the coach at Oklahoma from 2000 to 2005. During that time, he made 577 impermissible calls. 
Sampson was penalized by Oklahoma by not being allowed to travel for recruiting. Indiana imposed the same penalty in his first season at IU. He was also banned from 
making calls and going off campus to recruit for a calendar year. He wasn’t banned from text messaging since it was allowed during that year. But it was during that year that 
he made the impermissible calls. 

Sampson wasn’t allowed to take part in three-way calls, originated by anyone on the staff. In October, Indiana made public that former assistant Rob Senderoff initiated three- 
way calls. During the October news conference, Indiana said that Sampson said he was unaware he was participating on a three-way call. Senderoff, who was forced to 
resign, said he didn’t let Sampson know he was on a three-way call, either. Prior to being forced out, Senderoff was told he couldn’t recruit off campus for a year or make a 
phone call. The same restriction was put on Dan Dakich, who has since been moved up to an assistant position from director of basketball operations. 
Sampson was hit with more penalties by the school, forfeiting a $500,000 raise, and a scholarship was taken away from the team. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February, 14, 2008 9:58 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mmlgion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeasl.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brim1 Warcup <bwarculo@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edt~,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu~; Shawn Mnrphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; wshults@fiu.edu; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bige&st.org>; Am5’ Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtc>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll -d<nollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marquette.edtr~,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <mt4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ 
<fiederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jan Fagg <jan fagg@ncsn.edtr~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangeli@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com% Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu~; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 
<kklbMe@ku.edtc>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brim1 BattJe <bbatile@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick C~xp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; 

Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephml.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@illanova.edu:>; 

Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edtc>; Donna Slam1 <dslo~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon 

McNamara <smcnamar@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft --~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Danielle Josetti 
<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~,n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lmnar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <lullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @lonisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsff3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary, <Mary.Tyler@bcbsma.com>; Criqaett 

Lehman <criquett.s.lehmm~@ttu.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Jody 

Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher --~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathlyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edtc>; Ben Taxio <btario@theacc.org>; 

Kris Richardson <krichaldson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edu:>; Jill La Point --jlapoint@providence.edtc>; John Heck <jheck@scaJcletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <bwevgand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.w~,u.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; I,ynne Barney <albam01@louisville.edtr~; koos*~bc.edu; 

erin.haarigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.us£edu~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@.providence.edu>; nlee@asIate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Alicia Alibrd <alicia.allbr&~ aconn.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu-~; Jamie Israel 

@smel@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; R~n&ale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brim1 Lutz <bnan.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.us£edu>; John Maxinatto 

~-jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; Elaine Wise ~-elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Andrew Carchmone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com >; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.e&c>; 

dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchrislensen@athlelics.pitt.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.~wn.edtr~; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Marcns L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.olg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/14/08- Current Event 

Lake walks out of Reggie Bush deposition 
By Jill Lieber Steeg, USA TODAY 
SAN DIEGO I The first deposition in the lawsuit against former University of Southern California Heisman Trophy-winning running back Reggie Bush never got off the ground, 

Lloyd Lake, a San Diego businessman and sports marketing agent who says he gave Bush and his family illegal payments and gifts while he was attending USC, left Bush’s 
local attorney’s offices here about 20 minutes after he and his attorney, Brian Watkins, arrived Tuesday morning. 

Watkins said he objected to David Cornwell, Bush’s attorney, having an unidentified armed man present in the conference room for the deposition. 



"It was outrageous," Watkins said. "Never in my 12 years of litigation have I ever encountered anything like this. Cornwell elected to bring a friend with a gun to the deposition. 
And I would not allow my client to be intimidated and go forward under those circumstances." 

Cornwell said he felt he needed a security guard present at the deposition because of past threats he alleged Lake and his attorney have made against him and Bush. 

At one time, Lake was allegedly affiliated with the Emerald Hill Bloods gang. Also, Lake spent two years in jail (2003 and ?2004) fighting a case of conspiracy to distribute 
marijuana because he couldn?t make bail. He was not subsequently sentenced to any additional jail time; he was placed on probation. 

In January 2006, Lake went to prison for a year for violating his probation because of an incident of domestic violence with his live-in girlfriend in November 2005. He 
subsequently was convicted of a domestic violence misdemeanor. 

"Given Lake’s criminal background, threats made to me in January 2006 by counsel (Watkins) regarding his criminal background and his gang affiliation and counsel’s inability 
to contr~)l his client, plus recent threats made by Mr. Lake against Reggie Bush, we were advised to take appropriate security precautions when in Lake’s presence," Cornwell 
said. "Despite his public accusations, this is the second time that the plaintiff has refused to tell his story under oath. 

"This lawsuit stuff is for grown folks. Obviously, this crew ain’t ready." 

Watkins denied he threatened Cornwell and called the accusations "slanderous." 

Describing the scene at Tuesday’s deposition, Watkins said: "Comwell wouldn’t tell me the guy’s name or his title. I asked for a business card, and I was told he didn’t have 
one. I said, ’I’m not going forward until you tell me who he is.’ Finally, I was told the guy was employed by the law firm of David Cornwell. 

"1 asked if he was armed, and Cornwell wouldn’t tell me. So, I said, ’Lloyd has already seen his gun.’ I objected to his being in the room, five feet from Lloyd, and Cornwell said 
that he would sit outside the conference room. So then, he was sitting eight to 10 feet away from Lloyd, outside a glass door with his arms folded, staring in at my client." 

That’s when, Watkins said, he pulled the plug on the deposition. 

"If you’re scared, why not hire legitimate security, a person dressed in a security firm’s uniform?" Watkins said. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Febrnary 15, 2008 7:30 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~:arc9h@virginia.edu->; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clem~n.edu->; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu~; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@~axletknights.com>; Carly Tully 
<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@lm.edu; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 

<heafller.mcatee@ulg-.edu>; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edu;>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;>; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Cumfinghmn <kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan 

Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edw~; Midgett, George D 

<george.dmidgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <michmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <sands~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Shults, William 
<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Paxker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar?’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsBh@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard --jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletkifights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.w~:u.edu~; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher ~-athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu;>; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edw>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@masquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <ijohnson@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@s.~:r.edw>; Jason DeAngelis 

<jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu~,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edt~-; Johil Heck <jheck a)scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com >; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanki@shu.edtc>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<kaxwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <mollymyer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtc,; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen 
<rclmstensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horm@admin.usfedu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu->; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu;>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Katl~yn Lmn <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wa~lenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.ssT.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeas~t.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org:~; John Ma~natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org:~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmlghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <ncaxpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini ~:osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis --:nnaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Ce¢ol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu’:,; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.vx~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/15/08- 15.2.8.1.2.3 

Slap Shot is a men’s ice hockey student-athlete at College USA. Slap is on a full athletic scholarship for the 2007-08 academic year. During the year, 
however, some of Slap’s athletic aid had to be reduced because of another scholarship he was receiving. 
Slap will be attending summer school and will only be receiving athletics aid. Can Slap receive a full athletic scholarship in the summer or does it have to be 
reduced as it was during the academic year? 
No, it does not have to be reduced. [Assuming the aid is within all permissible limits] NCAA Bylaw 15.2.8.1.2.3 states that if an institution provides a 
student-athlete with a full athletics grant during the academic year but is required to reduce the grant in accordance with Bylaw 15.1.4 (reduction when 
excess aid is awarded), the institution may provide the student-athlete full athletically related financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term. 



jcondar~sg~biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 18, 2008 8:35 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock +~arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <[x~kerin@lsu.edu+; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu+; Brian Lulz <brian.lulz@uIoledo.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcut~axletknights.com>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelnnaxl 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@tm.edu; Hams, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 
<heafller.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edu;>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu>; Jennifer Bmshear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;>; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; 

booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn ~:kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kklbwle@ku.edu+; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; megaJ1 flnch@ncsu.edu; Meghan 

Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu:+; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu:+; Midgett, George D 

<george.dmidgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu:+; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <saJlds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Shults, William 
<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepha~ie Ellison <;saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; StricHmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Paxker <tparke@vt.edu>; themaxldez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~~ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard --jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; Megml McGrmle 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhode@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.w+’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edu,~; Dan Bartholomae -~bartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.e&l>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~+ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~atanielle.fllzgerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanP~+~/athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu+; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson ~jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkifighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeaxlgelis@bigeast.org>; JC --jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmaml <jhegma~n@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mmldel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheclc@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey --qdfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenml-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu;>; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edu;,; Mac Hart <mhar~@providence.edu;,; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villmlova.edu~; Mya Pronsehinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseaml Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.e&P; Sarah Bobert 

<saxah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Mafielle <mazielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wa~da Factor <wiactor@bigeast.org>; Dan Regaxl 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.wwu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Katl~yn Lam 

<Ham@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syT.edu~,; Nmlcy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; l?hillip Naylor -@fillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohils.edu>; Scott Bl++wn 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <’khato@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu;>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu->; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <’knollw@georgetown.edu;>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob~a~obigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <’bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmazinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tra~ghese ~-~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli ~-~ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestmfi@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis--~rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett < semmett@bigeas+t.org>; Shannon McNamam <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@s>~r.edt~-; Barbaxa Spaxks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.e&~>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu,~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Tem Howes <tem.howes@mail.w~u.edu~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 2/18/08- 17.1.6.4.4 

Classes are not in session today at State University in observance of President’s day. The women’s tennis coach has decided to provide her team with a 
day off, so the student-atNetes can catch up on their studies. 
If the student-athletes do not participate in any countable athletically related activities today, can the coach use this vacation day as their required day off?. 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4.4 states that it is permissible to use a vacation day to satisfy the day-off-per-week requirement. 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, February, 19, 2008 8:18 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx)kerin@lsu.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu~; Brian I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcut~/~axletknights.com>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson ~-~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelnn~l 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green <l-~obin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 
<heatJler.mcatee@uky.edu~; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edtc,; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; megaJ1 flnch@ncsu.edu; Meghan 

Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <saJlds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Shults, William 
<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim P~xker <tparke@vt.edu>; them~ldez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5, 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard --jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; Megan McGrmle 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhode@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @Iouis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@vill~mova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson ~jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkifighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jde~lgelis@bigeast.org>; JC --jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmaml <jhegmmm@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheclc@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey --ldfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenml-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Lynne Bamey 

<albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Mac Hart <mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley~uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villmlova.edu~; Mya Pronsehinske 
<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Sam~mtha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<saJcah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Sta~, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Mafielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wa~da Factor <wihctor@bige&st.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.wwu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<Ham@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricld~ouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sy’r.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; l?hillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohils.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <~khato@eng.us£edu~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu~; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <~knollw@georgetown.edtc>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob~a~bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <~bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bige&st.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org% 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese ~-~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli ~-~ncaxpa~relli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestmfi@bigeast.org>; Rachel 
Margolis--~rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett < semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNm~axa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barb~xa Sp~xks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 2/19/08- Official Interpletation- Monitoring Voluntary Workouts 

The men’s soccer coaches at College USA want to make sure their student-athletes stay in great shape during the summer while they are at home. The 
coaches have worked with the strength and conditioning coaches to create suggested work out programs for the student-athletes to take home with them. 
The coaches really want to make sure the student-athletes are following these programs, so they have also provided the student-athletes with forms to log 
their conditioning activities. The coaches would like to see these reports on a weekly basis, so they will provide them with pre-paid postage envelopes to 
mail the reports back to the coaches. 
Is it permissible for the coaches to provide such envelopes to the student-athletes? 
No. Although the coaches are permitted to provide work out information to student-athletes during the summer, NOAA Official Interpretation- 10/21/93- 
Monitoring of voluntary workout programs- states that outside an institution’s playing season (including the summer), it is not permissible for the 
institution to require a student-athlete to report information related to his or her voluntary workout program or to provide any expenses (e.g., postage costs, 



cost of collect calls) for the purpose of reporting the progress of the voluntary workout program. [References: 16.02.3 (extra benefit), 17.02.1.1 -(a) 
(countable athletically related activities), 17.02.1.2-(m) (non-countable athletically related activities) and 17.02.12 (practice)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2008 8:42 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu~; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcut~/~axletknights.com>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelnna~l 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 
<heafller.mcatee@uky.edu~; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edtc,; Jason Gray’ <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; megaJ1 tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan 

Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <saJlds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Shults, William 
<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; StricHmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Paxker <tparke@vt.edu>; thema~ldez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar?’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard --jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; Megan McGrmle 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhode@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@vill~mova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson ~jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkifighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdea~lgelis@bigeast.org>; JC --jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmaml <jhegmmm@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheclc@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey --qdfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenml-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Mac Hart <mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly’ Myers <mollymyers@villmlova.edtr~; Mya Pronsehinske 
<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Sam~mtha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<saJcah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Sta~, Kathwn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpl~ Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<daniel.taegan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.wwu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<Ham@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s?T.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamam@uc.edu>; l?hillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohils.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <~khato@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu~; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <~knollw@georgetown.edtc,; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <~bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncaxpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestmfi@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis--~rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett < semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNm~am <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbaxa Spaxks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 2/20/08- Current Event 

Eligibility of Minnesota Duluth’s Gavrilova in doubt 
DULUTH Minn. (AP) -- The leading scorer for the Minnesota Duluth women’s hockey team received a salary and stipend while playing for a professional team in Russia, which could 

jeopardize her NCAA eligibility, the Duluth News Tribune reported Friday. 

Based on an interview with Sergei Ivanovich Kolotnev, president of Moscow SKIF (Sports Klub Institute FizKultury), the newspaper reported that lya Gavrilova played for the professional 

team from 2002-06. Gavrilova, 20, was paid more than $500 per month with the SKIF, the News Tribune reported 

The NCAA and the university are investigating the eligibility Gavrilova, a forward whose 19 goals and 22 assists in 26 games rank her No. 1 for freshmen in the nation. 

Last month, Gavrilova told the newspaper she played professionally in Russia from age 14 to 19 Only amateurs are allowed to play NCAA-sanctioned games 

The NCAA considers professional teams those that "provide any of its players more than actual and necessary expenses for participation on the team, except as otherwise permitted by 

NCAA legislation" The NCAA does allow teams to pay for meals, lodging, apparel and transportation directly tied to competitions or practices. 



A university athletics spokesman and women’s hockey coach Shannon Miller did not immediately return messages left Friday by The Associated Press 

The Bulldogs are in first place in the Western Collegiate Hockey Association. They are off this weekend before hosting St. Cloud State next weekend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2008 8:49 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu~; Brian I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcut~/~axletknights.com>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelnna~l 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 
<heafller.mcatee@uky.edu~; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edtc,; Jason Gray’ <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; megaJ1 tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan 

Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <saJlds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Shults, William 
<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; StricHmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Paxker <tparke@vt.edu>; thema~ldez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar?’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard --jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; Megan McGrmle 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhode@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@vill~mova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson ~jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkifighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdea~lgelis@bigeast.org>; JC --jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmaml <jhegmmm@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheclc@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey --qdfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenml-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Mac Hart <mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly’ Myers <mollymyers@villmlova.edtr~; Mya Pronsehinske 
<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Sam~mtha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<saJcah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Sta~, Kathwn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpl~ Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<~taniel.taegan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.wwu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<Ham@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s?T.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamam@uc.edu>; Hfillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohils.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <~khato@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu~; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <~knollw@georgetown.edtc,; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <~bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncaxpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestmfi@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis--~rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett < semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNm~am <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbaxa Spaxks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 2/21/08- 13.2.2 

Chin Strap is a sophomore in high school and will be attending College USA’s football camp this summer. The camp brochure states that all attendees are 
required to bring their own helmet to camp. Unfortunately, Chin’s family cannot afford to buy him a helmet to take to camp. Can College USA loan Chin a 
helmet for use during camp? 

Yes. NCAA Staff interpretation- 1/29/93- institution loaning equipment to prospects during summer camp- states that an institution may loan 
athletics equipment (e.g., football helmet, softball bat) to prospective student-athletes who are attending the institution’s summer camp, provided the 
equipment is necessary for participation in camp activities and is available to all prospects attending the camp. [References: N CAA Bylaws 13.16.1.5.1 
(athletics equipment); 16.12.1.6 (summer use of athletics equipment); 13.13.1.1 (sports camps and clinics) and 13.2.2 (offers and inducements)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2008 9:08 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu~; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcut~/~axletknights.com>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelnna~l 

<criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org >; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Heather Mcatee 
<heafller.mcatee@uky.edu~; Jamie Israel ~israel@miami.edtc,; Jason Gray’ <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<je~mifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu~; 

booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu;,; Keli 

Curminghmn <kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; megaJ1 tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan 

Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <saJlds~@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Shults, William 
<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; StricHmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Paxker <tparke@vt.edu>; thema~ldez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar?’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard --jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; Megan McGrmle 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhode@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard -~nnie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~x~’u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

--~cedwards@admin.usf.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae --vdbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Isaf ~-dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@vill~mova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson ~jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkifighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdea~lgelis@bigeast.org>; JC --jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmaml <jhegmmm@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

~-jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheclc@scaxletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey --qdfickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenml-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Lynne Barney 

<albam0 l@louisville.edtc,; Mac Hart <mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu~; Molly’ Myers <mollymyers@villmlova.edtr~; Mya Pronsehinske 
<pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Sam~mtha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<saJcah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Sta~, Kathwn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpl~ Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihctor@bigeast.org>; Dan Rega~ 

<~taniel.taegan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.wwu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<Ham@nd.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse --~mbricldlouse@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s?T.eduv,; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hamam@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor -@fillip.naylo@marquette.edu:>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohils.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <~khato@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu~; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <~knollw@georgetown.edtc,; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <~bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Trmaghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli --~ncaxpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestmfi@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis--~rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett < semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNm~am <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.oig; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edt~-; Barbaxa Spaxks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu~; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Complim~ce Item- 2/22/08- Stafflnterpretation- Otfiical Visit Contact ruth Coach’s child 

Kick Board is a prospective student-athlete who is interested in swimming at Big Time University next year. Kick is going to be visiting Big Time’s campus 
this weekend on an official visit. As part of the visit, the coaching staff and their spouses will be taking Kick out to dinner. 
Is it permissible for the coaches’ children to go to dinner and have off-campus contact with Kick? 

Yes. NCAA Staff interpretation- 8/25/04- Contact by Dependent Children of institutional Staff Members with Prospective Student-Athletes (I/11)- 
states that the regulations regarding contact by the spouse of an institutional staff member with prospective student-athletes also apply to the dependent 
children of institutional staff members. Therefore, dependent children of athletics department staff members are permitted to have off-campus contact with 
prospective student-athletes during an official visit within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s campus. [References: Division I Bylaw 13.1.2.2 (off campus 
recruiters -- general exceptions); NCAA Division II Bylaw 13.1.2.2 (off campus recruiters -- general exceptions); a 5/15/91 official interpretation, Item No. 3 



and a 7/17/91 staff interpretation, item e.] 

jcondaras(cabiqeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 25, 2008 7:36 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshmma Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nm~cy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mmlgion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <dmliel.t.regan@illmlova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Sanmntha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdmltonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeafft.org>; Chuck Sullivma 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brim1 Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edu~,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Mnrphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu;,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams~syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac tlart 

<mha~providence.edtr~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu-~; JennilEr Bmshear <jenniiEr.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray 

~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Megan McCrrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams <john.carns@loaisville.edu>; Stricklm~d, Amy 

Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@ucoml.edu>; Angela Bradd 
<angela.bradd@registraJc.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@mm.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <Robin.Han-is@icemiller.com>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edt~-; Phillip Naylor 

<phillipnaylo@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu~,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeas~t.org>; Fie&rick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@maJ:quette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Borlik <borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall ---chad.wall@mail.~x~,n.edtr~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; 

Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ust:edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; WmMa 

Factor <~x4"actor@bigeas~t.org:~; Lisa Deib]er <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @Iouisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edtr~; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick CaxpaJcelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~q:lsloan@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamam <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner 

~--erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft~&)athletics.pitt.edu:>; Donielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@moJrquette.edu>; Aimie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@nsna.edu; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwNte@huskers.com>; Shults, William <wshults~admin.fsu.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.orgv; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <’tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @lonisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary, <Mary.Tyler@bcbsma.com>; Criquett 

Lehman <criquetl.s.lehmm~@ttu.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Jody 

Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher --’athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathlyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNea]y <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Ben Taxio <btario@theacc.org>; 

Kris Richardson <krichaldson@ncaa.org>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point --jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scMetknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bwevgand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.w~,u.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Tern Howes <tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; I,ymle Barney <aJbam01@louisville.edtr~; koos*~bc.edu; 

erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.us£edtr~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@.providence.edu>; nlee@aslate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Amy Rhodes <arhode@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Allbrd <a]icia.a]ford@uconn.edu>; Michael 

Deml <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jislael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Angela Crock 

<arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randa]e Richmond < n-iclmao2@kent.edu~,; Brim1 Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbala Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu:>; Jolm Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louiswille.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone 

~<ajc64@georgetown.edu>; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Torn Stephens 

<ts~tephens@spanport.rntgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje~@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard -qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed~mimni.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock~nconn.edu;,; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Dema~:co 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/25/08- 16.1.4.1 

The Head Women’s Basketball Coach at Big Time University will be providing her student-athletes winter coats as part of their annual participation awards this year. Because 
it has been unusually cold this winter, she would like to provide the coats now instead of waiting until the end of the season. 

Is it permissible for the coach to provide an annual participation award prior to the conclusion of the season? 

No. NCAA Official Interpretation-2/18/00- Permissible Timing for Providing Annual Participation Awards (I)- states that it is not permissible for an institution to 
provide an annual participation award (e.g., winter coats, travel blazers) to a student-athlete in a particular sport prior to the conclusion of the institution’s regular playing 
season in that sport. [References: Bylaw 16.1.4.1 (annual participation awards) and Official interpretation 01/22/87, Item No. 4] 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, February, 26, 2008 8:11 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brian Warcup <bwarculo@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.eduv,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@tta.edtc,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams~syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mha~providence.edtr~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu-~; Jennil~r Bmshear <jennii~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Megan McCrrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams <john.carns@loaisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy 

Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Angela Bradd 
<mlgela.bradd@registra~.gatechedu>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@mm.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Han-is@icemiller.com>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edt~-; Phillip Naylor 
<phillipnaylo@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.eduv,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeastorg>; Fie&rick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karvvoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@maJ:quette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu;,; Darlene Boflik <boflik.l@nd.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; 

Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Chad Wall ---chad.wall@mail.~x~,u.edtr~; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; 

Ginger Fulton <fulmngi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ust:edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edw~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda 

Factor <~x4"acmr@bigeastorg:~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edtr~; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Caxpaxelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eduv,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~sloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamaxa@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 

~--efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanft{c)!athletics.pitt.edu~>; Danielle Josetli <danielle.fitzgerald@maJrquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; lamar@usna.edu; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu~; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <’tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @louisville.edu;,; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edw~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsff3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary, <Mary.Tyler@bcbsma.com>; Criquett 

Lehman <criquetts.lehman@ttu.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Jody 

Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher --’athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Kathlyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Ben Taxio <btario@theacc.org>; 

Kris Richardson <krichaldson@ncaa.org>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point --jlapoint@providence.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <bwevgand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.w~,u.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <term.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Lynne Barney <aJbam01@louisville.edtr~; koos*~bc.edu; 

erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pittedu>; sbmaJoy@ancaa.unc.edu; StmnpI; Rick 

<RStumpt@admin.us£edtv~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; nlee@asIate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu-~; Amy Rhodes <arhode@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Allbrd <aJicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jislael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Angela Crock 

<arc9h@irginia.edu>; RandaJe Richmond < n-ichmo2@kent.eduv,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbala Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparks@admin.usf.edu~>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louiswille.edu>; Andrew Cmdamone 

<ajc64@georgetown.edu>; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens 

<ts~tephens@spanport.rntgers.edu~; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard -9ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed~mimni.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock~uconn.edu;,; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna DemaJ:co 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/26/08- Selling Items Received for Participation 

Ground Ball is a baseball student-athlete at College USA. At the beginning of the season, Groand was issued a pair of tennis shoes. Because Ground was still using a 
pair of shoes from last year, he only wore the new pair 2-3 times. At the end of the season a friend of Ground’s asked if he could buy the shoes, and Ground sold them 

for $50.00. 

Since Ground was allowed to keep his shoes at the end of the season, was it pernlissible for him to sell them and keep the money? 

No. NC~LA~ Educational Colunm- 8/18/03- 2003 Column No. 17 - Division I Bylaws 12.1.1, 12.5.2.1 and 16.1.2.2.1 - Student-Athletes Selling Items 
Received for Participation in Intercollegiate Athletics- states that pursuant to Bylaws 12.1.1, 12.5.2.1 and 16.12.2.1, it is impermissible for a student-athlete to 

sell any item received for intercollegiate athletics participation or exchange or assign such an item for another item of value, even if the s~udent-athlete’s name or picture 



does not appear on the item received for intercollegiate athletics participation. Therefore, a student-athlete is not permitted to sell awaxds received tbr participation, 

contErence or national championships or special achievements per Bylaw 16.1.4. 

The atx~ve fact pattern is an actual violation ti-om the 2006-07 academic year. The student-athlete was declared ineligible and needed to have his eligibility reinstated by 

the NCAA. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2008 8:38 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clem~n.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Coumley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulg’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesseott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Riclmaond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepha~e Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu’~,; koos~t@be.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbm~Joy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker--~tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Mau.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsBh@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@ucoral.edu>; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; 

Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvn.edu;,; Charles 

Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~-dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 
<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gos~)m <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~zgeraJ@maJcquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edw~; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edw~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jaime Erick~n <jaime.erick~m@marquette.edtr~; JaJnie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletklfights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason De,Amgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher --~athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann --jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaxletknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@searletknights.comv; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edtr~; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edtr~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; IVlya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edw~; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtr~; Rick Clmstensen <rchristen~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edw~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtv~; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober~(~:marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edw~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lmn <klam@nd.edu:>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hmnant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaM@bigeast.org>; Chnck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.olg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<nc~xparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salves~trini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel M~xgolis < rmaxgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson --~bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 
<bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <~csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~’u.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 2/27/08- Pro Scout Working Institutional Camp 

The men’s soccer coaches at College USA will be conducting their annual summer camp again this June. The coaches want to employ a former college 
coach who is now working as a scout for one of the professional men’s soccer teams in the United States. 
Is it permissible for this individual to work at College USA’s institutional soccer camp? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/20/08- Employment at an Institutional Camp of an Individual who Evaluates Talent for a Professional 
Organization or Team (1/11)- states that it is not permissible for an institution to employ an individual (including a high school or two-year college coach) at 
an institutional camp who is involved in athletics talent evaluation (e.g., scout, coach) for a professional organization or team. 



[References: Division I Bylaw 12.2.1.1 (tryout before enrollment); Divisions I and II Bylaws 12.01.2 (clear line of demarcation) and 13.11.1 (prohibited 
activities); an official interpretation (3/16/89, Item No. 5) and a staff interpretation (2_,’11/87, Item No. 7-(c))] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February 28, 2008 8:30 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clem~n.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesseott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~VaMerbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr’~,; koos~t@be.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <MauiFyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@ucoral.edu~; Am5, 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; 

Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~’u.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvn.edu;,; Charles 

Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 
<dmi~t~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gos~m <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~zgeraJ@maJcquette.edu>; Darlene Batik 

<borlik. 1 @nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edw~; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker ~<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edw~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Jaime Erick~n <jaime.erick~m@marquette.edtr~; Jamie Johnson 
<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louiswille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scaJdetknights.com >; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu:>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@searletknights.comv; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edn>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albam01@lonisville.edtr~; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edtr~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edw~; Rebecca ttinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtr~; Rick Chfistensen <rchristen~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edw~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtv~; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober’f~:marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edw~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; V~mgelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edtc>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John 

McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hamant@uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edt~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edtr~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Chnck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitl@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeas~t.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <~anecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<nc~xparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salves~trini <osdwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel M~xgolis < rmaxgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mraphy <smraphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhachms@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 
<bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasl@georgetown.edn>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~’u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/28/08- Political Candidate 

A few members of the women’s tennis team at College USA would like to work on one of the Presidential candidate’s campaign this spring and summer. 
Is it permissible for student-athletes to endorse political candidates? 

Yes. NCAA Staff interpretation- 12/30/87- Student-athlete endorsement of political candidate- states that enrolled student-athletes could be involved 
in the endorsement of a political candidate provided the student-athletes receive no remuneration for their involvement and are not obligated to make any 
time commitments; suggested that the following disclaimer be utilized in any press releases containing their names: 



"The student-athletes are acting as citizens of the state, and do not necessarily represent the views of their institutions of higher education or the NCAA." 

Current employment legislation (Bylaw 12.4.1 ) would allow a student-athlete to earn income as any other employee in the candidate’s office (e.g., stuffing 
envelopes, handing out fliers). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 29, 2008 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <lyokerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu>,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richaacdson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 
<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~VaMerbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edtl>; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephonie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>,; koosl@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <slricklailda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mary. <MauiFyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscraimge@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 
-qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com>; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy, 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Amy, Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edtr--; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Chaades Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cod,,/Edwaivls <cedwards@admin.nsf.edtc,; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPg~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dba]<ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Eflea~ Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jainie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason De,Amgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edtl>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr--; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.xwu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @sljo!mls.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu--; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edtc~; Lynne Bainey --~albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~@providence.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr--; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louiswille.edtr>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.wr.edtr>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr>; Sta~, Kathwn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf(&)admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, Maxielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wt:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathD~n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was3denko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu--; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hainant(@uc.edtr--; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr’-; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr--; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr--; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeasl.org>; Chnck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitg~bigeasl.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Caiparelli <ncaxpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdtvestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org>; Shannon McNamaaca <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTrT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu>; Caacol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.fighe@illanova.edtc>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr--; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/29/08- Current Event 

Concerns about NCAA scholarship settlement raised 
By Steve Wieberg, USA TODAY 

An athletes’ advocate who helped initiate a lawsuit challenging the NCAA’s cap on scholarship amounts is questioning the multimillion-dollar settlement. 

Ramogi Huma, head of the California-based National College Players Association, wants more specifics on how college athletes would be able to tap into $218 million in NCAA 

supplemental funds in the next six years. Access to the money is to be relaxed under terms of last month’s tentative agreement, but Huma said, "It’s too ambiguous to determine 

whether real benefits will be given to players 



"I’ve raised my concerns, and v~e’re going to see if this is going to be something we’re going to support or oppose" 

How much of a roadblock he and his organization could throw in front of the settlement is uncertain. The NCPA lined up former Stanford and UCLA football players Jason White and 

Brian Polak as two of the four named plaintiffs in the class-action case, and its membership includes a number of other former football and men’s basketball players who are part of the 

class. 

Formal objections to the settlement must be filed in federal court in Los Angeles by May 23 U.S District Judge Valerie Baker Fairbank, who has given it preliminary approval, set a final 

hearing June 30. 

"1 think Ramogi wants more information about the settlement and clarification that it does what we said it does," said Stephen Morrissey, an attorney for the plaintiffs. "Once we do that, 

we hope he’ll be satisfied. If he’s not .. any class member who wants to make an objection can make one." 

Said the NCAA’s Erik Christianson, "We think it’s a settlement that’s good for everyone" 

The 2-year-old class-action suit targeted the NCAA rule limiting scholarship coverage to room, board, books, tuition and fees. It cited the NCAA’s acknowledgement that, on average, the 

value falls approximately $2,500 short of the full cost of attending school each year, counting travel and incidentals such as laundry. 

Besides widening access to the supplemental funds, the settlement requires the NCAA to make $10 million available to football and basketball players over a three-year period -- up to 

$7,500 a player -- to cover future educational expenses. The NCAA also is giving schools clearance to provide year-round comprehensive health insurance for athletes and is looking 

into offering multiyear, rather than single-year, scholarships and extending them through graduation. 

TCU infractions: 

The TCU men’s tennis program was penalized by the NCAA for violations that included 105 impermissible phone calls made by members of the coaching staff to 24 prospects. 

Penalties, including those self-imposed by TCU, include two years’ probation, cuts in recruiting activity and a cut in men’s tennis scholarships for one academic year. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 8:46 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~VaMerbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu;,; koos~t@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklmld@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Ma~iFyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<ws~h@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Am5, 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Am5’ Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cod,,/Edwm~ls <cedwards@admin.nsf.edu;,; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Dan Isat’<~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dba~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Eflea~ Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl @s~tjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Lynne Barney --~albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtv~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, Maxielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wt:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwelLsyr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mayinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/3/08- 15.5.1.3.1 

Ten S. Elbow is a tennis student-athlete at College USA. She was injured last summer and was only able to participate in a few practice sessions during 
the fall semester. The team doctor has indicated that with the severity of Ten’s injury, she should no longer participate in collegiate athletics. 

Since Ten has not competed at all during the 2007-08 academic year, does College USA have to count her scholarship against team limits? 

Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 1/9/92- Counter who participates in practice in sessions prior to determination of incapacitating injury or 



illness- states that a student-athlete who becomes injured or ill to the point that the player apparently never again will be able to participate in intercollegiate 
athletics shall be counted in the institution’s maximum financial aid awards for the current academic year if the student-athlete participates in any practice 
sessions during that year. The committee recommended that the NCAA Legislative Review Commit- tee clarify the provisions of Bylaw 15.5.1.4.1 to reflect 
this interpretation. [Reference: 15.5.1.4.1 (injury or illness prior to initial practice)] 

NCAA Bylaw 15.5.1.3.1 Incapacitating Injury or illness. 

If an incapacitating injury or illness occurs prior to a student-athlete’s participation in athletically related activities and results in the student-athlete’s inability 
to compete ever again, the student-athlete shall not be counted within the institution’s maximum financial aid award limitations for the current, as well as 
later academic years. However, if the incapacitating injury or illness occurs on or after the student-athlete’s participation in countable athletically related 
activities in the sport, the student-athlete shall be counted in the institution’s maximum financial aid limitations for the current academic year but need not be 
counted in later academic years. (Adopted: 1/10/91; Revised: 3/26/04) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2008 8:50 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~VaMerbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr’~,; koos~t@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklmld@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Mau.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Am5, 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Am5’ Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cod,,/Edwm~ls <cedwards@admin.nsf.edtc,; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan I~f <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dbaJ~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Eflea~ Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.xwu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl @s~tjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc~; Lynne Barney --~albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, M~xielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wt:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edtc>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was)denko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mayinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdwestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/4/08- NCAA Official Interp- Academic Support 

Drive N. Range is a prospective golf student-athlete who will be initially enrolling at Big Time College this fall. Drive is having difficulty with his calculus class, 
and he needs to pass the class in order to meet NCAA initial eligibility requirements. Drive asks an academic advisor at Big Time College if he can get 
some tutoring help. 
Is it permissible for Big Time College to provide Drive with tutoring support? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 2/20/08- Academic Expenses or Services to Complete Initial or Transfer Eligibility Requirements (I)- states that 
an institution may not provide any academic expenses or services (e.g., tutoring, test preparation) to assist a prospective or enrolled student-athlete in 
completing any initial-eligibility or transfer-eligibility requirements or in improving his or her academic profile in the preparation of a request for a waiver of 



such requirements. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.2.1 (general regulation), 13.15.1 (prohibited expenses), 16.3.1.1 (academic counseling/support services) and 
16.11.2.1 (general rule) and a staff interpretation (9/20/89, item c), which has been archived.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2008 8:06 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <[x~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Coumley Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehnaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgml@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harfis@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.mrdget~VaMerbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richnaond 

<rrchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepha~e Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.eduv,; koos~t@bc.edu; Strickland, Puny Lyn <s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edn; Tim 

Parker--~tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mary. <Mau.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsfi3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford--valicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone ~:ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~n.edtr~; Brad Cox <~brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher ~-athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.nsf.edtc,; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pit~.edtv~; Dan I~f ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~’dsloan@athletics.pitl.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dba]~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erlea~ Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjohnson@scarletklfights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason De,Amgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher --~athadm02@admin.ns£edu>; Jess Hegmann --jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.educe; John Hock <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@maJl.~wu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney --vdelanekl @s~tjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc~; Lynne Barney --~albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~@providence.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louiswille.edtv>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.wr.edtr>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu-~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtv>; Sta~, Kathwn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick ~-~RSmmpf(gt)admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, Maxielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wthcto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regml <daniel.t.regan@villmlova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu:>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Katlh’3~n Lmn <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant(@uc.edu~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfaJrclough@bigeast.ovg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeas~t.org>; Chnck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mayinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquet*e <ipaquet*e@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates <@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecclfia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <ncm-paxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <~-osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis ~-~nnaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@s~T.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <~csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/5/08- Voluntary Consnltadon 

During the summer vacation period, a student-athlete voluntarily asks to meet with the head coach regarding goals for the upcoming academic year. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10!8187- Voluntary consultation with coach not considered ’practice activity’- states that it is permissible for an 
individual student-athlete to consult voluntarily with his or her coach outside the established playing season, provided the student-athlete and coach do not 
engage in actual drills or other physical aspects of practice activities. The coach is not permitted to request to see a particular student-athlete for this 
purpose, however. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 6, 2008 8:52 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMer@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; lamar@usna.edu; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~VaMerbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj @vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr’~,; koos~t@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklmld@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Mau.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsDh@cms.mail.vilginia.edtc>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@lmskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Am5, 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Am5’ Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu~; Cod,,/Edwm~ls <cedwards@admin.nsf.edtc,; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan I~f <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dbaJ~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Eflea~ Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.xwu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl @s~tjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc~; Lynne Barney --~albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, M~xielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wi:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edtc>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was)denko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mayinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdwestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/6/08- 14.4.3.4.4 

Which of the following is true for remedial courses? 
a. They must be taken during the student-athlete’s first year academic year of collegiate enrollment 
b. Student-Athlete may use no more than six-semester or nine-quarter hours of remedial courses 
c. The remedial courses must be considered by the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program 
d. All ofthe above 

The answer is d. 



NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.4 Remedial, Tutorial or Noncredit Courses. 

Remedial, tutorial or noncredit courses may be used by the student to satisfy the minimum academic progress requirement of Bylaw 14.4.3.1 only if they meet all of the 

following conditions: 

(a) The courses must be considered by the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for ~y degree program; 

(b) The courses mus~t be given the stone weight as others in the institution in detennining the s~udent’s sSatus for full-time enrollment, 

(c) Noncredit courses may not exceed the maximum ins+titutional limit for such courses in any baccalaureate degree program (or the student’s specific baccalaureate 
degree program once a program has been designated); and 

(d) For those students first enrolled in the certifying institution beginning with the 2003-04 academic year, the credit in such courses shall not exceed six-semester or 

nine-quaVter hours, m~d the courses must be taken during the student’s first academic year of collegiate enrollment. (Rm,ised 10/31,/02 effective 8/1/03; for those 

student-athletes.first entering a collegiate institution on or after 8/1/03) 

iieondaras@biqeast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 7, 2008 8:06 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@loui~dlle.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rnm.edtr~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu-~; nlee@astate.edu; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu-~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; San@ Weber <sm~c~j@t.edu-~; Shane Lyons 
<slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~nna.engel@y~]e.edu>; Slmlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephonie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwlfite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzm~l ~ordan.blizzm~l@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <:annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edtc,; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dba]~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erlea~ Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<ju@.cress@mail.~wu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @sljohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Bm’ney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mac Hart 

<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kathwn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf(gt)admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, M~xielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wi:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnmat(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoral.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeasl.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeasl.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <ks~tone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdtvestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/7/08- Current Event 

NCAA penalizes Long Beach State men’s basketball program 
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) -- The NCAA imposed stiff penalties on the Long Beach State men’s basketball program on Thursday, including some sanctions that were self-imposed by 

the university. 

Penalties against the 49ers include three years’ probation, forfeiting their 18 victories from the 2005-2006 season, reduced recruiting and fewer scholarships. The limited probation will 

allowthe 49ers basketball team to participate in postseason play. 

The case involved improper benefits, improper transportation and phone contacts, unethical conduct by members of the coaching staff and a failure to appropriately monitor the program 



by the school orthe former head coach, the NCAA said Thursday. 

The violations by members of the coaching staff occurred between August 2004 and the end of August 2005, according to the NCAA. 

Larry Reynolds was the head coach at that time His contract was not renewed after last season despite a 24-8 record, a Big West Conference championship and a spot in the NCAA 

tournament The49erslosttoTennessee121-86inthefirstround 

The report by the NCAA Division I committee on infractions said Reynolds’ coaching assistants committed rules violations and that he did not properly monitor their conduct. 

Dan Monson was hired last April to replace Reynolds Monson had quit as the Minnesota coach after a 2-5 start to the 2006-2007 season. The 49ers are 6-22 overall and 3-11 in the Big 

West Conference this season. 

According to the NCAA, Long Beach State’s 2005-06 recruiting class included six two-year college transfers and none were eligible for admission to the university or its athletics 

program 

"Beginning in May 2005, with the knowledge, encouragement and assistance of the coaches, the young men took additional classes, including correspondence courses, at various 

institutions. Some of the young men needed as many as nine hours in a short period of time to meet academic requirements," according to the infractions committee report. 

"The violations committed by two former assistant coaches and the former administrative assistant included paying or arranging for payment to register some or all of the six two-year 

college transfers in classes, paying or arranging for payment of fees so that transcripts of the transfers’ coursework could be obtained, providing impermissible tutoring and 

transportation, as well as making impermissible phone calls." 

Long Beach State athletic director Vic Cegles said the school began its own investigation when the possibility of rules violations arose in October 2006. He noted that the involved 

coaching staff member was immediately suspended, and two student-athletes were withheld from competition. 

The university also imposed its sanctions on the men’s basketball program before meeting with the NCAA. 

The probation will run through March 5, 2011. Among other sanctions, some imposed by Long Beach State and approved by the NCAA are: the school will not bring in junior college 

transfers during the probation period; men’s basketball scholarships will be reduced from 13 to 12 for two years. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 10, 2008 8:54 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@loui~dlle.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@mm.edtr~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu-~; nlee@astate.edu; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu-~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; San@ Weber <sm~c~j@t.edu-~; Shane Lyons 
<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~nna.engel@y~Je.edu:>; Slmlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephonie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpecke@vt.edtc>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne’c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmvl ~ordan.blizzmvl@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edn>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edn>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <:annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edtc>; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.xwu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan I~f <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dbaJ~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Eflea~ Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.xwu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl @s~tjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, M~xielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wi:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edtc>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was)denko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmna~at(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoral.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdwestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/10/08- Educational Column-Incomplete (kcades 

Air Bail is a sophomore basketball student-athlete at College USA. Here is Air’s academic record for the fall 2007 semester: 

Enrolled in 15 hours 

Passed 12 hours with a 2.3 GPA 



Received an incomplete in a 3-hour humanities course 

During the spring semester, Air completed the requirements for the humanities course, earning a "D". Per College USA policy, once a student earns the 
credit for an incomplete class, the acceptable grade must be posted on the student’s transcript for the term the student was initially enrolled in the course. 
Earning a "D" lowered Air’s cumulative GPA to a 2.15, which is still above the required 1.8. 

Does Air now have to be re-certified prior to competing again during the spring 2008 semester? 

Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 3/7/08- Educational Column -- Recertification of Student-Athletes Alter Incomplete Grade is Replaced With 
Letter Grade (I)- states that NCAA Division I member institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.5, if a student-athlete completes a 
course in which he or she previously received an incomplete grade, the course with the acceptable letter grade must be counted during the term in which 
the student was initially enrolled in the course or during the term in which the incomplete grade was removed and acceptable credit was awarded, based on 
the institution’s policy for all students. 

Therefore, a letter grade earned in the completed course may affect a student-athlete’s current eligibility status. If the institution’s policy states that the letter 
grade earned must be posted on the student-athlete’s transcript for the term in which the student-athlete was initially enrolled in the course the student- 
athlete must be recertified prior to the next contest or date of competition durinq the current term using the letter .qrade earned in the course. However, if 
the institution’s policy states that the letter grade earned must be posted on the student-athlete’s transcript for the term in which the letter grade was 
awarded (e.g., current term of enrollment), the student-athlete would not need to be recertified during the current term. 

For example, using completed letter grades earned during the fall term, a student-athlete is certified as eligible for competition for the spring term. The 
student-athlete received an incomplete grade for one course during the fall term. Alter the spring term has begun, the student-athlete completes the course 
and earns a letter grade of "D." Per the institution’s policy for incomplete grades, the letter grade earned must be counted toward the term in which the 
student-athlete initially enrolled in the course (i.e., fall term). Due to the letter grade received, the student-athlete falls below the required minimum grade- 
point average (e.g., 1.800). Therefore, the institution must immediately recertify the student-athlete as ineligible for competition for the remainder of the 
spring term. Alternatively, if the institution’s policy required that the letter grade be posted on the student-athlete’s transcript for the term the grade was 
awarded (i.e., spring term), the student-athlete would remain eligible for the rest of the spring term. 

[References: Bylaws 14.4.3.3.1.2 (timing of certification), 14.4.3.4.5 (incomplete grades) and an official interpretation (10/7/1991, Item No. 3-a-(2)] 

IfAir’s "D" lowered his cumulative GPA below the minimum required GPA, he would not have been permitted to compete for the remainder of 
the spring 2008 semester, 

jeondarasq~bigeast.arg 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 10, 2008 9:29 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@loui~dlle.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rnm.edtr~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edw~; nlee@astate.edu; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edw~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; San@ Weber <sm~c~j@t.edw~; Shane Lyons 
<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ya]e.edu>; Slmlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@maJl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwlfite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmd ~ordan.blizzmd@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@maiLwvu.edu;,; Brenden Fletcher <atJlcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Isat’<~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dba~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erlea~ Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<ju@.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl @s~tjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf(gz)admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, Maxielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wi:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Via Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwelLsyr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoral.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osgwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.us£edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/13/08- Outside Team- Vacation Period 

Free Style is a swimmer at College USA and is also a member of the American Aquatic Club. Free would like to participate in a competition with the Aquatic 
Club during the weekend prior to Memorial Day. Is that permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/28/04- Participating on Outside Team During the Weekend Before or After an Official Vacation Period (I)- 
states that a student-athlete may compete outside his or her institution’s declared playing and practice season as a member of an outside team in any 
noncollegiate, amateur competition on a weekend (not included in the institution’s catalog as a vacation period) that immediately precedes or follows an 
institution’s official vacation period (e.g., Memorial Day), provided the student-athlete does not miss class or exams. [References: Bylaw 14.7.1.1 (outside 
competition -- sports other than basketball -- exception); 11/22/95 staff interpretation, item a, and 6/16/99 staff interpretation, item a, which have been 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2008 8:35 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clem~n.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@loui~dlle.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rnm.edtr~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu-~; nlee@astate.edu; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu-~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; San@ Weber <sm~c~j@t.edu-~; Shane Lyons 
<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yaJe.edu:>; Slmlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@maJl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpecke@vt.edtc>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne’c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmd ~ordan.blizzmd@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;>; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dba~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Eflea~ Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletl~lights.com>; Jamie Mullin ~-jpmullin@syr.edu~,; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; John Carns 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney --~delanekl @Nohns.edn>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpalrick <keenanld@shn.edtc>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albaxn01 @lonisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtv~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, Maxielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wi:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.rnss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwelLsyr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoral.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavi tV~bigeast.org>; Donna DeMaxco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Ji m Siedliski <j siedliski @bigeast.org>; John Marl natto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick 

Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen SaJvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeas~t.org>; Sue Eaton 

<seaton@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/11/08- Sports Wagering 

Please share this new NCAA Educational Column with campus administrators, staff members (including non-athletic), student workers, etc. prior to the 
start of the NCAA Basketball tournaments. 

Educational Column - Sports Wagering -- Buying and Selling Options to Purchase Tickets for Specific Teams (I/II/III) 



Date Issued: Mar 07, 2008 
Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

NCAA member institutions should note that student-athletes, athletics department staff members, nonathletics department staffmembers with responsibilities within or 

over the athletics department (e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative, individual to whom athletics reports) and conference office staff’members 

shall not knomngly participate in sports wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved in or associated ruth any Upe of sports wagering activities 

concerning intercollegiate, anlateur or professional athletics competition. Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a s~aff membets or 

student-athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any Wpe with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. 

Due to the increased availability and use of technology, the mechanisms available to organize, sell and dislribute tickets to events have evolved. Opportunities now exist 

for individuals to obtain tickeks through various systems. Some systems allow an individual to buy a team-specific option or reservation that gives the individual the fight 

to purchase in the futare a ticket to ~m event in which the specific rerun participates. The option exists in a marketplace structure where individuals c~m buy and sell 

options or reservations until the marketplace closes. Therefore, leading up to the event, the price (or market value) of the option or reservation varies with demand and 

the likelihood that the specific team roll participate in the event. If the specific team does not participate in the event, then the price paid for the option or reselvation is 

folfeited and the individual’s option or reservation has no market value. The example below illustrates how such a sys~tem may operate. 

An individual is a fan of State University. At the start of the season, the individual pays $50 for an option that gives the individual the right to purchase a ticket in the 

future to the National Championship if State Unive~iU is a participant. State University has a successful season1, causing the market value of the option to rise 

throughout the season. One month before the National Championship, the option that was purchased for $50 has a market value of $300. Before the marketplace 

closes, the individual has tw’o choices. One choice is to sell the option and keep the $250 profit; thereby tbrtEiting the right to buy a ticket if State University is a 

participant in the National Championship. The second choice is tbr the individual to keep the option; thereby retaining the right to purchase a ticket if State University is 

a parficip~mt in the National Championship. If the individual keeps the option and State University is not a participant in the National Championship, then the individual’s 

option is worth nothing and the original $50 is not rethnded. 

Consistent with NCiLA_ spoils wagering legislation, if student-athletes, athletics department s~talt’members, nonathletics depaflment s~£f members with responsibilities 

within or over the athletics department (e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative, individual to Mlom athletics reports) or conference office sta£f 
members buy a team-specific option or reservation to purchase tickets in the future to intercollegiate, anmteur or professional athletics competitions in which the specific 

team is participating, they are not permitted to sell or exchange the option or reservation at a price or market value greater than the initial purchase price. 

For example, if a student-athlete purchases a team-specific option for a ticket to a professional or intercollegiate sporting event for $50, the student-athlete is not 

permitted to sell the option for more than $50, regardless of the market value of the option at the time the student-athlete decides to sell the option. 

[References: NCAA Divisions I, II and III Bylaws 10.02.1 (sports wagering), 10.02.2 (wager), 10.3 (sports wagering activities) and 10.3.1 (scope of application)] 

~!~o__~_!_d__q!’_g:s__~.__b_j_fl_e__q_s__l__:fl~_’__q 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2008 7:32 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc>; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc>; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@loui~dlle.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@mm.edtr~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu-~; nlee@astate.edu; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu-~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; San@ Weber <sm~c~j@t.edu-~; Shane Lyons 
<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~nna.engel@y~Je.edu:>; Slmlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpecke@vt.edtc>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.ne’c>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmvl ~ordan.blizzmvl@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edn>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edn>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edtc>; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.xwu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan I~f <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dbaJ~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Eflea~ Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.xwu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl @s~tjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Lynne Baxney <albam0 l@louisville.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, M~xielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wi:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edtc>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was)denko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnmat(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoral.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdwestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNam~xa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/12/08- Required Day off- spring tbotball practice period 

The football team at Big Time University will begin their spring practice next week. They will end with a scrimmage on April 12th. 

Are they required to take one or two days off during this practice period? 

They are only required to take one day off. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12!8/04- Required Day Off During Football Spring Practice Activities (I)- states 
that during the period of 29 consecutive calendar days of spring football practice, all countable athletically related activities are prohibited during one 



calendar day per week. Outside the playing season and the spring practice period during the academic year, all countable athletically related activities are 
prohibited during two calendar days per week. [References: Division I Bylaws 17.1.5.5 (required days off-outside of the playing season) and 17.11.6-(b) 
(spring practice)] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 14, 2008 8:11 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mml.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.lcgan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.olg>; Brian Warcup <bwarculo@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edu~,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu;,; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Dan McCarthy 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeastorg>; Am5, 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennitbr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <~xlgela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edtc>; Harris, Robin Green --~f~_obin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odj~kjian <todjaJcjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu;,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtc>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@nc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kala~-oski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org~; Jon Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edn>; Jason DeAngelis 

-~deangelis@bigeast.org~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@nc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.x~,u.edtr~; Kimbcfly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaxletknights.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<Ihltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitV~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtv~; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda 

Factor <~x4"actor@bigeastorg:~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

~q:lbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Krisline Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@hl.edu>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edtc>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick CaxpaJcelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.syr.edu~,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~:ra@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 
<efleasem@syr.edu;,; Donna Sanft ~xtsanft@aflfletics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.w~’u.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa 

Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edn>; Janlie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh -@~hite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults~admin.fsu.edu;,; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn01 @louisville.edu-~; John McEnroe ~jmcenroe@depanl.edtr~; Jena Boucher -~thadm02@admin.ust:edu>; Deborah Gray 

-<teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Crutlenden <kc29@acsu.buWalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org:~; BarbaJca Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtv~; Tyler, Mary 

<MalT.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehnmn <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu:>; Stalz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.nsfedu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu:>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneaJme@shn.edtr~; Ben Tario <~btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org~; Brian Crow <~brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.~wu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Jill La Point <jlapoin~providence.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shn.edu;,; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usf.edu-~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.olg>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; I,ynne Barney <~]bam01@louisville.edtv~; koos*~bc.edu; 

erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pittedu>; sbmaJoy@nncaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 
<RSmmpf(c)!admin.usEedu>; Ryan McAlvey --~mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jldauder@providence.edu>; nlee@as~tate.edu; 

Cou(mey Vinson ~cvinson@ualcron.edu>; Amy Rhodes --~arhode@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Alicia Alford <~Jicia.aJford@uconn.edu>; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edu:>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Angela Crock 

<arc9h@irginia.edu>; Rand~Je Richmond < n-ichmo2@kent.edu~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; John Marinatto ~marinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Andrew Cardamone 

<ajc64@georgetown.edu;,; Amy Badorf <an~y.badorf~villanova.edu>; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Jordan Blizzard -~ordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

DaJ~ly Compliance Item- 3/14/08- Current Event 

The Scholarship Divide 

Expectations Lose to Reality of Sports Scholarships 



NewYorkTimes.com 
At youth sporting events, the sidelines have become the ritual community meeting place, where families sit in rows of folding chairs aligned like church pews. These 
congregations are diverse in spirit but unified by one gospel: heaven is your child receiving a college athletic scholarship. 

Parents sacrifice weekends and vacations to tournaments and specialty camps, spending thousands each year in this quest for the holy grail. 

But the expectations of parents and athletes can differ sharply from the financial and cultural realities of college athletics, according to an analysis by The New York Times of 
previously undisclosed data from the National Colleqiate Athletic Association and interviews with dozens of college officials. 

Excluding the glamour sports of football and basketball, the average N.C.A.A. athletic scholarship is nowhere near a full ride, amounting to $8,707. In sports like baseball or 
track and field, the number is routinely as low as $2,000. Even when football and basketball are included, the average is $10,409. Tuition and room and board for N.C.A.A. 
institutions often cost between $20,000 and $50,000 a year. 

"People run themselves ragged to play on three teams at once so they could always reach the next level," said Margaret Barry of Laurel, Md., whose daughter is a scholarship 
swimmer at the University of Delaware. "They’re going to be disappointed when they learn that if they’re very lucky, they will get a scholarship worth 15 percent of the $40,000 
college bill. What’s that? $6,000?" 

Within the N.C.A.A. data, last collected in 2003-4 and based on N.C.A.A. calculations from an internal study, are other statistical insights about the distribution of money for 

the 138,218 athletes who received athletic aid in Division I and Division II. 

DMen received 57 pement of all scholarship money, but in 11 of the 14 sports with men’s and women’s teams, the women’s teams averaged higher amounts per athlete. 

[-]On average, the best-paying sport was neither football nor men’s or women’s basketball. It was men’s ice hockey, at $21,755. Next was women’s ice hockey ($20,540). 

DThe lowest overall average scholarship total was in men’s riflery ($3,608), and the lowest for women was in bowling ($4,899). Baseball was the second-lowest men’s sport 

($5,808)~ 

Many students and their parents think of playing a sport not because of scholarship money, but because it is stimulating and might even give them a leg up in the increasingly 
competitive process of applying to college. But coaches and administrators, the gatekeepers of the recruiting system, said in interviews that parents and athletes who hoped 
for such money were much too optimistic and that they were unprepared to effectively navigate the system. The athletes, they added, were the ones who ultimately suffered. 

Coaches surveyed at two representative N.C.A.A. Division I institutions -- Villanova University outside Philadelphia and the University of Delaware -- told tales of rejecting top 
prospects because their parents were obstinate in scholarship negotiations. 

’1 dropped a good player because her dad was a jerk -- all he ever talked to me about was scholarship money," said Joanie Milhous, the field hockey coach at Villanova. "1 
don’t need that in my program. I recruit good, ethical parents as much as good, talented kids because, in the end, there’s a connection between the two." 

The best-laid plans of coaches do not always bring harmony on teams, however, and scholarships can be at the heart of the unrest. Who is getting how much tends to get 
around like the salaries in a workplace. The result -- scholarship envy -- can divide teams. 

The chase for a scholarship has another side that is rarely discussed. Although those athletes who receive athletic aid are viewed as the ultimate winners, they typically find 
the demands on their time, minds and bodies in college even more taxing than the long journey to get there. 

There are 6 a.m. weight-lifting sessions, exhausting practices, team meetings, study halls and long trips to games. Their varsity commitments often limit the courses they 
can take. Athletes also share a frustrating feeling of estrangement from the rest of the student body, which views them as the privileged ones. In this setting, it is not 
uncommon for first- and second-year athletes to relinquish their scholarships. 

"Kids who have worked their whole life trying to get a scholarship think the hard part is over when they get the college money," said Tim Poydenis, a senior at Villanova 
receiving $3,000 a year to play baseball. "They don’t know that it’s a whole new monster when you get here. Yes, all the hard work paid off. And now you have to work harder." 

Lack of Knowledge 

Parents often look back on the many years spent shuttling sons and daughters to practices, camps and games with a changed eye. Swept up in the dizzying pursuit of 
sports achievement, they realize how little they knew of the process. 

Mrs. Barry remembers how her daughter Cortney rose at 4 a.m. for years so she could attend a private swim practice before school. A second practice followed in the 
afternoon. Weekends were for competitions. Cortney is now a standout freshman at Delaware after receiving a $10,000 annual athletic scholarship. 

"i’m very proud of her and it was worth it on many levels, but not necessarily the ones everybody talks about," Mrs. Barry said. "It can take over your life. Getting up at 4 a.m. 
was like having another baby again. And the expenses are significant; I know I didn’t buy new clothes for a while. 

"But the hardest part is that nobody educates the parents on what’s really going on or what’s going to happen." 

When they received the letter from Delaware informing them of Cortney’s scholarship, she and her husband, Bob, were thrilled. Later, they shared a quiet laugh, noting that 
the scholarship might just defray the cost of the last couple of years of Cortney’s youth sports swim career. 

The paradox has caught the attention of Myles Brand, the president of the N.C.A.A. 

"The youth sports culture is overly aggressive, and while the opportunity for an athletic scholarship is not trivial, it’s easy for the opportunity to be overexaggerated by parents 
and advisers," Mr. Brand said in a telephone interview. "That can skew behavior and, based on the numbers, lead to unrealistic expectations." 

Instead, Mr. Brand said, families should focus on academics. 

"The real opportunity is taking advantage of how eager institutions are to reward good students," he said. "In America’s colleges, there is a system of discounting for academic 
achievement. Most people with good academic records aren’t paying full sticker price. We don’t want people to stop playing sports; it’s good for them. But the best 
opportunity available is to try to improve one’s academic qualifications." The math of athletic scholarships is complicated and widely misunderstood. 

Despite common references in news media reports, there is no such thing as a four-year scholarship. All N.C.A.A. athletic scholarships must be renewed and are not 
guaranteed year to year, something stated in bold letters on the organization’s Web site for student-athletes. Nearly every scholarship can be canceled for almost any reason 
in any year, although it is unclear how often that happens. 



In 2003-4, N.C.A.A. institutions gave athletic scholarships amounting to about 2 percent of the 6~4 million athletes playing those sports in high school four years earlier. 
Despite the considerable attention paid to sports, the select group of athletes barely registers statistically among the 5.3 million students at N.C.A.A. colleges and 
universities. 

Scholarships are typically split and distributed to a handful, or even, say, 20, athletes because most institutions do not fully finance the so-called nom~venue sports like 
soccer, baseball, golf, lacrosse, volleyball, softball, swimming, and track and field. Colleges offering these sports often pay for only five or six full scholarships, which are often 
sliced up to cover an entire team. Some sports have one or two full scholarships, or none at all. 

The N.C.A.A. also restricts by sport the number of scholarships a college is allowed to distribute, and the numbers for most teams are tiny when compared with Division I 
football and its 85--scholarship limit. 

A fully financed men’s Division I soccer team is restricted to 9.9 full scholarships, for freshmen to seniors. These are typically divvied up among as many as 25 or 30 players. 
A majority of N.C.A.A. members do not reach those limits and are not fully financed in most of their sports. 

Ms. Milhous, whose Villanova field hockey team plays in the competitive Big East Conference, must make tough choices in recruiting. The N.C.A.A. permits Division I field 
hockey teams to have 12 full scholarships, but her team has fewer. 

’1 tell parents of recruits I have eight scholarships, and they say: ’Wow, eight a year? That’s great,’ "she said. "And I say: ’No, eight over four or five years of recruits. And I’ve 
got 22 girls on our team.’ " 

That can mean a $2,000 scholarship, which surprises parents. 

"They might argue with me," Ms. Milhous said. "But the fact is I’ve got girls getting from $2,000 to $20,000, and it all has to add up to eight scholarships. It’s very subjective, 
and remember, what I get to give out is also determined by how many seniors I’ve got leaving." 

Two Brothers, Two Stories 

Joe Taylor, a soccer player at Villanova, received a scholarship worth half his roughly $40,000 in college costs when he graduated from a suburban Philadelphia high school 
three years ago. He had spent years on one of the top travel soccer teams in the country, F.C. Delco, and had several college aid offers. 

"It was still a huge dogfight to get whatever you can get," Mr. Taylor said. "Everyone is scrambling. There are so many good players, and nobody understands how few get to 
keep playing after high school." 

In 2003-4, there was the equivalent of one full N.C.A.A. men’s soccer scholarship available for about every 145 boys who were playing high school soccer four years earlier. 

"There’s a lot of luck involved really," Mr. Taylor said. ’1 can pinpoint a time when I was suddenly heavily recruited. It was after a tournament in Long Island the summer after 
my junior year. I scored a few goals. The Villanova coach was there, and so were some other college coaches. Within a couple of days, my in-box was full of e-mails. I’ve 
wondered, What would have happened if didn’t play well that day?" 

Mr. Taylor has a younger brother, Pat, who followed in his footsteps, playing on the same national-level travel team and for the same Olympic developmental program. 

"He did everything I did, and in some ways I think he’s a better player than me," Joe said. "But you know, I think he didn’t have the big game when the right college coaches 
were there. He didn’t get the money offers I did." 

Pat Taylor is a freshman at Loyola College in Baltimore. Though recruited, he did not make the soccer team during tryouts last fall. 

’1 feel terrible for him -- he worked as hard as I did for all those years," Joe Taylor said. 

Their father, Chris Taylor, said he once calculated what he spent on the boys’ soccer careers. 

"Ten thousand per kid per year is not an unreasonable estimate," he said. "But we never looked at it as a financial transaction. You are misguided if you do it for that reason. 
You cannot recoup what you put in if you think of it that way. It was their passion -- still is -- and we wanted to indulge that. 

"So what if we didn’t take vacations for a few years." 

Pat Taylor, who started playing soccer at 4, said it took him about a month to accept that his dream of playing varsity soccer on scholarship in college would not happen. He 
looks back fondly on his youth career but also wishes he knew at the start what he knows now about the process. 

"The whole thing really is a crapshoot, but no one ever says that out loud," he said. "On every team I played on, every single person there thought for sure that they would play 
in college. I thought so, too. Just by the numbers, it’s completely unrealistic. 

"And if I had it to do over, I would have skipped a practice every now and then to go to a concert or a movie with my friends. I missed out on a lot of things for soccer. I wish I 
could have some of that time back." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 17, 2008 8:56 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@loui~dlle.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rnm.edtr~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edw~; nlee@astate.edu; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edw~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; San@ Weber <sm~c~j@t.edw~; Shane Lyons 
<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ya]e.edu>; Slmlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@maJl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwlfite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzm~l ~ordan.blizzm~l@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@maiLwvu.edu;,; Brenden Fletcher <atJlcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<dba~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erlea~ Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@lonisville.edt~-; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<ju@.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl @s~tjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Lynne Barney <albarn01 @louisville.edu~; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edw~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgemwn.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtc,; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf(gz)admin.usfedu>; Vangelder, Maxielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wi:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu:>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu:>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwelLsyr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoral.edu>; Suresh Khator 

<khator@eng.usf.edtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osgwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamaxa <~smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smulphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/17/08- Sports Wagering 

With this week commencing NCAA postseason basketball tournaments, all institutional/conference staff members (including full-time, part-time, and 
student workers) are reminded that it is not permissible to engage in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, 
through the internet, a bookmaker, a parlay card, or any other method employed by organized gambling. 
This prohibition also includes participation in NCAA/NIT Tournament Bracket sheets in which an entry fee is required and money or any item of tangible 
value may be won. Previous NCAA major infractions cases involving staff members’ participation in organized gambling activities have resulted in a number 
of institutional corrective actions, including termination of employment. 
For more information concerning sports wagering, please visit the NCAA’s interactive sports wagering website at www.dontbetonit.orq. 



NCAA Bylaw 10.02.1 Sports Wagering 

Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type 
with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited 
to, the use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or contests; and pools or 
fantasy leagues in which an entry fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.2 Wager 

A wager is any agreement in which an individual or entity agrees to give up an item of value (e.g., cash, shirt, dinner) in exchange for the possibility of 
gaining another item of value. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.3 SPORTS WAGERING ACTIVITIES 

The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved in or associated with any 
type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate, amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 

(b) Non-athletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics 
representative, individual to whom athletics reports); 

(c) Staff members of a conference office; and 

(d) Student-athletes. 

j(~omtaras@biqeast, orq 

4÷>~,,~’73 o4:~4 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2008 7:27 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwarculo@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edu~,; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis ~deangelis@bigeast.org>; booz@irginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu;>; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Dan McCarthy 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeastorg>; Am5, 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennitbr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@ucoim.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <axlgela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edtc>; Hams, Robin Green --~Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Tom Odj~kjian <todjaJcjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu;,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtc>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kalavoski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jan Fagg ~on fagg@ncsu.edu>; Jason DeAngelis 

-~deangelis@bigeast.org>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.x~,u.edtr~; Kimbcfly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scasletknights.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<Ihltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitV~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtv~; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edtr~; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtr~; Jamie Johnson 
<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edna,; Krisline Kuhr Fowler <kld’oMel@lm.edtc>; Jody Smith 

~<smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu:>; Nick Calparelli <ncarp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Michael WasTlenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edt~-; Doug Bakker 

~q:lb~kker@depaul.edu:>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara 

<smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft ~-dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.~,u.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsn.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTyT.edu>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu;>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uk3~.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric BaumgaJctner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu-~; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann ~jkherm01 @louis~ille.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray ~deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mar5’ <Mars".Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehman ~-~criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, KathlTn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edtc>; Sarah Bobert < saJcah.bobert@marqnette.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll @admin.usf.edtc>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Wood?’ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathrs"n Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneaJme@shu.edu>; Ben Taxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Lyral Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

-~udy.cress@mail.~wn.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

-~heck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edw~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.ust:edtr~; 

Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwasds@admin.usLedu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edw~; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edtv~; Tern ttowes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; erin.harrigan@tm.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaloy@ uncaa, unc.edu; Stumpl; Rick <RStumpf@admin. usLedw~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jldauder@providence.edu:>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.e&c>; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel 

@srael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeastorg >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz <bnan.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspaxks@admin.nsLedu>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu;,; Amy Badoff 

<amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens 

<ts~tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard -~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed~mimni.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

-<tdemarco@bi geast.org> 

DaJ~ly Compliance Item- 3/18/08- 13.6.7.2.2 

Big Time University (BTU) is hosting one of the first and second round sites for the NCAA Women’s Basketball Tournament this weekend. BTU has a few recruits coming to 
town as well for official visits. Can BTU provide these recruits complimentary admissions for the tournament? Can they at least provide complimentary admissions for the 
session in which the BTU team will be competing? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.2 NGAA Championships or Other Postseason Contests states that the provision of complimentary or reduced-cost admissions to prospective 
student-athletes for an NCAA championship (all rounds) or other postseason contests (e.g., bowl game, NAIA or NIT championship) constitutes excessive entertainment and 
is prohibited. The prospective student-athlete may purchase these tickets only in the same manner as any other member of the general public. (Revised: 1/10/92) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2008 9:02 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.e&~; Brian Crow <bria~.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.e&~; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmml <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney 

-<sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtv~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~na Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmlie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricldmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; them~zidez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mo~~ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.m~Jl.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzmd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfold <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf ~:amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <’athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu~; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitl.edu~; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~?:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~jolms.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.eficlcson@marquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jde~zigelis@bigeast.org>; JC --jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

~vathadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmaml <jhegmmm@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu;>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevf@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtv~; Mike Ka~’oski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villaJ~ova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtv~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.e&~; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; SamaJatha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n --~KSTATZ@depaul.eduv,; Steve Ho(ton <ho(ton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu;>; Vangeldel; Marielle < ma~elle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.~egan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.x~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu;>; Kathryn Lam 
<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnaa~t@uc.edu~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjolms.edu~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <’khato@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtv~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael 

Trm~ghese --~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli --~nc~rparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~-ini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis--~rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett < semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNm~axa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjim~@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@s)~r.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtv~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtv~; Term Howes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaJJy Compliance Item- 3/19/08- Current Event 

Tournament Can Bring Out Best and Worst of College Sports 

NYTimes.eom 

How will you watch March Madness? 
Most fans will watch the .N._:.Q: .A___.A:. basketball tournament the way railbirds watch thoroughbred racing, to see how many of 



their horses win, place or show. 

Proud alumni hope their alma mater will make a run for the title. Cynics see the tournament as a perversion of higher 

education. 

Presidents of the participating universities look at the tournament as if they were one part railbird, one part alum, one part 

cynic. They revel in the positive attention, yet they hope that a national audience doesn’t get the idea that the crass commercial 

enterprise called March Madness is the face of their institutions. 

"I hope people will pay" attention to the university," said Shirley C. Raines, president of the University of Memphis. 

Raines’s message on the mfiversit3~s Web site illuminates the tightrope presidents nmst walk to have a peaceful coexistence 

between muscle and the pursuit of learning. She congratulated the men’s basketball team and Coach John Calipari for their 

season, which has included a No. i ranking and a No. i seed in the tournament. 

Then she gently called attention to other aspects of the university, saying that lOO percent of its academic programs are 

accredited at the national level, and that the university’s honors program has expanded in each of the past five years. 

The railbirds say: That’s fine. But do you think you can beat Texas? 

High-profile, revenue-producing sports fight unending skepticism that academic loopholes are being sought for the sake of 

keeping athletics programs well fortified. 

In Ann Arbor, the University of Michigan’s president, Mary- Sue Coleman, is in the midst of a controversy. A four-part series in 

The Ann Arbor Nex.~<s is painting an unflattering portrait of an athletic department that, according to the series, funnels some 

athletes into less-challenging curriculums to keep them eligible. One of the articles reported that a psychology professor taught 

at least 294 independent studies from the fall of 2oo4 to the fall of 2oo7, with 251 of those taken by athletes. 

The article quoted former athletic department employees who said that the independent studies were sometimes used to 

improve the grade point averages of athletes who were at risk of becoming aeadenfieally ineligible. 

"I think the university itself holds itself out as the leader," Pete Bigelow, sports editor of The Ann Arbor News, said Monday. 

"They hold themselves largely to be the Harvard of the Midwest. 

"What our series did was take a look at what they say they do and, what we found in talking with 87 people, what they said their 

personal experience was at Michigan. Our series is about the gap between what they said and what we fomld." 

During an interview Tuesday, Phil Hanlon, vice provost for academic and budgetary affairs at Michigan, said that the 

university’s College of Literature, Science and the Arts did a thorough analysis of the courses and found no irregularities. He 

said the psychology executive committee did a review of the independent courses after a complaint was lodged by a faculty 

member. 

It found that no preference in grading was given to athletes by the professor, John Hagen; that the grades were consistent with 

grades given by the entire department; that the content of the courses was appropriate for psychology department course 

credit; and that there was no evidence that the students weren’t doing the work that was required in the courses. 

I don’t doubt the depth and the authenticity of the internal investigation, but I know enough about the public’s cynical nature 

to know that most observers will simply shrug their shoulders and look at their brackets. 

In this game, perception is everj~hing. 

The Universib~ of Memphis will be the host next month for a three-day conference that is expected to attract academics from a 

varieb~ of fields who are connected with intercollegiate athletics. Richard M. Southall, the director of the College Sport 

Research Institute and an assistant professor of health and sport sciences, organized the conference. 

"Our hope is that people recognize that there are academicians out there who are researching college sports," Southall said. 

"Not because we hate it, but because it’s a legitimate area of scholarly research." 

Southall is leaving Memphis for the __u____r__l_i_~[g_@2tj:2(_2_f___N__q_r__t___b_:_c__a2r__(2Lii_n__~, and he is taking the institute with him. Interestingly, he is 

leaving, in part, because of conversations he had with potential donors to the institute. 

"They said, You’re not going to be taken seriously as long as you’re at Memphis," Southall said. "The reason was the negative 

association with our basketball program and its nonacademic image." 

Informed of Southall’s comments, Raines said, ’Tm sorry that he feels that way; that is a stunning statement." 

"We’re not North Carolina, but we’re going to be," she added. "To go from zero graduation rate to having 15 out of 18 seniors is 

good. What we have had to do at the mfiversity is turn things around in men’s basketball and have them become serious 

students as well as serious players." 

The next three weeks will illustrate the system at its best and at its worst. 

Intercollegiate athletics is one of the United States’ most high-minded inventions. The opportunity for a college education in 

exchange for athletic skills underscores the Jeffersonian ideal of strong body-strong mind. 

There is nothing wrong with the ideal. 

The perversion of that ideal is what has eroded the public trust. 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 20, 2008 8:33 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <bria~.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~AS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edw~; megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney 

-<sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~na Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmaie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; them~ldez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar?’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.m~Jl.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf ~:amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <~athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitl.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~jolms.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.ericlcson@marquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jde~lgelis@bigeast.org>; JC --jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmaml <jhegmmm@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shn.edtr~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Sam~mtha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun --~KSTATZ@depaul.eduv,; Steve Ha(ton <ho(ton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Vangeldel: Marielle < maxielle.vangel&@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 
<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.haJnmat@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjolms.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator <~khato@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtc,; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatlo <jmaxinatm@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael 

Trmaghese ~-~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-~ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis--~rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett < semmett@bigeast.org>; Shannon McNaa~axa <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjima@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@illanova.edn>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/20/08- 13.11.3.6 

A women’s soccer coach at College USA works part-time as a referee for USA Soccer. Can this coach officiate games that involve prospective student- 
athletes? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.11.3.6 states that an institution’s coach may officiate competition that involves prospective student-athletes, provided the competition 
is regularly scheduled under the authority of an outside sports organization. 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 24, 2008 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney 

-<sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edtv~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edtc>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim P~xker <tparke@vt.edu:>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.m~Jl.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uconn.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~jolms.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@m~xquette.edtc>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtr~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edt~,; Steve Ho(ton <ho(ton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edtr~,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wzigelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DemaJcco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <l&bloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<nc~xparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salves~trini <osdwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel M~cgolis < rm~goli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara(@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtc,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/24/08- 15.2.8.1.4 

On Deck is a softball prospective student-athlete who will be initially enrolling in college this fall at College USA. On will receive athletics aid to take 6 hours 
of summer school during the first session. Halfway through the first session, On had to withdraw from one of her classes for personal reasons. 

Is it an NCAA violation if On doesn’t enroll in and complete 6 hours of credit during the summer? 



No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6/29/05- Summer Athletics Financial Aid Prior to Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Certifying 
Institution (I)- states that: 

(1) An institution that offers multiple summer school sessions may award athletically related financial aid to a prospective student-athlete to attend any 
session prior to initial, full-time collegiate enrollment, provided the prospect satisfies the minimum academic-hours requirement during the entire summer 
(i.e., either during a single summer session or by combining hours from multiple summer sessions); 

(2) A prospective student-athlete may satisfy the minimum academic-hours requirement by initially enrolling in six hours of academic degree credit (other 
than physical activity courses) during the summer, even if the prospect does not complete such hours; and 

(3) A prospective student-athlete who receives athletically-related financial aid during the summer prior to initial, full-time enrollment at the certifying 
institution may receive summer financial aid for a maximum of five summers. 

NCAA Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4 Summer Financial Aid -- Prior to Initial, Full-Time Enrollment at the Certifying Institution -- Athletics Aid. 

The following conditions apply to the awarding of athletically related financial aid to a prospective student-athlete (including a prospective student-athlete not 
certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center as a qualifier) to attend an institution in the summer prior to the prospective student’s initial, full-time enrollment at the 
certifying institution (see also Bylaw 13.02.11.1 ): (Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00 forthose student-athletes attending 2001 summer sessions and 
thereafter, Revised: 4/29/04, 1/10/05 effective 5/1/05, 5/9/07) 

(a) The recipient shall be admitted to the awarding member institution in accordance with regular, published entrance requirements; 

(b) The recipient is enrolled in a minimum of six hours of academic course work (other than physical education activity courses) that is acceptable degree 
credit toward any of the institution’s degree programs. Remedial, tutorial and noncredit courses may be used to satisfy the minimum six-hour requirement, 
provided the courses are considered by the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program and are given the same 
academic weight as other courses offered by the institution; (Revised 9/6/00) 

(c) The recipient, if recruited, is subject to NCAA transfer provisions pursuant to Bylaw 1A5.2-(h), unless admission to the institution as a full-time student is 
denied; (Revised: 4/26/01) 

(d) During the summer term or orientation period, the recipient shall not engage in any countable athletically related activities except for those activities 
specifically permitted in Bylaw 17 (see Bylaws 17A .1 and 17.1 ~1.1); and (Revised: 3/1/4/05) 

(e) Summer coursework is not used for the purpose of completing initial-eligibility or continuing-eligibility (transfer eligibility, progress toward degree) 
requirements. However, the hours earned during the summer prior to initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution may be used to satisfy the 
applicable progress-toward-degree requirements in following years (see Bylaw 14.4.3). (Revised: 6/21/01, 3/10/04) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2008 8:40 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney 

-<sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmedoy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim P~xker <tparke@vt.edu:>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.m~Jl.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.x~,u.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~jolms.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.ericlcson@m~xquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edn>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtv~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtv~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~,; Steve Hofion <hofion@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu;,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wzigelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DemaJcco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <Mebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<nc~xparelli@bigeast.oig>; Owen Salves~trini <osdwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel M~xgolis < rm~xgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara(@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/25/08- 13.3 

Which of the following are institutions required to provide to prospective student-athletes? 
l. Notification of initial eligibility standards (high school prospective student-athletes) 
2. Banned drug list 
3. Graduation rate report 
4. All of the above 



The answer is 4. NCAA Bylaw 13.3 includes Admissions and Graduation Data, Banned Drug List and Initial-Eligibility Standards. Institutions should provide 
this information at the earliest opportunity after the institution begins recruiting the prospective student-athlete, but NOT later than the day PRIOR to the 
prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the National Letter of Intent or institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid [or July 1 before 
the prospective student-athlete’s initial enrollment at the institution for the banned drug list]. An institution may provide the information in hard copy or 
electronic form (e.g., electronic mail, link to Web site). 
3~N.%T}’A:.~." 2~f. C,f>ND_&~?A,~ 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 

Ce?~.    4oi.2,"~5.d?;~9 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2008 8:44 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney 

-<sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edtv~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edtc>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim P~xker <tparke@vt.edu:>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.m~Jl.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uconn.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.~wu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~jolms.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@m~xquette.edtc>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtr~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edt~,; Steve Ho(ton <ho(ton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edtr~,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wzigelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DemaJcco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <Mebloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<nc~xparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salves~trini <osdwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel M~cgolis < rm~goli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara(@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtc,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/26/08- Double Major 

Pick N. Roll is a basketball student-athlete at Big Time University (BTU). Pick is a junior and is pursuing a double major within the College of Business and 
Economics at BTU. His specific areas of concentration are marketing and finance. Here is Pick’s academic record for the 2007-08 academic year: 
Fall 2007 semester- 
Completed 9 hours toward the marketing degree 
Completed 6 hours toward the finance degree 



Cumulative GPA is a 3.4 
Spring 2008 semester- 
Enrolled in 6 hours toward the marketing degree 
Enrolled in 8 hours toward the finance degree 
Can Pick use hours earned in either major to satisfy the credit hour requirements (6-hour, 18-hour), or do they all have to come from one major for a 
particular term or academic year? 
Pick may use hours toward either major to meet the credit hour requirements. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2!3/95- Student-Athlete Enrolled in Two 
Majors Within the Same Baccalaureate Degree Program- states that a student-athlete who has designated a double major within the same 
baccalaureate degree program is permitted to use credits obtained toward either major to meet the satisfactory-progress credit-hour requirement (24 hour 
or averaging method) and/or the percentage of degree requirements (50 percent and 25/50/75 percent). Hours earned in a minor may also be used to meet 
the satisfactory-progress credit-hour requirement and/or the percentage of degree requirements provided the hours earned in the minor are acceptable 
toward the student-athlete’s baccalaureate degree program. [References: 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit hour requirements -- 24 hour or averaging method), 
14.4.3.1.4 (designation of degree program); 14.4.3.2.1 (percentage of degree requirements -- 50 percent) and 14.4.3.2.2 (percentage of degree 
requirements -- 25/50/75 percent). 

ii(xmdaras@bigeast, orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 27, 2008 8:53 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~AS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; booz@virginia.edn; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg 

<jan fagg@ncsu.edu~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtc,; Kris Richardson 
<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edw~; megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney 

-<sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmedoy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim P~xker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar,:’ 

<Maly.Tyle@bcbsma.colr;>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.m~Jl.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; Amy Badorf ~:amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <~athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~u.edtr~; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitl.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@mayquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~jolms.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.ericlcson@m~xquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC --jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtr~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun --~KSTATZ@depaul.edu~,; Steve Hofion <hofion@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu’~,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielleNangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne --~brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacmr@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <l&bloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<nc~xparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salves~trini <os~Jvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel M~golis < rma~goli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <~smanmnara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <~csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgemwn.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/27/08- 16.10.1.6 

Side Line is a football student-athlete at College USA. Side has been invited to speak at one of College USA’s local booster club meetings about the team 
and its preparations during spring practice. The booster club would like to provide Side with lunch during the meeting and a plaque for his hard work on the 
field last year. 
Is it permissible for Side to receive such benefits? 
Side is permitted to receive a meal and transportation in conjunction with the booster club meeting, but it is NOT permissible for the club to provide Side 



with a tangible award. NCAA Bylaw 16.10.1.6 states that a student-athlete may accept transportation and meal expenses in conjunction with participation in 
a luncheon meeting of a booster club or civic organization, provided the meeting occurs within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s main campus and no 
tangible award is provided to the student-athlete. 

iicom~aras@Siqeast.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 28, 2008 1:21 PM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <k&fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@flreacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtv~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 
<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sand?" Weber <sandzi@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu;,; koos~t@be.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Ma~iFyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 
<wsl3h@cms.mail.vivginia.edtr~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Am5, 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Ams’ Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Dm~ Barfllolomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Dan Isaf <’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @Iouis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti -Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbakker@depaul.edtc>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 
<jrm224@georgetown.edu~; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaxletkifights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu;,; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@emaJd.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu-~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtr~; Rick Chfistensen <rchristen~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; Roseann AntoneIli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge 

< skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetie.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedw,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Maxielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wan& Factor < wi:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu;>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher 
-~ohn.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu;,; Kathl),n Lain <klam@nd.edu~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwelLsyr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.hmnant(@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Wm~da Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncaxparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini <osg~vestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.us£edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 3/28/08- Current Event 

Report says female basketball players do far better academically than men 

www.hollandsentinel.com 



ORLANDO, Fla. [ As the men’s and women’s NCAA Tournaments near their halfway points, the UCF’s Institute for Diversit.5, and Ethics in Sport reminds us that 

some successful men’s teams are better at shooting a basketball than graduating their players. 

Richard Lapchick’s latest study on graduation rates, released Wednesday, shows that seven of the remaining men’s teams -- including top-seeded Kansas, Memphi s 
and UCLA -- graduated fewer than 50 percent of their players in recent years. 

The report also notes that female players do fiir better academically than men. 

Eve~ women’s Sweet 16 team graduated at least 55 percent of its players. Tennessee and Connecticut, the most storied programs in women’s basket[xall, graduated 

100 and 92 percent of their players. 

"I think it reflects historical patterns that women’s programs admit s~udent-athletes who are more responsible in high school perhaps and come in with an academic 

work ethic that is reinforced by the women’s coaches," Lapchick said. 

"The ~hools with those high percentages prove that it can be done." 

Relying on data from the NCAA~ Lapchick compiled the graduation rates Ibr tile classes that began as college freshmen during tile 1997-98, 1998-99, 1999-2000, 

2000-01 school years. 

Overall, Lapchick said, both men’s and women’s programs axe doing a better job of graduating their players than in the past. He credits NCAA refomls that take away 

scholarships from programs that don’t perform well academically. 

But he remains concerned about the large gap in graduation rates for white and Africml-American students. 

White ma] e basketball players graduated 77 percent of the time, while j ust 53 percent black ma] e players finished school. Eighty-eight percent of white l~male players 

graduated, compared with 72 percent of black t~male players. 

Lapchick ~id that mmay AfficaJ1-American students suffer academically partly because urban school districts leave them at a disadvantage once they reach college. 

"They come from schools that are under-funded, ill-equipped and don’t have tile modern teclmology that you’d find in the suburban schools," Lapchick said. "Often the 

best teachers have left those urban schools. So, they come to our campuses behind their comparable white teammates, whether they’re men or women, and have to 

catch up, if they can catch up, while they’re there." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 31, 2008 8:49 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@flreacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sand?" Weber <sandzj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~,; koos~t@be.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklmlda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Mau.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 
<wsl3h@cms.mail.vivginia.edtr~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Am5, 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Ams’ Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.xwu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.ust~edu>; Dm~ Barfllolomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan I~t’<’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti -Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lb~Jcker@depaul.edu:>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu>; Jason DeAmgelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 
<jrm224@georgetown.edu~; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder ~klauder@providence.edu~; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu;,; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edn>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu-~; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edtr~; Rick Chfistensen <rchristen~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu-~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Samantha Huge 

< skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetie.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usfedu>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedtc,; Tom Timmenn~n <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangelder, M~xielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wamh Factor < wt:acto@bigeast.org >; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu;>; dpd@nd.edu; 

Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc>; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edtc>; John Fisher 
-qohn.fishe~@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu;,; KathLs’n Lain <klam@nd.edu~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Was)denko <mjwasyle@maxwelLsyr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant-<nancy.hmnant@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Suresh Khator 
<khator@eng.ust~edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu-~; Wm~da Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edu-~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeas’t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <nc~xparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdwestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 
Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgemwn.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/31/08- Sale of Equipment to PSA 

Pooch Kick is a football prospective student-athlete who will be initially enrolling at College USA in the fall. Pooch really wants to be prepared for preseason 
camp, so he decides to start practicing on his own. In order to get used to College USA’s equipment, Pooch asks the coaching staff if he can purchase a 
few balls and tees. College USA will be having a public sale at the end of April. Can Pooch purchase balls and tees at this public sale? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 3/18/04- Equipment and Apparel to Enrolled Student-Athletes and Prospects (I)- states that a student-athlete may 
retain athletics apparel items (not equipment) at the end of the individual’s collegiate participation. 



Used equipment may be purchased by the student-athlete on the same cost basis as by any other individual interested in purchasing such equipment and 
may be offered to student-athletes before other interested parties are aware of the opportunity to purchase the equipment. 
Further, it is not permissible to sell equipment to prospective student-athletes unless the sale of equipment is made available to the general public. The sale 
of equipment must be publicized to the public generally and made available to all individuals on the same terms and conditions. [References: NCAA Division 
I Bylaws 13.2 (offers and inducements); 16.02.3 (extra benefit); 16.12~1.6 (Retention of Athletics Apparel and Equipment); an October 21, 1993 official 
interpretation (item reference: 1 ); and an October 23, 1986, official interpretation (item reference: p)]. 

Z£o__~_~d_~ ~_’_~:~__@__b__~_g_~_~_s_Lo_~_:~ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2008 8:44 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kqcfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@tl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtv~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sand?" Weber <sandzi@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu;,; koos~t@be.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim 

Parker <tparke@vt.edtc>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Ma~ <Ma~iFyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 
<wsl3h@cms.mail.vivginia.edtr~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Am5, 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Ams’ Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~x~n.edu~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.ustledu>; Dan Bartllolomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Dan Isaf <’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti -Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbekker@depaul.edu:>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu;,; JC ~condaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edn>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtv~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtv~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~,; Steve Hofion <hofion@admin.usLedu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu;,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wngelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu;>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Dema~cco 

<ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <nc~xparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdwestrini <osgwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 4/1/08- Current Event 

Red Devils forced to forfeit nine baseball games 

TDN,com 

After accumulating a stellar preseason record, Lower Columbia College’s baseball team is now seeing nine of those wins disappear into thin air. 



A clerical error by the LCC athletic department in calculating eligibility of a sophomore student-athlete has resulted in the LCC baseball team having to forfeit 
those preseason victories. 

"It was brought to my attention that it was determined the eligible starting period for a second-year was incorrect," LCC athletic director Kirc Roland said. "1 
made an error in interpreting the eligibility ruling, and it’s my responsibility to check this on each playen" 

The player in question, whose name wasn’t disclosed by Roland, participated in the Devils’ first 12 preseason games, of which LCC had won nine. With 
those victories converted to forfeit losses, the Devils’ preseason record goes from 13-5 to 4-14. 

The forfeits include three victories over Yakima Valley during March 1-2, a win in the first game of a doubleheader at Chemeketa on March 8, A twinbill 
sweep of Mount Hood on March 9, a triumph over the Linfield JVs on March 12, and a doubleheader sweep of Southwestern Oregon at David Story Field on 
March 16. 

"We take pride in following all of the NWAACC rules and regulations, and this was an honest mistake," Roland said. ’Tve offered my apologies to the players 
and staff, and to the supporters of LCC athletics on campus and in the community. We can’t cry and whine about it because the rules are there, but I regret 
the error and the embarrassment it’s caused." 

The ineligible player, who last played baseball for another NWAACC school during the 2006 season, also attended school but didn’t play baseball at that 
school during the Winter 2007 term. 

According to NWAACC rules, a player must sit out of activity for three quarters alter leaving his previous school if he or she isn’t given a release. 

"He’s eligible to participate in spring sports at the beginning of spring quarter," Roland said. "The spring season begins a few weeks before the quarter, and 
that’s where we had the mixup. I looked at the time frame when he had attended and played at the other school, but it didn’t register with me." 

NWAACC held its first preseason baseball games Feb. 29, but Spring quarter doesn’t begin until April 1. The ineligible player has sat out of the Devils’ last 
five games, and will not play in their Western Division opening series with Pierce. 

"1 don’t blame Kirc for what happened because it just slipped by him," LCC baseball coach Kelly Smith said. "The players are shocked and upset about it, 
but I explained to them it doesn’t count against our upcoming league season. I want to win every game and it hurts our feelings, but we’re sorry it happened 
and now it’s a different season." 

Despite the sudden setback, Smith remained upbeat. 

"There aren’t a lot of coaches who can lose nine games in one day," he said with a chuckle. "This has to be some kind of record. We’re the best 4-14 team 
in America, and I’ll put these guys up against any team under .500 in America." 

Saturday’s NWAACC Western Division opener with Pierce at home was rained out. The Devils play a doubleheader at Pierce today, and have a single 
game with the Raiders at 6 p.m. Monday on David Story Field. 

jeondarasq~bigeast.arg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2008 10:07 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <[x~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~AS@acksonkelly.com>; Coumley Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --’reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu,~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtv~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Randale Riclmaond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Sand?" Weber <sandvi@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn < wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepha~e Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Steve Molfiaci <smoniaci@hbu.eduv,; koos~t@bc.edu; Strickland, Puny Lyn <s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.edn; Tim 

Parker--~tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mary. <Ma~.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 
<wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu,~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletkilights.com~; Alicia Alford--valicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy 

Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu;,; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew Cardamone ~:ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~n.edtr~; Brad Cox <’brad.cox@mail.~wu.edn>; Brenden Fletcher ~-athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitl.edtv~; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.ustledu>; Dan Barfllolomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pit~.edtv~; Dan I~f ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~’dsloan@athletics.pitl.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbe]cke@depaul.edu>; Dong Trani <tralfid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancilfi <mancinie@s~olms.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

~--erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.eduv,; JC ~condaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

~vathadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtv~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtv~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtw; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< secah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn --~KSTATZ@depaul.eduv,; Steve Ho(ton <ho(ton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.eduv,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --’elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne --~brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edu,~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu,~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu,~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas’t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemayco@bigeast.org>; Jaaon DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatlo 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette --jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecclfia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --’mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <ncm-parelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini ~--osgwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis ~-’nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@s~T.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtw; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/2/08- 13.2.4.3 

Field Turf is a prospective student-athlete that will be attending Big Time University in the fall. He is looking for a summer job following his high school 
graduation. Field submits a job application to Big Time’s athletic department for a position on the grounds keeping staff. Field’s resume demonstrates that 
he is the most qualified applicant. Is it permissible for Big Time University to hire Field for this position? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.2.4.3 states that an institution may arrange for employment or employ any prospective student-athlete (regardless of athletics award 
winner status), provided the employment does not begin prior to the completion of the prospective student-athlete’s senior year in high school. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 3, 2008 8:29 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <[x~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAlLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Cou~ley Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu,~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <k&fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtv~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu:>; San@ Weber <sandxi@t.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@y~Je.edu>; Slmlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpecke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmd ~ordan.blizzmd@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edtc,; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edw~; Dan BaVtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Dan I~f <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbe]cke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~olms.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.eduv,; JC ~condaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtv~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtv~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtw; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sm-ah Bobert 

< secah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, KathEyn <KSTATZ@depaul.eduv,; Steve Ho(ton <ho(ton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.eduv,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wngelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edu,~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.us£edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacmr@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemm’co@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecclfia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <ncm-p~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~Jvestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Sharalon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@s~T.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.us£edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtw; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/3/08- 13.4.4.1.2 

The Baseball Coach at College USA is conducting his annual camp again in June. Because attendance was low last year, the coach would like to increase 
the advertising efforts. He would like to have his camp brochure placed in a baseball game program for a local junior college. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.4.1.2 states that advertisements for an institution’s summer camp or clinic are permissible if placed in a periodical (other than a 



high school, two-year college or non-scholastic game program) that includes a camp directory that meets the following requirements: (Revised: 
1/11/94, 9/12/03) 

(a) The size (not to exceed one-half page) and format of such advertisements must be identical; and 

(b) The camp directory must include multiple listings of summer camps on each page (at least two summer-camp advertisements of the same size must 
appear on each page). 

~?~! ~(’~;~,q’ ,~’t~ e,~". ~,’~,~ 2~:~~ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, April 4, 2008 8:25 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <-arc9h@virginia.edu-*; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx)kerin@lsu.edtr*; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-*; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fim.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfL&S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.Mnnan@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghsm <kcunning@umd.edu;>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org:*; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <k+d’owle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr*; 

megan finch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 
nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --~rcobb@vt.edu;>; Sandy Weber <sandsij@t.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ys]e.edu>; Slmlts, William ~-~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s’tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mismi.edu; Tyler, MInT <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmd ~ordan.blizzmd@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford(~uconn.edn>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edn>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard ~:annie.shepard@mail.,wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edtc>; Brenden Fletcher ~-afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edw*; Dan BsYtholomae 

<dbsxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr*; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti -Manielle.fl ~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx)rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanfl(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr*; Doug Bakker 

~bekke@depaul.edu>; Dong Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

~--erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu’-,; JC ~condsms@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -Melanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcnes]me@shn.edtr*; Mike Ksxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-*; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-*; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr*; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun --~KSTATZ@depaul.edu~,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu’-,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne --~brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacmr@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chnck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org:*; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org:*; Donna Demsxco 

<ddemasco@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette --jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~]vestrini ~--oss]vestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis ~-~nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Sharalon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgemwn.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 4/4/08- Current Event 

Four Years Not Enough For Some Athletes 

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. It was the euphoric feeling of victory., the bittersweet heartbreak of loss. It was the sense of camaraderie, 
the injuries, the morning lifts, the grueling hours of practice, the games, the fans, the atmosphere. 



It was collegiate athletics. And as many seniors’ seasons come to a close, these moments that defined their four years at college start getting pushed into 
the realm of the past--that is, if they’re ready to let them. 

For some Harvard athletes four years is simply not enough. Due to injuries and other obstacles, certain Crimson men and women find themselves with a 
year left of eligibilfty, and in a trend that is becoming increasingly visible on the Haward scene, they decide to stay in Cambridge for an additional year and 
continue on in their collegiate athletic career. 

The appearance of fifth-year athletes is especially noticeable on the Crimson football team, which has averaged about 2.5 super-seniors each year over the 
course of Head Coach Tim Murphy’s 15-year tenure. 

This number greatly overshadows that of most other Harvard sports, such as women’s basketball, which has only had one fifth-year athlete in 26 years, or 
baseball, which can also claim only a single extra-year athlete over the course of 13 years. 

Many coaches have no recollection of their sports ever welcoming back a fifth-year senior--women’s volleyball, sailing, and men’s tennis, for example, have 
had no athletes return to use up their eligibility during the current coaches’ tenures. 

Whether or not it is commonplace for a team to have super-seniors, athletes who have a year left in their eligibility and see graduation looming on the 
horizon have a tough decision to make. For fifth-year football wide receiver, Corey Mazza, his decision to return to the Crimson this past year was made 
after his, and his team’s, less than perfect finish during the 2006-2007 season. 

’1 just wasn’t really happy with the way I played my original senior season, and I wasn’t happy with the way the team finished," Mazza said. "1 didn’t want to 
go out with a sour taste in my mouth." 

The choice to stay was apparently a good one for Mazza, who led the 2007-2008 team in both receiving yards and receiving touchdowns. Perhaps more 
importantly he helped the Crimson claim the Ivy League title after a crushing defeat of Yale in his last collegiate game. 

Senior-season disappointment is not the only factor in the decision to play for an extra year. If it were, then the Haward football team might not be returning 
any fifth-year seniors next fall. Instead, the Crimson roster will have four extra-year athletes in August. 

Among that group is senior quarterback Chris Pizzotti, who along with winning an Ivy League title, also received numerous individual awards last season, 
including being named All-Ivy League First Team, College Sporting News’ Offensive Player of the Week, and Harvard football’s own MVP. 

"1 think in the end it was a really easy decision for me," Pizzotti said. "Right before the Brown game, I kind of realized that I wanted to play another season--I 
just wanted to play one more year." 

Football is not the only Haward sports team that will be welcoming back bonus-year athletes next season. The women’s crew team looks forward to the 
return of senior Esther Lofgren in the fall. 

Lofgren’s case, however, is vastly different from that of Mazza or Pizzotti. Lofgren has not spent the past season on the sideline with an injury but instead is 
on leave competing for a spot on the U.S Olympic team. 

"it’s definitely been a growth experience for me," said Lofgren, who has had the remarkable opportunity to train alongside the best rowers in the country. 

"I’m looking forward to being able to share what I learned and being part of a team again," Lofgren said. 

The decision to use up eligibility in an extra year may appear to be a win-win situation--Pizzotti will have the opportunity to lead his team to another Ivy 
League title, Mazza’s super-senior season landed him a job in the Italian Football League with the Parma Panthers, and Lofgren will undoubtedly give her 
team an edge over the competition after being part of such a rigorous training regimen. 

However, the Harvard these athletes return to is a different place from the one where they spent their previous four years, with most of their blockmates, 
friends, and four-year teammates walking across the graduation stage in the spring. 

"You kind of feel like an old guy who’s been at a party too long and hasn’t left," Mazza said. 

Lofgren will also face this feeling upon her return--however, it may be exaggerated due to the fact that she had already taken a year off in 2005-2006. 

"It will be strange coming back," Lofgren said. "I’m definitely going to be older and doing other things/’ 

For a small group of athletes putting offthe "real world" another year, missing graduating with their class, and being "the old guy at the party" is worth having 
the privilege to don their Crimson jerseys for one final season. 

jco~daras(@bi_qeasLorg 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 7, 2008 8:38 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <k&fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 
nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@t.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yaJe.edu:>; Slmlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@maJl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpecke@vt.edtc>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Ma~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmd ~ordan.blizzmd@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edn>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edn>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edtc>; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edw~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan I~f <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbeJcker@depaul.edtc>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edtr~,; JC ~condaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickeTyQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtr~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edt~,; Steve Ho(ton <ho(ton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edtr~,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wngelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.us£edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacmr@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DemaJcco 

<ddemasco@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <jdeangelis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncaxpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdtvestrini <osaJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Shara~on McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@s~T.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.us£edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgemwn.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/7/08- Coach’s Website 

The Head Women’s Basketball Coach at Big Time College has her own website. She would like to include some video materials on the website to help 
attract a particular recruit that she is trying to sign during the late NLI signing period. Is this permissible or is the coach’s website subject to the same 
restrictions applicable to the institution’s athletic department website? 
The coach’s website is subject to the same restrictions applicable to the institution’s athletic department website. Consequently, it would not be permissible 
to include audio or video materials that have a recruiting purpose. 



Please see below a recently posted educational column on LSDBi. 

Educational Column -- Video Content on Institutional and Coaches’ Web Sites (I) 

Date Issued: Apr 02, 2008 

Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that it is permissible for an institutioffs Web site or an athletics department staff member’s personal Web site (or personal 

page on any Web site) to include general informational video content related to an institution’s athletics programs, provided such video is not created for recruiting 

purposes and is generally accessible. Video content may be considered general and informational if it is of interest to the general public rather than only prospective 

student-athletes. Examples of general fiffo~rnational video may, include facility tours, a histou of the inslitulion’s athletics programs, fan traditions, a "day in the life" video 

of a particular student-athlete or a "video playbook" in which a coach diseusses general olt}nsive or defensive strategies. 

Division I institutions should also note that any video posted on an institution’s Web site or an athletics department staff’member’s personal Web site (or personal page 

on any Web site) that includes infonnation related to the institution’s athletics programs and has a recruiting purt~se is subject to the restrictions applicable to 

video/audio materials and must meet the requirements contained in NCAA Bylaw 13.4.2.1 (highlight fihn/videotapeiaudio tape). Specifically, it is not permissible to 

post video that has a recruiting purpose on an institution’s Web site or an athletics department staffmembeis personal Web site (or personal page on any Web site). 

Examples of video that may have a recruiting purpose include video ruth na=ation directed toward prospective student-athletes, video that is personalized lbr a 

particular prospective student-athlete (or a parficulax group of prospective student-athletes), video that is available to prospective student-atNetes only via password- 

protected Web sites, or video that is only included in a separate, distinct recruiting section of a Web site. 

[References: Bylaws 13.4.2 (video/audio materials) and 13.4.2.1 (highlight film/videotape/andiotape); and an official interpretation (3/14/07, Item No. 1)] 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2008 9:24 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kqcfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@tl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtv~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 
nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@t.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@y~Je.edu:>; Slmlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpecke@vt.edtc>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmvl ~ordan.blizzmvl@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edn>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edn>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu;>; Brenden Fletcher <atJlcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edw~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanff~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbekker@depaul.edtc>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edu;,; JC ~condaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickeTyQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtr~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtv~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~,; Steve Hofion <hofion@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu;,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wngelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacmr@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna DemaJcco 

<ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Jason DeAngelis <JDeAngeli@sbhlawnet>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <nc~xparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen S~Jvestrini <osgwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Shara~on McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 4/8/08- Current Event 

NBA, NCAA joining forces to make mark in youth summer hoops 
USATODAY.com 

SAN ANTONIO -- As plotted by the NBA and NCAA, the makeover of youth basketball goes like this: 



The next generation of Kobe Bryants and LeBron Jameses gets better coaching, better officiating, a more nurturing summer experience. Programs tend not 
only to nurture improvement but also the social and educational development of 6- to 17-year-old players. 
More practically, whether they blossom into stars, those youngsters get hooked on the game and grow into NBA fans. The stars, meanwhile, are better 
prepared for college, the NBA, the Olympics and other international competition. They lift the USA back to world dominance. 
"It’s a transformational approach to basketball," says NCAA President Myles Brand, who’ll take part in an announcement of a new NBA- and NCAA-driven 
program today. 
It may not be the last joint NBA-NCAA initiative. The organizations, once adversarial, are in the early stages of looking into standardizing the shot clock, lane 
dimensions and other guidelines and rules -- and perhaps melding them with those in the international game -- both Brand and NBA commissioner David 
Stern say. 
For the youth program, the organizations are pooling resources and clout to form a limited liability company designed to be a nexus of the summer game. It 
would offer skill evaluation and coaching clinics and conduct a summer camp for elite young players. A website would serve as a networking center for 
players, parents, teams and league and event organizers. 
Though Brand insists it’s not a regulatory body -- with no punitive power -- the new business would certify acceptable coaches, game officials and events. 
"You’re 14 or 15 years old and you’re potentially an elite basketball player," Brand says. "Here you have the NBA and the NCAA working jointly with the shoe 
companies and USA Basketball, and they’re sanctioning a certain type of event and certain coaches. Why would you not listen to them if you wanted a 
future in basketball? 
"That’s the way we’re going to deal with it and not try to regulate competitors out of business." 
The move comes after more than 2½ years of discussion about what to do with the ultra-competitive, star-driven and sometimes questionably run summer 
scene. Says Greg Shaheen, a senior vice president who co-chairs the subcommittee examining the issue, "Current and former coaches, administrators 
and others who have a stake in the business often describe it as unsavory." 
The NCAA has tried, without success, to address the issue. At the urging of Duke and current U.S. Olympic coach Mike Krzyzewski, the NBA and college 
athletics’ governing body sat together in the wake of losses by U.S. teams -- stocked with NBA players -- in the 2004 Olympics and 2006 world 
championships. 
USA Basketball, which oversees Olympic and other national programs, also is involved in the initiative along with high school, AAU and shoe company 
officials. 
AAU president Bobby Dodd, who oversees what now is the most visible summer basketball organization, pledges cautious support. 
"You’ve got two of the most powerful organizations in basketball coming in," he says. "Their intent of raising the level of instruction, raising the level of 
officiating, is probably good. But you have to have all the parties at the table to discuss what is good at their level." 
The new company, expected to begin before next summer, could set standards ranging from the number of acceptable games per day to the level of 
instruction provided in conjunction with the games to the availability of medical care, Brand says. He says he expects the NCAA to make its coaches more 
accessible to young players, loosening restrictions on their contact with prospective recruits to give the coaches more mentodng opportunities. 
Says Stern: "The more people that play basketball as kids, the better it is. And if that basketball stands for things that are good, the better that is for us .... 
We’re also a business organization, and we think this makes good social sense and good business sense." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2008 8:36 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <[x~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~AS@acksonkelly.com>; Coumley Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lelmaan <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu,~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtv~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --~rcobb@vt.edu:>; Son@ Weber <sandsii@t.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ya]e.edu>; Slmlts, Willianl ~-~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@maJl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpecke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzm~l ~ordan.blizzm~l@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <~alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; 

Amy Badorf <~amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard ~:annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edtc,; Brenden Fletcher ~-atJlcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edw~; Dan BaVtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitl.edtv~; Don I~f ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan ~’dsloan@athletics.pitl.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbe]cke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~olms.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.eduv,; JC ~condaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

~vathadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney --vdelanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtv~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtw; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< secah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn --~KSTATZ@depaul.eduv,; Steve Ho(ton <ho(ton@admin.usi~edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.eduv,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wihcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~tmfiel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne --~brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edu,~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemayco@bigeas~t.org>; Jason DeAngelis -~JDeAngeli@sbhlaw.net>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette --jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecclfia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Cmparelli <ncm-parelli@bigeast.org>; Owen SaJvestrini ~-osgwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis ~-~nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Sharalon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <~smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@s~T.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <~csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtw; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/9/08- Transfer Status 

Earned R. Average is a baseball prospective student-athlete. Earned officially registered and enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies for the 
spring 2008 quarter at College USA. Earned was present at the campus on the opening day of classes. 
Has he triggered status? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.2 states that a transfer student is an individual who transfers from a collegiate institution after having met any one of the following 



conditions at that institution: 

(a) The student was officially registered and enrolled in a minimum, full-time program of studies in any quarter or semester of an academic 
year, as certified by the registrar or admissions office, provided the student was present at the institution on the opening day of classes; 

(b) The student attended a class or classes in any quarter or semester in which the student was enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies, even if 
the enrollment was on a provisional basis and the student was later determined by the institution not to be admissible; 

(c) The student is or was enrolled in an institution in a minimum full-time program of studies in a night school that is considered to have regular terms 
(semesters or quarters) the same as the institution’s day school, and the student is or was considered by the institution to be a regularly matriculated 
student; 

(d) The student attended a branch school that does not conduct an intercollegiate athletics program, but the student had been enrolled in another collegiate 
institution prior to attendance at the branch school; 

(e) The student attended a branch school that conducted an intercollegiate athletics program and transfers to an institution other than the parent institution; 

(f) The student reported for a regular squad practice (including practice or conditioning activities that occur prior to certification per Bylaws 14.3.5.1 and 
14.5.4.5.5), announced by the institution through any member of its athletics department staff, prior to the beginning of any quarter or semester, as certified 
by the athletics director. Participation only in picture-day activities would not constitute "regular practice;" 

(g) The student participated in practice or competed in a given sport even though the student was enrolled in less than a minimum full-time program of 
studies; or 

(h) The student received institutional financial aid while attending a summer term, summer school or summer-orientation program (see Bylaws 15.2.8.1.3 
and 15.2.8.1.4). A recruited student who receives institutional aid pursuant to Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4 is subject to the transfer provisions, except that a prospective 
student-athlete (recruited or nonrecruited) who is denied admission to the institution for full-time enrollment shall be permitted to enroll at another institution 
without being considered a transfer student. (Adopted: 1/10/90; Revised: 4/26/01, 4/14/03) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.02.11 states that a transfer student, in the application of NCAA eligibility requirements, is a student who transfers from any collegiate 
institution after having met any one of the conditions set forth in Bylaw 14.5.2. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 10, 2008 8:45 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clem~n.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@tl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 
nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@t.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@y~Je.edu:>; Slmlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu:>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tpecke@vt.edtc>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, M~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzmvl ~ordan.blizzmvl@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edn>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edn>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edtc>; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edw~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan I~t’<~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <bx~flik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanPf~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbeJcker@depaul.edtc>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edtc>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

~jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s?’r.edtr~,; JC ~condaJcas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickeTyQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneaJme@shu.edtr~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edt~,; Steve Ho(ton <ho(ton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edtr~,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wngelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu:>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacmr@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Dema~cco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <l&bloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<nc~xparelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salves~trini <osdwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel M~xgolis < rmaxgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara(@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtc>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgemwn.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/10/08- Dead Period Travel tbr OV 

Jump Ball is a basketball prospective student-athlete. He would like to take an official visit to College USA next Friday and Saturday alter the dead period. 
Jump will be traveling from the west coast to the east coast, so he would like to arrive Thursday night and start the visit first thing Friday morning. 
Because Thursday is still part of the dead period, can College USA provide travel expenses for Jump to arrive Thursday night? Can the coaches provide 
transportation from the airport to the hotel Thursday night? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/15/92- Prospect traveling to and from a member institution on an official visit during the dead period- states 



that a member institution may provide transportation expenses to a prospect to travel to and from the institution during the dead period, provided no part of 
the official visit occurs during the dead period; further, confirmed that an institutional staff member would not be permitted to provide such transportation to a 
prospect related to an official visit during a dead period. 
As stated in the interpretation, a staff member may NOT provide transportation during a dead period. Consequently, Jump should take a taxi or shuttle to the 
hotel 

iieomtaras@biqeast.or9 

4÷>~..~’72, o4:74 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 11, 2008 9:03 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angda Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clem~n.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.Mnnan@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabeock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michdlelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; San@ Weber <sandxi@t.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engd@y~]e.edu>; Slmlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koosti~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; theman&z@mimni.edu; Tyler, Mm~" <Mary.Tyle@bebsma.com>; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouthnet~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan 

Blizzm~l ~ordan.blizzm~l@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edn>; 

Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edn>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; 

Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~wu.edtc,; Brenden Fletcher <afllcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edw~; Dan BaYtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Isaf <~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louis~ille.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.ti~gerald@marqnette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <bx~rlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfi <dsanP(~@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker 

<~be£ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@s?’r.eduv>; JC ~condaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Joseph Klander <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickevQ@scarletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edn>; Mac Hart <mha~pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcnea]me@shu.edtr~; Mike Kaxwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@vill~mova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pron~m@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu-~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edtr~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~ann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.eduv>; Steve Ho(ton <hofion@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.eduv>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielle.wngelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wi:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <jolm.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman~uc.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usf.edu~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacmr@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Snlfivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demaxco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <l&bloi@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittme@bigeast.olg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<nc~@arelli@bigeast.olg>; Owen Salves~trini <osdwestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel M~xgolis < rmaxgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmet~bigeast.org>; Shannon McNamara <smanmnara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; 

Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtc,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgemwn.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/11/08- Current Event 

Ce/~e~es, CSPl Urge HCAA To Re~ ~ Beer Ads 
Publications.mediapost.com 

COLLEGE PRESIDENTS AND ATHLETIC DIRECTORS from around the country--with the encouragement of the Center for Science in the Public 



Interest--are calling on the NCAA to review its policy on athletic advertising during NCAA sporting events, saying the current policy undermines the "values 
of sports and higher education." 

In a letter sent to NCAA president Myles Brand, the more than 100 signees took issue with the amount of beer advertising during the Final Four tournament 
coverage earlier this week. 

"Given the persistent problems caused by underage and excessive college drinking, much of it in the form of beer, we find it inconceivable that the NCAA’s 
profiting from beer promotion during the telecasts of college basketball games comports with the best interests of higher education, sports or student 
welfare," according to the letter. 

According to the CSPI, CBS broadcast more than 200 seconds of beer advertising during each of the three men’s Final Four basketball games. That 
amount exceeds the NCAA’s self-imposed limits (set in 2005) of not allowing more than 60 seconds of beer advertising per hour, and not more than 120 
total seconds of beer advertising during the game, according to the CSPI. 

"The fact is, the NCAA has a totally bogus policy [in regards to] alcohol advertising right now," George Hacker, director of the Alcohol Policy Project at 
CSPI, tells Marketing Daily. "Given the amazing prominence of beer advertising during the tournament, it’s time to review [the policy] again." 

Representatives from the NCAA were unavailable for comment at press time. 

The letter also cited TNS Media intelligence data showing that beer was the second-ranked advertising category during last years NCAA tournament, and 
that Anheuser-Busch and Miller Brewing were the fourth and fifth-biggest advertisers during the tournament. "That says something about the prominence 
of beer and the massive disregard of the policy the NCAA has set," Hacker says. 

While 285 NCAA-member colleges have endorsed a pledge to eliminate alcohol ads from college sports, only about 100 signed on to the most recent 
letter--very few of them from prominent Division 1 schools. Even so, Hacker expects the issue to gain some traction within the NCAA. 

"Schools, as members of conferences, have a role to play in the shaping of the policies of those conferences," Hacker says. "1 think the NCAA would want 
to listen to its members as a policy issue." 

;+/? ~+A!~~ <k+++f<,r+++~,c+ 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 14, 2008 6:27 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mml.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcnp <bwaleup@scarletlmights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin(~)vt.edu:>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smraphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaqoli@bigeast.orgv; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.orgv; booz@virginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edtc,; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Dan McCarthy 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Am5, 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennitbr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <~xlgela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edtc>; Harris, Robin Green --~Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odj~kjian <todjalcjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edtr’~,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtc>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edtc>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kala~-oski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@nrail.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usLedu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wthctor@Ngeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

~q:lbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@hl.edu>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edtc>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick CaxpaJcelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@m~xwell.syr.edt~,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 
<efleasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft ~xtsanft@aflfletics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@nmil.w~’u.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa 

Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edn>; Janlie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh -@~hite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults~admin.fsu.edtc,; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann 

~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Gray ~deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mar?, <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehman --~criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, KathlTn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edtc>; Sarah Bobert < saJcah.bobert@marqnette.edtc>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edtc>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Ben Taxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Brian Crow <brian.crow@srn.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Judy Cress 

-qudy.cress@mail.w~,n.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edn>; John Heck 

-qheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtr~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.ust:edtr~; 

Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwaJcds@admin.usLedu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu-~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; koos@bc.edu; 

erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pittedu>; sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; StumpI; Rick 

<RStumpf(c))admin.usLedu>; Ryan McAlvey --~mcalvey@stjohns.edtc>; Joseph Klauder <jldauder@providence.edu>; nlee@as~tate.edu; 

Cou(mey Vinson ~cvinson@ualcron.edu>; Amy Rhodes --~arhode@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Alicia Alford <aJicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.edu:>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Angela Crock 

<arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond < n-ichmo2@kent.edt~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; John Marinatto ~marinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Andrew Cardamone 

<ajc64@georgetown.edtc,; Amy Badorf <an~y.badorf~villanova.edu>; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.comv; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen 

<rchris~tensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtc,; Jordan Blizzard -qordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; David 

Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco -<tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/14/08- One- Time TranstEr Exception 

Stud E. Abroad is a student-athlete that initially enrolled in a 4-year institution in France, his home country. Stud plays tennis, but his school did not have a team. Stud wasn’t 
quite good enough to play on the professional tour, so he decided to go to a college in the US and play on the intercollegiate level. Stud transferred to Big Time College and 
was eligible right away to compete using the one-time transfer exception. Stud spent a year at BTC and then transferred to College USA. 
College USA would like to certify Stud’s transfer eligibility by using the one-time transfer exception. Unfortunately, BTC used that exception for his transfer to their institution. 
Since BTC could have used the non-sponsored/discontinued sport exception, can College USA use the one-time transfer exception? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/20/04- One-Time Transfer Exception - DiscontinuedlNonsponsored Sport Exception (I)- states that a student-athlete who 



transfers to the certifying institution and has previously transferred from one four-year institution is eligible for the one-time transfer exception, provided that, in the previous 
transfer, he or she transferred from an institution that discontinued or did not sponsor the student-athlete’s sport during his or her enrollment. Such a student-athlete is eligible 

for the one-time transfer exception regardless of whether the previous four-vear institution certified the student-athlete’s eligibility pursuant to the discontinued/nonsponsored 
sport exception. [Reference: NCAA Bylaws 14.5.5.1 (four-year college transfers - general rule), 14.5.2.2.6 (discontinued/nonsponsored sport exception) and 14.5.2.2.10 (one- 
time transfer exception)] 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2008 8:46 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shosh~mna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy Hamant <n~mcy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeafft.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcnp <bwaleup@scarletlmights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu:>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smraphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaqoli@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org~; booz@virginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu;,; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Dan McCarthy 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <~thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Am5, 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennitbr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stficklanda@mail.ccsu.edtv~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <axlgela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edtc>; Harris, Robin Green --~Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjalcjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu;,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtc>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kala¥oski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@nrail.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usLedu>; Jessie MandeI <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wthctor@Ngeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

~q:lbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Krisline Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edtc>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick CaxpaJcelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnama:ra@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 
<efleasem@syr.edu;,; Donna Sanft ~xtsanft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.w~’u.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edu~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa 

Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Janlie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh -@¥hite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults~admin.fsu.edu;,; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Oray ~deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mar5’ <Mars".Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehman --~criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, KathlTn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edtc>; Sarah Bobert < saJcah.bobert@marqnette.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll @admin.usf.edtc>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Wood?’ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathrs"n Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Ben Taxio <btaxio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Brian Crow <brian.crow@srn.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Judy Cress 

-gudy.cress@mail.w~,n.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; John Heck 

-~heck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu-~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usfedu-~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; tteather Robcrtson <herober’f~:vt.edu>; Chris Moore 
<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~; koos@bc.edu; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

~q:lbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu:>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jldauder@providence.edu:>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.e&c>; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel 

@srael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edtc,; John Maxinatto 

<jmannatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu;,; Amy Badoff 

<amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens 

<ts~tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu~; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 
<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Bl~zaJcd <jorchn.blizzaJcd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <ree@miami.edu-~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

-<tdemarco@bi geast.org> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 4/15/08- Foreign Tour 

Back Court is a basketball student-athlete at College USA. Back was eligible to compete in the fall 2007 semester, but was rendered academically ineligible spring 2008. His 
team will be participating in a foreign tour this summer in Europe. 
Since Back was ineligible to compete in the spring 2008 semester, is he eligible to participate in the summer foreign tour? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 412108- Eligibility for Foreign Tour if ineligible During a Term of the Previous Academic Year (l/ll/lll)- states that a student-athlete 
who is eligible for any term during the previous academic year would be eligible to compete in the institution’s foreign tour taken during the summer immediately following that 



same academic year. For example, if a student-athlete is eligible in the fall term, but not eligible in the spring term of the same academic year, the student-athlete would be 
eligible to compete in the institution’s summer foreign tour taken during the summer after the conclusion of the preceding academic year. [Reference(s): NCAA Divisions I, II 
and Ill Bylaw 30.7.2 (eligibility of student-athletes)] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2008 9:26 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <-arc9h@virginia.edu-*; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr*; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-*; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~AS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr*; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu;>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar}’ 

<Ma~.Tyle@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf ~:amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitl.edtr*; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.ericlcson@marquette.edu;>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC --jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNea]y <mcneaJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw*; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr*; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-*; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr*; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.nsfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@ucoral.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu;>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.~wu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnant@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw*; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr*; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr*; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette --jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael 

Tranghese ~-~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-~ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv*; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr*; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr*; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/16/08- Initial Eligibility lbr International PSA 

Which of the following initial eligibility requirements must an international prospect fulfill in order to be eligible his/her freshman year? 
A. Core-Curriculum requirements outlined in the NCAA Guide to International Academic Standards for Athletics Eligibility 
B. Test-Score requirements 
C. Both A & B 
D. Noneofthe above 



The answer is C. NCAA Educational Column- 4/9/08- Educational Column -- International Academic Standards (l/ll)- states that a student from a 
foreign country must satisfy both the core-curriculum requirements outlined in the NCAA Guide to International Academic Standards for Athletics Eligibility 
and the test-score requirements set forth in NCAA Division I and Division II Bylaws 14.3.1.1 -(b) and 14.3.1.3. Therefore, a student who completes his or her 
entire secondary education in a foreign country is subject to the core-curriculum requirements outlined in the guide and is not subject to those set forth in 
Division II Bylaw 14.3.1.1 -(a). In Division I only, a student who graduates from an international educational system within the prescribed timeframe may use 
one core course or one subject pass (but not both) completed in the year after graduation (summer of academic year), but not later than the end of the 
academic year immediately after the high school graduation date of the prospective student-athlete’s class. An international prospective student-athlete may 
complete the one core course or one subject pass at a location other than the high school from which the prospective student-athlete graduated and is not 
required to remain within his or her home system. Please note, however, that a student who initiates secondary studies in a foreign educational system and 
completes those studies in an American educational system would be subject to the core-curriculum requirements set forth in Division II Bylaw 14.3.1.1 -(a) 
and not those listed in the guide. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.3.1 (eligibility for financial aid, practice and competition), 14.3.1.1 (qualifier), 14.3.1.2 (core-curriculum 
requirements), 14.3.1.2.1 (core-curriculum time limitation), 14.3.1.2.1.1 (exception -- one core course after high school graduation), 14.3.1.3 (test-score 
requirements), and 14.3.5.4 (international academic standards). NCAA Division II Bylaws 14.3.1 (eligibility for practice, financial aid and competition), 
14.3.1.1 (qualifer), 14.3.1.2 (core-curriculum requirements), 14.3.1.2.1 (core-curriculum time limitation), 14.3.1.3 (test-score requirement) and 14.3.5.4 
(international academic standards)] 

:e~!s g{d~,q#,~,ad 5g;’#e{, ;:,’?fi~’c ~,,o 

.i£o___~_~__qg_r__;~__s__~_~_b__i_g~g_s__t_:_eCg. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 17, 2008 8:36 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq<fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@tl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5’ 

<Maw.Tyler@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@marquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louis~ville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.legan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <ki~ollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/17/08- Season of Competition 

Strike Out is a baseball student-athlete at College USA. Strike played in his first game of the season last Saturday. Stirke had pitched a few innings when 
the game was called on account of lightening. 
Since the game was not complete, does Strike utilize a season of competition? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/18/87- Use of Season of competition when even is not completed- states that student-athletes would be charged 
with a season of competition for any event (including scrimmages) in which they started participation; regardless of whether they finish (i.e., discontinued 



game due to inclement weather, contestant drops out of event) that particular event or contest. Determined that the student-athlete would be charged with a 
season of competition regardless of whether that individual’s performance was included in the final scoring of the event. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 18, 2008 8:33 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angda Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.Mnnan@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <k&fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<miclMlelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5’ 

<Maw.Tyler@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzmd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfold <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.legan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <ki~ollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/18/08- Current Event 

Spring football attracting more high schoolers 
USAToday.com 
The number keeps growing. What was once a trickle of football players graduating from high school a semester early and enrolling in college in time to 
participate in spring practice has turned into a steady stream that shows no signs of abating. 



USA TODAY’s annual survey of the 66 Bowl Championship Series-affiliated schools found 105 early entrants this year, easily the highest total since the 
issue began being tracked in 2002. 
The schools reported 69 early entrants last year and as recently as 2005 there were 34. USA TODAY found just 15 in 2002. 
Texas leads this year with nine early graduates; Illinois and Miami (Fla.) have seven each. 
It remains to be seen if the number will continue to grow, because the NCAA is about to change its freshman-eligibility standards in Division I. Starting Aug. 
1, a student must pass 16 academic core courses in high school to meet the standards, up from 14. 
"So now you’re talking about having to take 16 core courses in seven semesters, so if you’re considering (leaving early), it’s clear you have to start (the 
process) when you’re a freshman," said Kevin Lennon, NCAA vice president for membership services. "1 don’t have a sense if fewer students will do it with 
the change to 16, but you’ve got to start early." 
The NCAA doesn’t specifically keep track of the trend but is aware of the increasing number of such players, said Lennon. 
"l can say that this has been discussed at the committee level," said Lennon, who related that the NCAA membership is not actively concerned about 
regulating the matter, at least at this time. 
"It probably is not the right situation for every student, and there will be some who want to play a spring sport in high school or want to finish out their senior 
year." 
But there can be advantages. 
"The student-athletes are putting themselves in position to be qualified after seven (high school) semesters, and that’s good," said Lennon. 
Also, players who come into college early can acclimate themselves to college coursework and campus life at a time when the pressures of the season are 
not weighing them down. 
Lennon said the NCAA probably will continue discussing the early-entry issue, but it’s premature to say if legislation to regulate the practice is needed or 
wanted. 
"You have to be really deliberate anytime you’re talking about a national rule for all of Division I," said Lennon. "It really has to be data-driven, and there’s not 
enough data right now to say something needs to change at this time." 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 21, 2008 9:41 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq<fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5’ 

<Maw.Tyler@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@marquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.legan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <ki~ollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/21/08- 13.11.2.5.1 

During an official visit to an institution, the coaching staff informed the visiting prospect, who has not signed an NLI or written offer of financial aid that a 
medical examination may be provided at the expense of the institution. If the prospect agrees to the medical examination, it is permissible for the institution’s 
head athletic trainer, who is not a physician, to conduct the medical exam. 

A. true 
B. false 



The answer is false. NCAA Bylaw 13.11.2.5.1 states that during a prospective student-athlete’s official or unofficial visit to campus, a member institution, 
through its regular team or other designated physician, may conduct a medical examination to determine the prospective student-athlete’s medical 
qualifications to participate in intercollegiate athletics, provided no athletics department staff member other than the athletics trainer is present, the 
examination does not include any test or procedure designed to measure the athletics agility or skill of the prospective student-athlete and the results of the 
examination are not used by the institution to deny admission of a prospective student-athlete who is otherwise qualified for admission under the institution’s 
regular admissions criteria. (Revised: 10/30/03 effective 8/1/04) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2008 9:43 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq<fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5’ 

<Maw.Tyler@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.ericlcson@marquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <ki~ollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/22/08- Tennis Dates of Competition 

College USA women’s tennis team decided to have four student-athletes participate in two different tournaments on the same day. There will be no scoring 
or declared champion in either tournament and two student-athletes will go to one tournament and two student-athletes will go to the other tournament. 
Does College USA have to count that day as a date of competition since they only had two student-athletes at each event? 

Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 3/26/08- Minimum Participants in Multiple Singles or Doubles Tennis Tournaments on the Same Date (I)- 



states that, in tennis, if more than three student-athletes represent an institution in singles or doubles tournaments that do not include any team scoring or 
the recognition of a team champion at different sites on the same date, the institution must count an institutional date of competition for that date. For 
example, if two student-athletes participate in Singles Tournament A (no team scoring, no team champion) and two different student-athletes participate in 
Singles Tournament B (no team scoring, no team champion) on the same day, the institution must count an institutional date of competition for that day. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 17.02.6 (date of competition, countable, institutional), 17.02.6.1 (required minimum number of student-athletes) and 17.26.5.1.2 
(individual singles or doubles tournament limitations -- institutional)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2008 8:31 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <-arc9h@virginia.edu-*; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr*; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-*; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~AS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed --~reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq~fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr*; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu;>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Strickland, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar}’ 

<Ma~.Tyle@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf ~:amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitl.edtr*; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.ericlcson@marquette.edu;>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC --jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNea]y <mcneaJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw*; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr*; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-*; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr*; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.nsfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@ucoral.edu>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu;>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.~wu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnant@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw*; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr*; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr*; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette --jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael 

Tranghese ~-~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-~ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv*; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr*; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr*; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/23/08- Dead Period 

Which activity is NOT permissible during a dead period? 
A. Permitting a prospect to make an unofficial visit 
B. Speaking at an awards banquet where no prospects are present 
C. Calling a prospect on the telephone 
D. Having an in-person, off-campus contact with a prospect’s coach at a local restaurant to discuss attendance at a coaching clinic 



The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.4.4 states that a dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or 
evaluations on or offthe institution’s campus or to permit official or unofficial visits by prospective student-athletes to the institution’s campus. The provision 
of complimentary admissions to a prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective 
student-athlete who visits an institution as part of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a 
meeting or banquet at which prospective student-athletes are in attendance, except as provided in Bylaw 13.1.9.1, and may not visit a prospective student- 
athlete’s educational institution. It remains permissible, however, for an institutional staff member to write or telephone prospective a student-athlete during 
a dead period. (Revised: 1/11/94) 

jeondaras@biqeast, orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 24, 2008 8:09 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq<fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@tl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5’ 

<Maw.Tyler@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@marquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louis~ville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.legan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <ki~ollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/24/08- 13.4.1 

College USA is recruiting Slap Shot, an ice hockey prospect. The coaches at College USA would like to be creative with how they communicate with Slap. 
Which of the following methods of communication with Slap would NOT be permissible? 

A. A blank US Post Office postcard with a message from the team 
B. A letter sent via email noting the team’s accomplishments 
C. A videotaped message to Slap placed on a DVD 



D. An institutional note card with one athletics logo on the outside and not preprinted information on the inside 
The answer is C. 

13.4.1.1 Printed Recruiting Materials. 

As specified below, an institution may provide the tbllowing printed materials to prospective student-athletes, coaches of prospective student-athletes or ally other 

individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: (Adopted. 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05 f!)rpublications 
preparedJbr the 2005-06 academic year and after) 

(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence, including letters mid postcards issued by the U.S. postal service, may be sent to a prospective 

student-athlete only by mail. Attachments to general correspondence may ohly include materials printed on plain ~hite paper with black ink that are not 

created for recruiting purposes, except for the additional printed materials listed in this section. The content of all general recruiting correspondence to 

a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) must be prepared by the head coach or one of the 

assistant coaches who comlt toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). It is not permissible for an institution’s president or 

chancellor or director of atlfletics to prepare general correspondence to a prospective student-athlete. (Revised: 3/8/06, S/25/06, 12/12/06, 1/8/07 

effective 8/I/07) 

(b) Business Cards. 

(c) Camp Brochures. Cmnp brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete. Brochures are not restricted by content or desiglL but are restricted to a 

single two-sided sheet, not to exceed 17 by 22 inches in size when opened in full. (Note: These brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete prior to 

September 1 atthe beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) (See also Bylaw 12.5.1.7). 

(d) Questiolmaires. An institution may provide questionnaires to a prospective s~udent-athlete prior to September 1 at the begilming of the prospective student- 

athlete’s junior year in high school. 

(e) Nonathletics Institutional Publications. An institution may provide nonathletics institutional publications available to all students at any time (e.g., official 

academic, admissions and student-services publications published by the institution a~ct available to all students). 

(1) NCAA Educational Material Published by the NC,~ (e.g., NCAA Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete). (Note: This inibrmation may be 

provided to a prospective student-athlete prior to September 1 at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school.) 

(g) Athletics Publications. An institution may produce a recruiting brochure or media guide (but not both) and provide the publication to a prospective student- 

athlete. The publications may have only one color of print inside the cover and may not exceed 8 1/’2 by 11 inches in size mid 208 pages in length. An institution may 

not produce a separate media guide that is intended to supplement the one permissible recruiting brochure or media guide. Such supplemental information (e.g., 

historical information, records) may be posted on the institution’s Web site and may be printed in black and white, and provided to the media. An institution may not 

create a portfolio of information (e.g., pictures) to be shown to prospective student-athletes during the recruiting process unless it is considered the institution’s one 

pemlissible athletics recruiting publication. An institution may produce additional media publications for separate purposes (e.g., postseason media guide, spring football 

practice guide), provided the additional publications are not provided to prospective student-athletes. ~evised 3/23/05, 4/28/05, 5,/12/05) 

(h) Game Programs. Game prograJns (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective student-athletes only during official and ~mofficial recruiting 
visits and may not be mailed. 

(i) Pre-enrollment Information. Necessary pre- enrollment information regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activitie~ may be provided to a 
prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or ins~titutional financial add agreement or has been officially accepted for 

enrollment. (Adopted: 12/7 2/06) 

(j) Institutional Note Cards. Institutional note cards that are provided to prospective student-athletes may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches when opened in 

full. In addition, such cards may only contain the institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on the outside, must be blank on the inside (one side of 

the card when opened in full) when produced mid may include only handwritten information (e.g., words, illustrations) on the inside when provided to 

prospective student-athletes. (Adopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07) 

13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. 

Electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete is limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.7.2.) All other 

forms of electronically trausmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant Messengel; text messaging) are prohibited. Color attachments may be included with electronic mail 
correspondence sent to a prospective student-athlete, provided the attachinent only includes information that is not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that 

are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires). In addition, attachments shall not include any animation, audio or video clips and there 

shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated ruth sending the item attached to the electl~onic mail correspondence. (Adopted 4/28/05 effective 8!7/05for 

publications preparedjbr the 2005-06 academic year and after, Revised 12/12/06, 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

13.4.2 Video!Audio Materials. 

A member institution may not produce video/audio materials to show or send to a prospective student-athlete except as specified in this section. Violations of this 

bylaw shall be considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1; however~ they shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibilib~. (Adopted: 1/71,/94 

effective 8/1/94; Revised 1,/9/96, effkctive 8/1/96, 1/8/OZ 12/12/06) 

jeond~ras@biqe~st.orq 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 25, 2008 8:52 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angda Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.Mnnan@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kqd’owle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michdlelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5’ 

<Maw.Tyler@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathwn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.legan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <ki~ollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/25/08- Current Event 

Universities want stronger alcohol policy during NCAA games 
M NDaily.com 

hen the University hosts first- and second-round games for the Division I Men’s Basketball Championship next year at the Metrodome, NCAA policy 

stipulates that alcohol can’t be served and all advertisements pertaining to alcohol must be covered up. 



However, one campaign backed by 288 colleges and universities maintains that the NCAA’s alcohol policy isn’t strong enough, as it allows for a limited 

amount of alcohol advertising during competition and event telecasts. 

The Rules of the Game 

The following are highlights from the NCAA’s alcohol advertising policy, to which member institutions are encouraged to adhere: 

¯ Prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages during all preseason, regular season, conference and postseason intercollegiate events. (Alcoholic beverages 

should not be sold or otherwise made available for public consumption in the athletics facility during intercollegiate athletics events.) 

¯ Prohibit on-site alcohol advertising during all preseason, regular season, conference and postseason intercollegiate events. (Except when expressly 

prohibited by prior contract, institutions should preclude advertising, banners, and signs of displays for liquor, beer, including nonalcoholic beer, or wine 

products. Any permanently affixed or leased advertising, banners, signs or displays in the facility, should be covered during the event.) u Prohibit media 

advertising of alcoholic beverages that exceed 6 percent alcohol by volume= (Immediately prior to, during and subsequent to televised competition, 

institutions should preclude media advertising of alcoholic beverages that exceed 6 percent alcohol by volume.) 

¯ Limit advertising of malt beverages, beer and wine products that do not exceed 6 percent alcohol by volume and include content that emphasizes legal 

use of alcohol. These advertisements could include tag lines such as "Drink Responsibly" and "Be Legal." (Such advertisements should not compose more 

than 14 percent of the space in any game publications; not more than 60 seconds per hour of any telecast or broadcast or not more than 120 seconds total 

in any telecast or broadcast. Any such content should include an appropriate focus on legal and responsible use of alcohol.) 

Jump Ball 

Behind the endorsements of 288 colleges and universities, including the University of Minnesota, 10 conferences (not including the Big Ten), and more than 

220 organizations, the Campaign for Alcohol-Free Sports TV wants the NCAA to eliminate all alcohol advertising on competition telecasts. On the other side 

of the issue, the NCAA says it will ask its board of directors and executive committee to review its alcohol policy, although in a recent letter sent to those 

requesting a change, NCAA President Myles Brand said, "It is difficult to take seriously the argument that eliminating 60 seconds of advertising during any 

televised hour of basketball championship competition will make any noticeable difference in the overall consumption of beer by students." 

Team "End all alcohol ads" 

After the NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship game earlier this month, more than 100 university presidents and athletics directors sent a letter to Brand 

requesting the NCAA’s alcohol policy be amended to include a ban on all alcohol advertisements on television. The letter states that recent research should 

"cast significant doubt about the effectiveness of the NCAA’s beer advertising limits and strongly suggest that beer advertising is embarrassingly prominent 

during the NCAA basketball tournament=" 

Officials at the Campaign for Alcohol-Free Sports -IV are also pushing for an end to the advertising, Tracy Downs, director for the campaign, said. 

Research has shown the problems that alcohol can present, and everyone is aware of the problems, including the NCAA, she said. 

Downs also said the allowance of beer advertising on television contradicts the NCAA’s other messages and that presidents and athletic directors across 

the country need to take a stand so that others will follow. 

"It’s inconsistent with everything to be talking beer," she said of the NCAA’s policy. 

Team "60 seconds does nothing" 

In response to the letter sent after the championship game, Brand responded with a letter of his own in which made clear that those making the policy 

decisions are the peers of those complaining. 

The call for a change in policy will be passed on to the board of directors and executive committee, according to the letter. The committee reviewed the 

policy as recently as last year, with no presented proposal arising from discussion. 

The letter also addresses the idea that simply focusing on the issue, which might not be a huge problem, could also lead to wasted resources and 

consequences. 

"Binge drinking is an extraordinarily serious and complex problem and overly focusing on the narrow, symbolic scope of NCAA advertising policy can detract 

from directing attention to the importance of finding viable solutions," the letter stated. 

In also addressing claims made by the campaign that 270 seconds of alcohol ads were present throughout the championship game - which would be a 

violation of the NCAA’s policy - the letter explained that the NCAA conducted its own research and found otherwise. 

The university’s play 

Athletics Director Joel Maturi didn’t sign the letter sent to the NCAA, but the University is listed as one of the Division I schools that has signed a pledge with 

the campaign to eliminate alcohol advertisements from college sports. In terms of media the University can control, such as signage and radio rights they 

own, the University does not allow any alcohol ads, Tom VVistrcill, associate athletics director, said= Although he noted that the decision on such policies is 

an institution-to-instition choice, athletics officials felt that alcohol ads don’t send a good message about Gophers sports, Wistrcill said. 



"We’ve made our decision based on what’s best for Minnesota," he said. Despite the athletics department’s stance, it can’t control what ads are shown 
when its teams appear on channels such as FSN North, and ESPN, Wistrcill added. 

:e~!s g{d~,q#,~,ad 5g~’#e{, ;:,’?fi~’c ~,,o 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Sunday, April 27, 2008 9:27 PM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJ&e@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyate@bigeast.org>; Nancy tlamant <nancy.haman@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcnp <bwaleup@scarletlmights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smraphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaqoli@bigeast.orgv; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.orgv; booz@virginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edtc,; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Dan McCarthy 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <’thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Jennitbr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --’mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <~xlgela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edu;>; Harris, Robin Green --~Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjalcjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kala¥oski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@nrail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkilights.com% Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wthctor@Ngeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

~bgoss01@louisville.edu>; Krisline Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@hl.edu>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Caxpaxelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eduv,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~sloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner 
<edeasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft ~Msanft@aflfletics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.~wu.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edu~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa 

Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edn>; Janlie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh -@¥hite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults~admin.fsu.edtc,; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann 

~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Crray ~’deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehman --’criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, KathlTn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert < saxah.bobert@marqnette.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Ben Toxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Brian Crow <brian.crow@srn.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Judy Cress 

-qudy.cress@mail.w~,n.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edn>; John Heck 

-qheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edu-~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu-~; Suresh Khator <khator@eng.usfedu-~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Heather Robcrtson <herober~(~:vt.edu>; Chris Moore 
<moore@pdx.edtP; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~; koos@bc.edu; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

~-’dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu;>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jldaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Alford ~’-alicia.alforc~c))uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel 

@srael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeastorg >; Angela Clock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Ran&ale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.nsf.edtc,; John Maxinatto 

<jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtc,; Amy Badorf 

<amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens 

<ts~tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu~; dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchristensen@athletics.pitt.edn>; Nicholas T Ojea 
<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Bl~zaxd <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <ree@miami.edu-~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Dittmer <mdittme@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

-<tdemarco@bi geast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/28/08- 18-hour requirement 

Out Field is a softball student-athlete at College USA. Out’s first full-time term is the spring 2008 semester. Will Out be required to fulfill the 18-hour requirement prior to the 
start of the fall 2008 semester? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/18/08- Application of 18/27 Credit-Hour Requirement to a Midyear Enrollee (I}- states that an institution is not required to certify the 
18/27 credit-hour requirement for a student-athlete who initially enrolls after the first term of the academic year until the completion of two full4ime semesters or three full4ime 
quarters at the certifying institution. After the initial certification, the institution shall certify the 18/27 credit-hour requirement based on the student-athlete’s record since the 



beginning of the previous fall term. For example, an institution would not certify the 18/27 hour requirement for a student-athlete who initially enrolls at the institution in the 
spring semester or winter quarter until the star’[ of the following spring semester or winter quarter. Thereafter, the institution would certify the 18/27 hour requirement prior to 
the start of each fall term. [References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (credit-hour requirements) and 14.4.3.1.4 (application of rule) and a staff interpretation (reference 

8/15/2007, Item No. 2)] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2008 9:16 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAf~A~S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq<fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@tl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Max5’ 

<Maw.Tyler@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.ericlcson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louis~ville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <ki~ollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/29/08- Current Event 

Buffalo leading scorer Robinson suspended for Internet ad 
Posted Friday, April 25th. 

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - Guard Andy Robinson was suspended indefinitely by the University at Buffalo on Thursday for posting an advertisement on the Internet oflering to pay 
someone to write a course paper. 
Robinson acknowledged he made the offer and has apologized, but remains barred from taking part in any basketball-related activities until a school review determines 



whether further disciplinary action is necessary, coach Reggie Witherspoon said in a statement. 
Robinson led the team in scoring (13.4 points) and 52 steals as a junior last season. 
"He has since taken corrective steps and is extremely remorseful for his actions, and the appearance of impropriety that this incident has cast on all UB student-athletes," 
Witherspoon said. 
Robinson has since completed the paper. 
"1 realize I made a mistake for which I take full responsibility and realize I must regain the trust of my teammates, fellow student-athletes and coaching staff," Robinson said. 
"1 have brought disappointment in myself and the university, and for this I am truly sorry." 
The ad, placed on the Facebook.com marketplace Web site, was first discovered by the university’s student newspaper, The Spectrum, in a story published last week. 
A computer screen picture of the ad, listing Robinson by name, was published in the newspaper, under the heading, "$40 - $10 each page or more!" 
According to The Spectrum, the grammatically incorrect ad read: "1 am paying anybody who have read the book ’there are no children here’ by Alex Koflowitz $30-40 which in 
some classes you have to read at UB (even more money if you have to read the book a little more!!) to write a 3-4 page paper, on a couple of questions which was assigned." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2008 9:00 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <-arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <ion fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq<fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephonie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Moxy 

<Ma~.Tyle@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <~wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.ericlcson@marquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel ~rm224@geolgetown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNea]y <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.~wu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <ki~ollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/30/08- 14.3.1.2.1 

Corner Kick, a soccer prospective student-athlete, is in his senior year of high school. Prior to graduation in the spring, Corner realizes that he will be short 
five core-courses. As a result, Corner discontinues enrollment at his high school and does not graduate with his class. Corner enrolls in a preparatory 
school in the fall with the intention of completing the five core-courses in order to satisfy NCAA initial-eligibility requirements. 
Is it permissible for Corner to use the five core-courses taken from the preparatory school in order to satisfy NCAA core-curriculum requirements? 



No. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.2.1 states that a prospective student-athlete must complete his or her core-curriculum requirements not later than the high school 
graduation date of the prospective student-athlete’s class [as determined by the first year of enrollment in high school (ninth grade) or the international 
equivalent as specified in the NCAA Guide to international Academic Standards for Athletics Eligibility]. Graduation from high school or secondary school 
shall be based on the prospective student-athlete’s prescribed educational path in his or her country. (Revised: 1/10/90, 9/15/97, 11/1/01 effective 8/1/02, 
4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 1, 2008 8:37 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfL4S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.homgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kqd’owle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephonie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar?’ 

<Mau.Tyle@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardseranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzmd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfold <alicia.alford@uco~m.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.eficlcson@marquette.edu:>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnes]me@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathwn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.legan@villanova.edu:>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@max~vell.~T.edn>; Nancy Hamant 

<nancy.hmnsnt@uc.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtr~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edw~; Suresh Khator <khato@eng.usfedtr~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 
<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmsxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael 

Tronghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeasl.org>; Shmmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjisn@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann ~kherm0 l@louisville.edn>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Lynn Tighe <lyim.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Term ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/1/08- Observing Multiple Prospects 

New NCAA ~’-:d~o~cational Coho~mn posted on LSDBi: 

NCAA Educational Column -- Evaluations -- Coaches in Team Sports Observing Multiple Prospective Student-Athletes in an 

Individual Sport (I) 



Date Issued: Apr 29, 2008 

Type: Ed. Cohmm 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.1.8.13, an institution’s coach who is attending a practice or event in which prospective 
student-athletes from multiple institutions paflicipate in drills (e.g., combine) or competition in an individual sport on a specific day shall use an evaluation only for those 

participants the coach obselves engaging in practice or competition. This legislation applies to coaches in both individual sports (e.g., track and field, smmming and 

diving) and team sports (e.g., football, soccer). Theretbre, ifa coach of a team sport evaluates a prospective student-athlete at an individual sport practice or 

competition, the coach is charged with an evaluation tbr each prospective s~dent- athlete in the event (e.g., heat) that the coach observes. 

Ins~titutions should also note that, in football, in accordance with Bylaw 13.1.8.4, an institution’s coach is limited to two evaluations during the spring evaluation period. 

Further, institutions are reminded that a visit to a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution counts as an evaluation for all prospective student-athletes in that 

sport at that educational instittNon, pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.8.1. 

For example, ifa football coach observes a prospective student-athlete in an eight-person heat at a track and field meet, the football coach is chaqed with an 

evaluation for all eight prospective student-athletes participating in that heat, even if the football coach is recruiting only one of the pa~4Jcipating prospective student- 

athletes. Theretbre, if any of the other participators axe football prospective student-athletes, the coach may not make two visits to those prospective student-athletes’ 

high schools because the coach would have exceedad the permissible number of evaluations in the spring evaluation period. 

[References: Bylaws 13.02.6 (evaluation), 13.1.8.1 (visit [mthout contact] to prospective student-athlete’s educational institution), 13.1.8.4 (limitations on number of 

evaluations -- football), 13.1.8.10 (evaluations in team spoils), 13.1.8.13 (evaluations in individual spoils); and an official interpretation (5/8/95, Item No. 6)] 

iieondaras@biqeast.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 5, 2008 7:15 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Robert S ullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dnfisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeasl.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcnp <bwaleup@scarletlmights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smraphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <~rmaqoli@bigeast.orgv; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.orgv; booz@virginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edtc,; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Dan McCarthy 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL George D <george.d.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.v~mgelde@uconn.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <~xlgela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edu:>; Harris, Robin Green --~Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjalcjian@bigeastorg>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kmwoski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranrd@stjohns.edn>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@nrail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkifights.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcmr@,bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

~bgoss01@louisville.edu>; Krisline Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Jo@ Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Caxpaxelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eduv,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~sloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner 
<efleasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft ~Msanft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@nmil.~wu.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edtp; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa 

Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edn>; Janfie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh -@vhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshult@admin.fsu.edtc,; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtp; Eric ~rood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Crray ~’deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehman --~criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, KathlTn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert < saxah.bobert@marqnette.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Ben Toxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Brian Crow <brian.crow@srn.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Judy Cress 

-qudy.cress@mail.w~n.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edn>; John Heck 

-qheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edw~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pittedw~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; }leather Robertson <herober@vt.edtr~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terrii.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; koos@bc.edu; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Ryan McAlvey--~mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Amy Rhodes --~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Alicia Alford <alicia.dlford@uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett 
~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond < rrichmo2@kentedu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; John Marinatto <jnmrinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtc,; Amy Badorf <~amy.badorf@villanova.edu~; 

megan finch@ncsn.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; 

dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchrislensen@athlelics.pitt.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Jordan Blizzard 
<jordan.blizzar@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Ditm~er 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/5/08- Olympic Trials 

Edu~’~tio~l Column (now 9~sted on LSO[[’~i} in~;~[~de.d below, 

Educational Column -- Coaches’ involvement with Student-Athletes Preparing for Olympic Trials and the Olympic 



Games (I) 

Date Issued: May 01,2008 
Type: Ed. Column 
Item Ref: 2 

Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 14.7.3.1-(b), a student-athlete may participate as a member of an outside team in the official Olympic 
Games, in final tryouts that directly qualify competitors for the Olympic Games, and in officially recognized competition directly qualifying participants for final Olympic Games 
tryouts even though such competition may occur during the academic year. 

Bylaw 17.1.1.1 states that the playing season for a particular sport is the only time in which an institution is permitted to conduct countable athletically related activities 
except for permissible out-of-season activities as set forth in Bylaws 17.1.6.2 and 17.11 =6= However, a coaching staff member may engage in coaching activities with a 
student-athlete participating in events under the parameters of Bylaw 16.8.1.3, including the Olympic Trials. Therefore, it is permissible for a coaching staff member to provide 
coaching instruction at Olympic qualifying events during the academic year or in the following summer. During the academic year, it would not be permissible for a coaching 
staff member and student-athlete to be involved in countable athletically related activities (e.g., practice, skill instruction) leading up to the Olympic qualifying event, unless the 
countable athletically related activity is conducted within the permissible weekly hour limitations inside or outside the playing season. In individual sports, during the summer, 
a coaching staff member may participate in individual-workout sessions with a student-athlete from the coach’s team, provided the student-athlete requests such assistance. 

[References: Bylaws 14.7.3.1 (outside competition), 16.8.1.3 (other competition), 17.02.1 (countable athletically related activities), 17.1.1.1 (playing season-athletically related 
activities), 17.1.6.1 (daily and weekly hour limitations-playing season), 17.1.6.2 (weekly hour limitations-outside the playing season), and 17=_=6=1 =1 (summer-workout 

sessions)] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 6, 2008 8:41 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; Ben 

Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsu.edtr~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu-~; 

Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brisn.crow@sru.edu>; Brim~ Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup 

~warcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edt~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAfLA_S@acksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uskron.edu>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehmma <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Eric Baumgsxtner 

<ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.hamgan@ttu.edu; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.mdgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Chavez ~essica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaldn@agnesscott.edu~; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu>; Keli Ctmninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu;,; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kq<fowle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Lisa Dickmm~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtr~; 

megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghsn Sweeney <sweeney@nnu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu:>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Sandy Weber <ssndyj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshsnna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edtc>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Psxker <tparke@vt.edu:>; themsndez@miami.edu; Tyler, Mar?’ 

<Maw.Tyler@bcbsma.com~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; 

White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; Jordml Blizzm~l <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarleflcnights.com>; Alicia Alfol~l <alicia.alford@uconn.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<srhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edn>; Brad Cox 

<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.us£edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@masquette.edu>; Darlene Boflik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfi 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tbs2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~johns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@msxquette.edtc>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc>; JC <jcondsxa@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu:>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel @m224@geo~getown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keensn-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtc,; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnesJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<rclmsten~n@athletics.pitt.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Rysn McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samsntha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edtc>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vongelde@ucoral.edu:>; Wmlda Factor <wt:acto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

<~taniel.t.~egan@villanova.edtc>; dtxt@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fredefick.mss@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maiLxwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edn>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wc~sylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillipnaylor@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@s~ohns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfsirclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeas~t.o~>; Donna Demarco ~<tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquetie <jpaquetie@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <nc~xp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Sdwestrini <ossJvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <nn~xgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Shara~on McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@s~T.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparLs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtc,; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Term Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/6/08- 13.1.3.5.2 

College USA hosted a junior day in the sport of women’s soccer last weekend. Several of the recruits had a great time meeting the current student-athletes 
and would like to call them and get some more information about the soccer program. Is it permissible for these juniors to telephone current student- 
athletes at College USA? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.5.2 states that enrolled student-athletes or other enrolled students shall not make or participate in telephone calls to prospective 



student-athletes at the direction of a coaching staff member or financed by the institution or a representative of its athletics interests; however, they may 
receive telephone calls at the expense of the prospective student-athlete after July 1 followinq the completion of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year 
in high school. (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 7/1/91) 

PLEASE NOTE that with the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2007-29, enrolled student-athletes will be permitted to receive telephone 
calls made at the expense of a PSA prior to July 1 following the completion of a PSA’s junior year in high school, provided there is no 
direct or indirect involvement by athletics department staff. This piece of legislation becomes effective AUGUST 1, 2008. 

13.1.3.5.2 Enrolled Student-Athletes. Effec~be Da~e: Aug 01~ 200~ 

Enrolled student-athletes or other enrolled students shall not make or participate in telephone calls to prospective student-athletes at the direction of a coaching staff 

member or financed by the institution or a representative of its athletics interests; however, they may receive telephone calls at the expense of the prospective student- 
athlete after July 1 following the completion of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. An em~olled student-athlete mav receive telephone calls made 

at the expense of a prospective student-athlete prior to July 1 following the completion of the prospective student-athlete’s iunior year in high school, provided there is 

no direct or indirect involvement by athletics department staB: (Revised: 1/10/’91 effective 7/1/91, 1/14/’08 effective 8/1/08) 

ieondaras@biqeast.orq 

,#o~ .27tLo424 

40x,2(~5.65;~9 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May- 7, 2008 6:22 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org:~; Robert S ullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dnfisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeafft.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwaleup@scarletlmights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu:>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy’ Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smraphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaqoli@bigeast.orgv; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.orgv; booz@virginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edtc,; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Dan McCarthy’ 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy, 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL George D <george.d.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stfickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.v~mgelde@uconn.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <~ngela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edtc>; Harris, Robin Green --~Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjalcjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu:>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@maNuette.edtr’~,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtc>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edtc>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kmavoski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Darlene Boflik 

<boflik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@nrail.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkifights.com:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcmr@,bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

~q:lbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Krisline Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edtc>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick CaxpaJcelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr’~,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~q:lsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Eflease Wagner 
<efleasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft ~xtsanft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@nmil.w~’u.edn>; Sandy’ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa 

Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edn>; Janfie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh -@vhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshult@admin.fsu.edtc,; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric ~rood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Crray ~’deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi>h@cmsnmil.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mar?, <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehman --~criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, KathlTn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edtc>; Sarah Bobert < saJcah.bobert@marquette.edtc>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edtc>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Ben Toxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Brian Crow <brian.crow@srn.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Judy Cress 

-qudy.cress@mail.w~n.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edn>; John Heck 

-qheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Bobby’ Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edw~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitl.edw~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; }leather Robertson <herober@vt.edtr~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terrii.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; koos@bc.edu; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usEedu>; Ryan McAlvey--~mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Amy Rhodes --~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtc>; 

Alicia Alford <alicia.dlford@uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett 
~<semmet@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond < rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; John Marinatto <jnmrinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu~; 

megan finch@ncsn.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; 

dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athlelics.pitt.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Jordan Blizzard 
<jordan.blizzar@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Ditm~er 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/7/08- Calculating Equivalencies 

The men’s tennis coach at Big State College would like to calculate his team’s scholarships differently for some members of his team. He would like to use average cost 
figures for some student-athletes and actual cost figures for others. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NGAA Official Interpretation- 4/23/08- Calculation of Equivalencies (I)- states that 

a. An institution may use either the actual cost or average cost of a full grant for any or all of the elements of financial aid (i.e., room, board, tuition and fees), provided the 



institution is consistent in the method it uses in the numerator and denominator (i.e., if the institution uses the average cost of room in the numerator, it also must use the 
average cost in the denominator)+ 

b. In computing equivalencies for tuition and fees, it is not permissible to average the value of in-state and out-of-state tuition and fees to determine an average cost for 
tuition and fees at that institution. 

c.    An institution may compute equivalencies based on the averaging method for one of the institution’s teams and the actual method for another of the 

institution’s teams. Further, an institution may compute equivalencies based on the actual method for one student=athlete and the averaqinq method for 
another student=athlete on the same team. 

d. An institution must use the legislated amount for books ($400 for the academic year) in the denominator to calculate book allowances in equivalencies. Therefore, if a 
student-athlete receives a full-book allowance for the academic year, $400 must be placed in the numerator and denominator, regardless of the actual cost of the books. If a 
student-athlete is receiving less than the full book allowance, the institution must determine the fraction of book aid received and use the appropriate numerator based on the 
$400 denominator to reflect the fraction of the book allowance actually received. For example, if a student-athlete receives only one-half of the institution’s book allowance, 

$200 would be used as the numerator and $400 would be used as the denominator. 

[References: Division I Bylaws 15.2.3 (books), 15.2.3.1 (dollar limits) and 15.5.3.2 (equivalency computations), and staff interpretations (2/9/90, item d), (9/6/89, item e), 

(10/14/98, Item No. 10), which have been archived] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 8, 2008 7:58 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org:~; Robert S ullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dnfisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeafft.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwaleup@scarletlmights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smraphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <~rmaqoli@bigeast.orgv; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.orgv; booz@virginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edtc,; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Dan McCarthy 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL George D <george.d.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.v~mgelde@uconn.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <~xlgela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edu:>; Harris, Robin Green --~Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjalcjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kmavoski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranrd@stjohns.edn>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@nrail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkifights.com:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usEedu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcmr@,bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

~bgoss01@louisville.edu>; Krisline Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Jo@ Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Caxpaxelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eduv,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~sloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner 
<efleasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft ~Msanft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@nmil.~x~’u.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edu~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa 

Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edn>; Janfie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh -@vhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshult@admin.fsu.edtc,; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Crray ~’deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehman --~criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, KathlTn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert < saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Ben Toxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Brian Crow <brian.crow@srn.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Judy Cress 

-qudy.cress@mail.w~n.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edn>; John Heck 

-qheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edw~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitl.edw~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; }leather Robertson <herober@vt.edtr~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terrii.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; koos@bc.edu; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usEedu>; Ryan McAlvey--~mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Amy Rhodes --~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Alicia Alford <alicia.dlford@uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett 
~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond < rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; John Marinatto <jnmrinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtc,; Amy Badorf <~amy.badorf@villanova.edu~; 

megan finch@ncsn.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; 

dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athlelics.pitt.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Jordan Blizzard 
<jordan.blizzar@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Ditm~er 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/8/08- 13.7.2.2 

The baseball coaches at College USA would like to provide several prospective student-athletes with complimentary admissions to attend a home game on saturday. The 
game is being played at a ballpark that is not their regular home facility. 
Can the coaches have contact with these prospective student-athletes after the game? 
If the contest takes place outside of a contact period, it would NOT be permissible to have contact with the prospective student-athletes. If it is during a contact period, the 
coaches may have contact with these prospective student-athletes per NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.1. Any contact that takes place during a contact period must count as an off- 
campus contact. 



13.7,2,2 Home Games at Site Other than Regular Home Facility, 

if an institution schedules any regular-season home games at a site not designated as its regular home facility, the host institution may provide a maximum of 
three complimentary admissions to any such game for the exclusive use of a prospective student-athlete and those persons accompanying the prospective 
student-athlete. Tournament and postseason games are excluded. The institution shall not arrange or permit any other entertainment or payment of expenses, 
including transportation, except as permitted in Bylaw t3.5.3. (Revised: 4/24/03) 

Contact with Prospective Student=Athletes at Home Contest at a Site Other than Regular Home Facility (I) 

Date Issued: Apr 23, 2008 
Type: Official 
Item Ref: 3 

Interpretation: 

The committee confirmed that it is not permissible for institutional staff members to have recruiting contact outside a contact period with prospective student-athletes who 
receive complimentary admissions to a home contest conducted at a site other than the institution’s home facility. Any permissible contact during a contact period must be 
counted as an off-campus contact. 

[References: Division I Bylaws 13.01.3 (off-campus recruiting), 13.02=4=1 (contact period), 13.1.4 (recruiting calendars), 13.7.2.2 (home games at site other than regular home 
facility), an official interpretation (4/28/94, Item No. 4), and staff interpretation (12/12/07, Item No. 1), which has been archived] 

13.1.1.1 High School Prospective Student=Athletes. 

Off-campus recruiting contacts shall not be made with a prospective student-athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians before July 1 following the 
prospective student-athlete’s completion of the junior year in high school (July 15 in women’s gymnastics). U.S. service academy exceptions to this provision are set forth in 
Bylaw 13.16.1. (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 7/1/91, 1/11/94 effective 3/15/94, 1/10/95, 1/14/97 effective 5/1/97, 10/28/97, 4/26/01 effective 8/1/01, 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04, 

4/28/05, 1/9/06, 2/26/07) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 9, 2008 5:12 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJ&e@vt.edu-~; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org% Robert S ullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; JC <jcondams@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.legan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dnfisaf@syr.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeafft.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcnp <bwaleup@scarletlmights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smraphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaqoli@bigeast.orgv; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.orgv; booz@virginia.edu; Jessica 

Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edtc,; Barbara Hendel~on <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org~; Dan McCarthy 

<Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Michael Tranghese <mlranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy 

Hennan <ajschae@uncaa.anc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL George D <george.d.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Charles Small <clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@tm.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louis~ille.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.v~mgelde@uconn.edu>; 

Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@sljohns.edt~-; Angela Bmdd <~xlgela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edu:>; Harris, Robin Green --~Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjalcjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~-; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Mike Kmavoski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranrd@stjohns.edn>; Darlene Borlik 

<borlik.l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Jon Fagg <jon fagg@ncsu.edu~; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@nrail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkifights.com% Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wthcmr@,bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

~bgoss01@louisville.edu>; Krisline Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Jo@ Smith <smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Caxpaxelli < ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.eduv,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 

~sloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara <smcnam~xa@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner 
<edeasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft ~Msanft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@nmil.~x~’u.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edu~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa 

Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edn>; Janfie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; White, Josh -@vhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshult@admin.fsu.edtc,; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric ~rood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Banmgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu-~; Deborah Crray ~’deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Mary <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com>; Criquett Lehman --~criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, KathlTn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert < saxah.bobert@marqnette.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Ben Toxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; 

Brian Crow <brian.crow@srn.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org~; Judy Cress 

-qudy.cress@mail.w~n.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edn>; John Heck 

-qheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edn>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; George Browne 

<brownege@shu.edw~; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitl.edw~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; }leather Robertson <herober@vt.edtr~; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terrii.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; koos@bc.edu; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; 

sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Ryan McAlvey--~mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Amy Rhodes --~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Alicia Alford <alicia.dlford@uconn.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett 
~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond < rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edtr~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.us£edu~; John Mafinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtc,; Amy Badorf <amy.badorf@villanova.edu~; 

megan finch@ncsn.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; 

dpd@nd.edu; Rick Christensen <rchris~tensen@athlelics.pitt.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nicLojea@lonisville.edu~; Jordan Blizzard 
<jordan.blizzar@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Ditm~er 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/9/08- Current Event 

Group concerned about rise of early commitments 
By Jack Car~y, USA TODAY 
College basketball recruits are getting younger and younger. And the National Association of Basketball Coaches might soon be urging coaches to put the brakes on the 
practice of offering scholarships to players who have barely started high school ... or are not yet even enrolled. 



Michael Avery, an eighth-grade guard fl~)m Lake Sherwood, Calif., last week made a verbal commitment to attend Kentucky. Wildcats coach Billy Gillispie then got a 
commitment Monday from Vincent Zollo, a ninth-grade forward from Greenfield, Ohio. 

There’s no indication the practice is dramatically spreading, but it has gotten the attention of the coaches association. 

"It greatly concerns me," said NABC executive director Jim Haney. "To me, it sends the wrong message .... I don’t think it completely aligns with the perception that college 
athletics reflect in a time of increased academic standards. 

"Maybe it’s something we, as an association, need to take up and say something like, ’Our association has agreed that we’re not going to accept (commitments) prior to the 
summer between a playeCs sophomore and junior year.’" 

Haney said the NABC ethics committee could consider the issue. 

He believes the general public might have a hard time seeing how the practice fits in with the idea of higher education. 

"It just gives fuel to that whole perception that coaches are out of control ... that coaches are trying to sign kids when they’re born or all they can think about is recruitingJ’ 

Brit Kirwan, chancellor of the University of Maryland system and co-chair of the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, which urges athletic reform, called the 
practice, "appalling." 

Gillispie said more young players are playing competitive basketball more often than ever and are maturing quicker, so if coaches see someone they think will be an 
exceptional player, offers will be extended earlier than before. 

"It’s a different game than 10-15 years ago," he said. 

Haney said the practice can lead to the proliferation of two of the biggest issues coaches face: transfers and academic non-qualifiers~ Players who might be rushing into a 
commitment could later find themselves unhappy with playing time and seek a transfer. 

Or a player might not develop as well as expected. 

"Who’s to say how how good that kid is going to be?" Haney said. "The kid thinks he’s going to get better, but he doesn’t, and now there are other (recruits) who are better. 
So the coach wants to go back and take away (his commitment). The kid might not grow; he might not get better. 

"And it’s riddled with problems from the whole academic perspective because nobody knows if they’ll have the academic credentials to be admitted or be eligible," Haney said. 
"Now, you’ve stopped recruiting other kids, and then this kid doesn’t make the grade." 

It’s become more frequent in recent years for 10th graders to make commitments, and while that’s not ideal, Haney said, at least there are two years of high school academic 
work to assess. 

"With an 8th- or 9th-grader, he’s hardly posted anything or he’s posted nothing," he said. "You know nothing about what kind of student he’s going to be." 
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<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathly-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigec~st.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usfedtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtr~; Tom Stephens 
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DaLly Compliance Item- 5/13/08- 14.1.10 

Back Spin, a tennis student-athlete at College USA, competed with her team last weekend in the first round of the NCAA Championships. Back’s team won 
and will be competing again this upcoming weekend. College USA conducted its spring final exams yesterday and today. Back struggled academically and 
did not earn six hours. 

Will College USA have to declare Back ineligible and not allow her to continue participating in the NCAA Championships? 



No. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10 states that if a student-athlete’s academic eligibility changes at the end of a quarter or semester, the student-athlete shall become 
eligible or ineligible to compete on the date his or her eligibility officially is certified by the appropriate institutional authority. In a case in which the student 
becomes eligible at the end of the term, the earliest date on which the student can become eligible to compete is the day after the date of the last scheduled 
examination listed in the institution’s official calendar for the term that is ending. In a case in which the student becomes ineligible, the ineligibility shall 
become effective not later than the first day of classes of the following semester or quarter. In any case if the student-athlete is academically eligible to 
compete at the time of the student-athlete’s or the institution’s first participation in an NCAA championship he or she shall remain eliqible for the remainder 
of the championship. 

i<’<mdaras@biqeast.orq 
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<brad.co~mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.usEedu>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl 2@pitt.edtr~; Co@ Edwards <cedwavds@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isa£ 

<dmisat~:syr.edu>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.wvu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dmfielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgemld@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <boflik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray --~deborah.rise@uc.edtc>; Donna Sanft 

<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bal&er <~tb~2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini < mancinie@s~jolms.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmlova.edu>; Jaime Erickson qaime.ericlcson@marquette.edtc>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu~; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel ~nn224@geolgetown.edtc,; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Jolm Cams <john.cams~louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck~scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy- Cress ~udy.cress@mail.w~,u.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney 

~<telm~ekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtP; Mac t][a~ 

<mhar~providence.e& >; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNeaJy <mcneaJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoskJ.l @nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu-~; Rick Christensen 

<christensen@duq.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Sama~tha Huge <skk23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edtc>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.nsfedu>; Tom Timmemmn 

<ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Vangel&r, Moxielle <marielle.vmagelde@uconn.edu:>; Wmida Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.rega@villmaova.edu~; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; 

George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.xwu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edn>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wc~sylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@ma~cquette.edtr~; Robert Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edw~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitl.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor 

<wthcto@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@geo~etown.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfa~rclough@bigeast.olg>; Bobby Weygand <bweyga~@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

~q:lgaviti@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatio 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquetie --jpaquetie@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes 

<int4@bigeast.org >; Linda Yates ~@ates@bigeast.org >; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; 

Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittme@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Owen Salvestrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <~rnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sara]~ 

Emmett <semmet ~bigeast.org>; Sharmon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@svT.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy 

<bsparlcs@admin.usf.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edn>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edw~; Julie ttem~ann <jkhenn01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy Meeha~ <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/14/08- Current Event 

Indiana responds to NCAA, thinks its sanctions enough 



INDIANAPOLIS - Indiana University told the NCAA on Monday that its own self-imposed penalties should be enough keep the organization from 
having to punish the school for improper phone calls made by Kelvin Sampson before he resigned as basketball coach. 
Sampson said he had been judged before he had a chance to present his side to the NCAA. 
The Hoosiers still face a hearing in front of the NCAA’s infractions committee. Sampson resigned late last season, and new coach Tom Crean 
inherited a one-year extension of recruiting restrictions on phone calls and the loss of one scholarship for the 2008-09 season. 
Indiana also limited Crean to 10 off-campus recruiting days before July 31. 
"In light of the fact that the University had decided to impose significant sanctions that more than compensated for the number of impermissible 
phone calls and any recruiting advantage that may have been gained, Indiana University determined these calls did not warrant the imposition of 
additional penalties," the school said in a 750-page response to the NCAA. 
"Further, since the University now has a new coaching staff that was not involved in any way with these phone calls [or the other allegations] and 
since this staff already has to serve the remainder of the self-imposed penalties, the University continues to believe additional penalties are 
unnecessary." 
But in a statement that runs more than 70 pages that was released by his publicist Monday night, Sampson said the most serious allegations 
against him were "not substantially correct." 
"1 have been judged by many in the media and public to be a cheat and a liar, and I have lost my job - all long before I will have had an opportunity 
to present my case to you [the NCAA] and without Indiana University conducting a meaningful investigation into the allegations," Sampson said in 
the statement. 
Sampson also questioned why Indiana’s compliance staff didn’t alert him to the allegations sooner. 
"1 told my staff repeatedly that I never again wanted to go through an experience like I had in the Oklahoma case and that we as a staff needed to 
completely buy into the monitoring systems implemented by Indiana’s compliance program," the statement reads. 
Saying that he was "stunned" to learn of possible violations, Sampson continues: "First, I could not believe that if in fact the records showed 
violations, some since my staffs earliest days at the University, the matters had not been detected and brought to the attention of Mr. [athletic 
director Rick] Greenspan and myself much earlier so they could have been addressed in a timely fashion. And second, given how strongly and 
frequently I had communicated to my staff that I expected 100 percent compliance - I could not believe that NCAA rules and Committee on 
Infractions’ imposed restrictions had apparently been disregarded." 
Sampson took the Indiana job in March 2006 and two months later was penalized by the NCAA for making 577 impermissible phone calls 
between 2000 and 2004 when he was the coach at Oklahoma. A second wave of charges emerged last October when an IU investigation found 
Sampson and his staff made more than 100 impermissible calls while still under the earlier recruiting restrictions, and that Sampson participated 
in at least 10 three-way calls, another violation of the NCAA’s punishment. 
In the response, the university agreed that Sampson "provided false and misleading information" to Indiana and said it had done everything 
possible once the improper calls became known. 
It said "numerous inconsistencies" were found in Sampson’s interviews with the university, as well as "his direct contradiction of credible 
statements by individuals who had no motivation to provide inaccurate information." 
Greenspan called the violations secondary and imposed the one-year extension of the NCAA’s restrictions. However, an NCAA report released 
Feb. 13 by Indiana claimed Sampson provided false and misleading information to investigators from both the university and the NCAA, failed to 
meet the "generally recognized high standard of honesty" expected in college sports and failed to promote an atmosphere of compliance within the 
program. 
Sampson denied intentionally providing investigators with false information, but he accepted a $750,000 buyout nine days after the NCAA alleged 
he committed five major recruiting violations. Indiana is scheduled to appear before the infractions committee June 14 in Seattle, and a decision is 
expected within 30 days after that. 
Sampson, who is going to be an assistant coach with the NBA Milwaukee Bucks, and Crean are both expected to attend the hearing. 
In the response to the NCAA, Indiana said most of the calls made from the home phones of former assistants were permissible under NCAA rules. 
"However, it was determined that a significant number of calls were contrary to, or resulted in other calls being contrary to" the earlier sanctions. 
Indiana also said that it had accepted the earlier sanctions, but former assistant coaches Jeff Meyer and Rob Senderoff said they were not aware 
the sanctions applied to phone calls to recruits before a committee report in May 2006. 
"Indiana University is troubled by the disregard for University policies and procedures that is reflected by these impermissible calls," the IU 
response said, "particularly as the assistant coaches’ failure to notify the compliance office about the use of their home phones for recruiting calls 
and their failure to report the calls made from home prevented the compliance office from effectively monitoring these calls and identifying these 
issues earlier." 
Sampson acknowledged that he had "unknowingly" been involved in a secondary violation involving an alleged recruiting contact at a team camp. 
Assistant Dan Dakich coached the team the rest of last season, and Crean was hired in April to succeed Sampson. Senderoff was just hired at 
Kent State as an assistant. Another former assistant, Ray McCallum, got the head coaching job at Detroit. 
Meyer and Dakich are the only former members of the staff who aren’t currently employed. 
The Hoosiers have only three returning scholarship players for next season after freshman Eric Gordon declared for the draft; D.J. White and 
Lance Stemler exhausted their eligibility; DeAndre Thomas Amlon Bassett and Jamarcus Ellis were dismissed; and Eli Holman was allowed to 
transfer. Crean is adding newcomers, however, with the count already up to six. Georgetown transfer Jeremiah Rivers recently visited IU’s campus 
and might end up in Bloomington. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 15, 2008 9:04 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@fl~eacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Brad 

Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.t?m.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu-~; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>,; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3fVc))virginia.edu;>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehman <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Eric Banmgartner <ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@ttu.edu; 

Hams, Robin Cheen <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson 

<herobert@vt.edu>; Janfie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr--; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu;,; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; 

booz@virginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fin.edu:,; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Hanvood ~harwood@bigeast.org>; 

jfagg@uaack.edu; Keli Cunningham <kcmming@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edw~; megan tinch@ncsu.edu; Meghan Sweeney 

<sweeney@rmu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midge*X, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccea~thym@ccsu.edu;>; nlee@asIate.edu; Patrick Nero 

<nero@americaeast.com >; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edt~-; Rick Christensen 
<christensen@duq.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyij@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edtr>-; Stephatfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

--~smoniaci@hbu.edu>; bost@bc.edu; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edn>; sbma]oy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu>; thernandez@miami.edu; Tyler. Mary- <IVlary’.Tyler@bcbsma.comv; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsl3h@cms.mail.vivginia.edtr--; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Jordan Blizzard 

-qordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr--; Megan McGmne <mmcgmne@scarletknights.comv; Alicia 

Alford <alicia.alibr~ucoim.edu>; Amy Badorf <amy.bador~@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes <axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher <athcmpll @admin.usEedu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwaacds 

<cedwards@admin.usfedw~; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan I~f <dmisaf@~r.edw~; Dan McCarthy 

<DanMcCea’t~hy@mail.wa,u.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edtr>-; Danielle Josetti ~q:lanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; 

Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <~tsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Dang Trani <trmfid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syT.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin ~pmullin@sTyT.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~-aflmdm02@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cam@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.comv; Joseph Klauder ~klaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cress 

udy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaa-letknights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edw~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu-~; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@emaJd.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Nina Stephan 

< Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rebecca Hinkel <rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edtl>; Roseann Antonelli 

<~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn ~-~KSTATZ@depaul.edu>,; Steve Ha(ton <ho(ton@admin.usEedu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>,; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle < marielleNangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wlse@louisville.edu>; Frederick 

Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathry-n Lam <klam@nd.edtr--; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@ma~xwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edw~; Robert Mangione <mangion@fftjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usfedtr~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtr~; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edtr~; Wanda Factor <wihcm@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 
<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavi~)bigeast.org>; Dorma Demarco ~-~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org >; John l?aquette --jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Kevin Lopes <int4@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; 

Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Marcus L. Dittmer < mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne --~mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.orgv; Nick Carpaacelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Owen Salveslrini <osalvestrini@bigeast.org>; Rachel 

Margolis <nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shannon McNamara <smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Shawn 

Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <Ihltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennaam ~jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr>; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conkx~y. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr>; Terri ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 5/15/08- 13.1.2.1 

It is permissible for a director of operations (or other non-coaching staff member with sport-specific responsibilities) to attend a local athletics event 
involving prospective student-athletes and have recruiting conversations with the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians who are attending 
the event. 

A. True 



B. False 

The answer is B- False. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.2.1 states that all in-person, on- and off-campus recruiting contacts with a prospective student-athlete or the 
prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardian(s) shall be made only by authorized institutional staff members. Such contact, as well as 
correspondence and telephone calls, by representatives of an institution’s athletics interests is prohibited except as otherwise permitted in this section. 
Violations of this bylaw involving individuals other than a representative of an institution’s athletics interests shall be considered institutional violations per 
Constitution 2.8.1 ; however, such violations shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibility. (Revised: 8/5/04) 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 16, 2008 8:16 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edtr~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouthnet>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu-~; Shosh~uma Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org:~; Robert S ullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione 

<mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edu; Salnantha 

Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Owen Salves~trini <osalvestrini@bigeafft.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwareup@scarletkifights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <~rnargoli@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Siedlisld <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Hanvood 

<jharwood@bigeast.org>; booz@virginia.edn; Jessica Chavez <jessica.chavez@ttu.edu>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben 

Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Dan McCarthy <Dan.McCarthy@mail.~wu.edtc,; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtc,; 

Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, 

George D <georgeA.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Mac t][a~ <mhaW~:providence.edu>; Charles Small 

<clsl2@pitt.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu-~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <sNcklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick 

Chris~tensen < chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.wngelde@uconn.edu:>; Elizabeth Mancini --~mancinie@stjohns.edu>; 

Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrm.gatech.edu>; Meghan Sweeney <sweeney@rmu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll --dmollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; l?hillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Darlene Borlik <borlik. l@nd.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Rebecca Hinkel 

<rebecca.hinkel@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jm~224@georgetown.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob 

Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org:~; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu-~; Jamie Johnson 

~jjolmson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.eduv,; Krisfine Kuhr Fowler <kldbMe@lm.edu>; Jody Smith 

~<smithj@fiu.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Cmparelli <ncarp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Michael WasTlenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edt~-; Doug Bakker 

~dbakker@depaul.edu:>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Shannon McNamara 

<smcnamara@bigeast.org>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu~; Donna Sanft ~-dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.w~n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu;,; lamm@usna.edu; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin -qpmullin~syr.edu>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@hnskers.com>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; jfagg@nark.edu; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu~; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~m <cea3i@virginia.edtr~; Carly 

Tally <tullyc@~.edw~; Julie ttermann ~kherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edtv~; Tom Timmerm~m 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.us£edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Tyler, Ma~ <Mary.Tyle@bcbsma.com >; Criquett 

Lehman --~criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu>; Statz, Kathryn < KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sar~h.boberti~)marquette.edu>; Jody 

Sykes <jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher --~athcmpll @admin.usf.eda>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Kathlyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Ben Taxio <btario@theacc.org>; 

Kris Richardson <kiichmdson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

-@apoint@pl~ovidence.edu>; Jolm Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu~; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygan@bigeast.org>; George Browne <brownege@shu.edu>; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Patrick Nero 

<nero@mnericaeast.com>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.us£edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; tteather Robertson <herober~(~:vt.edu>; Chris Moore 
<moore@pdx.edtP; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edw~; koos@bc.edu; erin.hamigan@ttu.edu; Dan Bartholomae 

~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu:>; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jldaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Coartney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Amy 

Rhodes ~arhode@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btol~x@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel @srael@mianfi.edtc,; Sarah Emmett <semmetti~)bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <are9h@virginia.edu>; 

Randale Richmond <~mchmo2@kent.edu~; Brian Lutz <brian.lulz@utoledo.edu~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu~; 

John Marinatto ~marinatto@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edtc,; 

Amy Badoff<amy.badorf@villanova.edtc,; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Tom 

Stephens <tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Jordan Blizzard 
<jordan.blizzar@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Marcus L. Dittmer 

<mdittmer@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/16/08- Current Event 

This will be the last compliance item as we head into a heavy travel schedule and the summer season. The 

emails will return August 1 st 



Have a great summer everyone!! 

Few athletics programs in black; most need aid 
USAToday.com 
The amount of money the nation’s highest-level college athletics departments are receiving as subsidies from their schools is rising, according to a report by the NCAA. 

The report, which examines the revenues and expenses of Division I athletics programs for fiscal years 2004, ’05 and ’06, also shows that: 

¯ Without subsidies, athletics departments at 19 of the 119 schools in Division I-A (now known as the Football Bowl Subdivision) made money in fiscal 2006- up from 18 in 
’05 and ’06 -- and 16 did so over the three-year period. 

+A little more than half of the I-A schools (67 of 119) made money on football or men’s basketball (68) in fiscal 2006, based on revenues those programs generated. 

The NCAA has done similar studies, but this is the first time revenues were identified by whether they were generated by the athletics department or from the school. 

"One of the many goals was to get more information in a more standardized way," NCAA research director Todd Petr says. "We’re trying to get a better handle on the cost of 
the enterprise from the standpoint of the institution, not just the athletics department." 

For the study, athletics-generated revenues were defined as those from sources such as ticket sales, conference revenue sharing and donations. School-allocated revenues 
were those from sources such as student fees and direct and indirect institutional support, including utilities and maintenance. 

This methodology rose from a collaboration between the NCAA and the National Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO). The partnership was 
developed at the request of college presidents, said Stan Nosek, vice chancellor of administration at the University of California-Davis and a member of the NACUBO/NCAA 
Task Force Oversight Committee. Schools’ differing accounting methods have made it difficult for university administrators to have numbers they could compare. 

"There are so many questions being asked about the amount of money that’s going into athletics," Nosek says. University officials "wanted to have clean data about what 
they were spending and how it compares to other schools." 

There is "growing concern" among presidents about making sure they fully understand how much their schools are subsidizing athletics, Nosek says, because "when some 
programs require more institutional support, it takes away from the core mission." 

The report showed that the average Division I-A athletics department received about 19% of its revenues from institutional sources in fiscal 2004 and about 26% of its revenues 
from these sources in fiscal 2006. In Division I-AA (now known as the Football Championship Subdivision), the average athletics department received about 76% of its 
revenues from institutional sources in each of three years studied. At Division I schools that do not have varsity football, the figure was about 80%. 

"The extent to which" Division I-A athletics departments were being subsidized was "a little bit surprising," Petr said. But the rate of increase in athletics-generated revenues 
did not keep pace with the rate of increase in expenditures during the period studied. 

Petr said NCAA officials were not surprised by the low number of I-A athletics departments at which revenues exceeded expenses. "While athletics has a "intrinsic value ... 
Myles (Brand, the NCAA president) has been talking about this for a couple of years," Petr says. 

As for the number of I-A schools losing money on football, Petr said, "Some see upgrading the football program as a way of turning it into one of those programs that hits the 
jackpot." Petr said the schools making money on football probably primarily come from the six conferences whose champions automatically qualify for the Bowl 
Championship Series (the Atlantic Coast, Big East, Big 12, Big Ten, Pacific-10 and Southeastern). The NCAA’s report does not provide school-by-school information. 

The report showed that for the 67 I-A football programs that showed a program-generated surplus in fiscal year 2006, the average surplus was nearly $8.8 million, while among 
the 52 programs that showed a deficit, the average deficit was a little more than $2.5 million. 

The report also showed that for the 19 I-A athletic departments that showed a surplus in fiscal 2006, the average surplus was nearly $4=3 million, while among the 99 
departments that showed a deficit that year, the average deficit was a little more than $8.9 million. 

Both gaps have grown since fiscal 2004. 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, August 1, 2008 8:56 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~Tu.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu;>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po- box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehin~l <criquett.s.lehman@ttu.edu;>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@S12ORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; erin.harrigan@tm.edu; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<beather.mcatee@uk~.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu~; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@tm.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edu~; Joeleen Akin ~akin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood 

~harwood@bigeast.org>; jthgg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kris 

Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edu-~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa 

Dickmm~ <lisa.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; laJnar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.baxney@louisville.edu>; mega~ finch@ncsu.edu; Michael 

Dean <medean@iice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; MidgetL George D <george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edu-~; Molly 
McCal~thy <mccarthyrn@ccsu.edt~-; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero--’nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 

<michmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --’rcobb@t.edtc>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtc>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk- 

css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@vt.edu:>; Sha~e Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshmma Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu;,; Shults, 

William <wslmlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepha~ie Ellison ~-’saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koos~t@bc.edu; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsn.edu;,; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; themmldez@miami.edu; W 

Stepllen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsonth.net~; White, Josh 

-~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marqnette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@scarletkiligNs.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtv~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@maikwvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmayinatto@bigeast.org>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 

kshank@scayletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill qlKOPICKI@providence.edu>; 
Maxinelli, B13~ml <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu~,; mpeterson@scmletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --’mal-~in.mitchell@louisville.edu>; 

geibelm@shu.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WoJsh--’mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate 

<KOBRIEN@depaul.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson--Marson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent 

<S~dy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wa,u.edu;>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. < skh@georgetown.edu;>; 

tara.nelson@villanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edn; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@maJl.wvu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia 

Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Badoff <amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arllodes@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Andrew 

Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu;,; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu~; 
Bri~m Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caithn Stoltbr <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maikwvu.edtr~; Charles 

Small <clsl 2@pitt.edu>; Cody Edwards <cedward@adafin.ust:edu>; Dan Baytholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Dmliel Gossom ~’dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti -Manielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik 

<txMik.l @nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <detx~rah.rise@uc.edtv~; Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickson@mecquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkifights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegm~m 
<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<jklande@providence.edu;,; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvn.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigltts.com>; Kevin Delaney 

<delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw~; Li~ Deibler <ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart 

<mhar’f~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edw~; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Kawvoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myer@villanova.edtv~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephan <Stepha~.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <retiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Rosea~n Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu;,; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Sama~tha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sa~cah Bobert 

<saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathiyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtc>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edtc>; Tom Timmemmn <ttimme~In@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edtc>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine 
Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc,; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.~n.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yT.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edu;,; Scott Brown <scott.b~own@nconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 
<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivma@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemayco@bigeast.org:~; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egaloi~@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --%~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ddeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmngl~ese ~-~mtr~gbese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Maxgolis 

<rmargolis@bigeas~t.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Slmwn Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.nsf.edu~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athledcs.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@slm.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hermarm 



Subject: 

~kherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe~mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/1/08- 17. l 1.2.2 

WELCOME BACK AND GOOD LUCK TO ALL OF YOU AS WE START UP A NEW ACADEMIC YEAR!! 
Big State University’s (BSU) football team will begin preseason practice on Tuesday, August 5th. The 5-day acclimatization period will take place Tuesday to 

Saturday. On Monday, August 4th, BSU would like to conduct its required academic orientation day for first time participants and take individual headshots of 
the entire team. 
Is it permissible for BSU to conduct these activities on the day prior to the start of the 5-day acclimatization period? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.11.2.2 states that in bowl subdivision football, an institution must establish an academic orientation period for those student-athletes 
who are beginning their initial season of eligibility for football practice at the institution. The period shall include no less than six hours of academic 
orientation. The academic orientation period requirement may be satisfied through the following options: (Adopted: 4/24/03 effective 5/1/03 to begin 
implementation at the beginning of the 2003 summer conditioning period; Revised: 4/27/06, 12/15/06) 

(a) An institution may conduct the required academic orientation period any time prior to or during the five-day acclimatization period for student-athletes 
enrolled in summer classes or participating in summer conditioning activities prior to the student-athlete’s first season of eligibility in football at the certifying 
institution; (Adopted 4/27/06) 

(b) An institution may establish an academic orientation day on the day prior to the start of the five-day acclimatization period. On the day 
designated for the sole purpose of academic orientation, student-athletes may engage only in academic-related activities, which may include 
compliance-related activities (e.g., reviewing NCAA eligibility requirements, signing the Student-Athlete Statement and Drug-Testing Consent 
Form). An institution may conduct medical examinations, issue equipment and take individual photographs of participating student-athletes 
after the evening meal on the academic orientation day; or (Adopted: 4/27/06, Revised: 1/14/08) 

(c) An institution may conduct the academic orientation period during the five-day acclimatization period. The orientation activities may be conducted on 
more than one day during the five-day period but must be conducted for the equivalent of one day (no less than six hours). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday-, August 4, 2008 8:56 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@~t.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~:u.edu->; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <briml.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Criquett Lehina~ <criquett.s.lehmml@ttu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mNttme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; efin.harrigan@tm.edu; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uk~.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu~; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtc,; Jessica Chavez 

<jessica.chavez@ttu.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody SmitJl <smithj@fiu.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John ttarwood <iharwoo@bigeast.o~>; jthgg@uark.edu; Keli Cutmingham 

<kcumfing@umd.edw>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbwle@kn.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; I,ynne 

Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; mega~ finch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosha~na.engel@yale.edu>; Shnlts, Willimll ~-~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepha~e Ellison 

-:saellis@clemson.edu~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Slricldand, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; 

Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com~; adfienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edn; bbaJley@scafletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chamlelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scot@louisville.edu>; ehren.gree@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garretl.For~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jenniibr 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Ma~natto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <ida~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwa] sh9@depaul.edu; Kennefl~ O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~zu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swaJker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; tJlomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford ~Jicia.alford@nconn.edu>; Am)’ Badoff <amy.badorf@villmaova.edu;,; Am): Rhodes 

<arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@maJl.w~,u.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher ~athcmpll @admin.usfedu>; Brim~ Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffer@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edw>; Don Isaf ~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

:<lanielle.tilzgerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edw>; Deborah Gray ~debora]~.ri se@uc.edtr~; Donna Sanft 

<~tsmfft@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranic~c))stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmlfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin --jpmullin@ur.edu>; JC --jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jelm Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmman@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@geovgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-~ody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Ant,~mio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck~scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu~; Judy- Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney :<telm~ekl @s~iohi~s.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Li~ 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac t][a~ qnharl@providence.edtv~; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephm~ <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplim~ce@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<slda23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobe(t@:narquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpt~(c))admin.us£edu:>; Tom Timmemmn --~ttimmem~@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Me¢ielle 

<marielle.va~gelde@uconn.eduv,; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edtr~; John McEnroe ~mceruoe@depaul.edu>; Kathi3:n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <~rsnllins@ugs.usf.edtc,; Scott Brown 
<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitl.edw>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu->; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.ovg>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Farvah Segaloff<f~gaJofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncmparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 
<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <btario@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara 

Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.ns£edtr~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu~; 



Subject: 

Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlerma~n <jkherm0l @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Terfi ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8,/4/08- 16.3.1.1.1 

Stole N. Base is a full scholarship student-athlete at College USA. Stole is enrolled in an art class and needs several supplies to complete the assignments 
in the class. The professor included some of the required supplies on the course syllabus, but a few were accidentally left offthe list. On the first day of 
class, the professor handed each student with a letter that included the other required supplies. 
Can the athletic department use that letter to provide Stole with supplies, or is the athletic department only permitted to provide supplies included on the 
course syllabus? 
The athletic department may provide Stole with supplies included in the letter from the professor and the course syllabus. NCAA Bylaw 16.3.1.1.1 states 
that an institution may provide the following support services subject to the specified limitations. (Revised: 5/9/06) 

(a) Use of institutionally owned computers and typewriters on a check-out and retrieval basis; however, typing!word processing/editing services or costs 
may not be provided, even if typed reports and other papers are a requirement of a course in which a student-athlete is enrolled; (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 
8/1/02) 

(b) Use of copy machines, fax machines and the Internet, including related long-distance charge, provided the use is for purposes related to the completion 
of required academic course work; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(c) Course supplies (e.g., calculators, art supplies, computer disks, subscriptions), provided such course supplies are required of all students in the course 
and specified in the institution’s catalog or course syllabus or the course instructor indicates in writinq that the supplies are required; (Adopted: 
4/25/02 effective 8/1/02, Revised: 4/23/08) 

(d) Cost of a field trip, provided the field trip is required of all students in the course and the fee for such trips is specified in the institution’s catalog; and 

(e) Nonelectronic day planners. (Adopted: 4/27/00; Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

icomlaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 5, 2008 8:56 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <azc9h@virginia.edu-*; 

Barbara Tolaac <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@~t.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~Tu.edu-*; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edus>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. 1 @be.edtr--; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edtr--; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc>; John Harwood ~harwood~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcunning@umd.edu-*; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-*; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lim.dickmma@louisville.e&P; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne 

Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; mega~ finch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett. George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosha~ma.engel@ya]e.edu>; Shnlts, Willimll --~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smotliaci@hbu.edu>; koost~a!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s’tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu--; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu--; 

Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adfienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scafletlofights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chamlelle Green 

--~chmrnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edtr--; ehren.g~ven@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garret*.For~mail.wvu.e&P; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <ida~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwa] sh9@depaul.edu; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swa]ker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edtc,; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 
<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgmne@scafletknights.com>; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy Badorf <amy.badoff@villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtr--; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.w~u.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher ~-athcmpll @admin.usf.edu--; Brian Wmvup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu--; Chad Wall 
<chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw*; Dan Isaf <~dmi~t~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

-Manielle.t]lzgerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edw*; Deborah Gray <~debora]~.ri se@uc.edtr>; Donna Sanft 

-<tsanfVv~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw*; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranic~c)!stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sa]es@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmlfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC --jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<~athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jlm224@geolgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-~ody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Ant,~mio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck~scarletkmights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Judy- Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletlofights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~johns.edu--; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mharl@providence.edtr>; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villaJlova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edtr>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea~louisville.edu>; Nina Stephm~ <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.e&P; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@s~iohils.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mca]veyr@sljohns.edu>; Samantha tluge 

<slda23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathly’n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu;>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpt;(c)!admin.us£edu;>; Tom Timmemmn --~ttimmeml@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.va~lgelde@uconn.edw,; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edw,; Dan Regan 

<qzlaniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~frederick.mss@uc.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr--; John McEnroe ~mcemoe@depaul.edu>; Kathi3,n Lam <klam@nd.edtr--; Laura Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mmlgione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu:>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:*; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco vddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farmh Segaloff<fsega]ofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org:*; Kathy Kirkpattick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyale@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 

< smmphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <btario@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Baarbara 

Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@adminals£edtr--; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu--; 

Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu:>; Julie Hermman <jkhe~rn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 



Subject: 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Tern ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/5/08- 14.3.5.2 

Goal Lee is a prospective student-athlete who will be enrolling this fall at College USA to participate on the soccer team. Goal completed all of the course 
work required by her high school for graduation, earning a 4.0 cumulative GPA. However, Goal has not yet taken and passed the required state exit exam. 
Because Goal has completed all the required course work for her high school, is she considered a high school graduate? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.5.2 states that In order to be considered a high school graduate, a prospective student-athlete shall meet all graduation 
requirements, including academic and nonacademic (e.g., state exit exams, community service, senior project) requirements, as defined for all students by 
his or her high school or secondary school. (Adopted: 4/23/08) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 6, 2008 9:41 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~Llutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edtr~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood(~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne 

Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; mega~ finch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosha~ma.engel@yale.edu>; Shnlts, Willimll ~-~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; 

Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scafletl, mights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chamlelle Green 

--~chmrnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edtr~; ehren.glven@mail.~u.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garretl.For~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennii~r 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <ida~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwa] sh9@depaul.edu; Kennefl~ O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paukdowney@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edtc,; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scafletknights.com>; Alicia Alford --~alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy Badorf <amy.bado~}villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wwu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher ~-athcmpll @admin.usf.edu~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu~; Chad Wall 
<chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Don Isaf ~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

-Manielle.t]tzgerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Bodik <borlik. 1 @nd.edw~; Deborah Gray ~debora]~.ri se@uc.edtr~; Donna Santt 

-<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmlfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin --jpmullin@ur.edu>; JC --jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jelm Boucher 

<~athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jlm224@geolgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-~ody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Ant,~mio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck~scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu>; Judy- Cress <ju@.cress@mail.wvu.edu;>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletlofights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac t][a~ qnhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtv~; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephm~ <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@s~iohi~s.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edu>; Samantha ttuge 

<slda23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobe(t@Anarquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpt;(c))admin.usEedu:>; Tom Timmemmn --~ttimmem~@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.va~lgelde@uconn.edu’~,; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Dan Regan 

~aniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~frederick.mss@uc.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu;,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farmh Segaloff<fsegalofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org:~; Kathy Kirkpattick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncalparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 

< smmphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <btario@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara 

Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usEedtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu~; 

Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu;,; Julie Hermman <jkhe~rn0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 



Subject: 

<meehank@stjohns.edtv-; Lynn Tighe <lyim.fighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Terd ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/6/08- 13.1.3.1.6 

Trav L. Ling is a basketball prospect who is being recruited by State University. The coaches at State University have already used the permissible number 
of phone calls with Trav this week, but they really want to wish him luck in a tournament that he is playing in this weekend. The head coach knows that if 
calls Tray today at 2pro, he won’t answer the phone. Consequently, the head coach calls Tray and leaves him a message wishing him luck in the game. 

Since the coach did not actually speak with Trav on this last call, has State University exceeded the permissible number of telephone calls for the week? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.1.6 states that once an institution reaches the applicable limit on telephone calls to a prospect (or the prospect’s relatives or legal 
guardians) for a particular time period (e.g., once per month, once per week, two per week), the institution may not initiate an additional telephone call during 
the same period, even if no direct conversation occurs during the additional call (eg., voicemail message). 

The following is a newly posted educational column on LSDBi regarding issues related to telephone calls. 

Educational Column -- Issues Related to Telephone Calls (I) 

Date Issued: Aug 05, 2008 

Type: Ed. Column 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NC,~k Bylaw 13.1.3.1, telephone calls to prospective student-athletes axe limited generally to one call per 

week. In accordance ruth Bylaw- 13.1.3.1.6, once the limit on permissible calls has been reache& an institution is prohibited from initiating another call during that same 

time period, regardless of whether direct conversation occurs during the additional call. Therefore, once a coach has made the permissible number of calls to a 

prospective student-athlete during a particular time period, the coach is not pemfitted to leave a voice message or have direct communication with the prospective 
student-athlete regardless of the length of the message or conversation. 

Further, institutions should note that in determining whether a telephone call is countable, the institution must consider the content of the call and not necessarily the 

duration of the call, as the legislation does not specify a duration at which a call is considered countable. For example, ifa coach calls a prospective student-athlete and 

is told the prospective student-athlete is unavailable, the call is not countable provided the coach ends the conversation without discussion of recruitment. However, ifa 

coach calls a prospective student-athlete and is told the prospective student-athlete is unavailable, but the coach leaves a message regarding the merits of the program, 

the call is countable as recruitment has occurred regardless of the length of the call. Further, the use of automated or prerecorded voice messaging services by 

institutions is considered a countable call. Therefore, ifa coach uses an automated or prerecorded voice messaging service to call prospective student-athletes and the 

voice messaging service leaves a message for a prospective student-athlete, the call is countable. 

Additionally, when a telephone call is dropped (e.g., mreless selvice is lost), a second call initiated by" the institution to the prospective student-athlete is presumed to 

be in violation of NCAA legislation. However. if an institution has contemporaneous documentation that the additional call was a continuation of the original call, the 
institution would not be required to self-ix:port a violation, institutions should assess whether the call was dropped inadvertently and’or for reasons beyond control of 

the institution and/or prospective student-athletes. For exanlple, there is a difference between the prospective student-athlete ending the call because it was an 

inconvenient time and the coach’s moNle phone dropping the call when driving through a turmel. The institution has the burden of demonstrating that a second call that is 

a continuation of a dropped call should not be a violation by maintaining contemporaneous documentation. 

Finally, Bylaw 13.02.14 specifies that videoconferencing and the use of videophones are considered telephone calls. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.3.2.2, ifa prospective 

student-athlete initiates ~md pays the expenses of a telephone call (or videoconference), the call is not considered a coantable telephone call. ttowever, if an institution’s 

coach conducts a videoconference with a prospective student-athlete at the prospective student-athlete’s high school and the prospective student-athlete uses the high 

school videoconference equipment at no cos~t, even if the prospective student-athlete initiates the call to the coach from the high school, the videoconference is 

considered a countable telephone call because the prospective student-athlete is not paying for the expense of the videoconference. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.02.14 (telephone calls), 13.1.3.1 (time period for telephone calls - general role), 13.1.3.1.6 (application of telephone call limitations) 

and 13.1.3.2.2 (telephone calls initiated by prospective student-athlete at prospective student-athlete’s expense); and a staffinterpretation (2/6/91, Item Re£ f)] 

ietmdaras@biqeast.or~ 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, August 7, 2008 9:17 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~Llutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edtr~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood(~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne 

Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; mega~ finch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosha~ma.engel@yale.edu>; Shnlts, Willimll ~-~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxfie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; 

Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com~; adfienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scafletl, mights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chamlelle Green 

--~chmrnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edtr~; ehren.gleen@mail.~u.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garretl.For~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennii~r 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <ida~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwa] sh9@depaul.edu; Kennefl~ O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.w~u.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swa]ker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edtc,; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scafletknights.com>; Alicia Alford --~alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Badorf <amy.bado~}villanova.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher ~-athcmpll @admin.usf.edu~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu~; Chad Wall 
<chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Don Isaf ~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

~Manielle.titzgevald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edw~; Deborah Gray ~debora]~.ri se@uc.edtr~; Donna Sanft 

~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbaJake@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sa]es@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmlfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin --jpmullin@ur.edu>; JC --jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jelm Boucher 

<~athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jlm224@geolgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-~ody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Ant,~mio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu~; Judy- Cress <ju@.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletlofights.com>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatfick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Lisa 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac t][a~ qnhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtv~; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephm~ <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@s~iohi~s.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mca]veyr@sljohns.edu>; Samantha ttuge 

<slda23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobefi <sarah.bobe(t@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpt;(c)!admin.us£edu:>; Tom Timmemmn --~ttimmem~@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle 

<marielle.va~lgelde@uconn.edu’~,; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Dan Regan 

~aniel.t.regan@villmaova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~frederick.mss@uc.edu>; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu;,; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farvah Segaloff<fsega]ofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpattick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncalparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 

< smmphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <btario@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian --~todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara 

Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admina~s£edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu~; 

Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu;,; Julie Hermman <jkhe~rn0 l@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehan 



Subject: 

<meehank@stjohns.edu-; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu:-; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu:-; Terd ttowes <lerri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/7/08- 14.4.3. l (b) 

Field Goal is a football student-athlete at College USA. The 2008-09 academic year will be Field’s second year of collegiate enrollment. Here is Field’s 
academic record: 
Fall 2007- 10 hours earned (full-time enrollment) 
Spring 2008- 12 hours earned (full-time enrollment) 
Summer 2008- 6 hours earned 
Based on Field’s record, is he required to meet the 18/27-hour rule? 
If so, has Field met the 18/27-hour requirement? 
Yes. Field is required to meet the 18/27 hour requirement prior to the fall 2008. Fall 2008 is the institution’s third semester after Field’s initial full-time 
enrollment. 
Yes. Field has earned 22 hours during the 2007-08 academic year. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1 states that eligibility for competition shall be determined based on satisfactory completion of at least: (Revised: 1/10/92, 10/31/02 
effective 8/1/03; for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

(a) Twenty-four-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit prior to start of the student-athlete’s second year of collegiate enrollment (third semester, 
fourth quarter); (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(b) Eighteen-semester or 27-quarter hours of academic credit since the beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the 
certifying institution’s preceding regular two semesters or three quarters (hours earned during the summer may not be used to fulfill this 
requirement) (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1.4); and (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full 
time on or after 8/1/03) 

(c) Six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term (e.g., fall semester, winter quarter) in which the 
student-athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution (see Bylaw 14.1.10 for postseason certification). (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; 
for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 8, 2008 8:36 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-*; 

Barbara Tolax <htolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~Tu.edu-*; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smith <smithj@fiu.edtr~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcunning@umd.edu-*; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-*; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbwle@kn.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne 

Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; mega~ finch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~ma.engel@yale.edu>; Shnlts, Willimll ~-~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxiie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~)bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s’tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; 

Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edn; bballey@scafletl, mights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chamlelle Green 

--~chmrnelle.a.green.85@nd.edn>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edtr~; ehren.gleen@mail.~,u.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garretl.For~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scaxletknights.com; Jennii~r 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <ida~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@~r.edw*; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.w~,u.edu; Randi Laxson --~rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; toxa.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; 

thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com~; Alicia Alford ~]icia.alford~uconn.edu>; Amy Badorf 

<amy.badorf@villanova.edn>; Anry Rhodes --%arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew Cardamone -~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Armie 

Shepard -~nnie. shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpl 1 @admin.nsf.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; 

Caitlin Smiler <caitlin.stoil~@uc.edu-*; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edw*; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu-*; Darlene Borlik <borlik.l @nd.edu>; Debx~rah Crray 

-<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr*; Donna Sa~tt <d~nt~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefl~ Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scmletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegln~m <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdmttonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edn>; Judy Cless 

-~udy.cress@mail.w~,n.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu-*; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr*; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu-*; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@emaJl.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stepha~ 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <reiiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~mm Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Sammitha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobeN~)marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelm~ 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <m~xielle.va~gelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org >; Zac Saunders 

~-~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <dmfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu~,; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <el~ne.wise@louisville.edU>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edn>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn 

Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppla~@~shn.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mmagione <mmagion@stjohns.edtr~; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edn>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw*; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeas~t.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

-<tgavitl@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff 

<l;egaloil@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeas’t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trm~ghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeafft.org>; Nick Carparelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org >; Rachel Margolis <rlnargoli@bigeast.org>; Saral~ Emmett 

< semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <btoxio@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.nsf.edu~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athledcs.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmm~ 



Subject: 

<jkherm01 @louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr;; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr;; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe~b.mail.wvu.edtr; 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/8/08- Current Event 

NCAA officials still concerned by court ruling on fantasy game 
USAToday.corn 

NCAA officials will continue to discuss the possibility the association’s bylaws might need to be tweaked as a result of a court case that has prompted at 
least one new college football fantasy game. CBSSports.com recently announced plans for a fantasy game that will use the names and statistics of current 
college players. The NCAA, citing amateurism issues, has historically warned against such practices as a violation of its bylaws. 
The U.S. Supreme Court in June refused to hear a case brought by Major League Baseball against a fantasy sports corporation over the use of baseball 
players’ names and statistics. The court’s move let stand a lower-court decision that said names and statistics already in the public domain are not owned 
by a league or athletic association. 
"We are concerned and not pleased at the direction (fantasy sports) has taken," Brand said Thursday. "Our bylaws are not consistent with the decision of 
the Eighth Circuit (Court of Appeals). We will need to go back and look at those issues, but we’re not looking at major changes or giving up our collegiate 
model, that (athletes are) students first." 
¯ Michael Adams, chair of the NCAA Executive Committee, also said the association has decided not to try to bar ads for alcohol products on collegiate 
sports broadcasts, continuing to limit them to 60 seconds each hour. 
Suit settlement OK’d: 
A federal court has approved a settlement between the NCAA and 12,000 former student-athletes seeking reimbursements for educational expenses, 
r~sum6 preparation and career counseling. 
NCAA officials said Thursday that the U.S. district court in Los Angeles approved the proposal Tuesday. 
As part of the deal, the NCAA will create a $10 million fund for former student-athletes, thousands of whom joined the class-action lawsuit. Those students, 
who attended school Feb. 17, 2002, to Aug. 4, 2008, have three years to file claims. 
The NCAA denied any wrongdoing and said it agreed to settle to avoid additional expenses. 

iicomlaras@biqeast.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 11, 2008 8:42 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edw~; Mya Pronschinske <pronscm@email.uc.edu-~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; Tim Parker <tpaJcke@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; John Fisher <jolm.fl sher@mail.wvu.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann --jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condams <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeafft.org>; Robefi 

Mangione <mangionr@s~johns.edu>; Dan Regan ~-~daniel.t.regan@villanova.edt~; Dan Isa£~-~dmisM;(c)!syr.edu>; themandez@miami.edn; 

Samantha Huge < skh23@georgetown.edt~-; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian 

Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; John Harwood 

<jharwood@Ngeast.org>; booz@virginia.edu; Barbara Henderson <’bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclongh@bigeast.org>; 

Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; bonner@rmu.edu; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edn>; Michael Tranghese 
<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman ~’aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Farrah SegaJoff<l;egalofl~:bigeast.org>; Mac Hart 

<mha~providence.edtr~; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edw~; Jennil~r Bmshear <jennii~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Megan McCrrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams ~john.carns@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy 

Lyn <s~tricklanda@mail.ccsn.edu>; Rick Chris~tensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@nconn.edtc,; Erin 

Sales < erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd--’angela.bradd@registlar.gatech.edu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Hams, Robin Gleen <Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjaJcjian@bigeast.olg>; Wayne Knoll 

<knollw@georgetown.edt~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@maNuette.edu’-,; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edn>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpatrick <keenankJ@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edtr>; Jessie Mandel 

<jrm224@georgetown.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lylme Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; John Paquette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kdstine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Caxparelli < ncmparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edw,; Nina Stephan 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edt~-; Donna Sloan 
<dsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Keli CunNngham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@~’r.edn>; Donna Sanff 

<dsanfl@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~-danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Annie Shepard <armie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; San@ 

Weber <sandvj@vt.edu;,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtc,; lamar@usna.edu; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edn>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; jfagg@uark.edu; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t~:virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edw~; Julie Hemaann <jkherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 

~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.ustledu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacob@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsBh@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Statz, Kathun 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Sarah Bobert < sarah.bobert@marqnette.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Brenden Fletcher 

<~athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy--’mcneaJme@shu.edu>; CaJflin Stoffer <caitlin.s~tofl~@uc.edu;>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris 

Richm~lson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@srn.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.edu>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint(@providence.edu>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck ~heck@scarletkilights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edtr>; Brad Cox <bmd.cox@mail.wvu.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweyg~md@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero 

<nero@mnericaeast.com>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards 

<cedward@admin.usfedtr>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edw~; Terri Howes <terd.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; koos~bc.edu; Dan 

Baflholomae <dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu; Stump£ Rick --~RSmmpf@admin.us£edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Joseph Klauder <jldaude@providence.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Amy 

Rhodes <’-arhode@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@nconn.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel @srael@miaJni.edtC,; Sarah Emmett <semme~!bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <mc9h@virginia.edu>; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lu/z@utoledo.edu~; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.usf.edu>; 

Tom Caracciolo <btario@bigeast.org>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu;,; Andrew Cardmnone <ajc64@geolgetown.edu>; AnW 

Badorf <:amy.badoff~}villanova.edu~; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; megan finch@ncsu.edu; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Toni Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu~; dpd@nd.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Bl~zard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <ree@miami.edu-~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

DaLly Compliance Item- 8/11/08 

Serve N. Volley is a tennis prospect who just began her senior year in high school. Serve has verbally committed to College USA and plans to take an official visit this fall. 
Serve has heard rumors that the women’s tennis program is having financial issues, so she decides to call the senior woman administrator (SWA) to find out if the rumors are 
true. Serve leaves a message for the SWA to return her call. 
Can the SWA at College USA return Serve’s call? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw ’13.1.3.4.1.1 Exceptions - Prior to National Letter of Intent Signing or Other Written Commitment states that prior to a prospective student-athlete signing 
a National Letter of Intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, the following institutional staff members may make telephone calls to or receive 



telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) as specified: (Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 811106, Revised: 

1/14/08 effective 8/1/08) 

(a) President or Chancellor/Faculty Athletics Representative/Director of Athletics/Senior Woman Administrator. It is permissible for an institution’s chancellor or president, 
faculty athletics representative, director of athletics and senior woman administrator to return (as opposed to initiate) telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete (or the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians). Under such circumstances there are no restrictions on the content of the conversation that may occur durin.q the 
call; however, any return call is subject to any applicable limitations on the number of telephone calls that an institution may place to prospective student-athlete. (Adopted: 

6/8/99, Revised: 3/8/06, 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06, 4,/24/08) 

(b) Academic Advisors. It is permissible for academic advisors (including academic advisors within the athletics department) to make calls to or receive calls from a 
prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) related to admissions or academic issues, subject to any applicable limitation on 
the number of telephone calls an institution may place to prospective student-athletes. (Adopted: 1/10/95, Revised: 4,/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(c) Compliance Coordinators. It is permissible for a compliance coordinator to return telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete with no limit on the timing or number of 
such telephone calls, provided the calls relate only to compliance issues. (Adopted: 1/14/97, Revised: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06, 1/14/08 effective 

8/1/08) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2008 9:15 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <htolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.w~Tu.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; hnoz@irginia.edu; Jody Smifll <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne 

Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; mega~ finch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~ma.engel@yale.edu>; Shnlts, Willimll ~-~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison 

<~saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost~!bc.edu; Smckland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; themandez@miami.edu; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; 

Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com~; adfienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bballey@scafletl, mights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chamlelle Green 

--~chmrnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edtr~; ehren.gleen@mail.~u.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garretl.For~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scaxletknights.com; Jennii~r 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <ida~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@~r.edw~; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Welsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Laxson --~rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; toxa.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; 

thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com~; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Anry Badorf 

<amy.badorf@villanova.edu>; Anry Rhodes --%arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Andrew Cardamone -~jc64@georgetown.edu>; Armie 

Shepard -~nnie. shepard@mail.wvu.edu~; Brenden Fletcher <athcmpl 1 @admin.usf.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; 

Caitlin Smiler <caitlin.stoil~@uc.edu-~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~u.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edw~; Daniel Gos~m 

<dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu-~; Darlene Borlik <borlik.l @nd.edu>; Debx~rah Crray 

-<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr~; Donna SaJfft <d~nt~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scmletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <athadm02@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegln~m <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdmttonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklaude@providence.edu>; Judy Cless 

-~udy.cress@mail.w~u.edtr~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu-~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu-~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske <pronscmr@emaJl.uc.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stepha~ 

<Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Ro~mm Antonelli <athcompliance@fftjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Sammitha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobeN~!marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelm~ 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle <m~xielle.va~gelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org >; Zac Saunders 

~-~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <dmfiel.t.regan@villanova.edu~,; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <el~ne.wise@louisville.edU>; 

Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn 

Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtr~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mmagione <mmagion@stjohns.edtr~; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeas~t.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

-<tgavitl@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff 

<l;egaloil@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeas~t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trm~ghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeafft.org>; Nick Carparelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org >; Rachel Margolis <rlnargoli@bigeast.org>; Saral~ Emmett 

< semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <btoxio@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admina~sf.edu~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athledcs.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtr~; Julie Hemmm~ 



Subject: 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr~; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe ~ mail. wvu.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/12/08- 

Hat Trick is a soccer student-athlete at College USA. Hat exhausted his eligibility during the 2007-08 academic year, but is enrolled this fall to finish up his 
degree. Hat is within his five year clock and is going to practice with the team. Hat still has hopes of pursuing a professional career in soccer, so he would 
like to spend as much time on the field as possible. Is Hat restricted to the daily and hourly time limitations? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.7 states that a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility in a sport, but is eligible for practice under the five-year rule, 
is not subject to the time limits of Bylaw 17.1 =6. (Adopted: 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08) 

17.1.6.1 Daily and Weekly Hour Limitations -- Playing Season. 

A student-athlete’s participation in countable athletically related activities (see Bylaw 17.02.1 ) shall be limited to a maximum of four hours per day and 20 
hours per week. (Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 13, 2008 8:51 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bmdd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@~t.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <briml.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tally <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody SmitJl <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood(~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcumfing@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Bamey <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; meganfinch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dean 

<medea~@fce.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu-~; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com>; Randale Richnmnd <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edt~-; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber 

<~sand~j@vt.eduv,; Sha~e Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshmma Engel <shosha~na.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn --vstricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtc,; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adfienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villmaova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; 

bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <chamMle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott 
<e.scott@loui~Tille.edtr~; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennitbr Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 

ksha~k@scarletknights.com; kwaJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@~arletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.w~zu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swaJker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; tJlomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scafletknights.com~; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Badorf <amy.badoff@villanova.edu;,; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@maJl.wwu.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher ~athcmpll @admin.usfedu>; BriaJ~ Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffer@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Dan Isaf ~dmi~{~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

~<lanielle.tilzgerald@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edu-~; Deborah Gray ~debora]~.ri se@uc.edtr~; Donna Santt 

<~tsmfft@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<tranic~c))stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.eda>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmlfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin --jpmullin@ur.edu>; JC --jcondara@bigeast.org>; lena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmman@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@geovgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-~ody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Ant,~mio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck~scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu~; Judy- Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Kevin Dela~ey ~<telm~ekl@sliohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Li~ 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac t][a~ qnharl@providence.edtv~; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephm~ <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplim~ce@s~tjohns.eda>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<slda23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobe(t@Anarquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpt;(c))admin.us£edu:>; Tom Timmemmn --~ttimmem~@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Me¢ielle 

<marielle.va~gelde@uconn.eduv,; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe ~mceruoe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edtc,; Scott Brown 
<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.ovg>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Farmh Segaloff<f~gaJofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncmparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 
<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <btario@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara 

Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bsparks@admin.us£edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu~; 



Subject: 

Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlerma~n <jkherm0l @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terd ttowes <terri .howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/13/08- 13.4. 1.2 

Intha Rough is a junior golf prospect that is being recruited by Big State University (BSU). The coaches at BSU would like to post a message on Intha’s 
MySpace page to wish him a happy birthday. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2 states that electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective 
student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) is limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.7.2.) All other forms of electronically transmitted 
correspondence (e.g., Instant Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. Color attachments may be included with electronic mail correspondence sent to 
a prospective student-athlete, provided the attachment only includes information that is not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that are 
specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires). In addition, attachments shall not include any animation, audio or video clips and 
there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic mail correspondence. (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 
8/1/05 for publications prepared for the 2005-06 academic year and after, Revised: 12/12/06, 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/15/08) 

included below is a newly posted educational column on LSDBi 

Educational Column -- Recruiting -- Electronic Transmissions -- Social Networking Web Sites (I) 

Date Issued: Ju124, 2008 
Type: Ed. Column 
Item Ref: 2 

Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.4.1.2 an institution may send electronically transmitted correspondence 
to a prospective student-athlete beginning September 1 at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. Further, electronically 
transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-atNete is limited to electronic mail (e-mail) and facsimiles until after the calendar day 
on which a prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent. All other forms of electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant 
Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. 

institutions should note that e-mail is not limited to a traditional e-mail service provided by an institution, Web site or Internet service provider. Therefore, it is 
permissible for an athletics department staff member to send electronically transmitted correspondence to a prospective student-athlete using a social 
networking Web site’s (e.g., MySpace, Facebook) e-mail feature. All other electronically transmitted correspondence including, but not limited to, text 
messaging, Instant Messenger, chat rooms or message boards (e.g., a user’s wall) within a social networking Web site or through other services or 
applications remain impermissible. 

For example, a coaching staff member with a MySpace or Facebook account may send electronically transmitted correspondence to a prospective 
student-athlete’s MySpace or Facebook account using the e-mail inbox feature located on that user’s profile page. However, a coaching staff member may 
not send electronic correspondence to a prospective student-athlete via the comments feature on MySpace or the wall-to-wall feature on Facebook. 

institutions should also note that in accordance with Bylaw 13.10.2, before the signing of a prospective student-athlete to a National Letter of Intent or an 
institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, a member institution may comment publicly only to the extent of confirming its recruitment of the 
prospective student-athlete. The institution may not comment generally about the prospective student-athlete’s ability or the contribution that the prospective 
student-athlete might make to the institution’s team; further, the institution is precluded from commenting in any manner as to the likelihood of the 
prospective student-athlete’s signing with that institution. 

Accordingly, it is permissible for a prospective student-athlete’s name and/or picture to appear on an athletics department staff member’s profile page of a 
social networking Web site to identify the prospective student-athlete as a "friend" of the athletics department staff member. Institutions should note that the 
identification of the prospective student-athlete as a "friend" on an athletics staff members profile page confirms only the institution’s potential recruitment of 
that individual. However, institutions are reminded they may not make any punic comments about the prospective student-athlete’s ability, the contribution 
that the prospective student-athlete might make to the institution’s team or the likelihood of the prospective student-athlete’s signing with that institution. 

[References: Division I Bylaws 13.4.1.2 (electronic transmissions), 13.4.1.2.1 (exception -- electronic transmissions after National Letter of Intent signing or 
other written commitment) and 13.10.2 (comments before signing)] 

j(x)mtaras@biqeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, August 14, 2008 10:18 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@~t.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <briml.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tally <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody SmitJl <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood(~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcumfing@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Bamey <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; meganflnch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dean 

<medea~@fice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu-~; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com>; RandaJe Richnmnd <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edt~-; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber 

<~sand~j@vt.eduv,; Sha~e Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshmma Engel <shosha~na.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn --vstricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtc,; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; aJmworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villmaova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; 

bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <chamMle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott 
<e.scott@loui~Tille.edtr~; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennitbr Condams <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 

ksha~k@scarletknights.com; kwaJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@~arletknigNs.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARl[NEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~zu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swaJker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; tJlomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford ~licia.alford@uconn.edu>; Amy Badoff<amy.badorf@villmaova.edu;,; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@maJl.w~,u.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher ~athcmpll@admin.usfedu>; Brim~ Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffer@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~dmi~{~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

~<hnielle.filzgemld@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edw~; Deborah Gray ~debora]~.ri se@uc.edtr~; Donna Sanft 

<~tsmfft@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<tranic~c)!stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.eda>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmlfie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; lena Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmman@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@geovgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-~ody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Ant,~mio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu~; Judy- Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney ~<telm~ekl@sliohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Li~ 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac t][a~ qnharl@providence.edtv~; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephm~ <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplim~ce@s~tjohns.eda>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<slda23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobe(t@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpt;(c)!admin.us£edu:>; Tom Timmemmn --~ttimmem~@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Me¢ielle 

<marielle.va~gelde@uconn.eduv,; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; John McEnroe ~mceruoe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edtc,; Scott Brown 
<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.ovg>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Farvah Segaloff<f~gaJofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncmparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 
<snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.orgv; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtc,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edu>; Carol Sprague 



Subject: 

<csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 
~kherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; I.ynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy ConbW 
<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edtr>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edtr>; Terri Howes 
<terri.howe~mail.wvu.edtr> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/14/08- 15.5.3.2.1 

Ground Ball is a freshman lacrosse student-athlete at College USA. Based on her stellar high school academic record, Ground is going to receive an 
institutional scholarship worth $5000/semester. 
When determining if Ground meets the GPA requirement to exempt this scholarship from counting against team limits (Academic Honor Award), does 
College USA include grades from all of Ground’s high school classes or just the classes deemed core courses per the NCAA Eligibility Center? 
College USA will use all courses to determine if Ground meets the minimum GPA requirement. This change in calculation became effective August 1,2008. 

NCAA Bylaw 15.5.3.2.1 states that academic honor awards that are part of an institution’s normal arrangements for academic scholarships, based solely 
on the recipient’s high school record and awarded independently of athletics interests and in amounts consistent with the pattern of all such awards made 
by the institution, are exempt from an institution’s equivalency computation, provided the recipient was ranked in the upper 10 percent of the high school 
graduating class or achieved a cumulative grade-point average of at least 3.500 (based on a maximum of 4.000) or a minimum ACT sum score of 105 or a 
minimum SAT score of 1200 (critical reading and math). (Adopted: 1/12/99 effective 8/1/99, Revised: 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08) 

included below is a newly posted educational column on LSDBi. 

Educational Column -- Cumulative Grade-Point Average Criterion to Exempt Academic Honor Awards from Equivalency 
Computations (I) 

Date Issued: Aug 13, 2008 
Type: Ed. Column 
Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

Pursuant to NC/L’k Bylaw 15.5.3.2.1.1 academic honor awards that are part of an institution’s normal a~nangements for academic scholarships, based solely on the 
recipient’s high school records and awarded independently of athletics interests and in amounts consistent with the pattern tbr all such awards axe exempt from the 
team’s equivalency computation provided the s~udent-athlete meets one of the following criteria: 

1. Ranked in the upper 10 percent of the high school graduation class; 

2. Achieved a minimum ACT sum ~ore of 105; 

3. Achieved a minimum SAT score of 1200 (based only on the mathematics and critical reading sections); or 

4. Achieved a cumulative grade-point average of 3.500 (based on a maximum of 4.000). 

NCAA Proposal No. 2007-74 amended the minimum grade-point average requirement of the academic honor award legislation. The grade-point average requirement 
is now based on the prospective student-athlete’s cumulative ~rade-point average as calculated by the high school rather than the individual’s core course grade-point 
average as calculated by the NCAA Eligit~tv Center. 

For high schools that do not use a four-point scale to calculate the cumulative grade-point average the following questions and answers may assist institutions in 
applying the exception based on the new legislation. 

Q: If the high school uses a scale other than a tbur-point scale to calculate cumulative grade-point average, can institutions use the minimum 3.500 cumulative 
grade-point average criteria to &tennine if the academic honor award can be exempt? 

A: Yes, provided the student-athlete’s high school courses and grades have been converted to a four-point scale. 

Q: How does the institution determine whether the student-athlete has a minimum 3.500 cumulative grade-point average? 

A: The institution should convert the s~dent-athlete’s high school courses and grades to the four-point scale using the grade conversion that the high school 
provided the Eligibility Center. This may be accessed via the EligibiliD- Center’s Web site. 

Q: May the hlstitution use all classes eanled by the stud ent-athlete to calculate the converted grade-pohlt average, includhlg courses that are not 
core courses? 

A: The institution must use all courses the high school used in calculating the student-athletes cumulative ~’ade-point average including failed 
courses if applicable. 

Q: Who at the institution should be responsible for calculating the s~dent-athlete’s cumulative glade-point average based on the conversion scale’? 

A: The legislation does not speci~ the responsible paW. Thus, the institutional staff member(s) normally responsible for certifying that a student-athlete meet the 
academic honor award exception would be an acceptable option. 

Q: May the ins~titution use weighted grades? 



A: If the high school designated the conversion for weighted courses in accordance with Bylaw 14.3.1.2.6 and the grade conversions lbr weighted courses have 

been provided to the Eligibili~ Center, then the institution may use weighted courses in calculating the student-athlete’s cumulative grade-point average based 

on the grade conversion provided to the EligibiliW Center. The high school’s grade conversion is available via’the Eligibility Center Web site. 

[References: Bylaws 14.3.1.2.6 (grade value of core courses)and 15.5.3.2.1.1 (academic honor awards)] 

j(~ondaras@bigeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 18, 2008 8:48 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@~t.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <briml.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody SmitJl <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood(~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcumfing@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Bamey <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; meganflnch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dean 

<medea~@fice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu-~; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com>; RandaJe Richnmnd <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edt~-; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber 

<~sand~j@vt.eduv,; Sha~e Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshmma Engel <shosha~na.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn --vstricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtc,; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; aJmworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villmaova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; 

bmce.cohen@uconn.edn; Charmelle Green <chamMle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott 
<e.scott@loui~Tille.edtr~; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennitbr Condams <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 

ksha~k@scarletknights.com; kwaJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@~arletknigNs.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARl[NEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~zu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swaJker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; tJlomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scafletknights.com~; Alicia Alford <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Badorf <amy.badoff@villanova.edu;,; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Andrew Cardamone <ajc64@georgetown.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@maJl.w~,u.edu>; Brenden 

Fletcher ~athcmpll @admin.usfedu>; Brim~ Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffer@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Charles Small <clsl2@pitt.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usEedu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~dmi~{~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

~<hnielle.filzgemld@marquette.edu>; Darlene Borlik <borlik. 1 @nd.edw~; Deborah Gray ~debora]~.ri se@uc.edtr~; Donna Sanft 

<~tsmfft@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranic~c)!stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmlfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin --jpmullin@ur.edu>; JC --jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jelm Boucher 

<athadm02@admin.usf.edu~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmman@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@geovgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes 

-~ody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Ant,~mio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Joseph Klauder <jklauder@providence.edu~; Judy- Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Kevin Delaney ~<telm~ekl@sliohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Li~ 

Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac t][a~ qnharl@providence.edtv~; Maggie McKiNey <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l@nd.edu>; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villa~ova.edu>; Mya Pronschinske 

<pronscm@email.uc.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Nina Stephm~ <Stephan.6@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcomplim~ce@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<slda23@georgetown.edu>; Sarah Bobe(t <sarah.bobe(t@marquette.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpt;(c)!admin.us£edu:>; Tom Timmemmn --~ttimmem~@nd.edu>; Vangelder, Me¢ielle 

<marielle.va~gelde@uconn.eduv,; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edn>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John 

Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvn.edtr~; John McEnroe ~mceruoe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsnllins@ugs.usf.edtc,; Scott Brown 
<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.ovg>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Farvah Segaloff<f~gaJofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncmparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 
<snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.orgv; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtc,; Barbara Sparks McGlinchy <bspark@admin.usf.edn>; Carol Sprague 



Subject: 

~sprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~>; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hermmm 
~kherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; I.ynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy ConbW 
<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Pat Thomas <thomasp@georgetown.edu>; Terri Howes 
<terfi.howe ~ mail. wvu.ed u~> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/18/08- 14.4.3.1.6 

End A. Round is a football student-athlete at State University and will be entering his third year of enrollment this fall. State University plays their first football 
game the week before classes start. When does End have to declare his major? 

A. Prior to participating in the first game 
B. Prior to the first day of practice 

C. Prior to the first day of classes 
D. Noneofthe above 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6 states that a student-athlete shall designate a program of studies leading toward a specific baccalaureate degree 
at the certifying institution prior to participating in competition that occurs during or immediately before the third year of enrollment (fifth semester or seventh 
quarter) and thereafter shall make progress toward that specific degree. This provision shall be applicable to the eligibility not only of a continuing student, 
but also of a transfer student from a four-year or two-year collegiate institution who is entering his or her third year of collegiate enrollment, even if the 
student has not yet completed an academic year in residence or used a season of eligibility in a sport at the certifying institution. Designation of a specific 
baccalaureate degree program may be accomplished by: (Revised 2/27/08) 

(a) Formal enrollment by the student-athlete in a specific baccalaureate degree program; or 

(b) Approval by an appropriate academic official (who must not be an academic advisor/counselor employed by the athletics department) of the program 
leading to the specific baccalaureate degree that the student-athlete is pursuing. 

jeomgaras@biqeast, orq 

(~#~:    A,,,*,:?g~} 6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 20, 2008 8:24 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bmdd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Cox <brad.cox@mail.~Tu.edu-~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <briml.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bri~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Chris 

Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Cou(mey Vinson < cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smifll <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood(~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; meganfinch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dean 

<medea~@fice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu-~; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com>; Rand~Je Richnmnd <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edt~-; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber 

<~sand~j@vt.edu~,; Sh~e Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shosha~na.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn -~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villmaova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <chamMle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott 

<e.scott@loui~Tille.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maJd.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 

ksha~k@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@~arletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu;>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swaJ&er@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; fllomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scafletknights.com~; Alicia Alford QueaJly ~-alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes --~arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Annie 

Shepard -~nnie.shepmd@mail.wvu.edu~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe~@uc.edu;,; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu-~; Danielle Josetti -<taJfielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

-<teborah.rise@uc.edtr~; Donna Sa~tt <d~nt~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<~erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Edease Wagner--’erleasem@ssT.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~fime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <liOhnson@scarletk~fights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu;,; Kevin Delaney -<lelanekl@sljohns.edu~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu~; Mac Hart 

<mhar~(~:providence.edu-~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edw~; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdoo8@providence.edw~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina King <nina.kmg@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Rosea~n Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edtr~; Sama~tha Huge <sk1223@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine 

Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEr¢oe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl~shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s~T.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edu;,; Scott Brown <seott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu;,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivma@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org:~; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<j marinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Ka?thy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --%~ecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ddeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese --~mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Cmparelli --’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Margolis 

<mwcgolis@bigeas~t.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shawn Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakji~ <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Spmgue <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jermifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu~; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu;,; Julie Hermmm <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 



Subject: 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu:-; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarak Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/20/08- 14.4.3.1.2 

Standup Double is a softball student-athlete, Here is Standup’s academic record: 
Fall 2007- full-time- passed 15 hours at State College 
Spring 2008- full-time- passed 12 hours at College USA 
9 out of the 15 hours will transfer from State College to College USA 
Standup has completed a total of 27 hours and 21 of those hours are accepted by College USA 
Has Standup satisfied the 24-hour rule? 
Yes, Standup meets the 24-hour rule by presenting at least 24 hours from State College. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2 states that to be eligible for competition, a transfer student-athlete must meet the following credit-hour requirements based on 
attendance at the previous institution(s) for the specified time and may use any hours of academic credit earned at any colle.qiate institution: 
(Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; forthose student-athletes grst entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 5/12/05) 

(a) Equivalent of one semester/one quarter: six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit; 

(b) Equivalent of one academic year (e.g., two semesters/three quarters): 24-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit; 

(c) Equivalent of three semesters/four quarters: 30-semester or 42-quarter hours of academic credit; or 

(d) Equivalent of four semesters/six quarters and thereafter: six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the previous term of full-time 
enrollment, if applicable (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1 .Z1 ). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 21, 2008 8:59 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bmdd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-% 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@~%edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 
bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtc>; David Reed <lved@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smifll <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood(~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcunning@umd.edu-% Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-% Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu>; lamaJc@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; meganflnch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dean 

<medea~@fice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu-% Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com>; Rand~Je Richnmnd <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu:>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edt~-; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber 

<~sand~j@vt.edt~,; Sh~e Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shosha~na.engel@yale.edtc>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; StricklmM, 

Amy Lyn -~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtc,; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; themmMez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; a]mworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villmaova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edn; Charmelle Green <chamMle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott 

<e.scott@loui~Tille.edtr% ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbevefly@scaJdetknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaJdnatto@bigeas~t.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 

ksha~k@scarletknights.com; kwaJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@~arletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARINEL@providence.edtc>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edtc>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scafletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.x~wu.edu>; swaJker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; fllomc~s.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.xwu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgmne@scafletknights.comv; Alicia Alford QueaJly ~-alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes --~-arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Annie 

Shepard -~nnie.shepaM@mail.xwu.edu~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edtc,; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mM.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom -~-dbgoss01@louisville.edu-% Danielle Josetfi ~<tmfielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

~<teborah.rise@uc.edtr% Donna SaM~t <d~nt~athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<~erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Eflease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~Jme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <ijohnson@scarletk~fights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katberine.centrella@villanova.edu;,; Kevin Delaney --qzlelanekl@sljohns.edu~; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu~; Mac Hart 

<mhar’(~:providence.edu-% Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr% Melissa McNea]y <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Kawvoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edtr% Mike MacDonald <mmacdoo8@providence.edtr% Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina King <nina.kmg@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr% Rosea~n Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edtr% Sama~tha Huge <sk1223@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edt~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpc~c))nd.edu; Elaine 

Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher --john.fisher@mail.xwu.edu>; John McEr¢oe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl~shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s~T.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edu;,; Scott Brown <seott.brown@nconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu;,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfi~Jrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivma@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddema~cco@bigeast.org:% Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 
<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --%~ecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas%org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese --~mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Cecparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeas%org >; Rachel Margolis 

<mwcgolis@bigeas%org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas%org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakji~ <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Spmgue <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jermifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu~; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edtc,; Jnlie Hermmm <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 



Subject: 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Miss5, Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/21/08- Current Event 

NCAA gives New Mexico football program three years of probation 
USAToday.comAP -- The NCAA has penalized the University of New Mexico with three years of probation for academic fraud within the football program. 
The NCAA infractions committee on Wednesday also imposed scholarship reductions and limited the number of paid visits provided to prospective football 
players. 
The committee concluded that two former Lobo assistants improperly helped one player and three recruits in 2004 to obtain fraudulent academic credits 
through correspondence courses at Fresno Pacific University. 
The school already had self-imposed some penalties, including two years of probation, after reviewing the coaches’ actions. 

iieondaras@bigeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 22, 2008 8:30 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; booz@irginia.edu; Jody Smifll <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edtc,; John Harwood ~harwood~bigeast.org>; j fagg@uark.edu; Keli Cunningham 
<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu>; lamar@usna.edu; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; meganfinch@ncsu.edu; Michael Dean 

<medea~@fice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu-~; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com>; Rand~Je Richnmnd <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edt~-; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber 

<~sand~j@vt.edu~,; Sh~e Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shosha~na.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; koost@bc.edu; Stricklmld, 

Amy Lyn -~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; themmldez@mimni.edu; W Stephen 

Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage@bellsouth.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villmaova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edn; Charmelle Green <chamMle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott 

<e.scott@loui~Tille.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maJd.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condams <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 

ksha~k@scarletknights.com; kwaJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@~arletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu;>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~wu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand?" Cole-DeMent < Sandy.Cole-DeMent@maJl.wvu.edu>; swaJ&er@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; fllomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scafletknights.com~; Alicia Alford QueaJly ~-alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes --~arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Annie 

Shepard -~nnie.shepm~l@mail.wvu.edu~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe~@uc.edu;,; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu-~; Danielle Josetti -<taJfielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

-<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr~; Donna Sa~tt <d~nt~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<~erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@ssT.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~fime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <liOhnson@scarletk~fights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeast.org >; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu;,; Kevin Delaney -<lelanekl@sljohns.edu~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu~; Mac Hart 

<mhar~(~:providence.edu-~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edw~; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdoo8@providence.edw~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina King <nina.kmg@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Rosea~n Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edtr~; Sama~tha Huge <sk1223@georgetown.edu>; Sta~, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; dpd@nd.edu; Elaine 

Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher --john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEr¢oe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl~shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s~T.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edu;,; Scott Brown <seott.b~own@nconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu;,; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edn>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivma@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org:~; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<j marinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Ka?thy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --%~ecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ddeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese --~mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Cmparelli --’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Margolis 

<mwcgolis@bigeas~t.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shawn Murphy <smmphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakji~ <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Spmgue <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jermifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu~; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu;,; Jnlie Hermmm <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 



Subject: 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@ucorm.edu:*; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/22/08- Open Events 

The men’s and women’s swim teams at College USA will be competing in the Autumn Classic this year. The meet is an open event, and a few high school 
teams will also be participating. 

If the meet occurs during a dead period, is it permissible for College USA to participate? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/18/08- College Team Competing in An Open Event During a Dead Period (I)- states that it is permissible for an 
institution’s team to participate in an open event that occurs during a dead period and that includes prospective student-athletes, provided no recruiting 
activities occur. [Reference(s): Division I Bylaws 13.02.4.4 (dead period); 13.1 £.16 (open events in which college teams compete); 13.11.1.2 (competition 
against prospective student-athletes) and 13.11.3.1 ("open" events)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 25, 2008 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@~t.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; I,oretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edtr~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medea~@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<nfichelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~na.engel@yale.edu>; Slmlts, Willimll ~-%vshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepho~e Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsonth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; alaaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletkifights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbmwn@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 
kshmlk@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkifights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~zu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.~wu.edtr~; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; tllomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard ~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountlee <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrmle@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Qneally-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes-~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <atmie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Warcup <bwarcuF/~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <cmflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom -~-dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tmfielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

~<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr~; Donna Sa~tt <d~nt~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@ssT.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <liOhnson@scarletkifights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mm~del 
<jrm224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdm~tonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletki~ights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu;,; Kevin Delaney --vdelanekl@sljohns.edu~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtr~; Mac Hart 

<mhar~(~:pmvidence.edw~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edtr~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdoo8@providence.edtr~; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Rosea~n Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samm~tha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathun 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelm~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.eduv,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dma Regan--~daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <~rsnllins@ugs.usf.edtc,; Scott Brown 
<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.ovg>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Farmh Segaloff<f~galofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncmparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 
<snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.orgv; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 



Subject: 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlatxfint@providence.edu% Julie HennaJm <jkhenn0l @]ouisville.edu:-; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-% Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe~mail.wvu.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 8,/25/08- 

Side Out is a volleyball prospect who will be taking an official visit to State University this weekend. While Side is on campus, she would like to work out and 
hit around with the team. 
Is this permissible? If so, does the facility have to be open to the general public? 

Yes, it is permissible. NCAA Bylaw 13.11.2.2 states that a prospective student-athlete visiting a member institution may participate in physical workouts or 
other recreational activities during a visit to an institution’s campus, provided such activities: 

(a) Are not organized or observed by members of the athletics department coaching staff; and 

(b) Are not designed to test the athletics abilities of the prospective student-athlete. (Revised: 1/11/94) 

The facility does not have to be open to the public. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/13/08- Recreational Activities during an Official or Unofficial Visit (I)- 
states that during an official or unofficial visit a prospective student-athlete may participate in recreational activities in a facility that is not open to the general 
public (e.g., facility reserved for student-athletes to participate in voluntary activities), provided such activities are not organized or observed by members of 
the athletics department coaching staff (including strength and conditioning coaches) and are not designed to test the athletics abilities of the prospective 
student-athlete. 

[Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.11.2.2 (recreational activities)] 

Please remember that current student-athletes are not permitted to report back on the athletic ability of prospective student-athletes 
when participating in such activities. 

icolufaras@biqeast.or~ 

~’~;’~:~!: 4~.:z~.OZO~, ¢,~;~. ~’., 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 26, 2008 8:54 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@~t.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; I,oretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edtr~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medea~@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<nfichelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~na.engel@yale.edu>; Slmlts, Willimll ~-%vshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepho~e Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsonth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; alaaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletkifights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrr~wn@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 
kshmlk@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkifights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryml --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’BrierL Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~zu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.~wu.edtr~; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; tllomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard ~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountlee <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrmle@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Qneally-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes-~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <atmie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Warcup <bwarcuF/~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <cmflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom -~-dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tmfielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

~<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr~; Donna Sa~tt <d~nt~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefl~ Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@ssT.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <liOhnson@scarletkifights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mm~del 
<jrm224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdm~tonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletki~ights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu;,; Kevin Delaney --vdelanekl@sljohns.edu~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtr~; Mac Hart 

<mhar~(~:pmvidence.edw~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. 1 @nd.edtr~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Rosea~n Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samm~tha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathun 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelm~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.eduv,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dma Regan--~daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <~rsnllins@ugs.usf.edtc,; Scott Brown 
<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.ovg>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Farmh Segaloff<f~galofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncmparelli@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 
<snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.orgv; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 



Subject: 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlatxfint@providence.edu>; Julie HennaJm <jkhenn01 @]ouisville.edtv~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conl:x)y. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-% Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tern.howe ~ mail. wvu.ed tr~ 

Daily Complimlce Item- 8,/26/08- 13.4.2.4 

The women’s soccer coaches at State College would like to produce a computer recruiting presentation to show to prospects. Where can the prospect 
view this computer presentation? 

A. On-campus during an official visit 
B. Off-campus at any site 

C. On the institution’s website 
D. All of the above 

The answer is D- All of the above. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.2.4 states that an institution may produce a computer recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation 
software) to show a prospective student-athlete during any permissible on- or off-campus contact. In addition, the presentation may be posted to the 
institution’s website. Such a presentation may not include any video/audio component (except as permitted in Bylaw 13.4.2) and may not be personalized to 
include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness. Such a presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution. 

j(~ondaras@biqeast, orq 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 27, 2008 8:30 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edtr~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medea~@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<nfichelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --’george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<~slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~ma.engel@yale.edu>; Slmlts, Willimll ~-%vshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxiie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsonth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huske~.com~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; alaaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletkifights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jma~inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 
kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu;>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien. Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~wu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habcl, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; tJlomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard ~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountlee <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrmle@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Qneally-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes-~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Warcup <bwarcut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tmfielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

-<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr~; Donna SaJltt <d~nt~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefl~ Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scarletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 
<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdm~tonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletki~ights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu;,; Kevin Delaney -~elanekl@s~johns.edu~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac Hart 

<mhar~(~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. 1 @nd.edtr~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edtv~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr~; Rosea~n Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelm~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dma Regan--~daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsnllins@ugs.usf.edu;,; Scott Brown 
<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farmh Segaloff<f~galofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Ken Scha~k <kschank@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeas~t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trm~ghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeafft.org>; Nick Carparelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org >; Rachel Margolis <rlnargoli@bigeast.org>; Saral~ Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ginger 



Subject: 

Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-*; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edw*; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maactin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<~rah.tx)berl@marquette.edtr% Tern Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8,/27/08- 15.5.1.2.2 

Abovetha Rim is a basketball student-athlete at State University. The 2008-09 academic year will be Abovetha’s second year of enrollment at State 
University. Abovetha does not receive an athletic scholarship, but he does receive an academic scholarship for majoring in marine biology and having a 
cumulative GPA of a 3.6. 
If this academic award is the only source of financial aid for Abovetha, does it have to count against his team’s limits? Does the answer change if Abovetha 
competes during the 2008-09 season? 
This scholarship would NOT have to count against team limits even if Abovetha competes. NCAA Bylaw 16.6.1.2.2 states that in football or basketball, a 
student-athlete who was recruited by the awarding institution and whose only source of institutional financial aid is academic aid based solely on the 
recipient’s academic record at the certifying institution, awarded independently of athletics interests and in amounts consistent with the pattern of all such 
awards made by the institution, may compete without counting in the institution’s financial aid team limits, provided he or she has completed at least one 
academic year of full-time enrollment at the certifying institution and has achieved a cumulative grade-point average of at least 3.300 (on a 4.000 scale) at 
the certifying institution. (Adopted: 10/27/05, effective 8/1/06) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 28, 2008 9:34 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bmdd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-% 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@txlx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAl~\S@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; 

Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw% Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@fl~eacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickmm~@louisville.edu~; I,oretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edw% Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.ed~; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medea~@fice.e&r>; Michelle Lee 

<nfichelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --’george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<:slyon@theacc.org >; Shoshanna Engel <shosh~ma.engel@yale.edu>; Slmlts, Willimll ~-’wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsonth.net>; 

White, Josh <jwhite@huske~.com~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; alaaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletkifights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.e&t; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtv% ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.v~?cherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmm’inatto@bigeast.o~>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usEedu; 
kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu;>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBl~EN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mM.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habcl, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; tJlomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard ~ordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountlee <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrmle@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Qneally-~licia.alford@uconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes-~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtv% Brian Warcup <bwarcut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <cmflin.stoffe@uc.e&P; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw% Danielle Josetti -<tmfielle.fi~geral@marquette.e&P; Deborah Gray 

-<teborah.rise@uc.edtr% Donna SaM~t <d~nt~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker 

<dbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug ’Fr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; J~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scarletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edt~-; Jessie Mandel 
<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdm~tonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletki~ights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu;,; Kevin Delaney --q:Manekl@stjohns.edu~; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.e&t; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edw% Mac Hart 

<mhar~(~:providence.edw% Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edw% Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edw% mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villanova.edtr% Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Nina King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.~r.edtr% Rosea~n Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelm~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu:,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dma Regan--~daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mall.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwelLsyr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert Mm~gione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsnllins@ugs.usf.edu;,; Scott Brown 
<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw% Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-% Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:% Bobby WeygmM 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farvah Segaloff<f~galofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Ken Schmak <kschank@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeas%org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeas%org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trm~ghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeas%org>; Nick Carparelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org >; Rachel Margolis <rlnargoli@bigeast.org>; Saral~ Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ginger 



Subject: 

Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geovgetovcn.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edw~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<~rah.l~oberl@marquette.edtr~; Tern Howes *Item.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8,/28/08- 11.6.2 

Head Women’s Softball coach at College USA is planning out her fall recruiting trips. She noticed that while she is on one of her trips, a future opponent of 
College USA will be competing in that same area. Can the coach go and watch the future opponent play while she is on a recruiting trip? 

No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4/23/08- Scouting of Opponents in Conjunction with Recruiting or Team Travel (I)- states that in sports in which 
an institution may not provide expenses to scout opponents, a coaching staff member who receives any travel expenses from the institution related to 
recruiting or team travel may not scout an institution’s opponent in conjunction with such travel. 

jeortdaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 29, 2008 2:36 PM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea31~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtc>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder <3oseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickmm~@louisville.edu~; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --~nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --~rcobb@t.edtc>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtc>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk- 

css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@vt.edu:>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshmma Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~,; Shults, 

William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu;,; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu;,; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscmnage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.o~>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio 

~-jd~ntonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksh~nk@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edtc>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletkilights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibclm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Wedsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh~georgetown.edn>; tara.nelso@villanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; 

thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McChane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; Amy 
Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepavd@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; 

Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.smltb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; Cody Edwards ~cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edw~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti 

~Manielle.fitzgeral@marquette.edu-~; Deborah Gray ~deborah.rise@uc.edw~; Donna Santt ~dsanit@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <zlbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickson@meaquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkilights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC ~condaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu:>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletkilights.com>; Judy Cress 

-~udy.cress@mail.wvn.edu;>; Kate Hickey <khicke~@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell~)dllanova.edu;>; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villmaova.edtr>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Nina King 
<nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~ttJnnneml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsaunder,%’~athletics.pitt.edu;>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edn>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s>T.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edtr>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~Jrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivma@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeasl.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Margolis 
<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoinl@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtv~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.boberl@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8,/29/08- Current Event 

Proposal seeks aid expansion in baseball, women’s volleyball 

NCAANews 

[Following is the first in a series that reviews Division I proposals for the 2008-09 legislative cycle. Today’s article 
focuses on proposals rela~ed to Bylaw 15 (financial aid) and Bylaw 16 (awards and bet~,efits).] 

When Division I’s new Legislative Council takes its first votes on legislation at the 2009 NCAA Convention in Washington, D.C., two of the proposals it 
will consider are measures expanding financial aid limits in baseball and women’s volleyball. 

The baseball proposal from the Southeastern Conference (No. 2008-4:[) would increase the number of equivalencies from 11.7 to ::[4= That would 
appease a number of coaches and others who have long thought the allowances in baseball are too low and thus contribute to the sport’s high 
transfer rate. That feeling was exacerbated in 2007 when the Board of Directors adopted a baseball academic enhancement group’s proposal to 
require individual financial aid packages for baseball student-athletes to include at least 25 percent of an equivalency. 

Supporters of the proposed increase believe it will allow institutions the flexibility to provide student-athletes with more athletics aid and therefore 

reduce the number of transfers. 

The Pacific-10 Conference has proposed the expansion of aid in women’s volleyball (No. 2008-40). The measure to raise scholarship limits from :[2 to 
:[3 is identical to one the Division I Board of Directors adopted in 2005 but was subsequently overturned by the Division I membership at the 2008 
Convention. 

The original proposal came from a review of financial aid limits in women’s sports conducted by a group whose members were drawn from the 
Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet, the Nanagement Council and the Committee on Women’s Athletics. 

Advocates say that data support the increase in grant-in-aid limitations from :[2 to :[3 because of the addition of the libero position and increased 
specialization in the sport. Squad sizes have also increased. 

The proposal’s adoption was overridden by the Division I membership m January 2006, along with measures that would have increased the scholarship 
limits in women’s gymnastics and women’s track and field, Those opposing the increases said that more financial aid in specific women’s sports would 
benefit tee small of a group to make any real impact on athletics opportunities for women, 

Both the baseball and volleyball proposals are among the many legislative items to be initially considered by the Legislative Council at the Convention. 
If a proposal does not receive the requisite two-thirds majority of Legislative Council votes, it will be distributed to the membership for further review, 
Proposals that do meet the two-thirds standard will be considered adopted, subject to a Board review, also at Convention. 

In addition to the financial aid proposals, the Legislative Council will also consider the following proposals in the awards, benefits and expenses 
category at the 2009 Convention: 

* No. 2008-42 --- Would allow student-athletes participating in a postseasen event six complimentary tickets to the event. 

No. 2008-44 - Travel after championship events (NCAA, national governing body, emerging sport or licensed postseason football bowl games) during 
an official vacation period or between terms is exempt from the requirement that student-athletes remain no longer than 36 hours after the event to 
receive actual and necessary expenses, 

All Division [ proposals can be viewed by using the ..L...e.gLsj..a..t.j~.v.~.e.~~..S...e.r...vJ.£.e....s..~..D...a...t..a...b...a...s..e...~ 

jeomtaras@bigeast, orq 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 2, 2008 8:41 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@txtx.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig 

Anderson <cea31~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtc>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<nfichelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --~nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --~rcobb@t.edtc>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtc>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk- 

css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@vt.edu:>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshmma Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~,; Shults, 

William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu;,; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<tparkel@vt.edu;~; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage 

<wardscmnage@bellsouth.net>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.woycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.o~>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio 

~-jd~ntonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksh~nk@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edtc>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletkilights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibchna@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Welsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh~georgetown.edn>; tara.nelson@villanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; 

thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McChane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <~alicia.alford@uconn.edu;,; Amy 
Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepavd@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; 

Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.smltb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edtv~; Cody Edwards ~cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan 

Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edtv~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti 

~Manielle.fitzgeral@marquette.edu-~; Deborah Gray ~deborah.rise@uc.edtv~; Donna Santt ~dsanit@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickson@mecquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkifights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC ~condaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu:>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletkilights.com>; Judy Cress 

-~udy.cress@mail.wvn.edu;~; Kate Hickey <khicke~@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell~)dllanova.edu;~; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl @stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <molly.myers@villmaova.edtr~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Nina King 
<nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmp£ Rick--~f~_Smmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~tfinnneml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsaunder,%’~athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edn>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s~T.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edtr>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~Jrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivma@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-~mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-~ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Margolis 
<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~4zsprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; (?inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

-<jlapoinl(~:providence.edu-~; Julie ttem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr;; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtv;; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr;; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9,/2/08- Post Baccalaureate 

Cross Bar is a soccer student-athlete at Big North College. Cross graduated in the spring of 2008 but has returned this fall to play his final season. Cross is 
enrolled in a full-time course load this semester and all the hours can be applied toward the economics degree program. Cross, however, is categorized as 
an undecided student in the institution’s computer system. 
Does Cross have to actually declare a major? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/26/06- Postbaccalaureate Student-Athlete Taking Coursework toward Second Major or Degree (I/11/111)- states 
that a student=athlete who has graduated and is continuing as a full-time student at the same institution while taking course work that would lead to the 
equivalent of another major or degree as defined and documented by the institution is not required to officially declare or designate another major or degree. 
The student-athlete must be enrolled in course work that is acceptable toward any of the institution’s other majors or degrees. [Reference: NCAA Divisions 
I, II, and III Bylaw 14.1.9 (graduate studentipostbaccalaureate participation).] 

£~:_~;_~_~_s!g_r__q_s__@fziae__g_s__t_,szr_g. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 3, 2008 9:03 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --~medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <~shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@mimni.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscrmmge@bellsouth.net>; 

White, .!ash <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villm~ova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 
<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Warcup <bwarcut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tmfielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sa~ft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mmadel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; Jolm Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illa~ova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea --~nick.oje@louisville.edu’~,; Nilm King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, Kathiyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmenna~ <ttimmenn@nd.edu:>; athcmpll@admin.us£edu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.mss@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppmm~ <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usEedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeas~t.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeas~t.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeas~t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tnn~ghese 
<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Margolis <~rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<contx~y. l@nd.edu-~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maJ:tin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/3/08- 14.3. 1.3.4 

Cover Two is a freshman student at Big Time University. Cover decides to try out for the football team during the second week of classes. Cover makes the 
team and is told that he has to finish his registration with the NCAA Eligibility Center. Because Cover had already started classes at Big Time University, he 
asked the admissions office to send his ACT score to the NCAA Eligibility Center. Is that permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.3.4 states that the minimum SAT or ACT score(s) used for initial-eligibility purposes must be provided to the NCAA Eligibility Center 
by the appropriate testing agency through an official test-score report. 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 4, 2008 8:32 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themmldez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!ash <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marqnette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu;>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 
<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alii)rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtv~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Warcup <bwarcut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tmfielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sa~ft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mmadel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; Jolm Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illa~ova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu’-,; Nilm King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, Kathiyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmenna~ <ttimmenn@nd.edu;>; athcmpll@admin.us£edu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edn>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.mss@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edn>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppmm~ <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usEedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeas~t.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeas~t.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeas~t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tnn~ghese 
<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu-~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maalin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9,/4/08- 14.5.4.1 

Clay Court is a tennis student-athlete that attended American Community College two full-time semesters. Clay wants to transfer to Big Time University for 
the fall 2008 semester. Here is Clay’s academic record: 
Granted qualifier status upon high school graduation 
Earned 22 transferrable degree credits during the 2007-08 academic year 
Cumulative GPA of a 3.15 
Is Clay immediately eligible for competition for the fall 2008 semester or will he have to complete a year in residence at Big Time University? 
Clay will have to complete a year in residence at Big Time University. Clay attended American Community College for two full-time semesters, so he 
needed to have earned 24 transferable degree credits (12 x 2 = 24) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.5.4.1 states that a transfer student from a two-year college who was a qualifier (per Bylaw 14.3.1.1 ) is eligible for competition in the first 
academic year in residence only if the student: (Revised: 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03; for those students entenng an NCAA institution on a full-time basis on or 
after 8/1/03) 

(a) Has spent at least one full-time semester or one full-time quarter in residence at the two-year college (excluding summer sessions); 

(b) Has presented a minimum grade-point average of 2.000 (see Bylaw 14.5.4.5.3.2); and 

(c) Has satisfactorily completed an average of at least 12 semester or quarter hours of transferable-degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate 
degree program at the certifying institution for each full-time academic term of attendance at the two-year college. 

j(~omtaras@bi~teast, orq 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 5, 2008 9:34 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hanvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk-css.com>; San@ Weber < sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themmldez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!ash <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienneArice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu;>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 
<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alii)rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtv~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Warcup <bwarcut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tmfielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sa~ft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mmadel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; Jolm Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illa~ova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu’-,; Nilm King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, Kathiyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmenna~ <ttimmenn@nd.edu;>; athcmpll@admin.us£edu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.mss@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppmm~ <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usEedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeas~t.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwlfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeas~t.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeas~t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tnn~ghese 
<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Bsrbara Henderson <Hladams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<contx~y. l@nd.edu-~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.msJ:tin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Da.ily Compliance Item- 9/5/08- 13.4.1 

Now that September first has arrived, it is permissible for institutions to send recruiting materials to prospects that have begun their junior year in high 
school. The women’s basketball coaches at Big Time College really want to get a jump start on their mailings, so they solicit the help of all staff members in 
that department. 
Is it permissible for all staff members to send general correspondence or do the letters have to come from one of the countable coaches? 
Yes, NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1(a) states that it is now permissible for all institutional staff members to prepare and send general correspondence. Although the 
legislation only includes the language "prepare general correspondence", it has been confirmed that these individuals may send general correspondence 
with their signatures and from their email accounts. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 Printed Recruiting Materials. 

As specified below, an institution may provide the following printed materials to prospective stadent-athletes, their parents or legal guardians, their coaches or an5’ other 

individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: (Adopted 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05for publications 

prepared for the 2005-06 academic year and after, Revised 4/15/08) 

(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence, including letters and Hank postcards issued by the U.S. postal service, may be sere only by mail. 

Attachments to general correspondence may only include materials printed on plain white paper with Hack ink that are not created for recruiting purposes, except for 

the additional printed materials listed in this section. All institutional stalt’membel~ (e.g., faculty members, athletics department stalt’members and administrators) may 

prepare general correspondence. (Revised. 3/8/06, 5/25/06, 12/’12/06, 1/8/07 efJbctive 8/1/07, 4,/15/08, 4/’24,/08 eflbctive 8/’1,/08) 

(b) Business Cards. 

(c) Camp Brochures. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, but are restricted to a single two-sided sheet, not to exceed 17 by 22 inches in size when 
opened in full. Camp brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete at any’ time. (See also Bylaw 12.5.1.7). (Revised 4/15/08) 

(d) Questionnaires. An institution may provide questio~msJ, res to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (Revised: 4/14/08) 

(e) NonatNetics Institutional Publications. An institution may provide nonathletics institutional puHications available to all students at any time (e.g., official 

academic, admissions and student-services publications punished by the institution and available to all students). 

(t) NC.~k Educational Material Published by the NC~ (e.g., NC:L~ Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete). Such material may be provided to a 
prospective student-athlete at any time. (Revised 4/’15/’08) 

(g) Athletics Publications. An institution may produce a recruiting brochure or media guide (but not both). The publications may have only one color of print inside 

the cover mad may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size and 208 pages in length. An institution may not produce a separate media guide that is intended to supplement 

the one permissible recruiting brochure or media guide. Such supplemental iat’onnation (e.g., historical information, records) may be posted on the institution’s Web site 

and may be printed in Hack and white, and provided to the media. An institution may not create a portfolio of information (e.g., pictures) to be used in the recruiting 

process unless it is considered the ins~titution’s one permissible athletics recruiting publication. An institution may produce additions] media publications for separate 

purposes (e.g., postseason media guide, spring football practice guide), provided the additions] publications are not provided to prospective student-athletes (or their 

parents or legal guardians). (Revised 3/23/05, 4/28/05, 5/12/05, 4/15/08) 

(h) Game Programs. Game programs (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective student-athletes only during official and unofficial recruiting 

visits and may not be mailed. 

(i) Pre-enrollment Information. Necessary pre-enrollment intbrmation regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities, may be provided to a 
prospective stadent-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutions] financial aid agreement or has been officially accepted tbr 

enrollment. (Adopted 12/12,/06) 

(j) Institutional Note Cards. Institutional note cards may not exceed 8 1/2 by l 1 inches when opened in full. In addition, such cmds may only contain the institution’s 

name and logo or an athletics logo on the outside, must be Hank on the inside (one side of the card when opened in full) when produced and may include only 

handwritten information (e.g., words, illustrations) on the inside when provided to prospective student-athletes. #tdopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 4/15,/08) 

iieorularas@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 8, 2008 8:22 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themmldez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!ash <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.lrice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edw~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~Tcherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu;>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 
<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Warcup <bwarcut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tmaielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sa~ft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <tiolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mmadel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; Jolm Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illa~ova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu’-,; Nilm King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@sljohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usLedu>; Tom Timmenna~ <ttimmenn@nd.edu;>; athcmpll@admin.usLedu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.mss@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppmm~ <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edw~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usiledu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmad@bigeasl.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeasl.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeasl.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tnn~ghese 

<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fulk~ngi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu-~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maJ:tin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/8/08- 16. l l. 1.5 

The Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing at Big Time College has befriended a couple of student-athletes, and she would like to have them over for 
dinner one night. Is this permissible? 

A. Yes, as long as the meal takes place in the staff member’s home 
B. No, staff members cannot provide any meals to student-athletes 
C. Yes, as long as it occurs within the locale of the institution 
D. No, the meal cannot take place in a staff member’s home 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.1.5 states that a student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an occasional meal in the locale of the 
institution on infrequent and special occasions from an institutional staff member. An institutional staff member may provide reasonable local transportation 
to student-athletes to attend such meals. A student-athlete may receive an occasional family home meal from a representative of athletics interests on 
infrequent and special occasions under the following conditions: (Revised: 1/10/92, 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(a) The meal must be provided in an individual’s home (as opposed to a restaurant) and may be catered; and (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(b) A representative of the institution’s athletics interest may provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes to attend the meal function only if the 
meal function is at the home of that representative. (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 9, 2008 8:14 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themmldez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!ash <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu;>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu;>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; tara.nelson@illanova.edu; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 
<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alii)rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Warcup <bwarcut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tmfielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sa~ft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liolmson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mmadel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; Jolm Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

DelaJley ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illa~ova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu’-,; Nilm King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, Kathiyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmenna~ <ttimmenn@nd.edu;>; athcmpll@admin.us£edu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.mss@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppmm~ <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usEedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw~; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeas~t.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeas~t.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeas~t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tnn~ghese 
<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara ttenderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conIx~y. l@nd.edu-~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maJ:tin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/9/08- NLI 

Below is a recently posted staff interpretation on LSDBi: 

Prospective Student-Athlete Not Eligible to Sign a National Letter of Intent (I!II) 

Date Issued: Jul 22, 2008 
Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The membership services s~tafl’continned that legislation related to a prospective student-athlete who is not eligible to sign aNational Letter of Intent (NLI) does not 

apply to a prospective student-athlete who was otherwise eligible to sign aNLI but did not sign aNLI by the end of the applicable NLI signing period. 

[References: N C!L& Division I Bylaws 13.1.3.3.3 (telephone calls after national letter of intent signing or other written commitment), 13.1.3.4.1.2 (exception -- 

noncoaching s~lt’member -- after national letter of intent signing or other written commitment), 13.1.6.8.1 (contacts after national letter of intent signing of other 

commitment -- women’s basketball), 13.1.7.2.2.2 (exception -- women’s basketball - - communication after national letter of intent signing or other written commitment, 

and 13.4.1.2.1 (exception - - electronic transmissions after national letter of intent signing or other written commitment) and NCAA Division II Bylaw s 13.1.3.3.3 
(telephone calls subsequent to national letter of intent signing or other written commitment) and 13.4.5.1 (electronic transmissions follomng national letter of intent 

signing or other written commitment)] 

iiutmdaras~biqeast.orq 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 10, 2008 10:20 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofs~tra.edu->; Keli Cunninghan~ 

<kcunning@umd.edu->; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lama~@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --:medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--:slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <~shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.lrice@maxquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scaxletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~:u.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~maJl.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mall.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw>; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwarcut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae :<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw>; Danielle Josetti :<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--:erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --:gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liolmson@scmletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; Jolm Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea --:nick.oje@louisville.edu’:,; Nilm King <nina.king@nd.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@s~tjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, Kathlyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmenn@nd.edu:>; athcmpll@admin.us£edu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.mss@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n Lain 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usEedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeas~t.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeas~t.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeas~t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese 
<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Maxgolis <~rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu-~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maJ:tin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/11/08- 13.6.7.2 

Centre Pass is a prospective student-athlete in her senior year of high school. Big Time College (BTC) is recruiting Centre to play lacrosse next year. 
Centre visited BTC last weekend and received 4 complimentary admissions (Centre, Centre’s mother, Centre’s father and Centre’s uncle) to the football 
game during her official visit. Per NCAA rules, Centre was only permitted to receive 3 complimentary admissions to the game. What happens in this 
situation? 

A. If the impermissible benefit is $100 or less, Centre would have to repay the value of the extra ticket to a charity of her choice and BTC would be 
required to submit the secondary violation to the NCAA 

B. Centre would have to reimburse BTC for the extra ticket 
C. Centre would be prohibited from ever being a student-athlete at BTC 

D. BTC submits the secondary violation to the NCAA and Centre would not be required to pay anything 
The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2 states that during the official visit a maximum of three complimentary admissions to a home athletics event at any 
facility within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s main campus in which the institution’s intercollegiate team practices or competes may be provided to a 
prospective student-athlete. Such complimentary admissions are for the exclusive use of the prospective student-athlete and those persons accompanying 
the prospective student-athlete on the visit and must be issued only through a pass list on an individual-game basis. Such admissions may provide seating 
only in the general seating area of the facility used for conducting the event. Providing seating during the conduct of the event (including intermission) for the 
prospective student-athlete or those persons accompanying the prospective student-athlete in the facility’s press box, special seating box(es) or bench 
area is specifically prohibited. For violations of this bylaw in which the value of the benefit is $100 or less, the eligibility of the individual (prospective or 
enrolled student-athlete) shall not be affected conditioned on the individual repayinq the value of the benefit to a chadtv of his or her choice. The individual, 
however, shall remain ineligible from the time the institution has knowledge of the receipt of the impermissible benefit until the individual repays the benefit. 
Violations of this bylaw remain institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1, and documentation of the individual’s repayment shall be forwarded to the 
enforcement services staff with the institution’s self-report of the violation. (Revised: 1/10/90 effective 8/1/90, 1/11/94, 10/28/97, 11/1/00, 4/26/01 effective 
8/1/01, 4/24/03, 1/9/06) 

~o__t_Ld__~!’_g:s__&__b_j_g_e__%s__t_:_o_K.q 
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Dally Compliance Item- 9/15/08- 13.4.2.4 

The men’s basketball coaches at Big Time University (BTU) would like to create a computer recruiting presentation to show to prospective student-athletes. 
A friend of the head coach, who runs a marketing firm, offers to produce the presentation in exchange for season tickets. 
Would it be permissible for BTU to exchange season tickets for the production of the computer presentation? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 9/11/08-- Recruiting Video/Audio Materials -- Computer Recruiting Presentations (I)- states that pursuant to NCAA 
Bylaw 13.4.2.4, an institution may produce a computer recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation software) to show a prospective student-athlete 
during any permissible on- or off-campus contact. In addition, the computer recruiting presentation may be posted on the institution’s Web site. A computer 
recruiting presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution and may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, 
picture, or likeness. Further, such computer recruiting presentations may not include any video/audio component (except as permitted in Bylaw 13.4.2) or 
any features (e.g., sound effects, animation) that are not included with the presentation software program. Therefore, any highlight film/videotape/audio tape 
incorporated into a computer recruiting presentation may not include clips of activities that are indirectly related to the contests (e.g, team travel, team 
meals, entertainment activities, practice activities, institutional facilities). However, a computer recruiting presentation may include clips of actual athletics 
contests and activities that occur on the day of the contest that are directly related to the contest (e.g., pregame player introductions, half-time band and 
cheerleader performances, locker-room talks, crowd reactions, sideline coaching staff activities, post-game on-field award presentations). Lastly, a 
computer recruiting presentation may include still photographs of activities not directly related to a contest in the recruiting presentation. 

The following questions and answers will assist in the application of Bylaw 13.4.2.4. 

Q: The legislation states that computer recruiting presentations cannot be created by an entity outside the institution. Who may produce the computer 
recruiting presentation at the institution? 

A: Any institutional employee may produce the computer recruiting presentation, including noncoaching athletics department staff members (e.g., 
academic advisor, director of operations). Developing a computer recruiting presentation is not intended to place additional costs on the institution. As 
such an institution may not arrange for an outside entity to prepare the presentation as a gift-in-kind to the institution as this would be contrary to the 
legislation. 

Q: May a computer recruiting presentation be sent to a prospective student-athlete? 

A: Although the presentation may be posted on the institution’s Web site, it may not be sent to a prospective student-athlete because it would be 
considered an impermissible attachment to general correspondence. Permissible attachments to general correspondence may include only 
information that is not created for recruiting purposes. 

Q: If there is a nonathletics video (e.g., virtual tour of campus) on the institution’s Web site, is it permissible to include a hyperlink to the nonathletics video 
in the computer recruiting presentation so that it may be shown during the presentation? In addition, could the institution insert the nonatNetics video 
directly into the computer recruiting presentation? 

A: It is permissible to include a hyperlink to a nonathletics video that is posted on an institution’s Web site provided it meets one of the legislated 
exceptions to Bylaw 13.4.2 (for example, official academic admissions and student services information produced by the institution and available to all 
students). In addition, it is permissible to include in the computer recruiting presentation a hypedink to general informational video content related to an 
institution’s athletics programs, provided such content is generally accessible to the general public and is not created for recruiting purposes. Finally, it 
is permissible to insert a nonathletics video that is available to all students in the computer recruiting presentation. 

Q: May the computer presentation include a permissible highlight film? 

A: It is permissible to insert an actual highlight film (or video/audio tape) into a computer recruiting presentation provided it meets the parameters for a 
highlight film/video/audiotape outlined in Bylaw 13.4.2.1~ 

Q: Is it permissible to use features (e.g., sound effects, animation) that are included with the presentation software program in the computer recruiting 
presentations? 

A: It is permissible to use only those features that are included with the presentation software program. It is not permissible to insert any additional items 
that alter the features of the program to personalize it for the institution or prospective student-athlete. For example, it is permissible to include 
animated clip art or noise effects that are part of the software program. However, it is not permissible to insert an animated version of the institution’s 
mascot or a sound clip of the institution’s fight song into the computer recruiting presentation. 

Q: Is it permissible for a prospective student-athlete to view the computer recruiting presentation on a television or monitor? 

A: It is permissible to connect the computer to a television or monitor for viewing. An institution also may show the computer presentation in a classroom 
setting with a projector/projection screen or on the wall. When considering how to show the presentation using different devices (e.g., television, 
projections screen), it is important to note a computer must be used as the source of the presentation when shown. 

[References: Division I Bylaws 13.4.1 (recruiting materials), 13.4.1.1 (printed recruiting materials), 13.4.2 (video/audio materials), 13.4.2.1 (highlight 
film/videotape/audiotape), 13.4.2.2 (videotapes/audio tapes/electronically produced information (nonathletics) available to all students), 13.4.23 (hall of 
fame/museum videotape/audio tape) and 13.4.2.4 (computer recruiting presentations); an official interpretation (3/14/07, item No. 1 ); and a staff 
interpretation (4/18/07, item No. 1 )] 
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<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers 

<molly.myers@illanova.edt~-; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelman 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu’~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@mayquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 
<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff <fsegaloff~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~xelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <~semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtr>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; JmmitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr>; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/16/08- l 1.7. l. 1. 1.4 

Head Women’s Swim Coach at College USA would like her student-athletes to participate in yoga classes during the fall semester as part of the 
conditioning program. Which of the following individuals can teach yoga to student-athletes? 

A. Institutional staff member 
B. Strength Coach 
C. Individual outside of the athletics department as long as the individual is counted within the team’s coaching staff limitations 

D. All of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.1.1.4 states that an institution may use or arrange for a temporary consultant to provide in-service training for the 
coaching staff, but no interaction with student-athletes is permitted unless the individual is counted against the applicable coaching limits. An outside 
consultant may not be involved in any on- or off-field or on- or off-court coaching activities (e.g., attending practices and meetings involving coaching 
activities, formulating game plans, analyzing videotape or film involving the institution’s or opponent’s team) without counting the consultant in the coaching 
limitations in that sport. (Adopted: 1/10/92; Revised: 3/10/04) 

There have been several secondary violations reported to the NCAA associated with the use of yoga instructors. 

[eond~ras({{biqe~sl.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 17, 2008 6:32 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Shoshanna 

Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; DitlJner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bige&st.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmmm@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ddeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~-~daniel.t.rega~@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Sama~tha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletkifights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smmphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maxgolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<sehoppla@shu.edtr~; bonne@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtc~; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Fazrah Sega]off 

<fsegaJolt@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Jenni[Er Brashear <jennifer.brasheag@tu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megm~ McGmne <mmcgraJ~e@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edtr~; StricklaJld, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mml.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vmlgelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 

Mmlcini --~mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registnn.gatech.edu>; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Ham@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll --dmollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; Kathy Meehml <meehmlk@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcomplimlce@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

--~chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney ~-delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 
<khickey@searletknights.com% Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; .lessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scasletknights.com>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; JaJnie Johnson 

<tjohnson@scadetknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr 

FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker--~dbal&e@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

~sloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth --~ahawofftl@admin.us£edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<edeasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft ~Msmfft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtc,; Smldy Weber <sandsij@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtc,; Loretta Lamar 

<lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shults, William <wshflt@admin.fsu.edu~; ,lon Fagg <j fagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu;,; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxmer <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tally 

<tullyca@~.edu-~; Julie ttermann @dlerm0 l@loui~4lle.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmermm~ 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Delx~rah Gray "<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edw~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr --~wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; Statz, Kath~yn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Ken Schank 

<kschank@bigeas~t.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.cent~ell@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneaJme@shu.edu>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org~; Kris Richardson 

<kiichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Dan White-<twhite@bigeast.org>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edw~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com% Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedward@admin.ust:edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <heroberti~)vt.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Steven Koo --dcoost@bc.edu>; Molly Myers <mmyers@no(theas~t.org>; 

Dan Baxtholomae <~tbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smmp£ Rick 

<RStumpt;(c))admin.usf.edu>; Rya~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinso@uakron.edu~; Tom Caxacciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.o~g>; Amy Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alicia Alford Queally 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolax <btola@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean <medem~@rice.edtc,; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Sarah Emmett ~:semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock ~:~xc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu;,; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeas~t.org>; Megm~ Finch 

<megma finch@ncsu.edu-~; John Harwood <iharwoo&~providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edtr~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.Nizzar~mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bige&st.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/17/08- Current Event 

Title IX violated at two-year California college 
USA TODAY.com 



San Diego Mesa College, a two-year school, has entered into an agreement with the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights after an investigation confirmed 
"substantial and unjustified" Title IX violations in the school’s athletic program. 

OCR identified violations that were the subject of a complaint made by former women’s basketball head coach Lorri Sulpizio shortly before she and her domestic partner, 
former director of basketball operations Cathy Bass, were fired. 

OCR’s investigation focused on gender disparities in the treatment of student-athletes but did not include Sulpizio’s and Bass’ retaliation and employment-discrimination 
claims, which are the subject of a pending lawsuit. 

Mesa entered into an agreement that includes avoiding scheduling conflicts to assure female athletes the use of the women’s locker room and hiring a trainer to increase 
access to athletics training for female athletes. Mesa’s compliance will be monitored by OCR. 

In another Title IX-related development, San Diego State assistant strength and conditioning coach Courtney Bale has filed a sex-discrimination suit against the California 
State University Board of Trustees, alleging disparate treatment and unequal pay because of gender. Bale is the third current or former Aztecs coach to seek remedy in court 
since November. 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 18, 2008 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu:>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu:>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmifla@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; Joseph Klauder -<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.hntthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamax@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edtc>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~]Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu:>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu:>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

---slyon@tJaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shnlts, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!ash <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.lrice@maxqnette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scaxletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtv~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.~?cherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtv~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtv~; Brian Waxcup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stottbr <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Edease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <[iohnson@scaxletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmnllin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scadetknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac }tart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <mmyers@northeast.org>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler < refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan 

McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’f~_Smmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <’daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edtr>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <’todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~sprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; (?inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie tlemmnn @dmrm0 l@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarak Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr>; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/18/08- 13.7.2.5 

A local high school glee club has contacted College USA’s ticket office about attending a soccer game next week. The soccer game they would like to 
attend is "group night". College USA’s policy for "group night" is to allow free admission to any group with 15 or more people. The date of the soccer game 
falls within a dead period, is it permissible for College USA to provide free admission to the glee club? 

A. Yes, as long as the free admission is provided in accordance with institutional policy and the athletic department’s only involvement is providing the 
complimentary admissions 

B. No, prospect aged individuals cannot receive complimentary admission to any athletic event during a dead period 
C. No, only athletic teams may receive complimentary admissions 

D. Yes, prospect aged individuals can always receive complimentary admissions 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 13.7.2.5 states that the limitations on providing entertainment to a prospective student-athlete shall not extend to a visit to the 
institution’s campus for a purpose having nothing whatsoever to do with the prospective student-athlete’s athletics recruitment by the institution (e.g., band 
trip, fraternity weekend, athletics team’s attendance at a sporting event with the high school coach). The institution’s athletics department or representatives 
of its athletics interests may not be involved in any way with the arrangements for the visit, other than providing (in accordance with established policy) free 
admissions to an athletics event on a group basis, rather than personally to the prospective student-athlete. 

[eondaras@biqeast.orq 

CEO’S,    40x.~?r~SJ>;:;$9 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 22, 2008 8:43 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu:>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu:>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunninghana 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.hntthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamay@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edtc>; Michael Dean --~medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu:>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu:>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shnlts, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!osh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.lrice@mayquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scayletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edw~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~Tcherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scadetknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu~; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <tiohnson@scmletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <mmyers@northeast.org>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler < refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan 

McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~f~_Smmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~ttJmmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeasl.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yT.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edtr>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --qza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --qdeblois@bigeasl.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-~mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~sprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edw~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9,/22/08- 14.3.1.2.2 

Third N. Long is a prospective student-athlete who initially enrolled at College USA this fall. Third completed 16 core courses in high school, including an 
internet course. The Internet course was offered to all students and was conducted within the high school’s established academic policies. 

Can Third use this course to satisfy core course requirements? 

Yes, as long as the course meets all of the parameters of Bylaw 14.3.1.2.2. 

NCAA By|aw 14.3.1.2.2 Nontraditional Courses. 

Courses taught via the Internet, distance learning, independent study, individualized instruction, correspondence, and courses taught by similar means may be used to 

satisfy NCAA core-course requiremenk~ if all of the following conditions aJ-e satisfied: (Adopted ill 1/00 effective 8/L/OOfor those student-athletesfirst entering a 

collegiate institution on or after 8//1/’00) 

(a) The course meets all requirements for a core course as defined in Bylaw 14.3.1.2; 

(b) The instructor and the student have access to one another during the duration of the course for purposes of teaching, evaluating and providing assis~tance to the 
student; 

(c) Evaluation of the student’s work is conducted by the appropriate academic atlthorities in accordance with the high school’s established academic policies; and 

(d) The course is acceptable for any student and is placed on the high school transcript. 

j_c_o___t~__q~_r_t!_s__~_~_h__ia~_s__t_,_er_g. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 23, 2008 8:45 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu:>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu:>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -<Joseph.Klaude@hofs~tra.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.hntthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamay@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edtc>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu:>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu:>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

---slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shnlts, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!osh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.lrice@mayquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scayletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtv~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <[iohnson@scmletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac }tart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <mmyers@northeast.org>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler < refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan 

McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’f~_Smmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edtr>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdema~cco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague <~sprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (~inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann <jkllerm01@louisville.edu-; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.e&P; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu-; Terri ttowes <lerri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9,/23/08- 12. 1.2.1.4 

Putt Putt is a golf student-athlete at Big Time University. Over the summer, Putt participated in a golf tournament. A coffee shop in Putt’s hometown donated 
$1000 to the state golf association earmarked specifically for Putt to cover his expenses to attend the tournament. The state golf association (who is not a 
sponsor of the golf tournament) provided the funds to Putt, who used the money to cover a majority of his expenses for participation in the tournament. 
Has Putt jeopardized his amateur status in golf? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column -- Amateurism -- Individual’s Receipt of Expenses to Participate in Athletics Competition (I)- states that in 
accordance with NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.1.4.5 (expenses from sponsor other than parents/legal guardian or nonprofessional sponsor of event), it is permissible 
for an individual to receive actual and necessary expenses to participate in athletics competition (while not representing an educational institution) from the 
individual’s parents/legal guardians and the nonprofessional organization that is sponsoring the competition. In addition, in accordance with Bylaw 
12.1.2.1.4.3 (expenses from outside team or organization), an individual may receive actual and necessary expenses for travel room and board, apparel 
and equipment from an outside amateur sports team or organization, for competition and practice held in preparation for such competition. 
However, based on Bylaw 12.1.2.1.4 (expenses, awards and benefits) and its subsections, an individual jeopardizes his or her intercollegiate eligibility if he 
or she accepts any excessive or improper expenses= This includes expenses donated directly to the individual from outside sources not permitted under 
NCAA legislation. In addition, an individual may not receive money donated to an amateur team or orqanization earmarked for the individual’s use. 
In golf, institutions should be aware that outside sources (e.g., neighbors, golf clubs, local businesses) are providing money to individuals to cover expenses 
to participate in golf competition. Moreover, it appears the money is provided directly to the individual or through a state or regional golf association and not 
through the sponsor of the event or any outside amateur sports team or organization. Institutions should note that providing expenses in this manner may 
jeopardize an individual’s eligibility. The following situations will assist in the application of Bylaws 12.1.2.1.4.5 and 12.1.2.1.4.3 to individuals involved in golf 
competition: 
1. Situation: An individual participates in a junior amateur qualifying golf competition and qualifies for the championship. The local golf club raises 
$3,000 earmarked specifically for the individual and gives the money to the individual to cover his or her expenses to attend the championship. The 
individual attends the championship and covers his or her expenses with the money raised by the golf club. 
Question: Has the individual jeopardized his or her eligibility in golf? 
Answer: Yes, the individual has accepted earmarked expenses from an impermissible source and, thus, would not be eligible (subject to student- 
athlete reinstatement) to participate in intercollegiate golf competition. 
2. Situation: An individual participates in a golf tournament. A local business donates $300 to the golf team that the individual is representing in the 
competition. The golf team uses the funds to cover the team’s expenses to attend the championship. 
Question: Has the individual jeopardized his or her eligibility in golf? 
Answer: No, provision of such funds is permissible under Bylaw 12=1.2=1.4.3 and, therefore, the money may be used to cover the individual’s actual 
and necessary expenses for travel, room and board, apparel and equipment. 
3. Situation: An individual participates in a golf tournament. A neighbor donates $500 to the state golf association earmarked specifically for the 
individual to cover his or her expenses to attend the tournament. The state golf association (who is not a sponsor of the golf tournament) provides the funds 
to the individual, who uses the money to cover a portion of his or her expenses for participation in the tournament. 
Question: Has the individual jeopardized his or her eligibility in golf? 
Answer: Yes, although the amount received does not exceed his or her actual and necessary expenses, the payment was earmarked for the specific 
individual= As a result, the individual no longer would be eligible (subject to student-athlete reinstatement) to participate in intercollegiate golf competition= 
4. Situation: A nonprofessional sponsor of a golf tournament will reimburse actual and necessary expenses for amateur participants. The 
tournament will reimburse up to $100 per day. 
Question: May an individual accept money to cover actual and necessary expenses? 
Answer: Yes, the individual may accept money to cover only actual and necessary expenses from the nonprofessional sponsor of the event. 
[References: Bylaws 12.1.2.1.4 (expenses, awards and benefits), 12.1.2.1.4.3 (expenses from outside team or organization) and 12.1.2.1.4.5 (expenses 
from sponsor other than parents/legal guardians or nonprofessional sponsor of event)] 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 24, 2008 8:33 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu:>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu:>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -<Joseph.Klaude@hofs~tra.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.hntthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamay@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edtc>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu:>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu:>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

---slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shnlts, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!osh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.lrice@mayquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scayletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtv~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <[iohnson@scmletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac }tart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <mmyers@northeast.org>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler < refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan 

McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’f~_Smmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edtr>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdema~cco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~sprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9,/24/08- 14.4.3.4.4 

Serve S. Ace is a tennis student-athlete at College America. Here is Serve’s academic record: 
2006-07 academic year- Freshman- completed 15 hours, including a 3-hour remedial course 
2007-08 academic year- Sophomore- completed 15 hours, including 6 hours of remedial courses 
Can Serve use the remedial courses to meet progress toward degree standards? 

A. Yes, all 9 hours of remedial courses may be used 
B. Yes, 3 hours of remedial courses from freshman year may be used 
C. Yes, 6 hours of remedial courses from sophomore year may be used 
D. No, none of the remedial courses may be used 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.4 states that remedial, tutorial or noncredit courses may be used by the student to satisfy the minimum academic 
progress requirement of Bylaw 14.4.3.1 only if they meet all of the following conditions: 

(a) The courses must be considered by the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program; 

(b) The courses must be given the same weight as others in the institution in determining the student’s status for full-time enrollment; 

(c) Noncredit courses may not exceed the maximum institutional limit for such courses in any baccalaureate degree program (or the student’s specific 
baccalaureate degree program once a program has been designated); and 

(d) Credit in such courses shall not exceed six-semester or nine-quarter hours, and the courses must be taken during the student’s first academic year of 
collegiate enrollment. (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; for those student-athletes first entedng a collegiate institution on or after 8/1/03) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 25, 2008 6:53 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Shoshanna 

Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; DitlJner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmmm@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ddeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~daniel.t.rega~@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Sama~tha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio --jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcnp <bwarcup@scarletkifights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smmphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maxgolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<sehoppla@shn.edtr~; bonne@rmn.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtc~; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Fazrah Sega]off 

<fsegaJolt@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Jenni[Er Brashear <jennifer.brasheag@tu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Meg~m McGrane <mmcgraJ~e@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edtr~; StricklaJld, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mml.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <nlaxielle.vmlgelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 

Mmlcini --~mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registnn.gatech.edu>; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Torn Odjakjian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll --dmollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marqnette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley--~maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehaJlk@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcomplimlce@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

--~chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney ~-delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 
<khickey@searletknights.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; .lessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scasletknights.com>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; JaJnie Johnson 

<Ljohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr 

FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Dang Bakker--~dbal&e@depaul.eda>; Donna Sloa~ 

~sloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunninghmn <kcanning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth --~ahawortJl@admin.us£edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft ~Msmfft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtc,; Smldy Weber <sandsij@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtc,; Loretta Lamar 

<lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu~; Jamie Mullin <jpmnllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shnlts, William <wshflt@admin.fsu.edu~; ,lon Fagg <j fagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu;,; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@~.edu-~; Julie ttermann <jldlenn0 l@loui~zille.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmermm~ 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Delx~rah Gray "<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edw~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boacher <jbouche@admin.us£eda>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr --~wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marqaette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.eda; Statz, Kath~yn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Ken Schank 

<kschank@bigeas~t.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.cent~ell@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneaJme@shu.edn>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org~; Kris Richardson 

<kiichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Dan White-<twhite@bigeast.org>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edw~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com:~; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sus~m Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedward@admin.ust:edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <heroberti~)vt.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.eda>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.eda>; Steven Koo --dcoost@bc.edu>; Molly Myers <mmyers@no(theas~t.org>; 

Dan Baxtholomae <~tbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.anc.edu>; Stumpl~ Rick 

<RStumpt;(c))admin.usf.eda>; Rya~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.eda>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinso@uakron.edu~; Tom Caxacciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.o~g>; Amy Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alicia Alford Queally 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolax <btola@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean <medem~@rice.edtc,; Jamb Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Sarah Emmett ~:semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock ~:~xc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@ntoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu;,; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeas~t.org>; MegaJ~ Finch 

<megma finch@ncsu.edu-~; John Harwood <iharwoo&~providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edtr~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzar~mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9,/25/08- 14.7.1.1.1 

Big Time College (BTC) has a fall break next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Classes will not be in session during this time and the institution will be 
closed. Pinch Hitter, a student-athlete on BTC’s softball team, wants to participate on an outside team during this vacation period. 



is it permissible for Pinch to participate on an outside team during this vacation period? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.7.t.t.1 states that a student-athlete may compete outside of the institution’s declared playing and practice season as a member of an outside team in 
any noncollegiate, amateur competition during any official vacation period published in the institution’s catalog. The number of student-athletes from any one institution shall 
not exceed the applicable limits set forth in Bylaw 17.32.2. (Adopted: 1/11/94 effective 8/1/94) 

if the competition begins on Saturday, can Pinch participate? 

Yes. NCAA Staff interpretation- 7/28/04- Participating on Outside Team During the Weekend Before or After an Official Vacation Period (I)- states that a student- 
athlete may compete outside his or her institution’s declared playing and practice season as a member of an outside team in any noncollegiate, amateur competition on a 
weekend (not included in the institution’s catalog as a vacation period) that immediately precedes or follows an institution’s official vacation period (e.g., Memorial Day), 
pt~)vided the student-athlete does not miss class or exams. [References: Bylaw 14.7.1.1 (outside competition = sports other than basketball -- exception); 11/22/95 staff 
interpretation, item a, and 6/15/99 staff interpretation, item a, which have been archived.] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 29, 2008 8:32 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu:>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu:>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hanvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunninghana 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.hntthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamay@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edtc>; Michael Dean --~medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu:>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu:>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shnlts, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, 

.!osh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.lrice@mayqnette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scayletknights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edw~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~Tcherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scadetknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgemwn.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edu~; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <tiohnson@scmletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Ken Schank <k~hank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers <mmyers@northeast.org>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler < refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan 

McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~f~_Smmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~ttJmmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edn>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeasl.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yT.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edtr>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --qza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --qdeblois@bigeasl.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-~mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeas~t.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~’csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; G-inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlemaann @daerm01@louisville.edu~; Kathy Meehaaa <meehank@stjohns.e&P; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villmaova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoma.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarala Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Tern ttowes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9,/29/08- PTD- Minors 

Below is a newly posted official interpretation on LSDBi: 

Use of Credits Earned in a Minor to Satis~ Progress-Toward-Degree Requirements (I) 

Date Issued: Sep 17, 2008 

Type: Official 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The committee confirmed flaat a voluntary or optional minor is a minor that is not a required element of the original baccalaureate degree program tbr all students; 
therefore, credits earned toward a voluntary or optional minor may not be used to satisfy credit-hour requirements after the first two years of enrollment or percentage 

of degree lequilements even if the student-athlete must complete the requirements for the voluntaly or optional minor in order to graduate. A stadent-athlete may use 

credits earned in a minor only if the minor is a lequired element for all students to obtain the original baccalaureate deglee. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.4.3.1.6.1 (documentation of degree program designation), 14.4.3.1.7 (hours earned or accepted for degree credit) and an 8/14/85 

official interpretation (8/14/85, Item No. 6-e-(3)-(c)] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 30, 2008 9:20 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu->; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu->; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --:medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--:slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --:shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu->; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jda~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksha~k@scarletknights.com; l~,valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edu>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.affor&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edw>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dma Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw>; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljolms.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

--:gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edtP; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell~villanova.edtP; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Dela~ey <delmaekl @stjohns.edw>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers --:mmyers@northeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob FieNer 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@sljohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, Kathlyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmenna~ <ttimmenn@nd.edu;>; athcmpll@admin.us£edu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppmm~ <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edw~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usiledu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmad@bigeasl.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeasl.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeasl.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tnn~ghese 

<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara ttenderson <blladams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@loaisville.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<contx~y. l@nd.edu-~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robinmaxtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/30/08- Baseball Academic Enhancement Legislation 

Spin Two is a prospective student-athlete who will be initially enrolling in college this spring at College USA. Spin would like to play baseball at College USA 
and has been certified as a qualifier/amateur by the NCAA Eligibility Center. 
Can Spin compete during the spring 2009 season? Will he also have to meet progress toward degree requirements prior to the start of the fall 2009 
semester in order to be eligible for the 2009-10 academic year? 
Yes, Spin may compete upon enrollment during the spring 2009 season. Also, Spin must complete the applicable progress toward degree requirements 
prior to the fall 2009 semester in order to be eligible for the 2009-10 academic year. 

Baseball Academic Enhancement Proposals Implementation and Frequently Asked Questions (I) 

Date Issued: Sep 25, 2008 

Type: Ed. Cohmm 

Item Ref: 2 

Interpretation: 

The tbllowing document is meant to summarize the intent and ettEctive date of each of the baseball academic enhancement proposals. The actual language t~om the 

intent statements and effective dates may be tbund on the NCAA Legislative SenTices Database tbr the Intemet. 

1. Fall-Term Certification. 

Intent: To require baseball student-athletes to be eligible for all competition at the time of enrolhnent in each fall term. Baseball student-athletes shall not "get 

well" academically through performance in the fall term. 

Effective date: August 1, 2008. Beginning with the 2008-09 academic year, all baseball s~ndent-athletes mufft meet this new rule. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

2. 

Question: May an institution that obtains grades t~om coursework completed over the summer term certify the stadent- athlete eligible if the grades for the 

courses aJce not available until after the begimfing of the fall term? 

Answer: Yes, NCAA rules related to the timing of certification continue to apply to baseball in the same way they do for other sports (e.g., incomplete grades, 

late arfving grades). The process of certifying the eligibility of a baseball student-athlete did not change. 

Question: What ifa stndent-athlete enrolls midyear? 

~Mtswer: A freshman who graduates fi~om high school early and enrolls midyear (or an individual who delays initial collegiate enrollment) may compete in his 

tirsl spring, provided he satisfies the initial-eligibility standards (i.e., academic ~md amateur s~atus). Institutions that have continuing student-athletes Mao 

initially enrolled midyear will be required to certify the appropriate NCAA progress-toward-degree rules at the appropriate time, even if this occurs midyear. 

Case Study: An incoming baseball student-athlete enrolls full time at Baseba]l Universfly in January 2009, is certified as a qualifier and does not have any 

amateurism issues. This stndent-athlete may compete in the immediate spring season because this is the student-athlete’s first tenn of tiJll-time enrollment. 
Further, this student-athlete must have satisfied the applicable progress-toward-degree rules prior to the 2009 fall term in order to be eligible for competition 

for the 2010 spring season. Finally, as other progress-toward-degree requirements become applicable, it will be necessm7 to certify those requirements at 

the appropriate time, which may include the time period after the fall term and before the winter tern1 (e.g., 40 percent of degree requirements following the 

student-athlete’s foarth term of full-time enrollment). In this example, if the student-athlete continnes to eI~roll full time in consecutive terms following Ja~ma~ 

2009, Baseball UniversiU will be required to certi~ that he satisfies the 40 percent requirement following the 2010 fall term. 

Question: Does the grade-point average requirement have to be certified at midyeax? 

Answer: Yes, progress-toward-degree requirements specify that each student-athlete’s grade-point average shall to be certified after each term, beginning with 

the second year of enrollment. 

Question: May a baseball two-year college or 4-2-4 transfer student-athlete transfer midyear and be immediately eligible at the new institution? 
Answer: No, the new rule precludes midyear transfers from being eligible for competition immediately. Such transfers may practice and be provided athletics 

financial aid, provided they meet applicable transfer requirements. However, the student-athlete roll count in the overall counter limit and the financial aid roll 

apply to the 11.7 team limit. 

Question: May a 4-2-4 transfer student-athlete be eligible for the spring season if he is not eligible when he transfers to the certifying institution in the fall. 
Answer: Yes, if the only reason tbr his ineligibility is that one calendar year has not elapsed since witMrawing t?om the tirsl lbnr-year institution. 

Case Study: A student-athlete attends a four-year college for the 2007-08 academic year and the fall 2008 semester. For the spring 2009 semester, the 

student-athlete transfers to a two-year college. The stadent-athlete plans to transfer to a second tbur-year college for the 2009-10 academic year. He will 

complete at least 12 transferable credits at the j unior college and earn his associate’s degree before transferring to the four-year college. Will the student-athlete 

be eligible lbr competition during the 2009-10 academic year? The student-athlete will not be eligible for competition daring the fall semester, bat he may be 

eligible for the spring semester. He will not be eligible in the lhll because one calendeJr yem has not elapsed since his depm’ture from the first four-year college. 

However, per Bylaw- 14.5.6.3, it is not required that the calendar year elapse prior to the studelffs enrollment, but the calendar year must elapse before the 

student represents the certifying institution in intercollegiate competition. In this case, if the one calendar year requirement is the only reason the student is 

ineligible in the fall and if the s~dent meets pl~ogress-toward degree requirements (e.g., six hours, grade-point average) at the beginning of the spring 2010 

semester, he will be eligible for competition in the spring 2010 season. 

Transfer Year in Residence. 
Intent: Four-yeay college baseball transfer student-athletes nmst complete one academic year in residence at their new school before becoming eligible to 
compete at that school. 

Effective date: Beginning in 2008-09, all transfers must serve a year in residence. 



3, 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Question: May a baseball student-athlete transtEr to a Division I institution alter the 2008 spring term (i.e., enroll in summer term) and use the one-time 

transtEr exception? 

Answer: No. Because this student-athlete will be subject to the new transfer requirement in full 2008, he must satisfy a year in residence prior to competing in 

baseball at his new school or he must satisfy a different transfer exception. 

Question: May a baseball student-athlete Mlo has not previously received athletics aid transfer and use the one-time transfer exception? 

_~lswer: No. All transfer s~ldent- athletes Mlo wish to play baseball must satisfy the year in residence at the new institution unless they are eligible to use 

another exception to the transfer residence requirement (e.g., nonrecruited student exception, two-year nonparticipation or minimal participation exception). 

However, a baseball student-athlete who was not recruited by the original four-year institution and has never received athletics aid fs~om any four-year institution 

may use the one-time transfer exception, provided all of the conditions axe met. (See NCAA Bylaw- 14.5.5.2.10.1 .) 

Mhfimum Financial !kid mid Squad Limit 

Intent: To limit the awarding of equivalencies in baseball to 27 counters annually; require each counter to receive a minimum of25-percent equivalency; and 

limit the baseball roster to 35 student-athletes. 

Effective date: 
a. Counters. Thirty in the 2008-09 academic year. Twenty seven in the 2009-10 academic year and beyond. 

b. Twenty-Five-Percent Eqaivalency. August 1, 2008, tbr students initially enrolling full time at a four-year institution on or after August 1, 2008. 

c. Squad limit. August 1, 2008, for the 2008-09 season mid beyond. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Question: Does a baseball student-athlete who is a counter continue to count against the ins~titutiosfs limit on the smmber of counters if that s~dent-athlete quits 

the temu? 
Answer: Yes, all regulations related to counters in Bylaw 15.5.1 apply to baseball (with the exception of Bylaw 15.5.1.2). Thus, tmless an exception is 

satisfied, once a student-athlete becomes a counter, he will remain a counter for the entire academic yeas. 

Question: Begirming in 2008-09, must an institution increase a student-athlete’s equivalency to 25 percent if he enrolled at the institution in an academic year 

prior to the 2008-09 academic year? 

Answer: No. The miniman~ aid requirement is required only tbr student- athletes M~o initially enroll full time at any tbur-year institution on or after August 1, 

2008 (e.g., freshman, tw’o-year college transfers). 

Case Study: A baseball student-athlete initially enrolled full time at Baseball University in the 2006-07 academic year and has received a 10 percent 

equivalency lbr each of those two academic years. The athletics aid provided to this baseball student-athlete during the 2008-09 academic year would not have 

to be increased to an equivalency of 25 percent. However, a baseball prospective student-athlete who will be awarded athletics aid at Baseball University for 

the 2008-09 academic yeas and who initially enrolled full time at a two-year college for the 2006-07 and 2007-08 academic years, must be awarded a 

minimum equivalency of 25 percent athletics aid in baseball at Baseball Universi~’. 

Question: Begisming in 2008-09, must an institution awaxd a four-year transfer student-athlete an equivalency of 25 percent or greater, even if he initially 
enrolled at a four-year collegiate institution prior to 2008-09? 

:Maswer: No. The minimum aid reqnirement applies only to s~mdent- athletes who initially enroll at an5, four-year collegiate institution during the 2008-09 

academic year and thereafter. Therefore, any student-athlete who attended a four-year college, regardless of division, as a full-time student prior to the 2008- 

09 academic year is not required to be provided a minimum 25-percent equivalency (e.g., 4-2-4 transfer). 

Case Study: A baseball student-athlete initially enrolled full time at Fas~ball University, a Division II lbur-year college in the 2006-07 academic year and 

received a 10-percent equivalency tbr the academic year. He transt~rred to a two-year college tbr the 2007-08 academic year. tte then transfers to State 

University, a Division I tbur-year college, tbr the 2008-09 academic year. The athletics aid provided to this baseball student-athlete during the 2008-09 

academic year is not required to be at an equivalency value of 25 percent because he initially enrolled at a four-year institution prior to 2008-09. 

Question: Beginning in 2008-09, may an institution provide a walk-on baseball student-athlete who enrolled in 2007-08 (or any other academic yeas prior to 

the 2008-09 academic year) with athletics aid at less than 25-percent equivalency? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: Ifa baseball student-athlete on athletics aid enrolls midyear, do they have to receive 25-percent equivalency tbr the spring tesan or must they receive 

an amount that would have equated to 25-percent equivalency for the entire year? 

Answer: An institution must provide a baseball student-athlete who enrolls midyear and receives athletics aid with a minimum 25-percent equivalency for that 

spring term, which would result in a minimum 12.5-percent equivalency for the academic year. 

Case Study: To demonstrate the answer above, Baseball University has a full grant-in-aid amount equal to $20,000 for the academic year. A baseball 
student-athlete who enrolls midyear and receives athletics aid must be provided a minimum of $2,500, which is equal to 25 percent for the spring term and 12.5 

percent for the entire academic year. 

Question: If athletically related financial aid is awarded to a student-athlete for the first time after the beginning of the thll "term (e.g., six weeks atter classes 

begin), must the student-athlete receive athletically related and other countable aid that is equal to or greater than 25 percent of an equivalency or may the aid 

be prorated to meet the minimum requirement? 

_~lswer: The finmacial aid may be prorated to meet the minimum requirement. At the point the aid is awarde& a combination of atlfletically related and other 
countable aid must cover at least 25 percent of the student-athlete’s costs of tuition and fees, room, board and books for the remainder of the academic year. 

Question: A recruited incoming stadent- athlete was not awarded athletically related financial aid, but he became a counter because lie received an outside 

scholarship for which athletics participation is a major criterion. Must this student-athlete receive athletically related and other countable aid that is equal to or 

greater thma 25 percent of an equivalency? 

±~’llswer: Yes. 

Question: May an institutional scholarship that could otherwise be exempted from a s~dent-athlete’s equivalency computation as an academic honor award 

coant toward the minimum 25 percent of an equivalency. 
Answer: Institutional financial aid that could otherwise be exempted from an institution’s equivalency computation (e.g., academic honor awards) may be used 

to meet an individual student-athlete’s minimum eqaivalency value, provided the aid is al~ counted toward "the maximan~ institutional grant-in-aid limitation. In 

such cases, the full mnount of the award must count toward "the individual student-athlete’s equivalency mad "the institutional grant-n-aid limitation. 

Question: An inslitution awards ffmctly need-based aid to a student-athlete but athletics intercedes in the financial aid mad admissions process. Is the financial 

aid provided to the student-athlete required to be awarded at a level of 25-percent equivalency’? 
Answer: Bylaw- 15.5.4.1.1 establishes an exception to the minimum 25 percent equivalency for an institution that awurds aid based solely on demonstrated 

financial need, even if athletics intercedes on behalf of the s~dent-athlete to assist in obtaining the aid. 

Question: When must the baseball varsi~-ros~ter limit be finalized? 
Answer: The varsityq~oster limit must be finalized by the day prior to the institution’s firs~t seheduled baseball contest in the championship segment. 

Question: Will there be exceptions or replacements to the varsity-ros~ter limit for injured student-athletes or student-athletes who quit after the varsity-roster 



limit is established? 

Answer: No. 

Question: Mat’ the minimum financial aid percentage consist of [x~th athletics and nonathletics countable aid? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: Does the baseball-ros~ter limit eliminate junior-varsity teams? 

_~lswer: No; however, once the varsi~" roster limit is set, a student-athlete on that roster shall not compete with a junior-vaxsi~" team and a student-athlete not 

on that junior-varsity roster shall not compete with the vaJrsity team. 

Question: If a student-athlete is a counter, must they be included in the 35-roster limit? 

±~’llswer ¯ Yes. 

Question: A student-athlete enrolls in the fall and receives athletically related financial aid. In December, the student-athlete decides to transfer. Must this 

student-athlete count toward the varsi~’-squad size limitation of 35 student-athletes? 

±~mswer: Yes. A student-athlete who is counter (per Bylaw 15.5.1) nmst be included in the varsity-sqnad limit. A s~dent-athlete who becomes a counter at 

any point in the academic year remains a counter tbr the entire academic year, even if he transfers or mthdmws ti~om the institution. 

Question: A student-athlete enrolls in the fall and receives athletically related financial aid. In January, the student-athlete is injured to an extent that he will not 

participate for the remaJmder of the year. Must this student-athlete count toward the vaxsity-squad size limitation of 35 student-athletes? 

Answer: Yes. A student-athlete who is counter (per Bylaw 15.5.1 ) must be included in the varsity-squad limit. A s~tudent-athlete who becomes a counter at 

any point in the academic year remains a counter for the entire academic year, even if he will not participate in the spring season. 

Question: A recruited incoming student-athlete was not awarded athletically related financial aid, but he became a counter because he received an outside 
scholeaship for which athletics participation is a maior criterion. This student-athlete was cut from the team after the fall nonchampionship segment (or quits or 

transfers). Must he count toward the varsity-squad size limitation? 
Answer: Yes. 

Question: May an institution declare fewer than 35 student- athletes toward the varsi~- squad size limitation as of the day- prior to its first scheduled contest in 

the championship segment of the playing and practice season and add additional student-athletes later? 

Answer: Yes. Note, however, that any student-athlete who is a counter for financial aid purposes must count toward the varsity-squad size limitation. In 

addition, ant, student-athlete who participates in countable athletically activities ruth a subvarsity team after the initial declaration mat’ not be added to the 

vaysi~- squad limit. 

Question: Ifa student-athlete is not included in the vaxsity- squad size limitation of 35, must he be listed as "cut" on the baseball squad list form? 

Answer: No. The varsity-squad size limitation is separate fl~om the squad list form. A student-athlete who is not part of the 35 in the varsity- squad limit may 

continue to be listed on the squad list form as a current s~dent-athlete. This will be the case Ibr institutions that have subvmsity squads. 

4. NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance Penalty. 

Intent: To penalize only those teams that historically underperform academically by reducing their permissible mmlber of games and playing season. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Question: When is a baseball team subject to these additional penalties? 

±Maswer: These additional penalties will be applied to teams that are subject to Occasion-Two Historical Penalties. For detailed information on the penalU 

structure, retbr to the penalty guide on the NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Pertbmmnce Web site at www.ncaa.org. 
Question: Will these penalties be in addition to other Occasion-Two Historical Penalties? 

Answer: Yes, teams will also be subject to the other penalties (e.g., financial aid, practice restrictions). 

Question: Is there relief for baseball temns that demonstrate improvement? 

Answer: Yes, consistent with how all historical penalties are administere& tbr teaaus that demonstrate improvement as defined by the Committee on Academic 

Pefl’onnance, the penalb" will be a five percent reduction of the playing season and number of contests. For teams that do not demonslrate improvement, the 

penalb" will be a 10 pereent reduction of the playing season and number of contesls. 

Question: When will ins~dtutions be notified that they are subject to this penalU? 
Answer: The notification of such penalties will occur approximately 18 months prior to the season in which the penalty nmst be taken. For example, during the 

fall of the 2008-09 academic year, teams will be notified that they are subject to these penalties for the 2010 season. In this example, the team must take the 

penalty during the 2009-10 academic year. 

Question: Is there a waiver opportuni~’ available? 
Answer: Yes, there is a waiver process for teans subject to historical penalties. It should be noted that the Committee on Academic Pertbrmance will analyze 

these penalties consistent with its process for other penalties. 

~o__t_!_d__~!’_g:s__~.__b_j_ff_e__%s__l__:_o_K.q 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 1, 2008 8:58 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu->; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu->; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buttalo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --:medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--:slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --:shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu->; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jda~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksha~k@scarletknights.com; l~,valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.aJfor&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edw>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw>; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljolms.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edtP; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella~villanova.edtP; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Dela~ey <delmaekl @stjohns.edw>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers --:mmyers@northeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob FieNer 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@sljohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, Kathlyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmenna~ <ttimmenn@nd.edu;>; athcmpll@admin.us£edu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edn>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edn>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppmm~ <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.s.~:r.edw~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usiledu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmM@bigeasl.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeasl.org >; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeasl.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tnn~ghese 

<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- l 0i 1/08- 13.9. l 

Which of the following must occur before an institution may provide a written offer of athletically related financial aid to a prospective student-athlete (PSA)? 
A. PSA must register with the NCAA Eligibility Center 
B. Institution must place the PSA on its institutional request list (IRL) with the NCAA Eligibility Center 

C. Both A & B 
D. None of the Above 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 13.9.1 states that an institution shall not provide a high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete a written 
offer of athletically related financial aid (per Bylaw 15.3.2.3) until he or she has registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center and the institution has placed the 
prospective student-athlete on its institutional request list (IRL) with the NCAA Eligibility Center. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

institutions should make sure these requirements are met prior to the PSA signing a NationN Letter of intent next month. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 2, 2008 8:13 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@be.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu->; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu->; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --:medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--:slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --:shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu->; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jda~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksha~k@scarletknights.com; l~,valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.affor&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edw>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dma Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw>; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljolms.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edtP; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell~villanova.edtP; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Dela~ey <delmaekl @stjohns.edw>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Molly Myers --:mmyers@northeast.org>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob FieNer 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@sljohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edt~-; Statz, Kathlyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmenna~ <ttimmenn@nd.edu;>; athcmpll@admin.us£edu; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edn>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edtc,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~wu.edn>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppmm~ <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhonse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edw~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usiledu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edw>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmad@bigeasl.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva~@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org >; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto --jmaxinatto@bigeasl.org >; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmiecchia@bigeasl.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tnn~ghese 

<mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org~; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcamcciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 



Subject: 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu->; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/2/08- 17. l. 5.5 

The men’s track team at Big State University is participating in out of season conditioning activities/skill instruction. One of the assistant coaches works with 
both the jumpers and the hurdlers. Because the coach wants to devote his full attention to both groups during these work outs, he has scheduled their 
required days off on different days. The hurdlers will take off Sundays and Wednesdays and the jumpers will take off Saturdays and Tuesdays. 

Is it permissible for student-athletes on the same team to have different days off? 

Yes. NCAA Staff interpretation- [8/25/04]- Required Days Off Apply individually (I)- states that the membership services staff confirmed that the 
required day or days off per week (i.e., one per week during the playing season and two per week outside the playing season during the academic year) 
may apply individually to each student-athlete (as opposed to requiring the entire team to take the same day or days off per week). 

[References: Division I Bylaws 17.1.5.4 (required days off -- playing season) and 17.1.5.5 (required days off -- outside of the playing season) and a 3/24/93 
staff interpretation, item b, which has been archived 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 3, 2008 7:42 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Shoshanna 

Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmmm@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~-~daniel.t.rega~@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Sama~tha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletkifights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smmphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maxgolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<sehoppla@shn.edtr~; bonne@rmn.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtc~; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Farrah Sega]off 

<fsegalolt@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennifer.brasheag@tu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Meg~m McGmne <mmcgraJ~e@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edtr~; StricklaJld, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <nlaxielle.vmlgelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 

Mmlcini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registnn.gatech.edu>; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; Kathy Meehml <meehmlk@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcomplimlce@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

--~chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 
<khickey@searletknights.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; .lessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scasletknights.com>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; JaJnie Johnson 

<Ljohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr 

FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Dang Bakker <dbal&e@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

~sloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahawofftl@admin.us£edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft <Msmfft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtc,; Smldy Weber <sandxj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtc,; Loretta Lamar 

<lamar@usna.edn>; Lisa Dickmma <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtr~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shnlts, William <wshflt@admin.fsu.edu~; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu;,; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tally 

<tullyca@~.edu-~; Julie ttermann @d~erm0 l@loui~dlle.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmermm~ 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Delx~rah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edw~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; Statz, Kath~yn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Ken Schank 

<kschank@bigeas~t.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.cent~ell@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathiyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneaJme@shu.edn>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org~; Kris Richardson 

<kiichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Dan White ~<twhite@bigeast.org>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edw~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com:~; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sus~m Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedward@admin.ust:edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <heroberti~)vt.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Molly Myers <mmyers@no(theas~t.org>; 

Dan Baxtholomae <~tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan MaJoy <sbmdloy@uncaa.unc.eduv,; Steven Shnlts <shults@~marshall.edu>; 

Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu:>; Ryan McAlvey <mcdtvey@stjohns.edu:>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; 

Courtney Vinson <cvinson@uakron.edu>; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia 

Alford Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edu~; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean <medem~@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtc,; Sarah Emmett <semmet~Ngeast.org~; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu;,; Brian Lutz <brian.lulz@utoledo.edtc,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; John Mafinatto 
<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megm~ Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <iharwood@providence.edtr~; Condar’as, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis ~<tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@mimni.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edw~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/3/08- Current Event 

Sampson denies hiding information from Indiana 



By Mark Alesia, The Indianapolis Star 
Kelvin Sampson defended himself Tuesday after Indiana University told the NCAA that "intentional misconduct" by the schoors former basketball coach could not have been 
stopped. 

IU faces a charge of "failure to monitor" the men’s basketball program, along with four other charges of major NCAA violations involving Sampson and former assistant Rob 
Senderoff. Those allegations involve impermissible recruiting phone calls and dishonesty. 

INDIANA TO NCAA: Coaches’ condu~’t was unethical 

"In no way did I ever hide or withhold information from Indiana University’s compliance department," Sampson, now an assistant coach with the NBA’s Milwaukee Bucks, said 
in a statement released by his agent. 

"1 vehemently deny the inference that I made and concealed impermissible calls. The NCAA has never alleged that I initiated any illegal phone calls to recruits while serving as 
the head coach at Indiana. I always provided Indiana with everything they requested, including all documents and phone records." 

Sampson is accused of violating sanctions by being present while recruiting phone calls were made and knowingly participating in impermissible three-way phone calls with 

recruits. 

He is also accused of unethical conduct for providing false or misleading information to investigators and failing "to promote an atmosphere for compliance" within the program. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 6, 2008 8:23 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh~georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edn; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dma Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edtP; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell~villanova.edtP; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Dela~ey <delmaekl @stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mmagion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susma Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygmad 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu:~; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <j]apoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @]ouisville.edu:~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/6/08- 15.3.4.2. l 

Under Center is a football student-athlete at College USA. Under informed his position coach that he was going to quit the team for personal reasons. 
Since Under voluntarily quit the team, his athletic scholarship may be reduced prior to the Financial Aid office providing him an opportunity for a hearing. 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.4.2.1 states that ANY reduction or cancellation of aid during the period of the award may occur only after the student- 
athlete has been provided an opportunity for a hearing per Bylaw 15.3.2.4. 

_iieo~d~ras@bige~st.org 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 8, 2008 8:48 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hanvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jti~gg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buttalo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scadetknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.aJfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edtP; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella~villanova.edtP; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Dela~ey <delmaekl @stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJoff~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtv~; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; JelmitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtv~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 10/8/08- NLI 

Flip Turn, a swimming prospect, signs a National Letter of intent (NLI) during the early signing period. The athletic grant in aid that accompanied the NLI was 
for the fall 2009 semester only. 
Is the NLI valid? 
No. NLI Provision 2 states that the NLI must be accompanied by one full academic year’s worth of athletic financial aid (two semesters or three quarters). 
As such, it is not permissible for a non-scholarship student to sign a valid N LI (e.g., ceremonial NLI). NLIs with offers of aid for one semester or two quarters 
should not be validated by the conference office. Furthermore, the financial aid agreement offered at the time of signing must be valid in order for the 
National Letter of Intent to be valid. 
It is not appropriate for institutions to issue National Letters of Intent to prospects who will not receive an offer of athletics aid, even when a ceremonial 
signing is the motive. Institutions which engage in this practice will be considered in violation of the expectations of the NLI program and may be subject to 
sanctions from the NLI Steering Committee. 

jeondaras@biqeast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 9, 2008 8:32 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Shoshanna 

Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; DitlJner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bige&st.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmmm@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~q:laniel.t.rega~@illanova.edtc>; Dan Isa£~q:hnisaf@syr.edtc>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Sama~tha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletkifights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu:>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smmphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maxgolis <mmrgoli@bige&st.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<sehoppla@shn.edtr~; bonne@rmn.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtc~; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Farrah Sega]off 

<fsegaJolt@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennifer.brashea~@tu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Meg~m McGmne <mmcgraJ~e@scaJdetknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edtr~; StricklaJld, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <nlaxielle.vmlgelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu:>; Elizabeth 

Mmlcini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registnn.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <knollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edtr~,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; Kathy Meehml <meehmlk@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcomplimlce@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

--~chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 
<khickey@searletknights.com% Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; .lessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scasletknights.com>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; JaJnie Johnson 

<tjohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr 

FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edtc>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu:>; Dang Bakker <dbal&e@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

~q:lsloma@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahaworfll@admin.us£edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft <Xtsmfft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtc,; Smldy Weber <sand’,lj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtc,; Loretta Lamar 

<lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu~; Jamie Mullin <jpmnllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shnlts, William <wshflt@admin.fsu.edu~; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu;,; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric BaumgaJctner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@~.edu-~; Julie ttermann <jkhenn0 l@loui~dlle.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmermm~ 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Delx~rah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edw~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu:>; Sarah Bobert 

< smah.bobert@marqaette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.eda; Statz, Kath~yn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtc>; Ken Schank 

<kschank@bigeas~t.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.cent~ell@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu:>; Kathiyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edn>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.orgv; Kris Richardson 

<kiichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Dan White ~<twhite@bigeast.org>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edw~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com% Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sus~m Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedward@admin.ust:edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edtc>; Heather Robertson <heroberti~)vt.edu:>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <ten].howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Steven Koo <koofft@bc.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

~q:lbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Susan Malay < sbmaloy@ancaa.nnc.edtc>; Steven Shults <~shults@marshall.eda>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpt;(c))admin.usf.eda>; Rya~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.eda>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinso@uakron.edu~; Tom Caxacciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.o~g>; Amy Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alicia Alford Queally 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolax <btola@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean <medem~@rice.edtc,; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <:~xc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@ntoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu;,; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeas~t.org>; Megm~ Finch 

<megma finch@ncsu.edu-~; John Harwood <iharwoo&~providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edtr~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizza~cd <jorchn.blizzar~mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bige&st.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/9/08- 14.4.3.4.9 

Steep L. Chase is a track student-athlete at College USA. Steep’s major is modern languages and part of the degree program is to spend one term abroad in Europe. Steep is 
fulfilling the study abroad component this term. Will Steep be required to fulfill the 6-hour requirement at the end of the term? 
No. NCAA Bylaw t4.4.3.4.9 states that a student-athlete shall not be required to complete six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during a regular academic 



term or terms of full4ime enrollment in a cooperative education program or an institutionally approved study-abroad program. (Adopted: 4/29104) 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 10, 2008 9:21 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hanvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jti~gg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buttalo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Ha[el, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.aJfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edtP; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella~villanova.edtP; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Dela~ey <delmaekl @stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJoff~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; (finger Fulton <t’ultongi@shu.edu~; JelmitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/10/08- Current Event 

NCAA alters policies in attempt to reduce travel expenses 

Faced with transportation costs that have spiraled upward at a dizzying rate, the NCAA is taking steps to hold down travel expenses for schools 
that participate in its championships. 

The NCAA pays for travel, lodging and meals for every school competing in national tournaments in 22 sports across three divisions. The global 
economic crisis has underscored the difficulty in holding to budgets created earlier but did not initiate the NCAA’s modifications. 

"The overall issue of increasing travel costs is one the Association has been tracking for several months," NCAA spokeswoman Stacey Osburn 
said in an e-mail. "All three divisions are studying how to respond." 

The airline industry projects 20 million fewer seats will be available on domestic flights this fall because of cutbacks. 

Among the measures approved for immediate implementation by the NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management cabinet last month: 

¯ Limiting athletes to two travel bags -- estimated savings: $1.5 million annually. 

¯ Increasing distance a team must travel by bus or van rather than plane from 350 to 400 miles for all fall sports -- estimated savings: $500,000 
annually= 

¯ Using truck or air freight rather than commercial air to ship team equipment I estimated savings: $10,000 a trip. 

° Avoiding tournament sites that would create air travel scheduling conflicts, such as common spring break destinations in March and April. 

NCAA studies show travel costs in Division I grew 31% in the last year (approximately $7 million) and have increased 58% ($11.7 million) in the 
past three year. The organization anticipates an additional $6 million to $7 million bump in 2009. 

According to its figures, the NCAA generated 89% of its revenue ($548.2 million) in 2007-08 from television and marketing rights fees while 9% 
($54.9 million) was produced by championship tournaments. All but five cents on every dollar is returned to member institutions. 

Schools, especially those that travel by air, are dealing with rising travel costs in their regular seasons as well. 

Boston College, the northernmost member of the Atlantic Coast Conference, contracted to pay $80,000 for a charter flight to take the football 
team to its game at Florida State in November. Associate athletics director Eric Ziady now expects that figure to be $5,000 to $10,000 higher. 

"Travel costs truly isn’t something that just came up the last couple of weeks," Ziady said. "1 wouldn’t say (the economic crisis) had that much of 
an effect=" 

How the economy affects alumni contributions and fundraising is another issue. 

"Certainly, there are some realities that could affect us like anybody," Ziady said. "There’s no panic, but some concern=" 

jeondaras@bigeast, or~ 
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Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 
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Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scadetknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh~georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edn; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoitbr <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~ll.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edtP; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletknights.com~; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella~villanova.edtP; Ken 

Schmlk <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Dela~ey <delmaekl @stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtr~; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/14/08- 17.1.6.4.2 

The College USA women’s soccer team was on the field warming up for their competition when it started to rain. The conditions became too dangerous to 
play, so the officials canceled the game before it even got started. As long as the student-athletes don’t participate in any countable athletically related 
activities for the remainder of that day, can the coaches use that day as their required day off? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4.2 states that when an institution’s competition is canceled prior to the start of competition or canceled prior to the competition 
being considered a completed event in accordance with the playing rules of that sport, an institution may use that day as its required day off, provided the 
institution does not engage in any further countable athletically related activities during that day. 

jeondams(,vbi_qeast.org 
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Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 15, 2008 8:37 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hanvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu->; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu->; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --:medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--:slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --:shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu->; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usEedu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~,valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Ha[el, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.aJfor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edw>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw>; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.usEedu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --:nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu->; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu-; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu:-; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu-; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu:-; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu-; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- l 0i 15/08- 16.2.2.3 

Bubble Screen is a football student-athlete at Big Time College. Bubble contacts the ticket office to purchase tickets for this weekend’s home game. Bubble 
has already allocated his four complimentary admissions to his mom, dad and two brothers. Is it permissible the ticket office to sell tickets to Bubble? 

A. No, Bubble cannot purchase tickets to home events 
B. Yes, as long as Bubble purchases the tickets under the same procedure used for the general student body 
C. Yes, as long as Bubble is participating in the competition 
D. Yes, as long as the tickets aren’t for an agent 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 16.2.2.3 states that an institution may not provide a special arrangement to sell a student-athlete ticket(s) to an athletics 
event. Tickets shall be available for purchase by student-athletes according to the same purchasing procedures used for other students. 
:~.+~::’:,~,~ .’/, < ;,~d~Y~~. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 16, 2008 8:52 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Ha[el, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dma Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloaaa 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delmaey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mmagion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susma Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygmad 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Casol Sprague <csprague@atbletics.pitt.edtv~; (finger Fulton <t’ultongi@shu.edtr~; JelmitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie tlermaam <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtv~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr>; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/16/08- NLI 

Please review the newly posted educational column on LSDBi 

Prospective Student-Athlete Not Eligible to Sign a National Letter of Intent (I!II) 

Date Issued: Oct 13, 2008 
Type: Ed. Cohmm 
Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

NCAA Division I and II institutions am reminded that legislation related to a prospective s~dent-athlete who is not eligible to sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) 
does not apply to a prospective student-athlete who was otherwise eligible to sign an NLI, but did not sign an NLI by the end of the applicable NLI signing period. 
Legislation related to a prospective student-athlete who is not eligible to sign an NLI applies only to those individuals who axe not eligible to sign an NLI during an 
applicable signing perio& including transfers from four-yeax institutions, midyear transfem and prospective student- athletes who have been released fi~)m an NLI lbr the 
current academic year. 

Therefore, a prospective studem-athlete who was otherwise eligible to sign an NLI, but did not sign an NLI during an applicable NLI signing period continues to be 

subject to the standard regulations governing telephone calls, permissible callers, contacts and electronically transmitted correspondence after accepting an institution’s 
written offer of admission or signing an institational financial aid agreement. 

For example, even after a prospective studem-athlete signs an institutional financial aid agreement or accepts an institation’s written oiler of admission, an institution may 

not send a text message, or other electronically transmitted correspondence (except for e-mail and thcsimile) to that prospective student-athlete if he or she was eligible 

to sign an NLI and chose not to sign an NLI during an applicable NLI signing period. Similarly5 an institution may not make unlimited telephone calls to such 

prospective student-athletes. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.3.3.3 (telephone calls after national letter of intent signing or other written commitment), 13.1.3.4.1.2 (exception 
noncoaching ,staff member after national letter of intent signing or other written commitment), 13.1.6.8 (contacts after national letter of intent signing or other written 
commitment sports other than women’s basketball and football), 13.1.6.8.1 (contacts after national letter of intent signing or other commitment women’s 
basketball), 13.1.6.8.2 (contact after national letter of intent signing or other written commitment football), 13.1.7.2.2.2 (exception women’s basketball 
communication after national letter of intent singing or other written commitment, and 13 A. 1.2.1 (exception -- electronic transmissions after national letter of intent 
signing or other written commilment); Division II Bylaws 13.1.3.3.3 (telephone calls subsequent to national letter of intent signing or other written commitment) and 
13.4.5.1 (electronic transmissions following national letter of intent signing or other written commitment); and a s’mft’interpretation (7,22,08, Item No. 1)] 

~{~o__~_Ld__q_!’__q:s__&__b__i_.q_e__q__s__t_:_o_E_q 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 17, 2008 8:19 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hanvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jti~gg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buttalo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.nsLedu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@sTr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, B17an 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Ha[el, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.aJfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.usLedu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJoff~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu+; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu+; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu+; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquerte.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complb~ce Item- 10/17/08- Current Event 

Graduation rates for athletes reach record level of 79% 
USATODAY.com 

The NCAA continues to chip away at the image of the dumb jock, releasing a new set of graduation rates Tuesday that shows close to four of every five 
Division I athletes earning degrees within six years of entering school. 
The rate for scholarship athletes arriving on campus in 2001 was a record 79%, the association said. The four-year average for the incoming classes of 
1998-2001 was 78%, up a point from a year ago= 
"Academic reform is alive and well on campuses nationwide," NCAA President Myles Brand said, though the numbers weren’t as healthy for a number of 
high-profile programs in the marquee sports of football and basketball. 
Well more than a quarter of the 300-plus Division I men’s basketball programs had four-year grad rates beneath 50%, including 2008 Final Four qualifier 
UCLA (46%) and regional finalists Texas (31%) and Louisville (42%). The numbers lagged in particular in the nation’s top six conferences -- the Atlantic 
Coast, Big East, Big Ten, Big 12, Pacific 10 and Southeastern -- where 30 of 73 basketball programs graduated fewer than half their players. 
Fourteen of them were NCAA tournament entrants last March. 
In football, where Oklahoma sits No. 6 in the USA TODAY coaches’ rankings and fourth in both the Associated Press media and Harris polls, the Sooners 
posted a 46% four-year grad rate that was fifth-lowest in the NCAA’s Bowl Subdivision (formerly known as Division I-A). Georgia and Georgia Tech were 
only slightly better at 48% 
The two sports, along with baseball, have long raised the greatest academic concerns within the NCAA, prompting the creation of special panels to draw up 
corrective measures. The average four-year grad rate in men’s basketball was 62%, or 16 points lower than the Division I average for all sport& Footbalrs 
was 67% in the top-tier bowl subdivision, in which 119 schools compete. Basebalrs was 68% 
"We’ve taken efforts to make changes in the rules that govern baseball, and I think we’re seeing the effect of those changes," says Hartford President Walt 
Harrison, who heads the NCAA’s Committee on Academic Performance. "We now have groups working on men’s basketball and football, and I would 
expect in the years to come to see changes in some of those sports and therefore improved (graduation rates)?’ 
Some of the latest grad rates are at odds with another NCAA yardstick of academic success, the Academic Progress Rate (APR), which measures teams’ 
success in retaining athletes, keeping them eligible and ultimately graduating them. 
Oklahoma’s football team, for example, posted a 942 APR in the most recent data released by the NCAA, covering a four-year period ending with the 2006- 
07 school year. That’s well above the 925 benchmark needed to avoid the possibility of scholarship cuts and other penalties. 
A likely reason for the disconnect, NCAA research director Todd Petr said, is that the grad-rate study tracks an earlier-arriving group of athletes -- though 
there is some overlap. 
Gerald Gurney, Oklahoma’s senior associate athletics director for academics and student life, notes that the Sooners’ grad rates tend to fluctuate because 
of "the number of our athletes who pursue professional careers and delay their graduation." 
The NCAA downplays that impact. "If it’s below 50%... either there was a problem, which they’ve corrected or are on their way to correcting," President 
Myles Brand said, "or there’s a remaining problem." 
Unlike APRs, low graduation rates don’t subject teams to sanctions I fortunate for a school like Fresno State, whose men’s basketball graduation rate was 
7%, football rate was 48% and baseball rate (just months after winning the College World Series) was 44%. 
More flattering: 
I Vanderbilt (91%) and Wake Forest (83%) posted the highest four-year football graduation rates among the programs in this week’s USA TODAY 
rankings. Third-highest: Texas Tech’s at 79% 
I Three Final Four qualifiers I national champion Tennessee, runner-up Stanford and Connecticut I were among 79 women’s basketball programs with 
four-year rates of 100% 
I Colgate and AIcorn State posted the highest overall grad rates, both 99% over the covered four-year period. Alcorn, like many historically black 
institutions, is strapped for resources," AD Darren Hamilton said. "But we have people who are committed, who work beyond their hours and don’t count the 
cost to the institution. They really take pride in the total development of students." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 20, 2008 6:56 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Shoshanna 

Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Ditt~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmmm@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~-~daniel.t.rega~@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Sama~tha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletkifights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smmphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maxgolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<sehoppla@sNLedtr~; bonne@rmn.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtc,; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu-~; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegalolt@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <jennifer.brasheag@tu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megm~ McGmne <mmcgraJ~e@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edtr~; StricklaJld, Amy Lyn <strickla~da@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtP; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <nlaxielle.vmlgelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 

Mmlcini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registnn.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Ham@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; l?hillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu’~,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu;,; Kathy Meehml <meehmlk@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcomplimlce@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

--~chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 
<khickey@searletknights.com:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; .lessie Mandel <jm1224@georgemwn.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scasletknights.com>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; JaJnie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr 

FoMer <kld’owle@ku.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Dang Bakker <dbal&e@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

~sloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahawofftl@admin.us£edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu;,; Donna Sanil <Msmfft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Smldy Weber <sandxj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtc,; Loretta Lamar 

<lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu~; Jamie Mnllin <jpmnllin~syr.edu;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shnlts, William <wsNflt@admin.fsu.edu~; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu;,; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxmer <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tally 

<tullyca@~.edu-~; Julie ttermann @d~erm0 l@loui~dlle.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmermm~ 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Deix~rah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edw~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.builhlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank 

<kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.cent~ell@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathiyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edn>; Caitlin Smiler <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org~; Kris Richardson 

<kiichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Dan White ~<twhite@bigeast.org>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edw~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com:~; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedward@admin.ust:edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobeN~!vt.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Steven Koo <koofft@bc.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

~-~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Susan Malay < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steven Shults <~shults@marshall.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpt;(&!admin.usf.edu>; Rya~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinso@uakron.edu~; Tom Caxacciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.o~g>; Amy Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alicia Alford Queally 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolax <btola@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean <medem~@rice.edu;,; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <~xc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@ntoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu;,; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeas~t.org>; Megm~ Finch 

<megma finch@ncsu.edu-~; John Harwood <iharwoo&~providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edtr~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzar~mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/20/08- NLI 

Burr Dee is a prospective student-athlete who wants to sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) to play golf at College USA. A recruiting violation occurs prior to 
Burr signing an NLI. The violation is reported prior to the NLI signing period, but at the time Burr signs the NLI, his eligibility has not yet been reinstated by the 
NCAA. 



Is Burr’s NLI with College USA valid? 

No. A PSA should not sign an NLI in this situation because he/she is not eligible at the time of signing. Any NLI signed with the institution in question while 
the PSA is ineligible would be null and void. It is the status of the student-athlete which renders the NLI null and void rather than the timing of the violation. 

The following language is from Provision 6F- Letter Becomes Null and Void- Recruiting Rules Violation- of the Text of the National Letter of Intent: 

The early NLI signing period for all sports except football, f~efd hockey, soccer, track & fie~d, cross country 
and men’s water polo is Wednesday, November ~2, 2008 ~hrough Wed~~esd~y, November ~9, 2008 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 21, 2008 9:03 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usLedu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@sTr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, B17an 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Ha[el, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~ll.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.usLedu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu?~; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu->; Jill La Point <jlatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu?~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.dghe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-% Robin Martin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/21/08- Did you lmow 

There is a difference between extra benefits and preferential treatment? 

*’[’/.’,,<-,’-. ~,’,,.,,’o~,"isio,,*~ <,’,,.,,’* e.xt~e, be,,,’-~,<-x~its i,,*w<,’,,Iv,<-~ i~.’,,stit,~..,,’tio~.’,,:~l s~-,’,,fl ~~.’,,e~.’,,.’,,be~s o~ b<,’,,oste~s 
* P,,,"el’e,,,"e~,,,’ti~.~I t~~..’,~.~t~e~",,,t occ,~.,,,’,,,"s wI’,;~.,’,i~ i~,,,’stit,~.~tio,,’-~ does i~ot h~ve, ki~owI~.,’,(Ige of the t,,,"ea,,’tm,;e,,’-~t~ be,,,’-~el’it 0~ s~.,’,rvi~’~s 
bei~",,,g #~ot,,"idgd to the individual 
Break Point is a tennis student-athlete at College USA. Break asks his coach to call the pro at a tennis club in his hometown, so that he can have some free 
court time during the Thanksgiving holiday. The coach arranges for Break to hit balls free of charge. This tennis club offers student discount rates 
throughout the year. 
Does this arrangement constitute a violation? 
Yes, other college students are not able to play for free. They pay a discounted rate. 
Is this an extra benefit or preferential treatment? 
This arrangement is an extra benefit because of the coach’s involvement. 
Would this arrangement still be a violation if the coach was not involved? 
Yes, the violation would be preferential treatment. 

12.1.2.1.6 Preferential Treatment, Benefits or Services. 

Preferential treatment, benefits or services because of the individual’s athletics reputation or skill or pay-back potential as a professional athlete, unless such treatn~ent, 

benefits or services are specifically permitted under NCAA legislation. For violations of this bylaw in which the value of the benefit is $100 or less, the eligibilib~ of the 

individual shall not be affected, conditioned on the individual repaying the value of the benefit to a charity of his or her choice. The individual, however, shall remain 

ineligible tiom the tinre the instittuion has knowledge of the receipt of the benetit until the individual repays the benefit. If the violation involves institutional restxmsibility, 

it remains an institutional violation per Constitution 2.8.1, and documentation of the individual’s repayment shall be tbrwarded to the enforcement stat£ (Revised 

1/l F94, F14/08) 

16.02.3 Extra Benefit. 

An extra benefit is any special arrangement by m~ institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the 
student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-athletes or their relatives or friends is not a 

violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonslrated that "the ~me benefit is generally available to the institution’s studenks or their relatives or tiJends or to a particular 

segment of the student bo@ (e.g., foreign students, minority students) deteunined on a basis unrelated to athletics ability. (Revised 1/10/91) 

jeond~r~s~b~ge~st.org 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 22, 2008 8:21 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Shoshanna 

Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmmm@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regml 

~-~daniel.t.rega~@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Sama~tha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletkifights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smmphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maxgolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<sehoppla@shn.edtr~; bonne@rmn.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtc~; Shmae 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Farrah Sega]off 

<fsegalolt@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennifer.brasheag@tu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Meg~m McGmne <mmcgraJ~e@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edtr~; StricklaJld, Amy Lyn <slricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <nlaxielle.vmlgelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 

Mmlcini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registnn.gatech.edu>; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; Wayne Knoll <kilollw@georgetown.edu>; Scott Brown 

<~scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.eduv,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; Kathy Meehml <meehmlk@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcomplimlce@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

--~chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu~; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 
<khickey@searletknights.com% Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; .lessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scasletknights.com>; 

seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeas~t.o~>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; JaJnie Johnson 

<tjohnson@scadetknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr 

FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Dang Bakker <dbal&e@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

~sloma@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahawofftl@admin.us£edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edtc,; Donna Sanft <Msmfft@atNetics.pitt.edu~; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtc,; Smldy Weber <sandxj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtc,; Loretta Lamar 

<lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu~; Jamie Mullin <jpmnllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shnlts, William <wshflt@admin.fsu.edu~; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edu;,; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tally 

<tullyca@~.edu-~; Julie ttermann @dlerm0 l@loui~dlle.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmermm~ 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Delx~rah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edw~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank 

<kschank@bigeas~t.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.cent~ell@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edn>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.orgv; Kris Richardson 

<kiichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Dan White ~<twhite@bigeast.org>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edw~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com% Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sus~m Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedward@admin.ust:edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <heroberti~)vt.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Steven Koo <koofft@bc.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

~-~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Susan Malay < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steven Shults <~shults@marshall.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpt;(c))admin.usf.edu>; Rya~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinso@uakron.edu~; Tom Caxacciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.o~g>; Amy Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alicia Alford Queally 

<alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolax <btola@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean <medem~@rice.edtc,; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; 

Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <~xc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brian.lutz@ntoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu;,; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeas~t.org>; Megm~ Finch 

<megma finch@ncsu.edu-~; John Harwood <iharwoo&~providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edtr~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edu>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.Nizzar~mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bige&st.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/22/08- Official Intelpretation- Awards 

Jump Serve is a volleyball student-athlete at Big Time College (BTC). BTC won it’s conference tournament this year for the first time in school history. Jump was not 
academically eligible to compete this season, so she was only permitted to practice with the team. BTC, however, would like to include Jump when they hand out awards for 
winning the conference championship. 



Since Jump practiced with the team during the entire season, may BTC provide her with a conference championship award? 

No. NCAA Official Interpretation [12/17./94]- National or Conference Championship Awards to Ineligible Student-Athletes- states that it is not permissible for an 
institution or conference (or organization approved by either) to provide awards in recognition of conference or national championships to student-athletes who were not eligible 

to represent the institution in intercollegiate competition during the applicable sport season. [References: 16.1.4.3 (conference and national championships) and staff minute 

12/07/88, item c] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 23, 2008 8:57 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Ha[el, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dma Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloaaa 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delmaey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mmagion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susma Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygmad 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu:~; (finger Fulton <t’ultongi@shu.edu~; JelmitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu:~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/23/08- 13.1.2.3 

College USA men’s basketball staff is hosting a group of prospective student-athletes this weekend. Which of the following individuals are permitted to 
attend the off-campus meals in conjunction with the official visits? 

A. Coaching staff 
B. Faculty member 
C. Basketballadministrative personnel 
D. All of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.2.3 states that the following are additional restrictions that apply to an institution’s staff members and governing board. 
Violations of this bylaw shall be considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1; however, such violations shall not affect the prospective student- 
athlete’s eligibility. (Revised: 4/27/00) 

(a) Institutional Staff Members -- Off-Campus Contacts. Only those coaches permitted to recruit off campus as specified in Bylaw 11.7 may 
contact prospective student-athletes off campus. Institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members) may contact prospective student-athletes 
for recruiting purposes in all sports, on campus, or within 30 miles of campus during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit. (Revised: 
1/10/91 effective 8/I/91, 4/28/05, 5/26/06) 

(b) Board of Governors/Regents. Recruiting contacts on or oft campus between a member of the institution’s board of governors (or regents) and a 
prospective student-athlete are not permissible. 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 24, 2008 8:49 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hanvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jti~gg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buttalo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.nsLedu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@sTr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, B17an 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh~georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edn; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.aJfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.usLedu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJoff~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu+; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu:+; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu+; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu:+; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu+; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/24/08- Current Event 

CAP to discuss coach APR, two-year transfers 

NCAANews,com 

The Division I Committee on Academic Performance will continue its discussions about attaching head coaches’ names to Academic Progress Rate 
reports and the academic success of transfer students from two-year colleges at its October 27-28 meeting in Indianapolis. 

At the Division I Board of Directors’ request, the committee will continue to examine the possibility of creating a link between a team’s APR and its head 
coach, including the idea of having APR penalties follow a coach. VVhile the creation of a specific APR for each individual head coach in Division I - and 
penalties that follow the coach - have been a point of ongoing discussion since CAP’s predecessor group, the IncentivesDisincentives Working Group, 
first talked about it, this round of discussions involves several members of the Board of Directors. CAP is expected to make a recommendation that could 
make a coach’s academic success more public. 

Any finn decision on the issue will come through the Board of Directors after a period of membership comment. 

The group will also continue to talk about the academic success of transfers from two-year colleges - an issue that was raised by a number of different 
governance groups recently, including the Academic Cabinet and the Leadership Council. The dearth of data on the subject will be discussed, and 
members will try to outline an approach for gathering information about the academic profile of successful two-year transfers, including transferrable hours 
and the types of classes that transfen 

The committee will also discuss how to account for student-athletes who graduate with eligibility remaining in the APR. Currently, such student-athletes 
remain in the APR cohort and must continue to make academic progress even though the end-goal of the APR - graduation - has been achieved. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 27, 2008 9:32 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edn>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dma Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delmaey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mmagion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susma Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygmad 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu~;; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu% Julie Hermmm <jkherm01 @]ouisville.edu~;; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu;; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquerte.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/27/08- Outside Award 

Bo Gee is a recruited, in-state golf student-athlete at State University. Bo graduated high school this past May with a 3.90 GPA and earned a scholarship as 
a result. A full-grant-in-aid at State University is $15,000 and the cost of attendance is $18,000. 
Here is the financial aid that Bo is receiving this academic year: 
Athletic Aid             $12,000 
Outside Education Grant $6,000 
Total Financial Aid $18,000 
Is Bo a counter? 
Can Bo receive all the financial aid listed above? 
Yes, Bo may receive all $18,000 worth of financial aid. Bo’s athletic scholarship counts toward his full grant-in-aid limitations, and the outside educational 
grant counts toward his cost of attendance limit. 
STUDENT-ATHLETE MAY RECEIVE: 

1. Athletics Aid 
2. Outside Award- Athletics is Major Criteria 

3. Educational Expenses from USOC!NGB 

Full GIA 

4. Other Aid Unrelated to Athletics 
COA 

OR 
Full GIA + Pell Grant (whichever is greater- COA or Full GIA + Pell Grant) 

.i£_o___&d__#_r_;!_s__@_b__jg_~#_sJ_,_qr_g. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2008 8:55 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usLedu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@sTr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, B17an 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edn>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~ll.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; Jennifer Condaras <jcondara@bigeast.org~; Jena Boucher <j bouche@admin.nsf.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org>; Donna DeMarco <~tdemarco@bigeas~t.org>; Farrah Segaloff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedlisld 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org >; Mike Tranghese <mtmnghese@bigeast.oig>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Sue Eaton <seaton@bigeast.org>; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian 



Subject: 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edu->; Jennitbr Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edtr~; Jill La Point @atxfin’(~:providence.edtr~; Julie Hero,ann 

~kherm01@louisville.edu->; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<contx~y. l@nd.edu-~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Da, ily Compliance Item - 10/29/08-17.02.8 

Which of the following constitutes an intercollegiate competition? 
A. student-athlete competes in the current year institutional uniform 
B. student-athlete receives expenses associated with the competition from the institution 
C. student-athlete represents the institution in any contest against outside competition 
D. any of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 17.112.8 states that an intercollegiate competition is considered to have occurred when a student-athlete in either a two-year 
or a four-year collegiate institution does any of the following: 

(a) Represents the institution in any contest against outside competition, regardless of how the competition is classified (e.g., scrimmage, exhibition or joint 
practice session with another institution’s team) or whether the student is enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies; (Revised: 1/10/91) 

(b) Competes in the uniform of the institution, or, during the academic year, uses any apparel (excluding apparel no longer used by the institution) received 
from the institution that includes institutional identification; or (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 1/9/06) 

(c) Competes and receives expenses (e.g., transportation, meals, room or entry fees) from the institution for the competition. 

jeondaras@biqeast.orq 

CU, i:    4(~1.~!{~5.6"?;¢9 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2008 8:58 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usLedu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@sTr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, B17an 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edn>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~ll.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.usLedu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu:~; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <j]apoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @]ouisville.edu:~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/28/08- Current Event 

NCAA unlikely to wage war on fantasy site 
USAToday.corn 

WASHINGTON -- The emergence of fantasy sports leagues using collegiate athletes’ names and statistics in apparent disregard for NCAA amateurism 
principles has the attention of the reform-minded Knight Commission on Intercollegiate AtNetics, which debated the topic at Monday’s meeting where 
commission member Nick Buoniconti criticized the NCAA for what he called a "weak response" to the issue. 
The CBS site Sportsline.com this year introduced a fantasy football game that utilizes NCAA players and their statistics, after a court ruling over a similar 
issue involving major league baseball players was decided in favor of another fantasy league provider. 
The NCAA asked CBS to cease implementation of the football league because of the association’s amateurism bylaws but has been reluctant to take legal 
action because of the court ruling in the baseball case. 
CBS pays the NCAA $6.2 billion for the rights to the annual Division I basketball tournament. 
Buoniconti, a former Miami Dolphins star, who serves on the Board of Trustees at Miami (Fla.), chided the NCAA for not standing up for players. 
"I’ve always though the NCAA doesn’t act as an advocate for student-athletes but represents universities," he said. "The NCAA should be leading the fight 
for student-athletes. Go back and examine your response to fantasy football and every other area of commercialization that could exploit student-atNetes. 
Go back and review what your purpose is." 
Wally Renfro, senior advisor to NCAA president Myles Brand, said understood the sentiment but maintained the NCAA’s hands are tied. 
"1 think no matter how passionate you feel about this, I’ve yet to hear an argument that the association has the standing to take this on legally," Renfro said. 
"The association does not own the publicity rights of the student-athletes, and that’s what this case is about. The association has taken on a number of 
cases in which it has looked at protecting the rights of the student-athlete. This is one in which the association has not been able to identify a standing for 
doing so." 
Although players themselves could likely try to take CBS or a similar fantasy game provider to court, Renfro said he’s not sure if anyone wants to. 
"I’ve not heard an uproar or even a murmur (from players) that they take issue with this," he said. ’Tm not going to say they don’t care. I’m just unaware what 
their position is." 
Former Ohio State quarterback Craig KrenzeI, addressing the commission on athletes rights and commercialization, said he’d like to see former players 
who are now college administrators or in the business world form an advocacy group for current and future players. One idea, he said, would be to explore 
the possibility of fantasy league providers setting aside some profits from the games to fund post-graduate scholarships for atNetes. 
"There probably needs to be athletes or former athletes spearheading such a campaign, working in conjunction with the NCAA and universities and 
conferences to try to secure the brightest future for these student-atNetes," he said. 
CBS had no comment on KrenzeFs suggestion, according to LeslieAnne Wade, senior vice president of communications. Neither would the network 
release the number of fantasy players in its football game. There is no cost to enter games and no prizes are awarded. And, according to Wade, while a 
basketball fantasy game has been discussed, there is nothing officially planned yet. 
One site, U-sports.com, charges to play its college fantasy game and advertises $35,000 in prizes. 
The issue of athletes rights continues the long debate over whether players should ever be compensated. But after Northwestern president Henry Bienen 
said athletes already receive thouusands of dollars in scholarship money and special services like tutoring, Buoniconti, a former Notre Dame player, said 
during a break, "That’s bull. We earrn every single nickel of that scholarship. We put seats in the stadiumm. We put seats in the skyboxes. What do you tink 
the TV networks are showing?" 
The commission also received a report from James Isch, the NCAA’s senior vice president of administration and chief financial officer, on the association’s 
efforts to improve the accuracy of financial data reported by Division I athletic programs and on the overall health of Division I programs. 
In fiscal year 2006, the report showed, only 19 of 118 schools in the NCAA’s Bowl Subdivision (formerly I-A) generated revenue that exceed their expenses. 
The 99 schools who had expenses exceeding revenues lost an average of $8.9 million that year. 
Sports economist Andrew Zimbalist, a professor of economics at Smith College, said that since some coaches are making as much as eight or 10 times 
more money than presidents of universities, the NCAA should seek an antitrust exemption from Congress in order to reign in salaries and implement more 
control. 
"That idea has been talked about from time to time, virtually for as long as I can remenber," Renfro said. "But it’s never been one that has gained much 
popularity among our membership, that has been perceived as one that we would have high success at getting, or that if we got, would necessarily be one 
that member institutions would ascede to= 
"At the end of the day, even if you had the exemption, member institutions would have to agree to cede authority to the association to have a larger role in 
determining spending than it does today= And institutions are very jealous of their autonomy in that area, because (schools) are so varied in nature. It’s so 
difficult to find a path that is satisfactory to a majority of institutions=" 
Briefly: 
Big Ten Commissioner Jim Delany said a replay official mistakenly awarded Michigan a touchdown during its game against Michigan State, the Detroit Free 
Press reported. Delany says a replay official’s decision Saturday was "not acceptable" and discipline could follow. Michigan State won 35-21 .... 
Northwestern running back Tyrell Sutton (wrist) will miss the rest of the regular season, the team said Monday 
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Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 30, 2008 8:47 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edn>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dma Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloaaa 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delmaey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mmagion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susma Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygmad 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu-; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu:-; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu-; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu:-; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu-; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/30/08- 13.10.9.4 

The men’s basketball coaching staff at College USA will be attending a celebratory function on the night of the initial N LI signing day for the early period. 
Boosters, fans and the media will also be in attendance. Is the coaching staff allowed to comment on the prospective student-athletes that have signed NLIs 
with College USA? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.4 states that coaching staff members may attend functions designed to celebrate the institution’s signees in the applicable sport 
and may discuss prospective student-athletes who have signed commitments to attend the institution, including discussions with working media, provided 
the institution previously has released communications of the prospective student-athletes’ commitments to attend the institution to media outlets. 
(Adopted: 1/14/08) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 11, 2008 8:27 AM 

Amy Hennma <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCmlhy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edn>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dma Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@sljohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delmaey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenmaki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmaova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike KarwoskJ <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mmagion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susma Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygmad 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu.;; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu->; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkherm01 @louisville.edu.;; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu;; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-% Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu->; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/11/08- Otticial Visit Travel During Dead Period 

En Tree is a prospective student-athlete who would like to attend Big Time University next year and join the diving team. En was offered a National Letter of 
intent, but she would like the opportunity to visit the campus before signing on the dotted line. En will get into town late Thursday night, so she won’t begin 

her official visit until Friday morning. Since Thursday (Nov. 13th ) is a dead period, is it permissible for Big Time University to provide En with transportation 
expenses on that day? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/1~/92- Prospect traveling to and from a member institution on an official visit during the dead period- states 
that a member institution may provide transportation expenses to a prospect to travel to and from the institution during the dead period, provided no part of 
the official visit occurs during the dead period; further, confirmed that an institutional staff member would not be permitted to provide such transportation to a 
prospect related to an official visit during a dead period. 

ico~utaras@biqeast.or~ 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 12, 2008 8:30 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~]Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tfin Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scadetknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wwu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.aJfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoitbr <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf ~’dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~Jl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloma 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbaHce@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJoff~]bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtr~; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/12/08- 13.1.6.7.1 

The Head Women’s Tennis Coach at Eastern College arranges for an off-campus contact with Top Spin, a prospective student-athlete, on Tuesday, 

November 18th. Top has not signed an N LI during the early signing period, and the coach hopes to be able to convince her to sign with Eastern College 

before the deadline expires on November 19thth. The coach brings the N LI to Top’s home and presents it to her in an effort to secure a signature. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.6.7.1 states that in-person; off-campus delivery of a letter of intent by an institutional staff member is prohibited. The letter may be 
delivered by express mail, courier service, regular mail, electronic mail or facsimile machine. 

~o__t_Ld__~!’_g:s__&__b_j_g_e__%s__t_:_o_K.q 

/4~,??..2}’~ ;i?:,~2:,~ 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 8:58 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@u~kron.edu>; Craig Anderson --’cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu-~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jd~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usLedu; ksh~k@scarletknights.com; l~:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@sTr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, B17an 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edn>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw~; Dan Isaf~’dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~ll.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloaaa 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illa~ova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.usLedu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 
<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@louisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmenn~ 

<ttimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu~,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spantx~rt.rutgers.edu-~; Wayne Knoll 

<kmollw@georgetown.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org:~; Bobby Weygm~d 

<bweygmad@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit@bigeast.org>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtv~; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; JelmitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtv~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 11/13/08- 13.6.7.2.1 

Hand Ball is a prospective student-athlete that is being recruited by Western College to play soccer. Hand will be visiting Western’s campus this weekend 
on an official visit. Although Hand’s mom and dad are divorced, they will both be coming on the visit with their spouses. During the visit, Hand and her family 
would like to attend the home football game. Which of the following individuals may receive a complimentary admission? 

A. Hand, mother and father 
B. Hand, mother and stepfather 
C. Hand, father and stepmother 
D. Hand, mother, stepfather, father and stepmother 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.1 states that if a prospective student-athlete is a member of a nontraditional family (e.g., divorce, separation), the 
institution may provide up to two additional complimentary admissions to the prospective student-athlete in order to accommodate the parents 
accompanying the prospective student-athlete (e.g, stepparents) to attend a home athletics event. 

jeondaras@biqeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 14, 2008 7:47 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardlscranage@gmail.com>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu:~; Shoshanna 

Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Ditt~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edtr>; Dan Isa£~q:hnisaf@ssT.edtf>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletkifights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 

<smmphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maxgolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<sehoppla@shn.edu~; bonne@rmn.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Hemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtc~; Shone 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edw~; Farrah Sega]off 

<fsegalolt@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennifer.brasheag@tu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams 

~ohn.cams@louisville.edu:~; Slrickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edtf>; Elizabeth 

Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edt~,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski 

<karvvoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marqnette.edu~; Dang Trani <tranid~}stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<Ihltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usf.edtv~; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lyime Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; John Paquette 

<jpaqnette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 
<dbgoss01@louisville.edtr>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kfistine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Colin Howler 

<chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edtf>; Nick Carparelli <ncm-pm’elli@bigeast.org>; Michael Was3qenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Baf-,ker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edtf>; Puny Haworth <ahaworth@admin.us£edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Annie Shepard <armie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; San@ 

Weber <sandxj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu~; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@s)~r.edu;,; White, Josh <jwhite@hlskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@nky.edn>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxmer <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tally 

<tullyca@bc.edu-~; Julie ttermann <jldlenn0 l@loui~dlle.edu:~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu:~; Deix~rah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edw~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtf>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobcrt@marquette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank 

<kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po=box.esu.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edtr>; Kathlyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edn>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.orgv; Kris Richardson 

<kricha~dson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu~; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.~wu.edn>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Dan White ~<twhite@bigeast.org>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu-*; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedward@admin.ust:edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edtr>; Heather Robertson <herobcN~!vt.edtr>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo <koost~!bc.edtr>; Dan 

Bmtholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edtr>; Smmpf, 

Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Com~tmey 
Vinson -~vinson@nakron.edu>; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.o~>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Alicia Alford 

Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolax <btola@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@mianfi.edu;,; Sarah Emmett <semmet~Ngeast.org~; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu;,; Brian Lutz <brian.lulz@utoledo.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; John Marinatto 
<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <meganflnch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <iharwood@providence.edu:~; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu-*; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu-*; Scott 

Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~<tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzavd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu-*; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoim.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 7/14/08- Current Event 

Transfers’ academic performance is on NCAA radar 



By Steve Wieberg, USA TODAY 

Junior college transfers might offer football, basketball and other college sports teams a quick, competitive fix. But it too often comes at a cost, says the NCAA, which is weighing how to 

address lower graduation rates and other academic concerns associated with those players. 

The association is looking on several fronts into remedies that could include toughening transfer guidelines and, more controversially, requiring junior college imports with the greatest 

academic risk to sit out a season before competing at their new schools. 

That proposed "year in residence" has long been opposed by junior college officials -- including Wayne Baker, executive director of the Colorado-based National Junior College Athletic 

Association, who calls it an "unfair requirement." 

The issue is bubbling as former junior college standouts play key roles in major college football’s national championship race 

Terrence Cody, a 6-5, 365-pound nose guard, anchors the defensive line for No. 1-ranked Alabama. Texas Tech has risen to No. 2 in part on the strength of an improved defense on 

which ends McKinner Dixon and Daniel Howard have totaled 10 sacks and 11 tackles for loss 

More than 6,000 athletes in 2006-07, the most recent year studied by the NCAA, went through junior or community colleges en route to Division I That’s about one in every 19 overall. The 

proportion is particularly high in baseball and men’s basketball, where two-year college transfers accounted for more than one in every six players. 

They accounted for a little more than one in 13 in the top-tier Football Bowl Subdivision (formerly Division I-A). 

The problem, according to the NCAA: Junior college products are most likely to become academically ineligible and leave their new schools, pulling down their teams’ Academic 

Progress Rates (APRs) and subjecting the teams to scholarship cuts and other sanctions In ’06-07, the association says, about one in every nine junior college transfers in men’s 

basketball and football wound up in poor standing. 

The association’s new Academic Cabinet has identified the issue as a top priority for the coming year. It has asked for additional research on junior college recruits’ readiness and 

success in the classroom, with an eye toward rules changes that could go into effect in 2010. 

"The idea here is not to be punitive. It’s to focus in on academic preparedness," says Oklahoma athletics director Joe Castiglione, who chairs a separate panel focusing on academic 

concerns -- including those revolving around junior college transfers -- in football. "We’re seeing more and more junior college transfers reach a campus with a two-year degree but not 

necessarily any more prepared than they were coming out of high school. I hate to put it that bluntly." 

Two bowl subdivision football programs, Temple and San Jose State, were hit with NCAA sanctions this year for posting repeatedly low APRs after bringing in recruiting classes laden 

with junior college products. 

Those transfers accounted for more than half of then-Temple coach Bobby Wallace’s signees, 45 of 86, over a three-year period ending in 2005. At San Jose State, they made up 40% of 

the recruits (29 of 72) over the same three years. 

San Jose State athletics director Tom Bowen cautions against jumping to conclusions, however. 

Over four years ending in 2006, the Spartans signed 34 junior and community college transfers. Eight never enrolled, and one died after playing in three games. Ten of the remaining 25 

became ineligible, went on academic probation or withdrew, according to the school 

Fifteen made the grade: 10 graduating and five still playing or in school and in good academic standing, according to the school 

"If you want to sign 25 junior college kids a year, great What’s your mind-set for the academic component? How do you vet those kids?" Bowen says "You have certain (junior college) 

coaches who get their kids lined up and get all their remedials taken, and they (players) can transfer and walk in anywhere in the United States. Those are really solid kids 

"1 think it’s very dangerous to start making sweeping generalizations." 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 17, 2008 8:50 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hanvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu->; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu->; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --:medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--:slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <~shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --:shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu->; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu:>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edn>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edw>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw>; Dan Isaf~dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborall.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --:nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <maxielle.vangelder@uconn.edu’:,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.ovg>; Dm~ White 
<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <~semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu.;; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu->; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkherm01 @louisville.edu.;; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu;; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-% Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu->; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/17/08- 13.8.1.3 

College USA football staff provides two complimentary admissions, via a pass list, to all the local high school football coaches. One of the high school 
coaches would like to bring a second guest. Can College USA reserve tickets for this individual to purchase? 

A. Yes, as long as the tickets are sold at face value 
B. No, high school coaches must buy tickets in the same manner as any other member of the general public 
C. Yes, as long as the ticket is going to be used by an immediate family member 
D. No, it is not permissible for high school coaches to purchase tickets 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 13.8.1.3 states that an institution may not reserve tickets (in addition to the permissible complimentary admissions) to be 
purchased by high school, preparatory or two-year college coaches (or individuals accompanying them) to attend an institution’s athletics contest. Tickets 
may be purchased only in the same manner as any other member of the general public. 

ico~utaras@biqeast.or~ 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 18, 2008 8:57 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edw~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu->; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu->; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --:medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--:slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <~shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --:shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu->; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu:>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edn>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.w~,u.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoit~r <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edw>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw>; Dan Isaf~dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborall.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --:nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <maxielle.vangelder@uconn.edu’:,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.ovg>; Dm~ White 
<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <~semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr;; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtv;; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr;; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edtP; Julie Hermmm <jkherm01 @louisville.edtv;; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr;; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- l l / 18/08- 17.1.6.2 

Head Men’s Golf Coach at Big Time University is planning the out of season conditioning schedule for the remainder of the fall semester. He has told the 
strength coaches to prepare workouts for the student-athletes up until the day before final exams begin. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.2 states that: 

(a) Sports other than Football. Outside of the playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes of the academic year or September 15, whichever 
occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the institution’s final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year, only a student-athlete’s 
participation in required weight-training, conditioning and skill-related instruction shall be permitted. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities per 
Bylaw 17.02.1 shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week with not more than two hours per week spent on skill-related workouts. All athletically 
related activities outside the plavinq season are prohibited one week prior to the beainninq of the finn examination period for the applicable academic term 
through the conclusion of each student-athlete’s finn exams. (Revised: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06; 9/22/06) 

(b) Bowl Subdivision Football. [FBS] Activities between the institution’s last contest and January 1 are limited to required weight-training, conditioning and 
the review of game film. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of which no more than two 
hours per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning January 1 and outside the playing season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaw 
17.11.6. (Revised: 12/15/06) 
(c) Championship Subdivision Football. [FCS] Activities between the institution’s last contest and the start of summer conditioning are limited to required 
weight-training, conditioning and the review of game film. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per 
week, of which no more than two hours per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning with the start of summer conditioning and 
outside the playing season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaw 17.11.6-(a)-(2) and 17.11.6-(b). (Revised: 12/15/06) 
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FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 9:07 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Courtney Vinson 

<cvinson@uakron.edu>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hmvood 
<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu->; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu->; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu->; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kktbMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --:medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~]Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com >; San@ Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--:slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <~shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --:shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tfin Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virgiNa.edu~; Ward 

Scranage <wardlscmnage@gmail.com>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu->; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu:>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scadetknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wwu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stoitbr <caithn.stottb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edw>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edw>; Dan Isaf ~dmi~i~a)syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborall.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbaHce@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --:nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <maxielle.vangelder@uconn.edu’:,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; Kathl3:n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Ri~bert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bi~Jrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.ovg>; Dm~ White 
<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJoff~]bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <~semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu-; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu-; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu-; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/19/08- 17.1.7 

The College USA women’s volleyball team will be competing in a play-in game next weekend to determine its qualification for the NCAA Championships. 
The team’s playing season ends this weekend. Can the team continue to practice after its declared season is over to prepare for the play-in game? If so, do 
those days have to count against their declared season? 
Yes, the volleyball team may continue practicing to prepare for the play-in game. Because the play-in game is part of the NCAA championship, it does not 
have to be included in the declared playing season. 
NCAA Bylaw 11.1.7 states that: 

(a) Makeup Contests. An institution is not permitted to extend the playing season to make up suspended or canceled games (including games that 
determine a conference champion or the automatic qualifier to the NCAA championship); (Adopted: 1/10/92) 

(b) NCAA or NAIA Championships Participation in Team Sports. Neither practice for nor participation in any NCAA or NAIA championship event 
(includinq play-in contests conducted pursuant to NCAA championships) is considered part of the institution’s declared playing season. A member 
institution that has reason to believe it is under consideration for selection to participate in an NCAA championship event may continue to practice 
(but may not compete against outside competition) beyond its last regular=season contest, including the conference championship (if any), without 
counting such practice against the institution’s declared playing-season limitation until it is determined by the appropriate committee whether the 
institution will be selected to participate in the NCAA championship competition. An institution that is not selected to participate in the NCAA 
championship may continue to practice or compete until the end of that championship only if it has time remaining in its declared playing season; 

(c) NCAA Championships Participation in Individual Sports. Only appropriate squad members considered necessary for effective practice by the 
individual(s) preparing for the NCAA championships may continue to practice without counting such practice against the institution’s declared playing- 

season limitation; 

(d) Post-NCAA Championships Participation. Following the conclusion of an NCAA (or NAIA) championship in a sport, an institution may resume 
practice and/or competition in the sport, provided it is continuing its permissible playing season in the sport and provided the activity occurs during 
the academic year; 

(e) Conference Championships. Conference championships must be included within the institution’s playing season; 

(f) Non-NCAA Postseason Championships Participation. Practice and!or competition in non-NCAA (or non-NAIA) postseason championships (e.g., 
an invitational tournament scheduled after a conference championship) must be counted against the institution’s declared playing-season limitation; 
except that practice and competition for one postseason championship in each non-NCAA championship sport used for sports sponsorship purposes 
pursuant to Bylaw 20.9.4.2.1, and practice and competition for the National Invitational Softball Championship, for the Intercollegiate Rowing 
Association (IRA) Women’s Lightweight Rowing Championship, the National Invitational Volleyball Championship and the USA Gymnastics Collegiate 
National Championship are exempt from the institution’s declared playing-season limitations in those sports; (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 8/11/98, 
4/26/0!, 4/29/04 effective 8/!/04) 

(g) Foreign Tours. Participation by a member institution on a certified foreign tour (see Bylaw 17.32) need not be included within the institution’s 
declared playing-season limitation in the sport. 

NCAA Official Interpretation- 11/17/93- Practice session in preparation for ’play-in’ contest- states that an institution that has qualified for 
"play-in" contest (i.e., contest between conference champions provided by NCAA Convention, Council or Executive Committee action in order to 
determine selection for automatic qualification into the respective national collegiate championship) may continue to practice for the contest 
subsequent to the concksion of its regular season without including the practice sessions as part of its declared playing season, inasmuch as the 
institution is considered to be practicing for the NCAA championship in the applicable sport. [References: 17.1.1 (playing season) and 17.1.8-(d) 
(NCAA or NAIA championships participation in team sports)] 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 21, 2008 8:50 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris RichaJcdson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@flreacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.banrey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --’george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --’nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --’rcobb@vt.edu:>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy 

---sbmalovQ@nncaa.nnc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpaxke@vt.edtc,; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik 

--~-Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wm~llscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@mayquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scayletkifights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtv~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’BrielL Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtv~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<~erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <[iohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac }tart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edn>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdema~cco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~’~sprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; (?inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/21/08- Current Event 

NCAA’s Brand" Don’t fault Title IX for future cuts 
USAToday.corn 

NCAA President Myles Brand has a message for member institutions: Don’t blame Title IX. 
Brand expects some schools to drop men’s teams in coming months because of the economic downturn. He is urging them in advance to cite the 
economy, not the law that bans sex discrimination at schools receiving federal funds. 
"My expectation is that over the next year or two we are going to see more" cuts of men’s teams, Brand said Wednesday in a telephone interview, "and so I 
am trying, frankly, to pre-empt the argument against Title IX, an unfair argument, I believe, and dissuade universities from going public with this approach." 
Brand mentioned James Madison and Rutgers, schools that cut teams in 2006-07, and Delaware, where the possibility of cuts has been discussed in the 
Wilmington paper, as examples. Delaware athletics director Edgar Johnson could not be reached. 
"l think they need to be honest about it," Brand said. "Any cuts at this point in sports are certainly going to be tied to financial pressures." 
Brand urged schools not to drop any teams, men’s or women’s. 
"l would suggest that athletics directors need to spend more smartly," he said, suggesting cutting costs in travel, facilities and "expenditures in the highly 
visible sports." 
Schools must pass one part of a three-part test to meet the participation requirements of Title IX: have numbers of male and female athletes proportionate 
to enrollment; have a continuing history of expanding opportunities for women; or meet the interests and abilities of the women on campus. 
Schools must consider Title IX because they cannot pass the second or third tests if they drop women’s teams. 
"Title IX is a factor because fairness is a factor," Brand said. 
"That is utterly disgraceful," said Jim McCarthy of the College Sports Council, an advocacy group for men’s sports. "He knows perfectly well Title IX is going 
to force schools to target men’s sports first. He is asking schools to join him in a whitewash." 

iicomlaras@biqeast.orq 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 24, 2008 8:36 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris RichaJcdson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@flreacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edtv~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.banrey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<nfichelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --’george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --’nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --’rcobb@vt.edu:>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy 

---sbmalovQ@nncaa.nnc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpaxke@vt.edtc,; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik 

--~-Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wm~llscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@mayquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scayletkifights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtv~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<~erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <[iohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac }tart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfinnneml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edn>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdema~cco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague qzsprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Oinger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu->; Julie ttemmnn @dmrm0 l@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ] <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucom].edtr>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarak Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr>; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8,/24/08- 14. l 0.2 

Delay of Game is a walk-on football student-athlete at College USA. Delay joined the team about a month after the season had started. Delay was certified 
as eligible and signed all the required compliance forms, but was not added to the squad list until after competing in two games. Is this a violation? 

A. Yes, and College USA will have to submit the violation to the NCAA 
B. Yes, and College USA will have to seek reinstatement for Delay 
C. No, because Delay was added prior to the end of the fall semester 
D. No, because Delay is not receiving an athletic scholarship 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.10.2 states that the institution’s athletics director shall compile on a form maintained by the Awards, Benefits, Expenses 
and Financial Aid Cabinet and approved by the Legislative Council a list of the squad members in each sport on the first day of competition and shall 
indicate thereon the status of each member in the designated categories. A student-athlete’s name must be on the official institutional form in order for the 
student to be eligible to represent the institution in intercollegiate competition. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a student-athlete’s eligibility if the violation 
occurred due to an institutional administrative error or oversight and the student-athlete is subsequently added to the form; however, the violation shall be 
considered an institutional violation per Constitution 2£.1. (See Bylaw 30.13 for details about the administration of the squad list.) (Revised: 1/14/97, 11/1/07 
effective 8/1/08) 

!;77 gA.’~’~’ C’~,~.’~’~’ 

jeondaras(~bigeast.oW 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 25, 2008 8:54 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris RichaJcdson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@flreacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.banrey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --’george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --’nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --’rcobb@vt.edu:>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hhn.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy 

---sbmalovQ@nncaa.nnc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpaxke@vt.edtc,; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik 

--~-Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wal~llscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@mayquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scayletkifights.com; bruce.cohe@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtv~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.~Tu.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’BrielL Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<~erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <[iohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac }tart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edn>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdema~cco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague <~sprague@athletics.pittedu>; (~inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlemmnn <jkllerm01@louisville.edu-; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.e&P; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu-; Terri ttowes <lerri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complb~ce Item- 11/25/08- 14.1.10.3 

Bub L. Screen is a football student-athlete at Big Time University (BTU). Bub is enrolled full-time for the fall 2008 semester and has been eligible to 
compete. BTU will be participating in the Football Classic Bowl in January. The game takes place after the start of BTU’s spring semester. Which of the 
following statements is true? 

A. Bub must satisfactorily pass six-semester hours of academic credit during the fall semester 
B. Bub must satisfactorily pass 12-semester hours of academic credit during the fall semester 
C. Bub must have a cumulative GPA of a 2.0 
D. There are not any academic requirements for Bub to meet in order to participate in the bowl game 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10.3 states that if an institution is selected to participate in a postseason bowl game that will occur during the 
institution’s second regular term (e.g., winter quarter, spring semester) of the academic year, a student-athlete’s eligibility to compete in a bowl game shall 
be certified consistent with the standards applicable to postseason competition that occurs between terms (see Bylaws 14.1.10 and 14.1.10.2). However, a 
student-athlete must meet full-time enrollment requirements applicable to term-time competition (see Bylaw 14.1.8.2). (Adopted: 4/26/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10.2- To be eligible to compete in a postseason event (e.g., conference tournament, bowl game, National Invitation Tournament, NCAA 
championship) that occurs between regular terms (including summer) a student-athlete shall have satisfactorily completed six-semester or six-quarter 
hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1 ). (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 
Revised: 12/12/06, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 
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bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 
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<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris RichaJcdson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@flreacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edw~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.banrey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --’george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --’nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --’rcobb@vt.edu:>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtc>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy 

---sbmalovQ@nncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpaxke@vt.edtc,; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik 

--~-Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wal~llscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@mayquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 
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jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 
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Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<~erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <[iohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac }tart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdema~cco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~’~sprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; (?inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/1/08- Travel & Residency Requirement 

Fast Break is a basketball student-athlete that transferred to College USA in January 2008. Fast served her residency requirement during the spring 2008 

and fall 2008 semesters, and she has been certified as eligible to compete. The fall semester officially ends on Friday, December 5th. The basketball team 

will be competing on Saturday, December 6th. 

The team will be leaving campus on Thursday, December 4th to travel to the game. Can Fast travel with the team since they are leaving prior to the 

conclusion of the fall 2008 semester? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation-12/17/97-Student-Athlete Receiving Travel Expenses When Serving Residence Requirement-states 
that the NCAA staff has confirmed that a transfer student-athlete who is serving a residence requirement may receive travel expenses prior to the 
conclusion of the term to attend a competition that occurs after the date of the last scheduled examination listed in the institution’s official calendar for that 
term, provided the institution can certify that the student-athlete will fulfill the obligations of the residence requirement during that trip, and the student-athlete 
does not represent the institution in competition until the day after the date of the last scheduled examination. [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.1.8 (change in 
eligibility status); 16.8.1.2 (competition while representing institution); and Official interpretation, 11/19/92, item 4] 

iicomlaras@biqeast.orq 
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bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 
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<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --:ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --:ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hot~tra.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; 

Kris RichaJcdson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey 

Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edu>; I,oretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edtr~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.banrey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --:george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --:nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --:rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Am5’ Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy 

--:sbmalo~Q@nncaa.unc.edu~; Tim Parker <tpaxke~@vt.edu;,; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik 

--~:Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wm~llscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@mayquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 

bbailey@scaxletkifights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@~arletknights.com; 

Edward L Scott <e.scotV~:louisville.edtr~; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~xychefley@mail.~:u.edu; Garrett 

Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbevefly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; j~29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downe~Q@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alti~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareut~scarletknighks.com>; CaJtlin Stott~r <caJ~tlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae :<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu->; Danielle Josetti :<tanielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<~erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Eflease Wagner--:erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --:gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu->; Mac Hart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13:n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~tfimmem~@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <m~xielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 
<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <ffederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl~shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s~T.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sulhns <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lz~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese ~-~mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-:ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel M~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

~lapoint(~:providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann <jldlerm01@louisville.edu’1 Kathy Meehal <meehank@stjohns.e&P; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucorm.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu1 Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/2/08- 10.02.1/10.3 

Once all the bowl games have been set, the director of facilities, assistant director of financial aid, assistant athletic trainer, assistant director of admissions 
and the equipment director at College USA want to enter an online office pool to see who can predict the most bowl victories. Each of the participants will 
put in $25 and the participant with the most points wins the cash. The office pool is operated and run by the participants and is not linked to any internet 
gambling activity or outside organization. Further, College USA’s football team did not quality for participation in a bowl game this year. 
This activity is permissible because the office pool will not operated by organized fee sites, but rather by the participants themselves and College USA is not 
participating in a bowl game. 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 10.02.1 states that sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student- 
athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. 
Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are 
placed on teams, individuals or contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an entry fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a prize. (Adopted: 
4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NC~ Bylaw 10.3 states that the following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or provide information to individuals 
involved in or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate, amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted. 
4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 

(b) Nonathletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics 
representative, individual to whom athletics reports); 

(c) Staff members of a conference office: and 

(d) Student-atNetes. 

jeot~daras(~bNeast.org 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 3, 2008 9:17 AM 

Amy Hennm~ <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu->; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --:ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --:ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edw~; Justin Kume ~jkume@troy.edu->; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richard~n <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu->; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edw~; Loretta Lamar 

<lan~ar@usna.edtP; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edu’:,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
--:shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison --:saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Ward Scranage 

<wavdlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu->; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; Edward L Scott <e.scott@louisville.edu>; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~ycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usEedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu:>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edtc,; mpeterson@scarletkilights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibchna@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wwu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu->; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Stofl~r <caithn.sk~ttb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edw>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.usEedu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 
<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edw>; Dan Isaf~dmi~i@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgos~l@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborall.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@fftjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson --jaime.erickso@marquette.edtc,; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkifights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usEedu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdant,~mio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu;,; John Heck ~heck@scarletkilights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villm~ova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melis~ McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edw>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --:nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Maxielle <maxielle.vangelder@uconn.edu’:,; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; PNllip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bihJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.ovg>; Dm~ White 
<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcosa~e@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <~semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<snmrphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@Ngeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; 



Subject: 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Je~mitEr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu-~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu-~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/3/08- 13.1.9 

This Friday evening (evaluation period) College USA’s head men’s basketball coach is going to speak at a high school’s basketball banquet. The coach visited this same high 
school yesterday and made recruiting contact with a prospective student-athlete. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. Outside a Contact Period, a member of the basketball coaching staff may speak at a meeting or banquet outside the recruiting contact periods without such attendance 
being considered an evaluation or a visit to the high school (except for dead periods per Bylaw 13.02.4.4), provided: 
(i) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by the educational institution; 
(ii) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 
(iii) The coach does not have direct contact with any prospective student-athlete in attendance; and 
(iv) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities. 

13.1.9 Banquets, Meetings and NCAA Promotional Activities 

(a) Sports Other Than Football or Basketball. In sports other than football and basketball, the coach may speak at a meeting or banquet (except for dead periods per 
Bylaw 13.02.4.4) at a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution without using one of the institution’s permissible contacts or evaluations, provided: 
(1) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by the educational institution; 
(2) The coach does net make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 
(3) The coach does not have any direct contact with any prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents) in attendance; and 
(4) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities at the educational institution. 

(b) Basketball 
(1) During a Contact Period. In basketball, an institution’s basketball coaching staff member, who speaks at a meeting or banquet at a prospective student-athlete’s 
educational institution during the contact period, uses the institution’s once-per-week visit to a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution during a contact period and 
also uses an evaluation for all basketball prospective student-athletes at that educational institution= The coach does not use a contact, provided he or she does not make a 
recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance and has no direct contact with any prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents) in 
attendance. 
(2) Outside a Contact Period. A member of the basketball coaching staff may speak at a meeting or banquet outside the recruiting contact periods without 
such attendance being considered an evaluation or a visit to the high school (except for dead periods per Bylaw t3.02.4.4), provided: 
(i) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by the educational institution; 
(ii) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 
(iii) The coach does not have direct contact with any prospective student.athlete in attendance; and 
(iv) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities. 

(c) Football 
(1) During a Contact Period. In football, an institution’s football coaching staff member, who speaks at a meeting or banquet at a prospective student-athlete’s educational 
institution during the contact period, uses one of the institution’s six in-person, off-campus recruiting contacts per prospective student-athlete and also uses the institution’s 
once-per-week visit to a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution during a contact period (see Bylaw 11.7.2.2.1). 
(2) Outside a Contact Period. In Divisions I-A and I-AA football, a member of the football coaching staff may speak at a meeting or banquet outside the contact period 
without such attendance being considered an evaluation or a visit to the high school (except for dead periods per Bylaw 13.02.4A), provided: 
(i) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by the educational institution; 
(ii) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 
(iii) The coach does not have direct contact with any prospective student-athlete in attendance; and 
(iv) The coach does net engage in any evaluation activities (see Bylaw 11.7.2.2.1). 

j(~omtaras@biqeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 4, 2008 8:14 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolay <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtl>; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edtl>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowleri@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edus,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr--; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edtr~; Justin Kume ~jkume@troy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu~; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@duq.e&P; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lim.dickman@louisville.edtr>; Loretta Lamar 

<lan~aac@usna.e&P; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.e&P; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edw,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@mazshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scazletknights.com; Jennit}r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmm’inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <masvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;>; paul.downeTrQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.~wu.edtr--; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr>; Brian Waycup <bwareutf~scarletknights.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.e&P; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom -~-dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.e&P; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edtl>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <[iohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edus>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.e&P; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lira Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac }tart <mharYv~:pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtr>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edw,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder,N@athletics.pitt.edu;>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.mgan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr--; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTrT.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgemwn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J, rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaacco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese --~mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma, golis 
<rmaacgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoin<~:providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance item- 12/4/08- Cmrent Event 

NCAA Rules Violations Disputed at Texas A&M-CC 

TheNewYorkTiim es.eom-- AP 

CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas (AP) -- Former Texas A&M-Corpus Christi athletic director Brian Teter is fighting allegations of 
NCAA rules violations, including use of ineligible players, reeruiting violations in men’s basketball and lack of institutional 

control. 
In July the NCAA notified the university of alleged violations, eight of them major, that occurred between 2oo4 and 2oo8 in 

men’s basketball, women’s volleyball and men’s tennis. 

The Corpus Christi-Caller Times reported on its Web site Thursday that Teter claims he had school president Flavius 
gdllebrew’s backing to not report an eligibility issue invoMng a former volleyball player. 
Killebrew said he asked Teter to report the matter and believed it had been taken eare of. 

jcondaras@biqeast, orq 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 5, 2008 9:13 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowleti@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edtr~; Justin Kume ~jkume@troy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@d~N.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edtv~; Loretta Lamar 

<lan~aJc@usna.edtP; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edtc>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtc>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edtc>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
---shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephasfie Ellison --’saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edn>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scayletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’f~_Smmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfinnneml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edn>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa0 l@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~4;sprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (~inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann <jkhenn01@louisville.edu~; Kathy MeehaJ] <meehank@stjohns.e&P; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucom].edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/5/08- 17.1.6.3.7 

College USA will be conducting final exams next week for the fall semester. The men’s and women’s basketball teams will not be competing during this 
time, but they will continue to practice. Are the student-athletes held to the daily and weekly hourly limitations during final exam periods? 

A. Yes 
B. No 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 17,1.6.3.7 states that daily and weekly hour limitations apply to countable athletically related activities during final- 
examination periods and to all official preparatory periods leading to final-examination periods. (Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91) 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 8, 2008 9:17 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowleti@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edtr~; Justin Kume ~jkume@troy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@dtN.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edtv~; Loretta Lamar 

<lan~aJc@usna.edtP; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edtc>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtc>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edtc>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
---shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephasfie Ellison --’saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scayletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtv~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’f~_Smmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa0 l@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague <~sprague@athletics.pittedu>; (+inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlemmnn @dlerm01@louisville.edu+; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.e&P; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu+; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complbxlce Item- 12/8/08- 14.1.10.2.1 

Spot oftha Foul is a football student-athlete at Big Time University (BTU). Spot was only enrolled in 8 hours this semester because that is all he needed to 
graduate in December. Spot satisfactorily passed 4 hours. 
Is Spot eligible to participate in BTU’s bowl game? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10.2.1 states that a student-athlete who was enrolled in less than a minimum full-time program of studies pursuant to an exception or 
waiver during the term immediately prior to the postseason event is subject to the following requirements: (Adopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) If the student-athlete was enrolled in at least six credit hours, he or she shall have satisfactorily completed six semester or six quarter 
hours of academic credit; or 

(b) If the student-athlete was enrolled in less than six credit hours, he or she shall have satisfactorily completed the number of semester or quarter hours of 
academic credit in which he or she was enrolled. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 9, 2008 8:54 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowleti@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edtr~; Justin Kume ~jkume@troy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@d~N.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edtv~; Loretta Lamar 

<lan~aJc@usna.edtP; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edtc>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtc>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edtc>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
---shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephasfie Ellison --’saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scayletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtv~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague <~sprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoinl@providence.edu->; Julie tlemmnn @dmrm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lyun.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarak Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/8/08- 17.1.6.3.8 

All American is a student-athlete at Big State College (BSC). All participates on the men’s wrestling and basketball teams. On Saturday, All will be 
participating in competition for both sports. Here is Ali’s schedule for the day: 

8am- report for wrestling match (team meeting, begin warm ups) 

9am - noon- compete in wrestling match 

4pm - 4:30pm- shoot around for basketball game 

5pro- pre-game meal, team meeting, begin warm ups 

7pm - 9pm- compete in basketball game 

With the above schedule, has All exceeded his permissible number of hours for participation in countable athletically related activities? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- [10/31/07]- Counting Competition in Multiple Sports on the Same Day toward the Daily and Weekly Hour Limits 
(1!11)- states that membership services staff confirmed that all competition and any associated athletically related activities in multiple sports on a single day 
of competition shall count as three hours toward the daily and weekly hour limitations of a multisport participant. [Reference(s): NCAA Bylaws 17.1.6.3.2 
(competition day) and 17.1.6.3.8 (multisport participant)] 

1%1.6.3.8 Multisport Participant. 

A multisport student-athlete’s participation in countable athletically related activities is limited to a maximum of four hours per day and a totaJ of 20 hours per week. 

(AdopWd 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04) 

!;77 b2A,’~’~’ C’~.~.,~,~, 

.ir_o___t~__d__g_r__t~__s__~_~_b__i_gCg_s__t_:_er__g. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 11, 2008 9:04 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <aJcc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowleti@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)]virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@nark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edtr~; Justin Kume ~jkume@troy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@d~N.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edtv~; Loretta Lamar 

<lan~aJc@usna.edtP; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edtc>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtc>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edtc>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
--~shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephasfie Ellison --~saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edn>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scaJcletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaJcletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Wascup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Liohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpnmllin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@lonisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~tfinnneml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edn>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yT.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --qza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --qdeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-~mtr~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-~ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edn>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoinl@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtv~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 12/11/08- 14.4.3.3.1 

Top oftha Key is a basketball student-athlete at State University. Top is in his second year of collegiate enrollment and has yet to select a major. Although 
Tom passed six hours for the fall 2008 term, his grades were not that good. What minimum cumulative GPA does Top have to have to be eligible for the 
spring 2009 term? 
For this scenario, State University’s minimum GPA for graduation is a 2.0 

A. 1.8 
B. 1.9 
C. 2.0 
D. Tom doesn’t have to have a minimum GPA yet 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1 states that a student-athlete who is entering his or her second year of collegiate enrollment shall present a 
cumulative minimum grade-point average (based on a maximum 4.000) that equals at least 90 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative grade-point 
average required for graduation. A student-athlete who is entering his or her third year of collegiate enrollment shall present a cumulative grade-point 
average (based on a maximum of 4.000) that equals 95 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative minimum grade-point average required for graduation. 
A student-athlete who is entering his or her fourth or later year of collegiate enrollment shall present a cumulative minimum grade-point average (based on a 
maximum of 4.000) that equals 100 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative minimum grade-point average required for graduation. If the institution 
does not have an overall grade-point average required for graduation, it is permissible to use the lowest grade-point average required for any of the 
institution’s degree programs in determining the cumulative minimum grade-point average. The minimum grade-point average must be computed pursuant 
to institutional policies applicable to all students. (Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92, Revised 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first 
entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03.) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1.2 states that a student-athlete’s eligibility under this provision shall be determined on the basis of the student’s academic record in 
existence by the first date of competition or contest of each regular term of an academic year beginning with that student’s second or later academic year 
(third semester or fourth quarter) of full-time enrollment. (Adopted: 1/11/94; Revised: 1/10/95, 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03, forthose student-athletes first 
entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 5/9/08) 

j(~omtaras@bi~teast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 15, 2008 8:53 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolay <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtl>; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edtl>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowleri@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;Vc))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edus,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr--; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edw~; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edtP; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@duq.e&P; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lim.dickman@louisville.edtr>; Loretta Lamar 

<lanaaac@usna.e&P; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.e&t>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edw,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@mazshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scazletknights.com; Jennit}r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmm’inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkilights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <masvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;>; paul.downeTrQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.~wu.edtr--; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr>; Brian Waycup <bwareutf~scarletknights.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.e&P; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom -~-dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.e&P; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edtl>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <tiohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edus>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.e&P; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lira Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharVv~:pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtr>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edw,; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~ttJmmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder,N@~athletics.pitt.edu;>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.mgan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr--; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeasl.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTrT.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgemwn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemaacco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --qza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --qdeblois@bigeasl.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese --~mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Ma, golis 
<rmaacgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~sprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoinl(~:providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/15/08- 15.3.3. l. l 

Curve Ball is a prospective student-athlete who will be initially enrolling full-time at State College (SC) in January 2008. Curve will be playing soltball for SC, 
and the coach would like to provide her with an athletic scholarship. 
Is it permissible to provide Curve an athletic scholarship for one semester? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 1~.3.3.1.1(a) states that a student-athlete whose first full-time attendance at the certifying institution during a particular academic year 
occurs at midyear (e.g, beginning of the second semester or second or third quarter of an academic year) may receive a financial aid award for the 
remainder of that academic year. 

~!~o__t_Ld__q!’_g:s__&__b_j_g_e__q_s__t_:_o_F__q 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 16, 2008 9:09 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <axc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolay <btolar@hbu.edtP; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edtl>; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edtl>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowleri@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;Vc))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --~ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edus,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr--; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edw~; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edtP; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@duq.e&P; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lim.dickman@louisville.edtr>; Loretta Lamar 

<lanaaac@usna.e&P; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.e&t>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edw,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@mazshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychedey@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scazletknights.com; Jennit}r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmm’inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkilights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <masvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;>; paul.downeTrQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.~wu.edtr--; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr>; Brian Waycup <bwareutf~scarletknights.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.e&P; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom -~-dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.e&P; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edtl>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <tiohnson@scmletkilights.com>; Jamie Mullin--jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edus>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.e&P; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lira Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharVv~:pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtr>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edw,; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~ttJmmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder,N@~athletics.pitt.edu;>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.mgan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr--; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeasl.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.sTrT.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgemwn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemaacco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --qza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --qdeblois@bigeasl.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese --~mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli --~ncarparelli@bigeasl.org >; Rachel Ma, golis 
<rmaacgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoinl@providence.edu-~; Julie tlem~ann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtv~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 12/16/08- 14. l. 8. l. l 

Short Course is a student that will be initially enrolling in college this January at College USA. Short will be participating on College USA’s swim team. The 
swim team will be practicing during the Christmas holiday. Can Short practice with the team even though she won’t have attended classes yet? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1.1 states that a student-athlete may practice during the official vacation period immediately preceding initial enrollment, provided 
the student has been accepted by the institution for enrollment in a regular, full-time program of studies at the time of the individual’s initial participation; is 
no longer enrolled in the previous educational institution; and is eligible under all institutional and NCAA requirements. 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 17, 2008 8:40 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa, anc.edu>; Angela Br’add <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <ayc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Barbara Tolax <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edt~-; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@t.edt~-; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowleti@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner --’ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood --’ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edtr~; Justin Kume ~jkume@troy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@dtN.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edtv~; Loretta Lamar 

<lan~aJc@usna.edtP; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<me&an@rice.edu;,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edtc>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtc>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sandvi@vt.edtc>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
---shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephasfie Ellison --’saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.vilginia.edu~; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scayletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <icondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletkifights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edtc>; Kopicki, Jill <3KOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --’BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <moxvin.mitchell@louisville.edu:>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scayletknights.com>; Alicia Alii~rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtv~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Brian Waycup <bwareup@scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stott~r <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Isaf<dmisat@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edw~; Danielle Josetti -<tanielle.fi~geral@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Donna Sloan --’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbaldce@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu:>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edtc>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--’erleasem@syr.edu:>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

-~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu;,; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bouche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu~; John Heck <jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mharl@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edtv~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski.l @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edtc>; Roseann Antonelli --’athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--’RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--’tfimmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor --%vfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.s;yx.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaJcco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --lza~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ldeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese ~-’mtra~ghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Calparelli ~-’ncarparelli@bigeas~t.org >; Rachel Ma~golis 
<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigec~st.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 



Subject: 

Sprague ~zsprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie ttem~ann <jldlenn0 l@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucorm.edtr~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara]~ Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Terri ttowes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/17/08- Current Event 

Should coaches hold off on scholarship offers? 

At 15, Tyler Lewis is used to being the youngest and smallest player on the court. 

He’s already in his third season starting for a high school varsity basketball team even though he’s just a ninth grader and 5 feet 10, 145 pounds. 

But he has exceptional passing ability and a dead-on jump shot from 22 feet at Forsyth Country Day. And he already has coaches with the Charlotte 49ers, Auburn and Virginia telling 

him they will pay his tuition, room and board if he will play basketball for them. 

"At first I thought it was a joke," Tyler said of his first offer, from Virginia Tech, which came last summer. 

It’s no joke. College coaches looking for a competitive edge are in some cases recruiting and accepting commitments from players earlier than ever 

Earlier this year, a player committed to Kentuck~z before picking a high school. 

Recruiting analysts say about 10 current sophomores and a couple freshmen have committed to schools for basketball Some coaches and administrators say it’s not wise to put the 

pressure of choosing a college on teenagers who aren’t mature enough to make such a decision. 

"Kids aren’t rational, autonomous decision makers," said William Morgan, a sports ethics expert at the University of Southern California. "... They seldom think about the long-term 

consequences of their actions." 

The NCAA, the governing body of college sports, doesn’t have a rule preventing coaches from offering and securing non-binding verbal agreements from players of any age. But the 

National Association of Basketball Coaches’ board of directors in June asked coaches not to offer scholarships or accept commitments from players before Ju ne 15 following their 

sophomore year of high school. 

Before then, some coaches say, it’s difficult to predict a player’s athletic and academic potential. The NABC doesn’t have power to enforce its principles beyond perhaps withholding 

Final Four tickets from coaches who don’t follow them. 

But the NABC is working with conference officials to push forward legislation to curb early recruiting. One current NCAA proposal aims to stop coaches from working at camps (except at 

their own school) where seventh- and eighth-graders are receiving instruction 

Some coaches, particularly those at schools that aren’t traditional powers, say that identifying prospects early and developing longstanding relationships helps them compete for talent against 
high-profile programs such as _D___u___k__e_. and ._N___o___rth____C_,__a___r_o__[i_n__a_" 

NCAA rules limit their contact with players in the middle school and early high school years, but coaches develop relationships through players’ high school and club team coaches 

NABC executive director Jim Haney, though, said players who make early commitments are done a disservice because schools are gambling on how they will develop athletically and 

academically 

"We care about these kids," Haney said, "and we want to get them in the right setting" 

Diaper dandy 

"Change },,our diaper," a rough crowd taunted Tyler two },,ears ago when he started as a seventh-grader on Statesville Christian’s varsity against Camden (SC.) Military Academy. 

Only 13 years old, Tyler scored 27 points that night. 

He began getting serious attention from recruiters last season as an eighth-grader at Forsyth Country Day. Coaches who would come to scout Ravenscroft High standout Ryan Kelly, 

who recently committed to Duke, saw Lewis score 13 points in a triple-overtime loss. 

"(He) looks like he shouldn’t be on the court with the kids he’s on the court with," said Rusty LaRue, the former Wake Forest three-sport standout who coaches Tyler at Forsyth Country 

Day, located about 12 miles west of Winston-Salem. 

Some of the plays Tyler makes are dazzling. At the Prep Challenge at Charlotte last summer, he chased down a loose ball near midcourt. With his back to the basket, he made a perfect, 

no-look pass over his head to a teammate for a dunk. 

In the semifinals of a team tournament at UNC-Greensboro during the summer, Tyler tipped the ball over an opponent’s head as they chased a rebound, then caught up to the ball just 

in time to put it behind his back to avoid another opponent. Then he faked a left-handed, behind-the-back pass to freeze a defender before finishing a layup with his left hand 

"Everybody huddles around him and says, ’Did he just do that?’ Because he’s just such a small kid," LaRue said 

Through 11 games this season, Tyler averaged 13.5 points, 4.3 assists and 2.1 steals steals as Forsyth Country Day was 9-2. He is an odd combination of naive and sophisticated. 

Rick Lewis, his father, coaches the Carolina Flight club team that has taken him and Tyler to Orlando, St Louis, Las Vegas, New York, Cincinnati and San Diego in search of top 

competition. He established the club in 2002 in part because he wanted to coach Tyler. 

On most weekends from September through March, Lewis runs a drills and skills camp at North Mecklenburg High. 

Tyler, who loves to watch "Spongebob Squarepants" and prefers chicken fingers when ordering at restaurants, has taken unofficial visits to seven schools, including Charlotte, N.C. 

State, South Carolina and Wake Forest. He said he isn’t in a hurry to choose. 



He has no idea what he might w’ant to study in college. He likes math, but remember, he’s just in ninth grade and started Algebra II this fall. 

"I’m going to wait a little bit longer (to commit) so I’ll have a better look at the academics and stuff like that," he said. 

Youth movement 

Players can’t sign binding scholarship agreements until November of their senior year, but that hasn’t stopped schools and young athletes from making non-binding verbal agreements. 

In May, eighth-grader Michael Avery of Encino, Calif., gave a non-binding commitment to Kentucky. 

Closer to home, N.C. State took a commitment from Raleigh Word of God’s C.J. Leslie in 2007 at the end of his freshman year. North Carolina received commitments from Kendall 

Marshall of Arlington, Va, in September of 2007 and Reggie Bullock of Kinston in January of 2008 when they were sophomores 

All those commitments came before the NABC established its policy. 

Because they’re not binding for either party, commitments don’t always last. 

Taylor King of Huntington Beach, Calif, committed to UCLA in 2003, shortly before entering ninth grade King changed his mind, played as a freshman a __D__u___k__e_. last season and then 

transferred to Villaneva. 

King is one of many players who have had a change of heart, "decommitted," and choose other schools instead. 

"To me, that’s a problem," said Virginia Tech coach Seth Greenberg, who is disappointed when players go back on their word 

(None of the coaches recruiting Tyler will comment on him specifically. NCAA rules prohibit coaches from talking about recruits until they sign with the school.) 

If committed players mature and develop as expected, coaches urge them to keep their word. But if a player unexpectedly fails to grow or improve, coaches sometimes find ways to get 

out of their end of the commitment. 

In those cases, Greenberg and Auburn coach Jeff Lebo said, a coach might explain to the player that he won’t get much playing time If the player still wants to come, Greenberg and 

Lebo said, the coach is obligated to honor that commitment. 

"You’ve got to be honest with kids," Greenberg said. "1 think that’s the only way you can be. Because you certainly don’t want someone coming in under false pretenses." 

To avoid coming to a school where they wouldn’t play, coaches say, players usually agree to find a new school Charlotte 49ers coach Bobby Lutz said he has never withdrawn a 

scholarship offer, but other coaches do. 

’Tm aware of many offers that have been rescinded, whether officially or unofficially, through the years," Lutz said. "It’s happened for years. It may be more pronounced now, but it’s not 

just a recent phenomenon" 

’Abdication of ethics’ 

Haney, the NABC executive director, said it’s difficult to predict if a junior high player will make enough progress on the court and in the classroom to live up to a commitment 

"Kids com 

Davidson coach Bob McKillop said college presidents and deans of admissions need to stop coaches from offering seats at their universities to players with no high school academic 

credentials 

Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski worries about high school students getting preoccupied with college instead of focusing on high school academics and experiences like the prom. 

"They’re going to get screwed up a little bit," Krzyzewski said. "You’ve got to stay in the moment. As a parent, I think you would be concerned." 

Morgan, the sports ethics expert, said coaches under intense pressure to win sometimes do things they otherwise wouldn’t. He said it’s up to the schools to stop them. 

"Institutions can’t get off the hook here," Morgan said. "Simply leaving these kind of decisions up to the coaches is an abdication of an ethical role of these institutions" 

Morgan, author of "Ethics in Sport," "Why Sports Morally Matter" and other books about sports ethics, said it’s up to parents and high school coaches to protect them from college 

coaches who might not have their best interests at heart. 

Morgan said parents sometimes get starstruck by the attention and don’t act in paternalistic ways, either. 

"Obviously the younger they go, the more problematic it becomes," he said 

Will he grow? 

Because of his extensive background as a club team coach, Rick Lewis isn’t as awestruck as some parents when he meets famous coaches or players. 

He said Tyler has been around so much big-time basketball that he isn’t easily impressed, either. During the summer, he played in the backcourt alongside New Orleans Hornets All- 

Star Chris Paul at a Pro-Am event at Forsyth Country Day 

Tyler enjoyed it but wasn’t used to playing with another point guard who commanded the ball. 

"It’s pretty cool playing with him," Tyler said. "He’s a good leader. He tells you what you need to do on the court and what man to pick up and everything." 

What’s TyleCs basketball future? During a break at his annual Tournament of Champions club basketball event in Chapel Hill last summer, All-Star Sports recruiting analyst Bob 

Gibbons spoke glowingly of Tyler, who twice has attended Gibbons’ evaluation clinics for younger players. 



Gibbons calls him an outstanding passer and playmaker and says his point guard skill level is advanced far beyond his years He says Tyler isa precise shooterifthereisn’tataller 

player guarding him. Gibbons believes he has "tremendous upside" if he continues to grow. 

If not, Gibbons said, it’s difficult to project him as a prospect for a major college program 

"That’s the unknown factor," Gibbons said, "and the risk coaches take in offering players this young and immature." 

Most high school freshmen do grow, and Tyler said coaches like seeing him shine now against bigger, older players. He surmises that coaches expect him to get quicker and stronger. 

In the past year, he has grown two to three inches, and his brother Colby is 6-2 as a high school senior. 

Tyler grew up a North Carolina fan and said he probably would go there if given a chance but is in no hurry to decide on a school 

"As I get along in high school, I can go visit some more colleges, see how I like them, meet the coaching staffs," he said. 

His father is proud and excited about his son’s prospects, but also is more pragmatic Rick Lewis wants to make sure Tyler won’t sit the bench wherever he goes. 

He acknowledges that the schools that offered scholarships early made an impression on the family with their early interest. That’s the edge some coaches are seeking, despite the 

NABC’s objections. 

"Whoever shows you the most love early," Rick Lewis said, "you have to showthem some respect." 

ico~Maras@biqeast.orq 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 18, 2008 8:57 AM 

Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ai~hae@nncaa.unc.edu-~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; 

Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin 

<blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; lyonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Colin Howlett 

<chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu’~,; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU~; Eric Wood <~ewood@theacc.org~; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ukT.edu>; Heather Robcrtson <herobert@vt.edu~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edn>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edn>; Jerome Rodgers <jeromexodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada 

Diaz ~essica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu;,; Jim Booz <booz@vivginia.edu>; Jody Smith @smith@fsu.edn>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@kn.edtr~; Lindsay Bussey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta LaJnax 

<lalnar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megma Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu’~,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org~; Shoshmma Engel 

--~shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison --~saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edn>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Anly Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaxk.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Ward Scranage 

<wardlscranage@gmail.com>; White, Josh ~wbite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usfedu; 

aJny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaxletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scaxletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras --jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletkilights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibclm@shn.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edtr~; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordm~.blizzaxd@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; MegaJ1 McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edtr~; Brian Waxcup <bwareuiY~scarletknighks.com>; CaJflin Stottbr <caJ~flin.stoffe@uc.edtP; Chad 

Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 
Isaf<dmisaf@ur.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <~tmfielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sa~ft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<~tbald<e@depaul.edu>; Doug Tr~li <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Jaime Erickson 

-~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scMetknights.com~; Jamie Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu;,; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher ~bonche@admin.usf.edu;,; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mmadel 

<jnn224@georgetown.edn>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Joe D’Antonio <jdmltonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknigNs.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schmlk <kschaJlk@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

DelaJley <~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villa~ova.edu; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski --d<oxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edu>; Rosea~n Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu:>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.usf.edu:>; Smmp£ Rick--~RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemlan--~ttJmmeml@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usfedu; 

VanGeldec Marielle <ma~ielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <~dm~iel.t.mgan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu~; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgemwn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bti~J~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Fanuh Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia --dz~lecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois --ddeblois@bigeas~t.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mulphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 



Subject: 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; (+inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; JennitEr Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu-~; Julie Hemmnn <jldlenn0 l@louisville.edu+; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.e&P; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villm~ova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; SamJl Bobert < sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complbxlce Item- 12/18/08- 16. 1.4 

Half Back is a football student-athlete at State University. Half is participating in the ABC Bowl and will receive a ring from the bowl organization. Half would 
prefer a watch over a ring, so he asks a local jeweler if he can exchange the ring for a watch. As long as the watch does not cost more than the ring, this 
would be permissible? 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer if False. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4 states that athletics awards given to individual student-athletes shall be limited to those approved or administered 
by the member institution, its conference or an approved agency as specified in the following subsections and shall be limited in value and number as 
specified in this section. Awards received for intercollegiate athletics participation may not be sold, exchanged or assigned for another item of value, even if 
the student-athlete’s name or picture does not appear on the award. Each of the following subsections is independent of the others so that it is permissible 
for an individual student-athlete to receive the awards described in all subsections. (Revised: 9/12/03) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Januao, 5, 2009 10:52 AM 

Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~’ai~hae@nncaa.unc.edu-~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; 

Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin 

<blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Ixmne@rmu.edu; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sm.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Chris Moore <moole@pdx.eda>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Colin Howlett 

<chowlert@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu’-,; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee < mdittme@utlc.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.orgv; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uk3~.edu>; Heather Robcrtson <herobert@vt.edu~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada 

Diaz ~essica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu;,; Jim Booz <’booz@vivginia.edu>; Jody Smith @smith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscotl.edtr~; John tlarwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@an~d.edu-~; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edtr~; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta LamaJc 

<lalnar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu’-,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsa.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.eda>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.orgv; Shoshanna Engel 

--~shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison --~saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Anly Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edtr~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsL3h@cms.maJd.virginia.edtr~; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknighls.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknighLs.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tchefley@mail.x~a,u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.x~a,u.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usLedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo;valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@sTr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, B17an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

WaMa Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhode@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie ShepaJcd <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu-~; Brian WaJccup <bwarcup~arletknights.com>; Cmthn 

Stofl~r <caithn.stoflb@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~Tu.edw~; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.ustledu>; Dan Bartholomae 
<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @loaisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborall.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@maxquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usLedu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 

<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, oski <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@loaisville.edu;>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu;>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.asf.eda>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc,; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Pbillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bi~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwbite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqaette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 



Subject: 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara tlenderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jelmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtv~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <lylm.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item- l/5/09- Dead Period- Mult- Sport 

Boot Leg is a senior prospective student-athlete. Boot is being recruited by Big Time College in the sports of football and track. 
With the dead period for football occurring the week of the National Letter of intent, would it be permissible for the track coaches to contact Boot off-campus 
during the football dead period? 
Yes. An 11!21/91 NCAA Official Interpretation states that the dead period for recruiting purposes is sport applicable. Therefore, a multi-sport prospect 
that is being earnestly recruited in more than one sport could be recruited on- or off-campus during a permissible recruiting period even ifa recruiting dead 
period is applicable in another sport in which the prospect is being recruited. 

jeondaras@biqeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Januao, 6, 2009 6:58 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditt~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennitbr Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;>; Dan Isa£~-’dmisaf@ssT.edu;>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sulliw~l <CSnllivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwarcnlaa)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edn>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu~; Cal~ol Sprague 

<csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<j siedliski@bigeast.org~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edn>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Amy tterman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Christopher ttoppe <I{oppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsegalott~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mha~providence.edtr~; Jennitbr Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; .lennifer tteppel 

~h347@georgetown.edtr~; Megan McGrane qnmcgrane@~arletknights.com>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Allay 

Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@dnq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <bnsseyl@duq.edt~-; VanGelder, Marielle 

<maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.soJes@uconn.edt~-; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljolms.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bmdd@registmr.gatech.edu>; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank~stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Kam-osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu~; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders 

--~zsannde~@athletics.pitt.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @s~iohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usLedu>; .lessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edtr~; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkmights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; 

Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@~bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr FoMer <lddbwle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMetCa}vt.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~bakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Slo~l <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.usLedu~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.w~n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu;,; Loretta Lamar <lmnar@usna.edu~; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edn>; White, Josh -~white@huskers.com>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu~; ,Ton Fagg <jfagg@uark.edn>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray 

-<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufi:alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.edu>; 

athcmpll @admin.usLedu; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Brad Wood?" 

--~cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klanl@nd.edu~; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edu;,; Caitlin Stoffer 

<caiflin.s~toffe@uc.edtc,; Ben Taxio <btario@tJleacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Brian Crow 

<brian.crow@sm.edu~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.olg>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoin~providence.edu>; Dan White 

<dMfite@bigeast.org>; John tteck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jknme@troy.edu-~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@anrericaeast.com>; Joseph Klander 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@ac.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards <cedwards@admin.usf.edu~,; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobeN~!vt.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu>; Steven Koo <koost~!bc.edu;>; Dan 

Bmlholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu;>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu;>; Smmpf, 

Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@s~johns.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edn>; Alicia Alfo~d Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu;,; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu~; Sarah Emmett 

<semmet ~bigeast.org~; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edtc,; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; John Marinatm <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; John Harwood <iharwoo&~providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sd@geo~emwn.edtr’~; Don 

Pope-Davis "<tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demmeo 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/6/0% Delay in Pemfission to Contact 

Back Court is a basketball student-athlete at College USA. Back speaks with his coaches about transferring to another institution. The coaches tell Back that he may speak 



with other institutions about transferring at the end of the semester. Does College USA have to inform Back that he has the opportunity for a hearing? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- t2/12/06- Hearing Opportunity when Written Permission to Contact Four-Year College Prospect is Delayed (I)- states that if an 
institution delays a response to a student-~thlete’s request for permission to contact any other four-year institution or indicates that permission will be granted at a later date 
(e.g., at the end of the term), the institution must inform the student-athlete in writing within a reasonable time period following the initial request that he or she, on request, 
will be provided a hearing. [References: Bylaws 13.1.1.3 (four-year college prospects) and 13.1.1.3.1 (hearing opportunity); and a staff interpretation (reference: 2/22/06, item 

c), which has been archived.] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 7, 2009 9:02 AM 

Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ai~hae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; 

Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin 

<blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Crow <brian.crow@sru.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bria~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Chris Moore <moole@pdx.eda>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rum.edu>; Colin Howlett 

<chowlert@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu’~,; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgaxtner 

<ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <~ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ukT.edu>; Heather Robcrtson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada 

Diaz ~essica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu;,; Jim Booz <~booz@vivginia.edu>; Jody Smith @smith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscotl.edtr-; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@an~d.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@ku.edtr-; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Li~ Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lan~aJc 

<lalnar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.baruey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu’~,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsa.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.eda>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

--~shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison --~saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Anly Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<theruandez@miami.edtr-; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsL3h@cms.maJd.virginia.edtr-; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknighls.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknighks.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.~,u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.~,u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Conda~as 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinarto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usLedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@sTr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu;>; Marinelli, B17an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~u.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@scasletknights.com>; Caiflin Smiter <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards 
<cedwards@admin.usf.edu>; Dan Baxtholomae <~tbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@ma:rquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doag Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabcth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; lena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.usLedu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edtr~; Jody Sykes 
<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <idantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.carus@louisville.edu-~; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Ju@ Cress <iu@.cress@mail.wvu.edw~; Kate Hickey <kbickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edtr-; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.o~>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtr-; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.eda>; Rob Fiedler--~refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; 

Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.eda>; 

Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <hol~n@admin.usf.edt~-; Stumpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Tom 

Timmemmn <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usLedu; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@ucorm.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu;>; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathlTn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

~<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr-; Pbillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bi~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 
Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwbite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff <fsegaloff~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqaette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mumrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <~semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 



Subject: 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom CaraccioIo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara tlenderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu->; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkhenn01 @Iouisville.edtr~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- l/7/09- Meals & Residency Requilement 

AIlee Oop is a women’s basketball student-athlete at Western College. Allee transferred to Western at the beginning of the fall semester, so she is serving 
her residence requirement during the 2008-09 academic year. Prior to tonight’s home competition, the coach would like AIlee to join the team for their pre- 
game meal. Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/24/99- Transfer Students and Partial Qualifiers Receiving Pregame or Postgame Meals or Snacks (I/11)- states 
that transfer students and partial qualifiers who are eligible for practice and are serving a year of residence would not be precluded from receiving pregame 
meals and postgame snacks for home games only, inasmuch as such benefits are incidental to involvement with team activities. [Note: This minute 
replaces staff minute, 11/23/88, item a, which has been archived.] [References: NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.5.1 -(d) (housing and meals - 
meals incidental to participation)] 

iicortdaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Januao, 8, 2009 8:42 AM 

Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~’ai~hae@nncaa.unc.edu-~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; 

Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin 

<blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Ixmne@rmu.edu; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Latz <brian.latz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; 

Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rma.edu>; Colin HoMeR <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARA.S@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.eda>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baamgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edtr~; Keli Cunningham <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtr~; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkibwle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bus~y <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamag@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsa.edu~,; Michael Dean <me&an@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Eda>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.eda>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@ancc.edu>; nlee@astate.eda; Patrick Nero --~nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichino2@kent.eda>; Reshauna Cobb --~rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandvj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~g>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shnlts, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy 

--~sbmalovQ@nncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tpaxke@vt.edtc,; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; wasdscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.neL~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.tnce@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ustledu; 

anay.emiller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maJl.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvn.edu>; jbeverly@scaxletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras --jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depanl.edn; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwedsh9@depaul.edn; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibehn@shn.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edtr~; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordan.blizzaxd@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edw~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~m.edu-~; bbartletl@bigeast.org; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer 

<caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.us£edu-~; Dan Bartholomae 
<~tbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @loaisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debordtl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@maxqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu-~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu-~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edu-~; Maggie McKiNey 
<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --~nick.oje@loaisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.asf.eda>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc,; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@nconn.edn>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

~<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bi~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavilt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqaette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 



Subject: 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <toc]iakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara ttenderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennam <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/8/09- 13.1.3.6 

Flip Turn is a junior in high school and is very interested in swimming in college. He has spoken with several college coaches at various swim meets 
throughout the year. Several of the coaches provided Flip with a toll-free number to contact them about setting up a visit to their school next year. Is it 
permissible for college coaches to receive calls from Flip if he uses the toll-free number? 

It is permissible for coaches to receive such calls ON OR AFTER July 1 following Andy’s junior year in high school. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6 states that 
institutional coaching staff members (see Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1 ) may accept collect and toll-free (e.g., 1-800, 1-888) telephone calls placed by prospective 
student-athletes and prospective student-athletes’ parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than July 1 following completion of 
the prospective student-atNete’s iunior year in hi qh school. (Adopted: 1/10/92; Revised: 1/11/94, 12/12/06) 

Please note the below NCAA bylaws for men’s and women’s basketball: 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6.1 Exception -- Men’s Basketball. 

In men’s basketball, institutional coaching staff members may accept collect telephone calls placed by a prospective student=athlete and the prospective 
student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than the conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s sophomore 
year in high school. The institution may use a toll-free number to receive such calls from a prospective student-athlete and the prospective student-athlete’s 
parents or legal guardians. (Adopted: 11/1/01 effective 4/1/02; Revised: 5/30/06, 12/12/06) 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6.2 Exception -- Women’s Basketball- 

In women’s basketball, institutional coaching staff members may accept collect and toll-free telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are not placed earlier than the date on which an institution may begin placing 
telephone calls to the prospective student-athlete (see Bylaw 13.1.3.1.3). (Adopted: 1]/1/07) 

jeondc~rrts(~bNec~st.org 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Januao, 12, 2009 9:03 AM 

Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~’ai~hae@nncaa.unc.edu-~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; 

Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin 

<blocklin@vt.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Ixmne@rmu.edu; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; 

Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin HoMeR <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<leed@miami.edt~-; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl©RTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edn>; John Hmvood 
<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edtr~; Keli Cunningham <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtr~; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkii~wle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bus~y <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamag@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu~,; Michael Dean <me&an@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --~nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichino2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb --~rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandvj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~g>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shnlts, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy 

--~sbmalovQ@nncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tpaxke@vt.edtc,; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; waydscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.neL~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.tnce@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ustledu; 

anay.emiller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maJl.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvn.edu>; jbeverly@scaxletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras --jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depanl.edn; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwedsh9@depaul.edn; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu:>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan --~BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibehn@shn.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edn>; O’Brie~L Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu;,; paul.downevQ@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edtr~; jonet4@ucmail.nc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordan.blizzaxd@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie 

Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.~Tu.edu-~; bbartletl@bigeast.org; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer 

<caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu>; Co@ Edwards <cedward@admin.us£edu-~; Dan Bartholomae 
<~tbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debordtl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@maxqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu;,; Jessie Mandel <jm1224@georgetown.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu-~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu-~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edu-~; Maggie McKiNey 
<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --~nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc,; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@nconn.edn>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan ~-daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvn.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edn>; Kath~Tn Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Lanra Schoppman 

~<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@mayquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bih~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavilt~)bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~)bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <~semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 



Subject: 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara tlenderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Jmmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennaam <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sazah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/12/09- 14.5.5.3 

Ree Lay is a swimming student-athlete at Big State University (BSU). BSU finished its fall, segment on December 16, 2008 and will start the spring 

segment on January 12th. Ree is not happy at BSU and has decided to transfer to College USA. BSU has granted Ree the one-time transfer release. 
Since Ree competed during the fall segment at BSU, can she compete for College USA in the spring 2008 semester? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.3 states that a transfer student from a four-year institution, who has received a waiver of or exception to the transfer residence 
requirement (per Bylaw 14.5.5.2), is not eligible to compete at the certifying institution during the segment that concludes with the NCAA championship if the 
student-athlete has competed during that segment of the same academic year in that sport at the previous four-year institution. (Adopted: 1/10/95 effective 
8/1/95; Revised: 1/14/97 effective 8/1/97, 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04) 

Eligibility of Transfer Student-Athlete for Competition in Year of Transfer (I) 

Date Issued: Dec 13, 2005 
Type: Official 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The committee confirmed that if the institution from which a student-athlete transfers at midyear declares separate non-championship and championship segments of its 

playing and practice season, a student-athlete may compete during the non- championship segment for such an institution and durng the championship ,segment for the 

cerlifving institution dufin~ the same academic year in the same sport, provided the applicable transfer and progress- toward-degree eligiNlib’ requirements are satisfied. 

[References: Division I Bylaw 14.5.5.3 (competition in year of transfer); a 5/’25/95 official interpretation, Item No. 5, and a 2/25/04 staff interpretation, item a, which 

have been archived.] 

.ir_o__t~__d__g_r__;~__s__~_~_b__i_gCg_s__t_:_er__g. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 13, 2009 7:58 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; Johil Fisher <iohil.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condexas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Is~£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sulliw~l <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwoJrcup a)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edn>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu~; Cal~ol Sprague 

<csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<j siedliski@bigeast.org~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edn>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Amy ttennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Christopher ttoppe <Itoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsegaJott[~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mha~providence.edtr~; Jennit~r Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer tteppel 

~h347@georgetown.edtr~; Megan McGrane qnmcgrane@~arletknights.com>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Allay 

Lyn <stricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edt~-; VanGelder, Marielle 

<maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.soJes@uconn.edt~-; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljolms.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeas~t.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank~stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Rosemm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu~; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders 

--~zsannde~@athletics.pitt.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~wu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin 

Delaney <~delanekl @s~iohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scaxletknigNs.com>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitV~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Jessie Mandel <jrm224@georgetown.edtr~; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkifights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; 

Lynne Bamey <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<tiohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <ztbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 

<~facto@bigeast.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr FoMer <lddbwle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMetCa}vt.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~ba]cke@depaul.edu>; Donna Slo~l <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.us£edu~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu;,; Loretta Lamar <lmnar@usna.edu~; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmullin@syr.edn>; White, Josh -qwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu~; ,Ion Fagg <jfagg@uark.edn>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray 

~<teborah.rise@uc.edtr~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufl:alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; S~xah Bobert < sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; 

athcmpll @admin.us£edu; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Wood?" 

--~cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klanl@nd.edu~; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edtc,; Caitlin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardso@ncaa.org>; Lyrm Tighe 

<lynn.lighe@illanova.edu~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <jndy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaki@agnes~ott.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edtr~; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edw~; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygan@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder <\loseph.Klande@hofstra.edtr~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edw~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Cody Edwards 

<cedwards@admin.usfedu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtc,; Rick Evrmd <levrard@bsk.com >; Jessica Plantach Diaz 
<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobe(t@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu:>; Temi Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edt~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uM<.edtc,; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu:>; Dan Ba(tholomae 

~-~dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu:>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr~stjohns.edtc,; mmacdo08@providence.edn; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo 

<tcaracciolo@bigeast.olg>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Alford Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mianfi.edtr~; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; 

Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu~; Brian Lntz <brian.lutz@ntoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise 
<elaJne.mse@louisville.edu>; John Ma~inatto ~maxinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom 

Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sd@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Bl~zaxd <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <ree@miami.edu-~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item - 1 / 13/09- 14.1.4.3 

Kilo Meter is a student at College USA. Kilo decided to try out for the women’s track at the beginning of the spring 2009 term. Kilo has been practicing for five days and will 
compete in College USA’s home meet this weekend. Which statement is true? 



A. Kilo does not have to complete the NCAA Drug-Testing Consent form until she has participated in countable athletically related activities for 14 days. 
B. Kilo must complete the NCAA Drug-Testing Consent form prior to competing in the meet this weekend. 
The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.4.3 states that a student-athlete who is "trying out" for a team is not required to complete the form until 14 days from the first date the 
student-athlete engages in countable athletically related activities or before the student-athlete participates in a competition, whichever occurs earlier. (Adopted: 4/27/06 

effective 8/1/06) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January, 15, 2009 9:09 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; Johil Fisher <iohil.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmaml ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condexas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@~stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edtc>; Dan Isa£~q:hnisaf@syr.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwaJrcnlc a)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edn>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu~; Cal~ol Sprague 

<csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<j siedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edn>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigec~st.org>; 

Amy ttennan <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Christopher Hoppe <ttoppe@rmu.edw~; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsn.edtv~; Farrah Segaloff <fsegalolt@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edtv~; Jeimit~r Brashear <jennitbr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Meg~m McGmne <mmcgrane@scaJdetknights.com>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~-; Rick Chfistensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu:>; Elizabeth 

Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@marquette.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marqnette.edtr~; Dang Trani <tranid~}stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scasletknights.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<Ihltongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usLedtv~; Kendrick Ghols~ton 

<kgholston@scarletkifights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; 

Lynne Bamey <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<{iohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 

<~facto@bigeast.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr FoMer <lddbwle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMett a}vt.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli < ncmpmelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbakker@depaul.edtc>; Donna Sloa~l <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.usLedu~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edu;,; Loretta Lamar <lmnar@usna.edu~; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmnllin@syr.edn>; White, Josh -~white@huskers.com>; Shnlts, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edn>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uk.5,.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timnrerman <ttimmenn@nd.edtv~; Deborah Gray 

~<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr’~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufi:alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu:>; Saxah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.edu>; 

athcmpll @admin.usLedu; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschanlc@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella 
<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Brad Woo@ 

--~cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klanl@nd.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edu;>; Caitlin Staffer 

--~caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardso@ncaa.org>; Lyrm Tighe 

<lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <jndy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaki@agnes~ott.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edtv~; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Justin Knnre <jkume@troy.edw~; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygan@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder <\loseph.Klande@hofstra.edtv~; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sus~m Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobe(t@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edtc>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howes@mail.wvu.edt~-; Tracey Stehlik <SteNik@uMc.edtc,; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtc>; Dan Ba(tholomae 

~q:lbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Susan Malay < sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edtc>; Steven Shults <~shults@marshall.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edn; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo 

<tcaracciolo@bigeast.olg>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Alford Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mianfi.edtr~; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; 

Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lntz <brian.lutz@ntoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise 
<elaJne.mse@louisville.edu>; John Ma~dnatto ~maxinatto@bigeast.olg>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood 

<jha~cwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom 

Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sd@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Bl~za~cd <jorchn.blizza~cd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <ree@miami.edu-~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/15/09- 14.1.11 

Iwanna Ball is a freshman male student at State University. Iwanna played basketball in high school and would like to practice with Big Time’s women’s 
team. In hopes that he could play basketball in college, Iwanna registered with the NCAA Clearinghouse and was deemed a qualifier. He is enrolled in 14 



hours and is in good academic standing 

Is it permissible for Iwanna to practice with the women’s basketball team? Can Iwanna travel with the team to away from home contests? 

Yes, Iwanna can practice with the team, but he would not be permitted to travel or receive any type of financial assistance. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.1.11 states that it is permissible for male students to engage in practice sessions with women’s teams under the following conditions: 
(Revised: 5/12/05, 5/29/08) 

(a) Male students who practice with an institution’s women’s team on an occasional basis must be verified as eligible for practice in accordance with Bylaw 
14.1.8.1 and must have eligibility remaining under the five-year rule (Bylaw 14.2.1); 

(b) Male students who practice with an institution’s women’s teams on a regular basis must be certified as eligible for practice in accordance with all 
applicable NCAA eligibility regulations (e.g, must be enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies, must sign a drug-testing consent form, must be 
included on the institution’s squad list); 

(c) It is not permissible for an institution to provide male students financial assistance (room and board, tuition and fees, and books) in return for practicing 
with a women’s team. A male student who is receiving financial aid or any compensation for serving in any position in the athletics department may not 
practice with a women’s team. A male student-athlete who is a counter in a men’s sport may not engage in practice sessions with an institution’s women’s 
team in any sport; 

(d) It is not permissible for an institution to provide male students room and board to remain on campus during a vacation period to participate in practice 
sessions with a women’s team; 

(e) It is not permissible for a male student-athlete who is serving an academic year of residence as a nonqualifier to participate in practice sessions with a 
women’s team; and 

(f) It is permissible for an institution to provide practice apparel to male students for the purpose of practicing with a women’s team. 

2006 Educational Column - NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1 - Requirement for Practice - Male Students Practicing with Women’s Teams (1!11/111) 

Date Published: March 10, 2006 

NCAA member institutions should note that in accordance with NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1, a student-athlete must be enrolled in a minimum full-time program of 
studies leading to a baccalaureate or equivalent degree to be eligible to participate in organized practice sessions. 

During its December 5, 1991 meeting, the former NCAA Interpretations Committee determined that male student-athletes who practice with an institution’s 
women’s team on an occasional basis must be verified as eligible for practice in accordance with Bylaw 14.1.8.1 and have eligibility remaining in 
accordance with Bylaws 14.2.1 and 14.2.2 (Bylaws 14.2.2 and 14.2.3 in Divisions II and III). Further, during its October 22, 1992 meeting, the former 
interpretations Committee determined that if male student-athletes practice on a regular basis with the institution’s women’s teams (and vice versa), those 
male student-athletes must be certified in accordance with all applicable NCAA regulations (e.g., the individual must be enrolled in a minimum full-time 
program of studies, have eligibility remaining under the five-year/10-semester rule, must sign a drug-testing consent form and must be included on the 
institution’s squad list). 

In addition, the following issues related to male student-athletes practicing with women’s teams have been determined: 

Permissible: 

a. It is permissible for an institution to provide apparel to male student-athletes for the purpose of practicing with the institution’s women’s team. 

b. If a male student-athlete is involved in skill-related instruction with a women’s team, he must be included in the permissible number of student-athletes 
permitted to be involved in such instruction at any one time in any facility. 

Not permissible: 

a. It is not permissible for an institution to provide male student-athletes financial assistance (i.e., room and board, tuition and fees and books) in return 
for practicing with the women’s team. 

b. In Division I, it is not permissible for a male student-athlete who is a counter in a men’s sport to engage in practice sessions with an institution’s 
women’s team in any sport. 

c. In Division II, it is not permissible for a male student-athlete who is receiving athletically related aid in any sport to practice with the women’s 
basketball, volleyball or field hockey team on a regular basis. 

d. It is not permissible for an institution to provide male student-athletes with room and board to remain on campus during vacation periods to participate 
in practice sessions with the women’s team. 

e. It is not permissible for an institution to allow male student-athletes who are nonqualifiers to participate in practice sessions with a women’s team. 

It is not permissible for an institution to provide travel expenses to an away-from-home competition to a male student-athlete who is practicing with a 
women’s team. 

g It is not permissible to place a male student-athlete in the position of a team manager for the purpose of receiving expenses to practice with the 
women’s team on away-from-home competitions. 

h. It is not permissible for a male student-athlete who is receiving financial aid or any compensation for serving in any position in the athletics 
department to practice with a women’s team. 
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Our own Joey D is quoted in this article... 



Recruiters restricted from going after seventh- and eighth-graders 
UgAToday.com 

OXON Hill, Md. The NCAA now acknoMedges what one official characterizes as a"scary" fact of life in major-college basketball: Seventh-and eighth-graders 

are recruiting targets. 

The NCAA has officially designated those youngsters "prospective student-athletes." a move designed to insulate them from aggressive recruiters by making many of 
the camps they attend off-limi’Ls to college coaches. 

The restriction mostly applies to private, non-school-spon~red caJnps and clinics typically catering to elite yoking players. Coaches now are barred from working 

events open to ninth-grade and older players, but recruiting tactics fbcusing on ever-younger players prompted the action. 

The move, approved by the Division I Legislative Council, takes effect immediately unless modified or ovellumed by the higher-ranking board of directors, which 

meets Saturday. 

The proposal is limited to men’s basketball, though Legislative Council chairman Joe D’Antonio, an associate commissioner of the Big East Conference, said it’s 

possible it could be applied to football and other sports if younger prospects are increasingly targeted. 

In basketball, he said, "It’s scary.... I think sometimes what it takes is an abiliD’ for the membership to step in and say. ’OK, we understand this is happening. Maybe 

this isn’t the best thing tbr the game or possibly tbr the membership as a whole right now.’ " 

Brand sounds alarm: 

NC/Wk President Myles Brand pointed Thursday to creeping commercialism in college sports necessaQ" as schools seek out new revenue but troubling because of 

the potential for exploiting athletes. 

In his annual s~ate- of-the-association address, delivered by senior adviser Wally Renfro while Brand is being treated for an undisclosed illness, Brand called for the 

formation of an oversight committee to help strictly enforce roles protecting those athletes’ interes~ts. While the NCAA shows no interest in regulating other marketing 

activities by schools merchandise sales, s~adium and arena signs, etc. the new panel also would voice concern if it felt those efforts were unbecoming of higher 

education. 

No to early signing: 

Conference commissioners, M~o oversee the colleges’ letter-of-intent program, elected Thursday not to add a second earlier signing period fbr football recruits. 

Coaches and the Big Ten had sought the third Wednesday in December date to allow schools to wrap up recruits ready to commit in writing before February. .... The 

legislative council will delay its decision until April on whether to reduce the time basketball players have to weigh a jump to the NBA draft from roughly seven 

weeks down to seven to 10 days, beginning around the end of the Final Four and ending the day prospects can be signed to letters of intent. 
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Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lntz <brian.lutz@ntoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise 
<elaJne.mse@louisville.edu~; John Ma~inatto ~maxinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom 

Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sd@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Bl~zaxd <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <ree@miami.edu-~; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/19/09- Camp/Clinic Advertisements 

Here is the new camp advertisement issued by the Legislative Council: 



Advertisinq an Institutional Camp or Clinic. (I) The Legislative Council determined that an institution may advertise or promote an institutional 
camp or clinic in any way, provided any camp or clinic advertisement or promotion (e.g., camp brochure, Web site, newspaper or magazine 
advertisement) stipulates that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender)= 
[References: Bylaws 13.4.1.1 -(c) (summer-camp advertisements), 13.12.1.2 (attendance restriction) and an official interpretation (10/29/08, Item 
No. 1 ), which has been archived)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, January, 20, 2009 10:45 AM 

Pat Thomas <ptbomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’-,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’-,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.eda>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rma.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klande@hofstra.edtr~; Justin Kume <jkume@tmy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richard~n <krichard~n@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@duq.edu>; I,indsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edtr~; Loretta Lamar 

<lalnar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu’-,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsa.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org~; Shoshanna Engel 

--~shoslmnna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison --~saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edtr~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsk-3h@cms.maJd.virginia.edtr~; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknighls.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknighks.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.w~chefley@mail.wa,u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa,u.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; loxalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu:>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com~; Sand,,/Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

WaMa Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <’alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwascup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Smiler <caiflin.stolt~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaVtholomae@athletics.pitt.eda>; Dan Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@ma~rquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

-~boucher@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT/Sykes ~oT.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT/Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 
<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@lonisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.asf.eda>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc,; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu;,; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bi~irclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 
Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 



Subject: 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <toc]iakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara ttenderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1,/20/09- 13.4. 1.2.2 

College USA is recruiting And One, a basketball prospective student-athlete. And did not sign an NLI with College USA, but she has already submitted her 
written offer of admissions and paid the tuition deposit. The coaches would like to correspond with And via text messaging. Is this permissible? 

It is permissible as of May 1 st since And paid the tuition deposit to College USA. NCAA Proposal 2008-23 has been adopted with an immediate effective 

date. 
NCAA Proposal 2008-23 

RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS -- ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSIONS -- EXCEPTION -- AFTER RECEIPT OF ROOM OR TUITION DEPOSIT 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period __P___r__o____c__e___s___s____Di__a__gr__a____m__. 

Intent: To specify that on or after Hay 1 of a prospective student-athlete’s senior year in high school, there shall be no limit on the forms 
of electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent by an institution to the prospective student-athlete, provided the 
institution has received his or her room or tuition deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission, 

Bylaws= Amend 13.4.1.2, as follows= 

13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. Electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) is limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.7.2.) All other forms 
of electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. Color attachments may be 
included with electronic mail correspondence sent to a prospective student-athlete, provided the attachment only includes information 
that is not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., 
questionnaires). In addition, attachments shall not include any animation, audio or video clips and there shall be no cost (e.g., 
subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic mail correspondence. 

[ 13,4,1,2,1 unchanged.] 

13.4.1.2.2 Exception -- Electronic Transmissions After Receipt of Room or Tuition Deposit. On or after May 1 of a prospective student- 
athlete’s senior year in hiqh school, there shall be no limit on the forms of electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent bv 
an institution to the prospective student-athlete, provided the institution has received his or her room or tuition deposit in response to 
the institution’s offer of admission. 

Source: Southern Conference. 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale= This proposal would establish an exception to the electronic correspondence legislation that would be similar to the current 
legislation regarding publicity released by an institution after a prospective student=athlete has evidenced his or her commitment to 
attend the institution. A key factor in the membership’s desire to eliminate text messaging and other electronically transmitted 
correspondence is the intrusive nature of these particular methods of communication during the recruiting process. However, such 
communication to prospective student-athletes who have already committed to the institution does not present a recruiting advantage 
and is not overly invasive. Prospective student-athletes who have submitted a tuition or room deposit may not have signed a National 
Letter of Intent (NLI), but they have shown the same level of commitment as those prospective student=athletes who have. Institutions 
should be able to communicate with those prospective student-athletes via the same electronic methods. This proposal would allow for a 
more consistent application to prospective student=athletes who have committed to attend the institution. The May 1 date ensures that 
electronically transmitted communication (other than e=mail or facsimiles) with a prospective student-athlete who qualifies for the 
exception will occur subsequent to the initial date of the spring NLI signing period. 

Estimated Budget Impact= None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: Minimal. 

Position Statement(s)= 
Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal. The cabinet agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. 

History 

Jul 14, 2008: 

Sep 19, 2008: 

Oct 24, 2008: 

Jan 14, 2009: 

Jan 17, 2009: 

Jan 18, 2009: 

Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Sponsor modified the proposal to specify that on or after May 1 of a prospective student-athlete’s senior year in high 
school, there shall be no limit on the forms of electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent by an institution 
to the prospective student-athlete, provided the institution has received his or her room or tuition deposit in response to 
the institution’s offer of admission. Previously, the proposal would have specified that there would be no limit on the forms 
or electronically transmitted correspondence after a prospect signed an institutional offer of financial aid or admission, or 
after the prospect submitted a room or tuition deposit. 

Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Adopted, Override Period; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 



Mar 18, 2009: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 

{comfaras@biqeast.orq 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 21, 2009 8:27 AM 

Pat Thomas <ptbomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mla.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.eda>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rma.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; 

Joseph Klauder q!oseph.Klande@hofstra.edtr~; Justin Kume <jkume@tmy.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly 

Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richard~n <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y 

Bussey <bus~yl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <li~.dickman@louisville.edtr~; Loretta Lamar 

<lalnar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu’~,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsa.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.eda>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com >; 

RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

--~shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; StephaNe Ellison --~saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edtr~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsk-3h@cms.maJd.virginia.edtr~; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknighls.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknighks.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.w~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.w~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Conda~as 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; loxalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu:>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <~alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwascup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Smiler <caiflin.stolt~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaVtholomae@athletics.pitt.eda>; Dan Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@ma:rquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doag Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

-~boucher@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 
<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@loaisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.asf.eda>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu;>; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

~<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bi~irclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 
Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqaette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 



Subject: 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara tlenderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; Jmmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr>; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1,/21/09- Definition of PSA 

Dana Digs is a volleyball prospective student-athlete. Dana will be enrolling at Big Time College in the fall and will be participating on the volleyball team. 
Dana would like to get a jump start on her academic career, so she has decided to attend summer school during the first session at Big Time College. The 
coach is unable to provide Dana with financial assistance, so she will be paying for her own summer school costs. Once Dana enrolls and attends summer 
classes, is she still considered a prospective student-athlete? Can she receive benefits like the other student-athletes? 

With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 21308-14, Dana would not be subject to the contact restrictions in Bylaw 13. Additionally, Dana would no longer be 
considered a prospective student-athlete for purposes of Bylaw 16 (Awards and Benefits). 

Please note that this proposal has an immediate effective date. 

RECRUITING -- DEFINITIONS AND APPLICATIONS -- PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETE -- ENROLLMENT AND ATTENDANCE IN SUMMER 
CLASSES PRIOR TO INITIAL FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period __P___r__o_c_e___s__s_____D__j__a_g__r__a____m__ 

Intent: To specify that an individual shall no longer be considered a prospective student-athlete for purposes of the contact limitations in Bylaw 13 and shall 
be considered a student-athlete for purposes of Bylaw 16 at the point in which he or she officially registers and enrolls and attends classes in an institution’s 
summer term prior to initial full-time enrollment. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.0Z11, as follows: 

13.02.11 Prospective Student-Athlete. A prospective student-athlete is a student who has started classes for the ninth grade. In addition, a student who has 
not started classes for the ninth grade becomes a prospective student-athlete if the institution provides such an individual (or the individual’s relatives or 
friends) any financial assistance or other benefits that the institution does not provide to prospective students generally. An individual remains a prospective 
student-athlete until one of the following occurs (whichever is earlier): 

[13.02.11-(a) through 13.02.11-(b) unchanged.] 

(c) The individual officially registers and enrolls and attends classes during the summer prior to initial full-time enrollment and 7ccai’¢c~, institutic, na! a’,hlc, tics 
eieb. 

[13.02.11.1 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet (Subcommittee on Recruiting). 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: Current legislation permits any individual who is enrolled in the institution’s summer term prior to his or her initial, full-time enrollment at the 
certifying institution to be provided academic support services and to use the institution’s training room facilities without signing a National Letter of Intent 
(NLI). In addition, in football and basketball, any individual who is enrolled in the institution’s summer term prior to his or her initial, full-time enrollment at the 
certifying institution may engage in voluntary summer workouts conducted by an institution’s strength and conditioning coach regardless of whether the 
individual has signed an NLI or is receiving athletically related financial aid during the summer term. Although these individuals have not signed an NLI and 
are not receiving summer financial aid, they are no longer being recruited by the institution and they receive the same access to institutional facilities and 
services as individuals who have signed an NLI or are receiving summer financial aid. Accordingly, these individuals should also be provided the benefits of 
student-athletes for purposes of Bylaw 16 and the institutions at which they are enrolled should not be subject to the contact restrictions of Bylaw 13. 

j~o__t_Ld__~!’_g:s__~.__b_j_g_e__%s__t_:_o_t_’_~l 

4o°, 212, QIoN, ,q~(~’, 22(~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January, 22, 2009 9:20 AM 

Pat Thomas <ptbomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.eda>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rma.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli 

Cunningham <kcanning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 
<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Clmstensen <chiistensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsI3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknighls.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chatmelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknighks.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTchefley@mail.wa,u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa,u.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; loxalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -~KOPICKI@pmvidence.edu:>; Marinelli, Blyan 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <~alicia.affor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwascup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Smiler <caiflin.stolt~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbaVtholomae@athlelics.pitt.eda>; Dan Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@ma:rquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

-~boucher@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes ~oT.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw~; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw~; Maggie McKiNey 
<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@lonisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.asf.eda>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmelman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu;>; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

~<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bi~irclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 
Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavilt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 



Subject: 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara tlenderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1,/22/09- 14.1.8.1.2 

Trail Leg is a track student-athlete at College USA. Trail initially enrolled in 15 hours for the spring semester, but he made a couple of changes to his 
schedule during the first week of classes. On Wednesday, Trail dropped one course and was now only enrolled in 11 hours. On Friday afternoon, Trail 
submitted the paperwork to add 2 classes bringing him up to 16 hours. The paperwork was processed Monday morning in the Registrar’s office, at which 
time he was declared a full-time student. Because Trail submitted the paperwork on Friday, his coach allowed him to compete on Saturday. 
Was Trail eligible to compete on Saturday? 
The general answer to this scenario is no, but it could vary depending on your institution’s policy for adding and dropping classes. A student-athlete’s 
enrollment status should be monitored prior to participating in athletically related activities. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1.2 states that a student-athlete no longer shall be considered enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies (after dropping a 
course that places the student below full-time status) when the dropped course becomes official in accordance with procedures determined by the 
institution for all students. A student who is adding a course to reach full-time status shall become eligible for practice and competition once the course has 
been approved by the appropriate department head (or designated representative) and submitted to the registrar. (Adopted: 1/10/92) 

jeond~ms(~bi_qe~st.org 

~01.2~3 ;:~:,~.2:,~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, January 23, 2009 8:33 AIM 

Pat Thomas <pthi~mas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mla.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’-,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edu’-,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.eda>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rma.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfU\S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli 

Cunningham <kcanning@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine 

Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Lind~y Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 
<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~; Loretta Lamar <lama~@usna.edu’-,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Eda>; Molly McCmnthy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edu,~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony 

ttemandez <themandez@miami.edw>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknighls.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknighks.com; ehren.gree@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTchefley@mail.wa~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarletlmights.com; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo~valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill -dKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu:>; Marindli, Blyan 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scafletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

WaMa Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu->; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <’alicia.alfor&~ aconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu->; Brian Warcup <bwascup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Smiler <caiflin.stofl~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<~chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.eda>; Dan Isaf <~tmis~£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle .fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deboroh (ira5, <debomh.rise@uc .edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doag Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.s~Jes@uconn.edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

-~boucher@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes ~oT.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com----; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edw>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edw>; Mac ttart <mhaW~:providence.edw>; Maggie McKinley 
<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@loaisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.asf.eda>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGeldec Mafielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <daniel.t.rega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu;>; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathl3~n Lam <klam@nd.edtr~; Laura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bi~irclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 
Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavilt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegoJoff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqaette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <mmrgoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 



Subject: 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara ttenderson <bhadams@syr.edu~; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu~; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu~; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1,/23/09- Current Event 

Simon Fraser, British Columbia on verge of becoming first Canadian NCAA 
members 
USAToday.com 

Two years after the NCAA opened its doors to Canadian schools, at least one I Simon Fraser in Bumaby, British Columbia I is poised to walk in. 
The University of British Columbia likewise is weighing a move to join its rival as the NCAA’s first international members. Both would join Division II. 
The annual NCAA membership application deadline is June 1. Schools can be full members in as little as three years. 
Simon Fraser administrators have signed off on its move, athletics director David Murphy said, and the university is pursuing U.S. academic accreditation 
as required by the NCAA. Final clearance still must come from the school’s board of governors, which meets March 5. 
"It looks more and more like it’s a perfect fit for where we should be," says Murphy, who attended the NCAA convention outside Washington, D.C., last 
week. His UBC counterpart, Bob Philip, also was there. 
UBC President and vice chancellor Stephen Toope is expected to make a decision in early March on whether to move forward, Philip says. Among other 
things, the school is unsure of what to do with its Division I-level hockey program; the NCAA has imposed a moratorium on new members in its highest 
classification until August 2011 and doesn’t stage a Division II hockey championship. 
Stanford struggles: 
Stanford athletics director Bob Bowlsby said he expects a large number of cuts at the school to deal with a projected $5 million in lost revenue over the next 
three years. "We will announce our actions as they are implemented," Bowlsby told the Associated Press via e-mail. "As you know, we are highly 
dependent on endowment earnings, so we will have to make a large number of reductions." 
Bowlsby didn’t specify what those reductions might be. The school is expected to decide in 30 to 60 days on job cuts. Eliminating teams is likely a last 
resort. Stanford has one of the nation’s biggest athletic departments with 35 varsity sports. 
Yow hospitalized: 
North Carolina State women’s basketball coach Kay Yow, 66, is continuing cancer treatment in a hospital. School spokesman Mark Kimmel said the Hall of 
Famer has been in the hospital since last week. 
She had been resting at home, but her oncologist -- Mark Graham -- advised her to enter the hospital. 
The school did not release the name of the hospital where Yow is being treated. Graham also declined to comment on the specifics of Yow’s condition, 
citing the coach’s privacy. Yow announced this month that she would not return to the team this season as she continues her fight against a disease she 
was first diagnosed with in 1987. 
Briefly: 
Alabama guard Ronald Steele has decided to skip the rest of his senior season after suffering a foot injury. He had returned after missing last season while 
recovering from operations on both knees. Steele was averaging 12.9 points and 3.7 assists .... Providence College will beef up security at men’s 
basketball games after Jonathan Xavier, brother of Friars guard Jeff Xavier, walked onto the court to confront a referee during the second half of Saturday’s 
game against Marquette. The college said uniformed Providence police will be positioned near team benches during games. More security guards also will 
be used= 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Januao, 26, 2009 6:45 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditt~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; Johil Fisher <iohil.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condexas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edtc>; Dan Isa£~q:hnisaf@syr.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwaJrcnlc a)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edn>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu~; Cal~ol Sprague 

<csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<j siedliski@bigeast.org~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Laura Schoppman <sehoppla@shu.edn>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bige&st.org>; 

Amy ttennan <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Christopher Hoppe <ttoppe@rmu.edw~; Bo Kerin <tx~kerin@lsn.edtv~; Farrah Segaloff <fsegalolt@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edtv~; Jeimit~r Brashear <jennitbr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Meg~m McGmne <mmcgrane@scaJdetknights.com>; John Cams 
<john.cams@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~-; Rick Chfistensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu:>; Elizabeth 

Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eda>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@marquette.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marqnette.edtr~; Dang Trani <tranid~}stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scasletknights.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<Ihltongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.us£edtv~; Kendrick Ghols~ton 

<kgholston@scarletkifights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; 

Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Li~ DeiNer 

<ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scMetknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@loaisville.edtc>; bbartlett@bigeas~t.org; 

Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kldbwle@ka.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli < ncmpmelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbakker@depaul.edtc>; Donna Sloa~l <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Canningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.us£edu~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.~x~n.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dichnan <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmnllin@syr.edn>; White, Josh -~white@huskers.com>; Shnlts, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; ,Ton Fagg <jfagg@uark.edn>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenme@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmenn@nd.edtv~; Deborah Gray 

~<tebomh.rise@uc.edtr’~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufi:alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboache@admin.usf.eda>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu:>; Saxah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.eda>; 

athcmpll @admin.as£edu; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschanlc@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@loaisville.edu:>; Craig Crow <ccmw@po-box.esn.edu>; Brad Woo@ 

--~cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Kathryn Lam <klanl@nd.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edu;,; Caitlin Staffer 

--~caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardso@ncaa.org>; Lyrm Tighe 

<lynn.lighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <jndy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaki@agnes~ott.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edtv~; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaJdetknigNs.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@vill~mova.edw~; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jknme@troy.edu-~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@ac.edu>; Sus~m Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick EwaJcd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobe(t@vt.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvn.edu>; Tracey Stehlik < Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koost~)bc.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@ancaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shalts 

<shiflts@marshall.edu;,; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu~; R;yan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edn; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; 

Alicia Alford Queally -~licia.alford@nconn.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie Israel 

<jismel@mianfi.edu;,; Sarah Emmet[ <semmet~Ngeast.org~; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Randale Richinond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~z <brian.lulz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaJme.wise@louisville.edtr~; John Marinatto 
<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <meganflnch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <iharwood@providence.edtv~; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@sp~mport.rutgers.edw~; Scott 

Taylor <sdt@georgemwn.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~<tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jorctan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.oig>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/26/09- 16.2.1.1.1 

If the women’s basketball team at College USA qualifies for participation in the WNIT this year, can they provide each eligible women’s basketball student-athlete with 6 



complimentary admissions to this event? 
With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2008-42, an institution may now provide 6 complimentary admissions to any postseason event. 

Please keep in mind that this proposal does not become effective until Au.qust 1,2009. 

AWARDS, BENEFITS AND EXPENSES -- COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS AND TICKET BENEFITS -- POSTSEASON EVENTS 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Ovemde Period Process Diagram 

Intent: To specit~., that a~ institution may provide each student-athlete who participates in or is a member of a team participating in a post~ason event (e.g., cont~rence 

championship, NCAA championship, National Invitation Tournament, bx)wl gane) with six complimentary admissions k) all intercollegiate athletics events at the site at 

which the student (or team) participates. 

Bylaws: Amend 16.2.1.1.1, as follows: 

16.2.1.1.1 Exception -- ~-’’~" ......... r~ ............ 1~_~ ~ r,~ A 4 r,l~ ........... ~ ........ -1 D-... ~ ~ ....... Postseason Events. An institution may provide each 

student-aflflete who participates in or is a member of a team participating in a postseason event (e.~., conference championship, NCAA championship, 

National Im4tation Tournmnent, or bowl game) with six complimentaw admissions to all intercollegiate athletics events at the site at which the student 

(or team) participates. 

Source: Big Ten Conference. 

Effective Date: August 1, 2009 

Proposal Categoly: Anlendment 

Topical Area: Award~ Benefits and Expenses 

Rationale: This proposal would simplify and bring consistency to the application of the complimentaxy admissions legislation and permit a s~dent-athlete to receive six 

complimentary admissions to postseason events in which the student-athlete participates or is a member of a team participating in the event. 

Es~timated Budget hnpact: Varies depending on postseason participation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 27, 2009 6:43 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; Johil Fisher <iohil.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; Jess Hegmarm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennitbr Condexas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;>; Dan Isa£~q:hnisaf@syr.edu;>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edt#,; Smnantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwaJrcup a)scarletknights.com>; Beln[ 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edn>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu--; Cal~ol Sprague 

<csprague@athleiics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<j siedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu;,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Laura Schoppman <sehoppla@shu.edn>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Amy tlennan <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Christopher Hoppe <ttoppe@rmu.edw~; Bo Kerin <[x~kerin@lsn.edu:~; Farrah Segaloff <fsegalolt@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.e&P; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu:~; Jeimitbr Brashear <jenNtbr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scaxletknJghts.com>; John Cams 
<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; StricklancL Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~-; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGeldeL Marielle <ma~elle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@ucoml.edu>; Elizabeth 

Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@marquette.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu,--; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marqnette.edu,--; Dang Trani <tranid~}stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu-~; Kate Hickey <khickey@scaxletknights.com>; Ginger Fulton 

<Ihltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.us£edu:~; Kendrick Ghols~ton 

<kgholston@scarletkifights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu:~; 

Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.e&~; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.e&~; John Paquette <ipaquette@bigeast.org>; Li~ Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scMetknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeas~.org; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kldbwle@ka.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli < ncm-pmelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

~q:lbaJ<ke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.us£edu--; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu;>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard~mail.~x~n.edu,--; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamaJr@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 

<jpmnllin@syr.edn>; White, Josh -~white@huskers.com>; Shnlts, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edn>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkhenn01 @louisville.e&~; John McEnroe <jmcenme@depaul.e&P; Tom Timmennan <ttimmenn@nd.edu:~; Deborah Gray 

~Mebomh.rise@uc.edu:~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufi:alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.usf.eda>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Saxah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.edu>; 

athcmpll @admin.usLedu; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschanlc@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Craig Crow <ccmw@po-box.esu.edu>; Brad Wood?" 

--~cbwoody@clemson.edu,--; Kath~n Lam <:klanl@nd.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edu;>; Caitlin Staffer 

--~caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardso@ncaa.org>; Lyrm Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <jndy.cres@mail.xwu.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaki@agnes~ott.edu:~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edu:~; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknigNs.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edw~; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jknme@troy.edu-~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstm.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@ac.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick EwaJrd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobe(t@vt.edu:,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik < Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koost~)bc.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shults 

<shiflts@marshall.edu;,; Stumpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu’-; R~an McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edn; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu,--; 

Alicia Alford Queally --qalicia.alford@nconn.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie Israel 

<jismel@mianfi.edu;,; Sarah Emmett <semmet~Ngeast.org->; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Randale Richinond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz <brian.lutz@utoledo.e&P; Elaine Wise <elaJme.wise@louisville.edu~; John Marinatto 
<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <meganflnch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <iharwood@providence.edu:~; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edw~; Scott 

Taylor <sdt@georgemwn.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~Mpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nJck.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/27/09- 13.6.7.10 

Box Out is a basketball prospective student-athlete that is being recruited by Big Time College (BTC), Box is .qoinq to take an official visit to BTC this weekend. Which of the 



following activities is NOT permissible for Box to attend during his visit? 
A. Team practice 
B. Home competition 
C. Professional tryout or workout 
D. Open gym 

The answer is C. NCAA IBylaw t3.6.7.t0 states that during an official visit, a pr~)spective student-athlete may not attend vents in which professional tryout or workout 
activities occur. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 28, 2009 8:11 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condexas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-’daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;>; Dan Isa£~-’dmisaf@ssT.edu;>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwaJrcnlaa)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 

Locklin <blocklin@vt.edn>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu~; Cal~ol Sprague 

<csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<j siedliski@bigeast.org~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edn>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Amy tterman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Christopher Hoppe <ttoppe@rmu.edw~; Bo Kerin <[x~kerin@lsn.edtr~; Farrah Segaloff <fsegalolt@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Jeimit~r Brashear <jennitbr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Meg~m McGrane <mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams 
<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~-; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 

Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eda>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@marquette.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marqnette.edtr~; Dang Trani <tranid~}stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com>; Kim ttottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edtr~; Dan Gavitt <dgavit~bigeast.org% Steve tto~m <holton@admin.us£edu-~; 

Kendrick Gholsmn <kgholston@~arletknights.com>; seaton@bige&st.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@georgemwn.edtr’~; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu-~; John Paquette 

~-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; bbarflett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor <~facto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’oMe@ku.edt~-; 

Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.eda>; Nick Carparelli <ncaxpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doag Ba2,ker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.eda>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edu~; Amy Haworth <ahawortla@admin.us£edu~; Edease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<dsantF,@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Annie Shepard <armie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; San@ 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu~; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmnllin@syr.edu~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?~u.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu-~; Julie ttermann @dlerm0 l@loui~dlle.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Deix~rah Gray -<teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

< Schroede@ancc.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boacher <jbouche@admin.us£eda>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobcrt@marqaette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank 

<kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edtc,; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu~; Kath~n Lam <klam@nd.edu~; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edn>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org~; Kris Richardson 
<krichaxdson@ncaa.org~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Jndy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoin~providence.edu>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.olg>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.iinch@villanova.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hoffftra.edtv~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edw~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edu’-,; Mia Bricl~onse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.eda>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobcN~!vt.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Blake James <Nake.james@nmit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.eda>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Dan Battholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Malay 

<sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu~; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edn; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeas~t.org>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Alford Queally <-alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edn>; Sara11 Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <are9h@virginia.edu>; 

Randale Richmond <irichmo2@kent.edtr~; Bri~m Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaJme.wi~@louisville.edtr~; John 
Marinatto <jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzmd ~-jordan.blizzaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@mimni.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@aconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1,/28/09- 17.1.6.3.2.1 

The men’s basketball team at College USA played against their local rival last night. Unfortunately they had an off night and loss the game by 10 points. After returning to 



campus, the coach decided to hold a short 30 minute practice to focus on a few fundamentals. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.3.2.1 states that practice may not be conducted at any time (including vacation periods) following competition, except between contests, rounds or 
events during a multiday or multievent competition (e.g., double-headers in softball or baseball, rounds of golf in a multiday tournament). (Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91; 

Revised: 1/10/92) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 29, 2009 7:39 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; DitlJner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmaml ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condexas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;>; Dan Isa£~q:hnisaf@syr.edu;>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Smnantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSnllivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwaJrcnlaa)scarletknights.com>; BelnL 

Locklin <blocklin@vt.edn>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu~; Cal~ol Sprague 

<csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<j siedliski@bigeast.org~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;,; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edn>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; 

Amy ttennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Christopher Hoppe <ttoppe@rmu.edw~; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsn.edtr~; Farrah Segaloff <fsegalolt@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Jeimit~r Brashear <jenNtbr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scaJdetknights.com>; John Cams 
<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~-; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;>; VanGeldeL Marielle <mazielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 

Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.eda>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@marquette.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu,~; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karvvoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marqnette.edu,~; Dang Trani <tranid~}stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com>; Kim ttottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr~; Dan Gavitt <dgavit~bigeast.org:~; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usLedu-~; 

Kendrick Gholsmn <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@georgemwn.edtr’~; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu-~; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu-~; John Paquette 

~-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Jolmson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor <~facto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfoMe@ku.edt~-; 

Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.eda>; Nick Carparelli <ncazpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doag Ba2,ker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.eda>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edu~; Amy Haworth <ahaworih@admin.usLedu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<dsantF,@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu;,; Annie ShepaJ:d <annie.shepard@mail.xw, u.edu>; San@ 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <:lamar@usna.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmnllin@ur.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?~u.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric BaumgaJ:tner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw~; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu-~; Julie ttermann <jldlenn0 l@loui~dlle.edtr~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtr~; Detyorah Gray -<teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

< Schroede@ancc.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boacher <jbouche@admin.usLeda>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< smah.bobcrt@marqaette.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank 

<kschank@bigeas~L.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edt~-; Craig Crow 

<ccrow@po-box.esu.edtc,; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edn>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org~; Kris Richardson 
<krichaxdson@ncaa.org-;; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Jndy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoin’~providence.edu>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.ovg>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.iinch@villanova.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hoffftra.edtv~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edw~; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edtP,; Mia Bricl~onse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.eda>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobcN~!vt.edu>; Chris Moore 

<moore@pdx.edu>; Blake Jmnes <blake.james@nmit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Tracey Stelflik 

<Stehlik@uark.eda>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Dan BmnLholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Malay 

<sbmaloy@nncaa.unc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edn; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes 

<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alicia Alford Queally <:alicia.alford@uconn.edtr~; Barbara Tolar <btolaJ:@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edn>; SaraJ1 Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Brian Lu~ <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaJ, ne.wi~@louisville.edtr~; John 
Marinatto <jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzmd ~-jordan.blizzaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@mimni.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@aconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/29/09- 13.1.3.4.1.2 

When may non-coaching staff members telephone prospective student-athletes? 



A. Day after the prospective student-athlete has triggered "recruited" status 
B. Day after the prospective student-athlete’s official visit with that institution 

C. Day after the prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent with that institution 
D. It is never permissible for a non-coaching staff member to telephone prospective student-athletes 

The answer is C. NCAA ByNaw 13.1.3.4.1.2 states that after the calendar day on which a prospective student athlete signs a National Letter of 
Intent, a noncoaching institutional staff member or a coach who does not count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 may make 
telephone calls to or receive telephone calls from the prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal 
guardians). For an institution not using the National Letter of Intent in a particular sport, or for a prospective student-athlete who is not eligible to 
sign a National Letter of Intent (e.g., four-year college transfer), a noncoaching institutional staff member or a coach who does not count toward 
the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 may make telephone calls to or receive telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete (or the 
prospective student-athlete"s parents or legal guardians) after the calendar day on which the prospective student-athlete signs the institution’s 
written offer of admission and/or financial aid. (Adopted: 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, Revised: 8/8/08 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, January 30, 2009 9:03 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore --~moore@pdx.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett --~chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr-; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr-; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli 

Cunningham <kcumling@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu-~; Kim ttottel <khotlel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkibwle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bus~y <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock a)theacc.org >; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickm~l@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu’~,; Michael Dean <me&an@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero --~nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shnlts, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Ams’ Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~Joy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtr-; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; wasdscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.neL-; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.tlice@marquetle.edu; ahaworth@admin.ust~edu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 
dbrown@scarletlmights.com; ehren.green@mail.wa,u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scaxletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras --jcondaras@bigeasl.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depanl.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwedsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu~; Kopicki, Jill --~JKOPICKI@providence.edtr~; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu~; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelm@shu.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu~; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@masquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordan.blizzaxd@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr-; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr-; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepexd <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; bbartlet@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 
<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer--~caitlin.stofl~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wa,u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<~tboxtholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~ll.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker --~-dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@maxquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtr-; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~ly 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski --lcoxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu;>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu’~,; Statz, Kath13,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.usf.edu~; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edtr~; Tom Timmerman <tlimmerm@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; 

VanGeldec Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~-dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr-; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; ][,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edw~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s{iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough --~bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.olg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 



Subject: 

<rnaaJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtv~; Carol 

Sprague ~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie Hemaann @dlerm01@louisville.edu~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin MaNn 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sardtl Bobert < sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.~w,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/30/09- Current Event 

Athletes and Colleges Feel a Recruiting Pinch 
NewYorkTimes.eom 

Morgan Moses is one of the top-rated high school offensive linemen in the country. He is 6 feet 7 inches, weighs nearly 350 

pomlds and has scholarship offers from colleges like Alabama, Tennessee, Ohio State, Virginia and Virginia Tech. 

But the eeononW has begun to factor into his familfs discussions about how far he x.~411 go from their home in Richmond, Va. 

While his mother, Marion, said she wanted her son to choose the right university for him, she said the family’s abilib~ to watch 

him play would "make a big impact on the decision." 

"I can tell you already," Marion Moses said in a telephone interview, "I am not going to be able to make every game that he 

would have if he would go to California." 

The economy has affected college sports programs across the nation, and recruiting is another area that is starting to be 

touched by tightening budgets of universities and the prospects they are seeking. 

Some smaller universities have scaled back on recruiting trips or found new way~s to identify" talent. Coaches have had to 

answer tough questions about the financial assistance available to nonseholarship athletes. Some high school recruits and 

their families are considering the costs associated with lix4ng far from home. 

Still, some of the most pronfinent programs have not yet cut recruiting efforts. U.C.L.A., for instance, is looking to trim costs in 

some areas, though not in its recruiting budget, said Dan Guerrero, the universi~"s athletic director. And Notre Dame has 

commitments from 17 highly rated prospects from across the country. 

Dick Baddour, the North Carolina athletic director, described recruiting as the lifeblood of a program. "You’ve got to be careful 

if you’re cutting back on recruiting," he said. "That would be a major issue for us." 

But other programs have had to rethink their approach to finding athletes. 

Colorado College, a private institution of about 1,9oo students, consistently" fields one of the country’s top N.C.A.A. Division I 

men’s hockey teams. To stay ~4thin its budget, the program has reduced its recruiting reach in talent-rich areas like the 

Northeast and Canada. Coaches at the college b~pically make one stop in the Northeast to watch the prep school hockey 

tournaments around Christmas and make four trips to Canada, spending up to five days there for each visit. This season, they 

have skipped the prep school tournaments and will make one fewer trip to Canada. 

"I think we have to be a little more selective in deternfining our trips these days because things are costlier," Coach Scott 

Owens said. "And it’s not just airfare, but hotels have been more expensive, and then rental cars and gas and those things. I 

think the answer to the question is we have to be a little bit wiser ~s4th our recruiting dollars." 

At Amherst College, coaches have been asked to be more selective when sending out a bulk of recruiting letters and 

encouraged to send e-mail messages to recruits instead of worrying about telephone bills. 

Amherst, a Division III college in Massachusetts, is mobilizing its alumni in an effort to have select graduates monitor their 

local newspapers and academic honor roll annomleements to identi~ potential recruits. The college’s athletic director, 

Suzanne R. Coffey, said the alumni recruiters might meet on conference calls ~ith coaches to discuss their fndings. 

"Before the financial crisis occurred, we were talking about ways to identify prospects outside our normal channels," Coffey 

said. "Then in the past couple of months, we said this is the type of thing that will make even more sense with financial 

constraints even more prevalent." 

Another area of concern for administrators includes the relative uncertainty of financial aid availabilib~ for nonscholarship 

athletes. 

Certain government loan programs have been protected through legislation, but some prospective students have had difficulty 

obtaining private loans because of the credit crunch. 

"The biggest place we are seeing an impact is actually with families’ and parents’ credit ratings," said Christopher Penn, the 

chief media officer for the Student Loan Network, which provides loans and related information to students and fanfilies. 

"We’ve seen a huge drop-offin people who don’t meet the credit credentials. You’re going to need every last point on your 

credit score you can." 

The issue of financial aid has ~pieally been felt at Dix4sion III colleges, which do not award athletic scholarships. But now, it 

can also affect athletes at the Di~4sion I level. 

For a private universib~ like Wake Forest, which costs nearly $5o,ooo a year to attend, the difficulty associated with obtaining 

certain financial aid can pose problems for recruits not reeeixdng athletic scholarships. 



Although the university said its full-time students with need received an average of $30,300 in the 2008-9 academic year, the 

Demon Deacons’ men’s soccer coach, Jay Vido¥ich, said prospects’ parents had shown an increased awareness of how the 
economic package factored into the decision. 

"I’m not a financial analyst or an.vthing, so I can’t make any sweeping statements, but it’s always been a major hurdle for us 

anyway," Vido~4eh said. "I don’t know how it’s going to shake out. It’s not like, ’Yeah, what a great opportunity.’ It’s like, ’Yeah, 

that’s a very nice opportunity; I hope we can afford it.’ I’m hoping we can still stay very competitive." 
To enable their parents to watch games in person and to reduce travel costs to and from campus, athletes may decide to stay 

closer to home, said Tom Lemming, a national football recruiting analyst. 

It has largely not happened yet -- for Moses, the lineman from Virginia, it has just entered into the discussion -- but it could be 
around the corner. 
Programs like Southern California or Florida will continue to draw talent from a national base, Lemming said, but those a step 

or two down may have to look closer to home. 

"For most of the country, it will be more regionalized," Lemming said. "They’ll have to recruit within a 3oo-mile radius more 
than they have in the past." 

That has rung true at Alabama State, a historically black university in Montgomery, Ala. Its football program has outlined 

parameters for recruitment, although its campus is near deep talent pools in Florida and Georgia. 
"We find that we can sell the student-athletes if they’re 3oo miles or less to Montgomery, Ala.," Ron Diekerson, the 
university’s interim athletic director, said in a telephone interview before his retirement Jan. 1. "And we’re hoping it’s not going 

to last for a long time. We’re hoping that the do~side is just for a year or two." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, Februao, 2, 2009 8:37 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscottedtr-; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr-; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli 

Cunningham <kcumling@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu-~; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkibwle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bus~y <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock a)theacc.org >; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickm~l@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu’~,; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee 

<michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vkedu~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sand~j@tedtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Am}, Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~]oy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtr-; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; wasdscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.neU-; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.tlice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ust~edu; 

anay.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 
dbrown@scarlethfights.com; ehren.green@mail.wa,u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scaxletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depanl.edu; John Marinatto <jnmxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwedsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarlethlights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu~; Kopicki, Jill --~JKOPICKI@providence.edtr~; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu~; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelm@shu.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.w~,u.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habd, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@masquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordan.blizzaxd@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr-; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alibrd Queally <alicia.a]ford@uconn.edtr-; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepexd <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; bbartlet@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 
<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; Caithn Stoffer <caitlin.stofl~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wa,u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<dboxtholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~krise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@maxquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtr-; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa DeiNer 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <koxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu;>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu’~,; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.usf.edu~; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edtr~; Tom Timmerman <tlimmerm@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; 

VanGeldec Marielle <mahelle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr-; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edw~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s{iohns.edu>; Robert Snlhns <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgemwn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg >; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 

<ddenmxco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.olg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 



Subject: 

<rnaaJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Carol 

Sprague ~’csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (?inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie Hemaann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~)uconn.edu>; Robin MaNn 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert < saraJa.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2,/2/09- Current Event 

Condensed baseball schedule has some teams playing in fall 
USAToday.com 

When the NCAA instituted universal starting dates last year for the first day of spring practice and the opening of the season, baseball coaches had two 
choices for handling a schedule that was now condensed from 17 weeks to 13: 
They could shoehorn an extra game into the middle of the week, or they could play fewer than the maximum 56 games allowed by the NCAA. 
Virtually every coach opted for the former, with mixed levels of satisfaction. 
With the 13-week regular season now a reality, some programs have come up with a third option -- playing a handful of games as scrimmages during fall 
practice and cutting back games during the spring campaign. 
Perennial powers Rice and Texas each played four games in October. Long Beach State and Pepperdine played a two-game set. None of the statistics or 
results will apply to the 2009 season, but the games will count against a program’s 56-game total. 
The driving force for Rice was its academic schedule, which prohibits any intercollegiate athletics during a nine-day final exam period. 
"In our case it was kind of a no-brainer," said Owl coach Wayne Graham. "We just didn’t have enough days. It really pushed our guys last season with five 
games a week." 
Prior to last year, most major baseball programs played four games a week. They faced a non-conference, regional opponent on Tuesday or Wednesday 
and followed with three-game conference series Friday through Sunday. Adding a second mid-week game presented drawbacks. 
"Personally, I like to keep playing once you get started, but I miss the teaching opportunities you lose," said North Carolina coach Mike Fox. "Your time is 
impacted so much. 
"You want to work with your kids but now, if a kid is struggling, you don’t have that day with a chance for an extra 30 minutes in the batting cage or out on the 
field. You’re playing a game." 
Stanford coach Mark Marquess figures once the season begins, he may have four days free simply for practice. The Cardinal did not play any fall games, 
but it is something Marquess is considering seriously. 
"1 think it’s a smart move," he said. "At our level we need to do more teaching, we need the practice time, we need to go to school. I felt squeezed last 
season and I think most coaches believe five games a week are too many." 
"We (West Coast and southern programs) used to have the luxury of spreading games out because of our weather. Cold weather guys have been doing 
this (playing five games a week) for 25 years. They aren’t feeling sorry for us." 
Put LSU coach Paul Mainieri, who spent twelve years at Notre Dame before coming to Baton Rouge in 2007, in that camp. He not only accepts the 
condensed schedule but also favors five-game weeks. 
"Up north we were playing two mid-week games as soon as we could because of our weather," Mainieri said. "The game is supposed to be played more 
frequently. You have better timing, better instincts, a higher quality game. 
"1 don’t think those are too many games or too much of a strain, academically or athletically. Beyond that, it forces you to use and develop more pitching 
because you have no choice." 
That was a factor in Fresno State’s surprising run to last year’s national championship. Unranked before the NCAA tournament began and competing with 
their No. 1 starter sidelined by injury, the Bulldogs relied on a young staffthat had matured under fire during the regular season. 
Proposals for extending the season by a week at the end are being discussed but Marquess is considering cutting back his spring schedule, regardless of 
what comes. 
"If you want to play 56 games, fine. Just don’t force me to play more games than I want," Marquess said. "If I want to play four or five games in the fall, let 
me do it." 
Graham believes the payback from fall games is so positive, he might also reduce his schedule. 
"The good thing with four games in the fall is it gives your practice a sharper focus and you get an early read on what some of your young guys might be 
able to give you. It’s all good," he said. "1 might play 52 in the spring even if they don’t count the four games in the fall." 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februaw 3, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo~@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harri@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jismel@miami.edu~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu;,; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edu~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr-; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr-; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli 

Cunningham <kcumling@umd.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu-~; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkii~wle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bus~y <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock a}theacc.org >; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickm~l@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu’~,; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder < Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edu~; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu;,; Strickland, Ams’ Lyn <stricklanda@maiLccsu.edu>; Susan M~Joy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtr-; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; wasdscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.neU-; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.tlice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.ustledu; 

anw.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scMetknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu-~; 
dbrown@scarletlmights.com; ehren.green@mail.wa,u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scaxletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depanl.edu; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwedsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu~; Kopicki, Jill --~JKOPICKI@providence.edtr~; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu~; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelm@shu.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downe~Q@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edtr~; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@masquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordan.blizzaxd@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr-; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Alicia Alii)rd Queally <alicia.alford@uconn.edtr-; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edw~; Annie 

Shepexd <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu>; bbartlet@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 
<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; Caithn Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wa,u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<dboxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomll.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <~tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@maxquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtr-; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNedly 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <koxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu;>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu~,; Statz, Kathls,n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.usf.edu~; Smmp£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edtr~; Tom Timmerman <tlimmerm@nd.edu>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; 

VanGeldec Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu;,; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr-; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edw~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr-; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s{iohns.edu>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgemwn.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.olg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tmnghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org~; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 



Subject: 

<rnaaJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Carol 

Sprague ~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu-~; Julie Hemaann @dlerm01@louisville.edtr~; Kathy MeehaJ1 <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~)uconn.edu>; Robin MaNn 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert < sarala.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/3/0% 13.10.9.4 

College USA has planned their functions for the football National Letter of intent (NLI) signing day tomorrow. They will have a press conference with the head 
coach to announce the signees to the media in the afternoon and host a celebratory reception that night for boosters, season ticket holders and staff. 
Can the media attend the celebratory reception? 

Yes, members of the media may attend. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.4 states that coaching staff members may attend functions designed to celebrate the 
institution’s signees in the applicable sport and may discuss prospective student-athletes who have signed commitments to attend the institution, including 
discussions with working media, provided the institution previously has released communications of the prospective student-athletes’ commitments to 
attend the institution to media outlets. (Adopted: 1/14/08) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February 5, 2009 7:19 AM 

,lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; Johil Fisher <iohil.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess tlegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Is~£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sulliw~l <CSnllivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwoJrcnp a)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr~; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclongh <bfairclough@Ngeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael 

Tranghe~ <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy tlerm~m <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Christopher ttoppe <t toppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <Ix~kerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegalolt@bigeast.org:~; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Mac tlart <mhaW~:providence.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edtv~; Megan McGrane 
<mmcgrane@scmletknights.com>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.eda>; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bassey <busseyl@daq.eda>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin 

Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody 

Smith @smith@fsu.edt~-; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 
--~scott.bmwn@uconn.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marqnette.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsannders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu-~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Kevin Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.conY~; Kim Hottel <khottel@lxtx.edtr~; Ginger Fulton <fnlmngi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt ~<tgavitk@bigeast.org>; 

Steve Hormn <horton@admin.usfedtr~; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@~arletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Bamey <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<pthomas@udc.edu>; John Paquette <jpaqaette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<{johnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <ztbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 

<~facto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <lddbwle@ku.eda>; Colin Howlett <choMetCa)vt.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Curminghmn <kcunning@nmd.edtr~; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.usLedu~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeraJd@marqnette.edu>; Annie Shepard <anNe.shepard@mail.~x~’u.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Loretta Lamax <lmnar~nsna.edtr~; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 
~pmullin@syr.edu>; White, ,!osh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shult~ William <wshults@admin.fsu.edtr~; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uaxk.edu>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttin~merm@nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray 

<~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edt~-; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufi:alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboache@admin.usf.eda>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; S~xah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.eda>; 

athcmpll @admin.asLedu; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschanlc@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella 
<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Brad Woo@ 

--~cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klanl@nd.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edtc>; Caitlin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardso@ncaa.org>; Lyrm Tighe 

<lyim.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.wvu.edw~; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnes~ott.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edtr~; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.iinch@vill~mova.edw~; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jknme@troy.edu-~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klander 

<Joseph.Klande@hofstra.eda>; Robin Martin <robin.m~xtin@uc.edt~-; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.eda>; Mia Bricl~onse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Ewaxd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobe(t@vt.eduv,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@m~il.wvn.edu>; Tracey Stehlik < Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edtc>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shnlts 

<shiflts@marshall.edtc,; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; Rvan McAlvey <mcalvey@s~tjohns.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edn; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; 

Alicia Alford Queally -~licia.alford@nconn.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie Israel 

@smel@miami.edu>; Sara]~ Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org:~; Angela Crock <arc9h@vi~inia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~z <brian.lu~z@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elmne.wise@louisville.edtv~; John Marinatto 
<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <iharwood@providence.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles tIolloway <chasholl@vt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@sp~mport.rutgers.edw~; Scott 

Taylor <sdt@georgetown.eda>; Don Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.eda>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.oig>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/5/09- Recruiting Materials on Website 



On Deck is a softball prospective student-athlete that is being recruited by Big Time College (BTC). On lives about an hour from BTC’s campus, so she would like to come 
watch as many games as she can. On asks the head coach to email her the team’s schedule. The schedule is posted on BTC’s website. Can the coach email this 
information to On? 
Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2008-24, it is now permissible to send information posted to an institution’s website to a PSA as long as the information is not 
created for recruiting purposes. The coach may send On the schedule as an attachment to an email. 

Please note that this piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. 

RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS - OTHER RECRUITING MATERIALS POSTED TO INSTITUTION’S WEB SITE 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period    Process Diaqram 

Intent: To specify that general information (e.g., information not created for recruiting purposes) posted to an institution’s Web site (e.g., press release, competition schedule) 
may be sent to a prospective student-athlete via electronic mail as an attachment or a hyperlink or such information may be printed on plain white paper with black ink and 
provided to a prospective student-athlete as an attachment to general correspondence, via facsimile or during any permissible on- or off-campus contact. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1.3, as follows: 

13.4.1.3 Other Recruiting Materials. An institution may post recruiting materials not listed in Bylaw 13.4.1 on its Web site but mcynotpdntcuch Jtcm~, ~’,nd 
pro’~;~c them to prospcct,;vc studc,’~t-~th,’a,’cs "~;’a mall Jr during "~;;sits. General information (e.g. information not created for recruiting purposes} posted 
to an institution’s Web site (e.g., press release competition schedule} may be sent to a prospective student-athlete via electronic mail as an 
attachment or a hyperlink or such information may be printed on plain white paper with black ink and provided to a prospective student=athlete 
as an attachment to general correspondence, via facsimile or during any permissible on- or off.campus contact. 

Source: Atlantic Coast Conference. 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: Currently, general information that is posted on the institution’s Web site may not be sent to a prospective student-athlete as an attachment to general 
correspondence unless it appears in the list of permissible recruiting materials. In order for information that does not appear on the list of permissible materials to be sent as 

an attachment, the institution must find it elsewhere (e.g., newspaper, other Web site). Currently, in order to provide such information to prospects, it must be included in the 
body of general correspondence. A typical institution’s Web site contains valuable and important information beyond what appears on the list of permissible materials. Such 
information could more easily and efficiently be sent to prospective student-athletes under the parameters of this proposal. Some prospective student-athletes do not have 
daily access to computers and, therefore, are not able to access this additional information. This change would not result in significant increases in costs associated with 
producing and sending the information since these general information items are already being produced and posted to the institution’s Web site. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 6, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <ptbomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mla.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.eda>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rma.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t~(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@mimni.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;>; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John tlaxwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim ttottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 
<kld’oMe@Icu.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <basseyl@duq.eda>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Eda>; Molly McCafihy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Clmstensen <chiistensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

ttemandez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

~-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@sce¢letknights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo~valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <flarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

WaMa Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <~alicia.a]for&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <Swaxcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@ac.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbe#tholomae@athlefics.pitt.eda>; Dan Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgera]d@maxquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debolah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doag Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-qjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jody Sykes <io@.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<ju@.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu-~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKilfley 

<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@loaisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Mafielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; ][,aura Schoppman 

~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby 

Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~)bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqaette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtr>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa.ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/6/09- Current Event 

NCAA preparing to bar some schools from postseason because of 
academics 
USToday,com 

The NCAA is preparing to deliver on an unprecedented threat to hand down postseason bans because of academic deficiencies, a prospect it says is 
facing as many as nine teams at eight Division I schools. 
All are saddled with low Academic Progress Rates (APRs), which measure player retention and progress toward graduation. And all are seeking waivers to 
forestall the penalties. 
Five of the teams have seen requests initially rejected, their hopes hanging on face-to-face hearings beginning in Indianapolis in 10 days or subsequent 
appeals to the NCAA Division I Board of Directors. 
It’s a notable step for the NCAA. It has long imposed bans on bowl and other postseason appearances for serious violations of its rules, but not until now 
has it used the penalty as a hammer in academic matters. 
The men’s basketball and baseball programs at Centenary are in the crosshairs, its athletics director says. Also needing waivers, according to officials at 
their respective schools, are Weber State’s playoff-quarterfinal football team and a Texas-Arlington baseball program that claimed a Southland Conference 
championship and an NCAA tournament berth three years ago. 
The threat hangs almost exclusively over non-marquee schools that often lack resources to pour into academic support, which has drawn fire from the 
Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics and other watchdog groups. 
The NCAA says that rather than punish them, its intent is to motivate chronically low-scoring schools and teams, regardless of pedigree, to alter their 
approach to academics. 
"To deny a postseason opportunity is a step you don’t take lightly," says Kevin Lennon, an NCAA vice president who helps oversee the program. "But if... 
year after year, a program has not done well, I think you have to keep in mind what’s the bigger student=welfare issue. It’s making sure that they’re doing well 
academically. And if it takes the threat or the implementation of a postseason ban to change that behavior, I think the committee is prepared to do it." 
The severity of academic=related sanctions has escalated since APRs first were calculated five years ago, starting with public warnings and scholarship 
cuts and moving to practice restrictions for teams with perennially poor scores. Postseason bans would go to those with the lowest APRs and showing little 
or no annual improvement. 
The NCAA will release the latest APRs for all Division I teams, along with penalties, in May. Any postseason sanctions would apply to the 2009-10 school 
year. 
Big-name and small, deep=pocketed or not, most every school that plays Division I sports appears to have taken the initiative seriously. 
At Texas-Arlington, for example, athletics director Pete Cadon says recruiters now take fewer chances on prospects with shaky academic backgrounds. 
Once arrived, athletes meet stepped-up efforts to keep them moving toward graduation. A change in baseball coaches a little more than a year ago was tied 
at least in part to low NCAA scores, Carlon says. 
"The whole attitude changed with the new coach," he says. "You can see dramatic improvement from that point in time." 
Will it be enough for the NCAA? 
The Mavericks’ baseball APR was 842 (on a scale of 1000) two years into the initiative, well beneath the 925 deemed acceptable by the NCAA and even shy 
of a secondary benchmark of 900. Teams beneath that are subject to stiffer penalties, eventually including a postseason ban. 
But Carlon, a member of the association’s 22=member Academic Council, points to the coaching change and other corrective measures that he says have 
helped raise the baseball team’s grade-point average to better than 3.0 the past three semesters and improve its APR. "In talking to officials with the NCAA 
who work closely with the APR, the things we’ve put in place and implemented ... are exactly what they’re looking for," he says. 
"If we file (for) this waiver and are denied, I’m going to be really disappointed because we’re doing everything we know to do make improvements." 
Officials at four other schools acknowledge they’re seeking waivers to avert postseason bans: Jacksonville State, Chattanooga and Weber State (all 
football) and Centenary (men’s basketball and baseball). The Texas Southern men’s tennis team also faces a ban, though it’s moot; the school suspended 
the program for two years while going through a 2008 NCAA infractions case. 
Many of the schools, like UTA, acknowledge academic problems in earlier years but say they’ve addressed them and have the improved APRs to prove it. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 9, 2009 8:28 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; Johil Fisher qiohil.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Is~£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; wardscranage309Comcast.net 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sulliw~l <CSnllivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup <bwoJrcnpa)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr~; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski qsiedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclongh <bfairclough@Ngeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael 

Tranghe~ <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herm~m <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Christopher ttoppe <t toppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <Ix~kerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegalolt@bigeast.org:~; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaW~:providence.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennitbr Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edtr~; Megan McGrane 
<mmcgrane@scmletknights.com>; John Cams <john.c~rns@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.eda>; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bassey <busseyl@daq.eda>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin 

Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody 

Snfith @smith@fsu.edt~-; Harris, Robin Green <f~_obin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 
--~scott.bmwn@uconn.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marqnette.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Reshauna 

Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu;>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edn>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders --~zsannders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu-~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Kevin Delaney <~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.conY~; Kim Hottel <khottel@lxtx.edtr~; Ginger Fulton <fnlmngi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt ~<tgavitk@bigeast.org>; 

Steve Hormn <horton@admin.usfedw~; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@~arletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<pthomas@udc.edu>; John Paquette <jpaqaette@bigeast.org>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<{iohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 

<~facto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <lddbwle@ku.eda>; Colin HoMett <choMetCa}vt.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli < ncalparelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Curminghmn <kcunning@nmd.edtr~; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.usLedu~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeraJd@marqnette.edu>; Annie Shepard <anNe.shepard@mail.~x~’u.edn>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Loretta Lamax <lmnar~nsna.edu~; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 
~pmullin@syr.edu>; White, .!osh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shult~ William <wshults@admin.fsu.edtr~; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uaxk.edu>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uk.5,.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Herm~mn 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttin~merm@nd.edtr~; Deborah Gray 

<~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edt~-; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufi:alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboache@admin.usf.eda>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; S~xah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.eda>; 

athcmpll @admin.asLedu; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschanlc@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella 
<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu>; Brad Woo@ 

--~cbwoody@clemson.edtr~; Kathryn Lain <klanl@nd.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edu;>; Caitlin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardso@ncaa.org>; Lyrm Tighe 

<lyim.tighe@villanova.edtv~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.wvu.edw~; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnes~ott.edtr~; Jill La Point <jlapoin@providence.edtr~; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@sca~letknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.iinch@vill~mova.edw~; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jknme@troy.edu-~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@an~ericaeast.com>; Joseph Klander 

~Ooseph.Klande@hofstra.eda>; Robin Martin <robin.m~xtin@uc.edt~-; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.eda>; Mia Bricl~onse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Ewaxd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobe(t@vt.edu~,; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@m~il.wvn.edu>; Tracey Stehlik < Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae <Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaaamc.edu>; Steven Shnlts 

<shiflts@marshall.edu;,; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; Rvan McAlvey <mcalvey@s~tjohns.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edn; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; 

Alicia Alford Queally -~licia.alford@nconn.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie Israel 

@smel@miami.edu>; Sara]~ Emmett <sen~met~bigeast.org:~; Angela Crock <arc9h@vi~inia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~z <brian.lulz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaJme.wise@louisville.edtr~; John Marinatto 
<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <iharwood@providence.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edw~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@sp~mport.rutgers.edw~; Scott 

Taylor <sdt@georgetown.eda>; Don Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.eda>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edt~-; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.oig>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/9/09- Inlrmnurals 



Full Court Press is a basketball studeut-athlete at Big State University (BSU). Full is not academically eligible to compete this year, so he decides to participate in 

BSU’s intramural league. Is it permissible tbr Full to participate in this intramural league if he competes against other institutions’ intramural "teams? 

No. Playing against another institution’s intramural teana would constitute outside competition. 

N CAA Staff Interpretation- 2/6/09- hitramural Team Competing Against Outside Team. (lilIilIl)- states that competition involving an institution’s intmanul~J 

teanl against an outside team (including competition against another ins~itutioIfs intranmrdt team) is considered outside competition. [References: NCAA Division I 

Bylaws 14.3.2.3 (outside competition -- nonqualifier), 14.7.1 (outside competition -- sports other than basketball), 14.7.2 (outside competition -- basketball), and 

17.02.9 (outside competition); Division II Bylaws 14.3.2.4 (outside competition -- partial qualifier and nonqualifier), 14.7.1 (outside competition, sports other than 

basketball), 14.7.2 (outside competition, basketball), and 17.02.10 (outside competition); Division III Bylaws 14.02.7 (outside competition), 14.7.1 (outside 

competition) and 17.02.9 (outside competition) and a 3/8/89 staff interpretation, Item Ref. K, which has been archived] 

NC~ Bylaw 14.7.2 states that a studeut-athlete who participates in any orgaJlized basketball competition except while representing the institution in intercollegiate 

competition in accordance with the permissible playing ~ason specified in Bylaw 17.5 becomes ineligible for any t’urther intercollegiate competition in basketball (see 

Bylaws 14.7.3 and 14.7.4 tbr exceptions and waivers). 

NCAA Bylaw 14.7.1 states that a student-athlete in any sport other than basketball who participates during the academic year as a member of any outside team in any 

noncollegiate, mnateur competition becomes ineligible for intercollegiate competition unless eligibility is restored by the Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement. A 

student- athlete is permitted to practice on such a team. (Adopted: L~I 0/91 effective 8/1/91 ," Revised 1/16/93, 1/11/’94, 1,/10/05) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.7.1.1 states that a student-athlete may compete outside of the institution’s declared playing and practice season as a member of an outside team in 

any noncollegiate, amateur competition during any official vacation period published in the institution’s catalog. The number of s~dent-athletes from any one ins~titution 

shall not exceed the applicable limits set forth in Bylaw 17.32.2. (Adopted 1/11/94 effective 8/1/’94) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, February, 10, 2009 9:03 AM 

Pat Thomas <ptbomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’-,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’-,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;>; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John }Ire’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 
<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’-,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCafihy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sand~j@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@fiaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@miami.edw~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-’chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdantonio@bigeastorg>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; b:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habd, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <’alicia.a]ford~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <Swarcup@scarlethfights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbal~tholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danidle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <io@.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Del~mey <delanekl@s[iohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keen~mki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <danielArega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse qnbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby 

Weygand <~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.oig>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Sega]off <fsega]off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtr>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; Jelmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa.ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/10/09- Award Costs 

College USA ordered rings for their men’s soccer team for winning the NCAA Championship this year. The rings are valued at $400 each. Additionally, the 
company is charging College USA $100 for shipping and handling for the entire order. Does College USA have to include shipping costs when calculating 
the value of the award? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/6/09- Administrative Fees Associated with Awards (I)- states that administrative fees (e.g., tooling charges, tax, 
shipping and handling) for awards (e.g., national championship rings) that are separate from the value of the award do not need to be included when 
calculating the value of the award. [References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 16.1.5.1 (assignment of normal retail value)] 

j(~ondaras@bigeast, orq 

4~>L.~’~’2>, 0424 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 11, 2009 8:37 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthi~mas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <moore@pdx.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t~(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@mimni.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;>; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <tx~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John tlaxwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim ttottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Clmstensen <chiistensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

~-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scealetknights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo~valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

WaMa Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <~alicia.a]for&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <Swaxcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbm~tholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgera]d@maxquette.edu>; Deborala Gray <debolah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-qjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edu-~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jody Sykes <iody.syke~louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu-~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKilfley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc>; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; ][,aura Schoppman 

~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby 

Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~)bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<~twhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncazpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Je~mitbr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. I @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa, ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/11/09- 17. 1.6.2.2 

The women’s soccer team at College USA is participating in their out of season conditioning program. Saturday afternoon, the coaches will conduct a 2- 
hour skill instruction session for the team. There are a few local recruits that would like to watch on Saturday. Is this permissible? 
No. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2008-78, it is not permissible to conduct out of season skill instruction workouts in front of a public audience. 
Please note that this piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. 

PLAYING AND PRACTICE SEASONS -- GENERAL REGULATIONS -- SKILL INSTRUCTION -- SPORTS OTHER THAN FOOTBALL -- PUBLICITY 

Status: Adopted - Final Process Diagram 

Intent: In sports other than football, to specify that skill-related instruction shall not be publicized and shall not be conducted in view of a general 
public audience. 

Bylaws: Amend 17.1.6.2, as follows: 

17.1.6.2 Weekly Hour Limitations -- Outside the Playing Season. 

[17.1.6.2-(a) through 17.1.6.2-(c) unchanged.] 

[17.1.6.2.1 unchanged.] 

17.1.6.2.2 Skill Instruction --Sports other than Baseball and Football. Participation by student-athletes in individual skill-related instruction in sports 
other than baseball and football is permitted outside the institution’s declared playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes of the 
academic year or September 15, whichever occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the institution’s final examination period at the 
conclusion of the academic year [see Bylaw 17.1.6.2-(a)]. More than four student-athletes from the team may be involved in skill-related instruction 
with their coaches from September 15 through April 15. Prior to September 15 and after April 15, no more than four student-athletes from the same 
team may be involved in skill=related instruction with their coaches at any one time in any facility. Skill-related instruction shall not be publicized 
and shall not be conducted in view of a qeneral public audience. 

17.1.6.2.3 Skill Instruction -- Baseball. In baseball, participation by student-athletes in skill-related instruction is permitted outside the institution’s 
declared playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes of the academic year or September 15, whichever occurs earlier, to one week prior 
to the beginning of the final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year [see Bylaw 17.1.6.2-(a)]. More than four student-athletes 
may be involved in skill-related instruction with their coaches from September 15 to one week prior to the final examination period for the fall term and 
from January 15 through April 15. No more than four student=athletes may be involved in skill-related instruction with their coaches at any one time in 
any facility prior to September 15, from the opening day of classes of the institution’s second academic term to January 15 (for those institutions that 
begin classes prior to January 15) and after April 15. Skill-related instruction shall not be publicized and shall not be conducted in view of a 

general public audience. 

Source: NCAA Division I Board of Directors. 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Playing and Practice Seasons 

Rationale: Current legislation permits student-athletes (in sports other than football) outside the playing season to engage in eight hours of required 
conditioning and skill-related instruction, with no more than two of those hours being devoted to skill-related instruction activities. After September 
15 and prior to April 15th, there are no limitations on the number of student=athletes who may be involved in such activities at any one time. The 
increase in the number of student-athletes who may be involved in such activities at any one time was adopted a few years ago to address concerns 
related to facility availability and the time demands placed on both student-athletes and coaches. Skill-related instruction is not designed to be used 
as a recruiting tool to permit institutions to schedule activities that give the appearance of full-fledged practice prior to the first permissible in-season 
practice date and create a celebrity atmosphere during campus visits by prospective student-athletes. This proposal will ensure that out-of= season 
activities will focus on their true intent by prohibiting institutions from conducting such activities before a public audience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 13, 2009 9:24 AM 

Pat Thomas <ptbomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock ~-arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mla.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’-,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edu’-,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore --’moore@pdx.eda>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rma.edu>; Colin Howlett --’chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;>; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John tlm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim ttottel <khotlel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 
<kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <basseyl@duq.eda>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’-,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean --’medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)Vanderbilt.Eda>; Molly McCafihy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@fiaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

ttemandez <themandez@miami.edw~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; 

wardscranage309Comcast.net <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknighls.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

~-’chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; lo:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <flarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally ~’alicia.alfor&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <Swarcup@scarletknights.com>; CaJflin Stoffer--’caiflin.stoffe@ac.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae --~dballholomae@athlefics.pitt.eda>; Dan Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’-,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doag Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

--~erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jo@ Sykes <io@.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Del~mey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keen~mki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea --’nick.oje@loaisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 
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Daily Compliance Item- 2/13/09- RETRACTION on 2008- 78 

Well, it is Friday the 13th ... a great day to send out a RETRACTION to a previously sent daily compliance item! 

A small riot broke out on Wednesday morning shortly after I sent out the daily compliance item on proposal 2008-78. I guess that means that people are 
actually reading my emails. © 
In the daily compliance item, my analysis was that a PSA visiting a campus would not be permitted to watch out of season skill instruction. I based this 
analysis on how I read the following excerpt from the proposal’s rationale statement: 
"Skill-related instruction is not designed to be used as a recruiting tool to permit institutions to schedule activities that give the appearance of 
full-fledged practice prior to the first permissible in-season practice date and create a celebrity atmosphere during campus visits by 
prospective student-athletes." 

We have since received confirmation from the NCAA that it was NOT the intent of the legislation to prevent prospects 
from watching skill instruction sessions while visiting your campus for an official/unofficial visit. The intent of the 
legislation was to address institutions using skill instruction time as a recruiting tool by promoting these activities and 
opening them up for the general public to watch. 
I appreciate the feedback I received on this issue, and I apologize for the confusion it caused. 

.,..j.L,,.....~..,~, .---~-~-~,4,\o~ .~.~..~...~.)~ ~,,..,~,.. .,,’-’ .,,",;, .,,’ ~J ~,’,~, ,, .,, .,,-~-- ,~ ,~. ~.’,,.~ 

Z~:_e_~_~__~!g_r__~_s__@fzige__g_s__t_,_~r_g. 
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Daily Compliance Item- 2/13/09- Core Cuniculum Time Limitation 

Hail Mary is a prospective student-athlete that signed an NLI to play football at Big Time College (BTC). Hail wants to get a jump on his academics, so he 
will enroll in the second summer session at BTC. Hail will be receivinq an athletic scholarship from BTC for summer school. 
In addition to taking summer classes at BTC, Hail will be completing a core course through his high school in order to gain qualifier status through the NCAA 
Eligibility Center. Hail starts working on the core course prior to the start of summer school, but he does not finish the course until after enrolling in BTC’s 
summer session. May this core course be used to satisfy NCAA initial eligibility requirements? 
No. The core course may not be used because the prospective student-athlete did not complete the core course before receiving athletically related 
financial aid to attend BTC’s summer term. NCAA Educational Column- 2/13/09- Eligibility -- Core-Curriculum Time Limitation Legislation -- 
Exception -- One Additional Core Course After High School Graduation (I)- states that the core-curriculum time limitation legislation requires a 
prospective student-athlete to complete core-curriculum requirements not later than the high school graduation date of the prospective student-athlete’s 
class. The appropriate graduation date is determined by the prospective student-athlete’s first year of enrollment in high school (grade nine) or the 
international equivalent. For a domestic prospective student-athlete, the allowed time frame for completion of the core course requirements is eight 
semesters from the date the prospective student-athlete first enrolled in high school. For an international prospective student-athlete, the graduation date is 
based on the prescribed educational path in his or her country. 
If a prospective student-athlete graduates within the prescribed time frame, he or she may use one additional core course for initial-eligibility purposes. The 
course must be completed prior to initial, full-time collegiate enrollment, but not later than the end of the academic year immediately after graduation. 
An October 22, 2008, official interpretation specifies that it is permissible to use a core course completed after high school graduation, provided the 
prospective student-athlete either completes the course prior to enrollment in or after completion of the institution’s summer term for which he or she is 
receiving athletically related financial aid. However, the interpretation specifies that it is not permissible for a prospective student-athlete to use a core 
course, including an online course, completed after high school graduation to satisfy initial-eligibility requirements if the prospective student-athlete is 
enrolled in the course while concurrently receiving athletically related financial aid to attend an institution’s summer term. 
The following examples are designed to assist member institutions in applying the one additional core course after high school graduation exception to the 
core-curriculum time limitation legislation. 
Example: A prospective student-athlete enrolls in a core course at an area high school while enrolled in an institution’s summer term and receives 
nonathletics institutional financial aid while completinq the core course. May this core course be used to certify the prospective student-athlete’s initial 
eliqibilitv? 
Answer: Yes. The course may be used because the prospective student-athlete is receiving only nonathletics institutional aid. Please note that if the 
prospective student-athlete were receiving athletically related financial aid, the course may not be used. 
Example: A prospective student-athlete who will receive athletically related financial aid to attend an institution’s summer term starts a core course before 
enrolling in the institution’s summer term. The prospective student-athlete finishes the course after enrolling in the institution’s summer term. May this core 
course be used to certify the prospective student-athlete’s initial eligibility? 
Answer: No. The core course may not be used because the prospective student-athlete did not complete the core course before receiving athletically 
related financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term. 
Example: A prospective student-athlete receives athletically related financial aid to attend an institution’s summer term. After completion of the summer 
term, the prospective student-athlete returns home and enrolls in a core course at the individual’s high school. May this core course be used to certify the 
prospective student-athlete’s initial eligibility? 
Answer: Yes. The core course may be used to certify this prospective student-athlete’s initial eligibility because even though the individual received 
athletically related financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term, the prospective student-athlete was no longer receiving athletically related financial 
aid at the time the core course was completed. Further, the prospective student-athlete shall not have begun preseason practice at the institution. 
The following questions may assist institutions in working with the NCAA Eligibility Center on issues related to the use of the additional core course 
completed after high school graduation exception. 
Question: A prospective student-athlete enrolls in a core course from a school or program that does not have a list of approved core courses. Will the 
core course be used to determine the prospective student-athlete’s initial eliqibilitv? 
Answer: Ifa prospective student-athlete takes a course from a school or program that does not have a list of approved core courses, the school or 
program must be evaluated by the Eligibility Center’s high school review team before the course is approved. This can be a lengthy process; therefore, 
institutions should encourage prospective student-athletes who need to use the one core course after high school graduation exception to complete the 
additional core course through a school or program that has a list of approved core courses. 
Question: How does the Eliqibility Center verify that a core course completed after hiqh school graduation was in compliance with the October 22, 2008, 
official interpretation? 
Answer: Institutions are responsible for determining whether the prospective student-athlete completed the additional core course in a manner consistent 
with the official interpretation and for providing the same information to the Eligibility Center. 
Question: What documentation is required to certify the use of this exception to the core-curriculum time limitation? 
Answer: The following four scenarios address required documentation for purposes of the one additional core course after high school graduation 
exception only. In all of these scenarios, the course must meet the legislated definition of a core course. In addition, an important step in determining the 
validity of a course on a high school’s list of approved core courses is to confirm that the prospective student=athlete met all course expectations as 
indicated by the course provider. 

1. If the additional core course was taken at the high school from which the prospective student-athlete graduated, the course must appear 
on that high school’s list of approved core courses. Also, the Eligibility Center must receive a transcript from the high school, showing the 
course title, grade received and credit awarded for the additional core course. 
2. If the additional core course was taken at a school other than the high school from which the prospective student-athlete graduated and 
that school has a six-digit College Board code (CEEB) and a list of approved core courses, the additional core course must appear on that 
school’s list of approved core courses. A transcript from the school, showing the course title, grade received and credit awarded for the 
additional core course from that school must be provided to the Eligibility Center. However, the additional core course is not required to 
appear on the transcript from the high school from which prospective student-athlete graduated. 
3. If the additional core course was taken through distance learning or other nontraditional means (e.g., online, correspondence, independent 
study, individualized instruction, credit recovery) and the school/program has a CEEB code and list of approved core courses, the additional 
core course must appear on that school/program’s list of approved core courses. A transcript from the program, showing the course title, 
grade received and credit awarded for the additional core course must be provided to the Eligibility Center. However, the additional core 
course is not required to appear on the transcript from the high school from which prospective student-athlete graduated. 



4. If the additional core course was taken at a community college, junior college or four-year college, a transcript from that college with the 
course title, grade received and credit earned for the additional core course must be provided to the Eligibility Center. (Note: The Eligibility 
Center will accept the high school course credit equivalent if the course appears on the transcript of the high school from which the 
prospective student-athlete graduated or if the high school submits a letter indicating the amount of credit the student would have received 
had the course been taken at the high school.) 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.3.1.2 (core curriculum requirements), 14.3.1.2.1 (core-curriculum time limitation) and 14.3.1.2.1.1 (exception -- 
one additional core course after high school graduation), official interpretation (10/22/08, Item No. 1 ), staff interpretation (10/5/88, item f) and official 
interpretation (8/27/08, Item No. l-b), which have been archived] 

;ieomtaras@biqeast, orq 
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Daily Compliance Item- 2/17/09- Current Event 

Kiffin’s Tennessee tenure off to rocky start after series of errors 
USAToday.com 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. --The past 10 days have offered a comedy of errors by new Tennessee football coach Lane KJffin, but neither the university, the 
Southeastern Conference or the NCAA are laughing. 



Barely 10 weeks after being hired as Tennessee football coach, Kiffin mistakenly accused Florida coach Urban Meyer of a recruiting violation, then was 
found by UT officials to have committed three minor recruiting violations of his own. 
The gaffes captured headlines in sports pages across the country and are raising questions about whether the 33-year-old former Oakland Raiders head 
coach has a sufficient grasp of college recruiting rules or the enormity of his role as the top guy at a major college program. 
"He’s basically learning on the job," said Matt Hayes, college football columnist for The Sporting News. "He’s been a head coach for all of 20 games in the 
NFL. He’s never been a head coach in college football" 
But as an assistant, KJffin was a key recruiter at powerhouse University of Southern California and like all college coaches, was required to pass an NCAA- 
mandated test on recruiting rules before being allowed to contact any prospects for UT. 
His recent missteps have put focus on whether that testing process is adequate. 
"1 don’t think the test was ever meant to be all encompassing," said Greg Sankey, associate commissioner of compliance for the Southeastern Conference, 
"but it does begin to (address) the rules that coaches need to follow." 
Multiple missteps 
The string of controversies started Feb. 5 -- the day after National Signing Day -- when Kiffin and his new coaching staff made a day-long barnstorming 
tour of the state, meeting with boosters and media in Knoxville, then Nashville, then Memphis. 
While playing to a crowd of UT fans during the first stop, Kiffin jokingly said he was calling out Meyer for a recruiting violation, saying the Florida coach 
placed cellphone calls to a player who was on an official visit to Tennessee. 
"1 love the fact that Urban had to cheat and still didn’t get him," Kiffin said of the player, who ultimately signed with UT. 
The crowd loved it, but University of Florida and SEC officials weren’t amused. By the time the UT contingent left Nashville that afternoon, league 
commissioner Mike Slive had publicly reprimanded Kiffin, advising him that the phone calls were not a violation and questioning the coach’s knowledge of 
the rules. 
Those questions grew louder four days later when UT officials announced they had issued letters of admonishment to Kiffin and new UT recruiting 
coordinator Ed Orgeron for a pair of secondary recruiting violations that occurred during official recruit visits last month. 
In one case, a fog machine was used as a recruit ran onto the field at Neyland Stadium. In the other case, several recruits were allowed to take part in a 
mock press conference at the football facility. UT officials reported the incident to the NCAA, whose rules prohibit schools from simulating game conditions 
during recruit visits. 
"The violations occurred due to an incorrect assumption by the football coaching staff regarding official visit activities," UT’s letter to the NCAA stated. "They 
understand that they must ask questions of the compliance office about anything ’creative’ regarding campus visits." 
Then, incredibly, it happened again. 
On Friday, Kiffin went too far by describing an unsigned recruit’s ability and using his name during a Knoxville radio show. The recruit, Bryce Brown, a 
running back from Wichita, who is rated the No. 1 recruit in the nation by Rivais.com, was scheduled to be in Knoxville for an official visit this weekend. 
Under NCAA rules, a coach is allowed to confirm to the media that a specific player is being recruited but cannot comment about the recruit’s ability. During 
the interview, Kiffin lumped Brown into a group of athletes he called "great players." 
UT spokeswoman Tiffany Carpenter said the violation would be reported to the NCAA and the Southeastern Conference. 
Kiffin was unavailable for comment. 
Kiffin passed test, but ... 
Every NCAA coach must pass an exam that covers recruiting, financial aid and freshman academic requirements. For Division I football coaches, the test 
consists of 40 multiple-choice and true-false questions. A coach can miss no more than eight to pass. 
Typically, the tests are administered online through the various conferences. 
Within days of Kiffin’s hiring at UT in December, he traded barbs through the media with South Carolina coach Steve Spurrier, who wondered publicly 
whether Kiffin had taken his test before starting to contact recruits. 
Kiffin quickly jabbed back: "If Steve is concerned about my test, I got a 39 out of 40. I would like to see what he got." 
In addition to the test, UT conducts six seminars each year to ensure coaches receive regular training on updates and changes to the recruiting rules, 
school officials said. 
Reached after Kiffin’s first two violations but before the third, UT Athletic Director Mike Hamilton, cautioned against reading too much into the recent 
recruiting mistakes. Secondary violations are considered minor by the NCAA, often go unpunished and can be relatively common because of the sheer 
number of recruiting rules. 
"These rules change," said Hamilton said who sits on the board of the NCAA Recruiting Task Force,. "1 don’t think there is a single employee in the athletic 
department, other than our compliance people, who knows every rule. And even our compliance guys are having to regularly interpret." 
He added: "1 am always concerned with the violations. But I am even more concerned if there are repeated violations." 
Hamilton could not be reached for comment following the latest violation. 
It’s possible that some of the practices that landed Kiffin in hot water were brought from the stint as a successful recruiter at Southern Cal, where he was 
instrumental in helping land Heisman Trophy winners Reggie Bush, Matt Leinart and Carson Palmer. 
Coincidentally, University of Washington self-reported a secondary violation last month after head football coach Steve Sarkisian used a fog machine as 
recruits ran onto the football field during their visit there. 
Sarkisian and Kiffin were on the same coaching staffat USC from 2001-06. 
Mistakes magnified by early comments 
Kiffin’s recruiting problems have been magnified, in part, because of the coach’s bombastic public relations style. 
He’s all but promised national championships, exclaimed how he isn’t intimidated by the competition in the storied conference and verbally sparred with 
some of the SEC’s biggest names. 
Observers are divided over whether his public comments are the miscalculations of a young coach or an effort to artfully fire up a listless team and 
apathetic fan base. 
No one can argue that Kiffin’s brash style has put UT football back on the national stage, following an abysmal 5-7 season during which the Vols’ were an 
SEC afterthought and failed to reach a bowl game. 
"My opinion is Lane Kiffin knew exactly what he was doing," said CBS college football analyst Tony Barnhardt. "1 believe that as the new guy on the block, he 
knew that he had to take on the big dog -- or the big Gator as it were -- and he decided to do it." 
UT’s star safety Eric Berry voiced support last week for his new coach’s style and said Vols’ players are increasingly excited about the level of fight in the 
new regime. 
But others wonder if Kiffin is toppling the balance between pumping up his players and fan base, and remaining a reputable member of the coaching 
fraternity. 
"1 don’t know where that line is, but it sure feels as if he crossed it," said Ivan Maisel, senior college football writer for ESPN.com. "1 think every coach who 
comes into the SEC feels like he’s got to stick his chest out and establish his turf. You expect a new coach, and especially a young coach trying to establish 
himself, to do some of this. 
"You get a honeymoon in any new job in the SEC and that typically will last a year, maybe two if you’re lucky. I think as far as expectations, his ended on 
Feb. 5. That might be a national record of some sort." 
In the end, what matters will be what happens between the white lines on Saturday afternoons, said Hayes, the columnist from The Spotting News. 
"His job is to win games, it’s not to please opponents," he said. "That’s what he is going to be judged on. He is not going to be judged on whether he said 
something inappropriate in a booster meeting where he was trying to fire up the fans. 
"His job is to beat Florida, not to beat Florida in the court of public opinion." 
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<dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse qnbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeafft.org>; Bobby" 

Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah SegaJoff <fsegaJ~off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncazpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargoli~a)bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtr>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; Jmmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennaam <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sazah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/18/09- Summer Aid Proporlionality 

Finger Roll is a basketball student-athlete that attended College USA during the 2007-08 academic year. Because of personal reasons, Finger did not enroll 
at any institution during the 2008-09 academic year. Finger would like to return to College USA for the 2009 summer sessions. Since Finger was not 
enrolled during the previous academic year (2008-09), can College USA provide Finger with an athletic scholarship to attend summer school? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4!26/91- Proportion of athletically related aid received during the previous academic year- states that the 
requirement that athletically related financial aid to attend an institution’s summer term be awarded in proportion to the amount of athletically related financial 
aid received by the student- athlete during the previous academic year would relate only to the student-athlete’s previous academic year (as opposed to the 
institution’s previous academic year); therefore, a student- athlete who attended a member institution during the 1989-90 academic year but did not attend 
the institution during the 1990- 91 academic year would be permitted to receive athletically related financial aid during the 1991 summer term in proportion to 
the amount of athletically related aid received during the 1989-90 academic year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, February, 19, 2009 10:16 AM 

Pat Thomas <ptbomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@ntk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heathenmcatee@uky.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Moniqne 

<mholland@alasu.edn>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John }Ire’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sand~j@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marqaette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdantonio@bigeastorg>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; b, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr~; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <’alicia.a]ford~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <Swa:rcup@scarlethlights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbal~tholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisal@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danidle.fitzgerald@ma:rquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <ioT.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.caru@lonisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Del~mey <delanekl@s[iohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keen~mki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc,; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@nconn.edn>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <danielArega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse qnbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby 

Weygand <%weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Sega]off <fsega]off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett +’.semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara tlenderson <bhadams@syr.edu+; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu:+; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu+; Je~mitbr 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu->; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu:+; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa.ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/19/09- Video 

Curve Ball, a baseball prospective student-athlete, is being recruited by several institutions. Curve participated in several all-star games this past fall, but 
most collegiate coaches were not able to attend these events. Is it permissible for the coaches to subscribe to a scouting service to obtain video of these 
all-star games? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/18/09- Video from Recruiting or Scouting Services (I)- states that it is not permissible for an institution to subscribe 
to a recruiting or scouting service to obtain video (e.g., live streaming video, recorded video) of any nonscholastic activities, including regular game and all- 
star competition, or any summer camp or clinic competition, which is not considered regular game competition. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.3.3 (athletics scholarship agent) and 13.14.3.2 (video services), an April 2, 1987 (item Ref. 6) official interpretation 
and an April 25, 1988 (Item Ref. d) staff interpretation, which has been archived.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, February, 19, 2009 1 h l0 AM 

Pat Thomas <ptbomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@ntk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heathenmcatee@uky.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Moniqne 

<mholland@alasu.edn>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John }Ire’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sand~j@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marqaette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdantonio@bigeastorg>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; b, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <’alicia.a]ford~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<axhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbarflet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <Swa:rcup@scarlethlights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbal~tholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisal@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danidle.fitzgerald@ma:rquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu~; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <ioT.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.caru@lonisville.edu>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Del~mey <delanekl@s[iohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keen~mki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kapa, osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ssT.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edn>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edtc,; athcmpll@admin.usf.edu; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@nconn.edn>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <danielArega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse qnbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby 

Weygand <%weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Sega]off <fsega]off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jmmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkherm01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa.ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/’20/09- Current Event 

Recession forces colleges to find ways to cut spending 
USAToday.corn 

The unrelenting downturn in the economy is a hot-button issue in college athletic departments, the same as at your kitchen table. 
"Everybody you talk to, that’s the topic of conversation," says Mike Cleary, executive director of the 6,500-member National Association of Collegiate 
Directors of AtNetics. "1 don’t care how big and how wealthy they are, this is going to impact everybody." 
Many Division I athletic departments have increased their spending at a higher annual rate than their universities have in recent years. Now, many are 
looking at decreases. That’s a fundamental change. NCAA President Myles Brand worries some schools could eliminate less-visible sports. 
"There are so many angles from which college athletic departments are getting clobbered that there is going to have to be a rethinking of how they go 
forward," says Andrew Zimbalist, a professor of economics at Smith College in Northampton, Mass. "And what’s going to happen next year is even uglier." 
The downturn affects schools large and small, from Ohio State to Ohio Northern. 
"The best way to think about it is your own budget at home," says Ohio State athletics director Gene Smith, whose department has a $115 million budget. 
"Expenses are up." 
Division III Ohio Northern athletics director Tom Simmons, whose department has a $1 million budget, says, "We’re feeling it like everybody else. Of course, 
at our level, there isn’t a lot of fat anyway." 
Ohio Northern is not printing media guides for its spring teams. Simmons says that will save as much as $20,000 -- being green while saving green. 
Ohio State, one of the few athletic programs that typically run in the black, is looking at the potential of a small shortfall this academic year, one that could be 
covered by reserves, Smith says. Among recent changes: Per diems for coaches and staffwere trimmed from $65 to $45. 
"All of us are a little bit on edge right now," Purdue athletics director Morgan Burke says. "You’ve got student-athletes worried about their parents; you’ve got 
fans worried about their jobs; and athletics departments" worried about costs. 
Miami will bus to South Florida and Central Florida for football games this fall rather than fly about 200 miles to each school. 
"People who would have never considered busing," Cleary says, "are considering it now." 
The Western Athletic Conference can’t do that for this spring’s tennis and baseball tournaments -- in Hawaii. 
"We feel like all our members should get to host WAC championships, but talk about bad timing," WAC Commissioner Karl Benson says. "We are in 
serious talks now to move future championships to more geographically friendly locations." 
Under discussion are Phoenix and Las Vegas, which he points out have comparatively cheap flights and hotels and no WAC member schools. 
Dan Fulks, an accounting professor at Transylvania University in Kentucky who consults for the NCAA on athletics finances, says there is good reason 
schools are trying to save money on travel. 
"On the expense side, the two largest items in Division I are scholarships and salaries," Fulks says. "Those two count for about 50% of the total budget. The 
third largest item is travel, and that takes up only about 10%. 
"So how do you save money? You could cut the number of scholarships; nobody wants to do that. Salaries and benefits could take a hit. Travel is about the 
only other place you can do it." 
’Concerned for our future’ 
Brand fears some schools might cut non-revenue sports such as swimming and track. 
"Universities are going to have to cut back; there’s no question about that," Brand says. "But can they sustain, at least at a minimum level, these low- 
visibility Olympic sports until the economy catches back up?" 
Athletics directors from the Big Ten will wrap up a three-day meeting today in Tampa, where they have been discussing the downturn in the economy, 
among other issues. Minnesota athletics director Joel Maturi says the real worry is not this academic year but next. 
"We’re going to be OK in ’08-09 because the season tickets have already been sold," he says. "We’re concerned for our future." 
Many schools are just now sending out renewals for football season tickets. "It’s the great unknown," Florida AD Jeremy Foley says. "We’ll know more in 
about six to eight weeks." 
Another unknown is how much boosters will be able to contribute to athletic funds. 
"We’re linked with what’s going on in the economy because we generate all of our own money," Indiana athletics director Fred Glass says. "We either earn 
it or we ask for it." 
Many of those they ask have seen their investments halved. 
"The Dow is down almost 50% since September," Zimbalist says. "It’s very hard to imagine that boosters have avoided getting hit by that. Some people 
won’t have lost 50%; some will have lost 30% or 35%= But others will have lost 60% or 70%." 
Some expenses are new. When the airlines began charging for bags, Smith says, it was an expense for which Ohio State had no budget line. 
"We have more than 900 athletes on 36 teams," he says. "They all carry extra bags .... Everything is up: our books and board by 6.5%, utilities by 9%, travel 
by 20%." 
Still, behemoths such as Ohio State can withstand rising costs more easily than smaller schools with smaller budgets. 
idaho State originally said no when Oklahoma asked to play the Bengals in football. Interim athletics director JeffTingey says he changed his mind 
specifically because of a shortfall in his budget. Idaho State will get $500,000 to play in Norman on Sept. 12. 
"The NAIA and Division Ill, they’ve squeezed every nickel for a long time," NACDA’s Cleary says. "The ones who will get hit hardest are the lower tier of I-A 
with their champagne appetites and beer budgets." 
Hold the line or raise prices.’? 
A recession comes after two consecutive quarters of declining productivity -- or, as Notre Dame calls that, halftime. 
That’s a joke Purdue fans tell, though the economy is no laughing matter anywhere these days. Purdue will not raise ticket prices for football next season 
though it normally raises them by $1 each year. That will cost Purdue about $500,000 for the coming season. 
"l think you have to recognize the importance of your fans not having to pay more during these times," Burke says. 
Even Florida, which won last season’s national championship, won’t raise its prices for football season tickets. A letter sent to ticketholders cites the 
economy. 
Others cite the economy in raising prices. Michigan State will charge $3 more for most tickets next football season as part of a response to challenging 
economic conditions in the state and nationally, it said in a news release this week. 
Southern Conference Commissioner John lamarino says presidents of member schools asked his office to find ways to save money. As a result, the top 
four teams in some sports will go to conference tournaments instead of the usual eight to 12. This spring, SoCon baseball teams will play three-game 
series in two days rather than the usual three. 
Taken together, those changes and others will save the conference and its member schools an estimated total of about $250,000, lamarino says. 
Fulks, the NCAA consultant, thinks college and pro sports have one built-in advantage in troubled times like these. 
"My sense is intercollegiate athletics are part of the entertainment industry, which historically has been pretty recession-proof," he says. "During bad times, 
people go to movies more. They go to games. These are escapes for them." 
Contributing: Steve Berkowitz, Steve Wieberg, The Indianapolis Star, Florida Today 
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jeondaras@biqeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, Februao, 23, 2009 10:00 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Baacbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t~Vc))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ukT.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Bmshear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John tim"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickanan 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamaac@usna.edw,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetk~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sandTrj@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

---slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu--; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr--; Steven Shults ---shults@marshall.edtr--; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comca,st.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-’chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scedleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaacas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdamonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksha~k@scarletknights.com; b, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr--; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordm~ Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scasletknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <’alicia.a]ford~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<aad~odes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbartlet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwaarcup@scarlethlights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbm~tholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Din1 Isaf <dmisal@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <dmaielle.fitzgerald@maaNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edw,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tnnli@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale,N@~uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edu’-; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmaJm@pmvidence.edu>; JoT Sykes <ioT.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tleck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmlova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKilfley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syT.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathun 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens 

<athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemmn <ttimmerm@nd.edu--; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mdwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usIiedu>; Scott Brown <~ott.bmwn@uconn.edw~; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanportrutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weyga~d <bweygmld@bigeast.olg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dMlite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~@,bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi,N@,bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmaghese 



Subject: 

<mtranghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer }teppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 
<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illa~ova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance item- 2/23/09- 12.4.2.3 

Ball N. Play is a golf student-atNete at College USA. Ball wants to sell equipment for Nike over the summer while he attends summer school. Can Ball be 
employed by Nike to sell equipment? 
Yes WITH conditions. 

NCAA Bylaw 12.4.2.3 states that a student-athlete may not be employed to sell equipment related to the student-athlete’s sport if his or her name, picture or 
athtetics reputation is used to advertise or promote the product, the job or the employer. If the student-athlete’s name, picture or athletics reputation is not 
used for advertising or promotion, the student-athlete may be employed in a legitimate sales position, provided he or she is reimbursed at an 
hourly rate or set salary in the same manner as any non-athlete salesperson. 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 24, 2009 8:41 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Baacbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAf~A.S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t~(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky’.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Bmshear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickanan 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edtl>; Loretta Lamar <lamaac@usna.edw,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetk~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sandTrj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu--; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edus~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr--; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr--; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Pm-ker <tpm-ke@vt.edu>; Tony 

ttemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.w~cherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scedleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jda~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksha~k@scarletknights.com; loxalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkafights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr--; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordm~ Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scm’letknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <~alicia.affor&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<aad~odes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbartlet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwaarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbm~tholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Din1 Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <dmaielle.fitzgerald@maaNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edw,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trmli@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale,N@~uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s3~r.edu’-; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmaJm@pmvidence.edu>; JoT Sykes <ioT.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tleck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmlova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKilfley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edtl>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathun 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens 

<athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemmn <ttimmerm@nd.edu--; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <scboppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<m~wasyle@maxwell.s3,r.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usIiedu>; Scott Brown <~ott.bmwn@uconn.edw~; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weyga~d <bweygmld@bigeast.olg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~@~bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi,N@~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmaghese 



Subject: 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer }teppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 
<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmfl<@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/’24/09- Uniforms to a HS 

College USA equipment office was contacted by a local high school about their men’s and women’s basketball uniforms. The high school would like to 
purchase the uniforms at the end of the academic year. Is it permissible for College USA to sell their uniforms to the high school? 
No. It is not permissible for College USA to sell their uniforms directly to the high school. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/19/91- Member institution 
providing old uniforms to a high school- states that an institution would not be permitted to sell athletics equipment directly to a high school. However, it 
would be permissible for an institution to sell athletics equipment to a high school at a sale that is open to the general public. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 25, 2009 9:06 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Baacbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLA.S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t~(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky’.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Bmshear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John tim"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim ttottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickanan 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edtl>; Loretta Lamar <lamaac@usna.edw,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetk~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sandTrj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu--; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edus~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr--; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr--; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Pm-ker <tpm-ke@vt.edu>; Tony 

ttemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comca,st.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

~-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.w~cherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scedleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jda~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksha~k@scarletknights.com; loxalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkafights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordm~ Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scm’letknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <~alicia.affor&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<aad~odes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbartlet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwaarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbm~tholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Din1 Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <dmaielle.fitzgerald@maaNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edw,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tnnli@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale,N@~uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s3~r.edu’-; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmaJm@pmvidence.edu>; JoT Sykes <ioT.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tleck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmlova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKilfley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edtl>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathun 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens 

<athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemmn <ttimmerm@nd.edu--; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <scboppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<m~wasyle@maxwell.s3,r.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usIiedu>; Scott Brown <~ott.bmwn@uconn.edw~; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weyga~d <bweygmld@bigeast.olg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~@~bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi,N@~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmaghese 



Subject: 

<mtranghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncaxpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJrgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.ovg; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer }teppel <ih347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 
<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edtP- 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/’25/09- Current Event 

Northern Iowa baseball looks for relief after school cuts sport 
USAToday.corn 

CEDAR FALLS, Iowa -- Don’t bury the Northern Iowa baseball team just yet. 
Members of the baseball team and coach Rick Heller received an unexpected sliver of hope from athletic director Troy Dannen that this afternoon’s 
announcement that the 103-year-old program would be dropped at the end of the 2009 season isn’t completely finN. 
Dannen met with the team for 90 minutes to explain he had decided to drop the program because of major, state-mandated budget cuts. 
However, Dannen agreed to give supporters a chance to raise $1.2 million by mid-April to fund at least a three-year stay of execution. 
Players said the program could be saved by finding boosters who might be willing to provide large gifts. 
"We are definitely not going to go down without a fight," senior pitcher Nick Kirk said after the meeting. "It won’t be easy, but we know people including guys 
who are playing in the big-leagues. I am sure they won’t be afraid to donate." 
Dannen said officials determined last week that the program would have be to dropped because a 9% reduction in state funding to the university would 
create a projected $500,000 to $600,000 deficit in the 2009-10 athletic department budget. 
Panther athletics, which currently sponsors 18 varsity sports, has a $14 million budget, but $5.4 million of revenue -- or about 45% -- comes directly from 
university coffers. Dannen said a 9% cut is too great an amount to overcome without dropping a sport. 
Dannen said alternatives such as across-the-board cuts to reduce spending were considered, but were found to produce too big of an effect on the 
department -- or simply couldn’t be done. 
"We are at a point that we can no longer fund it," Dannen said. "Players are upset and they should be. There is a new economic reality that we are all 
facing. It’s no fault of anyone, but there is a big cut coming and will impact us all." 
Dannen confirmed that he would keep the program if they were able to raise the $1.2 million, but suggested even that would fail to guarantee the program 
would survive down the road. 
"If the funds are replaced from private sources, then there is no reason why any action has to be taken," Dannen said. "But we are not talking about raising 
money for a year so we have to go through this again. 
"We are talking about finding a way to finance the program perpetually and that would be an endowment." 
Dannen estimated that a $10 million endowment would be needed and suggested "if there has ever been a time not to be a fundraiser, today is it." He also 
pointed out Northern Iowa’s total endowment ranges from $40 million to $50 million. 
Heller, Northern Iowa’s coach, said the program already has raised about 10% of the money needed to save the program. 
"1 don’t know if we can raise it, but when I see these guys and know how hard they work, I wouldn’t bet against them," Heller said. "We have some ideas and 
some contacts. We will have to see." 
Earlier in the day, Dannen called it "a sad day for Northern Iowa athletics." 
The decision to eliminate baseball means that 35 members of the team will have the option to transfer without loss of eligibility at the end of the season. 
The three full-time coaches -- including head coach Rick Heller- also will lose their jobs= 
In a news release issued later, Northern Iowa president Ben Allen said: "During these challenging budget times, every area of campus will be affected. This 
decision with respect to baseball is a reflection of the difficult decisions that we will be facing across the entire university." 
The university dropped men’s and women’s gymnastics in 1981, and women’s field hockey in 1983. In May of 2002, men’s and women’s swimming and 
men’s and women’s tennis were dropped, but women’s swimming and women’s tennis were reinstated several months later. 
UNI also added women’s soccer in 2000. 
The news release from Northern Iowa indicated that additional cuts will come in the form of trimming the athletic department travel budget by at least 
$200,000 -- and some vacant positions will remain unfilled. 
Officials said baseball was selected for elimination after examining the membership guidelines of the NCAA, as well as the Missouri Valley and Western 
Wrestling conferences. Cost savings, facilities, weather and travel and gender-equity issues also were included in evaluating the decision. 
Northern Iowa currently owns a 1-2 season record after a three-game series at Arkansas-Little Rock. The Panthers next play on Friday at Centenary 
College in Shreveport, La. 
The season could end in May, when Northern Iowa plays in the Missouri Valley Conference tournament -- which begins May 20 in Wichita 

jcondar(~s@biqeasl.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 26, 2009 8:41 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Baacbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t~(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittmer@ntk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky’.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Moniqne 

<mholland@alasu.edn>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Bmshear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John tim"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim ttottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickanan 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edtl>; Loretta Lamar <lamaac@usna.edw,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetk~!Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sandTrj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu--; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edus~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr--; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr--; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Pm-ker <tpm-ke@vt.edu>; Tony 

ttemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com:~; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

~-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.w~cherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@scedleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~-jda~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksha~k@scarletknights.com; lo:valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr--; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordm~ Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scm’letknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <~alicia.aJfor&~ uconn.edu~; Amy Rhodes 

<aad~odes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbartlet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwaarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbed~tholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Din1 Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <dmaielle.fitzgerald@maaNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edw,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trmli@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale,N@~uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s3~r.edu’-; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmaJm@pmvidence.edu>; JoT Sykes <ioT.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tleck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmlova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKilfley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edtl>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathun 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edn>; Taylor Stevens 

<athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemmn <ttimmerm@nd.edu--; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edn>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<m~wasyle@maxwell.s3,r.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usIiedu>; Scott Brown <~ott.bmwn@uconn.edw~; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weyga~d <bweygmld@bigeast.o~g>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dM~ite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda "fates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~@~bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi,N@~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmaghese 



Subject: 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fulIongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 
<)kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/’26/09- 16.5,2e 

Move N. Screen is a basketball student-athlete at Big Time College (BTC). Move’s team lost on in the second round of their conference tournament. The 
tournament took place during BTC’s spring break, so the student-athletes were permitted to go home for the remainder of the vacation period. The dorms 
and dining halls are closed the whole week of spring break. Unfortunately, Move was not able to get a flight home to see his family, so is it permissible for 
BTC to provide room and board expenses for Move until the institutional facilities reopen? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.5.2(e)(2) states that student-athletes who return to campus during the institution’s official vacation period occurring during a regular 
academic term (not including vacation periods between terms) from institutional competition. Under such circumstances, room and board expenses may 
be provided beginning with the student-athlete’s arrival on campus until the institution’s regular dormitories and dining facilities reopen. If the student-athlete 
lives at home during the vacation period, the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution. 
:~.+~::’:,~,~ .’/, < ;,~d~Y~~. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 27, 2009 8:27 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <-arc9h@virginia.edu>; Baacbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@tedu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLA~S@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittmer@utk.edu>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky’.edtc,; Heather Robertson <’herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Bmshear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John tim"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichard~m@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 
<kld’oMe@Icu.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickanan 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamaac@usna.edw,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetk~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCafihy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Clmstensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sandTrj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

---slyon@fiaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu--; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edus~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr--; Steven Shults ---shults@marshall.edtr--; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Pm-ker <tpm-ke@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comca,st.neL~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wTcherley@mail.wa~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.wa~u.edu>; jbeverly@sce¢leflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jda~tonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; ksha~k@scarletknights.com; l~,valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr--; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Smldy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordm~ Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Mega~ McGmne <mmcgrane@scm’letknights.com>; Alicia Alford Queally <’alicia.aJfor&~ uconn.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<aachodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepaxd@mail.wvu.edu>; bbartlet~bigeast.org; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwaarcup@scarletknights.com>; CaJflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@ac.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbe#tholomae@athlefics.pitt.eda>; Din1 Isaf <~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom 

<~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <dmaielle.fitzgerald@maaNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft 

<~tsanft@athletics.pitt.edw,; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.eda>; Doug Trani 

<tnnfi@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@sljohns.edtc,; Erin Sales <erin.sale,N@~uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

---erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

-~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s3~r.edu’-; JC ~condara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jboucher@admin.usf.edw~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmmm@pmvidence.edu>; JoT Sykes <ioT.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdmatonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John tleck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress 

<juT.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknigNs.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villa~ova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delm~ey <delanekl@stjohns.edw~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenm~ki@shu.edu>; 

lshaw@law.villmlova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKilfley 

<maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edu>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu:>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syT.edu:>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathun 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens 

<athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemmn <ttimmerm@nd.edu--; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <’dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.mss@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; ]Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.s3~r.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usIiedu>; Scott Brown <~ott.bmwn@uconn.edw~; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfaJrclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weyga~d <bweygmld@bigeast.olg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSallivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~@,bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi,N@,bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Trmaghese 



Subject: 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJrgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmett~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fullx~ngi@shu.edu>; Jennifer }teppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 
<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.nm~in@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/’27/09- Current Event 

The NCA.,~, News 
The NCAA Division I Infractions Appeals Committee has upheld the athletics scholarship reduction penalty for University of New Mexico. 

In August 2008, the NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions found that two former assistant coaches arranged for an enrolled student-athlete and three 
prospective student-athletes to enroll in correspondence courses. All three prospects received credit for coursework they did not complete. 

As part of its self-imposed penaNes, New Mexico reduced its initial grants-in-aid in football by one and reduced the total number of athletics scholarships by 
two for 2008-09 The Committee on Infractions increased those reductions to require the institution to award no more than 20 initial grants-in-aid and have 
no more than 80 total counters for each of the three years New Mexico is on probation (2008-09 through 2010-11 ). 

In its appeal, the university argued that the increased reductions were excessive and an abuse of discretion by the Committee on Infractions. According to 
NCAA rules, a penalty imposed by the Committee on Infractions may be set aside on appeal only if it is "excessive such that it constitutes an abuse of 
discretion." 

In affirming the penalty, the Infractions Appeals Committee reiterated in its report that academic fraud violations, as this case involved, are serious 
violations, and stated, "Although the increased scholarship penalties are more severe than those imposed in some other cases involving academic fraud, 
we do not find that they are excessive." 

in considering the university’s appeal, the Infractions Appeals Committee reviewed the notice of appeal, the transcript of the university’s Committee on 
Infractions hearing and the submissions by the university and the Committee on Infractions. 

The members of the Infractions Appeals Committee who heard this case were Noel M. Ragsdale, University of Southern California, acting committee chair; 
Susan Cross Lipnickey, Miami University (Ohio); David ~rllliams II, Vanderbilt University; and Jack FriedenthN, George Washington University. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 2, 2009 9:01 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditt~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda "fates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; Johil Fisher <iohil.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condexas 

~-jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; Robefi Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edtc>; Dan Regan--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edtc>; Dan Isaf 

~q:hnisaf@syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez --~themandez@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge <sld~3@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; 

Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage <wardscr~lage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan 
<CSnllivan@bigeast.org>; Brian Warcup <bwmeup@scarletlmights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu:>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu;,; Missy, Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edn>; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis~Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<j siedliski@bigeast.org~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson <~bhadams@syr.edu;,; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.olg>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edn>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigec~st.org>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Christopher Hoppe <IIoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsegaJott~:bigeast.org>; Mac Hart 

<mhar@providence.edu-~; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~etown.edtr~; Jennit~r Brashear <jennii~r.brashear@ttu.edtv~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGmne <mmcgrane@scaJcletknights.com>; John Cams 
<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~-; Rick Chfistensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGeldel; Marielle <maxielle.wxlgelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu:>; Elizabeth 

Mancini --~mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.H~ms@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylol@marquette.edn>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edn>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<karvvoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marqnette.edtr~; Dong Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 
Kirkpatrick <keenankJ@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<khotlel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtv~; Dan Gavitt <dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve Holm <holton@admin.us£edu-~; 

Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@~arletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.syr.edu>; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@geo~etown.edu>; I,ynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeible@nd.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scMetknights.com>; Daniel Gossom --~dbgoss01@louisville.edtc>; bbartlett@bigeas~t.org; 

Wanda Factor ~vfacto@bigeast.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kldbwle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli < nceapecelli@bigeast.org >; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Curminghmn <~kcunning@nmd.edtr~; Am5, Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.us£edu~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl ~-dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu;~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edtr~; A~mie Shepard <annie.shepar&~}mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Loretta Lamax <lmnar~nsna.edu~; Lisa Dickman <Jisa.dickman@lonisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin 
~pmullin@syr.edu>; White, .!osh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shult~ William <wshults@admin.fsu.edtv~; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uaJck.edu>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann 

~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmenn@nd.edtv~; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edt~-; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufl:alo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr --~wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu:>; S~xah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.edu>; 

Valerie Pendino <~athcmpl 1 @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank --dcschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell~@)dllanova.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu;,; 

Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caiflin Stofl~r 

--~caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardso@ncaa.org>; Lyrm Tighe 

<lyim.tighe@villanova.edtv~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.wvu.edw~; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnes~otl.edtv~; Jill La Point @apoin@providence.edtv~; Dan White <dwNte@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaJcletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.iinch@villanova.edw~; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jknme@troy.edu-~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klander 

~Ooseph.Klande@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.m~xtin@uc.edt~-; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Ewa~cd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu:>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Blake James <blo£e.james@umit.m~Jne.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edt~-; Tracey Stehlik <SteNik@uMc.edtc,; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtc>; Dan Bafiholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr~stjohns.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edn; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo 

<tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edtr~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edn>; SaraJ~ Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <are9h@virginia.edu>; 

Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edtv~; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaJme.wi~@louisville.edtv~; John 
Marinatto <jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edw~; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu:>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore 

<clms.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’2/09- Voluntap,, Consultation 



During the summer vacation period, Clam Ping, a lacrosse student-athlete, voluntarily asks to meet with the head coach regarding goals for the upcoming 
academic year. 

Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/8/87- Voluntary consultation with coach not considered ’practice activity’- states that it is permissible for an 
individual student-athlete to consult voluntarily with his or her coach outside the established playing season, provided the student-athlete and coach do not 
engage in actual drills or other physical aspects of practice activities. The coach is not permitted to request to see a particular student-athlete for this 
purpose, however. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, March 3, 2009 8:51 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthi~mas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@ntk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heathenmcatee@uky.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Moniqne 

<mholland@alasu.edn>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John }Ire’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marqaette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.v~Tcherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; b, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu~; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr~; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie SlaepaJcct 

<a~nie.shepard@mail.v~u.edtr~; bbarfle@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup 
<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; C~Jtlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@m~Jl.~a~u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<dboxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~krise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@maxqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jodyy Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; Johi~ Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <koxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohi~s.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu’~,; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.us£edu~; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.nsf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu;,; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Dan Regan <danielArega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lan~ <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby 

Weygand <%weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Sego]off <fsega]off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa.ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’2/09- Current Event 

Shoe Company’s Ties With Maryland, Link to Top Recruit Raise Questions 

WashingtonPost corn 

When Lance Stephenson and his parents came to the area in late January for an official visit to the University of Maryland, the high school basketball 
standout from Brooklyn, N.Y., was courted by two suitors. His itinerary included not just attending a Maryland home game and meeting Terrapins coaches, 
but also a visit to the Under Armour athletic apparel company in Baltimore. 

Maryland wanted the heralded guard to be the centerpiece of a recruiting class that would help make the Terrapins a contender in the ACC in the 2009-10 
season. At the same time, industry sources said, Under Armour wanted to build a relationship with Stephenson so he would become part of its fledgling 
basketball shoe division if he reaches the NBA. 

The most elite high school basketball players are often recruited by shoe companies, but rarely is a company also a major benefactor of a university 
pursuing the same player. Under Armour founder and chief executive Kevin Plank is a former Maryland football player and member of the school’s Board of 
Trustees. That means the NCAA considers him a "representative of the institution’s athletics interests," commonly known as a booster. Under Armour Inc. 
is acknowledged by Maryland as a member of its "Legends" benefactor group, meaning it has donated more than $1 million to the school. 

NCAA recruiting bylaws can make such an arrangement dicey. A Maryland official said the school, after being asked by a Washington Post reporter about 
Under Armour’s relationship with Stephenson, is investigating the case to determine whether any NCAA rules have been violated. The official said the 
school plans to speak to Under Armour personnel tomorrow. 

Plank declined numerous requests to be interviewed for this story. The company referred all questions to senior vice president Stephen Battista, who via e- 
mail said of the general arrangement between the company and the school: "We meet with the University of Maryland administration frequently and 
compliance is part of those meetings .... Because compliance is a priority, we are not concerned." 

Leaping into the cutthroat fray of the basketball shoe business will require any newcomer to persuade high-profile players to become living billboards for its 
products. But extra caution is warranted when the company is wooing the same player as a school to which it donates. 

"You are treading in some dangerous water there," said Tim Parker, Virginia Tech’s senior assistant director of athletics for compliance. "1 mean, you have 
hit upon some issues that would have to be discussed in advance with the staff and with those executives that are classified as boosters, because you do 
run some risks there of jeopardizing that individual’s ability to play at that school down the road." 

The Nike Model 

Plank founded Under Armour in 1996, creating football undershirts that would not retain moisture. As the product took off, the company then started 
producing other apparel, also moving into cleated shoes for football and baseball. It decided to produce basketball shoes even though it faced direct 
competition from Nike, one of the strongest brands in the world. 

Under Armour followed the Nike game plan by signing an endorsement contract with a top player. In this case, it was Brandon Jennings, a California 
summer league star who earned international headlines when he chose to play professionally in Europe rather than in college. Under Armour also reached 
out to Sonny Vaccaro, the godfather of shoe company-sponsored camps and events who helped Nike build its empire, making him an unpaid consultant. 

The fledgling company is preparing to enter the grass-roots level of a multibillion-dollar industry that took shape in 1978, when a little-known company in 
Oregon began paying college basketball coaches to outfit their players with its shoes. Nike quickly gained a stranglehold on the industry, and the 1984 
signing of Michael Jordan to a shoe contract launched Phil Knight’s company into a different stratosphere. The aim was to build the brand and secure the 
next crop of megastars. Nike outfitted and bankrolled high school and summer league teams, attracted top talent to its annual summer camp and signed 
Duke Coach Mike Krzyzewski to a contract that included a $1 million signing bonus in 1993. At the same time, Adidas’s emergence as Nike’s first legitimate 
adversary intensified the competition exponentially. 

Shoe companies began targeting players in middle school, building relationships with those close to the preteens. High-profile summer camps became 
auditions for NBA careers and multimillion-dollar shoe contracts. In the summer of 1996, Tracy McGrady was a skinny, unknown player who finagled his 
way into an Adidas camp. The next year, he had a six-year, $12-million contract with Adidas. A few years later, the chase for a teenager wearing the King 
James T-shirt brought unprecedented theater, with Nike flying LeBron James and his mother to its headquarters in Beaverton, Ore., before his senior year 
of high school began. Nike ultimately signed James to a $90 million contract. 

Stories of shoe company officials steering players to college coaches under contract with their respective sneaker companies became lore, and the annual 
tug-of-war over top high school players became ruthless. Earlier this decade, Amare Stoudemire switched from Nike to Adidas and back to Nike after a Nike 
representative allegedly gave his mother gifts and cash. A few years later, a Reebok official accused Adidas officials of acting as if they "owned" players. 
And in 2005, Nike dismissed Kevin Love from its sponsored team because Love had committed the cardinal sin: He played in Reebok’s camp. 

If Under Armour is to have any hope of making an impact in such a competitive culture, it will need high-profile players, and because these relationships are 
conceived long before players enter the NBA, that means targeting and wooing athletes at the same time colleges are doing the same thing. Vaccaro said 
Under Armour is trying to build a relationship with Stephenson to make him one of its first prominent faces. 

"He would be a logical player you would want to sign," said Vaccaro, who has been a confidant of Stephenson’s since inviting him to ABCD Camp as an 
eighth-grader, thus helping to create the prep star’s outsize reputation. "He would be the O.J. Mayo of this class." 



Shoe companies will go to great lengths to attract talent. In July 2004, Pangos, a company that had not even produced its first shoe, held a middle-of-the- 
night tournament in Las Vegas. And three years ago, Reebok pursued Renardo Sidney so aggressively that it hired his father before the player had even 
played one high school season. But which shoe company-sponsored camp attracts the best players ultimately is immaterial, Adidas representative David 
Pump has concluded, because "one camp might have the best players, but at the end of the day, who is selling the most shoes?" 

A Gray Area 

From the NCAA’s perspective, complexities arise when the company selling the shoes is owned by a person with a vested interest in a particular school: Is 
the company acting as an independent business or as a representative of the university’s athletic department? 

Vaccaro said Under Armour is "very conscious of Maryland’s plight," referring to the fact that the men’s basketball team is in danger of missing the NCAA 
tournament for the fourth time in five seasons. 

An important question considered in determining whether an NCAA violation has been committed, according to Josephine R. Potuto, a former chair of the 
NCAA Committee on infractions, is whether the company’s actions constitute a promotion of the athletic interests of the university with which it has an 
affiliation. 

Potuto, who spoke in general about compliance issues and not about any specific school’s practices, said one factor in that regard is the number of 
schools with which the company in question holds contractual partnerships. 

"The more that the relationship is confined to a smaller number of institutions, the greater the possibility that the conduct will be seen to inure to the benefit 
of a particular institution," said Potuto, a professor of law and the faculty athletics representative at the University of Nebraska. "If you are doing it for 100 or 
200, then the claim that you are promoting a particular athletics department is much harder to make." 

In September, Under Armour announced a five-year, $17.5 million deal that made Maryland the nation’s only school to outfit all its teams with the company’s 
apparel. The company is the official outfitter for 10 college football programs. Maryland is one of the few Division I basketball programs outfitted by Under 
Armour, and sports observers most closely associate the company with Maryland. One of the company’s first memorable television advertisements 
featured Terrapins football coach Ralph Friedgen exhorting his team to "protect this house." 

Vaccaro said the company’s interest in Stephenson is not contingent on his college choice. 

"If he goes to St. John’s or Kansas, Under Armour will still go after him because now the relationship with Under Armour is built," said Vaccaro, who recently 
visited Stephenson in New York. "So they made a good move by getting him down there. Whether he goes to Maryland or not is immaterial. And he got a 
bunch of Under Armour stuff he is running around with. That’s good." 

Stephenson denied receiving any gear, but he reportedly test-wore Under Armour apparel during a recent high school game, even though his Lincoln High 
team is sponsored by another shoe company. And industry sources familiar with the recruitment said Stephenson recently was left off a Nike-affiliated all- 
star game largely because of his ties to Under Armour. 

The player’s father, Lance Stephenson Sr., said Under Armour will have no influence on where his son goes to college and that the relationship with the 
company is "long-term talk.., a hope and a prayers" 

He added: "To be honest with you, we really don’t care for the sneaker. The sneaker sucks." 

’Big Recruiting Advantage’ 

Regardless of the company’s intent, Vaccaro, who has worked for Nike, Adidas and Reebok, concedes Under Armour’s affiliation with the school gives 
Maryland a recruiting advantage with players the company has targeted as prospective clients. 

"l think that is true," Vaccaro said. "It’s like when [Nike’s] Phil Knight turned me loose in the 1970s and 1980s. I did it, and he okayed it. Somebody had to get 
Lance down there. Kevin [Plank] didn’t bring him down .... 

"You can do things by implying without saying. If they know you are my friend, why would they not trust you? That’s the advantage you get. Once Nike had 
every school in America, it was not that hard." 

NCAA recruiting rules are designed to prevent such advantages. They are "designed to keep boosters out of the recruiting process," said Bill Clever, a 
compliance officer at the University of Oregon, a school outfitted by Nike. 

How Stephenson’s relationship with Under Armour pertains to Maryland’s recruitment of him has evoked strong feelings privately in recruiting circles. Four 
current college coaches and a sports agency representative said they were aware of the situation; all declined to comment publicly. One assistant coach, 
who requested anonymity because he is not allowed to comment on an unsigned recruit, said it raised issues that probably would have to be addressed in 
advance by Maryland’s compliance office. 

Before Stephenson set foot in College Park on the first day of his official visit, he said, he and his parents were given a tour of Under Armour’s headquarters 
in the morning by Kris Stone, who is involved in the company’s grass-roots efforts. Stephenson said he observed how sneakers were made, adding, "They 
had this machine that could make ’em in like 10 seconds." He recalled examining the new sneakers for Jennings, who now plays professionally in Italy, and 
seeing his parents talk privately with Stone. 

Asked about the facility Monday evening, Stephenson said, "It was cool." 

Lance Stephenson Sr. confirmed the visit and said Stone, who knows the family from the summer league circuit, asked them to stop by. 

Clever said an Oregon recruit would not be allowed to take a private tour of the Nike headquarters, located about 100 miles from the Eugene campus, 
during an official visit because "that would be an outside entity, other than the coaches and our staff, used to recruit the student-athlete." 

Official visits, which are paid for by colleges, must adhere to strict NCAA rules. Parker, the Virginia Tech compliance official, said the purpose for an official 



visit is for a recruit to become more familiar with a school’s campus, as well as its academic and athletic components. 

During the tour of Maryland’s campus, the Stephenson family met a variety of people and saw different aspects of college life. 

Stephenson’s father said they talked with Natasha Criss, an athletic department academic adviser. They also toured the dorms and met with an assistant 
athletic director. 

During warmups before the Miami game on Jan. 31, Lance Sr. said Maryland junior guard Greivis Vasquez approached him and said: "1 would love to work 
with your son. Me and him in the back court could really make an impact in the ACC." 

Byron Mouton, a former Maryland standout, said he talked to Stephenson for 15 minutes at the game, telling him, "The ACC, the University of Maryland, the 
facilities, the exposure -- man, I think it is a great opportunity for you to come in right away and play on a big stage like this." 

The day after the game, the Stephenson family ate breakfast on campus with all of the assistant coaches. Coach Gary Williams met with the family after 
the meal. 

Later, Stephenson headed back to New York with memories of coaches, fans -- and shoe company executives. 

"Maryland is a great school," Vaccaro said. "It’s in a great location, a great conference. Now you have this company that -- when this depression is over -- is 
going to be what all of these kids want. They want a shoe with their damn name on it. That’s the toy they all want. It’s a big [recruiting] advantage." 

iicom~aras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, March 4, 2009 8:54 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@ntk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Moniqne 

<mholland@alasu.edn>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John }Ire’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; San@ Weber <sand~j@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tr’acey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marqaette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.v~Tcherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; b, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu~; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr~; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie SlaepaJcct 

<a~nie.shepard@mail.v~u.edtr~; bbarfle@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup 
<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; C~Jtlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@m~Jl.~a~u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<dboxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~krise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@maxqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; Johi~ Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <koxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohi~s.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu’~,; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.us£edu~; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.nsf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu;,; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Regan <danielArega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lan~ <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby 

Weygand <%weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Sego]off <fsega]off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jmmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@george/own.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edt~>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lyml.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa.ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’4/09- Medical Absence Waiver 

Dub L. Double is a freshman basketball student-athlete at Eastern College. Here is Dub’s academic record: 
Fall 2008- Initially enrolled full-time, but was granted a medical absence waiver- granted 9 hours from the medical absence waiver 
Spring 2009- full-time- completed 9 hours 
Summer 2009- 3 hours 
Which of the following credit hour requirements does Dub NOT have to fulfill by the start of the fall 2009 term? 

A. 6-hour 
B. 18-hour 
C. 24-hour 
D. All of the above 

The answer is C NOAA Staff Interpretation- 9/14/05- Counting a Term in Which a Medical Absence or International Competition Waiver is 
Granted (I)- states that when a student-athlete is granted a medical-absence or international-competition waiver for a term in which the student-athlete 
initially enrolled in the term as a full-time student, that term shall not count as a term of fulMime collegiate enrollment for purposes of the 24-semester or 36- 
quarter hour, the percentage-of-degree and grade-point average requirements. However, the term will count for purposes of the 18-semester or 27-quarter 
hour and six-semester or six-quarter credit-hour requirements. [References: Bylaws 14.4.3.6 (waivers of progress toward degree), 14.4.3.2 (fulfillment of 
percentage of degree requirements), 14.4.3.3 (fulfillment of minimum grade-point average requirements) and 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour 
requirements) and 4/20/94 official interpretation, item No. 4-(f)-(7)), which has been archived.] 

ZS"’,~)d,id,J ~ ~ c. N ~ ¢?2{50,o, 

jeondaras¢~bigeast.oW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, March 5, 2009 8:41 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@ntk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Moniqne 

<mholland@alasu.edn>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John }Ire’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marqaette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.v~Tcherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; b, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu~; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr~; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie SlaepaJcct 

<a~nie.shepard@mail.v~u.edtr~; bbarfle@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup 
<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; C~Jtlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@m~Jl.~a~u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<dboxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~krise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@maxqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jodyy Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; Johi~ Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <koxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ad.ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohi~s.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu’~,; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.us£edu~; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.nsf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu;,; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Regan <danielArega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lan~ <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby 

Weygand <%weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Sego]off <fsega]off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeastorg>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jmmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa, ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/5/09- 12.1.2.1.3.1 

Double Bogey, a prospective student-athlete in the sport of golf, receives a junior golf scholarship from the PGA that will pay for Double’s tuition and fees at his private high 
school, 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.1.3.1 states that a prospective student-athlete may receive educational expenses or services (e.g., tuition, fees, room and board, books, tutoring, 
standard~.ed test prep classes) prior to collegiate enrollment from any individuaJ or entity other than an agent, professional sports teamlorganJzation, member 
institution or booster, provided the payment for such expenses or services is disbursed directly to the individual, organization or educational institution (e.g., high school, 
prep school) providing the educational expense or service. 

iieondaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, March 6, 2009 8:50 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@ntk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Moniqne 

<mholland@alasu.edn>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John }Ire’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marqaette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.v~Tcherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; b, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu~; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edtr~; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie SlaepaJcct 

<a~nie.shepard@mail.v~u.edtr~; bbarfle@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup 
<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; C~Jtlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@m~Jl.~a~u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<dboxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~krise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@maxqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jodyy Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; Johi~ Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <koxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edt~-; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu’~,; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.us£edu~; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.nsf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu;,; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Regan <danielArega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lan~ <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby 

Weygand <%weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Sego]off <fsega]off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa.ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/6/09- Current Event 

Alabama admits to NCAA violations over textbooks 
USAToday.com 

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) -- The University of Alabama has appeared before the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions regarding self-reported violations 
involving textbooks and other materials for athletes and acknowledged that athletes broke rules. 
The university said Thursday that the hearing was held on Feb. 20. The university reported the violations after uncovering them during the 2007 football 
season, when five players were suspended. 
The university admitted in its 67-page response to the NCAA’s notice of allegations that infractions occurred in several sports and that it didn’t adequately 
monitor its distribution of textbooks to student-athletes. 
The NCAA letter, dated May 19, 2008, said the allegations against Alabama were potentially major violations, including allowing athletes to improperly 
receive textbooks and other supplies, failure to monitor textbook distribution and to provide adequate education on the rules to athletes and employees at the 
university bookstore. 
The violations allegedly occurred from the 2005-06 school year through the fall of 2007, which means the university could be punished as a repeat violator. 
The football program was placed on probation on Feb. 1,2002. 
"Compliance with NCAA and SEC rules is of the utmost importance to the University of Alabama and our athletics department, and I am pleased with the 
way our compliance officers handled this situation," Alabama President Dr. Robert Whitt said in a statement. "UA works diligently to ensure that integrity and 
a commitment to excellence are the hallmarks of our athletics program ... 
Alabama suspended five football players for four games two seasons ago for using their athletic scholarships to get free textbooks for others. The names of 
the football players and other athletes and sports involved were blacked out in the version made punic Thursday because of federal privacy laws. The 
university said some athletes intentionally broke rules. 
"These intentional wrongdoers knew that they were taking advantage of the university and its Supply Store," the university said in its response to the NCAA. 
"However, these student-athletes believed that because the textbooks were either returned to the Supply Store or charged to them if not returned, no NCAA 
rules were implicated by their conduct." 
The university said none of the textbooks or materials were used for profit or to get items not related to academics, and that the athletes involved who still 
have eligibility remaining have had to pay restitution. 
Alabama said it has since required NCAA compliance officials to be present during all periods for student-athletes to pick up textbooks. 
The violations were uncovered after an Alabama Supply Store employee noticed that one athlete had more than $1,600 in charges for the fall semester of 
2007. 
The Infractions Committee hearing was first reported by The Tuscaloosa News Thursday. 

,t@mdaras(o3biqeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, March 9, 2009 8:15 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 
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Daily Compliance Item- 3/9/09- Current Event 

Restoring wins may guide Florida State appeal plan 
USAToday.com 

As Florida State considers appealing some of the sanctions handed down by the NCAA on Friday for using ineligible athletes, recent precedent indicates the 
school has a chance to reverse penalties that would strip 10 teams of victories and damage Bobby Bowden’s quest to become the winningest coach in 
major college football. 
The NCAA has not announced which victories will be vacated, but football is among the affected sports. Bowden has 382 wins, one fewer than Penn State’s 
Joe Paterno. 
Although the sanctions also include scholarship reductions and a four-year university-wide probation, FSU is focusing its potential appeal on the NCAA’s 
decision to take away wins. 
Last October the NCAA denied Arkansas’ appeal to vacate men’s indoor and outdoor track titles after the school was found to have committed widespread 
recruiting violations. But in July, Oklahoma successfully reversed sanctions that vacated all of its football victories in 2005 because quarterback Rhett 
Bomar was paid for work he did not perform in a summer job. While upholding other sanctions, the NCAA agreed that taking away victories was 
"inappropriate." 
"We just don’t understand the sanction to vacate all wins in athletics contests in which ineligible student-athletes competed because we did not allow 
anyone who we knew was ineligible to compete," FSU President T.K. Wetherell said in a statement. 
Sixty-one athletes and three former school employees were involved in a case that centered on a tutor providing answers to quizzes for an online music 
course. FSU self-reported the violations, which occurred in 2006 and ’07, after an in-house investigation. The school imposed scholarship reductions in 
football, men’s and women’s basketball, men’s and women’s swimming, men’s and women’s track, baseball, softball and men’s golf. The NCAA added to 
those cuts and doubled the probationary period. The biggest additional penalty was stripping victories. 
"We will begin implementing all but one of the NCAA’s additional sanctions," said Wetherell, a former FSU football player. 
Iowa rolls: 
Penn State’s Bubba Jenkins had the home fans in University Park, Pa., revved up when he took the mat Sunday in the finals of the Big Ten wrestling 
tournament. However, Iowa’s Brent Metcalf gave them nothing to cheer about. 
Metcalf took a 9-1 lead before pinning Jenkins late in the second period of their 149-pound final. That capped a 4-0 weekend for Metcalf in which he raised 
his season record to 33-0, was named tournament outstanding wrestler and led top-ranked Iowa to its 33rd Big Ten team title. 
Jenkins, ranked No. 2 in the nation behind Metcalf, fell to 24-1. In the NCAA finals last season, he was defeated 14-8 by Metcalf. 
As usual, Metcalf did no celebrating on the mat after his Sunday victory, but he acknowledged it was special. 
"You go and get a pin in the finals against Bubba Jenkins, the guy who I wrestled last year in the NCAA finals, that’s a bigger deal than if you pin whoever it 
may be," said Metcalf, a junior from Davison, Mich., who pinned three of his four weekend foes and beat the other 16-4. 
¯ Wartburg (iowa) successfully defended its Division III wrestling crown Saturday in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. It was the seventh title for the Knights, who got 
individual titles from Aaron Wernimont (157 pounds) and Justin Hanson (165). Wartburg had 117.5 points to 105 for runner-up Augsburg (Minn.). Wernimont 
finished the season 45-0 and stretched his overall winning streak to 80 matches. 
Briefly: 
Yolanda Thompson, accused of helping her husband, a former Wingate (N.C.) wide receiver, kill his ex-girlfriend, has pleaded guilty in exchange for 
avoiding the death penalty, the Daily Times of Union, S.C., reported. The paper said Thompson, 20, pleaded guilty Friday to murder, kidnapping and criminal 
conspiracy in the death of Madsha Jeter, 16. investigators say Pernell Clayton Thompson stabbed Jeter in January 2008 to prove his love to his wife. 
Prosecutors have said they would seek the death penalty against Pernell Thompson. He has pleaded not guilty .... Furman’s Paul Scarpa became the 
winningest men’s tennis coach in NCAA Division I on Friday when his Paladins topped Yale 6-1 for his 820th win. Scarpa, in his 45th year at the school, 
bested the 819 victories by Jim Schwitters at Hawaii from 1965 to 2003. 
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Subject: 

<ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtr>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; Jelmit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edtr>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa.ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@maJl.wvn.edu>; Cody Edwards <edwaxdsc@uncw.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/10/09- 13. 1.2.1 

It is permissible for a director of operations (or other noncoaching staff member with sport-specific responsibilities) 
to attend a local athletics event involving prospective student-athletes and have recruiting conversations with the 
prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardian(s) who are attending the event. 
A) True. 
B) False. 
The answer is B- false. Bylaw 13.1.2.1 states that all in-person, on- and off-campus recruiting contacts with a prospective student-athlete or the 
prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardian(s) shall be made only by authorized institutional staff members. Such contact, as well as 
correspondence and telephone calls, by representatives of an institution’s athletics interests is prohibited except as otherwise permitted in this section. 
Violations of this bylaw involving individuals other than a representative of an institution’s athletics interests shall be considered institutional violations per 
Constitution _2__:__8_j_.; however, such violations shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibility. 

j(~ondaras@bigeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, March 10, 2009 7:21 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edtc,; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDAfLAS@acksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson 

<cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed <leed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittmer@ntk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green 

<Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Moniqne 

<mholland@alasu.edn>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu;,; Jason Chay ~ason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu~; Jerome Rodgers ~erome.rodgers. l@bc.edn>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John }Ire’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli Cunninghan~ <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim }tottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kld’oMe@hl.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midge~)VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCa(thy < mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu~; Reshanna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edtc,; 
Rick Christensen <chiistensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sand~j@vtedu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;~; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shults --~shults@marshall.edtr~; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marqaette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.ust:edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.v~Tcherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<-jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; b, valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu~; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu~; geibelm@shu.edu; 

manreen.lewis@marquette.edu; bangh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu~; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie SlaepaJcct 

<a~nie.shepard@mail.v~u.edtr~; bbarfle@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup 
<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; C~Jtlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@m~Jl.~a~u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<dboxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~krise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@maxqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin ~pmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jbouche@admin.us£edu~; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jodyy Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; Johi~ Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Li~ Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <koxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edt~-; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <slda23@georgetown.edu’~,; Statz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horto@admin.us£edu~; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.nsf.edu>; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu;,; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Regan <danielArega@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<dpd@nd.edn>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@lonisville.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lan~ <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricld~ouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby 

Weygand <%weygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt~!bigeast.olg>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Sego]off <fsega]off~!bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org >; John Marinatto <jmoxinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 

<kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~g>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeastorg>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@Ngeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 



Subject: 

<ncaxpaJcelli@bigeas’t.org>; Rachel Ma~olis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett ~’.semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr;; Casol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edtr;; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr;; Je~mit~r 

Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu-~; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @louisville.edtr;; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymLtighe@villanova.edu;>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@nc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saa:ah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@maJl.wvn.edu;>; Cody Edwards <edwaxdsc@uncw.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/11/09- 13.15.1.2 

Baseball Coach’s best friend is the Athletic Director at a local high school (which coach did not attend). The Athletic Director asked the coach to donate an 
autographed media guide to be auctioned in an upcoming fundraiser for the high school. May the coach donate the item for the high school fundraiser? 

A. Yes 
B. No 

The answer is B- no. NCAA Bylaw 13.16.1.2 states that An institution may not provide funding, directly or through paid advertisements, to benefit a high 
school athletics program. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a prospective student-athlete’s eligibility and are considered institutional violations per 
Constitution 2.8.1. 

ZS"’,’?.d,~,J,~ ~ c. ,k’2 ¢~2#,O,2 

.i£_o__&d__#_r_&s__@_b__jg_~#_sJ_:_qr_#. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 12, 2009 7:55 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditt~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda "fates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; .lohil Fisher <iohil.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condaxas 

~-jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <Aaniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sulliw~l <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxcupa)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr~; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedliski ~siedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@syr.edu~; Ben Fairclongh <bfairclough@Ngeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl~shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwaxdsc@uncw.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu-~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Sega]off<t?~ega]ott@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mha~@providence.edu-~; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <iennil~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer tteppel 

<jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Slricldand, Amy 

Lyn <stricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edt~-; VanGelder, Marielle 

<maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales --~erin.saJes@uconn.edt~-; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjolms.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bmdd@registmr.gatech.edu>; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Tom 

Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank~stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Rosemm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Kam-osld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu~; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw~; Kevin 

Delaney ~’delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hotlel <khottel@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit~@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.us£edw~; Kendrick Ghols~ton 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu-~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

~-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu:>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr FoMer --dddbwle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMetCa)vt.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Curminghmn <kcunning@nmd.edtr~; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.us£edu~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft ~-dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgemld@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard-~nnie.shepaxd@mail.~u.edtr~; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu>; .lamie Mullin 
~pmullin@syr.edu>; White, .!ash <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shult~ William <wshults@admin.fsu.edw~; Jan Fagg <jthgg@uaxk.edu>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jldlelm01 @louisville.edu>; Jolm McEnroe <j mcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmeml@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edt~-; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr --~wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; S~xah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.edu>; 
Valerie Pendino <athcmpl 1 @admin.usf.edu~; Stalz, KathiTn <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell~@)dllanova.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu;,; 

Brad Woo@ <cbwoo@@clemson.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caitlin Stoft~r 
<caitlin.smttb@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richard~m <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe 

<lyim.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.wvu.edw~; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnes~otl.edw~; Jill La Point @apoin@providence.edw~; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaxletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.iinch@villanova.edw~; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder 

~Ooseph.Klande@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.m~xtin@uc.edt~-; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Ewaxd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Blake James <bla£e.james@umit.m~Jne.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaaamc.edu~; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Stumpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr~stjohns.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edn; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo 

<tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <avc9h@virginia.edw~; 

Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edtv~; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaJme.wi~@louisville.edw~; John 
Marinatto <jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor < sdt@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore 

<clms.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/12/09- Current Event 



Florida State will respond to NCAA sanctions next week 
USAToday.com-AP 
-- Florida State plans to formally respond next week to sanctions from the NCAA resulting from an academic cheating scandal, school officials said Wednesday. 

The university will make its response on Tuesday, according to athletic director Randy Spetman, who would not otherwise comment. Florida State has until March 21 to 
appeal the NCAA’s penalties. 

The school is expected to challenge the NCAA’s directive to forfeit up to 14 football victories as well as wins in other sports for contests where athletes involved in a classroom 
cheating scandal participated. 

The NCAA penalties took away scholarships in 10 sports, including a total of five in football over three years. 

Florida State coach Bobby Bowden’s 382 career wins are just one less than major college coaching’s all-time leader, Penn State’s Joe Patemo and the reduction would make 
it virtually impossible for Bowden to catch up or even reach a previously stated goal of achieving 400 coaching victories. 

The NCAA said 61 Florida State athletes cheated on an online test from the fall of 2006 through summer 2007 or received improper help from staffers who provided them with 
answers to the exam and typed papers for them. 

The cheating occurred mainly through online testing for a single music history course= In at least one case, an athlete was asked to take an exam for another= 

Florida State was defeated by Kentucky in the 2007 Music City Bowl when the Seminoles were without two dozens players, including several starters, suspended for their 
involvement in the cheating incident. Many of the same athletes were held out of the first three games of the 2008 season as part of their punishment. 

Florida State is not expected to appeal any of the sanctions aside from the athletic contests the NCAA wants the school to vacate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 13, 2009 8:47 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu->; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Dittaner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; I,inda "fates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu->; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condaxas 

~-jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtt>; Dan Regan <~Laniel.t.regan@villanova.edtt>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edtt>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sulliwal <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculc a)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr~; Molly McCarthy <mcc~xthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Miss’,, Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedliski ~siedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@s3:r.edu~; Ben Fairclongh <bfairclough@Ngeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl~shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael 

Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwaJcdsc@uncw.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu->; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah SegaJoff<t?~egaJott@bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhaJc@providence.edu->; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <iennil~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer tteppel 

<jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edtt>; Slricldand, Amy 

Lyn <stricklanda@m~Jl.ccsu.edtt>; Rick Chfistensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edt~-; VanGelder, Marielle 

<maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales --~erin.soJes@uconn.edt~-; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjolms.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bmdd@registmr.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtt>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Tom 

Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank~stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Rosemm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Kam-osld <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu~; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu->; Ginger Fulton 

<Ihltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usEedtv~; Kendrick Ghols~ton 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu->; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@ndc.edtc>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

~-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu:>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr FoMer --qddbwle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMett a)vt.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpa~celli@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Curminghmn <kcunning@nmd.edtr~; Am5, Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.us£edu~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft ~-dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgemld@marquette.edu~; Annie Shepard :~nnie.shepaacd@mail.x~:u.edtr~; Sandy-Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; I,oretta I,amar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu>; .lamie Mullin 
~pmullin@syr.edu>; White, .!osh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shult~ Williaan <wshults@admin.fsu.edtv~; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uaJck.edu>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Ander~n <cea3t@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie ttermann 

<jldlelm01 @louisville.edtt>; Jolm McEnroe <j mcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmeml@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edt~-; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr --~wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu:>; S~acah Bobert < samh.bobert@marquette.edu>; 
Valerie Pendino <athcmpl 1 @admin.usf.edu~; Sta/z, KathLs,n <KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell~@):illanova.edtr~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;,; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtc,; 

Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caiflin Stofl~r 
<caiflin.smflb@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kfis Richard~m <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe 

<lyim.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Michael Coyne qncoyne@bigeas~t.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cres@mail.wvu.edw>; Joeleen Akin 

<jaki@agnes~ott.edtr~; Jill La Point @apoin@providence.edtv~; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck 

<jheck@scaJcletknigNs.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edw>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder 

~Joseph.Klande@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.m~xtin@uc.edt~-; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick EwaJcd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Blake James <blo£e.james@umit.m~Jne.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu~; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaaamc.edu~; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Smmpf, Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usf.edn>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr~stjohns.edtc,; mmacdo08@providence.edn; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo 

<tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <avc9h@virginia.edw>; 

Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edtv~; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaJme.wi~@louisville.edtv~; John 
Marinatto <jmarinatm@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor < sdt@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; JoMan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@mail.wwu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/13/09 



Below is a recently posted educational column on LSDBi. The question and answer section should address the questions/concerns your coaches had with regard to free video 
available on recruiting/scouting websites. 

Videos of Prospective Student-Athletes Participating in Nonscholastic Activities (I) 

Date Published: March 10, 2009 

Educational Column: 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that in accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.14.3.1, an institution may subscribe to a regularly published recruiting or scouting service 
involving prospective student-athletes, provided this service is made available to all institutions and at the same subscription rate for all subscribers. Additionally, in 
accordance with Bylaw 13~14.3.2, member institutions are permitted to use video services, provided only regularly scheduled (regular season) high school or two-year college 
contests are involved, institutions may not contract with the recruiting or scouting service in advance to have a particular contest recorded or provided, and the video service 
must be available to all institutions at the same cost. Accordingly, it is not permissible for an institution to obtain video (e.g., live streaming video, recorded video) of any 

nonscholastic activities, including regular game and all-star competition, any summer camp or clinic competition or specially arranged activities (e.g., lifting weights, agility 
drills), through a subscription to a recruiting or scouting service. However, it is permissible for an institution to observe prospective student-athletes participating in 
nonscholastic activities via video (e.g., live streaming video, recorded video) that is available to the general public, provided there is no subscription fee or other associated fee 
required to observe the video. Finally, off-campus observation of a prospective student-athlete via video made available by a recruiting or scouting service is considered an 
evaluation activity and is subject to all applicable evaluation regulations. 

The following scenarios will assist member institutions in applying the provisions of Bylaw 13.14.3.2 regarding coaches’ use of video services provided by a recruiting or 
scouting service: 

Scenario No. 1 : A recruiting or scouting service posts videos of prospective student-athletes participating in nonscholastic activities on its Web site for the general public to 
view. There is no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated with viewing the video. 

Question: Is it permissible for a coach to observe the video posted on the recruiting service’s Web site? 

Answer: Yes, it is permissible for a coach to observe such video at any time provided there is no fee required and the video is available to the general public. In addition, 
observation of this type of video would not count as an evaluation. 

Scenario No. 2: A recruiting or scouting service provides a free video service of prospective student-athletes participating in nonscholastic activities that is available only to 
collegiate coaches. 

Question: Is it permissible for a coach to subscribe to this type of video service? 

Answer: No, it is not permissible for a coach to observe a video of prospective student-athletes participating in nonscholastic activities that is available only to a select group 
of individuals (e.g., coaches), even if ther~ is no charge associated with accessing the video. In this case, the recruiting or scouting service is limiting access to the video to a 

specific group of individuals; therefore, observation of the video would be equivalent to subscribing to the video service. 

Scenario No. 3: A recruiting or scouting service charges a subscription fee for a service that publishes written information (e.g., player profiles, rosters) regarding the athletics 
ability of prospective student-athletes. By subscribing to the published, written materials an individual is also provided, at no additional charge, access to video of prospective 
student-athletes participating in nonscholastic activities. 

Question: Is it permissible for a coach to access videos under such an arrangement? 

Answer: No, it is not permissible for a coach to access videos of prospective student-athletes participating in nonscholastic activities under an arrangement that requires a 
subscription to other information (e.g, player profiles, rosters). In this situation, access to the video of nonscholastic activities is contingent on the purchase of or subscription 
to other information (e.g., player profiles, rosters) and, for the purposes of NCAA recruiting rules, both services would be considered part of a full subscription package. In 
order for a coach to observe video of nonscholastic activities, the other information (e.g., written information) and the video access cannot be marketed as a package and there 
cannot be any requirement, direct or implied, that a coach must purchase the other information (e.g., written information) in order to access the video. Further, the video must 
be made available to the general public at no charge. 

[References: Bylaws 13.14.3.1 (published recruiting services) and 13.14.3.2 (video services), official interpretation (4/2/87, Item No. 6) and staff interpretations (2/25/09, item 

No. 1 and 4/25/88, Item Ref. d, which has been archived)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 8:36 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; CoT Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAILAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr--; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.o@>; Hams, RoNn Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr--; Heather 
Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edtr--; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@vivginia.edu>; JoT Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <ikume@m~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Canningham 

<kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edw~; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org >; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock a)theacc.org >; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edw,; Michael Dean <me&an@rice.edu>; Micbelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc,; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vkedu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandTrj@tedtr’-; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~g>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu--; Steven Koo 
<koost@bc.edtr~; Steven Shulks <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; Su~n Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.lrice@maacquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scMetknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.gleen.85@nd.edu>; dbl~)wn@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~Tchefley@mail.w~,u.edu; Garrett Ford <Ga~ett.Ford@mail.w~,u.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usfedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 
bva]sh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com~>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill 

<,lKOPlCKI@providence.edtr--; Marinelli, B~’an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@ouisville.edu>; geibelma(a~shu.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; baugh~pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwa]sh@providence.edu;~; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~wu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scaadetknights.com>; SanT Cole-DeMent <SanT.Cole-DeMen@mail.wvu.edw~; swalke@~arletknights.com; Shelly K. 

}label, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordan.blizzaacd@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; AnNe Shepard <annie.shepard@maJl.wvu.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletl~lights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer 

<~caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wo]l@mail.~wu.edu>; Dan Bart~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah (kay 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani ~ranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjolms.edu--; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edtr--; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson 

-~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu;,; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.ust:edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes 

<joT.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <idantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu-~; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <iuT.cress@mail.wvu.edw~; Kate Hickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edtr~; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.o~>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNea]y <mcneo]me@shu.edu>; Mike Karwosld 

<karwosld. l@nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas ’][’ Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syT.edu>; 

Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mca]vey@stjohns.edu>; Smnantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kath~y-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor 

Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; VanGelder, 
Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan 

Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu;,; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.rose@louisville .edu>; Frederick Russ 
<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mdwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usIiedu>; Scott Brown <~ott.bmwn@uconn.edw~; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanportmtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastolg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dMlite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org >; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~@~bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi,N@~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese 



Subject: 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJrgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer }teppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 
<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.ma~in@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/16/09- Sports Wagering 

With this week commencing NCAA postseason basketball tournaments, all institutional/conference staff members (including full=time, part-time, and 
student workers) are reminded that it is not permissible to engage in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, 
through the internet, a bookmaker, a parlay card, or any other method employed by organized gambling. 
This prohibition also includes participation in NCAAiNIT Tournament Bracket sheets in which an entry fee is required and money or any item of tangible 
value may be won. Previous NCAA major infractions cases involving staff members’ participation in organized gambling activities have resulted in a number 
of institutional corrective actions, including termination of employment. 
For more information concerning sports wagering, please visit the NCAA’s interactive sports wagering website at www.dontbetonit.org. 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.1 Sports Wagering 

Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type 
with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited 
to, the use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or contests; and pools or 
fantasy leagues in which an entry fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.2 Wager 

A wager is any agreement in which an individual or entity agrees to give up an item of value (e.g., cash, shirt, dinner) in exchange for the possibility of 
gaining another item of value. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.3 SPORTS WAGERING ACTIVITIES 

The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved in or associated with any 
type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate, amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 

(b) Non-athletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics 
representative, individual to whom athletics reports); 

(c) Staff members of a conference office; and 

(d) Student-athletes. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 9:19 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allbrd, Alicia <altbrda@sacredheart.edu>; Allison Doughty <adough~@theacc.org>; Amy Herman 

<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu-~; Blake James <blaJ~e.jaJne@umit.maine.edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@rum.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle --~bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu:>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edtc,; 

Christopher Hoppe --~Hoppe@rum.edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowle~!vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven 

M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plmatada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscotl.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <ikume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edw~; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org >; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock a~theacc.org >; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickm~l@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Baruey 

<lynne.baruey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu~,; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<nfichelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc,; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~g>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 
<koosV~:bc.edtr~; Steven Shulks <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; Susan Malay 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony HeruaJ~dez <theruandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne/mce@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scaxletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~Tchefley@mail.w~,u.edu; Garrett Ford <Gaxrett.Ford@mail.w~,u.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 
l~valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <~kgholston@scarletknights.com~; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPlCKI@providence.edtr~; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@ouisville.edu~; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; baugh~pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwaJsh@providence.edu;~; O’Brien~ Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu~; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sm~@ Cole-DeMent <SaJ~@.Cole-DeMeu@mail.wvu.edw~; swalke@~arletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordain.blizzard@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; MegaJ1 McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; AnNe Shepard <annie.shepard@maJl.wvu.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup --~bwarcup@scarletl~fights.com>; Caiflin Staffer 

<caitlin.stofl’e@uc.edu>; Chad Wall --~chad.waJl@maJl.~wu.edu>; Dan Bart21olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; D~ielle Josetti <da~ielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah (hay 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sa~fl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani ~ranid@stjohns.edu~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu~; Erin Sales 

--~erin.sales@uconn.edtr~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson 

-~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu;,; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jeua Boucher <jboucher@admin.ust:edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <idantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <johu.cams@louisville.edu-~; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Ju@ Cress <iu@.cress@mail.wvu.edw~; Kate Hickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edtr~; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.o~>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJ~y <mcneaJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kara~-oski. l@nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Smnaaatha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kath~y-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens ~-athcmpl2@admin.us£edu;~; Terri Howes <tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usf.edu~; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saundel~ --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 
<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <I~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~m.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppma~ <schoppl@shu.edw~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 
< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough --~bfa~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.o~g>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 



Subject: 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarloaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 

<rn~aJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtv~; Carol 

Sprague ~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (~inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova, edu>; Missy Conboy --~conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Marlin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/17/09- 13.6.7.2.2 

One N. One is a women’s basketball recruit that will be on College USA’s campus this weekend for an official visit. College USA is also hosting one of the 
first and second round sites for the NCAA Women’s Basketball Tournament. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.2 precludes College USA from providing One with a 
complimentary admission to the tournament. Is it permissible for One’s student host to use the entertainment money to purchase a ticket for One? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 12!17/96- Entertainment on Official Visits- states that it is permissible for a student host to use the entertainment 
allowance to purchase conference tournament, NCAA championship or other postseason contest tickets for a prospect on an official visit to the institution’s 
campus, provided the tickets are purchased in the same manner as any other member of the general public. [References: 13.02.5.1 -(e) [permissible 
recruitment activities for enrolled student-athletes (official visits)], 13.7.5.2.1 (conference tournaments), 13.7.5.2.2 (NCAA championships or other 
postseason contests) and 13.7.5.5 (student host)] 

NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.2 NCAA Championships or Other Postseason Contests states that the provision of complimentary or reduced-cost admissions 
to prospective student-athletes for an NCAA championship (all rounds) or other postseason contests (e.g., bowl game, NAIA or NIT championship) 
constitutes excessive entertainment and is prohibited. The prospective student-athlete may purchase these tickets only in the same manner as any other 
member of the general public. (Revised: 1/10/92) 

j(~omtaras@bi~teast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 18, 2009 8:54 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allbrd, Alicia <altbrda@sacredheart.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughW@theacc.org>; Amy Herman 

<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu-~; Blake James <blaJ~e.jaJne@umit.maine.edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@rum.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle --~bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu:>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edtc,; 

Christopher Hoppe --~Hoppe@rum.edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowle~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven 

M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plmatada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscotl.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <ikume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edw~; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org >; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock a)theacc.org >; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickm~l@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Baruey 

<lynne.baruey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu~,; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<nfichelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc,; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sandyj@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~g>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Steven Koo 
<koosV~:bc.edtr~; Steven Shulks <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Heru~mdez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scaxletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~ycherley@mail.w~,u.edu; Garrett Ford <Gaxrett.Ford@mail.w~,u.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 
l~valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <~kgholston@scarletknights.com~; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill 

<,lKOPICKI@providence.edtr~; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@ouisville.edu~; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; baugh~pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien~ Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu~; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<flarson@scarletknights.com>; Sm~@ Cole-DeMent <S~m@.Cole-DeMeu@mail.wvu.edw~; swalke@~arletknights.com; Shelly K. 

}label, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ or&re.blizzard@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; MegaJ1 McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; AnNe Shepard <annie.shepard@maJl.wvu.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup --~bwarcup@scarletl~fights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer 

<caitlin.stofl’e@uc.edu>; Chad Wall --~chad.woJl@moJl.vwu.edu>; Dan Bart21olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; D~ielle Josetti <da~ielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah (hay 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sa~fl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani ~ranid@stjohns.edu~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu~; Erin Sales 

--~erin.sales@uconn.edtr~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson 

-~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu;,; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jeua Boucher <jboucher@admin.ust:edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <idankmio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <johu.cams@louisville.edu-~; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Ju@ Cress <iu@.cress@mail.wvu.edw~; Kate Hickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edtr~; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.o~>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJ~y <mcneoJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kara~-oski. l@nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Smnmatha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kath~y-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu;~; Terri Howes <tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usf.edu~; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saundel~ --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 
<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <I~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~zu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; ][,aura Schoppma~ <schoppl@shu.edw~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 
< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough --~bfa~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Moxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.o~g>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 



Subject: 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 

<unaJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu;+; Carol 

Sprague +’~sprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (+inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy --~conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~)uconn.edu>; Robin MaNn 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/18/09- 13.2. l 

The Big Time University (BTU) men’s basketball team will be participating in this year’s NCAA Tournament. One of BTU’s biggest fans is a 16-year old boy 
who is a paraplegic. This individual’s birthday is next week, and the head coach would like to provide him with a jersey as a present. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/22!01- Offers and Inducement - Exception (I)- states that Bylaws 13.2.1 and 13.2.2 regarding offers and 
inducements to prospective student-athletes would not preclude an institution from providing gifts of clothing, equipment or other tangible items to a 
prospect-aged individual who has no reasonable expectation of participating in intercollegiate athletics as a result of a disability, handicap or terminal illness, 
provided the recipient of the gift is not a relative of a prospect being recruited by that institution. [References: Bylaws 13.2.1 (general regulation) and 13.2.2 
(specific prohibitions)] 
:~.+~::’:,~,~ .’/, ~ ;,~d~Y~~. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 19, 2009 8:52 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allbrd, Alicia <alfi~rda@sacredheart.edu>; Allison Doughty <adough~@theacc.org>; Amy Herman 

<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu-~; Blake James <blaJ~e.jaJne@umit.maine.edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@rum.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle --~bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu:>; Charles Holloway < chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edtc,; 

Christopher Hoppe --~Hoppe@rum.edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowle~!vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven 

M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edu~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@Ru.edn>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu~; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plmatada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <iknme@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org >; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock a~theacc.org >; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickm~l@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@nsna.edu>; Lynne Baruey 

<lynne.baruey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edt~,; Michael Dean <me&an@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D --~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas 

Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtc,; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Randale Richmond 
<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Rick Christensen <~christensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <~revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edu~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~g>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; SNflts, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Steven Koo 
<koosV~:bc.edtr~; Steven Shulks <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; Susan Malay 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Heru~mdez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wm-d Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienneArice@marqnette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; mny.e.mille@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scaxletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.wvn.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~Tchefley@mail.w~,u.edu; Garrett Ford <Gaxrett.Ford@mail.w~,u.edu>; 

jbevefly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.us£edu; kshank@~scarletknights.com; 
l~valsh9@depaul.edn; Kendrick Gholston <~kgholston@scarletknights.com~; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPlCKI@providence.edu~; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@ouisville.edu~; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lem@marquette.edu; baugh~pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwaJsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien~ Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu~; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sm~@ Cole-DeMent <S~m@.Cole-DeMen@mail.wvu.edw~; swalke@~arletknights.com; Shelly K. 

}label, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordain.blizzard@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; MegaJ1 McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; AnNe Shepard <annie.shepard@maJl.wvu.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup --~bwarcup@scarletl~lights.com>; Caitlin Staffer 

<caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall --~chad.waJl@maJl.~wu.edu>; Dan Bart21olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<~tmisa£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; D~ielle Josetti <da~ielle.fitzgeredd@marquette.edu>; Deborah (hay 

<~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Salt <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan --~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker 

--~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani ~ranid@stjohns.edu~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu~; Erin Sales 

--~erin.sales@uconn.edu~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson 

-~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu;,; JC 

<jcondm’as@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.ust:edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <idantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu-~; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Ju@ Cress <iu@.cress@mail.wvu.edw~; Kate Hickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas"t.o~>; Kevin Delaney-~-delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJ~y <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. l@nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Roseann Antonelli --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Smnaaatha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kathly-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens ~-athcmpl2@admin.us£edu;,; Terri Howes <temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.us£edu~; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saundel~ --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edn>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 
<elaJne.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <I~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~m.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppma~ <schoppl@shu.edw~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtv~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 
< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough --~bfa~rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; Dan Gavitt <~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette qpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeas~t.o~g>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 



Subject: 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarloaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 

<rn~aJcgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtv~; Carol 

Sprague ~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (~inger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennit~r Heppel <jh347@georgek~wn.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova, edu>; Missy Conboy --~conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Marlin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/19/09- NCAA Tournament 

College USA women’s basketball team will be participating in the NCAA tournament. The first and second round site where they will be competing is located 
in the same city as the institution. Consequently, they will not have to travel for this event. 
Since the team will not be traveling, is it still permissible to provide them with an incidental expense allowance ($20/day) during their participation in the 
tournament? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 8/2/00- Incidental Expenses at NCAA Championships, NGB Championships in Emerging Sports and Certified 
Bowl Games Conducted in Locale of Participating Institution (I)- states that an institution participating in an NCAA championship or NGB 
championship in an emerging sport conducted in the locale of the institution (i.e., the proximity of the competition site to the institution does not necessitate 
travel) may provide $20 per day to each member of the squad to cover unitemized incidental expenses during a period not to exceed the maximum number 
of days of per diem allowed for the involved championship as established by the applicable sport committee. In the sport of football, an institution 
participating in a certified bowl game conducted in the locale of the institution may provide $20 per day to each member of the squad for a period not to 
exceed 10 days, beginning not earlier than the day that the institution’s football team begins official practice for the bowl game. [Reference: NCAA Bylaw 
16.8.1.6 (incidental expenses at NCAA championships, NGB championships in emerging sports and certified bowl games)] 
Incidental Expenses at NCAA Championships, NGB Championships in Emerging Sports and Licensed Bowl Games. 
An institution may provide $20 per day to each member of the squad to cover unitemized incidental expenses during travel and practice for NCAA 
championship events or NGB championship events in emerging sports, during a period limited to the maximum number of days of per diem allowed for the 
involved championship, or, for licensed postseason bowl contests, for a period not to exceed 10 days. The $20 per day may be provided only after the 
!nstitution’s team departs foror reports to the site of the cham~!onshi~_or postseason bowl contest. (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/10/95,1/14/97, 2/1/05) ............................. 

; ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

j(~omtaras@bi~teast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 20, 2009 8:03 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu->; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Dittaner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; I,inda "fates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu->; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condaxas 

~-jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edtt>; Dan Regan <~Laniel.t.regan@villanova.edtt>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Iso£ <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Tony Hernandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<skk23@georgetown.edtt>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sulliwal <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwoxculc a)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr~; Molly McCarthy <mcc~xthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Miss’,, Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Mnrphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedliski ~siedlisld@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edtc,; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadams@s3:r.edu~; Ben Fairclongh <bfairclough@Ngeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl~shu.edu>; bonner@rmu.edu; Michael 

Tranghe~ <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane I,yons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midget~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <ttoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<tx~kerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah SegaJoff<t?~egaJott~bigeast.org>; Mac Hart <mhaJc@providence.edu->; Brian Baptiste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <iennil~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer tteppel 

<jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edtt>; Slricldand, Amy 

Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtt>; Rick Chfistensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edt~-; VanGelder, Marielle 

<maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales --~erin.soJes@uconn.edt~-; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjolms.edu>; Angela Bmdd 

<angela.bmdd@registmr.gatech.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtt>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hams@icemiller.com >; Tom 

Odja£jian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@t.edu~; Kathy Meehan <meehank~stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.russ@uc.edu>; Rosemm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Mike Karwosld <karwoski. 1 @nd.edtc,; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu~; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtc,; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Zac Saunders 

<zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu->; Ginger Fulton 

<Ihltongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.us£edtv~; Kendrick Ghols~ton 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu->; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@ndc.edtc>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

~-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu:>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@,bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr FoMer --qddbwle@ku.eda>; Colin HoMett <choMett a)vt.edu>; Brian Battle 
<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpa~celli@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakker@depaul.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Keli Curminghmn <kcunning@nmd.edtr~; Am5, Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.us£edu~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft ~-dsanft@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgemld@marquette.edu~; A~mie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvn.edu;,; Alford, Alicia <alforda@sacredheaxt.edtc,; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu->; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; I,oretta I,amar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu->; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s.3,r.edw~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?~u.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric BanmgaJctner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edw>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hernlann <jkhernl0 l@louisville.edu>; John McEnme <jmcenroe@depaul.eda>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@nc.eda>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Crutten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr --~wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc,; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathl3:n Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caiflin Stolt~r <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; lifts Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu->; Jill La Point <jlatxfin~providence.edu>; Dan White 

<dwhite@bigeast.olg>; John tteck <iheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edtc>; Bobby Weygand ~weygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder --~Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Robin Marlin --~robin.martin@uc.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01 @pitt.edtr’~,; Mia Bricl~ouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.eda>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fin.edtc>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.v~:n.edtr~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlilc@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shults 

<shflts@marshall.edtc,; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu~; R?yan McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edn; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edtr~; 
Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; SaJcah Emmett 

<semmetV~bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Ranchle Richmond <michmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu->; Elaine Wise <elaine.m se@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu->; John Harwood <iharwoo@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --~ts~tephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@lonisville.edtt>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzoxd@mail.wvu.edt~-; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore --~chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.oig>; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’20/09- Current Event 



Florida State challenging NCAA decision to take away wins 
USAToday.com 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. -- Florida State, in undertaking what officials are calling a vigorous appeal of an NCAA sanction to vacate wins, has hired a former administrative law 
judge to handle the case. 

At issue for FSU President T.K. Wetherell, who confirmed the schoors appeal during a news conference Tuesday, is what he sees as the wrongful punishment of FSU 
coaches as well as the student-athletes not involved in academic misconduct that included 61 athletes and three former FSU employees. 

"It just isn’t right. It just flat isn’t right," Wetherell said. 

The school has 30 days to appeal, according to Wetherell. If the appeals committees rules against FSU, the school will have 90 days to identify those losses in 10 sports 
over the 2006 fall, 2007 spring and 2007 fall seasons. 

"The coaches had no involvement," Weatherell said. "If you look at the organizational charts that were placed there were no line, dotted or connect, between the coaches an 
the academic side. That’s by design. 

"To suggest they then be penalized is simply wrong and unfair." 

Bill E. Williams of the law firm Gray Robinson of Tallahassee will handle the appeal, which FSU will make before the NCAA Infraction Appeals Committee. 

No coach is more greatly affected than Bobby Bowden who is one victory behind Joe Paterno as the winningest coach in major college football. He could lose up to 14 wins 
although Wetherell stressed that FSU does not at this time know how many losses would be affected. 

"It’s just not about Bobby Bowden," Wetherell said. "It’s about a bigger issue." 

The vacating of wins could also impact the school’s 2007 NCAA men’s track and field championship. 

The NCAA also placed the school on a four-year probation, double what FSU imposed, and a modest adjustment of scholarship deductions ah~ady put in place for 10 sports 
including football. FSU does not oppose any other sanction besides the one to vacate records. 

It is FSU’s contention that the school did not knowingly play ineligible student-athletes. The NCAA contends that it does not matter, and that once a player accepted help on 
an online quiz he or she was ineligible and those contests must be vacated. 

Wetherell said that the school will formally appeal by Saturday’s deadline and that he optimistic that the committee will rule in FSU’s favor and that the NCAA "will see the 
error of their ways." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, March 23, 2009 8:25 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@untedw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; CoT Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAILAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr--; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.o@>; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr--; Heather 
Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr--; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@vivginia.edu>; JoT Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <ikume@m~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Canningham 

<kcanning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.utl.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Klis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org >; Klistine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lanwa 

<lanwa@usna.edu>; Lyrme Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edw,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsa.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Que~]ly, Alicia Alford <alfo~da(a~sacredheart.edu--; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobh~}vtedtr--; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revnnd@bsk.com>; Sand}, Weber <sand sj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu--; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clem~n.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comca,st.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 
a~haworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scafletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tchefley@mail.~,u.edu; Ga~ett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~,u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg~; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scadetknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Wa]sh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stott~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@atlfletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgeralc~c)!marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~krise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker --~-dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr--; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@maJcquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaaca@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’AntoNo <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <juT.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edtl>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@sljohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu--; Tom Timmerman <ttimmeml@nd.edu;,; Va]erie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.usfedu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanportmtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeasl.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastolg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dMlite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 



Subject: 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncazpmcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mmcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (~inger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~}providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.nmztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobeN~!marquette .edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’23/09- 14.4.3.3.1. l 

Ral Lee is a tennis student-athlete at College USA. Here is Ral’s record: 
2007-08- Enrolled full-time at College USA 
2008-09 Enrolled full-time at Big Time College 
2009-10 Will re-enroll full-time at College USA 
In addition to the applicable credit hour and percentage of degree requirements, will Ral have to meet minimum GPA requirements when she re-enrolls at 
College USA in the fall 2009 term? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3119/09- Grade-Point Average Requirement of a Transfer Student-Athlete Returning to the Original Institution 
(I)- states that when a student-athlete attends the certifying institution as a full-time student, transfers to another institution and later returns to the original 
institution, the student-athlete is immediately subject to the fulfillment of minimum grade-point average requirements. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1.1- Application of Rule to Transfer Student. 

The provisions of Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1 shall be applicable to the eligibility of a transfer student from a two-year or four-year collegiate institution who has 
completed an academic term in residence at the certifying institution. (Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92 forstudent-athletes first entering a collegiate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, March 24, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@untedw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; CoT Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAILAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr--; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.o@>; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr--; Heather 
Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edn>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr--; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@vivginia.edu>; JoT Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <iknme@m~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Canningham 

<kcanning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.utl.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Klis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org >; Klistine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lanwa 

<lanwa@usna.edu>; Lyrme Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edw,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsa.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Quea]ly, Alicia Alford <alfo~da(a~sacredheart.edu--; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobh~}vtedtr--; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revnnd@bsk.com>; Sand}, Weber <sand sj@vt.edn>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu--; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clem~n.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comca,st.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 
a~haworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scafletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tchefley@mail.~,u.edu; Ga~ett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~,u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg~; jsmiller@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scadetknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Wa]sh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stott~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@atlfletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgeralc~c)!marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborakrise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker --~-dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr--; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@maJcqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaaca@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’AntoNo <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <juT.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNea]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edtl>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@sljohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu--; Tom Timmerman <ttimmeml@nd.edu;,; Va]erie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.nsfedn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanportmtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeasl.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastolg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dMlite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 



Subject: 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~}providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobeN~!marquette .edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’24/09- 15.2.8.1.4 

Strike Zone is a softball prospective student-athlete who will be initially enrolling in college this fall at Big Time University. Strike will receive athletics aid to 
take 3 hours of summer school during the first session and 3 hours during the second session. 

Is it an NCAA violation if Strike doesn’t take all mandatory 6 hours during one session? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6129105- Summer Athletics Financial Aid Prior to Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Certifying 
Institution (I)- states that: 

(1) An institution that offers multiple summer school sessions may award athletically related financial aid to a prospective student-athlete to attend any 
session prior to initial, full-time collegiate enrollment, provided the prospect satisfies the minimum academic-hours requirement during the entire summer 
(i.e., either durinq a single summer session or by combininq hours from multiple summer sessions); 

(2) A prospective student-athlete may satisfy the minimum academic-hours requirement by initially enrolling in six hours of academic degree credit (other 
than physical activity courses) during the summer, even if the prospect does not complete such hours; and 

(3) A prospective student-athlete who receives athletically-related financial aid during the summer prior to initial, full-time enrollment at the certifying 
institution may receive summer financial aid for a maximum of five summers. 

NCAA Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4 Summer Financial Aid -- Prior to Initial, Full-Time Enrollment at the Certifying Institution -- Athletics Aid. 

The following conditions apply to the awarding of athletically related financial aid to a prospective student-athlete (including a prospective student-athlete not 
certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center as a qualifier) to attend an institution in the summer prior to the prospective student’s initial, full-time enrollment at the 
cert@ing institution (see also Bylaw 13.02.11.1 ): (Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00 forthose student-athletes attending 2001 summer sessions and 
thereafter, Revised: 4/29/04, 1/10/05 effective 5/1/05, 5/9/07) 

(a) The recipient shall be admitted to the awarding member institution in accordance with regular, published entrance requirements; 

(b) The recipient is enrolled in a minimum of six hours of academic course work (other than physical education activity courses) that is acceptable degree 
credit toward any of the institution’s degree programs. Remedial, tutorial and noncredit courses may be used to satisfy the minimum six-hour requirement, 
provided the courses are considered by the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program and are given the same 
academic weight as other courses offered by the institution; (Revised 9/6/00) 

(c) The recipient, if recruited, is subject to NCAA transfer provisions pursuant to Bylaw 14.5=2-(h), unless admission to the institution as a full-time student is 
denied; (Revised: 4/26/01) 

(d) During the summer term or orientation period, the recipient shall not engage in any countable athletically related activities except for those activities 
specifically permitted in Bylaw 17 (see Bylaws 17.1.1 and 17.1.1.1); and (Revised: 3/1/4/05) 

(e) Summer coursework is not used for the purpose of completing initial-eligibility or continuing-eligibility (transfer eligibility, progress toward degree) 
requirements. However, the hours earned during the summer prior to initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution may be used to satisfy the 
applicable progress-toward-degree requirements in following years (see Bylaw 14.4.3). (Revised: 6/21/01, 3/10/04) 

~o__t_!_d__~!’__rt_:s__~.__b_j_q__e__~_s__l__:_o_t_’__q 

~01.::73 ;i~:,~.2:,~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, March 25, 2009 8:39 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@untedw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; CoT Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAILAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr--; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.o@>; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr--; Heather 
Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edn>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr--; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@vivginia.edu>; JoT Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <iknme@m~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Canningham 

<kcanning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Klis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org >; Klistine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMe@ku.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lanwa 

<lanwa@usna.edu>; Lyrme Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edw,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Que~]ly, Alicia Alford <alfo~da(a~sacredheart.edu--; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobh~}vtedtr--; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revnnd@bsk.com>; Sand}, Weber <sand sj@vt.edn>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tlaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu--; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clem~n.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comca,st.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 
a~haworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scafletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tchefley@mail.~,u.edu; Ga~ett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~,u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg~; jsmiller@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scadetknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Wa]sh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stott~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@atlfletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgeralc~c)!marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debor~krise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker --~-dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr--; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@maJcqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaaca@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’AntoNo <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <juT.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edtl>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@sljohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu--; Tom Timmerman <ttimmeml@nd.edu;,; Va]erie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.nsfedn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanportmtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeasl.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastolg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dMlite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 



Subject: 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~,~providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobeN~!marquette .edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’25/09- 13.15.1.3 

Due to a bad storm that hit College USA’s campus a few weeks ago, the institution’s baseball team is forced to use a local high school field for competition. 
The high school has agreed to allow the team to use the facility, but wants to keep all concessions and ticket sales. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.15.1.3 states that an institution may not contribute to a high school or its athletics booster club any funds realized from an athletics 
contest played or practice held at a high school facility, except actual and necessary expenses for rental of the facility. 

ico~utaras@biqeast.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 26, 2009 8:48 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo~@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cod,,/Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowle~!vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARA.S@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edn>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx)oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <iknme@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Canningham 

<kcanning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.utl.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Klis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org >; Klistine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMe@ku.edt~-; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickm~l@louisville.edt~-; Loretta Lalnar 

<lalnar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu’~,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsa.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; 

QueaJly, Alicia Alford -<alfo~ta@sacredheart.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcob[~}vt.edtr~; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.edn>; Shane Lyons 

--~slyon@tJaeacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@aJe.edu~; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clem~n.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shulks@marshall.edu>; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 
a~haworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

~-~chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org~; jsmiller@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scadetknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletk~fights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu~; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu~; geibelma@shu.edu; 

manreen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edu;,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard 

<~Jmie.shepard@mail.w~’u.edu>; bbart2lett@bigeast.org; Brian Baphste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<Swarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Gray <debordtl.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marqnette.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~Jy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edt~-; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edn>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu~; Terri Howes 

<temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu~; Tom Timmerman <ttimmem~@nd.edu;,; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.ns£edn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edn>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.s.~,r.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfairclough@bigeas~t.org >; Bobby Weyg~ld <bweygand@bigeast.olg>; Chuck Snlliw~l <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org~; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa ZaneccNa 



Subject: 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~}providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<)kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobeN~!marquette .edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’26/09- 12. 1.2.4.3 

Which of the following is permissible with regard to NCAA Division I amateurism regulations? 
A. Actual and necessary expenses for practice and competition from an amateur sports team 
B. Cash 
C. Educational expenses provided directly to a prospective student-athlete (as opposed to the educational institution on behalf of the prospective 

student-athlete) 
D. All of the above are permissible forms of pay 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.1.4.3 states that it is not permissible to receive expenses from an outside amateur sports team or organization in 
excess of actual and necessary travel, room and board expenses, and apparel and equipment (for individual and team use only from teams or 
organizations not affiliated with member institutions, including local sports clubs as set forth in Bylaw 13.11.2.3) for competition and practice held in 
preparation for such competition. Practice must be conducted in a continuous time period preceding the competition except for practice sessions 
conducted by a national team, which occasionally may be interrupted for specific periods of time preceding the competition. (Revised: 1/10,,90, 1/10/92) 

NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.1.3.1- A prospective student-athlete may receive educational expenses or services (e.g., tuition, fees, room and board, books, tutoring, 
standardized test preparatory classes) prior to collegiate enrollment from any individual or entity other than an agent, professional sports team/organization, 
member institution or a representative of an institution’s athletics interests, provided the payment for such expenses or services is disbursed directly to the 
individual, organization or educational institution (e.g., high school, preparatory school) providing the educational expense or service. (Adopted: 4/25/02 
effective 8/1/02, Revised: 1/14/08) 

NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.1.4.1- Cash, or the equivalent thereof (e.g., trust fund), as an award for participation in competition at any time, even if such an award is 
permitted under the rules governing an amateur, noncollegiate event in which the individual is participating. An award or a cash prize that an individual could 
not receive under NCAA legislation may not be forwarded in the individual’s name to a different individual or agency. (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 
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Sent: 
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Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 27, 2009 8:37 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; CoT Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~!vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAILA_S@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t~(c)!virginia.edu;>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr--; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.o@>; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@u~’.edtr--; Heather 
Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr--; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx)oz@vivginia.edu>; JoT Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <ikume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Canningham 

<kcanning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.utl.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org >; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMe@ku.edtl>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu;>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edtl>; Loretta Lanwa 

<lanwa@usna.edu>; Lyrme Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edw,; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsa.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; 
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Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.neU~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.ttice@marquette.edu; 
a~haworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoml.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scafletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 
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<kgholston@scarletkafights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh <mwalsh@providence.edus,; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lm-son <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.w~’u.edu>; bbartilett@bigeast.org; Brian Baphste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stott~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu;>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@atlfletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu;>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @loaisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marquette.edus,; Deborah Chay <Meborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <Msanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr--; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

--~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickso@maJcquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaaca@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admiu.usfedu>; Jess Hegmanu 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’AntoNo <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey 

<khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centtella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oiea@louisville.edtl>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@sljohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu--; Tom Timmerman <ttimmeml@nd.edu;,; VaJerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.usLedu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<m~wasyle@maxwell.s3,r.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeas~t.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.olg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<~tgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dMfite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fanah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 
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<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi~bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bige&st.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJrelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJrgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~}providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. I @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

< sarah.bobertt~!marquette .edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/’27/09- Current Event 

Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi cited for violations 
NCAA News 

The NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions has penalized Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi for major violations in its women’s volleyball, men’s 
tennis and men’s basketball program& 

Penalties for the violations include four years of probation, postseason bans, scholarship reductions, recruiting restrictions and a vacation of records. 

The violations included ineligible participation, receipt of recruiting inducements, impermissible recruiting phone calls, failure to report NCAA violations and 
lack of institutional control. The committee also cited unethical conduct against the former athletics director and former compliance director. 

The violations centered on two international student-athletes - one in women’s volleyball and one in men’s tennis - and an international prospect in men’s 
basketball who were involved in severn categories of violations. 

The committee traced the violations to four "shortcomings that contributed to a culture of noncompliance" at the university. First, the university did not 
establish adequate policies and procedures to ensure compliance with NCAA rules. That was due in large part to the university’s failure to devote the 
necessary resources for an effective compliance program. Second, the university failed to monitor and evaluate its athletics program to detect or deter 
instances of NCAA rules violations. Third, the university failed to provide adequate rules education to staff members. Finally, and the most troubling to the 
Committee on Infractions, university officials decided not to investigate and report information related to NCAA rules violations. 

Specifically, the university allowed a women’s volleyball student-athlete to represent the university in competition during the sixth year after her initial full-time 
enrollment- a year beyond the permissible five-year period of eligibility. 

The university also provided a former men’s tennis student-athlete with $1,500 in impermissible athletically related financial aid at the time the young man 
was a nonqualifier and was fulfilling a year of residence at the university~ Under state law, the student-athlete’s receipt of institutional aid also allowed him to 
pay in-state tuition, which increased the value of the benefit significantly. Once the university became aware of the violations involving this student-athlete, it 
failed to declare the young man ineligible and continued to allow him to compete and receive travel expenses while ineligible. 

From August 2007 through February 2008, an assistant men’s basketball coach placed at least 92 impermissible telephone calls to four b,qo-year 
prospective student-athletes. The assistant coach made the impermissible telephone calls after he already had made a permissible call to the prospective 
student-athletes during that week. 

The university also provided a prospective men’s basketball student-athlete with various recruiting inducements, including cost-free lodging and 
transportation, while the prospective student-athlete resided in the vicinity of the university and attempted to enroll at the school. 

The committee found that the former AD and former compliance director "failed to deport themselves in accordance with the generally recognized high 
standards of honesty and sportsmanship normally associated with the conduct and administration of intercollegiate athletics." The unethical conduct charge 
for the former director of athletics was due to his decision not to report this violation to the conference office or NCAA. The unethical conduct and failure to 
exhibit exemplary conduct charge for the former compliance director was due to his attempt to enhance his own financial situation by threatening to 
disclose unreported NCAA rules violations during a meeting with the member of the university’s human resources staff. Specifically, he indicated he would 
not report the NCAA violations in exchange for a "buy out" of his employment contract/agreement, according to the committee. 

The penalties, some of which were self-imposed by the institution and adopted by the committee, are below. Additional details are available in the public 
report. 

Public reprimand and censure. 

Four years of probation (March 25, 2009, to March 24, 2013). 

Reduction of three total women’s volleyball scholarships awarded (from 12 to nine) for the 2009-10 and 2010-11 academic years. 

Reduction of one overall equivalency awarded in men’s tennis (from 4.5 to 3.5) for the 2009-I 0 through 2011-12 academic year& 

The women’s volleyball and men’s tennis teams must end the 2009-10 season with the last regularly scheduled, in-season contest and are not 
eligible to participate in any postseason competition, including an international tour, after that season. 

The men’s tennis team must limit its schedule to 23 dates of competition during the 2008-09 through 20I 0-11 academic years. This is a two-contest 
reduction from the 25 maximum allowed. (Self-imposed by the university.) 

Reductions in the number of official visits allowed in men’s basketball, men’s tennis and women’s volleyball dudng the 2008-09 academic year, as 
detailed in the public report. (Self-imposed by the university.) 

Vacation of wins in which the involved volleyball student-athlete competed during 2005-06. (Self"imposed by the university.) 



Vacation of all matches that the involved men’s tennis student-athlete won during spring 2005 as well as the 2005-06 and 2006-07 academic years~ 
(Self-imposed by the universityr) 

Restrictions regarding off-campus contacts made by the men’s basketball coaching staff. 

No recruiting telephone calls were made by any men’s basketball coaching staff during the entire month of August 2008. (Self-imposed by the 
universityr) 

The two full-time assistant men’s and women’s tennis coaches are not allowed to participate in any recruiting activities through the 2009-I 0 
academic year. (Self-imposed by the universityr) 

The members of the Committee on Infractions who reviewed this case include Paul Dee, lecturer of law and education at the University of Miami (Florida) 
and formerly the institution’s athletics director and general counsel. He is the chair of the Committee on Infractions. Other members are John S. Black, 
attorney; Melissa Conboy, deputy director of athletics at University of Notre Dame; Eileen Jennings, general counsel at Central Michigan University; Alfred 
Lechner Jr., attorney; Andrea Meyers, athletics director emeritus, indiana State University; and Dennis Thomas, the commissioner of the Mid-Eastern 
Athletic Conference and formerly director of athletics at Hampton University. 

iico~Maras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, March 30, 2009 8:49 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo~@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@untedu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cod,,/Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowle~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 
<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vtedu~; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plmatada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <ikume@m~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.utl.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~-; Loretta Lamar <lamax@usna.edu’~,; Lynne Barney <lylme.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michdle Lee <michdle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 
<george.d.midgett@VanderbiltEdu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtr~; 

nlee@astate.edu; PatrickNem <nero@americaeastcom>; Que~]ly, Alicia Alford <~]forda@sacredheart.edu~; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vkedu~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~g>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; Shults, William 
<wshults@admin.tgu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~elli@clemson.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koosV~:bc.edtr~; Steven Shulks <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edu-~; Su~n Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemm~dez <themandez@miami.edu-~; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, 

Josh <-jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahawort~l@admin.usfedu; amy.e.miller@vill~lova.edu; 

bbailey@scaxletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dblown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.w~,u.edu; Garrett Ford <Gaxrett.Ford@mail.w~,u.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mafinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio ~dmatonio@Ngeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; Icshmak@scarletknights.com; 

bva]sh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com~; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@pmvidence.edu~; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibclma@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Wa]sh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edtr~; paul.downey@maJd.wvu.edu; Rmadi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sm~@ Cole-DeMent <Sm~@.Cole-DeMen@mail.wvu.edw~; swalke@~arletknights.com; Shelly K. 

}label, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordm~.blizzard@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; MegaJ1 McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <almie.shepard@m~Jl.wa~u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer 

<caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wo]l@moil.wwu.edu>; Dan Bart21olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; D~ielle Josetti <da~ielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah (hay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pittedtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

--~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani ~ranid@stjohns.edu~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu~; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edtr~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohn~n@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeastorg>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.ust:edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <idantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu-~; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <iu@.cress@mail.wvu.edw~; Kate Hickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 
<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastolg>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNea]y <mcneo]me@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kara~-oski. l@nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Rosearm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mca]vey@stjohns.edu~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kathly-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu;~; Terri Howes <temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.us£edu~; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac 

Saunders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Rega~ <daniel.t.regan@villm~ova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis -<tpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <I~ederick.mss@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppma~ <schoppl@shu.edw~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtv~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.edu’~,; Robe(t Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edu’~,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfakdough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg >; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Farrah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeastorg>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 



Subject: 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchia~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carloaacelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maacgolis 

<mraacgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy --~conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(a)uconn.edu>; Robin Marlin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/30/09- Official Visit- In transit 

Around Thahorn is a baseball prospective student-athlete. Around will be visiting College USA’s campus this upcoming weekend on an official visit. Around 
and his parents will be flying in late Thursday night and will start the visit Friday morning. 
What expenses can be provided to Around and/or his parents Thursday night without triggering the start of the visit? 

A. Lodging and a "to go" meal can be provided to Around only 
B. Lodging and "a to go" meal can be provided to Around and his parents 

C. Lodging and a "sit down" meal with a coach can be provided to Around only 

D. No expenses may be provided without triggering the start of the visit 
The answer is A. NCAA Official interpretation- 3/26/09- Meals and Lodging while in Transit to Official Visit (I)- states that: 
(a) A prospective student=athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48-hour official visit period in instances in which he 
or she arrives in the locale too late to begin the official visit that day. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the 
prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse) prior to the start of the 48-hour official visit period, including the cost of additional 
occupants in the same room. 
(b) A prospective student-athlete may receive a drive-thru or "to-go" meal while in transit with an athletics department staff member from the major airport 
or bus or train station nearest the institution without beginning the 48-hour official visit period. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual 
who is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48-hour official visit period. 
(c) A prospective student-athlete may receive a "sit-down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution while accompanied by an 
athletics department staff member at the time of his or her arrival for an official visit or a "sit-down" or "drive-in" meal enroute to the institution’s campus with 
an athletics department staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30-mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 
48-hour official visit period. Under these circumstances, the prospective student-athlete’s parents (or legal guardians), spouse and/or children may also 
receive such a meal. 
(d) A prospective student-athlete may receive a meal at or in the vicinity of his or her place of lodging without beginning the 48-hour official visit period in 
instances in which he or she arrives in the locale of the institution too late to begin the official visit that day, provided no athletics department staff members 
or student-athletes are present during the meN. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student- 
athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48-hour official visit period. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.4.1 (48-hour period defined), 13.6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 13.6.7.1.1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 
13.6.7.7 (meals on official visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or legal guardian of prospective student-athlete) and 13.6.9 (lodging 
for additional persons); official interpretation (12/20/88, Item No. 18) and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 31, 2009 8:36 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo~@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cod,,/Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowle~!vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARA.S@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartJle@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewoo&~}theacc.org~; Harris, RoNn Green <Robin.Hamis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtr~; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jmnie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu~; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edtr~; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plmatada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx)oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Jo~ph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <ikume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.utl.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louis~’ille.edt~; Loretta Lamar <lama~@usna.edu~,; Lynne Barney <lylme.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D 
<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtr~; 

nlee@astate.edu; PatrickNem <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <~lforda@sacredheart.edu~; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Reshauna Cobb <rcobb@vt.edu~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; 

Sandy Weber <sand~j@t.edtr~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.o~g>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu~; SNflts, William 
<wshults@admin.t~u.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <~elli@clemson.edu->; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koosV~:bc.edtr~; Steven Shulks <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklaJlda@mail.ccsu.edw>; Su~n Maloy 

<sbmaloy@m~caa.unc.edtr~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemm~dez <themandez@miami.edw>; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, 

Josh ~-jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahawort~l@admin.usLedu; amy.e.miller@vill~lova.edu; 

bbailey@scaxletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wTcherley@mail.w~,u.edu; Garrett Ford <Gaxrett.Ford@mail.w~,u.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras ~condaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio ~dmatonio@Ngeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; Lshmak@scarletknights.com; 

l~valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@pmvidence.edu~; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibclma@shu.edu; maureen.lems@maNuette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edtr~; paul.downey@maJd.wvu.edu; Rmadi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sm~@ Cole-DeMent <Sm~@.Cole-DeMeu@mail.wvu.edw>; swalke@~arletknights.com; Shelly K. 

}label, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard ~ ordm~.blizzard@mail, wvu.edu>; Mark R ountree <msr47@georgetown.edtr~; MegaJ1 McGrane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <almie.shepard@m~Jl.wa~u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletl~fights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer 

<caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Bart21olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

<dmis~£@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; D~ielle Josetti <da~ielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah (hay 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

--~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani ~rmfid@stjohns.edu~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~ohns.edu~; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edtr~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohn~n@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jeua Boucher <jboucher@admin.ust:edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <idantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <johu.cams@louisville.edu->; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <iu@.cress@mail.wvu.edw>; Kate Hickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 
<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.olg>; Kevin Delaney <delmaekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJ~y <mcneaJme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski 

<kara~-oski. l@nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Rosearm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcaJvey@stjohns.edu~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kathly-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu;~; Terri Howes <tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.us£edu~; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Rega~ <daniel.t.regan@villm~ova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~<tpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <I~ederick.mss@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edtr~; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppma~ <schoppl@shu.edw~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~tjohns.edu’~,; Robe(t Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edu~,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

--~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedlisld@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette ~paquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 



Subject: 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchia~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CaxpaJrelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Maxgolis 

<nnaJrgolis@bigeast.ovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy --~conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(~)uconn.edu>; Robin Marlin 

<robin.martin@uc.edtP-; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/31/09- Current Event 

NCAA Announces Decision Regarding Review of Laurinburg Institute 
INDIANAPOLIS --- As part of its continuing effort to ensure the integrity of academic credentials used by high schools in the initial eligibility process, the 

High School Review staffat the NCAA Eligibility Center has issued a "not cleared" decision for Laurinburg Institute in Laurinburg, North Carolina. As a 
result, core courses, grades and graduation from Laurinburg Institute will not be used when determining prospective student-athletes’ initial eligibility to 
compete in intercollegiate athletics. 

During the 2006-07 and 2007-08 academic years, the Eligibility Center staff reviewed Laurinburg Institute’s curriculum, class schedules, teacher 
schedules, quality control practices and enrollment figures. The review also included two in-person site visits. The review identified several areas of 
concern, including quality control and curriculum. 

The school was notified of these and other concerns and given an opportunity to respond to the specific issues; however, the written response provided 
by school officials failed to sufficiently address the irregularities and deficiencies of Laurinburg Institute identified by the Eligibility Center staff. 

Students currently enrolled for the 2008-09 academic year may have their individual academic records reviewed through the initial-eligibility process. A 
determination will be made regarding their NCAA initial-eligibility status based on this review. 

Laurinburg Institute may appeal this decision to the NCAA High School Review Committee, a committee consisting of members from the collegiate and 
seconda~ education communities. 

The high school review process was created after presidents from several NCAA member institutions raised concerns about the legitimacy of high 
school academic credentials presented by some incoming student-athletes. In response, presidents in Divisions I and II adopted legislation to provide for 
the review of high schools and individual prospective student-athletes records in the initial-eligibility process. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 1, 2009 8:58 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthi)mas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo~@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’~,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’~,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu’~,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cod,,/Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowle~!vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARA.S@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t;(c)!virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Dana, Greg 

<gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@utk.edu~; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobcrt@vt.edn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasn.edu;>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 
<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <tx)oz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtr~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@an~d.edtr~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickm~l@louisville.edt~-; Loretta Lalnar 

<lalnar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edn>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu;>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu~; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; 

Queally, Alicia Alford -<alfo~ta@sacredheart.edu~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcob[~}vt.edtr~; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.edn>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.l;u.edu>; Stephanie Elli~m 

<saellis@clem~n.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shulks@marshall.edu>; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaJck.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

a~haworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.o~g>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scafletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komile@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edtc,; Mafinelli, Bryan 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<~Jmie.shepard@mail.w~’u.edu>; bbart2lett@bigeast.org; Brian Baphste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @loaisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral4@marqnette.edu;>; Deborah (hay <~eborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <~sanft@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.tinch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaxa@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNedly 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli -~thcompliance@stjohi~s.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edn>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu~; Tom Timmerman <ttimmem~@nd.edu;~; V~lerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.ns£edn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mdwasyle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~johns.eda>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt(c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<Sfairclough@bigeas~t.org >; Bobby Weyg~ld <bweygand@bigeast.olg>; Chuck Sulliw~l <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@Ngeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 



Subject: 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncazpmcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mmcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~}providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.nmztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/1/09- 14.5.4.2.1 

Steep L. Chase is a track student-athlete at American Junior College. Steep was a non-qualifier out of high school and has attended the junior college for 
three full-time terms. Steep will be taking 12 hours this summer and will enroll at College USA in the fall of 2009. Steep can use all 12 hours to meet which 
of the following requirements: 

A. percentage of degree upon enrollment at College USA 
B. graduation requirement 
C. 48-semester hour requirement 

D. Both A & B 
The answer is D. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/22/98- Two-Year Transfers -- Credits Earned During Summer Terms- states that a two-year college 
transfer who was not a qualifier may earn more than nine semester or 13.5 quarter hours during the summer term(s) immediately prior to enrollment at the 
certifying institution to satisfy the two-year graduation requirement and percentage-of-degree requirements; however, not more than nine semester or 13.5 
quarter hours may be used to meet the required 48 semester or 72 quarter hours of transferable degree credit. [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.5.4.1.2.1 
(use of hours earned during summer terms), 14.4.3.2 (percentage-of-degree requirements -- student-athletes entering collegiate institution on or after 
August 1, 1992) and 14.5.4.1.3.2 (use of hours earned during summer terms)] 

NCAA Bylaw 14.5.4.2.1- Not more than a total of 18-semester or 27-quarter hours of the transferable-degree credit may be earned during summer terms, 
and not more than nine-semester or 13.5 quarter hours of the transferable-degree credit may be earned during the summer term(s) immediately prior to the 
transfer. (Adopted: 1/9/96 effective 8/1/97 forthose student-athletes first entering the certifying institution on or after 8/1/97) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, April 2, 2009 8:29 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthi~mas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Baacbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@tedu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mla.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; CoT Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAILAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.eda>; Dana, (keg 
<gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu--; Elizabeth Boohvalter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson <herobcrt@vtedn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@al~sn.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <j~son.gmy@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 
<jennifer.brasheaac@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edtr~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@an~d.edtr~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaacdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lanwa 

<lanwa@usnn.edu>; Lyrme Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edn>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu;,; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@VanderbiltEdtr--; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Quea]ly, Alicia Alford <alfo~da(a~sacredheart.edu--; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobh~}vt.edtr--; Rick 
Christensen <christense@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.edn>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.ovg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.l;u.edu>; Stephanie Elli~m 

<saellis@clem~n.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shulks@marshall.edu>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.anc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

}temandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tcherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Galrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scmleflmights.com; Jennifer Cond~acas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg~; jsmiller@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scafletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komile@sTr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edtc,; Mannelli, B~’an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. HabeI, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scoxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepmd 

<~amie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcap 

<bwarcup@,sc~adetknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caitlin.stott~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

<dboxtholomae@atlfletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@loaisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Chay <Meborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <Msanft@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr--; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaaca@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <juT.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<Idlickey@scarletkmights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <koxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli -~thcompliance@stjohils.edu>; Ryan McAIvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edn>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu--; Tom Timmerman <ttimmeml@nd.edu;~; Va]erie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.ns£edn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wIhcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Sannders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu-~; ][,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigea,st.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<nljwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~johns.eda>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.eda>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeasl.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastolg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSallivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.o~g>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@Ngeast.org>; Farmh Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 



Subject: 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~,~providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin --’robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/’2/09- Institutional Note Card 

The football coaches at Big Time College are very interested in Fair Catch, a junior in high school. The coaches would like to send Fair an institutional note 
card. Which of the following items may be included as part of the note card sent to Fair? 

A. A single photo of Big Time College’s stadium 
B. A single photo of Big Time College’s head football coach 
C. Multiple photos of Big Time College’s facilities 

D. None of the above 
The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1(j) states that Institutional note cards may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches when opened in full. In addition, such cards 
may oNy contain the institution’s name and logo or an atNetics logo on the outside, must be blank on the inside (one side of the card when opened in full) 
when produced and may include only handwritten information (e.g., words, illustrations) on the inside when provided to prospective student-athletes. 
(Adopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 4/15/08) 

ieo~utaras@biqeast.or~ 

4o~.z’3.o424 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, April 3, 2009 8:29 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthi)mas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Baacbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert f,ocklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mla.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; CoT Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAILAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t~(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.eda>; Dana, (keg 
<gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu--; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson <herobcrt@vtedn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasn.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 
<jennifer.brasheaac@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <h)oz@virginia.edu-~; .loT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edtr~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaacdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickma~@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamed 

<la~wa@usna.edu>; Lyrme Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megma Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medema@rice.edn>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu;,; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@VanderbiltEdtr--; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Quea]ly, Alicia Alford <alfo~da(a~sacredheart.edu--; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobh~}vtedtr--; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.edn>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.ovg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.l;u.edu>; Stepha~ie Elli~m 

<saellis@clem~n.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shulks@marshall.edu>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

a~haworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.,~Tcherley@mail.x~a~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.x~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scealetknights.com; Jennifer Condaacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.o~g>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorgv; jsmiller@adminalsLedu; kshanE@scafletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komile@sTr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edtc,; Mafinelli, B~’an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rhirson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeastorg>; Jordm~ Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrmle <mmcgrmle@scaxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepmd 

<~Jmie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcap 

<bwarcup@,scaadetknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stottE@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.x~a~u.edu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athletics.pittedu;,; Din1 Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr--; Daniel Gossom -Mbgoss01 @louisville.edit--; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgerald@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Chay <~eborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <~smfft@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloml@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr--; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@villm~ova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC %icondaaca@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtv~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <juT.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<Idiickey@scarletkmights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kscha~k@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Dela~ey <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNea]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli -~thcompliance@stjohi~s.edu>; Ryan McAIvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edn>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu--; Tom Timmermm~ <ttimmem~@nd.edu;~; Va]erie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.ns£edn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.va~gelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wIhcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Sannders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<dmaiel.t.rega~@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu-~; ][,aura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigea,st.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.sTr.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mmagione <mmagionr@stjohns.eda>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.eda>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeasl.org >; Bobby Weyga~d <bweygm~d@bigeasto~g>; Chuck Sullivan <CSallivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.o~g>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@Ngeast.org>; Farmh Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 



Subject: 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~}providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin --~robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/3/09- Current Event 

NCAA, colleges pushing the envelope with sports marketing 
USATODAY.corn 

The first NCAA basketball tournament wrapped up 70 years ago at Northwestern University’s old Patten Gymnasium, with Oregon winning it all. There was 
no television coverage. The event drew barely 15,000 over 11 days. And it lost money. 



This one most assuredly will not. 
From the $591 million in TV and marketing revenue generated this season to the masses awaiting Saturday’s semifinals and Monday’s championship game 
at Detroit’s Ford Field, the men’s tournament and its Final Four have grown into a mega-event on the order of football’s Super Bowl. This year, the NCAA 
altered its Final Four seating plan to accommodate tens of thousands more ticket buyers, swelling the capacity to a record 70,000-plus and bumping gate 
receipts by $7 million from the 40,000- to 50,000-seat setups of the past. 
It’s an apt backdrop for a sometimes contentious debate within the NCAA and its more than 300 Division I schools: How far should the NCAA and its 
members go to boost revenue at a time when the nation’s fiscal crisis is weighing on college athletics? 
Many schools, with the blessing of NCAA President Myles Brand, are courting an increasingly varied array of sponsors and advertisers and creating some 
discomfort in the process~ 
Several schools and conferences allow advertising and promotions by casinos in their arenas or game programs, a practice the NCAA once frowned upon 
because of gambling’s potential threat to the integrity of its sports. 
College athletes, in the name of amateurism, are strictly forbidden from cashing in on their renown beyond the scholarships they receive. 
But today -- as part of arrangements that can bring millions of dollars to their schools -- they’re featured in game footage that increasingly shows up on the 
Internet alongside sponsors’ Iogos and products. And in basketball and football video games, the computer-generated likenesses of real-life, still-in-school 
stars are unmistakable. 
From Maryland’s Comcast Center to Texas Tech’s Jones AT&T Stadium to San Diego’s Jenny Craig Pavilion, the names of stadiums and arenas are 
increasingly for sale. Maryland, for example, reaped $20 million over 10 years for naming rights to the Terrapins’ basketball arena and another $5 million for 
naming rights to the arena’s floor. Ad signage in venues is so pervasive that Michigan State athletics director Mark Hollis likens them to billboard-blanketed 
NASCAR tracks. 
The NCAA’s Brand, in a nod to increasing questions about whether college sports marketing has come to conflict with traditional views of amateur athletics, 
says, "There’s nothing wrong with being a business like one of the professional leagues. They’re very good at what they do. But we have additional 
constraints. We’re in the college milieu, and those who play for us are not professional athletes. 
"Having said that, I think we can look for and find ways to increase our revenue streams." 
Big-time college athletics always has walked a delicate bottom line, with halfa dozen of the 330 Division I programs operating in the black -- absent school 
subsidization -- each of the last five years, according to the NCAA. Announcements of cuts in athletics budgets, staffs and teams are routine. 
Boosting revenue, particularly by conventional means, is a challenge. 
Schools can’t continue to raise ticket prices, particularly as fan and alumni bases are feeling their own economic pinch. Donors are squeezed, too. And 
universities are reluctant to further underwrite athletics when endowments and state appropriations are shrinking and overall budgets are being slashed. 
So programs have turned to emerging revenue sources such as stadium and arena signage, naming rights, trademark and licensing fees and digital media 
rights and advertising. 
Brand first endorsed a more aggressive commercial approach three years ago and has made the issue a priority for the NCAA and schools. 
Sports is business, he says, and making money is part of it. 
And so: 
¯ Besides basketball at the 6-year-old Comcast Center, Maryland plays football at Chevy Chase Bank Field at Byrd Stadium per a 25-year, $20 million 
naming-rights agreement that helped finance new luxury suites and other upgrades to the stadium. 
¯ Kansas took stock of its apparel contract with Nike, deemed it undervalued and more than doubled the school’s take in a new eight-year, $26.67 million 
agreement with Adidas -- affixing Adidas’ three-stripe logo to the jerseys of last season’s basketball national champions. 
¯ Texas, long a marketing dynamo, is exploring its own TV network. A first for an individual school, it would fill a statewide cable channel and various Internet 
outlets with UT football, basketball and other sports. 
¯ Since the beginning of 2007, a total of 37 schools have guaranteed themselves more than a combined $1.7 billion by bundling and selling their multimedia 
rights. On the other side, rights-holders such as IMG work to recoup their investment by making as many corporate sponsorship deals as allowed by the 
schools. 
’Blurring that line’ 
Steve Morgan, a former NCAA staff member now working with a Kansas-based law firm that assists schools in athletics infractions cases, sounds a 
warning about an all-out rush to new revenue streams. 
"Part of the appeal of college sports (that’s different) from the NFL, Major League Baseball and the NBA is the fact that the players are students in college," 
he says. "It draws a different kind of interest, a different kind of fan support. 
"The further you go down that path (of commercialism), you get closer to blurring that line to where there’s potentially not a lot of distinction." 
The NCAA has long sought to distance itself and schools from gambling interests. That line is blurring, however, as legalized gambling spreads and more 
schools are open to gaming advertising. 
Five schools in the Pacific-10 Conference -- Arizona, Arizona State, Oregon, Oregon State and Washington State -- accept casino ads that show up in 
stadium and arena signage or game programs, according to league spokesman Jim Muldoon. 
New Mexico sealed a five-year, $2.5 million deal last year that makes the Route 66 Casino Hotel, operated by the Laguna Pueblo Native American tribe, its 
"exclusive gaming sponsor." 
San Diego State announced it will change the name of basketball’s Cox Arena to Viejas Arena, aligning the university with the Kumeyaay Indian tribe, whose 
1,600-acre reservation to the east includes a casino. 
While the NCAA won’t accept advertising from "organizations or companies primarily involved in gambling or gaming businessactivities," it hasn’t barred its 
schools from doing so. 
Rachel Newman Baker, NCAA director of agent, gambling and amateurism activities, nonetheless was on record as discouraging institutions’ partnerships 
with "gambling interests" as recently as two years ago. 
The NCAA has softened that stance. "We continue to be stridently opposed to any type of sports wagering," spokesman Erik Christianson says via e-mail. 
"But we have come to understand that there are differing perspectives within the membership about commercial activities, including the appropriateness of 
accepting casino advertising. What some institutions may see as acceptable, others may not." 
Newman Baker was not made available to comment. 
Using athletes’ images 
For the most part, the NCAA leaves it to schools to determine where to draw the line on commercial activity, and recent recommendations from a 
commercialism task force reinforce that. 
That panel nevertheless is calling for a committee to monitor what schools are doing and to speak up -- though not dictate -- when it feels they’ve 
overstepped. It also would be charged with ensuring athletes are largely kept out of the commercial fray. 
The NCAA insists college players not be used as sales tools, though the task force further recommends guidelines governing the use of their names and 
likenesses be loosened as long as it "does not portray the student-athlete in a manner as promoting or endorsing the sale or use of a commercial produce 
or service." But exactly where is that line? 
Does the Pontiac Game Changing Performance, which allows fans to view game footage and vote online for one of several selected plays, border on 
exploitation? It is individual players who are shown making the plays. Pontiac is one of the NCAA’s top-tier corporate partners -- along with Coca-Cola and 
AT&T -- and its logo and one of its cars get prominent Web-page display. 
The NCAA cleared the campaign, explaining it’s not a Pontiac promotion but rather a big-play promotion that happens to be sponsored by Pontiac. 
Video games are another concern. EA Sports’ NCAA Football 09, for one, is licensed by the NCAA and prohibited from using current college players’ 
names. But critics such as attorney Pete Rush maintain that stars’ identities are scarcely hidden. 
He points to Florida’s Tim Tebow, a senior-to-be who won football’s Heisman Trophy in 2007 and helped the Gators to last season’s national title. In the 
video game, Rush says, "The quarterback for the Florida Gators is left-handed (as Tebow is) and wears Tim Tebow’s number ... and runs many of the 
same plays that Tim Tebow runs." 
Rush, based in Chicago, tussled with the NCAA while representing Jeremy Bloom five years ago in his fight to regain football eligibility at Colorado. An 
Olympic skier, too, Bloom had run afoul of NCAA rules by accepting skiing endorsements. 
In clinging to that hard-line, no-commercial-earnings stance, Rush says the NCAA is risking a legal challenge by athletes whose likenesses are used in 
commercial ventures. Morgan agrees. 
"If you find a couple of willing plaintiffs, get some energy behind it, find the right judge," Morgan says, "pretty soon ... you’ve got a real mess on your hands if 
you’re the NCAA." 
At North Carolina, senior Danny Green starts for a team favored since the beginning of the season to win college basketball’s national championship and is 
in Detroit and two wins from fulfilling that promise. 
Players, he says, already are sensitive to entrepreneurs co-opting their images for unlicensed T-shirts and posters, as Green saw firsthand in shirts 
depicting his dunk over Duke’s Greq Paulus late last season. He says he senses less concern about how far schools and the NCAA miqht take thinqs and 



even opens the door to pulling athletes further into their commercial’efforts. - - 
For a price, that is. 
"1 wouldn’t mind that," Green says. ’Tm sure a lot of other athletes wouldn’t mind ... receiving some kind of benefits. 
"And if there were fewer rules --the NCAA limiting (less of) what we can get, what we can’t get, what we can do, what we can’t do. Just let us play and 
receive some benefits from what we do." 

{(xmdaras@bigeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, April 6, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthi~mas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Baacbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@tedu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mla.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo~@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vtedu>; Cliffs Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cod,,/Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~)vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t;(c))virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.eda>; Dana, (keg 
<gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu--; Elizabeth Booh~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Hams, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson <herobcrt@vtedn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasn.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 
<jennifer.brasheaac@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jo9 Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umiLmaine.edtr~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@an~d.edtr~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaacdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickma~l@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar 

<lmnar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edn>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu;,; Midgett, George D <george.d.midge~VanderbiltEdu--; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Quea]ly, Alicia Alford <alfo~da(a~sacredheart.edu--; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kentedu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcobh~}vtedtr--; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sand}, Weber <sand sj@vt.edn>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.l;u.edu>; Stephanie Elli~m 

<saellis@clem~n.edu-~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.anc.edu-~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uask.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

a~haworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scafletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~Tchefley@mail.~,u.edu; Gaxrett Ford <Gmrett.Ford@mail.~,u.edu>; jbeverly@scarleflcnights.com; Jennifer Condaacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg~; jsmiller@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scafletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komile@sTr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edtc,; Mannelli, B~’an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaui.edu>; 

panl.downey@maii.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swaike@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. HabeI, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzaacd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcap 

<bwarcup@scaadetknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@loaisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marqnette.edu>; Deborah Chay <Meborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <Msanft@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr--; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

<gordontinch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Muliin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaaca@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisxille.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate }tickey 

<Idlickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 

<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNea]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli -~thcompliance@stjohils.edu>; Ryan McAIvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edn>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Tern Howes 

<tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu--; Tom Timmerman <ttimmeml@nd.edu;~; Va]erie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.ns£edn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marieile.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Sannders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@vilianova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <eiaine.mse@louisviile.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<nl~wasyle@maxwell.sTr.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.eda>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.eda>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeasl.org >; Bobby Weyga~ld <bweygand@bigeastolg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSallivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@Ngeast.org>; Farmh Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 



Subject: 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmfl<@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin --’robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/6/09- Telephone Calls 

The basketball coaches at College USA will be conducting several camps this summer. Low Post, a sophomore in high school, is interested in attending 
the overnight camp in June. When Low mailed in his materials, he forgot to include a check for the registration fee. The administrative assistant running the 
camp would like to call Low and request that he send in the check. 
Is it permissible for the administrative assistant to call Low regarding this camp matter even though he is only a sophomore? 

Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4/2/09- Calls Regarding Institutional Camp and Clinic Logistical Issues (I) - states that a telephone call to an 
individual (or his or her parents, guardians, relatives or coach) that relates solely to institutional camp and clinic logistical issues (e.g., missing registration 
information) is not subject to the restrictions on telephone calls, provided no recruiting conversation or solicitation of particular individuals to attend a camp 
or clinic occurs. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.7.1.2 (recruiting coordination functions), 11.7.4 (limitations on number of coaches and off-campus recruiters), 
13.1.3 (telephone calls), 13.1.3.1 (time period for telephone calls -- general rule), 13.1.3.4 (permissible callers), 13.1.3.4.1 (institutional coaching staff 
members -- general rule) and 13.12.1.3 (recruiting calendar exceptions)] 

jeondaras@bigeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 7, 2009 9:10 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthi)mas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mlu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clwis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edw,; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; CoT Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowletk~!vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDAILA_S@jacksonkelly.com >; Craig Anderson <cea3t~(c)!virginia.edu;>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Dana, (keg 

<gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@utk.edu--; Elizabeth Bookavalter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr--; Heather Robertson <herobcrt@vt.edn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@al~sn.edus~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <j~son.gmy@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 
<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ieromexodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <tx)oz@virginia.edu-~; JoT Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

~kume@m)y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtr~; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@an~d.edtr~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu;>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edtl>; Loretta Lanwa 

<lanwa@usnn.edu>; Lyrme Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu;,; Midgett, George D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu--; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; 

QueaJly, Alicia Alford -<alfo~vla@sacredheart.edu--; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu;,; Reshauna Cobb <rcob[~}vt.edtr--; Rick 
Christensen <christense@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.edn>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.ovg>; Shoshanna Engel -<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.l;u.edu>; Stephanie Elli~m 

<saellis@clem~n.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shulks@marshall.edu>; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.anc.edw~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony 

ttemandez <themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.~cherley@mail.~a~u.edu; Ganett Ford <Galrett.Ford@mail.~a~u.edu>; jbeverly@scmleflmights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org~; jsmiller@admin.ns£edu; kshank@scadetknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komile@s31r.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edtc,; Mafinelli, B~’an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepmd 

<~amie.shepard@mail.w~’u.edu>; bbartilett@bigeast.org; Brian Baphste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcup@~scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caitlin.stott~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu;>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@atlfletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu;>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @loaisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marqnette.edus,; Deborah Chay <Meborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <Msanft@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr--; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <edeasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; .lamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondara@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtr~; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <juT.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey 

<Idfickey@scarletkmights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@ur.edu>; Roseann Antonelli -~thcompliance@stjohils.edu>; Ryan McAIvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu--; Tom Timmerman <ttimmeml@nd.edu;~; VaJerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.ns£edn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wIhcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-~; ][,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigea,st.org>-; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.s3~r.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.eda>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeas~t.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.olg>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 
<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@Ngeast.org>; Farmh Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 



Subject: 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lz~J~ecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJcelli@bigeastorg>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<~mmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint~}providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmfl<@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/7/09- Dead Period Travel for OV 

Home Plate is a baseball prospective student-athlete. He would like to take an official visit to College USA this Friday and Saturday after the dead period. 
Home will be traveling from the west coast to the east coast, so he would like to arrive Thursday night and start the visit first thing Friday morning. 
Because Thursday is still part of the dead period, can College USA provide travel expenses for Home to arrive Thursday night? Can the coaches provide 
transportation from the airport to the hotel Thursday night? 
Yes, it is permissible to provide travel expenses. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4!15/92- Prospect traveling to and from a member institution on an 
official visit during the dead period- states that a member institution may provide transportation expenses to a prospect to travel to and from the 
institution during the dead period, provided no part of the official visit occurs during the dead period; further, confirmed that an institutional staff member 
would not be permitted to provide such transportation to a prospect related to an official visit during a dead period. 
As stated in the interpretation, a staff member may NOT provide transportation during a dead period. Consequently, Home should take a taxi or shuttle to 
the hotel. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 8, 2009 9:00 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’-,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’-,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; CoT Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdan@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU-~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uk?-.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;,; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu~; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtr*; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennit~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edtr*; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-*; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr*; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr*; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr*; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-*; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisv’ille.edt~; Loretta Lamar <lama~@usna.edu~,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsn.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edtr~; 

nlee@astate.edu; PatrickNem <nero@americaeast.com>; Quea]ly, Alicia Alford <~]forda@sacredheart.edu~; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu-*; Shnlts, William <wshul’Ls@admin.t?m.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw*; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shult@marsha]l.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Su~n Ma]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scra~age <w~:rdscmnage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ~laworth@admin.usl~edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletlmights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <chamMle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~T,cherley@mail.w~,u.edu; G~xrett Ford <Gaxrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbevefly@scaxletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto ~marinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; j smiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komile@syr.edn>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPlCKI@providence.edu~; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edn>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Ma~’in Mitchell <marvin.mitcbell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rlarson@scarletknights.com----; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-*; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu-*; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<~Jmie.shepard@mail.w~’u.edu>; bbarflett@bigeast.org; Brian Baphste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<bwarcul0@Sc~xletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a~u.edu>; Dan Baxtholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marqnette.edu;,; Deborah Chay <kteborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <ktsanft@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtr~; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu;,; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.tinch@villanova.edu-*; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaxa@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; JoT Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~ille.edtr*; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <juT.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjolms.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <kaxwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli -~thcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu~; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edn>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu~; Tom Timmerman <ttimmem~@nd.edu;~; V~]erie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.ns£edn>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihcm@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw*; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw*; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-*; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu-*; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org----; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip N@or <pbillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanp°rtrutgersedu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeas’t.org >; Bobby Weyg~ld <bweygand@bigeast.o~g>; Chuck Sulliw~l <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegaloff@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~ siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 



Subject: 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese 

<mtmnghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncazpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.o~; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin --~robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/8/09- Official Visit Expenses 

Back Swing, a senior in high school, would like to visit more than one institution on the same trip for official visit purposes. The two institutions he will be 
visiting will share the travel expenses and will not provide any duplicate expenses. Additionally, each of the visits will not last more than 48 hours and travel 
from one school to the other will be direct and without any delay. 
is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.$.2.5 states that two or more institutions to which a prospective student-athlete is making official visits on the same trip may provide 
travel expenses, provided there is no duplication of expenses, only actual and necessary expenses are provided, and the 48-hour visit limitation is observed 
at each institution. 

jeond~r~s(~bNe~st.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, April 9, 2009 9:24 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@tedu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo~@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Chris Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdan@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.orgv; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;,; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.eduv; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <iennitEr.brashear@tm.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscottedtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli 

Cmmingham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 

<ldanne@athletics.ucfedt~; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louis~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamm <lam~x@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney 
<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu~; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edn>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Micbelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edtr;; Midget*, George D <george.d.midget ~ac)VanderbiltEdu>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@bnckeyes.ath.ohio- 

state.edtr;; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.eduv; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Queally. Alicia Alford <alford~@sacredheart.edtc,; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.eduv; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edw~; Rick Evrard <revrasd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.l~u.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shulks@marshall.edu>; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.anc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtc,; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwbite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoml.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 
erica.~cherley@mail.~,u.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.~,u.eduv; jbeverly@scaxlethlights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; Icshank@scarletknights.com; kwalshg@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarlethlights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <:komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.eduv; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maJ~in.mitchell@louisville.edtr~; geibehn@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@ma;quette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Jordan Blizzmd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Maxk Rountlee <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scoxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 

<Swarcup@sc~xletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caitlin.stoft~@uc.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~a,u.edu>; Dan Boxtholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pittedu;,; Dan Isaf <Mmisaf@syr.edtr;; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edtr;; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marqnette.edu;,; Deborah Chay <Meborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <Msanft@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 
<mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaxa@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarlethlights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.;wu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idlickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNe~]y 

<mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kam-oski <kam-oski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.eduv; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edn>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu~; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RSmmpf~;iadmin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu~; Terri Howes 

<tem.howe@maih~Tu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino ~athcmpl l@admin.ust~edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; KathD’n ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeastorg>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mdwasyle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip N@or <pbillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~johns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanportmtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg9; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeastorg>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Farrah Segaloff 



Subject: 

<t;egalofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 
< semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meeha~flc@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uco~m.edu~; Robin Martin <robin.maNn@uc.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/9/09- Official Visit during a Vacation Period 

The baseball coaches at Big Time College (BTC) are hosting Advance A. Runner this weekend for an official visit. The dorms at BTC will be closed for 
Easter break. Can the coaches provide student host expenses to a current student-athlete since the campus is closed? 
The coaches may provide meals to the student host, but they cannot provide lodging. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/20!91- Student host receiving 
expenses during official vacation period- states that an institution financing an official visit to a prospective student-athlete may not provide lodging 
expenses to a student-athlete serving as a student host; further, a student-athlete serving as a student host during the institution’s official vacation period 
would be permitted to receive meals. 
NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/13/94- Student Host Staying in Hotel Room With Prospect- states that an institution, at its discretion, may allow a 
student host to stay in the prospective student-athlete’s hotel room during an official visit, provided the official visit does not occur during a vacation period. 

jeond~r~s(~bNe~st.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 10, 2009 10:02 AM 

Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu->; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu->; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaacas 

<-jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <~ganiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisaf@sTr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<sklt23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculaa)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr--; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmagoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <[x~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebool~valter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppl@shu.edu>; bxmner@nnu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edw>; 

Christopher ttoppe <Iioppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsegalofl~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mhar@providence.edu->; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~emwn.edtr>; Jennit}r Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edtr>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scMetknights.com>; John Cams 

<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtl>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <mm’ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 
Mancini --:mancinie@s~tjohns.edw,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucEedu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

--:scott.blv~wn@uconn.edu--; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckiNey@nc.edu>; Dana, Cheg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@mazquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@ant.edu>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu->; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usEedtr>; Kendrick Ghols~ton 

<kgholston@scarleflcnights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountlee <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lyame Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Pacluette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu:>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 
<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Knhr Fowler <kklbMe@ku.edu>; Colin 

HoMett <choMett@vt.edu;>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker ~Mbakker@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia AIford 

<alforda@sacredheart.edtc>; Keli Cunningham <kcuraling@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <alaaworth@admin.usEedu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Danielle Josetti :Manielle.fi’~gerald@maacquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepazd@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu->; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta I,amar 

<lanraac@usna.e&P; Lisa Dickanan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.e&P; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edtr>; Jon Fagg <j fagg@um-k.edw>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Calty Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@louiswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.usEedu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu--; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;>; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtr>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caiflin Stolt~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~:u.edw>; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.vx~:n.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shults 

:<shults@marshall.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes -qarhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmett 

:<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 
<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --:chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --~ts~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzoxd@mail.wvu.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Iem- 4/10/09- Occasional Meal 

HAPPY EASTER!!!! 
The College USA campus closes this evening for Easter Break. Most of the student-athletes on the swimming and diving team went home, but three were 
unable to afford flights. The head coach would like to have these student-athletes over to his house on Sunday for Easter dinner with his family. 
Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.t 1.1.6 states that a student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an occasional meal in the locale of the institution on 
infrequent and special occasions from an institutional staff member. An institutional staff member may provide reasonable local transportation to student- 
athletes to attend such meals. A student-athlete may receive an occasional family home meal from a representative of athletics interests on infrequent and 

special occasions under the following conditions: (Revised: 1/10/92, 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(a) The meal must be provided in an individual’s home (as opposed to a restaurant) and may be catered; and (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(b) A representative of the institution’s athletics interest may provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes to attend the meal function only if the meal function is 
at the home of that representative. (Revised." 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 13, 2009 8:02 AM 

,lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu->; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu->; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaacas 

<-jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <~ganiel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Rob Fiedler 

<refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisaf@sTr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge 

<sklt23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculaa)scarletknights.com>; Be(t 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr--; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmagoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <[x~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebool~valter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppl@shu.edu>; bxmner@nnu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edw>; 

Christopher ttoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsegalofl~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mhar@providence.edu->; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~emwn.edtr>; Jennit}r Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edtr>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scMetknights.com>; John Cams 

<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtl>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <mm’ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 
Mancini --:mancinie@s~tjohns.edw,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucEedu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

--:scott.blv~wn@uconn.edu--; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckiNey@nc.edu>; Dana, Cheg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@mazquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@ant.edu>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw>; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu->; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; D~m Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <horton@admin.usEedtr>; Kendrick Ghols~ton 

<kgholston@scarleflcnights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountlee <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lyame Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Pacluette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu:>; Lisa Deibler <ldeible@nd.edtc,; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 
<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Knhr Fowler <kklbMe@ku.edu>; Colin 

HoMett <choMett@vt.edu;>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker ~Mbakker@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia AIford 

<alforda@sacredheart.edtc>; Keli Cunningham <kcuraling@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <alaaworth@admin.usEedu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Danielle Josetti :Manielle.fi’~gerald@maacquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepazd@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu->; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta I,amar 

<lanraac@usna.e&P; Lisa Dickanan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.e&P; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edtr>; Jon Fagg <j fagg@um-k.edw>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Calty Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@louiswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.usEedu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu--; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;>; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtr>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caiflin Stolt~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~:u.edw>; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.vx~:n.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shults 

:<shults@marshall.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes -qarhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmett 

:<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 
<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --:chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --~ts~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzoxd@mail.wvu.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 4/13/09- Current Fz, ent 

Report: NCAA combining USC probes 

The NCAA has combined its inves~tigations of tw-o former USC sta~ athletes into a single probe of the Troj~as’ athletic program, the Los Angeles Times ~vported. 

In separate investigations, the NCAA has been looking into allegations that Heisman Trophy winner Reqqie Bush and NBA lottery pick O.J. Mayo both received improper 
benefits while at USC. 

The attorneys for Louis Johnson, a former associate of Mayo, said that in a meeting with a Pacific 10 Conference executive, they were told that the NCAA had combined the 
two probes into a larger investigation of whether USC had shown a lack of institutional control, according to the Times. 

"It makes sense," attorney Anthony V. Salerno said, according to the Times. "The NCAA looks at the program as a whole, and you may be talking about systemic problems 
in these cases of payments by agents. Yes, these were different teams and coaches. Rather than do it piecemeal, look at the institution." 

Salerno and David Murphy represent Johnson, a former associate of Mayo and Rodney Guillory, who Johnson says received more than $200,000 in cash and gifts from a 
representative of the BDA Sports Management agency and passed along some of those gifts to Mayo. 

Bush is alleged to have accepted thousands of dollars in benefits for himself and his family in the form of rent owed on a home owned by a would-be sports marketer. 

Both athletes have said they did nothing wrong. 

The NCAA and a Pac-10 investigator declined to comment, while Pac-10 commissioner Tom Hanson could not be reached for comment, the Times reported. 

USC basketball coach Tim Floyd said he hasn’t talked to the NCAA since May and has "never, ever heard" that the investigations were being combined, the Times reported. 
Football coach Pete Carroll could not be reached for comment, according to the report. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 14, 2009 9:13 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo~@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’-,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’-,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdan@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennit~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstta.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Keli 

Cmmingham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsn.hnfihlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 

<ldanne@athletics.uc£edt~-; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louiswille.edu>; Loretta Lamm <lam~r@nsna.edu>; Lynne Barney 
<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edn>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Micbelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Midget*, George D <george.d.midget ~ac)Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@bnckeyes.ath.ohio- 
state.edtr~; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Queally. Alicia Alford <alford~@sacredheart.edu;,; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Rick 

Christensen <christensen@duq.edu-~; Rick Evrard <revrasd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons 

<slyon@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlt@admin.l~u.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shulks@marshall.edu>; 
Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edtr~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.anc.edw~; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey SteNik <Stehlik@uark.edu:>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtc,; Ward 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwbite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

akaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoml.edu; Charmelle Green 

<chamlelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edn; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 
erica.~wcherley@mail.~u.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.~u.edu>; jbeverly@sca~letknights.com; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usf.edu; Icshank@scarletknights.com; kwalshg@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletk~fights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@ur.edtc,; Kopicld, Jill <JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maJ~in.mitchell@louisville.edtr~; geibehn@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu-~; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.tbrd@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzmd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Maxk Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scoxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.w~’u.edu>; bbart2lett@bigeast.org; Brian Baphste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup 
<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.st,~fi~@uc.edu;>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~u.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pitt.edu;,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marqnette.edu;>; Deborah Chay <Meborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <Msanft@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edn>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 
<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaxa@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louis~’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler 
<ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNedly 

<mcneahne@shu.edu>; Mike Kam-oski <kam-oski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Roseann Antonelli -~thcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edn>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usf.edn>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howe@mail.~u.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpl l@admin.ust~edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edw~; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Kathryn ][,am 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shn.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mdwasyle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip N@or <pbillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~johns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@nconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt(c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

< Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanp°rtrutgersedu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org >; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt 

<dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff 



Subject: 

<t;egalofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtmnghe~@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncaxpaJcelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel MaJcgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 
< semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Helmann 

<jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edt~-; Missy Conboy 

<conlx~y. 1 @nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uco~m.edu~; Robin Martin <robin.maNn@uc.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/14/09- Reserving Spots at Institutional Camps 

The men’s basketball coaches will be conducting three camps this summer. One of the camps has a limit of 150 participants. The coaches really want to 
make sure certain individuals attend this particular camp, so the coaches set aside ten spots. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 4/9/09- Attendance Restrictions at Institutional and Noninstitutional Camps/Clinics and Material Benefits 
Provided at Institutional Camps/Clinics (I)- states that an institution’s sports camp or clinic must be open to any and all entrants. An institutional camp or 
clinic is any camp that is owned or operated by the institution or an athletics department staff member at the institution and includes participants who are 
prospective student-atNetes. An institution may limit the attendance at its sports camps and clinics only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. 
Further, Bylaw 13.12.2.3.3 permits athletics department personnel, in sports other than basketball, to serve in any capacity at a noninstitutional, privately 
owned camp or clinic that involves prospective student-athletes as participants, provided the camp is operated in accordance with restrictions applicable to 
institutional camps (e.g., open to any and all entrants, no free or reduced admission to or employment of atNetics award winners, etc.). 
Finally, in accordance with Bylaw 13.12.1.5.4, prospective student-athletes may receive material benefits (e.g, awards, prizes, apparel) from an 
institution’s sports camp or clinic only if the cost of the material benefits is included in the admissions fees charged for the camp or clinic. 
Recently, the NCAA Division I Legislative Council reviewed issues related to the promotion of institutional camps and clinics. The council issued an official 
interpretation determining that an institution may advertise or promote an institutional camp or clinic in any way, provided any camp or clinic advertisement 
or promotion (e.g., camp brochure, Web site, newspaper or magazine advertisement) stipulates that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants 
(limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender). The following questions and answers are designed to assist Division I institutions in the correct 
application of these bylaws. 
Attendance Restrictions 
Question: Is it permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic based on the skill level of the participants (e.g., elite athletes, 
letter award winners, high school varsity atNetes)? 
Answer: No, it is not permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic in any way based on skill level. The only permissible 
limitations on attendance are number, age, grade level and/or gender. 
Question: May an institution advertise or promote an institutional sports camp or clinic as an "elite" camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, an institution may use any words or phrases to advertise or promote its institutional camps and clinics, provided the advertisement or 
promotion states that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 
Question: If it appears that an institutional camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (e.g., no reference to elite camp) is an institution required to include 
a specific statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants on all advertisements or promotions for the camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, all institutional camp and clinic advertisements and promotions must include a statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and 
all entrants, regardless of how the camp or clinic is advertised. 
Question: May an institution include a statement or description in a camp or clinic advertisement that states advanced techniques will be taught at a camp 
or clinic without violating the attendance restriction regulations? 
Answer: Yes, a statement or description may be included in an advertisement to inform potential participants of the level of instruction that will be provided 
at the camp or clinic, including advanced techniques, to allow the participants to make an informed decision about attendance at the camp or clinic. The 
advertisement, however, must stipulate that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 
Question: May an institution advertise and/or conduct a camp or clinic as a position camp? For example, may a volleyball program conduct a "setter’s 
camp"?? 
Answer: Yes, institutions may conduct position camps provided no level of experience, skill or ability is required and the camp is open to any and all 
entrants. Any advertisements must include a statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and 
clinics legislation. 
Question: May an institution conduct an "invitation only" camp? 
Answer: No. "Invitation only" camps are not permissible because attendance it is not open to any and all entrants, limited only by number, age, grade level 
and/or gender. 
Question: Is it permissible for a coach to invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp that is open to any and all entrants? 
Answer: Yes, an institution’s coach may invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp, provided the camp is open to any and all entrants. However, 
an institution may not provide any type of priority registration for specific prospects. Additionally, an institution must abide by all applicable recruiting 
legislation when inviting certain prospects to a camp. For example, a coach may not call or write a prospective student-athlete in ninth grade to extend a 
camp invitation. 
Question: May an institution reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective student-athletes? 
Answer: No, an institution is not permitted to reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective student-athletes. For example, if a 
camp is limited to the first 100 entrants, the institution may not reserve 25 of the 100 places for the coach’s top recruits. The coach would be 
permitted to invite those 25 recruits; however, if any of them are not within the first 100 to register, they would not be permitted to attend the 
camp or clinic. 
Question: Is it permissible for an institution to conduct team camps without violating camps and clinics attendance restriction legislation? 
Answer: Yes, an institution is permitted to conduct a team camp. A team camp must be open to any and all teams limited only by number of teams, age of 
the members of the teams, grade level of members of the teams (e.g., high school, middle school) and/or the gender of the teams. 

It should also be noted that the promotion of team camps is held to the same restrictions as any other institutional sports camp or clinic. 
Therefore, team camp advertisements and promotions must include a statement stipulating that the camp is open to any and all teams, 
limited oNy by number, age, grade level and/or gender. 

Question: May an institution’s athletics department staff member work at a noninstitutional camp or clinic that is advertised as an elite camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, provided the camp is conducted in accordance with the legislation regulating institutional camps or clinics. Therefore, in order for an athletics 
department staff member to be employed on a salaried or volunteer basis at a noninstitutional camp or clinic, advertisements or promotional materials 
must stipulate that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants. Athletics department administrators (e.g., rules compliance personnel) are 
encouraged to review noninstitutional camps/clinics advertisements and promotional materials prior to permitting coaches and other athletics department 
staff members to be employed. 
Provision of Apparel and Awards 



Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, posters, gifts) to camp or clinic participants? 
Answer: Yes, an institution may provide apparel and/or merchandise to camp and clinic participants, provided the total cost of the items is included in each 
camp or clinic participant’s admissions fee. If the cost of the items is not included in each participant’s admissions fee, then the institution is providing 
participants an impermissible benefit. For example, if an institution provides each camp participant a basketball and a shirt valued at $45 but the camp 
admissions fee for each participant is only $40, the institution has provided an impermissible benefit to each participant who received those items. 
Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, posters, gifts) that it receives free of charge or at a reduced rate to 
camp participants without including the normal retail cost of the item(s) in the participants admissions fee? 
Answer: No, the institution must assign normal-retail value to the item(s) it provides to camp participants regardless of whether the institution received the 
item(s) free of charge or at a reduced rate. The normal-retail value of the item(s) must be included in the participants’ admissions fee. 
Question: Per Bylaw 13.12.1.5.4, the cost of awards received by prospective student-athletes at an institutional camp or clinic must be included in the 
admissions fees charged to participants at the camp. Does the full cost of each award have to be included in the admissions fee for each camp participant 
even though not all camp participants will receive an award? For example, if all awards provided at the camp cost $100, does the $100 have to be included 
in each camp participant’s admissions fee? 
Answer: No, the full cost of each award does not need to be included in each participant’s admissions fees. However, the full cost of the awards must be 
included collectively in the admissions fee for all camp participants. For example, if the total cost of all awards to be given out at an institutional camp or 
clinic is $100 and the camp attendance is capped at 100 participants, each individual admissions fee would have to include an additional $1 used to cover 
the awards provided at the camp or clinic. 
[References: Division I Bylaws 13.2 (offers and inducements), 13.12.1.1 (definition), 13.12.1.2 (attendance restriction), 13.12.1.5.4 (awards); 13.12.2.3.3 
(other noninstitutional privately owned camps/clinics -- sports other than basketball) official interpretations (1/15/09, Item Ref. 2-a and 10/30/08, item Ref. 1, 
which has been archived) and a staff interpretation (8/19/88 Item Ref. f, which has been archived)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 15, 2009 9:52 AM 

,lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condeacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<q:laniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisaf@syr.edu>; ToW Hemandez 

<thema~l&z@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge <sldt23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan --~CSulliva~l@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Waxcup 
<bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; HollancL Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr--; Cresol Spmgue <cspragne@athletics.pitt.edn>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maacgolis <mmrgoli,N@~bigec~st.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@irginia.edn>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadam@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.olg>; 

Amy ttennan <ajschae@uncaa.nnc.edtv>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Cody Edwm-ds <edwardsc@ancw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edw~; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegalofl@bigeast.org>; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtv>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgra~le@scmletknights.com>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick 

Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin 

Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa 
Danner <ldanne@athletics.ncf.edu--; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.olg>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc>; Phillip Naylor <pNllip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;>; Dana, Cheg <gdan@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr--; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~-zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edw~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletkafights.com>; Kim ttottel 

<khot*el@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edtr>; Dan Gavitt <dgavit~bigeast.org>; Steve tto~m <hoIton@admin.us£edu-~; 

Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mmk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edtc>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu:>; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edtc,; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 
<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Knhr Fowler <kklbMe@ku.edu>; Colin 

HoMeR <choMett@vt.edu;>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker ~xtbakker@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Quealb, Alicia Alford 

<alforda@sacredheart.edu;>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahaworth@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtv>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.fi’~gerald@maacquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepaJcd@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta I,amar 

<lan~aac@usna.e&P; Lisa Dickanan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.e&P; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edtv>; Jon Fagg <j fagg@um-k.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Cady Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@louiswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu--; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;>; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtv>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caithn Stolt~r <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.w~m.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley’ Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edtc>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evnnd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~al.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlilc@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@nncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shnlts 

~<shults@marshaJl.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtv>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Ranchle Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Mega~l Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu:>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --%~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; JoMan Blizzard <jordan.blizzoxd@mail.w~,u.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 4/15/09- Film Review Outside Playing Season 

Cannon Ball is a diving student-athlete at College USA. Cannon will be participating in skill instruction tomorrow with her coach. Is it permissible for the coach to use film from 
previous competitions as part of the instruction process with Cannon? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6/14/95- Film/Video Tape as Part of Skill-Related Instruction- states that in Division I sports other than football, the individual skill- 
related instruction permitted outside the institution’s declared playing and practice season may include the observation or review of a film/videotape, provided the film/videotape 
is used as part of the actual instruction process. (effective August 1, 1995) [References: Bylaws 17.02~1 .l-(e) (countable athletically related activities) and 17~1 ~5~2~1 (skill 

instruction Division I)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday. April 16, 2009 8:42 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@tedu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; C1wis Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu;; Dan Tromp <dtmmp@nmd.eduv; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu;; Elizabeth Booh~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr;; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; JelmitEr Brashear 

<jemlifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcmming@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edn>; Lymle Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsn.edtr;; Michael Dean <medean@rice.eduv; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.eduv; Midgett, George D 

--~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <’alforda@sacredheart.edu-~; RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <christen~n@duq.edu-~; 

Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.t~u.edu-~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpa~ker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@umk.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

aany.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scealetknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoIm.edu; Chmlnelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.~,u.edu; rienecke@sljohns.edu; erica.w3,chefley@maJl.wxu.edu; Gannett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvn.edtr;; jbeverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <j marinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; j smiller@admin.us£edu; 

Icshank~@scarletknights.com; bva]sh9@depaul.edn; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@provrdence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr~; geibehna@shu.edu; manreen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@~arletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~@mail.wvu.edu>; swa]ke@~a;letknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~xquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan Mc(hane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <mmie.shepm’d@m~Jl.wa,u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarlethlights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffer@nc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbarfllolomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pittedtr;; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 
<dbal;ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~iohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sa]es@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; JaJ~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marqnette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondasas@bigeastorg>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.ust:edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<-jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarlethlights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastolg>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Lisa Deibler <ldeibler@nd.edu>; Mac Hart 

<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr;; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~@louisville.eduv; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Rosearm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mca]vey@stjohns.edu~; Sanmntha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kath~y-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <’athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Terri ttowes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wl~cto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Sannders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <t~ederick.mss@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmceraoe@depaul.edu>; Katlwjn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.edw,; Robelnt Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edw,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt --~dgavit~;bigeastorg>; Dan White --~dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 



Subject: 

<ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~r@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Caxpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmecgolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(c)!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meeha.n <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/16/09- Equipment Purchased by Student-Athete 

Eight Iron is a golf student-athlete at College USA. Eight is not competing for College USA this year, so she would like to participate in an amateur 
tournament in her hometown this weekend. Eight will pay all of her own expenses and will not accept any prizes for participating. Eight would like to use the 
golf bag she purchased from College USA at the beginning of the year. Since the College USA golf logo is on the outside of the bag, is it permissible for 
Eight to use it in this outside tournament? Will it mean she has utilized a season of competition? 

Provided all the rules associated with outside competition, amateurism, etc. are met, Eight could participate in this tournament and use the bag she 
purchased from College USA. Simply carrying the bag with the College USA golf logo would not constitute a season of competition. NCAA Staff 
Interpretation- 12/3/03- Use of Apparel or Equipment that Includes Institutional Identification (1/11/111)- states that a student-atNete who purchases 
apparel or equipment items that include institutional identification may use such items in outside competition during the academic year without using a 
season of competition (or contest/date of competition). [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.02.6 (intercollegiate competition), Bylaw 16.12.1.6 (retention of 
athletics apparel and equipment) and Bylaw 17.02.9 (outside competition) and a 03/11/93 official interpretation, Item No.l, which has been archived.] 

jeondaras(~biqeast.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, April 17, 2009 9:23 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; C1wis Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu;; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.eduv; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu;; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 
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Commercialized college: corporate sponsors in spring 
USAToday.corn 

College football’s postseason games have long been affiliated with corporate sponsors, but in a growing trend on campuses, sponsorship deals have been 
sprouting in recent years for spring games and scrimmages. 
College football’s postseason games have long been affiliated with corporate sponsors, but in a growing trend on campuses, sponsorship deals have been 
sprouting in recent years for spring games and scrimmages. 
As spring football practices wrap in the next couple of weeks, some of the nation’s highest-profile football programs will have their spring games affiliated 
with corporate sponsors. 
Among the title or presenting sponsors: The Dish Network Orange and White Game at Tennessee, the Golden Flake A-Day Game at Alabama (Children’s 
Hospital, the U.S. Navy and Cook’s Pest Control also are sponsors), the Auburn A-Day Game Presented by the U.S. Navy, the Super Bulldog Weekend 
presented by Regions Bank at Mississippi State, Cal Day sponsored by Peterson Tractor and the Wisconsin Spring Game Presented by the Wisconsin 
State Journal newspaper and Stadium Sports Bar and Eatery. 
Greg Brown, president of Learfield Sports, a collegiate sports marketing firm that represents about 50 schools, says spring game connections are attractive 
to sponsors because the games are more accessible to fans than regular-season games, which often are dominated by season ticketholders and 
boosters. 
"One of the cool things about spring games is their accessibility and the way they give fans different touch points from the regular season to interact with a 
program," Brown says. "They are more fan-friendly: You can get up-close and personal with players and coaches, obtain autographs, and just feel more 
connected to the team. 
"Most of the games are either free or very nominally priced. They can be like a blank canvas for schools looking to create new ways to reach out to their 
fans. This is all very attractive to companies." 
Says Tom Stultz, senior vice president and managing director of IMG College, a collegiate marketing, licensing and media company: "There are an awful lot 
of passionate fans who don’t have season tickets. The spring game is an important event to them." 
In an era of tight budgets and rising expenditures, the benefits to the schools are obvious. Title-sponsor affiliation can generate from $30,000 for the more 
modest programs to six-figure sums for high-profile schools, Brown says. 
At Tennessee, which has had corporate-sponsored spring games for about a decade, Dish Network is one of five "corporate champion" sponsors affiliated 
with the athletic department. (The others are Tennessee Bank, Verizon Wireless, adidas and Coca-Cola.) 
"Corporate champion-level partners spend in excess of $750,000 a year with us," says Chris Fuller, UT’s associate athletics director for sales and 
marketing. 
"Dish Network has a comprehensive package with the school. They’re involved with our TV coaches shows and radio play-by-play. They have a strong 
Internet presence on the UT sports website and in print. And they have signage in the football stadium and basketball arena, so they’re really well integrated 
with the school." 
Says Steve Early, vice president and general manager of Tennessee’s Vol Network, a division of IMG College: "We don’t sell the spring game a la carte, so 
to speak. It’s part of a corporate sponsorship deal approaching seven figures. 
"The revenue that comes back to the school goes to scholarships and stadium improvements and a number of other things." 
Fuller points out that many schools are being challenged to keep up with escalating operating expenses, but such sponsorship deals can help. 
"We’re the only school in the country that has ranked in the top five in attendance in football and men’s and women’s basketball in one season, and we’ve 
done it six times," says Fuller. "But even with that great support, we have three sports that create revenue and 17 that don’t." 
In another novel way of raising funds, some schools are holding "garage sales" in conjunction with spring games, selling apparel and equipment that is no 
longer being used. Among the schools are Texas Tech, UNLV and Illinois State. Cornell had one last month, and Baylor held a baseball garage sale in the 
fall. 
This is the third such event at Texas Tech, but the first that has been positioned in the middle of the spring game weekend. Red Raiders used equipment 
and apparel will be on sale along with overstock and sale items from the school store, says Alan Berger of the Double T Zone, which holds the Texas Tech 
merchandising contract. 
Tech will set up about a 3,000-square-foot lobby in the football stadium near private suites and club seats today through Sunday. This year’s sale will be 
richly stocked because the school recently signed an exclusive contract with Under Armour, so old gear will be on the market. 
Warm-up apparel, hats, shorts and T-shirts will be among available items. 
"It’s a great way to combine a clearance sale and to recycle athletic department gear that otherwise would be going in the trash or winding up in a storage 
unit someplace," says Berger. "We hope to go over $100,000 in sales. 
"Football helmets have been the most popular item in the past and we will have 17 football helmets, which sell for $175, and 500 or so football jerseys from 
the late 1980s until 2000. Those range from $50 to $200-$300, depending on whose jersey it was." 
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< sdt~c))georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt --~dgavit~bigeastorg>; Dan White --~dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 



Subject: 

<ddemaa’co@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~:@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi~bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carloaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmmgolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(c)!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu;>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meeha.n <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova, edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/20/09- NFL Draft Day Parties 

Please see a recently posted NCAA educational column on LSDBi: 
Issues Related to Benefits from Former Teammates and Agents During the NFL Draft (I) 
Date PuNished: April 17, 2009 
item Ref: 1 
Educational Column: 
The 2009 National Football League (NFL) Draft will take place April 25-26, 2009, at Radio City Music Hall in New York City. During those two days, teams 
will select college players in seven rounds. Agents, professional athletes, and NFL Draft prospects across the country may host draft day parties to 
celebrate the annual rite. However, NCAA institutions should note that a current student-athlete’s attendance at certain draft day parties may result in 
violations of NCAA legislation if a student-athlete does not pay for the benefits or services he or she receives in the course of attending such parties. 
The NCAA agent, gambling and amateurism activities staff are aware of previous draft day parties where draft prospects invited friends and former 
teammates, some of whom were then-current student-athletes, to attend such parties. Travel expenses, lodging, meals and other expenses (e.g., 
entertainment) were provided to the student-athletes at no charge. Unbeknownst to the student-athlete, those expenses were financed by an NFL certified 
contract advisor. Please note that receipt of such expenses constitutes an impermissible benefit from an agent. Further, even if all of the benefits received 
by a student-athlete associated with attendance at a draft day party came directly from a friend and former teammate, there may still be a violation involving 
impermissible preferential treatment. 
The issue of a current student-athlete receiving benefits from a former student-athlete was reviewed by the former NCAA Division I 
Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet Subcommittee on Legislative Review/Interpretations (LRIS) in 2001. At that time, the subcommittee directed the 
staff that the standard for reviewing cases involving benefits provided to a current student-athlete from a former teammate should be whether the type of 
benefit provided is consistent with what was provided when the donor and recipient of the benefit were college teammates. This analysis is still used when 
determining whether a student-athlete received impermissible benefits from a former teammate. 
Lastly, please note that although this educational column, due to the timing of the NFL Draft, specifically relates to football student-athletes, Bylaw 
12.1.2.1.6 and the standard referenced above are applicable to all sports. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.3.1 (general rule), 12.3.1.2 (benefits from an agent), and 12.1.2.1.6 (preferential treatment, benefits or services)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 21, 2009 8:58 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Chris Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu;; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.eduv; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@utk.edu;; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr;; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Jelmit~r Braahear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bnssey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edn>; Lymle Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsn.edtr;; Michael Dean <medean@rice.eduv; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.eduv; Midgett, George D 

--~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <~alforda@sacredheart.edu-~; RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <christen~n@duq.edu-~; 

Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.t~u.edu-~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~Joy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpa~ker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr < wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

mny.enfiller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoIm.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.~,u.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w3,chefley@maJl.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvn.edtr;; jbeverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <j marinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; j smiller@;admin.us£edu; 

Icshank~@scarletknights.com; ~vaJsh9@depaul.edn; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@provrdence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknighls.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr~; geibehna@shu.edu; manreen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@~arletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~@mail.wvu.edu>; swa]ke@~a;letknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~xquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGlane 

<mmcgrane@scafletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@m~Jl.wa,u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer 

-~caitlin.stoffer@nc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartllolomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

-~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr;; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbal;ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; JaJ~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marqnette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmaim@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 
<jbodens~c~nd.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarlethfights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.;wu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart 
<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr;; Mike Karwoski 

<kala~-oski. 1 @nd.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.eduv; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Rosearm Ant,~melli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcaJvey@stjohns.edu~; Sanmntha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kath~y-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <~athcmpl2@admin.ust~edu>; Terri ttowes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Sannders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@vill~mova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Rnss <I~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathD,n Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasTle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~tjohns.edw,; Robelnt Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edw,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chnck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -~dgavit~;bigeast.org>; Dan White -~dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 



Subject: 

~<ldemamco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalo{~r@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Campaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmmgolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(a!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meeha~n <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy, l@nd,edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc,edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/21/09- Telephone Calls During Official Visit 

Lead R. Board is a senior in high school. Lead is visiting Big Time College’s campus this weekend on an official visit to meet with the golf coaches. Is it 
permissible for the coaches to telephone Lead during the visit while he is at the hotel? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/16!09- Telephone Calls to a Prospective Student-Athlete during an Official Visit (1!11)- states that it is permissible 
for institutional coaching staff members to make unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s official 
visit to that institution. 
[References: NCAA Division I and II Bylaws 13.1.3.3 (exceptions), 13.1.3.3~1 (official visit exception) and 13.6 (official (paid) visit)] 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 22, 2009 8:56 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Chris Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu;; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.eduv; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@utk.edu;; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr;; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; Jelmit~r Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edn>; Lymle Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsn.edtr;; Michael Dean <medean@rice.eduv; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.eduv; Midgett, George D 

--~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <~alforda@sacredheart.edu-~; RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <christen~n@duq.edu-~; 

Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.t~u.edu-~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~Joy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpa~ker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr < wsl3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

mny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoIm.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.~,u.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w3,chefley@maJl.wvu.edu; Gannett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvn.edtr;; jbeverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <j marinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; j smiller@;admin.us£edu; 

Icshank~@scarletknights.com; ~vaJsh9@depaul.edn; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@provrdence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknighls.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr~; geibehna@shu.edu; manreen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@~arletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~@mail.wvu.edu>; swa]ke@~a;letknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~xquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGlane 

<mmcgrane@scafletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@m~Jl.wa,u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer 

-~caitlin.stoffer@nc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartllolomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

-~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtr;; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbal;ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; JaJ~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marqnette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmalm@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 
<jbodens~c~nd.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarlethfights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.;wu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart 
<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr;; Mike Karwoski 

<kma~-oski. 1 @nd.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.eduv; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Rosearm Ant,~melli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcaJvey@stjohns.edu~; Sanmntha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kath~y-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <~athcmpl2@admin.ust~edu>; Terri ttowes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Sannders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@vill~mova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Rnss <I~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathD,n Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~tjohns.edw,; Robelnt Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edw,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chnck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Dan Gavitt -~dgavit~;bigeast.org>; Dan White -~dwhite@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 



Subject: 

-<ldemaxco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<fi~egalot~r@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtraJlghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmmgolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(a!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakji~ <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meeha.n <meehmlc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova, edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance item- 4/22/09- Current Event 

Mississippi State reports visits by Sherrill as NCAA violation 
USAToday.com 

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) -- Mississippi State has reported what school officials consider a secondary NCAA violation to the Southeastern Conference, 
stemming from former coach Jackie Shemlrs participation in an April 10 football practice. 
Athletic department spokesman Joe Galbraith confirmed Tuesday that the school had reported the rule violation to the SEC. 
Sherrill, who was Mississippi State’s coach from 1991 to 2003, was invited to practice by new head coach Dan Mullen. Sherrill said he was there to consult 
the coaching staff, but was seen interacting with players during the workout. 
NCAA rules allow for the use of consultants to train the coaching staff, but consultants are not allowed to interact with players unless counted as coaches. 
And there is a limit on the number of coaches allowed at practices. 
Galbraith said the school has taken appropriate action, including reminding the coaching staff of the limits of using outside consultants. He also said the 
university will no longer invite Sherrill to football practices and Mullen will be disciplined. 
"There will be a letter of admonishment regarding his (Mullen’s) responsibilities and the NCAA legislation," Galbraith said. 
A letter to Southeastern Conference commissioner Mike Slive acknowledged that Sherrill worked with Mullen and the team’s kickers on April 10 and the 
activity violated an NCAA bylaw. 
In 2004, the school’s football program was placed on four years probation, stripped of eight scholarships over two seasons and banned from postseason 
play because of infractions that occurred while SherNI was the head coach. 
In his post-practice meeting with reporters on April 10, Mullen denied Sherrilrs participation was an NCAA rules violation. 
"No, because he was coaching me," Mullen told reporters. "1 don’t think there’s any limitation of coaches that can coach your coaches." 
Mullen came to MSU from Florida, where he was offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach for both of the Gators’ national championships under Urban 
Meyer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday. April 23, 2009 9:10 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@tedu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; C1wis Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu;; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.eduv; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu;; Elizabeth Booh~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr;; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; JelmitEr Brashear 

<jemlifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcmming@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edn>; Lymle Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsn.edtr;; Michael Dean <medean@rice.eduv; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.eduv; Midgett, George D 

--~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <’alforda@sacredheart.edu-~; RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <christen~n@duq.edu-~; 

Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.t~u.edu-~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpa~ker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@umk.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

aany.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scealetknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoIm.edu; Chmlnelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.x~,u.edu; rienecke@sljohns.edu; erica.w3,chefley@maJl.wxu.edu; Gannett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvn.edtr;; jbeverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <j marinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; j smiller@admin.us£edu; 

Icshank~@scarletknights.com; bva]sh9@depaul.edn; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@provrdence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr~; geibehna@shu.edu; manreen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@~arletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~@mail.wvu.edu>; swa]ke@~a;letknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~xquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan Mc(hane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <mmie.shepm’d@m~Jl.wa,u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarlethlights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffer@nc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbarfllolomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pittedtr;; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 
<dbal;ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~iohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sa]es@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; JaJ~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marqnette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmalm@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens<c~nd.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarlethlights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.;wu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart 
<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr;; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~@louisville.eduv; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Rosearm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mca]vey@stjohns.edu~; Sanmntha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kath~y-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <’athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Terri ttowes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wl~cto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Sannders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <t~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmceraoe@depaul.edu>; Katlwjn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.edw,; Robelnt Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edw,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt(c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt --~dgavit~;bigeastorg>; Dan White --~dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 



Subject: 

-~demaxco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~+@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchia~bigeaslorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Cazpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(<~!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeastorg>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeastorg>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Miss;+- Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/23/09- 17.1.6,3.2 and 17,1.6.3.4 

College USA and Big Time University will be playing a double header in softball tomorrow. Twin Bill, a student-athlete on College USA’s team, will pitch in 
the first game and play left field in the second. How many hours of countable athletically related activities will have to be counted for Twin and any other 
student-athlete who participates in both contests? 

Each student-athlete that participates in both games will have three hours of countable athletically related activities recorded for tomorrow. NCAA Bylaw 
12".1.6.3.2 state that all competition and any associated athletically related activities on the day of competition shall count as three hours regardless of the 
actual duration of these activities. 

NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.3.4 states that countable hours must be recorded on a daily basis for each student-athlete regardless of whether the student-athlete is 
participating in an individual or team sport. Any countable individual or group athletically related activity must count against the time limitation for each 
student-athlete who participates in the activity but does not count against time limitations for other team members who do not participate in the activity. 
(Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, April 24, 2009 9:11 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; C1wis Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu;; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.eduv; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu;; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr;; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedn>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; JelmitEr Brashear 

<jemlifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcmming@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edn>; Lymle Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsn.edtr;; Michael Dean <medean@rice.eduv; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.eduv; Midgett, George D 

--~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <’alforda@sacredheart.edu-~; RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <christen~n@duq.edu-~; 

Rick Evrard <revmrd@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.t~u.edu-~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpa~ker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@umk.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

mny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scealetknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoIm.edu; Chmlnelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.x~,u.edu; rienecke@sljohns.edu; erica.w3,chefley@maJl.wxu.edu; Gannett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvn.edtr;; jbeverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <j marinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; j smiller@admin.us£edu; 

Icshank~@scarletknights.com; bva]sh9@depaul.edn; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@provrdence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr~; geibehna@shu.edu; manreen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@~arletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~@mail.wvu.edu>; swa]ke@~a;letknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~xquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan Mc(hane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <mmie.shepm’d@m~Jl.wa,u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarlethlights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffer@nc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbarfllolomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edn>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pittedtr;; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 
<dbal;ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~iohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sa]es@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; JaJ~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marqnette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmalm@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens<c~nd.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarlethlights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.;wu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart 
<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr;; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski.l@nd.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje~@louisville.eduv; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Rosearm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mca]vey@stjohns.edu~; Sanmntha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kath~y-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <’athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Terri ttowes <terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wl~cto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Sannders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <danid.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <t~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmceraoe@depaul.edu>; Katlwjn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.edw,; Robelnt Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edw,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt(c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt --~dgavit~;bigeastorg>; Dan White --~dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 



Subject: 

~demaxco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~r@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Cazpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmmgolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meeha.n <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/24/09- Current Event 

NCAA approves ’sand’ volleyball as college sport 
USAToday,com--AP 

Budding beach volleyball stars will soon be able to play the sport in college. 
The NCAA approved "sand" volleyball as an emerging sport for women on Monday and cleared the way for varsity competition in the 2010-11 academic 
year. The organization will spend the next year developing rules that will govern intercollegiate play, including regulations on financial aid, playing dates and 
recruiting. 
"The opportunity to play sand volleyball in the spring will spur growth in the sport. I wish I had that opportunity when I was at Stanford!" two-time Olympic 
gold medalist Kerri Walsh said, who like most beach players competed indoors in college. "This development will give more women an opportunity for a 
professional volleyball career in the United States." 
The sport, known on the professional and Olympic levels as beach volleyball, will be called sand volleyball to make it more attractive to landlocked schools. 
Many colleges -- including Texas, Nebraska and Utah -- already participate in informal tournaments with club teams. 
Indoor volleyball is the No. 2 women’s sport in the NCAA, second only to basketball, with 992 of the 1,064 member schools fielding teams. 
Adding sand volleyball to the emerging sports for women list is an intermediate step that means the sport has been sanctioned but is not played widespread 
enough to qualify for its own NCAA championship. Bowling, rowing, ice hockey and water polo began on the emerging sports list but have since spread to 
the 40 schools necessary to stage a championship. 
"With more than 400,000 girls playing high school volleyball, we welcome the addition of collegiate roster spots," said Kathy DeBoer, executive director of 
the American Volleyball Coaches Association. 
Beach volleyball is riding a spike in popularity since the Beijing Olympics, when VValsh teamed with Misty May-Treanor to win their second consecutive gold 
medal and U.S. men Todd Rogers and Phil Dalhausser also won gold. The sport has a domestic professional tour that makes 15 outdoor stops and 14 
more over the winter in an indoor tour. 
"We are thrilled that the NCAA has voted to make sand volleyball a collegiate sport," said Jason Hodell, chief executive officer of AVP Pro Beach Volleyball. 
"The vote confirms the momentum behind the sport of beach volleyball, and we are excited to help grow our sport on the college level and create new 
beach volleyball stars around the country." 
Monday’s decision by the NCAA applies to Division I; the sport had already been approved by Division I1. 

jeondaras(~bNeast.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 27, 2009 5:35 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condeacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<q:laniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisaf@syr.edu>; ToW Hemandez 

<thema~l&z@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge <sldt23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan --~CSulliva~l@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Waxcup 
<bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; HollancL Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr--; Cresol Spmgue <cspragne@athletics.pitt.edn>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maacgolis <mmrgoli,N@~bigec~st.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@irginia.edn>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadam@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.olg>; 

Amy ttennan <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtv>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Cody Edwm-ds <edwardsc@ancw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edw~; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegalofl@bigeast.org>; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtv>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgra~le@scmletknights.com>; John Cams <john.caxns@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick 

Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin 

Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa 
Danner <ldanne@athletics.ncf.edu--; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.olg>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc>; Phillip Naylor <pNllip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;>; Dana, Cheg <gdan@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr--; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~-zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edw~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletkafights.com>; Kim ttottel 

<khot*el@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt-~dgavitV@:bigeast.org>; Steve Hormn <horton@admin.ustledu>; .lill 

Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@geolgetown.edt~-; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@ude.edu>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <zlbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 
<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Knhr Fowler <kklbMe@ku.edu>; Colin 

HoMeR <choMett@vt.edu;>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Quealb, Alicia Alford 

<alforda@sacredheart.edu;>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahaworth@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtv>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.fi’~gerald@maacquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepaJcd@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta I,amar 

<lamaac@usna.e&P; Li~ Dickanan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.e&P; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edtv>; Jon Fagg <j fagg@um-k.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@louiswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu--; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;>; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtv>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Melism McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caithn Stolt~r <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.w~m.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley’ Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edtc>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evmrd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~al.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlilc@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shnlts 

~<shults@marshaJl.e&P; Stnn~pl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtv>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Ranchle Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Mega~l Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu:>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --%~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; JoMan Blizzard <jordan.blizzoxd@mail.w~,u.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 4/27/09- Cunent Fz, ent 

Toledo says actions are being taken to stop betting 
USAToday.com 
After a third athlete was implicated in a points-shaving scheme, a University of Toledo official said he is confident the school has safeguards in place to prevent a 
reoccurrence. 

"When you’re recruiting student-athletes, you need to look into the entire person," school spokesman LawrenceBurns said. "Currently, our coaches look very closely at the 
academic background of each student as well as how they react during interviews.... It’s our opinion that this is behind us and the athletic department has moved on." 

Adam Cuomo, a former Toledo running back, admitted he helped set up a betting scheme aimed at influencing the outcome of football and men’s basketball games between 
2003 and 2006, according to court documents unsealed in U.S. District Court in Detroit last week. 

The five-page affidavit also included information gleamed fi~)m wiretaps of Ghazi "Gary" Manni, a self--described gambler from Detroit who has been at the center of all of the 
government’s lengthy investigation. Such filings often precede criminal charges. 

Manni’s lawyer, Nell Fink, and David Morris, the Assistant U.S. Attorney assigned to the case, could not be reached for comment. Attempts to reach Cuomo were 
unsuccessful. 

The documents described a conversation between Cuomo and Manni on Dec. 21,2005, the same day as the GMAC Bowl that matched Toledo vs. Texas-El Paso. Cuomo 
told Manni he would use another teammate to recruit a senior offensive lineman to help shave points "by committing penalties during the game." 

Manni said he would pay the lineman $1,000, according to the affidavit. 

Toledo was penalized 80 yards, but no senior offensive linemen committed a penalty. A junior was whistled for one false start. The Rockets won 45-13. 

"The NCAA has been in contact with the university, law enforcement and Las Vegas gaming officials during the course of the investigation," NCAA spokesman Erik 
Christianson said in an e-mail, but he declined to comment on the specifics of the case. 

Former Toledo men’s basketball player Samuel Villegas was charged last year on felony count of conspiracy to influence sporting contests by bribery. 

In 2007, former Toledo running back Harvey "Scooter" McDougle Jr. was brought up on similar charges, though the case was dropped. 

Villegas, who is free on bond, is due back in court June 18. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 28, 2009 9:04 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu->; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditlaner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usf.edu->; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condeacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Is~l" <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<them~l&z@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge <sldt23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan --~CSulliw~l@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Waxcup 
<bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocHin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthynl@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr--; Cresol Spmgue <cspragne@athletics.pitt.edn>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel M~acgolis <mmrgoli,N@,bigec~st.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@irginia.edn>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams~syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; I,aum Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.olg>; 

Amy ttennan <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Cody Edwm-ds <edwardsc@ancw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu->; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegalofl@bigeast.org>; Mac ttart <nflmrt@providence.edtv~; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgr~le@scmletknights.com>; John Cams <john.c~xns@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick 

Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin 

Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa 
Danner <ldanne@athletics.ncf.edu--; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.olg>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;>; Dana, Cheg <gdan@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr--; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~:zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu->; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletkafights.com>; Kim ttottel 

<khot*el@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt-~dgavitV@:bigeast.org>; Steve Hormn <horton@admin.ustledu>; .lill 

Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@geolgetown.edt~-; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@ude.edu>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 
<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Knhr Fowler <kklbMe@ku.edu>; Colin 

HoMeR <choMett@vt.edu;>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.wr.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@~depaul.edtc>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<alforda@sacredheart.edu;>; Keli Cunningham <kcumfing@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahaworth@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtv>; Danielle Josetti :Manielle.fi’~gerald@maacquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepaJcd@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu->; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta I,amar 

<lamaac@usna.e&l>; Lira Dickanan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.e&P; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edtv>; Jon Fagg <j fagg@um-k.edw>; tieather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@louiswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu--; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtv>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Melism McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caithn Smiter <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.w~:u.edw>; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley’ Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edtc>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evmrd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:n.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlilc@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu;>; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shnlts 

:<shults@marshaJl.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtv>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmett 

:<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Ranchle Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Mega~l Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-wood@providence.edu:>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --:chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --~ts~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzoxd@mail.w~,u.edu>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 4/28/09- Donations from Pro Temn 

Which of the following is not permissible for a professional soccer team to donate to College USA: 
A. Soccer balls 
B. Funds 
C. Autograph pictures for College USA auction 
D. All of the above 
The answer is D. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/12/99- Financial Donations from Professional Sports Organizations (l/ll/lll)- states that ~qe 
legislation prohibiting a member institution from receiving funds from a professional sports organization includes not only money, but any donation 
of equipment, sports apparel, or other memorabilia that could be used to generate funds for the member institution or cover the cost of items that 
normally would be purchased by the institution. [References: NCAA Bylaws 12.6.1.4 (financial donations from professional sports organizations - 
permissible) and 12.6.1 ~5 (financial donations from professional sports organizations - nonpermissible).] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 29, 2009 11:29 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condeacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Is~l" <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<them~l&z@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge <sldt23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan --~CSulliw~l@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Waxcup 
<bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland. Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr--; Cresol Spmgue <cspragne@athletics.pitt.edn>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel Maacgolis <mmrgoli,N@~bigec~st.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@irginia.edn>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams~syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.olg>; 

Amy ttennan <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Cody Edwm-ds <edwardsc@ancw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu-~; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegalofl@bigeast.org>; Mac ttart <nahart@providence.edtv~; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgr~le@scmletknights.com>; John Cams <john.c~xns@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick 

Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin 

Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa 
Danner <ldanne@athletics.ncf.edu--; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.olg>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;>; Dana, Cheg <gdan@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr--; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc>; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~-zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletkafights.com>; Kim ttottel 

<khot*el@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt-~dgavitV@:bigeast.org>; Steve Hormn <horton@admin.ustledu>; .lill 

Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@geolgetown.edt~-; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@ude.edu>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<tiohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 
<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Knhr Fowler <kklbMe@ku.edu>; Colin 

HoMeR <choMett@vt.edu;>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.wr.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@~depaul.edtc>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<alforda@sacredheart.edu;>; Keli Cunningham <kcumfing@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahaworth@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtv>; Danielle Josetti ~Manielle.fi’~gerald@maacquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepaJcd@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta I,amar 

<lanaaac@usna.e&P; Lira Dickanan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Janaie Mullin <jpmttllin@syr.e&t>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edtv>; Jon Fagg <j fagg@um-k.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Cady Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@louiswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu--; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtv>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Melism McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caithn Smiter <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.w~m.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley’ Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edtc>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evmrd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~al.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlilc@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shnlts 

~<shults@marshaJl.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Ranchle Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Mega~l Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu:>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --%~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzoxd@mail.w~,u.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 4/29/09- Recruiling-Person Days 

Man T. Man is a basketball prospect who just signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) with Big Time University earlier this month. The head coach would like to go visit Man at 
his home. Since Man signed an NLI, does the visit count as a recruiting-person day for the coaching staff? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.7 states that in men’s basketball, a recruiting-person day is defined as one coach engaged in an off-campus recruiting activity of a men’s basketball 
prospective student-athlete, includinq a prospective student-athlete who has siqned a National Letter of Intent (or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid), 
on one day (12:01 a.m. to midnight); two coaches engaged in recruiting activities on the same day shall use two recruiting-person days. Men’s basketball staff members shall 
not exceed 130 recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, Revised: 3/28/07, 5/9/08) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday,, April 30, 2009 8:49 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu->; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditl~ner, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usf.edu->; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condeacas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Rob Fiedler <lefiedle@syr.edu>; Dan Is~l" <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<them~l&z@miami.edu>; Samantha Huge <sldt23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan --~CSulliw~l@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Waxcup 
<bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthynl@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<mholland@alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr--; Cresol Spmgue <cspragne@athletics.pitt.edn>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeas~t.org>; Rachel M~acgolis <mmrgoli,N@,bigec~st.o~g>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@irginia.edn>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams~syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; I,aum Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.olg>; 

Amy ttennan <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; 

Cody Edwm-ds <edwardsc@ancw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu->; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff 

<fsegalofl@bigeast.org>; Mac ttart <nflmrt@providence.edtv~; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane 

<mmcgr~le@scmletknights.com>; John Cams <john.c~xns@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick 

Christensen <chfistensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin 

Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa 
Danner <ldanne@athletics.ncf.edu--; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.olg>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;>; Dana, Cheg <gdan@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjolms.edu>; Frederick Russ 

<fiederick.mss@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edtr--; Mike Karwosld <karwosld. 1 @nd.edtc>; Jaime Erickson 
<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~:zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu->; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletkafights.com>; Kim ttottel 

<khot*el@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton <thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt-~dgavitV@:bigeast.org>; Steve Hormn <horton@admin.ustledu>; .lill 

Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mark Rountree 

<msr47@geolgetown.edt~-; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@ude.edu>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<Liohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; bbartlett@bigeast.org; Wanda Factor 
<wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Knhr Fowler <kklbMe@ku.edu>; Colin 

HoMeR <choMett@vt.edu;>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.wr.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@~depaul.edtc>; Donna Sloan <~dsloan@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<alforda@sacredheart.edu;>; Keli Cunningham <kcumfing@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahaworth@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edtv>; Danielle Josetti :Manielle.fi’~gerald@maacquette.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<annie.shepaJcd@mail.wvu.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu->; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta I,amar 

<lamaac@usna.e&P; Lira Dickanan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.e&P; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edtv>; Jon Fagg <j fagg@um-k.edw>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --:cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@louiswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroeder 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy’ Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu--; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu:>; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtv>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Melism McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caithn Smiter <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.w~:u.edw>; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley’ Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edtc>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evmrd <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.w~:n.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlilc@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~xtbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shnlts 

:<shults@marshaJl.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtv>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

:<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Ranchle Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 

<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Mega~l Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu:>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --:chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --~ts~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzoxd@mail.wvu.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 4/30/09- Cancelled Otticial Visit 

Push, a senior in high school, is scheduled to visit College USA’s campus today and tomorrow for an official visit. Unfortunately the area surrounding College USA’s campus is 
under a tornado watch, so the coaches will have to postpone Push’s visit. The field hockey coaches tried calling Push, but she had already gotten on her flight. One of the 

assistant coaches met Push at the airport and told her the visit would have to be rescheduled because of the weather. The coach reserved Push a seat on the next flight 
back to her hometown. Is it permissible to reschedule the visit since Push already receive transportation expenses? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/t0/89- Prospect permitted additional official visit after the initial visit was canceled- states that in regard to an institution that 
canceled its expense-paid visits during a particular weekend due to inclement weather and attempted to notify each prospect of this decision, noting that one prospective 
student-athlete did not receive notification, was met at the airport in the institution’s home community by one of the institution’s coaches and immediately returned home; 
determined that inasmuch as the prospective student- -athlete never visited the institution’s campus or home community, the institution still would be permitted to provide that 

prospect with an official visit (including round-trip air transportation) to the member institution with the understanding that the contact at the airport between the coach and the 
prospect would count as one of the institution’s three permissible off-campus contacts with that prospect per Bylaw 13.1.4.4-(b). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, May 4, 2009 9:05 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.eduv,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.eduv,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtr~; Dan Trump --vdtrump@umd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@utk.edu~; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; JelmitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edu>; Lymle Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Midgett, George D 

--~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <’alforda@sacredheart.edu-~; RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <christen~n@duq.edu-~; 

Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edw~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shosh~mna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.t~u.edu-~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpa~ker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

alny.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoIm.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@sljohns.edu; efica.ws~chefley@maJl.wxu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <j marinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; j smiller@admin.us£edu; 

Icshank~scarletknights.com; bvaJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr~; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@~arletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; swaJke@~axletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habd, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~xquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGlane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@m~Jl.wa~u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffer@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbarfllolomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edtc,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pittedtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dba]~ker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~iohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sa]es@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmalm@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 
<jbodensq@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarlethlights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idlickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<kan~-oski. 1 @nd.edu;,; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Rob Fiedler <refiedle@syr.edu>; 

Rosearm Antonelli <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcaJvey@stjohns.edu~; Sanmntha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kathly-n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Taylor 

Stevens <’athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Tern ttowes <temi.howe@mail.wvu.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Sannders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@vill~mova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis -<tpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <I~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeas~t.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasTle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.eduv,; Robe(t Sulhns <rsullin@ugs.usf.eduv,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt(c))georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt --~dgavit~bigeastorg>; Dan White --~dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 



Subject: 

<ddemaJ’co@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?segalot~r@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick CarpaJ’elli <ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Maacgolis 
<rmecgolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(c)!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meeha~n <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 
<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/4/09- 13.7.2.2, 13. l. l. 1 

The softball coaches at College USA would like to provide several prospective student-athletes with complimentary admissions to attend a home game on Saturday. The 
game is being played at a ballpark that is not their regular home facility. 
Can the coaches have contact with these prospective student-athletes after the game? 
If the contest takes place outside of a contact period, it would NOT be permissible to have contact with the prospective student-athletes. If it is during a contact period, the 
coaches may have contact with these prospective student-athletes per NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.1. Any contact that takes place during a contact period must count as an off- 
campus contact. 

13.7.2.2 Home Games at Site Other than Regular Home Facility. 

If an institution schedules any regular-season home games at a site not designated as its regular home facility, the host institution may provide a maximum of 
three complimentary admissions to any such game for the exclusive use of a prospective student-athlete and those persons accompanying the prospective 
student.athlete. Tournament and postseason games are excluded. The institution shall not arrange or permit any other entertainment or payment of expenses, 

including transportation, except as permitted in Bylaw 13.5.3. (Revised: 4/24/03) 

Contact with Prospective Student-Athletes at Home Contest at a Site Other than Regular Home Facility (I) 

Date Issued: Apr 23, 2008 
Type: Official 
Item Ref: 3 

Interpretation: 

The committee confirmed that it is not permissible for institutional staff members to have recruiting contact outside a contact period with prospective student-athletes who 
receive complimentary admissions to a home contest conducted at a site other than the institution’s home facility. Any permissible contact during a contact period must be 
counted as an off-campus contact. 

[References: Division I Bylaws 13.01.3 (off-campus recruiting), 13.02.4.1 (contact period), 13.1.4 (recruiting calendars), 13.7.2.2 (home games at site otherthan regular home 
facility), an official interpretation (4/28/94, Item No. 4), and staff interpretation (12/12/07, Item No. 1), which has been archived] 

13.1.1.1 High School Prospective Student-Athletes. 

Off-campus recruiting contacts shall not be made with a prospective student-athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians before 
July t following the prospective student-athlete’s completion of the junior year in high school (July t5 in women’s gymnastics), U,S, service academy 
exceptions to this provision are set forth in Bylaw 13,t6,t, (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 7/1/91, 1/11/94 effective 3/15/94, 1/10/95, 1/14/97 effective 5/1/97, 10/28/97, 
4/26/01 effective 8/1/01, 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04, 4/28/05, 1/9/06, 2/26/07) 

!;? ; gA.’~’~’ C’~,~.’~’~’ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 8:44 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJrbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.eduv,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.eduv,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtr~; Dan Trump --vdtrump@umd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@utk.edu~; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; JelmitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJr@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lama@usna.edu>; Lymle Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edtr~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu~; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Midgett, George D 

--~george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <’alforda@sacredheart.edu-~; RandaJe Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <christen~n@duq.edu-~; 

Rick Evrard <reward@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edw~; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shosh~mna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.t~u.edu-~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpa~ker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcastnet>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

aany.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@ucoIm.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@sljohns.edu; efica.ws~chefley@maJl.wxu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <j marinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; j smiller@admin.us£edu; 

Icshank~scarletknights.com; bvaJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr~; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@~arletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvu.edu>; swaJke@~axletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habd, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~xquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGlane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@m~Jl.wa~u.edu>; 

bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffer@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbarfllolomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edtc,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pittedtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Bakker 

<dba]~ker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~iohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sa]es@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; Jaime Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmalm@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 
<jbodensq@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarlethlights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idlickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart 
<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<kan~-oski. l@nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens 

<afllcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~; Tom Timmerman <ttimmem~@nd.edtr~; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wlhcto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Sannders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@vill~mova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis -<tpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <I~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeas~t.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasTle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.eduv,; Robe(t Sulhns <rsullin@ugs.usf.eduv,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt~c))georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt --~dgavit~bigeastorg>; Dan White --~dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 



Subject: 

<ddemaa~co@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~r@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carloaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmmgolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(c)!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meeha.n <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/5/09- 12.1.2.4.2 

Split Time is a swimmer at College USA. Split will be competing in a few open events throughout the summer, some of which have prize money. If Split 
earns prize money based on her performance, is she permitted to accept it? 
Yes, with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.4.2 states that In individual sports, a student-athlete may accept prize money based on his or her place finish or 
performance in an open athletics event (an event that is not invitation only), provided the competition occurs outside the institution’s declared playing and 
practice season during the institution’s summer vacation period. Such prize money may not exceed actual and necessary expenses and may be provided 
only by the sponsor of the open event. The calculation of actual and necessary expenses shall not include the expenses or fees of anyone other than the 
student-athlete (e.g., coach’s fees or expenses, parent’s expenses). 

~o__t_Ld__q!’_g:s__&__b_j_g_e__q_s__t_:flF_..q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 6, 2009 8:02 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditlmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condams 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edw,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£<q:hnisaf@syT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantlm Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculaa~scarletknights.com>; Befi 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr--; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmagoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <[x~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebool~valter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppl@shu.edu>; bxmner@nnu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.dmidgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edw~; 

Christopher ttoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsega]ott~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mhar@providence.edu-~; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~emwn.edtr>; Jennit}r Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edtr>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scMetknights.com>; John Cams 

<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtl>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <mm’ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 
Mancini --~mancinie@s~tjohns.edw,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

--~scott.bmwn@uconn.edu--; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckiNey@nc.edu>; Dana, Cheg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@mazquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@ant.edu>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw~; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hot*el <khottel@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <hoIton@admin.usf.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jtx~dens@nd.edw~; 

Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.corr;>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mmk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; bbartlelt~!bigeast.org; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio- state.edu--; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <~kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMett@vt.edtr--; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edtr--; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia AIford <a]ford~}sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edu’-; Amy Haworth ~-ahaworfia@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner --~erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 
<ds~mfi@athletics.pitt.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~d~mielle.fitzgerald@maacqnette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu-~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s3,r.edtr>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?su.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heathermcatee@uk.5,.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jboucher@admin.us£edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu--; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathun <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr--; Kenneth A. 

Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu;>; Craig 

Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edtr>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Caiflin Smiter <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~m.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umitmaine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.vx~al.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes -qarhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 
<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --%~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.w~,u.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 5/6/09- Current Event 

Minnesota loses three scholarships due to academic rate score 
drop 
USAToday.com-AP -- The Minnesota football program has lost three scholarships for the upcoming season because of a drop in the team’s Academic Progress Rate 
measured by the NCAA. 

The football team’s score dipped from 927 to 887 for the 2007-08 school year. The drop caused the program’s multiyear rate to fall below the NCAA-mandated 925 cutline. 

Athletic director Joel Maturi says Tim Brewster’s Gophers anticipated the penalty and granted three fewer scholarships in this year’s recruiting class. Maturi says he was 
"disappointed" by the score but said the team is back on track= 

Now the team that started last season 7-1 but lost final five games of the season will be short-handed in its first year in the new TCF Bank Stadium. The Gophers will only suit 
up 82 scholarship players instead of the maximum 85. 

"We were certainly disappointed to learn that the multiyear APR score for football was going to fall below the 925 cutline and that the program was going to be subjected to a 
penalty," Maturi said in a statement issued by the school. "It’s certainly not a situation we want any of our teams to face and we have invested a lot of time, effort and money 
in our academic programs to ensure that our student-athletes have the very best opportunity to succeed. 

"The good news is that the football program is back on solid academic footing. It had 29 Academic AlliBig Ten performers last fall, which was the most in the conference last 
year, graduated all 12 of its seniors, and recorded a 957 APR for the fall semester, which is one of the programs best single-semester scores since the NCAA instituted the 
APR system." 

The APR is calculated based on academic eligibility and retention during a given school year. The latest four-year snapshot was taken from 2004-08. 

The wrestling team’s score fell from 944 to 919, but its four-year aggregate total was still high enough for J Robinson’s program to avoid scholarship penalties. 

Other than wrestling and football, the university’s athletic teams continued a history of strong performance in the classroom. 

The remaining 23 teams all scored higher than 950 in 2007-08, with 22 reaching the NCAA’s "high performing score" of 965 or better. Overall, the athletic department scored a 
979.6, its highest average since scores started being tabulated. 

The women’s indoor track and field, outdoor track and field and tennis teams received NCAA Public Recognition awards for scoring in the top 10% of their respective sports. 

"Overall I am very pleased with the results in this APR report and the academic direction of the athletics department continues to be very promising," Matud said= "Still, we 
need to continue to closely monitor both our student-athlete retention and graduation rates and be constantly aware of the academic progress of our student-athletes." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, May 7, 2009 9:26 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; C1wis Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu;; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.eduv; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu;; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr;; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; JelmitEr Brashear 

<jemlifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcmming@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 
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<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <t~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmceraoe@depaul.edu>; Katlwjn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillipnaylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.edw,; Robelnt Sulhns <rsullin@ugs.usf.edw,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 
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~atdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalot~+@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 
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<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmargolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(<~!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edo;-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmflc@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu~; Miss;+- Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/7/09- 17.27,7 

Shut L. Step is a track student-athlete at College USA who participates in the hurdles and sprint races. Shut was a little disappointed in his hurdle 
performance this year because he hit several hurdles with his trail leg. Shut asked his coach if he could watch him work out over the summer to make sure 
his trail leg is positioned correctly. Is it permissible for Shut’s coach to be present during Shut’s voluntary work out over the summer to make sure he 
doesn’t get hurt? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.27.7 states that a coach may be present during voluntary individual workouts in the institution’s regular practice facility (without the 
workouts being considered as countable athletically related activities) when the student-athlete is engaged in field events, jumping hurdles or the jumping 
element of the steeplechase. The coach may provide safety or skill instruction but may not conduct the individual’s workouts. (Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 
8/1/91, Revised: 4/30/09) 
Please note that with the adoption of NCA.A Proposal 2008-57, coaches can now be present during voluntary workouts where student-athletes 
are jumping hurdles or the jumping element of the steeple chase, This proposal has an immediate effective date. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, May 8, 2009 8:54 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Clwis Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr;; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu;; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.eduv; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu;; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr;; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu-~; JelmitEr Brashear 

<jemlifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm"wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcmming@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<hnsseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lanmr@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; MaW McElroy 
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mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr~; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@~arletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~@mail.wvu.edu>; swa]ke@~a;letknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~xquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan Mc(hane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <mmie.shepm’d@m~Jl.wa,u.edu>; 
bbartlett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wa;cup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer 

--~caitlin.stoffer@uc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbarfllolomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <dsanft@athletics.pittedtr;; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Doug Ba2ker 

<dbal;ker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~iohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.sa]es@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; JaJ~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegmalm@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens<c~nd.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarlethlights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.;wu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart 
<mhar~@providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr;; Mike Karwoski 

<karwoski. l@nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edtr;; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kath~n 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu;,; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Taylor Stevens 

<athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~; Tom Timmerman <ttimmem~@nd.edtr~; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wl~cto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Sannders <z~unders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <danid.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.wise@louisville.edtr~; Frederick Russ <t~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~Tu.edtr~; John McEnroe 

<jmceraoe@depaul.edu>; Katlwyn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.edw,; Robelnt Sulhns <rsullin@ugs.usf.edw,; Scott Brown < scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott T@or 

< sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg>; Dan Gavitt --~dgavit~@;bigeastorg>; Dan White --~dwhite@bigeastorg>; Donna Demarco 
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<ddemaxco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff<t?~egalof~r@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto 

<j marlnatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <j paquette@bigeast.org>; Kaithy Kirkpatfi ck <kstone@bigeast.org>; Li nda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Li~ Zanecchia <lzanecchi~bigeast.o~>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Caxpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Maxgolis 
<rmmgolis@bigeast.org >; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smmphy(c)!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol 

Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edt~-; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hemmnn <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meeha~n <meehm~@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edup; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edup; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/8/09- Current Event 

Costly cut: NCAA schools find that penny-pinching on academics can come with steep price 
Courant.com--AP -- NCAA president Myles Brand understands it’s expensive running a Division I athletic program, and it can be just as expensive to give 
student-athletes academic help. 

Shortchanging classwork for wins and losses just won’t cut it any more. 

On Wednesday, the NCAA banned two teams -- Centenary men’s basketball and Tennessee-Chattanooga football -- from the postseason because of 
poor academic scores and could add a third, depending on an appeal from Jacksonville State football. That decision could come within six weeks. 

It’s the first time the NCAA has handed down such severe penalties for subpar classwork. 

"The truth of the matter is that if you’re going to compete at high-level in college athletics, then you have to provide what they need in terms of equipment 
and recruiting and that’s not inexpensive," Brand said during a conference call with reporters. "You also have to provide what the student-athletes need to 
graduate." 

Many of the 177 teams facing penalties for poor Academic Progress Rate scores have one thing in common: Less money than the big boys. 

The scores are calculated based on data from the fall semester in 2004 through the spring semester in 2008. Each athlete receives one point per semester 
for being academically eligible and another point each semester for remaining at that school or graduating. 

A formula is used to correlate a final team score, with 1,000 points being perfect. Teams that fall below 925 annually can be subjected to immediate 
penalties. Those consistently falling below 900 face harsher sanctions. 

Next year, schools with four straight years of poor scores could face the NCAA’s most severe penalty, restricted Division I membership for the entire 
athletic department. That includes Centenary and Chattanooga. 

But of the 85 teams penalized in football and men’s basketball, only 11 came from the six traditional power conferences (Big East, Big Ten, Big 12, Atlantic 
Coast Conference, Southeastern Conference, Pacific-10), and none received the two most severe penalties -- a reduction in practice time or a postseason 
ban. 

Brand and others are aware that cash can be part of the problem. 

"It is a matter of concern to me because I’m the president of a medium-resource, at best, institution in Division I," said Walter Harrison, chairman of the 
committee on academic performance and president of the University of Hartford. "The institutions with the greatest resources have the staff and resources 
to understand the APR and got on these problems a little sooner." 

That doesn’t help a school like Centenary, whose coach Greg Gary had five players leave the program after he was hired last year. 

Nor does it help Tennessee-Chattanooga, which plays in the second tier of Division I football and whose program has been steadily improving academically 
but is still suffering from poor APR scores initially. 

"We can’t do anything about the first three bad scores," Chattanooga associate athletic director Laura Herron said. "We improve year-to-year and we’ll get 
out of this cycle." 

But Centenary took the biggest hit Wednesday. 

At about the same time the NCAA was making its announcement, Summit League commissioner Tom Douple said the Gents would be banned from 
playing in the season-ending conference tournament, too. 

"They’re disappointed, but we’ve got real good kids," Gary said. "Academically it’s a really good institution. It helps when they can continue to be educated at 
a real good school, but they’re disappointed because they’re competitive. I’d be disappointed, too, if I was them." 

The numbers don’t lie. 

Ten schools made the underachieving list in football and men’s basketball, getting punishments that range from scholarship losses to reductions in practice 
times. Only two -- Alabama-Birmingham and New Mexico State -- play in college football’s top level. UAB was the only school in the major football to 
receive a reduction in practice times in both sports. 

The SEC had the most teams (six) penalized among the big conferences, including Auburn’s powerhouse men’s swim team. Mississippi and Minnesota 
were the only BCS schools sanctioned in football. 

Meanwhile, McNeese State led all schools with eight teams on the list, while Nicholls State was next with six. 

Brand knows its tough, but he’s more interested in seeing results. 



"l think it will always be a problem because those who come in and are at risk, it is an expensive ordeal," he said. "Those schools who can’t afford it are 
more likely to run into trouble, and I expect that will continue. It takes an investment to make sure the students are able to succeed academically." 

_iieondarasf,~bigeast.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Sunday, May 10, 2009 9:48 PM 

,lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditlmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condams 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edw,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£<q:hnisaf@syT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantlm Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculaa~scarletknights.com>; Befi 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr--; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmagoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <[x~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebool~valter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppl@shu.edu>; bxmner@nnu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.dmidgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edw~; 

Christopher ttoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsega]ott~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mhar@providence.edu-~; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~emwn.edtr>; Jennit}r Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edtr>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scMetknights.com>; John Cams 

<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtl>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <mm’ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 
Mancini --~mancinie@s~tjohns.edw,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

--~scott.bmwn@uconn.edu--; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckiNey@nc.edu>; Dana, Cheg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@mazquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@ant.edu>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw~; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hot*el <khottel@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <hoIton@admin.usf.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jtx~dens@nd.edw~; 

Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.corr;>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mmk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Pacluette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usLedu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; bbartlelt~!bigeast.org; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio- state.edu--; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <~kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMett@vt.edtr--; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edtr--; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia AIford <a]ford~}sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edu’-; Amy Haworth ~-ahaworfia@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner --~erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 
<ds~mfi@athletics.pitt.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~d~mielle.fitzgerald@maacqnette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu-~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@sTr.edtr>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?su.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heatlrenmcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jtxmche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Mary 

McElroy <mary@smu.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katllerine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edtr>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathwn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncnea]me@shu.edu>; Caiflin Smttbr <caiflin.s~toit}r@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btazio@theacc.org>; Kris 

Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu-~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~Tu.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umitmaine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.vx~n.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes -qarhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 
<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --~ts~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.w~,u.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 5/11/09- CaJnp Telephone Calls 

The men’s basketball coaches are having an overnight camp in June. An assistant coach calls a camper about some information that was missing on the registration forms. 
While the coach is on the phone, he asks the camper about the AAU game he played in the night before. 
Would this conversation have to be included in the telephone call limitation? Yes. NCAA Educational Column-517109- Telephone Calls Regarding Institutional Camp 
and Clinic Logistical Issues (@-states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that the NCAA Division ] Legislative Review/Interpretations Committee recently reviewed 
issues related to telephone calls regarding institutional camp and clinic logistics. The committee determined that a telephone call to an individual (or his or her parents, 
guardians or coaches) that relates solely to institutional camp and clinic logistical issues is not subject to the restrictions on telephone calls, provided no recruiting 
conversation or solicitation of particular individuals to attend a camp or clinic occurs. The following questions and answers and example scenario are designed to assist 
institutions regarding the application of this interpretation. 

Question 1 : Which institutional staff members may make telephone calls regarding institutional camp and clinic logistical issues? 

Answer 1 : Any institutional staff member (e.g., countable coach, volunteer coach, administrative assistant, noncoaching staff member with sport-specific responsibilities) may 
make telephone calls regarding institutional camp and clinic logistical issues since these calls are not intended to be for recruiting purposes. Accordingly, these calls may not 
include any recruiting conversation or solicitation of particular individuals to attend the institution’s camp or clinic. If a call includes any recruiting conversation or solicitation of 
particular individuals to attend, then the legislated telephone call restrictions apply including the restrictions on who is permitted to make and receive telephone calls. 

Question 2: Is there a limit on the number of calls that may be made to a prospective student-athlete regarding institutional camp and clinic logistical issues? 

Answer 2: No. Since these calls are not intended to be for recruiting purposes, they are not subject to the time period limitations for telephone calls that may be made to 

prospective student-athletes. However, if a call includes any recruiting conversation or solicitation of particular individuals to attend, then the legislated telephone call 
restrictions apply including the time period limitations. 

Question 3: What are some examples of logistical issues regarding camps and clinics? 

Answer 3: Camp logistical issues may include but are not limited to: 

Incomplete, insufficient or illegible payment information; 

Incomplete or unsigned paperwork or forms; 

Questions regarding accommodations; 

Questions regarding required vs= optional items to bring to camp; 

Questions regarding transportation or meal options at camp; or 

Medical questions. 

Example Scenario: The institution’s director of women’s basketball operations returns a telephone call from a prospective student-athlete’s parent regarding rooming 
arrangements at the institution’s camp. May the director of operations also inquire about the prospective student-athlete and her younger sister’s last game and/or ask if the 
student-athlete’s younger sister will also be attending the camp? 

Answer: No, the director of operations may not initiate any conversation that may be considered a recruiting conversation and/or solicitation of a particular individual to attend 
the camp. At the point that a recruiting conversation or solicitation begins, the call is subject to applicable telephone call restrictions including limitations 

regarding permissible callers and permissible time periods. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.7.1.2 (recruiting coordination functions), 11.7.4 (limitations on number of coaches and off-campus recruiters), 13=1 =3 (telephone calls), 
13.1.3.1 (time period of telephone calls -- general rule), 13.1.3.4 (permissible callers), 13.1.3.4.1 (institutional coaching staff members - general rule), 13.12.1=3 (recruiting 
calendar exceptions) and an official interpretation (4/2/09, Item Ref. 2)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 12, 2009 7:21 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditlmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condams 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edw,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£<q:hnisaf@syT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantlm Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculaa~scarletknights.com>; Befi 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr--; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmagoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <[x~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebool~valter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppl@shu.edu>; bxmner@nnu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.dmidgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edw~; 

Christopher ttoppe <Iioppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsega]ott~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mhar@providence.edu-~; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~emwn.edtr>; Jennit}r Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edtr>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scMetknights.com>; John Cams 

<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtl>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <mm’ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 
Mancini --~mancinie@s~tjohns.edw,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

--~scott.bmwn@uconn.edu--; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckiNey@nc.edu>; Dana, Cheg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@mazquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@ant.edu>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw~; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hot*el <khottel@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <hoIton@admin.usf.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jtx~dens@nd.edw~; 

Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mmk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; bbartlelt~!bigeast.org; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio- state.edu--; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <~kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMett@vt.edtr--; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edtr--; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia AIford <a]ford~}sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edu’-; Amy Haworth ~-ahaworfia@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner --~erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 
<ds~mfi@athletics.pitt.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~d~mielle.fitzgerald@maacqnette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu-~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s3,r.edtr>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?su.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heatlrenmcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jtxmche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Mary 

McElroy <mary@smu.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katllerine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edtr>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathwn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncnea]me@shu.edu>; Caiflin Smttbr <caiflin.s~toit}r@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btazio@theacc.org>; Kris 

Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu-~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~m.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umitmaine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.vx~al.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes -qarhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 
<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --%~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.w~,u.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 5/12/09- Cunent Fz, ent 

Delaware House approves revised gambling bill 
USAToday.com 
The Delaware legislature took the first step toward establishing sports gambling in the state, approving a bill early Friday morning that was opposed by every major sports 
league in the USA along with the NCAA. 

Days after a similar bill failed to garner enough votes in the state’s house of representatives, the reworked bill -- which gave some concessions to the operators of the state’s 
three casinos -- passed by a 30-4 margin. The bill still needs to be approved by the senate then signed by Gov. Jack Markell, who is looking to a sports lottery to help 
alleviate the state’s budget crisis. 

"My administration worked with the leadership in the house and senate to get this done," Markell said in a statement. "We never stopped fighting to do what was right for the 
taxpayers of Delaware. 

Representatives from the casinos described the bill as just as bad as the initial proposal, but Markell said the new bill addresses all the issues. The casinos will be allowed to 
eventually install table games -- only video poker and other electronic gaming are allowed now -- and they will get an even split in the sports lottery revenue, up from a 
smaller chunk the original legislation offered. 

Delaware, Oregon, Nevada and Montana were grandfathered in under a 1992 federal law that precludes states from establishing sports gambling. Delaware had a sports lottery 
briefly in the 1970s. 

Still to be resolved is what exact form -- fi~)m single-game betting to parlays -- the lottery will take. Markell asked the State Supreme Court for their input on which format 
complies with state law, but his office received a response last week from the court saying it could not rule on the constitutionality of sports betting until after the bill passed. 

Markell again asked for an opinion, saying he expects the legislation to be approved by May 14. 

"From an NCAA perspective, we oppose all kinds of sports wagering," NCAA spokesman Stacey Osbum said. "Sports wagering is a problem, not a solution (to budget woes) 
from our perspective." 

The NCAA met with Delaware officials in March, according to Osburn. If the bill becomes law, the NCAA would bar the state’s universities from holding NCAA championships. 

Such a ban led Oregon to abandon its sports lottery three years ago, giving the state the ability to play host to NCAA men’s basketball tournament games. 

Delaware lacks the facilities to host major Division I postseason contests. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 13, 2009 6:47 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditlmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condams 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edw,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£<q:hnisaf@syT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantlm Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculaa~scarletknights.com>; Befi 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr--; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmagoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <[x~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebool~valter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppl@shu.edu>; bxmner@nnu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.dmidgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edw~; 

Christopher ttoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsega]ott~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mhar@providence.edu-~; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~emwn.edtr>; Jennit}r Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edtr>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scMetknights.com>; John Cams 

<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtl>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <mm’ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 
Mancini --~mancinie@s~tjohns.edw,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

--~scott.bmwn@uconn.edu--; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckiNey@nc.edu>; Dana, Cheg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@mazquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@ant.edu>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw~; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hot*el <khottel@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <hoIton@admin.usf.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jtx~dens@nd.edw~; 

Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.corr;>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mmk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; bbartlelt~!bigeast.org; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio- state.edu--; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <~kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMett@vt.edtr--; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edtr--; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia AIford <a]ford~}sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edu’-; Amy Haworth ~-ahaworfia@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner --~erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 
<ds~mfi@athletics.pitt.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~d~mielle.fitzgerald@maacqnette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu-~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s3,r.edtr>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?su.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heatlrenmcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jtxmche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Mary 

McElroy <mary@smu.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katllerine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edtr>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathwn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncnea]me@shu.edu>; Caiflin Smttbr <caiflin.s~toit}r@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btazio@theacc.org>; Kris 

Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu-~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~m.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umitmaine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.vx~al.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes -qarhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 
<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --%~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.w~,u.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 5/13/09- 16.4. l 

Home Plate is a baseball student-athlete that just transferred to College USA in January. In reviewing Home’s medical information, the athletic trainer noticed that his family 
does not have medical insurance. Is it permissible for College USA to purchase a medical insurance policy to cover the medical expenses for any injury or illness that Home 
might sustain? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.4.1 states that identified medical expense benefits incidental to a student-athlete’s participation in intercollegiate athletics that may be financed by the 

institution are: (Revised: 4/29/04) 

(a) Medical insurance; (Revised: 8/4/08) 

(b) Death and dismemberment insurance for travel connected with intercollegiate athletics competition and practice; 

(c) Drug-rehabilitation expenses; 

(d) Counseling expenses related to the treatment of eating disorders; (Adopted: 1/11/89) 

(e) Special individual expenses resulting from a permanent disability that precludes further athletics participation. The illness or injury producing the disability must involve a 
former student-athlete or have occurred while the student-athlete was enrolled at the institution, or while the prospective student-athlete was on an official paid visit to the 
institution’s campus. An institution or outside agency, or both, may raise money through donations, benefits or like activities to assist the student-athlete or a prospective 
student-athlete. All funds secured shall be controlled by the institution, and the money shall be used exclusively to meet these expenses; 

(0 Glasses, contact lenses or protective eye wear (e.g., goggles) for student-athletes who require visual correction in order to participate in intemollegiate athletics; 

(g) Medical examinations at any time; (Revised: 4/29/04) 

(h) Expenses for medical treatment (including transportation and other related costs). Such expenses may include the cost of traveling to the location of medical treatment or 
the provision of actuN and necessary living expenses for the student-athlete to be treated at a site on or off the campus during the summer months while the student-athlete is 
not actually attending classes. Medical documentation shall be available to support the necessity of the treatment at the location in question; and (Revised: 4/29/04) 

(i) Medical expenses (including surgical expenses, medication, rehabilitation and physical therapy expenses and dental expenses). (Adopted: 9/6/00; Revised: 4/29/04) 

The effective date for NCAA Proposal 2005-t02 was 8/4/08 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 14, 2009 7:27 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Ditlmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr>; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; Jennit~r Condams 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edw,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

<q:laniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£<q:hnisaf@syT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantlm Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculaa~scarletknights.com>; Befi 
Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr--; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmagoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <[x~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebool~valter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppl@shu.edu>; bxmner@nnu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.dmidgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edw~; 

Christopher ttoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsega]ott~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mhar@providence.edu-~; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~emwn.edtr>; Jennit}r Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edtr>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scMetknights.com>; John Cams 

<jolm.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edtl>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <mm’ielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 
Mancini --~mancinie@s~tjohns.edw,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

--~scott.bmwn@uconn.edu--; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtc>; Maggie McKinley <maggiemckiNey@nc.edu>; Dana, Cheg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@mazquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@ant.edu>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edw~; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hot*el <khottel@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitt@bigeast.org>; Steve ttorton <hoIton@admin.usf.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jtx~dens@nd.edw~; 

Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mmk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

<-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; bbartlelt~!bigeast.org; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio- state.edu--; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <~kkfowle@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMett@vt.edtr--; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edtr--; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia AIford <a]ford~}sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edu’-; Amy Haworth ~-ahaworfia@admin.us£edu>; Eflease Wagner --~erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 
<ds~mfi@athletics.pitt.edw~; Danielle Josetti ~d~mielle.fitzgerald@maacqnette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edw~; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu-~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s3,r.edtr>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?su.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heatlrenmcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@loniswille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jtxmche@admin.usf.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Mary 

McElroy <mary@smu.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katllerine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edtr>; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kathwn Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncnea]me@shu.edu>; Caiflin Smttbr <caiflin.stoit}r@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btazio@theacc.org>; Kris 

Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu-~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~m.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.con*>; Joseph Klauder 

<~!oseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtl>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umitmaine.edu;>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.vx~al.edtr--; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr--; Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.e&P; Stumpl, Rick <RStnmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr>; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes -qarhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr>; Saacah Emmet* 

~<semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 
<brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtl>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeafft.org >; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --%~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.w~,u.edtl>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 5/14/09- l 1.7.4.3. l 

The basketball coaches at Big Time University are planning out their recruiting trips for the month of July. The first week of the evaluation period, all four coaches go off- 
campus. Coaches 1,2 and 3 are recruiting and the 4th coach is on vacation with his family. On Wednesday of this week, Coach 3 stops recruiting. Coach 4 replaces Coach 3 
on Thursday. Coach 4 stops recruiting at 5pm on Friday. When can Coach 3 begin recruiting activities again? 
A. 5:01pm on Friday 
B. 12:01am on Saturday 
C. 5:01pro on Saturday 
D. Coach 4 cannot replace Coach 3 until Coach 4 returns to campus 
The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw tt.7.4.3.t states that during the July evaluation periods, a replaced coach is not required to return to the institution’s campus before engaging 

in additional recruiting activities, provided no more than three coaches engage in off-campus recruiting activities each day. (Adopted: 4/30/09) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 15, 2009 8:04 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu-~; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.usf.edu-~; John Fisher <iohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edtr~; Jess Hegmann ~hegmann@providence.edu>; JennitEr Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Mangione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu:>; Dan Isa£~-~dmisaf@ssT.edu:>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtc,; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org >; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeas~t.org>; Brian Warcup --~bwaxculaa)scarletknights.com>; Befi 

Locklin <blocklin@vt.edtr~; Molly McCarthy <mccaxthym@ccsu.edu>; Holland, Monique <mhollan&~}alasu.edu>; Miss’,, Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edtc,; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Shawn Murphy <smnrphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaqoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.org>; Jim Booz <[x~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebool~valter@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppl@shu.edu>; bxmner@nnu.edu; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 

Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.dmidgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu-~; 

Christopher ttoppe <IIoppe@rmu.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Farrah Segaloff<fsegaJofi~:bigeast.org>; Mac ttart 

<mhar@providence.edu-~; Brian Baptlste <bab77@geo~etown.edtr~; JennitEr Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scaxletknights.com>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; Stnckland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~-; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; VanGeldel; Marielle <maxielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth 
Mancini --~mancinie@s~tjohns.edu’~,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrax.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Jody 

Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Harris@icemiller.com>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

--~scott.blt~wn@uconn.edu~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@nc.edu~; Dana, Cheg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu~; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu~; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjolms.edu~; Mike Karvvoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Doug Trani 

<trani@stjohns.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@ant.edu>; Zac Saunders 

<zsannders@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@maJl.wvu.edu>; Kimbefly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu-~; Kevin 

Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hotlel <khottel@pdx.edu-~; Ginger Fulton 

<thltongi@shu.edu>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitV~bigeast.org>; Steve Horton <holton@admin.usf.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jtx~dens@nd.edu-~; 

Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; seaton@bigeast.org; Mmk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu:>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas~t.org>; John Paquette 

~-jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom 

<dbgoss0 l@lonisville.edu>; bbartlelt~)bigeast.org; Wanda Factor --~wfacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@bnckeyes.ath.ohio- state.edu~; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <~kkfowler@ku.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMett@vt.edtr~; Brian Battle 

<bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarpaxelli@bigeast.org~; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker 

<dbakke@depaul.edtr~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu~; Queally, Alicia Alford <aJford~}sacredheart.edu~; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@nmd.edu~; Amy Haworth ~-ahaworfia@admin.us£edu~; Eflease Wagner --~efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 

<dsanfi@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Danielle Josetti ~danielle.fitzgerald@maxqnette.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@mail.wvu.edu-~; Sandy 

Weber <sandyj@vt.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickanan@louisville.edu-~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@s.~,r.edtr~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.t?~u.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edw~; Heather Mcatee <heatlrenmcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@lonis~ille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@nc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Nicholas Schroe&r 

< Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmtten&n <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jtxmche@admin.usf.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cmsmail.virginia.edu>; Mary 

McElroy <mary@smu.edu~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobe~marquette.edn>; Valerie Pendino <~athcmpll @admin.usf.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katllerine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edw~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edw~; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnea]me@shu.edu>; Caiflin Smiter <caiflin.s~toit~r@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris 

Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu-~; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~m.edw~; Joeleen Akin <iakin@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 
<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Dan White <~twhite@bigeast.org>; John Heck --jheck@scarletknights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Kelley Kish --~kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder 

~Joseph.Klande@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edt~-; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bricl~ouse 
<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu;,; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org~; Blake James 

<blake.james@umitmaine.edu;,; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.~a~.edtr~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edn>; Steven Koo 

<koost@bc.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae ~Mbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu;,; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Steven Shnlts 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Stumpl, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr~; 

mmacdo08@providence.edu; nlee@astate.edu; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edw~; SaJcah Emmetl 

~<semmetV~bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <are9h@irginia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lulz 
<Srian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edt~-; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeafft.org >; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood --jhal-vvood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway --~chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens --%~tephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edu>; Don 

Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea < nick.ojea@lonisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzaxd@mail.w~’u.edt~-; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chrismoore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchi@bigeast.olg>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org> 



Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 5/15/09- Currrent F~Tent 

Judge warns NCAA of being in contempt of court 
USAToday.com 
Oklahoma State pitcher Andrew Oliver won another round in his battle with the NCAA on Tuesday when an Ohio judge ordered that organization to show cause why it is not in 
contempt of court for violating an order handed down in February. 

Erie County Judge Tygh Tone acted after the NCAA sent a memo Monday to draft-eligible players, detailing its rules regarding hiring an agent or adviser before the June major 
league draft. Tone found "probable cause to believe that defendant NCAA is in indirect civil and criminal contempt." 

Tone also ordered the NCAA to identify who wrote Monday’s memo. 

The NCAA declared Oliver ineligible on the eve of the 2008 Division I playoffs because he had legal representation when he considered signing a pro contract after being 
drafted as a high school senior. Oliver sued, and Tone in February struck down the NCAA rule as "arbitrary and capricious," restored Oliver’s eligibility and barred the NCAA 
from further punitive measures. The NCAA is appealing. 

"We have obeyed and will continue to obey all count orders issued relative to this case," the NCAA said Tuesday in an e-mail to USA TODAY. "The NCAA has an obligation to 
keep its members informed. We’ve been very careful in providing that information so as not to violate the court order or authority. 

"We also were careful to alert institutions and student-athletes that the original order was issued and of our intention to comply. We were surprised to hear of this contempt 
order." 

Oliver has a separate suit against the NCAA for breach of contract scheduled for jury trial in October. His la~,,er, Richard Johnson, did not respond immediately to e-mails 
and phone calls Tuesday from USA TODAY. 

Oliver, a junior left-hander, was 13-3 in his first two seasons and was projected as a high draft pick this June. But he is 5-6 with a 4.83 ERA this year as Oklahoma State has 
struggled and is in danger of missing the Big 12 tournament. The Cowboys have made every league tournament, as a member of the Big Eight or Big 12, since 1977. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, May 18, 2009 9:02 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rma.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edu’:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu~; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu->; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu->; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu->; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.eda>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@amitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@amd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lanmr@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mary, McElroy 

<mary@smu.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; 

Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas-<IVlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu~; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <’aJforda@sacredhea~.edu->; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edw>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtr~; Rick EvraJcd <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shosbanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu->; Shults, William <wshults@admin.t?m.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shults@marsh~]l.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’:,; Tim PM<er 

<tparke@vt.edu~,; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scra~age <w~rdscmnage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ~haworth@admin.usfedu; amy.e.miller@villanova.eda; bbailey@searletlmights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~,~cherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford~}mail.w~,u.edu>; j beverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; j smiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalshg@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@searletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <’JKOPICKI@providence.edtr~; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maJ~in.mitchell@louisville.edtr~; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarlethlights.com; Shelly K. Habd, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzmd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wva.edu>; Maxk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scoxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcap 
<bwarcul0@searletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pittedu;,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marquette.edu;,; Deborah Chay <Meborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <Msanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <ttanid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@vill~mova.edu->; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaxa@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens%~!nd.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.syke@loaisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<-judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <ldaickey@scarlethlights.colr;>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.eda>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;,; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu;,; Ryan McAlvey <mca]vey@s~tjohns.edu~; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Butler <sbtNe@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmp~’@admin.usf.edu-~; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edtr~; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.~:u.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino ~athcmpl l@admin.ust~edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edw>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~a~u.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeastorg>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mdwasyle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~johns.eda>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanportrutgers.edu~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg~; Dan Gavitt 



Subject: 

~<tgavitl@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff 

<l;egalott@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto <imafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zmaecchia 

<lzmaecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtranghese@bigea#t.org>; Nick Carparelli < ncm-pecelli@bigeast.org >; Rachel Mecgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

< semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edt~-; Jmmifer Heppel --jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennalm 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@#tjohns.edu>; Ly~m Tighe <lynnXighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<contx~y. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uco~m.edu~; Robin Martin <robin.maNn@uc.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/18/09- 16.11.1. l 1.2 

Change Up is a soft:ball student-athlete at Big Time College (BTC). Change’s team just concluded their season for the current academic year, so she has 
been asked by a sociology professor to participate in an institutional research project solely focusing on participation in intercollegiate athletics. The project 
has been reviewed and approved by BTC’s review board and Change would be compensated at the same rate as all other students who participate in such 
studies. The sociology professor will conduct the study for a six week period. 
Is it permissible for Change to participate in this study? Is it permissible for her to be compensated for participating in the study? 

Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-4, student-athletes are now permitted to participate in student-athlete only studies as long as they are 
conducted by a faculty member at the institution. This proposal has an immediate effective date. 

NCAA Bylaw 16.11.1.11.2 states that a student-athlete may receive compensation from an institution for participating in a reseamh study involving only 
student-athletes, provided: 

(a) The study is initiated and conducted by a faculty member at a member institution; and 

(b) The study and compensation arrangements are approved by the institutional review board of the faculty member’s institution consistent with policies 
applicable to other institution-based research studies. (Adopted: 4/30/09) 

[eondaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, May 20, 2009 8:53 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rma.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoo@@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’:,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@atoledo.edu’:,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vtedu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@uthedu~; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Harris, Robin 

Green <Robin.Hanis@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herobert@vtedu>; Holland, 

Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu->; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu->; Jim 

Booz <h~oz@virginia.edu->; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.eda>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@amitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@amd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lanmr@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mary, McElroy 

<mary@smu.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; 

Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas-<IVlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu~; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeastcom>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <’aJforda@sacredhea~.edu->; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edw>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtr~; Rick EvraJcd <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyon@theacc.org>; Shosbanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu->; Shults, William <wshults@admin.t?m.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saelli@clemson.edw~; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shults@marsh~]l.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan M~]oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’:,; Tim PM<er 

<tparke@vt.edu~,; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scra~age <w~rdscmnage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ~haworth@admin.usfedu; amy.e.miller@villanova.eda; bbailey@searletlmights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~,~cherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford~}mail.w~,u.edu>; j beverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; Joseph 

D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; j smiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@searletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <’JKOPICKI@providence.edtr~; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maJ~in.mitchell@louisville.edtr~; geibelm@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lasson <rlarson@scarletknigNs.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; 

swalke@scarlethlights.com; Shelly K. Habd, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@maxquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzmd <jordan.blizzard@mail.wva.edu>; Maxk Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; 

Megan McGrane <mmcgrane@scoxletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<~amie.shepard@mail.wxu.edu>; bbarflett@bigeastorg; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcap 
<bwarcul0@searletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu;,; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~:u.edtr~; Dan Bartholomae 

--~dbartholomae@athlelics.pittedu;,; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom -~bgoss0 l@louisville.edtr~; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fitzgeral@marquette.edu;,; Deborah Chay <Meborah.rise@uc.edu>; Dorma Sanft <Msanft@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <ttanid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.iinch@vill~mova.edu->; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletkmighks.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; JC <icondaxa@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usfedu>; Jess Hegmann 
<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens%~!nd.edu>; Jody Sykes <jody.syke@loaisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.cam@louisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress 

<-judy.cres@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey <ldaickey@scarlethlights.colr;>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschank@bigeastorg>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.eda>; 

lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu;,; Melissa McNealy 

<mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. 1 @nd.edu>; mmacdo08@providence.edu; Nicholas T Ojea 

<nick.oje@louisville.edu~; Roseann Antonelli <athcompliance@stjolms.edu;,; Ryan McAlvey <mca]vey@s~tjohns.edu~; Samantha Huge 

<skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Steve Butler <sbtNe@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.usiledu>; Stumpt; Rick <RSmmp~’@admin.usf.edu-~; Taylor Stevens -~thcmpl2@admin.usf.edtr~; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.~:u.edu>; Tom Timmerman <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino ~athcmpl l@admin.ust~edu>; VanGelder, Marielle 

<marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wihcto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

<daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <dlxt@nd.edw>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edw>; Frederick Russ 

<frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.~a~u.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam 

<klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeastorg>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mdwasyle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip N@or <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangionr@s~johns.eda>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown < scott.bmwn@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt~c)!georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanportrutgers.edu~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough~bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg~; Dan Gavitt 



Subject: 

~<tgavitl@bigeast.org>; Dan White <dwhite@bigeast.o~>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Farrah Segaloff 

<l;egalott@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto <imafinatto@bigeast.ovg>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zmaecchia 

<lzmaecchia@bigeast.ovg>; Lois DeBlois <ldebloi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigea,st.org>; Michael Tranghe~ 

<mtranghese@bigea#t.org>; Nick Carparelli < ncm-pecelli@bigeast.org >; Rachel Mecgolis <nnargoli@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

< semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.olg; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jmmifer Heppel --jh347@geolgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann 
-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@#tjohns.edu>; Ly~m Tighe <lynnXighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uco~m.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maNn@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert@maNuette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/20/09- Outside Teams 

Please see below a newly posted educational column on LSDBi 
Institutional Coaching Staff Nembers Involved with Outside Teams Including Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 
Date Published: Nay 19, 2009 

Educational Column: 
NCAA Division I member institutions should note that NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.11.1 prohibits an institution from conducting (or having conducted on 
its behalf) any physical activity on its campus or elsewhere at which one or more prospective student-athletes reveal, demonstrate or display their 
athletics ability in any sport except as permitted under Bylaws :t3.:t:t.2 and :t3.:t:t.3. Accordingly, it is not permissible for an institutional coaching 
staff member (including a volunteer coach) to be involved with the coaching or administration of an outside team that includes prospective student- 
athletes, including summer league and travel teams, unless the involvement is a permissible tryout activity or tryout exception, pursuant to Bylaw 
13.11.2 or 13.21.3. 
The tryout prohibition is applicable to any individual considered a prospective student-athlete, including high school, two-year college and four-year 
college prospective student-athletes. The tryout prohibition remains in effect until the prospective student-athlete becomes a student-athlete by: 
I. Registering and enrolling full time in a regular academic term at a four-year institution and attending classes; or 

2. Participating in regular squad practice or competition at a four-year institution before the beginning of any term. 
An institutional coaching staff member may be involved with an outside team that includes student-athletes from other four-year institutions. 
However, if the coach’s institution has received permission to contact a particular student-athlete, then it is not permissible for the coach to be 
involved with an outside team that includes that student-athlete because NCAA recruiting rules begin to apply once the institution receives 
permission to contact per Bylaw 13.1.1.3. 
Pursuant to Bylaw 13.11.2.3, an institutional coaching staff member in sports other than basketball may be involved in any capacity (e.g., as a 
participant, administrator or instructional or coaching activities) with a local sports club or organization located in the institution’s home community 
that includes prospective student-athletes, provided all participating prospective student-athletes on the coach’s team(s) reside within a 50-mile 
radius of the institution and there is no institutional sponsorship of the club. 
For example, in baseball, it is permissible for an institution’s coach to serve as a coach for a summer league team involving student-athletes from 
other four-year institutions. However, the coach cannot be involved in any capacity (e.g., manager, coach, scout) if the team includes prospective 
student-athletes, including high school, two-year college or four-year college prospective student athletes, unless the team and its participants 
satisfy the local sports club legislation (e.g., all participating prospective student-athletes on the coach’s team reside within a 50-mile radius of the 
institution) or another exception to the tryout legislation. 
[References: Division I Bylaws 13.02.:t:t (prospective student-athlete), 13.1.1.3 (four-year college prospective student-athletes), 13.11.1 (prohibited 
activities), 13.11.2 (permissible activities), 13.11.2.3 (local sports clubs), 13.11.3 (tryout exceptions) and 17.32.2 (outside-team tours)] 

[eondaras({{biqeasl.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May’ 21, 2009 9:09 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.brad&~regi strar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; BaJcbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario 

<btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwooT@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu’-,; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu’-,; 

Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; CoT Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Davrd Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@utk.edu~; Elizabeth Booka~-alter 

<ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edtr~; Harris, Robin Green <Robin.Hami@icemiller.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ul~’.edtc,; Heather 

Robertson <herobert@vt.edtr-; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edtr-; Jennifer Brashear <jennitbr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr-; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klauder@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’-,; Kelley’ Kish <kelleyk@gatom.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffaJo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 
<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmn~ <l~mar~nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.baJ’ney@louisville.edu~; Mal3~ McElroy <mary@smu.edu~; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu~; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu;,; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsn.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nem@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr-; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr-; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; SanT Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shosh~mna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshult@admin.t~u.edu-~; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@maJrshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s’tricldand@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmedoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpa~ker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.colr;>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaxletk~figNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@s’tjohns.edu; erica.ws~chefley@maJl.wvu.edu; Ganett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvn.edu;,; jbeverly@scaxletl, mights.com; Jennifer Condams <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jaz29@georgetown.edu; 

jhollemb@depaul.edn; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeas’t.olg>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 

kshank@scarletknights.com; kwalsh9@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsm@~arletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknighls.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edtr-; geibehna@shu.edu; manreen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; SanT Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scaxletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@m~rquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzmd@m~il.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Megan McGlane 

<mmcgrane@scarletknights.com>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Annie Shepard <annie.shepard@m~Jl.wa,u.edu>; 
bbartlett@bigeast.org; Brian Baphste <bab77@georgetown.edn>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Staffer 

--~caitlin.stoffer@nc.edu~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartJlolomae@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf 

--~dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna S~mfl <dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <’dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr-; Doug Bakker 

<dba~ker@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edtr-; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~iohns.edu>; Erin Sales 

<erin.saJes@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edtr-; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu-~; JaJ~me Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@marqnette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@~arletknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC 

~-jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodens’teiner 

<jbodens~c~nd.edu;>; JoT Sykes <joT.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; JuT Cress <juT.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<Idfickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@illanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <Melanekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; lshaw@law.villanova.edu; Mac Hart 

<mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley’ <maggie.mcldnley@uc.edn>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtr~; Mike Karwoski 

<kma~-oski. l@nd.edn>; mmacdo08@providence.edn; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcalveyr@sljohns.edu>; Samantha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; Statz, Kathryn 
<KSTATZ@depanl.edw-; Steve Butler <sbutle@syr.edu-~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.us£edu-~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usiledu-~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtv-; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.us£edw~; VanGelder, Mari elle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaanders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <’daniel.t.regan@villanova.edw~; Don Pope-Davis 
<~tpd@nd.edu:>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fiederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.w~,u.edt~-; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <ldam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 

<~schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.oig>; Michael Wasylenko <miwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip N@or 

<phillip.naylo@m~rquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@s’tjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins < rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtr~; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu;,; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org~; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby’ 



Subject: 

Weygand <bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeasl.org>; Dan Gavitt <dgavitl@bigeast.org>; DaJ~ White 

~white@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco ~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Fawah Segaloff<f~gaJofl@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mafinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick 

<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.o~>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Tranghese <mtranghese@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~xelli 

<ncm-pmelli@bigeast.org>; Rachel Mmgolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy 

< smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Caracciolo <tcaracciolo@bigeast.org>; Tom Odjakjiml --~todjakjian~bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jemfifer 

Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khmrn01@louisville.e&l>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehm~k@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova, edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin,martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobe~marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/21/09- Donation of T- Shirts 

Due to an administrative error, the swimming coach at College USA ordered too many t-shirts for his camp next month. The coach would like to donate the 
unused t-shirts to a local summer recreation league. The summer league does have participants that are of prospect age. 
Is it permissible for the coach to donate these unused t-shirts to the summer league? 

No. NCAA Staff interpretation- 8/31/90- Discarding of equipment to summer recreation league- states that in regard to a situation in which a member 
institution’s coach provides unused t-shirts that were left over from the institution’s camp to a summer recreation league that includes prospective student- 
athletes; determined that the provisions of Bylaw 13.16.1.4 would be applicable to athletics apparel (e.g., jerseys, t-shirts); however, providing unused t- 
shirts to a recreation league would not be considered discarding of equipment (or apparel) in accordance with Bylaw 13.16.1.4; therefore, such an 
arrangement would constitute an improper offer and inducement contrary to Bylaw 13.2.2-(b). 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday-, July 13, 2009 10:55 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu-~; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu-~; Blake James <blaJ~e.jaJne@umit.maine.edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle --~bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu:>; Chmles Holloway <chasholl@t.edt~-; 

Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump --vdtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross ~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookavalter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn~ Derek <gmnn13@m~xshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharri@i~,leaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <iennitEr.brashear@tm.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsn.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kfis Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock --lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 
<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmna~ <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mary McEh~oy <mary@smu.edu~; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Complimace Office <athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett. George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edn>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sm~@ Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@moxshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<them~ldez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskel~.com~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@nconn.edu; Charmelle Cheen <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.~chefley@maJl.wvu.edu; Garlett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtc,; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org~; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mayinatlo <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

kwalsh9@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPlCKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; maureen.lewis@marquetle.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@maJl.wvu.edu; Randi Lmson 

<rlarson@scmletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletl~lights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. < skh@georgetown.edtc,; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor < wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordml.blizzmd@mail.wvn.edu>; Mark Ronntlee <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Amy Rhodes <~xhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.olg>; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scafletknights.comv; 

Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtc,; Carissa Coruoy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan 
Bartholomae ~-dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Dan Isaf--vdmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edn>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<govdon.finch@villanova.edu>; Crreg Feathersmn <gdtg@geovgetown.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie 

Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlmights.com>; Jmme Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC <jcondo~ras@bigeast.org >; Jen Vining-Smith 

~-jvinings@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens~4~nd.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@villm~ova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan- Kirkpatfick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Lindsay Shaw <lshaw@law.villanova.edu>; Mac 

Hart <mhar~providence.edtc,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike 

Karwosld <karwosld.l@nd.edu~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edtc,; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu~; 

Ro~ann Antonelli ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu-~; Rym~ McAlvey <n~calveyr@stjohns.edtr~; Sama~tha Huge <skh23@georgetown.edu>; 

Statz, Kathtyn <KSTATZ@depaul.edw~; Stephen Butler <sbutler@syr.edtr~; Steve Horton <horton@admin.ust:edtr~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usiledu-~; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtv~; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll @admin.us£edw~; VanGelder, Mari elle <marielle.vm~gelde@ucotm.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wFacto@bigeast.org >; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.eduv,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis 

<~tpd@nd.edu:>; Elaine Wise --~elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ --~fiederick.rus@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edt~-; John McEnroe --jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain --ldam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 

<~schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.oig>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip N@or 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@s~ohns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edtr~; Tom Stephens 



Subject: 

<tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu-~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <N~Jrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby 

Weygand <bweygaJld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivma@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna DemaJ:co 

~demarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zm~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeas~t.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Michael Trmlghese 

<mtr~ghese@bigeast.olg>; Mike Gambardella < mgambardell@bigeast.olg>; Nick C~zparelli <nc~zp~xelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeas~.org>; Rachel Margolis <nnargolis@bigeas~.olg>; Sarah Emmett --~semmett@bigeas~.org>; Shawn Murphy 

< smurphy@bigeast.org >; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjiml <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; 
Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu~; Jill La Point 

@apoin@providence.edu;,; Jnlie Hermmm <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edn>; Robin Martin 

<roNn.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edn> 

Summer Bonus Daily Compliance Item- 7/13/09- Current Event 

Athlete advisers fear new NCAA eligibility rules spur cheating 
USA TODAY.corn 
The incoming head of a national association of academic officers takes issue with the NCAA and a number of its recent reforms, saying too many 
college athletes are overmatched in the classroom and that cheating and scandal are inevitable. 

"Right now," says Gerald Gurney, president-elect of the more than 1,000-member National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics, 
"academic reform needs to be reformed." 

It isn’t the first time Gurney, a senior associate athletics director at the University of Oklahoma, has raised his voice. But his year-long position 
with the advisers group gives him a new national platform, and he says he’ll use it to push the NCAA for changes. His concern, he says, is 
"commonplace ... for those on the ground working with student-athletes." 

Primarily, he takes exception to the NCAA’s elimination of minimum SAT and ACT scores in determining athletes’ initial eligibility for competition 
-- done at least partly in response to concerns about the standardized tests’ disparate impact on low-income African-Americans. Gurney says 
virtual "open admissions" have allowed too many academically underprepared athletes into college, leading schools to shepherd them into easier 
majors and courses. 

Penalties for teams that post chronically low NCAA-computed Academic Progress Rates (APRs) compound the stress on athletes and schools, 
he says. 

Cheating cases have surfaced most prominently at Florida State, and Gurney says he’s "very fearful" there are more that haven’t been uncovered. 
"Think about the terror a poorly prepared student-athlete must feel ... in the classroom. Imagine how that affects their daily lives," he says. "It’s a 
far more formidable opponent than anything they’ll face on the court or on the field. Is there any doubt we have higher incidents of academic 
dishonesty?" 

David Goldfield, a UNC Charlotte history professor and former faculty athletics representative who has served on the NCAA’s academics cabinet, 
predicts it will be scandal that ultimately prompts the NCAA to change direction. 

"What motivates the NCAA to change, as far as academics is concerned, is bad publicity," he says. "l think it’s inevitable." 

The NCAA points to improved atNete graduation rates in defending its guidelines. They’re up to 78% in all sports in Division I. And while the 
marquee sports of football and men’s basketball continue to lag, they’re climbing -- from 65% to 67% in major-college football in the past three 
years and from 58% to 62% in basketball. 

In addition to changing eligibility requirements for incoming athletes, allowing them to offset low SAT and ACT scores with higher high school 
grade-point averages, the NCAA raised the number of required high school core courses they must complete (to 16), toughened progress-toward 
degree requirements once they’re in college and formulated the APR to rate how effectively teams retain athletes and keep them eligible. APR- 
related penalties range from scholarship cuts to practice restrictions to postseason bans. 

"1 do not believe from the conversations I’ve had that people feel as strongly as Gerry does that reform is not working," says Kevin Lennon, an 
NCAA vice president who oversees academic issues. "l think there’s a much greater sense that there’ve been positives ... this is really beginning 
to help change the culture in significantly meaningful ways." 

Gurney and others complain that schools are loathe to stop recruiting academically deficient athletes -- those who might fall short of institutional 
guidelines but meet the NCAA’s eligibility standards -- while their competitors continue to go after them. Lennon refutes that, however, laying that 
concern at the feet of the schools. 

"We have institutions that regularly take people ofttheir recruiting list based on academic performance," he says. 

"Now, do we have some institutions that use our eligibility standards as de facto admissions (guidelines)? We do. That’s their problem. If he’s 
talking about a national solution to that, I don’t know how one does it. They need to examine themselves and look at whether the kids they’re 
bringing in are academically successful." 

j(~omtaras@bi¢teast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, July 22, 2009 9:18 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-~; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu-~; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edu-~; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu-~; Blake James <blaJ~e.jaJne@umit.maine.edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle --~bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz 

<brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu:>; Chmles Holloway <chasholl@t.edt~-; 

Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <nrdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross ~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookavalter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn~ Derek <gmnn13@maxshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinham@i~deaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennit~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jeronre.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jthgg@uark.edtr~; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.hnflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey --~busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock --lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 
<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmna~ <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mary McEh~oy <mary@smu.edu~; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Complimace Office <athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edtr~; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett. George D <george.d.midgett~Vanderbilt.Edn>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sm~@ Weber <sand~j@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@adnfin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@moxshall.edu>; StricHand, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldand@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdioy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<them~ldez@mimni.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsi3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskel~.com~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@nconn.edu; Charmelle Cheen <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.x~u.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.~5~chefley@maJl.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu;,; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org~; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mayinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

kwalsh9@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPlCKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelm@shu.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@maJl.wvu.edu; Randi Lmson 

<rlarson@scmletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletl~lights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. < skh@georgetown.edtc,; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor < wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordml.blizzmd@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Amy Rhodes <~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.olg>; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com~; 

Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu;,; Carissa Comoy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan 
Bartholomae ~-dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edn>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Crreg Feathersmn <gdtg@geovgetown.edu>; Jainre Erickson <jaJ~me.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie 

Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlmights.colr;>; Jmme Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC <jcondo~ras@bigeast.org >; Jen Vining-Smith 

~-jvinings@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admfi~.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens~4~nd.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisv’ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella@villm~ova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney ~Melanekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <n~cnealme@shu.edu;,; Mike Kmavoski <ka~voski. l@nd.edu>; Mike 

MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@loui~ille.edu>; Rosemm Antonelli 
<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

~<sbutle@syr.edtr~; Steve tto~m <holton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpi~a)admin.usiledu>; Taylor Stevens 

<athcmpl2@admin.usiledu>; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~; Tom Timmerman <ttimmem~@nd.edtr~; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll @admin.usfedtr~; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edw~; Wanda Factor <wlhcm@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <zsaundeis@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan --~daniel.t.regan@villmiova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<el~ne.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mo~l.vwu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppma~ < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbricl~ouse@bigeas~t.org>; Michael Wasylenko < mjwasyle@moxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mm~gionr@stjohns.edn>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edn>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<s&~}georgetown.edu~; Susan Albrecht <Saa0 l@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Tricia Bellia 



Subject: 

<pbellia@nd.edu-~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <blhirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygand@bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavit’(~:bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeas~t.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 
<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Cosale <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambaldella <mgambaldella@bigeast.org >; Nick Calparelli 

<ncea-parelli@bigeast.org >; Pam Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

< semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeas~t.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pirt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint(@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khe~rn01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank~stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; Robin Martin <robinmarfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobe~marquette.edtr~ 

Bonus Daily Compliance Item- 7/22/09- Current Event 

Class-action suit filed vs. NCAA over use of players’ likenesses 

By __M___~J_J_e__r_L(_)_O_42c_!_a_., U SA TODAY 

A class-action antitrnst law-suit on behalf of former college men’s basketball mad football players was filed at 4:30 p.m. ET Tue~tay in U.S. District Court in San 

Francisco, ~eking unspecified damages from the NCAA and Collegiate Licensing Company for the use of players’ images and likenesses in video content, 

photographs and other memorabilia. 

Ed O’Bmmo~ who s~arred on the UCLA basketball team that won the 1995 NCAA tournament, is the only named plaintiffthus far but lead attorney Michael Hausfeld 

said he expects the lawsuit will expand to include hundreds, if not thousands, of former Division I basketball and Football Bowl Subdivision players. Attorney Jon T. 

King confirmed the suit was filed. 

"Essentially, the case seeks to correct a major imbalance between the NCAA, its infftitutions, former student-athletes and the commercial market" Hausfeld said. 

NCAA spokesman Erik Chrisfianson said in an e-mail the association will defer commem on the lawsuit since officials haven’t had a chance to review it. "However," 

Christianson wrote, "the NCAA categorically denies any infringement on former or current student-athlete likeness rights." 

This is the second class action lawsuit filed recently against the NCAA and Collegiate Licensing. Former Arizoua State and Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller has a 

class action lawsuit pending against those groups as well as their video game partner, EA Sports, tbr unspecified damages for using player likenesses in video games. 

It’s filed in the same San Francisco court as O’Bannon’s class-action suit. 

Fornler Rutgers quarterback Ryan Hart is suing EA Sports in a New Jersey coufl for using Iris likeness without permission. 

EA Sports is named as a co-conspirator in O’Bannoffs suit along with NCAA member schools and conferences. O’Bannon’s suit wants the NCAA and Collegiate 

Licensing to provide accounting of the revenue generated by their commercial ventures. Additionally, the suit asks the court to create a constructive trust for players. 

"We put in our time to become better s~dent-atltletes, and when you’re done playing, you move on," O’Bannon, the 1995 national college player of the year, said in a 

telephone interview. "At the same time, once you leave your universiU, one would think your likeness belongs to you." 

The suit claims the NCAA’s conduct is "blatantly anticompetifive and exclusiouaxy, as it wipes out in total the fiLture ownership interests of tbrmer student-athletes in 

their own images rights that all other members of society eNoy even long atter student-athletes have ceased attending a university." 

Fonns that athletes are required to sign when entering college, which allow the NCAA or third parties to use the athletes’ name or picture to promote NCAA events, 

are a point of contenlion in the lawsuit. ’][’he suit alleges the consent forms deprive fornler s~dent-athletes of earning rights and requests an inunction to force the 
NCAA to stop using them. 

Commercial success 

Commercialism is a touchy subject for the NCAA. The association, a non-profit, is dependent on commercial endeavors but critics argue that athletes are exploited and 

the definition of amateurism is distorted when players’ images and their likenesses are marketed and sold in what has become a multi-billion dollar indusl~’. 

"College sport is a business and a free market system tbr eve~one except the athletes," Richard Southall, director of the College Sport Research Institute at the 

University of North Carolina, said in an interview last week on the rights of past and present student-athletes. "I’m not critic~ing it, but there’s ample evidence of the 

commercial nature of college stx~rt." 

That commercial aspect increasingly is under scrutiny, coinciding with the mpld grow~th of digital technology that continually delivers new products. "Never in my wildest 

dreams did I think all this money would be generated based on what I did 15 years ago," O’Bannon said. 

His lawsuit lists DVDs from UCLA’s championship run in the ’95 NCAA tournament that are on sale on the NCAA On Demand online store and promoted with 

references to O’Bannon’s s~ndout perfornmnces (he was named the Final Four’s most outstaJlding player). 

The suit also alleges O’Bannon’s likeness is used in the EA Sports NCAA Basketball 09 Classic Teams video game. "Ask yourselfa question," Hausfeld said. "How 

can the NCAA continue licensing "the use of those images niter a student-athlete (has lett) a university?" 

More and more, that queslion is being asked by tbrmer players, law.5~ers mad scholars. "The notion that the NCAA can profit from selling likenesses in video games is 

silliness" ~Jd Smith College economics professor Andrew Zimbalist. "The NCAA and video game companies are treating the rest of us like we’re 2-year-olds." 

To compensate former player~ O’Bannon’s lawsuit suggests revenue sharing modeled after group licensing deals in professional sports. An aJtemative, the suit says, 

could be the creation of thnds for health insurance, additional educational or vocational training or pension plans for folmer student-athletes. 



Vaccaro’s role 

O’Baralon said he does not expect to receive large sums of money if he runs the case. After playing two years in the NBA and later overseas, he settled in Nevada and 

makes a comfortable living by working in sales and marketing for a car dealership. 

"This isfft really aIyout the money," he said. "This is about going after Mint’s right. It’s almost like, ’How dare they put us out there aJ~d not compensate us?’" 

He said he had been bothered by the NCAA’s recent business ventures that included his image and likeness but had not considered suing until he was approached by 
former shoe company execntive Sonny Vaccaro and Vaccaro’s wife mad business partner, Pam. 

"It’s so cool the Vaccaros are behind this and really want to help us out," O’Batmon said. "They are pathfinders." 

Vaccaro was once a controversial figure for commercializing youth basketball by outfitting scores of players in athletic appeacel while ,searching for the next superstar to 

endorse the company for which he worked, whether it was Nike, Adidas or Reebok. 

He now considers himself an advocate for players’ rights and has been railing against the NCAA’s strict parmneters on amateurism that he says slrips players of rightful 

earning power. In part through speeches he made on the university lecture circuit, Vaccaro said he got the attention of Hausfeld’s high-powered Washington, D.C.- 

based finn. In legal circles, HaustEld is a well-known matitmst lawyer on a globs] scale. 

Attorney William Isaacson is co-counsel in the case and is from the prominent firm Boles, Schiller and Flexner, which represented tbrmer Vice President AI Gore 

against George W. Bush in 2000 when the Presidential election was too close to call and ultimately decided by the Supreme Coud in favor of Bush. 

Vaccaro is sendng as an unpaid consultant in this case. 

"Questions will finally be answered," Vaccaro said. "I need these people the NCAA to explain how they can role over (athletes) and nobody questions them." 

Depicting the act of swearing an oath in court. Vaccaro said: "They’re going to have to put their left hand down and right hand up. They’re going to have to answer to 

thousands of kids." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 7, 2009 2:16 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtP; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po- 

box.esu.edu>; Dan Trump <~trump@umd.edn>; Dana, Greg <gdan~ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edn>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu~; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookw~Jter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin 

Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; 

Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jason Gray <ja~m.gray@usm.edu>; .lennil~r Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <tx~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 
<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <ji:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edn>; Mary, McElroy 

<mal3~@smu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch~ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

--~athlelicscomplimlce@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edtr~; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@aJnericaeast.com>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <~lforda@sacredhea~.edw~; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edw~; Rick Christensen <chnstensen@duq.edtr~; Rick EvraJcd <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@vt.edu>; 
Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shults, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~t@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
~<shults@marshdll.edu>; Stricklmld, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Poxker 

<tparke@vt.edu~,; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbeJley@scaxletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edn>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edn; erica.v~/cherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford~}mail.w~,u.edu>; j beverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatm <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org:~; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com:~; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WoJsh 

<mwoJsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lmson 

<rlarson@scmletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. < skh@georgetown.edtc,; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor < wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Mark Ronntree <msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; 

Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.olg>; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com~; 

Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu;,; Carissa Comoy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan 
Bartholomae <~dbaltholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisat~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gos~m ~<tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdf9@geolgetown.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie 

Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlmights.com>; Jmme Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC <jcondeJras@bigeast.org >; Jen Vining-Smith 

~-jvinings@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens~,@nd.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@loui~ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress ~udy.cress@mail.wvu.edu~; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrdla@villmlova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <Melanekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu;,; Mike Kma~-oski <ka~voski. l@nd.edu>; Mike 

MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Patrick ttairsmn 

<patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Rosemm Antonelli <athcomplia~ce@stjohns.edu>; RyaJ~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Sta~, 

Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler <sbufle@syr.edw~; Steve Hormn <horton@admin.usfedtr~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usiledu-~; Tern Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmenn@nd.edt~-; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org >; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don l~bpe-Davis 

<~tpd@nd.edu:>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fiederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.w~,u.edt~-; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <ldam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 

--~schoppl@shu.edu~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@s~johns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown 



Subject: 

<scottbrown@uconn.e&P; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edtr>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<btidrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeasto~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; dgavitt@bigeasto~; 

Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeasto~>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 
Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeastolg>; Mike GamboJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeastorg>; Pam Flmflce <pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Maxgolis 

<rmmgolis@bigeas~t.org >; SaraA Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(c)!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fiflkmgi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

-gkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <patbabcock@uconn.edu~; Robin Martin <robin.maNn@uc.edu~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bober@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/11/09- 12.1.2.4.2 

Bun Kerr is a golf student-athlete at College USA. During the summer, Bun competed in several open tournaments in his hometown. Bun placed in the last 
tournament and received prize money for his place finish. The prize money was awarded by the sponsor of the open event and did not exceed his actual 
necessary expenses. Does winning and accepting this prize money affect Bun’s amateurism status? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.4.2 states that in individual sports, a student-athlete may accept prize money based on his or her place finish or performance in an 
open athletics event (an event that is not invitation only), provided the competition occurs outside the institution’s declared playing and practice season 
during the institution’s summer vacation period. Such prize money may not exceed actual and necessary expenses and may be provided only by the 
sponsor of the open event. The calculation of actual and necessary expenses shall not include the expenses or fees of anyone other than the student- 
athlete (e.g., coach’s fees or expenses, parent’s expenses). 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 7, 2009 2:32 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtP; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po- 

box.esu.edu>; Dan Trump <~trump@umd.edn>; Dana, Greg <gdan~ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edn>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu~; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookw~Jter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin 

Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; 

Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jason Gray <ja~m.gray@usm.edu>; .lennil~r Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <tx~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 
<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <ji:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edn>; Mary, McElroy 

<mal3~@smu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch~ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

--~athlelicscomplimlce@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edtr~; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@aJnericaeast.com>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <~lforda@sacredhea~.edw~; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edw~; Rick Christensen <chnstensen@duq.edtr~; Rick EvraJcd <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@vt.edu>; 
Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shults, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~t@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
~<shults@marshdll.edu>; Stricklmld, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Poxker 

<tparke@vt.edu~,; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbeJley@scaxletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edn>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edn; erica.v~/cherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford~}mail.w~,u.edu>; j beverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatm <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org:~; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com:~; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WoJsh 

<mwoJsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lmson 

<rlarson@scmletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. < skh@georgetown.edtc,; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor < wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Mark Ronntree <msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; 

Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.olg>; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com~; 

Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu;,; Carissa Comoy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan 
Bartholomae <~dbaltholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisat~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gos~m ~<tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdf9@geolgetown.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie 

Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlmights.com>; Jmme Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC <jcondeJras@bigeast.org >; Jen Vining-Smith 

~-jvinings@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens~,@nd.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@loui~ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress ~udy.cress@mail.wvu.edu~; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrdla@villmlova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <Melanekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu;,; Mike Kma~-oski <ka~voski. l@nd.edu>; Mike 

MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Patrick ttairsmn 

<patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Rosemm Antonelli <athcomplia~ce@stjohns.edu>; RyaJ~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Sta~, 

Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler <sbufle@syr.edw~; Steve Hormn <horton@admin.usfedtr~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usiledu-~; Tern Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmenn@nd.edt~-; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org >; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don l~bpe-Davis 

<~tpd@nd.edu:>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fiederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.w~,u.edt~-; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <ldam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 

--~schoppl@shu.edu~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@s~johns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown 



Subject: 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdl@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Slephens 

<tstephens@spaaaport.rutgers.edtr% Tficia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfhirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygan&~bigeaslo~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeasl.o~; 

Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeasl.o~>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 
Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick ~-lcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates~!bigeast.org>; Lisa Zaalecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne~!bigeaslolg>; Mike Gambaxdella 

<mgambardella~!bigeast.org>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli~bigeast.org>; Pare Fle~flce <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maxgolis 

<rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy ~smurphy(c~!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr,ed~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitLedu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fiflkmgi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Poim ~lapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu;,; Kathy Meehan <meehank@sljohns.edu->; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conlx~y. l@nd.edtc>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maNn@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bober@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/12/09- Postcards 

The women’s soccer coaches at Big Time University would like to send postcards to all of their senior recruits wishing them good luck on their upcoming 
season. Which of the following is true about postcards? 

A. Cannot exceed 4 % X 6 inches 
B. Contains only the institution’s name and logo (or athletics logo) on one side and only handwritten information on the opposite side 
C. Neither A or B is true 
D. Both A and B are true 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1(k) states that the dimensions of an institutional postcard may not exceed 4 1/4 by 6 inches. In addition, a postcard 
may contain only the institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on one side when produced and may include only handwritten information, (e.g., words, 
illustrations) on the opposite side when provided to the recipients. (Adopted: 1/14/09 effective 8/1/09) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 7, 2009 2:44 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtP; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po- 

box.esu.edu>; Dan Trump <~trump@umd.edn>; Dana, Greg <gdan~ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edn>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu~; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookw~Jter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin 

Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; 

Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jason Gray <ja~m.gray@usm.edu>; .lennil~r Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <tx~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 
<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <ji:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edn>; Mary, McElroy 

<mal3~@smu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch~ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

--~athlelicscomplimlce@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edtr~; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@aJnericaeast.com>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <~lforda@sacredhea~.edw~; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edw~; Rick Christensen <chnstensen@duq.edtr~; Rick EvraJcd <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@vt.edu>; 
Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shults, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~t@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
~<shults@marshdll.edu>; Stricklmld, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Poxker 

<tparke@vt.edu~,; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbeJley@scaxletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edn>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edn; erica.v~/cherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford~}mail.w~,u.edu>; j beverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatm <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org:~; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com:~; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WoJsh 

<mwoJsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lmson 

<rlarson@scmletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. < skh@georgetown.edtc,; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor < wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Mark Ronntree <msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; 

Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.olg>; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com~; 

Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu;,; Carissa Comoy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan 
Bartholomae <~dbaltholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisat~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gos~m ~<tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdf9@geolgetown.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie 

Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlmights.com>; Jmme Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC <jcondeJras@bigeast.org >; Jen Vining-Smith 

~-jvinings@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens~,@nd.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@loui~ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress ~udy.cress@mail.wvu.edu~; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrdla@villmlova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <Melanekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu;,; Mike Kma~-oski <ka~voski. l@nd.edu>; Mike 

MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Patrick ttairsmn 

<patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Rosemm Antonelli <athcomplia~ce@stjohns.edu>; RyaJ~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Sta~, 

Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler <sbufle@syr.edw~; Steve Hormn <horton@admin.usfedtr~; Stumpt; Rick 

<RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usiledu-~; Tern Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~; Tom Timmerman 

<ttimmenn@nd.edt~-; Valerie Pendino <athcmpll@admin.us£edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor 

<wt:acto@bigeast.org >; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don l~bpe-Davis 

<~tpd@nd.edu:>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <fiederick.ms@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

<john.fishe@mail.w~,u.edt~-; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lain <ldam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 

--~schoppl@shu.edu~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert Mangione <mangion@s~johns.edtr~; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown 



Subject: 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa0l @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spaJ~port.rutgers.edtt>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<btidrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~; 

Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeas~t.o~>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 
Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick-qcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~alecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeas~t.olg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flmdce <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Maacgolis 

<rmmgolis@bigeas~t.org >; Sam~ Emmett <semmett@bigeas~t.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy(c)!bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fidtongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

-~kherm0 l@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~johns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edtc,; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maNn@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bober@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/13/09- 14.4.3. l - AP Credit 

Pick N. Roll is a basketball student-athlete. Here is Pick’s academic record: 
Fall 2008- full-time- passed 12 hours at Eastern College 
Spring 2009- full-time- passed 9 hours at Eastern College 
Earned 6 Advanced Placement credits while a senior in high school. 
Has Pick met the 24 hour rule to be eligible for the fall 2009 term? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/1/03- Use of Credit-by-Examination and Advanced Placement Courses to Fulfill Progress Toward Degree 
Requirements (I)- states that for student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution on or after August 1,2003, credit earned via credit-by-examination 
and advanced placement courses completed prior to initial full-time collegiate enrollment shall not be used to satisfy the 18/27 credit-hour requirement or 
the six credit-hour requirement. However, such credit may be used to satisfy the 24/36 credit-hour requirement and percentage of degree requirements 
(i.e., 40/60/80). Subsequent to initial full-time enrollment, credit earned while enrolled during a regular academic term via credit-by-examination and 
advanced placement courses may be used to meet all progress toward degree requirements. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1- Eligibility for competition shall be determined based on satisfactory completion of at least: (Revised: 1/10/92, 10/31/02 effective 
8/1/03 forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

(a) Twenty-four-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit prior to start of the student-athlete’s second year of collegiate enrollment (third semester, 
fourth quarter); (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(b) Eighteen-semester or 27-quarter hours of academic credit since the beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the certifying 
institution’s preceding regular two semesters or three quarters (hours earned during the summer may not be used to fulfill this requirement) (see Bylaw 
14.4.3.1.4); and (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(c) Six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term (e.g., fall semester, winter quarter) in which the 
student-athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution (see Bylaw _1____4_,_1__~__1___0_. for postseason certification). (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 
for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

!-~? ; gA.’~’~’ C’~,~.’~’~’ 

.i£_o__t~__d__g_r__;~__s__~_~_b__i_gCg_s__t_:_er__g. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 10, 2009 7:35 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.e&P; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyc@bc.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@mm.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po- 

box.esu.edu>; Dan Trump <~trump@umd.edn>; Dana, Greg <gdan~ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edn>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edu~; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookw~Jter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner 

<ebanmgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin 

Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtr~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; 

Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jason Gray <ja~m.gray@usm.edu>; .lennilEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <tx~oz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hm’wood 
<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jl:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@loui~ille.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edn>; Mary, McElroy 

<mal3~@smu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch~ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

--~athlelicscomplimlce@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@fice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu~; Midgett, Geolge D 

<george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edtr~; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@aJnericaeast.com>; 

Queally, Alicia Altbrd <~lforda@sacredhea~.edw~; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edw~; Rick Christensen <chnstensen@duq.edtr~; Rick EvraJcd <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sa~dyj@~t.edu>; 
Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shults, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koos~t@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
~<shults@marshdll.edu>; Stricklmld, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.eduv,; Tim Poxker 

<tparke@vt.eduv,; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtc,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adfienne.trice@nmNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbeJley@scaxletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edn>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edn; erica.v~cherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford~}mail.w~,u.edu>; j beverly@scafletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatm <jma~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org:~; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depanl.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com:~; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WoJsh 

<mwoJsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Lmson 

<rlarson@scmletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Smldy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. < skh@georgetown.edtc,; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor < wfacto@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~x~n.edtr~; Mark Ronntree <msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; 

Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.olg>; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scafletknights.comv; 

Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtc,; Carissa Coruoy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan 
Bartholomae <~dbaltholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisat~:syr.edu>; Daniel Gos~m ~<tbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <ttanid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edw~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdf9@geolgetown.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie 

Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlmights.com>; Jmme Mullin <jpmulhn@syr.edu>; JC <jcondeJras@bigeast.org >; Jen Vining-Smith 

~-jvinings@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.usf.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodens~,@nd.edu:>; Jody Sykes <jody.ukes@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams 

<john.cams@loui~ille.edu>; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress ~udy.cress@mail.wvu.edu~; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Cenlrella <katherine.centrella(a~villmlova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin 

Delaney <Melanekl @stjohns.edtr~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Mac Halt <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edtc,; Mike Kala~-oski <ka~voski. l@nd.edu>; Mike 

MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Ro~ann Anmnelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

~<sbutle@syr.edtr~; Steve tto~m <holton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpt; Rick <RStumpi~a)admin.usiledu>; Taylor Stevens 

<athcmpl2@admin.usiledu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edtr~; Tom Timmerman <ttimmem~@nd.edtr~; Valerie Pendino 
<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGeldel: Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <zsaundels@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villmiova.edu>; Don l?ope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<el~ine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@moil.~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppma~ < schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@nmxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <mm~gionr@stjohns.edn>; Robert Snllins <rsullin@ugs.usf.edn>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 



Subject: 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu-~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org:~; Ben Fairclough <blhirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygaJ~d@bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavit’(~:bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <isiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy 
Kirkpatrick --d~,stone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambaldella <mgambaldella@bigeast.org >; Nick Carparelli 

<ncecpecelli@bigeast.org >; Pam Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

< semmett@bigeast.org >; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeasl.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjiaaa <todjakjiml@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khe~rn01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehm~k~stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu;; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr;; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobe~marquette.edtr; 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/10/09- Preseason Expenses 

WELCOME BACK AND GOOD LUCK TO ALL OF YOU AS WE START UP A NEW ACADEMIC YEAR!! 
Line F. Scrimmage, a freshman football student-athlete, reports to practice in early August without having been certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center. As a 
recruited student-athlete, he has 14 days in which to be certified before ceasing practice activities. 
May he receive preseason expenses (e.g., lodging, meals) during this temporary period? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8-19-94- states that it is permissible for a student-athlete whose final initial-eligibility certification is pending to receive 
room and board expenses during preseason practice prior to the beginning of classes during the temporary certification period, inasmuch as the expenses 
are considered incidental to participation. Once classes start, the institution must cease providing such expenses if the eliqibilit¥ certification is 
not complete, 
Staff Interpretation 
Preseason Expenses Incidental to Participation 
Date Published: August 19, 1994 
Item Ref: a 
interpretation: 
a. Preseason Expenses Incidental to Participation: The legislative services staffconfirmed that it is permissible for a student-athlete whose final initial- 
eligibility certification is pending to receive room and board expenses during preseason practice prior to the beginning of classes during the temporary 
certification period, inasmuch as the expenses are considered incidental to participation. Once classes start, the institution must cease providing such 
expenses if the eligibility certification is not complete (regardless of whether the temporary certification period has not ended), inasmuch as the temporary 
certification period relates only to practice (and not to financial aid). 

jcondar¢~s@biqea.~l.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 14, 2009 7:59 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patfick.hairs~km@maJl.wvu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Jamie Vaughn -zJamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu-~; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick 
<ks~tone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.us£edu>; John Fisher ~-john.fishe@mail.w~u.edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmann@pmvidence.edu>; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeafft.org>; Dan Tromp <dtpdmp@umd.edu>; Robelnt Mangione 

<mmlgionr@stjohns.edtf>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan Isa£--~dmismC(c)!syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themmldez@miami.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scafletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; Gmnn, Derek <gwi~ml3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdf9@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edn>; Holland, Monique <mhollmld@alasu.edu;,; Missy, Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edn>; CaM Sprague 

<csprague@athlelics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@Ngeast.org>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.olg>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadam@syr.edtr~; Ben Fairclough <bthirclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross 

-<tros@mail.ewu.edu>; bonne@nnu.edu; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgeti, 

George D <george.d.midge@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edw*; Bo 
Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; Mac Hart --~mha(t@providence.edu>; Brian Baptlste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickla~& Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~; Rick Chfistensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <Susseyl@duq.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edw-; Jen Vining-Smith qvining@nd.edu>; Erin Sales 
--~erin.sales@uco~m.edu~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu;,; Angela Bradd ~:angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanne@atNetics.ncf.edtr~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsn.edu;,; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org~; Scott Brown 

--~scott.bmwn@uconn.edtr~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edw,; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckiNey@nc.edu~; Dana, Gieg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan <meehmlk@stjohns.edu~; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu~; Roseann Antonelli 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edu:~; Mike Karwoski <karwoski. l@nd.edu:~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquetie.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu:~; Katie Boin <keb92@georgemwn.edu:~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~-zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edw*; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mM.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmlki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@scarletkmights.com>; Kim ttottel 

<Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shn.edt~-; dgavitt a)bigeast.olg; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edt~-; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodenst@nd.edtf>; Kendfick Gholston <kghols~ton@scarletlmights.com>; Pam Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Mark Rountlee 

<msr47@geolgetown.edw-; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@u&.edu>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org >; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Jamie Johnson 
<jjohnson@scafletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet*~Ngeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Krisline Knhr Fowler <kkfoMe@ku.edu~; Colin 

HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu~; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu~; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu~; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Qneally, Alicia Alford 

<allbr~sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtv~; Amy ttaworth ~’ahaworth@admin.usfedu>; Shannon Crowley 

-<sh~mnon.crowley@villmaova.edw*; Eflease Wagner <efleaaem@syr.edw*; Donna SaJlt-’t ~’d~nft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle .!osetd 

<dmlielle.fi~gerald@maxquette.edu>; Mm-k Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Sandy Weber <saJlds~@vt.edu-*; Michelle Lee 

<michellelee@ncsu.edtv~; Miami Compliance Office <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa 

Dickina~ <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edtf>; Ja~lie Mullin <jpmullin@s?T.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@hnskers.com >; Shnlts, William 

<wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtf>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgaxtner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson --~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Calty Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Julie Hemlann <jkheml0 l@lonis~ille.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmennan 

<ttimmerm@nd.edn>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@nc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu~; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robmharri@ivyleaguesports.com>; Barbara 

Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Jena Boncher <jboucher@admin.usf.edn>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cnls.nmil.virginia.edu~; Mary, 

McElroy <mary@smu.edtr~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetie.edu>; Valerie Pendino <athcmpl l@admin.usfedw*; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villm~ova.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edw*; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Kath~n Lam 

<klmn@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shu.edu>; Caiflin Smfl~r <caiflin.s~toit~r@,uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris 

Pdchardson ~-q~’ichardson@ncaa.org>; Lyre1 Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy C~ess 

<judy.cress@mail.w~u.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edtf>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La libint 

<jlapoint@providence.edt~-; Brent Moberg --~brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletlmights.com>; Gordon Finch 

<gordon.finch@illmiova.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.utl.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@nmit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume <jkim~e@tl~oy.edu~; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@Ngeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin MaNn <robin.martin@uc.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edn>; Mia Brickhonse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Mark Jones <maxk.jones@icemiller.com>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu~; Rick Eward <revrard@bsk.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz ~essica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu>; Heather Robertson 

<herober’(~:vt.edu-*; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes 

<temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA-Shepar4@mu.edu:~; Carrie McCaw <camie.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@uark.edw*; Steven Koo <koos*~bc.edu>; Mike Gambardella <mgambaxdell@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stmffo~d.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.us£edu>; Rym~ McAlvey <mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald 

<mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edt~-; nlee@astate.edu; Tricia Bellia--~pbellia@nd.edu>; 

An~y Rho&s --~arhodes@athlefics.pitt.edtf>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <me9h@virginia.edU>; Randale Richmond 

<rrichn~o2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@ntoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto 
<jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megm~ finch@ncsn.edu~; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edn>; Condams, Steven M. 



Subject: 

<SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu-~; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spaJ~port.rutgers.edu-~; Scott 

Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Don Pope-Davis ~q:tpd@nd.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edtr~; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutler@syr.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/14/09- Current Event 

Moving up to Division I may get pricey 
USAToday.com 
Schools eyeing a jump to NCA,~ Division I might have to dig deeper into their pockets. 

The NCAA is weighing a number of new conditions to join its richest, highest-profile division, including an application fee of as much as $1 million. Reclassifying schools now 
pay $15,000. 

The guidelines are being hammered out by the Division I Leadership Council, which reports in October to the school presidents and chancellors on the D-I Board of Directors. 
The earliest any changes would kick in is April. 

"Division I is a significant brand. There’s a nice revenue-sharing pool," says Georgia athletics director Damon Evans, who heads the Leadership Council. "We’ve just got to 
make sure ... that those in Division I are the right institutions and can meet the standards and qualifications." 

The action comes as Division I has grown from 310 schools a decade ago to 335, with another 13 en route to full membership by the 2012-13 school year. Concerned about 
overgrowth -- and an influx of schools lacking Division Mevel funding and other resources -- the NCAA cut off new applications until August 2011. 

Evans’ panel also is talking about beefing up scholarship commitments and requiring applicants to have conference affiliation. Though it is tentatively recommending a 
"substantial" application fee, Evans says the group is far from settled on the $1 million figure. 

At West Georgia, where there is interest in eventually moving up from Division II, football coach and interim athletics director Daryl Dickey says a seven4igure fee probably 
would give schools pause. But he says, "If you make that jump, you have to be prepared to run an eight, nine, 10 million dollar budget. You can’t make it on a five, six, seven 
million dollar budget and be a competitive program. 

"1 think by initiating that fee, that’s what they’re saying: ’Before you make that jump, you’d better be prepared.’" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 17, 2009 9:12 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.ovg>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsn.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 
Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<mllyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <c~me.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clvis Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet*~vt.edu,~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu,~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Harems, Robin Green <robinharri@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Monique <mholland@alasu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@m.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennit~r Bmshem 

<jemlifer.brasheaJc@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <j~kin@agnesscott.edu;>; John Hm-wood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt’agg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcmming@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufthlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kdichardson@ncaa.org:,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu,~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmna~ <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lsqme Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neyland~icemiller.com~; MaD~ McElmy <mals~@smu.edu>; Megan Boone 
<mbx)one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Va~derbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-slate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alford@sacredheart.edu>; 

Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <michmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Chfistensen <christensen@duq.edu>; 

Rick Evlard <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <smldvj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshmma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepho~e Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@moxshall.edu>; Stricklmld, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edu;~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu;~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaxk.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskel~.com~; adrienne.tfice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaxletk~figNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;~; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@maJd.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~Tcherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondm’as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edt~,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edt~,; 

mpeterson@scarletkIfights.com; Marvin Mitchell <maxvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.con~>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@moil.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scaxletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~x~n.edu,~; Mark Ronntree <msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;~; 

Bernadette Bartlett <bbaxtlett@bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu,~; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; 
Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caJtlin.stott~@uc.edw~; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletkmights.com>; 

Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.~u.edu>; Dm~ Baxtholomae <’dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisat~:syr.edu>; Daniel 

Gossom -<tbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Dmaielle Josetti <danielle.ti~geral@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna 

Sanft <dsanf~athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJaker <dbakke@depaul.edw~; Doug Trani 

<tm~id@Nolms.edu>; Elizabeth Mm~cini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sale@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edt~-; Greg Feathers~ton <gdtP@georgetown.edu>; Jaime Efickson 

~-jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scMetknights.com>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edt~-; JC 

~-jcondexa@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jena Boucher <jbouche@admin.us£edu>; Jess Hegmmm 

<jhegmam~@providence.edu~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes ~ody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.cam@lonisville.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com~; Judy Cress 

<judy.cres@mail.w~,u.edu>; Kate Hickey <klfickey@scarletknights.com~; Katie Centrella <katherine.cenlrell@villmaova.edtr~; Kenneth 

A. Schank <kschm~k@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edtc~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenan!d@shu.edu>; Mac 
Hart <mha~providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu>; Mike 

Kan~’oski <kan~,oski.l@nd.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Nicholas T Qiea <nick.oje@louisville.edtr~; 

Patrick ttairston <patrick.haJrsm@mail.wvu.edu>; Ro~ann Anmnelli <athcompliance@sljolms.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mca]vey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu;>; Taylor Stevens 

<~athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Term Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvn.edu>; Tom Timmermm~ <ttimmem~@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGelder, Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@nconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regm~ <daniel.t.regan@villm~ova.edu>; Don Pope-Davis <~tpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~5~n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 



Subject: 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu-~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <blhirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<5weygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco ~-~ddemaleo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski ~-j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto ~-jm~zinatto@bigeast.org>; Jolm Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick ~-~kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zaaaecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambaldella <mgambal~Mla@bigeast.org >; Nick Calparelli 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu;,; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khe~m01@louisville.e&l>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu> Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu> Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/17/09- 14.5.1.1, 14.5.1.1.1 

Sky Hook is a basketball student-athlete that transferred to College USA in the fall of 2008. Sky enrolled in 13 hours in the fall 2008 term, but dropped down 
to 8 hours half way through the semester. Sky passed 8 hours that term. In the spring 2009 term, Sky enrolled in and passed 13 hours. 
Has Sky served a year in residence at College USA? 
No, Sky did not complete a full-time program of studies in the fall because he dropped down to 8 hours. 
If Sky attended summer school in the summer of 2009 and passed at least 3 hours, will he have then satisfied his year in residence? 
Yes. Sky will have earned 24 hours prior to the start of his third term of full-time enrollment. 
NCAA Bylaw 14.$.1.1 states that to satisfy an academic year in residence, a student shall: 

A. Be enrolled in and complete a minimum full-time program of studies for two full semester or three full quarters; OR 
B. Be enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies for two full semesters or three full quarters and pass a number of hours that is at least equal to 

the sum total of the minimum load of each of the required terms. 
NCAA Bylaw 14.$.1.1.1 states that a summer term shall not be used to satisfy a term of residence, but hours earned at the certifying institution during the 
summer may be used to satisfy the requirement of Bylaw 14.5.1.1 (b). 

iieondaras(o3biqeast, orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 18, 2009 9:12 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyc@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alte@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; ttams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edw~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <j~kin@agnesscott.edu;>; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stlassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Cliffstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shnlts@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edtc,; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxrnelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~x~£cherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.eduv,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.eduv,; 

mpeterson@scarlethlights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@moil.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~)bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; D~miel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dslo~l@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; GoNon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdil)@georgetown.edu>; Hannah Rhodes 

<hrhodes@admin.us£edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Ljohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -qcondara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith ~vinings@nd.edu~; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegman@pl~ovidence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner ~bodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cmss@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas’t.org>; Kevin Delaney <dela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtv~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa 

McNealy qncnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Km’woski <karwoski.l@nd.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edtr~; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@loui~dlle.edtr~; Patrick HaJrsmn <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edw~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@Nohns.edu>; Shannon 
CroMey ~<shannon.crowley@vill~lova.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<hoflon@admin.usf.edu;>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usfedu>; Tern Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.w~zu.edu>; tiffany burbridge <tburbridge@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edt~-; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGeldel: Maxielle <maridle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Regina <daniel.t.regm~@villanova.edtr~; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu~; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 



Subject: 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klmn@nd.edu>; [,aura SchoppmaJ1 <schoppla~shu.edu-~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwawle@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <ma~gion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<Sweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemalvo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilapoint@providence.edu-~; Julie tlermaJm <ikherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/18/09- Transfer Receiving Athletics Aid 

Advance ThaRunner is a softball player at College USA. Advance was caught cheating on one of her spring finals and was suspended for the fall 2009 
semester. Advance decided to transfer to Big Time College for the fall 2009 term. Despite the suspension, Advance was meeting all NCAA, conference and 
institutional PTD requirements when she left College USA. 
Is Advance permitted to receive an athletic scholarship from Big Time College during the 2009-10 academic year? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6/1/09- Four-Year Transfer Student-Athlete’s Eligibility for Athletically Related Financial Aid (I)- states that for 
purposes of determining whether a transfer student-athlete from a four-year institution is eligible for athletically related financial aid during his or her first 
academic year at the certifying institution, the student-athlete must have been academically eligible to compete during the next regular academic term had 
he or she remained at the previous institution based on a review of all components of academic eligibility (e.g., NCAA progress-toward-degree 
requirements, conference academic eligibility requirements, good academic standing, suspension/dismissal related to an academic offense). Therefore, a 
transfer student-athlete from a four-year institution who was suspended or dismissed for the next regular academic term due to an academic offense (e.g., 
cheatin.q, plagiarism) may not receive athletically related financial aid during his or her first academic year at the certifying institution. 
[Reference: NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.4 (eligibility for institutional athletically related financial aid)] 

jeondaras@bigeast, orq 
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To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Augnst 19, 2009 9:22 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 
Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyc@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alte@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; ttams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edw~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <j~kin@agnesscott.edu;>; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stlassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Cliffstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edtc,; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxrnelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~x~£cherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.eduv,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.eduv,; 

mpeterson@scarlethlights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@moil.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~)bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; D~miel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dslo~l@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; GoNon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdil)@georgetown.edu>; Hannah Rhodes 

<hrhodes@admin.us£edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Ljohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -qcondara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith ~vinings@nd.edu~; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegman@pl~ovidence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner ~bodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cmss@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas’t.org>; Kevin Delaney <dela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtv~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa 

McNealy qncnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Km’woski <karwoski.l@nd.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edtr~; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@loui~dlle.edtr~; Patrick HaJrsmn <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edw~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@Nohns.edu>; Shannon 
CroMey ~<shannon.crowley@vill~lova.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<hoflon@admin.usf.edu;>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usfedu>; Tern Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.w~zu.edu>; tiffany burbridge <tburbridge@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edt~-; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGeldel: Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Regina <daniel.t.regm~@villanova.edtr~; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu~; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 



Subject: 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; [,aura SchoppmaJ1 <schoppla~shu.edu->; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwawle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <ma~gion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemamo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquerie@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie tlermaJm <ikherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara11 Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/19/09- 15.3.3. l. l 

Break Away is a senior on Big Time College’s (BTC) men’s soccer team and will graduate at the conclusion of the fall 2009 semester. Since Break will not 
be enrolled for the entire 2009-10 academic year, is it permissible for BTC to provide Break with an athletic scholarship for just the fall 2009 semester?. 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.3.1.1 states that an institution may award athletically related financial aid to a student-athlete for a period of less than one academic 
year under only under the following circumstances: 

(a) Midyear Enrollment. A student-athlete whose first full-time attendance at the certifying institution, during a particular academic year occurs at midyear 
(e.g., the beginning of the second semester or second or third quarter of an academic year) may receive a financial aid award for the remainder of that 
academic year. (Revised: 5/9/06) 

(b) Final Semester/Quarter. A student-athlete may receive athletically related financial aid for less than one academic year, provided the 
student is in the final semester or final two quarters of his or her degree program and the institution certifies that the student is carrying (for 
credit) the courses necessary to complete the degree requirements. 

(c) One-Time Exception. One time during a student-athlete’s enrollment at the certifying institution he or she may be awarded athletics aid for less than a 
full academic year, provided the student-athlete has been enrolled full time at the certifying institution for at least one regular academic term and has not 
previously received athletically related financial aid from the certifying institution. (Revised: 5/19/09) 

(d) Eligibility Exhausted/Medical Noncounter. A student-athlete who has exhausted eligibility and is exempt from counting (per Bylaw 15.5.1.6.) in the 
institution’s financial aid limit, or a student-athlete who is exempt from counting (per Bylaw 15.5.1.3) due to an injury or illness may receive athletically 
related financial aid for less than one academic year. If an institution awards aid under this provision, the institutional financial aid agreement shall include 
specific nonathletically related conditions (e.g., academic requirements) the student-athlete must satisfy in order for the aid to be renewed for the next 
academic term or terms. If the student-athlete satisfies the specified conditions, the institution shall award financial aid at the same amount for the next 
term or terms of the academic year. If the student-athlete does not satisfy the specified conditions, he or she must be provided a hearing opportunity per 
Bylaw 15.3.2.4. (Adopted: 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday. Angust 20, 2009 9:23 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angda Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeastorg>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu--; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alter@ncaa.org->; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Crreen <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vtedu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srad@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashem" 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <jakin@agnesscott.edu;>; John Har~vood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jl:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley’ Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bullhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedus,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Lomtta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~;iicemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Office <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vm~derbiltEdu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@a,state.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <altbrd@sacredheartedtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kentedu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vtedu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshmma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shults, Willimn <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shnlts@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edu;~; Snsan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edus~; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaark.edu--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcastnet,--; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edus~; 
dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~-ycherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondm’as@bigeaslorg>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@sTrT.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAPdNEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maumen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@maJl.wvu.edu>; swalke@scMetknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy, 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edus>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeastorg>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoll’e@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.e&P; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; Dm~iel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fl <dsanfl@athletics.pittedu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloml@athletics.pittedu>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmminie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@s3,r.edu>; GoNon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdil)@georgetown.edu>; Hannah Rhodes 

<hrhodes@admin.us£edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <ijohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~conda;a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith ~vinings@nd.edu--; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.nsf.edtr--; Jess Hegmann <jhegman@pl~ovidence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner ~bodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeastorg>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cmss@mail.vwu.edu;>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <ctela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr>; Mac ttart <mharVv~:providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa 

McNealy qncnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Km’woski <karwoski.l@nd.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edtr>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@loui~dlle.edtr>; Patrick HaJrsmn <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edw~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@Nohns.edu>; Shannon 
CroMey <shannon.crowley@villmiova.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler <sbutler@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<ho(ton@admin.usf.edu;>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usfedu>; Tern Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.w~u.edu>; tilt’any burbridge <tburbridge@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGelden Mazielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pittedtr--; Dan Regan <daniel.tregml@villanova.edtr--; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <:frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 



Subject: 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn ][,am <klmn@nd.edu>; [,aura SchoppmaJ1 <schoppla~shu.edu->; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwawle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <ma~gion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemamo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquerie@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie tlermaJm <ikherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara11 Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/20/09- 11.01.4 

th Jump Serve is a volleyball student-athlete at College USA. She is starting her 4 year of collegiate enrollment but was injured last year. Jump’s injury was 
severe enough that she will not be able to practice or compete in the sport of volleyball ever again. Jump would like to serve as a student assistant coach 
this year, so she can stay active with the team. Is it permissible for Jump to serve as a student assistant coach? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.01.4 states that a student-assistant coach is any coach who is a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility in the sport or 
has become injured to the point that he or she is unable to practice or compete ever again, and who meets the following additional criteria: (Revised: 
1/12/04 effective 8/1/04) 

(a) Is enrolled at the institution at which he or she participated in intercollegiate athletics; 

(b) Is participating as a student-coach within the five-year eligibility period (see Bylaw 14.2); 

(c) Is a full-time undergraduate or graduate student (see Bylaws 14.1.8.2 and 14.1 £2.1A.), except that during his or her final semester or quarter of a 
program, he or she may be enrolled in less than a full-time program of studies, provided he or she is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to 
complete the degree requirements; (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04, 8/11/09) 

(d) Is receiving no compensation or remuneration from the institution other than the financial aid that could be received as a student-athlete and expenses 
incurred on road trips that are received by individual team members; and (Revised: 1/9/96) 

(e) Is not involved in contacting and evaluating prospective student-athletes off campus or scouting opponents off campus and does not perform recruiting 
coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2). (Revised: 5/26/06) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 8:53 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 
Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyc@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alte@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; ttams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edw~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <j~kin@agnesscott.edu;>; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stlassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Cliffstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edtc,; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxrnelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~x~£cherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.eduv,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.eduv,; 

mpeterson@scarlethlights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@moil.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~)bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; D~miel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dslo~l@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; GoNon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdil)@georgetown.edu>; Hannah Rhodes 

<hrhodes@admin.us£edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <Ljohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -qcondara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith ~vinings@nd.edu~; Jena Boucher 

<jbouche@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jess Hegmann <jhegman@pl~ovidence.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner ~bodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cmss@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas’t.org>; Kevin Delaney <dela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtv~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa 

McNealy qncnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Km’woski <karwoski.l@nd.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edtr~; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@loui~dlle.edtr~; Patrick HaJrsmn <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edw~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@Nohns.edu>; Shannon 
CroMey ~<shannon.crowley@vill~lova.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<hoflon@admin.usf.edu;>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usfedu>; Tern Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.w~zu.edu>; tiffany burbridge <tburbridge@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edt~-; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGeldel: Maxielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Dan Regina <daniel.t.regm~@villanova.edtr~; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu~; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe 
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<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klmn@nd.edu>; [,aura SchoppmaJ1 <schoppla~shu.edu-~; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwawle@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <ma~gion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld 

<Sweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemalvo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmazinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast=org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast=org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast=org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilala~int@providence.edu-~; Julie tlermaJm <ikherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/21/09- Current Event 

NCAA vacates Memphis’ ’07-08 season record, Final Four run 
USAToday.corn 
John Calipari left Memphis last spring for Kentucky, where he became the highest-paid college men’s basketball coach= His one-time protege at Memphis, 
Derrick Rose, also is busy making millions as a rising star for the NBA’s Chicago Bulls. 
They shared a trip to the 2008 NCAA title game and now have something else in common: tarnished legacies at Memphis. 
The NCAA’s Committee on infractions announced Thursday that Memphis must vacate its 2007-08 NCAA runner-up finish and 38 wins because a star 
freshman player was ineligible. 
That player was Rose, the only player who fits the description in the NCAA’s findings. The committee ruled Rose ineligible because the Educational Testing 
Service invalidated his SAT score. The score was canceled in May 2008, a year after Rose took the test and after he finished his freshman season= The 
report said Rose did not cooperate with the NCAA and twice did not reply to requests to meet with the ETS. 
Rose played one season at Memphis and was the first pick in the 2008 NBA draft:. Last season he was named NBA rookie of the year. 
The NCAA also found that Rose’s brother, while traveling with the team, on several occasions was not charged for flights or lodging Again, Rose was not 
named in that part of the report but is the only player who fits the findings= 
His brother, Reggie, sometimes accompanied the team during Rose’s lone season. 
Rose’s agent, B.J. Armstrong, did not respond to an e-mail seeking comment from Rose= According to the Associated Press, two weeks ago Rose said, "1 
know I didn’t do anything wrong." 
Memphis President Shirley Raines said the school "did our due diligence" and would appeal. 
"We did everything we could to determine the student-athlete was eligible and that the rules were being followed," Raines said. "That is the basis for our 
appeal." 
On his website, Calipari said he was "very disappointed and disheartened" by the findings. 
The basketball team and the women’s golf team are on probation for three years. The infractions committee accepted self-imposed penalties for violations 
in women’s golf. 
Rules violations also forced Memphis to vacate its 1985 Final Four appearance. 
Vacating a Final Four or tournament appearance because of NCAA violations is not that unusual: 
¯ Memphis’ 2008 team becomes the fifth in NCAA tournament history, and first since Michigan’s Fab Five in 1992 and 1993, to vacate a runner-up finish. 
¯ this is the 1 lth Final Four appearance vacated, the first since Ohio State’s in 1999. 
¯ one or more team appearances in 25 of past 30 tournaments have been vacated. 
¯ Memphis has made a total of 22 NCAA tournament appearances, and vacated six of them. 
No sanctions are expected for Calipari, who months ago was told by the NCAA he was not at risk of facing charges= Yet his legacy will be marked by 
asterisks. 
Calipari’s first Final Four appearance, with Massachusetts in 1996, was vacated when it was found that star Marcus Camby took money from an agent. By 
the time the NCAA ruled in that case, Calipari was coaching in the NBA. 
The impact could resonate in Lexington, Ky. Early reaction, though, has been full of support. Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear and Agriculture Commissioner 
Richie Farmer, a former Kentucky player, said Thursday morning during an appearance at the State Fair in Louisville that they’re not worried about the 
problems at Memphis following Calipari to the Wildcats. 
"rm not worried about it because they have never said Coach Cal did anything wrong at all," Beshear said. "1 think he’s a very upstanding guy. I think that’s 
his reputation and I think that reputation will be with him here. I really don’t foresee any problems." 
Kentucky athletic director Mitch Barnhart told AP last week he’s not concerned about the potential violations that became known only after Calipari was 
hired. 
"There’s one thing John says, ’l want my banners to count for something and I want to put the rings on the fingers and let them stay there,’" Barnhart said. 
"That’s important to him and so he is embracing any help that we give him to make sure we’re able to, at the end of the day, not have to look over our 
shoulders and worry." 
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Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angda Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu--; Dan Tromp <dtmmp@nmd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooh~-alter@ncaa.org->; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vtedu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srad@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@m.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashem" 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Har~vood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bullhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~;iicemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Office <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <altbrd@sacredheartedtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kentedu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vtedu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosha~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shults, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edu;~; Snsan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu>; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaark.edu--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net,--; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 
dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@maJl.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~-ycherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondm’as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@sTrT.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAPdNEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maumen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@maJl.wvu.edu>; swalke@scMetknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; 
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Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoll’e@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.e&P; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; D~miel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louiswille.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fl <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloa~l@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 
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Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edtc>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeastorg>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cmss@nmil.vwu.edu;>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <ctela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr>; Mac }tart <mharVv~:providence.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa 

McNealy qncnealme@shu.edu>; Mike Km’woski <karwoski.l@nd.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edtr>; Nicholas T 

Ojea <nick.oje@loui~dlle.edtr>; Patrick HaJrsmn <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edw~; Ryan McAlvey <mcalvey@Nohils.edu>; Shannon 
CroMey <shannon.crowley@villa~lova.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler <sbutler@syr.edu>; Steve Horton 

<ho(ton@admin.usf.edu>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usfedu>; Taylor Stevens <athcmpl2@admin.usfedu>; Tern Howes 

<tem.howes@mail.w~u.edu>; tilt’any burbridge <tburbridge@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmennan <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Valerie Pendino 

<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; VanGeldel; Mazielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wmada Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac 

Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pittedtr--; Dan Regina <daniel.tregml@villanova.edtr--; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <:frederick.mss@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnroe 
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<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwawle@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert 

Mangione <ma~gion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemalvo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquerie@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeNoi@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu-~; Julie tlermaJm <ikherm01@louisville.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sara11 Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/24/09- Financial Aid EquivaJa~ncies 

College USA awards their equivalency team scholarships in lump sum amounts. Each coach uses the actual dollar amount method when determining 
scholarship amounts. Although the athletic scholarships are provided in a lump sum amounts, College USA’s institutional policy is to pay educational 
expenses in the following order: 
1. tuition and fees 
2. housing (if applicable) 
3. meal plan (if applicable) 
4. parking (if applicable) 
In determining the equivalency amount, does College USA have to use actual costs in the denominator since they are using actual costs in the numerator, 
or can they use either actual or average costs in the denominator because they award in lump sum amounts? 
College USA will have to use actual costs in the denominator because of its institutional policy of paying expenses in a pre-determined order. NCAA Staff 
interpretation- 8/20/09- Calculation of Equivalencies for Lump Sum Financial Aid Awards (I)- states that an institution that awards financial aid in 
terms of dollars that is not assigned to any element (i.e., lump sum amount), rather than units of aid or a fraction that represents an element of a full grant, 
may use the amount received by the student-athlete (numerator) and either the actual or the average cost of a student-athlete’s full grant-in-aid 
(denominator) in calculating that student-athlete’s equivalency. However, the staff determined that an institution whose policies require payment in a specific 
order (e.g., hierarchy of elements) for dollar awards is considered to be awarding aid assigned to an element(s) and, therefore, must use the same cost 
methodology (i.e actual or average) in both the numerator and denominator. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 15.5.3.2 (equivalency computations) and an official interpretation (4/23/08, Item No. 4)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 25, 2009 9:14 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyc@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alte@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; ttams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edw~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <j~kin@agnesscott.edu;>; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stlassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Cliffstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shnshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edtc,; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxrnelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~x~£cherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.eduv,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.eduv,; 

mpeterson@scarlethlights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@moil.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~)bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dm~ Bartholomae 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf<dmisaf@syr.edu>; D~miel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle Josetti 

<danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.ri~@uc.edu>; Donna Sm~fi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dslo~l@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@m~il.wvu.edu>; Jaime Efickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnso@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -qcondara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edtc,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cmss@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas’t.org>; Kevin Delaney <dela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea q~ick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick ttmrston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sh~mon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KS’IATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <hnrton@admin.us£edu>; Stump£ Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Syracuse Compliance Extem <m- 

complext@syr.edu>; Tiffany Burbridge <tburbridge@admin.us£edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmem~@nd.edu>; VanGdder, Moxielle 

<marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaun&rs@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edtr~; Don Pope-Davis <dpd@nd.edtc,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edtc,; Frederick Rnss 

<frederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu~; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu;,; Kathlyn Lain 



Subject: 

<klam@nd.edu->; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhou~ <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullin@ugs.ustledu>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lz~ecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspragne@athledcs.pitt.edt>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edt>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kathy MeehaJ~ <meehank@stjohns.edu-~; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/25/09- 14.4.3.4.4 

Flut R. Kick is a freshman swimmer at Ocean State College. Flut needs a little extra help in math, so he is taking 2 remedial courses (6 hours) this fall to 
help him prepare for the courses required for his designated degree. Will Flut be able to use these remedial courses to meet NCAA credit hour 
requirements? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.4 states that Remedial, tutorial or noncredit courses may be used by the student to satisfy the minimum 
academic progress requirement of Bylaw 14.4.3.1 only if they meet all of the following conditions: 

(a) The courses must be considered by the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program; 

(b) The courses must be given the same weight as others in the institution in determining the student’s status for full-time enrollment; 

(c) Noncredit courses may not exceed the maximum institutional limit for such courses in any baccalaureate degree program (or the student’s specific 
baccalaureate degree program once a program has been designated); and 

(d) Credit in such courses shall not exceed six-semester or nine-quarter hours, and the courses must be taken during the student’s first academic year of 
collegiate enrollment. (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entenng a collegiate insbtubon on or after 8/1/03) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Augnst 26, 2009 8:52 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 
Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyc@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alte@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; ttams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edw~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <j~kin@agnesscott.edu;>; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stlassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Cliffstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edtc,; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxrnelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~x~£cherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.eduv,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.eduv,; 

mpeterson@scarlethlights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@moil.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~)bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m I~f <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray "<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt -<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbe2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@m~il.wvu.edu>; Jaime Efickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -qcondara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edtc,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas’t.org>; Kevin Delaney <dela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sh~mon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Dmi Regan <danieltregan@villan°vaedu>; Don Pope- 
Davis <Mpd@nd.edu~; Elaine Wise <elainemse@l°uisvilleedu>; Frederick Rnss <frederick.russ@uc.edtr~; John Fisher 

-qohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu~; Kafiaryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

~-2schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spm~port.mtgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<5faJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivml <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt(h~bigeast.olg; 

Donna Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeastolg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paquette <jpaqaette@bigeas~t.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeastolg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgmnbardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pmn Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu.~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.eduv; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.eduv; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.eduv; Julie Hermann 

<jkhem~01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehmlk@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Miss? Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/26/09- 13. l l. 1.4 

Big Time College has a home volleyball game Saturday night. Two local club volleyball teams would like to play a game in Big Time College’s gym Saturday 
afternoon. Is this permissible? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Educational Column- 8126109- Intercollegiate Athletics Competition in Conjunction with High School, Preparatory 
School or Two-Year College Competition (I)- states that pursuant to NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.11.1.4 (competition in conjunction with a high school, 
preparatory school or two-year college), in the sports of basketball, football, gymnastics and volleyball, it is not permissible for competition between or 
among high schools, preparatory schools or two-year colleges to be conducted in conjunction with an intercollegiate athletics event. In addition, competition 
between outside club teams that include any prospective student-athletes conducted in conjunction with an intercollegiate athletics event is also prohibited. 
However, in accordance with Bylaw 13.11.1.4.1 (criteria), an intercollegiate contest in these sports may be scheduled on the same day as a high school, 
preparatory school or two-year college contest without being considered scheduled "in conjunction" with that event only if the college and high school, 
preparatory school or two-year college events are conducted in separate sessions separate tickets are sold for the events and the playing facility is cleared 
between the contests. It is important to note in sports other than basketball, football, gymnastics or volleyball, an institution that hosts a high school, 
preparatory school or two-year college contest in conjunction with its own intercollegiate contest as permitted by Bylaw 13.15.1.5 (high school contest in 
conjunction with college competition), may only incur the normal operating and maintenance costs associated with the use of its facilities for such contests. 
It is not permissible for an institution to provide a high school, preparatory school or two-year college any financial compensation, including transportation 
expenses or a guarantee or a percentage of the income realized from such a contest. In addition, the institution may advertise the event, as well as the 
names of the participating teams, through those media outlets normally used by the institution. However, the institution may neither publicize the 
appearance of any specific prospective student-athlete nor may it use individual or team photographs of participating prospective student-athletes in any 
advertising for the event. 

Further, Bylaws 13.11.3.4 (high school, preparatory school and two-year college contests) and 13.11.3.5 (high school, preparatory school and two-year 
college practice and competition) permit high school, preparatory school and two-year college events in all sports to occur on a member institution’s 
campus under the criteria listed in those bylaws. Finally, following a high school athletics event that occurs on the institution’s campus, regardless of 
whether it is conducted in conjunction with an institutional event, an institution may post the results of the event on its institutional Web site or use other 
media outlets normally used by the institution to publish such results. However, the institution must post the complete event results and may not highlight 
the results of, or provide commentary on, the performance of specific participants and/or teams. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.11.1.4 (competition in conjunction with a high school, preparatory school or two-year college), 13.11.1.4.1 
(criteria), 13.11.3.4 (high school, preparatory school and two-year college contests), 13.11.3.5 (high school, preparatory school and two-year college 
practice and competition), 13.15.1.5 (high school contest in conjunction with college competition) and staff interpretations: (5/28/2009, Item Ref. b); 
(5/28/2009, Item Ref. a) and (7/17/2009, Item Ref. 3.] 

j(~omfaras@bi¢teast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Angust 27, 2009 10:42 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsn.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 
Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edtl>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu--; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alter@ncaa.org~>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennit~r Brashem" 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <jakin@agnesscott.edu:>; John Har~vood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jt:agg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley’ Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kldbwle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edus,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.ucf.edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~;iicemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <altbrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stlassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Cliffstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosha~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edu;~; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaaamc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edus~; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net.--; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edus~; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mml.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~-ycherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondm’as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@sTrT.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maumen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edtl>; panl.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalke@scMetknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy, 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edus>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Wareup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.e&P; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Imf <dmisaf@syr.edtr>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbe2-.ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@Nohns.edtl>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edtl>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdD@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~conda;a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu;>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@nmil.vwu.edu;>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <ctela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker -qathcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac tlart <mhart@providence.edtr>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.qie@louisville.edu>; Patrick ttmrston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.e&P; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sha~mon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3,n <KS’IATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@sTrT.edu>; Steve Horton <horto@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.va~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edtl>; Din1 Regan <&niel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Don Pope- 

Davis <Mpd@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edtr--; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@mail.w~,u.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathD’n Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@nmxwell.syr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spm~port.mtgers.edtr>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt~bigeast.olg; 

Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigea#t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paquette <jpaqaette@bigea#t.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigea#t.olg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgmnbardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pmn Flenke <pflenke@bigeast,org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaacgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@s?-r,edtr--; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt,edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhem~01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmlk@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr>; Miss? Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/27/09- 14.3.1.3.3 

Blown Coverage is a senior in high school. Blown would like to play football next year for College USA, so he has been working with his guidance counselor 
to make sure he meets all NCAA initial eligibility requirements. Blown has a diagnosed learning disability that has been registered with the appropriate 
authorities. Because of his disability, Blown has received permission to take the SAT exam without a time limitation. 
In order to meet NCAA initial eligibility test score requirements, does Blown have to take the SAT exam on a national testing date? Does he have to meet the 
minimum required score? 

Blown does not have to take the test on a national testing date, but he does have to earn the minimum required score. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.3.3 states that 
students with education-impacting disabilities may use scores achieved during a nonstandard administration of the SAT or ACT. A student who takes a 
nonstandard SAT or ACT still must achieve the minimum required test score; however, the test is not required to be administered on a national testing date. 
(Revised: 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03, 8/7/08) 

[eond~ras({{birle~sl.or~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 9:22 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 
Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edtl>; Brian Lutz <brian.lulz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyc@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clwis Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu--; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alte@ncaa.org~>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; tlams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edw~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srad@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashem" 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <j~kin@agnesscott.edu:>; John Hm-~vood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kaichardson@ncaa.org;,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edus,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stlassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.con*>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.edu>,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~na Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepho~e Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edtc,; Snsan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edus,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edtr--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~--; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edus,; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.~x2vcherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondm’as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu>,; Kopicki, Jill ~<lKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>,; 

mpeterson@scarlethfights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edtl>; panl.downey@mail.~wu.edu; Randi 

Larson <flarson@scarletknights.com~>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@scafletkhigNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~ac)bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m I~f <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebotah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbalc, ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edtl>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edtl>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<he¢ley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Efickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@sce¢letlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -qcondaa:a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edtc,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.org>; Kevin Delaney <dela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sh~non.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~gelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathi),n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



Subject: 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu-~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org:~; Ben Fairclough <blhirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<5weygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemaleo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jm~xinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Cosale <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambaldella <mgambaldella@bigeast.org >; Nick Calparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edtr~; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennman <jkherm0 l@louisville.edtr~; Karen Demeter 
<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lyml.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edtr~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.Iyobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/28/09- Cul~nt Event 

Fans Cannot Be Involved in Recruiting, but the Line Blurs 

Washington Post.corn 

Will Barton had finished playing all his basketball games for the day at a summer camp in Long Beach, Cali/, when the top 20 prospect in the high school 
class of 2010 decided to answer questions from two men wearing media credentials. 

Barton had seen the men before, liked them, and said he knew they wanted him to play college basketball at North Carolina State. After recalling great 
moments in Wolfpack history in front of a video camera, media members began shooting baskets; Barton took a basketball from one of the men, Lou 
Pascucci, and said: "Check up, check up. Roll that camera!" The 6-foot-6 Barton challenged the 5-8 Pascucci to engage in a most unusual activity for an 
interviewee and a media member, a one-on-one game with high stakes: If Pascucci won, Barton would pledge to go to NC. State. 

The scene illuminates a growing concern in college basketball. NCAA rules explicitly state that fans of teams cannot be involved in recruiting, but those 
regulations blur when the fan wears a media credential. Such credentials, which are issued by whatever entity is running a particular event, designate the 
bearers as media members, giving them access to prospects that even college coaches don’t have during the all-important summer evaluation period. 
College coaches are not permitted to interact with prospects during the period. 

NCAA officials and prominent figures on the summer basketball circuit are alarmed at an increasing number of fans who are creating Web sites, obtaining 
media credentials and becoming amateur recruiters. Rachel Newman-Baker, the NCAA’s agent, gambling and amateurism director, said one of the 
organization’s biggest concerns this summer was who was obtaining media credentials and for what purpose. 

Pascucci and his friend Matthew Bradham, two North Carolina State graduates and fans of the basketball team, posted the video of the one-on-one game 
(which Barton won quickly) on their six-month-old Web site, http://WolfpackHoops.com. But they took it down after a North Carolina State official 
recommended they do so. Both said last week they would never play such a game again and would never try to persuade a prospect to go to North Carolina 
State, and that they felt Barton merely was joking around. 

Bradham and Pascucci called it a learning experience, a quick introduction into the highly scrutinized and complex world of college basketball recruiting. 
They said they have media credentials from North Carolina State to cover the school’s football and basketball teams this year and do not want to damage 
their relationship with the school. 

"1 don’t even want to walk close to the line again," said Pascucci, 25, later comparing the one-on-one game to a bad joke and saying, "If people don’t get it, 
you don’t tell the joke again." 

But Bradham maintained that supporting and promoting their favorite team is their "number one goal," that he views former Wolfpack players as heroes and 
that he hopes the best recruits go to North Carolina State. 

"We’re not recruiters," said Bradham, 25. "We know there is a fine line. But we’d be ignorant to say [recruits] didn’t know we were representing N.C. State. 
When we go up to a player and say, ’Hey, we’re from WolfpackHoops dot com,’ they get it." 

That concerns those charged with the enforcement of NCAA recruiting regulations, and with Web addresses easy and inexpensive to obtain, separating 
legitimate online journalists from fanatics with URLs can be difficult. 

"It really has gotten worse," said Bob Gibbons, a national recruiting analyst for 30 years. "We have a whole different set of communications than I am 
familiar with, and that existed when I first started out, went to a camp, watched the best players and did a report on them. They have taken it to different 
levels. There are multiple problems that need to be resolved, and I don’t think anyone knows the exact solution to it. How do you legislate these people who 
claim they are media representatives?" 

’We Run Things Right’ 

Many of the unofficial team Web sites that cover the basketball and football teams at division I schools fall under the umbrella of two parent companies: 
Rivals.com and Scout.com. Each entity provides national coverage of college basketball and football recruiting on their central Web sites, while operating a 
network of more narrowly focused sites devoted to specific schools. 

The prominence of Rivals and Scout -- and by extension, the team sites run by each company -- has flourished over the past decade, as fans have 
clamored for information on their respective programs. Writers for these sites commonly are credentialed for team and national events. 

Whereas those who run independent sites usually work other full-time jobs and then spend hours per day on what they consider an expensive hobby, those 



who run Rivals or Scout sites often do not work elsewhere and in many cases also work on a print publication. 

Many of those who work for Scout and Rivals sites say they follow a code of ethics and understand the potential recruiting issues that could arise. Several 
said they should never promote one school, disparage another or display a fan allegiance to any. Some also said they identify themselves only as a 
representative from Rivals or Scout and do not say they cover a specific school. 

"1 can go out and pay $9.99 to buy a Web site," said James Henderson, the managing editor of http://PackPride.com a Scout affiliate that covers North 
Carolina State. "That doesn’t make me a credible media member. It gives us a bad name. I roll my eyes when I hear people talk about super fans, because 
a lot of our sites get lumped together with these others." 

Several industry sources said the majority of Rivals and Scout sites operate above board. But they said there are exceptions. 

Tate Myers, 31, grew up near Winston-Salem, N.C., and has been a Wake Forest fan his entire life. Myers maintained an active presence on the message 
boards at DeaconSports.com, a Scout affiliate devoted to coverage of Wake Forest athletics, for years before seeking out employment by the site a year 
and a half ago. 

Since then, he has served as a recruiting analyst for the site, a role that brought him to John Paul Jones Arena on the University of Virginia campus in June 
for the NBA Players Association Top 100 camp. Sitting in the stands during a night session, Myers placed a call on his cellphone to Demon Deacons men’s 
basketball assistant coach Rusty LaRue. 

"Coach, rye got C.J. Barksdale here for you," Myers said. ’Tm going to put him on the line now." 

Seated next to Myers was Barksdale, a 6-7 forward in the Class of 2011. He had just completed a game and was talking with coaches from his AAU team, 
the Richmond Squires, when Myers pulled him aside. 

Barksdale has drawn interest from schools such as Florida, Virginia Tech and Wake Forest, but only the Demon Deacons got a chance to speak with him 
that night. LaRue and Barksdale spoke for roughly 10 minutes. 

When told of the Wake Forest story, Gibbons, the recruiting analyst, said: "There you go. [Myers] can be the messenger. While [coaches] are not allowed to 
have direct contact.., these guys are their runners and their agents and their reps. It’s scary." 

Myers, when asked about the interaction in a phone interview, said: "C.J. knew that Coach LaRue had been trying to get in touch with C.J. It was just a 
matter of I was there and C.J., he didn’t have a working number, I don’t believe, at the time for Coach LaRue, or something along those lines. That was 
actually something that just kind of popped up." 

Myers maintained that neither he nor his co-workers routinely serve as conduits of communication between members of the coaching staff and potential 
recruits. He said that, although it often is difficult, he is conscious of having to put aside his "Wake bias" when he is on the job. 

A college coaching staff is allowed one phone call to a high school recruit per month beginning June 15 of the recruit’s sophomore year through July 31 after 
the recruit’s junior year, according to Stacey Osburn, the NCAA’s associate public relations director. If a coaching staff uses a third party to speak with a 
recruit over the phone, Osburn said that constitutes the staffs phone call for that month. The 2009 NBAPA Top 100 Camp ran June 17-21. 

"l make no bones about it: The people on this staff, we’re Wake Forest fans, but when it comes down to it, we’re journalists," Myers said. 

Spencer Cagle, who runs DeaconSports.com, described the event as a "one-time situation" and said the "bottom line is we run things right, and we want to 
make sure that is clear in what you write. We’ve run this site for years, and quite honestly, we’re more straight-edge than a lot of what you see out there." 

Henderson, who runs http://PackPride.com called Myers’s contact "ridiculous. That type of crap should not be allowed. If I was running that camp and saw 
a reporter hand a phone to a recruit, that reporter should be kicked out and have his credential removed. What can he really be doing with a phone that 
could be good in that situation? If you know the rules, you need to be turned in for something like that. That is facilitating a recruitment." 

’Compliance Officer’s Nightmare’ 

Throughout the decade, transgressions have ranged from some Internet reporters wearing team polo shirts at events to what occurred earlier this decade 
at Kentucky, which banned one fan, Brian Poe, from having any involvement with the school’s athletic program for 27 years. The offense: Poe, who ran a 
Kentucky fan Web site, inappropriately interviewed high school football prospects and circulated e-mails to his subscribers asking for help in recruiting 
athletes and encouraging them to contact prospects. What’s more, he allowed a junior college recruit to live in his house. 

Kentucky "just did not understand the Web world at the time," Poe said in a telephone interview last week. "They say they don’t want the Internet to affect 
their recruiting, but they’re interviewing kids, which is what everybody’s doing now. It was just totally illegal back then. All we did was what everybody’s doing 
now." 

Fans who interview prospects for a Web site walk a fine line. Doug Archie, Ohio State’s associate athletic director for compliance and camps, said if a fan 
talks to a prospect and starts saying as little as" ’Man, you’d look great in a Buckeye uniform,’ or, ’You should be at Ohio State,’ then we have crossed the 
line at that moment." 

"That," Archie added, "is a compliance officer’s nightmare." 

A scan of Web sites in recent months illustrates how widespread independent sites with recruiting focuses are and how difficult it is for anyone to monitor 
or police them. 

-- An ESPN-affiliated Web site that covers University of Maryland recruiting, __h~pA!,_’Ln___sj__d___e__M__D__S_p__o__A_s__,_c___o__m, offered a subscription bonus if prospect Lance 
Stephenson committed to the school. The Web site displayed a picture of a player whose face was blurred and promoted this offer: "Subscribe annually to 
InsideMDSports.com this weekend, and you’ll have more than just a Terps rooting interest. If any top-10 recruit from New York commits to Maryland... 
everyone who has purchased an annual subscription will receive two free months added." 

"We did not include Lance’s name in the promotion, so as to avoid any sort of violations," said Jeff Ermann, the executive publisher of 



_h__t__tp__;/_/_Ln___s_j__d_e___M___d___,_£_p_o__~__s_=c_o_m__. who also spent nearly a decade as a sportswriter at various newspapers, including The Washington Post. "It was something a 
lot of people were interested in and following closely. In this business, in terms of interest in the offseason, it’s all about recruiting. It was kind of an incentive 
for people to subscribe to the site." 

-- Nolan Comar, a 22-year-old college student who lives in Albany, N.Y., and who aspires to be a coach, started an independent site 
(http://cuttingdownnets.wordpress.com) in June that primarily covers Georgetown recruiting because he is a Iongtime fan. Comar usually acquires contact 
information through Facebook, a social networking site. He said he has interviewed high-profile recruits such as senior Jelan Kendrick of Westlake High in 
Atlanta and junior Quinn Cook of DeMatha, and has told a couple players that he is a Georgetown fan. He said the site had been getting 2,000 hits per day. 

"Getting access to interviews ended up being a little bit easier than I thought it would," said Comar, later adding that there are a couple players that he would 
like to attend Georgetown. "Kenddck has done really well this summer, and I would really like him to go to Georgetown, but they have to do what’s best for 
them." 

-- K.T. Harrell, a top 100 guard from Montgomery, Ala., had always wanted to play in the ACC but admitted he was receiving little interest from ACC teams. 
That changed after Harrell said he developed a relationship with Mark Reeves, the Rivals director of basketball information and multimedia resources, who 
told Harrell that Virginia would be a good fit for him. Although it was not known whether Harrelrs contacts with Reeves influenced his recruitment, Harrell 
orally committed to Virginia this month without taking an official visit. 

-- Dave Kersey, a Kentucky fan who is an administrator on ._h_~p_-~_KE_r__u___e____B_Lu___e____K_e_q_t__u___c_k_y_,_c_o____m__, posted that he sat and talked with Barton’s mother during a 
tournament in Orlando and discussed the possibility of her son reneging on his commitment to Memphis. 

In a July 29 entry, Kersey wrote: "When I mentioned to her.., that there was a rumor floating around about Will being not so sure about his quick trigger 
with Memphis, she looked me straight in the eye and said ’he’s going to Memphis.’... Behind the scenes I know there is some movement, just not sure 
what. And, I think she didn’t understand my capacity as a non-coach, just a fan, so that she thought she shouldn’t be talking with me in those tones." 

Declining to pinpoint specific Web sites, Barton said fans at some schools were "very persistent, wanting me to commit to their school and their Web site 
guys, but it is all good. That comes with the territory of being one of the top recruits in the country. And I enjoyed the ride." 

Then there was a YouTube.com video that showed a young woman identified only as Nikki from the independent site . _h_ _t_t_ p_ _ ;_/_ _/_ _M_e_ _m_ _ p_ _h_ ]_ _s_ _ _R_ _o_a_ _r_ =c_q _ _m_ _ . , conducting 
an interview with Barton after he committed to Memphis. After Nikki told Barton "we are glad to have you here," she closed the interview by asking whether 
Barton indicated he was single on a social networking site and then said, ’Tm sure [girls] will be around." 

Brooks Hansen, an avid college basketball fan, started http://MemphisRoar.com in January, and the site has attracted 2,600 members since. Hansen said 
there are sites "who try to insert too much influence where it is not their place. That’s not what we are .... To me, there is enough shadiness in the game 
already. Why do I need to add any more?" 

Hansen said he does not expect Memphis to approve his site’s request for media credentials for the upcoming basketball season because he said the 
school is concerned about the presence of independent sites and wants to observe MemphisRoar for a longer period of time. 

Before concluding a recent telephone interview with a reporter, Hansen said: "Are we going to be one of those questionable sites [in the story], or are we 
going to be one of the good ones? I would understand either way." 

iico~Maras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 11:27 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lulz@utoledo.edu>; Brim1 Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyc@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clwis Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.estLedu--; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alte@ncaa.org->; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; tlams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; }leather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edw~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashem" 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <j~kin@agnesscott.edu:>; John Hm-~vood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kaichardson@ncaa.org;,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edus,; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.con*>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.edu>,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~na Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stepho~e Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edtc,; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edus,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edtr--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~--; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <channelle.a.green.85@nd.edus,; 

dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.~x2vcherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondm’as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
<komiles@syr.edu>,; Kopicki, Jill <<lKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>,; 

mpeterson@scarlethfights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~wu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletkafights.con*>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scMetknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~)bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m I~f <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray -<tebotah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt -<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbalc, ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<he¢ley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Efickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@sce¢letlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -qcondaa:a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edtc,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.org>; Kevin Delaney <dela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sh~non.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~gelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathi)~n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



Subject: 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu-~; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org:~; Ben Fairclough <blhirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<5weygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemaleo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jm~xinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Cosale <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambaldella <mgambal~Mla@bigeast.org >; Nick Calparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pam Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edtr~; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennman <jkherm0 l@louisville.edtr~; Karen Demeter 
<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lyml.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edtr~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.Iyobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Complimlce item- 8/31/09- 13.1.3.3. l 

Red Zone is a senior in high school and is being recruited by Big Time College (BTC) to play football. BTC is hosting Red for an official visit this Saturday 
and Sunday. To make sure everything is all set, the coaches at BTC would like to start calling Red today, August 31,2009, using the 5-day telephone 
exception for official visits. 
Because NCAA legislation does not allow a football PSA to receive telephone calls prior to September 1 of his senior year, is it permissible for the coaches 
at BTC to utilize full the 5-day exception in this situation? 
No. This exception applies to the number of times a coach may telephone a PSA in a given week. It does not provide relief from the legislated date for when 
a coach may telephone a PSA. Consequently, the coaches at BTC may not begin calling Red until September 1,2009. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.3.1 states that Institutional coaching staff members (see Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1) may make unlimited telephone calls to a prospective 
student-athlete during the five days immediately preceding the prospective student-athlete’s official visit (per Bylaw 13.6) to that institution. If more than one 
call per week occurs under this exception and a scheduled official visit is cancelled due to circumstances beyond the control of the prospective student- 
athlete or the institution (e.g., trip is canceled by the prospective student-athlete, inclement weather conditions), such calls shall not be considered 
institutional violations and shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibility. However, the institution shall submit a report to the conference office 
noting the cancellation of the official visit and the reasons for such cancellation. (Adopted: 1/10/92, Revised: 4/26/01, 12/12/06) 

~o__t_!_d__~!’_g:s__~.__b_j_g_e__%s__t_:_o_t_’__q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 8:47 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brianlutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu--; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooh~-alter@ncaa.org~>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vtedu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srad@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@m.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Bmshem- 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Har~vood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jl:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~;iicemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@a.state.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <altbrd@sacredheartedtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kentedu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vtedu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosha~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edu;~; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaaamc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu>; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net.--; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 
dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.greeu@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~-ycherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondaa-as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@sTrT.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; panl.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalke@scMetknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@maihwu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy, 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pittedu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~)bigeastorg>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Wareup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.e&P; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Imf <dmisaf@syr.edtr>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbe2-.ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdD@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~conda;a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu;>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.vwu.edu;>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <cMa~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker -qathcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac tlart <mhart@providence.edtr>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.qie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.e&P; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sha~mon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, KathiTn <KS’IATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@sTrT.edu>; Steve Horton <horto@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.va~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.tregaxl@villmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <:frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



Subject: 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org:*; Ben Fairclough <bl~irclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand 

<bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemamo@bigeast.org>; 

Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jm~xinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquerte@bigeast.org>; Kathy 

Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyate@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~ecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois 

<ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyam <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambaldella <mgambaldella@bigeast.org >; Nick Cmparelli 

<ncarpaarelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edtr--; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennman <jkherm0 l@louisville.edtr--; Karen Demeter 
<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lyml.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtr~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.I-~obert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/1/09- Post Baccalaureate Degree 

Cent R. Circle is a soccer student-athlete at Ocean State College. Cent graduated in the spring of 2009 but has returned this fall to play her final season. 
Cent is enrolled in a full-time course load this semester and all the hours can be applied toward the sport management degree program. Cent, however, is 
categorized as an undecided student in the institution’s computer system. 
Does Cent have to actually declare a major? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/26/06- Postbaccalaureate Student-Athlete Taking Coursework toward Second Major or Degree (1/11!111)- states 
that a student-athlete who has graduated and is continuing as a full=time student at the same institution while taking course work that would lead to the 
equivalent of another major or degree as defined and documented by the institution is not required to officially declare or designate another major or degree. 
The student=athlete must be enrolled in course work that is acceptable toward any of the institution’s other majors or degrees. [Reference: NCAA Divisions 
I, II, and III Bylaw 14.1.9 (graduate student/postbaccalaureate participation).] 

[eond~ras({{birle~sl.or~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 8:36 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edtl>; Brian Lutz <brianlutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu--; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alter@ncaa.org~>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashem- 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jakin@agnesscott.edu:>; John Har~vood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jt:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kldbwle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edus,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.ucf.edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~;iicemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@VaJ~derbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@a.state.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <altbrd@sacredheart.edtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosha~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edu;~; Susan Malay <sbmaJoy@uncaaamc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edus~; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net.--; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edus~; 
dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~-ycherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondm’as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@sTrT.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edtl>; panl.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swaJke@scMetknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy, 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edus>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~jbigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Wareup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.e&P; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Imf <dmisaf@syr.edtr>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbe2-.ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@Nohns.edtl>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edtl>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdD@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~conda;a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu;>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@nrail.vwu.edu;>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <ctela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker -qathcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac tlart <mhart@providence.edtr>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.qie@louisville.edu>; Patrick ttairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.e&P; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sha~mon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3,n <KS’IATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@sTrT.edu>; Steve Horton <horto@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.va~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@villmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <:frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnme 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathi),n Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



Subject: 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr>; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough 

<bfoJrclough@bigeastorg>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; dgavitt~)bigeast.olg; 

Dorma Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastolg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeasl.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeasl.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeastorg>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeasl.olg>; Mike Gambaxdella 

<mgmnbardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pmn Flenke <pflenke@bigeast,org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaacgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr,edtr--; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt,edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhem~01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehmlk@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/2/09- Camp Discounts 

The women’s tennis coaches at College USA have begun preparations for their June 2010 summer camp. They would like to streamline the registration 
process by offering an online registration in addition to hardcopy through the mail. To encourage campers to use the online registration option, the coaches 
have advertised a 5% discount to anyone that registers online. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 8/27/09- Discounts for Camps or Clinics (I)- states that an institution may offer discounted admissions to its camps 
and clinics based on objective criteria unrelated to athletics abilities (e.g., registration prior to a specific date, online registration, attendance at multiple 
sessions), provided such discounts are published and available on an equal basis to all who qualify. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.12.1.5 (employment of prospective student-athletes/no free or reduced admission privileges) and 13.12.1.5.1 (general rule); 
staff interpretation (10/29/03, Item Ref: 3); staff interpretation (6/2/89, Item Ref: h); and staff interpretation (8/26/09, Item Ref: 1 ), which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 8:43 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brianlutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu--; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooh~-alter@ncaa.org~>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vtedu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srad@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@m.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Bmshem- 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Har~vood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jl:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bnssey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~;iicemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@a.state.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <altbrd@sacredheartedtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kentedu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vtedu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosha~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edu;~; Snsan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaaamc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu>; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net.--; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 
dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~-ycherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondaa-as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@sTrT.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; panl.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalke@scMetknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@maihwu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy, 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pittedu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~)bigeastorg>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Wareup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.e&P; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Imf <dmisaf@syr.edtr>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr>; Deborah Gray <debomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbe2-.ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@Nohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdD@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~conda;a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -<athcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.vwu.edu;>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <dnla~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker -qathcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac tlart <mhart@providence.edtr>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.qie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.e&P; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sha~mon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, KathiTn <KS’IATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@sTrT.edu>; Steve Horton <horto@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.va~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.tregaxl@villmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <:frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



Subject: 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu->; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<5foJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygm:d@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivm: <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt~)bigeast.olg; 

Donna Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeaslo:g>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas’t.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzm:ecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeaslo:g>; Mike Gambaxdella 

<mgmnbardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <~ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pmn Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu:~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhem:01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu->; Kathy Meehan <meehm:k@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/3/09- Vacation Period Entertainment 

Ocean State University will be closed on Monday, September 7th for Labor Day. Although classes will not be in session, the women’s soccer team is 
required to remain on campus through the holiday weekend for competition and practice. After practice Monday afternoon, the coaches would like to take 
the team to the movies as a reward for their hard work. 
is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.7.1 states that the institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place within 
a 100-mile radius of where a team plays or practices in connection with an away-from-home contest or en route to or from such a contest. In addition, an 
institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s 
campus or practice site during vacation periods when the team is required to reside on campus (or at a practice site normally used by the institution) and 
classes are not in session. (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91, 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 9:04 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brianlutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@ratt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr--; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu--; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooh~-alter@ncaa.org->; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober~vtedu>; Holland, Mohique <mholland@alasu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

@srad@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@m.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashem- 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers. l@~.edu>; Jessica Pla~tada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu-~; Jim 

Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtc,; Joeleen Aldn <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hat, rood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jl:agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org:,; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kld’owle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.ucf.edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~;iicemiller.com>; Megml Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Nee@a,state.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <altbrd@sacredheartedtr~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kentedu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandyj@vtedu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosha~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shults, Willimll <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<sttickland@mail.ccsu.edu;~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaaamc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net,--; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scaadetkmigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; 
dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.greeu@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.~-ycherley@mail.w~Tu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras <jcondaJ-as@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@sTrT.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMARINEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; panl.downey@mail.vwu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sand3, Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.w~’u.edu>; swalke@scaflethlights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@maihwu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy, 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~)bigeastorg>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Wareup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.e&P; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Imf <dmisaf@syr.edtr>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ti~gerald@marquette.edtr>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Santt <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbe2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~conda;a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -<athcmpll@admin.usf.edu;>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.vwu.edu;>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <cMa~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker -qathcmpl2@admin.usf.edu-~; Mac tlart <mhart@providence.edtr>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu-~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.qiea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.e&P; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sha~mon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, KathlTn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@sTrT.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.va~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.tregaxl@villmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <:frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnme 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



Subject: 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<5foJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivml <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt~)bigeast.olg; 

Dorma Demarco <zldemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeas~t.olg>; Mike Gambaxdella 

<mgmnbardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pmn Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geovgetown.edu~; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann 

<jkhem~01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu-~; Kathy Meehan <meehmlk@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/4/09- Current Event 

Courts outline limits on Delaware 
sports betting 

CNNSI.com 

A federal appeals court ruled to limit Delaware’s new 
sports betting law 

The bets must be limited to parlay bets on pro football 
games 

The court limHed Delaware’s exemption to what H 
offered before a 1992 ban 

PHILADELPHIA (AP) --A U.S. appeals court has upheld an Internet gambling ban in a challenge filed by an association of off-shore bookies. 

Congress passed the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act in 2006. It outlaws online betting that would be illegal in the state where they take place. 

The Interactive Media Entertainment & Gaming Association sued in New Jersey. It says the law is unconstitutionally vague and an invasion of a gambler’s 

right to privacy= 

The ruling Tuesday comes from the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia. 

The law attempts to stop online gambling by choking offthe electronic processing of money for online wagers or payouts. 

DOVER, Del. (AP) -- A federal appeals court on Monday dealt another body blow to Delaware’s plans for a new sports betting lottery, saying it must be 

limited to parlay bets on professional football games. 

A three-judge panel of the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals declared last week that Delaware’s sports betting plan, which included single-game bets and 

wagering on a variety of professional and collegiate sports, violated federal law but it did not expressly say why. 

On Monday, the panel outlined its reasoning in a 23-page opinion. The court said it interpreted language that exempted Delaware from a 1992 federal ban on 

sports gambling -- known as the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act -- as precluding any type of betting beyond what it had offered in a failed 

National Football League lottery in 1976. 

That lottery allowed only parlay bets, which means bettors had to pick the winners of at least three separate N FL games in a single wager. 

"Thus, any effort by Delaware to allow wagering on athletic contests involving sports beyond the NFL would violate PASPA," Judge Thomas Hardiman wrote 

for the court. "It is also undisputed that no single-game betting was ’conducted’ by Delaware in 1976, or at any other time during the time period that triggers 

the PASPA exception." 

The news came as another disappointment to state officials, who seemed to accept that single-game wagering was disallowed, but hoped that betting 

would not be limited to professional football. 

Joe Rogalsky, a spokesman for Gov. Jack Markell, was unaware that the court had issued its opinion until being contacted by The Associated Press. He 

had no immediate comment. 

Kenneth Nachbar, an attorney who represented professional sports leagues and the National Collegiate Athletic Association in challenging Delaware’s plan, 

did not immediately respond to messages left by telephone and e-mail. 

In its opinion, the court, as did attorneys for both sides, focused on language in the 1992 federal that exempted Delaware and three other states that had 

previously offered sports wagering. 

The language allows those states to offers sports betting but only "to the extent that the scheme was conducted by that state...." 

Attorneys for Delaware argued that the word "scheme" did not refer specifically to the 1976 parlay betting, or even the NFL, but to any sports lottery under 

state control. They also argued that as long as sports betting in general was authorized, even if some games were not specifically "conducted" before the 

ban, the state was free to expand beyond NFL parlays into single games and other sports. 



The court rejected that argument, asserting in a footnote that Delaware’s attorneys had "cherry-picked" certain statements in the legislative history of the 

1992 federal law to bolster their case. 

"This case is a perfect illustration of the well-known admonition that what individual legislators say a statute will do, and what the language of the statute 

provides, may be far apart indeed," Hardiman wrote, citing a 2005 ruling by the 3rd Circuit. "The law is what Congress enacts, not what its members say on 

the floor." 

In issuing its opinion, the panel said the parties involved have 14 days to seek a review of its ruling. 

State officials had said previously that they would wait for the panel’s opinion before deciding whether they would ask for a review by the full court or the U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

j_C_o__&q_a__r__;~__s__@_b__i_g~_a__sJ_:_e_r__g. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 8:58 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <c~me.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@mtt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooh~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobel’(~:vt.edu>; Holland, Monique; Jamie Israel <iisranl@miami.edu>; Jamie 

Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jenniIEr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.p]antada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <l~mar~usna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.baxney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmld <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle ]ee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbiltEdu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <Mitchel]T@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <a]ford@sacredheart.edu>; 

Rachel Strassner <rache].m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richinond <mchmo2@kent.edu-~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtr~; 
Rick Evlard <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshatma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim l?arker <tparker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrieime.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org:~; jhol]emb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmi]ler@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komi]es@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habnl, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@maihwu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeastorg>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray -<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt -<tsanft@ath]etics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <’dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trmli <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featberffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisvil]e.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edtP; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.tregml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scort.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.e&P; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeastorg>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeastorg>; dgavitt@bigeasl.o~; 

Dorala Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastolg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeasl.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeastorg>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeasl.olg>; Mike GamboJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~xelli <ncarparelli@bigeastorg>; Pam Flei~e <pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Ma~rgolis 

<rmm’golis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mulphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeastorg; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geovgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtr--; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/8/09- Repeated Courses 

Jay Vee is a senior in high school. Jay wants to play basketball next year at College USA, so she is working with her guidance counselor to ensure that she 
will meet NCAA initial eligibility requirements. Unfortunately Jay failed Eleventh grade math this past spring and will be repeating the course this fall. She 
won’t be taking the course with the same instructor, but she will be using the same textbook. 
Can Jay use the repeated course to meet eligibility requirements? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/4!09- Criteria for a Repeated Course to be Acceptable for Initial-Eligibility Certification (I)- states 
that to be acceptable for initial-eligibility certification, a repeated course (including credit recovery) must be substantially comparable, qualitatively and 
quantitatively (e.g., content, textbook, assessments, duration), to the previously attempted course. 

NOTE: If you have a situation like this for any PSAs your coaches are recruiting, I would suggest contacting the NCAA Eligibility Center to make sure your 
exact scenario will meet the parameters of the legislation, thereby allowing the repeated course to be used in certification. 

[eon&n’as@biqe~st.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 9:11 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobel’(~:vt.edu>; Holland, Monique; Jamie Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Jamie 

Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.baxney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmrd <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alford@sacredheart.edu>; 

Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richinond <mchmo2@kent.edu-~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtr~; 
Rick Eward <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshatma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrie~me.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofl’e@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Doug Bakker <~dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug TraJfi <trani@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featberffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnso@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea qlick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathi)~n Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigea#t.o~; 

Dorala Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeaslolg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick ~dcstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeastorg>; Lisa Z~xlecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeaslolg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~:relli <ncarparelli@bigeastorg>; Pam Fle~flce <pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaJ’golis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtt~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pittedut; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edut; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edut; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtt*; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtt*; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.e&~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/9/09- Amateurism 

Lay Up is a prospective student-athlete who is being recruited by Ocean State College to play basketball. Lay plays on a club team in his home country. 
One of Lay’s teammates coaches another team in their league. This individual does get paid for his coaching activities. 
Does the teammate’s coaching compensation have to be included when determining if any of the players on Lay’s team receives more than actual and 
necessary expenses? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 9/4/09- Contract or Commitment to Participate on a Team and Perform other Duties (I)- states that if an 
individual signs a contract or commitment with an athletics organization (e.g., club) in which the individual agrees to participate on a team and perform other 
duties (e.g., coaching the same or another team in the club system) and the contract or commitment does not specify the amount of compensation to be 
received for each activity, all compensation provided as part of the contract or commitment must be included when determining whether the team on which 
the individual participated provided any of its players more than actual and necessary expenses. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 9:20 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Brian Tweedie <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly ’Fully 

<mllyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <c~me.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Tromp <dtrump@nmd.edu>; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooh~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:Vt.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; .lamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniIEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jeronre.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.p]antada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaade@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli 

Cmmingham <kcanning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <l~mar~nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.baxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmld <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle ]ee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbiltEdu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <Mitchel]T@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <a]ford@sacredheart.edu>; 

Rachel Strassner <rache].m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richinond <mchmo2@kent.edu-~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtr~; 
Rick Evlard <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshatma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Williaall <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim l?arker <tparker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcastnet~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrieime.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org:~; jhol]emb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmi]ler@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komi]es@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baagh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edt~-; panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.eda>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habnl, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@maihwu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeastorg>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray -<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt -<tsanft@ath]etics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <’dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trmli <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.eda>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edn>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisvil]e.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tbarbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaanders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.tregml@illaaaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigea#t.o~; 

Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigea#t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick ~qcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigea#t.olg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~:relli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flm~e <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Macgolis 

<rmaJ’golis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/10/09- Equipment 

Intha Rough is a golf student-atNete at Ocean College. Intha is a sophomore and will be "redshirting" during the 2009-10 academic year. Intha will be playing 
in a few tournaments throughout the academic year, and he would like to use the Ocean College golf bag he purchased at the end of last season. 
Is it permissible for Intha to use his Ocean College golf bag? If he does use the bag, will he have used a season of competition? 

Yes it is permissible for Intha to use the bag. As long as Intha purchased the bag, he can use it without counting these outside competitions as a season of 
competition. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/3/03- Use of Apparel or Equipment that Includes Institutional Identification (1/11/111)- states that a student- 
athlete who purchases apparel or equipment items that include institutional identification may use such items in outside competition during the academic 
year without using a season of competition (or contest/date of competition). [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.02.6 (intercollegiate competition), Bylaw 
16.12.1.6 (retention of athletics apparel and equipment) and Bylaw 17.02.9 (outside competition) and a 03/11/93 official interpretation, Item No.l, which has 
been archived.] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 11, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Meyers <Stweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully 

<mllyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Tromp <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gmnn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober’(~:~t.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; .lamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jeronre.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cmmingham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.baxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmrd <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroeder@uncc.edu>; nlee@astate.edu; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alford@sacredheart.edu>; 

Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richinond <mchmo2@kent.edu-~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edtr~; 
Rick Eward <revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandvj@vt.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshatma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrie~me.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofl’e@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dm~ Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Dm~ielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Doug Bakker <~dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featberffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnso@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edn>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea qlick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathi)~n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scort.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeasl.o~; 
Domla Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeasl.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick ~-lcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~alecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeasl.olg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~:relli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Fle~flce <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~rgolis 

<rmaa’golis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeo, st.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr=edu>; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt=edu~; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@geovgetown.edu~; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu~; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edtc,; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns=edtr~; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtv~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.edu>; Terri Howes <terfi.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/11/09- Current Fxent 

College football teams tackling swine flu 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Helmets and shoulder pads - and hand sanitizer. 

College football players are protecting themselves from more than bruising hits and tackles this season Swine flu can flatten them, too. 

With outbreaks reported at the universities of Mississippi and Wisconsin, players are under orders to wash their hands and cover their mouths when they cough or sneeze, lest their 

teams join those who have been hit hard by the bug 

"After the first couple of cases, when people got sick on campus, me and my roommates, we went and got a big bottle of disinfectant," said Ole Miss running back Brandon Bolden, who 

lives with two teammates. "And as soon as we walk into our house, we have hand sanitizer." 

Coaches are fretting the possibility of having to play games short-handed. 

"It scares us to death," Texas coach Mack Brown said 

Swine flu hasn’t been a problem for the Longhorns so far, but the list of teams affected has been growing steadily. 

At Duke, in Durham, N.C, one player had a confirmed case of swine flu in early August, about a month before the season started last weekend. School officials said two or three dozen 

players experienced flu symptoms and it took about 10 days to get healthy. 

Tulane, in New Orleans, cleared 27 players with mostly mild symptoms to return to practice about a week before the Green Wave opened their season with a loss to Tulsa 

Washington State had 16 players get sick before its home opener Saturday - a loss to Stanford - amid a larger flu outbreak at the school. The university placed hand sanitizers at 

concession stands for the game, which drew just 22,386 fans - about 5,500 fewer than last year’s opener. 

Mississippi and Wisconsin have been dealing with seriously depleted rosters at practice this week as player after player has come down with the fever, coughing, body aches and sore 

throats that are symptoms of the HI N 1 virus 

Swine flu spreads the same way seasonal flu does, from an infected person sneezing or coughing near other people or touching objects. People inhale the virus or pick it up by 

touching an infected person or object and then putting their hands to their own nose or mouth 

In Oxford, Miss., the number of Rebels to miss practice with flu symptoms was up to 30 by Thursday. That includes star quarterback Jevan Snead and top running back Dexter 

McCluster. The number of cases among the entire student body was approaching 400 

The Rebels caught a break, however, because they are off this week and on Sept 19 play Southeastern Louisiana, which is in a lower division 

In Madison, Wis., at least I0 players were dealing with flu symptoms, and university officials say about 200 students sought medical attention the first week of school. Coaches have 

been tightlipped about which players have been affected and if any will miss Saturday’s home game against Fresno State 

In Tuscaloosa, Ala., Stillman College, which plays Division II football, had to cancel its opener last week against Clark Atlanta because 37 players had flu-like symptoms 

Georgia safety Makiri Pugh tested positive and missed the first game against Oklahoma State. He expects to play Saturday against South Carolina and said the illness was "not a big 

deal." 

The larger problem could be that Pugh’s teammates were likely exposed to the virus before playing in Stillwater, Okla, so nowthe Cowboys might have been exposed, too 

Health officials say football players shouldn’t be at any more risk from swine flu than other students, assuming they take precautions such as washing their hands and staying home 

when they feel sick so they don’t infect others 

But football players spend a lot of time together, and there are other factors that might contribute to swine flu spreading through a team, said Dr William Schaffner, a Vanderbilt 

University flu expert 

Football players are not famous for their cleanliness - the spread of bacterial infections is a noted locker room problem. And the idea of staying home with flu symptoms doesn’t fit the 

sport’s tough culture. 

Scholarships are predicated on showing up for practice and performing well in games, and full participation is equated with "not letting the team down," Schaffner noted. 

"There is some conflict with the public health message," Schaffner said. 



But school officials around the country say they are following guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and isolating sick students for 24 to 48 hours even after 

their symptoms clear up. A vaccine for the swine flu will not be available until next month 

Georgia head athletic trainer Ron Courson said he included swine flu prevention in his preseason talk with players, a seminar that usually hits on topics such as heat illness and injury 

prevention 

Every Georgia player and coach has received a fact sheet about the H1 N1 virus so they can better recognize symptoms and get treated quickly. And each player got his own small bottle 

of alcohol-based hand sanitizer. 

The infection can be treated with drugs such as Tamiflu and Relenza, but Courson said he has steered away from using them on football players because the vast majority are not in the 

high-risk groups - small children and those with pre-existing medical conditions - for whom swine flu can lead to more serious illness, even death 

Rest, drinking fluids and maybe some Tylenol or ibuprofen are what Courson would order for a sick student-athlete 

Coaches, meanwhile, are just hoping that an All-American won’t fall ill for the big game. 

"That’s all half-luck," Kentucky coach Rich Brooks said, "and we just hope that if we do get a case or two that it will be isolated - and at this point, knock on wood, we’re among the 

fortunate ones that haven’t gone through it - and hope that it doesn’t happen at the worst time with the wrong players." 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, September 14, 2009 8:54 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Meyers <Stweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <c~me.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooh~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Harems, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; }leather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:Vt.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; .lamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 

<ldmmer@athletics.ucfedu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bexney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmld <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbiltEdu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vteduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim l?arker <tparker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrie~me.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w~lchefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org:~; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habnl, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@maihwu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pittedu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeastorg>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray -<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt -<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <’dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trmli <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu~; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edtP; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.tregml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigea#t.o~; 

Dorala Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeaslolg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick ~dcstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeastorg>; Lisa Z~xlecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeaslolg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~:relli <ncarparelli@bigeastorg>; Pam Fle~flce <pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis 

<rmaJ’golis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtt~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pittedut; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edut; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edut; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtt*; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtt*; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.e&~; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/14/09- Electronic Media Guide 

Three N. Out is a junior in high school and is being recruited to play football at Ocean State University (OSU). The coaches at OSU want to send Three an 
electronic media guide on a flash drive, included on the flash drive will also be a personal message to Three from the coaches. 
Is it permissible to send Three a media guide on a flash drive? Is it permissible to record a personalized message? 

Assuming this happens afler September 1 st it would permissible to send Three a copy of the media guide as long as it is an exact reproduction of the 

media guise. It is NOT permissible to include other information such as a recorded message from a coach. NCAA Educational Column- 9!10/09- 
Recruiting -- Printed Recruited Materials -- Electronic Media Guides (I)- states that NCAA Division I member institutions should note that it is 
permissible for an institution to provide a prospective student-athlete with a media guide on a digital media storage device (e.g., compact disc, flash drive, 
memory disk), provided the storage device does not include any content other than an exact reproduction of the media guide. Further, any images or 
information on the packaging (eg., label, insert) is limited to a reproduction of the image(s) contained on the cover of the media guide or other identification 
of the institution (e.g., name, logo) and the media guide (e.g., sport). Finally, storage devices used for this purpose may not exceed the minimum standard 
capacity necessary to store the media guide (e.g., a media guide of 103 megabytes should be stored on a standard 128 megabyte flash drive). 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist member institutions in the application of this official interpretation: 
Question No. 1: Is it permissible to include other information, such as game film or a recorded message from a coach, with the media guide on the digital 
media storage device? 
Answer: No. The digital media storage device may only contain an exact reproduction of the media guide. 
Question No. 2: Do any restrictions apply to the packaging of the media storage device? 
Answer: There are no specifications or limitations regarding the size or type of the media storage device’s packaging (e.g., compact disc case and insert, 
flash drive case or wrap). However, institutions should note any information or image(s) on such packaging is limited to a reproduction of the images found 
on the cover of the media guide or other identification of the institution (e.g., name, logo) and the media guide (e.g., sport). For example, an institution that 
elects to send its media guide on a compact disc, but does not want to reproduce its media guide cover on either the compact disc case insert or on the 
compact disc wrap, may label the item using an institutional logo and text to identify the contents (e.g., 2009-10 State University Football Media Guide). 
Question No. 3: Do the images or information that appear on the packaging have to be an exact replica of the media guide cover? 
Answer: No. Institutions may use the media guide cover in its entirety, or choose to use only portions of the cover. In addition, institutions may include 
identifiers such as the institution’s name, logo, sport and/or season as noted in the answer to Question No. 2. Therefore, it would also be permissible for an 
institution to use flash drives that include an institutional (or athletics) logo on the flash drive case or wrap. 
Question No. 4: An institution plans to send an electronic version of the media guide to prospective student-athletes using a flash drive. The media guide is 
97 megabytes. The institution can purchase 500 standard flash drives with a maximum capacity of 256 megabytes at a lower cost than if it purchased 300 
standard flash drives with a maximum capacity of 128 megabytes or flash drives with a maximum capacity of 97 megabytes which would require a special 
order. Is an institution permitted to provide the media guide on a flash drive with excess storage necessary to store the media guide? 
Answer: VVhiie an institution is not required to use a flash drive that contains only the exact storage capacity necessary to store the media guide, an 
institution is only permitted to use a flash drive that has the minimum standard storage capacity. Providing a flash drive with excess memory space beyond 
the available minimum standard is considered an impermissible offer or inducement pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.2.1. In this example, the institution would 
be not be required to use a flash drive with a maximum storage capacity of 97 megabytes since that is not a standard storage capacity, but the institution is 
limited to using the 128-megabyte flash drive as that would be the minimum standard storage capacity available. 
Question No. 5: Many flash drives that are available have additional functions (e.g., key chain, flasNight, pen). Is it permissible to provide an electronic 
version of the media guide on a flash drive that has additional functions? 
Answer: No. Providing a prospective student-athlete with a media storage device that has additional functions constitutes an impermissible offer or 
inducement pursuant to Bylaw 13.2.1. 
[References: Division I Bylaws 132.1 (general regulations) and 13.4.1.1 (printed recruiting materials); official interpretation (8/14/2009, Item No. 1 )] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 8:51 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umitmaine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Meyers <Stweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <c~me.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@untedu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooh~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Harems, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:Vt.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <l~mar~usna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bexney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmld <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbiltEdu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vteduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim l?arker <tparker@vtedu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrieime.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org:~; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habnl, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@maihwu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeastorg>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray -<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt -<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <’dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trmli <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu~; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edtP; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeastorg>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.tregml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; KathiTn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~; 
Donna Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliskJ@bigeas~.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick ~-lcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zmlecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeas~.olg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~:relli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flelflce <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Macgolis 

<rmm’golis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeo, st.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edtc,; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:~; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtv~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtv~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/15/09- 12.4.2.1 

AI Lee is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State College. AI would like to earn some extra money this fall by giving lessons. Is it permissible for AI to give 
lessons during the academic year? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 12.4.2.1 states that a student-athlete may receive compensation for teaching or coaching sport skills or techniques in his 
or her sport on a fee-for-lesson basis, provided: (Revised: 1/9/96 effective 8/1/96, 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(a) institutional facilities are not used; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(b) Playing lessons shall not be permitted; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(c) The institution obtains and keeps on file documentation of the recipient of the lesson(s) and the fee for the lesson(s) provided during any time of the year; 
and (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(d) The compensation is paid by the lesson recipient (or the recipient’s family) and not another individual or entity. (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(e) instruction to each individual is comparable to the instruction that would be provided during a private lesson when the instruction involves more than one 
individual at a time. (Adopted: 4/2/03 effective 8/1/03) 

(f) The student-athlete does not use his or her name, picture or appearance to promote or advertise the availability of fee-for-lesson sessions. (Adopted: 
4/2/03 effective 8/1/03) 

jeondaras@bigeast, or9 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Meyers <Stweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esu.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Harems, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:~t.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; .lamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bexney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmrd <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero qrero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrie~me.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofl’e@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <~dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnso@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea q~ick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathi)~n Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~; 
Donna Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliskJ@bigeas~.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick ~-lcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~alecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeas~.olg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~:relli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Fle~flce <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Macgolis 

<rmaa’golis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeo, st.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edtc,; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:~; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edtr~; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/16/09- 17.24.7 

Toe Board is a track student-athlete at College USA. Toe’s team has not yet started its season, so the student-athletes are only participating in voluntary 
workouts. Toe is a shot putter and injured his back last year. Toe would like to have his coach present during voluntary workouts, so he doesn’t re-injure his 
back. 
Is it permissible for Toe’s coach to be present during his voluntary workout for safety purposes? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.24.7 states that a coach may be present during voluntary individual workouts in the institution’s regular practice facility (without the 
workouts being considered as countable athletically related activities) when the student-athlete is engaged in field events, jumping hurdles or the jumping 
element of the steeplechase. The coach may provide safety or skill instruction but may not conduct the individual’s workouts. (Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 
8/1/91, Revised: 4/30/09) 

jeondams(,vbi_qeast.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 9:01 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bokerin@lsu.edu>; bonne@mm.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Meyers <btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@be.edu>; Carrie McCaw <c~me.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cody Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vtedtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtr~; Craig Crow <ccrow@po-box.esn.edu~; Dan Tromp <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana. Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookavalter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Harems, Robin Green <robinham@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:~t.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniIEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jeronre.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.bufihlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <l~mar~nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.baxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmld <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbiltEdu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu;>; Shnlts, Williaall <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxiie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shnlts@marshalkedu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim l?arker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <w-sf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrieime.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org:~; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pittedu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edt~-; panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pittedu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray "<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt -<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtr~; Doug Bakker <’dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trmli <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompli~ce@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@maikwvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edn>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu~; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu~; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathiyn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@sljohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scort.brown@ucorm.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu% Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org% dgavitt@bigeasl.o~; 

Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick-ckstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~necchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeas~.olg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~:relli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Fle~flce <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Ma~rgolis 

<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu% Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edu% Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu;,; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/17/09- Away from Home Meals 

Men’s soccer team at Ocean State University is cem..petin9 at ap.. away from home contest, On t~se day of t~se game, th.e team is provided breakfast at th.e 
hotel and $10 (staff rat(’) lbr k-pch pdor to the 9ame. On the pitons ride home f.."om the game, the team is prsvided dipner. Once ti~e ts~m ~ri’#es back to 
can-pus nt’d is released by the head coach, tt’e team is provided $15 for ~- posi..gams sr, ack, is tt’is scenario psmiissible? 

A Yes, it is pem’issible to p~ovide studsnb-atl’tstes ’¢,/ith th.."ce meats/cash (s’t~il’ rate) apd a snack on the day el ap away from home contest 
B, Ns, it is r, st psmiissibis ts provide cash ts siudent<-thletss in con).u’ctisn with away frst’i hst’ie contests 
C Yes, there is no limit on the amount of iood s~ cash ~s student-athlete c~sn receive in con}-snctisn with an away Item home contest 
D. No, it is not permissible ts prsvids fssd or cash to student..nthistes ot’ce they hays been reiensed from team..relatsd activities 

The ap..swer is A. NCAA ~:~21aw I~o(~,2 {d} states that: 

[vls~sls Incidental to Participatisn, 

(3)Meals in Conjunction with Awny-from-Hst’ie Competition. An institution may provide msais to student..athistes in conjunction with away4rom,-hst’ie 
competition purs,.lant te one of the fotlovdng options: 

(i} Ait student.-athietes are psm]itted to recsiw" a pregan’c sr postgarne ms~sl as a benelit ir’cident~sl ts participation it" additiof to .."sguksi n’cats (or meal 
~-Iiswar, css per gyinw .i...6,]}.:].~}’;.~::}.), At" institutiot-, at its discretion, may prsvide cash, t’ot ts exceed $I 5, it" lieu of a po,*,’tg~-ms tr’,sal; or (F~evissd; ~/r}8, 
4/24/08 sf,¢s-cffv~,- ,;~,zf/08) 

(ii) All studsnt.athietss are permitted ts receive meais at the it-,*,-titudsn’s discredsr, frst’i the time tt’e team is required to repott on cait for team travel untii 
the team returns to camp~s. If a ,~tudent-atMets does not use team travel to return to can]pus, ..he or she may receive meals at the institution’s discretion up 
to the point he or she is rets~-sed frsn" team-reid-ted activities by the apprsprints im,-titutism-I authority, At, im,’titutisn shaii ~’ot provide cast" to student-. 
athletes ip.. iieu of meals under this option, (Adop’,sd: ,~,/24zt~ s~sc’,ivs 8/I/08} 

Meals in Csn]unctisn witi~ Aw~sy irsm Home Corr~petitisn (i} 
Date Pubiishsd: September 4, 2008 
iron" Rsi: 1-a 
i~-terpn.~tntisr,: 
The committee dstermip..ed th.at if ap.. in,~tit,4iop., ch.ooses the discretionary meals eptiop., for meals in conjunction with away-flom-,t~ems competition, the 
institutisr, may prsvide a msai or cash, not to exceed ~I 5 (but not both}, ts student..nthletss ~-t the time of tt’eir release from ts~-t’i-related ~-divities by the 
appropriate institutional authority. 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 

4<~z.:/.3.oj2j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 18, 2009 8:34 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomler@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lulz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Meyers 

<btweedie@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <ttfllyca@bc.edu>; Come McCaw <carrie.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edn>; Craig Crow <ccl~ow@po-box.esu.edn>; Dan Trump <dtrump~umd.edu>; Dram, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebooka~-alter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 

<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hards, Robin Green <robinharfi@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober’(~:~t.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; .lamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jeronre.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.bexney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmrd <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero qrero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosha~ma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Willimll <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrieime.trice@marquette.edn; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bmce.cohen@nconn.edn; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; efica.~x~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Beruadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofl’e@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Doug Bakker <~dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 
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Deaf athletes hurdle barriers, achieve goals in college sports 
USATODAY.corn 

TOWSON, Nd, = In a row~.~on Univer:~ity football team meeting room filled with more than 60 players and a dozen coaches, linebacker 



Ryan Bonheyo makes a sign for the word "slow," then points at the whole bunch. 
Everybody laughs; Bonheyo just grins. 
His coaches say he has to toughen up, which doesn’t make him different from any other wide-eyed freshman player. Except that 
Bonheyo was born deaf. 
Last year, 76 deaf and hard-of-hearing students played NCi~ and NAIA sports, according to Deaf Digest Magazine, and 39 played in 
Division I. That does not account for those who do not wish to be identified. Those figures have steadily risen since the 1973 
Rehabilitation Act mandated interpreters for deaf and hard-of-hearing students at universities and provided against discrimination based 
on disability. 
For players such as Bonheyo, the challenge is to compete at the highest level on an inherently unlevel playing field. It’s a journey that 
began this fall for Ryan and continues for Emily Cressy, a soccer player at Kansas, and Purdue’s Felicia Schroeder, who helped the U.S. 
women’s soccer team win a gold medal Monday in the Deaflympics in Taiwan. 
For some, the allure of competition trumps the fear of disappointment. "This is the biggest challenge of my life," Bonheyo says. "I 
know I can do it. " 
>k >k >k 

Bonheyo is driven by chip on his shoulder 
As Towson defensive coordinator Matt Hachmann runs through hand signals and quizzes players during a preseason meeting, 
interpreter Brian Tingley stands to his side, relaying a flurry of signals to Ryan Bonheyo. The only freshman in the room darts his eyes 
among Hachmann, Tingley and a dry-erase board filled with X’s and O’s. 
Hachmann insists he couldn’t care less whether Bonheyo is deaf, but the first-year coach has made accommodations. There are the 
little things, such as clapping instead of blowing a whistle when initiating drills. And there are the big changes, including expanding an 
already extensive language of defensive hand signals. It’s all worth it, coaches say, because of the contribution they expect from the 
6-2, 215-pound linebacker after he redshirts this fall. 
"There’s a lot of pressure," Bonheyo, 18, said through Tingley. "I have to have a chip on my shoulder and work harder than anybody 
else." 
Towson was the only program to offer a scholarship to Bonheyo, who grew up less than 50 miles away in Frederick, Md. That’s where 
Bonheyo put himself on the map, leading the Maryland School for the Deaf to four consecutive National Deaf Prep Championships while 
playing running back and linebacker. 
"A lot of college coaches weren’t willing to take what they felt was a chance on him," Towson first-year head coach Rob Ambrose 
said. "A lot of coaches were just afraid." 
Before Bonheyo arrived on campus, the athletic department hired Tingley as a full-time employee to accompany Bonheyo in practices, 
meetings, team meals and, eventually, games. Tingley, who is hard of hearing, is a former football player and assistant at Gallaudet, a 
university for deaf and hard-of-hearing students in Washington. 
He said many in the deaf community criticized Bonheyo for not choosing Gallaudet, where many of the country’s top deaf athletes 
play at the Division I[I level. Both of Bonheyo’s parents also are alumni. 
"I didn’t consider them," Bonheyo said via Facebook instant messaging. "I feel that [’m good enough to compete at the Division I level. 
The main reason I chose Towson was because it’s a Division I school." 
But the leap comes with challenges, including communicating when Tingley is not around. To adapt, teammates hand Bonheyo 
cellphones with messages written in a text message draft. To get his attention, they knock on a table Bonheyo is resting on or pat his 
helmet. 
Freshman wide receiver B.J. Greeney, 18, spent the summer rooming with Bonheyo while they took classes. "[t seems like he’s used 
to communicating and being around hearing people," Greeney said. "I don’t think he ever gets frustrated." 
In the opening weeks of practice, coaches resorted to wild, curse-filled outbursts to point out mistakes. Bonheyo says that’s one thing 
he’s trying hard to avoid. 
"He’ll get no preferential treatment," Ambrose said. "You walk a fine line between accommodating him and treating him like a football 
player. Our opponents ain’t cuttin’ him any slack. And the world sure ain’t cuttin’ him any slack." 

Communication gap Cressy’s toughest obstacle 
About a year ago, the Kansas women’s soccer team gathered to sing Happy Birthday for a player, adding a "cha-cha-cha" between 
each verse. Forward Emily Cressy, who has been deaf since she was 14, began shouting the refrain offbeat. 
"She was so far off on the cha-cha-cha that everybody was already on the next verse when she did it," Kansas coach Mark Francis 
said. "[t was hilarious. Everybody was cracking up. She can laugh about being deaf because she doesn’t take herself too seriously." 
Cressy, 20, from Ventura, CalM, had eight goals and three assists last year as a redshirt freshman while inspiring coaches and 
teammates with what Francis calls an extraordinary sense of humor. But Cressy hasn’t always been able to laugh about being deaf. 
Born hard of hearing, she woke up one morning during her sophomore year of high school and realized she had lost what little hearing 
she had. Cressy stayed out of school for weeks because she was embarrassed about needing an interpreter during classes. When she 
returned, soccer kept her sane, Cressy said. 
"It’s my life," Cressy said. "It makes me feel like ]I’m not deaf when ]I’m on the field. Like I’m just a normal human being." 
Cressy once could hear herself speak, which gives her the ability and confidence to respond verbally once the words of others are 
translated by an interpreter. Friends say her ability to speak coherently has faded as she has grown less familiar with her voice but she 
still can be understood. 
In a phone interview using an interpreter, Cressy described a rough transition as a freshman at Kansas. ]In classrooms that often held 
more than 100 students, Cressy grew embarrassed and found it hard to pay attention as dozens of eyes searched for the student 
who needed the interpreter at the front of the room. Her grades began to slip and her attitude grew worse when she was not allowed 
to play or travel with the team. "I hated it," she said. "][ used to hide behind people in the back of the room so no one could see me." 
Estelle Johnson, a senior, said Cressy’s struggles were made worse by a communication gap. 
"It took her awhile to feel comfortable," Johnson said. "She never really opened up to the team; it was just difficult for her to talk to 
us. When we would just casually talk as a team, she wasn’t able to get to know us. She didn’t realize that we were all on the same 
boat with our own problems." 
When Cressy began considering a transfer, coaches and teammates begged her to stay. She began one-on-one tutoring outside of 
class. Last year, coaches felt she had improved enough on and off the field to start her at forward in 21 of 23 games. "She’s grown 
up," Francis said. "The switch has kind of come on with Emily, and the other girls notice that." 
Francis said he expected his leading returning goal scorer to emerge as a leader, but Cressy said she’s just happy to be playing. 
"I don’t look at myself as a leader or anything like that," she said. "I’m just a member of the team, just like everybody else." 

Schroeder still proving she belongs 
After an illustrious yet turbulent college career that included a transfer from one school and a conference championship at another, 
Felicia Schroeder wasn’t done proving herself. 
She went out for the U.S. Deaflympic team and earned a spot as a midfielder, only to find that because the U.S. ©lympic Committee 
does not sponsor the games, each player had to raise $5,000 for the trip to Taiwan. 
"A bunch of people who would have gone to Taiwan dropped out because of the money," Schroeder, 22, said in an interview via text 
message. "I couldn’t let that stop me." 
In 10 days, Schroeder, who was born deaf, raised the money by asking friends, family and companies in Cincinnati, her hometown, for 
donations. 
Her efforts paid off. During Monday’s final, she scored two goals in a 4-0 win against Germany, earning a gold medal. That hardware 
complements the silver Big Ten championship ring she earned in her first season with Purdue in 2007. She plans to graduate in May. 
But her soccer career didn’t begin so smoothly. After choosing South Carolina out of high school, Schroeder said the interpreters she 
was promised during her recruitment never arrived, despite repeated requests made to coaches. South Carolina women’s soccer 
coach Shelley Smith declined to be interviewed for this story. 
Providing interpreters for university activities including classes and athletics is required by law. Karen Pettus, director of the school’s 
Office of Disability Services responsible for coordinating assistance in the classroom, said she wished Schroeder had come to her early 
OR, 



"When you’re a young athlete, the coach is such a huge part of your life that when you ask a coach something and they don’t respond 
you’re not going to go behind their back," Pettus said. "Had they requested an interpreter, we would’re done our best." 
On the field, Schroeder played sparingly and spectacularly during her freshman and sophomore seasons. As a sophomore she led the 
team with seven goals and 16 points. 
"I kept getting letters from the girls on the team saying, ’We know you’re the best forward, just stick it out,’ " Schroeder said. "I just 
couldn’t do anything to please the coaches." 
In the last road game of the 2006 season, Schroeder was pulled 3:44 into the first overtime and benched until the game ended. The 
explanation? 
"They said I couldn’t hear their instructions," Schroeder said. After the game, she stormed off the field and hammered out a text 
message to her parents: "I’M TRANSFERRING." 
That decision led her to Purdue, for whom she scored 13 goals in two seasons, and later to Taiwan, where she scored a women’s 
Deaflympic-best eight goals in four games. 
What’s next? Schroeder said pro soccer at home or even abroad, where she would face a new kind of language barrier. But crashing 
down walls is what Schroeder lives for. 
"With doubts because of my deafness, I just feel that I have to keep proving people wrong," Schroeder said. "I can’t let anything get in 
my way." 
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<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson %nderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeasto~; 
Donna Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeastolg>; John Marinatto ~-jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick ~-lcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne < mcoyne@bigeastolg>; Mike GambaJrdella 

<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carp~:relli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Fle~e <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Macgolis 

<rmaxgolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org~; Shawn Mmphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom 

Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu,~; Carol Spragne <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu~; Ginger 

Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point ~lapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann 

<jkhenn0 l@louisville.edu;,; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@s~tjohns.edu:~; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin 

<robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquetle.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/21/09- Haxdship Waivers 

Mid Field is a sophomore soccer student-athlete at Ocean State College. Mid attended Bay State College his freshman year and also played soccer. Bay 
State College is a Division II school and Ocean State College is a Division I school. The coaches at Ocean State College would like to apply for a medical 
hardship waiver because Mid’s situation meets all the Division I parameters for granting a medical hardship waiver. 
Can Ocean State College apply for the hardship waiver through its conference office, or does Bay State College have to submit the paperwork through its 
conference office? 

Either institution can apply for the medical hardship waiver. NCAA Official Interpretation- 9/17109- Administration of Hardship Waiver for Transfer 
Student-Athletes (I)- states that in applying the hardship waiver legislation to a student-athlete who suffers an injury or illness while attending an NCAA 
Division II or Division III institution and later transfers to a Division I institution, the legislation of the division in which the injury or illness occurred or the 
Division I legislation may be used. The application of a particular division’s leqislation must include all the applicable elements of that division’s leqislation, as 
opposed to selected elements of the legislation of each division. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 1:12 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomler@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccl~ow@po-box.esu.edu>; Dan Trump <~dtrump~umd.edu>; Dram, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross ~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookavalter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hards, Robin Green <robinharfi@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:~t.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.baxney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmld <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

~-~shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, Williaall <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxfie Ellison ~-~saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shnlts@marshalkedu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrieime.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson--~rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Beruadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <~bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <~bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stofl’e@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Slom~ <dsloan@athletics.pitl.edtr~; Doug Bakker ~dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompli~ce@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@maikwvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegma~n 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney--vdelanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Shatmon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villmaova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VmaGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regml@illmaova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~zu.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathiyn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~; 
Donna Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeas~t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.otg>; Linda Yates <l~ates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za~necchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Mike Gambardella <mga~lbardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeo.st.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlefics.pitt.edu.~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu.~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint(@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edn>; KaJ:en Demeter <:karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.e&P; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/22/09- Concurrent Enrollment 

Watered Down is a field hockey student-athlete at College USA. While enrolled full-time at College USA in the spring 2009 term, Watered also took one 
course at a nearby college. The course taken at the nearby college was accepted by Watered’s degree program and was included on her College USA 
transcript. 
Can this course be used to determine if Watered fulfilled the 18-hour requirement? Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/13/0~- Use of Concurrent 
Enrollment Courses to Satisfy Credit-Hour Requirements (I)- states that traditional courses taken at another institution during a regular term while 
enrolled full-time at the certifying institution may be used to satisfy the six credits per term and 18-semester or 27-quarter credit hours per academic year 
requirements, provided: 
a. The courses taken at the second institution would count toward full-time enrollment at the certifying institution; and 
b. The courses taken at the second institution will be included on the student’s transcript at the certifying institution. [References: Bylaws 14.1.8.2.4 
(concurrent courses at two institutions) and 14.4.3.4.9 (credit from other institutions)] 

jcondaras@bigeast, or9 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 1:31 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomler@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~bri~l.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Craig Crow <ccl~ow@po-box.esu.edu>; Dan Trump <~dtrump~umd.edu>; Dram, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross ~ross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookavalter@ncaa.org~; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood 
<ewood@theacc.org>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hards, Robin Green <robinharfi@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather 

Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:~t.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; .lamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JennitEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.baxney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmld <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Va~derbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.eduv,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shosh~ma Engel 

~-~shoshmma.engel@yale.edu:>; Shults, Williaall <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephaxfie Ellison ~-~saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shnlts@marshalkedu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~trickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Mdloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, Josh ~white@huskers.com>; adrieime.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknigNs.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu;,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.w~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; JennitEr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John 

Marinatlo <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson--~rlarson@scarletknights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swdlke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Beruadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <~bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <~bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Staffer <caitlin.stofl’e@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 
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Daily Compliance Item- 9/23/09- InfomM Practice Scrimmages 

Shoot A. Round is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. On Friday, October 16, 2009, Ocean State University women’s basketball team 
will be participating in an informal practice scrimmage with Bay State University. The scrimmage will take place at 4pm, but Shoot has a class from 3pm to 
5pro. 
Can Shoot miss class to participate in this informal practice scrimmage? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 17.3.3.1(a) states that an informal practice scrimmage with outside competition exempted per Bylaw _1___7__:__3_:__5_:__3__-(h) may occur at any point 
during the permissible playing and practice season (see Bylaw 17.3.1 ), provided it is conducted in privacy and without publicity or official scoring. Individuals 
other than athletics department staff members and those necessary to conduct a basketball practice scrimmage against outside competition may not be 
present during such a scrimmage. The institution shall ensure that the scrimmage is free from public view. No class time shall be missed by basketball 
student-athletes in conjunction with such a scrimmage, including all associated activities (e.g., travel, pregame and postgame activities); and (Revised: 
10/27/98 effective 8/1/99, 5/12/05, 1/17/09 effective 8/1/09, 3/2/09) 
Included below is a May 1,2008 educational column that includes a detailed Q & A for practice scrimmages. 
Informal Basketball Practice Scrimmages (I) 
Date Published: May 1,2008 
item Ref: 1 
Educational Column: 
NCAA Division I institutions should note that in basketball, NCAA Bylaw 17.5.5.3-(j) (practice scrimmage) permits an informal practice 
scrimmage with outside competition to be exempted from an institution’s maximum number of contests, provided: (1) the scrimmage 
is conducted in private (i.e., not open to the public) and without official scoring; and (2) only those athletics department staff members 
necessary to conduct the scrimmage are present during the scrimmage. 
In women’s basketball, an institution may play two informal practice scrimmages during any year it does not use any of the exemptions 
set forth in Bylaws 17.5.5.3-(g) (foreign team in U.S.-women’s basketball); 17.5.5.3-(h) (USA basketball club -- women’s basketball); or 
17.5.5.3-0) (exhibition against a non-NCAA Division I four-year collegiate institution) or may play one practice scrimmage and either one 
exhibition contest against a foreign team in the United States, one exhibition contest against a "club" member of USA basketball or one 
exhibition contest against a four-year collegiate institution (other than an NCAA Division I institution). 
In men’s basketball, an institution may play two practice scrimmages during any year it does not use an exemption set forth in Bylaw 
17.5.5.3-(i) (exhibition against a non-NCAA Division I four-year collegiate institution) or may play one practice scrimmage and one 
exhibition contest against a non-NCAA Division I four-year collegiate institution. 
Below are some commonly asked questions and answers designed to assist Division I institutions in applying this legislation. 
Question: When is the first opportunity to conduct a practice scrimmage? 
Answer: The first opportunity to conduct a practice scrimmage is the same day as the first opportunity to practice [i.e., 5 p.m. the 
Friday nearest October 15 (effective August 1,2008)]. Further, a practice scrimmage may be conducted at any point during the season. 
Question: May the practice scrimmage be published on the institution’s season schedule? 
Answer: No. The practice scrimmage may not be included on the institution’s published season schedule. 
Question: May the practice scrimmage count against either of the participating institutions’ won/loss records? 
Answer: No. The practice scrimmage may not count against either team’s won/loss records. 
Question: May anyone (e.g., media; student-athletes’ families) other than the participating institutions’ coaches, student-athletes, 
athletics department staff members (e.g., trainers, managers) attend the practice scrimmage? 
Answer:     Only athletics department staff members and those individuals necessary to conduct the practice scrimmage may be 
present during the scrimmage. Further, the institution must ensure the scrimmage is free from public view and media are not in 
attendance. 
Question: May prospective student-athletes attend the practice scrimmage? 
Answer: Only prospective student-athletes (and those accompanying the prospective student-athletes) who are making official 
visits to the host institution may attend the practice scrimmage. Prospective student-athletes on unofficial visits may not attend such a 
practice scrimmage. 
Question:    If the facility in which the practice scrimmage is conducted is a facility that is normally open to the general public or 
student body during the time of the scrimmage, may the general public or student body attend the scrimmage? 
Answer:     No. Only athletics department staff members and those individuals necessary to conduct the practice scrimmage may be 
present during the scrimmage. 
Question: May the host institution’s statistics crew work the practice scrimmage? 
Answer: Yes. The host institution’s statistics crew may work the practice scrimmage even if members of the crew are not 
members of the host institution’s athletics department staff. 
Question: May an official score and/or statistics for the practice scrimmage be kept? 
Answer: No. An official score and/or statistics for the practice scrimmage may not be kept. However, an institution may keep score 
and/or statistics for private use. The institution may not post the score and/or statistics in a newspaper, on the participating institutions’ 
Web sites, conferences’ Web sites or any other location. In addition, an institution may not provide the score and/or any statistics to any 
type of media outlet. 
Question: May a coach or the student-athletes of either team participate in an interview with the media? 
Answer: The coach or student-athletes of either team may participate in an interview with the media, provided the comments are 
limited to the practice scrimmage in general and the interview was not established by either school to promote the scrimmage. The 



coach or student-athletes may not comment specifically on the score or team and/or individual student-athlete statistics. 
Question: May the practice scrimmage be videotaped? 
Answer: Both teams may videotape the practice scrimmage as long as the footage is used only by the participating teams and is 
not published in any manner (e.g., posted on a participating institution’s Web site, video may not be provided to other institutions for 
scouting). 
Question: Do the daily and weekly hour limitations apply to the practice scrimmage? 
Answer: All student-athletes participating in the practice scrimmage are subject to the daily and weekly hour limitations. A practice 
scrimmage is considered to be a contest. Therefore, participation in the practice scrimmage and any associated athletically related 
activities count as three hours regardless of the actual duration of the scrimmage or associated athletically related activities. 
Question: May practice (e.g., review of videotape) be conducted after the scrimmage? 
Answer: No. A practice scrimmage is considered to be a contest and practice may not be conducted following competition. 
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Daily Compliance Item- 9/24/09- 14.7. l, 14.7. l. 1 

Stole N. Base is a baseball student-athlete at College USA. Stole’s team will finish with their non-championship segment practice the first week in October 

(October 3rd). After Stole’s team is done practicing for the term, he would like to play on a local men’s league team for the rest of October and November. 

Practices for this outside team occur every Tuesday and Thursday evenings and the games are played on Sunday afternoons. 

College USA will not be session October 12-14th. 
Can Stole practice and/or compete on this outside team during this time frame? 

Stole can practice with the team, but he cannot compete unless it is during an official institutional vacation period. Consequently, the only game Stole could 

compete in is Sunday, October 1 lth. NCAA Bylaw 14.7.1 states that a student-athlete in any sport other than basketball who participates during the 
academic year as a member of any outside team in any noncollegiate, amateur competition becomes ineligible for intercollegiate competition unless 
eligibility is restored by the Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement. A student-athlete is permitted to practice on such a team. (Adopted: 1/10/91 
effective 8/1/91, Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 1/10/05) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.7.1.1 states that a student-athlete may compete outside of the institution’s declared playing and practice season as a member of an 
outside team in any noncollegiate, amateur competition during any official vacation period published in the institution’s catalog. The number of student- 
athletes from any one institution shall not exceed the applicable limits set forth in Bylaw 17.32.2. (Adopted: 1/11/94 effective 8/1/94) 
NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/28/04- Participating on Outside Team During the Weekend Before or After an Official Vacation Period (I)- states that 
a student-athlete may compete outside his or her institution’s declared playing and practice season as a member of an outside team in any noncollegiate, 
amateur competition on a weekend (not included in the institution’s catalog as a vacation period) that immediately precedes or follows an institution’s official 
vacation period (e.g., Memorial Day), provided the student-athlete does not miss class or exams. [References: Bylaw 14.7.1.1 (outside competition -- 
sports other than basketball -- exception); 11/22/95 staff interpretation, item a, and 6/16/99 staff interpretation, item a, which have been archived.] 

j(~ondaras@biqeast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 8:40 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomler@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcns Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitbr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hala~-ood <jhalvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klander 

<Joseph.Klander@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bexney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandxi@vt.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:>; Shnlts, Willianl <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephoxfie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shnlts@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldand@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez 
<themandez@mianfi.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskel~.com~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; 

amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chalrnelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; 

dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@s~tjohns.edu; erica.ws~chefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford 

<Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennitbr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depanl.edu; John 

Moxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Anmnio ~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.us£edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 

Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMAR1NEL@providence.edu>; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.colr;>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; 
Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <-~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Wareup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stofl’e@uc.edtr~; Carissa 
Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edtv~; Doug Bakker <~dbaJ~ke@depanl.edu>; Doug Trani <tmni@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnso@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtc,; JC <jconda~a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cmss@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney--q:lelanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy qncnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea qlick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villanova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~u.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathls~n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@nmxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.e&P; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~; 

Domla Demarco <zldemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeas~t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Mike Gambardella <mga~lbardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft,ovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr,edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlelics.pitt.edu~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint(@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkheml01@louisville.edn>; Karen Demeter <karen.s,demeter.2@nd,edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/25/09- Current Event 

Oklahoma State cleared of major infraction by NCAA 
USAToday.cor’n 

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) -- The NCAA has determined Oklahoma State did not commit a major infraction when a church group gave a baseball player a 
used car. 
University spokesman Gary Shutt said Friday the NCAA has informed OSU that it instead only committed two secondary violations and that the school’s 
self-imposed sanctions are sufficient. 
Oklahoma State appeared in front of the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions last month after being accused of a "failure to monitor" violation. 
School officials defended OSU against the allegation by saying the gift of a car valued at less than $5,000 was an "isolated and inadvertent" violation of 
NCAA rules that was intended as a charitable act to a player with a serious medical condition. 
"We appreciate the thoughtful and careful consideration given this matter by the members of the infractions Committee," university President Burns Hargis 
said Friday in a statement to The Associated Press. "It is our desire and intent to comply fully with all NCAA rules and we sincerely regret these violations. 
We have taken steps to avoid any similar occurrences in the future." 
NCAA spokeswoman Stacey Osbum confirmed that OSU had only been found guilty of secondary violations, but said the organization would not comment 
further. 
Oklahoma State has not had a major rules violation since 1992. 
Compliance officials initially believed the car was a permissible gift, but it came under closer scrutiny after it was determined that one family provided most 
of the money to pay for it. 
Oklahoma State argued that the family had no previous relationship with the university and had by no means been a booster. The school suggested to the 
NCAA that instead of a "failure to monitor" violation, a more appropriate classification for the gift was as "preferential treatment" given to a single player. 
Oklahoma State’s self-imposed punishments included a letter of reprimand to compliance director Scott Williams for failing to recognize the violation 
despite the gift being brought to his attention. 
The player, whose name was redacted from all documents in the case, did not play for the Cowboys after receiving the car and is no longer on the team. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 9:10 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomler@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-’cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --’brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw --’came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcns Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr-; Jennifer Brashear <jennitbr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Halavood <jharvvood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klander 

<Joseph.Klander@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’-,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.baxney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle ]ee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr-; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandsj@vt.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

~-’shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn <wshults@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen Laf~ofia 

<laportsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@be.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu~,; Tony 

Hernandez <themandez@miami.edtr~; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wald 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@ucoim.edu; Channelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu~; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.gree@mail.~wu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr-; jbever]y@scarletknights.com; Jennitbr Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.usfedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgemwn.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@~arletknighls.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill ~’JKOPICKI@providence.edtr-; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@maikwvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.colr;>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole- DeMent(gz)mail.w~,u.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~Ngeast.olg>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <’bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Stoflbr <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ -<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom -<tbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Danielle .!osetfi <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Detx~rah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; 

Donna Sanlt <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJ~ker -<tbakke@depaukedu>; Doug Trani 
<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s’tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

~--erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --’gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.wa,u.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmnie Johnson 

~jjohnson@scarletl~lights.com>; Jamie Mnllin ~-jpmnllin@syr.edtc,; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@nmil.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney--qzlelanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenankJ@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr-; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HaJ~rston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villanova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr-; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@adnfin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~u.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathlyn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@nmxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s{iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucorm.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeasl.o~; 
Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedlisld@bigeas~.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Mike Gambardella <mga~lbardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@~r.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athletdcs.pitt.edu~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint(@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edn>; Karen Demeter <~karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbxW. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.e&P; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/28/09- 13.11.1.3 

The men’s tennis team at College USA is using the exception in NCAA Bylaw 13.11.1.3 to compete in an open event that will include teams comprised of 
prospective student-athletes. After they agreed to participate, the coaches at College USA realized that the tournament will take place during a dead period. 
Is it okay to play in this open event since it is taking place during a dead period? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8!18/08- College Team Competing In An Open Event During a Dead Period (I) - states that it is 
permissible for an institution’s team to participate in an open event that occurs during a dead period and that includes prospective student-athletes, provided 
no recruiting activities occur. [Reference(s): Division I Bylaws 13.02.4.4 (dead period); 13.1.8.16 (open events in which college teams compete); 13.11.1.2 
(competition against prospective student-athletes) and 13.11.3.1 ("open" events)] 

NCAA Bylaw 13.11.1.3- An institution’s varsity intercollegiate team may compete against a two-year college team but may not compete against a high 
school or preparatory school team. An institution’s varsity team may not participate in a contest against an outside team (e.g., nonscholastic team) that 
includes high school prospective student-athletes except for permissible contests while on a foreign tour, exempted contests against a foreign team in the 
United States and the U.S. national team. In individual sports, it is permissible for an institution’s varsity team and an outside team that includes prospective 
student-athletes to participate in the same open event, provided the event either involves no team scoring or the event uses team scoring such that the 
institution’s varsity team and the outside team are in separate scorincl cateqodes. Subvarsity teams are not bound by this prohibition. (Revised: 1/9/06 
effective 8/1/06, 2/26/07, 9/18/07) 

.i£o__t~__@_r_;!_s__~_~_h_j_g_~_s__t_,_er_g. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 29, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomler@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr-; Jennifer Brashear <jennitbr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Joeleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hala~-ood <jharvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klander 

<Joseph.Klander@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’-,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar~usna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bexney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr-; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.colr;>; Sandy Weber <sandxi@vt.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn <wshults@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen Laf~oKta 

<laportsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <l<oost@be.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu~,; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtr~; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wald 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@ucoim.edu; Channelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu~; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.gree@mail.~wu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr-; jbever]y@scarletknights.com; Jennitbr Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.usfedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@~arletknighls.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <’JKOPICKI@providence.edtr-; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.colr;>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.w~’u.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~Ngeast.olg>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Stoflbr <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ -<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom -<tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle .!osetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Detx~rah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; 

Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJ~ker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 
<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s’tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.wa,u.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmnie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletl~lights.com>; Jamie Mnllin ~-jpmnllin@syr.edtc,; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney--qzlelanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr-; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HaJ~rston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villanova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr-; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~u.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathls,n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@maxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 



Subject: 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’<’~anderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~; 

Dorala Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeas~t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Mike Gambardella <mga~lbardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlelics.pitt.edu~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@geo~etown.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint(@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edn>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/29/09- 14.4.3.2 

Approach Shot, a golf student-athlete, is beginning his junior (third year) year at Ocean State College (OSC) and is majoring in Psychology. Unfortunately, 
Approach did not pass a required Biology course over the summer. Consequently, he will not meet the 40% progress toward degree requirement. During 
the first week of school, Approach decided to change his major to Sociology. Subsequent to changing the major, OSC re-certified Approach and verified 
that he is meeting 40% of the degree requirements for Sociology. 
Assuming Approach meets all other eligibility requirement, is Approach eligible to compete in the fall 2009 semester? 
No, Approach would not be eligible because he would need to meet progress toward degree requirements for the degree program he was enrolled in at the 
start of the semester (Psychology). NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/9/97- Fulfillment of Degree Requirements (’25/50175’) When Changing Degree 
Program- states that in accordance with the "25/50/75" rule, if a student-athlete attends a collegiate institution for four semesters and subsequently 
changes his or her degree program during the summer, certification of the 25-percent requirement is based on the newly declared degree program. 
However, ifa student-athlete chanqes his or her degree program durinq the fifth term and the institution subsequently certifies the student-athlete durinq 
that term, certification of the 25-percent requirement is based on the student-athlete’s declared deqree program in existence at the beqinning of the fifth 
term. (Note: This minute replaces staff minute 07/22/94, item a, which has been archived.) [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (eligibility for competition -- 
Divisions I and II -- fulfillment of credit-hour requirements); 14.4.3.1.4 (designation of degree program); 14.4.3.2.1 (fulfillment of percentage of degree 
requirements -- student-athletes entering collegiate institution on or after August 1,1991, but prior to August 1,1992); and 14.4.3.2.2 (fulfillment of 
percentage of degree requirements -- student-athletes entering collegiate institution on or after August 1,1992)] 

14.4.3.2 Fulfillment of Percentage of Degree Requirements. 

A student-athlete who is entering his or her third year of collegiate enrollment shall have completed successfully at least 40 percent of the course 
requirements in the student’s specific degree program. A student-athlete who is entering his or her fourth year of collegiate enrollment shall have completed 
successfully at least 60 percent of the course requirements in the student’s specific degree program. A student-athlete who is entering his or her fifth year 
of collegiate enrollment shall have completed successfully at least 80 percent of the course requirements in the student’s specific degree program. The 
course requirements must be in the student’s specific degree program (as opposed to the student’s major). (Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92; Revised: 
1/9/96, 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

!-U~ ; 62A/~’~’ C’~,~.’~’~’ 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 9:08 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomler@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-’cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrnml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcns Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr-; Jennifer Brashear <jennitbr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hala~-ood <jharvvood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klander 

<Joseph.Klander@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’-,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <l~mar~nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bexney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr-; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxi@vt.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn <wshults@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen Laf~ofia 

<laportsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <l<oost@be.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu~,; Tony 

Hernandez <themandez@miami.edtr~; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Wald 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh ~white@hnskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@ucoim.edu; Channelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu~; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.~wu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr-; jbever]y@scarletknights.com; Jennitbr Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.usfedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@~arletknighls.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <’JKOPICKI@providence.edtr-; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.w~’u.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~Ngeast.olg>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Stoflbr <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ -<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom -<tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle .!osetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Detx~rah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; 

Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJ~ker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 
<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s’tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.wa,u.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmnie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletl~lights.com>; Jamie Mnllin ~-jpmnllin@syr.edtc,; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@nmil.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney--qzlelanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr-; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HaJ~rston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villanova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr-; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~u.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathls,n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@nmxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 
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<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~; 

Dorala Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeas~t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Mike Gambardella <mga~lbardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlelics.pitt.edu~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@geo~etown.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint(@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edn>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/30/09- 13.9.1 

The women’s tennis coaches at Ocean State University are preparing the paperwork for sending out National Letters of Intent (NLI) next month. Which of 
the following is true for sending out an NLI? 

A. The PSA must be registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center 
B. The PSA must be included on the institution’s institutional request list (IRL) 
C. The PSA must be a qualifier 

D. Both A & B 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 13.9.1 states an institution shall not provide a high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete a written offer of 
athletically related financial aid (per Bylaw J___5__:__3_,__2__=_3__) until he or she has registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center and the institution has placed the 
prospective student-athlete on its institutional request list (IRL) with the NCAA Eligibility Center. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

PLEASE NOTE: EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 2(110 

NCAA Bylaw 13.9.1 states that the following requirements must be met before an institution may provide a written offer of atNetically related financial aid 
(per Bylaw _1____5_=__3__.__2__=__3_) to a prospective student-athlete: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 4/30/09 effective 8/1/10) 

(a) A high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete must register with the NCAA Eligibility Center; 

(b) A high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete must be placed on the institution’s institutional request list (IRL) with the NCAA Eligibility 
Center; and 

(c) A high school, preparatory school or transfer (if applicable) prospective student-athlete must complete the amateurism certification 
questionnaire administered by the NCAA EiigibiUty Center. 

!-U~ ; 6:A/~’~’ C’~,~.’~’~’ 

,ir_o__t~__d__g_r__;~__s__~_~_b__i_g~g_s__t_:_er__g. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 9:32 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomler@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-’cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@be.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrnml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcns Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@be.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Hala~-ood <jharvvood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klander 

<Joseph.Klander@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’-,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Daimer 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <l~mar~nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bexney@loui~ille.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miami.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Sandy Weber <sandxi@vt.edu~,; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edt~-; Shults, Willimn <wshults@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen Laf~ofia 

<laportsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <l<oost@be.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu~,; Tony 

Hernandez <themandez@miami.edtr~; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Walfl 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 

ahaworth@admin.us£edu; anly.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@scarletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaxmelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu~; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.~wu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gazrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.usfedu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@~arletknighls.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill <’JKOPICKI@providence.edtr~; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu;>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.w~’u.edu>; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~Ngeast.olg>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Staffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu-~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae -<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ -<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom -<tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle .!osetti <danielle.fi~gerald@marquette.edu>; Detx~rah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; 

Donna Sanfi <dsanfl@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug BaJ~ker -<tbakke@depaul.edu>; Doug Trani 
<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.wa~u.edu>; Jaime Erickson ~aime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jmnie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletl~lights.com>; Jamie Mnllin ~-jpmnllin@syr.edtc,; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scafletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@nmil.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney--q:lelanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimbefly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HaJ~rston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@villanova.edu-~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edtr~; Stephen Butler 
<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@uc.edt~-; John Fisher <john.fishe@mail.w~u.edu>; John McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kath~5~n Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc,; Mia Brickhouse 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwaule@nmxwell.syr.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maNuette.edu>; Robert 
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Mangione <mangion@s{iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 
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<bthirclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmad <bweygan&~bigeast.o~>; Chuck Sullivan <CS ullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeas~t.o~; 
Dorala Demarco <zldemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeas~t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.otg>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Za, necchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.olg>; Mike Gambardella <mga~lbardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Cmparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlelics.pitt.edu,~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu,~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint(@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkherm01@louisville.edn>; KaJ:en Demeter <:karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbxW. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.e&P; Terri Howes 

<tem.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

D~J, lyCompliance Item- 10/1/09- 14.02.7, 17.02.8 

Which of the following would be considered intemollegiate competition? 
A. Joint practice with another institution’s team 
B. Student-Athlete competes and receives expenses from the institution 
C. Student-Athlete competes in the current uniform of the institution 
D. All of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 14.02.7 / 17.02.8 states that intercollegiate competition occurs when a student-athlete in either a two-year or a four-year 
collegiate institution: (Revised: 1/10/95) 

(a) Represents the institution in any contest against outside competition, regardless of how the competition is classified (e.g., scrimmage, exhibition or joint 
practice session with another institution’s team) or whether the student is enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies; (Revised: 1/10/91) 

(b) Competes in the uniform of the institution or, during the academic year, uses any apparel (excluding apparel no longer used by the institution) received 
from the institution that includes institutional identification; or (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 1/9/06) 

(c) Competes and receives expenses (e.g., transportation, meals, room or entry fees) from the institution for the competition. 

ico~tdaras@biqeast.or~ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 8:35 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edw~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edtr~; Jamie Vaughn ~Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.usfedu>; John Fisher 

~-john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmatm <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaxas <jcondaxas@bigeast.org>; Dan Trump 

~tmmp@umd.edu>; Robert Mangione < mangion@stjohns.edu~,; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan Isaf 

~dmisat;qc)!syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@mianfi.edu>; Carissa Conroy --~cconroy@scafletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Wind Scranage <wardscranage309@comcas~t.net>; Gmnn, Derek <gmnnl3@marshall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston <gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcul@scarletknights.com>; Bert Locldin 

<blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsn.edtr~; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.olg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis~Ngeaskorg>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edw~; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwaJte@ncaa.ovg>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadam@syr.edtr~; Ben Fairclough <bthirclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross 

~<tros@mail.ewu.edu>; bonne@nnu.edu; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; MidgetL 

George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Mac 
Hart <mhart@providence.edu~,; Harley King --~harley.ldng@mail.w~,u.edu>; Brian Bap~aste <bab77@geolgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams 

<john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edt~-; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson ~aanderson@bigeast.org>; VanGelder, 
Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu;,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edn>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edn>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todja£jian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinle~Q@uc.edu~; Dana, Cheg <gdana@ncan.o~g>; Kathy Meehan 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <t?ederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edw~; Elizabeth Slot 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edtr~; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu-~; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edtr~; Kevin Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.us£edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scaxletknights.com>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney ~@nne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Cyndi Sykes 

<crissman@nd.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeast.org >; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.olg>; 

John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiffany Bnrbridge <lburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; 

Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeas~t.o~g>; 

Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kkfowler@ku.edu>; Colin Howlett <choMet~vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker ~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan 

<dsloan@afl~letics.pitt.edtr~; Queally, Alicia Allbrd <aJforda@sacredheaxt.edu>; Keli Canningham <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.ust:edu>; Shannon Crowley <shannon.crowley@villanova.edu-~; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 

<dsanP(~:athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fi~geraJd@marquette.edu>; Sandy Weber <sancbj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edtc,; Miami Compliance Office <athleficscompliance@mianfi.edtc,; Mark Neyland < mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; 

Loretta Lamar <lmnar(a)usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisv’ille.edt~-; Jmnie Mullin --jpmullin@syr.edu>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Jon Fagg --j fagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU >; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <mllyca@bc.edtc,; Julie Hermann <jkherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 

-~mcenroe@depanl.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmeml@nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 

<saellis@clemson.edn>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edtr~; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@i~:deaguesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; 

Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; .!ody Sykes <iody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpl l@admin.ust:edu>; 

Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 
<mcneahne@shu.edu:>; Caiflin Stoffer <caitlin.stofl’er@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krichaxdson@ncaa.org>; Lylm Tighe <lyml.fighe@villanova.edu~,; Michael Cosale <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~wu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu:>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

@apoint@providence.edu>; John Heck <jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor ~:apriltaylor@aJasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol~.uaa.ufl.edu;>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@nmit.maJne.edu>; Justin Kume <jkimle@tl~oy.edtr~; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@Ngeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder ~-Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu;>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edn>; Mia Brickhonse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Heather 

Robertson <herobel’(~:vt.edu>; Blake Jmnes <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mml.~-u.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<BA-Shepar@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edw~; Carrie McCaw 

<camie.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@mmshedl.edu>; Megan Boone --~mboone@stanford.edu>; Mark Hodgkin 

<mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ryan McAlvey <mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald 

<mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Amy Rhodes 

<~ho&s@athletics.pitt.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolm--~btola@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean 
<medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu~; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edtc>; 

Randale Richmond <~mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lutz <brianlutz@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; John 



Subject: 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megm~ Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spm~Iyort.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <~@georgetown.edu-~; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edtr~; Jordan Blizzard 

<jordaJ~.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; complex@syr.edu; David Reed <reed@miami.edu-~; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat 

Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeasl.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edu~, 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/2/09- Current Event 

Appeals court rules NCAA must release Florida State documents 
By Paul Flemming, Tallahassee (Fla.) Democrat 

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. -- A unanimous three-judge panel ruled records in .F.’.[Q[[#~..S.!,~!#..~D.it, L~L~i!.Y.’s fight with the National Collegiate Athletic Association should be made 
public. 

The opinion, written by 1st District Court of Appeal Judge Philip Padovano, upholds a lower court’s decision. The ruling rejects NCAA arguments that the documents are not 
public records, that student-privacy laws preclude their release and that requiring their release violates the NCAA’s constitutional rights. 

"The right to inspect a public record in Florida is not one that is merely established by legislation, it is a right demanded by the people," Padovano’s opinion reads. Judges 
Peter Webster and Nikki Anne Clark concurred in the decision. 

Media organizations filed suit in June to force release of the documents. They were made available to FSU attorneys on a secure, copy-protected website. The lower court, 
and now the appeal court, ruled that the documents became public record when agents of the university viewed them in conjunction with official business. 

Earlier court comments indicate the NCAA will seek to appeal the ruling to the Florida Supreme Court. 

A 350-page transcript of an October 2008 hearing of the NCAA’s committee on infractions remains secret. Its release, ordered by Circuit Judge John Cooper’s previous ruling, 
was blocked by a stay for the duration of the appeal. The 1st DCA judges have not yet ruled on the stay that remains in place. 

Florida Attorney General Bill McCollum wrote the NCAA earlier in the year saying the documents were public records and ordering them released. McCollum’s office has since 
filed briefs in the lawsuit favoring release. 

"The 1st District’s decision emphasizes the importance of applying the public records laws to new and evolving technologies and serves to enhance our state’s reputation as a 
leader on Sunshine issues," McCollum said in a release. 

Padovano’s opinion emphatically shot down the NCAA’s multiple defenses. 

Public records are not defined by their means of transmission, Padovano wrote. 

"If that were not the case, a party could easily circumvent the public records laws," the opinion states. "The (NCAA) appeal by the University is a matter of public concern. It 
is not transformed into a private matter merely because the documents the University lawyers used to prepare the appeal reside on a computer owned by a private 
organization." 

The ruling also said the NCAA’s dire predictions about making the records public were unfounded. At the initial trial, NCAA Vice President David Berst said making the 
documents public would "rip the heart out of the NCAA" and take away one of its most effective investigative tools -- anonymity. 

"We think that this claim overstates the effect of the law. In fact, the investigation in this very case refutes the claim," the opinion reads. "The transcript of the hearing before 
the Committee on Infractions does not reveal a single confidential source." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 5, 2009 9:14 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonnel(~bnnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump --vdtrump@nmd.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross --vdross@mail.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@vivginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jhalvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<~loseph.Klauder@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edtl>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtl>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr--; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu--; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Moack Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edtr--; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrarc~O)bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edtl>; Stephatfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>,; Tim Parker 

<lparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edtr--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtc,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@conlcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.lrice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scoadetknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Goxrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmorinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkafights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkafights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAILiNEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletl~fights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletkIfights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edus,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~ac~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbalc, ke@depaukedu>; Dong Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edtl>; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edtl>; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<he¢ley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@sce¢letlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condaa:a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edtc,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac tlart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

--Maine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <~frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathiyn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



<mbfickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<SfoJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivml <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.olg; 

Donna Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~.olg>; John Mafinatto <jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick--lcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@s)~r.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlefics.pitt.edu~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.e&P; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Subject: D~,ly Compliance Item- 10/5/09- 15.3.4.2.1 

Tuck It In is a football student-athlete at Ocean State College. Tuck informed his position coach that he was going to quit the team for personal reasons. 
Since Tuck voluntarily quit the team, his athletic scholarship may be reduced prior to the Financial Aid office providing him an opportunity for a hearing. 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.4.2.1 states that ANY reduction or cancellation of aid during the period of the award may occur only after the student- 
athlete has been provided an opportunity for a hearing per Bylaw 15.3.2.4. 

jeondams(~bi_qeast.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 9:12 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonnel(~bnnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump --vdtrump@nmd.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross --vdross@mail.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@vivginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jhalvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<~loseph.Klauder@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edtl>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtl>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr--; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu--; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Moack Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edtr--; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrarc~O)bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edtl>; Stephatfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>,; Tim Parker 

<lparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edtr--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtc,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@conlcas~t.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.lrice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scoadetknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Goxrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmorinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkafights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkafights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAILiNEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletl~fights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletkIfights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edus,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~ac~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbalc, ke@depaukedu>; Dong Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edtl>; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edtl>; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<he¢ley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@sce¢letlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condaa:a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edtc,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac tlart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

--Maine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <~frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathiyn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



<mbfickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu->; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edtr~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<SfoJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivml <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.olg; 

Donna Demarco <zldemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.olg>; John Mafinatto <jmammtto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick-qcstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft.ovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlefics.pitt.edt>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edt>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr>; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.mardn@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 10/6/09- 13.15.1.7 

A local high school has approached Ocean State College about helping them sell tickets to their baseball games. The high school proposed that they would 
sell tickets at the gate on the day of the games and keep a small percentage of the sales as a commission. 
Is this arrangement permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.15.1.7 states that it is not permissible for a member institution to compensate a high school, preparatory school or two-year college for 
selling tickets to the institution’s athletics contests. Specifically, the member institution may not provide such forms of compensation as a guarantee, a 
percentage of the income realized from the sale of the tickets or any other form of commission for providing such services. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonnel(~bnnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump --vdtrump@nmd.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross --vdross@mail.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@vivginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jhalvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<~loseph.Klauder@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edtl>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtl>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu>,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr--; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu--; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Moack Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edtr--; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetl@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrarc~O)bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edtl>; Stephatfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>,; Tim Parker 

<lparker@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edtr--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtc,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@conlcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.lrice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bbailey@scoadetknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Goxrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmorinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkafights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkafights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAILiNEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletl~fights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletkIfights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr--; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edus,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~ac~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr--; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbalc, ke@depaukedu>; Dong Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohils.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edtl>; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edtl>; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdlg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<he¢ley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@sce¢letlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condaa:a@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edtc,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Jndy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.~wu.edtc,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeas~t.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac tlart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairsmn@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <-zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu>; Elaine Wise 

--Maine.wise@louisville.edn>; Frederick Russ <~frederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Johil McEnroe 

<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathiyn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edtc>; Mia Brickhouse 



Subject: 

<mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwa~le@maxwell.syr.edu->; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu~; Robert 

Mangione <mangion@s~iohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullin@ugs.usfedu>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@ucoml.edu>; Scott Taylor 

<sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia 

<pbellia@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson "<aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough 

<5foJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygmld@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivml <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt~)bigeast.olg; 

Donna Demarco <ztdemarco@bigeast.olg>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeas~t.olg>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John 

Paquette <jpaquette@bigeas~t.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Z~ecchia 

<lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeafft.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadmns@syr.edu>; 

Carol Spragne <cspmgne@athlefics.pitt.edu:~; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel ~h347@georgetown.edu:~; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/7/09- 17.02.10 

An outside team could include which of the following individuals? 
A. Coaching Staff 

B. Former Student-Athletes 
C. Ineligible Student-Athletes 

D. All of the Above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 17.02.10 states that an outside team is any team that does not represent the intercollegiate athletics program of the 
member institution or a team that includes individuals other than eligible student-athletes of the member institution (e.g., members of the coaching staff, 
ineligible student-athletes, members of the faculty). 

j(~ondaras@bigeast, or9 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 9:18 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nnld.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross -~ross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Halavood <jhalvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klauder@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@conlcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

-<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@nmxwell.syr.edtr;; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu;; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmmcchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mark Hodgldn 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Poim <ilatx~ing~,providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; KaJ-en Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr;; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edtr;; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.I~bert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/8/09- Gmne Balls 

Free Kick is a soccer student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). If Free scores a goal in tomorrow night’s game, he will become the all-time scorer 
in OSU history. The coaches would like to award Free with the game ball if that happens. 

Is it permissible to give Free the game ball for this achievement? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/27/96- Awarding of Game Balls- states that it is not permissible to award game bails to student-athletes for 
specialized performances in particular contests or events or during a limited time period (e.g., "player of the game" or "player of the week"); however, an 
institution may provide a clame bali to a student-athlete only on an occasional basis to recoqnize an extraordinary achievement (e.cl career achievement, 
establishing an institutional record). [Reference: 16.1.4.5 (specialized performance in single contest or during limited time period)] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 9, 2009 9:00 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nnld.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Halavood <jhalvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klauder@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@conlcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BIVIAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

-<schoppla@shu.e&~; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.ruk~ers.edu~; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; M~Jck Hodgldn 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaJcelli@bigeast,org-~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast,org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.e&P; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.ITobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/9/09- CulTent Event 

Former Oklahoma State pitcher, NCAA settle lawsuit 
USATODAY.com 

Former Oklahoma State pitcher Andrew Oliver has settled his lawsuit against the NCAA two weeks before a jury trial was scheduled to begin in Ohio. 
The NCAA declared Oliver ineligible on the eve of the 2008 Division I playoffs because he had legal representation when he considered signing a pro 
contract out of high school. Oliver sued for reinstatement, which Erie County (Ohio) Judge Tygh Tone granted in February. 
Oliver, an Ohio native, also sued the NCAA for breach of contract and damages, and those were the complaints settled out of court. Oliver’s attorney, 
Richard Johnson, said Tuesday that the terms are confidential. 
"1 believe we would have tried and won a very large judgment, the NCAA would have appealed and this would have dragged on for three to five more years," 
he said. " ... This was all about the right to counsel. (The NCAA) punished this kid because he had a lawyer. It was absurd from the beginning, and it should 
never have come to this." 
The NCAA said it would not comment until Tone officially dismisses the suit. 
Oliver, a left-hander, was 13-3 his first two seasons at Oklahoma State and projected as a first-round pick. But he fell to 5-6 with a 5.30 earned run average 
in 2009 and dropped to the second round. Oliver was the 58th overall selection by the Detroit Tigers and got a signing bonus of $1.495 million I $630,000 
more than major league baseball’s slotting system for draft picks. I 

iieondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 12, 2009 7:26 AM 

.lerome Rodgers <ierome.rodgers.l@bc.edtv~; Zacau Tardiff <Zacary.Tardit~@mail.wvu.edu>; Patrick Hairston 

<patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edtv~; Allison Doughty <adought.5@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tpaske@vt.edu>; Stephen LaPorta 

<latx~rksp@t.edu>; Shoshanna Engel ~’ahoshanna.engel@ale.edu>; JaJnie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edtr>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Is~£--~dmisaf(c)!syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl3@mal~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdf9@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 
~<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmavgoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadam@syr.edu-~; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Donald Ross <dmss@mail.ewu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Amy 

Hennan <aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody 

Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.w~u.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edtc>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu:>; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickl~d, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <clwistensen@duq.edu:>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; K~xen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; Andy Anderson <annderson@bigeast.olg>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Jen 

Vmmg- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edn>; Angela Bradd 

--~angela.bradd@regislrar.gatech.edu~; Lisa Drainer <ldanner@atNefics.uc£edu;,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edn>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.olg>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; DaJm, Greg <gdana@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Frederick Russ 

<fi~ederick.russ@uc.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtv~; Elizabeth Slot ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani 

<ttanid@stjohns.edtr~; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edtv~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~-zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmM@shu.edu:>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edt~-; dgavir a)bigeast.olg; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edt~-; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodenst@nd.edu:>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletlcnights.com>; Pam Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Mark Ronntlee 

<msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.b~xney@louisville.edt~-; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<pthomas@udc.edn>; Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiff’any Burbridge <tbnrbridge@admin.us£edu>; Kyle Stalna£er <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scaxletknights.com>; Daniel Gossom <~dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wfactor@bigeast.org~; Mitchell, Thomas <IvlitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Krisfine Knhr Fowler <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Colin 

Howlett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsn.edtv~; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwa@e@maxwell.s?r.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakker@depaul .edu>; Donna Sloan ~<tsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<allbr~sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edtr~; Amy Haworth ~ahaworth@admin.usfedu>; Shannon Crowley 

~<shaJmon.crowley@villmaova.edu-~; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu-~; Donna SaJfft ~d~nft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle .!osetfi 

<~tanielle.filzgeroJd@marquette.edu:>; San@Weber <sandsj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Mimni Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Mark Neylmad < mark.neylm~d@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lame� <lamm@usna.edt~-; Lisa Dickma~ 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshnlts@admin.fsu.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu:>; Eric Wood 

--~ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebanmgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Carly Tnlly 

-<mllyca@be.edu;,; Jnlie Hermann <jkherm0 l@louisville.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edn>; Tom Timme~rnans 

<ttimmerm@nd.edn>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@nc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu~; Nicholas Scbioeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinlmm@ivyleaguesports.com>; Barbara 

Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtv~; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bober@marquette.edtr~; 

Sta~, Kath~n <KSTATZ@depaul .edu-~; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edtv~; Jody Sykes <jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll @admin.ust:edu>; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kath~n Lmn <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy 

<mcneahne@shu.edu:>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofl’er@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris f~ichardson 

<krich~xdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.edu~,; Michael Cosa~e <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<ju@.cress@mail.w~u.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu:>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu;,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor ~:apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@nmit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume <jkimrc@tl~oy.edtr~; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder ~-Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Marlin <robin.martin@uc.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 
<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Jessica Plantacta Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Heather 

Robertson <herobe(f~:vt.edu>; Blake Jmnes <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Tern Howes <tem.howes@mail.~x~u.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<BA-Shepar@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu-~; Carrie McCaw 
<can-ie.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Mike Gamboxdella <mgamboxdella@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae <~tbafft~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Susm~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@mmshall.edu>; Megan Boone --~mboone@stanford.edu>; Mark Hodgkin 

<mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ry~ McAlvey <mca3vey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald 

<mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Amy Rhodes 
<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu~; B~xbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean 

<medema@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu~; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigec~st.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edtc,; 



Subject: 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr% Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edtv% John 
Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles t{olloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanlyort.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <~@georgetown.edu-*; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edtr% Jordan Blizzard 
<jordan.blizzald@mail.wvu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edtt>; Pat 

Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeastorg; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edw, 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/12/09- Cunent Event 

Binghamton Suspends Trips 
NYTimes.com 

Binghamton announced Saturday that it was suspending its basketball coaches from all off-campus recruiting. 

The university self-reported a secondary violation to the N.C.A.A. on Friday in which Coach Kevin Broadus and assistant Coach Marc Hsu spoke 
to recruits at a prep school during a time when contact with recruits is banned. Broadus cannot recruit off-campus until November and all trips will 
need to be approved by the university’s compliance office. 

The move comes at a tenuous time as the program has just seven eligible scholarship players and the leading returning scorer averaged less than 
5 points. The university is dealing with a number of off-court incidents, including the resignation of the athletic director, accusations of academic 
favoritism for basketball players and six players dismissed in the last month, including one for his arrest on charges of selling and possessing 
crack cocaine. The athletic department is also facing an independent external audit and two athletic directors are ensnared in a sexual harassment 
lawsuit. 

The university recently extended Broadus’ contract through 2014 and owes him about $1 million. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 9:13 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nnld.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Halavood <jhalvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klauder@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@conlcas~t.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

-<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mangion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu~; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedlisld@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgldn 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast,org-~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast,org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.e&P; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.[yobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/13/09- Transfer and 6 Hours 

Foul Line is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State College (OSC). During the first week of class in the fall semester, Foul decided to transfer to 
College USA (CU). CU began classes for the fall semester on the same day as OSC and has a policy that allows any student to enroll in classes up until 
the third week of school. 
Because Foul transferred to another institution during the same academic term (e.g., fall semester), is he required to have fulfilled the 6-hour rule at OSC? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/7/09- Six-Hour Requirement For Eligible Student-Athletes Who Transfer During an Academic Temq (I)- states 
that a student-athlete who transfers to the certifying institution during the same regular academic term in which he or she was enrolled full time at the 
previous institution (e.g., fall semester to fall semester or quarter) is not required, upon transfer, to have completed six hours of academic credit during the 
same regular academic term at the previous institution. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.2 (transfer), 14.4.3.1.2.1 (six-hour requirement for transfer), 
14.4.3.1.5 (additional application of six-hour and transfer rules -- baseball), 14.5.4 (two-year college transfers), 14.5.5.2.10 (one-time transfer exception) 
and staff interpretation (01/02/1991, item a), that has been archived.] 

ico~utaras@biqeast.or~ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 9:21 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nnld.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu-~; Jangle Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu-~; Jason Gray 

<ja~m.gray@usm.edtr~; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada 

Di~ <iessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t?m.edu>; Jonleen Akin 
<jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Halavood <jhalvvood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klauder@hofslra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edt~-; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edt~-; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@conlcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvu.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

.!osetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@nmil.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

-<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgldn 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast,org-~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast,org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

}teppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edtr~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.tyobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/14/09- 16.8.1.9 

The women’s soccer coaches at College USA would like the team to wear matching shirts when they travel. The head coach asked the equipment 
manager to order polo shirts for the entire team for road games. 
Is it permissible to provide these shirts for team travel? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.9 states that an institution may provide a student-athlete with one shirt (e.g., polo, oxford style) bearing the institution’s logo to be 
used for team travel or other events at which he or she is representing the institution. The shirt may bear a single manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal 
trademark or logo not to exceed 2 1/4 square inches in area, including any additional materials surrounding the normal trademark or logo. (Adopted: 4/28/05 
effective 8/1/05) 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 

{;~![~:    J~iL2dS.(*-~’;~) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 15, 2009 8:52 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross -~ross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vangh@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <jennil~r.bmshear@tm.edw~; Jerome Rodgers 

<jerome.rodgers. l@bc.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-diaz@fiu.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@irginia.edtr~; Jody Smith 
<jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Aldn <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klande@hoffftra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsn.hnflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJkwvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

-<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@nm>{well.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmmcchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeasl.org>; Mark Hodgkin 
<mhodgldn@bigeast,org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast,org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast,org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics,pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Poim <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; KaJ-en Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.I-~obert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/15/09- 11.7.1.2.2 

The women’s basketball coaches at College USA are a little concerned that not all of their National Letter of Intent (NLI) signees are doing what they need to 
do to meet College USA admissions requirements. 
After they receive a validated NLI, the coaches would like their director of operations to telephone the signees to remind them of important deadlines, fees, 
etc. 
Is it permissible for the director of operations to telephone these prospective student-athletes after they sign an NLI? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.2.2 states that a noncoaching staff member or a coach who does not count toward the numerical limitations on head and 
assistant coaches in Bylaw 11.7.4 may perform the functions set forth in Bylaw 11.7.1.2-(b) after the calendar day on which the prospective student-atNete 
has signed a National Letter of Intent. For an institution not using the National Letter of Intent in a particular sport, or for a prospective student-athlete who is 
not eligible to sign a National Letter of Intent (e.g., four-year college transfer), a noncoaching institutional staff member or a coach who does not count 
toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4 may perform the functions set forth in Bylaw _1___1__:7__j_=2_.-(b) after the calendar day on which the prospective 
student-athlete signs the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid. (Adopted: 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, Revised: 8/8/08) 

.ir_o__&d__g_r_;!_s__@_b_j_g~g_sJ_=er_g. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 9:11 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@nmxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmmcchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgkin 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; KaJ-en Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.l-~obert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/19/09- NLI Releases 

Charity Stripe is a women’s basketball prospective student-athlete. Charity is going to sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) next month with Ocean State 
College. Ocean State College will also mail an additional agreement with the NLI stating that if the head coach leaves, Ocean State College will provide 
Charity with a complete release, allowing her to go to another institution. 
Is such an agreement permissible? 
No. Per the NLI Program Administrative Guidelines, member institutions are prohibited from establishing any additional conditions associated with the 
NLI agreement in advance of the prospective student-athlete signing the NLI. 
RELEASE AGREEMENT: NLI member institutions should be aware that they are prohibited fi’om establMfing any additional conditions associated ~,ith the NLI 
agreement in advance of a prospective student-athlete signing the NLI. Should am institution and/or its sta£f members offer additional conditions, the prospective student- 
athlete’s NLI is subject to being declaxcd null and void along with possible institutional penalties as determined by the NLI Policy and Review- Committee. 

:e~!:? g{{~h~mmg 5gr#et, ,’:,’?, ~?’~, ~,,o 

.ir_o___t~__d__g_r__;~__s__~_~_b__i_g~g_s__t_:_er__g. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 8:43 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly ’][’ally <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.eda>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.eda>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.eda>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.eda>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@amit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@amd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kahr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.eda>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.eda>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.eda>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hba.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcas~t.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.eda>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baagh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@aconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.eda>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wva.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.eda>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tbarbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~a.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@nmxwell.syr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edtr>; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmmcchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; M~ack Hodgldn 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; KaJ-en Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtr~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.I-~obert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 10/20/09- 15.2.6.1.1 

Anita Layup is a walk-on basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Anita’s parents paid for her educational expenses through a private prepaid 
college tuition plan at their local bank. Does this assistance have to be considered outside aid? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 15.2.6.1.1 states that a state sponsored or private prepaid college tuition plan, purchased by a family member and paid to an institution on 
behalf of a student-athlete, is not considered aid from an outside source. Such aid is considered financial aid from someone upon whom the student-athlete 
is naturally or legally dependent. (Revised: 6/10/04) 

ieond~ras@biqe~st.orq 

CEO’S,    40,{J.?;~5.i0"];~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 21, 2009 9:03 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

-<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edtr~; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgldn 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast,org-~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast,org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

}teppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edtr~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.tyobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/21/09- 11.3.2.3 

The Waves, a booster club for Ocean State University, would like to honor the women’s cross country coaches for winning the regular season and 
conference championship. The club donated $10,000 to Ocean State University to be split among the coaches as a bonus. 
Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.3.2.3 states that an institution may permit an outside individual, group or agency to supplement an athletics department staff 
member’s salary with a direct cash payment in recognition of a specific and extraordinary achievement (e.g., contribution during career to the athletics 
department of the institution, winning a conference or national championship, number of games or meets won during career/season), provided such a cash 
supplement is in recognition of a specific achievement and is in conformance with institutional policy. 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 22, 2009 8:31 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly ’][’ally <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.eda>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross -~ross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.eda>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.eda>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.eda>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@amit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@amd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kahr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.eda>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.eda>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.eda>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hba.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.eda>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baagh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@aconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.eda>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wva.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.eda>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tbarbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~a.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu~; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgkin 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.e&P; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.tyobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/22/09- 13.10.2 

A local TV reporter asks Ocean State College’s head basketball coach about Swing Man, a recruit who has verbally committed to the program. The head 
coach tells the TV reporter that Swing is "very athletic and will be a great addition to the program next year". 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.2 states that before the signing of a prospective student-atNete to a National Letter of intent or an institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid, a member institution may comment publicly only to the extent of confirming its recruitment of the prospective student-athlete. 
The institution may not comment generally about the prospective student-athlete’s ability or the contribution that the prospective student-athlete might make 
to the institution’s team; further, the institution is precluded from commenting in any manner as to the likelihood of the prospective student-athlete’s signing 
with that institution. 

jeond~ms(~bi_qe~st.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 6:45 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt@mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick Hairskm <pattick.hairskm@mail.~m.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edw~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshaJma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah RatzlaJt’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu:>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Cond~xas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~aniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Is~£--~dmisaf(c)!syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdf9@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 
-<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmavgoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<tx)oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadam@syr.edu-~; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Donald Ross <dmss@maJl.ewu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Amy 

Hennan <aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody 

Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.~wu.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickl~d, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <clwistensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; K~xen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; Andy Anderson <annderson@bigeast.o~g>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Jen 

Vmmg- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edn>; Angela Bradd 

--~angela.bradd@regislrar.gatech.edu~; Lisa Drainer <ldanner@atNefics.uc£edu;,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edn>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.o~g>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu;,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; DaJm, Greg <gdana@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<t?ederick.russ@uc.edtr~; Jmme Erickson <jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani 

<ttanid@stjohns.edtr~; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.I~eBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~-zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maJd.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmM@shu.edu:>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edt~-; dgavir a~bigeast.olg; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edt~-; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletlcnights.com>; Pam Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Mark Ronntlee 

<msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.b~xney@louisville.edt~-; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<pthoma@udc.edu~; Hollmld, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois 

<ldebloi@bigeas~t.o~g>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeafft.ovg>; Tiffany Burbridge <tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Kyle Stalna£er 

<athcmpl2@admin.nsf.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu~; Bemadette 

Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeafft.org>; Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtc,; 

Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kklbwler@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker ~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloa~ 

<dsloa~@afl~letics.pitt.edtr~; Queally, Alicia Allbrd <alforda@sacredheaxt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu-~; Amy Haworth 

<ahaworth@admin.ust:edu>; Shannon Crowley <sha~mon.crowley@villm~ova.edu-~; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 

<~tsmfft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~anielle.fitzgerald@mo~rquette.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandsii@t.edt~; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edtc,; Miami Compliance Office <athleficscomplimace@mim~fi.edtc,; Mark Neylmad < meck.neyl~d@icemiller.com>; 

Loretta Lamar <lmna~usna.edu>; Lisa Dickmma <lisa.dickma~@louisv’ille.edt~-; Jmnie Mullin --jpmnllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, Willimn <wshults@admin.fsn.edu>; Jon Fagg --j fagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee 
<heather.mcatee@uky.edu~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU~; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edu~; Carly Tully <mllyc@bc.edtc,; Julie Hermman <jkherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 

-~mcenme@depanl.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmem~@nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Harems, Robin Green 

<mbinharris@i~-21eaguesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edw~; 

Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; .!ody Sykes <io@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpl l@admin.ust:edu>; 

Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneahne@shu.edu:>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofl’er@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krich~xdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.edu~,; Michael Cosa~e <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~wu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La libint 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu;,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gato~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@nmit.maJne.edu>; Justin Kume <jkim~e@t~oy.edtr~; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder ~-Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu;,; Susan Albrecht 
<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Heather 

Robertson <herobeW~:vt.edu>; Blake Jmnes <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Tern Howes <temi.howes@mml.~-u.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<BA-Shepar@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edw~; Carrie McCaw 
<can-ie.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Mike Gambaxdella <mgambaxdell@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae <~tbafft~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Susm~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@mmshall.edu>; Megan Boone --~mboone@stanford.edu>; Mark Hodgkin 

<mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ry~ McAlvey <mcg~vey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald 

<mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Amy Rhodes 
<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edu~; Baxbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean 

<medema@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu~; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edtc,; 



Subject: 

Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr% Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wi~@louisville.edtv% John 
Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles ttolloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanlyort.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <~@georgetown.edu-*; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edtr% Jordan Blizzard 
<jordan.blizzald@mail.wvu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edtt>; Pat 

Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeastorg; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edw, 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/26/09- 13. 1.2.3 

Ocean State College women’s basketball staff is hosting a group of prospective student-athletes this weekend. Which of the following individuals are 
permitted to attend the off-campus meals in conjunction with the official visits? 

A. Coaching staff 

B. Faculty member 

C. Basketballadministrative personnel 

D. All of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.2.3 states that the following are additional restrictions that apply to an institution’s staff members and governing board. 
Violations of this bylaw shall be considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1; however, such violations shall not affect the prospective student- 
athlete’s eligibility. (Revised: 4/27/00) 

(a) Institutional Staff Members -- Off-Campus Contacts. Only those coaches permitted to recruit off campus as specified in Bylaw 11.7 may 
contact prospective student-athletes off campus. Institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members) may contact prospective student-athletes 
for recruiting purposes in all sports, on campus, or within 30 miles of campus during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit. (Revised: 
1/10/91 effective 8/1/91, 4/28/05, 5/26/06) 

(b) Board of Governors/Regents. Recruiting contacts on or off campus between a member of the institution’s board of governors (or regents) and a 
prospective student-athlete are not permissible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 6:35 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt(~mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick Hairskm <pattick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshaJma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah RatzlaJI’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu:>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.eduv,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-~daniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£--~dmisaf(c))syr.edu>; Tony Heman&z <themandez@miami.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.netv; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdtg@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Miss)’ Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 
~<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmalgoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<tx~oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Barbara ttenderson <bhadam@syr.edu-~; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross <dmss@mail.ewu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Amy 

Hennan <aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody 

Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.~zu.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickl~ld, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; K~xen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; Andy Anderson <annderson@bigeast.olg>; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Jen 

Vmmg- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edn>; Angela Bradd 

--~angela.bradd@regislrar.gatech.edtr~; Lisa Drainer <ldanne@atNefics.uc£edu;,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edn>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.olg>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Dram, Greg <gdan@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<I?ederick.russ@uc.edtr~; Jmme Erickson <jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani 

<ttanid@stjohns.edtr~; Katie Boin <keb92@georgemwn.edtr’~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.I~eBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders ~zsaunder@athletics.pitt.edw~; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirlcpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu:>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edt~-; dgavitCa)bigeast.olg; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edt~-; Jill Bodensteiner 

<jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletlmights.com>; Pam Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Mark Ronntlee 

<msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.b~mey@louisville.edt~-; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Pat Thomas 

<pthoma@udc.edu~; Hollmld, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois 

<ldebloi@bigeas~t.olg>; John Paqnette <jpaquette@bigeafft.olg>; Tiffany Burbrrdge <tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Kyle Stalna£er 

<athcmpl2@admin.nsf.edu>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.comv; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu~; Bemadette 

Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeafft.org>; Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtc,; 

Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kklbwler@ku.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowle@vt.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.olg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker ~dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Slom~ 

<dsloa~@atl~letics.pitt.edtr~; Queally, Alicia Allbrd <a]forda@sacredheaxt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edw~; Amy ttaworth 

<ahaworth@admin.ust:edu>; Shannon Crowley <shmmon.crowley@villm~ova.edu-~; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl 

<~tsmfft@aflfletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti ~anielle.fitzgerald@moxquette.edu>; Sandy Weber <sandsii@t.edt~-; Michelle Lee 

<michelle lee@ncsu.edtc,; Miami Compliance Office <athleficscomplimace@mim~fi.edtc,; Mark Neylmad < mark.neyl~c~c))icemiller.com>; 

Loretta Lam~x <lmna~)usna.edu>; Lisa Dickmma <lisa.dickma~@louisv’ille.edt~-; Jmnie Mullin --jpmnllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh 

<jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsn.edu>; Jon Fagg --j fagg@u~xk.edu>; Heather Mcatee 
<heather.mcatee@uky.edu~; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDUv; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edu~; Carly Tully <mllyc@bc.edtc,; Julie Hermman <jkherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 

-qmcenme@depanl.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmem~@nd.edu~; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison 
<saellis@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Harris, Robin Green 

<mbinhams@iw£1eaguesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edw~; 

Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; .!ody Sykes <io@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpl l@admin.ust:edu>; 
Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; KathtTn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneahne@shu.edu:>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stofl’er@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson 

<krich~xdson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.eduv,; Michael Cosa~e <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.~zu.edu>; Joeleen Akin --jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La libint 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edtc,; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edtc,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor ~:apriltaylor@aJasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@nmit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume <jkim~e@troy.edtr~; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder ~-Joseph.Klander@hofstra.edu>; Robin Marlin <robin.martin@uc.edtc,; Susan Albrecht 
<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Heather 

Robertson <herobel’(~:vt.edu>; Blake Jmnes <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.~x~u.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<BA-Shepar@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edw~; Carrie McCaw 
<can-ie.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Mike Gamboxdella <mgamboxdell@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae <~tbafftiolomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Susmi Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@mmshall.edu>; Megan Boone --~mboone@stanford.edu>; Mark Hodgkin 

<mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ry~ McAlvey <mcaJvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald 

<mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Amy Rhodes 
<arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu~; Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edu~; Baxbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu~; Michael Dean 

<medema@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edu~; Sarah Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edtc,; 



Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr% Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise <elame.wi~@louisville.edtr% John 
Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles ttolloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephens@spanlyort.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <~@georgetown.edu-*; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edtr% Jordan Blizzard 
<jordan.blizzald@mail.wvu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat 

Babcock <pat.babcock~uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeastorg; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edw, 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 10/27/09- 13.10.3.3 

Touch Back is a football prospective student-athlete. Touch will be attending Bay State University’s home football game this weekend as an unofficial visit. The "IV station that 
is carrying the game would like to interview Touch during the first quarter of the game. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NGAA Bylaw 13.10.3.3 states that a prospective student-athlete may not be interviewed during the broadcast or telecast of an institution’s intercollegiate contest. A 
member institution may not permit a station telecasting a game to show a videotape of competition involving high school, preparatory school or two-year college prospective 
student-athletes. 



~ ...................................... 
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items complete with Amazon’s 30-day return policy and eligibility for Prime or Super Saver 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--MubeorlP@nlailer.memfirst.net > 

Monday, October 21, 2013 12:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJrolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good afternoon and Happy Monday fl’,om The Caloii~:a Club!~ 

n d ¯ We especiaiiy t~epe yo.’,~:ll join us for a ve~b~ special evenl o.." :4ove T:ber 2 ~o I elp Coach 
$~’l’ii~’l }’tatct’~e}i rip oil [t’~@ t..~NO ’v’~/oe"~er/’s Be!&ke[beii seeso8 Rices e [es~(t [t’~@ i[~for!v!etio8 

beiow ?>I more det;~iis, 

t~ you t~ave.."’t been in to t..’y our new breakfast ~"enu yet, you are ..’T:issils9 out! Sia..’l you.." day 
efl e!: the ~i!!bt lk~ei vdlh ;~! deticie~s hot tx~!~skii~st i!: O1-ie~ror!’s Griit, Mor!day-F’ri-t~y I!’em 
7:30-9:30 am. 

Please come see us soon! Give us a caii st 919@62-1 ’i01 or repiy to this emaii to make 

Caro~i~-~a C~b I~]~si~ess B~i~ders 
~u~sda,i October 24 
7;30--5;30 am 
Stay inlem~ed on current issues and i~etworl,: with Ietlow Members, Opel~ to all! .."or s 
complete iistil~9 of businesses ..’eady to serve Members, please tog e.."to our website and 
epen lhe b!emt’er t~u~,~}r!es ~ [:}}reclery, 

Real ~£state Form~’~ L~-~ch 
~=riday, October ,25 

I1;30 am ~ I #m 
,~ is Ca~ie pricir:g for iul~chAtt are welco~"e, Tt~e discussie.." is ge.."erst i..’- .."ature ar:d you do 

not have ~e be i~ ~be i~(iuslry ~e perik’,ip;~!le, ll ye~ h;~!ve ;~! p~d:i(:uler }r!leres~ (tue,sihin. e!’ 
just waist to iear~:, piease ioin us. 

Late Night with Roy Williams 
~’-~riday, October 25 
6:00 pm 
Calling sit Young Profsssie.."als! Come to O1--ienon’s G..’itt aI[e.." vve..’k a.."d enjoy a bite to eat 
aloeg witi" our !~!’eat driver speciai ~ Afterward. we will aii heart te lhe 5mittt Ce~ter to enioy 
Late Nigi:t with Roy Willia.q:s, gaskefbail seasol~ wili be hole be?>Ie we kt~e,,,v it! 

Friday Night Live! 
Bill ga~,~com, acoustic guitar and vocals in O’blerron’s Grit~ 
Friday, October 25 

Join us menihiy Ior t4ve music ircr.~" k’cst sd},sis sk’r~g w}ti" c~r G~;~carsele & Ch}p~ bar a~(~ 
$2,50 bottled b,ee~s. Stop in afte~ ,,,vo~k, al~d stay for a relaxed eve~ing of ,qirmer al~d music. 
Reservations are i~ot ~equirsd it: O:}-ier~o.."’s Gdii: seating is fi..’si co~"e, ILst se~,,~ed. 

Carol#:~a Football Tailgate Party 
UNC ~,s, ~ostot-~ Col~egs 
Satur~ay, Octo~>e.r 28 
Doors Oper~ ,, 12:30 prn 
Kic~ Off ~5;80 pvn 
(This is a Passport event} 
"i"a}}!~s~i!:’,t at ihe Chub i~,~ 8n exci~in,g Mer.qbe~ ~!’;~!di~ie~ Ieet~ri!:’,t Isce painiini}, ~!’ele ~s ioe~i 
D.s’s. live enfe~tainrnel~t, 3"el Heei speds frivi;~, ~affie prize,s, ,qeiiciou,s food, f~’t~ and fdel~ds, 
lt’s tt~e perfect wr:y to celebrate your Tar bleet spirit before all ho~"e games!/~r:d don’t forget 
-. yeb~ 20~b An!:}ve~ ~ary [Vlereber }’-";~! ~s per~ }Re}k~!J@~ ~ 8(irepti~;’/@Ri~h!~/"l’~ili}ale VOk~!)?!e~ - C~li 

us today to make your re,se~vations Doors ope~: 3 i:ouls before kick off. $21,95 (aduifsL 



$1 ’i .tldds 6 - 12), $6 (kids 3 - 5) 

Get the/~t~est out of Social ~’~ledia fo~~ You~~ B/.tsi~--~ess 
P~ssented by ~’Ak Johnson> CIsbCo~p’s O#ec~or of Digital Marketin(} and Social 

(This is a Passport £velst,~ 

-1"hu[sday, Octob8~ 31 

8 ar~ - Ooo~s open for hot b~eak~as~ buffst 

8:30 am - t~rogram 

$I8 

Join us for a fun and lively p..’esem:aiie.." ihat make sociei media for you busL.’-ess easy le 

8nderstan~t, wtteiher yod atx,~ tSs~ (!e(iir!g ~,~tsried o~ iooking i~>!’ 8@ti~io~sat tips f~o~:q sMs 

4~(iuslry experi 

Women°s Basketba/Season Tip Off Pa}-ty 
An~ Hall of Far~s C~lebrado~-~ 

Satur~ay, Nove~r~ber 2 

$25 

.ioi~ L.~NC td’4or,~’en’s Head Baskel:baii Coach ,- ~(i yod!’ ii~llow (,~t~£~ member" - By}via Haictteit 

to i:elp us tip off ti:e seas,’m with a i:uge palty! Thele will be dancing to ire rnu,Mc with "The 

MagnificenW’ beach music band, light hers d’oeuvres, 8mazin9 raffles a.."d surp..’ise gifts ~O.." 

ali who aitend! You do NOT wani to miss l:ial 

Sunday Brunch 
(This is a Passpor~ ~v¢~-~} 

8~,~nday~ F~ovet~sbet" $ 

11 am _ 2 pm 

AdsRs .- $20 

C~it(~ren $--12 .- $10 

Childrer~ 5 and ~’mq<÷r a.~e complimeri;~yC.hef Osca.~ invited ye~" irio th<÷ Chlb kitchen to 

ove~see you.~ vety own made-to-e.~del On~eleis, Chef.-Cap,,ed A,Ggus Roa,M Beef; FIench 

ToasL SeutbermSiyle Sh@rp & G..’its. Fiomemade B.’.~tern~ilk BiscuHs.sou.."d good? Join us 

Io~ the besi bremen it! tow~! 

UNC Basketba/Breakfast 
Witls 2;ylvia b~atc~ell a~:l Roy Willia~s~s 

(This is a Passpo[t £b/(mt) 

T~esday, F4ovembe~’ t~ 

Ooot’s open ~of ~[eakk~st at T:3O a~r~ 

rGe. Coaches will speak at $ a~x~ 

$18 
UNC is fi’~ oniy set,cot ~e beasl two actiw~ Hall of Fame Cea@’~s! This is t..’.’.ily a speciai 

oppo4~mily le rree~ the ’:JNC Mes’s ssd td’~/orP, et’~’.% Ba ~ke~i)a/Coa(:i’e ~ s.s Caroti~a Olub 

~diember,~ amq ti:ei.~ guests ~’,,ill enioy a special treat and heal fi’orn SyMa Hats.he/;~nd Roy 

Williams 8bout l:ei~ lwo pewe..q~euse learns a.."d ti-eir plans .:e compete ~0.." a ohampie.."ship, 

Groat ..’affl8 giveaways wili follow the speeoi:es with all p..’ooeeds going ~o cbaritb Don~ 

Coaohes’ B~ea~dasL 

~ta~ian Wine Dinner 
rL~esday~ Novel~sbel" $ 

g:O0 !~11 - ~elco~ste Rese.ptiois 

g:$O pm - Dinne~ 

$60 Food. Wh-~e and firse Spin’its G~osI Membs~s 

$16 No~41~oup l;ten~be.~s 
[-’rein the n~em~taims of the Piedmont, to th<÷ piains of PugD~, to the island of Sicily, ioin us 

for a Toul of italy as ws sampia cuisine and wine from ac..’o~_~s tt~e nou.."t..’y. 

Ou}~ 2,013 Tailgate Pad:ne~s 
.rVi.!dly ~i:.£Y1.k,!"3 le ()!’ "i’eit(ta{e }’-"al’~!:<~rs! Y!x~r s ~L()l)or{ I1as <~YIS{)Ie~,~ i;s to .£~:~,~ !Y!ore le ()u~ sluI) 

tstgaiir!g crests tttis ye~r ti:an e,ie~ bei~>!’e. V\4!~ had a !H’eai @’k elf lo ihe seato8 over Dhe 

~*,,eekend and we’re geared lip for $ moI<÷ exciting home ,qame,s this fail, 

Joel Lsvy, CPA 

[h’A Phets~X Edvva!’d Jot!us 

P;~m He.~:do~:, State Falm 

Tar Heeled by Fan Fee~ 

Bsrbar8 Leedy. A’S’MA Ho~e{ G~ou~ 

Fg.ichael Abemathy 

Todd Rust, ~+@~,iis Falgo Advisols 

Balloons and Tunes 

P~-~{~st Bawy 

,be "3un.s DJ Cernpa.sy 

Pepsi 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@maler.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 6:21 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

$100 Initia’don Fee Has Been Extended! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

::~:: img 

i.x.i img 

G ~"@@tiK~,]~,{’~ "!’[O~’F~ Tt’/@ C{~ [©liK~l CIL~bs the dirtily!! and social Ciub fo~ U~IC employees~ conveniently tocated in cent~’at campus ~>n 

Sta~Jium Drive, We are pleased to announce that our special offer era preferred initiation fee of $!00 to join The Carolina Club has been 
extended through October 3 f stt. 

We here had s few ~%equelstly Asked Que.stio~is worth sharing with you all - eves cu.~rent Chlb Memb(÷~x~i 

Q" Now do ?[ re~,’,eive my $&O0 di~i[s~j credit’i,’ 

~: ~ecome a .."?..ember or S#or~-.’:or a New .."?.’ember. 

Q: Are there rr~o~-~d’~t’~ mir~im~sm di~~ir~g charges? 
As No, On.::e you become a ~’4ember, you are chan~ed i:or your dues on a quarl:e.."iy basis and your usage charges monthty. 

Q,< car~ dues ar~d charge.s be paid throtsgh #a~’ro/d~ductio~-@ 
A~ "The Club is no[ sei up on the .LiNC system for p:ayrolt deduc[io", However, we can set up electronic i:unds b":a"sfer i:rom you.." 

check ng/sav ngs ao::oun~ or auto charge te you.." credi~ card, 

Q," C~-~ Z ~se the Ck~b for b~sir~ess Ku’~ehe, s~ dirmers arid sDeciat ev~’~ts? 
A: Ye:a! i3e sure to ~se ’~;o~r X~acceunt, ~.vhich is a sub-acco~mt oi: your membershi..:) that .sep,~r,~tes business ch,~n:]es from per:aonal 
charges, An i~:\,eice, reco~tnizing tke University’s tax-exempt status, win be (.ienerated for all transactions and sent to your carat>us 
box, 

Q; How ca~ ][ become a hi, ember? 
~: I. Review tke Ck’b Bro(:i:ure for ail the benefits; 

b_t_t_p___; Z ! ___m__ __e_: __m___b__e__r:__s__:£ £b__c___o__rD%__c___o____m__ Z EL! __e_ __s_/_ __L__i_ b_r_ _a____r_y/__N___ __e_s_sLF___a__ __c_______S,_ 4__ i __H___E ! ___4_______C__; __a__ r:__o__! i __n___a________C__ Lu__ _b________H___e__ __m___b __e__r::sb_j_p_____~ r__o__ __c_ h __u___r_ __e_______2__ __0__ _1__ __S__:_p___d__f 
it. Use tlds link to dow~:ioad :and print your Club Applicatio..": 

~;~p~;~ZZ~£co.~@£s=~c~b~c~r~+~=~mL~!~L~b~£a£~L~N~£co.~E~L~N~,~£~s~a~!~t~b~p~£~i~r~=p~1~ 
3. Co.m/k’te your a//iication and interest profile, i.."ciuding payment for the $]’,00 iMti:ation f~-e~ (:and Gz’-,]~ m,e.q~ber,¢hip if you are .."or 
:already a GAd\ me.robe0, 
~’, [’!mail you.." completed l:orms to V:a.."dora It):avis, ~4embershi..:) DirecLor, :at g__a___n__d___qr_a4__a_2Ls_@__o___u__r_@_b__,_c___o__m.or rex ~,o 97,9-982-7,635, 

The Club’s Beard of Directors receniiy app..’oved a ..’educsd rat8 of $75 psr month for UNC Facalt7 8 Siaff ier T..’i’-,mgb 8eciet7 dues, This is a $32 per mon[h 
s avi!’(! ~ .... it! addt:km. (:ur!’en~ ()hub Members wi’o wish io t~p’,trade io "l’riar!~lte Sc(:iety win haw,> H~e $500 t~pgrsde fee wabed! Tdanilte Sccie~ m~.,=,:~)emh4t): 
,~)rovi(J(i ~ yi:!D WitI~ 8cses ~ i: ~Id(l}1:ior181 oltil>s 81](J 8r,q(il]i~ii!!s 48 ~i;<,~ ]"~i~I!;(!Ii!! ~i!’~i~:l]~l’,,):/i’¢¢7@’¢81Llix:e~l).ools/Soo, iety/’]’ri~f~(!le.(~(io, ie~y 

We’re looking forward to seeing you at The Carolina Club soon! 

Ti:e iale Cha!:.celor (.;.~!rL<~lopIie!’ For(lhs.q: erwisier!e(l 8 (}aihedni} i)iac<,,~ al Ca~olir~8 where kk!iv<,,~rsly facdll:y, ,siail 8r!d ~l(Ir~ir!i .;t.~aio!~ could e)<shssge i(le~is 

acres,<; disoiplh:es, ¢e.qduci offi,’i~.d bu,<;ine,<;s, and commune h: fhe sphit of fellowship, h: 1913, the÷ Gent÷tel Alumni Association made i:L<; vision: e r,e;~Nt7< 

and The Carolina Ctab t,va~_~ opened.Today, tk8 Club is hem8 to 2,100 membe..’s and conth-:u~_~ io s~nie Chancsiior Kordha..’T:<s vision< 

;~!~ vrell ~.<~ s er¢~}r!i} 8t8r8t~i ~f~d f¢ief~(is of "i’t~(i tb~lverslI:~3 of/xk)rlh CaR’iIs~. 

Jo~n ~ts at The Carotene C~’~,b[ 

>hli!:ial:i,nn fi.>~ of $250 ~ q 
_ ....... :~., ~ O~Jt.~(~ 10 t~ :,}t. Q J:~:~c~ 1:i’li.~ off,<!r D~ lied /c\(;iiv,’-~ rr~¢rflk~,<!r.qili,") 11~ ih,<! (~,<\£\ ;:S rrqb:rrd !:0 b,<! a MiIfi]}~iI!l it!: [ I~1~ (1:~ <) i:~ (:hj~l WI~ION cad I)~ easll7 

!:b.’oiN!:b.’i~ d ai ~I~ ilP:ii.~ Oi :/i)~Jf ,’-q!roNrr~¢/ii 



Ji~ 
We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular ernail list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo,~’~mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 3:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Beating the Bullies - A Tale of Perseverance 

Constant Contad~ Header 2 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Beating the Bullies - World Champion Athlete Chris 

Poulos’ Tale of Overcoming Adversity and Perseverance 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiB~iii~ei~i~iiiwe~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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C h~i~P iii i i W e b~it e 

q 

i~i GFF 1495 

Xi Dec Promo 2 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~.. Try EmaiI Marketing with VerticaIResp .... ! ] 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 4:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Holidays in New York, Palm Springs & More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Choose your dates, either December 5 - 8 or 12 - 15, and packages include two tickets (orchestra or first 

n-~ezzanine seats) to see two fabulous shows plus a 3-night stay at the Nichaelangelo Hotel or Ornni 

Berkshire Hotel in the heart of Nanhattan, steps away from some of New York’s famous landmarks.* 

Choose one Christmas show: 

Radio City Christmas Spectacular (Dec. 6/7 or 13/14) 

Christmas Carol (Dec= 6/7 or 13/14) 

Christmas Story (Dec, 13/14 only) 

Package prices 

Michelangelo: $2895 for Dec, 5 - 8; $2550 for Dec, 12 - 1.5 

Ornni Berkshire: $2715 for Dec. 5 -. 8; $2715 for Dec. 12 -. 15 

ii:!:!~r~:iio::i~ :~:~ "/"~riiii:~: ,to P.?.dm Sii;:rii~~9::~;:!: 

Enjoy your golf access to the maximum on your Palm Springs trip, 

With golf available at Nission Hills, Desert Falls and Indian Wells 

country clubs, there are 108 holes of golf to choose from! Overnight 

accommodations are available at Mission Hills Villas in beautiful 2- 

and 3-bedroom villas with rates starting at $300*" per night or at 

Omn] Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa at 10% off* best available 

rate. 

~ Schedule your trip to~lay.~ 800,4~33,5079 

"Find Hotels is my go-to resource for finding four and five-star 

hotels that fit my travel budget. It’s so easy to use! Excellent 

rooms for an excellent price." - I’,lelissa, Dallas 



The Tournament package ~eatures one practice round at Narina 

Vallarta and two tournament rounds on the Vista Vallarta Weiskopf 

and [ticklaus courses, all meals and suite accommodations at the 

Casa Velas Hotel Boutique with spa, private ocean club and 

restaurants, located in the heart of Marina Vallarta, Also included 

are airport trans[ers and ~lround transportation to and from the 

golf courses each day,¯ 

Entry fee per couple is $2855. The field is limited to 20 couples with 

two flights. All handicap indexes are invited to participate. 

Registration ends January 15, 20:[4, For additional information, 

please email kathy.walker@clubcorp.com, 

[~G~t your tickets today: 8OO,433,5079 

MASA Assist is the largest and oldest pre-paid emergency 

assistance company in the United States, with fou~ decades of 

experience. Accidents and illnesses happen when least expected, 

Whether you are traveling OR at home, all of MASA Assist’s benefits 

are provided to you and your family at a rate of about a dollar a 

day, Why expose yourself to the potential for catastrophic financial 

loss? An air ambulance can cost $50,000 or mo~e and a helicopter 

can cost in excess of $30,000, All flights are deternlined by medical 

personnel on a 24-/7 basis. IHASA Assist memberships have 13 

benefits that no other company offers, including worldwide 

coverage, lVlembers receive a 45% discount~ on annual rates. The 

time to buy is now - do not pass up this opportunity - it could 

change your li[e! 

~ Learn ~ore a~o~t ~ASA A~si~t: 8OO,z~3~,~O7~ 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, October 25, 2013 3:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"How to Say It For Women: Communicating with Confidence m~d Power Using "the Language of Success" and more 

% 
&~eoa [~Jorra~*:,:% we have !I~J?.~!.O;IE!~’.Q~.g!Jli&Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

List Price: $20,00 

Price: $12,63 
You Save: $7.37 (37%) 

Perhaps the best teacher of how the power of language can transform is an 
unexpected one: Charlotte the spider of E.B. White’s, Charlotte’s Web. Mindell 
demonstrates how Charlotte communicated messages that gained national... 
!~.~!~!..!% !~! !:~’. 

List Price: $29.00 

Price: $~5,~5 
You Save: $13.05 (45%) 

Malcolm Gladwell, the #1 bestselling author of The Tipping Point, Blink, Outliers, 
and What the Dog Saw, offers his most provocative---and dazzling---book 
yet.Three thousand years ago on a battlefield in ancient Palestine, a... P;uafl 

!!:!!~!i!~ 

Ask For ,’."t: How Women Can Use tile Power of Necpti~tiol~ 

by Linda Babcock, Sara Laschever 

List Price: $16.00 

Price: $1 ~,63 
You Save: $4,37 (27%) 

From the authors of Women Don’t Ask, the groundbreaking book that revealed 
just how much women lose when they avoid negotiation, here is the action plan 
that women all over the country requested--a guide to... !~L~.~...~?.~.:I~ 

PI41ZAS E 

:2 :!:: C k::i 

@ List Price: $14.99 

Price: $1111,119 
You Save: $3.80 (25%) 

"This refreshing and practical tool will help to enlarge, promote, and articulate 
the world of communication."--Cristina Roggero, Pepperdine University professor 

of literature"An indispensable tool to help you become quickly... [{.’~ad mo~-~.’ 

~")~’~*@ :::u:i, ii~:~i:~:,..:.:..:.:.>::::...:.:~:;?    ~uash:Success: Ste-3SS.3olots}~O Si.~ccess .. 2nd Edition. (S~ms to            i 
by Philip Yarrow, Aidan Harrison 

List Price: $24,95 

Price: $14,~8 
You Save: $10.27 (41%) 

Learn the fundamentals and enjoy competing in this fast-paced tactical game. 
Whether you already play squash or are just starting out, Squash: Steps to 

Success will teach you the skills and strategies you need in order to....~:d~!~. 



iq’;or~’ 

by Elizabeth McMahan, Susan X Day, Robert Funk, Linda 
Coleman 

List Price: $69,40 
Price: $58,98 
You Save: $10.42 (15%) 

Literature and the Writing Process Backpack Edition combines the best elements 

of a literature anthology with those of a handbook to guide students through 
the interrelated process of analytical reading and.., .!~R~:.~!..!~!~!!IR 

by Stephen R. Covey 

List Price: $18,00 
Price: $:1.2,52 
You Save: $5.48 (30%) 

Stephen R. Covey passed away in July 2012, leaving behind an unmatched 
legacy with his teachings about leadership, time management, effectiveness, 

success, and even love and family. A multimillion-copy bestselling author of... 

iiii]i i }I:’:G~::: i 

List Price: $16.00 

Price: $I 2,97 
You Save: $3.03 (19%) 

Since its original publication nearly thirty years ago, Getting to Yes has helped 
millions of people learn a better way to negotiate. One of the primary business 

texts of the modern era, it is based on the work of the Harvard... P, ead m<~~!~ 

% 

~" I~%:.’g ~ z:. n e s 

!~or/ip~t~r:i; ~ ~¢:.~:~v,,’~!-i.~    i~’ ~?!.:~!:~ i~’ ~’i~i¢:.. i.~,~!~ ~ i~y.::~!!~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 6:05 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Custom Photo Book i Mobile Bicycle Tune-Up I and 2 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e." y<;ci,~ ~.’,r,~.fe.:>’.,,nces i Unscit~s crib4 

bnpl’~’--a-e’ Hill                     ;~ A ...... Looo~o~m Durham / 

Customized 8.5xl 1 Photo Book 

PhotoBin 

Redeem Online 

:::N Customized 8.5xll Photo Book 

Mobile Bicycle Tune-Up Package 

Bikes For Life 

~:ii!i~; i~’ ii~. I~~ I~~ 
Sav:ng.~; !5! % 

i~"~ Mobile Bicycle Tune-Up Package 

$15 to Spend at SpeakEasy Coffee 
Bar 
SpeakEasy Coffee Bar 

Savings 53% 

ii"~ $15 to Spend at SpeakEasy Coffee Bar 

i~ 10 or40 Tae Kwon-DoClasses 

Even More Deals 



~iii 
Furnace/Heat PumpTune-Up 

and Safety Check 

Supreme Oil Change & More i.X.i Carpet Cleaning: Three or Four 

Rooms and a Hallway 

.~i Signature Flask, Souvenir 

Snifter, Tour & Tasting 
i~ 

Night Zipline T ...... Spooky 

Trail Zipline Ride 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
C-~q~et £ I~ ar~i:%i ’,"t’.,ree <’r 

Clean Home Carpet Cleaning 

...... 

i~i Two Comedy Show Tickets 

Durham 

S~~ifier, Toil,," & Tastinf! 
The Brothers Vilgalys Spirits 
Company 

~i FreeVoucherWorth 20% Off 

Certified Refurbished Kindle Fire 

Tablets 

Westfield 
,,"4ii}t’.,t ZipliP, e "i’o~.~I el Sp<,-:,ky 
T’~.~ii Zipli,,",e Ride 

Carolina Ziplines Canopy Tour 

% Interior House Painting for One 

or Two Rooms 

Carrbere 

DSI Comedy Theater 

i.X.i Lipo-Light Treatment with Sonic 

Vibration Package 

Online Durham / Chapel Hill 
Fie~} Votlciser "/~%rtis 20% ©ff I,,",teiior Hot.~s~} ,~s’si,,",ti~q’i ’.,*or 
Ce~’tified Re~rbis/’~l i’::ir’,,dl~ ©,q~ o,~ "I’,~’.~o Rooms 

~"i!~.~ "i’~ibiets Delia House Services 
Amazon Digital Services 

.Xi Krav Maga or Resist Classes Home Cleaning 

Chapel Hill 

S<,,,,"&" Vib,~:~tio,~" P:"d~:"g~t, 
Laser Lean of Chapel Hill 

i::+::i $30 to Spend on Personalized 
...... M&M’S 

Durham Durham / Chapel Hill Online 
Kr~v M~s:g~ of Resist Ci~sses Home Cie=:~.isiisg $30 to Sp~ciscl on 
Triangle Krav Maga The Tidy Maids "%rsor~iized M~*.;,",~YS 

My M&M’S 

Personalize your deals by ,,",,~:-~w,~’~;~d the free Araazo~ Local app on Follow us: ~ [] 
~’;~,,’~i~,,’} ?e~" ~ r,,-iR,~ r,,-ii~i-:~s~, your iPhone or Android device 

~ff~i~t’~3 All ~ki~hts re:3er’,’~d ,\ma~on ~.~c~l ~nd th.~/~-n~z~n ~o~1 ioq~ ~r~: tr~d~:m~rks o~"¸ ~\m~o:~.,:o~-n ~nc o~k its ~11iH~t~:~. 

Am~z~i~ Leech ~10 T~I:y¸ Ave:lt:~ i4., S~liie \~,~ 9~10c~5210 ~efer~:c~’. 3~7~5c40 

% 



From: Prozone Sports Ltd <?rozone Sports Ltd@mail.vresp.com> 

Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 8:08 AM 

To: Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: McCla~en on analysis, MLS in numbers and client success 

Prozone 

in the Zone 

~:~ 

Interview 

Steve McClaren on performance analysis 

~iI Read More Earlier this year we spoke to Steve McClaren, former England manager and 
new Derby County Head Coach, about the evolution of performance 
analysis. 

Read More 

Analysis 

MLS: The playoff race in numbers 

~i Read More As the 2013 MLS season approaches its climax, our Chicago-based analysis 

team has provided some key numbers on the teams scrambling to secure a 

playoff berth. 

Read More 

Client News 

Chinese Super League delegation visits Germany 

~iI Read More A delegation from the Chinese Super League (CSL) recently visited Germany 
as part of a fact-finding exercise. 

Read More 

D.C. United claims U.S. Open Cup title 



.~.i Read More D.C. United won the U.S. Open Cup title with a surprise victory over Real Salt 
Lake in a contest between two of Prozone’s MLS clients. 

[~ Read More    1 

Education 

Explore performance analysis with Prozone’s education courses 

~i Read More The latest of Prozone’s performance analysis courses was recently hosted at 

Liverpool John Moores University, an element of the business’ expanding 
educational offering, 

[ ~ ReadMore 1 

Book of the Month 

Designed to Win opens in Qatar 

:~;i Read More Prozone’s book of the month for October is The Manager: Inside the Minds of 

Football’s Leaders by Mike Carson, 

Read More 

Partners 

Prozone takes part in LMA partners 6-a-side tournament 

~iI ReadMore O[1 Friday 27th September, the League Managers Association hosted a 
corporate 6-a-side competition for its partners at St George’s Park. 

Read More 

You can also follow Prozone on: 

Prozone - In the Zone 

Copyiight @ 20~ 2 [-"rozoi-~e Aii rigi~ts I-eser~f~ 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Prozone Sports Ltd 

3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 

Leeds, England LS11 8BN 

UK 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

ii~iI Try Email Marketin9 with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 6:17 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Teeth-Whitening Kit] Match.corn Membership i and 1 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just far you - ,.e." you,~ pl-e.Le=>’.,,c, ces i Lh~sut~s crib4 

bnp~"--a-e’ Hill                     :~ A ...... Looa~orn Durham / 

Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 
Treatment 
Smile Bright Stere 

Redeem Online 

Savings 80% 

:::~ Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening Treatment 

One-Month Membership to Match.com 

Match.corn 

Redeem Online 

Savings 65% 

i~"~ One-Month Mernbershipto Match.corn 

Free Voucher for Select Kindle Books 
for $0.99 Each 
Amazon Digital Services 

Redeem Online 

i~ii FreeVoucherfor Sele~ Kindle Booksfor 
...... $099 Each 

Even More Dea~s 

i.~ii Mobile Bicycle Tune-Up 

Package 

:~ $15 to Spend at SpeakEasy 

Coffee Bar 

:..... 

i~i 
Furnac~HeatPump Tune-Up 

and Safe, Check 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
~\?=obii,~ ~:-’icycie TL/!,,,~- i./!:~ 

Bikes Far Life 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
$i 5 Ic. S,c.elx:~ a~ S,<’4 akEasy 

SpeakEasy Coffee Bar 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
FL~I,~’,ace.q-~e~l P’L/r,qP "i’l.~i~e-U}:~ 
~’,,’,d SB.foty Chock 
SantaAir 



~ii 10 or 40 Tae Kwon-Do Classes Two Comedy Show Tickets ¯ ...::.X.:: FreeVoucher Worth 20% Off 

Certified Refurbished Kindle Fire 

Ta blots 

Creedmoor 
i!) ¢.r 4(} Tse Z-~¢.r/-,Dc 
Clas-c.,es 
Black Belt World 

.Xi Supreme Oil Change & More Carpet Cleaning: Th .... Four 

Rooms and a Hallway 

Online 
F=-<e \/eLect’.,< r \i~k,.qt’., :’0% OI~ 

Certified Ref(.~ibisi’,e¢i Kilsdb 
Fi~e T :"hie ~s 
Amazon Digital Servbes 

::~:+:]:: Lipo-Light Treatment with Sonic 

Vibration Package 

Carrboro 

S:.~p,,"em~ Oii Chs, n!"io & i~X~m 
MeJneke Car Care Center - 

Muffiple Locations 

~i Krav Maga or Resist Classes 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
Csl pet Cie~’,,,",ing: ThIee of 
F’eu~ Rooms 8,,sd 8, t.is, il,;v:"y 
Cban Home Carpet Cleaning 

Home Cleaning 

Chapel Hill 
L, ipo-L ight TI (:~::tlssest with 
!’-.’.onto Vib~’s(ion F.L..’,ck:..’,ge 
Laser Lean or Chapel Hill 

i.X.i Signature Flask, Souvenir 

Snifter, Tour & Tasting 

Durham Durham / Chapel Hill 

Triangle Krav Maga The Tidy Maids 

Durham 
SigI~at~,q’e Flss.,k Souv~cisil 

The Brothers Vilgalys Spirits 
Company 

Personalize your deals by D¢,~’~’i~io,8~>,’ the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: ~ [] 
s~ ~" ~,~ ~’~ ~ ~;r~,,,*er~,,~ ~’,~- :s your iPhone or Android device 

This em~il ws:s s~sn~ from a no~ifi,ss~ion onb. ~sms~i address ths:~ csm~ot scc,spt incoming em~i~ 2)! Z. Arose’on LO,:~I o~ its 

stt~stes. ~\~ ri~ht:s r~s~:ved /~-n~zon ~oc~l ~-:d the ~\maT.on LOCSl ~ogo ~k¢ t:~dcms:~ .3f ~n-:~zon corn ~-:c or it~ ~ffi~tcs 

&macon I.oc~i ..110 Ter~yA,,en~e bJ :~.:eattle. WA.qSI0!:;~5210. Re~enc~: Z.58520Z.0 



We’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Toys, and more, Cheek 

back often for new deals evely day, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::N:: Save $190 on a Dell 15 6-Inch Core i7 Touchscreen ::~ii Save up to $50 on Select Nikon COOLPIXCameras 

...... Laptop ...... 

Save $I 90 on a Dei115,6qnch Core i7 Save up to $50 on Select Nikon COOLPIX 

Teuchscreen Laptep Camelas 

z z 
i~ $150 Off the Denon AVR-E400 7.1-Channel Network ::"~:: Up to 60% Off Select SanDisk microSD Cards 

: Receiver " " 

$t 50 Oil the Der~e~. AVR..E400 7,1-Chan~.el Lip to 6~, ~,:. .... Select Sa~.Disk micreSD Cards 

Netwol k Receiver 



i i~ Save 20% or M ..... Select Pi ..... Car Electronics 

Save 20% or Mo,~e on Select Pioneer Car 

Electronics 

i’~ $30 Off the OCZ Technology 128 GB Vertex 450 

Series Sold-State Drive 

$30 Off the OCZ Teeh~,elegy 125 GB Vertex 450 

Series SeidoState Drive 

%’i 50% Off or More on Tracy Reese 

50% Off oF More on TFacy Reese 

ii~iI Save over 20% on Select MP3 Players 

Save ever 20% on Select MP3 Players 

ii.~.iI Save $20 on Tritton TRIAX Headset 

Save $20 on "I’Fi~ton "I’RIAX Headset 

i i’~’i Up to 45°/o Off New Bal .... Running Shoes 

Up to 45% Oil Ne~,~,, Baia,,’~ee Runni,,’~g Shoes iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



t Pri .... f the Y ..... Levi’s for Boys for a 

Limited Time Only 

Lew.:~st Prices of the Yea~ e~ Levi’s fer Boys 

fo~ a Limited ’Time Only 

i iX 52% Off 1Ok Gold Swarovski Zirconia Studs (1 cttw) 

52% Off i 0k Gold S~,varevski Zi~(:o,,’~ia Studs 

(1 c~w) 

i’~ Stuhrling Monthly Deal $4999: Select Men’s Slim 

Swiss Quartz Watches 

ii.~.iI Lowest Prices of the Year on Levi’s for Girls for a 

Limited Time Only 

Lob, vest Prices oi the Yea~ on Levi’s Ion" Girls 

Ie~’a Limited Time O~ly 

.Xi 63% Off Sterling Silver Diamond Black and White 

Enamel Floral Bangle Bracelet (0.08 cttw, I~J Color, 13 

Clar~’) 

63% Off Sierii~,g Silver Diamond Black and 

White Enamel Flerai Ba,qgle Bracelet (0,08 cttw, 

i°J Color, i3 Clarity} 

::.~.:: 50% Off or More on Guilio Romano Watches 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Stuhding Monthly Deal $49,99: Seiect Me~’s 50% Off o~ Mole e~ Guiiio Roma,qo Watches 

Slim owiss Qual ~z ~",~a~ches 



~i 45% Off Barbie Puppy Play Park and Barbie Doll i~i Up to 25% Off Select Bubble Guppies Products 

...... Giftset ...... 

4~. ~,:, Oil r~,a~e F,!.@l.~y F’~ay Pa~k a,~~, E’~a: b~e Dol: Up to zS~o ~;fl c>eJec~ ~ubol~, G!.@~>:~:,:, 

Gi#.s@. P~’oducts 

i li.~ 49% Off Disney Pri ..... ’Hair with Rap .... I’ I ~.~/~42% 
©If Batman P .... 

Attack Sky Slam Batjet 

49% Oil Dis~y Pfi~(:es~ ’Hai~" wit~ Rap!.mzei’ 42% Off S~tri~a~ Power/k{tack Sky Siam Bat]et 

ve~c~e 



"~}i 25% Off Elope Where’s Waldo Adult Costume Kit iX S ..... Last-Minute W ..... ’s Cost ..... Under $50 

.................................. j 
.Xi Gold Box Deals 

.................................. 1 

Home. i,:]!:cileri 8, Di!siqg 

Office & Sc~iooi Supplies 

t-I.’} t?] ,!! i ti’] p rev~’!t,!! p ~ 

Grocery 

PSi}O }.~-.’wrl & (~-.’rd¢I~ 

Hes}t~ & Perso~a~ Cars 

A~WtS:OI~ [VIOb::::¢ /~,I,’!).< 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 6:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

The News & Observer Deliver ] Chartered Boat Fishing Trip i m~d 2 more 

% 

Daily or Sunday-Only Newspaper 
Delivery 
The News & Obsepver 

i: : :::’;F: 

8avit!g.o~ 75% 

:::N Daily or Su nday-Only Newspa per Deliven! 

Four-Hour Chartered Boat Fishing Trip 
for Three 
Tar-Pare Guide Set,vice 

Havens Gardens Wildlife. Boat Ramp, Washington 

Sa’v:t~g.~; !5! % 

i~’{ Four-Hour Chartered Boat Fishing Tripfor 

Three 

Pest Control and Vapor Barrier 
Installation 
Triangle Pest Control 

Savir:q: s 64% 

ii~ Pest Control and Vapor Barrier Installation 

Custom Photo Calendar with Free 
Shipping 
Printerpix 

Redeem Online 

...... l I 
S;?s, iP~ S 54% 

i~ Custom Photo Calendarwith Free 

Shipping 

Even More Dea~s 



~ii Free Voucher for Select Kindle 
...... Books for $0 99 Each 

~] Furnace/Heat PumpTune-Up 

and Safety Check 
i.X.i Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 

.Xi Customized 85xll Photo Book 

Durham i Chapel Hill 

SantaAir 

,’~] Mobile Bicycle Tune-Up 

Package 

Online 
SI~".,ii4 ~:~riL.’.;t~i T,,~eti,,-Wt’.,ite!,,i!,,g 

Smile Bright Store 

i~i $15 to Spend at SpeakEasy 

Coffee Bar 

Online 
’::;u:siomi:.~.:,’~’t S.~>~ ~ P’iiol¢. 
Beck 
PhotoBin 

"~}i Night Zipline T ..... Spooky 
Trail Zipline Ride 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
,,’Viobile ,-.’qcyc.L~ iw/e-Up. 

Bikes For Life 

~] Two Comedy Show Tickets 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
$I 5 i<" Sp.e~x~ ~t S~)4 ;~kE~:~.,,..’ 

SpeakEasy Coffee Bar 

i.X.i Supreme Oil Change & More 

Westfield 
Higt~i Ziplir/e Tow <,.r Sp’y)ky 
T~aii 2.ipline Rkle 
Carolina Ziplines Canopy Tour 

.Xi Lipo-Light Treatmentwith Sonic 

Vibration Package 

Carrboro 

’.,"’,,vO C-OIY’.,!~dy SiiO~’,, "i’i,::’t~ t’: 

DSI Comedy Theater 

:~ Home Cleaning 

Carrboro 
Sl.~p:er,q~ C’..il C.ii~m, ge 4:: M,:~!’e 
Meineke Car Care Center ° 
Multiple Locations 

,..... 

i~i 
One-Month Membershipto 

Match.corn 

ChapeJ Hill Durham / ChapeJ Hill Online 
i.ip’)-,.i~.:iiil Tr,~,,4!,,"< r/i vv’ilh ,q¢.r,q~ C,i~ s~s/ir/g O!’,,~d\*’=o,~’,ti", Membe=:st~if~ to 
S~’,I@:. \iib~:~tio~’,, P::~.cks.g~, The Tidy Maids ,,"~’l~:~tch.co~’,q 

Laser Lean d Chapel Hill Match.corn 

Personalize your deals by ~:s,~.i’@.~,8<! the free Amazon Loea~ app on Follow us: [] [] 
~.~tti~<~ ~"~.’,~.~’ g~,~e~e,~e~c~s, your iPhone or Ar~droid device 

This mess~’,ge w~s senl to the [oilowing ,f ms~ addr,fss: 8qson@unc~:~ u;~c edu Not ~nl,f;estet; i~ i,m:~zo~ [.oc~’J emMIs? ii’s 

¢ssy to up, s~bsc:~b~ ~¢ sure to sdd [.oc~lD~a~s~mszon co:~ to your add~kcss book o: ~fe senders I~st so o~k cms~s g~t to 

TMs ei:’~:~il w~:s sent flom a i:otiticstion-oi:iy emsii add:ess th~:t csnnot sccept ii:commg ei:~:~il ’ 20~5 Arose’on LOC:~I or its 

~ii~!~s !&il righis :esefve~ A;~azo~ [.oc~l a;~d th~ !&=’f~,~zo~ Local logo ~;e trademarks of ~nazo:~.co=’f~, ~;~c or ils affiliates. 

~maT..ol~. I.ocsi 4!0 TerryAvenue N Seattle VVA 98109.52!0. Reforei~ce¸ 5~09~90 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo,~@~mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 12:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

An Anti- bullying Movement 

Click to view this email in a browser 

The Chris Pou~os Anti-bullying Movement 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! i!i !i iii!ii  iiiiiii i !i!!!!i!i! i   !i!!i  !!!  i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i! 

~id~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1 

X:: Dec Promo 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResp .... P ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 1:03 PM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.uncMedu> 

Halloween Special Otters farm Helios 

i.X.i Helios Health Products 

Home"ll ’~’ He,iosProd0cts III ’~’ Other Hea,thProducts 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

J Click here to forward this email to a friend I 



Helios Health Products 

1615 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

I X Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq~’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.~#.&ts 



~i Thanksgiving Store - Prepare for the Perfect Feast 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iii  i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



~i Turkey Tools, See Our Top Picks 

Turkey Tools, See O~.~" T(~p Picks 

i iXi Stuffing S Sides, See Our Top Picks 

Stuff, ir~g & Sides, See C’,u~ Top Picks 



:~ S ...... I S ........ See Our Top Picks 

m m , . �~ ,~e~so~,~l ,~e,~vew~l ~, See O~,~l Top Picks 

Xi .................................. 

~i Thanksgiving Time Savers, See Our Top Picks 

Thanksgiving Time S~vers, See Our Top Picks i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



¯ __.i.~ Save 50% on the Onkyo 7.2-Ch .... I Network 

Receiver 

Save 50% on the Onkyo 7.2~ChanRei Netwo,~k 

~i Best-Selling TVs 

BestoSellin# TVs 

i’~’i Over 50% Off JBL ES10 Bookshelf Speakers 

Over 50% Off JB[. ESI0 Bookshelf Speakers 

i i~i Select Jlab J3 Earbudsfor Just $9.99 

Saiact diab J3 Earb~ds fa~ Just 59.99 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 





[~iii 25% Off $100 Boots 

25% Off $i00 Boo~s 

i iXi Men’s Watches Under$50 

Men’s W’atches U,,’~der $50 



i.~.il Save 69% on 

Save 69% o,,’~ "How I Met Your Mo~her Seasors 
I o7 Coilectien" on DVD 

Up to 63% Off 

Selies Megaset" and "History in 3D" on Biu-lay 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:~ Save 50% On S ....... f ~iI Save 58% On 

Save 50% On Seasons of "The Ruglats" slsd Save 58% On "Everybody Loves Ra~/mond" 
"Doug" o~; DVD and "Ail in The Family" 



~’~’.,~.’~,~’~,~.i.,",~".,’,~.~.~".,’~ See ,mo~ 

~i Shop Nintendo 3DS XL Consoles 

Shop l, iintendo 3,~.~/,, ,,om..o~s 

i iXi $9.99 and under newCD releases 

$9¸99 ~nd u~der new CD Felea-~es 



:~:iI Musicfrom Artists on Tour 

Music from A~tists on Tour 

l iXi $14.99and UnderVinylAIbums 

$14,99 and Undel Vinyi Albums 



~}i Thanksgiving Feasts in Books 

Thanksgiving Feasts in Books 

i~ill Editors’ Picks in Baking & D .... Its 

EditoW Picks in Baking & Desserts 

i IIXII Deals in Books: Entertaining & Holidays 

Deals in Boeks: Biste~aining & Holidsys 

i i’£’i Take $10 Off a Future Amazon.corn Order 

Take $I 0 Oil e Fub.H’e A~’iazer~ceri"~ Order iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~’~’0,~" ~’~,~ ,~’10~-,~’,~ S~e mo~e 

G .... ies Under $10 i iXi Smokers & Turkey Fryers 



~iii Extra 15% Off Select Stanley Tools 

Extra 15% Off Selec[ Staniey ~ools 

~i ..................................... 

j iXi Up to 15% Off Select Food Service Supplies 

Up to 15% Oil Selec[ Food Service Supplies i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



..... Save 30% or M ..... Select Sports and Handheld .... ....... 

Amazon.cam Gift Ca[ds fe[ Thanksgiving 

Save 30% or Mare ar~ Seleci. Spe~’~s and 
Handheid GPS 

~iI Trade in Your iPad for an Amazon.cam Gift Card         i~i Pie Tools, See Our Top Picks 

Tlade in Your iPad for an Amazon,cam Gift C~ld           Pie Tools, See Ou[ Top Picks 



iI~ii ..................................... 



~i Holiday Toy List 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~i~i~i~~~i~~~~~!i!~!iiiiii~~~i~i~iii~~i!ii~!i!~!i!~i~!iiii~~~~~!~~~i~~~!i!~~~i~i~~~i~~~iiiiii~~~i!~~~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~iiiiiii~~~i~~~~~ii~~ii!~~i!~!~!~!iiii~~ii~~~i~~~~~iiiii~~i!~!ii~~~iii~~~ii!~!~!i!~!i~~~~i~~~!~~~iii~~~i~~~i~~~!~!iii!i!~!~!~~!i~~~iiiii~~~~~!~i~i~~~~~i~~~iiiiii!~~ii~i~~~i~~~!~i~~~iiii!~~i!i!~~~~~iiiiii!~!i!~!ii~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 6:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Humca~es Tickets & More ] Window Tinting ] and 1 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e." you,~ ~.’,l-e.fe.:>’.,,qces i iJr~sut~s trite4 

bnp~"’--a-e’ Hill                     :~ A ...... Looo~o~m Durham / 

$30 to Spend on Hurricanes, Panthers, 
UNC Tickets and More 
ScoreBig 

Redeem Online 

Savings ? ’% 

iN $30 to Spend on Hurricanes, Panthers, 
...... UNC Tickets and More 

Window Tinting 

J.Bbunt \&,1ndow Tint 

4122 Bennett Memorial Rd, Durham 

8.1 miles away (f:om ".,:c~u,~ .Ams::ol-~ :~ddr.e.,. s) 

Savings 62% 

i~"~ Window Tinting 

12 Months of Meal Planning at 
eMeals.com 
eMeals 

Redeem Online 

i~ 12 Months of Meal Planning at 

eMeals corn 

Even More Dea~s 

__...)’~i Free Voucher for Half Off Select :~ Daily or Sunday4Dnly 

Kindle Accessories Newspaper Deliver,! 

,..... 
:::~:: Pest Control and Vapor Barrier 

Installation 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
D;~iiy c,: SL/r/dsy.-Or/iy 
N ~:v~:-’..p::L,oe I Deiiv~:iy 
The News & Observer 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
~"~ :~.l {~ <’~~t,~<’l ~!’,d ",./8~<’~ 
Ss.i Iie ,," i I"st~:d is, tie ,,", 
Triangle Pest Control 



~ii Four-Hour Chartered Boat 

Fishing Trip for Three 

Free Voucher for Select Kindle 

..... Books for $099 Each 
i.X.i One or Two 16x20 Photo to 

Canvas Prints with Free 

Shipping 

Washington 

Fisisiisg "..’iip to,," Three 
Tar-Pam Guide Service 

.Xi Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 

Customized 85xl 1 Photo Book 

Online 
O~se <’= "i’s,-<" 1C<20 Pb’)io to 
Ca~-~va, s Pii,,",ts witl" }’-’I~}~} 
St’:ippir~{? 
CafePress 

:: ~:~:; :: Mobile Bicycle Tune-Up 

Package 

Online Online Durham I Chapel Hill 
Smiie }:~ligist Teetis~-\.’./:,",it~cisiisg C(.~stomized S.Sxl i Photo ,,"~’lobik: Bicycle T(.~ls<.-Up 
"i’~’e8 b’:’,er’,,t SooI< ~’-"801<8{te 
Smile Bright Store PhotoBin Bikes For Life 

~i Furnace/Heat PumpTune-Up 

and Safety Check 

% Supreme Oil Change & More i.X.i Lipo-Light Treatment with Sonic 

Vibration Package 

Durham / Chapel Hill Carrboro 
F<.qI~c<,i,~q~c~:~t Pump. Tw~e-Up S~.lpl<,m~: Oii ChaI~ge & ,,"~’lore 
:~r’,,d 8a~el:y Ci~eci~ Meineke Car Care Center - 
SantaAir Multiple Locations 

Chapel Hill 
..ipo~Light TIestI=".<:~~t witis 
So,,",ic Vibr:~d:iot’: P:~’ci~:~’ge 
Laser Lean of Chapel Hi]] 

Personalize your deals by Z.’,tsw~’,i~.,’8,.,c.," the free Amazon Local app oa Follow us: [] [] 
setti~&~ y~l,~ ~sl~J~:’l~l~.e:s, your iPhoee or Android device 

r~ds :-nosssge wss sent t.s the )’o~low~n9 e-hs~d~ :~ddres~s: ~=:-~son@uncsa uhc..sdu ~’iot h~te~¢sfed in ,\maT.on I.ocs~ emails ? ~t’s 

~ ~.s :~s:.~bsc;~be ~ ~u~e to a~d LocalDe~@a~z.s~ c¢~ to yc.u~ ~ddr~99 bo.s~ .sr sate 9e~e~s I~s~ s.s our ~fi9 ge~ Co 

you: ~-:box 

r~lis email was se~ trc.~ ~ nc.tif~ca~,s~l-on~V e~;~fi ~ddress that <a[~lot acc~-pt ~ncommg emai~ {320! ~/-w~;~z,s~l Local ,s[ ~ts 

st"~stes. ,\~ ri~ht:s r~s~:~ed /~-n~zon ~oc~l ~-:d the ,\maT.on LOCal ~ogo ~k¢ t:~doms:~ ,st ~n-:~2o~ corn ~-:c or it~ ~ffi~tos 

~\~laz¢~ Local ,’- ;O retry Avenue ~ ¯ Seattle, WA 9~}109-,~.2~0 Rete~ence: 37405380 



F rom : 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

E Ikabe~ C heek <c tubcorp@m a iler.m em firstnet> 
Tuesday, 0 ctober 29, 2013 345 PM 

D orrance, A bert A [V <anson@ em a i[unc.edu> 

T h is W eek at T he 0 aro Ina C tub 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Paqe 

++i+ !ii ++++ 
Good afternoon and Happy Tuesday from The Carolina Club! 

We have a fun, fast-paced calendar of events planned for you to enjoy with your family and friends! We 

have something for everyone: business education with a digital marketing expert, UNC Basketball and 
Football events, wine dinners, tile best Sunday Brunch in town and more. There has never been a 
better time to come and enjoy all that your Carolina Club membership has to offer. 

We especially hope you’ll join us for a very special event this Saturday, November 2nd to celebrate 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell and to tip off the UNC Women’s Basketball season. Please read the 
information below for more details. 

If you haven’t been in to try our new breakfast menu yet, you are missing out! Start your day offon the 
right foot with a delicious hot breakfast in O’Herron’s Grill, Monday-Friday from 7:30-9:30 am. 

Please come see us soon! Give us a call at 919-962-1101 or reply to this email to make reservations 
at any of our special events. 

Get the Most out of Social Media for Your Business 
Presented by Erik Johnson, ClubCorp’s Director of Digital Marketing and Social Media 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Thursday, October 31 
8 am - Doors open for hot breakfast buffet 
8:30 am - Program 
$18 
Join us for a fun and lively presentation that make social media for you business easy to understand, 
whether you are just getting started or looking for additional tips from an industry expert. 

Benefits to Attendees: 

Find new prospects and engage existing clients 

¯ Generate buzz and build market awareness 

¯ Discover opportunities to improve and innovate 

¯ Boost the effectiveness of other marketing channels 

Women’s Basketball Season Tip Off Party 
And Hall of Fame Celebration 
Saturday, November 2 
8pro 
$25 
Please join us in celebrating UNC Women’s Head Basketball Coach - and your fellow Club member - 
Sylvia Hatchell and help us tip off the season with a huge party! There will be dancing to live music 
with "The Magnificents" beach music band, light hers d’oeuvres, amazing raffles and surprise gifts for 

all who attend! You do NOT want to miss this! 

Sunday Brunch 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Sunday, November 3 
11 am - 2 pm 
Adults- $20 
Children 6-t2 - $10 
Children 5 and under are complimentary 
Chef Oscar invited you into the Club kitchen to oversee your very own made-to-order Omelets, Chef- 
Carved Angus Roast Beef, French Toast, Southern-Style Shrimp & Grits, Homemade Buttermilk 
Biscuits.sound good? Join us for the best brunch in town! 

UNC Basketball Breakfast 
With Sylvia Hatchell and Roy Williams 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Tuesday, November 5 



Doors open for Breakfast at 7:30 am 
The Coaches will speak at 8 am 
$18 
UNC is the only school to boast two active Hall of Fame Coaches! This is truly a special opportunity 
for Carolina Club Members and their guests to hear from the UNC Men’s and Women’s Basketball 
Coaches about their two powerhouse teams and their plans to compete for a championship. Great 

raffle giveaways will follow the speeches with all proceeds going to charity. Don’t foyer - your20th 

Anniversary Member Passlx)rt includes a complimentary voucher for a Coaches" Breakfast. 

italian Wine Dinner 
Tuesday, November 5 
6:00 pm - Welcome Reception 
6:30 pm - Dinner 
$60 Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group Members 
$75 Non-Group Members 
From the mountains of the Piedmont, to the plains of Puglia, to the island of Sicily, join us for a Tour 
of Italy as we sample cuisine and wine from across the country. 

Carolina Football Tailgate Party 
UNC vs. Virginia (Homecoming) 
Saturday, November 9 
Doors Open - 9:30 am 
Kick Off - 12:30 pm 
(This is a Passport event) 
As a special treat, the UNC Women’s Basketball Team will visit with Carolina Club Members 
at our Homecoming Tailgate this weekend! This is your chance to meet the team, take 
pictures, get autographs and give them a warm Carolina Club welcome! 

Tailgating at the Club is an exciting Member tradition featuring face painting, professional DJ’s, live 
entertainment, Tar Heel sports trivia, raffle prizes, delicious food, fun and friends. It’s the perfect way 
to celebrate your Tar Heel spirit before all home games! And don’t forget - your 20th Anniversary 
Member Passport includes a complimentary Tailgate voucher - call us today to make your 
reservations. Doors open 3 hours before kick off. $21.95 (adults), $11 (kids 6 - 12), $6 (kids 3 - 5) 

Our 2013 Tailgate Partners 
Many thanks to or Tailgate Partners! Your support has enabled us to add mere to our club tailgating 
events this year than ever before. We had a great kick off te the season over the weekend and we’re 
geared up for 6 more exciting home games this fall. 

Joel Levy, CPA 

Pat Phelan, Edward Jones 
Pam Herndon, State Farm 
Tar Heeled by Fan Feet 
Barbara Leedy, ATMA Hotel Group 
Michael Abemathy 
Todd Rust, Wells Fargo Advisors 
Balloons and Tunes 
Paint Savvy 
Joe Bunn DJ Company 
Pepsi 
Long Beverage 

Breakfast is Served 
The Carolina Club now serves breakfast every Monday - Friday from 7:30-9:30am in O’Herron’s Grill. 
Chef Oscar and his team have launched a fabulous breakfast menu that is sure to get your day 
started on a high note! See y’all at the Club for breakfast! 

New Amenities 
Construction almost complete! Our new Member offices, conference room with full audio-visual 
capabilities and new furnishings in the Harvey Lobby are complete! We hope this will provide you with 
even more ways to meet and connect with friends, clients and colleagues while enabling you to work 
comfortably and efficiently while you are away from your home or office. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 6:26 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Per~malized Stamp 

% 

Personalized Self-Inking Stamp 

2712 Designs 

Redeem Online 

Sa~,m~ s 6290- 

:::~ Personalized Self-I n kin g Sta mp 

Eve# More Dea~s 

~Ki. 12 Months of Meal Planning at X Daily or Sunday4Dnly iNi Free Voucher for Half Off Select 

eMeals.com Newspaper Delivery Kindle Accessories 

Online Durham / Chapel Hill Online 
12 M(,r~ti~s (ff Me:~d ,,<-"i:"r’,,r~ir’,,~;1 Dt~iiy ,..,~ P~.,’,qd~’,’.©,qiy ~"r~?,e Vouct’:er fc,~ H:"i~ ©~i’ 
~l .~,,"~i.~is c<,.r,q N.~w-~ }:~p~ ~- i)q~iiv,~,~y¯ (-;.~i.~cf ~i,~’,die ,.~,<:c~ ’t Sc~i~ :~. 

eMeals The News & Obsewer Amazon.corn, LLC 

~i $30 to Spend on Hurricanes, 
...... Panthers, UNC Tickets and 

More 

One or Two 16x20 Photo to 

..... Canvas Prints with Free 

Shipping 

::X:: FreeVoucher for Select Kindle 

....... Books for $0.99 Each 

Online Online Online 
$30 ’~,> 8 ...’.’, e ,q {l o,~" t’i-.i/,~ic.:’,",es. ©,qe o/ Two ’i~::~x20 i:-"b,,>{o ~,> F~ee Vo~ci’,e/ got 8eiec,~ 

Pt~,~"~he/s, UNC "icl<e~s ~,,",d C:~rw~,’.s Pri"4s witi~ Free Kir’,,die Booi~s ~o~ ~0.99 ,~’:{~ci",, 
~\,io,~ Si@.!:~ir/~ Amazon Digital Sen,ices 
ScoreBig CafePress 

N:II Window Tinting / Furnace, Heat Pump Tune-Up 

and Safety Check 
i~i Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 

Durham 

J.Bloun~ Window Tint 

Durham / Chapel Hill           Online 
?~.~r",~.c~?,/l’4(:~t P~hr~p "i’~.m,e. Lip ;",~"~ii~?, ,~?sri~/"~ "~’eeti’,.W~",,ite",i",9 

SantaAir Smile Bright Store 



~ii Customized 8.5xll Photo Book [~ Mobile Bicycle Tune-Up 

Package 
i.X.i Supreme Oil Change & More 

Online Durham / Chapel Hill Carrboro 

Bo<~k R~ck~> Meineke Car Care Center o 
PhotoBin Bikes For Life Multiple Locations 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.uncMedu> 

Halloween Special Oilers - 2 days left 

i.X.i Helios Health Products 

Home"ll ’~’ He,iosProd0cts III ’~’ Other Hea,thProducts 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

J Click here to forward this email to a friend I 



Helios Health Products 

1615 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

I X Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics-creply-630@pacmaJl.em.markelinghq.net~ 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 5:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You For Supix~rting Carolina Football vs Boston College 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this emaJl Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 6:16 AM 

Dorr’ance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Car Wash or Auto Detail I Gluten- Free Meal s 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e." y(;u,~ ~}re.Le.:>’.m, ces i iJnsut~s trite4 

bnp~"--a-e’ Hill                     :~ A ...... Looo~o= Durham / 

Car Wash or Mobile Auto Detailing 
Prince Mobile Detailing 

4122 Bennett Memorial Rd, Durham 

~" 8.1 miles away (!u:,r,i ’,iod,~ i’-,.,~’,i:-~z::)~ 8dCe,.;:~.) 

8avir!gs 51% 

:::N Car Wash or Mobile Auto Detailing 

Gluten-Free Tasting Menu 

Beetnik 

Redeem Online 

Savir:gs 59% 

i~"~ Gluten-FreeTasting Menu 

Even More Dea~s 

.Xi Daily or Sunday-Only 

Newspaper Delivery 

Personalized Self-Inking Stamp i::*:;i $30 to Spend on Hurricanes, 

Panthers, UNC Tickets and 

More 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
Ds.ily or S:.inday~Only 
,,’4 e v,s p:" t’,¢, r Oeiivery 
The News & Observer 

~:: Free Voucher for Half Off Select 

...... Kindle Accessories 

One or Two 16x20 Photo to 

..... Canvas Prints with Free 

Shipping 

Online 
$30 to Sp(~nd on Hu~d,tsn(~s, 

Psrst/’ers: L! NC ’l"~cke~s s,~’d 

ScoreBig 

::X:: FreeVoucher for Select Kindle 

....... Books for $0.99 Each 

Online 
,,’",%¢, Vo-.~ci",,~:r fo~ t.isi~ ©If 

Amazon.corn, LLC 

Online 
©,qe o~ Two i 6..-:20 Ri,,:>{t (:> 

{;;~-~-ws,s I..~ri!,,l! -,vitb, i-r,~,~ 

SiiiF.!:,ir/~ 
CafePress 

Online 
F~ee Vt~ci’,e/ ~tr 8eiec~ 
Ki:".<ii< E~<,oi<-: ~i)r $0.99 E~c~",, 
Amazon Digital Services 



~iii 
Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 

Customized 8.5xl 1 Photo Book i.X.i Mobile Bicycle Tune-Up 

Package 

.{#~i Window Tinting i~ $15 to Spend at SpeakEasy 

Coffee Bar 

...... 

i~i 
One-Month Membershipto 

Match.corn 

Durham Durham / Chapel Hill Online 
Wi=".,d<,.w Ti=".,ti!,,~ $i ~ l<,. S~,.eI~d ~;d S,~’4 ~;~i<E~;~:~,y O!,,,~-~\*’=o,~’,ti,, Membe=-:~.t~ip to 
J.Blount Window Tint Coff~:~, E~:=I ",,~’l~:~tch,c~’~m 

SpeakEasy Coffee Bar Match.com 

Personalize your deals by ’C~.=w~li<~ad the free Amazon Local app on Follow as: [] [] 
s~",.’~:i.~L~ v~.,’~.~r #.~.~’,~.’~’~:. your iPho~e or Android device 

This mess~’,ge ,t,,~:s senl ~o the [oil~,t,,ing ,~ m~fi~ addr,~’~,~: ~mson@unc~:~ uT~c ~,du Not ~nl,~Tested in/,m~zon [.oc~’,i em~ils? i~’,~ 

¢8s~ to uns~bscdbe ~¢ sure to ~dd l.oc~lD~a~s~mszon Co:~ t,~ your add~koss book or ~f.s s.snd~r~ I~st so o~Hk oms~s ~t to 

This eFn:~il ~,~=:s s.snt from a F:otificst~o:l-oFHy .sm8~ add=ess th~=t csn:lot sccopt iF:c,sm~n9 eFn:~i~ 201L~ Am8zo:l LOC:~I or it:s 

AmaT.on I.ocsi 4!0 "~err’jA~,enue bi ~eattle VV,\ ~.’,~109.52!0. Reforei-=c.s¸ .i~.’,~:~47;~;40 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 3:44 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Requested Information: Strong Armed Robbery 

Timely Warning: Requested Information: Strong Armed RobbelT 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Depaltment of Public Safety~ is investigating a reported strong armed robbeU that occurred in the Arboretum near Cameron Ave. Friday, 
November, 01 around 1:00 am The victim, a UNC student, described the suspects as four Black males who were last seen running north towards campus. It was repolted that the suspects 
did not have weapons The suspects were last seen wearing T-shirts and jeans. 

The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Public Safety- are asking anyone with information about this incident to call the Department of Public Safe~ (919) 962-8100. 

The Alert Carolina website will be updated as soon as more information is available It could take hours for police to resolve a situation depending upon the circumstances Meantime, if you 
are directed by police or Universi~ personnel to take specific action (evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, go to your residence hall and stay there), please comply 
immediat ely. 

If you see suspicious activity, call 911 But do not call 911 or the Department of Public Safety- merely to ask for information about the current incident Police phone lines need to be kept 
open for emergency communications. 

ABOI~YF ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notify you That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The Unlversity"s 
Emergency Notification System is acuw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
ahvays be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina, unc edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 6:22 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Custom Framing Oil Changesi mad 1 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e." y<;u,~ ~.’,l-e.Le.:>’.,nces i iJr~subs crib4 

bnp~"--a-e’ Hill                     i~ A ...... Looa~o~m Durham / 

$100 to Spend on Custom Framing 
Services 
J&J Frame Studio 

4633 Hillsborough Road, Durham 

~ 7.9 miles away (i~ ~,’., Veur ,~,’.,i~’:,:~I’, P, dd,~,~ ~.’~,) 

Sa’~::Rgs 55% 

iN $100 to Spend on Custom Framing 
...... Services 

One or Three Oil Changes 
Beckam Towing & Auto Sensice 

120 South Hoover Road, Durham 

10,5 miles away (i~’~,,"., ~.eur ,~lr,~zol’, ~’,ddI~ :s~ ) 

Sav::Rgs 50% 

ii~ One or Three Oil Changes 

Online Speed-Reading Course 
Iris Readin9 

Redeem Online 

fIX OnlineSpeed-Reading Course 

Even More Dea~s 

~:: CarWash or MobileAuto 

: Detailing 

:~ $30 to Spend on Hurricanes, 
Panthers, UNC Tickets and 
Mere 

:..... 

i’Ni Personalized Serf-In king Sta mp 

Durham 

Prince Mobile Detailing 

Online 

I..’~m, lh,~m. ’L~W:::. "i’ickeR ~m,:/ 
,,"~&,~e 
ScoreBig 

Online 
}."4 rac. r/~ i i::- ,e "t S 4 if- h’, k i :"., ~:i 
St,,~:".,/p 
2712 Designs 



"~}i Gluten-FreeTasting Menu Daily or Sunday4:)nly 

Newspaper Delivery 
¯ ...::.;:<.:: Free Voucher for Half Off Select 

Kindle Accessories 

~(:: Free Voucher for Select Kindle 

..... Books for $0.99 Each 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
Oaiiy ,:,~" Su,~’<i ~y- C’.,,~’,iy 
Iqewsp~’,p, el D~: iive,,"y 
The News & Observer 

TWO 16x20 Photo to 

Canvas Prints with Free 

Shipping 

Online 
F:-<e \/ol.~eher fo,~ }-i,,~i~ C’.,b,,* 

(-.’.,elect t(i,,’,,die £cc.essel i~:s 

Amazon.corn, LLC 

¯...... 

i~i 
Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 

Online Online Online 
~.,~ < \..",:~./~:.i’,~ : ~,:~r 8,,~iect {:),m~ ol Two I$>:20 Pii,:~k" l,:~ Smiie B,di~ht ’.,"< ,~imVWi,,ii~ :".,i:".,g 

k(iisdb Books re,," $0.99 .-’.:~’,cl" CsI"v~’,s Pih~ts wifi’, Fiee :,"re~tmel-’t 
Amazon Digital Services f"."[s~PP#s<.i Smile Bright Store 

CafePress 

~i Window Tinting }x; One-Month Membershipto 

Match.corn 

::X:: Four-HourChartered Boat ...... 
Fishing Trip for Three 

Durham Online Washing{on 

’Wir~dow Tir~ti~’.,9 OIs<:-,,"~’lor~th MeI:".,beIsisip to .."-:o~,l,,"4--~o u,," Ci’,slter<:al Bo~’,t 
J.Blount Window Tint ,",~s(ci’,, cot:’, F"isbi~’,~ ’l’rip ~of "[’b/ee 

Match.corn Tar-Pare Guide Service 

Personalize your deals Iby L’,~.~wP, i~.,’a,:.," the free Amazo~ Local apta on Follow us: [] [] 
settir~g~ >:¢~1,~ ~sl~J~:’l~l~.e:s. your iPhone or A~droid device 

r~d:s :-nosss.,3e wss sent t.s the to~lo,~,An.,3 e-hs~:H :~ddres;s: ~::-~son~@uncsa uhc..sdu ~’iot h~te~¢sfed in ,\maT.on I.ocs~ emails ? ~t’s 

~ ~.s :~s:.~bsc;~be ~ ~:~e to ~d LocalDe~@a~z.s~ c¢~ to you~ ~ddr~99 book .sr sate 9e~e~s I~ ~.s our ~9 ~e~ to 

you: ~-:box 

]?1is email was 9e~ !rc.~ ~ notif~c~,~ps~l-only e~;H~ ~ddress that <~,[~lot ~,<<~-pt insomuch,3 email {3 20! ~/-w~;~z,s~l Local ,s[ its 

stti~stes. ~\~ ri~ht:s r~s~:~ed /~-n~zon ~oc~l ~-:d the ~\maT.on ~.¢csl ~o.,3o ~k¢ t:~doms:~ ,3f ~m~zon corn ~-:c or it~ ~ffi~tos 

~\~lazon Lo<ah ,’- ;O Terry Avenue ~ ¯ Seattle, WA 9~}109-,~.2 ~0 i~ete~ence: 402¢?480 



senti S~!~d~ ~b 20~ O~ 

S ubje ns D~i~ance B!a F~id G6untd5 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[i~i~i~i~i~ii~ii~i~iii~i~ii~ii~i~i~iiii~i~iiiiiii~i~iiiiii~ii~iii~iii~ii~i~iii~iiii~iiiiiii~i]i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 

X:: .................................. 



;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i  

Featured Dea~s 
Great dea~s from across o~r store See more 

30% Oil 8abet Designer S~oes ~; Handbags 

X Save $250 on t ~e &c ~y A3 ~00 20 1 ~,4F’ Camera and 

..... 55~210rnm Le=ls S~r~die 

8ave $250 on t~e So~y/-,~0.~, 20.1 MR Camera 
and 55-210mm Lens Bu~die 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Electronics 
Ohe¢~ o~t dea~$ on tl~e latest gadgets a~d te¢l~ .S.~.~...!~.9}.~’.~ 

::’~’:: NewSONDSP-LAd:!’TqreiessSosake!witilFree; ~:: Save!~;115o[~tb, eS;’~nologyDiskS;tation2-SayNAS 

...... ~t~F-. ........ 

New SONOS PLAY:I Wi,~eiess Speske~ with Save $115 on the Synology DiskStation 2-Bay 
Fre(.~ BRIDGE NAS 

[[,~ Get =s $50 Amazon corn Cl-edit with the New Boston ~i Flee i:~.ccesso:’ies sad Big S=s,,,ings ol~ Select Cal~o:s 

:: Aco~siics [Vee One ..... : DSLR & Lens Bundles 

Get a $.50 Am;~zo~s corn C~(.~dit with tile New F~ee Acc(.~ssod(.~s ~nd Big Savings on Select 
Boston Acoustic.~ TV.... One ~,~n,>n ~,,. Lm & Lens B~ndles 

Savings with Style 



Great selectio~ a~d deals for everyone on yo~r list S.ee..n:~o.[e 

- ...... 

20% Off Ceintempe ra,~y Clothiing Up to 50% off Swe~teis. Fieece, and Heedies 

Up to 60% off Select VVs~tci~es 50% o~ ~,.,1ore Off Select Cemstor;e P~.~ndants 

Gift ideas 

The AlloNew Kindie Fi~e HDX 7" Tabiet Gift ideas in Home, Kitcher~ & G~den 



Shop Early & Save up to 35% eP, Fislser°Prica Music Box Sets Starting at $20.99 

Sports & Outdoors 
Save o~ gifts for athletes a[~d fa[~s ~£9...~’[).@£¢ 

25% or ~/iore Off Select Bikes from Diamondback Up to 40°.6 off NCA/~ footbail sweatshi~ts 

i~ LI~ to 50% c, ff S~-I~-ct Me~;’s Ex~-r,sise a~;d Fitness i~i 25% o: ,’%tore C~f Seie,st Ra,sing C:o]ie,stibies 
¯ 

©iothin¢ : : 

Up to 50% off Select Men’s Exe~’ci.se snd Fitnes.s 25% or Mo~e C"ff Select Rscirlg C.o[lectibles 
ClotMn9 

Home & Automotive 
Featured dea~s for the home a~d more See more 



Up to 55% off DEWALT "i’ools 

~8~,e Up t~ ¢35 url ~,aia8 [’dJuril~ol 

Food 

Up ~o 30% o, o ..I ...~ o .~en~ Diet Dog lrea~s 
and Food 

Get Ready for V~{,’nte,~ Dnving 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Entertainment 

see more 

Up to 55% off over 4.(400 tities Gn~’atest Hits Str~rting at $7,49 



i ...... 

j i~ waeo r3smes sest-se~le~s X select i~s~ant w.:’:eo A~.’,.o:, ~,,’.’o,,ias m nD S~s~t,-,g s~ 
..... $9.99 F-~8~ ch 

~dideo Games ~:~,est - ~’-.e Jie~s 8eject Ir~s~.a~,t ~dideo Action Movies in H D Starting 
at $9.99 Each 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Note tt ExpJore 

Deais i~; Books T~;~da i~ You~ iPad fo~ a~ Amazan.com Gift Card 

i~ ~,i¢’,’@1" i~liss a deal with the Ama::o=l ] Button App ~i D,rsw=ll,rs=sd the Amaz,rsP,/:,.pp 

Downiaad the Amazon Ap,:) Never miss a deal vdth the Amazon 1 Button Ap,:) 



NOV 





~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 6:18 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Personalized Holiday Photo Cards I Custom Image on Metal 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e." yo~.i,~ ~}r,eAe.=>’.,nces i Ur~s~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’~’--a-e’ Hill                     i~ A ...... Looo~o= Durham / 

Custom Holiday Photo Cards 
MvitationBex.cem 

Redeem Online 

I~1~    ~ 
Savin~ s 80% 

:::~ Custom Holiday Photo Cards 

Custom Image to Metal with Free 
Shipping 
I mageToMetal 

Redeem Online 

Sa’dngs 72% 

i~"~ Custom ImagetoMetalwith FreeShipping 

Even More Dea~s 

.Xi $30 to Spend on Hurricanes, 

Panthers, UNC Tickets and 

More 

Personalized Self-Inking Stamp :: ~:+:; :: Daily or Sunday4Dn~y 

Newspaper Delivery 

Online 
,$30 to Spe,,",d ,’,~ H:.~,,"i<x~-~es; 
P":~r~ti~ers. L/NC Tickets 8.r~d 
More 
ScoreBig 

Online 
P~rsonalized S(4f- {I~{.:il"g 
f" L~ ,q L..’.’. 
2712 Designs 

Durham I Chapel Hill 
Osiiy or St.usclay~Olsiy 
N i?,,.vt i:,,t~ t}i~;’ Deiiv~’/y 
The News & Observer 

~:: CarWash or MobileAuto 

...... Detailing 

~] $100 to Spend on Custom 
..... Framing Sen!ices 

::X:: Free Voucher for Half Off Select 

....... Kindle Accessories 

Durham 
C~r V’£.’,sis o/ Mobile A-~to 
i)4tsiii!’,g 
Prince Mobile Detailing 

Durham 
$i 00 b.,. 8...’.,.e,ml o,q C-.~sto,m 

,s-I 8 :’Y/i!’,~? Se:",,i~:4 -~ 

J&d Frame Studio 

Online 
F~ee Voucher I¢,r i.is.’,if Off 

5:~ i~ ,::i t-(irldie .~\o<’ea-~ oli,~,s 

Amazon.cem, LLC 



"~ii $100 to Spend on Mercedes- 

Benz Services 

One or Three Oil Changes i.X.i One or Two 16x20 Photo to 

Canvas Prints with Free 

Shipping 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

B~"~:~ S~’,.’ic~:s 
Mercedes-Benz USA 

.Xi Online Speed-Reading Course 

Durham 

Beckam Towing & Auto SeHice 

Window Tinting ::~:+:;:: Gluten-Free Tasting Menu 

Online Durham Online 

C <.’.~.,’,~se J.Blount ~A, indow Tint Beetnik 
Iris Reading 

Personalize your deals by ’C~,=w~li<~ad the free Amazo~ Local app on Follow us: [] [] 
s~.,.’~:i.~ v~.,.~.~r #,~,~,,~.’~,~:, your iPho~e or A~droid device 

~ffili~f~s ,\~l r~ht~ ~kcscrv~:d. ,’-’n-=~t,~n ~. ocr~ and th~ A~n’~zon [.,~,~ ~,~o r~re trade~-n~rks ot¸ ,\maT.on.,~,~n h~c o~k ~fs r~tfil~at~:~. 

Amaz~.~! Local 4!0 i~!y,~\~e!lue ~ , ~ea~ie ~/~, 9t-~’l(.!9.~J210 Refer~_~ce 4¸!37¸8230 

% 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 2:36 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

New and Similar to "Lean In: Women, Work, and the ~’Mll to Lead" by Sheryl Sandberg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 5:18 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

jcpenney Portrait Packages Stylish Comfort Shoes 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ..e" yo~.i,~ pl-,e.Le.:>’.,nces i Ur~s~.it~s crib4 

bnp~"--a-e’ Hill                     :~ A ...... Looo~o= Durham / 

jcpenney Portrait Packages 
iep portraits 

Savings 84% 

:::N jcpenney Portrait Packages 

Coupon for $10 to Spend at Oka-b.com 

Okabashi Brands, Inc. 

Redeem Online 

~x~ 

i~"~ Coupon for $10 to Spend at Oka-b.com 

Even More Dea~s 

X:: Custom Holiday Photo Cards Daily or Sunday4Dnly 

Newspaper Delivery 

::::*~::: CarWash or MobileAuto 

Detailing 

Online 
{’:~.~s:tom Holidsv ":~b, eto C.a,,"d-:~ 

MvitationBox.cem 

~i Custom Image to Metal with 

Free Shipping 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
Dsiiy or S~,qsday-Oisiy 
N ews...’,’,8 Ce r ©eiive,~y 
The News & Obsewer 

>!: $30 to Spend on Hurricanes, 

Panthers, UNC Tickets and 

More 

Durham 
Csr F,&si-~ o~ Mobiie Auto 

Oeta iii,~’{t 
Prince Mobile Detailing 

i.X.i $100 to Spend on Custom 

Framing Servioes 

Online 
$30 to Spelsd or’., Htlrlica,,",es, 
P::’,"4t:e~s. q NC Tickets a r~d 

,,’Viol ~ 
ScereBig 

Durham 
8100 to Spe~sd o~’., C~,~sto~’.,s 
}’.’! :-, ,q.@,, ~ !-,’.e ,~vioe s 
J&J Frame Studio 



"~:iI P ..... lized Self-Inking Stamp Online Speed-Reading C ..... ii.~.iI Window Tinting 

Online Online Durham 

St~’,,,","p Co!.~It~(, J.BIount Window Tint 
2712 Designs Ms Reading 

.~i One or Three Oil Changes :~ Gluten-FreeTasting Menu 
...... 

i~i 
Pest Control and Vapor Barrier 

Installation 

Durham Online 

Beckam Towing & Aute Service Beetnik 

Personalize your deals by ’C~(.~w~li¢~ad the free Amazon Local app on Follow as: [] [] 
s~",.’~:i.~L~ v~.,’~.~" #,~,~P,~.’~’~:. your iPho~e or Android device 

css’j to u:~,s~bscdb~ ~¢ sur~: t~ ~dd l.oc~lD~a~s~mszon co:~ t,~ ~’~r add~kcss book or ~f.3 s.3nd~rs I~st so c,~k cms~s o.’~t to 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:25 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

New and Similar to "Toughness: Developing True Strength On and Offthe Court" by Jay Bilas 

% 
~zor~ Hew ~}[:~OOl/ Rele~se 

N,,!le~-:s~ d ,’in Oc;taber 29, 2013 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

K~ndleEdition:81449 Hardco’~er:$1899 

~ :~ 

Foreword by Karl Malone A fast, gdttt,4 durable player who 
could read a basketball fleer as weii as anyone who ever 

played the qame, John Stockton left the NBA after nineteen 

seasons witt~ the Utah Jazz, t~olding a massive assist record; 

including the career mark (15 806). He also twice led the.. 

R .~!~. ~,,.’..~!~:~! 

More to E~lore 

~~ 

~ ~ 

~ ............ 
~.~ ................................................................................................................................................. 

:4 ~: i~ ~ ~ i:i ~ ~ .......................................................................................................................................... 

Find Great Deals on ~iHions of Items Storewide ~olio~ ~,s [] [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 6:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Movie Tickets ] Paintball Adventure ] and 2 more 

% 

Punch Card Good for Six Movie 
Tickets Plus Popcorn 
Varsity on Franklin 

123 East Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

~ 1.6 miles away (i~ ~,,"., V~x~r ,~,’.,i~’:,:~I’, P.cid,~ ~s) 

s’ i 
.!-;a’~ :: R g s .57% 

:::N Punch Card Good for Six Movie Tickets 

...... Plus Popoorn 

ii~ Paintball Adventure Package 

Custom Christmas Tree Ornament 
Picture It On Canvas 

Redeem Online 

::ii!; ~ ...... U~¸¸.~, j~ 
Sa’vm g.~; !52% 

i~ Custom Christmas TreeOrnament 

Hypnotherapy Sessions 

Positive ~piral Hypnosis 

101 Market St, Chapel Hill 

}* 3.8 miles away ~ ....... "~ ..... ~" " " 

sz: ! !, l i~il,~,, i~il 
Sa~,m~ s 51% 

ii.~ Hypnotherapy Sessions 

Even More DeNs 



~ii Custom HoNday Photo Cards Coupon for $10 to Spend at 

Oka-b.oom 
i.X.i jcpenney Portrait Packages 

.{P[i CarWash or MobileAuto 

Detailing 

:~ $30 to Spend on Hurri ...... 

Panthers, UNC Tickets and 

More 

i~i $100 to Spend on Custom 

Framing Services 

Durham Online Durham 
C.~s V’4~:t.i’, ol M<..bil~ Auto $3(’.,’ l<, S~..elx:~ o!’, i-,,’L/!’ii,,~r/es, 91 "X’.,’ l<, S~..elx:~ o!’, CL/si<>!:", 

Prince Mobile Detailing More J&J Frame Studio 
ScoreBig 

~i Personalized Self-Inking Stamp >f Custom Image to Metal with 

Free Shipping 
i.X.i Online Speed-Reading Oou rse 

Online Online Online 
Pelso~’.,8.iized Self~-iiski,,",9 Custo~’.,s I~’.,s~’,ge to Met~’,i with ©lsli,,",e S,o<~<~d-R~cs.clilsg 
8 L~ ,,"r p I.’.’/ee St’=ippir’,,g Co~rse 
2712 Designs ImageToMetal Iris Reading 

.~’(i Window Tinting O .... Three Oil Changes ii~iI $100 to Spend on Mercedes- 

Benz Services 

Durham 
’,.Hi ~’., d o’,~’~ Ti~’.,ti~-ig 
J.Bbunt Window Tint 

Durham 
.. ~ !’~r ".,"l"l!’~!’~ {’.}ii {’;.i’i~tiI~ges 

Beckam Tewing & Auto Service 

Durham I Chapel Hill 
$i 00 to Spcm~d ois MeIcc~des- 

S<~ isz S~:ivices 
Mercedes-Benz USA 

Personalize your deals by t:,~,=w~li<~ad the free Amazo~ Local app on Follow us: [] [] 
s;~,,.’~:i,s~ v~.,’~.~" #,~,~’<.’~,s:, your iPhone or A~droid device 

This mes~ss,,Lse w~=s sent to the foNowli-:,Ls ¢.msii addi¢ss snson@tH-:,.~=:~ unc edt~ Not h-~tores~ted in /~iY~:~zon [.ocs, i e:n:~ilsS R=S 

eas~’ to un.~:~t:..~:cdt:.e L£e sur~ ~¢ add L,~<c~.lDeals ~8zon corn ~.s #our a~ress book or ~.fe se~der9 list so ,~<t~r emails ~et ~,~< 

~his {-r~l~ql ,v;~ sent from a r~otFlcatlon-,x<r~7 emaH ar:dTess ths~t cann,x<~ accept ~r~c.smmg {-r~l~i~ ¢7 20 ~ 3 Amazon LOC~q or ~ 

Amazc.r! Local 4!0 ier!V.~\~e!lc~e ~ , Seattle ~/~. 95109.~J2!0 Referer~ce 43~(.!820 

% 



S u bje n s ~an ~ a i 





iXi Give ~ile Umq(:e Gift oi 3D Pdr~te~s, & Sc,-:~rmers               i.~i S~0 Off $!00 o:1Selec’,, At.Ps Backpacks, e.r~d 
.............. C,sm.oln9 Gea~. 

Give ~he U~ique Gift ol 3D P~’inb~rs & $20 Off $t00 oa Selec~ ALPs Backpacks arid 
Scsmsers Cam, ping Gea~ 

Electronics 

~:: Get a $50 Ama::on.osm Credit with ti~e Hew Bos£,sn 

....... Aco~slJcs ","Vee Ol!e 

Save 20% o:" More on Sennheise:" H© 449 Wired 

...... Hea.dphor:es 

~.~,, a ,~.£ Amaa..on corn C~edit witi~ the New Save 20% or More on Sem;hei.se~ HD 449 
Bostor~ Acoustics TVee One V\,’i~ed Headp~ones 

Hottest Toys of 2013 



E×[#lore o~lr holiday toy list See..m£.(~q 

~.. ,~ ~ ~.~,,,,          ~. 

Battroborg 3oinol Battle Arena I..EGO Kings Castle 

More Toys and Gifts 
Pop~lar toys at great prices See more 

8kyianders SWAP r’:%rc¢ Dis~’.,ey l,,’~Iinity 



H~ me, Kitclsen a Garden Gifts for Kids Deep Dbcaan~s an T~ y~ from Amazon 
Warehouse Deals 

Kids’ Clothing and Accessories 
Fashionable finds for the little ones, See more 

Girls’ Jewelry U~;de~ $30 Kids’ Time Teacher V~4:~tchas U~;de~ $25 

Entertainment for Kids 
Popa~ar books, music, and games for kids See more 



i ...... 

j i~ Kindle Fi~e HD, the F’ev~ec~ Family Tabie~ Shop Eari,~, and Sa’ue 25% on ,Select Fisher Price 

: F[’~ z~ bi~ items 

Kindie Fi~e HD, the Perfect F~mily Tablet Si~o~; .K;~rly ~nd Save 25% on Seiect Fisher P~ice 
S;~by Items 





NOV 





~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 6:10 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Christmas Tree ruth DeliveD, i The Bagel Bar 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,. ,e." y<;~.i,~ ~}l,e&e.:>’.rttces i iJr~s~.ibs crib4 

bnp~’~’--a-e’ Hill                     i~ A ...... Looo~o~m Durham / 

Christmas Tree with Delivery 

Five Star Christmas Tree Co. 

Redeem Online 

Sa~,m~ s it0% 

:::N ChristmasTreewith Deliver,! 

$30 to Spend on Food and Drink at 
The Bagel Bar 
The Bagel Bar 

630 Weaver Dairy Rd, Chapel Hill 

~’~ 2.4 miles away (~!oni ":e~r ?~ni~..’,::on a,’dd,,’es!) 

:::!ii;; "’ ~: , I.~.~ I~...~ ~ 
Sa’~:mgs 50% 

i~"~ $30 to Spend on Food and Drink at The 

Bagel Bar 

Even More Dea~s 

__...)’~i Punch Card Good for Six Movie i~ Paintball Adventure Package 

Tickets Plus Popcorn 

:..... 

i~i jcpenney Portrait Packages 

Chapel Hill 
i..:~.~i~ch £ ;~d ~:;<,.,>d fo,~ Six 
Movie Tic{.:~:ts Pk.~s Popce,,"~’., 
Varsity on Franklin 

~iii Hypnotherapy Sessions 

Durham 

Xtreme Kembat Paintball 

$100 to Spend on Custom 

Framing Services 

Durham I Chapel Hill 

i~:;~?~l~l~ ~’...’ ~"~o~t,~;~i" ~:’~.’,ck~?~?e.~ 
jcp portraits 

¯ _.::.N.:: Custom Christmas Tree 
Ornament 

Chapel Hill 

Positive Spiral Hypnosis 

Durham 
~i OC., k) Sp~ w:/<’~~ Cu’t k;m 

,~-" I ~:~mi~’.,9 S~:rvices 
J&J Frame Studio 

Online 

OI il g: I:".<: ilt 

Picture It On Canvas 



..’~ii P ..... 
lized Self-Inking Stamp Coupon for $10 to Spend at 

Oka-b.oom 
i.X.i CarWash or MobileAuto 

Detailing 

.~i Custom Image to Metal with 

Free Shipping 

:~ Online Speed-Reading C ..... 
...... 

i~i One or Three Oil Changes 

Online Online 
C.~./sioIY’., iiY’.<q~e ~o ,,’Viel~i v4ti’, C’.,,~’,iir, e Sp~ ~ <i--i.,"e..~<ii,~’,i~ 
F,,"e ~: ’};Isippilsg Co(,~lse 
I mageToMetal I ris Reading 

Durham 

Beckam Towing & Auto Service 

Personalize your deals by t’,~,~w~li~ao,’ the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: [] [] 
s~,,.’~:i,s~ v~.,’~.~r #,~,~’<.’~,s:, your iPhone or Android device 

This 8dn:~il w~=:s sent from ~q ~:otificst~o:l-o~:~y .sms~ ~qs~,~h-ess the=? csm]o~ scccpt i~:osm~n.,3 8dn:~i~ 20~.~ Amszo:] LOC:~I or its 

~\m~q~ol~ I.ocsi 40 "~erry/~,,e~ ~e ~i 8e~qt~ie, VV,\ 9~10~-5~!~!’. Refcrei-:os¸ 4454~;~!9 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coachboland@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 11:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hayley Nolan - 2015 Center Midfielder. INTERNATIONAL 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches. 

Hayley Nolan - 2015 Attacking Central Nidfielder, Outside Nidfielder, Defensive Nidfielder 

High School: St. Mary’s College, INTERNATIONAL 

Height: 5%" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih jjanolan@hotmail.com 

Notes: Hayley is a 2015 Center Midfielder, INTERNATIONAL. U17 Irish 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Olivia Came... - 
Liane Keega... -                             Bridget Sch... - 

2016 Outside...                       2016 Goalkee.,. 
2015 Outside...                                 2015 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6                    NCSA Rating: 5 
NCSA Rating: 5                                 NCSA Rating: 5 

State: TX                       State: VA 
State: CT                                           State: HN 

Number of                         Number of 
Number of                                      Number of 

Views: Views:                                   Views: Views: 
Views: Views: 3                                 Views: Views: 4 

16 
Last Viewed                                     Last Viewed 

Last Viewed                              Last Viewed 
Date: Last                           Date: Last 

Date: Last Date: Last 
: Viewed: Viewed: 

Viewed: Viewed: 
07/30/2013                     12/11/2012 o2/17/2o13               lO/2O/2O13 

View                            View 
View View 

Profile Profile 
Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a ma~ch? Uvtate your emai] pre[c~nces here. 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell: 88833368461 Fax: 312-624-7401 
Coachboland@ncsasports.orgi http://www.ncsasF)rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thml the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 9:39 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

-<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@ma, xwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu~; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgkin 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.e&P; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.I~bert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/28/09- Cmrent Event 

Oklahoma State’s Bryant ruled ineligible for a season by NCAA 

USAToday.cor’n 

The NCAA ruled Tuesday that Oklahoma State junior receiver Dez Bryant, one of the nation’s top wide receivers, cannot play the rest of this season 
because of rules violations. He could return in September of next season, in effect forfeiting a calendar year’s eligibility. As a top-rated junior, however, it 
would be unlikely he would return to college, instead opting for the draft. 

Bryant was declared ineligible by the university for violations of the NCAA ethical conduct and preferential treatment rules. The violations involved time he 
spent with former NFL player Deion Sanders and subsequently lying to NCAA investigators. He was ruled ineligible on Oct 7 by the school, which 
immediately applied for reinstatement to the NCAA. 

The NCAA’s student-athlete reinstatement staff made the decision to reinstate Bryant under the condition he sit out what amounts to a full season of 
competition. The school announced Tuesday night it would appeal and expects a decision as early as next week. The school’s press release also said 
Oklahoma State officials would have no comment until the appeals process had been exhausted. 

No. 13 Oklahoma State (6-1) plays host to No. 3 Texas on Saturday. 

Bryant played in three games. An injury kept him out of some action before he was ruled ineligible. In two previous seasons, he had 2,102 receiving yards 
on 130 catches with 25 touchdowns. 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 

4~:~z.:/’2~.o424 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 29, 2009 9:13 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly ’][’ally <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.eda>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross -~ross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.eda>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.eda>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.eda>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@amit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@amd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kahr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.eda>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.eda>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.eda>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hba.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.eda>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baagh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@aconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.eda>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wva.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.eda>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tbarbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~a.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

-<schoppla@shu.e&~; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu% Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeastorg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeas+Lorg>; Mark Hodgldn 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@geo~ek)wn.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWdghe@villanova.e&P; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.Ix>bert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

D~Jly Compliance Item- 10/29/09- 13.6.3 

1. 

2. 

3. 
Foot: 

1. 

Double Fault and his brother Foot have started classes for their senior year of high school and have made arrangements to visit Ocean State University on 
an official visit. 
Double: 

Taken the SAT on a national testing date under national testing conditions 
Registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center 
Obtained a copy of his high school transcript from his high school guidance counselor and faxed it to Ocean State University 

Not taken a national test on a national testing date, but he did arrange for one of his high school guidance counselors to give him a PSAT exam after 

school on a non-traditional testing date 
2. Registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center 
3. Obtained a copy of his high school transcript from his high school guidance counselor and faxed it to Ocean State University 

Both prospective student-athletes have been added to Ocean State University’s institutional request list (IRL) with the NCAA Eligibility Center. 
Friday Double and Foot will be leaving to take an official visit to Ocean State University. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Double and Foot do not have the necessary academic documents to take their official visits 
B. Double has the necessary academic documents to go on the official visit 
C. Foot has the necessary academic documents to go on the official visit 

D. Double and Foot have the necessary academic documents to go on the official visit 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.3 states that the following requirements must be met before an institution may provide an official visit to a prospective 
student-athlete: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) A high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete must present the institution with a score from a PSAT SAT PLAN or ACT taken on a 
national testing date under national testing conditions, except that a state-administered ACT may be used to meet the requiremenL The score must be 
presented through a testing agency document, on a high school or preparatory school academic transcript (official or unofficial) or through the use of the 
applicable testing agency’s automated-voice system. An international prospect who requires a special administration of the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT may 
present such a score upon the approval of the Academics Cabinet or the Initial-Eligibility Waiver Committee ;( Revised: 11/1/07 effective 8/1/08) 

(b) A prospective student-athlete must present this institution with a high school (or college) academic transcript; 

(c) A high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete must register with the NCAA Eligibility Center; and (Revised: 5/9/07) 

(d) A high school or preparatory school prospective student-athlete must be placed on the institution’s institutional request list (IRL) with the NCAA Eligibility 
Center. (Revised: 5/9/07) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 30, 2009 8:38 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu~; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgkin 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.e&P; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.tyobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/30/09- Cmrent Event 

NCAA makes moves to clean up basketball recruiting 
USATODAY.com 

INDIANAPOLIS i The r~;!.k.A moved Thursday to clean up a college basketball recruiting environment that Big Ten Conference commissioner Jim Delany said had reached 
the point of "chaos." 

The association’s Division I board of directors endorsed a series of measures designed to clamp down on the funneling of money to prospects’ handlers and other associates, 

prohibiting schools and college coaches from paying them consulting fees, employing them at camps and clinics and giving them specialized, noncoaching jobs, among other 
things. 

Head and assistant coaches violating the provisions could face both regular-season and postseason suspensions. Prospects could be barred from signing with their schools. 

The first phase of the crackdown simply toughens the NCAA’s interpretation of existing rules and goes into effect immediately. New proposals I including one that would ban 
the hiring of "an individual associated with a prospect" for two years before or after the player’s arrival on campus -- would come to an initial vote by a legislative council in 
January. 

Basketball coaches and conference commissioners had urged the action. "It really provides a very bright line for all of our coaches with respect to the acts and conduct which 
are now prohibited," Delany said. "I’m not sure that we’ve had the clarity that we now have." 

The sport also is the target of efforts to shore up its players’ academic performance, and the Division I board voted support for several measures -- one trimming the number of 
men’s basketball regular-season games from 29 to 28 (or 26 plus one exempt tournament), another providing for a gradual ramp-up of practice in October. 

Final approval could come in January. Additional recommendations calling for more emphasis on summer school will get more study. 

Meanwhile, the NCAA formally launched its search for a successor to President ~, who died of pancreatic cancer Sept. 16. Oregon State President Ed Ray, the 
new chairman of the association’s top-level Executive Committee, will lead a six-person search committee -- all university CEOs. 

The panel, which met for the first time Thursday, will engage a national search firm and hopes to have a new president in place by the beginning of the 2010-11 academic 
year, Ray said. His predecessor as executive committee chairman, Georgia President Mi,.’~Eael Adam.~; has pointed to what he calls "a strong consensus" to hire another 
university CEO, as Brand was at Oregon and Indiana. 

Ray was more noncommittal, saying "my responsibility is to make this search as open and inclusive as possibles" 

Adams, an oft-speculated candidate, stepped down from the executive committee position several months before the scheduled end of his term but reiterated "my intentions 
to continue as president of the University of Georgia." One other potential candidate is indicating interest, however: Hartford President Walt Harrison, a former executive 
committee chairman who has played a lead role in the NCAA’s academic reform efforts. 

"1 think it’s very intriguing to think about," Harrison said Thursday. "1 also think I’ve had an unabashed, very public, 11-year love affair with the University of Hartford and I still 
love being there." 
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Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 11/2/09- 11.7.1.1.2 

The volleyball team at Bay State College has 1 head coach, 1 assistant coach and 1 volunteer coach. Since the sport has not reached its limit on the 

number of countable coaches (1 head coach and 2 assistant coaches), can the volunteer coach become the 2nd assistant coach and perform such duties 
or does the person serving in that capacity have to receive compensation? 

nd Yes, the volunteer coach may become the 2 assistant coach without receiving compensation. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.1.2 states that if an institution has not 
reached its limit on the number of coaches in any category, any type of coach may be counted in that category. 

jeondaras(~bNeast.org 
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Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -qcondara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu-~; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edu-~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HaJ~rston <patrick.hairston@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 
<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathis~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.wzigelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@nmxwell.syr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edtr>; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmmcchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; M~ack Hodgldn 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaacelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; KaJ-en Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr>; Robin Martin <robin.maxtin@uc.edtr~; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.I-~obert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 11/3/09- 17.1.6.3.2.1 

The volleyball team has a game on Friday during Thanksgiving Break. This will be their last game prior to the conference championship. Since the game is 
taking place during an institutional vacation period, can the team practice on Friday after the game to start their preparations for the conference tournament? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.3.2.1 states that countable athletically related activities may not be conducted at any time (including vacation periods) following 
competition, except between contests, rounds or events during a multiday or multievent competition (e.g., double-headers in softball or baseball, rounds of 
golf in a multiday tournament). (Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91, Revised: 1/10/92, 4/13/09) 

ieond~ras@biqe~st.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 8:32 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Bamey 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~u.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moAl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu~; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfa]rclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmlecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgkin 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWdghe@villanova.e&P; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.tyobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/4/09- 17. 1.7 

The Ocean State College men’s soccer team will be competing in a play-in game next weekend to determine its qualification for the NCAA Championships. 
The team’s playing season ends this weekend. Can the team continue to practice after its declared season is over to prepare for the play-in game? If so, do 
those days have to count against their declared season? 
Yes, the men’s soccer team may continue practicing to prepare for the play-in game. Because the play-in game is part of the NCAA championship, it does 
not have to be included in the declared playing season. 
NCAA Bylaw 17.1.7 states that: 

(a) Makeup Contests, An institution is not permitted to extend the playing season to make up suspended or canceled games (including games that 
determine a conference champion or the automatic qualifier to the NCAA championship); (Adopted: 1/10/92) 

(b) NCAA or NAIA Championships Participation in Team Sports. Neither practice for nor participation in any NCAA or NAIA championship event 
(includinq play-in contests conducted pursuant to NCAA championships) is considered part of the institution’s declared playing season. A member 
institution that has reason to believe it is under consideration for selection to participate in an NCAA championship event may continue to practice 
(but may not compete against outside competition) beyond its last regular-season contest, including the conference championship (if any), without 
counting such practice against the institution’s declared playing-season limitation until it is determined by the appropriate committee whether the 
institution will be selected to participate in the NCAA championship competition. An institution that is not selected to participate in the NCAA 
championship may continue to practice or compete until the end of that championship only if it has time remaining in its declared playing season; 

(c) NCAA Championships Participation in Individual Sports. Only appropriate squad members considered necessary for effective practice by the 
individual(s) preparing for the NCAA championships may continue to practice without counting such practice against the institution’s declared playing- 

season limitation; 

(d) Post-NCAA Championships Participation. Following the conclusion of an NCAA (or NAIA) championship in a sport, an institution may resume 
practice and/or competition in the sport, provided it is continuing its permissible playing season in the sport and provided the activity occurs during 
the academic year; 

(e) Conference Championships. Conference championships must be included within the institution’s playing season; 

(f) Non-NCAA Postseason Championships Participation. Practice and/or competition in non-NCAA (or non-NAIA) postseason championships (e.g., 
an invitational tournament scheduled after a conference championship) must be counted against the institution’s declared playing-season limitation; 
except that practice and competition for one postseason championship in each non-NCAA championship sport used for sports sponsorship purposes 
pursuant to Bylaw 20.9.4.2.1, and practice and competition for the National Invitational Softball Championship, for the Intercollegiate Rowing 
Association (IRA) Women’s Lightweight Rowing Championship, the National Invitational Volleyball Championship and the USA Gymnastics Collegiate 
National Championship are exempt from the institution’s declared playing-season limitations in those sports; (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 8/11/98, 

4/26/01, 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04) 

(g) Foreign Tours. Participation by a member institution on a certified foreign tour (see Bylaw 17.32) need not be included within the institution’s 

NCAA Official Interpretation- 11/17/93- Practice session in preparation for ’play-in’ contest- states that an institution that has qualified for 
"play-in" contest (i.e., contest between conference champions provided by NCAA Convention, Council or Executive Committee action in order to 
determine selection for automatic qualification into the respective national collegiate championship) may continue to practice for the contest 
subsequent to the conclusion of its regular season without including the practice sessions as part of its declared playing season, inasmuch as the 
institution is considered to be practicing for the NCAA championship in the applicable sport. [References: 17.1.1 (playing season) and 17.1.8-(d) 
(NCAA or NAIA championships participation in team sports)] 

jcondaras@bigeast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly ’][’ally <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.eda>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.eda>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.eda>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.eda>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@amit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@amd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kahr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.eda>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lomar@nsna.edu~; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.boxney@loui~ille.edn>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsn.edu>; Miami Compliance Office --~athleticscompliance@miomi.edu~; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcco~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero q~ero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edtr~; Rick Christen~n <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick Evrard 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.eda>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.eda>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hba.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 

~<shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcas~t.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.gmen.85@nd.edtc,; dbrown@scarletknights.com; eh~en.green@mail.~wu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 

kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholsmn@scarletkmights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edw~; Kopicki, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@pmvidence.eda>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baagh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarletknights.com>; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.wvn.edu>; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <~arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet ~a~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edtr~; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 

Josetti <danielle.ii~gerald@marquette.edtr~; Deborah Gray ~<tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna SanIt ~<tsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@Nohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@aconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.eda>; Harley King 

<harley.king@moJl.wva.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Jamie Johnson --jjohnson@scarletlcnights.com>; Jmnie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <jndy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneahne@shn.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oie@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJ~rston <patrick.hairsmn@mml.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathi3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.eda>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tbarbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders <~zsannders@athletics.pitt.edu’~,; Zaca~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.w~a.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; John Fisher 

-~ohn.fishe@moJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depanl.edu~; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 



Subject: 

~<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzmmcchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgkin 
<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <cspmgue@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Kaxen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWdghe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.I-~obert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <tem.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/5/09- 13.6.7.2.2, 13.7.2.3 

Striker is a prospective student-athlete who is very interested in attending Ocean State College next year to play soccer. Ocean State College is hosting its conference 
tournament this weekend, so Striker asks the coaching staff if she can come to campus on an unofficial visit and attend the game. 
Is it permissible for Ocean State College to provide Striker with complimentary admissions to the conference tournament? Would the answer change if Striker was visiting 
campus on an official visit? 
The answer to both questions is no. 
Official Visits- NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.2 states that a member institution may not provide complimentary admissions to a prospective student-athlete for a postseason 
conference tournament. The prospective student-athlete may purchase tickets only in the same manner as any other member of the general public. (Revised: 1/10/91 

effective 8/1/91) 
Unofficial Visits- NCAA Bylaw 13.7.2.3 states that a member institution may not provide complimentary admissions to a prospective student-athlete for a postseason 
conference toumamenL The prospective student-athlete may purchase tickets only in the same manner as any other member of the general public. (Revised." 1/10/91 

effective 8/1/91) 
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Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 6, 2009 7:33 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tardifl(~mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick Hairskm <pattick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshaJma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah Ratzla~t’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu:>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsulhns@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.eduv,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-~daniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£--~dmisaf(c))syr.edu>; Tony Heman&z <themandez@miami.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.netv; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdtg@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edtc,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Shawn Murphy 
~<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmalgoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<tx)oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Barbara ttenderson <bhadam@syr.edu-~; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Amy 

Hennan <aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody 

Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.~zu.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickl~ld, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanch@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; K~xen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; Andy Anderson <annderson@bigeast.olg>; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Jen 

Vmmg- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edn>; Angela Bradd 

--~angela.bradd@regislrar.gatech.edtr~; Lisa Drainer <ldanne@atNetics.uc£edu;,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edn>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.olg>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edtc,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; D~ma, Greg <gdan@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<I?ederick.russ@uc.edtr~; Jmme Erickson <jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Katie Boin <keb92@georgemwn.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

~-~chad.wall@mail.wa~u.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ns£edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scaxletknights.com>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne B~xney ~@nne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Cyndi Sykes 
<crissman@nd.edn>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique <~hollandm@mail.smu.edn>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.olg>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org~; John Paquette <jpaqnette@bigeast.org>; Tiffany Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu~; Kyle StaJnaker <afiacmpl2@admin.usf.edtr~; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel 

Gossom ~Mbgoss01@louisville.edtr~; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtr~; Krishne Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edw~; Colin Howlett <choMetl@vt.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.i~u.edu>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edw~; Doug 

Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edw~; Queally, Alicia Alford <altbrda@sacredheart.edtr~; Keli 

Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edtv~; Amy ttaworth <ahaworth@admin.usf.edu-~; Sh~umon Crowley <shannon.croMey@villanova.edu-~; 
Erlease Wagner <erleasem@s?T.eduv,; Donna Sanft <~tsml~athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle JosettJ <danielle.fitzgerald@maxquette.edu>; 

Sandy Weber < sandvj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; 

Mark Neyland <marlcneyland@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lamar <lamal@usna.edt~-; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickma~@louisville.eduv,; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edtr~; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.comv; Shults, William <wshult@admin.fsu.edu;,; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

--~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <~tullyc@bc.edu>; Julie He,mann 

-qkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depanl.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmerm@nd.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflalo.edu>; ttamis, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleagaesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mml.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sa~ah.bx~ber@marquette.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villm~ova.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Blad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kath~yn Lam --ldam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcneaJme@shn.edu>; Caitlin Stoffer 

~caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <kfichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe 

<lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edtc,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu~; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu~; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <~kelleyk@gators.naa.tN.edtr~; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtc,; Jns~tin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu;,; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com~; Joseph Klauder 

<Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maxhn@uc.edu-~; Susan Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Bfickhouse 

<mbricld~ouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones 

<markjone@icemiller.com>; Jessica Plantada Diaz <jessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu-~; Heather Robertson <herober@vt.edtr~; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Term ttowes <temi.howes@mail.~zu.edtr~; Annie Shepard <BA-Shepard@mu.edtr’~; Tracey 

Stehlik < Stehlik@u~xk.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Mike Gmnbardella 
<mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae <dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Zachaxy Pendleton 

<~zachal3~pendleton@weber.edu>; Susan Maloy ~<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@st~ford.edu>; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Stump£ Rick --~RSmmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryma McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@p~ovidence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <mchel.m.s~trassner@wmich.edu>; Tricia 

Bellia <~pbelli@nd.edtr~; Amy Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alex Dominato -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar 



Subject: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.ovg>; 

Angela Crock <arc9h@i~inia.edu>; Randale Richmond <rfchmo2@kent.edtr~; Brian I,u~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Elaine Wise 

<elaJne.mse@louisville.edu>; John Ma~inatto ~maxinatto@bigeasL.ovg>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom 

Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; comple_xt@syr.edu; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore --~chris.moore@unt.edu>; 

Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchi@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemaxco@bigeast.org>; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edu~, 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/6/09- Current Event 

Richmond penalized for text-messaging 

Nov 5, 2009 3:01:06 PM 

The NCAA News 

The NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions has placed Richmond on two years of probation and imposed 
recruiting restrictions in eight sports for impermissible recruiting text messages and telephone calls to prospective 
student-athletes. 

The committee also found the university failed to monitor its athletics program, and that the head men’s and 
women’s basketball coaches did not promote "an atmosphere of compliance." 

The case involved 516 impermissible text messages and 83 impermissible phone calls to 17 prospects and 
parents. 

This case was resolved through the summary-disposition process, a cooperative effort in which the involved 
parties submit the case to the Committee on Infractions in writing. When the NCAA enforcement staff, the 
university and involved individuals agree to the facts of the case and penalties proposed by the university, they 
may use this process instead of a formal hearing. This was the third summary-disposition case involving 
impermissible text messages, e-mail or telephone calls reviewed by the committee within the last year. 

After review of the summary-disposition report, the committee concluded that the case warranted additional 
findings of violations for some of the involved coaches. In September, the committee and the university reached an 
agreement with regard to these additional recruiting findings. 

Between August 24 and November 1,2007, members of the men’s basketball staff sent 129 impermissible text 
messages to five prospects and one parent of a prospect. Further, between August 2 and November 13, 2007, 
members of the men’s basketball staff placed as many as 83 impermissible telephone calls to a then-prospect 
and his parents. 

Between September 1,2007, and January 12, 2008, members of the women’s basketball staff sent 368 
impermissible text messages to four prospects and a parent. 

These violations led to a finding that the head men’s and women’s basketball coaches failed to promote an 
atmosphere of compliance within their programs and failed to monitor recruiting contacts through text messaging 
and phone calls. 

Between August 1,2007, and January 10, 2008, coaches from the baseball, football, women’s golf, women’s 
lacrosse, women’s soccer, and women’s track and field programs sent 19 impermissible text messages to six 
prospects and a parent. 

The violations led to a failure-to-monitor charge for the university, with the committee noting that the institution did 
not adequately monitor the transmission of text messages from coaches to prospects and parents. 

The penalties in this case, including those self-imposed by the university, are: 

Public reprimand and censure. 
Two years of probation, from November 5, 2009, to November 4, 2011. 

Men’s basketball penalties 

Reduced the men’s basketball coaching staffs allowable recruiting days for the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 130 to 100. 

¯ Reduced the number of official visits for men’s basketball prospects from the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 12 to six. 

° Reduced the number of permissible telephone calls to senior prospects from two per week to one per week 
during the 2008-09 academic year. 

° Prohibited an assistant coach from engaging in all recruiting activities other than receipt of phone calls from 



prospects for 60 days. 
¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from initiating any telephone contact or correspondence with prospects for 30 

days. 
¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from any telephone contact or correspondence with a prospect for two weeks. 
¯ Required the head men’s basketball coach and three assistant coaches to attend, at their expense, an 

NCAA Regional Rules Compliance Seminar during the 2007-08 academic year. 

Women’s basketball penalties 

Prohibited the head women’s coach from initiating any telephone contact or correspondence with prospects 
for six weeks. 

¯ Prohibited two assistant coaches from all recruiting activities, except the receipt of phone calls from 
prospects for six weeks. 
Reduced the women’s basketball coaching staff’s allowable recruiting days for each of the 2007-08 and 
2008-09 academic years from 100 to 50. 

¯ Reduced the number of official visits for women’s basketball prospects for each of the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 12 to six. 

¯ Reduced the number of permissible telephone calls to each senior prospect from one per week to two per 
month during the 2008-09 academic year. 
Required the head women’s basketball coach and a assistant coach to attend, at their expense, an NCAA 
Regional Rules Compliance Seminar during the 2007-08 academic year. 

Women’s lacrosse penalties 

Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s lacrosse prospect for two weeks. 
¯ Reduced the permissible number of contact days allowable during the August 2008 contact period from 

seven to five. 

Baseball penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a baseball prospect for four weeks. 
¯ Prohibited an assistant baseball coach from engaging in on- or off-campus contacts for four days during the 

August 2008 contact period. 

Football penalties 

Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with two football prospects for four weeks. 

Women’s golf penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s golf prospect for four weeks. 

Women’s soccer penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s soccer prospect for two weeks= 

Women’s track and field penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s track and field prospect for two weeks. 

The members of the Committee on Infractions who reviewed this case include Paul Dee, lecturer of law and 
education at Miami (Florida) and formerly the institution’s athletics director and general counsel. He is the chair of 
the Committee on Infractions. Other members are John S. Black, attorney; Melissa Conboy, deputy director of 
athletics at Notre Dame; Eileen Jennings, general counsel emeritus at Central Michigan; Britton Banowsky, 
commissioner of Conference USA; and Dennis Thomas, commissioner of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
and formerly director of athletics at Hampton. 
Richmond penalized for text-messaging 

Nov 5, 2009 3:01:06 PM 

The NCAA News 

The NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions has placed Richmond on two years of probation and imposed 
recruiting restrictions in eight sports for impermissible recruiting text messages and telephone calls to prospective 
student-athletes. 

The committee also found the university failed to monitor its athletics program, and that the head men’s and 
women’s basketball coaches did not promote "an atmosphere of compliance." 



The case involved 516 impermissible text messages and 83 impermissible phone calls to 17 prospects and 
parents. 

This case was resolved through the summary-disposition process, a cooperative effort in which the involved 
parties submit the case to the Committee on Infractions in writing. V~hen the NCAA enforcement staff, the 
university and involved individuals agree to the facts of the case and penalties proposed by the university, they 
may use this process instead of a formal hearing. This was the third summary-disposition case involving 
impermissible text messages, e-mail or telephone calls reviewed by the committee within the last year. 

After review of the summary-disposition report, the committee concluded that the case warranted additional 
findings of violations for some of the involved coaches. In September, the committee and the university reached an 
agreement with regard to these additional recruiting findings. 

Between August 24 and November 1,2007, members of the men’s basketball staff sent 129 impermissible text 
messages to five prospects and one parent of a prospect. Further, between August 2 and November 13, 2007, 
members of the men’s basketball staff placed as many as 83 impermissible telephone calls to a then-prospect 
and his parents. 

Between September 1,2007, and January 12, 2008, members of the women’s basketball staff sent 368 
impermissible text messages to four prospects and a parent. 

These violations led to a finding that the head men’s and women’s basketball coaches failed to promote an 
atmosphere of compliance within their programs and failed to monitor recruiting contacts through text messaging 
and phone calls. 

Between August 1,2007, and January 10, 2008, coaches from the baseball, football, women’s golf, women’s 
lacrosse, women’s soccer, and women’s track and field programs sent 19 impermissible text messages to six 
prospects and a parent. 

The violations led to a failure-to-monitor charge for the university, with the committee noting that the institution did 
not adequately monitor the transmission of text messages from coaches to prospects and parents. 

The penalties in this case, including those self-imposed by the university, are: 

¯ Public reprimand and censure. 
¯ Two years of probation, from November 5, 2009, to November 4, 2011. 

Men’s basketball penalties 

¯ Reduced the men’s basketball coaching staffs allowable recruiting days for the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 130 to 100. 

¯ Reduced the number of official visits for men’s basketball prospects from the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 12 to six. 

¯ Reduced the number of permissible telephone calls to senior prospects from two per week to one per week 
during the 2008-09 academic year. 

¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from engaging in all recruiting activities other than receipt of phone calls from 
prospects for 60 days. 

¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from initiating any telephone contact or correspondence with prospects for 30 
days. 

¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from any telephone contact or correspondence with a prospect for two weeks. 
¯ Required the head men’s basketball coach and three assistant coaches to attend, at their expense, an 

NCAA Regional Rules Compliance Seminar during the 2007-08 academic year. 

Women’s basketball penalties 

¯ Prohibited the head women’s coach from initiating any telephone contact or correspondence with prospects 
for six weeks. 

¯ Prohibited two assistant coaches from all recruiting activities, except the receipt of phone calls from 
prospects for six weeks. 

¯ Reduced the women’s basketball coaching staff’s allowable recruiting days for each of the 2007-08 and 
2008-09 academic years from 100 to 50. 

¯ Reduced the number of official visits for women’s basketball prospects for each of the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 12 to six. 

° Reduced the number of permissible telephone calls to each senior prospect from one per week to two per 
month during the 2008-09 academic year. 

¯ Required the head women’s basketball coach and a assistant coach to attend, at their expense, an NCAA 
Regional Rules Compliance Seminar during the 2007-08 academic year. 

Women’s lacrosse penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s lacrosse prospect for two weeks. 
¯ Reduced the permissible number of contact days allowable during the August 2008 contact period from 

seven to five. 



Baseball penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a baseball prospect for four weeks. 
¯ Prohibited an assistant baseball coach from engaging in on- or off-campus contacts for four days during the 

August 2008 contact period= 

Football penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with two football prospects for four weeks= 

Women’s golf penalties 

° Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s golf prospect for four weeks. 

Women’s soccer penalties 

° Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s soccer prospect for two weeks. 

Women’s track and field penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s track and field prospect for two weeks. 

The members of the Committee on Infractions who reviewed this case include Paul Dee, lecturer of law and 
education at Miami (Florida) and formerly the institution’s athletics director and general counsel. He is the chair of 
the Committee on Infractions. Other members are John S. Black, attorney; Melissa Conboy, deputy director of 
athletics at Notre Dame; Eileen Jennings, general counsel emeritus at Central Michigan; Britton Banowsky, 
commissioner of Conference USA; and Dennis Thomas, commissioner of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
and formerly director of athletics at Hampton. 
Richmond penalized for text-messaging 

Nov 5, 2009 3:01:06 PM 

The NCAA News 

The NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions has placed Richmond on two years of probation and imposed 
recruiting restrictions in eight sports for impermissible recruiting text messages and telephone calls to prospective 
student-athletes. 

The committee also found the university failed to monitor its athletics program, and that the head men’s and 
women’s basketball coaches did not promote "an atmosphere of compliance." 

The case involved 516 impermissible text messages and 83 impermissible phone calls to 17 prospects and 
parents. 

This case was resolved through the summary-disposition process, a cooperative effort in which the involved 
parties submit the case to the Committee on Infractions in writing. When the NCAA enforcement staff, the 
university and involved individuals agree to the facts of the case and penalties proposed by the university, they 
may use this process instead of a formal hearing. This was the third summary-disposition case involving 
impermissible text messages, e-mail or telephone calls reviewed by the committee within the last year. 

After review of the summary-disposition report, the committee concluded that the case warranted additional 
findings of violations for some of the involved coaches. In September, the committee and the university reached an 
agreement with regard to these additional recruiting findings. 

Between August 24 and November 1,2007, members of the men’s basketball staff sent 129 impermissible text 
messages to five prospects and one parent of a prospect. Further, between August 2 and November 13, 2007, 
members of the men’s basketball staff placed as many as 83 impermissible telephone calls to a then-prospect 
and his parents. 

Between September 1,2007, and January 12, 2008, members of the women’s basketball staff sent 368 
impermissible text messages to four prospects and a parent. 

These violations led to a finding that the head men’s and women’s basketball coaches failed to promote an 
atmosphere of compliance within their programs and failed to monitor recruiting contacts through text messaging 
and phone call& 

Between August 1,2007, and January 10, 2008, coaches from the baseball, football, women’s golf, women’s 
lacrosse, women’s soccer, and women’s track and field programs sent 19 impermissible text messages to six 
prospects and a parent. 



The violations led to a failure-to-monitor charge for the university, with the committee noting that the institution did 
not adequately monitor the transmission of text messages from coaches to prospects and parents. 

The penalties in this case, including those self-imposed by the university, are: 

¯ Public reprimand and censure. 
¯ Two years of probation, from November 5, 2009, to November 4, 2011. 

Men’s basketball penalties 

Reduced the men’s basketball coaching staffs allowable recruiting days for the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 130 to 100. 

¯ Reduced the number of official visits for men’s basketball prospects from the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 12 to six. 

¯ Reduced the number of permissible telephone calls to senior prospects from two per week to one per week 
during the 2008-09 academic year. 

¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from engaging in all recruiting activities other than receipt of phone calls from 
prospects for 60 days. 

¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from initiating any telephone contact or correspondence with prospects for 30 
days. 

¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from any telephone contact or correspondence with a prospect for two weeks. 
¯ Required the head men’s basketball coach and three assistant coaches to attend, at their expense, an 

NCAA Regional Rules Compliance Seminar during the 2007-08 academic year. 

Women’s basketball penalties 

¯ Prohibited the head women’s coach from initiating any telephone contact or correspondence with prospects 
for six weeks. 

¯ Prohibited two assistant coaches from all recruiting activities, except the receipt of phone calls from 
prospects for six weeks. 
Reduced the women’s basketball coaching staff’s allowable recruiting days for each of the 2007-08 and 
2008-09 academic years from 100 to 50. 

¯ Reduced the number of official visits for women’s basketball prospects for each of the 2007-08 and 2008-09 
academic years from 12 to six. 

¯ Reduced the number of permissible telephone calls to each senior prospect from one per week to two per 
month during the 2008-09 academic year. 

¯ Required the head women’s basketball coach and a assistant coach to attend, at their expense, an NCAA 
Regional Rules Compliance Seminar during the 2007-08 academic year. 

Women’s lacrosse penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s lacrosse prospect for two weeks. 
¯ Reduced the permissible number of contact days allowable during the August 2008 contact period from 

seven to five. 

Baseball penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a baseball prospect for four weeks. 
¯ Prohibited an assistant baseball coach from engaging in on- or off-campus contacts for four days during the 

August 2008 contact period= 

Football penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with two football prospects for four weeks= 

Women’s golf penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s golf prospect for four weeks. 

Women’s soccer penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s soccer prospect for two weeks= 

Women’s track and field penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s track and field prospect for two weeks. 

The members of the Committee on Infractions who reviewed this case include Paul Dee, lecturer of law and 
education at Miami (Florida) and formerly the institution’s athletics director and general counsel. He is the chair of 
the Committee on Infractions. Other members are John S. Black, attorney; Melissa Conboy, deputy director of 
athletics at Notre Dame; Eileen Jennings, general counsel emeritus at Central Michigan; Britton Banowsky, 
commissioner of Conference USA; and Dennis Thomas, commissioner of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
and formerly director of athletics at Hampton. 



Richmond penalized for text-messaging 
The NCAA News 

The NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions has placed Richmond on two years of probation and imposed recruiting restrictions in eight sports 
for impermissible recruiting text messages and telephone calls to prospective student-athletes. 

The committee also found the university failed to monitor its athletics program, and that the head men’s and women’s basketball coaches did not 
promote "an atmosphere of compliance." 

The case involved 516 impermissible text messages and 83 impermissible phone calls to 17 prospects and parents. 

This case was resolved through the summary-disposition process, a cooperative effort in which the involved parties submit the case to the 
Committee on Infractions in writing. When the NCAA enforcement staff, the university and involved individuals agree to the facts of the case and 
penalties proposed by the university, they may use this process instead of a formal hearing. This was the third summary-disposition case involving 
impermissible text messages, e-mail or telephone calls reviewed by the committee within the last year. 

After review of the summary-disposition report, the committee concluded that the case warranted additional findings of violations for some of the 
involved coaches. In September, the committee and the university reached an agreement with regard to these additional recruiting findings. 

Between August 24 and November 1,2007, members of the men’s basketball staff sent 129 impermissible text messages to five prospects and 
one parent of a prospect. Further, between August 2 and November 13, 2007, members of the men’s basketball staff placed as many as 83 
impermissible telephone calls to a then-prospect and his parents. 

Between September 1,2007, and January 12, 2008, members of the women’s basketball staff sent 368 impermissible text messages to four 
prospects and a parent. 

These violations led to a finding that the head men’s and women’s basketball coaches failed to promote an atmosphere of compliance within their 
programs and failed to monitor recruiting contacts through text messaging and phone calls. 

Between August 1,2007, and January 10, 2008, coaches from the baseball, football, women’s golf, women’s lacrosse, women’s soccer, and 
women’s track and field programs sent 19 impermissible text messages to six prospects and a parent. 

The violations led to a failure-to-monitor charge for the university, with the committee noting that the institution did not adequately monitor the 
transmission of text messages from coaches to prospects and parents. 

The penalties in this case, including those self-imposed by the university, are: 

¯ Public reprimand and censure. 

° Two years of probation, from November 5, 2009, to November 4, 2011. 

Men’s basketball penalties 

° Reduced the men’s basketball coaching staffs allowable recruiting days for the 2007-08 and 2008-09 academic years from 130 to 100. 
¯ Reduced the number of official visits for men’s basketball prospects from the 2007-08 and 2008-09 academic years from 12 to six. 
¯ Reduced the number of permissible telephone calls to senior prospects from two per week to one per week during the 2008-09 academic 

year. 
¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from engaging in all recruiting activities other than receipt of phone calls from prospects for 60 days. 
¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from initiating any telephone contact or correspondence with prospects for 30 days. 
¯ Prohibited an assistant coach from any telephone contact or correspondence with a prospect for two weeks. 
¯ Required the head men’s basketball coach and three assistant coaches to attend, at their expense, an NCAA Regional Rules Compliance 

Seminar during the 2007-08 academic year. 

Women’s basketball penalties 

¯ Prohibited the head women’s coach from initiating any telephone contact or correspondence with prospects for six weeks. 
¯ Prohibited two assistant coaches from all recruiting activities, except the receipt of phone calls from prospects for six weeks. 
¯ Reduced the women’s basketball coaching staff’s allowable recruiting days for each of the 2007-08 and 2008-09 academic years from 100 

to 50. 
° Reduced the number of official visits for women’s basketball prospects for each of the 2007-08 and 2008-09 academic years from 12 to six. 
° Reduced the number of permissible telephone calls to each senior prospect from one per week to two per month during the 2008-09 

academic year. 
¯ Required the head women’s basketball coach and a assistant coach to attend, at their expense, an NCAA Regional Rules Compliance 

Seminar during the 2007-08 academic year. 

Women’s lacrosse penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s lacrosse prospect for two weeks. 
= Reduced the permissible number of contact days allowable during the August 2008 contact period from seven to five. 

Baseball penalties 

Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a baseball prospect for four weeks. 
Prohibited an assistant baseball coach from engaging in on- or off-campus contacts for four days during the August 2008 contact period. 



Football penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with two football prospects for four weeks= 

Women’s golf penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s golf prospect for four weeks. 

Women’s soccer penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s soccer prospect for two weeks. 

Women’s track and field penalties 

¯ Prohibited telephone contact and correspondence with a women’s track and field prospect for two weeks. 

The members of the Committee on Infractions who reviewed this case include Paul Dee, lecturer of law and education at Miami (Florida)and 
formerly the institution’s athletics director and general counsel. He is the chair of the Committee on Infractions. Other members are John S= Black, 
attorney; Melissa Conboy, deputy director of athletics at Notre Dame; Eileen Jennings, general counsel emeritus at Central Michigan; Britton 
Banowsky, commissioner of Conference USA; and Dennis Thomas, commissioner of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference and formerly director of 
athletics at Hampton. 
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Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsannders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.mss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



-<john.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr;; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; And5, Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgldn 

<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; CaJ:ol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (~inger Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edtr;; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edtr;; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert(~,~marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 11/9/09- 13.10.9.4 

The men’s basketball coaching staffat Big Time College will be attending a celebratory function on the night of the initial NLI signing day for the early period. 
Boosters, fans and the media will also be in attendance. Is the coaching staff allowed to comment on the prospective student-athletes that have signed NLIs 
with Big Time College? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.4 states that coaching staff members may attend functions designed to celebrate the institution’s signees in the applicable sport 
and may discuss prospective student-athletes who have signed commitments to attend the institution, including discussions with working media, provided 
the institution previously has released communications of the prospective student-athletes’ commitments to attend the institution to media outlets. 
(Adopted: 1/14/08) 

£~:_~;_~_~_s!g_r__q_s__@fziae__g_s__t_,szr~. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 9:14 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtmmp@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athlefics.ucf.edn>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu;,; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson 

<lynn.newson@nan.edu;,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edtr~; Miami Compliance 

Office <athleficscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George 

D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edw~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; PatrickNero <nero@omericaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<alibrda@sacredhealt.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Rick 
Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick EvroJrd <revrard@bsk.com >; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsn.edu:>; San@ Weber 

~<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu’~,; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo ~-lcoost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@moJrshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mianfi.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary, Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chonnelle Green <chonnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrow@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 
l~valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@pmvidence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.~x~’u.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarlet2nights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu;,; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsannders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.mss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

<john.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edt~; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia~bigeast.org---; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeaslorg>; Mark Hodgldn 

<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edt~; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (~inger Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edt~; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~eIown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann <jkhenn0l @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.e&t>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert(~marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/10/09- 14.5.4.2 

NCAA Bylaw 14.5.4.2 states that a transfer student-athlete who was NOT a qualifier is eligible for financial aid, practice and competition the first academic 
year in residence only if the student-athlete: 

(a) Has graduated from the two-year college; 

(b) Has completed satisfactorily a minimum of 48-semester or 72-quarter hours of transferable-degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate degree 
program at the certifying institution, including six semester or eight quarter hours of transferable English credit and three semester or four 
quarter hours of transferable math credit; 

(c) Has attended a two-year college as a full-time student for at least three semesters or four quarters (excluding summer terms); and 

(d) Has achieved a cumulative grade-point average of 2.000 (see Bylaw 14.5.4.5.3.2). 

With regard to the new requirement of 6/8 hours of transferable English credit and 3/4 hours of transfer math credit which of the following is true? 
A. The credit must transfer in to the Division I institution as an English or math credit 
B. A student-athlete who initially enrolls at a two year institution in the fall 2009 term and transfers to a Division school Fall 2011 will have to meet this 

new requirement 
C. A student-athlete who initially enrolls at a two year institution in the fall 2008 term and transfers to a Division school Fall 2010 will have to meet this 

requirement 
D. Both A& B are true 

The answer is D. NCAA Educational Column- 11/5/09- Two-Year College Transfer Requirements, Not a Qualifier (I)- states that pursuant to NCAA 
Bylaw 14.5A2, a two-year college transfer student-athlete who was not a qualifier and who first enrolled full time in a collegiate institution before August 1, 
2009, is immediately eligible for financial aid, practice and competition only if the student-athlete: 
1. Graduated from the two-year college; 
2. Completed satisfactorily a minimum of 48 semester or 72 quarter hours of transferable degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate degree 
program at the certifying institution; 
3. Attended a two-year college as a full-time student for at least three semesters or four quarters (excluding summer terms); and 
4. Achieved a cumulative grade-point average of 2.000. 
A two-year college transfer student-athlete who was not a qualifier and who first enrolled full time in a collegiate institution August 1,2009, or later is 
immediately eligible for financial aid, practice and competition only if the student-athlete: 
1~ Graduated from the two-year college; 
2. Completed satisfactorily a minimum of 48 semester or 72 quarter hours of transferable degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate degree 
program at the certifying institution, including six semester or eight quarter hours of transferrable English credit and three semester or four quarter hours of 
transferable math credit; 
3. Attended a two-year college as a full-time student for at least three semesters or four quarters (excluding summer terms); and 
4. Achieved a cumulative grade-point average of 2.000. 
For example, if a student-athlete who was not a qualifier first enrolled full time at a two-year institution in the fall of 2008 and transferred to a 
Division I institution in the fall of 2009, the student-athlete is not required to have completed the transferrable English and math credits. 
However, if a student-athlete who was not a qualifier first enrolls full time at a two-year institution in the fall of 2009 and transfers to a Division 
I institution in the spring of 2011, the student-athlete is required to have satisfactorily completed six semester or eight quarter hours of 
transferrable English credit and three semester or four quarter hours of transferrable math credit. 
In addition, in order to satisfy the transferrable English and math credit-hour requirement, the credits earned at the two-year institution must 
transfer to the certifying institution as specific English or math credit, regardless of how the courses are identified on the two-year transcript. 
For example, if a student-athlete who was not a qualifier completed an English course at a two-year institution, but the course transferred to 
the Division I institution as humanities credit, the course may not be used to meet the transferrable English credit-hours requirement. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.5.4.1 (qualifier), 14.5.4.2 (not a qualifier) (applicable to student-athletes who first enrolled full time in a collegiate institution 
before August 1,2009) and 14.5.4.2 (not a qualifier) (applicable to student-athletes who first enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 
2009) and staff interpretation (3/19/09, Item No. b)] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 9:46 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtmmp@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.edu>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c))ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athlefics.ucf.edn>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu;,; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson 

<lynn.newson@nan.edu;,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edtr~; Miami Compliance 

Office <athleficscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George 

D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edw~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; PatrickNero <nero@omericaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<alibrda@sacredhealt.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Rick 
Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick EvroJrd <revrard@bsk.com >; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsn.edu:>; San@ Weber 

~<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu’~,; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo ~-lcoost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@moJrshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mianfi.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary, Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chonnelle Green <chonnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrow@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~maikwvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaukedu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 
l~valsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moJl.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarlet2nights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu;,; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsannders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.mss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@nmJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@nmxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mmagion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlportmtgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg>; dgavitt@bigeastorg; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeastorg>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeastorg>; Linda Yates 
<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgldn 

<mhodgldn@bigeastorg>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeastorg~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeastorg>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Cringer Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; KaJ-en Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.e&t>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maJlin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/11/09- OV Travel- Dead Period 

Back Hand is a prospective student-athlete who would like to attend Ocean State University next year and participate on the tennis team. Back was offered 
a National Letter of Intent, but she would like the opportunity to visit the campus before signing on the dotted line. Back will get into town late Thursday night, 

so she won’t begin her official visit until Friday morning. Since Thursday (Nov. 12th ) is a dead period, is it permissible for Ocean State University to provide 
Back with transportation expenses on that day? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/15!92- Prospect traveling to and from a member institution on an official visit during the dead period- states 
that a member institution may provide transportation expenses to a prospect to travel to and from the institution during the dead period, provided no part of 
the official visit occurs during the dead period; further, confirmed that an institutional staff member would not be permitted to provide such transportation to a 
prospect related to an official visit during a dead period. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:45 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly ’][’ally <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.eda>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtmml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.eda>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.eda>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@tl~y.eda>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@amit.maine.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@amd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kahr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.eda>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c)!ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athlefics.ucf.edn>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu;,; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson 

<lynn.newson@nan.edu;,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edtr~; Miami Compliance 

Office <athleficscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George 

D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edw~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; PatrickNero <nero@omericaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<alibrda@sacredhealt.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Rick 
Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick EvroJrd <revrard@bsk.com >; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsn.edu:>; San@ Weber 

~<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu’~,; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults < shults@moJrshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<strickland@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mianfi.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary, Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@admin.nsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chonnelle Green <chonnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrow@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~mail.wvu.edw~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 
l~-alsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@pmvidence.eda>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shn.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baagh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moil.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarlet2nights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu;,; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle 
Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNaette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.eda>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.eda>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@aconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.eda>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hoirston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.eda>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tbarbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsannders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; And?, Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgldn 

<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarparelli@bigeast.org-~; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; CaJ:ol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (~inger Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tleppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.e&t>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert(~)marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/12/09- Travel ruth PSA Aged Child 

Ocean State College women’s volleyball team will be traveling to their conference tournament during the institution’s Thanksgiving Break. The sport 
administrator for the sport of volleyball will be traveling with the team and would like to bring her daughter who is in the10th grade. Is it permissible for Ocean 
State College to provide expenses for the staff member’s prospect aged daughter to travel to and attend the conference tournament? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/2/08- Prospect-Aged Child of an institutional Staff Member Traveling with the institution’s Team to an Away- 
From-Home Contest (1!11/111)- states that it is permissible for an institution, at its discretion, to provide expenses related to travel (e.g., transportation, 
lodging and meals) to away-from-home contests to prospect-aged children of institutional staff members and athletics department staff members. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.1.1 (time period for off-campus contacts -- general rule), 13.1.1.2 (two-year college prospective student- 
athletes), 13.1.1.3 (four-year college prospective student-athletes) and 13.2.1 (general regulation); NCAA Division II Bylaws 13.1.1.1 (high school 
prospective student-athletes), 13.1.1.2 (four-year college prospective student-athletes) and 13.2.1 (general regulation); and NCAA Division Ill Bylaws 
13.1.1.1 (high school prospective student-athletes), 13.1.1.2 (four-year college prospective student-athletes) and 13.2.1 (general regulation)] 

jcomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 3:25 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly ’][’ally <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.eda>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtmml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.eda>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.eda>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.eda>; Kalie Herbine <katie.herbine@amit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@amd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.eda>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kahr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.eda>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlo£i;(c)!ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanner@athlefics.ucf.edn>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu;,; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson 

<lynn.newson@nan.edu;,; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edtr~; Miami Compliance 

Office <athleficscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George 

D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu-~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; PatrickNero <nero@omericaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<altbrda@sacredhealt.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <mchmo2@kent.edu>; Rick 
Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick EvroJrd <revrard@bsk.com >; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu:>; San@ Weber 

~<sandyj@t.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.olg>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@ale.edu’~,; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shnlts < shults@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn 

<stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@mianfi.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary, Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; 

adrienne.trice@maNuette.edu; ahaworth@adminalsf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; bboJley@scarletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chonnelle Green <chonnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Gorrett Ford <Gorrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu-~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatm <jmo~inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

~dantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletkmights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; 
l~-alsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill 

<JKOPICKI@pmvidence.eda>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<malvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baagh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@moil.wvu.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarlet2nights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu;,; swalker@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; Danielle 
Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNaette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.eda>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.eda>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@aconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.eda>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@moil.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu-~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu-~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hoirston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.eda>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tbarbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsannders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.mss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@nmJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn Lain <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@nmxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <j siedliski@bigeast.olg>; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgldn 

<mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgambardella@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli 

<ncarpaarelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett 

<semmett@bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; 

Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; CaJcol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fnltongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer 

tteppel <ih347@geo~etown.edu>; Jill La Point <ilatx~int@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~khenn01 @louisville.edu>; KaJ-en Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lymWtighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy 

<conboy.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@ucoml.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.maztin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<sarah.bobert(a~marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/13/09- Cmrent Event 

Boise State athletic department hopes stock offering raises $20M 
USAToday.com 

The Boise State athletic department is selling stock. Athletics director Gene Bleymaier unveiled the fundraising program Wednesday in hopes of bringing in 
$20 million for renovating and upgrading sports facilities. Shares are $100 apiece. 
As part of the program, the athletic department formed a non-profit corporation, Boise State Broncos Inc., and a 12-person board to oversee it. 
PRICE OF SUCCESS: Salaries rise for Boise State football team’s assistant coaches 
"If we are to continue the success we are enjoying now," Bleymaier said in a school news release, "we must generate new revenues to pay for coaches’ 
salaries, scholarships and facilities." 
A USA TODAY survey of coaches’ salaries in the Football Bowl Subdivision shows Boise State’s assistants have an average salary of $175,329. Based on 
the 98 of 120 FBS schools for which USA TODAY could obtain pay information for the entire assistant coaching staff, which is the highest among schools 
outside the six power conferences. 
Shares neither pay dividends nor offer other financial rewards or ticket privileges. But shareholders can vote on board members at an annual meeting. 
Bleymaier said the board would determine how money raised through the offering would be spent. He said money raised in the program would not be 
diverted to the athletic department’s budget. 
He said the program mirrors an offering arranged 12 years ago by the Green Bay Packers. The publicly owned NFL team raised $24 million by selling more 
than 105,000 new shares in 1997. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 16, 2009 9:32 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonller@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vanghn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@flu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamal@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engnl <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@adnfin.usf.edu; anly.e.miller@villanova.edn; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@mayquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edn>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org~; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeasl.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~)marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/16/09- Cmrent Event 

Sports-wagering study shows progress in education 

NCAA News 

An NCAA study released today indicates progress in educating student-athletes on dangers of sports wagering, but also points to areas where 
additional efforts are needed. 

The Association’s second national study on sports-wagering behaviors finds that Division I student-athletes targeted by educational efforts since 
the first study in 2004 demonstrate more familiarity with NCAA rules that ban gambling on sports, and that most believe education discourages 
wagering by student-athletes. 

The study, which also measures changes in and the prevalence of sports-wagering activities among student-athletes, indicates reduced wagering 
or related behavior among student-athletes in groups targeted most frequently by educational efforts - notably, Division I men’s basketball players. 

However, the survey also indicates increases among male student-athletes in "social levels" of wagering on sports, in violation of NCAA rules. The 
survey also points to areas where increased educational efforts likely are needed, such as men’s golf. 

The findings are encouraging to NCAA officials as a measurement of educational progress since the 2004 study, and helpful in pointing to specific 
areas where future efforts are most needed. 

"The research is another indicator that no campus is immune to sports-wagering issues, and every school needs to be diligent in its efforts to 
educate student-athletes and the entire campus to the dangers of sports wagering," said Rachel Newman Baker, NCAA director of agent, 
gambling and amateurism activities. 

"We are encouraged the research provides a positive indicator that our efforts to date have been impactful, and we also will use the findings as 
guidance for additional educational endeavors." 

Results of the survey were released this morning at the Faculty Athletics Representatives Association Annual Meeting and Symposium in St. 
Louis. FARs at NCAA member institutions assisted in administering the survey during 2008 to approximately 20,000 student-athletes, who 
anonymously answered questions on whether they socially (at least once per year), frequently (at least once monthly) or heavily (at least once 
weekly) engaged in various forms of sports wagering. 

Among noteworthy findings pointing to changes in wagering behavior, the study indicates: 

A decrease in frequent (once a month or more) sports wagering by Division I men’s basketball student-athletes, from 6.1 percent in 2004 to 
4.5 percent. 

¯ A decrease in wagering-related behaviors among Division I men’s basketball and football players, such as intentionally sharing information 

about their teams with outsiders. 

Probing the impact of education on sports wagering, the study indicates: 

¯ Division I student-athletes, who were the target of the Association’s most intensive educational efforts, were more likely to report familiarity 
with NCAA rules than was true in 2004, and generally demonstrated a reduction in sports-wagering behaviors. 

¯ Approximately 90 percent of men and 95 percent of women across all three divisions who have received NCAA educational messages 
(including through meetings at championships venues) believe the information discourages student-athlete wagering. 

As a result of the 2004 study, the NCAA stepped up educational efforts to include presentations to each of the 32 teams (16 men’s and 16 
women’s teams) participating in the regional rounds of the Division I Men’s and Women’s Basketball Championships; developed a Web site and 
other materials to support educational efforts on campuses; and developed a sports-wagering curriculum for high schools in conjunction with the 
Florida Council on Compulsive Gambling. 

That latter initiative takes on new importance with a finding in this year’s study that 92 percent of male college student-athletes who gamble began 



doing so before enrolling in college. 

Compared with 2004, men still greatly outnumber women as social, frequent and heavy gamblers in all three divisions, with 30 percent of males 
reporting they gambled in one way or another on sports - a violation of NCAA rules. 

The survey, however, indicates some reduction among all student=athletes in heavy levels of sports wagering, with no more than 3.2 percent of 
male student-athletes and no more than 0.2 percent of females in any of the NCAA’s three divisions reporting weekly wagering. 

The reduction is especially noteworthy in Division Ill, where nearly 7 percent of male student-athletes reported heavy wagering on sports in 2004. 

However, men and women in the NCAA’s largest membership division continued to show higher percentages of sports gambling than in other 
divisions. Although comparisons against the general student body are not available, 37 percent of Division Ill male student-athletes reported 
wagering at the social level, compared to 28 percent in Division II and 22 percent in Division I. Among women, 9 percent of Division Ill student- 
athletes reported social levels of wagering, compared to 6 percent in Division II and 4 percent in Division I. 

Analysis by sport pinpoints men’s golf as a particular problem area in all three divisions, with 40 percent of Division I male golfers reporting social 
levels of wagering and 8 percent gambling at least once a week. In comparison, 12 percent of Division I men’s basketball players bet on sports at 
the social level. Across all divisions, 20 percent of male golfers reported at least monthly sporbs wagering. 

Those findings are likely to prompt more concerted educational efforts at various golf-related events, including presentations at the Division I Men’s 
Golf Championships similar to those that have been offered for Division I men’s and women’s basketball. The NCAA also will promote its "Don’t 
Bet on It" campaign by providing golf tees bearing the program’s logo to participants at all regional and finals competition sites in next spring’s 
Divisions I, II and Ill Men’s and Women’s Golf Championships. 

Also planned is a presentation for coaches at next month’s meeting of the Golf Coaches Association of America. 

"We take this issue very seriously," said Mark Crabtree, GCAA president and golf coach at Louisville. "We look forward to working with the NCAA, 
our membership and our student-athletes to educate them on all forms on gambling. This is an issue we will address - with the assistance of the 
NCAA - at our national convention in early December and work with the entire golfing community throughout the year in an effort to improve the 
situation." 

The 2004 study prompted the appointment by former NCAA President Myles Brand of a sports wagering task force, which recommended many of 
the educational initiatives that have been enacted since then by the Association. 

"We want an extended effort to educate as many people as possible - coaches, athletics directors, officials, student-athletes, and of course the 
broader society, too," said the Rew Edward Malloy, then president at Notre Dame and chair of the task force, upon release of that group’s report. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 8:44 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michnllelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; SNckland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edn; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.gree@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@maikwvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaukedu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Marlin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/17/09- 13.1.6.7.1 

The Head Women’s Golf Coach at Bay State College arranges for an off-campus contact with Short Game, a prospective student-athlete, on Tuesday, 

November 17th. Short has not signed an N LI during the early signing period, and the coach hopes to be able to convince her to sign with Bay State College 

before the deadline expires on November 18thth. The coach brings the NLI to Short’s home and presents it to her in an effort to secure a signature. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NOAA Bylaw 13.1.6.7.1 states that in-person; off-campus delivery of a letter of intent by an institutional staff member is prohibited. The letter may be 
delivered by express mail, courier service, regular mail, electronic mail or facsimile machine. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 8:52 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nnld.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclanan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <Jynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michnllelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; SNckland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@adnfin.usf.edu; anly.e.miller@villanova.edn; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.gree@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Goxrett.Ford@maikwvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennilbr Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~moxinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaukedu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft(c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoArston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edt~; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@mayquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<gdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org~; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.ed~; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.e&~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~)marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/18/09- Cmrent Event 

Michigan failed to file forms tracking time players spent on football activities 

USAToday.com 

Michigan released details of an internal audit that showed the football program had failed to file the required forms that track players time spent on 
football activities during the 2008 season and this past spring. 

The admission is significant because the school and the NCAA are investigating accusations from a .s..N..ryj.D.~.t.b~.e..~..D...e...t..r..~.~./.t.~..F...r..e....e.~..P...r..e..s.~..~.t..h..[.s.. 
September that Rich Rodriguez and his staff asked players to spend more than the alloted 20 hours on football activities. 

The "Countable Athletically Related Activities" forms, which are required by the university to track whether the team is adhering to NCAA limits are 
supposed to be sent in monthly. 

The NCAA sent the school’s president a notice of inquiry last month, saying it plans to complete its investigation by Dec. 31. 

"1 don’t know what the NCAA is going to find," athletic director Bill Martin said in an interview with The Associated Press on Monday, before the 
audit was released. "1 do know this is not academic fraud or gambling. 

The audit looked into compliance areas for several Michigan teams, including the football and men’s basketball programs. It was completed 
months ago and was not part of the NCAA probe. Details surfaced this week because it is are part of the agenda for Thursday’s board of regents 
meeting. 

Auditors reviewed practice logs for a week during the season and a week in the offseason. 

"The regular season forms still have not been submitted," the office of university audits wrote to Rodriguez in a letter dated July 24. "All other varsity 
sports submitted their CARA forms timely." 

[eondaras@biqeasLorq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 10:39 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michnllelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; SNckland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edn; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.gree@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@maikwvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaukedu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Poim 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm0l@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr>; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 11 / 19/09 - 14.2.3.1.3 Educational Column 

Shot Clock is a freshman basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Shot participated in the pre-season exhibition contest last week and was 
injured. Shot tore his ACL and will not be able to compete for the remainder of the season. 
Since Shot participated in the pre-season exhibition contest, does Shot utilize a season of competition? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 11117/09- Preseason Exhibitions and Preseason Practice Scrimmages During Initial Year of Enrollment (I)- states 
that a student-athlete in the sports of basketball, field hockey and soccer may compete in preseason exhibition contests and preseason practice 
scrimmages during his or her initial year of enrollment at the certifying institution without using a season of competition, provided the student-athlete is 
otherwise eligible to represent the institution in outside competition. Sports other than basketball, field hockey and soccer do not have legislated exceptions 
in Bylaw 17 that permit preseason exhibition contests and preseason practice scrimmages to occur prior to the first permissible date of competition or 
contest. Therefore, Bylaw 14.2.3.1.3 does not apply to sports other than basketball, field hockey and soccer, regardless of whether competition in which 
they participate is classified as a scrimmage or exhibition. 
For example, during his or her initial year of enrollment at the certifying institution, a basketball student-athlete is permitted to participate in a preseason 
exhibition contest against a non-NCAA Division I four-year collegiate institution without using a season of competition. Conversely, during his or her initial 
year of enrollment at the certifying institution, an ice hockey student-athlete is charged with a season of competition if he or she represents the institution in 
a contest against outside competition that is classified as a scrimmage or exhibition contest. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.2.3.1.3 (preseason exhibitions/preseason practice scrimmages), 17.02.3 (contest, countable, institutional), 
17.02.4 (contest, countable, individual student-athlete), 17.02.6 (date of competition, countable, institutional) 17.02.7 (date of competition, countable, 
individual student-athlete), 17.02.8 (intercollegiate competition) 17.0Z9 (outside competition) 17.3.3.1 (exceptions), 17.8.3.1 (exception -- 
scrimmage/exhibition games) and 17.19.5.1 (exception -- scrimmage/exhibition games)] 

NCAA Bylaw 14.2.3.1.3- During a student-athlete’s initial year of enrollment at the certifying institution, he or she may compete in preseason exhibition 
contests and preseason practice scrimmages (as permitted in the particular sport per Bylaw 17) without counting such competition as a season of 
competition. (Revised: 5/9/06) 

!;77 gA.’~’~’ Ct~,~<’c 

jeondar,~sq~bigeast.org 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 20, 2009 7:03 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tardifl@mail.wvu.edtv~; Patrick Hairskm <pattick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshaJma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah Ratzla~t’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn ~zlamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu~>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condexas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu>,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Din1 Isa£--~dmisaf/c)!syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu~>; Robin Pate 

<robinApate@ncsu.edus,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.netv; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdf9@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waaccup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edus,; Missy Conboy <conboy. 1 @nd.edtr--; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edus,; Shawn Murphy 

~<smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmaigoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz 

<tx)oz@irginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadam@syr.edu-~; Ben Fairclough 

<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman <schoppla@shu.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@maJl.ewu.edu>; bonner@~mm.edu; Amy 

Hennan <aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midge*X, George D <george.d.midgetV@:Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cody 

Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.~wu.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Stricklmld, Amy Lyn 

< stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; K~acen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; Andy Anderson <annderson@bigeast.o~g>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Jen 

Vmmg- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edn>; Angela Bmdd 

--~angela.bradd@regislrar.gatech.edu--; Lisa Drainer <ldanner@atNetics.uc£edus,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edn>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.o~g>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edus,; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; DaJm, Greg <gdana@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtv~; Frederick Russ 

<t?ederick.russ@uc.edtr~; Jmme Erickson <jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtv~; Elizabeth Slot ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 
~chad.wall@mail.wa~u.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Steve Horton 

<horton@admin.ns£edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scMetknights.com>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.org>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Lynne B~xney ~@nne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Cyndi Sykes 
<crissman@nd.edn>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique <~hollandm@mail.smu.edn>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.o~g>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org~>; John Paquette <jpaqnette@bigeast.org>; Tiffany Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Kyle Sta]naker <afiacmpl2@admin.usf.edtr--; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel 

Gossom ~bgoss01 @louisville.edit--; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtr~; Krishne Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Colin Howlett <choMetl@vt.edtv~; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.t~u.edu>; Nick Cm-paacelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Doug 

Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan ~dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Queally, Alicia Alford <altbrda@sacredheart.edtv~; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edtv~; Amy Haworth <ahaworth@admin.usf.edu-~; ShaJmon Crowley -<shannon.croMey@villanova.edu-~; 
Erlease Wagner <erleasem@s?T.edu>,; Dorma Sanft <~tsml~athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle JosettJ <danielle.fitzgerald@maacquette.edu>; 

Sandy Weber < sandTrj@vt.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; 

Mark Neyland <marlcneyland@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edtl>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickma~@louisville.edu>,; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Slmlts, Willimll --%vshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky-.edu>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org>; Eric Baumgartner 

--~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <~tullyca@bc.edu>; Julie He,mann 

-qkhenn01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe ~mcenroe@depanl.edu>; Tom Timmermans <ttimmerm@nd.edu;,; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroeder@uncc.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflalo.edu>; Hamis, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleagaesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mml.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saacah.bx~ber@marquette.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn 

<KSTATZ@depanl.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villm~ova.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kath~yn Lam --ldam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnegane@slm.edu>; Caitlin Stoffer 

~caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe 

<lyrm.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvn.edu>; Joeleen Akin 

<jakin@agnesscott.edtr--; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point @apoint@providence.edus,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletkifights.com>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <~kelleyk@gators.naa.tN.edu--; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edus>; Jns~tin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu;>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder 

~zh3seph.Klauder@hoffftra.edtv>; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org>; Susan Albrecht 

<Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Rick Evrard 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Jessica Plantada Di~ <jessica.plantada-di~@fiu.edu>; Heather 

Robertson <hember’g@:vt.edu>; Blake Jmnes <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <term.howes@mml.wvu.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<BA-Shepard@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw 

<can-ie.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Mike Gambaxdella <mgambaxdell@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae <~tbafftiolomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

ZachmT l?endleton --~zacharypendleton@weber.edu>; Susm~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshaJl.edu>; 

Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Mmk Hodgldn <mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Stumpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; RTran 

McAlvey <mcalveyr@stjohns.edtr--; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edtr--; Amy Rhodes <arhodega~athletics.pitt.edu>; Alex Dominato 



Subject: 

<athcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edtv~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edtv~; Sarah 

Emmert <semmetl(~:bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <arc9h@ivgiNa.edu-~; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ 

<brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Elaine Wise <elaine.mse@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmaxinatto@bigeast.org>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; John Harwood <iharwoo&~providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott T@or <sdt@geolgetown.edt~,; Nicholas 

T Ojea <~fick.oiea@louisville.edn>; Jordan Blizzead <jordan.blizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed <reed@mimni.edu>; Chris Moore ~-~chris.moore@unt.edn>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock~nconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco <~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/20/09- Cnnent Event 

Federal stats show college athletes graduating in record 
numbers 
USATODAY.com 

The news from the classrooms is good, the NCAA says: College athletes are graduating at a record rate. 

Nearly four of every five athletes -- 79% -- who entered Division I colleges and universities from 1999 to 2002 got their degrees within six years, 
according to an NCAA study released Wednesday. That’s up a percentage point from a year earlier. 

The improvement extends to a couple of Iongtime problem sports, men’s basketball and baseball. 

"l think there is a lot of evidence now that there’s a sea change going on culturally in college athletics and that academics is a far more important 
focus for our coaches, our athletics staff and our athletes than ever before," said Walt Harrison, president of the University of Hartford and 
chairman of the NCAA’s Committee on Academic Performance. 

Still, the marquee sports of basketball and football continue to lag, along with baseball, behind the 15 other men’s sports and 18 women’s sports 
covered in the NCAA’s annual study. Men’s basketball players across Division I graduated at a 64% rate, major-college football players at a 67% 
rate and baseball players at a 89% rate. 

More than a quarter of the 320-plus men’s hoops programs in Division I graduated fewer than 50% of the players who arrived from 1999 to 2002. 
That includes No. 3 Texas (47%), No. 5 Kentucky (31%) and 10 more of the 25 teams in this week’s USA TODAYiESPN Coaches’ Poll. 

Texas also lagged in football, where the unbeaten Longhorns are pointed toward the Bowl Championship Series title game. Their grad rate was 
49% in the sport. Last year’s BCS runner-up, Oklahoma, had a 45% rate. 

One in six Division I baseball programs came in under 50%, including the winners of the last six national championships: LSU (48%), Fresno State 
(45%), Oregon State (44%), Texas (37%) and Cal State-Fullerton (29%). 

Also among the NCAA findings: 

¯ Schools doing the best job of graduating all their athletes were Notre Dame and Colgate (both 99%) and Navy (98%). 

° Schools doing the worst job were Division I newcomer Utah Valley (28%), Chicago State (38%) and Florida A&M (41%). 

¯ Florida’s defending national championship football program was slightly above average in the sport, graduating 69% of its four-year class. 
Defending basketball champion North Carolina graduated 75%, and current No. 1 Kansas graduated 73%. Defending women’s basketball 
champion Connecticut had a 100% rate. 

° Arizona had the worst numbers among schools in the six marquee conferences: 61% for all athletes, but 15 of 16 programs coming in beneath 

the averages for their sports (all but women’s golf and its 100% rate). The Wildcats’ grad rate in men’s basketball was 11%, in baseball 32% and in 
football 41%. 

Athletics director Jim Livengood pointed to academic upgrades the school put in place in 2007 and predicted the school’s numbers would rise. 

"Today’s NCAA comparison literally reaches back to evaluate students who enrolled at the UA when today’s freshmen were in the third grade," he 
said. "That was three football coaches, three basketball coaches and two university presidents ago. We are living in a very different and vastly 
improved world." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 8:35 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < 1 <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 
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Daily Compliance Item- 11/23/09- 17. 1.6.2.2, 17.1.6.2.3 

A team is having out of season skill instruction from 2 to 4pm on Wednesday. Which of the following is true? 
A. It cannot be publicized 

B. It cannot be conducted in view of a general public audience 

C. It is permissible for PSAs on unofficial and official visits to watch 

D. All of the above 
The answer is D. NCAA Educational Column- 11/208/09- Viewing Skill-related instruction Sessions and Informal Basketball Practice Scrimmages 
(I)- states that in accordance with Bylaws 17.1.6.2.2, 17.1.6.2.3 and 17.3.3.1 -(a), an institution may not publicize skill-related instruction that occurs outside 
the playing season in all sports other than football, or informal practice scrimmages in basketball. Also, an institution may not conduct skill-related 
instruction sessions in view of a general public audience. Informal practice scrimmages in basketball must be held in complete privacy. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist member institutions in applying the legislation regarding the viewing of skill-related instruction 
that is permissible outside the playing season in all sports other than football and informal practice scrimmages in basketball: 
1. Question: May prospective student-athletes view skill-related instruction while on official or unofficial visits? 
Answer: Yes, it is permissible for a prospective student-athlete to view skill-related instruction during official or unofficial visits, provided the skill-instruction 
has not been publicized and is not held in view of a general public audience. 
2. Question: May individuals accompanying prospective student-athletes on official or unofficial visits (e.g., parent, sibling, coach) view skill-related 
instruction? 
Answer: Yes, it is permissible for individuals accompanying prospective student-athletes on official or unofficial visits to view skill-related instruction, 
provided the skill-instruction has not been publicized and is not held in view of a general public audience. 
3. Question: May an institution invite individuals (e.g., boosters, high school coaches) to watch a team’s skill-related instruction or in basketball, an 
informal practice scrimmage? 
Answer: No, if an institution were to invite an individual or individuals to a skill-related instruction session or an informal practice scrimmage it would be 
considered publicizing the activity, which is prohibited by the legislation. 
4. Question: May a member of the general public walk into a facility and watch skill-related instruction? 
Answer: Yes, a member of the general public could walk into a facility where a team is involved in skill-related instruction on his or her own without the 
instruction being considered in view of a general public audience. However, an institution could not arrange to conduct skill-related instruction in a facility or 
at a time in which the institution had reason to believe that the skill instruction session would be conducted in view of a general public audience. For 
example, it would not be permissible for an institution to conduct skill instruction for its basketball team on the football field immediately following a home 
football game. This situation would constitute conducting skill-related instruction in view of a general public audience. 
5. Question: May prospective student-athletes in basketball view an informal practice scrimmage while on official or unofficial visits? 
Answer: Basketball prospective student-athletes (and those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete) are permitted to view informal 
practice scrimmages while on an official visit. However, prospective student-athletes (and those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete) 
are not permitted to view an informal practice scrimmage in basketball during an unofficial visit. 
6. Question: What is the difference between the standards of "conducted in privacy" and "conducted in view of a general public audience"? 
Answer: Informal practice scrimmages in basketball must be conducted in privacy. To satisfy this standard, an institution must ensure that no one from the 
general public can view the scrimmages. The facility where the scrimmage is occurring must be closed to the general public and the department of 
athletics must keep anyone from the general public from entering the gym. Further, the legislation specifically requires an institution to ensure that no one 
other than department of athletics staff members and those individuals necessary to conduct the practice scrimmage are present. 
In contrast, the legislation regulating skill-related instruction specifies that skill related instruction sessions shall not be conducted in view of a general public 
audience. The intent of the legislation is to prohibit institutions from creating special activities or events in conjunction with skill-instruction sessions as a 
way of creating the appearance of full-fledged practice outside of the playing season or creating a celebrity atmosphere during prospective student-athletes’ 
campus visits. 
The legislation does not require complete privacy during skill-related instruction; however, it requires that institutions do not schedule or conduct the 
sessions in a way in which they become spectator events. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 17.1.6.2.2 (skill instruction -- sports other than baseball and football), 17.1.6.2.3 (skill instruction -- baseball), 17.3.3.1 -(a) 
(practice scrimmage), 17.3.5.3-(h) (practice scrimmage), and staff interpretation (11/8/2006, Item No. 1 )] 
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<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org->; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/24/09- 14.1.10.3 

Bump N. Run is a football student-athlete at College USA. Bump is enrolled full-time for the fall 2009 semester and has been eligible to compete. College 
USA will be participating in the Bay State Classic Bowl in January. The game takes place after the start of College USA’s spring semester. Which of the 
following statements is true? 

A. Bump must satisfactoNy pass six-semester hours of academic credit during the fall semester 
B. Bump must satisfactorily pass 12-semester hours of academic credit during the fall semester 
C. Bump must have a cumulative GPA of a 2.0 
D. There are not any academic requirements for Bump to meet in order to participate in the bowl game 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10.3 states that if an institution is selected to participate in a postseason bowl game that will occur during the 
institution’s second regular term (e.g., winter quarter, spring semester) of the academic year, a student-athlete’s eligibility to compete in a bowl game shall 
be certified consistent with the standards applicable to postseason competition that occurs between terms (see Bylaws 14.1.10 and 14.1.10.2). However, a 
student-athlete must meet full-time enrollment requirements applicable to term-time competition (see Bylaw 14.1.8.2). (Adopted: 4/26/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10.2- To be eligible to compete in a postseason event (e.g., conference tournament, bowl game, National Invitation Tournament, NCAA 
championship) that occurs between regular terms (including summer) a student-athlete shall have satisfactorily completed six-semester or six-quarter 
hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1 ). (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 
Revised: 12/12/06, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

icomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 5:01 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross -~ross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; SNckland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edn; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.gree@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu~; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edu>; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hoirston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saJrah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/25/09- 16.11.1.12 

The women’s volleyball team at Ocean Stats University has to remain on campus during the Thanksgiving holiday to prepare for the NCAA Tournament. 
One of the student-athlete’s parents lives in the locale of the campus and would like to have the team over for Thanksgiving dinner. Is this permissible? 

Yes NCAA Bylaw 16.11.1.12 states that an institution may provide or arrange Ii~r the following benefits for a student-athlete: (Adopted:: 4/26,@1) 

(a) The use of a return ticket at any time after the conclusion of a foreign tour; 

(b) Receipt ef frequent flyer points and/or miles earned while traveling to and from intercollegiate practice and/or competition; i(Adoptsd: 4/24/03 effective 
8/1/03) 

(c) Participation in receptions and festivities assodatsd with championships, conference tournaments or all--star events hosted by and conducted on the 
institution’s campus: 

Occasiona~ mea~s to team members rovided b the arent of a student-atNete at any ~ocation: 

(e) Telephone calls in emergency situations as approved by the director of athletics {[or his or her designee): 

(f) Reasonable tokens of support and transportation, housing and meal expenses in the event of serious inju~)i, serious illness, or death of a family 
member or teammate; (Rsdsed: 4/13/09) 

(g) Fundraissrs for student-athletes (or their immediate family members) under the follo’~ing extreme circumstances: 

(1) Extreme circumdancs~o        .ao~hould be extraordinary in the result oi’ events beyond the studsnt-atNete’~-~- control (e.g, life-threatening illness, natural 
disaster); 

(2) The proceeds must be designated for a specific purpose (e.g, payment oi’ medical bills, purchase of medical equipment, replacement of items lost in 
a Iire, etc.) 

(3) The proceeds may not be given directly to the beneficiaries, but must be disbursed through or paid directly to another entity, with receipt kept on file by 
the institution: and 

(4) The excess proceeds must be given to a net-for-profit organization with the receipt kept on file by the institution. 

(h) The payment of admission costs era meal for any student-athlete being honored at a nonathletics awards ceremony. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 9:15 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonller@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vanghn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@flu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamal@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engnl <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@adnfin.usf.edu; anly.e.miller@villanova.edn; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~}marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/30/09- 16.11.2.3, 16.02.3 

Rail E. Scoring is a volleyball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Rail’s team was required to stay in the locale of the institution over the Thanksgiving 
holiday to prepare for the NCAA Tournament. Some of the coaches and student-athletes decided to take advantage of the Black Friday sales, so Rail went 
with them. Rail found the perfect gift for her mom, but she did not have enough money because she forgot her check book in her dorm room. Rail’s coach 
lent her the money she needed to get the gift, and Rail paid the coach back the next day. 
Is this a violation? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.2.3 states that an institutional employee or representative of the institution’s athletics interests may not provide a student-athlete 
with extra benefits or services, including, but not limited to: 

(a) A loan of money; 

(b) A guarantee of bond; 

(c) An automobile or the use of an automobile; 

(d) Transportation (e.g., a ride home with a coach), except as permitted in 16.9A-(e), even if the student-athlete reimburses the institution or the staff 
member for the appropriate amount of the gas or expense; or 

(e) Signing or cosigning a note with an outside agency to arrange a loan. 

NCAA Bylaw 16.02.3- An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s athletics interests to 
provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student- 
athletes or their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to the institution’s 
students or their relatives or friends or to a particular segment of the student body (e.g, international students, minority students) determined on a basis 
unrelated to athletics ability. (Revised: 1/10/91) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 8:34 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonller@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vanghn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@flu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamal@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 
<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engnl <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mmagion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scottbrown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spanportmtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edtp-; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeastorg>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeastorg >; dgavitt@bigeastorg; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeastorg>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeastorg>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeastorg>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia~bigeastorg~; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeastorg>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeasl.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeastorg>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geovgemwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr>; Kathy Meehma 
<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saJrah.bobert~)marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/1/09- 14.1.10, Travel While Serving Residency Requirement 

Gym Rat is a basketball student-athlete that transferred to Big Time College in January 2009. Gym served his residency requirement during the spring 2009 

and fall 2009 semesters, and he has been certified as eligible to compete. The fall semester officially ends on Friday, December 18th. The basketball team 

will be competing on Saturday, December 19th. 

The team will be leaving campus on Thursday, December 17th to travel to the game. Can Gym travel with the team since they are leaving prior to the 
conclusion of the fall 2009 semester? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation-12/17/97-Student-Athlete Receiving Travel Expenses When Serving Residence Requirement-states 
that the NCAA staff has confirmed that a transfer student-athlete who is serving a residence requirement may receive travel expenses prior to the 
conclusion of the term to attend a competition that occurs after the date of the last scheduled examination listed in the institution’s official calendar for that 
term, provided the institution can certigj that the student-athlete will fulfill the obligations of the residence requirement during that trip, and the student-athlete 
does not represent the institution in competition until the day after the date of the last scheduled examination. [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.1.8 (change in 
eligibility status); 16.8.1.2 (competition while representing institution); and Official interpretation, 11/19/92, item 4] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 8:58 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 
<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michnllelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; SNckland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.gree@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@maikwvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaukedu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

--2schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin MaNn <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~}marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 12/3/09- 16.5.2(e)(1) 

Skip Pass is a women’s basketball student-athlete at Big Time College. Although she lives in the dorm with her teammates during the academic year, Skip 
will be staying at home with her parents during the Christmas vacation period. While the team is practicing and competing over the holiday break, the head 
coach would like to provide a room and board stipend to the student-athletes. 
Can the coach provide Skip with a stipend? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 16.5.2 (e)(1) states that student-athletes who are required to remain on the institution’s campus for organized practice sessions or 
competition during the institution’s official vacation period are permitted to receive room and board expenses. If the student-athlete lives at home durincl the 
vacation period the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution other than to permit the student-athlete to participate in team meals 
incidental to practice sessions; (Revised: 1/14/97, 10/28/99, 5/26/06) 

j(~ondaras@bigeast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 4, 2009 8:32 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@flu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engnl <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@adnfin.usf.edu; anly.e.miller@villanova.edn; 

bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@nmrquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hoirston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda "fates <lyates@bigeast.org’-; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org--; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas+Lorg>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeaslorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeaslorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet+~bigeaslorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm0l@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu+; Kalhy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saJrah.bobert~}marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/4/09- Cmrent Event 

La Salle pays $7.5M in settlement over football brain injury 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- A private university will pay $7.5 million to provide lifetime care to a former football player who suffered a severe brain injury in a 
2005 game, allegedly after an earlier concussion went untreated. 
The family of Preston Plevretes, 23, of Marlboro, N.J., settled their lawsuit against La Salle University on Monday, the day it was set for trial in Philadelphia. 
The settlement came as the NFL, the NCAA and other governing bodies review rules about when athletes should return to play following concussions, amid 
research that suggests returning too soon can lead to brain damage. 
NFL quarterbacks Ben Roett~lisberger of Pittsburgh and Kurt Warner of Arizona, who faced off in the last Super Bowl, both sat out Sunday after suffering 
head injuries, as did Philadelphia running back Brian VVestbrook and others. 
"Only in the past one to two years has there been the kind of attention placed on this matter necessary to force schools, colleges and the NFL to actually 
adhere to the well-promulgated and common-sense standards of the medical profession," Shanin Specter, a lawyer for the Plevretes family, told The 
Associated Press. 
La Salle admits no wrongdoing with the settlement, which is covered by its insurance. 
"From the time of Preston’s injury, the university community, led by those who know Preston and his family, have been hoping and praying for his recovery. 
That hasn’t changed," the school said in a statement. 
Plevretes, then a 19-year-old sophomore, was injured when he took a hit while covering a punt in a 2005 game at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh. He 
was briefly knocked unconscious, then awoke and was combative for three to five minutes before lapsing into a coma, Specter said. 
"That is the signature presentation of second-impact syndrome," Specter said. "A brain already contused from a prior concussion ... swells very, very 
rapidly and herniates while the player is still on the field." 
Plevretes had emergency surgery in Pittsburgh to relieve brain swelling. 
The lawsuit hinged on the family’s claim that the earlier injury made him more vulnerable to the second, catastrophic blow. La Salle contends the injury 
stemmed solely from the Duquesne hit, Specter said. Several Duquesne defendants were dropped from the suit earlier. 
According to the lawsuit, Plevretes endured helmet-to-helmet contact in an Oct. 4 practice, and took himself out of the next game in the fourth quarter, 
complaining of a headache. 
Plevretes once dreamed of becoming a sports broadcaster, and now hopes to become a motivational speaker. However, he has so far recovered very little 
speech and instead communicates mostly through a keyboard. He needs assistance to walk even a short distance and suffers from short-term memory 
loss, Specter said. 
"He and his family still love football. They realize that what occurred is a rare circumstance, but one that is preventable through proper medical attention 
after a concussion," Specter said. 
La Salle revived its football program in 1997 after a 56-year absence, but shut the program down again in 2007, citing a shrinking number of foes in the Metro Atlantic 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 9:09 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 
<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michnllelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; SNckland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.gree@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@maikwvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaukedu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeasl.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/7/09- 13.1.6.9 

Chop Block is a senior in high school and has been recruited by Ocean State College (OSC) to play football next year. Chop has been going to OSC’s 
practices the past few days as they prepare for their upcoming bowl game. After one of the practices, Chop asks one of the coaches if he could review film 
with him so that he can learn proper techniques for blocking. 
Is it permissible for the coach to review film with Chop? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.6.9 states that a coaching staff member shall not engage in any practice activities (e.g., review of playbook, chalk talk, review film) 
with a prospective student-athlete. 

jcondaras@biqeast.org 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 9:02 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@umd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 
<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < 1 <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engnl <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienneXrice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu-~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu-~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hoirston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

--2schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin MaNn <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~}marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 12/8/09- PSA Gable Film 

The men’s basketball coaches at Bay State College are recruiting Crossover Dribble, a prospect on the west coast. The coaches were only able to watch 
Crossover in person a few times, so they contact his high school and ask to purchase game film for the entire season. The high school normally charges 
$150 for the videos. The cost includes blank DVDS, postage and a fee for the service provided. 
Is it permissible for Bay State College to purchase the game film at this cost? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 11/7/07- Purchase of Video from a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution (I)- states that the 
committee confirmed that it is not permissible for an institution to purchase film or video (e.g., game film that includes prospective student-athletes) from a 
prospective student-athlete’s educational institution at a cost that exceeds the value of a blank videotape or DVD (or other medium) and the cost of postage 
to receive the video. [References: Division I Bylaws 13.14.3.1 (published recruiting services), 13.14.3.2 (video services) and 13.15.1 (prohibited expenses)] 

j(~ondaras@biqeast, orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 9, 2009 9:50 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@umd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 
<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < 1 <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engnl <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienneXrice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu-~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu-~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hoirston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigea#t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; BaJ-bara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr>; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/9/09- 15.5.3.2.3 

Scoop is a field hockey student-athlete at College USA. Scoop decided that she wanted to devote more time to her academics, so she voluntarily quit the 
team midway through the fall term. Scoop received a partial athletic scholarship and other countable aid during the fall term. Scoop’s athletic scholarship 
was cancelled at the end of the fall term. 
Is College USA required to count the other countable financial aid toward Scoop’s equivalency during the spring term? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 15.6.3.2.3 states that If a student-athlete is dismissed from or voluntarily withdraws from a team and his or her athletically related financial 
aid is canceled (see Bylaws 15.3.2.4 and 15.3.4.2) during an academic term, all other countable financial aid the student-athlete receives during the 
remainder of the term is countable toward the student-athlete’s equivalency for the academic year; however, the institution is not required to count other 
countable financial aid toward the student-athlete’s equivalency during any remaining terms of the academic year. Ira student-athlete is dismissed from or 
voluntarily withdraws from a team and his or her athletically related financial aid is canceled at the end of an academic term the institution is not required to 
count other countable financial aid toward the student-athlete’s equivalency during any remaining terms of the academic year. (Adopted: 12/13/05) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 8:51 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < 1 <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engnl <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienneXrice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@adnfin.usf.edu; anly.e.miller@villanova.edn; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edt~-; panl.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@nmrquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu-~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu-~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hoirston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



<john.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edt~; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.ed~; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.e&~; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Martin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 12/10/09- 11.6.2 

The men’s and women’s swimming programs at Ocean State University are competing in a dual meet on Saturday. The Head Coach would like to go 
watch another meet in the area on Friday where one of their future opponents will be competing. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4/23/08- Scouting of Opponents in Conjunction with Recruiting or Team Travel (I)- states that in sports in which 
an institution may not provide expenses to scout opponents, a coaching staff member who receives any travel expenses from the institution related to 
recruiting or team travel may not scout an institution’s opponent in conjunction with such travel. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 11.6.2 (sports other than basketball, football and women’s volleyball), an official interpretation (2/24/93, Item No. 7) and 
a staff interpretation (12/12/07, Item No. 2), which have been archived] 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 11, 2009 9:08 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vanghn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennitEr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@tiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < 1 <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engnl <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; Strickland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker 

<tparke@vt.edn>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@nark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienneXrice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@adnfin.usf.edu; anly.e.miller@villanova.edn; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.green@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill <JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <marvin.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Stoffer <caitlin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@nc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

<erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@nmrquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jody.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu-~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edu-~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hoirston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.russ@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@mayquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org~; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigea#t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeaslorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeaslovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeaslorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~)marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/11/09- Cmrent Event 

Memphis pursues case against NCAA order vacating hoop wins 
USAToday.com 
The University of Memphis isn’t backing down in its appeal of the NCAA order to vacate the 2007-08 men’s basketball season, even though the Committee 
on Infraction’s response has fans worried about even worse punishment. 
Memphis argues in its 28-page rebuttal to the NCAA’s response to the university’s appeal that the Committee on Infractions puts the Tigers at risk of double 
jeopardy. 
If the appeals committee decides to restore the vacated wins or cut the fine, the Committee on Infractions has asked that the case be remanded back to it 
to consider other punishment not handed out originally. That includes a possible ban from postseason play as well as possible scholarship cuts. 
"Clearly, an appeal that resulted in harsher sanctions would effectively chill the willingness of NCAA member institutions to exercise their right to appeal 
decisions in infractions cases," according to Memphis’ rebuttal. "The Appeals Committee has a duty to protect the integrity of the process by protecting 
appellants from dire consequences for initiating an appeal." 
TEAM NOTES: Inside the Memphis Tigers 
Memphis filed the rebuttal Monday, and a hearing is expected to be scheduled in either late January or February. The Commercial Appeal first reported the 
university’s response on its website Wednesday afternoon. The newspaper also has a poll on its website with 15% of fans saying Memphis should drop the 
appeal. 
The NCAA ordered Memphis to vacate the record 38-win season that ended with an overtime loss to Kansas in the national championship game on Aug. 20 
after ruling a player believed to be NBA star Derrick Rose was ineligible. Memphis also was fined approximately $530,000 in tournament revenue. 
The NCAA Committee on Infractions noted in its response that Memphis was a "repeat violator." Memphis also had its 1985 Final Four berth vacated for 
violations under then-coach Dana Kirk. 
Memphis responded that the university did not take its appeal lightly and carefully evaluated the circumstances before deciding to fight unprecedented 
penalties based on improper reasoning. 
"If an institution that has been the subject of a major infractions case cannot pursue an appeal in good faith without putting the institution, staff and its 
student-athletes at greater risk, why would any institution initiate an appeal no matter how legitimate the basis?" Memphis argues in its rebuttal. 
Memphis noted that the Committee on Infractions argued the university admittedly "took a risk" in letting the student play when knowing of questions over his 
test scores. 
But the university admitted Rose based on his SAT score, and he was cleared by the NCAA Clearinghouse twice and by a university probe in which the 
athlete insisted he took his own test. The university was not notified by the Educational Testing SeP~ice until May 5, 2008, that the score was canceled 
because Rose did not respond to requests for information about the test. 
Memphis takes issue with being held to such a strict liability. 
"The Committee passed on a chance to review the evidence and decide whether a finding of academic fraud was justified," according to the rebuttal. 
Next the NCAA enforcement staff can answer any of the questions raised. Memphis will get one last chance to respond before the hearing. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 8:55 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 
<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michnllelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; SNckland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.gree@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@maikwvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaukedu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 

<komiles@syr.edu’~,; Kopicki, Jill ~-~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, B~an <BMARINEL@providence.edu’~,; 

mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell --~marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; maureen.lewi@maNuette.edu; 

baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depanl.edt~-; paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu; Randi 

Larson <rlarson@searletknights.com~; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent@mail.~x~’u.edu>; swalke@seafletl, migNs.com; Shelly 

K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 

Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rounlree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato ~-athcompl@syr.edtr~; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edu>; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfl~olomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitl.edu>; D~m Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edtr~; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss01 @louisville.edu>; D~mielle 
Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbo2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot --~athcompliance@stjohns.edt~-; Erin Soles <erin.sales@uconn.edt~-; Erlease Wagner 

~-erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu>; Greg Featherffton <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;,; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scarletknights.com>; Janfie 

Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; JC -~condara@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;,; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.usf.edu;,; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.syke@louisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.cams@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HoJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeaslorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeaslorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeaslorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~}marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/14/09- 13.1.3.6 

Andy Athlete is a junior in high school and is very interested in running track in college. He has spoken with several college coaches at various track meets 
throughout the year. Severn of the coaches provided Andy with a toll-free number to contact them about setting up a visit to their school next year. Is it 
permissible for college coaches to receive calls from Andy if he uses the toll-free number? 

It is permissible for coaches to receive such calls ON OR AFTER July 1 following Andy’s junior year in high school. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6 states that 
Institutional coaching staff members (see Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1 ) may accept collect and toll-free (e.g., 1-800, 1-888) telephone calls placed by prospective 
student-athletes and prospective student-athletes’ parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than July 1 following completion of 
the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in hi.qh school. (Adopted: 1/10/92; Revised: 1/11/94, 12/12/06) 

Please note the below NCAA bylaws for men’s and women’s basketball: 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6.1 Exception -- Men’s Basketball 

In men’s basketball, institutional coaching staff members may accept collect telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the prospective 
student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than the conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s sophomore 
year in high school The institution may use a toll-free number to receive such calls from a prospective student-athlete and the prospective student-athlete’s 
parents or legal guardians. (Adopted: 11/1/01 effective 4/1/02; Revised: 5/30/06, 12/12/06) 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.6.2 Exception -- Women’s Basketball 

In women’s basketball, institutional coaching staff members may accept collect and toll-free telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are not placed earlier than the date on which an institution may begin placing 
telephone calls to the prospective student-athlete (see Bylaw 13.1.3.1.3). (Adopted: ]]/F07) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 15, 2009 8:48 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edu; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jomie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@tlu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@iiu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtv~; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.moJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leoh Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 
<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miomi.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michnllelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 
) < z <revrard@bsk.com>; Robin t ate robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Sandy Weber < sandyj@vt.edu>; Shane L5 ons <slyons@theacc.org>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshnlts@admin.fsu.edt~-; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; 

Stephen LaPol~ <lapo(tsp@vt.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults 
<shnlt@marshall.edu~; SNckland, Amy Lyn <strickland@mail.ccsu.edu~; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Parker 

<lparke@vt.edu>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miomi.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr 

<wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu;,; Ward Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net;,; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachaly 

Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edtr~; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; ahaworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.miller@villanova.edu; 
bbailey@scarletknights.com; bmce.cohen@uconn.edu; ChamMle Green <charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; 

ehren.gree@mail.~u.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@maikwvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gorrett.Ford@maikwvu.edu>; 

jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennil~r Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas~t.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto 

~morinatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; bvalsh9@depaukedu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles 
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Seminoles helped by ’LD’ diagnoses 

ESPN.com 

According to a Florida State and NCAA investigation, members of the university’s athletic academic support unit in some cases supplied answers to tests, 
and in other cases typed papers, for 61 athletes in football and other sports 

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. -- As the learning specialist working with the most academically challenged athletes at Florida State, Brenda Monk was confronted 
each year with recruits who would seem to have little chance of surviving on a college campus. Their deficiencies were laid out in transcripts and psycho- 
educational reports submitted during the admissions process. 

Sometimes, the athletes knew exactly what they were up against. She recalls a conversation with one such player in her office at Doak Campbell Stadium. 

"You might as well know right offthe bat, I can’t read," he told her. 

"Then how are we going to get through these college classes?" she asked. 

"It’s easy," he responded. "You get to read to me." 

And so she did, Monk says, spending about 20 hours a week by his side, turning classroom texts into passages to be absorbed orally, and making flash 
cards to improve his memory. He qualified for the help, she says, because he was learning disabled, or LD. 

To some, such arrangements are a recipe for abuse -- just the latest angle athletic departments use to get, and keep, marginal students eligible for 
competition. Indeed, Monk, who was forced to resign from FSU in 2007 after six years, is accused by the NCAA of academic fraud and unethical conduct -- 
accusations she has asked the NCAA Division I infractions Appeals Committee to overturn -- for allegedly doing too much work for athletes. 

But as a former special education teacher and administrator who worked with the educationally disadvantaged in the Mississippi school system, the above 
case highlights the benefits of recognizing learning disabilities in academically at-risk athletes. She says a diagnosis of dyslexia or some other learning 
disability can be the key to leveling the playing field with students who arrive on campus with superior educational backgrounds and no neurological deficits. 

"It’s very difficult to overcome a reading disability," says Monk, who was a principal, counselor and special education teacher in the Mississippi school 
system before joining FSU. "It’s not something that you can just overcome. It’s like blindness. You can’t just go in and give someone new eyes. You can’t 
just go in and give someone neurons that are going to connect in their brain and get rid of their learning disability." 

Certainly, the NCAA and colleges like Florida State offer an array of special services and waivers to help athletes with documented learning disabilities. 

The accommodations start in high school. With a documented learning disabled diagnosis, athletes can get relief from the NCAA in meeting its minimum 
academic requirements for initial eligibility. They can apply for approval to submit SAT or ACT scores that were acquired through "non-standard" tests in 
which special accommodations were provided, and use high school courses for LD students to satisfy the NCAA’s core-course requirements. 

The NCAA granted 527 of these waivers to incoming athletes in the 2008-09 school year, up from 310 the year before, according to NCAA spokeswoman 
Stacey Osbum (There were 302 in 2006-07, 335 in 2005-06 and 338 in 2004-05.) She said more athletes are taking advantage of those waivers because in 
the past two years the NCAA has raised the core-course requirements (from 14 to 16 classes), and mandated that core courses be earned in the first eight 
semesters of high school 

If the prospective athlete still can’t qualify with those adjustments in standards, the college they have signed with can apply with the NCAA for a waiver to 
grant eligibility anyway. Some of these waivers provide only partial relief, meaning that an athlete might receive an athletic scholarship and can participate in 
practice, but may not compete in games until meeting the NCAA’s progress-toward-degree requirements at the end of his/her freshman year. 

Once on campus, a learning disabled athlete can ask for an NCAA waiver that allows him or her to take less than a full course load (12 hours) in a given 
semester. And at Florida State, the athlete can be exempted from passing the state-mandated basic competency tests in math and English that all at-risk 
college students must take before their junior year. "A good number of athletes come through the waiver system," says Jennifer Buchanan, chair of the 
CLAST (College Level Academic Skills Test) Waiver Committee at FSU. 



Beyond that, some learning disabled athletes drink from a fire hose of course assistance. At Florida State, classroom accommodations, such as note- 
takers and untimed tests, are dispensed by the campus disability center that is available to all students. But athletes also have the resources of a $1.5 
million-a-year athletic academic support unit with 32 computers, private tutoring rooms and a five-station "Learning Center" for athletes with learning 
disabilities or deficiencies. 

That’s where Monk set up camp, working on papers and other assignments with what she estimates were about 65 learning disabled athletes. She tells 
"Outside the Lines" that more than a third of the football team, and three-quarters of the basketball team, had learning disabilities. FSU spokesman Rob 
Wilson did not respond to requests by "Outside the Lines" for information on the number of learning disabled athletes who were in the program when Monk 
lefL 

By comparison, experts estimate that 5 to 10 percent of the general adult population has a learning disability. 

Fred Rouse, a former Seminoles receiver, attributes the prevalence of learning disabled athletes to an awareness of the resources available to those with 
such a diagnosis. He says some players are just lazy and looking for someone else to do their academic work. 

"1 think it’s bull----," says Rouse, who started as a freshman in 2006. "You [as a high school athlete] have all of this time to prepare [academically] before you 
get to this level, and then when you get here, you play this punk role as, you know, ’1 have a learning disability,’ when that’s not the case." 

Some athletes arrived in Tallahassee with such a diagnosis, from psycho-educational evaluations conducted when they were in high school or earlier. 
Others, as many as 20 per year who were identified as academically at-risk, were referred by Monk after they arrived on campus to Casey Schmidt, a 
licensed psychologist based in Tallahassee. Schmidt evaluates these athletes for learning disabilities and is paid $800 by the athletic department for each 
test. 

About 80 percent of the FSU athletes sent to him receive a learning disabled diagnosis, says Schmidt, who was hired after Monk arrived on campus. 

Schmidt said "people aren’t sophisticated enough" to tank his tests, which are cross-referenced and take the better part of a day to complete. But he 
concedes that he is surprised at the high rate of learning disabilities in the FSU athlete population he has evaluated. "That’s a question mark I don’t know 
how to rectify," he said. 

One possible explanation is the assessment tool he uses. It’s known as the "simple discrepancy" model, which looks for an imbalance between a person’s 
IQ and educational achievement level. The FSU athletes he’s evaluated, he said, often have normal or advanced IQs, but poor academic skills. In his 
estimation, any college student with less than a ninth-grade reading or math level is a strong candidate to meet the criteria for a learning disabled diagnosis. 

Schmidt gives them an additional, cognitive test to minimize the rate of false positives, he said. 

Still, the simple discrepancy method has been criticized by some experts as unreliable. A 2003 study by Florida State researchers Briley Proctor and 
Frances Prevatt found that that model "diagnosed significantly more students with LD than the other three [established] models." In fact, in testing of the 
same set of students, the simple discrepancy model produced a learning disabled diagnosis 46.5 percent of the time, nearly twice the rate of the most 
conservative model. 

Based on their research, Proctor and Prevatt adopted a new model in 2006 for the LD assessments done at the FSU campus facility they run, the Adult 
Learning Evaluation Center, which is available to all students. The athletic department continues to refer athletes offcampus to Schmidt, and his diagnoses 
are accepted by various campus groups that process waivers and provide LD services. They are required to, by laws prohibiting discrimination against the 
disabled. 

"There’s no universally agreed upon way to do these tests," Schmidt said. 

That’s especially true at the college level, experts say. Most of the regulation in the area of learning disabilities occurs at the K-12 level, because that’s when 
students typically get evaluated for learning disabilities. (Beginning in July 2010, for instance, the state of Florida will move to a new model, forcing schools 
to attempt to re-mediate a student’s difficulties with regular services before labeling them as learning disabled.) At universities across the country, set 
standards for evaluations are rare -- and the NCAA provides no oversight. 

Recognizing an opportunity, the Seminoles hired Monk in 2001 to work with these athletes. 

"Florida State couldn’t be left behind," she said. "1 think they recognized the fact that there were a lot of very talented student-athletes who were maybe 
reluctant learners or who struggled in the classroom who were not maybe academically as prepared to come to college as they should be. And so they 
were looking at that population -- how do we let this talent go by? Is there some way that we can have both? Can we have the talent and can we also 
provide them with some kind of help so that they can remain academically eligible while they are in school?" 

Monk received a glowing review in her first year on the job. As she experienced more and more success keeping at-risk athletes eligible, she says she 
became a tool of recruiting, with coaches and parents asking her to work with athletes with increasingly severe learning disabilities. That’s when she made 
what she calls an error in judgment, asking one basketball player in 2007 to input the answers to an online sports psychology test for a teammate who left a 
hard copy of the test on her desk. 

"1 was exhausted, totally exhausted," she said. "1 wasn’t thinking clearly and made an error." 

That led to a Florida State and NCAA investigation that found improprieties in the athletic academic support program. An academic adviser was implicated 
for telling a tutor to provide answers to exam questions in an online music course. The tutor helped 55 athletes receive fraudulent academic credit by 
supplying answers to that test. Monk was accused by the NCAA of creating the study guide for that test, and for providing improper typing assistance on her 
computer for at least three athletes. She denies that she typed papers, characterizing her role as editing their work, which she says was appropriate given 
the needs of some academically deficient athletes. 

"There was an atmosphere in athletics, particularly academic support, that was unacceptable," FSU president T.K. Wetherell said in an NCAA hearing in 
2008~ Wetherell had played college football under Seminoles coach Bobby Bowden, and was an athletics academic adviser early in his career. Both he and 
Bowden declined to speak to "Outside the Lines." 

No NCAA-wide survey has been conducted on the prevalence of athletes with learning disabilities, said Corrine Corte, chair of the learning committee of the 
National Association of Athletic Academic Advisors. At Arizona State, where she is a learning specialist, she said less than 10 percent of football and 



basketball players are learning disabled. 

So, being proactive about athletes’ learning difficulties does not have to be a recipe for abuse, Corte said. At the same time, she said she is talking with the 
NCAA about drawing up rules for what constitutes acceptable support when working with these athletes. FSU officials told the NCAA that Monk was not 
permitted to provide some of the accommodations she was supplying, a charge Monk denies. She said that offering such support was part of her job 
description, and her manager, as well as officials at the campus disability office, knew how she was working with them. 

"She’s a wonderful person," said Rouse, who didn’t have a learning disability but worked with Monk in study halls. "Very, very nice lady. I think it came to a 
point where it was almost forced on her also to make sure these guys were passing. And in the end, she ended up getting fired." 

But not before Monk felt like she made a difference in some players’ lives. She looks back to the player who announced at their introduction that he couldn’t 
read, and so she would need to read to him. She says she arranged for him to work with the most helpful tutors, and drilled with him constantly on 
memorization and other basic academic skills. A lot of times, she says, he would be "lying on the floor," spent from all that brainwork. 

Eventually, he received a degree in sports administration from Florida State. "And it was not something anyone did for him," says Monk, now a principal at a 
prison school in Lake City, Fla. "He did it for himself, taking advantage of all of situations. If you would have looked at his paperwork before you ever met 
him, you would have said, there’s no way ... 

No way, that is, that someone with a grade-school reading level could graduate from a college where the average entering freshman was an honors student 
in high school. 

"_. / said there was no way," Monk said. "He proved me wrong." 

Nicole Noren, a producer for ESPN’s enterprise unit, contributed to this story. Tom Farrey is a reporter for "E:60" and "Outside the Lines," and can be 
reached at tom.fatTey@espn3.com. 
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Stofl~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 
Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@mayquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org-’-; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org---; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org~; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeaslorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeaslovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeaslorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm0l@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kalhy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~)marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/17/09- 13.4.1.1 

Saint Nick, Head Men’s Golf Coach at Ocean State University, wants to buy and send Christmas cards to his 5 NLI signees. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 does not include greeting cards. A coach, however, could send an institutional note card to a prospect with a hand written note 
wishing him/her a Merry Christmas. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1- As specified below, an institution may provide the following printed materials to prospective student-athletes, their parents or legal 
guardians, their coaches or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: (Adopted: 
4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, Revised: 4/15/08) 

(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence, including letters and blank postcards issued by the U.S. postal service, may be sent only by mail. 
Attachments to general correspondence may only include materials printed on plain white paper with black ink that are not created for recruiting purposes, 
except for the additional printed materials listed in this section. All institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members, athletics department staff members 
and administrators) may prepare general correspondence. (Revised: 3/8/06, 5/25/06, 12/12/06, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/15/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08) 

(b) Business Cards. 

(c) Camp Brochures. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, but are restricted to a single two-sided sheet, not to exceed 17 by 22 inches in 
size when opened in full. Camp brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (See Bylaw .1____2_=_5__J_=_6_.) (Revised: 4/15/08) 

(d) Questionnaires. An institution may provide questionnaires to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (Revised: 4/14/08) 

(e) Nonathletics Institutional Publications. An institution may provide nonathletics institutional publications available to all students at any time (e.g., 
official academic, admissions and student-services publications published by the institution and available to all students). 

(f) NCAA Educational Material Published by the NCAA (e.g., NCAA Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete). Such material may be provided 
to a prospective student=athlete at any time. (Revised: 4/15/08) 

(g) Athletics Publications. An institution may produce a recruiting brochure or media guide (but not both). The publications may have only one color of print 
inside the cover and may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size and 208 pages in length. An institution may not produce a separate media guide that is 
intended to supplement the one permissible recruiting brochure or media guide. Such supplemental information (e.g., historical information, records) may 
be posted on the institution’s Web site and may be printed in black and white, and provided to the media. An institution may not create a portfolio of 
information (e.g., pictures) to be used in the recruiting process unless it is considered the institution’s one permissible athletics recruiting publication. An 
institution may produce additional media publications for separate purposes (e.g., postseason media guide, spring football practice guide), provided the 
additional publications are not provided to prospective student-athletes (or their parents or legal guardians)= (Revised: 3/23/05, 4/28/05, 5/12/05, 4/15/08) 

(h) Game Programs. Game programs (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective student-athletes only during official and unofficial 
recruiting visits and may not be mailed. 

(i) Pre-enrollment Information. Necessary pre-enrollment information regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities, may be 
provided to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid agreement or has been 
officially accepted for enrollment. (See Bylaw 13.4.2.5.) (Adopted: 12/12/06) 

(j) Institutional Note Cards. Institutional note cards may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches when opened in full In addition, such cards may only contain the 
institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on the outside, must be blank on the inside (one side of the card when opened in full) when produced and 
may include only handwritten information (e.g., words, illustrations) on the inside when provided to the recipients. (Adopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 
Revised: 4/15/08, 4/13/09) 

(k) Institutional Postcards. The dimensions of an institutional postcard may not exceed 4 1/4 by 6 inches. In addition, a postcard may contain only the 
institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on one side when produced and may include only handwritten information, (e.g., words, illustrations) on the 
opposite side when provided to the recipients. (Adopted: 1/14/09 effective 8/1/09) 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Janum3’ 4, 2010 9:02 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@flu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@V~mderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edw~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandxi@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shults, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaIbrta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@nark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, all" <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendleton -~acharypendleton@weber.edu;,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Crreen 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edw~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Stofl~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin MaNn <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~}marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/4/10- Aid in Mini Term 

Ocean State College offers courses during a mini-term in the month of January. The cost of this term is not included in the institution’s cost of attendance 
for the academic year. Can the athletic department pay the expenses for student-athletes to take courses during the mini-term? If so, is the amount of aid 
provided used in calculating individual or team equivalencies? 
Yes, a student-athlete may receive athletic aid as long as he/she received athletic aid during the previous term and the amount awarded is in proportion to 
the amount of athletic aid received by the student-athlete during the previous academic term. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/18/09- Providing Athletics 
Aid for a Mini-Term During the Academic Year (I)- states that athletically related financial aid provided for a mini-term (e.g., J-term, Intersession) that 
takes place during the academic year is only used in calculating the individual or team equivalencies for the academic year if the mini-term is included in the 
calculation of the value of cost of attendance for all students during the academic year. If the mini-term is not included in the calculation of the value of cost 
of attendance for all students during the academic year, it is permissible to provide athletically related financial aid to an enrolled student-athlete for the term, 
provided it is a separate award, the student-athlete received such aid from the certifying institution during the previous academic term and the aid is 
awarded in proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid received by the student-athlete during the previous academic term. 
If the mini-term is not included in the calculation of the value of the cost of attendance during the academic year, the athletic aid provided is not used in 
calculating the individual or team equivalencies. This type of situation would be similar to awarding athletic aid for summer school. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.02.2 (cost of attendance), 15.1 (maximum limit on financial aid -- individual), 15.3.2.3 (written statement requirement), 
15.5.3.2 (equivalency computations), 15.2.8.1 (general stipulations) and 15.2.8.1.2 (enrolled student-athletes); official interpretation [10/14/92, Item No. 5-c- 
(4)] staff interpretation (01/24/90, Item No. b) and staff interpretation (02/24/95, Item No. a), which have been archived] 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Januao~ 5, 2010 8:48 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.m~Jne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jessica Plantada Diaz 

<jessica.plantada-di~@flu.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edtr~; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edtr~; 

John Harwood <jhapa, ood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg -~ifagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Knme 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.m~ine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; MarkNeyland <mark.neylan&~}icemiller.com>; Megan Boone <mboone@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <geo~e.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas 

<MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; 

Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandxi@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shults, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Malay 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik@nark.edtr~; W Stephen Flippen, all" <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendleton -~acharypendleton@weber.edu;,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Crreen 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edw~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Staffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dang Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

--Lschoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; And?, Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org->; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbxW. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/5/10- 14.1.4.3 

Match Point is a student at Bay State College. Bay decided to try out for the women’s tennis team at the beginning of the spring 2010 term. Match has been 
practicing for five days and will compete in Bay State’s home match this weekend. Which statement is true? 
A. Match does not have to complete the NCAA Drug-Testing Consent form until she has participated in countable athletically related activities for 14 days. 
B. Match must complete the NCAA Drug-Testing Consent form prior to competing in the match this weekend. 
The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.4.3 states that a student-athlete who is "trying out" for a team is not required to complete the form until 14 days from 
the first date the student-athlete engages in countable athletically related activities or before the student-athlete participates in a competition, whichever 
occurs earlier. (Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

jcomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 6, 2010 8:56 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.m~Jne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu-~; Jennit~r Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu-~; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu-~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@l;u.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu-~; John Haxwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jthgg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.m~ine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone 
<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edu-~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandxi@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shnlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Malay 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehli~uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendleton -~acharypendleton@weber.edu;,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Crreen 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edtr~; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edu-~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Staffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dang Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,mn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.rdtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Marina!to <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org-’-; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org---; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org~; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/6/10- 12.1.1.1.3.1 

Full Twist is a diving student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Full initially enrolled at OSU in the spring 2010 semester and is waiting for her 
amateurism status to be certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center. Full was recruited by OSU and has practiced for 15 days. Does Full have to stop practicing 

after her 15th day of practice, or may she continue practicing until her certification is complete? 

Full may practice (not compete) for a period of 45 days before her amateur status has been certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center. NCAA Bylaw 
12.1.1.1.3.1 states that if a prospective student-athlete reports for athletics participation before the student’s amateur status has been certified, the student 
may practice, but not compete, for a maximum period of 45 days. After this period, the student shall have his or her amateur status certified to continue to 
practice or compete. (Adopted: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, for aft final certifications for student-athletes initially enrolling at a Division I or Division fl institution on 
or after 8/1/07, Revised: 11/29/09) 

2009-89 was adopted in October and has an immediate effective date. 

AMATEURISM - - VALIDITY OF AMATEUR STATUS - - ELIGIBLITY FOR PRACTICE OR COMPETITION - - TEMPORARY CERTIFICATION - - RECRUITED 
STUDENT-ATHLETE -- 45-DAY PERIOD 

Status: Adopted - Final Process Diaqram 

Intent: To specify that a student-athlete may practice, but not compete, for a period of 45 days before his or her amateur status has been certified 
by the NCAA Eligibility Center. 

Bylaws: Amend 12.1.1.1.3, as follows: 

12.1.1.1.3 Eligibility for Practice or Competition. Prior to engaging in practice or competition, a student-athlete shall receive a final certification of 
amateur status based on activities that occur prior to his or her request for final certification or initial full-time enrollment at an NCAA Division I or II 

institution (whichever occurs earlier). 

...... :±_.s 12.1.1.1.3.1 Temporary Certification --,,=,., ~ ........ ,~,,=,~-’ ~,,~,.,=,,,-,-,,,,,=,=.-’ ..... ’-’-’- If a , =,,, ,.,,,=,., prospective student-athlete reports for athletics participation before 
the student’s amateur status has been certified, the student may practice, but not compete, for a maximum period of-/-4 45 days. After this period, 
the student shall have his or her amateur status certified to continue to practice or to compete. 

12.1,1,1,3,2 .................................................... If ........................................................... 

Source: NCAA Division I Amateurism Cabinet 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Amateurism 

Rationale: Currently, recruited student-athletes are only permitted to practice for 14 days while their amateurism certification is pending with the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. However, each year since the inception of the amateurism certification process, the NCAA Division I Legislative Council 
Subcommittee for Legislative Relief has issued a blanket waiver to permit recruited and nonrecruited student-athletes to practice (but not compete) 
while awaiting final amateurism certification from the Eligibility Center. The blanket waivers have been granted to provide flexibility to the NCAA 
amateurism certification staff due to the high volume of urgent amateur cases as a result of late registrants, delayed responses for additional 
information and the time required to complete amateurism certifications. Based on feedback from the amateurism certification staff, these issues have 
been consistent from year to year and there is no indication they will be sufficiently remedied to accommodate a 14-day temporary certification 
period. The amateurism certification staff noted, however, that the 45-day temporary certification period generally provides sufficient time to issue a 
final certification decision for a student-athlete. Accordingly, this legislative change would permanently address this issue and eliminate the need to 
annually issue a blanket waiver. 

~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Jannary 6, 2010 3:54 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonller@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu-~; JennitEr Braahear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu-~; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@l;u.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu-~; John Haxwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamal@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone 
<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edu-~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandxi@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shnlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehli~uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendleton -~acharypendleton@weber.edu;,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Crreen 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edu-~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Stofl~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; And5, Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org->; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbxW. 1 @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway00 l@louisville.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1 / 13/10- 17.1.6.3.8 

Andy Athlete is a baseball and track student-athlete at Bay State University. Andy has a baseball game and track meet on the same day. How many hours 
will be counted Andy’s daily and weekly hour limitations? 
A. 3 
B. 6 
C. 20 
D. He cannot participate in more than one competition on a single calendar day 
The answer is A. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/31/07- Counting Competition in Multiple Sports on the Same Day toward the Daily and Weekly 
Hour Limits (1/11)- states that all competition and any associated athletically related activities in multiple sports on a single day of competition shall count as 
three hours toward the daily and weekly hour limitations of a multisport participant. [Reference(s): NCAA Bylaws 17.1.6.3.2 (competition day) and 17.1.6.3.8 
(multisport participant)] 

iicomlaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Jannary 6, 2010 4:29 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonller@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vanghn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu-~; JennitEr Braahear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu-~; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu-~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@l;u.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu-~; John Haxwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol5.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlafl" 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamal@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone 
<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edu-~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandxi@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shnlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehli~uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendleton -~acharypendleton@weber.edu;,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Crreen 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edu-~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin 

Stofl~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,am <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedlisld <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigea#t.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastovg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm0l@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr>; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway00 l@louis~’ille.edu> 

D~JJy Compliance Item- 1/11/10- 14.4.3.3, 14.4.3.3.2 

N. Field Fly is a sollball student-athlete at Ocean State College (OSC). N. initially enrolled at OSC in the fall 2008 semester. OSC has a 2.00 GPA 
requirement for graduation in all academic programs. What minimum GPA must N. have at the beginning of the spring 2010 semester to be eligible for 
competition? 
For purposes of this scenario, please assume N. was enrolled full-time for all 3 semesters of her attendance at OSC 

A. 1.8 
B. 1.9 
C. 2.0 

D. N. does not have to meet a minimum GPA requirement yet 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3 states that a student-athlete who is entering his or her second year of collegiate enrollment shall present a 
cumulative minimum grade-point average (based on a maximum 4.000) that equals at least 90 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative .qrade-point 
average required for graduation. A student-athlete who is entering his or her third year of collegiate enrollment shall present a cumulative grade-point 
average (based on a maximum of 4.000) that equals 95 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative minimum grade-point average required for graduation. 
A student-athlete who is entering his or her fourth or later year of collegiate enrollment shall present a cumulative minimum grade-point average (based on a 
maximum of 4.000) that equals 100 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative minimum grade-point average required for graduation. If the institution 
does not have an overall grade-point average required for graduation, it is permissible to use the lowest grade-point average required for any of the 
institution’s degree programs in determining the cumulative minimum grade-point average. The minimum grade-point average must be computed pursuant 
to institutional policies applicable to all students. (Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92, Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first 
entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 4/15/09) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.3.3.2 states that a student-athlete’s eligibility under this provision shall be certified by the first date of competition or contest of each regular 
term of an academic year beginning with that student’s second or later academic year (third semester or fourth quarter) of full-time enrollment. The 
certification shall be based on the student-athlete’s academic record in existence at the beginning of the applicable term. (Adopted: 1/11/94, Revised: 
1/10/95, 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 5/9/08, 4/15/09) 

ieondaras@biqeast.orq 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Januao, 7, 2010 8:48 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.m~Jne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu-~; Jennit~r Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu-~; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edw~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@l;u.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu-~; John Haxwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jan Fagg <jihgg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder--~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.m~Jne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone 
<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandsii@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shnlts, Willianl --~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaIbrta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Malay 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <~tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehli~uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendleton -~acharypendleton@weber.edu;,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbmley@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Crreen 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato ~athcompl@syr.edw~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknigNs.com>; Caitlin 

Stofl~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl --~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dang Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

~-erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HaArston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.w~lgelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeasl.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway00 l@louisville.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/7/10- 15.3.1.3 

The Head Track Coach at Bay State University has scholarship monies available and would like to increase the athletics aid of a student-athlete to a full 
scholarship (tuition, fees, room and board, and books) for the spring 2010 semester (50% equivalency). The semester is in its third week, but the head 
coach wants the student-athlete to receive the full benefit of the scholarship, retroactive to the first day of classes. 
Can the institution provide the student-athlete with a full scholarship for the semester, retroactively? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.1.3 states that institutional financial aid awarded to an enrolled student-athlete alter the first day of classes in any term may not 
exceed the remaining room and board charges and educational expenses for that term and may not be made retroactive to the beginning of that term. 

jcondaras@biqeast.org 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 8, 2010 8:50 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angnla Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

~-~cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz --~brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myel5 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw --~came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtrump@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@tlu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu-~; Jennit~r Braahear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu-~; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edw~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@l;u.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu-~; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jihgg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder--~Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maJne.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish --lcelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~tine Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone 
<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michnlle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond --~n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Christensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandsii@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shnlts, Willianl --~wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaIbrta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <~tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik~uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen~ Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendleton -~acharypendleton@weber.edtc,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbmley@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Crreen 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lems@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edtr~; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wl’acto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato ~athcompl@syr.edw~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknigNs.com>; Caitlin 

Stofl~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti --~danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl --~dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

~-erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch --~gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney ~dnlanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HaJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathl3~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <~wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <Trederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@mayquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.rdtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatb@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia~bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org~; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeasl.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~)marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway00 l@louis~’ille.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/8/10- Current Event 

Division I to address men’s basketball issues 
Men’s basketball issues will be a centerpiece of Division I discussions at the 2010 NCAA Convention next week in Atlanta. 

The Division I Legislative Council will get its first look at a series of proposals aimed at cleaning up the recruiting environment, and a session of the 
Division I Issues Forum will be devoted to clarifying proposals from the Basketball Academic Enhancement Working Group. 

At its October meeting, the Board of Directors introduced into the 2009-10 legislative cycle a package of proposals designed to curb compensatory 
relationships with people associated with men’s basketball. The presidents identified .L_net~’s____b___a___s_ke_.t__b___a__[kE_e_.__c_£__u_j_tj_L~_g. as a top priority. 

The men’s basketball recruiting proposals that the Legislative Council will review include: 

Proposal No. 2009-99, which would prohibit institutions from hiring for a r, or,-coaching staff position of an individual associated with a prospect 

for a two-year period before or after that prospect enrolls. 

Proposal No. 2009-100, which would prohibit institutions from hosting, sponsoring or conducting a nonscholastic event in its facilities or in 

facilities regularly used by the institution. 

Proposal No. 2009-101, which would allow men’s basketball coaches to recruit prospects during an institution’s camp or clinic. 

Proposal No. 2009-102, which would restrict institutions to hiring only enrolled students or men’s basketball coaches at institutional camps and 

clinics. 

Also at the October meeting, the Board endorsed a tighter definition of "recruited student-athlete" in men’s basketball and adopted a series of 
interpretations aimed at the practice of funneling money to people associated with prospects. 

The interpretations prevent coaches from paying for recruiting services with limited value or using 1-900 numbers for telephone contact with a recruit, 
among other limitations. The Board also endorsed the ability of the NCAA enforcement staff or the Division I Committee on Infractions to suspend 
coaches from regular- and postseason games for violations of the rules. 

The Council members will also see for the first time legislation codifying the work of the Basketball Academic Enhancement Group, formed by late NCAA 
President Myles Brand to address the academic challenges of Division I mews basketball players. Among the most notable recommendations of the 
group recommended was a cut in the total number of games to 28 (or 26 plus a multiple-team event). 

Th ese p ro posa Is a re a Iso ._s_p_9_0__s_o_£__e__d___b_y____t__l:L_e____B_o_a___r__d_.. 

Proposal No. 2009-98, which would limit the number of regular-season games to 28 (or 26 plus a multiple-team event) and establish a 

"staggered" preseason practice model in men’s basketball that includes an official practice start date of October 1 with increases in practice 

time through the current 20-hour week beginning October 15. 

Proposal No. 2009-97, which would change the counter status for men’s basketball student-athletes on atMeticaUy related financial aid who 

wish to stay at an institution after a coach’s departure but not participate in basketball. The proposal would allow student-athletes to remain 

on aid and graduate but not count toward financial aid team limits. 

Proposal No. 2009-96, which would prohibit more than two physical education credit hours from fulfilling the two-year college transfer 

requirements (or up to the minimum number required for degrees in the subject). 

A fourth recommendation that would require summer school for incoming men’s basketball student-athletes who need an academic head start will be 
discussed at the Division I issues forum on Friday, January 15. The recruiting proposals also will be discussed there. 

The Council has the opportunity to approve, defeat or send each of the proposals it will review out for comment. At its October meeting, the Council 
reviewed other proposals in the cycle and took initial positions on some, including supporting a proposal that would limit the number of recruits per 
year a coach can sign to a National Letter of Intent. 

In other Division I Convention news, the membership will vote on .t___w___o____o_v_e_r__rLd_e_p_r___o_p___o__s___a__t_s_,_ one adding sand volleyball to the list of emerging sports for 
women and a second adding a week to the begirming of the baseball season. 

The Leadership Council will meet January 14 to finish Lip its report on Division I membership standards, with the goal of sending recommendations to 
the Board of Directors this spring. 

_i~’~:~t~Y , . C~:~,~,~: 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 8:07 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu-~; Jennit~r Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu-~; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edw~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@l;u.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu-~; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jihgg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone 
<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandxi@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shnlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaIbrta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik~uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen~ Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zacha~ Pendleton --~zachaly-pendleton@weber.edu;,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Crreen 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edw~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknigNs.com>; Caitlin 

Stofl~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.wvu.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath131n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

~ohn.fishe@maJl.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:edu>; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<~tdemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Maxinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatfick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa Zanecchia 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeasl.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeasl.org>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtr~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin Marlin <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway00 l@louisville.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 1 / 12/10- 13.12.2.2.1 

Blind Side is the Head Football Coach at Big Time University. He wants to conduct a camp this summer and hopes that all the local high school teams will 
attend. Coach Side wants to establish a good relationship with the high school coaches in the area, so he offers an incentive to the coaches for attending 
the team camps. The incentive would be to reimburse high school coaches $200.00 from the camp fees if they bring in 10 or more kids with them to camp. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.12.2.2.1 states that institutions may not compensate or reimburse a high school, preparatory or a two-year college coach based on the 
number of campers the coach sends to the camp. 

jcondaras@biqeast.org 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January, 14, 2010 8:01 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@irginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor 

<apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Blake 

James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonner@nnu.edn; Brad Woody 

<cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myels 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; 

Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <choMet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu~; Dan Trump <dtruml0@nmd.edu~; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed 

<reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu~; Elizabeth Bookwalter 
<ebookwalte@ncan.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric Wood <ewood@theacc.org~; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu-~; Jennit~r Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu-~; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edw~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@l;u.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakm@agnesscott.edu-~; John Harwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <ji:agg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Keli Cunningham 

<kcunning@umd.edu’~,; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatols.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kris~dne Kuhr Fowler <lddbwle@ku.edu:>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Diclonan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone 
<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; Megan Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Deem <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgetV~Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-sIate.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mcca~hym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder 

<Schroede@uncc.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@americaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Altbrd <alibrd@sacredheart.edw~; Rachel Strassner 

<rachel.m.stmssne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <n-ichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick Clmstensen <chris~tensen@duq.edu>; Rick Eward 

<revrard@bsk.com>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; San@ Weber <sandxi@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; 

Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@vale.edu>; Shnlts, Willianl <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie 

Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen LaIbrta <laportsp@t.edu>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbn.edu>; Steven Koo 

<koos~bc.edu>; Steven SNflts <shult@marshall.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu;,; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Tony Hernandez <thernandez@miami.edu;,; Tracey Stehlik 

<Stehlik~uark.edu~; W Stephen Flippen~ Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu~; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net~; White, 

Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zacha~ Pendleton --~zachaly-pendleton@weber.edu;,; adrienne.trice@marquette.edu; 
almworth@admin.usf.edu; amy.e.mille@villanova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Charmelle Green 

<charmelle.a.green.85@nd.edtr~; dbrown@~arletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; rienecke@stjohns.edu; 

erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Garrett.Ford@mail.wvu.edtr~; jbeverly@scarletknights.com; Jennit~r Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <imarinatto@bigeast.ovg>; Jo~ph D’Antonio <jdanmnio@bigeast.org>; 

jsmille@admin.us£edn; kshank@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; kwalsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston 

<kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill ~KOPICKI@provi&nce.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan 

<BMARINEL@providence.edu:>; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell <mm~’in.mitchell@lonisville.edu>; geibelma@shu.edu; 

maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh <mwalsh@providence.edt~-; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; 

paul.downey@mail.wvn.edu; Randi Larson <rlarson@scarlet2nights.com~; Sandy Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMent(@mail.wvu.edu~; 

swalke@scarletknights.com; Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu;,; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; 

Wanda Factor <wfacto@bigeast.org>; Jordan Blizzard <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu;,; Mark Ronntree <msr47@georgetown.edu~; 

Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edw~; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Brent 

Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknigNs.com>; Caitlin 

Stofl~r <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@mail.wvu.edw~; 

complex~syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; Dan Bartholomae ~<tbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; D~m Isa£ ~<tmisai~syr.edu>; 

Daniel Gossom <~tbgoss01 @lonisville.edu>; Danielle Josetti <danielle.fitzgerald@marquette.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu’~,; 

Donna Sanfl <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna Sloan <~tsloan@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Doug Bal&er <~tba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Dong Tra~i 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <~athcompliance@s~tjohns.edt~-; Erin Sales 

<erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@illanova.edu>; Greg Featherston 

<gdlg@georgetown.edn>; Harley King <hafley.king@mail.~u.edtr~; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu>; Janfie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Jamie Mnllin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining-Smith ~vinings@nd.edu>; 

Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.nsf.edtr~; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens~@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 

<jo@.syke@lonisville.edu~; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@Ngeast.org>; John Carns <john.carns@louisville.edu;,; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu>; Kate ttickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centtella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpattick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edw~; Mac ttart <mhart@providence.edtr~; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@ac.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@shu.edw~; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <shannon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmermans <tlimmenn@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle < marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacal3~ Tardiff<Zaca~.Tardiff@mail.wvu.edu>; Dan Regan 

--~daniel.t.regan@illanova.edu;,; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Frederick Russ <frederick.rnss@nc.edu>; Jolm Fisher 



Subject: 

<john.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depanl.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; [,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppl@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@masquette.edu>; Robert Mangione <mm~gion@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.ust:e&P; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 
<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbelli@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough <bfaJrclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

<ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; John Mazinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; John Paqnette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gmnbardella <mgambardella@bigeas~.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pare Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeastorg>; Rachel Margolis <rmargolis@bigeastorg>; Sarah Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pittedu>; (finger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tleppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin@providence.edu>; Julie Hennmm <jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu~; Kathy Meehm~ 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edu>; Missy Conboy <conbx~y.l @nd.edu>; Pat Babcock 

<pat.babcock@uconn.edt~-; Robin MaNn <robin.marfin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bobert~}marquette.edu>; Tern Howes 

<terri.howe@mail.w~,u.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway00 l@louis~’ille.edu> 

D~JJy Compliance Item- 1/14/10- 16.1.5.4 

The women’s soccer team at College USA won the regular season conference title. College USA provided each student-athlete with a ring. 
2 SCENARIOS: 
1. The cost of the rings was below the maximum value allowed by the NCAA for such an award. A few student-athletes on the team decided they wanted to 
upgrade their rings to a different metal. The student-athletes paid the difference for the rings, which was still below the NCAA maximum amount. 
2. The cost of the rings was above the maximum value allowed by the NCAA for such an award by $25. The student-athletes paid the $25 overage, so the 
institution would be within the maximum value allowed by the NCAA. 
Which of the following is true? 

A. Only scenario 1 is a violation 
B. Only scenario 2 is a violation 

C. Both scenarios are violations 
D. Neither scenario is a violation 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.6.4 states that The value of an award may not exceed specified value limits, and a student-athlete may not contribute to 
its purchase in order to meet those limits. Additionally, NCAA Educational Column Educational Column- 8/6/02- 2002 Column No. 16 - NCAA Divisions 
I, II and III Bylaws 16.1.4 - Types of Awards, Awarding Agencies, Maximum Value and Numbers of Awards and 16.1.6.4 - Student- states that the 
value of an award provided to a student-athlete may not exceed specified value limits and the student-athlete may not contribute to its purchase in order to 
meet those limits. In accordance with the legislation, an institution may not permit student-athletes to make financial contributions to the purchase of 
awards. 
For example, if an institution would like to provide a student-athlete with an annual participation award that has a value of $175, the student-athlete is not 
permitted under NCAA legislation to contribute $25 so that the institution meets the $150 maximum value of the annual participation award. Further, if an 
institution chooses to provide an award with a value less than the maximum value permissible under NCAA legislation, it is not permissible for a student- 
athlete to make a financial contribution to upgrade the award. 
There are also case precedents on the secondary violations database with similar fact patterns. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 15, 2010 7:23 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt(~mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick ttairskm <pattick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah Ratzla~t’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu:>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsulhns@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.eduv,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-~daniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£--~dmisaf(c))syr.edu>; Tony Heman&z <themandez@miami.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage 
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Daily Compliance Item- 1/15/10- Current Event 

Education secretary rips NCAA rules, pro trends at convention 
USATODAY.com 

ATLANTA -- Secretary of Education _A_q3~___D~!3~A!3 fired a shot across the bow of college athletics Thursday, criticizing the recent phenomenon of 
"one-and-done" players in basketball, suggesting a graduation-rate requirement for postseason-bound teams and caning for a crackdown on 
coaches who run afoul -- and have players who run afoul -- of rules and criminal laws. 

Speaking at the opening session of the NCAA convention, Duncan decried the unseemliness of "rogue coaches" and big-time programs in which 
scant attention is paid to academics. 

"The bad actors taint everyone," he said. "And to me, it’s so unnecessary. I don’t understand why that’s tolerated." 

The former Harvard basketball co-captain laid out a series of proposed reforms to the gathering of presidents and other university officers and 
athletics administrators in attendance. 

¯ The minimum-age requirement for entry in the NBA draft, imposed by the league and its players association, has delivered a succession of 
youngsters who spend a required year in college with minimal attention to class work, Duncan said. 

Under NCAA rules, those players need only pass six first-semester hours to be eligible the following semester. 

"1 just think it’s intellectually dishonest," said Duncan, who earned a post-college tryout with the Boston Celtics and wound up playing professionally 
for four years in Australia. 

He expressed a preference for baseball’s policy allowing players to be drafted by major-league teams out of high school and, if they opt for college 
instead of signing, making them ineligible for the draft again for three years. 

The NBA rule, in place since 2005, keeps players out its draft until they’re 19 and at least a year out of high school. 

Commissioner David Stern has expressed sentiment for requiring an additional year’s wait when the collective bargaining agreement with the 
players association expires after the 2010-2011 season, but union head ~ Hunter has balked. 

¯ Pointing to lagging graduation rates for many of last year’s NCAA basketball tournament entries, Duncan suggested a minimum 40% rate "as a 
starting point" for selection eligibility. 

¯ He insisted coaches be held more accountable for off4he-field problems, from NCAA rules violations to players’ criminal acts. 

"Where programs are out of control, where the average arrests per year are higher than a team’s GPA, that’s a challenge," Duncan said. 

"The coach ... should be personally sanctioned and face suspension. Or bar him for coaching for a year or two or a lifetime, depending on the 
seriousness of the infraction. What we see far too often is coaches will run a program into the ground, get in trouble but bounce to the next 
institution, leave chaos and disarray in their wake." 

He declined to name names. 

NCAA interim President Jim Isch said he welcomed Duncan’s suggestions, though he and others maintained the association already has touched 
on many of the issues the secretary raised -- among other things, enacting penalties up to postseason bans for teams that post low Academic 
Progress Rates (APRs) and hitting rules-breaking coaches with multiyear show-cause orders that subject any new employers to sanctions. 

Basketball targeted: 

The Division I Legislative Council added to a series of rules changes aimed at cleaning up the basketball recruiting environment, endorsing a 
measure that bars schools from hiring "an individual associated with a prospect" for two years before or after the player’s arrival at the college. 

It will take effect immediately unless overturned by the Board of Directors on Saturday. 

A number of other notable proposals had majority support but not the two-thirds needed for immediate approval, and will get another look in April. 

Among them: a cut in the number of men’s basketball regular-season games from 29 to 28 (or 26 plus one exempt tournament) and a tweak in 
football’s bowl-eNgibiNty requirements, allowing .500 teams full access if they have as many wins vs. major-coNege teams as total losses. 
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Subject: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmett@bigeast.ovg>; 

Angela Crock <amc9h@virginia.edu>; Barbara Osborne <bambara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Randale Richmond <rriclmao2@kent.edu>; 

Brian Lu~ <brian.lulz@utoledo.edu>; Vickie Y Way <vyway001 @louisville.edu>; Elaine Wi~ <elaine.wise@louisville.edu-~; John 

Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Scott Rent]co <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu-~; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John ttarwood 

<jhaxwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. < SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom 

Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.oje@louisville.edu>; Jordan 

Blizzard <jordan.blizz~md@mail.w~’u.edt~-; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed 

<reed(c)!mimni.edu>; Chris Moore <clms.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock@nconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa 

Zanecchia <lzanecchi@Ngeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org~; Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 11 / 18/10- Cunent Event 

Judge: Kentucky can keep pitcher Paxton out of games 
USAToday.com- AP 
The University of Kentucky can keep one of the nation’s top collegiate pitchers out of games for his senior season if he fails to clear up NCAA 
concerns about his amateur status, a judge ruled Friday night. 

James Paxton, the highest-drafted college player to return to school this year, asked Fayette County Circuit Judge James Ishmael to stop the 
school from benching him for his refusal to answer undisclosed questions from the governing body for college athletics. 

University compliance officer Sandy Bell testified she showed Paxton a newspaper clip that alleged prominent sports agent .,.S.’.f~9.tt..[!.9.r.&..s’. may have 
committed an NCAA violation by negotiating on Paxton’s behalf with the ~J:__?JL?J3t?___B’J_u_e__~!A2% who drafted him 37th overall last year. 

According to Baseball America, he was the only college player among the top 100 picks who didn’t sign, and he is projected to be an early first- 
round pick in this year’s draft. 

Boras represented Paxton in an advisory role before the 2009 draft, as is allowed under the NCAA rules. If it was proven he then directly 
negotiated with a professional team, the pitcher could lose his amateur status -- although both sides in Friday’s hearing said they have no 
evidence that happened. 

Ishmael ruled from the bench that even though the NCAA’s request was ambiguous, the school could be subjected to possible sanctions I 
including forfeiture of games -- if it allowed Paxton to play without clearing up his status. The judge also rejected Paxton’s argument that his due 
process rights guaranteed under the school’s student code were violated. 

"That is clearly not part of the student code," Ishmael said. "1 don’t see how in the world a student code can address the NCAA eligibility of a 
student athlete." 

Paxton, who was the first witness to take the stand Friday afternoon, said he learned about the NCAA’s interest in a phone call from Bell, who 
suggested he could face a short suspension even if he did submit to questioning and a longer one if he didn’t. Another university official informed 
him the NCAA held his life in their hands, said Paxton, explaining that was when he decided not to cooperate. Bell said he was the first athlete in 
21 years she recalled not submitting to an NCAA interview. 

"1 feel my eligibility is threatened going to that meeting," Paxton said. "I’m uncomfortable with feeling the NCAA makes their own rules and has my 
life in their hands." 

Kentucky athletics director Mitch Barnhart called Paxton "the best of the best," excelling academically and athletically. He said nobody wanted 
Paxton to play more than him, but the pitcher wouldn’t be the only victim if he was put on the field and later declared ineligible. 

"There are 34 other members of this team at stake," Barnhart said. "It’s very difficult for us to put that at risk." 

Earlier Friday, the judge refused a motion by the university to throw out the case, allowing the afternoon hearing on the injunction to proceed. He 
kept court in session late, issuing his order shortly before 10 p.m. 

Under questioning from UK’s attorney, Stephen Barker, Paxton said he believed it was the university’s responsibility -- not his own -- to provide 
information proving his amateur status. 

"How does the university get the facts if you don’t tell them?" Barker asked. 

"Apparently they’re getting them from a blog," said Paxton, a reference to the newspaper article that quoted a Blue Jays executive talking about 
Boras. 

Paxton’s attorneys have the right to appeal, and it wasn’t immediately known whether the pitcher would now submit to questioning. Games begin 
next month. 

"1 gave up a lot to come back here," Paxton said. "I’m feeling let down they’re not on my side." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 8:44 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolal@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@t.edu>; Blake James <blake ja~le@umit.maine.edu>; Bo 

Kerin <bkefin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; 

Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeast.org>; Carly Tnlly <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw 

<came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore < chris.moore@unt.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 
<Hoppe@rmn.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edus,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr--; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Tromp <dtmmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.ovg>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edus,; Donald Ross 

<dros,N@~mail.ewn.edus,; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Eric 

Wood <ewood@theacc.ovg>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleagueslyorts.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~g@/vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; 

Jamie Israel <jismel@miami.edtv~; Jaanie Vaughn <Jaanie.vaughn@Itu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennit~r Brashear 

9ennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu-~; John 

Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <j fagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder Qoseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley’ Kish <kelleyk@gators.tma.ufl.edu~>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khoriel@pdx.edtl>; Kris f~,ichardson <krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler 

<kklbMer@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlafl’<lmtzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edtr--; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar <lmnar@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nan.edus,; Lynne Barney 

<lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland,@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone <mboone@staaflbrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edtr~; Miami Compliance Office 

<athlefic~ompliance@mimni.edu>; Michael Deaal <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edtr~; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.midgetV@/Vanderbilt.Edtr~; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCaVthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu-~; Nicholas Schroeder <Schroede@uncc.edu-~; PatrickNero <nero@mnericaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia Alford 

<aJforda@sacredheart.edtr>-; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.strassner@wmich.edtr>-; Randale Richmond < mchmo2@kent.edu>; Rick 
Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick EvraJrd <revrard@bsk.com >; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu~>; San@ Weber 

<sandyj@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edtl>; Shults, Willimn <wshults@admin.fsu.edtl>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu>; Stephen Laf~orta 

<laportsl@vt.edus,; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <koost(@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edn>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edus,; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edn>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edus,; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.maJl.virginia.edn>; Wmvl 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachao, Pendleton <zacha~pendleton@weber.edtr--; 
adrienne.lrice@marquette.edu; ahaworfll@admin.ustledu; amy.e.miller@villaalova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Chaalnelle Green <chaalnelle.a.green.85@nd.edu>; dbrown@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wychefley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gaxrett.For&~mail.wvu.edu-~; jbeverly@scm’letknights.com; Jennifer 

Condaras <jcondams@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depaul.edu; John Marinatto <jmminatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usfedu; kshanlc@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu~>; 

~-aJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicld, Jill 

<lKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BMAl~NEL@providence.edu~>; mpeterson@scafletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu>; geibehna@shu.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike WaJsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.vx~’u.edu; Randi Larson 

<rlarson@scarlet2nights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen ~)mail.wvn.edus>; swalker@scarlet£nights.com; Shelly K. 

Habel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edn>; jonet4@ncmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edn; Wanda Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; 
.!ordan Bl~zm-d <jordan.blizzard@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominato <~athcompl@syr.edu>; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlett@bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edu-~; Brian Warcup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caiflin Stoffer <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.waJl@mail.wvu.e&P; complexl@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Barfllolomae <dbartkolomae@athletics.pitt.edtc>; Din1 Isaf <zlmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Dmfielle 

Josetti <dmaielle.fitzgeraJd@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~teborah.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft(c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dba2,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabefll Mancini 

<mmlcinie@stjohns.edU>; Elizabeth Slot <athcomplimlce@stjohns.edtl>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edtl>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu;>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villmlova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<haadey.ldng@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Efickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu;>; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scaadetlolights.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condaza£a~bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edus>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jesse Rose -~thcmpll@admin.nsf.edus>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jody Sykes 
~ody.syke@louisville.edtr>; Joe D’Antonio <jdanlxmio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John Heck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cress@mail.wvu.e&P; Kate Hickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrella@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney <delaalekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 

Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu-~; Mac Hart <mhart@providence.edtv>; Maggie 

McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNeaJy <mcnealme@slm.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick Hairston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcdlvey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CmMey <shmmon.cmMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kath13~n <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@syr.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RStumpf@admin.usf.edu>; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemmns <tlimmerm@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edus>; Wanda 

Factor <wfactor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders--~zsaunders@athlefics.pitt.edn>; Zacm3~ Tardiff<Zacau.Tardiff@mail.vwu.edu>; Din1 Regan 



-zdaniel.t.regan@villaJ~ova.edw~; Elaine Wise +<elaine.wise@loui~dlle.edw~; Frederick Russ ~kederick.russ@uc.edu>; John Fisher 

~ohn.fisher@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn [,am ~klam@nd.edu>; Laura Schoppman 

-<schoppla~shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse +qnbricl&ouse@bigeast.org>; Michael Wasylenko ~mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 

~pMlip.naylor@maxquette.edu>; Robert Mangione ~mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins ~rsullins@ugs.usEe&P; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor < sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susan Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen~)spanport.mtgers.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia(~nd.edu>; And5, Anderson -~aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacobs a)bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough -~bfairclough@bigeast.org >; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org >; dgavi~bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org >; Donna Demarco 

-~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John M~xinatto ~mafina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

-~jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick-<kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates ~lyates@bigeast.org~; Lisa Zanecchia 

-<lzanecchia@bigeast.org~; Lois DeBlois -<ldeblois@bigeast.org~; Mark Hodgkin ~mhodgkin@bige&st.org>; Michael Coyne 

-~mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike GaJnbardella ~mgambardella@bigeas~t.org>; Nick Carparelli ~ncarparelli@bige&st.org>; Pare Flenke 

~pflenke@bigeaslo~>; Rachel Margolis ~rma~olis@bigeast.org>; Sarah Emmett ~2~emmet~bigeaslorg>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian ~todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson ~bhadams@syr.edw~; 

Carol Sprague ~csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <lTultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; Jill La Point 

~jlapoinl@providence.edu>; Julie Hermann ~<jkherm01@louisville.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edw~; Kathy Meehan 

~qneehank@s~tjohns.edu>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeaslorg >; Lynn Tighe <lynn.fighe@villanova.edtr~; Missy Conboy 

~conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock ~pat.babcock(0)uconn.edu>; Robin Martin ~robin.m~xtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

<saxah.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway001@louisville.edt~> 

Subject: Daily Compli~Jlce Item- 1/19/10- 13.6.7.10 

Base Line is a basketball prospective student-athlete that is being recruited by Bay State College (BSC). Base is going to take an official visit to BSC this 
spring. Which of the following activities is NOT permissible for Base to attend during his visit? 

A. Team practice 
B. Home competition 
C. Professional tryout or workout 
D. Open gym 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.10 states that during an official visit, a prospective student-athlete may not attend vents in which professional tryout 
or workout activities occur. 

;4/? ~+,4!F ~k+++f<,+’+++~,+~+ 

jcondar+r+@biqeast.orq 

Ce[g:    4<?,L/.!~;15.6;~;,~9 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, January 20, 2010 8:25 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@mu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Taxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~t.org >; Carly Tully 

<mllyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edtc>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edn>; Dan Tromp <~tmm~umd.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;>; 

Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmel@utk.edu;>; Donald Ross <~ross@mail.ewu.edn>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshall.edtr~; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel @srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn qlaJnie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray 

~a~m.gray@usm.edu-~; Jennit~r Brashear <jennit~r.bmsheax@ttu.edu>; Jim Booz <tx~oz@virginia.edtr~; Jody Smith @smith@t?m.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt:agg@nark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<2[oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedoni@saclink.csns.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bufl~lo.edu>; Kiln Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldmmer@athlefics.ucf.edn>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu;>; Loretta Lamar <lamal@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson 

<lynn.newson@nan.edu;>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmad 

<mask.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@tiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@s~ntbrd.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtr~; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.n~idgetV~:Vanderbilt.Edtr~; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <schroedema@longwood.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@alnericaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia 

Alfol~t <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.s~trassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick 
Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick EvraJrd <revrard@bsk.com >; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsn.edu:>; San@ Weber 

<sandyj@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu;,; Stephen LaPorta 

<laports~vt.edu;>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <bost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shult@marshall.edn>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklmlda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu;>; Tim Parker <tparker@~,~t.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtr~; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaxk.edu~; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; Wmfl 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendleton <zacharypendleton@weber.edu>; 
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Daily Complimlce Item- 1/20/10- Women’s Basketball Summer Evaluation Period 

The women’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University have begun planning their summer recruiting trips. They were discussing the different events 
and activities they would like to attend. Which of the following is permissible for women’s basketball coaches to attend in the summer? 

A. Open Gyms 
B. Pick-Up Games 

C. Certified Tournaments 
D. None of the above 

The answer is C. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 21)09-37, women’s basketball coaches are precluded from evaluating at non-institutional non- 
organized events (eg., pick-up games, open gyms) during the summer evaluation period. 
This new legislation has an immediate effective date, so it will be in place for this summer. 
2009-37 

RECRUITING -- EVALUATIONS -- SUMMER EVALUATION PERIOD -- NONINSTITUTIONAL NONORGANIZED EVENTS -- WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period 

intent: In women’s basketball, to prohibit evaluations at noninstitutional nonorganized events (e.g, pick-up games, open gyms) during the summer 
evaluation period. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.1.8.8, as follows: 

13.1.8.8 Basketball Evaluations. 

[13.1.8.8-(a) unchanged.] 

(b) Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, each institution is limited to five recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per 
prospective student-athlete (see Bylaw 13.1.6.6). Women’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 recruiting-person days during the academic 
year contact and evaluation periods. 

[13.1.8.8-(b)-(1 ) unchanged.] 

(2) Summer Evaluation Period. During the summer evaluation period, a member institution’s basketball coaching staff may attend non;no,-i,’utional 
o/, institutional basketball camps per Bylaw 13.12.1.1 and noninstitutional organized events (e.g., camps, leagues, 

tournaments and festivals) that are certified per Bylaw 30.16. 

[Remainder of 13.1.8.8 unchanged.] 
Source: NCAA Division I Championships!Sports Management Cabinet (Women’s Basketball Issues Committee) 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: There has been an escalation in the number of impermissibly arranged activities disguised as open gym or pick-up games during the summer 
evaluation period. These activities subject coaches to potential rules violations and can create an environment in which contact between NCAA coaches 
and outside influences occur. During the summer evaluation period, evaluations should be limited to institutional basketball camps and noninstitutional 
organized events (e.g., camps, leagues, tournaments and festivals) that are certified through the basketball certification process. The Women’s Basketball 
Coaches Association supports and has requested this legislative change to the women’s basketball recruiting model. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

impact on Student-AtNete’s Time: None. 



Position Statement(s): 
Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. 

History 

May 07, 2009: Women’s Basketball issues Committee, Recommends Approval 

Jun 25, 2009: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Sponsored 

Jul 27, 2009: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Sep 22, 2009: Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Jan 13, 2010: Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 16, 2010: Board Consideration, Adopted; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 
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~<sar~Jl.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway001@louisville.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 1/21/l 0- 11.7. 1.2 

The football staff at Bay State College is preparing for the many official visits they will be hosting over the next couple of weekends. Because the 
administrative staff assist the coaches with all travel arrangements for these official visits, they would like to be able to telephone the prospective student- 
athletes while they are traveling to campus to make sure there are not any issues. 
Is it permissible for the administrative staffto telephone the prospective student-athletes while they are traveling to campus for an official visit? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.2 states that the following recruiting coordination functions (except related routine clerical tasks) must be performed by the head 
coach or one or more of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4: (Revised: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06, 4/24/08 
effective 8/1/08) 

(a) Activities involving athletics evaluations and/or selection of prospective student-athletes; and (Revised: 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08) 

(b) Making telephone calls to or receiving telephone calls from prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents, legal guardians or 
coaches). (Revised: 1/12/06, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08) 

With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-18, it will soon be permissible for non-coaching staff members to initiate telephone calls to 
prospective student-athletes while they are traveling to campus and during an official visit. This legislation becomes effective Auqust 

1,2010. 

PERSONNEL AND RECRUITING -- RECRUITING COORDiNATiON FUNCTIONS -- EXCEPTION -- NONCOACHING STAFF MEMBERS AND 
NONCOUNTABLE COACHES -- TELEPHONE CALLS IN CONJUNCTION WITH OFFICIAL VISIT 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diaqram 

Intent: To permit a noncoaching staff member or a noncountable coach to initiate telephone calls to and receive telephone calls from a prospective student- 
athlete or those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during his 
or her official visit; further; to specify that athletics department staff members may make unlimited telephone calls to the prospective student-athlete or 
those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during his or her 
official visit. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 11.7.1.2, as follows: 

11.7.1.2 Recruiting Coordination Functions. The following recruiting coordination functions (except related routine clerical tasks) must be performed by the 
head coach or one or more of the assistant coaches who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7.4: 

(a) Activities involving athletics evaluations and!or selection of prospective student-athletes; and 

(b) Making telephone calls to or receiving telephone calls from prospective student-athletes (or prospective student-athletes’ parents, legal guardians or 
coaches). 

[11.7.1.2.1 through 11.7.1.2.2 unchanged.] 

11.7.1.2.3 Exception -- Noncoachinq Staff Members and Noncountable Coaches -- Telephone Calls in Conjunction with Official Visit. A 
noncoachinq staff member or a coach who does not count toward the numerical limitations on head and assistant coaches in Bylaw 11.7.4 may 
initiate telephone calls to and receive telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanyinq the prospective 
student-athlete durinq the prospective student-athlete’s official visit transportation and durinq his or her official visit. 

B. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3.3.1, as follows: 

13.1.3 Telephone Calls. 

13.1.3.1 Time Period for Telephone Calls -- General Rule. Telephone calls to an individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made 
before July 1 following the completion of his or her junior year in high school (subject to the exceptions below); thereafter, staff members shall not make 



such telephone calls more than once a week. 

[13.1.3.1.1 through 13.1.3.1.7 unchanged.] 

[13.1.3.2 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.3 Exceptions. 

13.1.3.3.1 Official Visit Exception. Institutional coaching staff members (see Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1) may make unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student- 
athlete during the five days immediately preceding the prospective student-athlete’s official visit (per Bylaw 13.6) to that institution. If more than one call per 
week occurs under this exception and a scheduled official visit is cancelled due to circumstances beyond the control of the prospective student-athlete or 
the institution (e.g, trip is canceled by the prospective student-athlete, inclement weather conditions), such calls shall not be considered institutional 
violations and shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibility. However, the institution shall submit a report to the conference office noting the 
cancellation of the official visit and the reasons for such cancellation. 

13.1.3.3.1.1 Telephone Calls in Conjunction with Official Visit. Athletics department staff members may make unlimited telephone calls to a 
prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s 
official visit transportation and during his or her official visit, (See Bylaw 11.7.1.2.3.) 

13.1.3.4 Permissible Callers. 

13.1 ~3.4.1 institutional Coaching Staff Members -- General Rule. All telephone calls made to and received from a prospective student-athlete (or the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians or coaches) must be made and received by the head coach or one or more of the assistant coaches 
who count toward the numerical limitations in Bylaw 11.7~4 (see Bylaw 11.7A .2). In bowl subdivision football and women’s rowing, such telephone calls also 
may be made and received by a graduate assistant coach, provided the coach has successfully completed the coaches’ certification examination per 
Bylaw 11.5.1.1. 

13.1.3.4.1.1 Exceptions -- Prior to National Letter of intent Signing or Other Written Commitment. Prior to a prospective student-athlete signing a National 
Letter of intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, the following institutional staff members may make telephone calls to or 
receive telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) as specified: 

[13.1.3.4.1.1 -(a) through 13.1.3.4.1.1 -(c) unchanged.] 

(d) Noncoachinq Staff Members and Noncountable Coaches -- Telephone Calls in Conjunction with Official Visit. A noncoachinq staff member 
or a coach who does not count toward the numerical limitations on head and assistant coaches in Bylaw 11,7.4 may initiate telephone calls to 
and receive telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete during the 
prospective student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during his or her official visit, 

[Remainder of 13.1.3 unchanged.] 

Source: Big 12 Conference 

Effective Date: August 1,2010 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Personnel 

Rationale: This proposal allows an athletics department staff member to more easily locate a prospective student-athlete at the airport and allows the 
prospective student-athlete to call the institutional staff member he or she is meeting at the airport in the case of an emergency or in the case of any travel 
alterations. In many situations, the prospective student-athlete will be traveling alone for the visit and will not be familiar with the airport, resulting in 
confusion concerning meeting locations or delay in arrival. Allowing telephone communication with the specific staff member will prevent any unnecessary 
concern by the prospective student-athlete during travel to the institution’s campus. Providing additional flexibility to permit any athletics department staff 
member to make or receive telephone calls during this specified time period will permit institutions to be more responsive to the needs of prospective 
student-athletes while on official visits or while in transit for the visit. 

Estimated Budget impact: None. 

impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s): 
Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. 

History 

Jun 08, 2009: 

Sep 22, 2009: 

Sep 30, 2009: 

Jan 13, 2010: 

Jan 16, 2010: 

Jan 17, 2010: 

Mar 17, 2010: 

Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Sponsor modified the proposal to permit a noncoaching staff member or a noncountable coach to initiate telephone calls to and receive 
telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete during the prospective 
student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during the official visit; further; to specify that institutional staff members may make unlimited 
telephone calls to the prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete during the prospective 
student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during the official visit. Previously, the proposal would have only applied during a prospective 
student-athlete’s official visit transportation. 

Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Adopted, Override Period; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 22, 2010 8:18 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@mu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Taxio <btaxio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bnryer@bigeas~t.org >; Carly Tully 

<mllyc@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edtc,; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards 

<edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edn>; Dan Tromp ~tmm~umd.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; 

Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross ~ross@mail.ewu.edn>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marsha]l.edtr>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edw~; Jamie Israel @srael@miami.e&P; Jamie Vaughn qlamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray 

~a~m.gray@usm.edu-~; ,lennit}r Brashear <jennit}r.bmsheaz@ttu.edu>; Jim Booz <tx)oz@virginia.edtr>; Jody Smith @smith@t?m.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Jon Fagg <jt’agg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder 

<2[oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume --jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maJne.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edtl>; Keli Cunninghmn <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kklbwle@ku.edu>; Leah Ratzlafl’<]ratzlafl?(~ewu.edu--; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr--; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldmmer@athlefics.ucf.edn>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edus>; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson 

<lynn.newson@nan.edus>; Lynne Bamey <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neylmad 

<mm’k.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshili@tiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@s~ntbrd.edtr>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edtr>; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Midgett, George D 

<george.d.n~idget’g~:Vanderbilt.Edtr>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-s~te.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Nicholas Schroeder <schroedem@longwood.edu>; Patrick Nero <nero@mnericaeast.com>; Queally, Alicia 

Alfolvl <alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Rachel Strassner <rachel.m.s~trassne@wmich.edu>; Randale Richmond <rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Rick 
Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Rick EvraJrd <revrard@bsk.com >; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu:>; San@ Weber 

<sandyj@vt.edu>; Scott Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Shults, William <wshults@admin.fsu.edu>; Stephmfie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu:>; Stephen LaPorta 

<laports~vt.edu;>; Steve Moniaci <smoniaci@hbu.edu>; Steven Koo <bost@bc.edu>; Steven Shults <shult@mazshall.edn>; 

SNckland, Amy Lyn <stricklmld@mail.ccsu.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edus>; Tim Parker <tparker@x,~t.edu>; Tony 

Hemandez <themandez@miami.edtr--; Tmcey Stehlik <Stehlik@uaack.edu--; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wsf3h@cms.mail.virginia.edn>; Wmvl 

Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Zachary Pendlemn <zacharypendleton@weber.edu>; 

adrienne.lrice@marquette.edu; ahaworfll@admin.usfiedu; amy.e.miller@villa~ova.edu; bbailey@~arletknights.com; 

bruce.cohen@uconn.edu; Channelle Green <channelle.a.gmen.85@nd.e&P; dbrow@scarletknights.com; ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu; 

rienecke@stjohns.edu; erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu; Garrett Ford <Gaxrett.For&~mail.wvu.edw~; jbeverly@scm’letknights.com; Jennifer 
Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; jhollemb@depanl.edu; John Marinatto <jmm’inatto@bigeast.org>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; jsmille@admin.usfedu; kshanlc@scarletknights.com; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu:>; 

l~-aJsh9@depaul.edu; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Kenneth O Miles <komiles@syr.edu>; Kopicki, Jill 

--~JKOPICKI@providence.edu>; Marinelli, Bryan <BIvIARINEL@providence.edu--; mpeterson@scarletknights.com; Marvin Mitchell 

<marvin.mitchell@louisville.edu--; geibelm@shn.edu; maureen.lewis@marquette.edu; baugh@pitt.edu; Mike Walsh 

<mwalsh@providence.edu>; O’Brien, Kate <KOBRIEN@depaul.edu>; paul.downey@mail.vx~’u.edu; Randi Lazson 

<rlarson@scazlet2nights.com>; San@ Cole-DeMent <Sandy.Cole-DeMen~mail.wvn.edu;>; swalker@searletknights.com; Shelly K. 

ttabel, Ph.D. <skh@georgetown.edu>; jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu; thomas.ford@marquette.edu; Wanda Factor <wthcm@bigeast.org>; 

.!ordan Bl~zm-d <jordan.blizzaacd@mail.wvu.edu>; Mark Rountree <msr47@georgetown.edu>; Alex Dominam ~athcompl@syr.edu>; Amy 

Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbaxtlett@bigeast.org>; Brent Moberg <brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; Brian 

Baptaste <bab77@georgetown.edw~; Brian Warcup <bwm’cup@scarletknights.com>; Caitlin Smiler <caiflin.stoffe@uc.edu>; Carissa 

Coraoy <cconroy@scarletlmights.com>; Chad Wall <chad.wa]l@mail.wvu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes <crissman@nd.edu>; 

Dan Bart]lolomae <dbartkolomae@athletics.pitt.edtc,; Din1 Isaf <zlmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel Gossom <dbgoss0 l@louisville.edu>; Dmfielle 

Josetti <dmaielle.fitzgerald@maNuette.edu>; Deborah Gray <~tebomh.rise@uc.edu>; Donna Sanfl <~tsanft(c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Donna 

Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Doug Bakker <dba2-,ke@depaul.edu>; Doug Tra~i <tmnid@stjohns.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini 
<mancinie@stjolms.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <atllcompliance@s~tjobils.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Erlease Wagner 

<efleasem@syr.edu;>; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villmlova.edu>; Greg Featherston <gdD@georgetown.edu>; Harley King 

<haadey.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edus>; Jamie Johnson ~johnson@scaadetkifigNs.com>; Jamie 

Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edn>; JC -~condaza@bigeast.org>; Jen Vining- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu;>; Jess Hegmann 

<jhegmann@providence.edw~; Jesse Rose <mthcmpll @admin.usLedu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodens@nd.edu-~; Jody Sykes 

~ody.syke@louisville.edtr>; Joe D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; John tleck 

<jheck@scarletknights.com>; Judy Cress <judy.cmss@mail.wvu.e&P; Kate tlickey <khickey@~arletknights.com>; Katie Centrella 

<katherine.centrell@villanova.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; Kevin Delaney vdela~ekl @stjohns.edu>; Kimberly 
Keenan-Kirkpalrick <keena~lld@shu.edu>; Kyle Stalnaker <athcmpl2@admin.us£edu>; Mac Hart <mha(t@pmvidence.edu>; Maggie 

McKinley --~maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Melissa McNea]y <mcnealme@slm.edu>; Mike MacDonald <nnnacdo08@providence.edu>; 

Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Patrick HaJrston <patrick.hairston@mail.w~,u.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mca]vey@stjohns.edu>; Shannon CroMey <sha~mon.croMey@illanova.edu>; Statz, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Stephen Butler 

<sbutle@sTrT.edu>; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edu>; Smmpf, Rick <RSmmpf~admin.usf.edtr--; Tiflhny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.usf.edu>; Tom Timmemmns <tlimmerm@nd.edu>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edu;>; Wanda 



Subject: 

Factor <Mhctor@bigeast.org>; Zac Saunders -~saunders@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zacary Taxdiff<Zacary.Tardiff@mail.~Tu.edu~; Dan Regan 

<dmliel.t.regan@villm~ova.edu-~; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@loui~Tille.edu~; Frederick Russ <t?ederick.russ@uc.edtP; John Fisher 

~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu>; Kathryn [,aJn <klam@nd.edu>; ][,aura Schoppman 

-<schoppla@shu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbricldlouse@bigeast.ovg>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edtr~; Phillip Naylor 
<phillip.naylo@ms~rquette.edu>; Robert Ms~gione <mangion@s~tjohns.edu>; Robert Sullins < rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; Scott Brown 

< scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Scott Taylor < sdt@georgetown.edu>; Susml Albrecht <Saa01 @pitt.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<tstephen@spmlport.mtgers.edu>; Tficia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; An@ Anderson ~-~aanderson@bigeast.org>; Barbara Jacobs 

<bjacob@bigeast.org>; Ben Fairclough ~-~bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Bobby Weygmld <bweygand@bigeast.org>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; dgavit~}bigeast.org; Danielle Donehew <ddonehew@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco 

-~ddemarco@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski ~siedliski@bigeas~t.org>; John Maxinatto ~mafina~@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Lisa ZaneccNa 

<lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeNois@bigeast.org>; Mark Hodgldn <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Michael Coyne 

<mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Mike Gambardella <mgmnbardell@bigeast.org>; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeast.org>; Pam Flenke 

<pflenke@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis <rma~olis@bigeast.ovg>; Sarah Emmett <~semmet~bigeast.org>; Shawn Murphy 

<smurphy@bigeast.org>; seaton@bigeast.org; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@sTr.edu-~; 

Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; Jennifer tteppel <ih347@geo~emwn.edu>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoint@providence.edu>; Julie Hennann <jl~erm01@louisville.edu>; Kaxen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@s~johns.edu>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org >; Lynn Tighe <lynn.lighe@villanova.edtr~-; Miss7 Conboy 

<conboy. l@nd.edu>; Pat Babcock <pat.babcock(c))uconn.edu>; Robin Martin <robin.m~xtin@uc.edu>; Sarah Bobert 

~<sar~Jl.bobert@marquette.edu>; Terri Howes <terri.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Viclde Y Way <vyway001@louisville.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item- 1/22/10- Current Event 

Expectations shift as college coaches’ discredits add up 
USAToday.com 

Once upon a time coaches were respected and revered as pillars of their communities= The best of them sported images as never-flinching captains of 
their ships I flinty-eyed eminences who were tough, but fair. You could trust your kids with them. 



These days too many top coaches carry images as silver-tongued mercenaries who will skip town for money or glamour or when NCAA investigators reach 
the county line. Trust your kids with these martinets and junior might get shut in a shed. 
The Mount Rushmore of coaches once included Vince Lornbardi, ,John Wooden and Ara Parseghian-- and Mount Nittany still offers ,Joe Paterno. Sadly, 
some of today’s college coaches appear better suited for a rogues’ gallery than chiseled in rock. 
Three college football coaches lost jobs in recent weeks amid heated debate about how they treated their players. Such comparisons aren’t really fair, of 
course. The giants of our past were not always simon-pure. We knew so much less about them in an era before the Internet and cellphone video. 
Still, recent events beg a basic question: Has all this left a stain on an honored and honorable profession? 
"1 think the answer to that is yes," says Jim Haney, executive director of the National Association of Basketball Coaches. "Any of these incidents play into the 
stereotype" of the renegade coach "and hurt the profession," even if most coaches behave admirably. 
Last week, no less than U.S. Education Secretary Ame Duncan blasted "rogue coaches" as "bad actors (who) taint everyone," even the majority who don’t 
physically or verbally abuse players or cheat on academics or recruiting. 
Duncan did not name names. He didn’t have to. Certain names have been in headlines for weeks. 
Kansas football coach Mark Mangino resigned after a school investigation into alleged verbal and emotional abuse of players. Texas Tech fired football 
coach Mike Leach following allegations that he mistreated player Adam James, who was recovering from a concussion. Leach denied it, and a hearing in a 
suit he filed against the school will be heard today. South Florida football coach Jim Leavitt was fired after a school investigation into allegations he hit a 
player. Leavitt denied it and also filed suit against his former employer. 
Against the backdrop of all this, Kansas State basketball coach Frank Martin hit senior Chris Merriewether on the arm with the back of his hand during a 
timeout in a tight loss at Missouri recently -- and apologized after the game. 
’lt’s a different era right now than the era I grew up in or the era my generation is used to," Martin said on a conference call days later. "With all that said, 
what I did still has no place in basketball." 
Hands-off policy 
Once upon a time, coaches could scream terrible things at players, even put hands on them, and society more or less condoned it as a means of molding 
men. Parents counseled their children to mind their elders, even authority figures who didn’t just rule with iron fists, but also sometimes smacked with them. 
Those days are gone. 
"Society and culture have shifted," says Rande Matteson, professor of criminal justice at Saint Leo (Fla.) University. "Parents today don’t share those 
values. Past generations accepted things that are no longer acceptable, and really never should have been." 
That’s because, Matteson says, such behavior is illegal. 
"Any conduct that includes touching another or threatening another is illegal," he says. "We don’t think of it that way necessarily when a coach is involved, 
but it is. Legally, an athlete can ask for criminal charges or file a civil suit." 
That almost never happens. Athletes have an impulse to protect coaches. Joel Miller, the player Leavitt is accused of accosting at halftime of a Nov. 21 
game, originally told investigators nothing happened. He did not want his coach to get in trouble. 
’1 covered it up, and then it got to be where it was too big for me to handle anymore," Miller said at a news conference last week. 
"Playing football, growing up, you’re taught that your head football coach is like a father figure .... When he came over to me that day and grabbed me and 
hit me ... I wasn’t going to lash out at my head football coach. You just don’t do that as a player." 
Miller’s attorney, Barry Cohen, said that day that Miller might pursue criminal or civil cases if Leavitt doesn’t apologize. 
Leavitt was knocked around by his coach back in the day, and it made him so angry he wanted to fight the coach, according to Miller, who told AOL 
Fanhouse that is what Leavitt told him in a conversation days after the incident. 
"You’ll look back (in) 20-30 years on this and be thanking me," Leavitt told Miller, according to Miller’s account. 
Take the money and run 
Once upon a time, Bear Bryant insisted that his salary be $1 less than the university president’s. No wonder Alabama fans thought he walked on water. 
Nick Saban, who just won a national title for the Crimson Tide, walks instead on a sea of green. He makes $4 million a year; Alabama President Robert Witt 
makes closer to $600,000. 
"Coaches were once respected as idealistic people who loved student-athletes," says Richard Lapchick, chair of the DeVos Sport Business Management 
program at the University of Central Florida. "But the money has gotten so huge that it has changed the nature of how fans look at coaches." 
But not how Lapchick looks at them. He loves coaches; his father was one of the best. The Joe Lapchick Character Award is named for the late Basketball 
Hall of Famer, who coached St. John’s and the New York Knicks. 
"The speed with which coaches were dismissed" in the recent cases of alleged abuse is a good sign, Lapchick says, because it shows schools won’t 
stand for such conduct. 
Former Syracuse football coach Dick MacPherson seconds that emotion: "1 don’t know of a well-run program that doesn’t respect the student-athlete. If 
(coaches) have to hit somebody to prove a point, they are in the wrong business." 
Haney says when coaches are accused of abusing players it often is worse in the public’s view than cheating. 
Pete Carroll jumped ship at Southern California last week while the football program there is under NCAA scrutiny. Lane Kiffin left Tennessee after one 
season to take over the Trojans, leaving behind a record of several secondary violations and an ongoing NCAA review of the use of"hostesses" in 
recruiting. 
Long Beach Poly football coach Raul Lara advises his players to choose colleges, not coaches. "Coaches come and go, as you can see," he says. "Do the 
players listen? Sometimes yes, and sometimes no." 
Brandon Willis, a top defensive end from Duncan, S.C., decided to go to North Carolina rather than Tennessee when Kiffin left. 
"There’s something wrong about a person who sits on your couch and looks at you and basically says they will be there and then does something else," 
says Gary Willis, Brandon’s father. 
"As long as we live in America, money is going to change people. But when you allow a coach to leave and not the players, that’s a problem." 
For all of that, Virginia Tech coach Frank Beamer figures college football has changed for the better since he played. 
"Used to be, someone said, ’Do it,’ and you did it," Beamer says. "Now you spend a lot of time telling them why they should do it. That’s just the way it is. 
And the way it should be, really." 
Contributing: Jim Halley, Gary Mihoces, Thomas O’Toole and Steve Wieberg 
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<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Vickie Y Way <v~svay001@louisville.edu>; Elaine Wi~ 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Osborne <barbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Scott 

Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; John Harwood <jharwood@providence.edu>; Condaras, 

Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Tom Stephens 

<ts~tephens@spanpoltmtgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@georgetown.edu>; Nicholas T Ojea <nick.ojea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard 
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Daily Compliance Item- 1/’25/10- 11.7.1.1.1.1.1 

The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University are having their weekly staff meeting today. The head coach would like to delegate the job of tracking stats during 
practices to the director of operations. Is it permissible for a non-coaching staff member to perform that task? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw ’11.7.1.1.1.1.1 states that Noncoaching Staff Member with Sport-Specific Responsibilities. A noncoaching staff member with sport-specific responsibilities 
(e.g., director of operations, administrative assistant) may participate in organized activities involving only the coaching staff or administrative duties (e.g., attend meetings 
involving coaching activities, analyze video of the institution’s or an opponent’s team, track statistics during practice or competition). However, such an individual is prohibited 
from participating in instructional activities with student-athletes and any on-court or on-field activities (e.g., assist with drills, throw batting practice), and is prohibited from 

participating with or observing student-athletes in the staff member’s sport who are engaged in nonorganized voluntary athletically related activities (e.g., pick-up games). 
With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-15, it is permissible for non-coaching staff members to perform a limited number of noncoaching activities. 

This piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. 

2009-15 

PERSONNEL -- LIMITATIONS ON THE NUMBER AND DUTIES OF COACHES -- NONCOACH1NG ACTIVITIES -- NONCOACHING ATHLETICS 
STAFF MEMBER V~qTH SPORT-SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: To permit noncoaching staff with sport-specific responsibilities to participate in organ~ed activities involving only the coaching staffor axtministrative duties (e.g., 

attend meetings involving coaching activities, ~umJjze video ol the Institution s or an opp( nent s team, track statlstms dunng prac’uce or competition). 

Bylaws: Amend 11.7.1.1.1, as follows: 

11.7.1.1. I Countable Coach. An athletics department staffmember must count against coaching limits as soon as the individual paNcipates (in any 

manner) in the coaching of the intercollegiate team in practice, games or organized activities directly related to that sport including any organized staff 
activity di~vctly related to the sport. 

11.7.1.1.1.1 Noncoaching Activities. InsPirational staffmembers involved in noncoaching activities (e.g., administrative assistants, academic 

counselors) do not count in the institutioffs coaching limitations, provided such individuals are not identified as coaches, do not engage in any 

on- or off-tield coaching activities (e.g., attending meetings involving coaching activitie~ ~um]~7,ing video involving the institution’s or an 

opponent’s team), and axe not involved in any off-cmnpus recruitment of prospective student-athletes or scouting of opponents. A- 
............ ~ ........... .,r ........ L ......... L s~c;;7_si~ccific ;cs~a;;slbilitlcs ................................. ~ ...... L .............. ~ ........ L ~ .......... ;]~c staff 
membcr’s ai)a;;" M~a a;~ ¢~;gagcd i;; .................... J .... ~ ............. ~. ~ ....... ~1.. x~latccl activities (e. g., .... ~ .............. ’ 

11.7.1.1.1.1.1 Exception - Noncoaching Staff Member with Sport-Specific Responsibilities. A noncoaching staff 
member with sport-specific responsibilities (e.g.~ director of operations~ administrative assistant) may participate in 
organized activities involving only the coaclfing staff or administrative duties (e.g., attend meetino~s invoh~ng 
coaching activities~ analyze video of the institutiolf s or an opponent’s team~ track statistics during practice or 
competition). However, such an individual is prohibited from participating in instructional activities with student- 
athletes alnl any on-court or on-field activities (e.g, assist with drills, throw batting practice), and is prohibited from 
participating with or observing student-athletes in the staff member’s sport who are engaged in nonorganlzed 
voluntary, athletically related activities (e.g.~ pick-up games). 

[Remainder of I 1.7.1.1.1 unchanged.] 

) Source: NCAA Division I Recruiting and Athletics t ersonnel Issues Cabinet 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Categooq Amendment 

Topical Area: PersomM 

Rationale: This propo~l was developed as a result of t~edback received ti,am the membership mad constituent groups. The feedback indicated ~me confusion 
regarding the application of the legislation governing noncoaching activitie~ such as attendance at coaches meetings and analyzing video of the institutioffs team or’that 
of an opponent. ParlJcipation in these activities does not result in such a significant advantage that noncoaching staff members with sport-specific responsibilities should 
be precluded from participation in "them. This proposaJ establishes a limited exception to the general rule related to noncoaching activities, while retaining the restrictions 
that staff members who axe not coaches may not be identified as coaches, may not participate in instructional activities with stadent-athletes and may not engage in off- 
campus recruiting activities. It is permissible for noncoaching s~lt’membem with sport-specific responsibilities to attend practice and competition, to be in the team 
bench or sideline area and perform administrative duties (e.g., track statistics, run clock, take notes for coaching staff). 



Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s): 
Baseball Committee The committee supports the proposal. The committee welcomes the additional clm-ification of permissible duties for such statt’members. 

t~botball Issues CommiUee The committee opposes the proposal. The committee expressed concern ruth the abiliW of such a sVafl’member to analyze video of the 

institution’s team and that of its opponents, noting that this position shonld be more administrative and less coaching oriented. Allomng such duties may lead to 

institutions hiring additional s~lt’members and for the specific purpose of video analysis. 

¯ lelt’s BasketballI6:s’ues Committee The committee supports the proposal. The proposal p~esents potential professional gro~x~h opportunities in the coaching 
pro~ssion without significant competitive equity concerns. Further, opportunities associated with the position may encourage institutions to employ individuals who truly 

desire m pursue a legitimate coaching career as opposed to creating positions tbr individuals associated with prospective student-athletes as a recruiting incentive. 

Women’s Basketballlssues Committee The committee supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. The committee notes that the parameters of the 

proposal would provide for prot~ssional growth opportunities without sig~fificant competitive eqni~ concerns. 

History 

Jun 08, 2009: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Jun 09, 2009: Recrniting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Sponsored 

Aug 18, 2009: Men’s Basketball Issues Committee, Recommends Approval 

Aug 21, 2009: Women’s Basketball Issues Committee, Recommends Approval 

Sep 02, 2009: Football Issues Committee, Recommends Defeat 

Sep 03, 2009: Baseball Committee, Recommends Approw] 

Jan 13, 2010: Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 16,2010: Adopted, Ovemde Period; No Action Taken by the Board ofDirectors 

Jan 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 
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<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maJcquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtv~; Dana, Greg 

<gdana~ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <ti-ederick.russ@uc.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBla~c@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu~,; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmM@shu.edu:>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.olg; Steve 

Horton <horton@admin.ns£edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Pam 
Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org~; Mark Rounlree <msr47@geo~getown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu;,; Cyndi Sykes 

<crissman@nd.edn>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique <~hollandm@mail.smu.edn>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiff’may Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.us£edtr~; Kyle Stalnaker <~athcmpl2@admin.usf.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV~:bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <w~acto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtr~; Krishne Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Colin Howlett <choMetl@vt.edtv~; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.t~u.edu>; Nick CarpaJcelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Doug 

Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; andrews.285@osu.edu; Queally, Alicia Altbrd 
<alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahawort~@admin.usf.edu;,; Shannon CroMey 

<~shmmon.crowley@illanova.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sa~fl <dsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu:>; San@Weber <sandsj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

--~athleticscompliance@mimni.edu>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lamax <lamar@usna.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu;,; Jamie Mulhn <jpnmllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsn.edtr~; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner 

--~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <~tullyca~be.edu>; Julie He,mann 

<jkhenn01@louisville.edu-~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Tom Timmennans <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu-~; Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Harems, Robin Green 

<robinharris@i~-yleaguesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; 

Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtv~; Sta~, Kathwn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villm~ova.edu:>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneahne@shn.edu>; Caitlin Stofl~r <caitlin.stofl~@uc.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org >; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; 

Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lylm Tighe <lym~.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu;,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor ~:apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gato~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@nmit.maJne.edu>; Justin Kume <jkim~e@t~oy.edtr~; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 
<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Danielle Donehew 

~<tdonehew@bigeast.org>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Rick Fxrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Heather Robertson 

<herober’f~:vt.edu-~; Blake James <blakejames@umit.maine.edu-~; Term Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stelflik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; 

Mike Gambardella < mgambaxdella@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Be#tholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Zachary Pendleton 

<~zacha~3~pendleton@weber.edu>; Susm~ Maloy ~<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@sta~ford.edu>; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Stump£ Rick --~f~_Smmpf@admin.usfedu>; [)-5’an McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@p~ovidence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <mchel.m.s~trassner@wmich.edu>; Tricia 

Bellia <pbelli@nd.edtr~; Am5, Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alex Dominato -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar 



Subject: 

<btolar@hbu.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <schroederna@longwood.edu-~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; JaJnie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Sara]~ Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg% Angela Crock <are9h@vi~inia.edu>; Ra~dale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Vickie Y Way <v~5¥ay001@louisville.edu>; Elaine Wi~ 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Osborne <barbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Scott 

Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Condams, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Torn Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu:>; Scott T@or <sdt@geolgetown.edtc,; Nicholas 

T Ojea <~fick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzecd <jorda~.Nizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed <reed@mimni.edu>; Chris Moore --~chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/’26/10- 13.02.4.4.2 

Long Game is a prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) to play golf at Ocean State University (OSU). Long would like to make an 

unofficial visit to OSU’s campus this weekend and go to their home men’s basketball game. For purposes of this ~enario- it is a dead period this weekend for the sport 

ofgol£ 

Can Long make an unofficial visit to campus and receive a complimentm7 admission to attend the basketball game? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.4.4 states that a dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or ewJuations on or offthe 

institution’s campus or to permit official or unofficiaJ visits bv prospective s~dent=athletes to the institution’s campus. The provision of compliment~xy admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective student-athlete who visits mad inslitution as part 

of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff’member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a meeting or banquet at which prospective student-athletes are in 

attendance, except as p~ovided in Bylaw 13.1.9.1, and may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution. It remains permissiNe, however, for an 
institutional staff’member to write or telephone a prospective s~dent-athlete during a dead period. 

With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-26, it will soon be permissible for an NLI signee to m ake an unoffici~ visit to the institution with which 

he/she signed the NLI during a dead period. 

This piece of legislation becomes effective August 1, 2010 
2009-26 

RECRUITING -- DEFINITIONS AND APPLICATIONS -- DEAD PERIOD - EXCEPTION - UNOFFICIAL VISIT AFTER NATIONAL LETTER OF INTENT SIGNING OR OTHER 
WRITTEN COMMITMENT 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: To specify that a prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) is permitted to make an unofficial visit during a dead period to the 

institution with which he or she has signed the NLI; further, to specify that for an institution not using the NLI in a particular sport, or for a prospective student-athlete who is 
not eligible to sign the NLI (e.g., four-year college transfer), a prospective student-athlete is permitted to make an unofficial visit during a dead period, provided he or she has 
signed the institution’s written offer of admission or financial aid, or the institution has received a financial deposit from the prospective student-athlete in response to an offer of 
admission. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.02.4.4, as follows: 

13.02.4.4 Dead Period. A dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or evaluations on or off the institution’s 
campus or to permit official or unofficial visits by prospective student-athletes to the institution’s campus= The provision of complimentary admissions to a 
prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective student-athlete who visits and institution as 
part of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a meeting or banquet at which prospective student- 
athletes are in attendance, except as provided in Bylaw 13.1.9.1, and may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution. It remains permissible, 
however, for an institutional staff member to write or telephone a prospective student-athlete during a dead period. 

[13.02.4.4.1 unchanged.] 

13.02.4.4.2 Exception - Unofficial Visit Durincl Dead Period After National Letter of Intent Siqnincl or Other Written Commitment. A 
prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of intent (NLI) is permitted to make an unofficial visit during a dead 
period to the institution with which he or she has signed the NLI. For an institution not usinc! the NLI in a particular sport, or for a 
prospective student=athlete who is not eligible to sign the NLI (e.g., four=year college transfer), a prospective student=athlete is 
permitted to make an unofficial visit during a dead period, provided he or she has signed the institution’s written offer of admission 
or financial aid or the institution has received a financial deposit from the prospective student=athlete in response to an offer of 
admission. 

Source: Pacific-10 Conference 

Effective Date: August 1,2010 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: Each year, situations arise in which a prospective student-athlete visits a campus at his or her expense during a dead period and has contact with an institutional 
coach, resulting in a violation. If the prospective student-athlete already has signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI), the inadvertent contact results in a "paper work" violation. 
For institutions that do not subscribe to the NLI or for prospective student-athletes who are not eligible to sign an NLI, if the prospective student-athlete has signed a financial 
aid agreement, or written offer of admission or has provided a financial deposit to the institution, the contact would also be considered a "paper work" violation. Creating this 
exception does not compromise the original intent of the dead period rule and it provides reasonable flexibility. Further, minimal impact on recruiting is expected since official 
visits are still prohibited during a dead period and the recruiting process would have effectively ended for those prospects who might take advantage of this exception to the 
current rule. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: None. 



Position Statement(s): 
Recruiting and A thletics Personnel Issues Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. 

History 

Jul 09, 2009: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Sep 22, 2009: Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Jan 13, 2010: Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 16, 2010: Board Consideration, Adopted; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 27, 2010 8:06 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt@mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick Hairskm <patrick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshaJma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah Ratzla~t’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu:>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~aniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£--~dmisaf(c)!syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@mimni.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; Gmnn, Derek <gwi~ml3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdf9@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Missy Conboy <~conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.ovg>; Rachel Masgolis <rmaJcgoli@bigeast.o~>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Elizabeth Bookw’alter <ebookwalte@ncaa.ovg>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadam@syr.edtr~; Ben Fairclough <bti~irclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross 

~<tros@mail.ewu.edu>; bonne@nnu.edu; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, 

George D <george.d.midgett@Va~derbilt.Edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Bill 

Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hart < mhaxt@providence.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.w~,u.edu>; Brima Baptlste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear--jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel 

<jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklmlda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<christensen@duq.edn>; Lindsay Bnssey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; An@ Anderson 

--~aanderson@bigeas~t.org>; VanGelder. Marielle <marielle.vangelde~@uconn.edtr~; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales 

--~erin.sales@ucoim.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu;,; Angela Bradd <~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanne~@atNefics.ncf.edu~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsn.edu;,; Tom Odjakjian <~todjakjian@bigeast.org~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Dana, Greg 

<gdana~ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <ti-ederick.russ@uc.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.efickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBla~c@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu~,; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanld@shu.edu:>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.olg; Steve 

Horton <horton@admin.ns£edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Pam 
Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org~; Mark Rounlree <msr47@geo~getown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu;,; Cyndi Sykes 

<crissman@nd.edn>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique <~hollandm@mail.smu.edn>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiffany Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.us£edtr~; Kyle Stalnaker <~athcmpl2@admin.usf.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartletV@:bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wtZacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtr~; Krishne Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Colin Howlett <choMetl@vt.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bbatfle@admin.t~u.edu>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Doug 

Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; andrews.285@osu.edu; Queally, Alicia Altbrd 
<alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahawort~@admin.usf.edu’~,; Shannon CroMey 

<~shmmon.crowley@illanova.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sa~fl <dsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu:>; San@Weber <sandsj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<atNeticscompliance@miami.edu>; Mark Neylmad < mark.neylm~d@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lame� <lamm@usna.edt~-; Lisa Dickma~ 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu;,; Jamie Mulhn <jpnmllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsn.edtr~; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner 

--~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <~tullyca@be.edu>; Julie He,mann 

<jkhenn01@louisville.edu-~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Tom Timmermans <ttimmenn@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu-~; Stepha~ie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edtr~; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Harems, Robin Green 

<robinharris@i~-21eaguesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edu-~; 

Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villm~ova.edu:>; Jody Sykes --jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kathryn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneahne@shn.edu>; Caitlin Stofl~r <caitlin.stofl~@uc.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org >; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; 

Ki-is Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lylm Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Ju@ Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck@scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu;,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gato~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@nmit.ma~ne.edu>; Justin Kume <jkim~e@t~oy.edtr~; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@ameficaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Danielle Donehew 

~<tdonehew@bigeast.org>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbfickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Rick Fxrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Heather Robertson 

<herober~(@:vt.edu-~; Blake James <blakejames@umit.maine.edu-~; Term Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 
Shepard@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stelflik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; 

Mike Gambardella < mgambaxdella@bigeast.org>; Dm~ Be#tholomae <dbartholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Zachary Pendleton 

<~zacha~?~pendleton@weber.edu>; Susm~ Maloy ~<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@sta~ford.edu>; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Stump£ Rick --~f~_Smmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryma McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@p~ovidence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <mchel.m.s~trassner@wmich.edu>; Tricia 

Bellia <~pbelli@nd.edtr~; Amy Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alex Dominato -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar 



Subject: 

<btolar@hbu.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <schroederna@longwood.edu-~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; JaJnie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Sara]~ Emmett <semmet~bigeastorg:~; Angela Crock <arc9h@vi~inia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Vickie Y Way <v~5¥ay001@louisville.edu>; Elaine Wi~ 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Osborne <barbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Scott 

Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Condams, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu:>; Scott T@or <sdt@geolgetown.edtc,; Nicholas 

T Ojea <~fick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzecd <jordan.Nizzard@mail.~wu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed <reed@mimni.edu>; Chris Moore --~chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/’27/10- 

The men’s basketball team at Bay State University played against their local rival last night. Unfortunately they had an off night and loss the game by 15 points. After returning 
to campus, the coach decided to hold a short 30 minute practice to focus on a few fundamentals. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NGAA Bylaw 17.1.6.3.2.1 states that countable athletically related activities may not be conducted at any time (including vacation periods) following competition, except 
between contests, rounds or events during a multiday or multievent competition (e.g., double-headers in softball or baseball, rounds of golf in a multiday tournament). 
(Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91, Revised: 1/10/92, 4/13/09) 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January, 28, 2010 8:28 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tardifl(~mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick Hairskm <patrick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshaJma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah RatzlaJt’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu:>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-~daniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£--~dmisaf(c)!syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez <themandez@miami.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; Gmnn, Derek <gwi~ml3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdf9@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Missy Conboy <conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Masgolis <rmaJcgoli@bigeast.o~>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Elizabeth Bookw’alter <ebookwalte@ncaa.ovg>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadam@syr.edtr~; Ben Fairclough <bthirclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross 

~<tros@mail.ewu.edu>; bonne@nnu.edu; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, 

George D <george.d.midgett@Va~derbilt.Edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Bill 

Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@providence.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Brima Baptlste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear--jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel 

<jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklmlda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<christensen@duq.edn>; Lindsay Bnssey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; An@ Anderson 

--~aanderson~bigeas~t.org>; VanGelder. Marielle <marielle.vangelde~@uconn.edtr~; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales 

--~erin.sales@ucoim.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu;,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanne~@atNefics.ncf.edu~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsn.edu;,; Tom Odjakjian <~todjakjian@bigeast.org~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Dana, Greg 

<gdana~ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <t?ederick.russ@uc.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBla~lc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu~,; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmM@shu.edu:>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.olg; Steve 

Horton <horton@admin.ns£edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Pam 
Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org~; Mark Rounlree <msr47@geo~getown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu;,; Cyndi Sykes 

<crissman@nd.edn>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique <~hollandm@mail.smu.edn>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiff’may Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.us£edtr~; Kyle Stalnaker <~athcmpl2@admin.usf.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbaNetV~:bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <w~acto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtr~; Krishne Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Colin Howlett <choMetl@vt.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.t~u.edu>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Doug 

Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; andrews.285@osu.edu; Queally, Alicia Altbrd 
<alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahawort21@admin.usf.edu’~,; Shannon CroMey 

<~shmmon.crowley@illanova.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sa~fl <dsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu:>; San@Weber <sandsj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Mark Neylmad < mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edt~-; Lisa Dickma~ 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu;,; Jamie Mulhn <jpnmllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsn.edtr~; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner 

--~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <~mllyca~be.edu>; Julie He,mann 

<jkhenn01@louisville.edu-~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Tom Timmermans <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu-~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Harems, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleagaesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mml.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bx~ber@marquette.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.cent~ella@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kath~yn Lam --ldam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@slm.edu>; Caitlin Stoffer 

~caitlin.stofl~@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btaxio@theacc.org>; Meagma Eshilia <Meshilia@fin.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lyim.fighe@villanova.edn>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy- Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu;,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor ~:apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gato~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Danielle Donehew 

~<tdonehew@bigeast.org>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Rick Fxrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; tteather Robertson 

<herobert@vt.edu>; Blalce Jm~es <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvn.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; 

Mike Gambardella < mgambaxdell@bigeast.org>; Dan Battholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Zachary Pendleton 

<~zachal3~pendleton@weber.edu>; Susan Maloy ~<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu;,; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@p~ovidence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <mchel.m.s~trassner@wmich.edu>; Tricia 



Subject: 

Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <schroederna@longwood.edu-~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Sara]~ Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org% Angela Crock <arc9h@vi~inia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Vickie Y Way <v~5¥ay00l@louisville.edu>; Elaine Wi~ 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Jolm Marinatto ~-jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Osborne --~barbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Scott 

Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Condams, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Torn Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott T@or <sdt@geotgetown.edu~>; Nicholas 

T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzecd <jorda~.blizzard@maJl.~wu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item - 1/28/l 0- 12.5.4 

Which of the following apparel items must adhere to the logo restrictions (e.g., 2 1/4 square inches in area, single manufacturer’s normal label) associated with uniforms? 

A. Socks 
B. Hats/visors 
C. T-shirts 
D. All of the above 
The answer is D. NGAA Educational Column- 1/26/10- NCAA Bylaw 12.6.4 - Use of Logos on Equipment, Uniforms and Apparel (1/11/111}- states that NCAA Division I, 
II and Ill institutions should note that a student-athlete may use athletics equipment or wear athletics apparel that bears the trademark or logo of an athletics equipment or 
appm~l manufacturer or distributor in athletics competition and pre- and postgame activities (e.g., celebrations on the court, pre- or postgame press conferences), provided the 
following criteria are met: 

(a) Athletics equipment (e.g., shoes, helmets, baseball bats and gloves, batting or golf gloves, hockey and lacrosse sticks, goggles and skis) shall bear only the 
manufacturer’s normal label or trademark as it is used on all such items for sale to the general public. 

(b) The student-athlete’s institution’s official uniform (including numbered racing bibs and warm-ups) and all other items of apparel (e.g., socks, head bands, T-shirts, wrist 
bands, visors or hats, swim caps and towels) shall bear only a single manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal label or trademark (regardless of the visibility of the label or 
trademark), not to exceed 2 1/4 square inches in area (rectangle, square, parallelogram) including any additional material (e.g., patch) surrounding the normal trademark or 
logo. The student-athlete’s institution’s official uniform and all other items of apparel shall not bear a design element similar to the manufacturer’s trademark/logo that is in 
addition to another trademark/logo that is contrary to the size restriction. 

Wearing Apparel Items that Display Lo.qos During Competition. A student-athlete representing an institution in intercollegiate competition is limited to wearing apparel items 
that include only the logo (not to exceed 2 1/4 square inches) of an apparel manufacturer or distributor. The student-athlete may not wear any apparel (e.g., hat, visor, shirt, 
pinnies) that identifies any entity other than the student-athlete’s institution and the apparel manufacturer or distributor. 

Apparel Manufacturer’s or Distributor’s LoRe on Towels. The restriction that a single manufacturer or distributor’s normal label or trademark on items of apparel may not exceed 
2 1/4 square inches is applicable only to swim towels and towels worn by student-athletes while participating in competition (such as hand towels). Towels (other than 
swimming towels) that are not worn by student-athletes while participating in competition (e.g., bench towels) are not subject to the restriction on Iogos. 

Laundry Label. If an institution’s uniform or any item of apparel worn by a student-athlete in competition contains washing instructions on the outside of the apparel on a patch 
that also includes the manufacturer’s or distributor’s logo or trademark, the entire patch must be contained within a four-sided geometrical figure (e.g., rectangle, square, 
parallelogram) that does not exceed 2 1/4 square inches. 

Championship Activities. The restrictions on commercial Iogos are enforced for all official championship activities, [e.g. practices and press conferences] and apply to all 
bench personnel, including coaches and support personnel. 

Please note that it is necessary to consult the playing rules for each sport to determine whether a sport has adopted a more restrictive standard regarding the use of loges on 
uniforms. 

Non-Profit Organizations. The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel has determined a game uniform is not the proper platform to display a logo related to nonprofit 
organizations (e.g., special recognition patches). Such Iogos will be treated like commercial Iogos for the purposes of use on the game uniform and therefore, are not allowed. 
Institutional Iogos, conference Iogos and memorial patches remain permissible, subject to the appropriate sport’s playing rules. 

[References: Division I Bylaws 12.5.4 (use of loges on equipment, uniforms and apparel), 12.5.4.1 (laundry label), 12.5.4.2 (pre- or postgame activities); Division II Bylaws 
12.5.4. (use of Iogos on equipment, uniforms and apparel), 12.5.4.1 (laundry label), 12.5.4.2 (pre- or postgame activities); Division Ill Bylaws; Division Ill Bylaws 12.5.3 (use of 
Iogos on equipment, uniforms and apparel), 12.5.3.1 (laundry label), 12.5.3.2 (pre- or postgame activities)] 

Notice about Educational Columns and Hot Topics: Educational columns and hot topics are not official or staff interpretations. They are intended to assist the membership 
by providing examples, scenarios and reminders related to legislation and interpretations at the time of publication. Member institutions are reminded to review the referenced 
bylaws and interpretations to ensure correct application of current rules and regulations. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 29, 2010 7:59 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt(~mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick ttairskm <patrick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshmma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah Ratzla~t’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu:>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Tromp <dtrump@umd.eduv,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-~daniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£--~dmisaf(c))syr.edu>; Tony Heman&z <themandez@miami.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.netv; Gwinn, Derek <gwi~ml3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdtg@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Missy Conboy <~conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague 
<csprague@athlefics.pitt.edu-~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Masgolis <rmaJcgoli@bigeast.o~>; Jim Siedliski 

<jsiedliski@bigeast.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtr~; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.ovg>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadam@syr.edtr~; Ben Fairclough <bthirclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross 

~<tros@mail.ewu.edu>; bonne@nnu.edu; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons <slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, 

George D <george.d.midgett@Va~derbilt.Edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edu>; Bill 

Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@providence.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.w~,u.edu>; Brima Baptlste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear--jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel 

<jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <s~tricklmld@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<christensen@duq.edn>; Lindsay Bnssey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; An@ Anderson 

--~aanderson~bigeas~t.org>; VanGelder. Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edtr~; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales 

--~erin.sales@uco~m.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu;,; Angela Bradd <~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanne@aflllefics.ncf.edtr~; Jo@ Smith <jlsmith@fsn.edu;,; Tom Odjakjian <~todjakjian@bigeast.org~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Dana, Greg 

<gdan@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <I?ederick.russ@uc.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickso@maNuette.edtv~; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tranid@stjohns.edw~; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBl~lc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.eduv,; Kimberly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu:>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<Idlottel@pdx.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fultongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.olg; Steve 

Horton <horton@admin.ns£edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Pam 
Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org~; Mark Rounlree <msr47@geolgetown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edtc,; Cyndi Sykes 

<crissman@nd.edn>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique <~hollandm@mail.smu.edn>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiff’may Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.us£edtr~; Kyle Stalnaker <~athcmpl2@admin.usf.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbarfletV~:bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <wtZacto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtr~; Krishne Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edw~; Colin Howlett <choMetl@vt.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.i~u.edu>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edw~; Doug 

Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; andrews.285@osu.edu; Queally, Alicia Altbrd 
<alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahawort21@admin.usf.eduv,; Shannon CroMey 

<~shmmon.crowley@illanova.edu>; Eflease Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sa~fl <dsanft~c))athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu:>; San@Weber <sandsj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Mimni Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Mark Neylmad < mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lamar <lamm@uslm.edt~-; Lisa Dickma~ 
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Shepard@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo --qcoost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; 

Mike Gambardella < mgamb~xdell@bigeast.org>; Dan Battholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Zachary Pendleton 

<~zachal3~pendleton@weber.edu>; Susan Maloy ~<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 
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Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <schroederna@longwood.edu-~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jmnie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Sara]~ Emmett <semmet~bigeast.org% Angela Crock <arc9h@vi~inia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Vickie Y Way <v~5¥ay001@louisville.edu>; Elaine Wi~ 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Jolm Marinatto ~-jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Osborne --~barbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Scott 

Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Condams, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott T@or <sdt@geolgetown.edu~,; Nicholas 

T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzecd <jorda~.blizzard@maJl.~wu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/29/10- Current Fxent 

Cabinet to look at eligibility, transfer policies 

TheNCAANews.com 

The Division I Academic Cabinet will continue its examination of initial-eligibility standards and two-year college transfer rules at the group’s February 1-2 meeting in 
Indianapolis. Academic support services will remain an area of focus as well. 

At the group’s last meeting in September, members decided to focus its efforts on the high school core-course grade-point average as a relatively strong predictor of academic 
success at the collegiate level. Further conversations are expected to concentrate in that area. 

The cabinet will take a first look at new data regarding two-year college transfer student-athletes, including the impact transferring has on future academic performance and 
eventual graduation and the academic performance (both high school and collegiate) of two- and four-year transfers. The cabinet also will review the June 2008 report of a 
working group formed to examine to address transfer issues. 

The cabinet will meet with representatives from the two-year college community to help members formulate thoughtful policy that considers all points of view. 

The group also will continue its work on academic support services, meeting with the president of N4A to discuss the findings of a 2009 survey. That study found that 
spending on academic support for student-athletes remained steady or increased almost across the board since 2007. The cabinet hopes to look at how academic support 
services relate to changes in the Academic Progress Rate at specific institutions. 
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<btolar@hbu.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <schroedema@longwood.edu-~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jaanie Israel 
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Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Condams, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott T@or <sdt@geolgetown.edt~,; Nicholas 

T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzard <jordma.blizzard@mml.~wu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclinkcsus.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutler@syr.edtr-- 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/1/10- 16.6.1.5 

The women’s basketbeJ1 coaches at Ocema State University wotdd like to provide the families of the senior student-athletes with refreshments prior to the last hi,me 

galne. Is this pellnissible? 

Yes. With the adoption of NC,~ Proposal 2009-72, it is pemfissible to provide parents, legal guardians mid other relatives with reasonable refreshments in 
conjunction with celebratory events. In the pafft, it was only pemfissible to provide refreshments to parents or legal guardians. 

This piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. 

2009-72 

AWARDS, BENEFITS AND EXPENSES -- EXPENSES FOR STUDENT-ATHLETE’S RELATIVES -- REASONABLE REFRESHMENTS 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period    Process Diagram 

Intent: To specit~ that an institution may provide the family (e.g., parents or legal guardian~ relatives) ofa s~tudem-atblete with reasonable refreshments (e.g., soil drink, 

snacks) in conjunction with educational meetings or celebrator3~ events (e.g., senior night) and on an occasionaJ basis tbr other reasons. 

Bylaws: Amend 16.6.1.5, as follows: 

16.6.1.5 Reasonable Refreshments. An institution may provide the fanfily (e.g., parents (or legal guardimas, relatives) of a student-athlete with 

reasonable refreshments (e.g., soft drink, snacks) in conjunction with educational meetings or celebratory events (e.g, senior night) and on an 

occasional basis for other reasons. 

Source: Big 12 Conference 

Ett~ctive Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Award~ Benefits and Expenses 

Rationale: Frequently, NCAA legislation a£i}cts not only a student-athlete, but his or her parents mad family members. Thus~ it is critical that institutions be able to take 
advantage of the limited opportunities they have to educate paarents and families. These educational opportunities ~’pically are scheduled in conjunction with a sport- 
related event for which the fmnily is already on campus. In these circumstances, it is very common that the parents are accompanied by the s~dent-athlete’s siblings, 
grmldparents or other immediate family members. Similarly, the ~pes of celebratory events at which institutions provide refreshments are events that the student- 
athlete’s entire family attends (e.g., opening day, senior night). However, trader the current rules, the options available to an institution in these circumstances are to 
provide no refreshinents, provide reti-eshments but prohibit any thmily member other than a pm-ent or legal guardiaJ1 from attending, or permit all thmily members to 
come and provide refreshments but have sta£f palxol the event to ensure that no impermissible individuals consume the reti-eshments. None of these options is hospitable 
or practical. Providing more flexibility in this role will enhance ins~titutions’ optx)rtunities to provide much-needed rules education to parents m~d families and improve the 
student-atblete experience during these t~mily-centered events. 

Estimated Budget Impact: Cost of additional refreshments for additional fmnily members in conjunction with specified events and on an occasional basis. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: None. 

History 

Jul 14, 2009: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Sep 16, 2009: Sponsor modified pmtx)sal "to specif.5~ that m~ institution may provide the family (e.g., pm-ents or legal guardim~s, relatives) of a student-athlete with 
rea.sonable refreshments (e.g., soft drink, snacks) in conj unction with educational meetings or celebratory events (e.g., senior night) and on an 
occasional basis for other rea.sons. Previously, the protx~sal’s intent was to permit an institution to provide rea.sonable refreshments to the immediate 
fmnily ofa s~mdent-athlete for educational meetings or, on ml occasional basis, for celebratory events. 

Sep 16, 2009: Sponsor modified effective date from August 1, 2010 to immediate. 

Jan 13, 2010: Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 16, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Ovemde Period 

Mar 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 
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George D <george.d.midgett@Va~derbilt.Edu>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Bill 

Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hart <mhaxt@providence.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Brima Baptlste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear--jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray--jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel 

<jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklmlda@mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen 

<christensen@duq.edn>; Lindsay Bnssey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; An@ Anderson 

--~aanderson~bigeas~t.org>; VanGelder. Marielle <marielle.vangelde~@uconn.edtr~; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales 

--~erin.sales@uco~m.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edu;,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanne~@atNefics.ncf.edu~; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsn.edu;,; Tom Odjakjian <~todjakjian@bigeast.org~; Scott Brown 

<scott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maxquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtr~; Dana, Greg 

<gdana~ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <t?ederick.russ@uc.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug TraJfi <tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBla~lc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall <chad.wall@maJl.wvu.edu~,; Kimbefly Keenan- 

Kirkpatrick <keenmM@shu.edu:>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@s~tjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey <khickey@scafletknights.com>; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Ginger Fulton <fifltongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.olg; Steve 

Horton <horton@admin.ns£edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Kendrick Gholston <kgholston@scarletknights.com>; Pam 
Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.org~; Mark Rounlree <msr47@geo~getown.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu;,; Cyndi Sykes 

<crissman@nd.edn>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique <~hollandm@mail.smu.edn>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeas~t.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette <jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiff’may Burbridge 

<tburbridge@admin.us£edtr~; Kyle Stalnaker <~athcmpl2@admin.usf.edn>; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Daniel 

Gossom <dbgoss01@lonisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbaNetV~:bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor <w~acto@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, 

Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edtr~; Krishne Kuhr Fowler <kktbMe@ku.edu-~; Colin Howlett <choMetl@vt.edtr~; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.t~u.edu>; Nick Carpaxelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu-~; Doug 

Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; andrews.285@osu.edu; Queally, Alicia Altbrd 
<alforda@sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Amy Haworth <ahawort21@admin.usf.edu’~,; Shannon CroMey 

<~shmmon.crowley@illanova.edu>; Eflease Wagner <efleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sa~fl <dsanft~c)!athletics.pitt.edu>; Danielle Josetti 

<~tanielle.filzgerald@marquette.edu:>; San@Weber <sandsj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Mark Neylmad < mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edt~-; Lisa Dickma~ 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu;,; Jamie Mulhn <jpnmllin@syr.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsn.edtr~; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner 

--~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <~mllyca~be.edu>; Julie He,mann 

<jkhenn01@louisville.edu-~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Tom Timmermans <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu-~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buflhlo.edu>; Harems, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleagaesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mml.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <saxah.bx~ber@marquette.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.cent~ella@villanova.edu>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jo@.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kath~yn Lam --ldam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@slm.edu>; Caitlin Stoffer 

~caitlin.stofl~@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btaxio@theacc.org>; Meagma Eshilia <Meshilia@fin.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <ly~m.fighe@villanova.edn>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy- Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu;,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor ~:apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gato~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Danielle Donehew 

~<tdonehew@bigeast.org>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Rick Fxrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; tteather Robertson 

<herobert@vt.edu>; Blalce Jm~es <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvn.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo --lcoost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; 

Mike Gambardella < mgambaxdell@bigeast.org>; Dan Battholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Zachary Pendleton 

<~zachal3~pendleton@weber.edu>; Susan Maloy ~<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu;,; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@p~ovidence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <mchel.m.s~trassner@wmich.edu>; Tricia 



Subje~: 

Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <schroedema@longwood.edu-~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; Jaanie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Sara]~ Emmett <semmett~bigeast.org-~; Angela Crock <arc9h@vi~inia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<rrichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Vickie Y Way <v~5~-ay001@louisville.edu>; Elaine Wi~ 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; Jolm Marinatto ~-jmafinatto@bigeast.org>; Barbaaca Osborne <barbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Scott 

Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Condams, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Torn Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott T@or <sdt@geolgetown.edu>,; Nicholas 

T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzecd <jorda~.blizzard@maJl.~wu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutler@~syr.edtr-- 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/2/10- 14.2.3.1/14.2.3.1.4 

Pinch Runner is a baseball student-athlete at Bay State College (BSC). During the 2008-09 academic year, Pinch only participated in an alumni game for BSC. The alumni 
game met the parameters for the game to be exempted from counting against the maximum of 56 contests allowed. 

Because Pinch only participated in one contest that was exempted from counting against the 56 game limit, did Pinch utilize a season of competition? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.2.3.1 states that any competition, regardless of time, during a season in an intercollegiate sport shall be counted as a season of competition in that 
sport, except as provided in Bylaws 14.2.3.1.1, 14.2.3.1.2 and 14.2.3.1.3. This provision is applicable to intercollegiate athletics competition conducted by a two-year or four- 
year collegiate institution at the varsity or subvarsity level. (Revised: 1/11/94, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 5/9/06) 
With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-.63, this legislation will change slightly to allow student.athletes a little flexibility when only competing in an alumni 
game, fundraising activity or celebrity sports activity. Under the new legislation, Pinch, in the above example, would NOT have utilized a season of 
competition. 

This piece of leqislation becomes effective Auqust 1,2010. 
2009-63 

ELIGIBILITY -- SEASONS OF COMPETITION -- CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING SEASON OF COMPETITION -- ALUMNI GAME, FUNDRAISING 

ACTIVITY OR CELEBRITY SPORTS ACTIVITY 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period    Process Diagraall 

Intent: To specify that a s~udent-athlete may engage in outside competition in either one alumni game, one fundraising activi~ or one celebriW sports activi~ during a 

season mthout counting such competition as a season of competition, provided the event is exempted from the institution’s maximum number of contests or dates of 

competition as permitted in the particular sport per NCAA Bylaw 17. 

Bylaws: Amend 14.2.3, as follows: 

14.2.3 Criteria for Determining Season of Competition. 

14.2.3.1 Minimum Amount of Competition. Any competition, regardless of time, during a ~a~n in an intercollegiate sport shall be counted 

as a season of competition in that sport, except as provided in Bylaws 14.2.3.1.1, 14.2.3.1.2 and 14.2.3.1.3. This provision is applicable to 

intercollegiate athletics competition conducted by a two-year or four-year collegiate ins~titution at the varsity or subvecsity level. 

[14.2.3.1.1 through 14.2.3.1.3 unchanged.] 

14.2.3.1.4 Alumni Game, Fundraising Activi~ or Celebrity Sports Activity. A student-athlete lnav en~age in outside 

competition in either one alumlfi ~ame, one ftmdraisin~ activity or one celebrity sports activity durinff~ a season 

without counting such competition as a season of competition, provided the event is exempted from the institution’s 
maximum number of contests or dates of competition as permitted in the particular sport per Bylaw 17. 

Source: Big East Cont~rence 

Effective Date: August 1, 2010 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Eligibility 

Rationale: This proposal is consistent ruth the philosophy of student-athlete well-being. Alumni games, fundmising activities and celebrity sports activities are not 

designed to provide a competitive advmatage. They are intended to promote goodwill within the institution’s local commuNty, as well as to generate the necessaw 

financial donations for the ditt~rent sports programs. Allomng more student-athletes to compete in these events would help institutions to meet their financial goals. The 

limitation of one event is neces~ry to prevent institutions from using these Wpes of events as t~outs. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

hnpact on Student-Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s): 

Academics Cabinet The cabinet opposes the proposal. The cabinet expressed concern about using student-athletes who would not compete for the institutioffs team 

for the duration of the playing season as participants in p~x3motional contests. The cabinet also noted the potential complexity of monitoring a s~dent-athlete’s 

paNcipation in such activities. 



Histo~ 

Jun 29, 2009: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Sep 15, 2009: Academics Cabinet, Recommends Defeat 

Jan 13, 2010: Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 16, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 17, 2010: Adopted, Ovemde Period; End of Override Period 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 3, 2010 8:10 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt(~mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick ttairskm <patrick.hairskm@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersl@nku.edu>; Tim Parker <tparker@vt.edu>; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; 

Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna.engel@a]e.edu>; Leah Ra~laff<lra~latY@ewu.edu>; Jamie Vaughn ~\laJnie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Dittmer, 

Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaras 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-~daniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisaf/c)!syr.edu>; Tony Heman&z <themandez@mimni.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.netv; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdf9@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Miss)’ Conboy <~conboy. l@nd.edu~; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Margolis <rmargoli@bigeast.o~>; Jim Siedliski 

~siedliski@bigeast.org>; Shannon Watson <smwatson@sachnk.csus.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Barbara Henderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman 

<~hoppla@shu.edtr~; Donald Ross ~<tross@mail.ewu.edu>; bxmner@rmu.edu; Amy Hemmn <aj~hae@uncaa.nnc.edtr~; Shane Lyons 

< slyons@theacc.org>; Midgetk George D <george.d.midgett@Va~derbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher 

Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hart <mhart(gz)providence.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.w~u.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickl~ld, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda~maiLccsu.edu~; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu~; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; Andy Anderson <annderson@bigeast.o~g>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Jen 

Vmmg- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edn>; Angela Bradd 

--~angela.bradd@regislrar.gatech.edu~; Lisa Drainer <ldanner@atNetics.uc£edu;,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edn>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu-~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Dram, Greg <gdana@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<t?ederick.russ@uc.edtr~; Jmme Erickson <jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 
<lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

<chad.wall@mail.wa~u.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@scarletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Steve Horton <horton@admin.usf.edt~-; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edt~-; Kendrick 

Gholston <kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.o~g>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; Lynne 

Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edn>; Cyndi Sykes <~crissman@nd.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<hollandm@mail.smu.edu;,; Bridgid IVlyers <bmyers@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org>; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiffany Burbridge <tbnrbridge@admin.us£edu>; Kyle Staln~£er <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Dm~iel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wtZactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkibwle@kn.edtr~; Colin 

Howlett <chowletk@vt.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbattle@admin.fsn.edtr~; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; andrews.285@osu.edu; 

Queally, Alicia Alford <alfor~@sacredheart.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Am)" Haworth <~2tmworfll@admin.us£edu>; 

Shannon CroMey < shannon.crowley@illanova.edu>; Erlease Wagner < erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanft <dsanf@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Dmlielle Josetti <dmaielle.fitzgemld@marquette.edu>; Sandy Weber <smadyj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Miami 

Compliance Office <athleficscomplimlce@miami.edu>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylmad@icemiller.com>; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edn>; 

Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickinan~louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmnllin@ur.edu>; White, Josh <jwhite@huskers.com>; Shults, William 

<wshults@admin.fsn.edtr~; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu~; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@ulcy.edtr~; Eric Baumgartner 

--~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Craig Anderson <~cea3f@virginia.edu>; Carly Tully <~mllyc@be.edu>; Julie He,mann 

<jkllerm01@louisville.edu-~; John McEnroe <imcenroe@depaul.edu-~; Tom Timmermans <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray 

<deborah.rise@uc.edu-~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Stephanie Ellison <saellis@clemson.edu-~; Kelly Cruttenden 

<kc29@acsu.butthlo.edu>; ttamis, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleaguesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W 

Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mml.virginia.edu>; Sarah Bobert <sarah.bx~ber@marquette.edu>; Sta~, Kathryn 
<KSTATZ@depaul.edu:>; Kenneth A. Schm~k <kschank@bigeast.org >; Katie Centrella <katherine.centlella@villanova.edu:>; Jo@ Sykes 

<jody.sykes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; Brad Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<bkerin@acsathletics.com>; Kathlyn Lam <ldmn@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy <mcnealme@slm.edu>; Caitlin Stoffer 

<caitlin.stofi~@uc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Meagma Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@villanova.edn>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Judy- Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edu;,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edu;,; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edu;,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu-~; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Bobby Weygand <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Danielle Donehew 

~<tdonehew@bigeast.org>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbn.edtr~; Rick Fxrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; tteather Robertson 

<herobert@vt.edu>; BMce Jm~es <bl~ke.james@umit.maine.edu>; Terri Howes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo <koost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; 

Mike Gambardella < mgambardell@bigeast.org>; Dan Bartholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Zachary Pendleton 

<~zachalypendleton@weber.edu>; Susan Maloy ~<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shults <shults@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@stanford.edu;,; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgkin@bigeast.org>; Stump£ Rick <RSmmpf@admin.usf.edu>; Ryan McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@pmvidence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <mchel.m.s~trassner@wmich.edu>; Tricia 



Subject: 

Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Amy Rhodes <arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Alex Dominato <athcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolar@hbu.edtr~; Nicholas Schroeder <schroedema@longwood.edu-~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu>; J~unie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Sara]~ Emmett <semmelt~bigeas~t.org>; Angela Crock <are9h@vi~inia.edu>; Randale Richmond 

<mchmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu>; Vickie Y Way <v~5~-ay001@louisville.edu>; Elaine Wi~ 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu:>; John Marinatto ~-jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Osborne --~barbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Scott 

Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Condams, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Torn Stephens <tstephens@spanport.mtgers.edu>; Scott T@or <sdt@geolgetown.eduv,; Nicholas 

T Ojea <nick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzead <jordma.blizzard@maJl.~wu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco --vddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutler@syr.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/2/10- 14.5.4.1.2 

Free Throw is a men’s basketball student-athlete enrolled at North Community College. Free will be transferring to Ocean State University (OSU) in August 2010. When Free 
enrolls at OSU, he will be majoring in Psychology. 
For purposes of this scenario, Free was a qualifier out of high school and OSU is a four year school. 
Free will be able to fulfill all transfer requirements including the 12 hour/term credit hour requirement. Of the total number of transferable credits, 6 of them will be from physical 
education courses. 
Will Free be permitted to utilize all 6 credit hours from physical education courses to fulfill the requirements? 
No. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-96, Free may only use 2 credit hours of physical education courses. 

This piece of leqislation has an Auqust 1,2010 effective date applicable to two-year college transfer student=athletes who transfer to 

a Division I institution on or after Auqust 1, 2010 

200%96 

ELIGIBILrFY -- TWO-YEAR COLLEGE TRA_NSFERS -- PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITY COURSES -- MEN’S BASKETBALL 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Ovemde Period Process Diagram 

Intent: In meffs basketball, to specify that not more than two credit hours of physical education activity, courses may be used to fulfill the two-year college transfer 

requirements; further, to specify, that a student-athlete enrolling in a physical education degree program or a degree program in education that requires physical 

education activity co urses may use up to the minimum number of credits of physical education activity courses that are required tbr the specitic degree program to fultill 

the two-yeax college transfer requirements. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 14.5.4, as follows: 

14.5.4 Two-Ye~:r College Trmlsfers. A student who trmlsfers to a member ins~titution from a two-year college or from a branch school that conducts an 

intercollegiate athletics program must complete ml academic year of residence unless the student meets the following eligibili~" requirements applicable to 

the division of which the certifying institution is a member. Further, a trmasfer student-athlete admitted after the 12th class day may not use that semester or 

quarter for the purpose of establishing residency. 

14.5.4.1 Qualifier. A transfer student from a two-year college who was a qualifier (per Bylaw- 14.3.1.1) is eligible for competition in the first 

academic year in residence only if the sludent: 

[14.5.4.1-(a) through 14.5.4.1-(c) unchanged.] 

[14.5.4.1.1 unchanged.] 

14.5.4.1.2 Use of Physical Education Activity Courses - Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketball, not more than two credit hours 

of physical education activity courses may be used to fulfill the two-year college transfer requirements. However, a student- 

athlete enrolling in a physical education degree program or a degree program in education that requires physical education 

activity courses may use up to the minimum number of credits of physical education activity courses that are required for the 

specific degree pro~am to fulfill the two-year college transfer requirements. Additional credit hours of physical education 

activity courses may not be used to fulfill elective requirements. 

14.5.4.2 Not a Qualifier. A traaasfer studem from a two-yeax college who was not a qualifier (per Bylaw 14.3.1.1 ) is eligible for institutional 

tinaJlcial aid, practice and competition the tirst academic year in residence only if the sludent: 

[ 14.5.2- (a) through 14.5.4.2- (d) unchmaged. ] 

[14.5.4.2.1 through 14.5.4.2.3 unchanged.] 

14.5.4.2.4 Use of Physical Education ActiviD- Courses - Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketbalL not more than two credit hours 

of physical education activity courses may be used to fulfill the two-year college transfer requirements. However, a student- 
athlete enrolling in a physical education degree program or a degree program in education that requires physical education 

acti~iD- courses mac use up to the minimum number of credits of physical education activity courses that are required for the 

specific degree program to fulfill the two-year college transfer requirements. Additional credit hours of physical education 
activity courses m ay not be used to fulfill elective requirements. 

[Remainder of 14.5.4 unchanged.] 

B. Bylaws: Amend 14.5.6, as follows: 



14.5.6 4-2-4 College Transfers. A student who transfers from a four-year college to a two-year college mid then to the certifying institution shall complete 

one academic year of residence at the certifying infftitution prior to engaging in intercollegiate competition, unless the s~dent has: 

[14.5.6-(a) through 14.5.6-(c) unchanged.] 

[14.5.6.1 unchm~ged.] 

14.5.6.2 Use of Physical Education Activity Courses - Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketball~ not more than two credit hours 

of physical education activity courses m ay be used to fulfill the transferable degree credit requirement. However, a student- 

athlete enrollin~ in a physical education degree progranl or a degree program in education that requires physical education 

activity courses may use up to the minimum number of credits of physical education activi~~ courses that are required for the 

specific degree progranl to fulfill the transferable degree credit requirement. Additional credit hours of physical education 

activiD~ courses may not be used to tkdtill elective requirements. 

[14.5.6.2 through 14.5.6.6 renumbered as 14.5.6.3 through 14.5.6.7, unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Board of Directors (Men’s Basketball Academic Enhancement Group) 

Eflbctive Date: August 1, 2010; applicable to two-year college transfer stadent-athletes who transfer to a Division I institution on or atter August 1,2010. 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Eligibili~" 

Rationale: Current data indicates that two-year college basketball transfms graduate at a lower rate than basketball student-athletes who initiaJly enroll at a four-year 
instittNon and remain at that institution until gradtration. The data also shows that two-year college basketball transfers graduate at a lower rate than their counterparts 

who transfer fiom four-year institutions. However, the current data available for review does not include the characteris~tics of a successful Division I men’s basketball 

two-year college transfer student-athlete. There are specific gaps in current NCAA data, which include a lack of infommtion on the academic preparedness of two- 

year transfers as they leave high school, and a complete lack of data on the academic experiences of these students at the two-year colleges. Legislation has been 

adopted to fill these gaps. It is anticipated that such data roll assist the NCAA in identifying patterns of course selection at two-year institutions that lead to better 

academic success once these students transfer to Division I ins~titutions. While that data is being collected, this proposal will assist with addressing the concern regarding 

the poor academic performance of transfer stadent- athletes in men’s basketball, particulaJ-ly two-year college transtbr student-athletes. 

Efftimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: None. 

History 

Aug 06, 2009: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Oct 29, 2009: Board of Directors, Sponsored 

Jan 14, 2010: Leg Council Init Review; Det~ated an amendment to delW the effective date to Augus~t 1,2011 ; applicable to two-yeaa" college transt~r student- 
athletes who initially enroll in a Division I instittuion on or after Augus~t 1,2011. 

Jan 14, 2010: Leg Coramil Init Review; Initially agreed to Ibrvvard for membership review and comment. 

Jan 14,2010: Leg Council lnit Review, Approved a Motion to Reconsider 

Jan 14, 2010: Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 16, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period; (Number of Override Requests 1) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February 4, 2010 5:47 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt(~mail.w’vu.edtr~; Patrick Hairskm <patrick.hairskm@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshaJma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah RatzlaJI’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edu:>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Condaxas 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.eduv,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~-~daniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£--~dmisaf(c))syr.edu>; Tony Heman&z <themandez@miami.edu:>; Robin Pate 

<robinjpate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.netv; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdtg@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu;,; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Miss)’ Conboy <~conboy. l@nd.edtr~; Carol Sprague 
<csprague@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Masgolis <rmaJcgoli@bigeast.o~>; Jim Siedliski 

~siedliski@bigeast.org>; Shannon Watson <smwatson@saclink.csus.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Barbara ttenderson <bhadams@syr.edu>; Ben Fairclough <bfairclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman 

<~hoppla@shu.edtr~; Donald Ross ~<tross@mail.ewu.edu>; bxmner@rmu.edu; Amy tterman <aj~hae@uncaa.nnc.edtr~; Shane Lyons 

< slyons@theacc.org>; Midgetk George D <george.d.midgett@Va~derbilt.Edu>; Cody Edwards <edwoxdsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher 

Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hart --~mhart@providence.edu>; Harley King 

<harley.king@mail.w~zu.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel --jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickl~ld, Amy Lyn 

<s~tricldanda~mail.ccsu.edu~; Rick Christensen <christense@duq.edu~; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; Andy Anderson <annderson@bigeast.olg>; VanGeldec Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Jen 

Vmmg- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edn>; Angela Bradd 

--~angela.bradd@regislrar.gatech.edtr~; Lisa Drainer <ldanne@atNetics.uc£edu;,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edn>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <~ott.brow@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu-~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Dram, Greg <gdan@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edtr~; Frederick Russ 

<I?ederick.russ@uc.edtr~; Jmme Erickson <jaime.erickson@maNuette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Katie Boin <keb92@georgemwn.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 
<lbabcock@theacc.org>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Zac Saunders --~zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu>; Chad Wall 

~chad.wall@mail.wa~u.edu>; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick <keenanki@shu.edu>; Kevin Delaney <delanekl@stjohns.edu>; Kate Hickey 

<khickey@sc~xletknights.com>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Katleshia Louis --ddouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Ginger Fulton 

<fultongi@shu.edu>; dgavitt@bigeast.org; Steve Horton <ho(ton@admin.usf.edt~-; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edt~-; Kendrick 

Gholston <kghols~ton@scarletknights.com>; Pare Flenke <pflenke@bigeast.o~g>; Mark Rountree <msN7@georgetown.edn>; Lynne 

Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edn>; Cyndi Sykes <~crissman@nd.edu>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Holland, Monique 

<hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeast.org>; Lois DeBlois <ldeblois@bigeast.org~; John Paquette 

<jpaquette@bigeast.org>; Tiff’any Burbridge <tbnrbridge@admin.us£edu>; Kyle Stalna£er <athcmpl2@admin.usf.edu>; Jamie Johnson 

<jjohnson@scarletknights.com>; Dm~iel Gossom <dbgoss01@louisville.edu>; Bernadette Bartlett <bbartlet~bigeast.org>; Wanda Factor 

<wtZactor@bigeast.org>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kktbwle@kn.edtr~; Colin 

Howlett <chowletk@vt.edu>; Brim~ Battle <bbattle@admin.fsn.edtr~; Nick Carparelli <ncarparelli@bigeas~t.o~>; Michael Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Doug Bakker <dbakke@depaul.edu>; Donna Sloan <dsloan@athletics.pitt.edu>; andrews.285@osu.edu; 

Quea]ly, Alicia Alford <alfor~@sacredhe~xt.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcnnning@umd.edu>; Am)" Haworth <~2tmworfll@admin.us£edu>; 

Shannon CroMey < shannon.crowley@illanova.edu>; Erlease Wagner < erleasem@syr.edu>; Donna Sanfl --~dsanf@athletics.pitt.edu>; 

Dalfielle Josetti --~dmaielle.fitzgemld@marquette.edu>; Sandy Weber <smadyj@t.edu>; Michelle Lee --~michelle lee@ncsu.edu>; Miami 

Compliance Office <~athleticscompliance@miami.edt~-; M~xk Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Loletta Lamax <lama@usna.edtc,; 

Lisa Dickmml <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu;,; Shults, William <wshults@admin.£su.edn>; Jon Fagg 

<jfagg@uark.edu>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edtc,; Eric Baumgaxtner <~ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDUv; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edu~; Carly Tully <mllyc@bc.edtc,; Julie Hermman <jkherm01 @louisville.edu>; John McEnroe 
<jmcenroe@depaul.edu>; Tom Timmermm~s <ttimmerm@nd.edu>; Deborah Gray <deborah.rise@uc.edu>; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss@huskers.com>; Stephanie Ellison <saelli@clemson.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.butthlo.edtr~; Harris, Robin Green 

<robinhams@iw/leaguesports.com>; Barbara Jacobs <bjacobs@bigeast.org>; W Stephen Flippen, Jr <wst3h@cms.mail.virginia.edw~; 

Sarah Bobert <sarah.bobert@marquette.edtr~; Sta~, Kathryn <KSTATZ@depaul.edu>; Kenneth A. Schank <kschank@bigeast.org>; 

Katie Centrella <katherine.centrella@villanova.edu:>; Jody Sykes --jody.sy’kes@louisville.edu>; Jesse Rose <athcmpll@admin.usf.edu>; 

Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; KathtTn Lam <klam@nd.edu>; Melissa McNealy 

<mcneahne@shn.edu>; Caiflin StoflEr <caitlin.stoflE@uc.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org >; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; 

Ki-is l~ichardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Lynn Tighe <lynn.tighe@illanova.edu>; Michael Coyne <mcoyne@bigeast.org>; Ju@ Cress 

<judy.cress@mail.wvu.edtc,; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Jill La Point 

<jlapoin~pmvidence.edtc,; John Heck <jheck~scarletknights.com~; Gordon Finch <gordon.finch@villanova.edtc,; Brent Moberg 

<brent.c.moberg.7@nd.edu>; April Taylor ~:apriltaylor@aJasu.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gatol~.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@nmit.maine.edu>; Justin Kume <jkim~e@troy.edtr~; Bobby Weygmad <bweygand@bigeast.org>; PatrickNero 

<nero@americaeast.com>; Joseph Klauder -~Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edtr~; Robin Martin <robin.martin@uc.edu>; Danielle Donehew 

~<tdonehew@bigeast.org>; Susm~ Albrecht <Saa01@pitt.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@bigeast.org>; Steve Moniaci 

<smoniaci@hbu.edtr~; Rick Fxrard <revrard@bsk.com>; Mark Jones <mark.jones@icemiller.com>; tteather Robertson 

<herober~(~:vt.edw~; Blake James <blakejames@umit.maine.edw~; Term ttowes <temi.howes@mail.wvu.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 
Shepard@wiu.edu>; Tracey Stehlik <Stehlik@uark.edu>; Steven Koo --dcoost@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; 

Mike Gambardella < mgambaxdell@bigeast.org>; Dan Bal~tholomae <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>; Zachary Pendleton 

<~zachalTpendleton@weber.edu>; Susan Maloy ~<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steven Shnlts <shults@marshall.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mboone@st~ford.edu>; Mark Hodgkin <mhodgldn@bigeast.org>; Stump£ Rick --~f~_Smmpf@admin.usfedu>; Ryma McAlvey 

<mcalvey@stjohns.edu>; Mike MacDonald <mmacdo08@providence.edu>; Rachel Strassner <mchel.m.s~trassner@wmich.edu>; Tricia 

Bellia <~pbelli@nd.edtr~; Amy Rhodes -~rhodes@athletics.pitt.edu;,; Alex Dominato -~thcompl@syr.edu>; Barbara Tolar 



Subject: 

<btolar@hbu.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersi 1 @nku.edu-~; Nicholas Schroeder <schroederna@longwood.edu>; Michael Dean 

<medean@rice.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miaJni.edu>; Sarah Emmett <semmet@bigeast.org>; Angela Crock <avc9h@virginia.edu-~; 

Randale Riclmaond <rfichmo2@kent.edu>; Brian Lu~ <brian.lu~@utoledo.edu-~; Vickie Y Way <vyway001 @louisville.edtP; Elaine Wise 

<elaine.wise@louisville.edu>; John Marinatto <jmarinatto@bigeast.org>; Barbara Osborne <barbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Scott 

Renfro <Scott.Renfro@nau.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Condams, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; 

Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Tom Stephens <tstephens@spanport.rutgers.edu>; Scott Taylor <sdt@geolgetown.edt~,; Nicholas 

T Ojea <~fick.oiea@louisville.edu>; Jordan Blizzead <jordan.Nizzard@maJl.wvu.edu>; complext@syr.edu; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; David Reed <reed@mimni.edu>; Chris Moore ~-~chris.moore@unt.edu>; Pat Babcock 
<pat.babcock@uconn.edu>; seaton@bigeast.org; Lisa Zanecchia <lzanecchia@bigeast.org>; Donna Demarco <ddemarco@bigeast.org>; 

Stephen Butler <sbutle@syr.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/’4/10-13.1.6.7 

Snap Count is a prospective student-athlete that will be signing a National Letter of Intent (NLI) to play football at Big State University (BSU). Snap wants to sign the NLI 
tomorrow at his parent’s restaurant, and he wants the head coach from BSU to be there when he signs. 
Is it permissible for the head coach to be present when Snap signs his NLI? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.6.7 states that any in-person, off-campus contact made with a prospective student-athlete for the purpose of signing a letter of intent or other 
commitment to attend the institution or attendance at activities related to the signing of a letter of intent or other commitment to attend the institution shall be prohibited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Febrnary 5, 2010 8:31 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <Moughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <bt~rio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clms Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edu;,; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@nnu.edn>; Cobb, shanna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edu~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edn>; Dan Trump <dtrnm~umd.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; 

Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edn>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshaJl.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tleather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edw~; Jamie Israel @srael@miami.e&P; Jamie Vaughn qlaJnie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray 

<jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brasheax <jennifer.brashear@ttu.e&~; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersi l@nku.edu>; Jim Booz 

<5ooz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaJdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Katie 

Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cumfingham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley 

Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Kelly Crnttenden <kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; I<:Sis Richaxdson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMe@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmme@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Dickina]l <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamal@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu;,; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.e&~; Miami Compliance Office <athlefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

Dean <medean@rice.e&~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edw~; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Midgett, George 

D <george.d.midget@Vanderbilt.Edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/5/10- National Letter of Intent 

A and B Gap are brothers that are seniors in high school. Both A and B signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) with Ocean State University this week. 
Facts: 
On Wednesday, both A and B were mailed an NLI and an athletic grant-in-aid for the 2010-11 academic year from Ocean State University. A returned both 
documents to Ocean State University on Friday. B only returned the NLI to Ocean State University on Friday. 
Which of the following is true? 

A. A’s NLI is valid 
B. B’sNLlisvalid 
C. Both A & B’s NLIs are valid 
D. NeitherA or B’s NLIs are valid 

The answer is A. NLI Provision #2 (Financial Aid Requirement) states the following: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 8, 2010 8:59 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben T~rio <bt~rio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu:>; Jim Booz <k~oz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin ~akin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg 

<jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu:>; Kelly Cmttenden 

<kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@Ixtx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Knhr FoMer 

<kkfowler@ku.edn>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@hnskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 

<ldmmer@athletics.ucf.edn>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@lonisville.edu;,; Loretta Lamar <lamm@usna.edn>; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markjones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mask.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@iiu.e&~; Megan Boone <mboone@s~ntbrd.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu-~; Miami Compliance Oltice <athleticscomplia~ce@miami.edu>; Michael Dem~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle 

Lee <michellelee@ncsu.edu>; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/8/10- 17.1.6.4.4 

Classes are not in session next Monday at State University in observance of President’s day. The women’s tennis coach has decided to provide her team 
with a day off, so the student-athletes can catch up on their studies. 
If the student-athletes do not participate in any countable athletically related activities today, can the coach use this vacation day as their required day off’?. 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17A.6.4.4 states that it is permissible to use a vacation day to satisfy the day-off-per-week requirement. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februaw 9, 2010 8:47 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJc 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Taxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeafft.org >; Cafly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <xtross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <jennit~r.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edtc>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edtc>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csns.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nka.edu:>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Dickinma <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganflnch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/9/10- 11.7.4.5 

The Ocean State University women’s basketball team does not play another game until Monday, so three of the coaches are going on the road to recruit on 
Friday. Friday night, there is a high school women’s basketball tournament being held on Ocean State University’s campus. Post Up, a highly touted recruit, 

will be playing in the tournament, so the head women’s basketball coach would like her 3rd assistant to attend the tournament Friday night. 

Is it permissible for the 4th coach to attend the tournament being held on-campus while the other three are off campus recruiting? 
Yes, but the rule is changing. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-20, a coaching staff member who attends an athletic event that involves women’s 
basketball prospective student-athletes will be considered an off-campus recruiter. 
This piece of leqislation becomes effective Auqust 1, 2010. 
2009-20 

PERSONNEL -- LIMITATIONS ON THE NUMBER OF OFF-CAMPUS RECRUITERS -- ON-CAMPUS EVENTS -- WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

intent: In women’s basketball, to specify that a coaching staff member who attends an athletics event on the institution’s campus that involves women’s 
basketball prospective student-athletes is considered an off-campus recruiter. 

Bylaws: Amend 11.7.4, as follows: 

11.7.4 Limitations on Number of Coaches and Off-Campus Recruiters. There shall be a limit on the number of coaches who may be employed by an 
institution and who may contact or evaluate prospective student-athletes off-campus at any one time in each sport as follows: 

[Sports and numbers unchangedd 

[11.7.4.1 through 11.7.4.4 unchanged.] 

11.7.4.5 On-Campus Events -- Women’s Basketball. in women’s basketball, a coachinq staff member who attends an athletics event on the 
institution’s campus that involves women’s basketball prospective student-athletes is considered an off-campus recruiter. 

Source: Atlantic Coast Conference 

Effective Date: August 1,2010 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Personnel 

Rationale: Current legislation limits women’s basketball to three off-campus recruiters at any one time. However, if an institution is hosting a women’s 
basketball event on its campus during a permissible recruiting period, that institution’s fourth women’s basketball coach may attend the on-campus event 
without counting against the off-campus limit. As a result, those institutions in metropolitan areas that may host basketball events regularly or those 
institutions with the facilities capable of hosting such events are afforded a significant recruiting advantage. While institutions should continue to be 
permitted to host basketball events on campus, the limitation of three recruiters during a recruiting period should apply, regardless of where the event 



occurs. 

Estimated Budget impact: None. 

impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s): 
Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. The cabinet also noted the 
Women’s Basketball Issues Committee supports the proposal. Although the cabinet discussed whether this proposal should be expanded to other sports, 
the cabinet agreed that the membership should consider the current proposal prior to considering expansion to other sports. 

Women’s Basketball Issues Committee The committee supports the proposal and notes that this legislation would further level the playing field by 
eliminating recruiting advantages for those institutions that host on-campus events in which prospects participate. 

History 

Ju114, 2009: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Aug 21,2009: Women’s Basketball issues Committee, Recommends Approval 

Sep 22, 2009: Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Jan 13, 2010: Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 16, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 17, 2010: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 10, 2010 8:31 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <bt~rio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathietics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeaslorg >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edt#,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Kiauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Dickinaal <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.e&~; Miami Compliance Office <aflflefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/10/10- Cmrent Event 

Judge approves ex-UCLA star Ed O’Bannon’s lawsuit against NCAA 
USAToday.com 

A U.S. District Court judge in San Francisco has denied the NCAA’s motion to dismiss a class-action antitrust lawsuit on behalf of former college men’s 
basketball players suing over the use of their images and likenesses in video content and memorabilia. 
The NCAA and Collegiate Licensin£.l Company are co-defandants in the suit. 
"The key to this order is that it opens the door to the discovery process, and we soon can begin collecting evidence from the NCAA, taking depositions, and 
uncovering everything that it wanted to hide and keep from the public’s and athletes’ view," Jon King, a lawyer representing the players, said in an e-mail 
Monday. 
So far Ed O’Bannon, a member of the 1995 UCLA basketball team that won the NCAA tournament, is the only named plaintiff. But King said a list of players 
from different eras will be added in about a month. 
In a phone interview, King said the NCAA’s related financial records, and those of member schools and athletic conferences will be scrutinized in order to 
give the court a figure for damages. 
"Performers are entitled to be compensated," King said. "This is the one business in America that has operated to the contrary. Now we’ll find out what the 
numbers are." 
A setback for the players was Judge Claudia Wilken’s dismissal of common law accounting claims against the NCAA and Collegiate Licensing. She left 
open the opportunity, however, to amend those claims. 
Wilken dismissed a suit filed jointly by former Arizona State football player Craig Newsome. She also combined O’Bannon’s case with that of former 
Arizona State and Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller, who made similar claims in a suit against the NCAA and video game maker Electronic Arts Inc. 
"We’re pleased that the court recognized defects in some of the claims made by plaintiffs and dismissed those," the NCAA’s Erik Christianson said in an e- 
mail to USA TODAY. "The court’s other rulings at this preliminary stage of the cases do not diminish the NCAA’s confidence that we will ultimately prevail on 
all of the claims." 
Former shoe company executive Sonny Vaccaro, who for years has accused the NCAA of stripping athletes of their rights, is serving as an unpaid 
consultant for the plaintiffs and said the ruling is a "first step in a landmark case for amateur athlete& It’s the biggest victory for players who are or have 
been under the NCAA jurisdiction. They’re going to have their day in court." 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 10, 2010 8:45 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Taxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeafft.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc>; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc>; Donald Ross <Mross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csns.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edtc>; Lisa Dickinma <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/11/10- Current Event 

Coaches work around signing day limits 

If it’s all the same to you, the man who lent his name to the Houston Nutt Rule wants it back. His name, that is; the rule, you can keep. 
’Td rather be known for winning the Cotton Bowl," said Ole Miss head coach Houston Nutt, who actually has won the last two Cotton Bowls. 
The so=called Houston Nutt Rule has nothing to do with winning Cotton Bowls. It applies to signing day, and it is the reason why Ole Miss did not 
sign 39 players this year, the number that it signed in 2009. 
The Houston Nutt Rule, adopted by the Southeastern Conference this year and headed for your neighborhood NCAA Manual in the fall, maintains 
that no member school may sign more than 28 players between signing day and May 31. 
If not for the Houston Nutt Rule, Ole Miss "probably would have signed 30" players last week, Nutt said. Instead, the Rebels signed 22. 
If you are good at math, you may note that 39, 30 and 28 all are more than 25, the NCAA-mandated limit that has applied to FBS schools since 

1992. But a few years ago, some very shrewd coach (no one is sure whom) noticed that the rule says that no more than 25 signees may enter 
the university m the fall term. It says nothing about how many players may sign with the university in February. 
It is a loophole that a coach can drive a championship through. National champion Alabama, for instance, has announced 29 signees on each of 
the last two signing days. 
Coaches do their best work in the loopholes that exist in the NCAA manual. That is why they began to creep over the limit of 25 players at signing 
day. Math is something of an inexact science in recruiting. The NCAA allows coaches to sign 25 players a year. But a university may not have 
more than 85 players on the roster. Wake up any FBS head coach in the dead of night at any time of year, and he could tell you his head count. 
As an assistant, second-year head coach Frank Spaziani of Boston College said, when the topic of signing limits arose, "1 fell asleep at those 
meetings. Now that I’m in charge, you have to worry about the numbers." 
In a sport where 4 x 25 = 85, one may excuse a coach for believing that the NCAA expects a little "attrition." 
Each coach defines attrition differently. Injuries affect roster size. Academic progress, or the lack thereof, affects roster size. Players leaving early 
for the NFL leave open spaces. Redshirt seniors have to prove that their fifth year is worth more to the team than an incoming freshman. 
"We got guys wanting to come back for their fifth year, even if they’re not playing, to help out," Spaziani said. "They have to convince me that they 
understand how much they are going to play. Do they still want to practice and contribute?" 
Attrition also takes place when coaches sign players who will not qualify for freshman eligibility. They know it, and the player knows it. That’s one of 
the reasons that Nutt signed 39 players last year. 
"1 explained it to [Ole Miss athletic director] Pete Boone," Nutt said. "We have so many junior colleges in the state, and we were trying to build a 
relationship with them. We knew nine of [the signees] were not going to make it academically [qualify for freshmen eligibility]. There’s nothing like a 
young man being able to say, Tm coming to Ole Miss eventually.’ I think it motivates them." 
Pigs get fat. Hogs get slaughtered. Nutt went so far over the limit of 25 signees that he made the rule look toothless. University presidents don’t like 
their rules to be mocked. 
"We spent some time trying to analyze what happens in each signing class," SEC associate commissioner Greg Sankey said. "Folks got so 
concerned that it became an issue that crystallized last spring." 
The SEC athletic directors suggested that the signing limit from signing day through May 31 be set at 30. The presidents agreed upon 28. The 
NCAA also adopted the 28-man limit, although few schools outside the SEC have signed more than 25. 
In the perfect world, Sankey said, annual classes hover below the limit of 25 and the total roster hovers below 85. 
"When you see [that]," Sankey said, "there may be a great deal that’s going right. They’re bringing in people, and those people are making 
academic progress." 



When you don’t see that, there may be attrition. There also may be January enrollees. Coaches love players who enroll in January for a few 
reasons. For one, the NCAA does not designate to which season January enrollees are assigned. If a coach signed more than 25 and doesn’t 
have the right amount of attrition, he must coax the number over the limit to wait until January. 
’Tve only had to do that once," Nutt said. "You go to the parent and say, ’Hey, can you help us out until January?"’ 
If a school didn’t have 25 signees in place when the school year began, January enrollees may be backdated to count in that class. In other words, 
a linebacker who plays high school football and signs in January may be counted as a classmate of guys who played in college games in the same 
season. 
January enrollees are great for schools that have players who leave early for the NFL. Alabama and Florida announced last week that they each 
had 11 players enroll in January. Florida signed only 16 players a year ago, so the Gators could backdate some signees. Alabama will be counting 
more toward 2010. 
Spaziani is a big fan of January enrollees, who can begin college without the pressure and expectation of competing for playing time. 
"You go in January, you adjust to school, you go to spring practice and you don’t have to worry about making the team," Spaziani said. 
"It’s so tough when all their buddies are going through two-a-days, and they are not part of it," Nutt said. "We had three or four this year. Once they 
get here, they say, ’Hey, I’m so glad I did that. I’m a year older. I’m a year smarter.’ 
Washington coach Steve Sarkisian has at least three players enrolling either for the current winter quarter or for spring quarter, which begins on 
March 30. Yet he is wary of falling in love with potential instead of appreciating who he already has in his locker room. 
"If you keep pushing guys out to be grayshirted, does that mean you think you’re not going to recruit as well next year?" Sarkisian said. "Or are you 
going to have a better year next year?" 
Sarkisian believes that the new 28-signee limit is one more way to level the playing field against the FIoddas and the USCs, where he coached as 
an assistant under former Trojans coach Pete Carroll. 
"They can’t sign all the good players and keep pushing it out a year," Sarkisian said. 
At least until they find another loophole. Coaches always do. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Febrnary 12, 2010 8:53 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tazio <bt~zio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; JenniiEr Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <LIoseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csns.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nka.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Dickinaal <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/12/10- Field Preparations 

The soft:ball team at Ocean State University has a scheduled practice today from 2-5pm. Because the area was hit with a foot of snow last night, the head 
coach is mandating that all student-athletes on the team show up at noon to help shovel the field. 
Does the shoveling of snow have to count in the daily and weekly hour limitations? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/9/91- Student-athlete prepares playing field for practice or competition - reviewed NCAA Bylaws 17.1.5.1 (daily 
and weekly hour limitations -- playing season) and 17.1.5.2 (weekly hour limitations -- outside of playing season) in regard to a situation in which a student- 
athlete prepares a field or facility (e.g., golf course, baseball field) for an institution’s practice or competition; determined that unless those responsibilities 
are considered to be employment as part of the financial aid agreement for a particular student-athlete, any work by the student-athlete or an institution’s 
team that is required, supervised or monitored by institutional staff members would be considered countable athletically related activities; further noted that 
employment as part of an individual’s financial aid package would not be considered countable athletically related activities. 

The above scenario includes 5 hours of countable athletically related activities and would be a violation of the daily hourly limitations. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 15, 2010 8:44 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Taxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeafft.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <Mross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx)okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; tIollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csns.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edtc,; Lisa Dickinma <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/15/10- Current Event 

Binghamton athletics sharply criticized in investigative report 
By Doug Schneider and Debbie Swartz, The (IBinghamton, N.Y.) Press & Sun-Bulletin 

VESTAL, N.Y. -- An almost $1 million report released Thursday paints a critical picture of Binghamton University’s athletics program -- particularly the 
men’s basketball team -- and some of the people responsible for overseeing it. 
A team of investigators concludes BU emphasized damage-control over discipline and personal responsibility in responding to problems that arose after the 
university moved its sports programs to the big-time world of college athletics. 
The 102-page report attempts to explain what led to some highly publicized problems in the department, such as the removal of Athletics Director Joel 
Thirer, the paid suspension of men’s basketball coach IKevin Broadus, and the university’s handling of incidents involving the connection between some 
players and drug& 
The report is critical of actions by BU president Lois DeFleur, Thirer, some coaches and others. The 102-page document paints a picture of an environment 
in which the key people were willing to cut corners in order to generate wins on the court. 
FULL REPORT: Read the entire 102-page document 



Additionally, it reveals significant new details, such as: 
¯ Allegations that former star player Derrick "D.J." Rivera illegally bought a television and clothing from a local Walmart in September using a debit card that 
wasn’t his, and that other players were present at the time. 
Rumors of the incident have long been swirling in the community, though university officials and law-enforcement authorities have repeatedly refused to 
discuss them. A store security video identifies former players Malik Alvin, Corey Chandler and Paul Crosby as the other team members who were present. 
The female student who owned the credit card was notified of the incident by a member of the current basketball team. BU president Lois De Fleur was 
notified of the incident, as was the Broome County district Attorney’s Office. There is no indication that charges were filed. 
¯ Concerns were raised about previous issues including drug use and other problems with basketball recruits, including former player Theo Davis, but that 
the university granted scholarships to the students anyway. 
¯ Text messages between Alvin -- one of the players kicked offthe team last year -- and assistant coach Marc Hsu this past June show Alvin asking Hsu 
for money for gas and to pay a fine. Hsu appears to say that he would meet Alvin and give him gas money. Hsu denied that, saying he responded that way 
to Alvin to simply to shut him up. 
Also, Alvin asks Hsu last May to "reword" parts of a class paper, and "add a conclusion on violence." Hsu tells Alvin to send it to him, and says Hsu will send 
it to Alvin’s tutor. Hsu told investigators he did not provide inappropriate help to Alvin. 
¯ Claims those players may have received improper benefits from the university. In one, former basketball point guard Emanuel "Tikr’ Mayben claimed an 
unnamed coach was paying for players’ cellphones. Mayben, who was kicked offthe team after a cocaine-selling arrest, later recanted his claim, and 
investigators say they found no evidence that it was true. 
Allegations that Broadus pushed to resolve a marijuana-possession charge against Mayben before the case reached Vestal Town Court. The report also 
references an incident in which campus policed found former player David Fine, glassy-eyed, in a room with a burning marijuana cigarette that Fine denied 
was his. Fine was not charged, though police took a report. 
The investigators -- a team of lawyers headed by retired New York Court of Appeals Judge Judith Kaye-- conducted dozens of interviews and reviewed 
thousands of documents, e-mails and text messages to reach its findings. 
They did not investigate the unrelated allegations of sexual harassment made by athletics department fundraiser Elizabeth Williams, citing a lawsuit filed in 
U.S. District Court. 
SUNY issued this statement at 1:37 this afternoon: 
"We appreciate the comprehensive, independent review undertaken by Judge Judith Kaye into issues concerning the intercollegiate athletics program at 
Binghamton University. Her report outlines the more than 80 interviews conducted at Binghamton over numerous campus visits and reviews of thousands 
of electronic communications and paper documents. Judge Kaye and her legal team had unfettered access to all current and former members of the 
Binghamton Athletic Department and Administration and others involved in the America East Conference. 
"We believe the report speaks for itself. Her recommendations are clear, concise and outline a clear path for restoration of oversight, accountability and 
unquestioned academic integrity. 
"The Board of Trustees and the Chancellor will now move forward to review and implement the recommendations of Judge Kaye’s report. It is our 
responsibility to act quickly to bring this matter to a conclusion and to take the necessary steps to restore Binghamton’s academic and athletic reputation to 
the highest levels. 
"We have kept in close communication with the NCAA and America East during this investigation. We have shared this report with them and SUNY and 
Binghamton University will follow up as necessary to insure full compliance with all NCAA and AEC rules and regulations." 
The total cost for the review came in at $913,381 which includes 1,770 billable hours for eight members of the legal team of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher 
& Flom LLP; 547 billable hours for legal assistants and vendor charges for electronic data retrieval and analysis. Costs were capped under an agreement 
with the law firm. 
The SUNY Research Foundation entered in to a contract with Skadden Arps on behalf of the SUNY Board of Trustees to expedite this review. The 
Research Foundation will seek reimbursement from Binghamton University for 50% of the cost and use SUNY Central RF unrestricted funds to cover the 

o remaining 50 ~ of the cost of the investigation. No tuition or taxpayer dollars will be used to pay these expenses. 
Background information 
Here are the events that led up the investigation. 
In early September, Mayben was arrested in his hometown of Troy on felony charges of sale and possession of cocaine. The day after the charges become 
public, he was released from the team. 
The following day, five more players were released, including Rivera -- BU’s leading scorer -- and Alvin, both stars of the team’s first NCAA Tournament 
berth in BU’s history less than a year before. 
Reasons given for the releases ranged from attitude problems to criminal behavior, though BU failed to define exactly what transgressions led to the 
decision. Only Alvin had been in trouble with the law when in November 2008 he was charged with petit larceny and third-degree assault, both 
misdemeanors, after he allegedly stole the contents of a box of condoms and then knocked down a 66-year-old woman while trying to elude store security 
at the Vestal VValmart. 
That was the beginning of the shakeup in BU’s athletics department. 
Shortly thereafter, Athletic Director Joel Thirer stepped down from the position he held for two decades to take an administrative post in another department. 
Less than a month later, basketball coach Kevin Broadus was placed on paid leave, giving assistant coach Mark Macon the job of interim head coach. 
Broadus’ benching came after he admitted to the university he committed an NCAA recruiting violation by speaking to two prospective recruits at a time 
when coaches are prohibited from having face-to-face contact with them. 
In the past, discussion swirled about recruiting choices made by Broadus, known for giving "second chances" to players who had difficulties at other 
schools. Mayben, for example, filed to qualify academically at Syracuse University and later left the University of Massachusetts program in mid-season 
before being recruited by Broadus. 
There were other peripheral issues plaguing the athletic department. 
One was adjunct lecturer Sally Dear, who publicly criticized the athletics department, including allegations she was expected to show favoritism to student 
athletes. At one point Dear, who has been an adjunct at BU for 11 years, was told she wouldn’t kept on staff. Shortly thereafter, Zimpher intervened and said 
Dear would stay at least until the conclusion of the investigation. 
Then there are the hanging allegations by athletics department fundraiser Elizabeth Williams. She has sued BU and department officials Christopher Lewis, 
the assistant athletic director for development, and Jason Siegel, senior associate athletic director, for sexual harassment, claiming they used her as a 
sexual "plaything" to ply money from big donors. 
Amidst the turmoil, Zimpher met with DeFleur and put SUNY in charge of the investigation. 
At that time, Zimpher left no doubt about her mission. 
"Given recent events related to the Binghamton University men’s basketball team, the athletic department and to the academic integrity at the campus, I 
have recommended, and SU NY Board of Trustees Carl Hayden has agreed, that the independent audit called for by Binghamton President Lois De Fleur will 
be initiated by, and reported to, the executive committee of the SUNY Board of Trustees," Zimpher said then. "These steps are necessary to remove any 
doubt whatsoever about the quality and integrity of the athletic and academic enterprises of Binghamton University and to strengthen or change any 
processes and procedures necessary in furtherance of our goal. The students, faculty, alumni, staff and supporters of Binghamton. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday,, February, 16, 2010 9:18 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeafft.org >; Cafly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu>; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu>; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nkn.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edu>; Keli Curminghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu:,; Lisa Dickinaal <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganflnch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/16/10- 12.4.1.1 

The Ocean State University bookstore is opening up a merchandise stand at the baseball field to help boost sales. The owner hires 5 students including 
Post Up, a basketball student-athlete. None of the students have any retail experience. Post will be paid $9/hour while the other students will earn $7/hour. 
The owner wants to pay Post a little more because he thinks people will be more likely to shop when Post is working. 
Is the owner permitted to pay Post at a higher rate simply because he is a student-athlete? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 12.4.1.1 states that such compensation may not include any remuneration for value or utility that the student-athlete may have for the 
employer because of the publicity, reputation, fame or personal following that he or she has obtained because of athletics ability 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 17, 2010 8:32 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <bt~rio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csns.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nka.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~>; Keli Curminghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Dickinaal <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.e&~; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/17/10- 13.15.1.2 

Head Men’s Soccer Coach at Bay State College is very good friends with the Athletic Director at a local high school (which the coach did not attend). The 
Athletic Director asked the coach to donate an autographed soccer ball to be auctioned in an upcoming fundraiser for the high school. May the coach 
donate the item for the high school fundraiser since he and the Athletic Director are close friends? 

A. Yes 
B. No 

The answer is B- no. NCAA Bylaw 13.15.1.2 states that an institution may not provide funding, directly or through paid advertisements, to benefit a high 
school athletics program. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a prospective student-athlete’s eligibility and are considered institutional violations per 
Constitution 2_,8_A_. 

jcondaras~.~biqeast.orq 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February, 18, 2010 9:47 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeafft.org >; Cafly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu>; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu>; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nkn.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edu>; Keli Curminghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu:,; Lisa Dickinaal <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganflnch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/18/10- 14.4.3.3.1.1 

Air Ball is a basketball student-athlete at West Coast College. Here is Air’s record: 
2008-09 Enrolled full-time at West Coast College 
2009-10 Enrolled fuIMime at Bay State College 
2010-11 Will re-enroll full-time at West Coast College 
In addition to the applicable credit hour and percentage of degree requirements, will Air have to meet minimum GPA requirements when she re-enrolls at 
West Coast College in the fall 2010 term? 
Yes. NCAA Staff interpretation- 3/19/09- Grade-Point Average Requirement of a Transfer Student-Athlete Returning to the Original Institution 
(I)- states that when a student-athlete attends the certifying institution as a fuIMime student, transfers to another institution and later returns to the original 
institution, the student-athlete is immediately subject to the fulfillment of minimum grade-point average requirements. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1.1- Application of Rule to Transfer Student. 

The provisions of Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1 shall be applicable to the eligibility of a transfer student from a two-year or four-year collegiate institution who has 
completed an academic term in residence at the certifying institution. (Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92 forstudent-athletes first entering a collegiate 
institution on or after 8/1/92; Revised: 1/16/93, 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06) 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Febrnary 19, 2010 8:23 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Taxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeafft.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <Mross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csns.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edtc,; Lisa Dickinma <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu>; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edtr~; Midgett, George 

D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Mitchell, Thomas <MitchellT@buckeyes.ath.ohio- state.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/19/10- Current Event 

An inside look at the NCAA’s secretive Committee on Infractions 
SI.com 

For three days beginning on Thursday, a 10-person NCAA committee will convene in a conference room at a hotel in Tempe, Ariz. There are more than 125 

NCAA committees that meet during a calendar year and this one is no different in that its members are largely unrecognizable collegiate bureaucrats. The 

NCAA Web site lists three attorneys, three law professors, two conference commissioners and two athletic department officials as members of this 
committee, and while some of them played or coached collegiate sports, none have done so in the past 20 years. 

The NFL, NBA, NHL, MLS and Major League Baseball are dictatorships when it comes to penalizing its members; a single person decides on sanctions. 

The NCAA has this group of 10, known as the Committee on Infractions (COl), one of the most powerful, yet least examined, entities in American sports. 

Most people could not name a single member of the COl or tell you how it comes to its decisions. It goes about its business in relative obscurity, its 

deliberations kept secret, its findings conveyed mostly via press releases. Rarely has so little been known about a group that wields such authority. 

The spotlight rarely finds the COl, which makes the hearing in Tempe unique. Among the cases under review is the biggest to come before the committee 

in years, one that will bring media attention and fan scrutiny: 

USC. 

The NCAA has investigated allegations against the Trojans athletic department since 2006, one of the longest probes in the association’s history. The 

possibility of major sanctions for the school has loomed in the background for years, the bane of its supporters and a beacon for its critics. Allegations 
include claims that 2005 Heisman Trophy winner Reggie Bush received improper benefits from multiple agents, including the use of a house for his family. 

Former USC basketball star O.J. Mayo, in his one season with the Trojans, also reportedly received money and gifts from an agent, and, most recently, 

investigators looked into a car driven by but not owned by running back Joe McKnight. 

Given the profile of the school and the athletes involved it is a landmark case, one sure to stand as a litmus test for the NCAA’s unique brand of justice. It 

also raises questions about the mysterious committee that acts as the NCAA’s judge: Who are the members of the COl and how did they land on the 

committee? How do they review allegations like those against USC? And, perhaps most important, how do they determine what penalties, if any, to hand 

down? 

The NCAA does not disclose the individuals who will hear a specific case, and it is common for COl members to miss a hearing and/or be replaced by a 
former member. Still, it is a safe bet that those judging USC in Tempe will boast impressive credentials. The COl chairperson, Paul Dee, is the former 

athletic director at Miami and a professor at that school. Britton Banowsky and Dennis Thomas are the commissioners of Conference USA and the Mid- 



Eastern Athletic Conference, respectively, and Missy Conboy has worked in Notre Dame’s athletic department for 22 years. Temple law professor 

Eleanor Myers is an expert on legal ethics, and Rodney Uphoff, a professor at Missouri, is a former defense attorney who helped represent Oklahoma 

City bomber Terry Nichols. 

Per N CAA guidelines, two of the 10 members must be women and three are "public" representatives, usually attorneys or former judges unaffiliated with a 
school or conference. The three public representatives on the COl roster are all lawyers, the most notable being Roscoe Howard Jr., a former U.S. 

Attorney. 

Among the individuals judging USC will be Josephine Potuto, a tiny woman with red hair who teaches law at the University of Nebraska. (She confirmed to 

SI.com that she would be Tempe.) Potuto might be the smallest person in the room, but she will also be the most senior, having served on the committee 
since 1999~ She is the person USC athletic director Mike Garrett, school president Steven Sample, and the others representing the school should fear 

the most as she is a fierce questioner and unafraid to call out school officials who attempt to massage the truth. 

Hearings are closed to the public, transcripts of the proceedings are kept confidential, and COl members are forbidden from discussing cases. But Potuto’s 

grilling of former basketball Georgia coach Jim Harrick in 2004 is legendary among followers of the COl, and in a 2008 Florida State hearing -- the 

transcript from which was transmitted to the university in a way that made it subject to open record laws -- she repeatedly cornered those defending the 

school. 

When recruiting COl members, Potuto looked for people with "gravitas," which she says includes 

fearlessness in the face of a challenge from a high-profile coach or administrator. "My experience with Jo and the rest of the committee is that they want to 
be fair, but they won’t do an institution any favors and they dig down pretty deep," says Michael Rogers, who represented Baylor in its 2005 hearing. 

That Potuto will review a high profile case involving agents funneling money to athletes is fitting, as it was her comments on that issue that brought her to 
the attention of the COl. At aconference in 1998, Potuto listened as former North Carolina basketball coach Dean Smith and Big Ten commissioner Jim 

Delany bemoaned how agents were funneling money to basketball players. Potuto stood up and said it was interesting that a little money going to the 

players was such a huge concern given how much the NCAA profited off those same kids. Immediately after, a COl member approached her. "1 think they 

liked that I was willing to challenge people who are respected in athletics," she says. 

The most common way to get on the committee is to know someone on it or to impress when representing a school. Alabama law professor Gene Marsh, 

who served from 1999 to 2008, was asked to join after arguing on behalf of the Crimson Tide in a 1998 infractions case. 

COl members will tell you it is a thankless (and unpaid) job. They meet, on average, six times a year for four days at a time. Each case requires about 20 

hours of reading and a complex hearing like USC’s can last 12 hours or more. "There are plenty of people who get on the committee and pull the rip cord 

early because they don’t realize the time commitment required," Marsh says. 

Not Potuto. Her longevity and embrace of the work stands out. Followers of the committee say anonymously that if they could grant her a lifetime 

appointment (members are limited to three, three-year terms) they would, and they predict that she will loom large during the proceedings in Tempe. 

For that, USC has, coincidentally, the rule book to blame. 

COl guidelines require a committee member to recuse his or herself when a school from the same conference is under scrutiny. Potuto’s final term ended 
in 2008, but she was asked back for the USC case, likely as a replacement for Oregon law professor James O’Failon. 

In other words, the toughest person in the room wasn’t even supposed to be there. 

Prior to arriving in Tempe, Potuto and the rest of the COl received a case file detailing the infractions the NCAA enforcement staff has concluded were 

committed by USC, as well as any response by the school. This could be called evidence -- it often includes transcripts of interviews and other supporting 

documents -- but the COl rarely determines whether or not a rule was broken, a common misconception. By the time a school appears before the COl it is 

usually in agreement with the enforcement staff on the violations committed. USC officials (who declined to discuss their case with Sl.com) might take 

exception to the severity of some violations, but the two parties are likely to agree on the rules broken. 

"One misconception is that a [COl hearing] is like a trial we would see in our judicial system," says Rogers. "It is very different." In an interview, Dee, the 

COl chairperson, referred to the process as "quasi-judiciar’ and "in a way like arbitration" and similar to an "administrative hearing," the variety of descriptors 

a testament to the unique nature of the cors work. 

interpret may be the best description for what the committee does. They review the violations and then, while listening to remarks from school officials and 

others, they interpret the core cause of the misdeeds and whether the university’s actions before and after the wrongdoing surfaced were sufficient. Thus, 

the task of the school officials present at a hearing is to push their own interpretation. 

In the Florida State case, university president T.K. Wetherell attempted to paint the widespread cheating by athletes in several sports as the actions of a 

"rogue tutor," saying: "We don’t really believe they cheated. They got inappropriate help." That may seem like a clever muddling of the facts, but a rogue 

tutor isn’t as serious in the eyes of the COl as institutionalized cheating. Though the COl sanctioned the Seminoles -- including vacating wins in 10 sports 

and taking away three football scholarships -- it concluded that the school did not knowingly allow athletes who cheated to compete. 

At the start of a hearing, the school under review and the NCAA enforcement staff make opening remarks. Then the COl members pose questions, and it is 
during this period when cases are won and lost. Depending on who is among the contingent from USC (former football coach Pete Carroll and Tim Floyd, 

the former basketball coach, reportedly plan to attend or participate via video conference), this could be the hearing’s most dramatic stretch, with Potuto 

and others peppering them with questions and scrutinizing their responses. 



The enforcement division’s exact findings regarding USC won’t be made public until after the COl’s decision, but the committee is expected to conclude that 

Bush and Mayo received improper benefits from agents. Regarding Mayo, the school did an inadequate job monitoring the basketball program, a 

supposition supported by the university’s imposition of sanctions on the basketball team in December, including a postseason ban this season. The school 
allowed Rodney Guillory, Mayo’s handler, into its program despite the fact that the NCAA deemed him a runner for agents in 2000 when he paid the airfare 

for a USC player. The COl would surely have sanctioned the Trojans if the school had not taken action against itself, and it could still penalize the program 

further. 

USC’s interpretation of violations committed by football players would appear to be very different. Garrett, the Trojans’ athletic director, said last month that 

the school had "some arguments" to make before the COl on that front. He is not likely to challenge that rules were broken but rather whether USC should 

be held responsible for the actions of Bush, his family, and the agents. 

It is a defense that hits at a thorny issue for the NCAA: how much to hold schools accountable for the actions of the agents who court its players? On one 

hand, it is unreasonable to expect a school to monitor where all of its athletes’ families live, what their parents drive and whom they might be receiving 

money from? On the other, Bush was not just any player, and it appears the agents operated right under USC’s nose. According to Yahoo! Sports, the 
NCAA requested a copy of a photo of sports agents Lloyd Lake and Michael Michaels posing with PeteCarroll in the locker room after a game. USC also 

cleared Bush in 2005 to work as a summer intern for sports marketing agent Mike Ornstein, who was reportedly allowed on the sidelines for some USC 

games. Ornstein, like Lake and Michaels, allegedly provided Bush with improper benefits. 

Many major infractions cases often come down to simple question -- what should the school have known? In Florida State’s case, the school avoided the 

dreaded "lack of institutional control" label, which carries the harshest sanctions, and USC will hope do the same while in the tricky position of arguing that 

there were institutional failings in one sport (basketball) but not in another (football). 

"It is a hard sell," says one lawyer with ties to the case. "It’s the "what-more-could-we-do defense, and the problem with that is what a school could have 

done is open to a wide interpretation." 

A widely held perception about the COl is that they go soft on cheaters, particularly high-profile schools. Pick any major infractions case from the last 

decade -- Ohio State in 2006, Alabama in 2002 and 2008, etc. -- and you can find a large segment of people that think the cheaters got offtoo easy and that 

the COl selectively spared a big (and profitable) program. 

Potuto, Dee and others say that is folly. They judge a case on its merits, they contend, the profile of a school never comes under consideration. And yet it is 

hard not to note that the NCAA may have already done USC a huge favor. 

In July 2008, the COl recommended sweeping changes in the severity of penalties assessed, including giving the COl the ability to impose postseason 

bans, hefty fines, bans on television appearances, and other penalties that hadn’t been used in years. There were other recommendations, which when 

taken in total meant a seismic overhaul of how the NCAA penalizes cheaters. 

A case like USC’s, where the finding of a lack of institutional control is a real possibility, would seemingly be ripe for the deployment of the new penalties, 

and the perfect way to send a message to the rest of the association. "When people realize there is not a risk of severe penalties, they take chances," Dee 

says. "We wanted to put risk back on the table by dusting offsome of these dormant penalties." 

One problem: They are still dormant. Nearly 20 months after receiving the COl’s recommendations, the Board of Directors has yet to ratify them. The COl 

may wish to throw the book at USC, but its hands will be tied by the slow-turning wheels of the NCAA machine. As a result, questions about whether justice 

was served will persist regardless of how the COl rules on the Trojans. 

"The porridge will always be too hot or too cold," says Marsh, the Alabama law professor and former COl chair. "Some believe we are too harsh, others say 

too soft. No one ever says [the COl] got it just right." 

At the conclusion of the hearing in Tempe, the COl will gather and begin talking through the issues until a consensus is reached on what penalties, if any, to 

hand down. Dee will then assign one member to write an opinion, which will be passed among the others to approve. The process takes about between 

eight to 10 weeks, meaning that sometime in the spring USC will know its fate. On that day, the debate over whether justice was served will rage on radio 

shows, blogs, and at water coolers across the country. 

The COl, meanwhile, will drift back into the shadows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, FebruaD, 22, 2010 8:50 AIvl 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Taxio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@unfit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathlefics.com>; bomle@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeastorg >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx>okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; ttollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <LIoseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.m~ine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cmttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Dickinma <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~letic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/22/10- 13.1.2.3 

Fade A. Way is a junior in high school. Fade’s brother is the Director of Basketball Operations at Ocean State University. Fade has a game tomorrow night, 
and his brother would like to attend. Is it permissible for Fade’s brother to attend his game? 
Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-30A, non-coaching staff members with sport specific responsibilities- basketball may attend off-campus 
athletics events involving a prospect who is an immediate family member of the non-coaching staff member. 
2009-30-A 

RECRUITING -- PERMISSIBLE RECRUITERS -- NONCOACHING STAFF MEMBERS WITH SPORT-SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES -- BASKETBALL 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: In basketball, to specify that a noncoaching staff member with sport-specific responsibilities shall not attend an off-campus athletics event 
involving prospective student-athletes (e.g., high school contest, sports camp) unless the staff member is an immediate family member or legal 
guardian of one of the participants in the activity; further, to establish conditions by which a staff member who is an immediate family member or legal 
guardian of a participant may attend such an event, as specified. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.1.2.3, as follows: 

13.1.2.3 General Restrictions -- Staff Members and Governing Board. The following are additional restrictions that apply to an institution’s staff 
members and governing board. Violations of this bylaw shall be considered institutional violations per Constitution 2.8.1; however, such violations shall 
not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibility. 

[13.1.2.3-(a) unchanged.] 

(b) Noncoaching Staff Members with Sport-Specific Responsibilities - Basketball. In basketball~ a noncoadfing staff member with sport-specific 

responsibilities shall not attend all offcalnpus basketball athletics event involving prospective student-athletes (e.g. hi~l-school contesL sports calnp) 

unless the staff member is an immediate family member or legal guardian of a participant hi the activity. A staff member who is an immediate family 

member or legal guardian of a participant may attend such an event, subject to the following conditions: 

(i) Attendance shall not be for evaluation purposes (the staff member shall not provide information related to the performance of a prospective 

student-athlete back to the institution’s coaching staff); and 

(E) The staff member shall not have direct contact with a prospective student-athlete or a prospective student-athlete’s parent (or legal 

guardian) or coach (other than the immediate family member) participating in the activiD. 

[13.1.2.3-(b) relettered as 13.1.2.3-(c), unchanged.] 
Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet (Men’s Basketball Issues Committee) 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: Currently, an official interpretation (October 11, 2000, Item No. 1) permits noncoaching athletics department staff members with sport- 
specific responsibilities to attend an off-campus athletics competition that involves prospective student-athletes if the competition is in the locale of 



the institution. Although the intent of the interpretation is to establish restrictions to avoid potential recruiting advantages, there is a concern in the 
basketball community that the mere presence of these individuals at such events is providing their institutions with such advantages. Multiple 
noncoaching athletics department staff members, clothed in institutional apparel, are attending basketball games featuring high profile prospective 
student-athletes. The issue is magnified in major metropolitan areas that include a significant number of high-profile prospective student-athletes. It 
is difficult to enforce the interpretation as there may be no real evidence that the staff member has been specifically directed to attend the contest. 
Accordingly, preventing the presence of noncoaching athletics department personnel at such competitions will alleviate concerns of recruiting 
advantages and will not cause any hardship on the staff since the staff member would be permitted to attend for the legitimate reason of watching 
an immediate family member participate. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: None. 

Position Statement(s): 
Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. Further, the cabinet 
noted that the Championships/Sports Management Cabinet modified the proposal to include women’s basketball. The cabinet supports the proposal as 

modified. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 23, 2010 8:37 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <bt~rio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomle@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Cafly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clms Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx)okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HolDJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; Jennii~r Brashear <jennil~r.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edt#,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph KIauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csns.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kld’oMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyDJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganflnch@ncsu.e&~; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/23/10- Culrent Event 

USC now will wait for verdict from NCAA after three days of hearings 

Southern California spent three days before, the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions this weekend discussing both its football and men’s basketball programs. Now the school 
must wait 6-8 weeks for the committee to finish its work and decide on possible punishment. 

The first two days of the meetings looked at allegations of jJJ~eg~-a-J~-b---e--n-~#-f-[!-s-‘-~.--e--c-‘--e-iX-e--d--~!?X~-~--#~g[#~--B---u---s-[~--s-~-f-~-~-E)i]y, while the Heisman winner played for the Trojans. Running backs 
coach Todd McNair was questioned about his knowledge of a relationship between Bush and two prospective agents that apparently were involved in the case. 

Former coach Pete Carroll was also questioned as was current coach Lane Kiffin. 

The final day of the hearings focused on X[-~-La-!~-~--E-s-~-n--v-~--[v~-n-‘g~-f--~-~[ELe--L~-b---a--s-‘--k-&~-b--a--[~p-[~-a-~-~-r-~--Q-:-J--:~--M---a--y-~. Former coach Tim Floyd was alleged to have paid a representative of Mayo’s. 
The school has already self-imposed sanctions on its basketball program, including a postseason ban in 2010, but the NCAA could decide on more penalties. 

The result could have an impact on the recruitment of Seantrel Henderson, the All-USA offensive player of the year who delayed si,qnin,q with USC due to concerns about 
possible major sanctions. 

USC officials were not talking after the conclusion of the hearing. Athletic director Mike Garrett only offered this: ’Tm glad it’s over." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 24, 2010 8:21 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tazio <bt~zio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Kiauder <LIoseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athlefics.gatech.edt~-; Keli Cunninghmn <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.naa.nfl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kiichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org~; Lisa Danner <ldmmer@athletics.uc£edu;,; Lisa Dickinaal <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamar 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanford.edu>; MegaJ1 Finch <meganfinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office <afl~lefic~ompliance@miami.edu>; Michael 

DeaJ~ <medean@rice.edu-~; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edu-~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/24/10- 16.5.2 

Buzz R. Beater is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State College (OSC). Buzz’s team lost on in the first round of their conference tournament. The 
tournament took place during OSC’s spring break, so the student-athletes were permitted to go home for the remainder of the vacation period. The dorms 
and dining hails are closed the whole week of spring break. Unfortunately, Buzz was not able to get a flight home to see his family, so is it permissible for 
OSC to provide room and board expenses for Buzz until the institutional facilities reopen? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.5.2(e)(2) states that student-athletes who return to campus during the institution’s official vacation period occurring during a regular 
academic term (not including vacation periods between terms) from institutional competition. Under such circumstances, room and board expenses may 
be provided beginning with the student-athlete’s arrival on campus until the institution’s regular dormitories and dining facilities reopen. If the student-athlete 
lives at home during the vacation period, the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 25, 2010 8:54 AM 

.lennifer Condaras <icondaxas@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Alli~m Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Herman 

<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; andrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock 

<arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA-Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne 

<barbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben ’][’aria <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@t.edu>; 

Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; 

bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edw,; Brim1 Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edw,; 

Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeast.org >; Cafly Tully <tullyca@bc.edw,; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 

<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlett~vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <a:ltrump@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@Sl~RTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; l)tarri~ Robin Green <mbinham@ivyleaguesg~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert~m <heroberV~,vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

@srael@miami.edu>; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vanghn@tu.edu>; Jason Gray <iason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brasheas 
<jennitEr.brasheax@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaJdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder Qoseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy 

Steffen < steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <kafie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli 

Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu;,; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu;,; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu;; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah Ratzla~’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lylm.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maxk.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~Ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu’~; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

I~E: Daily Compliance Item- 2,/25/10- 12.1.2.1.3.1 

Good Morning All, 

After sending out this email this morning, I was directed to a 1987 official interpretation (see below) stating that the PGA is not a recognized professional 

sports organization. Consequently, I should have used a different sport and sport association in my example. 

I apologize for the confusion. 

Have a great day! 

Jen 
Expenses from the PGA 

Date Published: November 18, 1987 

Type: Official Interpretation 

Item Ref: 2 

Reviewed a previous Council-approved interpretation (August J974) indicating that the Professional Golf Association (PGA) is not a "recognized professional sports 

organization" under the terrns of Constitution 3-1, inasmuch as the PGA is an organization of individual members similar to NACDA and various coaches 

associations; concluded that the provisions of O.I. 2, therefore, would permit the PGA to provide actual and necessary expenses to individuals covering travel and 

meal costs for their participation in the United Van Lines PGA Junior Championships. 

jcomtaras@bigeast, or9 

From= Jennifer Condaras 
Sent= Thursday, February 25, 2010 8:39 AM 
To: Pat Thomas; Allison Doughty; Amy Herman ; andrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd; Angela Crock ; Annie Shepard; April Taylor ; Barbara Osborne; Barbara Tolar; Ben 
Tario; Bert Locklin ; Bill Irish; Blake James; Bo Kerin ; bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody ; Brian Battle ; Brian Lutz ; Bridgid Myers; Carly Tully; Carrie McCaw; Charles Holloway; 
Chris Moore; Chrissy Soards ; Christopher Hoppe; Cobb,shauna; Cody Edwards; Colin Howlett; Condaras, Steven M.; Craig Anderson; Dan Trump; Dana, Greg; David Reed ; 
Dittmer, Marcus Lee; Donald Ross; Elizabeth Bookwalter ; Eric Baumgartner; Gwinn, Derek; Harris, Robin Green; Heather Mcatee ; Heather Robertson ; Holland, Monique; 
Jamie Israel ; Jamie Vaughn; Jason Gray ; Jennifer Brashear ; Jerome Rodgers; Jill Redmond; Jim Booz ; Jody Smith; Joeleen Akin ; Jon Fagg ; Joseph Klauder; Justin Kume ; 
Katherine Zedonis; Kathy Steffen ; Katie Herbine; Katreshia Louis; Keli Cunningham ; Kelley Kish; Kelly Cruttenden; Kim Hottel; Kris Richardson; Kristine Kuhr Fowler ; Laure 
Ragoss; Leah Ratxlaff; LeBlanc, Chad; Lindsay Bussey ; Lindsey Babcock ; Lisa Danner; Lisa Dickman; Loretta Lamar ; Lynn Newson; Lynne Barney ; Mark Jones; Mark 
Neyland; Meagan Eshilia; Megan Boone; Megan Finch ; Miami Compliance Office ; Michael Dean ; Michelle Lee ; Michelle Meadows; Midgett, George D; Mitchell, Thomas; 
Molly McCarthy ; Nicholas Schroeder; Patrick Nero; Queally, Alicia Alford ; Rachel Strassner; Randale Richmond; Rick Christensen; Rick Evrard; Robin Pate; Sandy Weber ; 
Scott Eaton (eatons@nku.edu); Scott Renfro; Shane Lyons; Shannon Watson; Shoshanna Engel ; Shults, William; Stephanie Ellison; Stephen LaPorta; Steve Moniaci; Steven 
Koo ; Steven Shults ; Strickland, Amy Lyn ; Susan Maloy ; -0m Parker ; Tony Hernandez ; Tracey Stehlik; W Stephen Flippen, Jr; Ward Scranage; Zachary Pendleton; 
Adrienne Trice (addenne.trice@marquette.edu); Amy Haworth (ahaworth@admin.usf.edu); Amy Morgan (amy.e.miller@villanova.edu); Bill Bailey 
(bbailey@scarletknights.com); Bruce Cohen (bruce.cohen@uconn.edu); Charmelle Green; Darrick Brown (dbrown@scarletknights.com); Ehren Reagor 
(ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu); Eric Rienecker (denecke@st-johns.edu); Erica Wycherley (erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu); Garrett Ford; Jenna Beverly 
Obeverly@scarletknights.com); Jennifer Condaras; Jill Hollembeak (jhollemb@depaul.edu); John Marinatto; Joseph D’Antonio; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; Kathleen Shank 
[kshank@scarletknights.com]; Katie Boin ; Katie Walsh (kwalsh9@depaul.edu); Kenddck Gholston; Kenneth 0 Miles; Kopicki, Jill; Marinelli, Bryan; Mark Peterson 
(mpeterson@scarletknights.com); Marvin Mitchell; Matt Geibel (geibelma@shu.edu); Maureen Lewis (maureen.lewis@marquette.edu); Michael Farabaugh (baugh@pitt.edu); 
Mike Walsh; O’Brien, Kate; Paul Downey (paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu); Randi Larson; Sandy Cole-DeMent; Scott Walker (swalker@scarletknights.com); Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D.; 



Todd Jones (jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu); Tom Ford (thomas.ford@marquette.edu); Wanda Factor; Jordan Blizzard; Mark Rountree; Alex Dominato; Amy Rhodes; Bernadette 
Bartlett ; Brent Moberg; Brian Baptiste; Brian Warcup ; Caitlin Stoffer; Carissa Conroy ; Chad Wall; complext@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes ; Dan Bartholomae; Dan Isaf ; Daniel 
Gossom; Danielle Josetti; Deborah Gray ; Donna Sanft; Donna Sloan; Doug Bakker; Doug Trani ; Elizabeth Mancini; Elizabeth Slot; Erin Sales; Erlease Wagner; Gordon Finch; 
Greg Featherston; Harley King; Jaime Erickson ; Jamie Johnson; Jamie Mullin; JC; Jen Vining-Smith ; Jess Hegmann; Jesse Rose; Jill Bodensteiner; 3ody Sykes ; Joe D’Antonio; 
John Cams; John Heck; Judy Cress; Kate Hickey; Katie Centrella ; Kenneth A. Schank; Kevin Delaney; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick; Kyle Stalnaker; Mac Hart; Maggie McKinley; 
Melissa McNealy ; Mike MacDonald ; Nicholas T Ojea; Patrick Hairston ; Ryan McAIvey; Shannon Crowley; Statz, Kathryn; Stephen Butler; Steve Horton; Stumpf, Rick; Tiffany 
Burbridge; Tom Timmermans ; VanGelder, Marielle; Wanda Factor; Zac Saunders; Zacary Tardiff; Dan Regan; Elaine Wise; Frederick Russ; John Fisher; John McEnroe; 
Kathryn Lain; Laura Schoppman; Mia Brickhouse; Michael Wasylenko; Phillip Naylor ; Robert Mangione; Robert Sullins; Scott Brown; Scott Taylor; Susan Albrecht; Tom 
Stephens; Tricia Bellia ; Andy Anderson; Barbara 3acobs; Ben Fairclough; Bobby Weygand; Chuck Sullivan; Dan Gavitt (dgavitt@bigeast.org); Danielle Donehew; Donna 
Demarco; Jim Siedliski; John Marinatto; John Paquette; Kathy Kirkpatrick ; Linda Yates; Lisa Zanecchia; Lois DeBIois ; Mark Hodgkin; Michael Coyne; Mike Gambardella; Nick 
Carparelli; Pare Flenke; Rachel Margolis; Sarah Emmett; Shawn Murphy; Susan Eaton (seaton@bigeast.org); Tom Odjakjian; Barbara Henderson; Carol Sprague; Ginger 
Fulton; Jennifer Heppel; Jill La Point; Julie Hermann; Karen Demeter; Kathy Meehan; Lois DeBIois; Lynn Tighe; Missy Conboy; Pat Babcock; Robin Martin; Sarah Bobert; Terri 
Howes; Vickie Y Way 
Subject; Daily Compliance Item- 2/25/10- 12.1.2.1.3.1 
Dub L. Bogey, a prospective student-athlete in the sport of golf, receives a junior golf scholarship from the PGA that will pay for Dub’s tuition and fees at his private high 
school. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.1.3.1 states that a prospective student-athlete may receive educational expenses or services (e.g., tuition, fees, room and board, books, tutoring, 
standardized test prep classes) prior to collegiate enrollment from any individual or entity other than an agent, professional sports team/organization, member 
institution or booster, provided the payment for such expenses or services is disbursed directly to the individual, organization or educational institution (e.g., high school, 
prep school) providing the educational expense or service. 

A~sL~tu~t Co~r,,n~M~o;~erjbr Q~r~pb(m’,~ 

jeo~&n’as@SiqeasLorq 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Febrnary 26, 2010 8:29 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben T~xio <bt~xio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeasl.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross <Mross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenlc@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edtr~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah Ratzla£f <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmac@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edtv~; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edtv~; Mark Jones <maJ&.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~lbrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edtr~; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleficscompliance@miami.edtv~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/26/10- Current Event 

Injury data influencing sport-safety discussions 
By 3ack Copeland 
The NCAA News 
New data from the NCAA Injury Surveillance Program already have influenced safety-related deliberations within the 
Association during recent weeks, even before the public release this week of a report compiling that information, 

Data for five fail sports - the first new information published since the Datalys Center assumed responsibility last year for reporting injury data it collects 
from NCAA institutions - are now available online. 

The data influenced recent discussions by NCAA committees working to improve handling of concussions suffered by student-athletes, largely by serving 
as a reminder that the injury doesn’t occur only in football -- a sport that recently has come under intense governmental and media scrutiny. 

"The injury data are useful because they tell us factually that concussions occur across sports," said David KJossner, NCAA director of health and safety 
and staff liaison to the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports. "Too many people think concussion is just a football 
injury, but from the NCAA’s perspective, it’s a condition that is a concern across all the sports/’ 

That concern - informed in part by new injury data from the fall sports of field hockey, football, men’s and women’s soccer, and women’s volleyball - 
prompted the competitive-safeguards committee’s recent recommendation of a playing rule for all championship sports that would prohibit student-athletes 
exhibiting signs of a concussion from returning to play until being cleared by a physician or a designated health-care professional. 

The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel respondedlast month by instructing each rules committee to thomugNy review policies on stopping play for 
injuries and to consider instituting rules that may further prevent head injury. 

Ultimately, committees writing rules for 18 NCAA sports will be able to review sport-specific injury data as the Datalys Center, a national nonprofit sports- 
injury research center created in 2008, complies and releases data later this year for NCAA winter and spring sport& 

Among findings, the new injury data indicate: 

, Football has the highest injury rate of the five fall sports, with 48 of every 1,000 student-athletes who stepped on a field for a game from 2004~05 to 
2008-09 suffering an injury, However, the injury rate in fall-season football practice over those five years is much lower (seven per 1,000 "athlete- 
exposures"). 

,, Practice injuq rates are very similar across all five sports in the study (between seven to eight injuries per 1,000 exposures). 
,, Nearly 24 of every 1,000 participants in a men’s soccer game and 22 of every 1,000 participants in a women’s soccer game suffered an injury. 

,, The injury rate in field hockey games is approximately 15 per 1,000 and the rate in women’s volleyball is nearly nine per 1,000, 
, Sprains, strains and contusions are the most frequently occurring injuries in the fall sports, but £_o____n_£_u___s___s_j__o___n_. ranks second among the most common 

injuries in football and women’s soccer and fourth in men’s soccer. It also ranks fourth in field hockey and women’s volleyball. 

Beginning with the just-released fall data, reports are reflecting data collected via an electronic reporting system, as well as enhancements in the ways that 
injury data are analyzed, 



The new fall-sports report depicts sports injuries from a five-year period (2004-05 to 2008-09) across the NCAA membership It includes the first new NCAA 
injury data published in five years. The NCAA published previous spot[s-injury data collected in 15 sports from 1988 through to 2004 in the Journag of Athletic 
._T___r__aj__nj__n_g ~ 

"Those who review (previous data), compared to the new report, should keep certain characteristics in mind," Klossner said. "One is that there could be 
more injuries included in the new data sets; and two, there are estimates of total injuries across the Association - something that we did not have in the old 
system." 

Past reports included actual numbers of time-loss-only injuries reported to the NCAA by schools that volunteered to participate in injury suweillance, which 
then were used to calculate injury rates in each sport. Those reports did not attempt to project total numbers of injuries occurring in each sport. 

The new report estimates the cumulative number of injuries that occurred over the five-year period, by weighting data to adjust for year-to=year variations in 
sampling and for possible under-reporting of injuries, 

Cumulatively, the Datalys Center estimates there were as many injuries over the five-year period in football (266,943) as in the other four fall sports 
combined, but that’s largely attributabk to broader sponsorship of the sport and its large number of participants per team. 

"It’s important to interpret the data through injury rates rather than whole numbers," Klossner said. The estimated totals, however, are valuable because 
they "provide the scope of burden on medical care provision across sports and help campuses better anticipate and allocate resources." 

The injury rates combining games and practice are 10.9 per 1,000 athlete-exposures in women’s soccer, 10.7 in men’s soccer, 10.5 in football, 9.2 in field 
hockey and 7.9 in women’s volleyball for every 1,000 exposure opportunities. 

An exposure opportuni~ occurs when one student-athlete participates in a sanctioned practice or game. Practice injuries are collected only during the 
competitive season, and do not include nontraditional seasons, summer periods, strength-and-conditioning sessions or captain’s practices. 

Future reports will reflect another important change from past practice. The program now also is collecting and will begin reporting all injuries, regardless of 
whether time is lost. Previous injury-surveillance reports included only injuries that caused a student=athlete to miss one or more days of practice or 
competition. 

"Going forward, we will collect non-time-loss and time-loss injuries, because we think that gives a better picture of a sport and what the student-athletes are 
experiencing in a sport," Klossner said. "It allows us to provide policy as well as rules changes that are helpful both in practice and competition." 

Another new feature of the report is a competition-to-practice-rate ratio, which indicates the increase in the injury rate in a sport due to participation in a 
competition, compared to a practice. 

Football had the highest competition=to-practice=rate ratio, showing a nearly seven-times greater rate of injury in competition, compared to practice. At the 
other end of the spectrum of ratios, women’s volleyball had essentially the same rate of injury in competitions and practices (1 :I rate ratio). 

KIossner encouraged NCAA institutions to participate in the injury-surveillance effort, either by submitting data through an electronic portal provided at no 
charge by the Datalys Center, or by providing data collected through compatible medical-records data systems already in use on campuses. 

"We think that both of these methods open the door to creating a representative sample across all of our sports and institutions," he said 

//? ~+A!~" <k+++f<,+’+++~,<~+ 

jcondar++s@biqeasl.org 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 1, 2010 8:59 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tazio <btazio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathlefics.com>; borale@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeaslorg >; Cafly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clms Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu,~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Cod5’ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu-~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrum~(}umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; Jennii~r Brashear <jennil~r.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzMl’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.ucf.edu,~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu+; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.e&P; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu+; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@slaxflbrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleficscompliance@miami.edu’+; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/1 / 10- Institutional[ Cmnp or Clinic 

The Head Football Coach at Ocean State University is hosting a camp for 10-16 year olds. The name of the camp is the Ocean State University Football 
Camp. 
Because this camp bears the name of the coach’s institution, it is considered an institutional camp. 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is A. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/26!10- Sports Camp or Clinic that Bears the Name of an Institution or Athletics Department Staff 
Member (I) - states that a camp or clinic in which prospective student-athletes participate and that bears the name of a member institution or a current 
athletics department staff member (e.g., coach) is considered to be an institutional camp or clinic. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.12.1.1 (definition of institutional camp or clinic) and official interpretation (02/01/90, Item No. 12)] 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 8:51 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <bt~rio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bomle@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeaslorg >; Cafly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Clms Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; JenniiEr Brashear <jennitEr.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edt#,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedolfis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edt#,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzMt’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louisville.e&~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lylm.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJ&.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neylm~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagm~ Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~lbrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu’~; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/2/10- 13.2.1, 13.10.5 

The Ocean State College (OSC) women’s basketball team will be participating in their final home game tomorrow night. One of OSC’s biggest fans is a 17- 
year old girl who is a paraplegic. This individual’s birthday is also tomorrow, and the head coach would like to provide her with a jersey at the game as a 
present. 
is this permissible? Can they publicize this young lady’s attendance at the game? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/22/01- Offers and Inducement - Exception (I)- states that Bylaws 13.2.1 and 13.2.2 regarding offers and 
inducements to prospective student-athletes would not preclude an institution from providing gifts of clothing, equipment or other tangible items to a 
prospect-aged individual who has no reasonable expectation of participating in intercollegiate athletics as a result of a disability, handicap or terminal illness, 
provided the recipient of the gift is not a relative of a prospect being recruited by that institution. [References: Bylaws 13.2.1 (general regulation) and 13.2.2 
(specific prohibitions)] 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/25/10- Recruiting Publicity -- Prospective Student-Athlete Who Has No Reasonable Expectation to Participate 
(I) - states that recruiting publicity restrictions do not apply to activities for a prospect-aged individual who has no reasonable expectation of participating in 
intercollegiate athletics as a result of a disability or terminal illness, provided the individual is not a relative of a prospect being recruited by that institution. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.10.5 (prospective student-athlete’s visit) and 13.10.6 (introduction of prospective student-athlete); and official 
interpretation (10/22/01, Item No. a)] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 8:51 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angola Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angola Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben T~rio <bt~rio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana, Grog 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robert~n <herobert@vt.edu>; tIollaJad, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu>; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; JenniiEr Bmshear <jennilEr.bmshear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katmshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzM’f <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmac@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dicknmn 

<li~.dickman@louisville.e&~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lylm.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meag~m Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/3/10- 13.6.7.2.3 

Shot Clock is a men’s basketball recruit that will be on Ocean State University’s campus later this month for an official visit. Ocean State University is also 
hosting one of the first and second round sites for the NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.2 precludes Ocean State University from 
providing Shot with a complimentary admission to the tournament. Is it permissible for Shot’s student host to use the entertainment money to purchase a 
ticket for Shot? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/14/88- Entertainment on Official Visits- states that it is permissible for a student host to use the entertainment 
allowance to purchase conference tournament, NCAA championship or other postseason contest tickets for a prospect on an official visit to the institution’s 
campus, provided the tickets are purchased in the same manner as any other member of the general public. [References: 13.02.5.1 -(e) [permissible 
recruitment activities for enrolled student-athletes (official visits)], 13.7.5.2.1 (conference tournaments), 13.7.5.2.2 (NCAA championships or other 
postseason contests) and 13.7.5.5 (student host)] 

NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.3 NCAA Championships or Other Postseason Contests states that the provision of complimentary or reduced-cost admissions 
to prospective student-athletes for an NCAA championship (all rounds) or other postseason contests (e.g., bowl game, NAIA or NIT championship) 
constitutes excessive entertainment and is prohibited. The prospective student-athlete may purchase these tickets only in the same manner as any other 
member of the general public. (Revised: 1/10/92) 

NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6/14/96- Complimentary Admission to NCAA Championships - states that it is not permissible, under any cimumstances, 
for a student-athlete to provide a prospect with a complimentary admission to an NCAA championship or other postseason contest in which the student- 
athlete is a participant. [References: 13.7.5.2.2 (NCAA championships or other postseason contests), 13.8.2.4 (NCAA championships or other postseason 
contests), 16.2.1.2 (complimentary admissions and ticket benefits -- Division I regulations), 16.2.1.3 (complimentary admissions and ticket benefits -- 
Division II regulations) and 16.2.1.4 (complimentary admissions and ticket benefits -- Division III regulations)] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 8:35 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@mu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osbome@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben T~zio <bt~zio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeafft.org >; Cafly Tully 

<mllyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <c~me.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu,~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; HolDJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <jennil~r.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu;>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzD£f <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmac@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edtv-; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edtr~; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeyDJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edtr~; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleficscompliance@miami.edtr’~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/4/10- 12.1.2.4.8 

There are several prospective student-athletes at Bay State High School that will be participating in intercollegiate athletics next year at Division I institutions. 
Many of these students cannot afford to pay the registration fee at the NCAA Eligibility Center. One of Bay State’s booster clubs has a surplus of money and 
would like to pay the fee for these students. 
Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.4.8 states that a high school booster club (as opposed to specific individuals) may pay the necessary fee for prospective student- 
athletes at that high school to be certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center, provided no particular prospective student-athlete(s) is singled out because of his 
or her athletics ability or reputation. (Adopted: 1/11/94, Revised: 5/9/07) 

ictmdaras@biqeast.or~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 2:51 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben T~zio <bt~zio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; Jennii~r Brashear <jennit~r.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzM’f <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.e&P; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJ&.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleficscompliance@miami.edu’~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/8/10- Outside Team 

Anchor is a swimmer at Bay State College and is also a member of the American Aquatic Club. Anchor would like to participate in a competition with the 
Aquatic Club during the weekend prior to Memorial Day. Is that permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/28!04- Participating on Outside Team During the Weekend Before or After an Official Vacation Period (I)- 
states that a student-athlete may compete outside his or her institution’s declared playing and practice season as a member of an outside team in any 
noncollegiate, amateur competition on a weekend (not included in the institution’s catalog as a vacation period) that immediately precedes or follows an 
institution’s official vacation period (e.g., Memorial Day), provided the student-athlete does not miss class or exams. [References: Bylaw 14.7.1.1 (outside 
competition -- sports other than basketball -- exception); 11/22/95 staff interpretation, item a, and 6/16/99 staff interpretation, item a, which have been 
archived.] 

jcondaras(~bNeast.org 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 3:05 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tazio <bt~zio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathiefics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeaslorg >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu,~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu-~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; Jennii~r Brashear <jennil~r.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzM’f <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu,~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.e&P; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleficscompliance@miami.edu’~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/9/10- 14.3.1.2.9 

Aud A. Bull is a prospective student-athlete that will be playing football for West Coast University next fall. Aud has attended two different high schools. Aud 
must submit an official transcript from each high school he attended 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.2.9 states that for a student-athlete who attends more than one high school, a Form 48-H (core-course form) and an 
official transcript from each high school the student-athlete attended must be used. However, the NCAA Eligibility Center may receive the official transcript 
from either the student-athlete’s original high school or the high school from which the student-athlete graduated, or an institution’s admissions office. 
(Adopted: 1/10/92, Revised: 4/22/98 effective 8/1/98, 3/30/06, 5/9/07) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 3:13 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben T~zio <bt~zio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathlefics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moore 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu>; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; Jennii~r Bmshear <jennil~r.bmshear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katmshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzM’f <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dicknmn 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.e&P; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <maJ¢.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleficscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/10/10- 14.6 

Low Post is a senior in high school and will be playing basketball for East Coast University next year. Low has been invited to play in three all-star games 
between the time his season is over and graduation day. Is it permissible for Low to participate in all three all-star games? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 14.6 states that A student-athlete shall be denied the first year of intercollegiate athletics competition if, following completion of high school 
eligibility in the student-athlete’s sport and prior to the student-athlete’s high school graduation, the student-athlete competes in more than two all-star 
football contests or two all-star basketball contests (see Bylaw 30.2.1.1 for definition of high school all-star contest). 

[eondaras@biqeast.orq 
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Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 3:20 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tazio <bt~zio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathiefics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeaslorg >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Cliffs Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu,~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu-~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhamis@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

<Jamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.e&P; Jennii~r Brashear <jennil~r.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzM’f <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu,~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.e&P; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleficscompliance@miami.edu’~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/11/10- 16.10.1.6 

The local rotary club would like to honor Ocean State University men’s soccer team for winning its regular season and conference tournament. They have 
invited the team to join them at their next meeting and will be providing lunch. There will be no award provided to any of the student-athletes. 
Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.10.1.6 states that a student-athlete may accept transportation and meal expenses in conjunction with participation in a luncheon 
meeting of a booster club or civic organization, provided the meeting occurs within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s main campus and no tangible award 
is provided to the student-athlete. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 3:46 PM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben T~zio <bt~zio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Blake James 

<blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathlefics.com>; bomle@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian 

Battle <bbattle@admin.fsu.edu>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyer@bigeas~.org >; Carly Tully 

<tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moole 

<chris.moore@unt.edn>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @~u.edu,~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edn>; Cobb, shatma 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.eduv; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross <Mross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu-~; HollaJ~d, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu-~; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn 

-<lamie.vaughn@ttu.edu>; Jason Crray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <jennit~r.bmshear@tm.edu-~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmtticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedolfis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.eduv; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzMt’<lratzlaff@ewu.eduv; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.eduv; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edu,~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~Ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleficscompliance@miami.edu~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/5/10- 13.1.2.4 

Joe Millionaire is a booster at Ocean State University (OSU). Joe is a big basketball fan and regularly attends local high school games. The basketball 
coaches at OSU told Joe that they are highly interested in Jump Shot and Bank Shot, two local prospects who are cousins. The coaches ask Joe to go 
watch their next game and to introduce himself. Joe introduces himself to Jump and Bank after their next game and asks for their phone numbers. The next 
day, Joe called both Jump and Bank and strongly encouraged them to sign National Letters of Intent with OSU next month. 
Which of the following is true? 

A. Joe Millionaire, on his own initiative, can attend a prospective student-athlete’s game 
B. Joe Millionaire can have contact with prospects at their game 

C. The coaches at Ocean State University can ask Joe Millionaire to attend a certain prospective student-athlete’s game 
D. Joe Millionaire can telephone prospective student-athletes encouraging them to enroll at a particular institution 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.2.4 states that the following are additional restrictions that apply to athletics representatives: 

(a) Telephone Conversation. An athletics representative of a member institution may speak to a prospective student-athlete via the telephone only if the 
prospective student-athlete initiates the telephone conversation and the call is not for recruiting purposes. Under such circumstances, the representative 
must refer questions about the institution’s athletics program to the athletics department staff; 

(b) Observing Prospective Student-Athlete’s Contest. An athletics representative may view a prospective student-athlete’s athletics contest on his or 
her own initiative, subject to the understanding that the athletics representative may not contact the prospective student-athlete on such occasions; 

(c) Evaluation of Prospective Student-Athlete. An athletics representative may not contact a prospective student-athlete’s coach, principal or counselor 
in an attempt to evaluate the prospective student-athlete; and 

(d) Visiting Prospective Student-Athlete’s Institution. An athletics representative may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution to 
pick up film/videotape or transcripts pertaining to the evaluation of the prospective student-athlete’s academic eligibility or 

This scenario encompasses several violation reports posted on LSDBL 

jcondaras@bigeast, or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 12, 2010 8:18 AM 

ZacaW Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt@mail.wvu.edtv~; Patrick Hairskm <patrick.hairskm@mail.w~m.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edw~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; ShoshaJma Engel 

<shoshaJma.engel@yale.edu>; Leah RatzlaJt’<lra~lafl@ewu.edu-~; Jamie Vaughn <Jamie.vaughn@Itu.edu-~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 
<mdittme@utk.edtr>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu>; John Fisher <john.fisher@maJl.wvu.edu>; Jess Hegmann <jhegmann@providence.edu>; Jennifer Conda~as 

<jcondaras@bigeast.olg>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu~,; Robert Ma~gione <mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan 

~q:laniel.t.regan@villa~ova.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisaf(&)syr.edu>; Tony Heman&z <themandez@miami.edu>; Robin Pate 

<robinApate@ncsu.edtc,; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeas~t.org>; Ward Scranage 

<wardscranage309@comcast.net~; Gmnn, Derek <gwi~ml3@mm~hall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSulliva@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston 

<gdtg@georgetown.edu;,; Brian Waxcup <bwarcup@scarletknights.com~; Bert Locklin <blocklin@vt.edu>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlantic 10.orgy; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitl.edw~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnargolis@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <isiedliskJ@bigeast.org>; Shannon Watson <smwatson@saclink.csus.edu>; Jim Booz 

<tx)oz@vi~inia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalte@ncaa.org>; Chrissy Soards <soasdscl @nku.edu>; Barbara ttenderson 

<bhadam@syr.edtr~; Ben Fairclough <bthirclough@bigeast.org>; ][,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross 

<~tros@mail.ewu.edu>; bonne@lmu.edu; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Midgeti, 

George D <george.d.midgett@Va~derbilt.Edu>; Cod?’ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Bill 

Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hart < mhaxt@providence.edu:>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.w~,u.edu>; Brima Baptlste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu:>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel 

-~h347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edtr~; SMckland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsu.edu~; Rick Cbiistensen 

<christensen@duq.edn>; Lindsay Bnssey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; An@ Anderson 

--~aanderson@bigeas~t.org>; VanGelder. Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edtr~; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales 

--~erin.sales@uco~m.edtr~; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu;,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner 

<ldmme@athlefcs.ucfedu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Tom Odjakjian <todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown 

<scotl.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@maJcquette.edu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edtv~; Dana, Greg 

<gdan@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Ii~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; JaJme Erickson 

<jaime.erickson@maNuette.edw~; Elizabeth Slot ~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani <tmnid@stjohns.edtr’~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/12/10- Current Event 

Ex-Oklahoma LB Balogun suing NCAA for damages after missing 2009 season 

Former Oklahoma linebacker Mike Balogun is .-’}~.!i!?~t.![?gLN~;:’J.~.!I;!L~!:!!E?~tg!.’,~ after the organization ruled him ineligible to play in 2009. 

The dispute occurred after the NCAA said Balogun played semi-pro football for one year after his 21st birthday and limited him to only three years of eligibility. He previously 
played two seasons at Lackawanna College before his junior year at Oklahoma in 2008. 

Balogun maintains that he never played semi-pro ball after his 21st birthday and that the NCAA’s assertions othea, vise were false. He attempted to appeal the decision by the 
NCAA before the season and also filed a civil lawsuit. But in the end he did not take the field. 

Now Balogun is looking ahead for his playing future. He spent Tuesday going through Oklahoma’s pro day before NFL scouts in hopes of being drafted next month. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 15, 2010 8:45 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<bwnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cod?, Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin Howlett <chowlet ~jvt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; Hazri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesla~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert~m <heroberV~:vt.edu;; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <iennitEr.brashear@tm.edu;; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu;>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah RatzMt’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmuc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu;; Lynn Newson <lylm.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu;; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neylm~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagm~ Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~Ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu;; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/15/10- Sports Wagering 

With this week commencing NCAA postseason basketball tournaments, all institutional/conference staff members (including full-time, part-time, and 
student workers) are reminded that it is not permissible to engage in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, 
through the internet, a bookmaker, a parlay card, or any other method employed by organized gambling. 
This prohibition also includes participation in NCAA/NIT Tournament Bracket sheets in which an entry fee is required and money or any item of tangible 
value may be won. Previous NCAA major infractions cases involving staff members’ participation in organized gambling activities have resulted in a number 
of institutional corrective actions, including termination of employment. 
For more information concerning sports wagering, please visit the NCAA’s interactive sports wagering website at ._w__~:__d___o___n__t__b___e__t___o___n_j_t_=__o__r_g. 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.1 Sports Wagering 

Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type 
with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited 
to, the use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or contests; and pools or 
fantasy leagues in which an entry fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.2 Wager 

A wager is any agreement in which an individual or entity agrees to give up an item of value (e.g., cash, shirt, dinner) in exchange for the possibility of 
gaining another item of value. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.3 SPORTS WAGERING ACTIVITIES 

The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved in or associated with any 
type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate, amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 

(b) Non-athletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics 
representative, individual to whom athletics reports); 

(c) Staff members of a conference office; and 

(d) Student-athletes. 

.if_o__t~__q~_r__t~__s__~_~_h__i_g_~_s__t_,_er__g. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:04 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.eduv; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nlnl.eduv; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.eduv; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin Howlett <chowlet ~vt.edu,~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~xttrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

<dross@mail .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshall.edu>; Hazri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert~m <heroberV~:vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedolfis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cunningham 

<kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <’kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.eduv; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzMt’<lratzlaff@ewu.eduv; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.eduv; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu,~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~Ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/16/10- NC,KA Tournmnent 

Ocean State women’s basketball team will be participating in the NCAA tournament this weekend. The first and second round site where they will be 
competing is located in the same city as the institution. Consequently, they will not have to travel for this event. 
Since the team will not be traveling, is it still permissible to provide them with an incidental expense allowance ($20/day) during their participation in the 
tournament? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 8/2/00- Incidental Expenses at NCAA Championships, NGB Championships in Emerging Sports and Certified 
Bowl Games Conducted in Locale of Participating Institution (I)- states that an institution participating in an NCAA championship or NGB 
championship in an emerging sport conducted in the locale of the institution (i.e., the proximity of the competition site to the institution does not necessitate 
travel) may provide $20 per day to each member of the squad to cover unitemized incidental expenses during a period not to exceed the maximum number 
of days of per diem allowed for the involved championship as established by the applicable sport committee. In the sport of football, an institution 
participating in a certified bowl game conducted in the locale of the institution may provide $20 per day to each member of the squad for a period not to 
exceed 10 days, beginning not earlier than the day that the institution’s football team begins official practice for the bowl game. [Reference: NCAA Bylaw 
16.8.1.6 (incidental expenses at NCAA championships, NGB championships in emerging sports and certified bowl games)] 
incidental Expenses at NCAA Championships, NGB Championships in Emerging Sports and Licensed Bowl Games. 
An institution may provide $20 per day to each member of the squad to cover unitemized incidental expenses during travel and practice for NCAA 
championship events or NGB championship events in emerging sports, during a period limited to the maximum number of days of per diem allowed for the 
involved championship, or, for licensed postseason bowl contests, for a period not to exceed 10 days. The $20 per day may be provided only after the 
institution’s team departs for or reports to the site of the championship or postseason bowl contest. (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/10/95, 1/14/97, 2/1/05) 
This allowance CANNOT be provided to student-athletes participating in the Nff!WNIT. The language in the legislation applies specifically to 
NCAA Championship events, NGB championship events in emerging sports and licensed bowl games, as opposed to applying generally to 
"postseason events". 

jeondaras@bigeast.orq 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 8:41 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaaxmc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattJe@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <nldittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross 

-<tross@mail .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; l)tayri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesla~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert,,~m <herober~:vt.edu>; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <iennitEr.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katmshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cunningham 

<kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah RatzlaIf <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dicknmn 

<li~.dickman@louisville.e&~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson @im.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meag~m Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/17/10- 13.6.7.2.1 

During an official visit, an institution may provide how many ADDITIONAL complimentary admissions to a prospective student-athlete who is a member of a 
nontraditional family (e.g., divorce, separation) in order to accommodate the parents accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the visit? 
A) One. 
B) Two. 
C) Three. 
D) No additional complimentary admissions may be provided 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.1 states that if a prospective student-athlete is a member of a nontraditional family (e.g., divorce, separation), the 
institution may provide up to two additional complimentary admissions to the prospective student-athlete in order to accommodate the parents 
accompanying the prospective student-athlete (e.g., stepparents) to attend a home athletics event. (Adopted: 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08) 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 18, 2010 8:51 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaaxmc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Cn)ck <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umitmaJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattJe@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vtedu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <nldittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross 

-<tross@mail .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; l)tayri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesla)rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert~m <herober~:vt.edu>; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Katmshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cunningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlal"i’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edu>; Lisa Dicknmn 

<li~.dickman@louisville.e&~; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson @im.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meag~m Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu>; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/18/10- 14.5.2 

Prior to initial full-time enrollment at Ocean State University, a four-year college, a prospective student-athlete enrolls in summer school and receives 
athletically-related financial aid. The prospective student-athlete decides not to enroll in any institution in fall 2010. Instead, the prospective student-athlete 
decides to enroll at Bay State University in spring 2011. This prospective student-athlete is considered a transfer upon enrollment at Bay State University. 
A) True. 
B) False. 
The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.2(h) states that the student received institutional financial aid while attending a summer term, summer school or 
summer-orientation program (see Bylaws 15.2.8.1.3 and 15.2.8.1.4). A recruited student who receives institutional aid pursuant to Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4 is 
subject to the transfer provisions, except that a prospective student-athlete (recruited or nonrecruited) who is denied admission to the institution for full-time 
enrollment shall be permitted to enroll at another institution without being considered a transfer student. (Adopted: 1/10/90, Revised: 4/26/01, 4/14/03) 
i’~v :",,~i’~i " . C~:",,~; ~ ;5, 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 18, 2010 10:05 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

-<tross@maJJ .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; Hazri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesiyorts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edtr-; Heather Robert~m <herober’(~:vt.edtr-; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edtr-; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtr-; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniI~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edtr-; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu;>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <’kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlal"i’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmac@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edw-; Lynn Newson <lylm.newson@nau.edu>; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edtr-; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meag~m Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edtr-; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edtr-; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edtr’-; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/22/10- 16.11.2.2.3 

Last night a concert was held in the arena on Ocean State University’s (OSU) campus. Two men’s basketball student-athletes at OSU are big fans of the 
band, so they decided to hang around the arena after workouts to see if they could go to the show. The people promoting the concert recognized the 
student-athletes and let them enter the area of the facility where the concert was being held. Neither student-athlete bought a ticket. 
Is this a violation? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.2.2.3 states that a student-athlete may not receive services (eg., movie tickets, dinners, use of car) from commercial agencies 
(e.g., movie theaters, restaurants, car dealers) without charge or at reduced rates, or free or reduced-cost admission to professional athletics contests 
from professional sports organizations, unless such services also are available to the student body in general. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 18, 2010 10:20 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtp,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <61ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattJe@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@ut~ledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlett~vt.edu~;; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~a:ltrnmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edup,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

-<tross@mail .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; l)tarri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesla~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert~m <herober’¢~:vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniI~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtP,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtp,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <’kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu;; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu;; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlal"i’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu~;; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson @im.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edu~; MaJrk Jones <maJrk.jones@icemiller.com>; MaJrk Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meag~m Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu’~; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/23/10- 13.4.2.2 

Which statement is TRUE regarding computer recruiting presentations? 

A. Computer recruiting presentations may be shown only during an in-home visit or an official or unofficial visit. 
B. Computer recruiting presentations may be shown during any permissible on or offcampus contact. 
C. Computer recruiting presentations may be created by an entity outside the institution. 

D. BandC 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.2.2 states that an institution may produce a computer generated recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation 
software) to show to a prospective student-athlete during any permissible on- or off-campus contact, subject to the following provisions: (Adopted: 1/8/07, 
Revised: 1/14/08, 1/16/10) 

(a) The presentation may be posted to the institution’s Web site; 

(b) The presentation may include general informational video/audio material that relates to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for 
recruiting purposes; 

(c) The presentation may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness; and 

(d) The presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 18, 2010 10:41 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor -qapriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edt#,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <61ocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattJe@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nktLedu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlett~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg ~:gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

-Mross@maJd .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; Hazri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesla~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert~m <herober’(~:vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edt#,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edt#,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <’kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlal"i’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <]ylm.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJ&.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meag~m Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~l~rd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu’~; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/24/10- Hardship Waiver 

Dee Fender, a women’s soccer student-athlete at Ocean State University, injured her knee in the third match of the fall 2009 season. Dee’s injury was 
severe enough that she was medically unable to compete for the remainder of the season. The circumstances of the injury qualified her for a medical 
hardship waiver, allowing her to preserve a season of competition. Dee rehabilitated her knee, and was cleared by the medical staffto compete during the 
spring 2010 (nonchampionship segment). 
Would Dee nullify her medical hardship waiver if she was to compete during the spring 2010 nonchampionship spring segment? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 14.2.3.1.2 states that a student-atNete may engage in outside competition during the segment of the playing season that does not 
conclude with the NCAA championship without using a season of competition, provided the student-athlete was academically eligible during the segment 
that concludes with the NCAA Championship. (Adopted: 11/1/01, Revised: 8/8/02, 10/31/02, 5/9/06) 

Additionally, NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/31/04- Competition in the Nonchampionship Segment After Qualifying for a Hardship Waiver in the 
Championship Segment (1/11)- states that a student-athlete who uses a season of competition in a sport listed in Division I Bylaw 14.2.3.1.2 or Division II 
Bylaw 14.2.4.1.2 may be granted a hardship waiver even if he or she subsequently participates during the nonchampionship segment, with the 
understanding that the injury or illness that occurred during the championship segment resulted in the student-athlete’s incapacity to participate for the 
remainder of the championship segment. References: Division I Bylaws 14.2.3.1.2 (exception - women’s volleyball, men’s soccer, women’s soccer, field 
hockey, men’s water polo) and 14.2.4 (hardship waiver); Division II Bylaws (exception - women’s volleyball, field hockey, men’s and women’s soccer, 
men’s water polo) and 14.2.5 (hardship waiver); and a 1/14/88 official interpretation, Item No. 24, and a 7/10/02 staff confirmation, item 1 b, which have been 
archived.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 18, 2010 10:48 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @n~l.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; Hazri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleagueslx~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edtv~; Heather Robert~m <herober’(~:vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtv~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedolfis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlalt’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lylm.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neylm~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagm~ Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edtv~; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~Ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edtv~; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edw~; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/25/10- Required Day Off 

The football team at Bay State University will begin their spring practice next week. They will end with a scrimmage on April 17th. 

Are they required to take one or two days off during this practice period? 

They are only required to take one day off. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/8/04- Required Day Off During Football Spring Practice Activities (I)- states 
that during the period of 29 consecutive calendar days of spring football practice, all countable athletically related activities are prohibited during one 
calendar day per week. Outside the playing season and the spring practice period during the academic year, all countable athletically related activities are 
prohibited during two calendar days per week. [References: Division I Bylaws 17.1.5.5 (required days off-outside of the playing season) and 17.11.6-(b) 
(spring practice)] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 18, 2010 10:59 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattJe@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@maJd .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; l)tayri~ Robin Green <mbinharfi@ivyleaguesla~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edtr~; Heather Robert~m <herober~(~:vt.edtr~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edtr~; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edtr~; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniI~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edtr~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <ldd’owle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah RatzlaYf <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmac@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edtr~; Lisa Dickman 

<li~.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edw~; Lynn Newson <lylm.newson@nau.edu>; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.barney@louisville.edtr~; Mark Jones <maJ&.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meag~m Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edtr~; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edtr~; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edtr~; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/19/10- Current Event 

Ed secretary: ban NCAA teams with low grad rates 
USAToday.com 

U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan pushed a proposal Wednesday to bar men’s college basketball teams from postseason play if they fail to 
graduate 40 percent of their players, an idea that didn’t go over well with the NCAA and coaches preparing for March Madness. 
If put into practice this year, a dozen teams in the NCAA tournament would be ineligible, based on an annual study from the Institute for Diversity and 
Ethics in Sport at the University of Central Florida. 
That includes a No. 1 seed, Kentucky, which graduated 31 percent of its players, according to the institute’s latest report. 
"Frankly, that’s a low bar, and not many teams would be ineligible," Duncan, who played college basketball at Harvard, said on a conference call. "Over 
time, we should set a higher bar. But it’s a minimum, a bright line, which every program should meet to vie for postseason honors." 
Duncan emphasized the troubling disparities between graduation rates for black and white players. 
The annual report examining the NCAA tournament field found that 45 teams graduated 70 percent or more of their white players, up from 33 teams last 
year. But only 20 teams graduated at least 70 percent of their black players, the same as last year. Two teams - Maryland and California - graduated none 
of their black players who started school from 1999 through 2002, Duncan said. 
Even so, the study pointed out, graduation rates for black basketball players are 18 percent higher than for male black students who are not athletes. 
The men’s basketball teams that would barred from postseason play this year if Duncan’s idea were adopted: Maryland (8 percent graduation rate), 
California (20 percent), Arkansas-Pine Bluff (29 percent), Washington (29 percent), Tennessee (30 percent), Kentucky, Baylor (36 percent), Missouri (36 
percent), New Mexico State (36 percent), Clemson (37 percent), Georgia Tech (38 percent) and Louisville (38 percent). 
Bob Williams, an NCAA spokesman, said the sports governing body shares Duncan’s concern about low graduation rates of some tournament teams. But 
he said the NCAA believes a ban based on graduation rates wrongly penalizes current student-athletes for the academic performances of those who 
entered as freshman eight to 11 years ago. 
The numbers cited Wednesday by Duncan measure six-year graduation rates for the freshman classes that entered college from the 1999-2000 through 
2002-03 school years. Schools are not penalized for players who transfer or go to the NBA as long as they are in good academic standing at the time. 
For the past six years, the NCAA has used a formula called the Academic Progress Rate that measures factors such as athletes’ academic eligibility, 
progress toward graduation and staying in school. A school faces sanctions if it fails to achieve a certain score for two consecutive years. 
So far one school, Centenary, has been banned from Division I postseason basketball under the system. Another three - Georgia Tech, Tennessee and 
New Mexico State - have lost scholarships, Williams said. 
"What we want to do at the end of the day is change behavior so that when people come to college, they have to be prepared to do the work and 
institutions are prepared to support them academically," Williams said. "We shouldn’t measure success by how many teams receive a ban." 
Duncan said that while the NCAA has made progress in recent years, it hasn’t gone far enough. He said making the postseason is "the prize," and a great 
motivation. Duncan said he’s open to using a different calculation other than older graduation rates if it is "fair, honest and transparent." 
Duncan made a similar argument speaking at an NCAA conference earlier this year, but is using the spotlight of the tournament to press his case again. 
The federal government can’t mandate minimum graduation rates for postseason eligibility. That’s the NCAA’s decision. 
Coaches’ reactions were largely critical. 
"We’re going to graduate three seniors on this team, and we’re going to have a junior that’s going to graduate this year," Kentucky’s John Calipari said. "So, 
academically, I’m all about that." 
Tennessee Coach Bruce Pearl said his program is "disappointed and apologetic in many, many ways to be on that list." He said numbers have improved 
each year he’s been there but "they’re not where I want them to be. I want to graduate them all." 
However, Pearl also said Duncan should concentrate his efforts on secondary education, saying the real problems lie in under-equipped schools beset 
with budget issues. 
"1 share the pain in not having student-athletes graduate," Pearl said. "But I don’t want to deny the opportunity to students that aren’t prepared. And rm 
going to stand up here and I’m going to fight for the student-athletes that come in and aren’t as prepared." 
Georgetown coach John Thompson III, whose university gets high marks for graduation rates, said Duncan’s 40 percent cutoff "sounds harsh. That’s just 



my initial thought. Our responsibility is to help young men grow up. And when you say graduate, what time frame are we talking about? What are the other 
factors that fall into place? Are we talking about a four-year window, five-year window, 10-year window?" 
---AP sports writers Dan Gelston, Brett Martel and Jimmy Golen contributed to this report. 

juomtaras@bigeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 19, 2010 9:26 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtp,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu~>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattJe@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@ut~ledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin Howlett <chowlett~jvt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~a:ltrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edup,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

-<tross@maJJ .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; Hazri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesg~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert~m <herober’¢~:vt.edu~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennii~r Brashear <iennit~r.brashear@tm.edu~; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtP,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu:>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedolfis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtp,; Keli Cunningham 

<kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <’kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah RatzMt’<lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.ucf.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu~; Lynn Newson <lyim.newson@nau.e&P; Lyime Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu~; Mark Jones <maJrk.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~Ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu’~; Michael Dean <medean@rice.edu> 

Bonus ltem- NCAA’s Response to Article 

Someone brought this to my attention, so I thought I would send it out to the group... 

NCAA reacts to Secretary of Education Arne Duncan’s comments 

Mar 17, 2010 6:21:01 PM 

The NCAA issued a statement Wednesday in reaction to the comments of U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, who recommended a 
postseason ban on teams with low graduation rates: 

"The NCAA shares Secretary of Education Arne Duncan’s concern over some institutions that have low graduation rates among their basketball 
teams in the NCAA men’s basketball tournament. However, imposing a ban on teams for the academic performance of student-athletes who 
entered as freshmen eight to 11 years ago is probably not the best course of action. Basing postseason bans on graduation rates penalizes the 
wrong students. 

"Instead, the NCAA’s Academic Progress Rate, which measures both the real-time academic performance and retention of student-athletes, is a 
much better indicator of classroom success of those competing in the tournament today. With APR also comes real accountability for the students 
and their institutions. Teams that do not meet the minimum score of 925 for two years in a row are in jeopardy of losing a scholarship. Seventy 
percent of the teams participating in this year’s tournament are above the level at which a team could face a penalty. Teams that do not make 
changes and improve their academic performance could face postseason competition bans. This system is in place and addresses the problem 
of habitually under-performing teams. 

"Graduation rates do provide a valuable look at the historical success of students at specific institutions. The real story, which is seldom told, is that 
student-athletes outperform their counterparts in every demographic. The latest federal graduation rate shows that student-athletes who entered 
college in 2002 graduated at 64 percent -- two points higher than the student body. African-American student-athletes graduated nine percentage 
points higher than their counterparts in the student body at 53 percent to 44. The biggest difference was among African-American male student- 
athletes (49 percent) compared to African-American male students (38 percent). African-American male basketball players also outperformed 
their counterparts in the student body by six percentage points. 

"Are graduation rates of minority students acceptable? Absolutely not. However, the real issue that needs to be addressed in many cases is 
adequate education opportunity at the elementary and secondary levels. Only when there is a level playing field in college preparation will there be 
graduation rates of which we can all be proud." 

jeomtaras@bigeast, orq 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 29, 2010 9:21 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbatfle@admin.fsu.edt~-; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmn.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edn>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Gwinn, Derek <gmnnl 3@marshall.edu>; Hazri~ Robin Green <mbinharri@ivyleaguesla~rts.com>; Heather Mcatee 

<heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robert~m <heroberV~:vt.edu-; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel 

<jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; JenniiEr Brashear <iennitEr.brashear@tm.edu-; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

<steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katleshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edtc,; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowle@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@huskers.com>; Leah RatzM’f <lratzlaff@ewu.edu~; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athlefics.ucf.edu~; Lisa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lmnar <lamar@usna.edu-; Lynn Newson <lylm.newson@nau.e&P; Lylme Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu-; Mark Jones <maJck.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk Neyl~md <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meag~m Eshilia 

<Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@sta~ibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office 

<athleticscompliance@miami.edu’-; Michael Dean qnedean@rice.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/29/10- Culrent Event 

Many NCAA infractions cases move quickly, 
but complications can slow the process 

The NCAA News 

The public often accuses the NCAA of being a slow-moving bureaucracy, but in the high-profile world of enforcement, that image is not altogether accurate. 

Lengthy cases are a rarity. In fact, the average length of time a case is under the control of the enforcement staff is shorter than 12 months, a goal set by 

late NCAA President Myles Brand and reinforced with additional staff, revised procedures and new business practices. 

An enforcement staff member carries several cases at a time, often in various stages of completion. Many cases never reach the stage of official 

allegations filed with the Committee on infractions and others are resolved quickly, especially if all parties agree with the facts. The staff is committed to 

being fair and thorough, but expediency is also a goal. 

Occasionally, though, a case can extend to one year and beyond, complicated by factors that accompany any investigative process. Here are some of 

those factors. 

The NCAA does not have the same legal authority as the court system. 

NCAA investigators cannot subpoena witnesses or wield the power of discovery. They also have no authority to charge witnesses with perjury if they 

suspect dishonesty. Although the enforcement staff can charge student-athletes and individuals employed by an institution with unethical conduct for lying, 

that option is not available for individuals who fall outside the NCAA’s umbrella. 

People with intimate knowledge of a violation often refuse to talk with investigators, avoid telephone calls or skip planned meetings. The NCAA can’t make 

everyone talk. 

"That happens mostly with people who are not associated with the school directly and is often true with former student-athletes who have left the university," 

said David Price, vice president of enforcement. "Many of the times they’ll be in professional athletics and just don’t want to get involved anymore. They are 

not obligated to. We try to get the institution to encourage them to talk to us. Sometimes we are successful and many times we are not." 

The threat of possible civil or criminal legal proceedings can also muzzle potential witnesses. If talking to an NCAA investigator could subject a witness to 

the court system, that person is less likely to be forthcoming. 

Sometimes, even finding a witness can be a challenge. Angle Cretors, associate director of agents, gambling and amateurism activities, said a recent case 



required 18 months to secure an interview with a key witness. 

Some NCAA investigators are fond of the "cold call," a tactic in which an investigator knocks on the door of a potential witness without calling ahead. The 

cold call helps people put a face with a name and humanizes the image of the "big, bad NCAA." Investigators say this method often yields the best, most 

honest information. They are careful not to approach people in situations that could cause embarrassment, like at a work event or with family= 

But the cold call can be time-consuming 

Cretors once waited outside someone’s home for an entire day, waiting for an answer to phone calls and knocks on the door. The answer never came. 

Witnesses often lie, and investigators have to weigh each person’s story based on documentation and other corroborating witnesses. But that can take 

time. Julie Roe, director of enforcement, said many factors play into whether a witness is believable, including the level of detail the witness provides, the 

existence of a possible motive or vendetta, and whether other witnesses back up a story. Sometimes witnesses are re-interviewed, or more witnesses are 

sought to refute or support a specific point. The leverage of a perjury charge isn’t available. 

The clock keeps ticking. 

More attorneys are involved in the enforcement process. 

Enforcement staff members aren’t opposed to more legal eyes on the process. The stakes are so high, legal counsel is almost necessary= But as more 

attorneys become involved, cases take longer. 

Outside counsels - hired by institutions, coaches or other people involved in the case - often run their own practices. Interviews and other communications 

for NCAA enforcement matters must be worked in around the rest of the attorney’s practice. Price recalled a recent case in which his staff gave an attorney 

a deadline for responding to an inquiry, but the lawyer was tied up in a lengthy trial and needed an extension. 

"He went to the Committee on Infractions, which granted the extension very properly, but it did extend the case," Price said. 

Enforcement staffers can be on a plane somewhere within 24 to 48 hours if necessary, but people working outside the NCAA umbrella don’t always have 

the ability to change their schedules so quickly. 

Sometimes having more attorneys involved in the interview process can make an interview take much longer than expected. Roe remembered an interview 

she conducted with a witness that was attended by 10 people - mostly attorney& 

"We’ve had multiple cases where the involved individual might have more than one attorney," Roe said. "It’s the same with schools. They usually have their 

in-house counsel and their external counsel involved." 

The function of attorneys - to defend their clients - also affects the process. Some investigators believe cases would be closed quicker if more of the 

people involved made the truth the highest priority. 

More attorneys involved also translate to more sets of eyes that review documents before they are turned over to investigators. That lengthens the time 

investigators need to build a case - or close one. 

An investigation into one allegation can reveal the possibility of other infractions. 

A case often will begin with a shred of information about a single subject. Through the investigation it turns into something completely different, something 

more complicated and more difficult to resolve. Roe had a case that she believed was close to concluding when she asked a simple question at the end of 

an interview: Is there anything else you think we should know about? 

"The case exploded," she said. "We had to talk to 30 more people. It was almost like a separate case. We often invest our resources in one issue and 

another issue arises. We don’t count that as a separate case. If it bubbles up in the 1 lth month of an investigation, we will extend it and note why it took so 

long." 

investigations are often structured strategically to gain the purest information possible. LuAnn Humphrey, director of enforcement for the Basketball Focus 

Group, said when enforcement staffers get a tip, they don’t go straight to the accused and ask them if they did it or not. They build a case first. She calls it 

the "circle the wagons" approach. 

"You figure out what you need to prove or refute, and then you go about doing it," she said. "We often don’t talk to the people directly involved with an 

allegation until the end." 

Structuring all those interviews and working around people’s schedules every step of the way can lengthen investigation time. 

The burden of complying with requests from investigators often falls on already-busy institutional representatives. 

Most people on campus appointed to work with the enforcement staffto resolve an investigation are busy people already. When the NCAA calls, they have 

to make time to accommodate requests for interview arrangements, documents and analysis. Tom Hosty, director of enforcement, said the NCAA staff 

understands the burden they place on people. 



"We come on campus, and we’re basically asking people with regular jobs and responsibilities to make time in their schedule to accommodate all of our 

requests," Hosty said. "We ask a lot. It’s a significant undertaking and can take a long time." 

The volume of documents involved in investigations can be staggering. 

Some investigations are supported by dozens of boxes of documentation. 

"It can be difficult to obtain documentation that an institution possesses simply because you’re asking for months of phone records or recruiting logs or 

records on 20 different prospective student-athletes," Roe said. "We cast a fairly wide net, and it can take a while for institutions to compile it all." 

And if an institution does not possess a document - perhaps a third party like a phone company holds it - the wait can be even longer. Hosty said he’s 

worked cases in which an institution had trouble getting a phone company to turn its own phone records over to the institution that owned them. 

The further you go back, the more difficult it can be. 

"Sometimes, institutions keep records on campus for a year, and after that they are archived elsewhere or even deleted," Hosty said. "Trying to recapture 

that can be time-consuming, especially if you’re working with an outside vendor." 

Throughout an investigation, enforcement staff members are transcribing, downloading and analyzing the information as it is compiled. Price said the time 

for downloading averages at least three to four hours for every hour spent in an interview. Once the information-gathering phase is complete, analysis 

begins. An investigator works with a director to determine what, if any, allegations will be made. Occasionally in complex or never-before-seen cases, Price 

will be involved in the process. Perhaps a team of enforcement staffers will review the information and make recommendations. 

Once a decision is made, the investigator composes a notice of allegations to send to the school. That memo triggers a process that includes deadlines for 

response from both the institution and the enforcement staff (with the ability for extensions), culminating in either a summary disposition (the institution 

agrees with the allegations) or a hearing before the Committee on Infractions. That committee generally takes six to eight weeks after a hearing to issue its 

decision. An institution has the opportunity in some circumstances to appeal that decision to the Infractions Appeals Committee. 

Price said that sometimes the process can be frustrating, but that’s just a natural reaction. 

"You think you’re on to something, but you can’t get to it," he said. "You know something has happened, but you can’t prove it. There are times when you 

have to just let go." 

Despite the obstacles, the enforcement staff is dedicated to its purpose. In 2009, the staff processed 24 major infractions cases. In 15 of those cases, the 

institutions and all involved parties agreed with the enforcement staff as to the facts of the case, and they were settled by summary disposition. Both figures 

are annual records. 

.i~_o___~_~__qg_r__;~__s__~_~_b__ig~g_s__t_:_eCg. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 30, 2010 8:47 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<bwnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umitmaJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <blcerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <camemccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu-~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nkn.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cod?, Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu,~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~Mtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heathermcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~a~n.gmy@usmedu>; .lennit~r BmsheaJ: 
<jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaJdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder Qoseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu~; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <’khottel@Ixtx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 
<kld’owler@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu,~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 
<ldanner@athletics.uci~edu>; Li~ Dickma~ <lisa.dickinan@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas <lama~usna.edu>; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markjones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mask.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Megan Finch 

<meg~m finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office ~athleticscompli~mce@mimni.edu~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/30/10- 15.5.3.2.2.1, 15.5.3.2.2.1.2 

Quick Stick is a lacrosse student-athlete at Ocean State University. Quick is a freshman and is receiving institutional aid that can be classified as an 
academic honor award. Unfortunately, Quick’s high school record did not meet the minimum standards to exempt such aid from counting against his 
team’s equivalency limits. 
If Quick’s academic honor award is renewed next year, and he can earn at least a 3.00 cumulative GPA and meet all other NCAA and institutional progress- 
toward-degree requirements, can the academic honor award be exempted from counting against the lacrosse team’s equivalency limits during the 2010-11 
academic year? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 3/23/10- Exempting Renewals of Academic Honor Awards from Equivalency Calculations (I) - states that if a 
student-athlete receives an academic honor award during his or her initial year of enrollment, but does not qualify for exemption of the award from his or her 
team’s equivalency computation, and receives a renewal of the academic award in a subsequent year, the renewal may be exempted from the team’s 
equivalency computation, provided the student-athlete achieves a cumulative grade-point average of at least 3.000 (based on a maximum of 4.000) at the 
certifying institution and meets all NCAA, conference and institutional progress-toward-degree requirements. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.5.3.2.2.1 (academic honor awards) and 15.5.3.2.2.1.2 (renewals) and a staff interpretation (3/23/10, Item No. a), which has 
been archived] 
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We’ve Moved! 

New +\ddress: 15 Park Ro~+ West+ Pro~+denee+ R1112903 

New Phone N+nnber: (401) BIG:EAST (244-3278) 
+All exis’ting phon e numbers and email addresses, remain active 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 31, 2010 11:39 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtp,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolmer@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brio~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin Howlett <chowlett++~vt.edu~+-; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~a:ltrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mgd .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~a~n.gmy@usm.edu>; .lennilEr Bmsheax 
<jennitEr.brashe~x@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<5ooz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <j~Jdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoIfis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu+-; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@Ixtx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 

<kkfowler@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu~;; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 
<ldanner@athletics.ud~edu>; Li~ Dickmaxl <lisa.dickinan@louisville.edu>; I,oretta Lamas <lama~usna.edu>; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markjones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mask.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@slantbrd.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office ~athleticscompliance@mimni.edu+ 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/31/10- Degree Declaration 

Rattles Out is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Rattles will be entering his third year of full-time enrollment fall 2010. Currently, 
Rattle’s major is undecided. He either wants to major in Psychology or Marine Biology. If Rattles chooses Marine Biology over the summer and does not 
meet progress toward degree requirements, can he switch to Psychology after the start of the term and be re-certified before the first competition? 

No. NCAA Educational Column- 3/22/10- Designation of Degree Program and Timing of Degree Change (I) - states that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 
14.4.3.1.6, a student-athlete must designate his or her degree program prior to participating in competition that occurs during or immediately before the third 
year of enrollment (fifth semester or seventh quarter). This requirement applies to all student-athletes, including two- and four-year college transfers. 

Further, the designated degree program as of the beginning of the third year (fifth semester or seventh quarter) or later academic year of full-time 
enrollment must be used to certify the student-athlete’s percentage-toward-degree requirements for that term. 

For example, if a student-athlete has not designated a degree program on the first day of classes of his or her fifth full-time semester, it is permissible for 
the student-athlete to declare engineering as his or her degree program before the first competition and be certified as eligible for the term, provided the 
student-athlete is meeting percentage of degree requirements for the engineering degree program. 

Alternatively, a student-athlete who has designated marketing as his or her degree program as of the beginning of the fifth full-time semester and is certified 
as not eligible due to deficiencies in progress-toward-degree requirements may not be subsequently recertified during that term as eligible after changing to 
a different degree program, even if the change occurs before the student-athlete’s first competition in that term and the student-athlete is meeting all 
progress-toward-degree requirements in the new degree program. The member institution would need to file a progress toward degree waiver for the 
student-athlete to be eligible for competition during that term. 

[References: Bylaws 14.4.3.1.6 (designation of degree program), 14.4.3.2 (fulfillment of percentage of degree requirements), 14.4.3.22 (application of rule 
to transfer student), 14.4.3.3.2 (timing of certification), 14.4.3.3.2.1 (exception -- baseball) and a staff interpretation (04/09/97, Item No. a)] 
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jcondaras@biqeast.orq 

~4"dve Moved! 

New Address: 15 Park Row West, Providence, RI t-!2963 

New Phone Number: (401) BIG:EAST (244:3278) 
+All exis’ting phon e numbers and email addresses, remain active 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 1, 2010 9:06 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

andrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolaa; 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~$wnek@loyola.edu>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ,~vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross 

-<tross@mail .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@bmwn.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttolland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Gray ~a~n.gmy@usm.edu>; .lennitEr Bmsheaa; 
<jennitEr.brashe~x@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <j~Jdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klande@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.tN.edu--; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 
<kld’owler@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 
<ldanner@athletics.ud~edu>; Li~ Dickman <lisa.dickinan@louisville.edu>; I,oretta Immm- <lama~usna.edu>; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nan.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markjones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mm’k.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@s~ntbrd.edw*; Megan Finch 

<meg~m finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office ~athleticscompli~mce@mimni.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/1 / 10- Sand Volleyb~Jl 

The women’s volleyball coaches at Ocean State University are interested in adding sand volleyball. Do the coaches need to follow the legislation applicable 
to volleyball for sand volleyball? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/31/10- Women’s Volleyball Regulations Apply to Women’s Sand Volleyball (I) - states that NCAA legislation (e.g., 
recruiting; playing and practice seasons) and interpretations applicable to women’s volleyball also apply to an institution that sponsors women’s sand 
volleyball until specific legislation is adopted and effective for women’s sand volleyball. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 11 (conduct and employment of athletics personnel), Bylaw 12 (amateurism), Bylaw 13 (recruiting), Bylaw 14 
(eligibility), Bylaw 15 (financial aid), Bylaw 16 (awards, benefits and expenses for enrolled student-athletes), Bylaw 17 (playing and practice seasons), Bylaw 
20.02.5 (emerging sports for women) and NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2010-1] 

[eondaras@biqeast.orq 

New Address: 15 Park Row West, Providence, R[ 02903 

New Phone Ntun bet: (401) BiiG-EAST (244-3278) 
Mll existing phone numbers and entail addresses remain active 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, April 2, 2010 8:41 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan (~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.ovg>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross 

~<koss@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx)okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttarris, Robin Green 

<robinharris@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Crray ~a~n.gmy@usm.edu>; JennilEr BmsheaJ: 
<jennitEr.brashe~x@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <j~Jdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyE@gators.uaa.tN.edtr~; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 

<kkfowler@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 
<ldanner@athletics.ud~edu>; Li~ Dickma~ <lisa.dickinan@louisville.edu>; I,oretta Lamas <lama~usna.edu>; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markjones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mask.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mboone@s~ntbrd.edtr~; Megan Finch 

<meg~m finch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office ~athleticscompli~mce@mimni.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/2/10- Current Event 

Rising salaries of coaches force colleges to seek budget patch 
USA TODAY.corn 

Even with a 7-foot center, Northern Io,~va had a size disadvantage when it faced powerhouse Michigan State in the NC.~a. men’s basketball Sweet 16 last 
week. 

Michigan State outspent the upstart Panthers by $9.4 million to $1.5 million in men’s hoops last year. Spartans coach Tom Izzo, who will be 
participating in his sixth Final Four this weekend, makes more than $3 million a year -- more than 10 times what Northern Iowa’s Ben Jacobson had been 
making. 

Yet their athletic departments have one thing in common: Without millions in help from their universities, neither could pay its bills. Michigan 
State’s $81 million budget last year included $3.7 million in university subsidies. Half of Northern Iowa’s $17 million budget came from subsidies and 
student fees. 

In a climate of spiraling costs, skyrocketing coaches’ salaries and softening revenue, athletic programs with much deeper pockets than Northern Iowa’s are 
showing signs of strain, a USA TODAY analysis of college sports finance data finds. 

The reasons are legion, but among public schools in the NCAA’s top-level Division I, coaches’ compensation is now the biggest hit on the budget. 
In 2007, one men’s basketball coach whose school had played in the previous year’s NCAA tournament was making at least $2 million, according to a USA 
TODAY study done that year. This season, a new version of the study finds nine, including Duke’s Mike Kn~:yzewski and Louisville’s Rick Pitino, who made 
more than $4 million. 

That’s as drops in ticket sales, declining endowments and other issues have translated to increased dependence on subsidies at Division I public schools, 
USA TODAY found in its most recent examination of college athletic finances. 

About $1.8 billion in student fees and university funds went to cover gaps in athletic operating costs at those schools last year, the newspaper found. 
The analysis was based on thousands of pages of inflation-adjusted NCAA athletic data reported since 2005, from open-records requests to hundreds of 
Division I public schools. 

With many states making recession-driven cuts in higher education funding, school subsidies for athletics are starting to become a target. Last week, 
the Iowa board of regents instructed its three schools to make plans to "substantially reduce or eliminate" support of athletics from tuition and 
taxpayer dollars; Northern iowa had been planning to tap booster funds to finance a new deal for Jacobson. 

Few athletic departments can pay for themselves. Even the nation’s largest athletic department, Ohio State’s, didn’t generate more than it spent in 2009 -- 
the first time that has occurred in recent memory. But it has resources: This fall, Ohio State will raise the price of public football tickets $7. 

"That’s $8 million right there," athletics director Gene Smith says. "We’ll be tight, but we won’t be in the red" in 2010. But "we’re a different beast. We’re a 
different world." 

Schools with less budgetary cushion, such as Northern Iowa, can’t keep spending their way into a regular basketball tourney spot. "1 think the hurdle i 



s more in sustaining than it is in achieving," Northern Iowa athletics director Troy Dannen says. 

Even with Jacobson’s new contract -- a 10-year deal that guarantees a $167,000 raise and annual increases of $25,000 -- Dannen knows he might 
lose Jacobsen to one of the stratospheric packages other schools offer. 

"We cannot forget who we are," he says. "We can’t play a game financially that we aren’t prepared to play." 

A question of priorities 

At the moment, that game has dizzying implications. Between 2006 and 2009, the average pay for a head football coach at the NCAA’s 99 big-time public 
schools rose 46% to $1.4 million, a fat increase that has caught the attention of Education Secretary Arne Duncan, a former Harvard basketball player. 

"Great football coaches are worth a tremendous amount," Duncan says. "But at a time of declining revenues and declining financial aid, the coaches are up 
46%? In the insular world of high-stakes, very competitive sports, that might make sense. But if you talk to an average parent or an average 16- or 
17-year-old and give them those facts, they’d have a hard time understanding why that’s the priority." 

Athletics directors say they are willing to pay such salaries because men’s basketball and football generate much of their departments’ revenue. 

But paying a winning coach to be a rainmaker won’t do much for the department’s bottom line, because new money is plowed back into the program to 
keep up with the spending arms race. 

According to several studies, including one co-written by the now-White House budget director Peter Orszag-- in his previous life as a Brookings 
Ind:itutie~ fellow -- for every $1 a school pays to build its athletic program, it gets $1 back in new revenue. In other words, with rare exceptions, 
spending more on a football or men’s basketball program does not yield increases in alumni giving, net operating revenue, winning or academic quality. 

The reform-minded Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics has spent the last 1 ½ years examining athletic financing with the same zeal it showed in 
addressing academic scandal in the early 1990s. It plans to issue a report, including policy recommendations, in May or June. 

"There are pressures that one would predict would keep (spending) going up if nothing is changed, and I think it’s clear that for at least two more years, 
expenditures for the academic sector are going to go down," says commission co-chairman Gerald Turner, president of Southern Methodist University. 
"1 think that is not a position most universities want to be in -- or that they’ll find sustainable, either operationally or politically." 

Even when the money to pay coaches comes from shoe contracts or media deals -- not taxpayers -- it’s money that can’t be used elsewhere at the 
university, Arizona regent and former U.S. senator De~is DeCenci~i says. Speaking last fall about non-taxpayer funds backing huge coaching 
contracts, including one that guaranteed new Arizona’s men’s basketball coach Sean Miller $2.3 million this season, DeConcini said, "l thought ... ’1 
don’t care if it’s coming from heaven, it’s money that should be used on the education side.’" 

DeConcini is now leading a regents committee examining all aspects of the athletic programs at Arizona’s three Division I schools and hopes to 
have recommendations by July. 

Subsidizing athletics isn’t inherently bad, says Jeff Orleans, the former Ivy League executive director and now a consultant to the Knight Commission. 
"We’ve always assumed in this country, for better or for worse, that athletics is worthy of institutional support if a board of trustees wants to make that 
decision," Orleans said during a panel discussion in January at the NCAA convention, "because it’s part of the educational experience." 

"On the other hand," Orleans has written, "there appears to be no good reason for an athletic department consistently to need more institutional funds than 
are budgeted." 

In the red at Houston 

But some athletic departments still operate like they have a university credit card. 

Between 2005 and 2007, the once-formidable University of Heusto~ program spent $20 million 
more than it brought in -- even when accounting for student fees and university money. Only when the university kicked in substantial additional support 
over the next two years could the department balance the budget. Altogether, over the last five years, the university has covered $43 million in athletic 
expenses while student fees have covered $21 million. And the athletic department still is facing an $8 million accumulated debt -- $6 million in operational 
funds and $2 million to restore endowments that no longer cover the costs for which they were intended, according to executive vice president for 
administration and finance Carl Carlucci. 

Carlucci says the athletic department is expected to pay it back eventually but in the meantime the university will continue to write checks without requiring 
spending cuts beyond a 5% decrease all Texas schools may have to make this year and next. 

"l do recognize that there is a reason institutions invest in athletic programs," Carlucci says, referring to the positive public attention that schools seek in 
exchange for the type of financial risk Houston is taking. 

Caducci says the university’s budget office staff is now deeply involved in athletic budgeting matters, demanding plans for increased fundraising and 
attendance, plus the negotiation of better concession, royalty and travel contracts. "We ask tough questions. We make them unhappy every day," he says. 
But when football coach Kevin Sumlin became a target for other schools afl:er Houston went 10-4 this season, he got a new six-year contract that for 2010 
includes a 60% increase in the guaranteed amount to $1.2 million. 

"We’re not going to handicap the (athletic) program, because a losing program will be worse for us" in terms of the athletic department’s ability to pay 
down its debt, Caducci says. "We have an AD (Mack Rhoades, in his ninth month at the school) who we think can make that investment pay off, and we’re 
going to give him support." 

Even big schools feel pinch 

Even at the handful of schools that usually run a surplus, times are tough. At Ohio State, ticket and concession sales are down. "The behavior of our 
customer has changed, and it will be that way for quite some time," athletics director Smith says. 

"It just says the economy sucks out there," says athletics director Lew Perkins of Kansas, where expenses outpaced revenue for the first time since 1988, 
according to the department. Athletic departments are "spending what they have to. What’s happened is the revenues, because of the economy, are going 



one way and our expenditures -- travel, all those kinds of things -- are going up and up and up. Tuition goes up. You have no control over it." 

But Perkins acknowledges having control over what KU pays coaches, and its highest-paid by far is men’s basketball’s Bill Self. In 2007, Self was 
guaranteed $1.6 million. That season, the Jayhawks were a No. 1 seed in the NCAA tournament and advanced to the round of eight. In 2008, they won the 
national title as Selrs alma mater -- rival Oklahoma State -- was looking for a new coach. He spurned Oklahoma State, and KU responded with a 
new deal that this season guarantees him nearly $3.4 million. 

"We felt like after a national championship ... we wanted to put him in the top five or 10 highest-paid coaches," Perkins says, "and that’s about where he is 
right now." 

Perkins says the budget crunch will ease. "We’re not in a panic mode at all," Perkins adds. "We think we’re going to be fine. Everybody, Ohio State and all 
these other schools, I think we just have to manage our dollars differently than we did before .... But you can’t stop the operation." 

At Kansas, the men’s basketball players took a few more trips by bus instead of plane this season. Michigan State cut overall expenses in 2009, and 
conference meetings across the nation this spring are expected to focus on ways to trim budgets. An NCAA panel is reviewing the recent proliferation in 
athletic department employee& "We’re trying to make (the department) as lean and mean as possible," Houston’s Carlucci says. "But we’re paying for 
talent. We’re in a competition for fans (in the Houston area). When Sumlin wins, we can count on more ticket sales." 

Carlucci paused, then prefaced his next comment with a rhetorical question. 

"Is this heresy? It’s like any other entertainment business?’ 

_i~:4:~ ~ , . ~?~:~,~~~ 

j(xmdaras@bigeast, orq 

IzcWv~. ~l h~ved.¢ 

Ne~’ Address: ] 5 Park R~’ West, Provi&’~]ce, R~ 02903 

N-e~’ Phone N-u~ber: (40]) BIG-EAST (244-32 78) 
*All existing phone numbers and email addres’s, es remain active 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 5, 2010 10:36 AM 

Zaca~, Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt@mail.wvu.edtr~; Patrick Hairskm <patrick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Alli~n Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edtr~; Leah Ra~la~’<lratzlafl@ewu.edtr~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mditm~er@utk.edu>; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.nsfedu>; John Fisher 

~-john.fishe@m~Jl.wvn.edu>; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Dan Tromp <dtmmp@umd.edu>; Robert Mangione 

<mangionr@stjohns.edu:>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan Is~£ <dmisa£(c))syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<themandez@miami.edu>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Wal~l Scranage <wardscranage309@comcas~t.net>; Gmnn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston <gdlg@georgetown.edu~; Brian Warcup <bwarcu~scarletknights.com>; Bert Locldin 

<blocklin@t.edtc,; Molly McC~xthy <mcc~xthym@ccsu.edu>; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu~; Jill Redmond 

<j redmond@atlantic 10.org>; Missy Conlx~y <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy 
-<~murphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Masgolis <m~aJcgolis@bigeast.org:~; Jim SiedliskJ <jsiedliski@bigeast.o~>; Shannon Watson 

<smwatson@saclink.csus.edu-~; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.o~>; Chrissy SoaJcds 

<~ardscl @nku.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; BarbaJca tlenderson <bhadams@syr.edtr~; Ben Fairclough 
<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; bonner@mm.edu; Amy 

Helman <ajschae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org >; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Co@ 

Edwards <edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@mm.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Had 

<mha(t@providence.edtrv-; Harley King <harley.king@mail.x~wu.edu:>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu:>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Heppel <jh347@georgetown.edu>; John Cams 

-qohn.cams@louisville.edu>; Slrickland, Amy Lyn <strickland~@maJl.ccsu.edu>; Rick Chris~tensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edtr~; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edtc,; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; VanGelder, 

Marielle <mafielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<mancinie@stjohns.edtc,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edn>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edn>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@l;u.edtr~; Tom Odjakjian <k~djakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylo@marquette.edu-~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; Kathy Meehan 

<meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <t?ederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jaime Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edtr~; Elizabeth Slot 

<athcompliance@stjohns.edtr’~; Doug Trani <tranid@s~tjohns.edu-~; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/5/10- 11.3.2.5 

Athletic department staff members may do which of the following involving any recruiting or scouting service? 

A) Endorse a recruiting or scouting service. 

B) Serve as a consultant to a recruiting or scouting service. 

C) Participate on an advisory panel for a recruiting or scouting service. 

D) Grant an interview to a recruiting or scouting service. 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 11.3.2.5 states that institutional athletics department staff members may not endorse, serve as consultants or participate on advisory panels 

for any recruiting or scouting service involving prospective student-athletes. (Adopted: 1/16/93) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 6, 2010 8:57 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edw,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umitmaJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <bria~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <camemccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edw% Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.eduv; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nlnLeduv; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.eduv; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edw% Colin Howlett <chowlet ~vt.edu,~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <xttrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;% Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;% Donald Ross 

<dross@mail .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.lJGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; tiaras, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tleather Mcatee <heathermcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jason Oray qa~n.gvay@usm.edu>; Jennifer BmsheaJ: 
<jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaJdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedoIfis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steffenk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaaaN.edu~; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <’khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer 

<kkfowler@lcu.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu,~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer 
<ldanner@athletics.ucLedu>; Li~ Dickma~ <lisa.dickinan@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas <lama~usna.edu>; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.bamey@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markjones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mask.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshili@fiu.edu>; Megan Boone <mtx~one@stardbrd.edu>; Megan Finch 

<megma tinch@ncsu.edu>; Miami Compliance Office ~athleticscomplimace@mimni.edw~ 

DMy Compliance Item- 4/6/10- All- Star Skills Contest 

Face Guard is a senior in high school and has signed a National Letter of Intent to play basketball at Bay State College next year. Face has been invited to 
play in a high school all-star game next weekend. Additionally, Face will be competing in the three-point shooting contest that is being held the night before 
the game. 

Is the three-point shooting contest considered an all-star game? If so, would participating in both the three-point shooting contest and the game count as 
two all-star games? 

Yes, the three-point shooting contest is considered an all-star game. If Face participates in both of the above activities, it would only count as one all-star 
contest. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/5/10- Participation in a High School All-Star Skills Competition (I) - states that a high school all-star skills 
competition (e.g., slam-dunk contest, three-point shooting contest) is considered to be an all-star contest pursuant to the definition of a high school all-star 
contest. A high school all-star skills competition conducted in conjunction with a high school football or basketball all-star game is not considered to be a 
separate high school all-star contest. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.6 (high school all-star games, effects on eligibility), 30.2.1 (high school football and basketball), 30.2.1.1 (high school all-star 
contest defined), and 30.2.1.2 (contests not considered high school all-star competition); and a staff interpretation (2/5/88, Item No. j, which has been 
archived).] 
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jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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Ce~d: 4÷>~..::~(’ ~,*;739 
~Fe q’e Mo~’ed! 

New Address: 15 Park Row V~%st, Providence, RI 02903 

New Phone Number: (401) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
+All exis’ting phone numbers and email addresses, remain active 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 9:16 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Lloseph.Kiauder(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£e&P; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/7/10- 14.3.1.1.1.1 

Photo Finish is a track student-athlete at Ocean State University. Photo was granted qualifier status through the NCAA early academic certification 
exception and initially enrolled spring 2010. When does Ocean State University have to submit Photo’s final high school transcript to the NCAA Eligibility 
Center? 

A. February 1,2010 
B. February 1,2011 

The answer is B. NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.1.1.1 states that if a student-athlete is certified as a qualifier pursuant to the early academic certification exception 
and his or her initial full-time collegiate enrollment occurs at the certifying institution during the first term of the academic year, the institution shall ensure 
submission of his or her final high school transcript (official or unofficial) to the Eligibility Center by February 1 following the student-athlete’s initial full-time 
enrollment. Ifa student-athlete is certified as a qualifier pursuant to the early academic certification exception and his or her initial full-time collegiate 
enrollment occurs at the certifying institution after the conclusion of the first term of the academic year the institution shall ensure submission of his or her 
final high school transcript (official or unofficial) to the Eligibility Center by February 1 of the following academic year. (Adopted: 4/30/09 effective 8/1/09) 

NCAA Staff interpretation- 7113/09- Early Qualifier Added to Squad List after Deadline for Submission of Final Transcript (I) - states that if a 
student-athlete who is certified as a qualifier pursuant to the early academic certification exception is added to an institution’s squad list for the first time 
after the deadline for submission of his or her final transcript to the NCAA Eligibility Center (i.e., February 1 of the same academic year if enrollment occurs 
in the first term or February 1 of the following academic year if enrollment occurs after the first term), the institution shall ensure submission of his or her 
final high school transcript (official or unofficial) to the Eligibility Center by February 1 of the next academic year. 

[Reference: NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.1.1.1 (submission of final transcript)] 

£~o__t_Ld__q!’_g:s__~.__b__i_g_e__q_s__t_:_o_F_~l 

We’ve Moved! 

New Address: i15 Park P,*~w West, Pro~,idenee, RI[ {12903 

New Phone N~miber: (401) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
~All exL~ting phone number.~ and email addre~s~ remain active 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 8, 2010 8:33 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klauder(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nka.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£e&P; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.e&~; Loretta Lamas 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJa Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/8/10- 12.1.2.1.5 

Kick Board is a swimmer at Bay State University. Kick competed in an outside competition last weekend and was awarded a medal for placing third in one 
of her events. Assuming all outside competition, award limitation and amateurism rules were met, is it permissible for Kick to accept the medal for her 
performance? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/8/10- Awards Based on Place Finish in Outside Competition (l/ll/lll) - states that an individual may receive an 
award, as opposed to cash or items redeemable for cash, based on place finish (e.g., trophy, medal, saddle) in outside competition, subject to the 
applicable pre- and post-enrollment awards limits. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.1.2.1.5 (payment based on performance), 16.1.1.1 (prior to enrollment), 16.1.1.2 (awards received by a student- 
athlete while enrolled as a full-time student), 16.1.1.3 (student-athlete not regularly enrolled); NCAA Division II Bylaws 12.1.2.1.5 (payment based on 
performance), 16.1.1.1 (before enrollment), 16.1.1.3 (student-athlete not regularly enrolled) and official interpretation (06/06/1991, item No. 1 ); NCAA 
Division III Bylaws 12.1.5.2 (nonpermissible activities following initial full-time collegiate enrollment), 16.1.1.1 (enrolled student-athlete), 16.1.1.2 (student- 
athlete not enrolled); and official interpretation (06/06/91, Item No. 1)] 

; ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

jcondams(~bi_qeast.org 

We’ve 3loved! 

New Address: 15 Park P,*~w We~t, Pro~,idenee, RI 02903 

New Phone N~miber: (401) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
~All exL~ting phone number,~ and email address~.~ remain active 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday’, April 9, 2010 9:29 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan (~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

andrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <barbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJc 
<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edtc>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@be.edtc>; Came McCaw <camemccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chiis Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <xttrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.ovg>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross 

~<koss@mail .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx)okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Banmgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heathermcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttolland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtc>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edtc>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klauder(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edtc>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edtc>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edtc>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; I~oretta Lamar 

<lamag@usua.edu>; Lynn Newson <lynn.new~n@uau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@tiu.edu>; Megan Boone 

<mbx)one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/9/10- Current Event 

DI Council to consider legislation, ovemdes 

Apr 9, 2010 8:08:06 AM 

The NC.~ News 

The Division I Legislative Council roll consider two override requests in addition to the remainder of the legislation from the 2009-10 cycle still on the docket 

including several proposals .‘.a.iLr.Le..d....a..t...c.!..e..~..m~Ln.g...u.~..t..h..e.....m~c.!.~1~r~g..er1~1~11rne.nt in men’s basketball when it meets Monday and Tuesday in Indianapolis. 

The Council will reconsider the adoption of Proposal No. 2009-22, which loosens restrictions on prospective student-athletes participating on teams with teammates 

who receive more than actual and necessary, expenses. The proposal also requires most prospects who participate in organized competition to enroll in college mthin a 

year of high school graduation or be subject to seasons-of-witltholding conditions. 

Most of the institutions requesting the override objected to the delayed-enrollment portion of the rule, and the Council is expected to consider a to delay the effective 

date of the delayed-enrollment section by one year. 

The Council will also reconsider the adoption of Proposal No. 2009- 51 - B. which requires institutional camps and clinics in all sports except football to be held within 

100 miles of campus. Many institutions objected to the legislation applying to sports other than basketball. Prop. No. 2009- 51-A limited the reslriction to basketball. 

The Council could consider a modification of the proposal to essentially return to 2009-5 l-A, limiting the restrictions to men’s and women’s basketball only. 

If either proposal is modified in some way, it would be subject to another 60-day override period. 

Council members will cast final votes on legislation sent for membership feedback at the 2010 Convention in Atlanta. Included among the proposals to be decided are: 

¯ 2009-102, which would require institutions to hire only enrolled s~tudents and/or institutional s~taffmembers for camps and clinics. 

¯ 2009-101, which would allow men’s basketball coaches to recruit during institutional camps ~md clinics. An ~unendment has been sponsored to limit recruiting 

only to conversations. 

2009-100, Milch would prohibit institutions from hosting men’s basketball nonscholastic events on campus or in oil’-campus ihcilities regularly used by the 

ins~titution. 

¯ 2009-103, which would define a "deserving team" as one that has won a number of games against Football Bowl Subdivision tealns that equals or exceeds its 

overall losses for purposes of bowl selection. 

° 2009-10, which would require graduate-assistant coaches in boM subdivision football to have received a degree or exhausted athletics eligibility within the 

previous seven years. An anlendment has been sponsored to remove the seven-year time frame but preclude graduate assistants fi~om having previous coaching 

experience at a four-year college or with a professional team. 

° 2009-32, which would deregulate phone calls in sports with defined recruiting calendars other than football. 
¯ 2009-41, Mtich would elimiuate printed media guides. 



* 2009-42, which wotdd prohibit the distribution of printed media guides to recruits. 

. 2009-75, Maich would requiring a sickle-cell solubility test or documents proving ma earlier test betbre conapetition. An amendment has been sponsored that 

would allow student-athletes to decline the test. 

. 2009-79-A and 2009-79-C, which would limit team travel in specific stx~rts during the nonchampionship segment to ground transportation. 2009-79-C exempts 

Hawaii. 

At the April Council meeting, proposals need only a simple majority to be Mopted (in Januau, a two-thirds majorib, is required). Once adopted, all proposals enter a 
60-day override period during which ins’titutions can request that the Council reconsider its adoption. If30 schools request an ovemde of an adopted proposal, the 
Council will reconsider. 

Proposals am considered final at the end of the ne~ Division I Board of Directors meeting on April 29. 

ic<mdaras@biqeast, or~ 

{;~![~: ,:gO~.2SS,ds;’g9 

We’ve Moved:’ 
Ne,a, Address: 15 Park Ro*~, West, Provide~ee, RI 929(}3 
Nm~, Phoebe Number: (4{tl) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
Mll existing phone nttmbers and email addresses remain active 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 9:39 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJc 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edtc>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Woo@ <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edtc>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin Howlett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~xttrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.ovg>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edtc>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edtc>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <3oseph.Klauder(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edtc>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edtc>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edtc>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/12/10- Current Event 

Oklahoma athletic department finds no major issues in audit 
USAToday.com (AP) 

An external audit of Oklahoma’s athletic department found no major issues with the school’s policies on practices as it tries to move out of an 
NCAA-imposed probation for major violations by the football and men’s basketball programs. 

However, the audit did not extend to the Sooners’ football team. According to the documents, Oklahoma’s compliance department planned new 
procedures to monitor the football program’s activities starting this spring. 

Oklahoma contracted with a law firm to audit the athletic department over a five-year span as the school seeks ways to improve its rules 
compliance after two black marks in the past five years. 

Details of the audit were released to The Associated Press on Thursday following an open records request. 

The audit performed by Bond, Schoeneck and King found that Oklahoma’s systems for monitoring compliance are "functioning well" and 
"designed to both detect and prevent violations" of the NCAA’s rules limiting practice time. The Sooners have not been accused of exceeding 
those limits -- the type of allegations the NCAA leveled against Michigan’s football team earlier this year. 

Oklahoma has been overhauling its compliance department following major rules violations in the school’s two biggest sports. The Sooners’ 
men’s basketball team was disciplined in 2006 after former coach Kelvin Sampson made more than 550 impermissible phone calls to recruits. 
The following year, the football program was punished after players including starting quarterback Rhett Bomar received payment for work they 
didn’t do at a Norman car dealership. 

Those two major violations landed Oklahoma on probation until next month. 

Last week, Oklahoma acknowledged it was investigating a report of a possible NCAA rules violation involving basketball player Tiny Gallon. 
However, it did not release any documents related to that investigation. 

The documents also show the school self-reported 50 secondary rules violations in the last academic year, with most relating to recruiting phone 
calls and text messages and athletes receiving extra benefits. 

Among the most recent violations reported were 31 impermissible recruiting phone calls -- 16 made and 15 received -- by an assistant recruiting 
coordinator who is no longer employed by the football team and an impermissible text message sent by assistant coach Bobby Jack Wright to a 
football recruit’s mother. 

The school prohibited football coaches from making any recruiting phone calls for a three-week span as a result of the secondary rules violations. 

The university also disputed the NCAA’s suggestion that three men’s basketball players received preferential treatment by being allowed to 
participate in a voluntary summer workout for free during the offseason. The NCAA claimed others would have been charged $1,000 to attend. 
Oklahoma contended that only NBA players and players who have signed with an agent are charged for the workouts while members of the 
general public can participate for free. 

The school eventually reported the participation as a secondary violation and the players paid $1,000 to a charity. 



]condaras(~biqeasLorq 

We’ve Moved! 

New Address: ~15 Park R~w West, Providence, R1 (}2963 
New ]Phorm Ntun bet: (401) ][}IG-EAST (244-327~) 

*All existing phone nttmber,~ and email addresses remain active 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 13, 2010 8:37 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ; 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashee¢ <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaudel(~bhofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nka.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <’kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <’khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <’kld’oMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamm" 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lyrme.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJa Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/13/10- 13.02.7 

Ball Fake is a basketball prospect who will sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) next week with Bay State College. The head coach would like to go visit Ball at his home the 
week after he signs. Since Ball will have signed an NLI, does the visit count as a recruiting-person day for the coaching staff? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw t3.02.7 states that in men’s basketball, a recruiting-person day is defined as one coach engaged in an off-campus recruiting activity of a men’s basketball 
prospective student-athlete, includin.q a prospective student-athlete who has siqned a National Letter of Intent (or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid), 
on one day (12:01 a.m. to midnight); two coaches engaged in recruiting activities on the same day shall use two recruiting-person days. Men’s basketball staff members shall 
not exceed 130 recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, Revised: 3/28/07, 5/9/08) 

jcondaras@bigeast, or9 

We’ve 3loved! 

New Address: 15 Park R*~w West, Pro~,idenee, RI 02903 

New Phone Number: (401) BIG-EAST (244-32 78) 
~All exivting phone number, v attd email address~.~ remain active 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 8:37 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.ovg>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@maJd .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshalLedu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan 

Fagg <-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <3osepll.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nka.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisviHe.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiHer.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 4/14/10- Audio/Video Materials 

Please see below an editorial revision that was recently posted on LSDBi: 
ER-2010-2 

RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS -- VIDEO/AUDIO MATERIALS -- TIMING AND MEDIA AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS 

Status: Adopted - Final Process Diaqram 

Intent: na 

Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1, as follows: 

13.4 RECRUITING MATERIALS 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials. In sports other than men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, a member institution shall not provide recruiting materials, 
including general correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until September $ at the beginning of 
his or her junior year in high school. In men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general 
correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until ,lune 15 at the conclusion of his or her sophomore 
year in high school. "~,~,~o,~,,~ .... ~,~ o,,,~ bylaw shall ba considarad institutional violations par Constitution 2.&i;                                                                             ,,~,~,~,, ~ ......... tha’r" shall not affact tha 
indlvld’~ai’s cllglbillb’. 

[13.4.1.1 through 13.4.1.4 unchanged.] 

13.4.1.5 Video/Audio Materials. An institution may not produce video or audio materials to show to, play for or provide to a prospective 
student-athlete except as specified in this section. 

13.4.1.5.1 Media Available to All Students. Official academic admissions and student-services media produced bv the institution and 
available to all students may be provided to prospective student-athletes. 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play for or provide 
to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material includes only general information related to an institution or its athletics 
programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. 

13.4.1.5.3 Computer Generated Recruiting Presentations. An institution may produce a computer generated recruiting presentation (e.g., 
using presentation software) to show to a prospective student-athlete during any permissible on- or off-campus contact, subject to the 
followinq provisions: 

(a) The presentation may be posted to the institution’s Web site; 

(b) The presentation may include general informational video/audio material that relates to an institution or its athletics programs and is 
not created for recruitinq purposes.; 

(c) The presentation may not be personalized to included a 0rospective student-athlete’s name, 0icture or likeness; and 



(d) The presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution. 

13.4.1.5.4 Pre-enrollment Information. An institution may provide any necessary pre-enrollment information (that is not otherwise 
considered to be general information related to an institution or its athletics programs) regarding orientation, conditioning, academics 
and practice activities in a video format (e.g., video playbook, games clips) to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has 
siqned a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid aqreement or has been officially accepted for enrollment. [See Bylaw 
13.4.Z,Z-(i)] 

13.4.1.6 Effect of Violation. A violation of Bylaw 13.4.1 shall be considered an institutional violation per Constitution 2.8.1; however, the 
student athlete’s eliqibility shall not be affected. 
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[13.4.3 through 13.4.4 renumbered as 13.4.2 through 13.4.3, unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Staff 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Editorial 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: na 

Estimated Budget Impact: na 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time: na 

History 

Mar 29, 2010: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Mar 29, 20:[0: Adopted; This revision clarifies that the timing related to providing video or audio materials to a prospective student-athlete is 
governed by the general rule for providing recruiting materials. In addition, this revision clarifies that audio/video that is available to all 
students may be provided to prospective student-athletes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 15, 2010 8:50 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@tedu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edu>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc% Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc% Colin HoMett <chowlet ~jvt.edu~--; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;% Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klauder(0)hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nkn.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <ldd’oMer@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;% Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;% Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa D~mner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamm" 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJa Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/15/10- 12.2.3.2.2 

Bank Shot is a prospective student-athlete that has signed a National Letter of Intent to play basketball with Bay State University next year. Bank is from 
England and plays on a club team all year round. One of Bank’s teammates is a coach for a professional basketball team in England. 
Because there is a professional coach on Bank’s team, does the team have to be classified as a professional team? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 12.2.3.2.2 states that participation on a team that includes a professional coach or referee does not cause the team to be classified as a 
professional team. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 16, 2010 8:29 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtp,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett~vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~a:ltrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edup,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@bmwn.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshaH.edu>; tlams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tleather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <3oseph.Kiaudel(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edup,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa D~mner <ldanne@athletics.uc£e&P; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Immas 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisviHe.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiHer.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/16/10- Cmrent Event 

CBS-Turner Sports alliance could bid against ESPN for NCAA 
tourney 
USAToday corn 

ESPN isn’t the only network waving serious money at the NC.~-~\. A partnership of CBS and Turner Sports has emerged as a formidable contender for rights 
to an expanded Division I men’s basketball tournament, persons with knowledge of the discussions say. 

A final determination -- on expanding the tournament from 65 to as many as 96 teams and, with that, moving from a current television contract with CBS to 
a new, presumably more lucrative long-term agreement -- looms in the next two weeks. School presidents and chancellors on the Division I Board of 
Directors meet April 29 in Indianapolis. 

One person familiar with the discussions said there is a good chance the future course of the tournament will be set by the end of that meeting. Interim 
NCAA President Jim Isch is empowered to make a final decision on the TV contract. The Division I board makes the call on whether to expand the bracket. 

Isch has not given any internal indication of his position, said the person with knowledge of the proceedings. 

The NCAA is weighing the large-scale expansion of its signature event at the same time it’s considering whether to opt out of the final three years of an 11 - 
year, $6 billion deal with CBS. The current deal is heavily back-loaded. After paying just $320 million for the deal’s first year, it will pay about $700 million 
each of the next three years. Bringing in Turner to help underwrite NCAA costs could save CBS from big financial losses in coming years. 

Turner is led by TNT and its sister channel TBS, both largely entertainment-driven. But they’ve used big-time sports -- NBA and baseball playoffa and 
midsummer NASCAR races -- to raise their profiles. And like TBS landing late-night host Conan O’Brien, for Turner to land NCAA games via a deal with 
CBS would be another attention-getter. 

ESPN, with deep pockets and an array of platforms, is closely identified with college athletics, and one of the persons with knowledge of the negotiations 
said its current bid is competitive. Multifaceted ESPN also is pointing to its ability to promote the tournament and the sport, an important issue for the NCAA. 

However, the person said the combined CBS-Turner bid might be higher than ESPN’s, if only marginally. The person, who requested anonymity because of 
the sensitivity of the ongoing talks, stressed that the numbers from all bidders could change in the coming days and weeks, and no network or combination 
of networks is seen as a favorite at this point. The NCAA has until July 31 to opt out of its current CBS contract. 

Greg Shaheen, an NCAA senior vice president who oversees the tournament and is spearheading the negotiations, declined to characterize them beyond 
saying, "There are a number of scenarios and combination of scenarios that make it hard to predict exactly where it’ll come out at this point." 
Spokesman Mike Soltys said ESPN would not comment while Sal Petruzzi, senior vice president of Turner Broadcasting, said the network would not 
comment. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 19, 2010 8:46 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolmer@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brio~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin Howlett <chowlet ++~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson <jlhender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Lloseph.Klaudel(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nkn.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<l+ichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kld’oMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£e&P; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJa Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megaxl finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/19/10- Outside Consultant 

Jump Bail, a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University, told his parents that he wanted to get some help with his dribbling skills. Jump’s parents 
agreed to pay for a retired coach to work with Jump over the summer on ball handling techniques. The workouts will be held at Jump’s former high school. 
is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/5/95- Student-Athletes Seeking instructional Assistance from Individuals Outside the Institution- states that 
a student-athlete in any sport may receive assistance from an individual outside the institution (e.g., consultant, professional instructor) without the individual 
being counted in the institution’s coaching limitations, provided the institution is not involved in any way in arranging for such activity, institutional coaching 
staff members do not observe such activity and such activity does not occur at the institution’s facility (either during voluntary workouts or during regular 
institutional practice sessions). Further, the student=athlete(s) must pay all the fees (at the going rate) associated with the activity and may not receive 
preferential compensation arrangements (e.g., discount rate, deferred payments) not available to the general punic. [References: 11.7.1.1.1 (countable 
coach); 11.7.1.1.1.1 (noncoaching activities); 11.7.1.1.1.3 (use of outside consultants); and IC 08/31/95, Item No. 3] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 20, 2010 9:10 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edu>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Clms Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr--; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross 

~<tross@maJd .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashee¢ <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klaudel(~bhofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<laichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <ldd’oMer@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Immm" 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lymm.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/20/10- 17.1.6.3.4 

Ocean State University is reviewing its playing and practice season records and noticed that it did not have anything on file for the women’s tennis team for 
the month of March. Should the compliance office staff review the situation with the head tennis coach and create a file for that time period to verify the 
student-athletes’ activities did not exceed any daily or weekly hour limitations? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.3.4 states that countable hours must be recorded on a daily basis for each student-athlete regardless of whether the student- 
athlete is participating in an individual or team sport. Any countable individual or group athletically related activity must count against the time limitation for 
each student-athlete who participates in the activity but does not count against time limitations for other team members who do not participate in the activity. 
(Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91) 

NCAA Staff Interpretation- Member institution recording countable hours for hour-limitation record 

Date Published: June 7, 1991 
Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a. Member Institution Recording Countable Hours for Hour- Limitation Record: Reviewed NCAA Bylaw 17.1.5.3.3 (hour- limitation record) and confirmed 
that a member institution must establish tangible records (e.g., tape, computer file, written record) of each student-athlete’s countable athletically related 
activities. 

jeondar~s~bigeast.org 

We’ve Moved! 

New Address: 15 Park Rm~ West, Prm~idence, RI 02903 

Ne~ Nmne Nmnber: (401) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
Mll existing phone numbers and email addresses remain active 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 21, 2010 8:28 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Slocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc l @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc>; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;>; Donald Ross 

~<tross@maJd .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashee¢ <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg <-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <3oseph.Klaudel~bhofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kld’oMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mbx~one@stanibrd.edu>; Megan Finch <mega~ finch@ncsu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/2 lil 0- Cul~nt Event 

Rescinding of Title IX model survey draws praise from critics 

News that the Obama administration Tuesday will rescind a Bush-era Title IX policy known as the model survey is viewed as a step forward by women’s 
interest groups and a step backward by men’s interest groups. 

"Making Title IX as strong as possible is a no-brainer," Vice President Biden said in a draft of a Department of Education news release announcing the 
change. "What we’re doing here today will better ensure equal opportunity in athletics, and allowing women to realize their potential -- so this nation can 
realize its potential." 

Tuesday’s action "responds to concerns and widespread objections that the 2005 policy and the prototype survey issued by the Department were 
inappropriate for assessing compliance with Title IX," Secretary of Education Ame Duncan said in the draft of the news release. 

Some of that objection came from the National Women’s Law Center, which long characterized the model survey as a loophole through which schools 
could evade their obligations under Title IX, the law banning sex discrimination at schools receiving federal funds. 

"We have criticized the policy for many years," said Neena Chaudhry, senior counsel for the NWLC. "We welcome the withdrawal of the policy and think it 
is a step in the right direction." 

Eric Pearson, chairman of the College Sports Council, said in a statement: "At a time when the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is calling for reform of Title 
IX, this is a step backwards for everyone that cares about fairness in athletics." 

The civil rights commission released a series of recommendations on Title IX policy this month aimed at what it called an "unnecessary reduction of men’s 
athletic opportunities." A key recommendation called on schools to use the model survey to measure the athletic interest and abilities of female students. 

Gerald A. Reynolds, chairman of the bipartisan commission, was Assistant Secretary of Education for the Office for Civil Rights in the Bush administration 
from 2001 to 2003. He declined 
comment on the change in policy until the formal announcement but he spoke generally about why he believes the model survey is good policy. 

"Instead of having an artificial presumption of what abilities and interest are, we take a common-sense approach," Reynolds said. "We ask students: Are 
you interested in athletics? And there are a series of questions that help us gauge their abilities. That is the main thrust of the approach. 

"1 think it has always been a mistake to assume that a bureaucrat can accurately gauge the level of interest and the athletic ability of men and women. Why 
not use a survey? What’s the harm of asking students these questions?" 

Reynolds said in the absence of evidence that students are being coerced to answer in a certain way or that the test is flawed or is an inaccurate gauge of 
interest and ability, "it is a very good way for settling this issue of what level of interest do men have versus women." 

The NCAA has long asked its member schools not to use the survey and few have. The commission asked the NCAA to reconsider its position, which it 
declined to do. The NCAA will wait until the official announcement Tuesday to react to the change in policy, said Erik Christianson, NCAA director of public 



and media relations. 

"Surveys can give the students a voice in the decision-making process of sports sponsorship," said Pearson, whose College Sports Council is a national 
coalition of coaches, parents, athletes and alumni. "It appears that the Obama administration has yielded to pressure from the NCAA and gender quota 
advocates in weakening the value of student interest surveys for Title IX compliance. 

"instead of working with students to demonstrate how model surveys could work for everyone, the NCAA has actively undermined their use in order to 
silence the voice of the students." 

Chaudhry called on the Office for Civil Rights to step up its enforcement of Title IX. Even if the change in the survey policy is good, she said, "there is a lot 
more to do." 

j(x)ndaras(~bigeast, orq 

Ne~’ Address: ] 5 Park R~’ West, Provid~’~ce, R~ 02903 

N-e~’ Phone N-u~ber: (40]) BIG-EAST (244-32 78) 
*All e.~:isting phone numbers and email addres’s, es remain active 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 22, 2010 8:49 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<~wnek@loyola.edt~>; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brio~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nhl.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; tiaras, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tleather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashem <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg <-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Lloseph.Klaudel(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <Idd’oMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer <ldanne@athletics.uc£e&P; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJa Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@wes",coast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/22/10- 11.7.4.2.1 

In which of the following activities may a strength and conditioning coach NOT participate? 
A. Flexibility activities 
B. Physical conditioning activities during a practice 

C. Practice activities 
D. Physical conditioning activities prior to a competition 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.4.2.1 states that a weight (strength and conditioning) coach may conduct flexibility, warm-up and physical conditioning 
activities prior to any game and prior to or during any practice or other organized activities without being included in the limitations on number of coaches. 
(Revised: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/92) 

j(:omtaras(~biqeast, orq 

I~/?’ve 3Nved.t 

Ne~’ Address: 1S Park R~w West, Providence, R~ 92903 

New Phone Number: (401) BIG-EAST (244-32 78) 
~All existing phone numbers and email addresses remain active 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 23, 2010 8:34 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qgdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&P~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<bwnek@loyola.edt~-; BD£e James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brio~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edup; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nktLedup; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edup; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cod?, Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlett~vt.edu,;; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg ~:gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

-Mross@maJJ .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshalLedu>; tiaras, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tleather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson <jlhender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jledmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <3oseph.Klaudel(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu;>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <’kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <’khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<laichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <’kkfoMer@ku.edup; Laure Ragoss <’lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£e&|>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.e&P~; Loretta Lamax 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisviHe.e&P; Mark Jones 

<maxk.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyDJM@icemiHer.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan finch@ncsu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@wes~coast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/23/10- Culrent Event 

Arizona State self-imposes sanctions on baseball program 

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) -- Arizona State is vacating 44 of its 49 victories from the 2007 baseball season and will be reducing scholarships as part of self- 
imposed sanctions for violating NC~\ rules. 

The sanctions, announced Wednesday, follow an internal investigation in association with the Pacific-10 Conference that began in January 2008. The NCAA 
has also begun an investigation into the violations, which include approximately 500 impermissible phone calls by the baseball coaching staff from January 
2004 to June 2009 and the recruitment of a prospect by an impermissible recruiter. 

According to a news release from the school, several other areas of rules infractions also were uncovered. 

ASU is to go before the NCAA infractions committee later this year. 

"Arizona State University remains committed to maintaining the highest standards of integrity in its athletics programs," vice president for university athletics 
Lisa Love said in the statement. "ASU baseball, in particular, based on a remarkable, competitive heritage has the unique potential to be exemplary on and 
offthe field." 

Baseball scholarships will be reduced by two between now and 2011-12, and ASU will vacate postseason honors from 2007, when it advanced to the 
College World Series. The NCAA allows Division I baseball programs no more than 11.7 scholarships, which can be apportioned among no more than 27 
players. 

This year’s team is 31-4 and has been No. 1 in the USA TODAY/ESPN coaches’ poll for six consecutive weeks. 

In addition, ASU will conduct annual audits of calls during the term of probation, prohibit recruiting calls for baseball for the months of July 2010 and July 
2011 and reduce the number of official visits by baseball prospects from 25 to nine for the 2010-11 academic year. 

The sanctions are in addition to action that ASU previously instituted and completed when its violation report was submitted to the Pac-10 in July 2008. 
Those included a letter of reprimand for former coach Pat Murphy, self-imposed limitations on recruitment and practice activities by coaches, improved 
record-keeping by the baseball program, increased compliance oversight, rules education and periodic reports to the Pac-10. 

ASU officials said they will not comment further until the NCAA enforcement process is concluded. 

Murphy announced his resignation in November a~ter the university received a notice from the NCAA of a "lack of institutional control" of the baseball 
program. 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 



New Address: 15 Park Row "+Vest, Providence, RI 02903 
New Phoae Nu~nbe~’: (401) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
~All existing phon e numbers, and email addresses, remain active 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 26, 2010 8:49 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Flase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klauder(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£e&P; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.e&~; Loretta Immm" 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New,~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Megan Finch <megan tinch@ncsu.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@wes~coast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/26/10- Makeup Contest 

The Ocean State University softball team has two non-conference makeup games to play due to the flooding conditions that occurred last month. The 
team will be participating in its conference tournament this weekend, which ends the playing season. Can the softball team play the two makeup games 
after its playing season is over?. 

No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.7(a) states that an institution is not permitted to extend the playing season to make up suspended or canceled games (including 
games that determine a conference champion or the automatic qualifier to the NCAA championship). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 27, 2010 8:31 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angola Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angola Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edt#,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edtl>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlett~vt.edtr--; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Grog ~:gdana(@ncaa.ovg>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~q:tross@maJd .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson <jlhender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <3oseph.Klaudel(~bhofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <ldd’oMer@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa D~mner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamm" 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/27/10- Donations from Pro Sports Olganization 

Which of the following is not permissible for a professional soccer team to donate to Bay State College? 
A. Soccer balls 
B. Funds 
C. Autograph pictures for Bay State College auction 
D. All of the above 
The answer is D. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5112199- Financial Donations from Professional Sports Organizations (1/11/111)- states that the 
legislation prohibiting a member institution from receiving funds from a professional sports organization includes not only money, but any donation 
of equipment, sports apparel, or other memorabilia that could be used to generate funds for the member institution or cover the cost of items that 
normally would be purchased by the institution. [References: NCAA Bylaws 12.6.1.4 (financial donations from professional sports organizations - 
permissible) and 12.6.1.5 (financial donations from professional sports organizations - nonpermissible).] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 8:38 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.ovg>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

-<tross@maJd .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshaH.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <3osepll.Klauder@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nka.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <’kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <’khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <’kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisviHe.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiHer.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/28/10- Curlent Event 

Washington’s Mark Emmert named new NCAA president 
USAToday corn 

INDIANAPOLIS -- The NCAA is turning again to a college CEO to lead the more than 1,000-school association, naming Washington’s Mark Emmert as its 
new president Tuesday. 

Emmert, who has led the Seattle campus since 2004 and, before that, served as chancellor at LSU and Connecticut, is the fifth chief executive in the 
NCAA’s history and the second in succession to come from the ranks of school presidents. Indiana’s Myles Brand served 6 ½ years prior to his death from 
pancreatic cancer last September. 

Emmert, 57, was selected over at least three other finalists -- including Indiana’s junior U.S. Senator, Evan Bayh, according to multiple persons with 
knowledge of the process -- after a final round of interviews here Tuesday. 

Also among the finalists, according to those familiar with the search: Lt. Gen. Franklin "Buster" Hagenbeck, superintendent of the U.S. Military Academy in 
West Point, N.Y., and Beth Brooke, a global vice chairman with accounting giant Ernst & Young who played college basketball at Purdue and has 
consistently been ranked by Forbes magazine as one of the "world’s 100 most powerful women." 

More than 100 candidates emerged during a search for Brand’s successor that started in late October, and a committee headed by Oregon State President 
Ed Ray winnowed the field. The NCAA’s top-level Executive Committee, also chaired by Ray, made the final call. 

The selection of Emmert, who is white, may disappoint activists who expressed hope at the start that a female or minority administrator could wind up 
leading the NCAA for the first time. Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference commissioner Rudy Keeling, the chairman of the association’s Minority 
Opportunities and Interests Committee at the time, termed it "a great opportunity." 

Ray called Emmert "a wonderful, effective leader ... who could stand and represent the association incredibly effectively in virtually any venue, whether it’s a 
press conference or (before) Congress or association meetings." 

The new president is expected to assume his duties Nov. 1. Terms of his five-year contract weren’t disclosed. Brand was making $1.7 million in total 
compensation at the start of the 2008-09 school year, according to the NCAA’s most recent tax filings. 

Emmert made $905,000 at Washington in 2008-09, including deferred pay, housing and other benefits, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education. 

He acknowledged "there’s no shortage of issues" facing him in his new role. 

First things first. Emmert doesn’t see the association wading into football’s BCS-vs.-a-playoffdebate. He said it won’t be telling schools how much money 
they should or shouldn’t be pouring into their athletics programs. 

"The NCAA ... has some authority and some capacity to govern certain things," he said after his introduction, "and only has limited authority and capacity in 
others." 



He’s not Roger Goodell or David Stern or Bud Selig, all commissioners of professional leagues who wield policymaking power. The NCAA leaves that 
decision-making to the Executive Committee and the presidents, chancellors and school and conference officials who serve on other governing boards. 

Still, Emmert steps into a position that has gained influence and gravitas in the past seven years. 

Brand was responsible for that, most notably overseeing a series of reforms that shored up the academic image of college athletics. Coming off 13 years 
as president at Indiana and Oregon, he proved adept at identifying issues, offering direction and building consensus. 

So widely acclaimed was his that sentiment was strong to replace him with another president. In that respect, Emmert’s selection was no surprise. 

He said he’ll work to maintain the academic gains made under Brand. Beyond that, Emmert said, "we’ll bring new ideas forward in the coming months." 

On what, he wasn’t specific. The reform-minded Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics was ready with a suggestion, saying in a statement, "We 
encourage President Emmert to put financial reform on the top of his agenda." 

Concern over spiraling coaches’ salaries and overall athletics budgets -- and the number of programs running in the red or needing subsidies from their 
schools to make ends meet -- has risen sharply as the nation’s economy tanked and now struggles to recover. Emmert’s sensitivity to individual schools’ 
autonomy echoed Brand’s, however. 

"The NCAA’s not going to engage in constraint of trade or activities because, obviously, of legal limitations on its authority and power," he said. "1 think the 
most fundamental question is: Can we help presidents of colleges and universities manage these very difficult issues?" 

Ditto the issue of the Bowl Championship Series and whether college football would be better served by some kind of playoff. Again, he said, university 
presidents must make that call. "We’ll join in those discussions," Emmert said, "but I do not expect the NCAA to be leading that charge." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday,. April 29, 2010 8:30 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baacbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<~wnek@loyola.edu>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc>; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@bmwn.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg <-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klauder(0)hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nkn.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <ldd’oMer@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa D~mner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Immm" 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/29/10- 17.1.6.6.1 

Ocean State University baseball team will still be in their season when summer school starts next week. The coaches would like to move practice from 
4pm to 1 pm during the week. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.6.1 states that it is not permissible for a student-athlete to miss class during the academic year for 
practice activities except when traveling to an away from home contest and the practice is in conjunction with the contest. 
Can a student-athlete miss class during summer school to participate in practice? 

No. NCAA Staff interpretation- 8/20/97- Missing Class Time for Practice Activities - states that a student-athlete may not miss class time during the 
academic year or in summer school for practice activities, except when a team is traveling to an away-from-home contest and the practice is in 
conjunction with the contest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 30, 2010 8:20 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Cn)ck <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.e&~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edt#,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umitmoJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeastorg>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vtedu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett~vtedu>; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross 

q:tross@maJl .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Flase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshaH.edu>; tlams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tleather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson <jlhender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <3oseph.Klauder(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umitmaine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@untedu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£e&P; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.e&~; Loretta Immas 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisviHe.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiHer.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/30/10- Cmrent Event 

Pete Carroll reportedly violated rules at USC by hiring an extra assistant 

It appears Southern Cal has more to worry about than the Reggie Bush investigation. The Pac-10 discovered one coach violated NCAA rules by having a 
paid consultant attending practices and games. 

According to the Los Angeles Times, the situation described is similar to the arrangement between former USC coach Pete Carroll and Pete Rodriguez. 

The paper reported Rodriguez, a former NFL assistant, was working for the team in 2008 and helping the Trojans with their punting and kicking teams 

School spokesman James Grant would not confirm or deny that the Pac-10 report involved the school. 

"We’re choosing not to discuss the issue," Grant, an assistant vice president of the school, said. 

Last summer, Carroll denied the arrangement with Rodriguez was against the rules. He said he cleared Rodriguez’s hiring with USC’s compliance 
department and the school went through "all of the channels" to make sure the arrangement abided by all NCAA regulations. 

This latest news could add to the school’s potential penalties for rules violations. 

USC is still waiting to hear from the NCAA regarding its investigation of Reggie Bush and whether the former running back received illegal benefits. Bush 
recently settled a civil lawsuit in the case and avoided having to give a deposition that could have shed light on whether he received cash and gilts as was 
alleged. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 9:14 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brim1 Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <briml.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@maJJ .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.olg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Lloseph.Klauder(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamm" 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/3/10- 14.4.3.1 

Feed Pass, a lacrosse student-athlete, just completed her freshman year at Ocean State University. Feed presents the following academic record: 
° 2009 Summer Term I1: Passed six (8) hours. 
¯ 2009 Fall term: Passed 14 hours. 
¯ 2010 Spring Term: Passed eight (6) hours. 

Assuming that Feed meets all other academic benchmarks, has she met the "24 hour rule" under Bylaw 14.4.3.1 (a) (see below)? 
Yes. NCAA Staff interpretation- 7/30/97- Credit Hours Earned at the Certifying institution Prior to Initial Full-Time Collegiate Enrollment- states 
that the provisions of NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2 are not applicable to a student- athlete who earns credit in courses taken as a part-time student at the 
certifying institution prior to initial full-time collegiate enrollment at that institution. Thus, a student-athlete who was enrolled as a part-time student at the 
certifying institution prior to full-time enrollment may use hours earned during part-time enrollment to meet the credit-hour requirement as set forth in 
14.4.3.1. 
14.4.3.1 Fulfillment of Credit-Hour Requirements. 
Eligibility for competition shall be determined based on satisfactory completion of at least: (Revised: 1/10/92, 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student- 
athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

(a) Twenty-four-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit prior to start of the student-athlete’s second year of collegiate enrollment (third 
semester, fourth quarter); (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 
8/1/03) 

(b) Eighteen-semester or 27-quarter hours of academic credit since the beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the certifying 
institution’s preceding regular two semesters or three quarters (hours earned during the summer may not be used to fulfill this requirement) (see 
Bylaw 14.4.3.1.4); and (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(c) Six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term (e.g., fall semester, winter quarter) in which the 
student-athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution (see Bylaw 14.1.10 for postseason certification). (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 
8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

jeorutaras@bigeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday,, May 4, 2010 8:46 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edtl>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <bria~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin Howlett <chowlet ~vt.edu~--; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edus,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Hams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashem <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Lloseph.Klaudel(0)hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <stefl~nk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<kxichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <ldd’oMer@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamm" 

<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mm’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/4/10- Monitoring Workouts 

Corn R. Arc is a soccer student-athlete at Bay State University. Corn’s coach would like to make sure he is keeping up with his weight lifting and 
conditioning workouts over the summer, so he gives Corn several envelopes with pre-paid postage to mail back his work out log. Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/21/93- Monitoring of voluntary workout programs - states that outside an institution’s playing season (including 
the summer), it is not permissible for the institution to require a student-athlete to report information related to his or her voluntary workout program or to 
provide any expenses (e.g., postage costs, cost of collect calls) for the purpose of reporting the progress of the voluntary workout program. [References: 
16.02.3 (extra benefit), 17.02.1.1-(a) (countable athletically related activities), 17.02.1.2-(m) (noncountable athletically related activities) and 17.02.12 
(practice)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 5, 2010 8:38 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -~tdoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolax 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Slocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <blcerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edtc,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc l @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edtc,; Colin HoMett <chowlet ~vt.edtr~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.ovg>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edtc,; Donald Ross 

~<tross@mml .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.ovg>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; ttams, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson @hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <~loseph.Klauder(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu~; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa DaJmer <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmma@louisville.edu>; Loretta Lamas 

<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 

<mboone@stantbrd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/5/10- Scouting Service Subscription 

The basketball coaches at Ocean State College would like to subscribe to a particular scouting service. The scouting service indicated that they can offer 
the coaches a discounted rate. Is it permissible for Ocean State College to purchase a subscription with this organization? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Educational Column- 5/4!10- Recruiting -- Use of Recruiting Funds -- Recruiting or Scouting Services -- Criteria for 
Subscription (I) - states that NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2009-56 was adopted in January 2010 with an immediate effective date. This legislation 
establishes additional criteria that must be satisfied in order for an institution to subscribe to a recruiting or scouting service involving prospective student- 
athletes. Pursuant to this legislation, an institution may subscribe to a recruiting or scouting service involving prospective student-athletes, provided the 
institution does not purchase more than one annual subscription to a particular service, and the service: 

1. Is made available to all institutions desiring to subscribe and at the same fee rate for all subscribers; 

2. Publicly identifies all applicable rates; 

3. Disseminates information (e.g., reports, profiles) about prospective student-athletes at least four times per calendar year; 

4. Publicly identifies the geographical scope of the service (e.g., local, regional, national) and reflects broad-based coverage of the geographical area in the 
information it disseminates; 

5. Provides individual analysis beyond demographic information or rankings for each prospective student-athlete in the information it disseminates; 

6. Provides access to samples or previews of the information it disseminates prior to purchase of a subscription; and 

7. Provides video that is restricted to regularly scheduled (regular season) high school, preparatory school or two-year college contests and for which the 
institution made no prior arrangements for recording. (Note: This provision is applicable only if the subscription includes video services.) 

The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership in applying this legislation. 

Question No. 1: Who is responsible for ensuring that a particular service is in compliance with the legislation? 

Answer: Each institution is responsible for ensuring each service for which it maintains a subscription is in compliance with the legislation. 

Question No. 2: Is it permissible for an institution to subscribe to more than one recruiting or scouting service? 

Answer: Yes. Provided each service meets the legislated criteria, and the institution maintains only one subscription to each service. 

Question No. 3: Ira service separates its information by gender, may an institution maintain separate subscriptions for each gender? 

Answer: Yes, provided the service requires a separate registration fee for access to information for each gender. 

Question No. 4: If a service provides information on prospective student=athletes for multiple sports, can an institution maintain more than one subscription 



to that service? 

Answer: No, an institution may not maintain more than one subscription to the same service unless there is a separate registration fee for access to 
prospective student-athletes and reports in different sports. 

Question No. 5: Ira service does not meet the legislated criteria, is an institution required to cancel that subscription? 

Answer: An institution must cancel a service that is no longer permissible at its earliest opportunity= Any remaining terms/years on a multiyear subscription 
purchased prior to January 16, 2010, must be cancelled if the recruiting service is not in compliance with the legislation as of the date payment is due for 
renewing a single-year subscription. If a subscription to a service that does not meet the legislated criteria was purchased on or alter January 16, 2010, an 
institution is required to cancel the subscription immediately and would be in violation of the legislation. 

Question No. 6: May an institution subscribe to a service that offers a discounted subscription? 

Answer: Yes, as long as the service offers the discount to all institutions desiring to subscribe, the service is considered to be 
offered at the same fee rate for all subscribers. However, if a discount requires registration/payment with a separate organization, 
then an institution is prohibited from subscribing to that service because the discounted subscription rate may not be available to all 
subscribers. 

For example, would the following pricing structure satisfy the requirement that the service is made available to all institutions 
desiring to subscribe and at the same fee rate for all subscribers? 

a. Base price (single program): $300; 

b. Renewal discount: $25; 

c. International Tennis Association (ITA) member discount: $25; and 

d. Multiuser discount (both men and women): $50. 

The renewal discount is permissible, specifically because it is available to any institution that continues a subscription beyond one 
year. The discount for ITA members and multiuser discount is not because all institutions may not qualify for the discounts. 

Question No. 7: May an institution subscribe to a service that provides access to nonscholastic video if the service does not shoot, produce or edit the 
video, and access to the video is free and available to the general public? 

Answer: Yes, if the service is only providing a link to video that is otherwise free and available to the general public. 

Question No. 8: What is the minimum analysis that may be provided in order to comply with the requirement that the service provides analysis in the 
information it disseminates beyond demographic information or rankings of prospective student-athletes? 

Answer: The information disseminated must include an analysis of each prospect included in the information. A general statement about the college level at 
which the player may be best suited and a ranking is not sufficient; there must be individual analysis on each prospective student-athlete’s skills. 

During its April 2010 meeting, the NCAA Division I Legislative Council clarified that individual analysis beyond demographic information or rankings for each 
prospective student-athlete for whom information is disseminated, must be provided by a recruiting or scouting service in order for an institution to 
subscribe to such a service. 

Question No. 9: Does the provision of event packets at athletics contests or tournaments subject the event to the legislated requirements for recruiting and 
scouting services? 

Answer: Event packets with statistical information regarding prospective student-athletes participating in a specific contest or tournament is not ubject to 
the application of the recruiting or scouting services legislation for institutional coaches in attendance at the event. However, for those institutional coaches 
not in attendance at such an event, purchasing such information would be subject to the recruiting and scouting services legislation. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.14.3 (recruiting or scouting services) and staff interpretation (4/29/09, Item No. a)] 

Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of legislation 
and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at 
the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are 
based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order 
to address timely issues. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 6, 2010 11:45 AM 

.lennifer Condaras <icondaacas@bigeast.org>; Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Alli~m Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Herman 

<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; andrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock 

<arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA-Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylor@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne 

<barbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@t.edu>; 

Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek <bwnek@loyola.edu>; BlaJ<e Jalnes <blaJ<e.jmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<bkefin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gm~il.com>; Brian 

Lutz <brian.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeas~t.org>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw 

carrie.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu~--; Chris Moore --~chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chrissy Soards 

<soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rnm.edu>; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edu~--; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3~}virginia.edn>; Dan Tromp <dtruml@umd.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; 

Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <eI-rookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Fraser, Sarah <Saxah Fraser@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinn13@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herober~vt.edu>; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu~; Jamie Israel <iisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson 

@hender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brasheax@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edt#,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu;>; 

Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 

<jwhite@unom~ha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen 

--~steffenk@nkn.edu;,; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edn>; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu’-; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu--; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu>; Laure Ragoss 

<lragoss~huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff <lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlmlc@unt.edtc,; Lindsay Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer <ldanne@athletics. uct:edu>; Li sa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Lisa Donaldson <ldonaldson@bsu.edu~; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edu>; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markdones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mark.neylan&~icemiller.com>; Meaga~ Eshilia <Meshili@tiu.edu> 

RE: Daily Compliance Item- 5/6/10- Voluntary Workouts 

To further clarify, Scoop’s summer school attendance is prior to her initial full-time collegiate enrollment. 
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From: Jennifer Condaras 
Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2010 8:52 AM 
To: Pat Thomas; Allison Doughty; Amy Herman ; andrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd; Angela Crock ; Annie Shepard; April Taylor ; Barbara Osborne; Barbara Tolar; Ben 
Tario; Bert Locklin ; Bill Irish; Bill Wnek; Blake James; Bo Kerin ; bonner@rmu.edu; Brad Woody ; Brian Battle ; Brian Lutz ; Bridgid Myers; Carly Tully; Carrie McCaw; Charles 
Holloway; Chris Moore; Chrissy Soards ; Christopher Hoppe; Cobb,shauna; Cody Edwards; Colin Howlett; Condaras, Steven M.; Craig Anderson; Dan Trump; Dana, Greg; 
David Reed ; Dittmer, Marcus Lee; Donald Ross; Elizabeth Bookwalter ; Eric Baumgartner; Fraser, Sarah; Gwinn, Derek; Harris, Robin Green; Heather Mcatee ; Heather 
Robertson ; Holland, Monique; 3amie Israel ; Jana Henderson; Jason Gray ; Jennifer Brashear ; Jerome Rodgers; Jill Redmond; Jim Booz ; 3ody Smith; 3oeleen Akin ; .]on 
Fagg ; Joseph Klauder; Josh White; Justin Kume ; Katherine Zedonis; Kathy Steffen ; Katie Herbine; Katreshia Louis; Keli Cunningham ; Kelley Kish; Kelly Cruttenden; Kim 
Hottel; Kris Richardson; Kristine Kuhr Fowler ; Laure Ragoss; Leah Ratzlaff; LeBlanc, Chad; Lindsay Bussey ; Lindsey Babcock ; Lisa Danner; Lisa Dickman; Lisa Donaldson; 
Loretta Lamar ; Lynn Newson; Lynne Barney ; Mark Jones; Mark Neyland; Meagan Eshilia; Megan Boone; Mia Brickhouse; Miami Compliance Office ; Michael Dean ; Michelle 

Lee ; Michelle Meadows; Midgett, George D; Mitchell, Thomas; Molly McCarthy ; Nicholas Schroeder; Nicholas T Ojea; Patrick Nero; Queally, Alicia Alford ; Rachel Strassner; 
Randale Richmond; Rick Christensen; Rick Evrard; Robin Pate; Sandy Weber ; Scott Eaton ; Scott Renfro; Shane Lyons; Shannon Watson; Shoshanna Engel ; Shults, William; 
Stephanie Ellison; Stephen LaPorta; Steve Moniaci; Steven Koo ; Steven Shults ; Strickland, Amy Lyn ; Susan Malay ; Tim Parker ; Tony Hernandez ; Tracey Stehlik; W 
Stephen Flippen, Jr; Ward Scranage; Will Pridemore; Zachary Pendleton; Adrienne Trice (adrienne.trice@marquette.edu); Amy Haworth (ahaworth@admin.usf.edu); Amy 
Morgan (amy.e.miller@villanova.edu); Bill Bailey (bbailey@scarletknights.com); Bruce Cohen (bruce.cohen@uconn.edu); Charmelle Green; Darrick Brown 
(dbrown@scarletknights.com); Ehren Reagor (ehren.green@mail.wvu.edu); Eric Rienecker (rienecke@st-johns.edu); Erica Wycherley (erica.wycherley@mail.wvu.edu); Garrett 
Ford; Jenna Beverly 0beverly@scarletknights.com); Jennifer Condaras; Jill Hollembeak (jhollemb@depaul.edu); John Marinatto; Joseph D’Antonio; jsmiller@admin.usf.edu; 
Kathleen Shank [kshank@scarletknights.com]; Katie Boin ; Katie Walsh (kwalshg@depaul.edu); Kendrick Gholston; Kenneth O Miles; Kopicki, Jill; Marinelli, Bryan; Mark 
Peterson (mpeterson@scarletknights.com); Marvin Mitchell; Matt Geibel (geibelma@shu.edu); Maureen Lewis (maureen.lewis@marquette.edu); Michael Farabaugh 
(baugh@pitt.edu); Hike Walsh; O’Brien, Kate; Paul Downey (paul.downey@mail.wvu.edu); Randi Larson; Sandy Cole-DeMent; Scott Walker (swalker@scarletknights.com); 
Shelly K. Habel, Ph.D.; Todd Jones (jonet4@ucmail.uc.edu); Tom Ford (thomas.ford@marquette.edu); Wanda Factor; Jordan Blizzard; Mark Rountree; Alex Dominato; Amy 
Rhodes; Brent Moberg; Brian Baptiste; Brian Warcup ; Caitlin Staffer; Carissa Conroy ; Chad Wall; complext@syr.edu; Cyndi Sykes ; Dan Bartholomae; Dan Isaf ; Daniel 
Gossom; Danielle 3osetti; Deborah Gray ; Donna Sanft; Donna Sloan; Doug Bakker; Doug Trani ; Elizabeth Mancini; Elizabeth Slot; Erin Sales; Erlease Wagner; Gordon Finch; 
Greg Featherston; Harley King; 3aime Erickson ; 3amie Johnson; Jamie Nullin; 3C; 3en Vining-Smith ; Jesse Rose; 3essica Hegmann; Jill Bodensteiner; Jody Sykes ; Joe 
D’Antonio; John Cams; John Heck; Judy Cress; Kate Hickey; Katie Centrella ; Kenneth A. Schank; Kevin Delaney; Kimberly Keenan-Kirkpatrick; Kyle Stalnaker; Mac Hart; Maggie 
McKinley; Helissa McNealy ; Mike MacDonald ; Nikki L Shannon; Patrick Hairston ; Ryan McAIvey; Shannon Crowley; Statz, Kathryn; Stephen Butler; Steve Horton; Stumpf, 
Rick; -iqffany Burbridge; Tom Timmermans ; VanGelder, Marielle; Wanda Factor; Zac Saunders; Zacary Tardiff; Dan Regan; Elaine Wise; Frederick Russ; John Fisher; John 
McEnroe; Kathryn Lam; Laura Schoppman; Mia Brickhouse; Michael Wasylenko; Phillip Naylor ; Robert Mangione; Robert Sullins; Scott Brown; Scott Taylor; Susan Albrecht; 
Tom Stephens; Tricia Bellia ; Andy Anderson; Barbara 3acobs; Ben Fairclough; Bernadette Bartlett ; Bobby Weygand; Chuck Sullivan; Dan Gavitt (dgavitt@bigeast.org); 
Danielle Donehew; Donna Demarco; Jim Siedliski; John Marinatto; John Paquette; Kathy Kirkpatrick ; Linda Yates; Lisa ZaneccNa; Lois DeBIois ; Hark Hodgkin; Michael Coyne; 
Hike Gambardella; Nick Carparelli; Pam Flenke; Rachel Nargolis; Sarah Emmett; Shawn Murphy; Susan Eaton (seaton@bigeast.org); Tom Odjakjian; Barbara Henderson; 
Carol Sprague; Debby Morey ; Ginger Fulton; Jill La Point; 3ulie Hermann; Karen Demeter; Kathy Meehan; Lois DeBIois; Lynn -Iqghe; Missy Conboy; Pat Babcock; Robin Martin; 
Sarah Bobert; Terri Howes; Vickie Y Way 
Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 5/6/:[0- Voluntary Workouts 



Scoop, a field hockey student-athlete at Bay State University, will be attending the first summer session this year. While Scoop is in summer school, she 
would like to work out with one of the strength and conditioning coaches. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. The strength coach can conduct Scoop’s workouts once summer school classes begin 
B. The strength coach can conduct Scoop’s workouts at any time throughout the summer 
C. The strength coach is not permitted to conduct Scoop’s workouts at any time throughout the summer 
D. None of the above 

The answer is A. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/28!09-Prospective Student-Athlete Participation in Voluntary Workouts Conducted by a Strength 
and Conditioning Coach While Enrolled in an Institution’s Summer Term (I) - states the following regarding a prospective student-athlete’s 
participation in voluntary workouts while enrolled in an institution’s summer term: 

a. Football or Basketball. It is permissible for a prospective student-athlete who did not sign a National Letter of Intent (or, in football, for those institutions not 
using the National Letter of Intent or in the case of a four-year college prospective student-athlete, the prospective student-athlete has not signed the 
institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid) to participate in summer voluntary workouts conducted by the institution’s strength and 
conditioning coach with department-wide duties (or, in championship subdivision football, a countable coach who is a certified strength and conditioning 
coach) only during the period of an institution’s summer term (opening day of classes through last day of final exams) in which he or she is enrolled. 

b. Sports Other than Football or Basketball. It is permissible for a prospective student-athlete to participate in summer voluntary workouts conducted by the 
institution’s strength and conditioning coach with department-wide duties only during the period of an institution’s summer term (opening day of classes 
through last day of final exams) in which he or she is enrolled. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 7, 2010 8:37 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arcgh@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtp,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<bwnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brio~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cod?, Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin Howlett <chowlett~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~a:ltrnmp@umd.edu>; 

Dana, Greg <gdana(@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu;,; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu;,; Donald Ross 

-<tross@ma~J .ewu.edu>; Elizabeth BookwaJter <ebx~okwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; 

Fraser, Sarah <Sarah Fmse@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; tiaras, Robin Green 

<robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; tteather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herobert@vt.edu>; ttollaJld, 

Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.e&P; Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu>; Jana Henderson <jlhender@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray 
<jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashem <jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgelsj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond 

@edmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon 

Fagg ~-jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Lloseph.Kiaudel(@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume 

<jkume@tmy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis <lczedonis@saclink.csus.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steflEnk@nku.edu>; Katie Herbine 

<katie.herbine@umit.maine.e&l>; Katreshia Louis <ldouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson 

<krichardson@ncaa.olg>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <~kkfoMer@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss <lragoss@huskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff 

<lratzlaff@ewu.e&l>; LeBlanc, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu;,; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;,; Lindsey Babcock 

<lbabcock@theacc.o~>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uciledu>; Lisa Dickman <lisa.dickmaJl@louisville.edu-~; Lisa DonaJ, d~m 
<ldonaldson@bsu.edu>; Loretta LaJnaJr <lamar@usna.edu;; Lynn Newson <lynn.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney 

<lyime.bamey@louisville.edu;; Mark Jones <maJrk.jones@icemiller.com>; Maxk NeylaJ~d <mark.neyDnd@icemiller.com>; MeagaJ~ Eshilia 

<Meshili~fiu.edu>; Megm~ Boone <mboone@stm~brd.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/7/10- Current Event 

Federal government investigates NCAA scholarship rules 
USATODAYcom 

The Justice Department’s Antitrust Division is looking into NC.~a. rules that make scholarships renewable by schools on a yearly basis, the 
association announced on its website Thursday. 

Over the years, the NCAA has been criticized for not guaranteeing scholarships for up to five years. Now the Justice Department is wondering 
why scholarships are one-year renewable, said Kadie Otto, associate professor of sports management at Western Carolina and past president of 
reform-minded The Drake Group, which favors guaranteed scholarships. 

Otto told USA TODAY she was interviewed by a Justice Department attorney who floated the concept of giving schools flexibility to offer 
guaranteed scholarships of four years or more. That could possibly create bidding wars. 

"They threw out the idea of why couldn’t it be a free market where schools compete against each other," she said. "What if universities offered 
whatever they wanted? It would be a free market for universities to retain their talent." 

In its statement, the NCAA said scholarships were based on merit. "Student-athletes must demonstrate that they deserve the merit-based 
award ... by remaining academically eligible for competition and by meeting participation expectations." 

But that has created an environment in which athletes are beholden to the coach, Otto said. 

According to NCAA spokesman Bob Williams, "We walked (the Justice Department) through the why, and they asked, ’Do you mind if we contact 
some of your schools to get their opinion?’ And we said, ’Go ahead.’ They wanted information, and we gave them information." 

Justice Department spokeswoman Gina Talamona declined to comment. 

ictmdaras@biqeast.or~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 10, 2010 7:03 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt@mail.wvu.edu:~; Patrick Hairskm <patrick.hairskm@mail.~Tu.edu>; Alli~n Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:~; Leah Ra~lm"f <lratzlatt@ewu.edu:~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittmer@utk.e&P; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.nsfedu>; John Fisher 

~-john.fishe@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Dan Tromp <dtmmp@umd.edu>; Robert Mangione 

<mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa£(a)syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<thernandez@mimni.edu>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletknights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio 

<jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Wald Scranage <wardscranage309@comcas~.net>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan 

<CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Greg Featherston <gdD@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcup <bwaJ:cu~scarletkmights.com>; Bert Locldin 

<blocklin@t.edu;,; Molly McCazthy <mccazthym@ccsu.edu>; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Jill Redmond 

<j redmond@atlantic 10.org>; Missy Contx~y <conboy. l@nd.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athletics.pitt.edu>; Shawn Murphy 
-<~murphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Masgolis <nnaJcgolis@bigeast.org% Jim SiedliskJ <jsiedliski@bigeast.o~>; Shannon Watson 

<smwatson@saclink.csus.edu-~; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.o~>; Chrissy SoaJ:ds 

<~ardscl @nku.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Barbara tienderson <bhadams@syr.edu:~; Ben Fairclough 
<bfairclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; benner@mm.edu; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org >; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cod?" 

Edwmds <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edu>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hml 

<mhalt@providence.edtp-; Harley King <harley.king@mail.x~wu.edu>; Brian Baptiste <bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennifer.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; John Cams <john.cams@louisville.edu>; Stricklan& Amy Lyn 

<siricldanda[~mail.ccsu.edu>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu>; Karen Demeter 

<karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; Andy Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.olg>; VanGelder, Marielle <marielle.vangelde@uconn.edn>; Jen 

Vmmg- Smith <jvinings@nd.edu>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.e&l>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@stjohns.edn>; Angela Bradd 

--~angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu~; Lisa Danner <ldanner@atNelics.ucf.edu;,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edn>; Toni Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu2; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylor@marquette.edu-~; Maggie McKinley 

<maggie.mckinley@uc.e&12; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.o~>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu:~; Frederick Russ 

<Ii-ederick.russ@uc.edu~; Jmme Erickson <jaime.erickson@marquette.edu:~; Elizabeth Slot -~athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani 

<tranid@stjohns.edu>; Katie Boin <keb92@georgetown.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/10/10- Gifts to Campers 

The basketball coaches at College USA purchased apparel, etc. from Nike for their summer camps this year. As a thank you for their business, Nike sent College USA free 
posters to give out during their camps. 
Can the coaches give the posters free of charge to the campers? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.7.4 states that prospective student-athletes may receive awards from a member institution’s sports camp or clinic with the understanding that the 
cost of such awards is included in the admissions fees charged for participants in the camp or clinic. (Adopted: 1/10/92) 
NCAA Educational Column- 4/9/09- Attendance Restrictions at Institutional and Noninstitutiona[ Camps/Clinics and Material Benefits Provided at Institutional Camps/Clinics 

(I) states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.2, an institution’s sports camp or clinic must be open to any and all entrants. An 
institutional camp or clinic is any camp that is owned or operated by the institution or an athletics department staff member at the institution and includes participants who are 
prospective student-athletes. An institution may limit the attendance at its sports camps and clinics only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. Further, Bylaw 
13.12.2.3.3 permits athletics department personnel, in sports other than basketball, to serve in any capacity at a noninstitutional, privately owned camp or clinic that involves 
prospective student-athletes as participants, provided the camp is operated in accordance with restrictions applicable to institutional camps (e.g., open to any and all 
entrants, no free or reduced admission to or employment of athletics award winners, etc.). 

Finally, in accordance with Bylaw 13.12.1.5.4, prospective student-athletes may receive material benefits (e.g., awards, prizes, apparel) from an institution’s sports camp or 
clinic only if the cost of the material benefits is included in the admissions fees charged for the camp or clinic. 

Recently, the NCAA Division I Legislative Council reviewed issues related to the promotion of institutional camps and clinics. The council issued an official interpretation 

determining that an institution may advertise or promote an institutional camp or clinic in any way, provided any camp or clinic advertisement or promotion (e.g., camp 

brochure, Web site, newspaper or magazine advertisement) stipulates that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (limited only by number, age, grade level and/or 
gender). The following questions and answers are designed to assist Division I institutions in the correct application of these bylaws. 

Attendance Restrictions 

Question: Is it permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic based on the skill level of the participants (e.g., elite athletes, letter award 
winners, high school varsity athletes)? 

Answer: No, it is not permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic in any way based on skill level. The only permissible limitations on 

attendance are number, age, grade level and/or gender. 

Question: May an institution advertise or promote an institutional sports camp or clinic as an "elite" camp or clinic? 

Answer: Yes, an institution may use any words or phrases to advertise or promote its institutional camps and clinics, provided the advertisement or promotion states that the 
camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 

Question: If it appears that an institutional camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (e.g., no reference to elite camp) is an institution required to include a specific 
statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants on all advertisements or promotions for the camp or clinic? 

Answer: Yes, all institutional camp and clinic advertisements and promotions must include a statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, 
regardless of how the camp or clinic is advertised. 

Question: May an institution include a statement or description in a camp or clinic advertisement that states advanced techniques will be taught at a camp or clinic without 
violating the attendance restriction regulations? 



Answer: Yes, a statement or description may be included in an advertisement to inform potential participants of the level of instruction that will be provided at the camp or 
clinic, including advanced techniques, to allow the participants to make an informed decision about attendance at the camp or clinic= The advertisement, however, must 
stipulate that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 

Question: May an institution advertise and/or conduct a camp or clinic as a position camp? For example, may a volleyball program conduct a "setter’s camp"?? 

Answer: Yes, institutions may conduct position camps provided no level of experience, skill or ability is required and the camp is open to any and all entrants. Any 
advertisements must include a statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 

Question: May an institution conduct an "invitation only" camp? 

Answer: No. "Invitation only" camps are not permissible because attendance it is not open to any and all entrants, limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. 

Question: Is it permissible for a coach to invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp that is open to any and all entrants? 

Answer: Yes, an institution’s coach may invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp, provided the camp is open to any and all entrants. However, an institution may 
not provide any type of priority registration for specific prospects= Additionally, an institution must abide by all applicable recruiting legislation when inviting certain prospects 
to a camp. For example, a coach may not call or write a prospective student-athlete in ninth grade to extend a camp invitation. 

Question: May an institution reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective student-athletes? 

Answer: No, an institution is not permitted to reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective student-athletes= For example, if a camp is limited to the first 100 
entrants, the institution may not reserve 25 of the 100 places for the coach’s top recruits. The coach would be permitted to invite those 25 recruits; however, if any of them are 
not within the first 100 to register, they would not be permitted to attend the camp or clinic. 

Question: Is it permissible for an institution to conduct team camps without violating camps and clinics attendance restriction legislation? 

Answer: Yes, an institution is permitted to conduct a team camp. A team camp must be open to any and all teams limited only by number of teams, age of the members of 
the teams, grade level of members of the teams (e.g., high school, middle school) and/or the gender of the teams. 

It should also be noted that the promotion of team camps is held to the same restrictions as any other institutional sports camp or clinic= Therefore, team camp 
advertisements and promotions must include a statement stipulating that the camp is open to any and all teams, limited only by number, age, grade level and/or 
gender. 

Question: May an institution’s athletics department staff member work at a noninstitutional camp or clinic that is advertised as an elite camp or clinic? 

Answer: Yes, provided the camp is conducted in accordance with the legislation regulating institutional camps or clinics. Therefore, in order for an athletics department staff 
member to be employed on a salaried or volunteer basis at a noninstitutional camp or clinic, advertisements or promotional materials must stipulate that the camp or clinic is 
open to any and all entrants. Athletics department administrators (e.g., rules compliance personnel) are encouraged to review noninstitutional camps/clinics advertisements 
and promotional materials prior to permitting coaches and other athletics department staff members to be employed. 

Provision of Apparel and Awards 

Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, posters, gifts) to camp or clinic participants? 

Answer: Yes, an institution may provide apparel and/or merchandise to camp and clinic participants, provided the total cost of the items is included in each camp or clinic 
participant’s admissions fee. If the cost of the items is not included in each participant’s admissions fee, then the institution is providing participants an impermissible benefit. 
For example, if an institution provides each camp participant a basketball and a shirt valued at $45 but the camp admissions fee for each participant is only $40, the institution 
has provided an impermissible benefit to each participant who received those items. 

Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, posters, gifts) that it receives free of charge or at a reduced rate to 
camp participants without including the normal retail cost of the item(s) in the participants admissions fee? 

Answer: No, the institution must assign normal-retail value to the item(s) it provides to camp participants regardless of whether the institution received the 
item(s) free of charge or at a reduced rate. The normal-retail value of the item(s) must be included in the participants’ admissions fee. 

Question: Per Bylaw 13.12.1.5.4, the cost of awards received by prospective student-athletes at an institutional camp or clinic must be included in the admissions fees 
charged to participants at the camp. Does the full cost of each award have to be included in the admissions fee for each camp participant even though not all camp 
participants will receive an award? For example, if all awards provided at the camp cost $100, does the $100 have to be included in each camp participant’s admissions fee? 

Answer: No, the full cost of each award does not need to be included in each participant’s admissions fees. However, the full cost of the awards must be included collectively 
in the admissions fee for all camp participants. For example, if the total cost of all awards to be given out at an institutional camp or clinic is $100 and the camp attendance is 
capped at 100 participants, each individual admissions fee would have to include an additional $1 used to cover the awards provided at the camp or clinic. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 11, 2010 8:38 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtp,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<bwnek@loyola.edt~-; BD£e James <blake.jmnes@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <bkerin@acsathletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <bria~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyer@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Charles Holloway 
<chasholl@vt.edu;,; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe 

<Hoppe@rmu.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Cod?, Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu;,; Colin Howlett <chowlett~vt.edu~; 

Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump ~a:ltrnmp@umd.edu>; 
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Daily Compliance Item- 5/11/10- Cmnp Advertisements on Web 

The baseball coaches at Ocean State College would like to increase the attendance at their summer camps this year, so they place an advertisement for 
the camps on a recruiting publication’s website. Which of the following is true? 

A. Format of the advertisements on the website must be identical 
B. Web site camp directory must include multiple listings of summer camps 
C. Half-page size restrictions is not applicable to advertisements placed on the internet (only in printed publications) 
D. All of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4/19/00- Summer Camp Advertisements on the Intemet (I) - states that an institution may advertise its 
camp and clinic on a recruiting publication’s Web site provided the format of such advertisements is identical and the Web site camp directory includes 
multiple listings of summer camps. The subcommittee noted that the half-page size restriction applicable to advertisements in printed publications is not 
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Daily Compliance Item- 5/12/10- Current Event 

DI working to solve two-year transfer riddle 

The NCAA News 

Two-year transfers entering college in 2002 were 15 percent less likely to graduate within six years than those who started at a 

four-year school, according to new data from the NCAA research stafl~ 
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Based on that information, the Division I Academic Cabinet is worldng with representatives from the two-year college community 

to improve those numbers. 

Some s~tudent-athletes arrive at two-year colleges less academically prepared than the rest of the student body. In such cases, 

they are required to take remedial courses in math, English or both just to be able to handle transferrable courses such as histo~ 
or biology. 

Because they are not academically prepared to start "taking higher-level credits that transfer to a tbur-year ins~titution, they often 
take their remedial coursework and load up on transiErrable physical education credits to meet full-time enrollment and other 

requirements. 

Beginning tiffs fall, two-year college transfers will be allowed to transfer only two credit hours of physical education courses 

(unless the individu~J is a physical education major). 

"They are motivated to attend college for their love of athletics and the pursuit of their dream to participate in athletics, Carter 

said. ’%re shouldn’t care why they’re in college. Once they are there, we have an obligation to make sure they’ understand that 
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Carlyle Cafier, executive director of the Commission on Athletics and president of the California Community College Athletic 

Association, said that while not eveiy two-year college student- athlete faces immediate remediation, a commitment should exist to 

assist those who are not prepared to do college-level work when they graduate fiom high school. 

"Not all two-tbur transfers are the same, and we should take care not to create rules that over-generaJize," she said. ’%% also 

must remember that we are in a situation where the students and their coaches expect immediate participation, but we see 

negative (academic) outcomes. So we may consider eligibility s"tandards that will allow us to make the right decisions about 

individuals instead of groups as a whole." 
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athletics is not just a means to an end. The end is higher education." 

Who is responsible for remediafion? 

Opportunities for remediation me in steep decline at four-yem institutions, and data show that two-yeax institutions increasingly 

handle that type of work. The problem arises when a student-athlete who needed remediation at the start of college transfers after 

four semesters. NCAA rules require student-athletes to have 40 percent of a degree in transferrable credits, a standard that is 

rigorous to achieve even without transferring. 

Maxy Ellen Leicht, executive director of the National Junior College Athletic Associatioi~, ~id that stadent-athletes who require 

remediation axe trying to get the remediation completed, plus the 40 percent oftranst~rmble degree credit, in a two-year window. 

"Essentially, you’re asking someone who canoe in under-prepared to actually do more than someone who came in at a very high 

level, j ust to get to the same point," she said. "Give us an opportunity to do what we do very well take these kids and get them 

to the point where they can be successful in college-level courses. But we need a little bit more time." 

The two-year college community has floated the idea of suspending the five-year-clock (the rule that allows s~ldent-athletes five 

years from matriculation to complete four years of eligibility) for stadent-athletes who require a cel~m amount of remediation. 

Practice would be allowed, while competition would not. 
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"It would solve a whole host of problems," she said. "What we’re trying to do is allow access for students who want to compete at the Division I level so that they will 

not be penalized as a result of wherever they s~taxt in their life, whatever else happens in their life." 

Wanda Wang, an athletics academic counselor at Wefft Valley College in Saratoga, Califomia, and head of the National 
Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics two-year college committee, wrote her doctoral dissertation on the impact of the 

40-60-80 rule (requiring student-athletes to complete 40 percent of their degree after two years of college, 60 percent after three 

years and so on) on two-year transtEr student-athletes. She believes that if the five-year clock were suspended tbr a 5,ear tbr 

Leicht said that the idea probably wouldn’t work for everyone. But she likes the concept of having those who need extra help concentrate on academics for a year and 

of allowing student-athletes to opt not to play their first year in order to become more successful as a student. 

Callahan said that idea and others will need vetting by the cabinet and would receive a ti~ir hearing with input t]com all stakeholders. She a] so cautioned that putting too 

much stock in remedial classes might be a mis~ke, citing a recent study that documents the lack of success of both remedial and study-skills courses in preparing 

students for future success. 

Varied levels of support 

Other factors also influence a two-four transfer student-athlete’s academic success at the four-year institution. Both Callahan and the representatives fiom the two-year 

college communi~" cited the transition as a maior reason why some transfer student-athletes s~truggle at the four-yeax level. Often, two-year college students stay close 

to home to attend school, so moving to a far-away four-year institution could be a culture shock. When most of their peers already would have been on campus for a 

year or two, they would have difficul~ finding a peer group. 

"They are moving into an environment where friendships and groups have been evolving for years, and they are the outsider and hence do not have the same peer 
support institutions," Callahan said. 

The NCAA research a] so revealed that few Division I institutions oIt}r the same level of suptx~rt to two- year transt}r students as to incoming t~eshmen. 

"They are seen as upper-division s~dents~ so they sometimes don’t get the same (suppo~t) as a regular student would," Wang said. "You might see an advisor, but you 

often don’t get oriented to the college, the services and what’s available." 

NCAA data showed that far fewer schools reqnire the use of academic support services, such as study hall, for incoming transfer stadent-athletes than for incoming 

freshmen. Callahan suggested that the cabinet might investigate a "best practices" educational effort into risk assessment and specialized support services for transfer 

student- athletes. 

"We should study cases where that ~pe of service has been implemented and determine the type of risk assessment and support services that are predictive of success 
and under what conditions," she said. "We need to be judicious in the expenditure of funds and ensure that we spend money on programs that work." 

The cabinet will continue discussion of this topic over the next several months, as will members of the two-yeaac college communi~. The NJCAA’s Leicht said her 

organization is seeking feedback from presidents. 

"We’re taking baby steps," she said. ’¢fhis is going to be a process and something we will need to work through." 
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<busseyl@duq.edtr~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer <khnne@athletics. uct:edu>; Li sa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Lisa Donaldson <ldonaldson@bsu.edw~; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edtr~; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nau.edu>; I,ynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markjones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland 

<mask.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@iiu.edu>; Megan Boone <m[x~one@s~antbrd.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/13/10- Non-Traditional Courses 

Bases Loaded is a senior in high school. Bases signed a National Letter of intent to play baseball for the University of America and will be initially enrolling in 
the fall of 2010. One of Bases would like to use a non-traditional course he took this spring to meet one of the NCAA core course requirements, but the 
course does not meet the new conditions of a non-traditional course as established with the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2009-64. 

Because Bases completed the course prior to August 1,2010, does the course have to meet the new standards? Could the coursework be subject to an 
academic review by the NCAA Eligibility Center? 

No. If the course is completed prior to August 1,2010, it does not have to meet the additional guidelines set forth in NCAA Proposal 2009-64. The 
coursework could, however, be subject to the prospective student-athlete review process. NCAA Educational Column- 5/11/10- Eligibility -- Freshman 
Academic Requirements -- Core-Curriculum Requirements -- Nontraditional Courses 0) - states that NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2009-64 was 

adopted in January 2010 and is effective August 1,2010, for those individuals initially enrolling at a collegiate institution on or after August 1,2010. Division I 
institutions should note that this proposal amends the conditions a nontraditional course must meet to be used to satisfy NCAA core-course requirements. 
More specifically, a nontraditional course must be one in which: 

1. The instructor and the student have ongoing access to one another, and regular interaction with one another, for purposes of teaching, evaluating and 
providing assistance to the student throughout the duration of the course; 

2. The student’s work (e.g., exams, papers, assignments) is available for review and validation; and 

3. A defined time period for completion of the course is identified by the high school or secondary school program. 

The recent increase in the prevalence of nontraditional courses has created a number of challenges in the determination of initial eligibility for prospective 
student-athletes, particularly related to ensuring that courses are academically sound and meet the NCAA definition of a core course. Additional challenges 
are presented by the emergence of courses that are not regulated by a regional accrediting agency or state educational authority. After consultation with the 
NCAA Student Records Review Committee and NCAA High School Review Committee, this legislation was developed to help ensure that acceptable 
nontraditional courses provide opportunities for students to demonstrate their work is completed in a manner consistent with the intent and design of the 
core-course curriculum requirements. This legislation will allow the NCAA Eligibility Center to determine which high school and secondary school program 
courses are acceptable and satisfy initial-eligibility standards. The ultimate goal is to ensure that prospective student-athletes are enrolled in quality courses 
that satisfy the intent of the core-curriculum requirements and prepare individuals for college academic work. 

The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of this legislation. 

Question No. 1 : How will nontraditional courses completed prior to August 1,2010 be considered for initial-eligibility purposes? 

Answer: If a nontraditional course is completed prior to August 1,2010 it will be evaluated using the legislative standards in place prior to the adoption of 
Proposal No. 2009-64 for a nontraditional course. The nontraditional coursework may be subject to the prospective student-atNete review process; 
however the coursework does not have to meet the additional cluidelines outlined in Proposal No. 2009-64. 

if nontraditional coursework is completed on or after August 1,2010, (even if a prospective student-atNete enrolled in the course prior to August 1,2010) the 
requirements of Proposal No. 2009-64 will be applicable to the coursework. 



If the nontraditional coursework does not meet the new legislative parameters and the prospective student-athlete has a resulting initial-eigibility deficiency, 
an institution may request an initial-eigibiity waiver on behalf of the prospective student-athlete. However reliance on such coursework alone may not be 
sufficient mitigation for relief to be provided through the waiver process. 

Question No. 2: What constitutes ongoing access and regular interaction for purposes of teaching, evaluating and providing assistance to the student 
throughout the duration of the course? 

Answer: In order to have a course approved as "core," the high school or secondary school program will need to demonstrate there was ongoing access 
and regular interaction between the student and the instructor for the entire course. The minimum expectation in this regard is that the course must include 
instruction from an instructor throughout the duration of the course. Students cannot self-pace or teach themselves a core course. Requiring a course to be 
taught by an instructor reduces the opportunities for prospective student-athletes to complete courses in a condensed timeframe. 

interaction for the purpose of teaching, evaluating and providing assistance may include, but is not limited to, telephonic communication, electronic mail, 
instant messaging and other forms of electronic communication between the student and instructor: the provision of feedback on assignments and course 
assessments by the instructor to the student; and the opportunity for the instructor to provide individual instruction to the student. 

Interaction that is condensed into a timeframe shorter than the timeframe identified for completion of the entire course may not satisfy this requirement. 
Further, student/teacher interaction that is optional or available, but not required, does not satisfy this requirement. 

Question No. 3: What if the student doesn’t need or request any interaction? 

Answer: If the course, as designed, does not require any interaction between the student and the instructor, it will not meet the definition of a core course. If 
the course is designed with interaction as a requirement but through prospective student-athlete review it is identified that a particular prospective student- 
athlete did not interact with an instructor throughout the completion of a course, the course will be invalidated. 

Question No. 4: Is there a defined minimum period of time for completing a nontraditional course that is considered acceptable? For example, if the defined 
minimum period is four weeks and the course satisfies all other requirements in the proposal, may the course be used to meet initial-eligibility standards, 
even if completing the course in four weeks seems ambitious? 

Answer: If the high school or secondary school program indicates the nontraditional course may be completed in a condensed timeframe (e.g., four weeks), 
it may be determined that the course is not four-year college preparatory and, therefore, is not a "core" course. However, if the course meets the definition 
of "core," it may permissibly be completed in four weeks per the high school or secondary school program’s direction. 

The completion of a nontraditional course in a timeframe that is not consistent with the timeframe identified by the high school or secondary school program 
may be invalidated through the prospective student-athlete review process if the completion of the course by an individual student is not academically 
sound. For example, if an individual completes eight nontraditional courses in a condensed timeframe while also enrolled in a regular school day and 
participating in secondary school athletics, it may be determined that even though the eight courses were completed within the appropriate timeframe 
identified by the high school or secondary school program, completion of those courses was not academically sound. In this case, the eight courses would 
likely be invalidated through the prospective student-athlete review process. 

Question No. 5: Will the NCAA publish a list of NCAA courses for a nontraditional high school or program? 

Answer: Yes, provided the school’s course offerings satisfy the requirements set forth in Proposal No. 2009-64. 

Question No. 6: Will nontraditional courses appear on a high school or secondary school program’s list of NCAA courses? 

Answer: Yes, provided the course in question satisfies the requirements set forth in Proposal No. 2009-64. 

The Eligibility Center staff may approve a nontraditional course as a core course when presented by a high school or secondary school program. However, 
the course as completed by a prospective student-athlete may be different and, as a result, may not fulfill the legislated definition of a core course. For this 
reason, a course may appear on a list of NCAA core courses, but may not qualify for an individual student-athlete’s certification. 

Question No. 7: How will a prospective student-athlete or member institution know if courses from a particular nontraditional program may be used for a 
student’s certification? 

Answer: If all courses from a particular nontraditional academic school or program are deemed "not core" under the parameters of this legislation, this will 
be noted under the heading "denied courses" on the program’s list of NCAA courses available on the Eligibility Center Web site. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.3.1.2 (core-curriculum requirements) and 14.3.1.2.2 (nontraditional courses)] 

ELIGIBILITY -- FRESHMAN ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS -- CORE-CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS -- NONTRADmONAL COURSES 

Intent: To specify that for purposes of using a nontraditional course to satisfy NCAA core-course requirements, the course must be one in which the 
instructor and the student have ongoing access to one another and regular interaction with one another for purposes of teaching, evaluating and providing 
assistance to the student throughout the duration of the course; the student’s work (e.g., exams, papers, assignments) is available for review and validation; 
and a defined time period for completion of the course is included. 

Bylaws: Amend 14.3.1.2.2, as follows: 

14.3.1.2.2 Nontraditional Courses. Courses taught via the Internet, distance-learning, independent-study, individuaized-instruction, correspondence, and 
courses taught by similar means may be used to satisfy NCAA core-course requirements if all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

[14.3.1.2.2-(a) unchanged.] 

(b) The instructor and the student have ongoing access to one another ~,ulfng ,,,a ~,uratlan~,, ..... ,,,~ cau;sa for purposes of teaching, evaluating and providing 



assistance to the student throughout the duration of the course; 

(c) The instructor and the student have regular interaction with one another for purposes of teaching, evaluating and providing assistance to the student 
throughout the duration of the course; 

(d) The student’s work (e.g., exams, papers, assignments) is available for evaluation and validation; 

(ee_) Evaluation of the student’s work is conducted by the appropriate academic authorities in accordance with the high school’s established academic 
policies; end 

(f) The course includes a defined time period for completion; and 

[14.3.1.2.2-(d) relettered as 14.3.1.2.2-(g), unchanged.] 

Effective Date: August 1, 2010; for student-athletes initially enrolling full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2010 

Rationale: Current legislation permits the use of nontraditional courses (courses taught via the Internet, distance-learning, independent-study, individualized- 
instruction, correspondence or similar means) to satisfy NCAA initial-eligibility requirements, provided certain conditions are satisfied. The recent increase 
in the prevalence of nontraditional courses has created a number of challenges in the determination of initial eligibility for prospective student-athletes, 
particularly related to ensuring that courses are academically sound and meet the NCAA definition of core courses. Additional challenges are presented by 
the emergence of institutions providing courses that are not regulated by a regional accrediting agency or state educational authority= Al~er consultation with 
the NCAA Student Records Review Committee and NCAA High School Review Committee, this recommendation is intended to help ensure that acceptable 
nontraditional courses provide opportunities for students to demonstrate their work was completed in a manner consistent with the intent and design of the 
core-course curriculum requirements. This legislation will allow the NCAA Eligibility Center to determine which courses and institutions are acceptable to 
satisfy initial-eligibility standards with the ultimate goal of ensuring that prospective student-athletes are enrolled in quality courses that satisfy the intent of 
the core-curriculum requirements and prepare prospective student-athlete for college academic work. 

ii~"m~daras~biqeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 14, 2010 8:25 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edtl>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <blcerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brio~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Chandra Bierwifih 

<cbwirth@gwu.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~--; Chris Thomasson 

<chris.thomasson@uncc.edtc,; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~--; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rnm.edu>; Cobb, shauna 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; DonaJ, d Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Fraser, Sarah 

<Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwimH 3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharfis@ivyleaguesports.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober’g~:vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; 

Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu:>; Jana Hen&rson @hende@nncg.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@nsm.edu>; Je~mifer Brashear 

<jennitEr.brashe~ar@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <j~Jdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csns.edu~--; Kathy Steffen <steffe~k~nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtc,; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.tN.edu--; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Knhr FoMer 

<kld’owler@ku.edn>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@hnskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <bus~yl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 

<ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Lisa Donaldson <ldonald~n@bsu.edu>; Loretta Lamax 
<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jone@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item= 8/14/10- Current Event 

Mystery still surrounds NCAA decision on Southern California penalties 

For those eagerly anticipating the NCAA decision on possible sanctions against Southern California, the exact timing remains a mystery. Based on NCAA 
precedent, infractions decisions are usually rendered about six to eight weeks after a school has its infraction hearing. It has been nearly 11 weeks since 
USC went before the infractions committee just outside Phoenix. 

Speculation on when the report would be released -- and whether games in which former Heisman winner Reggie Bush played might have to be vacated -- 
is varied. On Monday, Dan Wetzel of Yahoo! Sports speculated the announcement would be this week. However, Wetzel of now has posted the following 
message on his Twitter account. 

"NCAA wont announce USC case this week. Report is "lengthy" (could mean anything in terms of sanctions) requires xtra time. Next week? Maybe" 

Southern California went before the NCAA Committee on Infractions in late February. Since then, Bush settled a lawsuit with a man that claimed he gave 
$300,000 in cash and gifts to the Heisman Trophy winner. 

The school already has self-imposed sanctions on the men’s basketball program for money that was alleged paid to an adviser of O.J. Mayo. 

Former Trojans coach Pete Carroll said he would be "surprised" if his former school was dealt severe sanctions. 

~{~o__t_Ld__q!’__q:s__&__b__i_g_e__q_s__t_:_o_F_.g 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 8:33 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -%adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolal@hbu.edtc,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <Nocklin@t.edu;>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<bwnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <blcerin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Chandra Bierwifih 

<cbmrth@gwu.edu~; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edtr~; Chris Thomasson 

<chris.thomasson@uncc.edtc,; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rnm.edu>; Cobb, shauna 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Fraser, Sarah 

<Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwinnl 3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharns@ivyleaguesports.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; 

Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu;>; Jana Hen&rson @hende@nncg.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@nsm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jennitEr.brashe~r@ttu.edu;>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<5ooz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu;>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csns.edtr~; Kathy Steffen <steffel~k~nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtc,; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.tN.edu~; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <’khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Knhr FoMer 

<kkfowler@ku.edn>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@hnskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bus~y <bus~yl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Danner 

<ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edtr;; Lisa Donaldson <ldonald~n@bsu.edu>; Loretta ][ ,amar 
<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jone@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neyland@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edtr; 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/17/10- Shoes 

Over Time is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Over and his teammates were provided shoes at the beginning of the year for the 
season. The shoes are pretty worn and would not hold up for another season. Can Over keep the shoes? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/28/94- Retention of Shoes - states that although shoes are considered equipment under NCAA legislation, a student- 
athlete is permitted to retain such items if they are no longer reusable at the end of the institution’s playing season. [References: 16.12.1.5 (retention of 
athletics apparel and equipment), and 10/23/86 NCAA Interpretations Committee minutes, Item No. 1 -(p)] 

Z~:_~;_v_s!g_r__q_s__@fziae__g_s__t_,szr_g. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 8:43 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolar 

<btolal@hbu.edtc>; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <51ocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

<~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <blcerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brima Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brima.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Chandra Bierwifih 

<cbmrth@gwu.edu~; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edtr~; Chris Thomasson 

<chris.thomasson@uncc.edtc>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rnm.edu>; Cobb, shauna 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc>; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Fraser, Sarah 

<Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwimfl 3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharfis@ivyleaguesports.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober~(~:vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; 

Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu:>; Jana Hen&rson @hende@nncg.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@nsm.edu>; Je~mifer Brashear 

<jennitEr.brashe~r@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<5ooz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <j~kin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csns.edtr~; Kathy Steffen <steffe~k~nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtc>; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.tN.edu~; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <’khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.ovg>; Kristine Knhr FoMer 

<kkfowler@ku.edn>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@hnskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bus~y <bus~yl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 

<ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edtr~; Lisa Donaldson <ldonald~n@bsu.edu>; Loretta ][ ,amar 
<lamag@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<mark.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 
<mboone@stanford.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbdckhouse@westcoas~t.org>; Miami Compliance Office <athleticscompliance@miami.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/18/10- Cul~nt Event 

Next topic: Bracket options for 68-team March Madness format 

The next chapter in NCAA men’s basketball tournament expansion begins Thursday in Indianapolis when the Division I basketball committee starts mulling 
over options to bracket a 68-team field, up from 65. 

How bold are the committee members willing to be? 

Will the last eight seeded teams meet for the right to play the No. 1 seeds? Or will those teams -- usually conference tournament champions from the mid- 
and low-major ranks -- be spared? 

USA TODAY looks at the most likely scenarios to be discussed: 

¯ The current 65-team model implemented when the field expanded from 64 in 2001. In that format, the last two teams in the field met two days after 
Selection Sunday to determine who played a No. 1 seed. 

In line with that format, it seems most likely for teams to be ranked 1 through 68 and seeded 1 through 17 in four regionals. The Nos. 16 and 17 seeds 
would play, with winners advancing against the No. l’s. 

"Pitting the 16 line vs. the 17 lines -- you have to come up with compelling reasons as to why you wouldn’t do that," said Princeton athletics director Gary 
Waiters, chairman of the committee in 2006-07. 

That model, however, has its share of problems. 

"Maybe some conferences, by virtue of resources and other factors, will be habitually penciled in for those spots," Xavier athletics director and committee 
member Mike Bobinski said. 
A possible solution, he added, is to establish a rotation in which teams couldn’t be in preliminary-round games more than three times in five years. In the 
past, the committee has said it is sensitive to the placement of teams from historically black conferences such as the Southwestern Athletic and Mid- 
Eastern Athletic. Teams from those conferences have been in the play-in game in nine of 10 seasons. MEAC Commissioner Dennis Thomas told USA 
TODAY last month: "It’s not a given that the (historically black) conferences will be relegated to opening-round games. It all depends on the year." 

¯ The other scenario: Put the last eight at-large qualifiers in preliminary-round games. Winners would move on or near the No. 12 seed line. 

That could put teams from power conferences -- imagine illinois and Virginia Tech this year -- in the opening round. 

’Td love to watch those games," said committee member Laing Kennedy, outgoing athletics director at Kent State. 

Those games could be great theater and make the preliminary rounds more attractive for television viewers, something new tournament broadcast partners 
CBS and Turner Sports probably would covet. 



"That would create competitive games," said Karl Benson, commissioner of the Western Athletic Conference and a former committee member. "If you’re 
looking to add value to the NCAA tournament, those games need to have significance." 

Whether impact for television becomes a consideration "remains to be seen," said committee chair Dan Guerrero, athletics director at UCLA. "More than 
anything else, we want to be fair." 

The committee isn’t obligated to make those games more attractive to TV, said Greg Shaheen, NCAA vice president of basketball and business strategies. 

There seems to be some reluctance, however, to set up matchups between the last eight at-large qualifiers. 

¯ Big 12 Commissioner Dan Beebe floats a compromise: Place the last four at-large qualifiers against the lowest-rated four teams, with winners advancing 
as No. 12 seeds. That could give the lower-tier conference members a greater chance for upsets. 

All these ideas are expected to be discussed. The concepts will be narrowed, and member schools and conferences will have the chance to weigh in 
before the committee creates a bracketing procedure in meetings June 27-July 2 in Chicago, Shaheen said. The committee also must decide sites for the 
preliminary-round games. 

Dayton, Ohio, has been host to the preliminary round and has offered to accommodate four games, perhaps with doubleheaders in the afternoon and 
evenings, Dayton athletics director Tim Wabler has said. 

Another option is to play at the first- and second-round host sites, but Bobinski isn’t keen on that. 

"To me, having a single game in each site runs the risk of less-than-optimal attendance," Bobinski said. "Having games concentrated in one place makes 
sense to me." 

About the only certainty heading into the meetings, Guerrero said, is "no matter what the decision, it’s never going to appease the entire constituency." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 8:29 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty -qadoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edw,; Ben Tario <btafio@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edtl>; Blake James <blake.james@umit.moJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <blcerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <brio~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Chandra Bierwifih 

<cbwirth@gwu.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu>; Chris Thomasson 

<chris.thomasson@uncc.edtc,; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rnm.edu>; Cobb, shauna 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edtc,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edtc,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; DonaJ, d Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Fraser, Sarah 

<Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwimH 3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharfis@ivyleaguesports.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober’g~:vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; 

Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu:>; Jana Hen&rson @hende@nncg.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@nsm.edu>; Je~mifer Brashear 

<jennitEr.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <j~Jdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~oseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csns.edu>; Kathy Steffen <steffe~k~nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edtc,; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.nfl.edw-; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Knhr FoMer 

<kld’owler@ku.edn>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@hnskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <bus~yl@duq.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 

<ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Lisa Donaldson <ldonald~n@bsu.edu>; Loretta Lamax 
<lamaK@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones 

<ma’k.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; Mega~ Boone 
<mboone@stanford.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbrickhouse@westcoas~t.org>; Miami Compliance Office <athleticscompliance@miami.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/19/10- 15.2.8.1.2.2 

Batters Box is a softball student-athlete at Bay State College. Batters received a 50% athletic scholarship during the 2009-10 academic year. To get ahead 
on some of her tougher courses, Batters would like to attend 1 of the 2 summer sessions this year. How much athletic aid can Batters receive? 

A. 50% 

B. 100% 
C. 25% 
D. None 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 15.2.8.1.2.2 states that an institution that conducts multiple summer sessions may not award athletically related financial aid 
to attend any one session that exceeds the proportion of the amount of athletically related financial aid received by the student-athlete during the previous 
academic year. (Adopted: 1/10/92) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May’ 20, 2010 7:45 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Angela Bradd <angela.brad&~registrar.gatech.e&P; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard <BA- 

Shepard@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Barbara Osborne <baxbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara TolaJ: 

<btolal@hbu.edw,; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edu:>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek 

~wnek@loyola.edt~-; Blake James <blake.jmnes@umit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin <blcerin@acsatlfletics.com>; bolme@rmu.edu; Brad 

Wood?" <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian Lutz <bria~.lutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers 

<bmyers@bigeast.org>; Carly Tully <tullyca@~.edu>; Cmrie McCaw <came.mccaw@icemiller.com>; Chandra Bierwifih 

<cbwirth@gwu.edu~; Charles Holloway <chasholl@vt.edu>; Chris Moore <chris.moore@unt.edu~; Chris Thomasson 

<chris.thomasson@uncc.edu;,; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nku.edu~; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rnm.edu>; Cobb, shauna 

<scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu~; Colin HoMett <chowlett@vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. 

<SCONDARAS@jaclcsonkelly.com>; Craig Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu;,; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu;,; Dana, Greg 

<gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@mail.ewu.edu>; 

Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Fraser, Sarah 

<Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek <gwimH 3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharns@ivyleaguesports.com>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robertson <herober’~:vt.edu-~; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; 

Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu:>; Jana Hen&rson @hende@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jeimifer Brashear 

<jennit~r.brashear@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <mdgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jaJdn@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder Qoseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu>; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edu>; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csns.edu~; Kathy’ Steffen <steffel~k~nku.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu;,; Katreshia Louis 

<klouis@athletics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cnnningham <kcunning@umd.edu>; Kelley, Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.nfl.edu~; Kelly Crnttenden 

<kc29@acsn.buffalo.edu>; Kim Hottel <~khottel@Ixtx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Knhr FoMer 

<kld’owler@ku.edn>; Laure Ragoss <lmgoss@hnskers.com>; Leah Ratzlaff<lratzlaff@ewu.edu>; LeBlanc, Chad 

<Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <bus~yl@&N.edu>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Damler 

<ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Lisa Dickinan <lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Lisa Donaldson <ldonald~n@bsu.edu>; Loretta Lamax 
<lama~@usna.edu>; Lynn New~m <lynn.new~n@nau.edu-~; Lynne Barney <lymle.barney@louisville.e&P; Mark Jones 

<mask.jones@icemiller.com>; Mark Neyland <mark.neylaJM@icemiller.com>; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu>; MegaJ~ Boone 
<mboone@stanford.edu>; Mia Brickhouse <mbfickhouse@westcoas~.org>; Miami Compliance Office <athleticscompliance@miami.edu> 

DMy Compliance Item- 5/20/10- Donation of Equipment 

Due to an administrative error, the baseball coach at Ocean State University ordered too many batting gloves for his camp next month. The coach would 
like to donate the unused batting gloves to a local summer recreation league. The summer league does have participants that are of prospect age. 
Is it permissible for the coach to donate these unused batting gloves to the summer league? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/31!90- Discarding of equipment to summer recreation league- states that in regard to a situation in which a member 
institution’s coach provides unused t-shirts that were left over from the institution’s camp to a summer recreation league that includes prospective student- 
athletes; determined that the provisions of Bylaw 13.16.1.4 would be applicable to athletics apparel (e.g., jerseys, t-shirts); however, providing unused t- 
shirts to a recreation league would not be considered discarding of equipment (or apparel) in accordance with Bylaw 13.16.1.4; therefore, such an 
arrangement would constitute an improper offer and inducement contrary to Bylaw 13.2.2-(b). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 21, 2010 7:05 AM 

Zacary Tardiff~Zaca~.Tarditt@mail.wvu.edu:~; Patrick tlairskm <pattick.hairskm@mail.w~Tu.edu>; Alli~n Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edu~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu:~; Leah Ra~la£f <lratz, latt@ewu.edu:~; Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mditlmer@utk.e&P; Linda Yates 

<lyates@bigeast.org >; Kathy Kirlcpatrick <kstone@bigeast.org>; Robert Sullins <rsullins@ugs.nsfedu>; John Fisher 

~-john.fishe@m~Jl.wvu.edu>; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Dan Tromp <dtmmp@umd.edu>; Robert Mangione 

<mangionr@stjohns.edu>; Dan Regan <daniel.t.regan@villanova.edu>; Dan Isa£ <dmisa£(a)syr.edu>; Tony Hemandez 

<thernandez@miami.edu>; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Joe NiCastro <Joseph.nicastro@providence.edu>; Carissa Conroy 

<cconroy@scafletknights.comv; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.orgv; Ward Scranage <wardscranage309@comcast.net>; Gwinn, 

Derek <gmnnl3@marshall.edu>; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org>; Cheg Featherston <gdtg@georgetown.edu>; Brian Warcnp 

<bwarcup@scafletknights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocldin@t.edu>; Molly McCarthy <mccazthym@ccsu.edu>; Michelle Meadows 

<meadowsme@longwood.edu~; Jill Redmond <jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Miss)’ Conboy <conboy.l@nd.edu;,; Carol Sprague 

<csprague@athletics.pitt.edu-~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.org>; Rachel Masgolis <rmaJrgoli@bigeast.o~>; Jim Siedliski 

~siedliski@bigeast.org>; Shannon Watson <smwat~n@sachnk.csus.edu>; Jim Booz <bx~oz@virginJa.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter 

<ebiookwalter@ncaa.org>; Chrissy Soards <soardscl@nku.edu:~; Brian Battle <bbatlle223@gmail.com>; Barbara Henderson 

<bhadam@syr.edu~; Ben Fairclough <bthirclough@bigeast.org>; [,aura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.e&P; DonaJ, d Ross 

<~tros@mail.ewu.edu>; bonne@lmu.edu; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org>; Midgett, 

George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Cod?’ Edwards <edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@lmu.edu>; Bill 

Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Hart <mhazt@providence.edu>; Harley King <harley.king@mail.wvu.edu>; Brian Baptlste 

<bab77@georgetown.edu>; Jennifer BrasheaJr <jennifer.brashem(@ttu.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; John Cams 

-qohn.cams@louisville.edu>; Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@maJl.ccsu.edu>; Rick Cbiis~ensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay 

Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu;; Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu;,; An@ Anderson <aanderson@bigeast.org>; VanGelder, 

Marielle <marielle.vangelder@uconn.edu>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.e&l>; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edn>; Elizabeth Mancini 

<manciNe@stjohns.edu;,; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edn>; Lisa Danner <ldanner@athletics.uc£edn>; Jody Smith 

<jlsmith@l;u.edu:~; Tom Odjakjian <k~djakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <~ott.brown@uconn.edu>; Phillip Naylor 

<phillip.naylor@marquette.edu-~; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckinley@uc.edu>; Dana, Greg <gdana@ncaa.org>; Chris Thomasson 

<chris.thomasson@uncc.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Ii~ederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jaime Erick~n 

<jaime.erickson@maNuette.edu~; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edu>; Doug Trani <tranid@stjohns.edu-~; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu>; Will Pridemole <williampridemore@weber.edu:>; Lynn Newson <lsam.newson@nau.edt~- 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/21/10- Minors 

Good Mor~ing Everyone. This will be the Mst daily compliance item for the 2009-I0 academic year!! The emaHs ~11 resume on August 
1st. Have a great smnmer!!! 
Jump A. Lot is a 4th year ~rack student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Jump is majoring in Sport Management and is an Academic All-American selection. 
Re.ce~tly, Jump identified Busi~;ss as a pot~;n~ial minor. OSU doesn’t require, a rainier lk>r Sped: Manage.merit majers a~d has a limited number of e.[ecfiv~;s for the major 
requireme~ts. Jump was fiNshed with all of the free elective hou~; required for his major dudng the previo~as academic year. J~Jmp wo~Jld like to take the Busi~ess classes to 
complete the minor, but he realized that those courses from this poi~t o~ would count only as ’nonomaior’ eledives. 
Since Jump has already reached the limit el electives for his major, can he use the classes for his minor to meet the credit hour requirements (6-’12-18) to remain eligible? Are 
the.’;e rf’~inot cla.,;ses ir~ b3usiness only ser~sidere.d excessive, e.[ec~ives ur~de[’ NOAt-~ legislation? 

Because the mi~or is ~ot required for his Sport Management degree, Jump cam~ot ~Jse those hours to meet NCAA progress toward degree req~ireme~ts. NCAA Official 
Inte~p~etation~ 9/17108- Use o~ C~edits ~amed in a Minor to Satisfy P~ogress-Toward-Deg~ee Reqt~irements (I}- s~a~es that a voluntary or op~ionN minor is a minor tha~ 
is not a required eleme~t of the original baccalaur~;a~e degr~;e program for at[ stude.r~ts; ~h~;refore., credits ~;ame.d k~ward a vo[ur~[aty or optional minor may r~ot be used R~ 
sa~isly credit-hour r~;quire.m~;n~s after the; fi~ two year~ of er~rol[merfi or perce~tage, of degree requireraents ever~ il the stude~t-afi’dete raust complete the re.quireme~ts Ii_~r the; 
yak.tatar!! or optional minor i~ order to graduate. A stude~t-athlete may ~se credits earned in a minor only if the minor is a teq~ired element for all students to obtain the 
original baccalaureate degree. 
The classes 1:(> earn a minor i~ Business are raos~ likely only cemsidered ~;xce.ssive e.[ec[iv~;s u~de.r NCAA fegisfa~iem YO~.E Wilt ne~;d to teler k~ yO~.Er ims~itutiona[ policies/coarse 
catalogs to make that determinatiom 

[References: NC.AA Bylaws 14.4.3. 1.6.1 (docmne~l;afion of degree program designation), 1,-L4.3. 1.7 (hours earned or accepted l’or degree credit) and a~ 8/’14/85 

oNcial interprelafion (8/1,:[/85, I~em No. 0-e-(3)-(c)l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 10:15 AM 

Pat Thomas <pthomas@udc.edu>; Allison Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

aJldrews.285@osu.edu; Andy Anderson ~aanderson63@comcast.net-~; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Angela 

Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepaxd <BA-Shepard@wiu.edu-~; April Taylor <apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; BaJcbara OsIyorne 
<barbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locldin <blocklin@t.edu>; 

Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek <bwnek@loyola.edu>; Bla]ce James <bla]ce.jmnes@nmit.maJne.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<bkerin@acsathlefics.com>; borme@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gm~Jl.com>; Brian 

Lutz <brimflutz@utoledo.edu>; Bridgid Myers <bmyers@bigeafft.org>; Carly ’Fully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Came McCaw 

<carrie.nlccaw@icemiller.comv; Chandra Bierwirfll <cbmrth@gwu.edu>; Charles Holloway <chasholl@v~t.edn>; Chris Moore 

<chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Chris Thomasson <chris.thomasson@uncc.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nkn.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe 
<Hoppe@rmu.edtr~; Clande Kit Alewine <calewine@troy.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edu>; Colin Howlett <chowlet~vt.edtr~; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@jacksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana, Crreg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; 

Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edu>; Donald Ross <dross@maJl.ewu.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <eIyookwalte@ncaa.org>; Eric 

Baumgartner <ebaumgartne@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Fraser, Sarah <Saxah Fraser@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek 

<gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinhams@ivyleaguesports.com>; Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; 

Heather Robertson <herobe(t@vt.edu>; Holla~& Monique <hollmldm@mail.smu.edu>; Jamie Israel <jisrael@mimni.edu>; J~a Henderson 

@hender@nncg.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gray@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear <jennifer.brasheax@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers 

<rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond qredmond@atlmlticl0.org>; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edtc,; Jody Smith <jlsmith@fsu.edu>; 

Joeleen Akin <jaldn@agnesscott.edu>; Jan Fagg <jfagg@uark.edu>; Joseph Klauder <Joseph.Klaude@hofstra.edu>; Josh White 
-qwhite@unomaha.edu~; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edn>; Katherine Zedonis <kzedoni@saclink.csus.edu~; Kathy Steffen 

--~stefl’enk@nkn.edu;,; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athletics.gatech.edn>; Keli Cnnningham 

<kctmning@umd.edn>; Kelley Kish <kelleyk@gators.uaa.ufl.edn>; Kelly Cruttenden <~kc29@acsu.bnffalo.edu~; Kim Hottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu~; Kris Richardson <krichardson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr Fowler <kkfowler@ku.edu~; Laure Ragoss 

<lragos@hnskers.com>; Leah Ra~laff <lra~lafl~a)ewu.edtr~; LeBla~c, Chad <Chad.LeBlanc@unt.edu>; Lind~y Bussey 

<busseyl@duq.edw~; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lisa Drainer <ldanne@afllletics. uct:edu>; Li sa Dickman 

<lisa.dickman@louisville.edu>; Lisa Donaldson <ldonaldson@bsu.edw~; Loretta Lamar <lamar@usna.edw~; Lynn Newson 

<lyim.newson@nau.edu>; Lynne Barney <lynne.barney@louisville.edu>; Mark Jones <markjones@icenailler.com>; Mark Neyland 
<mark.neyland@icemiller.com >; Meagan Eshilia <Meshilia@fiu.edu:>; Megan Boone < mboone@stanford.edu> 

Bonus Daily Complimace Item- 5/27/10- Current Event 

NCAA makes changes to what correspondence courses it accepts 
t.: t’~, r ,~ .,:1;~ ~ .:;.:; r~-..(AP) -- 
The NCAA has a message for would-be college athletes hoping to use online courses to bolster their high school transcripts: 
proceed with caution. 

The organization announced Tuesday that it will stop accepting course credit from two virtual schools based in Utah and illinois as part of a move to 
strengthen high school eligibility standards in Division I. 

That means no more high school credit from Brigham Young University’s independent study program. The school in Provo, Utah, has previously been 
targeted by NCAA investigators and federal prosecutors pursuing claims of academic fraud at Missouri, Kansas, Mississippi, Nicholls State and Barton 
County Community College in Kansas. 

Also on the prohibited list is the American School, a correspondence program based in Lansing, Ill. 

New NCAA rules approved last month require "regular access and interaction" between teachers and students in the 16 core courses required to establish 
initial eligibility for new college athletes. 

The changes don’t affect NCAA Division II school& An oversight panel from that division declined to endorse the proposed change but will consider the 
measure again in June. 

"We want to make sure that student-athletes are qualified for college coursework," said NCAA spokesman Chuck VVynne. "Students cannot teach 
themselves, and they cannot pace themselves. The courses need to have a certain amount of rigor." 

Such interaction doesn’t have to include face-to-face contact, according to the NCAA. Telephone conversations, e-mail exchanges and instant messages 
are acceptable -- provided the student receives specific comments and individual instruction. 

The new rules don’t specify a minimum course length but instead require schools to "establish a defined period for completion of the course?’ 

The changes are effective Aug. 1. Students currently enrolled in the BYU and American School programs can still petition the NCAA for course approval. 

A BYU spokeswoman said the schoors independent study program hopes to work with the NCAA on potential improvements that could land it back on the 
list of approved online schools. 

"We’ve always had a good relationship with the NCAA," spokeswoman Carri Jenkins said. "We have worked very hard to make our courses as rigorous as 
any high school course." 

American School principal Marie Limback called the NCAA’s decision "shortsighted and a misunderstanding of the education we provide." 

"There’s no question about the rigor and level of education we provide," she said of the 113-year-old school based in suburban Chicago. "It’s a 



disappointment for distance education." 

In Missouri, the BYU program is best known as the school that provided former Tiger basketball player Ricky Clemons with nine of the 24 summer school 
credits he needed to enroll as a junior college transfer in 2002. 

While BYU said it found no evidence of cheating on Clemons’ part, questions about his enrollment and subsequent findings of more than 40 violations led to 
three years of NCAA probation under former coach Quirt Snyder. 

VVynne said that other virtual schools could be added to the NCAA’s decertification list. 

"It’s an ongoing process," he said. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, June 21, 2010 3:57 PM 

Zacar?, Tardiff~Zacar?.Tarditt(~mail.wvu.edtv~; Patrick Hairston <pattick.hairston@mail.~Tu.edu>; Allison Doughty 

<adoughty@theacc.org>; Tim Parker <tparke@vt.edtr~; Stephen LaPorta <laportsp@vt.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 

<shoshanna.engel@yale.edu>; Leah Ra~laff <lra~latr@ewu.edu>; Katie Willet <kwille~ncaa.org>; Dittmer, Marcus Lee 

<mdittme@utk.edtc>; Linda Yates <lyates@bigeast.org>; Kathy Kirkpatrick <kstone@bigeast.olg>; Robert Sullins 

<rsullins@ugs.usf.edu:>; John Fisher ~ohn.fishe@mail.wvu.edu>; Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org>; Dan Tromp 

~q:ltrump@umd.edu>; Robert Mangione < mangion@stjohns.edt~>; Dan Regan <~taniel.t.regan@villanova.edu:>; Dan Isaf 

<dmisat;(c)!syr.edt~>; Tony Hemandez <thernandez@miami.edt~-; Robin Pate <robin pate@ncsu.edu>; Joe NiCastro 

<Joseph.nicastro@providence.edn>; Carissa Conroy <cconroy@scarletkifights.com>; Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org>; Ward 

Scranage <wardscmnage309@comcast.net>; Gmim, Derek <gwinnl3@marshall.edu~; Chuck Sullivan <CSullivan@bigeast.org~; Greg 

Featherston <gdf9@georgetown.edu<~; Brian Warcup <bwarcup@scarletkilights.com>; Bert Locklin <blocklin@t.edtc>; Molly McCarthy 

<mccarthym@ccsu.edu>; Michelle Meadows <meadowsme@longwood.edu>; Jill Redmond ~redmond@atlantic 10.orgy; Missy Conboy 

<conboy. 1 @nd.edu>; Carol Sprague <csprague@athlefics.pitt.edtr~; Shawn Murphy <smurphy@bigeast.o~>; Rachel Margolis 

<nnaqoli@bigeast.org>; Jim Siedliski <jsiedliski@bigeast.ovg>; Jessica Thiem <jthiem@usfedu>; Shannon Watson 

<smwatson@saclink.csus.edu-~; Jim Booz <booz@virginia.edu>; Elizabeth Bookwalter <ebookwalter@ncaa.o~>; Chrissy SoaJcds 

<soardscl @nku.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; BarbaJca Henderson <bhadams@syr.edtv~; Ben Fairclough 
<bfailelough@bigeast.org>; Laura Schoppman <schoppl@shu.edt~-; Donald Ross <dross@mail.e~d.edtc>; bonne@rmn.edu; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Shane Lyons < slyons@theacc.org >; Midgett, George D <george.d.midgett@Vanderbilt.Edu>; Co@ 

Edwecds <edwardsc@nncw.edu>; Christopher Hoppe <Hoppe@rmu.edtc>; Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Mac Heat 

<mha(t@~providence.edu>; Harley King <he¢ley.king@mail.wvn.edu>; Jennifer BrasheaJc <jennifer.brasheax@ttu.edtr~>; Jason Gray 

-~ason.gray@usm.edtc>; Mar?-Helen Dickinson <Mar?’.Helen.dickinson@villanova.edtr~; John Cams ~ohn.cams@lonisville.edu;>; 

Strickland, Amy Lyn <stricklanda@mail.ccsn.edtc>; Rick Christensen <christensen@duq.edu>; Lindsay Bussey <busseyl@duq.edu<~; 

Karen Demeter <karen.s.demeter.2@nd.edu>; VanGelder. Marielle <marielle.vangelde@nconn.edu>; Jen Vining-Smith 

-~vinings@nd.edu<~; Erin Sales <erin.sales@uconn.edu>; Elizabeth Mancini <mancinie@s~tjohns.edu>; Angela Bradd 

<angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu>; Lisa Danner <ldanne@athletics.uc£edu>; Jody Smith <jlsmith@t~u.edu>; Tom Odjakjian 

<todjakjian@bigeast.org>; Scott Brown <scott.brown@uconn.edu-~; Phillip Naylor <phillip.naylo@marquette.edu>; Tiithny Burbridge 

<tburbridge@usiledu>; Maggie McKinley <maggie.mckmley@uc.edu>; Dana, Crreg <gdana@ncaa.o~>; Chris Thomasson 

<chris.thomasson@uncc.edu>; Kathy Meehan <meehank@stjohns.edu>; Frederick Russ <Ii-ederick.russ@uc.edu>; Jaime Erickson 
~-jaime.erickson@marqnette.edu>; Elizabeth Slot <athcompliance@stjohns.edu:>; Dong Tra~i <tranid@stjohns.edu>; Katie Boin 

<keb92@georgetown.edu> 

Bonus Daily Compliance Item- 6/21/10- Current Event 

NCAA News Release 

Division I Committee on Infractions Issues Decision on University of San Francisco 

For hnmediate Release Contact(s) 

Thursday, June 17, 2010 Stacey Osbnm 

Associate Director of Public and Media Relations 

317/917-6117 

INDIANAPOLIS---The NCAA Divi sion I Committee on Infractions has tband that the University of San Francisco committed major violations in its athletics 

program. Th~ ~inive~S~ty ~1{ diacov~d ~nd S~!i~reNrted th~ vMationS i~ tNS ~asei wl~i~ in~!~d mo~ t~an $! 3 000 in ~mp~mfi~S~bl~ pUrc~S w~ ~xtb~ 

Penalties in this case include two years probation, scholarship reductions and a required ch~xiD" donation of nearly $28,000. 

This case was resolved through the summaD~ disposition process, a cooperative effort where the involved parties submit the case to the Committee on Infractions in 

written form. When the NCAA enforcement staff, the university and involved individuals agree to the facts of the case and the university-proposed penalties, they 

may use this process instead of having a fomml hearing. 

During the spring of 2004 through the 2005-06 academic years, 108 student-athletes used book-related athletic schola~cship money to purchase items other than 

required course-related textbooks. The university provided each student-athlete receiving a book scholarship with a $400 account in the bookstore. Due to thilures 

in the university’s processes and procedures, student-athletes were able to use any remaining money after purehasing their own textbooks to purchase non-required 

textbooks lbr friends, other student-athletes or persona] use. The average benefit for each involved individual over the five-semester period the violations occurred 

was approximately $130. These violations were uncovered after the university’s executive administration initiated a preliminary, review of its textbook processes 

after reading an article about a recent infractions case involving textbook scholarship expenditures. 

During the fall of 2006 through December 2007, six men’s basketball student-athletes made numerous long-dis~ance telephone calls using a university long-dist~ce 

telephone access code assigned to the former head coach. The number of impemfissible calls placed by each of the student-athletes ranged from eight to 179 calls. 

The committee also found the university failed to monitor cert~Jn aspects of its athletics progrmn. Although there is no evidence that anyone on the men’s basketball 

staff’authorized the impermissible calls, the committee found the staff failed to monitor the use of the access code. The committee also found that the university failed 

to monitor the admini~xation of textbook scholm-ship thnds or provide adequate rules education regarding its use. 

The peuaJ, ties in thi s case include: 



¯ Public reprimand and censure. 
¯ Two years of probation from June 17, 2010, through June 16, 2012. 
¯ Reduction of one afltietics scholayship in men’s basketball during tile 2008-09 academic year, which limited the university to 12 total scholarships that year 

(Self-imtx)sed by "the universi~). 
¯ Donation of $27,814 to the university’s chaxi~" of choice. This mnount represents twice the approximate value of benefits obtained through the textbook 

scholarship violations. 

The members of the Committee on Infractions who reviewed tiffs case include Paul Dee, lecturer in law and education at the Universi~ of Miami and tbnnerly the 
institution’s athletics director and general counsel. He is the chair of the Committee on Infractions. Other members are Britton Banowsky, commissioner of 

Conference USA; Melissa Conboy, depu~’ director of athletics at University of Notre Dame; Brian Hallomn, attorney aud the manageffgeneral counsel of Painted 

Hills Wind Developers; Eleanor Myers, facul~ athletics representative aud law professor at Temple UniversiW; James O’Fallon, a law professor and faculW athletic 

representative for University of Oregon; and Dennis Thomas, the commissioner of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference and formerly director of athletics at 
Hmnpton University. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, July 23, 2010 2:43 PM 

Alicia Alibrd QueaJly <a]forda@sacredheart.edu>; Alli~m Doughty <adoughty@theacc.org>; Alli~m Venella 

<allison.venella@villanova.edw*; Amy Hem~an <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; andrews.285@osu.edu; AMy Anderson 

<aanderson63@comcast.net-*; Angela Bradd <angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu-*; Angela Crock <arc9h@virginia.edu>; Annie Shepard 

<BA-Shep~xd@wiu.edu>; April Taylor <~apriltaylo@alasu.edu>; Baptlste, Brian <baptiste@udel.edt~; Barbara Osborne 

<barbara.osborne@icemiller.com>; Barbara Tolar <btolar@hbu.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Bert Locldin --~blocklin@t.edu>; 

Bill Irish <irishwm@longwood.edu>; Bill Wnek <bwnek@loyola.edu>; BMce Jalnes <blaJ~cejmnes@umit.maine.edu>; Bo Kerin 

<bkefin@acsathletics.com>; bonne@rmu.edu; Brad Woody <cbwoody@clemson.edu>; Brian Battle <bbattle223@gmail.com>; Brian 

Lulz <brian.lulz@ut,~ledo.edu~; Carly Tully <tullyca@bc.edu>; Carrie McCaw <carrie.mccaw@icemiller.com~; Chad Wall 

<cdwall@vcu.edu>; Chmldra Bierwirth <cbmrth~gwn.edu;,; Charles Holloway <chasholl@t.edu>; Chris Moore 

<chris.moore@nnt.edu>; Chris Thomasson <chris.thomasson@uncc.edu>; Chrissy Soards <soardsc 1 @nkn.edtr~; Christopher Hoppe 
<Hoppe@rmu.edtr~; Clande Kit Alewine <calewine@troy.edu~; Cobb, shauna <scobb@ncaa.org>; Co@ Edwards 

<edwardsc@uncw.edw*; Colin ttowlett <chowlet~vt.edu>; Condaras, Steven M. <SCONDARAS@acksonkelly.com>; Craig 

Anderson <cea3f@virginia.edu>; Dan Trump <dtrump@umd.edu>; Dana, Crreg <gdana@ncaa.org>; David Reed <reed@miami.edu>; 

Dittmer, Marcus Lee <mdittme@utk.edw*; Donald Ross -<kos@mail.ewu.edu>; Edgar Alien Gm~tt <egantV~uark.edtr*; Elizabeth 

BookwaBer <ebookwaJte@ncaa.org>; Eric Baumgartner <ebaumgartner@SPORTS.UGA.EDU>; Fraser, Sarah 

<Sarah Frase@brown.edu>; Gwinn, Derek--~gwinnl3@marshall.edu>; Harris, Robin Green <robinharris@ivyleaguesports.colr;>; 

Heather Mcatee <heather.mcatee@uky.edu>; Heather Robel~on <herobert@vt.edu>; Holland, Monique <hollandm@mail.smu.edu>; 

Jamie Israel <jisrael@miami.edu;>; Jana Henderson @hende@uncg.edu>; Jason Gray <jason.gmy@usm.edu>; Jennifer Brashear 

<jenniibr.brashe~r@ttu.edu>; Jerome Rodgers <rodgersj l@nku.edu>; Jill Redmond--jredmond@atlanticl0.org>; Jim Booz 

<booz@virginia.edu;,; Jody Smith @smith@fsu.edu>; Joeleen Akin <jakin@agnesscott.edu>; Jon Fagg ~fagg@uark.edu>; Joseph 

Klauder ~qloseph.Klaude@hofstra.edtr~; Josh White <jwhite@unomaha.edu~; Justin Kume <jkume@troy.edtc,; Katherine Zedonis 

<kzedonis@saclink.csus.edu;,; Kathy Steffen <steffenk@nk~.edu>; Katie Herbine <katie.herbine@umit.maine.edu>; Katie Willet 

<kwille@ncaa.org>; Katreshia Louis <klouis@athlefics.gatech.edu>; Keli Cunningham <kctmning@umd.edu>; Kelley Kish 

<kelleyk@gators.uaa.utl.edu-*; Kelly Cruttenden <kc29@acsu.bulthlo.edu>; Kerri Cebula <kcebul@udel.edtr*; Kim ttottel 

<khottel@pdx.edu>; Kris Richardson <krichaJcdson@ncaa.org>; Kristine Kuhr FoMer <kkfowler@ku.edtr* 

Bonus Daily Compliance Item- 7/23/10- Current Event 

What’s wrong with college basketball.9 
In a survey of 20 high-profile coaches, the shadiness of the recruiting trail is exposed 

By Dana O’Neil 
ESPN.com 

NORTH AUGUSTA, S.C. -- The image of college basketball has taken a beating in recent years, with rumors, murmurs and innuendo about cheating 
spreading like wildfire. Cynics believe no one is trying to follow the NCAA rulebook and that the game has fallen victim to the begging hands of agents, 
runners and hangers-on looking to collect on the next NBA star. 

Is it that bad? What are the real problems? And is the NCAA doing enough to fix those problems? 

To get the answers, ESPN.com went to the sources. During the EYBL Peach Jam last week, we interviewed 20 high-profile head coaches, 
representing each of the six power conferences. With the promise of full anonymity, we asked them to tell the truth about their sport. 

And they did. 

What is your least favorite part of summer recruiting? 

No one likes the constant travel, the bad basketball and the emphasis on individual skills instead of team play. 

But of the coaches surveyed, many -- eight of the 20 -- cited the time away from campus and their own players as the biggest problem with the 
summertime. 

"1 have my team over for a barbecue before I leave in July," one coach said. "Little do they know it’s a farewell, not a welcome barbecue." 

"You walk into a living room and promise a mother that you’ll be there for her son," said another. "And as soon as they get on campus, you’re 
gone." 

"They’re all on campus and I’m on the road," added another. "If they do something stupid, I’m going to get fired - but I can’t be there to see what 
they’re doing." 

Some other popular grievances: 

"VVhat don’t I like? All of it. I don’t think there should be summer recruiting, period. They want to clean it up? Get rid of it." 

"I’ll tell you another problem - 70 percent of the kids we’re sitting here watching should be in summer school. They shouldn’t be here." 

"VVhat don’t I like about summer? Everything. The babysitting, the ass-kissing Does that cover it?" 



If you could change, add or delete one rule in the NCAA Manual, what would it be? 

Like the endless rulebook, the suggestions here were endless. In fact, there were so many opinions that it was impossible to get any sort of 
consensus. 

One coach even offered a sweeping renovation: "All of it. Get rid of the whole thing. There are so many stupid rules in that thing that you can’t 
enforce. We need to throw it away." 

The hottest topics? 

¯ April recruiting: In 2009, the NCAA board accepted a proposal from the Basketball Issues Committee to prevent college coaches from 

evaluating prospects in April, unless the prospects are on a high school, prep school or junior college campus. The idea was to keep high school 
kids in school. 

"That passed with 60 percent of the vote," one coach said. "Where are all those people who were in favor of eliminating it?" 

Apparently overruled, because no one seems happy that the spring evaluation period essentially has been eliminated. 

"They stopped it because they didn’t want the kids out of school," one coach said. "Well, they’re still having the events, so why can’t we go?" 

"Give me April and time in July off the road so I can be with my players," another said, combining the two biggest complaints. "Everyone likes to 
talk about the APR [Academic Progress Rate] and they want to hold us accountable for the APR. Well, let me be on campus in the summer when 
my guys are getting started. Let me make sure they get off on the right foot." 

¯ Phone calls: In an age of immediate technology, most everyone agreed that the limit on phone calls was laughable, though there was one 
dissenter who said, "To me, your brain is like this [making a fist] and with enough phone calls to a kid, you can mold that brain by twisting it and 
turning it with the information." 

That coach, however, was a lone wolf screaming in the wind. 

"Everyone has caller ID; everyone has unlimited texting. If you don’t want to talk to me, hit ignore. I hit ignore all the time." 

"1 get a kick out of the phone calls. Who gets caught with that anymore? It’s a joke. They’re out there catching the guy with the one phone. How 
about the guy with two and three bat phones?" 

° The so-called bump rule: Back in the day, summer league games ended with an on-court receiving line, with coaches lined up to glad-hand 

and talk to the prospects and their coaches. 

It got so ridiculous that the NCAA decided to make the summer an evaluation-only period. That means no talking at all, as in no hello in a crowded 
hallway. 

"We have the NCAA gestapettes around here like World Cup officials," one coach said, referring to the NCAA representatives - most of whom 
are women - who monitor the summer circuit. "You smile at a kid, they give you a yellow card. Do it twice, it’s a red card and you’re off the road." 

How many of your peers do you trust? 

Let’s put it this way: There is more honor in politics. Here’s the breakdown: 

° Eight said flat-out no, they do not trust their peers. 

"No, not at all. Maybe some of it is hearsay, but I don’t trust them at all." 

° Five said they trust fewer than 10 of their colleagues. 

"How many? Five," one coach said. Five percent? "No, five total," he said. "And those five are my assistants." 

° Three said they actually have faith in their fellow coaches and trust "most." 

"I’d say 95 percent. There have been very few times in my career where someone did something absolutely underhanded to me. It’s happened, but 
not a lot." 

° One said 50 percent with a caveat. 

"Half, but maybe I’m overly optimistic." 

° One dodged the question. 

"That’s a loaded question. I think at heart, coaches are in it for the right reason. But I also know that everyone is trying to gain an advantage." 

° One evaded it. 

"1 would say I respect everybody because I know how hard they work." 



¯ One gave an answer within a non-answer. 

"Well, everybody talks about you. You do this long enough, someone is going to say something bad about you. Last year someone said I didn’t go 
to practice." 

The one thing everyone agreed on: The lack of trust is disheartening. 

"1 would send my kid to play for seven coaches," another said, before going on to name them. Those names, however, could compromise his 
identity, so they won’t be revealed here. 

"It’s sad," another coach said. "1 grew up in this game with an idea of what I thought it was or what I thought it should be. Now I see it’s not like that 
at all. You have low- to mid-major guys aspiring to move up who will do anything to get there and you have guys who, once they get used to a 
certain lifestyle, will do whatever it takes to keep it." 

"There’s less of a brotherhood here than there is in football and that bothers me," another added. "We have more guys stabbing each other in the 
back or using you guys [the media] to go after their agenda. That’s a big problem." 

How many programs do you think are committing major violations? Secondary? And 
why does no one snitch? 

Here’s the silver lining for college basketball: Virtually every coach thinks that the majority of Division I programs are not intentionally breaking 
major rules. Of the 20, only four said 25 percent or more of the programs were, in the words of one coach, "committing felonies." 

"1 had a question about e-mailing a kid and I asked another coach," someone explained. "He thought we could; I thought we couldn’t. We both 
called our compliance directors and got two different answers." 

So why, then, do most people think college basketball is like the Wild Wild West, full of outlaws and renegades? 

Backstabbing 

"Here’s what I think happens a lot - a team loses a kid to someone else and all of a sudden that someone else is cheating. Every time North 
Carolina loses a kid, someone else is cheating. It’s like there’s so much arrogance with them; they can’t believe someone would rather go 
somewhere else, so the other team has to be cheating." 

I had a question about e-mailing a kid and I asked another coach. He thought we could; I thought we couldn’t. We both called our compliance 
directors and got two different answers. 

Those who have been around the game the longest will tell you cheating has been going on as long as the game has been played. 

"In the old days, the coaches had bird dogs. A guy would walk in a gym and you knew, ’OK, he’s working for Frank McGuire; he’s working for AI 
McGuire.’ But funny enough, there was almost an honor in the fact that it was so out in the open. Now you don’t know who the bad guys are." 

Indeed, most everyone agrees that the cheaters have become far more nuanced. Gone are the days of the bags of money; in their place are 
people inventing ways to circumvent the meaning of a rule. 

"1 know guys help a kid get into a school that’s not really a school. Is it breaking a rule? Technically, no. Is it on the up and up? Absolutely not. I don’t 
think guys are climbing in windows and changing grades, but they are massaging things to make it easier for kids." 

"One of my players [who left early for the draft] was working out with another top-five draft pick," a coach said. "They got to talking and my kid said 
something about not having money or whatever on campus. The other kid said, ’My coach set up expense accounts all over town for me. Yours 
didn’t?"’ 

So with so much information on teams, why doesn’t anyone snitch? 

"If you snitch, you’re Abar Rouse [the former Baylor assistant who taped the phone conversation with then-coach Dave Bliss and has since been 
ostracized from coaching]. That’s why no one talks. Plus, how do you prove it? I know stuff. I know stuff that is 100 percent happening right now, but 
the NCAA wants proof. How can I prove it?" 

Which league is the cleanest? The dirtiest? 

Congratulations, Jim Delany. Your league wins in a landslide. Of the 20 coaches surveyed, 11 said the Big Ten was the cleanest in the country. 
Three others cited the land where time stood still, also known as the scholarship-less Ivy League. (Although even the Ancient Eight earned one 
disparaging nod: "The Ivy League," one coach said before pausing to add, "1 mean the Ivy League a couple of years ago, before all of that stuff at 
Harvard.") 

But coaches cited the Big Ten’s perceived willingness to police itself and rosters that "made sense," in which players traditionally come from the 
footprint of the schools they choose to attend. 

"Look at Michigan State," one coach said. "They’re there every year. When you see the dips, then you wonder. What happened? Vvhat didn’t 
happen? But a guy like Tom Izzo, he’s there every year because you know what his program is about and so do his players. There’s a consistency 
and an integrity?’ 



As for the dirtiest, despite Mike Slive’s best efforts to clean up the image, the Southeastern Conference was perceived as the worst, with three 
coaches partnering the SEC with the Big East and another tossing in the Big 12 (one coach went league-by-league, counting up schools). All in all, 
the SEC was named by 14 of the coaches. 

"Oh no, it’s not just a myth," one coach said about the SEC. "It’s the truth." 

Others weren’t so sure, however. 

"Everyone says the SEC, but that’s because of [the] football thing," said one coach. "That’s the standard answer, but I’m not sure it’s true." 

Added another: "The perception is the SEC doesn’t have a good reputation. I don’t know if that’s legit or fair. I was on the other side 10 years ago. 
If a program starts getting better, starts getting kids, the question is always the same: What’s he doing? He’s gotta be doing something. And that 
adds to the perception." 

One Iongtime coach said the image is slowly getting repaired. 

"1 do think by hiring guys like Anthony Grant at Alabama, the SEC is on the right track to cleaning things up." 

If you could land a top-five player but had to break a major rule to do it -- knowing 
there was a zero percent chance of getting caught -- would you? 

This interesting ethical/moral question brought out a lot of interesting answers. 

Only one coach hinted that he would consider it, asking: "Where am I in my career? It’s a risk-reward. If you’re at the beginning of your career or at 
the end of your contract, you might take the risk." 

And one other admitted, "Now would I break a minor rule? A secondary? Yes, absolutely." 

Everyone else said absolutely no way they would take the devil trade (though, naturally, everyone agreed that someone else would and has). 

But here’s where it gets interesting. Six coaches said they wouldn’t do it because they couldn’t look at themselves in the mirror or because they 
wouldn’t knowingly break a rule, regardless of the outcome. 

Most everyone else? 

The rationale went like this: "You can’t coach him," one coach explained. "He’d always have something over you, so how do you make him practice 
hard? How do you make him go to class?" 

Or they pointed to strict liability, which means a head coach can be fired for the transgression of an assistant, or new contractual clauses as 
deterrents. 

"A lot of universities now have clauses where, if you’re found guilty of a major violation, you have to pay for any costs incurred from the 
investigation," a coach said. "You start adding up lawyer costs and that will stop people." 

Are rules being broken here this week at Peach Jam? 

The simple answer: Yes. The more complicated: Define "rules." 

Only two coaches thought something truly nefarious was happening on the Georgia/South Carolina border. 

"1 may bump into a coach at a hotel and say hello," said one, "but I also know there are people who purposely stay in a hotel because a team is 
there. That’s shady." 

"Are there meetings going on in hotels right now? Absolutely. The deals and plans are being hatched." 

Everyone else thought it was of the minor violation type - i.e., saying hello to a recruit in the hallway or his parents in a restaurant. 

However, the silly bump rule can get downright dirty if taken to the extreme. Most of the NCAA reps are women, and women can’t go into men’s 
room& There’s a real paranoia that some coaches are following prospects or their coaches or parents into the restrooms to broker deals. 

"1 don’t know. I’ve never won a recruit in the bathroom," one coach said. "Maybe I need to pee more." 

How often during the recruitment of a player does someone -- a coach, a parent, 
someone else -- ask for something in return? How does it happen? 

Here’s where it really gets ugly. This hasn’t happened to every coach (12 said they’ve faced it directly), but all 20 of them know it goes on. 

"It happened to me this morning," one coach said. "1 had a guy try to hand me a r6sum6, get them a job." 

Sometimes it’s subtle; sometimes it’s overt, but the implication is understood - if you want to recruit my player/son, you’ll need to take care of me 



first. 

"It will start off as, ’You know, he’s had a part-time job and now that he’s going to college, I won’t have that income ... what can you do to help me?’" 
one coach said. "Or it’s, ’I’ve never missed one of his games. How am I going to afford to travel to see him play now?"’ 

"1 almost cringe when I have a job opening," another coach said. "Here it comes. I used to get calls from other coaches. Now it’s AAU coaches, 
trying to place their guys." 

No one admitted to completing the transaction, yet all 20 said they lost a player because they chose not to complete the transaction. 

"1 think a lot of times they’re just floating it out there, see if you’ll bite," another coach said. "But you know what? If you don’t, someone else might." 

What is the biggest problem facing college basketball? 

Finally, 100 percent consensus: It’s agents and runners. Not only are they sullying the game, but they’re also changing the way players look at their 
college careers. 

That’s no news flash. Agents have long been considered the boogeyman of college athletic& What’s interesting? How they’re doing business: 

¯ Loans or lines of credit: "Say you’ve got a top-10 kid but you don’t have a lot of money," one coach explained. "The agent will get a line of 
credit through his financial adviser for you in your name. When your kid goes pro, you pay it back." 

¯ Prepaid debit cards: Slightly different than a loan, these allow an agent to offer a constant stream of cash by giving a prospect or a prospect’s 
family member a card with a cash value that can be constantly stuffed with more money, not unlike an actual bank account. The kicker: As of now, 
the NCAA has no way of tracking the transaction. 

"That’s the latest one I’ve heard," said one coach. 

¯ Tying in to a summer league program: Numerous coaches said that agents now have ties to specific summer league teams and that the 
people serving as coaches are actually already agents’ runners. 

Another coach, who recently coached a top-five draft pick, said that every agent who came to sign his player offered the same thing: "If you sign 
with me, I’ll deliver you this guy and that guy. Every single one of them is tied to an AAU team. Every one. They cook the deal with the AAU coach. 
He gets the kid on campus and then cuts a cut." 

¯ Hiring parents as "consultants": Shoe companies sponsor virtually every summer league team. The team wears the shoe company’s gear 
and plays in the shoe company’s sanctioned events. 

"I’ve heard of shoe companies hiring parents at ridiculous salaries as their consultants," one coach said. "Parents are making a big comeback. 
They look at their children as property or dollar signs, not children. They all see the big cashout." 

The big cashout, of course, is the NBA, the albatross hanging around many a coach’s neck. Hemmed in by the league’s age limit, many coaches 
are wondering what exactly they’re doing for a living. 

Parents are making a big comeback. They look at their children as property or dollar signs, not children. 

"We don’t coach anymore," one coach said. "This job isn’t about coaching. It’s about acquiring talent." 

"What’s happening at Kentucky, all these one-and-dones, that’s not good for our game," another added. 

Indeed, many coaches thought that the one-and-done rule has diminished the value of a college career - even a one-year college career. They 
point to players who are more concerned with their individual stats or who are so preoccupied with their future, they aren’t paying attention to their 
present. 

"1 told a kid recently, ’If you say NBA one more time I’m walking out the door,"’ a coach said. "If you’re good enough, you’ll leave after one year or 
two years or three years. I’m here to talk to you about coming to college and playing for me. I had six kids leave early. The ones who were all-in 
went [top 10]; the ones who had one foot out the door went late." 

Do you have faith in the NCAA to monitor and control college basketball? 

Sort of. 

All but three coaches thought the NCAA was at least trying to get a handle on the problems of college basketball. The catch? No one thought it 
could succeed. 

"They’re trying," said one coach, echoing the sentiments of the majority. "But no matter what the rule, people are going to cheat and the problem is, 
the best of the best, you’re never going to catch them." 

Coaches pointed to an unfair numbers advantage - more coaches than NCAA investigators - and a sawier coaching fraternity as the top 
problems. 

And others thought the organization was little more than a bureaucratic hypocrisy. 



"The NCAA is stealing money from television and they don’t want to kill the golden goose," one said. "Look at the people on the NCAA 
committees. The guys who are doing things the right way, they aren’t on the NCAA committees. Why is that?" 

There’s also an interesting gender dynamic at work. As noted earlier, almost all of the NCAA investigators are women and they are policing a 
man’s game. That doesn’t go unnoticed by the coaches, nor does it help the investigators get taken seriously all the time. 

Along with the coach who called the women, "the gestapettes," another said, "If the NCAA was serious, they’d hire someone who knew what they 
were doing, not these women out here trying to get a husband." 

Are you optimistic/pessimistic about the game? 

Mixed bag here. Most coaches (15 of 20) thought the game was more scrutinized and regulated than it’s ever been and believe that the sport is on 
its way to redemption. Yet even they concede there are major problems with college basketball’s image and its actions. 

"l think there are more good than bad out there," one coach said. "But if you keep saying something, people believe it and we keep saying it. 
Things have been going on for 50 years and they’ll be going on 50 years from now, but we make it seem like it’s the worst it’s ever been now. I don’t 
think so. I don’t know if the game has ever been better or the competition has ever been better." 

Others, however, were far more pessimistic. 

They see coaches perceived as rulebreakers being rehired - and the NCAA, in their opinion, is doing little to stop them. 

"1 sometimes wonder, ’Can I survive in this profession without compromising who I am?"’ one said. ’Tm not sure about that answer and it really 
disappoints me." 

Added another: "l know this: I’m glad I’m not 40 and just getting started in this business. I can see the light at the end of the tunnel, but I would say 
I’m a little more pessimistic about things than I was a few years ago. It just seems like we can’t stop it. The bad guys keep winning." 

Dana O’Neil covers college basketball for ESPN.com and can be reached at espnonei/@live.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 2, 2010 8:39 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/2/10- Summer Workouts for PSAs 

GOO,,’..’,, ,,MORNING ALL! I },,"O,~"~: t:VERI=ONI: VI"?RS ,~RIIL,,’: }"O I:NJOY A}" Lt:AS’I ,~R PO~:/"ION OF "[I-~,,’: SUI,..’II\’IER, GOO{? L’LIC}I IN THE UP’OOI,..’IING 
ACA{}~:I~qIC YEAR, I ,HO,~"~: i,~;Yl~;~,-’} "} IS A GOO/:) O.,,",i~:!! 

Flat Feet is a prospective student-athlete who signed an NLI to participate on the cross country and track & field teams at Ocean State University (OSU) 
this fall. Flat just got a new pair of running shoes, and she would like to try them out before the season starts. Flat is not enrolled in summer school at OSU, 
but she lives near the campus and asks one of the strength coaches if she could run on the outdoor track tomorrow morning. The strength and conditioning 
coach meets Flat at the track and watches her run 6 miles. The strength coach does not conduct the workout or provide any instruction. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7129110- Prospective Student-Athlete Participating in Voluntary Workouts on an Institution’s Campus prior to 
Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Certifying Institution (I)- states the following regarding a prospective student-athlete’s participation in voluntary 
workouts on an institution’s campus prior to initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution: 
(1) Participation during a summer term in which the prospective student-athlete is enrolled. A prospective student-athlete may participate in summer 
voluntary workouts conducted by the institution’s strength and conditioning coach with department-wide duties (or, in championship subdivision football, a 
countable coach who is a certified strength and conditioning coach) only during the period of an institution’s summer term (opening day of classes through 
last day of final exams) in which he or she is enrolled. 
(2) Participation during the summer but outside a summer term in which the prospective student-athlete is enrolled. A prospective student-athlete may 
participate in voluntary weightlifting or conditioning activities (e.g., conditioning on the track) on the institution’s campus in the presence of (as opposed to 
conducted by) the institution’s strength and conditioning coach during the periods of the summer that are outside the actual duration of the term or terms in 
which the prospective student-athlete is enrolled, provided such activities are not prearranged, the strength and conditioning coach is performing normal 
duties and responsibilities in the supervision of the weight room or facility in use (e.g., track) and does not work directly with the prospective student-athlete. 
(3) Participation during the summer prior to initial full-time enrollment when prospective student-athlete is not enrolled in the summer term but has signed a 
National Letter of Intent. In sports other than football and basketball, a prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent (or a four-year 
college transfer who has signed a written offer of financial aid and/or admission), but who is not enrolled in an institution’s summer term may participate in 
voluntary weightlifting or conditioning activities (e.g., conditioning on the track) on the institution’s campus in the presence of the institution’s strength and 
conditioning coach, provided such activities are not prearranged, the strength and conditioning coach is performing normal duties and responsibilities in the 
supervision of the weight room or facility in use (e.g., track) and he or she does not work directly with the prospective student-athlete. Involvement by the 
strength and conditioning coach (other than in a supervisory capacity) or the involvement of any coaching staff member in any capacity would constitute a 
tryout. 
(4) Participation prior to initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution (other than during the summer prior to enrollment). A prospective student- 
athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent (or a four-year college-transfer prospective student-athlete who has signed a written offer of financial aid 
and/or admission) may participate in voluntary weightlifting or conditioning activities (e.g., conditioning on the track) on the institution’s campus in the 
presence of the institution’s strength and conditioning coach, provided such activities are not prearranged, the strength and conditioning coach is 
performing normal duties and responsibilities in the supervision of the weight room or facility in use (e.g., track) and he or she does not work directly with 
the prospective student-athlete. Involvement by the strength and conditioning coach (other than in a supervisory capacity) or the involvement of any 
coaching staff member in any capacity would constitute a tryout. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.11.1 (prohibited activities), 13.11.2.2 (recreational activities), 13.11.3.8.1 (voluntary summer conditioning -- bowl subdivision 
football, 13.11.3.8.2 voluntary summer conditioning -- championship subdivision football, 13.11.3.9 (voluntary summer conditioning -- basketball), and 
13.11.3.10 (voluntary summer conditioning -- sports other than football and basketball; staff interpretation (05/28/09, Item No. d) and an official interpretation 
(05/18/05, Item No. 1 ) which have both been archived.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 3, 2010 8:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/3/10- 17.1.5. l 

Dub L. Coverage is a freshman football student-athlete at Bay State College. Although Dub will have a physical with the institution’s team doctor prior to 
participating in pre-season practice activities, Dub’s parents scheduled an exam with their family doctor in June. A sickle cell solubility test was included in 
the physical exam. Is Dub required to have this test done again by the team doctor? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.5.1 states the examination or evaluation of student-athletes who are beginning their initial season of eligibility and students who are 
trying out for a team shall include a sickle cell solubility test, unless document results or a prior test are provided to the institution or the prospective student- 
athlete or student-athlete declines the test and signs a written release. 

.i_c_o__~_J__a__r_t ~__s__~2_b_j_g~_a__s__t_=9_r_g. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 4, 2010 9:02 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/4/10- 

Drop Back is a football student-athlete. Here is Drop’s academic record: 
Fall 2009- full-time- passed 12 hours at Ocean State College 
Spring 2010- full-time- passed 8 hours at Ocean State College 
Earned 6 credits via credit-by-examination prior to his initial full-time collegiate enrollment. 
Has Drop met the 24 hour rule to be eligible for the fall 2010 term? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10!1/03- Use of Credit-by-Examination and Advanced Placement Courses to Fulfill Progress Toward Degree 
Requirements (I)- states that for student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution on or after August 1,2003, credit earned via credit-by-examination 
and advanced placement courses completed prior to initial full-time collegiate enrollment shall not be used to satisfy the 18/27 credit-hour requirement or 
the six credit-hour requirement. However, such credit may be used to satisfy the 24/36 credit-hour requirement and percentage of degree requirements 
(i.e., 40/60/80). Subsequent to initial full-time enrollment, credit earned while enrolled during a regular academic term via credit-by-examination and 
advanced placement courses may be used to meet all progress toward degree requirements. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1- Eligibility for competition shall be determined based on satisfactory completion of at least: (Revised: 1/10/92, 10/31/02 effective 
8/1/03 forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

(a) Twenty-four-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit prior to start of the student-athlete’s second year of collegiate enrollment (third semester, 
fourth quarter); (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(b) Eighteen-semester or 27-quarter hours of academic credit since the beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the certifying 
institution’s preceding regular two semesters or three quarters (hours earned during the summer may not be used to fulfill this requirement) (see Bylaw 

.1____4_:__4__:_3__:__’1_:__4__); and (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 

(c) Six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term (e.g., fall semester, winter quarter) in which the 
student-athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution (see Bylaw J____4_:_1__:__1___0_. for postseason certification). (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 
for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Angust 5, 2010 8:58 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/5/10- l 1.01.4 

Kick Off is a soccer student-athlete at Bay State University. Kick exhausted her eligibility after the 2009 season and graduated in May, but she is returning to 
finish a second baccalaureate degree this fall. Can Kick be an undergraduate student assistant coach? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 11.01.4 states that an undergraduate student assistant coach is any coach who is a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her 
eligibility in the sport or has become injured to the point that he or she is unable to practice or compete ever again, and who meets the following additional 
criteria: (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(a) Is enrolled at the institution at which he or she most recently participated in intercollegiate athletics; (4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(b) Is enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student in his or her first baccalaureate degree program (see Bylaw 14.1.8.2_), except that during his or her finn 
semester or quarter of the baccalaureate degree program, he or she may be enrolled in less than a full-time degree program of studies, provided he or she 
is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to complete the degree requirements; (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04, 8/11/09, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(c) Is receiving no compensation or remuneration from the institution other than the financial aid that could be received as a student-athlete and expenses 
incurred on road trips that are received by individual team members; and (Revised: 1/9/96) 

(d) Is not involved in contacting and evaluating prospective student-athletes off campus or scouting opponents off campus and does not perform recruiting 
coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2.2). (Revised: 5/26/06) 

Educational Column 
Proposal No. 2009-12-A Personnel -- Definitions and Applications -- Undergraduate Student-Assistant Coach (I) 
Date Published: January 14, 2010 
Item Ref: 4 
Educational Column: 
Question: Would this proposal permit a student to serve as an undergraduate student-assistant coach if he or she has graduated and is 
pursuing a second baccalaureate degree and all other criteria are met? 
Answer: No. 
Question: Would an undergraduate student-assistant coach be included within the NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) cohort for the terms in 
which he or she is serving in this capacity? 
Answer: An undergraduate student-assistant coach who receives institutional financial aid based in any degree on athletics ability aid would be included in 
the APR cohort, provided the monies are awarded during the academic year, and the student-athlete has not yet enrolled beyond five years/10 semesters 
of actual full-time enrollment. 
Question: If adopted, would this proposal permit a student-athlete to transfer from an institution at which he or she exhausted eligibility to another Division I 
institution to serve as an undergraduate student-assistant coach? 
Answer: No. The legislation requires that the individual be enrolled at the institution at which he or she most recently participated in intercollegiate athletics. 
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FFOM: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 6, 2010 8:43 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/6/10- Current Event 

Bill Self speaks of report about Kansas recruit Josh Selby 
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) -- In the wake of a report saying Kansas recruit Josh Selby may not be eligible, Jayhawks coach Bill Self said Thursday 
"it is not at all unusual" for the NCAA to look at some of the nation’s top recruits. 

A report by CBSsports.com indicated the NCAA was questioning a relationship between Selby and Robert Frazier, the business manager for NBA 
star Carmelo Anthony. 

Selby, a point guard from Baltimore, has been listed by some services as the No. 1 recruit in the country. 

Self, who was out of town, issued a statement. 

"t have received several calls about the article," he said. "As has been mentioned previously, we do not comment on recruits untit they arrive on 
campus for the fall semester. I will say, as we have experienced in the past in our program, it is not at all unusuat for the NCAA to look into many 
of the country’s top-rated recruits each year for any number of reasons." 

Selby’s mother was quoted by the Lawrence JoumaI-World as saying she did not see any problems with the NCAA. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 10, 2010 8:39 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/10- Current Event 

NCAA’s Miami investigation focused on football, women’s track and baseball 

The NCAA’s investigation of "impermissible text messages and telephone calls to prospective student-athletes" is focused on three sports, according to the 
Miami Herald: Football, women’s track and possibly baseball. 

The university released a statement Friday saying the school discovered that infractions may have occurred. 

"The University of Miami’s Department of Intercollegiate Athletics discovered possible NCAA violations involving impermissible text messages and telephone 
calls to prospective student-athletes. After conducting an audit, the University has self-reported its findings to the NCAA, and a joint investigation has been 
launched. The University will take appropriate steps to ensure full compliance with NCAA rules and regulations. As this is an on-going process, the 
University will have no further comment at this time." 

--Armen Terjimanian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 8:30 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/11/10- 16.5.2(b) 

The women’s volleyball team has reported for pre-season practice at Bay State College. Because of the heat, the coach would like to provide ice cream to 
her student-athletes as a snack during this pre-season period. Is it permissible for these student-athletes to receive a snack? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.5.2(b) states that the institution may provide the cost of room and board to student-athletes who report for pre-season practice prior 
to the start of the academic year, it being understood that the student-athlete has been accepted for admission to the institution at the time such benefits 
are received. Further, an institution, at its discretion, may provide an additional meal (as opposed to the cash equivalent) to student-athletes to meet their 
nutritional needs as a benefit incidental to participation during the pre-season practice period prior to the start of the academic year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 12, 2010 9:34 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/12/10- l 1.7.1.2.2C 

The men’s basketball team at Ocean State University is planning their official visits for the fall term. A couple of pospects that will be visiting are international, so they are 
expecting a few travel issues. If the PSA experiences an issue while traveling to Ocean State’s campus, can the director of operations telephone the PSA to discuss options or 
does one of the countable coaches have to call him? 
The director of operations may telephone the PSA while in transit to Ocean State’s campus. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.2.2C states that a noncoaching staff member or coach who 
does not count toward the numerical limitations on head and assistant coaches in Bylaw 11.7.4 may initiate telephone calls to and receive telephone calls from a prospective 
student-ahlete or those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete during teh prospective student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during his or her 
official visit. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 13, 2010 8:20 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/13/10- Current Fxent 

NCAA wants to talk to Bryce Brown about Lane Kiffin’s recruiting practices at Tennessee 

ESPN’s Joe Schad reported late Wednesday that Arthur Brown, the father of former Tennessee running back Bryce Brown, said that the NCAA has asked 
to talk to his son about the recruiting practices at the University of Tennessee during Lane KJffin’s time with the Volunteers. 

"They said they want to talk about the recruiting practices of Tennessee under Kiffin," Arthur Brown told ESPN’s Joe Schad. "We have nothing to hide. We 
have no need to be deceptive. If we made a mistake I can say it would not have been intentional. But I think this is about more than Bryce." 

Bryce Brown left Tennessee earlier this offseason but saw his request to transfer to Kansas State denied by new Tennessee coach Derek Dooley. 
Dooley’s decision not to release Brown from his scholarship means the player would have to pay his own way at Kansas State this season. 

According to Schad, Brown’s appeal of Dooley’s decision took place in a teleconference on Wednesday. 

Bryce has tried to express why they should reverse the decision," Arthur Brown said. "We expressed how he has felt. We laid out a lot about our family’s 
struggles with illnesses and stresses. I feel we made a good case for an overturn." 

Tennessee told the Browns they would take 15 days from the request for appeal, which means they should know the result on or before Aug. 21. 

Bryce Brown, one of the nation’s top recruits entering last season, plans to enroll at Kansas State and begin classes on Aug. 23. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 8:36 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/16/10- 13.12.1.4.1 

The men’s basketball coaches at Beach University are conducting an institutional camp this week. Are they permitted to engage in recruiting conversations 
with prospective student-athletes during the camp? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.4.1 states that it is permissible for an institution’s men’s basketball coaches to engage in recruiting conversations with 
prospective student-athletes during the institution’s men’s basketball camps or clinics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 17, 2010 7:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/17/10- 16.11.1.5 

The women’s soccer coaches at Bay State University would like to have an occasional team meal one night this week. Because the weather has been so 
nice, they would like to cater a picnic on the field after practice. Is this permissible or does the meal have to be provided in a restaurant? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.1.5 states that a student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an occasional meal in the locale of the institution on 
infrequent and special occasions from an institutional staff member. An institutional staff member may provide reasonable local transportation to student- 
athletes to attend such meals. A student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an occasional meal from a representative of athletics interests on 
infrequent and special occasions under the following conditions: (Revised: 1/10/92, 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02, 4/29/10) 
(a) The meal may only be provided in an individual’s home, on campus or at a facility that is regularly used for home competition and may be catered; and 
(Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02, 4/29/10) 
(b) A representative of the institution’s athletics interest may provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes to attend the meal function only if the 
meal function is at the home of that representative. (Revised: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

jeo~Maras@bigeast.org 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Augnst 18, 2010 7:07 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/18/10- 15.5.3.2.2.12 

Base Line is a men’s tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU) Here is Base’s scholarship infolrnation at OSU: 

2009-10 

25% athletic scholarship 

$5000 academic scholarship (qualifies as academic honor award) 

2010-11 
25% athletic scholarship 
$5000 academic scholarship (renewal from last year) 

Although Base’s academic aid qualified as an academic honor award last year, the aid was not exempted Iicom team limits because Base did not meet the requirements This year, however, 
Base meets the requirements tbr a renewal. 

Can the academic scholarship be exempted from the tennis team’s limits this year even though Base did not qualify for the exemption last year? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 15.5.3.2.2.1.2 states that the renewal of an academic honor award (per Bylaw 15.5.3.2.2 1 <iavascript:document bylawSelect19900182501 submit();>) may be exempted from 
an institution’s equivalency computation regardless of whether the recipient qualified for exemption in his or her initial academic year el~rollment, provided: (Adopted: 1/12/99 effective 
8/1/99, Rev:sed: 3/18/10) 

(a) The recipient achieves a cumulative grade-point average of at least 3.000 (based on a maximum of 4.000) at the certi(ying inst:tution; and 

(b) The recipient meets all NCAA, conference and institutional progress toward degree requ:rements. 

Jennifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, Ri 02903 

j condaras@ bigeast, org<mailto :jcondaras~bi~east.or~> 

O]Tice: 401 BiG EAST (244-3278) 
Fax: 40h273.0424 
Cell: 40h265.6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 19, 2010 7:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/19/10- ProlEssional Contract 

Shoot A. Round is a prospective student-athlete who is being recruited by Beach College to play basketball. Shoot signed a contract to play on both an 
amateur and professional team. Shoot, however, only plays on the amateur team. Is his contract considered professional? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 11/16/05- Contract or Commitment to Participate in Amateur and Professional Athletics (I)- states that if an 
individual signs a contract or commitment with an athletics organization (e.g., club) that allows the individual to participate on an amateur team and a 
professional team, and the individual competes with the professional team, the contract shall be considered professional. If the individual does not compete 
with the professional team under such a contract, the contract is not considered professional. [References: NCAA Bylaws 12.1.1 (amateur status) and 
12.2.5 (contracts and compensation).] 

;ieom]aras@biqeast, orq 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, August 20, 2010 8:52 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/20/10- Current Event 

New NCAA chief: Draft rules on agenda 
ESPN.com news services 

Incoming NCAA president Dr. Mark Emmert says he’d be interested in a baseball-style rule that would allow college basketball players to either 
enter the NBA draft out of high school, or commit to college for a set period of time before they are eligible to be drafted. 

Emmert, speaking with Mitch Levy on Seattle radio station K JR on Tuesday, said he would "persuasively" discuss the matter with NBA officials, 
including commissioner David Stern and NBA Players Association chief Billy Hunter. 

Any change in the NBA’s draft procedures would have to be part of the sport’s collective bargaining agreement between its players and the league. 

"1 much prefer the baseball model, for example, that allows a young person if they want to go play professional baseball, they can do it right out of 
high school, but once they start college they’ve got to play for three years or until they’re 21 ," Emmert, who is leaving the University of Washington to 
take the helm of the NCAA, said in the interview. "1 like that a good deal. 

"But what you have to also recognize is that rule isn’t an NCAA rule," Emmert said during KJR’s interview. "That’s a rule of the NBA. And it’s not the 
NBA itself, but the NBA Players Association. So to change that rule will require me and others working with the NBA, working with the players 
association." 

He added: "We’ll be having those conversations, because I think it would be good for young people and good for basketball." 

Emmert was chosen to lead the NCAA at meetings in April. He is expected to take the post Nov. 1. 

"This is a situation where I can’t, or the NCAA can’t mandate anything," he said. "Jumping down and waving your arms doesn’t get it done. You 
need to sit down with the people that do have responsibility for this - the NBA - and say here’s why this would be useful for us, how does it work for 
you, and try to find an arrangement that’s mutually agreeable." 

As he had in the past, Emmert said he has no authority over the Bowl Championship Series, though the NCAA could step in and run a playoff if the 
BCS asked it. 

He also said that he favors having NCAA penalties follow offenders. He suggested a possible "points" system, where points follow offenders from 
job to job. 

~:5 P~;’J{ ,k’o~.’; W2!.’.? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 23, 2010 8:44 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/23/10- Transfer Procedures 

Change Up is a softball student-athlete at Bay State University (BSU). Change would like to transfer to another institution, so she requests permission to 
utilize the one-time transfer exception. BSU indicated that it would grant the exception after Change returns the equipment she was issued. 
Is it permissible for BSU to put such a condition on granting the one-time transfer release? 

No. NCAA Educational Column- 8/20/10-Recruiting and Eligibility -- Four-Year Prospective Student-Athletes -- Permission to Contact and 
Transfer Release -- Response to Request and Hearing Opportunity (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 
and 14.5.5.2.10 specify that an institution shall grant or deny a request to contact and/or permit the use of the one-time transfer exception within seven 
business days of receipt of the request. The legislation also specifies that if the request is denied, the institution shall conduct the required hearing and 
provide written results of the hearing within 15 business days of receipt of the student-athlete’s written request and that the student-athlete shall be provided 
the opportunity to appear in-person or via telephone and actively participate in the hearing. Finally, the legislation specifies that if the institution fails to 
respond to the student-athlete’s written request or fails to conduct the hearing or provide written results within the specified time period, permission to 
contact or the transfer release shall be granted by default and the institution shall provide the written permission or release to the student-athlete. 

The following questions and answers are intended to assist the Division I membership with the application of this new legislation. 
Question No. 1: Does e-mail constitute a written request? 
Answer: Yes. E-mail is considered a written request. Each institution’s policies and procedures may specify whether other forms of communication (e.g., 
text message) constitute a written request for permission to contact, use of the one-time transfer exception, or an appeal hearing. 
Question No. 2: May an institution’s response to the request for permission to contact or for a release in conjunction with the one-time transfer exception 
be conditioned on the student-athlete fulfilling specific obligations (e.g academically eligible at end of term return of apparel and equipment)? 
Answer: No. The legislation specifies that a student-athlete’s request must be approved or denied within seven business days of receipt of the request. 
Further, the legislation specifies that if the institution delays a response to the request or indicates that permission will be granted at a later date the 
institution shall inform the student-athlete in writing that he or she on request, shall be provided a hearing Institutions should note that even if the release in 
conjunction with the one-time transfer exception is granted the student-athlete still must meet the other elements of the exception (e.g., progress toward 
deqree, eliqible had he or she remained) at the time of transfer. 
Question No. 3: May an institution conduct an appeal hearing beyond the 15-day period if requested by the student-athlete? 
Answer: No= The legislation specifies that the hearing shall be conducted within 15 business days of receiving the student-athletes written request for a 
hearing. The legislation requires that the student-athlete be provided the opportunity to actively participate (e=g., in person, via telephone) in the hearing 
However, the student-athlete may choose to participate by providing written information only. 
Question No. 4: What is the process to provide written permission to the student-athlete and other institutions when permission to contact or use the one- 
time transfer exception is granted by default? 
Answer: The legislation does not specify a specific process. Each institution shall develop its own protocol for providing written permission to a student- 
athlete and other institutions when permission to contact or use the one-time transfer exception is granted by default. 
Question No. 5: Would conference regulations regarding transfers (e.g., intra-conference transfer rules) still apply if an institution does not respond to a 
student-athlete’s request for permission to contact and/or use of the one-time transfer exception within the specified time period? 
Answer: Yes. Although permission to contact or a release must be provided in such circumstances, conference rules continue to apply. 
Question No. 6: If permission to contact or a release to use the one-time transfer is denied, does the legislation specify a time period by which the student- 
athlete must request a hearing? 
Answer: No. Institutions may establish policies and procedures that may require a student-athlete to request a hearing within a reasonable time period of 
receipt of a denial of a request for permission to contact or to receive a release to use the one-time transfer exception. 
Question No. 7: To whom may a student-athlete submit a written request in order to subject the institution to the response deadline? 
Answer: The institution may establish reasonable procedures and inform student-athletes to whom a written request for permission to contact or for a 
release to use the one-time transfer exception must be submitted. For example, because permission to contact another institution about transferring must 
be issued by the first institution’s athletics director (or an athletics administrator designated by the athletics director), it is reasonable that a written request 
for permission to contact must be submitted to the athletics director or his or her designee. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.1.3 (four-year college prospective student-athletes), 13.1.1.3.1 (hearing opportunity), 14.5.5.2.10 (one-time 
transfer exception, 14.5.5.2.10.1 (hearing opportunity)] 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject." 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 24, 2010 8:59 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/24/10- 13.1.3. I. 1 

The cross country coaches at Ocean State University would like to begin calling senior recruits 
today. Which of the following is true? 
A. Because it is a contact period, they can make unlimited telephone calls to senior prospects. 
B. Because it is not yet September 1 st, they can only make one telephone call a month to senior prospects. 
C. Because it is afler July 1 st, they can only make one telephone call a week to senior prospects. 
D. None of the above 

The answer is A. Bylaw 13.1.3.1.1 states that in baseball, cross country/track and field, men’s lacrosse, women’s lacrosse, softball and women’s volleyball, 
telephone calls to an individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before July 1 following the completion of his or her junior year in 
high school. Therealter, such telephone calls shall be limited to once per week outside a contact period, but may be made at the institution’s discretion 
during a contact period. (Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 8:33 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/25/10- Practice Follomng Competition 

Deep Set is a volleyball student-athlete at College USA. College USA had an away match this afternoon, but Deep did not play. When the team returned to 
campus, Deep and one of the assistant coaches went to the gym and worked on Deep’s serving technique. 
Is it permissible for Deep to practice after the competition since she did not play? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/4/91- Student-athlete practices following a competition in which he or she does not compete- states that 
practice by a student-athlete following the institution’s competition is not permitted, regardless of whether the student-athlete participated in the competition. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 10:02 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/26/10- 15.5.2.2 

Ral E. Scoring is a freshman volleyball student-athlete at Ocean State College (OSC). Ral reported for preseason practice at OSC, but she was homesick 
after the first week. Ral decided to leave OSC and transfer to a college near her home town. Because Ral voluntarily quit the team before the first day of 
classes, can OSC award her scholarship to another student-athlete? 
Yes, but the scholarship may not be re-awarded until the spring semester. NCAA Bylaw 15.6.2.2 states that an institution may replace a counter who 
voluntarily withdraws from the team in a head-count sport by providing the financial aid to another student who already has enrolled in the institution and is a 
member of the team. For this replacement to occur, the counter must withdraw prior to the first day of classes or before the first game of the season, 
whichever is earlier, and release the institution from its obligation to provide financial aid. The institution may not award the financial aid to another student- 
athlete in the academic term in which the aid was reduced or canceled. Further, if the financial aid is canceled before a regular academic term (e.g., 
preseason practice period), the aid may not be provided to another student-athlete during the ensuing academic term. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 8:11 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/27/10- Current Fxent 

USC loses Grantland Rice Trophy 
{-?SPl~.c,’~m 

USC was stripped of its 2004 Grantland Rice Trophy and won’t be considered for the 2010 award, the Football Writers Association of America announced 
Thursday. 
The FWAA declined to name a replacement recipient for the 2004 trophy. 
USC, however, will remain in the 2010 Grantland Rice Trophy preseason rankings, the FWAA announced. 
USC received a two-year postseason ban, a loss of scholarships and was forced to vacate victories from the 2004 and ’05 seasons for NCAA violations 
involving former star tailback Reggie Bush. The university is appealing some of the penalties. 
"Had these facts been known, USC would not have been selected for the award ... in light of standards applicable to FWAA poll participants, award 
candidates and award recipients," FWAA president Tim Griffin said in a statement. 
Griffin is a former Big 12 blogger for ESPN.com. 
The 2004 vacancy is the only one in the history of the trophy, which the FWAA began awarding in 1954. 
USC athletic director Pat Haden said his school would return its 2004 trophy. 
"Due to the NCAA penalties, we understand the actions taken by the Football Writers Association of America, and we will abide by that ruling," Haden said in 
a statement. 
"While we know that some fans and former student-athletes may be disappointed, our central priority at this time is our overall commitment to compliance 
and this action is in line with the standards we have set for our entire athletic program." 
The final 2004 Grantland Rice Poll had USC ranked No. 1, followed by undefeated Auburn (13-0) and Oklahoma (12-1 ), which lost to USC in the title game. 
No. 4 Utah (12-0) also finished undefeated. 
"There was a thorough discussion of all the possible scenarios involving all the appropriate teams," Griffin said. "The FWAA reached a very fair conclusion 
based on careful consideration of the strengths of all the teams. We realize there are numerous opinions on this question. 
"Nonetheless, this group -- which has more than three collective centuries of experience covering college football and has members representing all 
geographic regions in the nation -- came to a decision we feel best serves the sport." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 9:04 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/30/10- Pre-Paid Envelopes 

The women’s basketball coaches at Bay State University are planning their recruiting weekends for the upcoming fall. They are going to send letters to 
juniors on September 1 st inviting them to campus for an unofficial visit. The coaches will provide a self-addressed stamped envelope with the letter, so the 
prospects can return their RSVP back to the coaches. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/5/92- Self-addressed stamped envelope- states that it is permissible for an institution to enclose a self-addressed 
stamped envelope when sending a questionnaire or National Letter of intent to a prospect; however, the institution may not provide a self-addressed 
stamped envelope when sending general correspondence. 

i@mdaras@biqeast.orq 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 8:49 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/31/10- 13.1.6.2 

Throw In is a senior in high school who is interested in playing soccer next year at Ocean State University (OSU). Next weekend Throw’s high school team 
will be playing a game on OSU’s campus, so the OSU coaches would like Throw to take an official that same weekend. 
At what point may Throw begin his official visit? 

A. At any time before or after his competition, without restriction. 
B. After his competition, upon being released by his high school coach. 
C. Prior to his competition, as long as he does not participate in any competition related activities with his high school team. 
D. B and C. 
E. None of the above. 

The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.7.2 states that recruiting contact may not be made with a prospective student-athlete prior to any athletics competition 
in which the prospective student-athlete is a participant during the day or days of competition, even if the prospective student-athlete is on an official or 
unofficial visit. Contact includes the passing of notes or verbally relaying information to a prospective student-athlete by a third party on behalf of an 
institutional staff member and telephone calls. Such contact shall be governed by the following: (Revised: 1/11/89, 1/10/91, 1/11/94, 1/9/96 effective 7/1/96, 
9/18/07) 

(a) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete at any site prior to the contest on the day or days of competition; (Revised: 1/11/89, 
1/11/94) 

(b) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete from the time he or she reports on call (at the direction of his or her coach or comparable 
authority) and becomes involved in competition-related activity (e.g., traveling to an away-from-home game) to the end of the competition even if such 
competition-related activities are initiated prior to the day or days of competition; (Revised: 1/11/94) 

(c) Contact shall not be made after the competition until the prospective student-athlete is released by the appropriate institutional authority and departs the 
dressing and meeting facility; 

(d) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete involved in competition that requires participation on consecutive days (e.g., a 
tournament) until after his or her final contest is completed and he or she is released by the appropriate institutional authority and leaves the dressing and 
meeting facility. Contact shall not be made with a prospective student-athlete involved in a tournament that is not conducted on consecutive days until after 
his or her final contest is completed on a day before a break in the days of the tournament and he or she is released by the appropriate institutional authority 
and leaves the dressing and meeting facility; (Revised: 1/11/94, 9/18/07) 

(e) Contact with a prospective student-athlete who is on an extended road trip (e.g., traveling with a team from one contest or event to another), is permitted 
at the conclusion of a competition and prior to the commencement of travel to the next competition, provided he or she has been released by the 
appropriate institutional authority and departs the dressing and meeting facility; and (Adopted: 9/18/07) 

(t) Coaching staff members may not send electronic correspondence to a prospective student-athlete while he or she is on call for competition at the 
competition site (e.g., arena, stadium). Coaching staff members may send general correspondence (including electronic correspondence) to a prospective 
student-athlete while he or she is on call and not at the competition site or while the prospective student-athlete is at any location once he or she has been 
released by the appropriate authority, provided the general correspondence is sent directly to a prospective student-athlete (e.g., the front desk of the hotel, 
the prospective student-athlete’s personal fax machine) and there is no additional party (e.g., camp employee, coach) involved in disseminating the 
correspondence (see Bylaw 13.4). For additional restrictions in basketball, see Bylaw 13.1.7.2.2. (Revised: 4/3/02, 4/24/03, 3/23/06, 12/12/06) 

NCAA Staff Interpretation- 1125195- Official Paid Visit During Day of Prospect’s Competition- states that it is permissible for a prospective student- 
athlete to make an official paid visit on the day the prospect has a contest, provided the prospect chooses not to engage in activities related to the 
competition. [Reference: 13.1.8.2 (practice or competition site)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 8:31 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/l / 10- Prepafi ng the Playing Field 

Some of the baseball student-athletes at College USA will be participating in skill-related instruction with their coaches this week. The coaches have not 
hired managers yet, so the student-athletes have to prepare the field. Is the time spent preparing the field for the coaches considered a countable 
athletically related activity? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/9/91- Student-athlete prepares playing field for practice or competition- states that in regard to a situation in 
which a student-athlete prepares a field or facility (e.g., golf course, baseball field) for an institution’s practice or competition; determined that unless those 
responsibilities are considered to be employment as part of the financial aid agreement for a particular student-athlete, any work by the student-athlete or an 
institution’s team that is required, supervised or monitored by institutional staff members would be considered countable athletically related activities; further 
noted that employment as part of an individual’s financial aid package would not be considered countable athletically related activities. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 8:06 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/2/10- 17.1.6.4.2 

Ocean State College will be hosting its first home football game this Saturday. Because of the severe weather that is predicted to come through the area, 
there is a good possibility the game will be canceled prior to the start of or during the game. 
If the game is canceled prior to it being considered a completed event and the student-athletes do not engage in any further countable athletically related 
activities, can the coach use that day as its required day off? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4.2 states that when an institution’s competition is canceled prior to the start of competition or canceled prior to the competition 
being considered a completed event in accordance with the playing rules of that sport, an institution may use that day as its required day off, provided the 
institution does not engage in any further countable athletically related activities during that day. (Adopted: 1/16/93) 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 3, 2010 9:18 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/3/10- Current Event 

New NCAA award offers graduate scholarship money 

iNDiANAPOLiS (AP) -- There’s an added incentive to prove which college or university has the best athletic program in America -- $200,000 in graduate 
scholarship money. 

On Wednesday, the NCAA and corporate sponsor Capital One announced they were joining forces to create the Capital One Cup, which will be awarded to 
best all-around men’s and women’s Division I programs. 

Standings will be released at the end of the fall, winter and spring seasons, with the overall winners announced in July at the ESPY Awards. 

"Honestly, I’d love to see it become the elite award in college athletics where it becomes synonymous with hard work and everything that’s good," former 
Heisman Trophy winner Doug Flutie said in a phone interview from New York City, where the announcement was held. "Along with that, rd like to see some 
respect for the non-revenue generating sports." 

Points will be awarded in 13 men’s sports and 13 women’s sports. Schools will earn points, much like a track meet, for finishing among the nation’s top 10 
in NCAA championships and media polls. Twenty points will be awarded to each national champion with descending points awarded to each of the next 
nine finishers. 

it’s not the first time colleges have competed for such an award. 

Since 2003-04, the National Association of Collegiate Directors of AtNetics has awarded the Directors Cup for the best overall program. From 1993-94 
through 2002-03, the award was called the Sears Cup after the previous corporate sponsor. 

That award looked at the combined men’s and women’s scores, with North Carolina winning the title in ’93-94, and Stanford claiming it every year since. As 
a result, organizers decided to split it into two awards for men’s and women’s programs. 

"We know that when you separate them out that the Duke men and Stanford women probably would have won it last year," former Southern Cal and VVNBA 
star Lisa Leslie said. "Now that we can separate them out, maybe we’ll see some other schools getting in there." 

Flutie and Leslie are two of the former college athletes on the cup’s advisory board. Former world champion soccer player Brandi Chastain, former baseball 
star Robin Ventura and television announcers Clark Kellogg and Rece Davis are the other members of the panel. 

Greg Shaheen, the NCAA’s interim executive vice president of championships and business strategies, also was in New York for the announcement. 

Top-tier sports will be baseball, basketball and football for the men, and basketball, softball and volleyball for the women. 

Second-tier sports -- lacrosse, outdoor track and field, soccer and swimming and diving -- are the same sports for both men and women. 

Third-tier sports for both genders are cross country, golf, indoor track and field and tennis. The final men’s sports will be ice hockey and wrestling, with the 
women counting field hockey and rowing. Flutie had a message for those who think this is just another way to put winning first. 

"That’s what athletic programs are all about, from a sports fans point of view," he said. "But you need all your programs to be doing well. I think it really will 
show us who the top programs are. The athletic programs, the alumni, everyone can take pride in it." 
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Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 6, 2010 7:38 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/6/10- Current Event 

NCAA slaps postseason ban on several Lincoln 
University teams 

PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- The NCAA has found major and secondary violations in Lincoln University’s athletics program and is barring its teams from 

postseason play 

The NCAA Division III committee on infractions ruled Thursday the school violated eligibility rules in men’s track and field, cross country, basketball 

and soccer, along with women’s volleyball. 

Besides three years of probation and the postseason ban, Lincoln’s basketball and track and field teams cannot appear on television. The NCAA says the 

school let 27 student-athletes compete, practice and receive travel-related expenses despite being ineligible between 2003-2009. 

Michael B. Hill, the university’s executive vice president, says the school agreed with the findings. "It is a closed issue and we are moving forward," he 

says in a memo sent to university faculty, staff, students and alumni on Friday. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2010 8:08 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/7/10- 16.5.2 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 8:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/8/10- 13.11.3.6 

An assistant soccer coach at Bay State University would like to earn a little extra money this fall officiating local high school soccer games. Is this 
permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.11.3.6 states that an institution’s coach may officiate competition that involves prospective student-athletes, provided the competition 
is regularly scheduled under the authority of an outside sports organization. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 8:33 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/9/10- 14.4.3.1.2 

Drive N. Range is a golf student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Drive began the fall semester at OSU but decided he wanted to transfer to East 
Coast College (ECC) and be closer to home. ECC is a quarter school and will begin classes next week. Because Drive is transferring, did he have to 
complete six hours of academic credit at OSU upon enrollment at ECC? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/7/09- Six-Hour Requirement For Eligible Student-Athletes Who Transfer During an Academic Term (I)- states 
that a student-athlete who transfers to the certifying institution during the same regular academic term in which he or she was enrolled full time at the 
previous institution (e.g., fall semester to fall semester or quarter) is not required, upon transfer, to have completed six hours of academic credit during the 
same regular academic term at the previous institution. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.2 (transfer), 14.4.3.1.2.1 (six-hour requirement for transfer), 
14.4.3.1.5 (additional application of six-hour and transfer rules -- baseball), 14.5.4 (two-year college transfers), 14.5.5.2.10 (one-time transfer exception) and 
staff interpretation (01/02/1991, item a), that has been archived.] 

icomtaras@biqeast.orq 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, September 10, 2010 8:25 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/10/10- Cunent Fxent 

Hawkins: ’I’m not an agent’ 

ATHENS, Ga. -- Georgia wide receiver A.J. Green sold his Independence Bowl jersey to a former North Carolina football player who is also at the center of 
an NCAA investigation into alleged rules violations in the Tar Heels program. 

Chris Hawkins, a former North Carolina defensive back, befriended Green through the receiver’s Facebook page. According to the source, Hawkins 
identified himself as a financial adviser and memorabilia collector in Facebook messages to Green, who eventually agreed to sell his jersey to Hawkins for 
$1,000. 

The NCAA, which handed Green a four-game suspension on Wednesday, ruled Hawkins qualifies as an agenL 

Hawkins told ESPN’s Joe Schad Thursday night he gave Green $1,000 for his game-worn jersey. He said he won’t sell the jersey and didn’t realize it was 
an NCAA violation. 

"1 didn’t come at A.J. like a marketer or an agent," Hawkins said. ’Tm not an agent. I talked to him about ’Good game this’ and ’Good game that.’ I wanted the 
jersey because I collect jerseys." 

Green, who is considered a potential top-10 pick in next spring’s NFL draft, was held out of last week’s 55-7 victory over Louisiana-Lafayette. Green also will 
miss the No. 22 Bulldogs’ first three SEC games -- at South Carolina on Saturday, home against Arkansas on Sept. 18 and at Mississippi State on Sept. 25. 

Georgia officials filed an appeal to the NCAA Division I Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement on Thursday, but Green’s case isn’t expected to be 
considered until next week. 

Meanwhile, a person familiar with the NCAA’s ongoing investigation into alleged rules violations at North Carolina told ESPN.com that Hawkins’ relationship 
with current Tar Heels players also is being scrutinized by the NCAA. 

According to a source familiar with the investigation, Hawkins contacted several sports agents about their interest in representing North Carolina players in 
the NFL draft:. 

The source said North Carolina players told NCAA investigators Hawkins arranged for the players to meet with at least two agents: Peter Schaffer of All Pro 
Sports & Entertainment in Denver and Kevin Conner of Universal Sports Management in Atlanta. 

The NCAA also is investigating whether Hawkins arranged for the players to make trips to Atlanta and Las Vegas to meet with potential agents. The source 
said Green didn’t attend the agent-related trips. 

In a telephone interview with ESPN.com on Thursday, Schaffer said he knew Hawkins and has spoken to him about North Carolina players. Schaffer 
represents former UNC and Pittsburgh Steelers running back Willie Parker, who is Hawkins’ roommate. 

"Chris Hawkins was asked by a couple of players to vet potential agents," Schaffer said. "I’ve known him through that and he’s called me through that. I’ve 
found him to be intelligent and asking good questions. He seems to have the best interest of the kids at heart." 

Hawkins, from Kinston, N.C., played cornerback for the Tar Heels from 2001 to 2003. He was kicked offthe team after his junior season and finished his 
college career at Marshall in 200& 

Hawkins said he has met Schaeffer but he is not trying to help the agent land players. 

Hawkins said: "1 know many agents and I help my friends sort through the process. It’s not just one. I do lots of research." 

A UNC official said Thursday Hawkins has frequently visited North Carolina’s football facility during the past few years, including a visit this summer in which 
he worked out with Parker in the team’s weight room. The UNC official said Hawkins often described himself as Parker’s manager. 

"rve talked to a number of the North Carolina players," Schaffer said. "It’s my understanding that the players look up to [Hawkins]. He’s intelligent and seems 
to have a good business sense. He’s like an older brother, and the players said, ’Hey, take care of it for me.’" 

Schaffer, whose list of NFL clients also includes former Tar Heels receiver Hakeem Nicks (New York Giants) and tight end Richard Quinn (Denver 
Broncos), said Hawkins has never asked him to do anything to violate NCAA rules. 

"He hasn’t asked me for money and hasn’t asked me to do anything illegal," Schaffer said. "In my dealings with him, he’s done nothing improper." 

Schaffer said he met with two current Tar Heels players in Chapel Hill, NC., this summer, but said the players paid for their own meals. Schaffer said he 
arranged the meeting with the UNC players, which is allowable under NCAA rules, and said Hawkins also attended. Schaffer would not identify the players. 

Schaffer said he and Memphis-based agent Jimmy Sexton were invited to spring practice by UNC coach Butch Davis to educate Tar Heels players about 
NCAA rules regarding agents during spring practice. 



Conner, whose NFL clients include former Florida State players Patrick Robinson, Chauncey Davis and Dekoda Watson, did not return phone calls seeking 
comment on Thursday. 

North Carolina and NCAA officials refused comment. 

Last week, North Carolina suspended 13 players for its 30-24 loss to LSU in the Chick-fiI-A Kickoff Game at Atlanta’s Georgia Dome. Seven starters were 
suspended, including All-America candidates Marvin Austin and Robert Quinn, while the NCAA investigates alleged improper contact with agents and 
academic fraud. 

Austin, who is considered a potential first-round pick in the 2011 NFL draft, was indefinitely suspended by the school last month for reasons not related to 
the NCAA inquiry. 

Austin has been at the center of allegations of an alleged agent-sponsored party in South Florida, which also led to Alabama defensive lineman Marcel 
Dareus and South Carolina tight end Weslye Saunders being suspended by their respective schools. 

Hawkins said the NCAA has tried to connect him to the South Florida trip but without success. Hawkins has also conceded he is good friends with UNC 
cornerbacks Kendric Burney and Charles Brown, who were held out of the opener against LSU amid NCAA investigation. 

A source familiar with the investigation told ESPN.com that the NCAA sent letters to at least 20 agents two weeks ago, asking if they would be interviewed 
about their recruitment of current North Carolina players. 

North Carolina associate head coach John Blake, who was considered the staff’s best recruiter, resigned on Sunday. Blake’s relationship with California- 
based agent Gary Wichard is also being scrutinized by the NCAA, according to a source. 

Last month, UNC officials said the school is investigating allegations of academic fraud involving some of the schoors football players. During interviews 
about agents, a UNC player told officials a tutor formerly employed by Tar Heels coach Butch Davis improperly helped players write papers for classes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 13, 2010 8:18 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/13/10- Chm~ge of Major 

Clay Court, a tennis student-athlete, is beginning his senior (fourth year) year at Bay State University (BSU) and is majoring in Marine Biology. Unfortunately, 
Clay did not pass two required biology courses over the summer. Consequently, he will not meet the 60% progress toward degree requirement. During the 
first week of school, Clay decided to change his major to Anthropology. Subsequent to changing the major, BSU re-certified Clay and verified that he is 
meeting 60% of the degree requirements for Anthropology. 
Assuming Clay meets all other eligibility requirements, is he eligible to compete in the fall 2010 semester? 
No, Clay would not be eligible because he would need to meet progress toward degree requirements for the degree program he was enrolled in at the start 
of the semester (Marine Biology). NCAA Staff Interpretation-4/9/97- Fulfillment of Degree Requirements (’25150!75’) When Changing Degree 
Program- states that in accordance with the "25/50/75" rule, if a student-athlete attends a collegiate institution for four semesters and subsequently 
changes his or her degree program during the summer, certification of the 25-percent requirement is based on the newly declared degree program. 
However, ifa student-athlete chanqes his or her deqree program during the fifth term and the institution subsequently certifies the student-athlete durinq 
that term, certification of the 25-percent requirement is based on the student-athlete’s declared deqree program in existence at the beqinning of the fifth 
term. (Note: This minute replaces staff minute 07/22/94, item a, which has been archived.) [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (eligibility for competition -- 
Divisions I and II -- fulfillment of credit-hour requirements); 14.4.3.1.4 (designation of degree program); 14.4.3.2.1 (fulfillment of percentage of degree 
requirements -- student-athletes entering collegiate institution on or after August 1,1991, but prior to August 1,1992); and 14.4.3.2.2 (fulfillment of 
percentage of degree requirements -- student-athletes entering collegiate institution on or after August 1,1992)] 

14.4.3.2 Fulfillment of Percentage of Degree Requirements. 

A student-athlete who is entering his or her third year of collegiate enrollment shall have completed successfully at least 40 percent of the course 
requirements in the student’s specific degree program. A student-athlete who is entering his or her fourth year of collegiate enrollment shall have completed 
successfully at least 60 percent of the course requirements in the student’s specific degree program. A student-athlete who is entering his or her fifth year 
of collegiate enrollment shall have completed successfully at least 80 percent of the course requirements in the student’s specific degree program. The 
course requirements must be in the student’s specific degree program (as opposed to the student’s major). (Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92; Revised: 
1/9/96, 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03; forthose student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, September 14, 2010 7:16 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/14/10- 13.15.1.7 

A local high school has approached College USA about helping them sell tickets to their soccer games The high school proposed that they would sell tickets at the gate on the day of the 
games and keep a small percentage of the sales as a commission. 

Is this arrangement permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.15.1 7 states that it is not permissible for a member institution to compensate a high school, preparatoo’ school or two-year college for selling tickets to the institution’s 
athletics contests. Specifically, the member institution may not provide such forms of" compensation as a guarantee, a percentage of the income realized from the sale of the tickets or any 

other form of commission for providing such se~’ices. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 8:34 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/15/10- Cmnpus Visits 

Please find below a recent educational column posted on LSDBi regarding official and unofficial visits to campus. 

Campus Visits (I) 
Date Published: September 14, 2010 

Item Ref: 1 
Educational Column: 
In response to several high profile recruiting incidents that occurred during the 2003-04 academic year, the NCAA Division I Board of Directors created 
a Task Force on Recruiting to address the application of recruiting standards. The task force was charged with conducting a thorough review of 
recruiting legislation and practices. 
The findings of the Task Force on Recruiting noted that visits to campus are designed to provide a prospective student=athlete the opportunity to 
evaluate the campus environment in order to assess academic and athletics compatibility. The evaluation allows a prospective student-athlete to 
make an informed decision about attendance at the institution and participation in the athletics program. Specifically, the task force noted that 
official and unofficial visits should be used to promote the academic and athletics mission of the institution and ensure integrity in the recruiting 
process while placing accountability on the institution. The intent of the legislation regarding campus visits is to provide an experience for prospective 
student-athletes during the recruiting process that is similar to what they can expect if they enrolled as a student-athlete. An institution is expected 
to provide a reasonable and acceptable environment for campus visits, as opposed to creating an experience that is designed to bring attention to 
individual prospective student-athletes. 
As a result, current legislation adopted in 2004 by the Division I membership in response to the task force findings is intended to prohibit the 
excesses, entitlement and celebrity associated with campus visits. 
Division I institutions should note that the following provisions continue to apply to all campus visits: 
1. NCAA Bylaws 13.6.6 and 13.6.7.7 require that lodging and meals provided to a prospective student=athlete during an official visit are comparable to 
those received by enrolled student-athletes during the regular academic year. Lodging must be standard and may not include any upgrades or special 
amenities not generally available to guests (e.g., ]acuzzis, suites); 
2. Bylaws 13.6.7.9 and 13.7.3 state that during official or unofficial visits, a prospective student=athlete is not permitted to engage in any game-day 
simulations. Further, an institution may not arrange miscellaneous, personalized recruiting aides including, but not limited to, personalized jerseys and 
personalized audio/video scoreboard presentations. This provision also prohibits the use of decorative items and special additions to any location the 
prospective student-athlete will visit (e.g., locker room, hotel room, coach’s office, arena) regardless of whether or not the items include the 
prospective student=athlete’s name or picture. The areas a prospective student-athlete may visit should be maintained as they would normally 

appear; 
3. Bylaw 13.10.5 states that a prospective student-athlete may not participate in team activities that would make the public or media aware of the 
prospective student-athlete’s visit to the institution, including but not limited to, wearing game jerseys while observing practice or competition 
activities, running out of the tunnel with the team, celebratory walks to/around the stadium/arena, and on-field pregame celebrations. A prospective 
student-athlete may, however, be present in the locker room prior to or subsequent to competition and may stand on the sidelines during pregame 
activities prior to being seated in regular seating areas during competition; 
4. Bylaw 13.6.1 states that an institution is required to have written policies regarding official visits that apply to student=athletes, student hosts, 
coaches and other athletics administrators that are approved by the institution’s chancellor/president and kept on file at the institution and 
conference office. Further, the institution is required to have its written policies evaluated by an outside entity once every four years; and 
5. Bylaw 13.6.7.5 states that a student host must be either a current student-athlete or a student designated to provide campus tours or visits to 
prospective students in general. In this regard, individuals are considered hosts if they are involved in traditional hosting duties such as tasks that 
require specific interaction with the prospect (e.g., entertaining, escorting, etc.). Individuals who are involved solely in administrative functions (e.g., 
stuffing envelopes, collecting unofficial visit money, handling complimentary admissions etc.) would not be considered student hosts. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.6.1 (institutional policies), 13.6.7.5 (student hosts), 13.6.6 (accommodations on visit), 13.6.7.7 (meals on 
officiM visit), 13.6.7.9 (activities during officiM visit), 13.7.3 (activities during unofficial visit and 13.10.5 (prospective student-athlete’s visit)] ] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of 
legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations 
applicable at the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations 
on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted 
as necessary in order to address timely issues. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 8:17 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/16/10- 12.5.1. l 

College USA received a request from the American Red Cross to donate items for their upcoming fundraiser. The institution would like to donate a jersey 
from each of its teams. 
The jersey will include signatures from the entire team, but the jersey will NOT have a student-athlete’s name affixed to the back of it. 
Is this permissible since they are donating the jerseys? Can the items include multiple student-athletes’ signatures? 

Yes it is permissible to include multiple student-athletes’ signatures. It is permissible to donate the jerseys, but keep in mind donations must be treated in 
the same manner as selling items. NCAA Official Interpretation- 12/12/06- Fundraising Activity Involving Promotional Item Bearing Name, Picture 
or Likeness of a Student-Athlete (I)- states that a fundraising activity (e.g., auction, raffle) involving items that include the name, picture, or likeness of a 
student-athlete, must be treated in the same manner as a sale. For example, at a fundraising event, it is not permissible for an institution to raffle a jersey 
with a name of a student-athlete affixed to it, even if other student-athletes sign the jersey. However, if a jersey does not bear the affixed name of an 
individual student-athlete and is signed by multiple student-athletes, it is permissible for the jersey to be raffled, subject to the legislative requirements for 
conducting such promotions. [References: Bylaw 12.5.1.1 (institutional, charitable, educational or nonprofit promotions); and a staff interpretation 
(reference: 7/19/06, item 1 d), which has been archived.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 8:55 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/17/10- Current Fxent 

College football, NFL, Players Association officials meet to discuss agent issues 

A summit meeting of organizations concerned with the issue of improper activity by agents in college football laid the groundwork for action to protect the 
game and its athletes, according to one of those who attended the session this week in Indianapolis. 

"l thought it was a historical discussion, a foundational step that needed to be taken by the stakeholders of college football," said Grant Teaff, executive 
director of the American Football Coaches Association. "We all agreed that we need to act together to maintain the greatness of this game. Each group 
understands its place in the larger picture." 

Representatives of the NCAA, the NFL and the NFL Players Association met in person, following teleconferences. 

"When you have that many folks together in the same room with different agendas, you don’t always get the consensus we did," Teaff said. "The NCAA 
hasn’t called a second meeting yet, but there will be one and in fairly short order." 

Spokeswoman Stacey Osburn said the NCAA would not divulge the names of those involved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 8:25 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/20/10- 17.3.2.2 

The women’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University (OSU) are planning their practice schedule for the upcoming season When determining their 30 day limit of participating in 
countable athletically related activities, do they have to count each day the team participates in an?, countable activity that occurs within the 40 day period? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/16/10- Application of 30 Days of Countable Activities within 40 Days Prior to First Contest -- Women’s Basketball (I)- states that in women’s basketball, 
an?’ countable athletically related activities that occur within tl~e 40-day period before an institution’s first regular-seasun contest shall count against the 30 days of countable athletically 

related activities permitted before its first regular-season contest 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 17.02.1 (countable athletically related activities), 173.2 (preseason practice -- on-court practice), 173.22 (women’s basketball), 173.23 (permissible conditioning 

a ctivities) and 17.3 2.4 (prohibited activities)] 

NCAA Bylaw 17.32.2- An institution shall not commence on-court preseason basketball practice sessions before 5 pm on the date that is 40 days before the date of the institution’s first 

regular-season contest. An institution shall not engage in more than 30 days of countable athletically related activities before its first regular-season contest (Adopted: 4/29/10) 

This change in legislation was effective 8/1/10- NCAA Proposal 2009-77 

Jemaifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, R102903 

j condaras@ bigeast, org<mailto :icondaras~bi~east.org> 

O]Tice: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 40h273.0424 

Cell: ~)1.265.6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, September 21, 2010 7:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/21/10- 13.11.1.3 

The women’s golf team at Bay State College (BSC) is using the exception in NCAA Bylaw 13.11.1.3 to compete in an open event that will include teams 
comprised of prospective student-athletes. After they agreed to participate, the coaches at BSC realized that the tournament will take place during a dead 
period. 
Is it okay to play in this open event since it is taking place during a dead period? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/18/08- College Team Competing In An Open Event During a Dead Period (I) - states that it is 
permissible for an institution’s team to participate in an open event that occurs during a dead period and that includes prospective student-athletes, provided 
no recruiting activities occur. [Reference(s): Division I Bylaws 13.02.4.4 (dead period); 13.1.8.16 (open events in which college teams compete); 13.11.1.2 
(competition against prospective student-athletes) and 13.11.3.1 ("open" events)] 

NCAA Bylaw 13.11.1.3- In sports other than football, an institution’s varsity intercollegiate team may compete against a two-year college team but may not 
compete against a high school or preparatory school team. An institution’s varsity team may not participate in a contest against an outside team (e.g., 
nonscholastic team) that includes high school prospective student-athletes except for permissible contests while on a foreign tour, exempted contests 
against a foreign team in the United States and the U.S. national team. in individual sports, it is permissible for an institution’s varsity team and an outside 
team that includes prospective student-athletes to participate in the same open event, provided the event either involves no team scorJncl or the event uses 
team scoring such that the institution’s varsity team and the outside team are in separate scoring cateqories. Subvarsity teams are not bound by this 
prohibition. (Revised: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, 2/26/07, 9/18/07, 1/16/10 effective 8/1/10, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10; a contract signed before 8/14/09 may be 
honored) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 6:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/22/10- Two Degree Programs 

Yards After Catch is a football student-athlete at College USA. Yards is enrolled in two separate degree programs. When determining if Yards meets 
progress toward degree requirements, can College USA use credits from both degree programs? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/22/98- Student-Athlete Enrolled in Two Separate Degree Programs- states that a student-athlete who has 
designated two separate degree programs must satisfy all applicable satisfactory-progress requirements (e.g., credit-hour requirements) in one of the two 
degree programs. The student-athlete may not combine credits from two separate degree programs to meet the applicable satisfactory-progress 
requirements. [References: NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3 (eligibility for competition -- Divisions I and II) and staff minute 02/03/95, item a] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 9:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/23/10- 16.8.1.9 

Head Men’s Basketball Coach at Ocean State University purchased two polo shirts for the two student-athletes that will be 
participating in the conference media day interviews. The shirts will be worn during the two day event, one shirt for each day. 
Is this a violation? 

Yes because the legislation only allows one shirt per student-athlete to be purchased for such events. NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.9 states that an institution may 
provide a student-athlete with one shirt (e.g., polo, oxford style) bearing the institution’s logo to be used for team travel or other events at which he or she is 
representing the institution. The shirt may bear a single manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal trademark or logo not to exceed 2 1/4 square inches in area, 
including any additional materials surrounding the normal trademark or logo. (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05) 

This is an actual secondary infractions case from the previous academic year. The student-athletes were declared ineligible until 
repayment was made. Student-Athletes paid the value of one of the shirts to a charity of their choice, and a Letter of Admonishment 
was issued to the Head Coach. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 24, 2010 9:10 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/24/10- Cunent Fxent 

How student fees boost college sports amid rising budgets 
Linda Randall says her daughter, Randi-Lyn, a student at Radford University in southwestern Virginia, is not a "die-hard" follower of the Highlanders sports 
teams. 

Even so, by the time Randi-Lyn graduates in 2012, her parents probably will have paid an average of nearly $1,000 a year in fees to the school’s athletics 
department. They just didn’t know it from the school’s billing statements or website. 

"We’re looking at five years because she changed majors. That’s $5,000," Randall says. "That’s one of her loans. That would have paid rent off-campus for 
a year. It’s kind of disheartening. I don’t think I’d have as much of a problem with it if I knew I was paying it. With what we’re paying, it doesn’t seem right." 

Like most other schools in NCAA Division I, Radford relies on student fees to help support ever- 
expanding athletics budgets. Many schools, including Radford, do not itemize where those fees go for those who pay the tuition bills, USA TODAY 
found in an ongoing examination of college athletics finances. The amounts going to athletics are soaring, and account for as much as 23% of the 
required annual bill for in-state students. 

Students were charged more than $795 million to support sports programs at 222 Division I public schools during the 2008-09 school year, according 
to an analysis of thousands of pages of financial documents. Adjusting for inflation, that’s an 18% jump since 2005, making athletics funding at public 
schools a key force in the rapidly escalating cost of higher education. 

At nearly all schools, various mandatory fees are tacked on to tuition, and can cover everything from student health care to computers. But the largest 
portion often goes toward running the school’s athletics department. In exchange, students typically get free or reduced admission to sporting events. 
But when demand exceeds available student seating, some students can get shut out. Many aren’t interested in the games anyway. 

"She does go to some of the games," Linda Randall says of her daughter, "and it’s nice that they let them in free .... But she’s going there for the 
(academics); 
she’s not going to fund athletics." 

There were 42 Division I athletics departments that reported receiving no student-fee money in 2009, but some of those schools say student-fee money is 
included in institutional funding provided to athletics programs. Many schools help cover the gap between their atNetics departments’ expenses 
and revenue because they regard sports teams -- especially football and men’s basketball teams -- as important parts of campus life and excellent 
vehicles for generating publicity and alumni support. 

A University of California-Berkeley faculty group seeking ways to reduce the campus’ financial support of athletics acknowledged in a recent report that 
besides having a "significant" impact on the school’s $250 million in annual academic fundraising, Cars wide-ranging and successful sports program "adds 
to campus spirit and unity, provides free advertising for the campus, helps in branding, and provides a link and outreach to alumni." 

But at NCAA Division I schools, athletics spending has been rising at a faster rate than increases in academic spending, prompting various higher- 
education groups to call for a change in priorities. 

At least six schools -- all in Virginia -- charged each of their students more than $1,000 as an athletics fee for the 2008-09 school year. That ranged from 
10% to more than 23% of the total tuition and mandatory-fee charges for in-state students, the primary customers at most public universities. 

Sandy Baum, a policy analyst for the College Board and co-author of the organization’s annual Trendsin College Pacing report, asks: Is athletics "10% of 
what you’re getting out of college?" 

At least five states, including Virginia, ban or limit the use of public and/or tuition money for athletics. For some schools in those states, relatively large fee 
charges become an alternative. In other states, on top of dedicated fees that might or might not have been approved by students, athletics departments 
often get other financial support from their schools. 

The Randalls are not the only parents who were unaware of the scope of the athletics fees. Among the 20 schools nationally that had the highest 
estimated per-student athletics fee charges in 2009, based on a USA TODAY analysis, 15 schools confirmed that they do not disclose their per-student 
athletics fee charges on their billing statements, websites or in other official school publications. 

Officials at four of those 15 schools -- Radford, James Madison, Longwood and Norfolk State, all of which are in Virginia -- said the information could 
be found in an appendix of a state report. 

At Virginia Military Institute, the athletics fee figure is "buried in our budget," says Col. Stewart Maclnnis, a spokesman. "1 had to go dig it out myself. It’s not 
where anybody would go look for it. You’ve identified a weak spot." 

Some schools don’t reveal how much students pay toward athletics, to try to avoid controversy. 

"Why would you?" asks Jack Boyle, vice president for business affairs and finance at Cleveland State, which was just outside the top 20 in estimated per- 
student athletics-fee charges. 

" ...Whenever we spell something out, somebody decides they don’t want that service. We don’t spell out in tuition that 1.8% of it goes to run the religion 
department. ’I’m an atheist. Why should I pay for them? rd never go to any of their courses.’" 
’A matter of transparency’ 

Schools’ reluctance to make public how much athletics departments get from student fees runs counter to federal, and some state-level, efforts to require 



greater transparency of college costs. 

The Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008 this year began requiring schools to annually report to the Education Department separate figures for 
tuition and required fees. (They had been allowed to report a combined figure.) 

Starting in July 2011, schools with the largest percentage increases in price over the previous three years will be listed by the department and 
required to report the reasons for the increases and what will be done to cut costs. 

In May, the University of California system voted to force greater disclosure of how its schools use money from a fee that can fund certain programs, 
including athletics. Each campus will have to maintain a website that says how the spending of that money compares with the spending recommended by 
the campus’ student-fee advisory committee. 

In June, the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics advocated making student fees apparent as a means to reform athletics spending. 

"At a time when the cost of attendance at college is going up at a very high rate, it’s a matter of transparency and fairness and equity that people ought to 
know what they’re spending their money on," commission co-chairman \,Mlliam E. Kirwan, chancellor of the University System of Maryland, said at that 
time. "1 think that is a way of bringing pressure to bear -- this transparency and this exposure of revenues and expenditures -- and beginning to put a hold 
on, to tamp down, the rate 
of increase (of spending) in intercollegiate athletics." 

After Kirwan’s comments, USA TODAY found that two schools in the Maryland system were among the top 20 in estimated per-student athletics fee 
charges in 
2009. Maryland-Baltimore County specifically disclosed its athletics fees on its website and the university system’s; Towson provided only the amount of 
what the bursar’s office’s website called a "University Fee." 

"We do not itemize each cost or fee," bursar Thomas Ruby says. "We do not get into that detail. That’s how this university operates." 

Kirwan said in early August that Towson’s athletics fee is "in the public domain" because it was discussed at a system board of regents public meeting, but 
"it isn’t as transparent as I think it should be. It ought to be more transparent on the website, and it will be addressed." 

Within two days, Towson’s athletics fee -- $767 per student for the 2010-11 school year -- had been posted on the university system’s site; it remains 
unspecified on Towson’s site. (Following this story’s original publication on SepL 22, Towson began showing its speci~c athletics fee information on the 
university’s web site.) 

The Center for College Affordability and Productivity, a Washington, D.C.-based research group, plans to survey students to see how many are aware of 
athletics fees. But even the center acknowledges that increasing accountability is tough -- mostly because even if students are aware of the fee, they rarely 
are clear on the true cost, administrative director Matthew Denhart says. 

Many students pay their college bills with loans, so they don’t think about what the true cost will be. And third-party payers -- parents, scholarships, Pell 
Grants -- pass on the cost to someone else. 

"There’s a lot of, ’rm not paying for it anyway, so why fight it?’" Denhart says. 

’Absolutely getting nothing’ from fee 

There are those who are trying to fight athletics fee increases or the fees themselves. 

Kentucky state Rep. Joni Jenkins filed a bill this year to prohibit public universities from charging commuter students mandatory athletics and meal-plan 
fees. Her bill was never taken up by a state legislative committee, but she says she plans to refile the bill soon so it will be heard in the next legislative 
session starting in January. 

"1 represent a middle-class district where parents are struggling and students are struggling," Jenkins says. "So many of the students from my district are 
part time because they can’t afford to go full time, and they have to work, and they are absolutely getting nothing out of that athletic fee/ 

She believes commuter students and others should be able to opt out of paying athletics fees, although she acknowledges that for "some of the smaller 
schools that don’t have the same revenues, (an athletics fee) does keep their non-revenue sports going." 

At Montana, however, the student body rejected a proposed athletics-fee increase, overriding action by elected student leaders. Representatives from the 
Associated Students of the University of Montana (ASUM) approved a plan to boost the athletics fee to $144 annually from $92, but other students were so 
outraged that they forced the issue to be put to an all-campus vote in May. The plan was defeated by a 2-to-1 ratio. 
ASUM President Ashleen Williams, who supported the fee increase, predicts the issue will come up again in the fall. "Sometimes you have to make hard 
decisions," she says. Relying heavily on ticket revenue to fund athletics is a "really risky game" because sales -- which have been Montana’s largest or 
second-largest revenue source each of the past five years -- can wane if teams don’t win. 

Hawaii’s athletics department had been trying to rely on the $23 million a year it generated from ticket sales, donations, television and marketing, plus an 
additional $10 million in direct and indirect support from the university. But by this summer, the department had accumulated about $10 million in debt and 
was adding to that at a rate of $1.5 million to $2 million a year. Over the objections of undergraduate and graduate student organizations, the state board of 
regents voted in July to impose an athletics fee for the first time. 

Beginning in January, students will be charged $50 a semester, an amount that is projected to increase the athletics department’s net revenue by about 
$1 ~8 
million a year; the fee money will be available for any purpose except staff compensation or benefits. 

"It showed a pretty messed-up sense of priorities," says Amy Donahue, chairwoman of the University of Hawaii Graduate Student Organization’s advocacy 
committee. "If we’re going to pay, it should reflect the priorities of the university and benefit the entire university community." 

Associate athletics director Carl Clapp says the department hopes the fee will have such a benefit. 

Athletics "is by no means the most important part" of the university, Ciapp says, but "a strong, successful athletic program is very important to the 
connection 



with alumni, donors and leaders in the state, and it magnifies the university not only in Hawaii but beyond the state. That’s the visibility that the athletics 
program can have." 

’We don’t ask where it’s going’ 

At some schools, students have been willing to approve fee increases for a variety of purposes. 

In March 2009, Bowling Green students voted to approve a $60-per-semester fee to help finance the construction of a new campus arena/convocation 
center -- and the measure carried by a ratio of more than 2 to 1. (The school won’t collect the fee until the arena’s completion, scheduled for 2011 .) 

Also that month, Utah State students voted 53% to 47% to more than double their athletics fee to nearly $120 a semester as part of a funding plan to help 
the school have a more viable program in the NCAA’s elite-level Football Bowl Subdivision. 

There are students who say they don’t mind paying sizable athletics fees, regardless of whether the fees are specifically disclosed. James Madison 
University 
was another school among the top 20 in estimated per-student fee charges that did not disclose its specific athletics fee ($1,080 in 2008-09, according 
to the state report the school cited). Student body President Andrew Reese says that "it’s not cause for much concern for (students)" because the school 
provides free admission to events, puts student sections in prime seating areas, and "athletics is a very big part of the student culture." 

Cleveland State junior Andrew Sobczak says, "1 personally would like it if I knew what I was paying for -- and where the money was going." But he has no 
problem with most of his overall fee money going toward intercollegiate athletics: "How much? That can be questionable. But I think it should. If you want to 
go to school, part of the whole school atmosphere is sports as well." 

If students know little or nothing about general fees, Sobczak says, it’s partly their own fault for not being more educated consumers. "We don’t question it, 
we 
don’t ask where it’s going, we don’t do any of that. So it’s definitely partly our fault that the system works that way." 

Boyle, Cleveland State’s vice president of business affairs and finance, says that if students don’t want their money going toward sports, there are options 
such as online schools and schools such as the University of Phoenix that do not have sports. 

At Cleveland State, general fees are considered part of tuition, Boyle says. The money from collected fees generally is sliced up three ways, he says. About 

40% goes to paying off debt from new student buildings. About 45% goes to athletics. The rest funds activities such as student government. 

Linda Randall says being told about Radford’s athletics fee "up front would have been better. We still would have sent her there. She loves it. She’s happy. 
But it would have been nice to know." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 11:39 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/27/10- Incomplete Grades 

Hook N. Ladder is a football student-athlete at Ocean State College. This past summer Hook was enrolled in a sociology class, but he received an 
incomplete grade as he did not complete all of the course requirements. Hook will complete the class during the current fall semester. 
Because Hook will finish the sociology course during the academic year, can the credits earned count toward meeting the 6 and/or 18 hour rules? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation Staff Interpretation- 2/28/96- incomplete Grades- states that when applying the regulation that requires a student-athlete 
to earn 75 percent of the semester or quarter hours to meet satisfactory progress during the regular academic year, a course taken during the summer but 
completed during the academic year must be counted during the summer and not during the academic year. [References: NCAA Bylaws 14.4.3.1.3 (hours 
earned during the regular academic year) and 14.4.3A7 (incomplete grades)] 
Although the 75/25 rule is no Ionger in existence, the same rational would be applied to the current PTD requirements that must be completed dutfng the 
academic year (e.g., 6, 18). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 9:11 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/28/10- Cunent Event 

Emmert prepared to assume leadership mantle 
By Gary Brown 

NOAA.org 

When Mark Emmert comes to the national office for the first time October 5 as NCAA president rather than NCAA president-elect, he will have waiting for him an Association firmly 

grounded in student-athlete academic success, an organization financially fortified by a 14-year, $10.8 billion broadcast and digital rights agreement with CBS and Turner, a governance 

structure committed to student-athlete well-being and an NCAA brand enhanced by more than a decade of over 400,000 student-athletes going pro in something other than sports 

iXi htt p://www 
.ncaa.org/ 
wps/wcm/ 
connect/f5 
318e80441 
bdacf8b59 
8b6bcdc87 
ae7/Emmer 

Mark Emmert 

Emmert also will face issues familiar to his four chief executive predecessors: misperceptions and confusion over the Association’s amateurism principles, growing commercial 

pressures that threaten the collegiate model of athletics, increasing reliance on institutional subsidies to balance athletics budgets, and unsavory influences from external forces that do 

not have the student-athletes’ best interests in mind. 

Emmert is familiar with the successes and challenges of the more than century-old NCAA after three decades in higher education leadership, including stops as chief academic officer 

at Connecticut, chancellor at LSU and most recently president at Washington¯ 

Armed with experience in overseeing mega-million-dollar athletics programs and known for building relationships and collaborating with constituents, Emmert nonetheless said his 

first order of business will be to get to know the Association’s membership - many of whom he’s already worked with - even better. 

"First and foremost I need to get to know all of our people both internally - the commissioners and presidential leaders and athletics directors - and our external stakeholders and start 

to build relationships," Emmert said. "1 know a great many of them already, but that’s just the tip of the iceberg¯" 

He also will work aggressively on an agenda shaped by the broad themes of academic success, student-athlete well-being, financial stability and collaboration among diverse 

constituents¯ He already has been plenty visible as president-elect, speaking at the NACDA convention, the Division II Chancellors and Presidents Summit and the NCAA Champions 

Forum for prospective head football coaches, among other engagements this summer¯ Emmert also has faced the press, noting his agenda in just about all the major media outlets¯ 

Among what he has learned about the NCAA in the 160 days between being announced as the Association’s fifth chief executive on April 27 and actually starting his duties on October 5 

include: 

The breadth of commitment from the NCAA membership: ’Tve learned an enormous amount about how we engage with the membership. I obviously had an appreciation for some 

of the complexity of it before - I have a deeper appreciation for it new." 

The challenges of a representative and complex governance structure: "The Association’s governance operation is broader and more complex than even I understood. Today as I 

look at it, I realize to a greater extent the need for constant communication and interaction with that membership so we can de things collaboratively but also so we can get things 

done." 

. The immediate issues: "People are concerned about the financial health of our colleges and universities. They are struggling with how athletics fits into a more rigid financial 

construct. Also, there is a growing concern about creeping commercialism and how we protect amateurism in intercollegiate athletics Those are themes that keep coming back 

again and again. And those are the issues I w’ant to address assertively." 

Communication as a priority: "If we are as clear about our communication aswe can be, ifwe educate as many people about the processes and the rules of engagement by which 

we practice enforcement, set eligibility standards and create safe competitive environments for our student-athletes - if we are as transparent as we can be about what we are trying 

to accomplish, then I think we can elevate the perception of the Association." 

Emmert also is familiar with the thornier issues that have dominated the collegiate landscape over the past few months, such as conference realignment, the omnipresent idea of a 

football playeff in the Division I Football Bowl Subdivision, pay for play, the involvement of agents in big-time sports, and the effect of the NBA’s "one-and-done" rule on the Association’s 

most high-profile and financially solvent championship sport. 

Not all of those issues are ones the NCAA owns, but Emmert says he will develop partnerships and collaborate to resolve these broader issues in ways that serve the Association’s - 

and student-athletes’- best interests¯ 

That means, Emmert said, starting with the fundamental premise that the NCAA’s authority is given by or lent by the members themselves¯ The NCAA is an organization that advances 

its agenda almost entirely by the use of discussion and persuasion, he said. 

"And while some of these issues might lie outside the purview of the membership, they are in fact these same kinds of issues where in order to advance the cause of our student- 

athletes, we need to be thoughtful and persuasive and understand what the factors are for all the people we partner with," Emmert said. 

"You’ve got to approach student-athlete retention issues such as the one-and-done rule in a fashion that is sympathetic to all the needs of all the parties involved and manage it in a 



diplomatic and constructive dialogue¯ If you just jump up and down and wave your arms and shout, you’re not going to do anything except frustrate people¯ So instead, we have to find a 

way to engage in meaningful discussion with people who do have control over those issues¯" 

As for his primary goal as a first impression? 

"For people to understand how deeply committed I am to the student-athlete experience," Emmert said. 

For many in the NCAA construct, that impression already has been favorably implanted¯ 

:: [:+:; :: htt p://www 

...... .ncaa.org/ 

wps/wcm/ 
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8b6bcdc87 

ae7/Ischm 

Jim Isch 

Jim Isch, who is transitioning from his role as interim president to be the Association’s chief operating officer, said people who have not yet met Emmert will have the same favorable 

reaction when they do. 

"Mark has a personality that allows him to befriend just about everyone," said Isch, who w’orked with Emmert in the 1990s at Montana State when Emmert was the provost and Isch was 

vice president for administration and finance¯ 

"He takes the time to understand issues, reach out to people to get various opinions and then form his own direction¯ He’s a tireless worker and someone that our membership will not 

only enjoy but also be extremely happy in five years, in 10 years, that Mark Emmert was at the helm of the NCAA." 

ii~omtaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 9:19 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/29/10- Booster Groups 

Rip Tides, a booster group for Ocean State College, placed an advertisement in the newspaper to show its interest in the local prospective student-athletes. 
The advertisement reads "GOOD LUCKAND WISHING YOU SUCCESS DURING YOUR SPORTS SEASON!". 
Is this permissible? No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/6/91- Booster group makes generic comments on prospects in a newspaper 
advertisement- states that a member institution’s booster group would not be permitted to place in a newspaper an advertisement that is targeted 
to local prospective student-atMetes (e.g., "good luck during sports season"); noted further that it would be permissible for a member institution’s 
booster group to place an advertisement in a local newspaper congratulating the member institution’s student-athletes. 

]cond~lras@biqe~lst.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 9:30 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/30/10- 14.5.4.1.2, 14.5.4.2.4 

Back Screen is a basketball student-athlete at Bay State College (BSC). Back transferred this fall from Ocean Junior College (OJC). When reviewing 
Back’s transcript from OJC, they determined that Back had completed 6 hours of physical activity courses. BSC has a limit of accepting 2 hours of 
transferable credit for physical education courses but all 6 hours are transferable into BSC. 
Although all 6 hours cannot be used to meet progress toward degree requirements, will BSC use all 6 hours to determine transferable grade point average? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9!29/10- Institutional Limits on the Number of Transferable Courses (I)- states that, 0in situations other than those 
related to the use of physical education activity courses for a men’s basketball two-year college transfer, if a member institution places a limit on the 
number of courses [e.g., overall limit or limit from a specific area (e.g., physical education activity courses)] that may be transferred to the institution, then 
the institution may not use courses in excess of that limit when evaluating the transferable credit-hour requirements for 2-4 and 4-2-4 college transfers. 
However, when calculating the transferable grade-point average requirement, the certifying institution must include grades earned in all courses normally 
transferable to the institution even if the institution limits the number of credits accepted from the two-year institution. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.5.4.1.2 (use of physical education activity courses -- men’s basketball), 14.5.4.2.4 (use of physical education activity 
courses -- men’s basketball), 14.5.4.5.3 (determination of transferable degree credit); 14.5.4.5.3.1 (transferable credit, unacceptable grade); 14.5.4.5.3.2 
(calculation of grade-point average for transferable credit); staff interpretation (11/10/1993, item a); and a staff interpretation (07/22/92, item a), which has 
been archived.] 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 1, 2010 9:03 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l /10- Current Fxent 

California to cut five varsity sports, including baseball 

The University of California announced Tuesday it will drop five varsity sports, including baseball, after this school year as part of an effort to substantially 
reduce the university’s subsidization of its athletics program. 

The move constitutes one of the most dramatic sets of athletics cost-cutting measures for a school with an elite-level program. It comes amid an economic 
crunch that has led to drastic reductions in state higher-education funding in California -- reductions that have been occurring while the Berkeley campus’ 
financial support of its 29-team athletics program has steadily increased. That support went from $7.4 million in 2007-08 to $&1 million, plus a $5.6 million 
loan, in 2008-09, to $12.1 million in 2009-10. 

"This is not sustainable for our campus," chancellor Robert Birgeneau wrote in a letter to the Cal community. "... The situation has raised heated debate 
about the size and cost of our Intercollegiate AtNetics program among many of our campus constituencies." 

The cuts are scheduled to save $4 million in the 2011-12, the university said. The decrease in teams from 29 to 24 will affect 163 of the school’s more than 
800 athletes, as well as 13 full-time coaches. Even with the cuts, Cal remains one of the Bowl Subdivision’s broadest programs. The average number of 
sports in FBS is 20. 

Cal was ninth in last year’s Learfield Sports Directors Cup competition, which measures the overall competitive success of atNetic departments. 

In the past year, two separate campus task forces - one appointed by Birgeneau, one by the faculty senate - examined Cars athletics program and 
independently arrived at similar recommendations, including the need for the campus to significantly reduce its financial support. 

In addition to baseball, which Cal has had since 1892, men’s and women’s gymnastics, women’s lacrosse will be discontinued. Men’s rugby will become 
what Cal is calling a "varsity club" sport. (Rugby has existed as a varsity team at Cal since 1882, but Cal is the only NCAA Division I school at which the 
sport has such status.) 
The only Football Bowl Subdivision school to have had comparable cuts, according to Cal research, is Rutgers, which sliced six teams after the 2006-07 
school year. Washington, Arizona State and UCLA are the only Pacific-10 Conference schools to have eliminated any teams in the past 20 years, and none 

of those schools eliminated more than three. When the conference expands to 12 schools in 2011-12, Cal and Colorado will be the only ones without 
baseball. 

Cal has been to the NCAA baseball tournament 10 times, most recently in 2008. The Bears last won an NCAA baseball title in 1957. 

In a news release, the university said it plans to reduce its financial support of atNetics to approximately $5 million a year by the 2013-14 school year. 

The rest of the gap is expected to be covered by increases in revenue from a new conference media contract and other increases in revenue the athletics 
department will have to generate. Altogether, Cal expects athletics revenue to grow to $69 million in 2014 from $57 million in 2010 and expects expenses to 
grow to $74 million from $69 million in 2010. 

In addition, the university said, the $5.6 million loan to athletics department is scheduled to be repaid in yearly installments of $560,000. 

Calling these "very painful decisions" for Cal, athletics director Sandy Barbour said schools across the country are going to "need to take a very, very hard 
look at what they are spending (on athletics) and why." 

A USA TODAY analysis of college sports finance data eadier this year found the following: 

-- FBS athletics programs drew a greater percentage of their revenue from student fees and their schools’ general funds in 2008-09 than they had in any of 
the previous four years. 

-- Counting only revenue generated by the atNetic departments -- including money from ticket sales, donations, radio/TV and marketing rights payments 
-- the number of schools able to cover their athletic expenditures fell to 14 in 2009, down from 25 the previous year. 

-- At more than three dozen FBS schools in university systems that have seen drops in state 
funding for higher education in the last five years, overall atNetic expenses have risen by about 29%. 

"1 know this was an extremely difficult decision for Cal given their tremendous commitment to a broad based sports program, which has been one of the 
largest in the country," said Pac-10 commissioner Larry Scott. "Unfortunately, today’s announcement highlights what is at stake due to the significant 
financial pressure schools and athletic departments are under. It also reinforces the importance for our conference to continue an aggressive effort to 
increase support and opportunities for our schools and student-athletes in the future." 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 9:13 AM 

Jem~ifer Condaras <jcondarasF~d~bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/4/10- Retroactive Withdrawal 

Dog Leg is a golf student-athlete at College USA. Dog was enrolled for the entire spring 2010 semester, but he asked the Registrar for an retroactive 
withdrawal due to his grandfather passing away midway through the term. The Registrar granted the request per institutional policy. 
Can Dog use the missed term exception for the spring 2010 semester? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/7/90- Use of missed term exception when the institution retroactively removed s-a’s grades from academic 
record- states that in regard to a situation in which a student-athlete applies to the institution to have all grades removed from the individual’s record for the 
semester or quarter in question; confirmed that under such circumstances, it would not be permissible for the institution to apply the missed term 
exception. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 8:53 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/5/10- Repeated Remedial Courses 

Feed Pass, a lacrosse student-athlete at College USA, took three hours of developmental math during her freshman year and failed the course. She 
repeats the course this fall (her second year) and receives a passing grade. 
Can the repeated remedial course be used to meet NCAA progress toward degree requirements during Feed’s second year of enrollment (e.g., six hours 
per semester, 18 hours combined during the fall and spring semesters)? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 2/1!90- Use of repeated remedial course- states that the provisions of Bylaws 14.4.2, 14.4.3.6 and 14.4.3.8 would not 
permit a student-athlete to use a repeated remedial course subsequent to the initial year of enrollment in order to satisfy the requirements of Bylaw 14.5.2 
(satisfactory progress). 
14.4.3.4.4 Remedial, Tutorial or Noncredit Courses. 
Remedial, tutorial or noncredit courses may be used by the student to satisfy the minimum academic progress requirement of Bylaw 14.4.3.1 only if they 
meet all of the following conditions: 
(a) The courses must be considered by the institution to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program; 
(b) The courses must be given the same weight as others in the institution in determining the student’s status for full-time enrollment; 
(c) Noncredit courses may not exceed the maximum institutional limit for such courses in any baccalaureate degree program (or the student’s specific 
baccalaureate degree program once a program has been designated); and 
(d) Credit in such courses shall not exceed six-semester or nine-quarter hours, and the courses must be taken durinq the student’s first academic 
year of colleqiate enrollment. (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution on or after 8/1/03) 
14.4.3.1 Fulfillment of Credit-Hour Requirements. 
Eligibility for competition shall be determined based on satisfactory completion of at least: (Revised: 1/10/92, 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student- 
athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 
(a) Twenty-four-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit prior to start of the student-athlete’s second year of collegiate enrollment (third semester, 
fourth quarter); (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 
(b) Eighteen-semester or 27-quarter hours of academic credit since the beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the certifying 
institution’s preceding regular two semesters or three quarters (hours earned during the summer may not be used to fulfill this requirement) (see Bylaw 
14.4.3.1.4); and (Revised: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03) 
(c) Six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term (e.g., fall semester, winter quarter) in which the 
student-athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution (see Bylaw 14.1.10 for postseason certification). (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 
for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 3/10/04, 4/28/05) 

j(~omtaras@biqeast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 8:54 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item - 10/6/10- Vi deo of PSAs 

The men’s basketball staffat College USA has a subscription to a permissible recruiting service. While at home last night, one of the assistant coaches 
accessed video provided by the recruiting service. Is the coach’s observation of prospects on the video considered an off-campus activity? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/4/10- Observation of Prospective Student-Athletes on Video (I)- states that the academic and membership affairs 
staff reviewed severn issues related to the observation of prospective student-athletes on videos and determined the following: 
a. if video that includes prospective student-athletes is delivered to an institutional coaching staff member, or if an institutional coaching staff 
member accesses video provided by a recruiting or scouting service to which the institution subscribes, the observation of prospective 
student-athletes on such a video at an off-campus site (e.g., the coach’s home) is not considered an "off-campus activity" and, thus, is not 
included in the permissible number of evaluations in the applicable sport. 
b. If an authorized institutional coaching staff member visits a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution during the evaluation period, the institution 
is charged with an evaluation for all prospective student-athletes at the educational institution. If, during the visit, the coaching staff member receives video 
that includes prospective student-athletes, or accesses video provided by a recruiting or scouting service to which the institution subscribes, the 
observation of the video at an off-campus site is not considered an additional evaluation. 
c. If an authorized institutional coaching staff member makes a contact with a prospective student-athlete at the prospective student-athlete’s educational 
institution, and, during the visit, receives video that includes prospective student-athletes or accesses video provided by a recruiting or scouting service to 
which the institution subscribes, the observation of the video at an off-campus site is not considered an evaluation. 
d. If an institutional coaching staff member attends an off-campus recruiting event at which he or she observes video of prospective student-athletes, such 
observation is considered an evaluation activity and is subject to the applicable regulations related to the evaluation of prospective student-athletes. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.02.4.1 (evaluation activities during contact period -- football), 13.1.7 (limitations on number of evaluations), 13.1.7.1 (visit 
(without contact) to prospective student-athlete’s educational institution), 13.1.7.15 (evaluations/contact at prospective student-athlete’s educational 
institution), 13.1.7.20 (off-campus observation of recruiting or scouting service video), 13.14 (use of recruiting funds), and 13.14.3 (recruiting or scouting 
services)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 9:25 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/7/10- NLI Requirements 

Which of the following is true regarding the National Letter of intent (NLI) program? 
A. PSA must register with the NCAA Eligibility Center prior to signing an NLI 
B. institution must place PSA on its institutional request list (IRL) prior to PSA signing an NU 
C. PSA’s (including junior college PSAs) NCAA ID must be included on the NU 
D. All of the Above 
The answer is D. Per the NLI Administrative Guidelines and Interpretations document- Additional Guidelines- 
NCAA ~D: A prospective student°atNe~e must regis@r wil{~ the NCAA gHgiNHty Ce~ter and [~e p~aced on an Ins~itutio~a~ Req~esl{ Lis~ (~RL} per 
glCA,~ r~les prior to providing a writter~ offer of athletically related ~inancia~ aid, Further, the NLI program requires tl~e prospective student- 
athlete’s glCAA ID to be inclucled on the NLI, This req~irement inc~des junior college prospective student-atNetes in all sports, 
The Administrative Guidelines and Interpretations document is housed on the NLI website under the Document Library tab. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 8:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/8/10- Current Fxent 

Commentary: Justification for athletics transcends branding 
NCAA.org 

In a USA Today article dated Wednesday, September 22, Steve Berkowitz, Jodi Upton, Michael McCarthy and Jack Gillum write about student fees and how 

they quietly (and sometimes not so quietly) support college sports. 

In the piece, college sports are described as "important parts of campus life and excellent vehicles for generating publicity and alumni support." Faculty 

groups are cited as saying, "successful sports programs adds to campus spirit and unity, provides free advertising, helps in branding and provides a link 

and outreach to alumni." institutional representatives are quoted as saying, "a strong successful athletic program is very important to the connection with 

alumni, donors and leaders in the state, and it magnifies the university not only in the state, but beyond the state. That’s the visibility that the athletics 

program can have. " 

OK, stop the presses. Send out a bulletin and enough already. We get it! 

We have heard and continue to hear that the reason we "do" college sports is branding and brand awareness, free advertising and publicity, marketing and 

alumni and donor connectivity. Institution presidents talk about affiliating with the NCAA Division I "brand" or they argue that changing conferences improves 

their "market share." Conference administrators talk about "branding" their leagues and their schools through networking, digital platforms and social media 

applications. 

Athletics directors are rewarded for their fundraising, ticket sales, promotions and marketing campaigns - most designed to improve their "market position" 

and drive their "brand." The NCAA, once primarily a regulatory outfit focused on enforcement and championships, now actively manages programs in 

revenue generation, branding, marketing, promotion and positioning the "Blue Disk." Television executives remind us through advertising sales and ratings 

metrics that market share and brand names drive their relationship with college sports. 

Cinderella gets invited to the ball but - the Butlers, George Masons and Gonzagas notwithstanding - most TV execs want her to leave well before midnight. 

In the midst of the focus on the marketing theme, however, I would like to advocate for a different approach, one that recognizes the reality of the current 

state of college sports but changes the conversation. 

So restart the presses, and may I have your attention, please. 

The primary reason sports exist on university campuses is that it is intended to add value to the educational experience of the participants. Simply put, 

college athletics is supposed to be about an educational experience that focuses on competing, learning and serving. It is not primarily and was not 

intended to be an overtly commercialized enterprise that emphasizes brand, market share and TV ratings. 

Now before you call me naTve, college sports does need some commercial elements. History and the evolution of the industry prove that point, and college 

sports programs -when professionally managed by value-based campus leaders - do create positive commercial benefits. But these benefits I consider 

coincidental to the enterprise and are ancillary outcomes, not primary. The primary argument in support of college sports and the connected financial 

support of college sports from the academy comes from the educational aspect, not the commercial. 

College sports are more than measuring competitive and commercial outputs. College sports are about learning through competition. Whether that 

manifests itself in social learning, emotional learning, leadership development or a renewed commitment and understanding of service and personal 

responsibility, the learning/educational components of participating on a college sports team are primary. They are real, measurable and fundamental. 

Everything else, no matter how positive or how much media attention it demands, is secondary. 

So let’s change the conversation or, at the very least, broaden it. College sports are primarily about learning and developing students for successful lives, 

and that is precisely what occurs for the overwhelming majority of the NCAA’s 400,000 student-athletes. 

Let’s leave it up to the NBA and the NFL to brand and market athletes, cities, coaches and the like. And while we celebrate and enjoy our favorite 

professional home town team, let’s talk about how college athletics is foremost an added educational value proposition for students. The conversation just 

might lead us to considering our enterprise, and our work in it, in a different and perhaps more collegial way. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 11, 2010 9:16 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l l / 10- 13.10.2 

A local newspaper reporter asks College USA’s head baseball coach about Bat R Up, a recruit who has verbally committed to the program. The head 
coach tells the newspaper reporter that Bat is "very athletic and will be vying for a position in the starting rotation. We are excited that he will be signing a 
National Letter of Intent with us next month". 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.2 states that before the signing of a prospective student-athlete to a National Letter of Intent or an institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid, a member institution may comment publicly only to the extent of confirming its recruitment of the prospective student-athlete. 
The institution may not comment generally about the prospective student-athlete’s ability or the contribution that the prospective student-athlete might make 
to the institution’s team; further, the institution is precluded from commenting in any manner as to the likelihood of the prospective student-athlete’s signing 
with that institution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 12, 2010 7:46 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l 2/10- Current Fxent 

Marvin Austin, Greg Little, Robert Quinn all will not play again for North Carolina 

USAToday.com 

North Carolina has been waiting for a resolution from the NCAA on the status of star players Marvin Austin, Greg Little and Robert Quinn. The news came 
down Monday with all three no longer eligible to play college football. 

Austin was dismissed from the program for "violations of NCAA agent benefits, preferential treatment and ethical conduct rules," according to a release by 
the school. 

The release continued: "North Carolina based its decision on recent information gathered as part of the joint investigation with the NCAA. Austin’s case was 
not submitted to the NCAA for reinstatement." 

Austin, a defensive tackle that bypassed the NFL draft in January, has been part ofa NCAA probe into possible illegal benefits related to a party in Miami and 
travel to California= That also led to the dismissal of assistant coach John Blake due to his relationship with agent Gary Wichard. 

Austin apologized on Monday in a statement that was released through his attorney. 

"1 want to apologize to the NCAA and the entire North Carolina Tar Heel community including my teammates, coaches, students and fans. I have let you all 
down and I am truly sorry. 

"1 deeply regret my actions and the embarrassment I brought to the university and to the football program. I will pay a severe price for my poor decisions by 
not being able to play my entire senior season. 

"1 want to thank everyone who has supported me throughout this investigation. The lessons I have learned during this process will guide me the rest of my 
life. I love my Carolina family and I will work my hardest to make you all proud of me." 

Little and Quinn were ruled permanently ineligible by the NCAA student reinstatement committee. Little, a senior wide receiver, was determined to have 
received $4,952 in extra benefits, including diamond earrings, as well as travel accommodations for the Bahamas, Washington D.C. and two trips to Miami, 
among other benefits. 

Quinn, a junior defensive end, accepted two black diamond watches, a pair of matching earrings and travel accommodations for a trip to Miami, among 
other benefits totaling $5,642. 

"It’s a sad day when three young men are no longer able to represent their school based on actions they have taken and decisions they have made contrary 
to NCAA rules," athletic director Dick Baddour said in a statement. "Unfortunately, they made serious mistakes in judgment in accepting extra benefits and 
then not being truthful with our staff and NCAA representatives. Now they must forfeit the privilege of playing again for the Tar Heels." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 8:13 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l 3/10- Current Fxent- A MUST READ 

Corff¢ ss+or s of  -+ger+t 
This story appears in the October 18, 2010 issue of Sports I!Iustrated 
Editors’ Note 
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I will never forget the first time I paid a player. 
There are moments you will always remember, like your first kiss or your first home run or the day you met your wife. For me, the first time I broke an NCAA 
rule to try to land a client is just as indelible. 
It was before the 1990 football season, and I flew from Los Angeles to Denver and drove to the University of Colorado to try to meet with Kanavis McGhee. 
He was a big, pass-rushing linebacker who was expected to be a high pick in the 1991 NFL draft. I was 20 years old -- the youngest agent ever certified by 
the NFL Players Association -- and had less than a year’s experience, but for whatever reason I convinced myself that I had a shot with him. 
I figured out where Kanavis lived, drove to his apartment and knocked on the door. No one answered, so I waited. About four hours later, Kanavis finally 
came home and I bum-rushed him at the door. 
"Hey, Kanavis, my name is Josh Luchs. I’m a sports agent, and I flew here from Los Angeles specifically for you," I said. "You’re a great player and I came a 
long way, and I’d really appreciate it if you would sit down and talk to me for a few minutes." 
Kanavis said, "Sure, man. Come on in." 
We sat on his couch, and I gave him my spiel. I told him about myself and asked him questions, trying to connect with him. After about half an hour, Kanavis 
said to me, "Josh, you seem like a pretty good guy, can I share something with you?" 
"Sure." 
"l need some help. My mom lost her job and she’s sick and she hasn’t been able to make her rent. Ill don’t come up with $2,500, she is going to get evicted 
from her apartment." 
"1 don’t know," I said. "Let me think about it. rll come by tomorrow and let you know." 
That night I sat in my hotel room making a list of pros and cons in my head. Sure, it was breaking NCAA rules, but I would be helping Kanavis out. How 
would I feel if my mom was sick and I didn’t have money to help her?. I went through this for hours and finally decided to do it. The next morning I went to the 
bank, pulled out some of my bar mitzvah money, $2,500 in cash, showed up at Kanavis’s door and told him, "Kanavis, I gave this a lot of thought, and I want 
to help you out. I know how I would feel if it was my mom." 
"Thank you so much," he said. "You’re my boy, man. You’re really coming through for me." 
I went back to my hotel and for a little while I felt good, but then the phone rang. It was a teammate of Kanavis’s calling. 
"Hey, man, Kanavis told me you’re a pretty good dude," he said. "1 got this problem, and I need some help. My father is really sick and he is losing his 
apartment and I need $2,500. Do you think you can help me out the way you helped Kanavis?" 
My heart dropped. I hung up and got the hell out of there. The whole flight home I was kicking myself+ How could I be so stupid? 

THE BALL BOY 
How does a dyslexic Jewish kid with no college degree become an NFL agent? How does he last in the profession for nearly 20 years? As it did with many 
others who became sports agents in the 1980s and early ’90s, the career found me. This was pre-Jerry Maguire, before football agents became as famous 
as their clients. It was not a glamorous profession and was full of guys who had fallen into it. 
I was born in Brooklyn. My father was a urologist and an acupuncturist, and he treated New York Knicks Spencer Haywood and Earl (the Pearl) Monroe. 
They would come by the house and play basketball with me on the hoop in the front yard while waiting for their appointments. I saw how magical those 
athletes were, how people responded to them, and knew I wanted to be associated with athletes in the future. 
My family moved to Beverly Hills when I was 10, and my father got Raiders season tickets. It became my dream to be part of that team. In the fall of 1985, 
during my junior year at Beverly Hills High, I talked my way into an internship with Bud Furillo, who hosted a sports talk show on KABC-AM. After rd worked 
for free for several months Bud asked how he could repay me. 
"Help me get a job with the Raiders," I said. 
Bud talked to owner AI Davis, and a few weeks later I drove to Raiders training camp in Oxnard, Calif., for the first of three summers I would spend as a ball 
boy. 
One of the players I was most excited to meet that first year was Greg Townsend, the star defensive end. When Greg pulled up in his Mercedes for the first 
day of camp, I ran over to him like some goofball fan, wearing my Raiders-issue, silver-and-black knee socks and shorts, and said, "Hey, Greg, how are you 
doing?" I offered to help carry his bags, and as we were walking, he asked me where I was from. I knew that Greg grew up in the inner city, in Compton, and 
I worried that if he heard I was from Beverly Hills he would judge me harshly. I told him I didn’t want to say, but he kept asking. "1 am from Beverly Hills, but 
not from the really, really rich part," I finally admitted. ’Tm from the rougher part." 
Greg laughed his butt off. From that day forward I was his guy, like his little mascot. For Greg and the other players, I would do anything. I sneaked beer up 



to their rooms; I sneaked girls into their hotel. Once Greg called me at 1 a.m. and asked me to come to his room immediately. I hurried up there, and he 
answered the door wearing silk pajama bottoms and a smoking jacket and holding a cigarette in one hand and a glass of Grand Marnier in the other. After a 
long discussion about whether I did drugs (I did not), Greg took out this plastic container, put it on a table and said, "1 need some piss I can trust, Josh. Is 
your piss trustworthy?" He told me he was going to be drug-tested the next day, and if he tested positive, he would be suspended. In my mind, helping him 
was the right thing to do; Greg was an important player. By giving him my urine, I was doing my part for the team. 
Days later, I heard that Greg had been suspended. I couldn’t believe it. Had my urine tested positive? Greg had been sent home from camp so I rushed to 
his house, and again he answered the door wearing that smoking jacket and holding a glass of Grand Marnier. I started babbling about how my urine 
couldn’t have tested positive and he just laughed. He said that the testers made him pee in front of them, that my urine hadn’t been used. He appreciated 
what I had done and that I had come to see him, and then mentioned that he had some girls inside. "Come on in," he said. 
In 1988, during my third summer with the team and the year after I’d graduated from high school, Greg told me that he needed a new agent. "Josh, you are a 
good guy," he said. "You care about the players. You and AI [Davis] are both New York Jewish guys. You should be my agent." 
I had never thought about being an agent, but it made sense. I could be close to the players, I could help them, and it would allow me to have a job in sports. 
I filled out the paperwork required by the NFLPA, just a few forms, and paid about $300. I was 19. I was still living with my parents. I didn’t know anything 
about contracts and negotiating. But it didn’t matter. I was officially an agent. 

PAY TO PLAY 
When I first got into the business, I naively thought that if players just got to know me, they would hire me. It had worked with Greg Townsend, so why 
wouldn’t it work with others? I drove to colleges along the West Coast such as Oregon, Stanford, Fresno State and San Diego State and introduced myself 
to players. I was about the same age they were, and I could talk to them. I think some liked me. But none hired me. 
After Colorado, after Kanavis McGhee took my money and then never answered my calls when it came time for him to pick an agent, you would think I 
would have sworn off paying players. But in my first year in the business, 1990, I paid Chuck Webb, the running back from Tennessee. I gave him a couple 
hundred dollars during his sophomore year. I also paid several hundred dollars to Mel Agee, the big defensive lineman at Illinois. As with Kanavis, I didn’t 
land either of them as clients. Mel came to L.A. and said he would sign ill bought a diamond engagement ring for his girlfriend. I would have done it, but the 
ring cost too much. 
It was rough that first year, but I learned valuable lessons. Most of all, I realized I needed someone to show me the ropes. Harold (Doc) Daniels became that 
person. Doc was a legend, one of the first prominent black NFL agents. Doc, who would die in 2001 after a long illness, was a big dude, like 6’6", and he 
wore all this gold jewelry and had a shiny bald head. Other agents were afraid of him, and he also had a reputation for paying and giving gifts to college kids. 
There used to be a joke in the industry that if you saw a college player driving a Datsun 280Z, then you could forget about signing him. It was widely known 
Doc had a hookup at a Datsun dealership in Southern California. 
In 1992 Doc began helping me understand the business. First, I learned that if I was going to keep paying players I had to do it differently. Giving money in 
one shot didn’t build a long-term relationship with a prospect; I had to give smaller amounts each month so the player would stay in regular touch. Doc also 
taught me to focus locally. A common way for an agent to gain a foothold in the business is by getting in with a single school. How did Drew Rosenhaus 
become so big? He graduated from Miami and was embedded in the school when Ray Lewis, Warren Sapp & Co. went there. I had UCLA. 
I rarely went to Bruins games or practices, but I was hanging out all the time with players, including someone who would become my first UCLA client, 
receiver Sean LaChapeile. Sean and I got to be good friends. He would come over to my parents’ house even when I wasn’t there, like a member of the 
family. He even gave me a dog, Touchdown, a golden retriever. I hoped to represent Sean after his junior season in 1992, but Rick Neuheisel, a UCLA 
assistant coach at the time, talked him into coming back for his senior year. I was worried about other agents’ getting to Sean, so I had him give the agents 
who contacted him the phone number for my house in Woodland Hills. When agents called him they were actually calling my home phone. 
Landing Sean gave me credibility with other players, and after him I signed fellow Bruins Carl Greenwood; Othello Henderson; Jamir Miller, who was the No. 
10 overall pick in 1994; Matt Soenksen; and Chris Alexander. I did a lot for Sean, but I never gave him money. I did, however, pay all the others. Doc and I 
gave them money around the first of every month. We paid quarterback Ryan Fien while he was at UCLA, and when he transferred to idaho in 1996 we kept 
paying him. We gave Bruce Walker and Vaughn Parker of UCLA money too, but they didn’t sign with us. I did more than just hand players cash. When 
Bruce was thrown in jail for shooting off a gun in L.A. [he would later plead no contest to disturbing the peace], whom do you think he called in the middle of 
the night to bail him out? 
If you were a good player at UCLA, I made a run at you. I tried to get can’t-miss NFL left tackle prospect Jonathan Ogden as a client, but he wouldn’t take my 
money. He did, however, go with me to a Janet Jackson concert. My girlfriend got two tickets, and I told her, "Sorry, I need those tickets for J.O. He’s a big 
Janet Jackson fan." Instead of going to the concert with my girlfriend, I went with a 6’9" guy who weighed more than 300 pounds and who screamed "Janet!" 
the whole night like a teenage girl. 
The lunches, the money each month, the bail, the concert tickets, those were all NCAA violations, of course, but in my mind I wasn’t doing anything wrong. 
Doc would say to me, "We ain’t members of the NCAA. We didn’t agree to follow these rules." I also justified it by remembering that the schools and the 
NCAA were making money while the players, many of whom came from poor families, weren’t getting anything but an education, which many of them didn’t 
take seriously. Plus, Doc and I knew that if they didn’t take our money, they would take it from one of the dozens of other agents opening their wallets. 
Agents have been giving kids money for decades. It was more open in the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s, before states passed sports-agent laws making it illegal. 
Now, agents still do it, but they are more secretive and use middlemen. Anyone who thinks it doesn’t go on needs to look at all the schools currently being 
investigated by the NCAA for contact between players and agents, places like Alabama, Florida, Georgia and North Carolina. It goes on everywhere. 
While most of my energy was spent recruiting UCLA, Doc and I also went after players who had ties to the Los Angeles area. Chris Mims, the Tennessee 
defensive end who was picked in the first round in 1992, was an L.A. kid Doc and I landed. We paid him about $500 a month during his final season in 
Knoxville and also paid a guy who was sort of his handier. Michigan State’s Tony Banks, the first quarterback taken in the ’96 draft, was another client. Doc 
had known Tony since he was a little kid and had represented his uncle, former USC and NFL linebacker Chip Banks. We paid Tony several hundred 
dollars a month. Colorado’s Greg Thomas, USC’s Delon Washington and Phalen Pounds, and Portland State’s Darick Holmes also took our money and 
became clients. 
However, there were scores of others we paid but lost out on. Between 1990 and ’96 rd estimate that I paid more than 30 players. Joel Steed of Colorado; 
Rob Waldrop, the Outland Trophy winner from Arizona; and Travis Claridge of USC all took my money but signed with someone else, as did many others. 
When I called those players and asked them why they didn’t sign with me, they always had the same line: "Sorry, I gotta do what is best for me and my 
family." 
One of the misconceptions about the agent business is that the kids are victims, preyed on by people like me. When Alabama coach Nick Saban and 
others rail against the agent business, they don’t mention that most of the time the player or someone from his family approaches us. Guys see that one of 
their teammates has some cash, ask him about it, and suddenly my phone rings. It was rare to find a player who wouldn’t take the money. I put $10,000 
cash in front of Kansas’s Dana Stubblefield, and he wouldn’t take it. I tried to pay UCLA’s J.J. Stokes and USC’s Keyshawn Johnson, and they said, "No." 
But for every kid who didn’t take the money, there were dozens who called me and asked to get paid. 

THE WHALE 
The maximum commission an agent gets for negotiating an NFL player’s contract is 3%. As recently as the mid-1990s it was 5%, but the NFLPA cut it 
down over the years, and now it is the lowest in any major sport. This makes the competition for the highest draft choices even more ruthless. Doc and I 
had signed some good players, but to earn real money, I had to land the kind of player every agent covets: a franchise quarterback. 
I had spent several years working to get inside the program at Washington State. The school often signed players from Southern California, and I got close 
to them. Eventually, I was paying several players on the team, including three starting defensive backs from the early 1990s -- Torey Hunter, Singor Mobley 
and John Rushing -- and also defensive lineman Leon Bender. Word spread in the locker room that if you needed money, you called me. 
One guy who needed money was Ryan Leaf, which was why in 1996 I met with the Cougars’ quarterback at a hotel near campus. This was before his 
junior season, and Ryan was on the cusp of stardom. He was a whale. I knew that if I could sign him, it would change my life. 
At the hotel, Ryan made it dear that he had significant credit card debt, something like $5,000, and needed help. I knew that if I just paid off his debt, he 



would forget about me and have no reason to develop a relationship. "But I want to help," I said. "How much do you think you would need each month to 
make your life easier?" He said he needed around $500 a month, which wasn’t much to pay for a player with Ryan’s potential earnings. In the bathroom of 
that hotel, he signed an undated representation contract and a loan agreement for the money. Soon afterward, Doc and I began paying him monthly with 
money orders, ranging from $300 to $700. 
I got close with Ryan in a hurry. We talked two to three times a week. I was 26, and he was 20, so I was like an older brother he could party with. I got as 
close with him as I had with Sean LaChapelle. I had bought a town house in Studio City, and Ryan and a lot of players knew they could crash at my place 
when they were in Southern California. I kept the fridge full of beer, soda and steaks, and I had every video game. Ryan stayed there a few nights, and I 
always showed him a good time. He was from Great Falls, Mont., and he would come out here and party with these amazing L.A. girls, and he loved it. 
For all of 1997, Ryan was the main focus of my recruiting. At the time I was losing my parents. My mother died in October 1996, and then two months later 
my father learned he had an inoperable brain tumor. 
Ryan knew what I was going through. One day, he came with me to my dad’s house, and while he was there my dad got very upset, talking about how he 
hated that his illness prevented me from doing my job. Ryan told him, "Don’t worry. Josh doesn’t need to recruit any other players. He’s got me." 
My dad died in May 1997, and I was a mess. But a few weeks later I still went on a trip with Ryan to Las Vegas because I knew he was looking forward to it 
and I wanted to maintain our bond. It was supposed to be just him and me, but at the last minute two other Washington State quarterbacks, Steve Birnbaum 
and Dave Muir, joined the trip. That pissed me off. They were not potential clients, and yet Ryan expected me to take care of them too. 
We spent two nights in Vegas, and when we checked out, I paid for the room Ryan and I stayed in, but I didn’t pay for Birnbaum and Muir’s room, and that 
caused a big stir. It was only about $500, and in hindsight I should have just paid for the room, but I was upset at the world because my parents were dead, 
and for the first time I resented someone expecting me to pay. 
After that I was screwed. We drove from Vegas to Lake Havasu in Arizona, and it was very awkward in the car. Even a few days of partying on the lake 
didn’t change that. Ryan started giving me the cold shoulder, and that continued when I tried to call him in the weeks after. Still, I felt that as long as he 
needed my $500 a month, I could reel him back in. 
You know when you are in a relationship with a girl and you can just tell she is about to break up with you? That is what being around Ryan felt like in the 
months that followed. Before the 1998 Rose Bowl, I talked to Ryan in a bathroom at the team hotel and gave him some cash, and he couldn’t even look me 
in the eye. Then the day after the Rose Bowl, Jan. 2, I watched on television as Ryan announced that he was going pro. Leigh Steinberg was standing next 
to him. 
Losing Ryan, who would end up being the No. 2 overall pick in 1998, hurt, and that will never completely go away. But Ryan also did something I found 
somewhat redeeming. During training camp of his rookie year with the Chargers, I went down to San Diego. I met him in the lobby of the team’s facility, and 
after coming back with me to my car he ultimately gave me $10,000 in cash -- close to the total amount I had paid him. He never explained why he didn’t 
sign with me nor did he apologize for breaking the promise he made to my dying father, but at least he paid me back. 
My parents’ deaths and my missing out on Ryan changed how I looked at my life. In 1997 I met the woman who would become my wife, and I wanted to 
start a family. I was also getting to an age when it wasn’t fun partying with college kids anymore. 
The last player I went after with Doc was R. Jay Soward, a receiver at USC. At the beginning of almost every month during the 1999 season, I would give 
him $1,500. R. Jay and I were cool; we got along great. But after the season, when he told his father that we had taken care of him, his dad was so mad 
that he refused to let R. Jay sign with us. 
In 1999 the NFLPA had changed a rule to say that players who were found to have taken money from agents while in college would not have to pay the 
money back. Before, agents had the threat of litigation, so it was often easier for a player to just let the paying agent do his rookie deal. However, the 
floodgates opened after the NFLPA changed that rule. Players, their parents, everyone put their hands out because there were no ramifications. 
R. Jay’s dad knew about the rule change, and he told Doc, "We don’t have to repay you s---." 
That was the last straw. You would think I would have left the business altogether, but I still loved being an agent and being around the sport and players. 
However, I knew that to keep going I needed to become a different kind of agent, and to do that I needed a new partner. 

RAISING THE STAKES 
Whenever some college kid asks me how he can become an agent, I tell him, "Go get tight with a player and serve him up as leverage to get a job [with an 
agenting firm]." The bottom line is that no agent is going to work with you unless you bring something to the table that he doesn’t have. 
I had a skill -- I could recruit all the big schools on the West Coast -- and I needed to find an agent who valued that. Gary Wichard was one of the biggest 
around, the guy who represented Brian Bosworth, Keith Brooking, Jason Taylor and others. But even though Gary’s company, Pro Tect Management, was 
in Pacific Palisades, Calif., overlooking the ocean, he had almost no West Coast clients. 
I reached out to him at the 2000 Senior Bowl. Eventually, Gary recognized what I could bring to the table, and we agreed to a contract that paid me 25% of 
the commission on any player we signed from any school in the Pacific or Mountain time zones except Utah, because Gary had an in at that program. The 
deal was less than the 50-50 split I had with Doc, but I had gotten married and was looking to provide for my family, and I thought Gary could help me 
become the agent I wanted to be. 
immediately, Gary told me that he recruited differently and that the Wild West way I learned under Doc wasn’t going to fly. He said I needed to be 
"reprogrammed." There would be no more partying with players, no more paying players. That was music to my ears. 
Much of how I recruited with Gary was similar to before: cold calls, going to schools, introducing myself to players and getting close to them and their 
families. The difference now was that I had something special to sell: Gary and his client list. 
Gary was a master in front of kids. If I got him in a room with a prospect and he made his presentation, we had a great shot at signing the player. Gary put 
together what he called a Game Plan for each prospect he recruited. Each Game Plan came in a large bound book that contained, among other things, 
information on how Gary had improved his clients’ draft stock over the years. Of course, he left out his clients who fell in the draft, but the college players 
bought it. At one point in our presentation, Gary would hold up the Game Plans for two players from the previous year’s draft, one in each hand. One was for 
a player who signed with him, and one was for a kid who didn’t and was drafted lower. "Next year, what hand do you want your Game Plan to be in?" he 
would say. It was brilliant. 
Gary also used his contacts in the media to help him recruit. In 2000, before a meeting with Stanford defensive lineman Willie Howard, Gary arranged for 
ESPN draft analyst Mel Kiper to call. Gary and I were talking to Willie in Gary’s office when Gary’s phone rang, and he put it on speakerphone. 
"Viper, how are you?" Gary said. That’s what he called Mel, Viper or Vipe. "Viper, rm sitting here with the best defensive lineman in college football. Do you 
know who that is?" 
"You must be with Willie Howard," Mel said. 
Gary used Mel like that all the time. In the agent business, people know Gary and Mel are close, and some people suspect that Mel ranks players more 
favorably if they are Gary’s clients. 
In my first year with Gary, I successfully recruited Willie and also Adam Archuleta and Todd Heap, both from Arizona State. In the 2001 draft Adam and 
Todd were picked in the first round and Willie in the second. I’d never had a haul like that when I was with Doc, so even though I was getting a smaller 
percentage, I was making more money. My wife and I had our first daughter the month after the draft, and I remember that Gary told my wife what a gifted 
recruiter I was and that we had a bright future. 
Gary used his contacts in the coaching community to help him get players. This has recently come into public view, as the NCAA and the state of North 
Carolina are investigating the Tar Heels football program and whether John Blake, a Carolina assistant coach since 2007, steered players to Gary and 
received money from him. It’s no secret in the agent business that some college coaches steer players to certain agents. I laughed when I heard Gary deny 
in the media that John ever worked with Pro Tect. 
When I was with Gary, John worked hand in hand with us, and Gary called him his "partner." John was the defensive line coach of the Dallas Cowboys 
when they won Super Bowls XXVIII and XXX, and the head coach at Oklahoma from ’96 through ’98. He was one of the best recruiters I’d ever seen. He 
was just electric, and I leveraged him to get clients whenever I could. In ’02 two of the biggest clients we got were due, in large part, to John. He went with 
Gary and me to meet with Fresno State defensive lineman Alan Harper, and Gary and I had John work out defensive end Kenyon Coleman from UCLA 
before his senior year. That was an NCAA violation, but it wasn’t like paying a kid. It was helping Kenyon become a better player. 



Alan and Kenyon were talented, but what I remember most about the 2002 draft were the kids we missed. Before the 2002 Rose Bowl between Miami and 
Nebraska, I brought Hurricanes tight end Jeremy Shockey to Gary’s house in Westlake. Shockey is this kid from Ada, Okla., so who does Gary have waiting 
for him when he arrives? The Boz, Brian Bosworth. The dinner went great, but then Shockey signed with Drew Rosenhaus. 
That year I also set up meetings with Cal cornerback Nnamdi Asomugha and Washington defensive lineman Larry Triplett, but Gary wouldn’t see them. 
Why would Gary pass on potential first-rounders? It was around that time that Leigh Steinberg sued former partner David Dunn, a young guy who had left 
him and taken a lot of clients. After that, every big agent started looking at younger employees more warily. I think Gary viewed me that way too. He told me, 
"What happened with Leigh will never happen to me. rye got my house in order." 
In 2003 I helped Gary get Arizona State defensive end Terrell Suggs, the No. 10 overall pick, USC running back Justin Fargas and others, but I started 
feeling as if Gary were trying to limit the number of clients I could claim. He turned me down when I asked him to meet with kids, and -- without me present - 
- he tried to meet with kids I had recruited. He also belittled me in front of people, saying I didn’t have a college degree and wouldn’t be anything without him. 
My wife and I had our second daughter that year, and I was making good money, but it became hell working with Gary. Once, when I told him that we were 
in danger of losing a prospect and that he needed to call him, he yelled, "You don’t tell me what to do. No one tells me what to do." 
It took another year, but by August 2004 1 had finally had enough. I handed Gary my letter of resignation and then spent an hour listening as he told me I 
should find a new profession. "Josh, you are a great salesman. You can be successful in any business," he said, and then he offered to call a friend of his 
who worked at Mattel. I knew he just didn’t want me out there recruiting against him. 
As I walked out of his office, I thanked Gary. I think I did far more for him than he did for me, but as much as I hated to admit it, Gary had taught me a ton. 

HOLLYWOOD! BABY 
This is what it was like at the top: It’s 2006, and I am sitting in an office in a building in Beverly Hills, and a whole floor is dedicated to the sports-agency 
division. Huge pictures of clients like Corey Dillon and Rodney Harrison hang on the walls. I am on the phone with Dallas Cowboys defensive end Marcus 
Spears. rm trying to persuade him to switch agents, and rm telling him to come to L.A. I sense hesitation, so I put the phone out the window. 
"Do you hear that, Marcus? Do you hear it?" I yell. "You know what that is? That’s Hollywood, baby. Hollywood’s calling. You gonna answer the call?" 
A week later, Marcus was in my office signing a representation agreement. 
The transforming development in the agent business in the 2000s was Hollywood’s move into sports. It started when CAA lured Tom Condon from IMG in 
2005. The firm that represented Tom Cruise and Angelina Jolie joined forces with the guy who represented Peyton and Eli Manning. That deal 
overshadowed another one: Steve Feldman and I joined The Gersh Agency, another of Hollywood’s big talent firms. 
After I left Gary Wichard, I teamed up with Steve, who had a small but solid client base that included Dillon and Harrison. Almost instantly we got some new 
clients, including troubled Ohio State running back Maudce Clarett (for whom we did some of our best work; a player no team should have touched got 
taken in the third round). But it was nothing like when Steve and I joined Gersh. At our new agency, we had something powerful to sell to players: celebrity. 
We told them, "Come sign with us and be a star." We put Marcus Spears in a TV pilot; NFL wideout Kassim Osgood made a guest appearance on Jericho; 
when I was recruiting receiver Steve Smith from USC we got him on an MTV pilot. We were selling TV and movies to athletes, and it was like having the 
freakin’ Golden Calf. 
Steve and I got meetings with almost any player we wanted. Tight end Dustin Keller, an eventual first-rounder out of Purdue, paid his own way to come see 
us. That doesn’t happen. In November 2005, Steve and I flew to Ohio State to talk to receiver Santonio Holmes. We met him outside the football building, 
and he said, "Listen, I want to save you the time. We don’t need to meet. rve been taking money from [an agent] the last couple years, and he’s been taking 
care of my family too." 
Had it been 10 years earlier, I would have probably said, "Santonio, whatever he’s paying you, I’ll double it." But now, being at Gersh, I had Hollywood to sell. 
Let the other agents pay kids. 
That first year at Gersh was the best of my career. We were making inroads with all sorts of clients. I was earning a six-figure salary plus bonuses. I had 
health benefits for the first time. My wife was happy. It was everything I wanted. 
Then it all came crashing down. 
A year after I left Gary, I sued him for breach of contract because he had stopped paying me the 25% I was owed on the clients I helped him recruit. Just 
before I filed my lawsuit, one of those clients, wideout Keenan Howry, sent me a commission check for $5,320. I was not sure what to do with it. I wasn’t 
going to give it to Gary so I gave the check to my lawyer, who deposited it into a trust account. 
In 2007 I lost my lawsuit against Gary. During the lawsuit, Gary’s lawyer sent me a letter that stated that if I didn’t settle the case for $50,000, Gary would file 
a grievance against Keenan over that $5,320 check, which he ultimately did. The union looked into the matter and determined that because I had given the 
check to my lawyer rather than passing it on to Gary, I had breached my fiduciary duty to Keenan. The NFLPA suspended me for a year and fined me 
$25,000. 
Gary, his lawyer and the union knew where that check was; Keenan was also fully aware that I had given it to my lawyer. There was no intent to do anything 
wrong, and yet when the suspension came down, it came across as if l had stolen that check, as if I were some sort of thief. 
I know people may not believe my version of events. Gary and the N FLPA will have a different view, rm sure. I should have been suspended 100 times for all 
the players I paid, but not for what they did suspend me for. 
Because of the suspension, I was done at Gersh after a little more than two years there. The agency didn’t have much use for an agent who couldn’t work 
for 12 months and who had that on his r~sume. To survive as an agent after the suspension, with other agents using it to recruit against me, I would have 
had to start paying players again. I wouldn’t do it. 
On Jan. 28, 2008, the day the NFLPA declined the appeal of my suspension, I walked into a commercial real estate office near my home in Encino and 
signed up for a training program. 
That was it. I would keep the two loyal clients who didn’t leave me after the suspension, but I wouldn’t recruit anymore. For all intents and purposes, I was 
done as an agent. 

COMING CLEAN 
Why am I doing this? Why am I telling everything? There are a few small reasons and one big one. 
People should know how the agent business really works, how widespread the inducements to players are and how players have their hands out. It isn’t just 
the big, bad agents making them take money. People think the NFLPA is monitoring agents, but it is mostly powerless. People should also be aware of all 
that an agent does for his clients. Catering to their needs can be an all-consuming job. 
But those are the small reasons. 
Recently, my nine-year-old daughter got an iTouch, and she has figured out how to get on the Internet. My six-year-old is not far behind. At some point, they 
are going to Google their daddy’s name, and before this story they would have found only page alter page of stuff saying how I was suspended. I was a 
good agent and I took care of my players. I don’t want my career to be defined by that suspension. 
Nobody would care about my version of what happened with Keenan Howry’s $5,320 check unless I came clean about everything else. As I said earlier, you 
have to leverage what you’ve got to get what you wan[ What I had to leverage were the stories about paying players and all the other dirt. 
Now, maybe, when my daughters Google me, they will see that I worked hard to give them a good life. And for those people who will call me a cheater for 
paying players and breaking NCAA rules, or who will think I am a snitch for telling how the agent business works, well, rll just say what so many players said 
to me over the years: 
Sorry, I gotta do what is best for me and my family. 

RESPONSES 
¯ When informed of the allegation that he had accepted money from Luchs, Kanavis McGhee asked SI to call back the next day. He did not return 
subsequent phone and e-mail messages from SI. 
¯ Greg Townsend confirmed the details of his relationship with Luchs. 
° Chuck Webb could not be reached for comment (SI left messages for Webb through his family). 

¯ Mel Agee, Harold (Doc) Daniels, Chris Mims, Travis Claridge and Leon Bender are deceased. 



¯ Carl Greenwood, Othello Henderson, Matt Soenksen, Chris Alexander, Bruce Walker, Jonathan Ogden and Singor Mobley confirmed receiving money or 
extra benefits from Luchs. 
¯ Jamir Miller, Tony Banks and John Rushing declined to comment. 
° Ryan Fien, Joel Steed and Torey Hunter said they did not receive money from Luchs. 

¯ Vaughn Parker said he knew Luchs but had no comment as to whether he took money from Luchs. 
¯ Greg Thomas, Delon Washington and Darick Holmes did not respond to phone messages. 
° Phalen Pounds said Luchs was "a good guy" but declined to comment as to whether he took money. 
° Rob Waldrop denied that Luchs paid him. He recalled that he had lunch with Luchs and that Luchs offered to pay a friend in an effort to get to Waldrop, but 

he said that he did not accept any money. 
¯ Ryan Leaf declined to comment on specific allegations. "1 remember Josh," Leaf said in a statement. "As I recall, he was an old hometown friend of one or 
two of my teammates and we all hung out a bit. I don’t remember him aspiring to be an agent. We were all about the same age and we were interested in 
having a good time more than anything else." 
° R. Jay Soward confirmed receiving money from Luchs. 

¯ Gary Wichard’s lawyer, Howard Silber, said his client declined to comment. 
¯ Mel Kiper denied that it was prearranged for him to call during the Willie Howard meeting or any other. ’1 would never have called Gary, but Gary and other 
agents often call me and ask me to speak to players," said Kiper. "Gary is my friend, but I do that all the time for many different agents. I give players my 
opinion of them as football players. But I would never promote Gary or any other agent to a player." As for the belief among some agents that he favors 
Wichard’s clients, Kiper said, "My player ratings are not related to my relationship with Gary or any other agent. There are many examples of players Gary 
represented who I have not ranked highly." (Howard confirmed to Sl Luchs’s account of Kiper’s calling during Howard’s meeting with Luchs and Wichard.) 
° John Blake’s lawyer, William H. Beaver II, said his client declined to comment. 

¯ Kenyon Coleman declined to comment. 
° Jeremy Shockey did not respond to messages left through the Saints or his agent, Drew Rosenhaus. 

¯ Through a New York Jets spokesperson, Santonio Holmes denied taking money from any agent while in college or telling Luchs and Steve Feldman that 
he had taken money. Feldman confirmed to Sl that Holmes told him and Luchs that an agent was paying him. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 8:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l 4/10- 15.2.6.3 

Tag Out, a softball student-athlete at College USA, will receive a partial athletic scholarship during the 2010-11 academic year. To get ahead in her degree 
requirements, Tag has decided that she will go to summer school at the end of the academic year. To help pay for summer school, Tag applied for a $5000 
scholarship from the Rotary Club in her hometown. She earned the scholarship based on her grades, community service and extracurricular activities. She 
was not required to participate in athletics to receive the award. The scholarship has been earmarked for the summer 2011 term. 
Does this scholarship have to count toward Tag’s individual limit? Does the scholarship have to count toward the softball team’s limit? 
No. The scholarship does not have to count toward either limit. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/11!90- Financial aid from outside source earmarked for 
summer term- states that in regard to financial aid from such an outside source earmarked only for use during a summer term; determined that such 
financial assistance would not be countable either towards the individual limit or team limit, provided the award is required to be utilized during the summer. 
NCAA Bylaw 15.2.6.3- A student-athlete may receive financial aid through an established and continuing program to aid students, provided the following 
conditions are met: (Revised: 4/22/98 effective 8/1/98) 

(a) The award shall be made on the basis of the recipient’s past performance and overall record, as measured by established criteria of which athletics 
participation is not the major criterion; 

(b) Disbursement of the aid may be through the awarding agency for the recipient’s educational expenses, provided the aid is awarded prior to the 
recipient’s initial enrollment at a member institution, and the awarding agency provides written notification of the award to the institution. After enrollment at a 
member institution, disbursement of the aid shall be through the institution for the recipient’s educational expenses while attending the institution. A violation 
of this bylaw shall be considered an institutional violation per Constitution 2.8.1 ; however, the violation shall not affect the student-athlete’s eligibility, provided 
the student-athlete deposits the aid with the institution and the aid does not result in an over award of financial aid to the student-athlete; and (Adopted: 
1/10/95 effective 8/1/95, Revised: 4/20/99 effective 8/1/99) 

(c) The recipient’s choice of institutions shall not be restricted to a single designated institution or conference by the donor of the aid. (Revised: 1/11/94) 
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El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 18, 2010 9:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l 8/10- MeaJs and Lodging on Otticial Visit 

Chip N. Charge is a tennis prospective student-athlete who will be taking an official visit at Ocean State College in Rhode island this weekend. Chip lives in 
California, so he and his family will arrive in the locale of the campus Thursday night and begin the visit Friday morning. 
Which of the following expenses may Ocean State College provide on Thursday night? 
A. Meals and Lodging for Chip 
B. Meals and Lodging for Chip’s parents 
C. Both A & B 
D. None of the Above 

The answer is A_. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.4.1.2 states that a prospective student-athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 
48-hour period if the prospective student-athlete arrives in the locale too late to begin the official visit that day. Such expenses may not be provided for any 
other individual who is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse) before the start of the 48-hour period, 
including the cost of additional occupants in the same room, if applicable. (Adopted: 9/24/09) 

NCAA Official Interpretation- 3/26/09- Meals and Lodging while in Transit to Official Visit (I)- states that the committee reviewed issues related to 
meals and lodging for prospective student-athletes while in transit to an official visit and confirmed the following: 
(a) A prospective student-athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48-hour official visit period in 
instances in which he or she arrives in the locale too late to begin the official visit that day. Such expenses may not be provided for any other 
individual who is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse) prior to the start of the 48-hour 
official visit period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room. 
(b) A prospective student=athlete may receive a drive-thru or "to-go" meal while in transit with an athletics department staff member from the major airport or 
bus or train station nearest the institution without beginning the 48-hour official visit period. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who 
is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48-hour official visit period. 
(c) A prospective student-athlete may receive a "sit-down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution while accompanied by an 
athletics department staff member at the time of his or her arrival for an official visit or a "sit-down" or "drive=in" meal en route to the institution’s campus 
with an athletics department staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30-mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins 
the 48-hour official visit period. Under these circumstances, the prospective student-athlete’s parents (or legal guardians), spouse and/or children may also 
receive such a meal. 
(d) A prospective student-athlete may receive a meal at or in the vicinity of his or her place of lodging without beginning the 48-hour official 
visit period in instances in which he or she arrives in the locale of the institution too late to begin the official visit that day, provided no 
athletics department staff members or student-athletes are present during the meal. Such expenses may not be provided for any other 
individual who is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48- 
hour official visit period. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.4.1 (48-hour period defined), 13.6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 13.6.7A .1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 
13.6.7.7 (meals on official visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or legal guardian of prospective student=athlete) and 13.6.9 (lodging 
for additional persons); official interpretation (12/20/88, Item No. 18) and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 8:46 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l 9/10- Job Shadowing 

Mull A. Gun is a high school student that will be graduating in May. As part of a career development class in school, Mull has to shadow an individual in the 
profession of his choice for 3 months. Mull is interested in working in an athletic marketing office, so he contacted the Assistant Athletic Director for 
Marketing at College USA. College USA is about 5 miles from his high school. 
It should be noted that although Mull plays golf, he is not being recruited by any institution to play in college. 
Is it permissible for Mull to shadow the Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing at College USA? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/1/06- High School Prospective Student-Athlete Shadowing Institutional Staff Member to Fulfill 
High School Requirement (1/11/111)- states that it is permissible for a high school prospective student-athlete to work with an institutional staff member to 
fulfill a community service/career requirement as part of the high school curriculum (e.g., job shadowing requirement), provided (1) the institutional staff 
member is a noncoaching staff member who does not have sport-specific responsibilities; (2) the institution’s campus is within the locale of the high school 
campus; (3) the prospective student-athlete is not recruited while working with the institutional staff member; and (4) such an opportunity is available to any 
high school student. [References: NCAA Divisions I, II and Ill Bylaw 13.2.1 (general regulation) and a 7/8/88 staff interpretation, item ref. e, which has been 
archived for Divisions I, II and III] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, October 20, 2010 8:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/20/10- Managers 

Avid Fan is a part-time student in his second year at Ocean State University (OSU). Avid works in the mornings and takes classes in the afternoons. Avid is 
a big basketball fan and would like to become a manager for the OSU men’s team. 
Is it permissible for Avid to become a manager? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 10/19/18- Limitations on the Number and Duties of Coaches -- Responsibilities of Noncoaching Staff Members 
and Managers (I)- states that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 11.7 any individual who participates in any manner in the coaching of a sport in practice, games or 
organized activities directly related to that sport must be counted as a coach as stipulated in the limitations for that sport. A strength and conditioning coach 
does not need to be included in the institution’s coaching limitations for a specific sport provided the individual only conducts flexibility, warm up and physical 
conditioning activities before contests and before or during practices or other organized activities. In addition to maintaining competitive equity, the intent of 
the coaching limitations is to restrict the actual coaching of student-athletes to those individuals who are identified as coaches. 
Managers. 
A manager must perform traditional managerial functions (e.g., laundry, equipment, water bottles, running clock at practice) and must be a full-time 
undergraduate or graduate student, except that during his or her final semester or quarter of a degree program, he or she may be enrolled in less than a full- 
time program of studies, provided he or she is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to complete degree requirements. Managers may participate in 
limited on-court or on-field activities during practice and games (e.g., shagging balls, assisting with drills, throwing batting practice, signaling in plays at the 
direction of a coaching staff member), in addition to traditional managerial functions. It is not permissible to hire a manager to perform only on-court or on- 
field activities. Finally, under no circumstances may a manager provide instruction to student-athletes or participate in countable athletically related 
activities, (eg., practice player) other than participation in limited on-court or on-field activities, without being counted in the coaching limitations. In baseball, 
a manager must forfeit any remaining eligibility in the sport at the institution at which the individual serves as a manager. 
Noncoaching Staff Members with Sport-Specific Responsibilities. 
Noncoaching staff members with sport-specific responsibilities (e.g., administrative assistants, directors of operations, quality control personnel, directors 
of player development, video coordinators, assistant/associate athletics directors for specific sports), do not have to be included in the institution’s coaching 
limitations, provided they are not identified as coaches and do not engage in any coaching activities, on-court or on-field activities (eg., shagging balls, 
assisting with drills, throwing batting practice, signaling in plays at the direction of a coaching staff member), off-campus recruiting activities or scouting of 
opponents. 
For example, if a director of softball operations throws batting practice, then the director of softball operations must be counted toward the sport’s coaching 
limitations in Bylaw 11 even if no skill instruction is provided. Similarly, if a director of football operations signals plays from the sideline during a game, then 
the director of football operations must be counted toward the sport’s coaching limitations in Bylaw 11, even if the plays were being signaled at the direction 
of a member of the coaching staff. 
While noncoaching staff members with sport-specific responsibilities are not permitted to be involved in any manner with practice activities, it is permissible 
for these individuals to observe practice or organized activities without counting toward the coaching limitations. It is also permissible for noncoaching staff 
members with sport-specific responsibilities to sit on an institution’s bench or in the coaches box or stand on the sidelines during an institution’s contest, 
provided these individuals do not engage in any coaching activities. If an institution permits noncoaching staff members with sport-specific responsibilities to 
sit on the bench or in the coaches box or stand on the sidelines during games, the institution is responsible for ensuring that these individuals are not 
engaging in any coaching activities. In addition, noncoaching staff members are prohibited from participating with or observing student-athletes in the staff 
member’s sport engaged in nonorganized voluntary athletically related activities (e.g., pickup games). 
Finally, noncoaching staff members with sport-specific responsibilities may participate in organized activities involving only the coaching staffor may 
perform administrative duties (e.g., attend meetings involving coaching activities, analyze video of the institution’s or an opponent’s team, track statistics 
during practice or competition). However, a noncoaching staff member may not be involved in any activity involving athletics evaluations and!or selection of 
prospective student-athletes. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 11.01.6 (manager), 11.7 (limitations on the number and duties of coaches), 11.7.1.1 (designation of coaching category), 
11.7.1.1.1 (countable coach), 11.7.1.1.1.1 (noncoaching activities), 11.7.1.1.1.1.1 (exception -- noncoaching staff member with sport-specific 
responsibilities), 11.7.1.2 (recruiting coordination functions), 11.7.2.1.1 (weight or strength coach), 11.7.3.1.1 (weight or strength coach), 11.7.4.2 
(exceptions to number limits) and 11.7.4.2.1 (weight or strength coach); and official interpretation (2/11/93, item No. 9); and staff interpretations (5/2/07, Item 
No. 1 a) and (11/19/97, Item No. b)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of legislation 
and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at 
the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are 
based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order 
to address timely issues. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 21, 2010 8:29 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/21/10- Demonstrators 

The baseball coaches at Ocean State University are conducting a coaches clinic this weekend. One of the high school coaches attending is bringing a few 
of his players to serve as demonstrators. 
Is it permissible for these prospective student-athletes to serve as demonstrators? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/20/10- Prospective Student-Athletes Used as Demonstrators at Coaches Clinics (I)- states that a prospective 
student-athlete is not permitted to serve as a demonstrator at a member institution’s coaches clinic. In sports other than men’s basketball, this prohibition 
relates to any individual who has started classes for the ninth grade and is not enrolled at the member institution. In men’s basketball, this prohibition relates 
to any individual who has started classes for the seventh grade and is not enrolled at the member institution. Further, a member institution’s coach who is 
presenting (e.g., lecturing, instructing, demonstrating) at a noninstitutional coaches clinic is not permitted to use prospective student-athletes as 
demonstrators. Finally, a member institution’s coach who observes a prospective student-athlete used as a demonstrator at a coaches clinic must count 
the observation as an evaluation. Such observation may only occur during a period in which evaluations are permissible. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.7 (limitations on number of evaluations), 13.1.7.3 (limitations on number of evaluations -- sports other than 
football and basketball), 13.1.7.4 (limitations on number of evaluations -- football), 13.1.7.5 (limitations on number of evaluations -- men’s basketball), 
13.1.7.6 (limitations on number of evaluations -- women’s basketball), 13.11 (tryouts) and 13.11.1 (prohibited activities) and a staff interpretation (10/24/01, 
Item No. 1), which has been archived] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 22, 2010 8:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/22/10- Current Fxent 

Tennessee AD disputes lack of institutional control charge 
USAToday.corn 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -- Yennessee athletics director Mike Hamilton says the university is paying the price for poor decisions, not from a lack of 
institutional control. 

The Volunteers seem to be under siege with the NCAA having spent the past year and a half looking into possible violations by the men’s basketball, football 

and baseball programs. 

The NCAA charged Southern California with a lack of institutional control after finding violations by the school’s football and basketball programs, but 
Hamilton has been reassured during the investigation about his department’s NCAA compliance efforts. 

"If we committed NCAA violations, we need to own up to that and we need to take penalties associated with that and move on," Hamilton told The 
Associated Press. "But this is far, far, far from a program that doesn’t have institutional control or is not trying to live by the letter of the law." 

After realizing basketball coach Bruce Pearl could be facing a charge of unethical conduct after misleading investigators about improperly hosting recruit 
Aaron Craft at home, Hamilton docked the coach’s salary over several years by $1.5 million -- a year’s worth of pay -- and banned him from off-campus 
recruiting for a year. 

"The situations that we are dealing with today with exception of the telephone calls was someone making the wrong decisions and doing the wrong thing 
when faced with an issue," said Jimmy Cheek, chancellor of Tennessee’s Knoxville campus and one of Hamilton’s bosses. 

Before Pearl lied to investigators over the summer, the Volunteers program likely would have been pegged with just a few minor violations for making 
excessive phone calls to recruits, allowing recruits and their families on official visits to stay in Knoxville longer than allowed and hosting a high school junior 
away from campus. 

Though Tennessee officials hope their proactive punishments are severe enough, the NCAA could decide to add to them. USC’s punishment includes a 
two-year bowl ban, four years’ probation and significant scholarship losses, and the Trojans were forced to vacate 12 wins from the 2005 football season. 

The Vols football program was included in the investigation after the athletics department reported six minor violations during the one-year tenure of 
coach Lane Kiffin in 2009. The investigation into football eventually focused on trips taken by members of the schoors athletics hostess program to visit 
recruits. 

"From time to time you may have someone who chooses to step out of bounds and chooses to do something unilaterally and you ask yourself what could 
you have done to prevent that, and that’s hard question," Hamilton said. "We can’t control 500 some-odd student-athletes, 240-something staff members 
24-7-365. We hope that we’ve given enough of the institutional philosophy, enough of the athletic department’s philosophy that everyone understands 
there’s a certain way we want to do it at Tennessee." 

Hamilton noted that this isn’t the first time Tennessee has been investigated by the NCAA, though this investigation has received more notoriety than any in 
the past. 

"1 look at it as a checks and balances system and an opportunity for us to find out what we need to be doing differently and can be doing better," he said. 
"What I’ve also found is we are doing many, many things very, very well as it relates to compliance specifically, and that’s been confirmed by outside 
counsel and it’s been confirmed by words of affirmation that rve heard from the NCAA and that’s been refreshing. I don’t want to have to go through many of 
these type times to find that out, but it’s been good." 

Hamilton and Cheek have pledged their commitment to Pearl, who has led the Vols to five straight NCAA tournament appearances, their first NCAA regional 

finals bid and their only No. 1 ranking. 

Cheek and other campus officials have also asserted their support for Hamilton, who has been scrutinized by some unhappy fans for his firing of Iongtime 
football coach Phillip Fulmer and hiring of KJffin. 

During Hamilton’s seven years as athletics director Tennessee athletics has raised $260.3 million, turned a $750,000 deficit into a $9 million surplus and 
spent $230 million on constructing or improving facilities. All of Tennessee’s programs now have passing NCAA academic progress rates, and Hamilton 
feels confident football is headed in the right direction under new coach Derek Dooley. 

"1 really believe that he is on the right track that we’ve done the right thing in the basketball situation, and Mike has also had the best interest of the university 
at heart," Cheek said. "1 believe absolutely that Tennessee’s going to be OK, and we’re going to rebound from this and we’re going to have very successful 
athletic programs and the student-athletes are not only going to perform on the field but also academically." 

Hamilton believes the investigation to be "substantially complete." The earliest the NCAA is expected to issue its notice of allegations to Tennessee is 
December, though the NCAA’s Committee on infractions wouldn’t review the investigation’s results for several months after allegations have been made. 

Pearl knows that means it’s going to be hanging over his program throughout the 2010-11 season. He’s doing his best to keep his players’ focus on the 
game and keep the fans supporting the Vols. "The way you do that is by maintaining and continuing to do positive things rather than negative," he said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 8:27 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/25/10- Clean Up by HS Group 

Ocean State College (OSC) is building a new baseball stadium that will be ready in time for the spring 2011 season. OSC would like to hire an outside 
group to clean the stadium after every game. A local high school principal contacted OSC and asked if a group of students could be hired to clean the 
stadium. 
Is it permissible for OSC to pay high school students to clean the baseball stadium? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/8/89- High-school students clean institution’s facility- states that in regard to a member institution 
that employs outside groups to clean its facility following institutional and noninstitutional events (e.g., intercollegiate contests, concerts, rodeos), noting that 
a local high school is interested in performing these duties; determined that the member institution may employ a high school group to clean the facility 
subsequent to any event, provided the funds are distributed directly to the high school for the use of all students, compensation is commensurate with the 
going rate for such services and the funds not distributed directly to the high school’s athletics department. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 8:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/26/10- Current Event 

NCAA, NFL considering penalties for agents, players violating rules 

NCAA, NFL and other officials are weighing financial penalties for players as well as offending agents as they sort through an array of measures aimed at slowing the activity 
of unscrupulous agents in college football. 

~y G~,r:y Bioome. AP 

The group, which includes NFL team presidents Bill Polian of indianapolis and Rich McKay of Atlanta, players union executives, major-college college commissioners and 

several agents, met last week and is closing in on recommendations for tackling a issue that has bubbled for years but become especially nettlesome this season, 

Participants plan to meet again next month, according to a statement released by the NCAA on Monday. 

The statement says the panel is looking at "enforcement efforts, potential post-NCAA financial penalties, best practices for the effective enfomement of state agent laws (and) 
educational efforts." It also wants to examine the frequency of agent contact with college players. 

The NFL Players Association certifies agents and already is empowered to fine them for improper activity. Prospective player fines would break new ground. Whether the 
NFLPA would impose them, as well, is uncertain. 

"The details haven’t yet been determined, but will be further discussed in future meetings," NCAA spokesperson Stacey Osbum says. 

The deliberations come in the wake of a spate of agent-related cases that have buffeted college programs from North Carolina to Georgia to defending national champion 
Alabama. Also, in a recent first-person account in Sports Illustrated, former agent Josh Luchs named more than 30 former college players he says accepted money while 
they were in school in the early to mid-1990s. 

For the first time, members of the panel tackling the problem have been identified in the NCAA statement. Also among them: Ray Anderson, the NFL’s executive vice 
president of football operations; Ron Hill, the league’s vice president of football operations; NFLPA counsel Arthur McAfee and the union’s collegiate affairs manager, James 
Guidry; college conference commissioners Jim Delany of the Big Ten and Mike Slive of the SEC; NCAA enforcement vice president David Price; Mike Powell, managing 
attorney in the Texas Secretary of State’s office, and agents Jimmy Sexton, Fletcher Smith and Rick Smith. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 8:30 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/27/10- Complimentmy Admissions 

Boot Leg is a freshman football student-athlete at College USA. Boot Leg joined the team late and is still waiting on final certification from the NCAA Eligibility 
Center. The NCAA Eligibility Center indicated that Boot would be certified by the middle of next week. College USA has a home football game this weekend, 
and Boot would like to invite his family to attend the game. Can Boot use his four complimentary admissions this weekend for his family? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/22/97- Complimentary Admissions Prior to Final Certification- states that the provisions of NCAA Bylaw 16.2.1.1 are 
not applicable to a student-athlete whose final certification is pending with the NCAA Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse. Such a student-athlete may not receive 
four complimentary tickets to an athletics event. The staff noted that the student-atNete may receive one complimentary ticket for his or her own use to 
attend the event. [References: 14.3.5.1.1 (participation prior to certification -- recruited student-athlete); 14.3.5.1.2 (participation prior to certification -- 
nonrecruited student-athlete); 16.2.1.1 (permissible procedures); and Figure 14-6, 1997-98 NCAA Division I Manual] 
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El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 8:40 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/28/10- Multisport Student-Athlete 

All American is a student-athlete at College USA and participates in both football and baseball. The football and baseball teams have a different 7 day period 
as their defined playing week, so the day off for both sports is not the same. Consequently, All did not receive the required day off and exceeded the 20 
hour/week rule by 2 hours last week. 
is this a violation? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.3.8 states that a multisport student-athlete’s participation in countable athletically related activities is limited to a maximum of four 
hours per day and a total of 20 hours per week. (Adopted: 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04) 

NCAA Bylaw 17.1.8.4 states that during the playing season, all countable athletically related activities (per Bylaw 17.02.1) shall be prohibited during one 
calendar day per week, except during participation in one conference and postseason championship and any postseason licensed bowl games or National 
Invitation Tournaments, and during participation in NCAA championships. (Adopted: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91, Revised: 1/11/94, 1/10/95, 1/9/96, 2/1/05) 

This is an actual Level II secondary violation that is included in the LSDBi database. The institution provided a letter of admonishment, developed a 
schedule, provided the SA received three days offthe following week and presented a rules education session on this issue. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 29, 2010 8:05 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/29/10- Current Fxent 

NCAA football grad rates at all-time high, but top schools falter 
USATODAY.com 
The NCAA delivered some encouraging off-the-field news for major-college football Wednesday: Player graduation rates improved by three points 
in the past year, to an all-time high of 69%. 

The rate for black players, a Iongtime concern, jumped five points to 61% of those who entered school in 2003, the association’s latest study 
showed. 

But the annual academic scorecard was less flattering to many of the sport’s top-tier programs. Seven of the top 10 -- including No. 1 Auburn, 
No. 2 Oregon and No. 3 Boise State -- and 16 of the top 25 in the current Bowl Championship Series standings fell beneath the sport’s four-year 
average. Oklahoma and Arizona graduated fewer than half of their players. 

The numbers also were low in the other marquee college sport, men’s basketball, where three of last season’s eight NCAA regional finalists and 
more than one in five programs overall had four-year rates beneath 50% 

Those multi-year averages count players who arrived on campus from 2000-2003, giving them six years to earn degrees. 

THE NUMBERS: Reshuffling the BCS, plus the best and worst rates 

Largely, the association said, schools in Division I do a good job of graduating their athletes. Nearly four of every five -- 79% -- who arrived on 
campus in that four-year period, obtained degrees, its study found. That matches the high hit a year ago. 

Football and men’s basketball have made gains in the nine years the NCAA has tracked athletes through their respective schools. Black athletes, 
in particular, have shown improvement, with the graduation success rate (GSR) of African-American basketball players up three points since last 
year and now at 60% for the first time. 

New NCAA president Mark Emmert said the association realized a number of years ago that there would be "significant challenges" in trying to 
improve the GSRs of African-American student athletes, especially in football and basketball, but the numbers show a positive trend. 

"The fact that we’ve had improvements year alter year is very encouraging," Emmert said. 

Overall, the graduation success rates for African-American student=athletes and African-American male student-athletes have climbed eight 
points in nine years, to 64% and 59%, respectively. 

"Our work toward enhancing the opportunities for student-athletes to be successful academically isn’t finished, but we continue to make 
progress," Emmert said. "Our student-athletes are engaged on their campuses, they are competing hard in all that they do, and they are 
achieving important successes on and offthe field and court." 

Amy Perko, executive director of the watchdog Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, said the survey "reinforces the need to raise the 
bar for postseason eligibility" based on academic standing. 

"The vast majority of teams are meeting their obligation and the commission believes the opportunity for postseason play needs to be reserved for 
those teams," she said. 

The latest incoming class of athletes tracked in the study was the first to be subject to all of the association’s recent academic reforms, including 
toughened progress-toward-degree requirements and an emphasis on high school "core" academic courses for initial eligibility. The NCAA also 
got schools’ attention with a new Academic Progress Rate (APR), which measures how well their teams retain players, keep them academically 
eligible and ultimately graduate them. 

"In many ways, our work has just begun," said University of Hartford president Walt Harrison, who heads the NCAA’s Committee on Academic 
Performance. "As the culture of academic reform grows stronger each year, we will see more and more improvement." 

Still, football and basketball, along with baseball, continue to lag behind the 15 other men’s sports and 18 women’s sports in the analysis. Over 
four years, men’s basketball players across Division I graduated at a 65% rate. In football’s top-level Bowl Subdivision, it was 67% And in 
baseball, 70%. 

Atop the BCS standings, Auburn and Oregon graduated a respective 63% and 54% of their players over the four years. At Boise State, it was 
65% At Michigan State, 55%. 

In men’s basketball, 72 of the 327 Division I programs in the study saw fewer than half their players earn diplomas --including 2010 regional 
finalists Tennessee (40%), Kansas State (40%) and Kentucky (44%). 

Harrison pointed to what he called, "a complex set of circumstances" affecting the revenue sports of football and men’s basketball that have 
continually needed to be addressed since academic reform efforts began. 

"We knew those students in men’s basketball and football were the least prepared for the rigors of a college education," he said. "We knew the 
academic (emphasis) would be challenging. A lot of people didn’t think it was the right approach, a lot of vociferous people. So seeing that change 
has come is gratifying." 

Also among the NCAA findings: 

-- One in eight Division I baseball programs came in under 50% 



-- Schools doing the best job of graduating all their athletes over the four-year stretch were Colgate (100%) and Notre Dame (99%)~ 

-- Schools doing the worst job were Division I newcomer Utah Valley State (31%) and Chicago State (32%). 

-- National champions, by and large, looked good. The last two in football, Alabama and Florida, hit the major-college average of 67% over four 
years. The last two in men’s basketball, Duke and Carolina, graduated a respective 83% and 88%. 

In women’s basketball, meanwhile, two-time defending champion Connecticut (92%) was one of a dozen of last season’s Sweet 16 qualifiers with 
four-year rates of better than 90%. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 8:47 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/1/10- 11.3.2.3 

The men’s soccer team at College USA won its conference championship, The Head Coach attributes the team’s success to the improvement of the mid- 
fielders. The Head Coach would like to provide the Assistant Coach in charge o1: the mid-fielders with a small cash bonus for winning the con[erence 
championship, 

Is this permissible? 

Yes, NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12tl 3t89- Coach providing bonus for e×tmordinary achieveme~t- states that in regard to whether a member 
institution’s coach may be considered an outside source and supplement a member institution’s assistant coach’s salary with a direct cash payment in 
recognition of a specific and extraordinary achievement; determined that such an arrangement would not be precluded and noted that the bonus must be for 
an extraordinary, objective achievement (e,g., conference or national championship or career record). 

NCA& Bylaw 11,3°2,3- An institution may permit an outside individual, group or agency to supplement an athletics department staff member’s salary with a 
direct cash payment in recognition oIa specific and extraordinary achievement (e g., contribution during career to the athletics department of the institution, 
winning a conference or national championship, number of games or meets won during career/season), provided such a cash supplement is in recognition 
oIa speciIic achievement and is in conformance with institutionN policy. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 8:09 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/2/10- Current Fxent 

Iowa tells NCAA that recruits met Kutcher, Moore 
Associated Press 

DES MOINES, Iowa - The University of Iowa told the NCAA the school allowed two basketball recruits to meet celebrity Hawkeye fans Ashton 
Kutcher and Demi Moore. Such a meeting would be a recruiting violation. 

The recruits met the married movie stars at an Iowa-Iowa State football game in September and two former Iowa basketball players the same day, 
The Des Moines Register reported Sunday based on records obtained under Iowa’s public records law. 

NCAA rules prohibit recruits from contact with individuals considered to represent a university’s athletic interests. 

Iowa athletic director Gary Barta said the school has responded to the NCAA regarding its football and men’s basketball team. 

"We anticipate the NCAA will determine each to be unintentional secondary violations," Barta said in a statement to The Associated Press on 
Sunday. "In each case, staff of the U I thoroughly investigated the activity and has already educated all involved on what was not done correctly or 
completely." 

The school’s report to the NCAA said the recruits met former Hawkeye basketball players Reggie Evans and Dean Oliver after a pickup game at 
Carver-Hawkeye Arena, then met Kutcher and Moore in a suite at KinNck Stadium later that day. 

The NCAA staff sent a letter to Iowa officials four days later after two prospective recruits were quoted in published reports saying they met with the 
former basketball players, along with Kutcher and Moore. 

The documents provided to the Register don’t name the recruits. But reports in September and October quoted Josh Oglesby, a senior at Cedar 
Rapids Washington High School, and Marcus Paige, a junior at Linn=Mar High School, as saying they met Kutcher and Moore. 

Oglesby announced his commitment to Iowa in late September after his official visit to the Iowa City campus. Paige has yet to announce his plans. 

Mark Abbott, senior associate athletic director, said he did not believe the violations would preclude the Hawkeyes and new coach Fran McCaffery 
from continuing to recruit either player. 

Kutcher is from Iowa and briefly attended the University of Iowa. He is an ardent supporter of the Hawkeyes, occasionally attending football and 
basketball games in Iowa City. 

Documents said the presence of Kutcher and Moore at the football game drew a crowd, and the recruits met both actors and took pictures with 
them. The school’s internal report said the basketball staff didn’t attempt to stop the situation because it was "uncomfortable." 

Iowa associate athletic director Fred Mims said in the school’s official response to the NCAA that the violations were "inadvertent" and that steps 
have been taken to ensure it won’t happen again. 

"The university is remorseful that these violations occurred," Mims wrote in a letter to the NCAA on Oct. 1. "We believe they were the result of 
sloppy management by our basketball staff." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 8:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/3/10- 13.10.9.4 

The women’s basketball coaching staffat Ocean State College will be attending a celebratory function on the night of the initial National Letter of intent (NLI) 
signing day for the early period. Boosters, fans and the media will also be in attendance. Is the coaching staff allowed to comment on the prospective 
student-athletes that have signed NLIs with Ocean State College? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.4 states that coaching staff members may attend functions designed to celebrate the institution’s signees in the applicable sport 
and may discuss prospective student-athletes who have signed commitments to attend the institution, including discussions with working media, provided 
the institution previously has released communications of the prospective student-athletes’ commitments to attend the institution to media outlets. 
(Adopted: 1/14/08) 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/4/10- 14.2.3. 1.3 

Front Court is a freshman basketball student-athlete at Bay State University. Front participated in the pre-season exhibition contest last week and was 
injured. Front tore his ACL and will not be able to compete for the remainder of the season. 
Since Front participated in the pre-season exhibition contest, does Front utilize a season of competition? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 11117/09- Preseason Exhibitions and Preseason Practice Scrimmages During Initial Year of Enrollment (I)- states 
that a student-athlete in the sports of basketball, field hockey and soccer may compete in preseason exhibition contests and preseason practice 
scrimmages during his or her initial year of enrollment at the certifying institution without using a season of competition, provided the student-athlete is 
otherwise eligible to represent the institution in outside competition. Sports other than basketball, field hockey and soccer do not have legislated exceptions 
in Bylaw 17 that permit preseason exhibition contests and preseason practice scrimmages to occur prior to the first permissible date of competition or 
contest. Therefore, Bylaw 14.2.3.1.3 does not apply to sports other than basketball, field hockey and soccer, regardless of whether competition in which 
they participate is classified as a scrimmage or exhibition. 
For example, during his or her initial year of enrollment at the certifying institution, a basketball student-athlete is permitted to participate in a preseason 
exhibition contest against a non-NCAA Division I four-year collegiate institution without using a season of competition. Conversely, during his or her initial 
year of enrollment at the certifying institution, an ice hockey student-athlete is charged with a season of competition if he or she represents the institution in 
a contest against outside competition that is classified as a scrimmage or exhibition contest. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.2.3.1.3 (preseason exhibitions/preseason practice scrimmages), 17.02.3 (contest, countable, institutional), 
17.02.4 (contest, countable, individual student-athlete), 17.02.6 (date of competition, countable, institutional) 17.02.7 (date of competition, countable, 
individual student-athlete), 17.02.8 (intercollegiate competition) 17.02.9 (outside competition) 17.3.3.1 (exceptions), 17.8.3.1 (exception -- 
scrimmage/exhibition games) and 17.19.5.1 (exception -- scrimmage/exhibition games)] 

NCAA Bylaw 14.2.3.1.3- During a student-athlete’s initial year of enrollment at the certifying institution, he or she may compete in preseason exhibition 
contests and preseason practice scrimmages (as permitted in the particular sport per Bylaw 17) without counting such competition as a season of 
competition. (Revised: 5/9/06) 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 8:30 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/5/10- Cunent Fxent 

Cash sought for Cam Newton 
ESPN.com 

During the height of star quarterback Cam Newton’s recruitment out of junior college last year, a man who said he represented Newton allegedly was 
soliciting a six-figure payment to secure his signature on a national letter of intent, ESPN.com has learned. 

Former Mississippi State quarterback John Bond told ESPNcom a teammate of Bond’s at Mississippi State in the early 1980s contacted him soon after 
Newton’s official visit to Mississippi State during the Ole Miss game in December, and said he was representing Newton. 

"He said it would take some cash to get Cam," Bond said. "1 called our athletic director, Greg Byrne, and he took it from there. That was pretty much it." 

Multiple sources told ESPN.com that Mississippi State called the SEC office with Bond’s information shortly after he brought it to the attention of the school. 

Sources told ESPN.com the former teammate is Kenny Rogers, who played at Mississippi State from 1982 to ’85. Rogers operates a Chicago-based 
company called Elite Football Preparation, which holds camps in Chicago, Alabama and Mississippi. A Lexis search for that business lists Kenneth Rogers 
as the contact and his title as "agent." A Birmingham News story from 2008 said Elite Football Preparation "matches high school athletes with college 
programs." 

Bond said the former teammate told him other schools had already offered $200,000, but since Newton really liked Mississippi State and had a relationship 
with head coach Dan Mullen dating to when both were at Florida, Mississippi State could get him for $180,000. 

"1 have no agenda other than protecting Mississippi State," Bond said. "We’ve done what we were supposed to do from the very beginning. Mississippi State 
has done nothing wrong, and I’ve done nothing wrong. It’s been handed offto the NCAA, and it’s in their hands now. I don’t know what happened at Auburn. I 
don’t know why he went to Auburn. That’s not my concern. My concern is Mississippi State and making sure this doesn’t cause us any trouble." 

Bond said an NCAA investigator came to Mississippi to meet with him in early September, as well as with Mississippi State officials. 

When interviewed by ESPN.com Thursday at the family’s home in Atlanta, Cecil Newton, Cam’s father, denied any wrongdoing. 

"If Rogers tried to solicit money from Mississippi State, he did it on his own, without our knowledge," Cecil Newton said. 

Cecil Newton said he first met Rogers two years ago, when Cam Newton left Florida. He said he talked to Rogers on several occasions to find out more 
about Mississippi State, but never met Rogers until Cam Newton’s official visit to Starkville, Miss. 

Cecil Newton said the family received a letter from the NCAA "about a month ago" asking for financial statements. He said he submitted bank statements 
and records for the church where he is pastor, Holy Zion Center of Deliverance in Newnan, Ga., along with other records. 

The church has been in the news in Coweta County, Ga., often in the past year. According to stories in The Times-Herald newspaper, Cecil Newton’s 
church was in danger of being demolished by order of the Newnan City Council in 2009 for failing to meet the city’s building code. One story said Cecil 
Newton told the council last September the building would be brought to code "inside of six months." After numerous delays, extensions and compromises 
from the council, renovation work began last spring and The Times-Herald reported last week that the church is in compliance with Newnan’s building 
requirements. 

l i~i HolyZion Center 

[+] Enlarc 
Mark Schlabach/ESPN.comThe sign for the church where Cameron Newton’s father presides in Newnan, Ga. 

"If you’ve ever seen our church, you’d know we don’t have any money," said Cam Newton’s mother, Jackie. "We have nothing." 

Holy Zion Center of Deliverance is not the only church Cecil Newton is involved in overseeing. Cam Newton told ESPN.com last month that his dad is a 
bishop to five churches in Georgia. 

’Tm just trying to protect my son’s interests, because he’s fought very hard to get back where he is," Cecil Newton said. "It’s a hell of a fight when people 
give up on you and think they’ll never see you or hear from you again." 

NCAA officials declined comment on the allegation involving Newton on Wednesday. 



"We do not comment on current, pending or potential investigations," said Stacey Osburn, the NCAA’s associate director for media and public relations. 

Julie Roe Lach, the NCAA’s new director of enforcement, said it is the association’s policy to neither confirm nor deny an investigation. 

SEC associate commissioner Greg Sankey, who oversees conference compliance, said the league received "specific information" regarding the Newton 
allegation in late July of this year. 

"When we get information, we share it with the institution when it is involved," Sankey said. 

Without specifically addressing the initial call from Mississippi State, which came several months earlier, Sankey said what the SEC originally was told 
about the allegation was "limited information." 

"We don’t deal in rumor and innuendo," Sankey said. "We deal in facts." 

He said the SEC is not an investigative body, adding that it can share information with NCAA enforcement as needed. He declined to say whether the 
Newton allegation was shared with the NCAA. 

Sankey also would not directly comment on whether the league office considers this an ongoing issue or a closed case. 

"We’re attentive to a variety of issues at any given time," he said. "We pay attention to a lot." 

"We are comfortable that representatives of Mississippi State University’s interests conducted themselves appropriately and in compliance with all NCAA 
by-laws," Mississippi State said in a statement to ESPN.com. "Mississippi State is committed to operating our athletics programs within the rules of the 
NCAA and Southeastern Conference, and we expect those affiliated with our program to continue to do the same." 

Sources said Mississippi State refused to get involved with Rogers, whose association with Chicago-based agent lan Greengross has come under scrutiny 
from the NFL Players Association and the NCAA. 

NFLPA spokesman Carl Francis told ESPNcom on Thursday the organization is "in the process of investigating [Greengross and Rogers] as we speak for 
violations of our rules and regulations." 

A voice message left with Greengross by ESPN.com was not immediately returned. Attempts to reach Rogers, who also played for the Miami Dolphins 
during the 1987 strike, were unsuccessful. The voice mailbox at Elite Football Preparation was full Thursday. 

At the time of Rogers’ alleged solicitation, Mississippi State was perceived to have the inside track because of Newton’s relationship with Mullen, who was 
the offensive coordinator at Florida when Newton was a backup to Tim Tebow. Newton later left Florida and went to Blinn College, a two-year school in 
Brenham, Texas. 

After his official visit to Starkville, Newton took visits to Oklahoma on Dec. 11 and Auburn on Dec. 18. 

On Dec. 31,2009, Newton publicly committed to Auburn, where this season he has led the Tigers to a 9-0 record and No. 2 ranking in the BCS standings. 
Along the way, Newton’s dazzling running and passing have elevated him to Heisman Trophy favorite status. 

"We have been made aware of the allegation. Unfortunately, we cannot comment at this time," Auburn assistant athletic director, media relations Kirk 
Sampson said. "However, Cam Newton is eligible to play football at Auburn." 

Auburn coach Gene Chizik reiterated that during his Tiger Talk radio show Thursday night. 

"Unfortunately, I can’t comment on it," Chizik said. "But here’s what I can and I will this say very loud and very clear: Cameron Newton is eligible at Auburn 
University, period. End of story," 

Multiple media reports this fall have said Cam Newton preferred going to Mississippi State, but his father preferred Auburn. According to a story in Sports 
Illustrated last week, Cam Newton left the final decision to his father, who declared to the family last Dec. 23 that his son would attend Auburn. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday. November 8, 2010 7:53 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/8/10- 13.1.5.7.1 

The Head Baseball Coach at Ocean State College arranges for an off-campus contact with Out Fielder, a prospective student-athlete, on Monday, 

November 15th. Out has not signed an N LI during the early signing period, and the coach hopes to be able to convince him to sign with Ocean State College 

before the deadline expires on November 17thth. The coach brings the N LI to Out’s home and presents it to him in an effort to secure a signature. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.!5.7.1 states that in-person; off-campus delivery of a letter of intent by an institutional staff member is prohibited. The letter may be 
delivered by express mail, courier service, regular mail, electronic mail or facsimile machine. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 9:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

DaJly Compliance Item- 11/9/10- 13.1.4.1.5 

Squib Kick is a senior in high school. Squib is being recruited by Ocean State University to play football and soccer. Which of the following is true? 
A. All staff members from Ocean State University are only permitted one visit per week to Squib’s high school 
B. All visits by Ocean State University must take place on the same day of the week 
C. It is not permissible to recruit prospective student-athletes to play multiple sports 
D.A&B 

The answer is EL NCAA Bylaw 13.1.4.1.6 states that if a prospective student-athlete is a multisport athlete being recruited by the same institution for more 
than one sport, one of which is football or basketball, all staff members from the same institution are permitted only one visit per week to the prospective 
student-athlete’s educational institution, and all visits must take place on the same day of the week. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 9:42 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance item- l 1/10/10- 13.6.7.2.2, 13.7.2.3 

Header is a prospective student-athlete who is very interested in attending Ocean State College next year to play soccer. Ocean State College is hosting its 
conference tournament this weekend, so Header asks the coaching staff if he can come to campus on an unofficial visit and attend the game. 
Is it permissible for Ocean State College to provide Header with complimentary admissions to the conference tournament? Would the answer change if 
Header was visiting campus on an official visit? 
The answer to both questions is no. 
Official Visits- NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.2.2 states that a member institution may not provide complimentary admissions to a prospective student-athlete for a 
postseason conference tournament. The prospective student-athlete may purchase tickets only in the same manner as any other member of the general 
public. (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91) 
Unofficial Visits- NCAA Bylaw 13.7.2.3 states that a member institution may not provide complimentary admissions to a prospective student-athlete for a 
postseason conference tournament. The prospective student-athlete may purchase tickets only in the same manner as any other member of the general 
public. (Revised: 1/10/91 effective 8/1/91) 
i’ll" :",,~(’~i ~’ . C~:",,~; ~ ;5, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 7:48 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/11/10- Complimentaty Admissions 

The women’s basketball team will be hosting a WNIT game at their on-campus facility next weekend. During that weekend, the team wil be hosting 3 

prospective student-athletes on official visits. Is it permissible to provide these prospects with complimentary admissions to the VVNIT game? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/2/03- Complimentary Admissions to Preseason Events (I)- states that a member institution may provide 
complimentary admissions to a prospect to attend preseason (as distinguished from postseason) home athletics events. [References: NCAA Proposal 
Nos. 2003-1 and 2003-2, Bylaws 13.7.5.1 (entertainment/tickets on official visit - general restrictions), 13.7.5.2.2 (NCAA championships or other 
postseason events), 13.8.2.1 (entertainment/tickets on unofficial visit - general restrictions), 13.8.2.2 (home games outside regular facility) and 

13.8.2.4 (NCAA championships and other postseason events) and 8/22/90, official interpretation, item 14, which has been archived.]. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 7:44 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/12/10- Current Fxent 

Rogers: Cecil Newton put price on son 
A former Mississippi State player who worked with agents says Cecil Newton told him it would take anywhere from $100,000 to $180,000 for his son, Cam 
Newton, to sign a scholarship with Mississippi State. 

Kenny Rogers told ESPN radio 103.3 in Dallas on Thursday that when he and Cecil Newton met with two MSU coaches at a hotel in Starkville, Miss., last 
Nov. 27, one of the coaches said "No, no I don’t want to hear that," when Cecil Newton asked about the payment for Cam Newton to attend Mississippi 
State. 

Rogers was asked if Cecil Newton told him how much money it would take to get his son to play for Mississippi State. "Yes, he did," Rogers said. 

Asked how much, Rogers said the price would be: "Anywhere between $100,000 and $180,000." 

Kenny Rogers tells ESPN 103.3 FM’s lan Fitzsimmons that Cam Newton’s father asked for between $100,000 and $180,000 from Mississippi State to have 
Newton play there. 

Cam Newton eventually signed with Auburn, where the school says the quarterback is eligible to play. Newton is a leading Heisman Trophy contender and 
has the unbeaten Tigers in the hunt for the national championship. He’s expected to play Saturday against rival Georgia. 

Later in the interview, Rogers said he and Cecil Newton first talked after Cam Newton left the Florida Gators following the 2008 season. In the course of 
their conversations, he said Cecil Newton told him, "It’s not gonna be free this time." 

Rogers said he was involved with Cecil Newton only in regards to Mississippi State. 

Rogers said that on Nov. 28, 2009, he and Cecil Newton followed each other out of Starkville, Miss., after the die Miss-Mississippi State game. He said 
Newton asked him: "What do you think is going to happen? You think it’s going to go through?" 

Rogers said he was referred to a Mississippi State booster named Bill Bell. Rogers said he left Bell a message telling him he was with Cecil Newton, who 
wanted to know if the deal was going to happen. 

Bell, when contacted Thursday night by ESPN.com, confirmed Cecil Newton did ask for money in exchange for Cam Newton signing with Mississippi State. 
Bell said he was contacted by the NCAA about the matter and spoke to an investigator earlier this week. 

"That’s all I want to say about it at this point," Bell said. 

Bell, a Florida resident, was an offensive lineman at Mississippi State in the early 1980s and played with Rogers. 

Rogers said he didn’t know if Cam Newton knew about the request for money. He said he did not meet Cam Newton until Nov. 27, 2009. 

Rogers said he didn’t know anything about Newton’s recruitment at Auburn or any other school. He said he had "no idea" why Newton chose Auburn or if 
Auburn paid Newton. 

While Rogers spoke, his attorney also was on the phone. The attorney, Doug Zeit, said there was never any discussion about Rogers getting paid out of the 
money Cecil Newton was requesting. 

Mississippi State officials declined comment on Rogers’ interview Thursday. A person who answered the telephone at Cecil Newton’s home in Atlanta said 
he wasn’t there. 

Auburn declined comment through spokesman Kirk Sampson. The SEC also declined comment. In an e-mail to ESPN.com, an NCAA spokeswoman said: 
"The solicitation of cash or benefits by a prospective student-athlete or another individual on his or her behalf is not allowed under NCAA rules." 

Rogers worked for Chicago-based agent Inn Greengross. The NFL Players Association said last week it had filed a disciplinary complaint against 
Greengross for "violating numerous provisions of the NFLPA’s agent regulations while recruiting and representing players." The complaint also targets the 
actions of Rogers, whom it identifies as a recruiter for Greengross. 

In another e-mail, a spokesman said: "Generally speaking, if a third party is marketing a student-athlete, there could be potential agent violations. Under 
NCAA rules, it doesn’t matter what you call yourself or how you are compensated, the actions are what triggers agent violation rules." 

The NCAA spokeswoman said: "The decision to rule a student-athlete ineligible is made by the university, not the NCAA. We do not suspend student- 
athletes. It is a school action. The university can then seek reinstatement on behalf of the student-athlete and reinstatement decisions are made by the 
NCAA." 

John Bond, a former Mississippi State quarterback and teammate of Rogers who told ESPN.com last week that a man seeking money to sign Cam Newton 
had approached him, told ESPN.com on Thursday: "My story hasn’t changed. I absolutely talked with Kenny Rogers, and there are phone records that will 
show that." 

Rogers said in an interview last Friday with ESPN radio in Dallas he hadn’t talked to Bond in more than 20 years. In the same interview last Friday, Rogers 
also denied having recruited Newton to Mississippi State. 



"A school never paid me for a kid and alumni never paid me for a kid. Period. Point blank," Rogers said. 

Rogers’ attorney said Rogers is scheduled to meet with the NCAA on Tuesday. Bond said he’s scheduled to meet with the FBI on Tuesday and plans to 
turn over his phone records and anything else the FBI asks for at that point. He said the FBI reached out to his attorney earlier this week wanting to talk with 
him about the Newton situation, in particular if kids were being shopped out to colleges. That meeting was originally scheduled for Wednesday, but was 
postponed by the FBI until next Tuesday. 

"Until I speak with the FBI, I’d prefer not to say much more," Bond said. Earlier this week, ESPN reported that two sources who recruit for Mississippi State 
said Cecil and Cam Newton, in separate phone conversations, told them that Cam Newton’s college choice would be part of a pay-for-play plan. 

A source told ESPN on Thursday the phone conversations are part of the NCAA’s investigation into the recruitment process of the Auburn quarterback. 
SEC spokesman Charles Bloom said reports from Mississippi State to the league office did not mention the phone calls, while a source said their existence 
was verbalized to the SEC. 

Bloom said he could not provide what the allegations did include. Prior to Newton’s commitment to Auburn, one of the recruiters said Cecil Newton told him 
it would take "more than a scholarship" to bring his son to Mississippi State, a request the source said the school would not meet. Cecil Newton also 
referred the recruiter to a third person who would provide more specifics, the source said. 

After Newton committed to Auburn, another source said an emotional Cam Newton phoned another recruiter to express regret that he wouldn’t be going to 
Mississippi State, stating that his father, Cecil, had chosen Auburn for him because "the money was too much." 

Mississippi State compliance officials relayed the alleged conversations to Southeastern Conference compliance officials in January, according to two other 
sources close to the football program. The school said it didn’t provide additional information requested by the SEC to the conference until July 2010 
because of"time-consuming eligibility issues involving non-football matters in the winter and spring of 2010." 

The NCAA is investigating allegations surrounding the Newtons in regards to the recruiting process. Cam Newton declined comment earlier this week. 

A week ago, ESPN.com reported a man who said he represented Newton allegedly was soliciting a six-figure payment to secure the quarterback’s 
signature on a national letter of intent. Bond told ESPN.com a teammate of Bond’s at Mississippi State in the early 1980s contacted him soon after 
Newton’s official visit to Mississippi State during the Ole Miss game last season, and said he was representing Newton. That man was identified by other 
sources as Rogers, who played at Mississippi State from 1982 to ’85. 

Bond said an NCAA investigator came to Mississippi to meet with him in early September as well as with Mississippi State officials. When interviewed by 
ESPNcom last Thursday at the family’s home in Atlanta, Cecil Newton denied any wrongdoing. 

Rogers has a company called Elite Football Preparation, which holds camps in Alabama, Chicago and Mississippi, and matches football prospects with 
colleges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 7:59 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/15/10- NLI Press ContErence- Jersey 

Head Coach at Ocean State University loans a game jersey to \~.~ld Pitch, a prospect, for his National Letter of Intent (NLI) press conference. 
Is ~his permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw Staff Interpretation- 2t10/89- Prospective student-athlete utilizing member institution’s jersey at press conference.- states tlnat 
NCAA Bylaw 13.2.2 (prohibited offers and inducements) would preckde a member institution flom loaning a jersey to a prospective student-athkte to utilize 
during the individ~al’s press conference to ar~nounce his acceptance of the insti[ution’s letter of intenk 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 7:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11 / 16/10- 13.1.7.2 

Bay State University (BSU) is recruiting Block Intha Back, a local prospective student-athlete, to play football. The coach would like Block to commit 
to BSU before the February National Letter of Intent signing period. Block’s team is playing in the state playoffs this weekend, but the BSU coaches 
are unable to attend. The Head Coach asks a few of the BSU football student-athletes and student managers to attend the game and to speak with 
Block before it starts to make sure he knows they are there. 
Is it permissible for the coach to direct the student-athletes and student managers to attend the game and speak with Block? No. NCAA Staff 
Interpretation- 5/9/07- Contact Restrictions for Enrolled Student-Athletes Engaged in Recruitment Activities (I)- states that the contact 
restrictions at a prospect’s practice or competition site apply to enrolled student-athletes (or other students). Therefore, it is not permissible for an 
enrolled student-athlete (or other students) to have an off-campus, in-person recruiting contact with a prospective-student athlete at any site prior 
to the prospect’s contest on the day or days of competition or with a prospect involved in competition from the time the prospect reports on call and 
becomes involved in competition-related activity until the prospect is released by the appropriate institutional authority and departs the dressing and 
meeting facility. Further, contact between an enrolled student-athlete (or other students) and a prospect that occurs outside of this time period is 
permissible, provided it is an unavoidable, incidental contact that does not occur at the direction of a coaching staff member. 
[References: Division I Bylaws 13.02.3 (contact), 13.02.5.1 (permissible recruitment activities for enrolled student-athletes) and 13.1.7.2 (practice or 
competition site)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 8:32 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/17/10- 14.5.5.4 

Break Point is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University. Break is going to transfer to College USA in January, so she can be closer to home. 
Because Break was so home sick, she did not do well academically. She only passed 3 hours and would be ineligible had she stayed at Ocean State 
University. The coach at College USA has a scholarship available for Break. Can she receive an athletic scholarship upon enrollment at College USA? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.4 states that a transfer student from a four-year institution may receive institutional athletically related financial aid during his or her 
first academic year at the certifying institution only if he or she would have been academically eligible to compete during the next regular academic term had 
the student-athlete remained at the previous institution. A student-athlete who transfers from a four-year institution to a two-year institution and then to the 
certifying institution shall complete at least one regular academic term of enrollment at the two-year institution to be eligible for institutional athletically related 
financial aid at the certifying institution. (Adopted: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11 / 18/l 0- 16.1.5.4 

The men’s soccer team at Ocean State University (OSU) won the regular season conference title. OSU provided each student-athlete with a ring. 
2 SCENARIOS: 
1. The cost of the rings was below the maximum value allowed by the NCAA for such an award. A few student-athletes on the team decided they wanted to 
upgrade their rings to a different metal. The student-athletes paid the difference for the rings, which was still below the NCAA maximum amount. 
2. The cost of the rings was above the maximum value allowed by the NCAA for such an award by $50. The student-athletes paid the $50 overage, so the 
institution would be within the maximum value allowed by the NCAA. 
Which of the following is true? 

A. Only scenario 1 is a violation 
8. Only scenario 2 is a violation 
C. Both scenarios are violations 
D. Neither scenario is a violation 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.$.4 states that The value of an award may not exceed specified value limits, and a student-athlete may not contribute to 
its purchase in order to meet those limits. Additionally, NCAA Educational Column Educational Column- 8/5/02- 2002 CoMmn No. 16 - NCAA Divisions 
I, II and III Bylaws 16.1.4 - Types of Awards, Awarding Agencies, Maximum Value and Numbers of Awards and 18.1.$.4 - Student- states that the 
value of an award provided to a student-athlete may not exceed specified value limits and the student-athlete may not contribute to its purchase in order to 
meet those limits. In accordance with the legislation, an institution may not permit student-athletes to make financial contributions to the purchase of 
awards. 
For example, if an institution would like to provide a student-athlete with an annual participation award that has a value of $200, the student-athlete is not 
permitted under NCAA legislation to contribute $50 so that the institution meets the $150 maximum value of the annual participation award. Further, if an 
institution chooses to provide an award with a value less than the maximum value permissible under NCAA legislation, it is not permissible for a student- 
athlete to make a financial contribution to upgrade the award. 
There are case precedents in the secondary violations database with similar fact patterns. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 8:39 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/19/10- Current Fxent 

Five former staffers face federal charges in Kansas ticket 
scandal 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -- Federal prosecutors charged five former University of Kansas employees Thursday with conspiring to steal more than $2 
million in tickets to athletic events in a scandal that embarrassed the school and likely led to the early departure of athletic director Lew Perkins. 

Investigators said the conspirators made between $3 million and $5 million in the scheme over five years. 

Prosecutors singled out former associate athletic director Charlette Blubaugh, who was in charge of the ticket office. They said she began stealing tickets in 
2005 and gave them to other key athletic department employees to sell, either personally or through third parties. 

Blubaugh, 43, of Medford, Okla., was charged along with her husband, Thomas Blubaugh, 46, who was a consultant to the ticket office. 

Also charged were former assistant athletic director Rodney Jones, 42, of Lawrence; former associate athletic director Ben Kirtland, 54, of Lenexa, Kan.; 
and Kassie Liebsch, 28, of Lawrence, who was a systems analyst working in the ticket office. The school said Liebsch resigned Thursday. 

All five are scheduled to appear Dec. 8 in federal court in Wichita. 

Two other former employees, Brandon Simmons and Jason Jeffries, have pleaded guilty to their roles in the scheme and are scheduled to be sentenced in 
federal court in March. 

Jack Martin, spokesman for the university, said officials in Lawrence learned of the new charges when they were made public Thursday. He declined to 
comment on the particulars of the indictments, but said the university was cooperating with federal prosecutors. 

Martin said a report completed by the university made clear that federal prosecutors had the ability to uncover additional information about the scandal. 

Revelations of the ticket scam earlier this year angered many big-time donors who had been meeting exorbitant dollar demands for the privilege of buying 
premium tickets in always sold-out Allen Fieldhouse. Under an unpopular system imposed by Perkins to raise money, seating was allocated on a points 
system based on how much a fan donated to the Williams Fund, the money-raising arm of the athletic department. 

The best seats were supposed to go to the people who made the biggest donations. That alone caused resentment, especially among older followers who 
had occupied good seats for years and were unable to meet the new demand& Many wondered whether others had gotten good seats simply by 
purchasing tickets sold in the scam. 

Perkins retired in September, a year earlier than previously planned. While never accused of having anything to do with the ticket scam, he nevertheless 
admitted he had been guilty of poor oversight and said it was the most embarrassing thing that had happened in his 40-year career. 

A report conducted by a Wichita law firm and released in May said five Kansas athletics staffers and a consultant -- none of whom still work for the 
university -- sold or used at least 17,609 men’s basketball tickets, 2,181 football tickets and a number of parking passes and other passes for personal 
purposes. 

The report showed that more than $887,000 in basketball tickets and more than $122,000 worth of football tickets were involved. 

"Being on the athletics side, the simplest way to try to describe this is that there was a curveball thrown and I missed it," Perkins said in May. "1 missed that 
curveball. It got by. We had the wrong people hired for the wrong jobs." 

The report found no wrongdoing in the points system and said the scheme’s actual effect on tickets awarded was minimal. 

However, it prompted the university to send an e-mail to its largest donors to assure them that their contributions hadn’t been stolen or misused. Other 
universities across the country started reviewing their own ticket policies as a result of the Kansas scandal. 

The investigation began in March amid reports that tickets to Jayhawk basketball games -- both at Allen Fieldhouse and in NCAA tournaments -- were 
being scalped by officials within the athletic department. 

The report suggested that Jones, former director of the Williams Fund who helped determine who got premium seats at Kansas home games, was a key 
player in the scandal. Kirtland, who was the school’s associate athletic director of development, told investigators that Jones "was always on the lookout for 
development tickets." 

The report blamed Kirtland for helping create "an atmosphere similar to a worker in a candy store" when it came to work with the tickets. 

It also said Charlette Blubaugh, who was in charge of the ticket office and was the manager most familiar with the ticketing software, played a major role. 

The indictment said the scheme included entering false information into a computer system designed to prevent tickets from being stolen, paying kickbacks 
to third parties not connected to the ticket office to sell tickets, and concealing the receipt of outside income on reports required by the NCAA. 

Jones’ attorney, Gerald Handley, said he is reviewing the indictment with his client and would have no further comment. Kirtland’s attorney, Robin Fowler, 
said the charges were being reviewed and that he and his client would "respond to those allegations in court at the appropriate time." 



Attorneys James Wyrsch and David Bell, representing Liebsch, also said they were studying the indictment and had no comment. David Rapp, who is 
representing Charlette Blubaugh, said he had not comment. Steve Robison, an attorney for Thomas Blubaugh, didn’t immediately return an e-mail message 
seeking comment. 

Lanny Welch with the U.S. attorney’s office in Wichita said all the defendants have been issued a summons but none has been taken into custody. 

Phone messages left for Perkins were not immediately returned. The Williams Fund directed questions to associate athletic director Jim Marchiony, who 
also didn’t immediately return a 
call. 

No phone number was listed for Thomas and Charlette Blubaugh, Jones or Liebsch. Kirtland did not immediately return a phone message seeking 
comment. 

Gary Sherrer, president of the Kansas Board of Regents, said the board is confident changes have been made to prevent another scandal. 

"The legal process is completely separate from the Board of Regents," Sherrer said. "We focus on whether changes have been made to give assurance 
this won’t happen again. We fully believe that has happened. The chancellor did a good job of putting a new system in place, with a forensic auditor and new 
processes. We think it has been addressed, and 
addressed well." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 8:55 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/22/10- Travel ruth Staff’s Children 

Bay State College men’s soccer team will be traveling to the NCAA Tournament during the institution’s Thanksgiving Break. The sport administrator for the 
sport of men’s soccer will be traveling with the team and would like to bring her son who is in the10th grade. Is it permissible for Bay State College to 
provide expenses for the staff member’s prospect aged son to travel to and attend the NCAA tournament? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/2/08- Prospect-Aged Child of an institutional Staff Member Traveling with the institution’s Team to an Away- 
From-Home Contest (1/11/111)- states that it is permissible for an institution, at its discretion, to provide expenses related to travel (e.g., transportation, 
lodging and meals) to away-from-home contests to prospect-aged children of institutional staff members and athletics department staff members. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.1.1 (time period for off-campus contacts -- general rule), 13.1.1.2 (two-year college prospective student- 
athletes), 13.1.1.3 (four-year college prospective student-athletes) and 13.2.1 (general regulation); NCAA Division II Bylaws 13.1.1.1 (high school 
prospective student-athletes), 13.1.1.2 (four-year college prospective student-athletes) and 13.2.1 (general regulation); and NCAA Division Ill Bylaws 
13.1.1.1 (high school prospective student-athletes), 13.1.1.2 (four-year college prospective student-athletes) and 13.2.1 (general regulation)] 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 8:25 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/23/10- Current Fxent 

Questions about Cam Newton threaten Auburn’s dream ride 
I- ~;i:,Toda~’ corn 

AUBURN, Ala. -- Time seems to stand still at Toomer’s Corner, where College Street intersects Magnolia Avenue at the edge of Auburn University. 

Toomer’s Drugs has been serving its legendary lemonade since 1896. The oak trees that hug the corner have lived through every big win by Auburn’s 
football team, decorated by streams of toilet tissue thrown by celebrating fans. The barbershop, the bookstore and the jeweler have been fixtures here for a 
half-century. 

Amid this small-town charm, the problems of big-time football also have long been a part of the landscape. Auburn has had three perfect seasons since 
1957. Each of those seasons has been framed by controversy. This year is no different. 

The undefeated Tigers, ranked second in the nation, are two wins away from a trip to the national title game. Their quarterback, Cam Newton, is widely 
seen as the leading candidate for the Heisman Trophy, which each year goes to college football’s most outstanding player. 

But as the Tigers enter the final two weekends of what should be a dream season -- and a chance to step beyond the considerable shadow of rival 
Alabama, the defending national champion -- pride is mixed with anxiety. 

Federal, state and NCAA officials are investigating allegations that Newton’s father, Cecil, solicited up to $200,000 last year from Mississippi State while his 
son was being recruited from a junior college in Texas. The Newtons have denied any wrongdoing. 

Even so, the case has cast a cloud over the end of the football season. If Newton or anyone in his family is found to have accepted what the NCAA deems 
extra benefits, Auburn (11-0) might have to vacate all of its victories this season, even if the school is not implicated. (Auburn has not been publicly linked to 
any requests for money from the Newton family.) The investigation could affect Heisman voting as well. Never before has the runaway favorite for the 
Heisman been the focus of such controversy as he carried his team into national championship contention. 

"Everyone is concerned about it," says Scott Johnston, who runs J&M bookstore on South College Street. "People would be shortsighted not to be. We’re 
going to presume innocence. But if they find Cam ineligible after the season is over, at least we can say we won it on the field." 

Surrounded by questions about their star player, Newton’s teammates seem calm as they prepare to go to Tuscaloosa to play Alabama on Friday. 

"l believe what I’ve been told, by people I trust, what the truth is," senior left tackle Lee Ziemba says. "1 think the truth always comes out and is always 
brought to light. So I don’t have any worries." 

Auburn’s game against Alabama is one of the most intriguing matchups in the 75-year history of the fierce rivalry game known as the Iron Bowl. The Tigers 
need a victory against the No. 11 Crimson Tide (9-2), followed by a win in the Southeastern Conference championship game Dec. 4 against No. 17 South 
Carolina (8-3), to secure a spot in the national title game. 

When asked about Newton’s status for Friday’s game, Auburn coach Gene Chizik said Monday, ’Tm not talking about Cameron Newton unless it has 
something to do with the first 11 games and his performance in those games." 

Other rivalry games such as Ohio State-Michigan or Texas-Oklahoma are certainly intense, but few, if any, can match the passion of this in-state rivalry. In 
this state of 4.7 million, devoid of any major professional teams, loyalty and enmity are passed from one generation to the next like a family heirloom. 

Adding to this week’s drama: Last year, Alabama won the national championship and its star running back, Mark Ingram, won the Heisman. For the second 
consecutive year, the game features an undefeated team in the running for a national title and the Heisman front-runner. No state has had two different 
schools produce national champions and Heisman winners in consecutive years. It’s also the first time in five years both Auburn and Alabama are ranked 
heading into the game. 

Fans will "talk about it from the moment the game ends until the moment it begins next year," Chizik says. "Then it’s heightened by the fact we’re in the 
position we’re in and they’re in the position they’re in. (The Tide are hoping to qualify for a major bowl.) If there was a way for the level of intensity to go up, 
this would be the situation." 
Newton’s performance in the next two games certainly will affect the Heisman voting, but so will the investigation. Newton moved to the top of the Heisman 
race after becoming the first player in Southeastern Conference history to pass for at least 2,000 yards and rush for 1,000 yards in the same season. 
Newton ranks second in the nation with 39 touchdowns scored or passed for, which is more touchdowns than 62 of the other 119 major-college 
schools have scored as a team this season. 

In September, running back Reggie Bush forfeited his 2005 trophy because of rules violations that occurred while he was at Southern California. As a result, 
some Heisman voters are concerned about awarding another trophy that could be revoked. Ballots were mailed to 926 voters, most of whom are 
journalists, last week with no guarantee or likelihood that investigators will reach any conclusion by the time votes are due Dec. 6. NCAA President Mark 
Emmert says the association’s investigation process moves slowly because "you got to get the facts right." Big Ten Commissioner Jim Delany would like to 
see it expedited but understands why due diligence is needed. 

"1 think we can get better. Not faster, because process takes time," Delany says. "To prove guilt, to take away eligibility, to take away a school’s 
opportunities is a much higher standard. So it’s the middle area where everybody’s living in. 

"If Cam Newton is innocent, he has been damaged, reputationally and his family. If, on the other hand, he’s guilty, it probably doesn’t get adjudicated till later. 
But that’s the world we live in. It’s the world Brett Favre lives in. It’s the world Tiger Woods lives in. It’s the world Cam Newton lives in. These are just 
younger people, but they are public figures. They are fair game." 



Claims of innocence 

Newton has been in the spotlight for two years, beginning with his time at Florida, where he started his career. 

After being arrested in 2008 on charges of buying a stolen computer, he was suspended by coach Urban Meyer. The charges were dropped last December 
when Newton completed a pretrial intervention program. Allegations of three instances of academic fraud during his time at Florida also recently surfaced. 
Two weeks ago, the quarterback declined to directly address the academic claim. 

’Tm not going to entertain something that took place -- not three months, not six months, not even a year --two years ago," he said. 

At the end of the 2008 season, Newton transferred to Blinn College, a two-year school in Brenham, Texas. After one season at Blinn, he committed to 
Auburn over Mississippi State last December. Newton has not spoken to the news media for two weeks and was not made available for this story. 

Newton family attorney George Lawson says he is "1 million percent" certain Cam Newton did not ask for or receive money while being recruited out of 
junior college. In an interview with WSB-TV of Atlanta on Thursday, Lawson said that if Cecil Newton discussed any money, Cam Newton "knew nothing 
about any money discussions, if any discussions were had." 

According to NCAA spokeswoman Stacey Osburn, "The solicitation of cash or benefits by a prospective student-athlete or another individual on his or her 
behalf is not allowed under NCAA rules." So even if Cecil Newton acted without his son’s knowledge, Auburn’s season -- and any postseason awards -- 
could be in jeopardy. 

Three former Mississippi State players have said that Cecil Newton attempted to arrange a six-figure payment for his son to attend Mississippi State. 
Newton, who is a minister at a suburban Atlanta church, told USA TODAY last week, "The investigation is still ongoing. I’m under a gag order .... I can’t say 
anything." 
John Bond, a former Mississippi State quarterback, first informed MSU about the payment request made by former teammate Kenny Rogers on Cecil 
Newton’s behalf. Bond met with the FBI and a state regulator from an undisclosed agency last week. Rogers has met with the NCAA and has been asked to 
meet with a representative of the Mississippi Secretary of State’s Office. 

Amid this dizzying drama, the Tigers have remained resilient, Chizik says. "1 have to give a lot of credit to our 24 seniors who have been through a lot in their 
careers in four years," says Chizik, in his second season at Auburn. Chizik replaced head coach Tommy Tubervile, who resigned under pressure after a 
tumultuous losing season in 2008. 

Such is life in the demanding SEC, where a losing season can send a coach such as Tuberville out the door after winning 68% of his games over 10 years. 

"A year where there’s no controversy going on is an odd year," says Ziemba, the left tackle. "We’ve been through things like this before. We’re used to it. 
We don’t see the things that everyone else sees. That’s hard for outside people to believe because we’re right in the middle of the subject matter. We’re 
here (at the football facility) so much that it’s very hard for us to see those distractions when we’re working to win a football game." 

’There’s always been some sort of roadblock’ 

For Auburn, perfection in past seasons has come with a price. 

In 1957, Auburn was undefeated and won the In 2004, Auburn finished the season undefeated but was left out of the Bowl Championship Series title game. 
That year, Southern California and Oklahoma, the top two ranked teams the entire season, also went undefeated. Auburn started low in the 2004 preseason 
poll and never made up enough ground to pass the Trojans or the Sooners in the final BCS standings. 

Players interviewed from all three teams say adversity can create a bond that leads to success: 

¯ "1 wouldn’t be surprised if the difficulty that they’re having with Cam might be a help, because it’s kept their minds on the thought of, ’Hey, we’re not being 
treated fairly here,’ and kept their minds off how good they are," says Jackie Burkett, a center and linebacker on the 1957 team. 

¯ "The adversity makes you want the success more," says Stan White, quarterback and captain of the 1993 team and now a radio color analyst for Tigers 
games. "They don’t seem to get fazed by anything. Even early in the year before this off-the-field stuff came up, they would get behind by two touchdowns 
and take it in stride." 

¯ "Whether you’re on probation or rumors going around about your quarterback that aren’t true, you focus inward," says Bret Eddins, a defensive end on the 
2004 team whose brother Bart is a senior left guard on this year’s team. 

Given the star-crossed history of previous undefeated Tigers teams, there is hope this dark cloud will lift. Along College Street, signs in store windows read: 
"We Stand With Cam." In the campus bookstore, Newton’s No= 2 jersey is by far the biggest seller. 

"There’s always been some sort of roadblock," says Johnston, standing near rows of Newton jerseys. "We hope this time we can hurdle over it." 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 8:12 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/24/10- 16.5.2(e) 

Flip Turn is a swimmer at Ocean State University. Flip’s team will be practicing for a week during the Christmas holiday. The dorms will be closed during 
this time, so Flip will be staying with his parents who live about 10 miles from campus. Which of the following expenses may Flip receive in conjunction with 
these required practice sessions? 
A. Lodging at the institutional rate for staying in the dorm and a meal stipend at the institutional staff member rate 
B. Lodging at the average hotel rate in the area and a meal stipend at the institutional staff member rate 
C. $20 day for incidental expenses 
D. Team meals incidental to participation 
The answer D. NCAA Bylaw 16.!5.2 (e)(1) [Vacation-Period Expenses] states that the institution may provide the cost of room and board to student- 
athletes (during official institutional vacation periods) in the following circumstances. If an institution does not provide a meal to its student-athletes under 
such circumstances, a cash allowance may be provided (except for the permissible additional meal as described below), not to exceed the amount 
provided by the institution to institutional staff members on away-from-campus trips: (Revised: 4/17/07) 

(1) Student-athletes who are required to remain on the institution’s campus for organized practice sessions or competition during the institution’s official 
vacation period. If the student-athlete lives at home during the vacation period, the cost of room and board may not be provided by the institution, other than 
to permit the student-athlete to participate in team meals incidental to practice sessions; (Revised: 1/14/97, 10/28/99, 5/26/06) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 8:59 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/29/10- 14.1.10.2, 14. I. 10.3 

Cover Two is a football student-athlete at Bay State College. Cover is enrolled full-time for the fall 2010 semester and has been eligible to compete. Bay 
State College will be participating in the Northern Classic Bowl game in January. The game takes place after the start of Bay State College’s spring 
semester. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Cover must satisfactorily pass six-semester hours of academic credit during the fall semester 
B. Cover must satisfactorily pass 12-semester hours of academic credit during the fall semester 
C. Cover must have a cumulative GPA of a 2.0 
D. There are not any academic requirements for Cover to meet in order to participate in the bowl game 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10.3 states that if an institution is selected to participate in a postseason bowl game that will occur during the 
institution’s second regular term (e.g., winter quarter, spring semester) of the academic year, a student-athlete’s eligibility to compete in a bowl game shall 
be certified consistent with the standards applicable to postseason competition that occurs between terms (see Bylaws 14.1.10 and 14.1.10.2). However, a 
student-athlete must meet full-time enrollment requirements applicable to term-time competition (see Bylaw 14.1.8.2). (Adopted: 4/26/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.1.10.2- To be eligible to compete in a postseason event (e.g., conference tournament, bowl game, National Invitation Tournament, NCAA 
championship) that occurs between regular terms (including summer) a student-athlete shall have satisfactorily completed six-semester or six-quarter 
hours of academic credit during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1 ). (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 
Revised: 12/12/06, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

j(~orMaras@biqeast, orq 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 12:37 PM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/30/10- 14.4.3.3, 14.4.3.3.2 

Bur Dee is a golf student-athlete at Ocean State University. Bur is in her second year of collegiate enrollment and has yet to select a major. Although Bur 
passed six hours for the fall 2010 term, her GPA was not very high. What minimum cumulative GPA does Bur have to have to be eligible for the spring 2011 
term? 
For this scenario, Ocean State University’s minimum GPA for graduation is a 2.0 

A. 1.8 
B. 1.9 
c. 2.0 
D. Bur does not have to have a minimum GPA yet 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3 states that a student-athlete who is entering his or her second year of collegiate enrollment shall present a 
cumulative minimum grade-point average (based on a maximum 4.000) that equals at least 90 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative grade-point 
average required for graduation. A student-athlete who is entering his or her third year of collegiate enrollment shall present a cumulative grade-point 
average (based on a maximum of 4.000) that equals 95 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative minimum grade-point average required for graduation. 
A student-athlete who is entering his or her fourth or later year of collegiate enrollment shall present a cumulative minimum grade-point average (based on a 
maximum of 4.000) that equals 100 percent of the institution’s overall cumulative minimum grade-point average required for graduation. If the institution 
does not have an overall grade-point average required for graduation, it is permissible to use the lowest grade-point average required for any of the 
institution’s degree programs in determining the cumulative minimum grade-point average. The minimum grade-point average must be computed pursuant 
to institutional policies applicable to all students. (Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92, Revised 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first 
entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03.) 

NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3.2 states that a student-athlete’s eligibility under this provision shall be determined on the basis of the student’s academic record in 
existence by the first date of competition or contest of each regular term of an academic year beginning with that student’s second or later academic year 
(third semester or fourth quarter) of full-time enrollment. (Adopted: 1/11/94; Revised: 1/10/95, 4/24/03 effective 8/1/03, forthose student-athletes first 
entering a collegiate institution full time on or after 8/1/03, 5/9/08) 

jcorMaras(o~biqeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 8:03 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/1/10- 14.4.3.1.2 

Trip L Jump is a track student-athlete at Ocean State University. Trip will be transferring to Bay State College in January, making him a 4-4 transfer. He 
attended Ocean State University for a total of 3 full-time semester& How many hours will Trip need to have completed when he enrolls at Bay State College 
in January? 

A. 6 hours 
B. 24 hours 
C. 30 hours 
D. There are no credit hour requirements for transfers 

The answer is C_. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2 states that to be eligible for competition, a transfer student-athlete must meet the following credit-hour 
requirements based on attendance at the previous institution(s) for the specified time and may use any hours of academic credit earned at any collegiate 
institution: (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 forthose student-athletes first entering a coflegiate institubon full time on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 5/12/05) 

(a) Equivalent of one semester/one quarter: six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit; 

(b) Equivalent of one academic year (e.g., two semesters/three quarters): 24-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit; 

(c) Equivalent of three semesters!four quarters: 30-semester or 42-quarter hours of academic credit; or 

(d) Equivalent of four semesters/six quarters and thereafter: six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the previous term of full-time 
enrollment, if applicable (see Bylaw _!__4__=__4=_3__J__=__2_=_1_). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/2/10- Complimentau Admissions 

Blitz is a football student-athlete at College USA BlitZs team will be participating in bowl game in Orlando, FL in a few weeks. Blitz has become friends with a few prospective student- 
athletes from Orlando that Conference USA is recruiting. Is it permissible for Blitz to provide these prospective student-athletes with complimentary admissions to attend the bowl game? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6/14/96- Complimentary Admission to NCAA Championships- states that it is not permissible, under any circumstances, for a student-athlete to provide a 
prospect with a complimentary admission to an NCAA championship or other postseason contest in which the student-athlete is a participant [References: 13.7.5.2.2 (b,-CAA 
championships or other postseason contests), 138.2.4 (NCAA champsionships or other postseason contests), 16.2.1 2 (complimentary admissions and ticket benefits -- Division I 
regulations), 16.2 1.3 (complimentary admissions and ticket benefits -- Division II regulations) and 16.2 1.4 (complimentary admissions and ticket benefits -- Division III regulations)] 

Jemaifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, R102903 

j condaras@bigea st. org<mailto :j condaras,~bi~east.or~> 

Ofl]ce: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 

Cell: 401.265.6739 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 8:29 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/3/10- Current Fxent 

NCAA defends ruling on Cam Newton but case is not closed 
USAToday corn 

In the wake of the NCAA’s Wednesday decision that Auburn quarterback Cam Newton is eligible to play for now, the association Thursday defended the 
ruling, based on what is known in the case to this point. Nevertheless, new NCAA president Mark Emmert said he wants to strengthen the association’s 
bylaws to discourage the behavior which led to the Newton controversy. 

"We recognize that many people are outraged at the notion that a parent or anyone else could ’shop around’ a student-athlete and there would possibly not 
be repercussions on the student-athlete’s eligibility," Emmert said in a statement. 

’Tm committed to further clarifying and strengthening our recruiting and amateurism rules so they promote appropriate behavior by students, parents, 
coaches and third parties. We will work aggressively with our members to amend our bylaws so that this type of behavior is not a part of intercollegiate 
athletics." 

There has been concern voiced over the ruling. Southern California athletics director Pat Haden, whose team is banned from a bowl following an NCAA 
investigation centered on former Trojan Reggie Bush, was surprised by the decision. "In the Reggie Bush case, when the parent (did) something 
inappropriate, the kid and the school suffered," Haden was quoted by The Los Angeles Times. 

Even Southeastern Conference Commissioner Mike Slive told USA TODAY on Wednesday, "There has to be a piece of legislation that holds people 
accountable, and, to the extent there might be a loophole, closes the loophole." Kevin Lennon, the NCAA’s vice president for academic and membership 
affairs, said there have been numerous cases resulting in the same type of ruling: a restoration of eligibility after a school declares a player ineligible 
following a rules violation. "We did find a violation of our bylaws, and I wouldn’t want that to be lost," Lennon said. "The reinstatement of a student=athlete 
begins with his or her culpability and other mitigating factors are looked at: Were benefits actually received, and what was the nature of the benefits? 
"We have individuals and institutions who violate by-laws, and there are times when student-athletes have to go through the reinstatement process," he 
said, noting that such instances are viewed on a case-by-case basis. There are lots of cases where there is not any withholding from participation." Jo 
Potuto, a University of Nebraska law professor, former chair of the NCAA Committee on Infractions and the current president of the Division I-A Faculty 
Athletics Representatives, said she would have made a different call. "There isn’t a perfect way to do it. If, in fact, the student-athlete didn’t know anything 
about what was going on and you tell him he’s ineligible to compete, it seems very unfair, even if it’s his father who was doing it. And I suspect, if that’s what 
they (the NCAA) had done, there would have been a spate of newspaper articles saying, ’How can this be fair?’ You do it this way, and ... you’ve got a 
violation, and it may be a big violation, but it looks as though everybody is walking away with no consequence. ’Tm a former prosecutor, and I think, with 
regard to deterrence and trying to keep a handle on (such) these sorts of behavior, I would have come down the other way .... It’s tough, but I would lean 
toward deterrence." 

The NCAA ruled Monday that a violation of its amateurism rules occurred when Newton’s father, Cecil, and the owner of a scouting service (ex-Mississippi 
State player Kenny Rogers) marketed Cam Newton in a pay-to-play scheme while he was being recruited last year by Mississippi State. 
Auburn declared Newton ineligible Tuesday and requested the NCAA reinstate him. There was not sufficient evidence at this point that Cam Newton or 
anyone at Auburn knew of the scheme, Lennon said. Lennon pointed out that action has been taken by the schools against Newton’s father and Rogers. AU 
has limited Cecil Newton’s access to its athletics department, and Rogers has been disassociated from MSU. 

Also, the case is not necessarily closed. The NCAA’s enforcement staffalso has been involved in the probe, and that is a separate process from eligibility 
reinstatement. "Anything related to the institution is dealt with by the enforcement process," said Tom Hosty, a director of enforcement for the NCAA. 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 8:20 AIvl 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/6/10- 15.3.2.3 

The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean Sate Umversity sent an NTLI to Back Board, a prospective student-athlete, last month during the earl?- signing period. The accompanying Financial 
Aid Agreement was signed by the Head Coach and the Director of Athletics. Is the Financial Aid Agreement valid ? 
No ~,]CAA Educational Colmnn- 12/1/10- Terms and Conditions of Awarding Institutional Financial Aid -- Written Statement Requirement -- Signature from Financial Aid Authority (I)- 
states that NCAA Bylaw- 15.3.23 specifies that the institutional agency making an athletics financial aid award shall provide the recipient a written statement of the amount, duration, 
conditions and terms of the award. In addition, the signature of the financial aid authoriry responsible for awarding institutional financial aid to students generally must appear on the written 
statement prior to the statement being issued to, or signed by, a prospective or continuing student-athlete Further, the signature of the athletics director alone does not fulfill the signature 
requirement for ofiers of institutional financial aid from the financial aid authority. 
The following questions and answers are intended to assist the Division I membership with the application of this legislation. 
Question No 1 : Is it a violation to provide a written oiler of financial aid to a prospective or continuing student-athlete without the financial aid authority’s signature? 
Answer: Yes A violation has occurred if an institution provides a written oiler of financial aid to a prospective or continuing student-athlete without the signature of the financial aid 
authority. 
Question No. 2: May the signature of the financial aid authority be electronic? 
Answer: Yes. The legislation specifies that the financial aid authority may either sign or electronically authorize (e.g., electronic signature) the written ofler of financial aid. 
Question No. 3: Is a National Letter of Intent (ixT~I) valid if the written oiler of financial aid that accompanied the NLI was not signed by the institution’s financial aid authority? 
Answer: No. NLI guidelines speci~ that in order for an ixT~I to be valid, it must be accompanied by an athletics financial aid agreement, and in order for the financial aid award to be valid it 
must have the signature of the financial aid authority. 
[Reterence: Bylaw 15.32.3 (written statement requirement)] 

Jennifer M Cundaras 
Assistant Cummissiuner for Cumpliance 
BIG [{AST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, R[ 02903 

j cundaras@ bigeast, urg<mailto :icondaras~bi~east.ur~> 

OJTice: 4<)1B [G ]b;A ST (244-3278) 
Fax: 40h273.0424 
Ce[]: 401.265.6739 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/7/10- Drag Test 

Break Away is a men’s soccer student-athlete at College USA. Break played in the first five contests during the 2010-11 academic year. Subsequent to the 
fifth contest, Break tested positive for a banned substance during an NCAA drug test. Consequently Break did not participate in any further competition 
during the academic year, including postseason. 
Which of the following is true regarding this situation? 
A. Break loses a season of competition for the positive drug test 
B. Break uses a season of competition during the 2010-11 academic year for participating in the first five contests 
C. Break does not receive any penalty for the drug test 
D. Both A & B are true 
The answer is D. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/2/10- Season of Competition and Banned Drugs (I)- states that a student-athlete who, as a result of a 
drug test administered by the NCAA, is found to have used a substance on the list of banned drug classes automatically loses one season of competition, 
regardless of whether the positive test occurs prior to or during the institution’s playing season in the applicable sport. Further, if a student-athlete has 
participated in intercollegiate competition during an academic year prior to the positive drug test or participated in intercollegiate competition during an 
academic year after the restoration of his or her eligibility, the student-athlete also uses a season of competition per NCAA Bylaw 14.2.3.1. Consequently, it 
is possible for a student-athlete to be charged with the use of two seasons of competition during one academic year as follows: 
2008-09 season: Student-athlete competes entire season. (Use of Season No. 1 ) 
2009-10 season: Student-athlete competes in first four contests (Use of Season No. 2- minimum amount of competition), tests positive for a banned 
substance and is declared ineligible for further participation in postseason and regular-season competition in accordance with the ineligibility provisions of 
Bylaw 18.4.1.5.1. (Automatic charge of Season No. 3- banned drug penalty) 
2010-11 season: Student-athlete sits out 365 days and the next four contests of the season (including postseason contests if the institution’s team 
qualifies). Student-athlete competes in last four contests of the season. (Use of Season No. 4-minimum amount of competition) 
[References: Bylaws 14.2.3.1 (minimum amount of competition); 18.4.1.5 (ineligibility for use of banned drugs) and 18.4.1.5.1 (duration of ineligibility)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 8:55 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/8/10- Host During Vacation Period 

Clay Court, a tennis prospective student-athlete, will be taking an official visit with College USA next week. The campus will be closed due to the official 
vacation period, but a few current student-athletes will be around to meet with Clay. Can the coaches provide meals and lodging expenses for one of the 
student-athletes to serve as a student host? 
A. Student Host may receive both meals and lodging 
B. Student Host may receive meals only 
C. Student Host may receive lodging only 
D. Student Host may not receive any expenses 
The answer is B_. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12!20!91- Student host receiving expenses during official vacation period- states that an institution 
financing an official visit to a prospective student-athlete may not provide lodging expenses to a student-athlete serving as a student host; further, a student- 
athlete serving as a student host during the institution’s official vacation period would be permitted to receive meals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 8:38 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/9/10- Practice During Vacation Period 

Tee Shot is a golf student-athlete at Ocean State University. Golf lives near campus and would like to practice during the vacation period. Because of the 
inclement weather, Tee is unable to use the campus course. He asks one of the coaches to reserve some time for him at a local driving range. Is it 
permissible for a coach to reserve time at the facility? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/11/91- Institution reserves facility during vacation period during the academic year- states that it 
would be permissible for an institution to reserve a practice facility to be utilized by student-athletes during their voluntary individual workouts during an 
institution’s vacation period during the academic year without such an arrangement being considered a countable, provided participation in the workouts is 
not mandatory, and the coach is not present during any of the workouts. 
NCAA Staff Interpretation- 16/13/93- Institution paying fees to reserve facilities outside the playing and practice season- states that it is 
permissible for an institution to pay the fees required to reserve a facility outside the playing and practice season (e.g., golf course, skating rink) during the 
academic year. [References: NCAA Bylaw 17.02.1.2-(p) (nonathletically related activities); 09/11/91 staff minutes, item 3; 10/08/92 NCAA interpretations 
Committee minutes, item 1, and 08/12/92 staff minutes, item a] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 8:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/10/10- Current Fxent 

Officials probe issues under Agent Act 
ES~::N com--AF’ 

While Cam Newton is crisscrossing the country picking up postseason awards, representatives of the Mississippi secretary of state’s office are heading to 
Illinois to interview the man at the center of the infamous pay-for-play scandal involving the quarterback. 
The officials want to talk with Kenny Rogers to see if Agent Act laws were violated during Newton’s recruitment. Rogers, the former Mississippi State player 
who the NCAA ruled assisted Newton’s father with the failed payment scheme to get his son to sign with that school, is scheduled to meet with officials 
Thursday in Waukegan, Ill. 
"We’ll certainly cooperate and answer whatever questions they ask," said Doug Zeit, Rogers’ attorney whose offices are in Waukegan. "Kenny Rogers isn’t 
hiding anything from anybody." 
The ongoing Newton investigation has involved everyone from the NCAA to the FBI, though the Auburn quarterback has been cleared to play by the NCAA 
as the top-ranked Tigers (13-0) prepare to face No. 2 Oregon (12-0) for the national championship on Jan. 10. 
The Agent Act has been on the books for years, though it’s rare for anyone to be prosecuted. 
An Associated Press review this summer found that more than half of the 42 states with sports agent laws had yet to revoke or suspend a single license or 
invoke penalties of any sort. 
However, the Newton case -- along with the high-profile case engulfing the North Carolina football program -- has prompted state-level officials to be more 
aggressive in investigating alleged improper athlete-agent relationships. 
The Mississippi secretary of state’s office enforces regulations under the Uniform Athlete Agent Act, which governs sports agents. Violators in Mississippi 
face up to two years in prison and a $10,000 fine, along with additional civil penalties, though penalties vary from state to state. 
The Agent Act requires agents to register with the state and prohibits them from giving anything of value directly or indirectly to a student-athlete. The act 
also requires sports agents to notify university officials ifa contract has been made with an athlete. 
But it’s a law that really hasn’t been enforced recently. 
Pamela Weaver, a spokeswoman for the Mississippi secretary of state’s office, said no one has been prosecuted under the Uniform Agent Act over the 
past three years. Weaver said Rogers is not a registered agent in Mississippi. 
Rogers, who previously worked for NFL agent lan Greengross, has said that he met with Cam’s father, Cecil Newton, and two Mississippi State assistant 
coaches at the Hilton Garden Inn in Starkville, Miss., on Nov. 27, 2009, where Cecil Newton said it would take up to $180,000 to secure his son’s 
commitment to Mississippi State. The coaches reportedly declined the solicitation. 
Bus Cook, a certified agent in Mississippi who represents about 25 current NFL players, said he supports the Athlete Agent Act. But he acknowledges that 
enforcement would be difficult. 
’Tm absolutely all for it," Cook said. "But who is going to enforce it? The secretary of state doesn’t have the manpower to run around looking for people 
violating the act. So that means it falls on other agents or the universities to turn people in. That makes it difficult." 
Universities might not be eager to file complaints against violators. By opening up cases to the secretary of state or other law enforcement, there could be 
unsavory details revealed that when a person must testify under oath. 
"Once you open that door," Cook said, "it’s awfully hard to shut it." 
The North Carolina secretary of state’s office is continuing its investigation, which launched in July shortly after news of the NCAA investigation at North 
Carolina became public. Spokesman George Jeter wrote told the AP in an e-mail that no one in the state had been charged under the Agent Act dating back 
to at least the late 1990s. 
There have been few public details or comments from the office, though it has interviewed NFL agent Gary Wichard, former UNC assistant coach John 
Blake and former UNC defensive tackle Marvin Austin -- who was dismissed from the team -- among others. 
In Alabama, Assistant Attorney General Don Valeska said Tuesday he had no comment on the Newton case. He said the attorney general’s office has not 
been contacted to do anything on the Newton case. 
But there is precedent for enforcement in Alabama. 
In October, a judge issued an arrest warrant for Virginia sports agent Raymond Savage Jr., who failed to appear in court on a charge linked to former 
Alabama football star Tyrone Prothro. 
Savage didn’t show up in Tuscaloosa to answer a reduced charge of initiating contact with Prothro while he was still playing at Bama and said he was 
under doctor’s order not to travel. 
Savage was charged with violating Alabama state laws involving sports agents. He is accused of sending an employee to visit Prothro while the player was 
in the hospital after suffering a leg fracture that ended his playing career in 2005. 
Valeska said Savage had agreed to plead to a misdemeanor with a $2,000 fine. Under the plea, Savage would have been restricted from traveling into 
Alabama, banned from dealing with any athletes from the state and required not to contact Prothro or any witnesses. 
Alabama State Sen. Gerald Allen, who sponsored the state’s agent law when he was in the House, isn’t sure it applies in Newton’s case. 
’Tve been following this pretty closely," Allen said. "The sports agent law has not been violated anywhere in Alabama or Mississippi, from what I can tell." 
Don Jackson, an attorney based in Montgomery, Ala., who has represented several athletes in NCAA investigations, said any university would have to weigh 
the benefits with the risk of pushing for a investigation that could tarnish a school. 
"Bottom line: Is it worth it?" Jackson said. "Worst-case scenario, you’re probably looking at a guy getting probation and paying a fine. He’ll walk home that 
day." 
Jackson said a bigger deterrent for agents would be action from organizations like the NFLPA, which recently suspended Wichard for nine months for his 
role in the North Carolina scandal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 8:54 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/13/10- 13.1.6.2.5 

College USA will be participating in a bowl game on December 29th. The team will be arriving in the area a few days before the game and has scheduled an 
open practice for the general public during the first 2 days at the stadium where the bowl game will be played. Several recruits that live in the area would like 
to go watch practice, but unfortunately it is a dead period on the days the team will be practicing. 
Is it possible for recruits to watch the team practice? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.6.2.5 states that during a dead period, attendance by a prospective student-athlete at the site of an institution’s bowl 
game practice session may occur only if the practice is open to the general public and the prospective student-athlete observes the practice only from an 
area reserved for that purpose for the general public. No contact between the prospective student-athlete and institutional staff members or representatives 
of the institution’s athletics interests may occur. (Adopted: 1/10/92) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 8:23 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/14/10- Current Fxent 

Secondary NCAA violations could carry suspensions 
for coaches 
USATODAY.com 

College football coaches now run the risk of being suspended by the NCAA for one or more games if they commit a secondary recruiting violation, such as 
exceeding phone-call limits or sending a text message to a recruit. 

The move is part of an effort to implement enhanced penalties for recruiting violations. It was proposed by the American Football Coaches Association and 
approved in mid-September by the NCAA Division I and II Committees on Infractions. The membership was informed but no public announcement made. 
The penalties apply to both Division I subdivisions and Division II. 

A package of enhanced penalties for basketball, including a similar suspension element, was passed in October. 

Grant Teaff, executive director of the AFCA, said his group is making an effort to police its own when it comes to recruiting annually one of the most 
competitive and contentious periods among schools and fans. 

"This is our request: Anything that has to do with recruiting, if there’s a proven violation, we want the ability for the NCAA to say this will cost you a week or a 
maximum of two weeks," Teaff said."We as an association asked for that, and they granted that. 

"We think that’s a major step forward." 

Punishment could depend on the circumstances, and suspension is not automatic, said Stacey Osburn, an NCAA spokeswoman. She said NCAA staff 
would examine each situation. 

Osburn also said that to her knowledge this penalty has not yet been applied. 

Secondary violations, which schools often self-report, normally bring lesser penalties such as reprimands. They include: 

¯ Commenting on a recruit before he has signed a letter-of-intent, something Lane Kiffin did while at Tennessee on his Twitter page (the school said another 
employee actually typed the message); Kiffin also commented on an unsigned recruit while on a radio show. 

¯ Posting comments on other public social media, which Virginia coach Mike London did last spring on a recruit’s public Facebook page. It was deemed a 
secondary violation. 

° Having a game-simulation for a recruit, for example, having recruits run into a stadium with their name on the scoreboard and music playing and a PA 
announcer making them feel as if they were on the team already. The University of Washington had a similar infraction in 2009 that included renting a fog 
machine. 

° Phone calls to a recruit that exceed the NCAA limit. 

¯ Text messaging a recruit, which is not allowed at all. 

¯ Talking with a recruit during a non-contact period. 

Major violations, such as paying money to a recruit, are handled by a tougher set of rules and often result in the school removing the offending coach. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 8:37 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/15/10- 13.4.1. l 

Bah Humbug, Head Softball Coach at Ocean State University, wants to buy and send Christmas cards to her 8 NLI signees. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 does not include greeting cards. A coach, however, could send an institutional note card to a prospect with a hand written note 
wishing him!her Happy Holidays. 

As specified below, an institution may provide the following printed materials to prospective student-athletes, their parents or legal guardians, their coaches 
or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 
Revised: 4/15/08, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence may be sent only by mail, subject to the following provisions: (Revised: 3/8/06, 5/25/06, 12/12/06, 
1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/15/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/30/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(1) The correspondence shall include a single sheet of institutional letterhead, which shall not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size; (Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 
8/1/10) 

(2) There are no restrictions on the design or content of one side of the single sheet of institutional letterhead. The opposite side shall be blank, except for 
text (typed or handwritten) used to communicate a message to the recipient and any other handwritten information; (Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(3) Additional pages of the correspondence shall be limited to plain white paper (not to exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size) and black ink. The additional 
pages shall be blank, except for text (typed or handwritten) used to communicate a message to the recipient and any other handwritten information; 
(Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(4) Attachments to general correspondence may only include materials printed on plain white paper (not to exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size) with black ink 
that are not created for recruiting purposes, except for other permissible printed materials (e.g., camp brochures, questionnaires); (Revised: 4/29/10 
effective 8/1/10) 

(5) An envelope used to send the correspondence may only include the institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo (in addition to the postage, return 
address and addressee information) on the outside, must be blank on the inside when produced and may not exceed 9 by 12 inches; and (Adopted: 4/29/10 
effective 8/1/10) 

(6) All institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members, athletics department staff members and administrators) may prepare general correspondence. 
(Revised: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(b) Business Cards. 

(c) Camp or Clinic Brochures. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, except that they must indicate that the camp or clinic is open to any and 
all entrants (limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. Brochures are restricted to a single two-sided sheet, not to exceed 17 by 22 inches in 
size when opened in full. Camp or clinic brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (See Bylaw 12.5.1.6.) (Revised: 4/15/08, 
9/24/09) 

(d) Questionnaires. An institution may provide questionnaires to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (Revised: 4/14/08) 

(e) Nonathletics Institutional Publications. An institution may provide nonathletics institutional publications available to all students at any time (e.g., 
official academic, admissions and student-services publications published by the institution and available to all students). 

(f) NCAA Educational Material Published by the NCAA (e.g., NCAA Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete). Such material may be provided 
to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (Revised: 4/15/08) 

(g) Game Programs. Game programs (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective student-athletes only during official and unofficial 
recruiting visits and may not be mailed. 

(h) Pre-enrollment Information. Necessary pre-enrollment information regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities, may be 
provided to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid agreement or has been 
officially accepted for enrollment. (See Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4.) (Adopted: 12/12/06) 

(i) Institutional Note Cards. Institutional note cards may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches when opened in full= In addition, such cards may only contain the 
institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on the outside, must be blank on the inside (one side of the card when opened in full) when produced and 
may include only handwritten information (e.g., words, illustrations) on the inside when provided to the recipients. (Adopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 
Revised: 4/15/08, 4/13/09) 

(j) Postcards. An institution may send an institutional postcard, provided its dimensions do not exceed 4 1/4 by 6 inches, it includes only the institution’s 
name and logo or an athletics logo on one side when produced and it includes only handwritten information, (e.g., words, illustrations) on the opposite side 
when provided to the recipients. Blank postcards issued by the U.S. postal service also may be sent. (Adopted: 1/14/09 effective 8/1/09, Revised: 4/29/10 
effective 8/1/10) 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 9:45 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/16/10- Current Fxent 

NCAA president: ’We can never’ get to place where athletes are paid 
USATODAY.corn 

iNDIANAPOLIS -- Is a college student majoring in dance or theater all that different from a basketball player aspiring for a professional career? 

That was posed to new NCAA President Mark Emmert, who discussed a range of issues with a group of invited news media over dinner Tuesday 
night. 

Emmert, who took over in early October and most recently was president of the University of Washington, acknowledged a double standard 
between colege athletes, who pour their time in sports strictly on an extracurricular basis, and arts majors, whose talents are rewarded with 
degrees and professional opportunities. 

"i’ve had some lively discussion with faculty about that with some faculty saying, ’Help me understand why basketball is fundamentally different 
than dance?’" Emmert said. 

"We as society apply fascinating double standards to that. If a young man or woman comes to the University of Washington and dances for a 
year or two, then the New York City Ballet cals them up, we say, ’Isn’t that great?’ ... If a young woman comes to us and says I want to dance 
ballet with a professional troupe, we immediately take that kid, put her in touch with all the professional dance troupes we can, get her summer 
internships." 

On the other hand, amateurism rules don’t allow athletes to cross between professional and amateur ranks within a sport (though athletes can be 
pro in one sport but return to the amateur ranks in a different NCAA sport). 

"Another kid comes along and says I want to play professional basketball," Emmert said. "We say, ’Great, come to us. By the way, don’t ever talk 
to us about that again. Don’t ever talk to anyone in the business. If you do, by the way, we’re going to make you stop playing basketball.’ There’s 
some component about it that doesn’t make any sense .... There’s some part of that we have to fix." 

Minutes later, Emmert said he doesn’t see change coming anytime soon. it comes down to a societal cultural bias, he said. Music and art have a 
long history of being academic pursuits. "Athletics, at least since ancient Greece fell, have been something outside of that." 

For years there has been public debate about whether major college athletes should get paid. "We can never move to a place where we are 
paying players to play sports for us," Emmert said. 

Yet increasingly, the NCAA is facing issues related to amateurism and commercialization of athletes. It is up against a class-action suit by former 
athletes over the continued use of their likenesses and images in video content and other memorabilia. Earlier this year a federal district court 
judge in San Francisco denied the NCAA’s motion to dismiss the suit, opening the door via the discovery process to NCAA finance and revenue 
streams that have long been secret. 

Asked how appropriate it is for the NCAA and its licensing partner to continue excluding former athletes from being compensated, Emmert said, 
"The student-athlete has seen an enormous benefit from going to college. Their success in professional athletics is probably in large part 
because they had the opportunity to play colege sports at the highest level." 

The millions of dollars being generated, however, continues stirring resentment by former atNetes. Emmert defended the NCAA’s and 
universities’ use of those funds. 

"There are 14 schools in the U.S. that broke even in their athletic programs last year," he said. "Every other one of them put significant to dramatic 
amounts of money into their sports programs to support their student-athletes. That young man or woman you’re talking about was able to gain 
benefit from the best coaching staff, the best facilities, the best trainers, the best educational environment anybody can get anywhere in the world. 
OK, so the university generates some revenue to help support that effort. I don’t have a problem with that." 

Does the possibility exist that evolving media, which continue opening new revenue streams, has created an imbalance among the NCAA, 
member schools and the athletes they serve? 

Emmert came back to the oft-heard defense that revenue produced by popular sports such as footbal and sometimes basketball support the 
masses. 

"University atNetic programs need to find revenue streams that allow them to continue to provide all of their student-athletes with financial support 
to go to school the finest facilities with remarkable training and educational support, all of which the student-athlete that has been at the university 
benefits from," Emmert said. "The football program generates cash. Maybe men’s basketball, if you’re fortunate, generates cash. Almost 
everything else loses money in dramatic fashion. 

"When it comes to ways universities generate revenue, they look at a variety of those kinds of opportunities and they try to figure out how do we 
support this whole enterprise? As long as they are doing it consistently with rules we have in place, I’m fine with that. That makes good sense." 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 17, 2010 8:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/17/10- Current Fxent 

Postseason ban part of punishment levied on Arizona State baseball 
USATODAY.com 

The series of recruiting violations that cost former Arizona State baseball coach Pat Murphy his job and led the school to enact a number of self-imposed 
sanctions drew further penalties Wednesday when the NC~-~\ banned the Sun Devils from postseason play in 2011. 
The tournament ban was among a number of penalties imposed by the NCAA Division I infractions committee on a baseball program that has five national 
championships and reached the College World Series 22 times, including last season. 
The NCAA cited major and secondary recruiting violations over a period of five years. They included using impermissible recruiters, excessive phone calls, 
exceeding coaching staff limits and paying players for work not performed= The committee cited a lack of institutional control and a failure by Murphy to 
promote an atmosphere of compliance= 
Arizona State has been cited in nine major infraction cases, the most of any NCAA institution, dating to 1954 and involving five sports. Football was cited in 
2005, and because that case occurred within five years of the baseball case, it made ASU a repeat violator in regards to the baseball charges. 
"The penalties I think are difficult and severe," said committee chairman Paul Dee, former athletics director at Miami (Fla.). "They are repeat offenders, and 
we think a postseason ban is appropriate when an institution has a problem with institutional control." 
While agreeing that it could have monitored the baseball program more closely, Arizona State said in a news release that it will appeal the NCAA report 
because it believes some of the infractions considered major by the NCAA were secondary in nature= 
ASU will also appeal the postseason ban because it "punishes many student-athletes and coaches who were not involved in the rules violations." 
The NCAA penalties, some of the which were first applied by the school, also include: 
¯ A loss of two scholarships for a year. 
¯ Three years of probation running through Dec. 14, 2013. 
¯ Vacating 44 wins from the 2007 season, including the NCAA tournament and College World Series. 
¯ A "show-cause" penalty against Murphy, ending Dec. 14, 2011, that requires any school wishing to hire Murphy as coach must appear before the 
infractions committee to show why his duties should not be restricted. 
Murphy, 51, coached at ASU for 15 seasons, getting 629 wins and advancing to Omaha four times. His contract was terminated without cause in November 
2009 after the school was notified by the NCAA that it was investigating allegations against the program. 
Murphy was a special assistant for the San Diego Padres last season and will manage the Padres’ short-season Class A team in Eugene, Ore., in 2011. 
Tim Esmay was promoted from assistant to interim head coach when Murphy was fired and led Arizona State to the 2010 College World Series. Esmay, 
whose team won a school-record 24 games in a row to begin the season, had the interim tag removed from his title in June. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 8:23 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/20/10- Current Event 

Michigan State’s Tom Izzo suspended one game for NCAA violation 

USAToday.com 

Michigan State men’s basketball coach Tom Izzo has been suspended for one game for a secondary violation of NCAA rules, the school announced Friday. 

The violation occurred when Izzo and the school hired an associate of a potential recruit to help during a youth basketball camp last June. The person was 
paid $475 for five days of work during the camp. 

USA TODAY reported this week that the NCAA would begin handing out suspensions to coaches for secondary violations of NCAA rules. 

The person was considered by the NCAA as an Individual Associated with a Prospect (IAWP), according to the school’s release. 

Izzo will sit out Michigan State’s game on Saturday against Prairie View A&M. 

’Tve always placed a high importance on following the rules and pride myself on adhering to high standards of professional conduct and doing things the 
right way," Izzo said in a statement. "This is an isolated and inadvertent secondary violation of a new rules interpretation. I regret that it happened. While I 
accept the findings that we unintentionally violated the broad letter of the interpretation, we did not violate the intent of the interpretation in that we did not 
receive any benefit, nor did we attempt to gain an advantage ... It’s unfortunate that this is a unprecedented situation where a secondary violation is 
accompanied by a prescribed suspension," continued Izzo. "1 have all the confidence in my staff and team that they’ll play hard on Saturday, and I look 
forward to joining them again on Sunday to begin preparation for Texas." 

Izzo will return to the bench when Michigan State, which is ranked No. 15 in the USA TODAY/ESPN Top 25 coaches poll, faces off with Texas next 
Wednesday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/21/10- 16.1.4 

Play Action is a football student-athlete at Bay State University. Play is participating in the Yuletide Bowl and will receive a ring from the bowl organization. 
Play would prefer a watch over a ring, so he asks a local jeweler if he can exchange the ring for a watch. As long as the watch does not cost more than the 
ring, this would be permissible? 

A. True 
B. False 

The answer is B. False. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4 states that athletics awards given to individual student-athletes shall be limited to those approved or 
administered by the member institution, its conference or an approved agency as specified in the following subsections and shall be limited in value and 
number as specified in this section. Awards received for intercollegiate athletics participation may not be sold, exchanged or assigned for another item of 
value even if the student-athlete’s name or picture does not appear on the award. Each of the following subsections is independent of the others so that it is 
permissible for an individual student-athlete to receive the awards described in all subsections. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 8:15 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/22/10- Current Fxent 

Derek Dooley’s Facebook post results in NCAA violation for Tennessee 

USAToday.com 

The social network has snagged Tennessee. The school was forced to report a secondary violation with the NCAA because Vols coach Derek Dooley 
posted on the Facebook wall of a recruit 

According to a story by the Knoxville News Sentinel, Dooley was conversing with high school senior Nick O’Leary, the grandson of Jack Nicklaus, through 
Facebook’s email function during the summer. In the course of responding to O’Leary, Dooley inadvertently posted on the wall of the highly rated tight end 
prospect from Dwyer High School in West Palm Beach, Fla. 

That caught the eye of the SEC offices, who notified the school of the potential violation. According to a NCAA bylaw "electronically transmitted 
correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) is limited to electronic 
mail and facsimiles." 

The post was removed and Tennessee filed a response to the violation, saying Dooley was aware of the incorrect post that was sent while using his mobile 
phone. The NCAA told Dooley not to use his phone to respond to Facebook messages and was set to receive "technical instruction in the use of the 
Facebook application on his mobile phone." 

O’Leary is no longer considering Tennessee and will announce his college destination next month. 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/23/10- 15.3.3.1.1 

Curve Ball is a prospective student-athlete who will be initially enrolling full-time at State College (SC) in January 2011. Curve will be playing softball for SC, and the coach would like to 
provide her with an athletic scholarship. 

Is it permissible to provide Curve an athletic scholarship for one semester? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.3 1. l(a) states that a student-athlete whose first full-time attendance at the certifying institution during a particular academic year occurs at midyear (e.g, beginning 
of the second semester or second or third quarter of an academic year) may receive a financial aid award for the remainder of that academic year. 

Jemaifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j condaras@bigea st. org<mailto :j condaras@bi~east.org> 

Ofl]ce: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 

Cell: 401.265.6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Janum3’ 3, 2011 8:38 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/3/1 l- Financial Aid tier Mini Term 

Bay State University offers courses during a mini-term in the month of January. The cost of this term is not included in the institution’s cost of attendance for 
the academic year. Can the athletic department pay the expenses for student-athletes to take courses during the mini-term? If so, is the amount of aid 
provided used in calculating individual or team equivalencies? 
Yes, a student-athlete may receive athletic aid as long as he/she received athletic aid during the previous term and the amount awarded is in proportion to 
the amount of athletic aid received by the student-athlete during the previous academic term. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12!18/09- Providing Athletics 
Aid for a Mini-Tem~ During the Academic Year (I)- states that athletically related financial aid provided for a mini-term (e.g., J-term, Intersession) that 
takes place during the academic year is only used in calculating the individual or team equivalencies for the academic year if the mini-term is included in the 
calculation of the value of cost of attendance for all students during the academic year. If the mini-term is not included in the calculation of the value of cost 
of attendance for all students during the academic year, it is permissible to provide athletically related financial aid to an enrolled student-athlete for the term, 
provided it is a separate award, the student-athlete received such aid from the certifying institution during the previous academic term and the aid is 
awarded in proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid received by the student-athlete during the previous academic term. 
If the mini-term is not included in the calculation of the value of the cost of attendance during the academic year, the athletic aid provided is not used in 
calculating the individual or team equivalencies. This type of situation would be similar to awarding athletic aid for summer school. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Januao, 4, 2011 8:40 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/4/1 l- Current Event 

Despite criticism, NCAA takes firm stance on professionalism 
USA TODAY.corn 

From the stiff penalties assessed Southern California in the Reggie Bush case to the pay-for-play soap opera surrounding Cam Newton to the 
pending suspensions of Ohio State football players for selling jerseys, rings and other trinkets, the last six months have underscored a key NCAA 
commandment: 

College athletes are not to be paid, not to cash in on their prominence, never to cross any kind of line of professionalism. 

The NCAA has largely stood firm on Bylaw 12 -- in which it spells out the dos and don’ts -- as television, marketing and other revenue run ever 
deeper, spending on coaches and other personnel continues to climb and calls mount for those on the field to get something beyond a 
scholarship. The mother of one of the Ohio State offenders, receiver DeVier Posey, complained to The Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch last week that 
the association’s strict, scholarships-only stand leaves many players and their families in unnecessary financial straits and invites violations. 

"The NCAA has everybody’s hands tied," Julie Posey said, "but they roll in dough." 

USA TODAY briefly examines the issue: 

Q. Why is the NCAA so hard-line? 

Keep in mind that its 1,000-plus member schools and conferences draw up the regulations that fill a 419-page, almost inch-thick rules manual. 
They ostensibly agree with Bylaw 12’s stipulation that "member institutions’ athletics programs are designed to be an integral part of the 
educational program" and that athletes are "an integral part of the student body, thus maintaining a clear line of demarcation between college 
athletics and professional sports." 

NCAA President Mark Emmert is intent on staying that course. "1 feel adamantly that we can never move to a place where we are paying players 
to play," he said two weeks ago, echoing a sentiment he has expressed since taking office in October. 

Q. How can he or anyone else defend that position given, for starters, the new 14-year, $10.8 billion contract the NCAA just struck 
with CBS and Turner Sports for media rights to the Division I men’s basketball tournament? 

College footbalrs top-tier Bowl Championship Series pockets $125 million annually from ESPN. The games, and those who play them, are 
essential properties. 

Players, or at least the vast majority of them, receive scholarships covering room, board, books and tuition. With that, Emmert says, they "benefit 
from the best coaching staff, the best facilities, the best trainers, the best educational environment that anybody can get in the world." 

He adds, "OK, so the university generates some revenue to help support that effort. I don’t have a problem with that." 

Most major-college athletics programs aren’t piling up money. Only 14 were operating in the black last year. 

Q. Still ... 

Critics rail that keeping players amateur -- i.e., unpaid -- in an otherwise highly commercial enterprise is an injustice. Sales of replica jerseys are 
an oft-used example. Schools and marketers can profit; the performers who give them their cachet can’t. Multiply that by millions when it comes 
to game revenue. 

"The NCAA amateurism rules are a fictional, oppressive harness designed to protect a plantation-like economic model," sports attorney David 
Cornwell wrote recently in SportsBusiness Journal. 

Q. Is change possible? Impossible? 

Strip away all pretense and simply hand college players a paycheck? That not only won’t fly philosophically in the NCAA, but it’s also financially 
implausible, given the scores of programs that can’t keep up with existing expenses. 

Any proposal to limit salaries or bumped-up benefits to athletes in the revenue-generating sports of football and men’s basketball almost certainly 
would meet legal resistance (and would scarcely be more affordable). 

Emmert’s predecessor, Myles Brand, briefly promoted the idea of adding $2,000-$3,000 to the value of scholarships to cover travel, laundry and 
other incidentals, which factor into the full cost of college attendance. But he was talked down by administrators and others in the trenches. A 
group of former athletes sought the same thing in a class-action suit that was settled in 2008, in part by widening access to supplemental funds. 

The NCAA has moved on a few fronts, beefing up those supplemental funds -- which athletes can tap for individual needs -- and allowing them 
to borrow against future earnings for insurance against career-ending injury. In perhaps its most startling departure from tradition, athletes are 
allowed to compete as pros in one sport and maintain college eligibility in another. For example, North Carolina State quarterback Russell Wilson 
can be a minor league baseball player for the Colorado Rockies but still play for the Wolfpack football team. 

Q. That’s it, then? 

Eyes are on another class-action suit, filed by former Arizona State and Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller and others claiming the NCAA and its 
video-game partner, EA Spor~s, have gone too far in using the likenesses of college players who are barred from sharing in the games’ profits. 

A court could award multimillion-dollar damages or, more likely, the sides could reach a settlement. The NCAA could be compelled to tighten the 
use of athletes’ likenesses. But it’s a good bet it won’t move toward annually compensating them. 



interestingly, Emmert muses on change in another area. At a time when players’ brushes with agents are drawing sanctions and attention, he 
questions the extent to which they’re restricted from exploring pro careers. 

"You want to be an accountant? Fine, we’re going to introduce you to every accounting firm we can. We’re going to bring in accountants to talk to 
you. You’re going to get a summer internship," he said. "Say you want to be a Major League Baseball player, and you’re toast. We don’t let you talk 
to anybody. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 5, 2011 8:25 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/5/1 l- Midyear Enrollee- Financial Aid prior to tenns of NLI 

Offtha Glass is a prospective student-athlete who signed a National Letter of Intent with College USA in November for the 2011-12 academic year. Offtha 
was able to finish his graduation requirements early, however, and will now be enrolling at College USA in January for the spring 2011 term. The men’s 
basketball team has a scholarship available for this academic year. Is it permissible for College USA to provide Offiha with an athletic scholarship for the 
spring 2011 term? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/2/08- Financial Aid to Midyear Enrollee Who Has Been Awarded Athletically Related Financial Aid for Following 
Academic Year (I)- states that it is not permissible to award athletics aid to an individual for any term in the regular academic year preceding the academic 
year for which the prospective student-athlete has been awarded athletically related financial aid [e.g., National Letter of Intent (NLI) and accompanying 
financial aid agreement, institutional financial aid agreement]. For example, if an individual signs an NLI in November for the following academic year and 
then graduates from high school at midyear, the institution may not award athletics aid to that prospective student-athlete for the spring term following the 
prospective student-athlete’s high school graduation. Such an arrangement would constitute an impermissible award of an athletics grant-in-aid for a period 
in excess of one academic year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, Januao, 6, 2011 8:24 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/6/1 l- 14.1.3. l; 14. 1.4.3 

Jav A. Lynn is a student at College USA. Jav decided to try out for the women’s track at the beginning of the spring 2011 term. Jav has been practicing for 
five days and will compete in College USA’s home meet this weekend. Which statement is true? 
A. Jav does not have to complete the NCAA Drug-Testing Consent form until she has participated in countable athletically related activities for 14 days. 
B. Jay must complete the NCAA Drug-Testing Consent form prior to competing in the meet this weekend. 
C. Jav must complete the Student-Athlete Statement prior to competing in the meet this weekend. 
D. Both B & C are true 
The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.3.1 states that prior to participation in intercollegiate competition each academic year, a student-athlete shall sign a 
statement in a form prescribed by the Legislative Council in which the student athlete submits information related to eligibility, recruitment, financial aid, 
amateur status, previous positive-drug tests administered by any other athletics organization and involvement in organized gambling activities related to 
intercollegiate or professional athletics competition under the Association’s governing legislation. Failure to complete and sign the statement shall result in 
the student-athlete’s ineligibility for participation in all intercollegiate competition. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a student-athlete’s eligibility if the 
violation occurred due to an institutional administrative error or oversight, and the student-athlete subsequently signs the form; however, the violation shall 
be considered an institutional violation per Constitution 2.8.1. 
NCAA Bylaw 14.1.4.3 states that a student-athlete who is "trying out" for a team is not required to complete the form until 14 days from the first date the 
student-athlete engages in countable athletically related activities or before the student-athlete participates in a competition, whichever occurs earlier. 
(Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, Jannary 7, 2011 7:58 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/7/11- Current Event 

Source: NCAA to rule on Kanter’s appeal 
FoxSpods,com 

Kentucky freshman Enes Kanter’s last-ditch appeal to get on the court this season is scheduled for Thin, day afternoon. 

According to a soume dose to the situation, FOXSports.com has learned that the Kentucky freshman’s fate should be determined by the NCiX, L\ in the 

day or so following the appeal, which was filed in early December, two days after the NCAA’s decision to allow Auburn quarterback Cam Newton to 

play in the BCS Championship Game. 

Kanter was ruled "permanently indigible" by tile NC~\ student-athlete reinstatement staff earlier this season for receiving benefits a bove his actual 

arid necessao~ expenses while playing in Turkey. 

The initial appeal in front of the Division I Student-Athlete Reinstatement Committee was upheld, but Kentucky then filed a last-ditch appeal based on 

the Newton ease ---- in which the tbotball star is allowed to play because the N(L~\ ruled he was unaware of the pay-for-play scenario put forth by his 

father. 

The 6-foot-1 o Kanter played three years with Fenerbahce, and both Kentucky and the NC.&~ Eligibility’ Center agreed that he received 833,o33 more 

than his expenses for the 20o8-o9 campaign. 

Kanter is considered a sum-fire lotteU pick, one of the elite big men in the country and potentially even the top overall pick in next ,June’s NBA draft, 

according to multiple NBA executives. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condmas <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Januao, 10, 20l 1 7:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/10/11- 13.02.5.4.2 

Crash Tha Boards is a prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) to basketball at Ocean State University (OSU) Crash would like to make an unofficial visit to 
OSU’s campus this weekend and go to a home men’s basketball game. For purposes of this scenario- it is a dead period this weekend for the sport of basketball 

Can Crash make an unofficial visit to campus and receive a complimenta~ admission to attend the basketball game? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw- 13.02.5.4.2 states that a prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) is permitted to make an unofficial visit during a dead period to the 
institution with which he or she has signed the NLI. For an institution not using the lxZI in a particular sport, or tbr a prospective student-athlete who is not eligible to sign the NLI (e.g, 
li~ur-year college transfer), a prospective student-athlete is pelrnitted to make an unofficial visit during a dead period, provided he or she has signed the institution’s written offer of 
admission or financial aid, or the institution has received a financial deposit from the prospective student-athlete in response to an offer of admission. (Adopted: 1/16/10 elTective 8/1/10) 

Jemaifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j condaras@bigea st. org<mailto :j condaras@bi~east.or~> 

Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 
Fax: 401.273.0424 
Ceil: 401.265.6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, January. 11, 2011 11:12 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

RE: Daily Complimace Item- 1/11/1 l- Start of the Five Year Clock 

Just to clarify per the bylaw, the student-athlete must register full-time and attend classes. In order for the answer to be C, choice A should read: 
The clock starts when the student-athlete initially registers in a regular term (semester or quarter) of an academic year for a minimum full-time program of 
studies and attends the first day of classes. 
Sorry for the confusion. This weather has me all screwed up. :) 

icorufaras@biqeast.orq 

{7[~:    J~iL2dS.(*-~’;~ 

From: Jennifer Condaras 
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2011 8:07 AN 
To: Jennifer Condaras 
Subject: Daily Compliance Item- 1/11/11- Start of the Five Year Clock 
Which of the following is true regarding the start of a student-athlete’s five year clock? 
A. The clock starts when the student-athlete initially registers in a regular term (semester or quarter) of an academic year for a minimum full-time program 
of studies 
B. The clocks starts when a student-athlete represents the institution in an intercollegiate athletics competition, regardless of enrollment status (part-time or 
full-time) 
A. A is true 
B. B is true 
C. Both are true 
D. Neither is true 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 14.2.1.1 states that For purposes of starting the count of time under the five-year rule, a student-athlete shall be considered 
registered at a collegiate institution (domestic or foreign; see Bylaw 14.02.3) when the student-athlete initially registers in a regular term (semester or 
quarter) of an academic year for a minimum full-time program of studies, as determined by the institution, and attends the student’s first day of classes for 
that term (see Bylaw 14.2.2). 

NCAA Bylaw 14.2.2.1 states that Even though a student is enrolled for less than a minimum full-time program of studies at a collegiate institution, the 
student’s five-year period of eligibility begins if the individual represents the institution in intercollegiate athletics. 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, January. 13, 2011 5:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/13/11- 11.7.1.2.2 

The football staff at Ocean State College is preparing for the many official visits the?, will be hosting over the next couple of weekends Because the administrative staff assist the coaches 
with all travel arrangements for these official visits, thev~ would like to be able to telephone the prospective student-athletes while they are traveling, to campus to make sure there are not any 

issues. 

Is it permissible for the administrative staff to telephone the prospective student-athletes while they are traveling to campus for an official visit? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1 2.2(c) Telephone Calls in Conjunction with Official Visit states that a noncoaching staff member or coach who does not count toward the numerical limitations on 
head and assistant coaches in Bylaw 11 7.4 may initiate telephone calls to and receive telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the prospective 

student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s ofticial visit transportation and during his or her official visit (Adopted: 1,’16/10 effective 8/1/10) 

Jennifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG RAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j condaras@bigea st. org<mailto :j condaras@bi~east.or~> 

Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 
t;ax: 40h273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 14, 2011 8:58 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/14/1 l- Current Fxent 

NCAA president Emmert sets no-nonsense tone in address 
. USA TODAY.corn 

SAN ANTONIO -- Cam Newton is done with the NCAA and college football, announcing Thursday that he’ll enter the NFL’s April draft. 

Its investigation into a pay-for-play scheme by Newton’s father continues. And only hours before Auburn disclosed the Heisman Trophy-winning 
quarterback’s decision to bypass his senior season and turn pro, new NCAA President Mark Emmert vowed to work to close a loophole in the 
rules that allowed him to finish out this season on the field. 

Without naming names, Emmert also alluded to the outcry over a December decision to allow Ohio State quarterback Terrelle Pryor and four 
teammates to play in the Sugar Bowl despite the taint of rules violations. 

Addressing attendees at the NCAA’s annual convention for the first time as president, Emmert said officials already are weighing how to tighten 
regulations in such cases. And he targeted a vote on revisions by April. 

"You have to say: Here’s what we stand for, here’s what we want to see in behavior, here’s what we’ll support and here’s what we won’t support," 
Emmert said after the convention’s opening session. "And then, the cases fall where they fall." 

Though the NCAA determined that Newton’s father sought payment a year ago for his son’s recruiting commitment out of junior college, it found 
no initial evidence that money changed hands or that the younger Newton was aware of those efforts and he was allowed to stay on the field. That 
prompted an outcry that a significant rules violation was going at least initially unpunished and could open the door for future offenses. 

A more in-depth probe by the enforcement staffcontinues. 

The five Ohio State players were found in December to have sold conference championship rings and other mementos and accepted discounted 
tattoos. They were handed five-game suspensions next season but allowed to play in the Sugar Bowl, generating further criticism. 

"It’s wrong for parents to sell the athletics services of their student-athletes to a university, and we need to make sure we have rules to stop that 
problem. And today, we don’t," Emmert said. "We have to fix that. 

"We have to review and make public who gets to play in bowl games and NCAA championships when there have been rules violations and what 
our principles are going to be so that everyone knows them and they don’t wind up second-guessing us." 

Emmert acknowledged the backlash to the decisions. 

"They’ve drawn an enormous amount of attention and even a fair amount of criticism," he said. "They’ve even had people questioning the values 
of the NCAA, and I want to say that I understand those criticisms. I understand those concerns. I even understand the critiques. 

"We have to make sure that we can be as clear as possible about our values and about how they’re reflected in our regulatory records and our 
rules.? Student-athletes are students. They’re not professionals, and we’re not going to pay them and we’re not going to allow other people to pay 
them to play." 

Emmert also said he’ll work toward: 

?Standardizing ways that schools and conferences report rules violations, hopefully accelerating the process. 

?Cracking down on academic fraud, increasingly common in infractions cases and a problem last year at North Carolina. 

?Weeding out "third-party" influences in the recruiting process, an effort already underway. Emmert also talked of relaxing restrictions in another 
area, allowing "constructive relationships with advisors and agents but still maintain their pre-professional status" Among other things, that has 
been proposed as a way to reduce under-the-table contact with unscrupulous agents. 

Pricier neighborhood: The Division I Legislative Council approved new conditions for joining the highest-profile division, including a far steeper 
application fee expected to range from $900,000 to $1.3 million. Reclassifying schools now pay $15,000. The action, designed to stem the 
division’s rapid growth, also requires a standing invitation from a D-I conference. 

jeorMaras@biqeast, orq 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Januao, 17, 2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/17/1 l- Current Fxent 

NCAA survey delves into practice time, coaches’ trust 
USAToday.com 

SAN ANTONIO -- Playing major-college football remains a full-time job. 

More than full-time, in fact. 

Players in the NCAA’s top-tier Division I bowl subdivision say they devote more than 43 hours a week to the sport during the season, and those in 
a couple of other sports -- baseball and men’s basketball -- approach that commitment, an NCAA study show& 

The numbers largely parallel findings four years earlier. "It’s not an exact survey of how many minutes you spend here and how many minutes you 
spend there. I’m assuming it’s an estimate," said former Baylor coach Grant Teaff, who heads the Texas-based American Football Coaches 
Association.1/17/11 

He added, "It’s still very high." 

NCAA rules say coaches can take only 20 hours a week of their players’ time, regardless of the sport, and recent sanctions against Michigan’s 
football program underscore that. The Wolverines self-imposed reductions in practice time and the NCAA placed them on probation through 
November 2013 for practice and training violations. 

in its survey, conducted last year and released during the NCAA’s annual convention here, the association asked players to count both required 
and voluntary activities. 

¯ Football players said they spent an average of 43.3 hours on their sport -- playing games, practicing, training and in the training room -- 
compared with 38 hours on academics. 

¯ Division I baseball players said they spent a little more than 42 hours on their sport and a little less than 32 on academics. In men’s basketball, it 
was slightly more than 39 hours on their sport vs. 37-plus on academics. 

¯ Women’s basketball was only a little less time-intensive, its players saying they spent more than 37% hours a week on their game and not quite 
39 on academics. 

Another area of the survey was unflattering to women’s hoops. 

Only 39% of its Division I players said their head coach "defines success by not only winning, but winning fairly." Just 39% said their head coach 
can be trusted. 

A little more than a third of the players said they’d prefer to spend less time with their coaches, compared with 21% in all other women’s sports 
and 21% in men’s basketball. 

Beth Bass, who heads the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association, noted on the NCAA’s website, NCAA.org, that the organization has set up 
a new ethics committee that will focus on coaches’ rules compliance and other aspects affecting players’ experiences in the sport. "We already 
have a good start on an aggressive agenda to maintain the quality of a game that has thrived on integrity from its inception," Bass said. "These 
new data from the NCAA studies provide a baseline from which to begin our work on some of the intangibles that affect our game." 

Coaches’ influence on players came through unmistakably in the survey, to which almost 7,400 athletes in Division I and almost 20,000 in all three 
of the NCAA’s competitive divisions responded. 

Fewer than half of all Division I men’s and women’s basketball players said they’d have attended the same school if the coach were different. In 
football, it was 59%. 

Yet those players cast a critical eye. Only half of all Division I men’s basketball players said they felt their coaches were as interested in fairness 
as in winning. In baseball, it was 43%. Football coaches scored highest, a still-modest 57%. 

The proportion of players who trusted their coaches ran much the same: 50% in men’s basketball, 52% in baseball, 56% in football. 

"Having lived long enough to experience the maturity of all my teams," said football’s Teaff, who retired from coaching in 1992, "1 can tell you that 
many of them who didn’t understand -- the coaching, the discipline, the decisions that were made -- after awhile look back and see how it 
affected their lives in a positive way. And how, in many cases, it changed their lives." 

He went on: "We’re heavily involved in social issues now. The coach, in our sport, is a surrogate father to a way higher percentage of student- 
athletes than we’d want to have. They have a great responsibility, and they work hard to live up to that. If it’s somebody’s opinion that they’re not, 
it’s not because they’re not working at it. It’s not because they don’t care about it. They absolutely do. 

"it would interesting, if you did a survey of children, to see how their parents came in." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 9:44 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/l 8/l l- Medical Absence Waiver During First Year 

And One is a basketball student-athlete at Bay State College (BSC). And, a non-qualifier, is serving his year in residency during the 2010-11 academic year. 
And was having some extensive medical issues that forced him to withdrawal from classes in November 2010. And was granted a medical absence waiver 
for that term and is currently enrolled full-time at BSC. 
Since And was unable to complete the term due to a medical condition, can BSC certify that he will have sewed a year in residence following the 
completion of the spring 2011 semester? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 1/14/11- Use of the Medical Absence Waiver during a Nonqualifier Academic Year of Residence (I)- states that a 
nonqualifier who receives a medical absence waiver during his or her academic year of residence may use the nine prorated credit hours from the medical 
absence waiver toward satisfying the academic year of residence requirement. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.02.13.1 (academic year of residence); 14.3.2.1 (nonqualifier); 14.3.4 (residence requirement-nonqualifier) and 
14.4.3.6-(a) (medical absence)] 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 19, 2011 8:32 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/l 9/l l- Letter of Recommendation 

Post Up is a senior in high school and signed a National Letter of Intent with College USA in November. Post is a finalist for a few awards, but he needs a 
few letters of recommendations for the awards committee to review. Post asks the Head Men’s Basketball Coach at College USA to write a letter of 
recommendation for him. 
Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/29/97- Coach Writing Recommendation Letter for Prospect- states that the provisions of NCAA Bylaws 13.2.1 
and 13.11.2 would preclude an institution’s coach from writing a letter of recommendation on behalf of a prospective student=athlete (e.g., writing a letter of 
recommendation for consideration of an award). [References: 13.2.1 (general regulation -- offers and inducements) and 13.11.2 (comments prior to 
signing)] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January. 20, 2011 8:27 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/20/11- Gratuities 

Putt N. Green, a golf student-athlete at College USA, was practicing at a local course the team uses for practice and home competitions. While walking 
back to the club house, he was stopped by a member of the club. This individual asked Putt for help with lining up his shot. Because he hit such a great 
shot, he gave Putt a gratuity of $20. 

Is it permissible for Putt to accept this tip? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 16.02.4 states that pay is the receipt of funds, awards or benefits not permitted by governing legislation of the Association for participation 
in athletics. (See Bylaw 12.1.2.1 for explanation of forms of pay prohibited under the Association’s amateur-status regulations.) 

NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.1 states that "Pay," as used in Bylaw 12.1.2 above, includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

Any direct or indirect salary, gratuity or comparable compensation. (Bylaw 12.1.2.1.1 

;fcorutaras@bigeast, org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 21,2011 8:51 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/21 /11 - Current Fxent 

Anger over rulings prompts NCAA to enhance security 
USA TODAY.corn 

Down wide, carpeted hallways and in and out of meeting rooms, new President Mark Emmert moved through the NCAA’s annual convention in 
San Antonio last week with an entourage that spoke to a reality of modern sports. 

Beside him walked university presidents, key athletics administrators and, most always, a couple of stockily built guys in suits and earpieces who 
looked exactly like what they were. 

Security. 

The detail wasn’t new, says Bob Williams, the NCAA’s vice president of communications. But the necessity was underscored by loud, often angry 
and occasionally alarming reactions to a series of recent rulings -- stiff sanctions against Southern California’s football program, clearance for 
Auburn quarterback Cam Newton to finish the season despite his father’s involvement in a pay-for-play scheme, a suspension of five Ohio State 
football players delayed to next season to allow them on the field for the Sugar Bowl, a declaration that Kentucky basketball recruit Enes Kanter is 
permanently ineligible. 

Via phone and e-mail, blogs and social networks, Kentucky followers have been particularly outspoken, flooding Emmert’s Facebook page with so 
much vitriol that the NCAA was compelled to block posts by outsiders. Without specifying the source or subject, Williams says he got an e-mail a 
couple of weeks ago warning, "You’d better check your car." 

In the wake of unpopular decisions, he says, that’s not an unusual occurrence. Even the release of the NCAA men’s basketball tournament field 
has elicited over-the-top reaction. 

"People have a tendency to express their opinions," Williams says. "Sometimes, it’s constructive. Other times, it’s not. You have to deal with the 
rant factor. And in this day and age ... you take everything seriously. 

"If someone just says they don’t like your decision or they think you’re an idiot or whatever, that’s one thing. If they threaten you, that’s something 
else." 

Emotions spill over across big-time sports. Before Saturday’s Pittsburgh Steelers-Baltimore Ravens NFL playoffgame, the Ravens’ Ray Lewis 
was hung in effigy outside a home in suburban Pittsburgh. Tim Frank, NBA senior vice president for basketball communications, recalls the 
heated reaction to the league’s suspension of two Phoenix Suns for leaving the bench during an altercation in the 2007 playoffs. 

"We’ve been there," Frank says. "Sports is emotional .... But you hate to see that emotion being displaced by being completely unreasonable." 

Still, it might be hottest at the college level. 

The NCAA oversees more than 1,000 schools and 400,000 athletes and regularly passes judgment in the sensitive areas of athlete eligibility and 
punishment of rules-breaking schools and programs. "There are more potential issues facing the NCAA than there would be any other sports 
league because of its size and its diversity and, of course, the impact it has on many lives both on campus and offcampus," says Lou Marciani, 
director of Southern Mississippi’s National Center for Spectator Sports Safety and Security. "No question." 

Perhaps no entity is more vilified publicly than footbalrs Bowl Championship Series, the target of a book, Death to the BCS, that supplemented 
charges of competitive unfairness and fiscal malfeasance with descriptions of the postseason system as "brain-dead" and "loathsome, odious, 
reviled." 

Still in football, Nebraska followers upset with perceived injustices during the school’s finn season in the Big 12 inundated league officials with 
vulgar and threatening e-mails and voice mails. Commissioner Dan Beebe scratched a trip to the Huskers’ final regular-season game in Lincoln, 
shipping their division championship trophy rather than presenting it in person. 

’Tve had similar instances come up in my career as an (NCAA) enforcement person and commissioner of another conference. But not the 
volume," says Beebe, who counted more than 2,000 messages, half of them "pretty nasty" and 10 to 15 "threatening to very threatening." 

As a precaution a week later, security officers shadowed him and his family at the Nebraska-Oklahoma Big 12 title game. 

"In this country, we’ve had so much divisiveness .... It starts with our politicians as much as anything," Beebe says. "It’s ’we vs. them, and they 
aren’t good,’ and it seeps down into other levels of our culture. I think that’s a real problem." 

That concern, of course, has been aired in the political arena since the mass shooting Jan. 8 in Tucson. Many of the issues arising from the 
tragedy -- the increasingly angry rhetoric, fears some imbalanced individual might be moved to act, how far to take security -- are paralleled in 
sports. 

While insisting that the NCAA has paid closer attention to security for several years, Williams acknowledges that sensitivity spiked after the killing 
of six and wounding of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and 12 others in Tucson. The attack happened the weekend before the NCAA convention. 

"It’s human nature and the prudent thing to do, when something like that happens, to kind of review how you operate and what your vulnerabilities 
may or may not be," Williams says. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Monday, Januao, 24, 2011 8:18 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/24/l l- Media Guides 

Chin Strap is a junior in high school and is interested in playing football at College USA. The coaches would like to send Chin a media guide this summer for 
the 2011-12 academic year. The media guide will be done by July 15, 2011. How can they provide this media guide to Strap? 
A. Email as an electronic attachment or hyperlink 
B. Flash Drive 
C. Hard Copy in the mail 
D. You cannot send a media guide to a PSA 
The answer is A_. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2818-38-B, institutions may only provide a media guide to a PSA via an electronic mail attachment 
or hyperlink. This proposal has an August 1,2011 effective date and is applicable to media guides for the 2011-12 academic year and thereafter. 
NCAA Proposal 2010-38-B 

RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS -- ATHLETICS PUBLICATIONS -- MEDIA GUIDES TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETES VIA E-MAIL 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period 

intent: To specify that an institution may only provide a media guide to a prospective student-athlete via an electronic mail attachment or hyperlink. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1, as follows: 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials. in sports other than men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, a member institution shall not provide recruiting materials, 
including general correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until September 1 at the beginning of his or 
her junior year in high school. In men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general 
correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until June 15 at the conclusion of his or her sophomore year in 
high school. 

[13.4.1.1 unchanged.] 

[13.4.1.1.1 unchanged.] 

13.4.1.1.2 Athletics Publication. An institution may produce a printed media guide; however, an institution shall not provide a printed media guide or any 
other printed athletics publication not listed in Bylaw 13.4.1.1 to a prospective student-athlete, his or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student- 
athlete’s educational institution or any individual involved in the coaching of a prospective student-athlete. It is not permissible to make a printed media guide 
or any other printed athletics publication not listed in Bylaw 13.4.1.1 available free of charge to a prospective student-athlete, his or her parents or legal 
guardians, the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution or any individual involved in the coaching of a prospective student-athlete, even if such 
publications are available to other members of the general public free of charge. An institution may not create a printed portfolio of information (e.g., 
pictures) to be used in the recruiting process. An institution may only provide a media guide to a prospective student-athlete via an electronic mail 
attachment or hyperlink - -’~ ...... , .......... . 

[13.4.1.1.2.1 unchanged.] 

13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. Electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student- 
athlete’s parents or legal guardians) is limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.6.2). All other forms of electronically transmitted 
correspondence (e.g., Instant Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. Color attachments may be included with electronic mail correspondence sent to 
a prospective student-athlete, provided the attachment only includes information that is not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that are 
specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires)~ and a media guide and video and audio materials, as permitted in Bylaw 
13.4.1.5. ;n add/t/c,n, a,’t, achmcnts Attachments other than a media guide and permissible video and audio materials shall not include any animation, 
audio or video clips and there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic mail correspondence. 

[Remainder of 13.4.1 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Recruiting and Athletics Personnel issues Cabinet 

Effective Date: August 1,2011 ; applicable to media guides produced for the 2011-12 academic year and thereafter. 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: An institution should be permitted to provide prospective student-athletes with access to electronic information by means that require little or no 
cost to the institution. It is becoming more and more common for institutions to provide extensive information about their athletics programs on their 
websites, including media guides. It is efficient and cost effective to allow institutions to send e-mails to prospective student-athletes and either include such 
information as an attachment or provide a hyperlink. If information of interest to prospective student-athletes is available to the general public on an 
institution’s website, an institution should be permitted to provide it to them via hyperlink or as an attachment to e-maiL 

Estimated Budget impact: Savings in costs of media storage devices, postage and media staff production time. 

impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 

History 

Sep 29, 2010: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 



Sep 29, 2010: Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Sponsored; Sponsored as an alternative to Proposal No. 2009-38-A. 

Jan 13, 2011 : Leg Council Init Review, Amended the Proposal; Amended the effective date to apply to media guides produced for the 2011-12 academic 
year and thereafter. 

Jan 13, 2011 : Leg Council Init Review, Amended the Proposal; Amended the effective date to apply to media guides produced for the 2011-12 academic 
year and thereafter. 

Jan 13, 2011: Leg Council Init Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 15, 2011: Board Consideration, Adopted; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 16, 2011: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 16, 2011 : Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item - 1/25/l l - Complimenta~i Admi ssions 

Side Out is a volleyball prospective student-athlete. Side is a senior and is visiting several campuses this spring to help her decide where she should go to 
college. During Side’s unofficial visit this weekend at College USA, she and her family will attend a home men’s basketball game. Side’s parents are 
divorced and have both remarried. Can Side receive enough complimentary admissions for herself and 2 sets of parents? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.7.2.1 states that during an unofficial visit, the institution may not pay any expenses or provide any entertainment except a maximum of 
three complimentary admissions (issued only through a pass list) to a home athletics event at any facility within a 30-mile radius of a member institution’s 
main campus in which the institution’s intercollegiate team practices or competes. Such complimentary admissions are for the exclusive use of the 
prospective student-athlete and those persons accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the visit and must be issued on an individual-game basis. 
Such admissions may provide seating only in the general seating area of the facility used for conducting the event. Providing seating during the conduct of 
the event (including intermission) for the prospective student-athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s parents (or legal guardians) or spouse in the 
facility’s press box, special seating box(es) or bench area is specifically prohibited. 

With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-41A, institutions will be permitted to provide up to two additional admissions for non-traditional 
families. This piece of legislation becomes effective Auqust 1~ 2011. This will make the complimentary admission legislation for unofficial visits 
consistent with official visits. 

This will be the new bylaw... NCAA Bylaw 13.7.2.1.1 Exception -- Nontraditional Family. If a prospective student-athlete is a member of a nontraditional 
family (e.g., divorce, separation), the institution may provide up to two additional complimentary admissions to the prospective student-athlete in order to 
accommodate the parents accompanying the prospective student-athlete (e.g., stepparents) to attend a home athletics event. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 8:58 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/26/1 l- Current Event 

Mark Emmert says NCAA doesn’t have ’tsunami of cash’ 
[] USAToday.com 

ROCK HILL, S.C. (AP) -- Not too long ago, new NCAA President Mark Emmert met a college athlete who 
wondered why the governing body couldn’t fund an "Ultimate Frisbee" championship. 

"You make money on every sport so why couldn’t you do that?" Emmert was asked. 

And that’s a perception Emmert plans to change. The NCAA does not have a "tsunami of cash," he said Friday, despite the organization’s new, 
14-year, $10.6 billion deal with CBS and Turner Broadcasting for the men’s basketball tournament. 

"There’s confusion about that because the numbers look big and people see a football stadium with 105,000 people at Michigan or somewhere 
and do the math in their head and say, ’Well, this is all about money,’" Emmert said Friday. 

But Michigan, Emmert pointed out, was among just 14 out of more than 1,100 NCAA member schools who made money on athletics last year. 
"The rest didn’t," Emmert said. 

The NCAA’s new leader was at Winthrop University, the keynote speaker for a celebration of the Division I school’s greatest athletic teams. 

Emmert has spent his tenure identifying issues the NCAA should tackle. One was what he called the distraction of commercialization. 

People think the NCAA is a business group chasing money. "We hear that all the time," he said. "All they care about is money. They shape 
everything around money." 

The revenue that does come in, Emmert says, goes largely back to the student athletes who play all NCAA sports, not just football and basketball. 
"That’s a good thing," he said. 

Emmert said 96% of the $700 million the NCAA will make from its new broadcast contract will go to member athletic departments in support of 
athletes. 

The NCAA has started airing public service announcements centered on where the group’s money goes, Emmert said. 

"We’ve got to bring attention to that so they know we’re the conduit from how the money flows," he said 

The NCAA puts on 88 championships, many in sports you’re not likely to see in prime time the first Monday in April. Men’s basketball, though, "is 
how we pay for those," Emmert said. 

The sustainability of member athletic departments is also a hot-button topic Emmert hopes to get his arms around. He remembers as University 
of Washington president cutting men’s and women’s swimming teams. 

"1 could make the argument right now there’s not enough money in college athletics," he said. 

That might be difficult for many to believe with rising ticket prices and fees to watch marquee sports at colleges across the country. Emmert 
understands, but says those funds are essential to departments offering a full complement of NCAA sports. 

"It’s like I used to say at the U of Wor at LSU, ’Look, if you like gymnastics, buy football tickets. If you like volleyball, buy football ticket& If you like 
crew, buy football tickets because that’s how we pay for those things,’" he said. "At the NCAA, it’s all about driving revenue around the basketball 
tournament." 

Emmert has seen his share of critics since October, especially after high-profile NCAA enforcement decisions regarding Auburn quarterback 
Cam Newton’s pay-for-play allegations and the Ohio State decision to suspend five football players, including quarterback Terrelle Pryor, next 
season instead of for the Sugar Bowl. 

The new guy has taken it in stride so far, accustomed through 30 years as a college administrator to passionate fans not fully versed on all facets 
of the decision. 

Emmert commented to his staffthat the attention was better than the alternative. 

"It could be a lot worse if we made a decision and everyone just shrugged their shoulders. The fact that people care and get emotional about it is 
not inherently a bad thing," he said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast=org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 27, 2011 8:06 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/27/11- Summer Aid 

Line Man is a football student-athlete at College USA. Line did not receive an athletic scholarship during the 2010-11 academic year, but the Head 
Football Coach informed Line that he would be receiving a full athletic scholarship during the 2011-12 academic year. Is it permissible for Line to 
receive athletic aid during the summer 2011 sessions? 
Yes. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 201.0-70, a student-athlete may receive athletic aid in the summer even if he/she did not receive athletic 
aid during the previous academic year as long as the student-athlete has been awarded athletically related financial aid for the following academic 
year and the aid is awarded only in proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid the student-athlete will receive for the following year. 

This piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. 
NCAA Proposal 2010-70 

FINANCIAL AID -- SUMMER FINANCIAL AID -- ENROLLED STUDENT-ATHLETES -- EXCEPTION FOR FIRST-TIME RECIPIENT IN THE NEXT 
ACADEMIC YEAR 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: To specify that a student-athlete who has not received athletically related aid from the certifying institution during a previous academic year 
may receive athletically related financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term or summer school, provided the student-athlete has been 
awarded athletically related financial aid for the following academic year and the aid is awarded only in proportion to the amount of athletically related 
financial aid the student will receive for the following academic year. 

Bylaws: Amend 15.2.8, as follows: 

15.2.8.1.2 Enrolled Student-Athletes. After initial full-time enrollment during a regular academic year, a student-athlete shall not receive athletically 
related financial aid to attend the certifying institution’s summer term or summer school unless the student-athlete received such athletically related 
aid from the certifying institution during the student-athlete’s previous academic year at that institution. Further, such aid may be awarded only in 
proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid received by the student-athlete during the student-athlete’s previous academic year at 
the certifying institution, except that this proportionality restriction shall not apply to a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility and is 
enrolled in a summer program of studies that will permit the student-athlete to complete his or her degree requirements. 

[15.2.8.1.2.1 through 15.2.8.1.2.4 unchanged.] 

15,2,8.1.2.5 Exception for First-Time Recipient in the Next Academic Year, A student-athlete who has not received athletically related aid 
from the certifying institution during a previous academic year may receive athletically related financial aid to attend the institution’s 
summer term or summer school under the followinq conditions: 

(a) The student=athlete has been awarded athletically related financial aid for the following academic year; and 

(b) The aid is awarded only in proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid the student will receive for the following 
academic year. 

Source: Southeastern Conference 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Financial Aid 

Rationale: This proposal will provide institutions greater flexibility in the awarding of summer school financial aid and will allow student-athletes to use 
summer school as a time to advance their academic pursuits. The receipt of athletically related aid in the summer should not be solely contingent on 
the amount of athletics aid received during the preceding academic year. It is permissible to award financial aid to prospective student-athletes for 
the summer prior to initial full-time enrollment. This legislation would extend the same principle to enrolled student-athletes, but with the additional 
requirements that the student-athlete must be eligible for the aid, he or she must have been awarded aid for the next academic year and that the 
summer aid must be proportionate to the aid he or she will receive in the next academic year. The receipt of aid in the following year would trigger 
counter status. Given increasingly stringent progress-toward-degree requirements, more student-athletes need to attend summer school to maintain 
eligibility. This change would only impact a handful of student-athletes -- those who will receive aid for the next academic year without having 
received it in prior years. 

Estimated Budget Impact: Minimal. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s): 
Awards, Benefits, Expenses and FinancialAid Cabinet The cabinet opposes the proposal. The cabinet notes the lack of sufficient safeguards to guard 
against abuse and that the NCAA Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund currently may be used to provide financial aid for summer school. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, January 28, 2011 9:51 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item - 1/28/11 - Current Fxent 

Former ticket official pleads guilty 
ESPN.com (AP) 

WICHITA, Kan. -- A $2 million ticket- scalping scheme at the University of Kansas began when an athletic department official began stealing tickets and giving them to 

her husband and five other employees to sell, federal prosecutors said Thursday. 

Details about the five-year scam emerged when Chaflette Blubaugh, the former associate athletic directol: pleaded guil~ to conspiracy during a hearing in Wichita and 

agreed to forfeit along with her co-defendants the $2 million in illicit proceeds. The charge carries up to 20 years in prison, though she roll likely receive far less under 

federal sentencing guidelines. 

Assistant U.S. Attorney Richard Hathaway told the judge that beginning in 2005, athletics tickets were sent from the printer to Blubaugh, who was then in charge of the 

school’s ticket office. She set aside a large number of season tickets that were initially requested by tbm~er associate athletic director Ben Kirfland, but she later began 

chmmeling them through her husband, ttatbaway said. 

Hathaway said the tickets were then sold in Oklahoma and the couple split the profits. 

Blubaugh, 44, of Medford, Okla., spoke briefly during the hearing only to nervously answer "yes, your honor" to standard questions from the judge, who told he1; 

"Please speak up so I can hear you -- and relax." Her defense attorneys declined comment after the hearing. 

Blubaugh is the fifth person to plead guil~ in a seam that reportedly involved nearly 20,000 basketball and football tickets before unraveling last year. 

Her husband, Thomas, 46, is expected to plead guilty on Friday’. He was on the payroll as a consultant from August 2007 until Janualy 2010 at a cost of $115,000 to 
Kansas Athletics Inc., the nonprofit that promotes Kansas athletics, according to court documents. 

After Ms expected plea, only Kirfland still lhces trial. 

As part of Charlette Blubaugh’s plea deal, prosecutors agreed to ask the judge for leniency if she provides "substantial assistance" in investigating and prosecuting her 

co- conspirators. 

U.S. District Judge Wesley Brown is not bound by that recommendation. Her sentencing is scheduled tbr April 14. 

Kirfland, 54, of Lenexa, Kan., is scheduled for trial on March 8. He was head of fundraising for Kansas Athletics Inc., a nonprofit that promotes Kansas athletics, 

according to the indictment. 

Fom~er assistant athletic director Rodney Jones, who was in charge of the school’s thndraising arm, and former systems analyst Kassie Lieb~h, pleaded gullD to 

conspiracy this month. Brandon Simmons, the tbrmer assis~nt athletic director tbr sales, and Jamn Jefl?ies, the fonner assistant director of ticket operations, pleaded 

guilty in July to knowing about the ticket ~an~ and thiling to report it. 

The tbur will be sentenced in March. 

The investigation began last year amid repots that tickets to Jayhawk games were being scalped by officials within the athletic depe~ment. Other universities across the 

countly began reviewing their own ticket policies as a result of the scandal. 

Revelations of the ticket seam angered many prominent donors who had been meeting exorbitant dollar demands for the privilege of buying premium tickets in always 

sold-out Allen Fieldhouse. Under an unpopular system imposed to raise money, seating was allocated on a points system based on how much a fan donated to the 

Williams Educational Fund, the money-raising arm of the athletic department that Jones oversaw. The best seats were supposed to go to the people who made the 

largest donations. 

Fonner athletic director I,ew Perkins retired in September, a year earlier than previously planned. While never accused of having anything to do with the ticket scam, 

he admitted poor oversight and said it was the most embarrassing thing that had happened in his 40-year career. 

A report conducted by a Wichita law tim1 and released in May said former Kansas athletics staffers and a consultant sold or used at least 17,609 men’s basketball 

tickets, 2,181 football tickets and a number of parldng passes and other passes for personal purposes. The report showed that more than $887,000 in basketball 

tickets and more than $122,000 worth of football tickets were involved. 

iicomfaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Monday, Januao, 31,2011 8:52 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/3 l il l- Foreign Tour Participation 

AIlee Oop is a freshman basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Allee participated in the team’s foreign tour trip to Japan in July. IfAllee does 
not participate in any competition during the 2010-11 academic year, will she have utilized a season of competition by participating in the foreign tour? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 1!28/11- Use of a Season of Competition for Participation in Summer Foreign Tour Prior to Initial- states that in 
basketball, an incoming student-athlete (freshman or transfer) who participates on a foreign tour that occurs during the summer prior to his or her initial full- 
time enrollment at the certifying institution is not charged with a season of competition for such participation. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.2.3.1 (minimum amount of competition), 14.2.3.6 (foreign-tour competition) and 17.29.1.4.1.1 (exception -- basketball)]. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastaorg> 

Tuesday, Februaw 1,2011 9:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/1/11- Participation Awards 

The women’s basketball coaches are trying to decide what to provide as the participation award for their senior student-athletes. Which of the following is 
true regarding participation awards? 
A. The maximum limit for senior participation awards is $325 
B. The maximum limit for senior participation awards is $225 
C. The maximum limit for senior participation awards is $175 
D. There is no annual limit for senior participation awards 
The answer is A_. NCAA Figure 16-1 (page 235 in the 2010-11 NCAA Manual) states that the maximum value allowed for an annual participation award-- 
senior is $325. 
With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-84, the maximum limit for annual participation awards to a senior will increase by $100 ($425) and the maximum 
limit for all other participation awards will increase by $50. 
The effective date of this ~islation is Au~. 
2010-84 

AWARDS, BENEFITS AND EXPENSES -- PARTICIPATION AWARDS -- MAXIMUM VALUE OF AWARD -- INCREASE TO MAXIMUM VALUES 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diaqram 

Intent: To increase the limitation on the maximum value of the annual participation award for a senior by $100 and to increase the limitation on the 
maximum value for all other participation awards by $50, as specified. 

Bylaws: Amend Figure 16-1, as follows: 

FIGURE 16-1 
Participation of Awards 

Type of Award 

Annual Participation -- Underclassmen 

Annual Participation -- Senior 

Special Event Participation 

¯ Participation in postseason conference 

championship contest or tournament 

Participation in postseason NCAA championship 

contest or tournament 

¯ Participation in all-star game or postseason 
bowl 

Participation in other established meets, 

tournaments and featured individual 

competition 

Number of Times Maximum Number of 
Maximum Value of Permissible 

Award May Be Permissible Awarding 
Award                              Awarding Agencies 

Received                                  Agencies 

Once per year per 
Institution 1 $~ 225 

sport 

$=~2-5 425 
Once per year per 

Institution 1 
sport 

$3-25 375* 

Institution -- $~2-5 
375 

NCAA -- No limit 

$3-50 400 (Institution) 

$see 5so 
(Management of 

event) 

$£,~ 400* 

Once per event 

Once per event 

Once per event 

Once per event 

¯ Institution 

Management 

of event 
(may 
include 
conference 

office) 

¯ Institution 

NCAA 

¯ Institution 

Management 

of event 

¯ Institution 

Management 

of event 

* The combined value of all awards received for participation in this type of event from the institution and the management of the event may not 
exceed the published value. 

Source: Southeastern Conference 

Effective Date: August 1, 2011 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Awards, Benefits and Expenses 

Rationale: The proposed award limits have not been adjusted for inflation since 2003. Due to inflation, it is becoming increasingly difficult to purchase 
the same or similar types of awards from year to year. Based on Statistical Abstracts of the United States (2009), an item that cost $325 in 2003 
cost $378.16 in 2009. Most member institutions award senior class rings to their student-athletes. The main raw material that is used in these rings is 
gold. When the maximum award value limitations were amended in 2003, the value of gold was around $350/oz. In 2010 the value of gold is above 
$1,150/oz. This cost is ultimately passed on to member institutions who are still trying to purchase awards within the 2003 limitations. This proposal 



will allow institutions to purchase the same or similar awards for its student-athletes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 8:54 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/2/1 l- Current Event 

NCAA sanctions won’t slow down USC on signing day 
USAToday.com 

Southern California was limited to just 15 scholarships for the next three seasons by the NCAA. So it might surprise you that the Trojans are poised to sign 
up to 28 players Wednesday as part of one of the nation’s top recruiting classes. 

How is this possible? USC is appealing the decision by the NCAA and the penalties will not go into effect until a final verdict is handed down later this month 
or in March. Because it will come after signing day even if the sanctions are upheld, it is likely that the scholarship limits won’t start until 2012. 

After an 8-5 season, Trojans coach Lane Kiffin knows that he must win now, so deferring the penalty gives him a chance to build a foundation with this 
year’s class. 

"This class will probably be the most important class ever signed at USC because of the situation surrounding it," Kiffin told the Los Angeles Times. "If we 
were to screw this class up and not get enough guys and take some players that aren’t ’SC quality, we’d be facing a long dark road." 

USC currently has the No. 5 class, according to Rivals.com, despite the pending penalties that will affect the program for the next several years. 
Quarterbacks Cody Kessler and Max Wittek have already enrolled in school, while wide receiver George Farmer is considered the No. 1 prospect at his 
position. 

"They’re trying to get as many quality kids as possible and gobble them up while they are able to because they might have a tighter leash to work with 
moving forward," Jeremy Crabtree, ESPN.com’s senior coordinator for recruiting, told the Times. 

One possible defection could be athlete De’Anthony Thomas, who is committed to USC, but reportedly visited Oregon last weekend. The No. 5 overall 
player in the country will announce his decision Wednesday. 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, Februa~ 3, 2011 8:19 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/3/1 l- National Letter of Intent 

Will and Sam Linebacker are brothers that are seniors in high school. Both Will and Sam signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) with Bay State University 
this week. 
Facts: 
On Wednesday, both Will and Sam were mailed an NLI and an athletic grant-in-aid for the 2011-12 academic year from Bay State University. Will returned 
both documents to Bay State University on Thursday. Sam only returned the NLI to Bay State University on Thursday. 
Which of the following is true? 

A. Will’s NLI is valid 
g. Sam’s NLI isvalid 

C. Both Will and Sam’s NLIs are valid 
D. Neither VVill or Sam’s NLIs are valid 

The answer is A. NLI Provision #2 (Financial Aid Requirement) states the following: 

NL s haiibe d eciarednuiiand void 

jeon&tr~s@biqe~tsl.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, Febrnary 4, 2011 8:53 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/4/11- Current Event 

R is good] to know that good stories do stN exist, Happy Friday everyone! 

A scholarship for a different reason 
NCAA.org 

Jake Nicolopulos was eight weeks away t?om the biggest day of his young life. National Signing Day doesn’t mean a lot to those who don’t tbllow college tbotba]l 

religiously. But tbr thosc who do, it’s the biggest day of the off-season. 

And the Nicolopulos thmily, to put it mildly, tbllows college tbotba]l. 

::X:: h t t p://v,~’,~v 
....... .ncaa.org/ 

wps/wcm/ 
connect/re 

3c808045a 

42f4abOadf 
49080650d 
5b/201102 

When Signing Day 2010 finally arrived, Jake did exactly what he always envisioned. He signed his letter of intent to play for Clemson and faxed it to the Tigers’ football 

offices. 

But a lot happened in those eight weeks between Dec. 9, 2009, and Feb. 3, 2010 enough that Clemson was now offering Jake a scholarship not for w-hat he might 

mean to the team, but because of what he had aheady meant to the program. 

Because by Feb. 3, 2010, it was clear that Jake was never going to play football at Clemson or an~-here. Jake, one of the top 30 middle linebackers in the country,, 

experienced a massive stroke on Dec. 9, 2009. A couple of days before Christmas, he was admitted for bmin-injuD, rehabilitation at Shepherd Center in Atlanta. 

There, he would start "the long road back to being able to walk, dress himself and, little by little, talk again. 

Jake, 19, of Anderson, S.C., grew upj ust a few miles from Clemson’s Memorial Stadium known as "Death Valley." Ills morn, Aim Louise Nicolopulos, graduated 

from Clemson and his sister, Gina Nicolopulos, is a junior at Clemson now. Jake’s thther, Craig Nicolopulos, played tbotball at Fresno State. But there was no split 

allegiance tbr Jake. tle’d grown up going to Clem~n games, and he knew early on that his dream was to run onto that field, wearing the orange and purple, and play 
tbotball in front of more than 80,000 people. 

Turns out, Clemson had the same dream. 

In 2009, Jake was one of the best middle linebackers in the countly. He was bigger and stronger than most high school linebackers and was as football-snmxt as 

anyone Clemson was recruiting. The two were so fond of each other that Clemson offered a scholarship, and Jake unofficially accepted while he was just a junior in 

high school. Other schools wanted Jake to consider their program. He had no interest. 

"He was a temfic player," said Clemson coach Dabo Smnney, "a 6-2, 235-pound linebacker who could rnn. He fit into our syslem because he was a MIKE 

linebacker, and we needed a MIKE linebacker. And he was so smart in his approach to the game. 

"Jake was the second player to commit in our class, and it was a dream of his to play at Clemson. We signed an outstanding class that day, but getting his fax was the 
highlight," Swimmy added. 

That’s because a couple of months earlier, doctors weren’t sure Jake would live to see Signing Day. On Dec. 8, 2009, Jake went to bed with a headache that was a 

little worse than migraines he’d had before. When he woke up the next morning, still feeling a little weird, he got dressed for school a little dressier than nonnal 

because a Clemson coach was coming to see him that day. But beibre he left, standing j ust down the hall ti~om his parents, he had a stroke. 

"He came clown the hall, turned the corner, and the look on his face was a look of fear, like a deer in the headlights," Ann said. "My husband, Craig, and I both 

jumped up and said, ’Jake, Jake, what’s wrong?’ He couldn’t speak. His speech was the first thing that left him. Craig got him on the floor so he could lift his lmees 

above his head to get the blood flowing again. His right leg fell right back down. We called 911, and Jake was fading in and out, and we were begging him to stay with 

us. I thought I was losing my ldd. I was begging God, please let him be OK." 

Jake spent a couple of weeks at an Anderson, S.C., hospital. Doctors didn’t expect him to live at first Even a£ter a craniotomy to relieve the swelling in his brain, his 

condition was touch and go for a while. Eventually, he was transported to Shepherd Center in Atlanta, one of the nation’s top-ranked rehabilitation centers for brain 

and spinal cord injuries. 

Jake received every type of therapy imaginable occupational therapy; speech, language and cognitive therapy; recreational therapy; and grueling, rigorous physicaJ 
therapy. 

While he was undergoing rehabilitation, Swinney, Clemson Athletics Director Ten?, Don Phillips and other coaches crone to visit. 

"Clemson was so great to Jake," Ann said. "Coach Swinney had a helmet andjerscy with Ms name on the back, and Jake just smiled, and with his left hand, he lifted 

the jersey and just rubbed it up and down on his thce, as if to say, ’This is what I have been working tbr all my lit~.’" 

Swinney told Jake that day: "Son, we all thought your impact was going to be on the field as a middle linebacker making tackles in front of 80,000 people. You’ve had 

a big test, but with big test, comes a big testimony. Your impact will be so much greater than malting a tackle." 

Today, Jake walks with a slight limp and still has little use of his right man. His speech is still limited, but is improving gradually with continued therapy. He understands 

everything, is responsive, drives a track and plans to enroll at Clemson this frill. 

And his scholarship will be there for him. 

"It was the right thing to do, and I appreciate our athletic director for not hesitating when we talked about it," Swi~mey said. ’%re will honor his scholarship." 

Meanwhile, the Nicolopulos family will do what comes naturally cheer on the Tigers. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

.) "7 
Monday, Fel:ruao~ ;, 2011 8:17 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/7/11- 11.7.4.3.2 

The baseball coaches at Ocean State College are planning their stammer recruiting trips There are a couple of situations where an assistant coach would like to go straight from his recruiting 
trip to a family vacation site and then on to the next recruiting trip Is this permissible or does the coach have to return to campus before he can resume oil’-campus recruiting activities? 

The coach does not have to return to campus in order to be replaced as a permissible off-campus recruiter. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-21, a coach replaced for purposes of 
off-campus recruiting activities is not required to return to campus before engaging in additional recruiting activities provided no more than the permissible number of off-campus recruiters 
in a particular sport engage in recruiting activities each day. 

This piece of legislation has an immediate elt’ective date 

2010-21 

PERSONNEL -- LD~ITATIONS ON NI_rMBER OF OFF-CAMPUS RECRUITERS AT ANY ONE TIME -- EXCEPTION -- SPORTS OTHER THAN" BASKETBALL -- JUNE, JULY AND 
AUGUST 
Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period     Process Diagram~’javascript:poptastic(’/LSDBi/pdfTpropSearch?propSearchSubmit Display%20Status&state 61&submitYear 2010’)> 

Intent: In sports other than basketball, to specify that during June, July and August, a coach replaced for the purpose of oil’-campus recruiting activities is not required to return to the 
institution’s campus before engaging in additional recruiting activities, provided no more than the permissible number of off-campus recruiters in the particular spolt engage in recruiting 
activities each day 

Bylaws: Amend 11 7.43, as follows: 

11.7.4.3 Off-Campus Recruiting -- At An)’ One Time It is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off-campus contact or evaluation before another coach who is off campus 
actually returns to campus, provided the total number of coaches recruiting on behal:[" of the institution at any time does not exceed the permissible number The coach being replaced must 
complete his or her recruiting activities be]2~re another coach may begin any off campus recruiting actiwty Further, the replaced coach may not engage in additional recruiting activities until 
aider he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. 

[11.74.31 unchanged.] 

11 7.4.32 Exception -- Sports Other Than Basketball -- June, July and August. In sports other than basketbaU, during June, July and August, a replaced coach is not required to return to the 
msutution’s campus before engaging in additional recruiting activities, provided no more than the permissible number of oflUcampus recruiters in the particular sport engage in off-campus 
recruitmg activities each day (see Bylaw 11.74) 
Source: Big 12 Conference 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Personnel 

Rationale: Consistent with the value-based legislation that was adopted in 2009 for basketball, other sports can benefit from similar legislation It should be noted that when the NCAA 
Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet considered the proposal for basketball, it also discussed whether the proposal should be expanded to other time periods and other 
sports to provide flexibility and possible cost savings in travel expenses. Given the positive application of the legislation to basketbaU, the exception should be extended to other sports 
during June, July and August 

Estimated Budget hnpact: Potential decrease in recruiting travel expenses. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic anc_L’or Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s): 
Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. The cabinet prefers Proposal No. 2010-21 over Proposal No. 
2010-22. 

History 
Jun 30, 2010: 

Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Sep 29, 2010: 

Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Jan 13, 2011: 

Leg Council hlit Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 15, 2011: 

Adopted, Override Period; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 16, 2011: 

Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

IVfar 16, 2011: 

Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 

Jeunifer M Condaras 



Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j con daras@bigeast, org<m ailto :icondarasg~bi~east or~ > 

O:ffice: 401 BIG F.AST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401 273.0424 

(;ell: 401.2656739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday,, Februaw 8, 2011 8:21 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/8/11- 13.1.5.4 

How many recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations) are there each academic year in the sport of women’s basketball? 
A. 3 
B. 5 
C. 7 
D. No limit 
The current answer is B_B_. With the Adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-33, the number of recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations) will increase from 
five to seven. 
This piece of leqislation has an Auqust 1, 2011 effective date. 
2010-33 

RECRUITING -- CONTACTS AND EVALUATIONS -- RECRUITING OPPORTUNITIES -- WOMEN’S BASKETBALL -- SEVEN OPPORTUNITIES 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Dia.qram 

intent: In women’s basketball, to increase, from five to seven, the number of recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations). 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.5.4, as follows: 

13.1.5.4 Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, during the academic year, each institution shall be limited to ~ seven recruiting opportunities 
(contacts and evaluations combined) per prospective student-athlete; however, during the prospective student-athlete’s senior year, the institution is limited 
to not more than three in-person, off-campus contacts (see Bylaw 13.1.5.5). Women’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 recruiting-person 
days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. 

B. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.7.6, as follows: 

13.1.7.6 Limitations on Number of Evaluations -- Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, each institution shall be limited to fete seven recruiting 
opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) during the academic year per prospective student-athlete; however, during the prospective student- 
athlete’s senior year, the institution is limited to not more than three in-person, off-campus contacts (see Bylaws 13.1.5.4 and 13.1.5.5). Women’s 
basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. 

C. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.7.8, as follows: 

13.1.7.8 Basketball Evaluations. 

[13.1.7.8-(a) unchanged.] 

(b) Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, each institution is limited to five seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per 
prospective student-athlete (see Bylaw 13.1.5.5). Women’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 recruiting-person days during the academic 
year contact and evaluation periods. 

[Remainder of 13.1.7.8 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet (Women’s Basketball Issues Committee) 

Effective Date: August 1,2011 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: This proposal promotes equity among sports by allowing women’s basketball the same number of recruiting opportunities afforded to coaches in 
all other sports (except football). The number of recruiting-person days will not increase as a result of this recommendation. The Women’s Basketball 
Coaches Association supports and has requested this legislative change. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

impact on Student-AtNete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s): 
Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 8:17 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/9/1 l- Current Event 

Half of big-time NCAA programs had major violations 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association punished nearly half of all big-time college sports programs for major violations of its rules in the last decade, an 

inside Higher Ed analysis shows. 

The review finds that 53 of the 120 universities in the NCA~’s top competitive level, the Bowl Subdivision, were found by the Division I Committee 

on infractions to have committed major rules violations from 2001 to 2010. That number appears to have held largely constant from the previous 

two decades, but the 2000s show that the number of colleges that committed serious violations of the association’s academic rules nearly 

doubled, to 15 from eight in the 1990s. 

Exactly what these results say about the state of NCAA rule-breaking and enforcement is to some extent in the eye of the beholder. To many 

critics of big-time college sports, the fact that so many major programs committed what the association deems major violations of its rules is 

likely to undermine the argument -- historically heard from some sports officials -- that rule-breaking is relegated to "a few bad apples." 

To others, though, the large number of colleges ensnared in the NCAA’s infractions process is evidence that the association has an impossibly 

complex (and, some would argue, arcane) set of rules that virtually no program can follow to a tee. Some argue that college and university sports 

officials -- with bigger compliance staffs and more cooperation with NCAA investigators -- are doing a much better job ferreting out (and self- 

reporting) wrongdoing in their own programs. 

Still others point out that, especially compared with some of the high-profile pay-for-play and other scandals of the 1980s and 1990s, many of the 

cases in the last decade involve relatively minor violations, such as excessive phone calls to recruits. 

Yet, even some experts who take a more upbeat view of the infractions statistics admit to concern about the increase in academically related 

violations, which they attribute, at least in part, to changes in NCAA eligibility rules that lowered the minimum academic requirements for freshmen 

and imposed penalties on teams and colleges whose athletes do not make consistent progress toward a degree. 

"We’re admitting more people who really don’t belong there and spending millions on academic support to keep them there," said Gene A. Marsh, 

a retired University of Alabama law professor who headed the Division I Committee on Infractions from 2004 to 2006. And while most sports 

officials remain "focused on educational progress for students for their own sake," the potential penalties for colleges whose athletes don’t 

succeed academically "means you’re going to get more people getting cute, more professors who lose their will and their ethics." 
Better Than the 1980s? 
By most accounts, the 1980s represented the height of NCAA rule-breaking That was the decade in which the television money connected to big- 

time college sports began to explode (thanks in no small measure to a Supreme Court decision that ended the NCAA’s stranglehold on football TV 

contracts). It also included the NCAA’s first imposition of its famed death penalty, on the SMU football program, after a scandal in which Texas’ 

governor was implicated in paying players to enroll there. A 1990 survey by this reporter found that 57 of the 106 institutions in what was known 

then as Division I-A had been punished by the association for rule-breaking during the 1980s. 

How much has changed since then? Have tougher enforcement and the NCAA’s efforts to encourage colleges to identify and report their own 

violations diminished the extent of rule-breaking? Are major violations common, or are such breaches exceptional, as college sports officials often 

assert? 

A review of the NCAA’s own database of major violations finds that over the previous 10 years, 53 of the 120 institutions that now compete in the 

Bowl Subdivision broke major NCAA rules. That is one fewer than the 54 that committed major violations in the 1990s, according to the NCAA 

database, although the total number of cases in the 2000s -- 65 -- was actually one higher than in the 1990s. 

That’s because 11 institutions had two major infractions cases during the decade: Ball State, Fresno State, Florida international, TCU, Alabama, 

Arkansas, Colorado, Michigan, Oklahoma, Southern California, and Washington. 

While critics often complain the NCAA picks on less-prominent sports programs and goes easy on the highest-profile institutions, the results from 

the 2000s don’t necessarily back that up. More universities in the Big Ten (eight) were punished for major violations than in any other league, 

followed by seven in the Big 12 and Southeastern Conferences and six in the Pacific-10, all of which are among the six leagues in the Bowl 

Championship Series that are typically seen as college sports’ biggest players. 

The other two major conferences -- the Atlantic Coast and Big East -- had four and two members punished, respectively. 

Among other trends, the NCAA found a lack of institutional control at 14 universities from 2001 to 2010, down sharply from 31 from 1991 to 2000. 

Lack of institutional control is among the more serious NCAA rules violations because it suggests that the college in question did not have 

adequate policies and practices in place to prevent violations and did not sufficiently oversee rules compliance. 

The 2000s, however, saw a near-quadrupling -- to 23, from six in the 1990s -- of the number of colleges found guilty of failure to monitor, 

suggesting that more institutions had proper policies and procedures in place but used them insufficiently. 

The infractions committee used what have historically been its most serious penalties -- bans on appearing on television and on appearing in the 

postseason -- much less frequently in the last decade than in the 1990s. Just six Bowl Subdivision programs had teams barred from the playoffs 

in their sports during the 2000s, down from 31 in the 1990s. And no FBS teams were barred from appearing on television from 2001 to 2010, 

while three were from barred from 1991 to 2000. 

Michael L. Buckner is one of a small but growing number of lawyers whose practices revolve largely around helping colleges investigate and 

minimize the damage from NCAA rule-breaking He says the significant uptick in both institutional and NCAA officials involved in preventing and 

ferreting out potential violations has helped to sustain the number of violations uncovered -- and perhaps decreased the severity of the penalties 



imposed by the NCAA, which tends to reward colleges when they uncover wrongdoing themselves. 

"When you have a large compliance staff, when they’re doing what they’re supposed to be doing in terms of NCAA guidelines, you’re going to 

have more possible rules violations," he says. "And that’s especially true when you consider how many more rules you have to comply with," as 

the NCAA tends to expand its rulebook every year. 
Less serious violations? 
Josephine R. Potuto, the Richard H. Larson Professor of Constitutional Law at the University of Nebraska and, like Marsh, a former infractions 

committee chair, says that "while you would certainly like the number (of major violations) to be much lower," she perceives a qualitative 

difference in the types of violations that are being uncovered, especially compared to the pay-for-play scandals of the 1980s. 

"A number of cases, when I served (on the infractions panel), involved playing and practice seasons or excessive telephone calls," she says. 

"Certainly I wouldn’t be here to defend those sorts of violations by any means -- schools are obliged to follow all the rules, and a major violation is 

a major violation. But I think they are different in kind from academic fraud, from amateurism violations, from real recruiting violations" of the sort 

that were more common two decades ago, Potuto says. 

Marsh agrees that it "may be that there are more people out walking sentry duty," and that "you could have fewer violations and more people out 

there catching fish." He also concurs with Potuto that much of the rule-breaking in the last decade has involved "some pretty humdrum stuff" that 

has been deemed major because of the number of violations, more than because of their seriousness, like excessive text messages or phone 

calls sent to athletes. 

But he says he is struck by -- and concerned about -- the significant number of cases of academic fraud. Fifteen of the 64 major cases involving 

Bowl Subdivision universities from 2001 to 2010 pertained to academic fraud or other academic violations involving enrolled athletes, up from 

eight from 1991 to 2000. 

Marsh thinks that increase can be attributed, in part, to the NCAA’s decision early in the decade to eliminate the minimum cutoff score athletes 

needed to be eligible to play as freshmen. When combined with the Academic Progress Rate system the association instituted in 2003 -- which 

imposes potentially serious penalties on teams whose athletes don’t stay on track toward graduation -- those changes have been perceived as 

pushing more athletes into less academically demanding majors and could lead officials to "focus on eligibility .... What can we do to keep this kid 

eligible for one more fall semester’?" 

Buckner, the lawyer, agrees that the NCAA’s academic rules may be leading to more rule-breaking, but attributes the problem to individuals rather 

than to institutional malfeasance. 

Potuto agrees, to a point: "If you’re talking about the kind of rule-breaking where somebody on the staff of a university would be complicit in helping 

a student-athlete plagiarize to stay eligible, or have somebody take a test to stay eligible, that’s an individual situation, not a systemic problem," 

she says. 

"But if you’re talking about getting sucked in to doing more for student-athletes than sound academic principles would provide, then we might be 

seeing something systemic there. There are incentives in athletics to cheat that really change the nature of what’s going on. If you have those 

sorts of incentives, people who are going to do anything to succeed are going to do things that you don’t like." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 10, 2011 8:33 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/10il l- Books 

The Ocean State University Compliance Office is trying to determine what the full grant-in-aid amounts will be for the 2011-12 academic year. 
What is the dollar amount Ocean State University must use for books? 
A. $400 
B. $600 
C. $800 
D. Books is not part of a full grant-in-aid 
The answer is currently A_. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-75, the dollar amount for calculation purposes of books has increased from $400 to 
$800. Please note that institutions should use $800 in both the numerator and denominator if the student-athlete receives any portion of a book allowance. 
This piece of leqislation has an Auqust 1,2012 effective date. 
2010-75 

FINANCIAL AID -- MAXIMUM INSTITUTIONAL GRANT-IN-AID LIMITATIONS BY SPORT-- EQUIVALENCY COMPUTATIONS -- CALCULATION OF BOOKS 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: To increase the financial aid equivalency figure for calculation purposes for books from $400 to $800; further, to specify that if a student- 
athlete receives any portion of a book allowance, $800 shall be used in the numerator and denominator of the equivalency calculation. 

Bylaws: Amend 15.5.3.2.1, as follows: 

15.5.3.2.1 Additional Requirements. The following additional requirements shall apply to equivalency computations: 

[15.5.3.2.1-(a) through 15.5.3.2.1-(b) unchanged.] 

(c) Books shall count for calculation purposes as $400 800 in the denominator. If a student-athlete receives any portion of a #t~q book allowance for 
the academic year, the institution must use $400 800 in the denominator and numerator for books, regardless of the actual cost of the books./-f-a 

GCtL,’G ......... 

Source: Atlantic Coast Conference and Conference USA 

Effective Date: August 1 2012 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Financial Aid 

Rationale: The equivalency figure for books was increased from $200 to $400 in 1996. Since then, the cost for books has significantly increased. The 
proposed increase will provide a more accurate approximation for the current cost of books. The individual equivalency computation would decrease 
for those student-athletes who do not receive aid to cover books, but are awarded financial aid in significant dollar amounts or aid that covers other 
components of a full-grant-in-aid. As a result, additional aid could be awarded within the equivalency limits without adversely affecting budgets. If aid 
is awarded to student-athletes for books, the figure used for the equivalency computation would increase slightly; however, such an effect across 
an entire team would be inconsequential, except in limited circumstances, such as situations in which several books-only scholarships are awarded. 
However, $800 is closer to the actual amount that is spent on books and this proposal could provide the opportunity to provide additional athletically 
related financial aid to deserving student-athletes. 

Estimated Budget Impact: As institutions are currently paying the actual amount for books, this change would not have a significant budgetary 
impact. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s): 
Awards, Benefits, Expenses and FinancialAid Cabinet The cabinet took no position. The cabinet believes that more information is needed about how 
institutions currently provide books to their student-athletes and directed the staff to collect such information and report back at its February 2011 
meeting. 

History 

Jul 13,2010: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Sep 21, 2010: Awards, Benefits, Expenses and Financial Aid Cabinet 

Jan 13, 2011: Leg CouncilInit Review, Amended the Proposal; Amended the effective date from August 1,2011, toAugust 1, 2012. 

Jan 13, 2011: Leg CouncilInit Review, Adopted; Pending Possible Board of Directors Review 

Jan 15, 2011: Adopted, Override Period; No Action Taken by the Board of Directors 

Jan 16, 2011: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 16, 2011: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period 

Ps’.~di~es~ce, !<i o2~o3 
icondaras@biqeast.orq 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February l l, 2011 8:09 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/1 l i l l- Current Fxent 

DI Academic Cabinet refines 2-4 transfer concepts 
NCAA.org 

The Division I Academic Cabinet wants feedback on a legislative package for the 2011-12 cycle that strengthens requirements for two-year college 

transfers and provides an opportunity for prospects who need an academic boost to serve a "year of academic readiness" without losing a season of 

eligibility. 

Cabinet members, who met Monday and Tuesday in indianapolis, reviewed significant feedback on concepts the group circulated among the two- and four- 

year college communities. That input generally supported the changes to 2-4 transfer regulations. 

It also inspired the cabinet to tweak some of its original ideas. For example, the cabinet will consider increasing the transferable-credit grade-point average 

from 2.0 to 2.25. In the original concepts developed last fall, the cabinet supported an increase to a 2.5 GPA, but feedback from both the two-year and NCAA 

communities convinced the cabinet to recommend a more modest increase. The preliminary feedback also pointed out that other components of the 

package, including the new limits on physical education credits and the addition of a science credit, will affect transferrable GPAs. 

The concepts to be considered this spring before the cabinet’s June meeting will differ slightly depending on whether prospects qualify out of high school. 

To be immediately eligible for competition upon transfer from a two-year institution, qualifiers must: 

¯ Earn a 2.25 GPA in transferrable-credit courses (up from 2.0). 

° Transfer only two P.E. activity credits (currently only men’s basketball players are subject to this limitation). 

° Meet all other current requirements for immediate competition upon transfer. 

Nonqualifiers out of high school would also be required to meet the increased GPA requirement for competition, though they could qualify for aid and 

practice with a 2.0 GPA in transferrable courses, provided they meet all other transfer requirements. Nonqualifiers would also be subject to the P.E. limits 

and would be required to earn three transferable science credits in addition to the already required three in math and six in English. Data show that 

successful completion of a college level science course is predictive of future academic success. 

All other requirements for nonqualifiers (including earning a two-year degree and attending at least three semesters or four quarters at the two-year college) 

would remain in place. 

Academic readiness 

As part of the package, the cabinet also would create the opportunity for a "year of academic readiness" that would provide for an additional year at the two- 

year institution to concentrate on academics. Aid and practice would be allowed (but not competition), and a student-athlete’s five-year dock would be 

suspended for that year for progress-toward-degree purposes. 

The cabinet will also continue to seek feedback on a more solid framework for the year of academic readiness. Current parameters include: 

¯ The program is open to those that the Eligibility Center has certified as nonqualifiers. 

¯ The year of academic readiness must be taken in the first year of enrollment at a two-year institution. 

¯ Student-atNetes who use the program must attend the two-year school for five semesters or seven quarters before transferring to a four-year school. 

¯ The three years of enrollment at the two-year institution must be consecutive (existing exceptions would continue). 
¯ In-person recruiting is not permitted until the third year of enrollment at the two-year school. 

¯ Once a student-athlete reaches a four-year institution, he or she has two seasons of eligibility remaining. 

¯ Six years of athletically related fnancial aid would be permissible over a seven-year period for those who use the program. 

The Eligibility Center will also provide some method of tracking those who are using the year of academic readiness, with both the student-athlete and the 

two-year institution confirming the use of the program in the initial year of enrollment. This tracking method will require prospective student-athletes who 

might take advantage of the year of academic readiness to register with the Eligibility Center. 

The cabinet will seek feedback on an effective date of Aug. 1,2013, for both the increased standards and the year of academic readiness. The effective 

date will provide adequate notice to potential two-year college student-athletes and also give the two-year institutions time to prepare for the year of 

academic readiness concept. 

Members of the two-year community who attended the cabinet meeting called the plan "revolutionary" and agreed that it would be a major step in preparing 

student-athletes to be academically successful Both the cabinet members and the two-year college officials acknowledged that the plan must be accepted 

by both communities for it to flourish. 

The two-year college officials also complimented the cooperative process that developed the concepts that will lead to legislation later this year and 

expressed hope that similar processes will be followed in the future. 

The cabinet meets again in June to finalize the concepts into legislation for the 2011-12 cycle. First votes on the proposals would take place at the NCAA 

Convention in January 2012. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 14, 2011 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/14/11- Current Fxent 

NCAA president: Pay-for-play won’t happen under his watch 
USAToday.com-AP 

I NDIANAPOMS (AP) -- NCAA President Mark Emmert says transparency is critical to the future of the NCAA, though he doesn’t yet know the best 

way to accomplish that goal. 

Emmert, four months into his tenure as president, spoke to a meeting of Associated Press sports editors on Saturday night on the campus of 

IUPUI. 

He said he considers better understanding by the media and public about [low the NCAA deals with rules infractions and enforcement an 

important issue facing the organization. 

"We want to do as much of that in as open away as we can," Emmert said. 

Emmert is the former University of Washington President who became the NCAA’s fifth president last October. He told the group he wanted the 

NCAA and media to work together "so that we can raise the level of understanding on our side and on your side about what these process are and 

what they aren’t." 

Emmert raised the idea of holding a mock hearing in which media members participate, and noted that the NCAA instituted a similar process to 

help media better understand the selection process for the NCAA men’s basketball tournament. 

"We did a mock selection process," Emmert said. "Right now, we’re working on trying to put together a model just like that for an infractions 

hearing." 

Emmert said he sees the NC~,& in something of a "no-man’s land" when it comes to providing information to the public regarding its processes. 

"Vde used to predominantly not make comments on cases," Emmert said. "We’ve started providing a lot more information and in some respects, 

we’ve provided lots of people ammunition to thump us with. We have to provide more information or we have to go back the other way and say, 

’Look, we can’t comment on this.’ 

"Right now, we’re kind of stuck in the middle here, and we need to provide you all with a lot more information and be as forthright as we can about 

it. We’re working on it. It’s going to take us a while." 

Emmert also said he was frustrated by several high-profile cases this past fall, including the case of Auburn quarterback Cam Newton, whose 

father, Cecil, the NCAA determined sought money from Mississippi State during his son’s recruitment. 

The NCAA ruled Newton eligible to play, and he led Auburn to the national title. 

"We try hard to get it right every time," Emmert said. "Getting it right is often in the eye of the beholder. The cases we saw this fall were highly 

controversial and highly debatable. I understand that, and some of them were even enormously frustrating to me. 

’1 said very loud and clear that I think it’s absolutely a fundamentally wrong for a father to try to sell the services of his son or daughter to the 

highest bidder, to a university. We ought never to allow that to happen, but yet, having not anticipated that, we didn’t have any rule or structure that 

said it was a violation of any of our rules. I found that grossly inappropriate that didn’t have a structure in which we could say, ’No, you can’t do 

that.’ 

"There was no evidence that money had changed [lands and there was no evidence that Auburn University had anything to do with it. We would 

up making a decision that felt too many people morally objectionable, but that fit the facts and the circumstances. 

"We find ourselves making those kinds of judgment calls often." 

Emmert also was asked about student athletes being paid, to which he responded, "No, it will not happen -- not while I’m president of the NCAA." 

"1 don’t like that idea, I loathe that idea," Emmert said. ’I can think of all kinds of compelling reasons why not to do it. I can’t think of a compelling 

reason why to do it .... There’s a constant discussion that we ought to stop pretending that student-athletes are amateurs, that they’re really 

professionals, that they ought to be paid. 

"1 understand that perspective, but I just profoundly disagree with it." 

jcorufaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday,, February. 15, 2011 8:30 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/15/1 l- Participation Awards 

A.C. Elle is a women’s basketball student-athlete at College USA. A.C.’s team participated in a tournament over the Christmas holiday, but she was unable 
to travel with the team due to an injury. The student-athletes on the team received an award for participating in the tournament. 
Is A.C. allowed to receive a participation award since she did not travel with the team or represent her institution in the event? For purposes of this scenario, 
A.C. is otherwise eligible to compete. 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2!14/11- Participation Awards for Student-Athletes in Special Events (I)- states that an institution may provide a 
participation award for participation in a special event to any student-athlete who is eligible to represent the institution in the special event, even if the 
student-athlete does not travel to the event or represent the institution in the competition (e.g., injured student-athlete, travel squad or participation limit). 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 16.1.4.1 (participation awards)]. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 8:32 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/16/1 l- 13.1.2.3 

Bank Shot is a junior in high school. Bank’s sister is the Director of Women’s Basketball Operations at Ocean State University. Bank has a game tomorrow 
night, and her sister would like to attend. Is it permissible for Bank’s sister to attend his game? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.2.3(b) states that a noncoaching staff member with sport-specific responsibilities (except a staff member who only performs 
clerical duties) shall not attend an on- or off-campus athletics event in the staff member’s sport that involves prospective student-athletes (e.g., high school 
contest, noninstitutional sports camp) unless the staff member is an immediate family member or legal guardian of a participant in the activity. A staff 
member who is an immediate family member or legal guardian of a participant may attend such an event, subject to the following conditions: (Adopted: 
1/16/10, Revised: 4/13/10, 4/29/10) 

(i) Attendance shall not be for evaluation purposes (the staff member shall not provide information related to the performance of a prospective student- 
athlete back to the institution’s coaching staff); and 

(ii) The staff member shall not have direct contact with a prospective student-athlete or a prospective student-athlete’s parent (or legal guardian) or coach 
(other than the immediate family member, if applicable) participating in the activity. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, February. 17, 2011 8:29 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/17/1 l- Video Board 

The football coaches at Ocean State University (OSU) are hosting a few recruits on official visits this weekend. While the recruits are on campus for their 
visit, the coaches would like to show a few videos that have been posted on OSU’s website. These videos were not created for recruiting purposes. 
OSU recently installed a new video board at the basketball arena, so the coaches would like to use this video board to show the videos. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2!16/11- Use of a ScoreboardNideo Board to Display Permissible AudioNideo Materials to a Prospective 
Student-Athlete (I)- states that an institution is permitted to use a scoreboard or video board to show a video to a prospective student-athlete visiting the 
institution, provided the video was not created for recruiting purposes. 
[References: NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.5.2 (material not created for recruiting purposes)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 8:51 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/18/11- Current Fxent 

As the 2011 National Sportsmanship Day Celebration is only 10 days away, I thought this was as nice article to share with everyone today... Have a great 
weekend! 

LSU wants warm welcome for coach who gave up kidney 
USAToday corn 

BATON ROUGE -- LSU’s Alex Box Stadium is not known for making nice to opposing college baseball teams. 

LSU, either at the old Box or the new Box that opened in 2009, has led the nation in attendance the last 15 years. Of the 24 NCAA Regional or 

Super Regional postseason tournaments LSU has hosted in the Box, the Tigers have won 21. 

"Truly the best college baseball venue in the country, bar none," said Wake Forest coach Tom Walter, a former University of New Orleans coach 

who was 1-4 in the Box from 2005-09. "It will be unlike any environment our kids have ever played in." 

LSU, ranked No. 15 in the USA Today/ESPN preseason poll, opens the 2011 season Friday against Wake Forest, and coach Paul Mainieri hopes 

the environment will be unlike anything his program has ever hosted. 

"1 would like to really challenge our fans to stand and give Tom a tremendous ovation as an acknowledgment of his unselfishness," Mainieri said. "1 

know our team will be standing on the top step giving him an ovation also." 

Mainieri wants friendly visitor confines for the enemy because Walter gave one of his kidneys to Wake Forest outfielder Kevin Jordan in 

procedures at Emory University Hospital in Atlanta on Feb. 7. Jordan, a freshman from Northside High in Columbus, Ga., signed in the early 

period in November of 2009 while a high school senior as one of the top prospects in the country. He was diagnosed in April of 2010 with a kidney 

disease and enrolled at Wake Forest last August while continuing to undergo regular dialysis. 

"When I heard Tom did what he did, I literally had tears in my eyes," Mainieri said. "That was the most awesome thing I think I’d ever heard. What 

a selfless act." 

There were virtually two outs in the bottom of the ninth for Jordan before Walter stepped to the plate. 

"1 was at the end of the day, the only match," said Walter, who said Jordan’s parents were tested but eliminated. "After his brother was eliminated 

on Dec. 10, I was basically the last man standing." 

Jordan has not made the trip to LSU and will not play for Wake Forest this season as he is recuperating from surgery at home in Columbus. 

Walter is gradually returning to normal and will be in the dugout. 

’Tm feeling great. I get a little stronger every day," said Walter. ’Tm cleared. My appetite isn’t all the way returned, but they told me I can -- within 

reason -- eat and drink what I want. I’ll be in the dugout. I’m hoping to feel strong enough to be out on the top step giving signs. If not, I’ll just turn 

those responsibilities over to assistant coach (Bill) Cilento. It depends on my energy level." 

Walter just wishes Jordan could be with the team to open the season. 

"Being in the hospital together for five days is enough to bring anybody close together," he said. "We were only three doors apart so we spent a lot 

of time together. We’re certainly closer. Kevin Jordan certainly deserves all the accolades he’s getting because of his courage the past year." 

Mainieri, who helped Walter get the Wake Forest job, has made arrangements for pictures of Jordan and Walter to appear on Alex Box’s large 

video board before the opening game. 

’Tm just very proud of him for what he did," Mainieri said. "It sets a tremendous example to people of any walk of life that you should think of others 

before yourself, and we’d have a much better world if people tried to help each other." 

But after the pregame ovation ... game on. 

"Then we’re going to turn around and try to whip their team," Mainieri said. 

"The kidney story has been a great story, and I’m glad it’s gotten national recognition for the kidney donor programs," Walter said. ’It’s all been 

great, but I think we’re all ready to turn the page and get to baseball." 

jeomtaras@biqeast, orq 
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Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao, 21,2011 8:36 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/21 il l- Current Fxent 

University 
conflicts 
SportslIlustrated.cnn.com 

of Texas’ TV network is a lucrative web of 

The University of Texas is getting its own television channel, featuring all the great Texas sporting events that you never wanted to watch. The new network 
will feature at least one football game a year, eight men’s basketball games, assorted nonrevenue sporting events, high school sports, university news, 
coverage of lectures and visiting speakers, commencement ceremonies ... I know, I know, you have the same question I do: WHERE DO I SIGN UP FOR 
COVERAGE OF THESE AWESOME LECTURES? 

ESPN is playing Texas $300 million over the next 20 years for the privilege of distributing the network. Like all of you, I look forward to watching this channel, 
especially its nightly one-hour live special, "Bevo Takes A Leak." I am thrilled for the University of Texas and especially the city of Austin. I visited Austin for a 
few days once and still cannot fully explain why I left. What an amazing city. 

And of course, I am thrilled for the whole state of Texas, which plans to use the $300 million to buy the state of Nebraska, then donate Nebraska to charity, 
just to prove that Texas doesn’t need Nebraska. 

In the last 50 years, we have gone from amateur sports, to conferences finding revenue streams to keep athletic departments solvent (and support the 
nonrevenue athletes), to coaches making millions of dollars a year while star players can’t get paid, to this: Texas is going so far into its own financial 
stratosphere that the rest of the Big Twelvish can’t possibly keep up. 

If you’re a Texas fan and you think, "Oh, come on, 95 percent of schools would do this if they had a chance," I think you’re wrong. It’s more like 98 percent. 
So this isn’t about Texas. I don’t fault UT at all. 

But the NCAA is trying to run a billion-dollar business with amateur employees, and it’s not a tenable situation. Just for example: By most accounts, the 
Longhorns’ network will feature coverage of high school games. 

I find this interesting, because the other night, as I was reading the NCAA rule book to my four-year-old (she wanted to know why there were no princesses 
in it, and I said "Be patient, sweetie, it’s all explained in Rule 16.4.7.03, Paragraph (e)"), I came across this little section: 

13.10.3 Radio/TV Show. A member institution shall not permit a prospective student-athlete or a high school, college preparatory school or two-year college 
coach to appear, be interviewed or otherwise be involved (in person or via film, audio tape or videotape) on: 

(a) A radio or television program conducted by the institution’s coach; 

(b) A program in which the institution’s coach is participating; or 

(c) A program for which a member of the institution’s athletics staff has been instrumental in arranging for the appearance of the prospective student-athlete 
or coach or related program material. 

To translate (c): Schools cannot arrange for recruits to be on television. 

Well, OF COURSE Texas will try to get the best high school games, featuring the best recruits, on its television network. That is what viewers want, and it’s 
what benefits UT. Don’t you think Texas will get a recruiting advantage by putting certain high school games on its network? Will high school coaches steer 
kids to Texas in the hopes of getting their games on TV? 

This is shady territory, and I’m sure ESPN will launch a thorough investigation after it goes into its business partnership with the University of Texas. Will the 
NCAA have the guts to put a stop to this? Will new NCAA president Mark Emmert say "Hey, you guys can have your own network, but we have a church- 
and-state separation between college and high school sports, and you can’t cross that line"? 

Hey! Stop laughing! 

As with so much of the NCAA, when money is at stake, everything else becomes irrelevant. So there is an excellent chance that, come September, the 
University of Texas will be promoting and televising games featuring its star recruits, with UT-approved announcers interviewing those star recruits and 
telling listeners how wonderful they are. 

(Side note: If you go to www.longhornnetwork.com, you get ... a website that sells "Exception Wyoming Warpaint Future Herd Sires," which surprised me, 
because Wyoming is not even prime recruiting territory. Apparently that site is for longhorn cattle, not Longhorn players. On Ionghornnetwork.com, you can 
also get "Semen from Bueno Chex." I don’t know who this Bueno Chex fellow is, but I look forward to finding out on Deadspin.) 

The Longhorns Network, or University of Texas Network, or whatever they end up calling it, could be a web of conflicts, but it will be a lucrative web. In 
athletic departments around the country, only one word in that sentence resonates: "lucrative." I get it, and it’s not so terrible. Still, I would love to see a 
Division I university president stand up and say his university is pulling out of the sports business to focus on its education mission. That is a lecture I’d pay 
to watch. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, February. 22, 2011 7:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/22/11- Pick-Up Games 

The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University (OSU) are recruiting Ima Bailer, a prospective student-athlete that attends American High School. 
American High School allows its students to participate in a pick-up game every Tuesday and Thursday from 3-5pm. Only students that attend American 
HS may participate in these pick-up games. 
Can the OSU coaches attend one of these pick-up game sessions during the March contact period to evaluate Ima? 
Yes, as long as the parameters of the below NCAA Educational Column are met. 
NCAA Educational Column- 2/18/11- NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.1.7.8 -- Evaluation Days -- Basketball -- Attendance at Scholastic and 
Nonscholastic Events During the Academic Year (I)- states that Division I institutions should note the following restrictions apply to evaluations in men’s 
and women’s basketball during the academic year: 
General 
For purposes of applying the legislation, a regular scholastic activity is any activity involving only students enrolled at a particular high school, preparatory 
school or two-year college that has been approved by the appropriate authority at the scholastic institution. An activity that is organized for the purpose of 
allowing a college coach or coaches to observe prospects demonstrating their athletics skill is not considered a regular scholastic activity and would 
constitute an impermissible tryout. 
Men’s Basketball 
1. During the academic year evaluation periods and the March and April contact periods, evaluations are limited to regularly scheduled high school, 
preparatory school and two-year college contests/tournaments and practices and regular scholastic activities involving student-atNetes enrolled only at the 
institution at which the regular scholastic activities occur. 

¯ For example, Division I men’s basketball coaches may attend high school pick-up games during a designated contact or evaluation period during the 
academic year, provided the activity has been approved by the appropriate authority at the high school as a regular scholastic activity and involves 
only students enrolled at the high school where the activity is occurring Institutions should note that the pick-up games may not be scheduled in 
consultation with an institution’s coach or organized for the purpose of permitting institutional coaches to observe the prospective student-athletes 
participating in the activity. 

2. Evaluations may occur at the National Basketball Association predraft camp. 

Women’s Basketball 
1. During the academic year, evaluations may occur at regularly scheduled high school, preparatory school and two-year college contests/tournaments, 
practices, pick-up games and open gyms. 
2. During the last full weekend of the fall contact period and the weekend of the spring evaluation period, evaluations at nonscholastic events that are 
certified per NCAA Bylaw 13.19, including events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by an applicable state, 
national or international governing body but are organized and conducted primarily for a recruiting purpose are permitted. 
3. Evaluations may occur during an evaluation period at nonscholastic events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by an applicable state (e.g, state 
high school association), national (e.g., National Junior College Athletic Association) or international governing body (e.g., USA Basketball, United States 
Olympic Committee or international equivalent) and are not organized and conducted primarily for a recruiting purpose. 
[References: Bylaw 13.1.7.8 (evaluation days -- basketball), Bylaw 13.18 (basketball event certification -- men’s basketball), and Bylaw 13.19 (basketball 
event certification -- women’s basketball)] 

[eondaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 8:04 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/23/11- 14.5.5.2.9 

Pick Six is a sophomore student at College USA, a 4-year institution. Pick has tried out for the football team the last 2 years but was cut after the one-week tryout period Pick would like to 
transfer in the fall 2011 to Bay State College, another 4-year institution 

For this scenario, Pick meets all progress toward degree requirements, would otherwise be eligible and has not previously transferred. Does Pick have to serve a year in residence at Bay 
State College for the 2011-12 academic year? 

No. NCAA Bylaw- 14.5.52.9 states that the student transfers to the certifying institution, and the following conditions are met: 
(a) The student-athlete was not recruited by the certifying institution (per Bylaw 13.02.13.1); 
(b) No athletically related financial assistance has been received by the student-athlete; and 
(c) The student-athlete has not competed for an?’ previous institution and has not engaged in other countable athletically related activities in intercollegiate athletics beyond a 14- 
consecutive-day period at any previous institution The 14-consecutive-day period begins with the date on which the student-athlete first engages in any countable athletically related 
activity (see Bylaw 17 02 1) (Revised: 1/9/06) 

Jemaifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j condaras@ bigeast, org<mailto :icondaras~bi~east.or~> 

OITice: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 
Fax: 40h273.0424 
Ceil: 40h265.6739 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject." 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, February. 24, 2011 9:36 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/24/11- Spring Break 

The women’s basketball team at Ocean State College won its conference tournament this past weekend. Because the team won its conference 
tournament, it is very likely they will be selected to participate in the NCAA Women’s Basketball tournament. 
Can the team continue to practice until the NCAA Tournament Selection Show? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.7(b) states that neither practice for nor participation in any NCAA or NAIA championship event (including play-in contests conducted 
pursuant to NCAA championships) is considered part of the institution’s declared playing season. A member institution that has reason to believe it is under 
consideration for selection to participate in an NCAA championship event may continue to practice (but may not compete against outside competition) 
beyond its last regular-season contest including the conference championship (if any) without counting such practice against the institution’s declared 
playing-season limitation until it is determined by the appropriate committee whether the institution will be selected to participate in the NCAA championship 
competition. An institution that is not selected to participate in the NCAA championship may continue to practice or compete until the end of that 
championship only if it has time remaining in its declared playing season; 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 8:55 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/25/11- Current Fxent 

Tennessee receives notice of allegations from NCAA 

USAToday corn 

The University of Tennessee received a notice of allegations from the NCAA on Tuesday after a 22-month investigation into the school’s men’s basketball and football 
programs. 
In the notice, both men’s basketball coach Bruce Pearl and former football coach Lane Klffin were both cited with failing to promote an atmosphere of 
compliance, among other violations found. 
"Receipt of the NCAA’s Notice of Allegations by the University of Tennessee is another step in bringing this matter to conclusion," athletic director Mike 
Hamilton said in a statement. "Our institution has operated in complete cooperation with the NCAA since April 2009 as they have pursued their investigation. 
"We take these allegations seriously and most items noted in this document have already been reported broadly. I would like to thank the NCAA 
enforcement staff for their professionalism and guidance during this process." 
Here is the full list of violations, per the NCAA’s notice: 
In men’s basketball: 
-- Impermissible contact with prospective student-athletes resulting from a cumulative total of 96 impermissible phone calls over a 24-month period (Aug. 1, 
2007 through July 29, 2009). 
-- By the head men’s basketball coach: impermissible contact with prospective student-athletes during an unofficial visit, acting contrary to the principles of 
ethical conduct, failure to promote an atmosphere of compliance, and failure to monitor the activities regarding compliance of all assistant coaches within 
the men’s basketball program. 
-- By the head men’s basketball coach and associate head coach: impermissible contact with a prospective student-athlete at his high school. 
-- By the three members of the men’s basketball assistant coaching staff: failure to furnish full and complete information relevant to the investigation. 
The ethical conduct charge against Pearl relates to lies that he told NCAA investigators last summer when they were investigating whether high school 
juniors were present at Pearl’s house for a cookout. Hosting high-school juniors off campus is against NCAA regulations. 
As punishment, Pearl was suspended for eight conference games this season by the Southeastern Conference. The school cut his salary by $1.5 million 
over five years and banned him from recruiting off-campus for one year. 
"The penalties imposed on our program to date have been severe, but I want to commend our student-athletes and staff for staying focused and working 
through these potential distractions," Pearl said in a statement. "The support of our fans and administration has been amazing and appreciated by me and 
my entire family, and reminds me every day why I have the best job in the nation. I appreciate the opportunity to serve the University of Tennessee, and 
everyone in our basketball program is focused on finding ways to improve every day." 
In football: 
-- By former members of the football coaching staff: impermissible telephone contact (16 total calls) with prospective student-athletes from Jan. 3-9, 2010. 
-- By a former assistant football coach: allegations relating to impermissible contacts with prospective student-athletes. 
-- By a former head football coach: failure to promote an atmosphere of compliance within the football program and failure to monitor the activities regarding 
compliance of several assistant coaches have also been made against a former head football coach, and permitting a football recruiting intern to make 
impermissible contact with high school staffduring a recruiting visit. 
Gary Klein of the Los Angeles Times reported on Twitter that Klffin, who is now the coach at Southern California, said "On the advice of my legal counsel, 
we cannot comment other than to say we look forward to working through the process." 
According to Klein, Southern California athletics director Pat Haden said "Until [NCAA] process is completed, it would be unfair and premature for me or 
USC to comment on this matter. 
The University of Tennessee was also cited for failing to monitor the men’s basketball coach staff’s telephone contacts with recruits and their relatives. 
Now, the school has until May 21,2011 to formally submit a response to the NCAA on the allegations. The school’s web site reports that it is likely that it will 
go before the Committee on infractions as early as June 10, and punishment from the NCAA likely won’t come down until at least early August. 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, FebruaO, 28, 2011 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/28/11- 13.2 

The women’s basketball team at Ocean State University (OSU) is participating in its finn home game of the season. As part of the introductions for the 
game, OSU will recognize the 4 seniors on the team. One of the senior’s high school coach will be in attendance for the game. OSU’s Head Coach is 
friends with the High School Coach, so she invites the High School Coach to sit on the end of the bench during the game. 
Is it permissible for the High School Coach to sit on the bench during the game? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/30/94- High-School Coach on Sidelines of Institutional Contest- states that it is not permissible for an institution to 
allow a high-school coach to observe the institution’s contest from the actual playing field or arena (e.g., sidelines, bench), inasmuch as such areas are not 
open to the general public. [References: 13.2.1 (general regulations) and 13.9.2 (material benefits)] 

j(~orMaras@biqeast, orq 
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FroIlrl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <j condaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday,, March l, 2011 9:16 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/l / 11 - 16.8.1.2.1.2 

The Ocean State University men’s basketball team will be traveling to its conference tournament this weekend. When confirming the flight arrangements for 
the trip, the director of basketball operations noticed a significant cost difference if the team were to leave a day earlier. The difference in price would save 
the institution $150 per member of the official travel party. If the head coach decides to leave a day earlier to take advantage of the cheaper fare, the 
student-athletes will be departing campus more than 48 hours prior to the first competition in the conference tournament. Is it permissible for the team to 
depart campus earlier than 48 hours from the first competition? 

Yes with a waiver granted by the Conference Office. NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.2.1.2 states that a conference may grant a waiver of the 48-hour departure 
restriction for extenuating circumstances associated with travel prior to competition in a conference championship event. (Adopted: 4/24/08 effective 
8/1/08) 

Official Interpretation 
institution’s team departing for multicompetition event 
Date Published: June 16, 1994 
Item Ref: 3 
interpretation: 
3. institution’s team departing for multicompetition event, in a situation where the 48-hour departure limitation is applicable, an institution that is participating 
in a multicompetition event (e.g., conference tournament) may depart 48 hours prior to the event’s first round of competition (as opposed to 48 hours prior 
to the institution’s first scheduled competition). [References: 16.7.2 (departure/return restrictions) and 16.8.1.2.1 (departure/return expense restrictions)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 8:55 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/2/1 l- 12.5.2.1 

Base S. Loaded is a baseball student-atNete at Ocean State University. Base is also a professional football player. Since it is permissible for a student- 
athlete to be a professional in one sport and represent a collegiate institution in another sport, can Base conduct a private football camp and utilize his name 
to promote the camp? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 12/3/92- Student-athlete who is a professional in one sport conducting camp or clinic in that sport- states that 
the Council reviewed the issue of a student-athlete who is a professional in one sport (but who has eligibility remaining in a second sport) conducting a 
private camp or clinic in the sport in which the student is a professional. The committee determined that inasmuch as the provisions of 12.5.2.1 are not 
sport specific there is no authority to permit a student-athlete to conduct a private camp or clinic in the sport in which the student is a professional without 
jeopardizing his or her remaining eligibility in the second sport, inasmuch as it is inherent that the student-athlete’s name or picture will be used in the 
promotion of the camp or clinic. The committee recommended that the Council consider sponsoring legislation to indicate that the provisions of 12.5.2.1 
that preclude a student-athlete from promoting or endorsing a commercial product without jeopardizing the student-athlete’s eligibility be applied on a sport- 
specific basis. [References: 12.1.4 (amateur status if professional in another sport), 12.5.2.1 (advertisements and promotions sub sequent to enrollment) 
and IC 4/30/92, Item No. 3)] 
~dve~’tiseme~ts and P~’omotio~ ~fte.r ~+~cr~mi~j a St~d~r~t=&t+~e.te, 

After becoming a student-athlete, an individual shall not be eligible for participation in intercollegiate athletics if the individual: 
(a) Accepts any remuneration for or permits the use of his or her name or picture to advertise, recommend or promote directly the sale or use of a 
commercial product or service of any kind; or 
(b) Receives remuneration for endorsing a commercial product or service through the individual’s use of such product or service. 

A professional athlete in one sport may represent a member institution in a different sport and may receive institutional financial assistance in the 
second sport. (Revised: 4/27,/06 effective 8/1/06) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 9:08 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/3/1 l- Written Offer of Aid 

The softball coach at Ocean State University is very interested in Force Out, a junior prospect in high school. The coach wants to make sure Force knows 
how interested she is, so she sends an email to Force’s high school coach indicating that Force will be offered a full scholarship to attend Ocean State 
University. 
Is it permissible to send such an email to Force’s high school coach? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/2!11- Indirect Written Offer of Aid Before Signing Date (I)- states that prior to August 1 of a prospective student- 
athlete’s senior year in high school, it is not permissible for an institution to indirectly (e.g., through relatives, friends, high school, preparatory school, two- 
year college coach or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved) provide a written 
offer of athletically related financial aid or indicate in writing to the prospective student=athlete that an athletically related grant-in-aid will be offered by the 
institution. 
[References: NCAA Divisions I Bylaws 13.4.1 (recruiting materials); 13.9 (letter-of-intent programs, financial aid agreements); and 13.9.2.2 (written offer of 
aid before signing date)] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 4, 2011 7:47 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/4/11- Current Event 

Las Vegas becomes hot spot for conference hoops tourneys 
USA TODAY.c~m 

Because of its opposition to sports gambling, the NCAA will not conduct any of its championship events in Nevada. 

Three Division I basketball conferences feel quite differently. 

The Mountain West Conference will hold its highest-profile championship events -- its men’s and women’s basketball tournaments -- in Las Vegas. The West 

Coast Conference and, for the first time this season, the Western Athletic Conference, will do that one better. They’l hold their basketbal tournaments in Vegas 

-- at an arena that’s part of a casino hotel. 

And it’s hardly a difficult decision. 

"It’s easy," Mountain West Commissioner Craig Thompson says, citing three reasons: "Fan experience, destination city and the revenue it generates." 

So despite the NCAA’s misgivings about Las Vegas, the city now has a unique, eight-day run-up to the NCAA tournament opening-weekend bet-lest that has 

become one of the city’s biggest annual attractions. 

Beginning with today’s WCC first-round games and continuing through the WAC and MWC finals March 12, Las Vegas becomes the only city currently -- and 

perhaps ever --to host six conference basketball tournaments during the same season. 

"1 don’t think March gets any madder anywhere in the country than it does in Las Vegas," says Pat Christenson, president of Las Vegas Events, a non-profit 

firm connected to the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority that sponsors the Mountain West tournaments. 

Las Vegas’ connections to college basketball now include in-season games and tournaments held at Orleans Hotel and Casino, where the WCC and WAC 

tournaments are played, and at South Point Hotel, Casino and Spa. The casinos became possible sites for the in-season events in 2006 when the NCAA 

eliminated a certification process for certain tournaments that included a prohibition against casino sites. Many elite programs have participated in such regular- 

season tournaments recently, including traditional powers Indiana, Kansas, Arizona and Kentucky. 

Not that the NCAA is happy about it, especially with college sports having endured several point-shaving scandals, in which players were involved in 

manipulating scores on behalf of bettors. There has been roughly one such episode per decade since a 1951 scandal involving City College of New York 

basketball. More recently, a half-dozen Toledo athletes were charged in a point-shaving case stemming from football and men’s basketball games in 2005 and 

2006. 

In a statement to USA TODAY, the NCAA’s director of agent, gambling and amateurism activities, Rachel Newman Baker, said: "The NCAA has long opposed 

sports wagering. The NCAA championship policy states, ’No ... session of an NCAA championship may be conducted in a state with legal wagering that is based 

upon single-game betting ... in a sport in which the NCAA conducts a championship.’ ... 

"While our member schools are opposed to sports wagering, we understand there are differing perspectives within the membership regarding where conference 

championship games may be held. What some schools may see as acceptable, others do not. Decisions regarding the location of regular-season games or 

conference championships are made by involved schools and conferences, which has historically been the case." 

Saint Mary’s, a WCC school, played Mississippi State in a December non-tournament regular-season game at the Orleans. Senior guard Mickey McConnell 

calls the omnipresent gambling environment a "non-factor, with all of the NCAA rules meetings we go to about that kind of stuff" early in the season. (The NCAA 

prohibits sports betting by athletes and athletics personnel.) 

McConnell says the team’s coaches will mention it again before the conference tournament and tell the players -- some of whom, including McConnell, are 21 

or older and thus legally allowed to bet in a casino in Nevada --to "be smart, be mature." 

For many Western schools, major-college sports events in Nevada are a fact of life because of the programs at the University of Nevada, whose campus in 

Reno has hosted several WAC basketball tournaments, and the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). 

Conference basketball tournament play in Las Vegas largely mirrors the various conference affiliations of UNLV, whose campus includes the 18,500-seat 

Thomas and Mack Center. The Big West Conference brought its tournament to the city for the first time in 1994 and ’95, when UNLV was still a member of that 

league. In 1996, UNLV moved to the WAC, and in 1997, ’98 and ’99, that conference’s tournament was in Las Vegas. 

When the Mountain West took shape in the late 1990s, "One of the attractions of (including) U NLV was a potential destination for the basketball tournament," 

says Thompson, the only commissioner the conference has had. In June 1999, just before the Mountain West began official operation, it announced three-year 

agreements with the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority to hold its basketball tournaments there and to participate in the Las Vegas Bowl football 

game, which began in 1992. 

Las Vegas "is just a magnet for our league," Thompson says. "It’s really a city that our fans enjoy traveling to." 

Mountain West-commissioned fan surveys have shown that, Thompson says. So has attendance. When the conference tried a neutral site, Denver’s Pepsi 

Center, from 2004 to 2006, the three-year average was about 8,250. The average for the eight tournaments at UNLV’s arena has never been lower than 9,500. 

Last year, when a league-record four teams made the NCAA men’s tournament and all, including UNLV, appeared in the MWC semifinals, that session sold out. 

And under Las Vegas Events’ current contract for the tournament, it pays the conference a sponsorship/rights fee and covers the costs of the arena and the 

hotels for players, coaches and school administrators. 

What does all of that mean for the schools? Thompson says each school’s net tournament receipts for each year the event was held in Denver was about 

$26,000. Last year, in Las Vegas, each school received $155,000. 

That helps make up for UNLV having home-court advantage for the event. In fact, Thompson views the arena’s location as an asset, at least when it comes to 

questions about the games being played amid a betting environment that includes wagers being taken at Las Vegas casinos on MWC tournament games. 

"Playing at a member institution’s facility, on UNLV’s campus rather than a casino facility, negates a lot of, if not all, those concerns," he says. "Gambling is 

probably more closely regulated and better controlled in Las Vegas than in any other city." 



After years of playing at campus sites, the Western Athletic Conference had the opportunity three years ago to move its tournament to the Orleans. Coveting 

the neutral site, its member schools’ athletics directors and basketball coaches voted "hands down" to do so, WAC Commissioner Karl Benson says. The 

schools’ presidents refused because of concerns about playing at a casino, so the 2009 and 2010 tournaments were played at Nevada’s campus arena in 

Reno. 

The West Coast Conference chose to go forward with the Orleans, beginning in 2009, with two key stipulations. The WCC’s agreement with the Orleans 

prevents the hotel’s sports book from listing any WCC tournament games and no alcoholic beverages are sold at the games. 

"The last decade, Las Vegas has evolved a little bit toward being a family-oriented destination, with restaurants, shops and mini-amusement parks," WCC 

Commissioner Jamie Zaninovich says. "That gave some comfort to our leadership. But we recognize that going to Las Vegas is going to Las Vegas. There was 

nervousness about how this would work out." 

Saint Mary’s athletics department spokesman Richard Kilwien says that, among administrators accompanying the team to the tournament, "There is a 

heightened awareness of where we are because it is in Las Vegas." 

Guard McConnell, who played in the WCC’s last campus-site tournament, indicates such efforts are worthwhile. "Having a neutral site in Vegas turns up the 

excitement," he says. 

The event sold out its reserved seats at the Orleans’ 7,973-seat arena in 2009 and 2010, and Zaninovich says the move has been very helpful to the WCC’s 

pursuit of greater corporate sponsorship, which also has increased the schools’ revenue. The WCC does not have football, so when it seeks sponsors, it’s 

basically selling its basketball tournament. 

Besides the hospitality attraction of Las Vegas, playing at the Orleans has given the WCC other assets when it comes to sponsorship sales: a new arena that 

shows well on TV; an arena with luxury suites, which most WCC schools don’t have; a venue without many corporate partners, which are firmly in place at most 

school sites; and a self-contained, all-encompassing hotel and entertainment site to which fans from eight schools must travel, a dream for a company seeking 

more than local exposure. 

IMG College conference vice president Peter Pilling, who oversees corporate sponsorship for the WCC and the Mountain West, says it’s not a coincidence that 

WCC tournament’s title sponsor is now Zappes corn, the shoe and apparel e-taller based near Las Vegas, in Henderson, Nev. 

The conference and the schools, all private, declined to discuss revenue specifics, but San Diego athletics director Ky Snyder says the finances have been 

"significantly better for us" in Las Vegas -- "significantly." 

Less tangible, but also important, with the Orleans’ hotel adjacent to the arena, the place "really comes to life for four days," Zaninovich says. 

Among those taking notice was Benson, who says he attended the first WCC tournament at the Orleans "kind of under the radar and tried to evaluate the 

environment." 

He reported to the WAC presidents, who in June 2009 approved a one-year deal with the Orleans with a one-year option. "The fact that the West Coast 

Conference took the first step," Benson says, "made it easier for the WAC presidents to accept it." 

Says Utah State President Stan Albrecht: "We play regularly in Reno and in Las Vegas, as do many of the Western schools .... Maybe it’s a different mind-set, 

but ... if you look at the frequency with which sporting events, including NCAA sporting events, are held in venues that are immediately proximate to gaming 

facilities -- whether that’s in New Orleans (a regular Final Four site) or Atlantic City (home of the Atlantic 10 Conference men’s basketball tournament since 

2007) or somewhere else -- it’s not as much of a stretch from my perspective as some folks might think it is. 

"1 guess what we would ask ourselves is, ’Is there any proof that it’s going to make any difference?’ And one of the things we want to do is try to assess that 

over a couple-year period, and then we’ll make a decision on where we go from there." 

The WAC did not ask the Orleans for the sports-book restriction on its games, Orleans general manager Tony Taeubel says. However, he says, "We would be 

happy to do that for them." 

The question for the WAC is whether, like the WCC and MWC, it can make the move pay. 

With Reno and with Las Cruces, N.M., home of New Mexico State and a recent tournament host, the WAC had sizable financial guarantees and larger arenas 

than the Orleans’ (Nevada’s arena seats 11,536; New Mexico State’s 13,071). It also had the benefit of the host school’s ticket base. Benson says the WAC will 

have to nearly sell out in Las Vegas to generate the same per-school payouts it might have gotten in Reno or Las Cruces. 

Christenson of Las Vegas Events says it can be done, if not this year, then surely next. 

"The first year is always the toughest," he says. "But then word gets out that it’s not just the tournament -- it’s Vegas and the tournament." 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:19 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

The Ocean State University Softball Team will be participating in a tournament this weekend. The games will run from Thursday to Sunday. If the 
team loses on Friday, when does the team have to depart the locale of the competition? 

A. 48 hours from the team’s last competition 
B. 36 hours from the team’s last competition 
C. 36 hours from the last competition of the event 
D. 48 hours from the last competition of the event 

The answer is C. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/10/11- Return Travel Expense Restrictions for a Multi-Day Event (I)- states that if an 
institution’s team participates in a multi-day event (e.g., NCAA championship), the institution may provide travel expenses to a student-athlete (or 
the institution’s team) who remains not more than 36 hours (24 hours in men’s basketball) after the conclusion of the last contest, even if the 
institution is not participating in the last contest. 
[References: 16.8.1.2.1 (departure/return expense restrictions); and a staff interpretation (12/16/92, Item No. d), which has been archived] 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:54 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/16/1 l- 16.7.1 

The Ocean State University (OSU) men’s basketball team is participating in the 2nd round of the NCAA Tournament this weekend. A local OSU alumni 
group would like to provide expenses for the team to see a movie the night before the game. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes, as long as the entertainment is approved by OSU. NCAA Official Interpretation- 3/5/87- Alumni group providing entertainment at away-from- 
home contest- states that the provisions of Case No. 72 permit an alumnus, alumni organization or the sponsoring organization of the event (in addition to 
the involved member) to provide the actual and necessary costs for reasonable entertainment that takes place in the general area where the team is playing 
or practicing in conjunction with an away-from-home contest, provided such entertainment is approved by the institution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/17/1 l- 13.8.1 

College USA Women’s Basketball team is hosting NCAA Championship first and second round games. Several High School coaches that have attended 
games throughout the year have requested complimentary admissions for these games. Is it permissible to provide 2 complimentary admissions to these 
High School coaches as long as they are provided via a pass list? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.8.1 states that entertainment of a high school, preparatory school or two-year college coach or any other individual responsible for 
teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved shall be limited to providing a maximum of two complimentary admissions 
(issued only through a pass list) to home intercollegiate athletics events at any facility within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s main campus, which must 
be issued on an individual-game basis. Such entertainment shall not include food and refreshments, room expenses, or the cost of transportation to and 
from the campus or the athletics event. It is not permissible to provide complimentary admissions to any postseason competition (e.g., NCAA 
championship, conference tournament, bowl game). An institutional coaching staff member is expressly prohibited from spending funds to entertain the 
prospective student-athlete’s coach on or off the member institution’s campus. For violations in which the value of the benefit is $100 or less, the eligibility of 
the prospective student-athlete shall not be affected conditioned on the prospective student-athlete (or the high school, college-preparatory school or two- 
year coach or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved) repaying the value of the 
benefit to a charity of his or her choice. However, the prospective student-athlete shall remain ineligible from the time the institution has knowledge of receipt 
of the impermissible benefit until the prospective student-athlete (or the high school, college-preparatory school or two-year coach or any other individual 
responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved) repays the benefit. Violations of this bylaw remain 
institutional violations per Constitution t 5.i, and documentation of the prospective student-athlete’s (or the high school, college-preparatory school or two- 
year coach or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved) repayment shall be 
forwarded to the enforcement services staff. (Revised: 4/3/02, 8/5/04, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05) 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 7:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/18/11- Current Fxent 

Ohio State coach Jim Tressel requests five-game suspension 

USAToday.com 
Ohio State coach Jim Tressel announced Thursday that he will request a five-game suspension for a major NCAA violation he committed. 
The school has self-imposed a two-game suspension and $250,000 fine on the coach after he withheld information about players receiving extra benefits. 
The NCAA has not ruled in the case and could accept Tressel’s offer or impose more penalties. 
The announcement by Tressel came after the NCAA Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement denied Ohio State’s appeal to reduce the five-game 
suspensions of quarterback Terrelle Pryor and four other Buckeyes for selling awards, gifts and items in exchange for improper benefits. 
"Throughout this entire situation my players and I have committed ourselves to facing our mistakes and growing from them; we can only successfully do 
that together," Tressel said in a statement. "1 spoke with athletics director (Gene) Smith, and our student-athletes involved, and told them that my mistakes 
need to share the same game sanctions. Like my players, I am very sorry for the mistakes I made. I request of the university that my sanctions now include 
five games so that the players and I can handle this adversity together." 
Pryor, running back Dan Herron, wide receiver DeVier Posey, offensive lineman Mike Adams and defensive lineman Solomon Thomas will miss games 
against Akron, Toledo, Miami (Fla.), Colorado and Michigan State. 
"While we are disappointed that our appeal request was denied, we respect the NCAA and accept its ruling," Smith said in a statement. "The players are 
sorry for the disappointment they have caused, will learn from their mistakes and will strive to earn the confidence and support of everyone associated with 
the university through their future conduct." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 21,2011 7:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/21/11- Telephone Call s to HS Academic Anthorities 

Top Oftha Key is a senior in high school who is being recruited by College USA to play basketball. Prior to Top signing a National Letter of Intent in April, is it 
permissible for the College USA Director of Basketball Operations to call an academic official (e.g., registrar, guidance counselor) at Top’s high school to 
discuss a transcript issue? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/18/11- Telephone Calls to Guidance Counselors for Academic Information (I)- states that a telephone call to the 
appropriate academic authority at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution (e.g., registrar, guidance counselor) related to admissions or 
academic issues is not a recruiting coordination function provided there is no solicitation of the prospective student-athlete and nothing beyond the 
prospective student-athlete’s academic qualifications is discussed. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.7.1.2 (recruiting coordination functions), 13.1.3.4.1 (institutional coaching staff members -- general rule) and 
13.1.3.4.1.1 (exception -- prior to national letter of intent signing or other written commitment); official interpretations (10/12/1994, Item No. 9-6) and 
(12,/15/1993, Item No. 6)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:25 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/22/11- Current Fxent 

LSU admits payments to recruiting service run by Will Lyles 

LSU is now under the NCAA microscope. The school confirmed to Foxsports.com that the school paid $6,000 in December to Complete Scouting 
Services. Earlier this month, Oregon had confirmed paying $25,000 to the Houston-based company connected to Lyles. 
Lyles has drawn attention from the NCAA for his relationship with high school athletes. He served as a mentor to running back Lache Seastrunk, who 
redshirted this past season in Oregon after signing in 2010. LSU also recruited Seastrunk, the No. 3 tailback in the nation in 2010 and a cousin of LSU 
freshman tailback Michael Ford. 
Citing a person close to the situation, Foxsports.com reported two NCAA investigators interviewed Trevon Randle, who signed with LSU last month, about 
his contact with Lyles. 
The story said LSU assistant coach Brick Haley accompanied Lyles to Clear Springs High in the spring of 2010 to talk to Clear Springs coach Clint Hartman 
about Randle and that NCAA investigators have also interviewed Hartman and Randle’s father Raymond Edward& 
Randle said he consulted with his parents before choosing LSU and that his father is "pretty tight" with Lyles. Randle said he later spent time with Lyles at 
LSU summer camps. 
"Now, that’s a funny guy right there," Randle said of Lyles. "That guy right there, he can eat. He knows about every restaurant in Baton Rouge, and he 
introduced me to all of them. If it wasn’t for him, I wouldn’t know anything about the food places down there= 
LSU would be guilty of breaking NCAA recruiting rules if Lyles helped steer Randle to LSU. 
"No, I cannot say anything about that," Haley said in a phone interview with Gannett Louisiana on Tuesday when asked how well he knew Lyles. "Michael 
Bonnette is handling that. We’ve been told not to say anything about it." 
Michael Bonnette, LSU’s football sports information director, said Tigers coach Les Miles and assistant coaches know Lyles but he doesn’t know how well. 
"1 don’t know how to characterize their relationship," Bonnette said Tuesday. "1 know LSU paid Complete Scouting Services and received film of players and 
other information or data. That’s commonly what the LSU coaches get from the recruiting services - film, statistics." 
Bonnette said LSU no longer uses Lyles’ scouting service but did not explain why. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:02 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/23/11- Complimentau Admissions 

The Ocean State University women’s basketball team will be playing in the sweet sixteen this weekend. A few recruits live close to the arena, so one of the 
student-athletes would like to provide them complimentary admissions to attend the NCAA Tournament game. 
is this permissible? 
No. NGAA Staff Interpretation- 06/14/96- Complimentary Admissions to NCAA Championships- states that it is not permissible, under any circumstances, 
for a student-athlete to provide a prospect with a complimentary admission to an NCAA championship or other postseason contest in which the student-athlete 
is a participant. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/24/11- Spring Football Practice 

The football team at Ocean State University will began their spring practice this week. They will end with a scrimmage on April 23rd. 
Are they required to take one or two days off during this practice period? 
They are only required to take one day off. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/8!84- Required Day Off During Football Spring Practice Activities (I)- states 
that during the period of 29 consecutive calendar days of spring football practice, all countable athletically related activities are prohibited during one 
calendar day per week. Outside the playing season and the spring practice period during the academic year, all countable athletically related activities are 
prohibited during two calendar days per week. [References: Division I Bylaws 17.1.5.5 (required days off-outside of the playing season) and 17.11.6-(b) 
(spring practice)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, March 25, 2011 9:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/25/11- Current Fxent 

Ralph Nader calls for ending college athletic scholarships 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Consumer advocate Ralph Nader is calling for the elimination of college athletic scholarships, saying the move is 

necessary to "de-professionalize" college athletes. 

"As we near the exciting conclusion of ’March Madness’ -- which would more accurately be described as the 2011 NCAA Professional Basketball 

Championships -- it’s time we step back and finally address the myth of amateurism surrounding big-time college football and basketball in this country," said 

Nader, whose League of Fans is proposing that the scholarships be replaced with need-based financial aid. The Associated Press obtained a copy of the 

proposal Thursday, ahead of its official release. 

NCAA spokesman Bob Williams said referring to college athletes as professionals defies logic. 

"They are students, just like any other student on campus who receives a merit-based scholarship," he said. 

Nader, a former presidential candidate, argued that his plan would also help reduce the "win-at-all-costs" mentality in high schools by reducing the incentive of 

college scholarships. 

"An entire industry has developed in the youth sports arena -- club teams, personal trainers, etc. --to prey on families’ dreams of an athletic scholarship," he 

said. "The lure of the elusive athletic scholarship is the primary -- sometimes the only -- marketing tool these youth sports entrepreneurs use." 

He said he would try to gin up support for his proposal from university presidents, Capitol Hill and the Education Department. 

"We’ll use all the levers," Nader said. "We’ll use the parents of athletes who’ve been mistreated and sick, and forced to play when they’re injured." 

Nader added that he hadn’t yet canvassed Capitol Hill but figured he’d find lawmakers who are concerned about the way college athletes are treated. 

He noted that the Drake Group, a college athletic watchdog organization, has come out in favor of banning athletic scholarships. 

Nader said that colleges should either integrate athletics into the educational mission by eliminating college scholarships or "openly acknowledge the 

professionalism in big-time college sports, remove the tax-exempt status currently given to athletic departments, and make universities operate them as 

unrelated businesses." 

The Iongtime former head of the NCAA, Walter Byers, has called for paying college athletes. But current NCAA President Mark Emmert has said that will not 

happen during his tenure. "1 feel adamantly that we can never move to a place where we are paying players to play," Emmert said in December. 

Nader said his proposal was the opening initiative of a rejuvenated League of Fans, a sports reform group that has been dormant for some time. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 8:51 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/28/11- Declaration of Degree 

Square Up is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Square will be entering his third year of full-time enrollment fall 2011. Currently, 
Square’s major is undecided. He either wants to major in Psychology or Business Administration. If Square chooses Psychology over the summer and 
does not meet progress toward degree requirements, can he switch to Business Administration after the start of the fall term and be re-certified before the 
first competition? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 3!22/10- Designation of Degree Program and Timing of Degree Change (I) - states that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 
14.4.3.1.6, a student-athlete must designate his or her degree program prior to participating in competition that occurs during or immediately before the third 
year of enrollment (fifth semester or seventh quarter). This requirement applies to all student-athletes, including two- and four-year college transfers. 
Further, the designated degree program as of the beginning of the third year (fifth semester or seventh quarter) or later academic year of full-time 
enrollment must be used to certify the student-athlete’s percentage-toward-degree requirements for that term. 
For example, ifa student-athlete has not designated a degree program on the first day of classes of his or her fifth full-time semester, it is permissible for 
the student-athlete to declare engineering as his or her degree program before the first competition and be certified as eligible for the term, provided the 
student-athlete is meeting percentage of degree requirements for the engineering degree program. 
Alternatively, a student-athlete who has designated marketing as his or her degree program as of the beginning of the fifth full-time semester and is certified 
as not eligible due to deficiencies in progress-toward-degree requirements may not be subsequently recertified during that term as eligible after changing to 
a different degree program, even if the change occurs before the student-athlete’s first competition in that term and the student-athlete is meeting all 
progress-toward-degree requirements in the new degree program. The member institution would need to file a progress toward degree waiver for the 
student-athlete to be eligible for competition during that term. 
[References: Bylaws 14.4.3.1.6 (designation of degree program), 14A.3.2 (fulfillment of percentage of degree requirements), 14.4.3.2.2 (application of rule 
to transfer student), 14.4.3.3.2 (timing of certification), 14.4.3.3.2.1 (exception -- baseball) and a staff interpretation (04/09/97, Item No. a)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/29/11- Use of Name and Picture 

Rubber Game, a softball student-athlete at Bay State University, is turning 21 next week. Her friend owns a club near campus and told Rubber she could 
have her birthday party at the club. The friend created a digital poster to promote the party with a picture of Rubber and the name of the club. She sent the 
poster to Rubber through Facebook. Rubber then forwarded the poster to all of her friends on Facebook to increase attendance for the party. 
Rubber did not give permission to create the poster, she did not sign a contract with the commercial establishment where the party would be held and she 
did not receive any compensation for the use of her name and picture. Rubber even paid the cover charge to attend her own party at the club. 
Is this a violation? 

Yes. This is a violation of NCAA Bylaw 12.6.2.1. The legislation states that after becoming a student-athlete, an individual shall not be eligible for 
participation in intercollegiate athletics if the individual: 

(a) Accepts any remuneration for or permits the use of his or her name or picture to advertise, recommend or promote directly the sale or use of a 
commercial product or service of any kind; or 

(b) Receives remuneration for endorsing a commercial product or service through the individual’s use of such product or service. 

This scenario was taken from an actual secondary infractions case posted on LSDBi. The student-athlete was unaware that sending the poster to others 
via her social networking site would be considered an advertisement for a commercial establishment. SA was only hoping to promote her own birthday 
party. 
Institution Action for this case: 
SA was immediately instructed to remove poster from his social networking site. Cease-and-desist letter was sent to promotional firm which included 
education about using SA names and pictures. Violation will be discussed at next coaches meeting. 

Enforcement Action for this case: 

No further action. 

Eligibility Action for this case: 

STAFF: Eligibility reinstated. 

Rationale for this case: 

STAFF: Based on case precedent. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast=org> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 8:36 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/30/11- Cunent Fxent 

NCAA president: Time to discuss players getting sliver of revenue pie 
USA TODAY.c~m----A~~ 

HOUSTON -- The NCAA’s new president is adamant that, on his watch, there’ll be no straying from college athletics’ most time-honored tenet: "It’s grossly 

unacceptable and inappropriate to pay players ... converting them from students to employees," Mark Emmert says. 

As the line between college and pro sports continues to blur, NCAA President Mark Emmert wants to talk about ways athletes could benefit from the 
revenue their sports generate. 

But as the NCAA basketball tournament’s Final Four gathers here this week -- capping a three-week showcase that generates more than $771 million a 

year in television rights alone -- Emmert acknowledges it’s time for a serious discussion about whether and how to spread a little more of the largesse to 

those doing the playing and sweating. 

"The sooner, the better," Emmert says. 

He’s not thinking big. Maybe bump up the value of players’ scholarships by a few thousand dollars to take care of travel, laundry and other typical college 

expenses that aren’t covered now. And Emmert isn’t promising anything, only that he’ll bring it up at the NCAA’s board meetings in April. 

"1 will make clear," he says, "that I want this to be a subject we explore." 

He has plenty of company. 

In an era of spiraling rights fees, sold-out luxury suites, full-speed marketing and an ever-growing roster of multimillion-dollar coaches, there are calls- 

from inside college athletics and out -- to find ways for athletes to share in the proceeds of their sports’ popularity. Some proposals arguably would bend 

the NCAA’s amateur ideal by, among other things, allowing them to cash in on endorsements or profit from the use of their likenesses in video games, 

perhaps directing the money to trust funds that couldn’t be tapped until they were out of school. 

If change doesn’t come voluntarily, legal analysts say, the courts eventually may require it. The NCAA has long argued that its strict no-pay standard is 

necessary to preserve the line between college and professional sports. But have college sports become so commercial that they’ve already blurred the 

distinction? 

"It puts intercollegiate athletics in a precarious position," former NCAA executive director Cedric Dempsey says, "when you see the money and the kind of 

salaries you see now and the only group in the system that hasn’t received any additional funding is at the student-athlete level." 

At North Carolina, Hall of Fame basketball coach Roy V~lliams questions why athletic scholarships can’t measure up to top academic awards, such as 

UNC’s Morehead-Cain scholarship, that take care of a recipient’s travel, computers and other incidental extras. He lobbies in particular for players in the 

revenue-producing sports of football and men’s basketball. 

"Human nature," Williams says, "is those kids are saying, ’Look at all this money we’re bringing in. And I have to beg, borrow and steal to get an extra meal?’ 

The what-to-give-players debate has percolated from the time the NCAA was formed in 1906. The current guideline -- scholarships covering room, board, 

books and tuition -- was set in the 1950s, though today’s athletes also can draw modest amounts from special assistance funds set up by the governing 

body. 

Most everywhere else, the evolution of college athletics has been striking. The money, especially. 

Football’s Bowl Championship Series is coming off the first season of a $125 million-a-year TV deal. Dwarfing that, the NCAA put the basketball tournament 

out to bid and last June landed a 14-year, $10.8 billion contract with CBS and Turner Sports. 

Throw in conferences’ TV packages, including the Southeastern Conference’s whopping 15-year, $2.5 billion arrangement with ESPN= Fans are spinning 

turnstiles in expanded stadiums and arenas, including the 77,000 or so expected for Saturday’s and Monday’s Final Four games in Houston’s Reliant 

Stadium. Schools’ marketing and multimedia rights go for tens of millions of dollars to IMG and other companies. 

Annual athletics revenue reaches into nine figures at a growing number of schools, topped by Texas and fellow football powers Alabama and Ohio State. 

Sizable amounts are trickling down to coaches. Rick Pitino, whose basketball team flamed out in the first round of the NCAA tournament, is being paid $7.5 

million at Louisville this year, including a $3.6 million bonus simply for staying put for three seasons. At least five others in Division I basketball, including 

Duke’s Mike Krzyzewski and Kansas’ Bill Self, are guaranteed more than $3 million. 
’A certain level of resentment’ 
This is a time of year that underscores the players’ essential role in all that capitalism. 

Two Sunday nights ago, standout sophomore Derrick Williams hit a dramatic, stumbling drive to the basket in the closing seconds of Arizona’s NCAA 

tournament game against Texas, tying the score. With the crowd roaring in Tulsa’s BOK Center, he stepped to the foul line and added the free throw that 

beat the Longhorns and lifted the Wildcats into the Sweet 16. 

Such moments are the lifeblood of the tournament, and they carry well-defined financial stakes= Williams’ decisive foul shot was worth more than $1.4 

million for Arizona and its Pacific 10 Conference co-members -- the amount they’ll pocket for each game the Wildcats play in the tournament during the 

next six years under the NCAA’s revenue-sharing plan= With another win over defending champion Duke five nights later, Arizona earned another $1 million- 

plus. 

"It may create a certain level of resentment in athletes," says Pittsburgh basketball player Gilbert Brown, a senior and the third-leading scorer on a team that 

won the Big East Conference’s regular-season championship. "You put yourself on the line for the success of the program, and it really is sometimes only 

benefiting one side instead of the person that’s going out there." 

Says Duke senior All-American Nolan Smith: "It’s definitely a conversation in the locker room .... We feel like we’ve paid our dues. We bring a lot into the 

university, and we might want to see a little more." 



The NCAA’s Emmert argues that the payoff is not as one-sided as some portray. Athletic scholarships cover a median $27,923 in costs each year at the 

120 schools in the top football-playing Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS). Beyond that, players get equipment and apparel, complimentary game admissions 

for family and friends, tutoring and other academic support, among other things. 

in trying to assess the full value of a Division I men’s basketball scholarship, USA TODAY also folded in benefits such as coaching, media exposure and 

impact on future earnings. Its calculation: a worth of at least $120,000 a year. 

Even so, on average, a grant-in-aid’s face value fails nearly $3,000 beneath the full cost of attending college, counting a trip home or two, laundry money 

and other incidentals. And Emmert says the new basketball and BCS contracts offer a chance to examine what else athletes can be offered. 

"There are those who see student-athletes as incredibly privileged in that they have access to all that support. And then there are those who see them as 

exploited," he says. "The truth is obviously somewhere in between. It really depends on which end of the telescope you’re looking through." 
’We’ve got to do something’ 

Emmert’s predecessor at the NCAA, the late Myles Brand, also floated the notion of full-coverage scholarships when he took office in 2003, and member 

schools quickly talked him down. Their issue: The spigot of TV and other revenue is open only for football and basketball, and often must subsidize at least 

a dozen more men’s and women’s sports. 

Because of that, money actually is tight in most athletics programs. In fiscal 2009, only 14 of the 120 FBS schools were operating their overall programs in 

the black. 

Giving 85 scholarship football players an extra $3,000 would cost $255,000 annually. Spreading it across all athletes in all sports -- Stanford counts 475 

scholarship athletes, Ohio State has 448 in 30-plus sports -- could take $1 million or more a year and lead some cash-strapped schools to pare teams. 

Though it almost certainly would draw resistance from women’s sports advocates and others, there is some sentiment to narrow any additional aid to 

football and men’s basketball, the sports in which the competitive and financial stakes, pressures and rewards are highest. 

"The hardest thing for our association to do is treat those kids differently," Ohio State athletics director Gene Smith says. "But you know what? Their lives 

are different. They’re different than the field hockey athlete. They’re different than the swimmer. They’re under different pressures." 

He acknowledges concerns about Title IX, the federal law that mandates equal opportunities for women, but says, "It needs to be explored .... We’ve got to 

do something." 

it’s a matter of fairness, he says. 

Dempsey, who was athletics director at Arizona before running the NCAA from 1993-2002, agrees. "The rationale is, ’We don’t have the money,’" he says. 

"Well, that’s not the problem. It’s how we spend the money." 

The NCAA’s powerful first CEO, Walter Byers, was more deeply critical in a book he wrote eight years into his retirement in 1995 that he titled 

Unsportsmanlike Conduct. (intensely private, he declined an interview request last month.) It repudiated much of what Byers was instrumental in building 

during his 36 years with the association, railing at what he saw as the exploitation of college athletes and maintaining that "the major hope for reform lies 

outside the collegiate structure." 

Wrote Byers, "What the colleges will not do voluntarily should be done for them." 

Indeed, the U.S. Justice Department is now poking into one area, examining the NCAA’s stipulation that scholarships be awarded year-to-year rather than 

guaranteed over an athlete’s career. It’s also looking into the limit offive years that an athlete can receive scholarship money. 

But a more likely agent of change appears to be the courts. 

The NCAA already has settled a class-action lawsuit that targeted its rule limiting scholarship coverage to room, board, books and tuition. Among other 

things, it agreed to widen athletes’ access to special assistance funds available from the association on a case-by-case basis. The money can be used for 

such things as computers and other educational necessities, medical expenses and emergency travel. 

The NCAA has earmarked nearly $60 million in such funds this year, carved out of an overall $757 million budget. Another $22.5 million is set aside for 

academic enhancement, buttressing schools’ academic support programs. 

Eyes currently are on an array of lawsuits flied and moving jointly through federal court in California. One, fronted by former UCLA basketball star Ed 

O’Bannon, challenges the use of athletes’ images and likenesses in commercials, video games and elsewhere once they’ve left college. Another, in which 

former Arizona State and Nebraska football player Sam Keller is the principal plaintiff, specifically targets video games that carry unidentified but easily 

recognizable images of players. Both claim the players should be sharing in revenue generated by such products. 

"Those cases are not directly about current players being paid by the NCAA," says Vermont Law School professor Michael McCann, who specializes in 

sports and antitrust law. "But clearly, they’re about that topic in an indirect way." 

Jon King, lead attorney for the players in the O’Bannon suit, says the case could "drill into the value of a scholarship vs. the revenue generated" and 

"whether there is a disparity, at least today, that didn’t exist 30 years ago." 

Since 1984, the NCAA has drawn legal strength from a notation by U.S. Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens in a landmark case involving football 

television rights. Control was stripped from the NCAA, but the court said in its decision that the association was entitled to other restrictive power to 

maintain the college game’s difference from pro sports. 

Stevens wrote that "in order to preserve the character and quality of the ’product,’ athletes must not be paid, must be required to attend class, and the like." 

But what does "character" mean in today’s environment? 

If a player and some savvy lawyer were to challenge the NCAA on, say, the limits on compensation, "1 can see some liberal judge, a federal judge 

someplace, ruling in favor (ofthe athlete) ... someone who is a pure academic and would feel intercollegiate athletics is a tail that’s wagging the dog," says 

Dick Schultz, who succeeded Byers as NCAA executive director and ran the association from 1988-93. "1 think every year that goes by, it becomes less of 

a long shot." 

He adds, "If I were at the NCAA, I would be preparing for it, hoping it would never happen. But I would have a plan to deal with it." 

For some, simply lifting scholarship values to meet all the costs of college attendance isn’t enough. Ohio State’s Smith also wants to beef up the NCAA’s 

athlete assistance fund and expand its uses -- raising the cap for clothing, allowing players to tap it for gas money or to furnish an apartment or simply go 

out. 

Ramogi Huma, a former UCLA football linebacker who now advocates athletes’ rights as head of the California-based National College Players Association, 

wants to allow players to cash in on their commercial value. Let them do endorsements, he says. 



"It doesn’t cost the NCAA or the schools one dime," he says. "And it doesn’t jeopardize amateurism. It’s not pay-for-play." 

But would even that be enough? 

"One estimate is that a top-flight (Division I) basketball player, somebody like (North Carolina freshman) Harrison Barnes or (Duke freshman) Kyrie Irving, is 

probably worth about $300,000," says Paul Haagen, a law professor at Duke and co-director of the university’s Center for Sports Law and Policy. He’s 

talking about market value if they were to get paid. 

"l don’t know what it would be for football players," Haagen says. "But if you’re talking that kind of money, I don’t see any way to solve the problem. It’s not 

going to go away if you’re just giving them a sweater or an extra plane trip or spending money. 

"Unless you’re paying something like a market rate, all of the pressures are still there." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 9:05 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/31 il l- Study Abroad 

Squeeze Play, a baseball student-athlete at Ocean State University, is going to participate in a study abroad program this summer. The classes in the 
program are required for his major, the classes are included in the institution’s summer course catalog and the charges will be applied to Squeeze’s 
student account. Squeeze received a 75% scholarship during the academic year. 
Is it permissible for Squeeze to receive athletics aid to cover the expenses for this study abroad program? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10!14/98- Financial Aid for Summer Term in a Foreign Country- states that an institution would be permitted to pay 
financial aid for student-athletes attending a summer term in a foreign country, provided the summer courses or program is considered to be part of the 
institution’s summer term (i.e., the course or courses or program must be listed in the institution’s catalog as summer course or courses or program. 
[Note: This minute replaces staff minute, 04/29/88, item e, which has been archived.] [References: 15.2.7 (summer financial aid), 15.2.7.1 (general 
stipulations) and 15.2.7.1.1 (enrolled student-athletes)] 
This summer athletic aid must be awarded in proportion with the aid received during the academic year. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 8:15 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/1 / 11- Current Event 

Ex-Auburn players tell of cash handshakes, sexual favors 
USAToday.com--AP 

Sacks of money. A car. "Cash handshakes." Sexual favors. 

Those are some of the details supplied by former Auburn players of events they said came during recruiting or while at college. 

Former defensive end Stanley McCIover told HBO in a show that aired Wednesday that when he received money in a bag, he felt obligated to attend Auburn 

even though he had made a public commitment to Ohio State. 

"1 almost passed out. I literally almost passed out, I couldn’t believe it was true," McCIover said of finding the money. "1 felt like I owed them." 

McCIover said he later received $7,000 from an unidentified Auburn booster for a 1973 Chevrolet Impala and would get sacks of money, typically $300 or 

$400, after games. He said he got four bags totaling $4,000 after logging four sacks against Alabama in 2004, when he was first-team all-Southeastern 

Conference. 

Athletics director Jay Jacobs issued a statement Wednesday before the show: "We are aware that four former football players have made allegations 

against Auburn. While HBO confirmed to us they have no proof that any of these claims are true, we contacted both the NCAA and Southeastern 

Conference as soon as these allegations surfaced. We have engaged outside counsel to investigate ... and will spare no resources to find the truth." 

Former Auburn defensive end Quentin Groves said he was never aware of McCIover or any other teammates receiving improper payments. 

"1 just think it was totally and utterly ridiculous to go and say something like that about the school that gave you so much and then be mad because of selfish 

reasons," Groves, now an Oakland Raiders linebacker, told the Associated Press. "1 have no words for them." 

Junior Rosegreen, a teammate of McCIover’s in 2004 who also attended the same high school, said McCIover bought the car with Pell Grant money and 

that it didn’t cost $7,000. "That is bogus," said Rosegreen, who called McCIover "a damn storyteller." 

Tommy Tuberville was Auburn’s coach during the careers of the four players before stepping down after the 2008 season. He just finished his first season 

at Texas Tech. Blayne Beal, Texas Tech assistant athletics director for communications, told USA TODAY that Tuberville would not comment on the HBO 

report. 

Current Auburn head coach Gene Chizik was defensive coordinator during some of the time in question. 

McCIover, who spent two years at Auburn before turning pro after the 2005 season, also said he got cash during "money handshakes" with LSU and 

Michigan State and received sexual favors during a visit to Ohio State. 

McCIover said he regrets what he did: "The decision that I made is hurting me right now. Now, I’ve got to try to find a career; now I’ve got to try to find a way 

to educate myself so I can talk to people. I’m not proud of what I did, and rve destroyed my life." 

In a statement, Michigan State spokesman John Lewandowski said, "Our compliance office was never alerted to this alleged handshake." 

Ohio State spokeswoman Shelly Poe said the school had no comment because "the report is so far back and so many years ago, and he’s just coming 

forward with it." She said the incident described would have violated "our policies in the NCAA." 

Joe Alleva, LSU’s vice chancellor and athletics director, said the school would not comment but added LSU "vigorously enforces NCAA and SEC rules and 

we work diligently to educate boosters on NCAA rules compliance." 

Former Auburn offensive lineman Troy Reddick told HBO that a coach provided envelopes containing roughly $500 each. Reddick claims to have received 

cash envelopes several times during the 2003 and ’04 seasons. He said he didn’t talk about the money while in school because "1 believe a guy would talk 

about raping a girl before he would talk about getting money." 

Two other players, offensive lineman Chaz Ramsey and defensive end Raven Gray, gave similar stories to HBO, including selling tickets meant for family 

or guests. 

NCAA spokeswoman Stacey Osburn declined to comment. The NCAA typically does not comment on potential or ongoing investigations. And Auburn 

already is under investigation. 

While the allegations come beyond the NCAA’s four-year statute of limitations, exceptions can lead to penalties, including "a blatant disregard for the 

Association’s fundamental recruiting, extra-benefit, academic or ethical-conduct regulations or that involve an effort to conceal the occurrence of the 

violation." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 8:32 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/4/1 l- 4-4-4 TraJasfers 

Crease Man, a lacrosse student-athlete, attends Ocean State University, a four-year institution, as a non-qualifier during the fall 2010 semester. Crease 
subsequently transfers to Bay State University, which is also a four year institution, during the spring 2011 semester. At the conclusion of the spring 2011 
semester, Crease decides to transfer to College USA, another four-year institution, for the fall 2011 semester. 
Assuming that Crease is academically eligible, could he receive athletically related financial and practice during his first year at College USA, despite only 
spending one semester at each of the previous institutions? 
Yes. NCAA staff interpretation- 3!31/11- "4-44" Transfer -- Fulfillment of Non-qualifier Residency Requirement for Practice and Financial Aid (I)- 
states that a non-qualifier who attends two four-year institutions during his or her first year of enrollment (e.g., one semester at each, one quarter at one and 
two quarters at the other) may combine the terms of enrollment at the two institutions to fulfill the one-year residence requirement for practice and 
athletically related financial aid if he or she transfers to a third four-year institution at the beginning of the student-athlete’s second year of enrollment. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.02.13.1 (academic year of residence), 14.3.4 (residence requirement - non-qualifier), 14.5.5 (four-year college transfers), 
14.5.5.1.2 (attendance for less than one academic year), 14.5.5.2.8 (return-to-original-institution without participation or minimal participation exception), and 
a staff interpretation (11/19/93, item a), which has been archived] 
Crease remains ineligible for competition during his first year at College USA. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 8:31 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/5/11- 12.5.1.4 

In honor of the Ocean State University men’s basketball team winning a national championship, a local insurance company purchased a billboard 
advertisement offering its congratulations to the team. The advertisement includes a team picture, the name of the company/officially registered trademark 
and a congratulatory message. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 12.6.1.4 states that It is permissible for a student-athlete’s name or picture, or the group picture of an institution’s athletics squad, to 
appear in an advertisement of a particular business, commercial product or service, provided: (Revised: 5/21/08) 
(a) The primary purpose of the advertisement is to publicize the sponsor’s congratulations to the student-athlete or team; 
(b) The advertisement does not include a reproduction of the product with which the business is associated or any other item or description identifying the 
business or service other than its name or trademark; 
(c) There is no indication in the makeup or wording of the advertisement that the squad members, individually or collectively, or the institution endorses the 
product or service of the advertiser; 
(d) The student-athlete has not signed a consent or release granting permission to use the student-athlete’s name or picture in a manner inconsistent with 
the requirements of this section; and 
(e) If the student-athlete has received a prize from a commercial sponsor in conjunction with participation in a promotional contest and the advertisement 
involves the announcement of receipt of the prize, the receipt of the prize is consistent with the provisions of Bylaw 12.5 2.2~5 and official interpretations. 
(Revised: 11/1/07 effective 8/1/08) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/7/1 l- All-Star Game Activities 

The Post brothers, High and Low, will be participating in a high school all-star basketball game this weekend. In conjunction with the game, High will be 
participating in the three-point contest and Low will be participating in the slam-dunk contest. Are these skill competitions considered a separate all-star 
contest? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/5/18- Participation in a High School All-Star Skills Competition (I)- states that a high school all-star skills 
competition (e.g., slam-dunk contest, three-point shooting contest) is considered to be an all-star contest pursuant to the definition of a high school all-star 
contest. A hi qh school all-star skills competition conducted in conjunction with a high school football or basketball all-star .qame is not considered to be a 
separate high school all-star contest. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.6 (high school all-star games, effects on eligibility), 30.2.1 (high school football and basketball), 30.2.1.1 (high school all-star 
contest defined), and 30.2.1.2 (contests not considered high school all-star competition); and a staff interpretation (2/5/88, Item No. j, which has been 
archived).] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/8/1 l- Current Event 

NCAA summit to focus on interpersonal violence 

Recruiting practices and individual and team accountability will be among the topics explored at an NCAA summit on interpersonal violence Friday in 
Indianapolis. 
The summit, called "Focus on Prevention and Intervention of Interpersonal Violence," will aid NCAA institutions that are examining their recruitment 
procedures with an emphasis on flagging potentially problematic prospects. 
The University of Oklahoma, for example, requires student-athletes to submit to background screens before they are allowed on a team. The university 
has enlisted the help of campus and local police to conduct the checks, which include a review of all public records. 
"We feel like we’re about as thorough as we can be in a puNic-records realm," said Kenny Mossman, Oklahoma’s senior associate athletics director for 
communication. 
The university has blocked admission of a few student-athletes as a result of the checks, Mossman said. Although nobody can predict if a prospect will 
commit a crime or cause problems after enrolling, Mossman said "we’ve probably headed off a problem here or there by using a screening program." 
Mossman said coaches also are asked to be part of the screening. When they visit recruits, they speak with high school coaches, counselors, family 
members and other individuals who could address the athlete’s character. 
Colorado State football student-athlete Eugene Daniels remembers his experience well. 
Although he doesn’t recall a formal background check, Daniels remembers Colorado State coaches making a point of talking with his family, coaches 
and counselors. They asked what type of person he was and wanted to know details, such as if he was punctual and reliable. 
Daniels said such questions were aimed at revealing his character. The traits may seem small by themselves, he said, but they "make a difference in 
the grand scheme of things." 
Many athletics programs continue to support wise choices and responsible behavior for student-athletes once they are on campus. Social media and 
blogs such as Deadspin and Badjocks have made catching athletes behaving badly a voyeuristic pastime. 
For their part, athletics administrators at Oklahoma and other institutions do their best to educate student-athletes about the dangers of social networks 
and the responsibility that comes with increased exposure. Daniels said the attention can make student-athletes more cognizant of their actions. 
The reality, however, is that student-athletes are not always perfect. When they fall short, coaches and administrators must hold them accountable, said 
American Football Coaches Association Executive Director Grant Teaff. 
During his coaching days, Teaff said he stressed a culture of accountability, making his student-athletes aware of expectations and holding them 
responsible. 
But the battle can be difficult, said Don McPherson, president of Don McPherson Enterprises and a presenter at Friday’s summit. 
"Student-athletes come to campus with 17 or 18 years of socialization.., and we know that those habits are hard to break," he said. 
McPherson said administrators should be honest about the issues facing student-athletes. "You have to proactively teach the behaviors you expect and 
you have to talk about them," he said. 
That way, McPherson said, student-athletes know what is expected of them and understand the consequences if they don’t live up to those 
expectations. 
For more information and to register for the summit, go to www.ncaa.org/violenceprevention 
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From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item - 4/l l / l l - 13.02.8 

Hops is a basketball prospect who will sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) this week with College USA. The head coach would like to go visit Hops at his home the week after 
he signs. Since Hops will have signed an NLI, does the visit count as a recruiting-person day for the coaching staff? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.8 states that in men’s basketball, a recruiting-person day is defined as one coach engaged in an off-campus recruiting activity of a men’s basketball 
prospective student-athlete, including a prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent (or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid), 
on one day (12:01 a.m. to midnight); two coaches engaged in recruiting activities on the same day shall use two recruiting-person days. Men’s basketball staff members shall 
not exceed 130 recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, Revised: 3/28/07, 5/9/08) 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 8:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/12/11- Current Fxent 

Former San Diego assistant, two players charged with sports bribery 
SAN DIEGO (AP) -- A former University of San Diego star basketball player, another former player and a former assistant coach were charged with running 
a sports betting business to affect the outcome of games, federal authorities said Monday. 
Brandon Johnson, left, finished his playing career at San Diego in 2010 as the school’s leader in scoring and assists. 

The indictment names Brandon Johnson, the school’s all-time leading scorer who finished his college career last year, Thaddeus Brown, an assistant 
coach at the school in the 2006-07 season, and Brandon Dowdy, who played at the school in the 2006-07 season and at the University of California, 
Riverside, from 2008 to 2010. Seven other people were also charged. 
Authorities did not say how the alleged scheme worked and said they were trying to determine its scope, including the number of games allegedly involved. 
The indictment alleges that Johnson, 24, took a bribe to influence a USD game in February 2010 and solicited someone else this January to affect the 
outcome of San Diego basketball games while playing for the Dakota Wizards, a development team for the NBA’s Memphis Grizzlies. 
U.S. Attorney Laura Duffy didn’t name the Toreros’ opponent in the February 2010 game, saying only that Johnson was the school’s starting point guard at 
the time. 
Johnson "was intricately involved in both the illegal gambling business and in the sports bribery schemes," Duffy said at a news conference. 
There was no attorney listed for Johnson in court documents. 
The indictment, handed up Friday by a federal grand jury in San Diego and unsealed Monday, alleges that Brown, 32, of El Cajon, and Dowdy, 22, of San 
Diego, solicited someone to affect the outcome of a game in February. Authorities said the game was at the University of California, Riverside. 
Authorities said USD was fully cooperating and was not accused of any wrongdoing. Duffy and Keith Slotter, head of the FBi’s San Diego office, met 
Monday with school official& 
"They are rightly concerned," Duffy said. "They were very responsive and cooperative and it was a good meeting." 
San Diego, a small, Catholic school that plays in the West Coast Conference, said it informed the NCAA of the probe on Monday. 
"These are very serious allegations and the university is fully cooperating with the investigation," President Mary Lyons said. 
The investigation evolved from a probe of a marijuana distribution operation that began about a year ago, SIotter said. 
The 10 people are charged with conspiracy to commit sports bribery, conduct an illegal gambling business and distribute marijuana. If convicted, they each 
face up to five years in prison and $250,000 fines. 
Nine of the 10 were arrested, including Johnson, who was taken into custody Saturday in Houston. Seven other arrests were made Monday in the San 
Diego area. One person remained at large. 
Johnson, who finished his college career as the schoors all-time leading scorer with 1,790 points, was on the team that stunned Connecticut in overtime in 
the first round of the 2008 NCAA tournament, the biggest win in school history. San Diego finished 22-14 that season, and has struggled ever since under 
coach Bill Grier. It finished 6-24 last season. 
Johnson averaged 6.1 points a game this season for the Dakota Wizards. The team wrapped up its season April 4. 
Scott Woodmansee, a spokesman for the Dakota Wizards, said the Bismarck, N.D, team had no comment. He had no contact information for Johnson. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 8:46 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/13/1 l- 16.5.2(h) 

The nutritionist at Ocean State University would like to have snacks available throughout the day in the weight room for the student-athletes. He has set up a 
station that includes fruit, bagels, popcorn, dry cereal, cream cheese, peanut butter and assorted nuts. 
Which items are permissible? 

A. Fruit, bagels and assorted nuts 
B. Fruit, popcorn and assorted nuts 
C. All of the above 
D. None of the above 

The answer is A_. NCAA Bylaw 16.6.2(h) states that an institution may provide fruit, nuts and bagels to a student-athlete at any time. (Adopted: 4/30/09 
effective 8/1/09) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 9:15 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/14/11- l 1.01.4 

Clean Up is an undergraduate softball coach at College USA. Clean receives a full athletic scholarship for her role as an undergraduate coach. The 
coaching staff needs help with some administrative duties, so they would like to pay Clean to do some work during spring break. 
Since Clean is an undergraduate coach and receives a full grant-in-aid, can she be paid to work during a vacation period? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/6/95- Employment of Undergraduate Assistant Coach in Athletics Department- states that it is not permissible for 
an institution to provide additional compensation (in excess of the value of a full grant) to an undergraduate coach for coaching duties performed during a 
vacation period. [References: NCAA Bylaws 11.02.5-(e) (coach, undergraduate assistant); 15.02.4.3-(c) (exempted institutional financial aid); 15.2.6.3 
(Christmas vacation employment); and NCAA Interpretations Committee minute, 10/07/93, Item No. 2)] 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 8:43 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/15/11- Cunent Fxent 

NCAA: Point shaving threatens college sports 
In the wake of Monday’s allegations against two former men’s basketball student-athletes and a former assistant coach, the NCAA reiterated its stance that 

point shaving is a crime that undermines the Association’s mission. It must be reduced through a strong enforcement process and educational initiatives to 

combat sports wagering. 

Student=athletes who engage in point-shaving activities are breaking the law and jeopardizing their eligibility. Those involved in organized gambling view 

student-athletes, especially those in financial trouble, as easy marks for obtaining inside information or for affecting the outcome of a game. 

Point shaving is a clear threat to student-athlete well-being and the integrity of the game, said NCAA President Mark Emmert. The NCAA specifically 

prohibits wagering on college or professional athletics events by coaches, athletics administrators and student-athletes, or giving information to anyone who 

places bets on college or professional sports. 

"There is nothing more threatening to the integrity of sports anywhere than the uncovering of a point-shaving scheme," Emmert said. "This scheme is 

especially disturbing because efforts to compromise game outcomes extended over more than one season, involved individuals on more than one team 

and was successful, according to the indictment. Point shaving, of course, is a federal offense, and the NCAA is grateful to the FBI and all of law 

enforcement for their efforts to combat the crime. 

"For intercollegiate athletics, the consequence for point shaving is harsh and immediate -the permanent loss of eligibility. That message is part of the 

ongoing educational package the NCAA delivers to teams and campuses each year. Student-athletes are made aware of the dangers associated with 

sports wagering and point shaving, as well as the consequences. Sadly, it sometimes isn’t enough." 

The NCAA’s agent, gambling and amateurism activities staff shares pertinent information on sports wagering and organized crime with the FBI and U.S. 

Attorney General’s advisory groups, the NFL, the NBA, the NHL, MLB, campus security officers, coaches associations and campus student life personnel. 

The NCAA defers action on any active case until the process has concluded with the FBI and U.S. attorney. 

Additionally, the NCAA has established relationships with gaming officials in Las Vegas to share information and provide a better mutual understanding of 

the wagering activity and trends on NCAA contests in sports books. 

For the Division I Men’s and Women’s Basketball Championships, agent, gambling and amateurism activities staff travel to Las Vegas for the early-round 

games. Staff members conduct sports wagering educational sessions in each team’s locker room in conjunction with the open practice day at each 

regional site. All 32 teams, including all student-athletes and coaches, are required to participate. 

The Association also works with its membership to make sure resources and materials are in place to address the sports wagering issue on campus, 

including making flyers available for posting in locker rooms and other team areas. The "Don’t Bet On It" website serves as an interactive sports wagering 

education resource for administrators, coaches, student-athletes and public. Efforts include a sports-wagering curriculum for high schools. 

According to a 2008 NCAA study on collegiate wagering, 1.6 percent of Division I men’s basketball student-athletes and 1.2 percent of Division I football 

student-athletes (FBS or FCS) who were surveyed reported having been asked to influence the outcome of a game. Those findings are a slight decline 

from the NCAA’s original 2003 study, which showed those numbers to be 2.4 percent and 2.3 percent, respectively. 

The NCAA recognizes that officials also are targets for potential point-shaving scandals. Background checks are conducted for officials and umpires in the 

Division I Men’s and Women’s Basketball Championships, Division I football bowl games, the Men’s Frozen Four and the College World Series. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 8:48 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/18/1 l- 12.1.2.4.3 

Give N. Go is a senior in High School and will be enrolling this fall at College USA to play lacrosse. Give will be playing on a traveling team this summer and 
will compete in several tournaments. One of the tournaments has cash prizes for the top 3 teams. If Give’s team finishes in the top 3 and earns a prize, can 
Give except any of the money? 
Yes with conditions. VVith the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-23 a prospective student-athlete participating in a team sport may now accept payment for 
place finish as long as he/she does not receive anything in excess of actual and necessary expenses. NCAA Bylaw 12.1.2.4.3 states that in sports other 
than men’s ice hockey and skiing, before full-time collegiate enrollment, an individual may accept payment based on his or her team’s place finish or 
performance, or given on an incentive basis (e.g., bonus), provided the combination of such payments and expenses provided to the individual does not 
exceed his or her actual and necessary expenses to participate on the team. The calculation of actual and necessary expenses shall not include the 
expenses or fees of anyone other than the prospective student-athlete (e.g., coach’s fees or expenses, parent’s expenses). 
Please note that this piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. 

ieo~d~lr¢ls@biqe~lst.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 7:59 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/19/1 l- Selling Items with Student-Athlete Picture 

The College USA baseball team is undefeated in conference play. The team’s success can be attributed to No Hitter, the senior left handed pitcher. To help 
generate interest from the student body, College USA is selling t-shirts with a picture of No pitching on the front and a K on the back. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation 8/9/86- Sale of a Photograph of an Individual Student-Athlete Engaged in Practice or Competition (I)- states that it 
is permissible for an institution to sell a photograph of an individual student-athlete that is taken while he or she is engaged in practice or competition, 
provided the photograph is not included with or as a part of another commercial item (e.q., coffee muq, autoqraphed photoqraph, T-shirt). The staff 
confirmed that an institution may not sell a photograph that is taken of an individual student-athlete in any other setting (e.g., photo shoot for media 
activities). [Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaw 12.5.1.1 (institutional, charitable, education or nonprofit promotions).] 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 7:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/20/1 l- 17.1.6.3.2 

Andy Athlete is a track and field student-athlete at College USA. This weekend the men’s and women’s track and field teams will be competing in the 
College USA Invitational. In this competition, Andy will be participating in the 100m, 200m and long jump. Here is Andy’s schedule for the meet: 
Friday- 100m, 200m 
Saturday- no competition 
Sunday- long jump 
Since Andy is not competing in any events on Saturday, can his coach provide instruction that day for an hour to help prepare for the long jump event? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/19/91- Practice following an event in a multiday competition- addresses a member institution’s coach providing 
monitored instruction or assistance to a student-athlete subsequent to the completion of the student-athlete’s first event in a multi-event competition that 
has a scheduled day off prior to the next event; determined that such an arrangement would be permissible, provided the next event is considered part of 
the multi-day or multi-event competition; further noted that any practice during the scheduled day off between events in a multi-day competition would be 
bound by the daily hour limitations. 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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fFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 21, 2011 9:15 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/21/11- 17.1.7 

The Bay State University baseball team has two non-conference makeup games to play due to the severe weather conditions that occurred last month. The 
team will be participating in its conference tournament this weekend, which ends the playing season. Can the baseball team play the two makeup games 
after its playing season is over?. 
No. NCAA Bylaw 17A.7(a) states that an institution is not permitted to extend the playing season to make up suspended or canceled games (including 
games that determine a conference champion or the automatic qualifier to the NCAA championship). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 9:02 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/22/11- Current Event 

Hawaii Hilo suspends cross country 
Hawaii Hilo announced a two-year suspension of its men’s and women’s cross country programs as part of an effort to reduce its budget while maintaining 

the viability of the athletics department. The suspension also applies to the cheerleading squad. 

Athletics Director Dexter Irvin said the saving of approximately $100,000 in operational, salary and scholarship funding per academic year will be added to a 

10-percent operational savings he established at the beginning of the fiscal year. 

"We’ve been able to stay in the black for the past two years but like everyone else we also need to cut back," said Irvin. "We looked at many scenarios but 

felt that this move would have the least effect on our student-athletes’ academic opportunities and our program’s competitiveness." 

During the 2010-11 academic year, 120 athletes have been on athletics scholarship. Six were affiliated with the cross country program. Those would not be 

affected by the suspension, Irvin said. 

A release on the school’s website said that among the challenges Irvin faces in his second year at Hawaii Hilo are "the increasing cost of travel and 

education while trying to balance a budget that is currently funded below the NCAA Division II national average." 

"We are part of a 7 percent decrease in scholarships as well as a probable 7 percent decrease in our operational funding," said Irvin. "We have made 

significant reductions in many programs and we cannot continue to make overall program reductions without sacrificing student-athlete well-being." 

Cross country was started in the 1980s. Under similar fiscal conditions, the programs were suspended during the 1989 and 1990 seasons before being 

reinstated during the 1991 season. During the 20-year stretch since, the Vulcans claimed three conference championships and were consistent 

participants in postseason races. 

The suspensions leave the Vulcan athletics program with six women’s sports (basketball, golf, soccer, softball, tennis and volleyball) and five men’s sports 

(baseball, basketball, golf, soccer and tennis). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 9:37 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/25/1 l- Missed Class Time 

Ocean State University tennis team will still be in their season when summer school starts next week. The coaches would like to move practice from 4pm 
to 11 am during the week. NCAA Bylaw 17A .6.6.1 states that it is not permissible for a student-athlete to miss class during the academic year for practice 
activities except when traveling to an away from home contest and the practice is in conjunction with the contest. 
Can a student-athlete miss class during summer school to participate in practice? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6/11!10- Missed Class Time for Practice Activities (I)- states that a student-athlete may not miss class at any time 
(e.g., regular academic term, mini term, summer term) for practice activities, except when a team is traveling to an away-from-home contest and the 
practice is in conjunction with the contest. 
[References: NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.6.1 (no class time missed for practice activities) and a staff interpretation (8/20/97, Item No. a), which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:46 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/26/1 l- Current Fxent 

No quick ending in NCAA case against Ohio State, Jim Tressel 
USAToday.com 
The release Monday of the NCAA’s notice of allegations regarding Ohio State football coach Jim Tressel is another step in a process that figures to last 
several months. 
Ohio State coach Jim Tressel is accused of wrongdoing by the NCAA in the notice of allegations received by the school. 
The NCAA infractions process is not known for its speed. The violations in the Ohio State case happened a year ago, came out in December and blew up in 
March with Tressers admission he withheld information from the school about five of his players. 
The school has until July 5 to answer questions raised in the eight-page NCAA document. A hearing before the infractions committee is scheduled Aug. 12 
in Indianapolis. After that, it figures to be at least two months before action is taken, even if the committee simply accepts steps already taken by the school. 
Those include suspending Tressel for the first five games of the 2011 season, which will cost him about $250,000. 
For comparison, the Tennessee basketball case, which involves lying to the NCAA by since-fired coach Bruce Pearl, broke last summer. The school won’t 
appear before the infractions committee until mid-June. The Southern California/Reggie Bush case broke in March 2006, and penalties were announced 
last June. An appeal has yet to be resolved. 
Focusing on Tressers behavior, the NCAA alleged the coach "permitted football student-athletes to participate in intercollegiate athletics while ineligible." It 
also said he "failed to deport himself... (with) honesty and integrity" and said he was lying when he filled out a compliance form in September that said he 
had no knowledge of any NCAA violations by any of his players. 
Oklahoma State law professor David Swank, a former chairman of the committee, declined to delve deeply into the case but said a five-game suspension 
might not suffice for Tressel. "If what he did is a violation of ethical conduct rules," he said, "... that penalty may not be a very significant one." 
Athletics director Gene Smith said he’d have "no comments until the case is resolved." A school statement said the allegations were consistent with what it 
reported to the NCAA on March 8. 
Tressers troubles began with an April 2, 2010, email from Columbus lawyer Christopher Cicero. Cicero, a former Ohio State walk-on, informed Tressel that 
a federal agency had raided the house of tattoo-shop owner Eddie Rife and discovered a multitude of autographed Ohio State jerseys, cleats, pants and 
helmets, Big Ten championship rings and "gold pants" trinkets given to Buckeyes players for beating archrJval Michigan. Tressel responded, "1 will get on it 
ASAP." 
Yet he did not notify Smith or Ohio State President E. Gordon Gee, anyone else in the athletics department or anyone in the university’s legal department. 
instead, he forwarded the email to Jeannette, Pa., businessman Ted Sarniak, a friend and mentor to star quarterback Terrelle Pryor, who was subsequently 
discovered to be one of the players involved with Rife. 
The Columbus Dispatch reported Monday that Tressel exchanged at least 12 more emails with Cicero and had numerous lengthy phone calls with Sarniak 
in the weeks and months ahead. 
By allowing those players to compete last fall while technically ineligible, Tressel could cost the school its 11 regular-season wins. However, since the 
players’ issues were resolved by the NCAA and they were allowed to play in the Sugar Bowl, the only game that could stand could be that 31-26 victory 
against Arkansas. 

j(~orMaras@biqeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 7:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/27/1 l- Summer School Aid 

R.B.I is a baseball student-athlete at College USA. R.B.I did not receive any athletic aid during the 2010-11 academic year, but he will receive a 50% athletic 
scholarship during the 2011-12 academic year. 
Is it permissible for R.B.I to receive athletic aid during the summer 2011 session? If so, how much? 
Yes. R.B.I may receive up to 50% of an athletic scholarship during the summer 2011 session. NCAA Educational Column-4/25/11- Enrolled Student- 
Athletes -- Summer Financial Aid (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that in accordance with NCAA Bylaw 152.8.1.2, subsequent to 
initial full-time enrollment during a regular academic year, a student-athlete may receive athletically related financial aid to attend the certifying institution’s 
summer term or summer school provided the student-athlete received such athletically related aid from the certifying institution during the student-athlete’s 
previous academic year at that institution or, if the student-athlete did not receive athletically related financial aid from the certifying institution during a 
previous academic year, the student-athlete has been awarded athletically related financial aid for the following academic year. 
If a student-athlete who received athletically related aid from the certifying institution during the previous academic year is awarded athletically related 
financial aid to attend the certifying institution’s summer term or summer school, such aid must be awarded in proportion to the amount of athletically 
related financial aid received by the student during the student-athlete’s previous academic year at the certifying institution= Ifa student-athlete who did not 
receive athletically related financial aid from the certifying institution during a previous academic year is awarded athletically related financial aid to attend the 
certifying institution’s summer term or summer school, such aid must be awarded in proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid the student- 
athlete will receive for the ensuing academic year. 
It is permissible for an institution that awards athletically related financial aid to a student-atNete to attend the institution’s summer term, to award such aid 
on either an element-by-element basis (i.e., tuition and fees, room and board, books) or equivalency (i.e., countable aid) basis. For example, a student- 
athlete who is enrolled as a full-time student for the entire academic year and receives an athletics grant-in-aid covering only tuition and fees for the entire 
year, or will receive an athletics grant-in-aid covering only tuition and fees for the following academic year, would be entitled to receive athletically related 
financial aid to cover the student-athlete’s actual cost of tuition and fees for the institution’s summer term of athletically related financial aid to cover the 
student-athlete’s actual educational expenses for the summer term based on the student-athlete’s equivalency value. 
institutions are reminded that the provisions of Bylaw 15.2.8.1.2 are applicable to head-count sports. Thus, a student-athlete who participates in a head- 
count sport and does not receive the value of a full athletics grant during the previous academic year, or will not receive the value of a full athletics grant 
during the following academic year, may receive athletically related financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term or summer school only in proportion 
to the amount of athletically related financial aid received during the previous academic year or, if the student-athlete did not receive athletically related 
financial aid during the previous year, in proportion to the amount to be received during the next academic year. 
in addition, pursuant to Bylaw 15.2.8.1.2.3, if an institution provides a student-athlete with a full athletics grant during the academic year but is required to 
reduce the grant in accordance with Bylaw 15.1.4 (reduction when excess is awarded), the institution may provide the student-athlete full athletically related 
financial aid to attend the institutions summer term. Further, pursuant to Bylaw 15.2.8.1.2.4, a nonqualifier may receive athletically related financial aid to 
attend an institution’s summer term or summer school subsequent to the first academic year in residence under the following conditions: 
1. The student-athlete has satisfied progress-toward-degree requirements and, thus, would be eligible for competition for the succeeding year (the student- 
athlete must have successfully satisfied the applicable requirements of Bylaw 14.4.3 and be in good academic standing at the institution); 
2. The student-athlete has been awarded athletically related financial aid for the succeeding academic year; and 
3. The student-athlete receives athletically related financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term or summer school only in proportion to the amount of 
athletically related financial aid the student will receive for the succeeding year. 
Finally, in all cases, the proportionality restriction shall not apply to a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility and is enrolled in a summer 
program of studies that will permit the student-athlete to complete his or her degree requirements. 
[References: Bylaws 15.2.8 (summer financial aid), 15.2.8.1 (general stipulations), 15.2.8.1.2 (enrolled student-atNetes) and 15.2.8.1.2.5 (exception for 
first-time recipient in the next academic year)] 
Please note that with the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-70, a student-athlete can be awarded athletic aid in the summer even if 
he/she did not receive athletic aid during the previous academic year as long as the student-athlete will be receiving athletic aid 
during the next academic year. 
This piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. 
2010-70 
FINANCIAL AID - - SUMMER FINANCIAL AID - - ENROLLED STUDENT-ATHLETES - - EXCEPTION FOR FIRST-TIME RECIPIENT IN THE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR 
Status: Adopted - Final     f~,~’~<:~;:~. I:)k:’.!?!~i~’~ 

Intent: To specify that a student-athlete who has not received athletically related aid from the certifying institution during a previous academic year 
may receive athletically related financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term or summer school, provided the student-athlete has been 
awarded athletically related financial aid for the following academic year and the aid is awarded only in proportion to the amount of athletically related 
financial aid the student will receive for the following academic year, 

Bylaws: Amend 15.2.8, as follows: 
15.2.8.1.2 Enrolled Student-Athletes. After initial full-time enrollment during a regular academic year, a student-athlete shall not receive athletically 
related financial aid to attend the certifying institution’s summer term or summer school unless the student-athlete received such athletically related 
aid from the certifying institution during the student-athlete’s previous academic year at that institution. Further, such aid may be awarded only in 
proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid received by the student-athlete during the student-athlete’s previous academic year at 
the certifying institution, except that this proportionality restriction shall not apply to a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility and is 
enrolled in a summer program of studies that will permit the student-athlete to complete his or her degree requirements. 

[15.2.8.1.2.1 through 15.2.8.1.2.4 unchanged.] 

15,2,8,1,2,5 Exception for First-Time Recipient in the Next Academic Year, A student-athlete who has not received 
athletically related aid from the certifying institution during a previous academic year may receive athletically related 
financial aid to attend the institution’s summer term or summer school under the followinq conditions: 
(a) The student-athlete has been awarded athletically related financial aid for the following academic year; and 
(b) The aid is awarded only in proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid the student will receive for the 
following academic year, 

Source: Southeastern Conference 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Financial Aid 



Rationale: This proposal will provide institutions greater flexibility in the awarding of summer school financial aid and will allow student-athletes to use 
summer school as a time to advance their academic pursuits. The receipt of athletically related aid in the summer should not be solely contingent on 
the amount of athletics aid received during the preceding academic year. It is permissible to award financial aid to prospective student-athletes for 
the summer prior to initial full-time enrollment. This legislation would extend the same principle to enrolled student-athletes, but with the additional 
requirements that the student=athlete must be eligible for the aid, he or she must have been awarded aid for the next academic year and that the 
summer aid must be proportionate to the aid he or she will receive in the next academic year. The receipt of aid in the following year would trigger 
counter status. Given increasingly stringent progress-toward-degree requirements, more student-athletes need to attend summer school to maintain 
eligibility. This change would only impact a handful of student-athletes -- those who will receive aid for the next academic year without having 
received it in prior years. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. April 28, 2011 9:23 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/28/11- 16.8.1 

The women’s tennis team at East Coast University will be participating in an away from home contest this weekend in California. The team will arrive the 
day before the competition and would like to practice. Is it permissible for the team to practice at a different tennis club in the locale of the competition site? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 4/28/11- NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1 -- Permissible Practice Expenses (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note 
that as set forth in NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.1, a member institution may provide a student-athlete expenses for practice sessions only if they are associated with 
an away-from-home contest or conducted at a site located within the member institution’s state or, if outside that state, no more than 100 miles from the 
institution’s campus. 
Further, pursuant to Bylaw 16.8.1.1.1, any practice on an extended road trip shall take place either at the competition site or on a direct route between two 
consecutive competition sites. It is not permissible for an institution to schedule practice sessions at other locations in order to provide entertainment 
opportunities for team members. 
For example, traditional winter or spring trips to warm-weather locations (that involve significant travel outside the institution’s state) must include actual 
competition, as listed on the institution’s official schedule, in order for the institution to provide student-athletes any expenses (e.g., transportation, lodging 
and meals) for the trip. 
In the sports of men’s and women’s skiing and women’s rowing, a member institution may transport a team to a practice site beyond the mileage limitations 
of Bylaw 16.8.1.1 if necessitated by weather conditions. In women’s rowing, if such practice activities are conducted during an institution’s academic term, 
the practice activities shall occur only at a site located within the member institution’s state or, if outside the state, no more than 200 miles from the 
institution’s campus. All practice activities must be within the institution’s declared playing and practice season in women’s rowing. 
Finally, in swimming and diving, a member institution may provide expenses to practice at the closest available site that includes a diving platform beyond 
the mileage limitations of Bylaw 16.8.1.1 if the institution does not have access to a diving platform therein. Student-athletes must not miss class time for 
these practice activities. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of this legislation. 
Question No. 1: May a golf team with an away-from-home tournament outside the mileage limitations of Bylaw 16.8.1.1 practice the day before at another 
golf course in the locale of the competition site? 
Answer: Yes, practice can occur within the immediate locale of where the institution’s team is residing while within a 100-mile radius of the team’s 
competition site. 
Question No. 2: May a golf team from Indiana competing in multiple tournaments on a spring break trip in Florida stop while traveling to practice at a course 
in Atlanta? 
Answer: No, a practice on an extended road trip must take place either at the competition site or on a direct route between the two consecutive competition 
sites. It is not permissible for an institution to schedule practice sessions at other locations in order to provide entertainment opportunities for team 
members. 
Question No. 3: May an institution provide expenses for its women’s rowing team to practice at a site 150 miles from the institution due to an ice storm? 
Answer: Yes, practice activities may occur outside the mileage limitations of Bylaw 16.8.1.1 if necessitated by weather. The practice activities must be 
within the institution’s declared playing and practice season. 
Question No. 4: May an institution without a diving platform transport its diving student-athletes that will participate in platform diving to a facility 400 miles 
from campus? 
Answer: Yes, provided that facility is the closest available site that includes a platform, and no class time is missed by the student-atNetes participating in 
the practice session. 

[Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaws 16.7.1 (away from home contests and vacation periods), 16.8.1.1 (practice), 16.8.1.1.1 (practice sites on road trips), 
16.8.1.1.2 (skiing - weather exception, 16.8.1.1.3 (women’s rowing -- weather exception), 16.8.1.1.4 (swimming and diving -- exception); and staff 
interpretations (06/28/96, Item No. b) and (10/11/89, Item No. d)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of legislation 
and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at 
the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are 
based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order 
to address timely issues. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 7:39 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/29/11- Cunent Fxent 

Program-specific donations at Cal may alter funding practices 
USAToday.com 

The way colleges fund some sports could change to rely more on program-specific donations after fans and alumni of the University of California 

scrambled to save four sports that the school had announced would be cut or downgraded. 

Cars situation and the donors’ response "reverberates around the country," says Colorado associate athletics director for development Jim Senter, a 

member of the National Association of Athletic Development Directors’ executive committee. "College presidents look at that, athletic directors look at that 

... and say, ’OK, if they can do that, the money is out there. What’s our rallying cry? How do we get people on board?’" 

In late September, Cal announced it would discontinue baseball, men’s and women’s gymnastics and women’s lacrosse and drop rugby from varsity to 

club status. A little more than six months -- and about $18 million in donations --later, all but men’s gymnastics have been continued with 7 to 10 years of 

funding in place and permanent financing plans in the works. 

Donors’ willingness to preserve these programs, similar to the manner in which benefactors saved two of three sports slated for discontinuation at fellow 

Pacific-10 school Arizona State in 2008, could have an impact on how colleges attempt to finance athletics programs amid the ongoing funding crisis in 

higher education. 

"By no means are we going to be able to do this with all our sports," says Cal vice chancellor Frank Yeary, "but there are additional sports where I think we 

believe we can go and have people help us over time make them self-sufficient .... I think that’s quite possible for us in the future and there may be lessons 

for others as well." 

Many NCAA Division I athletics programs rely heavily on institutional funding sources, as well as student fees, at a time when appropriations to schools are 

being cut by state legislatures. Cal determined it needed to reduce campus support of its program from $12.1 million in 2009-10 to no more than $5 million 

per year by 2014. To help achieve that goal, the school decided it would drop baseball, men’s and women’s gymnastics and women’s lacrosse and it would 

make men’s rugby what it called a "varsity club" sport. 

In February, the school announced the women’s teams and the rugby team had found at least $8 million in backing. On April 8, it said baseball supporters 

has come up with $9 million, close enough to a $10 million goal to allow for continuation; the school also said men’s gymnastics was a little less than 

halfway to meeting its fundraising target of $4 million. 

When Cal officials announced the cutbacks, they did not outline a scenario under which the teams could be preserved as varsity sports. 

"1 want to stress that our decision to cut the sports -- which was a very painful decision for us -- was not, in the first instance, a fundraising strategy," 

Yeary say& "We made a decision that we didn’t want to make about these five sports but that we felt ... we had to make given our financial realities." 

At the time, those realities did not include a group of donors who had committed a combined $18 million to provide long-term funding for just four teams. 

During the 2008-09 fiscal year, Cars annual athletics giving totaled $15.6 million, and in 2009-10, that figure fell to $10.2 million, according to financial 

reports the school filed with the NCAA. Cal also was raising money for two massive capital projects -- the refurbishment and seismic retrofitting of its 

football stadium and the construction of an athletic training complex. 

However, benefactors of women’s gymnastics, women’s lacrosse, baseball and rugby came through with money that Yeary says he expects to soon reach 

$20 million, and Cal has committed to keeping them while waiting to see whether men’s gymnastics backers can finish marshaling the $4 million the school 

now says they need to restore that sport. 

Now, people around college athletics are asking how this could happen at Cal, how many other schools’ donors can replicate the accomplishment and what 

are the potential implications of funding athletics programs in this manner. 

"We’ve always known that we have an extremely loyal and generous community, especially in sports," Yeary says, "but it’s also true that the level of money 

that was raised over the last six months is unprecedented in our experience in terms of raising money for athletics and in particular raising money around 

individual sports." 

Because of cuts in state funding and controversy on Cars campus about the amount of institutional funding the athletics program was receiving, two task 

forces -- one from the faculty senate, the other from the chancellor’s office -- scrutinized the athletics department in 2010. Those probes resulted in what 

Yeary calls "better transparency and financial discipline" in athletics. So when Cal officials were explaining their decisions to supporters of teams slated to 

be cut, they were able to show exactly how much money would be saved, not just on team-specific coaching salaries and scholarships, but also on shared 

services, including strength and conditioning, medical support and academic advising. 

"l think that one of the lessons we have learned," Yeary says, "is that transparency _. and education with the community about the realities of the true cost 

of each of the individual programs does generate a level of support from the individual sports communities that maybe we haven’t seen before -- and that 

may be true elsewhere" around the nation. 

It’s a lesson that also has been learned at Arizona State, which in 2008 announced it was going to drop wrestling, men’s swimming and men’s tennis. It took 

wrestling backers 10 days to come up with enough money to convince school officials to keep the sport, swimming donors about two months. (Men’s tennis 

was not restored.) 

Stephen Ponder, senior associate athletics director for development, says in the wake of that experience, "every team here realized (funding) was a real 

issue and it heightened awareness to fundraise for their specific sport or the (athletic booster) club overall." Baseball-specific annual contributions have 

increased more than 40% from 2008 to 2010, when they were just over $210,000, according to the school’s NCAA financial reports. 

But Amy Perko, executive director of the reform-minded Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, says that while donor efforts to keep teams are 



"obviously a win for the athletes," the need for such extraordinary measures reflect systematic problems in athletics financing "that will not be solved by 

individual fundraising campaigns." 

"Every school is different in its ability to generate the sums of revenue needed," she says. "This doesn’t take aim at some national policy issues that need to 

be addressed and would be best for the financial health of all schools." 

Jeff Orleans, former executive director of the Ivy League -- where it isn’t unusual for specific teams to be heavily supported by targeted donations or 

endowments -- says schools have to weigh a variety of factors when deciding to field teams on those terms. 

Among them is determining what really is the appropriate size for their athletics program and "being careful about how much you rely on donated, alumni 

money -- whether it’s raised in advance of when you need it, or raised only when your back is to the wail -- because at some point you give up control over 

your program if it’s entirely beholden to donors," says Orleans, now with Alden & Associates, a college athletics search and consulting firm that provides 

guidance on financing matters. 

"Once you’ve thought about those things," he adds, "1 think it is the right question to say, ’Everybody raises money for football and basketball. Are we doing 

what we can, within the financial expectations we’ve established, to raise money from alumni and other supporters of the program in general, and of teams 

one-by-one, so that we can take the pressure offthe overall institutional budget, so we can take the pressure offthe AD to schedule TV games on Tuesday 

mornings, so we can relieve all the pressures -- not just the pressure on the central administration?’" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 8:58 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/2/1 l- Equipment At Camp 

Full Count is a junior in HS and will be attending a baseball day camp at College USA next month. Because a majority of the camp is geared toward hitting, 
each camper is being asked to bring his own bat. If Full does not have a bat, can the coaches at College USA loan a bat to Full for camp? 
Yes as long as the opportunity is extended to all campers. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 1/29/93- Institution loaning equipment to prospects during 
summer camp- states that an institution may loan athletics equipment (e.g., football helmet, softball bat) to prospective student-athletes who are attending 
the institution’s summer camp, provided the equipment is necessary for participation in camp activities and is available to all prospects attending the camp. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.16.1.5.1 (athletics equipment); 16.12.1.6 (summer use of athletics equipment); 13.13.1.1 (sports camps and clinics) and 
13.2.2 (offers and inducements)] 

]condaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday,, May 3, 2011 8:53 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/3/1 l- Telephone Calls 

Would the following dialogue be considered a countable telephone call? 
Institution’s Coach: Good morning, may I speak with Susie Prospect? 
Susie’s father: Good morning. Susie is not here fight now. 
Institution’s Coach: Thank you. This is Coach Smith from College USA. I will call back tomorrow. 
--Call ended-- 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 512!11- Telephone Calls by Institutional Staff Members (I)- states that Division I institutions should note that staff 
members may not telephone a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) prior to July 1 following the 
prospective student-athlete’s completion of the junior year in high school or the opening day of classes of his or her senior year in high school (as 
designated by the high school), whichever is earlier. Thereafter, staff members may not telephone a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student- 
athlete’s parents or legal guardians) more than once per week but may accept collect calls from the prospective student-athlete (see NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.1 
for sport-specific exceptions). A staff member who telephones a prospective student-athlete and is informed by the prospective student-athlete’s parents 
that he or she is unavailable would not have to count that call aclainst the one per week, provided the conversation is not in excess of a clreetina (i.e., no 
recruitment takes place). Once the applicable call limitation has been reached (e.g., once per week, once per month), it is not permissible for an athletics 
department staff member to place another call to the prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians), even if 
additional telephone calls are not made for purposes of recruitment (e.g., responding to a telephone message left by the prospect) or no direct conversation 
occurs during the second call (e.g, voicemail message), institutions should note, however, that the limitation would not be applicable to calls that relate 
solely to institutional camp and clinic logistical issues (e.g., missing registration information). 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.1.3A (time period for telephone calls -- general rule) and 13.1.3.1.7 (application of telephone call limitations); official 
interpretations (6/6/91, Item No. 7) and (10/02/09, Item No. a); and staff interpretations (2/6/91, Item No. f) and (10/12/05, Item No. a)] 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 8:36 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/4/1 l- Current Event 

NCAA says Boise State football broke rules 

Boise State says rules violations were found in its football program as part of a larger NCAA investigation in other sports, including tennis and track and 
field. 
An internal investigation began in 2009 after the school was prompted by the NCAA. The probe discovered 63 incoming football players received 
impermissible benefits for housing, transportation and meals worth a total $4,934. The amount of the violations ranged from $2.34 to a maximum of $417.55 
and have been reimbursed. 
he school was set to have a summary judgment by the NCAA before serious issues arose in women’s tennis. That program was accused of providing an 
incoming athlete with impermissible educational expenses and entertainment. The coaches conducted impermissible practice sessions and permitted the 
athlete to compete prior to enrollment. The coaching staffwas fired last November. 
Boise State responded to the NCAA on April 25 and will face the Committee on Infractions on June 10. Because of the scope of the overall violations, the 
NCAA has accused the school of a lack of institutional control. 
"1 am confident we have responded thoroughly to the NCAA. Our internal review was comprehensive and our response was very detailed. We will continue 
to provide our full cooperation," Boise State president Bob Kustra said in a statement. 
"We are deeply committed to following all NCAA rules and to ensuring that our athletic department works diligently so that our procedures reflect the highest 
standard. I am disappointed that we face these allegations. It is unacceptable, and the athletic department staff understand and agree with my position." 

jeondurus(~bNeust.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday,, May 5, 2011 8:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/5/1 l- One-Time TranstEr 

Clip Ping is a football student-athlete at Bay State College (BSC). Clip will graduate this month and would like to transfer to Ocean State University (OSU) in 
the fall and enroll in a graduate school program. Clip speaks with his coach about transferring and playing his last season at OSU. The coach grants the 
release and provides Clip with a non-renewal scholarship letter for the 2011-12 academic year. 
For purposes of this example, Clip meets all other parameters of Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10 and would have been eligible had he remained at BSC. 
Can Clip transfer to OSU and play during the 2011 season? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 3115/11- Proposal No. 2010-52 Eligibility -- Graduate Student/Postbaccalaureate Participation -- One-Time 
Transfer Exception -- Nonrenewal of Athletics Aid at Previous Institution -- Baseball, Basketball, Football and Men’s ice Hockey (I) provides the 
following clarification: 
Question: May the student-athlete pursue a second baccalaureate at the next institution? 
Answer: No, he or she must be enrolled in a graduate or professional school. 
Question: Would a student-athlete who graduates after three years and with two seasons of competition remaining be permitted to use this exception? 
Answer: Yes. 

subseclueg~tly ~e~’~s ~otice o~ t/~e ~~r~re~ewal o~ at/~letics ai~~ to t~e stude~toat/~etQ in t~e stude~~t~at/~lete rsermitted to use this exceptio~ il ~e 

With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-52, student-athletes in the sports of baseball, basketball, bowl subdivision football and 
men’s ice hockey now have an opportunity to utilize the one-time transfer exception as long as they meet the criteria. This piece of 
legislation has an August 1,2011 effective date, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 8:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/9/1 l- TranstErs Working Camp 

Strike Zone is a baseball student-athlete at Ocean State College (OSC). Strike is going to transfer to another institution this fall and has received permission 
to contact other institutions. One of the schools that is recruiting Strike is Bay State University (BSU). The coaches at BSU are hosting a few summer 
camps in June and July and would like Strike to work the camps. Is it permissible for Strike to work the camps? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/2/11- Four-Year College Transfer Employed at Institutional Camp (I)- states that a four-year college student-athlete 
who has received written permission to contact another NCAA institution is considered a senior prospective student-athlete. Therefore, such an individual 
may not be employed (either on a salaried or volunteer basis) at an institutional football camp. In sports other than football, such an individual may not be 
employed at an institutional camp (either on a salaried or volunteer basis) if he or she is being recruited by that institution or if he or she was a high school, 
preparatory-school or two-year college athletics award winner. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.1.3 (four-year college prospective student-athletes), 13.12.1.3.1.1 (senior prospective student-athlete defined), 
13.12.1.6.1 (employment of prospective student-athletes!no free or reduced admission privileges -- general rule), 13.12.1.3.1 (exception -- football); and a 
staff interpretation (06/04/97, Item No. a) which has been archived)] 

i;condaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 8:24 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/10il l- Cmnp GiPLs 

The basketball coaches at Ocean State University purchased apparel, etc. from Reebok for their summer camps this year. As a thank you for their business, Under Reebok 

sent Ocean State University water bottles to give out during their camps. 
Can the coaches give the water bottles free of charge to the campers? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.t 2.t .6.4 states that prospective student-athletes may receive awards from a member institution’s sports camp or clinic with the understanding that the 
cost of such awards is included in the admissions fees charged for participants in the camp or clinic. (Adopted: 1/10/92) 
NCAA Educational Column-4191Og-Attendance Restrictions at Institutional and Noninstitutional Camps/Clinics and Material Benefits Provided at Institutional 
Camps/Clinics (I) states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.2, an institution’s sports camp or clinic must be open to any and 
all entrants. An institutional camp or clinic is any camp that is owned or operated by the institution or an athletics department staff member at the institution and includes 
participants who are prospective student-athletes. An institution may limit the attendance at its sports camps and clinics only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. 
Further, Bylaw 13.12.2.3.3 permits athletics department personnel, in sports other than basketball, to serve in any capacity at a noninstitutional, privately owned camp or 
clinic that involves prospective student-athletes as participants, provided the camp is operated in accordance with restrictions applicable to institutional camps (e.g., open to 
any and all entrants, no free or reduced admission to or employment of athletics award winners, etc.). 
Finally, in accordance with Bylaw 13.12.1.6.4, prospective student-athletes may receive material benefits (e.g., awards, prizes, apparel) from an institution’s sports camp or 
clinic only if the cost of the material benefits is included in the admissions fees charged for the camp or clinic. 
Recently, the NCAA Division I Legislative Council reviewed issues related to the promotion of institutional camps and clinics. The council issued an official interpretation 
determining that an institution may advertise or promote an institutional camp or clinic in any way, provided any camp or clinic advertisement or promotion (e.g., camp 
brochure, Web site, newspaper or magazine advertisement) stipulates that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (limited only by number, age, grade level and/or 
gender). The following questions and answers are designed to assist Division I institutions in the correct application of these bylaws. 
Attendance Restrictions 
Question: Is it permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic based on the skill level of the participants (e.g., elite athletes, letter award 
winners, high school varsity athletes)? 
Answer: No, it is not permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic in any way based on skill level. The only permissible limitations on 
attendance are number, age, grade level and/or gender. 
Question: May an institution advertise or promote an institutional sports camp or clinic as an "elite" camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, an institution may use any words or phrases to advertise or promote its institutional camps and clinics, provided the advertisement or prornotion states that the 
camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 
Question: If it appears that an institutional camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (e.g., no reference to elite camp) is an institution required to include a specific 
statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants on all advertisements or promotions for the camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, all institutional camp and clinic advertisements and prornotions must include a statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, 
regardless of how the camp or clinic is advertised. 
Question: May an institution include a statement or description in a camp or clinic advertisement that states advanced techniques will be taught at a camp or clinic without 
violating the attendance restriction regulations? 
Answer: Yes, a statement or description may be included in an advertisement to inform potential participants of the level of instruction that will be provided at the camp or 
clinic, including advanced techniques, to allow the participants to make an informed decision about attendance at the camp or clinic. The advertisement, however, must 
stipulate that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 
Question: May an institution advertise and/or conduct a camp or clinic as a position camp? For example, may a volleyball program conduct a "sefteCs camp"?? 
Answer: Yes, institutions may conduct position camps provided no level of experience, skill or ability is required and the camp is open to any and all entrants. Any 
advertisements must include a statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 
Question: May an institution conduct an "invitation only" camp? 
Answer: No. "Invitation only" camps are not permissible because attendance it is not open to any and all entrants, limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. 
Question: Is it permissible for a coach to invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp that is open to any and all entrants? 
Answer: Yes, an institution’s coach may invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp, provided the camp is open to any and all entrants. However, an institution may 
not provide any type of priority registration for specific prospects. Additionally, an institution must abide by all applicable recruiting legislation when inviting certain prospects 
to a camp. For example, a coach may not call or write a prospective student-athlete in ninth grade to extend a camp invitation. 
Question: May an institution reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective student-athletes? 
Answer: No, an institution is not permitted to reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective student-athletes. For example, if a camp is limited to the first 100 
entrants, the institution may not reserve 25 of the 100 places for the coach’s top recruits. The coach would be permitted to invite those 25 recruits; however, if any of them are 
not within the first 100 to register, they would not be permitted to attend the camp or clinic. 
Question: Is it permissible for an institution to conduct team camps without violating camps and clinics attendance restriction legislation? 
Answer: Yes, an institution is permitted to conduct a team camp. A team camp must be open to any and all teams limited only by number of teams, age of the members of 
the teams, grade level of members of the teams (e.g., high school, middle school) and/or the gender of the teams. 
It should also be noted that the promotion of team camps is held to the same restrictions as any other institutional sports camp or clinic. Therefore, team camp 
advertisements and promotions must include a statement stipulating that the camp is open to any and all teams, limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. 
Question: May an institution’s athletics department staff member work at a noninstitutional camp or clinic that is advertised as an elite camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, provided the camp is conducted in accordance with the legislation regulating institutional camps or clinics. Therefore, in order for an athletics department staff 
member to be employed on a salaried or volunteer basis at a noninstitutional camp or clinic, advertisements or promotional materials must stipulate that the camp or clinic is 
open to any and all entrants. Athletics department administrators (e.g., rules compliance personnel) are encouraged to review noninstitutional camps/clinics advertisements 
and promotional materials prior to permitting coaches and other athletics department staff members to be employed. 
Provision of Apparel and Awards 
Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, posters, gifts) to camp or clinic participants? 
Answer: Yes, an institution may provide apparel and/or merchandise to camp and clinic participants, provided the total cost of the items is included in each camp or clinic 

participant’s admissions fee. If the cost of the items is not included in each participant’s admissions fee, then the institution is providing participants an impermissible benefit. 

For example, if an institution provides each camp participant a basketball and a shirt valued at $45 but the camp admissions fee for each participant is only $40, the institution 
has provided an impermissible benefit to each participant who received those items. 
Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, posters, gifts) that it receives free of charge or at a reduced rate to 
camp participants without including the normal retail cost of the item(s) in the participants admissions fee? 
Answer: No, the institution must assign normal-retail value to the item(s) it provides to camp participants regardless of whether the institution received the 
item(s) free of charge or at a reduced rate. The normal-retail value of the item(s) must be included in the participants’ admissions fee. 
Question: Per Bylaw 13.12.1.6.4, the cost of awards received by prospective student-athletes at an institutional camp or clinic must be included in the admissions fees 
charged to participants at the camp. Does the full cost of each award have to be included in the admissions fee for each camp participant even though not all camp 
participants will receive an award? For example, if all awards provided at the camp cost $100, does the $100 have to be included in each camp participant’s admissions fee? 
Answer: No, the full cost of each award does not need to be included in each participant’s admissions fees. However, the full cost of the awards must be included collectively 
in the admissions fee for all camp participants. For example, if the total cost of all awards to be given out at an institutional camp or clinic is $100 and the camp attendance is 
capped at 100 participants, each individual admissions fee would have to include an additional $1 used to cover the awards provided at the camp or clinic. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, May l l, 2011 8:24 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/1 l il l- Current Event 

NCAA paid $17M to protect ’March Madness’ term 
USA TODA’Ac~m 

The NCAA has gone to great legal -- and it turns out financial -- lengths to protect the trademarked nickname for its signature event. 

Quietly last October, the association paid $17.2 million to sports and entertainment marketer Intersport to stop using the term "March Madness," which has 

been attached to the NCAA’s Division I men’s basketball tournament since the 1980s. 

The settlement, spelled out in financial statements but unbeknown to most in the member schools and conferences, gives it sole ownership of a trademark 

that has been the subject of several legal disputes and challenges over the years. While large on its face, the eight-figure amount accounts for less than 

2%% of the association’s $700 million-plus budget. 

"Long term, protecting the vitality of that asset ... I think it’s a good investment," says Notre Dame athletics director Jack Swarbdck, who was unaware of 

the deal until late last week. 

Television rights and marketing fees, almost all derived from the annual three-week Division I tournament, account for 86% of the NCAA’s annual revenues, 

and it scrupulously polices any unauthorized use of "March Madness." It once shared the trademark with the Ilinois High School Association, but the IHSA 

relinquished ownership several years ago while retaining use of the term in connection with high school basketball championships. 

Intersport took out the original trademark more than two decades ago, but reached an agreement with the IHSA in the early 1990s in which it accepted 

limited license to the phrase in exchange for a share of royalties. 

The Chicago-based company is engaged in marketing, event management and TV programming -- it stages the high school and college slam-dunk and 

three-point contests simultaneous to the Final Four -- and most recently was using "March Madness" in programming for mobile devices. The NCAA 

deemed that "detrimental to the trademark." 

The buyout should "strengthen the value of the March Madness trademark," the NCAA financial statement says. Intersport CEO Charles Besser declined to 

comment. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 9:30 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/12/1 l- Donation of Equipment 

Due to an administrative error, the volleyball coach at College USA ordered too many knee pads for his camp next month. The coach would like to donate 
the unused knee pads to a local summer recreation league. The summer league does have participants that are of prospect age. 
Is it permissible for the coach to donate these unused knee pads to the summer league? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/31/90- Discarding of equipment to summer recreation league- states that in regard to a situation in which a member 
institution’s coach provides unused t-shirts that were left over from the institution’s camp to a summer recreation league that includes prospective student- 
athletes; determined that the provisions of Bylaw 13.16.1.4 would be applicable to athletics apparel (e.g., jerseys, t-shirts); however, providing unused t- 
shirts to a recreation league would not be considered discarding of equipment (or apparel) in accordance with Bylaw 13.16.1.4; therefore, such an 
arrangement would constitute an improper offer and inducement contrary to Bylaw 13.2.2-(b). 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 8:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/13/11- Current Fxent 

Junior colleges approve limiting participation of foreign athletes 
USA TODAY.corn 

Concerned by the growing number and impact of foreign athletes -- some with sketchy amateur credentials, many older and more mature than the 

freshmen and sophomores they compete with and against -- the nation’s 500-plus junior and community colleges have charted an admittedly tricky path. 

Starting next year, they’ll impose strict roster limits. 

By a 30-21 margin, the National Junior College Athletic Association’s board of directors voted in late March to hold the number of non-U.S, players at no 

more than one-fourth of a team’s allotment of scholarship players. In basketball and volleyball, for instance, that would be three. In soccer, four. In track, five. 

Barring a revote, the measure will go into effect in August 2012. The NJCAA already limits the percentage of foreign athletes on scholarship, but an 

increasing number were paying their own way through school and essentially competing as walk-ons. 

This will establish a firm overall cap. 

The action, of course, doesn’t quite square with the "give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses" credo that has long invited immigrants to America. 

"At a time when the world is globalizing, I feel like our organization has decided to build a fence," says Tyler (Texas) men’s soccer coach Steve Clements. 

Echoes Iongtime sports sociologist and activist Richard Lapchick, who heads Central Florida’s DeVos Sport Business Management Program: "We’re in an 

era where everybody talks about inclusion, and any policy like the one they’ve adopted is clearly one of exclusion. To me, it kind of rubs against what we 

should be doing in this country." 

That sentiment tugs at Joe Tubb, the athletics director at South Plains (Texas) and current NJCAA president. 

"There’s the philosophy that we’re a community college and we’re going to offer (an education) to all who come. That’s one of the reasons why it was a 

close vote," he says. "Everyone pretty much knows what we’re trying to do... get a handle on older, what we would consider professional athletes, and this 

is a tool. But we’re struggling with how to get there." 

Clements’ soccer program underscores the issue, in part. Tyler has gone 41-0-1 in winning the past two NJCAA Division I championships. Last fall’s 25- 

man roster featured 18 foreign players, including national player of the year Dom Dwyer and six others from England. Fourteen were on their own dime, not 

receiving scholarships. 

But none were older than 23, Clements says. 

One of the issues that drove the NJCAA vote two months ago was a growing population of foreign athletes in their mid-to-late 20s, many with extensive club 

and national team experience. The junior college association has the same concern as the NCAA that at least some of them crossed professional lines, but 

it doesn’t have the same manpower or money to find out how and where. 

"We’re looking for some way we can control this with simple rules," Tubb says. 

The NJCAA has weighed but thus far opted against an age limit. The NCAA’s approach: It gives athletes a year from high school graduation to enroll in 

college and, after that, docks a season of eligibility for each year they’ve participated on a club team or in other "organized competition." 

Non-U.S. athletes tripled their numbers in the NCAA’s Division I -- from a little less than 3,600 to nearly 11,000 -- in the 10 years ending in 2009-10. They 

went from 3.6% of the total to 6.3%. The NJCAA doesn’t have that kind of count, says NJCAA executive director Mary Ellen Leicht. 

But she says numbers began spiking in tennis and women’s volleyball "and we see it now in wrestling, in soccer, basketball, baseball. It really has kind of 

crept across the gamut of sports we offer." 

Leicht acknowledges the value of international students on college campuses. "But we’re different from the NCAA," she says," because in the names of 

most of our colleges, we’re talking ’community.’ And for the most part, I would tell you they’d like the opportunity to provide our own student-athletes -- in 

their community -- an opportunity. What was happening, when older, more experienced athletes were being brought in, was that many felt we had gone 

beyond what our purpose was." 

She notes the controversy over the new measure, and both she and Tubb hold open the possibility of revisiting it. Tubb says schools could revisit some 

kind of age limit. 

"We’re going to do whatever we need to do here to be successful and compete as best we can," says Clements, a member of the Men’s Soccer Coaches 

Hall of Fame and current president of the junior college soccer coaches’ association. "We’ll live with whatever decision and still be supportive and be behind 

the organization. But I still hold out hope there’ll be some compromise and we at least give people an opportunity." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 8:21 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/16/11- Summer Aid vs. Vacation Period Expenses 

Set Point is a tennis student-athlete at College USA. Set and a few of her teammates have qualified for the NCAA championships, so they are required to 
remain on campus to practice. Additionally, Set has enrolled in summer school classes that will take place while she is preparing for the tournament. Set is 
receiving a full athletic scholarship to cover her summer school expenses. As part of her full scholarship, Set will receive the full cost of room and board. 
Is it permissible for College USA to provide Set with the same room and board stipend as her teammates that are not enrolled in summer school? 
No. Set is receiving financial aid to cover the full cost of room and board, and she is not permitted to receive any expenses in excess of the full cost of room 
and board. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/13/11- Summer Financial Aid and Vacation Period Expenses (I)- states that a student-athlete who is enrolled 
in an institution’s summer term, and is required to remain on campus for organized practice sessions (e.g., practice in preparation for an NCAA 
championship), may receive financial aid in accordance with the summer financial-aid legislation and vacation-period expenses, provided the student- 
athlete does not receive vacation-period expenses, in combination with any room and board financial aid, in excess of the full cost of room and board (as 
determined for financial aid purposes) during the time in which the student-athlete is required to remain on campus for practice or competition. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.2.8.1.2 (enrolled student-athletes), 16.5.2 (vacation-period expenses) and staff interpretation (04/12/1991, item Ref d), which 
has been archived] 
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Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 5:28 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/17/11- Attendance at Elite Events 

The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University are going to attend the World University games this summer. A few days prior to the competition starting, there are other events the 
coaches would like to attend such as the U19 World Universi~z Games Both competitions will take place during a quiet period. 

Is it pelrnissible for the coaches to attend either event? 

A. Coaches can attend the World University Games 

B. Coaches can attend the U19 World Universi~ Games 

C. Coaches can attend both competitions 

D. Coaches can attend neither competitions 

The answer is A. NCAAStaffInterpretati~n-5/~6/~-C~aches’Attendanceat~nternati~na~Juni~rC~mpetiti~n(I)-statesthatthe~egis~ati~npermittingc~achest~attende~iteinternati~na~ 
events (e.g., Olympic Games, World Championships) outside of a contact or evaluation period applies only to the events specified in the legislation and does not extend to junior level 
competition (e.g., Youth Olympic Games, Junior World Championships, U19 World University Games) that may be associated with the specified events 
[Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.1 7.18 (coaches’ attendance at elite international events)] 

N(;2~. Bylaw 13 1.718- Coaching staffmembers may attend Olympic, Pan American, World Championships, World Cup or World University Games competition that occurs outside the 
permissible contact and evaluation periods However, attendance at qualifying competition :[’or such events, including tryouts, remains subject to the applicable recruiting calendars. 
(Adopted: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06) 

Jennifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, R[ 02903 

j condaras@ bigeast, org<mailm :icondaras~bi~east.or~> 

OlTice: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 
Fax: 40h273.0424 
Cell: 40h265.6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/18/1 l- 14.4.3.3. l 

Fore is a golf student-athlete with the following enrollment record: 
2009-10- Ocean State University 
2010-11 - Bay State College 
2011-12-will be re-enrolling at Ocean State University 
Does Fore have to meet the minimum GPA requirements in the fall 2011 or spring 2012 term? 
Fall 2011. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/2/09- Grade-Point Average Requirement of a Transfer Student-Athlete Returning to the Original 
Institution (I)- states that when a student-athlete attends the certifying institution as a full-time student, transfers to another institution and later returns to 
the original institution, the student-athlete is immediately subject to the fulfillment of minimum grade-point average requirements. 
[References: Bylaws 14.4.3.3.1 (general rule) and 14.4.3.3.1.1 (application of rule to transfer student) and a staff interpretation (3/19/09, Item No. a), which 
has been archived] 
NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.3.1 - The provisions of Bylaw 14.4.3.3 shall be applicable to the eligibility of a transfer student from a two-year or four-year collegiate 
institution who has completed an academic term in residence at the certifying institution. A student-athlete who attends the certifying institution as a full-time 
student, transfers to another institution and later returns to the original institution is immediately subject to the provisions of Bylaw 14.4.3.3 on re-enrollment. 

(Adopted: 1/10/92 effective 8/1/92 for student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution on or after 8/1/92, Revised: 1/16/93, 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, 
4/15/09, 9/24/09) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 9:37 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/19/1 l- Finaxlcial Aid After F.xhansting Eligibility 

Aud A. Bull is a football student-athlete. Aud exhausted his eligibility during the 2010-11 academic year but will enroll in the upcoming academic year to earn 
his degree. Aud has 15 hours left to complete to fulfill his degree requirements. Six of those hours will be offered in the fall 2011 term and the remaining nine 
hours will be offered in the 2012 spring term. 
Is it permissible for Aud to receive athletic aid if he is only going to be enrolled part-time during the 2011-12 academic year?. 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 15.01.5.1 Exception -- Part-Time Enrollment after Exhausted Eligibility states that an institution may provide financial aid to a 
student-athlete who has exhausted eligibility in his or her sport and is enrolled in less than a minimum full=time program of studies, provided: 

(a) The student-athlete is carrying for credit the courses necessary to complete degree requirements; or 

(b) The student-athlete is carrying for credit all the degree-applicable courses necessary to complete his or her degree requirements that are offered by the 
institution during that term. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 8:30 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/20/11- Current Fxent 

East Carolina gets one year probation 
ESPN.com 
GREENVILLE, N.C. -- East Carolina was placed on one year of probation by the NCAA Thursday and must vacate wins for self-reported 
academic fraud violations after a women’s tennis player working as a tutor wrote papers for four baseball players. 
In announcing its decision, the NCAA also said two of the baseball players provided false and misleading information during the school’s 
investigation. The probation does not include a postseason ban or any recruiting sanctions or scholarship reductions. 
East Carolina must vacate 17 wins in baseball and eight wins in women’s tennis from last season in which the athletes played. 
"ECU is embarrassed by the unacceptable academic fraud committed by a few student athletes who acted on their own volition," chancellor Steve 
Ballard said. "We have implemented numerous corrective actions and we will continually improve our practices with the intention of being one of 
the best universities in terms of academic integrity and compliance." 
The school says it began its investigation last spring. The probe found that the women’s tennis player, who was employed as an academic tutor in 
the athletic department, wrote a paper for two baseball players, eight papers for another and five papers plus a PowerPoint presentation a fourth 
player. 
Two of the baseball players provided false and misleading information to the university during three interviews, and in both instances, they failed to 
acknowledge their involvement in the academic fraud until they were interviewed by NCAA enforcement staff, the NCAA said. 
All five athletes competed for East Carolina while ineligible during the 2009-10 academic year. Two were ruled ineligible for that year and the 
2010-11 season, and the other three were declared permanently ineligible and removed from the baseball and tennis teams. The university 
declined to identify the players, citing privacy laws. 
"This has been a traumatic event for our athletic program that has negatively impacted the lives of young student-athletes and embarrassed us all," 
athletic director Terry Holland said. "While the athletics department’s response was immediate and appropriate, as recognized by the NCAA, it is 
critically important that the safeguards and guidelines implemented to educate our student-athletes are sufficient to prevent future problems." 
The NCAA reduced the probation to one year from two because of East Carolina’s response and the prompt corrective actions it took. The school 
has ceased the practice of hiring student-athletes to work as athletic department tutors, implemented more rigorous training for tutors and hired an 
additional senior compliance officer. 
"The record shows we responded quickly, investigated vigorously, immediately self-reported violations and took decisive corrective steps without 
being asked," provost Marilyn Sheerer said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 8:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/23/11- OlticiaJ, Visits 

Fore Hand is a prospective student-athlete being recruited by the tennis coaches at College USA. Fore is taking an unofficial visit this weekend and would 
like to hit some balls while on campus. The current student-athletes can bring Fore as their guest for a $25 fee. 
Fore is permitted to hit balls with the current student-athletes as long as which of the following occurs? 

A. Fore pays the $25 fee 
B. The coaches do not watch Fore hitting balls with the current student-athletes 
C. None of the above 
D. Both of the above 

The answer is D_. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/13/11- Recreational Activities During Official or Unofficial Visit (I)- states that during an official or 
unofficial visit, a prospective student-athlete may participate in recreational activities in a facility (on- or off-campus) that is not open to the general public 
(e.g., campus recreation center, golf course, swimming pool), provided such activities are not organized or observed by members of the athletics 
department coaching staff (including strength and conditioning coaches) and are not designed to test the athletics abilities of the prospective student- 
athlete. Further, in situations in which there is a fee associated with the use of the facility (e.g., guest fee at a private facility used by the institution for 
practice or competition, admission fee for open swim session at institutional recreation center), a prospective student-athlete shall pay the going rate 
associated with the use of that facility. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.1.2.1.6 (preferential treatment, benefits, or services), 13.2 (offers and inducements), 13.6 (official (paid) visit), 13.7 
(unofficial (nonpaid) visit) and 13.11.2.2 (recreational activities); staff interpretations (5/26/10, Item No= 1 ) and (9/4/08, Item No. a), which has been archived] 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/25/11- Current Fxent 

USTA encouraging college tennis players to stay in school 
USA TODAY.c~m 

Patrick McEnroe won more than $3 million in his 10-year professional tennis career. He also helped Stanford win two NCAA team titles before earning a 

degree in political science. 

Now the general manager in charge of player development for the U.S. Tennis Association, McEnroe wants to help more U.S. junior players follow his path 

of using college as a springboard to a pro career. 

"We in the USTA may be made a little mistake in pushing some of our junior prospects to go straight to the pros in the past," McEnroe says. "1 think we lost 

a group who, if they had gone to college and had a chance to mature in every category, would still have had a chance to be a high-level professional." 

This USTA shift in focus has been underscored this week at the NCAA Division I championships at Stanford. Southern California and Virginia played for the 

men’s team title Tuesday, the Trojans led by Steve Johnson-- the top-ranked college player -- with the Cavaliers following with No. 2 Alex Domijan and No. 

5 Michael Shabaz. They wil lead the field when individual competition begins Wednesday. 

McEnroe concedes college is not the best path for everyone, especially elite talents such as Andy Roddick and Sam Querrey, who are among the top 30 in 

the world. NCAA restrictions and the difficulty in facing top opponents would have slowed their growth. 

"It used to be you could go straight from college and be a top 30 player in the world, but that’s not going to happen now," McEnroe says. "The rest of the 

world has caught up to us, and the rest of the world is turning pro at 16, 17, 18 years old." 

The USTA arranges matches between its junior teams and top college programs, offers coaching to promising players at its training centers and 

encourages U.S. pro players to train with top college players. It hosts indoor championships during the winter and sponsors challenger events that give 

college players exposure to better competition. 

"We think it’s possible to rise through the college ranks, but it is more difficult," McEnroe says. "So we’re doing everything we can to hook up players with 

schools because we think college can become a key part of their development." 

College is less of an option for women’s players because they mature more quickly than men. 

"It used to be if you were a woman who had any chance of turning pro, you didn’t go to college," McEnroe said. "In the top 100 women in the world right now, 

not one is going to college." 

But male players are hitting their prime a little bit later, in their early and mid-20s. Putting more players in the top 100 is the ultimate goal. This week, the 

USA has nine men in the world top 100, none higher than Mardy Fish in 10th, and seven women in the top 100, led by Serena VViliams in 17th. 

"Only a small percentage of people playing college tennis will go pro, but if we can get a few into the top 100 we will be pleased," McEnroe said. "It can only 

increase our chances of producing a grand slam winner." 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 8:31 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/26/11- 2 Degree Programs 

Dee Cut is a sophomore lacrosse student-athlete at College USA. Dee is pursuing two degrees that are housed in different degree programs. Can Dee use 
hours from both degree programs to satisfy progress toward degree requirements? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4!22/98- Student-Athlete Enrolled in Two Separate Degree Programs- states that a student-athlete who has 
designated two separate degree programs must satisfy all applicable satisfactory-progress requirements (e.g credit-hour requirements) in one of the two 
degree programs. The student-athlete may not combine credits from two separate degree programs to meet the applicable satisfactory-progress 
requirements. [References: NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3 (eligibility for competition -- Divisions I and II) and staff minute 02/03/95, item a] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/27/11- Current Fxent 

Ex-player Ray Small on Ohio State violations: ’Everybody was doing it’ 

Selling memorabilia and getting deals on cars were part of the lifestyle of Ohio State football players, according to former wide receiver Ray Small. 
Small, who played for the Buckeyes from 2006-10, told Ohio State’s student newspaper The Lantem he sold his Big Ten championship rings for money and 
that rules violations at the school were commonplace. 
"They have a lot (of dirt) on everybody," Small said, "cause everybody was doing it." 
Financial concerns were the motivation for the transactions, which violate NCAA rules for receiving impermissible benefits. Small was not implicated in the 
investigation that led to Terrelle Pryor and four other players being suspended for the first five games of 2011. 
"1 had sold my things but it was just for the money," Small said. "At that time in college, you’re kind of struggling. 
"We have apartments, car notes. So you got things like that and you look around and you’re like, ’Well I got (four) of them, I can sell one or two and get 
some money to pay this rent." 
Small said the best deals were the ones players received on cars from local dealerships. The school is investigating the purchase of automobiles by 
athletes. 
"(People say) ’Oh you got a deal, it’s because you’re an athlete,’" Small said. "Playing for Ohio State definitely helps. But I know a lot of people that do 
nothing and get deals on their cars." 
The players were educated about the NCAA rules, Small said. But it didn’t stop the violations. 
"They explain the rules to you, but as a kid you’re not really listening to all of them rules," Small said. "You go out and you just, people show you so much 
love, you don’t even think about the rules. You’re just like ’Ah man, it’s cool.’ You take it, and next thing you know the NCAA is down your back." 

jcondaras@bigeast, or~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 7:40 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Summer Daily Compliance Item- 6/3/11 - Current Fxent 

NCAA visiting Ohio State to investigate new charges in case 
USA TODA’~+.¢~m 

NCAA investigators are back on the Ohio State campus this week following up on new allegations, and their appearance could lead to a postponement of 

the Buckeyes’ Aug. 12 hearing with the infractions committee. 

The investigators, according to a person with knowledge of the situation who asked not to be identified because of the sensitive nature of the case, are in 
Columbus after news media reports in recent days outlined the possible accrual of impermissible benefits by athletes dating back almost to the beginning of 
ex-football coach Jim Tressel’s 10-year tenure. Tressel resigned Monday. 

The NCAA had already sent the school a letter of allegations stemming from Tressel’s lack of truthfulness in disclosing what he knew about impermissible 

benefits received by five current players, who have been suspended for the first five games of the coming season. 

The school has until July 5 to respond to that letter, but the current probe could lead to more allegations, which might cause the infractions committee 

hearing to be pushed back until at least October. 

The NCAA would have to go through the process of formally notifying the school of any new charges, then allow the school to respond. 

Oklahoma law professor and former infractions committee chairman David Swank believes a postponement is a possibility. 

"If either the school or the enforcement staff says, ’We need more time to investigate this,’ almost without exception, the committee is going to grant that 

additional time," he said. "The whole idea is, ’Let’s make sure we have all the information because it’s so important to the school and, likewise, it’s important 

to the enforcement staff/ 

"This could be one of those situations where the enforcement staff can go in and, in a week, figure out what they need. Then, you wouldn’t need any 

additional time. I can’t answer the question ’Will they do it?’ I just know it’s within the authority of the committee on infractions to grant a continuance." 

Another former infractions committee chair, Tom Yeager, who is commissioner of the Colonial Athletic Association, said he thinks the committee and the 

school probably would like to have everything wrapped up in one hearing, as was the case with the long investigation into Southern California’s football and 

men’s basketball programs. But, Yeager said, it is not uncommon for hearings to be postponed as new information starts to be developed. 

"Obviously, the committee doesn’t want to hear half a case on something that is in the same time frame and same fabric of what the issues are," he said. 

"That’s a call the staff will make to a certain degree in consultation with the university. If the staff doesn’t think they have all of it, they will delay. 

"They may delay it, and it may not materialize into anything, but you don’t want to go in with unanswered questions." 

The infractions committee normally meets every other month, which would push the OSU hearing into the fall if it is not held in August. If the hearing is 

delayed, it’s not clear whether that might impact the Buckeyes’ search for a new football coach. The school previously said a search would not start unti 

after this season. An August hearing could mean OSU would find out what sanctions it will receive before the end of the year, meaning a new coach would 

know what he is facing. A delay might mean the school would make a hire before it knows if it wil have a bowl ban or lose scholarships. 

Yeager said whenever the hearing is held, it is likely new interim football coach Luke Fickell will be there, and, based on precedent, Tressel probably would 

also appear, although he doesn’t have to. 

"They want to speak their piece, particularly if they are charged with unethical conduct," Yeager said. "More often than not, the former coaches show up. 

David Bliss showed up for the Baylor (basketball) case. Not only to clear their own name, but I think because they feel they made some mistakes that hurt a 

lot of people, and they will kind of man up and explain what happened. 

"It’s not uncommon to have former coaches who have nothing to gain be there and set the record straight." 

Widespread allegations could lead the NCAA to charge the school with a lack of institutional control, but OSU President Gordon Gee on Wednesday told 

news reporters in Columbus that athletics director Gene Smith’s job "is safe." 

Earlier this week, Smith said the school would have no comment on any further aspect of the investigation. 

Smith was the chairman of the NCAA men’s basketball committee this season 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 7:59 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Bonus Summer Compliance Item- 6/14/11- Current Event 

NCAA to convene presidential leaders in August 
By Gary Brown 

NCAA.oFg 

NCAA President Mark Emmert is inviting about 50 Division I presidents and chancellors to Indianapolis on Aug 9 and I0 to vet issues affecting the collegiate model of athletics and 

discuss direction for the division for the coming years. 

Emmert, who began his term as the NCAA’s fifth chief executive officer in October 2010, is convening a presidential retreat to discuss continued expectations for student-athlete 

academic success, fiscal sustainability in Division I and fortifying the integrity of the enterprise, among other things. 

Emmert did not identify a specific agenda, but he indicated discussions will be purposefully broad. 

"Since I began as NCAA president in October, I have made it a point to reach out to constituents and stakeholders all over the country to talk about what people think of the collegiate 

model," Emmert said. "This retreat in August is a chance for me to share with my presidential colleagues what I have heard regarding the issues and some of my thoughts on how we 

might address them 

"Second, I want to hear from the presidents themselves on what they see the future direction should be" 

Emmert stressed that the retreat, which has been in the planning stages for several months, is not the direct result of specific incidents that have occurred recently at NCAA member 

schools. 

Rather, he said, it is an opportunity to discuss the three large areas that clearly w’ere top of mind with presidents and chancellors when the national office surveyed them recently to 

identify what they thought the top issues affecting the collegiate model were. 

The survey revealed significant interest at the presidential level in: 

Continuing the academic success of student-athletes - a sentiment Emmert reiterated last month during the rollout of the latest Division I Academic Progress Rate report when he 

stressed that the NCAA’s academic movement is evolving from reform to a fundamental expectation of student-athlete academic success. 

Protecting and enhancing the integrity of intercollegiate athletics, which includes maintaining amateurism as a bedrock principle, determining the limits of commercialism, evaluating 

and improving student-athlete behavior, and reviewing enforcement processes and other regulatory procedures. 

Fortifying fiscal sustainability in the division Division I, while not the NCAA’s largest division, is the only one that is subdivided (Football Bowl Subdivision, Football Championship 

Subdivision, and a subdivision that does not sponsor scholarship football). Research shows enormous disparities among those subdivisions in student-athlete academic 

performance, and in the range of revenue generation, spending and institutional subsidy, among others. 

All current members of the Division I Board of Directors - the highest-ranking governing body in the division - and the President’s Advisory Group (which includes presidents and 

chancellors from conferences not otherwise represented in the 18-member Board of Directors) have been invited to attend, as have the chairs of the Divisions II and III Presidents 

Councils (the leadership bodies in those two divisions) 

Emmert also invited other presidents and chancellors who, while they may not currently be active in the NCAA governance structure, either have been previously or have been involved 

with intercollegiate athletics in a way to offer valuable, historical perspective on the enterprise. 

Emmert said the retreat will not likely produce immediate solutions 

"Detail takes time," he said. "It takes deliberation among those with expertise on these matters to be thinking about specific implications and applications - and consequences. There is 

a sense of specific issues in intercollegiate athletics that deserve attention We’re trying to ensure that the collegiate model - which is after all a pretty unique one - remains a model in 

which people have faith. That requires periodic examination at a senior level." 

Emmert said whatever emerges will be vetted as is appropriate through a structure that gives people the opportunity to express their opinion. 

"The point of that vetting is to prompt conversation that would give substance to the direction presidents identify," he said. "For example, how do we look at issues around the integrity of 

the collegiate model? Is there a sense that we need stronger investigative tools? Is there a sense that we need a more understood and more comprehensive penalty structure? How do 

we look at the embedding of athletics in a way that sends clear messages to institutions before student-athletes even arrive on campus that there is an expectation of academic 

success?" 

The retreat will not be open to the media or general public. Much of it in fact is expected to be held in "executive session," meaning that just Emmert and other presidents are in the room 

at the time of discussion. 

The Division I Board of Directors and the Divisions II and III Presidents Councils hold their regular summer meetings the next day, along with the NCAA Executive Committee 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 11:07 PM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

BONUS Daily Compliance Item- 6/22/11- Current Event 

As NCAA investigators slog through a depressing number of cases of alleged rules violations at schools ranging from Ohio State to Boise State, there’s one 

obvious line of questioning that hasn’t been explored: Are there any big-time sports schools that have never been slapped with a major NCAA rules 

violation? And if so, what’s their secret? 

The NCAA, the association that organizes and oversees college athletics, divides violations by its member schools into two categories: secondary and 

major. Major violations are generally ones that provide "an extensive recruiting or competitive advantage," according to the NCAA manual, and are 

punishable by a number of measures depending on their severity, including records being vacated or being banned from postseason play. 

There are typically no more than a handful of major-violations cases per year. The number peaked during the scandal-plagued decade of the 1980s with a 
total of 89. But this decade is off to a rough start with 13 completed cases al ready since the start of 2010. 

Major-violations cases often involve multiple sports: Last year, for instance, Southern California received numerous penalties for violations in its football, 
men’s basketball and women’s tennis programs. Not surprisingly, football is involved in more cases (55%) than any other sport, followed by men’s 

basketball (45%). 

So who are the innocents? According to the NCAA, there are 17 schools with major athletic departments (whose football teams compete in the Football 
Bowl Subdivision) that have never been found guilty of any major violation in any sport since 1953, when the NCAA began tracking rule violations. That’s 
about 14% of the total. 

The bull< of these schools (13) are programs like Air Force, Alabama-Birmingham, Bowling Green, Central Michigan, Florida Atlantic and Kent State that 
play in second-tier conferences where the pressure, the scrutiny, the level of recruiting and the expectations are smaller. 

There are only four athletic programs from major conferences on the list. They are Boston College, Northwestern, Penn State and Stanford. 

"It’s an interesting list," said Rice athletic director Rick Greenspan, whose school is among the 17. "Unfortunately it’s too small of a list." 

Officials at these schools aren’t popping any corks. They know there’s only so much a school can do to protect itself from renegade athletes, agents, 

boosters and tattoo parlor owners-and that the absence of major violations doesn’t mean there’s an absence of problems. 

Two of the schools on the innocents list, Boston College and Northwestern, have had players sentenced to jail time for their part in point-shaving 

scandals. Penn State’s football team had a spate of player misbehavior around 2003 with at least 10 players getting arrested or being disciplined. 

"1 don’t want to come across as holier than thou," said Northwestern athletic director Jim Phillips. "We’re proud of what we’ve been able to do, but with 
500 18- to 22-year-olds, anything could happen at any time." 

Three of the four innocents from major conferences (Boston College, Northwestern and Stanford) have a built-in advantage: As private schools, they’re not 
required to comply with the Freedom of Information Act-a tool reporters have used to uncover wrongdoing at some public institutions. 

Experts say it’s also telling that those same three schools come from big cities with major pro-sports teams. "We just don’t have the intense pressure that 

other places have," Stanford athletic director Bob Bowlsby said. 

But interviews with school and conference officials suggest there are some policies and practices that may help these schools stay out of trouble. 

Northwestern, a member of the Big Ten, has gone out of its way to emphasize compliance. The school has long made prospective employees take its own 
detailed compliance test that includes questions on hypothetical situations. It holds biweekly meetings to update all athletic department staff on 
compliance news and changes. At the June 2 meeting, the staff reviewed new legislation on the number of phone calls allowed to prospective student- 
athletes and permissible ways to send video or audio material to recruits. 

Phillips, the athletic director, said that when he was called about the job he was told that only two things matter at Northwestern: academics and NCAA 

compliance. "It’s not about winning championships," he said. 

It helps if the conference sets a good example. The Mid-American Conference, which produced the most schools (five) of any conference on the list, has 
its own infractions committee that reviews every violation, no matter how minor, by its member schools. The committee meets in person twice a year, with 
a representative from each MAC school presenting the institution’s infractions for the previous half year. Several conferences, including the Big 12 and Big 

East, don’t do this. 



"When you see the violations all at once, you can see them as trends," said Jackie Mynarski, the MAC’s associate commissioner for institutional services. 

The group asks questions about the infractions, then the school’s representative leaves the room while the committee decides whether additional 

penalties are appropriate. 

Given that football is the most-common culprit in major-violations cases, it’s somewhat surprising that football power Penn State made the list. If there’s 
any one obvious difference at the school, it’s that the head coach, Joe Paterno, is the longest-tenured coach at any one school in FBS history (he took over 
in 1966). One of the common pitfalls for schools is a new coaching staff that comes in feeling a load of pressure to win quickly-something Paterno is 
essentially immune to. 

The list keeps getting shorter. Connecticut, a former innocent, was cited for recruiting violations in its men’s basketball program in February (before going 
on to win the national title). Boise State is still on the list, but possibly not for long: The school appeared before the NCAA’s infractions committee this 
month amid alleged violations in five sports. 

In the end, there may be nobody who can avoid mistakes. Penn State’s Paterno said this week that after stopping in to see some players lifting weights 
recently, a member of his staff pointed out that he may have inadvertently committed an NCAA violation (coaches can’t oversee workouts before fall 
practice). 

Small as it may seem, the school isn’t laughing. "Our compliance office is aware and will relay the circumstances to determine if there was a secondary 
violation," a spokesman said. 

Clean Records 

Schools that have never been found guilty of a major violation. 

BCS SCHOOLS 

Boston College, Northwestern, Penn State, Stanford 

ALL FBS 
Air Force, Boise St., Bowling Green, Central Mich., Colo. St., Fla. Atlantic, Kent St., N. Texas, Ohio, Rice, Troy, UAB, Western Mich. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 8:34 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Summer Daily Compliance Item- 7/14/11 - Current Fxent 

Lost in interpretation: Accountable compliance officers wanted 
CBSSports.com 

Forget whatever preconceived notion you might have about compliance officers working on campuses around the country. 

They’re not card-carrying members of the No Fun League. They’re not locked in the basement of the athletic department, blissfully ignoring what’s 

happening on- and off-campus. They are definitely not paid extravagantly. 

There are plenty of myths about the compliance "industry" in NCAA athletics and rightfully so. For years, compliance departments worked behind the 

scenes, toiling to protect their universities and, well, comply with NCAA rules. Even if a school committed a major violation, it’s unlikely anyone would 

know who might have been asleep at the wheel or that someone would lose their job. 

Five-Part Series: Cheating 

Part I -- Dodd: Hard to win without cheating 

Part II -- McMurphy: Teams that cheat the most 

Part III -- McMurphy: Major equals minor 

consequences 

Part IV -- Fischer: Winning the right way? 

Part V--July 15: What we have learned 

Now though, in an age of Twitter, Facebook and an interest in NCAA violations unlike anything before, compliance departments are finally having a light 

cast on what they do-- the good and the bad. 

In Part IV CBSSports.com’s series on cheating in college football, we examine the people on the front lines, the pressures of having to worry about, well, 

everything, why the NCAA has turned compliance into less of a carrot and more of a stick to punish departments and what, if anything, schools and the 

NCAA are doing to fix things. 

"1 think our compliance staff does a great job in recent years of making sure we know what to do," said USC quarterback Matt Barkley, during an interview 

with ESPN’s SportsCenter. 

Barkley, the poster boy for the program that has been the poster child for lack of institutional control in the last decade, is talking about a staff that was 

somewhat non-existent several years ago. The statement makes more than one person smile at the National Association for Athletics Compliance 

convention. A compliance question on SportsCenter? Almost unfathomable just five years ago. 

"Things aren’t working at the moment," one SEC compliance officer said. "But more student-athletes are asking questions now, and that’s encouraging." 

When it comes to knowing what’s in the extremely thick NCAA manual, it’s often left up to the handful of people in athletics whose job it is to read bylaw 

interpretation after interpretation and attend conferences such as the one in Orlando to pick up the latest information. 

The vast majority of the people who staff compliance offices across the country hold a law degree so they enter the field with a good understanding of 

what’s required. A good number are former student-athletes who want to maintain their connection to athletics. Most light up when they get the chance to 

talk about helping students and seeing them grow. 

Some see a position in compliance as a chance to move up the career ladder, but even that line of thinking is changing recently with a move toward taking 

the compliance office out of the athletic department. 

"One of Ohio State’s challenges if they move their compliance office to a central university office is going to be attracting top talent for that office," said 

John Infante, assistant director of compliance at Colorado State and author of the NCAA-hosted Bylaw Biog. "Especially if the perception or reality is that 

those people aren’t going to be next in line for some senior associate or associate AD positions." 

ii~iI Description: Arizona athletic      For those like Infante, discussing the industry with the media is a trend that has caught on only recently. He’s part of a 
directorGreg Byrneemails 90.000 recent push from the NCAA, school compliance offices and others to be more open and visible to the general public. His 
boosters about rule-following in the 

wake of thescandal at OhioState blog is hosted on the NCAA website and is aimed at demystifying the rules and regulations for the public and media. 

(US Presswire) Several athletic departments have compliance Twitter accounts and Facebook pages. 

It’s all part of what the NCAA stresses, that compliance is a "shared responsibility" between student-athletes, boosters, 

fans, coaches, administrators and, of course, the compliance offices. 

Arizona athletic director Greg Byrne made news in early June when he emailed nearly 90,000 Wildcat supporters the phone 

numbers and email addresses of his compliance department and urged them to. Byrne wrote that the situation at Ohio 

State was a reminder to "our fan base and internally on the absolute need to pay attention to the rules every day." 

As detailed in this series on CBSSports.com, Stanford is unique in that the school has been one of a few major programs 

that has not committed a major violation in football. Karen Peters, associate athletic director at the University of Portland, 

worked in Palo Alto for almost 10 years and believes the key to preventing violations is the culture at schools, not just 

rules. 

"It starts from the top down," she said. "Our athletic director at Stanford, Ted Leland, took [compliance] very seriously. It’s 

something he talked about on a proactive basis with the coaches, with the staff, at meetings. It wasn’t just the compliance 

staff trying to deal with things." 
Arizona athletic director Often times however, it is the responsibility of the staff to be the first line of defense against major violations. According 
Greg Byrne emails 90,000 to NCAA statistics, in the last 11 years there have been 184 major infractions cases and 52 percent of them have been 
boosters about rule- initiated by either the school or the school and enforcement staff together. While self-reporting violations is viewed 
following in the wake of the positively by the Committee on Infractions and the national office, it often puts schools between a rock and a hard place. 

scandal at Ohio State. (US "The problem is by reporting violations, you self-impose penalties, then possibly receive more from the conference office 
Presswire) and more still from the NCAA," one compliance director said. "You are in essence getting punished for doing your job." 

When NCAA Vice President for Enforcement Julie Roe Lath took questions from compliance directors in Orlando last month, one person told her that they 

were discussing something with a senior enforcement staff member and was told that something wasn’t a violation but could be used against them at a 

later date. They were understandably upset at this standard. 

"That’s troublesome to me," Roe Lach said. "But if we do learn something during a case, it may not be a violation but it might be relevant to an 



institutional control issue or monitoring issue." 
Damned if you do, damned if you don’t apparently. In a 12-month period starting in April 2010, there were 14 major infractions cases in Division I with nine 
citing a school for either a failure to monitor or lack of institutional control, the two most serious things a school can be charged with. 
Whenever a school begins the infractions process, one of the things you’ll often hear from administrators is that they did a good job (Ohio State] or that 
they are immediately adding staff (USC) as a way to mitigate possible sanctions by proving they’re making changes to the way things are done. 
Even so, taking corrective actions before reaching the Committee on Infractions has always been received as a mixed message. After all, it’s possible the 
school wouldn’t be in front of the committee had those policies and people been in place beforehand. 
"Is the point of this to punish wrongdoers or is it to make sure as many people as possible are doing things the right way?" Infante said. "If you create a 
process that’s all about punishing people and you don’t have a process that rewards people for making changes, what’s the incentive for schools to come 
forward and self-report or self-impose penalties? You might as well try and roll the dice." 
Talk to enough coaches and staff members and you realize there’s a fine line everyone in compliance has to walk between being the policemen and being 
there to help. Some head coaches are inquisitive of what they can and cannot do while others have an often adversarial relationship with those down the 
hall. The give-and-take between multiple people is all part of the daily grind for the people charged with keeping their school out of trouble. 
"Particularly on a national level, there’s not necessarily a carrot out there for anyone. The way I tried to approach it when it was part of my day-to-day life 
was to make compliance a service office," Peters said. "For me, that’s a big way of earning the coaches’ trust, making them see that you’re on their side 
and trying to help them do their job. When you go through investigations though, it can be a delicate balance of being the cop and the partner." 
By all indications, the NCAA is looking for compliance to be more of the cop and less of a partner. According to Chuck Smrt, a Kansas City-based consultant 
who runs The Compliance Group, reporting secondary violations, depending on the number and scope, might actually be a net positive if a school commits 
a major violation. 
"If you’re in a major infractions case and the NCAA goes through to see how many times you self-reported in the past three or four years and there’s two 
]secondary violations], I would think they’ve got an issue," Start said. "1 think what the NCAA has to do is look at all your secondary cases over the past 
five years. Are they increasing or decreasing?" 
Sometimes it’s even the schools themselves that end up preventing compliance as part of calculating the risk-reward of monitoring for rules violations. 
New technology has been lauded as one solution for schools to help limit violations but it often comes at a price. 
FieldLevel is one of about 10 companies with a monitoring product on the market and runs schools around 57,000 for a football staff for an entire year. 

Although the cost attached to the system is something some budgets, especially at smaller schools, can’t accommodate, it’s also responsible for USC 
committing zero impermissible phone calls since switching to the system. As a result, athletics directors have to weigh spending some money on 
compliance now in exchange for preventing hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of legal fees later. 
"It’s been received really well but there are schools that ask if it’s worth the cost," FieldLevel CEO Brenton Sullivan said. "We have to educate them and 
say 10 years ago or 20 years ago, you weren’t dealing with these kinds of communication platforms. It’s a new ballgame. When we’re able to get in front 
them and walk them through a demo, it’s a pretty powerful thing for them to say I get it." 
In the face of a changing environment, what other steps can compliance departments or, the NCAA itself, do to help? 
Ohio State for one, is considering hiring private investigators to help with monitoring athletes. Alabama is working closely with agents to combat illegal 
benefits. Oregon is looking to add someone to their staff with extensive investigative experience. USC consulted with a former FBI director. Several others 
are turning to solutions such as FieldLevel. 
Adding people, it seems, is the most common thing, as dozens of compliance director job postings go up every month. Some in the field point say simply 
adding a body or two isn’t enough. Having 10 people in the compliance department may necessary in some cases but that is still avoiding a larger issue. 
"1 think the industry needs a better way to assess itself beyond how many violations did you report or did you have a major infractions case, how many 
people do you have or what software package did you buy," Infante said. "There has to be a way for us to benchmark who’s actually doing good work." 
The National Association for Athletics Compliance has been working with the NCAA to establish reasonable standards in the field but so far they have 
been limited in scope. Many agree that it’s a step in the right direction but there’s still plenty that needs to be done. 
"I’d like for the NCAA to create a compliance service component into what they do," one administrator said. "There’s no training, there’s no best practices 
for compliance, there’s no standards, there’s no safe harbors." Recent 

proposals aimed at d er_eg_u!at-j_nf~_m_a ny__gf t_h_e__bT_!a_w_s c£n£e!n_e_d ~!t~!£e_cr~!t!_0_~_C_Q_nt:acts- have been applauded by many as something that will 

allow for more time to monitor athletes on and off-campus. At the end of the day however, it might not matter what fancy monitoring system you install or 
how many staffers are on the lookout. 
"You’re always one pissed off kid, one pissed off booster from bringing the whole house down," one compliance director said. 
Something everyone is very much aware of. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 1,2011 8:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/1/11- 17.9.2.1.2.2 
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Boot Leg is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). OSU began its preseason football practice this past Thursday. Over the weekend, 
Boot was injured during practice and will no longer be able to participate in any preseason practice activities. OSU would like to bring in another student- 
athlete to participate in preseason practice activities, is this permissible. 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 17.9.2.1.2.2 states that a student-athlete who sustains an injury or illness that prevents further participation in preseason 
practice activities may be replaced with another student-athlete without including that individual in the institution’s limitation on number of individuals who 
may participate in preseason practice. The replaced student-athlete shall cease participation in all athletically related activities (including team meetings and 
film review) and shall not resume participation in athletically related activities before the institution’s first day of classes or first contest, whichever occurs 
first. The replaced student-athlete may continue to receive preseason practice expenses. (Adopted: 1/17/09) 

]condaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 8:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/2/1 l- 16.5.2(b) 

The women’s soccer team has reported for pre-season practice at Ocean State University. Because of the heat, the coach would like to provide ice cream 
to her student-athletes as a snack during this pre-season period. Is it permissible for these student-athletes to receive a snack? Is it permissible for the 
coach to give the student-athletes cash to buy ice cream? 
Yes, it is permissible to provide the student-athletes with an additional meal during the preseason. The coach cannot, however, give cash to purchase ice 
cream. NCAA Bylaw 16.$.2(b) states that the institution may provide the cost of room and board to student-athletes who report for pre-season practice 
prior to the start of the academic year, it being understood that the student-athlete has been accepted for admission to the institution at the time such 
benefits are received. Further, an institution, at its discretion, may provide an additional meal (as opposed to the cash equivalent) to student-athletes to 
meet their nutritional needs as a benefit incidental to participation during the pre-season practice period prior to the start of the academic year. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 8:46 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/3/1 l- 14.3.5.1.1 

Break A. Way is a freshman student-athlete at Bay State College (BSC). Break was recruited by BSC and has reported for soccer practice, but she has not 
yet been certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center. How many days can Break participate in practice before being certified? 

A. 14 days 
B. 21 days 
C. There is no limit on the number of days 
D. She cannot practice at all until certified 

The answer is EL NCAA Bylaw 14.3.5.1.1 states that if a recruited student-athlete reports for athletics participation before his or her qualification status has 
been certified, the student may practice, but not compete, during a 21 -day period, provided the student meets all other requirements to be eligible to 
practice. An institution shall not provide athletically related financial aid to the student during this period. After the 21 -day period, the student shall have 
established minimum requirements as a qualifier (as certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center) to continue practicing or to compete and receive athletically 
related financial aid. (Revised. 1/11/89, 10/7/05, 5/9/07, 9/18/07, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 
Please note that this temporary certification period for recruited students was increased to 21 days with the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2010-57. The 
effective date for this piece of legislation is August 1, 2011. 

icond~lras@biqe~lst.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Angust 4, 2011 8:43 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/4/1 l- 15.02.8 

Jump Serve is a volleyball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Jump is not receiving an athletic scholarship, but she is receiving other types of 
financial aid from both within and outside of the University. For purposes of determining which sources of financial aid could count against team limits, 
which of the following would make Jump a recruited student-athlete? 

A. Jump received multiple phone calls from the OSU coaching staff 
B. Jump received an official visit from OSU 
C. Jump completed a questionnaire for OSU 
D. None of the above 

The answer is B_. NCAA Bylaw 15.1)2.8 states that for purposes of Bylaw 15, a recruited student-athlete is a student-athlete who, as a prospective student- 
athlete: (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 
(a) Was provided an official visit to the institution’s campus; 
(b) Had an arranged, in-person, off-campus encounter with a member of the institution’s coaching staff (including a coach’s arranged, in-person, off- 
campus encounter with the prospective student-athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s parents, relatives or legal guardians); or 
(c) Was issued a National Letter of Intent or a written offer of athletically related financial aid by the institution for a regular academic term. 
Please note that this is a new bylaw as adopted in NCAA Proposal 2010-65. This piece of legislation has an August 1, 2011 effective date. 
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Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 5, 2011 8:45 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/5/1 l- Current Event 

DI Leadership Council makes progress on recruiting model 
NCAA.org 

The Division I Leadership Council reached consensus on some aspects of a new men’s basketball recruiting model and hopes to have a final package of 

recommendations to the Board of Directors in time for the October meeting of the presidents. 

However, several of the major issues the Council identified in the recruiting environment during its Tuesday meeting in indianapolis remain under 

discussion, including the fate of both the July recruiting period and a proposal tying a summer school requirement for current and incoming student-athletes 

to interact with coaches. The Leadership Council will seek feedback on those topics from several groups over the coming months, including conference 

commissioners. 

In October 2010, the commissioners spurred the Council review of the recruiting model by asking the Board to immediately eliminate the July evaluation 

period. The presidents declined to take immediate action but agreed that changes were necessary. The Board assigned the task to the Leadership Council. 

The Council split into two subcommittees to study the issues: the Men’s Basketball Recruiting Subcommittee, chaired by Ivy Group Executive Director 

Robin Harris, and the Focus on Access and Success Working Group, chaired by Purdue Athletics Director Morgan Burke. 

After presentations from both groups, the Council was able to reach consensus on the following: 

° A start date for official visits beginning after the men’s basketball championship in April of the junior year. 

. Deregulating the type of communication between coaches and prospects (including text messaging and other forms of electronic communication). 

. Allowing unlimited communication after Aug. 1 before the junior year in high school. 

. Permitting evaluations at certified nonscholastic events on two weekends in April, with some restrictions. 

. Permitting some contact at a prospect’s educational institution in conjunction with an evaluation, with some restrictions and requirements. 

Other issues will need further discussion. While the Council agreed that changes need to be made to the summer recruiting period, the group said it wants 

feedback from the membership before making a legislative recommendation on the actual number of days in July that should be used. 

The summer recruiting period is in play because last fall, the Collegiate Commissioners Association voted overwhelmingly to keep coaches on campus 

during the summer. The impetus behind the vote was a desire to help coaches deal with the influence of third parties on the recruiting process and to keep 

coaches home to help incoming students acclimate to campus and build relationships with current student-athletes. 

Supporters of the July recruiting period, though, believe it helps contain costs and provides coaches in many programs a more complete evaluation of 

prospects. Some also believe that eliminating the summer evaluation period could increase, rather than decrease, the influence of third parties in the 

recruiting process. 

More concepts 

The Council also discussed other aspects of summer recruiting, including the possibility of creating evaluation camps as either a pilot or full-blown 

program. The group labeled the concept "aspirationaF’ with "lots to work out" if the group saw value in it. 

Another issue tied to the summer recruiting issue is Proposal No. 2010-58-C, currently tabled by the Legislative Council. The proposal, a result of 

recommendations from the Basketball Academic Enhancement Group, was initially defeated by the Legislative Council but revived by the Board of 

Directors. Called the "retention model-summer school" proposal, the measure would require incoming student-athletes identified by the school as needing 

an academic head start to take six hours and pass three in summer school, with an exception for service academies. 

Council members discussed allowing coaches access to incoming and enrolled student-athletes without requiring those players to enroll in summer 

school. The group will further consider how summer practice would intersect with possible changes in the recruiting calendar. 

The Council will also need further discussion on whether "on-campus evaluations" (tryouts) should be allowed during official paid visits. While one 

subcommittee thought the current rule prohibiting tryouts was appropriate, the other group supported loosening the restriction with some limitations. 

Division II has a model the Council could follow if it wished to permit tryouts, and the National Association of Basketball Coaches proposed a model in a set 

of recruiting recommendations it proposed in 2004. Both allow some on-campus interaction between prospects and student-athletes, with different 

restrictions on timing, numbers and content. 

The Council will seek membership feedback on the tryout issue, as well. 

"There’s a lot we still need to figure out," said Council chair Michael Alden, athletics director at Missouri. "We need to take this information now and ask the 

membership what it thinks." 

The Council will meet again in October to finalize its recommendations. The Board of Directors is expected to act on the report in October, with 

implementation as early as summer 2012. 

Other highlights 



In other business, the Council also asked the staffto draft legislation for the Leadership Council to consider that would allow schools from Divisions II and Ill 

that now sponsor one Division I sport to sponsor a Division I sport for the opposite gender. 

Earlier this year, the Legislative Council adopted legislation that would, in part, eliminate the ability for schools to classify individual sports in Division I if most 

of their program was in a different division. The provision did protect schools that currently had multidivisional classification, allowing them to continue to do 

so. However, some of those schools argued that they might face a Title IX challenge if NCAA rules prevented them from elevating a women’s sport to 

Division I if its men’s team already participated in the division. 

For example, ifa Division III school sponsors Division I men’s ice hockey, the new rule would prevent that school from creating a women’s ice hockey 

program at the Division I level. That situation could cause some to believe the school is not offering similar experiences for men and women, leading to a 

Title IX challenge. 

The Council will review language at its October meeting and is likely to ask the Board to sponsor legislation in the 2011-12 cycle. 

The Council also gave preliminary support to a concept forwarded by the Amateurism Cabinet that would broaden who is included in the definition of an 

agent. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 8:45 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/8/1 l- Foreign Tour Participation 

Over N. Back is an incoming freshman basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. The men’s basketball team will be participating in a foreign tour 
in Italy next week prior to the start of the 2011-12 academic year. If Over participates in competitions on the foreign tour but does not compete in any games 

during the academic year, does he utilize a season of competition? 

No. NCAA Staff interpretation- 1/28/11- Use of a Season of Competition for Participation in Summer Foreign Tour Prior to Initial Enrollment -- 

Basketball (I}- states that in basketball, an incoming student-athlete (freshman or transfer) who participates on a foreign tour that occurs during 
the summer prior to his or her initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution is not charged with a season of competition for such participation. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.2.3.1 (minimum amount of competition), 14.2.3.6 (foreign-tour competition) and 17.29.1.4.1.1 (exception -- 

basketball)]. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 8:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/9/1 l- Honors Courses 

Ad Court is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University. Ad is enrolled in an honors degree program within the School of Sciences. As part of his 
degree program, Ad was enrolled in honors program courses during the 2010-11 academic year. Can Ocean State University use these honors program 
courses when certifying Ad’s eligibility? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/$/93- Honors courses utilized to fulfill satisfactory-progress requirements- states that a student-athlete who is 
enrolled in an honors degree program may utilize honors program courses (e.g., thesis credit) towards meeting satisfactory- progress requirements, 
provided these courses are required to complete honors degree program requirements. [Reference: NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.11 (specific baccalaureate degree 
program)] 

iieorMaras@biqeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 8:57 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/10il l- Contacts / Evaluations 

Which of the following sports has 7 recruiting opportunities (no more than 3 contacts) during the academic year? 
A. Women’s Basketball 
B. Men’s Basketball 
C. Sports Other than Football and Basketball 
D. All of the above 

The answer is D. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2810-33, women’s basketball now has a total of 7 recruiting opportunities. This piece oflegislation 
became effective 8/1/11. 
NCAA Bylaw 13.1.7.3- Sports Other than Football and Basketball- In sports other than football and basketball, during the academic year, each institution 
shall be limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per prospective student-athlete and not more than three of the seven 
opportunities may be contacts (see Bylaws 13.1.5.1 and 13.1.5.5). [D] (Adopted: 9/12/03, Revised: 4/29/04, 1/9/06) 
NCAA Bylaw 13.1.7.5- Men’s Basketball- In men’s basketball, each institution shall be limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations 
combined) during the academic year per prospective student-athlete; however, during the prospective student-athlete’s senior year, the institution is limited 
to not more than three in-person, off-campus contacts (see Bylaws 13.1.5.3 and 13.1.5.5). Men’s basketball coaching staff members shall not exceed 130 
recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. [D] (Adopted: 9/12/03, Revised: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 5/9/08) 
NCAA Bylaw 13.1.7.6-Women’s Basketball- In women’s basketball, each institution shall be limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and 
evaluations combined) during the academic year per prospective student-athlete: however, during the prospective student-athlete’s senior year, the 
institution is limited to not more than three in-person, off-campus contacts (see Bylaws 13.1.5.4 and 13.1.5.5). Women’s basketball staff members shall not 
exceed 100 recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. [D] (Adopted: 9/12/03, Revised: 4/29/04, 4/28/05 effective 
8/1/05, 1/9/06, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 5/9/08, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust l 1,2011 9:18 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/1 l il l- Equipment in Pre-Season 

Several of the men’s soccer student-athletes have been enrolled in summer school at Ocean State College. There is a week in between the end of summer 
school and the reporting date for pre-season practice, so the administrators would like to go ahead and get some of the non-athletically related activities 
done during this week. Which of the following is permissible prior to the first day of the pre-season period? 

A. Conduct physicals 
B. Meet with compliance staff to complete the required paperwork 
C. issue equipment 
D. All of the above 

The answer is D_. NCAA Staff interpretation- 6/8/05- Permissible Activities and Expenses Prior to the First Permissible Date of Practice for Fall 
Sports Other Than Football (I)- states that in fall sports other than football, it is permissible for an institution to begin providing preseason practice 
expenses to student-athletes on the evening prior to the first permissible date of practice (i.e., lodging and an evening meal). The staff further confirmed that 
an institution may issue equipment, take squad pictures and conduct other nonathletically related meetings (e.g., to sign compliance forms, to administer 
medical examinations) at any time prior to the first permissible date of preseason practice, provided student-athletes do not receive expenses until the 
evening before the first permissible date of practice. [References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 16.5.2-(b) (preseason practice expenses), 17.7.8.2 (equipment 
issue, squad pictures), 17.10.8.2 (equipment issue, squad pictures), 17.19.8.2 (equipment issue, squad pictures), 17.27.14.2 (equipment issue, squad 
pictures) and 17.28.9.2 (equipment issue, squad pictures)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 8:33 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/12/11- Current Fxent 

To play in the NCAA tournament, you’ll have to make the grade 
!.’:?b~:. "i’:i;Ii?,::v":" .~:: :,m 

NCAA tournament hopefuls still must cut it on the basketball court -- win enough games against the right mix of opponents -- to make the field in March. 

Soon, they’ll also have to make the grade in the classroom. 

The NCAA on Thursday endorsed a landmark proposal to require teams in all its Division I sports to hit an academic benchmark to be eligible for the 

postseason, the first step in a promised series of reforms. 

The requirement: a four-year average Academic Progress Rate (APR) of 930, measuring how well teams keep players in school, keep them eligible and 

ultimately graduate them The NCAA says that roughly portends a 50% graduation rate. 

Ten teams that reached the NCAA men’s basketball tournament last March fell beneath a 930 APR, including eventual champion Connecticut, third-seeded 

Syracuse and Sweet 16 qualifier Florida State. All told, one in every 20 men’s teams in the mere than 340-member Division I came up short. 

University of Hartford President Walt Harrison, who heads the NCAA committee that oversees academic issues, said there’s also interest in applying the 

cutoff to football bowls, which aren’t run by the association. At 930, that would have affected six of last season’s 70 bowl participants and 17 of 120 major- 

college teams overall. 

Among the latter were six teams from marquee conferences -- Maryland and North Carolina State from the Atlantic Coast, Louisville from the Big East, 

Michigan from the Big Ten and Colorado and Washington State from the Pacific 12 -- plus newly independent Brigham Young 

The benchmark will be phased in, Harrison said, starting lower and rising to a 930 APR over 3-5 years. Details will be worked out in the next two months. 

Waivers will be minimal to nonexistent, he said. 

"This is all about making sure that student-athletes are students," NCAA President Mark Emmert said. 

The move drew praise from Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, who for more than a year and a half has called for the NCAA to bounce academically 

underperforming teams from its basketball tournament and other championships. 

"Many experts were skeptical that the NCAA would ever move to deal with the problem of low graduation rates among a small minority of tournament 
teams," Duncan said. "But they were wrong. College presidents have acted courageously and are leading the way." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 9:07 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/15/l l- Multiple Competitions 

The Ocean State University Volleyball coaches are planning their itineraries for the season. They play two teams back to back on the west coast this year. 
The first match is at 7pm on a Thursday and the second is at 3pm on Sunday. When looking into flight options, the coaches determined that it would cost 
more to fly the team back in between competitions, so they decided they will stay on the west coast until after the conclusion of the second competition. 
The team will depart the first location at 8am on Saturday and will arrive at the second location at 10am on Saturday. 
Is this arrangement permissible or do the student-athletes need to return to campus following the match on Thursday? For purposes of this scenario, 
please use 2 hours for the duration of the matches. 
Yes it is permissible. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8!12/11- Departure Restriction for Extended Road Trip That Includes Multiple Competition Sites 
(I)- states that in sports other than men’s basketball, a member institution may provide travel expenses for a student-athlete representing the institution in 
multiple competitions on an extended road trip, provided each competition occurs within 84 hours of the first or each subsequent competition (i.e., institution 
may provide expenses 36 hours after each competition and 48 hours prior to the subsequent competition, for a total of 84 hours between competitions). In 
men’s basketball, an institution may provide travel expenses to a student-athlete representing the institution in multiple competitions on an extended road 
trip, provided each competition occurs within 72 hours of the first or each subsequent competition (i.e., 24 hours after each competition and 48 hours prior 
to the subsequent competition, for a total of 72 hours between competitions). 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 16.7.1 (away-from-home contests and vacation periods) and 16.8.1.2.1 (departure/return expense restrictions) and a staff 
interpretation (4/26/91, Item No. a), which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:48 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/16/1 l- 17.1.6.6. l 

The softball coaches as College USA are planning the trips for their fall non-championship segment. One of the trips would require travel on a Thursday 
afternoon. Three of the student-athletes have labs Thursday evenings. Is it permissible for these student-athletes to miss class because of an away from 
home competition during the non-championship segment? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.6.1 states that In baseball, cross country (for institutions without indoor or outdoor track and field), field hockey, lacrosse, soccer, 
softball and volleyball, no class time shall be missed in conjunction with non-championship segment competition, including activities associated with such 
competition (e.g., travel and other pregame or postgame activities). (Adopted: 4/28/11 effective 8/1/11) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 8:43 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/17/1 l- 17.3.5. I. l 

The men’s basketball team at College USA is going to participate in a qualifying regular-season multiple-team event next year. Where can such an event 
take place? 

A. Bahamas 
B. Canada 
C. Mexico 
D. All of the Above 

The answer is D. NCAA Educational Column- 8/16/11- NCAA Bylaw 17.3.5.1.1 -- Qualifying Regular-Season Multiple-Team Event (I)- states that the 
following information is designed to provide clarification to institutional and conference staff members and basketball coaches regarding the application of 
NCAA Bylaw 17.3.5.1.1 to qualifying multiple-team events. 
Each section of the rule is presented below with direction on how that particular section should be applied. 
1. The event must be sponsored by the NCAA, an active or affiliated member or a member conference and must take place in the Commonwealth of the 
Bahamas, Canada, Mexico or the United States or one of its territories. With the adoption of NCAA ProposM 2010.89, such events may now 
take place in the CommonweaRh of the Bahamas= This piece of ~egislation became effective 8/1!11= 

a. The NCAA, an institution or conference, or an affiliated member of the NCAA may sponsor multiple events during the same academic 
year, provided the events are separate and distinct events (e.g., different names, different participants). 
b. The requirement that these entities serve as the sponsors of events is designed to promote and protect the integrity of the event and 
preclude a sponsor from simply lending its name to the event. 

2. The event includes no more than four contests per institution and concludes not later than 14 days after the first contest of the event. 
a. This requirement is designed to promote a multiple-game event that is structured like a traditional tournament (i.e., bracket format, round 
robin). While new formats were established last year and permitted, some formats were clearly contrary to the intent of the rule and were 
used as an attempt to play additional games. 
b. For example, an event that conducts round-robin play among four teams at two different sites (eight total teams) with a predetermined 
fourth game between one of the participating teams from each site is permissible. On the other hand, under this format, if the fourth game is 
to include a team (or two teams) that did not participate in the round-robin portion of the event, the institutions that participate in the fourth 
game must count it against the maximum contest limit. 

3. Participation is limited, by conference, to one team per conference and, by institution, to not more than once in the same event in any four-year period. 

. It may be permissible for an institution to host distinctly separate events in consecutive years or more than once in any four-year period. However, the 
following should provide guidance on whether the events are the same event: 

(1) An event that has the same name is considered the same event, regardless of the venue or sponsorship arrangements. 
(2) An event may be considered a different event, provided it is wholly separate and distinct. One obvious example is that an institution may 
have hosted a game in the NIT Season Tip=Off in 2010, and may also host a game in the Conference X Classic in 2011. However, it would 
not be permissible for an institution to have hosted the Sponsor A Classic in 2010, and host the Sponsor B Classic in 2011 if the Sponsor A 
Classic does not continue in 2011. Such an arrangement appears to be the same event occurring in consecutive years, the only significant 
change was in the name of the event. Such situations may require review by a conference office or the NCAA on a case-by-case basis to 
determine appropriate compliance with the intent of the rule. 
(3) An event that involves 50 percent or more of the same participants, regardless of venue, the title or sponsorship arrangements is 
considered the same event. For example, if Sponsor D Classic was conducted in 2010 with four teams, it may become Sponsor F Classic 
for 2011 and move to a different venue; however, if two (or more) of the teams from the 2010 Sponsor D Classic are participating in the 2011 
Sponsor F Classic, it will be considered the same event. 

4. Each institution participating in a qualifying multiple=team event must use Bylaw 17.3.5.1-(a) as its maximum contest limitation for the playing season in 
which it participates in the event. 

. This requires that every participating institution in an event is limited to a maximum of 27 contests, plus one qualifying multiple-team event. 
[References: Bylaw 17.3.5.1.1 (qualifying regular-season multiple-team event)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of legislation 
and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at 
the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are 
based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order 
to address timely issues. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 18, 2011 9:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/18/1 l- 13.11.3.7. l. 1 

Stut R. Step is a prospective student-athlete who will initially enroll full-time at Ocean State University this fall and participate on the track team. Stut took 
classes in the first summer term and passed 6 hours. Although she did not take classes in the second summer term, Stut has remained in the area and 
continues to work out on campus. Since Stut is not enrolled in the second summer term, can she request that the strength coach be present during her 
workouts on the track? 
Yes with conditions. The strength coach can be present but cannot conduct Stut’s work outs. NCAA Bylaw 13.11.3.7.1.1 states that a prospective student- 
athlete who is eligible to engage in voluntary summer workouts conducted by an institution’s strength and conditioning coach pursuant to Bylaw 13.11.3.7.1- 
(b) may participate in voluntary weightlifting or conditioning activities (e.g., conditioning on the track) on the institution’s campus in the presence of (as 
opposed to conducted by) the institution’s strength and conditioning coach during the periods of the summer that are outside the actual duration of the term 
or terms in which the prospective student-athlete is enrolled, provided such activities are not prearranged, the strength and conditioning coach is performing 
normal duties and responsibilities in the supervision of the weight room or facility in use (e.g., track) and does not work directly with the prospective student- 
athlete. (Adopted: 8/26/10) 

i@mdaras@biqeast.orq 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 19, 2011 8:51 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/19/11- Current Fxent 

A clean start 
NCAA enforcement representatives use nonscholastic events to create constructive relationships 
NCAAoFg 

When NCAA Associate Director of Enforcement Renee Gomila started monitoring nonscholastic basketball tournaments nine years ago, college coaches 

literally ran away as she approached. Now, nearly a decade into a concerted effort by the NCAA enforcement staffto clean up recruiting of elite players - an 

effort that involved the establishment of the Basketball Focus Group in 2008 - coaches know her by name and are not shy about sharing their thoughts and 

concerns in casual court-side conversations or over a quick meal. 

The NCAA enforcement staff began attending nonscholastic men’s basketball events in 2002. The program was initially established to monitor rules 
compliance, but since the creation of the Basketball Focus Group in 2008, networking and outreach have been added to the goals. The program helps the 
NCAA maintain contacts in the men’s basketball environment, stay current on issues, establish credibility with coaches and identify people who are 
associating with top prospects and coaches. 
At the recent AAU National Championships in Orlando, Gomila and two colleagues could be seen milling around the games and surrounding venues 

monitoring activities and, maybe more importantly, nurturing their relationships with coaches from around the country. Their presence was less about 

enforcing the rules (although they did not shy away from addressing potential problems) and more about networking, education and outreach. 

Their effort might best be described as "community policing" - and it’s paying off. 

"The operation of the events themselves has changed drastically since we have started attending," said Sandy Parrott, NCAA associate director of 

basketball certification. "The operators make more of an effort to be organized and hang signage to separate NCAA coaches from those associated with 

prospects. They also are more diligent to properly conduct the required educational session for all of the participants and are more detailed with the 

information printed in the coaches packets." 

"Having a visible presence at these events helps us develop and maintain contacts in the men’s basketball environment," said NCAA Director of 

Enforcement LuAnn Humphrey. 

"Because we’re interacting directly with coaches, prospects, nonscholastic officials and parents, we are able to stay current on issues surrounding the 

recruiting environment= We’ve had a lot of positive feedback from coaches who say we helped bring a new level of deterrence to the process." 

Humphrey said the enforcement staff recognizes that deals are probably not going down in the gyms. Still, being in the environment provides the staff with 

the opportunity to gather intelligence and information that might help in the future. Having a visible and friendly presence establishes credibility with the 

coaches, she said. 

Memphis coach Josh Pastner puts it more bluntly. "It helps you see them as human beings," he said. 

NCAA President Mark Emmert and Vice President of Enforcement Julie Roe Lach have emphasized humanizing the enforcement staffand making the 

process more transparent. In May, Lach and her colleagues led a day=long "Enforcement Experience" for media from across the country, giving them an 

unprecedented glimpse behind the curtain of a major infractions case, from infraction to investigation to a hearing by the Committee on Infractions. 

Building these relationships does not happen overnight= It takes a willful effort by the enforcement staff to cultivate and nurture contacts. 

Assistant Director of Enforcement Elizabeth Ramsey sends hand-written thank=you notes to coaches she has met for the first time. She also goes out of 

her way to respond to phone calls and text messages, even while maintaining a grueling travel schedule. 

"This job is about connecting with people," she said. "Even though many of my relationships are friendly, everyone I work with knows that my job trumps our 

friendship at any time." 

Ramsey’s experience in men’s basketball will soon pay off for the women. She will be part of a new effort to better monitor the women’s game, too. 

Football will also get special treatment with the addition of a football staff similar to the basketball focus group. Enforcement representatives have already 

begun monitoring seven-on-seven tournaments as part of the initial effort to keep the recruitment game within the bounds of the rule book. 

Having a voice 

Over lunch in Orlando, Minnesota assistant coach Saul Smith told Ramsey about his frustrations with the recruiting schedule and the amount of time spent 

away from campus. 

A similarly candid conversation between Gomila and South Carolina assistant Mike Boynton focused on the academic responsibilities of coaches and the 

pressures of the coach and team Academic Progress Rates. 

That type of open and honest feedback makes enforcement’s efforts worthwhile. They want coaches to see them as a resource and not just as the people 

who will bust them when they break a rule. 



"At least they feel like they have a voice," Gomila said. 

She encourages those kinds of conversations and said she often asks coaches, "What’s the one thing you’d change about the NCAA?" 

Keeping them honest 

The presence of the enforcement staff helps in other ways. 

"Having the NCAA there puts us on a level playing field," said Jeremy Luther, head coach of Armstrong Atlantic State, a Division II school. "There are a lot of 

good guys in this business, but the only way it can be done right is if someone is holding their feet to the fire." 

Maintaining parity among the recruiters is particularly important to Division III Ohio Northern head coach John Rhodes. Having the NCAA at the event allows 

Rhodes to access the talent without worrying about competing with other institutions. 

"As the presence has risen, illegal contact has gone down," said George Washington associate head coach Hajj Turner. Turner, a former NCAA intern, said 

having the NCAA at the events and in the surrounding venues "keeps people honest." 

That honesty was on display less than an hour into Day 2 of Assistant Director of Enforcement Ken Huber’s 13-hour day. A coach nervously approached 

Huber to clarify an incident that happened the previous evening. 

The coach reported that he accidenfly spoke with a nonscholastic player - a violation of NCAA rules. The player, the son of another coach and a close 

friend of the coach in question, approached to say hello. 

The coach told Huber he didn’t know the player was playing on a team. Once he found out the player was participating in the event, he shut down the 

conversation and told him he wasn’t allowed to talk. 

"1 don’t think that would have happened even three or four years ago," said Huber, a former Gardner-Webb assistant coach. Huber and former Ohio State 

player Jason Singleton raised eyebrows a year ago when they were added to the enforcement staff - a move that coaches lauded time and time again at 

the Orlando event as an indication that the NCAA was making strides to better understand the coach and player perspectives. 

"1 have more opportunity now to have an influence on basketball than I ever did when [ was a coach," Huber said while reminiscing with a former head coach 

colleague. "l do miss it, though." 

For the good of the game 

"You see the commitment the NCAA is making to help the game of basketball," said Ohio State head coach Thad Matta. "It’s all geared for the betterment of 

college basketball." 

Coaches watch the games from the sidelines and are not permitted to have any contact with players. One high-profile game packed the stands, 

prompting a seating dilemma for Ohio State Head Coach Thad Matta and his peers. 

Matta and his colleagues are not shy about asking the staff questions and say the staff helps them better navigate the often tricky and confusing rules. The 

previous night, for example, a high-interest game filled all the available seating for coaches. Seeing plenty of room in the upper deck, coaches asked the 

NCAA representatives if they could sit above the spectators in general fan seats. Because coaches are not permitted to mingle with student-athletes or their 

families, the enforcement staff asked the event organizers to add additional seating that accommodated the coaches’ needs and made sure the rules were 

followed. 

Matta said it is just one example of how the NCAA and the coaches work together. 

"Most coaches want to do it right," said Memphis’ Pastner. "The positives rarely get talked about." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 9:19 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/22/11- 14.4.3.4.8 

Bun Kerr is a golf student-athlete at Bay State University. Bun is a third year student and is majoring in Environmental Engineering. As part of his degree 
program, Bun must complete 30 hours of co-op work experience. During the terms when Bun is enrolled full-time in this co-op program, is he responsible 
for fulfilling the 6 hour requirement? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.8 states that a student-athlete shall not be required to complete six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during a 
regular academic term or terms of full-time enrollment in a cooperative educational work experience program (e.g., co-op, internship, practicum, student- 
teaching) or an institutionally approved study-abroad program. (Adopted: 4/29/04, Revised: 10/8/10) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 9:06 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/23/11- 13.9.2.2 

The Baseball Coaches at Ocean State University (OSU) are creating their priority recruits list. There are several junior prospects they are interested in and 
will be going to watch them in competitions over the next few months. In addition to evaluating them, the coaches would like to send these junior prospects 
an email indicating what amount of athletics aid OSU can offer if they enroll in the fall 2013 semester. 
Is it permissible to send such information in an email after September 1 of their junior year as long as the prospect does not sign anything agreeing to the 
scholarship? 

No NCAA Bylaw 13.9.2.2 states that prior to August 1 of a prospective student-athlete’s senior year in high school, an institution shall not, directly or 
indirectly, provide a written offer of athletically related financial aid or indicate in writing to the prospective student-athlete that an athletically related grant-in- 
aid will be offered by the institution. On or after August 1 of a prospective student-athlete’s senior year in high school, an institution may indicate in writing to 
a prospective student-athlete that an athletically related grant-in-aid will be offered by the institution; however, the institution may not permit the prospective 
student-athlete to sign a form indicating his or her acceptance of such an award before the initial signing date in that sport in the National Letter of intent 
program. [D] Revised: 8/5/04, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10, 3/3/11) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 9:03 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/24/11- 16.11.1.15 

Ocean State University is going to have a career fair for its entire student body the first Friday in October. Because the majority of student-athletes will be 
unable to attend this fair due to the class, practice and/or competition schedules, the Athletic Department is going to host a separate career fair just for 
student-athletes the following Friday. Is it permissible for an institution to host a career fair exclusively for student-athletes? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.1.15 states that a student-athlete may use career counseling and internship/job placement services available exclusively to 
student-athletes, provided the student-athlete is not placed in a position in which the student-athlete uses his or her athletics ability. (Adopted: 4/28/11) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 25, 2011 8:42 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/25/11- Temtxwa~ Certification Period 

Snap Count is a freshman football student-athlete at Ocean State University. Snap began practicing with the team during the second week of pre-season 
camp. Snap has not yet been certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center, but his latest SAT score was just submitted and should be posted to his academic 
record by the beginning of next week. When does Snap’s temporary certification period begin? 

A. First day of Ocean State University’s pre-season practice 
B. First day Snap participates in any countable athletically related activity 

The answer is B. NCAA Staff Interpretation - 8/24/11- Calculation of the Temporary Certification Period (I)- states that the temporary certification 
period begins with a student-athlete’s participation in any countable athletically related activity and shall be counted as consecutive days. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.1.1.1.3.1 (temporary certification); 14.3.5.1.1 (temporary certification, recruited student=athlete); 14.3.5.1.2 
(temporary certification, nonrecruited student-athlete); 14.5.4.5.6.1 (temporary certification, recruited two-year college transfer); 14.5.4.5.6.2 (temporary 
certification, nonrecruited two-year college transfer); 17.02.1 (countable athletically related activities), and 17.1.6.2 (weekly hour limitations -- outside of 
playing season); and a staff interpretation (10/21/94, Item No. b), which has been archived] 

i@mdaras@biqeast.orq 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 8:16 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/26/11- Current Fxent 

Pearl: NCAA made him example to other coaches 
USATODAY.com 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Bruce Pearl says he knows the NCAA made an example out of him, doling out a severe penalty to serve notice to other coaches 

as to what to expect if they don’t cooperate during an investigation. 

The former Tennessee coach will find it nearly impossible to land a college job anytime soon with the three-year show-cause penalty given to him 

Wednesday by the NCAA for lying to the enforcement staff during their investigation into recruiting violations. 

Pearl said Thursday it was a "very, very heavy price for the mistakes that we’ve made" but doesn’t plan to appeal. 

The show-cause penalty prohibits Pearl from recruiting during the next three years, and any school wanting to hire him would have to talk to the NCAA about 

removing that penalty. 

"These mistakes that were made were made by myself, and I take full responsibility for them," Pearl said. ’Tm trying to do the very best I can to lead through 

this adversity, to be an example of what happens when you’re not forthcoming, when you don’t tell the truth all of the time and be acceptable of the 

consequences." 

Pearl was cited for unethical conduct for lying to investigators in June 2010 about improperly hosting recruits at his home in 2008 and urging others to do 

the same. He also was found to have interfered with the NCAA’s investigation after he contacted a recruit’s father who had also been interviewed by 

investigators. 

Two months after his initial interview, he met again with NCAA investigators to tell them he had misled them. 

Pearl also said Thursday that there are a number of things he feels should be changed about the NCAA process. He said the investigation process is too 

long and the NCAA rulebook too big. He was also disappointed that he did not appear to get enough credit for admitting his mistakes. 

"In my case I believe I should have been given more credit for coming forward and telling the truth," he said. "1 think I was given little credit for doing that. I 

would like to see the ability for coaches to be able to come forward in these situations and get the record straight, but obviously the damage that was done 

was too great." 

Pearl also was upset about being charged with a major recruiting violation after a brief encounter with a prospect just days after his tearful public admission 

in September 2010 that he had lied to the NCAA. The "bump rule" violation charge played a role in Tennessee dismissing him and his staff in March, but the 

Committee on Infractions determined there was not enough evidence to support the charge. 

"If the process is to gain credibility in the future, then I encourage the enforcement staffto really be careful when they charge someone or some university 

with a major violation," he said. "That was not a violation. That was not a bump. That was just something that took place during the normal course of 

business. The fact that we were charged at that time obviously cost us our jobs in addition to things that we had already done, obviously these things took a 

cumulative effect." 

The NCAA did not return a message from the Associated Press seeking comment about Pearl’s reaction. Conference USA Commissioner and NCAA 

Committee on infractions vice chairman Britton Banowsky said Wednesday that punishments for major violations are handled on a case-by-case basis. 

Pearl did say he was glad Tennessee wasn’t punished further for what he did and stopped short of attributing the severity of his penalty to the fact the NCAA 

currently is involved in so many high-profile investigations. He does hope his case teaches others a lesson, though. 

"Hopefully through all this mess as (NCAA President) Mark Emmert has discussed, these serious sanctions and the things that are going to be coming 

down will just be a more serious deterrent to either willfully or knowingly committing any violations of NCAA rules, that there is no risk-reward involved," he 

said. 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 10:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/29/11- 17.1.6.4.2 

The men’s soccer team at Ocean State University had a contest scheduled for this past Saturday afternoon. Because of Hurricane Irene, the game was 
cancelled five minutes into play in the first half. The student-athletes did not participate in any other countable athletically related activities on Saturday. Can 
the coaches consider Saturday to be the required day off? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4.2 states that when an institution’s competition is canceled prior to the start of competition or canceled prior to the competition 
being considered a completed event in accordance with the playing rules of that sport, an institution may use that day as its required day off, provided the 
institution does not engage in any further countable athletically related activities during that day. (Adopted: 1/16/93) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 8:38 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/30/11- Double Majors 

Half Court is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Half is a sophomore and enrolled in the business administration degree program. Half is 
majoring in accounting but has decided to also declare economics as a second major. Both of these majors are within the business administration degree 
program. For purposes of certifying Halls eligibility, Ocean State University is only going to use course requirements applicable to the accounting degree to 
determine Hall’s percentage of degree requirements (i.e., the credit hours to determine the denominator). Is it permissible for Ocean State University to use 
course requirements for the economics major to determine fulfillment of the credit-hour requirements (e.g., 6, 18)? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/29/11-Application of Progress-Toward-Degree Requirements for Two Majors in the Same Degree Program (I)- 
states that when certifying progress-toward-degree requirements for a student-athlete who has declared two majors within the same degree program an 
institution may, but is not required to, include course requirements applicable to both majors for purposes of calculating percentage of degree (i.e., increase 
the number of credit hours in the denominator), provided the student-athlete would be permitted to graduate without completing both majors (i.e., upon 
completion of one major or the other). Further, if an institution chooses to include only the requirements necessary to graduate with one of the majors in the 
percentage-of-degree calculation then the institution must count only credits applicable to that major when determining fulfillment of the credit-hour 
recluirements. Finally, if an institution includes course requirements applicable to both majors when calculating percentage of degree (i.e., increases the 
number of credit hours in the denominator), then credits earned toward either major may be used to meet credit-hour requirements. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.7 (hours earned or accepted for degree credit), and 14.4.3.2 
(fulfillment of percentage of degree requirements); and staff interpretations (2/3/95, Item No. a), which has been archived, and (11/10/89, Ref No. e)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 8:42 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/31 il l- l 1.01.4 

Stole N. Base is a softball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Stole exhausted her eligibility and graduated during this past academic year. 
Stole decided to return to OSU for the 2011-12 academic year to earn a second bachelor’s degree. Since Stole has exhausted her eligibility, can she serve 
as an undergraduate coach during the 2011-12 academic year? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 11.01.4 states that An undergraduate student assistant coach is any coach who is a student-athlete who has exhausted his or her 
eligibility in the sport or has become injured to the point that he or she is unable to practice or compete ever again, and who meets the following additional 
criteria: (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(a) Is enrolled at the institution at which he or she most recently participated in intercollegiate athletics; (Revised: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(b) Is enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student in his or her first baccalaureate degree program (see Bylaw 14.1.8.2_), except that during his or her final 
semester or quarter of the baccalaureate degree program, he or she may be enrolled in less than a full-time degree program of studies, provided he or she 
is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to complete the degree requirements; (Revised: 1/12/04 effective 8/1/04, 8/11/09, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(c) Is receiving no compensation or remuneration from the institution other than the financial aid that could be received as a student-athlete and expenses 
incurred on road trips that are received by individual team members; and (Revised: 1/9/96) 

(d) Is not involved in contacting and evaluating prospective student-athletes off campus or scouting opponents off campus and does not perform recruiting 
coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2.2). (Revised: 5/26/06) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 1,2011 9:37 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/l / 11 - 14.2.4.3.4.2.1 

Green Fees is a golf student-athlete at Bay State College. Green suffered an incapacitating injury during the 2010-11 academic year and was only able to 
participate in a couple of competitions during both the non-championship and championship segments. Because in the sport of golf championship selection 
is based on competition throughout the season, including the non-championship segment, does Bay State College have to count the competitions Green 
participated in during the fall, non-championship segment? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.2.4.3.4.2.1 states that in sports in which the playing season may be divided into two segments, but championship selection is based 
on competition throughout the season (e.g., golf, tennis), the first half of the season is based on the number of days in the entire season (e.g, non- 
championship and championship segments), as declared by the institution between the first date of competition used by any individual on the team and the 
last date of competition used by any individual on the team at the end of the declared playing season, including a conference championship and any regular- 
season competition scheduled after the conference championship (e.g., "last chance" meet). (Revised: 9/2/10) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 8:48 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/2/1 l- Current Event 

’Cheating will not be tolerated’ 
NCAA.org 

Let’s make no mistake: Today’s violations in collegiate athletics are utterly indefensible. They overshadow all that is good in college sports. They cast doubt 

over the motivations of all involved and give credibility to the cynical view. Worse, they encourage others to cheat. That is why they cannot be tolerated. 

These concerns -- among others -- prompted me to gather a group of Division I college presidents this month to address these problems and resolve 

them quickly. The result was a strong consensus and a clearly stated agenda for action, an agenda the Division I Board of Directors and I will enact in the 

coming weeks and months. 

First, we agreed student-athletes must be just that, students who are athletes. Winning on the court or field is not enough. College athletes must also 

perform well in the classroom. The board took an important first step by creating serious academic standards that teams must meet to play in NCAA 

championships. Higher eligibility standards for college freshmen and junior college transfers are also coming shortly. 

Second, we all agreed that the NCAA’s rules need to be simplified with clear emphasis on integrity -- weed out unenforceable and irrelevant rules and focus 

on serious threats. 

Next, we are addressing the needs of student-athletes, looking to increase grants to cover the full cost of attendance and providing opportunities for 

multiyear scholarships and greater support for summer school. 

Finally, I am committed -- with the full support of our presidents -- to hold all those involved in college athletics responsible for following the rules. It is not 

too onerous a burden to expect participants in college sports to not cheat. For those who do, we must be clear about the consequences. 

We are changing our enforcement practices and our penalties to reflect these common-sense values. There must be shared responsibility -- among 

presidents, athletes, administrators, coaches, conferences, agents and boosters alike --that cheating will not be tolerated and the cost of doing so 

outweighs any benefit. Words, of course, do not mean much; only action counts. We cannot legislate integrity. But we can and will define it, expect it and 

hold ourselves accountable. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 5, 2011 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/5/11- Current Event 

DI Board to hear cultural and operational recommendations 

NCAA News 

The Division I Board of Directors will hear recommendations on specific changes to improve the culture and operation of Division I intercollegiate athletics at its 

upcoming meetings this academic year. 

At its Oct. 27 meeting, the Board will discuss ways to create greater flexibility in the rules to support student-athlete well-being, especially on a conference-by- 
conference basis. Possible recommendations include multi-year scholarships and full-cost-of-attendance issues. 

Also in October. the Division I Committee on Acadenfic Peffomra~lce will plx)vide a series of recommendations designed to promote academic success among 

student-athletes. The recommendations will include new initial-eligibility, progress-toward-degree and two-four transfer standards, as well as the implementation 

plan for the Board-adopted 930 Academic Progress Rate penalty benchmark and the related penalty s~ructure that will require teams to earn a multiyear APR of 
930 to participate in the postseason. 

At the 2012 NCAA Convention in Jan ua~,, the Board will address financial costs, evaluating current resource allocation practices m~d rules at all NCAA levels and 

recommend etficiencies. The Division I Leadership Council will al~ pre~nt recommendations on external irdluences and recruilment to the Board at its JaJmao, 

meeting. 

In April 2012, the Board will hear recommendations on amendments to the Division I Manual aimed at reducing the volume of unenibrceable and inconsequential 

rules that axe not national in scope. It will also review recommended legislative processes to ensure that any new rules align with those values. 

Lastly, the Board will examine the enibrcement process and penalties in April 2012, evaluating a new multi-level violation reporting and penalty structure that 

focuses on serious infractions. 

The recommended changes to improve the culture mid operation of Division I intercollegiate athletics will come to the Board from four presidentially led worldng 

groups. The groups are a direct outgl~owth of an Aug. 9-10 Presidential Retreat called by NCAA President Mark Emmert. 

Each working group will include a mix of president~’chancellors and athletics administrators. The working groups, with chairs and vice-chairs, are: 

¯ Financial costs; Mike AdeJn~ University of Georgia, chair; mad Ann Milhrer, Weber State University, vice chair 

Enforcement; Edward Ray, Universi~, of Oregon, chair, and Nm~cy Zimpher, State University of New York, vice chair 

¯ Rules; James Barker, Clemson University, chair, Stedman Upham, University of Tulsa, vice chair 

[(:ondaras(c~bi~teast, orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:54 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/6/1 l- 17. 1.6.4.4 

The volleyball coaches at Ocean State University decided not to conduct any practices, meetings or anything that would be considered a countable 
athletically related activity yesterday. Given that yesterday was a holiday, is it permissible for the coaches to consider that day as the team’s required day off 
for the week? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4.4 states that It is permissible to use a vacation day to satisfy the day-off-per-week requirement. (Adopted: 1/10/92) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/7/1 l- Sideline Pass for HS Coach 

The football coaches at Ocean State University would like to extend invitations to all the local HS football coaches to attend this weekend’s game. Each HS 
coach would get two complimentary admissions through a pass list and a sideline pass to watch the game on the field for the first half. 
Is this arrangement permissible? No. An institution may provide two complimentary admissions through a pass list, but it is not permissible to provide a 
sideline pass. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/30/94- High-School Coach on Sidelines of Institutional Contest- states that it is not permissible for an 
institution to allow a high-school coach to observe the institution’s contest from the actual playing field or arena (e.g., sidelines, bench), inasmuch as such 
areas are not open to the general public. [References: 13.2.1 (general regulations) and 13.9.2 (material benefits)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 8:52 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/8/1 l- 13.7.2.1.5 

End Line is a junior in high school and is interested in playing basketball for Ocean State University (OSU) when he enrolls in college. End will be taking an 
unofficial visit this weekend to OSU and will attend the home football game. End’s mother, father, grandfather and brother will be coming with him. End may 
receive a complimentary admission for himself and two other individuals. Can OSU reserve additional tickets for purchase to accommodate the other 
guests? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.7.2.1.5 states that an institution may not reserve tickets (in addition to the permissible complimentary admissions) to be purchased by 
a prospective student-athlete (or individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete) on an unofficial visit. Tickets may be purchased only in the 
same manner as any other member of the general public. [R] Adopted: 1/10/92) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 8:47 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/9/1 l- Current Event 

Ohio State: 3 suspended players took $200 at charity event 
USAToday.corn 

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Records released by Ohio State University say three football players suspended for the opening game against Akron violated 

NCAA rules by taking $200 at a Cleveland charity event earlier this year. 

All three -- starting tailback Jordan Hall and cornerback Travis Howard and backup safety Corey Brown-- have been cleared to play in the 15th- 

ranked Buckeyes’ game against Toledo on Saturday. 

The records released Thursday night indicate the athletes gave varying accounts for why they received the money and who they received it from. 

Two of the athletes said they believed the money was for working at the event while a third said he believed he was receiving money from a 

teammate. They were invited to attend the charity event by a former Buckeyes player. 

All three believed that Ohio State had approved attending the event, even though it had not. Ohio State had permitted athletes to attend the event 

in 2007 and 2010, however, Ohio State’s NCAA compliance department requires that athletes ask for and receive written permission to attend 

promotional or charitable events. 

The records, a copy of the violations that Ohio State forwarded to the NCAA, do not point to a clear source for the money. All names were blacked 

out in the material released to the Associated Press. 

A joint Ohio State-NCAA investigation discovered the violation on Aug. 31. 

When it announced the violations and suspensions on Sept. 1, some 48 hours before the Buckeyes’ 42-0 season-opening win over Akron, the 

school added that it might add to the players’ penalties. 

On Thursday, interim Ohio State head coach Luke Fickell said he and his staff had not yet decided what to do with the players. But he spoke as if 

the suspended players would have to earn playing time and would not step right back in as starters. 

"1 don’t think we’ve said any stipulations publicly on what we’ll do with them," Fickell said. "Our (other) guys played well last week. It’s their jobs. 

We want to make sure that (those other players) know we have confidence in them. It’s not like we’re going to bounce around from week to week. 

If (the other players) do a good job throughout the week, we’re going to continue to go with them." 

Ohio State is awaiting word from the NCAA’s committee on infractions on what penalties it will receive for unrelated violations from 2010 involving 

football players who traded memorabilia for cash with the subject of a federal drug-trafficking probe. Four current players are sitting out the first 

five games as their penalty for receiving thousands of dollars in cash and discounted tattoos. 

The investigation into the scandal led to Ohio State forcing 10-year head coach Jim Tressel to resign in May after he admitted that he had known 

that players had likely accepted improper benefits. Despite being required to disclose such information by his contract and also by NCAA rules, he 

did not pass on that information to his superiors for more than 10 months. 

Ohio State has offered to vacate the 2010 season, in which it went 12-1, because Tressel played players that he would reasonably expect to be 

declared ineligible. 

The university’s hearing before the committee on infractions took place on Aug. 12 in Indianapolis. A decision on the final sanctions could come as 

early as this month or as late as November. 

Earlier on Thursday, Ohio State President E. Gordon Gee said he did not know when the sanctions would be announced. 

"You know as much about that as I do," Gee said. "We have had our hearing and we’re just waiting until their ruling comes down." 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 8:53 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/12- l l - Current Event 

At BCS schools, players tend to pursue same major 
By PAUL NE~BERRY, AP Sports Writer 

ATLANTA (AP) -- When Jay Finch arrived at Georgia Yech, he wasn’t just interested in being a lineman for the Yellow Jackets football team. He wanted to 
study architecture, too. 
Then he talked with some student advisers, who gave him a dose of reality. 
"They were like, ’You can expect anywhere from 100 to 120 hours of studio time,"’ Finch recalled. "1 said, ’Oh, like in a month.’ And they were like, ’No, in a 
week? And I was like, ’On top of football?’" 
With that, Finch hopped aboard the M Train. 
At Georgia Tech, where the famous fight song proclaims ’Tm a heck of an engineer," nearly 70 percent of the football team (43 of 62 players) has chosen to 
major in management, a business degree dubbed the "M Train" by those on campus who consider it an easier route to a diploma than the school’s 
renowned engineering program. 
But the Yellow Jackets are hardly the only school where players tend to congregate in the same fields of study. There are four others universities where at 
least half the sophomores, juniors and seniors playing football are pursuing the same degree, The Associated Press found in a survey of the 68 schools in 
the conferences which receive automatic bids to the Bowl Championship Series, plus Notre Dame and Big East-member-to-be TCU. 
At Vanderbilt, it’s human and organizational development (35 of 59). At UCLA, history is a big draw (27 of 47). At Wake Forest, there’s been a gridiron run on 
the communications department (34 of 60). At Baylor, upset winners over TCU on the opening weekend of this season, expect to find a lot of big guys in 
general studies (27 of 53). 
This is not mere coincidence, of course. While it’s natural for a selected group of students --in this case, male athletes --to be interested in the same 
classroom subjects, it’s also apparent many are drawn to courses that are more accommodating to their Saturday pursuit. 
"1 wanted to dedicate myself more toward football," conceded Finch, a sophomore center. "Yeah, I did take a little bit of the easier road. Management is still 
hard. You’ve still got to go to class. 
"But," he added, "at least I’m not up ’til 3 in the morning drawing" 
The trend is so prevalent it has its own name -- clustering -- and extends far beyond Georgia Tech, Vanderbilt, UCLA, Wake Forest and Baylor. 
The AP survey, compiled from media guides, university websites and information provided by the schools, showed at least half the football players with 
declared majors at a dozen other universities are bunched in two fields of study. At 22 schools, 50 percent or more are pursuing a degree from a group of 
three majors. 
That means more than half of the schools at the core of major college football -- 39 of 68 teams -- have some level of clustering. 
At a recent summit hosted by NCAA President Mark Emmert, where a rash of rule-breaking was the main focus, university presidents quietly discussed the 
impact that clustering has on the academic experience for student-athletes. 
While the governing body has no intention of mandating more diversity in the selection of majors, it is looking at compiling more data on what players are 
studying, hoping it can be used to improve athletes’ academic experience. 
"We’re not going to say certain majors are out of bounds. We’re not going to say you have to take certain majors," said Kevin Lennon, the NCAA’s vice 
president of academic and membership affairs. "Those are personal decisions that every student-athlete has to make, just like any student." 
The situation puts into focus one of the ever-present conflicts in big-time college sports: winning games, making money and keeping the boosters happy vs. 
providing athletes with a quality education and keeping up school standards. 
Georgia Tech, for instance, receives more requests from the football team than any other for special admissions -- enrollment for those who don’t meet the 
standards applied to the overall student body. But officials at the Atlanta school point out management is one of the most rigorous business programs in the 
country, requiring everyone to take two calculus courses and two lab sciences. 
"There’s always going to be that tension," said Anderson Smith, the senior vice provost for academic affairs. "You’ve got to recruit who the best players are. 
But it’s a much more heterogeneous population than what we have applying to Georgia Tech as regular students." 
Vanderbilt is considered the toughest academic school in the football-crazy Southeastern Conference, which is usually cited as the reason the 
Commodores perennially wind up at the bottom of the league standings. And yet 35 of 59 non-freshmen were going for the same degree. 
By the way, what is human and organizational development anyway? 
"Leadership is one of the things that we focus on, and we have a very active and engaged student body," said Beth Shinn, who chairs the department. "My 
guess is any club or sorority you would look at would have an overrepresentation of HOD people." 
In fact, human and organization development is the most popular major on campus among all students, including three of the last six student government 
presidents, according to Shinn. It’s a wide-ranging field, requiring courses in calculus, economics, statistics and social sciences, as well as psychology, 
sociology, anthropology, political science and public policy. 
"Our students are prepared for a vast variety of careers," Shinn said. "We don’t do basket-weaving, thank you." 
Chris Marve can attest to that. The senior Nnebacker is actually pursuing a double-major, combining human and organizational development with sociology. 
As part of his HOD curriculum, he interned over the summer at a Nashville law firm and has his sights on becoming an attorney. 
"This major is definitely not just an athlete’s major," Marve said. "People who come here are very intelligent and have a very high intellect, so it’s not an easy 
major at all even though a lot of athletes do sign up for it. I think it’s the most powerful major you can leave out of here with." 
The majors winning the popularity contest vary from school to school. 
At Cincinnati, 40 players picked criminal justice as their major. At Mississippi State, 30 players have declared in kinesiology. Sports administration is the 
choice of 28 players at LSU. Twenty-one Iowa players are majoring in interdepartmental studies, while 20 players Clemson went with sociology. 
"We used to call ’em Mickey Mouse courses. They exists at every university," said Murray Sperber, who teaches at the University of California, Berkeley, is 
a professor emeritus at Indiana University and author of the book, "Beer & Circus: How Big-time College Sports Is Crippling Undergraduate Education." 
"As an educator, my concern is: Are they getting a meaningful education?" 
Some athletes seem baffled by the whole process of sorting out a major. 
The vast majority of Florida players start out in social and behavioral sciences, which is actually a broad area of study that leads to choosing a major and 
getting a degree. 
Tight end Trey Burton, a sophomore, wants to pursue a career in business. He isn’t sure why he started out in social and behavioral sciences. 
"1 have no clue," he said. "1 guess they just give you that when you get here and that’s what you start out with. I really don’t even know what that is. What is 
it? Social and behavioral? I don’t even know what that is, to be honest with you." 
Sperber believes the Academic Progress Rate, a landmark program set up by the NCAA to compel schools to move student-athletes into meaningful 
courses and show they are moving toward a degree, has actually led to more clustering of majors. 
Schools can be stripped of scholarships if not enough players are making the grade. Therefore, he said, advisers tend to steer players toward less- 
demanding classes. 
"The whole APR stuff puts a tremendous amount of pressure on academic advisers. It puts pressure on athletes to choose their major very early. It’s the 
law of unintended consequences," Sperber said. "You think of a good defense, and immediately the offense is thinking of ways to get around it." 



The NCAA makes no apologies for the APR, saying it has led to tougher academic standards and ensured that athletes from all sports graduate at a rate 
that matches or exceeds the student body as a whole. 
"We need to remind ourselves that before the reform effort, some students weren’t getting a degree at all," Lennon said. "The APR is incredibly significant. 
We have more young people moving toward a degree. We have many more getting degrees. That’s the most important thing." 
The NCAA has also done extensive research that shows the vast majority of athletes -- more than eight in 10 -- are satisfied with their choice of major. 
And if they aren’t, Myron Rolle advises them to make it a priority to take control of their academic careers. 
The former Florida State star earned a Rhodes scholarship while starting at strong safety for the Seminoles. He took a year off from football to study at 
Oxford and is now trying to make it in the NFL. Ultimately, he hopes to become a neurosurgeon. 
"1 took a very proactive approach immediately when I got to school that I wanted to be in a certain major and I needed tutors and I needed this time for my 
teachers after class to be able to succeed and flourish," Rolle said. 
"You have a lot of young kids, 18- and 19-year-olds, who want to do exactly what the coach says to get on the field. They go to college with the dreams of 
winning a national championship and being the best player they can be. 
"But ultimately, after you’re done with your school, you want to say, What did I gain from this school? Did I gain an education?" 

AP Sports Writers Mark Long in Gainesville, Fla., and Teresa Walker in Nashville, Tenn., contributed to this report. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 7:08 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/13/1 l- Official Visit Transportation 

Fade A. Way is a basketball prospect being recruited by Bay State University. Fade will be enrolling at a prep school in January, so he can fulfill NCAA initial 
eligibility requirements. Fade will be taking an official visit the weekend prior to enrolling at the prep school, so Bay State University would like to provide 
Fade transportation from his home to campus and then from campus to the prep school. As long as the cost does not exceed the round trip cost of 
transportation from Fade’s home to campus to home, is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/9/11- Determining a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution (I)- states that, for the purpose of 
providing return transportation following an official visit, a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution is the high school, preparatory school or two- 
year college at which the prospective student-athlete is currently enrolled and has attended class(es). 
[Reference: Bylaw 13.5.2.1 (general restrictions)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 9:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/14/11- Aid Unrelated to Athletics AbiliW 

Three Point Stance is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University. Three is not receiving an athletic scholarship, but he is receiving an institutional 
scholarship through his degree program. When Three applied for the scholarship, he had to list all of his academic accomplishments, GPA, community 
service hours and extra-curricular activities. Even though this is primarily an academic scholarship, the application requested athletic participation 
information as part of the extra-curricular activities section. 
Can Ocean State University certify that this scholarship is awarded unrelated to athletics ability? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation - 9/12!11- Certification of Institutional Aid Unrelated to Athletics Ability (I)- states that an institution is not permitted to 
certify that a student-athlete’s institutional financial aid is unrelated in any degree to athletics ability if the student-athlete’s athletics participation or 
achievements are criteria specifically requested as part of the application process for such aid. An institution may certify that the student-athlete’s aid is 
unrelated in any degree to athletics ability (even if the student-athlete lists athletics participation or achievements as part of his or her extracurricular 
activities), provided such factors were not specifically requested as part of the application process and were not taken into consideration in awarding the 
institutional aid to the student-athlete. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.5.1 (counters), 15.5.1.1 (no athletics aid -- certification required), 15.5.1.2 (football or basketball, varsity competition) and an 
official interpretation (8/27/98, item No. 1), which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:48 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/15/1 l- 17.3.2.2 

The women’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University (OSU) are planning their practice schedule for the upcoming season. When determining their 
30 day limit of participating in countable athletically related activities, do they have to count each day the team participates in any countable activity that 
occurs within the 40 day period? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 3/4/11- Application of 30 Days of Countable Activities within 40 Days Prior to First Contest -- Women’s 
Basketball (I)- states that, in women’s basketball, any countable athletically related activities that occur within the 40-day period before an institution’s first 
regular-season contest shall count against the 30 days of countable athletically related activities permitted before its first regular-season contest. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 17.02.1 (countable athletically related activities), 17.3.2 (preseason practice -- on-court practice), 17.3.2.2 (women’s 
basketball), 17.3.2.3 (permissible conditioning activities) and 17.3.2.4 (prohibited activities); and a staff interpretation (9/16/10, Item No. a), which has been 
archived] 
NCAA Bylaw 17.3.2.2- An institution shall not commence on-court preseason basketball practice sessions before 5 p.m. on the date that is 40 days before 
the date of the institution’s first regular=season contest. An institution shall not engage in more than 30 days of countable athletically related activities before 
its first regular-season contest. (Adopted: 4/29/10) 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 8:13 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/16/1 l- Cunent Fxent 

Boise State cited for major violations in five sports 
NCAA.org 

Boise State University was cited for multiple violations in various sports, according to findings announced today by the Division I Committee on infractions. 

The case included numerous major violations involving more than 75 prospects and student-athletes in five sports over the course five years. The involved 

sports included football, men’s and women’s cross country and track and field, and men’s and women’s tennis. The vast majority of the violations found by 

the committee were agreed upon by the university. 

As a part of the findings, the former head women’s tennis coach was cited for unethical conduct and a failure to monitor. A former assistant track coach 

was also found for unethical conduct. In addition, multiple recruiting violations were found, including impermissible lodging, transportation, practice 

sessions, financial aid and cash payments. 

Penalties include a four year show-cause order for the former head women’s tennis coach and a two-year show-cause order for the former assistant track 

coach, which restricts these former coaches’ recruiting activity at any NCAA member school for specified periods of time. University penalties include a 

one-year postseason ban for women’s tennis, recruiting restrictions, scholarship reductions, vacation of records, a $5,000 fine, and three years of 

probation. 

The committee noted a particular concern with the early arrival of international student-athletes, who in some cases were not yet academically qualified to 

enroll full-time. 

Under the tenure of the former head women’s tennis coach, the program provided prospective student-athletes impermissible cash payments, educational 

expenses, entertainment, lodging, transportation and practice sessions, according to the findings of the committee. The program additionally allowed a 

student-athlete to compete one year beyond her eligibility. Further, during the investigation, the former head women’s tennis coach violated the principles of 

ethical conduct when he knowingly committed and failed to report NCAA violations. The committee also found the former head women’s tennis coach 

provided and encouraged others to provide false or misleading information to NCAA enforcement staff. This coach was found for a failure to monitor and 

promote compliance for his role in NCAA violations. 

A former assistant track coach was cited for unethical conduct in the recruitment of a prospective student-athlete. After an unofficial visit by the prospective 

student-athlete, the former coach provided the prospect with a check to partially reimburse travel expenses in relation to the trip. During the formal 

investigation by the university, the former track coach provided false or misleading information on three occasions. 

The committee also cited recruiting, impermissible housing and transportation violations in the football program during the summers of 2005 through 2009. 

In particular, it noted that the football violations occurred over a lengthy period of time and involved 63 prospective student-athletes. 

Violations were first reported by a former assistant track coach. The university initiated an investigation which was joined by the enforcement staff. This 

resulted in the discovery of additional violations. Although the university believed the violations reflected a failure to monitor, the committee found that the 

scope of nature of the violations demonstrate a lack of institutional control. Specifically, Boise State failed to establish an adequate compliance system to 

report NCAA rules violations with regard to impermissible housing, transportation and other benefits to prospective and enrolled student-athletes. The 

university failed to provide adequate rules education and training to staff members to ensure compliance. In addition, the university failed to monitor its 

program to deter, find and report instances of NCAA violations to the NCAA. 

The penalties, some of which were self-imposed by the university and adopted by the committee, include: 

° Public reprimand and censure. 

° Three years of probation from Sept. 13, 2011, through Sept. 12, 2014. The public report further details the conditions of this probation. 

¯ A one-year ban on postseason play following the 2011-12 women’s tennis season. 

° Reduction of football scholarships from 85 to 82 for the 2011-12,2012-13 and 2013-14 academic years. 

¯ Four-year show-cause order for the former women’s tennis head coach from Sept. 13, 2011, through Sept. 12, 2015. The punic report further details 

these conditions. 
° Two-year show-cause order for the former assistant track coach. The public report details these conditions. 

¯ Reduction of men’s and women’s track and field scholarships by 1.5 equivalencies from the average annual amount awarded the past four years during 

the 2011-12 and 2012-13 academic years (self-imposed by the university). 

¯ Reduction of women’s tennis scholarships from eight to five during the 2011-12 and 2012-13 academic years (self-imposed by the university). 

¯ Reduction in practice opportunities for football, men’s tennis and women’s tennis (men’s and women’s tennis self-imposed by the university). 

¯ Reduction of official recruiting visits for men’s tennis, men’s track and field and cross country, and women’s track and field and cross country (self- 

imposed by the university). 

¯ Reduction in number of recruiters permitted to recruit off-campus for six months during the 2011-12 and 2012-13 academic years for men’s and 

women’s track and field and cross country (self-imposed by the university). 
¯ Two-year prohibition in the recruitment of international prospective student-athletes for men’s and women’s cross country and track and field and 

women’s tennis (men’s and women’s cross country and track and field self-imposed by the university). 



¯ The institution must pay a $5,000 penalty as a result of a student-athlete’s ineligible participation (self-imposed by the university). 
¯ Vacation of all wins in which a particular women’s tennis student-athlete participated in during the 2008-09 season, including any postseason competition, 

and the student-athletes individual records. The public report contains additional details. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 9:07 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/19/1 l- 12.5.3 

Ocean State University produces a weekly coach’s television show. On this week’s show, the institution would like to have Wheel Route, a current football 
student-athlete, appear as a guest. 
Is it permissible for Wheel to appear on the show? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 12.5.3 states that (a) During the Playing Season. During the playing season, a student-athlete may appear on radio and television 
programs (e.g., coaches’ shows) or engage in writing projects when the student-athlete’s appearance or participation is related in any way to athletics ability 
or prestige, provided the student-athlete does not receive any remuneration for the appearance or participation in the activity. The student-athlete shall not 
make any endorsement, expressed or implied, of any commercial product or service. The student-athlete may, however, receive actual and necessary 
expenses directly related to the appearance or participation in the activity. A student-athlete participating in media activities during the playing season may 
not miss class, except for class time missed in conjunction with away-from-home competition or to participate in a conference-sponsored media day. 
(Revised: 1/16/93, 1/14/97, 1/9/06, 4/27/06) 

(b) Outside the Playing Season. Outside the playing season, a student-athlete may participate in media activities (e.g., appearance on radio, television, in 
films or stage productions or participation in writing projects) when such appearance or participation is related in any way to athletics ability or prestige, 
provided the student-athlete is eligible academically to represent the institution and does not receive any remuneration for such appearance or participation. 
The student-athlete may not make any endorsement, expressed or implied, of any commercial product or service. The student-athlete may, however, 
receive legitimate and normal expenses directly related to such appearance or participation, provided the source of the expenses is the entity sponsoring 
the activity. (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/14/97) 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 9:03 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/20/11- 14.5.4.2 

Charity Stripe is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Charity transferred in this fall from a junior college, so she is a 2-4 transfer. 
VVhen Charity graduated from high school she did not have a strong academic record and, consequently, was deemed a non-qualifier. As part of NCAA 
rules, Charity needs to have completed three semester hours of transferable math credit upon enrollment to OSU. While at the junior college Charity 
completed a math course, but it does not match up with any of OSU’s math courses. The course has been accepted by OSU as a math elective and 
satisfies the math requirement for Charity’s designated degree program. Can OSU certify that Charity has fulfilled this requirement? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 9/19/11- NCAA Bylaw 14.5.4.2 -- Transferable English and Math Credit (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions 
should note, pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 14.5.42, a two-year college transfer student-athlete who was not a qualifier must complete satisfactorily a minimum 
of 48 semester or 72 quarter hours of transferable degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate degree program at the certifying institution, including 
six semester or eight quarter hours of transferrable English credit and three semester or four quarter hours of transferable math credit. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of this legislation. 
Question: Ifa transfer math course is evaluated and accepted by the institution’s math department as math credit, but is not classified with a MATH 
label/heading in the course catalog, does the course satisfy the transfer requirement? 
Answer: Yes, the course satisfies the transfer requirement. The certifying institution’s math department must accept the course as math credit. A label of 
MATH for the course is not required to meet the transfer requirement. 
Question: If a course transfers into an institution as math credit (e.g., MATH 999, MAT XXXX, Math Elective) but is not equated to a 

specific course offering at the certifying institution (e.g., MATH 101, MATH 2122) does the course satisfy the transfer requirement? 
Answer: Yes, the course satisfies the transfer requirement. The transferable math course (e.g., MATH 999) is not required to match a 
specific course offered at the certifying institution. A math elective may fulfill the transferable math requirement. 
Question: If a transfer student-athlete’s course is accepted as a quantitative reasoning requirement at the certifying institution, (e.g., computer science, 
business statistics, philosophy of logic, architectural structures, social science statistics, music acoustics) does the course meet the transferable math 
requirement? 
Answer: A course meets the transfer requirement if the math department determines it to fulfill a math credit requirement in any degree program at the 
certifying institution. A course that transferred into another department but met a quantitative reasoning requirement would not be considered a math course 
(e.g., logic course offered in the philosophy department). 
Question: If a transfer student-athlete’s course is accepted as a humanities writing requirement at the certifying institution, does the course meet the 
transferable English requirement? 
Answer: A course meets the transfer requirement if the English department determines it to fulfill an English credit requirement in any degree program at 
the certifying institution. A course that transferred into another department but met a writing requirement would not be considered an English course (e.g., 
history course with a writing component). 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.5.4.2 (not a qualifier) (applicable to student-atNetes who first enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 
2009), staff interpretation (3/19/09, Item No. b) and an educational column (11/05/09, item No. 1 )] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of legislation 
and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at 
the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are 
based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order 
to address timely issues. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 8:55 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/21 il l- Athletic Publications 

The sports communications staff at Ocean State University (OSU) is finishing up the media guides for the winter sports. If OSU decides to only produce an 
electronic version of the men’s basketball guide, do the color, size and/or other restrictions remain applicable? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 9/19/11- Recruiting -- Recruiting Materials -- Athletics Publications -- Provision of Athletics Publications to 
Prospective Student-Athletes (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that an institution may produce a printed media guide; however, an 
institution shall not provide a printed media guide or any printed athletics publication not listed in NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 to a prospective student-athlete, his 
or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution or any individual involved in the coaching of a prospective student- 
athlete. However, an institution may provide a media guide to a prospective student atNete via electronic mail hyperlink or post the media guide on its 
website. 
Further, it is not permissible to make a printed media guide or any other printed athletics publication not listed in Bylaw 13.4.1.1 available free of charge to a 
prospective student-athlete, his or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution or any individual involved in the 
coaching of a prospective student-athlete, even if such publications are available to other members or the general public free of charge. Finally, an 
institution may not create a printed portfolio of information (e.g., pictures) to be used in the recruiting process. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of this legislation. Please note that when a 
prospective student-athlete is referenced it also includes his or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution or 
any individual involved in the coaching of a prospective student-athlete. 
Question No. 1: May an institution produce more than one media guide? 
Answer: No. Institutions may have only one official media guide per sport; that being the publication that is provided to the media and related to the 
institution’s sports program. 
Question No. 2: If an institution produces a printed media guide, do the color, size and page restrictions apply? 
Answer: Yes. A printed media guide remains limited to only one color of print inside the cover, a size not in excess of 8 ½ by 11 inches and a length of 208 
pages. Any supplemental information (e.g., historical information, records) related to the media guide may be posted on the institution’s website, printed in 
black and white and provided to the media. 
Question No. 3: May an institution produce additional athletics publications (e.g., spring football prospectus, yearbook) and provide them to prospective 
student-athletes? 
Answer: If an institution produces an additional athletics publication pursuant to Bylaw 13.4.1.3, posts the publication on the institution’s website and it was 
not created for recruiting purposes, it may be sent to a prospective student-athlete via electronic mail as an attachment or a hyperlink. Further, such 
information may be printed on plain white paper with black ink and provided to a prospective student-athlete as an attachment to general correspondence, 
via facsimile or during a permissible 
on- or off-campus contact. 
Question No. 4: If an institution produces a printed media guide, does the electronic version that is provided to prospective student-athletes have to be an 
exact reproduction of the printed media guide? 
Answer: Yes. The electronic version of an institution’s printed media guide must be an exact reproduction of the printed media guide. 
Question No. 5: If an institution only produces an electronic media guide, do the color, size and page restrictions apply.’? 
Answer: No, the color, size and page restrictions are not applicable if an institution only produces an electronic media guide. 
Question No. 6: May an institution provide a printed media guide that is not created for recruiting purposes to a prospective student-athlete? 
Answer: Regardless of whether a printed media guide is created for recruiting purposes, it is not permissible to provide it to a prospective student-athlete. It 
is also not permissible to print an electronic version of a media guide and provide it to a prospective student-athlete regardless of whether it is created for 
recruiting purposes. 
Question No. 7: If an institution contracts with a third party to produce its printed media guides, is it permissible for a prospective student-athlete to receive 
a printed media guide from the third party free of charge? 
Answer: No. The third party is acting on behalf of the institution to produce the printed media guide; therefore, it is not permissible for a prospective student- 
athlete to receive a printed media guide from the third party free of charge. 
Question No. 8: If an institution sells its printed media guides to the general public (e.g., at the institution’s bookstore), is it permissible for a prospective 
student-athlete to purchase a copy of the printed media guide? 
Answer: Yes. Provided the media guide is purchased in the same manner and at the same cost as is available to the general public, it is permissible for a 
prospective student-athlete to purchase a printed media guide from the institution. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.4.1 (recruiting materials); 13.4.1.1 (printed recruiting materials); 13.4.1.1.2 (athletics publication); 13.4.1.1.2.1 
(media guide restrictions); 13.4.1.2 (electronic transmissions); 13.4.1.3 (other recruiting materials) and staff interpretation (7/6/10 Item No. 1 ) which has 
been archived] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of legislation 
and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at 
the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are 
based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order 
to address timely issues. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 8:40 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/22/11- 16.7.2 

The Ocean State University football team will be playing at home this Saturday. To help the team relax, the head coach would like to take the team to the 
movies Friday nighL Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.7.2 states that the institution may rent a film or movie, provide pay-per-view movies in the student-athletes’ hotel rooms or take its 
intercollegiate team to the movies the night before a home contest without the film or movie being considered an extra benefit. (Adopted: 1/10/92, Revised: 
5/9/06) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 8:25 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/23/11- Current Fxent 

NCAA might call an audible on texting 
NC,~L4. plug 

Key points 
= Divisions I, II and III may eliminate restrictions on texting in recruiting 
° Changes in technology and use oftexting prompt possible reversal of rules implemented four years ago 
° SAACs to be asked for feedback 

The NCAA may be ready to hit "send" on the following message about how texting factors into recruiting rules: "Time 2 chng." 
Without being prompted by a centralized or Association-wide task force, Divisions I, II and Ill are independently reaching similar conclusions about erasing 
rules that just four years ago drew a line in the cyber sand. 

¯ Division I is considering proposals to include all forms of electronic correspondence (such as email and texts) to be sent to recruits during specified 
periods. 

¯ In Division II, the Presidents Council and Management Council as part of the division’s desire to "ease administrative burden" are sponsoring a 
common and much earlier date at which all off-campus and electronic contact, including telephone calls and text messaging, could begin. 

¯ The Division Ill Presidents Council is endorsing the idea that text messaging from athletics department staffto prospects should be regulated in the 
same manner as email, for which there are no restrictions on the timing or amount. 

All three divisions could adopt changes by January. 
That’s a far cry from 2006-07 when the Student-Athlete Advisory Committees scored an important victory by shouting down a proposal that would have 
done pretty much the same thing. Now some of the student-athletes themselves are the ones saying they’d like the flip-flop. 
Why the 180? Because almost everything about communication has changed except the rules regulating it. 
The NCAA often takes heat for rules that are outdated or out of touch, particularly when it comes to technology. The way these proposals are being 
couched, though, is to allow all electronic communication, thus negating the need to revisit the issue anytime some new application comes along. 
As forward-thinking as those proposals might be, it doesn’t mean the ones they would replace were considered backward at the time. 
In 2006, the Ivy League sponsored a proposal to limit electronic correspondence to recruits to email and the now-seemingly-ancient fax machine (does 
anyone even spell out "facsimile" anymore?). The proposal was more than an idle thought - student-athletes were getting dinged in the pocket whenever 
they got pinged in the palm. 
It wasn’t just ivy student-athletes raising the cost concern, either. Athletes in all three divisions were starting to regard texting as a fiscal and social 
nuisance. 
"Texting wasn’t typically free then, so prospects would get charged for receiving a text, not just sending one," said former Mills rower and Division III SAAC 
member Kirin Kahn. 

"So if they weren’t initiating the contact, there was a fear that they would be fomed to pay for these unsolicited recruitment attempts." 
For elite-level athletes, that could get expensive in a hurry. Of course, that’s mitigated nowadays since most phone plans come with unlimited texting. 
Research from the Pew Internet and American Life Project in fact shows more than three-fourths of teens own cell phones and that one in three send more 
than 100 texts daily. Almost 90 pement of teens text now, compared with about 50 percent five years ago. 
"In many cases, our prospects are texting our coaches now," said Petrina Long, a senior associate AD at UCLA and former chair of the Division I recruiting 
cabinet. 
But costs and technology trends weren’t the only concerns in 2006. A primary pause then - and now - is simply whether texting is appropriate in the 
recruiting process. 
When the Ivy League proposal was adopted and then subjected to an override vote at the 2008 Convention, Division I SAAC vice chair Kerry Kenny 
stressed the "unprofessional" nature of texting when he urged Division I members to squash the override attempt. 
"We believe that text messaging and instant messaging are both highly unprofessional in the recruiting process," Kenny said then. "You wouldn’t use text 
messaging to contact an employer when searching for a job, and it’s unlikely that an employer would contact you with a text message to offer you the job." 
That sentiment remains active today, prompting Division I Legislative Council chair Shane Lyons to caution that while there’s some momentum behind this 
year’s Division I proposal, it’s not likely to be a slam dunk. 
"This probably won’t just go seamlessly through the process," said the associate commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference, citing a split among 
members of the American Football Coaches Association as an example. "There will be a lot of discussion from a lot of constituents about whether this is a 
direction we should be taking." 
A ’professional’ method? 
Kahn said deregulating texts might not matter so much to the elite-level athletes who know they’ll be inundated with scholarship or financial aid offers, but 
the prospect who’s just hoping to be wooed might be underwhelmed by digital communication. 
"As odd as it might sound, there’s still something almost sacred about the ways we are contacted and how exciting it is to get those letters and phone calls. 
That formality of the process is part of the excitement and the appeal of being recruited," she said. 



"It gives the recruiting process a sense of importance that some SAAC members are afraid would be lost if the process gets too casual. That’s why many 
of us are concerned about texting being a first point of contact between a coach and a prospect." 
Kahn said texting - especially then but even still today - is regarded more as a chat among friends than it is as a way to connect professionaNy. 
Greg Turner, associate director of programs for iHoops, said recent surveys with basketball prospects indicate a similar sentiment. To many of them, 
texting is a peer-to-peer communication and not one that should be invaded by the "adults." 
To put that in perspective, Ivy League Deputy Executive Director Carolyn CampbelI-McGovern said back then, students thought "it was kind of creepy" that 
their parents were using text messaging. 
"We likened it to our days as high school students when we left notes in each other’s lockers as a way to communicate among friends," she said. "But we 
certainly would have thought it was creepy for a teacher or a coach to do that. And that’s the same way student-athletes are talking about texting. It’s an 
informal way for them to chat with their friends, but it’s not intended to be a first exchange with someone you’re going to have a mentoring relationship with." 
On the flip side, some coaches and administrators say teenagers don’t even answer their phones anymore - only texts get their attention. 
Then there’s the whole monitoring discussion that comes with "electronic correspondence." 
Few Division I or Division II compliance officers would say that today’s restrictions are easy to monitor. A look down the lane of violations bears that out. At 
least nine schools have been penalized for major infractions involving texting since the current rules were adopted. Even just recently, a Division III school 
suspended a football coach for crossing the texting line. 
In addition, all three divisions have tweaked the rules twice since they were adopted in an effort to make the electronic landscape - now complicated further 
because texts and emails look alike - more manageable. 
Supporters of the overhaul say the monitoring concerns will dissipate with electronic correspondence all under one rules roof since there is little to 
distinguish a text from an email at a time when smartphones send and receive both in the same way. Institutions in fact have been permitted to send an 
unlimited number of emails to prospective student-athletes for several years and there have not been any concerns regarding frequency or intrusion. 
But the Ivy’s CampbeN-McGovern, for one, is interested in hearing more than the "it’s easier to monitor" argument from the deregulators. 
Division I SAAC Chair Scott Krapf shares his thoughts. 
"We need to hear from current students, too," she said. "The SAAC members who brought this to our attention before are sort of the ’previous generation’ 
now when it comes to this issue. Current students were all recruited without text messaging, so it would be interesting to hear from them whether that 
made a difference. Would adding it back make it better or worse?" 
Division I SAAC vice chair Eugene Daniels said his primary concern is what’s best for the prospective student-athlete. 
"We’re willing to listen and learn and figure out what we can do to make the recruiting process a little easier for coaches, but we want to make sure it stays 
ethical for the prospect," he said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 9:21 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/26/11- Seating in Press Box 

Block Intha Back is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University. Block was severely injured in Saturday’s game and will be unable to participate for 
the next several weeks. Given the extent of his injuries, the coaches would like Block to watch the next few games from the press box. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/24/08- Special Seating Arrangements during Contests for Injured Student-Athletes (1!11/111)- states that an 
institution would be permitted to provide an injured student-athlete who is eligible to represent the institution in intercollegiate competition with special 
seating accommodations (e.g., press box seating) during a contest in the student-athlete’s sport if such seating is necessary for the safety of the student- 
athlete. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.11.2.1 (general rule); and NCAA Division II Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.11.2.1 
(general rule) and NCAA Division III Bylaw 16.02.3 (extra benefit)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/27/11- 13.1.7.8 

The Women’s Basketball Coaches at Bay State College are planning their October recruiting trips. Two of the assistant coaches would like to go watch an 
open gym the second weekend in October at a local high school. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 9/26/11- NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.1.7.8 -- Evaluation Days -- Basketball -- Attendance at Scholastic and 
Nonscholastic Events During the Academic Year (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note the following restrictions apply to evaluations in 
men’s and women’s basketball during the academic year: 
General 
For purposes of applying the legislation, a regular scholastic activity is any activity involving only students enrolled at a particular high school, preparatory 
school or two-year college that has been approved by the appropriate authority at the scholastic institution. An activity that is organized for the purpose of 
allowing a college coach or coaches to observe prospects demonstrating their athletics skill is not considered a regular scholastic activity, and would 
constitute an impermissible tryout. 
Men’s Basketball 

¯ During the academic year evaluation periods and the March and April contact periods, evaluations are limited to regularly scheduled high school, 
preparatory school and two-year college contests/tournaments and practices and regular scholastic activities involving student-athletes enrolled only 
at the institution at which the regular scholastic activities occur. 

¯ For example, Division I men’s basketball coaches may attend high school pick-up games during a designated contact or evaluation 
period during the academic year, provided the activity has been approved by the appropriate authority at the high school as a regular 
scholastic activity and involves only students enrolled at the high school where the activity is occurring. Institutions should note that 
the pick-up games may not be scheduled in consultation with an institution’s coach or organized for the purpose of permitting 
institutional coaches to observe the prospective student-athletes participating in the activity. 

¯ Evaluations may occur at the National Basketball Association (NBA) predraft camp. 

Women’s Basketball 

° During the academic year, evaluations may occur at regularly scheduled high school, preparatory school and two-year college contests/tournaments, 
practices, pick-up games and open gyms. 

° During the last full weekend of the fall contact period and the weekend of the spring evaluation period, evaluations at nonscholastic events that are 
certified per Bylaw 13.19, including events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by an applicable state, national or international governing body 
but are organized and conducted primarily for a recruiting purpose, are permitted. 

Evaluations at nonscholastic events during the academic year evaluation period shall not occur during any weekend (including Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday) during which the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT national standardized tests are administered. If the national standardized tests are administered 
on a date that conflicts with the fall nonscholastic evaluation weekend, evaluations at nonscholastic events shall be permissible during the first full 
weekend (including Friday, Saturday and Sunday) of the fall/winter evaluation period. If the national standardized tests is administered on a date that 
conflicts with the spring nonscholastic evaluation weekend, the five-day evaluation period in April shall shift to the second Friday following the initial 
date of the spring National Letter of Intent signing period through the following Tuesday. 

¯ For example, the first conflict between the testing date for the ACT and the identified five day evaluation period in April will occur in 
2012. The ACT is scheduled for April 14, 2012. The five day evaluation period would be April 13-17. The five day evaluation period will 
shift to April 20-24 with the nonscholastic evaluation weekend being April 20-22. 

° Evaluations may occur during an evaluation period at nonscholastic events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by an applicable state (e.g., 
state high school association), national (e.g., National Junior College Athletic Association) or international governing body (e.g., USA Basketball, 
United States Olympic Committee or international equivalent) and are not organized and conducted primarily for a recruiting purpose. 

[References: Bylaw 13.1.7.8 (evaluation days -- basketball), Bylaw 13.18 (basketball event certification -- men’s basketball), Bylaw 13.19 (basketball event 
certification -- women’s basketball); Porposal No. 2010-35 (recruiting -- basketball evaluation -- women’s basketball -- nonscholastic evaluations during 
academic year -- national standardized testing weekend); and educational columns 3/12/2007 and 2/18/2011, which have been archived.] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of legislation 
and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at 
the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are 
based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order 
to address timely issues. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 8:53 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/28/11- Competing as Unattached 

Short Course is a swimming student-athlete at College USA. Short is not academically eligible to compete during the 2011-12 academic year, but she 
wants to compete on her own as part of her training. Can she compete in collegiate events if she pays for her own expenses? 
Yes with conditions. In addition to paying her own expenses, the meet would have to be an open event, she should not be identified as a College USA 
swimmer, she would not be permitted to wear the College USA uniform or use any of their equipment, she cannot receive any instruction from her coaches 
and any points she earns in the meet cannot be added to College USA’s team score. NCAA Educational Column- 1/3/03- NCAA Bylaw 14.02.6 - Open 
Events- states that NCAA member institutions should note that according to NCAA Bylaws 14.02.6 and 17.02.8, intercollegiate competition occurs when a 
student-athlete in either a two-year or a four-year collegiate institution: 
(a) Represents the institution in any contest against outside competition, regardless of how the competition is classified (e.g., scrimmage, exhibition or 
joint practice session with another institution’s team) or whether the student is enrolled in a minimum furl-time program of studies; 
(b) Competes in the uniform of the institution or, during the academic year, utilizes any apparel (excluding apparel no longer used by the institution) or 
equipment received from the institution that includes institutional identification; or 
(c) Competes and receives expenses (e.g., transportation, meals, room or entry fees) from the institution for the competition. 
in situations in which a student-athlete is seeking to "redshirt" to avoid using a season of competition (or for an ineligible student-athlete to avoid competing 
in violation of NCAA regulations and using a season of competition), the student-athlete may not participate in any event that meets the definition of 
"intercollegiate competition" in Bylaw 14.02.6. 
However, a student-athlete seeking to redshirt or an ineligible student-athlete (e.g., partial qualifier or nonqualifier serving a year-in residence) may compete 
as an individual in an "open" event involving collegiate and noncollegiate competitors without using a season of competition (including an "open" event in 
which the collegiate competitors receive expenses from and/or score points for their respective institutions), provided the student-athlete represents only 
himself or herself, pays all of his or her own travel and competition expenses, does not wear any institutional uniforms or use any institutional equipment 
and does not score points for the institution. Therefore, if a student-athlete were to receive expenses from his or her institution to travel to and compete as 
an individual in an "open" event with the institution’s team, the student-athlete would be deemed to have engaged in intercollegiate competition and to have 
used a season of competition (and, in the case of an ineligible partial qualifier or nonqualifier, to have competed in violation of NCAA rules), even if the 
student-athlete did not score points for the institution or wear the institution’s uniform. 
In order for a competition to be considered an "open" event, the competition must be open to noncollegiate competitors and must be organized, publicized 
and operated as an event that is open to individuals other than collegiate competitors. Pursuant to an official interpretation [reference: 5/8/95, Item No. 1 ], a 
student-athlete who participates in an open lane as part of a collegiate competition (e.g., a dual meet) is considered to be representing the institution against 
outside competition, regardless of whether the student-athlete’s performance is included in the scoring of the competition. For example, if five institutions 
competed in an invitational cross country meet or swim meet that was open only to those institutions, the competition would not be considered an "open" 
event. If a redshirt student-athlete or an ineligible student-athlete from any of the five participating institutions were permitted to compete in the meet (even 
as an "unattached" participant not scoring points for his or her institution), the student-athlete would be considered to have engaged in intercollegiate 
competition under Bylaw 14.02.6 and would be charged with the use of a season of competition. In addition, if the student-athlete were an ineligible partial 
qualifier or nonqualifier, the student-athlete would be considered to have engaged in intercollegiate competition in violation of NCAA rules. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 8:32 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/29/11- Six Hour Reqnirement- Transfers 

Deep Set is a volleyball student-athlete at Ocean State College (OSC). During the second week of class in the fall semester, Deep decided to transfer to 
College USA (CU). CU began classes for the fall semester on the same day as OSC and has a policy that allows any student to enroll in classes up until 
the third week of school. 
Because Deep transferred to another institution during the same academic term (e.g., fall semester), is she required to have fulfilled the 6-hour rule at 
OSC? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10!7/09- Six-Hour Requirement For Eligible Student-Athletes Who Transfer During an Academic Term (I)- states 
that a student-athlete who transfers to the certifying institution during the same regular academic term in which he or she was enrolled full time at the 
previous institution (e.g., fall semester to fall semester or quarter) is not required, upon transfer, to have completed six hours of academic credit during the 
same regular academic term at the previous institution. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.2 (transfer), 14.4.3.1.2.1 (six-hour requirement for transfer), 
14.4.3.1.5 (additional application of six-hour and transfer rules -- baseball), 14.5.4 (two-year college transfers), 14.5.5.2.10 (one-time transfer exception) 
and staff interpretation (01/02/1991, item a), that has been archived.] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 8:40 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/30/11- Cunent Fxent 

The hame of College Sports 
Atlantic Magazine 
"I’M NOT HIDING," Sonny Vaccaro told a closed hearing at the Willard Hotel in Washington, D.C., in 2001. "We want to put our materials on the bodies of 
your athletes, and the best way to do that is buy your school. Or buy your coach." 
Vaccaro’s audience, the members of the Knight Commission on intercollegiate Athletics, bristled. These were eminent reformers---among them the 
president of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, two former heads of the U.S. Olympic Committee, and several university presidents and 
chancellors. The Knight Foundation, a nonprofit that takes an interest in college athletics as part of its concern with civic life, had tasked them with saving 
college sports from runaway commercialism as embodied by the likes of Vaccaro, who, since signing his pioneering shoe contract with Michael Jordan in 
1984, had built sponsorship empires successively at Nike, Adidas, and Reebok. Not all the members could hide their scorn for the "sneaker pimp" of 
schoolyard hustle, who boasted of writing checks for millions to everybody in higher education. 
"VVhy," asked Bryce Jordan, the president emeritus of Penn State, "should a university be an advertising medium for your industry?" 
Vaccaro did not blink. "They shouldn’t, sir," he replied. "You sold your souls, and you’re going to continue selling them. You can be very moral and righteous 
in asking me that question, sir," Vaccaro added with irrepressible good cheer, "but there’s not one of you in this room that’s going to turn down any of our 
money. You’re going to take it. I can only offer it." 
William Friday, a former president of North Carolina’s university system, still winces at the memory. "Boy, the silence that fell in that room," he recalled 
recently. "1 never will forget it." Friday, who founded and co-chaired two of the three Knight Foundation sports initiatives over the past 20 years, called 
Vaccaro "the worst of all" the witnesses ever to come before the panel. 
But what Vaccaro said in 2001 was true then, and it’s true now: corporations offer money so they can profit from the glory of college athletes, and the 
universities grab it. in 2010, despite the faltering economy, a single college atNetic league, the football-crazed Southeastern Conference (SEC), became the 
first to crack the billion-dollar barrier in athletic receipts. The Big Ten pursued closely at $905 million. That money comes from a combination of ticket sales, 
concession sales, merchandise, licensing fees, and other sources=--but the great bulk of it comes from television contracts. 
Educators are in thrall to their athletic departments because of these television riches and because they respect the political furies that can burst from a 
locker room. "There’s fear," Friday told me when I visited him on the University of North Carolina campus in Chapel Hill last fall. As we spoke, two giant 
construction cranes towered nearby over the university’s Kenan Stadium, working on the latest $77 million renovation. (The University of Michigan spent 
almost four times that much to expand its Big House.) Friday insisted that for the networks, paying huge sums to universities was a bargain. "We do every 
little thing for them," he said. "We furnish the theater, the actors, the lights, the music, and the audience for a drama measured neatly in time slots. They 
bring the camera and turn it on." Friday, a weathered idealist at 91, laments the control universities have ceded in pursuit of this money. If television wants to 
broadcast football from here on a Thursday night, he said, "we shut down the university at 3 o’clock to accommodate the crowds." He longed for a campus 
identity more centered in an academic mission. 
The United States is the only country in the world that hosts big=time sports at institutions of higher learning. This should not, in and of itself, be 
controversial. College athletics are rooted in the classical ideal of Mens sana in corpore sano--a sound mind in a sound body--and who would argue with 
that? College sports are deeply inscribed in the culture of our nation. Halfa million young men and women play competitive intercollegiate sports each year. 
Millions of spectators flock into football stadiums each Saturday in the fall, and tens of millions more watch on television. The March Madness basketball 
tournament each spring has become a major national event, with upwards of S0 million watching it on television and talking about the games around the 
office water cooler. ESPN has spawned ESPNU, a channel dedicated to college sports, and Fox Sports and other cable outlets are developing channels 
exclusively to cover sports from specific regions or divisions. 
With so many people paying for tickets and watching on television, college sports has become Very Big Business. According to various reports, the football 
teams at Texas, Florida, Georgia, Michigan, and Penn State--to name just a few big-revenue football schools--each earn between $40 million and $80 
million in profits a year, even after paying coaches multimillion-dollar salaries. When you combine so much money with such high, almost tribal, stakes-- 
football boosters are famously rabid in their zeal to have their alma mater win--corruption is likely to follow. 
Scandal after scandal has rocked college sports, in 2010, the NCAA sanctioned the University of Southern California after determining that star running 
back Reggie Bush and his family had received "improper benefits" while he played for the Trojans. (Among other charges, Bush and members of his family 
were alleged to have received free airfare and limousine rides, a car, and a rent=free home in San Diego, from sports agents who wanted Bush as a client.) 
The Bowl Championship Series stripped USC of its 2004 national title, and Bush returned the Heisman Trophy he had won in 2005. Last fall, as Auburn 
University football stormed its way to an undefeated season and a national championship, the team’s star quarterback, Cam Newton, was dogged by 
allegations that his father had used a recruiter to solicit up to $180,000 from Mississippi State in exchange for his son’s matriculation there after junior 
college in 2010. Jim Tressel, the highly successful head football coach of the Ohio State Buckeyes, resigned last spring after the NCAA alleged he had 
feigned ignorance of rules violations by players on his team. At least 28 players over the course of the previous nine seasons, according to Sports 
Illustrated, had traded autographs, jerseys, and other team memorabilia in exchange for tattoos or cash at a tattoo parlor in Columbus, in violation of NCAA 
rules. Late this summer, Yahoo Sports reported that the NCAA was investigating allegations that a University of Miami booster had given millions of dollars 
in illicit cash and services to more than 70 Hurricanes football players over eight years. 
The list of scandals goes on. With each revelation, there is much wringing of hands. Critics scold schools for breaking faith with their educational mission, 
and for failing to enforce the sanctity of"amateurism." Sportswriters denounce the NCAA for both tyranny and impotence in its quest to "clean up" college 
sports. Observers on all sides express jumbled emotions about youth and innocence, venting against professional mores or greedy amateurs. 
For all the outrage, the real scandal is not that students are getting illegally paid or recruited, it’s that two of the noble principles on which the NCAA justifies 
its existence--"amateurism" and the "student-athlete"--are cynical hoaxes, legalistic confections propagated by the universities so they can exploit the 
skills and fame of young atNetes. The tragedy at the heart of college sports is not that some college athletes are getting paid, but that more of them are not. 
Don Curtis, a UNC trustee, told me that impoverished football players cannot afford movie tickets or bus fare home. Curtis is a rarity among those in higher 
education today, in that he dares to violate the signal taboo: "1 think we should pay these guys something." 
Fans and educators alike recoil from this proposal as though from original sin. Amateurism is the whole point, they say. Paid athletes would destroy the 
integrity and appeal of college sports. Many former college athletes object that money would have spoiled the sanctity of the bond they enjoyed with their 
teammates. I, too, once shuddered instinctively at the notion of paid college athletes. 
But after an inquiry that took me into locker rooms and ivory towers across the country, I have come to believe that sentiment blinds us to what’s before our 
eyes. Big-time college sports are fully commercialized. Billions of dollars flow through them each year. The NCAA makes money, and enables universities 
and corporations to make money, from the unpaid labor of young athletes. 
Slavery anNogies should be used carefully. College athletes are not slaves. Yet to survey the scene--corporations and universities enriching themselves 
on the backs of uncompensated young men, whose status as "student-athletes" deprives them of the right to due process guaranteed by the Constitution-- 
is to catch an unmistakable whiffof the plantation. Perhaps a more apt metaphor is colonialism: college sports, as overseen by the NCAA, is a system 
imposed by well-meaning paternalists and rationalized with hoary sentiments about caring for the well-being of the colonized. But it is, nonetheless, unjust. 



The NCAA, in its zealous defense of bogus principles, sometimes destroys the dreams of innocent young athletes. 
The NCAA today is in many ways a classic cartel. Efforts to reform it--most notably by the three Knight Commissions over the course of 20 years--have, 
while making changes around the edges, been largely fruitless. The time has come for a major overhaul. And whether the powers that be like it or not, big 
changes are coming. Threats loom on multiple fronts: in Congress, the courts, breakaway athletic conferences, student rebellion, and public disgust. 
Swaddled in gauzy cliches, the NCAA presides over a vast, teetering glory. 

Founding Myths 
From the start, amateurism in college sports has been honored more often in principle than in fact; the NCAA was built of a mixture of noble and venal 
impulses. In the late 19th century, intellectuals believed that the sporting arena simulated an impending age of Darwinian struggle. Because the United 
States did not hold a global empire like England’s, leaders warned of national softness once railroads conquered the last continental frontier. As though 
heeding this warning, ingenious students turned variations on rugby into a toughening agent. Today a plaque in New Brunswick, New Jersey, 
commemorates the first college game, on November 6, 1869, when Rutgers beat Princeton 6-4. 
Walter Camp graduated from Yale in 1880 so intoxicated by the sport that he devoted his life to it without pay, becoming "the father of American football." He 
persuaded other schools to reduce the chaos on the field by trimming each side from 15 players to 11, and it was his idea to paint measuring lines on the 
field. He conceived functional designations for players, coining terms such as quarterback. His game remained violent by design. Crawlers could push the 
ball forward beneath piles of flying elbows without pause until they cried "Down!" in submission. 
In an 1892 game against its archrival, Yale, the Harvard football team was the first to deploy a "flying wedge," based on Napoleon’s surprise concentrations 
of military force. In an editorial calling for the abolition of the play, The New York Times described it as "half a ton of bone and muscle coming into collision 
with a man weighing 160 or 170 pounds," noting that surgeons often had to be called onto the field. Three years later, the continuing mayhem prompted the 
Harvard faculty to take the first of two votes to abolish football. Charles Eliot, the university’s president, brought up other concerns. "Deaths and injuries are 
not the strongest argument against football," declared Eliot. "That cheating and brutality are profitable is the main evil." Still, Harvard football persisted. In 
1903, fervent alumni built Harvard Stadium with zero college fund& The team’s first paid head coach, Bill Reid, started in 1905 at nearly twice the average 
salary for a full professor. 
A newspaper story from that year, illustrated with the Grim Reaper laughing on a goalpost, counted 25 college players killed during football season. A fairy- 
tale version of the founding of the NCAA holds that President Theodore Roosevelt, upset by a photograph of a bloodied Swarthmore College player, vowed 
to civilize or destroy football. The real story is that Roosevelt maneuvered shrewdly to preserve the sport--and give a boost to his beloved Harvard. After 
McClure’s magazine published a story on corrupt teams with phantom students, a muckraker exposed Walter Camp’s $100,000 slush fund at Yale= In 
response to mounting outrage, Roosevelt summoned leaders from Harvard, Princeton, and Yale to the White House, where Camp parried mounting 
criticism and conceded nothing irresponsible in the college football rules he’d established. At Roosevelt’s behest, the three schools issued a public 
statement that college sports must reform to survive, and representatives from 68 colleges founded a new organization that would soon be called the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association. A Haverford College official was confirmed as secretary but then promptly resigned in favor of Bill Reid, the new 
Harvard coach, who instituted new rules that benefited Harvard’s playing style at the expense of Yale’s. At a stroke, Roosevelt saved football and dethroned 
Yale. 
For nearly 50 years, the NCAA, with no real authority and no staff to speak of, enshrined amateur ideals that it was helpless to enforce. (Not until 1939 did it 
gain the power even to mandate helmets.) In 1929, the Carnegie Foundation made headlines with a report, "American College Athletics," which concluded 
that the scramble for players had "reached the proportions of nationwide commerce." Of the 112 schools surveyed, 81 flouted NCAA recommendations 
with inducements to students ranging from open payrolls and disguised booster funds to no-show jobs at movie studios. Fans ignored the uproar, and two- 
thirds of the colleges mentioned told The New York Times that they planned no changes. In 1939, freshman players at the University of Pittsburgh went on 
strike because they were getting paid less than their upperclassman teammates. 
Embarrassed, the NCAA in 1948 enacted a "Sanity Code," which was supposed to prohibit all concealed and indirect benefits for college athletes; any 
money for athletes was to be limited to transparent scholarships awarded solely on financial need. Schools that violated this code would be expelled from 
NCAA membership and thus exiled from competitive sports. 
This bold effort flopped. Colleges balked at imposing such a drastic penalty on each other, and the Sanity Code was repealed within a few years. The 
University of Virginia went so far as to call a press conference to say that if its athletes were ever accused of being paid, they should be forgiven, because 
their studies at Thomas Jefferson’s university were so rigorous. 

The Big Bluff 
In 1951, the NCAA seized upon a serendipitous set of events to gain control of intercollegiate sports. First, the organization hired a young college dropout 
named Walter Byers as executive director. A journalist who was not yet 30 years old, he was an appropriately inauspicious choice for the vaguely defined 
new post. He wore cowboy boots and a toupee. He shunned personal contact, obsessed over details, and proved himself a bureaucratic master of 
pervasive, anonymous intimidation. Although discharged from the Army during World War II for defective vision, Byers was able to see an opportunity in two 
contemporaneous scandals. In one, the tiny College of William and Mary, aspiring to challenge football powers Oklahoma and Ohio State, was found to be 
counterfeiting grades to keep conspicuously pampered players eligible. In the other, a basketball point-shaving conspiracy (in which gamblers paid players 
to perform poorly) had spread from five New York colleges to the University of Kentucky, the reigning national champion, generating tabloid "perp" photos of 
gangsters and handcuffed basketball player& The scandals posed a crisis of credibility for collegiate athletics, and nothing in the NCAA’s feeble record 
would have led anyone to expect real reform. 
But Byers managed to impanel a small infractions board to set penalties without waiting for a full convention of NCAA schools, which would have been 
inclined toward forgiveness. Then he lobbied a University of Kentucky dean--A. D. Kirwan, a former football coach and future university president--not to 
contest the NCAA’s dubious legal position (the association had no actual authority to penalize the university), pleading that college sports must do 
something to restore public support. His gambit succeeded when Kirwan reluctantly accepted a landmark precedent: the Kentucky basketball team would 
be suspended for the entire 1952-53 season. Its legendary coach, Adolph Rupp, fumed for a year in limbo. 
The Kentucky case created an aura of centralized command for an NCAA office that barely existed. At the same time, a colossal misperception gave Byers 
leverage to mine gold. Amazingly in retrospect, most colleges and marketing experts considered the advent of television a dire threat to sports. Studies 
found that broadcasts reduced live attendance, and therefore gate receipts, because some customers preferred to watch at home for free= Nobody could 
yet imagine the revenue bonanza that television represented. With clunky new TV sets proliferating, the 1951 NCAA convention voted 161-7 to outlaw 
televised games except for a specific few licensed by the NCAA staff. 
All but two schools quickly complied. The University of Pennsylvania and Notre Dame protested the order to break contracts for home-game television 
broadcasts, claiming the right to make their own decisions. Byers objected that such exceptions would invite disaster. The conflict escalated. Byers 
brandished penalties for games televised without approval. Penn contemplated seeking antitrust protection through the courts. Byers issued a 
contamination notice, informing any opponent scheduled to play Penn that it would be punished for showing up to compete. In effect, Byers mobilized the 
college world to isolate the two holdouts in what one sportswriter later called "the Big Bluff." 
Byers won. Penn folded in part because its president, the perennial White House contender Harold Stassen, wanted to mend relations with fellow schools 
in the emerging Ivy League, which would be formalized in 1954. When Notre Dame also surrendered, Byers conducted exclusive negotiations with the new 
television networks on behalf of every college team. Joe Rauh Jr., a prominent civil-rights attorney, helped him devise a rationing system to permit only 11 
broadcasts a year--the fabled Game of the Week. Byers and Rauh selected a few teams for television exposure, excluding the rest. On June 6, 1952, N BC 
signed a one-year deal to pay the NCAA $1.14 million for a carefully restricted football package. Byers routed all contractual proceeds through his office. He 
floated the idea that, to fund an NCAA infrastructure, his organization should take a 60 percent cut; he accepted 12 percent that season. (For later 
contracts, as the size of television revenues grew exponentially, he backed down to 5 percent.) Proceeds from the first NBC contract were enough to rent 
an NCAA headquarters, in Kansas City. 
Only one year into his job, Byers had secured enough power and money to regulate all of college sports. Over the next decade, the NCAA’s power grew 
along with television revenues. Through the efforts of Byers’s deputy and chief lobbyist, Chuck Neinas, the NCAA won an important concession in the 
Sports Broadcasting Act of 1961, in which Congress made its granting of a precious antitrust exemption to the National Football League contingent upon the 



blackout of professional football on Saturdays. Deftly, without even mentioning the NCAA, a rider on the bill carved each weekend into protected broadcast 
markets: Saturday for college, Sunday for the NFL. The NFL got its antitrust exemption. Byers, having negotiated the NCAA’s television package up to $3.1 
million per football season--which was higher than the NFL’s figure in those early years--had made the NCAA into a spectacularly profitable cartel. 

"We Eat What We Kill" 
The NCAA’s control of college sports still rested on a fragile base, however: the consent of the colleges and universities it governed. For a time, the vast 
sums of television money delivered to these institutions through Byers’s deals made them willing to submit. But the big football powers grumbled about the 
portion of the television revenue diverted to nearly a thousand NCAA member schools that lacked major athletic programs. They chafed against cost-cutting 
measures--such as restrictions on team size--designed to help smaller schools. "1 don’t want Hofstra telling Texas how to play football," Darrell Royal, the 
Longhorns coach, griped. By the 1970s and ’80s, as college football games delivered bonanza ratings--and advertising revenue--to the networks, some of 
the big football schools began to wonder: Why do we need to have our television coverage brokered through the NCAA? Couldn’t we get a bigger cut of that 
TV money by dealing directly with the networks? 
Byers faced a rude internal revolt. The NCAA’s strongest legions, its big football schools, defected en masse. Calling the NCAA a price-fixing cartel that 
siphoned every television dollar through its coffers, in 1981 a rogue consortium of 61 major football schools threatened to sign an independent contract with 
NBC for $180 million over four years. 
With a huge chunk of the NCAA’s treasury walking out the door, Byers threatened sanctions, as he had against Penn and Notre Dame three decades 
earlier. But this time the universities of Georgia and Oklahoma responded with an antitrust suit. "It is virtually impossible to overstate the degree of our 
resentment .~. of the NCAA," said William Banowsky, the president of the University of Oklahoma. In the landmark 1984 NCAA v. Board of Regents of the 
University of Oklahoma decision, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the NCAA’s latest football contracts with television--and any future ones---as an 
illegal restraint of trade that harmed colleges and viewers. Overnight, the NCAA’s control of the television market for football vanished. Upholding 
Banowsky’s challenge to the NCAA’s authority, the Regents decision freed the football schools to sell any and all games the markets would bear. Coaches 
and administrators no longer had to share the revenue generated by their athletes with smaller schools outside the football consortium. "We eat what we 
kill," one official at the University of Texas bragged. 
A few years earlier, this blow might have financially crippled the NCAA--but a rising tide of money from basketball concealed the structural damage of the 
Regents decision. During the 1980s, income from the March Madness college basketball tournament, paid directly by the television networks to the NCAA, 
grew tenfold. The windfall covered--and then far exceeded--what the organization had lost from football. 
Still, Byers never forgave his former deputy Chuck Neinas for leading the rebel consortium. He knew that Neinas had seen from the inside how tenuous the 
NCAA’s control really was, and how diligently Byers had worked to prop up its Oz-like fa£ade. During Byers’s tenure, the rule book for Division I athletes 
grew to 427 pages of scholastic detail. His NCAA personnel manual banned conversations around water coolers, and coffee cups on desks, while 
specifying exactly when drapes must be drawn at the NCAA’s 27,000-square-foot headquarters near Kansas City (built in 1973 from the proceeds of a 1 
percent surtax on football contracts). It was as though, having lost control where it mattered, Byers pedantically exerted more control where it didn’t. 
After retiring in 1987, Byers let slip his suppressed fury that the ingrate football conferences, having robbed the NCAA of television revenue, still expected it 
to enforce amateurism rules and police every leak of funds to college players. A lethal greed was "gnawing at the innards of college athletics," he wrote in 
his memoir. When Byers renounced the NCAA’s pretense of amateurism, his former colleagues would stare blankly, as though he had gone senile or, as 
he wrote, "desecrated my sacred vows." But Byers was better positioned than anyone else to argue that college football’s claim to amateurism was 
unfounded. Years later, as we will see, lawyers would seize upon his words to do battle with the NCAA. 
Meanwhile, reformers fretted that commercialism was hurting college sports, and that higher education’s historical balance between academics and 
athletics had been distorted by all the money sloshing around. News stories revealed that schools went to extraordinary measures to keep academically 
incompetent athletes eligible for competition, and would vie for the most-sought-after high-school players by proffering under-the-table payments. In 1991, 
the first Knight Commission report, "Keeping Faith With the Student Athlete," was published; the commission’s "bedrock conviction" was that university 
presidents must seize control of the NCAA from athletic directors in order to restore the preeminence of academic values over athletic or commercial ones. 
In response, college presidents did take over the NCAA’s governance. But by 2001, when the second Knight Commission report ("A Call to Action: 
Reconnecting College Sports and Higher Education") was issued, a new generation of reformers was admitting that problems of corruption and 
commercialism had "grown rather than diminished" since the first report. Meanwhile the NCAA itself, revenues rising, had moved into a $50 million, 
116,000-square-foot headquarters in Indianapolis. By 2010, as the size of NCAA headquarters increased yet again with a 130,000-square-foot expansion, a 
third Knight Commission was groping blindly for a hold on independent college-athletic conferences that were behaving more like sovereign pro leagues 
than confederations of universities. And still more money continued to flow into NCAA coffers. With the basketball tournament’s 2011 television deal, annual 
March Madness broadcast revenues had skyrocketed 50-fold in less than 30 years. 

The Myth of the "Student-Athlete" 
Today, much of the NCAA’s moral authority--indeed much of the justification for its existence--is vested in its claim to protect what it calls the "student- 
athlete." The term is meant to conjure the nobility of amateurism, and the precedence of scholarship over athletic endeavor. But the origins of the "student- 
athlete" lie not in a disinterested ideal but in a sophistic formulation designed, as the sports economist Andrew Zimbalist has written, to help the NCAA in its 
"fight against workmen’s compensation insurance claims for injured football players." 
"We crafted the term student-athlete," Walter Byers himself wrote, "and soon it was embedded in all NCAA rules and interpretations." The term came into 
play in the 1950s, when the widow of Ray Dennison, who had died from a head injury received while playing football in Colorado for the Fort Lewis A&M 
Aggies, filed for workmen’s-compensation death benefits. Did his football scholarship make the fatal collision a "work-related" accident? Was he a school 
employee, like his peers who worked part-time as teaching assistants and bookstore cashiers? Or was he a fluke victim of extracurricular pursuits? Given 
the hundreds of incapacitating injuries to college athletes each year, the answers to these questions had enormous consequences. The Colorado Supreme 
Court ultimately agreed with the school’s contention that he was not eligible for benefits, since the college was "not in the football business." 
The term student-athlete was deliberately ambiguous. College players were not students at play (which might understate their athletic obligations), nor were 
they just athletes in college (which might imply they were professionals). That they were high-performance athletes meant they could be forgiven for not 
meeting the academic standards of their peers; that they were students meant they did not have to be compensated, ever, for anything more than the cost 
of their studies. Student-athlete became the NCAA’s signature term, repeated constantly in and out of courtrooms. 
Using the "student-athlete" defense, colleges have compiled a string of victories in liability cases. On the afternoon of October 26, 1974, the Texas Christian 
University Horned Frogs were playing the Alabama Crimson Tide in Birmingham, Alabama. Kent Waldrep, a TCU running back, carried the ball on a "Red 
Right 28" sweep toward the Crimson Tide’s sideline, where he was met by a swarm of tacklers. When Waldrep regained consciousness, Bear Bryant, the 
storied Crimson Tide coach, was standing over his hospital bed. "It was like talking to God, if you’re a young football player," Waldrep recalled. 
Waldrep was paralyzed: he had lost all movement and feeling below his neck. After nine months of paying his medical bills, Texas Christian refused to pay 
any more, so the Waldrep family coped for years on dwindling charity. 
Through the 1990s, from his wheelchair, Waldrep pressed a lawsuit for workers’ compensation. (He also, through heroic rehabilitation efforts, recovered 
feeling in his arms, and eventually learned to drive a specially rigged van. "1 can brush my teeth," he told me last year, "but I still need help to bathe and 
dress.") His attorneys haggled with TCU and the state worker-compensation fund over what constituted employmen[ Clearly, TCU had provided football 
players with equipment for the job, as a typical employer would--but did the university pay wages, withhold income taxes on his financial aid, or control work 
conditions and performance? The appeals court finally rejected Waldrep’s claim in June of 2000, ruling that he was not an employee because he had not 
paid taxes on financial aid that he could have kept even if he quit football. (Waldrep told me school officials "said they recruited me as a student, not an 
athlete," which he says was absurd.) 
The long saga vindicated the power of the NCAA’s "student-athlete" formulation as a shield, and the organization continues to invoke it as both a legalistic 
defense and a noble ideal. Indeed, such is the term’s rhetorical power that it is increasingly used as a sort of reflexive mantra against charges of rabid 
hypocrisy. 
Last Thanksgiving weekend, with both the FBI and the NCAA investigating whether Cam Newton had been lured onto his team with illegal payments, 
Newton’s Auburn Tigers and the Alabama Crimson Tide came together for their annual game, known as the Iron Bowl, before 101,821 fans at Bryant-Denny 



Stadium. This game is always a highlight of the football season because of the historic rivalry between the two schools, and the 2010 edition had enormous 
significance, pitting the defending national champion Crimson Tide against the undefeated Tigers, who were aiming for their first championship since 1957. I 
expected excited fans; what I encountered was the throbbing heart of college sports. As I drove before daybreak toward the stadium, a sleepless caller 
babbled over WJOX, the local fan radio station, that he "couldn’t stop thinking about the coin toss." In the parking lot, ticketless fans were puzzled that 
anyone need ask why they had tailgated for days just to watch their satellite-fed flat screens within earshot of the roar. All that morning, pilgrims packed the 
Bear Bryant museum, where displays elaborated the misery of Alabama’s 4-24 run before the glorious Bryant era dawned in 1958. 
Finally, as Auburn took the field for warm-ups, one of Alabama’s public-address-system operators played "Take the Money and Run" (an act for which he 
would be fired). A sea of signs reading $CAM taunted Newton. The game, perhaps the most exciting of the season, was unbearably tense, with Auburn 
coming from way behind to win 28-27, all but assuring that it would go on to play for the national championship. Days later, Auburn suspended Newton after 
the NCAA found that a rules violation had occurred: his father was alleged to have marketed his son in a pay-for-play scheme; a day after that, the NCAA 
reinstated Newton’s eligibility because investigators had not found evidence that Newton or Auburn officials had known of his father’s actions. This left 
Newton conveniently eligible for the Southeastern Conference championship game and for the postseason BCS championship bowl. For the NCAA, 
prudence meant honoring public demand. 
"Our championships," NCAA President Mark Emmert has declared, "are one of the primary tools we have to enhance the student-athlete experience." 

"Whoremasters" 
NCAA v. Regents left the NCAA devoid of television football revenue and almost wholly dependent on March Madness basketball. It is rich but insecure. 
Last year, CBS Sports and Turner Broadcasting paid $771 million to the NCAA for television rights to the 2011 men’s basketball tournament alone. That’s 
three-quarters of a billion dollars built on the backs of amateurs--on unpaid labor. The whole edifice depends on the players’ willingness to perform what is 
effectively volunteer work. The athletes, and the league officials, are acutely aware of this extraordinary arrangement. William Friday, the former North 
Carolina president, recalls being yanked from one Knight Commission meeting and sworn to secrecy about what might happen ifa certain team made the 
NCAA championship basketball game. "They were going to dress and go out on the floor," Friday told me, "but refuse to play," in a wildcat student strike. 
Skeptics doubted such a diabolical plot. These were college kids--unlikely to second-guess their coaches, let alone forfeit the dream of a championship. 
Still, it was unnerving to contemplate what hung on the consent of a few young volunteers: several hundred million dollars in television revenue, countless 
livelihoods, the NCAA budget, and subsidies for sports at more than 1,000 schools. Friday’s informants exhaled when the suspect team lost before the 
finals. 
Cognizant of its precarious financial base, the NCAA has in recent years begun to pursue new sources of revenue. Taking its cue from member schools 
such as Ohio State (which in 2009 bundled all its promotional rights--souvenirs, stadium ads, shoe deals--and outsourced them to the international sports 
marketer IMG College for a guaranteed $11 million a year), the NCAA began to exploit its vault of college sports on film. For $29~99 apiece, NCAA On 
Demand offers DVDs of more than 200 memorable contests in men’s ice hockey alone. Video-game technology also allows nostalgic fans to relive and 
even participate in classic moments of NCAA Basketball. NCAA Football, licensed by the NCAA through IMG College to Electronic Arts, one of the world’s 
largest video-game manufacturers, reportedly sold 2.5 million copies in 2008. Bdt Kirwan, the chancellor of the Maryland university system and a former 
president at Ohio State, says there were "terrible fights" between the third Knight Commission and the NCAA over the ethics of generating this revenue. 
All of this money ultimately derives from the college athletes whose likenesses are shown in the films or video games. But none of the profits go to them. 
Last year, Electronic Arts paid more than $35 million in royalties to the NFL players union for the underlying value of names and images in its pro football 
series--but neither the NCAA nor its affiliated companies paid former college players a nickel. Naturally, as they have become more of a profit center for the 
NCAA, some of the vaunted "student-athletes" have begun to clamor that they deserve a share of those profits. You "see everybody getting richer and 
richer," Desmond Howard, who won the 1991 Heisman Trophy while playing for the Michigan Wolverines, told USA Today recently. "And you walk around 
and you can’t put gas in your car?. You can’t even fly home to see your parents?" 
Some athletes have gone beyond talk. A series of lawsuits quietly making their way through the courts cast a harsh light on the absurdity of the system-- 
and threaten to dislodge the foundations on which the NCAA rests. On July 21,2009, lawyers for Ed O’Bannon filed a class-action antitrust suit against the 
NCAA at the U.S. District Court in San Francisco. "Once you leave your university," says O’Bannon, who won the John Wooden Award for player of the year 
in 1995 on UCLA’s national-championship basketball team, "one would think your likeness belongs to you." The NCAA and UCLA continue to collect money 
from the sales of videos of him playing But by NCAA rules, O’Bannon, who today works at a Toyota dealership near Las Vegas, alleges he is still not 
allowed to share the revenue the NCAA generates from his own image as a college athlete. His suit quickly gathered co-plaintiffs from basketball and 
football, ex-players featured in NCAA videos and other products. "The NCAA does not license student-athlete likenesses," NCAA spokesperson Erik 
Christianson told The New York Times in response to the suit, "or prevent former student-athletes from attempting to do so. Likewise, to claim the NCAA 
profits off student-athlete likenesses is also pure fiction." 
The legal contention centers on Part IV of the NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Statement" for Division I, which requires every athlete to authorize use of "your name 
or picture ... to promote NCAA championships or other NCAA events, activities or programs." Does this clause mean that athletes clearly renounce 
personal interest forever? If so, does it actually undermine the NCAA by implicitly recognizing that athletes have a property right in their own performance? 
Jon King, a lawyer for the plaintiffs, expects the NCAA’s core mission of amateurism to be its "last defense standing." 
In theory, the NCAA’s passion to protect the noble amateurism of college athletes should prompt it to focus on head coaches in the high-revenue sports-- 
basketball and football--since holding the top official accountable should most efficiently discourage corruption. The problem is that the coaches’ growing 
power has rendered them, unlike their players, ever more immune to oversight. According to research by Charles CIotfelter, an economist at Duke, the 
average compensation for head football coaches at public universities, now more than $2 million, has grown 750 percent (adjusted for inflation) since the 
Regents decision in 1984; that’s more than 20 times the cumulative 32 percent raise for college professors. For top basketball coaches, annual contracts 
now exceed $4 million, augmented by assorted bonuses, endorsements, country-club memberships, the occasional private plane, and in some cases a 
negotiated percentage of ticket receipts. (Oregon’s ticket concessions netted former football coach Mike Bellotti an additional $631,000 in 2005.) 
The NCAA rarely tangles with such people, who are apt to fight back and win. When Rick Neuheisel, the head football coach of the Washington Huskies, 
was punished for petty gambling (in a March Madness pool, as it happened), he sued the NCAA and the university for wrongful termination, collected $4.5 
million, and later moved on to UCLA. When the NCAA tried to cap assistant coaches’ entering salary at a mere $16,000, nearly 2,000 of them brought an 
antitrust suit, Law v. NCAA, and in 1999 settled for $54.5 million. Since then, salaries for assistant coaches have commonly exceeded $200,000, with the 
top assistants in the SEC averaging $700,000. In 2009, Monte Kiffin, then at the University of Tennessee, became the first assistant coach to reach $1 
million, plus benefits. 
The late Myles Brand, who led the NCAA from 2003 to 2009, defended the economics of college sports by claiming that they were simply the result of a 
smoothly functioning free market. He and his colleagues deflected criticism about the money saturating big-time college sports by focusing attention on 
scapegoats; in 2010, outrage targeted sports agents. Last year Sports Illustrated published "Confessions of an Agent," a firsthand account of dealing with 
high-strung future pros whom the agent and his peers courted with flattery, cash, and tawdry favors. Nick Saban, Alabama’s head football coach, mobilized 
his peers to denounce agents as a public scourge. "1 hate to say this," he said, "but how are they any better than a pimp? I have no respect for people who 
do that to young people. None." 
Saban’s raw condescension contrasts sharply with the lonely penitence from Dale Brown, the retired Iongtime basketball coach at LSU. "Look at the money 
we make off predominantly poor black kids," Brown once refiected. "We’re the whoremasters." 

"Picayune Rules" 
NCAA officials have tried to assert their dominion--and distract attention from the larger issues---by chasing frantically after petty violations. Tom McMillen, 
a former member of the Knight Commission who was an All-American basketball player at the University of Maryland, likens these officials to traffic cops in 
a speed trap, who could flag down almost any passing motorist for prosecution in kangaroo court under a "maze of picayune rules." The publicized cases 
have become convoluted soap operas. At the start of the 2010 football season, A. J. Green, a wide receiver at Georgia, confessed that he’d sold his own 
jersey from the Independence Bowl the year before, to raise cash for a spring-break vacation. The NCAA sentenced Green to a four-game suspension for 
violating his amateur status with the illicit profit generated by selling the shirt off his own back. While he served the suspension, the Georgia Bulldogs store 
continued legally selling replicas of Green’s No. 8 jersey for $39.95 and up. 



A few months later, the NCAA investigated rumors that Ohio State football players had benefited from "hook-ups on tatts"--that is, that they’d gotten free or 
underpriced tattoos at an Ohio tattoo parlor in exchange for autographs and memorabilia--a violation of the NCAA’s rule against discounts linked to athletic 
personae. The NCAA Committee on Infractions imposed five-game suspensions on Terrelle Pryor, Ohio State’s tattooed quarterback, and four other 
players (some of whom had been found to have sold their Big Ten championship rings and other gear), but did permit them to finish the season and play in 
the Sugar Bowl (This summer, in an attempt to satisfy NCAA investigators, Ohio State voluntarily vacated its football wins from last season, as well as its 
Sugar Bowl victory.) A different NCAA committee promulgated a rule banning symbols and messages in players’ eyeblack--reportedly aimed at Pryor’s 
controversial gesture of support for the pro quarterback Michael Vick, and at Bible verses inscribed in the eyeblack of the former Florida quarterback Tim 
Tebow. 
The moral logic is hard to fathom: the NCAA bans personal messages on the bodies of the players, and penalizes players for trading their celebrity status 
for discounted tattoos--but it codifies precisely how and where commercial insignia from multinational corporations can be displayed on college players, for 
the financial benefit of the colleges. Last season, while the NCAA investigated him and his father for the recruiting fees they’d allegedly sought, Cam Newton 
compliantly wore at least 15 corporate Iogos--one on his jersey, four on his helmet visor, one on each wristband, one on his pants, six on his shoes, and 
one on the headband he wears under his helmet--as part of Auburn’s $10.6 million deal with Under Armour. 

"Restitution" 
Obscure NCAA rules have bedeviled Scott Boras, the preeminent sports agent for Major League Baseball stars, in cases that may ultimately prove more 
threatening to the NCAA than Ed O’Bannon’s antitrust suit. In 2008, Andrew Oliver, a sophomore pitcher for the Oklahoma State Cowboys, had been listed 
as the 12th-best professional prospect among sophomore players nationally. He decided to dismiss the two attorneys who had represented him out of high 
school, Robert and Tim Baratta, and retain Boras instead. Infuriated, the Barattas sent a spiteful letter to the NCAA. Oliver didn’t learn about this until the 
night before he was scheduled to pitch in the regional final for a place in the College World Series, when an NCAA investigator showed up to question him in 
the presence of lawyers for Oklahoma State. The investigator also questioned his father, Dave, a truck driver. 
Had Tim Baratta been present in their home when the Minnesota Twins offered $390,000 for Oliver to sign out of high school? A yes would mean trouble. 
While the NCAA did not forbid all professional advice--indeed, Baseball America used to publish the names of agents representing draft-likely 
underclassmen--NCAA Bylaw 12.3.2.1 prohibited actual negotiation with any professional team by an adviser, on pain of disqualification for the college 
athlete. The questioning lasted past midnight. 
Just hours before the game was to start the next day, Oklahoma State officials summoned Oliver to tell him he would not be pitching. Only later did he learn 
that the university feared that by letting him play while the NCAA adjudicated his case, the university would open not only the baseball team but all other 
Oklahoma State teams to broad punishment under the NCAA’s "restitution rule" (Bylaw 19.7), under which the NCAA threatens schools with sanctions if 
they obey any temporary court order benefiting a college athlete, should that order eventually be modified or removed. The baseball coach did not even let 
his ace tell his teammates the sad news in person. "He said, ’it’s probably not a good idea for you to be at the game,’" Oliver recalls. 
The Olivers went home to Ohio to find a lawyer. Rick Johnson, a solo practitioner specializing in legal ethics, was aghast that the Baratta brothers had 
turned in their own client to the NCAA, divulging attorney-client details likely to invite wrath upon Oliver. But for the next 15 months, Johnson directed his 
litigation against the two NCAA bylaws at issue. Judge Tygh M. Tone, of Erie County, came to share his outrage. On February 12, 2009, Tone struck down 
the ban on lawyers negotiating for student-athletes as a capricious, exploitative attempt by a private association to "dictate to an attorney where, what, how, 
or when he should represent his client," violating accepted legal practice in every state. He also struck down the NCAA’s restitution rule as an intimidation 
that attempted to supersede the judicial system. Finally, Judge Tone ordered the NCAA to reinstate Oliver’s eligibility at Oklahoma State for his junior 
season, which started several days later. 
The NCAA sought to disqualify Oliver again, with several appellate motions to stay "an unprecedented Order purporting to void a fundamental Bylaw." Oliver 
did get to pitch that season, but he dropped into the second round of the June 2009 draft, signing for considerably less than if he’d been picked earlier. Now 
23, Oliver says sadly that the whole experience "made me grow up a little quicker/’ His lawyer claimed victory. "Andy Oliver is the first college athlete ever to 
win against the NCAA in court," said Rick Johnson. 
Yet the victory was only temporary. Wounded, the NCAA fought back with a vengeance. Its battery of lawyers prepared for a damages trial, ultimately 
overwhelming Oliver’s side eight months later with an offer to resolve the dispute for $750,000. When Oliver and Johnson accepted, to extricate themselves 
ahead of burgeoning legal costs, Judge Tone was compelled to vacate his orders as part of the final settlement. This freed NCAA officials to reassert the 
two bylaws that Judge Tone had so forcefully overturned, and they moved swiftly to ramp up rather than curtail enforcement. First, the NCAA’s Eligibility 
Center devised a survey for every drafted undergraduate athlete who sought to stay in college another year. The survey asked whether an agent had 
conducted negotiations. It also requested a signed release waiving privacy rights and authorizing professional teams to disclose details of any interaction to 
the NCAA Eligibility Center. Second, NCAA enforcement officials went after another Scott Boras client. 
The Toronto Blue Jays had made the left-handed pitcher James Paxton, of the University of Kentucky, the 37th pick in the 2009 draft. Paxton decided to 
reject a reported $1 million offer and return to school for his senior year, pursuing a dream to pitch for his team in the College World Series. But then he ran 
into the new NCAA survey. Had Boras negotiated with the Blue Jays? Boras has denied that he did, but it would have made sense that he had--that was his 
job, to test the market for his client. But saying so would get Paxton banished under the same NCAA bylaw that had derailed Andrew Oliver’s career. Since 
Paxton was planning to go back to school and not accept their draft offer, the Blue Jays no longer had any incentive to protect him--indeed, they had every 
incentive to turn him in. The Blue Jays’ president, by telling reporters that Boras had negotiated on Paxton’s behalf, demonstrated to future recruits and 
other teams that they could use the NCAA’s rules to punish college players who wasted their draft picks by returning to college. The NCAA’s enforcement 
staff raised the pressure by requesting to interview Paxton. 
Though Paxton had no legal obligation to talk to an investigator, NCAA Bylaw 10.1 (j) specified that anything short of complete cooperation could be 
interpreted as unethical conduct, affecting his amateur status. Under its restitution rule, the NCAA had leverage to compel the University of Kentucky to 
ensure obedience. 
As the 2010 season approached, Gary Henderson, the Kentucky coach, sorely wanted Paxton, one of Baseball America’s top-ranked players, to return. 
Rick Johnson, Andrew Oliver’s lawyer, flied for a declaratory judgment on Paxton’s behalf, arguing that the state constitution--plus the university’s code of 
student conduct--barred arbitrary discipline at the request of a third party. Kentucky courts deferred to the university, however, and Paxton was suspended 
from the team. "Due to the possibility of future penalties, including forfeiture of games," the university stated, it "could not put the other 32 players of the 
team and the entire UK 22-sport intercollegiate athletics department at risk by having James compete." The NCAA appraised the result with satisfaction. 
"When negotiations occur on behalf of student-athletes," Erik Christianson, the NCAA spokesperson, told The New York Times in reference to the Oliver 
case, "those negotiations indicate that the student-athlete intends to become a professional athlete and no longer remain an amateur." 
Paxton was stranded. Not only could he not play for Kentucky, but his draft rights with the Blue Jays had lapsed for the year, meaning he could not play for 
any minor-league affiliate of Major League Baseball. Boras wrangled a holdover job for him in Texas with the independent Grand Prairie AirHogs, pitching 
against the Pensacola Pelicans and Wichita Wingnuts. Once projected to be a first-round draft pick, Paxton saw his stock plummet into the fourth round. 
He remained unsigned until late in spring training, when he signed with the Seattle Mariners and reported to their minor-league camp in Peoria, Arizona. 

"You Might As Well Shoot Them in the Head" 
"When you dream about playing in college," Joseph Agnew told me not long ago, "you don’t ever think about being in a lawsuit." Agnew, a student at Rice 
University in Houston, had been cut from the football team and had his scholarship revoked by Rice before his senior year, meaning that he faced at least 
$35,000 in tuition and other bills if he wanted to complete his degree in sociology. Bereft of his scholarship, he was flailing about for help when he 
discovered the National College Players Association, which claims 7,000 active members and seeks modest reforms such as safety guidelines and better 
death benefits for college athletes. Agnew was struck by the NCPA scholarship data on players from top Division I basketball teams, which showed that 22 
percent were not renewed from 2008 to 2009--the same fate he had suffered. 
In October 2010, Agnew filed a class-action antitrust suit over the cancellation of his scholarship and to remove the cap on the total number of scholarships 
that can be awarded by NCAA schools. In his suit, Agnew did not claim the right to free tuition. He merely asked the federal court to strike down an NCAA 
rule, dating to 1973, that prohibited colleges and universities from offering any athletic scholarship longer than a one-year commitment, to be renewed or 
not, unilaterally, by the school--which in practice means that coaches get to decide each year whose scholarships to renew or cancel. (After the coach 



who had recruited Agnew had moved on to Tulsa, the new Rice coach switched Agnew’s scholarship to a recruit of his own.) Agnew argued that without the 
one-year rule, he would have been free to bargain with all eight colleges that had recruited him, and each college could have decided how long to guarantee 
his scholarship. 
Agnew’s suit rested on a claim of an NCAA antitrust violation combined with a laudable academic goal--making it possible for students to finish their 
educations. Around the same time, lawyers from President Obama’s Justice Department initiated a series of meetings with NCAA officials and universities 
in which they asked what possible educational rationale there was for allowing the NCAA--an organization that did not itself pay for scholarships--to 
impose a blanket restriction on the length of scholarships offered by colleges. Tidbits leaked into the press. In response, the NCAA contended that an 
athletic scholarship was a "merit award" that should be reviewed annually, presumably because the degree of "merit" could change. Justice Department 
lawyers reportedly suggested that a free market in scholarships would expand learning opportunities in accord with the stated rationale for the NCAA’s tax- 
exempt status--that it promotes education through athletics. The one-year rule effectively allows colleges to cut underperforming "student-athletes," just as 
pro sports teams cut their players. "Plenty of them don’t stay in school," said one of Agnew’s lawyers, Stuart Paynter. "They’re just gone. You might as well 
shoot them in the head." 
Agnew’s lawsuit has made him a pariah to former friends in the athletic department at Rice, where everyone identified so thoroughly with the NCAA that they 
seemed to feel he was attacking them personally. But if the premise of Agnew’s case is upheld by the courts, it will make a sham of the NCAA’s claim that 
its highest priority is protecting education. 

"They Want to Crush These Kids" 
Academic performance has always been difficult for the NCAA to address. Any detailed regulation would intrude upon the free choice of widely varying 
schools, and any academic standard broad enough to fit both MIT and Ole Miss would have little force. From time to time, a scandal will expose extreme 
lapses. In 1989, Dexter Manley, by then the famous "Secretary of Defense" for the NFL’s Washington Redskins, teared up before the U.S. Senate 
Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities, when admitting that he had been functionally illiterate in college. 
Within big-time college athletic departments, the financial pressure to disregard obvious academic shortcomings and shortcuts is just too strong. In the 
1980s, Jan Kemp, an English instructor at the University of Georgia, publicly alleged that university officials had demoted and then fired her because she 
refused to inflate grades in her remedial English courses. Documents showed that administrators replaced the grades she’d given athletes with higher 
ones, providing fake passing grades on one notable occasion to nine Bulldog football players who otherwise would have been ineligible to compete in the 
1982 Sugar Bowl. (Georgia lost anyway, 24-20, to a University of Pittsburgh team led by the future Hall of Fame quarterback Dan Marino.) When Kemp filed 
a lawsuit against the university, she was publicly vilified as a troublemaker, but she persisted bravely in her testimony. Once, Kemp said, a supervisor 
demanding that she fix a grade had bellowed, "Who do you think is more important to this university, you or Dominique Wilkins?" (Wilkins was a star on the 
basketball team.) Traumatized, Kemp twice attempted suicide. 
In trying to defend themselves, Georgia officials portrayed Kemp as naive about sports. "We have to compete on a level playing field," said Fred Davison, 
the university presidenL During the Kemp civil trial, in 1986, Hale Almand, Georgia’s defense lawyer, explained the university’s patronizing aspirations for its 
typical less-than-scholarly athlete. "We may not make a university student out of him," Almand told the court, "but if we can teach him to read and write, 
maybe he can work at the post office rather than as a garbage man when he gets through with his athletic career." This argument backfired with the jurors: 
finding in favor of Kemp, they rejected her polite request for $100,000, and awarded her $2.6 million in damages instead. (This was later reduced to $1.08 
million.) Jan Kemp embodied what is ostensibly the NCAA’s reason for being--to enforce standards fairly and put studies above sports--but no one from 
the organization ever spoke up on her behalf. 
THE NCAA BODY charged with identifying violations of any of the Division I league rules, the Committee on Infractions, operates in the shadows. Josephine 
Potuto, a professor of law at the University of Nebraska and a Iongtime committee member who was then serving as its vice chair, told Congress in 2004 
that one reason her group worked in secret was that it hoped to avoid a "media circus." The committee preferred to deliberate in private, she said, guiding 
member schools to punish themselves. "The enforcement process is cooperative, not adversarial," Potuto testified. The committee consisted of an elite 
coterie of judges, athletic directors, and authors of legal treatises. "The committee also is savvy about intercollegiate athletics," she added. "They cannot be 
conned." 
In 2009, a series of unlikely circumstances peeled back the veil of secrecy to reveal NCAA procedures so contorted that even victims marveled at their 
comical wonder. The saga began in March of 2007, shortly after the Florida State Seminoles basketball team was knocked out of the NIT basketball 
tournament, which each spring invites the best teams not selected for the March Madness tournament. At an athletic-department study hall, AI Thornton, a 
star forward for the team, completed a sports-psychology quiz but then abandoned it without posting his written answers electronically by computer. Brenda 
Monk, an academic tutor for the Seminoles, says she noticed the error and asked a teammate to finish entering Thornton’s answers onscreen and hit 
"submit," as required for credit. The teammate complied, steaming silently, and then complained at the athletic office about getting stuck with clean-up 
chores for the superstar Thornton (who was soon to be selected by the Los Angeles Clippers in the first round of the NBA draft). Monk promptly resigned 
when questioned by FSU officials, saying her fatigue at the time could not excuse her asking the teammate to submit the answers to another student’s 
completed test. 
Monk’s act of guileless responsibility set off a chain reaction. First, FSU had to give the NCAA preliminary notice of a confessed academic fraud. Second, 
because this would be its seventh major infraction case since 1968, FSU mounted a vigorous self-investigation to demonstrate compliance with NCAA 
academic rules. Third, interviews with 129 Seminoles athletes unleashed a nightmare of matter-of-fact replies about absentee professors who allowed 
group consultations and unlimited retakes of open-computer assignments and tests. Fourth, FSU suspended 61 of its athletes in 10 sports. Fifth, the 
infractions committee applied the byzantine NCAA bylaws to FSU’s violations. Sixth, one of the penalties announced in March of 2009 caused a howl of 
protest across the sports universe. 
Twenty-seven news organizations filed a lawsuit in hopes of finding out how and why the NCAA proposed to invalidate 14 prior victories in FSU football. 
Such a penalty, if upheld, would doom coach Bobby Bowden’s chance of overtaking Joe Paterno of Penn State for the most football wins in Division I 
history. This was sacrosanct territory. Sports reporters followed the litigation for six months, reporting that 25 of the 61 suspended FSU athletes were 
football players, some of whom were ruled ineligible retroactively from the time they had heard or yelled out answers to online test questions in, of all things, 
a music-appreciation course. 
When reporters sought access to the transcript of the infractions committee’s hearing in Indianapolis, NCAA lawyers said the 695-page document was 
private. (The NCAA claimed it was entitled to keep all such records secret because of a landmark Supreme Court ruling that it had won in 1988, in NCAA v. 
Tarkanian, which exempted the organization from any due-process obligations because it was not a government organization.) Media outlets pressed the 
judge to let Florida State share its own copy of the hearing transcript, whereupon NCAA lawyers objected that the school had never actually "possessed" 
the document; it had only seen the transcript via a defendant’s guest access to the carefully restricted NCAA Web site. This claim, in turn, prompted 
intercession on the side of the media by Florida’s attorney general, arguing that letting the NCAA use a technical loophole like this would undermine the 
state’s sunshine law mandating open public records. After tumultuous appeals, the Florida courts agreed and ordered the NCAA transcript released in 
October of 2009. 
News interest quickly evaporated when the sports media found nothing in the record about Coach Bowden or the canceled football victorie& But the 
transcript revealed plenty about the NCAA. On page 37, T. K. Wetherell, the bewildered Florida State president, lamented that his university had hurt itself by 
cooperating with the investigation. "We self-reported this case," he said during the hearing, and he later complained that the most ingenuous athletes-- 
those who asked "What’s the big deal, this happens all the time?"--received the harshest suspensions, while those who clammed up on the advice of 
lawyers went free. The music-appreciation professor was apparently never questioned. Brenda Monk, the only instructor who consistently cooperated with 
the investigation, appeared voluntarily to explain her work with learning-disabled athletes, only to be grilled about her credentials by Potuto in a pettifogging 
inquisition of remarkable stamina. 
In January of last year, the NCAA’s infractions Appeals Committee sustained all the sanctions imposed on FSU except the number of vacated football 
victories, which it dropped, ex cathedra, from 14 to 12. The final penalty locked Bobby Bowden’s official win total on retirement at 377 instead of 389, behind 
Joe Paterno’s 401 (and counting). This carried stinging symbolism for fans, without bringing down on the NCAA the harsh repercussions it would have 
risked if it had issued a television ban or substantial fine. 



Cruelly, but typically, the NCAA concentrated public censure on powerless scapegoats. A dreaded "show cause" order rendered Brenda Monk, the tutor, 
effectively unhirable at any college in the United States. Cloaking an old-fashioned blackball in the stately language of law, the order gave notice that any 
school hiring Monk before a specified date in 2013 "shall, pursuant to the provisions of Bylaw 19.5.2.2(I), show cause why it should not be penalized if it 
does not restrict the former learning specialist [Monk] from having any contact with student-athletes." Today she works as an education supervisor at a 
prison in Florida. 
THE FLORIDA STATE verdict hardly surprised Rick Johnson, the lawyer who had represented the college pitchers Andrew Oliver and James Paxton. "All 
the NCAA’s enforcements are random and selective," he told me, calling the organization’s appeals process a travesty. (Johnson says the NCAA has never 
admitted to having wrongly suspended an athlete.) Johnson’s scalding experience prompted him to undertake a law-review article on the subject, which in 
turn sent him trawling through NCAA archives. From the summary tax forms required of nonproflts, he found out that the NCAA had spent nearly $1 million 
chartering private jets in 2006. "What kind of nonprofit organization leases private jets?," Johnson asks. It’s hard to determine from tax returns what money 
goes where, but it looks as if the NCAA spent less than 1 percent of its budget on enforcement that year. Even alter its plump cut for its own overhead, the 
NCAA dispersed huge sums to its 1,200 member schools, in the manner of a professional sports league. These annual payments are universal--every 
college gets something--but widely uneven. They keep the disparate shareholders (barely) united and speaking for all of college sports. The payments 
coerce unity within the structure of a private association that is unincorporated and unregulated, exercising amorphous powers not delegated by any 
government. 
Searching through the archives, Johnson came across a 1973 memo from the NCAA general counsel recommending the adoption of a due-process 
procedure for athletes in disciplinary cases. Without it, warned the organization’s lawyer, the association risked big liability claims for deprivation of rights. 
His proposal went nowhere. Instead, apparently to limit costs to the universities, Walter Byers had implemented the year-by-year scholarship rule that 
Joseph Agnew would challenge in court 37 years later. Moreover, the NCAA’s 1975 convention adopted a second recommendation "to discourage legal 
actions against the NCAA," according to the minutes. The members voted to create Bylaw 19.7, Restitution, to intimidate college athletes in disputes with 
the NCAA. Johnson recognized this provision all too well, having won the temporary court judgment that the rule was illegal if not downright despotic. It 
made him nearly apoplectic to learn that the NCAA had deliberately drawn up the restitution rule as an obstacle to due process, contrary to the 
recommendation of its own lawyer. "They want to crush these kids," he says. 
The NCAA, of course, has never expressed such a desire, and its public comments on due process tend to be anodyne. At a congressional hearing in 
2004, the infractions-committee vice chair, Josephine Potuto, repeatedly argued that although the NCAA is "not bound by any judicial due process 
standards," its enforcement, infractions, and hearing procedures meet and "very likely exceed" those of other public institutions. Yet when pressed, Potuto 
declared that athletes would have no standing for due process even if the Supreme Court had not exempted the NCAA in the 1988 Tarkanian decision. "In 
order to reach due-process issues as a legal Constitutional principle, the individual challenging has to have a substantive property or liberty interest," she 
testified. "The opportunity to play intercollegiate athletics does not rise to that level." 
To translate this from the legal jargon, Potuto used a circular argument to confine college athletes beneath any right to freedom or property in their own 
athletic effort. They have no stake to seek their rights, she claimed, because they have no rights at stake. 
Potuto’s assertion might be judged preposterous, an heir of the Dred Scott dictum that slaves possessed no rights a white person was bound to respect. 
But she was merely being honest, articulating assumptions almost everyone shares without question. Whether motivated by hostility for students (as critics 
like Johnson allege), or by noble and paternalistic tough love (as the NCAA professes), the denial of fundamental due process for college athletes has stood 
unchallenged in public discourse. Like other NCAA rules, it emanates naturally from the premise that college athletes own no interest in sports beyond 
exercise, character-building, and good fun. Who represents these young men and women? No one asks. 
The debates and commissions about reforming college sports nibble around the edges--trying to reduce corruption, to prevent the "contamination" of 
athletes by lucre, and to maintain at least a pretense of concern for academic integrity. Everything stands on the implicit presumption that preserving 
amateurism is necessary for the well-being of college athletes. But while amateurism--and the free labor it provides--may be necessary to the 
preservation of the NCAA, and perhaps to the profit margins of various interested corporations and educational institutions, what if it doesn’t benefit the 
athletes? What if it hurts them? 

"The Plantation Mentality" 
"Ninety percent of the NCAA revenue is produced by 1 percent of the athletes," Sonny Vaccaro says. "Go to the skill positions"--the stars. "Ninety percent 
African Americans." The NCAA made its money offthose kids, and so did he. They were not all bad people, the NCAA officials, but they were blind, Vaccaro 
believes. "Their organization is a fraud." 
Vaccaro retired from Reebok in 2007 to make a clean break for a crusade. "The kids and their parents gave me a good life," he says in his peppery 
staccato. "1 want to give something back." Call it redemption, he told me. Call it education or a good cause. "Here’s what I preach," said Vaccaro. "This goes 
beyond race, to human rights. The least educated are the most exploited. I’m probably closer to the kids than anyone else, and I’m 71 years old." 
Vaccaro is officially an unpaid consultant to the plaintiffs in O’Bannon v. NCAA. He connected Ed O’Bannon with the attorneys who now represent him, and 
he talked to some of the additional co-plaintiffs who have joined the suit, among them Oscar Robertson, a basketball Hall of Famer who was incensed that 
the NCAA was still selling his image on playing cards 50 years alter he left the University of Cincinnati. 
Jon King, an antitrust lawyer at Hausfeld LLP in San Francisco, told me that Vaccaro "opened our eyes to massive revenue streams hidden in college 
sports." King and his colleagues have drawn on Vaccaro’s vast knowledge of athletic-department finances, which include off-budget accounts for shoe 
contracts. Sonny Vaccaro and his wife, Pam, "had a mountain of documents," he said. The outcome of the 1984 Regents decision validated an antitrust 
approach for O’Bannon, King argues, as well as for Joseph Agnew in his continuing case against the one-year scholarship rule. Lawyers for Sam Keller--a 
former quarterback for the University of Nebraska who is featured in video games--are pursuing a parallel "right of publicity" track based on the First 
Amendment. Still other lawyers could revive Rick Johnson’s case against NCAA bylaws on a larger scale, and King thinks claims for the rights of college 
players may be viable also under laws pertaining to contracts, employment, and civil rights. 
Vaccaro had sought a law firm for O’Bannon with pockets deep enough to withstand an expensive war of attrition, fearing that NCAA officials would fight 
discovery to the end. So far, though, they have been forthcoming. "The numbers are off the wall," Vaccaro says. "The public will see for the first time how all 
the money is distributed." 
Vaccaro has been traveling the after-dinner circuit, proselytizing against what he sees as the NCAA’s exploitation of young athletes. Late in 2008, someone 
who heard his stump speech at Howard University mentioned it to Michael Hausfeld, a prominent antitrust and human-rights lawyer, whose firm had won 
suits against Exxon for Native Alaskans and against Union Bank of Switzerland for Holocaust victims’ families. Someone tracked down Vaccaro on vacation 
in Athens, Greece, and he flew back directly to meet Hausfeld. The shoe salesman and the white-shoe lawyer made common cause. 
Hausfeld LLP has offices in San Francisco, Philadelphia, and London. Its headquarters are on K Street in Washington, D.C., about three blocks from the 
White House. When I talked with Hausfeld there not long ago, he sat in a cavernous conference room, tidy in pinstripes, hands folded on a spotless table 
that reflected the skyline. He spoke softly, without pause, condensing the complex fugue of antitrust litigation into simple sentences. "Let’s start with the 
basic question," he said, noting that the NCAA claims that student-athletes have no property rights in their own athletic accomplishments. Yet, in order to be 
eligible to play, college athletes have to waive their rights to proceeds from any sales based on their athletic performance. 
"What right is it that they’re waiving?," Hausfeld asked. "You can’t waive something you don’t have. So they had a right that they gave up in consideration to 
the principle of amateurism, if there be such." (At an April hearing in a U.S. District Court in California, Gregory Curtner, a representative for the NCAA, 
stunned O’Bannon’s lawyers by saying: "There is no document, there is no substance, that the NCAA ever takes from the student-athletes their rights of 
publicity or their rights of likeness. They are at all times owned by the student-athlete." Jon King says this is "like telling someone they have the winning 
lottery ticket, but by the way, it can only be cashed in on Mars." The court denied for a second time an NCAA motion to dismiss the O’Bannon complaint.) 
The waiver clause is nestled among the paragraphs of the "Student-Athlete Statement" that NCAA rules require be collected yearly from every college 
athlete. In signing the statement, the athletes attest that they have amateur status, that their stated SAT scores are valid, that they are willing to disclose any 
educational documents requested, and so forth. Already, Hausfeld said, the defendants in the Ed O’Bannon case have said in court filings that college 
athletes thereby transferred their promotional rights forever. He paused. "That’s ludicrous," he said. "Nobody assigns rights like that. Nobody can assert 
rights like that." He said the pattern demonstrated clear abuse by the collective power of the schools and all their conferences under the NCAA umbrella--"a 



most effective cartel." 
The faux ideal of amateurism is "the elephant in the room," Hausfeld said, sending for a book. "You can’t get to the bottom of our case without exposing the 
hypocrisy of amateurism, and Walter Byers says it eloquently." An assistant brought in Byers’s memoir. It looked garish on the shiny table because dozens 
of pink Post-its protruded from the text. Hausfeld read to me from page 390: 
The college player cannot sell his own feet (the coach does that) nor can he sell his own name (the college will do that). This is the plantation mentality 
resurrected and blessed by today’s campus executives. 
He looked up. "That wasn’t me," he said. "That was the NCAA’s architect." He found a key recommendation on page 388: 
Prosecutors and the courts, with the support of the public, should use antitrust laws to break up the collegiate cartel--not just in athletics but possibly in 
other aspects of collegiate life as well. 
Could the book become evidence? Might the aged Byers testify? (He is now 89.) Was that part of the plaintiffs’ strategy for the O’Bannon trial? Hausfeld 
smiled faintly. "I’d rather the NCAA lawyers not fully understand the strategy," he said. 
He put the spiny book away and previewed what lies ahead. The court soon would qualify his clients as a class. Then the Sherman Antitrust Act would 
provide for thorough discovery to break down exactly what the NCAA receives on everything from video clips to jerseys, contract by contract. "And we want 
to know what they’re carrying on their books as the value of their archival footage," he concluded. "They say it’s a lot of money. We agree. How much?" 
The work will be hard, but Hausfeld said he will win in the courts, unless the NCAA folds first. "Why?" Hausfeld asked rhetorically. "We know our clients are 
foreclosed: neither the NCAA nor its members will permit them to participate in any of that licensing revenue. Under the law, it’s up to them [the defendants] 
to give a pro-competitive justification. They can’t. End of story." 
IN 2010 THE third Knight Commission, complementing a previous commission’s recommendation for published reports on academic progress, called for 
the finances of college sports to be made transparent and public--television contracts, conference budgets, shoe deals, coaches’ salaries, stadium bonds, 
everything. The recommendation was based on the worthy truism that sunlight is a proven disinfectant. But in practice, it has not been applied at all. 
Conferences, coaches, and other stakeholders resisted disclosure; college players still have no way of determining their value to the university. 
"Money surrounds college sports," says Domonique Foxworth, who is a cornerback for the NFL’s Baltimore Ravens and an executive-committee member 
for the NFL Players Association, and played for the University of Maryland. "And every player knows those millions are floating around only because of the 
18-to-22-year-olds." Yes, he told me, even the second-string punter believes a miracle might lift him into the NFL, and why not? In all the many pages of the 
three voluminous Knight Commission reports, there is but one paragraph that addresses the real-life choices for college athletes. "Approximately 1 percent 
of NCAA men’s basketball players and 2 percent of NCAA football players are drafted by NBA or NFL teams," stated the 2001 report, basing its figures on a 
review of the previous 10 years, "and just being drafted is no assurance of a successful professional career." Warning that the odds against professional 
athletic success are "astronomically high," the Knight Commission counsels college athletes to avoid a "rude surprise" and to stick to regular studies. This 
is sound advice as far as it goes, but it’s a bromide that pinches offdiscussion. Nothing in the typical college curriculum teaches a sweat-stained guard at 
Clemson or Purdue what his monetary value to the university is. Nothing prods students to think independently about amateurism--because the universities 
themselves have too much invested in its preservation. Stifling thought, the universities, in league with the NCAA, have failed their own primary mission by 
providing an empty, cynical education on college sports. 
The most basic reform would treat the students as what they are--adults, with rights and reason of their own--and grant them a meaningful voice in NCAA 
deliberations. A restoration of full citizenship to "student-athletes" would facilitate open governance, making it possible to enforce pledges of transparency in 
both academic standards and athletic finances. Without that, the NCAA has no effective checks and balances, no way for the students to provide informed 
consent regarding the way they are governed. A thousand questions lie willfully silenced because the NCAA is naturally afraid of giving "student-athletes" a 
true voice. Would college players be content with the augmented scholarship or allowance now requested by the National College Players Association? If a 
player’s worth to the university is greater than the value of his scholarship (as it clearly is in some cases), should he be paid a salary? If so, would 
teammates in revenue sports want to be paid equally, or in salaries stratified according to talent or value on the field? What would the athletes want in 
Division III, where athletic budgets keep rising without scholarships or substantial sports revenue? Would athletes seek more or less variance in admissions 
standards? Should non-athletes also have a voice, especially where involuntary student fees support more and more of college sports? Might some 
schools choose to specialize, paying players only in elite leagues for football, or lacrosse? In athletic councils, how much would high-revenue athletes value 
a simple thank you from the tennis or field-hockey players for the newly specified subsidies to their facilities? 
University administrators, already besieged from all sides, do not want to even think about such questions. Most cringe at the thought of bargaining with 
athletes as a general manager does in professional sports, with untold effects on the budgets for coaches and every other sports item. "1 would not want to 
be part of it," North Carolina Athletic Director Dick Baddour told me flatly. After 44 years at UNC, he could scarcely contemplate a world without amateur 
rules. "We would have to think long and hard," Baddour added gravely, "about whether this university would continue those sports at all." 
I, too, once reflexively recoiled at the idea of paying college athletes and treating them like employees or professionals. It feels abhorrent--but for reasons 
having to do more with sentiment than with practicality or law. Not just fans and university presidents but judges have often found cursory, non-statutory 
excuses to leave amateur traditions intact. "Even in the increasingly commercial modern world," said a federal-court judge in Gaines v. NCAA in 1990, "this 
Court believes there is still validity to the Athenian concept of a complete education derived from fostering the full growth of both mind and body." The fact 
that "the NCAA has not distilled amateurism to its purest form," said the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in 1988, "does not mean its attempts to maintain a 
mixture containing some amateur elements are unreasonable." 
But one way or another, the smokescreen of amateurism may soon be swept away. For one thing, a victory by the plaintiffs in O’Bannon’s case would 
radically transform college sports. Colleges would likely have to either stop profiting from students or start paying them. The NCAA could also be forced to 
pay tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars in damages. If O’Bannon and Vaccaro and company win, "it will turn college sports on its ear," said Richard 
Lapchick, the president of the National Consortium for Academics and Sports, in a recent interview with The New York Times. 
Though the O’Bannon case may take several years yet to reach resolution, developments on other fronts are chipping away at amateurism, and at the 
NCAA. This past summer, Sports Illustrated editorialized in favor of allowing college athletes to be paid by non-university sources without jeopardizing their 
eligibility. At a press conference last June, Steve Spurrier, the coach of the South Carolina Gamecocks football team (and the winner of the 1966 Heisman 
Trophy as a Florida Gator), proposed that coaches start paying players $300 a game out of their own pockets. The coaches at six other SEC schools 
(Alabama, Florida, Ole Miss, Mississippi State, LSU, and Tennessee) all endorsed Spurrier’s proposal. And Mark Emmert, the NCAA president, recently 
conceded that big changes must come. "The integrity of collegiate athletics is seriously challenged today by rapidly growing pressures coming from many 
directions," Emmert said in July. "We have reached a point where incremental change is not sufficient to meet these challenges. I want us to act more 
aggressively and in a more comprehensive way than we have in the past. A few new tweaks of the rules won’t get the job done." 
Threats to NCAA dominion also percolate in Congress. Aggrieved legislators have sponsored numerous bills. Senator Orrin Hatch, citing mistreatment of 
his Utah Utes, has called witnesses to discuss possible antitrust remedies for the Bowl Championship Series. Congressional committees have already 
held hearings critical of the NCAA’s refusal to follow due process in disciplinary matters; other committees have explored a rise in football concussions. 
Last January, calls went up to investigate "informal" football workouts at the University of Iowa just after the season-ending bowl games--workouts so 
grueling that 41 of the 56 amateur student-athletes collapsed, and 13 were hospitalized with rhabdomyolysis, a life-threatening kidney condition often 
caused by excessive exercise. 
The greatest threat to the viability of the NCAA may come from its member universities. Many experts believe that the churning instability within college 
football will drive the next major change. President Obama himself has endorsed the drumbeat cry for a national playoff in college football. This past spring, 
the Justice Department questioned the BCS about its adherence to antitrust standards. Jim Delany, the commissioner of the Big Ten, has estimated that a 
national playoff system could produce three or four times as much money as the existing bowl system does. If a significant band of football schools were to 
demonstrate that they could orchestrate a true national playoff, without the NCAA’s assistance, the association would be terrified--and with good reason. 
Because if the big sports colleges don’t need the NCAA to administer a national playoff in football, then they don’t need it to do so in basketball. In which 
case, they could cut out the middleman in March Madness and run the tournament themselves. Which would deprive the NCAA of close to $1 billion a year, 
more than 95 percent of its revenue. The organization would be reduced to a rule book without money--an organization aspiring to enforce its rules but 
without the financial authority to enforce anything. 



Thus the playoff dreamed of and hankered for by millions of football fans haunts the NCAA. "There will be some kind of playoff in college football, and it will 
not be run by the NCAA," says Todd Turner, a former athletic director in four conferences (Big East, ACC, SEC, and Pac-10). "If I’m at the NCAA, I have to 
worry that the playoff group can get basketball to break away, too." 
This danger helps explain why the NCAA steps gingerly in enforcements against powerful colleges. To alienate member colleges would be to jeopardize its 
own existence. Long gone are television bans and the "death penalty" sentences (commanding season-long shutdowns of offending teams) once meted 
out to Kentucky (1952), Southwestern Louisiana (1973), and Southern Methodist University (1987). Institutions receive mostly symbolic slaps nowadays. 
Real punishments fall heavily on players and on scapegoats like literacy tutors. 
A deeper reason explains why, in its predicament, the NCAA has no recourse to any principle or law that can justify amateurism. There is no such thing. 
Scholars and sportswriters yearn for grand juries to ferret out every forbidden bauble that reaches a college athlete, but the NCAA’s ersatz courts can only 
masquerade as public authority. How could any statute impose amateur status on college athletes, or on anyone else? No legal definition of amateur exists, 
and any attempt to create one in enforceable law would expose its repulsive and unconstitutional nature--a bill of attainder, stripping from college athletes 
the rights of American citizenship. 
FOR ALL OUR queasiness about what would happen if some athletes were to get paid, there is a successful precedent for the professionalization of an 
amateur sports system: the Olympics. For years, Walter Byers waged war with the NCAA’s older and more powerful nemesis, the Amateur Athletic Union, 
which since 1894 had overseen U.S. Olympic athletes. Run in high-handed fashion, the AAU had infamously banned Jesse Owens for life in 1936--weeks 
after his four heroic gold medals punctured the Nazi claim of Aryan supremacy--because instead of using his sudden fame to tour and make money for the 
AAU at track meets across Europe, he came home early. In the early 1980s, the fights between the NCAA and the AAU over who should manage Olympic 
athletes become so bitter that President Kennedy called in General Douglas MacArthur to try to mediate a truce before the Tokyo Olympic Games. 
Ultimately, Byers prevailed and effectively neutered the AAU. In November 1978, President Jimmy Carter signed the bipartisan Amateur Sports Act. 
Amateurism in the Olympics soon dissolved--and the world did not end. Athletes, granted a 20 percent voting stake on every Olympic sport’s governing 
body, tipped balances in the United States and then inexorably around the world. First in marathon races, then in tennis tournaments, players soon were 
allowed to accept prize money and keep their Olympic eligibility. Athletes profited from sponsorships and endorsements. The International Olympic 
Committee expunged the word amateur from its charter in 1986. Olympic officials, who had once disdained the NCAA for offering scholarships in exchange 
for athletic performance, came to welcome millionaire athletes from every quarter, while the NCAA still refused to let the pro Olympian Michael Phelps swim 
for his college team at Michigan. 
This sweeping shift left the Olympic reputation intact, and perhaps improved. Only hardened romantics mourned the amateur code. "Hey, come on," said 
Anne Audain, a track-and-field star who once held the world record for the 5,000 meters. "It’s like losing your virginity. You’re a little misty for a while, but 
then you realize, Wow, there’s a whole new world out thereP 
Without logic or practicality or fairness to support amateurism, the NCAA’s final retreat is to sentiment. The Knight Commission endorsed its heartfelt cry 
that to pay college athletes would be "an unacceptable surrender to despair." Many of the people I spoke with while reporting this article felt the same way. "1 
don’t want to pay college players," said Wade Smith, a tough criminal lawyer and former star running back at North Carolina. "1 just don’t want to do it. We’d 
lose something precious." 
"Scholarship athletes are already paid," declared the Knight Commission members, "in the most meaningful way possible: with a free education." This 
evasion by prominent educators severed my last reluctant, emotional tie with imposed amateurism. I found it worse than self-serving. It echoes masters 
who once claimed that heavenly salvation would outweigh earthly injustice to slaves. In the era when our college sports first arose, colonial powers were 
turning the whole world upside down to define their own interests as all-inclusive and benevolent. Just so, the NCAA calls it heinous exploitation to pay 
college athletes a fair portion of what they earn. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 3,2011 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/3/11- 13.10.2 

A local radio show host asks Bay State College’s head lacrosse coach about Pocket, a recruit who has verbally committed to the program. The head coach 
tells the radio host that Pocket is "very skilled and will be vying for a position in the starting rotation. We are excited that he will be signing a National Letter of 
intent with us next month". 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.2 states that before the signing of a prospective student-athlete to a National Letter of Intent or an institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid, a member institution may comment publicly only to the extent of confirming its recruitment of the prospective student-athlete. 
The institution may not comment generally about the prospective student-athlete’s ability or the contribution that the prospective student-athlete might make 
to the institution’s team; further, the institution is precluded from commenting in any manner as to the likelihood of the prospective student-athlete’s signing 
with that institution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 8:44 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/4/11- Personalized Recruiting Aids 

Wilson and Spaulding are two prospective student-athletes interested in playing volleyball at Ocean State College (OSC). Wilson will be visiting OSC’s 
campus this weekend on an expense paid visit (official visit). Spaulding will also be visiting OSC’s campus this weekend, but she will be paying her own 
expenses (unofficial visit). 
Which of the following is true? 

A. OSC can personalize the hotel room for Wilson with signs and posters and can allow her to walk on the court with the team prior to a home contest 
this weekend. 

B. OSC can personalize the hotel room for Spaulding with signs and posters and can allow her to walk on the court with the team prior to a home 
contest this weekend. 

C. Neither A or B are permissible 
D. Both A and B are permissible 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaws 13.6.7.9 and 13.7.3 state that an institution may not arrange miscellaneous, personalized recruiting aids (e.g., 
personalized jerseys, personalized audio/visual scoreboard presentations) and may not permit a prospective student-athlete to engage in any game-day 
simulations (eg., running onto the field with the team during pregame introductions) during an unofficial visit. Personalized recruiting aids include any 
decorative items and special additions to any location the prospective student-athlete will visit (e.g., hotel room, locker room, coach’s office, conference 
room, arena) regardless of whether the items include the prospective student-athlete’s name or picture. (Adopted: 8/5/04, Revised: 5/14/05, 4/27/06) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 9:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/5/11- Goodwill Packages to Visiting Teams 

The Ocean State University (OSU) women’s soccer team has partnered up with the American Cancer Society for a season long campaign against breast 
cancer. One of the sponsors for this promotional activity is a local candy factory that is famous for its sugar free line of candy. The OSU coaches would like 
to provide little bags of candy to all visiting teams. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 1/6/88- Good will package- NCAA Legislation and Interpretations Committee reviewed a situation in which a member 
institution conducts a promotional activity in conjunction with a commercial sponsor by providing all visiting teams with a good-will package containing 
various mementos (e.g., coffee mugs, candy packets) of local interest. The committee agreed that NCAA legislation permits a member institution to provide 
its opponents with this type of promotional package, with the understanding that the good-will package does not contain any gift certificates or cash 
discounts for future purchases and is of nominal value. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 8:51 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

REVISED Daily Compliance Item- 10/6/11 - 13.10.6 

Please delete the previous email that was just sent. There was an error with the answer, and I apologize for the confusion. I was just checking 
to see if anyone was actuary reading these. © 
An institution may introduce a visiting prospect at which of the following? 

A. Home competition 
B. Athletics Banquet 
c. Neither A or B 
D. BothAand B 

The answer is C. NCAA Bylaw 13.18.6 states that an institution may not introduce a visiting prospective student-athlete at a function (e.g., the institution’s 
sports award banquet or an intercollegiate athletics contest) that is attended by media representatives or open to the general public. [D] (Revised: 1/14/97) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 8:38 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/7/11- Current Event 

New DI override process approved 
NCAA.org 

The Division I membership will conduct its override vote this year via an online process instead of at the NCAA Convention. 

The Division I Administration Cabinet approved the new process, which will be conducted through the Legislative Services Database for the Internet 

(LSDB0. The cabinet members received a demonstration during the group’s Sept. 29 teleconference. 

The new process is modeled after the Convention voting process and will allow for a discussion period similar to the one that occurred before the vote on 

the Convention floor. Affiliate members, such as coaches associations, will have the opportunity to participate in that part of the process, as they did when 

the vote was conducted in person. 

The discussion period will allow for questions and dialogue. 

"The online environment is modeled after what was available on the Convention floor during the business session," said Lynn Holzman, director of 

academic and membership affairs. "A proposal is available for discussion and then there is a period oftime during which votes are cast." 

The override vote process will begin after the Thanksgiving break and conclude before the winter holidays. The cabinet approved a 10-day period for 

discussion and an additional business week for institutions to cast their votes, institutions will be able to change their votes during the period when the polls 

are open, but the most recent vote cast as of the close of the voting period will be final. The time of the last vote will be recorded, along with the name and 

position of the person who cast it on behalf of the institution or conference. 

As with the previous override process, only active institutions and conferences will be allowed to vote. 

The cabinet gave the staftthe ability to make minor adjustments to the system before the voting, if necessary. 

The override voting process will be conducted through LSDBito protect the integrity and privacy of the process and to allow the staff to efficiently maintain 

all aspects of the process, including vote counts and proposal discussion. The designation-of-delegate form will no longer be required, but presidents and 

chancellors are expected to designate the person who will cast the official vote for their campus. 

The Legislative Council will also review the system and process at its meeting Oct. 17-18. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 8:44 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/10/11 - Current Fxent 

Calipari, Rose settle to avoid Memphis lawsuit 
USAToday.com 

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - Coach John Calipari and former Memphis guard Derrick Rose agreed last year to pay $100,000 to avoid a lawsuit over the Tigers’ 

season that ended in the 2008 Final Four with the wins later vacated by the NCAA. 

According to a settlement signed May 28, 2010, with attorneys representing some Memphis season ticket holders, not only did Calipari and Rose agree to 

pay $100,000, but Calipari and Memphis athletic director R.C. Johnson committed to repaying Final Four bonuses. 

The Commercial Appeal first obtained a copy of the agreement Thursday from the University of Memphis under Tennessee’s open record laws. 

Attorneys Martin Zummach, Frank L. Watson III and William Burns represented "certain ticket holders" who argued they bought tickets under false 

pretenses and threatened to sue. They argued they also made donations to the Tiger Scholarship Fund not knowing Memphis might be charged in the 

future with alleged misconduct by Rose, Calipari and the athletic director, which potentially could hurt the value of their tickets for 2009-10 and future 

seasons. 

Calipari, Rose and Johnson all denied any responsibility in the settlement. The coach left for Kentucky after the 2008-09 season. Memphis already had been 

served with an NCAA notice of an investigation, which didn’t become public knowledge until weeks after his departure. The NCAA did not find Calipari guilty 

of any violations during his tenure as coach of the Tigers. 

The NCAA ordered Memphis in August 2009 to vacate its NCAA-record 38 wins and eliminate mentions of the Final Four and appearance in the national 

championship game after finding the university guilty of using an ineligible player believed to be Rose. That player had been ruled retroactively ineligible for 

the 2007-08 season because of questions over his SAT score. 

Memphis lost that title game to Kansas in overtime. The settlement required the $100,000 to be paid within 14 days of signing the agreement into an 

account held until Dec. 31,2010, and controlled by a third party. If no other lawsuits were filed against Calipari, Rose and Johnson, the agreement allowed 

for the money and interest to be paid out "as they agree among themselves." 

In the settlement, Calipari agreed to donate the bonus he received to the university’s scholarship fund over four years, a total of $232,000 after taxes. The 

deal also mentions that Rose, now with the NBA’s Chicago Bulls, will consider making a "suitable" donation to the scholarship fund within five years. 

University attorney Sheri Lipman told The Commercial Appeal she believes Calipari made a donation of $58,000 last fall, the first in the four-year plan. She 

wasn’t aware if Rose had made a donation. 

Johnson received a bonus of $105,875, but repayment already was called for by the language in his contract. In the agreement, the athletic director agreed 

to meet those obligations. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, October 1 l, 2011 8:54 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l 1/10- Recruiting Funds 

The Head Men’s Basketball Coach at Ocean State University (OSU) was contacted by the event operator for a new tournament being held this weekend. 
The event operator is trying to get as many college coaches in attendance as possible since it is a new tournament and will be competing with other 
established events. The event operator offers to pay the coach’s lodging to attend the event. Since the institution would have paid the expenses anyway, is it 
permissible for the event operator to pay such expenses? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 10!6/11- Expenses from a Recruiting Service of Event Operator (1/11/111)- states that NCAA member institutions 
should note that all funds for the recruitment of prospective student-athletes shall be deposited directly with the member institution, which shall be 
exclusively and entirely responsible for the manner in which such funds are expended= Therefore, it is not permissible for any outside organization or 
individual (e.g., recruiting or scouting service, event operator) to provide institutional coaching staff members with expenses (e.g., travel, lodging) to attend 
any event for recruiting purposes. Such expenses are considered funds donated for recruiting purposes and such funds must be deposited directly with the 
member institution, as opposed to being provided directly to an institutional coaching staff member(s). Further, any individual or organization that provides 
funds directly to the athletics department would be considered a representative of athletics interests and subject to all legislation applicable to that status 
(e.g., contact, telephone and evaluation restrictions). 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.2.4 (other restrictions, athletics representatives) and 13.14.4 (slush funds), Division II Bylaw 13.1.2.3 (other 
restrictions), Division III Bylaws 13.02.11 (representative of athletics interests) and 13.01 =4 (recruiting by representatives of athletics interests), Divisions I 
and II Bylaws 13.02.14 (representatives of athletics interests) and 13.14.4 (slush funds), Divisions I, II and Ill Bylaw 13.14.1 (institutional control)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of legislation 
and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at 
the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are 
based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order 
to address timely issues. 

iicondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 8:45 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l 2/11 - Student Newspaper 

Tag Out is a baseball student-athlete at Bay State College. Tag is a sophomore and enrolled in the Journalism program. Additionally, Tag got a job with the 
student newspaper and will be writing a column on a weekly basis. Some of Tag’s assignments will include writing reviews on restaurants. Since Tag is a 
student-athlete, is it permissible for Tag to issue opinions on commercial establishments as part of his column? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/6/94- Student-athlete writing reviews in student newspaper- states that a student-athlete with 
remaining eligibility may write a column that involves the student-athlete issuing opinions regarding a commercial establishment, provided the commercial 
establishment is not involved in anv manner in the arrangement of such activitv and the student-athlete does not receive any benefits from any source in 
conjunction with his or her review of the commercial establishment. [Reference: 12.5.2.1 (advertisements and promotions subsequent to enrollment)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 13,2011 8:48 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/13/l I - 13.10.2 

Ocean State University (OSU) is recruiting one of the top baseball prospects in the country and will send him an NLI next month. A local newspaper 
interviewed a current student-athlete at OSU and asked what this prospect could bring to the team next year. The student-athlete responded that this 
prospect is very athletic and could possibly beat out one of the starters in the outfield. 
Can a current student-athlete comment about a prospect’s ability before the prospect signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI)? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 8/6!91- Student-athletes making comments regarding prospect’s ability- states that prior to the signing of a 
prospect to a National Letter of Intent or institutional tender of financial aid, a student-athlete may not provide comments to the media regarding a prospect 
other than confirming the institution’s recruitment of the prospect. 
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Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 8:41 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/14/11 - Current Fxent 

Cabinet discusses agents, pro sports counseling panel 
NCAA.org 

The Division I Amateurism Cabinet is endorsing concepts that would help schools inform student-athletes about involvement with agents and whether to 

pursue a professional sports career. 

At its fall meeting, the cabinet proposed an NCAA Agent Registration Program, which would require agents to register and would provide student-athletes 

and NCAA schools with agent contact information, employee lists and any disciplinary actions against individual agents. All information would be verified by 

NCAA personnel. 

Cabinet members also favor a companion program, called the National Professional Sports Counseling Panel, to advise elite-level student-athletes on not 

only the viability of a future professional career but also timing, contract details, agent interaction and other aspects of pursuing professional sports. Many 

institutions offer similar panels locally, but few student-athletes avail themselves of the service because of the perception of bias. 

The registration program would allow the NCAA to create a database of individuals who would trigger the NCAA definition of an agent. It also would be 

populated by various professional league players associations’ registered agents and advisors. Any individual who wants to represent a prospective or 

enrolled student-athlete would be required to register with the NCAA and provide the information requested. Agents would review and update their 

registrations annually. 

The secure, web-based program would replace the individual agent registries on some campuses, creating a one-stop shop for agents who would like to 

represent student=athletes from more than one school. The NCAA program also would be updated regularly to provide the most recent information to 

schools and student-athletes. 

The NCAA staff could provide education about NCAA rules to agents at the time of registry, ensuring that all agents and advisors receive the same 

information pertaining to agent activities, regardless of what education comes through sport or professional league players associations. 

While cabinet members recognized that making the program mandatory for agents might require penalties for institutions or eligibility consequences for 

student-athletes who work with agents not in the registry, they reasoned that without penalties, the program would be difficult to enforce and might not be 

effective. 

As for the National Professional Sports Counseling Panel, the cabinet envisions a partnership to get expert professional athletes or former professional 

athletes to sit join legal experts and others from within the collegiate ranks. Student-athletes seriously considering a professional athletics career would be 

provided contact information for the objective panel members. 

Curtis Schickner, a baseball student-athlete at UMBC and member of the Division I Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, said student-athletes in all sports 

with a professional draft are interested in these types of programs. 

"There is a need for this advisory committee for student-athletes, primarily for student-athletes who are not the cream of the crop," he said. "The elite 

student-athletes will get the information they need, but the kids in the subsequent rounds who may not come from the largest programs and may not know 

alumni in the professional ranks need to know what life is like as a professional compared to what they can get out of extra time in college. 

"The panel can’t just be a bunch of people in the NCAA office. It has to be professionals, somebody who has the experience of being both the college and 

professional athlete." 

The panels would also help student-athletes review contracts and assist in other aspects of becoming a professional athlete. The cabinet could pursue a 

regional model, given the volume of student-athletes in all sports who could avail themselves of the services. 

Both concepts will be considered more thoroughly at the cabinet’s February meeting. 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 9:14 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/l 7/11 - Booster Who is a Media Entity 

High Tides is a booster organization for Ocean State University. A member of High Tides is also a sports reporter for a local newspaper. As part of the job, 
this individual interviews HS (prospects) and college student-athletes. Is it permissible for him to interview a prospective student-athlete that is being 
recruited by Ocean State University? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/21/93- Booster who works with a media entity having contact with prospective student-athlete- states that a 
media entity (e.g., radio, talk show host, newspaper reporter) who also is a representative of an institution’s athletics interests may have contact with a 
prospective student-athlete, provided the contact is through a normal working relationship and not for the purpose of recruiting the prospective student- 
athlete. [References: 13.1.2.3 (general exceptions); 13.1.5.3 (contacts subsequent to signing NLI); 13.11.2 (radio/TV show), and 04/13/90 NCAA 
interpretations Committee minutes, item No. 6] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 8:57 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/18/l I - 13.10.9/13.10.9. l 

The Men’s Lacrosse Coaches at Ocean State College received all of the signed National Letters of Intent (NLIs) from their recruits. They contacted the 
sports information office to post the signees on the website with video clips. After this information was posted on the website, it was discovered that one of 
the prospects and his parents signed the NLI too early (prior to 7:00 am on the initial signing date). Has a violation occurred? 
Yes. Signing the NLI prior to the permissible time invalidated the NLI, so the institution should not have released information and/or video clips for that 
particular prospect. 
NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9 states that publicity released by an institution concerning a prospective student-athlete’s commitment to attend the institution shall 
occur only after the prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or after the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the 
institution’s written offer of admission and!or financial aid. Such communications (with no limit on number or content) may be released to media outlets at 
the institution’s discretion except as limited by Bylaw 13.10.9.2. However, an institution is prohibited from purchasing or receiving commercial advertising 
(e.g., print, media or billboard) to be used to identify a prospective student-athlete by name or picture. [D] (Revised: 1/14/97, 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04, 
8/25/04) 
NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.1 states that it shall be permissible for an institution to show video clips of a prospective student-athlete during its announcement of 
the prospective student-athlete’s signing, provided such publicity occurs only after the prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or 
after the prospective student-athlete’s signed acceptance of the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid. Other prospective student- 
athletes may appear in the video clips, provided the focus of the clips is related to the prospective student-athlete who has committed to the institution. [D] 
(Adopted: 2/16/00, Revised: 4/1/05) 
This is a fact pattern from an actual secondary infractions case posted on LSDBi. 

icondaras@biqeast.orq 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 8:39 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/19/11 - Current Fxent 

Column: NCAA stalling request from North Carolina agency 
investigating rogue agents. Why? 
WashingtonPost.com 

Fifteen months ago, Alabama coach Nick Saban called for a crackdown on agents, saying some were no better than pimps. It seemed like a 
curious choice of words at the time, since the same could be said about some college coaches, who play just as fast and loose recruiting those 
kids in the first place. But the comparison was spot on in one regard: Like pimps, rogue agents rarely have to worry about getting caught. 
Two weeks after Saban kicked off his crusade, an Associated Press survey found that despite laws on the books in 42 states governing agents’ 
dealings with college athletes, they were almost never enforced. Twenty-four states reported taking no disciplinary or criminal action against 
agents; most didn’t even know whether state or local prosecutors had ever pursued such cases. Around the same time, North Carolina’s 
secretary of state decided to take the opposite tack. 
With the NCAA investigating whether agents had funneled improper benefits to UNC defensive tackle Marvin Austin and receiver Greg Little -- 
the probe would eventually expand to include former UNC associate head coach John Blake and others -- Secretary of State Elaine Marshall set 
in motion an investigation of her own to determine if the state’s sports agent laws were broken. Considering how little cooperation her office has 
received from the NCAA thus far, it seems fair to ask whose side the organization is on. 
Making a case against rogue agents has never been easy. But a decade or so ago, the NCAA tried to make it easier by lobbying state lawmakers to 
agree on a set of standardized rules. The result was the Uniform Athletes Agent Act, adopted by 39 states, including North Carolina, and similar to 
those in California, Michigan and Ohio, which retained their own laws to deal with agent oversight. The UAAA gives schools the right to sue agents 
who violate the law, though there’s no chance of an award large enough to undo the damage, which in UNC’s case has already been considerable. 
Fourteen players missed at least one game and seven players were forced to sit out the entire 2010 season-- including Austin and two others 
taken in the first two rounds in this summer’s NFL draft. A Tar Heels team considered a good shot for a BCS bowl wound up 8-5 and in the Music 
City Bowl instead, ttead coach Butch Davis was fired in July, even though he was never tied directly to or cited for any violation and the school 
still owes him nearly $3 million. In a bid for leniency ahead of next week’s meeting with the NCAA’s infractions committee, UNC penalized itself 
last month -- vacating all 16 wins from the 2008-09 seasons, cutting nine scholarships over the next three years and agreeing to pay a $50,000 
fine. 
Considering how much wrongdoing is alleged, gathering evidence wouldn’t seem hard. But because the law provided no funding, the secretary of 
state’s office has had to deploy staffers who usually investigate securities fraud to build a case. Getting the NCAA to help has proven an even 
more daunting task. After some early cooperation, Marshall’s office went to state court last week to force the NCAA to turn over documents from 
its investigation. 
This came as a surprise to us," NCAA spokeswoman Stacey Osburn said in an emailed statement. "We were under the misimpression that we had 
a cooperative relationship with the office." 
There’s been too much legal and jurisdictional wrangling to recount here. Suffice it to say that the NCAA provided some documents when North 
Carolina made its requests through the secretary of state’s office in Indiana, where the organization is headquartered, but even those had the 
confidential information redacted. The NCAA said that was because of the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act -- known as FERPA 
-- then added, "We are not sure of the Secretary of State’s motives or agenda, but we plan to fight this action aggressively in court." 
The NCAA’s response is more pragmatic than principled at this point. It’s no doubt worried that if it cooperates fully with North Carolina’s 
request for documents from its investigation, it will have to do the same with any other state law-enforcement agency doing the same. Yet that’s 
exactly what the NCAA proposed when it sought out cooperation from the states, the NFL and its players association to deal with an "age-old 
problem that not just one group or organization can solve on its own." 
Where the secretary of state’s effort goes from here is anyone’s guess. A hearing on its request for an unredacted copy of the NCAA notice of 
allegations outlining nine violations as well as records of interviews conducted by NCAA staff is set for Nov. 28. The office is running on a limited 
budget, although some of its subpoenas, especially those involving Blake’s financial ties to the late NFL agent Gary Wichard, suggest it might be 
onto something. Though no one in the office will say as much, they were no doubt hoping that several other states whose flagship schools got 
caught breaking rules because of improper contact with agents would take up the cause. None have thus far. 
Few organizations like to conduct their business in public, which hardly makes the NCAA an exception. But policing the schools, or at the very 
least helping the schools to police themselves, is the reason the NCAA exists in the first place. And if it can’t be counted on to provide cooperation 
in an instance like this, it has to make you wonder what else the organization might be hiding. 

jcomtaras@biqeast, orq 
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fFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 8:46 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/20/11 - OlticiaJ Visits- Hosting non-athletic HS/Junior College Personnel 

Ocean State University is having its final home football game the weekend before Thanksgiving. The Director of Admissions would like to invite guidance 

counselors from local high schools to attend this game. Additionally, the Director of Admissions would like to provide a reception before the game and a t- 

shirt to all of the counselors. 

Is this permissible? Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 10/20/11- Departments Outside Athletics Hosting Nonathletics High School, Preparatory 

School or Two-Year College Personnel (I)- states that an institutional department outside the athletics department (e.g., president’s office, admissions) 

may host nonathletics high school, preparatory school or two-year college personnel (e.g., guidance counselors, principals) in conjunction with a home 

intercollegiate athletics event and may provide such individuals reasonable expenses (e.g., food, refreshments, parking, room) and a nominal gift, 

provided the visit is not related to athletics recruiting and there is no involvement by the institution’s athletics department in the arrangements for the 

visit, other than providing (in accordance with established policy) free admissions to an athletics event. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.8.1 (entertainment restrictions) and 13.8.2 (material benefits)] 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, October 21,2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/21/11 - Current Fxent 

Lamar looking into possible violation 
ESPN.com--AP 

BEAUMONT, Texas -- Lamar is looking into whether new men’s basketball coach Pat Knight violated an NCAA rule by allowing two 

recruits to speak with his father, former Indiana coach Bob Knight. 

The Indianapolis Star reported that Indiana high school players Donnell Minton and Jason Smith, who both verbally committed to 

Lamar, talked with Bob Knight by phone during a recent campus visit. Pat Knight, who played for his father at Indiana in the early 

1990s, was hired by Lamar in April after being fired by Texas Tech. 

The Star reported that Pat Knight called his father, then handed the phone to the recruits. Bob Knight works as a college basketball 

analyst for ESPN. 

Lamar interim athletic director and compliance officer Jason Henderson said Thursday the school has been investigating since the 

newspaper contacted the athletic department. 

"We’re going over everything, and doing all our research, to make sure we get everything correct," Henderson said in a phone 

interview. "We’re moving forward as fast as we can." 

NCAA spokesman Erik Christianson said in an email that, "Generally speaking, telephone calls to prospects can only be made by 

coaching staff members or those listed in the exceptions." Those exceptions include the school’s president or chancellor, academic 

advisers and compliance officers. 

NCAA rules state: "All telephone calls made to and received from a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student- 

athlete’s parents, legal guardians or coaches) must be made and received by the head coach or one or more of the assistant 

coaches who count toward the numerical limitations." 

Henderson says Lamar is evaluating what NCAA rule or rules may apply to this case. 

"There’s a lot of information," Henderson said. "We just want to make sure we get it all right." 

The Cardinals started practicing Friday. Lamar went 13-17 last season. 

jcorutaras(c~bigeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 8:46 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/24/11 - Field Preparation 

The baseball team practiced yesterday afternoon for three hours. Prior to practicing, the coaches instructed the student-athletes to remove the tarps and 

prepare the field for practice. It took the student-athletes an hour to get the field ready. 
How many hours of countable athletically related activities did the baseball student-athletes participate in yesterday? 

A. 3 hours 
B. 4 hours 
C. All practices count as 1 hour 
D. Practice is not considered a countable athletically related activity 

The answer is _B. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/20/11- Student-Athlete Performing Required Work other than Regular Employment (I)- states that 
any work performed by a student-athlete {e.g., field or facility preparation for practice or competition) that is required, supervised or monitored by a 
coaching staff member (including strength and conditioning coaches) or noncoaching staff member with sports specific responsibilities, other than regular 
employment in accordance with NCAA employment legislation, is a countable athletically related activity. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.7.1.1.1.1.1 (exception -- noncoaching staff member with sport-specific responsibilities), 12.4.1 (criteria governing 
compensation to student-athletes), 15.2.7 (employment) and 17.02.1 (countable athletically related activities); and a staff interpretation (8/9/91, Item No. 

a), which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 8:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 101/25/11 - NLI Press Conference 

Tip Drill is a basketball prospect who will be signing a National Letter of Intent (NLI) with Ocean State University (OSU) next month. Tip is a highly touted 

prospect and will hold his own press conference to announce his signing. To make sure Tip has the right people there, the Head Basketball Coach at OSU 

provides Tip’s HS coach with a list of media members to invite. Additionally, the OSU coach provides Tip with a sample script to read during the 

announcement. 

Is this a violation? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.3 states that Press conferences to announce a signing may be arranged independently by the prospective student-athlete {or 

the prospective student-athlete’s family), provided there is no arrangement or involvement whatsoever by the institution or representatives of its athletics 

interests. 

This is a fact pattern from an actual secondary infractions case posted on LSDBi. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 8:24 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/26/11 - Current Fxent 

DI Board could change academic standards, financial aid opportunities 
NCAA.org 

Key Points 

The Board will vote on: 

° A framework for access to championships at a 930 Academic Progress Rate benchmark 

. Increased academic standards for transfers from two-year colleges 

. Allowing schools to provide student-athletes additional aid, up to S2,000 additional or full cost-of-attendance. 

° Permitting multi-year scholarships. 

The Division I Board of Directors will consider this week major changes designed to transform intercollegiate athletics and improve the student-athlete 

experience. 

Less than three months after NCAA President Mark Emmert called a presidential meeting to refocus the Division I agenda on the student-athlete, the 

Board is expected to discuss - and vote on - the first round of recommendations focused on improving student-athlete success, 

The presidents will receive a package of recommendations aimed at improving the quality of life for Division I athletes and increasing the chances for 

them to succeed in the classroom and graduate. 

"1 believe the presidents are committed to creating rapid change to benefit the student-athletes on their campuses. We need to take serious action now to 

improve the student-athlete experience and make sure our conduct aligns with our values," Emmert said. "All of these changes will happen in short order 

and will have a positive impact on the enterprise." 

The recommendations include: 

° Increased emphasis on academic performance, including a minimum academic standard to qualify for postseason competition. 

. More rigorous initial-eligibility standards, including tougher core-course requirements coming out of high school. 

. Increased standards for two-year college transfers. 

. Increased assistance to student-athletes, including up to an additional $2,000 miscellaneous-expense allowance toward incidental educational costs 

above tuition and fees, room and board, and books. 

. Allowing institutions to award multi-year grants in aid. 

The package to be considered Thursday will include a framework and timeline for implementation of the 930 Academic Progress Rate benchmark for 

access to the postseason. The Board passed the new benchmark in August, and the Committee on Academic Performance is expected to finalize a 

recommendation for implementation this week, before the presidential meeting. 

As early as the 2012-13 academic year, teams could be required to meet specific academic requirements to be eligible for the postseason. 

The Board is expected to vote on enhanced transfer standards for two-year college student-athletes, with increased grade-point average and core-course 

requirements to affect transfers enrolling in Division I schools in August 2012 or later. 

While a final decision isn’t expected on initial-eligibility standards, the presidents will examine possible models for more stringent requirements and will 

ask the Committee on Academic Performance to request feedback from the membership. 

"Academic success is the area where the NCAA has made the most progress in the last decade," said Hartford President Walter Harrison, chair of the 

Committee on Academic Performance. "We’ve got real momentum toward improving student achievement and embedding it into our culture. We need to 

continue this." 

Presidents also will consider enhanced financial aid opportunities for student-athletes, including new rules allowing schools to both enhance full 

scholarships with additional funding to cover expenses not covered by traditional aid packages and to award scholarships for longer than a single year. 

Both of these recommendations are intended to enhance the student-athlete experience. Allowing schools to offer full-cost-of-attendance up to a certain 

amount will allow student-athletes to have enough pocket money left over for entertainment, travel or other extra expenses. A multi-year scholarship 

would show student-athletes a school is committed to him or her for the long term. 

Several athletics directors, including Ohio State’s Gene Smith and Duke’s Kevin White have indicated publicly that the athletics director community 

supports the recommendations that will be made later this week. 

"These have been issues we’ve been discussing for a long time, and leadership is responding to it," Smith said. "1 support the reform movement; it comes 

at a critical time where we need to make monumental shifts in what we do." 

White, who attended the August retreat that kicked off the conversations, said it is vital that action is quick and decisive. 



"To be sure, we’re talking about significant change in Division I athletics. This kind of creative thinking will help us support the success of the student- 

athletes and improve their experience on our campuses," White said. 

The package set for a vote this week is the next step in what is anticipated to be a year of groundbreaking in change in Division I. By next October, a 

number of other changes aimed at changing the culture are anticipated to be in place. Future actions will focus on the following: 

¯ Streamlining and simplifying the rulebook to eliminate insignificant and unenforceable rules. 

¯ Developing a new process to ensure that any new rules align with and promote NCAAvalues. 

¯ Creating an enforcement approach and penalty structure that focuses on the most important issues impacting fairness and integrity, with meaningful 

penalties that correlate with the severity of the violations. 

Recommendations to address these issues will be forthcoming over the next year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/27/11 - 14.2.2.3 

Strides, a senior in HS, is interested in participating on the cross country and track teams at Bay State College next year. During this academic year, Strides 

is enrolled in two courses at a college in his hometown. He is taking these courses through an established program offered at his HS. Strides will receive 

both HS graduation and college credit for these two courses. 

By taking the college courses, does Strides start his five-year eligibility clock? 

No, as long as he does not participate in intercollegiate athletics while enrolled in the joint program. NC~ Bylaw 14.2.2.3 states that a student-athlete’s 
eligibility under the five-year rule does not begin while a student is enrolled in a collegiate institution in a joint high school/college academic program for 

high school students in which the courses count as both high school graduation credit and college credit, provided the student has not officially graduated 

from high school and does not participate in intercollegiate athletics while enrolled in the joint program. (Revised: 11/1/01 effective 8/1/02) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 8:31 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/28/11 - Current Event 

NCAA enacts broad academic, scholarship reforms 
The value and length of athletic scholarships were increased while academic standards were toughened for postseason participation Thursday in a number 

of proposals adopted by the NCAA Oivision J board of directors. 

Among the agreed-upon changes: 

¯ Athletes will be eligible for up to $2,000 annually to cover incidental expenses above their basic scholarship for room, board, books and tuition. 

. Institutions will be permitted to offer multiyear scholarships in place of year-by-year renewals. 

. Beginning with the 2012-13 school year, teams will have to post a minimum Academic Progress Rate (APR) to be eligible for bowl games, NC/V~, 

tournaments and other NCAA championships. The cutoff will start at a score of 900 (on a scale of 1000) and rise over three years to 930, which the NCAA 

projects to be a 50% graduation rate. 

The board’s actions implement recommendations initiated at an August retreat of college officials and NCAA President Mark Emmert. 

"1 think, taken as a whole, it is by far and away the most aggressive and broad reform package that rve seen in my professional career at the NCAA and as 

a conference commissioner," the Big Ten Conference’s Jim Delany said. 

The increase in scholarship money, which will move schools closer to covering what is described as the full cost of attending college, will be left up to 

conferences to voluntarily apply. Conferences can use league funds to assist individual schools. 

"This is certainly not play for pay," Emmert said. "This is a recognition that for four decades or more, the (athletic scholarship) model has been unchanged." 

individual schools can choose to remain with the one-year scholarship or adopt the multiyear model. One year remains the minimum. The grant cannot be 

revoked because of athletic performance. 

The increase in scholarship value and length, however, has raised concerns that the divide between six major conferences and others will grow. Most of the 

big leagues are expected to move quickly to approve the additional funds. 

In applying the APR to teams’ postseason eligibility, the NCAA will use a cutoff of 900 for two years before moving to 930. For the 2014-15 school year, 

teams falling below 930 can remain eligible if their two-year average is at least 940. The strict 930 requirement takes effect in 2015-16 without exceptions. 

Had that bench mark been in effect last year, it would’ve sidelined seven teams that reached the Division I men’s basketball tournament, including champion 

Connecticut, and eight that played in bowls. 

Along with the APR, initial eligibility standards have been raised for incoming freshmen, beginning in 2015-16, from a 2.0 grade point average in core high 

school courses to a 2.3. Transfers must carry a 2.5 GPA (also up from 2.0), starting in 2012-13. "We realize this is a major jump, which is why we’re 

allowing a four-year ramp-up period," said Hartford President Walter Harrison, chair of the academic performance committee. "We recognize we need 

some time to change behavior." 

Basketball recruiting rules were also the focus of several changes. Restrictions on coaches’ text messages and phone calls to recruits were lifted after 

prospects have completed at least their sophomore year in high school. Coaches will have four days in April (previously a dead recruiting period) to evaluate 

while the July evaluation period was reduced to 12 days from 20. 

A proposal to allow coaches more opportunities to work with recruits and current players during the summer was endorsed in concept, with final passage 

by the board likely in January. 

The recruiting measures were sought by the Atlantic Coast Conference, among others. "This gets us much closer to the appropriate balance of access, 

communication and guidance for prospects, current players and coaches," league Commissioner John Swofford said. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 8:41 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/1/11- Participation Awards 

The men’s basketball coaching staff at Ocean State University is going to require the student-athletes to wear a jacket and tie when traveling to away 

from home competitions. Because only a couple of the student-athletes have the proper attire to wear, the staff decided to provide blazers to the team as 

one of their participation awards for this year. The student-athletes will receive these blazers prior to the first game of the season. 

Is this permissible? 

No. It is not permissible to provide student-athletes with a participation gift prior to the conclusion of the season. NCAA Official interpretation- 2/16/00- 

Permissible Timing for Providing Annual Participation Awards (I)- states that it is not permissible for an institution to provide an annual participation 

award (e.g., winter coats, travel blazers) to a student-athlete in a particular sport prior to the conclusion of the institution’s regular playing season in that 

sport. [References: Bylaw 16.1.4.1 (annual participation awards) and Official interpretation 01/22/87, Item No. 4] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 8:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/2/11- 13.10.9.4 

The men’s basketball coaching staff at Ocean State College will be attending a celebratory function on the night of the initial National Letter of intent (N LI) 
signing day for the early period. Boosters, fans and members of the media will also be in attendance. Is the coaching staff allowed to comment on the 
prospective student-athletes that have signed NLIs with Ocean State College? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.9.4 states that coaching staff members may attend functions designed to celebrate the institution’s signees in the applicable sport 
and may discuss prospective student-athletes who have signed commitments to attend the institution, including discussions with working media, provided 
the institution previously has released communications of the prospective student-athletes’ commitments to attend the institution to media outlets. 
(Adopted: 1/14/08) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 8:34 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/3/11- Student-Athletes PaJcticipatmg in Recruiting Activities 

Ocean State University (OSU) is recruiting Raz L. Dazzle, a local prospective student-athlete, to play football. The coach would like Raz to commit to 
OSU before the February National Letter of Intent signing period. Raz’s team is playing in the state playoffs this weekend, but the OSU coaches are 
unable to attend. The Head Coach asks a few of the OSU football student-athletes and student managers to attend the game and to speak with Raz 
before it starts to make sure he knows they are there. 
Is it permissible for the coach to direct the student-athletes and student managers to attend the game and speak with Raz? No. NCAA Staff 
Interpretation- 5/9/07- Contact Restrictions for Enrolled Student-Athletes Engaged in Recruitment Activities (I}- states that the contact 
restrictions at a prospect’s practice or competition site apply to enrolled student-atMetes (or other students). Therefore, it is not permissible for an 
enrolled student-athlete (or other students) to have an off-campus, in-person recruiting contact with a prospective-student athlete at any site prior 
to the prospect’s contest on the day or days of competition or with a prospect involved in competition from the time the prospect reports on call and 
becomes involved in competition-related activity until the prospect is released by the appropriate institutional authority and departs the dressing and 
meeting facility. Further, contact between an enrolled student-atMete (or other students) and a prospect that occurs outside of this time period is 
permissible, provided it is an unavoidable, incidental contact that does not occur at the direction of a coaching staff member. 
[References: Division I Bylaws 13.02.3 (contact), 13.02.5.1 (permissible recruitment activities for enrolled student-athletes) and 13.1.7.2 (practice or 
competition site)] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/4/11- Current Event 

MSU’s Zeidaks receives lengthy NCAA suspension 
USATo~y corn 

STARKVlLLE, Miss. (AP) - A Mississippi State spokesman says Kristers Zeidaks has been ruled ineligible by the NCAA for the entire upcoming 

season and the first 11 games of the 2012-13 men’s basketball season. 

MSU’s Gregg Ellis made the announcement Thursday. 

The 6-foot-8,230-pound Zeidaks played with and against professional players in his home country of Latvia. He averaged 13.7 points and 6.2 rebounds in the 

Under-20 European Championships last year. 

Zeidaks’ lengthy suspension surprised Mississippi State officials, who didn’t expect such a harsh ruling. The suspension is two games longer than the one given 

current MSU forward Renardo Sidney, who sat out the 2009-10 season and the first nine games of the 2010-11 season after the NCAA ruled he received 

improper benefits. 

MSU opens on Nov. 7 at home against Eastern Kentucky. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 9:07 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/7/11- Incomplete Grades 

Back Swing is a golf student-athlete at College USA. Back was enrolled in classes this past summer and received an incomplete in one of them. Back just 

completed the last course requirement and earned a B and three credits toward his declared degree program. 

Does this class have to be counted in the summer or can it be used to meet progress toward degree requirements that must be met during the academic 

year? 

The class must be counted during the summer. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/7/11- Incomplete Grades and Fulfillment of Credit-Hour Requirements 

(I)- states that when applying credit-hour requirements, a course taken during the summer but completed during the academic year must be counted 

during the summer and not during the academic year. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.4 (application of rule), 14.4.3.1.6 (additional requirements 

-- football), 14.4.3.4.5 (incomplete grades) and a staff interpretation (2/2B/96, Item No. a), which has been archived] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 9:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/8/11- 

Head Lacrosse Coach at College USA loans a game jersey to Trap N. Scoop, a prospect, for his National Letter of Intent (NLI) press conference. 
Is ~his permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw Staff Interpretation= 2t10i89- Prospective student-athlete utilizing member institution’s jersey at press conference,- states that 
NCAA Bylaw 13.2.2 (prohibited offers and inducements) woLlld preclude a member institution from loaning a jersey to a prospective student-atNete to utilize 
during the individ~al’s press conference to announce his acceptance of the insti[ution’s letter of intenk 

;¢/? ~+,4!Z" (k++@,+’+++~,e+ 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 8:56 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/9/11- Promotional Activities- Incoming Freshmen 

Next year Ocean State University (OSU) will be partnering up the local Special Olympics organization to help run the summer games. During the event, the 

organizing committee would like to use OSU’s student-athletes in their radio advertisements to encourage people to attend the games. In addition to the 

current student-athletes who will be on campus taking summer courses, there will also be several incoming freshmen on campus enrolled in summer 

courses. 

Can the incoming freshmen who are taking summer classes participate in this promotional activity? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/g/11- Prospective Student-Athlete Participating in Promotional Activities During Summer Prior to Initial 

Enrollment (I)- states that a prospective student-athlete who officially registers, enrolls and attends classes at the certifying institution during the 

summer prior to initial enrollment may participate in a promotional activity. 

[Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.5.1.1 (institutional, charitable, education or nonprofit promotions); 13.02.12 (prospective student-athlete); 

13.02.12.1 (application); and 16.10.1.7 (charitable, educational or nonprofit activities)] 

J-;J,; ,52A J~’i" Ct~,~’en ce 

jeo~daras@bigeast.org 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 8:18 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/10/11 - 13.1.3.3.3, 13.1.3.4.1.2, 13.4.1.2.1 

Charity Stripe is a prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of Intent with Ocean State University yesterday. Which of the following is true 

TODAY? 

A. The coaches may make unlimited phone calls to Charity 

B. Noncoaching staff members and noncountable coaches may make phone calls to Charity 

C. Charity may receive text messages 

D. All oftheabove 

The answer is D. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.3.3 states that there shall be no limit on the number of telephone calls by the institution to a prospective student-athlete (or the 

prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: 2/9/95, Revised: 

11/12/97, 4/29/04, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent {NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1.2 states that a noncoaching institutional staff member or a coach who does not count toward the numerical limitations on head 

and assistant coaches in Bylaw 11.7.4 may make telephone calls to or receive telephone calls from a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective 

student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2.1 states that there shall be no limit on the forms of electronically transmitted correspondence sent to a prospective student-athlete 
(or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: 1/15/11 

effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 

j_c_o__&q _a__r_t! _s__@ A _i q__e__a__s___t:_e_r_ #. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 11,2011 8:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/10/11 - Current Fxent 

NCAA selects William Benjamin to join enforcem ent staff 
William Benjamin, currently the deputy chief of police at the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department, has been named a director of enforcement with a focus on football. A 28-year 

police force veteran, he commanded more than 1,150 uniformed officers and 100 detectives in his previous position Benjamin is also a former college football student-athlete from San 

Jose State and participated with the Indianapolis Colts. He has also served as a coach and mentor for youth football. 

"Bill brings not only robust investigatory and leadership experience, but also a keen understanding of the sport of football as a student-athlete, professional player and coach," said vice 

president of enforcement Julie Roe Lach. "He will add valuable perspectives to our talented and diverse staff" 

Benjamin will lead a team of football-focused investigators charged with building knowledge, meaningful contacts and actionable leads to better inform investigations. The director of 

football position was one of 12 redefined or newly created positions from the enforcement department’s restructuring in June. These structure changes included the formation of a 

development unit, allowing information cultivation to be the same level of focus as investigations and case processing. 

’Tm looking forward to joining another great team of people who are making a positive difference for student-athletes," said Benjamin. 

Over the course of Benjamin’s career, he has worked in many different areas of the police department, including his most recent positions as the deputy chief of the Operations and 

Criminal Investigations divisions He also previously served as a lieutenant and squad leader in the homicide division and was a United States Marine Corp officer. 

jco~daras@boeast.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 7:57 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/14/11 - 14.1.11 

The women’s basketball coaches would like to have a few male students practice with the team this year on a regular basis. Do these male students have to meet NCAA eligibili~z 
requirements lbr practice? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.1 11 states that it is permissible t;ar male students to engage in practice sessions with women’s teams under the following conditions: (Revised: 5/12/05, 5/29/08) 
(a) Male students who practice with an institution’s women’s team on an occasional basis must be verified as eligible for practice in accordance with Bylaw 
14 1.8 1 <javascript:document.bylawSelectT02180481 .submit0;> and must have eligibili~z remaining under flae five-year rule (Bylaw 142.1 <javascript:document bylawSelect731180482 submit 

0;>); 
(b) iVlale students who practice with an institution’s women’s teams on a regular basis must be certified as eligible lbr practice in accordance with all applicable NCAA eligibility- regulations 
(e.g, must be el~rolled in a minimum full-time program of studies, must sign a drug-testing consent form, must be included on the institution’s squad list); 
(c) It is not permissible for an institution to provide male students financial assistance (room and board, tuition and fees, and books) in return for practicing with a women’s team A male 
student who is receiving financial aid or any compensation lbr serving in any position in the athletics department may not practice with a women’s team. A male student-athlete who is a 
counter in a men’s sport may not engage in practice sessions with an institution’s women’s team in any sport; 
(d) It is not permissible for an institution to provide male students room and board to remain on campus during a vacation period to participate in practice sessions with a women’s team; 
(e) It is not permissible t;ar a male student-athlete who is sel~zing an academic year of residence as a nonqualifier to participate in practice sessions with a women’s team; and 
(f) It is permissible for an institution to provide practice apparel to male students for the purpose of practicing with a women’s team. 

Jemaifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG I~AST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j cundaras@ bigeast, urg<mailto :icondaras@~bi~east.urv> 

O]Tice: 401B [G ]b;A ST (244-3278) 
Fax: 40h273.0424 
CeU: 40h265.6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 8:32 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/15/11 - 16.1.2 

The head women’s soccer coaches at Ocean State University are placing orders for the student-athletes’ participation gifts. Traditionally the coaches have provided a jacket after a student- 
athlete’s first year; blanket after the second; watch after the third and a ring to the seniors. Some of the seniors asked tbr a pendant instead of a ring. Is it permissible to provide some senior 

student-athletes with a ring and some with a pendant as long as the cost of each award does not exceed NCAA maximum limitations? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 16 1.2 states that awards presented by a member institution, conference or other approved agency must be uniform l’or all team members receiving the award. NCAA Staff 
Interpretation- 12/13/91- Unitbrmity of awards to student-athletes- states that a permissible awarding agency (eg, member institution, management of event) may provide to student-athletes 

more than one type of an award (e.g., rings to seniors, watches to underclassmen), provided the award given is uniform within a categow ~e.g., all watches must be the same) 

Providing different awards within a categoly (e.g, seniors) would require the approval of an SLR waiver There is case precedent similar to the fact pattern of this email 

Jermifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row- West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j condaras@bigeast, org<mailto :j cond aras,@bi~east or~> 

Office: ~)1 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401 273.0424 

(;ell: 401.2656739 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 11:04 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/16/11 - Preseason Event- Complimenta~, Admissions 

The Ocean State University women’s basketball team will be hosting a WNIT game at their on-campus facility this weekend. During this weekend, the 

team will be hosting 3 prospective student-athletes on official visits. Is it permissible to provide these prospects with complimentary admissions to the 

WNIT game? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 712103- Complimentary Admissions to Preseason Events (I)- states that a member institution may provide 

complimentary admissions to a prospect to attend preseason (as distinguished from postseason) home athletics events. [References: NCAA Proposal Nos. 

2003-1 and 2003-2, Bylaws 13,7.5,1 (entertainment/tickets on official visit - general restrictions), 13.7.5.2.2 (NCAA championships or other postseason 

events), 13.8.2.1 (entertainment!tickets on unofficial visit - general restrictions), 13.8.2.2 (home games outside regular facility) and 13.8.2.4 (NCAA 

championships and other postseason events) and 8/22/90, official interpretation, item 14, which has been archived.]. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:55 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/17/11 - Multi-Sport Prospects 

Andy Athlete is a senior in high school and is being recruited by Ocean State to play football and baseball. The two coaching staffs are working together to 

coordinate off-campus contacts. Which of the following is true? 

A. Andy can have 6 off-campus contacts between the two coaching staffs 

B. Andy can have 9 off-campus contacts between the two coaching staffs 

C. Andy can have 3 off-campus contacts between the two coaching staffs 

D. Andy cannot have off-campus contact with either coaching staff 

The answer is _A. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/9/11- Permissible Number of Contacts for Multisport Athletes (I)- states that the maximum number of 

permissible off-campus contacts used by an institution for a multisport prospective student-athlete may not exceed the specific limit set forth in the 

contact legislation for the particular sport. For example, if an institution’s football coach and track coach contact a prospective student-athlete, the 

institution uses only one institutional contact; however, the track coach may not engage in more than three off-campus contacts, even if the coach makes 

contact on the same day as the football coach. Further, if the football coach already has contacted the prospective student-athlete on five occasions, the 

track coach only has one remaining contact. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.1.4.1.5 (multiple sport athlete) and 13.1.5 (contacts); and an official interpretation (09/05/97, item No. b), which has been 

archived] 

j eon&]r~s~biqez]sl.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastaorg> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 8:38 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/18/11 - Current Fxent 

NCAA, NFL, state officials to assess agent laws 
USAloday.cora 

The NCAA is taking its efforts to rein in unscrupulous agents to the states. 

Severai of its top administrators wili sit down Thursday in Washington, D.C., with various state officiais, NFL and players union representatives and a 

number of sports agents to assess state-ievei legislation and its effectiveness. 

Forty states to date, plus the District of Columbia and U.S. Virginia Islands, have enacted the Uniform Athlete Agents Act drawn up in 2000. Three more 

states have their own variations. But questions have been raised about their enforcement; an Associated Press report a year ago said that more than half 

the states with agent-regulation iaws hadn’t revoked or suspended a single license or imposed any other penaities. 

The NCAA has been addressing the issue since a spate of agent-related incidents dating to the summer before the 20:10 footbali season. A particular 

concern has been how to get at third-party [nfiuences, including family members, who act on an agent’s behalf or otherwise engage in agent-like 

a ctMties. 

"Outside third parties don’t necessariiy trigger any form of definition of an agent, whether that’s within NCAA rules or in some cases the way the iaw is 
written within a state. $o let’s have a conversation," says Rachel Newman Baker, managing director of the NCAA’s enforcement department. "Figure out 
where we are wfth that in the ways laws are written= 

"It’s: Here’s what’s happening now, here’s how agents are recruiting, here’s what they’re doing, here are the other types of people they’re reaching out to 
help them recruit. Do we need to change the law to address that?...That’s not a conversation we’ve been abie to get everybody in one room and have 
yet,:: 

The NCAA has drawn up one measure of its own in an attempt to dose the loophole that kept Auburn quarterback Cam Newton on the field through the 

end of last season despite findings of a play-for-pay scheme by his father, It would classify any offending family member as an agent whose actions would 

render an athlete ineligible. 

icolu~aras~biqeast.orq 
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FFOIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Monday, November 21,2011 8:29 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/21/11 - l 1.01.3 

College USA accepted an invitation to the American Bowl, which will be played on December 28th. During the bowl trip, the coaches will provide the 

student-athletes with cash to cover unitemized incidental expenses. The coaches would also like to provide this money to the two graduate assistant 

coaches. Is it permissible for the coaches to provide cash for this purpose to the graduate assistant coaches? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.01.3 (g) states that the individual may receive cash to cover unitemized incidental expenses during travel and practice for NCAA 

championship events or licensed postseason bowl contests in accordance with the parameters by which student-athletes may receive such expenses 

pursuant to Bylaw 16.8.1.6; (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

NCAA Bylaw 11.013- in bowl subdivision football, a graduate assistant coach is any coach who has received a baccalaureate degree and has either 

received his or her first baccalaureate degree or has exhausted athletics eligibility (whichever occurs later) within the previous seven years and qualifies 

for appointment as a graduate assistant under the policies of the institution, in women’s rowing, a graduate assistant coach is any coach who has 

received a baccalaureate degree and qualifies for appointment as a graduate assistant under the policies of the institution. In bowl subdivision football 

and women’s rowing, the individual is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by institutional policy. The 

following provisions shall apply: (Revised: 1/10/91, 1/10/92, 1/9/05 effective 8/1/05, 12/15/05, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/29/10 for new appointments) 

(a) The individual shall be enrolled in at least 50 percent of the institution’s minimum regular graduate program of studies, except that during his or her 

final semester or quarter of the degree program, he or she may be enrolled in less than 50 percent of the institution’s minimum regular program, provided 

he or she is carrying (for credit) the courses necessary to complete the degree requirements. If the individual fails to complete all degree requirements 

during the term in which he or she is enrolled in less than 50 percent of the institution’s minimum regular program, the result shall be an institutional 

violation per Constitution 2.8.1. An institution may appoint a midyear replacement graduate assistant coach who is enrolled in less than 50 percent of the 

institution’s minimum regular graduate program of studies (or is not yet enrolled), provided the graduate assistant coach has been accepted for 

enrollment in a graduate program beginning with the next regular academic term; (Adopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 1/15/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(b) The individual may not receive compensation or remuneration in excess of the value of a full grant-in-aid for a full-time student, based on the resident 

status of that individual, and the receipt of four complimentary tickets to the institution’s intercollegiate football and basketball games; 

(c) Graduate and postgraduate financial assistance administered outside the institution (e.g., NCAA postgraduate scholarship) shall be excluded from the 

individual’s limit on remuneration, provided such assistance is awarded through an established and continuing program to aid graduate students and the 

donor of the assistance does not restrict the recipient’s choice of institutions; (Adopted: 1/11/89) 

(d) The individual may not serve as a graduate assistant coach for a period of more than two years except that if the individual successfully completes 24- 

semester or 36-quarter hours during the initial two-year period, the individual may serve as a graduate assistant coach for a third year. The Legislative 

Council Subcommittee for Legislative Belief may approve a waiver of these limitations based on the fact that the student’s service as a coach and 

enrollment as a graduate student were interrupted for reasons that are unrelated to athletics, or to personal or family finances, and that are beyond the 

control of the institution or the coach. Such a waiver may not be granted solely to permit the completion of a graduate program; (Revised: 1/i5/93, 

11/1/07 effective 8/1/08) 

(e) Compensation for employment from a source outside the institution during the academic year shall be excluded from the individual’s limit on 

remuneration, provided the institution does not arrange such employment and the compensation is for work actually performed. The member institution 

may not arrange on- or off-campus employment opportunities except for summer employment, which is permissible regardless of whether the student 

remains enrolled in the graduate program during the summer; 

(f) A graduate student coach may accept employment benefits available to all institutional employees {e.g., life insurance, health insurance, disability 

insurance), as well as expenses to attend the convention of the national coaches association in the coach’s sport, without the value of those benefits 

being included; (Revised: 11/1/01 effective 8/1/02, 1/9/05 effective 8/1/05) 

(g) The individual may receive cash to cover unitemized incidental expenses during travel and practice for NCAA championship events or licensed 

postseason bowl contests in accordance with the parameters by which student-athletes may receive such expenses pursuant to Bylaw 16.8.1.61 

(Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(h) The institution may provide actual and necessary expenses for the individual’s spouse and children to attend a licensed postseason football game or 

an NCAA championship or, in women’s rowing, for the season-ending tournament(s) specified in Bylaw 17.15.5.3-(b); and (Revised: 1/9/05 effective 

8/1/05) 
(i) The individual may not evaluate or contact prospective student-athletes off campus, regardless of whether compensation is received for such activities. 

The individual may not perform recruiting coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7.1.2)1 however, it is permissible for a graduate assistant coach to make 

telephone calls to and receive telephone calls from prospective student-athletes, provided the coach has successfully completed the coaches’ certification 

examination per Bylaw 11.5.1.1. (Revised: 1/9/96 effective 8/1/96, 5/26/05) 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 8:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/22/11 - Current Fxent 

Eddie Sutton on 1989 Kentucky scandal: ’It was a set-up’ 
It’s been rnor~ than 2o years, but some stories never get old. 

Especially ones that involve a good o1’ recruiting scandal. 

The story goes like this: In 1989, a package from the Kentuel~ basketball office addressed to Claude Mills, father of Califi-~rnia recruit Chris Mills, was 

found to have had 8i,ooo in cash. The money was discovered when the package from the deliveD, service Emery came open in Los Angeles. 

"When that happened, it was a set-up," Sutton told TheKansas City Star. "Who would send money like that? And an overnight package somehow opens 

up? You need a crowbar to open those things." 

The NCAA alleged that Kentucley assistant Dwane Casey sent the money -- a claim Casey denied -- and suspended him for five yeats. 

Sutton resigned. The Wildcats were banned from postseason play and lost scholarships. Rick Pitino took over. 

Sutton has maintained that he’s innocent. 

"Knowing what I know now," Sutton told The Star, "I wouldn’t have gone to Kentucky." 

VfG EIAN’f’ C~ q/i~r~a~x,~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, November 23, 2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/23/11 - Residence Requirement- Multiple Schools 

Marge Annul Grades is a freshman student-athlete at Ocean State University. Marge was certified as a non-qualifier by the NCAA Eligibility Center, so 
she has to serve a one year residence before she can practice, compete and receive athletic aid. Marge is not happy at Ocean State University and 
would like to transfer to Bay State College, a school near her hometown. If Marge transfers to Bay State College during the spring semester, can she 
use her enrollment at both institutions to satisfy the residence requirement? 
Fall 2011- Full-Time at Ocean State University 
Spring 2012- Full-Time at Bay State College 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/21/11- 4-4 Transfer -- Fulfillment of Nonqualifier Residency Requirement for Practice and Financial Aid (I)- states 
that a nonqualifier who attends two four-year institutions during his or her first year of enrollment (e.g., one semester at each, one quarter at one 
and two quarters at the other) may combine the terms of enrollment at the two institutions to fulfill the one-year residence requirement for practice 
and athletically related financiM aid. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.02.13.1 (academic year of residence), 14.3.4 (residence requirement -- nonqualifier), 14.5.5 (four-year 
college transfers), 14.5.5.1.2 (attendance for less than one academic year) and a staff interpretation (03/31/11, Item No. a)] 

]cond~lras@biqe~lsl.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 25, 2011 7:05 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/25/11 - Current Fxent 

NCAA statement on point-shaving allegations 
NCAA.org 

We are extremely concerned by the point-shaving allegations invoMng University of Hawaii footbatl student-athletes and have been in contact with the 

school since early November. We take any allegation of point shaving very seriously as it is a crime that threatens two core NCAA principles - the well- 

being of student-athletes and the very integrity of intercollegiate sport. 

The threat of sports wagering is real and no campus is immune. For this reason, the NCAA and its members conduct forward-leaning national and targeted 

educational outreach, as well as strong enforcement efforts for all divisions and sports. In addition, the NCAA is regularly in contact with local, state and 

federal law enforcement and Nevada gaming officials to identify and rout out sports wagering and point shaving wherever it may occur. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 8:36 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/28/11 - 16.11.2.3 

The Ocean State University (OSU) women’s basketball team is traveling to an away from home contest today. A few of the student-athletes want to take 

advantage of the Cyber Monday Holiday sales today while they have some downtime in their hotel rooms. One student-athlete forgot her credit card, so 
an Assistant OSU coach gave the student-athlete a credit card to use for this one day sale. The student-athlete indicated she would pay the coach back as 
soon as the team returned to campus. 
Is this permissible since the student-athlete is going to pay the coach back for the gift? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.2.3 states that an institutional employe!:~ .......... i~epresentative of the institution’s athletics interests may not provide a student-athlete 
with extra benefits or services, including, but not limited to: [R]ii . 
{a) A loan of money; :::: ................... :: 
{b) A guarantee of bond; 

{c) An automobile or the use of an automobile; 
(d) Transportation (e.g., a ride home with a coach), except as permitted in Bylaw 16.9.1-(e), even if the student-athlete reimburses the institution or the 
staff member for the appropriate amount of the gas or expense; or 
(e) Signing or cosigning a note with an outside agency to arrange a loan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 8:55 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/29/11 - 14.4.3.1.2 

Cross Court is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University. Cross will be transferring to Conference USA in January, making her a 4-4 transfer. She 
attended Ocean State University for a total of 2 full-time semesters. How many hours will Cross need to have completed when she enrolls at College USA 
in January? 

A. 6 hours 
B. 24 hours 
C. 30 hours 
D. There are no credit hour requirements for transfers 

The answer is B_. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2 states that to be eligible for competition, a transfer student-athlete must meet the following credit-hour 
requirements based on attendance at the previous institution(s) for the specified time and may use any hours of academic credit earned at any collegiate 
institution: (Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 forthose student-athletes first entering a coflegiate institubon full time on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 5/12/05) 
(a) Equivalent of one semester/one quarter: six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit; 
(b) Equivalent of one academic year (e.g., two semesters/three quarters): 24-semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit; 
(c) Equivalent of three semesters/four quarters: 30-semester or 42-quarter hours of academic credit; or 
(d) Equivalent of four semesters/six quarters and thereafter: six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit during the previous term of full-time 
enrollment, if applicable (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2.1). 

~f_~:_e_v__~!g_r__~_s__@!zige__g_s__t_,_~r~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 8:39 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/30/11 - Mini-Term 

Misstha Cut is a golf student-athlete at Bay State College. Misstha will be spending her winter break at home and has decided to take a course during 
a mini-term at a local college to get ahead in her major. Which of the following is true with regard to certification of eligibility? 
For purposes of this example, this course would be accepted with a passing grade at Bay State College 

A. This course can be used to fulfill the 18/27 hour requirement 
B. This course can be used to fulfill the 6 hour requirement 
C. This course cannot be used to fulfill either requirement 
D. This course can be used to fulfill both requirements 

The answer is A. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/20/06- Credits Earned From Another Institution During an Interim Term (I)- states that 
credits taken at another institution during the regular academic year in an interim term (e.g., J-term, mini=term) may be used to satisfy the 18/27- 
hour requirement, provided the credits are acceptable for degree-credit at the certifying institution. Please note, however, these credits cannot be 
used to satisfy the six-hour requirement. [References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.4.7 (credit 
from other institutions), and an official interpretation (reference: 12/13/05, Item No. 6), which has been archived.] 

iicond~lras@biqe~lsl.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 8:37 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/1/11- 14.4.3.1.6 

A Gap and B Gap are brothers and are both football student-athletes at Ocean State University (OSU). Here are the academic records for both student- 

athletes: 
A- Only needs 6 hours in the fall 2011 semester to graduate. A successfully completes all 6 hours and will graduate in January 2012. He has another 

year of eligibility remaining in football. 

B- Needs 9 hours to graduate but only successfully completes 6 hours in the fall 2011 semester. Bwill complete the additional 3 hours in the spring 
2012 semester and graduate in May 2012. He has another year of eligibility remaining in football. 

Does OSU have to apply 14.4.3.1.6 to determine both student-athletes’ eligibility for fall 20127 
ForA Gap, the new 9 hour rule in Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6 will NOT come into play, and he will only be subject to the six-hour requirement in Bylaw 14.4.3.5(c) for 
bowl eligibility. 
For B Gap, the new 9 hour rule in Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6 will come into play since he didn’t fulfill his graduation requirements in the fall 2011 semester. 
Consequently, B is responsible for the 9 hour rule. This situation could possibly fit into one of the exceptions listed below if B’s academic record falls 
within the parameters of the exceptions. If either exception is not applicable, a waiver might also be an option. 
Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6- In football, a student-athlete who is a member of the institution’s football team and who does not successfully complete at least nine- 
semester hours or eight-quarter hours of academic credit during the fall term and earn the Academic Progress Rate eligibility point for the fall term shall 
not be eligible to compete in the first four contests against outside competition in the following playing season. (Adopted: 4/28/11 effective 8/i/11) 
EXCEPTIONS: 
Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6.1 - Regaining Eligibility for Two Contests. 
A student-athlete who is ineligible, pursuant to Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6, to compete in the first four contests of a playing season against outside competition may 
regain eligibility to compete in the third and fourth contests of that season, provided he or she successfully completes at least 27-semester hours or 40- 
quarter hours of academic credit before the beginning of the next fall term. A student-athlete in his or her initial year of full-time collegiate enrollment at 
the certifying institution may use credit hours earned at the certifying institution during the summer prior to initial full-time enrollment and credit hours 
earned during the summer following the regular academic year to satisfy the 27-semester/40-quarter credit-hour requirement. (Adopted: 4/28/i1 effective 

8/1/11) 
Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6.2 - Regaining Full Eligibility -- One-Time Exception. 
One time during a student-athlete’s five-year period of eligibility, a student-athlete who does not successfully complete at least nine-semester hours or 
eight-quarter hours of academic credit during the fall term or earn the Academic Progress Rate eligibility point for the fall term may regain eligibility to 
compete in the first four contests against outside competition in the following playing season, provided he or she successfully completes at least 27- 
semester hours or 40-quarter hours of academic credit before the beginning of the next fall term. A student-athlete in his or her initial year of full-time 
collegiate enrollment at the certifying institution may use credit hours earned at the certifying institution during the summer prior to initial full-time 
enrollment and credit hours earned during the summer following the regular academic year to satisfy the 27-semester/40-quarter credit-hour requirement. 
(Adop ted: 4/28/11 effective 8/1/11) 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 8:43 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/2/11- Current Fxent 

NCAA, other leagues monitoring energy drinks 
USAToday.com 

The NCAA classifies caffeine as a banned substance but allows for "average dietary intake" from foods and beverages such as coffee and colas. 

"If someone is consuming a lot of these drinks at a championship event and is tested, they could test positive," said Mary Wilfert, NCAA associate director 

of health and safety. 

A caffeine level of more than 15 micrograms per milliliter in a urine sample will result in a positive test. But because people metabolize caffeine 

differently, the NCAA can’t say how many drinks over what time period might result in a failed drug test, Wilfert said. 

The NCAA discourages use of caffeine in a supplement form, and Wilfert said there also was "a concern about whether these drinks are an appropriate 

hydration beverage." 

"The overarching concern is we just don’t know what’s in a lot of these drinks," she said. 

Some leagues and sports organizations are taking action to limit the use of caffeinated energy drinks. Others leave the decision to athletes. 

Until 2004, the International Olympic Committee classified caffeine as a banned substance because of potential performance-enhancing qualities, but it 

was removed from the World Anti-Doping Agency’s prohibited list because of concern about the risk of sanctioning athletes for social or dietary 

consumption. Caffeine remains part of WADA’s monitoring program, which seeks to detect patterns of misuse. 

Last year, the Virginia High School League became the first state high school federation to impose a ban on such drinks at high school competitions and 

practices. 

"There was nothing specific other than kids becoming ill with nervous energy they couldn’t come down from," said Tom Dolan, assistant director of the 

Virginia High School League, adding the organization acted on concerns from its sports medicine advisers. 

"At first there were some questions, but we’ve had a lot of parents coming up to us at state events or who have e-mailed and called and said, ’Thank you. 

This is really helping us deal with this issue.’ " 

Among the major North American professional sports leagues, only the NFL prohibits teams from distributing energy drinks, although players can provide 

their own. In Major League Baseball, the NBA and the NHL, the decision about whether to provide the drinks is left to individual teams. 

The Arizona Diamondbacks and Houston Astros are among teams that no longer keep the drinks on hand. In the Astros’ case, the decision was made in 

part because of player dehydration issues, including a 2009 case when reliever Wesley Wright was treated at a hospital after drinking several energy 

drinks and soft drinks before pitching. 

But on many teams, it is part of the daily routine, particularly for relief pitchers who sometimes wait hours for their moment to perform. 

"We have a tradition," said reliever Jordan Walden of the Los Angeles Angels. "We all drink it together around the same time, the third inning, normally. 

"if you didn’t get a good night’s sleep or you’re a little tired, you get on the field and that could pick you up a little bit." 

A ban wouldn’t sit well with him or his teammates, Walden said. 

"That’d be tough to see in this locker room." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 8:26 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/6/11- Current Fxent 

College football" Playoffs?! Emmert doesn’t see it happening 
Ir:d~,S far,corn 

NCAA president Mark Emmert said Monday he expects the Bowl Championship Series format to be tweaked in the next two years but hinted strongly the 

NCAA stili has no interest in sponsoring a national plavoff. 

"After this season, I think there wiii be the beginning of a great debate on what the model looks like," said Emmert, noting the BCS’ television contract 

expires after January 2013. "It’s changed a couple of times in its short history, and I wouldn’t be surprised if it changed again." 

The BCS was formed in !998 when the Big Ten and Pac-t0 (now the Pac<].2) agreed to join after refusing to join the 8owi Coalition and 8owi Aliiance, two 

previous attempts to stage a natfonal tftle game. The most notabie change in recent years was the addition of a fifth game -- one between the group’s 

Nos. t and 2 teams- outside of the Rose, Orange, Sugar and Fiesta bowls. 

Emmert said he thinks the ongoing conference realignment w[li spur some of the changes, but he didn’t sound eager for the NCAA to take an active role. 

The Footbali Bowl Subdivision {formerly NCAA Division I-A) is the only sport in which the NCAA does not sponsor a postseason tournament. 

"That becomes a demand that is physically enormous for these students," he said of a playoff. "It becomes a huge academic strain on them because 

you’re playing bali right through finals and into the next semester." 

Some schools already have bowl games creeping into finals week. The first bowi games this year wili be played Dec. 17 and the iast is the BC5 titie game 

.Jan. 9. Emmert said the NCAA recentiy passed iegisiation that would prevent further expansion of the bowl season, but it does not shorten it. 

"We’ve seen bowls creep into January and further into December to where we were having a ridicuiously iong bowl season," he said. 

Se~ abuse scandNs 

Emmert said it’s doubtful Penn State offidais wiil be able to provide ail the information the NCAA requested by a Dec, :1.6 deadline regarding the way the 

schooi handled ailegations of child sexual abuse against a former member of its football staff, 

Former Penn State defensive coordinator Jerry Sandusky has been charged with 40 counts of molesting boys over a 1S-year period. He retired in 1998, but 

stili had access to Penn State facilities until recentiy. 

Emmert said the NCAA wili continue to work with Penn State after the deadiine and said the NCAA probe wiil not interfere with any ongoing criminal 

investigation. The organization is determining whether to investigate Penn State for "lack of institutional control," one of its most serious charges. 

"They’ve been forthcoming in working with us," he said of Penn State. "But I think it’s becoming clear that they are not going to provide all the information 

we want in that time frame." 

The Associated Press reported that [mmert fs asking the U.S. Education Department to help create guideiines for universities about dealing with ball boys, 

ball giris and other minors on campus. [he request comes in the wake of chiid sex abuse allegations at Penn State and Syracuse. 

i’~)’!) ~;?dlr)t~;g, i~ I)29!112~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, December 7, 2011 9:19 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/7/11- 14.5.5.2.3 

Give N. Go is a first year soccer student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Give wants to major in Foreign Affairs but has not yet designated the 

degree program with the institution. Unfortunately last week, OSU announced it will be discontinuing its Foreign Affairs program beginning fall 2012. Give 

decided to transfer to Bay State College (BSC) in January, so she can pursue a degree in Foreign Affairs. Since Give wanted to major in that program at 

OSU, can she use the discontinued academic program transfer exception to avoid fulfilling a year in residence at BSC? 

No*. NCAA Official Interpretation- 9/25/02- Student-Athlete Transferring Prior to Designating Major Course of Study- states that there is no 

authority under current legislation to permit an institution to use the discontinued academic program transfer exception when an institution has 

announced its intention to discontinue an academic program and a student-athlete has not designated the degree program at the time of transfer. 

[References: NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.3 (discontinued academic program exception) and 01/30/92 official interpretation, Item No. 4] 

NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.3- The student changed institutions in order to continue a major course of study because the original institution discontinued the 
academic program in the student’s major. (Revised: 4/27/00) 

*Please note that Give could use the one-time transfer exception if she meets the parameters of that legislation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 8:15 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/8/11- 13.1.5.9 

Crack Back is a senior in high school and has been recruited by Bay State College (BSC) to play football next year. Crack will be going to BSC’s practices 
the next few days as they begin preparations for their upcoming bowl game. Crack contacted one of the coaches and asked if he could review film with 
him after one of the practices so that he can learn proper techniques for blocking. 
Is it permissible for the coach to review film with Crack? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.5.9 states that a coaching staff member shall not engage in any practice activities (e.g., review of playbook, chalk talk, film review) 
with a prospective student-athlete. A prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of intent or a written offer of admission or financial 
aid, or has submitted a financial deposit to the institution in response to the institution’s offer of admission shall not observe an institution’s off-field or 
off-court practice session {e.g., meeting, film review) that is closed to the general public. A prospective student-athlete may observe an institution’s on- 
field or on-court practice session {including a session that is closed to the general public), regardless of whether he or she has signed a National Letter of 
intent or a written offer of admission or financial aid, or has submitted a financial deposit to the institution in response to the institution’s offer of 
admission. (Adopted: 12/12/05, Revised: 3/3/11) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, December 9, 2011 8:44 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/9/11- Current Fxent 

Public reprimand and suspension issued to Lehigh Universitv football student-athlete 
NCAA.orq 

A Lehigh University football student-athlete has been publicly reprimanded and suspended from the team’s next game for misconduct during the 2011 

NCAA Division I Football Championship. 

The Division I Football Championship Committee said football student-athlete Ryan Spadola was being reprimanded and held out of Lehigh’s quarterfinal 

contest, against North Dakota State University this Saturday {Dec. 10), for using an inappropriate and repugnant racial reference to describe Towson 

University student-athletes on his Twitter page in the days leading up to their FCS preliminary round match-up. 

The committee noted the steps Lehigh has already taken with this incident, including the public statement Head Coach Andy Coen made on the 

institution’s website addressing the issue, the public apology Spadola made on his Twitter page and the plans Lehigh and Spadola have made to involve 

him in participating and leading educational discussions on the topic of racially insensitive comments in the Lehigh University campus community. 

"The football committee was very disappointed with the unsportsmanlike action taken by the student-athlete," said Jim O’Day, chair of the Division I 

Football Championship Committee and director of athletics at the University of Montana. "This was a very unfortunate incident, but racially insensitive 

characterizations are unacceptable and will not be tolerated. The offensive language of this nature by Mr. Spadola, whether intentional or not, was 

unsportsmanlike and discredited the championship overall." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 8:21 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/12/11 - 13.4.1.1 

Bah Humbug, Head Women’s Tennis Coach at Ocean State University, wants to buy and send Christmas cards to her 5 NLI signees. Is this 
permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 does not include greeting cards. The coach could, however, send an institutional note card to the prospects with 
a hand written note wishing them Happy Holidays. 
As specified below, an institution may provide the following printed materials [hard copy or electronically (see Bylaw ~;~,::I.i.2)] to prospective 
student-athletes, their parents or legal guardians, their coaches or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which 
a prospective student-athlete is involved: [D](Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, Revised: 4/15/08, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10, 5/27/11) 
(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence may be sent only by mail, subject to the following provisions: (Revised: 3/8/06, 

5/25/06, 12/12/06, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/15/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(1) The correspondence shall include a single sheet of institutional letterhead, which shall not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size; (Adopted: 

4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(2) There are no restrictions on the design or content of one side of the single sheet of institutional letterhead. The opposite side shall be 

blank, except for text (typed or handwritten) used to communicate a message to the recipient and any other handwritten information; 
(Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(3) Additional pages of the correspondence shall be limited to plain white paper (not to exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size) and black ink. The 
additional pages shall be blank, except for text (typed or handwritten) used to communicate a message to the recipient and any other 
handwritten information; (Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(4) Attachments to general correspondence may only include materials printed on plain white paper (not to exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size) 
with black ink that are not created for recruiting purposes, except for other permissible printed materials (e.g., camp brochures, 
questionnaires); (Revised: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(5) An envelope used to send the correspondence may only include the institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo (in addition to the 
postage, return address and addressee information) on the outside, must be blank on the inside when produced and may not exceed 9 by 12 
inches; and (Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(6) All institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members, athletics department staff members and administrators) may prepare general 
correspondence. (Revised: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(b) Business Cards. 
(c) Camp or Clinic Brochures. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, except that they must indicate that the camp or clinic is 
open to any and all entrants (limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender). Brochures are restricted to a single two-sided sheet, 
not to exceed 17 by 22 inches in size when opened in full. Camp or clinic brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete at any 
time. (See Bylaw I2,5,i,~.’0 (Revised: 4/15/08, 9/24/09) 
(d) Questionnaires. An institution may provide questionnaires to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (Revised: 4/14/08) 
(e) Nonathletics Institutional Publications. An institution may provide nonathletics institutional publications available to all students at any 
time (e.g., official academic, admissions and student-services publications published by the institution and available to all students). 
(f) NCAA Educational Material Published by the NCAA (e.g., NCAA Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete). Such 
material may be provided to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (Revised: 4/15/08) 
(g) Game Programs. Game programs (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective student-athletes only during official 
and unofficial recruiting visits and may not be mailed. 

(h) Pre-enro[[ment Information. Necessary pre-enrollment information regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice 
activities, may be provided to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial 
aid agreement or has been officially accepted for enrollment. (See Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4.) (Adopted: 12/12/06) 
(i) Institutional Note Cards. Institutional note cards may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches when opened in full. In addition, such cards may 
only contain the institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on the outside, must be blank on the inside (one side of the card when 
opened in full) when produced and may include only handwritten information (e.g., words, illustrations) on the inside when provided to the 
recipients. (Adopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 4/15/08, 4/13/09) 

(j) Postcards. An institution may send an institutional postcard, provided its dimensions do not exceed 4 1/4 by 6 inches, it includes only the 
institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on one side when produced and it includes only handwritten information, (e.g., words, 
illustrations) on the opposite side when provided to the recipients. Blank postcards issued by the U.S. postal service also may be sent. 
(Adopted: 1/14/09 effective 8/1/09, Revised: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
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fFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, December 13, 2011 8:27 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/13/11 - Current Fxent 

Open Letter to Higher Education Community 
Dear Higher Education Community: 
Higher education and intercollegiate athletics have been rocked in recent weeks by allegations of pedophilia involving coaches and young boys. Sexually 
abusive behavior is not confined to intercollegiate athletics or higher education. These are despicable societal ills, as well; but it is especially disturbing 
when those entrusted with the mission of teaching and guiding young people instead exploit and abuse them. 
The truth is none of us knows how deeply issues of sexual abuse run within the education community at any level or society as a whole. But we know that 
one instance is more than we can bear. It must also be true and broadly understood that sexual abuse will not be tolerated, that policies for awareness and 
reporting are in place and actively administered, that unsafe environments are eliminated, and that consequences for offenders are as swift and sure as the 
law and our policies will provide. No individual or component within the broad education community - from grade school to graduate school - is above the 
expectations for teaching and protecting those in our care. 
The recent allegations of outrageous behaviors by sexual predators sadden and disturb us, but they are also reminders of the vigilance we must practice as 
education professionals. We must establish and have well-understood standards in place for behaviors in and around our programs and premises. We 
must be aware of and watchful for signs or signals that abuse might be taking place. We must be prepared to bring the weight of organizational sanctions 
on any who would ignore the signs or impede the reporting of child abuse. 
Most importantly, we must encourage those who have been victims and those who may have witnessed instances of abuse or suspect that abuse has 
taken place to report their concerns to the appropriate authorities. We know that one of the ways to defeat this is by lifting the veil of secrecy around sexual 
abuse of children. Every campus should have protective policies and a means for anonymous reporting. To help foster an environment in which abuse is 
reported, the NCAA has identified a national organization, Stop It Now! committed to preventing child sexual abuse. This is one of many fine organizations 
working to stop such behavior. Anyone who has been a victim, seen abuse or believes there is cause for concern in a particular situation, can and should 
call their local or state child protection agency or law enforcement. But they can also call Stop It Now! for help when they are unsure about reporting at 1 - 
888-PREVENT or go online to www.stopitnow.org (links to landing page http://w~tw.stopitnow.org/ncaa). The purpose of the help line is to put those in need 
in touch with those who can help. 
Child sexual abuse is a crime that breaks our hearts. It is the very antithesis of what we in education are charged to do - teach and protect. Please join us 
in working to put a spotlight on the world of child sexual predators and eliminate the dark corners where they can exist. 
Mark Emmert, President 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 8:32 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/14/11 - 16.1.4 

Corn R. Back is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University. Corn is participating in the Holiday Bowl and will receive a ring from the bowl 
organization. Corn would prefer a watch over a ring, so he asks a local jeweler if he can exchange the ring for a watch. As long as the watch does not cost 
more than the ring, this would be permissible? 

A. True 
g. False 

The answer is B. False. NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4 states that athletics awards given to individual student-athletes shall be limited to those approved or 
administered by the member institution, its conference or an approved agency as specified in the following subsections and shall be limited in value and 
number as specified in this section. Awards received for intercollegiate athletics participation may not be sold, exchanged or assigned for another item of 
value even if the student-athlete’s name or picture does not appear on the award. Each of the following subsections is independent of the others so that it is 
permissible for an individual student-athlete to receive the awards described in all subsections. 

]cond~lras@biqe~lst.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, December 15, 2011 8:18 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/15/11 - 15.5.3.2.3 

Strike Zone is a softball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Strike decided that she wanted to devote more time to her academics, so she voluntarily 
quit the team midway through the fall term. Strike received a partial athletic scholarship and other countable aid during the fall term. Strike’s athletic 
scholarship was cancelled at the end of the fall term. 
Is Ocean State University required to count the other countable financial aid toward Strike’s equivalency during the spring term? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 15.5.3.2.3 states that if a student-athlete is dismissed from or voluntarily withdraws from a team and his or her athletically related financial 
aid is canceled (see Bylaws 15.3.2.4 and 15.3.4.2) during an academic term, all other countable financial aid the student-athlete receives during the 
remainder of the term is countable toward the student-athlete’s equivalency for the academic year; however, the institution is not required to count other 
countable financial aid toward the student-athlete’s equivalency during any remaining terms of the academic year. Ifa student-athlete is dismissed from or 
voluntarily withdraws from a team and his or her athletically related financial aid is canceled at the end of an academic term the institution is not required to 
count other countable financial aid toward the student-athlete’s equivalency during any remaining terms of the academic year. (Adopted: 12/13/05) 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 8:34 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/16/11 - Current Fxent 

Challenge threatens NCAA’s $2,000 stipend 
USAToday.com--AP -The NCAA’s plan to give athletes a $2,000 stipend may be in trouble. 

The legislation, passed in October, now faces an override challenge at January’s annual NCAA convention, a decision that could create an unusual 

discrepancy between recruits who have already signed national letters-of-intent and those who have not. 

David Berst, the Division I vice president of governance, acknowledged Wednesday that about 1,000 players signed with schools in November, and those 

who did it with the promise of getting an additional $2,000 toward the so-called "full cost of attendance" would still get their extra money. Those who did 

not, may not. 

"l would hope we don’t end up with that, but it could happen," Berst told The Associated Press. 

Berst said 97 schools have signed onto the override measure, more than the 75 needed for the NCAA board to reconsider the stipend. If that number hits 

125 by Dec. 26, the legislation would be suspended. 

Either way, the Division I Board of Directors has three options: Rescind the stipend and operate under previous NCAA rules, modify the rule or create a 

new proposal that would go back to the schools for another 60-day comment period, or allow members to vote on the override. It would a take 5/Sths 

majority of the roughly 350 Division I members to pass. 

If the legislation is changed or rescinded, athletes who signed with the expectation of receiving additional money might bring legal action if they did not 

get it. 

That puts the NCAA in the position of perhaps having to impose two competing rules this year. 

"We would honor the agreements that have taken place," Berst said. "So even if you were to rescind the rule as of Dec. 26 and not operate under that rule 

in the future, we would honor those agreements. I think that causes the board to redouble its efforts at the January meeting." 

NCAA President Mark Emmert has insisted over the past several months that the additional money is not pay-for-play and compares it to stipends non- 

athletes receive beyond the cost of tuition, room and board, books and fees. Until 1972, college athletes were permitted to receive a small monthly 

payment as laundry money. 

Some critics contend $2,000 is not nearly enough and cite studies showing the average athlete pays roughly $3,000 to $4,000 out of his or her own pocket 

in college costs. 

The board is moving swiftly to implement measures Emmert supports, including the stipend. A resolution next month could eliminate the possibility of a 

two-tiered system this year. 

But the concerns among some schools go far deeper. 

Their objections, Berst said, fall primarily into four categories -- the NCAA’s philosophical change, the added expense required to compete with other 

schools, Titie IX compliance and the immediate hit athletic department budgets would take. 

Berst, who collects the complaints, said the opposition is coming primarily from Football Championship Subdivision schools and those that do not play 

football -- and not necessarily from low-budget schools. 

Most of the Football Bowl Subdivision conferences, Berst said, have informed the NCAA they plan to expand their scholarship limits. A handful of others 

such as the Horizon League have already indicated they, too, will offer the $2,000 stipend. 

Berst believes two modifications could eliminate most of the complaints. 

"My belief is that if the board believes the $2,000 proposal is appropriate, I think they will modify the proposal to make it clear that we expect institutions 

to comply fully with Title IX. I think we’ve already done that, but we’ll make that abundantly clearer in January, and then we’ll have to talk about the 

implementation time," Berst said. "My job is to help everybody accomplish what they’re trying to get done. I believe the board was sincere in trying to 

provide for the miscellaneous expense allowance, and my job is to find what alternatives may be more pleasing for them." 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/19/11 - 16.11.2.2.3 

E.R.Ais a baseball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). E went home for the holiday break. While he was home, E hung out at one of his 

favorite places, a local arcade. The owner is a former baseball student-athlete at OSU and allows E to play the games for free. The owner never allows 

anyone to play for free. Is this a violation or is it permissible since the owner is an alumni of OSU? 

It is a violation. NCAA Bylaw 16.11.2.2.3 states that a student-athlete may not receive services (e.g., movie tickets, dinners, use of car) from commercial 

agencies (e.g., movie theaters, restaurants, car dealers) without charge or at reduced rates, or free or reduced-cost admission to professional athletics 

contests from professional sports organizations, unless such services also are available to the student body in general. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 9:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/20/11 - 12.4.2.1 

Tee Shot is a golf student-athlete at College USA. While Tee is home over the holiday break, he provides a few lessons to earn some spending money. Is 

this permissible? 

Yes with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 12.4.2.1 states that a student-athlete may receive compensation for teaching or coaching sport skills or techniques in 

his or her sport on a fee-for-lesson basis, provided: [R] (Revised: 1/9/96 effective 8/i/96, 4/25/02 effective 8/i/02)(a) Institutional facilities are not used; 

(Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(b) Playing lessons shall not be permitted; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(c) The institution obtains and keeps on file documentation of the recipient of the lesson(s) and the fee for the lesson(s) provided during any time of the 
year; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(d) The compensation is paid by the lesson recipient (or the recipient’s family) and not another individual or entity; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(e) Instruction to each individual is comparable to the instruction that would be provided during a private lesson when the instruction involves more than 

one individual at a time; and (Adopted: 4/2/03 effective 8/1/03) 

(f) The student-athlete does not use his or her name, picture or appearance to promote or advertise the availability of fee-for-lesson sessions. (Adopted: 

4/2/03 effective 8/1/03) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 8:09 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/21/11 - 16.9. l(e) 

Change Over is a tennis student-athlete at College USA. Change is going home for the holiday break and her car broke down on the way to the airport. 

Fortunately, Change was near campus and could walk to her coach’s office. The coach gives Change a ride to the airport. 

is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.9.1(e) states that reasonable local transportation to student-athletes on an occasional basis is permissible. 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/22/11 - 12.3.1. l and 12.3.1.2 

I Formation and Wish Bone are football student-athletes at Ocean State University. Based on the below scenarios which, if either, would have eligibility 

issues regarding their interaction with an agent? 

I Formation met with an agent on campus while preparing for a bowl game. The agent indicated he would like to represent I. once his eligibility has 

exhausted. I. liked what the agent had to sag and was impressed with his client list. Consequently, I. verbally agreed to have this agent represent him 

once he returned to campus after the bowl game. 

Wish Bone met with an agent on campus while preparing for a bowl game. The agent indicated that although he was very impressed with Wish’s athletic 

ability, he only represents professional basketball players. He gave Wish 2 concert tickets and wished him luck with the football career. 

A. Both I. and Wish would be ineligible 

B. Neitherstudent-athlete would lose eligibility 

C. I. would be ineligible 

D. Wish would be ineligible 

The answer is _A. NCAA Bylaw 12.3.1.1 states that an individual shall be ineligible per Bylaw 12.3.1 if he or she enters into a verbal or written agreement 

with an agent for representation in future professional sports negotiations that are to take place after the individual has completed his or her eligibility in 

that sport. NCAA Bylaw 12.3.1.2 states that an individual shall be ineligible per Bylaw 12.3.1 if he or she (or his or her relatives or friends) accepts 

transportation or other benefits from: (Revised: 1/14/97) 

(a) Any person who represents any individual in the marketing of his or her athletics ability. The receipt of such expenses constitutes compensation based 

on athletics skill and is an extra benefit not available to the student body in general; or 

(b) An agent, even if the agent has indicated that he or she has no interest in representing the student-athlete in the marketing of his or her 

athletics ability or reputation and does not represent individuals in the student-athlete’s sport. (Adopted: 1/14/97) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Januao, 3, 2012 8:22 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/3/12- 14.1.3.1, 14.1.4.3 

Clay Court is a student at Ocean State University. Clay decided to try out for the men’s tennis team at the beginning of the spring 2012 term. Clay has been 
practicing for five days and will compete in Ocean State University’s home meet this weekend. Which statement is true? 
A. Clay does not have to complete the NCAA Drug-Testing Consent form until he has participated in countable athletically related activities for 14 days. 
B. Clay must complete the NCAA Drug-Testing Consent form prior to competing in the competition this weekend. 
C. Clay must complete the Student-Athlete Statement prior to competing in the meet this weekend. 
D. Both B & C are true 
The answer is D_. NCAA Bylaw 14.1.3.1 states that prior to participation in intercollegiate competition each academic year, a student-athlete shall sign a 
statement in a form prescribed by the Legislative Council in which the student athlete submits information related to eligibility, recruitment, financial aid, 
amateur status, previous positive-drug tests administered by any other athletics organization and involvement in organized gambling activities related to 
intercollegiate or professional athletics competition under the Association’s governing legislation. Failure to complete and sign the statement shall result in 
the student-athlete’s ineligibility for participation in all intercollegiate competition. Violations of this bylaw do not affect a student-athlete’s eligibility if the 
violation occurred due to an institutional administrative error or oversight, and the student-athlete subsequently signs the form; however, the violation shall 
be considered an institutional violation per Constitution _2__=_8__=_1__. 
NCAA Bylaw 14.1.4.3 states that a student-athlete who is "trying out" for a team is not required to complete the form until 14 days from the first date the 
student-athlete engages in countable athletically related activities or before the student-athlete participates in a competition, whichever occurs earlier. 
(Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

jeon&tr{rs@biqe{tst.orq 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 4, 2012 9:05 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/4/12- 14.4.3.1, 14.4.3.1.6, 14.4.3.1.6.1, 14.4.3.1.6.2, 14.4.3.4.7 

Run and Shoot is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University. Run completed 6 hours during the fall 2011 semester and will complete 3 hours at 

Bay State College during its 2011 mini-term. The mini-term at Bay State College will conclude prior to the start of the spring 2012 semester at Ocean State 

University. 

Run can use the 3 hours taken during the mini-term to satisfy which of the following requirements? 

A. 6 hour requirement 

B. 9 hour requirement 

C. Both the 6 and 9 hour requirements 

D. Neither of the credit hour requirements 

The answer is _D. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/21/11- Credits Earned from Another Institution During an Interim Term -- Football (I)- states that 

credits taken at another institution during the regular academic year in an interim term (e.g., J-term, mini-term) completed before the beginning of the 

following term (spring semester or winter quarter) may not be used to satisfy the six-hour requirement or the nine-semester/eight-quarter hour 

requirement. However, these credits may be used to satisfy the 27/40-hour requirement, 18/27-hour and the percentage-toward degree requirements, 

provided the credits are acceptable for degree-credit at the certifying institution. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.6 (additional requirements--football), 14.4.3.1.6.1 

(regaining eligibility for two contests), 14.4.3.1.6.2 (regaining full eligibility -- one-time exception), 14.4.3.4.7 (credit from other institutions), and an 

official interpretation (12/20/06, Item No. 1) 

In this scenario, Run did fulfill the 6 hour requirement during the fall term. Additionally, Run could use the 3 mini-term hours to satisfy the 27/40 hour 

requirement and potentially lessen the penalty in Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, JanuaO, 5, 2012 9:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/5/12- 13.02.5.4.2 

Above Tha Rim is a prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) in November to play basketball at Ocean State University 
(OSU). Above would like to make an unofficial visit to OSU’s campus this weekend and go to a home men’s basketball game. For purposes of this scenario- 
it is a dead period this weekend for the sport of basketball. 
Can Above make an unofficial visit to campus and receive a complimentary admission to attend the basketball game? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.5.4.2 states that a prospective student-athlete is permitted to make an unofficial visit during a dead period beginning the 
calendar day after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: i/i5/i0 effective 8/1/10, Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, January-6, 2012 9:07 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/6/12- Amateurism Reminders 

REMINDERS REGARDING THE NFL DRAFT, AGENTS AND TRYOUTS: 

Student-Athletes will lose their eligibility IF: 
1. They agree orally or in writing to be represented by an agent or any individual acting on behalf of the agent [e.g., runner]. 

2. They accept any benefits from an agent, a prospective agent or any individual acting on behalf of the agent [e.g., runner]. 

3. If they participate in a tryout with a professional team that lasts longer than 48 hours, which they have not personally financed. 

4. If they tryout with a professional team during the academic year and miss class. 
5. If they enter the draft AND do not take the appropriate steps to withdraw and declare their intention to resume intercollegiate participation. 

This information was taken from the October 26, 2011 letter sent to football student-athletes from the NCAA. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Janum3’ 9, 2012 8:21 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/9/12- 2-4 Transfer GPA Calculations 

Held Ball is a prospective student-athlete athlete Held is el~rolled at a junior college and will transfer to Ocean State Universi~ (OSU) in the fall of 2012 ©SU has begun reviewing Held’s 
academic record to make sure he will meet 2-4 transfer requirements Unfortunately Held did not have a great 2011 fall term academically. He failed 2 out of the 5 courses that he took. These 2 
particular courses will be accepted by OSU as transferable degree credit. When determining Held’s GPA for eligibili~ purposes, does OSU have to count the two courses Held received an 
F? 

Yes. Per the NCAA Division I Transferable Degree Credit Grade-Point Average document (see attached), grades in all transt?rable-degree credit courses are included when calculating the 
GPA for transferable degree credit 

Question No. 5: How are classes with failing grades or grades that do not meet institutional regulations for transfer accounted tbr in GPA for transt?rable-degree credit calculations? 

Answer: Grades in all transt?rable-degree credit courses are included when calculating the GPA for transferable degree credit If a prospective student-athlete receives a grade of F in a 
transferable-degree credit course, then he or she would receive zero quali~ points and the number of credit hours would be added to the number of credit hours used in the calculation 
Therefore, if a prospecUve student-athlete fails a three-credit hour course, zero quality points would be added to the numerator and three credit hours would be added to the denominator. 

Even if an institutional policy mandates that only courses with certain grades are transferable [’or credit, all transferable-degree credit courses, including those with unacceptable grades 
must still be used in the GPA for transferable degree calculation. So, if a prospective student-athlete receives a grade of D in a three-credit hour course that is transferable degree credit but 
the institution doesn’t accept D grades [’or transfer, the course would still be included as one quality point and three credit hours when calculating the GPA for transferable degree credit. 

Jennifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, R[ 02903 

j condaras@ bigeast, org<mailtu :icondaras~bi~east.or~> 

O]Tice: 401B [G ]b;A ST (244-3278) 
Fax: 40h273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 175303bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/db 112148al 51cd2610493776b5b9f4cb 

File Name: TransferableGPA pdf 

]b;xpiry Date: Sun, 08 Apr 2012 09:22:48 -(MOO 

Size: 175303bybes 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 9:01 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/10/12- 13.2.3.4 

Spot Thaball is a senior in high school and will be signing a National Letter of Intent next month with College USA to play football. Spot’s high school is 
private and has a tuition cost of $15,000 a year. Spot’s parents both work but have struggled to pay for his high school educational expenses. The coaches 
at College USA have offered to help Spot get a loan to pay off the tuition bill. 
Is this permissible? No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/22/97- Educational Loans to Prospects- states that the provisions of NCAA Bylaw 13.2.5 do not 

permit an institution to arrange a loan for a prospect for the purpose of paying off an educational debt (e.g., high-school tuition) incurred prior to initial, 
full-time collegiate enrollment. [Reference: 13.2.5 (loans to prospects)] 

Pro~di~e~ce, NI c~2~og 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 11, 2012 7:47 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item - 1 / 11 / 12- Current E vent 

Excerpts from NCAA president Mark Emmert’s interview 
The leaders of college sports gather in Indianapolis this week for the annual NCAA<http://content.usatoday.com/topicsitopic/NCAA> Convention after a year of scandals ranging from 
celebrity coaches breaking association rules to allegations of gut-wrenching crimes against minors. 
In a little more than a year on the job, NCAA president Mark Emmert<http://content.usatodag.corn/topics/topic/Mark+Emmert> has faced a torrent of public relations problems (see chart) 
He reacted by convening school presidents in Indianapolis last August and eventually pushed through a raft of reforms highly unusual for their bulk and the speed with which they- were 
enacted. Even critics of the NCAA found things to like. 

But two athlete-friendly elements of that package multi-year scholarships and raising the scholarship cap by $2,000 will be reconsidered this week aRer enough individual schools 
objected to the measures 

Much of what will be on display at the convention is the effort, more than a century old, to find peace in the marriage of higher education and big-money sports. A critique of the status quo 
could come Wednesday when U.S. Secretary of Education Ame Duncan, a former Halward basketball player, gives the keynote address at a luncheon Duncan has not been slay in the past 
about speaking his mind on college sports, including at last year’s NCAA convention. 

Meanwhile, Emmert will continue to "herd along all these folks" in the direction he wants. He is not the czar college sports. He doesn’t control major college football; conferences do. He 
can’t stop schools from changing conferences; presidents decide that. His association doesn’t have subpoena power for investigations. 

Yet Emmert is still the public face of college sports And he does have the bully pulpit. Here are excerpts from an interview with Emmert at The Star last month: 

On revising the complex NCAA rulebook: 
"It’s very complicated to take a 400-plus-page rule book and shrink it down to something sensible But we’re going to do it." 

On the public perception nfthe NCAA in the wake nfthe scandals of the past year: 
"I think they have caused people to remove whatever benefit of a doubt we had I think there’s an enormous level of skepticism about intercollegiate athletics overall. (Some people think) 
we’re less in control than the reality is.. We have been making wonderful progress in al [ the things we worry the most about the success of our students, the quality’ of their 
experiences, re]2mns in our programs, all of those things. 

"But it’s been fascinating just in terms of timing. Over the past 12 months, evepj time we’ve made a great stride, one nf these grenades goes off. ’]’hen we make another stride and, boom, 
another grenade goes off. It has colored the public’s perception of who we are a lot." 

On the role of sports in higher education: 
"In my past as a college president, I’ve had (media interviews) like this one where people say, ’Don’t you think you put too much emphasis on sports?’ And I say, ’How many pages do you 
have for the education section compared to the number to pages in your sports section?’ And then I say, ’()h, that’s right, you don’t have an education sectinn ’ " 

On celebrity coaches becoming too powerful, too big to fail: 
"We have collectively, in some cases, created an odd cultural context, the almost deification of coaches, and this isn’t a new phenomenon. You go back to. any number of famous coaches, 
probably Alonzo Stagg (at the University of Chicago in the early 20th cenmpj) .... 

"We at the NCAA have to demand that (coaches) live within the normal expectatinns of everyone, that they’re not above the law, that they’re not above our rules, that they’re not above the 
campus culture, and that they get treated the same way and that the expectations are the same or higher than what we expect of a rank and file person." 

On whether the NCAA lacks control of college sports: 
"One of the critiques of the NCAA is, ’Well you won’t take on the big name programs because they’re too important. They generate too much money, and you don’t have clout to take them 
on.’ 

"If I said to you a year ago, ’Here is soraething I know is going to happen: the head coaches of Peun 
State<http://c~ntent.usat~day.c~m/t~pics/t~pic/~rganizati~ns/Sch~s/~eun+State+Universit~>, Ohio State, North 
Carolina<http://cont ent.usatoday, c om/topics/topiciPlaces,+Geogra phy/States,+Territories,+Pr ovinces,+Islands/U. S.+StatesiNorth~Carolina> and Teunessee basketball will all be fired this 
year for violations of NCAA behavior or other societal inrproprieties, you would have laughed at me. But that’s just what happened .... 

"Can you think of another year that’s happened? Can you think of another decade that’s happened? People are reacting to (misbehavior) pretty harshly. I know that’s what I’m hearing from 
university leaders all across the countrj." 

On a maJor-college football playoff: 
"Well, there are a lot of people talking about moving to .. a kind of four-garne playofE I think that’s not an unreasonable direction in which to move, but I don’t know what level of support 
there is out there for that... I think (school presidents are) nmre open-minded about (a playoff) today than they were five years ago, at least the ones that I spend time talking to. 

"But I think it’s extrernely unlikely that you would see anytime soon a 16-team playoff... You wind up with teams playing an awful lot of football ganres, and that’s the biggest resistance to 
it... Right now the vast nrajority of the university presidents believe that a BCS<http://c~ntent.usat~day.c~1r~/t~pics/t~pic/Events+and+Awards/Sp~rts/B~w~+Champi~nship+Series> 
model, whether it’s the current one or a slightly- modified one, is the best way to go. 

"Some would happily go back to the old bowl modeh I don’t think the public at large would like that, but individual institutions don’t have any problem with that. So we’ll have to see what 
happens over the next year and a half" 
On conference realignment: 
"I did see and we all saw .. sonre nroves that were rational and thoughtful and carefully crafted, and some that started to look and feel like just a mad scramble that were defense or aimed at 
protecting a position and don’t make good sense for students in particular. 

"I am not one of those that believes it is nmving toward four mega conferences or whatever the model du jour is. Because I don’t think it makes any sense frora any perspective. The 
argument usually is that it makes good business sense. It doesn’t make good business sense Four 16- or 24-team conferences are really or two eight-team conferences that have been 
jammed together for marketing purposes They’re not ’conferences.’ 

"In my experience as a president, what works in a COllference is when you can get the presidents around a table about this big with eight, 10, 12 people, and you can do business together. 
And you can agree to share resources, and you can agree to share scheduling issues, and you can agree to have the kind of collaboration that holds a conference together. 

"’¢~qaen I was in the SEC we would routinely sit down and say we’re going to share revenue evenly Well when you’re the head of LSU<http://contentusatodaycom/topics/topic/LSU> and 
the head of Vanderbilt is sitting right there that means rm going to keep your athletic department alive, okay, and you have to be willing to say-, yeah, it’s worth having Vanderbilt in this 
conference because we like them here; they’re good partners, they’re historic partners, evewbody likes that tradition, so we’re going to send a lot of money their way. 

"You can do that when you’ve got a small enough number of entities and you’ve got common interests. It’s pretty’ hard for the alumni of a school on the west coast to say, ’I don’t care if we 
send money to Florida, that’s fine’ You don’t see them, you don’t know them Conferences are inherently- regional entities with geographic boundaries 



"People like knowing that the Big 10<http://content usatodag com/topics/topic/Bi~+ 10> is a Midwestern deal, and the SEC is the Deep 
South<http://content.usatoday.com/topics/topiciDeep ~ South> and the Pac-I 2 is the west coast. And I think it works that way, and when that gets blurred, I think it starts to fall apart The 
conference doesn’t have much meaning. 

On the travel demands of geographically diverse conference: 
"The idea that you’d be shuttling kids coast-to-coast to play a game is a ridiculous one, and it means somebody’s not paying attention to the well being of those students. Now how in the 
world do you fly a volleyball team li~om the west coast to the east coast to play a game on a Tuesday night and then get back in time for a Wednesday morning class? It doesn’t make an)’ 
sense." 

On the financial issues driving conference realignment: 
"Some of these machinations that have been going on are about making sure that you’ve got an automatic qualifier bid for the BCS. Well, it could be a ve~ interesting outcome if we see 
some restructuring of conferences and then the BCS changes its fore, at so that all this restructuring doesn’t make any sense anymore. 

"So if one of the BCS moves was to eliminate automatic qualifications, and you’ve just signed up to fly your volleyball team from coast-to-coast cause you thought you have an (automatic 
qualifier), then that’s gonna look like a pretty silly- decision." 

"When I was in the SEC we would routinely sit down and say we’re going to share revenue evenly. Well when you’re the head of LSU and the head of Vanderbilt is sitting right there that 
means I’m going to keep your athletic department alive, okay, and you have to be willing to say, yeah, it’s worth having Vanderbilt in this conference because we like thelr~ here; they’re good 
partners, they’re historic partners, everybody likes that tradition, so we’re going to send a lot of money their way. 

"You can do that when you’ve got a small enough number of entities and you’ve got common interests. It’s pretty hard for the almnni of a school on the west coast to say, ’I don’t care if we 
send money to Florida, that’s fine.’ You don’t see thera, you dofft know- them. Conferences are inherently regional entities with geographic boundaries. 

"People like l~lowing that the Big 10 is a Midwestern deal, and the SEC is the Deep South and the Pac-12 is the west coast. And I think it works that way, and when that gets blurred, I think 
it starts to fall apart. The conference doesn’t have much meaning. 

On the travel demands of geographically diverse conference: 
"The idea that you’d be shuttling kids coast-to-coast to play a game is a ridiculous one, and it means somebody’s not paying attention to the well being of those students. Now how in the 
world do you fly a volleyball team from the west coast to the east coast to play- a game on a Tuesday night and then get back in time for a Wednesday morning class? It doesn’t make any 
sense." 

On the financial issues driving conference realignment: 
"Some of these machinations that have been going on are about making sure that you’ve got an automatic qualifier bid for the BCS. Well, it could be a ve~ interesting outcome if we see 
some restructuring of conferences and then the BCS changes its fore, at so that all this restructuring doesn’t make any sense anymore. 

"So if one of the BCS moves was to eliminate automatic qualifications, and you’ve just signed tap to fly your volleyball team from coast-to-coast cause you thought you have an (automatic 
qualifier), then that’s golma look like a pretty sill?- decision" 

Jemaifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j condaras@bigea st. org<mailto :j condaras@bigeast.org> 

Ofl]ce: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 

Cell: 401.265.6739 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Thursday,, Janua~ 12, 2012 9:07 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/12/12- l 1.7.1.2.2 

The football staff at College USA is preparing for the many official visits they will be hosting over the next couple of weekends. Because the administrative 

staff assist the coaches with all travel arrangements for these official visits, they would like to be able to telephone the prospective student-athletes 

while they are traveling to campus to make sure there are not any issues or delays. 

is it permissible for the administrative staff to telephone the prospective student-athletes while they are traveling to campus for an official visit? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.2.2{c) Telephone Calls in Conjunction with Official Visit states that a noncoacNng staff member or coach who does not count 

toward the numerical limitations on head and assistant coaches in Bylaw 11.7.4 may initiate telephone calls to and receive telephone calls from a 

prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit 

transportation and during his or her official visit. 

.e %.} d.i({{!l~.f{*, .e{X < L’.2 {.?.~ ~ o, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 13, 2012 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/13/12- Current Event 

NCAA closes loophole that allowed Cam Newton to play 
USATodav.com--INDIANAPOLIS - A year and a day after Cam Newton led Auburn to a football national championship, the NCAA closed the loophole that 

allowed him to play. 

The association’s Division I legislative council endorsed a measure Wednesday expanding its definition of an agent to encompass third-party influences - 

including family members - who directly or indirectly market an athlete for profit as Newton’s father tried to do as the quarterback was being recruited out 

of junior college. 

Among the specific targets: anyone who "seeks to obtain any type of financial gain or benefit from securing a prospective student-athlete’s enrollment at 

an educational institution or a from a student-athlete’s potential earnings as a professional athlete." 

In those cases, the new measure also would apply an agent’s tag to contract advisors, financial advisors, marketing representatives, brand managers "or 

anyone who is employed by or associated with such persons." Where the NCAA currently monitors agent activity in regard to marketing athletes to 

professional teams, the proposal adds approaches to colleges. 

The issue has boiled since the 2010 football season and revelations that Newton’s father unsuccessfully sought six-figure payment from Mississippi State 

for the player’s recruiting commitment. The younger Newton claimed no knowledge of the infraction and, with that, the NCAA said it had no recourse 

under current rules to suspend him. 

Newton went on to win the Heisman Trophy and lead Auburn to the title. NCAA President Mark Emmert vowed to address the issue. 

"It was important for us to shore that up and make sure we were encompassing all individuals, probably as we all had intended (in the past)," said Carolyn 

CampbelI-McGovern, deputy executive director of the Ivy League and chair of the NCAA legislative council. "It also speaks not only to who’s covered but 

also the scope. Trying to do it is a violation, not just actually receiving money." 

The change goes into effect immediately as long as the Division I board of directors doesn’t quash or delay it when it meets Saturday in conjunction with 

the NCAA’s annual convention. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Januao, 16, 2012 8:38 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/16/12- 16.7.1 

There are no classes today at Ocean State University in observance of the Martin Luther King holiday. The men’s and women’s basketball teams were 

required to remain on campus, however, because they both have games tomorrow night. The coaches would like to take the student-athletes to the 

movies after practice. Is this permissible? 

Yes. NC~ Bylaw 16.7.1 states that the institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place 

within a ZOO-mile radius of where a team plays or practices in connection with an away-from-home contest or en route to or from such a contest. In 

addition, an institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place within a 30-mile radius of the 

institution’s campus or practice site during vacation periods when the team is required to reside on campus (or at a practice site normally used by the 

institution) and classes are not in session. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 8:15 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/17/12- 14.1.5 

Ocean State University will have several new international student-athletes initially enrolling for the 2012-13 academic year. Is there an eligibility form these 
individuals must complete and sign before participating in competition? 
Currently, NCAA Bylaw 14.1.5 requires international student-athletes to complete and sign an eligibility form prior to participating in competition. 
PLEASE NOTE that with the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2011-62, institutions will no longer have to utilize such a form for international 
student-athletes enrolling on or after August 1, 201Z 
2011-62 
ELIGIBILITY =- GENERAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS -- ELIGIBILITY FORM -- INTERNATIONAL STUDENT-ATHLETE 
Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period 

Intent: To eliminate the requirement that the eligibility of an international student=athlete shall be certified on an international student-athlete 
eligibility form, 

Bylaws: Amend 14.1, as follows: 

14.1 GENERAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
[14.1.1 through 14.1.4 unchanged.] 

14.1.5 Eligibility For, m, Intcrn~tlcnM 5t’udcnt Athlete. The cfigibflity of ~n intcrn~ticn~/ st’udcnt ~thlctc s,%11 bc ccrtlficd on ~ for, n, ,m, MntMncd by thc 
A ~.~ .... ;~_ r.~;.^~ ..A cppro"cd by ~^ ’ ^~;~t.~;,.^ r ..... " FM!"FO to com, p/ctc and sign .... ~ c ~^’-- prior to part:c;pat;ng ;n ..... ~ ........ 

.;,~;__ ~-~^, ,,~ corn eted for, n, shaft be ^~H ....................................... 

.,,,..^.;_^.4 _^_~ .............. ,~..;,.^ ,,;^,.,.; .... ~ .~.;~ ,..~ .... .4^ _^,~ ~^~.. _,..,^_, thl ~’s cligibility if th .......................... 

............................. ight, ..................... b fly ig th fo ........................................ 

[14.1.6 through 14.1.11 renumbered as 14.1.5 through 14.1.10 unchanged,] 
Source: Big East Conference 

Effective Date: August 1, 2012 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Eligibility 

Rationale: With the creation of the amateurism certification process through the NCAA Eligibility Center, the use of the international student-athlete 
eligibility form is duplicative and an administrative burden. An institution should have the flexibility to determine the appropriate method (e.g., 
institutional form, interview) for certifying the amateur status of a student-athlete for the time period after he or she requested final certification from 
the NCAA Eligibility Center (e.g., incoming freshmen) or the student-athlete initially enrolled in a Division I or II institution (e.g., transfer students). 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): International student-athletes would no longer need to complete the form, 

Position Statement(s): 
Amateurism CabinetThe cabinet supports the proposal, The international student-athlete eligibility form may be helpful for institutions to use in order 
to assist in certifying the eligibility of international student-athletes, but it should not be a requirement, The Amateurism Certification Process at the 
NCAA Eligibility Center provides the offical certification, 

.ino__&q~_r_;!_s__@_h_j_g_~_sJ_=er_g. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, January. 18, 2012 9:16 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1,,’18/12- Summer Aid for PSAs 

Wish Bone, a senior in high school, is going to play football at Ocean State LTniversi~z (OSU). To help get acclimated to campus, Wish is going to attend summer school prior to enrolling 
full-tune this fall. If OSU provides Wish with athletic aid in the sunm~er, will he be considered a counter for the 2012-13 academic year? If the answer is yes, does Wish’s aid count against 
the initial or overall football counter limitations? 

Yes Wish’s aid will count against both the initial and overall limits the 2012-13 academic year With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2011-75, a prospective student-athlete who receives 
athletic aid during a stammer telTn prior to initial full-time enrollment shall be an initial and overall counter for the ensuing academic year. 

PLEASE NOTE this piece of legislation has an immediate effective date, so this will be in place for the summer 2012 terms 

2011-75 
FINANCIAL AID -- SUiVE’.4ER FINANCIAL AID -- PRIOR TO INITIAL FT_rLL-TD.JE ENROLLMENT -- FOOTBALL -- COUNTER FOR THE ENSUING ACADEMIC YEAR 
Status: Adopted, 60-Day OvelTide Period     Process Diagram<javascript:poptastic(’/LSDBi/pdfTpropSearch?propSearchSubmit Display%20Status&state 61&submitYear 2011’)> 

Intent: In football, to specify that a prospective student-athlete who receives athletically related financial aid during a summer term prior to initial tiJll-time enrollment at the cel-tig!ing 
institution shall be an initial and overall counter for the ensuing academic year. 

Bylaws: Amend 15.5 1.9, as follows: 
[Federated provision, FBS and FCS, divided vote] 
15.51.9 Steamer-Term Aid. Institutional financial aid received during a stammer term is not countable in these limitations and does not make a student-athlete a counter. 
15.5.1 9.1 [gxception -- FuotbMl In fuotbMl, a prospective student-athlete who receives athletically related financial aid during a summer term prior to initial full-time enrollment at the 
certi~mg institution shall be an initial and overall counter for the ensuing academic year. (See Byhws 15023 and 15.56.) 
Source: Southeastern Conference 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Z~-ea: Financial Aid 

Rationale: Athletically related financial aid awarded to a prospective student-athlete to attend summer school prior to initial enrollment has become commonplace. Currently, there are no 
limitations on the number ofpruspectlve student-athletes who may recmve such aid It is appropriate to help ensure that resources are properly managed by limiting the awarding of summer- 
term aid to those prospective student-athletes who will recmve athletics aid on their initial full-time enruHment in the regular academic term immediately fulluwing the summer school session. 

Estimated Budget Impact: Anticipated cost savings :[’or institutions that have awarded summer athletics aid to more prospective student-athletes than the limit on initial counters in previous 
years 

hnpact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None 

Position Statement(s): 
Awards, Benefits, Expenses and Financial Aid Cabinet The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. 

Football Issues Committee The committee supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. 

Jeunifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Connrxissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, R102903 

j condara s@bigeast, nrg<mailto: icondaras,@,bigeast.nrg> 

Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 

Cell: 401.265.6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, January. 19, 2012 8:30 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/19/12- 12.4.2.1 

Mid L. Blocker is a volleyball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Mid has some time in between the end of the fall season and the spring non-- 

championship season, so she decides to teach lessons to earn some spending money. Mid uses her name to advertise fee-for-lesson sessions. 

Specifically, Mid distributed a flier advertising private lessons using her name. Mid sought approval of the flier after she had distributed to local club 

coaches via email. 

Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 12.4.2.1 states that a student-athlete may receive compensation for teaching or coaching sport skills or techniques in his or her sport on 

a fee-for-lesson basis, provided: [R] 

(a) Institutional facilities are not used; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(b) Playing lessons shall not be permitted; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(c) The institution obtains and keeps on file documentation of the recipient of the lesson(s) and the fee for the lesson(s) provided during any time of the 

year; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(d) The compensation is paid by the lesson recipient (or the recipient’s family) and not another individual or entity; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 

(e) Instruction to each individual is comparable to the instruction that would be provided during a private lesson when the instruction involves more than 
one individual at a time; and (Adopted: 4/2/03 effective 8/1/03) 

(f) The student-athlete does not use his or her name, picture or appearance to promote or advertise the availability of fee-for-lesson sessions. 

(Adopted: 4/2/03 effective 8/1/03) 

This is an actual fact pattern for a secondary infractions case posted on LSDBi. The institution requested reinstatement for the student-athlete and 

provided a rules education session for all coaches and student-athletes 

jcovutaras@biqeasLorq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 20, 2012 9:27 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/20/12- Current Fxent 

Latest report shows uptick in equitable budget allocations 
NCAA.org 

A new NCAA report on athletics finances by gender shows a commitment from NCAA schools to providing more resources to women’s teams. 

While men’s sports continue to generate more revenue and demand a greater share of expenditures overall, schools in all three NCAA divisions are 

literally "paying" more attention to their women’s programs. The 2010 NCAA Gender-Equity Report reveals a number of positive trends, including 

scholarship allocations for women’s teams that have increased at greater rates than those for men’s sports over the last seven years. That’s also the case 

with recruiting dollars. 

The data from the latest iteration of the NCAA gender-equity report have been reformatted to more closely mirror the NCAA Revenues and Expenses of 

Intercollegiate Athletics Programs Reports. Results are gleaned from information institutions submit annually to the NCAA Financial Information System 

and are provided now using "median" values instead of "mean" as in the past. 

The revenues and expenses reports are done that way, too, which makes all of NCAA’s financial-based reports easier for campus and conference leaders 

to calculate and understand the real costs of intercollegiate athletics. Because the change from mean to median in financial reports wasn’t made until 

2004 (and because of other significant changes in data collection and reporting that were made at that time), the gender-equity report uses that year as 

the baseline from which comparisons are made {as do the revenues and expenses reports). 

The news for women’s sports is increasingly good. Since 2004, for example, scholarship allocations for Division I at the median have increased by 61.4 

percent for women’s teams as compared to 56.2 percent for men’s teams. At the median, schools devoted S574,000 to women’s scholarships in 2010 

compared with $317,100 in 2004. Men’s scholarship expenses went from S420,000 in 2004 to S740,600 in 2010. 

Those allocations for women’s teams in Division II have increased by 81 percent since 2004, compared with an increase of 76.3 percent for men’s teams. 

In recruiting, expenses at the median for Division I schools have increased by 46 percent for women’s teams {from S66,400 in 2004 to S96,900 in 2010) 

compared to 39.2 percent for men’s teams {from S121,800 in 2004 to $169,500 in 2010). 

The comparisons are similar in Division II, where over the last seven years schools at the median have allocated 76.8 percent more toward recruiting for 

women’s teams in 2010 than in 2004 (from S8,400 to $14,800), compared to 68.4 percent more for men’s sports {from ~;13,200 in 2004 to S22,300). 

In Division III, recruiting expenses have increased greatly for both genders - 111.8 percent for women’s teams and 116 percent for men’s. 

The increases in scholarship allocations and other expenses likely relate to the jump in participation opportunities for women in general. The 2009-10 

NCAA Sports Sponsorship and Participation Rates Report shows a total of 430,301 student-athletes, almost 10,000 more than the previous year, playing 

NCAA championship sports. Of that total, 57.1 percent are males, though the gap between male and female participation has decreased slightly in 

Division I over the last several years. There also have been more women’s teams in all three divisions than men’s since 1996-97. (The general 

undergraduate student body at NCAA schools in all three divisions is about 53.8 percent female and 46.4 percent male.) 

Overall expenses, though, still weigh heavily on the men’s side of the ledger. In 2010, the median total expense for Division I schools was S6.8 million for 

men’s teams, more than ~;4.7 million of which went toward football. The median total expense for women’s teams was about ~;4.5 million. 

Comparing total expenses by sport shows a more equal distribution. In basketball, for example, the media total expense for men’s teams in Division I was 

about S1.6 million, compared to about S1.2 million for women’s teams. Expenses for women’s teams exceeded those of men’s in sports such as track, 

swimming, volleyball, golf and gymnastics. 

Most of the expenses go toward scholarships {about S2.3 million for men’s teams and S2.1 for women’s in 2010). The most unbalanced line items in 

expenses are for coaching salaries and benefits, where the median for men’s teams in Division I is about S900,000 for head coaches and almost S1 million 

for the cadre of assistants. Salaries for administrative staff on the men’s side also more than double those for women’s sports {about S183,000 for men’s 

sports and S72,000 for women’s). 

Again, football accounts for much of the disparity, with the median salary for head coaches at S344,700 and more than S831,000 going to assistants. 

Not surprisingly, though, football and men’s basketball dominate the revenue side. Football, in fact, provides almost all of the generated revenues at the 

median in Division I (S2,096,500 of the S2,186,700 total). 

Women’s sports combined generates at the median about S318,000 at Division I schools. The biggest contributor is basketball {about ~;85,000). Men’s 

basketball, meanwhile, contributed at the median about S544,000. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, JanuaO, 23, 2012 8:48 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/23/12- Concurrent Enrollment 

Fins is a swimming student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). During the spring 2012 semester, Fins will be enrolled in 9 at OSU and 6 hours at 

another local college. OSU has a partnership with this local college that allows students to take classes at both institutions to fulfill degree requirements 

and obtain full-time enrollment status. Additionally, classes taken at both institutions will be listed on the student’s home campus transcript. 

Will Fins be able to utilize these 6 hours to meet any PTD requirements? 

Yes. These hours can be used to meet the 18/27 credit hour requirement. NCAA Official Interpretation- 7/13/05- Use of Concurrent Enrollment Courses 

to Satisfy Credit-Hour Requirements (I)- states that traditional courses taken at another institution during a regular term while enrolled full-time at the 

certifying institution may be used to satisfy the six credits per term and 18-semester or 27-quarter credit hours per academic year requirements, provided: 

a. The courses taken at the second institution would count toward f~tikne enrollment at the certifying institution; and 

b. The courses taken at the second institution will be included on the student’s transcript at the certifying institution. [References: Bylaws 14.1.8.2.4 

(concurrent courses at two institutions] and 14.4.3.4.9 (credit from other institutions]] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/24/12- 14.4.3.1.6 

Nick L. Back is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University. Nick completed the final 7 hours of his degree program during the fall 2011 semester 

and graduated in December. Nick still has one season of competition left and will enroll in classes to earn a second baccalaureate degree. Since Nick only 

completed 7 hours during the fall 2011 semester, does he have to sit out the first 4 games of the 2012 season? 

No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 1/20/12- Nine-Hour Requirement for Student-Athlete Who Fulfills Graduation Requirements (I)- states that a 

football student-athlete who does not successfully complete nine-semester hours or eight-quarter hours of academic credit during the fall term but 

completes the courses necessary to receive a baccalaureate degree from the institution shall not be subject to the four contest competition restriction. 

Further, a football student-athlete who is in the final academic year {final two semesters or three quarters) of his or her designated degree program may 

use credit hours acceptable toward any of the institution’s degree programs to satisfy the nine-semester or eight-quarter hour requirement, provided the 

institution certifies that the student is enrolled in courses necessary to complete degree requirements at the end of the two semesters or three quarters. 

Thereafter, the student-athlete shall forfeit eligibility in all sports, unless he or she completes all degree requirements during the final two semesters or 

three quarters and is eligible to earn his or her baccalaureate degree on the institution’s next degree-granting date. 

]References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1.6 {additional requirements - football) and 14.4.3.1.8.1 {exception -- final academic year of degree program -- 

six-hour requirement)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 25, 2012 7:07 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/25/12- 16.2.1.3.2 

Red Card is a soccer student-athlete at Ocean State Universi~z (OSU). Red earned All-America honors this fall and will be honored during the home men’s basketball game this weekend. Red 
would like his parents to attend the game and see the halftime ceremony. Is it pelrnissible t;ar OSU to provide Red’s parents with complimentalT tickets to the game, so the?- can see their son 
be honored at halftime? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.2.1.32 states that an institution may provide a maximum of four complimentalT admissions to a student-athlete for an institution’s game or event during which a 
student-athlete is being honored but not participating, provided such complimentary admissions are used by the student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians and/or spouse. (Adopted: 4/27/00 
effective 8/1/00, Revised: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07) 

Jemaifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j condaras@bigea st. org<mailto :j condaras@bi~east.or~> 

Oflice: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 

Cell: 401.265.6739 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Thursday,, Janua~ 26, 2012 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/26/12- 14.2.3.1.4 

Base Runner is a softball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). During the 2010-11 academic year, Base only participated in an alumni game 

for OSU. The alumni game met the parameters for the game to be exempted from counting against the maximum of 56 contests allowed. 

Because Base only participated in one contest that was exempted from counting against the 56 game limit, did Base utilize a season of competition during 

the 2010-11 academic year? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 14.2.3.1.4 states that a student-athlete may engage in outside competition in either one alumni game, one fundraising activity or one 

celebrity sports activity during a season without counting such competition as a season of competition, provided the event is exempted from the 
institution’s maximum number of contests or dates of competition as permitted in the particular sport per Bylaw :?.7. (Adopted: 1/16/10 effective 8/1/10) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, Jannary 27, 2012 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

DMy Compliance Item- 1/27/12- Current Fxent 

Georgia’s Mark Rieht ends up at jail during reermting visit 
USAYoday.com 

Richt was visiting kowndes (Valdosta, Ga.) linebacker Josh Harvey-Clemons, considered the No. 1 prospect in the state by ESPN.com. 

Richt was with Harvey-Clemons and members of Ciemons’ famiiy at church when the recruit, who works for his grandfather’s baii bond company, had to 

go, along with his grandfather’s daughter, to bali out a customer. 

Richt initialiv stayed with the service, but when the daughter forgot her ID in a van at church, Richt and assistant coach Mike Bobo drove to the jail to 

bring the ID and then continued to meet with Harvey-Clemons for "20 to 30 minutes," the Joumal-Constituion quoted the gr~nclfather, Woodrow Clemons. 

"My kids are at the age where they have to work and do something," Woodrow Ciemons toid the Jo~rnol-Constit~tion. "They’ve got to start learning about 

the reai worid. And with being bond agents, they can pick up the ’fear’ of going to jail ....Josh understood he had to go do this. I own the business and one 

c1~7 Josh will own part of it, so he knows the responsibilities that come with it. And it definiteiy beats working .at Walm.art or a hamburger joint." 

jcondaras@biqeast.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 8:53 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/30/12- NLI m~d Coaching Change 

End A. Round is a football prospective student-athlete who is going to sign a National Letter of Intent (NLI) this week with Ocean State University (OSU). 

There are rumors that the head coach at OSU is going to take a coaching job in the NFL. If the coach leaves OSU after End signs his NLI, is he still bound 

by the provisions of the NLI? 

Yes. Per the National Letter of Intent Provisions, a student-athlete signs an NLI with an institution, not with a coach. If the coach leaves, the prospect is 

still bound by the provisions of the NLI. 

jcomfaras@biqeast.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 31, 2012 9:33 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/31 / 12- Tournaments 

The volleyball coaches at Ocean State University are planning their recruiting trips for this spring. There are several tournaments they want to attend but 
have to make sure they do not exceed the total number of evaluation days or the maximum number of evaluations per prospect. 
Here is the plan for the next recruiting trip: 
Assistant Coach attends a tournament Friday, Saturday and Sunday and watches 8 different teams 
Head Coach attends the same tournament Saturday and Sunday and watches 4 teams...the same as the assistant coach 
How many evaluation days were utilized? 
How many total evaluations were utilized? 

A. 5 evaluation days and 1evaluation 

B. 2 evaluation days and 1evaluation 

C. 1 evaluation day and 1 evaluation 
D. 5 evaluation days and 2 evaluations 

The answer is_A. The assistant coach used 3 evaluation days and the head coach used 2 evaluation days even though they were at the same event at the 
same time. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.7.2 states that an evaluation day is defined as one coach engaged in the evaluation of any prospective student-athlete on 
one day (12:01 a.m. to midnight). Two coaches making evaluations on the same day shall use two evaluation days. The combined total of such days for all 
staff members shall not exceed 210 in football {270 for U.S. service academies) [42 during the fall evaluation period {54 for U.S. service academies) and 

168 during the spring evaluation period {216 for U.S. academies)], 50 in softball and 80 in women’s volleyball. (Adopted: 1/9/95 effective 8/1/95, Revised: 

1/12/99 effective 8/1/99, 4/27/00 effective 8/1/01, 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/14/08, 1/15/10 

effective 8/1/10) 

Because the event was a tournament conducted on consecutive days, the coaches only used one evaluation for the prospects they watched. NCAA Bylaw 
13.1.7.15 state that evaluation during each day of a tournament held during the academic year shall count as a separate evaluation except as follows {see 
Bylaw 13.1.4.1.4.1): (Revised: 3/22/05) 

(a) Evaluation of multiple contests in a tournament that occurs on consecutive days (and normally at the same site) shall count as a single evaluation. 
(b) Evaluation of multiple contests in a single tier of a tournament {e.g., sectional, district, regional) shall count as a single observation. If a particular tier 
of a tournament is subdivided into identifiable segments (e.g., conducted on different weekends), evaluation of contests in each identifiable segment 
counts as a single observation. (Revised: 1/14/97) 

Pro~di~e~c~% NI c~2~o3 

iiu<mdaras~biqeast.orq 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 8:40 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/1/12- 13.5.2.6.1 

Effective August 1, 2012, which of the following is true with regard to official visit transportation for men’s basketball prospects? 

A. Institution can pay transportation expenses for prospects parents or legal guardians (up to 2 people) 

B. Institution can pay transportation expenses for any two members of the prospect’s immediate family 

C. Institution can pay transportation expenses for any two individuals traveling with the prospect 

D. There are not any changes to official visit transportation legislation for men’s basketball prospects 

The answer is A. NCAA Bylaw 13.5.2.6.1 states that in men’s basketball, an institution may pay the actual round-trip costs for a prospective student- 

athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) to accompany the prospective student-athlete on his official visit. (Adopted: 10/27/11 

effective 8/1/12) 

This piece of legislation is effective 8/1/12. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 2, 2012 8:45 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/2/12- NCAA Proposal 2011-45 

Ocean State University will be hosting a women’s basketball AAU tournament this weekend. Although NCAA Proposal 2011-45 was adopted, which 

precludes such events from occurring on Division I campuses during an evaluation period, Ocean State University signed a contract with this organization 

prior to June 28, 2011 and therefore will be allowed to host the event. 

Since the institution can host the event, can the coaches evaluate at this tournament? 

No. The NCAA issued a clarification that for purposes of coaches evaluating, this piece of legislation has an immediate effective date. The grandfather 

clause only pertains to hosting, sponsoring or conducting the event. 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2011-45 has been edffed to clarify that evaluations at nonscholastic events and noninstitutional camps or clinics that 

occur on a Division I campus during evaluation periods are prohibited. Previously, the text of the proposal indicated that evaluations would be 

prohibited at noninstitutional events, camps and clinics that occur on a Division I campus. 

In addition, language has been added to the effective date to clarify that the provision of the effective date reMted to contracts applies only to 

whether an institution may host, sponsor or conduct a nonscholastic basketball practice or competition in which women’s basketball prospective 

student=athletes participate on its campus or at an oH-campus [acility regularly used by the institution [or practice and/or competition by any o[ the 

institution’s sport programs. The prohibition against evaluations at nonscholastic events and noninstitutional comps or clinics that occur on Division I 

campuses during evaluation periods is e[[ective immediately regardless whether signed contracts will allow such events to occur. 

jeon&~ras(~LSiq~sLor~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 8:23 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/3/12- Current Event 

University of Nebraska cited for impermissible benefits 
NCAA.orf! 

University of Nebraska, Lincoln, committed major violations in its athletics programs, according to findings by the NCAA Division I Committee on 

Infractions. The violations, which included a failure to monitor, were narrow in scope and centered on student-athletes in all sports receiving 

impermissible benefits for multiple academic years. Penalties included two years probation and self-imposed 538,000 fine, which was donated to local 

charities. 

Public Infractions Report 

This case was resolved through the summary disposition process, a cooperative effort where the involved parties collectively submit the case to the 

Committee on Infractions in written form. The NCAA enforcement staff, university and involved individuals must agree to the facts of the case in order for 

this process to be utilized instead of having a formal hearing. 

~i~ ...... :::::::: ~ ~ .............. ~ ~iii~ :::: ~i~i~iii~ ............................... ~ ~ ~i! ::::: ::::::::::::: ~i~ ~ii ~i~i~ ....................... ~ ~ ~i~iii~iiii::i::i ::::::::::~ ~i~ .................... ~ii ~i: ii~i~iii~l~ .............. ~ ............. ~iii~!i!i::i::iiii~ ............. ~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~!i! ~ ~!~!i!~ ........................................................ ~ ~i!i~i~i~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~iii~li: :::::::::::~i :: i!iiii ~ieiii~ ................... ~i!i~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~li ~!i e ~ ~ ..................... ~ ~ ~ ~iii~i~i~iiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~i i!: ~iii~ ................ ~iii~ :::: ~ ............. ~iii~i~ : .................... ~ i~ ~ ~iiii : .......................................... ~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~iii!i~iii~ ~ ................ ~!i!i ~ ................................................ ~ ~ii ~ ~ ~i~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

The violations in the case were discovered and reported by the school. According to the facts of the case, 492 student-athletes received supplemental 

books and supplies totaling approximately £28,000 beyond what are allowed by NCAA rules for financial aid. The rules, which are created by NCAA 

member schools, state that athletic scholarships can only pay for required texts and course supplies. Individual student-athletes received a benefit 

ranging from approximately $580 to incidental amounts. 

Because the violations included a large number of student-athletes and sports over portions of five academic years, the university agreed it failed to 

monitor its program, particularly as it relates to this aspect of athletic scholarships. 

The penalties include: 

¯ Public reprimand and censure. 

¯ Two years of probation from February 1, 2012, through January 31, 2014. 

¯ Fine of S38,000 provided to local charities (self-imposed by the university). 

The members of the Committee on Infractions who reviewed this case Britton Banowsky, commissioner of Conference USA and chair of the Committee on 

Infractions. Other members are; John S. Black, attorney; Melissa (Missy) Conboy, deputy director of athletics at the University of Notre Dame; Eleanor 

Myers, faculty athletics representative and law professor at Temple University; James O’Fallon, law professor and faculty athletics representative for 

University of Oregon; Gregory Sankey, associate commissioner of the Southeastern Conference; and Dennis Thomas, commissioner of the Mid-Eastern 

Athletic Conference. 

[eondaras@biqeasl.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Monday, Februao, 6, 2012 7:58 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/6/12- 13.10.8 

Comeback Route is a prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) last week with College USA to play tbotball After the NLI was validated, the institution began 
using a picture of Comeback in season ticket promotions for next year’s season One of the promotions included paid advertising space on a billboard on the outskirts of town 

Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.8 states that it is permissible for ari institution to photograph a prospective student-athlete during a campus visit to be used in the institution’s permissible publici~ 
and promotional activities (e.g., press release, media guide), but the photograph may not be provided to the prospective student-athlete. It is permissible for an institution to use a 
prospective student-athlete’s photograph in printed institutional items (e.g., season-ticket brochure) that promote a sport’s season in which the prospective student-athlete will participate as 
a student-athlete, provided the prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or the institution’s written offer of admission andJor financial aid and the prospective 
student-athlete’s name or photograph is not used in an?- promotional items that involve the purchase or receipt of commercial advertising (e.g, season-ticket advertisement in newspapers or 
on a billboard). 
Jem~ifer M Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

j condaras@bigea st. org<mailto :j condaras@bi~east.or~> 
Ofl]ce: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 
Fax: 40h273.0424 
Ceil: 40h265.6739 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februaw 7, 2012 8:33 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/7/12- 15.5.2.3 

Libero is a volleyball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU) who graduated this past December. Although she has exhausted her eligibility, 

Libero is going to enroll this spring in a graduate program. The volleyball team is currently using all 12 scholarships. If OSU continues to provide her with 

athletic aid, can the coach use the mid-year replacement legislation and provide a scholarship to a freshman that just initially enrolled spring 2012? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/22/11- Midyear Replacement of a Multisport Participant (I)- states that an institution may replace a football or 

women’s volleyball student-athlete who graduates at midyear or who graduated during the previous academic year (including the summer) with another 

counter (who, in football; shall count as an initial counter), even if the student-athlete being "replaced" remains enrolled as a graduate student receiving 

athletically related financial aid and/or participates in another sport. 

(References: NCAA Bylaws 15.5.2.3 (midyear replacement - women’s volleyball), 15.5.6.3.5 (midyear replacement) and official interpretation (6/3/98, Item 

No 1), which has been archived] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/8/12- 16.6.1.6.1 

Mar King is a field hockey student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Mar exhausted her eligibility in the fall and will graduate with an accounting 

degree in May. The coaches will be honoring Mar this weekend at their annual team awards banquet. The coaches would like to provide Mar’s parents 

with free admission to the banquet. Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.6.1.6.1 states that on one occasion during the final academic year of a student-athlete’s athletics eligibility, an institution may 

provide complimentary admissions for the student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians to attend an institutional awards banquet at which the student- 

athlete is being honored. (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, Februa~ 9, 2012 8:29 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/9/12- Current Event 

Maryland Bill Addresses College Athletes’ Social Media Privacy 
NYTimes.com 

A bill introduced Thursday in the Maryland state legislature would stop colleges and universities from keeping digital tabs on student-athletes. 

The bill would prohibit schools from requiring students to provide information like user names and passwords or to install monitoring software on their 

computers. It would also prevent schools from requiring students to allow, say, compliance officers or administrators to be their Facebook friends or have 

their protected tweets followed. 

"These pieces of legislation are needed because citizens still have an expectation of privacy in the social media age," Ronald Young, a Maryland state 

senator who is one of the sponsors of the bill, said in a statement. Shawn Tarrant, a state delegate, is the sponsor in the House. 

The bill is among the first of its kind to address the issue of student privacy, its authors say, and could have significant implications for college athletes. 

(A parallel bill, also introduced this week, would restrict social media access by employers, as well.) 

Although the Maryland bill would apply to all students, its focus is on student-athletes, said Bradley S. Shear, a lawyer based in Bethesda who works in 

social media and sports law and is an advocate for the bill. 

"It’s very scary," Shear said. "Any which way you swing it, it’s the same goal for the institution: to get access. It’s a constitutional problem." 

He added, "1 believe we still have a clear expectation of privacy." 

Shear cites the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s policy on student-athletes and social media as one that would be affected by such legislation. 

According to the policy, each team "must identify at least one coach or administrator who is responsible for having access to and regularly monitoring the 

content of team members’ social networking sites and postings." 

The policy requires student-athletes to be friends with a coach or administrator on Facebook or to be followed on Twitter, said Steve Kirschner, a 

spokesman for the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s athletics department. 

N.C.A.A., the governing body for college athletics, has grappled with how to deal with social media and student-athletes. Julie Roe Lach, head of 

enforcement for the N.C.A.A., created new "desktop investigator" positions for trolling online data, like public search results on Google or social media 

networks. Current rules have flummoxed some legal experts, be it in dealing with questions around recruitment of student-athletes or monitoring current 

ones. 

"We would like to first review the bill to see if it affects our rules," Stacey Osburn, an N.C.A.A. spokeswoman, said. "For this reason, it would be premature 

for us to provide a comment." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Friday, Febma~- 10, 2012 8:00 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/10/12- Current Fxent 

NCAA’s Emmert backs tough enforcement changes 
USAToday.com 

NCAA President Mark Emmert has talked tough, and a panel drawing up an overhaul of the association’s rules-enforcement process is backing him up. It 

has drawn up a series of changes that, among other things, could add to the length of postseason bans, deepen scholarship cuts and include harsh 

financial penalties for serious violators. 

Now it will see if schools have the stomach for it. 

The NCAA is scheduled to release the plan to its membership today, inviting feedback before the issue goes to its Division I board of directors in late April. 

If approved, the new measures would start going into effect in August. 

"In terms of ’what’s going to be the impact here,’ it should be significant .... I think they (the changes) will get people’s attention," says Julie Roe Lack the 

NCAA’s vice president of enforcement. 

"Based on discussions I’ve had and just the feedback, some may balk a little bit. But overall, I think the working group is headed in the right direction." 

That group, chaired by Oregon State President Ed Ray, offered a broad outline of its plan during the NCAA’s annual convention in Indianapolis last month. 

It would enable Roe Lach and her department to divide major cases into different categories depending on their seriousness -- beyond simply 

distinguishing between major and secondary cases -- to allow greater flexibility in dealing with them. It would enlarge the outside committee on 

infractions, which adjudicates those cases, from 10 members to 18 or more, permitting smaller subpanels to handle individual cases more expeditiously. 

And most notably, it would ratchet up penalties. 

Sanctions in the most serious cases, involving such things as academic fraud, significant payments or other illicit benefits for athletes and an NCAA 

finding of a lack of institution control, could entail: 

¯ Up to a two- or three-year postseason ban. 

¯ The loss of as many as half of a team’s allotted scholarships. 

¯ A monetary fine amounting to 1½% to 2½% of the offending program’s budget. 

¯ A five-year or longer show-cause order against a coach or an administrator, effectively rendering that person unemployable at an NCAA school. 

The financial penalties could be eye-openers. Using Southern California’s disclosures to the federal government, for example, its 2010 case could have 

drawn fines of close to £500,000 in football and £105,000 in men’s basketball in addition to stiff postseason and scholarship sanctions. 

Ray’s panel laid out details of the proposed penalty structure in a January working draft, and Roe Lach noted that it had met twice since and altered some 

of its recommendations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Monday, Februao~ 13, 2012 8:51 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/13/12- Mini-Term Hours 

Snap Count is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Snap completed 9 credit hours during the fall semester and an additional 3 credit 

hours during OSU’s mini-term. Even though the 3 credit hours from the mini-term were completed prior to the start of the spring semester, those hours will 

be included with the spring semester hours on Snap’s transcript. 

For which NCAA progress toward degree requirements can those 3 hours be used? 

A. 24/36 hour 

B. Percentage of Degree 

C. GPA 

D. All oftheabove 

The answer is _D. NCAA Staff interpretation- 2/9/12- Use of Credits Earned During an interim Term for Midyear Certification (I)- states that credits 

earned during an academic year interim term (e.g., J-term, mini-term) may be used for purposes of a midyear certification to satisfy the 24/36-hour, 18!27- 

hour and percentage of degree requirements, regardless of how the credits appear on the student-athlete’s transcript (e.g., as part of the interim term or 

either the preceding or immediately following regular academic term). Further, such credits must be used for purposes of midyear certification of the 

grade-point-average requirement. Finally, the institution must document that the interim term credits were satisfactorily completed prior to the start of the 

regular academic term immediately following the interim term. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.1 (regular academic year), 14.4.3.2 (fulfillment of 

percentage of degree requirements), 14.4.3.3 (fulfillment of minimum grade-point-average requirements), and 14.4.3.4.7 (credit from other institutions), 

and staff interpretations (12/21/11, Item No. d), (12/20/06, Item No. 1) and (11/8/89, Item No. e), which has been arcNved] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday,, Februa~ 14, 2012 8:36 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/14/12- 16.1.4.1 

The Ocean State University (OSU) men’s basketball team participated in a multi-team qualifying event earlier in the season. The participation gifts for that 

event were just delivered to OSU. Because of squad limitations, Fouled Out, a student-athlete on the team was not able to travel with the team and 

compete in the event. As long as Fouled was eligible to represent OSU, is it permissible for OSU provide him with a participation gift for this event? 

Yes, NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/14/11- Participation Awards for Student-Athletes in Special Events (I)- states that an institution may provide a 

participation award for participation in a special event to any student-athlete who is eligible to represent the institution in the special event, even if the 

student-athlete does not travel to the event or represent the institution in the competition (e.g., injured student-athlete, travel squad or participation 

limit). 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 16.1.4.1 [participation awards)]. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 8:33 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/15/12- 13.4.3.1 

The state basketball championships are being conducted next weekend. This is a popular event and will usually draw a big crowd. As such, the Ocean 

State University men’s basketball coaches would like to buy advertising space in the tournament’s game program for their summer camps. The coaches 

would purchase the advertising space in the same manner and at the same price as any other individual or entity. 

Is this permissible since the opportunity is available to the general public? 

No. NCAA Educational Column- 2/14/12- Institutional Advertisements in Conjunction with an Athletics Event Involving Prospective Student- 

Athletes (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that an institution may not buy or arrange an athletically-related advertisement (e.g., 

advertising availability of season tickets, institutional camps) in conjunction with an athletics event involving prospective student-athletes, regardless of 

whether the advertisement directly solicits the enrollment of prospective student-athletes. 

The recruiting advertisements legislation applies to all forms of media (e.g., facility signage, printed materials, broadcast or electronic media) and applies 

to all athletics events, regardless of whether the event is a competitive event. Therefore, the legislation prohibits advertisements in conjunction with both 

scholastic and nonscholastic competition, as well as advertisements in conjunction with events such as banquets honoring prospective student-athletes’ 

academics and athletics achievements and fundraising events for high school athletics departments. 

However, the publication of nonathletics institutional advertisements or promotional material in conjunction with an athletics event involving prospective 

student-athletes is permissible, provided the institution’s athletics department is not involved in the advertisement or promotional activities and the 

advertisements or promotional materials do not contain athletics information. Funds generated by the purchase of nonathletics institutional 

advertisements or promotional materials may not be used for the benefit of a high school or two-year college’s athletics program and the institution must 

document the cost of the advertising and promotional activities. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.4.3.1 (recruiting advertisements), 13.4.3.1.1 (nonathletics institutional advertisements) and 13.15.1.2 (fundraising 

for high school athletics program); and staff interpretations (2/10/89, Item No. c), (5/28/09, Item No. c) and (6/19/09, Item No. 2); and an official 

interpretation {8/27/92, Item No. 4)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 16, 2012 8:57 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/16/12- 14.5.4.1 

Dub L. Bonus is a basketball student-athlete who is going to transfer to Ocean State University this fall. She was a qualifier out of high school and is 

currently enrolled full-time at a junior college. Dub is in her second full-time semester at the junior college and will have 24 transferable hours at the end 

of the spring 2012 semester. If she maintains the grades she has now, she will have a 2.1 GPA at the end of the term. 

With this academic record, is Dub eligible to compete at Ocean State University during the 2012-13 academic year? 

Yes. NCAA Bylaw 14.5.4.1 states that a transfer student from a two-year college who was a qualifier (per Bylaw :i4,:-!L 1. :i) is eligible for competition in the 

first academic year in residence only if the student: (Revised: 4/24/03 effective 8,/I,/03) 

(a) Has spent at least one full-time semester or one full-time quarter in residence at the two-year college (excluding summer sessions); 

(b) Has presented a minimum grade-point average of 2.000 {see Bylaw 14.5,4,5,3.2); and 

(c) Has satisfactorily completed an average of at least 12-semester or quarter hours of transferable-degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate 

degree program at the certifying institution for each full-time academic term of attendance at the two-year college. 

PLEASE NOTE: with the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2011-69, the GPA requirement will increose from o 2.0 to o 2.5. This piece of legislotion is effective 

8/1/12 
NCAA Bylaw 14.5.4.1- EFFECTIVE 8/1/12-- A transfer student from a two-year college who was a qualifier (per Bylaw I4,iL:LI) is eligible for competition 

in the first academic year in residence only if the student: (Revised: 4/24/03 effective 8/i/03, i0/27/11 effective 4/i/i2; for student-athletes initially 

enrolling full time in a collegiate institution on or after 8/1/12) 

(a) Has spent at least one full-time semester or one full-time quarter in residence at the two-year college (excluding summer sessions); 

(b) Has presented a minimum grade-point average of 2.500 {see Bylaw :i4.:, 4,}~..~ 2); and 

(c) Has satisfactorily completed an average of at least 12-semester or quarter hours of transferable-degree credit acceptable toward any baccalaureate 

degree program at the certifying institution for each full-time academic term of attendance at the two-year college. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/17/12- Current Fxent 

Division I opens override voting on rnultiyear scholarships 

NCAA .org 

Voting is now open for the Division I override on Proposal No 2011-97. 

The vote will determine whether schools can award multiyear scholarships to student-athletes and whether aid can be awarded to a former student- 

athlete for any term in which they are enrolled. The voting period ends at 5 p.m. Eastern time Friday, Feb. 17. 

The multiyear scholarship legislation was one of several measures the Division I Board of Directors adopted as emergency legislation after NCAA 

President Mark Emmert called a presidential retreat in August to address concerns about the operation of Division I athletics. 

The multiyear scholarship rule and the miscellaneous expense allowance were two recommendations aimed at prioritizing student-athlete well-being. 

Allowing schools to award scholarships for more than a single year addresses concerns some student-athletes have about losing their aid after an 

injury because their athletics performance did not live up to expectations or because of coaching staff changes. If aid was guaranteed for more than a 

single year, student-athletes would have greater assurance their education could continue. 

Schools requesting an override cite several reasons for disagreeing with the legislation, including a desire to award athletics aid in the same way other 

aid throughout the university is awarded. Most academic and other scholarships must be renewed annually. Others believe the legislation could create 

a bidding war over certain recruits, and the additional monitoring required to make sure that teams don’t over-promise aid, especially in equivalency 

sports, could be burdensome. 

The Division I Student-Athlete Advisory Committee acknowledged both sides of the argument after collecting feedback from its constituents nationally. 

"While student-athletes providing comment recognized the security a multiyear athletics aid agreement would provide, a majority of those student- 

athletes expressed concerns with possible complacency amongst their teammates and believe that an annual renewal of athletics aid is warranted to 

ensure individuals are putting forth every effort to maintain their athletics aid while allowing others to earn athletics aid based on their athletics 

performance," the SAAC wrote in the online comments. "Additionally, student-athletes support the concept of former student-athletes receiving 

athletics aid beyond the current six-year limit." 

The miscellaneous expense allowance legislation allows schools to provide some student-athletes with an additional 52,000 to cover the cost of 

attendance. This measure was suspended in January, and the Board will consider a new version of it in April, which will then be subject to a new 60- 

day override vote request period. 

Regarding this week’s vote, members should note that a "Yes" vote favors the override and thus does not support multiyear grants or the awarding of 

athletics aid beyond the current five years within a six-year limit. A "No" vote opposes the override and means supporting the opportunity for 

institutions to award multiyear grants and athletics aid beyond the current six-year period. 

Only active Division I member institutions and multisport conferences are permitted to vote. Institutions and conferences may modify their votes during 

the voting period when the polls are open; however, the most recent vote cast as of 5 p.m. Eastern time on Friday, Feb. 17, will be considered the final 

vote. The time of the last vote will be recorded, as well as the name and position of the person who cast the vote on behalf of the institution or 

conference. 

For the override to be successful, a five-eighths majority of those voting must vote in favor of it. For example, if only 150 institutions and conferences 

cast votes, at least 94 (five-eighths of 150 is 94) must vote yes on the override for the rule to be rescinded. Abstentions are the equivalent of an 

institution or conference not casting a vote. 

The LSDBi system will support the override voting process. LSDBi provides the opportunity to efficiently maintain all aspects of the process for 

historical purposes, such as the vote counts, roll-call record and any discussion. The system also provides the infrastructure to protect the integrity and 

privacy of the process. The "designation of delegate" form will no longer be required, but presidents and chancellors are expected to designate the 

person who will cast the official vote for their campus. 

Individuals selected to cast an institution’s or conference’s vote should take steps to confirm their access to the proposal section of LSDBi. Individuals 

who do not have access to the "Proposal" tab in LSDBi should contact the single-source sign-on administrator on their campus for access and 

privileges. 

The results of the override vote will be communicated to the membership via LSDBi and an announcement on NCAA.org. The results will be reported 

immediately after the close of the voting period. 

j(~ondaras@biqeast, orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, FebruaO, 20, 2012 9:13 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/20/12- Current Fxent 

Multiyear scholarship rule narrowly survives override vote 
USAToday.com 

Colleges are free to offer multiyear scholarships to athletes after a repeal effort within the NCAA narrowly fell short, by two votes, Friday. 

Opponents needed 207 of 330 votes by schools and conferences - a five-eighths majority - to overturn the measure approved by the association’s Division 

I board of directors last October. They got 205. 

Twenty-five institutions and leagues weren’t heard from as online balloting was conducted Monday through 5 p.m. ET Friday. 

"l am pleased that student-athletes will continue to benefit from the ability of institutions to offer athletics aid for more than one year," NCAA President 

Mark Emmert said, "but it’s clear that there are significant portions of the membership with legitimate concerns. As we continue to examine 

implementation of the rule, we want to work with the membership to address those concerns." 

The multiyear measure was sought by Emmert, the Division I board and others as an athlete-welfare enhancement. 

But it drew formal objections from enough schools to force reconsideration. They argued, among other things, that coaches were using multiyear grants as 

a recruiting enticement. The measure merely gives schools the option of making multiyear rather than one-year offers, and they can choose to which 

athletes those scholarships are given. 

The Division I board stood firm, throwing the matter to a division-wide vote. 

The issue had drawn the attention of the U.5. Department of Justice, whose antitrust division informed the NCAA a little less than two years ago that it 

was looking into the single-year restriction and whether it restrained competition among schools for top players. NCAA officials said the agency was 

monitoring the multiyear referendum. 

Justice Department spokeswoman Gina Talamona said in October that multiyear grants "should expand opportunities and choices for student athletes." 

She declined further comment Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 21, 2012 8:17 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/21/12- 13.11.2.1 

Which of the following is true regarding on campus evaluations (OCE) in the sport of men’s basketball? 

A. The OCE is limited to two hours 

B. All prospects must undergo a medical exam prior to participating 

C. The OCE may only be conducted during an official or unofficial visit 

D. All oftheabove 

The answer is D. With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2012-2, on campus evaluations may be conducted in the sport of men’s basketball. This piece of 

legislation has an immediate effective date. 

NCAA Bylaw 13.11.2.1 states that in men’s basketball, an institution may conduct an evaluation of a prospective student-athlete on its campus or at a site 

at which it normally conducts practice or competition, under the following conditions: (Adopted: 1/14/12) 

(a) For a high school or preparatory school senior, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s season 

and after he has exhausted high school or preparatory school eligibility in basketball; 

(b) For a two-year college prospective student-athlete, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s 

season and he has exhausted his two-year college eligibility in basketball; 

(c) For a four-year college prospective student-athlete, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s 

season. {See Bylaw ~i i~,ii.l, i~); 

(d) The on-campus evaluation may be conducted only during the prospective student-athlete’s official or unofficial visit; 

(e) The on-campus evaluation shall be conducted not later than the opening day of classes of the institution’s fall term; 

(f) Not more than one on-campus evaluation per prospective student-athlete per institution shall be permitted (applied separately to the time period in 

which a prospective student-athlete completes high school or preparatory school eligibility and to the time period after the prospective student-athlete 

enrolls full time in a collegiate institution); 

(g) Before participating in an on-campus evaluation, a prospective student-athlete is required to undergo a medical examination or evaluation 

administered or supervised by a physician (e.g., family physician, team physician). The examination or evaluation shall include a sickle cell solubility test 

unless documented results of a prior test are provided to the institution or the prospective student-athlete declines the test and signs a written release. 

The examination or evaluation must be administered either within six months before participation in the on-campus evaluation or within six months before 

the prospective student-athlete’s initial participation in practice, competition or out-of-season conditioning activities during his immediately completed 

season. In addition, the medical examination or evaluation may be conducted by an institution’s regular team physician or other designated physician as a 

part of the on-campus evaluation; 

(h) The institution’s men’s basketball student-athletes may participate in an on-campus evaluation, provided such participation is counted toward the 

applicable hourly and weekly limitations on countable atNeticalig related activities (e.g., four hours per day and 20 hours per week during the playing 

season, two hours of skill instruction and eight hours per week outside the playing season). [See Bylaws 17,1l A; i?-(a) and ilT,ii .5 2.2]; 

(i) The duration of the on-campus evaluation activities (other than the medical examination or evaluation) shall be limited to two hours; and 

(j) The institution may provide equipment and clothing to a prospective student-athlete on an issuance-and-retrieval basis. 

RECRUITING -- ON-CAMPUS EVALUATIONS -- MEN’S BASKETBALL 
Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period 

Intent: In men’s basketball, an institution may conduct an evaluation of a high school or preparatory schoN senior or a two-year college prospective 
student-athlete who has exhausted eligibility or four-year college prospective student-atMete on its campus or at a site at which it normally conducts 
practice or competition, as specified. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.2, as follows: 
13.2 Offers and Inducements. 

[13.2.1 through 13.2.6 unchanged.] 

13.2,7 Medical Expenses -- Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketball, an institution may finance medical expenses (including 
rehabilitation and physical therapy expenses) for a prospective student-athlete who sustains an injury while participating in 
an on-campus evaluation (see Bylaw 13.11.2.1) or while participatinq in voluntary summer workouts conducted by an 
institution’s strength and conditioning coach with department-wide duties (see Bylaw 13.11.3.8). 
[13.2.7 renumbered as 13.2.8 unchanged.] 
13.2.89_ Medical Expenses -- Sports Other Than Men’s Basketball and Football. In sports other than men’s basketball and football, 
an institution may finance medical expenses (including rehabilitation and physical therapy expenses) for a prospective student-athlete 
who sustains an injury while participating in voluntary summer workouts conducted by an institution’s strength and conditioning coach 
with department-wide duties (see Bylaws 13,11,3.°, 13.11.3.9 and 13.11.3.10). 
[13.2.9 through 13.9.10 renumbered as 13.2.10 through 13.2.11, unchanged.] 

B. Bylaws: Amend 13.11.2, as follows: 
13.11.2 Permissible Activities. 

13.11.2.1 On-Campus Evaluations -- Men’s Basketball, In men’s basketball, an institution may conduct an evaluation of a 
prospective student-athlete on its campus or at a site at which it normally conducts practice or competition, under the 
following conditions: 
(a) For a high school or preparatory school senior, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion of the 
prospective student-athlete’s season and after he has exhausted high school or preparatory school eligibility in basketball; 
(b) For a two-year colleqe prospective student-athlete, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion of the 
prospective student-athlete’s season and he has exhausted his two-year coBecle eliclibilitv in basketball~ 
(c) For a four-year college prospective student-athlete, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion of the 
prospective student-athlete’s season. (See Bylaw 13.1.1.3); 
(d) The on=campus evaluation may be conducted only during the prospective student=athlete’s official or unofficial visit; 
(e) The on-campus evaluation shall be conducted not later than the opening day of classes of the institution’s fall term; 
(f) Not more than one on-campus evaluation per prospective student-athlete per institution shall be permitted (applied 
separately to the time period in which a prospective student-athlete completes hiqh school or preparatory school eliqibility 
and to the time period after the prospective student-athlete enrolls full time in a collegiate institution); 
(g) Before participating in an on-campus evaluation, a prospective student-athlete is required to undergo a medical 
examination or evaluation administered or supervised by a physician (e.q., family physician, team physician). The 



examination or evaluation shall include a sickle cell solubility test unless documented results of a prior test are provided to 
the institution or the prospective student-athlete declines the test and signs a written release. The examination or 
evaluation must be administered either within six months before participation in the on-campus evaluation or within six 
months before the prospective student=athlete’s initial participation in practice, competition or out=of-season conditioning 
activities during his immediately completed season, in addition, the medical examination or evaluation may be conducted 
by an institution’s regular team physician or other designated physician as a part of the on-campus evaluation; 
(h) The institution’s men’s basketball student-athletes may participate in an on=campus evaluation, provided such 
participation is counted toward the applicable hourly and weekly limitations on countable athletically related activities (e.q., 
four hours per day and 20 hours per week during the playing season, two hours of skill instruction and eight hours per week 
outside the playinq season), rSee Bylaws 17.1.6.2-(a) and 17.1.6.2.21; 
(i) The duration of the on-campus evaluation activities (other than the medical examination or evaluation) shall be limited to 
two hours~ and 
(j) The institution may provide equipment and clothing to a prospective student-athlete on an issuance-and-retrieval basis. 
[13.11.2.1 through 13.11.2.5 renumbered as 13.11.2.2 through 13.11.2.6, unchanged.] 

Source: NC,AJ~ Division I Board of Directors 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Eligibility 

Rationale: This proposal was developed as part of a comprehensive review of the Division I men’s recruiting model and is designed to facilitate sound 
recruiting decisions by both institutions and prospective student-athletes through the establishment of an on-campus evaluation opportunity. Many 
prospective student-athletes do not receive financial aid offers they may initially expect. Such a prospective student-athlete must continue the 
recruiting process after exhausting high school or two-year college eligibility. Likewise, a four-year college transfer who is not satisfied with his original 
institution may need to re-open the recruiting process. An institution that was not considered initially by the prospective student-athlete may have 
minimal information regarding the prospective student-athlete’s ability and whether such an individual will be a good fit with the team. An on-campus 
evaluation, which might involve several prospective student-athletes, may provide valuable information for both the prospective student-athlete and 
the institution to make a better informed decision. Appropriate medical safeguards have been established to ensure the health, safety and well-being 
of the prospective student-athlete while participating in the evaluation. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 9:03 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/22/12- 16.5.2 

Ocean State University will conduct its annual spring football game on Saturday, April 14th. The coaches would like to provide a meal for the student- 

athletes afterwards. Is this permissible? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4119195- Meals Incidental to Participation -- Spring Football- states that it is permissible for an institution to provide 

a student-athlete with a pregame or postgame meal or snack during the institution’s annual spring football game, inasmuch as the meal or snack is 

incidental to participation. [Reference: NCAA Bylaw 16.5.1-(d)] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeastorg> 

Thursday, Februa~ 23, 2012 8:48 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/23/12- 16.1.4.3 

The Ocean State University women’s basketball team won its conference tournament this year. The Conference office will be providing each member of 

the team with a championship gift. There are two student-athletes on the team that did not attend the tournament because they have been academically 

ineligible all year. 

Can the Conference office provide a gift to these two student-athletes? 

No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 12/12/94- National or Conference Championship Awards to Ineligible Student-Athletes- states that it is not 

permissible for an institution or conference {or organization approved by either) to provide awards in recognition of conference or national championships 

to student-athletes who were not eligible to represent the institution in intercollegiate competition during the applicable sport season. [References: 

16.1.4.3 {conference and national championships) and staff minute 12/07/88, item c] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, February 24, 2012 8:46 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/24/12- Current Event 

Arizona House Advances Bill To Require That College Students Pay More Toward Tuition 
Arizona state lawmakers believe college students should have pay an extra 52,000 each year, ~!~ ~h~ P!a~ f~tba!! 

An Arizona House committee voted mostly along party lines Wednesday to advance a GOP-backed bill requiring all students to pay at least 52,000 toward 
t h e i r t u iti o n 0 ~1 t ~ de ~ t a t hie t e NO ~ldb e a~ tO m a ti# all e~ e m p ~ t~ e i~ c re a se 
The Eagle Valley Tribune reports schools could offer scholarships covering the 52,000 to no more than 5 percent of students based on academic merit. 
Currently, military veterans would not be exempt from the new requirement to pay 52,000. 

The original issue that sparked Republican ire took place last year, when Arizona State University President Michael Crow said that nearly half of ASU 
students were paying no tuition at all, due to scholarships, grants or other financial aid. Republicans contend the new legislation encourages students to 
have "skin in the game." 
Christine Thompson, lobbyist for the Arizona Board of Regents, said that figure was an anomaly. Thompson said last year that figure was 36 percent of 
students who paid no tuition, and preliminary reports to the Regents show this year it’s closer to 24 percent. The Regents are opposing the 52,000 

increase. 
State Rep. John Kavanagh, R-Fountain Hills, said 52,000 wasn’t really that much and insisted students could graduate with 514,000 debt after four years, 
"less than the cost of a Chevy Sonic." 
"And I personally believe that degrees from our universities are worth far more than Chevy Sonics," Kavanagh said. 
House Minority Leader Chad Campbell, a Democrat, shot back in the hearing, "A new car is vastly different than a university education." 
Arizona does rank on the low end of average student debt, compared to the rest of the country. The average student graduated in 2010 with 518,454 of 
debt, according to the Project on Student Debt. A more recent, separate report put the average student debt at graduation at 521,158. 

Arizona’s constitution requires higher education to be nearly as free as possible. 
"I’m very concerned that we’re asking students to further mortgage their futures," state Rep. Lela Alston, D-Phoenix, said. 
When students testified that they have more to pay for than just tuition, state Rep. Michelle Ugenti, R-Scottsdale, told them, "Welcome to life." 
"1 don’t understand why that should affect a modest 52,000 for your education," Ugenti added. "We all are thrust into circumstances and unpredictable life 

experiences." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao~ 27, 2012 8:41 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/27/12- Current Fxent 

Four Radford University coaches cited for unethical conduct 
Radford University committed major violations in its men’s basketball and tennis programs, according to the Division I Committee on Infractions. The 

underlying violations in the case centered on recruiting inducements and extra benefits committed by one current and four former coaches, primarily 

involving impermissible transportation, lodging and meals. 

These violations were exacerbated by efforts of the men’s basketball staff, led by the former head coach, to conceal some of the violations during the 

investigation. As a result, the former head men’s basketball coach, two former assistant basketball coaches and a former director of operations were cited 

for unethical conduct. The former head coach was also found for a failure to promote compliance. 

"This case is one in a series of recent infractions in which there has been either a concerted effort to cover up violations, or there was a deliberate failure 

to report violations," the committee stated in its report. "In each of those cases, the concealment resulted in more serious violations and penalties than 

the original case might have warranted." 

Penalties for the case include scholarship reductions, recruiting restrictions, vacation of records, two year’s probation and a S2,000 fine. In addition, the 

former head coach received a five-year show-cause penalty restricting any recruiting activity. Two former assistant coaches and the former director of 

operations each received a two-year show-cause restricting any off-campus recruiting. 

As a part of the initial violations in this case, members of the men’s basketball and tennis coaching staffs provided impermissible benefits to several 

men’s basketball student-athletes and two men’s tennis student-athletes. Further, the men’s basketball staff provided and arranged transportation and 

lodging for a prospective student-athlete. 

The basketball staff compromised the integrity of the investigation by providing false, misleading and incomplete information to the investigators. The 

staff also communicated with each other about the enforcement staff’s inquiry, sometimes going so far as to use prepaid cellular phones in order to 

conceal conversations from the university and NCAA enforcement staff. Further, both the former head coach and one of his assistant coaches encouraged 

a student-athlete to provide false and misleading information during the investigation, requiring him to practice his story with them prior to his interview 

with the university and NCAA enforcement staff. 

"The basketball coaches in this case, led by the head coach, not only abdicated their responsibility to act in an ethical manner as NCAA coaches, but they 

also failed in their stewardship of the student-athletes in their program," stated the committee in its report. 

In addition to knowingly violating NCAA rules and directing others to do so, the committee noted the former head coach was in a position to prevent the 

majority of the violations from occurring, yet failed to do so. Instead, he undermined the compliance office’s efforts to ensure the university was following 

NCAA rules, demonstrating a lack of commitment to ensuring a culture of compliance in the men’s basketball program. 

"This case affirms the importance of hiring head coaches committed to following the rules, because the tone they set for their programs is the single most 

important element in assuring program integrity and rules compliance," stated the committee in its report. 

When determining the penalties, the committee noted the university self-detected and self-reported the majority of the violations, cooperating fully when 

investigators arrived on campus. 

° Public reprimand and censure. 

° Two years of probation from February 24, 2012, through February 23, 2014. 

. Five-year show-cause penalty for the former head coach prohibiting any recruiting activity. The public report contains further details. 

° Two-year show-cause penalty prohibiting any off-campus recruiting activity for the two former assistant coaches and director of operations. The public 

report contains further details. 

. Suspension of the head tennis coach for two consecutive contests during the 2011 season (self-imposed by the university). 

° Reduction of men’s basketball scholarships by a total of two during the 2012-13 and 2013-14 academic years. 

° Vacation of the four wins during the 2010-11 season when a student-athlete competed while ineligible. The public report includes further details. 

. S2,000 penalty, equal to $500 for each time the student-athlete competed while ineligible. 

. Reduction of two official paid visits in men’s basketball during the 2011-12 academic year (self-imposed by the university). 

The Division I Committee on Infractions is an independent group comprised of representatives across NCAA membership and the public. The members of 

the committee who reviewed this case include Britton Banowsky, commissioner of Conference USA and chair of the Committee on Infractions. Other 

members are John S. Black, attorney; Melissa (Missy) Conboy, deputy director of athletics at the University of Notre Dame; Eleanor Myers, faculty athletics 

representative and law professor at Temple University; James O’Fallon, law professor and faculty athletics representative for University of Oregon; 

Gregory Sankey, associate commissioner of the Southeastern Conference; Dennis Thomas, commissioner of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference; and 

Rodney Uphoff, law professor for University of Missouri, Columbia. 



~r~d~!~!~r, ~ ~ ~,~i>, 

jcondaras~.~biqeast.ort! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, February. 28, 2012 8:50 AM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/28/12- 16.8.1.2.1.2 

The Ocean State University women’s basketball team will be traveling to its conference tournament this weekend. When confirming the flight 

arrangements for the trip, the institution’s travel coordinator noticed a significant cost difference if the team were to leave a day earlier. The difference in 

price would save the institution $2000 per member of the official travel party. If the head coach decides to leave a day earlier to take advantage of the 

cheaper fare, the student-athletes will be departing campus more than 48 hours prior to the first competition in the conference tournament. Is it 

permissible for the team to depart campus earlier than 48 hours from the first competition? 

Yes with a waiver granted by the Conference Office. NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.2.1.2 states that a conference may grant a waiver of the 48-hour departure 

restriction for extenuating circumstances associated with travel prior to competition in a conference championship event. (Adopted: 4/24/08 effective 

8/1/08) 
Official Interpretation 

Institution’s team departing for multicompetition event 

Date Published: June 16, 1994 

Item Ref: 3 

Interpretation: 

3. Institution’s team departing for multicompetition event. In a situation where the 48-hour departure limitation is applicable, an institution that is 

participating in a multicompetition event (e.g., conference tournament) may depart 48 hours prior to the event’s first round of competition (as opposed to 

48 hours prior to the institution’s first scheduled competition). [References: 16.7.2 (departure/return restrictions) and 16.8.1.2.1 (departure/return expense 

restrictions)] 

/’~)’!)~;?dlr)t~;g, i~ 1329!112~ 

[cond~ras(~Lbirle~sl.or~l 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeas[org> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 4:21 PM 

Jennifer Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

DAILY COMPLIANCE ITEM ADVISORY 

Good Afternoon All, 
I hope everyone is doing well. I wanted to reach out to you all today for two reasons. The first is to say thank you for supporting the daily compliance item 
emails. I have received a lot of great feedback and comments and they are all very much appreciated. Those that have supplied suggested topics know 
that I use them! Rules education must be timely and informative...but when possible we should always try to have a little fun with it! 
The second purpose of this email is to announce that starting tomorrow, I will be partnering with JumpForward for distribution of these emails. They will 
still be created and sent by me, but JumpForward has produced a template to allow for an expanded distribution list. Additionally, these emails will be 
archived and can be accessed using the new template. Jump Forward has extended its services to now include rules education tools, and this will be its 
first initiative. Many of you receiving this email are already potential clients of JumpForward and will continue to receive emails from them as part of their 
normal practice of reaching out to folks to gauge interest. JumpForward will not, however, use this list serve to do that. 
I have been sending out these emails for about 12 years now, and I never would have imagined having the opportunity that JumpForward has presented to 
me. I would be remiss if I didn’t acknowledge Mary McEIroy, my former boss at Georgia Tech. She created this concept and encouraged me to continue 
with it and to add my own personal touches. 
If you are not comfortable with receiving these emails in the new format and would like to be removed from my distribution list, please let me know. As 
always, please contact me if you have any comments or suggestions for new topics. 
Thank you and have a great day! 

Jen 

J’~)’o~J?dlr)t~rg, J~ I)29!112~ 

iieondz~ras@biqez~sl.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 11:04 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily CompliaJ~ce Item tbr 2/29/12- 16.2.1.1.1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 8:27 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 3.1.12- 13.6.7.7 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

})i 

High Post is a prospective student-athlete being recruited by a lot of Division I basketball coaches across 
the country. High is going to take an official visit to Ocean State University (OSU) this weekend, and he 
would like to bring his parents and little brother Low with him. Low is in first grade and is a huge basketball 
fan. 
The Athletic Director will be hosting High and his family at his house Saturday night for dessert. Since OSU 
cannot provide meals for Low, does High’s family have to pay the cost of the dessert for Low? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/8/92- Brother or sister of prospect provided an affer-meal 

snack- states that during an official visit, the sibling of a prospective student-athlete may receive a dessert 
or after-dinner snack at the home of an institutional staff member (e.g., the director of athletics, coach, 
faculty member or the institution’s president). 
I~iC~ Bylaw 13.6.7.7- the cost of actual meals, not to exceed three per day, on the official visit for a 
prospective student-athlete and the prospective student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians, spouse or children 
need not be included in the $30-per-day entertainment expense. Meals must be comparable to those 
provided to student-athletes during the academic year. A reasonable snack (e.g., pizza, hamburger) may be 
provided in addition to the three meals. IN] 

dennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
[condaras@bigeast. org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, March 2, 2012 8:04 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance 3.2.12- Current Event 
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Big Ten coach pitches idea for college summer league 
USAToday,com 

Imagine a warm June night, a packed baseball stadium and two of the biggest names in college athletics 
battling for a championship. 
The College World Series comes to mind, right? 
How about Michigan and Ohio State with the Big Ten title on the line? 
Minnesota’s John Anderson, winningest baseball coach in Big Ten history, is pushing for his conference to 
break away from the NCAA’s traditional February-to-June schedule and play when the weather in the 
northern climes is more favorable. In short, the Big Ten’s boys of summer would be on the field in summer. 
Such a move would cost the Big Ten schools any shot at playing in the NCAA tournament. That doesn’t 
bother Anderson. 
"There were four SEC teams in the College World Series last year. We’re never going to catch those people," i~i~ 
he said. "The system works for them, and they’re not going to want to change it. People are going to i~i~ 
criticize this idea, but we need to get people talking about it." ~i~i 
Big Ten leadership has spent the last decade trying to provide northern teams greater access to an NCAA iiii 
tournament usually dominated by schools from the South, Southwest and West. i~i~ 
Big Ten deputy commissioner Brad Traviolia said he and Commissioner Jim Delany don’t dismiss Anderson’s ~i~i 
idea, even though it would be hard to imagine breaking away from the traditional NCAA format, i~i~ 
"But there may be a point in time where we’ve felt like we’ve exhausted all the options we felt were ~i~i 
reasonable," Traviolia said, "and that may be the case." iiii 
The Big Ten is instead working on a proposal that would allow teams across the nation as many as 14 non- i~i~ 
conference games in the fall. Those results would carry over to the spring for consideration in the NCAA ~i~i 
tournament selection process, i~i~ 
A team choosing to play in the fall could resume its season later than the current mid-February start date ~i~i 
and avoid those expensive trips to the Sun Belt. Proponents say northern teams could build a stronger RPI, i~i~ 
the key component weighed by the selection committee, because they would have more home games, iiiiiiii 
Purdue coach Doug Schreiber, who came up with the fall-spring model, said the fall games would be optional, 
and the trick would be to lure teams from the power conferences to come north in the fall. 
Unlike Anderson’s proposal to play in the summer and forfeit the opportunity to play in the NCAA 
tournament, Traviolia said, Schreiber’s wouldn’t "upset the whole apple cart." 
NCAA rules don’t prohibit conferences or individual schools from playing in the summer, as long as they don’t 
exceed 56 regular-season games. 
"They can do what they want," NCAA vice president for baseball and football Dennis Poppe said. "Obviously, 
they’re diminishing their chance for selection into the (NCAA) tournament." 
The Big Ten hasn’t had a team make it to college baseball’s biggest stage -- the eight-team College World 
Series -- since Michigan in 1984. The conference’s last national champion was Ohio State in 1966. 
Last season, Michigan State won the Big Ten regular-season championship, was runner-up in the conference 
tournament and had a league-best RPI of 82. The Spartans were passed over for an at-large bid. Illinois, 
with an RPI of 118, received the Big Ten’s only bid by winning the conference tournament. 
There’s been a league-wide push for coaches to strengthen schedules, but that requires games against elite 
teams early in the season. So that means road trips -- lots of them. 
Michigan State has made separate trips to Florida and South Carolina the first two weeks of this season. The 
Spartans will head to Texas this week, then back to Florida. In all, they’ll play 17 games before their home 
opener March 23. Illinois has 25 away or neutral-site games before its home opener March 30. 
The home-field advantage is undeniable, and early losses hurt the Big Ten’s RPIs beyond repair. Coaches 
are hopeful a new RPI formula that goes into effect next year, one that gives more weight to road wins, will 
help. 
"At the beginning of the year we’re completely different than at the end of the year," Michigan State coach 
Jake Boss Jr. said. "The fact we play where we play, that difference is more dramatic. I’d be happy to play 
anybody anywhere at the end of the year, and I’d roll the dice and feel pretty good about what we have. 
Right now, I sit here in my office and look out the window and it’s snowing. It’s not easy." 
The Big Ten also is handicapped by conference restrictions on the number of recruits who can be offered 



scholarships each year. The inability to "oversign" makes it difficult for teams that lose a significant number 
of underclassmen to the major-league draft: to replace them the following season. 

Since the NCAA tournament expanded to 64 teams in 1999, the Big Ten has received one bid six times, two ~ 
bids four times and three bids three times. Only four Big Ten teams have advanced past regionals over that 
span. 
The Big Ten previously has asked the NCAA Division I Baseball Committee to consider pushing the season 
into July and guaranteeing a minimum of two regionals be hosted by northern teams. 
The proposals went nowhere. If the same thing happens with the fall=spring recommendation, the Big Ten’s 
Traviolia said, the idea of a summer schedule could become more appealing. 
It would work best if other northern conferences were willing to follow suit, Traviolia said. 
"That’s unknown at this point," he said. "There are some good reasons for doing it. You hate to see these 
beautiful facilities some schools have constructed to sit idle for the prime months they could be used." 
Players typically migrate to wood-bat summer leagues after the college season, and Big Ten coaches say 
those teams make money off players developed by colleges. By playing in summer, perhaps with wood 
bats, northern schools could generate revenue. Anderson suggested a tournament for northern teams, 
perhaps culminating with a CWS-like event in Omaha in August. 
He figures summer baseball would also result in attendance increases and provide fresh content for the Big 
Ten’s television network. 
"BTN will televise baseball whenever the Big Ten plays it," network spokeswoman Elizabeth Conlisk said. 
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Intha Paint and Down Town are two basketball student-athletes at Ocean State University (OSU). Both of 
these student-athletes are going to be playing on an outside team this summer and have to raise money for 
participation and travel. Which of the following is true? 
A. OSU can provide the names of boosters to Intha and Down’s outside team administrators. 
B. OSU can provide the names of boosters to Intha and Down. 
C. OSU boosters can make donations and earmark them for lntha and Down’s expenses 
D. None of the above. 
The answer is D_. NCAA Educational Column- 3.1.12- Donations to Outside Sports Clubs or 
Training Centers (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that it is not permissible for a 
member institution or a member institution’s booster club to sponsor or make a donation, directly or 
indirectly, to an outside sports club or training center (e.g., amateur club team, Olympic training center) that 
involves a student-athlete from that institution or any prospective student-athletes. Further, it is no__tt 

permissible to provide the names of representatives of the institution’s athletics interests to an outside sports 

club or training center participants for the purpose of soliciting donations. However, it is permissible for a 
representative of the institution’s athletics interests to donate to an outside sports club or training center, 
provided the representative acts independently of the institution, the funds are distributed through channels 
established by the organization conducting the fundraising activity and the funds are not earmarked directly 
for a specific student-athlete or prospective student-athlete. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.11.2.3.3 (institutional sponsorship of local sports clubs), 13.15.1.2 
(fundraising for high school athletics program), 13.15.1.2.1 (involvement by local representatives of 
institution’s athletics interests), 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.11.2.1 (general rule); and official 
interpretations (12/13/90, Item No. 4), (8/7/92, Item No. 9-a-(5)) and (5/8/95, Item No. 4)] 
NCAA Official Interpretation- 5.8.95- Institution Providing List of Athletics Representatives to 
Student-Athletes- states that it is not permissible for an institution to provide to a student-athlete a list of 
its athletics representatives (i.e., boosters) for the purpose of contacting such individuals to participate in 
fund-raising activities related to the student-athlete’s participation on an outside orclanization’s competitive 
tour. [References: 16.02.3 (extra benefit), 16.12.2.1 (extra-benefit -- general rule) and 16.8.1.3 (expenses 
for other competition) and IC 06/03/92, Item No. 3 
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})i 

The Ocean State University women’s basketball team is on the bubble with regard to whether they will 
qualify for the NCAA Women’s Basketball Championships. The coach would like to continue practicing until the 
teams are announced on the tournament selection show. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NC~ Bylaw 17.1.7(b)- states that neither practice for nor participation in any NCAA or NAIA 
championship event (including play-in contests conducted pursuant to NCAA championships) is considered 
part of the institution’s declared playing season. A member institution that has reason to believe it is under 
consideration for selection to participate in an NCAA championship event may continue to practice (but may 
not compete against outside competition) beyond its last regular-season contest, including the conference 
championship (if any), without counting such practice against the institution’s declared playing-season 
limitation until it is determined by the appropriate committee whether the institution will be selected to 
participate in the NCAA championship competition. An institution that is not selected to participate in the 
NCAA championship may continue to practice or compete until the end of that championship only if it has 
time remaining in its declared playing season; 
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Report: FBI looking at Auburn guard 
AUBURN, Aid. - Federal authorities are investigating suspended Auburn point guard Varez Ward for 
alleged point shaving involving at least two games this season, Yahoo! Sports reported Thursday. 
The report, citing anonymous sources, said the FBI began an investigation in late February, centering 
on losses to Alabama on Feb. 7 and Arkansas on Jan. 25. 
Ward has confided that he spoke with federal authorities and denied the allegations, according to a 
source familiar with Ward’s side of the story, al.com reported. 
Ward also said federal investigators confiscated his phone under court order and had him take a lie- 
dectector test, the source said, according to the report. 
NCAA officials said they are "very concerned" by the allegations and have been in contact with the 
school and federal investigators since the issue arose last month. 
"The NCAA takes any allegation of point shaving very seriously because sports wagering threatens two 
of our core principles - the well-being of student-athletes and the very integrity of intercollegiate sport," :::::::: 
the NCAA said in a written statement Thursday. "As allegations of point shaving, if proven, are also ~i~i 
potential federal crimes, the NCAA will defer action until any process with the FBI has concluded." iiii 
Ward and guard Chris Denson were both suspended before a Feb. 25 game against Arkansas, but i~i~ 
Denson returned for the next game. Denson was questioned and cleared of involvement in point ~i~i 
shaving, the Yahoo! Sports report said. i~i~ 
"Auburn officials were made aware of a rumor regarding an allegation two weeks ago and immediately ~i~i 
reported it to the FBI, the NCAA and the SEC," Auburn said in a statement Thursday. "Because of the iiii 
nature of the allegation, Auburn is not in a position to make any further comment on the situation." i~i~ 
The report said a player reported concerns to an assistant coach in late February. ::i::i 
Auburn coach Tony Barbed has said only that Ward and Denson violated team rules. He declined to i~i~ 
specifically address any allegations after Thursday night’s loss to Mississippi in the opening round of ::i::i 
the SEC tournament. ~i~i 
"Obviously our university released a statement which I totally support and stand behind, and obviously iiiiiiii 
because of the nature of the allegations and the story, and because of the statement, I won’t be able to ~i~i 
elaborate or answer any questions or make any further comment," Barbee said. i~i~ 
Ward didn’t play in the final three games of the regular season or travel with the team to New Orleans for 
the Southeastern Conference tournament. 
Denson played 32 minutes and scored 11 points Thursday in Auburn’s 68-54 loss to Mississippi, but 
declined to speak with reporters after the game. His teammates also deferred comments to their coach. 
Yahoo! Sports reported that other Auburn players were questioned about whether Ward tried to get 
them to participate in the alleged point shaving. 
Ward, a Texas transfer, has averaged 9 points a game and leads the Tigers in assists. 
Ward scored three points and had six turnovers in the 68-50 loss to Alabama, playing 17 minutes. 
Vegas Insider said Alabama was favored by five points. 
In the 56-53 loss to Arkansas, Ward played only 19 seconds before crumpling to the floor with an injury. 
Barbee later said Ward took a knee to his right leg, which he injured while a sophomore at Texas. 
Auburn still covered the 9½-point spread. 
Between those two games, Ward had his hottest streak of the season. He scored 53 points in the three- 
game stretch, including 24 against Mississippi State. 
The directors of three sports books in Las Vegas said they have not been contacted by the FBI in 
connection with the probe, according to al.com. 
"We haven’t heard from them about any Vegas action," one sports book director said on condition of 
anonymity, according to the report. "If there is something wrong, if something happens here, they’d 
absolutely be involved. There’s been nothing at this time." 
Ward has not commented publicly since his suspension. He has not responded to requests for 
comment through his email and Facebook accounts, al.com reported. 
His last Twitter post was on Feb. 24 when he tweeted, "Can’t win for losing smh" (shaking my head). It 



was the last in a series of posts that day, the first saying that his knee was "hurting bad." 
Ward, who is from Montgomery, was injured at Texas when he ruptured his quadriceps tendon on a 
dunk during pregame warm-ups. He sat out last season under transfer rules and has two years of 
eligibility remaining. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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Ocean State University women’s basketball team will be participating in the NCAA tournament this weekend. 
The first and second round site where they will be competing is located in the same city as the institution. 

Consequently, they will not have to travel for this event. 
Since the team will not be traveling, is it still permissible to provide them with an incidental expense allowance 
($30/day) during their participation in the tournament? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/21/11- Incidental Expenses at NCAA Championships, 
National Governing Body Championships in Emerging Sports and Postseason Bowl Games 
Conducted in Locale of Participating Institution (I)- states that an institution participating in an NCAA 
championship or National Governing Body championship in an emerging sport conducted in the locale of the :~:~ 
institution (i.e., the proximity of the competition site to the institution does not necessitate travel) may 
provide up to $30 per day to each member of the squad to cover unitemized incidental expenses during a 
period not to exceed the maximum number of days of per diem allowed for the involved championship as 
established by the applicable sport committee. In football, an institution participating in a postseason bowl 
game conducted in the locale of the institution may provide up to $30 per day to each member of the squad 
for a period not to exceed 10 days, beginning not earlier than the day that the institution’s football team 
begins o~cial practice for the bowl game. 
[References: NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.6 (incidental expenses at NCAA championships, national governing body 
championships in emerging sports and licensed bowl games); and an official interpretation (08/02/00, Item 
No. 1), which has been archived] 
NCAA Bylaw 16,8,1,6- Incidental Expenses at NCAA Championships, NGB Championships in Emerging 
Sports and Licensed Bowl Games- An institution may provide $30 per day to each member of the squad to 
cover unitemized incidental expenses during travel and practice for NCAA championship events or national 
governing body championship events in emerging sports, during a period limited to the maximum number of 
days of per diem allowed for the involved championship, or, for licensed postseason bowl contests, for a 
period not to exceed 10 days. The $30 per day may be provided only after the institution’s team departs for 
or reports to the site of the championship or postseason bowl contest. [R](Revised: 1/16/93, 1/10/95, 
1/14/97, 2/1/05, 4/28/11 effective 8/1/11) 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 8:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/13/12- Sports Wagering 
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With this week commencing NCAA postseason basketball tournaments, all institutional/conference staff 
members (including full-time, part-time, and student workers) are reminded that it is not permissible to 
engage in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, through the 
Internet, a bookmaker, a parlay card, or any other method employed by organized gambling. 
This prohibition also includes participation in NCAA/NIT Tournament Bracket sheets in which an entry fee is 
required and money or any item of tangible value may be won. Previous NCAA major infractions cases 
involving staff members’ participation in organized gambling activities have resulted in a number of 
institutional corrective actions, including termination of employment. 
For more information concerning sports wagering, please visit the NCAA’s interactive sports wagering website 
at w~m.dontbetonit.orcl. 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.1 Sports Wagering 

Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s 
own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, 
amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the 
use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, 
individuals or contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an entry fee is required and there is an 
opportunity to win a prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.2 Wager 

A wager is any agreement in which an individual or entity agrees to give up an item of value (e.g., cash, 
shirt, dinner) in exchange for the possibility of gaining another item of value. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 
8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.3 SPORTS WAGERING ACTIVITIES 

The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or provide information to 
individuals involved in or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate, 
amateur 
or professional athletics competition: 
(Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 
(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 
(b) Nonathletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department 
(e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative, individual to whom athletics reports); 
(c) Staff members of a conference office; and 
(d) Student-athletes. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
iconda ras(~,bi,qeast .org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 
Fax:    401.273.0424 

Cell:    401.265.6739 
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Trip Ell is a baseball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Trip is not on athletic aid, but he is 
receiving an institutional scholarship based on his academic success. As part of the application for this 

scholarship, Trip was asked to list his achievements and extracurricular activities. Trip included both athletic 
and academic accomplishments. Since the application did not specifically request information related to Trip’s 
athletic participation and the selection committee will not use such information when determining scholarship 
recipients, can OSU certify that this scholarship is unrelated to athletics ability and therefore not consider Trip 
to be a counter for the baseball team? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 3/12/12- Certification of Institutional Aid Unrelated to 
Athletics Ability (I)- states that an institution is not permitted to certify that a student-athlete’s 
institutional financial aid is unrelated in any degree to athletics ability if the student-athlete’s athletics 
participation or achievements are criteria specifically requested as part of the application process for such aid. 
An institution may certify that the student-athlete’s aid is unrelated in any degree to athletics ability (even if 
the student-athlete lists athletics participation or achievements as part of his or her extracurricular activities), 
provided such factors were not specifically requested as part of the application process and were not taken 
into consideration in awarding the institutional aid to the student-athlete. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 15.5.1 (counters), 15.5.1.1 (no athletics aid -- certification required), 
15.5.1.2 (football or basketball, varsity competition); and a staff interpretation (09/12/11, Item No. a), 

which has been archived] 
PLEASE NOTE: There are several secondary violations posted on LSDBi involving certification of non- 
countable financial aid. Institutions need to make sure that the official certification of a student=athlete’s 
noncounter status is completed by the institution prior to the first competition...this includes obtaining 
signatures on the designated forms. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 

Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
iconda ras@bi.qeast .or.q 
Office: 401 BIG EAST (244--3278) 
Fax:    401.273.0424 

Cell:    401.265.6739 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 8:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/15/12- 13.4.1 
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The women’s basketball team at Ocean State University is hosting first and second round games this 
weekend. Ticket sales have not been great, so the institution would like to do one last marketing push to sell 
tickets. The institution decides to reach out to area high schools and provide information on the tournament. 
Is it permissible for Ocean State University to provide a ticket brochure for the tournament to all the local 
high school basketball coaches and administrators? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Official Interpretation- 2/24/98- Ticket Brochure/Flyer Promoting 
NCAA Championship- states that a member institution that is hosting any portion of an NCAA 
Championship may send a ticket application to a high-school coach/administrator, but not to specific 
prospects, provided: 
�The application includes only information relevant to the championship; 
�The application is available to the general public, including all high schools in the local area; and 
�The application contains no information related to the institution’s athletics program. 
The subcommittee noted that under such circumstances, such an item would not be considered a recruiting 
item. [Reference: NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1 (recruiting materials)] 
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North Carolina, NCAA address monitoring social media 

USAToday.com 
Given the role social networking played in North Carolina’s football infractions, both the university and the 
NCAA addressed the difficulties involved in monitoring an athlete’s online activities. 
The NCAA announced Monday that North Carolina’s football program is banned from a bowl game in 2012 
and must forfeit 15 scholarships over a three-year period. The NCAA investigation found the football 
program had committed nine major violations involving academic fraud, improper benefits and former 
assistant coach 3ohn Blake acting as an agent. 
As a result, the university updated its guidelines for athletes. Athletes are notified that at least one coach or 

administrator has been assigned to monitor sites regularly, evaluating postings that identify possible improper ~ 
extra benefits or agent-related activities. The policy specifies a range of sanctions for violations, including the 
loss of scholarship and dismissal from the team. 
UNC athletics director Bubba Cunningham said monitoring social media is difficult given its changing nature. 
"As all these cases transpire, there’s new findings and new things you have to try to prevent in the future," ~ 
Cunningham said in a news media teleconference. 
According to the NCAA report, the school failed to "consistently monitor the social networking activity of its 
student-athletes." The report stated that in one instance an athlete’s site would have alerted the school to 
certain violations in dealings with agents and runners. 
The report said, "While we do not impose an absolute duty upon member institutions to regularly monitor 
such sites, the duty to do so may arise as part of an institution’s heightened awareness when it has or 
should have a reasonable suspicion of rules violations." 
Britton Banowsky, commissioner of Conference USA and chair of the committee on infractions, said, "To 
expect the university to monitor social networking sites of all their student athletes is too much." 
This article was selected for educational purposes. 
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The Ocean State University (OSU) Men’s Basketball staff is preparing for the late National Letter of Intent 
(NLI) signing period next month. The coaches would like the Director of Ops to contact the academic 
counselors for those prospects who will be signing NLIs with them to make sure their academic records are 
up to date, the appropriate paperwork has been submitted to the NCAA Eligibility Center and OSU’s 
admissions office. Is is permissible for the Director of Operations to make such calls to the HS academic 
counselors? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/18/11- Telephone Calls to Guidance 
Counselors for Academic Information (I)- states that a telephone call to the appropriate academic 
authority at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution (e.g., registrar, guidance counselor) 
related to admissions or academic issues is not a recruiting coordination function provided there is no 
solicitation of the prospective student-athlete and nothing beyond the prospective student-athlete’s academic i~i~ 
qualifications is discussed. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.7.1.2 (recruiting coordination functions), 13.1.3.4.1 (institutional 
coaching staff members - general rule) and 13.1.3.4.1.1 (exception - prior to national letter of intent 
signing or other written commitment); official interpretations (10/12/1994, Item No. 9-d) and (12/15/1993, 
Item No. 6)] 
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Ocean State University Women’s Basketball team is hosting NCAA Championship first and second round 
games. Several High School coaches that have attended games throughout the year have requested 
complimentary admissions for these games. Is it permissible to provide 2 complimentary admissions to these 
High School coaches as long as they are provided via a pass list? 
No. NC~ Bylaw 13.8.1 states that entertainment of a high school, preparatory school or two-year 
college coach or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective 
student-athlete is involved shall be limited to providing a maximum of two complimentary admissions (issued 
only through a pass list) to home intercollegiate athletics events at any facility within a 30-mile radius of the 
institution’s main campus, which must be issued on an individual-game basis. Such entertainment shall not 
include food and refreshments, room expenses, or the cost of transportation to and from the campus or 
the athletics event. It is not permissible to provide complimentary admissions to any postseason competition iiii 
(e.q., NCAA championship, conference tournament, bowl (lame). An institutional coaching staff member is ~;~ 
expressly prohibited from spending funds to entertain the prospective student-athlete’s coach on or off the 
member institution’s campus. For violations in which the value of the benefit is $100 or less, the eligibility of 
the prospective student-athlete shall not be affected conditioned on the prospective student-athlete (or the 
high school, college-preparatory school or two-year coach or any other individual responsible for teaching or 
directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved) repaying the value of the benefit to a 
charity of his or her choice. However, the prospective student-athlete shall remain ineligible from the time the 
institution has knowledge of receipt of the impermissible benefit until the prospective student-athlete (or the 
high school, college-preparatory school or two-year coach or any other individual responsible for teaching or 
directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved) repays the benefit. 
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Which of the following is true for a prospect who arrives in the locale of the institution too late to begin the 
official visit? 
A. The institution may provide lodging for the PSA the night before the visit begins without starting the 48- 
hour clock. 
B. The institution may provide a meal for the PSA the night before the visit begins without starting the 48- 
hour clock as long as no staff members and/or student-athletes are present. 
C. Both A and B are true 
D. The institution may provide lodging and meals for the prospect’s parents the night before the visit begins. 
The answer is C_. NCAA Official Interpretation- 3/26109- Meals and Lodging while in Transit to 
Official Visit (I)- states that the committee reviewed issues related to meals and lodging for prospective 
student-athletes while in transit to an official visit and confirmed the following: 
(a) A prospective student-athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48- 
hour official visit period in instances in which he or she arrives in the locale too late to begin the official visit 
that day. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective 
student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse) prior to the start of the 48-hour official visit period, 
including the cost of additional occupants in the same room. 
(b) A prospective student-athlete may receive a drive-thru or "to-go" meal while in transit with an athletics 

department staff member from the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution without 

beginning the 48-hour official visit period. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is 
accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) prior to 
the start of the 48-hour official visit period. 
(c) A prospective student-athlete may receive a "sit-down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station 
nearest the institution while accompanied by an athletics department staff member at the time of his or her 
arrival for an official visit or a "sit-down" or "drive-in" meal en route to the institution’s campus with an 
athletics department staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30-mile radius of the institution’s 
campus; however, such a meal begins the 48-hour official visit period. Under these circumstances, the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents (or legal guardians), spouse and/or children may also receive such a 
meal. 
(d) A prospective student-athlete may receive a meal at or in the vicinity of his or her place of lodging 
without beginning the 48-hour official visit period in instances in which he or she arrives in the locale of the 
institution too late to begin the official visit that day, provided no athletics department staff members or 
student-athletes are present during the meal. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual 
who is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) 
prior to the start of the 48-hour official visit period. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.4.1 (48-hour period defined), 13.6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 
13.6.7.1.1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 13.6.7.7 (meals on official visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on 
official visit for spouse, parent or legal guardian of prospective student-athlete) and 13.6.9 (lodging for 
additional persons); official interpretation (12/20/88, Item No. 18) and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), 
which has been archived] 
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The Myth of the ’Student-Athlete’ 
NYTimes.com 
People often dismiss philosophical disputes as mere quibbles about words. But shifts in terminology can turn 
the tide in public debates. Think of the advantage Republicans gained when discussion of the Affordable 
Health Care Act became discussion of"Obamacare." (Conversely, suppose we talked about"Bush-ed" 
instead of "No Child Left Behind’). Or consider how much thinking about feminism has changed with the 
demise of"men" as a term for people in general. 
These thoughts about philosophy and language occur to me as a significant portion of our nation takes part 
in the mounting frenzy of "March Madness," the national college basketball championship. Throughout the 
tournament, announcers and commentators careful enough to heed the insistence of the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association, will refer to the players as "student-athletes." 
But is this term accurate? Or should we perhaps leave it behind for a more honest and precise name? 

The term "student-athletes" implies that all enrolled students who play college sports are engaged in 
secondary ("extra-curricular") activities that enhance their education. Their status, the term suggests, is 
essentially the same as members of the debate team or the band. As the N.C.A.A. puts it, "Student- 
athletes must, therefore, be students first." 
There are, of course, many cases of athletes who are primarily students, particularly in "minor" (i.e., non- 
revenue producing) sports. But what about Division I football and men’s basketball, the big-time programs 
with revenues in the tens of millions of dollars that are a major source of their schools’ national reputation? 
Are the members of these teams typically students first? 
The N.C.A.A.’s own 2011 survey showed that by a wide variety of measures the answer is no. For example, iiii 
football and men’s basketball players (who are my primary focus here) identify themselves more strongly as iiii 
athletes than as students, gave more weight in choosing their college to athletics than to academics, and, at 
least in season, spend more time on athletics than on their studies (and a large majority say they spend as 
much or more time on sports during the off-season). 
The same priority is reflected in the colleges’ own practices. Football and men’s basketball players are 
admitted and given full scholarships almost entirely because of their athletic abilities. Academic criteria for 
their admission are far below those for other students (for example, their average SAT scores are about 200 iiii 
points lower than those of nonathletes). Realistically, given the amount of time most such athletes devote to 
their sports, they would have to be academically superior to the average student to do as well in their 
classes. As a result, according to another N.C.A.A. report, the graduation rate (given six years to complete 
the degree) for football players is 16 percent below the college average, and the rate for men’s basketball 
players is 25 percent below. Even these numbers understate the situation, since colleges provide 
underqualified athletes with advisers who point them toward easier courses and majors and offer 
extraordinary amounts of academic coaching and tutorinq, primarily designed to keep athletes eligible to play. 
It’s clear, then, that on the whole members of these teams are athletes first and students second, both 
from their own standpoint and from that of their schools. 
Of course, many supporters of college athletics see no problem here. They think that athletics provides 
great entertainment, develops loyalty to schools, and has itself an important educational role for team 
members -- not to mention the millions of dollars it brings in. So what’s the harm if high-profile players are 
more athletes than students? 
At a minimum, there’s the harm of saying that players are primarily students when they are not. This is a 
falsehood institutionalized for the benefit of a profit-making system, and educational institutions should have 
no part in it. 
The deeper harm, however, lies in the fact that, in the United States, there is a strong strain of anti- 
intellectualism that undervalues intellectual culture and overvalues athletics. As a result, intellectual culture 
receives far less support than it should, and is generally regarded as at best the idiosyncratic interest of an 
eccentric minority. Athletics, by contrast, is more than generously funded and embraced as an essential part 
of our national life. 



When colleges, our main centers of intellectual culture, lower standards of academic excellence in order to    ~ 
increase standards of athletic excellence, they implicitly support the popular marginalization of the intellectual~ 
enterprise. It is often said that the money brought in by athletics supports educational programs. But the ~ 
large majority of schools lose money on athletics, and the fact that some depend on sports income 
confirms, in monetary terms, the perceived superiority of athletics. 
To show proper respect for and support of their own central values, colleges need to ensure that their 
athletes truly are students first of all. To do this they could look no further than their standard practice 
regarding nonathletic extracurricular activities. They could take account of athletic potential in the admission 
process the same way they do potential for debate, theater, student government or service projects. All 
admitted students would have to fall within the same range of academic ability, with exceptionally talented 
athletes meeting the same standards as applicants with exceptional talents in other areas. 
Such a move should be obvious for the many schools that lose large amounts of money on their athletic 
programs and have relatively little success with them. (I don’t, however, underestimate the pressures to 
continue even such disastrous programs.) But there’s little practical point to suggesting this move to colleges 
that make large amounts of money from athletics and strongly identify themselves with winning at the 
highest level. 
Still, it’s hard to see how even these schools can maintain the myth that their revenue-producing players are 
primarily students, particularly as the moral case grows stronger f or paying the athletes who are central to 
the tens of millions of dollars some teams bring in each year. But there is a way that profit-making athletic 
powerhouses could avoid the hypocrisy of the student-athlete. 
They could admit athletes who fall far short of their regular academic criteria as "associate students" (or 
maybe even "athlete=students’%, who take just two or three courses a term and are not expected to 
receive a bachelor’s degree aflcer four years. They would instead receive an associate’s degree (like that 
currently awarded by some colleges), which would, after four years, put them in a position to gain regular 
admission to a college where they could complete a bachelor’s degree in two more years. (There would, of 
course, still be athletes who met standard criteria of admission and so would be expected to earn a regular 
degree in four years.) 
This would end the bad faith involved in pretending that unqualified students, devoted primarily to playing 
sports, could truly earn a bachelor’s degree. But it would also give a significant educational purpose to the 
under-qualified athlete’s four years on campus. 
Although this is hardly an ideal solution, it’s better than trying to maintain the myth of the student-athlete. 
But what a magnificent gesture it would be if, say, a school with a legendary and lucrative football program 
could find the courage to give up the money and the glory for a ringing endorsement of intellectual values. 
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})i 

The Ocean State University (OSU) women’s tennis team competed this past weekend, but because of 
inclement weather two of the singles matches were not completed. OSU won enough matches to win the 
competition even without the last two singles matches. Since two of the student-athletes did not get to finish 
their matches and the results were not included in the scoring of the competition, are they charged with a 
season of competition? 
For purposes of this example, this competition will be the student-athletes’ only participation during the 2011- 
12 academic year. 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/18/87- Use of season of competition when event is not 
completed- states that student-athletes would be charged with a season of competition for any event 
(including scrimmages) in which they started participation; regardless of whether they finish (i.e.,discontinued 
game due to inclement weather, contestant drops out of event) that particular event or contest. Determined 
that the student-athlete would be charged with a season of competition regardless of whether that individuals 

performance was included in the final scoring of the event. Referred to LIC for confirmation. 
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Flick is a Field Hockey student-athlete at Ocean State University. Flick is a freshman this year and did not 
compete during the NCAA championship segment in the fall. The coach would like her to compete in a few of 
the competitions this spring during the non-championship segment. If Flick does compete, does she utilize a 
season of competition? 
For purposes of this example, Flick was academically eligible to compete during the fall 2011 season and 
remains eligible during the spring 2012 semester. 
No. NCAA Bylaw 14.2.3.1.2 states that in field hockey, men’s soccer, women’s soccer, women’s 
volleyball and men’s water polo, a student-athlete may engage in outside competition during the segment of 
the playing season that does not conclude with the NCAA championship without using a season of 
competition, provided the student-athlete was academically eligible during the segment that concludes with 
the NCAA championship. (Adopted: 11/1/01, Revised: 8/8/02, 10/31/02, 5/9/06) 
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NCAA’s Emmert: ’Don’t blow one-and-done 
out of proportion’ 
USATODAY, com 

NEW ORLEANS - Who’ll go - Anthony Davis, Michael Kidd-Gilchrist - and when? The issue of Kentucky’s 
prospective one-and-done players hangs over college basketball’s Final Four. 
Inordinately so, NCAA President Mark Emmert says. 
"I don’t think we should blow the one-and-done out of proportion and suggest that’s somehow undermining 
all of academics and the NCAA," he said Thursday. "It’s 15 kids. They have a chance to go play 
professionally because that’s what the rules allow and they all want to pursue it. So that’s fine." 
It was a variation of the NCAA refrain that most athletes go pro in something other than sports. 
Emmert reiterated that the rule requiring players to be at least 19 and a year out of high school to enter the 
NBA - leaving a handful of future pros little choice but to spend a year on campus - is not the NCAA’s doing 
but rather a product of the NBA and its players’ union. Forty freshmen have entered the league’s draft since 
it went into effect in 2005-06. 
Earlier this week, however, NBA commissioner David Stern suggested that the colleges and the NCAA could 
do something about the short-term players if they wanted, requiring them to agree to remain in school and 
forfeit scholarship money if they don’t. 
Emmert politely rejected the notion. "There are doubtlessly many things that can be done to encourage our 
student-athletes to stay in school that are inside our purview, and we’ll continue to pursue those," he said. 
"... On the other hand, there are things that are possible and impossible for us to do. We don’t have a 
vehicle for mandating that anyone stay in school." 
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Tip OFF is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Tip was having trouble with his history 
class, so he decided to drop the course at the end of March. After dropping the history course, Tip is now 
only enrolled in 9 hours. He wants to enroll in an online course to get back to full-time enrollment status. 
Ocean State University’s spring semester doesn’t end until the second week in May, but institutional policy 
does not allow students to enroll in traditional courses taught on campus after March 1st. 
Is it permissible for Tip to use this online course to meet NCAA progress toward degree requirements? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 3/29/12- General Eligibility Requirements -- Full-Time 
Enrollment -- Requirement for Competition -- Use of Nontraditional Courses - (I)- states that 
pursuant to the nontraditional courses legislation, a student-athlete may use nontraditional courses to meet 
the full-time enrollment requirement to be eligible for competition. The following questions and answers are 
intended to assist the membership in applying the legislation: 
Question No. 1: What is "term time?" 
Answer: "Term time" refers to the divisions of the academic year (e.g., semesters, quarters, trimesters) 
and is also referred to as a regular academic term. 

Question No. 2: Does the nontraditional courses legislation limit the number of nontraditional courses in 
which a student-athlete may enroll during a regular academic term? 
Answer: No. Such a determination is to be made by institutional policies applicable to all students and any 
applicable conference rules. 
Question No. 3: If a student-athlete is enrolled in a nontraditional course that is being used to meet the 
full-time enrollment requirement and the student-athlete completes the nontraditional course within the first 
month of the regular academic term, would the student-athlete be considered full time for the remainder of 
the term? 

Answer" Yes, provided the nontraditional course was completed in accordance with institutional policy. 

I i~NN~I~Ni~N~N~i@~iN~NNINi~i~iNN~N~i~INNNNNiN~NNN~NNN~NNNNNNNNNNN~i~i~NNNN 

~NNNN~i~i@NNi~i~i~i~i~iNN~i~NNNNNN~i~i~NN@Ni~iNiNNN~iNNN~i~i~i~iNi~N~N~NNN~i~i~ 
~NN~Ii~iN~NNNi~i~I~NNN~N~NN~Ni~N~iNiNN~NNiN~NiNNNNN~i~i~N~NiNN@~N~i~i~N~iNNi~i iiii 

N~NN~Ni@iN~NN@iNNNNfliNiNNNNIINIINNNNN~NilIiNIiNNIilI~fNIiN~iN~NIII 

Question No. 5: May a nontraditional course that is completed over the course of an entire academic year 
be used to meet the minimum full-time enrollment requirement? 

Answer: The legislation requires the course to be conducted during the institution’s regular academic term in iiiiiiii 
accordance with the institution’s academic calendar and applicable policies and procedures. Therefore, such a 
course could be used to meet the minimum full-time enrollment requirement only if the institution offers 
similar traditional courses that span the entire academic year and all other criteria of the legislation are met. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.1.8.2 (requirement for competition) and 14.1.8.2.6 (nontraditional 
courses)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 
membership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, 
reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the 
time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the 
legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on 
a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address 
timely issues. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
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sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 4/3/12- 12.1.2.1.6, 12.3.1.2 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

))i 

High Screen is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. High is a junior this year but has 
declared himself eligible for the NBA and has retained an agent. High is projected to be drafted early in the 
second round, so his agent is organizing a draft day party. High is going to invite his former and current 
teammates to the party. 
Can High’s teammates that still have eligibility remaining attend the party and receive free food and 
entertainment from High’s agent? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 3/29/12- Issues Related to Benefits from Former Teammates 
and Agents in Conjunction with Professional Drafts (I)- states that NCAA institutions should note 
that, each year, parties or other events occur across the country in conjunction with the annual drafts for 
professional sports leagues. These parties and other events are hosted and/or attended by agents, third 
parties, professional athletes, and draft prospects. A current student-athlete’s attendance at such parties or 
events may result in violations of NCAA legislation if the student-athlete does not pay for the benefits or 
services he or she receives. 
Travel expenses, lodging, meals and other expenses (e.g., entertainment) provided to a current student- 
athlete at no charge and financed by individuals meeting the definition of an agent per NCAA Bylaw 12.02.1 
(agent) would result in a violation of the benefits from prospective agents legislation. The NCAA enforcement 
staff is aware of previous draft day parties and events where draft prospects invited friends and former 
teammates, some of whom were then-current student-athletes, to attend such events. Unbeknownst to the 

student-athlete, the expenses received (e.g., entertainment, lodging, meals) were financed by individuals 
meeting the definition of an agent per Bylaw 12.02.1 (agent). Receipt of such expenses constitutes an 
impermissible benefit from an agent and jeopardizes the student-athlete’s NCAA eligibility. 
Even if all of the benefits received by a student-athlete associated with attendance at a draft day party or 
other events came directly from a friend and former teammate, there may still be a violation involving 
impermissible preferential treatment. The issue of a current student-athlete receiving benefits from a former 
student-athlete was reviewed by the former NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet 
Subcommittee on Legislative Review/Interpretations in 2001. At that time, the subcommittee advised the 
staff that the standard for reviewing cases involving benefits provided to a current student-athlete from a 
former teammate should be whether the type of benefit provided is consistent with what was provided when 
the donor and recipient of the benefit were college teammates. This analysis continues to be used when 
determining whether a student-athlete received impermissible benefits from a former teammate. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.02.1 (agent), 12.3.1 (general rule), 12.3.1.2 (benefits from 
prospective agents) and 12.1.2.1.6 (preferential treatment, benefits or services)] 

dennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
[condaras@bigeast. org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 9:33 AM 
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PLEASE DELETE EARLIER EMAIL. THERE WAS A TYPO IN THE SECOND PART OF THE 
RESPONSE. I APOLOGIZE FOR THE CONFUSION. 
The Ocean State University women’s basketball team won the NCAA Championship last night, so a local 
minor league baseball team would like to recognize the coaches and players at the next home game. Is this 
permissible? Can the minor league baseball promote the team’s appearance to enhance ticket sales? 
Yes it is permissible for the minor league baseball team to recognize the coaches and players at the game 
and to publicize their appearance prior to the game. NCAA Bylaw :1.6.1.0.1..8 states that a student-athlete 
may accept complimentary admission to a professional sports contest during which the student-athlete 
and/or intercollegiate team is being recognized by the professional sports organization for extraordinary 
achievements. Further, it shall be permissible for the professional sports organization to promote this event 
to the general public. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, R! 02903 
[condaras@bicteast. or.q 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 9:00 AM 
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And One is a men’s basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. And is a junior and is 
contemplating whether he should enter the NBA draft this year. If And requests information from the NBA 
regarding his projected draft status, does he jeopardize his amateur status and therefore lose any remaining 
collegiate eligibility? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 4/4/12- NCAA Bylaw 12.2.4 - Declaration for a Professional 
League’s Draft (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that in accordance with NCAA 
Bylaw 12.2.4.1, an individual may request information from a professional sports organization about eligibility 
for a professional-league player draft, or request information about the individual’s market value, without 
affecting his or her amateur status. Further, pursuant to Bylaws 12.1.2-(f) and 12.2.4.2, subject to the 
exceptions noted below, an individual loses amateur status and shall not be eligible for intercollegiate 
competition in a particular sport if he or she, after initial full-time enrollment, asks to be placed on the draft 
list or supplemental draft list of a professional league in that sport. This provision remains applicable even if 
the individual asks that his or her name be withdrawn from the draft list prior to the actual draft, the 
individual’s name remains on the list but he or she is not drafted, or the individual is drafted but does not sign 
an agreement with any professional athletics team. 
Institutions should note that this provision does not apply to individuals who have never enrolled as full-time 
students at any collegiate institution. For example, an individual who has graduated from high school but has 
not yet enrolled in college does not lose collegiate eligibility by merely submitting his or her name to be 
included in a professional draft. 
Additionally, pursuant to Bylaw 12.2.4.2.1.1, an enrolled men’s basketball student-athlete may enter a 
professional league’s draft one time during his collegiate career without jeopardizing eligibility in that sport, 
provided the student-athlete is not drafted by any team in that league and declares his intention to resume 
intercollegiate participation not later than the end of the day before the first day of the spring National Letter 
of Intent signing period for the applicable year. The student-athlete’s declaration of intent shall be in writing 
to the institution’s director of athletics. 
Similar legislation exists for the sport of women’s basketball. Pursuant to Bylaw 12.2.4.2.1.2, an enrolled 
women’s basketball student-athlete may enter a professional league’s draft one time during her collegiate 
career without jeopardizing eligibility in that sport, provided the student-athlete is not drafted by any team in 
that league and declares her intention to resume intercollegiate participation within 30 days after the draft. 
The student-athlete’s declaration of intent shall be in writing to the institution’s director of athletics. 
In the sport of football, Bylaw 12.2.4.2.3 permits an enrolled student-athlete to enter the National Football 
League draft one time during his collegiate career without jeopardizing eligibility in that sport, provided the 
student-athlete is not drafted by any team in that league and declares his intention to resume intercollegiate 
participation within 72 hours following the National Football League draft declaration date. The student- 
athlete’s declaration of intent shall be in writing to the institution’s director of athletics. 
The legislation described above does not allow any individual (prospective student-athlete, enrolled student- 
athlete, etc.) to retain an agent without jeopardizing his or her eligibility. Accordingly, a student-athlete who 
enters a professional league’s draft would not be permitted to reach a verbal or written agreement with an 
agent without jeopardizing his or her eligibility at a Division I institution. However, an individual is permitted to 
have an advisor assist him or her in reviewing a proposed professional sports contract, provided the advisor 
does not represent the individual directly in contract negotiations. In this regard, it is permissible for an 
advisor to discuss the merits of a proposed contract with an individual and provide suggestions about the 
type of offer the individual should consider. In order to maintain eligibility at a Division I institution, the advisor 
may not be used as a link between the individual and the professional sports team or organization. If the 
advisor makes a direct contact with the professional team, then the advisor shall be considered an agent and 
the individual will have jeopardized future eligibility at a Division I institution. For example, an advisor may not 
be present during discussions of a contract offer with a professional team or have any direct contact (e.g., 
in person, by telephone, by mail) with a professional sports team on the individual’s behalf. In addition, it is 
important to note that in order to maintain eligibility at a Division I institution, the individual must compensate 
the advisor at his or her normal rate. Further, pursuant to Bylaw 12.3.1.2, an individual will be ineligible if he 
or she accepts transportation or any other benefits from any person who wishes to represent the individual 
in marketing his or her athletics ability. This rule does not prohibit an individual from having a meal with 



someone who wishes to represent him or her, provided each individual pays for the actual cost of his or her 
own meal and arranges for separate transportation. 
Finally, pursuant to Bylaw 12.2.1.3, a student-athlete may tryout with a professional team at any time 
provided he or she does not miss class. The student-athlete may receive actual and necessary expenses in 
conjunction with one 48-hour tryout per professional team. The 48-hour tryout period begins at the time the 
individual arrives at the tryout location, and the individual must depart the location of the tryout immediately 
at the completion of the 48-hour period in order to receive return transportation expenses. A tryout may 
extend beyond 48 hours if the individual self-finances additional expenses, including return transportation. A 
self-financed tryout may be for any length of time, provided the individual does not miss class. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 12.1.2 (amateur status), 12.2.1.3 (tryout after enrollment), 12.2.1.3 (tryout 
after enrollment), 12.2.4.1 (draft inquiry), 12.2.4.2 (draft list), 12.2.4.2.1 (exception -- basketball -- four- 
year collegiate student-athlete), 12.2.4.2.1.1 (men’s basketball), 12.2.4.2.1.2 (women’s basketball), 
12.2.4.2.3 (exception -- football), 12.3.1 (use of agents -- general rule) and 12.3.1.2 (benefits from 
prospective agents)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 
membership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, 
reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the 
time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the 
legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on 
a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address 
timely issues. 
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Stride is a track and field student-athlete at Ocean State University. This weekend the men’s and women’s 
track and field teams will be competing in the Ocean State Invitational meet. In this competition, Stride will be 
participating in the lOOm, 400m and long jump. Here is Stride’s schedule for the meet: 
Friday- lOOm, 400m 
Saturday- no competition 
Sunday- long jump 
Since Stride is not competing in any events on Saturday, can his coach provide instruction that day for an 
hour to help prepare for the long jump event? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/19/91- Practice following an event in a multi-day 
competition- addresses a member institution’s coach providing monitored instruction or assistance to a 
student-athlete subsequent to the completion of the student-athlete’s first event in a multi-event competition 
that has a scheduled day off prior to the next event; determined that such an arrangement would be 
permissible, provided the next event is considered part of the multi-day or multi-event competition; further 
noted that any practice during the scheduled day off between events in a multi-day competition would be 
bound by the daily hour limitations. 
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Ocean State University’s football team is conducting its annual intra-squad scrimmage this weekend. 
Several high profile recruits will be in attendance, and the coaches would like them to watch the scrimmage 
from the sidelines. Admission to the intra-squad scrimmage is free but seating for the general public is 
restricted to designated sections within the lower level of the stadium. 
Since there is no charge to attend the event, is it permissible for the prospects to watch the scrimmage from 
the sidelines? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4/20/95-Special Seating to Observe On-Campus Intrasquad 
Scrimmages- states that an on-campus intrasquad scrimmage (e.g., spring football scrimmage, "midnight 
madness" basketball scrimmage) that is open to the general public is considered a campus athletics event, 
even if no admission is charged to attend the event. Thus, complimentary admissions provided to a 
prospect (or the prospect’s parents or legal guardians or spouse) for such an event during an official or 
unofficial visit must be in the general seating area of the facility used for conducting the event. [References: 
13.7.5.2 (complimentary admissions) and 13.8.2.1 (general restrictions)] 
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})i 

Baylor cited for failure to monitor 

Baylor University failed to monitor its men’s and women’s basketball programs and violated recruiting rules, 
according to findings by the NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions. The current men’s basketball head 
coach also was cited for failure to monitor, and a former assistant men’s basketball coach was found to have 
engaged in unethical conduct, according to the findings. 
Penalties in this case include three years of probation, recruiting restrictions and scholarship reductions. The 
current head men’s basketball coach received a suspension of two conference games next year and 
telephone call recruiting restrictions. The former assistant men’s coach received a one-year show-cause for 
recruiting activities. The current head women’s basketball coach received off-campus and telephone 
recruiting restrictions. 
This case was resolved through the summary disposition process, a cooperative effort where the involved 
parties collectively submit the case to the Committee on Infractions in written form. The NCAA enforcement 
staff, university and involved individuals must agree to the facts of the case in order for this process to be 
utilized instead of having a formal hearing. 
The violations in the men’s and women’s basketball programs occurred over four years and included 
approximately 750 impermissible recruiting text messages and more than 500 recruiting calls not allowed 
under NCAA rules, which are created and adopted by member schools. According to the findings in the case, 
the head men’s basketball coach did not adequately monitor the program, which was related to his failure to 
inform the administration of a potential violation and insufficient oversight of his two assistant coaches’ 
recruitment activities. In addition, a former assistant men’s basketball coach committed unethical conduct 
when he attempted to influence two nonscholastic coaches to provide false and misleading information during 
the investigation. 
The men’s basketball program also was found to have impermissibly used talent scouts at its basketball 
clinics. The case included multiple secondary violations as well, which are outlined in the public report. These 
included violations in the women’s basketball program for the employment of prospects at university camps, 
recruiting publicity by a booster organization and impermissible inducements and contacts with two prospects. 
Overall, the public report fully details all of the penalties in this case, which include: 

° Public reprimand and censure. 
° Three years of probation from April 11, 2012, through April 10, 2015. 

Men’s basketball 

° The head men’s basketball coach must be suspended from all coaching duties during the first two 
conference games of the 2012-13 season. 

¯ One-year show-cause order for former assistant men’s basketball coach, which prohibits any recruiting 
activity. 

¯ Reduction of one scholarship (from 13 to 12) for the 2011-12 and 2012-13 academic years. 
° Reduction of five official visits (from 12 to 7) for the 2012-13 academic year. 
¯ Reduction of 15 recruiting evaluation days (from 130 to 115) for the 2012-13 academic year. 

Women’s basketball 

¯ Reduction of two scholarships (from 15 to 13) for the 2011-12 academic year. 
¯ The head women’s basketball coach will not participate in off-campus recruiting for the full summer 

recruiting period (July 1 - 31, 2012). 
¯ An assistant women’s basketball coach will not place any recruiting calls during a four-month period 

from January through April, 2012. 

The Division I Committee on Infractions is an independent group comprised of representatives across NCAA 



membership and the public. The members of the committee who reviewed this case include Melissa (Missy) 
Conboy, deputy director of athletics at the University of Notre Dame and acting chair of the Committee on 
Infractions. Other members are 3ohn S. Black, attorney; Eleanor Myers, faculty athletics representative and 
law professor at Temple University; 3ames O’Fallon, law professor and faculty athletics representative for 
University of Oregon; Gregory Sankey, executive associate commissioner and chief operating officer of the 
Southeastern Conference; and Dennis Thomas, commissioner of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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Ocean State University (OSU) is calculating summer school expenses to complete its year end budget 
analysis. There are a couple of student-athletes who were not awarded athletic aid during the 2011-12 
academic year but will be receiving a 50% athletic scholarship during the 2012-13 academic year. Is it 
permissible for OSU to provide these student-athletes with athletic aid this summer? If so, how much? 
Yes it is permissible to provide these student-athletes with athletic aid this summer, up to 50% of a full grant 
in aid. 
NCA& Bylaw 15,2.8.1,2.5 states that a student-athlete who has not received athletically related aid from 

the certifying institution during a previous academic year may receive athletically related financial aid to 
attend the institution’s summer term or summer school under the following conditions: (Adopted: 1/15/11) 
(a) The student-athlete has been awarded athletically related financial aid for the following academic year; 
and 
(b) The aid is awarded only in proportion to the amount of athletically related financial aid the student will 
receive for the following academic year. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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The Ocean State University (OSU) women’s basketball coaches are recruiting Charity Stripe, a junior in high 
school. Charity’s father is an assistant coach for her non-scholastic team and is the head coach of her high 
school team. Can OSU communicate with Charity’s father above and beyond the permissible limits for 
telephone calls with parents as long as the discussions do not involve the recruitment of Charity and only 
pertain to the recruitment of Charity’s teammates? 
The answer is yes. NCAA Bylaw 13.:t.3.L4.Zstates that an institution may not have any additional 
communication with a parent or legal guardian of a prospective student-athlete who serves on the staff of 
his or her daughter’s non-scholastic team unless the parent or legal guardian also serves as a head coach of 
his or her daughter’s scholastic team and the additional communication is unrelated to recruitment of his or 
her daughter. (Revised: 10/27/06) 
Given recent infractions cases in this area, institutions should keep records on file to document such calls. 
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Franklin & Marshall women’s coach fired 
amid hazing inquiry 
USAToday.com--AP 

Vice President of Communications Cass Cliatt told the Associated Press on Wednesday that the school fired 
head coach Lauren Paul on Tuesday and suspended the players after confirming details of the hazing. 
"Coaches at F&M are educators," Cliatt said. "F&M expects all coaches to be responsible for maintaining a 
supportive environ ment and an atmosphere of trust consistent with the educational goals of the institution, 
and to serve as guardians over the health and well-being of their players." 
A phone listing for Paul could not immediately be located Wednesday. 
Cliatt would not release details of the alleged hazing or the names of the players suspended, citing privacy 
rules. The suspended players remain enrolled at the school. 
The Intelligencer Journal/Lancaster New Era reported 11 players are no longer listed on the roster, including 
eight of nine seniors and seven of the team’s top 10 scorers. 
Lancaster police It. Todd Umstead said there is no criminal investigation into the matter. 
The Lancaster County district attorney’s office did not immediately return phone calls seeking comment. 
Cliatt said the hazing was reported anonymously to Lancaster police in February and that school officials also 
received reports. After preliminary inquiries, a formal investigation began April 10, according to a letter sent 
to the college community by Dean Kent Trachte. 
"F&M takes any allegation of hazing very seriously and has strong and clear policies against any form of 
hazing as part of our deep commitment to safeguarding student health, safety and well-being," Trachte 
wrote. 
Paul, a 2003 F&M grad, led the Diplomats to the 2009 Division III national championship in her first season 
as head coach and had a 68-10 record. The team made it to the national semifinals the following year and 
the national quarterfinals last season. 
The school’s field hockey coach is taking over as interim coach and the team will finish the season, school 
officials said. 
The Diplomats, 12-2 and ranked No. 7 in the Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse Association poll, plays its first 
game without Paul on Wednesday, facing top-ranked Gettysburg (Pa.). 
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Three women’s tennis student-athletes at Ocean State University (OSU) have qualified for the NCAA 
Championships. After arriving in the locale of the championship, the OSU coaches aranged for their student- 
athletes to practice with student-athletes at another institution. Will this joint practice session count as a date 
of competition? 
No. NCAA Staff Interptation- 10/26/94- Participation in Joint Practices at NCAA 
Championships- slates that in individual sports (e.g., tennis), it is permissible for an institution’s team or 
individual student-athlete who is participating in an NCAA championship to engage in practice sessions during 
the championship with another institution’s team or individual student-athlete who also is participating in the 
championship without using a date of competition. 
[References: 17.02.6 (date of competition, countable, institutional) and 17.02.7 (daLe of competition, 
countable, individual student-athlete), and IC 02/22/90, Item No. 1] 
NCAA Bylaw 17.02.8 states that intercollegiate competition is considered to have occurred when a 
student-athlete in either a two-year or a four-year collegiate institution does any of the following: (Revised: 
1/10/95) 
(a) Represents the institution in any contest against outside competition, regardless of how the competition is 
classified (e.g., scrimmage, exhibition or joint practice session with another institution’s team) or whether the 
student is enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies; (Revised: 1/10/91) 
(b) Competes in the uniform of the institution, or, during the academic year, uses any apparel (excluding 
apparel no longer used by the institution) received from the institution that includes institutional identification; 
or (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11194, 1/9/06) 

(c) Competes and receives expenses (e.g., transportation, meals, room or entry fees) from the institution 
for the competition. 
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))i 

Foul Ball is a softball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Foul was eligible at the start of the 
2011-12 academic year but became ineligible for the spring 2012 semester because her GPA fell below the 
minimum requirement. The softball team will still be competing after the conclusion of the spring semester. 
Can Foul begin participating in competition once the spring semester is over if she meets all NCAA progress 
toward degree requirements? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Official Interpretation- 5/14/04- Certification of Eligibility at the End 
of the Academic Year- states that a student-athlete who was eligible for competition at the beginning of 
the academic year, but became ineligible at midyear, (e.g., due to failure to meet the six-hour requirement) 
could be certified as eligible at the end of the academic year for competition in a season already in progress 
(e.g., outdoor track and field, baseball) provided the student-athlete meets all applicable proqress-toward- 
degree requirements to be eligible for competition during the subsequent fall term. [References: NCAA 
Bylaws 14.1.10 (change in eligibility status) and 14.4 (progress-toward-degree requirements); and a 4/27/89 
official interpretation, Item No. 10] 
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DT Board sets date for higher initial eligibility standards 
NCAA,org 

The Division I Board of Directors today voted to allow more time for high school students and those who 
guide them to become familiar with higher initial eligibility standards, which now will go into effect in 2016. The 
class entering college in 2016 is currently in eighth grade and now will have all four years in high school to 
work toward the new standard. 
The Board adopted the increase in initial-eligibility expectations last October, with an effective date of 2015, 
to ensure prospects are more academically prepared for college coursework. Since then, some 
administrators, coaches associations and secondary school administrators expressed concern about the 
implementation schedule. 
"We want to give young people a fair chance to meet the new standards by taking core academic courses 
early in their high school education," said Board Chair Judy Genshaff, president at South Florida. "The 
presidents have every confidence that future student-athletes will do the work necessary to be academically 
successful in college." 
The new initiaFeligibility requirements create a higher academic standard for freshman to play. That standard 
is higher than what will be needed to receive aid and practice, creating an academic redshirt year. 
Student-athletes who achieve the current minimum initial-eligibility standard will continue to be eligible for 
athletically related financial aid during the first year of enrollment and practice during the first regular 
academic term of enrollment. Student-athletes could earn practice during the second term of enrollment by 
passing nine semester or eight quarter hours. 
For immediate access to competition, prospective student-athletes must achieve at least a 2.3 GPA and an 
increased sliding scale. For example, an SAT score of 1,000 requires a 2.5 high school core-course GPA for 
competition and a 2.0 high school core-course GPA for aid and practice. 
Prospects also must successfully complete 10 of the 16 total required core courses before the start of their 
senior year in high school. Seven of the 10 courses must be successfully completed in English, math and 
science. 
The new requirements are intended to ensure prospective student-athletes are as prepared to succeed in 
the classroom as they are in their sport, a message NCAA President Mark Emmert underscored in his Final 
Four press conference. 
"When a young person is growing up, everybody knows exactly what they have to do to be prepared to 
play college ball," Emmert said. "People are constantly saying you have to work on this part of your game, 
you have to work on that part of your game. 
"Academics are vitally important and demand just as much attention as athletics, especially in college." 
Emmert said he wants more people talking to prospects about academic preparation in the next year as the 
enhanced eligibility standards are broadly communicated. NCAA staff are fanning out to youth events 
starting this weekend to communicate directly about the increased academic standards, 

Thursday’s action does not minimize the Board’s commitment to academic success, Gensha~ said, but 
acknowledges a need to give prospective student-athletes time to meet the higher expectations. 
NCAA research indicates student-athletes in football and men’s basketball will feel the most significant impact 
from the higher academic standards. Those sports regularly post the lowest Academic Progress Rates and 
Graduation Success Rates. 

The impact is expected to decrease over time as prospective student-athletes adjust to the changes and 

improve their preparation. 
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With the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2011-99, it will be permissible for institutions to send text messages to 
men’s basketball prospects starting June 15th 2012. Since text messages are considered electronic 
correspondence, will it be permissible for non-coaching staff members to send text messages to prospects? 
Yes. NC~u~ Bylaw 13.4.1.1 states that with regard to general correspondence: 
(6) All institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members, athletics department staff members 
and administrators) may prepare general correspondence. (Revised: 4/29/10 effective 
8/1/10) 
NC~u~ Bylaw 13.4.1.2.1 Exception - Men’s Basketball- states that electronic correspondence (e.g., 
electronic mail, Instant Messenger, facsimiles, text messages) may be sent to a prospective student-athlete 
(or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians), provided the correspondence is sent directly 
to the prospective student-athlete (or his or her parents or legal guardians) and is private between only the 
sender and recipient (e.g., no use of chat rooms, message boards, posts to "walls"). (See Bylaws 13.1.6.2 
and 13.10.2.) Color attachments may be included with electronic correspondence, provided the attachment 
only includes information that is not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that are specifically 
permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires), a media guide and video and audio materials, 
as permitted in Bylaw 13.4.1.5. Attachments other than a media guide and permissible video and audio 
materials shall not include any animation, audio or video clips and there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription 
fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic correspondence. [D] 
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The baseball coaches at Ocean State University are very interested in R.B.I, one of the top junior 
prospects in the country. The head coach is unable to attend R.B.I’s game this weekend, so he asks one of 
the assistant coaches to go and videotape the competition. Is it permissible for the assistant coach to 
videotape the game? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/8/04-Institution’s Coaching Staff Videotaping Prospective 
Student-Athletes (I)- states that an institution’s coaching staff member may videotape a prospect’s 
regular practice sessions and regular game competition (e.g., high school or club team competition) during 
contact or evaluation periods, including any summer evaluation periods, provided the coaching staff member 
does not arrange or direct the prospect’s activities. It is not permissible to videotape summer camp 
competition because it is not considered regular game competition. [References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 
13.1.1.1 (high school prospects), 13.12.1 (tryouts-prohibited activities) and 13.15.3.2 (video services); a 
4/2/87 official interpretation, Item No. 6; a 10/12/94 staff interpretation, item a, which has been archived 
and a 4/25/88 staff interpretation, item d] 
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Standard & Poor’s assigns AA+ credit rating to NCAA 

NCAA.org 

Standard & Poor’s, a prominent credit-rating agency, has assigned a AA+ long-term rating to the Indiana 
Finance Authority’s series 2012 refunding revenue bonds, issued for the NCAA. 
Standard & Poor’s also affirmed the AA+ rating on the outstanding 2005 and 2010 bonds. 
"The rating reflects the organization’s significant financial resources, its dominant market position in college 
sports and the strength of its various broadcast contracts," said a rationale accompanying Standard & 
Poor’s notice of the AA+ rating. 
More specifically, the notification said the rating reflects: 

¯ Strong growth in television rights revenues, with a long-term contract guaranteeing increasing annual 
revenues through 2024. 

¯ A history of solid operating performance. 
¯ A high level of budgetary flexibility in the event of a revenue drop. 
° Strong expandable resources to debt. 
¯ Low maximum annual debt burden. 

The AA+ rating enhances the NCAA’s ability to borrow money at a lower tax-exempt rate should the 
need arise, although no additional debt is planned. 
Most of the Association’s current debt relates to the acquisition of the National Invitation Tournament and 
the construction of a recently opened expansion to the national office. The 2005 series refinancing is 
projected to result in about $1.0 million in net present value savings for the Association. 
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The men’s soccer coaches at Ocean State University are planning out their summer recruiting trips. NCAA 
Bylaw 11.7.4.3.2 states that in sports other than basketball, during June, July and August, a replaced coach 
is not required to return to the institution’s campus before engaging in additional recruiting activities, provided 
no more than the permissible number of off-campus recruiters in the particular sport engage in off-campus 
recruiting activities each day. 
Which of the following is true? 
A. When planning their trips the men’s socer coaches may either use the general rule where a replaced 
coach may not engage in additional recruiting activities until after he has returned to the institution’s campus 
or they can utilize the exception that does not require the replaced coach to return to campus before 
engaging in additional recruiting activities provided no more than the permissible number of recruiters engage 
in recruiting activities each calendar day. 
B. The men’s soccer coaches must utilize the exception when recruiting during the months of June, July and 
August. 

C. The men’s soccer coaches are not permitted to recruit during the months of June, July and August. 
D. There are no recruiting limitations during the months of June, July and August. 
The answer is A. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/4/11- Sports Other Than Basketball -- Off- 

Campus Recruiting -- June, July and August (I)- states that in sports other than basketball, during 

June, July and August, an institution may use either the general rule regarding the limit on the number of 
coaches who may recruit off campus at any one time (i.e., a replaced coach may not engage in additional 
recruiting activities until after he or she has returned to the institution’s campus) or the exception to the 
general rule (i.e., a replaced coach is not required to return to the institution’s campus before engaging in 
additional recruiting activities, provided no more than the permissible number of off-campus recruiters in a 
particular sport engage in off-campus recruiting activities each day). 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 11.7.4.3 (off-campus recruiting -- at any one time) and 11.7.4.3.2 (exception -- :::~ 
sports other than basketball - June, July and August)] 
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A local women’s basketball AAU team contacted Ocean State University’s (OSU) Director of 
Women’s Basketball Operations regarding the use of OSU’s facility for summer practice. Is it 
permissible for the AAU team to use OSU’s facility? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.11.1.9 states that an institution [including any institutional department (e.g., 
athletics, recreational/intramural)] shall not host, sponsor or conduct a nonscholastic basketball 
practice or competition in which women’s basketball prospective student-athletes (see Bylaw 
13.11.1.1.) participate on its campus or at an off-campus facility regularly used by the institution for 
practice and/or competition by any of the institution’s sport programs. (Adopted: 1/14/12; a 
contract signed before 6/28/11 may be honored) 
NCAA Educational Column- 517112- Nonscholastic Practice or Competition -- Football 

and Women’s Basketball (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that an 
institution [including any institutional department (e.g., athletics, recreational/intramural)] shall not 
host, sponsor or conduct a nonscholastic basketball practice or competition in which prospective 
student-athletes in women’s basketball participate on its campus or at an off-campus facility 
regularly used by the institution for practice and/or competition by any of the institution’s sport 
programs. 
The following exceptions are applicable in the sport of women’s basketball: 
1. An institution may host basketball related events that are part of officially an recognized state 
multisport event; 
2. An institution may host, sponsor or conduct a nonscholastic event that involves women’s 
basketball prospective student-athletes, provided it is an open event and all participating women’s 
basketball prospective student-athletes reside within a 50-mile radius of the institution’s campus; 
3. An institution may host, sponsor or conduct a nonscholastic event that involves women’s basketball 
prospective student-athletes that is part of a program consistent with the mission of the institution 
(e.g., state wellness and educational programs); and, 
4. An institution may host, sponsor or conduct an ancillary event that is part of a nonathletics 
program (e.g., Girl Scouts) and is conducted without the involvement of athletics department staff. 
In the sport of women’s basketball, institutional facilities may be used for noninstitutional camps or 
clinics that involve prospective student-athletes during the months of June, July and August, 
excluding dead periods. However, evaluations at nonscholastic events and noninstitutional camps or 
clinics that occur on a Division I campus are prohibited, even if the event occurs during a 
permissible evaluation period. 
Notwithstanding concerns related to coaching staff involvement, many also have noted that these 
nonscholastic events may provide a significant recruiting advantage for the host institution. 
Therefore, the prohibition against hosting, sponsoring or conducting nonscholastic events is 
applicable to the institution generally, including any institutional department (e.g., athletics, 
recreational/intramural), effectively removing such events from on-campus facilities, subject to the 
legislated exceptions. The prohibition also extends to off-campus facilities regularly used by the 
institution for practice and/or competition by any of the institution’s sports programs, thereby 
removing such events from these facilities as well. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the 
application of this legislation. 
Question No. 1: Is this legislation the same as the legislation that was adopted previously in the 
sport of men’s basketball (Proposal No. 2009-100-A)? 
Answer:Where the newly adopted women’s basketball and football legislation exhibits similarities 
to the existing men’s basketball legislation, the academic and membership affairs staff has 
interpreted the football and women’s basketball legislation consistent with the manner in which the 
basketball enforcement group had interpreted the similar legislation in the sport of men’s basketball. 
However, even though the legislation is similar, there are some key distinctions. For example, 



women’s basketball, like men’s basketball, provides exceptions for state multisport events and other 
events, but those exceptions are not applicable to football. Conversely, in women’s basketball, unlike 
men’s basketball and football, evaluations at nonscholastic events and noninstitutional camps or 
clinics that occur on a Division I campus are prohibited. 
Question No, 2: What is the definition of a scholastic event for purposes of this legislation? 

Answer: The determination of whether an event is considered scholastic or nonscholastic is based 
both on the status of the individual or entity that conducts the event as well as the nature of the 
individuals or teams that participate in the event. To be considered a scholastic activity, an event 
must be conducted by a scholastic entity. Factors that would be relevant in identifying the entity 
responsible for conducting the event include, but are not limited to, responsibility for staffing and 
event/game-day operations, responsibility for promoting and advertising the event, the entity that 
signed the contracts and secured the insurance coverage, and the entity that rented the facility. 
Further, even if the event is being conducted by a scholastic entity, the event is not a scholastic 
event if nonscholastic teams participate. 
Question 0~io. 3; What if an event is approved by a scholastic entity (e.g., high school athletics association, 
junior college athletics conference)? 
Answer; To be a scholastic event, an event must be conducted by a scholastic entity. Sanctioning or other 
approval by the scholastic governing body is not sufficient to make an event a scholastic event. 
Question No. 4: May an institution host a football or women’s basketball event conducted by a high school 
coaches association if the coaches association is sanctioned by or affiliated with the a scholastic entity? 
Answer: No. The event must be conducted by the scholastic entity itself as opposed to any sanctioned or 
affiliated organizations. 
Question No. 5: At what point must a scholastic entity be involved with the conduct of an event in order to 
satisfy the requirement that the event be conducted by a scholastic entity? 
Answer:It would not be permissible to host, sponsor or conduct an event that a nonscholastic entity initially 
formulated. Any attempts to replace a nonscholastic entity’s involvement in the event with a scholastic entity 
after the nonscholastic entity has formulated the event will not negate a violation. It is, however, permissible 
for a scholastic entity to exercise discretion in arranging cosponsors, vendors and contractors for an event 
that the scholastic entity has organized and initiated, provided the scholastic entity retains primary control 
over the conduct of the event. 
Question No. 6: May a high school all-star game or similar contest be considered a scholastic event if it is 
not part of a high school team’s regular schedule of competition? 
Answer; Yes. A high school all-star game may be considered a scholastic event for purposes of this i~i~ 
legislation, provided it is conducted by a scholastic entity. It is important to note the distinction 
between a scholastic event that may be conducted on an institution’s campus in the sport of 
women’s basketball and a scholastic event at which an evalulation may be conducted. Therefore, it 
may be possible to host a scholastic basketball event at which it would not be permissible to 
evaluate (e.g., a high school all-star game conducted by the high school athletics association is not a 

regularly scheduled competition). Conversely, it may be possible to evaluate at a scholastic 
basketball event that the institution is not permitted to host (e.g., regularly scheduled high school 
contest or tournament that is approved but not conducted by the appropriate scholastic authority). 
Question No. 7:Is practice or competition involving a national team and conducted by the 
applicable national governing body considered a nonscholastic practice or competition? 
Answer:Yes. Any practice or competition that is not conducted by a scholastic entity, including 
practice or competition conducted by the applicable national governing body, is considered 
nonscholastic for purposes of this legislation. 
Question No. 8: In the sports of bowl subdivision football and women’s basketball, is an institution 
permitted to host a national team tryout event that is conducted by the applicable national 
governing body on its campus? 
Answer;No. The national team tryout events exception does not supersede the prohibition on 
hosting nonscholastic football or basketball events; therefore, it is not be permissible for such an 
event to occur on campus or in an off-campus facility regularly used by the institution for practice 
and/or competition. 
Question No. 9:If the institution competes regularly in an off-campus facility that is under the 
control of a noninstitutional entity or organization (e.g., municipality, private management), is the 
institution responsible for any nonscholastic football or basketball event that occurs at the facility? 
Answer;Yes. The institution is responsible for any nonscholastic event that occurs on its campus or at an 
off-campus facility regularly used by the institution (i.e., 50 percent of the time or more) for practice and/or 
competition by any of the institution’s sport programs, regardless of whether the facility is under the 
institution’s control or whether the institution has any involvement in arranging for or approving the use of the 
facility. 
Question No. 10;Is the prohibition applicable to all on-campus facilities, or is the institution permitted to host 
a nonscholastic event at an on-campus facility that is not used by any of the institution’s sport programs? 
Answer;The legislation applies to all on-campus facilities. Therefore, it is not permissible for an institution to 
host a nonscholastic event in any facility on its campus. 
Question No. 11:May an institution host a nonscholastic football or basketball event that does not involve 
prospective student-athletes? 
Answer : Yes. The legislation is applicable only to events that involve prospective student-athletes in football 
and women’s basketball. 
Question No, 12:If an event includes competition involving both prospective student-athletes and 
nonprospect-aged individuals, is it permissible to host on-campus those portions of the event that 
involve nonprospect-aged individuals if the prospective student-athletes participate at a permissible 
off-campus facility elsewhere in the community? 



Answer;Yes. It is permissible for an institution to host the portion of the event that involves only 
nonprospect-aged individuals on its campus. 
Question No, 13, May an institution host on its campus the opening ceremonies of a tournament 
that involves football or women’s basketball prospective student-athletes, provided all practice and 

competition activities are conducted at a permissible off-campus facility. 
Answer:No. It is not be permissible to host any activity in which a football or women’s basketball 

prospective student-athlete participates while involved with the nonscholastic football or basketball 

event. 
Question No. 14;May a group involving football or women’s basketball prospective student- 
athletes rent nonathletics institutional facilities (e.g., dormitory, cafeteria) at the going rate for use 

while participating in a nonscholastic event hosted at a permissible off-campus facility in the 
community, 
A nswer;No. It would not be permissible to host any group involving football or women’s 
basketball prospective student-athletes in any institutional facilities while the prospective student- 
athletes are participating in a nonscholastic football or basketball practice or competition. 
Question No. 15: What are the eligibility implications for football or women’s basketball 
prospective student-athletes involved in a nonscholastic event that is hosted, sponsored or 
conducted in violation of this legislation? 
Answer; The institution would be required to declare all involved prospective student-athletes 
ineligible to represent that institution in intercollegiate athletics and seek reinstatement through the 
normal reinstatement process. 
Question No. 17: Will contracts signed prior to adoption of the legislation be honored 
automatically? 
Answer; A binding, enforceable contract signed before June 28, 2011, for a women’s basketball 
event, or before August 15, 2011, for a football event, may be honored; however, the terms and 
length of such contracts must be evaluated for consistency with prior contracts or agreements to 
determine whether and for how long the event is exempted from the application of the legislation. 
Institutions should contact the academic and membership affairs staff for assistance with any 
questions regarding existing contracts. 
Women’s Basketball Exceptions. 
Question No. 18:Does the exception for events that are part of a program that is consistent with the 
mission of the institution permit the institution to host nonscholastic competition between high school teams 
as a show of support for the community or to host a nonscholastic event to raise funds for a charitable 
initiative? 
Answer:An institution may host basketball-only event under this exception only if the event is part of an 
overall program of activities (e.g., a city-wide program) with a separate, nonathletics nexus. The overall 
program must be consistent with the mission of the institution and the participants in the event must be 
representative of the participants in the overall program (e.g., participants represent a broad cross-section of 
the community). 
Question No. 19:May an institution host a nonscholastic competition that is an ancillary part of a 
nonathletics program (e.g., Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts) and is conducted without the involvement of athletics 
department staff? 
Answer:Yes. The exception is intended to permit the members and/or affiliates of a nonathletics 
organization to engage in athletic activity that is ancillary to a nonathletic event conducted by the 
organization on the institution’s campus. For example, if the Girl Scouts are hosting a picnic on the 
campus, it would be permissible for the Girl Scouts to participate in basketball competition as an 
ancillary part of that event. However, the exception would not permit a nonathletics organization to 
sponsor a nonscholastic event for fundraising, entertainment or other purposes where the event 
involves individuals who are not participants or members in the organization (e.g.,the Girl Scouts 
could not host an exhibition tournament of four area high school basketball teams as a fundraiser in i~i~ 
connection with the picnic), 

iiiiii Question No. 20;May an institution host a nonscholastic event involving multiple sports, including basketball 
competition, if the event is conducted with the approval of an appropriate state agency? 
Answer=No. An officially recognized state multisport event must be organized and administered by 

an appropriate state entity. Sanctioning or approval by a state entity is not sufficient to meet the 
exception. 
Questions No. 21;If the institution is hosting a women’s basketball competition pursuant the state 
multisport events exception, is it permissible for athletics department staff to be involved with the 

conduct of the event7 
Answer:The event would still have to be conducted in accordance with an applicable exception to the tryout 
legislation (e.g., activities not involving institution’s staff). Also, note that, in women’s basketball, evaluations 
at nonscholastic events and noninstitutional camps or clinics that occur on a Division I campus are prohibited. 
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Wind Up is a prospective student-athlete interested in playing baseball at Ocean State University. Wind will 
visit Ocean State University’s campus this weekend on an unofficial visit. Wind is going to bring his father 
and uncle with him. 
Ocean State University’s baseball stadium is located off-campus on the other side of town. Is it permissible 
for Ocean State University to provide transportation to Wind, his father and uncle to view the stadium? 
Yes. NCAA 5/23/11 Staff Interpretation- Providing Transportation to Those Persons 
Accompanying a Prospective Student-Athlete on an Unofficial Visit (I)- states that an institution 
may provide those persons accompanying the prospective student-athlete on an unofficial visit with 
transportation only to view off-campus practice and competition sites in the prospective student-athlete’s 
sport and other institutional facilities. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.5.1 (general restrictions) and 13.5.3 (transportation on unofficial visit), and 
staff interpretation (7/11/90, Item No. d), which has been archived] 
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Par Three is a golf student-athlete at Ocean State University. Par and a few of his teammates have 
qualified for the NCAA championships, so they are required to remain on campus to practice. Additionally, Par 
has enrolled in summer school classes that will take place while he is preparing for the tournament. Par is 
receiving a full athletic scholarship to cover his summer school expenses. As part of his full scholarship, Par 
will receive the full cost of room and board. 
Is it permissible for Ocean State University to provide Par with the same room and board stipend as his 
teammates that are not enrolled in summer school? 
No. Par is receiving financial aid to cover the full cost of room and board, and he is not permitted to receive 
any expenses in excess of the full cost of room and board. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/13/ll- 
Summer Financial Aid and Vacation Period Expenses (I)- states that a student-athlete who is enrolled 
in an institution’s summer term, and is required to remain on campus for organized practice sessions (e.g., 
practice in preparation for an NCAA championship), may receive financial aid in accordance with the summer 
financial-aid legislation and vacation-period expenses, provided the student-athlete does not receive vacation- 
period expenses, in combination with any room and board financial aid, in excess of the full cost of room and 
board (as determined for financial aid purposes) during the time in which the student-athlete is required to 
remain on campus for practice or competition. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.2.8.1.2 (enrolled student-athletes), 16.5.2 (vacation-period expenses) and 
staff interpretation (04/12/1991, Item Ref d), which has been archived] 
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NCAA, MLB ponder partnership on 
additional scholarships 
USA TODAY 

Over a five-decade coaching career that has produced an NCAA-record 1,846 victories and five national 
championships, Texas’ Augie Garrido has awarded one full scholarship. That went to five-time major league 
All-Star Tim Wallach, who played for Garrido at Cal State-Fullerton in the 1970s. 
But if a proposed partnership between the NCAA and Major League Baseball comes together, Garrido -- and 
many other Division I baseball coaches -- will have the luxury of offering more full rides to premier recruits, 
possibly including junior college transfers. 
MLB is considering funding a full scholarship for select Division I programs in an effort to improve diversity in 
the college game and augment the increasingly productive stream of major leaguers who developed their 
skills at the college level. Discussions between MLB and the NCAA have been ongoing for years and are not 
close to being finalized. But both sides see an upside. 
"This is out of the ordinary in how we’ve conducted business in the past, and we fully understand that this is iii:: 
a novel idea that must be approached carefully," said Dennis Poppe, NCAA director of football and baseball i~i~ 
operations. "A lot of things are still on the table, but this is something that frankly can really enhance the iiii 
college game." ~i~i 
While affirming its belief that a strong NCAA baseball program benefits the overall growth of the game and i~i~ 
enhances the development of professional players, MLB is being more guarded in its public comments. ~i~i 
"Our discussions with the NCAA are at a conceptual phase," said Rob Manfred, executive vice president of i~i~ 
league affairs and economics. "It is unclear whether an agreement will be reached on any single concept, iiii 
including a scholarship program. The details of any such program and possible tradeoffs with the NCAA are ~i~i 
completely speculative at this point." i~i~ 
Division I baseball programs can offer a maximum of 11.7 scholarships (a total dropped from 13 in 1991), ~i~i 
far short of the number needed to accommodate a sport that uses 20 players on a regular basis. Coaches i~i~ 
can’t afford to devote a full scholarship to one player and must divide the aid into partial grants, iiiiiiii 
Starting pitchers and impact position players -- usually catchers, shortstops and center fielders -- attract the ~ 
highest-percentage scholarships at most schools, normally 50% to 80% of a full grant. The NCAA mandates 
that no scholarship be less than 25% of a full ride and that a maximum of 27 players can receive aid. 
"We are very limited and in this economy, baseball is not likely to get additional scholarships from member 
institutions in the immediate future," said Dave Keilitx, executive director of the American Baseball Coaches 
Association and a member of the committee exploring an agreement with MLB. "This is an opportunity to 
attract some really elite athletes, and if it can happen, it will be one of the best things that has ever 
happened to college baseball." 
More than 300 Division I schools field baseball teams, but less than half that fully fund those programs in 
terms of scholarships and budgets. It is unclear whether MLB would offer additional aid to every D-I 
institution or only those that have made a major commitment to the game. 
"1 wouldn’t be in favor of that," said Ray Tanner, coach of two-time defending national champion South 
Carolina. "If you’re not fully funded, you need the scholarship more than anyone else. I don’t think you can 
exclude those schools. 
"I’m ecstatic that Major League Baseball and college baseball are working together. As far as scholarships 
go, I do think it probably would have to be tweaked a little bit, but I’m all about working together." 
Keilitz said discussions with MLB have not zeroed in on which schools would be offered aid. 
"Certainly from the Major League Baseball side, they want to assist programs that have made a 
commitment to baseball," Keilitz said. "How many scholarships a school has got to offer (to have access to 
MLB assistance) has not been determined, but it reaches beyond just those fully funded programs." 
Another possible requirement for the MLB scholarship would be that it not be split among multiple players. 



This would help attract minority players who are gravitating toward football and basketball, sports which offer ~;~ 

full scholarships. 
"This, clearly, would offer us a better chance to include minorities in our programs who otherwise would be 
unable to afford to play baseball," Garrido said. 
According to the NCAA, 5% of Division I baseball players last year were African Americans. A USA TODAY 
Sports survey pegged the percentage of black players on IVlLB opening-day rosters this season at 8.1%. 
"[ agree 100% that it would have a positive impact on diversity and create a chance for the minority or 
disadvantaged kid," Oregon coach George Horton said. "But do you help one kid or help several kids (by 
dividing the scholarship)? That may need to be massaged a little bit. But if (keeping the scholarship intact) is ~ 
the only way MLB will fund the scholarship, I think we would all say yes." 

iiiiii College-trained players are becoming a more critical piece of the major league pie. Last year, roughly 50% of 
o o MLB players came from college while 25 Vo signed out of high school and 25 Vo came from other countries. 

"Last year, of the eight teams in the playoffs, 78 out of 200 were Division [ players," Keilitz said. "That 
number was 17 of 25 for the Arizona Diamondbacks. You would never have come close to seeing that 12, 
15 years ago. The trend is going strong toward drafting college players." 
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The women’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University purchased apparel, etc. from Nike for their 
summer camps this year. As a thank you for their business, Nike sent Ocean State University towels to give 
out during their camps. 
Can the coaches give the towels free of charge to the campers? 
No. NC,~O~ Bylaw 13.12.1.7.4 states that prospective student-athletes may receive awards from a 
member institution’s sports camp or clinic with the understanding that the cost of such awards is included in 
the admissions fees charged for participants in the camp or clinic. 
NCAA Educational Column- 4/9109- Attendance Restrictions at Institutional and 
Noninstitutional Camps/Clinics and Material Benefits Provided at Institutional Camps/Clinics 
(I) states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.2, an 
institution’s sports camp or clinic must be open to any and all entrants. An institutional camp or clinic is any 
camp that is owned or operated by the institution or an athletics department staff member at the institution 
and includes participants who are prospective student-athletes. An institution may limit the attendance at its 
sports camps and clinics only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. Further, Bylaw 13.12.2.3.3 
permits athletics department personnel, in sports other than basketball, to serve in any capacity at a 
noninstitutional, privately owned camp or clinic that involves prospective student-athletes as participants, 
provided the camp is operated in accordance with restrictions applicable to institutional camps (e.g., open to 
any and all entrants, no free or reduced admission to or employment of athletics award winners, etc.). 
Finally, in accordance with Bylaw 13.12.1.7.4, prospective student-athletes may receive material benefits 
(e.g., awards, prizes, apparel) from an institution’s sports camp or clinic only if the cost of the material 
benefits is included in the admissions fees charged for the camp or clinic. 
Recently, the NCAA Division I Legislative Council reviewed issues related to the promotion of institutional 
camps and clinics. The council issued an official interpretation determining that an institution may advertise or 
promote an institutional camp or clinic in any way, provided any camp or clinic advertisement or promotion 
(e.g., camp brochure, Web site, newspaper or magazine advertisement) stipulates that the camp or clinic is 
open to any and all entrants (limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender). The following 
questions and answers are designed to assist Division I institutions in the correct application of these bylaws. 
Attendance Restrictions 
Question: Is it permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic based on the skill 
level of the participants (e.g., elite athletes, letter award winners, high school varsity athletes)? 
Answer: No, it is not permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic in any way 
based on skill level. The only permissible limitations on attendance are number, age, grade level and/or 
gender. 
Question: May an institution advertise or promote an institutional sports camp or clinic as an "elite" camp or 
clinic? 
Answer: Yes, an institution may use any words or phrases to advertise or promote its institutional camps 
and clinics, provided the advertisement or promotion states that the camp or clinic is open to any and all 
entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 
Question: If it appears that an institutional camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (e.g., no reference 
to elite camp) is an institution required to include a specific statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is 
open to any and all entrants on all advertisements or promotions for the camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, all institutional camp and clinic advertisements and promotions must include a statement 
stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, regardless of how the camp or clinic is 
advertised. 
Question: May an institution include a statement or description in a camp or clinic advertisement that states 
advanced techniques will be taught at a camp or clinic without violating the attendance restriction regulations? iiii 

Answer: Yes, a statement or description may be included in an advertisement to inform potential participants 
of the level of instruction that will be provided at the camp or clinic, including advanced techniques, to allow 
the participants to make an informed decision about attendance at the camp or clinic. The advertisement, 
however, must stipulate that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps 
and clinics legislation. 
Question: May an institution advertise and/or conduct a camp or clinic as a position camp? For example, 



may a volleyball program conduct a "setter’s camp"?? 
Answer: Yes, institutions may conduct position camps provided no level of experience, skill or ability is 
required and the camp is open to any and all entrants. Any advertisements must include a statement 
stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics 
legislation. 
Question: May an institution conduct an "invitation only" camp? 
Answer: No. "Invitation only" camps are not permissible because attendance it is not open to any and all 
entrants, limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. 
Question: Is it permissible for a coach to invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp that is open to 
any and all entrants? 
Answer: Yes, an institution’s coach may invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp, provided the 
camp is open to any and all entrants. However, an institution may not provide any type of priority 
registration for specific prospects. Additionally, an institution must abide by all applicable recruiting legislation 
when inviting certain prospects to a camp. For example, a coach may not call or write a prospective student- 
athlete in ninth grade to extend a camp invitation. 
Question: May an institution reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective student-athletes? 
Answer: No, an institution is not permitted to reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective 
student-athletes. For example, if a camp is limited to the first 100 entrants, the institution may not reserve 
25 of the 100 places for the coach’s top recruits. The coach would be permitted to invite those 25 recruits; 
however, if any of them are not within the first 100 to register, they would not be permitted to attend the 
camp or clinic. 
Question: Is it permissible for an institution to conduct team camps without violating camps and clinics 
attendance restriction legislation? 
Answer: Yes, an institution is permitted to conduct a team camp. A team camp must be open to any and all 
teams limited only by number of teams, age of the members of the teams, grade level of members of the 
teams (e.g., high school, middle school) and/or the gender of the teams. 
It should also be noted that the promotion of team camps is held to the same restrictions as any other 
institutional sports camp or clinic. Therefore, team camp advertisements and promotions must include a 
statement stipulating that the camp is open to any and all teams, limited only by number, age, grade level 
and/or gender. 
Question: May an institution’s athletics department staff member work at a noninstitutional camp or clinic 
that is advertised as an elite camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, provided the camp is conducted in accordance with the legislation regulating institutional camps 
or clinics. Therefore, in order for an athletics department staff member to be employed on a salaried or 
volunteer basis at a noninstitutional camp or clinic, advertisements or promotional materials must stipulate 
that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants. Athletics department administrators (e.g., rules 
compliance personnel) are encouraged to review noninstitutional camps/clinics advertisements and 
promotional materials prior to permitting coaches and other athletics department staff members to be 
employed. 
Provision of Apparel and Awards 
Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, posters, gifts) to 
camp or clinic participants? 
Answer: Yes, an institution may provide apparel and/or merchandise to camp and clinic participants, provided 
the total cost of the items is included in each camp or clinic participant’s admissions fee. If the cost of the 
items is not included in each participant’s admissions fee, then the institution is providing participants an 
impermissible benefit. For example, if an institution provides each camp participant a basketball and a shirt 
valued at $45 but the camp admissions fee for each participant is only $40, the institution has provided an 
impermissible benefit to each participant who received those items. 
Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, 
posters, gifts) that it receives free of charge or at a reduced rate to camp participants without 
including the normal retail cost of the item(s) in the participants admissions fee? 
Answer: No, the institution must assign normal-retail value to the item(s) it provides to camp 
participants regardless of whether the institution received the item(s) free of charge or at a 
reduced rate. The normal-retail value of the item(s) must be included in the participants’ 
admissions fee. 
Question: Per Bylaw 13.12.1.6.4, the cost of awards received by prospective student-athletes at an 
institutional camp or clinic must be included in the admissions fees charged to participants at the camp. Does 
the full cost of each award have to be included in the admissions fee for each camp participant even though 
not all camp participants will receive an award? For example, if all awards provided at the camp cost $100, 
does the $100 have to be included in each camp participant’s admissions fee? 
Answer: No, the full cost of each award does not need to be included in each participant’s admissions fees. 
However, the full cost of the awards must be included collectively in the admissions fee for all camp 
participants. For example, if the total cost of all awards to be given out at an institutional camp or clinic is 
$100 and the camp attendance is capped at 100 participants, each individual admissions fee would have to 
include an additional $1 used to cover the awards provided at the camp or clinic. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 

BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 

Providence, RI 02903 

jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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})i 

There are several student-athletes at Ocean State University that will be participating in tryout events for 
the Olympic Games. These individuals exhausted eligibility during the 2011-12 academic year and still have 
time remaining on their five-year clock. Is it permissible for Ocean State University to provide expenses for 
these student-athletes to participate in tryout events? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/15/95- Expenses To a Student-Athlete Who Has Exhausted 
Eligibility- states that an institution may provide a student-athlete actual and necessary expenses for the 
student-athlete to participate in Olympic, Pan American and World University tryouts provided the student- 
athlete was eligible to represent the institution the previous academic year the tryouts or qualifying 
competition occurs during the following summer after the student-athlete has exhausted eligibility and the 
student-athlete has Lime remaining on his or her five-year clock. [Note: This minute replaces staff minutes 
04/26/91, item b, which has been archived.] [References: NCAA Interpretations Committee minutes 
08/22/90, Item No. 9, and NCAA Bylaw 16.8.1.3 (expenses provided by the institution for practice and 
competition)] 
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BIG EAST Conference 
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Ohio State denies it is facing major NCAA violations 
USAToday.com 

Ohio State athletics director Gene Smith wants everyone to know the school is not facing more sanctions 
from the NCAA. 
Smith issued a statement following an article in the Ohio State’s student newspaper, The Lantern, which 
quoted him as saying the school was facing 12 NCAA violations and it was unclear whether they would be 
deemed secondary or major. 
"Contrary to reports attributed to me, Ohio State Athletics is not facing any major NCAA violations," Smith 
said in a statement released Thursday. "There are several secondary violations being processed by our 
compliance office. These are similar to those released last week. Again, these are secondary in nature and 
consistent with our culture of self-reporting even the most minor and inadvertent violations. 
"Again, to be clear, the Ohio State football program, its coaches and staff are not facing any violations." 
Ohio State went public last week with an acknowledgement that the school committed 46 violations in the last 
year. 
Smith, however, said that number is consistent with previous years. 
"On an annual basis, we have about 40 (violations)," Smith told The Lantern. "It ranges in that area we’re 
sitting at. In that 40 range is where we always hang. 
"Our whole thing is if we have 10 (violations), I’d have a problem. I mean, I really would, because people 
are going to make mistakes. And that means if I only have I0 out of 350 employees (and) 1,000 athletes 
-- something’s not right." 
On a subsequent email, Ohio State detailed the 12 violations of which four involved the football program that 
is banned from the postseason this fall: 
- Football - The compliance office approved the use of mini basketballs during a football winter conditioning 
workout. 
- Men’s Gymnastics - The practice activities of a gymnastics alum were publicized. 
- Institutional - Two baseball prospective student-athletes arrived on campus for official visits before being 
placed on the request list. 
- Institutional - Athletics financial aid agreements were issued to three prospective student-athletes without 
being signed by the financial aid director. 
- Football - A former assistant football coach had an inadvertent contact or "bump" with a prospective 
student-athlete. 
- Field Hockey - A former assistant coach sent an email to a prospective student-athlete believing that she 
was a 2013 high school graduate. 
- Men’s Tennis - A high school football coach and friend of the tennis program’s head coach stopped by the 
tennis training facility unannounced with an assistant coach and four prospective student-athletes during a 
dead period. 
- Baseball - A prospective student-athlete in grade 12 registered and showed up for an Ohio State camp for 
participants in grades 9-11 even though he was told he was not eligible to compete at the camp. A t-shirt 
was given to the individual to defuse the situation when he got upset that he couldn’t compete. 
- Baseball - A prospective student-athlete received a complimentary admission to a home baseball game 
during a dead period. 
- Women’s Hockey - A former assistant coach inadvertently sent an email to a 2014 prospective student- 
athlete when the prospect was mistakenly entered into the recruiting data base by the previous coaching 
staff as a 2013 graduate. 
- Football - The program understood the aunt of a prospective student-athlete was his legal guardian and 
provided food and lodging expenses to her for the official visit. 
- Football - An assistant coach inadvertently posted on the Facebook wall of a 2013 prospective student- 
athlete, believing at the time he was using the email inbox function of Facebook. 
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With the spring evaluation period coming to an end, the football coaches at Ocean State University want to 
make sure they get in a few last recruiting trips. The total number of permissible recruiters is on the road 
recruiting today and the first assistant coach will complete his recruiting activities at noon. Another assistant 
coach will replace him and begin recruiting at 1pro today. The first assistant coach would like to recruit again 
tomorrow. Does he have to return to campus prior to engaging in additional recruiting activities? 
Yes. NC,~o~ Bylaw 11.7.4.3 states that it is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off- 
campus contact or evaluation before another coach who is off campus actually returns to campus, provided 
the total number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at any time does not exceed the 
permissible number. The coach being replaced must complete his or her recruiting activities before another 
coach may begin any off-campus recruiting activity. Further the re laced coach ma not en a_e in 
additional recruiting activities until after he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. 
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Today is the last daily compliance item for the 2011-12 academic year. I really 
appreciate all the great feedback and suggestions that many of you provided 
throughout the year! 
Have a great summer everyone! The emails wi~l begin again in August, 
The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University are planning their skill instruction sessions for the 
summer. Are they required to provide the current student-athletes with a day off? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 5/8/12- NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Legislation- 
addresses the following question: 
Question: Are institutions required to provide a day off (or two days off) per week to student- 
athletes who are participating in required summer athletic activities? 
Answer: No. There is no requirement to provide a day (or days) off during the eight weeks of 
required activities 
NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.2.1.1.4 states that in men’s basketball, a student-athlete who is enrolled in summer 
school may engage in required weight-training, conditioning and skill-related instruction for up to eight weeks 
(not required to be consecutive weeks). Participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight 
hours per week with not more than two hours per week spent on skill-related instruction. An individual who is ;;;;~ 
not eligible to use the exception to summer school enrollment (Bylaw 17.1.6.2.1.1.4.1) may participate only 
during the period of the institution’s summer term or terms (opening day of classes through last day of final 
exams) in which he is enrolled. 
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Ocean State University (OSU) Men’s Basketball coaches are conducting a camp next week. One of their 
high profile freshman prospects, Shot Clock, will be attending the camp. Shot’s AAU coach has worked 
camps at OSU the last three years and has been invited to work again this year. Since the AAU coach has 
worked camps previously, is there an exception to the camp employment prohibition of individuals associated 
with a recruited prospect? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 6/14/12- Men’s Basketball -- Camp Employment and Camp 
Logistics Issues (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that on April 26, 2012, the NCAA 

Division I Board of Directors voted to transfer the interpretive authority for basketball issues from the NCAA 
enforcement staff to academic and membership affairs, effective June 15, 2012. This educational column is 
intended to assist the membership with the transition of interpretive authority and provide clarity regarding 
interpretive issues the enforcement staff has addressed since the Board’s actions on October 29, 2009. Any 
questions related to the issues noted within this educational column should be directed to the academic and 

membership affairs staff. 
Camp Employment Issues. 
Pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.12.2.2.3, in men’s basketball, institutions are not permitted to employ (volunteer 
or paid) an individual associated with a recruited prospective student-athlete at the institution’s or a men’s 
basketball staff member’s camp or clinic. This legislation is intended to address concerns related to the 
funneling of money to individuals associated with prospective student-athletes through employment of such 
individuals at men’s basketball camps or clinics. 
If a prospective student-athlete meets the definition of a recruited prospective student-athlete (see Bylaws 
13.02.13 or 13.12.1.1.1.1), the institution or men’s basketball staff member is not permitted to employ any 
individual meeting the definition of an individual associated with that specific prospective student-athlete at the 
institution’s or men’s basketball staff member’s camp or clinic. The prohibition on camp employment applies 
only to employing individuals associated with recruited prospective student-athletes at men’s basketball 
camps or clinics. Therefore, it is permissible to hire an individual associated with a prospective student-athlete 
to work camp if that individual associated with a prospective student-athlete has no association with a 
prospective student-athlete that the institution is recruiting or has recruited. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist in the application of this interpretation. 
Question No. 1: What is the definition of an individual associated with a prospective student-athlete? 

Answer: An individual associated with a prospective student-athlete is any person who maintains (or directs 
others to maintain) contact with the prospective student-athlete, the prospective student-athlete’s relatives 
or legal guardians, or coaches at any point during the prospective student-athlete’s participation in basketball, 
and whose contact is directly or indirectly related to the prospective student-athlete’s athletic skills or abilities; 
or recruitment by or enrollment in an NCAA institution. This definition includes but is not limited to, parents, 
legal guardians, handlers, personal trainers and coaches. An individual who meets the definition of an 
individual associated with a prospective student-athlete retains that status during the enrollment of that 
prospective student-athlete at that institution. 

Question No. 2: What is the definition of a recruited prospective student-athlete? 
Answer: In men’s basketball, for purposes of applying Bylaw 13.12, a recruited prospective student-athlete is iii:: 
a prospective student-athlete who has been recruited pursuant to the definition of recruiting in Bylaw i~i~ 
13.02.13 or the definition of a recruited prospective student-athlete pursuant to Bylaw 13.02.13.1. In iiii 
addition, Bylaw 13.12.1.1.1.1 provides that a men’s basketball prospective student-athlete is considered a ~i~i 
recruited prospective student-athlete if any of the following conditions have occurred: i~i~ 
a. The prospective student-athlete’s attendance at any institutional camp or clinic has been solicited by the ~i~i 
institution (or a representative of the institution’s athletics interests); i~i~ 
b. The institution has provided any recruiting materials to the prospective student-athlete; ~i~i 
c. An institutional coaching staff member has had any recruiting contact [including in-person or electronic iiii 
contact (e.g., telephone calls, video conference, electronic correspondence)] with the prospective student- i~i~ 
athlete (including contact initiated by the prospective student-athlete); ~i~i 
d. The prospective student-athlete has received a verbal offer of athletically related financial aid from the i~i~ 
institution; or i~i~ 
e. The prospective student-athlete has verbally committed to attend the institution, iii~iii~ 



Question No. 3: Is it a violation if an institution employs an individual associated with a prospective student- 
athlete before a specific prospective student-athlete triggers recruited status? 
Answer: No. If an institution employs an individual associated with a prospective student-athlete before a 
specific prospective student-athlete triggers recruited status, there is no camp employment violation. 
Question No. 4: Is it a violation if an institution’s coaching staff decides to begin recruiting the specific 
prospective student-athlete during the camp in which the individual associated with a prospective student- 
athlete is employed? 
Answer: Yes. In this situation, the staff should wait until after the camp concludes to begin recruiting the 
prospective student-athlete. 
Question No. 5: How long does an individual retain individual associated ~th a recruited prospective student- 
athlete status? 
Answer: An individual associated with a recruited prospective student-athlete retains that status until the 
specific recruited prospective student-athlete is no longer eligible to represent the institution, until he enrolls at 
another NCAA institution or until he has exhausted eligibility at the employing institution. 
Question No. 6: Is there a "pre-existing relationship" exception to the prohibition against employment of an 
individual associated with a recruited prospective student-athlete at a camp? 
Answer: No. There is no pre-existing relationship exception to this prohibition. Regardless of whether an 
individual associated with a recruited prospective student-athlete has worked camps in the past, if the 
individual is associated with a recruited prospective student-athlete, it is impermissible to employ that 
individual to work a camp or clinic. 
Question No. 7: May individuals associated with a recruited prospective student-athlete who are high school 
and nonscholastic coaches be employed at institutional team camps? 
Answer: No. Such a coach may not be employed by the institution at the camp or receive any financial 
benefit (e.g., free lodging, transportation, etc.) from the institution. However, high school (scholastic) and 
nonscholastic coaches who are individuals associated with a recruited prospective student-athlete may still 
accompany and coach their teams at team camps. 
Question No. 8: May a current student-athlete with a younger brother who is of prospective student-athlete 
age and is being recruited by the institution be employed at his institution’s camp? 
Answer: A currently enrolled student-athlete who has a sibling of prospective student-athlete age and who is 
being recruited by the institution may be employed at his institution’s camp only if all men’s basketball 
student-athletes are given the opportunity to work the camp. If only a limited number of student-athletes 
are offered employment, and the institution is recruiting the younger brother, then the current student- 
athlete may not be employed. 
Question No. 9: May a former student-athlete work an institutional camp if the former student-athlete is an 
individual associated with a recruited prospective student-athlete? 
Answer: No. 
Question No. 10: May a former women’s basketball student-athlete work an institutional men’s basketball 
camp if the former student-athlete has a younger brother who is of prospective student-athlete age being 
recruited by the institution? 
Answer: No. The former women’s basketball student-athlete would be considered an individual associated 
with a recruited prospective student-athlete and her employment at the men’s basketball camp is precluded. 
Question No. 11: What institutional penalties can result from employing an individual associated with a 
recruited prospective student-athlete at an institutional or men’s basketball staff member’s camp or clinic? 
Answer: The Board endorsed and strongly encouraged the use of suspensions of a head men’s basketball 
and/or assistant men’s basketball coach from coaching in NCAA tournament or regular season games in 
such cases. 
0uestion No. 12: If an institution impermissibly employs an individual associated with a recruited prospective 
student-athlete, what impact does the violation have on the prospective student-athlete’s eligibility? 
Answer: In the event of a violation, the institution is required to declare all involved prospective student- 
athletes ineligible at that institution and provide written notification and explanation to all such prospective 
student-athletes that the actions of the institution affected their eligibility. 
Camp Operations Issues. 
Tn men’s basketball, pursuant to Bylaw 13.12.1.4, institutions are not permitted to offer a different 
participation, registration procedure, fee structure, advertisement and/or logistical experience (e.g., lodging, 
meals, transportation or awards/mementos) than the institutions’ other men’s/boys’ basketball camps. This 
legislation is intended to address concerns that institutions use camps and clinics to gain an improper 
recruiting advantage through "elite camps" that provide participants a vastly different camp experience at a 
much lower cost (e.g., receipt of equipment and apparel, exclusive accommodations and dining options for a 
nominal camp fee). All camps must be operated in a similar manner and all camp participants should have a 
similar camp experience. 
Differences in camp operations will likely prompt increased scrutiny by the enforcement staff. Institutions and 
men’s basketball coaching staffs should be prepared to defend why a camp is operated differently. There 
must be an objective, logical reason for operating camps differently, and that reason cannot result in a 
recruiting advantage. 
Question No. 1: Do all men’s basketball institutional camps have to use a similar fee structure? 
Answer: Yes. Camps must have a similar fee structure (e.g., per day or per week fee). Camp fees may be 
charged on a per camper or per group basis. Regardless of the method used, the total expenses incurred 
must be covered by the fee charged to all campers participating in the camp. 
Question No. 2: Do discounts to attend an institution’s sports (other than basketball) camps have to be 
identical to the discounts to attend an institution’s basketball camp? 
Answer: All camp discounts must be provided in a similar manner, and the total expenses incurred must be 
covered by the fee charged to all campers participating in a camp. An institution should have an objective, 
logical reason for any differences in how camp discounts are applied, and that reason cannot result in a 
recruiting advantage. 
Question No. 3: What impact does a violation have on the involved prospective student-athletes’ eligibility? 



Answer: In the event of a violation, the institution is required to declare all involved prospective student- 
athletes ineligible at that institution and provide those prospective student-athletes written notification and 
explanation that the institution’s actions affected their eligibility. 
Question No. 4: What factors may lead to a determination that an institutional camp is being operated in a 
different manner from other institutional camps? 
Answer: Factors that may lead to a determination that an institutional camp is being operated in a different 
manner from other institutional camps include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. A significant number of recruited prospective student-athletes or elite high school teams at a particular 
camp session as compared to other camp sessions. 
b. Use of different websites/contacts for camp registration, including varying lengths of time for open 
registrations. 
c. Use of different methods of registration, including being able to contact a men’s basketball coaching staff 
member to register for a specific camp. For example, if some camps have an online registration component, 
all camps must have an online registration component. 
d. Use of different advertising, including varying lengths of time in which camps are advertised. 
e. Pop-up camps or camps scheduled with little or no notice or advertising to potential participants. 
f. Use of different facilities for physical activities, lodging, meals, etc. (e.g., competition facility versus 
practice facility; off-campus lodging versus on-campus residence halls). 
g. Use of different modes of local transportation for some campers. 
h. Differences in amounts charged or expenses incurred. 
i. Differences in costs of awards/mementos presented to campers. Each camp does not have to provide 
identical awards or mementos; however, the cost of the awards or mementos for each camp should be 
similar. 
j. Differences in the instructional component provided to camp participants. For example, if 75 percent of in- 
camp time is spent on instruction and 25 percent of in-camp time is spent on competition, that ratio should 
be similar for all camps. 
Question No. 5: If an institution conducts a team camp involving nonscholastic teams participating in some 
skill instruction, but also playing each other in a randomly assigned, nontournament format (no winner), will 
this be viewed as hosting a nonscholastic practice or competition on campus? 
Answer: There is no restriction on the types of teams that may participate in a team camp (scholastic or 
nonscholastic); however, the ratio of time spent on instruction and competition must be similar for all 
institutional camps. 
Question No. 6: What institutional penalties may result from operating a camp in a manner different from 
other institutional camps? 
Answer: The Board endorsed and strongly encouraged the use of suspensions of a head men’s basketball 
and/or assistant men’s basketball coach from coaching in NCAA tournament or regular season games in 
such cases. 
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Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, June 29, 2012 1:43 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Summer Compliance Item- 6/29/12- 13.7.1.1, 13.7.1.2- UnolticiaJ Visiks in July 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

})i 

The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University (OSU) have been contacted by several 
prospective student-athletes interested in making unofficial visits during the month of July. These prospects 
have not yet signed a National Letter of Intent with any institution. 
Is it permissible for a prospective student-athlete in the sport of men’s basketball to make an unofficial visit 
during the month of July? 
No. NC~ Bylaws 13.7.1.1 states that in men’s basketball, a prospective student-athlete may not make 
an unofficial visit during the month of July; however, a prospective student-athlete is permitted to make an 
unofficial visit during July beginning the calendar day after he has signed a National Letter of Intent or the 
institution’s written offer of admission or financial aid, or the institution has received a financial deposit from 
the prospective student-athlete in response to an offer of admission. (Adopted: 11/1/01 effective 4/1/02, 
Revised: 4/12/11 effective 8/1/11) 
In women’s basketball, unofficial visits are impermissible in July during the evaluation periods. 
NC~. Bylaw 13.7.1.2- In women’s basketball, a prospective student-athlete may not make unofficial 
visits during the July evaluation periods (see Bylaw 13.1.5.4.2). (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 
Revised: 6/28/06) 

dennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
[condaras@bigeast. org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 9:40 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Summer Compliance Item- 7/9/12- 13.1.3.1.4- Women’s Basketball Phone Calls 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

The Ocean State University Women’s Basketball Coaches are planning out their phone calls to recruits for 
the month of July. When placing calls to rising seniors, which of the following is true for the month of July? 
A. The coaches can call a prospect one time during the entire month. 
B. The coaches can call a total of three times during the month. 
C. The coaches can call no more than once per week during the month. 
D. Both B and C are true. 
The answer is D. NC~. Bylaw :1.3.1.3.1.4 states that in women’s basketball, telephone calls may be 
made to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or legal guardians) as follows: (Adopted: 4/22/98,Revised: 
11/1/01 effective 4/1/02, 4/28/05 effective 811105, 10/17/05) 

(a) One telephone call during the month of April of the individual’s junior year in high school on or after the 
Thursday after the conclusion of the NCAA Division I Women’s Final Four. (Revised: 10/27/06) 

(b) One telephone call during the month of May of the individual’s junior year in high school. (Revised: 
10/27/06) 

(c) One telephone call on or after June 1 through June 20 of the individual’s junior year in high school. 
(Revised: 10/27/06) 

(d) One telephone call on or after June 21 through June 30 of the individual’s junior year in high school. 
(Revised: 10/27/06) 

(e) Three telephone calls during the month of July following the individual’s junior year in high 
school, with not more than one telephone can per week [see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.2-(c)]. If an 
individual attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., 
Southern Hemisphere), the institution may begin to place one telephone call per week to the 
individual beginning on the opening day of classes of the individual’s senior year in high school. 
(Revised: 10/27/06,6/7/11,7/14/11) 

(f) Thereafter, one telephone call per week outside a contact period and unlimited telephone calls during a 
contact period. (Revised: 10/27/06, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
]condaras@bigeast. or, q 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 2:25 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

UPDATED Summer Compliance Item- 7/9/12- 13.1.3.1.4- Women’s Basketball Phone Calls 
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The Ocean State University Women’s Basketball Coaches are planning out their phone calls to recruits for 
the month of July. When placing calls to rising seniors, which of the following is true for the month of July? 
A. The coaches can call a prospect one time during the entire month. 
B. The coaches can call a total of three times during the month. 
C. The coaches can call no more than once per week during the month. 
D. Both B and C are true. 
The answer is D. NC~. Bylaw 13.1.3.1.4 states that in women’s basketball, telephone calls may be 
made to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or legal guardians) as follows: (Adopted: 4/22/98,Revised: 
11/1/01 effective 4/1/02, 4/28/05 effective 811105, 10/17/05) 

(a) One telephone call during the month of April of the individual’s junior year in high school on or after the 
Thursday after the conclusion of the NCAA Division I Women’s Final Four. (Revised: 10/27/06) 

(b) One telephone call during the month of May of the individual’s junior year in high school. (Revised: 
10/27/06) 

(c) One telephone call on or after June 1 through June 20 of the individual’s junior year in high school. 
(Revised: 10/27/06) 

(d) One telephone call on or after June 21 through June 30 of the individual’s junior year in high school. 
(Revised: 10/27/06) 

(e) Three telephone calls during the month of July following the individual’s junior year in high 
school, with not more than one telephone can per week [see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.2-(c)]. If an 
individual attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., 
Southern Hemisphere), the institution may begin to place one telephone call per week to the 
individual beginning on the opening day of classes of the individual’s senior year in high school. 
(Revised: 10/27/06,6/7/11,7/14/11) 

(f) Thereafter, one telephone call per week outside a contact period and unlimited telephone calls during a 
contact period. (Revised: 10/27/06, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
PLEASE NOTE~ NCAA ~Bylaw 13o;L2L:L4,2 adds an additional restriction for the evait~ation 
periods, Specifically, tile bylaw states ti]at in women’s basketball, during the .]~A’,I evaluation periods, 
all communication with a ~~ eros ~ective studenbathlete~s relatives or 
~,uardians~ the prospective st,udent~athlete’s coach, or an’L individual associated with the 
~aective st~ader’,,bathiete as a result of the prospective student~athiete% ~ation in basketball .... 

or ind h’ecti~rohibited, 
Based on the X~ly 20k2 recr,~iting calendar, coaches will only have an oppo~tunity to place 2. calis 
during khe month of July, The first opportuniW was dudng the _July k-5 quick period and khe ne×t 
opport,~rfity wiii be during the ]k~iy k6.-2t dead period, 
Sorry for khe confusion, The way the recr,~iting pedods fail wikhin the calendar is uniqk~e ko July 
20:1.2, iimiting the total number of ~.al ..... ~ ,:., 

dennifer M. Condaras 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
[condaras@bi,qeast. org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
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Ocean State University recently hired a new head men’s basketball coach. The new coach decided to 
move one of the assistant coaches to a non-coaching staff position. Would this personnel change trigger 
Bylaw 11.4.2/13.8.3.2? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 6/14112-Recruiting -- Men’s Basketball -- Individual 
Associated with a Prospective Student-Athlete (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note 
that on April 26, 2012, the NCAA Division I Board of Directors voted to transfer the interpretive authority for 
basketball issues from the NCAA Enforcement staff to Academic and Membership Affairs, effective June 15, 
2012. This educational column is intended to assist the membership with the transition of interpretive 
authority and provide clarity regarding interpretive issues the enforcement staff has addressed since the 
Board’s actions on October 29, 2009. Any questions related to the issues noted within this educational 
column should be directed to the academic and membership affairs staff. 
Question No. 1: What is the definition of an individual associated with a prospective student-athlete (IAWP)? 
Answer: Per NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.02.17, in men’s basketball, an IAWP is any person who maintains (or 
directs others to maintain) contact with the prospective student-athlete (PSA), the PSA’s relatives or legal 
guardians, or coaches at any point during the PSA’s participation in basketball, and whose contact is directly 
or indirectly related to either the PSA’s athletic skills and abilities or the PSA’s recruitment by or enrollment in 
an NCAA institution. This definition includes, but is not limited to, parents, legal guardians, handlers, personal 
trainers and coaches. 
Question No. 2: How long does an IAWP retain such status? 
Answer: An individual who meets the definition of an IAWP retains such status throughout the involved PSA’s 
recruitment and enrollment at any secondary and/or NCAA institution. 
Question No. 3: Does IAWP status continue after the involved PSA has exhausted eligibility? 
Answer: No. Once the student-athlete has exhausted his collegiate eligibility, the involved individual is no 
longer considered an IAWP for that particular student-athlete. 
Question No. 4: Is IAWP status determined based on a class of individuals (e.g., high school coach, non- 
scholastic coach)? 
Answer: No. IAWP status is PSA specific. 
Question No. 5: Is it possible to be considered an IAWP for multiple PSAs at any time? 
Answer: Yes. IAWP status is PSA specific. Thus, an individual may trigger IAWP status for multiple PSAs at 
once. 

Question No. 6: What are the restrictions on employing an IAWP in an athletics department non-coaching 
staff position or in a strength and conditioning staff position? 
Answer: Per Division I Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2, in men’s basketball, during a two-year period before a 
PSA’s anticipated enrollment and a two-year period after the PSA’s actual enrollment, an institution shall not 

employ (or enter into a contract for future employment with) an IAWP in any athletics department non- 
coaching staff position or in a strength and conditioning staff position. For purposes of applying Bylaws 11.4.2 
and 13.8.3.2, the proscribed time period begins on the IAWP’s date of hire or when an agreement to hire 
the IAWP in the non-coaching staff position is in place. 
Question No. 7: Does the student-athlete retain eligibility at an institution that hires an IAWP within the 

proscribed time period in Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2? 
Answer: No. If an institution hires an IAWP within the proscribed time period in Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2, 
the student-athlete becomes permanently ineligible for competition at the involved institution. However, the 
student-athlete may transfer and become immediately eligible, provided an NCAA Division I Legislative Council 
Subcommittee for Legislative Relief waiver is filed by the certifying institution and approved by NCAA staff or 
the subcommittee. 
Question No. 8: Does the restriction against employing an IAWP in a non-coaching or strength and 
conditioning staff position, per Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2, apply to college coaches? 
Answer: Yes. By definition, an NCAA, two-year college or NAIA coach could trigger IAWP status by 
performing coaching-related responsibilities relative to any PSA with whom the coach has been associated as 
a result of the following: 

¯ Currently-enrolled student-athletes coached at the current or previous institution; 



¯ PSAs recruited by the coach to his current or previous institution; and 
¯ Associations with pre- and post-secondary scholastic entities (e.g., preparatory schools). 

Thus, the legislation set forth in Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 has been and is applicable to the employment 
of such individuals. Therefore, if an institution hires an NCAA, two-year college or NAIA coach in a non- 
coaching staff position or as a strength and conditioning coach within the proscribed time period set forth in 
Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2, all PSA’s that trigger IAWP status for the individual are permanently ineligible for 
competition at the institution. 

Example: An institution recently hired a new men’s basketball coaching staff. The new head 
men’s basketball coach employed an individual as an assistant coach at his previous institution 
but would like to move him to a non-coaching staff position at the new institution. Prior to 
employment at the previous institution, the individual was a high school and non-scholastic 
basketball coach. When would the two-year period before a PSA’s anticipated enrollment no 
longer apply, per Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2, to the PSA’s former high school or non-scholastic 
coach being employed in an institution’s non-coaching staff position? 

Answer: The individual triggered IAWP status as the coach for the high school and non-scholastic 
team relative to those PSAs with whom his contact meets the IAWP definition. The two-year 
period specified in Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 is triggered as of the date the IAWP is hired in 
the non-coaching staff position or when an agreement to hire him in the non-coaching staff 
position is in place. For example, if an IAWP is hired in a non-coaching staff position on April 27, 
2012, all PSAs with whom he is associated who are expected to or actually enroll at the institution 
between April 27, 2012, and April 27, 2014, are permanently ineligible for competition at 
institution regardless of his prior status as an assistant coach. 

Question No. 9: Is it a violation of Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 if an IAWP is hired in a non-coaching staff 
position but the IAWP’s employment is terminated before the involved PSA enrolls at the institution? 
Answer: Yes. For purposes of applying Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2, the proscribed two-year time period 
begins on the IAWP’s date of hire or when an agreement to hire the IAWP in the non-coaching staff position 
is in place. Thus, a violation may not be avoided if the ZAWP’s employment is terminated prior to the PSA’s 
enrollment at the institution. The two key trigger dates in the ZAWP hiring analysis are the IAWP’s date of 
hire and the PSA’s date of actual or expected enrollment. 

Example: Institution No. 1 hires an IAWP as its director of basketball operations in the spring of 
2011. If the IAWP leaves for a job at Institution No. 2 in the summer of 2012, is it permissible 
for a PSA with whom the former director of basketball operations’ contact meets the IAWP 
definition to enroll at Institution No. 1 in the 2012 fall term and be eligible to compete? 
Answer: No. For purposes of applying Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2, the proscribed time period 
begins on the IAWP’s date of hire or when an agreement to hire the IAWP in the non-coaching 
staff position is in place. Thus, the proscribed time period was triggered when Institution No. 1 
hired the IAWP as its director of basketball operations and would prohibit any involved PSA from 
being eligible to compete at Institution No. 1. Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 are strictly applied to 
those PSAs with whom the individual’s contact meets the IAWP definition. 

Question No. 10: Is it a violation of Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 if an institution hires an ZAWP in a non- 
coaching staff position and then moves the IAWP into a coaching staff position before the involved PSA 
enrolls at the institution? 
Answer: Yes. The proscribed two-year time period in Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 would apply on the date 
that the IAWP was hired into a non-coaching staff position. 
Question No. 11: Is it a violation of Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 if an institution hires an IAWP in a coaching 
staff position and then moves the coach to a non-coaching staff position after the involved PSA enrolls at the 
institution? 
Answer: Yes. The proscribed two-year time period in Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 would apply on the date 
that the IAWP is moved to the non-coaching staff position. 
Question No. 12: Are Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 triggered if an institution moves an assistant 
coach to a non-coaching staff position at the same institution? 

Answer: Yes. For purposes of applying Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2, the proscribed time period 
begins on the IAWP’s date of hire or when an agreement to hire the IAWP in the non-coaching 
staff position is in place. Thus, the I)roscribed time period would beqin when the institution 
moves the IAWP from a coaching position to a non-coaching staff position or when an 
agreement is in place to move the IAWP from a coaching position to a non-coaching staff 
position. Bylaws 11.4.2 and 13.8.3.2 are strictly applied to those PSAs with whom the 
individual’s contact meets the IAWP definition. Current college coaches will trigger IAWP 
status relative to the student-athletes they coach and the PSAs they recruit if they are moved 
to a non-coaching staff position. 

Question No. 13: When does IAWP status create the potential for a violation in the recruiting process? 
Answer: Status as an IAWP results in a violation when a prohibited interaction or activity occurs involving the 
IAWP (e.g., non-coaching staff employment, camp employment, donations to nonprofit foundations, 
payment of a consulting fee, use of a 1-900 telephone number, provision of a recruiting inducement). 
Question No. 14: Does a pre-existing relationship impact IAWP status and/or the analysis of whether 
violations involving an IAWP occurred? 
Answer: No. A pre-existing relationship is a nonfactor in the analysis of whether violations occurred and will 



not negate IAWP status or make actions permissible. However, a pre-existing relationship may be considered 
as mitigation in determining penalties. 
Question No. 15: Is it permissible for an institution or staff member to provide a consulting fee to an IAWP 
or to a consulting firm in which an IAWP has a proprietary or financial interest? 
Answer: No. Per Division I Bylaw 13.2.1.2, in men’s basketball, an institution or staff member shall not 
provide a consulting fee to an IAWP or to a consulting firm in which an ][AWP has a proprietary or financial 
interest. 
Question No. 16: What are best practices for determining IAWP status? 
Answer: Below are some best practices for determining IAWP status: 

¯ Ask the men’s basketball staff to identify any possible connections between the potential ][AWP and 
PSAs. 

¯ Conduct basic internet searches. 
¯ Review men’s basketball PSA lists. 
¯ Review recruiting documentation including official and unofficial visit records, men’s basketball phone 

records/logs and complimentary admissions records to determine whether the potential IAWP has 
been involved in the recruiting process. 

¯ Review emergency contact information for PSAs and student-athletes. 
¯ Contact other institutions that have recruited the PSA to determine whether the potential IAWP was 

involved in the PSA’s recruitment. 

Question No. 17: In men’s basketball, is it permissible for an institution to place a telephone call to a "1-900" 
number connected to a PSA or an IAWP? 
Answer: No. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.3.1.3.2, in men’s basketball, it is not permissible for an institution to 
place a telephone call to a "1-900" number connected to a PSA or an IAWP. 
Question No. 18: An institution’s men’s basketball coach has been asked to speak at a coaches clinic being 
conducted by a nonprofit organization that was founded by the coach of a non-scholastic men’s basketball 
team comprised of prospect-aged individuals. The money raised from the coaches clinic will help fund a 
facility that hosts prospect-aged and non-prospect aged athletics events, as well as fund the founder’s non- 
scholastic team. Is it permissible for the institution’s men’s basketball coach to donate his time to speak at 
the coaches clinic? 
Answer: No. It is not permissible for an institution’s men’s basketball coach to donate to a nonprofit 
organization that provides financial benefits to a non-scholastic team, a specific PSA(s), or an IAWP. Thus, a 
coach may not attend an event (e.g., coaches clinic) if a proscribed nonprofit foundation that provides 
financial benefits to a non-scholastic team, a specific PSA(s), or an IAWP derives a financial benefit from the 
Division I coach being present, as it would violate Bylaws 13.2.1 and/or 13.15.1.10. 
Question No. 19: A non-scholastic men’s basketball coach is conducting a coaching clinic. The non-scholastic 
coach, who meets the IAWP definition for an elite PSA, invites five Division I men’s basketball coaches who 
are recruiting the elite PSA to be guest speakers at the coaching clinic and plans to charge the general public 
$50 to attend. Is it permissible for the coaches to be guest speakers at the coaching clinic? 
Answer: Due to the recruiting nexus between the coaches and the PSA, a violation of Bylaws 13.2 or 13.8.2 
results if the coaches generate revenue for the IAWP. 
Question No. 20: A state’s association of basketball coaches (a nonprofit organization) is conducting a 
coaches clinic to raise funds for the state coaches association. Is it permissible for an institution’s men’s 
basketball coach to attend the clinic? 
Answer: Yes, provided the state’s association of basketball coaches does not provide financial benefits to a 
non-scholastic team, a specific PSA(s) or any one specific IAWP. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.4.2 (individual associated with a prospective student-athlete - men’s 
basketball), 13.02.17 (individual associated with a prospective student-athlete - men’s basketball), 
13.1.3.1.3.2 (telephone calls to "1-900" numbers - men’s basketball), 13.2.1 (general regulation), 13.2.1.2 
(additional prohibition - consulting fees - men’s basketball), 13.8.2 (material benefits), 13.8.3.2 (individual 
associated with a prospective student-athlete -- men’s basketball), 13.12.2.2.3 (individual associated with a 
recruited prospective student-athlete -- men’s basketball), 13.15.1.10 (donation to nonprofit foundation -- 
men’s basketball); and educational columns (2/8/2010, 10/27/2011, and 12/7/2011)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 
membership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, 
reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the 
time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the 
legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on 
a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address 
timely issues. 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
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Office: 40"1 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 40~.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Angust 2, 2012 8:05 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/2/12- In-Transit Expends for MBB PSAs- OV 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

))i 

The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University are planning their official visit trips for the fall. One ~ 
of the prospects will be traveling with his parents and will arrive in the locale of the institution late in the ~ 
evening. The official visit will begin the next morning. Can the coach pick up the prospect and his parents at ~ 

the airport and get them a "to go" meal on the way to the hotel? ~ 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/26/12-Heals and Lodging while in Transit to Official Visit -- ~: 
Men’s Basketball (I)- states that the academic and membership affairs staff reviewed issues related to i~i~ 
meals and lodging for men’s basketball prospective student-athletes while in transit to an official visit and ~i~i 
confirmed the following: iiii 

iiii 
A prospective student-athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive lodging in iiiiiiii 
the locale of the institution without beginning the 48-hour official visit period in instances in which the i~i~ 
prospective student-athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) arrive in the locale too late ~i~i 
to begin the official visit that day. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is iiii 
accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to the start of 
the 48-hour official visit period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room. 
a. A prospective student-athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a drive- 
thru or "to-go" meal while in transit with an athletics department staff member from the major airport or bus 
or train station nearest the institution without beginning the 48-hour official visit period. Such expenses may 

not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official 
visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48-hour official visit period. 
b. A prospective student-athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may 
receive a "sit-down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution 
while accompanied by an athletics department staff member at the time of arrival for an official 
visit or a "sit-down" or "drive-in" meal en route to the institution’s campus with an athletics 
department staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30-mile radius of the 
institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 48-hour official visit period. Under these iiii 

circumstances, the prospective student-athlete’s spouse and/or children may also receive such 
a meal. 
c. A prospective student-athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a meal at iiii 

or in the vicinity of their place of lodging without beginning the 48-hour official visit period in instances in which 
they arrive in the locale of the institution too late to begin the official visit that day, provided no athletics 
department staff members or student-athletes are present during the meal. Such expenses may not be 
provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the official visit 
(e.g., spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48-hour official visit period. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.4.1 (48-hour period defined), 13.6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 
13.6.7.1.1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 13.6.7.7 (meals on official visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on 
official visit for spouse, parent or legal guardian of prospective student-athlete) and 13.6.9 (lodging for 
additional persons); official interpretations (03/26/09, Item No. 1), which has been archived and (12/20/88, 
Item No. 18); and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:05 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/6/12- Prize Money Prior k~ Initial Enrollment 
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))i 

Flip Turn is a swimming prospect that will be initially enrolling full-time in college at Ocean State University 
this fall. A week before Flip begins classes, he is going to compete in an open event. His outside team will be 
paying actual and necessary expenses and the sponsors are awarding prize money for the top finishers in 
each event. 
If Flip earns prize money, is he permitted to accept it? 
Since Flip’s team is covering his actual and necessary expenses, it would not be permissible for him to accept 
any prize money based on place finish. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7126112-Receipt of Prize Money 
Prior to Full-Time Collegiate Enrollment for Team Competition -- Sports Other Than Tennis (I)- 
states that in sports other than tennis, prior to full-time collegiate enrollment, an individual may accept prize 
money based on place finish or performance in an open individual or team event (an event that is not 
invitation only), provided such prize money does not exceed actual and necessary expenses and is provided 
only by the sponsor of the open event. For example, an individual competing on a three-person basketball 
team as part of a three-on-three tournament may accept prize money up to the value of actual and 
necessary expenses that he or she incurred. However, if the team pays the actual and necessary expenses 
of its members, individual team members may not accept any prize money. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.1.2.4.1 (exception for prize money prior to full-time collegiate 
enrollment - sports other than tennis) and 12.1.2.4.2 (exception for prize money prior to full-time collegiate 
enrollment- tennis); staff interpretation (11/17/04, item lb), which has been archived] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 8:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/8/12- 14.4.3.1.8- Hours Earned that Must Be Repeated 
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Cover One is a third year football student-athlete at Ocean State University and completed 15 degree 
applicable hours during the 2011-12 academic year. Cover will have to repeat one of the courses, however, 
because he earned a "D" and the degree program requires a "C" or better. Can this particular course be 
used to fulfill credit hour requirements? 
No. NCPO~ Bylaw 14.4.3.1.8 states that the provision that the calculation of credit hours under the 
progress-toward-degree regulation shall be based on hours earned or accepted for degree credit at the 
certifying institution in a student-athlete’s specific baccalaureate degree program (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1) shall 
be met as follows: 
(a) During the first two years of enrollment, a student-athlete may use credits acceptable toward any of the 
institution’s degree programs; (Revised: 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(b) By the beginning of the third year of enrollment (fifth semester or seventh quarter), a student-athlete 
shall be required to have designated a program of studies leading toward a specific baccalaureate degree. 
From that point, the credits used to meet the progress-toward-degree requirements must be degree credit 
toward the student’s designated degree program; 
(c) A student-athlete who changes his or her designated degree program may comply with the progress- 
toward-degree requirements if: 

(1) The change in programs is documented appropriately by the institution’s academic 
authorities; 

(2) The credits earned prior to the change are acceptable toward the degree previously sought; 
and 
(3) The credits earned from the time of the change are acceptable toward the new desired 
degree. 

(d) Once a student-athlete has begun his or her third year of enrollment (fifth semester or 
seventh quarter), a course may not be used to fulfill the credit-hour requirements for meeting 
progress toward degree if the student ultimately must repeat the course to fulfill the 
requirements for the student’s major, even if the course fulfills an elective component of the 
student-athlete’s degree program. (Adopted: 1/14/97, Revised: 3/12/12) 
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PSU expected to ratify sanctions 

ESPN.com 

The Penn State University board of trustees will hold a special meeting Sunday and is expected to formally 
ratify the consent decree of sanctions agreed to last month by university president Rodney Erickson and the 
NCAA, "Outside the Lines" has learned. 
Board chairwoman Karen Peetz called the meeting "so that there can be no misunderstanding as to where 
we as the board stand." 
Erickson and the NCAA signed a consent decree on July 23 that laid out a package of sanctions against the 
university and football program as a result of the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse scandal. The sanctions 
include a $60 million fine, a four-year bowl ban, scholarship losses and the vacating of wins from 1998-2011. 
The resolution the board will consider states "the process followed by the (NCAA) was unfortunate and the 
punitive sanctions are difficult," and refers to the consent decree as "binding." 
The outcome of Sunday’s meeting seems almost certain, sources told "Outside the Lines," because two 
straw polls about whether to appeal the sanctions were taken by a quorum of trustees during a conference 
call Tuesday. 

That call may have constituted an illegal board meeting, given the votes taken, the number of trustees 
present and the lack of public notice given about the call - a requirement of the Pennsylvania Sunshine Act. 
Only a few of the more than 20 trustees on the Tuesday call said they wished to appeal the NCAA 
sanctions. 

Trustee Ryan J. McCombie filed an appeal to the NCAA over the sanctions on Monday. At least three other 
trustees, including Anthony Lubrano, supported that appeal, which said that the consent decree should be 
"null and void" because Erickson "lacked the legal authority" to enter into such an agreement without the full 
board’s approval. 
The NCAA has said the penalties cannot be appealed. 
Multiple sources have said the appeal is a precursor to a federal lawsuit asking a judge to invalidate the 
sanctions, because trustees expect the NCAA to reject the appeal. Attorneys for the four trustees within a 
week will prepare a legal opinion about whether Erickson had authority to act unilaterally. Should that opinion 
state he did not have such authority, the trustees say they will file a federal lawsuit in Indianapolis (home of 
the NCAA) or Philadelphia. 

Peetz, in calling for a special meeting Sunday, told trustees: "We have heard from President Erickson and 
from our legal team. We have had an opportunity to speak our minds. I appreciate everyone’s candor and 
your sincere and heartfelt comments. However, it is now time to put this matter to rest and to move on. As 
I said in my opening remarks on Tuesday evening, we need a laser focus on the future of the university. 
We need to be unified and we need to work together." 
Tuesday’s call lasted about two hours and was very contentious, sources said, as trustees and legal counsel 
debated the merits of appealing to the NCAA. 

A person with knowledge of the discussion said Gene Marsh, an attorney who negotiated the deal with the 
NCAA on behalf of Penn State, told trustees that the sanctions were not appealable by any single person 
based on NCAA bylaws. 
Marsh could not be reached for comment. 
Penn State football coach Bill O’Brien told USA Today on Thursday that it’s time to move on. 
"We’re very, very mindful of what happened here," he told the newspaper. "But it’s time, in my opinion -- 
this is just my opinion - it’s time to stop the dour attitude. It’s time to think of ways to help us through this. 
We all have to come together and realize why we’re in the position we’re in. We have to. We have to stop 
arguing about it. We have to move forward." 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 8:04 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/14/12- 14.4.3.1.6.1 - Football- Regaining EliNbility 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Laces Out is a junior football student-athlete that transferred to Ocean State University (OSU) in January 
of 2012. Laces earned 6 hours during the fall 2011 semester at his previous institution and a total of 27 

hours at the conclusion of the 2012 summer term at OSU. 
Academic Summary: 
*Laces did not complete 9 hours during the fall term at previous institution-- not eligible to compete in the 
first four games during the next season (fall 2012) per Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6. 
*Laces earned 27 hours prior to the start of the fall 2012 semester (fall 2011- 6 hours- previous institution; 
spring 2012- 15 hours- OSU; summer 2012- 6 hours- OSU). For purposes of this example, all hours earned 
are acceptable toward any degree program at the respective institutions and Laces met all other NCAA/OSU 
PTD requirements. 
*Laces regains eligibility for the third and fourth football contest during the 2012 season per Bylaw 
14.4.3.1.6.1. 
*Laces must serve a transfer year in residence at OSU from January 2012 to December 2013. 
Because Laces is not eligible to compete during the 2012 season, does the 2 game penalty apply to the 
2012 season or is it delayed until the 2013 season? 
The penalty is applied to the next season (fall 2012) regardless of whether Laces was eligible to compete. 
NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4[5[12-Football Additional Credit Hour Requirements -- Application 
of the Two- or Four-Game Penalty to the Following Playing Season (I)- states that, in football, the 
two- or four-game penalty for failure to successfully complete at least nine-semester hours or eight-quarter 
hours of academic credit during the fall term and earn the Academic Progress Rate (APR) eligibility point for 
the fall term applies to the immediately ensuing playing season. Further, that the penalty is satisfied if the 
student-athlete does not compete in that season, regardless of whether the student-athlete is eligible for 
competition (e.g., fulfilling a transfer residence requirement, enrolled less than full-time, etc.). 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.6 (additional 
requirements -- football), 14.4.3.1.6.1 (regaining eligibility for two contests), 14.4.3.1.6.2 (regaining full 
eligibility =- one-time exception), and staff interpretations (1/20/12, Item No. a), (2/16/12, Item No. a) and 
(2/16/12, Item No. b)] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
[condaras@bigeast. org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:02 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/15/12- 13.8.1.1 - Non-Athletics Per~imel 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday. Angust 16, 2012 9:09 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/16/12- 14.2.3.1 - Basketba]l Foreign Tour Pax~Jcipation Prior to Initial Enrollment 
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Back Court is an incoming freshman basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. The women’s 
basketball team will be participating in a foreign tour in France this week prior to the start of the 2012-13 
academic year. If Back participates in competitions on the foreign tour but does not compete in any games 
during the academic year, does she utilize a season of competition? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 1/28/11- Use of a Season of Competition for Participation in 
Summer Foreign Tour Prior to Initial Enrollment -- Basketball (I)- states that in basketball, an 
incoming student-athlete (freshman or transfer) who participates on a foreign tour that occurs during the 
summer prior to his or her initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution is not charged with a season 
of competition for such participation. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.2.3.1 (minimum amount of competition), 14.2.3.6 (foreign-tour competition) 
and 17.29.1.4.1.1 (exception -- basketball)]. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, R! 02903 
[condaras@bicteast. or.q 
Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 
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Roy Williams admits ’serious mistakes’ were made at UNC 

USAToday.com 
The academic scandal at North Carolina, which already has led to the football team getting a bowl ban this 
season and to an internal investigation about the validity of numerous classes in one department, has grown 
in scope and size in the last week. 
The accidental unveiling on the school’s website of the transcript of former football - and basketball - player 
3ulius Peppers has brought questions about the eligibility of athletes beyond football and whether the 
questionable courses in the department of African and Afro-American Studies dates back further than the 
four years covered by the school’s investigation. Peppers was at UNC from 1998-2001. 
Basketball coach Roy Williams, in an appearance Thursday on a Charlotte radio station, was asked about the 
scandal. 
After saying he didn’t really want to give his opinion, the man who has coached his alma mater to two NCAA 
titles since becoming head coach in 2003, expounded and expanded on that: 

"You know, I’m bothered by a lot of stuff. I’m bothered by some sensationalism that’s going 
on. I’m bothered by problems that we have. I’m bothered by mistakes that we have made. But 
you know, I think in my own opinion it’s best for me to keep my mouth shut and let our 
administrative people take care of it .... 

"And I do think, I have some very strong opinions and yet as soon as I make some strong 
opinions or anything, then everybody decides to take their bow and arrow and a shotgun and a 
machine gun and the bazooka and everything out. But for me, I’m going to wait and see what 
happens at the end, and let those people that are supposed to be taking care of it, take care of 
it. 
But it’s not something that I’m enjoying, I can tell you that." 

He went on to defend his teams’ academic track record at Kansas and UNC, pointing out the 
accomplishments of center Tyler Zeller, the 2012 Academic All-American of the year in men’s basketball. 
But he did admit that there are still problems. 

I don’t think you can put your head in the sand and say, oh, we’re all right - it’s just people 
making things up. I’m not saying that. There’s been some mistakes made, and there’s been 
some serious mistakes. But I do think that some of it has been a little sensationalized, also." 
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Ocean State Football coaches have several student managers that work with the team on the field and 
student workers that work with the staff in the office. The job responsibilities for these students do not 
include interaction with prospective student-athletes. 
Because they are student workers within the football program, would they be permitted to serve as student 
hosts when football recruits visit campus? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 8/17/12-Issues Related to Campus Recruiting Visits (I)- states 
that the following information is intended to assist member institutions with the application of legislation 
governing campus recruiting visits. 
Hosting Duties. 
Institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaws 13.6.7.5 and 13.7.2.1.8, a student host involved in 
an official or unofficial visit must be either a current student-athlete or a student designated in a manner 
consistent with the institution’s policy for providing campus visits or tours to prospective students in general. 
In this regard, individuals are considered hosts if they are involved in traditional hosting duties, such as tasks 
that require specific interaction with the prospective student-athlete (e.g., entertaining, escorting). Individuals 
who are involved solely in administrative functions (e.g., stuffing envelopes, collecting unofficial visit money, 
handling complimentary admissions) are not considered student hosts. 
Further, for purposes of this legislation, student managers and other student employees are 
considered to be students~ as opposed to athletics department employees. Therefore, those 
individuals are restricted to engaging in general employment functions and are not permitted to :::::::: 
host prospective student-athletes unless they meet the criteria noted in the aforementioned 
bylaws. Finally, inasmuch as student-hostincl duties are considered incidental to athletics 
participation, and an individual must be either a student-athlete or a member of the official 
university host group, a student-athlete may not be paid to perform this function unless the 
university typically pays its official host groups for their services. 
Athletics Department Involvement with Institutional Hosting Groups. 
Pursuant to Bylaws 13.6.7.5 and 13.7.2.1.8, a student host involved in an official or unofficial visit must be 
either a current student-athlete or a student designated in a manner consistent with the institution’s policy for 
providing campus visits or tours to prospective students in general. Consistent with this legislation, athletics 
departments are expected to remain completely uninvolved in the management and operation of these 
programs. Athletics departments may, however, contribute funds to the overall university host program, 
provided such funding does not result in the athletics departments assuming control or compromising 
university oversight of such programs. Further, if permitted by institutional policy, athletics departments may 
request specific hosts from the institution’s pool of hosts only if such opportunities are available to other 
institutional departments and the athletics department does not compromise the university’s control or 
oversight of the host progra m. 
Transportation Costs/Meals and Lodging While in Transit for Parents or Legal Guardians - Men’s Basketball. 
Pursuant to Bylaw 13.5.2.6.1, in men’s basketball, an institution may pay the actual round-trip costs for a 
prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) to accompany the 
prospective student-athlete on his official visit. In addition, per Bylaw 13.6.7.1.1, in men’s basketball, an 
institution may pay the actual costs for meals and lodging for a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal 
guardians (expenses for up to two people) that are incurred while traveling to and from campus to 
accompany the prospective student-athlete on his official visit. 
Standard Lodqinq. 
Pursuant to Bylaw 13.6.6, a prospective student-athlete on an official visit shall be provided lodging and take 
meals as regular students normally do. Local commercial facilities may be used but at a scale comparable to 
that of normal student life and only within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s campus. Lodging may not 
include special accessories (e.g., Jacuzzis, suites) that are not available generally to all guests residing at the 
establishment. Consistent with the overarching theme that prospective student-athletes should be housed in ~ 
a similar manner as other prospective students generally, institutions should adhere to the following         ~i~i 
guidelines: hotels selected to house prospective student-athletes should be similar to hotels in which         i~i~ 
prospective students are housed, hotels in which visiting teams are housed or lodging used by the institution ~i~i 
for away from home contests. 



Standard Meals. 
Pursuant to Bylaw 13.6.6, a prospective student-athlete on an official visit shall be provided lodging and take 
meals as regular students normally do. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.6.7.7, meals must be comparable to those 
provided to student-athletes during the academic year. In this regard, meals provided during an official visit 
will be considered standard if they are similar in nature to campus meals, including training table meals. 
Additionally, institutions should note that the training table meal standard is considered the upper limit for all 
sports, regardless of whether training table is typically provided in a particular sport. Further, pursuant to 
Bylaw 13.6.7.1, a member institution may not arrange or permit excessive entertainment of a prospective 
student-athlete on campus or elsewhere. This restriction includes special arrangements for admittance to 
exclusive or elite restaurants where such opportunities are not generally available to the public. 
Standard Transportation. 
Pursuant to Bylaw 13.5.2.2.4, an institution transporting a prospective student-athlete (and those 
accompanying a prospective student-athlete) around campus during the official visit must use institutional 
vehicles normally used to transport prospective students while visiting the campus. In addition, coaching staff 
members or student hosts may use personal vehicles to transport a prospective student-athlete (and those 
accompanying the prospective student-athlete) around campus during an official visit. As a general principle, 
institutions should note that vehicles used for transportation around campus should be consistent with the 
type of vehicle an institution uses (or would use) for regular prospective students under similar 
circumstances, regardless of whether the institution actually provides such transportation. Also, a coaching 
staff member may use his or her personal vehicle for such purposes, provided the vehicle is used on a 
regular basis by the coach and has not been modified for the purpose of transporting prospective student- 
athletes. Further, coaches may rent vehicles for transportation purposes as needed, pursuant to institutional 
policy, provided those vehicles are considered basic transportation and not modified in any manner for this 
purpose. Finally, unmodified golf carts and similar vehicles are considered basic transportation; therefore, 
such vehicles may be used to transport prospective student-athletes around the campus. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.5.2.2.4 (on-campus transportation), 13.5.2.6.1 (exception- transportation 
expenses for a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians - men’s basketball), 13.6.6 
(accommodations on official visit), 13.6.7.1 (general restrictions), 13.6.7.1.1 (meals and lodging while in 
transit), 13.6.7.5 (student host), 13.6.7.7 (meals on official visit), 13.7.2.1.8 (student host) and staff 
interpretations (7/26/12, Item Ref. a and b)] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:17 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/21/12- 17.1.6.3.5, 17.1.6.4.3- Pre-Season Practice 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

))i 

Which of the following is true with regard to countable athletically related activities (CAP&) for those sports 
that are permitted to conduct pre-season practice prior to the start of the academic year? 
A. Daily hour limitations do not apply to CAP& prior to the first day of classes or first contest (whichever is 
earlier). 
B. Weekly hour limitations do not apply to CAP& prior to the first day of classes or first contest (whichever is ~ 
earlier). 
C. Institution is not required to provide a day off to student-athletes prior to the first day of classes or first 
contest (whichever is earlier). 
D. All of the Above. 
The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.3.5 states that daily and weekly hour limitations do not apply to 
countable athletically related activities occurring during preseason practice prior to the first day of classes or 
the first scheduled contest, whichever is earlier. 
NC#~. Bylaw :!.7.1.6.4.3 states that an institution is not required to provide student-athletes with one day 

off per week during preseason practice that occurs prior to the first day of classes, or the first scheduled 
contest, whichever is earlier. 

dennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
[condaras@bigeast. org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 8:04 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/24/12- Current Fxent 
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))i 

Miss. State confirms NCAA probe 
ESPN.com 

Mississippi State on Thursday confirmed an ongoing NCAA investigation into "potential recruiting violations." 
The school said the investigation is "nearing an end" and it will cooperate fully, 

Wide receivers coach Angelo Mirando resigned Sunday, less than two weeks before the season opener 
against Jackson State, in the wake of an ongoing NCAA investigation related to his recruitment of at least 
one player on the Bulldogs’ roster. 

On Sunday, a statement released by the school said Mirando resigned due to "unforeseen personal issues." iii~ 
In the statement, Mirando said, "It is in my best interest to resign from Mississippi State." He also said he 
wanted to "stress that these issues are personal." 

Mississippi State freshman wide receiver Will Redmond was the subject of an NCAA interview that his coach 
at Memphis East High School gave, according to the coach, Narcus Wimberley. 

"I told them as far as I was concerned his recruitment was on the up and up," Wimberley said. "Who knows 
what they’re looking for. Will chose his school because he felt most comfortable and it was close to home." ;/:: 

The Bulldogs hired former Minnesota coach Tim Brewster to fill Mirando’s position, a source told ESPN earlier 
Thursday. 

Nirando was a graduate assistant under head coach Dan Mullen for two seasons before becoming a full-time 
assistant in 2011. 

Brewster was fired as Minnesota coach in 2010 after going 15-30 with the Gophers, including 6-21 in the Big 
Ten. He had agreed earlier this month to become an analyst with the CBS Sports Network. 

CoachingSearch.com earlier had reported Brewster was headed to Mississippi State. 
PLEASE NOTE: The selection of this article was for educational purposes only. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 8:07 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/28/12- 16.5.2- Training Table Meals tbr Walk-Ons 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 8:05 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 8/29/12-13.5.2.6, 13.5.2.6.1 - Transportation on Official Visit 
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Shot Block is a men’s basketball prospect that is going to visit Ocean State University (OSU) in a few 
weeks. Shot is going to fly to campus, but his mother is going to drive. Because his mother is a little uneasy 
about the drive, one of the OSU assistant coaches has offered to ride with her. Is this permissible? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8124/12-Coach Traveling with Prospective 
Student-Athlete’s Parents to Campus on an Official Visit (I)- states that if a prospective student- 
athlete flies to an institution for an official visit and the prospective student-athlete’s parents drive to the 
institution’s campus to accompany the prospective student-athlete on the official visit, it is permissible for a 
member institution’s coach to ride with the prospective student-athlete’s parents from their home to the 
institution and back to their home, provided the contact with the prospective student-athlete’s parents occurs 
during a contact period (recruiting period in men’s basketball) and is counted as one of the in-person off- 
campus contacts that may occur with the prospective student-athlete. Also, in men’s basketball, an 
institution may reimburse the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to 
two people) for the actual round-trip costs to accompany the prospective student-athlete on his official visit. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.02.4 (contact), 13.02.5.3 (recruiting period -- men’s basketball), 13.1.5 
(contacts), 13.5.2.2.1 (prospective student-athlete’s relatives or friends), 13.5.2.6 (transportation of 
prospective student-athlete’s relatives, friends or legal guardians) and 13.5.2.6.1 (exception -- transportation 
expenses for a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians -- men’s basketball), and staff 
interpretation (01/28/87, Item Ref: 4-a-(3), which has been archived] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 

jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
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DI SAAC weighs in on rules changes 

As the Rules Working Group continues its review of the Division I manual, the student-athletes on the 
national Student-Athlete Advisory Committee are paying close attention. At every quarterly meeting they vet 
the concepts from their perspective and the perspective of their peers across the country. 
They’ve developed early positions on some topics and will provide those positions to the Rules Group. Their 
biggest message for the administrators, coaches and presidents on that body? Thank you for listening. 
"Our voices are being heard. The NCAA cares about our input and is actually taking that into consideration 
before they finalize anything," said Chalonda Goodman, a track and field student-athlete at Texas. "I feel like 
that’s the most important thing for student-athletes." 
Maddie Salamone, a lacrosse student-athlete at Duke University and vice-chair of the 31-member national 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, wants to be sure that sentiment continues, and that members of the 
SAAC take seriously their responsibility to gather input from peers. 
"We want to be in the loop as much as possible, and we are making a big push to increase our 
communication (to other student-athletes)," she said. "Right now, we’re pleased with (the rules group) 
opening up the legislation to allow for more flexibility for student-athletes." 
Georgia football student-athlete Christian Conley agreed that student-athletes are satisfied with the way the 
rules group is progressing. 
"We as a committee definitely agreed that there are some rules that are over-the-top," Conley said. "We 
have confidence in the way the NCAA is handling it, and we are thankful they are allowing us input as 
student-athletes." 
Recruiting 
In the past, the national SAAC has voiced strong opinions on changes to recruiting rules. In 2007, the 
student-athletes were successful in convincing administrators to prohibit coaches from text-messaging 
recruits, and were instrumental in preventing an override of that legislation. As the years passed, attitudes 
toward the quick-hit form of communication evolved. As the membership considers deregulating recruiting 
contacts, the student=athletes on SAAC (none of which were on the committee in 2007), are supportive -to 
a point. 
"In the sport of football, allowing text-messaging would open up whole new venues for coaches to contact 
recruits. A lot of communication comes through text messages now. It could be a good thing," Conley said. 
"But we want to keep the student-athlete’s best interests in mind. There should be a little bit of breathing 
room so they’re not badgered all the time. It has the potential to be overwhelming." 
Conley acknowledged that coaches probably won’t bombard recruits with texts if they believe it could 
backfire, but said there’s no real way to regulate that. For their part, he believes some recruits will be 
intimidated enough by coaches that they won’t be able to say "stop." 
"It will be a risk we take," he said. 
SAAC Chair Eugene Daniels, a former football player at Colorado State, said coaches have lives to live as 
well, and that life-work balance issues still need to be worked out. The student-athletes believe phone calls 
are more invasive than text messages and should be regulated more strongly. The SAAC is in favor of 
allowing contact with recruits starting July 1 following the student’s sophomore year in high school. The 
current proposal has a June 15 date. 
Academics 
The SAAC is also supportive of strengthening the academic rules and regulations, including strengthening 
progress-toward-degree requirements. Salamone said the group wants to reinforce the idea that "student" 
comes before "athlete." 
"It’s funny, I think people expect us to be against (stronger academic requirements), but I think we can be 
the hardest on ourselves and have the highest expectations. We push ourselves on the field, but we also 
push ourselves in the classroom," she said. "We do want to perform well in the classroom, and we think 
stronger standards are not unreasonable." 
The group also discussed the idea of creating academic requirements for student-athletes in some sports to 
transfer and play immediately. Conley noted the dangers of allowing student-athletes in all sports to play 



immediately upon transfer, but supported the addition of an academic component. 
"We don’t want to broaden it necessarily because there will be a lot of team-swapping by a lot of people in 
certain sports," he said. "In smaller sports, there should be more leeway because they are usually 
transferring not because they want to play but because of personal preference and opportunities at another 
university. If they have the right grades and are on top of things academically, they shouldn’t be hampered 
by a rule." 
Meals 
Some administrators have longed to eliminate rules that tell schools what, when, where and how they can 
feed their student-athletes. The student-athletes are interested in that topic as well. They support a 
deregulation of meals legislation and want to include all student-athletes, not just those on scholarship. 
"I’ve always felt uncomfortable personally about walk-ons not being able to eat the same thing when they 
are working as hard if not harder then we (scholarship athletes) are," Daniels said. "They also have to find a 
way to pay for school. We think we should feed everybody." 
Daniels acknowledged the issues such a plan would create between schools at different resource levels, but 
said the student-athletes ended up in much the same place as the rules working group: The less-resourced 
schools are already at a recruiting disadvantage because they have fewer resources in other areas, not just 
meals. 
"It’s not about me going on my official visit and seeing that the team gets steak and lobster before a game. 
That’s not what makes my decision for me," he said. 
Daniels said the SAAC did not support providing cash instead of a meal because student-athletes don’t 
always make the best nutritional decisions when provided cash instead of food. 
"I’m not going to spend that whole $15 on a meal. I’ll get the McDonald’s dollar menu, which doesn’t provide 
enough nutrition," he said. 
Future Discussions 
The SAAC will continue to discuss the concepts and legislative proposals coming out of the Rules Working 
Group. The group has a webinar set in September, after which they will continue to seek the feedback of 
student-athletes within their conferences. 
They will examine each proposal broadly from the perspective of how it benefits the majority of student- 
athletes. The SAAC’s next in-person meeting will be in November in Indianapolis. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coachboland@ncsaspo(ts.org 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 3:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hope Hyde - 2016 - Dallas Texans ECNL - Video Included - University of North Casoli 

Dailg Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Highland Park High School, TX 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih dottiehydeO 3@gmail.com 

Notes: University Park, TX Highland Park High School 3.8/4.0 

View Profile 

Check ou: the Recmidn8; Sea[~:h Eno;me 

Not a match? l J]×ta~e your emaJl pre:i~rences here, 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell: 88833368461 Fax: 312-624-7401 
Coachboland~,%ncsasports.orgi http:i/vx~vw.ncsasports.oEg. 

NCSA Blog: http:/,blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietau, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm:e received 

this message in elror, please notify the sender immediately by remm e-mail and delete all copies.~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

TIMELY WARNING MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROI ,INA: Active Fire at Cobb Residence Hall 

TIMELY WARNVtNG N/IESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Active Fire at Cobb Residence Hall 

Fire and Police are responding to an active fire in the attic of UN-C’s Cobb Residence Hall. Smoke is causing visibili~/problems and traffic congestion. Motorists and pedestrians are asked 

to avoid the area until scene is cleared 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina unc edu) for any updates. 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cell phone 

users are the fastest way for the Universi~" to notii~’ you That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The Universi~is 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of inibrmation will 

ahvays be the Alert Carolina website, iattp:,6alertcarolina.unc edu. 

Sponsored by the L~C Department of Public Safe~ 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 7:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Update on Fire at Cobb Residence Hall 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Update on Fire at Cobb Residence Hall 

Fire crews remain on the scene of an attic fire at Cobb Residence Hall that seems to be contained. The 380 Cobb residents have been evacuated and will be housed elsewhere for the night 
No one was inured in the incident, said Chapel Hill Fire Chief Dan Jones. Campus police have blocked the following streets in the area surrounding the building: Country Club Road, Battle 
Lane, Jackson Circle and Paul Green Drive 

The Chapel Hill Fire Depaltment responded to an alarm at the residence hall at approximately 5 pm. Tuesday. Crew members smelled smoke and traced the fire to the attic’s insulation and 
structure in the northwest end of the building’s center section. A total of three fire departments responded, and flames were no longer visible by 6 pm Fire and smoke damage were limited 
to the attic and the section of the fourth floor directly below the fire. 

Student Housing will be in contact with Cobb residents to arrange shelter for the evening Most students, except those living in the northwest wing, should be able to move back in 
sometime Wednesday 

Cobb Residence Hall was built in 1952 and renovated in 2005. It is equipped with smoke detectors and alarms 

For further updates, see alertcarolina.unc.edu 

About Informational Messages: ’]?he 12niversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement eflbrts. 

Sponsored by the 12NC Department of Public Safety 
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Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Cobb fire out, roads reopening 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Cobb fire out, roads reopening 

An attic fire at Cobb Residence Hall earlier today has been put out and roads surrounding the building that were closed are being reopened Student Housing met with evacuated Cobb 
residents this evening to arl-ange overnight accommodations for them. Any Cobb residents who do not yet have a place to spend the night should call the Department of Public Safety after- 
hours line --(919) 962-8100 -- immediately to be connected to the Department of Housing. 

For further updates, see alertcarolina unc.edu. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <vfe-campaign-response @amazon,corn> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 3:55 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

My Losing Season: A Memoir 

 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iIi i i    i i iNiii ii i i i i@iiii iii iii i i  ii i  ii i   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Ye~Araazon,com I Tod~y’s D~a~.~ I Se.e AI~ D~pa~me~t.~ 

Anson Dorranoe 

Are you iooking for something in our Memoirs depa.,’tment? if so, you might be interested in these items 

PAT 

i 

Season: A Memoir 
by Pai Cenroy 

List Price: 816 00 

Price: $12,03 

You Save: $3 97 (25%) 

~iii{ilT ~i~iiii~i~iii~ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
=~i ¯ s~s~s~s~s~s~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
List Price: $25 00 .............................................................. 

You S~ve: $663 (27%] 

’c::":;:iY: ii:iF:::::i Tt;e ,t, iater Is Wide: A Memoir ::i~s~:~i@~::~:~::i 
¯ .~. ¯ -----~--~--;L[ ................................................... :;~:~:::::::~.~ 

t’.’,. ;. ~ by ~’a~ k.o[~roy 

List Price: $15.00 ............................................................... 
if’:;:: : [ :[:ii:[ [?[[;;ii Pr~oe: $~z~s 

You Ssve: S201 (13%) 

" i ’v~:..’-’ 6(2 :} 

z!’~..£~-~.~..~.~.~.~x..c~ ~ L~ £..~:¢.~ ~i~::..-’..~..~.L~,~.~..~i~. 
by ~at Cenrov, Suzenne Williamson Poiiak ......................... 

List Price: $26.95 ’~ ............................. ;" 

You Ssve: 87.12 (26%) 

S~!e ev~!t’~ ITler6> ,%iiTliiSr it,gins 

Find Great Deals on ~iHio~)s of Hems Storewide 



~ ~.~ ~ ~- ~-~ ~-~: K> s ~N, ~.,; i¸ ~ i ~s ~ ~::~ )~ ~ ~ ~::~ ~ ~ i:~: ~ ~ ~ ~. ,::~ ~::~ ~~ w 8 ~ ¢ ~ ~::~ i¸ ~~ ~,~: ~ ~11~ ~ o ~.~ ~ ~ ~}; 

~ ii ;il~ ~, .... iiiil :ii::;:I i i~:iiiii:~’ii!~~’~’’~’~’~’~’~’’~~                          ii!~;i i;!i;xiii: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ i~iii!-~3 ii;ov~.~£w~dis ~ p@~-~¢ ~ i~,~k~::iii£~iii~¢s ~ C~ii’i C,swls iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii¢~i~!i~!is~i~i~!~i~~!i~i~i!~i~i~i!!~i~t!!~!~!~i~i~i~i~!~!~i~!!@!i!~i~i~i~i~!~i~i~i~!~!i~i~i~i~!~i~i~!i~i~i~!~i~!~i~i~i~!~i~i~!!!~i~!~i~s~s~ ~~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 6:15 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Massage/Facial or Mani/Pedi 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e." y<;~.i,~ pl-.~ee.:>’.,nces i Uriah.it,s crib4 

bnp~’~’--a-e’ Hill                     i~ A ...... Looa~o~m Durham / 

One-Hour Swedish Massage and 
Express Facial 
Amaka’s Mternational Hair & Body Spa 

1906 East NC Highway 54, Durham 

~ 7.7 miles away (i~’~,,"., ~.~ur Am:~zol’, ~’.dd,~ s~) 

:::N One-Hour Swedish Massage and Express 

...... Facial 

Eve~ More DeNs 

~i Christmas Treewith Delivery % 
..... 

Punch Card Good for Six Movie i.X.i $30 to Spend on Food and 
Tickets Plus Popcorn Drink at The Bagel Bar 

Online 
C.h,,"i~tm~ Tiee witi-i .b~ iive,,"~:. 
Five Star Christmas Tree Co. 

Chapel Hill 

,,",,i~ov~e "I’ict:-~?,ts f:.:i~.L~ P(~.c, co/r’,, 
Varsity on Franklin 

Chapel Hill 

$30 t,’, S~.,eI~d (,n Food ~’,I~d 
Drir’,,k :~t ’l’i",-?, ~:~...’,gel ~.’,.t~/ 
The Bagel Bar 

.Xi Paintba II Advent u re Package jcpenney Portrait Packages :: ~:+:~ :: Hypnotherapy Sessions 

Durham Durham / Chapel Hill Chapel Hill 

Xtreme Kombat Paintball jcp portraits Positive Spiral Hypnosis 

"~ii Coupon for $10 to Spend at 

Oka-b.com 

CarWash or Mobile Auto 

Detailing 
i.X.i Custom Image to Metal with 

Free Shipping 

Online Durham Online 
Coupe:"., Ic.r $10 i,:, S!:,eI~d ~d C~I ~,...",.ia.~h .):- ,,"~ii~)biie Al.~b:, C~.~ato,~-- i,~--~ge l,:, ~\*’=et~l ".,vit~"., 

Okabashi Brands, Inc. Prince Mobile Detailing ImageToMetal 



~ii Custom ChristmasTree 

Ornament 

$100 to Spend on Custom 

Framing Services 
i.X.i Online Speed-Reading Cou rse 

Online Durham Online 

Picture It On Canvas J&J Frame Studio Iris Reading 

Personalize your deals by [~.~.~’~’,i~.,’;,.,:.," the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: [] [] 
:.~etti~:,~ y~l.~ ~~l~J~:’l~l~.e:~.~. your iPhoee or Android device 

% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday. November 7, 2013 6:32 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Automotive Detailing i The Twisted Fork and 2 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ..e" yo~.i,~ ~}l-,e.fe:>’.,,c, ces i iJr~s~.ibs crib4 

bnp~"--a-e’ Hill                     :~ A ...... Looo~o~m Durham / 

Automotive Detailing 

Davenped Customs 

2824 Hillsborough Rd, Durham 

~" 8.2 miles away (!u:,,m ’,,odr i’-,.,~’,i:-~z~:)~ 8dd~e,.;:~.) 

i::: c. ~ T: 

8avir!gs 52% 

:::N Automotive Detailing 

$30 to Spend on Food and Drink 

The Twisted Fork 

3751 Sumner Boulevard, Raleigh 

26.0 miles away (irom ~’eur ,~lI’,azol’, ~’,ddI~ :!;~ ) 

Savings 50% 

i~"~ $30 to Spend on Food and Drink 

Six Videotapes Transferred to DVD 
PhotoBin 

Redeem Online 

S i, i~ ]~l~~ 
Savings 64% 

ii~ Six Videotapes Transferred to DVD 

Custom Stainless Steel Water Bottle 
CafePress 

Redeem Online 

I I 
,Sa’~ :m g~ 55% 

i~ Custom Stainless SteelWater Bottle 

Even More Dea~s 



~ii Christmas Treewith Delivery Punch Card Good for Six Movie i.X.i $30 to Spend on Food and 
Tickets Plus Popcorn Drink at The Bagel Bar 

Online 
Ct~ti-< t~".,~s,s "i’i~ ~’~.iii,, ~’~ii’,,’,<~t?¯ 
Fk,’e Star Christmas Tree Co. 

.{~i One-Hour Swedish Massage 

and Express Facial 

:~ PaintballAdventure Package 

Chapel Hill 
$:%’. to Spelxt o!’, ,,<.ocd slxt 

Drir~k at The B~{~el Bsl 
The Bagel Bar 

...... 

i~i jcpenney Portrait Packages 

Durham 

s~’.,d Exp.~(~ss Facial 
Amaka’s International Hair & 
Body Spa 

~i Custom Holiday Photo Cards 

Durham 

Xtreme Kembat Paintball 

% Hypnotheral~r Sessions 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
icp~rsl-s~,..,.~ r.so~-tt;~i.- F~scka~e.s 
jcp portraits 

i.X.i Coupon for $10 to Spend at 

Oka-b.com 

Online Chapel Hill Online 
Custom Holiday Pisoto Cs.ids Hy~>lsothelapy S~:ssiolss Co:.ipo,,", for $i0 to S,o(~isd st 
InvitationBox.com Positive Spiral Hypnosis Ot:::~..b,co,m 

Okabashi Brands, Inc. 

~:: Custom ChristmasTree 

Ornament 

$100 to Spend on Custom 

Framing Services 
i~i 

Custom Image to Metal with 

Free Shipping 

Online Durham Online 
C(.~stom Chl Fc..tm~s Tr~:~: $I 00 to SpeI~d oI~ C:.istoI:"., Custom iis:scj<~ to i~4<~tsl with 

Or~"~:~n:~c~"t 7-r~mir~g Se~’,.qces Free Shippi,,’,,~ 
Picture It On Canvas J&J Frame Studio ImageToMetal 

Personalize your deals by t:,~,:w~li¢~ad the free Amazo~ Local app on Follow us: [] [] 
s~,,.’~:in~ v~.,’~.~r #,~e,~’<.’~,s:, your iPhone or A~droid device 

This meccas, go w~::s :se:-~t to the foNowli-:9 ¢.msii addi¢ss snson@ui-:,.~::~ uric edu Not h-~tores~ted in /~iT~:~zon [.ocs, i e:n:~il:sS R:S 

eas~’ Co un.~:ut:..~:c:it:.~ L£e sur~ ~¢ add L,~<c~lDeals ~mazon corn ~.s ~¢=.lr a~ress book or ~e se~der9 list so ,~<~r emails ~et ~,~< 

This {-r~l~ql ,vs~s sent from a r~¢titlcatlon.>x<r~7 emaH ar:dTess ths~t cann>:<~ accept ~r~c.smmg {-r~l~i~ ¢7 20 ~ 3 Amazon L¢C~q or ~S 

Amazor! Local 4!0 Ter!V i\~e!lue ~ , 8ea~ie ~/~. 95109.~J2!0 Referer~ce 4¸?440290 

% 





~i We’rethrilled to announce The Best Books of theYear, featuring our editors’ 100 favorite books from 2013 These arethe books we’ve loved the most this year, and wethinkyou willtoo. 



i~i ..................................... 

~iii Literature&Fiction 

Literature & Fiction, 

Nonfiction 

No~fictio,q 



:~:iI Mystery, Thriller&Suspense 

Mys~.ery, "~~riiler & Suspense 



~::i Biographies&Memoirs 

Biographies & Men’,eirs 

Teen & Young Adult 

Teen & Young Aduit 

Cookbooks& Food Writing 



%i Science Fiction & Fantasy 

Scie~;ce Fictior~ & F;~ntasy 

Comics & Graphic Novels 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii [~ii Humor&Entertainment iX!i Crafts, Home&Garden 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Numo~ & Entertainment C~afts, h’ome & Ga,~den 



~}i Busi .... & Investing 

Business & Investing 

PoetQi 

i.~!i Hi~ory 

History 

i~ii Sho~S’tories 

Short, Stories 



i~i ..................................... 

:~:iI Digital Singles 

Digitai Singles 

Audiobooks 



[~ii Arts & Photography Science 



~i What is your favorite book of the year? Cast your vote on Goodreads. 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 



% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coachboland@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 11:33 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Amanda Morgal - 2015 - 5’10" Goalkeeper - Carrollton, TX - University of North Caro 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Newman Smith High School, TX 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 160 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.40/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: amm 97@verizon.net: 

Notes: Amanda is a 2015 Goalkeeper from Newman Smith High School, 

View Profile 

Check ou~ ttae Recnlith~g Search gagh~e 

Not a m;a~ch? Update your cm;ai] pre[c~nces here. 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athlelic l~_ecruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell: 88833368461 Fax: 312-624-7401 
Coachboland(&~ncsasports.org [ http://~-w.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasportsaorg 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and, or confidential a~d is imended exclusively lbr the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thm~ the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 12:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Book tbr December & Save $500 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Have a hobby, joB~y good time, but be safe} 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

l liiiii ~lil ii~ 
~ii}i,i}i-"}i i} !i~’}!! iiii li~!~"~i}~ ~"~!!li~!i}~ }i i i}~ i~}i~ii A ,I}’4iI}} 



A Preview of Chris’ Bully Prevention Proqram 

;~i Dec Promo 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 20!2 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



F rom : 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

E lizabe~ C heek <c bbcorp@m a iler.m em firstnet2 
Thursday, Novem ber 7, 2013 4 33 PM 

D orrance, A bert A IV (anson@ em a i[unc.edu) 
This W eek’s C arolba Club Sports Report 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Paqe 

ii !ii 
Good sgterm,~o-, from lbe Car~,~iiria Ciub, 

It’s t~om~,~comin!~ v,,eeken~t in (’:ha#~,~i Hill! Wt~eti:er you’r~,~ ~:atchit~g up vdth old 
f~iends and ciassmates or simply tove-%r Heel s~o~ts - this is a great time of 
yes..", We hop~ you.." w~eke"~1 is filled with Caroii~s victori~s! 

We’re excited to ti# off bask~,~tbail seasor~ witt~ both me~:’s ar!d wom~,~s;s gam~,~s 
shb : ,,w;~-4 os Friday~ November ~ foh(~,,.~, by ti:e homecomin~ footbati game on 

Satu~day, Nov~mber £th, 

Here;s tt~e Csrolirh~ Club;s week~,md sct~edute for you to et~iey wt~iie you’re on 
campus: 

UNC vs, Air Fo~ce a.s 4;30 p.m. i~: Carmid~aei Arelia 

UNC vs, (’akias~t at ?:00 #,m, in the bear~ E, Smith Cer~te!" 

]"h~.~ Club wili op~,m for iunch s~ tt:30 a,m, arid wiil r~,m-~.ai~-~ opers ur~til £:00 px~’, 
so ~;!’oi> i~: for s bite arid s bew~ra~e on your way to ti:e moils asd womes’s 
gs.q~es. 

UNC vs, Virginia at 12:30 p.m, in K<-man Stadium 

The Club wili opes for oct t>regsme T~sii~ate r~arty i~: Alumni Hati at ?:30 a,m, 
and go -mtil tM’,- game kicks off s.s :[2:30 p,m, 

O’ki~.~rror~’s Grilt witi also ope~ for pr~.~g,~me dirfi"g ,~-~d b~.we~’age service b~#irmi"g 
at 9:30 a,m, and witi remsit~ e#es for post game beverage at~d menu service 

until ~3:00 i~.m, 

UNC vs: -’~,mr~essee at 9);00 t>,m, it~ Carmichael A~’~,ma 

The Club witi ope~ ro~" iu~-~ch ,~t tt5}0 a,m, a~d wiil ~emain ope~ u"~it 9:00 p.m, 
so drop ir~ for a bite sm~; a beverage ol~ your way ~,o Csrmichaet Ar~,ma: 

We hope ~o see you this weeker~d! 

GO HF..ELS! 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provWed your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

karisma.carmichael@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

kafisma.camlichael@yahoo.com 

Friday, November 8, 2013 12:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Just saying hello 

Hoping you are enjoying another great season and rushing you good luck lbr the rest of it. 

Karisma 

Click t~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



Senti E rida ~emb ~oi o ~M 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Electronics 



j .......... Denc, E~ Recei,,,e 8 

Lewes’ Prices on ~he 8amstmg Gaiaxy biote 3 Ge~ AH-D$00 l-~eadphe~,es wi~h Purchase e; 
Select Dene~’, Receivers 

Savings with Style 
Fas~io~a5~÷ fi~ds fo~ womem m÷~ a~d kids S.e.e...~:nR.r.e 

20 ~’~> (:}if (.ute~we;~r Sweaters, ;~nd C.eld°4,/eathet 30 ~’~> Off et ~,,,lere on Slippe~s 
Accessories 

[~iI t,V~ttches Stocking Stuffers bnder 950 j iXi Up to 50% ~.~/:,.mber Js,,~,el:}’ 

W;~tches Stocking Stuffe~’s Under" $50 J~> to .>O ~ C. *,.robe: Jewei~~’ 

Reading 



Feed you~ mind S.e~..n~.+:~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii - : iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
[~ii Up Io 45% Off FoodJe Favoi:tes i IIXII AII+N@~,’~ FJndie Pspe~’,,’l-::te, $119 

Up to 45% Off Foodie Favorites              AiPNew Kindle Pa~erwhite $119 

Xi ~+~..,.’++ soo+~ D++E+ $s ~_--+ o, L~+~                   i i£i e~+’, Booi,+ o~ No,’~+~ 

Kindle Book Deais $3.99 oF Less Best Books of Now~mber 

HoJiday Toy List 
Hottest toys and games of 201S See more 

Buy One, Get Or;e Free on [.eapF~og eBooks Save up to 40% on Seiect KidK~aft Toys 



Save tp to 30% os $eiect Barbie Dolls a~.g Shop Esdy and Save 25% on Select Fishe.~- 
Accessories Price Items 

Sports & Outdoors 
Fo~ ma~ caves or o~ti~gs See mo~e 

30% or Mo~e Off S~ iect S~o~ts Coilectibles $20 Off $100 l<elty Outdoors Products 

$10 Off $50 o~ Select Fishir~g P~oducts from 
Pu~’e Fishit~g 

Grocery 

i~i 10% Off Seiect JET Metalwoddnc fc,ols ,,’Plices as 

....... [,~rs: ked} 

10% Off Select ,JET Met~lworkin9 Tools (Pdces 
as Marked} 

& Home 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i~i LIp 1o 25% C~’f Groc~-r? Gifts & EF~te~!aining i i"~i 25% C’#,f C:~m[_,k,.eli’s Scup ,~vitil h;stsn~ Cou[_~_’.!l 

Up to 25% Off GIoce%, Gifts & Entertaining 25% Off CampbeiFs Soup with instant Coupon 

...... oc, u~n ...... 

15% Off Sto\se Top Stuffing and Mo,~e with Sa\se Ovel- 25% on the 2013 Swa~evski 
insta~t {:+’o u pa r~ Omame~t 

Entertainment 
Pop~lar movies; m~sio, aria reels-finds See more 

::~,.~ G:’eat~-~st Hits in Music. S9 9i" a:Id Und~-~[ ,’]AW,~ L’)iscounts on M~-/,iie-.-> & i~,; ficm l:,.:-nr>zon 

G~eatest Hits in Music: $9.99 a~’.,d U~’.,der Deep Disceun[s en Movies ~; TV frem Amazo~’, 
Wal-eheuse Deals 



i~i Upto 50% Off Creative, Biuetooth 8peske:s 

Lip to 50% Off Creative Biueteo~h Speakers iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Buy 1, Get 1 50% C’,ff Select Hsi~ C~re Item Ssve $2 on Select Schick Rszors 



NOV 





~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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1 

List Price: 819 O0 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: <~ you Save: $498 (2P%) 

.................... ~ ::~; pubhc? In ti;:s n’,u...;t-have gd::de, or,e of the. Read More 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii@~ii~iiiii@i@iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::::::::::::: 

arid Life 

.............................................................. ~,/,~ea,~,,,~, ~a,s~, 
List Price: 81 !5 00 

Price: $tl.3t 

You Save: $3.69 (25%) 

The Remarkable disco’~eries about wr~at drwes ar:d sustains s:.iccessfui 

Women leaders Based on five years of proprietaP,’ Read More 

O.8otabb Weeders: VVcwds el VVisdc~m, P~e~ara[km, and Success 

by John Re(}e! 

List Price: 89.99 

Price: *&~ 
You Save: $1.00 (10%] 

John Wooden was arguably trle greatest college basketball coach of aii time, 

a teacher as ,,veil as me,tar whose handiwork Read More 





ii~ii A ........ %%% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 6:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sonic Toothbrush Kit I Audio Book Club I and 1 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e." y<;~.i,~ ~.’,re.Le.=>’.,,~’,ces i iJr~a~.ibs crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Mobile Deal 

Platinum Sonic Multi-Mode Toothbrush 
Kit 
Smile Bright Store 

Redeem Online 

i~ Platinum Sonic Multi-Mode Toothbrush Kit 

Coupon for $10 to Spend on 
Audible.corn 

Audible,com 

Redeem Online 

i.X Coupon for $10 to Spend on Audible com 

One Custom Wine Label on a Bottle of 
Wine 
~AfineGreeting.com 

Redeem Online 

:i:!iiii:,:,: ...... : , I~ I~~ :~ 
Sa~,m~ s 50% 

¯ _.::.% One Custom Wine Label on a Bottle of 
Wine 

Eve~ More Dea~s 

"~:i Punch Card Good for Six Movie One-Hour Swedish M ge 
Tickets Plus Popcorn and Express Facial 

i.X.i $30 to Spend on Food and 

Drink at The Bagel Bar 

Chapel Hill 

Movi~:: Ticket:-’.. ,~>iut~ ?~ol:,c.oi r~ 
Varsity on Franklin 

Durham 

i:d~:i [-’.:xpi~b.ss [-:..~cii:d 
Amaka’s International Hair & 
Body Spa 

Chapel Hill 

Drir~k at The B~gel B,~I 
The Bagel Bar 



.Xi Automotive Detailing Christmas Tree with Delivery ::::+~::: Fitness Classes: One Month or 

Eight Classes 

Durham Online Durham 
A:.itomotive Det~’,iliisg Clslistmss Tr~:~: ,z,,iti’, ©eiively Fit,,",ess Cl~::sses: O~’.,~: MoI~tis 
Davenport Customs Five Star Christmas Tree Co. o~" ~"i~/’( Obsesses 

D-Source Sports Performance 
and Fitness 

~:: Paintba II Advent u re Package jcpenney Portrait Packages ::X:: $30 to Spend on Food and 

....... Drink 

X:: Custom ChristmasTree 

..... Ornament 

Online Bartending Course with 

...... Certification 

:: ::+~: :: Hypnotherapy Sessions 

Online Online Chapel Hill 
Custor,,"i Ci’,/ist,m::’,s "i’~’ee ©,,",iir’,,~’, .~:~::’,~’b’,,,’,,,~i,,’,,{? C,.’,u!s~’, i’iycr’,,<,,tiser::’,~.’,y S~’,ss~or’,,s 

O~,~’:~’me,~’~ wi{i",, ©er{~fics~ie,,’,, Positive Spiral Hypnosis 
Picture It On Canvas Professional BartendeCs School 

Personalize your deals by ,,".,~:-~w,s~’~:..,,d the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: ~ [] 
~’;e.,’£i~,,’} ":~,ou~" ~,~ra’i~:~:ra’ii~i-s~’~s~. your iPhone or Android device 

This ~s~qail ’~s’8 S S<’~!t [~om ~ ~:o(ific~’,tion-o~dy <’ms=il ~@.t:e99 !hs( c~’,nno~ ~’,ccep! i~:con!i~!fj ~s~qaii {-201 ,B Ams=zon i. ocal or i~s 

~ff~i~t.ss All ~ki~hts :e:ser’,’~d ,\ma~on LOCal 8rid th.s /~-n~zon ~oc~l ioqo ere trsden-:~rks o’¸ ~\ms~o:~.,:o~-n ~nc o~k ins 81ti~st~:~. 

A:’:~zoI~ L.oc~I. 4!0 T~I:~¸ Ave:l~:e i4., Se~liie WA 9~10c~5210 ~efe:~:ce. 50535070 

% 





Through November 17, save an additional 10% or more on selected titles in Holiday Deals in Books. Check back th roughout the g~t-giving season for new selections 



i;~i ii Gifts for Amateu r Sleuths 

Gifts fol Amate~l Sieuths 

i i’~’i Timeless Classics 

Timeiess Classics 



~:iI Gifts forYoung Book ..... 

Gi~s for Young Bo~kwolrns 

i iXi Gifts for Hopeless R .... tics 

Gifts for Hopeiess Remantics 



~iii Foodie Favorites 

Foodi÷ Favorites 

Geek G{~{~dies 

i iXi Gifts for Aspiring CEOs 

Gifts for Aspiring CEQs 

i i’~’i Gifts for Art Aficionados 

Gifts for A#. Aficior~ados 



i~:i ..................................... 

~’"~4~:,’:.,~~ i,~-,~ ~C,’~,~ Se~ ~or~ 

Literary Fiction Selections i iXi Featured in Non-Fiction 



i iXi Up to 50% Off Select Windo,~,s 8.1 Guides 

u~ 7~:. Olf Select Wi~dows 8.1 Guides i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~iI Movies Make Great Gifts 

Movies Make Great. Giits 

i iXi Box Sets Starting at S2099 

o.,t.~ ota,t~,g at $20.99 

i iXi Children’sThanksgiving Books 



iI~ii ..................................... 



~i Best Books of 2013 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 
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senti M~ v~b o i 

S u bj e~ A n~ ~D~!!a ~ B!a~E ~d~ ~Oeais C~u ~ 

iiii!i i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

X:: .................................. 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

TV and Home Theater 
G~at d÷~Is fo~ home ÷~t÷rt~i~me~t S÷e more 

iX Sh=sr~:, SO-inch Sma~! LED I-~D[V fo~ U[~der S750 

S~arp 50..i~,,:;~ Smart LED HDTV Ier U,,’~der 
$750 

[op.Rsted Pai~asonic VT60 H [2, IV with ~::r~e 2 1 
..... Seundbs~ end V’~:;~9~gss ~(;b 

"i’ep-.Rated Pa~asonic VT60 HD’]’V wi[h Free 2,1 

SoLlp, db~r and Wireiess Sub 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



DenoE~ Rec~sivers ~.,~,/eati~erpl,sof SpeakeE 

Get [vX~sic Maniac Headphones ier Free with 40% ell ~he ]DK Life o~ Record A33 Wireiess 
Select DeneB Receivers ~s~. .?m~ . 

Electronics 
Give the gift of tec~o~ogy S~..~}~.r.e 

Save up to 20% on Select Ir~teloPowared PCs S;~ve 25% or ~,~Iol-e or~ Select Digitai Cameras 

i~] S=s,,,e 20% on ti~e £’o:sy 4GB WaterpE,sof ~.,~,/=sli<ma~:, i~i Hot Deals ,sP, Samsung Cell Phones with Pla:ss 

..... ; S~poi!s [,~P3 Pisye: " : 

Save 20% on the Sony 4GB Waresproof Hat [’eal.~ or~ Samsung Gall Phones witt; 
Walkman Spa~ts ~diP3 Piayer Plam;~ 

Savings with Style 



Fashionable fi~ds for wome~ me~ and kids ....8:..e...e...!...TL.~t..~:..~ 

75% Off [i~e ~/~dest ~’~,]inc~,: The Complete Serie’~ Shop ,Cour~tdown [o Biack F.ddey Deais in 
Coliection"oP, Biu-lay " Video Games 



Best Books of 2013 Greatest Nit CDs, $7,99 and Under 



Desigme, Oe,/,,e[~y, Under $25 Up to 40% Off Select NFL sh[~ts 

For the Home 
Kitchen a~¢~ cooking dea~s~ p~s more $.e.e.)~].9.[~ 

home & Kitchen Dea{s for Holiday EIsteltsining Smoke ol F~y Your Turkey this Thanksgk, ing 

J i~] Upto25% off M! B ........ inct ....... ct Outdoor Lighting i~i 10% Off oiET Metah~’orking Tools 

Up to 25% off ~x,i~ Se;~m.s h’~doo~ a~d Outdoor 10% Off JET ~,.,1~.~talworkkx~t Tools 
",.ighti~;g 

Holidays 
Get ready for the seaso~ See more 



Shipping 

Gift Wrapping Suppiies from the Gift W~sp Amazon Gift Cards: Free Gift Box and One-Day 
Si~op Shipping 

:~i i-Oi ,:J=sy ":,v st ~,’t~ ~!htnlnq Deais [~,,,en~’ Day ::.~.:: S=s’,,e oF., Sel~ct Pet Suppiies: N,#iabo=~e rWs & Fier~ts 

Hoiidey ’~’oy List wi~h Lightning Deeis Every Save e~, ,>e,ec~ F ..t ,>Jpphe~. Nylabene Toys & 
Day T~eats 



::~i Download ~ile,, Amezon App: Shop Miiiior:s el Prodigals 

Dow~load the An’.,azoo App: Shop Mifiio,,’~s of 
Products ’q~fherever You Go 

Fz~sis 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 3:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel tlill Police Investigating Strong Arm Robbe~ Near Campus 

INFORtvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Strong Area Robbery, Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police are investigating the report of a strong arm robbery, occurring around 2:00 am Monday (Nov. 11) on Franklin Street. As they left a Franklin Street establishment and 
walked westbound, two males, both non-U>,-C students, met and conversed briefly with three black males walking in the same direction who drove off in a silver sedan Shortly thereafter, the 
same silver sedan pulled up next to them along Franklin Street near the Church Street intersection Three males exited the vehicle and assaulted the victims, taking a wallet and cellphone 
from one victim. No weapons were reportedly seen. 

The assailants were described as being slim, in their mid-twenties, and of average height; one suspect had short dreadlocks. 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyone with information about this incident to call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UN-C CrimeStoppers at 
(,919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit ufformation to Crime Stoppers oMine at www.criraestoppers-chcunc.org 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in the investigation into this incident Call 9-1-1 immediately to report aW and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~.alertcarolina.unc.eduJ~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About lnformatiunal Messages: The University sends an lnformatiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An lnformatiunal Message is one o17 three tiers of cummunicatiun under the University’s revised emergency cummunications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation fur a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a cuntinumg danger AND nutificatiun will nut cumprumlse law enl’urcement efforts. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Senti ~u~ ~ d a ~ e ~b ~ 0i P M 

S u bje ~a~ C ust~ ~ai~ B~ 

iiii!i i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~i ~,r~::o;~o~m .Y:~?.~!L~:~.~. ~.~.~.Y.’.~...~.9.~!~. ~.~..~. 

X:: .................................. 
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Entertainment Deals 

Movie-~ & TV Video Ga me-~ 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~oo~s ~b i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Electronics DeaNs 

~] TV, Video & A,o;dic [ iXi Csme~a, Photo & rids<, 

TV, Video & Audio                 Came~s. Photo & Video 

i£ii CompL:te!s & Aos,~sso!ies MP3 Players, Portabie Sp~kers aAccessoris6 

Computers & Accessories MP3 Players, Portable Speak, ors & Accessories 

Fashion Deals 
Savings wit~ style See more 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii J i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii~i c:~o~,~,~ i ixi s~ .... ~ ~,:db~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

.s,~es & Ha~db~w~s 

More Deals to Explore 
Great dea~s f~om Ead.h’s biggest se~ectio~ See reo~e 

Home, Kitct~e~, & Garden 



8po,@s & Outdoers Tools & Hol"ne [l"npl-ovem, el~’~ 





BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 6:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Reiki I Massage i and 1 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e" you,~ ~}l-eAe.:>’.,nces i Lh~aut~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

One-Hour Reiki Session 
The Healing Meadow Holisric Spa 

900 Marlin Lu{her King Jr Blvd, Chapel Hill 

}* 1.3 miles away (iroin your ,:~i n::~,oi,, addr<m.~.) 

8avir!g.s 5! % 

i~] One-Hour Reiki Session 

Massage: 60 or 90 Minutes 
Massage Kneads 

3209 Guess Rd, Durham 

~ 9.4 miles away (iro~,q ~.eur A~ sazop, P, dd,~ :s~) 

Savings 55% 

i.X Massage: 60 or 90 Minutes 

$60 to Spend on Acid-Free Coffee 

Tybrs Coffee LLC 

Redeem Online 

Savings 57% 

i.~] *60 to Spend on Acid-Free Coffee 

i~] Dance Lesson Package ~] MixPics 350 Package: 

Scanning and Storage for u p to 

350 Photos, Slides, or 

Negatives 

¯ _.::.X.:: Platinum Sonic Multi-Mode 
Toothbrush Kit 

Durham 

0. Fred Astaire Dan ;e otudie 

Online 
.,",iiixPic:s 550 P;~<:k;~:ie: 
Scs.isisiisg slsd Stors.ge for up 
~o 3:-;0 Pi.,o~es: 8iid~:s, or 
,,"4 < ,.;lalivea 

Online 
Pisiir/~.~i:"., SoI~ic ,,M~.~IIi-M<x;< 
",’o o t h b ,,"t.~ ":., h Kit 
Smile Bright Store 



~ii Custom Lay-Flat Hardcover 

Photo Book 

PhotoBin 

One-Hour Swedish or Deep- 

Tissue Massage 
i.X.i Coupon for $10 to Spend on 

Audible corn 

.Xi RO-Oar Racing for Two or Party 

for Ten 

Automotive Detailing ::~:+~; :: One Custom Wine Label on a 

Bottle of Wine 

Durham Durham Online 
RC--Csl Rs.oi~~g for Two of A<.~tomotive Det~s=iiiisg ©I~e Custo,,",s Wi~’.,~: l.ab~:i oI~ ~:~ 
F":~rty Ion" ":’~",, Davenport Customs L’,,o~ti~ o~ ’,.,.’\~itx~ 

Ho-B RC Park WineGreeting.com 

~iI Online Bartending Course with 

Certification 

$30 to Spend on Food and 

Drink 
i.X.i City Skyline Print 

Online Raleigh 
©isiil% B~s=rt<:isdi~q’i Co=.iIs~: $’~!:0 to Spe,,",d oI~ Food a,,",d 

witl" C~:i tificatio~~ Drilq.: 

Professional Bartender’s School The Twisted Fork 

Online 
(’:.itS.’ Skyii~’.,a" ,~’hiI~t 
Imagekind 

Personalize your deals by D~aw~’,i~.,’a,s’ the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: [] [] 
setti~&~ y~l,~ ~sl~J~:l~n~.e:!.~, your iPhone or Android device 

r~ds mosssge wss sent t.s the to~lo,Mn9 e-hs~d~ :~ddres~s: ~:=-~son@uncsa ~hc..sdu ~’~ot h~te~¢sfed in ,\maT.on I.ocs~ emails ? ~t’s 

~_~ ~.s :~n s:.~bsc;~be ~- ~u~e to ~d LocalDe~@a~z.s~ corn to you~ ~ddr~_99 book .st sate 9e~e~s I~ ~.s our ~-~9 ~e~ to 

you= ~-=box 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraly@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:44 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ECNL Phoenix Rosters/Schedule Available on SportsBoard 



Flt~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 12:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Stand Up to Bullying (New Hampshire) 

i~i September Loco 

Click to view this email in a browser 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



Senti Wed n e sda ~iN~ve ~b 320~ 3205 ~M 
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Featured Categories 

’i"ools & Home Improvemer~t Patio, La~,"~,n & Garde..’~ 



Electronics Deals 
Savi~gs o~ the latest technology See more 

d, V deo & A. d e Cu, ~p~e ~ ,~. Ac~e~o, e~ 

i~i MF’3 Playsrs, Por~ble Speakers & Accsssories 

MP3 Piayers, Poltsble ~>p~,kel~ ,~. Ac~e~ol ~e~ Tech Accessories 

Entertainment DeaJs 
Give e~terta#~me~t this ~o~k~ay See more 



Sports Coikctibks 



Ciothing V~Sare ho use Deals 





BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:16 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Custom Photo Calendar] Hypnotherapy 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e." y<;~.i,~ ~.’,l-.~ee.:>’.,nces i Lh~s~.it~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

Custom Photo Calendar with Free 
Shipping 
Printerpix 

Redeem Online 

Savings 54% 

i~ Custom Photo Calendarwith Free 
...... Shipping 

Hypnotherapy: 60 or 90 Minutes 
Alan Konell Hypnotherapy 

320r) Five Forks Rd, Chapel Hill 

~ 7,9 miles away (ir<~m veur ,~,’.,i~’:~:~I’, ~’,dd,~4 :s~) 

Savings 67% 

i.X Hypnotherapy: 60 or 90 Minutes 

Eve~ More DeNs 

~i $60 to Spend on Acid-Free 

Coffee 

X Dance Lesson Package i.X.i Massage: 60 or 90 Minutes 

X:: One-Hour Reiki Session 

D~_lrham 

Fred Astaire Dance Studio 

MixPics 350 Package: 

...... Scanning and Storage for u p to 

350 Photos, Slides, or 

Negatives 

Durham 

Massage Kneads 

::~:*;;:: Custom Lay-Flat Hardcover 

Photo Book 

Chapel Hill 

The Healing Meadow Holistic 
Spa 

Online 
MiYPic~ 350 P~::,’:.i ~::~?e: 

t’) 350 Pi’,<’to.~L Sii!.i!~a~ <,.r 

Online 
Custom L.~y-,~-’-I.~t H~::~dc~:~’,.:e~ 

Picabeo 



~i One-Hour Swedish or Deep- 

Tissue Massage 

PhotoBin 

% Coupon for $10 to Spend on 

Audible.com 

::X:: Platin u m Sonic Multi-Mode ¯ ..... 
Toothbrush Kit 

Durham Online Online 
Ois<~--Ho(.~i SwedK..t~ o~" Deep- Coupe,,", "..’hi $’I 0 to Sp~,~~d ois H~’,tiis=.iI="., SoI@’.. M=.ilti~Me<X: 
Tiss-.ie M:’.’.ss:’.’.ge Audible.corn Ioo(l:b~ssl: Kit 
Body Language Therapeutic Audibb.com Smile Bright Store 
Massage 

:KII RO-Oar Racing for Two or Party 

..... for Ten 

Online Bartendin9 Course with 

...... Certification 

::~:: One Custom Wine Label on a 

...... Bottle of Wine 

Durham 
RC..Cs/ Rsci~’,,~1 f,.’,~ ’1"we of 

Ho-B RC Park 

Online Online 
O,,",ih",,<’, g:,,’,pb’,,,",di,,",{? Ceu!s<’, Oi’~e Ous,’,e,,"P Wi",e Lsbei eI’~ :~" 

wi{i",, Oei’{~i,’8~ien @o~[ie o~ ’,.,.’\&~’e 
Professional Bartender’s School WineGreeting.com 

Personalize your deals by ,,".,~.-~wn~s;:’,8 the frec Araazon Local app on Follow us: ~ [] 
~s~,,’£in,,’~ yos~" ~,~,,’i~,,~,,’ii~i-:~s;. your iPhonc or Android device 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kimly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

SportsBoard Chameleon, ECNL Phoenix and Bethesda Rosters 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii                                               iiiiix~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Fa// Recruiting Updates and Tournaments 

D Women’s Soccer Customers, 

~[wo important items: 

I 1 
1. SportsBoard Chameleon: We have just released a new version of our [ I 
App called Spor~Board Chameleon, Please download and start using 
Chameleon instead of the prior versioris of Soccer ScOUtr Chameleon 

I I 
fixes the iOS7 issues with the Soccer Scout as ,,/ell as other items, and is I 

I 
and more stable and raliabte, than Soccer Scout. 

I I 
~- To download it, go to the App Store and search for SportsBoard 

................................................................ Chameleon. It i~ a completely dFferent App from ooccer Scout, is free, 

and will sit. on your iPad alorlg v¢ith Soccer Scout urg.il you dele[e Soccer 

~sco,~t 
I I 

The only visible differences you will notice between Chameleon and 

Soccer Scout are <1 )the tabs are on the right side of the lower right 

re.qion of the screen, and they scroll, and (2) tlqe Text Notes. All Notes. 
I I 

Shota/Sta~ tabs have their own buttons beneath the tabs, a,so on the 
I I 

 right 
I I 

Tourneys This Weekend: ,f you are attending ECNL Phoenix or 
I I 

B ethesda this weekend, please let us know if you would fike the rosters 

to your account. Marilou McFadane, our VP of Business 

will be in Phoenix or, Friday and would love to meet you in 

rson. Call or text her rat 415.272.2468 

e et. 

Oag~ey 
s p o ~ts B o a rd 

5 847 5c67 
"v~’v~’vv.spo£sboard-wi,’,,.com 

i’Mobile Player Assessment Sok, tions - THE FUTURE IS NOW’ 
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~i ~:~::~_~;~o~r,~ .Yg.~!~:.~:~.Q~. ~.9:~.~.Y.’.~...~.9.~!~. ~.~..~. 

X:: .................................. 
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Electronics 

S~arp 32..Ir~ci~ LED HOTV for Or~iy $248 PiaySta[ion 4 Lau~ches Friday 



67% Off F’olk Audio FIX VV~reless S!.nmu~,d 50% ~~ More Ofi Select Fiash Mem~~y 
Sound 

Hottest Toys & Games of 2013 

Pre-o~der the Disney it;finite Bundle Only at Skyiande~s SV’VAP Force St;~te~ Pack 

Up to ,:o ,4~ Off ..e~ec, ..a. Cons.ruc,,on Machines Up to Off Select Toy Advent Calendars 

Savings with Style 





i ...... 

j iX besignio Designed fo: tt:e Des:gr~e: in "~ou Bro~i~a~- ScenNC~;t CM ~00D~,,~ Home snd Hobby 
..... Outtln9 M~chine’,^;ith a Bulit.ln :.:~r, neE+ 

Designio, Designed for the Designer in ~’ou Brother c~cani’qCLit C~110uDtvl Home and Hobb!; 
Gutting Machine wit+~ s Builtoin Scanner 

Gifts for Kids 
M~Ri~g ~ ~ist, checki~g it twice See mo~e 

Pdiusio;~l instrumer;t Cifts lot" Kids Under $,50 20% Off Select Kids’ Bikes fiom Dir~mendback 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Gifts for Kids from Home. Kitchen & Gabden Up to 50% Off Bestseliing Children’s Mag;~zin+.s 

For the Little Ones 
F~om p~ayt+m÷ to p~es~hool p~ep See mo~e 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Save up to 3F~ or~ s.:.ele~.! Disne7 Preschooi ~:e,,,orites 

Buy One 8eiect Melisea & Doug Toy and Get 8ave 8p to 35% en 8eiect L)ie,,’~ey Pres(:i~ool 
One 40% Off Favorites 

i~ gave i0~ o:, Fisi:er Pr:ce Pisc~.:ve-sr:d Pisy k:ck ::X:: Ss,,,e 40% o:~ Seiec~ ALE,,, Toys 
....... Pisno G’¢m ....... 

Save 10% on Fisher P,qee Discover and Piav Save 40°.6 on Select ALEX Toys 
Kick Piano (:’ym 

° ° 

Tech Toys 
B~ew a~d pop~a~ ~ic~s i~ gadgets a~d 9i~mos See rno~’e 

Discover the New Kids Editio,,’~ 8ams!.i~g Galaxy I-~eadphorses Kids Wiil Love foi $12.99 
Tab 3 



i ...... 

[c~is 

Kindle Fire HD ior $i39 Up to 40% Off Selec[ VTech Infant arm P~eschooi 
Toys 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Note tt Explore 

[~ Nave, .’Miss a D~-ai with ~he ,t~ ......... i But~c,r, App Xi H’slic’aR-Ther’led Pet Tc~s and A .............. ies 

Neve~ Miss a De~l witi~ the Am;~zor; I Button; App HolidayoThemed Pet Toys ;~nd Accessories 

[~:: /km=szon Gift C=srds: Free Gift B,ss,: and One-Day :~i Shop Gifts Deals and Track y’c, i3f Holida,i Psck,sges 

Shop Gifts, De;~i.% and Track Your Holiday Amazon Gift C;~ds: F~’ee Gift S(~x ~:~nd One° 
....................................................................... F~,CK~,~,.-.~ ¢,~Ith ~h,~ Ama~.(~n .pp Day ~.mlpplng ............................................................................................................................................. 



NOV 





~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

% 

Amazon.corn <,store news@amazon.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 3:14 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

I,aunch Anno~mcement: Am~onSmile 

Introducing AmazonSmile 
We are excited to announce the launch of AmazonSmile. Now when you shop at 

smile.amazon.com, Amazon will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the 

charitable organization of your choice. AmazonSmile is simple and automatic. It’s the same 

Amazon you know. Same products, same prices, same service. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    i    i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i   ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Choose from almost a million charities including: 



i~i 

charity: water American Red Cros~ The Nature Conservancy 

DoSomething.org Search for your favorite 

mocal charity 

% 



Season 6 I November, 2013 

Join the conversation. 

to get even more educational content. 

we c o m e to s e as o n six 
 t,s hard to bo,eve th,s a, started 

I ~ I with an idea and a handful of local I ~-i I 
I I basketball officials in Southern New I I 
I I Jesey. But today, 60 Seconds on I I 

Officiating turns six years old! 
I I 

As we venture into our new season we look back I I 
at some of our accomplishments that could not I I 
have been done without the support of our I I 
dedicated subscribers --- and that’s you! 

I I 

Ref60.com (the digital home of 60 Seconds on I 
I 

Officiating) has experienced over 100,000 visitors I 
I 

to the website with over 1/2 million article 
downloads since the beginning, just five years ago. This makes YOU part of the 
largest online basketball officiating community in the world. 

So what’s new for 2014 ? 

¯ Volume 2 of Beyond the Rules (see below) is available in both print and 

electronic download- providing best practices, tips, and techniques for high 
school and collegiate officials. Check it out by visiting qobeyondtherules.com. 

In the next couple of weeks we will be releasing a printed compilation of 

the first five seasons for 60 Seconds on Officiating. We’re pulling articles out 
of the archives and packaging them all in one easy to read resource. Stay 
tuned for more on this in early December. 

¯ We’re ratcheting up our "social presence" on Twitter, Facebook, and 

Linkedln -- so join the conversation online to get even more snippets of 
officiating wisdom. 

¯ Finally, coming in December you will see a revamped website - along with a 

mobile version- for accessing articles, videos, and all the great content on 
the road. 

And as always, your financial support of our print and electronic publications allows 
us to provide cutting edge educational content throughout the entire basketball 
season. 

As we get ready to crank up the new season with fresh content ... make sure to 
check out a couple of these great articles we’ve dusted off from seasons gone bye 
and bring to our new and long time subscribers alike. 

ARTlrCLE "Jump to,a. Good Start in Every.,. Game" 

Going bythe.oo. ,, 
ARTICLE Dealing with Abusive Fans 

~est of,uck ~n your omc~at~ng season and we ,ook forward to hearing from you 
throughout the year. 

Yours in officiating, 

Billy Martin I Tim Malloy I AI Battista 



~i Visit ~Nw.gobeyondtherules.com for more info 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                 ~i~i~x00Mo0, .... p~                 i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Copyright 2013 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:09 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

E1 Rincon I PC Maintenance i and 1 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e" yo~.i,~ ~}l-,e.fe:>’.,,qces i Lh~s~.it~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

$16 to Spend on Food and Drink 

El Rincon 

3808 Guess Road, Durham 

~" 10.8 miles away (!u:,,m yo~.ir i’-,.i~’,,~z::~’,, ~.~dd,~e,.;:9 

8avir!gs 50’% 

ii.~ $16 to Spend on Food and Drink 

PC Maintenance and Virus Removal 

Price Right Computer Repair 

1058 W Club Bird, Durham 

~ 9,2 miles away (i~ ~,"t ~’eur Am:~z,:m P, dd,~ ss) 

Savings 53% 

iX PC MaintenanceandVirus Removal 

R6sum6 Writing Services 

Guaranteed Resumes 

Redeem Online 

Savmqs 65% 

i.~ R6su me Writing Services 

Eve~ More Deals 

~ii One-Hour Reiki Session Dance Lesson Package i.X.i Massage: 60 or 90 Minutes 

Chapel Hill 

The Healin9 Meadow Hofistic 
Spa 

Durham 

Fred Astaire Dance otudio 

Durham 

Massage Kneads 



~ii MixPics 350 Package: 

Scanning and Storage for up to 

350 Photos, Slides, or 

Negatives 

Custom Lay-Flat Hardcover 

Photo Book 
i.X.i One-Hour Swedish or Deep- 

Tissue Massage 

Xi Platin u m Sonic M ulti-Mode 

Toothbrush Kit 

One Custom Wine Label on a 

Bottle of Wine 

::~:: RC-Car Racing for Two or Path! 

for Ten 

Online Online Durham 
~-"i::~ti",t.=m Por’,,ic ~Vsi,~i.,M<,,d~ O,,",e Cus’~,.’,",s ’,,,.’\~i,~’e Lsbei ,.’,,,", ::~ ~’,~C.C,..’,~" ~"~ss#s{t ~or Two o,~ 
T <, <,i t.,, b~ u s i’, i<: ii Betl I~ o I ~Hi,~’,~ ~.~.’. ,~ ty ",,*e = Te I~ 
Smile Bright Store WineGreeting.com Ho=B RC Park 

~:: City Skyline Print Hypnotherapy: 60 or90 Minutes ::X:: $60 to Spend on Acid-Free 

....... Coffee 

Online Chapel Hill Online 
City Sl<yhtse i:-"ri,,’,,{ I’,!y...’,’,",o"b,e~8¢y: 60 <,,r 90 $60 {o Spe",d <,,,,", Asid.,’’tee 
Imagekind ,,".,~ i ,,’., -.i ~e s ©::ff~<:e 

Alan Konell Hypnotherapy Tybrs Coffee LLC 

Personalize your deals by D~’,~’~’i~io,8~>,’ the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: ~ [] 
s~ ~" ~,~ y~’~ ~ ~;~-~’fe~-~’,~ ~’,~ :s your iPhone or Android device 

This em:~il ws:s s~s~ from a no~ifics~io:~ only ~sms~i address ths:~ csm~ot scc,spt incoming9 em:~i~ } 2)! ~, Ams~’o:~ LOC:~I o~ its 

st"~stes. ~\~ ri~ht:s r~s~rved /~-n~zon ~oc~l ~-:d the ~\maT.on LOCSl ~ogo ~k¢ tr~dcmsr~ .3f ~n-:~2o~ corn ~-:c or it~ ~ffi~tcs 

A~a~o~ I.oc~i ..110 Terry i~,,e~HJe h~ :~.;eattle. WA.qSI0~:~-{:210. Re[~enc~: ~.q160090 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyris Lis~tManager <lyris-noreply@listserv.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:55 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: your unsub~ribe request 

You have been unsubscribed from ’seanc’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <storemews@amazon,com> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 3:07 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

New and Similar to "How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of Character" by Paul Tough 

% 

Hew Book Release 

The P~b~ic Schoo~ Adva~tag÷: Why 
P~b~ic Schools Outperform Private 
Schools 
Sar~,h Theuie Lubienski 

Paoerback S1392 KindleEditlor::S999 

Near ,~ ]:qe whole of America’s pa.’~lsap poii~lcs ce.n’.:ers on a 

sin qle question: Can markets solve our social problems? And 

for years t~is ouestion has played out ferociously in the 

eeoa~:es aoou[ nowwe SDOUIO eouca[e our cn,eren From the 
gro’¢z[R of VOlJOtlers and charter schools to [ne    ~ead ."~l!;r~.~ 

&*F 

The P[emise of . Educebo!; Te~,>cher: The. 

Find Great De~ls on Millions of Items Storewide follow us [] [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 6:07 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Christmas Tree with Delivery j Custom Canvas Prints 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e" yo~.i,~ ~}l-ef,e.:>’.,nces j iJr~s~.ibs crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i FiveStar Christmas TreeCo. 

Christmas Tree with Delivery 

BL Christmas Trees 

Redeem Online 

8avir!gs 58% 

i~ ChristmasTreewith Delivery 

Custom Canvas Prints or Collage Plus 
Free Shipping 
Canvas Focus 

Redeem OnJine 

i-: :::’ ~i": 

s: 
~38’/:r~g.q 7! % 

iX Custom Canvas Prints or Collage Plus 

Free Shipping 

Eve~ More DeNs 

~i Resu me Writing Services % $16toSpend on Food and 

Drink 

::X:: One-Hour Reiki Session ...... 

Online 

Guaranteed Resumes 

.Xi Massage: 60 or 90 Minutes 

Durham 
$1~S to Spe,,",d oI~ Food ~,,",d 
Dririi< 
El Rincon 

Dance Lesson Package 

Chapel HIll 
O~’,~>Ho,,Ir R~:iki Sessiei~ 
Tile Healing Meadow Holistic 
Spa 

::::+:]:: PC MaintenanceandVirus 

Removal 

Durham 
b"is?ssr:ge: 6C c’,,," 90 Mi~’,~.p~es 
Massage Kneads 

Durham 

Fred Astaire Dance Studio 

Durham 
PC MaiI~t<~~a,,",c<~ slsd Viius 

Price Right Computer Repair 



~i Custom Lay-Flat Hardcover 

Photo Book 

% One-HourSwedish orDeep- 

Tissue Massage 

::X:: Custom PhotoCalendarw~h ...... 
Free Shipping 

.Xi Hypnotherapy: 60 or 90 Minutes MixPics 350 Package: 

...... Scanning and Storage for u p to 

350 Photos, Slides, or 

Negatives 

::~:+~;:: RC-Car Racing for Two or Path! 

...... for Ten 

Personalize your deals by [~.~.~’~’,i~.,’;,.,:.," the free Amazon Local app on Follow ~s: [] [] 
:.~etti~&~ y~l,~ ~~l~J~:’l~l~.e:!.~, your iPhoee or Android device 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 7:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruiter RESOURCE Update - November 2013 - $7.00 Best Seller STEAL! 

iNi http:iA~Nw.t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/ima ges/Ema ilU pdateMain Header.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - November 2013 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A special note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody] 

~7,00 Best Se]ler 

For the next 36 hours, you can steal the Best-Seller Inside Recruitinq-VoL 4 book for just $7,00. That’s a 75% savings off the retail price! 

Take advantage of this phenomenal offer NOW! 

STEAL IT HERE: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/gook-Details.aspx?lD=13 

® The Success Factors Scales -Athletics Edition (www.succe%factorsscales. cam) has been the #1 mental metric online assessment resource for college coaches and 
players for the past 10 years. 

Recruiting Proposal 15-3 went into effect for Division I schools in August. NCAA administration believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the premier 

self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 15-3 guidefines. If your school participates in the 

program, .i? :r~;<;:,;":: ::::::s.~ .~.:<;=:.; ~::: ~:,:~~,:~" of your Division I budget to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some 

mental Analyties data on your team. Contact ~our Compliance O~ficer for all the details and to request the funding. 

Special Drier. Since the NCAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 16-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division I!, Division III, 

NAIA, ® and junior college programs that are interested in utilizing the Success Factors Scales -Athletics Edition with your teams. Call me at 1-800-293-1676 if you’re 

interested in these special discounts. 

st Beginning October i , I am offering sport psychology consulting services for college players and coaches vie telephone/computer. I’ve been providing mental 
toughness training workshops and other sport psychology services since 1987. If you’re interested in this service or hove any questions, coil me at 1-800-293-1676. 

[ ii~iI http://~w~v t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/images/ErnailU pdatePa geHeader gif 

TOP ~ECRUITERS SECRET RESOURCE 

THE RE~RUlTERS BIBLE, the massive recruiting manual (500+ pages, 18 tabbed sections), is the most vital resource you will ever need in your recruiting library] 

Transform yourself into a championship recruiter immediately! 

Order here: http:iithebestcollegerecruiter.comiBook-Details.aspx?lD=:14 

..................................................................................... 

NEW gOOK DIVULGES RECRUmNG SECRETS OF LEGENDARY COACHES! 

Do you ever wonder how Barry Switzer recruited all those great football players to Oklahoma, or Tom Osborne to Nebraska, or Hayden Fry to Iowa, or R.C. Slocum 

to Texas A&M, or Gary Barnett to Colorado? 

Selling Saturdays is a collection of recruiting concepts that these legendary football coaches utilized to build their championship programs. These Hall of Fame 

coaches knew how to sell, and you get all their secrets in this outstanding book. Every coach in every sport, especially football coaches who recruit, should add this 

valuable resource to their personal library. 



Check out all the details and order your copy now: http://seliingsaturdays.com/ 

............................................................................. 

UPDATE: SPECIALTY FEATURED PRODUCTS .......................................................................... 

Check out these Featured Products, good until November 30, 2013. 

http:!ithebestcollegerecruiter.com!featured-products.asp× 

Complete Recruiters LibrawTM here: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/RecruitersoLibrary.asp× 

This message is not spare, if you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.corn. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 6:24 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Shaft’s Berries Personalized Stamper 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e." y(;u,~ ~.’,re.Le.=>’.,nces ] Lh~aut~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

$30 to Spend at Shaft’s Berries 

Shari’s Berries 

Redeem Online 

Sa~,in~ s 50% 

ii.~ $30 to Spend at Shaft’s Berries 

Personalized Stamper with Custom 
FaceNate 
InvitationBox.cem 

Redeem Online 

iX Personalized Stamperwith Custom 

Faceplate 

Eve~ More DeNs 

~i Christmas Treewith Delivery % Custom Canvas Prints or 

Collage Plus Free Shipping 
i.X.i Massage: 60 or 90 Minutes 

Online Online 
Chrit~tn~s’,s "[’fee with .)¢:iivery C=.i:~to,,"," C~:~was ?~IiI~t*.. or 

BL Christmas Trees (:.oli:~g~: F-"i~.~:~ ~"r~’,,:" ~:~i’,ippi",9 

Canvas Focus 

Durham 

Massage Kneads 

iXi Dance Lesson Package i~ii $16toSpend on Food and 
Drink 

::~:~;;:: One-Hour Swedish or Deep- 
...... 

Tissue Massage 

Durham Durham 
D::mce L.,::st<.,~-~ F~ck~,,~)e .$ i’~ to Sp¢:nd ol-" ~-c, od ~:md 

Fred Astaire Dance Studio D!i,qk 

El Rincon 

Dutharn 
O~:e-Ho<,~r Sw¢:¢lisb, of ©eep~ 
’1" ;sgt.:(? ]’,2i {~ g S :~? :" 
Body Language Therapeutic 



~ii One-Hour Reiki Session Custom Photo Calendar with 

Free Shipping 

Massage 

i.X.i MixPics 350 Package: 

Scanning and Storage for u p to 

350 Photos, Slides, or 

Negatives 

.?<i Hypnotherapy: 60 org0 Minutes RC-Car Racing for Two or Party 

...... for Ten 

::~:: PC MaintenanceandVirus 

...... Removal 

Personalize your deals by ~.,~:-~’,~,~’~;~’~ the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: ~ [] 
~’~,,’~in,,’~ ":<,o~" ~,,~~’i~:~~’ii~i-:~’~. your iPhone or Android device 

% 



~i Save 38% on the SiriusXM Satellite Radio SSV7V1 

Stratus 7 Satellite Radio 

ii~iI $400 Off a Samsung Sound Bar with Purchase of a 

Select Samsung TV 

~400 Off a Samsur~q So~nd Ba,~ with Purchas~ 

of a Select Ss,ms~nqTVJ 

SSVTVI Stratkls 7 Sstellite Radio 

g 

Calds 

i"~i Save upto 70% on Select PNYFlash MemoryCards    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



¯ __.i.~ Buy One Select Melissa & Doug Toy and Get One 
40% Off 

One Select MeJissa & Dou~ a~,d Get 

One 40% Off 

i’~ $10 Off Star Wars, Vintage Collection: Villain Set 

(Sand People, Boba Fett & Snaggletooth) 

i i’~ Up to 50% off Select Men’s Boot by Sorel and 

Columbia 

Coiumbia 

ii~iI Get up to 35% off LeapFrog Toys 

Get ~o to 35% off Les~ 

~ ~so~ Of~Select P .... ~ongers 

ii.~.iI Up to 50% off Select W .... ’s Kamik Boots 

.u.~.~..t~..5o’.’.t~.~!..~’~.!~.~.:~W~:,~.:s...~:~.iL ~:!~ 



i.~.il 86% Off Stuhrling Original Men’s Leather Watches 

i i~ 44% Off 10k Gold Swarovski Zirconia Studs (3 cttw) 

{t {t .zA.@.!:~..~.Q!\.~ R!d..A!~Y.-.-b.A~, ~41% ~.[[~,:#..!:~.[&.z~’~ #.#.-2.. 

,~;:: 50% Off or More on Select Women’s Classic &,*/eaters 

and Cashmere 

54% Off Victorinex Swiss Army Garrison Ladies Watch 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Xi 30% Off Sterling Silver S ..... ki El .... ts Crystal 

....... Aurora Borealis Heart Shape Drop Earrings 

30~1’~.~ Of 8te~ ~ S vet SW8 evsk E e "~ e~.s ..................................................................... ~ ............................ 

EarriP,~ 

ii.~.i1 50% Off Select U.S. Polo Assn Sweaters for Men 

50% Off o[ More oP, Seiect \~/omeP,’s Ciassic 50% Off Select U.S, Polo Assn, Sweaters for 

Sweaters aP, d Caslsmere MoP, 



65% Off 12-Piece Cuisinart Stainless Steel Cook’ware 

Set 

.X.i Save 20% on Select Swiss Miss Hot Cocoa Mixes 

with Instant Coupon 

.~i Save Over 20% on Oster 22-Quart Roaster Oven 

Save 20% on Walker’s Shortbread Cookies with 

Instant Coupon 

1 

:;~ill Essentially 90s MP3 Albums from $5.99 
i i~i 20 Kindle Books for $2 Each 

&s~&t’,.tjAH:~.~!£s...NP& ;~:!.#::!r~:?& f!:o~L~.5,=.~!~! ZC)..~.~[!~d[&.B".o’.o;~&.!’~!L#2 5.a..@,.. 



S .... p to 60% in the Musical Inst ...... ts N .... ber 

Savings Event 

.2~i Save 69% on the Brother CS6000i Sewing Machine iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Save ue to 60% in the Musical instrumeP, ts Save 69% on the B,~othei- CSe000i Sewin~ 

Novembel Savin&& Event Machi~’,e 

.{~i Gold Box Deals 

Home. i,(i!:cilen 8, Dinir~g 

Office & Sc~iooi Supplies 

?-I.’) ri’~ ,1! i ri’~ p rev~’!sq,s! p ~ 

Grocery 

Hes}t~ & Perso~a~ Cars 

,t,F~:4zoi~ [VIOb::::¢ /~,I~’!).~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 6:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Fused-Glass Class FaJnily Portrait ] and 1 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e" yo~.i,~ ~.’,l-efe:>’.,nces i Lh~a~.it~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

Two-Hour Fused-Glass Class for One 
Chdstal Cerrone Glass Designs 

41 Wilhelm Dr, Durham 

}* 5.3 miles away (iroi,~’, yeu~ Ai,~’,a~,oi., address.*.) 

8avir!gs 50% 

i~ Two-Hour Fused-Glass Class for One 

On-Location Family Portrait Session 
with Prints 

Lappegard Photography 

Sa~,m~ s 53% 

iX On-Location Family Portrait Session with 

Prints 

Personalized iPhone and Samsung 
Galaxy Cases with Free Shipping 
Pdnierpix 

Redeem Online 

~i !    I~~ I~~ 
::38’7:r~g8 7! % 

i.~ Personalized iPhone and Samsung 

Galaxy Cases with Free Shipping 

Eve~ More Dea~s 

i~ii Dance Lesson Package i:~!i $16toSpend on Food and 

Drink 
i.X.i One-Hour Reiki Session 

Durham 

Fred Astaire Dan :e otudie 

Durham 
$’i~3 to ;Ppe,~’,<i oI~ :’:<’<,.<i ,~,~’,<i 
DriI~i.: 
El Rincon 

Chapel Hill 
C}:".,< --Hou: R<iki S.~.s’~ ioI~ 
The Healing Meadow Holistic 
Spa 



~iii Massage: 60 or 90 Minutes Personalized Stamper with 

Custom Faceplate 
i.X.i PC MaintenanceandVirus 

Removal 

Durham Onlh~e Durham 

Massage Kneads CdstoI:"., F’~c~:pi~:~t~) ReI:".,o\.:,~l 
InvitatienBox.com Price Right Computer Repair 

.~i MixPics 350 Package: 

Scanning and Storage for up to 

350 Photos, Slides, or 

Negatives 

:~ Hypnotherapy: 60 or90 Minutes 
...... 
:::~:: Custom PhotoCalendarw~h 

Free Shipping 

~i $30 to Spend at Shari’s Berries Custom Canvas Prints or 
..... Collage Plus Free Shipping 

i.~.i Christmas Treev,4th Delivery 

Online Online Online 
$30 ~,> 8 ...’.’, e ,q {l ,..’,{ St’=~:~’i’s C~sb:,,,,"~ C:"r’,,vss ~-"rir~ts or Ci",,ris~r=’,:"s "=’,~:,e "~,,ith Deiivery 
’~.’,.e/,~ies Coli:"~ie i:-"i~.~s ~.ree ~}i’,i..".’*pi~’,9 BL Christmas Trees 
Shari’s Berries Canvas Focus 

Personalize your deals by [3~’,~’~’i~i,,,~.’,’ the free Arnazo~ Local app on Follow us: ~ [] 
~i- ~" ~,~ y~’~ ~ ~;r~,~er~,,~ ~’,i- :.; your iPhone or A~droid device 



S u bj e~ A n~ ~D~!!a ~ B!a~E ~d~ ~Oeais C~u ~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii¸ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii¸ iiiiii¸ iii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~g~i~ ~ ~i~i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

X:: .................................. 



i~ii C~ur~tdown Io Si~c~,; F~iday D~is \~ei~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Electronics 

Deals in Video Games Up [o $t50 off Selec[ Acer Compt~te~s 



::% Selecl Car~oq EOS DSi..~q Osrtl~,i’,~s F.~tai-lJ~g Ur~der i:~i $5>9 O11 ASUS VJ,,,o]ab Smerl 
....... "3m0 ...... 

Sele,;st Ca~on EQ8 DSLR Cameras St~iti~g see Oil ASUS Vivolab Small 
U~del-$700 

Electronics 

X~i 40% c,r More Off E[~iph,s~;e Guitar Packs i i~i Wireiet~t~ Prin~ers Ur~der $!00 

40% or More Off Epiphone G~ita~ Packs ~£,;lreless Pri~ters Under $100 

..a~.....e ,~ or; Sid~sXM Sateilite Radio 40% o~ More off Select Routers 



iI~ii ..................................... 



i~ii \~ishEis~Wish ,~’¢Vi:~ Sweepsta~s 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                                                                            i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Movies, Music, and Books 
Get a ~eal oh ÷~te4ail~e~t 8÷÷ more 

z z z_ 
::~.{ ~;5% O’tf F:.sst .3nd Fudcus ] ,5 C’c, il~,cxic, n on byrd, ~::nd iXi ’t~r~;z, test ~ts r,,~P3 AEbum, s f,o:-~, $5 ~;~; 
...... Siu-r’~V " .... 

65% Off FaSt and F~.~dous 1-5 Coiiectior~ on DVD Gr~.~test Hits ~,~I P3 Albums fl’om 85.99 

~nd Bk~.-ray 



sest M~:s~o ot 2O[8 .Up to SS~,~ oF Se[eot m.~[e ~,o,~z[~es 

Savings with Style 
Deals for the fas~ionista on your Hst Se.@...[[).or#. 

Jac~,;eis 

50% or More Off Women’s Leather & Fa~x Up to 60% off Beets 
L e;~tt;e ~ J~c kets 

. 
%i LIp to 70% off Top Watch Gifts                   i ::X:: 50% or IVlcre ’Off Seiect Gold ,Je’,^;ei,~," 

tip to 70% off Top VVrZch Gifts 50% or More Off Seiect Gold Jewelry 

Stocking Stuffers 
Save o~ those little extras See more 



Buy 1, Ge~ 1 50% Oil Selec[ Hair Care item 

15% Off Lindt ChocoJate Holiday Gifts 

Buy I, Get E F}0% L~ 8aEa~4 Men’s G~oom:r:g Basics 

Buy t, Get 1 505~ ell Select ~qen’s Greemir~g 
Basics 

Amazon Gift Cards 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

..... : Amazo~ Prime Includes Prime ....... Prime A~so Includes Kindle 
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Texas Tech looking into men’s basketball troubles 

USA TODAY.corn 
Texas Tech athletics director Kirby Hocutt said Wednesday evening that the school is investigating alleged 
NCAA rules violations and "dealing with a personnel component" related to the men’s basketball program. 
"We are in an unusual and unfortunate position," Hocutt told reporters, referring to recent reports that coach 
Billy Gillispie exceeded NCAA practice limits and mistreated players. 
Hocutt, who described himself as "very concerned," did not take questions. He said he had been scheduled 
to meet with Gillispie at 8 a.m. Friday. The coach checked himself into the hospital that day, telling the 
Lubbock Avalanche-3ournal he had experienced symptoms resembling a "stroke or a heart attack." He 
remained hospitalized Wednesday evening. 
"Obviously we have not had a chance to get together to discuss the issues that are on the table," Hocutt 
said. "We remain concerned about coach Gillispie’s health. We want him to make a full recovery and move 
forward with that .... We will continue to gather facts and we will continue to move forward with the NCAA 
rules component as well as the personnel component as expeditiously as possible." 
According to CBSSports.com, Gillispie forced injured players to practice and routinely exceeded NCAA practice 
rules. Hocutt said the school investigated and reported secondary violations regarding excessive practice time 
last 3anuary. NCAA rules limit teams to 20 practice hours each week during the seasons, and to no more 
than four hours in a session. 
"We used to go more than four hours all the time," former guard Kevin Wagner told CBSSports.com. 
Gillispie, 52, formerly coach at Kentucky, Texas A&M and Texas-El Paso, has been Tech’s coach since 
March 2011. The Red Raiders were 8-23 overall and 1-17 in Big 12 play in 2011-12. Six players left the 
program after the season. 

Gillespie entered a substance-abuse program in 2009 after an arrest for drunken driving, his third in 10 
years, 
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Ocean State University produces a nightly radio show. On tomorrow night’s show, the institution would like 
to have Toss Sweep, a current football student-athlete, participate as a guest. 
Is it permissible for Toss to participate on the radio show? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 12.5.3 states that (a) During the Playing Season. During the playing season, a student- 
athlete may appear on radio and television programs (e.g., coaches’ shows) or engage in writing projects 
when the student-athlete’s appearance or participation is related in any way to athletics ability or prestige, 
provided the student-athlete does not receive any remuneration for the appearance or participation in the 
activity. The student-athlete shall not make any endorsement, expressed or implied, of any commercial 
product or service. The student-athlete may, however, receive actual and necessary expenses directly 
related to the appearance or participation in the activity. A student-athlete participating in media activities 
during the playing season may not miss class, except for class time missed in conjunction with away-from- 
home competition or to participate in a conference-sponsored media day. (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/14/97, 
1/9/06, 4/27/06) 

(b) Outside the Playing Season. Outside the playing season, a student-athlete may participate in media 
activities (e.g., appearance on radio, television, in films or stage productions or participation in writing 
projects) when such appearance or participation is related in any way to athletics ability or prestige, provided 
the student-athlete is eligible academically to represent the institution and does not receive any remuneration 
for such appearance or participation. The student-athlete may not make any endorsement, expressed or 
implied, of any commercial product or service. The student-athlete may, however, receive legitimate and 
normal expenses directly related to such appearance or participation, provided the source of the expenses is i~i~ 
the entity sponsoring the activity. (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/14/97) 
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Dub L. Hit is a volleyball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Dub graduated during the spring 2012 
semester completing 5 degree applicable hours that term. Since Dub did not fulfill the 6 hour requirement, is 
she eligible to compete during the fall 2012 semester? 
For purposes of this scenario, Dub met all other progress toward degree requirements. 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/24/12-Graduation and Credit-Hour Requirements (I) Date 
Published: August 24, 2012- states that a student-athlete who receives a baccalaureate degree is not 
required to have met the credit-hour requirements in the preceding regular academic term or terms in order 
to be eligible for competition in the regular academic term immediately following the receipt of the degree. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.6 (additional 
requirements -- football), 14.4.3.1.6.1 (regaining eligibility for two contests), 14.4.3.1.6.2 (regaining full 
eligibility -- one-time exception), and 14.4.3.5 (exceptions to progress-toward-degree rule)] 
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Coach claims Mississippi State booster paid 
player 
USAToday.com 
A 7-on-7 coach in Nashville alleges former Nississippi State booster Robert Denton Herring made cash 
payments to then-recruit Will Redmond and arranged for complimentary lodging and meals for the coach, 
according to Yahoo! Sports. 
The Yahoo! Sports report details several recruitinq violations and arrives a day following Byron De’Vinner’s 
revelation to Head to Head radio and The Clarion-Ledger that he once witnessed a booster provide 
Redmond, a Nemphis East High player, an estimated $200 in a handshake in 2011. 
De’Vinner explains, at length, the details of the alleged recruiting violations and how former MSU receivers 
coach Angelo Mirando and the booster wanted the 7-on-7 coach to "take the blame" for the violations 
involving the booster, De’Vinner says. He also claims Herring dealt with more than one player. 
Attempts by the Clarion-Ledger, beginning in August, to reach Herring have been unsuccessful. 
More from the Yahoo! report: 
De’Vinner said he believes Mirando was the only Mississippi State staff member who knew "Denton" Herring 
was committing recruiting violations. 
"I don’t think there were no other coaches in the know, but Denton was dealing with a lot of players over 
there," De’Vinner said. "Will was the one caught up, but he was dealing with a lot of players." 
De’Vinner provided Yahoo! Sports with hotel bills and other documentation to back up his claims of violations. 
Under NCAA rules, benefits to a third party associated with a prospect are impermissible from any 
representative of a university. That includes boosters, and Herring -- a season-ticket holder prior to being 
disassociated -- fits the definition of a booster. 
De’Vinner said Herring arranged a complimentary stay for the coach at the Old Wavedy Resort in West 
Point, Miss., in mid=3anuary when De’Vinner accompanied Redmond on a recruiting visit to Starkville. 
De’Vinner backed up his claims by providing Yahoo! Sports with a receipt for his hotel stay. 
MSU assistant coaches Chris Wilson, Tony Hughes and Nelvin Smith are named in the story, but De’Vinner 
doesn’t believe they were aware of the arrangement. 
"I know for a fact (the Mississippi State coaches) didn’t have any idea how it was arranged," De’Vinner says 
in the report. "Denton told me to ask for Shane (Williams, director of lodging at Old Waverly) when I got to 
the front desk. Shane and I talked for a while before I went to my room. He told me I would be the only 
one in the cottage that night. I was so amazed at how nice the room was with the marble floors. I didn’t 
want to leave. When I met the coaches and the recruits parents at some hibachi restaurant is when I told 
everyone about where I was staying and how nice it was. The coaches told me they usually go out there 
and play golf." 
Herring also arranged complimentary meals for De’Vinner in West Point on several trips to Starkville, 
according to the report. As reported on ClarionLedger.com on Tuesday, De’Vinner interviewed at Nississippi i~i~ 
State for a position in the football office in 3anuary. De’Vinner tells Yahoo! Sports that interview spanned 
seven hours and included a face-to-face meeting with coach Dan lullen. 
"The interview was supposed to be a formality to pretty much get Will (to sign)," De’Vinner says in the 
report. "But after I interviewed it shocked them, because of the way I sold myself, and it went from being a 
formality to they wanted to hire me. Compliance wasn’t sure because I didn’t have any experience in the 
position, and so did the athletic director (Scott Stricklin)." 
Redmond allegedly accepted more than one payment from Herring during his recruitment. De’Vinner claims 
he first met Herring at a tailgate prior to NSU’s home game against South Carolina on Oct. 15, 2011, and 
witnessed money exchange hands. Herring also called Redmond during a visit to Starkville on 3an. 14, 
De’Vinner said. 
"At that point in time, Will told me, ’I got to get with Denton, I need some more money.’ " De’Vinner says in ::::~ 
the story. "I said, ’More money? Honey for what?’ He said, ’He’s already gave me some. I need some 
more.’ I said, ’Will, you need to chill out. This is going to get you in trouble.’ " 



Redmond, a Memphis native, signed with MSU in February. De’Vinner was not hired by MSU, but Mullen, 
De’Vinner says, invited him to speak at a coaching clinic in the spring and received $700 from the university 
for a speaking fee and to cover lodging and travel expenses during the three-day clinic. 
De’Vinner told the Clarion-Ledger in August that he had cooperated with NCAA investigators and MSU’s 
compliance department during the investigation. Redmond, a freshman, has not played or suited up for MSU 
through two games this season. 
MSU has been working with the NCAA to examine a "potential recruiting irregularity" over the last several 
months but has not provided further details since Mirando resigned Aug. 19 for "unforeseen personal 
issues." ESPN has since reported Mirando’s exit was because of the NCAA’s investigation. Stricklin would not 
comment on DeMnner’s accusations and referred to an Aug. 23 statement, which promises "further details" 
when the investigation is complete. 
MSU distanced itself from a booster who had "impermissible contact" with a recruit and might have engaged 
in other NCAA rules violation in the summer, according to documents provided to The Clarion-Ledger on Aug. 
28. The booster refused "multiple" requests by MSU’s compliance department to be interviewed by an NCAA 
representative, according to a letter dated July 13 and written by MSU’s outside counsel. 
Mirando has not responded to numerous interview requests. 
PLEASE NOTE: This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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))i 

Boot Leg is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Boot was significantly injured during 
the season last year and was told he will never again be able to participate in the sport. Boot really wants to 
stay at OSU to complete his degree and remain a part of the football program, so the coaches are allowing 
him to keep his full scholarship and serve as an undergraduate assistant coach. OSU is closed for a week in 
October for fall break, but Boot is unable to go home to see his family. The coaches would like to pay Boot 
to do some extra clerical jobs during that week. Since Boot is receiving a full athletic scholarship, is OSU 
permitted to provide Boot with additional compensation during this vacation period? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 12/6/95-Employment of Undergraduate Assistant Coach in 
Athletics Department- states that it is not permissible for an institution to provide additional compensation 
(in excess of the value of a full grant) to an undergraduate coach for coaching duties performed during a 
vacation period. [References: NCAA Bylaws 11.02.5-(e) (coach, undergraduate assistant); 15.02.4.3-(c) 
(exempted institutional financial aid); 15.2.6.3 (Christmas vacation employment); and NCAA Interpretations 

Committee minute, 10/07/93, Item No. 2)] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:08 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/18/12- 12.4.1, 12.5.2.1- Endorsing Politica] CaJ~didate 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/19/12- 13.6.7.9, 13.7.3- PersonaJized Recruiting Aids 
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Wilson and Spalding are two prospective student-athletes interested in playing soccer at Ocean State 
University (OSU). Wilson will be visiting OSU’s campus this weekend on an expense paid visit (official 
visit). Spalding will also be visiting OSU’s campus this weekend, but she will be paying her own expenses 
(unofficial visit). 
Which of the following is true? 
A. OSU can personalize the hotel room for Wilson with signs and posters and can allow her to walk on the 
field with the team prior to a home contest this weekend. 

B. OSU can personalize the hotel room for Spalding with signs and posters and can allow her to walk on the 
field with the team prior to a home contest this weekend. 

C. Neither A or B are permissible 

D. Both A and B are permissible 

The answer is C. NC,~u~ Bylaws 13.6.7.9 and 13.7.3 state that an institution may not arrange 
miscellaneous, personalized recruiting aids (e.g., personalized jerseys, personalized audio/visual scoreboard 
presentations) and may not permit a prospective student-athlete to engage in any game-day simulations 
(e.g., running onto the field with the team during pregame introductions) during an unofficial visit. 
Personalized recruiting aids include any decorative items and special additions to any location the prospective 
student-athlete will visit (e.g., hotel room, locker room, coach’s office, conference room, arena) regardless 
of whether the items include the prospective student-athlete’s name or picture. (Adopted: 8/5/04, Revised: 
5/14/05, 4/27/06) 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:05 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/24/12- 12.1.2.1.6, 16.02.3- Preferential Treatment vs. Extra Benetit 
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DID YOU KNOW... 
There is a difference between extra benefits and preferential treatment? 
*The provision of extra benefits involve institutional staff members or boosters 

*Preferential treatment occurs when institution does not have knowledge of the treatment, 

benefit or services being provided to the individual 

Clay Court is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Clay asks his coach to call the pro at 
a tennis club in his hometown, so that he can have some free court time during the Thanksgiving holiday. 
The coach arranges for Clay to hit balls free of charge. This tennis club offers student discount rates 
throughout the year. 
Does this arrangement constitute a violation? 
Yes, other college students are not able to play for free. They pay a discounted rate. 
Is this an extra benefit or preferential treatment? 
This arrangement is an extra benefit because of the coach’s involvement. 
Would this arrangement still be a violation if the coach was not involved? 

Yes, the violation would be preferential treatment. 

12.1.2.1.6 Preferential Treatment, Benefits or Services. 

Preferential treatment, benefits or services because of the individual’s athletics reputation or skill or pay-back 
potential as a professional athlete, unless such treatment, benefits or services are specifically permitted 
under NCAA legislation. 

16.02.3 Extra Benefit. 

An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the 
institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit 

not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student=athletes or their relatives or 
friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to 
the institution’s students or their relatives or friends or to a particular segment of the student body (e.g., 
foreign students, minority students) determined on a basis unrelated to athletics ability. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/25/12- 14.1.8.1, 14.5.5.5- Graduate Transfer- Men’s Basketball and Baseball 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

))i 

Pick N. Roll is a basketball student-athlete at Bay State College (BSC). Pick is going to graduate at the 
conclusion of the fall 2012 semester but will have eligibility remaining for the 2013-14 academic year. BSC 
does not offer a graduate degree in Industrial Engineering, so Pick wants to transfer to Ocean State 
University (OSU) in January 2013 for graduate school. For purposes of this example, Pick meets all the 
parameters within Bylaw 14.1.8.1 and therefore is eligible for the one-time transfer exception. 
Since Pick will be a graduate student at OSU, will he be eligible to compete during the 3anuary 2013 
semester? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/21/12- Baseball or Basketball Midyear Graduate Transfer 
(I)- states that in baseball and basketball, a graduate student=athlete who qualifies for the one=time transfer 
exception but initially enrolls as a full-time student at the certifying institution after the first term of the 
academic year shall not be eligible for competition until the ensuing academic year. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.1.8.1 (one-time transfer exception), 14.5.5.3 (competition in year 
of transfer) and 14.5.5.5 (baseball and basketball -- midyear enrollee)] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 8:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/26/12- 11.7.1.1.1.4- Outside Consultants 
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})i 

The Ocean State University (OSU) Athletic Director invited Oh N. Two, a local motivational speaker, to 
come by and do a presentation for all of the OSU student-athletes. Oh played baseball in college, so he 
stopped by the field to watch practice following the presentation. During practice, Oh offered some 
instruction to the pitchers on proper technique. For purposes of this example, OSU baseball coaching staff 
includes one head coach, two assistant coaches and a volunteer coach. 
Since Oh only provided instruction one time to a select group of baseball student-athletes, is this a violation? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.1.1.1.4 states that an institution may use or arrange for a temporary consultant 
to provide in-service training for the coaching staff, but no interaction with student-athletes is permitted 
unless the individual is counted against the applicable coaching limits. An outside consultant may not be 
involved in any on- or off-field or on- or off-court coaching activities (e.g., attending practices and meetings 
involving coaching activities, formulating game plans, analyzing video involving the institution’s or opponent’s 
team) without counting the consultant in the coaching limitations in that sport. 

PLEASE NOTE: This fact pattern is an actual secondary violations case posted on LSDBi. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
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Providence, RI 02903 
jcondaras@bigeast, org 
Office: 401 BIG EAST(244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 8:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 9/27/12- 13.6.7.5- Student Host Money 
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Hook Shot is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Hook is going to serve as a 
student host this weekend for a recruit visiting campus. How much money can OSU provide per day to Hook 
for entertaining the prospect? 
A. $30 
B. $40 
c. $50 
D. $60 
The answer is 13. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.5 states that the student host must be either a current student- 
athlete or a student designated in a manner consistent with the institution’s policy for providing campus visits 
or tours to prospective students in general. The institution may provide the following to a student host 
entertaining a prospective student-athlete: [R] (Revised: 10/28/97, 11/1/00, 8/5/04) 

(a) A maximum of $40 for each day of the visit to cover all actual costs of entertaining the student host(s) 
and the prospective student-athlete (and the prospective student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians or 
spouse), excluding the cost of meals and admission to campus athletics events. The cost of entertainment 
of the institution’s athletics department staff members who accompany the prospective student-athlete is 
also excluded. If an athletics department staff member serves as the prospective student-athlete’s host, his iii:: 
or her entertainment costs must be included in the entertainment allowance. The entertainment allowance ~i~i 
may not be used for the purchase of souvenirs, such as T-shirts or other institutional mementos. It is iiiiiiii 
permissible to provide the student host with an additional $20 per day for each additional prospective ~i~i 
student-athlete the host entertains; (Revised: 1/10/90 effective 8/1/90, 1/9/96 effective 8/1/96, 5/12/05, i~i~ 
4127106, 4/26/12 effective 8/1/12) ~i~i 

(b) Complimentary meals, provided the student host is accompanying the prospective student-athlete during 
the prospective student-athlete’s official visit; and (Adopted: 1/10/92, Revised: 2/23/09) 

(c) Complimentary admissions to campus athletics events, provided the student host is accompanying the 
prospective student-athlete to the events during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit. (Revised: 
2/23/09) 
PLEASE NOTE: The allowance permitted increased from $30 to $40 a day with the adoption of 
NCAA Proposal 2011-40. This piece of legislation became effective 8/1/12. 
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Ed O’Bannon lawsuit dives into mysteries of 

NCAA’s publicity form for athletes 
AL.com 
BIRMINGHAM, Alabama -- Every year, college athletes receive a stack of papers to sign. They’re part of 
what’s called the "Student-Athlete Statement," which consists of multiple forms seeking signatures on 
everything from testing for drugs to testing for ACT/SAT scores. 
One form in this package stands out lately and says this: "You authorize the NCAA [or a third party acting 
on behalf of the NCAA (e.g., host institution, conference, local organizing committee)] to use your name or 
picture to generally promote NCAA championships or other NCAA events, activities or programs." 
That statement is a key part of the Ed O’Bannon class-action lawsuit against the NCAA, EA Sports and 
Collegiate Licensing Company over the use of college athletes’ names, images and likenesses even after 
they leave campus. 
How long can the NCAA hold those publicity rights? What rights do athletes retain by signing the form? And 
do athletes even need to sign that form in the first place to be eligible? Those questions surfaced in recent 
depositions and documents filed in the 3-year-old court case, which could be certified as a class action by 
next March. 
NCAA President Mark Emmert testified last March he doesn’t think signing the form is a requirement for an 
athlete to participate in an NCAA-sanctioned event. 
"I don’t know of an incident where that’s been an issue," Emmert said. "I believe it’s the case that there is 
not a formal requirement, but I’m not completely sure of that." 
David Berst, an NCAA Division I vice president, testified the form is voluntary and that he has never been 
told some schools tell athletes they’re ineligible for a scholarship if they don’t sign. 
’Td be pleased to ensure that it’s clearly understood that you have a choice," Berst said. "I frankly can’t 
imagine that any student-athlete would not want to be helping and be the one who might be depicted as 
promoting the next game. But if they don’t want to be, no, I’m fine with that. It makes sense to me." 
An Ithaca College survey of 213 Division I compliance officers found that 20 percent have witnessed athletes 
who did not want to sign part or all of the Student-Athlete Statement. When the survey asked if the 
document giving the NCAA promotional rights is necessary for an athlete’s eligibility, 80 percent of compliance 
officers said it is not. 
"Many said that it really doesn’t have anything to do with eligibility apart from the fact that (compliance 
officers say) in order to be eligible athletes must sign that form," then-Ithaca College sport management 
professor Ellen Staurowsky told The Birmingham News in 2011. "That’s a very interesting way of explaining 
things." 
"Not inconceivable" to pay ex-athletes 

In his deposition, Berst was asked a series of hypothetical questions about whether the University of 
Kentucky could share any revenue derived from an athlete’s name, image or likeness after the player’s 
eligibility ends. 
Berst said the promise of future pay would violate NCAA rules. "And that frankly is the nonstarter I’ve been 
talking about with our membership," he said. "Our presidents simply won’t go there." 
Then came another hypothetical: What if Kentucky spontaneously issues $100,000 each to its starting five 
basketball players who won the 2012 NCAA title and now play in the NBA given that their names and images 
will be used on commercial products in the future? Berst said it’s "not inconceivable" that scenario could be 
permitted if there was no promise of sharing that money and no current athletes’ eligibility is impacted. 
"I think Kentucky can end up paying whatever student-athletes are due for use of their likenesses when 
they’re no longer student-athletes by virtue of whatever those business kinds of arrangements are that are 
understood and reasonable by all of the lawyers," Berst said. "It can’t be something special or extra or I’m 
going to take care of you more so than some other student-athlete attending another institution." 



The last hypothetical question: Could Kentucky apply a rule that when athletes end their eligibility, the school 
will give them all of their video footage to commercialize any way they wish? 
"I would say the regulatory system of the NCAA, the rules of the NCAA, don’t address that kind of an 
issue," Berst said. 
Emmert and Berst testified the media-rights provision went into place about a decade ago for the purpose of 
promoting NCAA championships. Emmert said athletes who sign release the rights to use their image to 
promote championship games "for whatever period of time they’re used to promote championship games." ~i~i 
"It’s really circuitous, isn’t it?" a lawyer for the plaintiffs asked. "How long? Infinite?" 
"For promoting a championship game, yes, for that sole purpose, yes," Emmert said. 
Lately, the NCAA and the ex-players are locked in a battle of semantics over what points to admit. One of 
those points is over U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken ruling that "student-athletes retain rights to their 
images, likenesses and names, and can license them once they are no longer student-athletes." 
The ex-players admit in court documents that Wilken’s order suggests athletes retain "certain rights." The 
NCAA argues the response is "nonsensical and evasive" and wants the ex-players to admit this point "to the 
fullest extent possible." 
The ex-players say they have always acknowledged athletes retain some rights, but not all rights. "For 
example," a lawyer for the plaintiffs wrote, "a former student-athlete can sign autographs, but he cannot sell 
footage of his game-winning shot at the NCAA tournament, because the NCAA takes the position that it is 
the owner of that footage." 
Former Alabama football player Tyrone Prothro, who is a plaintiff in the suit, told The News in 2011 that 
athletes give little consideration to the documents they’re instructed to sign. 
"There are other things to worry about than signing a bunch of papers during two-a-days," Prothro said. 
"Now, I realize I signed over pretty much my rights to everything that I accomplished." 
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Scoop Shults is a booster of Ocean State University (OSU). Scoop is also a Iongtime sports journalist for 
the Journal, a local newspaper. As part of the job, Scoops frequently interviews athletes for feature stories. 
His next article is going to spotlight a top local football prospect that is being recruited by OSU. Since Scoop is 
an OSU booster, is he allowed to interview the prospect to help with the article? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/212/93-Booster who works with a media entity 
having contact with prospective student-athlete- states that a media entity (e.g., radio, talk show 
host, newspaper reporter) who also is a representative of an institution’s athletics interests may have 
contact with a prospective student-athlete, provided the contact is through a normal working relationship and 
not for the purpose of recruiting the prospective student-athlete. [References: 13.1.2.3 (general 
exceptions); 13.1.5.3 (contacts subsequent to signing NLI); 13.11.2 (radio/TV show), and 04/13/90 NCAA 
Interpretations Committee minutes, Item No. 6] 
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The women’s tennis team at Ocean State University (OSU) participated in a function over the weekend in 
support of the American Cancer Society. One of the local businesses that sponsored the activity would like to 
provide the student-athletes with a small token of appreciation for their time and efforts. Is it permissible for 
the OSU student-athletes to receive an award for participating in this community service activity? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/28/90-Student-athlete receiving award for 
participation in charitable fundraiser- states that in regard to student-athletes who participate in a 
charitable fundraiser to raise funds for a charitable organization, which was sponsored by the member 
institution or by the charitable organization, noting that local merchants wish to provide awards to the 
participants; determined that such an arrangement would not be precluded provided the award item is of 
nominal value and the award is~ersonalized for the event~. 
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Change in store for DI regulatory culture 

NCAA,org 

The Rules Working Group will forward 27 proposals to the Division I Board of Directors for 
consideration at the Board’s Oct. 30 meeting that are expected to begin a transition to a new 
regulatory culture in Division I. 

The package is the result of a year-long effort from the Rules Working Group to write rules that are 
enforceable, meaningful, and that contribute to student-athlete success. It includes proposals that 
deregulate recruiting and loosen restrictions on student-athlete awards and benefits (see 
accompanying list of proposals). 

"The decisions we’ve made will support the broader collegiate model for all the members in Division 
I, regardless of mission or natural advantages," said Clemson President .]ames Barker, chair of the 
working group. "What we’ve also done here will reduce the administrative burden on campuses and 
will reduce a number of the waivers. Most of all, these recommendations will provide some 
additional benefits to help prospects and enrolled student-athletes be successful." 

Beginning in August, the working group began collecting feedback from the membership on 31 
proposals. The group reviewed feedback from governance bodies and the membership at large and 
refined several proposals, chose between options and eliminated one proposal. 

Feedback collection will continue over the next several months, including an extensive review by the 
Legislative Council in October. The working group will meet again in December to review feedback 
and make any final modifications before the Board meets in .]anuary. The presidents on the Board 
are expected to review all of the proposals for possible adoption at that time. 

The working group also discussed a plan for the next stage of its work, which will include a review 
of rules related to financial aid and playing and practice seasons. That effort includes a survey later 
this month seeking membership input. The group also plans to examine additional, more complex 
concepts that would provide some deregulation in the areas of personnel, amateurism, recruiting, 
eligibility, and awards and benefits. 

Some of the more complex concepts to be reviewed in this phase are: 

¯ Coaching categories and noncoaching personnel 
¯ Agents and advisors 

Promotional activities 
¯ Recruiting calendars/models for all sports 
¯ Academic misconduct/fraud 
¯ Transfer requirements 
¯ Progress-toward-degree requirement modifications 
¯ Meals for student-athletes 
¯ Number of contests/length of season in each sport 

The group anticipates seeking feedback on these concepts beginning in February, though some 
outreach will begin earlier. Some concepts could be shaped into proposal form and be ready for 
Board review and adoption as early as the spring or summer of 20.t3. Other concepts, the group 
acknowledged, are more long-term, and discussions could stretch over a longer period. 



"We want to strike a balance between taking advantage of the momentum that came out of the 
presidential retreat last August and having a thoughtful discussion within the membership," Barker 
said. "Hopefully, through this process, we can be authentic, transparent and responsive." 
The working group will meet Dec. 17-18 to conduct a final review of membership feedback before 
finalizing the proposals to be sent to the Board. 
Proposals 

The Rules Working Group will recommend the Board adopt the following proposals in January: 

° 2-1, which establishes the commitments that guide the underlying operating bylaws. This 
includes a commitment to fair competition, which "acknowledges that variability will exist 
among members in advantages, including facilities, geographic location and resources and that 

such variability should not be justification for future legislation." 
¯ 11-2, which would eliminate the rules defining recruiting coordination functions that must be 

performed only by a head or assistant coach. 
¯ 11-3, formerly 11-3-B, which would prohibit the live scouting of future opponents except in 

limited circumstances. 
¯ 11-4, which would remove limits on the number of coaches who can recruit off-campus at any 

one time, the so-called "baton rule." 
¯ 12-1, which would establish a uniform definition of actual and necessary expenses. 

¯ 12-2, which would allow the calculation of actual and necessary expenses to be based on the 
total over a calendar year instead of an event-by-event basis. The working group 
recommended the calculation change for both prospective and enrolled student-athletes. 

¯ 12-3, which would allow a student-athlete to receive $300 more than actual and necessary 
expenses, provided the expenses come from an otherwise permissible source. 

¯ 12-4, which would permit individuals to receive actual and necessary competition-related 
expenses from outside sponsors, so long as the person isn’t an agent or representative of a 

professional sports organization. 
¯ 12-5, which would allow student-athletes in sports other than tennis to receive up to actual 

and necessary competition-related expenses from an amateur team or event sponsor. 
¯ 12-6, which would allow student-athletes and prospects to receive actual and necessary 

expenses for training, coaching, health insurance, etc. from a governmental entity. 
¯ 13-1, which will allow schools to treat prospects like student-athletes once a National Letter of 

Intent or signed offer of admission or financial aid is received. 
13-2, which will allow off-campus contact with recruits beginning the first day of junior year in i:~i:: 
high school and communication with recruits on or after July 1 after the completion of the iiii 
recruits sophomore year in high school, iiii 
13-3, which would eliminate restrictions on methods and modes of communication beginning iiii 
July 1 following the completion of a recruit’s sophomore year in high school, iiii 
13-4, which would eliminate the requirement that institutions provide materials such as the iiii 
banned-drug list and Academic Progress Rate data to recruits, iiii 
13-5, formerly 13-5-B, which would prohibit the distribution of all written recruiting materials iiii 
beyond general correspondence, iiii 
13-6, which would eliminate restrictions on general advertising and promotions designed to iiii 
get prospective student-athletes to enroll. Personalized promotions would still be prohibited, iiii 
13-7, which would eliminate restrictions on publicity once a prospective student-athlete has iiii 
signed a National Letter of Intent or written offer of financial aid or admission, iiiiii 

¯ 13-8, which would deregulate camps and clinics employment rules related to both recruits and 
current student-athletes. Senior football prospects would be allowed to participate in camps 

and clinics. 
¯ 14-1, which eliminates academic regulations that are covered elsewhere. 

¯ 16-1, which would allow institutions, conferences or the NCAA national office to provide an 
award to student-athletes any time after initial full-time enrollment. 

¯ 16-2, which would allow conferences, an institution, the US Olympic Committee, a national 
governing body or the awarding agency to provide actual and necessary expenses for a 
student-athlete to receive a non-institutional award or recognition for athletics or academic 

accomplishments. Expenses could also be provided for parents/legal guardians, a spouse or 

other relatives as well. 
¯ 16-3, which would allow institutions, conferences or the NCAA to pay for academic support, 

career counseling or personal development services that support the success of the student- 

athlete. 
¯ 16-4, which would allow institutions, conferences or the NCAA to pay for medical and related 

expenses for a student-athlete. 

¯ 16-5, which would change all references to a student-athlete’s spouse, parents, family 
members or children to "relative or individual of a comparable relationship." 

¯ 16-6, which would allow institutions to provide entertainment in conjunction with competition 
or practice. 

¯ 16-7, which would allow schools to provide actual and necessary expenses to student-athletes 
representing the institution in practice and competition as well as in noncompetitive events like 
goodwill tours and media appearances. 

¯ 16-8, which would allow student-athletes to receive actual and necessary expenses and 
"reasonable benefits" associated with a national team practice and competition. The proposal 



would also allow institutions to pay for any number of national team tryouts and 
championship events. 

The working group did not support Proposal 11-1, which would have deregulated contractual 
agreements and compensation provided by outside sources, most often received by coaches. The 
proposal would also have required institutions to create their own policies regarding outside 
compensation. Group members were concerned about the possibility of a wide disparity between 
institutional policies, allowing some coaches more latitude while others are constrained 
considerably. 
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Tutors Knew of Lifted Passages in U. of North 
Carolina Athletes’ Papers 
Chronicle of Higher Education 

Academic advisers were aware of bogus classes for athletes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
And some tutors knew of liffced passages in papers that players were using to stay eligible for sports, the 
Raleigh News & Observer reported. 
The latest revelations indicate that members of North Carolina’s academic-support unit for athletes used 
certain upper-level classes in the department of African and Afro-American studies to keep academically 
unprepared first=year football players on the field. 
Previously, the university believed that the academic problems--which centered on some 54 classes that did 
not require athletes and other students to meet--were limited to 3ulius Nyang’oro, a former chair of the 
department, and Deborah Crowder, a department manager. The new records suggest that at least one 
other professor in the department was aware of the no-show classes. 
North Carolina’s academic advisers knew that the classes "largely consisted of papers stitched together with 
passages from the required reading materials that were then, in some instances, ’paraphrased’ to avoid 
plagiarism concerns," the newspaper reported. 

"Professor Nyang’oro, Chair of the AFP, I/AFAM Studies Department, has been very generous in 
granting several students (not just student-athletes)the opportunity to do independent study 
papers," Amy Kleissler, a learning specialist with the athlete support program, wrote in a Feb. 8, 
2010, email informing tutors of the AFP, I 370 paper class. "Since we have worked with him in the 
past in this same manner I wanted to let you know that his expectations are very reasonable 
and very achievable for our students." 

When one tutor told the athlete support program’s assistant director, Beth Bridger, that she was 
discouraged with the work one football player turned in, Bridger told her not to worry. 
"3ust remember," she wrote in a March 16, 2010, email, "guys are in this class for a reason at- 
risk, probation, struggling students you are making headway ... keep it positive and 
encouraging!" 

An e-mail written by Whitney Read, one of the program’s tutors, showed that she "was concerned about 
papers that were largely put together with passages lifted from source materials," the newspaper said. 

3aimie Lee, an academic counselor, told her that was to be expected. 
"If they have a ton of historical information, that’s fine, as long as it is cited and not plagiarized," 
Lee wrote. "They have not necessarily developed the skill of critical analysis, so just try to get 
some in there, but if it is mostly background information, honestly, it is to be expected." 

So far, the NCAA has not weighed in on the case. The association rarely gets involved in issues of academic i~i~ 
fraud, instead leaving it up to colleges to police the integrity of their curricula. But experts say the university’s 
lack of oversight with the classes could still lead to NCAA sanctions. 
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Charity Stripe, a women’s basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University, assigns all four of her 
complimentary admissions to a home event. One of the recipients is the owner of a local salon where Charity 
gets her manicures and pedicures. The owner of the salon is a big basketball fan and told Charity that if she 
could get tickets to the home games, she would give Charity a free manicure once a week. Is this 
arrangement permissible? 

]. Yes, as long as the value of the manicure is less than or equal to the value of the tickets 
2. Yes, as long as the owner of the salon is not an agent 
3. No, this arrangement would be considered a violation 
4. No, complimentary admissions may only be provided to immediate family members 

The answer is 3. NCAA Bylaw 16.2.2.1 states that a student-athlete may not receive payment from any 
source for his or her complimentary admissions and may not exchange or assign them for any item of 
value. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/10/12- 13.1.2.4, 13.14.1, 13.14.4- Recruiting Funds 
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The Head Men’s Basketball Coach at Ocean State University (OSU) was contacted by the event operator 
for a new tournament being held next weekend. The event operator is trying to get as many college 
coaches in attendance as possible since it is a new tournament and will be competing with other established 
events. The event operator offers to pay the coach’s airfare and lodging to attend the event. Since the 
institution would have paid these expenses anyway, is it permissible for the event operator to pay for them? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 10/6/11- Expenses from a Recruiting Service of Event Operator 
(I/II/III)- states that NCAA member institutions should note that all funds for the recruitment of 
prospective student-athletes shall be deposited directly with the member institution, which shall be exclusively ~}~ 
and entirely responsible for the manner in which such funds are expended. Therefore, it is not permissible for 
any outside organization or individual (e.g., recruiting or scouting service, event operator) to provide 
institutional coaching staff members with expenses (e.g., travel, lodging) to attend any event for recruiting 
purposes. Such expenses are considered funds donated for recruiting purposes and such funds must be 
deposited directly with the member institution, as opposed to being provided directly to an institutional 
coaching staff member(s). Further, any individual or organization that provides funds directly to the athletics 
department would be considered a representative of athletics interests and subject to all legislation applicable 
to that status (e.g., contact, telephone and evaluation restrictions). 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.2.4 (other restrictions, athletics representatives) and 13.14.4 
(slush funds), Division II Bylaw 13.1.2.3 (other restrictions), Division III Bylaws 13.02.11 (representative of 
athletics interests) and 13.01.4 (recruiting by representatives of athletics interests), Divisions I and II Bylaws 
13.02.14 (representatives of athletics interests) and 13.14.4 (slush funds), Divisions I, II and III Bylaw 
13.14.1 (institutional control)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 
membership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, 
reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the 
time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the 
legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on 
a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address 
timely issues. 

Jennifer M. Condaras Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 

Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
ice ndaras@biqeast.o r,q www.biqeast.orq 
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Jennifer M Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:04 AM 
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Ocean State University (OSU) recently upgraded its basketball arena, so the women’s basketball coaches 
want to send pictures of the renovations via email to junior and senior prospects. One of the pictures they 
want to send includes the team practicing on the new court. Is it permissible for coaches to send these 
prospects such a picture as an attachment to an email? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 10/10/12-Photographs as Attachments to General 
Correspondence and Electronic Transmissions (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note 
an institution may send a photograph to a prospective student-athlete as an attachment to general 
correspondence (printed on plain white paper with black ink) or electronic transmissions, provided the 
information in the photograph was not altered or staged for a recruiting purpose. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of 
legislation related to photographs as attachments. 
Question: May a coaching staff member send a photograph via text message without the photo being 
considered an attachment? 
Answer: No. 
Question: May a coaching staff member send a photograph via email without the photo being considered 
an attachment? 
Answer: No. 
Question: Are photographs used as institutional letterhead subject to the same restrictions as other 
photographs used as attachments? 
Answer: No. However, if the photos are used in any other manner, those other uses remain subject to the ~}~ 
restrictions on photographs as attachments. For example, a photo of an institution’s competition facility used 
in institutional letterhead is not subject to the restrictions on photographs as attachments. However, if a 
coach at the institution wants to send the photo used in the institutional letterhead to a prospective student- 
athlete as an attachment to either general correspondence or an electronic transmission, then the photo 
being sent to the prospective student-athlete cannot be altered or staged for a recruiting purpose. 
Question: May a men’s basketball coaching staff member send a photo of a team practice to a men’s 
basketball student-athlete as an attachment to a text message? 
Answer: Yes, provided the content was not altered or staged for a recruiting purpose. 
Question: May a football coach send a photo of the institution’s pep rally to a prospective student-athlete 
as an attachment to a direct message on twitter? 
Answer: Yes, provided the content was not altered or staged for a recruiting purpose. 
Question: May a basketball coach take a photo of a room not available to the general public (e.g., 
institution’s trophy room, team meeting room, locker room, etc.) and send it to a prospective student- 
athlete as an attachment to a text message. 
Answer: Yes, provided the content was not altered or staged for a recruiting purpose. 
Question: May a coach take a photo and use software (e.g., Instagram, Photoshop, Camera Awesome, 
Camera+,) to enhance the content of the photo (e.g., changed color of photo to sepia tones or add 
content to the photograph), and send it to a prospective student-athlete as an attachment it to an email or 
direct social media message? 
Answer: No, a photograph that has been altered or staged for a recruiting purpose cannot be sent to a 
prospective student-athlete. 
Question: May a soccer coach arrange for a photo of the university’s president, famous alumni and 
mascot to be taken and sent to a prospective student-athlete as an attachment to an email? 
Answer: No, the content of the photograph may not be staged for the purpose of being sent to a 
prospective student-athlete. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.4.1.1 (printed recruiting materials), 13.4.1.2 (electronic transmissions), 
13.4.1.2.1 (exception -- men’s basketball), 13.4.1.3 (other recruiting materials); and an official interpretation 
(3/14/2007)] 

Jennifer M. Condaras Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
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NCAA report reveals consistent financial allocation among 
DI schools 

NCAA.org 

The most recent NCAA financial data on spending patterns among Division I iiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~iiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii 
schools show that the median allocation from institutions to subsidize their 
athletics program -regardless of subdivision -is about $10 million, iiiiiii~i~i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii 
While the median Football Bowl Subdivision institution spent about $50 million ~0~0~1~~ ~ 
in 2010-11, versus $12 to $13 million, respectively, for the Football ~~~ iiiiii 
Championship Subdivision and schools without football, the research reveals i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i i~i~ 
a more consistent contribution from all Division I schools as the value they ~i~i~i~i~ii~i~i~i~iii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ ~i~i 
place on their athletics programs, 

iiiiiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i~ "Clearly, not all institutions in Division I are on similar financial footing," said iii! 
NCAA Chief Operating Officer Jim Isch. "But even with the large differences in revenues and expenses that 
we observe, the overall amount of money provided to the athletics department from the university is 
remarkably similar across all three subdivisions." 
That was among several key findings in the latest Division I Revenues and Expenses report, an annual 
collection of financial data compiled by the NCAA research staff and written by Dan Fulks, the former faculty 
athletics representative and accounting program director at Transylvania University. 

~ O ther findings include that in 2010-11 for almost 1,100 NCAA institutions in all three divisions, only 23 
(all in Division I) generated more revenue than their overall athletics expenses. That number has 
ranged from a minimum of 14 during the recent recession to a maximum of 25 over the past several 

years, including 22 in 2009-10. The median FBS institution generated more than $38 million in revenue, as 
opposed to less than $3.5 million in the other two subdivisions. 
The 2010-11 report also shows a gradual decrease in the difference between the growth rates of spending 
for athletics and the institution overall. In 2004 when then-NCAA President Myles Brand assembled a 
presidential task force to address athletics spending that was outpacing its institutional counterpart, the data 
supported the concern. Athletics expenses were indeed growing more rapidly than institutional expenses - by 
rates as high as 5 to 6 percent per year. However, the growth rates have been much more similar (within a 
percentage point) over the last few years, though the 2010-11 year revealed a slight uptick. 
"It’s a statistic that bears watching closely over the next few years to ensure that athletics expenses remain ::::~ 
in line with broader institutional spending patterns," Isch said. 
Quartile gaps 
The report also reveals the large disparity among Division I Football Bowl Subdivision schools in terms of    iiiiii 

generated revenues (that is, revenues earned by activities of the athletics programs) and athletics spending, 
a factor that is at the heart of the competitive-fairness discussions that drive legislation and policy in Division 
I. 
The 2010-11 data show an $80 million difference in median generated revenues between the highest and 
lowest quartiles in the FBS. Some schools generated almost $150 million in revenue in the most recent year, 
compared to the median of about $38 million. A $40 million gap exists in median generated revenues even 
between the top two quartiles, which is double the gap from eight years ago. 

~ On the expense side, the median gap between the top and bottom quartiles is more than $60 million, 

with the top schools spending more than $130 million. The gap between top and bottom quartiles has 
grown by $25 million over the past eight years. And again, the gap between the top two quartiles has 

doubled in that time. 
Isch noted that the differences in revenues and expenses lead to different operating outcomes for the 
various quartiles. For example, the median institution in the top quartile has positive net generated revenue 
of almost $2 million. Those in the bottom two quartiles show negative net generated revenue of between 
$12 and $13 million. 
"It is certainly important to examine whether this type of disparity is sustainable both financially and 
competitively in the long run for institutions within the same NCAA subdivision," he said. 



As for how the money is allocated, the 2010-11 report shows that NCAA Divisions I and II institutions 
provided more than $2.3 billion in direct financial aid to their student-athletes. Another $2.9 billion went to 
other items that directly benefited the student-athlete experience - expenses such as travel, equipment, 
facilities and academic services. About $2.2 billion was spent on compensation for head coaches and 
assistant coaches, while about $1.8 billion was devoted to administrative compensation, leaving the remaining 
$1.8 billion for other operating expenses. 
Small portion of the pie 
While the overall dollar amounts for intercollegiate athletics - especially on the expense side - may appear 
relatively high in raw terms, they still represent a small portion compared to other entities. 
Athletics spending also continues to represent a small percentage of overall university budgets - about 5 to 6 
percent in the past several years. (When generated revenues are netted against expenses, the median 
percentage of athletics expenditures of total expenditures is less than 3 percent in the FBS.) 
NCAA schools in all three divisions spent about $330 billion in 2010-11 educating their students. The $12 billion 
spent on athletics represents a little more than 3.5 percent of total spending. That shrinks to less than 2 
percent when the $6 billion in revenues is factored into the equation. 
More Division I findings 
Other notable findings from the 2010-11 Division I report include: 

¯ There was an upward movement in median generated revenues for Division I institutions in all 
subdivisions from 2010 to 2011. Football Bowl Subdivision schools saw a 9.7 percent increase, while 
median generated revenues increased by 4.6 percent in the Football Championship Subdivision. The 
increase was 12.6 percent for schools without football. 

¯ Total expenses for the last year increased at a lower percentage than generated revenues for FBS, 
FCS and schools without football. The FBS median expenses increased 8.8 percent from the previous 
year. The increase was 1.0 percent at the FCS level and 3.2 percent for schools without football. 

¯ The portion of total athletics revenues that are allocated by the institutions was 20 percent in the FBS, iiii 

71 percent in the FCS and 77 percent for schools without football. This rate increased among the non- 
football schools and stayed steady in the other two subdivisions. 
As in past reports, three revenue sources accounted for between 60 and 75 percent of generated 
revenues: ticket sales, contributions and NCAA/conference distributions. Similarly, in all subdivisions, two 
expense line items - grants-h-aid and salaries and benefits - accounted for more than 51 percent of 
total expenses. 

° In all subdivisions, the number of participating student-athletes remains fairly constant, while the 
expense per student-athlete continues to increase, as a result of rising expenses. 

Divisions II and III 
Revenues and expense reports for Divisions II and III also have been compiled. Among the key findings: 

¯ For Division II football schools, the median negative net revenue, or the net subsidy for athletics 
programs, has increased from $2.36 million in 2004 to $4.23 million in 2011. The median subsidy for 
men’s programs in 2011 was about $1.9 million and about $1.17 for women’s programs. Both are only 
slight increases from 2010. 
The largest generated net revenue reported for Division II football schools was $9.7 million, though the 
median was $618,000. The largest total expense reported was $18.6 million, while the median in that 
category was $972,200. 

¯ The net subsidy for athletics programs in Division II schools without football has increased from about 
$2 million in 2004to $3.35 million in 2011. 

¯ For Division III football schools, the median total expense has increased from about $1.5 million in 
2004 to about $2.86 in 2011 - an increase of almost 85 percent. The increase was 6.6 percent from 
2010. Non-football schools have seen an increase of 109 percent, from $660,000 in 2004 to $1.38 
million in 2011. The increase was 0.2 percent from 2010. 

° The percentage of student-athletes in the student body has remained consistent at about 24 percent 
for football schools and 12 percent for schools without football. Athletics expenditures as a percentage 
of the total institutional budget also have been steady at 4 percent for football schools and 3 percent 
for schools without football. 
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Daily Compliance Item- 10/15/12- 17.3.3. l(a), 17.3.5.3(h)- Basketball Practice Scrimmage 
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Trip L Double and Dub L Double are two prospective student-athletes interested in playing basketball at 
Ocean State University (OSU) next year. OSU is conducting an informal practice scrimmage next weekend 
and would like both prospects to attend. During the weekend of the scrimmage, Trip will be taking an 
OFFICIAL visit and Dub will be taking an UNOFFICIAL visit to OSU’s campus. Which of the following is true? 
A. Trip may attend the scrimmage 
B. Dub may attend the scrimmage 
C. Both Trip and Dub may attend the scrimmage 
D. Neither Trip or Dub may attend the scrimmage 
The answer is A_. NCAA Educational Column- 5/1/08-Informal Basketball Practice Scrimmages 
(I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that in basketball, NCAA Bylaw 17.3.5.3(h) (practice 
scrimmage) permits an informal practice scrimmage with outside competition to be exempted from an 
institution’s maximum number of contests, provided: (1)the scrimmage is conducted in private (i.e., not 
open to the public) and without official scoring; and (2) only those athletics department staff members 
necessary to conduct the scrimmage are present during the scrimmage. 
In basketball, an institution may play two practice scrimmages during any year it does not use an exemption 
set forth in Bylaw 17.3.5.3-(g) (exhibition against a non-NCAA Division I four-year collegiate institution) or 
may play one practice scrimmage and one exhibition contest against a non-NCAA Division I four-year 
collegiate institution. 

Below are some commonly asked questions and answers designed to assist Division I institutions in applying 
this legislation. 
Question: When is the first opportunity to conduct a practice scrimmage? 
Answer: The first opportunity to conduct a practice scrimmage is the same day as the first opportunity to 
practice [i.e., 5 p.m. the Friday nearest October 15 (effective August 1, 2008)]. Further, a practice 
scrimmage may be conducted at any point during the season. 
Question: May the practice scrimmage be published on the institution’s season schedule? 
Answer: No. The practice scrimmage may not be included on the institution’s published season schedule. 
Question: May the practice scrimmage count against either of the participating institutions’ won/loss 
records? 
Answer: No. The practice scrimmage may not count against either team’s won/loss records. 
Question: May anyone (e.g., media; student-athletes’ families) other than the participating institutions’ 
coaches, student-athletes, athletics department staff members (e.g., trainers, managers) attend the 
practice scrimmage? 
Answer: Only athletics department staff members and those individuals necessary to conduct the practice 
scrimmage may be present during the scrimmage. Further, the institution must ensure the scrimmage is 
free from public view and media are not in attendance. 
Question: May prospective student-athletes attend the practice scrimmage? 
Answer: Only prospective student-athletes (and those accompanying the prospective student-athletes) 
who are makinq official visits to the host institution may attend the practice scrimmacle. Prospective student- iiii 
athletes on unofficial visits may not attend such a practice scrimmacle. 
Question: If the facility in which the practice scrimmage is conducted is a facility that is normally open to 
the general public or student body during the time of the scrimmage, may the general public or student body 
attend the scrimmage? 
Answer: No. Only athletics department staff members and those individuals necessary to conduct the 
practice scrimmage may be present during the scrimmage. 
Question: May the host institution’s statistics crew work the practice scrimmage? 
Answer: Yes. The host institution’s statistics crew may work the practice scrimmage even if members of 
the crew are not members of the host institution’s athletics department staff. 
Question: May an official score and/or statistics for the practice scrimmage be kept? 
Answer: No. An official score and/or statistics for the practice scrimmage may not be kept. However, an 
institution may keep score and/or statistics for private use. The institution may not post the score and/or 
statistics in a newspaper, on the participating institutions’ Web sites, conferences’ Web sites or any other 



location. In addition, an institution may not provide the score and/or any statistics to any type of media 
outlet. 
Question: May a coach or the student-athletes of either team participate in an interview with the media? 
Answer: The coach or student-athletes of either team may participate in an interview with the media, 
provided the comments are limited to the practice scrimmage in general and the interview was not 
established by either school to promote the scrimmage. The coach or student-athletes may not comment 
specifically on the score or team and/or individual student-athlete statistics. 
Question: May the practice scrimmage be videotaped? 
Answer: Both teams may videotape the practice scrimmage as long as the footage is used only by the 
participating teams and is not published in any manner (e.g., posted on a participating institution’s Web site, 
video may not be provided to other institutions for scouting). 
Question: Do the daily and weekly hour limitations apply to the practice scrimmage? 
Answer: All student-athletes participating in the practice scrimmage are subject to the daily and weekly 
hour limitations. A practice scrimmage is considered to be a contest. Therefore, participation in the practice 
scrimmage and any associated athletically related activities count as three hours regardless of the actual 
duration of the scrimmage or associated athletically related activities. 
Question: May practice (e.g., review of videotape) be conducted after the scrimmage? 
Answer: No. A practice scrimmage is considered to be a contest and practice may not be conducted 
following competition. 
[References: Bylaws 17.:[.6.3.2 (competition day), :[7.:[.6.3.2.:[ (practice prohibited after competition), 
:[7.5.3.:[ (practice scrimmages), :[7.5.5.3 (annual exemptions) and a staff interpretation, (:[:[/8/06, Item 
No. i)] 
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The head women’s golf coach at Ocean State University (OSU) attended a local high school’s "Senior Day" 
event involving Club House, a prospective student athlete. The OSU coach participated in a public 
announcement of Club’s signing a national letter of intent with OSU. Is this permissible? 
No. NC~ Bylaw 13.10.9.3 states that press conferences to announce a signing may be arranged 
independently by the prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s family), provided 
there is no arrangement or involvement whatsoever by the institution or representatives of its athletics 
interests. 
This is a fact pattern from an actual secondary infractions case posted on LSDBi. 

Jennifer M. Condaras Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 

Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
condaras bi east.or www.bi east.or 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:07 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/17/12- 15.5.1.6- Relinquish Last Sea~m of Eligibility 
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Alley is a women’s tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Alley is in her 4th year of 
enrollment and participating in her 3rd season of competition. Alley will graduate in May and will begin 
graduate school at OSU. Because graduate classes will be pretty demanding on her time, Alley has decided 
that she will not utilize her 4th season of competition during the 2013-14 academic year. Because Alley has 
been an exceptional student-athlete at OSU, the head coach would like to provide her with one more year of 
athletic aid, 
If Alley receives the athletic scholarship during the 2013-14 academic year, will she count against the team’s 
limits since she is not going to participate on the team? 
Yes. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4/27/89-Graduata student-athlete renouncing eligibility 
and receiving exempted athletically related financial assistance- states that a graduate student- 
athlete with remaining eligibility under NCAA rules may not renounce his or her eligibility in a sport, and 
continue to receive athletically related financial aid and be exempt from counting in the maximum number of 
financial aid awards in the sport. 

Jennifer M. Condaras Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 

Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.biqeast.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:04 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 10/18/12- 16.1.4.1 - Timing of Participation AwaJcds 
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The men’s basketball coaching staff at Ocean State University is going to require the student-athletes to 
wear a jacket and tie when traveling to away from home competitions. Because only a couple of the 
student-athletes have the proper attire to wear, the staff decided to provide blazers to the team as one of 
their participation awards for this year. The student-athletes will receive these blazers prior to the first game 
of the season. 
Is this permissible? 
No. It is not permissible to provide student-athletes with a participation gin prior to the conclusion of the 
season. NCAA Official Interpretation-3/12/12- Permissible Timing for Providing Annual 
Participation Awards (I)- states that it is not permissible for an institution to provide an annual 
participation award (e.g., winter coats, travel blazers) to a student-athlete in a particular sport prior to the 
day of the institution’s final home contest of the regular playing season in that sport. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 16.1.4.1 (annual participation awards); and a staff interpretation 
(03/02/12, Item No. a), which has been archived] 
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NCAA seeks to block class action in 
O’Bannon case 
USAToday.com 
Lawyers defending the NCAA in an anti-trust lawsuit related to the use of college athletes’ names and 
likenesses say the case should not be certified as a class action, in part, because the plaintiffs changed their iii~ 
legal strategy in a way that is unfair and could mean the NCAA has wasted "significant time and money" i~i~ 
responding to the suit, iiiiiiii 
The NCAA and other defendants have spent millions of dollars on the case, initially filed in Nay 2009, and the 
NCAA has had to engage in a review of more than 650,000 documents, the association’s lawyers wrote in 
documents filed Wednesday with a U.S. District Court in California. 
The NCAA’s lawyers signaled their belief that the case, now set for trial in June 2014, would be further 
delayed if the class certification is granted because new plaintiffs would be added and more pre-trial motions 
would be required. 
Lawyers for former and current football and men’s basketball players are seeking damages from the NCAA; 
video-game maker Electronic Arts; and Collegiate Licensing Co., the nation’s leading collegiate trademark 
licensing and marketing firm. The 16 named plaintiffs, including former basketball stars Ed O’Bannon, Oscar 
Robertson and Bill Russell, say their names, images and likenesses were used illegally by the NCAA. 
The former players allege that the defendants violated anti-trust law by conspiring to fix at zero the amount 
of compensation athletes can receive for the use of their names, images and likenesses in products or 
media while they are in school. They also are challenging the NCAA’s practice of requiring athletes to sign 
forms under which they allegedly relinquish in perpetuity all rights pertaining to the use of their names, 
images and likenesses in ways including TV contracts, rebroadcasts of games, and video game, jersey and 
other apparel sales. 
In Wednesday’s filings, the NCAA’s lawyers make a series of arguments, including a claim that the plaintiffs 
have recently adopted legal theories for their case that are fundamentally different from those cited in the 
plaintiffs’ underlying complaint. If the plaintiffs are allowed to pursue those "new" theories, the defendants 
would have to "litigate an entirely new case after three years of fact-finding and motion practice," the 
NCAA’s lawyers wrote. 
Lawyers for the plaintiffs dispute the characterization of their approach as "new," and the matter is 
scheduled for a class-certification hearing in late November. 
The NCAA’s lawyers say the defendants overall "have spent millions on discovery," the pre-trial process 
under which each party in a lawsuit can obtain evidence from the opposing party, including significant money 
"on topics that plaintiffs no longer intend to pursue on behalf of the class." 
Specifically, NCAA attorney Robert J. Wierenga wrote, the NCAA identified 658,705 "potentially responsive 
documents" for the case, "then engaged in manual review of the 658,705 documents, reviewing for both 
responsiveness and privilege." Wierenga added that the NCAA ultimately produced 91,852 documents 
totaling 600,299 pages. 
"Now... much of this work may prove to be wasted," he wrote. 
When the plaintiffs’ lawyers filed their motion for class certification on Aug. 31, that filing indicated for the first 
time that they are seeking not only potentially billions of dollars in damages, but also a system under which 
money generated by the licensing and sale of current athletes’ names, images and likenesses would be held 
temporarily held in trust until the end of their college playing careers. 
Documents in support of the motion and the financial awards subsequently have become public, including 
parts of the NCAA’s multimedia and marketing rights contract for the Division I men’s basketball tournament 
that were placed in the court file earlier this week. 
Certification of the suit as a class action would open the case to other qualifying litigants, but the NCAA 
lawyers warned that if what they term the plaintiffs’ "new theory" of the case goes forward, "the named 
plaintiffs will be prejudiced by additional discovery and motion practice, the costs associated with prolonged 
litigation, and by the additional time that it will take to have their claims adjudicated." 



If class certification is denied, the case still can proceed for the current plaintiffs. The NCAA lawyers wrote 
that the association "is not asking, at this time, that the named plaintiffs’ claims be limited or dismissed." 
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Men’s basketball, FBS football grad rates highest ever 

NOAA org 

Division I men’s basketball and Bowl Subdivision football student-athletes are finishing their college degrees at 
their highest rates ever. 
And for the first time, the graduation rates in both high-profile sports have reached or exceeded 70 percent, 

~ rding to the latest national figures from the NCAA. 

In men’s basketball, the latest Graduation Success Rate has climbed to 74 percent, up 6 points from last 
year. In FBS football, the GSR has hit 70 percent, up 1 point. 
These figures reflect GSRs for student-athletes who started college in 2005. 
"Our academic reforms continue to bear fruit," said NCAA President Hark Emmert. "We are not satisfied, 
but we are proud that we have reached another milestone, as now seven of every 10 student-athletes in 
our highest-profile sports are earning their degrees." 
Emmert noted that only 1.3 percent of men’s basketball student-athletes and 1.6 percent of football 
student-athletes go on to careers in professional athletics. 
Hen’s basketball and football traditionally have posted the lowest graduation rates among all sports. But in 
the 11 years since GSR data have been collected, men’s basketball is up 18 points - and is 21 points higher 
for African-American males in the sport. FBS football is up 7 points, and African-Americans in football have 
seen their GSR climb 9 percentage points. 
The GSR for the last four graduating classes of all Division I student-athletes (2002-2005) remains at 80 
percent, still an all-time high for the NCAA, Emmert said. The most recent one-year GSR for the 2005 class 
is 81 percent, down 1 point from last year. Host other sports remained steady or were down slightly in year- 

~ ear comparisons (Download the 2012 GSR and Fed Trends PDF). 

The overall GSR for the 2005 entering class is 7 points higher than the 1995 entering class. 
The NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate includes transfer students and student-athletes who leave in good 
academic standing, unlike the federal graduation rate, which does not count transfers. The GSR and federal 
rate calculations measure graduation over six years from first-time college enrollment. 
The federal graduation rate, while less inclusive than the GSR, provides the only measure of historic 
academic comparison between student-athletes and the general student body. By this standard, student- 
athletes consistently outperform nearly all their peers in the student body. 
The latest data show that Division I student-athletes who entered college in 2005 equaled their highest 
federal graduation rate of 65 percent - 2 percentage points higher than the general student body at Division 
I institutions. 
Every student-athlete group is graduating at rates higher than their peers except for white males, who are 1 
point behind their counterparts in the student body under the federal rate. 
-- Hark Emmert NCAA "\Ale are not satisfied, but we are proud that we have reached another 

president mi estone, as now seven out of ever}, 10 student-athletes in our highest 
Federal rates also provide profile sports are earning their degrees." 
a longer look at student- 
athlete academic achievement. They were first collected with the 1984 entering class, and in the past nearly 
quarter century there has been significant upward trending. 
The overall federal graduation rate is up 13 points (from 52 percent), and the rate for African-American 
student-athletes jumped 19 points to 54 percent. African-American male student-athletes increased their 
federal rate 16 points to 49 percent, which is 10 points higher than African-American males in the student 
body. African-American female studentiathletes increased their federal rate 19 points to 64 percent, 
outpacing their student body counterparts by 16 points. 
Walter Harrison, president of the University of Hartford and chair of the Division I Committee on Academic 
Performance, noted the important progress in academic achievement by student-athletes over time. 



Harrison said there are 1,600 more student-athlete graduates from the most recent cohort compared to 
1995 had the GSR stayed constant. 
"This represents real lives impacted in a positive way," Harrison said. "I am impressed with the increasing 
focus on academics on our campuses nationally. Indeed, we have moved from academic reform to 
expectation." 

Divisions II, III student-athletes perform well academically 

The NCAA also released the latest Division II graduation rate data, including the division’s Academic Success 
Rate. This is the seventh year the NCAA has released the Division II ASR, which is similar to the Division I 
Graduation Success Rate and also includes student-athletes not receiving athletically related financial aid. 
The latest figures show a 72 percent ASR for the latest four years of Division II student-athletes, remaining 
steady compared to last year. The most recent one-year rate for the entering class of 2005 is down 1point, 
to 72 percent. 
Even when using the less-inclusive federal rate, Division II student-athletes perform significantly better than 
the general student body. The federal rate for Division II student-athletes is 55 percent, the same as last 
year and 7 points higher than the overall student body at Division If colleges and universities. 
Division III, meanwhile, has collected three years of data on student-athlete academic success from 
institutions participating in a voluntary academic reporting program that the Division III Presidents Council 
authorized in 2009. 
For the 128 schools reporting success rate data for the 2005 entering cohort, the Academic Success Rate 
for student-athletes was 88 percent (83 percent for men and 94 percent for women). Those ASR rates 
have been consistent among the three years of the voluntary reporting program in Division III. 
The federal graduation rate for student-athletes at these pilot schools for the 2005 cohort was 67 percent, 
as compared to 63 percent for the student bodies at those same campuses. 
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Board adopts tougher, more efficient 
enforcement program 

NCAA.org 

The Division I Board of Directors today adopted an overhauled enforcement structure that creates additional 
levels of infractions, hastens the investigation process and ratchets up penalties for the most egregious 
violations. 

The Board’s action cu,minates a year,ong effort from a 13 member iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
group of presidents, athletics directors, commissioners and others 
assigned after participants at a presidential retreat in August 2011 i~i~i~i~i~ii~i~i~i~i~r~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ ~i 
ca,ed for a more stringent and effident enforcement structure to ~~~~ ’,i’,i 
uphold the integrity of the collegiate model of athletics, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii 
"We have sought all along to remove the ’risk-reward’ analysis that iiiiiiii~iiiiii~iiiiiiii~e~iiiiii~iiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii 
hastempted people-often because ofthe financial pressurestowin ~~~~ i~i~ 
at all costs - to break the rules in the hopes that either they won’t be ~~~~ i~i~ 
caught or that the consequences won’t be very harsh if they do get iiiii~iii~iiii~iiiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii iiii 

caught," sa~d NCAA President Mark gmmert. "The new system the iiiiiN~i~i~iiiii~i~i~iii~ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~iii~i~iii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~iii~i~i~i~i~iii~i~i~i~i~i~iii~i~i~i~i~i~iiiii~i~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i~ 
Board adopted today is the result of a lot of hard work and 
membership input devoted to protecting the collegiate model." 
At its core, the new enforcement structure: 

¯ Introduces a four-tier violation hierarchy that ranges from 
severe breaches of conduct to incidental infractions. The 
structure, which replaces the current two-tier approach (major 
and secondary violations), is designed to focus most on conduct breaches that seriously undermine or 
threaten the integrity of the NCAA Constitution (Levels I and II in the accompanying list). 
Enhances head coach responsibility/accountability and potential consequences for head coaches who 
fail to direct their staffs and student-athletes to uphold NC_,AA bylaws. Penalties include imposed 
suspensions that can range from 10 percent of the season to an entire season. 

¯ Increases the Division I Committee on Infractions from 10 to as many as 24 voting members from 
which smaller panels will be assembled to review cases more quickly and efficiently. 
Continues to offer harsh consequences (postseason bans, scholarship reductions, recruiting limits, 
head coach suspensions, show-cause orders and financial penalties) that align more predictably with 
the severity of the violations. The new penalty structure also places a premium on aggravating and 
mitigating circumstances in each case. 

¯ Emphasizes a culture among head coaches, the compliance community, institutional leadership and 
conferences to assume a shared responsibility for upholding the values of intercollegiate athletics. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii 
iiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~iiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii 
iiiii~iiiii~iiiiN~i~iiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii 

The new structure becomes effective Aug. 1, 2013, which means the following as far as processing cases is i:~i:: 
concerned: 

Conduct breaches that occurred before Oct. 30, 2012 and are processed before Aug. 1, 2013 will be 
iiiiii subject to the current process and penalties. 

° Conduct breaches that occurred before Oct. 30, 2012 but are processed after Aug. 1, 2013 would be 
iiiiii 

subject to the new process but would incur the more lenient of the two penalty structures (current and 
revised). 

¯ Conduct breaches that occurred during a span that includes both before and after Oct. 30, 2012 and 
are processed after Aug. 1, 2013 will be subject to new process and the revised penalties as long as 



most of the violations occurred after Oct. 30, 2012. 
¯ Conduct breaches that occur after Oct. 30, 2012 and are processed after Aug. 1, 2013 will be subject 

to both the new process and the revised penalty structure. 

Board of Directors chair Nathan Hatch, president at Wake Forest, praised the new enforcement process that ~ 
aligns with a companion effort to streamline bylaws and focus rules-making more on the NCAA’s fundamental 
principles. The Rules Working Group, led by Clemson President James Barker, forwarded a number of 
recommendations to the Board that are expected to be acted upon in January. 
"A more sensible rules book combined with a more efficient way to enforce those rules will serve to sustain 
the collegiate model and restore public trust in college sports and the NCAA," Hatch said. "These outcomes 
are precisely what presidents sought after the 2011 retreat." 
Oregon State President Ed Ray, former chair of the NCAA Executive Committee who also chairs the 
Enforcement Working Group, said the new multi-level violation structure allows infractions to be more 
appropriately categorized. In turn, penalties may be prescribed that better reflect the severity of the 
infraction. 
Ray also noted the more efficient process resulting from an increase in members to hear cases. By 
expanding the Committee on Infractions to as many as 24 members and creating multiple panels from that 
"pool" that can adjudicate cases more frequently, Ray said the time to process the less-complicated cases 
could be cut in half. 
Under the new structure, for example, hearings for Level I cases will be scheduled about 10 times annually 
(compared with the five meetings the current Committee on Infractions schedules). Level II cases can be 
scheduled monthly if necessary. 
"A primary complaint we heard from the membership was that processing major cases took too long, not 
only from the investigative stage but also once it was agreed that there was a major infraction - it took too 
long to get on the Committee on Infractions hearing docket," said Ray. 
Ray also acknowledged a membership concern regarding potential inconsistent outcomes among cases in the 
new structure given the makeup of panel members drawn from the pool approach. However, he said the 
process ensures that several members of each panel, including the chair, will have had some previous 
experience with the Committee on Infractions. 
"There may be new people on each panel but they’ll have experienced colleagues to work with," Ray said. 
In addition, the entire Committee on Infractions is required to meet at least twice annually (at least once in 
person) to review cases across panels and check for consistency in terms of the way the guidelines are 
applied. 
"And the penalty guidelines will help," Ray added. "When you give people side rails and tell them to stay 
within them, presumably there will be a lot of commonality among the judgments that emerge." 
As for the penalties themselves, Ray said the working group felt that the current structure didn’t offer 
enough of a deterrent for individuals who believe the anticipated benefits and advantages resulting from 
premeditated rules violations outweigh the severity of punishment. 
The core consequences in the new structure are familiar (postseason bans, scholarship reductions and 
financial sanctions, among others) but are customizable according to the severity of the violation. The 
membership has on multiple occasions acknowledged that postseason bans, scholarship reductions and 
coach suspensions offer the most effective deterrent to potential rule breakers - and they are also the most 
effective in addressing the advantages gained as a result. 
Enhanced penalties for coaches also highlight the new structure. Since 2008, about a dozen cases have 
occurred in which a head coach was found to have violated Bylaw 11.1.2.1 (head coach responsibility) by 
either not promoting an atmosphere of compliance or for not monitoring his or her staff, or both. 
Penalties in the previous structure relied on whether the head coach knew of the violations or whether there 
was a "presumption of knowledge." But under the new structure, rather than focus on knowledge or the 
presumption of it, the bylaw will be amended to presume only responsibility. Accordingly, if a violation occurs, 
the head coach is presumed responsible, and if he or she can’t overcome that presumption, charges will be 
forthcoming. 
"We expect head coaches to provide practices and training and written materials that instruct their assistant 
coaches how to act," Ray said. "If they’ve done that it can become mitigating evidence that they shouldn’t 
be held accountable for what the assistant coach did. But head coaches have to have these things in place 
or the presumption will be that he or she didn’t care enough to set standards. In that case, if the assistant 
goes rogue, then it’s partly the head coach’s fault and they need to be held accountable." 
The entirety of the new structure is based on membership review and feedback over the past year. With 
approval of the new structure in hand, the NCAA enforcement staff will embark on an educational campaign 
over the next nine months to prepare the membership for the implementation of the new structure. 
"The working group developed these recommendations only after comprehensive and ongoing membership 
discussion and input," Ray said. "I’m pleased not only with the magnitude of the changes but also with the 
representativeness with which they were achieved." 
This article was sent to the Division II subscribers even though it pertains to Division I. These 
changes will likely trickle down in the near future. 
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HAPPY IALLOWIIII!!!!! 
M.T. Backfield is a prospective student-athlete interested in playing football at Ocean State University (OSU) 
next year. M.T. is visiting OSU’s campus today for an official visit. Since it is Halloween, the OSU coaches 
decorated M.T.’s hotel room by spelling out his name in candy on the bed. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.6.7.9 states that an institution may not arrange miscellaneous, personalized recruiting 
aids (e.g., personalized jerseys, personalized audio/video scoreboard presentations) and may not permit a 
prospective student-athlete to engage in any game-day simulations (e.g., running onto the field with the 
team during pregame introductions) during an official visit. Personalized recruiting aids include any decorative 
items and special additions to any location the prospective student-athlete will visit (e.g., hotel room, locker 
room, coach’s office, conference room, arena) regardless of whether the items include the prospective 
student-athlete’s name or picture. 
This fact pattern is an actual secondary violation posted on LSDBi. The violation was discovered after 
another institution saw that the prospect had posted a photo of the candy on his Facebook page. The 
institution was penalized recruiting opportunities during the current academic year. In addition, the student- 
athlete was deemed ineligible for intercollegiate competition at the institution until his eigibility was restored by 

the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff. This is a Division I case. 
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The volleyball coaches at Ocean State University are placing orders for the student-athletes’ participation 
gifts. Traditionally, the coaches have provided a jacket after a student-athlete’s first year; blanket after the 
second; watch after the third and a ring to the seniors. Some of the seniors asked for a pendant instead of 
a ring. Is it permissible to provide some senior student-athletes with a ring and some with a pendant as long 
as the cost of each award does not exceed NCAA maximum limitations? 
No. NC~ Bylaw 16.1.2 states that awards presented by a member institution, conference or other 
approved agency must be uniform for all team members receiving the award. NCAA Staff 
Interpretation- 12/13/91- Uniformity of awards to student-athletes- states that a permissible 
awarding agency (e.g., member institution, management of event) may provide to student-athletes more 
than one type of an award (e.g., rings to seniors, watches to underclassmen), provided the award given is 
uniform within a category (e.g., all watches must be the same). 
Providing different awards within a category (e.g., seniors) would require the approval of an SLR waiver. 
There is case precedent similar to the fact pattern of this email. 
This legislation is the same for Division I and II. 
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NCAA athletes’ rights in dispute in court 
filing 
USAToday,com 

Lawyers representing former and current college football and men’s basketball players in an anti-trust lawsuit 
said in documents filed Thursday that the NCAA says it does not obtain permission from athletes to use their 
names, images and likenesses in various ways, including live TV broadcasts. 

The lawyers suggested that this "admission," as the lawyers termed it, means that athletes should get what 
essentially amounts to back-pay once they complete their college careers. 

Thursday’s filing also revealed that the athletes’ lawyers have told conferences across the country that the 
NCAA’s position potentially makes the conferences’ mega-dollar TV contracts unlawful. If the athletes - 
rather than the NCAA and its members -- own the rights to their names, images and likenesses, the lawyers 
said, then the conferences do not possess the rights they are selling to broadcasters. 

The documents were filed in U.S. District Court in California as part of a bid by the athletes’ lawyers to have 
the lawsuit certified as a class action. 

The suit seeks damages from the NCAA; video-game maker Electronic Arts; and Collegiate Licensing Co., the 
nation’s leading collegiate trademark licensing and marketing firm. The 15 named plaintiffs, including former 
basketball stars Ed O’Bannon, Oscar Robertson and Bill Russell, say their names, images and likenesses were 
used illegally by the NCAA. 

They allege that the defendants violated anti-trust law by conspiring to fix at zero the amount of 
compensation athletes can receive for the use of their names, images and likenesses in products or media 
while they are in school and by requiring athletes to sign forms under which they relinquish in perpetuity all 
rights pertaining to the use of the names, images and likenesses in ways including TV contracts, 
rebroadcasts of games, and video game, jersey and other apparel sales. 

The NCAA and the other defendants have contended the case should not be certified as a class action, in 
part, because the plaintiffs have recently adopted legal approaches to their case that are fundamentally 
different from those cited in the plaintiffs’ underlying complaint. Among those differences, the defendants 
said, is the plaintiffs’ assertion that the athletes are entitled to damages based on revenue the NCAA and 
schools get from live TV broadcasts, not just from rebroadcasts of old games. 

NCAA spokesman Bob Williams said in an e-mail Thursday night that the NCAA has "not had a chance to 
review the (plaintiffs’ latest) pleading, but we stand by our statements in our motion to strike" the motion for 
class certification. NCAA general counsel Donald Remy, in several statements, has expressed confidence in 
the association’s position in the case generally. 

The plaintiffs’ filing Thursday references a statement made by Gregory L. Curtner, a lawyer for the NCAA, 
during a court hearing on the case in April 2011. "There is no document, there is no substance that the 
NCAA ever takes from the student athletes their rights of publicity or their rights of likeness," Curtner said, 
according to the court transcript. "They are at all times owned by the student athlete. Now, the student 
athlete, while they wish to remain an amateur, cannot exercise them, but that’s their choice. They can stop 
being an amateur at any time they want and they can go become a pro, and they can start selling things. 
They own their rights at all times." 

Of this, the plaintiffs’ lawyers wrote: "If the student-athlete at all times owns the rights to his (name, image 



and likeness) and merely holds in abeyance in his college years the exercise of the right to be compensated ~::~:: 
for use of that (name, image and likeness), then it stands to reason that once he graduates, he should be 
paid that past compensation due to him." 

Curtner’s statement also was used in a series of letters that plaintiffs’ lawyer Michael D. Hausfeld sent to 
various conferences in August 2011. One of these letters, which went to the Southeastern Conference, was 
submitted as part of Thursday’s filing. The SEC is in the early part of 15-year TV contracts with ESPN and 
CBS that are worth $3 billion, but likely will become even more lucrative after ongoing renegotiations related 
to the conference’s addition of Texas A&M and Missouri this year. 

Hausfeld’s letter says that if the NCAA’s position, as stated by Curtner, is shared by the SEC, "any 
contractual undertaking that (SEC) may have with ESPN, any other broadcast network and/or internet 
companies purporting to grant such networks ... the right to ... use the names, images and likenesses of 
college athletes would appear to be unlawful." 

The letter adds that the plaintiffs intend to prove that none of the conferences has the right to profit from 
licensing the names, images and likenesses of athletes "unless the college athletes, in a non-collusive 
marketplace, consent to such use (which they have not done) ... " 

Later in 2011, as part of a proceeding in which the plaintiffs’ lawyers were attempting to force the SEC to 
turn over TV and licensing contracts as part of their pre-trial fact-finding, several conference officials stated in 
documents that "it is the practice of SEC member institutions to ask student-athletes to execute" a wide- 
ranging form that, among other things, grants the school permission to broadcast or rebroadcast events for 
which the student-athlete is present. 

"This form," the conference officials stated, "is administered by the SEC member institutions directly - the 
SEC itself is not involved in the execution of these forms and does not receive or maintain copies of them." 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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The Head Men’s Basketball Coach at Ocean State University watched High Post, a senior prospect, 
practice yesterday at his high school. After practice, the coach met with High at High’s house. 
How many recruiting opportunities did the coach use? 
The coach used 1 recruiting opportunity. NCAA Bylaw 13.1.5.5 states that evaluations that occur during 
the academic year count against the permissible number of recruiting opportunities, except for 
evaluations that occur on the same day as a permissible contact. Outside of the academic year, 
evaluations do not count against the annual number of recruiting opportunities. Contacts that occur with a 
prospective student-athlete count against the permissible number of total recruiting opportunities regardless 
of the time period (e.g., academic year or outside the academic year). All contacts and evaluations are 
subject to recruiting calendar restrictions. 
NCAA Bylaw 13.1.7.10 states that in team sports, an institution shall use an evaluation for each 
prospective student-athlete participating in a practice or contest observed by the institution’s coach, except 
an evaluation that occurs on the same day as a permissible contact (see Bylaw 13.1.5.5). An 
institution’s coach who is attending an event in which prospective student-athletes from multiple educational 
institutions participate in drills (e.g., combine) shall use an evaluation only for each prospective student- 
athlete participating in the event that the coach observes engaging in the drills. In football, an observation 
that occurs during a permissible contact period shall count only as a contact per Bylaw 13.02.4.1. (Revised: 
6/28/04, 5/14/05, 10/30/12) 
Please note this legislation changed with the adoption of NCAA Proposal 2012-17. The 
effective date of this piece of legislation is immediate and can be applied retroactively to 
August 1, 2012. 
This legislation is specific to Division I. 
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The Ocean State University women’s basketball team will be hosting a WNIT game at their on-campus~ 
facility in a few weeks. During that particular weekend, the team will be hosting 3 prospective student-~ 
athletes on official visits. Is it permissible to provide these prospects with complimentary admissions to the ~ 
WNIT ga me?                                                                                            ~ 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/2/03- Complimentary Admissions to Preseason Events (I)-~ 
states that a member institution may provide complimentary admissions to a prospect to attend preseason~ 
(as distinguished from postseason) home athletics events. [References: NCAA Proposal Nos. 2003-1 and 
2003-2, Bylaws 13.7.5.1 (entertainment/tickets on official visit - general restrictions), 13.7.5.2.2 (NCAA 
championships or other postseason events), 13.8.2.1 (entertainment/tickets on unofficial visit - general 
restrictions), 13.8.2.2 (home games outside regular facility) and 13.8.2.4 (NCAA championships and other 
postseason events) and 8/22/90, official interpretation, item 14, which has been archived.]. 
This piece of legislation is applicable to Division I. 
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The women’s lacrosse coaches at Ocean State University are finalizing their recruiting trips for the month of 
November. There is a high profile tournament being held in conjunction with the coaches’ convention on 
November 16-18. Here is the recruiting calendar breakdown: 
16th- contact period (no evaluations permitted) 
17th- evaluation period 
18th- evaluation period 
The coaches would like to evaluate all three days of the tournament. Is this permissible? 

No. NCAA Women’s Lacrosse Recruiting Calendar states that evaluations of prospects participating in 
lacrosse activities are limited to the three weekends (Saturday and Sunday) prior to Thanksgiving. 
This is an actual fact pattern and the NCAA has approved a blanket SLR waiver to allow coaches to evaluate 
on Friday the 16th.-NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief 
Approves Blanket Waiver for NCAA Bylaw 13.17.6 (women’s lacrosse). November 2, 2012. The 
NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief approved a blanket waiver to permit 
Division I women’s lacrosse coaches to attend the November 16, 2012, Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse 
Coaches Association (IWLCA) President’s Cup tournament. The Division I recruiting period legislation specifies 
that evaluations of prospective student-athletes in women’s lacrosse activities are limited to the three 
weekends (Saturday and Sunday) prior to Thanksgiving. In issuing this waiver, the subcommittee noted the 
IWLCA supports the waiver and the President’s Cup tournament start date was changed to accommodate 
the unexpected high number of teams registered to participate. The subcommittee also noted the IWLCA 
annual meeting and President’s Cup tournament are held in conjunction to maximize efficiency for both 
women’s lacrosse coaches and prospective student-athletes. In addition, the subcommittee noted Division II 
and Division III women’s lacrosse coaches are permitted to evaluate at the tournament Friday, November 
16. Finally, the subcommittee noted this as a one-time request and future similar requests may be denied. 
See Case No. 290866 in AMA Online via the search tab. 
PLEASE NOTE: The women’s lacrosse recruiting calendar has been updated to reflect these contact periods. 
As a reminder, coaches are permitted to make unlimited phone calls during a contact period. 
As noted in the waiver, Division II institutions were already permitted to evaluate on Friday the 16th. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
ice ndaras@bi,qeast.o r q www. bi,qeast.orc! 
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Grad transfer exception gains in popularity, 
scrutiny 

USAToday.com 

In this world of immediate gratification, there’s nothing better for a college basketball transfer than knowing 
that he’ll be able to play immediately at his new school. 
There’s one sure-fire way to do it. Graduate students who have not previously transferred can use the one- 
time transfer exception to play right away at their new school. If a player has completed his undergraduate 
coursework and has a year of eligibility remaining, he’s good to go. No waiver is necessary -- a change 
implemented at the start of the 2011-12 season, according to the NCAA -- so it’s easier than ever for 
graduates to play immediately. 
Former Xavier guard Mark Lyons used the exception. This season, he’ll play at Arizona for the coach who 
originally recruited him to the Musketeers, Sean Miller. Former Louisville forward 3ared SwopsNre will play at 
Northwestern this season, too. Same exception, same result. 
Last season, 15 college basketball players played as graduate student transfers -- including Brandon Wood, 
who graduated from Valparaiso and then played at Michigan State. 
"Sometimes, in life you have to make selfish decisions," Wood told USA TODAY Sports this spring. "If 
players handle their business and do what they have to do in the classroom and have the opportunity to do 
this, take advantage of this rule to better themselves, then I think it’s something people should look into 
doing." 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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Elite prospects take measures to limit 
coaches’ contact 
USA TODAY High School sportsAndrew and Aaron Harrison figured they could handle it. After all, what were a 

few more text messages for the [8-year-old twins, even if they are two of the 
most elite high school hoopers in the country? 
That’s why when the NCAA introduced a new rule change on June 15 that, among other things, allowed 
college basketball coaches to make unlimited phone calls and send unlimited text messages to recruits, 
Andrew and Aaron didn’t give it a second thought. 
"We really didn’t think it would be that serious," Aaron said. "We were definitely wrong." 
How wrong? 
On the first day, Aaron got more than 60 phone calls and 300 texts from college coaches. Same for 
Andrew. 
After another day of what Aaron referred to as a "ridiculous amount of calls and texts", the twin senior 
guards, who eventually committed to Kentucky in early October, changed their numbers and funneled all 
contact through their father Aaron Sr. 
"It’s too stressful," Aaron Jr. said. "You just get overwhelmed and it shouldn’t be like that. It’s too much. 
Why coaches just text constantly and call all the time is crazy to me, even if they can. You really have to 
limit that contact if you want to have some type of a normal life." 
It’s an approach that dozens of elite players around the country had taken even before the rule change, or 
have adopted since its inception. 
Simeon (Chicago) wing Jabari Parker, a consensus top five senior, took the same approach as the Harrison 
twins, changing his number and letting his father, Sonny, handle all calls and texts. 
Tyus Jones took a more proactive approach. 
As the top player in the 2014 class, Jones, a point guard at Apple Valley (Apple Valley, Minn.), knew that 
having more than 30 offers spelled a recipe for disaster. 
"Ne and my family talked to the coaches before June 15 and told them that they didn’t have to go 
overboard with calling and texting," Jones said. "It didn’t really make sense because we knew where they all 
stood. It wasn’t necessary to hear from them every day." 

Not every college coach gets sore thumbs from sending dozens of texts. Some take the "hands-off" 
approach. 

Back in September when Kentucky coach John Calipari extended an offer to Whitney Young (Chicago) 
center Jahlil Okafor, Calipari told Okafor not to expect him to call constantly. 
"Coach Cal said he didn’t see the point of all that calling and texting," said Okafor, who is ranked No. 2 in the 
class of 2014. "I loved that approach because he made a really good point when he said, ’I’m 53 years old, 
what would we have to talk about?’ Some schools just get out of hand with crazy texts." 
After one coach began sending Okafor text messages simply repeating the name of his college, Okafor’s 
dad Chucky stepped in and told all of the coaches to keep texts and calls on topic. 
"It was just weird," Okafor said. "I guess some guys like the attention, but, honestly, most of us don’t need 
it." 
Some schools think that the head coach has to take the lead on elite prospects and stay in constant contact 
to have a legitimate chance at landing them. 
Not true according to Wesleyan Christian (High Point, N.C.) wing Theo Pinson, a consensus top 10 player in 
the class of 2014. 
"I don’t need to hear from the head coach too often," Pinson said. "As long as I hear from him from time to 
time that’s fine with me. It can’t be never. That would be a turnoff. But I know he’s busy; just need to talk 
to him every now and then." 
Still, in the high-stakes game of recruiting where commitments from elite prospects can affect livelihoods, 



college coaches feel the pressure to pull out all the stops. 
The question is: When does it get to be too much? 
For Okafor, that answer is simple. 
"It’s common sense; you know when you’re calling and texting too much," he said. "Coaches just have to 
remember, we already know you want us. Don’t be so thirsty." 
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The men’s basketball staff is preparing its National Letter of Intent (NLI) packets to be sent out tomorrow 
via federal express. Included in this mailing is the NLI, NLI instructions, institutional financial aid agreement 
and a sports information questionnaire. 
Are all of these items permitted to be in this packet? 
No. It is not permissible to send a questionnaire using express mail services. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1.1 
states that an institution is not permitted to use express mail delivery services and may only use first-class 
mail or a lesser rate of service (e.g., parcel post) with no extra services (e.g., certified mail, delivery 
confirmation) to provide permissible printed recruiting materials to prospective student-athletes, their parents 
or legal guardians, their coaches or any other individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in 
which a prospective student-athlete is involved, who resides within the 50 United States, other than the 
National Letter of Intent or other written admissions and/or financial aid commitment to attend the institution 
and necessary pre-enrollment information per Bylaw 13.4.1.1-(h). [D] (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 
Revised: 5/12/05, 1/14/08, 4/15/08) 
NCAA Bylaw 13.9.2.1 states that an institutional or conference financial aid form may be included in the 
normal mailing of the National Letter of Intent, but none of the forms enclosed in the mailing may be signed 
by the prospective student-athlete prior to the initial signing date in that sport in the National Letter of Intent 
program. [D] (8/5/04) 
PLEASE NOTE: This is an actual fact pattern of a Division I secondary rules violation posted on 
LSDBi. 
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Ocean State University will be participating in the 20th Annual New England Classic Volleyball Tournament 
this weekend. The organization conducting the event wants to provide an all-tournament team award to 
the designated student-athletes from each team. Is this permissible? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Official Interpretation- 11/8/12- Special Event Participation Awards 
Based on Level of Achievement (I)- states that the committee determined that special event 
participation awards may include awards that are based on a level of achievement (e.g., all-tournament 
award, finalist award, place-finish award) in the event, provided the awards are uniform within each level and 
the combined value of all awards received for participation in the particular type of special event (e.g., 
conference championship; other established meets, tournaments and featured individual competition) does 
not exceed the legislated maximum value. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 16.1.2 (uniformity of awards), 16.1.4.1 (participation awards), Figure 
16-1 (participation awards) and a staff interpretation (12/13/91, Item No. e)] 
This applies to Division I. 
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Hops is a women’s basketball prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of Intent with 
Ocean State University yesterday. Which of the following is true "rOD#Y? 

1. The coaches may make unlimited phone calls to Hops 
2. Noncoaching staff members and noncountable coaches may make phone calls to Hops 
3. Hops may receive text messages 
4. All of the above 

The answer is D. 
NC~. Bylaw 13.1.3.3.3 states that there shall be no limit on the number of telephone calls by the 
institution to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) 
beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: 2/9/95, Revised: 11/12/97, 
4/29/04, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete siqns a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid; or 
(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
NC~u~ Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1.2 states that a noncoaching institutional staff member or a coach who does not 
count toward the numerical limitations on head and assistant coaches in Bylaw 11.7.4 may make telephone 
calls to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) 
beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11, 
4/26/12) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid; or 
(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
NC~. B¥1a~ 13.4.1.2.~ states that there shall be no limit on the forms of electronically transmitted 
correspondence sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal 
guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 
8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete siqns a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid; or 
(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
This is applicable to Division I. 
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NCAA members adjust to post-Sandusky 
landscape 
USA TODAY.corn 

No one is going to accept excuses again, so there better be none. Who to call? What to report? Who to 
trust? What’s my responsibility? 
Athletics departments at colleges and universities have turned introspective in the year since former Penn 
State football assistant coach Jerry Sandusky was first arrested for child sex abuse. 
There is a coast-to-coast mandate, and it is as simple as this: "You see it, you own it." 
It is a slogan Greg McGarity, athletics director at Georgia, first saw used by The Walt Disney Co. As 
McGarity understood it, the slogan was a prod for all employees regardless of rank to pick up trash on the 
company’s grounds if they saw it. McGarity adopted the slogan for Georgia when it came to NCAA rules 
compliance, but now the slogan is used in case something much more sinister than a hot dog wrapper is 
floating around. 
"People are more alert, people are asking more questions, people are probably paranoid, somewhat, that 
those type situations of what happened at Penn State don’t arise at their institutions," he said. 
"There is the unknown out there, and that’s the scary thing. What we’re saying now is if something doesn’t 
look right, bring it up. We have an obligation." 

McGarity paused for a moment and seemed to speak for athletics directors across the country. 
"It shakes you up and causes you to reevaluate everything." 
McGarity and his peers in the NCAA membership have been compelled to review their policies and practices 
in the wake of the Penn State scandal, not only to assess their areas of strength and vulnerability, but also 
to adjust to a shifted NCAA enforcement landscape. 
The Freeh Report, which detailed the failings of Penn State’s bureaucracy, has become McGarity’s newest 
teaching manual, all 267 pages of it. McGarity and his senior staff came up with 16 points of action off the 

Freeh Report to use in re-examining the policies of the Georgia athletics department. 
Morgan Burke, athletics director at Purdue, said one of the first steps at his school in the wake of Penn State 
was educating staff more thoroughly on the Clery Act, which requires that colleges and universities that 
participate in federal financial aid programs keep and disclose information about crime on and near their 
campuses. Burke said university attorneys have made it clear to athletics staff that they have a legal 

obligation to report any suspicious activity. 
In addition, Purdue has looked at how it operates sports camps for youth and has expanded the checking of 
state and national sex offender’s registries for any coaches and workers who come in contact with kids. 
Volunteers are subjected to the same scrutiny as coaches, Burke said. 
There also was a review of the use of facilities by non-athletic staff, Burke said. After Sandusky left the Penn 
State football coaching staff, he retained access to the school’s facilities, where he committed some of his 
crimes. 
"We’re a lifeguard," Burke said. "Anybody who comes into our domain, either as a guest, fan, student- 
athlete, camper, we need to be sure that person leaves in as good a shape, if not better, as they came to 
US." 

McGarity said passenger manifests for official university travel are now examined at Georgia. In the 
Sandusky trial it was revealed the former coach took one of the children he abused to a Penn State bowl 
game. 
At the University of Utah, athletics director Chris Hill said, "You do wonder who you can trust and who you 
can’t, so you have to be vigilant. 
"Any group that has authority over young people are now in a different pool than we were 10 years ago. 
We’re a group that has to take special care. This embarrasses us all." 
Meanwhile, the penalties Penn State has faced for its inaction related to Sandusky have created an 
uneasiness, athletics administrators say, about the NCAA’s abrupt departure from its enforcement process. 



The NCAA’s board of directors and President Mark Emmert imposed a $60 million fine on Penn State and 
four-year ban from the football postseason without going through a typical NCAA investigation and hearing 
process. 
Emmert has cited the unprecedented nature of the Penn State case in explaining the reasons the NCAA 
bypassed its normal enforcement process. Asked if the NCAA would bypass its Committee on Infractions in 
future cases and impose penalties without a hearing, Erik Christianson, the NCAA’s director of public and 

media relations, said, "We are not speculating on potential future situations." 
Tom Yeager, commissioner of the Colonial Athletic Association and a former member of the NCAA’s 
Committee on Infractions, objected to the heavy hand on Penn State without due process. 
"I think there was a process in place that has been developed over decades by some of the brightest legal 
minds in our institutions and by outside consultants," Yeager said. "It has withstood all kinds of outside legal 

challenges. I’m one that felt we had processes in place and people in place to treat this." 
"This is the old slippery slope. I think it raises the question about what’s next. OK, this is a path you are 
going down and you have some other cases out there right now." 
Jo Potuto, faculty athletics representative at the University of Nebraska, a constitutional law professor and 
former nine-year member of the Committee on Infractions, said the NCAA’s decision was "ill-advised." 
However, Potuto said, Penn State has no specific rights of due process under law because it has joined "a 
club" and it has agreed to adhere to the NCAA’s rulings and findings. Penn State is not owed the typical path 
of jurisprudence that comes with the legal system, she said. 
Potuto also noted that the public clamored for a response from the NCAA. "It was a hard place for the 
NCAA to be," she said. "People would have said, ’If you can’t do this, what are you good for?’ " 
Utah’s Hill said he is not worried that this is going to be a routine course of action for the NCAA. But he said 

he worried about the NCAA "being the lead dog" or executioner of Penn State, rather than an entity applying 
pressure on the school to correct its missteps. 
"This is not anybody disagreeing with the severity of the punishment," said Georgia’s McGarity, "but there is iiii 

that this opens the door to the unknown." 
iiii 

a general concern 
Gene Marsh, who represented Penn State in the case to the NCAA, said he raised the issues of due process 
throughout the NCAA’s deliberations on sanctions. He said it was never on the table that Penn State would 

go before the Committee on Infractions and have a hearing. 
"Given the amount of discussion that has occurred regarding this process and the objections, it would not 
surprise me that 10 years from now people will look back and Penn State will be the only case ever handled 
that way," Marsh said. "It is kind of on (the NCAA) to decide whether they want to do this again." 

Universities and their athletics directors are busy constructing firewalls to make sure the NCAA does not have 
another case like Penn State, but no amount of fireproofing will offer guarantees. 
An investigation that came to light last week at the University of Iowa offers another example of how difficult 
it is to spot illegal behavior. According to documents obtained by the Iowa City Press-Citizen newspaper, 
Peter Gray, an associate director of athletic student services and director of academic advising and 
counseling, quit his job last week amid allegations of a pattern of sexual harassment that began in the 
1990s. 
"We have aberrant behavior in society," said Purdue’s Burke. "Does that mean you lose trust in everybody? 
Is there a way that you put so many locks on a door that it absolutely protects you? 
"Don’t delude yourself. If you think a set of policies and procedures can supersede the core values and 
judgment of individuals, you’re kidding yourself. You shouldn’t be sloppy, you should lock the doors to the 
weight room and make sure somebody doesn’t walk in and hurt themselves, but at the end of the day you 
have to hire good people, and when people run amok, you have to take action." 
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Blown Coverage is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University. What is the minimum number of 
credit hours Blown must successfully complete during this fall term in order to be eligible for competition at 
the start of the 2013 season? 
A. 6 hours 
B. 9 hours 
C. 18 hours 
D. No credit hour requirements 
The answer is B_. NC~u~ Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6 state that in football, a student-athlete who is a member of the 
institution’s football team and who does not successfully complete at least nine-semester hours or eight- 
quarter hours of academic credit during the fall term and earn the Academic Progress Rate eligibility point for 
the fall term shall not be eligible to compete in the first four contests against outside competition in the 
following playing season. (Adopted: 4/28/11 effective 8/1/11) 
This is Division I Legislation. 
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Ocean State University (OSU) has several student-athletes remaining on campus during the Thanksgiving 
Holiday. Because these individuals will be unable to have Thanksgiving dinner with their families, John Pilgrim, 
one of OSU’s biggest supporters, would like to provide them a meal on Thursday. The meal will be held in 
the basketball arena and will be open to all student-athletes that have to remain on campus. NCAA legislation 
allows a booster to provide a meal in a facility regularly used for competition. Is it permissible to host the 
meal in the basketball arena if not all the student-athletes invited compete in this facility? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 1/14/2010-Proposal No. 2009-74 Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- 
Benefits, Gifts and Services -- Occasional Meals -- Location of Meal Provided By Representative of Athletics 
Interests (I)- states that: 

uestion: Does the occasional meal have to be rovided in the s ort’s facili re ularl used for home 
competition for the particular sport for which the meal is provided? For example, may the soccer team have 
an occasional meal in the basketball facility? 
Answer: The facility does not have to be specific to the sport for which the meal is provided. 
Question: Must the facility be owned by the institution? 
Answer: No. 
~n: What qualifies as "a facility that is regularly used for home competition"? 
Answer: One that the institution uses for a majority of its home competitions in a particular sport. 
Question: May the occasional meal occur at a restaurant located on campus? 

Answer: Yes. 
This legislation is applicable to both Division I and II. 
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Ohio State adjusts Urban Meyer’s bonus due 
to NCAA sanctions 
USAToday,com 

¯ Ohio State was hit with a postseason ban after Urban Meyer was hired 
¯ The Buckeyes won the Leaders Division, but are ineligible for the Big Ten title game 
¯ The school is working with Meyer on details of his bonus 

When is an incentive bonus not an incentive bonus that becomes an incentive bonus again? 
When Ohio State coach Urban Meyer’s representatives and university officials work out a way to fix a 
contract provision that rescued a potential bonus that was headed toward a dead end even as the Buckeyes 
built an 11-0 record heading into their season finale Saturday at home against Michigan. 
It was a dead end that potentially would have cost Meyer $150,000 or $250,000 - a significant amount of 
money, even for a coach whose base annual compensation is $4 million. 
Meyer’s contract includes the prospect of: 
-- A $50,000 bonus if the team wins the Big Ten Conference’s Leaders Division. 
-- An automatic one-year extension onto his current contract and a $100,000 bonus if the Buckeyes win the 
conference championship game. 
== $150,000 for playing in a Bowl Championship Series non=title game or $250,000 for playing in the BCS title 
game. 
Because Meyer was hired in November 2011 as Ohio State faced NCAA sanctions that include a ban on 
postseason play this year, his contract includes specific language addressing the bonuses for this season or 
any other season in which Ohio State is ineligible for its division championship or the postseason because of 
rules violations that occurred before Meyer’s arrival. 
Regarding the $50,000 division bonus, the contract says Meyer will be paid if "Ohio State has the most wins 
in the Leaders Division at the conclusion of the last regular season game." This goal has been achieved, as 
the Buckeyes have clinched the division’s top record. 
There was no work-around for the Big Ten title game. 
Regarding the $150,000 BCS bonus, however, it would be paid only "if Ohio State is ranked in the top #3 - 
#10 in the BCS final rankings". And the $250,000 bonus would be paid instead "if Ohio State is ranked in the 
top 2 in the BCS final ranking." 
That created a problem. 
A major component of the BCS rankings is the USA TODAY Coaches’ Poll, but teams under NCAA sanctions 
are ineligible to receive votes in the poll. Initially, Ohio State Senior Associate Athletics Director 3ulie Vannatta 
said in an e-mail that Ohio State’s position was "what’s in the written contract is correct." 
In other words - no BCS ranking, no bonus. 
Last Friday, however, Vannatta said in an e-mail and an interview that Ohio State officials had discussed the 
matter with Meyer’s representatives and the parties have agreed that the contract will be amended to make 
Ohio State’s standing in the final Associated Press media poll the determinant of the BCS bonus. Teams on 
probation are eligible for votes in the AP poll. 
Meyer is represented by CAA Sports, which, through spokeswoman Beth McClinton, has declined to 
comment at any point in the process. 
"We both agree that this change is necessary in order to achieve the original intended purpose of the 
employment agreement between Ohio State and Coach Meyer," Vannatta said in an e-mail. 
With the Buckeyes moving up to No. 4 in this week’s AP poll, a victory Saturday over their archrivals will 
virtually assure a top-10 finish. Given the way the season has been going recently for highly ranked teams, 
they could end up in the top two. 
And Meyer could end up with the bonus that almost was not. 
PLEASE NOTE: This article was selected for educational purposes. 
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))i 

Poke Check is a lacrosse student-athlete at Bay State College. Poke will be transferring to Ocean State 
University in January, making him a 4-4 transfer. He attended Bay State College for a total of 2 full-time 
semesters. How many hours will Poke need to have completed when he enrolls at Ocean State University in 
January? 

1. 6 hours 
2. 24 hours 
3. 30 hours 
4. There are no credit hour requirements for transfers 

The answer is B_. I~lC~u~ Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2 states that to be eligible for competition, a transfer student- 
athlete must meet the following credit-hour requirements based on attendance at the previous institution(s) 
for the specified time and may use any hours of academic credit earned at any collegiate institution: 
(Adopted: 10/31/02 effective 8/1/03 for those student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution full time 
on or after 8/1/03, Revised: 5/12/05) 

(a) Equivalent of one semester/one quarter: six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit; 
(b) Equivalent of one academic year (e.g., two semesters/three quarters): 24-semester or 36-quarter 
hours of academic credit; 
(c) Equivalent of three semesters/four quarters: 30-semester or 42-quarter hours of academic credit; or 
(d) Equivalent of four semesters/six quarters and thereafter: six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic ::::::~ 
credit during the previous term of full-time enrollment, if applicable (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2.1). 
This legislation is specific to Division I. For Division II, NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1 states that eligibility 
for competition shall be based on the following requirements: (Revised: 1/10/92) 

(a) Satisfactory completion of six-semester or six-quarter hours of academic credit the preceding regular 
academic term in which the student-athlete has been enrolled full time at any collegiate institution; and 
(Adopted: 1/12/04 effective immediately following the institution’s 2005 fall term; thus, applicable to hours 
earned during the 2005 fall term) 

(b) For a midyear transfer student-athlete, for a student-athlete following the student-athlete’s first academic iii:: 
year in residence or after the student-athlete has used one season of eligibility in any sport at the certifying i~i~ 
institution, the certification shall be determined by the student-athlete’s academic record in existence at the iiii 
beginning of the fall term or at the beginning of any other regular term of that academic year, based on: ~i~i 

(1) Satisfactory completion before each fall term of a cumulative total of academic semester or iiiiii 
quarter hours equivalent to an average of at least 12-semester or quarter hours during each of ~i~i 
the previous academic terms in academic years in which the student-athlete has been enrolled in i~i~ 
a term or terms; or i~i~ 
(2) Satisfactory completion of 2+semester or 36-quarter hours of academic credit since the iiiiiiii 
beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the certifying institution’s preceding i~i~ 
regular two semesters or three quarters. ~i~i 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
iiii Associate Commissioner for Compliance ! SWA Liaison ~i~i 

BIG EAST Conference i~i~ 
15 Park Row West i~i~ 
Providence, RI 02903 ~i~i 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 iiii 
Cell: 401.265.6739 iiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 8:03 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 11/30/12- 13.6.7.5- Student Host During Vacation Period 
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The men’s soccer coaches at Ocean State University are hosting a few prospects on official visits during 
the holiday break in between the fall and spring semesters. Although the season is over, a few soccer 
student-athletes will be in town and available to serve as student hosts. These student-athletes live in the 
dorms, which are closed for the holiday at the time of the official visits. Is it permissible for the coaches to 
provide room expenses to these student-athletes since they are serving as student hosts? Can the student- 
athletes stay in the hotel with the prospects? 
It is not permisible to provide lodging expenses to student hosts during a vacation period. NCM Staff 
Interpretation- 12/20/91-Student host receiving expenses during official vacation period- 
states that an institution financing an official visit to a prospective student-athlete may not provide lodging 
expenses to a student-athlete serving as a student host; further, a student-athlete serving as a student 
host during the institution’s official vacation period would be permitted to receive meals. 
NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4[ 13/94- Student Host Staying in Hotel Room With Prospect- states 
that an institution, at its discretion, may allow a student host to stay in the prospective student-athlete’s 
hotel room during an official visit, provided the official visit does not occur during a vacation period. 
This legislation applies to Division I and II. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.bigeast.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:30 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/3/12- 13.1.5.9- Reviewing Film ruth a Prospect 
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Wish Bone is a senior in high school and has been recruited by Ocean State University (OSU) to play 
football next year. Wish lives in the locale of the campus and would like to attend a few of OSU’s practices 
next week as they begin preparations for its upcoming bowl game. Wish is eager to learn OSU’s offensive 
system, so he contacted one of the coaches and asked if he could review film with him after one of the 
practices. 
Is it permissible for the coach to review film with Wish? 
No. I~tC~u~. Bylaw 13.1.5.9 states that a coaching staff member shall not engage in any practice activities 

(e.g., review of playbook, chalk talk, film review) with a prospective student-athlete. A prospective student- 
athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent or a written offer of admission or financial aid, or has 
submitted a financial deposit to the institution in response to the institution’s offer of admission shall not 
observe an institution’s off-field or off-court practice session (e.g., meeting, film review) that is closed to the 
general public. A prospective student-athlete may observe an institution’s on-field or on-court practice session 
(including a session that is closed to the general public), regardless of whether he or she has signed a 
National Letter of Intent or a written offer of admission or financial aid, or has submitted a financial deposit to 
the institution in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
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The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University are very interested in recruiting a few 7th graders 
they have seen on film. Is it permissible for the coaches to call them or go visit them in their homes since 
they have not yet started classes in the 9th grade? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 11/30/12- Men’s Basketball -- Definition of a Prospective 
Student-Athlete for Tryouts and Camps and Clinics (I)- states that NCAA Division I member 
institutions should note that, pursuant to NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.11.1.2 and 13.12.1.1.1, for the 
purposes of tryouts and camps and clinics leqislation in men’s basketball, a prospective student-athlete is 
defined as an individual who has started classes for the seventh grade. This definition is not applicable to 
other recruiting bylaws (e.g., telephone calls, official visits and contact restrictions). 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist member institutions in applying the legislation. 
Question: Is it permissible for a men’s basketball coach to provide recruiting materials, including general 
correspondence related to athletics, to seventh or eighth graders or their parents or legal guardians? 
Answer: No. The legislation that defines a prospective student-athlete for purposes of the tryout and 
camps and clinics legislation does not change the permissible time period for providing recruiting materials to 
men’s basketball prospective student-athletes. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.4.1, in men’s basketball, it is not 
permissible to provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to athletics, to an 
individual or his parents or legal guardians until June 15 at the conclusion of his sophomore year in high school 
or, for a prospective student-athlete who attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional 
calendar (e.g., Southern Hemisphere), the day after the conclusion of the his sophomore year in high 
school. 
Question: Is it permissible for a men’s basketball coach to place telephone calls to seventh or eighth 
graders? 
Answer: No. The legislation that defines a prospective student-athlete for purposes of the tryout and 
camps and clinics legislation does not change the permissible time period for placing telephone calls to men’s 
basketball prospective student-athletes. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.3.1.3, it is not permissible for an institutional 
coaching staff member to make telephone calls to a men’s basketball prospective student-athlete before 
June 15 of the prospective student-athlete’s sophomore year in high school or, for a prospective student- 
athlete who attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional calendar (e.g., Southern 
Hemisphere), the day a~er the conclusion of his sophomore year in high school. 
Question: May a men’s basketball coach make in-person off-campus recruiting contacts with seventh and 
eighth graders? 
Answer: No. The legislation that defines a prospective student-athlete for purposes of the tryout and 
camps and clinics legislation does not change the permissible time period for off-campus contact with men’s 
basketball prospective student-athletes. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.1. I. 1, off-campus recruiting contacts may 
not be made with a men’s basketball prospective student-athlete or his relatives or legal guardians before the 
opening day of classes for the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. 
Question: May a seventh or eighth grader be provided an official (paid) visit? 
Answer: No. The legislation that defines a prospective student-athlete for purposes of the tryout and 
camps and clinics legislation does not change the date of the first opportunity for men’s basketball 
prospective student-athletes to receive expense-paid visits. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.6.2.2.1, it is not 
permissible for a prospective student-athlete to be provided an official visit earlier than January 1 of the 
prospective student athlete’s junior year of high school. 
Question: Is it permissible to conduct a boys basketball camp for seventh and eighth graders on an 
institution’s campus during a dead period? 
Answer: No. An institutional sports camp or clinic is defined as camp or clinic that is owned or operated by a 
member institution, or an employee of the athletics department, and in which prospective student-athletes 
participate. Seventh and eighth graders are considered prospective student-athletes for purposes of the 
tryout and camps and clinics legislation; therefore, pursuant to Bylaw 13.12.1.3, institutional boys basketball 
camps and clinics for seventh and eighth graders may not be conducted during a dead period. 
Question: May an institution conduct a boys basketball camp or clinic for seventh or eighth graders during 
the months of June, July or August? 
Answer: Yes. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.12.1.1.4, an institution may only conduct an institutional boys basketball i~i~ 



camp during the months of June, July or August. 
Question: May an institution’s men’s basketball coach or noncoaching staff member with basketbaIFspecific 
duties be employed at another institution’s or noninstitutional boys basketball camp or clinic that includes 
seventh and eighth graders? 
Answer: No. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.12.2.3.2, an institution’s coaching staff member or noncoaching staff 
member with basketball-specific duties (other than a manager) may only be employed at his or her 
institution’s camps or clinics. 
Question= May a basketball coaching staff member attend noninstitutional basketball events, such as 
camps, leagues, tournaments in which seventh or eighth graders participate during the April or summer 
evaluation periods? 
Answer= Unless the event is certified per Bylaw 13.18, no, it is not permissible for a coach to attend 
noninstitutional basketball events that include seventh and eighth graders during the April or summer 
evaluation periods. 
[References: Division I Bylaws 13.1.1.1 (time period for off-campus contacts -- general rule), 13.1.3.1.3 
(exception -- men’s basketball), 13.1.7.8. (basketball evaluations), 13.4.1 (recruiting materials), 13.6.2.2.1 
(first opportunity to visit), 13.11.1.2 (definition of "prospective student-athlete" for tryout purposes - men’s 
basketball), 13.12.1.1.1 (definition of prospective student-athlete - men’s basketball), 13.12.1.1.4 
(basketball), 13.12.1.5 (recruiting calendar exceptions), 13.12.1.7.1 (general rule), 13.12.2.3.2 
(institutional/noninstitutional privately owned camps/clinic -- basketball) and 13.18 (summer basketball event 
certification -- men’s basketball); an official interpretation (7/13/05, Item No. 1); and a staff interpretation 
(4/6/94, Item No. a)] 
This legislation is applicable to Division I. 
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The Ocean State University Men’s Golf team is required to wear a coat and tie when traveling to away 
from home competitions. Several of the student-athletes do not have jackets, so they decide to run a car 
wash to raise money for the jackets. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/4/87- Car wash used to earn money to purchase apparel 
items- states that it would not be permissible per Constitution 3-1-(g)-(5), for student-athletes to conduct a 
car wash to earn money to purchase apparel items (e.g., travel blazer, jacket) that are not directly related 
to athletic participation. 
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Ocean State University softball coaches would like to continue with out of season workouts and conditioning 
up until the beginning of finals week. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.2 states that: 
(a) Sports Other Than Football. Outside of the playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes 
of the academic year or September 15, whichever occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the 
institution’s final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year, only a student-athlete’s 
participation in required weiqht traininq, conditioninq and skiIFrelated instruction shall be permitted. A student- 

athlete’s participation in such activities per Bylaw 17.02.1 shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per 
week with not more than two hours per week spent on skill-related workouts. All countable related activities 
outside the playing season are prohibited one week prior to the beginning of the final examination period for 
the applicable academic term through the conclusion of each student-athlete’s final exams. (Revised: 
4/27/06 effective 8/1/06, 9/22/06) 

(b) Bowl Subdivision Football. [FBS] Activities between the institution’s last contest and January 1 are 
limited to required weight training, conditioning and the review of game film. A student-athlete’s participation 
in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of which not more than two hours 
per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning January 1 and outside the playing 
season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaw 17.9.6. (Revised: 12/15/06) 

(c) Championship Subdivision Football. [FCS] Activities between the institution’s last contest and the 
start of summer conditioning are limited to required weight training, conditioning and the review of game film. 
A student-athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of 
which not more than two hours per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning with the 
start of summer conditioning and outside the playing season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaws 17.9.6.2 
and 17.9.6.4. (Revised: 12/15/06) 
This legislation is applicable to Division I. 
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Tulsa fires athletic director week after he 
was named in federal gambling investigation 
FoxNews.com--AP 

TULSA, Okla. - Tulsa athletic director Ross Parmley was fired Tuesday, a week after he was named in a 
federal investigation of a man accused of running a gambling operation in Oklahoma City. 
Tulsa President Steadman Upham released a letter to students and faculty of the private university Tuesday 
night, saying Parmley "admitted he had not been truthful" about his role in the mess when he told him in 
October 2011 that he was cooperating in an FBI investigation. 
Parmley was publicly linked last month with the investigation into Teddy Mitchell. In recently unsealed court 
documents, Parmley is described as an "admitted gambler with Mitchell." 
Mitchell is scheduled for trial in April. 
Upham said Parmley told him last year he wasn’t personally involved in the root of the investigation. 
"At that time, Ross told me that his involvement was solely due to a family connection to the person being 
investigated," Upham said in the letter. 
That conversation took place when Parmley was still interim athletic director. He became athletic director in 
January despite the investigation, which has since drawn the attention of the NGAA. 
The university says it is cooperating with the NCAA probe. 
A lawyer for Parmley didn’t immediately return a phone message from The Associated Press seeking 
comment. After Parmley was placed on leave, his attorney, Derek Chance, said Parmley was cooperating 
with investigators and that he wasn’t a target of the FBI. 
Upham says he discussed with Parmley the scope of his involvement in any gambling. 
"For obvious reasons, 3[ specifically asked Ross if he had ever gambled on college or professional sports. He 
told me that friendly wagers during personal golf games constituted the extent of his betting activities. I took ~ 
Ross at his word, as I had no reason to believe there had been any acts of impropriety or non-compliance," ~ 
Upha m said. ~i~i 
The 39-year-old Parmley was placed on administrative leave Nov. 27. iiii 
"On Tuesday, Nov. 27, while I was out of the country, Ross admitted he had not been truthful in our 2011 i~i~ 
conversation," Parmley said. "He was immediately put on administrative leave and, at my direction, TU ~i~i 
notified the NCAA. We subsequently launched our own internal investigation." i~i~ 
Upham said the school is "cooperating fully with officials from the NCAA to comprehensively investigate this ~i~i 
matter and bring it to a fair and proper conclusion. This a difficult time for TU and we realize that our iiii 
reputation is at stake. We are determined to uncover the whole truth in every aspect of this case." i~i~ 
Upham noted that he and his wife are on a trip through South America, but pledged to remain in close ~i~i 
contact with administrators, university trustees and the NCAA. i~i~ 
Upham served as Tulsa’s president for eight years before retiring June 30 and accepting a teaching position ~i~i 
at the university. He retook the helm in October after trustees fired Geoffrey Orsak. i~i~ 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. iiii 
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FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 9:05 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/10/12- Christmas Cards 

iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Bah Humbug, Head Women’s Golf Coach at Ocean State University, wants to buy and send Christmas 
cards to her 3 NLI signees. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.1 does not include greeting cards. The coach could, however, send an 
institutional note card to the prospects with a hand written note wishing them Happy Holidays. 
As specified below, an institution may provide the following printed materials [hard copy or electronically (see 
Bylaw 13.4.1.2)] to prospective student-athletes, their parents or legal guardians, their coaches or any other 
individual responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved: 
[Dl(Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, Revised: 4/15/08, 4/29110 effective 811/10, 5/27/11) 
(a) General Correspondence. General correspondence may be sent only by mail, subject to the following 
provisions: (Revised: 3/8/06, 5/25/06, 12/12/06, 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, 4/15/08, 4/24/08 effective 
8/1/08, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(1) The correspondence shall include a single sheet of institutional letterhead, which shall not exceed 8 1/2 
by 11 inches in size; (Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(2) There are no restrictions on the design or content of one side of the single sheet of institutional 
letterhead. The opposite side shall be blank, except for text (typed or handwritten) used to communicate a 
message to the recipient and any other handwritten information; (Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 
(3) Additional pages of the correspondence shall be limited to plain white paper (not to exceed 8 1/2 by 11 
inches in size) and black ink. The additional pages shall be blank, except for text (typed or handwritten) used 
to communicate a message to the recipient and any other handwritten information; (Adopted: 4/29/10 
effective 8/1/10) 
(4) Attachments to general correspondence may only include materials printed on plain white paper (not to 
exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size) with black ink that are not created for recruiting purposes, except for 
other permissible printed materials (e.g., camp brochures, questionnaires); (Revised: 4/29/10 effective 
8/I/10) 
(5) An envelope used to send the correspondence may only include the institution’s name and logo or an 
athletics logo (in addition to the postage, return address and addressee information) on the outside, must be 
blank on the inside when produced and may not exceed 9 by 12 inches; and (Adopted: 4/29/10 effective 
8/1/10) 
(6) All institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members, athletics department staff members and 
administrators) may prepare general correspondence. (Revised: 4/29/I0 effective 8/1/10) 
(b) Business Cards. 
(c) Camp or Clinic Brochures. Brochures are not restricted by content or design, except that they must 

indicate that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (limited only by number, age, grade level 
and/or gender). Brochures are restricted to a single two-sided sheet, not to exceed 17 by 22 inches in size 
when opened in full. Camp or clinic brochures may be provided to a prospective student-athlete at any time. 
(See Bylaw 12.5.1.6.) (Revised: 4/15/08, 9/24/09) 
(d) Questionnaires. An institution may provide questionnaires to a prospective student-athlete at any 
time. (Revised: 4/14/08) 
(e) Nonathletics Institutional Publications. An institution may provide nonatNetics institutional 

publications available to all students at any time (e.g., official academic, admissions and student-services 
publications published by the institution and available to all students). 
(f) NCAA Educational Material Published by the NCAA (e.g., NCAA Guide for the College-Bound 
Student-Athlete). Such material may be provided to a prospective student-athlete at any time. (Revised: 

4/15/08) 
(g) Game Programs. Game programs (which may not include posters) may be provided to prospective 
student-athletes only during official and unofficial recruiting visits and may not be mailed. 
(h) Pre-enrollment Information. Necessary pre-enrollment information regarding orientation, conditioning, 
academics and practice activities, may be provided to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has 
signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid agreement or has been officially accepted for 
enrollment. (See Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4.) (Adopted: 12/12/06) 
(i) Institutional Note Cards. Institutional note cards may not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches when opened in 
full. In addition, such cards may only contain the institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on the 



outside, must be blank on the inside (one side of the card when opened in full) when produced and may 
include only handwritten information (e.g., words, illustrations) on the inside when provided to the recipients. 
(Adopted: 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07, Revised: 4/15/08, 4/13/09) 
(j) Postcards. An institution may send an institutional postcard, provided its dimensions do not exceed 4 
1/4 by 6 inches, it includes only the institution’s name and logo or an athletics logo on one side when 
produced and it includes only handwritten information, (e.g., words, illustrations) on the opposite side when 
provided to the recipients. Blank postcards issued by the U.S. postal service also may be sent. (Adopted: 
1/14/09 effective 8/1109, Revised: 4/29/10 effective 811110) 
This legislation is applicable to Division I. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401 ~273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.bigeast.org 

M 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 8:31 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/11/12- Pax~Jcipafion Gilt 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

))i 

Hard Count is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University. Hard is participating in the Festivus Bowl 
and will receive a ring from the bowl organization. Hard would prefer a watch over a ring, so he asks a local 
jeweler if he can exchange the ring for a watch. As long as the watch does not cost more than the ring, this 
would be permissible. 
A. True 
B. False 
The answer is B. False. NC.~ Bylaw 16.1,4 states that athletics awards given to individual student- 

athletes shall be limited to those approved or administered by the member institution, its conference or an 
approved agency as specified in the following subsections and shall be limited in value and number as 
specified in this section. Awards received for intercolleqiate athletics artici ation ma not be sold~ 
or assigned for another item of value, even if the student-athlete’s name or picture does not appear on the 
award. Each of the following subsections is independent of the others so that it is permissible for an individual :~:~ 

student-athlete to receive the awards described in all subsections. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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~~~~~~~iiii~!i~~~~~~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 8:04 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/13/12- 12.3.1.1, 12.3.1.2- Agents 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Rules Working Group to make final recommendations 

NCAA.org 

Members have just a few more days to provide feedback to the Rules Working Group in advance of the 
group’s final recommendations to the Division I Board of Directors at the 2013 NCAA Convention in 
Grapevine, Texas. 
During its December 17-18 meeting in Indianapolis, the working group is expected to fine-tune the 27 
proposals it developed with feedback from the membership on. The proposals represent the first phase 
of the working group’s efforts toward making Division I rules more meaningful, enforceable and 
supportive of student-athlete success. 
The first phase includes proposed legislative changes in athletics personnel (Bylaw 11 ); amateurism 
(Bylaw 12); recruiting (Bylaw 13); eligibility (Bylaw 14); and awards, benefits and expenses (Bylaw 16). 
Also included in the first phase is a change to the NCAA constitution outlining the Division I 
commitments, the standards by which Division I legislation will be judged in the future. 
The second phase will include financial aid (Bylaw 15) and playing and practice seasons (Bylaw 17), as 
well as other concepts that were examined in the first phase but require additional time for development 
and membership feedback (meals, recruiting calendars, etc.). Broad membership feedback for the 
second phase concepts will begin in February. 
The Board will vote on the proposals on January 19, and those that are adopted will be effective August 
1,2013 or earlier. Since the proposals were first sponsored last summer, the membership has taken 
advantage of multiple opportunities to provide feedback to the Rules Working Group. 
The NCAA objects to the claims put forward in the suit. A jury trial is currently scheduled for February 
2014. 

CONSTITUTION ARTICLE 2 

Prop. No. 2-1 would establish a set of 
commitments for Division I, including a 
commitment to fair competition. The shift to a fair 
competition model acknowledges that natural 
advantages exist between campuses that cannot 
- and should not - be regulated. The changes 
are intended to better define what fairness 
means in terms of eligible student-athletes, 
scholarships, the length of the playing and 
recruiting seasons and the number of coaches. 

The shift to a fair competition model 
acknowledges that natural advantages exist 
between campuses that cannot - and should not 
- be regulated. The changes are intended to 
better define what fairness means in terms of 
eligible student-athletes, scholarships, the length 
of the playing and recruiting seasons and the 
number of coaches. Ultimately, retaining the 
current rules will not impede the competitive shift. 

BYLAW 11 Athletics Personnel 



BYLAW 12 Amateurism 

Prop. 12-1 would create a uniform definition of 
actual and necessary competition-related 
expenses and clarify that actual and necessary 
expenses are only those related to the individual 
athlete’s participation on a team or in an event, 
not expenses for others, such as parents or 
coaches. 

This change would provide the same flexibility to 
prospective student-athletes on amateur teams 
that currently exists for prospective student- 
athletes competing on professional teams 

iiiiiii~i~iii~iiiii~i~i~iii~i~i~i~iii~i~i~i~iiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i!iii~i~i~iii~i®i~iii~i~iii~i~ii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiI 

Prop. No. 12-3 would allow prospects to receive 
expenses that exceed actual and necessary 
expenses by up to $300 without impacting the 
prospect’s eligibility, as long as the expenses 
were provided by a permissible source like a 
club team or the nonprofessional sponsor of an 
event. The legislation would also eliminate the 
requirement that institutions self-report such a 
violation. 

The student-athlete reinstatement staff typically 
reinstates the eligibility of prospects in such 
cases, so the proposal would reduce the 
administrative burden on institutions and the 
NCAA staff. 



from an amateur team or event sponsor. In 
tennis, the rule permitting an individual, prior to 
full-time collegiate enrollment, to accept up to 
$10,000 in prize money per calendar year, plus 
additional prize money on a per event basis, 
provided the prize money does not exceed 
actual and necessary expenses for the event, 
remains in effect. 

place finish that the proposal provides 
individuals in all other sports. The rule change 
provides greater consistency across all sports 
and between prospective and enrolled student- 
athletes. Outside competition during the 
academic year (with limited exceptions) and 
accepting more than actual and necessary 
expenses would remain prohibited. 

~i~~i~I~~~~(~U~s~i~~~ iiii~ 
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BYLAW 13 Recruiting 
iiiiii 

Prop. No. 13-1 would allow earlier access to This change would provide schools more iiiiii 

recruits who have committed to a school in flexibility when contacting committed recruits ~ 
writing. The rule would allow schools to treat which could lead to an increase in team retention i~i~ 
prospects who have signed the National Letter rates and Academic Progress Rates because of iiii 
of Intent (N LI) as student-athletes for the the additional opportunities to strengthening the ~i~i 
purposes of Bylaw 13. If a school does not use relationship between the coach and the student- i::i:: 
the NLI in a sport, signing the school’s written athlete. ~i~i 
offer of admission or financial aid would allow ~ 
those prospects to be treated like student- iiiiii 

athletes for the purposes of Bylaw 13. Activities iiii 
or actions that would have been impermissible i~i~ 
recruiting inducements for the prospect under ~i~i 
current rules would be considered extra benefits ~i~i 
under this proposal. The proposal also allows iiiiii 

individuals who report to an institutional i~i~ 
orientation session that is open to all incoming ::i::i 
students within 14 calendar days prior to the iiii 
opening of classes for a regular term during the i~i~ 
academic year to be treated as student-athletes. ::i::i 

Prop. No. 13-3 would eliminate restrictions on 
modes and numerical limitations on recruiting 
communication. 

Current rules in this area are seen as 
cumbersome and difficult to enforce. Removing 
the restrictions would permit institutions to 
exchange information with prospects in more 
efficient, less intrusive ways. Schools and 
conferences would have the discretion to 
establish policies and procedures governing the 
recruitment of prospects by athletics department 
staff. Although Proposal Nos. 13-2 and 13-3 will 
be examined and voted on separately, if both are 
adopted, then Division I will have a uniform date 
for initial recruiting and no limits on modes or 
numbers of communication. 



Prop. No 13-5-B would prohibit schools from 

sending or providing prospects printed recruiting 
materials other than general correspondence. 
Schools would be permitted to post recruiting 
materials to their websites and would be 
permitted to attach educational material 
published by the NCAA; nonathletics institutional 
publications; questionnaires and camp or clinic 
brochures to electronically transmitted 
correspondence or as a hypedink to an 
institution’s website at any time. 

Based on feedback received, the membership 
considers the current rules difficult to apply and 
monitor, and technology has created less costly 
means of providing information to prospects. 
Additionally, student-athletes have said they do 
not make recruiting decisions based on the 
types and amount of recruiting materials they 
receive. This proposal would require schools to 
decide what recruiting materials will be placed 
on the school’s web site. An alternate proposal, 
No. 13-5-A, would eliminate all restrictions on 
recruiting materials and permit institutions to 
decide what recruiting materials are appropriate 
to provide to prospects. The RWG will discuss 
both proposals during its December meeting, 
before making its final recommendation to the 
Board of Directors. 

~i~~~~i~i~~~~i~~g~ iiii~ 

BYLAW 14 Eligibility 
iiii 

p. . _ p p p.g g 
inconsequential legislation within the bylaw and to eliminate inconsequential rules. ~ 
other rules that are directly supported by school iiiiii 
policies. This includes legislation regulating ~i~i 
participation in high school all-star games, the i~i~ 
manner in which a student-athlete designates his ~i~i 
or her degree program and early admission iiii 
waivers addressed elsewhere in the legislation, i~i~ 
The proposal also establishes a uniform period ~i~i 
for temporary certification of freshmen and two- i~i~ 
year college transfers (45 days), making it ~i~i 
easier for schools to monitor those situations. ~i~i 

BYLAW 16 Awards, Benefits and Expenses 
iiiiii 

Prop. No. 16-2 would allow a school, 
conference, the USOC, an NGB or the awarding 
agency to provide actual and necessary 

The rule change would enhance ~e student- :::::: 
athlete experience and provide greater flexibility ~ 
for entities to provide expenses, iii 



expenses for a student-athlete (as well as the 
student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians, 
spouse or other relatives) to receive a non- 
institutional award or recognition for athletics or 
academic accomplishments. 

Prop. No. 16-4 would allow schools, Schools overwhelmingly support this proposal, iiiiii 
conferences and the NCAA to provide medical believing they are in the best position to iiii 
and other related expenses and services to determine what is needed for the health, safety :::::::: 
student-athletes, and physical and mental well-being of their i::i:: 

student-athletes. Already, schools can pay for iiii 
most medical expenses through the Student ~i~i 
Assistance Fund. Examples of expenses this i::i:: 
proposal would allow schools to pay for include iiii 
glasses, contact lenses and protective eyewear ::i::i 
not required for athletics participation, i::i:: 

apparel and equipment as they deem 
necessary. 

Jenni,er M Condaras iiiii Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison ~i~i 
BIG EAST Conference ~ 

15 Park Row West ~i~i 
Providence RI 02903 i~i~ 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 ~i~i 
Cell: 401.265.6739 iiii 
condaras bi east.or www.bi east.or iiii 
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Strike Zone is a softball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Strike is a senior and will graduate at the 
end of the spring 2013 semester. Strike has worked hard both on and off the field, so the coaches would like 
to reward her by providing an athletic scholarship for the spring 2013 semester. Since Strike has never 
received athletic aid before, is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.3.1.1 states that an institution may award athletically related financial aid to a 
student-athlete for a period of less than one academic year only under the following circumstances: 
(Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(a) Midyear Enrollment. A student-athlete whose first full-time attendance at the certifying institution 
during a particular academic year occurs at midyear (e.g., the beginning of the second semester or second 
or third quarter of an academic year) may receive a financial aid award for the remainder of that academic 
year. (Revised: 5/9/06) 

(b) Final Semester/Quarter. A student-athlete may receive athletically related financial aid for 
less than one academic year, provided the student is in the final semester or final two quarters 
of his or her degree program and the institution certifies that the student is carrying (for 
credit) the courses necessary to complete the degree requirements. 

(c) Graduated During Previous Academic Year and Will Exhaust Eligibility During the Following 
Fall Term. A student-athlete who graduated during the previous academic year (including summer) and will 
exhaust his or her athletics eligibility during the following fall term may be awarded athletically related financial 
aid for less than one academic year. (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 
(d) One-Time Exception. One time during a student-athlete’s enrollment at the certifying institution he or 
she may be awarded athletics aid for less than a full academic year, provided the student-athlete has been 
enrolled full time at the certifying institution for at least one regular academic term and has not previously 
received athletically related financial aid from the certifying institution. (Revised: 5/19/09) 
(e) Eligibility Exhausted/Medical Noncounter. A student-athlete who has exhausted eligibility and is 
exempt from counting (per Bylaw 15.5.1.6) in the institution’s financial aid limit, or a student-athlete who is 
exempt from counting (per Bylaw 15.5.1.3) due to an injury or illness may receive athletically related financial 
aid for less than one academic year. If an institution awards aid under this provision, the institutional financial 
aid agreement shall include specific nonathletically related conditions (e.g., academic requirements) the 
student-athlete must satisfy in order for the aid to be renewed for the next academic term or terms. If the 
student-athlete satisfies the specified conditions, the institution shall award financial aid at the same amount 
for the next term or terms of the academic year. If the student-athlete does not satisfy the specified 
conditions, he or she must be provided a hearing opportunity per Bylaw 15.3.2.4. (Adopted: 4/24/08 
effective 8/1/08) 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
condaras _bi east.or www.bi east.orq 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 8:23 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 12/18/12- 14.4.3.1 - Baseball Student-Athlete 
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Squeeze Play is a baseball prospect who be initially enrolling at Ocean State University in January. Squeeze 
has been certified as a qualifier, meets all institutional requirements for admission and has registered for 14 
hours. Is Squeeze permitted to compete this semester or does he have to wait until the fall? 
Squeeze is permitted to compete during the spring semester. NCAA Educational Column- 12/12/12- 
Baseball Academic Enhancements Frequently Asked Questions (I)- states that In 2007 and 2008, 
several proposals were adopted with the intent of enhancing the academic success of baseball student- 
athletes. These included: 

¯ A requirement that baseball student-athletes be eligible for all competition at the time of enrollment in 
each fall term and cannot "get well" academically through performance in the fall term; 

° A requirement that four-year college baseball transfer student-athletes complete one academic year in ::i::~ 
residence at the certifying institution before becoming eligible to compete, absent meeting an exception 
other than the one-time transfer exception; 

° Limiting the baseball roster to 35 student-athletes, the awarding of equivalencies to 27 counters 
annually and requiring each counter to receive at least a 25-percent equivalency; and 

° Requiring teams that historically under perform academically to reduce their contests and their playing 
season. 

Since 2008, several additional proposals have been adopted that affect the application of several of these 
provisions. These include: 

° In all sports, 

° Clarifying that the 18-semester/27-quarter hour requirement results in a midyear 
certification only after a midyear enrollee’s first year in residence and that certification for 
later years occurs at the start of each fall; 

° Creating a nonrecruited student exception to the one-time transfer exception for those 
sports where the one-time transfer exception is generally not applicable; and 

° An NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate penalty structure that eliminated sport-specific 
penalties. 

° In baseball, an exception to the 25-percent minimum equivalency value for a student-athlete in the 
final year of eligibility, provided the student-athlete has not previously received athletically related aid in 
baseball. 

The following questions are intended to assist the membership relative to the current application of the 
baseball enhancement legislation. 

Question No. :t: May an institution that obtains grades from coursework completed over the summer term 
certify the student-athlete eligible if the grades for the courses are not available until after the beginning of 
the fall term? 
Answer= Yes, NCAA rules related to the timing of certification apply to baseball in the same way they do for 
other sports (e.g., incomplete grades, late arriving grades). 

Question No. 2: May a student-athlete who initially enrolls full time at a Division I institution midyear be 
immediately eliclible? 
Answer= A freshman who graduates from high school early and enrolls midyear (or an individual who delays 
initial collecliate enrollment) may compete in his first sprinq, provided he satisfies the initial-eligibility standards 
(i.e., academic and amateur status). Institutions that have continuinc! student-athletes who initially enroll 
midyear will be required to certify the appropriate NCAA progress-toward-degree rules at the appropriate 
time, even if this occurs midyear. 



Question No. 3= Does the grade-point average requirement have to be certified at midyear? 
Answer= Yes, progress-toward-degree requirements specify that each student-athlete’s grade-point 
average shall be certified after each term, beginning with the second year of enrollment. 
Question No. 4: May a baseball two-year college transfer or 4-2-4 transfer student-athlete transfer 
midyear and be immediately eligible at the new institution? 
Answer= No, a midyear transfer is specifically excluded from being eligible for competition immediately. Such 
transfers may practice and be provided athletics financial aid, provided they meet applicable transfer 
requirements. However, the student-athlete will count in the overall counter limit, the financial aid will apply 
toward the 11.7 team limit and the student-athlete will count toward the 35-person varsity-squad size limit. 
Question No. 5; May a 4-2-4 transfer student-athlete be eligible for the spring season if he was not 
meeting the applicable transfer requirements at the time of transfer? 
Answer= Yes, if the one-year time-lapse requirement is the only requirement that the student-athlete was 
not meeting. 
Question No, 6: May a baseball student-athlete who has not previously received athletics aid transfer and 
use the one-time transfer exception? 
Answer= No. All transfer student-athletes who wish to compete in baseball must satisfy the year in 
residence at the new institution unless they are eligible to use another exception to the transfer residence 
requirement (e.g., nonrecruited student exception, two-year nonparticipation, minimal participation 
exception). However, a baseball student-athlete who was not recruited by the original four-year institution 
and has never received athletics aid from any four-year institution may use the one-time transfer exception, 
provided all of the conditions are met. (See NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10.2.) 
Question No. 7= Does a baseball student-athlete who is a counter continue to count against the institution’s 
limit on the number of counters if that student-athlete quits the team? 
Answer= Yes, unless an exception is satisfied, once a student-athlete becomes a counter, he will remain a 
counter for the entire academic year. 
Question No. 8: If a baseball student-athlete on athletics aid enrolls midyear, does he have to receive 25- 
percent equivalency for the spring term or must he receive an amount that would have equated to 25- 
percent equivalency for the entire year? 
Answer= An institution must provide a baseball student-athlete who enrolls midyear and receives athletics aid 
with a minimum 25-percent equivalency for that spring term, which would result in a minimum 12.5-percent 
equivalency for the academic year. 
Question No. 9: If athletically related financial aid is awarded to a student-athlete for the first time after the 
beginning of the fall term (e.g., six weeks after classes begin), must the student-athlete receive athletically 
related and other countable aid that is equal to or greater than 25 percent of an equivalency or may the aid 
be prorated to meet the minimum requirement? 
Answer= The financial aid may be prorated to meet the minimum requirement. At the point the aid is 
awarded, a combination of athletically related and other countable aid must cover at least 25 percent of the 
student-athlete’s costs of tuition and fees, room, board and books for the remainder of the academic year. 
Question No. 10: May the minimum financial aid percentage consist of both athletics and nonathletics 
countable aid? 
Answer= Yes. All financial aid that counts toward the sport’s maximum institutional grant-in-aid limitation is 
included when determining whether a counter’s financial aid satisfies the minimum equivalency value 
legislation. 
Question No. 11: May an institutional scholarship that could otherwise be exempted from a student- 
athlete’s equivalency computation as an academic honor award count toward the minimum 25 percent of an 
equivalency? 
Answer= Institutional financial aid that could otherwise be exempted from an institution’s equivalency 
computation (e.g., academic honor awards) may be used to meet an individual student-athlete’s minimum 
equivalency value, provided the aid is also counted toward the maximum institutional grant-in-aid limitation. In 
such cases, the full amount of the award must count toward the individual student-athlete’s equivalency and 
the institutional grant-in-aid limitation. 
Question No. 12: An institution that awards aid based solely on demonstrated financial need awards need- 
based aid to a student-athlete, but athletics intercedes in the financial aid and admissions process. Is the 
financial aid provided to the student-athlete required to be awarded at a level of 25-percent equivalency? 
Answer: No. There is an exception to the minimum 25 percent equivalency for an institution that awards 
aid based solely on demonstrated financial need, even if athletics intercedes on behalf of the student-athlete 
to assist in obtaining the aid. 
Question No. 13= May the exception to the 25-percent minimum equivalency value for student-athletes 
who are in their final year of eligibility and have not previously received athletically related financial aid in 
baseball be applied to a student-athlete who has previously received athletics aid in baseball at another 
institution? 
Answer= No. The student-athlete must have never received baseball athletics aid at any institution in order 
to qualify for the exception. 
Question No. 14: May the exception to the 25-percent minimum equivalency value for a student-athlete 
who is in his final year of eligibility and has not previously received athletically related financial aid in baseball 
be applied to a student-athlete who has previously received athletics aid in a sport other than baseball, either 
at another institution or at the certifying institution? 
Answer: Yes. A student-athlete who has never received baseball athletics aid at any institution qualifies for 
the exception. 
Question No. 15= When must the baseball varsity squad be finalized? 
Answer: The varsity squad must be finalized by the day prior to the institution’s first scheduled baseball 
contest in the championship segment. 
Question No. 16= Are there exceptions or replacements to the varsity-squad size limit for injured student- 
athletes or student-athletes who quit after the varsity-roster limit is established? 
Answer: No. 



Question No, 17: Does the varsity-squad size limit eliminate subvarsity teams? 
Answer: No; however, once the varsity squad is set, a student-athlete on that roster shall not compete 
with a subvarsity team and a student-athlete on the subvarsity roster shall not compete with the varsity 
tea m. 
Question No, 18: If a student-athlete is a counter, must he be included in the 35-person varsity-squad 
limit? 
Answer: Yes, 
Question No. 19: A student-athlete enrolls in the fall and receives athletically related financial aid. In 
December, the student-athlete decides to transfer. Must this student-athlete count toward the varsity-squad 
size limit? 
Answer: Yes. A student-athlete who is counter must be included in the varsity-squad limit. In addition, a 
student-athlete who becomes a counter at any point in the academic year remains a counter for the entire 
academic year, even if he transfers or withdraws from the institution. 
Question No. 20: A student-athlete enrolls in the fall, participates in baseball and receives athletically related 
financial aid. In January, the student-athlete is injured to an extent that he will not participate for the 
remainder of the year. Must this student-athlete count toward the varsity-squad size limit? 
Answer: Yes. A student-athlete who is counter must be included in the varsity-squad limit. In addition, a 
student-athlete who becomes a counter at any point in the academic year remains a counter for the entire 
academic year, even if he will not participate in the spring season. 
Question No. 21: May an institution declare fewer than 35 student-athletes toward the varsity-squad size 
limitation as of the day prior to its first scheduled contest in the championship segment of the playing and 
practice season and add additional student-athletes later? 
Answer: Yes. Note, however, that any student-athlete who is a counter for financial aid purposes must 
count toward the varsity-squad size limit. In addition, any student-athlete who participates in countable 
athletically activities with a subvarsity team after the initial declaration may not be added to the varsity squad 
for that academic year. 
Question No, 22: If a student-athlete is not included in the 35-person varsity-squad size limit, must he be 
listed as "cut" on the baseball squad-list form? 
Answer: No. The varsity-squad size limit is separate from the squad-list form. A student-athlete who is not 
part of the 35-person varsity-squad size limit may continue to be listed on the squad-list form as a current 
student-athlete. This will be the case for institutions that have subvarsity squads. 
[References: Bylaws 14.4.3.1 (credit-hour requirements), 14.4.3.1.3.1 (regaining eligibility exception -- 
baseball), 14.4.3.1.4.1 (application of 18/27 hour requirement to midyear enrollee), 14.4.3.1.4.2 (additional 
application - baseball), 14.4.3.1.5 (additional application of six-hour and transfer rules -- baseball), 
14.4.3.2.3.1 (percentage of degree timing of certification exception -- baseball), 14.4.3.3.2.1 (grade-point 
average timing of certification exception - baseball), 14.5.4.1.1 (qualifier two-year transfer baseball and 
basketball -- midyear enrollee), 14.5.4.2.5 (not a qualifier two-year transfer baseball and basketball -- 
midyear enrollee), 14.5.5.2.10 (one-time transfer exception), 14.5.5.2.10.2 (nonrecruited student), 14.5.5.5 
(four year transfer baseball and basketball -- midyear enrollee), 14.5.6 (4-2-4 college transfers), 14.5.6.4 (4- 
2-4 transfer baseball and basketball midyear enrollee), 14.5.6.5 (calendar-year time lapse), 15.5.4 (baseball 
limitations), 15.5.4.1 (minimum equivalency value), 15.5.4.1.1 (exception - need based athletics aid only) 
and 15.5.4.1.2 (exception - final year of eligibility and not previously aided)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 
membership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, 
reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the 
time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the 
legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on 
a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address 
timely issues. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
condaras_ bi east.or www.bi east.or 
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Head Football Coach at Ocean State University is interested in a few prospects that are home schooled. 
The coach would like to go watch their game this weekend that will include two non-scholastic teams that are 
comprised of home schooled individuals. Although these teams compete against high schools, they do not 
operate under the auspices of a scholastic governing body. 
Is it permissible for the coach to attend? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 12/19/12-Teams of Prospective Student-Athletes Not 
Organized Under the Auspices of a Scholastic Governing Body -- Basketball and Bowl 
Subdivision Football (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that a team made up of 
prospective student-athletes (e.g., home school or academy team) that is not organized or administered 

iPursuant to NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.1.7.8, in basketball, evaluations of live athletics activities are limited to 
iregularly scheduled high school, preparatory-school and two-year college contests/tournaments and 
ipractices, and regular scholastic activities involving prospective student-athletes enrolled only at the institution ~ 
iwhere the regular scholastic activities occur. Additionally, at specified times (e.g., April), evaluations may also 
ioccur at certified events that may include nonscholastic teams. 
iPursuant to Bylaw 13.1.7.9.4, in bowl subdivision football, all live athletics evaluations are limited to regularly 
ischeduled high school, preparatory-school and two-year college contests and practices, regular scholastic 
activities involving prospective student-athletes enrolled only at the institution at which the regular scholastic 
iactivities occur and events that are organized and conducted solely by the applicable state high school 
athletics association, state preparatory school association or state or national junior college athletics 
iassociation. 

iThe following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of 
ilegislation related to nonscholastic teams. 
iQuestion No. ~: What does "under the auspices of a scholastic governing body" mean? 
iAnswer: A team that is organized and administered under the auspices of a scholastic governing body is 
one that is conducted subject to the rules and regulations of the governing body, including any disciplinary 
action for violations of such rules. In addition, such a team is eligible for events, including championship 
ievents, that are conducted by the governing body (e.g., state high school championships). Institutions 
ishould note that a team that is affiliated with a scholastic institution but not subject to the rules and 
iregulations of a scholastic governing body would be considered nonscholastic for purposes of applying the 
ievaluation legislation. 
iQuestion No. 2: If a team is not organized and administered under the auspices of a scholastic governing 
ibody, is it permissible to evaluate a prospective student-athlete at a practice activity? 
Answer: Generally, no, in basketball and bowl subdivision football, it is not permissible to evaluate 
iprospective student-athletes who are members of nonscholastic teams while they are engaged in practice 
ifor their nonscholastic teams. 
iQuestion No. 3: Is it permissible for a men’s basketball coach to attend a nonscholastic team’s practice at 
ia certified event? 
Answer: Yes, as long as the event, and nonscholastic team, meet the stipulation set forth in Bylaw 13.18, 
iand the practice has been scheduled by the event organizer as a regular part of the event. 
iQuestion No. 4: Is it permissible to observe competition between teams of home-schooled prospective 
istudent-athletes that are competing in state or national tournaments? 
Answer: Yes, as long as the tournaments are conducted and administered under the auspice of a 
governing body that establishes eligibility requirements for such competition (e.g., Texas Home School State 
iBasketball Championships, National Christian Home School Championships). 
!Question No. 5: Is it permissible to evaluate at an event that includes a nonscholastic team competing 
iaqainst a scholastic team? 
!Answer: Yes, however, it would not be permissible to evaluate a prospective student-athlete that is on a 
inonscholastic team during a competition with another nonscholastic team, unless such competition occurs 



idurinq a certified event. 
i[References: Bylaws 13.1.7.8 (basketball evaluations), 13.1.7.8.1 (men’s basketball), 13.1.7.8.2 (women’s 
ibasketball), 13.1.7.8.3 (coaches’ attendance at basketball events), 13.1.7.9.4 (scholastic and nonscholastic 
activities -- bowl subdivision football) and 13.18 (basketball even certification - men’s basketball); and official 
interpretation (09/20/2012, Item No. 1)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 
imembership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, 
ireminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the 
itime of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the 
ilegislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on 
ia regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address 
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UNC report: No-show classes go back to 1997 
An athlete’s grades prompted a series of investigations that has enveloped North Carolina for two years, but 
a report released Thursday concluded that the prestigious university’s problems were academic, not athletic. 
The report compiled by former Gov. Jim Martin and the national consulting firm Baker Tilly found that 
"anomalous courses" in the Department of Afro- and African-American Studies (AFAM) extend back as far 
as fall 1997. 
Commissioned in August to expand on a previous university review that spanned only 2007-11, the group 
found 216 courses with "proven or potential anomalies," and 454 suspected cases of unauthorized grade 
changes. According to the report, the percentage of athletes in those classes was consistent with the 
percentage of athletes in all classes in the AFAM department. Academic misconduct was not found in any 
other departments. 
An athlete’s grades prompted a series of investigations that has enveloped North Carolina for two years, but 
a report released Thursday concluded that the prestigious university’s problems were academic, not athletic. 
The report compiled by former Gov. Jim Martin and the national consulting firm Baker Tilly found that 
"anomalous courses" in the Department of Afro- and African-American Studies (AFAM) extend back as far 
as fall 1997. 
Commissioned in August to expand on a previous university review that spanned only 2007-11, the group 
found 216 courses with "proven or potential anomalies," and 454 suspected cases of unauthorized grade 
changes. According to the report, the percentage of athletes in those classes was consistent with the 
percentage of athletes in all classes in the AFAM department. Academic misconduct was not found in any 
other departments. 
"This was not an athletic scandal," Martin wrote in his report, which was released to the university’s trustees 
Thursday. "Sadly, it was clearly an academic scandal; but an isolated one, within this one department." 
Jay Smith, a professor and associate chair in the UNC Department of History, said in an e-mail Thursday, 
"I’m quite disappointed by this report. They collected a lot of statistics, but they failed to address the 
structural strains placed on the university by pressures to succeed in the athletic arena. They never even 
acknowledged them." 
Richard Southall, an associate professor in UNC’s Department of Exercise and Sport Science, questioned 
Thursday why the report explicitly made the distinction between athletics and academics. "I didn’t 
understand why that was said in the report," Southall said. ’This is a University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill scandal. End of discussion." 
He also noted that the report’s labeling of the scandal as "isolated" mirrored conclusions found in similar 
scandals at Minnesota, Auburn and other universities. 
The scandal first came to light in a 2011 lawsuit filed by former football player Michael McAdoo to get his 
eligibility reinstated in the wake of the school’s 2010 NCAA investigation. The lawsuit revealed a paper 
submitted by McAdoo for AFAM class was largely plagiarized. A series of investigations by the school and 
continued reporting by The News & Observer in Raleigh found additional problems within the department. 
The school’s internal review released in May found 54 aberrant classes in the AFAM department that were 
largely populated by football and men’s basketball players and received little to no instruction. 
The transcript for Julius Peppers, a two-sport star at UNC and now a defensive end with the Chicago Bears, 
was leaked on the school’s website in August. His grades suggested that AFAM courses helped him remain 
eligible throughout his career at UNC. 
Martin reviewed data going back 18 years and conducted 84 interviews with faculty, staff, students and 
other stakeholders in compiling the report. 
Jay Smith, a professor and associate chair in the UNC Department of History, said in an e-mail Thursday, 
"I’m quite disappointed by this report. They collected a lot of statistics, but they failed to address the 
structural strains placed on the university by pressures to succeed in the athletic arena. They never even 
acknowledged them." 



As the school’s own review had, Martin’s report placed blame for the aberrant classes and grade changes on 
two people: Julius Nyang’oro, the former chairman of the department, and Deborah Crowder, an 
administrator in the department. 
"Our evidence shows that no other AFRI/AFAM instructor was responsible for this wrongdoing,"’ he wrote. 
"While we cannot definitively conclude regarding the degree of Ms. Crowder’s responsibility for the academic 
anomalies noted in this report, both this review and the Hartlyn-Andrews Report found a dramatic reduction 
in academic anomalies after Summer 2009, which coincided with the time of Ms. Crowder’s retirement." 
The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA), which was the subject of study in Sept. 2011, 
was not found to have colluded with instructors or administrators to steer athletes to no-show classes, 
according to the report. But ASPSA employees were aware of certain AFAM courses called "term paper 
courses" in which there was little to no instruction and typically only a requirement of writing a 20-25 page 
paper at the end of the term. 
A faculty executive review released in July stated that multiple interviews suggested that athletes were 
directed to enroll in the aberrant AFAM courses. "We were told that athletes claimed they had been sent to 
Julius Nyang’oro by the ASPSA," the faculty review states. 
The findings extend a scandal that has enveloped one of the country’s public oldest universities for more 
than two years. What began as an NCAA investigation into impermissible benefits and improper relationships 
with agents expanded to include questions about widespread academic fraud. 
"We made mistakes in the past. We were complacent. We didn’t ask the hard questions that we should 
have asked. And we didn’t live up to our reputation," Chancellor Holden Thorp told the trustees on Thursday. 
"We have to acknowledge that we had an environment in which we placed too much trust in people and not 
enough emphasis on having the systems in place that would have caught these issues." 
We still need a system of trust, but we also need appropriate accountability." 
Martin’s findings come after the school had completed four internal investigations into the academic support 
program for student-athletes, the independent study program and a review of the AFAM department. A 
faculty executive committee reviewed all three prior reports and released its findings in July. 
"I believe personally that the big money from television contracts does distort values of collegiate sports 
programs; but we found no evidence that it was a factor in these anomalous courses," Martin wrote. 
"Despite what one might imagine, there is no evidence the Counselors, or the students, or the coaches had 
anything to do with perpetrating this abuse of the AFRI/AFAM curriculum, or any other." 
A criminal investigation into the AFAM department following findings of academic fraud is ongoing. In May, 
Orange-Chatham County district attorney Jim Woodall asked the State Bureau of Investigation to look into 
allegations of financial fraud, forgery, computer fraud and attempted conspiracy. 
The university’s previous report indicated that Nyang’oro was paid to teach a summer school course that 
had little to no instruction. The university took back $12,000 he received for that class in his final paycheck. 
A lawyer for former football coach Butch Davis, who was fired before the start of the 2011 season because 
of the NCAA investigation, released a statement on Thursday defending the coach’s time at the school. 
"For the past two years, a few loud voices in this community have clamored that Butch Davis has somehow 
tarnished the reputation of the University of North Carolina," said Jonathan Sasser. "The Martin Report has 
confirmed that the opposite is true. 
"Governor Martin expressly found that this was ’not an athletic scandal as originally speculated,’ and no 
coach had ’anything to do’ with it. He further found that these practices were set in place a decade before 
Butch Davis arrived in Chapel Hill." 
Smith said in his e-mail, "We may do better, and I suspect we’ll avoid egregious fraud in the future, but the 
strains on the system are going to be left in place. In fact, I suspect that the university will now use this 
report as a clarion call to get back to business as usual." 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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REMINDERS REGARDING THE NFL DRAFT, AGENTS AND TRYOUTS: 
Key Dates: 
College Advisory Committee evaluation request final deadline (with no guarantee that an evaluation wil be 
completed)- January 4, 2013 
Early-entry deadline for underclassmen- January 15, 2013 
Early-entry withdrawal deadline for underclassmen- 72 hours after early-entry deadline (midnight January 18, 
2013) 
Student-Athletes will lose their eligibility IF: 
1. They agree orally or in writing to be represented by an agent or any individual acting on behalf of the 
agent [e.g., runner]. 
2. They accept any benefits from an agent, a prospective agent or any individual acting on behalf of the 
agent [e.g., runner]. 
3. If they participate in a tryout with a professional team that lasts longer than 48 hours, which they have 
not personally financed. 
4. If they tryout with a professional team during the academic year and miss class. 
5. If they enter the draft AND do not take the appropriate steps to withdraw and declare their intention to 
resume intercollegiate participation. 
This information was taken from the November 30, 2012 letter sent to football student-athletes from the 
NCAA. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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NCAA faces lawsuit from high school sports 
promoter 
The NCAA was hit with another lawsuit, this one from a high school sports promoter 

USAToday.com 

° A Lexington, Ky.-based high school sports promoter has sued the NCAA 
° The promter contends it was prevented at 11th hour from staging an event at Kentucky’s Rupp Arena 
° The promoter since has gone out of business; others, including parents, lost money on this action 

An organizer for national high school basketball tournaments is suing the NCAA in federal court, accusing the 
governing body of committing fraud and antitrust violations in yet another legal challenge to its power in 
college athletics. 
Bleid Sports, which had organized and promoted the tournaments, said the NCAA pulled the rug out from 
under them at the 11th hour by determining they violated an NCAA rule designed to prevent universities 
from gaining unfair recruiting advantages by hosting practices or tournaments where prospective recruits 
compete. 
Bleid Sports, based out of Lexington, Ky., had set up tournaments at several college venues across the 
nation, including Kentucky, Louisville, Duke and UNLV. They featured teams with top recruits, and had 
attracted thousands of dollars in registration fees, sponsorship fees and ticket sales, according to the suit. 
But less than 48 hours before a scheduled tournament at Kentucky’s Rupp Arena in November 2011, the 
NCAA ruled the tournaments violated bylaw 13.11.1.8, which went into effect in April 2011. It states that a 
school "shall not host, sponsor or conduct a nonscholastic basketball practice or competition in which men’s 
basketball prospective student-athletes ... participate on its campus or at an off-campus facility regularly 
used by the institution for practice and/or competition by any of the institution’s sport programs." Kentucky 
sought a waiver but was denied. 
The ruling forced that tournament to be moved to a high school venue and led to the cancellations of other 
tournaments even though Bleid said the NCAA previously indicated they were compliant with NCAA rules. 
"The NCAA had previously approved similar events held by Rob Blair, the CEO of Bleid Sports, in 2009 and 
2010 at Rupp Arena, and has continued to allow a similar event in Michigan to occur," states the suit, filed in 
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky, Lexington Division. "The NCAA’s arbitrary and 
inexplicable decision, which resulted in Bleid’s events being barred from college arenas, has caused significant 
harm to Bleid, and Bleid is entitled to compensation for the damages it has suffered." 
Bleid went out of business, and others associated with the events also have claimed to have lost money 
because of the cancellations, including parents and schools who had paid entry fees and made travel plans. 
"NCAA members specifically adopted this rule because they felt non-scholastic events on campus -- or at an 
off-campus facility regularly used by the institutions’ sports programs -- may provide a recruiting advantage," 
said Stacey Osburn, the NCAA’s director of public and media relations. "The NCAA applies and interprets 
Association rules consistent with their intent. This rule is no different." 
The NCAA previously sent an advisory to several schools saying the tournaments weren’t permissible 
because they weren’t "scholastic" - a term the NCAA defined based on who was operating the event. 
According to the suit, Bleid Sports said that the NCAA previously said the event was "scholastic" and 
therefore permissible because it was approved by local and national high school associations. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 



Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Bank Shot is a prospective student-athlete that signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) in November to 

play basketball at Ocean State University (OSU). Bank would like to make an unofficial visit to OSU’s campus ~ 
this weekend and go to a home men’s basketball game. For purposes of this scenario- it is a dead period this 
weekend for the sport of basketball. 
Can Bank make an unofficial visit to campus and receive a complimentary admission to attend the basketball 
game? 

Yes. NC~u~ Bylaw 13.02.5.5.2 states that a prospective student-athlete is permitted to make an 
unofficial visit during a dead period beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: 
(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid; or 
(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
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i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    i i    i i     iiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii i  iiiiiiiii iiiiiiii  iiiiiiiiiii    iiiiii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Januao, 14, 2013 8:20 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item - 1 / 14/13 - 13.1.5.9- Film Review 

iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Gym Rat is a prospect that signed a National Letter of Intent (NLI) to play basketball at Ocean State 
University (OSU) next year. Although Gym is not enrolling until the summer, she is anxious to learn OSU’s 
plays and how she can improve her skills to earn a spot in the playing rotation next year. She contacts one 
of the coaches to request some time to review film and the playbook that was sent to Gym. 
Since Gym has signed an NLI, is it permissible for the coaches to conduct a film review session or review the 
playbook with her? 
No. NC~u~. Bylaw 13.1.$.9 states that a coaching staff member shall not engage in any practice activities 

(e.g., review of playbook, chalk talk, film review) with a prospective student-athlete. A prospective student- 
athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent or a written offer of admission or financial aid, or has 
submitted a financial deposit to the institution in response to the institution’s offer of admission shall not 
observe an institution’s off-field or off-court practice session (e.g., meeting, film review) that is closed to the 
general public. A prospective student-athlete may observe an institution’s on-field or on-court practice session 
(including a session that is closed to the general public), regardless of whether he or she has signed a 
National Letter of Intent or a written offer of admission or financial aid, or has submitted a financial deposit to 
the institution in response to the institution’s offer of admission. (Adopted: 12/12/06, Revised: 3/3/11) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 8:50 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/15/13- 12.4.2.1 - Fee-tbr-Les~ms 

iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Lib E. Ro is a volleyball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Lib has some time in between the end of 
the fall season and the spring non--championship season, so she decides to teach lessons to earn some 
spending money. Lib uses her name to advertise fee-for-lesson sessions. Specifically, Lib distributed 
brochures advertising private lessons using her name. Lib sought approval of the brochure after she had 
distributed to local club coaches via email. 
Is this permissible? 
No. NC~u~. Bylaw 12.4.2.1 states that a student-athlete may receive compensation for teaching or 
coaching sport skills or techniques in his or her sport on a fee-for-lesson basis, provided: IN] 
(a) Institutional facilities are not used; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 
(b) Playing lessons shall not be permitted; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 
(c) The institution obtains and keeps on file documentation of the recipient of the lesson(s) and the fee for 
the lesson(s) provided during any time of the year; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 
(d) The compensation is paid by the lesson recipient (or the recipient’s family) and not another individual or 
entity; (Adopted: 4/25/02 effective 8/1/02) 
(e) Instruction to each individual is comparable to the instruction that would be provided during a private 
lesson when the instruction involves more than one individual at a time; and (Adopted: 4/2/03 effective 
8/1/03) 
(f) The student-athlete does not use his or her name, picture or appearance to promote or 
advertise the availability of fee-for-lesson sessions, (Adopted : 4/2/0 3 effective 8/1/0 3) 
This is an actual fact pattern for a secondary infractions case posted on LSDBi. The institution requested 
reinstatement for the student-athlete and provided a rules education session for all coaches and student- 
athletes 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 7:08 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/16/13- 16.7.1- Entertainment 

iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

There are no classes on Monday at Ocean State University in observance of the Martin Luther King 
holiday. The men’s and women’s basketball teams are required to remain on campus, however, because 
they both have games the following night. The coaches would like to take the student-athletes to the movies 
after practice on Monday. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NC~A Bylaw 16.7.1 states that the institution may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) 
for reasonable entertainment that takes place within a 100-mile radius of where a team plays or practices in 
connection with an away-from-home contest or en route to or from such a contest. In addition, an institution iiii 
may pay the actual costs (but may not provide cash) for reasonable entertainment that takes place within a iiii 
30-mile radius of the institution’s campus or practice site during vacation periods when the team is required to ~ 
reside on campus (or at a practice site normally used by the institution) and classes are not in session. 
This legislation is applicable to Division I and II. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jco ndaras@biqeast.o Lq www. biqeast.or,q 

iii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii iiiii i        i i     i i i   i     i i  i i i      i    i i i  i     i  i i   i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiii iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii  iiiiii iiiiii ii  ii ii iii iiiiiiiii ii  i iiiiiiiiii ii iiiiii i  iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiii ii ii iiiiii iiii iii iiiiiiiii iiiii i ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 8:53 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 1/17/13- 16.2.1.3.2- Complimentary Admissions 

iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Yellow Card is a soccer student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Yellow earned All-America honors 
this fall and will be honored during the home men’s basketball game this weekend. Yellow would like his 
parents to attend the game and see the halfLime ceremony. Is it permissible for OSU to provide Yellow’s 
parents with complimentary tickets to the game, so they can see their son be honored at halftime? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.2.1.3.2 states that an institution may provide a maximum of four complimentary 
admissions to a student-athlete for an institution’s game or event during which a student-athlete is being 
honored but not participating, provided such complimentary admissions are used by the student-athlete’s 
parents, legal guardians and/or spouse. (Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, Revised: 1/8/07 effective 
8/1/07) 
This legislation is applicable to Division I and II. In Division II, such complimentary admissions may be 
provided to family members of the student-athlete being honored. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orfl www. biqeast.or,q 

iii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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NCAA president Mark Ernmert keeps focus on 
rulebook 
GRAPEVINE, Texas -- Calling some NCAA rules "scofflaws," NCAA President Mark Emmert on Thursday laid 
out plans to rewrite and simplify its often criticized, dense rule book while continuing to hold its membership 
accountable to core principles. 
"Some of the rules are more ignored and laughed at than followed," Emmert said during his state of the 
association speech at the NCAA Convention in suburban Dallas. 
Among the 27 proposals that the board of directors will vote on Saturday will be plans for sweeping rule 
changes that would slim down the NCAA rule book. At the same time, the NCAA plans to hold rulebreakers 
accountable with penalties harsh enough to dissuade cheating. 
Regarding the organization’s plan to hold coaches specifically responsible for violations that occur in their 
programs if the NCAA or the infractions committee concludes that they should have had knowledge of the 
misconduct, Emmert said during a news conference that there needs to be more clarity on what exactly 
coaches Nil be responsible for knowing. 
"We’re going to have to work harder on coming up with definitions on what that really means," Emmert said. 
"We’ve already been asked, does that mean just the people who work under your purview, your staff that 
works for you? Or does that means everybody in the university? At some point you have to put realistic 
boundaries on what you can and can’t be expected to have knowledge of." 
The new rules would take effect Aug. 1. 
During his third state of the association address as NCAA president, Emmert did not discuss the Penn State 
child sex-abuse case, which was unprecedented in its scope and nature. This July, the NCAA made the 
controversial move in circumventing traditional investigative protocol in denying Penn State an infractions 
hearing and handing down some of the harshest penalties ever imposed by the association. 
As part of those sanctions, Penn State owes the NCAA $60 million. Emmert said Thursday the NCAA has no 
immediate plans for the $12 million already paid to it under a consent agreement with Penn State. 
"The NCAA will never see that money," Emmert said. "It will never decide where that money goes. It will 
have nothing to do with the distribution of the money. But a group of presidents and others are setting up 
the framework by which all that will happen. As they set that up and get it all in place, then indeed that group 
can make a decision to dispense money." 
Emmert also has been a proponent of student-athletes receiving stipends of up to $2,000 for the full cost of 
attendance. The board of directors approved the proposal in October 2011, but it was put on hold after 
enough schools signed an override petition. 
When the proposal is revisited in April, Emmert said, there will be some consideration of a need-based model 
for the stipend so "students who have need of those resources will be receiving them, and those that don’t 
don’t." 
Emmert also said the model needs to address issues of TNe IX compliance and equity, that it needs to be 
used relatively flexibly for partial scholarship, and that it needs to be administered in a way that is "relatively 
straightforward, transparent and easy." 

Also of note, the NCAA is losing one of its most venerable employees in vice president Wally Renfro, who 
plans to retire after working for the association for 40 years. Emmert said Donald Remy, the NCAA’s 
executive vice president and general counsel, will move into Renfro’s once to shore up the executive staff. 
"He’s lived it," Emmert said of Renfro. "He brings to it experiences virtually nobody else alive has. So I can 
put somebody else in that box, but they don’t bring the skill, that knowledge and those experiences ... He’s 
irreplaceable." 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
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The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University (OSU) will be conducting on-campus evaluations 
with several prospects later this spring. Because of the head coach’s busy schedule, he will not be able to 
watch all of the evaluations. Is it permissible for OSU to videotape the evaluations so the head coach can 
review at a later time? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 1/23/13- NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball On-Campus 
Evaluations (I)- includes the following questions and answers that are intended to assist the membership 
in applying NCAA Division I legislation as it relates to on-campus evaluations in men’s basketball. 
Question No. 1: May an institution publicize the on-campus evaluation of a prospective student-athlete? 
Answer: No. NCAA Bylaw 13.10.5 specifies that an institution shall not publicize (or arrange for publicity of) 
a prospective student-athlete’s visit to the institution’s campus. 
Question No. 2: May an institution conduct an on-campus evaluation with a prospective student-athlete 
who has graduated from high school and is enrolled in a preparatory school? 
Answer: Yes, provided the institution has not previously conducted an on-campus evaluation with the 
prospective student-athlete (e.g., during senior year of high school); the evaluation is conducted at the end 
of the prospective student-athlete’s season; and, after he has exhausted preparatory school eligibility in 
basketball. 
Question No. 3: May an institution conduct an on-campus evaluation with a prospective student-athlete 
during his senior year in high school and another while he is enrolled in a preparatory school during the 
following year? 
Answer: No. An institution may conduct one on-campus evaluation with a prospective student-athlete while 
he is enrolled in high school or preparatory school and one after the prospective student-athlete enrolls full 
time in a collegiate institution. 
Question No. 4: What activities are counted toward the permissible two hours of on-campus evaluation 
activities? 
Answer: Any activities that are considered countable athletically related activities would count toward the 
permissible two hours. 
Question No. 5: May an institution provide a prospective student-athlete access to locker and shower 
facilities during an on-campus evaluation? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 6: May an institution conduct an on-campus evaluation with a two-year college transfer 
prospective student-athlete who has withdrawn from the two-year institution? 
Answer: An on-campus evaluation may not be conducted with a two-year college transfer prospective 
student-athlete until he has exhausted two-year college eligibility in basketball. Once such a prospective 
student-athlete is considered to have exhausted his two-year college eligibility, he may participate in an on- 
campus evaluation. 
Question No. 7: May an institution conduct an on-campus evaluation with a high school prospective 
student-athlete or two-year college transfer prospective student-athlete who is not a participant on his 
institution’s basketball team? 
Answer: An on-campus evaluation may not be conducted with a high school prospective student-athlete or 
a two-year college transfer prospective student-athlete until he has exhausted his high school or two-year 
college eligibility in basketball, respectively. Once such a prospective student-athlete is considered to have 
exhausted his eligibility, he may participate in an on-campus evaluation. 
Question No. 8: How does the exhausted eligibility standard apply to an international or home-schooled 
student who is not a participant on his institution’s basketball team? 
Answer: For purposes of conducting an on-campus evaluation, an international or home-schooled student 
who is not a participant on his institution’s basketball team is deemed to have exhausted eligibility at the time 
of graduation from high school (or the international equivalent). 
Question No. 9: May an institution conduct an on-campus evaluation with a four-year college transfer 
prospective student-athlete who has withdrawn from the four-year institution or who is not a participant on 
his institution’s basketball team? 
Answer: An on-campus evaluation may not be conducted with a four-year college transfer prospective 
student-athlete until the conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s basketball season. If the prospective 



student-athlete has withdrawn from the institution or is not a participant, then his season is considered to be ~::~:: 
concluded. Therefore, he may participate in an on-campus evaluation (permission to contact must be 
granted by the previous institution if the individual met the definition of a student-athlete at that institution). 
Question No. 10: May an institution’s coach observe a prospective student-athlete participating in a pick-up 
game that includes the institution’s current student-athletes and count the observation as an on-campus 
evaluation? 
Answer: If the evaluation occurs during the academic year (e.g., skill-related workouts), it is permissible if 
the student-athletes are eligible for practice. If the evaluation occurs in the summer, it is permissible if the 
student-athletes are eligible to participate in summer athletics activities (e.g., enrolled in summer school or 
meet the exception to summer school enrollment). Such participation counts toward each student-athlete’s 
limitation of eight hours of required athletics activities per week with not more than two hours of skill-related 
instruction (academic year or summer). 
Question No. 11: May an institution’s coach observe a prospective student-athlete participating in a pick-up 
game that includes the institution’s current student-athletes and current student-athletes from another 
collegiate institution and count the observation as an on-campus evaluation? 
Answer: No. If student-athletes from other institutions participate, the activity would not meet the 
requirements of the required summer athletics activities legislation. 
Question No. 12: If an on-campus evaluation occurs during a period in which there is a limit of four on the 
number of student-athletes who may be involved with a coach in skill-related instruction at the same time, 
may four student-athletes and the prospective student-athlete participate in the activity? 
Answer: Yes. The prospective student-athlete is not included in the limit of four student-athletes who may 
be involved at any one time in skill instruction. 
Question No. 13: If an on-campus evaluation occurs during the summer, may student-athletes 
participate? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student-athletes are eligible to participate in summer athletics activities (e.g., 
enrolled in summer school or meet the exception to summer school enrollment) and such participation counts 
toward the limitations of eight hours of required athletics activities per week and two hours of skill-related 
instruction. 
Question No, 14: If an institution is conducting an on-campus evaluation with a prospective student-athlete 
during the prospective student-athlete’s unofficial visit, may it provide the prospective student-athlete with 
food and/or beverages? 
Answer: The institution may provide water and/or electrolyte replacement drinks (e.g., Gatorade, 
PowerAde) to the prospective student-athlete; however, it is not permissible to provide food to the 
prospective student-athlete during an unofficial visit. 

Q.~f~.~f~.~..Ng~...~.; May a~ i~tit~tio~ record ~ide~ o~ a~ ~car#p~ ev~ti~ f~r f~ther review 
after t~e actual ~aluati~? 

Question No. 16: May more than one prospective-student-athlete participate in an on-campus evaluation 
at the same time? 
Answer: Yes. There is no limit on the number of prospective student-athletes who may participate at the 
same time. 
Question No. 17: May the two hours of an on-campus evaluation be divided and conducted on two 
different days of the prospective student-athlete’s visit? 
Answer: No. Conducting evaluations (or portions of an evaluation) on different days would constitute 
different, separate on-campus evaluations. 
Question No, 18: What constitutes the "conclusion of a prospective student-athlete’s season" for purposes 
of conducting an on-campus evaluation? 
Answer: The "conclusion of a prospective student-athlete’s season" refers to the conclusion of the 
prospective student-athlete’s scholastic season. A prospective student-athlete’s season is considered 
concluded when his scholastic season ends, even if he will be participating in an all-star contest at a later 
date. 
Question No. 19: Pursuant to Bylaw 17.1.6.7, a student-athlete who has exhausted his eligibility, but is 
eligible for practice under the five-year rule, is not subject to the time limits of Bylaw 17.1.6. Is it permissible 
for such a student-athlete to participate in more than one on-campus evaluation in a week? 
Answer: Yes. The two-hour limitation on skill-related instruction does not apply to such student-athletes. 
Question No, 20: Is a student-athlete who has exhausted his eligibility but is eligible for practice under the 
five-year rule subject to the prohibition on conditioning and skill-related instruction from one week prior to the 
institution’s final exam period through the conclusion of the student-athlete’s final exams? 
Answer: Yes. 
[References: Bylaws 13.10.5 (prospective student-athlete visit), 13.11.2.1 (on-campus evaluations -- men’s 
basketball), 13.11.2.6.1.2 (exception -- on-campus evaluation - men’s basketball), 17.02.1 (countable 
athletically related activity), 17.1.6 (time limits for athletically related activity), 17.1.6.2.1.1.4 (summer 
athletic activities - men’s basketball), 17.1.6.2.1.1.4.1 (exception to summer school enrollment - academic i:~i:: 
requirements - men’s basketball), 17.1.6.2.1.1.4.1.1 (application to transfer student-athletes), 17.1.6.2.2 i~i~ 
(skill instruction -- sports other than baseball and football) and 17.1.6.7 (exception -- eligibility exhausted)] iiii 
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The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University will soon begin working on summer workout 
schedules. With regard to the 8 weeks of required activities, can the coaches create individual student- 
athlete schedules or do all student-athletes have to be on the same schedule? 
You can create individual schedules. NCAA Educational Column- 1/23/13-NCAA Division I Men’s 
Basketball Summer Athletics Activities (I)- states that the following questions and answers are 
intended to assist the membership in applying NCAA Division I legislation as it relates to summer athletics 
activities in men’s basketball. 
Question No. 1: Is there a limit on the number of student-athletes who may participate in skill-related 
instruction as part of the required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: No. 
Question No. 2: May an institution declare a new definition of its "week," or is it required to use the week it 
used during the academic year? 
Answer: The institution may declare a new definition of its "week" for the summer. 

Q.N~}~!~.D...N.~,...~.: May the eight weeks of requited ~ummer athletics ~ctivities be determined on 
an individual b~is? 

Question No. 4: Is it permissible to conduct required summer athletics activities during the week before 
finals and the final exam period of the summer term(s)? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 5: May coaches be present during and/or conduct weight training and conditioning activities 
that are part of the eight hours per week of required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 6: If an institution has multiple summer sessions, do the eight weeks of required summer 
athletics activities have to be continuous? 
Answer: No. The eight weeks do not have to be consecutive or continuous. However, unless a student- 
athlete meets the exception to the summer-school requirement, workouts are only permissible during the 
time period (term or terms) in which the student-athlete is enrolled, which includes only the time from the 
opening day of classes through the last day of final exams for each applicable term. 
Question No. 7: Are there exceptions for the service academies for situations when their student-athletes 
are assigned to summer work at a location (e.g., military base) that is separate from the service academy? 
May the coaching staff conduct workouts with those student-athletes assigned to another area of the 
country? 
Answer: If a student-athlete is enrolled in a summer-school session, or meeting an exception to the 
enrollment requirement, it is permissible for the coaching staff to conduct workouts at the assigned location. 
Question No. 8: When may an institution begin to conduct summer athletics activities with its men’s 
basketball student-athletes? When must summer athletics activities end? 
Answer: Summer athletics activities may begin the day following the institution’s spring commencement 
exercises. Summer athletics activities must end by the day before the first day of classes for the fall term. 
Note that unless a student-athlete meets the exception to the summer-school requirement, workouts are 
only permissible during the time period (term or terms) in which the student-athlete is enrolled, which includes 
only the time from the opening day of classes through the last day of final exams for each applicable term. 
Question No. 9: Must incoming student-athletes (freshmen and transfers) sign the drug-testing consent 
form before participating in required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: No. Summer drug testing is part of the previous academic year testing. 
Question No. 10: Must an incoming student-athlete be certified as eligible to practice in order to participate 
in required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: No. 
~n No. 11: Are institutions required to provide student-athletes any days off during the eight weeks 
in which they are participating in required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: No. There is no requirement to provide a day (or days) off during the eight weeks of required 
activities. However, student-athletes are limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, with not more than 
two hours per week spent on skill-related instruction. 



Question No, 12: May an institution conduct required summer athletics activities on a vacation day during 
the summer? 
Answer: Yes. However, the activities must count toward the eight hours per week limitation and any skill 
instruction must also count toward the week’s permissible two hours of skill instruction. 
Question No, 13: May student-athletes participate in unlimited hours of countable activities with their 
coaches during an institutional vacation period (e.g., Memorial Day, Independence Day) while engaging in 
required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: No, a student-athlete engaging in required summer athletics activities is limited to a maximum of 
eight hours per week with not more than two hours per week spent on skill-related instruction 
Question No, 14: May an institution publicize its skill-related instruction sessions or conduct them in view of 
a general public audience? 
Answer: No. The general prohibition on publicizing and conducting skill-related instruction in view of a general 
public audience applies to the skill-related instruction that is conducted as part of summer athletics activities. 
Ouestion No. 15: May an institution conduct a skill-related instruction session during an institutional camp or 
clinic with the campers as an audience? 
Answer: No. The campers would constitute a general public audience. 
Question No, 16: May a student-athlete who has been certified as a nonqualifier participate in required 
summer athletics activities during the summer prior to initial full-time enrollment at the certifying institution? 
Answer: Yes, provided he is enrolled in summer school and the activities are conducted during the time 
period (term or terms) in which the student-athlete is enrolled, which includes only the time from the opening 
day of classes through the last day of final exams for each applicable term. 
Question No, 17: If a student-athlete was certified as a nonqualifier during the academic year, when may 
he begin to engage in required summer athletics activities after the year in residence? 
Answer: Such a student-athlete may begin to participate in required summer athletics activities the day 
following the institution’s spring commencement exercises, provided the student-athlete is enrolled in summer 
school or meets the exception to summer school enrollment. 
Question No. 18: Does a student-athlete’s temporary certification period begin when he starts participating 
in required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: No. 
Question No, 19: May a student-athlete who is enrolled in consecutive summer school sessions during the 
same summer (e.g., the first and second summer school sessions) engage in required summer athletics 
activities during the time in between sessions? 
Answer: Only student-athletes who met the exception to summer-school enrollment at the end of the 
preceding regular academic term (e.g., spring semester, spring quarter) may engage in required summer 
athletics activities between terms. 
Ouestion No. 20: How does the required summer athletics activities legislation apply to an institution that 
offers only one summer session, and the session lasts less than eight weeks? 
Answer: Prospective student-athletes (freshmen or transfers) are only permitted to participate in required 
athletics activities during the time period (term) in which the student-athlete is enrolled, which includes only 
the time from the opening day of classes through the last day of final exams for the term. Continuing 
student-athletes would be subject to the same application as prospective student-athletes unless they meet 
the appropriate provisions of the exception to summer-school enrollment. A continuing student who meets 
the exception may continue to engage in any remaining portion of the eight weeks of required summer 
activities until the day before the first day of classes for the fall term. 
Question No, 21: May coursework from an early summer school session (e.g., first four-week session) 
from that same summer be considered when determining whether a student-athlete is meeting the 
exception to the summer-school requirement for the remaining weeks of the required summer athletics 
activities? 
Answer: No. In order to meet the exception to summer-school enrollment, the student-athlete must have 
successfully completed the applicable academic requirements by the end of the preceding regular academic 
term (e.g., spring semester, spring quarter). 
Question No. 22: May remedial, tutorial or noncredit courses be used to satisfy the requirements of the 
exception to summer-school enrollment? 
Answer: Yes, provided such courses meet the requirements of NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.4. 
Question No, 23: Must a student-athlete who has just completed four semesters or six quarters have 
declared a degree program (and have completed 50 percent of the program) in order to meet the exception 
to summer-school enrollment? 
Answer: No. Pursuant to Bylaw 14.4.3.1.7, a student-athlete must designate a degree program prior to 
participation in competition that occurs during or immediately before the third year of enrollment. Further, 
pursuant to Bylaw 14.4.3.1.7, during the first two years of enrollment, a student-athlete may use credits 
acceptable toward any of the institution’s degree programs. Therefore, a student-athlete may fulfill the 50 
percent requirement based on credits acceptable toward any of the institution’s degree programs. 
Ouestion No. 24: May an institution provide room and board to returning student-athletes to participate in 
required summer athletics activities if the individuals are not enrolled in summer school? 
Answer: No. It is not permissible to provide room and board to student-athletes who are not enrolled in 
summer school. Room and board may be provided, pursuant to Bylaw 15.2.8, to student-athletes who are 
enrolled in summer school. 
Question No. 25: May an institution provide training table meals to student-athletes who are participating in 
required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: No. 
Question No, 26: TS it permissible to provide entertainment to student-athletes who are participating in 
required summer athletics activities? 
Answer: No. Bylaw 16.7.1 does not apply to summer athletics activities. 
[References: Bylaws 13.11.3.9 (required summer athletic activities-- men’s basketball), 13.11.3.9.1 
(exception -- national service academies -- incoming freshmen -- men’s basketball), 14.02.13.1 (academic 



year of residence), 14.1.4.1 (content and purpose), 14.3.4 (residence requirement -- nonqualifier), 
14.3.5.1.1 (temporary certification, recruited student-athlete), 14.3.5.1.2 (temporary certification, 
nonrecruited student-athlete), 14.4.3.1.7 (designation of degree), 14.4.3.4.4 (remedial, tutorial and 
noncredit courses), 15.2.8 (summer financial aid), 16.5.2 (permissible housing and meals), 16.7.1 (away 
from home contests and vacation periods), 17.1.6.2.1.1.4 (summer athletic activities -- men’s basketball), 
17.1.6.2.1.1.4.1 (exception to summer school enrollment -- academic requirements -- men’s basketball), 
17.1.6.2.1.1.4.1.1 (application to transfer student-athletes), 17.1.6.2.2 (skill instruction _n sports other than 
basebafl and football) 17.1.6.3.3 (definition of week) and 17.6.1.6.3.6 (vacation periods and between 
terms)] 
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NCAA to launch external review of 
enforcement program 
USAToday,com 

With its case against the University of Miami compromised by "a very severe issue of improper conduct," 
the NCAA has retained a New York-based law firm to investigate its investigators - and beyond that, to 
explore whether there are other "trust and credibility" issues, according to president Mark Emmert, in the 
organization’s regulatory and enforcement structure. 
Emmert said members of the organization’s enforcement staff had hired an attorney representing Nevin 
Shapiro, the booster at the center of the probe into Miami, in order to improperly obtain information through 
depositions in a bankruptcy proceeding. He called their actions "grossly inappropriate." 
"This is obviously a shocking affair," Emmert said Wednesday in a teleconference with reporters, an event 
unusual in itself because the NCAA normally does not comment on investigations. 
The investigation by Kenneth L. Wainstein of the firm of Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft could have 
implications far beyond the Miami case. But the immediate issue is the probe into allegations of multiple rules 
violations by Shapiro involving Miami athletes and several coaches. 
Until Emmert’s revelation, it appeared the investigation into the Miami athletic department - which began 
almost two years ago - was winding toward a conclusion. Emmert said he hoped Wainstein’s investigation 
would be completed within two weeks, delaying the NCAA’s case against Miami by "weeks, not months." 
"We will not be issuing notices of allegation until after this investigation is completed," Emmert added. "We 
want to make sure that any evidence that is brought forward is properly collected." 
Emmert said it was "premature" to suggest the improper conduct would result in the equivalent of a mistrial. 
He said he expects the investigation to be completed within two weeks and that only a small portion of the 
case evidence was compromised by improper collection. Improperly compiled evidence "will be thrown out," 
he said. 
"The intention is to get through this process, look at what the appropriately acquired evidence indicates and 
(to determine) allegations from that," Emmert said. 
Miami president Donna Shalala said in a statement that the school had cooperated with the NCAA since the 
investigation started. Along with providing what Shalala called "thousands of documents," the school 
preemptively self-imposed bowl bans in the 2011 and 2012 seasons. 
"I am frustrated, disappointed and concerned by President Emmert’s announcement today that the integrity 
of the investigation may have been compromised by the NCAA staff," her statement read. "As we have 
done since the beginning, we will continue to work with the NCAA and now with their outside investigator 
hoping for a swift resolution of the investigation and our case." 
The delay - and whatever damage was done to the strength of the NCAA’s case by improperly acquired 
evidence - impacts several former Miami coaches, as well. CBSSports.com reported former Hurricanes head 
basketball coach Frank Haith, now the head coach at Missouri, was expected to be charged with "unethical 

conduct and failure to promote an atmosphere of compliance," and that three of Haith’s former assistants 
would likewise be charged with unethical conduct. The web site separately reported that former football 
assistant Clint Hurtt, now the associate head coach at Louisville, and Aubrey Hill, who resigned at Florida last 
August, also would be charged with unethical conduct, 

Emmert said the misconduct was discovered when an invoice was submitted to the NCAA last fall by an 
attorney representing Shapiro, who is serving a 20=year prison sentence for running a $930 million Ponzi 
scheme. (Shapiro alleged extensive rule violations in a Yahoo Sports report in August 2011.) Emmert said 
the NCAA’s general counsel had not approved hiring the attorney. He didn’t name the attorney, but Shapiro 
has been represented by Maria Elena Perez, a graduate of Miami. 
Emmert, who expressed anger and frustration several times during the teleconference, said at least one 
member of the enforcement staff has been dismissed, though he would not discuss specifics. "There are 
people no longer at the NCAA," he said. 
Emmert said when Wainstein has completed the investigation into the enforcement staffs handling of the 



Miami case, the outside counsel would begin a broader review of the NCAA’s enforcement and regulatory 
structure, which has come under frequent and increasing criticism, "to see if there are similar problems of 
any kind." 
In recent months, enforcement agent Abigail Grantstein was fired, according to the Los Angeles Times, after 
her boyfriend was overheard providing information related to the eligibility case of freshman UCLA basketball 
player Shabazz Muhammad. 
Meanwhile, former USC assistant football coach Todd McNair’s lawsuit against the NCAA threatens to force 
the organization to release documents related to its investigation of former Trojans star Reggie Bush. And 
Pennsylvania Gov. Thomas Corbett filed a lawsuit earlier this month against the NCAA related to its 
punishment last summer of Penn State for the Jerry Sandusky scandal. 
Last week during an NCAA Convention session on enforcement entitled "Tougher Rules, Smarter 
Enforcement," the organization cited a "public and membership distrust of the NCAA’s ability to police itself" 
as one of the reasons for the existence of its temporary Enforcement Working Group. 
The organization has recently revamped its rules and penalties structure. Among the changes to take effect 
Aug. 1 is an effort at increased accountability of head coaches for violations that occur on their watch. 
Emmert said Wednesday’s announcement was an indication the NCAA plans to hold itself accountable, as 
well. 
Chuck Start, a former NCAA investigator who now assists universities with compliance and investigations as 
president of The Compliance Group, said past complaints of enforcement misconduct by enforcement staff 
had been handled in-house. 
"What is different it seems here, is that Dr. Emmert believes the severity of whatever alleged impropriety 
occurred reached that level where he decided to go outside with the review," Smrt said. 
Smrt said announcing the improper conduct, as well as the external review, "would help the integrity of the 
enforcement process." 
David Ridpath, an assistant professor of sports administration at Ohio University and a frequent critic of the 
NCAA’s enforcement arm, said, "The revelation is the most shocking thing of all. That the NCAA brought it 
up and that they’re hiring an outside law firm to look at the case is the most surprising thing about this." 
Ridpath added: "That makes me think this (misconduct) is pretty big." 
Said Emmert: "My hope and intention is that the membership will see that we’re going to hold ourselves to 
the same standards that we expect to hold others to. Otherwise we’re in the wrong business." 
The following is Shalala’s full statement: 

"Since the University first alerted the NCAA to the possibility of violations more than two years 
ago, we have been cooperative and compliant with the NCAA and, I believe, a model for how 
institutions should partner with NCAA staff during investigations. [n addition to encouraging 
current and former staff members and student-athletes to cooperate with investigators, we 
have provided thousands of documents to the enforcement staff. 

I am frustrated, disappointed and concerned by President Emmert’s announcement today that 
the integrity of the investigation may have been compromised by the NCAA staff. 

As we have done since the beginning, we will continue to work with the NCAA and now with their 
outside investigator hoping for a swift resolution of the investigation and our case. 

I want to thank our community for their continued support and patience. 

Stand with the U." 

This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University are planning their spring recruting trips to make 
sure they stay within the 130-person day limit. There are several events taking place during the April 
Evaluation Period that they would like to attend. 
Do evaluations during the April evaluation periods count twoard the 130-person day limit? 
Yes. NCAA Educational Column- 1/23/13-NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Recruiting Model 
(I)- states that the following questions and answers are intended to assist the membership in applying NCAA 
Division I legislation as it relates to the men’s basketball recruiting model. 
Question No~ 1," De evaluation ~ctivities during the April evNu~tion periods count toward the 
130 recruiting-person days restriction ~nd the limit of seven recruiting opportunities per 
~ros~ective student-athlete? 
~.~Ag~[: Yes, Evaluations during A~ril must be included in the 130 recruitingl~erson days and 
cogmt toward the limit of ~even recruiting opportunities per prospective student-athlete, Note 
that if an event is conducted on consecutive day~ in a tournament format, an institution would 
oNy be charged with a single recruiting opportuni~ per prospective student-~th~ete, 
Question No. 2: During recruiting periods, is it permissible for an institution’s coach to sit with a prospective 
student-athlete’s parents during the prospective student-athlete’s contest or to have in-person contact with 
the prospective student-athlete after the contest once he has been released? 
Answer: No. It is not permissible to have in-person contact with a prospective student-athlete or the 
prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians during the day of the prospective student-athlete’s 
competition, including time before and after the competition. 
Ouestion No. 3: Is it permissible for an institution to make a telephone call to a prospective student-athlete 
who has reported on call for competition or competition-related activities? 
Answer: No. It is not permissible to make a telephone call to a prospective student-athlete who has 
reported on call for competition or competition-related activities until he has been released by the appropriate 
institutional authority in accordance with the parameters of NCAA Bylaw 13.1.6.2. 
Question No. 4: Is it permissible for an institution to send an email or other form of electronic 
correspondence (e.g., text message) to a prospective student-athlete who has reported on call for 
competition or competition-related activities? 
Answer: It is not permissible to send electronic correspondence to a prospective student-athlete while he is iii:: 
on call for competition at the competition site (e.g., arena, stadium). However, it is permissible to send iiii 
general correspondence (including electronic correspondence) to a prospective student-athlete while he is on iiiiii 
call and not at the competition site, or while he is at any location, once released by the appropriate authority. :::::::: 
Question No. 5: Is it permissible for an institution to make a telephone call, send an email, or send another 
form of electronic correspondence (e.g., text message) to a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal 
guardians while the prospective student-athlete is on call for competition or competition-related activities? 
What if the prospective student-athlete is participating in a certified event? 
Answer: It is permissible to make a telephone call, send an email, or send another form of electronic 
correspondence (e.g., text message) to a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians while the 
prospective student-athlete is on call for competition or competition-related activities. Such communication 
may also occur with a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians while the prospective student- 
athlete is participating in a certified event. However, all communication with a prospective student-athlete’s 
coach or any individual associated with the prospective student-athlete as a result of the prospective 
student-athlete’s participation in basketball, directly or indirectly, is prohibited during the time period in which 
the prospective student-athlete is participating in a certified event. 
Question No. 6: During the April evaluation periods, is it permissible for coaches to attend events other 
than certified events (e.g., noninstitutional organized events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by 
an applicable state, national or international governing body and are not organized and conducted primarily 
for a recruiting purpose)? Is it permissible for a coach to visit a high school to talk to a high school coach or 
pick up a transcript? 
Answer: No. Evaluations of live athletics activities during the April evaluation periods are specifically limited to 
events that are certified pursuant to Bylaw 13.18. No other off-campus evaluation activities may occur 
during the April evaluation periods. 



Question No, 7: During the academic year recruiting period, is it permissible for coaches to evaluate at an 
"open gym"? 
Answer: It would be permissible for coaches to evaluate if the "open gym" (or pick-up game or similar 
activity) has been approved by the appropriate authority at the scholastic institution as a regular scholastic 
activity; it involves only students enrolled at the institution where the activity is occurring; and it is not 
organized for the purpose of permitting institutional coaches to observe the prospective student-athletes 
participating in the activity. 
Question No. 8: During the July dead periods, may an institution conduct institutional camps and clinics? 
Answer: As specified in Bylaw 13.12.1.5, institutions may not conduct institutional camps and clinics (those 
that include prospective student-athletes) during dead periods. 
Question No. 9: If a prospective student-athlete making an official visit is a member of a nontraditional 
family (e.g., divorce, separation), is it permissible to provide travel expenses to more than two individuals? 
Answer: No. It is only permissible to provide travel expenses in conjunction with an official visit to two 
individuals who are the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians. 
Question No. 10: May an institution pay the costs for a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal 
guardians to receive meals and lodging while in transit to an official visit without starting the 48-hour official 
visit period? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 11: May a coaching staff member have in-person contact with a prospective student-athlete 
or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians during a day of the prospective student- 
athlete’s competition, provided the prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or has 
submitted a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission? 
Answer: If a prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or the institution’s written 
offer of admission and/or financial aid or the institution has received the prospective student-athlete’s 
financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission, in-person contact with the prospective 
student-athlete and/or his relatives or legal guardians is permissible in the following situations: 
(a) During a recruiting period, in-person contact is permissible, subject to the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.6.2. 
(b) For competition that occurs during an evaluation period, in-person contact is permissible after the 
prospective student-athlete’s final contest of an event is completed and the prospective student-athlete is 
released by the appropriate authority and he leaves the dressing and meeting facility. 
Therefore, a coaching staff member may sit with a prospective-student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians 
during such a prospective student-athlete’s competition that occurs during a recruiting period, but may not sit 
with the relatives or legal guardians during an evaluation period. 
Question No. 12: Does the exception that applies during the July evaluation period (a replaced coach is not 
required to return to the institution’s campus before engaging in additional recruiting activities, provided not 
more than three coaches engage in off-campus recruiting activities each day) also apply to the April 
evaluation periods? 
Answer: No. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.7.4.3.1 (exception -- basketball -- July evaluation periods), 13.02.5.3 
(recruiting period -- men’s basketball), 13.1.5.3 (contacts -- men’s basketball), 13.1.6.2 (contact restrictions 
-- competition site), 13.1.6.2.1 (additional restriction -- men’s and women’s basketball), 13.1.6.2.1.1 
(exceptions -- men’s basketball), 13.1.7.8 (basketball evaluations), 13.4.1 (recruiting materials), 13.4.1.2.1 
(electronic transmission -- exception -- men’s basketball), 13.5.2.6.1 (exception -- transportation expenses 
for a prospective student-athletes parents or legal guardians -- men’s basketball), 13.6.7.1.1 (meals and 
lodging while in transit) and 13.17.2 (recruiting calendar -- men’s basketball)] 
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Mark Helfrich’s deal with Oregon includes 
NCAA rules mandates 
The contract between the University of Oregon and its new head football coach, Mark Helfrich, contains an 
unusual set of specific provisions related to NCAA rules compliance, including a requirement that Helfrich 
"actively look for red flags of potential violations." 
The five-year agreement, signed Sunday and distributed to members of the media in Eugene, explicitly 
acknowledges the NCAA’s ongoing investigation into the football program, although it does not mention 
specifics of the probe. The den also has a lengthy exhibit laying out a 10-point set of responsibilities that 
Helfrich has in monitoring rules compliance and the terms of annual communication required to occur 
between Helfrich, the university president, the athletics director and the compliance director. 

Such an exhibit did not exist in any of the three iterations of previous Oregon coach Chip Kelly’s agreement. 
While provisions requiring compliance with NCAA rules are standard in college athletics contracts, the 
requirements of Helfrich’s deal are extraordinary in scope and detail. 
Oregon athletics director Rob Mullens did not respond to requests for comment that were made through a 
school spokesman. 
Multiple media outlets have reported on a financial relationship Oregon had with Texas-based high school 
football recruiting scout and adviser Willie Lyles, who is alleged to have steered players to Oregon in violation 
of NCAA rules. Yahoo! Sports reported in December that Oregon’s attempt to get summary disposition of its 
case fell through, and the school has been summoned for a hearing the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions. 
In addition, this past October, the NCAA Division I Board of Directors adopted rule changes that, beginning 
Aug. 1, will allow head coaches to be penalized individually for violations committed by their assistants, unless 
they can prove they took preventive steps to acknowledge potential violations and educate their staff about 
how to deal with issues. 

In the main body of his new contract, Helfrich "acknowledges and represents that he has been given the 
opportunity to report to the University any conduct that would give rise to an allegation that he has violated 
any rules, regulations policies, bylaws, interpretations or decisions established or issued" by the school, its 
athletics department, the Pacific-12 Conference and the NCAA and Helfrich "has reported any such conduct 
to the school." When hiring a coach from another school, some schools require the coach to stipulate that 
he has not been involved with rules violations at his previous school. 
In addition, in Helfrich’s deal, athletics director Rob Mullens "acknowledges and represents as follows: (1) 
Coach has been advised of the nature and scope of all ongoing NCAA investigation of violations of NCAA 
rules, regulations, bylaws, interpretations or decisions by any current and former University employees in the iiii 

University’s football program; and (2) Coach has been advised of the material facts constituting the violations 
alleged by the NCAA." 

There also is an exhibit that is part of the agreement and covers communication about, and monitoring of, 
NCAA rules compliance. 
Under the heading of "Communication," the exhibit states that the president and the athletics director will 
meet with Helfrich annually to discuss their "expectations for NCAA rules compliance." 
The meeting with the athletic director is to address: 
-- The AD’s philosophy and expectations on rules compliance. 
-- Compliance resources for the football program. 
--The football program’s shared responsibility with the compliance staff. 
-- Continued dialogue with the AD to "discuss the institution and football program’s compliance environment 
and expectations." 
In addition, the president, AD, compliance director and coach "will meet annually to discuss the institution and 
program’s compliance environment and expectations." 



Under the heading of "Monitoring," the exhibit states that Helfrich will "actively look for red flags of potential 
violations." 
In consultation with the compliance director, Helfnch agrees to: 
- Create written procedures "to ensure that the football staff, including assistant coaches, is monitoring the 
football program’s rules compliance." 
-- Assign a football staff liaison to the university’s compliance staff. 
-- Assign football staff members to "monitor specific areas of compliance (e.g. recruiting contacts, initial 
eligibility, amateurism, telephone contacts)." 
-- Regularly evaluate football staff members "to ensure their areas of compliance are monitored and that all 
responsibilities are executed in a timely manner." 
- Ensure that the football program has adequate and ongoing compliance training and that there is "a plan in 
place for discussion of important information." 
-- Determine reporting lines for resolving actual and potential NCAA rules issues. 
-- Determine reporting lines to alert compliance staff of "issues involving prospective student-athletes and 
current student-athletes". 
- "Regularly solicit feedback" from the football staff concerning their areas of compliance and the program’s 
overall compliance environment in order to "ensure that the monitoring systems are functioning properly." 
-- Ensure that the football staff "immediately notifies the compliance staff when concerns or red flags occur 
related to potential NCAA rules violations." 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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Four men’s basketball student-athletes at Ocean State University created a club card/flyer to promote an 
after-game party at a night club following the Superbowl this weekend. Student-Athletes are working with an 
entertainment company and have distributed the flyers on campus during the the past two weeks. All four 
student-athletes provided photos of themselves for use on the flyer to assist with promotions. The student- 
athletes did not think there actions were in violation of any NCAA Bylaws because one of the student-athletes 
paid for the creation of the flyer. Additionally, the student-athletes will not receive any compensation for 
event. 

Is this a violation? Yes. I~lC~u~ Bylaw 12.5.2.1 states that after becoming a student-athlete, an individual 
shall not be eligible for participation in intercollegiate athletics if the individual: 
(a) Accepts any remuneration for or permits the use of his or her name or picture to advertise, recommend 
or promote directly the sale or use of a commercial product or service of any kind; or 
(b) Receives remuneration for endorsing a commercial product or service through the individual’s use of such 
product or service. 
This is an actual fact pattern of a secondary rules violation posted on LSDBi. 
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The Ocean State University (OSU) Chemistry Department is hosting a group of prospects today that 
finished first at a regional science fair. OSU has provided the prospects with complimentary admissions to 
tonight’s women’s basketball game and would like to introduce them prior to the start of the game. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes as long as the prospects are only identified as a group. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 1/31/13-Staff 
Interpretation-Introduction of Prospective Student-Athletes at an Athletics Contest (I)- states 

that a member institution is permitted to introduce a group that includes prospective student-athletes at an 
intercollegiate athletics contest, provided the group is visiting campus on a basis unrelated to recruitment and 
the prospective student-athletes are introduced by group name only. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.10.6 (introduction of prospective student-athlete); 13.2.1 (general regulation); iiii 

13.7.2.5 (visit unrelated to recruitment); and a staff interpretation (01/20/89), Item No. b), which has been 

archived] 

This legislation is applicable to Division I and II. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 10:06 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/6/13- 13.11.2.1 - On- Campus Evaluations 
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On-Campus Evaluations are permissible in which of the following sports? 
A. Men’s Basketball 
B. Women’s Basketball 
C. Football 
D. Both A and B 
The answer is D_. With the adoption of NC~ ProOosal 2013-2, institutions may now conduct on-campus 
evaluations in the sport of women’s basketball. I~IC~ Bylaw 13.11.2.1 states that in basketball, an 
institution may conduct an evaluation of a prospective student-athlete on its campus or at a site at which it 
normally conducts practice or competition, under the following conditions: (Adopted: 1/14/12, 1/19/13) 

(a) For a high school or preparatory school senior, the evaluation may be conducted only after the 
conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s season and after he or she has exhausted high school or 
preparatory school eligibility in basketball; 
(b) For a two-year college prospective student-athlete, the evaluation may be conducted only after the 
conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s season and he or she has exhausted his or her two-year 
college eligibility in basketball; 
(c) For a four-year college prospective student-athlete, the evaluation may be conducted only after the 
conclusion of the prospective student-athlete’s season. (See Bylaw 13.1.1.3); 
(d) The on-campus evaluation may be conducted only during the prospective student-athlete’s official or 
unofficial visit; 
(e) The on-campus evaluation shall be conducted not later than the opening day of classes of the 
institution’s fall term; 
(f) Not more than one on-campus evaluation per prospective student-athlete per institution shall be 
permitted (applied separately to the time period in which a prospective student-athlete completes high school 
or preparatory school eligibility and to the time period after the prospective student-athlete enrolls full time in 
a collegiate institution); 
(g) Before participating in an on-campus evaluation, a prospective student-athlete is required to undergo a 
medical examination or evaluation administered or supervised by a physician (e.g., family physician, team 
physician). The examination or evaluation shall include a sickle cell solubility test unless documented results of 
a prior test are provided to the institution or the prospective student-athlete declines the test and signs a 
written release. The examination or evaluation must be administered either within six months before 
participation in the on-campus evaluation or within six months before the prospective student-athlete’s initial 
participation in practice, competition or out-of-season conditioning activities during his or her immediately 
completed season. In addition, the medical examination or evaluation may be conducted by an institution’s 
regular team physician or other designated physician as a part of the on-campus evaluation; 
(h) The institution’s basketball student-athletes may participate in an on-campus evaluation, provided such 
participation is counted toward the applicable hourly and weekly limitations on countable athletically related 
activities (e.g., four hours per day and 20 hours per week during the playing season, two hours of skill 
instruction and eight hours per week outside the playing season). [See Bylaws 17.1.6.2-(a) and 17.1.6.2.2]; 
(i) The duration of the on-campus evaluation activities (other than the medical examination or evaluation) 
shall be limited to two hours; and 
(j) The institution may provide equipment and clothing to a prospective student-athlete on an issuance-and- 
retrieval basis. 
This legislation has an immediate effective date. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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To: 
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Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, Februao~ 25, 2013 8:06 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/25/13- 14.3.1.3- Use of Retake SAT Score 
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Andy Athlete is a freshman student-athlete at Ocean State University. Andy was certified as a qualifier by 

the NCAA Eligibility Center at the beginning of the academic year. During the fall term, Andy’s SAT score was ~ 
invalidated by SAT officials. Andy retook the test in December and achieved a high enough score to maintain ~ 
qualifier status but not high enough to validate the original score. Can Andy use this re-take score taken after 
initial full-time enrollment to meet initial eligibility requirements? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 2/14/13- Use of Retest SAT or ACT Scores for Initial Eligibility 
(I)- states that if a student-athlete is required to retake the SAT or ACT following initial, full-time collegiate 
enrollment because the validity of the student-athlete’s qualifying test score achieved prior to enrollment is 
challenged, the student-athlete would be considered to have satisfied the test-score time limitation if the 
retest score is high enough to validate the pre-enrollment score. However, if the student-athlete’s score on 
the postenrollment retest is high enough to be considered a qualifying score but is not high enough to 
validate the pre-enrollment score, the student-athlete would not be considered to have satisfied the test- 
score time limitation. Only private retest scores achieved through a standardized examination, administered 
in accordance with secure procedures set forth by the testing agency (no residual campus testing) may be 
used to satisfy initial-eligibility requirements. Such a retest is not required to be administered on a national 
testing date. 
[References: Bylaws 14.3.1.3 (test-score requirements) and 14.3.1.3.1 (test-score time limitation); official 
interpretation (08/14/1996 Item No. 5-a-8) and staff interpretation (07/16/1999 Item No. a) which have 
been archived] 
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Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 26, 2013 8:12 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 2/26/13- 13.6.7.7- Snacks tbr Siblings on OV 
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High Post is a prospective student-athlete being recruited by a lot of Division I basketball coaches across 
the country. High is going to take an official visit to Ocean State University (OSU) this weekend, and he 
would like to bring his parents and little brother Low with him. Low is in first grade and is a huge basketball 
fan. 
The Athletic Director will be hosting High and his family at his house Saturday night for dessert. Since OSU 
cannot provide meals for Low, does High’s family have to pay the cost of the dessert for Low? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/8/92- Brother or sister of prospect provided an affer-meal 

snack- states that during an official visit, the sibling of a prospective student-athlete may receive a dessert 
or after-dinner snack at the home of an institutional staff member (e.g., the director of athletics, coach, 
faculty member or the institution’s president). 
I~iC~ Bylaw 13.6.7.7- The cost of actual meals, not to exceed three per day, on the official visit for a 
prospective student-athlete and the prospective student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians, spouse or children 
need not be included in the $40-per-day entertainment expense. Meals must be comparable to those 
provided to student-athletes during the academic year. A reasonable snack (e.g., pizza, hamburger) may be 
provided in addition to the three meals. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.bigeast.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 8:04 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance- 2/27/13- 16.02.3, 16.6.1.5- Picnic for Parents 
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))i 

Ocean State University (OSU) will be conducting its annual spring football game in a few weeks. The 
coaches would like to host a picnic for the parents after the game. Is it permissible for OSU to provide this 
benefit to the parents? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4/13190-Picnic expenses for parents of student-athletes- 

states that the provisions of Bylaw 16.02.3 would preclude an institution from providing a meal for parents of 
student-athletes at the conclusion of its spring 1990 football game, unless the parents are charged for the 
cost of the meal. 
This type of benefit could be permissible, however, if the picnic meets the parameters in Bylaw 16.6.1.5. 
Bylaw 16.6.1.5- An institution may provide the family members of a student-athlete with reasonable food 
and drinks in conjunction with educational meetings or celebratory events (e.g., senior night) and on an 
occasional basis for other reasons. [R] ((Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, Revised: 4/25/02 effective 
8/1/02, 1/16/10, 1/19/13 effective 8/1/13). This bylaw was slightly updated with the adoption of 
RWG Proposal 16-5. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeasLorg> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 8:03 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/1 / 13 - 12.3.1.2- Benefits from an Agent 
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))i 

Brick is a men’s basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Brick is a junior and likely to be 

drafted by the NBA after the 2012-13 academic year. Brick is going to participate in permissible tryout 
opportunities after the season and has been approached by several agents. Brick has informed the agents 
that he cannot enter into any type of verbal or written agreement with them without jeopardizing his 
eligibility. Several of the interested agents would like to give Brick a new pair of sneakers to use for the 
tryouts. Is this permissible? If not, is it permissible to provide the sneakers to Brick’s siblings instead? 
No, it is not permissible to provide any benefits to Brick or any of his friends and/or family members. NC~A 
Bylaw 12.3.1.2 states that an individual shall be ineligible per Bylaw 12.3.1 if he or she (or his or her 
relatives or friends) accepts transportation or other benefits from: (Revised: 1/14/97) 

(a) Any person who represents any individual in the marketing of his or her athletics ability. The receipt of 
such expenses constitutes compensation based on athletics skill and is an extra benefit not available to the 
student body in general; or 
(b) An agent, even if the agent has indicated that he or she has no interest in representing the student- 
athlete in the marketing of his or her athletics ability or reputation and does not represent individuals in the 
student-athlete’s sport. (Adopted: 1/14/97) 
A very useful document to assist men’s basketball student-athletes with eligibility remaining is ::::::~ 
the 2013 NBA Draft memo from the NCAA Staff. This document can be found on NCAA.org. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
condaras bi east.or www.bi east.or 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 8:06 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/4/13- 17.1.7(b)- Practicing While Waiting tbr Invite to Post-Season Competition 
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The Ocean State University women’s basketball team is on the bubble with regard to whether they will 
qualify for the NCAA Women’s Basketball Championships. The coach would like to continue practicing until the 
teams are announced on the tournament selection show. 
Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.7(b)- states that neither practice for nor participation in any NCAA or NAIA 
championship event (including play-in contests conducted pursuant to NCAA championships) is considered 
part of the institution’s declared playing season. A member institution that has reason to believe it is under 
consideration for selection to participate in an NCAA championship event may continue to practice (but may 
not compete against outside competition) beyond its last regular-season contest, including the conference 
championship (if any), without counting such practice against the institution’s declared playing-season 
limitation until it is determined by the appropriate committee whether the institution will be selected to 
participate in the NCAA championship competition. An institution that is not selected to participate in the 

NCAA championship may continue to practice or compete until the end of that championship only if it has 
time remaining in its declared playing season; 
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San Diego basketball star gets 6 months in prison 

SAN DIEGO (AP)- 

Former University of San Diego basketball star Brandon Johnson was sentenced to six months in prison 
Friday for his role in a game-fixing scheme. 
San Diego’s all-time scoring and assists leader admitted unsuccessfully soliciting an unidentified player during 
the 2010-11 season, when he was no longer at the school. He insisted he never manipulated a game in 
which he played, though prosecutors alleged he sought to influence the outcome of games during his senior 
year. 
U.S. District Judge Anthony Battaglia told Johnson, 26, that his record-setting career was tarnished, 
according to the U-T San Diego newspaper ( http://bi t.ly/13uKfoc). 
"You disparaged the integrity of a university and disparaged the integrity of basketball," Battaglia said. 
"You’ll keep the records, but like Pete Rose, Lance Armstrong and Roger Clemens you’ll have some 
explaining to do," the judge added. 
Johnson, who pleaded guilty in November to a conspiracy charge, is the highest profile of the 10 defendants 
indicted in 2011 as part of a conspiracy that included a game-fixing scheme, an illegal sports gambling 
operation and marijuana distribution. Eight have pleaded guilty and five have been sentenced. 

The government asserted that Johnson profited $5,000 to $10,000 for altering "approximately four games" 
during the 2009-10 season. 

The U-T reported that the government’s sentencing memorandum included excerpts of secretly taped 
phone conversations in which Johnson says at one point, "Wish I woulda did every game." 
Johnson also discusses a February 2010 game against Loyola Marymount in which he did not shoot late in a 
game that the government claims was fixed and resulted in an estimated $70,000 worth of gambling profits 
for fellow conspirators. San Diego was favored by 31~ points and lost 72-69. 
"Coach was like, how you ain’t get a shot up," Johnson is quoted in the transcription of a call. "I’m in the 
locker room, like, You can say what you want, but that’s a G ($1,000) right there." 
Federal prosecutors wanted a judge to sentence Johnson to a year in prison, according to the U-T. 
Johnson’s attorney, Oliver Cleary, sought probation and no time in custody, saying his client should be 
sentenced only for trying to recruit the player after he left school. 
"Because the player did not take the bait," Cleary said, "the offense remains a cautionary tale more than a 
tragic consequence. As such, it ranks in the relatively low category of offenses." 
Johnson, who resides in Jersey Village, Texas, was ordered to report to prison on May 31. He has been free 
on bond. 
Johnson has been playing for the Sugar Land Legends of the minor-league American Basketball League while 
coaching with a youth club. According to court filings by his attorney, Johnson "has lost contracts to play 
basketball in China, Romania, Poland, Finland, two in Germany and Venezuela" since his arrest. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. This is a good reminder for all of your 
student-athletes as we head into March Madness!! 
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))i 

Man T. Man and Zone are two basketball student-athletes at Ocean State University (OSU). Both of these 
student-athletes are going to be playing on an outside team this summer and have to raise money for 
participation and travel. Which of the following is true? 
A. OSU can provide the names of boosters to Man and Zone’s outside team administrators. 
B. OSU can provide the names of boosters to Man and Zone. 
C. OSU boosters can make donations and earmark them for Man and Zone’s expenses 
D. None of the above. 
The answer is D. NCAA Educational Column- 3.1.12- Donations to Outside Sports Clubs or 
Training Centers (I)- states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that it is not permissible for a 
member institution or a member institution’s booster club to sponsor or make a donation, directly or 
indirectly, to an outside sports club or training center (e.g., amateur club team, Olympic training center) that 
involves a student-athlete from that institution or any prospective student-athletes. Further, it is no__L 
permissible to provide the names of representatives of the institution’s athletics interests to an outside sports 
club or training center participants for the purpose of soliciting donations. However, it is permissible for a 
representative of the institution’s athletics interests to donate to an outside sports club or training center, 
provided the representative acts independently of the institution, the funds are distributed through channels 
established by the organization conducting the fundraising activity and the funds are not earmarked directly 
for a specific student-athlete or prospective student-athlete. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.11.2.3.3 (institutional sponsorship of local sports clubs), 13.15.1.2 
(fundraising for high school athletics program), 13.15.1.2.1 (involvement by local representatives of 
institution’s athletics interests), 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.11.2.1 (general rule); and official 
interpretations (12/13/90, Item No. 4), (8/7/92, Item No. 9-a-(5)) and (5/8/95, Item No. 4)] 
NCAA Official Interpretation- 5.8.95- Institution Providing List of Athletics Representatives to 
Student-Athletes- states that it is not permissible for an institution to provide to a student-athlete a list of 
its athletics representatives (i.e., boosters) for the purpose of contacting such individuals to participate in 
fund-raising activities related to the student-athlete’s participation on an outside orqanization’s competitive 
toj. [References: 16.02.3 (extra benefit), 16.12.2.1 (extra-benefit -- general rule) and 16.8.1.3 (expenses 
for other competition) and IC 06/03/92, Item No. 3 
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The Ocean State University Women’s Basketball team will be competing in its conference tournament this 
weekend, which runs Thursday through Sunday. Do the student-athletes have to depart the locale of the 
tournament on Thursday if they lose their opening game? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/10/11- Return Travel Expense Restrictions for a Multi-Day 
Event (I)- states that if an institution’s team participates in a multi-day event (e.g., NCAA championship), 
the institution may provide travel expenses to a student-athlete (or the institution’s team) who remains not 
more than 36 hours (24 hours in men’s basketball) after the conclusion of the last contest, even if the 
institution is not participating in the last contest. 

[References: 16.8.1.2.1 (departure/return expense restrictions); and a staff interpretation (12/16/92, Item 
No. d), which has been archived] 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 8:04 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/14/13- Figure 16-1- Participation Awards 
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iii;~;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

))i 

As you head into postseason for winter sports, here is a reminder for participation award limitations: 
F1GURE I~,-1 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.bigeast.org 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiii~ii~ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 9:22 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/18/13- 13.8.2- Honoring HS Coach Who is an Alumnus 
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iii; ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:47 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/21/13- 1002.1, 10.02.2, 10.3- Sports Wagering 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

MARCH MADNESS! 
With this week commencing NCAA postseason basketball tournaments, all institutional/conference staff 
members (including full-time, part-time, and student workers) are reminded that it is not permissible to 
engage in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, through the 
internet, a bookmaker, a parlay card, or any other method employed by organized gambling. 
This prohibition also includes participation in all (e.g., NCAA, NIT) Tournament Bracket sheets in which an 
entry fee is required and money or any item of tangible value may be won. Previous NCAA major infractions 
cases involving staff members~ participation in organized gambling activities have resulted in a number of 
institutional corrective actions, including termination of employment. 
For more information concerning sports wagering, please visit the NCAA~s interactive sports wagering 
website at www.dontbetonit.orq. 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.1 Sports Wagering 

Sports wagering includes #acing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s 
own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, 
amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the 
use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Intemet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, 
individuals or contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an entry fee is required and there is an 
opportunity to win a prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.02.2 Wager 

A wager is any agreement in which an individual or entity agrees to give up an item of value (e.g., cash, 
shirt, dinner) in exchange for the possibility of gaining another item of value. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 
8/1/07) 

NCAA Bylaw 10.3 SPORTS WAGERING ACTIVITIES 

The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or provide information to 
individuals involved in or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate, 
amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 
(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 
(b) Non-athletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department 
(e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative, individual to whom athletics reports); 
(c) Staff members of a conference office; and 
(d) Student-athletes. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:12 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/25/13- 15.5.1, 15.5.1.1 - Institutional Aid 
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Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:04 AM 
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Daily Compliance Item- 3/26/13- 13.6.7.5, 14.1.7.2.1 - Student Host While Enrolled Part-Time- UPDATE 
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))i 

The men’s soccer coaches at Ocean State University (OSU) are hosting a few recruits next weekend. One 
of the current student-athletes that would like to serve as a student host is a senior who is enrolled part-time 

and will graduate in May. Is it permissible for OSU to provide expenses to this student-athlete to serve as a 
student host:? 

Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3/25/13- Part-Time Student Serving as Student Host (I)- states that 
a student must be enrolled in a minimum furl-time program of studies at the institution at the time he or she 
participates as a student host unless the student meets an exception to or is granted a waiver of the full- 

time enrollment requirements for competition. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.7.5 (student host); 14.1.7.1.3 (exception - final semester/quarter); 
14.1.7.2.1 (exceptions); 14.1.7.3 (waivers), and staff interpretation (12/20/89, Item No. f), which has been 
archived] 

PLEASE NOTE THIS SCENARIO WAS USED IN THE 3AN UARY 10, 2013 DCI. THE ABOVE 
INTERPRETATION HAS BEEN UPDATED BY NCAA STAFF TO REFLECT FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT 
EXCEPTIONS AND WAIVERS. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 

15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
icondaras@biqeast.orq www.biqeast.orq 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 9:03 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 3/28/13- 14.1.7.2.6- Non-Traditional Courts 
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Bounce Pass is a basketball student-athlete at Ocean State University. Bounce was having trouble with his 
math class, so he decided to drop the course at the end of March. After dropping the math course, Bounce 
is now only enrolled in 8 hours. He wants to enroll in an online course to get back to full-time enrollment 
status. Ocean State University’s spring semester doesn’t end until the second week in May, but institutional 
policy does not allow students to enroll in traditional courses taught on campus after March 15th. 
Is it permissible for Bounce to use this online course to meet NCAA progress toward degree requirements? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- General Eligibility Requirements -- Full-Time Enrollment -- 
Requirement for Competition -- Use of Nontraditional Courses -- (I)- states that pursuant to the 
nontraditional courses legislation, a student-athlete may use nontraditional courses to meet the full-time 
enrollment requirement to be eligible for competition. The following questions and answers are intended to 
assist the membership in applying the legislation: 

Question No. 1: What is "term time?" 
Answer: "Term time" refers to the divisions of the academic year (e.g., semesters, quarters, trimesters) 
and is also referred to as a regular academic term. 

Question No, 2: Does the nontraditional courses legislation limit the number of nontraditionN courses in 
which a student-athlete may enroll during a regular academic term? 
Answer: No. Such a determination is to be made by institutional policies applicable to all students and any 
applicable conference rules. 

Question No. 3: If a student-athlete is enrolled in a nontraditional course that is being used to meet the 
full-time enrollment requirement and the student-athlete completes the nontraditional course within the first 
month of the regular academic term, would the student-athlete be considered full time for the remainder of 
the term? 
Answer: Yes, provided the nontraditional course was completed in accordance with institutionN policy. 
Q~stio~ N~ 4: Does "re~lar enrolkner’t periods" refer to period~" irl whicI" ~tudent~" at the offering 
institution enroil in traditional (e,g,, taught in a Wpic~i, face-to@.ce classroom environment) courses? 
A~swer: Yes, ]:n order to use nontraditional courses to meet the full-time enroliment requirement; the 
sb~dent.-athlete mus~ enroil in ~he r~orfi,raditional courses at ~he same time he or she enroils in ~raditionai 
courses, The.."efore~ if a student,-athle~e drops or withdraws from a traditior~al cou.."se ir~ the middle of a term 
and er’roils in a nonb’aditional cou~se~ he or she can use the nontraditional course for fuil-time enrollment oniy 
if any student is pern’..i~ed to enroli in a traditior’ai course at that point in the tern’... 

Question No. 5: May a nontraditional course that is completed over the course of an entire academic year 
be used to meet the minimum full-time enrollment requirement? 
Answer: The legislation requires the course to be conducted during the institution’s regular academic term in ::::~ 
accordance with the institution’s academic calendar and applicable policies and procedures. Therefore, such a 
course could be used to meet the minimum full-time enrollment requirement only if the institution offers 
similar traditional courses that span the entire academic year and all other criteria of the legislation are met. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.1.8.2 (requirement for competition) and 14.1.8.2.6 (nontraditional 
courses)] 

Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 
membership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, 
reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the 
time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the 
legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on 
a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address 
timely issues. 
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Report: More possible NCAA transgressions 
arise in Miami case 
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A local pizza restaurant would like to recognize the Ocean State University (OSU) men’s swim team for 
winning their first ever national championship. The restaurant bought advertising space on a billboard near 
campus that reads "Congratulations Ocean State University Men’s Swim Team for Their First National 
Championship!". 
Is this permissible? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Bylaw 12.5.1.4 states that it is permissible for a student-athlete’s name or 
picture, or the group picture of an institution’s athletics squad, to appear in an advertisement of a particular 
business, commercial product or service, provided: (Revised: 5/21/08) 
(a) The primary purpose of the advertisement is to publicize the sponsor’s congratulations to the student- 
athlete or team; 
(b) The advertisement does not include a reproduction of the product with which the business is associated 
or any other item or description identifying the business or service other than its name or trademark; 
(c) There is no indication in the makeup or wording of the advertisement that the squad members, 
individually or collectively, or the institution endorses the product or service of the advertiser; 
(d) The student-athlete has not signed a consent or release granting permission to use the student-athlete’s 
name or picture in a manner inconsistent with the requirements of this section; and 
(e) If the student-athlete has received a prize from a commercial sponsor in conjunction with participation in 
a promotional contest and the advertisement involves the announcement of receipt of the prize, the receipt 
of the prize is consistent with the provisions of Bylaw 12.5.2.3.3 and official interpretations. (Revised: 
11/1/07 effective 8/1/08) 
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As the NFL Draft approaches, several professional teams have sent requests for the results of medical 
examinations to Ocean State University (OSU) for Shot Gun, its star quarterback. Shot had shoulder surgery 
after the season ended last year. Is this permissible? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 3125/13- Medical Examinations Conducted by a 
Professional Athletics Team (I)- states that medical examinations (e.g., psychological examinations, 
eye examinations, hearing examinations) conducted by a professional athletics team constitute a tryout 
designed, in part, to measure the athletics ability of a student-athlete. The staff noted that a member 
institution is permitted to conduct these examinations in accordance with permissible medical expenses and 
may provide the results to a professional sports organization at its discretion. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 12.2.1.3 (tryout after enrollment) and 16.4 (medical expenses); and a staff 
interpretation (02/28/91, Item No. a, which has been archived)] 
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With so much negativity in college athletics right now, I decided we needed an uplifting 
article today° it has been great to see this country come together to support this young 
man. So happy that Kevin’s surgery went well and that he will be able to join his team in 
Atlanta for the Finn Four[[ 

Kevin Ware on Louisville teammate that 
’touched my heart’ 
USATODAY.com 
When Louisville forward Luke Hancock saw Kevin Ware lying near the sideline with a shattered right leg, he 
initially recoiled like his teammates. Some Cardinals were vomiting, others were crying and inconsolable. 

But then Hancock thought back to last summer, when he suffered a gruesome shoulder injury in a pickup 
game. He remembered how others were aghast. He remembered how former Louisville guard Andre McGee 
was the only one to rush to his side, to rush him to the hospital. He remembered how much that had 
meant. 
So as Ware lay there in the first half of the Cardinals’ NCAA tournament victory over Duke on Sunday, 
scared and alone and stunned, Hancock ran to him. He held Ware’s hand and told him they would get 
through this together. He told Ware he would say a prayer for him. 
Ware didn’t respond at first, because he was in shock. Hancock took a deep breath, closed his eyes, 
clenched Ware’s hand and started the prayer. 
"Lord, watch over us and let Kevin be OK during this tough time," he began. "The Lord does everything for 
a reason, and He will get us through this." 

Hancock said he did all he could to keep from breaking down, to keep tears from falling onto his fallen 
teammate. He found out later that Ware also was trying not to cry, trying to stay strong for him. 
Hancock gently patted Ware’s chest several times, the two of them together in front of 34,657 fans in 
Lucas Oil Stadium and millions of horrified TV viewers. 
"I wouldn’t want to be alone in that situation, and I don’t think he wanted to be alone," Hancock said, sitting 
in a small office at the team’s training facility Wednesday as Ware held a news conference upstairs. "I just 
thought if I could talk to him and tell him he’ll be all right, it might help." 
Luke Hancock on Kevin Ware: "I just thought he needed someone by his side." 
It helped more than Hancock realized, more than he could imagine. Ware said that before Hancock arrived, 
he was scared. After Hancock touched him and calmed him, he knew he would be fine. 
Before long the other Cardinals were there and Ware was enveloped in a sea of support. His teammates 
clenched his forearms and held him tight. But that first moment was the most important moment. 
"Seeing Luke there," Ware said, "really just touched my heart." 
He said Hancock’s presence allowed him to refocus and regain his strength. It allowed him to start thinking 
about the team ~ or, as he told me, "to go into Kevin mode." 
He began telling his teammates to win the game, to win it for him. He said it over and over, until he was 
taken away on a stretcher before heading to a hospital for surgery. 
You never know how you’ll react to danger or disaster or trauma. You like to think you’ll be strong and 
courageous, but sometimes it’s just not that easy. 
You can’t fault the other players for their initial reaction to such a macabre moment. But you can praise 
Hancock, and you should. 
"I think it just galvanized everybody," Louisville athletic director Tom Jurich said. "It was the very first thing I 
noticed. To see Luke right there was just incredible." 
On Tuesday a&ernoon, Hancock arrived at the team training facility wanting to know when Ware would 
return home. Told that he already was in the locker room, Hancock rushed in. 



"You could see on my face and on his face that we were just so happy to see each other," Hancock said. ~:;:: 
"He gave me a hug and said he was so thankful I was there for him. I told him I knew he’d do the same for 
me. That’s my friend." 
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The women’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University will be conducting camps this summer. They 
have a lot of campers registered but several have yet to send in all the required information. Is it permissible 
for the director of basketball operations to telephone the campers’ parents to collect this information? 
Yes. NCAP, Bylaw 13.1.3.7 states that telephone calls to an individual (or his or her parents, legal 
guardians, relatives or coach) that relate solely to institutional camp or clinic logistical issues (e.g., missing 
registration information) are not subject to the restrictions on telephone calls, provided no recruiting 
conversation or solicitation of particular individuals to attend a camp or clinic occurs during such calls. 
(Adopted: 9/24/09) 
NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4/4/13-Institutional Camps and Clinics during the July Evaluation 
Periods -- Women’s Basketball (I)- states that in women’s basketball, institutional camps or clinics may 
occur during the July evaluation periods. Further, telephone calls to an individual (or his or her parents, legal 
guardians, relatives or coach) that relate solely to institutional camp or clinic logistical issues may occur during 
the July evaluation periods, provided no recruiting conversation or solicitation of particular individuals to attend 
a camp or clinic occurs during such calls. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.7.1.2.2 (telephone calls regarding camp or clinic logistical issues), 
13.1.3.7 (telephone calls regarding institutional camp or clinic logistical issues), 13.1.6.2.1 (additional 
restrictions -- men’s and women’s basketball), and 13.12.1.5 (recruiting calendar exceptions)] 
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Steep L. Chase is a track and field student-athlete at Ocean State University. This weekend the menl~s 
and womenl~s track and field teams will be competing in the Ocean State Invitational meet. In this 
competition, Steep will be participating in the 200m, 800m and long jump. Here is Steep~s schedule for the 
meet: 
Friday- 200m, 800m 
Saturday- no competition 
Sunday- long jump 
Since Steep is not competing in any events on Saturday, can his coach provide instruction that day for an 
hour to help prepare for the long jump event? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/19/91- Practice following an event in a multi-day 

competition- addresses a member institution’s coach providing monitored instruction or assistance to a 
student-athlete subsequent to the completion of the student-athlete’s first event in a multi-event competition 

that has a scheduled day off prior to the next event; determined that such an arrangement would be 

permissible, provided the next event is considered part of the multi-day or multi-event competition; further 
noted that any practice during the scheduled day off between events in a multi-day competition would be 
bound by the daily hour limitations. 
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The Ocean State University softball team has two non-conference makeup games to play due to the 
severe weather conditions that occurred earlier this month. The team will be participating in its conference 
tournament in a couple of weeks, which ends the playing season. Can the softball team play the two 
makeup games after its playing season is over? 
No. NC.~O~ Bylaw 17.1.7(a) states that an institution is not permitted to extend the playing season to 
make up suspended or canceled games (including games that determine a conference champion or the 
automatic qualifier to the NCAA championship). 
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Iowa State football, basketball guilty of major 
NCAA violations 
USATODAY.com 

STORY HIGHLIGHTS 

¯ Report shows that school’s athletic coaches made 1,484 impermissible phone calls to recruits 
¯ Rules violations involve more than 33 coaches and every athletic program, dating back to spring of 

2011 
¯ NCAA has identified 79 violations for which it will discipline Iowa State 

Iowa State University athletic coaches made 1,484 impermissible phone calls to recruits and has agreed that 
it has committed "major violations" of NCAA rules, according to documents made public Wednesday. 
The rules violations involve more than 33 coaches and every athletic program at the university and date 
back to the spring of 2011, according to the a finding of facts that both Iowa State and the NCAA agree 
upon. 
The school has recommended that the NCAA place it on probation for two years, among other penalties. 
"We’ve been committed to being as transparent as possible throughout this entire process, which has been 
challenging given it has been an ongoing investigation and we did not receive the final report until this week," ~i~i 
Iowa State athletics director 3amie Pollard said in a statement. Iowa State first issued a press release about 
NCAA violations last week. 

It appears the NCAA has identified 79 violations for which it will discipline the school. The report made public 
Wednesday states that "numerous violations occurred and the monitoring processes in place at the time 
failed to detect this ongoing, deficient practice." 
The report describes a "systemic failure" and states that "the institution’s coaches generally reported a lack 
of knowledge of the need to log all calls, even calls where no contact occurred or voicemail messages were 
left." 
Six current and former coaches ~ all in men’s basketball or football ~ were highlighted in the report for 
breaking rules. 
Five coaches are currently on staffs at Iowa State or other schools. They could face penalties but are 
contesting that their violations were secondary in nature, not major. Those five: Iowa State assistant football 
coaches Shane Burnham and Bill Neff; former football assistants Luke Wells and Bob Elliott; and former 
assistant basketball coach Daniyal Robinson. 
Elliott is an assistant football coach at Notre Dame, Wells is an assistant at Utah State and Robinson is an 
assistant basketball coach at Houston. 
Iowa State officials and coaches did not comment or could not be reached Wednesday evening. "We are 
continuing to refrain from public comment about the case in order to protect the integrity of the case," said 
Tim Day, the university’s faculty athletics representative. "Public statements about our case can be 
perceived as attempts to affect the process." 
Notre Dame, however, issued the following statement regarding Elliott: 
"Coach Bob Elliott has worked with the NCAA to provide details and ensure a full and accurate understanding 
of his role and the context of his involvement with the matter at Iowa State. Based on the nature of those 
violations, most of them inadvertent, we are confident that Coach Elliott shares Notre Dame’s unwavering 
commitment to NCAA rules. We believe that the sanctions already imposed by Iowa State and the steps 
taken by Notre Dame are appropriate and sufficient." 
Former student assistant basketball coach Keith Moore was the sixth coach involved. He was relieved of his 
job shortly after his involvement was discovered by men’s basketball coach Fred Hoiberg, the documents 
released Wednesday stated. 
Moore could not immediately be reached for comment. 



The investigation started in the spring of 2011 when Hoiberg discovered Moore had improperly contacted 
prospective recruits. The report said Hoiberg was at one of his son’s AAU basketball games when he ran into 
Moore. Based on NCAA rules, Hoiberg could legally be at the event because his son was a player, but Moore 
could not. 
The report said Moore was later found to have sent 160 impermissible text messages and placed 12 
impermissible telephone calls between August 2010 and August 2011. 
The internal investigation cost the university nearly $30,000, according to invoices to Iowa State. 
The Compliance Group, a Lenexa, Kan.,-based company charged the school a total of $29,744.30. 
The university has made payments to the company between Feb. 28, 2011 and June 30, 2012. The 
statement shows investigator Chuck Smrt billed Iowa State for services on 12 dates in September 2011 and 
made at least three phone calls to the NCAA that month ~ months before the school informed the State 
Board of Regents that it had NCAA violations. 
State Board of Regents President Craig Lang told the Des Moines Register last week that the Regents were 
informed of the school’s NC_AA problems in January 2012. 
Why NCAA calls violations ’major’ 
The analysis by the NCAA enforcement staff contends that the "coaches named and at-risk should be found 
responsible for major violations because the violations were not isolated or inadvertent, and, based on the 
large number of impermissible calls, provided more than a minimal recruiting advantage." 
The NCAA’s report went on to say that: 
"The total impermissible calls placed by the coaches was quite significant and the enforcement staff has 
consistently processed allegations as major that involve such a large number of calls. 
"Even if the staff only took into account the culpable calls in determining whether to process the violations as 
major or secondary, the enforcement staff has processed allegations as major where individuals had placed 
fewer impermissible calls than those ... placed by coaches involved in this case. 
" ... Based on the large number of culpable calls for each coach, the enforcement staff believes that the 
calls were not inadvertent." 
The report continued: "The (NCAA enforcement) staff believes that as with most telephone call violations, 
the fact that the coaches were calling more often than other coaches resulted in more than a minimal 
recruiting advantage." 
Iowa State: Violations are not all ’major’ 
While Iowa State and the NCAA agreed that "the case as a whole constitutes a major infractions case," the 
school has contended that "some findings standing alone should be found to be secondary violations." 
In its initial report to the NCAA on Nov. 23, 2011, Iowa State argued that the violations should be deemed 
secondary because it thought the university "received a limited, if any, competitive and recruiting advantage" 
as a result of the impermissible calls and texts. 
Iowa State also argued: 
-- Nearly 82% of the impermissible calls were 3 minutes or less, which resulted in no contact between the 
coaching staff members and the prospect. 
-- Coaching staff members did not deliberately violate rules. 
-- Student-athletes interviewed during the investigation indicated their choice of institution was not affected by 
additional telephone calls. 
The university’s internal investigation notes that some violations were made by former football coach Gene 
Chizik, former basketball coach Greg McDermott and former wrestling coach Cael Sanderson ~ as well as 
dozens of current coaches, including head football coach Paul Rhoads, women’s basketball coach Bill Fennelly 
and Hoiberg. 
None of those coaches face NCAA sanctions, according to the report. 
Iowa State said Rhoads, whose first year was in 2009, made 92 impermissible calls (11 were deemed "true" 
violations by the school); Fennelly was found to have made 23 impermissible calls (two were considered 
"true" violations) and Hoiberg made 10 improper calls (three were called "true" violations). 
Iowa State has taken several corrective actions, along with recommending the athletic department be placed 
on probation. Others include recruiting restrictions on every sport and investing $82,000 over three years in 
compliance and recruiting software. 
The NCAA has yet to determine Iowa State’s final punishment, and no hearing date has been made public. 
At Baylor last year, an internal investigation uncovered more than 1,200 phone calls and text messages in 
violation of NCAA policy over a 29-month span. The university and NCAA enforcement staff worked on a 
summary disposition in that case, which began in 2008. 
Baylor self-imposed penalties in that case, which the NCAA accepted, including three years of probation, 
recruiting restrictions and scholarship reductions. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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Screen Pass is a football student-athlete that graduated from Bay State College (BSC) this 
past December. Screen has one more year of eligibility left, so he would like to enroll in 
graduate school. BSC told Screen that his scholarship would not be renewed in the fall, so he 
decided to transfer to Ocean State University (OSU) in January. Screen was admitted as a non- 
degree seeking graduate student. Is it permissible for Screen to compete for OSU in the fall? 
No. NCAA Educational Column- 4/11/13- Graduate Student-Athlete Eligibility (I)- states that 
NCAA Division I institutions should note that a student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or professional 
school of the same institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree, a student- 

athlete who is enrolled and seeking a second baccalaureate or equivalent degree at the same institution, or a ~ 
student-athlete who has graduated and is continuing as a full-time student at the same institution while taking 
course work that would lead to the equivalent of another major or degree as defined and documented by 
the institution, may participate in intercollegiate athletics, provided the student has eligibility remaining and 
such participation occurs within the applicable five-year period. 
Further, a graduate student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or professional school of an institution other 
than the institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree may participate in 
intercollegiate athletics if the student fulfills the conditions of the one-time transfer exception and has eligibility 
remaining. 
Finally, a graduate student-athlete who does not meet the one-time transfer exception due to participation in i~i~ 
a sport for which the exception is not available, shall qualify for the one-time transfer exception as a 
graduate student, provided the student: 
(a) Fulfills the remaining conditions of the one-time transfer exception; 
(b) Has at least one season of competition remaining; and 
(c) The student’s previous institution did not renew his or her athletically related financial aid for the following 
academic year. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of 
graduate student-athlete eligibility legislation. 
Admission and Enrollment 
Question No. 1: Is it permissible for a graduate student-athlete to compete if he or she is considered a 
nondeqree seekinq qraduate student? 
Answer: No. Graduate student-athletes must be reqularly enrolled, deqree seekinq students. 
Question No. 2: TS a graduate student-athlete who is a regularly enrolled, degree seeking student eligible to 
compete even though he or she is not enrolled in a specific graduate degree program (e.g., graduate at 
large)? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 3: Is a graduate student-athlete eligible to compete if he or she is a regularly enrolled, 
degree seeking student but is required to earn, as a condition of continued enrollment in the graduate 
program, an enhanced grade-point-average (e.g., 3.00 or above) in each term of his or her first academic 
year as a graduate student at the certifying institution? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student-athlete is considered to be in good academic standing as interpreted for 
all students by the appropriate academic officials at the institution. 
Transfer Graduate Student-Athletes 
Question No. 4: May a student-athlete use the graduate student one-time transfer exception to pursue a 
second baccalaureate degree at the next institution? 
Answer: No. A student-athlete who has previously graduated must be enrolled in a graduate or professional 
school at the next institution to qualify for the one-time transfer exception. 
Question No. 5: Can a student-athlete who graduates after three years and has more than one season of 
competition remaining use the graduate student one-time transfer exception? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student meets the requirements of the exception and is regularly enrolled as a 
degree seeking student in a graduate or professional school at the next institution. 
Question No. 6: Tn sports for which the standard one-time transfer exception does not apply, may a 
student-athlete who is notified of the nonrenewal of athletics aid after indicating intent to transfer to another 



institution use the one-time transfer exception for graduate student eligibility? 
Answer: Yes. The timing of the nonrenewal of athletics aid does not impact a student-athlete’s ability to 
qualify for the graduate student one-time transfer exception, provided all criteria for the exception are met. 
Question No. 7: May a student-athlete who does not receive a baccalaureate degree but is accepted for 
enrollment in a graduate or professional school of an institution other than the institution he or she previously 
attended as an undergraduate be eligible to use the graduate one-time transfer exception? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 8: May a baseball or basketball graduate student-athlete who qualifies for the one-time 
transfer exception but initially enrolls as a full-time student at the certifying institution after the first term of 
the academic year (e.g., midyear transfer) be eligible for competition immediately? 
Answer: No. Such a student-athlete cannot be eligible for competition until the following academic year. 
Progress-Toward Degree Certification 
Question No. 9: Is a football student-athlete who graduated with a baccalaureate degree required 
to earn nine semester hours or eight quarter hours and the APR eligibility point during the fall term 
to be eligible for all contests during the following playing season? 

Answer: No. 
Question No. 10: Must credits earned by a graduate or postbaccalaureate student-athlete be 
degree applicable to satisfy the six semester or quarter hour requirement? 
Answer: Credits acceptable toward any degree program offered by the certifying institution 
(graduate or undergraduate) may be used to satisfy the six semester or quarter hour requirement, 
provided the student-athlete is permitted to complete such courses in accordance with published 
institutional policies applicable to graduate students. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.1.6.1 (admission), 14.1.6.1.1 (special admission), 14.1.8 
(graduate student/postbaccalaureate participation), 14.1.8.1 (one-time transfer exception), 
14.5.2.2.10 (one-time transfer exception), 14.4.3.1-(c) (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements) 
14.4.3.1.6 (additional requirements -- football), 14.4.3.1.6.1 (regaining eligibility for two contests), 
14.4.3.1.6.2 (regaining full eligibility -- one-time exception), 14.4.3.5-(c) (exceptions to progress- 
toward-degree rule -- graduate student/postbaccalaureate exception), staff interpretations 
(09/26/2006, Item No. la, 03/15/2013, Item No. a), and official interpretations (4/17/2007, Item 

No. 15-a, 10/19/2012, Item No. 3)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist 
the membership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing 
clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff 
interpretations applicable at the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics 
are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain 
applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot 
topics are posted as necessary in order to address timely issues. 
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The basketball coaches at Ocean State University are hosting a prospect this weekend for an official visit. 
The prospect only lives a few hours from campus, so one of the assistant coaches picks up the prospect 
and his parents to drive them to campus. The coach would like to take the parents out to dinner before 
driving to campus. Would such interaction have to count as a countable contact? 
Yes. Any interaction between the coach and the prospect and/or parents or legal guardians in excess of an 
exchange of greeting must be counted as a contact. NCAA Educational Column- 4[11/13-Coach 
Travelling with Prospective Student-Athlete’s Parents to Campus on an Official Visit (I)- states 
that NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.5.2.2.3, coaching staff 
members may accompany a prospective student-athlete in the coach’s sport to or from an official visit if the 
prospective student-athlete travels only by automobile. The official visit’s 48-hour period begins when the 
coach begins transporting the prospective student-athlete and/or the prospective student-athlete’s parents 
or legal guardians to campus. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of 
legislation regarding a coach accompanying prospective student-athlete and/or parents legislation. 
Question No, 1: May a coach transport a prospective student-athlete (and/or the prospective student- 
athlete’s parents or legal guardians) to campus for an offcial visit without being charged with a countable 
contact? 
Answer: Once transportation begins, the interaction between a coach and a prospective student-athlete (or 
the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) does not count as a contact. However, prior to 
beginning the transportation, any interaction that includes dialogue in excess of an exchange of a greeting 
must be counted as a contact. Therefore, such contact is permissible only during a contact period or, in 
men’s basketball, a recruiting period. 
Question No. 2: May a coach have dinner with a prospective student-athlete’s mother and father before 
transporting them to campus without being charged with a contact? 
Answer: No. Such activity would count as a contact. Any in-person, off-campus contact must occur during 

a contact period or, in men’s basketball, a recruiting period. 
Question No. 3: If a prospective student-athlete and his or her parents or legal guardians live in the locale 
of the institution (i.e., within a 30-mile radius), may a coach transport them to campus for an official visit 
outside of a contact period? 

Answer: Yes, such an arrangement does not count as a contact; however, it does begin the 48-hour 
offcial visit time period. 
Question No. 4: If a prospective student-athlete and his parents or legal guardians live in the locale of the 
institution (i.e., within a 30-mile radius), may a coach have dinner with them before transporting them to 
campus for an official visit without being charged with a contact? 
Answer: Yes. However, the meal begins the 48-hour official visit time period. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.02.4 (contact), 13.02.5.3 (recruiting period - men’s basketball), 13.1.5 
(contacts), 13.5.2.2.3 (coach accompanying prospective student-athlete and parents and legal guardians), a 
staff interpretation (11/22/1989, Item No. c), and official interpretations (03/13/97, Item No. 5, 
10/19/2012, Item No. 5, 10/19/2012 Item No. 6, 01/10/13, Item No. 1)] 
Notice about Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 
membership with the correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, 
reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the 
time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the 
legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on 
a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address 
timely issues. 
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))i 

ER-2013-1 

ELIGIBILITY -- OUTSIDE COMPETITION, EFFECTS ON ELIGIBILITY -- EXCEPTION IN ALL SPORTS -- 
NATIONAL-TEAM CRITERIA 

Status: Adopted - Final 

Bylaws: Amend 14.7.3, as follows: 

14.7.3 Exceptions -- All Sports. The following exceptions to the outside-competition regulations 
are permitted: 
[14.7.3-(a) through 14.7.3-(0 unchanged.] 

14.7.3.1 National-Team Criteria. In applying the regulation permitting exceptions for 
student-athletes to participate during the institution’s intercollegiate season in 
international competition involving national teams represented in the competition, a 
national team is defined as one that meets the following criteria: 

designated by the U.S. Olympic Committe% national governing body or other 
organizations recognized by the U. S. Olympic Committee (or, for student- 
athletes representing another nation, the equivalent organization of that nation, or, 
for student-athletes competing in a non-Olympic sport, the equivalent organization in 
that sport); 

[14.7.3.1-(b) through 14.7.3.1-(c) unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Staff 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Proposal Category: EditonN 

Topical Area: Eligibility 

History 

Feb 26, 
2013: 

Apr 12, 
2013: 

Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Adopted; This revision updates the current language to reflect the current practice of selecting 
teams for national team competition. 
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The Field Hockey coaches at Ocean State University are finalizing their conditioning and skill instruction 
schedules for the remainder of the spring semester. Tf none of the student-athletes have final exams on 
tuesday of exam week, is it permissible to conduct skill instruction sessions on that day? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.2 states that in 

(a) Sports Other Than Football. Outside of the playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes 
of the academic year or September 15, whichever occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the 
institution’s final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year, only a student-athlete’s 
participation in required weight training, conditioning and skiIFrelated instruction shall be permitted. A student- 
athlete’s participation in such activities per Bylaw 17.02.1 shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per 
week with not more than two hours per week spent on skill-related workouts. All countable related 
activities outside the playing season are prohibited one week prior to the beqinninq of the final iiii 
examination period for the applicable academic term through the conclusion of each student- 
athlete’s final exams. (Revised: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06, 9/22/06) 

(b) Bowl Subdivision Football. [FBS] Activities between the institution’s last contest and January 1 are 
limited to required weight training, conditioning and the review of game film. A student-athlete’s participation 
in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of which not more than two hours 
per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning January 1 and outside the playing 
season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaw 17.9.6. (Revised: 12/15/06) 
(c) Championship Subdivision Football. [fCS] Activities between the institution’s last contest and the 
start of summer conditioning are limited to required weight training, conditioning and the review of game film. 
A student-athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of 
which not more than two hours per week may be spent on the viewing of film. All activities beginning with the iiii 

start of summer conditioning and outside the playing season shall be conducted pursuant to Bylaws 17.9.6.2 
and 17.9.6.4. (Revised: 12/15/06) 
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))i 

Lock Down Corner is a junior football prospect that is interested in enrolling at Ocean State University (OSU) 
for the fall 2014 term. Lock has not yet had an opportunity to visit campus and has only had limited 
conversations with the coaching staff. Lock is going to attend one of OSU’s football camps this summer and 
would really like to spend some time during the camp speaking with the coaching staff and getting a tour of 
the whole campus. Is this permissible? 
No. NCAA Official Interpretation- 4/19/13- Recruiting Conversations at Camps and Clinics (I)- 

states that a camp or clinic is considered an athletics competition or athletics event. Therefore, a host 
institution’s coaching staff member may not engage in recruiting activities (e.g., campus tours for recruiting 
purposes, meetings with faculty members, complimentary admissions, extending written offers or aid) other 
than recruiting conversations with prospective student-athletes participating in the institution’s camp or clinic 
until after the completion of the camp or clinic. Any recruiting activities that occur after completion of the 
camp or clinic are subject to applicable recruiting calendar restrictions. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.6.2 (practice or competition site); 13.12.1.5 (recruiting calendar 
exceptions); and staff interpretations (10/02/92, Item No. b) and (03/25/13, Item No. a), which have been 

archived] 
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Slam Dunk is a senior prospect who will be enrolling at Ocean State University this fall on a full 
basketball scholarship. The first day of classes for the fall semester is August 19th. Slam has been 
invited to play in three all-star games this summer prior to enrolling. Is it permissible for Slam to play in 
all three all-star competitions? 
Currently, Bylaw 14.6 states that a student-athlete shall be denied the first year of intercollegiate 
athletics competition if, following completion of high school eligibility in the student-athlete’s sport and 
prior to the student-athlete’s high school graduation, the student-athlete competes in more than two all- 
star football contests or two all-star basketball contests. 
WITH THE ADOPTION OF RWG-14-1, the legislation governing all-star games was eliminated. 
Consequently there is no longer a two game limit for prospects, so in this scenario it would be 
permissible for Slam to participate in all three games. 
This piece of legislation is effective August 1, 2013, so it will apply to all prospects that enroll at your 

institution on or after that date. 
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Change Up is a softball student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Change was eligible at the start of 
the 2012-13 academic year but became ineligible for the spring 2013 semester because her GPA fell below 
the minimum requirement. The softball team will still be competing after the conclusion of the spring 
semester. Can Change begin participating in competition once the spring semester is over if she meets all 
NCAA progress toward degree requirements? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Official Interpretation- 5/14/04- Certification of Eligibilib/at the End 
of the Academic Year- states that a student-athlete who was eligible for competition at the beginning of 
the academic year, but became ineligible at midyear, (e.g., due to failure to meet the six-hour requirement) 
could be certified as eligible at the end of the academic year for competition in a season already in progress 
(e.g., outdoor track and field, baseball) provided the student-athlete meets all applicable progress-toward- 
~uirements to be elicjible for comoetition durin~uent fall term. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.1.10 (change in eligibility status) and 14.4 (progress-toward-degree 
requirements); and a 4/27/89 official interpretation, Item No. 10] 
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Two women’s tennis student-athletes at Ocean State University (OSU) have qualified for the NCAA 
Championships. After arriving in the locale of the championship, the OSU coaches arranged for their student- iiii 

athletes to practice with student-athletes at another institution. Will this joint practice session count as a date 

of competition? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 10/26/94- Participation in Joint Practices at NCAA 
Championships- states that in individual sports (e.g., tennis), it is permissible for an institution’s team or 
individual student-athlete who is participating in an NCAA championship to engage in practice sessions during 
the championship with another institution’s team or individual student-athlete who also is participating in the 

championship without using a date of competition. 
[References: 17.02.6 (date of competition, countable, institutional) and 17.02.7 (date of competition, 
countab(e, individual student-athlete), and IC 02/22/90, Item No. 1] 
NCAA Bylaw 17.02.8 states that intercollegiate competition is considered to have occurred when a 
student-athlete in either a two-year or a four-year collegiate institution does any of the following: (Revised: 
1/10/95) 
(a) Represents the institution in any contest against outside competition, regardless of how the competition is ~ 
classified (e.g., scrimmage, exhibition or joint practice session with another institution’s team) or whether the 
student is enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies; (Revised: 1/10/91) 
(b) Competes in the uniform of the institution, or, during the academic year, uses any apparel (excluding 
apparel no longer used by the institution) received from the institution that includes institutional identification; 
or (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 1/9/06) 

(c) Competes and receives expenses (e.g., transportation, meals, room or entry fees) from the institution 
for the competition. 
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DI Legislative Council sets date and time for initial men’s 
basketball practice 

NCAA.org 

The Division I Legislative Council adopted legislation that puts the start date for men’s basketball practice 
at 42 days before a school’s first regular-season game. The measure also limits teams to 30 days of 
practice in that 42-day period. 
The Council adopted a separate proposal that eliminated the requirement that the first men’s basketball 
practice begin no earlier than 5 p.m. on the first allowable day, preferring to allow schools to exercise 
their own best judgment when considering appropriate start times for basketball practice. Both proposals 
will go into effect for the 2013 season. 
The proposals had been tabled since April 2012, when the Legislative Council tabled the bulk of the 
proposals in that year’s cycle to allow the Rules Working Group to fulfill its charge of making the Division 
I rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. 
The Rules Working Group and thought leaders from the membership and the National Association of 
Men’s Basketball Coaches recommended adoption of the proposal. It creates a flexible preseason 
practice schedule that allows practice days and off days instead of the current schedule that leads to 
practice occurring every possible day. The more flexible approach provides coaches with the ability to 
determine how to use practice opportunities. 
The original proposal allowed practice to start 40 days before the first game, but the Council members 
adjusted the rule to accommodate for celebratory events often planned around the first men’s 
basketball practice. Because a significant number of teams start playing games on the first day the rules 
allow it (the second Friday in November), the first day for practice would fall on a Sunday, which is not 
conducive to celebratory events on campus. Expanding the time period to 42 days allows the first 
practice to be held on a Friday. The Women’s Basketball Coaches Association expressed preference to 
maintain its current 40-day period as an expansion posed potential conflicts with a weekend when 
recruiting can occur. 
In other business, the Council recommended the Board suspend Prop. No. RWG 13-3, which eliminated 
the rule banning certain modes of communication (including text messaging) and eliminated numerical 
limits on phone calls. More than 75 schools requested an override of the rule, requiring the Board to 
reconsider its earlier action. The Council believes the proposal should be suspended and considered as a 
group w~th three other recruiting-related proposals that were either suspended by the Board or referred 
for further discussion before adoption. 
The other proposals would: 

¯ Set a uniform, earlier start date for recruiting communication and contact (Proposal No.RWG 13-2) 
¯ Lift restrictions on printed recruiting materials ( Proposal No.RWG 13-5-A) 
¯ Deregulate who can perform recruiting tasks. (Proposal No.RWG 11-2) 

The Board will consider the recommendation at its May 2 meeting in Indianapolis. Proposals adopted by 
the Council are considered final at the close of the Board meeting. 
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))i 

Run N. Shoot is a football student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). He only has 2 courses lee to 
take in the fall to fulfill his graduation requirements. One of the courses must be taken over the Internet 
(nontraditionN course). As long as OSU certifies that Run is enrolled in the necessary courses to complete 
graduation requirements, can he compete during the fall 2013 semester while only being enrolled in two 
courses? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 4126/13- Use of Nontraditional Courses during 
Final Semester or Quarter (I)- states that a student-athlete may satisfy the final semester/quarter 
exception through enrollment in one or more nontraditional courses, provided the student-athlete is a 
regularly enrolled, degree-seeking student in the final semester or quarter of his or her degree program at 
the certifying institution and the institution certifies that the student-athlete is carrying (for credit) the courses 
necessary to complete degree requirements. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 14.1.6.1 (admission), 14.1.7.2.1.3 (final semester/quarter), 14.1.7.2.3 
(concurrent courses at two institutions), 14.1.7.2.6 (nontraditional courses), 14.4.3.4.3 (nontraditional 
courses from another institution), and a staff interpretation (12/06/95, Item No. c), which has been 
archived] 
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A women’s basketball assistant coach at Ocean State University (OSU) left last week to become a head 
coach at another institution. OSU does not want to fall behind in recruiting, so the head coach would like to 
elevate the Director of Basketball Operations to a countable coach until they hire a replacement. The 

Director of Basketball Operations has taken and passed the coaches’ exam. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- Staff Interpretation- 4/26/13- Noncountable Coaches and 
Noncoaching Staff Members Serving as Countable Coaches (I)- states that an institution may 
temporarily employ and compensate a noncountable coach (e.g., volunteer coach) or noncoaching staff 
member as a countable coach if the regular countable coach has leo the program, provided the institution 

does not exceed the total number of countable coaches for the sport. Further, the noncountable coach or 
noncoaching staff member may return to his or her original position once a permanent countable coach is 
employed by the institution. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.01.3 (coach, graduate assistant -- bowl subdivision football and 
women’s rowing); 11.01.5 (coach, volunteer); 11.5.1 (annual certification requirement); 11.7.1.1.1.1 
(noncoaching activities); 11.7.1.1.1.1.1 (exception -- noncoaching staff member with sport specific 
responsibilities) and official interpretation (02/19/87, Item No. 17) which has been archived] 
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NCAA finds no violations in Duke, Lance 
Thomas case 
USATODAY.com 

The NCAA will not punish Duke or former player Lance Thomas after investigating a very expensive jewelry 
purchase made during the 2009-10 national championship season, the school said Tuesday. 

"The NCAA has found no evidence of a rules violation in this situation based on the information available, and 
both the NCAA and Duke consider the matter closed," Duke officials said in a statement released Tuesday 
afternoon. The news was first reported by The News & Observer. 

Thomas’s jewelry purchase, which totaled nearly $100,000 in cost, occurred in December 2009. He paid 
$30,000 in cash for five pieces of diamond jewelry, but was sued for not paying the balance of $67,800, 
according to details that emerged when the lawsuit came to light last September. Thomas and the jewelry 
company reached a settlement that included a confidentiality agreement, leaving questions surrounding 
Thomas’s access to such a large sum of money unanswered. 
Because Duke won a national championship at the end of that season -- which would potentially be vacated if 
Thomas violated the NCAA’s amateurism guidelines -- the school self-reported the situation to the NCAA. 
Both the jeweler and Thomas refused to speak with the NCAA during the investigation, and neither was 
forced to do so by the power of subpoena. It’s clear from the short statement released by Duke on 
Tuesday that the NCAA not finding a violation in this case is directly related to the lack of information given 
by Thomas and the jeweler. Thomas told reporters in October that he "didn’t think" he committed a 
violation. 
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski said in October that Duke planned on fully cooperating with the NCAA in its 
investigation. This was the only time all season Krzyzewski addressed the topic. 
"Before anything was made public, they started working together to go through a process of seeing what 
happened," Krzyzewski said in October. "I have complete trust and confidence in all the parties involved and 
am very proud of our compliance record over the 33 years that we’ve been here." 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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Bo Gee is a golf student-athlete at Ocean State University (OSU). Bo qualified for the NCAA Championships 
that begin this weekend. OSU’s spring semester ends this Friday, so the summer vacation period will have 
begun when Bo returns to campus. Bo currently lives in the dorm but will be moving into an off-campus 
apartment for the summer. The apartment won’t be available until the day after Bo returns from the NCAA 
tournament. Can OSU provide Bo with housing and meal expenses for the one day until he can move into 
his apartment? 
Yes. NC&A Bylaw 16.5.2(e)(3) states that the institution may provide the cost of room and board to 

student-athletes (during official institutional vacation periods) in the following circumstances. If an institution 
does not provide a meal to its student-athletes under such circumstances, a cash allowance may be 
provided (except for the permissible additional meal as described below), not to exceed the amount provided 
by the institution to institutional staff members on away-from-campus trips: 
student-athletes who return to campus during the institution’s official vacation period between regular 
academic terms (e.g., summer-vacation period) from institutional competition that occurs at the end of the 

institution’s playing and practice season or a segment thereof. Under such circumstances room and board 
expenses may be provided for not more than a 48-hour period, beginning with the student-athlete’s return 
to campus. If the student-athlete lives at home during the vacation period, the cost of room and board may 
not be provided by the institution. 
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Several incoming freshmen at Ocean State University (OSU) will be enrolling in classes this summer. Since 
they will be on campus, the sports communications staff would like for them to participate in a few 
promotional activities with the current student-athletes. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 11/8/11- Prospective Student-Athlete Participating in 
Promotional Activities During Summer Prior to Initial Enrollment (I)- states that a prospective 
student-athlete who officially registers, enrolls and attends classes at the certifying institution during the 
summer prior to initial enrollment may participate in a promotional activity. 
[Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.5.1.1 (institutional, charitable, education or nonprofit promotions); 
13.02.12 (prospective student-athlete); 13.02.12.1 (application); and 16.10.1.7 (charitable, educational or 
nonprofit activities)] 
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Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@biqeast.orq www.bigeast.org 
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The men’s basketball coaches at Ocean State University purchased apparel, etc. from Nike for their 
summer camps this year. As a thank you for their business, Nike sent Ocean State University towels to give 
out during their camps. 
Can the coaches give the towels free of charge to the campers? 
No. NC~u~, Bylaw 13.12.1.7.4 states that prospective student-athletes may receive awards from a 
member institution’s sports camp or clinic with the understanding that the cost of such awards is included in 
the admissions fees charged for participants in the camp or clinic. 
NCAA Educational Column- 4/9/09- Attendance Restrictions at Institutional and 
Noninstitutional Camps/Clinics and Material Benefits Provided at Institutional Camps/Clinics 
(I) states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.2, an 
institution’s sports camp or clinic must be open to any and all entrants. An institutional camp or clinic is any 
camp that is owned or operated by the institution or an athletics department staff member at the institution 
and includes participants who are prospective student-athletes. An institution may limit the attendance at its 
sports camps and clinics only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. Further, Bylaw 13.12.2.3.3 
permits athletics department personnel, in sports other than basketball, to serve in any capacity at a 
noninstitutional, privately owned camp or clinic that involves prospective student-athletes as participants, 
provided the camp is operated in accordance with restrictions applicable to institutional camps (e.g., open to 
any and all entrants, no free or reduced admission to or employment of athletics award winners, etc.). 
Finally, in accordance with Bylaw 13.12.1.7.4, prospective student-athletes may receive material benefits 
(e.g., awards, prizes, apparel) from an institution’s sports camp or clinic only if the cost of the material 
benefits is included in the admissions fees charged for the camp or clinic. 
Recently, the NCAA Division I Legislative Council reviewed issues related to the promotion of institutional 
camps and clinics. The council issued an official interpretation determining that an institution may advertise or 
promote an institutional camp or clinic in any way, provided any camp or clinic advertisement or promotion 
(e.g., camp brochure, Web site, newspaper or magazine advertisement) stipulates that the camp or clinic is i~i~ 
open to any and all entrants (limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender). The following 
questions and answers are designed to assist Division I institutions in the correct application of these bylaws. 
Attendance Restrictions 
Question: Is it permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic based on the skill 
level of the participants (e.g., elite athletes, letter award winners, high school varsity athletes)? 
Answer: No, it is not permissible for an institution to limit the attendance at a sports camp or clinic in any way 
based on skill level. The only permissible limitations on attendance are number, age, grade level and/or 
gender. 
Question: May an institution advertise or promote an institutional sports camp or clinic as an "elite" camp or 
clinic? 
Answer: Yes, an institution may use any words or phrases to advertise or promote its institutional camps 
and clinics, provided the advertisement or promotion states that the camp or clinic is open to any and all 
entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics legislation. 
Question: If it appears that an institutional camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants (e.g., no reference 
to elite camp) is an institution required to include a specific statement stipulating that the camp or clinic is 
open to any and all entrants on all advertisements or promotions for the camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, all institutional camp and clinic advertisements and promotions must include a statement 
stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, regardless of how the camp or clinic is 
advertised. 
Question: May an institution include a statement or description in a camp or clinic advertisement that states 
advanced techniques will be taught at a camp or clinic without violating the attendance restriction regulations? 
Answer: Yes, a statement or description may be included in an advertisement to inform potential participants 
of the level of instruction that will be provided at the camp or clinic, including advanced techniques, to allow 
the participants to make an informed decision about attendance at the camp or clinic. The advertisement, 
however, must stipulate that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps 
and clinics legislation. 



Question: May an institution advertise and/or conduct a camp or clinic as a position camp? For example, 
may a volleyball program conduct a "seLLer’s camp"?? 
Answer: Yes, institutions may conduct position camps provided no level of experience, skill or ability is 
required and the camp is open to any and all entrants. Any advertisements must include a statement 
stipulating that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants, in accordance with camps and clinics 
legislation. 
Question: May an institution conduct an "invitation only" camp? 
Answer: No. "Invitation only" camps are not permissible because attendance it is not open to any and all 
entrants, limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender. 
Question: Is it permissible for a coach to invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp that is open to 
any and all entrants? 
Answer: Yes, an institution’s coach may invite certain prospective student-athletes to a camp, provided the 
camp is open to any and all entrants. However, an institution may not provide any type of priority 
registration for specific prospects. Additionally, an institution must abide by all applicable recruiting legislation 
when inviting certain prospects to a camp. For example, a coach may not call or write a prospective student- 
athlete in ninth grade to extend a camp invitation. 
Question: May an institution reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective student-athletes? 
Answer: No, an institution is not permitted to reserve spots at a camp or clinic for specific prospective 
student-athletes. For example, if a camp is limited to the first 100 entrants, the institution may not reserve 
25 of the 100 places for the coach’s top recruits. The coach would be permitted to invite those 25 recruits; 
however, if any of them are not within the first 100 to register, they would not be permitted to attend the 
camp or clinic. 
Question: Is it permissible for an institution to conduct team camps without violating camps and clinics 
attendance restriction legislation? 
Answer: Yes, an institution is permitted to conduct a team camp. A team camp must be open to any and all 
teams limited only by number of teams, age of the members of the teams, grade level of members of the 
teams (e.g., high school, middle school) and/or the gender of the teams. 
It should also be noted that the promotion of team camps is held to the same restrictions as any other 
institutional sports camp or clinic. Therefore, team camp advertisements and promotions must include a 
statement stipulating that the camp is open to any and all teams, limited only by number, age, grade level 
and/or gender. 
Question: May an institution’s athletics department staff member work at a noninstitutional camp or clinic 
that is advertised as an elite camp or clinic? 
Answer: Yes, provided the camp is conducted in accordance with the legislation regulating institutional camps 
or clinics. Therefore, in order for an athletics department staff member to be employed on a salaried or 
volunteer basis at a noninstitutional camp or clinic, advertisements or promotional materials must stipulate 
that the camp or clinic is open to any and all entrants. Athletics department administrators (e.g., rules 
compliance personnel) are encouraged to review noninstitutional camps/clinics advertisements and 
promotional materials prior to permitting coaches and other athletics department staff members to be 
employed. 
Provision of Apparel and Awards 
Question: May an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, posters, gifts) to 
camp or clinic participants? 
Answer: Yes, an institution may provide apparel and/or merchandise to camp and clinic participants, provided 
the total cost of the items is included in each camp or clinic participant’s admissions fee. If the cost of the 
items is not included in each participant’s admissions fee, then the institution is providing participants an 
impermissible benefit. For example, if an institution provides each camp participant a basketball and a shirt 
valued at $45 but the camp admissions fee for each participant is only $40, the institution has provided an 
impermissible benefit to each participant who received those items. 
Question: Hay an institution provide apparel and/or other merchandise (e.g., equipment, 
posters, gifts) that it receives free of charge or at a reduced rate to camp participants without 
including the normal retail cost of the item(s) in the participants admissions fee? 
Answer: No, the institution must assign normal-retail value to the item(s) it provides to camp 
participants regardless of whether the institution received the item(s) free of charge or at a 
reduced rate. The normal-retail value of the item(s) must be included in the participants’ 
admissions fee. 
Question: Per Bylaw 13.12.1.6.4, the cost of awards received by prospective student-athletes at an 
institutional camp or clinic must be included in the admissions fees charged to participants at the camp. Does 
the full cost of each award have to be included in the admissions fee for each camp participant even though 
not all camp participants will receive an award? For example, if all awards provided at the camp cost $100, 
does the $100 have to be included in each camp participant’s admissions fee? 
Answer: No, the full cost of each award does not need to be included in each participant’s admissions fees. 
However, the full cost of the awards must be included collectively in the admissions fee for all camp 
participants. For example, if the total cost of all awards to be given out at an institutional camp or clinic is 
$100 and the camp attendance is capped at 100 participants, each individual admissions fee would have to 
include an additional $1 used to cover the awards provided at the camp or clinic. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 401.265.6739 
jcondaras@bigeast.org www.bigeast.org 
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Dog Leg is a prospective student-athlete being recruited by the golf coaches at Ocean State University. 
Dog is taking an unofficial visit this weekend and would like to hit some balls while on campus. The current 
student-athletes can bring dog as their guest for a $10 fee. 
Dog is permitted to hit balls with the current student-athletes as long as which of the following occurs? 

1. Dog pays the $10 fee 
2. The coaches do not watch Dog hitting balls with the current student-athletes 
3. None of the above 
4. Both of the above 

The answer is D. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 5/13/11- Recreational Activities During Official or 
Unofficial Visit (I)- states that during an official or unofficial visit, a prospective student-athlete may 
participate in recreational activities in a facility (on- or off-campus) that is not open to the general public 
(e.g., campus recreation center, golf course, swimming pool), provided such activities are not organized or 
observed by members of the athletics department coaching staff (including strength and conditioning 
coaches) and are not designed to test the athletics abilities of the prospective student-athlete. Further, in 
situations in which there is a fee associated with the use of the facility (e.g., guest fee at a private facility 
used by the institution for practice or competition, admission fee for open swim session at institutional 
recreation center), a prospective student-athlete shall pay the going rate associated with the use of that 
facility. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.1.2.1.6 (preferential treatment, benefits, or services), 13.2 (offers 
and inducements), 13.6 (official (paid) visit), 13.7 (unofficial (nonpaid) visit) and 13.11.2.2 (recreational 
activities); staff interpretations (5/26/10, Item No. 1) and (9/4/08, Item No. a), which has been archived] 
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Daily Compliance Item- 5/15/13- 12.5.2.3.3- Athletic Ability to Win a Prize 
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Ocean State University (OSU) conducts a promotional activity between the 4th and 5th innings of all its 
home baseball games. This activity includes hitting a ball from a pitching machine. If the person hits a home 
run, he/she wins $100. To participate in this activity, the person must fill out the designated card and drop it 
in the box. Any individual attending the game is permitted to enter and the participants are randomly 
selected. At today’s game, a current football student-athlete was selected to be one of the participants. If 
he hits a home run, is he permitted to accept the $100 prize? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 12.5.2.3.3 states that receipt of a prize for winning an institutional or noninstitutional 
promotional activity (e.g., making a half-court basketball shot, being involved in a money scramble) by a 
prospective or enrolled student-athlete (or a member of his or her family) does not affect his or her eligibility, 
provided the prize is won through a random drawing in which all members of the general public or the student 
body are eligible to participate. (Revised: 1/9/96 effective 8/1/96, 3/25/05, 6/12/07) 
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Which of the following could be considered a countable telephone call? 
A. Telephone call initiated by a coaching staff member 
B. Conference call initiated by a coaching staff member 
C. Video-conference initiated by a coaching staff member 
D. All of the above 
The answer is D. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.15 states that all electronically transmitted human voice exchange 
(including videoconferencing and videophones) shall be considered telephone calls. (Adopted: 1/10/95, 
Revised: 1/9/96 effective 8/1/96, 1/14/97, 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, 9/6/00, 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04, 
4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 
This legislation is applicable to Divisions I and II. 
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Clay Court is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University. Clay and a few of his teammates have 
qualified for the NCAA championships, so they are required to remain on campus to practice. Additionally, 
Clay has enrolled in summer school classes that will take place while he is preparing for the tournament. Clay 
is receiving a full athletic scholarship to cover his summer school expenses. As part of his full scholarship, 
Clay will receive the full cost of room and board. 
Is it permissible for Ocean State University to provide Clay with the same room and board stipend as his 
teammates that are not enrolled in summer school? 
No. Clay is receiving financial aid to cover the full cost of room and board, and he is not permitted to 
receive any expenses in excess of the full cost of room and board. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 
5/13/11- Summer Financial Aid and Vacation Period Expenses (I)- states that a student-athlete 
who is enrolled in an institution’s summer term, and is required to remain on campus for organized practice 
sessions (e.g., practice in preparation for an NCAA championship), may receive financial aid in accordance 
with the summer financial-aid legislation and vacation-period expenses, provided the student-athlete does 
not receive vacation-period expenses, in combination with any room and board financial aid, in excess of the 
full cost of room and board (as determined for financial aid purposes) during the time in which the student- 
athlete is required to remain on campus for practice or competition. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.2.8.1.2 (enrolled student-athletes), 16.5.2 (vacation-period expenses) and 
staff interpretation (04/12/1991, Item Ref d), which has been archived] 
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Hail Mary is a football student-athlete who will be transferring to Ocean State University (OSU) this fall. Hail 
will have all the requirements met for graduation at his current school prior to transferring to OSU, but he will 
not have received his degree prior to the transfer, Is Hail still eligible to use the graduate one-time transfer 
exception? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Educational Column- 4/11/13- Graduate Student-Athlete Eligibility (I)- 
states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that a student-atNete who is enrolled in a graduate or 
professional school of the same institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree, 
a student-athlete who is enrolled and seeking a second baccalaureate or equivalent degree at the same 
institution, or a student-athlete who has graduated and is continuing as a full-time student at the same 
institution while taking course work that would lead to the equivalent of another major or degree as defined 
and documented by the institution, may participate in intercollegiate athletics, provided the student has 
eligibility remaining and such participation occurs within the applicable five-year period. 

Further, a graduate student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or professional school of an institution other 
than the institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree may participate in 
intercollegiate athletics if the student fulfills the conditions of the one-time transfer exception and has eligibility 
remaining. 
Finally, a graduate student-athlete who does not meet the one-time transfer exception due to participation in i~i~ 
a sport for which the exception is not available, shall qualify for the one-time transfer exception as a 
graduate student, provided the student: 
(a) Fulfills the remaining conditions of the one-time transfer exception; 
(b) Has at least one season of competition remaining; and 
(c) The student’s previous institution did not renew his or her athletically related financial aid for the following 
academic year. 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division [ membership with the application of 
graduate student-athlete eligibility legislation. 
Admission and Enrollment 
Question No. 1: Is it permissible for a graduate student-athlete to compete if he or she is considered a 
nondegree seeking graduate student? 
Answer: No. Graduate student-athletes must be regularly enrolled, degree seeking students. 
Question No. 2: Is a graduate student-athlete who is a regularly enrolled, degree seeking student eligible to 
compete even though he or she is not enrolled in a specific graduate degree program (e.g., graduate at 
large)? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 3: Is a graduate student-athlete eligible to compete if he or she is a regularly enrolled, 
degree seeking student but is required to earn, as a condition of continued enrollment in the graduate 
program, an enhanced grade-point-average (e.g., 3.00 or above) in each term of his or her first academic 
year as a graduate student at the certifying institution? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student-athlete is considered to be in good academic standing as interpreted for 
all students by the appropriate academic officials at the institution. 
Transfer Graduate Student-Athletes 
Question No. 4: May a student-atNete use the graduate student one-time transfer exception to pursue a 
second baccalaureate degree at the next institution? 
Answer: No. A student-athlete who has previously graduated must be enrolled in a graduate or professional 
school at the next institution to qualify for the one-time transfer exception. 
Question No. 5: Can a student-athlete who graduates after three years and has more than one season of 
competition remaining use the graduate student one-time transfer exception? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student meets the requirements of the exception and is regularly enrolled as a 
degree seeking student in a graduate or professional school at the next institution. 
Question No. 6: In sports for which the standard one-time transfer exception does not apply, may a 
student-athlete who is notified of the nonrenewal of athletics aid after indicating intent to transfer to another 



institution use the one-time transfer exception for graduate student eligibility? 
Answer: Yes. The timing of the nonrenewal of athletics aid does not impact a student-athlete’s ability to 
qualify for the graduate student one-time transfer exception, provided all criteria for the exception are met. 
~:~es~i~:~-~ ~-~ 7; May a stud~-nt-athie.~e, who .~-~-’,¢..sf~-r~ af~eJ- compl~’tin(:l aiI ~-~ecessary deg~e.e, r~,quir~,m~’nts 
fo~ g~ad-~ation flom a fo.~-ve~r instib~tion b-~t prior to ~eceMng ~ deg~e~a be ~aiigibie to -~se tt"÷- g~ad~.~te o~"÷-- 
ti me transfer e~ceptio~"? 
A~,~e~," Yes, provided ti]e stude~]t-athlete is accepted for e~~oilmer]t as a degree seeki~]g studer]t in a 
grade-ate or p~ofessional schooi oF a~~ ir]stitu,ior] other than ,he ins~ib-tion he or she p~ewo~-siy after]tied as a~~ 
undergraduate. 
Question No. 8: May a baseball or basketball graduate student-athlete who qualifies for the one-time 
transfer exception but initially enrolls as a full-time student at the certifying institution after the first term of 
the academic year (e.g., midyear transfer) be eligible for competition immediately7 
Answer: No. Such a student-athlete cannot be eligible for competition until the following academic year. 
Progress-Toward Degree Certification 
Question No. 9: Is a football student-athlete who graduated with a baccalaureate degree required to earn 
nine semester hours or eight quarter hours and the APR eligibility point during the fall term to be eligible for all 
contests during the following playing season? 
Answer: No, 
Question No. 10: Must credits earned by a graduate or postbaccalaureate student-athlete be degree 
applicable to satisfy the six semester or quarter hour requirement? 
Answer: Credits acceptable toward any degree program offered by the certifying institution (graduate or 
undergraduate) may be used to satisfy the six semester or quarter hour requirement, provided the student- 
athlete is permitted to complete such courses in accordance with published institutional policies applicable to 
graduate students. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.1.6.1 (admission), 14.1.6.1.1 (special admission), 14.1.8 (graduate 
student/postbaccalaureate participation), 14.1.8.1 (one-time transfer exception), 14.5.2.2.10 (one-time 

transfer exception), 14.4.3.1-(c) (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements) 14.4.3.1.6 (additional requirements :::::::: 
-- football), 14.4.3.1.6.1 (regaining eligibility for two contests), 14.4.3.1.6.2 (regaining full eligibility -- one-time 
exception), 14.4.3.5-(c) (exceptions to progress-toward-degree rule -- graduate student/postbaccalaureate 
exception), staff interpretations (09/26/2006, Item No. la, 03/15/2013 Item No. a), and official 
interpretations (4/17/2007, Item No. 15-a, 10/19/2012, Item No. 3)] 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 8:00 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/22/13- 15.5.1.9.1- Football Summer Aid 
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))i 

Veer is a football student-athlete who will be initially enrolling full-time at Ocean State University (OSU) this 
fall. He wants to get a few general requirements out of the way, so Veer has enrolled in a few summer 
courses at OSU. Veer will receive an athletic scholarship this summer to cover all of Veer’s expenses. Since 
Veer is receiving athletic aid to attend a summer session, will he be an initial and/or overall counter during the 
2013-14 academic year? 
Yes for both limits. NCAA Bylaw 15.5.1.9.1 states that in football, a prospective student-athlete who 
receives athletically related financial aid during a summer term prior to initial full-time enrollment at the 

certifying institution shall be an initial and overall counter for the ensuing academic year. (See Bylaws 15.02.3 
and 15.5.6.) (Adopted: 1/14/12) 
If Veer is deemed a non-qualifier or decides not to enroll at OSU after the summer session, will he still be an 
initial and/or overall counter for the 2013-14 academic year? 
Yes. When Pr~pesa~ 2811~75 wa~ ad~pter~ last year, NCA~ staff clarified that in f~otba~l, 
prospective st~dent~th~ete wh~ receives atNeticM~y rdated fina~cia~ aid durincj a sumr~er 
term is an initia~ and ~verM~ c~u~ter %r the next academic year, This parameter applies eve~ if 
the prospective student-athlete i~ a non-q~a~ifier or d~es not enr~k 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 9:24 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/23/13- 14.5.5.2.10- Football Transfers 
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Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 8:02 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/24/13- Currrent Fxent 
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Appeals court revives case against video 
game maker 
USATODAY.com 

A federal appeals court panel on Tuesday overturned a district court ruling that had dismissed a former 
Rutgers football player’s lawsuit against video game manufacturer Electronic Arts for illegally using his likeness 
and biographical information in its college football games. 
By a 2-1 vote, judges in the 3rd Circuit returned the case to U.S. District Court in New Jersey for further 
proceedings consistent with its opinion. 
Michael Rubin, a lawyer who argued for the plaintiff before the Circuit Court panel, said Wednesday that 
when the case resumes at the district court level, his side will file a motion seeking to have the case certified 
as a class action. 
EA spokesman John Reseburg said the company intends to "seek further court review." Asked Wednesday 
whether that would mean asking for a review of the case by all judges of the 3rd Circuit or trying to take the 
case to the Supreme Court, Reseburg said: "It’s too soon to tell." 
Tuesday’s opinion, written by Circuit Judge Joseph A. Greenaway Jr., (and a dissent by Judge Thomas L. 
Ambro) includes observations about some of the same issues being contested in two other federal cases. 
There is a wider-ranging anti-trust lawsuit before a federal district court in California against EA, the NCAA and 
Collegiate Licensing Co., the nation’s leading collegiate trademark licensing and marketing firm, and a case 
parallel to that one currently under consideration by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 
The anti-trust suit, whose named plaintiffs include former UCLA basketball star Ed O’Bannon, concerns the 
use of college football and men’s basketball players’ names and likenesses and is heading toward a hearing 
June 20 on whether it will certified as a class action. If the O’Bannon case is certified as a class action, it likely 
would bring thousands of current and former college athletes into the case and potentially place billions of 
dollars in damages at stake. 
Meanwhile, three judges from the 9th Circuit are still considering an appeal from EA in a case related to the 
O’Bannon proceeding that involves former Arizona State and Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller and EA’s use 
of his likeness in video games.The three judges heard arguments on that matter in July 2012. In a footnote 
to his Tuesday ruling, Judge Greenaway wrote that the Keller case "is simply our own case incarnated in 
California." 
A transcript of the oral arguments before Greenaway and the 3rd Circuit panel were entered into the record 
of the Keller case last October. 
Also potentially noteworthy about Tuesday’s ruling: it came after the case had been argued before a panel 
of judges that included one temporarily assigned to the 3rd Circuit, which has jurisdiction over New Jersey, 
Delaware and Pennsylvania, from the 9th Circuit, which has jurisdiction over several western states including 
California. (This judge, A. Wallace Tashima, was not among the judges handling the appeal in the Keller 
case.) 
A ruling in EA’s favor in the Keller case could set the stage for a Supreme Court review because two federal 
circuit courts would be in opposition on the same legal issue. 
The New Jersey case involves Ryan Hart, a Rutgers quarterback for the 2002 through the 2005 seasons. 
He Ned a presumptive class-action suit in November 2009. U.S. District Judge Freda Wolfson dismissed the 
case in September 2011, saying that EA’s use of Hart’s likeness was protected by the First Amendment, 
which offers a shield to video games as expressive speech. 
However, Greenaway wrote: "As with other types of expressive conduct, the protection afforded to games 
can be limited in situations where the right of free expression necessarily conflicts with other protected rights. 
The instant case presents one such situation." 
He noted that EA college football video game’s "success owes to its focus on realism and detail" and that "in 
NCAA Football 2006, Rutgers’ quarterback, player number 13, is 6’2" tall, weighs 197 pounds and resembles 
Hart." 



Greenaway, in another part of the opinion, writes: " the digital avatar does closely resemble the genuine 
article. Not only does the digital avatar match Appellant in terms of hair color, hair style and skin tone, but 
the avatar’s accessories mimic those worn by (Hart) during his time as a Rutgers player. The information, as 
has already been noted, also accurately tracks (Hart’s) vital and biographical details .... 
"The digital Ryan Hart does what the actual Ryan Hart did while at Rutgers: he plays college football, in digital 
recreations of college football stadiums, filled with all the trappings of a college football game." 
On a more general basis, Greenaway wrote that EA "seeks to create a realistic depiction of college football 
for the users. Part of this realism involves generating realistic representations of the various college teams -- ~i~i 
which includes the realistic representations of the players." 
How this could affect the O’Bannon case remains to be seen. 
For example, a filing made public on Monday includes portions of a deposition from one of the other named 
plaintiffs in the case, former Connecticut basketball player Tate George, in which George said that the 
avatars in several versions of a video game that are supposed to represent him do not resemble him. 
George also said the face of his avatar also appears on other players representing other teams. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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With the spring evaluation period coming to an end, the football coaches at Ocean State University want to 
make sure they get in a few last recruiting trips. The total number of permissible recruiters is on the road 
recruiting today and the first assistant coach will complete his recruiting activities at noon. Another assistant 
coach will replace him and begin recruiting at lpm today. The first assistant coach would like to recruit again 
tomorrow. Does he have to return to campus prior to engaging in additional recruiting activities? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.4.3 states that it is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off- 
campus contact or evaluation before another coach who is off campus actually returns to campus, provided 
the total number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at any time does not exceed the 
permissible number. The coach being replaced must complete his or her recruiting activities before another 
coach may begin any off-campus recruiting activity. Further, the replaced coach may not engage in 
additional recruitin# activities until after he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. 
Please note with the adoption of RWG-11-4, the limitation on the number of coaches who may 
recruit off-campus at any one time has been eliminated. This legislation as an Auqust 1, 2013 
effective date. 
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R.B.I is a prospect that signed a National Letter of Intent to play baseball at Ocean State University (OSU) 
next year. R.B.I will attend summer school (on athletics aid) prior to enrolling this fall. R.B.I does not qualify 
for any institutional aid and therefore will only receive athletics aid (50%). R.B.I gets hurt during his summer 
league play and might not be able to play at OSU during the 2013-14 academic year. With the severity of his 
injury uncertain, R.B.I. tells the coach that he would like to relinquish his athletic aid for the 2013-14 
academic year and have his parents pay for his educational expenses. 
Is it possible for R.B.I. to relinquish his aid and allow OSU to provide that money to another student-athlete? 
No. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.4.2.5 states that before becoming a counter for an academic year pursuant to a 
one-year grant-iq-aid, if a prospective student-athlete or student-athlete is awarded institutional financial aid 
unrelated to athletics that is of equal or greater value than his or her signed award of athletically related 
financial aid, the prospective student-athlete or student-athlete may, on his or her initiative, release the 
institution of its obligation to provide the athletically related financial aid. 

NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/21/11- Student-Athlete’s Voluntary Release of Institution’s Obligation 
to Provide Athletically Related Financial Aid (I)- states that once a prospective or enrolled student- 
athlete signs an institution’s financial aid agreement, it is not permissible to voluntarily release the institution’s 
obligation to provide athletically related financial aid, except under the conditions set forth in the release of 
obligation to provide athletically related financial aid legislation. 
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Ocean SLate University(OSU) women’s golf team participated in the NCAA championships. One of the 
student-athlete’s parents lives in the locale of where the regional was conducted, so the team stayed at the 
parent’s house. As a thank you for their hospitality, the coaches would like to send an edible fruit basket to 
the parents. Is this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/11/90- Providing a gift to parents of a student-athlete for 
services rendered - states that in regard to a member institution that wishes to give the parents of a 
student-athlete a gift for providing the team lodging at their home during an away-from-home contest; 
determined that such an arrangement would not be considered an extra benefit, provided the gift is of 
nominal value (e.g., a meal, flowers) and is in exchange for services the parents rendered. 
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Believe it or not, washing a car with university 
water can be an NCAA violation 
sports.yahoo.corn 

At a time when college athletics is overrun with rogue agents, unscrupulous coaches and handlers who exploit 
athletes for money, it’s reassuring to know not every unrepentant rule-breaker goes unpunished. 
Hearty congratulations to the NCAA for penalizing a student-athlete from a West Coast Conference school 
for the unspeakable crime of washing her car with the university’s water and hose. 
Portland basketball coach Eric Reveno tweeted about the violation Wednesday after he learned of it during 
conference meetings, punctuating his message with the hashtag #stopinsanity. A spokesman for the WCC 
did not know any further details, but a source familiar with the circumstances revealed what happened. 
A WCC school self-reported an extra benefits violation when university officials caught one of their women’s 
golfers washing her car on campus, according to the source. A secondary violation was ruled to have 
occurred because the water and hose were not available to regular students and requested the golfer pay 
back $20, which was deemed to be the value of the water and use of the hose. 
NCAA spokeswoman Dana Thomas emailed Thursday that her organization did not participate in the decision 
and does not consider the car wash to have been an extra benefits violation. Asked why the golfer was 
penalized, Thomas said "it seems there was a miscommunication at some level" and the WCC is working 
with the school to clarify. 
A WCC spokesman did not immediately return an email seeking further explanation of what happened. 
That school administrators actually reported the violation and a penalty was initially assessed is equal parts 
hilarious and exasperating. What’s next? Charging athletes by the sip at drinking fountains? Or by the gallon 
after locker room showers? 
Too many petty rules like this one or the one governing the use of bagel spreads continue to choke the 
system and prevent administrators at the school, conference and NCAA levels from focusing on what’s 
important. Reform is needed throughout college athletics, yet its leaders are too busy calculating the value of 
a couple buckets of soapy water to attack the real issues. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer M. Condaras <jcondaras@bigeast.org> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 9:50 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Complimlce Item T19/13- NIT vs. NCAA Championships 
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From an NCAA legislative standpoint, is the National Invitational Tournament (NIT) considered an NCAA 
Championship? 
No. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 7/8/13-Distinction between National Invitation Tournament 
and NC~ Championships (I)- states that for purposes of applying NCAA legislation, the National 
Invitation Tournament (NIT) is not an NCAA championship. 
Every year institutions have questions on how to apply NC_AA legislation and/or interpretations when their 
student-athletes are participating in the NIT. Although the interpretation is brief, below are the many bylaw 
references to which the interp will apply. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.8.4 (NCAA promotional activities exception); 14.1.7.2.1.3.1 
(exception-quarter institution); 14.1.9 (change in eligibility status); 14.5.1.4 (eligibility for championship in 
progress); 16.6.1.1 (expenses for spouse/children to postseason football game or NC_AA championship); 
16.8.1.2.1.1 (exceptions); 16.8.1.5.1 (general rule); 16.8.1.6 (incidental expenses at NCAA championships, 
national governing body championships in emerging sports and bowl games); 17.1.6.6.2.1 (exception -- 
championship practice); 17.1.6.6.3.1 (exceptions); 17.1.7 (general regulations for computing playing seasons 
applicable to all sports); 17.2.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.3.4 (annual exemptions); 17.3.5.3 (annual 
exemptions); 17.4.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.5.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.7.5.2 (annual exemptions); 
17.8.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.9.5.2 (annual exemptions); 17.10.5.2 (annual exemptions); 17.11.5.2 
(annual exemptions); 17.12.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.13.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.14.5.3 (annual 
exemptions); 17.15.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.18.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.19.5.3 (annual 
exemptions); 17.20.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.21.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.22.5.3 (annual 
exemptions); 17.24.9 (annual exemptions); 17.25.5.3 (annual exemptions); 17.26.5.3 (annual exemptions); 
and Figure 16-1] 

Je~lnifer Mo Conda~0as 
Associate Co~l~l~l~issionel" for Co~l~plianee / S~#’A Liaison 
Araeriean Athletic (:onferenee 
Office: 4Ol-272-91o8 I Mobile: 4ol-265-6739 

15 Park Row West, Providence, RI o29o3 
Ne~o E~nail Add~esst. "condaras a’,theamerican.or 

N ew VVebsiie: www.TheAmericml.or~! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 33060322 - 63758410@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:08 AM 

academic- services- s~fl" "mcademic- ~rvices- stafl@lisksenT.unc.edu-> 

[academic-services-fft~B’] [all-college-s~fl] UNC College Calendar: May you enjoy the end of file year 

To help you chill before the humidity sets in, here are highlights from our May calendar: 

May 2: Carolina Science Caf6 and the Water in Our World initiative explore Wffain My Water, a discussion about environmental toxins in drinking water. With 

NCSU biologist Heather Patisaul. Free, 6 pm, Top of the Hill, Back Bar. http://www.moreheadplanetarium.org 

May 2: Swain Lot Film Festival Shorts: Part i of the annual UNC student film festival, featuring the juried show of the best works produced in 2012-13 by media 

production students in the department of communication studies. Students admitted free with valid university or high school ID; ~4 for others. Tickets are 

available at the Varsity Box Office. 7 pm, Varsity Theatre, Franklin Street. 919.843.3687. Part 2 is May 9 see below.._h__t__t_p_ii_i___w____w____w___.__a___c_l_<_La___n___d_:__o___rg 

May 5: Free screening of the new documentary about NC author Elizabeth Spencer, Landscapes of the Heart. 4 pm and 6:15 pm, Hanes Art Center. 

http:/!elizabethspencerdocumentary.orgi 

May 8: Art for Lunch: UNC art history doctoral candidate Joanna Gohmann discusses A Cosmic Dog fight: Contesting World Order in Oudry’s ’The Dog that Carried 

the Dinner Basket for his Master.’ Free to Ackland members and UNC One Card Holders; ~5 for all others. You may bring your lunch. 12 noon, Ackland Art Museum. 

RSVP: .h..t..t..p~;~. /.~a-c.~[i]~a..~n-d..~.w..~e..~b..~u..~n..~c..~.e-d..9~[...%d.~y~[kR~Q~[~Z~[t~ f 9~[~J.y.~£ hL 

May 9: Swain Lot Film Festival Shorts: Part 2 of annual student film festival see May 2 above. 7 pro, Varsity Theatre, Franklin St. 919.843.3687. 

http:/!www.ackla nd.org 

May 11: Curators’ Tour of Sincerely Yours, MFA student exhibit. 3 pro, Ackland Art Museum. 919.843.3687. http:iiwww.ackland.org 

May 12: Commencement! Congratulations to the Class of 2013 and many thanks to our colleagues who helped them fulfil[ their academic goals. 

U NC Events Calendar: h___t__t_p__L[_[_e___v__e___n___t__s_:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__ 

W e b: .h___t__t_pjJ__/__c__9_]_Le__~e__:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__ 

Magazine: http:iimagazine.college.unc.edu 

Facebook: htt p:!/www.facebook.com!U N C.College 

Twitter: ht tp:/itwi tter.comiuncco[lege 

YouTube: http]//www:¥o u t u be.cor!! use r/UNCCo!!e~e 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

~-college-s~ffas: academic-~rvices-smfl)~lisk~erv.uuc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

academic- services- s~lt’as: <a href "mailto: sbmaloy@unc.edu">sbmaloy@unc.edu<ia>. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Enviro~unent Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 6:44 AM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Message from Environment, ttealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Susan, 

This is a notification that you have EHS training and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be reviewed. Please visit the ,secured server at https:i/itsapps.unc.edtvEHSi 

and login with your University Onye~l/Password for details. 

This email is sponso~vd by: Enviromnent, Health And Safety 

UNC-CH Enviro~maent, Health and Sa/~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Enviromnent Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edt> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:26 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Message from Environment, ttealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Susan, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/complimace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 

nolificalion that you have EHS training and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:/iitsapps.unc.eduiEHSi and with your login the wstem 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for your prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, Health And SM~Iy 

UNC-CH Enviroimaent, Health and Sa/~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, February. 20, 2014 7:33 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Password for "sbma|oy" Reset 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your onyen2rimal7 ’sbmaloy’ was changed on Thu, Feb 20, 2014 at 07:32 AM from 
a Web browser at the internet address 66.57.64.197 using the facility at 
itsapps unc. edu/improv. 

If you DID NOT change your password today, please call 919-962-HELP mmaediately. 

If you did change or reset your password, please make sure you do the following 
to prevent account lockouts: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on aW mobile devices that have your 
UNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more irfformation, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tleIp Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 
1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:48 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

AlertCarolina: Classes canceled; offices closed s~tarting at 2 p.m. Monday, March 3 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Due to concerns about freezing temperatures and potentially hazardous roadway conditions later today, the L;mversity is canceling classes and closing offices (Condition 3) beginning at 2 
pm. 
Emplwees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should repolt for work All other emplwees are directed not to 
report to work while the University is closed. SPA and EPA Non-Faculty employees are reminded to consult the University’s applicable adverse weather policies; more information is 
available on the Office of Human Resources website at http://hr.uncedu/for-faculty-staff/adverse-weather/and at www.alertcarolina.unc.edu, 
http://www.a~ertcar~ina unc.edu/g~/d~c/~395/2~92545/Adverse-Weather-~icY-C~arificati~n-f~r-Emp~Yees. 

The men’s basketball game with Notre Dame is scheduled at 7 pm in the Smith Center The Universi~z encourages an?- fans traveling to the game to use extreme caution and their best 
judgment. For any updates, refer to www goheels corn 

U’qC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverlm~ent closings do not apply to the Universi~z. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:04 AM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

AlertCasolina: UNC to delay reopening Tuesday, March 4 until 11 a.m. on normal ~hedule 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The University remains closed (Condition 3) until 11 a.m. when it resumes a normal operating schedule Then classes will be held; offices will be open (Condition 1) 

Classes will resume at their normally scheduled time. Classes prior to 11 am will not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the facul~ member. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. ~en the Umversi~z is in Condition 3 (classes canceled; ofi)ces closed), emergency 
employees should report for work. All other employees are directed not to report to work while the University is closed. ~en the University is in Condition 1 (open) or Condition 2 (classes 
canceled; offices open), employees are generally expected to report to work More information is available on the Office of Human Resources website, http://hr.unc.edu/for-faculty- 
staftl’adverse-weather/. Also, employees can refer to information in an adverse weather policy clarification, posted on Alert Carolina, at 
http://wv‘~v.a~ertcar~ina.unc.edu/g~/d~c/~395/2~92545/Adverse-Weather-~icy-C~arificati~n-Ibr-Emp~ees. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverlm~ent closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 

(919) 843-1234 Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM. near campus 
UNC Department of Pub]ic S~t’ety for details including parking lot conditions. 
Chapel }{ill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOI~YI’ ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide emai] is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process. The Umversity’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 

strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source nfinformation will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://alertcarolin a unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Environment Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edtv~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message from Environment, ttealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Albert, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/complimace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 

nolificalion that you have EHS training and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:/iitsapps.unc.eduiEHSi and with your login the system 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for your prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, Health And SM~ty 

UNC-CH Enviro~maent, Health and Sa/~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



Senti ~ue~da ~e~b 9i ~0i 8 P M 

S u bj e~ ~ns~ nB~!!a n~e B!~~E ~d~ ~Be~is C~u n~ 
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~i ~,r~::~;~o~m .Y:~?.~!~:.~:~.~. ~.~.~.Y.’.L~.9.~!~. ~.~..~. 

X:: .................................. 



i~ii C~ur~tdown Io Si~c~,; F~iday D~is \~ei~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Electronics 

Deals in Video Games Up [o $t50 off Selec[ Acer Compt~te~s 



::% Selecl Car~oq EOS DSi..~q Osrtl~,i’,~s F.~tai-lJ~g Ur~der i:~i $5>9 O11 ASUS VJ,,,o]ab Smerl 
....... "3m0 ...... 

Sele,;st Ca~on EQ8 DSLR Cameras St~iti~g see Oil ASUS Vivolab Small 
U~del-$700 

Electronics 

X~i 40% c,r More Off E[~iph,s~;e Guitar Packs i i~i Wireiet~t~ Prin~ers Ur~der $!00 

40% or More Off Epiphone G~ita~ Packs ~£,;lreless Pri~ters Under $100 

..a~.....e ,~ or; Sid~sXM Sateilite Radio 40% o~ More off Select Routers 



iI~ii ..................................... 



i~ii \~ishEis~Wish ,~’¢Vi:~ Sweepsta~s 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                                                                            i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Movies, Music, and Books 
Get a ~eal oh ÷~te4ail~e~t 8÷÷ more 

z z z_ 
::~.{ ~;5% O’tf F:.sst .3nd Fudcus ] ,5 C’c, il~,cxic, n on byrd, ~::nd iXi ’t~r~;z, test ~ts r,,~P3 AEbum, s f,o:-~, $5 ~;~; 
...... Siu-r’~V " .... 

65% Off FaSt and F~.~dous 1-5 Coiiectior~ on DVD Gr~.~test Hits ~,~I P3 Albums fl’om 85.99 

~nd Bk~.-ray 



sest M~:s~o ot 2O[8 .Up to SS~,~ oF Se[eot m.~[e ~,o,~z[~es 

Savings with Style 
Deals for the fas~ionista on your Hst Se.@...[[).or#. 

Jac~,;eis 

50% or More Off Women’s Leather & Fa~x Up to 60% off Beets 
L e;~tt;e ~ J~c kets 

. 
%i LIp to 70% off Top Watch Gifts                   i ::X:: 50% or IVlcre ’Off Seiect Gold ,Je’,^;ei,~," 

tip to 70% off Top VVrZch Gifts 50% or More Off Seiect Gold Jewelry 

Stocking Stuffers 
Save o~ those little extras See more 



Buy 1, Ge~ 1 50% Oil Selec[ Hair Care item 

15% Off Lindt ChocoJate Holiday Gifts 

Buy I, Get E F}0% L~ 8aEa~4 Men’s G~oom:r:g Basics 

Buy t, Get 1 505~ ell Select ~qen’s Greemir~g 
Basics 

Amazon Gift Cards 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

..... : Amazo~ Prime Includes Prime ....... Prime A~so Includes Kindle 

i:~ck~des Ready to be entellained? Watch I Xi:idle Choose from over 350,000 
F’rirne , I (},~,’n era’ , 

over 40,000 mowes and TV 
~I Ler~dmg Kindle books to read for free, 

For the Home 
~ ~a~ ~o~ t~o ~ ~.~.~.m.~.~.~ 



10% Off Ou,~ Top Picks re,~ Turkey Tools 50% or B4ore u,: .~ele.,t ~o~ ~,~¢a re Sets 

Top l-~eiiday Deeis in Home: Kitchen & Ga~’den Up to 35% off Lesthe~msn bisr~d [eels 

Toys & Baby 
Save on gifts and more for the little ones .S.e.e...!}3Rr.f~ 

S~ve up to 40% o~ VTeci~ Switel~ & Go Dines Holida’~, Gifts fo~ Your;g Readers 



Second Se~=t 

~,uy a .:,t~ol :’, , ~:’~’ee Sritax Car Seat, ,~,w~, ,J~ ~,:. e~ ,,loggers a~d Trailers freri.l Aibn 
Bassinet, or Second Seat Spo~ts 

Nero to Explore 

[~[i The Ali-New Kindl~- Fire HD’< 7 i i~i 20 Kindle Books for $2 Each 

Ti~e All-New Ki~;die Fi~’e HDX 7" Tabiat 20 Kindle Books f(~r $2 Each 

] i~ 30% {.~ Sele~ Mo’,’ie Coiiectibies :~ riade in You, \/ideo G~=:-ne Consol~ to:" ~s= 

] .......... 2~ma2or:.com Girl Cai-d 

30% Off Select M(~via Oailectibles Trade I~ Y(~u~ Video Game {:X~nsole foi" a~ 
Amszemc¢~m Gift Card 



NOV 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 
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% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Online Registration So.rare - 50% Off, Limited Time Only! 

Enabling players to register online for your camps, 
clinics and tournaments will increase your player 

participation by 2e% or more! It has for our clients 

and it will for you too! 

S :~’~",C"~A L: Sign up by December 20th and get a 
full year of Event Manager at HALF THE PRICE, 

Event Manager online registration so%~7are simplifies 

your registration, management and marketing. Look at 

all you can do: 

.~.iI ,:::.: v eSi’.,r-L-.-c~.,=~t 

. Accept registrations and payments instantly -- no merchant account needed! 

. Put your entire team roster into one, easy-to-manage online form 

. Create and send custom terms and conditions to each individual team member 

. Receive real-time reporting on player stats and registrations online anywhere, anytime 

. Send targeted emails to registered players or any group based on search criteria 

Best of all, Event Manager easily integrates with ANY website to create a seamless 

registration experience! 

Sign On and Save Today! Offer Ends 12/20/2013 

C L ~ C K, ,,..... ~...,., .,, ..... ,,,,,’-~--:K~--: or Call 888.277.4409 

*Sign on by 12.20.20t3 and receive 50% off the $195 Evenl Manager licensing fee for the first year 

Offer applies to new clients on!y. 

] 

"All of our club’s player and family data is in one secure spot with Event Manager. I love that 
m can access registrations and player data anytime on my phone or PC." 

-Paul McGovern, Head Coach, Select Lacrosse 

::}!i~:~ ~ .~!:~’.:’!i~ :,:.~i!i~i. ~ !:..L~.L~!:...L ~ ~:: fi,: ~i ~!~. 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or s mp y click on the following iink: !~!!i~i~’2.;.i~ 

Member Soiutions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

i~:!;:~!:i the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 6:08 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Carpet or Upholstety Cleaning j The Village Diner j and I more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e." y<;u,~ ~.’,le.fe.:>’.:ncss j Lhsut~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

Carpet or Upholstery Cleaning 

Midtown Carpet Care 

i:, )N 

Savmqs ~SO% 

ii.~ Carpet or Upholster,! Cleaning 

$10 or $20 to Spend at The Village 
Diner 

The Village Diner 

600 W King St, Hillsboreugh 

11.2 miles away (~!<4ri yc~r S m~:’,::e8 addi~!~s!~) 

’ 

iX $10 or $20 to Spend at The Village Diner 

Custom Photo on Acrylic with Free 
Shipping 
CreateMyWaJls 

Redeem Online 

F :::::: ? 

S;-~vm~ s @99; 

iX Custom Photo on Acrylic with Free 
Shipping 

Even More Dea~s 

~i Two-HourFused-GlassClassfor :~.~ CustomizedAIphabetPhotoArt    ii"~iI CarWindowTinting 

: One with Free Shipping 

Durham Online 

fc, r Ol"~:                      .,-’,it witi~ }:’~:~: ShipI:,iI~g 

Chdstal Cerrene Glass Designs Great Big Canvas 

Durham 

Prince Mobile Detailing 



]Ki Personalized Sta roper with 

Custom Faceplate 

Personalized iPhone and 

Samsung Galaxy Cases with 

Free Shipping 

::~:: PC MaintenanceandVirus 

Removal 

.~i Hypnotherapy: 60 or 90 Minutes i,’~] Custom PhotoCalendarwith 

Free Shipping 

ii~] $30 to Spend at Shari’s Berries 

"~] $16 to Spend on Food and 

Drink 

Custom Canvas Prints or 

Collage Plus Free Shipping 

i.X.i Christmas Treewith Delivery 

Durham Online Online 
f~,iG to Spe=".,d o,~’, F<,.<,.d ~s=".,d (}L~sto,~t" C~;~!’,,,,.a’t Piii~i:s. <~!" Ci,,!’istiY’.,~;~ss T~ee vv’il~s D< iive!’y 
©ii,,’,,i Coli~:~ge Pius Free Shippi~’.,g BL Christmas Trees 
El Rincon Canvas Focus 

Personalize your deals by [~.~.~’~’,i~.,’;,.,=," the free Amazon Local app on Follow as: [] [] 
:.~etti~&~ y~l,~ ~~l~J~:’l~l~.e:!.~, your iPhone or Android device 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Practice Sample <Soccer Practice Sample@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 7:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Claim your two complimentary sessions on dominating possession 

Dear Coach, 

Please read David Clarke’s letter below to download his two complimentary sessions on 

dominating possession. 

Don’t tbrget, the sessions are completely ti~ee. 

Best wishes 

The TeaJn 

Dear Coach, 

I’m writing to offer two of my sessions on dominating possession - 
absolutely free, 

These sessions, from Soccer Coach WeeMy, will help you to 
dramatically improve your team’s style of play, 

3ust click here and you can use these sessions at training tonight! 

Best wishes, 

David Clarke 

(The Coaches’ Coach) 

Soccer Coach Weekly 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, GU2 8GG, UK 

Phone: +44 1483 892 894 

david.clarke@coach- soccer.com 

[] Copyright 2013 Green Star Media. All rights reserved 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ :~ Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 6:10 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Starbucks ] Teleflora 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ..e" you,~ ~.’,l-ef,e.:>’.,nces i iJr~subs crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

Coupon for One Free Kids’ Hot 
Chocolate with Purchase of Any 
Espresso Beverage 

Starbucks 

Redeem Online 

3 

I ~ ~ I~I~ COUpOn for One Free Kids’ Hot Chocolate 

with Purchase of Any Espresso Beverage 

$40 to Spend at Teleflora.com 
Tebflora 

Redeem Online 

s 
Savings 50% 

i.X $40 to Spend at Teleflora corn 

Eve~ More DeNs 

~i $10 or $20 to Spend at The 

Village Diner 

% 
..... 

Two-HourFused431assClassfor i.X.i CustomizedAIphabetPhotoArt 
One with Free Shipping 

.Xi Ca rpet or U pholste[y Clea ning 

Durham Online 
","\,’;o-,qo<,~r Fused-Gi~?ss Cl~::ss C:.istoI:%:’ed Alpht&et Pisotc, 

~Or OrS@ AI’{ ’,.’,i[h {",~e@ 8hii:,’~>i[’,g 
Chtistal Certone Glass Designs Great Big Canvas 

Custom Photo on Acrylic with 

Free Shipping 

::~:~;;:: Personalized Stamperwith 

Custom Faceplate 

Durham / Chapel Hill Online Online 
Cs.ipet or Ug>lsoist~ciy C(.~stoiT= Piseto e~’.,/-’,cryiic with P<:isois~s:li~:’ed St~’.,sper with 

CleB,,si,%t ~.ree 8/’i...’.,,pi",~ C-.isto,m I.’.’8.cepbte 
Midtown Carpet Care CreateMyWalls InvitationBex.com 



~i PC MaintenanceandVirus 

Removal 

% Personalized iPhoneand 

Samsung Galaxy Cases with 

Free Shipping 

i.X.i $16 to Spend on Food and 

Drink 

Xi On-Location Family Portrait 

..... Session with Prints 

$30 to Spend at Shari’s Berries ::::+;::: Custom Canvas Prints or 

...... Collage Plus Free Shipping 

Durham / Chapel Hill Online Online 

Lappegard Photography Shari’s Berries Canvas Focus 

Personalize your deals by ,,",,~=-~’,~,~’;;~d the free Araazo~ Local app on Follow us: ~ [] 
~’;~,,’~i~,,’} ":~o~" ~~’i~.~~’ii~i-:~’~, your iPhone or Android device 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:43 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Stand Up to Bullying Nit Inspires All 

Click to view this email in a browser 

::::: : ,:: : :: ::~: : :: : :::~: : :,: : :: ~: :::: ~:~ ::.~:: ,~:~:: ;: : :::::::::::: 

::::: :, ~::, :: ......... :~, :: :~ ......... : : ~: : : 

° iiii i iii iiiiii 
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~iiiii!iiii i iii~ ~’~il li~iiii li ~ii!!~iii iiil liii i~ 

!!~i!!!!!!: ~ii!~i!~!! i!!!!~!!~’!!!i! q!!!!~! 
:,:: :: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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% Dec Prome 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 20!2 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy¯ 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Butler <Greg_Butler@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, November 21,2013 12:45 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Black Friday Special - Starts Now 

Coach Anson 

Time to take advantage of VertiMax’s Jargest special of the year, the Black Friday Special! 

The first 100 units sold worJdwide before the end of Black Friday will receive our best pricing of the 

year. This is a non-public offer that is only available to those who receive this email. 

Call (800) 699-5867 today to make your purchase or request your quote! You must mention "BJack 

Friday Special" to receive this discount. 

Xi VertiMax Promo 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
[ii~iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! j 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketing policy 

% 
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~i ~:~::~_~;~o~r,~ .Yg.~!~:.~:~.Q~. ~.9:~.~.Y.’.~...~.9.~!~. ~.~..~. 

X:: .................................. 



Up io $500 Back in Rewards on Over 20 
Premium TVs 



8ave 860 o~ Mo~e on the HP Psviiion 23xi 
Monitor 

:i~i: gave 40% or ~,’]ore on HP Er:v? 5:i060 s 5 6- - c 
Lsptop 

Save 40% oi Mo~’e on HP E~,W tg..j0B0us 15,6,. 

Inch Laptop 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::X S! ~500 O11 L:st P:ice on 65:’ LG 4~ Uit:s HD T’g PI(:s i:~i )’0~: ©ff 8e:lnhe:se~ C;\~00 Earb:~ds 
....... "$549.99 .Ansazon F’i-omo Credit ...... 

$1,500 Off List Price on 65" LG 4K Uitra HD TV 70°,6 Off Sennheiser ~Xz~ Earbuds 
Plus $549.99 Amaz<~n Promo Credit 

~i $400 0’2 a SarnS~o;!lg S,sund Bar with Pur,silase of a 

8ele</, 3ares:rag [\/ 

400 C"ff a Samsun9 Sound Ssr witt; Punst;ase 
of a Select Samsun9 TV 

X] 47% to 54% Off Lis[ Price on Select Ssmsun,~ 4 K Ulir8 
bid T’gs 

47% to 54% Off List Pdce <~n Seiect Samsun~ 
4K .’Jit~a HD TVs 



Ui~!i 2o% o~ ~o~ o~ ~i~o~’,~:~i~ ~o~i~ ~o~ 

20% or Mo~e Off Seiect Wi~eless Mebiie Sto~age 

i ..... 

i ::~ Save $50 o~ the Sony C::~:~80 Hendycsm Carnco~dei 

Save $50 on the Sony CX380 Hsndycam 

.~i Niko~ D3100 a r:d T,,’~o [.erases ioi Under $500 

Niken D3100 and Two Lenses for Under $500 

Kindle Fire HDX, from $229 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Toys & Games 
S~op our Holiday Toy List for 2013 S.~.~..~.~.~ 

40% Oil ,Seiec[ Favorites from U~iversi[y Games 8ave 40% o~ 8eiect Science X Ki[s 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 5 i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i×~i s~,..~ ~. to 2s~, o~ s~E~ ~o~ w~ i i~i ~,~ o~, ~t o~ s0~ o~ s~t ~v P~h iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Save up to 25% or~ Select Hot Wheels Buy Or’,e, Get One 50% Off Seiect Ty Plush, 



Dea~s for the fashionista on your Hst S.e.e..~:~!o.[e: 

2 

"~ 50% C:4f or More on V’,iomen’t~ Oils:sic Swe;4ers ~nct       Xi 20~ (~r~ $!0:3 C>rd~,rt~ ol’ Shoes, H;~ndb~gt~ & ~4c, re 

Cashm, ale " 

50% Off a~" ~,1on~ on Women’s Classic Swe;~ters 20% Off $I 00 (:)rde~s of Shoes, Handbags & 
;~nd C;~st;ma~e Ma~e 

For the Home 
Featuree eeals for ho~se and home See more 

i~ V P to 4F~ Oil Sirea r~fl:S.ht Fisshiighis Sper:d $ lt’..0 or~ P~ogre.s.s Lighiir~g, ,q-’,,et a ~5 

’ " ............. Amazor~ ,:~Dn; ~iift Car,d 

Amazon,cam Gift Card 



$20 off $I00 in Pademo Kitclsen Tools Get 10% Off Our Top Picks for Tslkey Tools 

Note to ExpJore 
Great dea~s from Earth’s biggest se~eetio~ ~.g~.g~..~:?:~.f2.r~t 

~i Holiday Music MP3 ?~ibL:ms from $599               i i~i Egu},, ": C~-~ ! 50s~ (~f Spray-O!1 Lotion 

Holidsy Music MP3 ALumsh from ,~5,~ cq            Buy I, Get I 50%, Off Sp~ayoOn Lo~n*:n 

Free Kids’ Hot Chocoia~e ~’,,i~i~ Pu!chsse a~ S~atbucks 

from ,\ma~o:s LO~Sl 

Biack Fridsy De;~ls Are Here Emly with Our Free Kids’ Hot Chocoiate with Pul-ch;~se ~t 
¢ Cou~;tdow~ Eve~;t ,~ta~bucks f~om Am;azo~ l..oc~al 



8i~op Gifts: Deals: arid Track Yosr {4o}iday 
Packages with the Amazols App 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Jack Dagley <jack.dagley@sportsboard-mn.com> 

Thursday, November 21,2013 11:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Boca Interregion~J Rosters mid Schedule 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s~~66~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Heading to the fnterregionat in Boca this week? 

SportsBoard has the rosters and schedule avaiEabfe for this week’s event. 

Please let us knew if you would like this information impel’ted to your 

account, 

Regards, 

Jack Dagley 

3portsBoard 

415 847 5667 
www, sportsbo ard-’win, corn 

’Mobile Player Assessment Sofutions- [HE FUTURE IS NOW’ 
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SeJections by Category 
FoP a limited time~ save a~ additio~a~ t0% o~ everyday ~ow 

prices, See more 

J 

2i (~ifts fc,,./:~.,!~\ficlonado~ ] ::[:~;::: G~tt~fo:’./:~.,~lz~teurSEeuths 

Gifts for A~t Aficionados Cifts fo~" Amate~r Sleuti~s 



Gifts fol Pep Culture Junkies Tetaily Teen Gifts 

Highlights in Cookbooks and Crafts 
E~ooRs to i~spire a~d bti~g ~o~iday c~e÷~. See mo~e 

Foodi÷ Favorites Seieet Heiidsy Crafts Books 

Ideas fo~ Hoiidsy Baking GiftoVVe~lhy Cookbooks 

Featured Fiction 
Cozy up with recent re,eases a~d c~assie series° See more 
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Select Resources and Guides 

m o re 

2014 Planners by Moleskine Up to 50% Off Seieet ~¢ir. Boston Guides 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 6:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Massage & Facial Packages ] Scuba Certification aa~d 2 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e." y<;~.i,~ t’,re.fe.:>’.,,~’,ces i Lh~s~.it~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

Massage and Facial 

dus[ the Right Touch Massage and Spa 

731 Broad Street, Durham 
~* 8.5 miles away ¢~ ....... "~ ..... ~" " " 

Savm~ s 50% 

geand Facial 

Scuba Certification with $50 to Spend 
on Snorkeling Set 

Carolina Dive Center 

5540 Atlantic Springs Rd, Raleigh 

24.9 miles away (~!em ye~r ,"m~..’,::o~ addlea!~) 

:~’~i:ii!i~ , ii~t i ]~1~:.~ 
Sa’v:r~g.~; 50% 

iX Scuba Certification with $50toSpend on 

Snorkeling Set 

Martial Arts or Self-Defense Classes 

United States Tae Kwon Do Institute 

5410 Hvcf 55, Durham 
~’~ 8.0 miles away (~!<im ye~r Am~..’,::o~ ad!.’,’,,’ea !) 

Say: mg.s 84% 

iN Martial Arts or Self-Defense Classes 

Online Game Design Training for One 
Year 

School of interactive Design 

Redeem Online 

S! !~ i~. U~.~ j~ 
Savings 92% 

i~ 
OnlineGameDesign TrainingforOne 

Year 

Eve# More Dea~s 



"~}i Coupon for One Free Kids’ Hot Ca rpet or U pholstery Clea ning 

Chocolate with Purchase of Any 

Espresso Beverage 

i.X.i $40 to Spend at Teleflora com 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
C:~Ip~ t <,.r Lq>b, oistely 
Ck~aI@~g 
Midtown Carpet Care 

Online 
$40 to Spe,~’,’t ~l 
Telefior~ ,co ~’.,s 
Teleflora 

.XII Customized Alpha bet Photo Art ...... $10 or $20 to Spend at The 
with Free Shipping Village Diner 

::~:+:; :: Two-Hour Fused431ass Class for 

One 

Online 
Ct.~stomized Ai~...hsb(~t Plsoto 
Art wi{i"., F~ee St=ippi.,’,,{? 
Great Big Canvas 

Hillsbo~ough 

$i0 o~ $20 to S~,’,e~’.,d ~’,t The 
Vili,?,ge Di",e/ 
The Village Diner 

Durham 
Tv~o-Hou,," }’-’=.ised-Gis.ss Ci~ss 
fo~ O .,’,, e 
Christal Cerrone Glass Designs 

~i Personalized Sta mper with 

Custom Faceplate 

% Custom Photo on Acrylic with 

Free Shipping 

::X:: Custom Canvas Prints or ...... 
Collage Plus Free Shipping 

Online Online Online 
Pelsolss.iized St~’,,,",spe,," wit..",, Custo,,",s [:;i’,oto o~~ Aciyiic wit..",, C:.istoI:"., Cs.is’v~s ,~’~riI~ts oi 
Cus(o,,"s ~"sseplel:e I.’.’/ee St’~ippir’,,9 Coiis{te PI~.~s {",~99 8i~,ii~,’~)i,"~,~ 

InvitationBox.com CreateMy\&;alls Canvas Focus 

X:: Personalized iPhone and 

Samsung Galaxy Cases with 

Free Shipping 

$30 to Spend at Shari’s Berries 
i~i On-Location Family Portrait 

Session with Prints 

Online Online 
,~’~eIso~:~::li~:~ed iPhols<~ sisal $30 to Spe~:d ~:~t 8hsl i’s., 
SaI:".,s~,l..".,g Gslsxy Csses witis B<~rI]es 
["~’ee !"hippi,qg Shari’s Berries 
Printerpix 

Du[ham / Chapel Hill 
Oml, oc~:=tiols Fm=".,iiy ,~’~oItr~it 

S~:ssiois witi’, Pdl"ts 
Lappegard Photography 

~:~ fi y 

i~il Personalize your offers 



or1 y,1)ijr !:sppii-’. o! Ar!droi(i [)evi()!~’ 

~o;~¸ inbo:( 
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FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 6:19 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Custom Holiday Photo Cards ] Custom Kindle Cases 

% 

40, 70 or 100 Custom Signature Flat 
Holiday Cards with Free Shipping 
Picaboe 

Redeem Online 

S~vir:gs ~3% 

:::~ 40, 70 or 100 Custom Signature Flat 
...... Holiday Cards with Free Shipping 

Coupon for 30% Off "Create Your 
Own" Custom Kindle Device Cases 

Amazon.eem, LLC 

Redeem Online 

i~"( Coupon for30% Off 

Even More Dea~s 

.Xi Coupon for One Free Kids’ Hot 

Chocolate with Purchase of Any 

Espresso Beverage 

Coupon for Select Kindle Books 
...... for $0.99 

::::*;;:: Personalized Packagefrom 

Santa Claus 

Online 

i’lo’~ Ci’,oo<,l::~te ,;’.4[t’: f:.:-.i~ci,,s.’,s~: 

Starbucks 

Online 

~£~4,ks i’(~r $0 :?:? 
Amazon Digital Services 

Online 
P~:isop~:&Ted F>.~ci<.~g~: from 

PackageFromSanta.com 

~:: Ca rpet or U pholstery Clea ning Two-Hou r Fused~31ass Class for iNi $10 or S20 to Spend at The 

..... One ....... Village Diner 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Midtown Carpet Care 

Durham                      Hillsborough 
"~%¢,..i’loc,’r F-.;sed..Gk:’,st Cl::~ss $10 o~ ;b2O to Sper~l ~[ "i’i,,e 

Christal Cerrone Glass Designs The Village Diner 



"~}i Customized Alpha bet Photo Art Online Game Design Training 

with Free Shipping for One Year 
i.X.i $40 to Spend at Teleflora com 

.~i Massageand Facial 

Onlh~e 
Onii=".,~ C,~,~"e ,:’esi,.’,,="., "I’!’sii~i!,,~ 

School of Interactive Design 

lized iPh ..... d 

Samsung Galaxy Cases with 

Free Shipping 

Online 
$40 to Spe,~’,’t ~l 

",’ele fie r~ ,co ~’.,s 
Teleflera 

,..... 

i~i 
On-Location Family Portrait 

Session with Prints 

Durham Online Durham / Chapel Hill 

Just the Right Touch Massage S~:~’,s~,l,,"<{; G~i~.,y C~sqs wit..",, S~:ssion witi’, Pdl"ts 
and Spa ~"ree 3hi...’.’@i",~ Lappegard Photograpl~y 

Printerpix 

l--iaven*t seen a~iy desis yo.,,~.l’ie il"4:elesie<:t i~i? 

::.~.iI Personalize your offers 

p~ "~ " ~ ............ <    "    Loc’-".,i 8,’<;,:} 
on your Apple o~ Android Device 

R}uow ~: [] [] 

% 







Up to 50% ofi List Price oR 8e, ie, ct Samsun~ 
TVs 

.0% Back in Rewards on Select Sony 4K i.U~’8 
H D Tds 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i Save 30;f~ ,st Mo:’e on Select L.aptops !ram ~!P 

Save 30% o~ More o~s Select i.aptops from HP 

j iXi S,s,,,e 75% on NoEson 360 ~,4ulti.Device 

Ssve 75% on NoRor; 3.60 ~qdk~-=. ,,s,~,,e 



iI~ii ..................................... 
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Audio & Home Theater 
Your ears wi~ thank yo~ See more 

Pb’~,"{:1 F’LAY:S or Pb’~,"{:5 ....... 

Free SONOS BRIDGE with Purc~ase of a $50 Off Select Ber~ts Mixr Her~dp~ones 
SONOS PLAY:I, PLAY:3, or PLAY:5 



Sii bw,r;of el" S pea k~is 

100 Off List Plice on a Sony Soundbar witls Save 66% on JBL ES20 High-Performance 
\r~reless Subwoofer Bookshelf S~;e;~kers 

Entertainment 
Deals i~ video games, movies, m~si¢, and boors See more 

i iX Shop Early Black I::ddsy Desls in ’,’idea Games [~ Up to 77% off ~-isr~y PotteE" O,smplete 8-Film Ooiiectlon 
and Gif~ S~-~ 

Shop Early BI~eR Friday Deals in Video Up to 77% off H;~rry Potter Complete 8oFilm 
Games Coliectiel~ a~,d Gift Set 

[:~iI Black FMda,i I-~its in Muf~ic Stalti,~g =~t $!~.9q [ iXi 53% Off Selected J ....... Bo:sd F’aperba,:s~:s 

Black }:’riday I-~:its i~ [v~usic S~a~’[in9 at $6,99 53% Off Selected James Bored Paperbacks 

Savings with Style 
Fasl~io~able finds fo~ women% me~ a~d k{ds ~..~9.~7¢~. 
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i~-~ LIp to 50% oii oiacke’~s & Coats for Worr[s4~, M~-n, Kids 
and B=3 b’~" 

Up to 60% off Jackets & Coats for Women, Men. 
Kids, and Baby 

~i TopWatch Gi’:Ss Fnder$1(i0 

Tep Watch Gifts U~;der $100 

i~i 25% Oii Shoes & H~ndbags 

(:’e;qlsto~;e .F.arrings Sea 4ing at $I 4.99 

: ..... Acer C720 Chromebook I :.: Samsun9 Chromebook 
.~ AcerC720 ............................................................. .’~ Lqar~SL:~lS ........................................................ 

: : c~, ...... ~ ..... This third-generation 
I: : c~. ....... 

g~s The Samsung Chremebeek is an 

’,    Chromebook is powered by the k ultraporta hie, sleek ,aptep for 

ne,~. ~nte~ Ce~e~on HasweJJ ~e~o- I eve,~day adventu~e~. ~t beets i~ 
____ architecture processor, has up to I seconds, has apps bu~Jt-i~, and 

8.5 hours of battery life, and is keeps getting better over time 

30% thinner than its with automatic updates. ~..¢1~.~:~. 

predecessor.- ~-.t.. Y.t] ..-’,.12 [¢ n,oi~ 

Toys & Baby 
Deals for the ~itt~÷ o~es on your Hat S@.@...R}.9[@ 



Up to 30% off Select Planes Toys 

~i ~(:~’ Or:6 Oal:oo Critters Toy Get One 50~: O1!: 

Buy One Calico ©~itters Toy; Get One 50°,6 Off 

...... An:,ason (3ift Cs rd 

Gilts Ira Young Readers Buy a RECARO P~oRIDE Convertit[e, Get a $60 
Amazon Gift Card 

Home for the Holidays 
7÷at~red d÷als for the ho~s÷ 8.f~...~Rr.e 

Top Bbck Fdd~y Deals in Home, Kitchen & 
Garder~ 

Save over 20% on Ou~ Bundt Bundle 
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auauauauauauauauauauauauauau i ........... uauauauauauauauauauauauauaua 
j iX 30% Oii P~rir~s Pro Plar~ Oal sr:d Dog Food 3 T:eals i:~i gave or~ Soled Car Oa:a P:oducis 

Treats 

Note t? ExpJore 

AS~S6SSOFJ@S 

,:.. ze Off Osprey Packs & Bags Go,: 20% Off $50 e~" ~,1o~e on B~ffin Ciott;h~g & 
Accessories 

....... Wherever You Go                                       " ..... 

Dow~ioad the Amazer~ Ap~;: St;op b~illions of U p to ..... ~ o:f oelect A~;ps ~r~d Games for 
Products Wi~eiever You Go Kids 



NOV 

.~i Holiday roy DA,e 
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Kindie 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mgos@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

mgoyt@yahoo.com 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 5:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kylie Goyton--Striker profile and intro 

Hello Coaches Dolrance, Ducar, and Palladino, 

Happy Thanlcsgiving! ! 

My name is Kylie Goyton and I am listed with NCSA for ladies soccer. I am writing to introduce myself and to invite you to review my profile. I am currently a junior 
at Oak Ridge ttigh School in the Northern California foothills. Should you take a look at my video I think yoffd find I might be the scoring forward your team would 

truly benetit from. 

I visited your school in July of this year during an East Coast trip and loved the campus and locality. Looking Ibrwavd to learning more and becoming a part of the 

Universib~! 

As a brief summary, I’m 5’8" tall and 140 pounds. I have excellent speed, strong shooting and crossing/passing capability, and have consistmNy been the striker and 

game breaker in nearly evely championship win in tournaments over the past 5 seasons. Two of my best assets are pinpoint accurate shooting into the e:~mme corners 

and long arcing shots. I have played 9 seasons and have 300 goals. The mofft memorable highlight of mine was taking a fidl defensive team as a lone forward from 54 

teams to the ’final 4’ in Association Cup of NorCal, and nearly mrming it all. There were times ruth my being guarded ’5 on 1". I have a packet with recommendations, 

further information and a DVD should you like it nmiled. 

Academically, I have a 4.0 mad am taking AP classes. My goal is to connect with the right college and succeed both in the classroom mad on the field. 

You can also quickly find me at youtube if you ~pe in Kyliehsforwavdstriker. There axe a number of clips listed as Kylie G. #24 that will allow you to get thmiliax with 

my s~le and play. 

My number is 916-939-6788 and email is mgoy~t@yahoo.com should you care to reach me. 

Thank you for your time, 

Kylie Goyton 

Click tlERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, November 25, 2013 12:57 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rm~kings Through November 24 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@mailer.memfirsl.net > 

Monday, November 25, 2013 11:02 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Caacolina Club 

Good momfilg and Hapw Monday from The Carolina Club! 

We’d like to say a big "Thank you" to all who have sponsored a UNC student for a Thanksgiving meal at the Club. We have had an oN-pouring of support and we are 

thrilled to let you know that we have over 160 students coming to enjoy a Thanksgiving meal and fellowship ruth us on Thursday. 

Sponsor a Student for a Thanksgi~4ng Day Meal 
During "the ThanksgMng holiday, "them are many out of state and iNemational students who are anable to travel home to be with their faanilies. The Carolina Club invites 
our Members to sponsor these UNC studeNs to celebrate our Great American ttoliday with a bountiful meal and [Ellowship. This is a free oiler tbr studeNs of UNC 
and is made available in the spirit of the season by donations of just $25 by you - our Carolina Club Members. 

We are still in need of sponsors so if you would like to join in our ef[brt to host these studeNs, please call Elizabeth Cheek at 919-962-9578 or email 
elizabeth.cheek@ourclub.com. 

Best wishes and Happy Thanksgiving! 

Upcoming Event Reminders: 

Thanksgiving Buffet 
(This is a Passport EveN) 

Thursday, November 28 

Seating Times: 11 am, 12:00 pm, 1:30 pm or2:30 pm 

Adults- $37 

Children 6 to 12- $17.50 
Complimentary for children 5 & under 

A feast your family will thank you for’. Our bountiful, grand buffet will feature traditional thvorites with all the trimmings, a special kid’s buffet, fresh baked desserts~ and 

a full bar. The seating times will fill up Fast, so make your reservations todw’. Eveu Club Member has a free Thanksgiving voucher in your passport. 

Carolina Football Tailgate 
(This is a Passport eveN) 
UNC vs. Duke 
Saturday, November 30 ] Doors Open - 9:00 am i Kick Of[’- 12:00 pm 
Tailgating at the Club is an exciting Member tradition l}aturing thce painting, pro[Essional DJ’s, live entertaJimaent, Tax Heel sports trivia, rattle prizes, delicious food, fun 
and [Hen(Is. 

tlands-on Cooking Class 
(This is a Passport EveN) 

Monday, December 21 6:00 p.m. 

$15 Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group Members] $25 Non-Group Members 

Just in time for the Holidays! Chef Ron will teach you his secrets to the perfect Christmas Cookie. 

Working Mom’s Lunch 
Wednesday, December 4 12 pm i A la Carte Lunch Menu 

Come together with other women who are juggling the demands of careers and motherhood to shaace ideas and to pl~ovide support and resources for working mothers 
in 811 stages. 

Prime Rib & Seafood Night 
Wednesday, December 41 5:30 pm - 9 pm [ $21 

Enioy an exceptional evening at an amazing value. Includes a house salad, 10 oz. prime rib OR fresh seafood eNrde, Chefs accompanimeNs and a glass of signatum 

wine. 

Lunch wifli General Manager, John Rodrit~Faez 
Thursday, December 5 I 12:00-1:00pm I Complimentmy 

Please join J.R. for lunch! This is a great oppormniF to hear about the new developmeNs happening in your Club and ask anything you have been curious about. To 

keep the conversation more personal, seating is limited to six Members per hmch. 

tloliday Brunch 

(This is a Passport EveN) 
Sunday, December 81 11 am - 2 pm I Adults - $221 Children 6-12 - $10 

Children 5 and under are complimenta~ 

The holidays axe a fun and festive time of yeaac - but can also be very hectic. Let us help recharge and rejuvenate with a bountiful, beautiful brunch buffet. 

Gingerbread House Decorating 
Sunday, December 81 1:00 pm I $70 per House 



We supply the hour, frosting, and all the goodies; you provide the imagination. We encourage all homebuilders to join us - but dofft forget that space is limited for this 

popular event so make your reservations today! 

Holiday Member Mixer 
Wednesday, December 111 5:30 - 7 pin 

Complimentary Hors d’oeuvres and Two Drink Tickets per person 

Bring a donation of a catmed food item to be donated to the Inter Faith Council’s Communib" Kitchen 

Toast the Holiday Season with us at The Carolina Club! Enjoy a bite, a beverage and the fellowship of friends. 

Fhle Liqueurs Tasting 
(This is a Passport Event) 

Thursday, December 121 6:00 p.m. - Welcome Social 6:30 p.m. - Tasling 

$15 Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group MembersI $25 Non-Group Members 

Enjoyed by themselves, or mixed, flavored liqueurs often go unnoticed. Join The Carolina Club bartenders to ta,ste some exciting brands including Disaronno, Bailey’s 

and Godiva, and learn how to cratt cocktails perfect tbr the holidays. 

Breakt:ast with Santa 
(Tlfis is a Passport Event) 

Saturday, December 141 Reservations are available at 8:30 am, 9:30 am or 10:30 am 

Ages 3 to Adult - $181 Complimentmy for clfildren 2 & under 

Ho’. Ho! Ho! Santa Claus is coming to town! Invite the entire family to share in the festivities including a delicious breald’ast buffet, holiday music, a visit with Santa, and 

a holiday cookie decorating s~tion. 

Happy Holidays Lunch Buffet 
For small groups mad office holiday parties 
Tuesday, December 17 i 12:00 pm [ $20 per person 

Too busy m plan a holiday hmcheon for your office staff; book club, civic organization or other group? Let us do it for you! Treat your fiiends and co-workers m our 

tbstive holiday lunch butt~t, complete with all the lrimmings. 

’Far Heel Basketball 
Men’s and Women’s Home Basketball Pre-Gmne Dining 

Get ready for all the high flying, ths~t breaking action on game day at The Carolina Club. O’Hmron’s Grill will be open with dining and beverage service 2 ~/2 hours 
before ALL UNC Men’s and Women’s home games. GO HEELS! 

Our 2013 Tailgate Partners 
Many thanks to or Tailgate Partners! Your support has enabled us to add more to our club tailgating events this year than ever before. We had a great kick offto the 
seamn over the weekend and we’re geared up tbr 6 more exciting home gmnes this thll. 

Joel Levy, CPA 
Pat Phelan, Edward Jones 
Pam Hemdon, State Farm 
Tar Heeled by Fan Feet 
Barbara Leedy, ATMA Hotel Group 
Michael Abernathy 
Todd Rust Wells Fargo Advisors 
Balloons and Ttmes 
Paint Savw 
Joe Bunn DJ Company 
Pepsi 
Long Beverage 

Breakfast is Served 
The Carolina Club now serves breakfast every. Monday - Friday from 7:30-9:30am in O’Herron’s (hill. Chef Oscar and his team have launched a fabulous breald’afft 
menu that is sure to get your dW started on a high note! See y’all at the Club for breakfast! 

N ew Amenities 

Consmmtion almost complete! Our new Member offices, conference room with full audio-visual capabilities and new furnishings in the Harvey Lobby are complete! 

We hope this will provide you with even more ways to meet and connect with friends, clients and colleagues while enabling you to work comfortably and efficiently 

while you are away from your home or office.. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sesha Gaston <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday. November 25, 2013 6:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Holidays At The CaJcolina Club 

. Your private event department has developed friendly menus for groups of 25 or less 
¯ We are always happy to create customized menus for you[ 
¯ We will provide separate checks for you and your friends this holiday season! 
. Your room will be festive! The Club will be decorated to the nines! 
. As our gift to our members, we are adding a glass of wine with a fruit and cheese plate for 

your family and friends! 

"I’o t:,~t~ a,d~::,~H,,,’t:~ p~a~, tx,,ok }.’,~.~r t,~,~..,qLday t..’,ar~y t..,’,~twe~ tod,~y ,~H,,,’d I}~L,," D~,,,’-" 6~}’~ 

Co.,,’,,,’,~ ,~," o~ oR,," I: a,~,@ sl..’,’,~",,,",~d *.l,,,’e }.’,,o.lidays w id’;, ~as ,~H 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular emafl list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kimly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:20 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Surf Rosters/Schedule Available on Spo(tsBoa:rd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 6:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Fitness Classes I Speed-Reading Course 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e." y<;u,~ ~.’,l-,~ee.=>’.m,c~s ] iJnsut~s trite4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

Savir!%~ 84% 

i~ Unlimited Fitness Classes 

Online Speed-Reading Course 
his Reading 

Redeem Online 

Savmqs 86% 

i.X Online Speed-Reading Course 

Eve~ More DeNs 

~i Coupon for Select Kindle Books 

for $0.99 

% Dental Exam, X-Rays, and 

Cleaning 
i.X.i Coupon for One Free Kids’ Hot 

Chocolate with Purchase of Any 

Espresso Beverage 

Online 
Co~.g>ol" %r Seiect Kii~die 

Amazon Digital Services 

:Ki Personalized Packagefrom 

Santa Claus 

Chapel Hill 
De,,",b’,i Bx~’,,,",s. X--Rsys, ~’.,~i 

Tarheel Family Dentistry 

Coupon for 30% Off i~i Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 



PackageFromSanta.com l’)~vk:e C4:’,s~~. Smile Bright Store 

Amazon.corn, LLC 

~i 40, 70 or 100 Custom Signature 
Flat Holiday Cards with Free 
Shipping 

Ca rpet or U pholstery Clea ning i.X.i $10 or $20 to Spend at The 

Village Diner 

Online Durham / Chapel Hill Hillsborough 
40.70 ,’,r i00 ©=.i:-’..t,’,m Caip4>t oi ..;~.4~ok~tqIy $1© or ~20 to ’.~:,,~>~:i~l at Ti’,4> 

witt~ ~-,"ee Si’,ippi,~’,~ Midtown Carpet Care The Village Diner 

Picaboo 

.]~iI $40 to Spend at Telefi ...... Custom Photo on Acrylic with 
...... Free Shipping 

::~:: Massageand Facial 

Online Online Durham 

"i’eiefio,~:~ cot=’, Free :Z;hi..’.’Oi",~ Just the Right Touch Massage 
Teleflora CreateMyWalls and Spa 

~:~ fi ~.," 

i~il Personalize your offers 

% 

,~.,O L’, &:~i 

or1 y,1)i~r !:~ppii-’. 0! ~t\r!droici [)evi(;!? 

you:¸ in bo~ 

i~i3 �mail wr~s sent fron-: :~ notifi~:~zti,:~n-on~’:; en-:~:il :~ddre:,:, thr~t ,.~d-:not ~z,.,.~d,t ~nco:]!ing cmai~ 20! 3/~.n-:~:z,:~n ~ o~:al ,:~i ~ts 

~fli~i~te~. Aii ;i~hts ~e~e:’,~:~l i~:Y~,~z~ Local ~:nd ~i~e A;~a~o~ ~.~¢;~1 io~o ~:~ ~:~:d~:ks ,’~[,~,m~:z~n co;q inc o; its ~:[[ili~:!~’~ 

/-,rn~zcn o~ ~ , 4¸ 0 i.~rrv ,\,~e:] e N., Se~ftie WA 9~10!%5210 Ret~:ikcnce: 74443!~40 



Senti ~u~da ~e~b 26i ~0i P M 

S u bje n s ~an ~ a i 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i ~o~d ~ot D~ o~ ~ ~,, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Today’s Featured Lightning Deals 
Av~i~aS~÷ for a ~imited tim÷~ while s~pp~ies last See more 

E:<pio~er Dial & Lem!n F’ilo~;e Utilit~ Winch (2 000ib 

5:00 PM EST / 2:00 PM PST: VTech Dora ti~e 5:00 PM ESt" ,,’ 2:00 PM PST: Superwi~ch 
Explorer Dial & Learn Phone LT2000 u~: w v’~ n~n ~,LO~ b~ 



_.i.~.i 5:30 PM ESii 230 PM PST: Dearioams Women’s 
Walp Zig-Zsg Scsff Headband =3nd JeEsey Glove Set 

5:30 PM ESt"’ / 2:30 PM PS’~’: Dea~foams iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

\A/omen:s ~,J’*Js rp Zig-Zag Stair Headba,~d and Wo,men’s W.~(877 Csldio CrossoTrsi~i~g Shoes 
Jersey Giove Set 

xi 7:00 PM ESTI4:00 F’M F’ST: Nickelodeon B,s~s 2-7 iXi 7:2,:, Prq ESTi4:20 PM PST The Polar Express 

7:(0 PM EST / 4:00 PM PST: lxJickeiodeon Boy.~ 7:20 PM EST / 4:20 PM PST: Tt;e PoJ~l- 
2.."/ Feer~ege Mu~a~t Ninja Turties 2 Piece Exp~’ess 

Pajsmas 

-- 
..... 

8:30 PM ESI’/5:..0 PM PS’[: Timex Mer:’s bor:ms:l ~i 8:30 PM ES[/5:30 PM PSI’: Csraveile by Buiova 
Combo Twincept Resln Strap ’~%’at,sh W,smel:,’s 43L010 CIystal i:~.c~ented ~/’,,’hlte Dial Wstch 

8:30 PM EST / 5:30 PM PST: Timex Men’s 8:30 PM ES" / 5:30 PM PS’I": Ca~eveile ~y 
iionmsn Combo Twincept Reshs Strap Watch Buiova Women’s 43L010 Crystai Accented 

White Dial VVatch 



NiMH 12-.’Pack Reck, a:’geable Batteries 

8;50 PM~,~.~’T / 5:50 PM PST: AmazonBasics 
.AAA Ni~,,~H 12oPack Rech;~rgeable Batteries 

::~:: 11 20 PM EST/8:20 P,’%t PST Har!y Potter and ~he 

Ci:amber oi Secrets [Bl:~4a,/] 

9:-t0 PM EST / 6:40 PDi PST: eMedia Piano 
For Dummies 

~:: 12:40 #,M EST/9:40 P,’%t PST: F’roForrr~ Power 795 

lm.sdmiii 

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{ 

11:20 P~,~I EST / 8:20 P~,~I PST: H;~rry Peter and 12:40 AM .F.ST / 9:40 PM PST: ProForm Power 
the Chamber of Secrets [Bk~.-ray] 795 f~eadmili 

Note to ExpJore 
@~’eat deals from Earth’s biggest selection See more 

The AlJ.-Ne,4¢ Ki~.die Fire HDX ?" fstiet ElectK~nics Gif~ G~ide 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii X! Ho~idsv roy L:~,t X! Oow~ioa~ ti-:~ A,-~zo~: ,~pp si:ep m:iiie~, of Phodvcis 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii h’oliday Toy List Oownio~d the Amazon App: Shop Millions of 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii P~oducts Wi~erever Yo~ Go 

i~i .................................. 





BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiii~iiiii!iiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!i!i!i!i!iii!iii~!ii~iiiiiii~!~i!i!iii!iiiii~ii!~ii!~!~iiiii!iii~!ii~iii~!ii~ii~!!ii!~i!iiiiii!~!ii~iiiii!iii~i~iii~!!i~iiiiiii~!~i!i!i~iii~iii~i!~iii~iiii!~ii!!iii!iii!iiiii!ii!~ii!~iiiiii!~!ii~i~iii~!ii!i~!!iii~iiiiiii!iii~!!i~i~iiii!i!~ii!~i~i~i~i~i~!~!~!~i~i~i~i~!~i~i~i~i~!~i~i~i~!~!~i~!~i~i~i~!~i~!~i~i~i~!~i~i~!~!~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:09 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dog Daycare or BoardingI The Inn office Patriots] and 1 more 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e." y<;~.i,~ ~.’,le.fe.:>’.,nc~s i Lh~s~.it~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham / 

i.’~i Holiday Deals 

Dog Daycare or Boarding Visits 

Chapel Hill Pet Resod 

6416 Alexander Dr, Chapel Hill 

}* 4.6 miles away �’ ....... "~ ..... ~" " " 

lI 

ii.~ Dog Daycareor Boarding Visits 

One- or Two-Night B&B Stay and 
Cooking Lesson with a Former ~rhite 
House Chef 

The hm of the Patrio{s 

301 Cleveland Ave, Grover 

:iii!iiiii~= ...... ! !~! ii I~ I~    ~ 
Sa~,m~ s 39% 

iX One- or Two-Night B&B Stay and Cooking 

Lesson with a Former White House Chef 

Personalized Package from Santa 
Claus 
PackageFremSanta.cem 

Redeem Online 

I:~:~ ]~...~ 
~lavi F:~£ 52% 

iX Personalized Packagefrom Santa Claus 

Even More DeNs 

Xi Coupon for Select Kindle Books N: Coupon for One Free Kids’ Hot    iNi Dental Exam, X-Rays, and 

for $0.99 Chocolate with Purchase of Any Cleaning 

Espresso Beverage 

Online Online Chapel Hill 

Amazon Digital Set,vices of A~~y ~:-:-:..p~I~Ss{~ [-’.’.ever~:~: Tarheel Family Dentistr~ 



~}i Coupon for 30% Off 

Starbucks 

Onine Speed-Reading Cou rse i.X.i Unlimited Fitness Classes 

.Xi 40, 70 or 100 Custom Signature 

Flat Holiday Cards with Free 

Shipping 

Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 

Durham 

Tactical Kung Fu and MMA 

::~:+:;:: Massageand Facial 

Online Online Durham 
40; 70 o~ i O0 Custom Smiie Bdgist T<~etls;~.,]~it~clsilsg ,,"~’l~:~ss~:~ge 8.isal F~cis.i 
S~{tr’,,:~d:s,~e I.’.’ls( Hoii@"y C~’ds "i’res{r,,"ie,qt Just the Right Touch Massage 

,~’.4{t’: I.’.’/~e Shippi,,’.,~ Smile Bright Store and Spa 
Picaboo 

~i Online Game Design Training 
...... for OneYear 

>f Ma rtial Arts or Self-Defense 

..... Classes 
::X:: Galle[yWrapped Canvas 
....... Skyline Print 

Online Durham 

OrAil"~ Gsmo L.’,osi~l-" Tr~i,,",ii~8 M.~lti~i Arts o,," S~Af-D~:fom~,:, 
".<o~ O,,",e Yes/ Cl:~ss~s 
School el htteracfive Design United S~a~es Tae Kwon Do 

Institute 

Online 
Gs.Iiery Wi~s=pped C~,,",w:~s 
Skyh,qe i:-" r i ,,’., { 
Imagekind 

i.X.i Personalize your offers 

[}OWII,O~::I<i til~) t.,’(-.x~. .£,,.,’~K-)IIIO~",, =,,o()1..’,,~ (-~p~) 
OFf yOd!" Ii, l)!)i~! 0~" l>.I~.q!Oid Dl!’v:C.9 

This mess~’.fje ,~,s:s senl ~o the [oilo,~,infj ,s4qs~ add:,sss: 8qson@uncs:~ ~s~c {,d(: Not inl,s~ested i~/,m~zo~ [.oc~’.i em~ils? i~;s 

eas~’ to u:~.~:~t:..~::::dt:.~ [£e sur~ ~¢ add Loc~.lDeals ~8zon corn ~.s ~¢;.1~ a~ess book or ~.~e se~der9 list so ot~ emails ~et D3 

This {-[~il ,v;~ sent [~¢m a [~¢tif[cat[on-,x,[~if emal a~:d~ess th;~t cannc,[ accept i[~c.smmg {-[~il ¢: 20 ~ 3 Amazon L¢C~q or i[~ 

Amazon! Local 4!0 ie~rvAve!lue ~ , 8ea~ie ~/~. 9L~I09.~J210 Refere~ce 75!_~28~50 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kimly <stephen.kiraly@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11:48 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Surf Cup and Texas Cup Rosters and Schedule Available 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F~~66~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Heading to Surf Cup or Texas Cup this weekend? 

SportsBoard has the rosters and schedufe available for both events. 

Please let us know if you would like this information imported to your 

account. 

Also, pEease let us know of any tournaments and showcases you will be 

attending in the coming weeks so we can work on getting the rosters 

together. 

Regards, 

Jack Dagley 

SportsBoard 

¢15 847 5667 
~,.sportsboard~win.com 

i’Mobile Player A~,e~,~,ment Sofution~ ---. THE FUTURE IS NOW’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kimly <stephen.kira]y@stx~(tsboard-mn.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:00 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

SportsBooad Wishes You A Hapw Thanksgiving! 
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ii~iiiiii [~,’ii ....... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 3portsBoard 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .Customers, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii As 

t~e 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~pproach 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:he 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii3~idays 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyear~ aft of us here at SportsBoard are thankful for our good health, and our family iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiand close friends with whom we can cefebrate our lives. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiWe wish alf of you a ve~’ Happy Thanksgiving. Have fun, and be safe! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRe~ards~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiThe SportsBoard Team 







~:i Kindle Fire HDX, from $229 i iXi Televisions 

[2i Videoe .... l iXi Toys&G .... 



i i~i Sho~s ~;i Clothing 

shoes 

:;~ill Watches i i~i Jewelry 

xi neo~th s Beauty                    i iXi Patio, Lawn S Qo~den 

Heaith & Beauty                              Patio, Lswn & Garde,,’~ 



i iXi Tools & Home Improv ..... t ~:i Kitchen & Dining 

Kitchen & Di~i~g Tools & Home [mprovemep.t 

:;~ill Dell Ph .... & A ..... ies j i~i Headph .... 

2i Books i ::::+;]:: Music 

Books Music 



~ii Movies & TV [iXi Soft ..... 

Movies & TV ~5of~wa~e 

~i 8ports & Outdoors [ iXi Pet Supplies 

8p(~rts & O~tdoors Pet Supplies 

~i Musical Instruments [ ::::o:::: Automotive 

Musical i~~stmme~sts Automotive 



~i Black Friday Deals Week at Amazon com. 

Fi.,"~<~ (~.,"~at /’)~aiS O,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,i:~ St~:,,l~’,,~’i~:f~ 

.,",/~e,iies & ~V 

Ki!~die 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ki:-~di,,.~ Pap’e~wh}l:,’-~ 

i’;indie Fiie HD 

i@~dle F}re HDX 

i!~sta r~t \’ide~ 

[,~ :.iSiO 

hiP0 

Home. i,(i!x ise~i 8 Di!sir~g 

()f~;:ce & Schoo;: S~;ppli,<!s 

?-I,’) ~?] ,1! i ~?] D reve!]’2,s! p ~ 

(}~e(:i~r!i 

Paii.’) I.~iwr] & (~ir,cl!:wi 

Heslt~ & Pemor~a~ Cars 

Amax.’)~i Mcbiie Apps 

GiR Cards 

i-}!1 ~ A~I: 





Or!! A m a ~ ~ n ~miB!a ~ k E~i d a~ ~ s~re ne ws @ a ~ a z 

We e 



Electronics 
Save o~ gifts everyo[~e will enjoy See more 

iX Up to 45% o!t List ~:’do..~ on Seiect Samsune Premium :::~:: : Onb $54 99 for a SoF.,,i ’Tv’i-Fi Biu-rs’¢ Fiavel 
]Vs 

Oniy $54.99 ior a So~,y Wi..Fi Blu..~’ay Playe~ Up to 45% off List Pdce on Select 8amss~g 

Premium T’4s 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



J~3L SBt 00 Seu~dbar Im $99,95 8ave up to $200 o~’., Seiect Deft ".,"ouci~ P©s 

Entertainment 
Dea~s o~ movies~ video games, and m~sic S.@.e...!~.@.?.e 

::.X.i Up lo 63% 0,2 ~4c~de & TV Sho~’s on Biu -ray and DVD Special Disnt~ i~i~;il’u C;qfer/kvaik~ble ExciL:t~ivt~iy ~t 

Amazon 

Up to 63% off ~diovie & TV %sows ols Bluoray Special Dislsey Infinity Offer Available 
snd DVD Exciusively ~t Amazon; 

Best-SeJii~;g CDs $7 and Under 25% or Mo~e Off Seiect ~dior~ster Headphor~es 



iI~ii ..................................... 



Cameras 
Deals for aH types of photographers See more 

Nikon D3200 DSLR with 2 Lenses, Memory 
Ca~d: 8~d Bag fo~ U,,’~de~ $500 

~i Save i p to S;’O on Select Sony Video Action Csn:,e=’ss 

Save up to $70 an Select Sony Video Action 

O~ ,,’13¢ ~’8 s 



Oame:’=ss 

Canon EOS 60D Digital SLR Camera Sta~ing Save up to $200 or, Select Fujifilm XoSe~ies 
Under $(400 Digitai Camera-:~ 

Home and Portable Audio 
N~sic to your ears See more 

10% Off o~" Mo~e on Seieet Bose He;adpho~;es tJ~; to 60% off Seieet Pt;ilips Electronie-:~ 

Up to .0 ,o of, Seiect ,~an’~. Hi-Fi St;elf° 2.> ,~ Off ;~n D~;kyo 7.2oOi~annel Network 
Svste ms Re ce ive ~ 

Savings with Style 
Fashio~able finds for anyone o~ your list .S.#.#...!~.9!’.# 



i~-< Uo to C:.0% oii o~ckets & Cc,~ts fcr Wome:~. Men. Kids i~i 25% Ofi Boots; 8.:iip[~J~s & I’.,1o~o ¯ 
and B.sbV : : 

Ijp to 60% Off Jackets & Coats fo~ ~/’,iomen. Men. 25% Off Boots, Slippers & Mere 
Kids, and Baby 

xi S~edi!lc Siiv~.r S~-n~i~le~;ts St~ti~g ~ !~:I,,199 ] iXi -i? ~c, ~0% cfl Select Tv~o-Tone ~’~’~tct,~,:~ 

Ste~’lir~9 Siive~ Ser~time~;ts Sta[tin9 at $19.99 !Jp to 80% off Seiect Two-Tone ~,"gatc~e-:~ 

Kindle & Books 

Knde I 

Kindie }:i~e HD!, Item $229 $1.99 o~ Less Ki~sdle Books 



","aRe a~ -Ext,8 30% off Any Book tip to {10% o, C%~,~s ,o~ ~:"op Culture, du~kies 

For the Home 
Featured deals for the house and car S.e£..!Y~£~.e 

Z 
[~;i 25% Off 8515c~ Dyson Technoio~ly j iXi $25 Off a $1011, Mskita Purc’i~ase 

25% Off Select Dyson Teclsnology 825 Off a 8100 Makita Purclsase 

~i T,sols & Home imprc~iement E~]ack Friday D~els Up t,s d5% ,sff i’.]CAA/t, ut,smotive Ac~sssories 

Tools & Home ImprovemeD.t Biack F~iday Deals Up 1o 45% off N©AA Automotive Accesso.qes 

Note to Explore 
[qore deals from Earth’s Wggest selectio~ S.~.f~...~1~.9.[~. 



J iX] -ip to 2S~ off TimbuR2 Bags ~] ,’%tYH,S, BIT corn -i p ~o i~;0% off Seiect ~’.=.ll;t~-r R~ir~ 

’?.’,oot ~, !:o,, \tdc~m e~! 

Up to 25% off Timbuk2 B~gs MYHABiT tom Up to 60% off Select Hunte~ R~in 
Boots Ion" Women, 

L i 
...... [o~ B~b~ J ...... Verizor~ 

G~Je.~t Oor;t~’ibutor Rosie Pope Shat’es Her Phones Starting at a Pe~ny from AT&T, Spd~t, 
Favorites ior Baby and Verizon 





~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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% 



We e 



~i ~Eack F~i¢!a,! DaelsYVae~ 







BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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liiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiil 

~: .................................. 



i~i BEack F:idsv Desis A:e Hera 
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BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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TVs & Home Theater 
Save o~ gifts everyo[~e will enjoy See more 

:[:+:] i .’-,0% C~.,., [.~st .’Price o~ Samson=3,[,,’ #;0-i~ci~ i080p ]201-~z [~i Up to 45% off List F’d~s on Seled t~amsung Premium 
...... Slim .’-.~ma ~I LED HD[V ...... ]~’s 

50% Off’ List P~’ice or~ Samsu~g 60-i,,’~c~ I050p Up to 45% elf Lis~ P~’ice or~ Selec~ Samsung 
120H£ Siim ,~,ma~ LED HDTk/ Premium TVs 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Disc Playels 

Up ~.e 30% off List F"rice e ~ ,~-,eb~t ,>~ m.~ ~g BI~- Roku I-~O S~.reami~g bledia Player Ie~ Only 
ray Disc Players $39.99 

A u d i o 

i~ S’=00 A~;~azor~ c’o!~; PF,s~;~o~ion~i Credit w[~h I- urc’h~se i~i i0’{ 0’2 Select Beats Hesdpbs~;es 

ol SO,"JOS3 PLAYBAR " " 

$I O0 Amazon.corn Promotio~;al Credit with 10% Off Seiect Boats Neadphor~es 
Purchase el o..,N~o RLAYBAR 

.~[i Ss’,’e tip to 40% on Seied ii-loma Audio .’Products ...... 

Saw~" up to 49% on Seiect iHome Audio Products Up to 6;9% off Select Philips Electronics 



iI~ii ..................................... 



i~ii EEa~o~ics Gi~ G,Jide 
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Electronics 
The~e°s somethi~g for eve~yo~e i~ ÷l÷~tro~ic~ See more 

2 
............... s~,~,~ ~o,~ s~ 7,~ 9~ 

Ki~;die Fire HDX, from $229 Amazon Exci~P:~ive PS Vita Vv~iki~;g Dead Oigitai 
B~mdle Ion" $174,99 



Select C,3non and Nikon DSE..Rs 

.;~i ,~’~,r 2F;% off LJfeProoi Osses ior iPi:o~e 4 & iPhor:e 5 

F,~ee Roku I Streaming Playel with Pu,~chase of Over 25% off LifePreef Cases far iRhe~,e 4 & 
Seiect Ca~on and Nikon DSLRs iPhone 5 

Computers & Accessories 
Dea~s on the ~atest ~aptops and tablets See more 

::.g $200/:’. ........ ’GiftCsrd~,’ithSelect h:,teFPo,,’ve,-ed2-in-      i:~:~:I 8 ....... ptoSiSOonSeie,:!,\ce,PCs 
Es and Ui~!sbooks 

;200 Amazon Cift Card witt; Select h~telopowered Save up to $I 50 on Select Aeer PCs 
24r~..I s a,,’~d Uitrabaake 

Tablet 

Save $I 00 e,,’~ ti~e ASLiS Vivetab Sma#. M E400C Save 80~X~ on Ne~le~ ~6~ ~lh..Des ~(, 
Tablet 

Entertainment 



Deals i~ movies~ video games~ musi¢~ a~d books S.e.e...m.ore. 

_ _ ...... 

Les ML,~,~,bl ..~, ,~ ~,~ (,, Digital     $3.99 Save u~) to 30% o~ Selec~ EA Video Games 

Black Fdday Hits in M~sic Starting at $6,99 Black Friday Deals in Books 

Toys 
Dea~s for the little ones o~ your ~ist S.e.e..~!’@.[f~ 

Saw~ up to 30% on Select Disobey Pri~;cess Up to 50% Off Select Star Wars Figures 



~:~r~schooi Toys 

Ssve 8p ~o 50% on Select V’l’ech Irffsnt and Save up to 35% on Sele¢~ Little Tikes 
Presohooi Toys 

Savings with Style 
Fas~io~aS~÷ f#~ds for women,, m÷~, a~d kids ~S.e.e...~:n£Ee 

2 
IN ~P ,’~ ~0 x, ,~fl ~-~.j~.ms~ & r ,~be~ ,o. ,~,or.en, Me., INI 2~ ~ C,,, Silces & Handbags 

~=ds. arid Ssbv " " 

Up to 60% off Paiarn~:~s a Robes fro" VVemen, 25% Off St;oes a Hsndbsgs 
Me~,, Kids, and Baby 

I ~ "iOt " ’ ¯ L o to ,, t ,o off Jewelry, {Jp to 70% off Select St;oft Watct;es 

Nore to Explore 



Up to 94% off Print & Digital Magazines 





~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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[~ Sharp 60-Inch Smart LED HDTV for Under $998 .~iI C .... A1400 for $69.99 

Sharp 60..1~(:i~ Sn’i~t LED ~’4D’I’V for U~de~ $998 Cano~ Ai400 for $~9,99 

i 

2i Roku HD St .... ing Player for $39.99 i iXi S ..... p to $100 on Select S ..... g Tablets 

I~ $60 ~,~owbone ~,~ ~o×W,re,ess ~,uetooth I ~e,ect ~eots,eodph .... 



[:~ 57% Off Onkyo TX-NR616 72-Ch .... I THX4Dertified 
Network AN Receiver 

57% Off On~%~e TX-NR616 7.2°ChanP, ei THX- 

~4,,=~d Netwoik A;V Receiver 

%’i Up to 60% Off Jackets & Coats for Women, Men, 

Kids, and Baby 

Lip to 6~,% .Ji, J~cke~s .~ Coa,s ier v,~, ~.. , 

Men, Kids, and Baby 

%’i U p to 70% Off Jewelry 

Up ~.e 70% Off Jewelry 

.~i 22% Off Escort Passport 9500ix Radar/Laser Detector 

22% Off Escort Passport 9500ix Radar/Laser 

Detector 

i~i Take 25% Off Boots, Slippers & More for Women, 

Men, and Kids 

Take z,.. 7,:. Off Boo~s: Slippers & More for 

Women, Men, and Kids 

i i’~’i U p to 70°/o Off Watches 

Up to 70% Oil Wad.cites 
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i i~ Up to 64% Off 

Up to 64% Off "Homelsnd" Seasons I and 2 

%’i 51% Off the Harry Potter Hardcover Boxed Set 

51% O,f the Harry Rotte~" HaK~cover ~,oxed Set 

] ::~,{ Hot Music Deals Albums Starting at $699 

Hot Music Deais Albu,,"ns Starting at $6.99 

63% Off 

63% Off "The Lord of the Rings: The Motion 

Pictu,~e Trilogy" on Blu-ray 

] i’~’i Up to 50% Off Select 

Up to 50% Off Select "F.or D m~mies" [.’cooks 

$25 Off a $100 DEWALT Tools and A ...... ies 

Purchase 

$25 Off a $100 DEWALT "[’ools a,,’~d AccessoFies 

PuK:h~se 
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i i~ Save 69% on the BrotherCS6000i Sewing Machine 

Save 69% on t~e Bra~he~ CS6000i Sewing 

Macazine 

::.X.i Buy 1, Get 1 50% Off Select Men’s Grooming Basics 

Buy t, Get I 50% Off 8eiect Men’s Greeming 

Basics 

.{#~i 25% Off Select Dyson Vacuum Cleaners and Fans 

25% Off Select Oyso~ Vacuum Cieane~s and 

Fa,,’~ s 

.~i Save upto40% on the Kushies My Bag The Ultimate 

Daycar~/Overnight Bag 

Save up to 40% e,,’~ the Kusi~ies My Bag The 

Uitimate DsycsreiOvemight r:~,ag 

Save 50% on Harry & David Signature Chocolate 

....... Truffles 

Chocolate Truffies 

i’~ Save 40% on a Marseille Le C ..... t 8-Piece 

....... Cookwa re Set 

Save 40% on a Marseilie Le Creuset 8-.~;iece 
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~i Black Friday Deals Week at Amazon com. 

Fi.,"~<~ (~.,"~at /’)~aiS O,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ <, il~l’.’,i:~ St~:,,l~’,,~’i~:f~ 

.,",/~e,iies & ~V 

Ki!~die 
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i’;indie Fiie HD 

i@~dle F}re HDX 

i!~sta r~t \’ide~ 

[,~ :.iSiO 

hiP0 

Home. i,(i!x ise~i 8 Di!sir~g 

()f~;:ce & Schoo;: S~;ppli,<!s 

?-I,’) ~?] ,1! i ~?] D reve!]’2,s! p ~ 

(}~e(:i~r!i 

Paii.’) I.~iwr] & (~ir,cl!:wi 

Heslt~ & Pemor~a~ Cars 

Amax.’)~i Mcbiie Apps 

GiR Cards 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LBSTEVENSON@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

LBSTEVENSON@EC.RR.COM 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 7:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Disney Toumanlent 

Hello Coach, I have been intereffted in this University for a while, not only for its athletics but for its academics and cumcnlum as well. Numerous times have I came to 

watch and enjoy the women’s soccer team play and compete against other teams and I have also attended a soccer camp in the past which was a great experience. I 

am asking you to watch me play’ at the Disney tournament coming up soon. I have a passion for soccer and believe that I can compete at the collegiate level. I have 

been invited to guefft play with the 95 JASA Coastal Surge team but I am not sure what number I will be yet. Our team colors include black, red, and white. Here is 

the link to our schedule http:i/events.gotsport.com/events/schednle.aspx?EventID 32216&GroupID~84782&Gender=Gifls&Age 18 1 hope to see you there! 

Attached to this emaJl is a link to my "highlights" which are also included in my profile tbr this NCSA website. Thank you for time and consideration! 

http:/iwww.youtube.com/watch?v uxu7ni~BiA 

Kristina Stevenson, 2015 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 
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How The Recruiting Process is Like Thanksgiving Dinner 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
X This Thursday wh,e you’re cooking droner, think ...... 

about hewthe recruiting process ~s a ~ot ,ke 
Thanksgiving dinner. It takes a ton of time, 
preparation and hard work to be successful. 

Student-athletes should realize that in recruiting, 

it’s better to over-do something than under-do it, 

especially when a scholarship is on the line. So, 

think about how happy your family is while they.. 

T il.g    s To De Thank For 
The Recruitin Process From The Recruiting Vault: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ g ii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

__ Making and Receiving Phone 

Itsthetimeof,earwhenever’ 

i i~i 

’ " y yone is Learn some tips for making phone 

saying what they are thankful for! Let’s calls to college coaches and how to 

not forget to say what we are thankful maximize the time to leverage your 

about in the recruiting process, scholarship chances. 

From The Desk Of Our Founder 

,n preparati0n f0r the h0,days, trave, and the ,ew ear 
I ahead,, decided to clean, so~, s,~, and f,le all the loose papers and paraphernalia taking up space in my office this 

I I week. There’s something cathartic about not only a clean 

I Islate’ but ab°ut the process and reflection it takes to get 

I I there. Old newspaper articles from my first days of 
recruiting 

r i r i i i ii;i ii;ii}i }i iiii ii)ii} i;i 
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~i C~,bmr Mo~day DealsWeek 







~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 
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i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 
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Amazon.com/ Yo~rA)’~A~o~3 Z.o..[!..~."~’~.~...P...e.A!~ ~’~’~..~ 

.?~i ...................................... 

Looking for holiday gift ideas? Browse 

our editors’ picks for the year’s giftiest 

books-4rom fun reads that will entice 

even the most occasional reader to flat- 

out gorgeous tomes designed to wow 

true bibliophiles, chosen by Amazon 

Books Editors, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Editors’ Gift Picks 
Lot oo~ ~.~i~o.. hoop yo.. pio, ~.o p~oo~ gi~ book s~...~ 

~iI Our Favorffe Quirky & Fun Gifts [ i~i Coffee Table Showpi .... to Give (and Get) 

O~" Favorite Quirky & Fun Cifts Coffee Table.~ Showpieces to Give (a~d "~ ..... 



i iXi Gift Picks for Kids and T ..... ~:i Editors’ Picks in Holiday Entertaining 

-Editors’ Picks i,,’~ Hoiiday Entertaining Gift F;icks Ion Kids and iee,,’~s 

Best Books by Category 

[£i My~e~, Thriller & Sus~nse i ~ R ...... 

MystePy, Th,dile~ & Suspense RomaP, c÷ 

:~i Literature & Fiction i i~i Nonfiction 

Litelatule & Fiction Nonfiction 





~i Take an extra 30% off aay books 



BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 4:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By The Masters Experience 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Member Exclusives - Exclusive Benefits for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 

~iii The Masters Experience 2014 







We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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~}i The Best Books of 2013 

The Best Books of 2013 

[%’i GiftsforYoung Readers 

Gilts Ion Young Readers 

i iXi Editors’ Favorite Quirky & Fun Gifts 

Edito,~s’ Favorite Quirky & Fun Gifts 

i i’~’i CelebratingtheS ...... in Children’s Books 
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Editors’ Picks in Holiday Entertaining i i[:+:]i Award-Winning Books 

EditoFs’ Picks in Hoiiday E,,’~b~r~aining Awa~d-VWming @ooks 
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12 Days of Holiday Deals: December 3 
Save 53% or more o~ limited-qua~tity dea~s~ w~i~e supplies 

lasto See more 

xi :::< 

"Tt;e Goidfi[;ch" o 8 a.m. to 12 pro. RST "Th<.~ Cuckoo’-;; C;:dii[;g" - 12 p.m. to 4 p.m PST 



HoJiday Deals in Books 

T~, T~ T~m~.~ C~ 

Most Wished For by Category 
Etrowse boors most ofte~ added to Wish Lists a~d F~÷gistrieso 

See ~ore 



Mys[ery, "[hrille~ & ~ ........ , o ~,pens~, Refinance 

i~i Bioq:eph:es & ~,/.’emoi~, Cookbooks. Food & Vvir~e 

Biographies & Memoirs CookL~ooks, F.ood & Wine 

Featured in Best BooRs of 2013 ...................................... 

Literature & Fiction Nonfiction 



Chiidre~fs B(~(~ks lee~ & Your~g Ad~.Elt 

~,’i .................................... 





Eieotroaics ]’oyg & (~8~]:9g 

Video G ~m~s [-}c~ by 

Sporis $ ©:.4doers ~ewelry 

Auton:ot}ve Watches 

i!xii;s~!iai & Scientific Bea:.4y 

Pril~e Magazines 

Home, Kitchen & D}I:II~g 

O?:k:e & School Supp’ii~ ,s 

I-!o r~i!:’ i r~ i p r ov!~" r!l!:, [1!: 

Ps~tio, i.S~,V,~[S 5 G;MdS~; 

Hesith & Persol:sl Care 

Ar!sszon Mobile ,~\pp ~ 

Gift Cards 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraly@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 1:14 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CASL and National League Roslers and Schedule Available 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Heading to CASL er National League this weekend? 

SpertsBoard has the rosters and schedufe available fer beth events. 

Please let us knew if you would like this information imported to your 

account. 

Also, pEease Eet us know of any tournaments and showcases you will be 

attending in the coming weeks so we can work on getting the rosters 

together. 

Regards, 

Jack Dagley 

SportsBoard 

¢15 847 5667 
~,.sportsbeard~win.cem 

i’Mobile Player A~,e~,~,ment Sofution~ ---. THE FUTURE IS NOW’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nlailer.memfirsLnet > 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 4:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thank You 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

g~:#~:ros~,t? a~d M#dm~s~ e#ab~,ed #s t~> s~:r~ ~ 171 st#d~#ts a 
Tb~~ks~d~ i~g mc, a~ at t~c" Chub. 

Pka,’~e follow this link t~ read ~ca~ mcdk/c~>vera!,~e of lhe 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Featured Toys 

Up to 50% off Video Games Plush Up [~ 35% off B’ionster High 



The Best Chiidren’s Books of 2013 
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i~ii T~y Drive 
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TVs & Home Theater 
Save oR gifts ÷veryo#÷ will e~joy See reo~e 

c 
S’¢s[er~3s 

Cyber Mo#d~y Deals ,¢,ieek Savi#.~t-:~ i# TV. "Jp to $100 off Seiect Sony Bl~.i-rr~y Home 
Vid,:~o & i\~dio "[’i~eater Sys~,:~ms 



’:..’i~c Pir~ver~ Select Sony 4K Ultra HO TV 

Up to 30% off List Price on Select Samsung ~698 Off a Sony 4K Ultra HD ~,.4edia Piayer with 
Bh~qay Disc Players ~ Select Sony 4K Uit~a HE} TV 

Electronics 
Deals for the tech-~avvy See more 

::.X.i S.s’,,e oE~ the FRENDnet AC750 Dua~ Ba~,:J W~E-eless ij~:, to $’}0 off Select ]osMba Q Series .’.Sro .’~C S,sJ~d- 

Route! Sta ts, s D r ivs, s 

Save o~; the TRENDnet A0750 Dual Ba~sd Up to $30 off Seiect Toshiba Q Series ~:~ro PC 
Vdi~eiess Router Solid-S{etes Drives 

::.X.i S.s’,,e $?:0 on the ~<ew Samsung Gaia:<y l.sblet to:" O’ie:" ~J0 ~f. ,sff V-~,~OD./:,. [:;sss Fieq 3 i.~uttol:, ii~ F-ai 

Kids Headphor~es 

Save $20 on the ~’,~ew Samsung Galaxy iable~ Over 60% off V-MODA Bass T"req 3 B~.itto~ Io 
fo~ Kids Bar Headphones 

Savings with Style 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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 K IIIIIII  iiii 
[ .~] Kir~dle Fire HD the Perfect Fanfiiy TaMer Over 50% Off Creative AL:~,,,sna 3 i~ .Ear Headpi~ones 

Kindie Fi~.~ HD, the.~ Pe~ect Family Tablet O~.~l- 50% Off C~eatiw~, Aurvana 3 h~-E~r 
I-~:eadpi~ones 
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Ove~ 50% oil ti~e Sphero App Oont~olied Robotic Up ~o 50% off Kids’ Compb1:e Golf 8e1:s 
Bs II 

For the Holidays 
Get i~ the ho~i¢~ay spirit S.99.~:0~.[9 

Xi Hoiid~? Music $749 ar:d Up i iXi 25 Days of Free Holiday S,s);gs 

Holiday Music $749 and Up                25 Days of F~,~e Holid~y Solsgs 

i iX Gift Wrapping .snd ShlpF, is~ Supplies 8 X, .............. Hoiida,iVJdeo Gift O.srds S~.snmg SOu 

Gift ~,/rappin~ 8od Shipping 8~Jl)I)lies A~8~.o~.com ~oli(J;~y Vi(Jeo Gilt 08[<18 8~TiOq 
’ Yo~J 

Note to Explore 



~i Shcp Gifts; Deais, and Track ’,’our Holiday Facka~es i~i N~ver miss a deal wki~ tile Amazon !Butto!l ~t, pp 
~iii: ~ile Amazo~ Ap9 

Shop Gifts, Oeais; and Track Your Holiday 
Packages witt; the Amazon App 

Never miss a a~,, ,,~th me Am~z~ n 1 Button 
App 
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Kindie 
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Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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S B bje ns Do~ancei Be~i G i~ide 



Savings with Style 

50% o~’ More Off Holiday Accessoiies Up to 50% Off 8Jippers 
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~}i ©~,ber Mo~da,! DeaEsVveek 
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Electronics 
There°s sor~et.hi~g for everyo~e i~ ÷l÷~tro~ic~ See more 

L 

Ki~;die Fire H DX, from $229 Deep Discounts on SI..R Camerss from Amazon 
Wa rei~osse Deals 



Ama~:onBasics USB A to Lightning Compatible Save up to $80 on Select PanasoP, ic Electdc 
C;~bb Razors witi~ k;stant Coupon 

For the Home 
Featured deals a~d gift g~ide~ See more 

iX Get a $25/:,.m=szon cam Promo Credit ,,*~ith ~:’urchase ::[:~:]i 2013 Home imprc~iement Holiday Gift Guide 

....... of Select 3odaStrs, am Sods ~ulake!s ...... 

Get a $25 Amazomcom P~amo Credit with 201,’3 Home improveme~;t Haliday Gift, G~ida 
P~rchase of ¢5ebct 3eda3tream ,:5oda Makers 

Home: Kitchen ~; Garden Holiday Gift G~ide Save 20% on Sele,:s~ Litter Genie ~:"aiis 

Sports & Outdoors 
Gift ideas for the spo~ts and o~tdoors lover Se:e:..n!X~.gA 
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Up ~,e 25% Off Golf Headcovela             Save 30% on Baby ,Jegge,~ St~olle,~a 

}~iI Upto 40% Off Roadside Emerganq, Gear             j i£i Deals, :i-: S~.~oi-ts st:(! Outdoors 

Up to 40% Off Roadside Emergency Gea,~ Deals in Sports and Outdoors 

Entertainment 

Video C-;~rr’.es Deals B;iovies & TV Gift Guide 



Popula~ MP3 A.burns, $5,99 and U~de~ Box Sets for Any Music F’ars 

Reading 
Deals a~d gift ideas i~ boo~s a~d magazines ~B.e.e...!:nRr.e 

Z 

[~i Lip to 67% C~,f ~Jelect Bk~dle M~g~zi ...... J iX i Holiday M~g~;zi!le Gi~ts for E’,,eq,’c ..... 

Up to 67°,6 Off Select Kindle Magazines Holiday Magazine Gifts for Everyone 

More to Explore 
Note deals from Earth’s biggest selectio~ S.@.FL.~.REe. 



~ilipping 

Amazon Gift C;~rds: F~ee Gift. Box ~nd One-Day Hoiiday Ente~tai~;i~;g & Goumet Gift Guide 
Shipping 

z 
i ::~,’~ Holiday Vt,’,appln9 P:spe, and :.:~upp]ies Shois ,(:~ifis, Desls~ aF.,d Tra,:s~=: ~.ou=~ Hoiids’¢ P:scksg~s 

............... ,,,.ith ~i~,~,~,~.~::o. A.~p 

Hoiiday V",/rr~pping Paper ;~nd Supplies Shop Gifts~ De~is, ar;d T~’ack You~ Hoiiday 
Packages with the Amazon App 
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Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 
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Automotive Wetclses 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 5:29 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Buvgla~ Reported 

ALERT CAROLINA TIMELY WARNING: Burglary Reported On Campus 

The UNC Depaltment of PuNic Safet?- is investigating a report today (Fri., Dec 6) of a burglary occurring in Lewis Residence Hall on the Ulx,-C Campus. 

A female UNC student reported that she was sleeping when a male suspect entered her room at around 2:40 a.m. When the victim awoke, the suspect quickly fled the room; no weapons 

were reportedly seen. The suspect was described as a White male wearing a dark tee-shirt 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina unc edu) fbr any updates in investigations into this incident. LrqC Police are asking anyone with information about this incident to 
call the L,~’qC Police Department at 919-962-8100 or contact the Chapel Hfll-Carrboro-LrNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidenttal and at,~unymous You can also submtt 

information to Crime Stoppers online at ww~-.crimestoppers-chcunc org 

Students should take extra precautions: make sure to keep room doors locked at all times, don’t allow strangers to "’piggy-back" through entrances to residence halls or any campus 
buildings, and call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activit?’ on or near campus For a list of additional safeb, tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~wc alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

ABOLrT THIS E\£4IL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 

users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of information will 

always be the Alert Carolina websfte, http:iialertcarolina.unc.edu. 
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Season 6 I December 2013 

Join the conversation. 

to get even more educational content. 

Ref60 is in 
C o n t i n u o u s M oti o n 

Hopefully you’ve had a chance to ...... 

I ’~ 
I enjoy some of our latest educational I ii:~;.i 

I i tools that we’ve been working on for 

I I the past several months. 

The first is the totally re-vamped "60 
Seconds on Officiating Website" - found at 
ref60.com. 

It’s a totally new look and feel ... with more 
articles, commentary, and a fully "responsive" 
layout. That means, whatever device you are on - 
it will re-size to fit the screen. Try it out on your 
mob,e device as we, as your iPad, and home 
computer. 

fn addition we’ve released (on Amazon) the 3rd installment of our best selling 

series of educational books titled, "The Best of 60 Seconds on Officiating - 
Seasons 1 thru 5." Here we’ve taken the best of the best articles, posts, and 
stories --- and compiled them into one easy to read paperback. As always, 100% 
of the proceeds go toward bringing you more content and education, each and 
every season. (see below for a special discount) 

You’ve probably already experienced our "Rules Challenge" emailings, that we are 
experimenting with. Stay tuned for more questions, quizzes, and challenges to 
"keep you on your toes" each and every week, in-season. 

In the spirit of our Ref60 program being in a state of continuous motion ... this 
week we offer a nice refresher and best practices around the concept of 
continuous motion, 

Your financial support of our book series, the positive feedback, and dedicated 
readership is greatly appreciated. Please share your enthusiasm across other 
colleagues in your local chapters and on your favorite social networks. 

This weeks article: 

"The Shocking Truth About Continuous Motion" 

Yours in officiating, 

Billy Martin I Tim Malloy I AI Battista 



Red Stocking :,’~ Blue Stocking ~:i G .... Stocking 

~iii thingforever¥ ..... y ......... 

For "60 Second" Subscribers only: 
Order two (or more) books ... and get tO~ off your entire order’. 

Click on each stocking and add that selection to your cart. 
Copy / Paste Discount Code: ZLGQM9AY on Cheek-Out. 

100 % of the proceeds go toward continuing education of 

basketball officials in 90+ <eou/]tries, worldwide. 

x00Mo0io omp  
Copyright 20I 3 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 
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Give Yourself the Gift of Recruits 

This holiday season, reward yourself with recruits 

qualified for your program - along with their contact 

information, video, key stats and more! 

What grad years are you recruiting? What positions? 

Have height, weight, academic or athletic 

requirements you need met? By answering 

questions like these in the Preferences section of 

your free Recruiting Management System we’ll be 

able to provide you with the recruits that meet your 

specific recruiting needs! 

Be Efficient During a Short 
Recruiting Month 

The saying ’time is money’ is particularly true in 

athletic recruiting With many signing periods 

approaching, athletes committing and the holiday 

break quickly approaching, there’s only so much you 

can do in December No matter when your season 

is, being an efficient recruiter in December can keep 

you ahead of your competition To help you get the 

most out of your recruiting efforts, here are 3 tips to 

be most efficient¯ 

.~ 

How a Give Back Culture 

Can Draw Recruits 

What happened to the feel good stories in sports? It 

seems like now-a-days only the stories about bullying, 

assault allegations and NCAA violations get the 

spotlight¯ Well in the spirit of the holidays, we feel it’s 

more than appropriate to discuss some examples of 

universities that have mastered the give back culture 

and how it can be used as a tool to draw recruits¯ 

Whether you’re from a top tier program or a small 

program vying for recognition, how would you react if 

you were a patient in one of the hospitals visited by the 

University of Nebraska football team this 

Thanksgiving? Or a member of the Washington 

Panthers that was offered practice facilities at Illinois 

State after a recent tornado displaced 14,000 in their 

community? 

~i~?ii.i~%i~ii: ii~’ii~::i~ii=~!ii~ iiii~!i!~iiip v~iiii:ii’i i:::;i!:~!i!~::::ii~i.iiii:iiii~i~iii:ii"i:= 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 



nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, December 9, 2013 5:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get Your BoM Game Tickets! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 





i i~ Save $150 on Sony Pro Series Ultrabooks 

Save $150 on Sony P~’o Series Ult~abeeks 

i i~ S .... p to $70 on Select S ...... g Tablets 

Save up to $70 on Select Samsulsg Tabiets 

i i’~ Great Holiday Prices in TV, Video & Audio 

Great Holiday Prices in TV, Video & Audio 

Save $200 on Select Lenses and Get Free 

Accessories with Qualfiying Panasonic Compact 

System Camera 

Save $200 on Selec[ Lenses and Get Free 

Accessories with Qualiiying Panase,,’~ic Compact 

System Ca,~e~a 

[~ Save 26% on the SonyXAV64BTAN Receiver with 

...... Bluetooth 
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Save 26% on tll÷ Sony XRV6qBT AiV Receiver 

with Bl~÷toath 

i:.’~.;ii auythe Epson P ..... Lite Home Ci ..... 2030 

...... Projector, Get a $125 Amazon cam Promo Credit 

Buy [he Epsen PewerLite Home Cinema 2030 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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ii.~__. 25°/o Off $100 Select Sh .... Handbags & M .... ith 

Promo Code 25SHOES1 

25% Off $I 00 Seiect Shoes, Handbags & More 

with Preme Cede 258HOESI 

.~i Take 30% Off Select Jewelry with Promo Code 

30OFFDEC 

’Take 30% Oil SeJec~. Jewel~y with F’reme 

Code 30OFFDEC 

i i’~ 60% Off Select ALEX Toys 

60% Off Selec~ ALEX Toys 

i~i $39 99Calvin Klein Jeans 

$39.99 Calvin Klein Jeans 

ii"~ Spend $100 and Receive30% Off Select Watches 

w~h Promo Code 30OFFHOL 

Spend $100 and Re,:seive 30% Off Seled. 

Watches with Pi-omo Code 30OFFHOL 

:,~ Spend $35 on L ..... Infant Toys and Save $5 at 

Checkout 

$35 Lanlaze Spe,,’~d on Toys ~,’n .. o~ve 

at Cheeko~t 
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[~}i 
60% Off Angry Birds Star Wars Fighter Pods Jenga 

Death Star 

60% Off Angry Birds Star Wars Fighter Pods 

Jenga Death Star 

i i’~ 20% or More Off Select Kids’ Bikes from Di ..... dback 

20% or More Off Select Kids’ Bikes from 

Diamondback 

i i’~ S .... p to 35% on Select Cardio Equipment from 

Schwinn 

Save 8p ~.e.~o’~’ en Seiect Cardio Eqsipmer~t 

from Schwinn 

¯ _.i.X.i 60% Off Indoor Basketball Arcade~Style Electronic 

Hoops Game 

G0% Off Indoor Basketbail ArcadeoStyle 

Electronic Hoops Game 

ii.~.iI $50 Off Select Burley Bike Trailers 

$50 Off Select Buriey r~,ike Trailers 

ii.~.i1 50% off TaylorMade Burner Plus Irons 



:~ 25% Off or M ..... Select Glass Christmas O ....... ts 

Oma~Tients 

.X:i Save 63% on the Brother CP-6500 Computerized 

Sewing Machine 

Save 63% on ~he B~’othe~ CP..6500 

Comp~telized SewiP, g Machine 

,~,~::: 10% Off or More on Select Disney Christmas 

Decorations 

10% Oil e~" More on Select Disobey Christmas 

Decoratio~s 

i::~;] i Save 33% on the Art Advantage Acrylic Paint Set 

i i’~ S .... p to $80 on Select P ...... ic Electric R ...... 

Save up to $80 {x~ Select Panasonic Electric 

R~ZO~S 

~:, o~ tt,e Art Advantage Acrylic ~:"aint 

Set 

11.2.11 $25 Off a $100 DEWALT Tools Pu rchase 

$25 Off a $100 DEWAL’I" "i’oois Psrchase 

g~ 
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Amazon Warehouse Deals offers deep discounts on open-box, like-new, refurbished, or used 
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}~ii Cell Phones i i~i Kindle Fire Tablets 
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[2:: Musical Instruments i i2i Books 
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Viewing this email CK HERE 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 

Season 6 I December 2013 

Join the conversation. 

to get even more educational content. 

The Difference Between 
Winning and Losing 

There’s a knock on the dressing room ....... -- 
Crew2 200w I X I door immediately following a wild finish l ixi Crew’z Z(JOw 

I 
I toa close high school game. 

I I The athletic director comes in and 
asks == "The official scorer has a 

question. Was that last shot before the buzzer or 

What transpires after this ...~ 

is this week’s must read situation that can really happen if a crew fails to 
communicate at the conclusion of a game. And this can REALLY happen. 

If you have any "horror stories" after the conclusion of a game we would love to 
hear about them. Feel free to share your commentary with our officiating 
community as we all strive to elevate our game. 

,, Read this week’s article: ,, The Difference Between Winning and Losing 

Yours in officiating, 

Billy Martin I Tim Malloy I AI Battista 

Red Stocking Blue Stocking ~i G .... Stocking 

~iI thingf ..... ry ..... y ....... 

For "60 Second" Subscribers only: 

Order two (or more) books ... and get ~0% off your entire order. 



Click on each stocking and add that selection to your cart. 
Copy / Paste Discount Code: ZLGQN[9AY on Check-Out. 

100% of the proceeds go toward continuing education of 
basketball officials in 9o+ countries, worldwide. 

Copyright 2013 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 
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rl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 12:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

(Sving Back to the Special Olympics 

Click to view this email in a browser 

[iX September Logo 

Specia~ Olympics Snowboard Coaches Training 
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If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 
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Member Exclusives <~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 3:26 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By Red Door Spa 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

Member Exclusives - Exclusive Benefits for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 
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We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Ub viewing this email CK HERE 

i~ Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

~i benchpix 

Paramedic Training for Basketball Officials - One Rule at a Time 

I Don’t Like My Seat ... 
Can I Move the Bench? 

You are the Referee on a game, and while 

eheeMng the score book, the visiting coach 

approaches you and complains about the 

location of his/her team ~ s bench. 

It appears as though the home team has a 

distinct advantage of their bench placement as compared to the visiting team. 

The coach is asking you to relocate their bench closer to the division line -- - 

similar to the home team’s bench. 

Does the Referee have the authority to move the visiting team bench 

for the purpose of creating an equitable situation? 

"~’iI XButton 

Click the appropriate ruling below... 
and you will be guided to the correct answer. 

By NFHS rule, the benches should be located in a "separate but 
equal location" that affords each team an equal opportunity to 
reach the scorer’s table in a timely fashion. Yes, you can relocate 
the benches to be equal. 

By NFHS rule, the officials have no authority to move the benches 
regardless of how unfair their placement may appear to the visiting 
team. No, you may not relocate the benches. 



[~ Red Stocking i~.;. Blue Stocking ~iii G .... Stocking 
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For "60 Second" Subscribers only: 

Order two (or more) books ... and get tO% off your entire order’. 
Click on each stocking and add that selection to your cart. 

Copy / Paste Discount Code: ZLGQM9AY on Check-Out. 

100 % of tile proceeds go toward continuing education of 
basketball officials in 90+ countries, world,wide. 
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i:~ii .................................... 

1:2 Days of Holiday Deals for 
December 14 

From 6 a~mo to 6 p,m~ PST~ featured editors~ picks a~e up to 

82% off (whi~÷ supplies last), See more 

"And the MoLlr~t~ills Echoed .... Tl~e Signal and the Noise" 



"The Engiish Girl" 12 Days of Daais on Kindle Books 

Editors’ Picks for Best Books of 2013 
Peruse the top t00 books of 20t3, carefully (a~d pai~staki~gly} 

selected by our editors° See more 

~i The Top 100 Books ,sf 2013                       ::~ E~est Bic,~l!sphis, s o[ 2013 

T~e Tap 100 Books of 2013                       Best Biographies of 2013 

Bast Mysteries, Ttwiile~ & Suspense Books a~ ~est Busi~.,e.ss & Investin~ Books of 2013 
20i $ 

Best Books of December 



Browse edito++s’ picks for tl~e best books of the month by 

cate£!ory. S~e moose 

Editors’ Top Picks Biographies & Memoirs 

Cookbooks, Food & Wine Literature & Fiction 

Gif! Ideas in Books 

~+a+o ~e+ds+ o++~,, stook~+,+ +m++++s. soo mo+o 

Xi Cof[ee Tabie Showpieces 1o Give {~nd (3~-t) ::~ Quirk? & Fun +3i~ts 

Coffee Tsble Showpieces to Givet~,~,d "~ " " ,,~,~:;’~’:#’ Quirky & Fun Gifts 









i:~ii .................................... 

Bo.’)k ~ ~-iec tro~ics Toys & Games 

~!O’,.ieS & "I’V 

K:ridi,~! ~:’}~’,~! I’JD 

Kbdie F~e HDX 

:: :-~,q a~t vi,’te,’~ 

.’,,I P3 

Video Games [¢aby 

{},~!}i [-~l~OI~: S & /S, iX:~: Ss,’~r:,~!s {}k’ll:~i::o,,’] 

Computers 8, Software Shoes 

Si:o~!:.9 & O{~!:,’Jo,’lr.9 ,Jcw,~!}r!i 

~,~lte motive Watches 

~,/~t~s:,’:81 I!~.< irt~meriis [:’i.~t S~;.,’!pli,,!s 

Off}c~’~ & 8choo} 8uppiies 

}-i0 p’li.~ I M~ [: r,’IV,’-~ p:ii.~ rl i 

G I’OC@ f’~’ 

[-~-.’1:i0 I..8W8 & {."b~riJ~ M 

Health & Persoi~ai Care 

.,>q’:isz,o!~ Mo}:}}~ L\i:os 

Gift Card~ 

Firl,’! Art 





] 



iiiiiiiiiiiiii iXi Browse books, music, movies, and video games for last-minute gifts. From Holl~rwood blockbusters to tunes to hum in the car-and books that started it all-there’s something for everyone in Entertainment ...... 



"The Book Thief" "A Game of Thrones Five~Book Boxed Set" iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



"Let Me Off at the TopF "The Gre~t Gatsby" 



"The Hunger Games" 

"Skyfali" 

"The Lo,~d of the Rings: The Motion Picture 
Tl-il(~gy" 

"Har~y Pott~.~r: The Complete Eight-Film 
Coilection" 



"Les Mis61-ables: Oi-iginai Motiol~ Picture 
Sou~dtrack." Claude°Michel Sch6nberg 



"The Hunger (’~a~’~es C~¢hing Fi~e," Various 

A~:ists 

L,’."G© Video "-’-"~"~~,~ ¯ 

i~i 

"Wicked," 2003 Odginal Broadway C~st 



"LEGO Marvel Super Heroes" 

"LEGO H~iry Potter: Years 5-7" 

"LEGQ Batm~ 2: DO Super’ Heroes" 

"LEGQ The Lord of ti~e Rings" 





~ii: Holiday Deals in Books 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 
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i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

winniepooh 76@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

mnniepooh 76@hoUnail.com 

Monday, December 16, 2013 6:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Isabella Nunu Disney Showcase 

Hello my name is Isabella Nun~ I am a well rounded athlete playing VarsiD" VolleybaJl, Basketball, and Soccer for P, iclflands High School, NC. My soccer experience 
extends as far back as the age of 4 and I have been playing club soccer since the age of 9. Currently I play for the 97 JASA Coastal Surge (Premier), ranked 9th in 

NC. We are 2 time National Rumler-ups (Sacramento, CA in 2012 and Denver, CO in 2013), played at WAGS in Virginia, Labor Day Shootout in NC and currently 

attending the Disney Showcase from 29 Dec thru 3 Jan 2014. 

Below axe my slats: 

Player Number: 33 

Height 5’7 Weight 145 

Positions: Mid Field,’ Center Fwd/and some defense 

Primary, foot: Switch foot 

GPA of 3.3 and currently taking all AP classes 

Graduating class of 2016 

Disney Showcase SCHEDULE: 

12/31/13 - 1030AM @ ATRP 01 

1/1/14 - 930AM @ ATRP 05 

1/2/14 - 830AM @ EWWS 22 



~i Amazon.corn J 

Dear Amazon,corn Customer, 

Browse Holiday Deals in Books for last- 

minute gifts up to 50% off or explore 

best-selling titles aad editors’ gift picks. 

For qualifying free shipping purchases, 

order yeur gifts by December I8 to 

ensure they arrive by December 24, 

Yg#.rA:’&az£~3 Z.q.~!.a:~’~sDea!s .G.’.~...C.#.L~...s. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::~ii Books MakeGreat Gifts 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,%~’~,’,-~,,~ ~ ~,~O~ B~.~ ,mo.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~iI Upto 45% Off Foodie Favorites i i~i Up to 50°/o Off Gifts forYoung Book ..... 

Up to 45% Off Foodie Favorites Up to 50% Off Gifts for Yo~.mg Bookwom;s 



~iii Editors’ Favorite Quirky & Fun Gifts 

Editors’ ~’-"avori~.e Quirky & F~m Giits 

i iXi Editors’ Gift Picks for Kids & T .... 

Editors’ Gift Picks for Kids & Teens 



i iXi Litera ry Fiction 

Li~.erary Fictkm 

i ixi Sports&Outdoors 

Spe#.s & O~tdoors 





~ii: Best Books of 2013 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp,com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Helios ttoliday Olt~rs 

i.X.i Helios Health Products 

Home"ll ’~’ Ho,iosProd°ct, III ’~’ Other Hoa,thProduct, 



www.HeliosHealthProducts.com 

Click to view this emaii in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this ernail to a friend I 

Helios Health Products 

16!5 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

% 

[:~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 2:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

LAST CHANCE: Step Up Your Game with Online Registration Software, SAVE 50% 

Online Registration Software for Your Camps, Cminics & 
~-~ ,~ ~o ~., Tournaments, Sign On By Dec. 20th & .... ~ ...... ~’~’~’~ 

Tired of juggling paper registration forms? Running to the 

bank to deposit checks? Spending time in the office and 

not on the field coaching? 

Make Your Life a WhoJe Lot Easier in 2014! 

Event Manager online registration software takes all 

the tedious tasks out of your hands -- so you can focus 

on coaching and running your sports events. V\~th Event 

Manager, you’re able to: 

, Accept registrations and payments instantly (no merchant account needed!) 

. View player data and registrations anywhere, anytime online 

o hstantly email players to enhance communication 

. Easily manage waivers and rosters online 

° Integrate custom registration pages with ANY website 

Step Up Your Game with Event Manager... Sign on Today & Enjoy a Fuji Year at }-/.~."~LF 

"/’,~-/~’~ .,--" ’., <..~-" Offer Ends This Friday, Dec. 20th 

~Sign on by !2.20.20 !3 and receive ,50% off the Event Manager licensing fee for the first year. 
Offe~ applies to new clients on!y. 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the foli~’wing link: ~’::!:=..’!~,;#J:~ii:~’~ 

Member Soiutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:~::d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Winter Escape to Tahoe 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

(Z::iiiiii:.:.iiiiibCoiii":iii::::i~ W’iiiiiiisriiii:::eiiii:: E!!;~!!!i;c,ii!iiii~iii::::ii~e iii:::o ]ii~~~si~ihoe 
January 23 - 26, 20:14 

Squaw Valley/Alpine Meadows has developed an exclusive weekend package 
just for club members. Ski the best resort in North America (Outside Magazine) 
at rates not available to the general public plus gain insider access to the 
mountain with skiing legend and Olympian ]onny Moseley. 

i[Lift & Lodgin~j Package- 40% Savings + Exc,.sive Benefits          i" 
13 Nights’ Lodging I 2 Days’ Skiing for 2 Adults + 2 Kids Ski Free 
Total cost: 

ClubCorp Winter l~scalpe Benefits:* 

¯ Three nights’ lodging for two in a Deluxe One Bedroom fireplace Suite at 
The Village at Squaw Valley 

° Four adult lift tickets + complimentary child lift tickets 

° ClubCorp Welcome Reception with huts d’oeuvres and drinks 

° Private "Dawn Patrol" giving you exclusive access to Squaw Valley 
terrain hours before the resort opens 

° Ski with ]onny Moseley, Olympic Gold Medalist 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club, You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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book was Dan Brown’s latest thriller, 

Inferno (available in hardcover and 

Kindle book). 

See the rest of the year’s biggest titles in 

our Customer Favorites Stere, featuring 

the 1 O0 best-selling books of the year. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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~i And the Mountains Echoed :i~ The Cuckoo’s Calling 

And the Moun,ains Echoed The Cuckoo~ Calling 

H a r(tc ov(.~ r H ~ r(tcove ~ 

Kindle book Kindle book 



~iii The Husband’s Secret 

The Husband’s Secret 

Ha~dcover 

Kindle book 

i% Lean in 

Lean In 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 



i:~:i TheHit 

The Hit 

PapeFbaok 

Kindle book 

~i Entwined with You 

Entwined with You 

Pagerbaok 

Kindle book 

i.~!i Sy ....... Row 

Sycamore ROW 

H~Fdcover 

Kindle book 

iX NeverGo Back 

Never Go Back 

Ha~deover 

Kindle book 



i~:i ..................................... 

~:i The Storyteller i~ Alex C ..... Run 

Kindle book KindJe book 

I:,~o r e 



~}i The Racketeer 

The Racketeer 

Psperbaok 

Kindle book 

i% Gone Girl 

Gone GM 

Hardoower 

Kindle book 



~iii No Easy Day 

No Easy Day 

I-{~rdcove~ 

Kindb book 

.xi ...................................... 

i~ The Power of Habit 

T,#e Power ef Habit 

H~.~rdoover 

Kindle book 





~i Get the Best Books of 2013: Reader’s Guide, featuring interviews, essays, and reviews-free for your Kindle 



BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrDwn@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Highland Park High School, TX 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih dottiehyde03@gmail.com 

Notes: University Park, TX Highland Park High School 3.8/4.0 

View Profile 

Lindsay Hargreaves - 2015 Center Back, Defensive Midfielder, Outside Back 

High School= Belmont Secondary School, BC 

Height: 6’0" Weight: 145 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: cthargreaves@shaw.ca 

Notes: Lindsay is a 2015 Center Back from Belmont Secondary School, 

BC. Very smart center back with great size and good athleticism. 

View Profile 

Toni Dickson - 2015 Center Back 

High School: Holy Name High School, OH 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.20/5.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih lexilouie@yahoo.com 

Notes: Toni is a 2015 Center Defender from Holy Name High School, 

OH. 

View Profile 

Alea Hyatt - 2017 Forward, Attacking Central Midfielder, Forward 

High School: Santa Barbara High School, CA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: aieahyatt@gmaikcom 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 



Olivia Came... - 
Bridget Sch... - 

2016 Goall<ee... 
2015 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 5 
NCSA Rating: 5 

State: VA 
State: MN 

Number of 
Number of 

Views: ’Views: 
Views: Views: 4 

: 21 
Last: Viewed 

Last Viewed :: 
Date: Last 

Viewed: 
Date: Last :: 

Viewed: 
12/11/2012         :: 

12/o7/2o13 

View 
View Profile 

Profile 

Olivia With.,. - 

2015 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: WA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

14 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

06/05/2013 

View 
Profile 

Kaylie Coll.=. - 

2016 Goalkee... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: CA 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

21 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 
Viewed: 
11/20/2013 

View 
Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search En~ne 

Not a ma~ch? l J]×late your emaJl preti~rences here, 

Ellen Brovm 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown~ncsasports=orgi http:i/vx~vw.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission ]nay contain inIbrmation that is proprietaw, privileged and/or confidenfiaJ and is intended exclusively [br the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
F--q 

this message in elror, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:57 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Emmitt Smith Golf ChaJlenge, Puerto Va]la~a Couples’ Best Ball & More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Join us at ClubCorp clubs across the country for the inaugural Emmitt Smith Golf Challenge. These events 

raise funds for underserved youth in the surrounding communities. Prizes will be awarded for the highest 

fundraisers and lowest golf score, as well as a chance to paEticipate in the Emmitt Smith Celebrity 

Invitational in Dallas on Saturday, Nay :tO, 2014.:’ 

20~A D~tes 

The Clubs of Kingwood January 20 Bear’s Best Atlanta i’4arch 25 

Houston, TX Atlanta, GA 

)"he Hills of Lakeway 1’4arch 3 Las Colinas Country Club 1’4arch 31 

Austin, TX Irving, TX 

Tampa Palms Golf & Country Club Narch 12 Halle Plantation Golf & Country Club April 14 

Tampa, FL. Gainesville, FL. 

Queens Harbour Yacht & Country Club March :L7 ¯ 

Iacksonville, FI. i ::!:~ i 

~ Visit the events website to find out more 

:i~: /~L.Kd’? :ii!:!:.:. :i!/i,., i::~]:i..4 

The ClubCorp Winter Escape to Tahoe is $949* per couple and 

includes three nights’ lodging for two in a Deluxe One Bedroom 

Fireplace Suite at The Village at Squaw Valley, four adult lift tickets 

and complimentary chikJ lift tickets, ClubCorp Welcome Reception 

with hors d’oeuvres and drinks, private "Dawn Patrol" exclusive 

access to Squaw Valley Lerrain hours before the resort opens and 

Ski with ]onny Noseley, Olympic Gold 1’4edalist. 



...... 

...... 

The VIP Wh~e Pack (half red, half white) is $249* with free shipping 

(regular $449). They guarantee at least 2 or 3 bottles o~ wine in 

your case that retail for $50-100 per bottle, The case includes 

wines from Excelion Crianza, Valdez Family, Grant Burge, Sena and 

Olabisi, 

The V]P Red Wine Pack (all red) is $299* with free shipping (regular 

$499), Wines include Chateau Reysson, Don-~aine Savoureau× Nape 

Nerlot & Cabernet, Ghost Winery, Sena, ]he Gypsy and Puntidos. 

Enjoy two Super Deals on personalized/engraved collectible 

Cabernet SauviGnon. 

Silver Oak Napa Valley Cabemet Sauvignon is just $99* per 

bottle engraved~ with free shipping when you buy a case of 

2 bottles, 

Nickel & Nickel State Ranch Cabernet Sauvignon is just $89* 

per bottle engraved, with free shipping when you buy a case 

of 12 bottles. 

E ]To ~e~rn more and order your VIP Wi~e Pack today, click here. 

Pi.i~::!!ii::~:::~ :ki::!!iii.i!=.i i: :!i :i:[.[:~:.:i~..:.:::.:~i~!;:!;::: ::!!:.i~!;:!;::t: [!!!~:!ii:: i [z~:!::.::~:"i.li;::d"’!~~ :i:!:0 " i;:i:.[!::::~ 

2 0 ::i 4 

Experience sunny 80-degree days in Puerto Vallarta, I’,~exico while 

playing and staying at Casa Veins, an all-inclusive boutique hotel in 

the heart of I’,larina Vallarta. The tournament entry fee of $2,855~ 

per couple includes suite accomn-~odations, one practice round at 

[4arina Vallarta and two tournament rounds on the Vista Vallarta 

Weiskopf and Nicklaus courses and all meals, Also included are 

airport kransfers and ground kransportakion to and from the golf 

courses each day, a welcon-~e gift bag for every player and 

complimentary beveraGe carts during tournament rounds. 

The field is limited to 20 couples with two flights. All handicap 

indexes are invited to participate. IR, egistratio~ e~as ~a~uan/~,~, 

20~4. 

[~ For ~itio~al i~formatio~ click here, a~d registratio~ dick 

h~, Please email kathy,walker@clubcorp,com with a~y 

~estio~s. 

][ you’re still trying to finish your shopping, we have a ~ew ideas for 

you. Take 15% off~ delivered orders of flowers and merchandise 

from 1-.800 Flowers. Dell is offering Lip to 300 off* select systems, 

plus up to 10% off* mobility products, Save 25% off~ all 

merchandise from Mrs= Fiekls= 

~Call C~bLi~e to lear~ more ~bo~t Nrs. Fields, 800,.$33.~079 

Christmas week - ClubLine will close at noon CST on Tuesday, December 24 and re-open 
Thursday, December 26 at 7 a,m. CST for normal business hours. 

New Year’s week - ClubLine will close at noon CST on Tuesday, December 31 and re-open 
Thursday, ~anuary 2 at 7 a.m. CST for normal business hours. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Salem High School, OH 

Height: 5’3" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih marissaswindell@ya hoo.com 

Notes: Varsity Starter (All-Conference 1st Team, All-County Honorable 

,) 

View Profile 

Amanda Morgan - 2015 Goalkeeper 

High Schooh Newman Smith High School, TX 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 160 MeSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.40/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih atom 97@verizon.net 

Notes: Amanda is a 2015 Goalkeeper from Newman Smith High School, 

TX. Dallas Texans 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde -                       Olivia Came... -                                                                           Kaylie Coll... - 
Bridget Sch._ - 

2016 Goalkee... 2016 Goalkee... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: VA 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

17 

Last Viewed 

21 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed: ’Viewed: 

11/19/2013 12/07/2013 

View View 
Profile Profile 

ii 

2015 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 5 
NCSA Rating: 5 

State: CA 
State: IN 

Number of 
Number of 

Views: Views : 
Views: Views: 4 

Last Viewed 
Last Viewed 

Date: Last 
Date: Last 

Viewed: 
Viewed: 

12/11/2012 
11/20/2013 

View 

Profile 
View 

Profile 

Check out the Recrtfitin~ Search En~ne 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 



1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.orgi h~p:/,www.ncsasIrorts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.o£g. 
COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iIffomlation fllat is proprietalTr; privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by mmm e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@nrailermenlfirst.net> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 1:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings, and Happy, Holidays from The Carolina Club! We’d 

like to extend joyful wishes tbr a beautiful holiday season t?om 

your Carolina Club tamily. Please read below for Club events 

happening this weekend as well as our Holiday Hours of 

Operation. 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

Friday Night Live in O’Herron’s Grill - TONIGHT! 

Friday,, December 20 ] 6:30-8:30 pm 

Enjoy live nmsic with popular jazz pianist Robert Griffin while 

you enjoy Chef Osear’s new winter menu. It’s the perfect way to 
kick off your weekend! 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Davidson 
Saturday, December 21 I Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 

5:00 pm 

The Club roll be open for beverage and dining service all day 

including a pre game buffet for $15 beginning at 2:30 pm. The 

Club will remain open until 9:00 pm. 

Womeffs Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. High Point 

Saturday, December 21 I Tip Off in Carmichael Arena: 1:00 pm 

The Club will be open tbr dining and beverage service beginning 

at 10:30 am and will remain open until 9:00 pm. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Northern Kentucly 

Saturday December 271 Tip Off in the Dean E. Smith Center: 

7:00 pm 

The Club will be open for beverage and dining service in the Grill 

at 11:30 a.m. as well as a pre game buffet for $15 beginning at 

4:30 pm. The Grill will remain open for one hour after the game 

ends 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. UNC-Wilmin~m 

Saturday, December 31 I Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 

5:00 pm 

The Club will be open lbr beverage mad dining service in the Grill 

at 11:30 am. as well as a pre game buffet for $15 beginning at 

2:30 pm. The Grill will remain open for one hour after the game 

ends 

New Yeais Eve Dining 

5:30pm-9pm I A La Carte Pricing 

Start your New Year’s Eve right. Chef Oscar’s new winter menu 

is the pertbct beginning to your evening belbre you head out on 

the town, or home to watch "the ball drop on TV! 

Please reply to this email or call 919-962-1101 to RSVP tbr any 

of these events. 

Holiday, schedule tbr The Caacolina Club 



Sunday, Dec. 22 - Club is closed 

Monday, Dec 23 - Club is closed 

Tuesday, Dec. 24 - Club is closed 

Wednesday, Dec 25 - Club is closed 

Thursday, Dec. 26 - Club is closed 

Friday, Dec 27 - Club opens at 8am / No Breakfast 
service / Grill open only (lunch and dinner) / menu 
only / no lunch buffet / Mcn’s BBall game vs. 
Northern KentuclQ7 @ 5pro / Club open 1 hour after 
the game 

Saturday, Dec. 28 - Club opens at 5:30pm for dinner / Grill only 

Sunday, Dec. 29 - Club is closed 

Monday, Dec. 30 - Club is open at 8am / No breald’ast service 

Grill open only / lunch metal only / No Lunch Buffet 

Tuesday, Dec. 31 - Club is open at 11:30am / Grill open for 

Lunch and pre game / No Lunch Buffet / Men’s BBall g~une vs. 

UNC Wilmington @ 5pm / (kill open I hour after game / Dining 

Room open lbr Ala Carte Dinner ficom 5:30pm-9pm w/regular 

dinner menu 

Wednesday, Jan. 1 - Club is closed 

Thursday, Jan. 2 - Club is open at 8am / No breakl"ast service 

Grill open only (lunch and dinner) / metal only / No Lunch 

Buffet/Women’s BBall Gmne vs. James Madison @ 2pm 

Friday, Jan. 3 - Club is open at 8am / No breakfast 
service / Grill open only (lunch and dinner) / menu 
only / No Lunch Buffet 

Saturday, Jan. 4 - Club is open at 5:30pm tbr dinner/Grill open 

only 

Sunday, Jan. 5 - Sunday Brunch @ 1 lam-3pm and Women’s 

BB~Jl Game @ vs. Maryland @ 3pm 

Monday, Jan. 6 - Brealdhs~t service lesumes with NEW hours: 

8am - 10am, M-F / Resume regnlar Club business operational 

hours 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ada/i@ncsasports.org on behalf of 
adali@me.com 

Friday, December 20, 2013 6:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Adi Johnson Eclipse Select 2016 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am veD~ interested in the soccer program at UNC and would love the opportunity’ to have you see me play,. My team the U- 16 Eclipse Select USYSA Team and I 

will be playing in file USYSA National League event beginning on December 31 st in Orlmldo, Florida. This is the team that won the 2013 USYSA National 
Chmnpionships last year and depending on our results in this event, we may be able to attempt it again. I play a couple different positions- Forward and Midfield- and 

my tmfiform is #27. My game times and fields are December 31 at 12:30pm on ESPN field #16, JannalT 1 at 11:30am on ESPN #25, mid Janua~’ 2 at 8:30am on 

ESPN field #19. I hope you have can make it and hmTe a Merry’ Cl~istmas’. 

Thmlks again, 

Adi John~)n 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating ~:6OSeconds on Officiating@mail.vresp.com> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 6:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edtr> 

Three Dead Ball Mechanic Tweaks - To Improve Your Look 

Have trouble viewing this email ... CLICK HERE ? 

i~ Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 I December 2013 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

1 

~iI Like Us on Facebook / :~ Follow Us on Twitter :~ Network on Linkedln 

J 

to get even more educational content. 

Three Dead Ball Mechanic Tweaks" 
To Improve Your On-Court Look 

As we start to crank up our seasons we look back at all the 
hard work done studying the rules, improving our fitness 
level, and getting our game=eyes ready for the long road 
ahead. 

This week, 60 Seconds on Officiating brings you a few easy- 
to-implement tweaks that can be brought into YOUR game starting 
tonight. 

These are three simple mechanical focus areas during a dead ball that 
will improve your "on-court presence" and help position yourself as an 
"image of difference" official. While minor in nature they are guaranteed 
to not only make you look better - but adminster the game more 
effectively. 

i~i BallFingers 

Wondering what they are? 

Click below to read: 

"Three Dead Ball Mechanic Tweaks" 

Yours in officiating, 

Billy Martin I Tim Malloy I AI Battista 

:%:: Visit Go Beyond the Rules Website 

~i X60 

: " Media 

<emoN,> 

Copyright 20I 3 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscdbe 

J Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

X60 Media, LLC 

1 Roberts Lane 

Somerdale, New Jersey 08018 

US 

% 



S S fimrday D~ O!3!!gPM 

...................................... 

Weekend Deals 
We’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Cbthing, Home, and more, Check 

back often for new deals, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ ~iiii~ ~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i 

%’:i oCOSMO 32-Inch 720p 60Hz LED HDTV for $179,99 i i~i 20% Off List Pri .... Sony’ 3D Wi-Fi Blu-ray Player 

~’v ,~ U~ ~ ~ h~e ~’~ 8 So~’~ 3D ~;PFI ~d~r~ ~, ............................................................................................................................................. oCOSMO 32qnch 720Z3 60Hz LED HDTV fo,~ .~o~; m,~, ~ ~-;~ ~     , ¯ ~, r " ~, 

~179.99 

i i~ii S .... p to 20% on Select InteI-P .... d PCs 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Save uf~} to 20% o~ Se ec[ ~[e .-Powe ed PCs ....................................................................... : ............................... 

Save $120 on the Sony A3000 Interchangeable-Lens 

Camera 

~’-.ave $I 20 o ~ t ;e Se~v A3000 ~terc ~st .gea b e-. 

Lens Camera 



ii.~ 50°/o Off Select Hello Kitty Sleep .... Slippers, & ii~i1 25% Off Select Carhartt Men’s Jeans & Pants 
Slipper Socks 

50% Off Seiect Heiio Kit~J ~els &    25% Off Seiect Ca,~hartt ~dien’s ,Jesns & Pants 

i 

xi 50% or More Off W .... ’s Boots i i£i Save 50% on Ivory Tag Handbags 

Free One-Day Shipping on Eligible Jewelry Gifts ~i Free One-Day Shippin9 on Eligible Watches 

,-:ee On~-.Da~ o:~lppl:~g o:~ ~J:g:b:e VVat~hes ~L i:!~...~.~)~::M~.:,L.@!!~!!!g..~!!!. ,’.L.’.!!g.!!~!~..~!~’f.,.’~!~.~..>.~!~’~£ ............................................................................................. 



t Gifts Under $50 

i ii.~ Up to 50% Off Select Kitchen Small Appli ..... 

&~.f~.!i~.t’.~. 

i iXi 15°/o Off Select Ghiraidelli Chocolate 

% 23% Off Farberware Millennium Colors 12-Piece Non- 

..... Stick Cookware Set, Red 

i ::~"~ 50% Off Monster High High School Playset Get a $30 A ........ Promotional Credit with a 

LeapPad Ultra Purchase 

50% Of Me ;ster -~ ~th "~ ~th ~’-,c~ oo P a},(set     ~ ’ "’~ ’ "    " ~"    ’    ~ " ~ ............................................................................................................................................. 



i iX $10 Off a $50 Black & Decker Tools Purchase 25% Off or More on Select Weber Barbecue Utensils 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 







171"01111 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.con1 <storenews@am~on.com> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 3:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~nson@email.unc.edu> 

Last Chance: Get Kindle Fire HDX in 4 Payments 

% 



~iii Get Kindle Fire HDXin 4 Payments 

Yhis exclusive ol:l:er on Kindie is er’ding soot’, i\Jow ur’£il December 24~ you cars spread 

the cost of Kindi,-~ Fi~e HDX ow’~r fo~.~r qua~t~’~riy paym~’~~ts starting at just $57,2[~, No 

ir’te.~e, st, no filsa~:c~ ct"el’ges, r’o hidden fees~ a~:d no credit ci~eck, 



i~ii ..................................... 

% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <dubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 3:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Season’s Greetings ii~m The Carolina Club! 

Wishing you a joyful holiday 
season 

and a 

May 

happy New Year from your 
Carolina Club family. 

all your skies be Carolina 
Blue! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <vfe-campaign-response @amazon,corn> 

Wednesday, December 25, 2013 4:06 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Getting Straight A’s 

% 

Ye~r An~azon,com I Tod:~y’e De~l.~ I .See AI~ Dcpa~meat.~ 

Anson Sorrance, 

Are you looking for something in our Education & Reference Books department? If so, you might be interested In 

these items. 

. 

iiiiiiii~iiii ............................................................................................................................................. 
bY G.orden W. Gree~: J! -~f- 

List Price: $12.00 ............................... ............................................................................................................................................. 

rice: $10,80 
You Save $1.20 (10%) 



List Price: ,$21.95 

,.’-",,ice: $17,82 
You Save: 84.13 (19%} 

~’-..~J~.~.:~L~&~.~.’,~:.~H~k~:~..;~;.~.~..~.,’~.~.~’:~J ~ iiii~i~iiiii 
...... ~.,,,~,.~,~.-,, . .............. , ........................ ~.. , ~,~,~. .................................................... 

~~I~~U,~]~, 
st ~rue 13 95 : ......... Li : - :$ ". " 

::: ’ "~ ¢" 7 if" o,, ............................................................................ ...: fou So e ,~2 4 zO~o ............................................................................................................................................. 

’,i’,i’;i/i//t//ii/i/~i/M~tii/i~M/ii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Enviro~maent Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 7:02 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message from Environment, ttealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Albert, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/complimace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 

notification that you have EHS trai~ling and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:/iitsapps.unc.eduiEHSi and with your login the ustem 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for your prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, ttealth And SaJbty 

UNC-Ctt Enviro~maent, Health and Sa/bty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



Froin: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LBSTEVENSON@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

LBSTEVENSON@EC.RR.COM 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 12:59 PM 

Don~ance, Albert A IV <mason@emaJl.unc.eda> 

Disney Showcase 

Hello Coach Dorrance! I am Kristina Stevenson and [ will be guest playing and competing in the Disney Showcase coming soon. I just wanted to ask you to watch me 

play during this time. The team I am playing with is the 95 JASA Coastal Surge team. Our team colors are red. black, and white. The number I will be wearing is 19. 

Thank you for your time and consideratio!! 

Kristina Stevenson, 2015 

Click t~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 





iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



% 



1 Ni Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y~#.rAJ’&a~gj! Z.q.r!.a:d2sD&a!s ~.QaJ.~t 



~iii Master your holiday gifts with gadget guides for cameras, smartpheaes, video games, and more 



~i Tablet Guides 
i iXi Camera & PhotographyGuides 



~iii Video Game Guides 

Video Game G~ddes 

i iXi Smartphone Guides 

Smmtpho,qe Guides 



ft Office Guides 

Microsoft Office Guides 

i~ill Adobe Guides 

Adobe Guides 

i iXi Mi ..... ft Windows Guides 

Microsoft Vv1ndews Guides 

i i’~’i Audio Editing Guides 

Audio Editing Guides 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,%~,’,-~,,~ ~ ~,~’:s~ ~.e mo.~e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~iI Guidesfor PopularGadgets i i~i The 

G~ides fo~ Pop~i~" G~df~e~ The "Mi.~si~g M;~n~i" Se~ie~ 



~}i Featu red Slow Cooker Recipes 

Feat!.Hed Siow Cooke~ Recipes 

xi ..................................... 

i iXi Books by Rainbow Rowell 

Books by Rainbow Rowell 



~}i Photography 

Pho[ograpi~y 

i iXi Graphic Design 

G~’aphic Design 

i ixi AI ..... &Yearbooks 





~ii: Best Books of 2013 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~!~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~!~!~i~!~!~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Aside from the standard holiday traditions of parties, presents and 

spending quality time with family, this time of year also represents a 

valuable period for serious prospects around the country¯ One of the 

main reasons that recruits fall behind in recruiting is because they are 

so busy! Between academics, athletics and extracurricular activities, 

many recruits simply do not have a lot of time to dedicate toward the 

hours of work it takes to successfully execute a recruitinq ~ame plan¯ 

Part 2 Part 3 

Eight New Year’s Resolutions For Student Athletes 

Many people be,eve *n New Year’s Reso,ut*ons and that a new year 
means a new sta~, The ~ew ~ear is a good time to set goa,s and 
hold yourself accountable to achieving those goa~s ~ave you set your 
.ew  ear’s  eso,ut,ons yet  ,f not, maybe th,s ,,st w,,, he,p. 

Classes You’ll Want To Attend How Being A College Athlete 

Separates You in Corporate America 

if you’re looking to get recruited and compete 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

at the college level, then you most likely .......................................................................................................................................................... 
Just 24, the former Tennessee Lady Vol basketball 

understand that it won’t happen without 
player has an incredible job as a Sr 

some work¯ Not only are you working on 
Supply/Demand Analyst at Whirlpool Corporation 

improving at your sport or in the classroom, : ......................................................................................................................................................... 
Before that she worked at Avery Dennison, a Fortune 

but you also have to work to become a better 
500 company that is known for labeling and 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
recruit!                      packaging materials and solutions¯ 
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Weekend Deals 
We’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Home, and more, Check 

back often for new deals, 
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ii"~ 25% Off List Pri ..... Sony 32-1nch I080p Smart 
LED HDTV 

25% Off List Rrice o~_ a Sony 32qneh I080p 

Smslt LED HDTV 

ii.~.iI Save upto $250 on Select Alienv~re Laptops 

Save up_Lo ~¢250 ol~ Seiect Aiiel~ware 

i i~ Viewsonic VA1912M 19 Deep Discounts on Electronics from Amazon 

: Warehouse Deals 

!~i~:,~L~i~L:~&~.~2.~L~.2:t.!=~.~..[,d.~.i!~.~.~..~.~    ,-, .. . ,,.. .. . , .,,o ............................................................................................................................................... 

VVa rehouse Deals 



Up to 70% Off Select PNY Attache III USB Drives ~iI Greatest Hits MP3 Albums from $5.99 

~i PartyO ...... Under$125 i i::+:]i Upto75%OffJewel[yCI ...... 

.?..&[ t.y...qt~,%s:~,~..L.[n @.L ~.!.?.& ..V.~.~#..Z#i#..Q.! f.#~:~,:~db’L.£&b~zA~!~.:c: 



[~iii $20 off $100 Party-Ready Shoes & Handbags 

i ii.~ Up to 50% Off Select NBA Jerseys 

i iXi Upto 75% Off Select Watches 

Up to 40% Off Select NHL Men’s & Women’s Clothing 

U~) to 40% Off 8eiect NHL Me,,’fs & Women’s 

2 i 
25% Off Rachael Ray 6-Piece Utensil Set i i~:*:; i 65% Off Bar Tool Set from Arta by Chef’n 



i~ Save 45% on Teeter Hang Ups EP-950 I ..... ion i~i Up to 25% Off Select Gaming Chairs 

....... Table ...... 

¯ S~ve 45% o~ Teeter I-~:a ~,~ U~s EP-gs0 i~ver’~io,,’~ Up to 25% Oil Select. (:~mi~ Citrics 

~omputerized Sewing .~:iI S .... p to $15 on Select Philips Light Therapy 

#.~:,..,:~.:~:~:,..,:~..-’..~:.~ ~f,..~.~.’....m.~..u.~’J.~;.o..’~’.~.~z~.~:!~..-’..~:i~.~ s!.. ~.:,..,.~..~.~..~.~..~.;..~;~...~’.~.[~.~s.;e.!.,...im~...~i~!~.!.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 3:34 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Featured History Titles 

% 

Y(t~sr Ar~sa~on.com I Today’s D~.al.~ I Se.e AI~ Depa:lmer~t.~ 

Customers who have plH,’:ha.%ed hisl:ery bei,ks may erlji,y these featured titles 

~,’ ~:s~ %.:z, *< ................................................................... 
~~ 

1. I i: t ~Y ~’’ ...-?,vs~ 
==:. ~::: ~ ~. ~ :~ °~ List Price: $28.95 

Price: $14,87 
You Save: $14.08 (49%) 

:: :::: : :: ,:: :~:: .......................................................................... , ................................................ ~: 

===== == = = == = = == === == = ===================== Prce $1884 
~~’      ::::::::::::::::::::: 

.... $:1~:::~’~i""’ " i ’ w: $ .11 ’35’Y 

:::!’.~..~-~>:.i:.!~::~.:..~.~.~.i~..~:i~.~,.::!:~:{::!~:~ ,’.~..~.i:~:,::’~..~:~:~!i~,!:::., 
by ’V:/inston Groon: ................................................................................................. 

List Price: $30.00 

Price: $18.98 

You Save: $11.02 (37%) 
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~(}TO [R,~8,EO[~ .... -:--:: .......... ::--;-:--v--:- 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
List Price: $29,95 

Pr~o~: $25.46 
You Ssve: 9449 (15%] 

].[~9..~.,’J.~!~:.~.9~.{~ = ~s!A!.Y.,..[~.9.X ~.[~!2 9.~..~.9 ~.1J~ 9 L 9!!{A ~.[}9 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
[~. ,"~ <wO< [!,t 0 

-----: ......... ::::v 

h ............ ~ .............. 

L~st Pr,ce: $~ ~.oo 

You Save: 83.32 {21%) 

See more featured history l:ities 

Find Great Deals on Nillions of Items Storewide 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sarahj @ncsasports.org on behalf of 

saxahj@tenapogee.com 

Monday, December 30, 2013 11:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Disney Showcase Saxa2tl Thi-ush 2017 recruit 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Have you conside~ed who will be on your 2017 roster? IVly name is SARAH THRUSH #17. My coaches will tell you that my style of play is high pressure and high 

intensity and that I am one of the hardest working players they have coached. I play for FC America premier club team and we roll be at the Disney Showcase in 

December. Last year I helped my team take home the gold in the Pre Season Disney Tournament, and I was the top scorer for the super Y season. I am a freshman on 

the Vaxsity temn at top ranked Hagerty ttigh School in Oviedo, FL. I have scored 10 goals in 14 games and we are on track to reach the state championship again this 

year. Academically, hall\ray through my freshman yeax I have a 4.0GPA in all honors m~d AP classes. 

I look fi~rward to watching your games over the next tbw seasons. I will be attending your summer camp ficom July 9th through the 12th. I am exited for next season to 

see you mid your team mn your twenty-third national championship. I am inspired by you with all your contributions to soccer over the last 35 years. 

I see that you axe registered at the Disney Showcase so please come and watch me play. I mn a play maker as well as ml ambitious goal scorer. It is my goal to reach 

an NCAA championship and play division 1 soccer lbr UNC. For me to be successful I am looking lbr a college, a coach, and a team that will match my 
determination. 

Please visit my recruiting website at ncsasports.com 

My Disney ~hedule: 

http:/ievents.gotsport.comievents/schedule.aspx?EventID 32216&GroupID~84757&Gende~Girls&Age 15 

Kind Regards, 

Sarah Thrush # 17 

2497 Fawn Run 

Oviedo, FL 32765 

Coach Jimmy Angeles 

FC America 

anji5978@aol.com 

407-405-2807 

Coach Angle Densberger 

Hage~V High School 

u[hngie21 @mac.com 

407-625-8224 

Click HELLE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 





Cioti~ing 8hoes 

~i Watches i iXi Jewelry 

:~:i Baby i iXi TV, Audio&Video 

[~[i CellPh .... &A ..... ies i ::~:: Toys&G .... 

CelJ Phones & Accesso~-ies Toys & Games 



~}i Video G .... 

Video Games 

;~":i Movies & TV 

Movies & TV 

~i Sports & Outdoors 

8,po~ts & Ouidoors 

l iXi Portable Audio 

[ i’~’i Books 

Books 

j i~i Home 



i iXi Patio, Lawn & Garden ~;i Kitchen & Dining 

¯ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ’~ ~ a" " ~ ~ ~ ~ Kitchen c~ Dmmg , at,u, L~ ~,~,,n c~ ,~a, ~n 

:~i~ aroce~& a .... ~ i i~i O.~ce Produo*s 

2i Automotive& Powersports                       i i[:~:3i Musicallnstruments 

Automotive & Powersports                          Musicai Inst~m’~ents 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

plrytz 13@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

plrytzl3@gmail.com 

Tuesday, December 31,2013 4:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Parker Rytz 5’11 goal keeper, class of 2015, update 

Coach Dorrance, Coach Ducax, and Coach Palladino 

I want to wish you and your team a happy New Year. I hope 2014 is a great year for you and your program. 

I wanted to let you know that a new video and some updated information has been posted to my NCSA website and can be accessed at the following link. 

http:i/www.ncsasports.org/pr.htm?clientID 1213861 I have also posted 2 short you tube video’s to my site as well. 

High School is in fidl swing and is keeping us super busy. In March my club temn will be traveling to the Phoenix Cup showcase in Phoenix, AZ and the following 

weekend we will be in Vegas for the Players Showcase. Both of these toummnents will help get us ready lbr National cup in April. 

Thank you Ibr your continued interest 

Parker Rytz 

Phytzl3@gmail.com 

507 Hidden Ridge Ct 

Encinitas, CA 92024 

Cell-619-607-7893 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <vfe-campaigmresponse @amazon.corn> 

Wednesday, January 1,2014 3:19 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

into the Fire: A Firsthand Account... 
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Yo~ Ar~azon,com I Tod~y’,~ De.~.~ I Se.e AI~ D~pai’tme~t.~ 

Anson aorrance, 

Are you looking for something in our History books department? if so, you might be interested in these items. 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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~r~ce: $t 1.~                                    ’~ .............................. 

R’~’{ .... ~ .................... 

~~’ =vlaloo=m =vla o p~-iersun 
. .............................. 

................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ................ Not ~ Good Day t~ Die: Th~ U.~told Story of O~ela~o.~ 

GOOgDA  

See even more similar items 

Find Great De~ls on Millions of Items Storewide 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jhill@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 1:47 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your experience with 
NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Jai Hill 
Basketball Coach Relations 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 312-205-7484I Fax: 312-624-7401 
jhill@ncsasports.orq I http://www.ncsasports.orq 

NCSA BIog: http:/!blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT ~ SUCCEED ~ LEAD 

% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating ~:6OSeconds on Officiating@mail.vresp.com> 

Saturday, JanuaD, 4, 2014 6:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Being Correct on Correctable Errors 

Have trouble viewing this email ... CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 I January 2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~:: 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ FollowUs on Twitter ] i~ Network on Unkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

Being Correct on Correctable Errors 

u 
T t can happen to every one of 
us. Regardless of the years 
officiating and our best 
intentions an error might crop 
up during a game that causes 
you to freeze in your tracks 

and generate a high level of anxiety. 

This week "60 Seconds on Officiating" takes 
a quick look at some easy ways to 
remember the process of correcting errors 
within the NFHS and NCAA rule sets, 

,~,~; :: Correcta bleErrorCrew 

Hopefully these tips and tricks will provide a refresher and keep you out of a 
"sticky" situation during your next correctable error dilemma. 

Click below to read: 

"Being Correct on Correctable Errors" 

i i~i Visit Go Beyond the Rules Website 

Copyright 20! 4 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of 771eir Respective Owners 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this email to a friend I 



X60 Media, LLC 

1 Roberts Lane 

Somerdale, New Jersey 08018 

US 

% 
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t,,Ve’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, SpeF~ing Goods, Home. and mere. 

Check back often for new deals, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ ~iiii~ ~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i i’~ 60% Off a SanDisk MP3 Player i~ Save 30% on [Vii .... Mini-jack TX: Bluetooth Music 

Transmitter 

60% Off ~ SanDisk M~3 Pla~ Save 30% on Miccus Mini~j~ck TX: Bluetooth 

Music TFansmitter 

z 
~i:: 10% Off Select Beats In-Ear Headphones i i~i Save 10% or More on HP Inkjet Printers 

~ #~?~E Q!:!. ~",.~!~#~. ~.~.~!~#..!q::~L J:!~ a.~!~!’ez!.~ ’-.~ ~ ~.:’,.t~..~.O.?t~.#L.~.#.!.~..#.~!..}:!.~L!!%.~..;~.dZ!~.~.~:~ 



i i~ GettheA ..... in’s Creed IV Limited Edition for$99 99 

Get tl~e Assassin’s Creed 1V Limited Edition fo,~ 

399.99 

20% Off Seiect $75 Boots with P[omo Code 

BOOTS275 

i~i 17% Off UP! Mini 3D Desktop Printer 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i~:+:;i 58% Off TW Steel Pilot Titanium PVD Mens Watch 

TW420 

60% Off Sterling Silver Floating Crystal Chain Pendant 

Necklace, 18 

,S0~Of Steri ;g Siver ~’-.o~.tng C~s~.~ C~.i~ 



~] 56% Off Sterling Silver Polished Tube Hoop Earrings 

i iX 50% Off BabyVision Clothes & Accessories 

#~ %.@[~..5"}#.!~.~<~t~bi#£.#!#£).~£ A.~’.,~’#¢,.#z4 2!:[#.# 

i~] 20% Off lily issimo Coffee Drinks with Instant Coupon 

Coupons 

ii.~ Baby Nursery Event: Spend $250, Get a $50 

Promotional Credit 

[~ Buy 1, Get 1 50% Off Select Dove, Tresemme, 

...... Suave, and More 

%! ~ X #.=. £0.£! ..[’.,@. [.#. 

NewYear, New Business: 40% Off Select Business 

Books 

Business Books 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i i~ Save Over- 30% on Exercise Bundles from Beachbody 

¯ ..i.~ Over 45% Off the Singer 7256 Free Arm Sewing 

Machine 

:;~i:il 20% Off Select Whirlpool Refrigerator & Water Filters 

ii~iI Up to 50% Off Select NFL Pet Gear 

i:~:+;]i 50% Off or More on Select Cookware Sets 

i i~i Extra 20% Off Select PUR F .... t Mounts and Filters 



i i~ Up to 40% Off Select NFL Flags, Banners, & Signs i~i Up to 40% Off Best-selling Adult Bikes 

to 40% Off Seiect ~’4 FL Fla~ Ban~sers. & U~9 to 40~& Off Be~t Bikes 

.~i NewYear, NewYou 

E~O0~(S ~-18’3t[0[li(S TO}S 8 Ga!~2~!S 

P,/~o,/ies & iV Vkleo Gs]~es .~.8by 

Kinqie Ceii Phon!?s ~ Acce.~s.’)des Ciethin.q 

Kindle Papep.~,,’hRe Computers & Software Shoes 

i<indle F}l-e HDX A:.itol~setive Watches 

in.< lani Video }:ldu.sl::isi & 8c}eifl:ifk: ~3eaul:? 





H oiii:: i)’4,~:i:i:i:!:~w ii:::?;’,~:i:i:!:~: ii,~:i:i:i:!:~ ~i’:!!ii;i~ s’,~:i:i:!:~: s ii i~iq iii[i[i[![!i;o o iii~’~::;:s 
Browse recent and upcoming mys[eries, tic[ion, cookbooks, biographies, and mere. 

1 

%i Mystery, Thriller & Suspense i iXi Literary Fiction 



~ii Cookbooks, Food & Wine i iXi H ..... & Entertai ..... t 

Cookbooks, Food & Wi~e                         Humo,~ & E~tertair~mer~t 

}~iI Crafts Hobbies a Home                i i£i Arts a Photography 

Ct~ildre~,’s Books "l’ee,,’~ & Yosng Aduit 

Kicldle Cell l-Shom-~s & Acc~’~ssories Ciotbii-,a Hol<e h<provemei~t 

i<indie ~:ii-e HD Spoils & Ciutdooi-s Jeweliw ~~atio Lawn & Garden 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Bocholis <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 10:39 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Carolina Club Intbrmation 

Dear Carolina Club Membel; 

Please DISREGARD the last email you received from The Carolina Club. I mis*akenly sent this email to the entire Membership base. I apologize for may 

inconvenience. Thmlk you to those of you who responded letting me know about this mis~ke! 

Hapw Monday Morning. 

Sincerely, 

Will Bocholis 

Membership Coordinator 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y~#.rAj’&a~oj! Z.q.r!.a:Z2sD&a!s G.~..e#j.’#.s 



~iii NewYear, NewYou in Books 



%i The Total Money Makeover 

T,~e Tofal Money Makeover 

H a r(tcov~.~r 

Kindle book 

iX Secrets ofthe Millionaire Mind 

Secrets of the Millionaire Mind 

H ~ r(Joo’ve ~ 

Kindle book 



ii.~ Money, A Love Story 

Mone.K A Love Story 

Paperback 

Kindle book 



~iii What Color Is Your Parachute? 2014 Edition 

What Co!or Is "/our Parachute? 20!4 Edition 

P~perb~ok 

Kindle book 

[~[i The First 90 Days 

The First 90 Days 

H~dcover 

Kindle book 

i~ Creative Confidence 

Creative Confidence 

Hardoover 

Kindle book 

::~] What You’re Really Mea nt to Do 

~¢~hat You’re Really Meant m Do 

Hm’dcover 

Kindle book 



~:i Lean In i~ Good to Great 

Lean in Good to Great 

~-,:ardcove~ Hardcov~, 
K~,’d~ ~.~ook K~,~d~e book 



~iii The E-Myth Revisited 

The E-Myth Revisited 

Paperback 

Kindle book 

i~ The One Minute Manager 

The One Minute Man~ger 

Hardcover 





~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

leah.oswalt6@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

leah.oswalt6@holmail.com 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 3:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Women’s Soccer 

My name is Leah Oswalk and I’m a junior at Jacksonville High School in Jacksonville, NC. I graduate in 2015, and I mn vely interested in your school’s soccer 

program, and I believe I would be a good fit for the team. I am 5’9" and 130 pounds, I play forward because of my speed, but I’m also comfortable in midfield. During 

my years playing for JHS, both my freshman and sophomore year I was on the starting Varsity squad, being the leading scorer my sophomore year (24 goals, 18 

assists, 24 stones played and an average of .958 goals per game, .750 assists per game). Also during my sophomore year, I was awarded All-Conference, All-Area, 

and All-State honors in the 3-A conference. My high school team won the title of Conference Champions both my freshman (2011-2012) and sophomore year (2012- 

2013), and made it as far as regional’s in playoffs. I have been captain tbr my ’96 OCSA Coastal Crew team for 4 years now, and we are currently in the Premier 

division for our tburth year. The ’96 OCSA team I play [br fall under the top 10 teams in the state, and we participate in many college showcases. Academically, I am 

currently taking Honors. AP, and IB classes. My GPA is roughly a 5.1, and I’m interested in majoring in Biology. I’m involved in many clubs mad ex~xacurricular 

activities, especially many Honor Societies. I would love to hear back from you in the near lhture, and if you have any questions for my coaches, here axe their contacts: 

David Miller (Head High School coach): david.miller~]onslow.k12.nc.us or 910-545-5720 

Raymond Colley (OCSA coach): raymond.colley@onslow.kl2.nc.us or 910-265-0925 

Amanda Pelch (Assistant High School Coach): amanda.pelch~onslow.kl2.nc.us or 412-999-1428 
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Featured for the New Year 
Fit~ess~ I~ealth, organizatio~, and more S~:...~!~2.g~: 



$15 Off $75 8eJect iR~hletic Shoes Fitness "I’ech~,ology 

j i2i 011ice Orga~Azsiior, 
~i Home 5 Kitci~en 

Home & Kitchen Office O~gamzatior~ 

Electronics 
TVs~ laptops, and} accessories ~B.~e...~.[~. 

~i 30% or Mo!e (~rf Select Big Screel; TVs 

30% e~ l,.!ore Qff Select Big Scree~ TVs Laptops Under $400 



,i ...... 

/:,.m:’~zo~ con-,, ’,~[t~ ’tL’~ rd 

Up to 50% Off Camer~ Accessolies B~y ~ Qualifying V*dal{et Case and Get a $I 0 
Am;~zomcom Gift C~ard 

:: :- ............................................................................................................................................ 
X:: .................................. 

Video Games 
Latest games, pre-orders, and dea~s See more 
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............................................................................................................................................. z~, 4 v l~o ~,m~,~ P, e-erda, ~ D~,I,~ ,n ~, ,d ~e ,~, r~e .............................................................................................................................................. 

~, ~ ......................................................................................................................................... 

Xbox One Sto~e PS4 Sto~e 

Enter[ainment 
Movies, m~,ic, book,, a~d magazi~÷s ~.f~.~..~!.f2.[.~ 



Best Books of .Ja,q~a~y Magazi~le Stlbsciiptiep, s 

Savings with Style 
Fashiot~ab~e fi~ds for womet~, me~ kids, and baby ~.f~.f~...~.9.£f~ 

Up te 70% Off Ciothi,qg Up te 70% Off Shoes and Handbags 

t,~; to 7=11. Off JewelIT, Up ,o, .> ,¢~ ~.:# ~ ~*a~c~e,-, 

Kids & Baby 
Toy storag÷~ books~ c~othi~g~ and mo~e See more 



Kindle, f~om $6,9 Kindl~.~ R~perwhite. from $I 19 



T,~adeqn YOLH" atuf, far an Amaz~ n Gift, Card 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oliviacamera2016@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

oliviacamera2016@gmail.com 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 10:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FC Vilginia U 16 Goalkeeper Olivia Cmnera 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I’m sorry for not ~Titing this sooner, but I just got back into things with the holidays. 

I saw on our team list that you attended our ECNL game in Sanford, and I wanted to thank yon for coming. I’m not snre if you were able to see me play much, but 
hopefully you got a little bit of a look to see ifI might be the type of player that you could see fitting into your program. I’ve visited the UNC Chapel Hill cmnpus betbre, 

and I do love it, not only tbr your great soccer program, but you oiler one of the best PT programs in the country.! 

Our temn will be playing in the ECNL event in Dallas next month as well as I will be playing up ruth our U 18 team at the ECNL event in San Diego in April. When they 
get closer I will emaJl you to let you lmow which halves I will be playing. 

Thanks again for attending oar games. Attached below is also my recruiting profile with a little bit more information about me as well as my coach infommtion if you 

have any questions. 

Head Coach: 

Teny Foley, FC Virginia 97 

terry.tbley@tEvivgini a.com 

703-307-9252 

Goalkeeper Coach: 

Mike Amm~xm 

mike@247gk.com 

571-233-5853 

Hope you had a great holiday and tlmnks for making the trip to Florida! 

Olivia Camera - Class of 2016 

Goalkeeper (Jersey #1) FC Vi~inia ’97 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating <6OSeconds on Officiating@mail=vresp.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 6:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jnmping Into Trouble 

Have trouble viewing this email ... CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 I January 2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~ii 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ Follow Us on Twitter ] i~ Network on Linkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

Jumping Into Trouble 

U 
I t’s that feeling you get just after 
the opening tap watching the 
home team score in the wrong 
basket. Now what? 

This week "60 Seconds on 
Officiating" will help you sort out this issue if it 
ever happens in one of your high school 
contests. 

wrong-waysmall 

Also, we posted a really interesting video 
showing a dunk where the ball passes through 
the ring but then is deflected backward by the net, Take a peek and YOU decide if 
the goal should count or not. 

Click below to read: 

"Jumping Into Trouble" 

Click below to watch the video: 

"When Does the Goal Count" 

i iXi ByOfficials ForOfficials 

Copyright 2024 - XSO Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscdbe 

I Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

XSO Media, LLC 

1 Roberts Lane 

Somerdale, New Jersey 08018 

US 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-win.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 11:55 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

See you in Philly at NSCAA 
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oaches, 

NSCAA and would love 

l Ire ~~to fe~m ~e~t yo~ e×pe~ienee~ using I l 
I ~. share SportsBoard’s newest features, 

and discuss the exciting new partnerships we are fom, ing! 

nd p,ace to meet up so       I I 

I ly~~ to b~ing ~ny of yo~ oo~ohing ~iend~ 

Look forward to hearing from you and seeing you next. weeL 

Ohee s, 

I I 

www.spo~o~d~win.eom 

l’Mebile Player Assessment Solutions- THE FUTURE IS NOW’ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii iiiii iii iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating <6OSeconds on Officiating@mail.vresp.com> 

Saturday, Januao, 11, 2014 6:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Stalling: A Strategy or Traves~ty 

Have trouble viewing this email ... CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 J January 2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~:: 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ FollowUs on Twitter ] i~ Network on Unkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

Stalling: A Strategy or Travesty? 

U 
J ust when you think you’ve 
seen it all in a high school 
game - two teams decide they 
are not going to actually play 

basketball, but rather let the 
clock run, and run, and run - 

without providing any action for the 
crowded gymnasium. 

This week "60 Seconds on Officiating" takes 
a look at the situation when both teams 
decide to stand around and actually do 
nothing - for most of the game, 

~ii StallTa ctic250w 

As we really get into the "meaty part" of our season, we welcome your 
commentary on this week’s article ... and any of the previous posts you might 
have missed. 

And don’t forget ... join the conversation on Facebook and Twitter too. Stay 
healthy and best of luck this week in your upcoming games. 

Click below to read: 

"Stalling: A Strategy or Travesty" 

i iXi ByOfficials ForOfficials 

Copyright 20I 4 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscdbe 

I Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

XTO Media, LLC 

1 Roberts Lane 

Somerdale, New Jersey 08018 

US 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, Janua~ 11, 2014 11:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Toni Dickson - 2015 Center De{~nder - Holy Name High School, OH 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Holy Name High School, OH 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.20/5.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih lexilouie@yahoo.com 

Notes: Toni is a 2015 Center Defender from Holy Name High School, 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a ma~ch? Uvtate your cmai] pre{c~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Ottice: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasF)rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January, 11, 2014 2:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AI,L CLEAR; RESUME NORMAI, ACTIVITIES 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity has issued an "all clear." Now- it’s safe to resume your normal activities 

See aleltcarolina.unc edu for updates and more information about the University’s emergency communications. 

ABOErT THIS E\IAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is activated using a strate~z that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

adali@ncsasports.org on behalf of 
adali@me.coln 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 2:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emoJl.unc.edtr> 

Adi Johnson Eclipse Select and FC Wisconsin Eclipse 2016 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am very interested in your soccer program at UNC. I am currently a 2016 graduate playing for the Eclipse Select U- 16 USYSA team mad the FC Wisconsin 

Eclipse U- 16 ECNL team. I would love for you to have the opportuni~ to watch my team and I play this FebmaD~ in Texas for the ECNL event. We will be wearing 

either black or wNte. Our games are February 21 at 12:00 on Rolling Hills field # 15, the 22rid at 2:00 on Rolling Hills field #15, and the 23rd at 8:00 AM on Rolling 

Hills field #13. My number is 39. I hope you get the chance to see me play-. Thanks for your lime! 

Adi Johnmn 

Click tIERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



7 Techniques to Land Recruits 

on the Fence 

As you approach the signing period for your sport, 

howare you locking down your prospects? If they’re 

torn between you and another program, what are 

you doing to make sure they’re attending your 

school this fall? 

To give your staffthe edge, we’ve compiled a list of 

7 last minute techniques you can use to land key 

prospects at any division level, for any sport 

Nominate Your Athletes for 

the AtloAmedcan Team 

Nominations are currently being accepted for the 

third annual Athleader All-American Team! 

Each All-American embodies the characteristics of 

an athleader, including excelling in the classroom, 

on the field of play and in the community, having an 

all-in attitude/all-out work ethic, putting the team 

first and having a thirst for learning 

Click here to nominate one of your athletes! 

What to Do When 
Over-Recruiting Fails 

One of the first things you learn as a college 

coach is to over-recruit Recruiting two classes at 

once (and sometimes three for higher division 

levels) is the best way to protect yourself and your 

program from bad recruiting classes. 

But what happens when over=recruiting isn’t 

enough? What do you do if all your prospects start 

committing to other programs? If all else has 

failed, here are some tips that can help you 

recover. 

~i~?ii.i~%i~ii: ii~:iii:~::i~ii:~!ii~ iiii:~!i!~iiip ::.~;~:~iiii:ii’i i:::;i!::~!i!~cii~i.iiii:iiiiqii:ii"i:= 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 



nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com Reviews <customer-reviews- message@mnazon.com> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 1 : 11 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc .edu;~ 

Anson Donance, did ’The Numbers Game: Why Evelything You Know About Soccer Is Wrong’ meet your expectations’? Review it on 

Amazon.com 

So, Anson Dorrance, how did this item meet your 
expectations? 

Ti~e Numbe~-:~ G;r~m~.,: Why 
The Numbers Game: Why 

..... Everything You KnowAbout }~.ver}~hi?’~ You }4,r~ew A[3OLIt 

Soccer Is Wrong :}.’;e’,_’,cer is ~’\iie~’,~ 

N:: How 

Children 

Succeed: 

Grit, 

Curiosity, 

andthe 

Hidden 

Power of 

Character 

How Ci~iidre~ Succeed: Grit Curiosity; and 

the Hidden ~-%we.~ of Ch~:raete.~ 

Start by ratingit :~il -~ II~il >’~li~iI 

Top Dog: 

The 

Science of 

Winning 

and Losing 

Check out arnazo~.com/ryp te find past purchases to review. 
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~i ~s’r~::°;~°~m ] .~£~!~:.~:~#~.~. ~.9~.#.Y.’.~...~.9.#!~. ~.~..~. 

::Ki Gc, ic~ Box I N~-w d~,~is Ever,.,, c~? 

Featured Dea~s 
Some of our best offers of t~e week S.9#...m.~!g#. 



"[’~:bJet 

Lip to 50% Off Select i\ecessodes for yosr Ki~,die, 
Fire TsMet 



Promotion~i C r~dit                                               ~sa,rJer 

50 Off the Sony RX10@’,’12 Digitai Camera + Up to 50% Off Select Accessodes fo,~ your 
$50 Promotiossi Credit Kindle EoReader 

___ ............................................................................................................................................ 

~: .................................. 

Entertainment 
Deals i~s movies; tv~ ahd m~sic See reo~÷ 



.....~.i 80% Oii The Ms:iib, r: Monroe Cisssic 9 Film Cc, llex-,’,,ior: 

80% Off The Marilyn Monroe: Classic 9 Film 
C.oilection on Bluoray 

~,VD 

66% Off 30 Rock,: The Complete Series 
Collection on DVD 

~i Fill ’~’O’o:! Cloud: $5 Aib ........ d $069 Sor:gs i iXi .P’ost.HoBd~y Bi ........ 1 Music Deals 

FiJi Your Cloud: $5 Albums and 50.(49 Songs Post-HoUd;~y Blowout Music Deals 

For the Home .............................................................................................. 
Dea~s for house a~d home See more 

j ::~.~ 40% ¢.~f S~i~c~ Kitche,:, Produ.cCs from [4o~,’ ,’..~siCnf~ iXi O,’e, 30% Off 2014 Cai~.~=n,:J=srs ~,, Plsm-.,~.~=’s 

40% Off Select Kitchen Products from Nov# C"ve~" 30% Off 2014 C;~Jenda~s & PJ;~nners 
Designs 



Up to 30% Off Fiitrete Air Filters Extra 15% Off 3M Wiisdew Iissulator Kits 

For the Pantry 
Stock Isp a~d save o~ grocery esse~tia~s S~t~t...~!9.<~ 

i i~ 20% O’:! ZiCO ’3 ......... t W~,t~-r vd~h i ......... t Coupe,1 iXi 20% Off Ss’is’c’[ Sps’c’iai K F’roduc~s 

20°,6 Off Z1CO Coconut Wate,~ with Jnstalst 20% Off Select Special K P,~oducts 
Coupon 

Savings with Style 
Fas~sio~aBle finds for wome~ ~e~; a~d kids See ~ore 



20% Oil $80 Handbags & WaIle~s 

Up to 751¢ Off,: Jewelry 

Bat],’ 

Up b ?05(~ Ofl Oiothing for Women, Mere Kids, 

a~d Bsby 

Up to 75% Off Wartimes 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

MyHabit 

~:i Up to 6~.’?~t (~ Desicner VVom,sn’s ,S, ppa:’el i i~i ’Up to, 80tt O"t rvlen’s 5"1 .......... i Ap.oa~,sl 

U~; to 60% Off Designer Women’s Apparei Up to 60% Off B;ien’s Shoes and A~;~;arei 



Lfp [o 60% Off Kids’ Toys, Apparei> a~d Shoes Lip to ~50% Off l’:.t~m[tt~re and I-<;eme Oeco~ 

Note to Explore 
Mo~e deals f++om Ea~th’~ biggest se~ectio~ Se~q..~f~.+~f~ 

.... 
N;:: Save up’~o 90% on Textboeks i iXi Save Up te 85;4, e~~, ice 8.;cra[;,e!s & Brushes 

Save up to 90% on Textbooks Save Up to 65% o,~ ice Serapel-s & B,~ushes 

~i Buy ~ Phil & Teds Stroller, Get Second Se~t Free i~i Up te 30% Off Seiec~ Fitness hems Item SKLZ 

B~,~y s Phil & Teds St[olie,~, Get Second Seat Up to 30% Off Select Fitness [te,~ls from SKLZ 
Free 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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Browse Books deals a~d events or explore featured selections in Mystery, Business & 

Investing, Fiction, and more. 

Deals~n M ste Thnller&Sus ens I er ture&F~ct~on 

Deais in Mystery. "I’i~iller ~ S~v~>er~se Deals in hiterat~re & F.ictio~ 

;s 



~ii Books Under $5 i iXi Deals in Children’s Books 

];~ill Deals in Business & Investing j i~i Tax Preparation Books & Guides 

Deals in Bus#~ess & investing               Tax Prepa~a~ien Books & Guides 

xi NewYear, NewYou                        j :¢<:: NewYear, N~wBus~ness 

Ne~,v ’feai, Me,A, ~’ou ~’,~ew Year, New Busi~ess 



[~ii Essentials for Designers i IIXII Learn More About Website Design 

[2i LEGO Movie: Read It Before You See It i iXi Programming for Kids 

i ::~,{ New byAmy ChuB [~.. Up to 40% Off Featured Books in Sci .... 

Technology, and More 

~eW by Amy Ch~a Up [o 40% Off F’eab.i~’ed Books in 8cie~lt:e, 

"l’eci~nology, a~,d [v~o~e 



~iii NewSeleclions in Contemporary R ....... i iXi The 

biew Selection, s i~ Co,,’~empe~ary Ro,ma~ce The "Halo" Series 

[:~iI Thrillersto Start the NewVear i iXi Featured in Literar,! Fiction 

"i’h~’ilie~’s ~o ,:~,,r~ ~h .. New Year F.eatu~ed i~, Li~e~a~y [:.i,:;~i(~, 



blome, Kitche~ & Dirfi!].q 

Office & School Supplies 

Grocer’s, 

bleal!:h & Per.<~!.~q~}i C~}r~:’ 

IkrH~Z,’)b ~,/~Oi):L,!~ .,>,p.os 

Gift: C~rds 

Fi~-ie/~il 



iI~ii ..................................... 
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Hey iSoccer Parents, Coaches, and Players, 

Concussio~ safely is an important issue for us at iSoccer, so we rece~tty parlnered with 

S[orelli Sports, makers oIthe !:9.:?..i.I!~ti::.!;!.g:=::"::.~::. on the markeL It’s ...... 
:::N:: H~::.,<.i(’:~a:’d 4~’:: ! 2 

comfortable, effective, and the first head guard we’ve seers worth ...... 

recommending to the iSoccer community. (It actually looks good 

too!) 

So If you’ve been thinking about investing in head protection for 

your player or {earn, don’t wait any fonger! 

Cheers. 

Scott Leber, iSoccer CEO 

kef’s #Raised~deve! together?’ 

lt°e ,,"F.,rn"!a!l:~_~!Sg:9~.?, but you can get a~ extra $5 off courtesy of iSoccer, 

Use promo code: iSoccer 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member_Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:05 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Focus on Coaching ... Not Paperwork 

Tired of gathering paper registration forms for your sports events ... heading 
to the bank to deposit checks ... entering player info into spreadsheets? 
We’ve Got the Solution! 

Event Manager online registration software is a simple, ~: 

affordable solution that takes all that busy work away -- so 
you can focus entirely on coaching and running clinics, 
camps and tournaments, 

Generate more player registrations, more money -- and 
automate admin tasks with: 

¯ immediate Online Payment Processing to eliminate 
trips to the bank and secure transactions= 
Team Roster Management Tools to easily manage 
and modify rosters on the go. 

,, Real-time Reporting to track and view up-to=the- 
minute player stats, registrations, payments and 
communications. 

® Instant Website Integration for a seamless registration experience. 

Put all your sign-ups, payment collection, player data and communications into one 
easy-to-use online solution with Event Manager. 

Call 888.277.4409 or 0 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follo’wing link: L:~’:~ b, c:ibe 

Member SoiuLions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Sui[e 358 

Hatboro PA 19040 

US 

:.~.....~ he Ver ca Response marke ng po cy 

% 

[ ~ ’h" Em~il ",,’]~:i~:~fi~.~ ~.~’i~i~ "~’~ ~; .~i:-~ ~ i~.o~.;,:~! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Campus police are restxmding to Larceny, Breaking and Entering at (h-imes Residence Hall 

The Umversity is currently operating under an alert condition Campus police are responding to or investigating a larceny, breaking and entering at Grimes Residence Hall between 1:15- 
1:30PM. This does NOT pose an immediate threat to health or safety. However, the situation may pose a continuing danger to the campus community, and this notification is intended to 
enable people to protect themselves and/or their property. 

The Alert Carolina website will be updated as soon as more information is available It could take hours for police to resolve a situation depending upon the circumstances Meantime, if you 
are directed by police or Universi~ personnel to take specific action (evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, go to your residence hall and stay there), please comply 
immediately. 
If you see suspicious activity, call 911. But do not call 911 or the Department of Public Safety merely to ask for information about the current incident. Police phone lines need to be kept 
open for emergency communications Anyone with information about this incident should call the Department of Public Safety 919-962-8100. 
Students and employees can let their families know they are okay in the event of an emergency while keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls by using the American Red Cross 
Safe and Well list. The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with family members who are outside the emergency area: www.redcross.org/safeandwell. 

Students who are in need of medical attention should go to Campus Health Services campushealth.unc.edu) or the UNC Hospitals Emergency Room. Faculty and staff in need of medical 
attention should go to the Lr\IC Hospitals Emergency Room. 

A range of support sel-,zices for students is available through the Office of the Dean of Students, deanofstudents.unc edu/. 

Counseling Set, rices for students are available at UNC Counseling and Psychological Services, campushealth.unc.edu/caps. For a concern about a coworker, call Employee and 

Management Relations in Human Resources (hr.unc edu/employee-management-relations/) or 919-843-3444, or the University’s Employee Assistance Program (services provided by Deer 
Oaks 24 hours a day), 877-327-7658 

Questiuns about sexual assault can be directed to Deputy Title IX Courdinatur/Student Complaint Cuordinatur, Ew Quimbaya-Winship, 919-843-3878 

Fur community services, call UNC I)epartment uf Public Safety Crime Prevention Officer Sgt Megan tloward, at 919-9(;6-3230. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 11:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hope Hyde - 2016 - Dallas Texans ECNL - Video Included 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emafl preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Highland Park High School, TX 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih dottiehydeO3@gmail.com 

Notes: University Park, TX Highland Park High School 3.8/4.0 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Olivia Came... -                             Kayiie Coll... -                               Olivia With... - 
Lindsay Ha... - 

2016 Goail<ee...                       2016 Goall<ee...                             2015 Outside... 
2015 Center ..... 

NCSA Rating: 5                         NCSA Rating: 5                                 NCSA Rating: 5 
NCSA Rating: 5 

State: VA                         State: CA                                       State: WA 
State: 8C 

Number of                       Number of                                   Number of 
Number of 

Views: Views:                                   Views: Views:                                   Views: Views: 
Views: Views: 4 

27                                               21                                               14 
Last Viewed 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 
Date: Last 

Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 
Viewed: 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 
11/23/2013 

01/08/2014                   11/20/2013                   06/05/2013 

View 
View View View 

Profile 
Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

N,)t a match? Up,tare yo~r email preib~ences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsaspor’ts.org http:i/www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprieta~, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating <6OSeconds on Officiating@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, January. 16, 2014 2:55 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

First ttom ... So What. 

IHave trouble viewing this email ... CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 J January 2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~:: 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ FollowUs on Twitter ] i~ Network on Unkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

First Horn ... So What. 

You are just catching your 
breath from an exciting run of 
up and down play for the past 
5 minutes. The time-out came 
at a perfect time, 

Now the first warning horn sounds and it’s 
time to get back to work. This week 60 
Seconds on Officiating takes a look at the 
best practices between the first warning 
horn and actually resuming play. 

Having a consistent ritual and defined crew 
responsibilities coming out of a time-out will 
minimize the risk of problems, rule violations, 
and teams delaying their return to the floor. 

We always welcome your comments and suggestions on how to handle situations 
like this. Keep healthy and safe as the season really starts to go into high gear. All 
of us at Ref60 wish you the best in the coming weeks. 

Click below to read: 

"First Horn ,,, So What" 

j iXi SalesforceP .... 

Please pass this along to an vone in gour professional (or familg) circle that 



might have interest in joining one of the best software companies in the 
world, Salesforce.com. I will gladly pass a fellow official’s resume or r@rral 
to our corporate hiring department personally. Make sure they check out 
our career page and send me a link (via email - bmartin~’~salesforce.com) to 
the job (or jobs) that most fits their qualiJicatior~s, along with a resume. I will 
personally see it gets to the right people. - Billy 

Copyright 2014 - XSO Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of ?-heir Respective Owners 

Click to view this emaiI in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this email to a friend J 

X60 Media, LLC 

1 Roberts Lane 

Somerdale, New Jersey 08018 

US 

% 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:34 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Lindsey Stared - 2015 Center Midfielder - Mountain Vista High School, CO 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: Mountain Vista High School, CO 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.84/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih denverstroud@gmail.com 

Notes= Jennifer Lindsey is a 2015 Center Midfielder from Mountain 

High School, CO, 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Olivia Came... - Kaylie Coll... - Olivia With... - 

2016 Outside... 2016 Goalkee.,. 2016 Goalkee,.. 2015 Outside.,. 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 5 NCSA Rating: 5 NCSA Rating: 5 

State: TX State: VA State: CA State: WA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

17 21 14 :: : : : 
:: :: : : 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 
: 

Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

11/19/2013 01/08/2014 11/20/2013 06/05/2013 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a malch? UtxJate your cmai] preJ[c~zuces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Da:ylon St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 ] Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, January. 18, 2014 11:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alea tlyatt - 2017 Right Forward, CA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: Santa Barbara High School, CA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatt@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 Right Forward, CA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

17 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Wewed: 

ii ii iiiiii 

ii ii iiiiii 

Olivia Came... - 

2016 Goall<ee... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: VA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

27 

Last Viewed 
:: 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Kaylie Coll... - 

2016 Goalkee... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: CA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

21 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Olivia With... - 

2015 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: WA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

14 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

11/19/2013 01/05/2014 11/20/2013 06/05/2013 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? Up,late yo~r email preib~ences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http:i/www.ncsaslyorts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietaw, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for tile person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating <6OSeconds on Officiating@mail.vresp.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 6:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Technical Advisor: Crossing Your T’s 

IHave trouble viewing this email ... CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 I January 2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~:: 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ Follow Us on Twitter ] i~ Network on Linkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

Technical Advisor: Crossing Your T’s 

U 
E motions can run high 
in a tightly contested 
scholastic basketball 
contest. Experienced 
officials thrive at 
keeping calm and 

restoring order as it becomes 
necessary between players, 
coaches, and spectators. 

i i’~ CrossingYou rT’s 

This week "60 Seconds on 
Officiating" takes an in depth look at 
all aspects of diffusing and 
administering a technical foul 
including some handy reminders for when these situations might crop up in your 
game. 

As always we welcome your comments and suggestions to make our community 
stronger and all of us better referees as we continue to learn each and every 
game. 

Click below to read: 

"Technical Advisor: Crossing Your T’s" 

i iXi SalesforceP .... 



Please pass this along to angone in gour professional (or familg) circle that 
might have interest in joining one of the best soj?ware companies in the 

world, Salesforce.com. 1 will gladly pass a fellow official’s resume or referral 
to our corporate hiring department personallg. Make sure theg check out 
our career page and send me a link (via emaiI - bmartin@salesforce.com) to 
the job (or jobO that most fits their qualifications, along with a resume. /will 
personallg see it gets to the right people. -Billg 

Copyright 2014 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their RespecUve Owners 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Click here to forward this email to a friend [ 

X60 Media, LLC 

1 Roberts Lane 

Somerdale, New Jersey 08018 

US 

% 



soS:D~wan~i::B~ 

x~ Amazon.com] 
Y.o~.r..AN.a.~oj! ,Tor!.a:x~}..~&a.!s ~.~j.~.s 

?~ii ...................................... 

D,~," A m~o ~ ,co m 0 ,~o m,~ ~, 
[.~ Shadow Spell ] 

New~r miss a hot new release by pre- 

ordering books at Amazon~com. We’ve 

highlighted the biggest and most exciting 

upcoming releases in February, March, 

and beyond. 



~i Concealed in Death i~ Killer 

Concealed in Death Killer 

H a r(tq OVe r H ~ rd cove ~" 

Kindle book Kindle book 



i~!i The Undead Pool 

The Undead Poo! 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 



:~:iI Words of Radi 

Words of Radiance 

H~K~covor 

Kindle book 

~i The Oh She Glows Cookbook 

The Oh She Glows Cookbook 

F~age~br~ok 

Kindle book 

ii.~ Uganda Be Kidding Me 

Ugand~ Be Kidding Me 

Hardoover 

Kindle book 

iX Stone Cold 

Stone Cold 

Ha~dcover 

Kindle book 



%i I’ve Got You Under My Skin 

I’ve Get You Under My Skin 

H a rd¢ov~.~r 

Kindle book 

iX The King 

The King 

H ~ rd co’re ~" 

Sindl(.~ book 



~)i The Pigeon Needs a Bath! 

The Pigeon Needs a Bath~. 

Hardcove~ 

xi 



~i Best Books of 2013 



BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 7:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: UNC PuNic Sai~ty Investigating Report of Armed Robbery 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: UNC Public Safety- Investigating Report of Armed Robber?- 

LrNC Public Safety’ is investigating the report of an armed robber?- of a male UNC student occurring early Sunday (Jan. 19) in the area of downtown Chapel Hill or northern campus. The 
victim was struck in the face with an object and robbed of a small amount of cash. No description was given of the suspect(s). Police do not believe that this reflects an ongoing threat to 
campus at this time. UNC Police are asking anyone with information which might aid in their investigation to contact investigators at (919) 962-8176 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in the investigation into this incident Call 9-1-1 immediately to report an?- and all suspicious activity~ on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~-.a lertcarolina.unc.eduJ~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About InIi~rmational Messages: The University sends an InIi~rmational Message to inIi~rm the campus conmmnity’ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An InIi~rmational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Unlversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heather Lindy <Heather Lindy@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 12:26 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

High School Team Training Techniques tbr 2014 

Coach Anson 

Competitive sports teams start in the weight room. Dynamic, sport specific training can take each of your sports programs to 

another level. Make sure you are maximizing your team’s athletic potential this year. 

These Sport Specific Workouts Will Make a Hucle Difference 

These exercises are being done by many PRO, College and High School teams to win championships! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 
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.).~ 

Amazon Warehouse Deals offers deep discounts on open-box, like-new, refurbished, or pro- 

owned items complete with Amazon’s 30-day return policy and eligibility for Prime or Free 

Shipping (same exclusions apply), 
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~ii Televisions i iXi Laptops 

Televisions kaptops 

:;~ill Tablets i i~i SLRs 

Ta biers                                         SL~~s 



l iXi Wireless A ...... ies ~[i Lenses 

Le~ses \AJ1reless Accessories 

}~ii Cell Phones i i~i Kindle Fire Tablets 

Cell P~oRes                     Kindle Fire t"8~[ets 

~i KindleAccessories                         i ::::+:::: KindleE-readers 

i@~db Accessories Ki~dle E-.resders 





[21i Exercise and Fitness i IIXII Fan Shop 

[2:: Musical Instruments i i2i Books 

M,.Esical i~st~’smer,ts Books 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martina Brittingham <clubco~p@mailer.memfirstnet> 

Friday, Janualy 24, 2014 5:20 PM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Carolina Club Wedding Open ttou~ 

Do you know someone who recently got ellgaged? 

Well, the Cm’olina Club is hosting it’s first Wedding ()per~ Ho~Ese on Sunday, February 2nd, 2014 from 1-3 p.m. in the Alumni Hall. We would like to extend the 

invitation to you and the bride to be. This is a great opportuniD" to tour our beautiful venue, meet and greet with vendors, plus get some great ideas on your special day! 

Please RSVP by Thursday, January 28th, 2014, to marfina.brittingham@ourclub.com or 919-962-3794. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Martina grittin gham 
The Carolina Club 
Private Events Coordinator 

919.962,? 794 Direct 

919.962.1635 Fax 

George. "vVatts HiE ~lumni Center 

Stadium Center Drive 

PO Box 111 Chapd Hill NC. 27514 
www.carolina-elub,eora 

Wedding Open House February 2nd from 1-3 pm 
RSVP by Janum3~ 28th, 2014! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January, 25, 2014 1:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAl, MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Shooting 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Shooting 

At approximately 6:30 pm. on Fri., Jan. 24, Town of Chapel Hill Police responded to a shooting in the 300 block of West Rosemary Street The victim was struck multiple times and is being 
treated at UNC Hospitals. The victim is not a U~’;C student, and the name of the victim is not being released at this time. 

Warrants have been obtained for Attempted First Degree Murder on Dennis Junious Clark (Date of Birth: 10/29/1990). He is described as a light-skinned black male, approximately 5’ 7" tall, 
and weighing approximately 150 pounds. The suspect is not considered a current threat to campus A photo is available through the following link: 

http://bit lyilbp6bkm 

Chapel Hill Police is asking anyone with reformation on the suspect to call 9-1-1 or call CrimeStoppers at 919-942-7515 Calls to CrimeStoppers are confidential and anonymous, and the caller 
may be eligible for a cash reward up to $2000.00 for intbrmation that leads to an arrest. You can also leave tips for CrimeStoppers at www.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigatinn into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the tbllowing link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus communi~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one ufthree tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communicatmns plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren actlvatiun for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AN[) notification will not compromise law enforcement effims. 
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Needs From Every Student Athlete 

The ,O~.A Eligibi,ity °enter (formerly called the ,C~ 
Olearinghouse) checks every athlete who want to play 
spots ,n co,,ege to make sure they’re e,,gib,e ~e×cept 
at the .A,A and junior co.ege ~eve<, ,f they don’t pass 
you, you don’t play. So making sure you’re set with 

them is a key first step for anybody who wants to get 

recru ited 

i~.~. 

Coach Co,.,...~.-,t~o.~: e.,y,,,,ent fo," P~ye.~ 
Questions 

........................................................................................ D0N T BE A FAMILY THAT THROWS 

~Oc~;i:?~:~oG:r~st~l~ TH/NGSpIN ;HEyWtLIL~ RECRUITING 

i ::×:: 

Wednesday, ,January ~gnd at 7pro 
(centra0 

I had a hard hitting conversation about the college 

Join recruiting expert and former- recruiting process with a man who has seen 

collegiate athlete, Cecil Martin, to learn families struggle to understand the process. 

how to get recruited, earn a college Paul Stolzer is the founder of New VVave Lacrosse 

scholarship, and be seen by college in the Chicago area. He is Head Coach of the U19 

coaches. Elite Travel team and has 40 years as a player or 

coach in lacrosse. He started playing when he 

was five and was a NCA.A All American at Fairleigh 

Dickinson. His insights are lacrosse-specific, but 

parents and athletes in all sports can take some 

things away 

~,!!!!!!!!~.i~. !!i!!i!i!!i i!i!i i!~,ii!!!!!!~,!!! !!fill!i=!!:.? !:.111! 







$I;;; Off Maiden NFL 26 

~i P,,larkdo,,,,’r+s it+ Ioots & Home improvemer:t 

Lip to 20% Off Game Dsy Groceries 

J iXi iqestock on Sct-:ooi S~pplies 

Ma~kdowrss in Tools & Home t,np~ovemen~ Restock (m 8,c,~sool Supplies 

Electronics 
Deals o~ TVs+ home tl~eate~ a~d mo++e S.e.e...m.o[e 

~i Huge Ssvh;gs on ~£,/Bundles flora Sarnsu!lc and 
: ~ony 

Huge Savings on TV Bu~,dles from Samsung $150 Off the Denon AVR-B400 7.1 Cha~mei 
amt Sony Receive~ 
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iX 50% Off Hsrmar~ Kerdo~ AVR 1;’00 5 !-Ci-:er, r~ei i~i Epson Pri~ters bride: $1F}O 
..... Receb,,eE- 

Savings with Style 
Fashionable finds for wo~÷~ me~ a~d kids See mo~e 
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25% or Mole Off Ciothing & Accesso~bs           Up to 60% Off Shoes and Handbags 

xi up~o 60.~, o~: e~,~o:~. P~:~,~                i i×i ,-~p ~o ~5’~’::. o~ ,,,,,~.~. c~-~.~ 

Igp to 6016 Off Gemstone Pendants Up to 75% Off Watches Clea~ance 

Entertainment 
Deals o~ TV Shows and N~sic S.e.e...~’~?.~[e. 

1~[i iji:,to S8% C~ i:,.il Seasons of Oo~,,nt,sn Abbey 

...... CoileclJons o:1 DVD and Slab-ray 

i~i :.Jp to 51 ~f~ Off PBS Kids Shows (;.’~,/bJ Klatts, ©in,ss=sur 

: ": "F~sin, sr:d Caiilo~J) 

............................................................................................................................................. ~J ) to ,>~ :~> ~./ff ,~l ,,e;a.~o~;.~ o, L~OW~’S,O~; Aeb~ ~.Jp ~e o ~ x~ Off ~: ~¢, Kld.~ c,~1o ¢,,.~ ~ ~Vhr.~ Kr;att~ ............................................................................................................................................. ¯ 
Collectie~;s on DVD ~:~nd Blu-n:~y Dino.s~:~,~" Tn:~in, ~:~nd Oai~’iou) 



CD Favorites Under $6 FilJ Your Cioud: $5 Aibums and $0,69 Songs 

Books 
Great reads for al~ ages S.@.@...~.@£e 

~i 20 I<iP, dI~- Books fo! $2 E~ch                      i i~:: 25 Kinc:i~, Kids’ Books $i E~ch 

20 Kindie Books for $2 Each                   25 Kindie Kids’ Beek, s $I Each 

Ti~e Best Books of the Month fo~" Teer~s Book Club Picks 

Kindle Magazines 
Great se~eetio~ of magazines a~d bohus offers See more 



.~] Ben App~tit Ail Access -i i::re~ ’.,ore BP~9 8, Six 
Cookbooks 

Ben Appetit All Access + Free Tote Bag & Six 
Cookbooks 

::,t~ G,slf f2,i~ef~t ,\11 l:,.o:,ef~s i. Free GeP~r [:;P~9 8, [hEee 

Sasics SeFies G;~lides 

Golf Digest Ail Access + Free Gear B;~g & Tt;~ee 
Basics 8edes G~ides 

.’,.apteps f~em Amazo~ V\;s~reheuse Deais T\./s fl-om Amazo~ Warehouse Deals 



~:: Lss~ Ci:ance Deals from Amac-on Warehouse Deals 

Last Ci~ance Deais from Amaze,,’~ Ws~e~seuse 
Deais 
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More to Explore 

U~; to 40% Off Seiect Pe~;tei A~t Suf>~;iies 20% Off Select AFtwo~’k 

i~ ShoF, ~’,,~iiiiol:,s ,sf Pioducts and ri,sci¢ ’four Pack,ages 
’; ’¢S’i~h theAmszo~l App 

Shop Miifions of P~od~cts a~d Track Your 
P;~ck:~ges ~£,;lth the Amazor~ App 

i~:: Great L,sc.si ©esls on ti~e Go 

G~e~t J..oc;~i Deals or; t~e Go 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 8:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

University k~ postpone emergency siren test 

Universi~ officials are postponing the scheduled test of the emergency sirens and related text messages because of possible adverse weather moving into the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area at 
the same time the test was to be conducted. The siren test had been scheduled for Tuesday, Janua~ 28, between 2 and 3 p.m., but it will be conducted on another date that will be 
announced soon. 

Chief JeffMcCracken, director of public safety, was concerned about confusion over possible competing conmmnications between a siren test and an?’ weather-related announcements, if 
the?’ are needed 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 10:38 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

© 2014 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 
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~[iI The l .... tion of Wings i~ HollowCity 

The Invendon o, V[ 7ngs Hollow City 

H a r(tc ov(.~ r H r~ r(tcove r 

Kindle book Kindle book 



~iii Still Life with Bread Crumbs 

S#II LZfe with Bread Crumbs 

N~dcover 

Kindle book 

i~ Under the Wide and Starry Sky 

Under the Wide and Stat;,y Sky 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 



~iii The Body Book 

The Body Book 

H~K~cover 

~i My Age of Anxiety 

My Age of Anxiety 

H;~rdcover 

Kindle book 

ii.~ People Tools 

People Tools 

l:’,apelbaok 

Kindle book 

iN Jim CrameCs Get Rich Carefully 

Jim Crarner’s Get Rich Carefully 

Ha~doover 

Kindle book 



i~ii ..................................... 

~i The Guest Cat ii~ The Days of Anna Madrigal 

T,~e Guest Cat The Days of Anna Madri.ga! 

Paperback Hardcove~ 

Kilsdla book Kindle book 



:~}i I Am Abraham Lincoln 

/ Am, Abraham Lincoln 

Hardcove~ 

Kindle book 

i~ Alliance 

Affiance 

Hardcover 

Ki,~dJe book 



:~}i Anna’s Best Friends 

Anna’s Best Friends 

Psperbaok 

Kindle book 

ii.~ Spirit Animals Book 2: Hunted 

Spirit Animals Book 2: Hunted 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 





~i Best Books of the Month 



BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 10:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Update to Jan. 25 Alert Carolina Infbrmational Message 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Update to Jan 25 Alert Carolina Informational Message 

Suspect Arrested in Shooting 

Chapel Hill Police has arrested Dennis Junious Clark on one felony count of"Attempted First Degree Murder" related to that agency’s investigation into a shooting on West Rosemary 
Street on the evening of January 24 The victim, whose name has not been released, is being treated at U~’;C Hospital in Chapel Hill and is not a UNC student 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ruttheck Scarves <Rultheck Scarves~mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 1:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

soccer scarves 

.Xi Ruffneck logo 2009-white 

Soccer Scarves 
Customize your own or buy scarves of your favorite team 

Creale custom scarves usin~t your team colors, Io~}o 

Buy scarves from your favorite teams around the world 

Buy scarves wholesale and sell retail 

Fundraising with custom scarves 

Want more [nfe? v_Ls_j.t__..R_u_ffJ3e__c_._k_cb__c_a_ .rg__e_._s_:.c_ .q_m_ 

855-873-2673 
"Better Service, Better Designs. Better Scarves." 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Ruffneck Scarves 

2450 6th Ave S 

210 

Seattle, WA 98134 

US 
X Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aleahyalt@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

aleahyatt@gmaJl.com 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 3:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alea Hyatt- Class of 2017 

UNC Coaches- 

I have jufft completed my first semester of high school aid have poffted my grades on my profile. I finished the first half of the year with a 4.0(4.5 weighted). I am 

currently playing for Santa Barbara High School Varsib’ soccer team. I am looking forward to the second half of the ECNL season. My Eagles GU15 team roll be 

attending the San Diego ECNL Event as well as the New Jersey PDA ECNL Event. My schedule for the San Diego event is: 

April 12 9:15 am Eagles vs FC Nova Field #17 

April 13 12:45 pm Eagles vs MVLA Field #01 

April 14 12:00 pm Crossfire Premiervs Eagles Field#11? 

I will send you my PDA schedule when it is posted. 

I followed your season closely last year. Your NCAA playoff gane against Stanford was exciting. I am planning on attending your College ID Camp in July. I am 

looking forward to visiting the campus and experiencing UNC. 

Sincerely, 

Alea Hyatt #17 

aleahyatl@gmaJl.com 

Class of 2017 

Eagles GU15 ECNL 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AlertCarolina: Classes canceled at 8 a.m. Thursday m~d resume at 9:30 a.m.; offices open on regular ~hedule 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Due to concerns about possible refreezing tonight and potentially hazardous road and sidewalk conditions, classes are canceled starting at 8 am on Thursday, JanualT 30, 2014. Offices will 
remain open on a regular schedule (Condition 2) 

Classes will resume as normal at 9:30 a.m on Thursday, January 30, 2014. Classes prior to 9:30 a.m. will not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the 
faculty member (Condition 2) 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should report for work Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather news on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
through the news media. Unless a change is amaounced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 
(919) 843 -1234 Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 

¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus. 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating ~:6OSeconds on Officiating@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 6:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Intentional Foul - Know It When You See It 

/Have trouble viewing this email ._ CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 I January 2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~:: 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ Follow Us on Twitter ] i~ Network on Linkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

Intentional Fouls: 
Know It When You See It 

:~: 
Art good officiats strive to remain 

in the background of the games 
~ Intentional Foul 

they work, and nothing drags 

them into the gtare of the 

spottight tike the ruting of an Intentionat Four. 

The penatty of awarding two shots (even if 

the bat[ goes in the basket) and possession of 

the basketbatt can knock a wett-ptayed game 

off its axis and have the penatized team, and 

the referees, scramming to get back on track. 

This week "60 Seconds on Officiating" takes a 

big-picture took at the dynamics of an 

Intentional Foul during a high school (NFHS 

contest) and some things to consider before 

you step into the foul reporting area and cross your forearms to signal this foul was, 

~ lunlike all of the other fouls, r, 

We wetcome your commentary on the DKnow It When You See ItD phitosophy in 

this weekDs post. 

And don’t forget you can join the REF 60 conversation on Facebook and Twitter too. 

Click below to read: 

"Intentional Fouls: 
Know It When You See It" 



.~i BestOfFooterBa n ner650w 2 

Copyright 2024 - X60 Media LLC - AI! Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this email to a friend [ 

X60 Media, LLC 

1 Roberts Lane 

Somerdale, New Jersey 08018 

US 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student-Athlete Development <paperlesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

2014 Student-Athlete Graduation Receplion 

ixi 

View invitation: 
v,~wq, pa pe rlesspost, co rnieve ntsi7098698- 
8e7adb78!replies!128754153-c898b007 

View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 

iPhone app 

2014 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 
Monday, April 14th at 5:00 PM 

Gerrard Hall 
160 E Cameron Ave, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add _p__a_p__e_Lhe_ssp__o__s__t_@j2_a_££ELe__s__s_££:g_L_c__o_£n_ to your address book to easu:’e you receive sii tutu:’e emsiis from Pspel!ess Pest 

it: your inbox Click here to stop :’eceb,’iaa emails tram Pspedess Post inciudh:g invitstioas and cards 

View the Paperless Post privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bellaliant.net 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 11:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emsJl.unc.edu> 

2016 - Shannon Annitage 

I just ~,anted to follow up with my previous email to you to let you l~low I have added new video to my NCSA profile. You can click on the linl~ below. I would like 

you to note that this new video is not a collection of highlights over several games but highlights from only one game taken last summer on a full regulation indoor field. 

This video will also show my abili~ to play equally on both the left and fight side of the field. I hope you like what you see. 

Thank you for your time once again 

ShsJmon Armitage 

Halith~ Nova Scotia, Canada 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bellaliant.net 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 11:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emsJl.unc.edu> 

2016 - Shannon Annitage 

I just ~,anted to follow up with my previous email to you to let you l~low I have added new video to my NCSA profile. You can click on the linl~ below. I would like 

you to note that this new video is not a collection of highlights over several games but highlights from only one game taken last summer on a full regulation indoor field. 

This video will also show my abili~ to play equally on both the left and fight side of the field. I hope you like what you see. 

Thank you for your time once again 

ShsJmon Armitage 

Halith~ Nova Scotia, Canada 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--qclubeorp@nlailer.menlfirst.net > 

Friday, January 31, 2014 2:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Weekend at The Caxolina Club - Basketball, Brunch and more 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 11:47 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA Pros ~ect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Kingston High School, NY 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih Iongendyke3 @hotmail.com 

Notes: Hanna is a 2016 Right Defender from Kingston High School, NY. 

View Profile 

Hayley Nolan - 2015 Attacking Central Midfielder, Outside Midfielder, Defensive IVlidfielder 

High School= St. Mary’s College, INTERNATIONAL 

Height: 5’6" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih jjanolan@hotmail.com 

Notes: Hayley is a 2015 Center Midfielder, UI7 Irish National Team 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed : : 
~: ~: : ~: ~: Views: 

Date: Last : Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed : Last Viewed 

11/1g/z013 11/10/z013 08/06/2013 Date: 

View Profile View Profile View Profile 
View 

Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

N,)t a match? Up:late yo~r email preib~ences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 
Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http:i/www.ncsastx~rts.org 



NCSA Blog: http:/,blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietau, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please noti~ the sender immediately by return e-mail aad delete all copies.~. 
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Step number one in this process is to Seeing that football is far and away our nation’s 

have your information online in one place favorite sport, National Signing Day is 

for college coaches to access it Step two passionately followed by fans and the sports 

is having the right information in place media. In case you missed it, Signing Day is next 

and keeping it up to date. For parents, the week and is the first time high school seniors 

easy analogy here is to relate an online can sign a binding National Letter of Intent with 

recruiting profile to a resume, the college that has recruited them to play for 

their school. 
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Valentine’s Day for Kids 
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Plush Toys 



A,~ts & Clafts Edito,~s’ Picks fo,~ Littie Cupids 

Savings with Style 
Fas~ionaWe gifts for women~ men, a~d kids S~e...[~:~.~ 



Fashion Gifts for Her                          Up to 60% Off Shoes 

i~i 30% off Sele~ ,J%,~eirv" Up to (30% Oft Gif~abte Har:dbs?,s tram P,,lv’Usbi~ 

30% Off Select Jewelry Up to 60% Off Giftable Hs~sdbags from MyNabit 
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~:: rvl,svies .~ TV Vslentil~’s Ds’¢ $~tore                        [ ::~:: 50 Greet Romsntic Albums fol 2014 

~/ievies & TV Vaie~tine’s Day Sto~e               50 G~eat Rema~~tic Albums for 2014 



Romantic Rends Kii~dle Romance Books, $3.99 or Less 

Pets & Home 
Gifts for that special family member ~9.9...[~}.9~9. 
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{&oom i:~g Prod~;c’,,,s 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 11:53 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

HaJma Longendyke - 2016 De{Ender - Kings~ton High School, NY 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emaH preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Kingston High School, NY 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 130 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih Iongendyke3 @hotmail.corn 

Notes: Hanna is a 2016 Right Defender from Kingston High School, NY. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Ashley Buck - 

2016 Outside... iliiiii 
Hope Van Wa... 

- 2017 Forward 

NCSA Rating: 6 
NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 
State: IN 

Number of 
Number of 

Views: Views: 
Views: ’Views: 1 

17 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed: 
11/19/2o13 

View 
Profile 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

11/10/2013 

View 
Profile 

ii 

Hadley Buck... - 

2016 Center ... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: FL 

Number of 

Views: Views: 7 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

08/06/2013 

View 
Profile 

2016 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: UT 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed: 

09/15/2013 

View 
Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

N,)t a match? Upstate 5,o~lr email preib~ences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsaspor’ts.org http:i/www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprieta~, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:43 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - February 2014 - Love the Coupons! 

The College Recruiter Email Update - February 2014 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

For the first time ever, the 2014 Recruiters Institute Webcast will be broadcast live from a national championship venue[ 

On April 3, 2014 at 10:00 A.M. Central time from Dallas, Texas, The Recruiters Institute webcast will take place at the NCAA Division I Men’s FINAL FOUR Basketball 

Championship. 

The guest speakers for this fantastic coaching education event will be four Division I men’s basketball coaches. 

Registration begins on February 15, 2014. Mark your calendar now. 

DEVELOP YOUR PLA YL:.RS USING ANAL ~°TiC.~ 

ANALYTICS. That’s the "nobody-wants-to-say-anything-about-it" buzzword capturing the imagination of the college coaching profession. What is it? Simply stated, 

Analytics is the quantification of subjective data. In other words, how do you quantify a trait like motivation or competitiveness or mental toughness?As a coach, 

you can subjectively identify the trait when you see it in a player. But how can you put a number on a subjective trait? 

The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition (www.successfactorsscales.com) does it for you. The Scales measures the level of strength of very specific traits in your 

players. The Executive Summary that each player receives after completing the assessment gives you a quantifiable identifier for the trait. The .Scales is a mental 

metric...Analytics of the Mind, if you wilL 

Recruiting Proposal 16-3 went into effect for Division I schools in 2013. NCAA staff believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the premier self- 

assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 15-3 guidelines. Quite possibly, it won’t cost you a cent 
of your Division ! budget to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some mental Analytics data on your 

team. Contact your Compliance Officer to request the funding. 

Special Offer. Since the NCAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 16-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division II, Division III, 

NAIA, and junior college programs that are interested in utilizing the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition with your teams. Call me at 1-800-293-1676 if you’re 
interested in these special discounts. 

I am offering sport psychology consulting services for college players and coaches via telephone!computer. I’ve been providing mental toughness training workshops 

and other sport psychology services since 1987. If you’re interested in this service or have any questions, call me at 1-800-293-i675. 

DID YOU KNOW THA T A NEW RECRUIT SOCJAL MEDIA SOURCE WAS UNCOVERED DURING THE 2013 WEBCAST? 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstftuteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

And, of course, you will absolutely love the February 2014 Shameless Bribe coupons. 

h,’~:~s’der Tsit’.,: Recruiters Bible and E-books still carry hefty discounts this month. 

Here is the link to the February 2014 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/monthly-email.-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 9:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Helios Winter Special 

i.X.i Helios Health Products 

Home"ll ’~’ Ho,iosProd0cts III ~’ Other Hoa,thProducts 

%%% 
~¥.t teliosHealthProducts.com 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this email to a friend I 



Helios Health Products 

1615 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

l 
Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... !j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 9:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, February 11 

INFORIVLLkTIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, FebmaW 11 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, FebruaW 1 lth, between 12 and 1 p. m. We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment works 

During the test, anyune outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or while you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. ~en testing is complete, a different siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear Resume regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
A major chemical spill or hazard; 
A tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. 

The University also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus directoly, ha an emergency, the University will post safety-related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, "What You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in all campus classrooms 
and accessible online, http :i/~vw alert unc edulextemalicontent/document/1395/1255639/1/AlertClassroomPoster.pd]~ 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Notification System and a communications strategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, faculty and stall, as well as visitors, local 
residents, parents and the public. To support that system, we updated Emergency Notification Protocols that inform the campus community using four types of notifications Emergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning, Informational Messages and Adverse Weather Messages 

In a real emergency, we strongly encourage students and employees to use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they are okay in the while 
keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls. The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with family members who are outside the emergency area. 

You may also now access a mobile-fi-iendly version of the Alert Carolina website during an emergency at http:i/m.alertcarolina unc.edu/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
el!torts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sarahtxtr8@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

saralatxt~@gmail.com 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 11:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Summer camps 

Hello coacl~ My nmne is S~xah Te?~er and I san a 2015 graduate. I currently go to Redlands East Valley High School. I maintain about a 3.5 GPA at school. I am a 
two year starting Varsity athlete. I am also a starting outside defender for my club team called Pateadores. We got 1 lth out of 33 teams last season in Flight 1 of the 

Southern California Developmental League. The reason I contact you today is to know if you have any summer camps and or ID cmnps coming this summer that I 

could attend and get more information about. Thank you, Sarah Texter #8 10253 Shale Ln Mentone, CA, 92359 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 12:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Makenzie. (MaJ~) Burton - 2016 At’tacking Central Midfielder - Veto Beach High School 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Veto Beach High School, FL 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih MakBurton 18@ya hog.corn 

Notes: Makenzie. (Mak) is a 2016 Attacking Central Midfielder from 

High School, FL. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hanna Long... - 
Hope Van Wa...                              Hadley Buck... - 

2016 Outside...                       2016 Outside... 
- 2017 Forward                              20:1.6 Center ..... 

NCSA Rating: 6                    NCSA Rating: 6 
NCSA Rating: 6                                 NCSA Rating: 5 

State: TX                       State: NY 
State: IN                                            State: FL 

Number of                         Number of 
Number of                                      Number of 

Views: Views:                                   Views: Views: 
Views: Views: 1                                 Views: Views: 7 

17 
Last Viewed                                     Last Viewed 

Last Viewed                              Last Viewed 
Date: Last                           Date: Last 

Date: Last Date: Last 
: Viewed: Viewed: 

Viewed: Viewed: 
11/10/2013                     08/06/2013 

11/19/2013                   01/31/2014 

View                            View 
View 

:: 
View 

Profile : Profile 
Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a m;a~ch? Update your cmai] pre[cl~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iIffonnation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 
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request an evaluation today with an NCSA National Scout 

or call 3’12-999-5315 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating <~6OSeconds on Officiating@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, Februao, 10, 2014 6:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Remove Betbre Flight -- Pregame Discussion Tools and Tips 

IHave trouble viewhtg this email ... CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 I February 2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~:: 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ Follow Us on Twitter ] i~ Network on Linkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

Remove Before Flight: 
Pregame Discussion Tools & Tips 

U 
I t is quite interesting 

to see how 

meticulous an 

airplane pitot is 

during their preparation prior to 

taking off ... even with no 

passengers on board. 

.~.i removebeforeflight 

Regardless of how many flights 

they have flown it’s a consistent 

process and check-list procedure 

before firing up the engines and taxiing down the runway. 

This week "60 Seconds on OfficiotinB" takes an in depth look at the pro-game 

discussion and provides several tools to make this piece of your game 

preparation extremely valuable and efficient based on the time you have 

available. 

Make sure to downtoad a copy of our very own version of a sample pre-game 

card and watch the accompanying video with a complete set of talking 

points to help guide your next pre-game crew discussion. 

Best of [uck in the dosing weeks of this 2014 season! 

Click below to read: 

"Remove Before Flight" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 9:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: University Will Test Sirens Tue~ay 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Tuesday, Februa~z 11, between 12 and 1 p.m. during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safe~ awareness campaign No 
action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,dce; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover inm~ediately in a real emergency. 
The Umversi~z also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus directol7. For more information about Ale, t Carolina, including audio 
samples of the siren tones and details about using the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to communicate with family members outside the emergency area, see 
http://alertcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bellaJiant.net 

Monday, February 10, 2014 10:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2016 - Shannon Annitage 

Coach Daonance, Ducar & Palladino 

I just wanted to pass along to you that I attended the U19 Challenge Cup Showcase here in Nova Scotia this past weekend. I was named top defender. I hope this 

information gets me that much closer to one day playing for you and wearing a blue and white Tar Heel’s jersey. 

I roll be attending "the Umbro Showca~ in Toronto, Ontario in May ruth all the details "to fi~llow when they become available 

Shannon Armitage 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



Using Signhlg Day Excitement 
to Your Advantage 

With all the publicity surrounding National Signing 

Day, every recruit, regardless of their sport, gets a 

glimpse of what it’s like to commit to a college or 

university on an athletic scholarship¯ It’s the one 

moment they’ve all worked so hard for over the past 

4 or more years So what happens to everyone that 

won’t commit on National Signing Day? 

Here are several ways you can use the excitement 

from Signing Day to get your prospects excited to 

commit to your program¯ 

The Key to Efficient Recruithlg 

×~ 

Promote Your Program! 

i£ 
Studies have shown that you are 42% more likely to 

achieve your goals when you write them down It 

forces you to clarify what you want, motivates you to 

take action and allows you to track your progress¯ 

Looking for more ways to share your summer 

camp brochure or recruiting questionnaire? Try 

posting it on your college info page in the NCSA 

Database! it’s as simple as logging in to NCSA 

and clicking AddNow!en the right side of the 

page under Information About Your School! 

For the same reasons, developing a detailed 

recruiting game plan (or recruiting philosophy) and 

putting it on paper helps you recruit more efficiently¯ 

Sharing it with your staff will help keep everyone 

committed to a singular process and focused on 

their responsibilities This includes everything from 

the identification process, prospect evaluation, how 

your staff selects prospects, the actual recruiting¯¯ 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 



network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kafisma.carmichael@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

kafisma.camlichael@yahoo.com 

Monday, February 10, 2014 8:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jus~t letting you know how my season was going 

Coach Moynihan, 

Well at Oaks Clmslian high school, our season is coming to an end. We have 2 League games left and then on to playoffs. As a freshman on Varsi~ I want to send the 

Seniors out ruth a Championship. Anyway I roll keep you posted on our season and let you know what events my club temn will be attending. Hope all is well and 

look forwmd to staying in touch. Go Tar Heels!! 

Karisma 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 12:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the Umversity’s emergency sirens. The message coincided with the beginning of the siren test. There may be delays in delivery of campus-wide 
email. In an emergency, we plan to use all available communication methods including email as palt of a multi-layered strategy to reach as many people, including those who may not be on 
campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For more information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 12:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Over All Clear 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the Umversity’s emergency sirens The message coincided with the end of the siren test. The sirens have sounded the "all clear" tone. That 
means resume normal activities. There may be delays in delive~z of campus-wide email In an emergency, we plan to use all available conmmnication methods including email as part of a 
multi-layered strategy to reach as malay people, including those who may not be on campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For more information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



o How You iSoccer. 

!!! examples: 

Points or Touches: The player with the most points or touches at the end of a 

set time frame (10, 20, 30 days) wins. Fha[ was easy! 

Ski~l; Fake only one ol the iSoccer Challenges arid record your score. Pick a 

time frame. 5, 10~ 20 days. Set both a goal & rewardl Did you achieve your 

goal’? Nothing is better than nailing your goal and earning a reward’. (Coach 

maybe the player who improves the most is captain for the next game) 

¯ Parent; Select one of the iSoccer Challenges and actually score yo~rself along 

with your child. I wo~ld suggest starting with Foot Spee& See who can improve 

the most in the next 7 days. MaRe a healthy tittle wager (chores, dishes, pizza 

night ..... ) Keep it light arid Iun! 

The best thing to remember is that, iSoccer is a game. The better the rewards, the 

better the competition~ the better the chaftenge- The more fun it is to play! And the 

more fun something is, the harder we work at it[ 

Share how you Play iSoccer with us @iSoccer on i"wi[ter! 

Game On! 

Scott - The iSoccer Guy 

Top Players on iSoccer in February 

B~ost iSoccer "[ouches: Lance of MD with 8,366 

Most Points; Matthew of WA with 11,800 

~4ost Activities Logged; Paige of NJ with 73 

~ost Leve~s Raised; Giavanna ol CA arid Andrew oI NY with 21 

iSoccer Launches its Next Round of Fundraising 

Sa~ Francisco, CA ~ Positioning itself 1:o t~ke ~d~,anI~-~!~.~ of Ihe ~.~xpk~sion in poio~l~dl:}’ ~d 

9~owth ~t l:t~e inlerseclion ol sporls arid lePhnok~gy, iSoPc~.~r, the.~ digil~d t~dni~x( ~l~-~Ifom’~ 

empowering kids aroimd the worm to improve their soccer skills through technology, has 

]~unched its seco~d round of flmdi~x( to accefe~te growth ..... r.t:~.,,’.~!..[¢:~.(Lr~.:!!r.~:::~.~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 2:05 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Go Online: We’ll Build a Camp Registration Page for You 

Customized Online Registration Page for Your Camp 

Get a jump on registrations this year -- and make your life a lot easier -- by taking 

the ENTIRE process online. 

Event Manager Online Registration Software is the Answer 

::::~;::: i:.:.’..~-~ii! M::m~-=:~?::~ ~:::~:ini ~.’.~, ~:..:i~-=i: 

Each online registration page built in Event Manager has ...... ,-,:-,~:: ~-: ~-.;,.-~,.:~,,~.,-.?: ~:.~:i-: ~:-~ ~ :.: 
its own unique link you can post anywhere ... in emails, ~:r.’[:.:~.:. c~stc.n,:’~-,:i ~:.>~:’,~-, 

on Facebook, on your website, on community forums. 
~:.~,~.~;~=.=~i,:~ i:.=~.-e 

Players then click the link, fill out the online form AND 
pay online 24,,’7 -- requiring no action from you or your 
staff. It’s a quick, efficient way to get your camp filled fast. 

*Sign on by March 14th and we’H build a customized 
online registration page for you FREE -- a $150.00 value! 

~..,...’~<~..,,.>.. Registration pages can be integrated with ANY website to create a seamless 

registration experience for players! 

Go Paper~ess! Take Your Registrations & Payments Online Today ,.. 

~,,,.~.,, ~,,,.~.,,,~.- ,%~--.~.-.-~ ,," ,,,’* or Call 888.277.4409 Now! 
*Offer appfies to new ctienls only 

%%%%%% 

~: !,.ci\~L,,i~..~,Lti!i~L~..~ ~)~_?~_,b. ,~.L~:~= 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to [his message ,,vith "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the foli~,¢ing ik~k: !~=~ ’~’~=~.J.3"..";: 

Member Solutions 



330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

i~!!=~!:i the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

chrisfiboora@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

christi boora@gmail.com 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SurfID Cup 

I just wanted to introduce myself mid say Hi! My name is Bfittani Boora and I will be attending the upcoming SuffC~anp in Oahu. I noticed UNC roll be represented 

at the camp and let you know I am interested in attending UNC. Come say Hi to me at the camp. 

My team jus~t returned from Oahu last week ruth the Hawaii State Championship. There roll be 7 of us attending. 

MahaJo 

Britmni 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

winniepooh 76@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

mnniepooh 76@hoUnail.com 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 7:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ISABELLA NUNU 2014 CASL GIRLS COMBINE 

Hello my name is Isabella Nunu, I am in the graduating class of 2016 cmrently attending PdchaJnds High School in Richla~ds, NC. I am an all around athlete playing 
Varsi~ Volleyball, Basketball, and Soccer. My soccer experience extends as far back as the age of 4 and I have been playing club soccer since the age of 9. Currently 

I play for the 97 JASA Coastal Surge (Premier), ranked 9th in NC. We are 2 time National Runner-ups (Sacramento, CA in 2012 and Denver, CO in 2013), played 

at WAGS in Virginia, Labor Day Shootout in NC and participated at the Disney Showcase from 29 Dec thru 3 Jan 2014. 

2014 CASL College Combine Info: 

Team 3 White Ui16 

Player Number: 24 

Schedule 10:30 11:50 Stadium 

1:50 3:00 Daily Seven’s 

Height 5’7 Weight 145 

Positions: Mid Field,’ Center Fwd/and some defense 

Primary tbot: Switch foot 

GPA of 3.3 and cunently talcing all AP classes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 4:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina-Duke update (gmne still scheduled for 9:10 p.m. start) 

FOR IMMEDL4TE RELEASE 
UikT, IE~RSITY OF NORTH C.&ROLINA 
ATHLETIC CO~’vflMUlkXCATIONS 
¥~,,W33NESDAY, FEtE 12, 2014 

CAROLINA-DUI-~ GAME UPDATE 
Game still schedule to tip at 9:10 p.m. this evening 

CHAPEL HILL The LTniversi~z of North Carolina and Duke men’s basketball game remains scheduled for a 9:10 p.m. tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. 

Classes at UNC have been cancelled and offices closed this afternoon effective through 11 a.m. Thursday due to the winter weather. (See AlertCarolina.unc edu for updates). 

People with tickets to this evening’s game are encouraged to stay off the roads Chapel Hill transit has cancelled bus service for the game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network 

"This is always one of the most anticipated games of the season, but everyone’s safety is our top priority’ and we want people to use discretion and follow Governor 2vfcCrory’s advice to 
stay off’the roads," says Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham. 

"ACC policy states that we should play the game if the teal:aS, officials and games operations sta:ff can safely get to the arena As of right now, we believe that those critical personnel will be 
able to get here We distributed approximately 6,000 student tickets before today and we will be able to get more students in the building once we see how man)’ people with tickets actually 
attend the game Seats that go unused by season ticket holders will be filled by students" 

Students who do not already have tickets may come to the Smith Center beginning at 7:30 pm to get in the stand-by line at Entrance C. 

Students with Phase I tickets will be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginning at 6 p.m. 

All rims that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra time to get here sa:[’ely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 5:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Update: Classes canceled, ottices closed 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff’: 

Condition 3 (classes canceled, offices closed) remains in effect through 8 am Friday, Feb. 14, 2014. 

No classes will be held and no offices will be open all day Thursday, Feb 13. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report fbr work All other employees are instructed not to 
come to work during this period. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather news on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
through the news media. Unless a change is amaounced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus. 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions 
° Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times. 

ABOI.Kf’ rfIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process. The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 

strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source nfinformation will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://alertcarolin a unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 6:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina-Duke game postponed; no makeup date ~heduled 

For immediate release 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Athletic Communications 
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 
5:dO p.m 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 
No makeup date scheduled at this time 

CHAPEL HILL --- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the Universi~ of North Carolina and Duke University has been postponed due to inclement weather 

A makeup date has not been announced at this time. The game will NOT be played tomorrow, FebruaW 13th, clue to the conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip to Chapel Hill so we can’t play this evening" Says UNC Director of Athletics Bubba 
Cunningham "The safety of the teams and officials is the number one priority and this was the best decision to make at this time. Coach Williams, Coach Krzyzewski, (Duke AD) Kevin 
White and I will be on the phone with the ACC and make a decision as to when to play the game as soon as possible." 

More information to follow as it is available 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Miluar <Warren Milnar@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 12:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Training Techniques for Soccer Teams 

Coach Anson 

Competitive soccer teams start with the best athletes. Dynamic, soccer specific training can take your team to another level. 

Make sure you are maximizing your soccer team’s athletic potential this year. 

These Cuttina Edcle Soccer Drills Will Make a Huae Difference 

These exercises are being done by many Pro, College and High School teams to win championships! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 3:58 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC to remain closed Friday 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff’: 

The University will remain closed (Condition 3: classes canceled; offices closed) for all of Friday, Feb 14, through 8 am Saturday, Feb. 15 

University officials said factors that led to that decision this aflernoon included: 
¯ Continuing snow- and freezing precipitation. 
¯ Deteriorating travel conditions, including expected refreezing on roads overnight, as well as the outlook for authorities to get local roads to safe travel conditions 
¯ Current limitations of Chapel Hill Transit, which did not operate today. 

The University currently plans to resume normal operations at 8 a.m. on Saturday, Feb. 15, for offices and employees scheduled to work this weekend. The University will make additional 
announcements if necessary about those weekend operations. 

The L;nlversity will also announce plans for operations on Monday, Feb. 17, at a later time. 

When the University is in Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed), emergency employees should report for work All other employees are directed not to report to work while the 
University is closed. 

SPA and EPA Non-Facul~z employees are reminded to consult the University’s applicable adverse weather policies; more information is available on the Office of Human Resources website 
at http://hr unc.edu/for-facultv-staff/adverse-weather/. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state government closings do not apply to the Umversity. The Umversity generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the Universi~" always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded in[ormation and announcements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. ’]?he best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

moopod22@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

moopod22@gmail.com 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 5:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Introduction 

Hi Coaches Donance, Ducar, and Palladino, 

My name is Miranda Podovi~mikofll I am from Calgary, Cmlada and I will be graduating from high school in 2016. I attend Bishop O’ Byme High school. I was one of 

3 grade 10’s that made the senior team this year. I play a central or attacking mid position or forward for both my club and high school teams. I have scored 2 goals 

and have gotten 8 assists this last high school season. 

If you have a chance could you please take a look at my NCSA profile, I have attached the link below. I have reference letters and report cards upon request. I have 

attached the link to some game footage from the NEWSS showcase tournament. 2013. 

You can see one of my scoring opportunities at the 10:05, and you can see my goal at 11:25. I san number 10, blonde, and the shorter of the two forwards. Just a 

reminder, I was invited to play as a guest player for the Buffalo Legends. We won our first game 5-0, but lost our laser two 1-0 and 2-0. I scored one goal and got one 

assist in this toum~znent. 

http:i/ncsasports.orgipr.htm?clientlD 915971 

http:i/~v.youtube.com/watch?v so aH-4TVco 

Thank~ 

Miranda Podovinnikoff 

77 Bridleglen Road SW 

Calgary., AB T2Y 3X5 

Canada 

(403) 829-3995 

NCSA Profile: htip://ncsasports.orgipr.htm?clientlD 915971 

Youtube link: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v 8eTk8il 8jSI 

Click HERE to view ~W NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp Advantage <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net~ 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 7:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The ClubCorp Advantage: February 2014 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

The ClubCorp Advantage is 
your monthly connection to 
benefits, programs and 

exclusive offers only 
available to Members in the 
ClubCorp family of clubs. 
Share it with your friends 
and spread the word about 

al! the best reasons to be a 
Member. 

Enjoy the convenience of MyClubMobile 

Want to see all the clubs and benefits available when you travel? Get 
insider tips and exclusive content from Private Clubs magazine? Make 
a tee time at your club? Check your statement online? You’ll be able 
to do all this and more with your ClubCorp apps, wherever you roam! 
To get started, go to m.myclubmobile.com and log in with your Club’s 
website user name and password. 

C~ubCotp Australia Xnvitational 
Coming in the spring of 2015 
Play some of the greatest courses in the World and be 
a part of the ClubCorp Team USA during the ClubCorp 
Australia International Invitational tournament. 
Read More 

Exclusive VIP 203,4 Nasters Travel Peckages 
All VlP packages include accommodations at The Perrin Guest 
House, Masters Badges for selected dates, VlP On-Site daily 
hospitality at The Perrin Guest House, featuring breakfast, lunch, 
and a premium cooked-to-order dinner prepared by our in house 5- 
star chef, open bar, transportation to and from ANGC and other 
on-site entertainment. 
Read More 

C~ubCorp Women’s Tennis Challenge Cup 
May 14-18, 2014 
Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa 
Rancho Mirage, CA 
Doubles in the desert! If you enjoy doubles play and meeting 
members from ClubCorp clubs - this event is for you! 
Read More 



Greater Ft, Laude~da~e 
Three international airports. Three major seaports. Seven executive 
airports. 40 colleges and universities. 23 miles of beaches. 300 
miles of waterways. 40 golf courses, is there any reason NOT to 
relocate to the Greater Fort Lauderdale area? Oh, wait, did we 
forget to mention no state income tax? 
Read More 

= ::ii ii =.: :i ii i,i..,.=ii : ~ ~.~ig.~::,~ 

Service You’ve Come to Expect 
Exclusively for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 
Travel in ultimate style and luxuw with Silversea. Once onboard, 
you’ll be treated with the world--class service you’ve come to expect 
- an intimate ship, a luxurious suite complete with its own butler, 
complimentary drinks, a myriad of fine dining options, and many 
more indulgences for you to delight in. 
Read More 

Luxury Vacations at Preferred Rates 
Elite Escapes® are short notice, luxury vacations available for 
purchase to an array of coveted destinations worldwide through our 
exclusive ~elationship with Elite Alliance~ 
Read More 

Get The Virtu~ Office 

Welcome to the benefits of a furl-time office at a 

fraction of the cost - The Virtual Office 
The Servcorp Virtual Office provides an impressive address to use 
as your own, a local phone number and a professional receptionist 
to answer your incoming calls, use of a well appointed boardroom 
or private office in which to meet when needed, access to business 
support services and more. it’s everything but the physical office! 
25% Discount* on all Virtual Office packages= 

Read More 

Get O~3trtqpics L~vel t4e~tal To~ness 

Bv Menta/ Trainers® Sarah Freif, MS, Anthonif Eads, MS, & Robert Neff, Ph.D. 
The Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics are in full swing and the physical and, perhaps mere importantly, 
mental demands placed on some of the world’s greatest athletes will be showcased to the world. MTI’s 
Mental Trainers® are intimately familiar with what these Olympians will face while competing at this 
elite level, however, don’t be mislead into thinking that mental training is limited to those of Olympian 
status. 

Read More 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~i~i~i~i~i~i ~i ~!~i¸ ~i~: ~!~i¸ -.i~ ~i~i~i~ ~i~i~i ~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i iiiiiiiiiii~i!~!ii~!i!~i~!~i~i~ii~i!~!ii~i~~~~~~~ 

I 

*Some restrictions and exclusions ma,/ app y @CIubCoFp U~A, ][Isc. All rights reserved. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <storemews@amazon,com> 

Friday, February 14,2014 3:43 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"All Joy and No Fun: The...": New Book For You 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating ~:6OSeconds on Officiating@maiLvresp.com> 

Friday, Febnlary 14, 2014 10:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Not in the Scorebook? -- Play the C.A.R.D.S. 

IHave trouble viewing this email ... CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 I February 2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~:: 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ Follow Us on Twitter ] i~ Network on Linkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

Not in the Scorebook? 
Play the C.A.R.D.S. 

U 
It would seem to be ...... 

a fair statement to .~.i CARDS300w 

say that every 

official with at [east 

a few high school games under 

their be[t has experienced the 

chili of being waved to the 

table during a dead bail by the 

person handling the scorebook. 

The good news is that no matter what your experience [eve[, there wi[[ be 

no reason to panic if you understand what scenarios shoutd be assessed with 

an Administrative Technical Foul and how to proceed correctly. 

In this issue of D60 Seconds on Officiatin~D deals the cards D that[2s 

C.A.R.D.S. D and lays out an easy-to-remember tip sheet for handling 

matters centered on lineup probtems in the official scorebook. 

And donLJt forget to join the REF 60 conversation on Facebook and Twitter 

too. 

(::lick below to read: 

"Play the C,A,R.D.S" 



i iXi Spring IsAroundtheC ...... 

Copyright 2014 - X6O Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 

Click to view this email in a brmvser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

J Click here to forward this email to a friend I 

XO0 Media, LLC 

1 Roberts Lane 

Somerdale, New Jersey 08018 

US 



Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Milnar <Warren Milna@mail.vresp.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 11:52 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.eda> 

Training F,xercises for Spo(ts Teams 

Coach Anson 

Competitive sports teams start in the weight room. Dynamic, sport specific training can take each of your sports programs to 

another level. Make sure you are maximizing your team’s athletic potential this year. 

These Soort SoecJfic Workouts Will Make a Hucle Difference 

These exercises are being done by many PRO, College and High School teams to win championships! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Friday, Februmy 14, 2014 12:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruit Update farm NCSA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: IMG Academy Pendleton, TN 

Height: 5’4" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.03/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih atriplettl01 @gmail.com 

Notes: Ashley is a 2017 Goalkeeper from ING Academy Pendleton, TN. 

View Profile 

Hope Van Wagner - 2017 Forward 

High School: Avon High School, IN 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.55/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih ty.vanwagner@sbcglobal.net 

Notes: Hope is a 2017 forward from Indiana. She plays for Carmel and 

the Region II team. Coaches: Craig Donaldson Club Coach 317-902- 

3676 craigddl0O@gmail.com Eric Nance High School Head Coach 317- 

919-2169 ernance@avon-schools.org 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

12 17 

i Last Viewed i Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: 

09/15/2013 11/19/2013 

View View 
Profile Profile 

18 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

02/09/2014 

View 
Profile 

10 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

02/12/2014 

View 
Profile 

Check out the Recruithi Search En " le 

Not a match? UvJate your emai] preR:~nces here, 

Ellen Bro~n 

Head Recruiting Coach 



NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 
CoachBrown(~ncsasports.org [ http:/iwww.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsasports.or~ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~vmm e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC resumes normal operations Saturday; Classes, offices return k~ normal schedule Monday 

Subject: UNC resunaes normal operations Saturday; Classes, offices return to normal schedule Monday 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The University will resume normal operations as planned starting at 8 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 15, 2014, for offices and employees scheduled to work this weekend. 

The University’ will be open Monday, Feb 17, on a regular operating schedule. Classes will be held; offices will be open (Condition 1) 

Classes will resume at their normally scheduled time Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member 

If conditions should change during the weekend affecting operations and classes on Mnnday, Feb. 17, another announcement will be made. 

SPA and EPA Non-Faculty employees are reminded to consult the University’s applicable adverse weather policies; more information is available on the Office of Human Resources website 

at http://hr.unc edu/for-facultv-stafl?adverse-weather/ Also, employees can refer to information in an adverse weather policy clarification, posted on Alert Carolina at 
http:/iw,a~v.alertcarolina.unc.eduigo/doc/1395/2092545/Adverse-Weather-Policv-Clarification-t;ar-Rmplovees. 

LrNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverlm~ent closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other informatiun suurces: 
(919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phune Line for recorded information and annuuncements abuut campus operatiuns 
UNC Traveler’s Informatiun Sysbem Radiu, 1610 AM, near campus. 
UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions 
Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, ruutes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times. 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is nut an instant source of infurmatiun as part of the University’s notificatiun prucess The University’s Alert Carulina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-tu-date suurce ufinformatiun will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, Februaly 14, 2014 2:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special news ficom The Caxolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings fiom The Carolina Club, 

The University remains closed today, February 14th. In the spirit of safety, for our Club 

Members and staB; The Carolina Club will also be closed today. 

We will be open for IYNC vs. Pittsburgh Men’s Basketball pre-game dining with a butt~t 

for $15 beginning at 10:30 a.m. Saturday, February 15th. 

Also tomorrow, Saturday, Febmmy 15th, we will honor our Friday Night Steak and 

Lobs~ter dinner for $29.95 so please join us for an exceptional evening at an unbeatable 
price. 

General Manager, John Rodriguez has declared an Official Extension to our 

~alentine’s Dining celebration. That’s right! You can enjoy the same romantic 

evening with your Sweetheart on Februao~ 21 st. So for anyone who would like to treat 

your special someone to a night out, we welcome you to call your Club Concierge at 
919-962-1101 to make your reservations, order roses, and hear all about our $29.95 

Steak & Lobster dinner feature. 

Another lovely way to celebrate Valentine’s Day is with dinner and a movie at Classic 
) Movie Night on Februmy 21st. 1~ lease read below for details on this fmL unique event. 

Please call our front desk at 919-962-1101 for additional fifformation. You may also 

follow us on Facebook and Twitter to view our most recent announcements. 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Valentine’s Dining 

Saturday, February 15 AND Friday, February 211 5:30-9pm ] A, la Cm’te pricing 

Wine and dine your someone special with a romantic dinner on the evening that suits 

your schedule! Ask our Club Concierge to help you order roses for your sweetie and 

we will deliver to your table. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Httsburgh 

Saturday, Feblalary 15 ] Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: lpm 
The Club will be open for beverage and dining service in the Grill beginning at 10:30ran 
as well as a pre game buflbt tbr $15. The Club will remain open until 9pm. 

Hands-on Cooking Class: Pasta 101 

(This is a Passport Event) 
Monday, Eebruary 17 1 6pm 

$20 Food, Carolina Wine Society Members ] S35 Non-Group Members 

Join us as our culina~ team teaches you how to make fresh pasta at home. A glass of 

wine per person in included. 

Carolina Women Connecting 



Discussion and presentation on Positivity by Dr. Barbara Fredrickson. 

Tuesday, February 18 ] 8:30 - 9:30 am 
Carolina Women Connecting is a networking group tbr women of all ages and 

backgrounds to build new professional and personal relationships at The Carolina Club. 

Monthly meetings include progranls meant to motivate, teach and inspire. 

Lunch with General Manager John Rodriguez 

Wednesday, FebrumT 19112-1proI Complimentary 

This is a great opportunity to hear about new developmems happening in your Club and 

to ask an?rthing you have been curious about. Seating is limited to six Members per 

monthly lunch. 

Prime Rib & Seafood Night 

Wednesday, February’ 1915:30pm - 9pm [ $23 

Enioy an exceptional evening at an amazing value. Includes a house salad, 10 oz. prime 

rib OR fresh seMbod entree, Chefs accompaniments and a glass of signature wine. 

Lunch & Learn 

Thursday, February 201 ll:30am-lpm [ $20 includes lunch 

(This is a Passport Event) 
This month’s topic is "Real Estate Investing: the Good, the Bad and the Money" 

presented by Howard Abell, Patrick Curley and Bob Emslie. If you have ever 

considered expaalding your horizons to include Real Estate investing in your financial 

portfolio, or if you’re simply curious to learn and ask questions ofindus~ professionals, 

please join us. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Duke 
Thursday, EebrumT 20 [ Tip Offin fire Dean E. Smith Center: 9pm 

The Club will be open for pie gmne beverage and dining service in the Grill as well as a 

pre game buffet for $22. The Club will remain open until one hour after the game ends. 

Classic Movie Night 

SINGIN’ IN THE R~IN 
Friday, February 21 [ Dinner, a movie and lively discussion 

6-6:45pm ] Introduction and conversation with Midmel Hornblow 

7pm [ Three-course dinner served while you enjoy the film 

Treat your Valentine to dinner and a movie! Michael Homblow’s father, Arthur 

Homblow, Jr., was one of the great M-G-M producers, and Michael remembers the 

studio and great musicals made there. Michael will share his insighLs in his introduction of 

"Singiff in the Rain" sta~ring Gene Kelly. Debbie Reynolds and Donald O’Connor. 

WEEKLY DINING FEATURES 

Tuesday 
BOGO Appetizers 

Buy one appetizer, get a second appetizer for free and all draft beers are just $3. 

Wednesday’ 
$20 Small Plate Night 

Chose any 3 items from our soup, salad, appetizer or dessert menu selections for just 

$20 plus all House wines are $3 per glass. 

Thin,day 

Power Packed Thursdays 50% off Dinner! 

All food selections from our Dimler Menu are 50% off for Members and their guest and 

we’ll take $3 offyour favorite cocktail. Reservations are st~ongly recommended. 

Friday 

Steak & Lobster Night at the Club 

Enjoy a 3 course Steak & Lobster Dinner (choice of soup or salad, 5 oz. Lobster Tail 

& 4 oz. Filet and Dessert) tbr only $29.95 per person and all bottle beers are j ust 

$2.50. Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Evening Hors D’oeuvres 

In addition to these features, the Club offers free Hors D’oeuvres 5pm - 7pm nightly in 

the Grill. So staff your New Year offright when you come in, relax meet your friends 
and fellow Members and enjoy all that the Club has to offer. 

Member Passport 



Make it your New Year’s Resolution to come into the Club and u~ your Member 
Passport offers before they expire at the end of March! 

The Carolina Club will run these great weekly Member value otters through the end of 
March. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



S 6ii~i S a ~urdav ~brua i2 Q i~i 2i P 

Subject, ..................................... ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Have You Checked Into iSoccer Today? 

The new iSocce~ Check tn game launched 5 weeks ago is taking off! Pfayers from Maine to 

Hawaii to Fforida lo Canada a~e Checking In evewday and earning points and getting better! 

So how does it work... 

Da~y Cheer In, Check hs everyday on our new L,,::.9.~!:.S~.i..%,<.(.},b.:.!~..,. £:: iS.;occer Check i!l Game 

!,!!:’!y.) or updated tZtZt:~t:[!’.!~T.,.:tii~.9.~?.~’!’!:,.~’#’.!:’! when practicing, 

playing, or watching soccer 

Pho~.o Proof’; Prove to your teammates, friends and coaches 

that you are really practicing with a photo. 

. Poi~ts: Ofcoursel You get points eves/time you Checkqnl 

Awesome New Pa~t~ership: In the next few weeks, we have 

an exciting partnership announcement with .?..~’,!;-!,~!-i!i:.~;-!,!!:’?. 

Without getting into the details - We think it takes the iSoccer 

Check In game to the next level and we hope you do to 

So what are you waiting for - Check in todayl 

As always, share how you Play iSoccer with us @ Soccer on Twitted 

Game On’, 

Scot[ - The ,~Soccet G~sy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimbedi Atldns Jones <papedesspos~paperlesspost.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 15, 2014 4:01 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Gathering of the Coaches Circle Save the Date 

For: Anson Dorrance 

:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::.:::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Gathering of the Coaches Circle Save the Date 
Click the image or the following link to view your 

save the date and reply to Kimbedi Atkins 
Jones. 

View save the date: 
ww%q.pa perlesspost com/events!6600892- 
ded469cdirepliesi122367366-d5c33fab 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

SAVE THE DATE 
April 12, 2014 

Gathering of the 
Coaches Circle 
Centered around 
Spring Football 

and the 
UNC vs. Wake Forest Baseball game 

Details to follow 

% 
Block [his sender from your Paperless Posi mail 

Add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com t,:; yotir ,.d.~:ess I,c, ,,, ,.o ~ :,*..~ y.,.u receive all .,<ul:ore emaiis ~r.:;m Papi.~dess Pos~ 

in you! inbox. Click here t.’:. ~[,:;p re,:;elvl!:.,g eri!ail~ from Pa!;ede.~s Po.s~ il!,:;iudmg irivita[io!:s ;.~ ri.q cards 

diew [he P ~perli.>ss P.:;S,: pFJvacv policy. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

meha 461@ncsasports.o~g on behalf of 

meha 461@yahoo.ca 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 9:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Meha Billdm- 2015 Forwar&/Midfield B.C., Canada u- 18 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is Meha Bilkhu, I am writing to you because am very interested in your school and Women’s soccer team. I am currently in grade 11 and mn graduating in 

2015. I am from Vmacouver. Canada and I have been playing soccer for 10 years. I am a left footed striker and comfortable with my right foot as well. I also play 

outside mid and attacking midfield. I am currently playing a year up at U- 18 Metro with Surrey FC. I currently attend l~cole Kwantlen Park Secondary, mad I am in the 

French Immersion program at my ~hool. I am a straight A studenl, high achieving athlete and also very involved in extracurriculax activities. 

I have been a valuable player tbr every, temn that I have played on. I assisted my team in det~ating the top ranked team in the league in 2011 

(http://www.lm~gleytimes.com/stx~rts/119879924.html?). I was also part of a squad recrnited from several elite teams of Vancouver to travel to Germany during the 

2011 Women’s FIFA World Cup (https:/Tsites.google.com/site/wctravelteam/home). I have been on the honour roll since grade 8 and have been named top all round 

student of the year for my grade. To learn more about me and to watch my highlight video, please click on the Recruiting Profile link below, as I am very interested in 

your school. 

Your school is one of my top schools as it has one of the best soccer programs in the country-. It is definitely a place I would like to be. Please let me know what my 
ne~ steps should be with your school as I have heard mmay good things about UNC Tar Heels. What are your current recruiting needs for my graduation year? Also, 
based on my academic background and video, do you think I would be a good fit for your team? 

Good luck on your exhibition match against Duke! 

ThaJ~k you lbr your time and consideration. I look fon~,ard 1,~ hearing back ficom you soon. 

Sincereb; 

Meha Bilkhu 

8O78 162B St 

Surrey, BC 

V4NOJ7 

Home Phone: 778-578-7296 

Email: meha 461@yaJloo.ca 

Click HERE to view ~W NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Sunday, FebruaD, 16, 2014 2:29 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - February 2014 - Recruiters Institute RegisLration Open! 

iNi http:ih~Nw.t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/ima ges/Ema ilU pdateMain Header.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - February 2014 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@thebestcollegerecruiter,com. Thank you. 

A special note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody] I’m super excited about the 20!4 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast] Great speakers] National championship venue] First !00 registrants get in the door] 

Register now] 

2014 RECRUITERS INSTBTUTE ’ WEBCAST REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN! 

The 2014 Recruiters InstituteTM national webcast will take place at tlNt2AA Division I Men’s FINAL FOUR Basketball Championship in Dallas, Texas, the first time 

the seminar has taken place at the site of a national championship venue! 

Your Guest Speakers will be four top Division I head men’s basketball coaches. All have phenomenal national reputations as top recruiters in the country. 

T h e r e g..u..[.a.~...r..e.g!.s..t.£.a...t.L~...n....f..e...e..~..s..~.5...9..:...F..~...r...t..h...e....r..e...m....a.~..n...d...e..r..~ [_F_e_b£_u a_[y L j u mR_a!J__R g_e [_t _h e_E_a/J_y__Bj_[d__SRe cj_a!__[e_e__Q f _~}9~_~ } ~,,’ s I’ I} t f-i~’~.,, ~v i r~ a ~:<),<)v ~5 f ~:}’,e we k~ e~’~ st f’.’V[} 

The webcast is available to only the first 100 coaches who registeG so don’t wait. 

REGISTER NOW! http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/the-recruiters-institute.aspx 

T~ THE RECRUITERS LIBRARY SPECIAL OFFERS FOR FEBRUARY 2014 

rd "Shameless Bribe" Coupons include discounts on The Recruiters Bible-3 Edition, and much more. 

Check everything out here: http://~,~,~,thebest<:ollegerecruiter,com/Monthly~SpeciabOffers.~sp× 

.................................................................................. 

MENTAL METRIC.5 FOR YOUR PLA YER5 AND RECRUIT5 

The Success Factors Scales ®°Athletics Edition has been the #1 mental metric online assessment resource for college coaches and players for the past 10 years. 

Discover the strengths of the ’qntangibles of Winning"traits in your players. Team discounts available! 

Get all the information here: www.successfactorsscales.com 

Call Dr. Steve Brennan at 1-800-293-1676 if you’re interested in these special discounts or if you have any questions. 

.................................................................................. 

[ ii.~.iI http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.comlimages/EmailUpdatePageHeader.gif 

TOP RECRUITERS SECRET RESOURCE 

THE RECRUITERS BIBLE, the massive recruiting manual (500+ pages, 18 tabbed sections), is the most vital resource you will ever need in your recruiting library! 
Transform yourse/~ into a championship recruiter immediately] 

"The Recruiters Bible provides coaches with a blueprint for success. Organization and preparation are the keys to success.for any athletic program, and The Recruiters 
Bible helps coaches implement their recruiting plan in a first-class professional manner." 

Ritch Price, Head Baseball Coach, University of Kansas 

Order here: ~~h~~t~~t~p~;//~~t~~h~~~e~~~b~~~e~~s~~t~~c~~9~~~Le~~g~~e~£~~e~~c~£~~u~!~~t~~e~£:~~c~9~~~~m~~/B~~k- Details.aspx?l D=14 



Complete Recruiters LibraryTM here: htt~![!thebestcollegerecruiter.com/Recruiters-Librar¥~aspx 

This message is not spam. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to steve@thebestcolleg_erecruiter.com. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 11:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Olivia Witherspoon - 2015 Left Detbnder - Issaquah High School, WA 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Issaquah High School, WA 

Height: 5’4" Weight: 115 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.70/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih ccwitherspoo n @grnail.co m 

Notes: Olivia is a 2015 Left Defender from Issaquah High School, WA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

2016 Attael<i... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Wewed: 

ii ii iiiiii 

ii ii iiiiii 

Hope Hyde- 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

17 

Last Viewed 
:: 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Hanna Long... - 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: NY 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

18 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Alea Hyatt - 

2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: CA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

0911512013 1111912013 0210912014 0211512014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? Upstate 5,o~r email preib~ences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsaspor’ts.org http:i/www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprieta~, privileged andior confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, February- 19, 2014 11:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ashley Buck - 2016 Center Midfielder - top player, new film - Universib~ of North C 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches. 

Ashley Buck - 2016 Attacking Central Midfielder, Forward, Center Back 

High School: Juan Diego Catholic High School, UT 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 110 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.90/4.00 ACT: 20 SAT: NA 

Emaih fivebucks@mindspring.com 

Notes: Ashley is a 2016 Center Midfielder from Juan Diego Catholic 

High School, UT. 

View Profile 

Check out the Recnlith~g Search E~gh~e 

Not a m’a~ch? Uvtate your cmai] pre[c~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athlelic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown~ncsasports.orgi http://~-w.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail lransmission may contain infonnafion that is proprietary, privileged and, or confidential aJ~d is imended exclusively lbr the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thm~ the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
vTq 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, Febmmy 19, 2014 12:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Mid-Pacific Institute, HI 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: Janaye.shepherd@hotmail.com 

Notes: Janaye is a 2015 Center Back from Mid-Pacific Institute, HI. 

View Profile 

Allison Nestor - 2016 Outside Midfielder, Forward, Outside Back 

High School: Hampton High School, PA 

Height: 5’6" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.18/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: allison@annestor.com 

Notes: Allison is a 2016 Left Midfielder, Hampton High School. 

Internationals SC ECNL 

View Profile 

Alea Hyatt - 2017 Attacking Central Midfielder, Forward, Outside Back 

High School: Santa Barbara High School, CA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatt@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 forward from California. She is headed to the 

ECNL Player Development Camp in March. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 



Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 ] Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(a~ncsasports.org http:i/www.ncsastx)rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipie~ffs designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Basketball <reply- 630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:54 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

A Note From Brice Johnson 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKERS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this emaJl Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PCA <:paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 10:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emat.unc.edu> 

You’re Invited to NYSA honoring Joe Elmnann 

For: Anson Dorrance 

PCA’s National Youth Sports Awards 
Click the image or the following link to view your 

card and reply to PCA. 
View card: 

www.paperlesspost.com/events/6724634- 
16cf2c6f/replies/122981210-2c5efl ac 

View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

View the Paperless Pest I?rLvacy__Ro[Lc’f_: 

i.~.i Get the App 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, Febma~ 20, 2014 5:23 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Masters, New Clubs, Florida & More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

iR.:~iiiri~ u:!:? ii’0i ::!;iiri~ f:!!KCiLii:!:;iV:!!:!~ i~."i@iriri£;~@i" £::q::::@iri@iri~cf:!! i!::ii:: i:j’i~!:!! M.i!ii$ii?~!:!!i:!:?! 

Apiii 17- £3 i}~4.1~!iiiiklsi:s,~ (b@ 

The Perrin Guest House Hospitality P~ckage 

Practice round tickets begin at $795 and tournament rounds at $:t,695 and include:* 

¯ Handcrafted food provided by 5-star house chef 

¯ Beer, wine, cocktails and non-alcoholic beverages 

¯ $100 gift card to the on-site Perrin Pro Shop and VIP golf gift bag 

¯ Valet parking at ?"he Perrin Place 

¯ Shuttle from The Perrin Place to the golf course 

Lodging packages at The Perrin Guest House start at $2,295* (double occupancy) and include tickets and 

hospitality, 

~Get your tickets today.~ 8OOo43~o~JO7’3 

Coiiiie!3iie i/:!i;asikeii:baiiii ali: iiii:~;./!:!i.es,L 

March Madness Lips off March 18 across the country, Be there Lo 

support your favorite team all the way to the Final Four at AT&T 

S[adiurn in Dallas April 5 - 7! 



Visit Jacksonville, FII and take advantage of your golf access at 

Queen’s Harbor Yacht & Country Club and Deercreek Country Cklb, 

Relax at the end of the day with a gourmet meal and the brilliant 

views o~ downtown Jacksonville and the St. Johns River at the 

University Club using your dining access. 

~Book your Florida vacation today! 800,4:~3o~07~ 

Exclusive to Members, our relationship with Elite Alliance(k~, provides 

you access to exclusive travel opportunities to a diverse and 

enticing portfolio of prestigious residence dubs and professionally 

managed vacation homes at a pre[erred rate.~ 

L ] ~3~H ClubLine ~o lear~ mor~: 800,4,33,~,019 

C::::.rr’i?::i~"~"::::.:r’~i::.:::~’v~’: i"~::i::::.:i i:.:.::.~r:l’::.::.:~::::i’~:.:: v,:i~.~:.::r’~ br.::::::.i-::i~".i:; ::.~":? .:::!O:i.-q 

Book today and receive one complimentary* night pre- or post- 

cruise 4-Star hotel stay. ][ncludes transfers, breakfast and taxes 

plus a $100" girt card. 

A-Rosa Cruises redefined "alHndusive" for those enjoying an active 

lifestyle. Includes open bar, gratuities, shore excursions, welcome 

aboard rose and sparkling wine, port taxes, fees and surcharges, 

Wi-Fi, in-room amenities, use of bicycles, heated pool and gourmet 

cuisine. 

~] ~3~H ¢l~bLi~ ~o ie~r~ mor~: 800,z133,~019 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl"oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

evmasj @kenan- flagler.unc.edu <no- reply@unc.edu7 
T 3 x~ ednesday, August 1_, 2003 11:06 AM 

evansj @kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Possible SPAM: 1NFOILMATIONAL: Vice Chmlcellor for hffonnalion Technology Search 

August 12, 2003 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: All UNC-CHAPEL HILL Facu]ty, Staff and Students 

FROM: Jack Evans, Chair-Vice Chancellor, lrfformation Technology Search Comanittee 

SUBJECT: Progress Report 

This is a status report on the search for a new Vice Chancellor 
of Information Technology and Chief Information Officer. The 
Search Committee has completed first round intel~¢iews and has 
selected five candidates for campus interviews that wi]l take 
place between August 13 and September 9 We are 
nnpressed by the capabilities of these individuals and we are 
optimistic about identifying individuals who would be able to 
serve us wel] in this important role. 

’]7he five candidates referred to in the list below have been 
invited to visit the University. The list provides the candidates[-] 
names, the dates of their respective visits, and the times and 
places ]br their [-]open fi~rum[-] presentations. 

Finally, the Search Committee invites feedback on the 
candidates, and encourages you to forward (by September 9) 
your post-visit impression of each candidate to Ms. Pat Clark, 
Office of the Provost, at pclark@email.unc.edu or fax 843-2621. 

Jack Evans, Chair 
Vice Chancellor for Irffomlation Technology Search Committee 

SCHEDULE OF VISITS BY IN’FORMATION 
TEHCNOLOGIES VC CAR~DIDATES 

Dr. Donald Hanis 
(Emory Univ D V. Provost for Irffo Tech) 
Arrival Wednesday August 13 
Departure Friday August 15 
OPEN FORL%~I PRESENTATION August 14 at 2:00-3:00pm 
Wilson Assembly 

Dr. Lawrence Lcvine 
(Dartmouth D Dir. Of Computing Services) 
Arrival: Sunday August 17 
Departttre Tuesday August 19 
OPEN- FORUi’,/I PRESENTATION August 18 at 3:00-4:00pro 
Wilson Assembly 

Dr. Priscilla Hancock 
(University of Alabama D Assoc. VP of Info Tech) 
Arrival Sunday August 24 
Departure Tuesday August 26 
OPEN" FORb%/I PRESENTATION August 25 at 1:30-2:30pm 
Hanes Art Auditorium * 

Dr. Sally Jackson 
(University of Arizona [] CIO) 
An-ival: Augu st 27 
Departure: August 29 
OPEN FORUNI PRESENTATION August 28 at 2:00-3:00pm 
Wilson Assembly 



Ms Patricia Todus 
(Northwestern University [:] Deputy CIO) 
Arrival: September 7 
Departure: September 9 
OPEN FORUM PRESENTATION September 8 at 3:00-4:00 pm 
Wilson Assembly 

*Note location change 

This message brought to you by: Office of the Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your 
infolmational mass email preference, go to the on-line 
director"s" web site at http://www.ais.tmc.edu/campus dir/. 
Select "Modify Directory_ Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no reply@unc.edm> 

Thursday, April 13, 2006 1:46 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa. unc.edtp 

FORMAl, NOTICE: SACS Accreditation Update 

We just concluded hosting a three-day visit April 13th of the site 
review conm~ittee representing the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools (SACS) as part of our efforts to reaftirm the University’s 
accreditation. The committee, chaired by University of Georgia President 
Michael Adams, reviewed the University’s compliance with accreditation 
standards, including our plans to implement a Quality Enhancement Plan 
(QEP) developed with broad input from students, facul~6 administrators 
and staffto improve undergraduate education 

One of the things that most impressed the review team was the deep love 
that students, faculty and staff have for Carolina. Eve~’where the 
committee members went they heard about your support for this place and 
your pride in the high quality, of what we all do here together 
Committee members spoke eloquently about a genuine commitment to 
constantly strive toward making the University even better. As your 
chancellor, that was especially gratifying to hear 

I am pleased to am~ounce that the review team has given the University 
an excellent evaluation based on our exit conference. The committee’s 
report to the SACS Commission on Colleges will say that the Umversity 
has complied with all standards related to accreditation. 

Most importantly, the committee has given us the approval to immediately 
pursue our plans to implement the Quali~ Enhancement Plan Called 
"Malting Critical Connections," the plan 12)cuses on implementing the new 
general education curriculum, internationalizing the student learning 
experience and enhancing undergraduate research. My colleagues and I in 
the administration are excited about this opportunity, to move forward 
with the QEP. 

The next step is to form an implementation committee and to establish 
milestones to measure progress toward achieving the goals we have set in 
the plan. The prow)st and I will work with the dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences to name the committee members, who will recommend 
appropriate acuons, assist with funding allocations and present annual 
reports to the Universi~ community We are committed to this plan for 
at least the next five years (For details about the plan and the SACS 
process, visit www unc.edu/inst res/SACS/sacs.html.) 

The University will not officially receive formal notice about the 
overall reaffirmation of accreditation until later this year We expect 
the SACS Commission to consider the visiting committee’s report and to 
take formal action in December 2006. 

The entire UniversiW communi%, owes a debt of gratitude to Bobbi Owen, 
senior associate dean in the College of Arts and Sciences, and Lynn 
Willifurd, assistant provost and director of institutional research, for 
doing such a phenomenal job in spearheading the University’s efforts 
with SACS. They have worked tirelessly on behalf of all of us to ensure 
that the University was represented well. 

I sincerely appreciate all of the support the campus comrnunity has shown 
for the SACS process. These efforts already are helping make a great 
university even better. 

Chancellor James Moeser 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 3:33 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Accounts Created 

In response to your request for Residual Funds - African and Afro-American Studies, Accounts 0-12646 (GL) 
and 3-12646 (SL) are created and now ready for use. You will be notified once the fund authority is ready to 
print. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00004442 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Monday, November 22, 2010 8:54 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Fund Authority Created 

The fund authority for Residual Funds - African and Afro-American Studies(Accounts : 0-12646, 3-12646) is 
approved and ready for you to print. 
Please refer to your Inbox to find the following document. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00004442 
The Fund Authority tab contains a printable version of the document for your records. 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 12:22 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Your Guest User Account has been created - ACADEMIC TUTOR POSITION 

Hello Guest User, 

You have been selected to be a member of the candidate review process for the Academic Tutor position. Please use the following log in infomlation to review the 
applicant material. 

Log on to: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/hr/postings/27543 
Department Name: Acad Sup Prog Student-Athletes 
Job Title/Working Title: Academic Tutor 
Vacancy ID: S002975 
Hiring Supervisor: 
Department Contact Name: Susan MaJoy, Tutorial Coordinator 
Department Contact Telephone or EmaJl: sbmalw@email.unc.edu 

User Name: gu141399 

Password: 6e6683 

Once you are logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item and click on the correct position type. You roll see the posting listed tinder Position Title. In the right 

column, hover over "Actions" and click on either "View Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to review the candidates documents or 

hover over the "Action" link and click on "View Application" to see "their actnaJ application, which includes supplemental questions. 

Thank you, 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Please do not reply to this email. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 12:24 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Your Guest User Account has been created - ACADEMIC TUTOR POSITION 

Hello Guest User, 

You have been selected to be a member of the candidate review process for the Academic Tutor position. Please use the following log in infomlation to review the 
applicant material. 

Log on to: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/hr/postings/27543 
Department Name: Acad Sup Prog Student-Athletes 
Job Title/Working Title: Academic Tutor 
Vacancy ID: S002975 
Hiring Supervisor: 
Department Contact Name: Susan MaJoy, Tutorial Coordinator 
Department Contact Telephone or EmaJl: sbmalw@email.unc.edu 

User Name: gu141399 

Password: 6e6683 

Once you are logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item and click on the correct position type. You roll see the posting listed tinder Position Title. In the right 

column, hover over "Actions" and click on either "View Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to review the candidates documents or 

hover over the "Action" link and click on "View Application" to see "their actnaJ application, which includes supplemental questions. 

Thank you, 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Please do not reply to this email. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alert Csacolina: OrsJlge County under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COLINTY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather service updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The L;niversi~- will not send additional notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those often change frequently during a weather event If a new 
weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fi-esh watch after a 24-hour period, the University plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoruag efforts for potential serious 
weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safety, threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more information refer to http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source o17information as part of the Universi~’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:53 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AI,L CLEAR; RESUME NORMAI, ACTIVITIES 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity has issued an "all clear." Now- it’s safe to resume your normal activities 

See aleltcarolina.unc edu for updates and more information about the University’s emergency communications. 

ABOI3T THIS R\IAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

amandasaabl 5@ncsastx)rts.org on behalf of 

amandasaabl 5@aol.com 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 7:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

soccel~ Amanda Saab- Fm~vard 

Hello. 

My name is Amanda Saab. I am sending you this email to express my interest in playing soccer for your team. I have spent quite a bit of time on your website. I would 

not only be a great fit for your soccer team, but also as a student at your school. 

Presently, I have 31 career goals and 14 assists tbr my High School team. I mn a Junior at Immaculate Conception HS. in Lodi, NJ. I’ve started varsity for the past 3 

years and I am captain as of the past season. Fxen though my high ~hool season has come to an end, I am continuing to train and prepare to continue playing lbr 

Pasco Soccer Club Team, based out of Wayne NJ. My education is also important too me. I have a 4.0 GPA average. I’m an honor student aa~d also attending college 

classes at FeliciaJ1 College in Lodi, NJ due to my high GPA. I would like to be a pharmacist. 

To learn more about me mid to watch my highlight video, please click on the Recruiting Profile Link below, as I a~l very interested in your school at the moment. 

What are your current recruiting needs for my graduation year? Also, based on my academic background and video, do you think I would be a good fit for your temn? 

Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Amanda Saab 

Click HELLE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

longendyke3@ncsasports.o~g on behalf of 

longendyke3@hotmail.com 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 6:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

HANNA LONGENDYKE 2016 / NESS TOURN SCHEDULE 

Hi Coach Dolrance, 

I roll be playing in NESS on 3/1 and 2 and wanted to send you my full ,schedule. 

3/1. #072. 930am. QUICKSTRIKE FC 98s vs. MCU PORTLAND PHOENIX ELITE, 
LOCATION- NYIT SOCCER STADIUM #1 

#074 330pm QUICKSTRIKE FC 98s vs. NORTHPORT COW HARBOUR 

LOCATION- NYIT SOCCER STADIUM #1 

3/2. #075.8:00am. QUICKSTRIKE FC 98s vs. ALBERTSON FURY 97 

LOCATION- NYIT SOCCER STADIUM #1 

**LOCATION ADDRESS - NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECH., NORTHERN BLVD, OLD WESTBURY, NY. 

Coach Dorrance, I continue to be ve~5~ interested in UNC and your soccer team. 

Please consider me tbr one of your 2016 RAMS!! 

Hope to see you soon! 

Best, 

HANNA LONGENDYKE 

QUICKSTRIKE FC 98s 
?JERSEY 3 

longendyke3@hoUnail.com 

917-405-2278 

Click t~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorlP@mailer.memfirst.net > 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings from The Carolina Club, 

The happy buzz of activity continues this week at The Carolina Club. We have our final 
regular season home games for both Men’s and Women’s Basketball Pasta with Purpose 
benefiting UNC Lineberger Cancer Center, Friday Night Live in the Grill with Miflard 
W’oodard and Baseball Season is also under way so there is truly something for everyone. 

Last Call for Member Passports - Your member Passport expires March 31st so don’t 
forget to come into the CJub and take advantage of these unbeatable offer!! 

We’ll see you Jn the Club! 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Progressive Bridge Club 
Tuesday, February 25 ] 1:30-Spin 
Please join us! The Bridge Club welcomes Members of all skill levels. Participation is 
complimentary. Although we try to keep the rules of bridge, there is not a serious attitude 
involved. W’e hope to see you at our next meeting! 

Pasta with Purpose 
Benefiting UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Wednesday, February 26 I 5:30-9pm 
Adults - $11 I Kids 6 to 12 - $6 1 Children 5 & under comNimentary 
Experience casual dining at an amazing value! \,’Vhile you enjoy a buffet of salad, garlic 
bread, pasta pdmavera, pasta with meat sauce, and ice cream, you can be comfoded to 
know that you are contributing $10 of the $11 to a help raise flmds and awareness for 
cancer fighting research right here in our community. 

Business Builders Morning Meeting 
Thursday, February 27 ] 7:30..8:30am 
Stay informed on current issues and network with fellow Members. Open to all! For a 
complete listing el businesses ready to serve Members, please log onto our website and 
open the Member Business Directory. 

Trivia Night in O’Herron’s Grill 
Thursday, February 27 I 7~gpm 
Stop by after work for great food and great fun. Bring a few friends and prepare to be 
challenged. And remember - Thursday nights feature 50% off dining and $3 off your favorite 
cocktaiJ[ 

ReaJ Estate Forum Lunch 
Friday, February 28 
11:30am=lpm I A Ja Carte pricing for lunch 
AJl ate weJcome. The discussioD is general in nature and you do not have to be in the 
industry to participate, if you have a particular interest, question, or just want to learn, 
please join us. 

Friday Night Live! 
Friday, February 28 I 6:30-8:30pm in the GriJl 
Musician this month is MiHard Woodard 
Live music flora local artists along with $2.50 bottles of Domestic and Imported Beers! 

Stop in after work and stay for a relaxed evening of dinner and music. Reservations are not 
required in O’Herron’s Grill; seating is first come, fist served. 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UNC vs, Duke 
Sunday, March 2 I Tip Off in CarmichaeN Arena: 1pro 



Sunday Funday Game and Senior Day! The Carolina Club will be open for pro game 
Sunday Brunch in [he GrilB beginning at 10:30am. 

Sunday Brunch 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Sunday, February 2 111am-2pm I Adults $22 a Children 642, $10 I Children 5 & 
under, complimentary 
Chef Oscar invites you into the Club kitchen to oversee your very own made-to-order 
Omele[s, Chef-Carved Angus Roast Beef, French Toast, Sou[hem-Style Shrimp and Gd[s, 
Homemade Buttermilk Biscuits. Sound good? Join us for the best brunch in town! 

Men’s Basketball Pro Game Dining 
UNC vs= Notre Dame 
Monday, March 3 I Tip Off in the Dean E. Smith Center: 7pro 
The Carolina Club will be open for pro game dining inck~ding a game day buffet for $I5 and 
we will remain open until one hour after the game ends. 

Napa vs. Sonoma Wine Dinner 
Tuesday, March 4 I 6pro WeJcome Reception J 6:30pro Dinner 
$64 for Carolina Wine Society Members I $80 for Non.Society Members 
Napa Valley and Sonoma County are two of the most premier wine producing regions in 
California. The regions are separated only by the Mayacamas Mountains, but each 
produces very distinct wines. We will pair eight wines, four from each region, with a 
California inspired menu created by Chef Oscar. The battle is on! 

The Book Club 
Tuesday, March 4 a 6:30pro 
Please join us for a discussion of Behind the Beautiful Forevers by Katherine Boo 

Carolina Capital Partners investment Club 
Wednesday, March 5 I 7pro 

For more information on this Member-run investment club, email 
elizabeth.cheek@ourcJub.com. 

Tar Heel Baseball 
The Diamond Heels are back in action! 
Always remember that The Carolina Club is the place to be for pro-game and post-game 
dining. Go Heels! 

Upcoming at Boshamer Stadium: 
Tuesday, February 25 Appalachian State 3pm 
Friday, February 28 North Florida 3pm 
Saturday, March I North Florida 2pro 
Sunday, March 2 North Florida Ipm 
W’ednesday, March 05 Davidson 3:00 PM 
Friday, March 07 Pittsburgh * 3:00 PM 
Saturday, March 08 Pittsburgh * 2:00 PM 
Sunday, March 09 Pittsburgh * 1:00 PM 

¯ Conlerence Games 

WEEKLY DINING FEATURES 

Tuesday 
BOGO Appetizers 
Buy one appetizer, get a second appetizer for free and all draft beers are just $3. 

Wednesday 
$20 SmaJl Plate Night 
Chose any 3 items from our soup, salad, appetizer or dessert menu selections for just 
$20 plus all House wines are $3 per glass. 

Thursday 
Power Packed Thursdays 50% off Dinner! 
All food selections from our Dinner Menu are 50% offfor Members and their guest and 
we’JJ take $3 off your favorite cocktail. Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Friday 
Steak & Lobster Night at the Club 
Enjoy a 3 course Steak & Lobster Dinner (choice of soup or salad, 5 oz. Lobster Tail & 4 
oz, Filet and Dessert) for only $2&95 per person and all bottle beers are just $2,50. 
Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Evening Hors D’oeuvres 
In addition to these features, the Club offers flee Hors D’oeuvres 5pro - 7prn nightly in the 
Grill. So start your New Year off right when you come iP, relax, meet your friends and 
fellow Members and enjoy all that the Club has to offer. 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emal.unc.edu> 

It’s Not Too Late ... Get a FREE Onlne Registration Page for Your Camp 

Sign Up for Event Manager by March t4th, 
Get a ,-- ~-~...~..           ~:.,,0.-~.,~.to..:~t~-,.,~.~ ~’.,.’,::~,~:.,, 
Are you using paper registration forms for your camp? ... Juggling printed liability 
waivers? ... Making trips to the bank to deposit checks? There’s a better way. 

Go Paperless with Event Manager Onine Registration Software 

Ev,’.’l",,t i\,’l.:~.l-’,,-~,~:~-:,r is your start=to-finish solution for 
sign-ups. Players click the registration link, fill out 
the online form AND pay online 24/7 -- requiring 
no action from you. 

We’! Get You Up and Running in No Time 

Sign up by March 14th and we’ll build your first 
online regislation page at no extra charge - a 
$15e.00 value!* Just send in your paper 
registration form and we’ll help you go papedess. 

Take Your Registrations & Payments 

Onine with Event Manager .,. 

~,,,,’9,,,,’~,:,," ,~..,,," Q No~ or Call 888.277.4409 Today[ 
*Offer appfies to new cIents only 

%%%%%% 

I!~! ~’I£.!,,.~-’:!.~-~ to for~vard this entail to a frie=td [ 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro. PA 19040 

US 

!:~:=d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

woehLje~mife~@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

woehl jennifer~yahoo.com 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2016-A~acking mid/Forward- 5 feet 2- Rhode Island- 3.9 GPA 

I am interested in North Carolina at Chapel Hill because I would love to pursue a career of professional soccer as well as the career of my choice and judging by the 

talent from your team that has advanced to the national team, like the four alumnae that just got accepted to the national team for the Algarve Cup roster, the athletic 

intentions that I have is what UNC has to offer. Also, North Carolina has the programs and courses I need to pursue the medical career I would like to be involved in. I 

really enjoy watching your team’s strong, exact passing and shots from outside the box. I noticed that the height of your players is more relevant to the position they 

play and I believe that I would fit into that mix well. 

This year my high school team made it to the finals in our division (D3) and sadly lost 1-2 against a team that we had previously not been able to score on. My club 

team, Middletown Youth Soccer, has been practicing every Saturday tbr the past month. We axe going to be playing two divisions above (DI) my high sehool division 

to challenge us and prepare us to advance our soccer abilities and hopefully make us better physically and mentally. I plan on taking my SAT next year and look 
tbrwaxd to acing that as well as all of the AP and honors classes I plan to take. 

What are the academic admission requirements for an athlete at UNC? 

Je~mifer Woehl 

39 Mayflower Middletown, RI 02842 

(580)919-7753 

Woehl.Jennifer@yahoo.com 

For more infolmation you can visit my NCSA profile. I do not currently have a video posted because I just recently created my account. My video should be posted 

sometime in April. 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

melaniecea@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

melaniecea@gmail.com 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 10:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Melanie Cea #18 / Class of2015 / West Pines United FC / 3.5 GPA / Fol~vard / ACM / OB 

Dear Coach Dormnce, Dncar, Palladino, 

I hope all is well wit11 you. I wanted to share some highlights about me since my last email to you. 

¯ I uploaded my latest video to my NCSA profile. I trained hard on improving my shooting, defensive skills, passing and footwork, and I believe the video shows 

nay improvements. 

¯ My travel club team did ve~ well in the CDL touruament with 2 wins, l tie, and 3 goals in total. I played several positions and scored 1 goal and assisted 2 

goals. We earned points which improved our Florida rank from 24 to 18. 

¯ Hem’s my FYSA College Showcase schedule, Aubnmdale. We’ll play against Space Coast which is a very competitive team. It would be so awesome if you 
could see me play:-) 

Saturday, March 8th - 2:00 PM, West Pines United FC Girls Black 9T98 vs.Bayside Dynamo FC U16 Girls Premier 

Sunday, March 9th - 1:00 PM, Space Coast United Storm 97/98 Travel vs. West Pines United FC Girls Black 97/98 

° I decided to register for dual enrollment which roll allow nle to t~£e college courses and earn college credit during my senior year in high school. 

Thank you so much for taking the time to read my highlights. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie Cea 

Click HELLE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 27, 2014 11:23 AM 

Dormrlce, Albert A IV <arlson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discounted Educational Programming 

Click to view this email in a browser 

iXi Logo 

Book One of Chris’s Two Newest Programs in March 

2014 and Receive $500 Off TotN Cost 



Book One of Chris’s Two Newest Programs in 

March 2014 and Receive $500 Off Total Cost 

Receive $150 off each additional program (of Chris’s two newest 

additions) booked with same March 2014 event date 

RECEIVE $300 OFF TOTAL COST OF ANY OTHER SHOW AND 

OFF ANY ADDiTIONAl. SHOW BOOKED ON THE SAME DAY 

*OFFER NOT VALID ON ALREADY B -) -)KED PR(- GRAMS OFFER CANNOT BE 

COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS. OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 28TH~ 

2014. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

X] Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kira]y@stx~rtsboard-win.com> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 6:59 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

SportsBoard Rosters: Region III, Loudoun, Scorpion Bowl, Jefferson Cup 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

longendyke3@ncsasports.olg on behalf of 

longendyke3@hotmail.com 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 8:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <mason@emaJl.unc.edt~> 

HANNA LONGENDYKE /NESS TOURN CANCELLED 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Wanted to let you know that due to weather NESS TOURNAMENT has been cancelled. I will be playing in MAPSS on 3/’8 and 3/9 and will send my schedule as 

soon as its posted. 

Best, 

tIANNA LONGENDYKE 

QUICKSTRIKE FC 2016 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Katharine Culhane - 2015 - 5’10" Goalkeeper- Ames, IA 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Ames High School, IA 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.50/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: dan@ameschamber.com 

Notes: Katharine is a 2015 Goalkeeper from Ames High School, IA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Hanna Long... - Alea Hyatt - 

2016 Attacki... 2016 Outside... 2016 Outside... 2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: O T State: TX State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

12 23 12 :: : : : 
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Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 
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Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

09/15/2013 11/19/2013 02/27/2014 02/15/2014 

View View View View 

: Profile Profile Profile Profile 
:: :: : : 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a ma~ch? Update your cmai] preJ~b~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Ottice: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasF)rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iIffonnation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <store-news@amazon.corn> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 3:25 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"The Triple Package: How...": New Book For You 

amazon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Basketball <reply- 630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:27 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

A Note From Wade Moody 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKERS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJcolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings from The Carogina Club, 

What a great weekend of Tar Heel sports we had! The Women’s 
Basketball Team beat Duke, Baseball Coach Fox achieved 700 
wins with a victory over North Florida and the Men’s Basketball 
Team defeated Virginia Tech to extend their winning streak to 11. 
The men have their last home game tonight and they travel to 
Duke on Saturday. 

As ACC Basketball Tournament play begins, stay tuned to your 
Club emails for both Men’s and Women’s Tournament viewing in 
the Grill. 

Last Call for Member Passports - Your member Passport expires 
March 31st so don’t forget to come into the Club and take 
advantage of these unbeatable offers! 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UNC vs. Notre Dame 
Monday, March 3 I Tip Off in the Dean E. Smith Center: 7prn 
It’s the final home game of the season! The Carolina Club will be 
open for pre game dining including a game day buffet for $15 and 
we will remain open until one hour after the game ends. 

Napa vs. Sonoma Wine Dinner 
Tuesday, March 4 I 6prn Welcome Reception n 6:30prn 
Dinner 
$64 for Carolina Wine Society Members ] $80 for Non= 
Society Members 
Napa Valley and Sonoma County are two of the most premier 
wine producing regions in California. The regions are separated only 
by the Mayacamas Mountains, but each produces very distinct 
wines. We will pair eight wines, four from each region, with a 
California inspired menu created by Chef Oscar. The battle is on! 

The Book Club 
Tuesday, March 4 I 6:30prn 
Please join us for a discussion of Behind the Beautiful Forevers by 
Katherine Boo 

Carolina Capital Partners Investment Club 
Wednesday, March 5 J 7prn 
For more information on this Member-run investment club, email 
elizabeth.cheek@ourclub.com. 

Business Builders Morning Meetings 
Thursday, March 6, 13 & 27 I 7:30-8:30am 
Stay informed on current issues and network with fellow Members. 
Open to all! For a complete listing of businesses ready to serve 
Members, please log onto our website and open the Member 



Business Directory. 

Young Professionals Hands-on Cooking Class 
Monday, March 10 I 6pro T $25 per person 
You are a busy young professional and sometimes meal planning is 
the last thing on your mind. The Carolina Club culinary team is here 
to help! Whether you are cooking for one or preparing for your 
own young family, we have the best tips to help you make the 
most out of your groceries in the quickest timeframe, one 
workweek at a time. Our experienced Heart of the House staff will 
be by your side to make your meal planning affordable and 
efficient. Afterward, we’ll enjoy a delicious prepared meal together. 
Price includes one glass of wine and participation is limited to 12 
Carolina Club Young Professionals. Please note that closed-toe 
shoes are required and Chef’s instruction will begin no later that 
6:15pm. RSVP by Friday, March 7th to enjoy this one-of-a-kind 
event created just for Young Professionals! 

Progressive Bridge Club 
Tuesday, March 11 8[ 25 I 1:30-5pm 
Please join us! The Bridge Club welcomes Members of all skill 
levels. Participation is complimentary. Although we try to keep the 
rules of bridge, there is not a serious attitude involved. We hope to 
see you at our next meeting! 

Lunch with General Manager John Rodriguez 
Wednesday, March 12 I 12pro I Complimentary 
This is a great opportunity to hear about new developments 
happening in your Club and to ask anything you have been curious 
about. Seating is limited to six Members per monthly lunch. 

Trivia Night in O’Herron’s Grill 
Thursday, March 13 & 27 J 7-9pm 
Stop by after work for great food and great fun, Bring a few 
friends and prepare to be challenged. And remember - Thursday 
nights feature 50% off dining and $3 off your favorite cocktail! 

Tar Heel Baseball 
The Diamond Heels are back in action! 
Always remember that The Carolina Club is the place to be for pre- 
game and post-game dining. Go Heels! 

Upcoming at IBloshamer Stadium: 
Wednesday, March 05 Davidson 3pm 
Friday, March 07 Pittsburgh * 3pm 
Saturday, March 08 Pittsburgh * 2pm 
Sunday, March 09 Pittsburgh * :l.pm 
Tuesday, March 11 George Mason 4pm 
Wednesday, March 12 Gardner-Webb 4pm 
¯ Conference Games 

WEEKLY DINING FEATURES 

Tuesday 
BOGO Appetizers 
Buy one appetizer, get a second appetizer for free and all draft 
beers are just $3. 

Wednesday 
$20 Small Plate Night 
Chose any 3 items from our soup, salad, appetizer or dessert 
menu selections for just $20 plus all House wines are $3 per glass. 

Thursday 
Power Packed Thursdays 50% off Dinner! 
All food selections from our Dinner Menu are 50% off for Members 
and their guest and we’ll take $3 off your favorite cocktail. 
Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Friday 
Steak & Lobster Night at the Club 
Enjoy a 3 course Steak & Lobster Dinner (choice of soup or salad, 
5 oz. Lobster Tail & 4 oz. Filet and Dessert) for only $29.95 per 
person and all bottle beers are just $2.50. Reservations are 
strongly recommended. 



Evening Hors D’oeuvres 
In addition to these features, the Club offers free Hors D’oeuvres 
5pm = 7pro nightly in the Grill, So start your New Year off right 
when you come in, relax, meet your friends and fellow Members 
and enjoy all that the Club has to offer, 

Please reply to this ernail or call 
919.962.1101 to RSVP for any of these 
events, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AlertCarolina: Classes canceled; offices closed s~tarting at 2 p.m. Monday, March 3 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Due to concerns about freezing temperatures and potentially hazardous roadway conditions later today, the L;mversity is canceling classes and closing offices (Condition 3) beginning at 2 
pm. 
Emplwees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should repolt for work All other emplwees are directed not to 
report to work while the University is closed. SPA and EPA Non-Faculty employees are reminded to consult the University’s applicable adverse weather policies; more information is 
available on the Office of Human Resources website at http://hr.uncedu/for-faculty-staff/adverse-weather/and at www.alertcarolina.unc.edu, 
http://www.a~ertcar~ina unc.edu/g~/d~c/~395/2~92545/Adverse-Weather-~icY-C~arificati~n-f~r-Emp~Yees. 

The men’s basketball game with Notre Dame is scheduled at 7 pm in the Smith Center The Universi~z encourages an?- fans traveling to the game to use extreme caution and their best 
judgment. For any updates, refer to www goheels corn 

U’qC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverlm~ent closings do not apply to the Universi~z. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Basketball <reply- 630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Basketball vs Notre Dame 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

TNs evening’s men’s basketball game between the Universi~ of North Carolina mad the University of 

Notre Drone remains scheduled for a 7:00 pan. lipoff at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. Notre Dame 

has already made the trip to North Carolina safely. 

Fm~s are encouraged to use caution m~d avoid taking any unnecessary risks if plarming to attend 

tonight’s game. The contest will also be televised on ESPN. 

Thmlk you for your support of Carolina Basketball. Be safe mid go Heels! 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~bunc edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 
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T’,,/s h’om V~Jareilo~se Deals 

- ...... 
:~i ~xercise & ~:itness fi~m W~reho:~s~ D~als i ::N:: Video Games from Ws:ei-:~Jse Desis 

Exercise & Fitness from V~grehoase Deals Video Games f,~om Ws,~eheuse Deals 

Enter[ainment 
Video games, movies and music S.~.~...g}.~E~ 

] i~ i~uy the Xbox ©l:,e ~:3ui~,xJle Get Fita:~f=s ii                X F’ie-order D=srk Souls ii ([:;l=sck i:,.l’:mor Edltion) a:~d Get 

..... e [,~e~al Case a r~d Sou ndtrsck 

¯ ¢ s Buy t~(.~ Xbox O~e Bundl(.~ Ge,: Titanfall Preoord(.~r Da~k ,~o~is II (Black Armor Editio~ and 
Cet ;~ Met;~i Cas;~ and So~dtl-ack 

Computers a~d ikccesse~ies item ’7~’erehouse 
Deals 



50% Off the Complete Terminato,~ Anthology 7ep Searched Artists im Music 

£i .................................. 

Electronics 



TV Deals 30% Off G~ace Digitai Intelnet Radio 

i~ 25% or [,~o:e O~ .’-)elect OtterBo× Cases !:or i[~hor~e 5S 

Up to 5’~% off Seiect Boss Cs.~ Eiectronics 25% o~ Mo.~e ,~,ff Selec~ Otte~Box Csses fo~ 
iPt;o~.~ 5S 

Computing & Office ............................................................................................................................................. 

~:3 a~,’~ S ~ 00 o:n th~ Fpsoi~ D~."-S i0 Docu mer, t Sea r, n~r 

S~ve $100 ot~ tt;e .F.psor; DS°510 Doc~me~t 



Save 50% on Norton 360 2014 Over 20% Off Select Sha,~pie Markers 

Home & Garden 
Deals for i~side a~d outside the ~o~se $9.9...[~?.¢[~ 

25% or ~#iore Off Seiect lndoo,~ Gardening Amazon Coupons 
Products 

>~:: 25~, .~ Mo~-~ c~ s,~,~:~ P,-~.~,~,~=-~ ~.~,,,~.~ j ::x:: S:..’0 our, s~:t as..’;0 ,~.E~;o-r,,~ ~:~-..~=~.~ 

25% or ~,~1ol-e Off Select Pressure Washers $20 Off a Seiect $I DO Akro-Mils Pun~t;ase 

Savings with Style 
F~s~io~abl÷ finds for me~, women; a~d kids See ~or÷ 



i.X.i_. 20% Off Sl00 Prem:urr~ Der~irr~ Purchsse with Prorr:o 
Code DENI M214 

20% Oil $I00 Premium Denim Purci~ase with 
Rromo Code DENIM214 

;~"i Up to 60% ofi Seiec~ I’,,!erCs Watches 

U p to 60% off Seiect ~/ien’s Watches 

FEBATH14 

$I 50l~ $T5 A[hletic Shoes k, vi~h P~’omo Cede 
FEBATH14 

FasMon Re~,dants U~del- 830 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Sports & Outdoors 

New 2014 B;~sebaii Equipment Spring Spo~tsma~’s Event 



~i The Best Pidure B,soks of March 

The Best Pietu,~÷ Books of Msl-ch Vogue All £ccess + F~e÷ CJutch Bag 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 

OO~TIpUter5 & Sofb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoors Jewelry 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Office & Schooi 8uppiie5 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:55 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Shannon Armitage - 2016 Canadian Outside Back - NTC training - University of North 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Millwood High School, NS 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.25/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emai[: fsarmitage@bellalianL net 

Notes: Shannon is a 2016 Outside Back from Halifax West High 

View Profile 

Check ou~ ttae Recmith~g Search EBgh~e 

Not a ma~ch? Uvtate your cmrai] pre[c~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athlelic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

ONce: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown~ncsasports.org [ http://~-w.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain infonnafion that is proprietary, privileged and, or confidential a~d is imended exclusively lbr the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thm~ the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.o~ on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bell~Jiant.net 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 1:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2016 - Shannon Annitage 

Coach Dorrance & Staff" 

I have added more video to my NCSA profile, These are a collection of highlights from my most ~ecent provincial training weekend taken on February 16th 2014. Yon 

will notice that I am playing two diflbrent positions in the video. I started the training scrimmage in my natural fifllback position but was moved up to midfield in the 

second half. It is not my natural position bnt I include the midfield portion for any valne might see in it, 

I al~ want to tell you that I concluded my winter league this past weekend in the Nova Scotia U 18 Division. We won the championship with our team taking 39 out of 

a possible 42 points fl~is winter. I am now returning to nay UI6 team for the san~mer. We won the National silver medal as U14 two years ago and are going all out for 

the gold this year. I will also be playing in the Nova Scotia Senior league this summer as well to play against the best competition as possible. This league is made up of 
mos~tly current universiD" players. 

Thank you for your time 

Shannon Amlitage 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ashley Triplett- 2017 Goalkeeper - IMG Academy Pendleton, TN 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: IMG Academy Pendleton, TN 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.03/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih atriplettl01 @gmail.com 

Notes: Ashley is a 2017 Goalkeeper from IMG Academy Pendleton, TN. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

2016 Attacl<i... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Wewed: 

ii ii iiiiii 

ii ii iiiiii 

Hope Hyde- 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: T× 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

17 

Last Viewed 
:: 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Hanna Long... - 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: NY 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

23 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Alea Hyatt - 

2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: CA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

0911512013 1111912013 0212712014 0211512014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

:: :: : : 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? Ulxtate your email preib~ences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http:i/www.ncsaslYorts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged andlor confidential mid is intended exclusively for tbe person(s) to whom it is addressed. 
Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

longendyke3@ncsasports.o~g on behalf of 

longendyke3@hotmail.com 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 8:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emsJl.unc.edu> 

HANNA LONGENDYKE 2016. MAPSS SPRING CHALLENGE 3/8-9 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Hope all is well. I will be playing in MAPSS SPRING CHALLENGE 2014 this coming weekend on 3/8-9 and really hope you can come see me play : 

3/8. #051.2:40. QUICKSTRIKE FC 98s. Vs. WALL SC PIRANHAS 

LOCATION: TUCKAHOE #7,608 Fleming Pike,Hammonton, NJ. 08037 

#053.5:00pm. QUICKSTRIKE FC Vs. JERSEY KNIGttT DAGGERS 

LOCATION: TUCKAHOE # 9 

3/9. #055 11:05am. QUICKSTRIKE FC 98s Vs. NJ WILDCATS LADY STRIKERS 

LOCATION: TUCKAHOE #5 

*** 130pm PLAYOFFS - 1st Place plays on #4, 2nd Place plays on # 5 

ttope you can catch me in a game. Please consider me {br one of your 2016 RAMESES! 

**PLEASE VIEW MY LATEST ttIGttLIGttT AT TIlE BOTTOM OF TttIS PAGE. 

Best, 

HANNA LONGENDYKE 

QUICKSTRIKE FC 98s 

JERSEY 3 

longendyke3@hotmail.com 

917-405-2278 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 10:45 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ACS University Ibr March Update 

To ensure that, 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

notified by a tbw clients that they were unable to access the links within fl~e March 

below. We have updated those links and you will be able to register for all future courses this 

axe logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ button at the 

right of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you will see the March 

Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

can also Click Here to see the March schedule! 

in a session soon! 



% 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

davisgoalie26@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

davisgoalie26@gmail.com 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 5:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2017 Goalkeeper Paige Davis 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is Paige Davis from Plains, Pemlsylvania and I am writing to you because I am interested in playing soccer at the Universi~ of North Carolina. I am a 
freshman at James M. Coughlin High School in Wilkes-Barre, PA. I am a 5’8" goalkeeper on my varsity high school team as a freshman. IVly high school team made it 

to the second round of district playoffs with a record of 14-3-1 for my first high school season. I played 1,440 mimltes ruth a G.A.A of .778 and SV% of .878. In 
addition, I lettered for my freshinan year, made first team All-Conference, and second team All-State. I play for Wyoming Valley Soccer Club mad have played with 

Eastern PA ODP. 

Academically, I mn a High Honor student with a GPA of 3.8 and I am a hard working student. I am a part of the National ttonor Society and a member of the Key 

Club. Also, I mn in the process of earning a brown mid soon to be black belt in karate. Below I have included a link to my NCSA scouting page for you to view as it 

inclu&s highlight videos and more on my athletic and academic information. 

I would love to meet you and talk about the possibili~ of being a pal~t of your team in 2017. If there is ml~hing I can do to help you decide whether I might be a good 

fit for your program please don’t hesitate to ask. I roll follow up ruth you soon mad if you have any further questions I look forward to answering them for you. Thank 

you very- much for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Paige Davis 

53 Merino Drive 

Plains, PA 18705 

Email: davisgogde26@gmail.com 

Phone: 570-2629469 

Cell: 570-709-6648 

"I am a member of a team, aJ~d I rely on the temn, I deter to it and sacrifice tbr it, because the team, not the individual, is the ~dfimate champion." Mia Hamm 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 5:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AlertCarolina: UNC open on regular schedule 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Classes will be held; offices will be open on Friday, March 7, 2014. Condition 1 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should report for work Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather news on wwwunc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
through the news media. Unless a change is annonnced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

(919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded reformation and announcements about campus operations 
UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus. 
UNC Depaltment of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times. 

ABOI~Yf rIIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process. The Umversity’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 

strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source nfinformation will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://alertcarolin a unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

longendyke3@ncsasports.o~g on behalf of 

longendyke3@hotmail.com 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

HANNA LONGENDYKE / MAPSS SPRING SHOWCASE CANCELLED 

Hi Coach, 

Wanted to inform you that MAPPS HAS BEEN CANCELLED 

BEST, 

tIANNA 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 





Tianna Daniels: 2001 (F-argo SO in Ne~t~ Dakota) 

"My dau~.~hter has improved dramatically over the pas~ 2 seasons ~.~.~ i~.-~ i:~-:e~.:.~ 2 

and largely because of iSoccer, She has displayed more control 

o~ the ball and has better teuches,,,especially i~ pressure 

situations~ She does iSoccer skills at least 2-.3 days a week on her 

own. We are playing a lot of" indoor right now and you can see it 

there Ior sure She loves iSoccer and I arn so glad she has had the 

opport~ni[y to use your program to hefp her become a true lhreal 

player." 

BJair and Brett (Kelowna Canadat ~~7 ---- 

"1 started training my sea about a year and since that 
! 

day all of our training was focused on the 16 drilfs from 
/ 

iSoccer It not only gave us direc[ion bu[ also got us to [ 
/ 

encourage each o[her to beat our previous scores. We / 
/ 

would take turns timing and counting each other’s 
/ 
/ 

efforts and e~jeyed it whe~ we would beat our previous / 
! 

records~ 
/ 

My son thinks that having his dad train with him and 
/ 

doing the iSoccer skilfs logether helps him focus more 
/ 

and not give ~p....his own words :) Training with my sonh~ _ __ 

has improved my skills so much lhat it molivated me [o join an over 45 team. 

Thanks again for your interest in our story a~d thanks for creating an interactive soccer 

skills traipsing website!! \PTe have both advantaged from it! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net > 

Monday, March 10, 2014 2:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Cm’olina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings from The Carolina Club, 

It’s Spring Break on calnpus this week. The students are enjoying some 
well-described time off and the weather is beautifuh This is a great week 
to come into the Club for a visit We are all here waiting to greet you 
with a w-ann smile and a friendly hello. 

We are pleased to almounce Texas Hold’em Night is coming to the 
Carolina Club March 25th. "¢,q~ether you’re an old pro or just learning, 
this is sure to be a fun event Give us a call today to save your seat[ 

We are so proud of our Women’s Basketball Team and as they made it 
to the semi finals of the ACC Tournament on Saturday. Stay tuned for 
details on the first and second rounds of the Women’s NCAA 
Tournament being hosted right here on campus in Carmichael Arena. 

As the Men’s ACC Basketball Tournament play begins this week, be 
sure to drop in to catch the games on TV in the Grill Go Heels[ 

Last (;all for Member Passports - Your member Passport expires March 
31 st so don’t fi~rget to come into the Club and take advantage of these 
unbeatable o:tTers! 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

Progressive Bridge Club 
Tuesday, March 11 & 25 I l:304pm 

Please join us! The Bridge Club welcomes Members of all skill levels. 
Participation is complimentary Although we try to keep the rules of 
bridge, there is not a serious attitude involved. We hope to see you at 
our next meeting[ 

Lunch with General Manager John Rodriguez 
Wednesday, March 12112pm] Complimentary 
’]7his is a great opportuni~ to hear about new developments happening 
in your Club and to ask awthing you have been curious about Seating 
is limited to six Members per monthly lunch. 

Carolina Capital Partners Investmeut Club 
Wednesday, March 12 [ 7pm 
For more information on this Member-r~m investrnent club, email 
elizabeth.cheek@ourclub.coln. 

Business Builders Morniug Meetiugs 
Thursday, March 13 & 27 [ 7:30-8:30am 
Stay itfformed on current issues and network with fellow Members. 
Open to all! For a complete listing of businesses tea@ to serve 
Members, please log onto our website and open the Member Business 
Directory. 

Trivia Night in O’Herron’s Grill 
Thursday, March 13 & 2717-gpm 
Stop by after work for great food and great fun. Bring a few- friends and 
prepare to be challenged. And remember - Thursday- nights feature 50% 
off dining and $3 off your favorite cocktail! 

Carolina Women Connectiug 

Tuesday, March 18 ] 8:30-9:31)amI Preseutation by professional 

organizer Phoenix Miller, owner of An Amazing Space 

Phoenix will give us spring cleaning and organizing tips for both home 

and office spaces. Get tea@ to de-clutter and have a fresh start! 



Prime Rib & Sealbod Night 
Wednesday, March 191 5:30pm - 9pm I $23 
Enjoy an exceptional evening at an amazing value. Includes a house 
salad, 10 oz. prime rib OR fresh seafood entrde, Chefs accompaniments 
and a glass of signature wine 

Lunch & Learn 

Work and Health Productivi~ for the Mobile Professional 

(This is a Member Passport Event) 

Thursday, March 20 I 11:30am Lunch I 12:00pm Presentation I $20 

includes lunch 

Presentation by Marcey Rader, CPES, CPFT, MEd. NASM Certified 

Personal Trainer Certified Productivity Coach 

Texas Hold’em Night 
Tuesday, March 25 I 6-9pm I $20 includes hors d’oeuvres and one 
drink ticket per person 
Enjoy heavy hors d’oeuvres and drinks as we learn the game basics 
from a real Poker Expert, Sharon Hill, before we begin a "just for fun" 
poker tournament. North Carolina law prohibits gambling for cash, so 
not to wonT - the dollars will not be real, but the fun is sure to be! Bring 
a friend and join us to see why this game has developed such a 
following’. 

Real Estate Forum Lnnch 

Friday, March 28 

11:30am-lpmI A la Carte pricing for lunch 

All are welcome The discussion is general in nature and you do not 

have to be in the industry to participate. If you have a particular 

interest, question, or just want to learn, please join us. 

Mediterranean Wine Tasting 

(This is a Member Passport Event) 

Friday, March 28 I 7pro I $18 Carolina Wine Society. Members [ $30 

Non-Society Members 

The counties of France, Italy, Greece and Spain produce numerous 

world-renowned wines. At this tasting we will focus on the lesser 

known - but still fantastic - grape variemls of this large region 

Friday Night IAve 
Friday, March 28 [ 6:30-8:30pm in the Grill 
IAve music from local artists along with $2.50 bottles of Domestic and 
hnported Beers! Stop in after work and stay J2>r a relaxed evening of 
dinner and music. Reservations are not required in O’tlerron’s Grill; 
seaung is first come, fist serried. 

Sunday Brunch 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Sunday, March 31) I 1 lam-2pm [ Adults $22 I Children 6-12, $10 [ 

Children 5 & under, complimentary 
Chef Oscar invites you into the Club kitchen to oversee yo~uc very own 
made-to-order Omelets, Chef-Carved Angus Roast Beef, French Toast, 
Southern-Style Shrimp and Grits, Homemade Buttemfilk Biscuits. Sound 
good? Join us for the best brunch in town! 

Tar Heel Baseball 
The Diamond Heels are back in action! 
Always remember that The Carolina Club is the place to be for pre-game 
and post-game dining. Go Heels! 

Upcoming at Boshamer Stadium: 
Tuesday, March 11 [ George Mason I 4pro 
Wednesday, March 12 I Gardner-Webb 14pm 

Tuesday, March 18 I Princeton I 6pnr 
Friday, March 21 [ Georgia Tech * I 7pm 
Saturday, March 22 I Georgia Tech * I 6pm 
Sunday, March 23 I Georgia Tech * I lpm 
Wednesday-, March 26 I Winthrop I 6pm 

¯ Cotffe~ence Games 

WEEKq~Y DINqNG & BEVERAGE FEATURES 

Tuesday 
BOGO Appetizers 
Buy one appetizer, get a second appetizer for free and all draft beers are 
just $3 

Wednesday 
$20 Small Plate Night 
Chose any 3 items tlcom our soup, salad, appetizer or dessert menu 
selections for just $20 plus all House wines are $3 per glass. 

Thursday 
Power Packed Thursdays 50% offDinner! 
All food selections from our Dinner Menu are 50% offfor Members and 
their guest and we’ll take $3 offyour favorite cocktail. Reser~,ations are 
strongly- recommended. 

Friday 

Steak & Lobster Night at the Club 



Enjoy a 3 course Steak & Lobster [)inner (choice of soup or salad, 5 oz 
Lobster Tail & 4 oz. Filet and Desser0 for only $2995 per person and all 
bottle beers are just $250 Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Evening IIors D’oeuvres 
In addition to these features, the C]ub offers free Hors D’oeuvres 5pro - 
7pro nightly in the Grill. So start your New Year off right when you come 
in, relax, meet your friends and fe]low Members and enjoy all that the 
Club has to offer. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <,store news@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 4:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate National Reading Month 

% 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ’’:¸ ...................... : ~-~,~-,~-~ ~:~--~ ~,,-~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i ~~;i~ ~.,.iii.~: ............... i~i~i .......... .:~.: ~. :::::~:i~:i::~:~:~::~ i,i:~i::,~:~ i,~:~:~:~:.:~::~ i..i::~.:.,.: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Dear Amazon Customer, 

Jf you’re IooMng for idea~,,~ on what to read thb,~ month, youql find a great seJection of our 

favorite beeks and Jatest offers on our National Reading Month page. Happy reading 

Kindle: Designed for Readers Kindle Books, $3,99 or Less 

Light, small, and fast, Kindle is designed Each month we unveil a new collection of 

for reading and can stere over 1,000 Kindle books for $3.99 or less, including 

books, New titles are less than 60 titles by Kurt Vennegut and Isabel 

seoeRds away, ::..,:i!aliii’i: FF:::::F’:I!.. Alle~lde, ::..,:i!alii’i: ii’Fii::q,:i! . 

100 Books to Read in a Lifetime 



A bucket list of books to create a well-read life, selected by our 

Editors, 

I 

Buy Once, Read Everywhere .x.:: ~:~.:~::~, ~, ~:~: 

Read millions of books wherever you are, on any device, 

Download the free Kindle reading app for your 

smartphone, tabJet, or computer, L.e.:!i=iri~ i.n;c~i,e ...... 

I 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 6:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alert Carolina: Chapel Hill and Carrboro under a SEVERE TttUNDERSTORM WARNING 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The National Weather Services has issued a SEVERE THL,~RNDERSTORM WARNING for Chapel Hill and Carrboro. 

That means conditions are favorable for a strong thunderstorm to produce dangerously large hail or high winds, capable of causing significant damage, in and close to the affected area. 

The weather service advises people in these areas to be on the lookout for threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings. 

Remain alert for approaching storms. 

The weather service updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Sel-,Ace website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
Count?’ athttp://alerts.weather.gov/cap/wwaatmgetphp?x NCC135. 

Please consult your local weather sources for updates 

For a list of services that you can use to subscribe to weather alerts visit: http://www.weather.~ov/subscribe 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a severe thunderstorm warning since the status of those often change frequently 
during a weather event. Ifa new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh alert after a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the notice as part of ongoing monitoring 
efJ2)rts for potential serious weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado watch for Orange County, the Umversity will issue a separate notification If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and 
Carrboro, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a 
tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or immediate health or safety threat, send a text message to registered 
cell phones and start other notifications including campus emai[. 

ABOUT THIS [£MAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s Alert Carolina System notification process The University’s Alert Carolina 
System is achw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina 
website, http://alertcarolina, unc edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alea t Iyatt - 2017 Forward - ECNL Player Development CaJnp 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emafl preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Santa Barbara High School, CA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatt@gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 forward from California. She is headed to the 

Player Development Camp in March. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a ma~ch? Uvtate your cmai] pre[c~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasF)rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other the1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 5:04 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:i/’fmance.m~c, ed~J~m{versily -comrol~er!pa~ roll-serv ices/welcome ~mr~l 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 9:03 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Accounts Created 

In response to your request for Wilmington Ten Program, Accounts 0-16877 (GL) and 3-16877 (SL) are created 
and now ready for use. You will be notified once the fund authority is ready to print. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00004667 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Friday, January 28, 2011 3:33 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Fund Authority Created 

The fund authority for Wilmington Ten Program(Accounts : 0-16877, 3-16877) is approved and ready for you 
to print. 
Please refer to your Inbox to find the following document. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00004667 
The Fund Authority tab contains a printable version of the document for your records. 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Monday, February 28, 2011 5:02 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:i/’fmance.m~c, ed~J~m{versily -comrol~er!pa~ roll-serv ices/welcome ~mr~l 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ecrt help@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 9:24 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Your reminder that the effort certification period has begun 

This is not spam. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill launched a new effort certification system, ecrt, on February 
28, 2011. This system replaces the paper forms ("PARS") you may have used in the past. 

Over 2000 users successfully certified their effort during the first two days, but we are aware some users 
experienced access problems because of high load volumes. The performance issues have been addressed, and 
we invite you to try the system again today. Your patience as we roll out this new system is greatly appreciated. 

The corrected announcement email follows below. 

Educational Institutions that receive federal funding are required by the OMB Circular A-21 "Cost Principles 
for Educational Institutions" to maintain an effort reporting system, the purpose of which is to assure that the 
distribution of pay is in accordance with actual effort expended (by funding source and activity). The University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has implemented the ecrt system (Effort Certification & Reporting 
Technology) to comply with this requirement. 

All individuals with cost sharing or effort committed to a sponsored proj ect are required to complete an effort 
report, per federal regulations. Our records indicate that you meet the criteria that require that you certify your 
effort. The current periods of performance for certification are: 

¯ EPA Employees: July 1, 2010 - December 31, 2010 
¯ SPA employees: September 13, 2010 - December 19, 2010. 

You will be able to review and certify your effort in ecrt starting February 28, 2011. If you need additional 
training please click on Online Certifier Trainin~ 

All certifiers will have approximately thirty days in which to complete their effort certification. The current 
Certification Period is February 28 to March 28, 2011. 

Available certification for Julius Nyang Oro - 
07/01/2010 to 112/31/2010~ 02/28/2011 to 03/28/2011 

Certification system links: 
Home 

(Period of Performance, Certification Period): 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stone Center < paperlesspost@paperlesspost, com > 
Monday, March 7, 2011 9:58 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Stone Center Reception & Roundtable-Amina Ali 

Clfck fnvftatfon to RSVP 

h 

!2!~:!2,0 Sou RoA~ 
HC 

This Invitation is intended for Julius Nyang’Oro and was sent by Stone Center. Please paste 
the following link into a new browser window if you are having trouble viewing this card. 

httD:i erlesspost comievents/593664-1c13476c/reglies/16647653-ff8b133e 



Add this eventto your: Goo@e Calendar Outlook iCa! 

Please join us in Welcoming 
Her Excellency Amina Salum Ali 

with a reception 
on March 23, 2011 at 5:00pm 

Followed by a 
Roundtable Discussion on 
March 24, 2011 at 10am 

in the Stone Center’s 
Hitchcock MultiPurpose Room 

150 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 

Please R.S.V.P. no later than March 15, 2011 

Create and send your own custom cards at http://www.paperlesspost.com. 

tf you found this email in your junk/bulk folder, please add paperlesspost@paper!esspost.com to your 

address book to ensure that you’tl receive aft future Papedess Mail in your inbox. 

Papedess Post respects your privacy. To see how we treat your information, please review our Privacy 

Policy, 

Click here to stop receiving emails from Papedess Post 

@ 2011 Papedess Post 151 West 25th SL 9th Floor New York NY 10001 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stone Center < paperlesspost@paperlesspost, com > 
Monday, March 7, 2011 10:16 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Formal Dinner -Amina Salum Ali 

Stone Center sent you an invitation to "Formal Dinner - Amina Salum Ali" for Thursday, March 
24th at 9:00 PM at 150 South Road, Chapel Hill 

Click the envelope below to view your Invitation or scroll down to view more information: 

View invitation: htt ~ J~t~,tv,pa~er!ess post, com/events/593755=b 18f1487/repfies/16650110= 
880d9f3c 

Add this event to your: Gooq!e Calendar Outlook iCal 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
invites you to a dinner Honoring 

Her Excellency 
Amina Salum Ali 

On March 23, 2011 at 9pm 



The Carolina Inn 
211 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Please R.S.V.P. by March 14, 2011 

Create and send your own custom cards at http://www.paperlesspost.com. 

If you found this emait in your junk/bulk fotder phase add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your 

address book to ensure that youll receive alt future Papedess Mail in your inbox. 

Papedess Post respects your privacy. To see how we treat your information, please review our Privacy 

Policy. 

Click here to stop receiving emaits from Papedess Post. 

(t~ 2011 Papedess Post, 151 West 25th St, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10001 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 1:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruiter RESOURCE Update - LAST CHANCE tbr Webcast Savings’. 

. . iNi http:/A~Nw.t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/images/EmailU pdatePa geHeader.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - March 2014 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@ [hebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A special note from Dr, Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody: 

Just a reminder that the Early Bird Special Registration fee of $99 (includes o free copy of the webcast DVDJ for The 2014 Recruiters InstituteTM national webcast ends 

on March 15, 2014. 

After that date, the price will be $49. On April 1~, the price will be $59. 

You will never qet another chance to listen to four top Division I NCAA Tournament-bound head men’s basketba# coaches give you their fi~sider tir_~s on recruitinq. 

Mark Turgeon of Maryland~ Rob Jeter of Wisconsin-Milwaukee~ Dan Monson of Long Beach State, and Fran McCaffery of Iowa are eager to have you join them for a 

s#ectacu/ar hour ol 
dissectinq the recruiting process to make you the best recruiter on your campus! 

You are guaranteed to take away at least a couple recruiting ideas that you can implement immediately within your program. There are still a few open seats 
available. 

And remember, you can ask any of these coaches a question on the registration page. 

Don’t hesitate! The clock is ticking! 

REGISTER NOW! http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/the-recruiters-institute.aspx 

Complete Recruiters LibraryTM here: http://thebestcolMgerecruiter.com/Recruiters-Library.aspx 

This message is not spare. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 10:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Allison Nestor - 2016 Left Midtielder - Gibson[a, PA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: Hampton High School, PA 

Height: 5’6" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.113/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih allison@annestor.com 

Notes: Allison is a 2016 Left IVlidfielder, Hampton High School. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Hanna Long... - Alea Hyatt - 

2016 Attack[... 2016 Outside... 2016 Outside... 2017 Attack[... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T State: TX State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

12 27 12 :: : : : 
:: :: : : 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 
: 

Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

09/15/2013 11/19/2013 0~/07/2014 0~/15/2014 

View View View View 

: Profile Profile Profile Profile 
:: :: : : 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a m;a~ch? Utx]ate your emai] pre[bl~znces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iIffonnation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 







F]i"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Minute Sale - 50% OffSpeaking Fee 

Click to view this email in a browser 
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MOST POPULAR TOPICS 

® BULL.YINGiCYBER-BUI. LYING PREVENTION 

TEAMWORK 

BECOMING A POSITIVE, CONrRIBUTING 

MEMBE,."~ OF THE COMMUNITY 

PERSEVERANCE 

® BIKE SAFETY 

MOST COMMON AUDIENCES 

~. ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 

* MIDDLE SCHOOLS 

* HiGH SCHOOLS 

® COLLEGES 

,~ RECREATIONAL DEPARTMENTS 

~. SPORTS TEAMS 



KINDNESS AND RESPECT 

® DEVELOPING HOBBIES AND HAVING ROLE 

MODELS 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

® OVERCOMING FEAR 

BUSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS 

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION GROUPS 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

£ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ruttheck Scarves <Rultheck Scarves~mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 2:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

custom soccer scarves 

.Xi Ruffneck logo 2009-white 

Soccer Scarves 
Customize your own or buy scarves of your favorite team 

Creale custom scarves usin~t your team colors, Io~}o 

Buy scarves from your favorite teams around the world 

Buy scarves wholesale and sell retail 

Fundraising with custom scarves 

Want more [nfe? v_Ls_j.t__..R_u_ffJ3e__c_._k_cb__c_a_ .rg__e_._s_:.c_ .q_m_ 

855-873-2673 
"Better Service, Better Designs. Better Scarves." 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Ruffneck Scarves 

2450 6th Ave S 

210 

Seattle, WA 98134 

US 
X Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

karisma.caymichael@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

karisma comlichael@yahoo.com 

Monday, March 17, 2014 6:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hello Coacl~ hope all is well 

Coach DolTance, 

Well ltvI-~ first high ,school season was a blast, we won our division championship. Then went on to state were we lost in the semi’s. Was a great experience to play 

against older girls ( I think I held my own). Areaway now the real stuff starts (ecnl). We play our first game Saturday and hoping we get the second half of our season 

off to a great stall. Will keep you posted on what’s ne~. Hope all is going well in your spring training. 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-win.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 6:22 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Go Paperless at Players College Showcase and NEFC I New Features 

Players College Showcase and NEFC this 
Weekend - Now Tournament Planning 

Fea ture s I I 

spe~*~oard this,,,ee~end at Players Oo.lege ~ho,,,,oa~e in ~a~ ~ 
Vegas. We can now autematieNly highlight games on your schedule I I based o~f you, watch list, te help you stay orgar, i~.:ed ~nd ef~eient on the I I The process ~s simple: 

I I 
Download SportsBoard Chameleon flem iTunes for free. 

I I coil us to su~.~cribe or.~et up you~ triol occcunt, and ou~ team .,i, .cad 
your account with the rosters and schedub. Sync your iPad and you’re       I I 

to ~o-no W~Fi or 3G,s necessa~ 
I I 

Record text notes, "highfight" players, record voice memos and video,      I I 

~capture team’s formations, and customize metrics for rating prospects. 

I I 
After the event, export notes to excel, sync with compliance, aveid the 

~data entryl 

I I 

~ 
Sive us a shout to subscribe or get a free trial today. 

Regards, 

Stephen Kiraly 

SportsBoard 
4,15 37’7 2654 

Mobile Player Assessment Sofutions - [HE FUTURE IS NOW’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 12:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruit Update farm NCSA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: Santa Barbara High School, CA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih aleahyatt@gmaii.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 forward from California. She is headed to the 

Player Development Camp in March. 

View Profile 

Makenzie (Mak) Burton - 2016 Attacking Central Midfielder, Center Back, Forward 

High School: Vero Beach High School, FL 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih MakBurton 18@ya hoo.com 

Notes: Makenzie. (Mak) is a 2016 Attacking Central Nidfielder from 

Vero Beach High School, FL. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hanna Long... - 
Hope Van Wa... 

2026 Attacki...                       2026 Outside...                              2026 Outside... 
- 2027 Forward 

NCSA Rating: 6                         NCSA Rating: 6                                 NCSA Rating: 6 
NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T                            State: TX                                           State: NY 
State: IN 

Number of                         Number of                                      Number of 
Number of 

Views: Views:                         Views: Views:                                   Views: ’Views: 
Views: Views: 1 

12                                               17 
Last Viewed 

Last Viewed                           Last Viewed                           Last Viewed                           Date: Last i 
Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed: 
Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

11/10/2013 
09/15/2013                   11/19/2013                   03/07/2014 

View 
View View View 

Profile 
Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recrtfitin~ Search En~ne 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 



1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.orgi ~_p:/, www.ncsaslx~rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blop,.ncsasports.ora 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may cont3~n ilffonnation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidenti~J and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~emm e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gambettaslv@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

gambettaslv@coxnet 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

3/21-3/23 Players Showcase Scouting Invitation - Darian Gambetta #9 

My name is Darian Gambetta. and I am a sophomore at Ed W. Clark High School in Las Vegas, Nevada (2016). I mn veU interested in playing soccer for your 

program. I roll be in playing in the Players Showcase this weekend and was hoping you could attend one of my games. 

Friday 3/21/14 

6:30pm Bettye Wilson Field 4 

Saturday 3/22/14 
8am Kellogg Zaher Field 11 

2pm Kellogg Zaher Field 6 

Sunday 3/’23/14 

2pm Ed Fountain Field 5 

Recruiting website - http~//w~v~csasp~rts.~rg/womens-s~ccer-recruiting/nv/~as-vege~¢ed-w-c~ark-~gh-sch~/da~ian-gambetta 

YouTnbe Videos - http://www.yontube.com/channel/lJCrQY01- SWg92hrOTzFFx2Ug 

I mn a left and fight det~nder and lbrward, and have the ability to play with both of my feet at an equal level. Not only was I a starting detbnder lbr my past ECNL club 
team, I am also a starting lbrward tbr my varsity high school team ~md was a starting detbnder for the 2011-2014 ODP teams. I am now on a new club team I,V 
Players Club with coach Holland Hanson. 

Last year, as a Freshman, I vmsity lettered in 3 sports earning my white letter and received MVP in 2 sports. I not only lettered in Soccer but Track and Cheefleading 
as well. I was the MVP for Soccer and Track. I placed 2nd in Regionals for Track and 6th in State. I was acting Student Council president last yeas; Student Council 
Vice President, and was elected Executive Senator for next year. 

I attend the veD~ figo~ons AMSAT (Academy for Math, Science, And Technology) magnet program at Clark HS, and currently have a 4.085 weighted gpa. 

I am requesting you to consider me as a player and would be honored if you were able to appear at one of my games this weekend. I am veU excited to think about 
playing lbr you. I greatly appreciate your’time and consideration, and please, do not hesitate to call or email me to let me know if you will be attending one of my games 
or have any soccer opportunities for me. 

Thank you in advance tbr all of your help! 

Darian 

Gambetta 
702/624-7200 
gambettaslv@coxnet 

Coach contact info 

Player’s Soccer Club 

Holland Hanson holland@players~.com 702-461-9447 

ODP Nevada 

Ada Greenwood - University of San Diego - hadriang@mndiego.edu - 619-260-2306 

Mauricio Ingra.ssia - Long Beach State - mauricio.ingrassia@csulb.edu - 562-985-1858 

Keith West - CaJ State Nol~thridge - keith.a.west~)csun.edu - 818-677-6252 

Clark HS 

Elizabeth Case- ecase@interact.ccsd.net- 702-799-5800 x4054 

Bettye Wilson - 7353 Eugene Ave, Las Vegas, NV 89128 

Kellogg Zaher - 7901 W Washington Ave Las Vegas, NV 89128 

Ed Fountain - 1400 N Decatur Blvd Las Vegas, NV 89108 

Click tlERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



Ama~o~.oo~l Y~rA~ To~ ~C~ 

,iii! ,, di’Y ii  iiii!i!iii;ZiOiii’ ii VV? ii!iii!iiiiiii’  @iii"iiioiiiJs@ iD@ iiii!i!iiiiis 
Amazon Warehouse Deals offers deep discounts on open-bo×, like-new, refurbished, or pre~ 

owned items complete with Amazon’s 30-day return policy and eligibility for Prime or Free 

Shipping (same exclusions apply), 
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~ii Televisions i iXi Laptops 

Televisions Laptops 

[:~ill Tablets i i~i SLRs 

i~ biets SLRs 



l iXi Wireless A ...... ies ~[i Lenses 

Le~ses \AJ1reless Accessories 

}~ii Cell Phones i i~i Kindle Fire Tablets 

Cell P~oRes                     Kindle Fire t"8~[ets 

~i KindleAccessories                         i ::::+:::: KindleE-readers 

i@~db Accessories Ki~dle E-.resders 





[21i Exercise and Fitness i IIXII Fan Shop 

[2:: Musical Instruments i i2i Books 

M,.Esical i~st~’smer,ts Books 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kayliecollins 16@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

kayliecollins 16@carondelet.net 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kaylie Collins GK 2016 Mustang SC U16 

Hello Coach Dorrance and Ducar 

I hope this note finds you both doing well ruth your spring schedule 

I wanted to update you on my progress since we last spoke. I have finished my sophomore year at Carondelet High School and for the second season Started eve~ 
VaJrsity Game and was naJned all-league. We have now returned to club play and will be participating in the ECNL showcase in San Diego. My schedule is as follows 

Saturday 12:45 v TSC Humcane Field 7 

Sunday 2:45 v Co. Storm Field 5 

Monday 8:00 v Penn Fusion Field 13 

I have also been invited to play in the Northwest ECNL PDP this coming weekend in Santa Rosa 

I am also attaching a recent workout video from a session I had in SoutJlem California with Ian Fener and Slammers Keeper Ammada Dennis 

https:/~www.yo utube.con~/watch?v~wGeDxjGv0 

I hope you can get out to watch me play 

Sincerely 

Kaylie Colliins 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



~i Amazon.corn J 

Never miss a hot new release by pre- 

ordering books at Amazon~com. We’ve 

highlighted the biggest and most exciting 

upcoming releases in April, May, and 

beyond. 



[~[i The King ::d The Collector 

The King The Collector 

H a r(tq 0~#~.~ r H a ~’d COVe ~" 

Kindle book ~in(tle book 



~iii Eat What You L ..... Everyday! 

Eat What You Love--EverydayI. 

H~dcover 

Kindle book 

~&’-,,",~ .::~,~ -1~’ .,"~ f~,~,,’~~ see ~’.~or~; 

].~ The Target 

The Tat~let 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 

======================= 



:~:iI Any Other Name 

Any Other Name 

H~dcovor 

Kindle book 

~ The Ooe 

The One 

H;~rdcover 

Ki~;dle book 

ii.~ City of H ..... ly Fire 

City of Heaventy Fire 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 

iX Skin Game 

Skin Game 

Ha~doover 

Kindle book 



~V,~)il,~)l:,~e ~) ~...~)~.~’ See m~re 

%i The Silkworm 

The S#kworm 

H a r(tcov(.~r 

Kindle book 

iX Top Secret Twenty-one 



~:i The Paleo Kitchen i~ ThePromise 

- T,~e P~eo K~ohe,~ - The P~e,~,~e 

Hindle boor 



ii~:i Four 

Four 

Hardcove~ 

The Book of Life 

The Book of Life 

H;~I~OOVer 

Kin(lie book 

]]I~ Edge of Eternity 

Edge of Eternity 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 

::~,~ Never Turn Your Back on an Angus Cow 

Never Turn "/our Back on an Angus Cow 

H 8 i’~J OOV~ F 

l<ir~dle book 





~i Best Books of the Month 



BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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s S~rday M~ret22 g0!~! 2ge 

sRbje~i Aiiso ~ D~ wan~ W~ ~keiid D~ al 

~~:!~~!~~ ~3)~~’~~g~}~~!5 ~~~ 

VV;::~i:.i:.i:.!’:~ ~:::i:.i:.i:.!:, iii< ~::,i:.i:.!:.i~. ::iq::: (:::ii D ~’:i:.i:.i:.::~ ::i:i:.:t ii s 
We’ve searched the site for the best dens in Electronics, Clothing, Spo~ts, and more, Check 

back often for new deals, 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.Xi $700 Off Sony 65-Inch 1080p ]20Hz 3[:) Internet LED 
HDTV 

i~ $300 Off BenQ W1500 1080P HD Wireless HD DLP 
....... Home Theater Projector 

DLP Home Theate,~ Preiecter 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii $700 Off Son2 65cinch 1080p 120Hz 3D 

Intemet LED H DP,/ 

2 z 
i~ Save $300 on the ASUS VivoTab TF810©-C243R ::"~:: Save 20% or More on Select Radar [Detectors 
: : 11.6-1nchTablet : : 

GR 11,6oinch Tabiet 



pto41% on Ray-Ban RB3016 Polarized 

Clubmaster Sunglasses 

Clubm~s~e~ Su~miass÷s 

[~{ Save 40°/o or More on Boys’ Clothing from Hurley, 
Volcom, and Quiksilver 

H s!@.~,L J’@.L%.m..~.£s #...@s!J;,~#.(!t@ ~ 

V] Up to 45% Off Select Skechers Women’s Sandals 

Sandals 

ii~] Up to 40% Off Select Styles from PUMA Golf 

U A to 40% Off Select St, I~dMA GoF 

~] Save 25% or Mere on New Arrivals for Girls from 

PUMA 

Save 25% er More or New A va s ’or G s ...................................................................................................... 

.~i UptoS0% OffSelect Men’sAllen Edmonds Shoes 

!@..!~L ##:~.#L ¢-,.~.L~.:,,.~£ ##c ’-L,!L.~L~..~’d.m.~.~.U-L 
Shoes 



~:: 35% Off Select Diamondback 2013 Steilacoom 

Cyclocrc~s Bikes 

35% Of Se ect Damon, db~c< 2013 ,S~e ~ ¢oo~ ............................................... ~ ............................................................. 

::.~ S ..... pto25% on Top-Rated KidsOompleteGolf 

Sets 

.G...~!LS#t~. 

i i’~ Extra 15% Off Select DEWALT Nailers 

ii~iI Save 25% or More on Select ProForm Ellipticals 

i[:+:;i Save up to 30% on Wilson NCAA Basketballs 

:~ Up to 20% Off Select New Outdoor Furniture from 

Strathwood 

flora Stl athvvoed 



i i~ 60% Off Waring Pro JEX328 Health Juice Extractor 

~iI Up to 25°/5 Off Select Building Toys 

%i 
33% Off WearEver Hi-Back Deluxe Steel Backpack 

Chair 

.~i 42% Off Nine Stars DZT~04 Touchless Stainless 

Steel 21.1 Gallon Trash Can 

i iXi Up to 25% Off Select Dolls & Accessories 

.~[~.~#..;.#.’.’;..!~..<?.[[.~’#!#~L ##!.[#..& ~,.,##::..-’..#z4 2!:[~.# 

ii.~.i1 15% Off BonaKemi WM710013348 Hardwood-Floor 

Spray Mop with Replaceable Cleaner Cartridge 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



.~.i 66% Off Baofeng UV5RA Ham Two Way Radio 136- 

174/400480 MHz Dual-Band Transceiver 

66% Off Baofen~ UVSRA Hans Two Wa~ Radio 

i~ 67% Off Brother Designio Series Computerized Sewing 

& Quilting Machine 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sbplayer14@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

sbplayer14@hotmail.com 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Mafiah Rodriguez 2016 (Forward) 

Coach Dolrance, Coach DucaJc and Coach Palladino, 

My name is Mariah Rodriguez attached is my recruiting page ruth my some highlight videos from my club soccer season. I an1 an excellent student-athlete and I am 

very excited to show tNorth Carolina what I can do both on the field and in the classroom. IVly club teams name is Chicago Fire Juniors West in Plainfield, Illinois. My 

club coach and contact is Steve Morns at (414)-243-4996 and his emaJl is smoms@chicago-fire.com. Also my high school coach is Oscar VaJdez at (630)-244-1033 

and his email is rolando1975@yahoo.com. I will send you my high ~hool schedule. 

Thank you for taking your "dine out of your busy day. 

Mea~iah Rodfiguez #2 

Cell: 815-715-1865 

Email: sbplayer 14@hotumil.com 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 4:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emergency Warning: The University has activated the sirens. Police report an ARMED AND DANGEROUS PERSON ON OR NEAR 

CAMPUS. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The University has issued an Emergency Warning and activated the sirens. Police repolt an armed and dangerous person on or near campus. 

University police are advising all students, faculty and staffto: 

- Seek shelter indoors now 
- Close windows and doors 
- Stay until further notice 

The Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, will be updated as soon as more information is available. It can take hours to resolve an emergency situation; updates may not be 
immediate Meantime, if you are directed by police or University personnel to take specific action - such as to evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, or go to your 
residence hall and stay there - please comply immediately. 

If you see suspicious activity, call 911. Do not call 91 1 or the Department of Public Safety merely to ask for information about the current incident. Police phone lines need to remain open [’or 
emergency communications 

When the threat is over, the sirens will sound again with a different tone to announce ahmg with the voice message: "All clear. Resume normal activities" 

When the sirens are activated - and when there is an "all clear" -- the University also sends a text message to the cell phone numbers registered by students, faculty and staff in the online 
campus directory 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to noti(y you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is acuw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
ofin]2mnation will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 4:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emergency Warning: The University has activated the sirens. Police report an ARMED AND DANGEROUS PERSON ON OR NEAR 

CAMPUS. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The University has issued an Emergency Warning and activated the sirens. Police repolt an armed and dangerous person on or near campus. 

University police are advising all students, faculty and staffto: 

- Seek shelter indoors now 
- Close windows and doors 
- Stay until further notice 

The Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, will be updated as soon as more information is available. It can take hours to resolve an emergency situation; updates may not be 
immediate Meantime, if you are directed by police or University personnel to take specific action - such as to evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, or go to your 
residence hall and stay there - please comply immediately. 

If you see suspicious activity, call 911. Do not call 91 1 or the Department of Public Safety merely to ask for information about the current incident. Police phone lines need to remain open [’or 
emergency communications 

When the threat is over, the sirens will sound again with a different tone to announce ahmg with the voice message: "All clear. Resume normal activities" 

When the sirens are activated - and when there is an "all clear" -- the University also sends a text message to the cell phone numbers registered by students, faculty and staff in the online 
campus directory 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to noti(y you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is acuw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
ofin]2mnation will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 5:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AI,L CLEAR; RESUME NORMAI, ACTIVITIES 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity has issued an "all clear." Now- it’s safe to resume your normal activities 

See aleltcarolina.unc edu for updates and more information about the University’s emergency communications. 

ABOErT THIS E\IAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is activated using a strate~z that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

A|ert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 5:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <tmlson@email.unc.edu> 
INFORMATIONAI, MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Report Suspect In Custody 

INYORJ~ATIONAL MES SAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Report Suspect In Custo@ 

Chapel Hill police have apprehended a still unidentified suspect in connection with this afternoon’s siren activation on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus At about 4:20 pm., University police 
reported a white male displayed a knife or kaaives while on campus near the Pit No injuries were repolted. The man fled campus and was later apprehended by Chapel Hill police and 

transferred into the custody of University police. 

The police investigation is ongoing. No additional details are available at this time. 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus communiW about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of commnnication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enfbrcement 

efforts. Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Saf’e~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dblair@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

dblai@wccskl2.org 

Monday, March 24, 2014 7:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Goalkeeper 

Hi Coach Dorrauce, 

My name is Ashlee Schumacher and I am a student at Waylaud Cohocton Central School class of 2016. Being a goalkeeper is a job I take very seriously and will do 

everything mad au~Nug so the ball doesn’t cross the line. This summer I will be playing on two travel soccer teams in the Rochester, Syracuse, and Buffalo NY area. 

My hard work and dedication has leaded me to a 3.5 GPA. I aJn uncertain at this time what career path I am taking. 

I would love an opportunity to play at the collegiate level. My strengths aJce my height, ti~t reflexes, and diving capability. I know at this time you are unable to contact 

me but please tbel free to view my NCSA player profile. 

Thanks for your time, 

Ashlee Schumacher 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jenna Williams - 2016 Attacking Central Midtielder - Mission Hills High School, CA 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Nission Hills High School, CA 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.63/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: Jennal lwilliams@gmail.com 

Notes: 3enna is a 2016 ALt:acking Central Nidfielder from Nission Hills 

High School, CA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Hanna Long... - Alea Hyatt - 

2016 Attack[... 2016 Outside... 2016 Outside... 2017 Attack[... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T State: TX State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

12 27 12 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Date: LasL Date: LasL Date: LasL Date: LasL 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

o9/15/2o13 1,/,9/20,3 0~/07/~0,4 0~/15/~0,4 

View View View View 

: Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a m;a~ch? Update your cmai] pre]~cl~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iIffonnation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 1:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Prom Night SaJbty Reminders fi)r Students 

Click to view this email in a browser 

’Safety First’ Crowned Prom Court 

Why should you hire Chris? Great question! Find out from our 



Jatest cJient Richard McMahon. 

%i GKF 234~3 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply dick on the follc~wing link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

£ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 
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Featured Spring Outlet Dea~s 
Dea~s across o~r st~re ~.e.e..~:~!R.~:~t 



.~] Compt:ters f~ A~x;essodes 

"fV & Video ComplAi<ei’s & ?,¢c, easories 

Kitchen & Dir~ir~g Spe~is & Outdoors 

Savings with Style 
Fashionable finds for men, women, and Rids @~..~.fTe. 

U p to 7:.’i<~ off Shoe~.~ .~ Ha nc, bt~gs 

Clothing Sales & Desis Up to 70% off Shoes & Handbags 



Up to 50% off Jev,/ei,~y Mslkdowns Up to 60% off Women’s Watches 

.~j .................................. 

Entertainment 
Movies & TV, video games, and m~sic S.~.e...~3.q.?.f~ 



[ ............. F’ark 3D 

Ijp to 55% off Over 5,000 Titles 62°,6 Off The Julassic Park 1 -S Colbction wi 
Jurassic Park 3D 

Beats Solo HE) Drenched in Color Headphones 33% Off g~ioneer Ar~drew ,ior~es Speakers 
ior $t 69.95 



i~ii 30~ o~ Mo’¸~, ~: Car Audio 

Save $100 on, the Sony RDPXF300iPN Lightning 30% o~ Mo;e Off Ca~ A~dio 
Portable Bluetooth Speaker Dock 

Home 
Kitchen, too~s, pets; a~d more See mere 

~:i t.:p to 35% off Seiect NCAA i’::itci~en & L’,il:,iiWj Plcducts iX Fiee "::;=stt;,er’iWith a QiiaJi~iil:,g ~:3osch l’ool ~:’:’e-©lde:" 

or Purchase 

Lp to 35% off Select NCAA Kitchen & DininD F[’ee Battery’ ~t, Jlth e Quaiifyinq Bosch Tool p~eo 
Pmd~c[s Order’ or Pumh:~se 

Save 15% o~; Seiect ~:"et Gear Preducts Up to 33% off Select I-~&R Biock ",:ex Soft’7,;a~e 

Toys 
Actio~ fig~res~ do~ls: b~i~ding toys, a~d mo~’e S.e.e...m.~!.~:~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Save up to 30% on Select Aotials Figures Save up to 30% an DaJis 

Save up to 30% e~ Building Toys Save up to 30% on Specialty Toys 

Reading 

25 Kindle Kids’ Books fo~ $I Each Deals on Ma~at; Books+~eif Favorites 



Hot New Releases in Books U~) to 90% eli Ali ~,-.c~.ess Baga~nes + Free Gilts 

Note to Explore 
Mo~e deals fi’om Ea~h°s biggest sebetion S~q..~!o.~ 

::N Fr~-e 18 Gig rnicroSDHC: ~vlemor’~ Card ~,ith GoPro N LIP 24 ActMt’u Tracker by Jawbol~,~- 

Horo~- ~3ad,; Editio:s 

Free 16 GB mio~oSDHC Memo,~y Card with UP 24 ActMty T,~acker by Jswbo~,,e 
GoPro Here3~: Black E,’titiorr 

2,~ Groat L,sc.si Dosb on ti~e Go 

Gre~t I..ocsi Deals or; the Go 





i~i ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 

OO~TIpUter5 & Sofb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoors Jewelry 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Office & Schooi 8uppiie5 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 12:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Requested Intbrmation: Assault on Campus 

Timely Warning: Requested Information: Assault on Campus 

Dear Students, Faculty- and Staff: 

The University of Nort2a Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Public Safety is seeking information about a reported assault that occurred at Hill Hall on March 25th, at approximately 1 lpm. 
The victim described the suspect as a black male, 30-40 years old, is wearing a rap-up hoodie, color unknown, and dark green baggy pants. The suspect is possibly homeless. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Public Safety are asking anyone with information about this incident to call the Department of hablic Safety’ (919) 962-8100. 

The Alert Carolina website will be updated as soon as more infornaation is available. It could take hours for police to resolve a situation depending upon the circumstances. Meantime, if you 
are directed by police or University personnel to take specific action (evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, go to your residence hall and stay there), please comply 
immediately. 

If you see suspicious activity, call 911. But do not call 911 or the Department of Public Safety merely to ask for information about the current incident. Police phone lines need to be kept 
open for emergency communications 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 7:55 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Police Report Assault Suspect In Custody 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Public Safe~z is reporting that the subject wanted tbr an assault that occurred at Hill Hall on March 25th at approximately 
1 lpm, is now in custo@ 

UNC has issued the instruction "All clear. Resume normal activities" to the campus conmmnity. 

The all clear signal means the threat to the campus is over 

When there is an "all clear" the Universi~ also sends a text message to the cell phone numbers registered by students, facul~z and staff in the online campus directoW. The University 
also communicates about an emergency using sources including: campus-wide email and voice mail (for campus land lines), the Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line, 843-1234, tbr 
recorded reformation, and the Universi~z Access Chalmel (Chapel Hill Time Warner Cable Chamael 4) along with other campus television channels 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Unlversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:40 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brittany Terry - 2015 - F - [,as Vegas Premier UT (ECNL) **New Video** 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Desert Hills High School, UT 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: 22 SAT: NA 

Emaih turbo 3@live.corn 

Notes: Brittany is a 2015 Forward that plays for Las Vegas Premier 

(Utah) in the ECNL. She attends Desert Hills HS and lives in 

Washington, UT 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T State: TX State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: ’Views: Views: ’Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

12 17 27 12 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

09/15/2013 11/19/2013 03/07/2014 02/15/2014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search En~e 

Not a ma~ch? l Jl×iate your emaJl pre~i~rences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown~ncsasports.org http:i/~x~vw.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/,blog.ncs&sports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain in[bnnation that is proprietaw, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively tbr the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 
Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 



this message in error, please notil}’ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: IMG Academy Pendleton, FL 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.03/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih atriplettl01 @gmail.com 

Notes: Ashley is a 2017 Goalkeeper from IIV]G Academy Pendleton, TN. 

View Profile 

Sami Wilson - 2015 Forward, Attacking Central Midfielder, Center Back 

High School: Willamette High School, OR 

Height: 5’3" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 4 

GPA: 3.32/4,00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih susa njwilsong@yahoo.com 

Notes: Sami is a 2015 Forward from Willamette High School, OR. Check 

out her YouTube film on her profile. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Ashley Buck - Alea Hyatt - Hanna Long... - 

2016 Outside... 2016 Attacki... 2017 Attacki... 2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX State: UT State: CA State: NY 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: ’Views: Views: ’Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

17 12 12 29 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

11/19/2013 09/15/2013 02/15/2014 03/26/2014 
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Check out the Recruiting Search En~e 

Ellen Brovm 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floori Chicago, IL 60642 



Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.orgi http:/, www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

’][’his e-mail transmission may contain iIffolmation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~eturn e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~mau <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - April 2014 - Webcast Seats at $19.99! 

The College Recruiter gmail Update- April 2014 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Here’s the biggest news for April. 

There are only a few seats left to fill for the webcast, and I want them filled FAST! So all remaining seats will cost only $19o99. And you have an opportunity to ask 

any speaker a question, too. 

The spectacular 2014 Recruiters InstituteTM Webcas~vill take place in Dallas on Thursday, April 3rd, at the site of the 2014 NCAA Division 1 Men’s ,.":Jh4!~,L F,~;."U~ 

Basketball Championship. The guest speakers are four of the most successful head men’s basketball coaches in the country: Mark Turgeon at Maryland, Dan 

IVlonson at tong Beach State, Rob Jeter at Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and Fran McCaffery at iowa. Listening to a group like this is a once-in-a-lifetime experience. 

Don’t hesitate. Register now. http:!ithebestcollegerecruiter.comithe-recruiters-institute.aspx 

Here is the link to the entire April 2014 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: h--t--t~-/---w-~--w-~--w--~-t--h---e---b--e---s--t--c--~--!-/--e-~--e-~-r--e--c--r---u-!-t--e---r-~--c---~---m-- _!___m____o_!!_t__h__/y_:_e____m__g~!:ui?__d__a__t__e_:_n_�_ws/ett£Gas~~ 

Again, thanks for your continued support! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

longendyke3@ncsasports.o~g on behalf of 

longendyke3@hotmail.com 

Friday, March 28, 2014 8:39 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

HANNA LONGENDYKE BALTIMORE MANIA CANCELLED 

Hi Coach, Due to weather Baltimore Mania has been cancelled for 3,/29-30. Best, HANNA LONGENDYKE QUICKSTRIKE FC 98s JERSEY 3 
Longendyke3@hotmaJl.com 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 7:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: UNC Police Arrest Suspect in Lewis Residence Hall Incidem 

INFOR2vIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: LTNC Police Arrest Suspect in Lewis Residence Hall Incident 

At approximately 11:18 p.m. on Fri., March 24, U2x,-C Department of Public Safety’ Police officers responded to the report of a ma le individual who was unclothed and acting erratically on the 
third floor of Lewis Residence Hall on the LTNC Campus. The male suspect, a Lewis Dorm resident, had entered another resident’s room and had reportedly sexually assaulted a female. 
Police arrived to find the suspect in the hall, where he continued to act erratically and resisted arrest. Officers tased the suspect and brought him into custody. 

The suspect, UNC student Charles Talmadge, 21, has been charged with breaking and entering, resist/obstruct/delay of arrest, assault on law enforcement officers, vandalism, possession of 
marijuana, and possession of drug paraphernaha. The investigatiun is ongoing. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigatiun into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. For a list of safety, tips, see the tbllowing link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus communi~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University,’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement elt’orts. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 12:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruit Update farm NCSA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: Cy-Fair High School, IX 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 6.28/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih sarahclaire2@att.net 

Notes: Sarah is a 2016 Forward from Cy-Fair High School, TX. 

View Profile 

Katia Mezey - 2016 Forward, Outside Midfielder, Outside Back 

High School: Carlsbad High School, CA 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: mypeedee@gmail.com 

Notes: Katia is a 2016 Forward from Carlsbad High School, CA. Laguna 

Hills Eclipse (Flight One, SCDSL) 4.0 GPA. 

View Profile 

Kayla Crosby - 2017 Center Back, Outside Back, Defensive Midfielder 

High School: Joel Barlow High School, CT 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.20/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih Crosbykayla @yahoo.corn 

Notes: Kayla is a 2017 Center Back from Joel Barlow High School, CT. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 
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Check out the Recrttitin~ Search En~ne 



Ellen Brown 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Atlfletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor] Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 ] Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown~ncsasports.org i http://~a~-w.ncsaspolnts.org 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsaspolnts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail/ransmission may contain information tJlat is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by an?, person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notil}’ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kathryn.clark@ncsasports.ovg on behalf of 

kathiyn.clark@capeelizabethschools.org 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 4:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kathiyn Clark’s Recruiting Profile 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I will be touring UNC Chapel Hill on Sunday, April 27th. I would love to meet you and introduce mysel£ 

I am ve~ interested in attending Chapel Hill. I am looking to excel in both the classroom and on the soccer field. I see from your roster that you have about 4 
underclassmen forwards on the team. I believe that I would have a great impact on your team as a tbrward. I am intrigued in your program and I believe that Chapel 

Hill would be a great fit lbr me. 

I currently play Ii)r "the Maine Seacoast Mariners team. We are tanked the number one temn in Maine and have recently won the Super Y National Championship in 

Florida. During the Fall, I play for the Cape Elizabeth High School team. This year I was the junior captain and we won the Class B State Championship, a major 

accomplislmaent. I understand that Chapel Hill is a very academically challenging school and I believe I have the grades and work ethic to compete successfully. I roll 

be taking the SAT and ACT this May. 

I have attached my NCSA recruiting profile where you can learn more about me as a soccer player and a student. Also on my recruiting profile is a highlight video from 

a game this fall that shows some of my strengths as a player and a teammate. I play right, left, and center slriker and I would love to be a member of the UNC Chapel 

Hill Women’s Soccer team. 

Sincerely, 

Kathiyn Clark 

618 Shore Road Cape Elizabeth, Maine 

207-767-7581 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bellaJiant.net 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 8:40 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emgJl.unc.edu> 

2016 Shmmon Armitage 

Hi Coach Dorrance 

I jus~t wanted to follow up with my previous emails to let you know that I am able lo con fire1 that I am going to be attending the UMBRO TOP RATED SHOWCASE 

in Toronto, Ontario on May 16th to the 19th. I will be forwarding on my complete schedule with all relevant details on my team in a couple weelcs when it is available. I 

hope you’re going to be attending and will be able to watch me play in person. 

Shannon Armitage 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

corlycorp@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

corlycorp@aol.com 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

re: Chidera Aririguzo 2017 

Hi Coach Anson! 

My name is Chidera Aririguzo and I’m a Freshman enrolled in the Intemalional Baccalaureate program at W. B. Ray High School in Corpus Chrisli, TX. I am 

interested in attending Universi~ of North Carolina because of your rigorous academic programs, and since I’m interested in Medicine ruth a minor in Political Science 

would provide the great environment for my studies. I am also impressed by your soccer program whereby your players axe pushed to excel allowing them to earn 

regional and national honors. I thrive in an enviro~maent that believes in players being challenged academically and in the sport that they axe passionate akyout such as the 

way I regard playing soccer. 

I play in the Vaxsity soccer team at my high school in the positions of center mid and for~,ard, and earned the title of all tournament player at the Lamar Bayou City 

Cup 2014 VarsiW Girls Soccer tournament. My High School coach’s name is Daniel Kelly. His email is Daniel.Kelly@ccisd.us and he cml be reached at 361-533- 

7670. 

Currently, I play for the Austin Te~ns Soccer Club’s 99G White team out of Austin, TX. My club coach’s name is Scott Wind. His email is: 

scot~auslintexanssc.com and he can be reached at: 404-901-4574. I roll also be guest playing for the Austin Texans 98g team at the Dallas International Girls Cup 

on April 15th through April 20th, 2014 and I would like to invite you to watch my performance at this event. I will provide you with our game schedule once that 
irdbrmation is available. 

My emaJl is corlycorp@aol.com and my cell number is 361-779-7306. 

I wish you best of luck in your current season. 

Sincereb; 

Chidera Aririguzo 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Partners <iSoccer_Partners@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, April 1,2014 9:17 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Mobile App for Instant Team Communication 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii i   i i   i i  i i i i   i i    i   iSi i i  i    i i i    s   E  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  
Dear Coach, 

As a valued membel- of the iSoeoer family~ you are being offered a i"o-risk free t.dsl of First 

le~ct’: the ultimate mobile app fe~ i~.s~an~. ~,eam cernmumcatiem 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Here are some of the many ways that y~u will benefit from the First Touch app, 

o Keep yo~ar team 8pdated insta..’~ly ors last mi..’~u~e 8pdates and changes using {he app’a 

~,~eioe r]sessa~}es ;[~sd 8ie~ts 

* Share educational and inspirational videos and photos with your team using the app’s 

~e a ..’~s gaite% 

Sci~eduie year team events and shale them i~-~stantly witi~ ptayels and pa.~e~-~ts 8si~-ig tt:e 

spp’s team oaler:da.~ 

Pla~~. and manage year team practices and ~]a.mes by tracki~’g player at{e~.da..’~ce using 

tt:e app’s RSVP capabilities. 

First Touch is e~sy to use, Within minutes, a coach or team manager can set up their team 

of piayers, parents and coaches ~’esm membe:s are autematioally sent i:witstions to dev,¢doad 

the app. ii" }ust an instant, they are ~p and ru.ni"ing, 

Click betew for yew team’s 90 day ~ree t~iat. By registering {eday, you witl also ieck i~" an 80% 

discesnt fe~ the next four yea~s, cesrtesy of yew vaiued reiatiensi~ip vdtt: iSoecel Aftel year 

fl-ee trial, yo~ wiil pay j~st pe.npies per ~ser, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

if you have questions about how the First Touch app can benefit your team or club piease go 

to the ,,~vebsi{e www.firsttouchteam.com e~ e.mait me, ~’,~iet~ Richie at 

L’,.! .=.!}!] i 2 ~.(~ i !).." ! ~ 2 ! ~..c...!] :@.~] .,’.]:!: £ g.!~! ~ 

To see what ethers have experienced with Fil-st Touch, read theil- Testimonials below, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    i     iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

"1 am net tech~-dcal but aiready l"ve lealned hew to send "vOiCe messages and training dips to 

my team reguia.qy during the week, i like that t cap coln.municate and encourage my piaye.~s 

between p~aeticea, IMs app has enabled me to be mere respect.sire ~,e each piaye~ and 

parents ti.~e it," 

Sean Napie~i Dec. Eyere~A Seoce~ Club. M~ss~ch, uaetts 



"l cam.’~ot c(,,u~{ i~ow olten weeti~er eanceliabons have eecu~xed i~ ti~e last mo..’~th, the~e have 

s~b’~sys been preble~.ss with getii~g the v,,e!’d out to ;~di ~isye.~s s!~d ps!’e~ts E~ew. I iust use the 

app and se~d at: ilsstalst voice message to parents f.~olr: the ~oad saving eve~yer:e time sled 

Irust!etie..’~. He me!e e~saai~g dewr test pieye!s. The vvheie team reiies e~ it new, " 

Dea~’? daises: staff cone,6: £ew ",do#< 

’~1 i~ave ~sad issues witt" my pc, st-.game teem talks as i coach 2 teams a~.d t efte..’~ have te ~drs off 

to my 2~:d ga~.se ;~nd don’t i~a~e time to ,’live as iong a tes~m t;~d.X ;~s 1 need to. New i ¢a~ !’ece’ve.~ 

that .momer:t s~d use First Touch to send s pe~senal veice message to the whole team or: my 

way {e the aeoe~d game. It we!ka weii, Pieye!s get tt’e ..’~sessase e~ tt’ei~ way home. i’ve hea~d 

from pa.~ents that the piaye!’s listen to it mo~e ths!s once." 

Crai£ Fanna£, s@ff coach, ~/~aine U ~3 Boys 

’~1 use {he videe sha~i..’~g feature .me~e tt’en expected, The players end ~>a~e~.ts ,&’ere s~a~pirg 

f>t:etes a~:d "videos before but :~e~,’~ tt:ey have ;~ f>lace to ceitect a~d sh~re tt:em efficiaity, i c~n 

see them becomir:g at: ilsipol-ta.~]t tea.~]~ resource I find myself i-eviewi.~]g tt~e videos sffel- a game 

a~,d ti~er a[tacMng the right clips with personei messages. It’s e i~uge help to be able to 

add.~ess a tech~-~ique v4th a p~ticut~ plsyel usi~g "video" 

Gayi~ MacP/?ee, ge~et°a£ managet~ Rhode Island 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                               iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

’:l coach m@tipie teams so i(newi~9 what exactiy the ptaye~ attelsdance will be for each p.~actioe 

is impertent in Gaming {he ~ight aesaie..’~s, t~ t’ed gotten t’a~d p~edicbng attenda~ee wi{h nil ti~e 

jdggtin9 ef emsiis, texts, ~eicemaii a:sd phone celia. ~’)ew ~tl my atte~:dsnce ce:]~mu!~icstio~: j~’st 

ru.~s through the app i get at: ~p-to-date ~epert for each team teliir:g me whict~ players have 

~svp’d, t~ eve~~. se~ds ~emi~de~s to players who fobgot to ~svp," 

Lee Meyce, staff ceach, Massacl~,uset~e U!# Girls and U17 Boys 

’~Pere~ts seem to be busier evepi yea~ i coach, Practice a~.d game e~sa~.~]es a~e a bessie ~er 

e~e~’ye:se e-c@eciaily when they i~appen she!t ~etice ~’qew I ¢a~ ms, he a ci~a~X, ge o~ add a game 

to the cale.~dar with iast a tap a~d share it with nit the piayera a~d Isa~elsta ir:sta~tty. Eve~yone 

9ets the rev~sie~.s as soon as i bit "save". (’i..’~ce 8si~.9 Fi~st teue~, ce.mrn~ar~icabor~ t’es 

imp~’e~ed dram~tic~tly/’ 

Graham Mznw°e: cone,6 (U ~, 7 Boys! a~?d Gee?era/Manadet~ Florida 

’~P~ivaey is i..’~spe~la~t V~ti~ yodng teams, we i~ave to be ca~efui witi~ at:,’t:," sec~arity. First Touch 

gi’ves eve!y player (e~ p~re!~t fe~ tt:e you:sger piaye!s} a u~:i@.ie to9 is: a~-~d p~ssv,,e!d. Without 

this ieg i~ info, ro o.~e car get access to the app e~ ar:y of the cot:tent i like tibet all usage of 

tt’e app is cort~olied by my ow~~. edrnirist~eto~ (i..’~ my case it is tt’e pa~ent rnenage~%" 

Steve Quino.~’~es G£ D/recte,t New Hate%cab/re 

<’As a club we had been ieoking at de’,eiepi~g eu~ ew.~ app bat the cost to do e.~e of the 

s~p~!opdste quaiity was p.~ehibiti’ve r~i~st Touch saved tt:e day V’4e were ~’p add Is:ruing 08 it 

almost ir:ata~tiy, I find that piayera like it and the Isa~el"ta ~eatly feel i~ the loop, it has given us 

eve~ytM..’~g we we~’e ieeking Ion" a~,d at a~ @~.beiievabiy to,&’ eesL" 

Joe Btsd/ey, Owt~e~CEO, Global Prettier Sec~~e,~" 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  ii    ii   i@  iii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 10:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

First Year Student Orientation 

Click to view this email in a browser 

New Student Orientation 2014 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA PrDspect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Highland Park High School, TX 

Height: 5’T’ Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih dottiehydeO3@gmail.com 

Notes: University Park, TX Highland Park High School 3.8/4.0 

View Profile 

Olivia Witherspoon - 2015 Outside Back 

High School: Issaquah High School, WA 

Height: 5’4" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.70/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: ccwitherspoon@gmail.com 

Notes: Olivia is a 2015 Left Defender from Issaquah High School, WA. 

View Profile 

Heitho Shipp - 2017 Goalkeeper 

High Schooh Mountain Brook High School, AL 

Height: 5’6" Weight: 115 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.27/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Entail: heitho6@gmail.com 

Notes: Heitho is a 2017 Goalkeeper from Mountain Brook High School, 

AL. She has a 4.0 and plays for Tophat 17 GOLD GA (National Premier 

League). She’s 5’6" but still growing and worth a look. 

View Profile 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Hope Van Wagner - 2017 Forward 

High School: Avon High School, IN 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.55/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Entail: ty.vanwagner@sbcglobal.net 

Notes: Hope is a 2017 forward from Indiana. She plays for Carmel and 

the Region II team. Coaches: Craig Donaldson Club Coach 317-902- 

3676 craigddl0O@gmail.com Eric Nance High School Head Coach 317- 

919-2169 ernance@avon-schools.org 

View Profile 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: 

Lauren Demarchi - 2016 Goalkeeper 

High School: Walsh Jesuit High School, OH 

Height: 5’11" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.10/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Entaih cheryldema rchi@gmail.com 

Notes: Lauren is a 2016 Goalkeeper from Walsh Jesuit High School, 

OH. 



View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruiting Search En~ne 

Not a ma~ch? l Jl×late your email pre~i~rences here. 

Ellen Bmvm 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Oflfice: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown~ncsasports.org http:i/w~vw.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission ]nay contain inLbnnation that is proprietaw, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively tbr the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in e~ror, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 1 ] :23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Adi Johnson - 2016 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: Rockford Christian High School, IL 

Height: 5’6" Weight: 115 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.21/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: adali@me.com 

Notes: Adi is a 2016. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

2016 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Wewed: 

ii ii iiiiii 

ii ii iiiiii 

Hope Hyde- 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

17 

Last Viewed 
:: 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Hanna Long... - 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: NY 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

32 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Alea Hyatt - 

2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: CA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

0911512013 1111912013 0312812014 0211512014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

:: :: : : 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? Ulxlate your email preib~ences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http:i/www.ncsasla)rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged andlor confidential mid is intended exclusively for tbe person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach_Taylor@ncsas ports.org 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your 

experience with NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Coach Randy Taylor 

Director of Recruiting Experts 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 866-579-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coach .Taylor@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:iiblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED ¯ LEAD 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach_Taylor@ncsas ports.org 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your 

experience with NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Coach Randy Taylor 

Director of Recruiting Experts 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 866-579-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coach .Taylor@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:iiblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED ¯ LEAD 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach_Taylor@ncsas ports.org 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your 

experience with NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Coach Randy Taylor 

Director of Recruiting Experts 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 866-579-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coach .Taylor@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:iiblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED ¯ LEAD 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach_Taylor@ncsas ports.org 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your 

experience with NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Coach Randy Taylor 

Director of Recruiting Experts 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 866-579-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coach .Taylor@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:iiblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED ¯ LEAD 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach_Taylor@ncsas ports.org 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your 

experience with NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Coach Randy Taylor 

Director of Recruiting Experts 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 866-579-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coach .Taylor@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:iiblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED ¯ LEAD 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach_Taylor@ncsas ports.org 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your 

experience with NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Coach Randy Taylor 

Director of Recruiting Experts 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 866-579-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coach .Taylor@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:iiblog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED ¯ LEAD 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Thursday, Aprl 3, 2014 3:16 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Six Simple Rules: How to...": New Book For You 

% 

COmplexity Without Gettir~g 

New tools for managing com.oiexitvDoes your oraanizafion 

manage complexity by making things more complicated? If so, 

you are not alone According to The Boston Consulting 

.~,.~a .~1 :"v:ore 

i~ore to E×ptore 

Find Great Deals on Millions of Items Storewide ~o:lo.,,~ us [~ [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Thursday. April 3, 2014 10:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kaitlyn Svopa- 2016 Center Midtielder- Jupiter, FL 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High Schooh Alexander W. Dreyfoos School of the Arts, FL 

Height: 5’4" Weight: 115 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: kaitlyn.svopa 2016@grnail.com 

Notes: Kaitlyn is a 2016 Center lidfielder from Alexander W. Dreyfoos 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Hanna Long... - Aiea Hyatt - 

2016 Attack[... 2016 Outside... 2016 Outside... 2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T State: TX State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

12 32 12 :: : : : 
:: :: : : 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 
: 

Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

o9/15/2o13 1,/,9/2o,3 o~/~8/~o,4 o~/15/~o,4 

View View View View 

: Profile Profile Profile Profile 
:: :: : : 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a m;a~ch? Update your cmai] pre[cl~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iIffonnation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:40 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Evaluating Academic Support Services :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Evaluating Academic Support Services for Continuous Improvement 

Conference 

May 23 o 25, 2011 ~ San Diego, CA 

Learn how to use data to show the impact of your student success 
functions and identify areas for improvement. 

This conference highlights how administrators can collect and 
analyze several types of data to ensure that their success 
center or student success functions are performing at a high 
level and have the appropriate amount of budgetary support. 

Program Brochure (pdf) I Re#!st#r I ~enda 

Don’t fear the data! This event is a practical, hands-on 
approach to help you organize information and convey it to 
the right people in the right way. Join us in San Diego to learn 
how you can use data to improve your student success 
functions. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Utilizing a workbook that participants can use as a first 
draft of their evaluation plan, our facult~ will share 
information, tips, and advice on the following topics: 

¯ What data indicators should be considered 
¯ Ideas for mining and collecting data 
¯ Practical and straightforward ways to analyze data 
¯ Establishing cross-campus partnerships to ensure your 

center can thrive 
How your staff can contribute to this effort and the 
resources they’ll need 

¯ Organizing the collected information to tell a story 
¯ Tactics for ongoing evaluation to help retain a 

commitment to continuous improvement 

academicimpressionsocom 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTH LY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

Customer Service with 
a One-StoR Enrollment Model 
June 27 - 29,2011 I Chicago, IL 

a Brand Strate~ 
Your Institution 
July 13- 15, 2011 I Baltimore, MD 

View A[[ Conferences 

I 



POST-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP 

Measuring Student Learning in Your Student Success 
Center Using Outcomes-Based Assessment 

Join your colleagues for a full-day workshop following the 
main conference. While evaluation data is critical to improving 
success centers, measuring student learning is as well. 
Through a combination of lectures and working sessions, you 
will learn ways to think about, write, and apply learning 
outcomes in a practical setting through lecture, discussion, 
and hands-on activities. See the event~enda for more 
details. 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

Students with Ps 
Disabilities: Balancin 

Liabilit}L 
April 14, 21 & 28,2011 

Social Media for Teaching[ 
and Learning_ 
April 25, 2011 

Libraries and Co~qht in a Di~ 

July 26 & 28,2011 

View All Webcasts 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

Register for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free. Questions? Call us to determine if this event 
is right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, March 31,2011 5:05 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:i/’fmance.m~c, ed~J~m{versily -comrol~er!pa~ roll-serv ices/welcome ~mr~l 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, April 11,2011 9:55 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Social media in the classroom :: Webcast 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~’,v,academicimpressions.com 

Using No¢iaJ Nedia for Teaching and Learning 

Webcast 

April 25, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Learn how social media can increase student interactivity, 
engagement, and learning. 

Join us online as we showcase some effective uses of social 
media that are impactful in student learning. We’ll discuss social 
media approaches that can help you with experiential learning 
activities, student interactivity and engagement, and developing 
community and professional networks. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I         I 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our ~ert facult~ will share a variety of examples of how social 
media can be used effectively and share tips and advice on the 
following: 

¯ How to facilitate interactivity and engagement with social 
media tools 

¯ Best practices in using social media including an 
information guide 

¯ Considerations for integrating social media into curriculum 
¯ Concerns about privacy in the use of social media 
¯ Costs and implementation 
¯ Evaluating the impact of social media on student learning 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This webcast is ideal for faculty, instructional designers and 
technologists, academic computing services, and student 
computing services administrators who want to learn how to use 
social media tools effectively in the classroom. 

academicimpressionsocom 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTH LY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCOMING 
CONFERENCES 

and Growing Online 
I n Natives 

June 15- 17, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

View A() Conferences 

UPCONING WEBCASTS 



Register online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by purchasing 
a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set of the 
presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help determine if 
this event is right for you. 

Facumty EvaUuation Data 
April 19, 2011 

ht and Faculty Riqhts 
May 12,2011 

Effective Service° 
Learning Courses 
June 2, 2011 

Libraries and C in a 
~ita~ Age 
July 26 & 28,2011 

View AH Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 1:15 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] Faculty-wide elections begin TOMORROW (4/13) 

To the Faculty: 

The annual faculty-wide elections for Chair of the Faculty, Faculty Council and the elected standing committees of the 

faculty (including the Faculty Athletics Committee; the Faculty Executive Committee; Chancellor’s Advisory Committee; 

Committee on Appointments, Promotions, and Tenure; the Educational Policy Committee; and many others) begin 

tomorrow, April 13th. 

Those who are eligible to vote (see Faculty Code Article 1) will receive your invitation to vote by email tomorrow 

morning. The email will contain a unique link that will take you to the balloting website, where you can record your 
choices. 

Afull voter guide, with candidate statements and photographs is online at our new Faculty Governance website. Over 

one hundred of your colleagues are running for various posts, with professors Jan Boxill (Philosophy) and Vin Steponaitis 

(Anthropology) standing as candidates for Chair of the Faculty. Their profiles and a link to the Gazette’s Q&A with each 

of them are online here. 

Last year approximately 24% of eligible faculty voted. Please look for your ballot, vote, and encourage your colleagues 

to participate as well! 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Director of Research, Communications, and Programs 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnantC~unc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/faculty/faccoun 

,, -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: JEN321 @email.unc. edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=31720922.58c6142b662f76916dbc901 e 10842f58&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=29004057 or send a blank 
email to leave-29004057-31720922.58c6142b662f76916dbc901 e 10842f58@listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemailserver.com on behalf of 
QS World University Rankings <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 7:26 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

2011 global academic survey - closing soon 

QS World University RankingsD 2011 

Global survey of academics is closing soon: Make your voice 
heard! 

Dear Academic, 

We are experiencing a very strong response from the global academic community to the 2011 survey. However, it must 
close soon and so we invite you now to join your colleagues from around the world and take a few moments to complete 
the survey. 

P~ease complete our online survey here. 

Respondents will go into the draw to win an Apple iPad loaded with the latest higher education apps.* 

Ensure your institution [~s voice is also heard in this year[~s survey. Encourage your academic colleagues to participate by 
registering their interest at our . QS will validate their request and send the survey to all eligible 
academics. 

Last year[~s response included nearly 3,000 responses 
from university leaders (see table). 

Job Classification # % 

President / Vice-Chancellor 306 2.0% 

Vice-President / Deputy Vice-Chancellor 399 2.6% 

Senior Administrator 556 3.7% 

:we greaHy v~e/ue QS for the clarity and quafity of t,ffe data you use and for the stability which enables us to see and 



understand trends over time ~is, we thin£ gives your 
rankings a comparative advantage and consMe~able 

Head of Department 

Professor / Associate Professor 

Assistant Professor 

1,467 9.7% 

7,252 48.0% 

767 5.1% 

Senior Lecturer 972 6.4% 

ViceoChancellor Top 100 University Lecturer 1,102 7.3% 

Research Specialist 617 4.1% 

Admissions Officer 50 0.3% 

Administrator / Functional Manager 386 2.6% 
Academic opinion forms 40% of the QS World 
University Rankings[~. This high weighting is because    Research Assistant 324 2.1% 

QS and its Advisory Board believe that it is the Other 852 5.6% 
informed views of the academic community that 
ensures the ranking recognizes excellence without rigidly dictating the form that excellence must take. That judgment 
is left to those who are best qualified to make it: the global academic community. 

Originally devised to serve the needs of internationally mobile students, the publication of the QS World University 
Rankings[~ is now widely anticipated by students, parents, academics, administrators and a wide range of other 
stakeholders including government and industry. 

Last year over 55 million people viewed the rankings results at QS and partner web sites with more than 1,200 
newspapers and other media publishing the results. As the international mobility of students continues to increase we 
anticipate an even larger audience in 2011. 

The QS World University Rankings[~ will be published in the Fall of 2011 using our tried and tested methodology, based 
on extensive academic consultation and the advice of the QS Advisory Board of 21 experts from around the world. We will 
again draw on citation data provided from Scopus by Elsevier, which remains the world’s largest abstract and citation 
database of research literature. 

QS is committed to identifying diversity and excellence in all areas of higher education globally and the QS Global 
Academic Survey will also inform innovative evaluations such as QS[~ regional and subject specific rankings and the new 
QS Stars[~ Ratings System. 

Thank you for your time and please contact us with any questions. 

Kind Regards, 

Ben Sowter 
Head of Division 
QS Intelligence Unit 
rankin~qs.com 
+44 (0)20 7428 2782 



* Results will only be reported in aggregate. No invividuals are identified in the reporting of the results. 

Click here to o~t out of future emaiJ 

QS World University RankingsD: Summary of Methodology 

Through our consultation with university leaders and applicants, QS has identified four key missions which apply to almost 
all world class universities: excellence in research quality, highly employable graduates, an international outlook and a 
commitment to teaching quality. 

QS rankings methodology aims to most precisely evaluate university activity, in line with these missions, utilising six key 
quantitative and qualitative measures, each with different weightings assigned. 

Criterion Indicator 

Academic 
Reputation 

Research 
Citations per 
fa cu Ity 

Teaching Faculty Student 

Employability Employer 
Reputation 

International 
fa cu Ity 

Internationalization 
International 
students 

Description Weight 

Composite score drawn from QS Global Academic Survey (in five broad 
faculty areas): 15,050 responses in 2010 40% 

Score based on citations, for papers drawn from the Scopus database, 
20% factored against the size of the research body 

Score based on faculty to student ratio 20% 

Score based on responses to QS Global Employer Survey: 5,007 
10% 

responses in 2010 

Score based on proportion of international faculty 5% 

Score based on proportion of international students 5% 

For more detail on our methodology and for results of previous years please visit www.topuniversities.com. For news on 
developments in rankings and international higher education in general please follow our blog on ~s.com. 

~ Registered Office: QS Quacquarelli Symonds Limited. 1 Tranley Mews, Fleet Road, London NW3 2DG, UK. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-29016401-38975277@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Tang, Cynthia C <ctang@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:51 AM 

political-science-faculty <political-science-faculty@listserv.unc. edu> 

[political-science-faculty] Building maintenance 

All: 

FYI, The water will be shut off 6 AM on Saturday (4/16). 

Cynthia 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
political-science-faculty as: <a href="mailto:JEN321@email.unc.edu">JEN321@email.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-29018414-38975277@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Tang, Cynthia C <ctang@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:04 PM 

political-science-faculty <political-science-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[political-science-faculty] FW: UNC SmartCommute Challenge Activities 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 2:59 PM 

To: Kane, Claire 
Subject: UNC SmartCommute Challenge Activities 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

As most of you know, April 1 through May 31 is SmartCommute Challenge time in the Triangle! This is your chance to 
test out a new life style and strengthen your walleL This year, there are more prizes to win then ever before. Find out 
all about it at ww~=SmartComm uteChallenqe.o~q, gou can take the Challenge there of course. 

It is SO beautiful ouL Come visit us at our table in person. Check out the calendar below. It’s not to late to schedule 

your event or invite us out to discuss your transportation options, Thanks for being part of the solution, 

APRIL 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 15 

Come take the Challenge at the Department of Public Safety anytime durinB normal business hours. 

FRIDAY 

18 19 20 21 22 

Sustainability Day Friday Center 

Polk Place and/or Pit 

10 aomo -2 pore, (TBD - stay 

tuned) 

lla,m, -I Pit 

lla,mo ol p,m 

Hospital Benefits Fair 

Children’s Hospital 

Lobby 

10 a.mo = 2 pomo 

University Closed 

25 

MAY 

26 27 Annual Parking 28 29 

Coordinators Meeting 

Theater of D ramatic 

Arts 

9 aom. -12 Noon 

Chapel Hill and 

Pittsboro Carolina 

Breweries 

All Day 

Don’t forget to say 

you are therefor 

SmartCommute 

Challenge! 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
~!ul> 
political-science-faculty as: <a hre~"mailto:JEN321@email.unc.edu">JEN321@email.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@email.unc.edu 

Friday, April 15, 2011 6:31 AM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] Reminder to vote in faculty-wide elections by April 22 

To the Faculty: 

This is a reminder that the annual faculty-wide elections for Chair of the Faculty, Faculty Council and the elected 

standing committees of the faculty (including the Faculty Athletics Committee; the Faculty Executive Committee; 

Chancellor’s Advisory Committee; Committee on Appointments, Promotions, and Tenure; the Educational Policy 

Committee; and many others) are now underway and end Friday, April 22 at 5:00 p.m. 

Those who are eligible to vote (see Faculty Code Article 1) should have received an invitation to vote by email on 

Wednesday, April 13th. The email contained a unique link that takes you to the balloting website, where you can record 

your choices. 

Afull voter guide, with candidate statements and photographs is online at our new Faculty Governance website. Over 

one hundred of your colleagues are running for various posts, with professors Jan Boxill (Philosophy) and Vin Steponaitis 

(Anthropology) standing as candidates for Chair of the Faculty. Their profiles and a link to the Gazette’s Q&A with each 

of them are online here. 

Last year approximately 24% of eligible faculty voted. Please look for your ballot, vote, and encourage your colleagues 

to participate as well! 

Please let us know if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/faculty/faccoun 

,, -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: JEN321 @email.unc. edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=31720922.58c6142b662f76916dbc901 e 10842f58&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=29021340 or send a blank 
email to leave-29021340-31720922.58c6142b662f76916dbc901 e 10842f58~,listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bull sHead@ store.unc, edu 

Monday, April 18, 2011 8:03 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymail@listserv.unc.edu> 

Brand Aid: Shopping Well to Save the World - Today at noon 

Greetings Bull’s Headers-- 

Today at noon Lisa Ann Richey and Stefano Ponte will be at the Bull’s 
Head to read from their new book Brand Aid: Shopping Well to Save the 
World. 

"Has there ever been a better reason to shop?" asks an ad for the 
Product RED American Express card, telling members who use the card 
that buying "cappuccinos or cashmere" will help to fight AIDS in 
Africa. Cofounded in 2006 by the rock star Bono, Product RED has been a 
particularly successful example of a new trend in celebrity-driven 
international aid and development, one explicitly linked to commerce, 
not philanthropy. 

In Brand Aid, Lisa Ann Richey and Stefano Ponte offer a deeply informed 
and stinging critique of "compassionate consumption." Campaigns like 
Product RED and its precursors, such as Lance Armstrong’s Livestrong 
and the pink-ribbon project in support of breast cancer research, 
advance the expansion of consumption far more than they meet the needs 
of the people they ostensibly serve. At the same time, such campaigns 
sell both the suffering of Africans with AIDS (in the case of Product 
RED) and the power of the average consumer to ameliorate it through 
familiar and highly effective media representations. 

Using Product RED as its focal point, this book explores how 
corporations like American Express, Armani, Gap, and Hallmark promote 
compassionate consumption to improve their ethical profile and value 
without significantly altering their business model, protecting 
themselves from the threat to their bottom lines posed by a genuinely 
engaged consumer activism. Coupled with the phenomenon of celebrity 
activism and expertise as embodied by Bono, Richey and Ponte argue that 
this "causumerism" represents a deeply troubling shift in relief 
efforts, effectively delinking the relationship between capitalist 
production and global poverty. 

Lisa Ann Richey is professor of international development studies at 
Roskilde University. She is the author of Population Politics and 
Development: From the Policies to the Clinics. 

Stefano Ponte is senior researcher at the Danish Institute for 
International Studies. He is the coauthor of Trading Down: Africa, 
Value Chains, and the Global Economy and The Coffee Paradox: Global 
Markets, Commodity Trade, and the Elusive Promise of Development. 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: jen32 l@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-29031334-9044832.9c2a903c367bdbb69a6beff74c426bff@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Friday, April 4, 2014 12:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nicole Remedios - 2016 Detbnsive MidfieMer - Archbishop Denis O’Connor Catholic Hi 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High Schooh Archbishop Denis O’Connor Catholic High School, ON 

Height: 5’6" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih n.remedios 16@ya hoo.com 

Notes: Nicole is a 2016 Defensive Midfielder from Archbishop Denis 

High School, ON. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Hanna Long... - Aiea Hyatt - 

2016 Attacki... 2016 Outside... 2016 Outside... 2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U Y State: IX State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

12 32 12 :: : : : 
:: :: : : 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 
: 

Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

0g/15/2013 11/lg/2013 05/28/2014 0~/1~/2014 

View View View View 

: Profile Profile Profile Profile 
:: :: : : 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a m;a~ch? Utx]ate your emai] pre[cl~znces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iIffonnation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruit Update farm NCSA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High Schooh Alexander W. Dreyfoos School of the Arts, FL 

Height: 5’4" Weight: 115 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: kaitlyn.svopa 2016@gmail.com 

Notes: Kaitlyn is a 2016 Center Nidfielder from Alexander W. Dreyfoos 

View Profile 

Lily Puccia - 2015 Attacking Central Midfielder, Forward, Outside Midfielder 

High School: Andover High School, HA 

Height: 5’2" Weight: 115 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih lily.puccia 1 @gmail.com 

Notes: Lily is a 2015 Forward from Andover High School, HA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Hanna Long... - Alea Hyatt - 

2016 Attacki... 2016 Outside... 2016 Outside... 2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T State: TX State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: ’Views: Views: ’Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

12 17 32 12 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

09/15/2013 11/19/2013 03/28/2014 02/15/2014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search En~e 

Ellen Brovm 

tlead Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floori Chicago, IL 60642 



Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.orgi http:/, www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

’][’his e-mail transmission may contain iIffolmation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~eturn e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-win.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 12:24 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ECNL San Diego Rosters and Schedule Available 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiix~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

yo~ ~ttend~g ECnL ~n s~n D~ege? 

F’tea~e let o~, k~o,,, if you wouEd like this ioformation impo,~ed ~o yo~r 
y ers. We h~ve added gra~ year~ a~d add~t~o~a~ ~nformat~on for ~y I I ............................... 

~Marilou’ ’ McFarfane and Jack Dagley vdlf be at ECNL in San Diego 

~availabte to assist in any way, 

~Feel I I free to call or text Marilou (415 272 2468) or Jack (415 847 56671 at     I I 

spo,,~Boar~ I I 

I I 

L ]’Mobile Player Assessment Sofutions---. THE FUTURE IS NOW’ 
-- 





50% or More Off Gi~is’ Easter Dresses Up to 20% OIf Easter Chocoiate, Ca~,dy, 8hacks 
and More 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:~i ir:spiratior:s for Easter Oookir:p, and &sits i ::X:: Fo?s & Games 1or Eas~er 

Toys & Games for Bsstel Inspirations for Easter Cooking and Crafts 

Electronics 
Great selectio~ a~t ~teals o~ the latest tec~ology ~.f£f&~.9.Ef~ 

liew Aro~zon Fire TV 

~] $I ,500 (£! List Pdo..~ on Ssn:,sung 65-inch 1080p 
..... 240Hz :5D S3rnsrt LED [’v 

$1 500 Off List Price on Samsung 65oksch I080p 
240Hz 3D Sins4 LED TV 



~ ~ Ov e ~ 25 ~ ~ 0!~: t ~[ ~ P ~I: : ~ ~ pS SB1"75 Portable Bluatoolh i:~i Up Io 55% Oii Seleci H&R Biock Tax 3o!:t,y,¢a:e 

....... Spea k~~E " ..... 

Over 28% Off the Philips SBT75 Po,tsbb Up to 55% Off Select H&R Block Tax Software 

~: .................................. 

Savings with Style 
Fashionable finds for ~e~ wome~ and Rids See mo~e 



20% Off $100 on Spring Ciothing with PIomo 
Code APR20SPG 

¯ __.i.X.i ~0";:. Oii S!00 Loalais arid Shoes wilh P~omo Code 
SPSHOE!4 

20% Off $100 Loafers a~,d Shoes with Pi-omo 
Coda SPSHOE14 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i Lpt ~0% ~,,S ........... dJe,~elr,., 

tJ~; to 50% Off Select Diamor;d Jev~’ehy Kids’ Watches ,’,J r~de~ $25 

Kids and Baby 

2i 5@% Off Seiect Diapers with/:,.ns,szon Morn [ i::~:]i 8p~.~=sd $35 ,sn ~.~,sby Toys, Get $5 Off 

50% Off Saiact Diapers with Amszo~ bqam Spend $35 on Baby Toys, Get 55 Off 



25 Kindle Kids’ Books fa,~ $I Bach Expio,~÷ Kids & Famib, Video Games 

Sports & Outdoors 
gnjoy the outdoors t~is Spring S££..~:~£~£ 

MLB Fan Shop                     Up to 40% Off Activewear and Accessories 

~i LIp to 25s~ (~f TopIRats, d Complete GoJf 3ets           i iRi 3ave 23% or, Canlco:s Picnic Bia!lket 

O~ To ~’ U~; to 25% ~,f ¯ p-Rated Z:om~;let. Golf Sets Save 23% on Csmco’s Picnic Blanket 

Home 
Lawn & garde~ home imp~oveme~t~ a~d more See more 



Up to 55% Ofi Select InSinkErat~sr indulge 15% Off 2 or More ,~el~,c~ ~ ,tron L,ga~ Oon[roi 
Wster Dispensers Products 

Reading 

Best Books of the Mo~;th Seiect Books "dnde~ $8 







i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!~iii!i!iiiii!!ii~!iiii~i~ii!~iiiii!i!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Shireman <clubeorp@mailer.memfirsl.net> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 2:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your tiiends could be worth $100 each! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

 Membership has privileges! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marilou and Craig McFarlane <papeflesspos~papeflesspost.com~ 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:14 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Kelly’s Carolina Graduation 

[ ii.~.iI Click to View Card 

View invitation: 
v,~wq, pa pe rlesspost, co rnieve ntsi7201306- 
948ef790ireplied130332795-1 ae0b99c 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 
iPhone app 

Kelly’s Carolina Graduation Celebration 
Sunday, May 1 lth at 9:30 AM 

Pope BoxiKenan Stadium then 740 Gimghoul 
Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block ti~is sender from you! Paperk;ss Posi maii 

View tile i:~ ~p.~!dess i:~.:,st privacy policy. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 3:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ClubCorp Advantage April 2014 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

The ClubCorp Advantage is your monthly 

connection to benefits, plvgrams and exclusive 
offers only available to Members in the ClubCorp 

family of chtbs. Share it with your f!’iends’ and 

spread the word about all the best reasons to 

be a Member. 

Find your experience of a lifetime with My TicketLine 

Is your bucket list full of epic concerts by legends like Paul McCartney, Elton John and 
Aerosmith? Want to take your No. 1 sports fan to the big game of the season including the 
Final Four, Masters and World Cup? Are you a theater buff who wants to see all the best 
musicals and shows such as Wicked, Mamma Mia and My Fair Lady? My TicketLine can take 
you there, with great seats* to all the big events in your town and nationwide. Simply 

contact ClubLine for reservations at 800.433.5079. 

*Subject to availability. Benefits vary based on membership level. Call for details. 

~in a Trip for Two to the US Open at the C~ubCorp 
Women’s Tennis Challenge C~p 

Omni Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa 

May 14-18 
Tired of the cold? Why not head to the warm and sunny 
California desert? The ClubCorp Women’s Tennis Challenge 
is the perfect tennis vacation that offers a combination of 
competitive tennis, socializing, and relaxing at the 
Omni Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa. Read More. 

BMW Best BMI Challen#e 
Firestone Country Club 
June 20-23 
Join us for the BMW Best Ball Challenge at Firestone 
Country Club and you’ll know why Firestone is the only 
club to have hosted PGA tour events for 60 consecutive 
years. Walk in the footsteps of the legends as you play 
the 
South Course, North Course and West Course. Read More. 

Acute ClubCorp Champions C~assic 
Pinehurst Resort 
September 28 - October 2 
The Champions Classic returns to Pinehurst along with 
both the Men’s and Women’s US Opens. The team entry 
fee of $7995* includes a welcome bag valued in excess of 
$500 for each participant, all meals, four nights’ double 
occupancy lodging, and four rounds of golf (one practice, 

three tournament) on Courses 2, 4, and 8. Read More. 



Win PING Merchandise ~nd Recognize Your Favorite 
C~ubCoq~ Golf Professional 
ClubCorp Golf Pro of the Year Presented by PING 
Who has wowed you this year? Who went above and 
beyond to help you? Who always has great advice to 
improve your game? Nominate your favorite ClubCorp 
golf pro and be entered for a chance to win* PING 
merchandise. Click here to complete the online form 
to nominate your top pick by April 30, 2014. 

PiNG 
*Voting process and award provided by a third party that is 
not affiliated with ClubCorp. 

Discover Seabrook Island, $C 
Seabrook Island ~ Make it Uniquely Yours, 
Seabrook Island, SC is a private, welcoming oceanfront ...... .............................. ::: .................... 
paradise with every amenity and activity you could 
imagine. The community and guests enjoy two 
championship golf courses, a nationally recognized tennis 
center, a community center, health and fitness facility, a 
large scale equestrian center, a full service marina, 
swimming pools, pristine beaches, and fabulous shopping 
and dining. Read More. 

Greater Fort La~Jderdale, Li~:e, Less Taxing, 
Three international airports. Three major seaports. Seven 
executive airports. 40 colleges and universities. 23 miles 
of beaches. 300 miles of waterways. 40 golf courses. Is 
there any reason NOT to relocate to the Greater Fort 
Lauderda[e area? Oh, wait, did we forget to mention no 

state income tax? Read More. 
::]:,i !i ! :::i!,! ::i i £~:C’LI~’:t%: 

ChaHeston’s Zs~and Tov~n 
Daniel Island, SC 
A beautiful, serene sea island surrounded by 23 miles of 

rivers and creeks, Daniel Island sits on 4,000 acres in 
charming Charleston, SC. The coastal landscape is 
highlighted by hundreds of acres of parks, as well as a 

private country club with two award-winning golf courses. 
Read More. 

A World of Benefits from Si[versea 
Exclusively for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 
Silversea Cruises is offering exclusive savings for 
Members of ClubCorp clubs on every voyage booked 
during 2014, and sweetening the deal is an onboard 
spending credit of $200* per suite. Read More. 

Birds of a Feather Save Together, 
As a Member of ClubCorp Clubs, you could get a special 
discount on car insurance with GEICO! It’s easy - just 
go to qeico.com/disc/clubcorp, call 1-800-368-2734 
or contact your local GEICO agent for a no-obligation 
quote. Take advantage of your discount and find out 
how much more you could save. It only takes a matter 
of minutes to get a free quote. So why wait? 
Click or call today. 

From Private Clubs Magazine" 
The ~.0 Biggest Trends in Golf Equi~)n~ent 
By Scott Kramer 
As golf season shifts into high gear, Private Clubs 
magazine examines how equipment manufacturers 
have bumped up their game this year with cutting-edge 
new products so you can improve yours. Read about 
the season’s hottest trends in golf clubs, balls, and 
accessories-including distance-boosting new-look drivers, ~iiii~:::.:....-.i:i:iiii:iiiii 

sweet-spot-enlarging slotted woods, convenience-focused 

GPS, and more. Read More. 

Prefer to read Private Clubs on your mobile device? 
Go to m.myclubmobile.com log in using your club website 
user name and password, and click on the magazine icon. 



Business Training That Improves Your Golf Game 
By: Sarah Frey, MS., CMT & Robert Neff, Ph.D., CMT 
If you thought mental skills training was something exclusively reserved to improve 
athlete performance, think again. With the new Zone-5T Corporate Mental Training 
Program, you, your coworkers, and your organization can start building mental toughness 
just like elite athletes! Read More. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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~Some restrictions and exclusions may apply, @ClubCorp USA, Inc, All rights reserved, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 3:55 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Creativity, Inc...": New Book For You 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bellaJiant.net 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 4:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SHANNON ARMITAGE 

I just wanted to let yon know that I hope to have my schedule and team details this week for the upcoming showcase in Toronto in May. I don’t know if you are going 

to be attending or if you know someone that you trust who is going to be there but I wanted to make sure you have the information in advance. 

Shannon Armitage 

Click }~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

annasocce~O6@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

annasoccer06@comcast.net 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 2:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Exact Caallp-Anna Sheen 

Dear Coaches, 

My name is Anna Sheen. I am a sophomore at Rosary High School in Aurora, IL. I have been playing soccer since kindergarten. I am very excited to send you this 

email because I feel that I will be a good fit at North Carolina. I will be at the Exact Camp in Schaumburg on the 18th and I hope you get a chance to see me play. I 

will be adding new video soon to my profile from my current high school soccer season. 

I am a member of Team Chicago Academy- Va~o, U16 team. I am a starting central defender under Coach Joe Moreau. I am also a starter on my high school varsity 

team as stopper as well. I started and played every game, every minute as a freshman. I enjoy fierce competition aJ~d I aJn always asked to mark the opv~sing team’s 

best striker. I am also very versatile as well. I have played center back to sweeper to center mid. I am able to play wherever my coaches need me. As a freshmm~ 

varsity player at Rosaxy High School, the playels I marked only scoled 3 goals in over 20 games. We were conference champs mid regional chmnps last year! I 

believe I mn capable of playing at a high level. 

I am very interested in pursuing a nursing deglee at this time. I have researched North Carolina’s nursing program, and I am very interested. 

Thank you, 

Anna Sheen, 2016 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jbingham@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

j bingham@tulsacoxmail .corn 

Monday, April 14, 2014 12:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Madison Bingham 2016 Forwmd ATHLETE Honor Roll 

Hello Coaches, how are you? 

I would like to invite you to view my profile here on NCSA, mid also watch my higNight videos that I have uploaded. I know that I am only a sophomore, unable to 

contact or be contacted, but I wanted to share ruth you just a line bit about me. I am a multi-sport athlete, have been since I was 4 years old, with Soccer being my 

passion. As a freshman last year. on the high school Vaxsity team, I was the second leading scorer and one of the leaders in assists. This year. my sophomore 
campaign, I am currently the leading scorer with 20 goals and 17 assists, after j ust 7 reg ular season games mad 3 to ummnent games. As fiar as Club soccer, B li~ United 

98 Gifts, I ~un also the leading scorer there too. In my other sports, I mn a Guard on "the Varsity Basketball team, I mn a 12 handicap golfer, m~d I am contemplating 

conlinuing the high jump, long jump and 4x’ s for the track team. When I have the lime, I train with my brother’ s weight lifting coach, low weight high reps only, tbr the 

long lean muscle. 

I believe I would be an asset and benefit to your Universib~, in both the classroom and on the pitch. I am pursuing an education in either Sports Medicine or Physical 

Therapy, which your Universi~ would assist me in vely well. I am also interested in being a GA Coach for the program that blesses me ruth the opportunity to pmsue 

my passion, so I can pass on the tradition and legacy and my love for the game to the next generation of young women behind me. Thank you for your time and 

consideration! 

Madison Bingham 2016 Fol~ard 
16293 S 333rd E Ave 

Coweta, OK 74429 

918-691-5964 

Madison.binghmn~hotmail.com 

http:i/recmit- match.nc sasports.ol~z/clientnnsiprofile/recmitin~ profile/1616216 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 
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Electronics 
Great dea~s and selection for the ~test technology S.ee...m.o.~e 

.~?.~!£.~33~.~. ~.~.~.Y.’.~..~.9.~!~. ~.~..~3~:~. 



$30 Off Ki~dle Fir,;;’. HDX Cu~’ient Deals i~ ’TV & Video 

i iXi i~tioducir~9 the 3ai-ns,Jr~9 Galax,! S 5 %i Up io 45",;:. oil Seiec~ Ser~Q Proiec~ois 

Up te 45% o, o ..I .. ~t BenQ Prejec~e~s Inhodsci~g the Sarnsun9 Gaiaxy S 5 

Savings with Style 
Fashionable finds for men~ women, and kids Se£.mo.~:¢~. 

Up to 80% off Clothing 

X] LIp to 60% off Designe! Jackets & Coats for Spring 
from ."vlyHa bit cam 

Up to 60% ~ m ~;~ ~, ~,e~,gner Jackets & Coats for 
Spdn~ from MyHabit cam 



50% Off ol More Seiect Celtic Jewelry Up to 60% off Shoes & Handbags 

Reading 
Boo~<s a~d magazi~es for all i~terests $.f~A.~.9.[.~ 



Save up to 50°,6 on April Book, shelf Favor-ires The Season<s Biggest BleckbListei Books 

Entertainment 
Noddies & TV, mus+e, a~d v+deo games See more 

i 

~i 50% ’,;’tl The bled r,~sx rniogy i i::°::i 59% ~.~ ,’.-.~s m~d r,,~iile~-: lhe Con-.giet~.~ Series 



Thousands of Vinyl Records Come with Free Video Games Pre-olders 
~\,S F~3s 

Audio 
~qome theater~ portable ~p÷akers, and h÷a~pho~÷s See reore 

::.X.i S~s,,,e 25% or More on Pc, E!~sble Bluetooth Spea~,:ers rb/e:- 50% off Select. MonsteE D~esel O:s-Ea:" 

Hs, a,~phones 

S~ve 25% or ~/io~’e or~ Portable Bluetooth Over r.~,~ o~ c .... ,>v o, ,[ ,>ele ;t Monster ~.)le.~ el OmEar 
Speakers Headpi~o~es 

::.X.i 37% (£ a F’J,sp, ee~- 7.2 8ha~nei NeT,^/O~!,: A;\I rbie:- 50% offthe PMiips 8hoqbox F’o,’xab~e Slueto,s’~h 
R$cs, ivs,~ Sps, aker 

3’7% eli a Pioneer ?,2-Chah,,’~el Network iVV Over 80% el~ the Phiiips Sheqbox Pe~tabie 
Receiver Bluetooth Speaker 

Sports & Outdoors 



E~joy the outdoors this Spdn£~ S## mQ[# 

C 
...... OEotE~, g ...... 

Save with Markdowns on AtMe[ic and Ot~tdoors Up to 25% off Se}ec[ RawNngs 8ase#a}i 
Clothing Gloves 

~i S~’ve $20 oii yeur $1=:0 F’:.Irchase of C:eleman [,~ 20% C;¢,f Select M~.;R ~!ld Ti~erm-~-rest c~rr~pir~,,’, ce~r 
P rodii,:s!s 

Save $20 off you,~ $100 Purchase of Coleman 20% Off Select MSR ~l~d Thell~-a-rest 
Predt.icts campin~ gear 

Kids 
Children’s movies; books, clothing, and more See more 

Up to 44% off Ois~sey Hits Save 50% or More on Gids’ D~-esses & Sets 



Sp~ing’s Biggest Ohiidren’s Books Upto 60% ofi Shoes Io~Gids from MyHabit.com 

More to Explore 
Note dea}s from Ea~th°s biggest selection S~:~..~!o.~:~ 

Gre;~t ,’,.ocal Deals on tt;e Go 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron W. Clopton, PhD - LSSM Director <noreply@qemaJlserver.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 12:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brief survey on the coaching profession and intercollegiate athletics, 2014 tbllow- up 

Coach Dorrance We wanted to forward on this quick reminder to you about the current research study- follow-up 
exploring the coaching profession. We have had a great response thus far over the study, and would love to have the 
full voice of all participants represented in the survey. The survey is completely anonymous, has been very brief for the 
participants, and can be accessed by the following link: 

Follow tiffs link to tile Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the IJRL below into your internet browser: 
https: iikansasedu.qualtries.eom /WRQualtriesSurveyEnginei?Q_SS=eyOWdNrRRUes2CV 6XoFNBTUKveEuLr&_=I 

Also, if you would not like to take the survey and to stop any future eonununieation, that will not be a problem. You can do so 
by clicking on the follm~4ng link: 
Click here to unsubseribe 

Please let us know if you have aw issues or questions along the way. We thank you vew, vew much for }’our time and 
consideration for this project and for your feedback. Thanks again. 

Boomer Saia - Principal investigator 
Aaron W. Clopton, Ph.D. - Faculty Supervisor 
Laboratory for the Study of Sport Management 
The University of Kansas 
161 Robinson 
Lawrence, KS 66045 
(785) 864-2297 
Boomer20@ku.ed u; acl @ku .ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC HealthSmart <NCHealthSma~mail.vresp.com~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 12:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get moving with NC HealthSmart 

~i Headline 2 

Don’t miss this specia~ webinar on staying active, 
an important part of good hea~th! 

Dear ALBERT, 

Please join us on April 22 or 23 for a FREE 45-minute webinar, 
’"Get Moving Today.’" Learn the benefits of physical activity and 
how to make staying active a fun part of your life. 

This webinar will he~p you: 
Get motivated to stay active and healthy 

Identify ways to add exercise to your busy schedule, whether at 
home, at work or while traveling 

Set a healthy goal and learn tips for getting started 

Si~.~ ~ ~p today for o~e of the free weN[~ars: 

Ix:: GREEN BUTTON I Tuesday, April 22 9:00 AM EDT 

I ~i BLUEBUTTON I 
Tuesday, April 22 12:00 PM EDT 

I ;<:: GREEN BUTTON I 
Wednesday, April 23 6:30 PM EDT 

It’s time to get moving today! 

N]I NO ma~2014 email siI 
..... gnature 

Christine Sinopoli 
Health Promotion and Wellness Coordinator 
NC State Health Plan 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

NC HealthSmart 

4050 Piedmont Parkway, Suite 200 

High Point, NC 27265 

US 

% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 12:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA PrDspect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emafl preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Germantown High School, WI 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.73/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih soccerkidxxl 1 @sbcgJobak net 

Notes: Isabelle "Izzi" is a 2016 Attacking Central Midfielder from 

High School, WI. 

View Profile 

Faith Kuzma - 2016 Attacking Central Midfielder, Defensive Midfielder, Center Back 

High School: Kenowa Hills High School, HI 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.04/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: faith,kuzma @gmail.com 

Notes: Faith will be at the Disney Showcase, although her team may 

need her more at centerback than centermid. She will be #14; team 

colors are orange or white Disney Schedule is as follows: Tue 12/31/13 

12:30pm at ESPN Wide World of Sports (Field #25) Wed 01/01/14 

9:30am at ESPN Wide World of Sports (Field #27) Thu 01/02/14 

8:30am at ESPN Wide World of Sports (Field #20) The league schedule 

can also be seen at the following link (look Alliance Academy 99 Black) 

http ://events.gotspo rt.com/events/sc hod u le.as px? 

EventID=32216&GroupID=284750&Gender=Girls&Age= 15 

View Profile 

Amanda Pavletic - 2015 Forward, Attacking Central Midfielder 

High School: Gull Lake High School, MI 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.30/4 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih a ma nda.pavletic@ya hoo.com 

Notes: Amanda is a 2015 Forward from Gull Lake High School, HI. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Ashley Buck - 

2016 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

15 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed: 

ii ii iiiiii 

ii ii iiiiii 

Hope Hyde- 

2056 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Hanna Long... - 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: NY 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

32 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Alea Hyatt - 

2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: CA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

13 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 



Check out the Recruifin~ Search En~Me 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown~ncsasports.orgi http://~vw.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contoJn iIffonnation that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person oilier thmi the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~. 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday. April 17, 2014 5:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Take a Guest lbr Free, Find Hotels, Chicago & More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

St{ll final{zing your summer vacation plans? Exclusively for Nembers of ClubCorp dubs, Fh~d Notels shows 

you savings on the places you stay in just a few simple clicks, Visit Find Hotels on your club’s website and 

save up to 40%~ on hundreds of hotels worldwide! You can sort hotels by brand, star rating, price, 

location and more. It’s so easy and all at your fingerLips. 

~X~ ..._.. 

Visit Chicago this spring and stay at ]"he Ritz-Carlton Chicago, in 

t[~e hearL of the Nagnfficent Nile and enjoy 20% off* hotel 

accommodations and spa services. All room reservations will 

receive a suite upgrade upon availability! Each guest will also 

receive a complimentary* shoe shine, daily newspaper, guest room 

internet service and morning coffee/tea service. Offer valid through 

Nay 16, 2014. Nembers can also enjoy their dining benefiL at the 

Netropolitan and Mid-America Clubs, 

~ C~II C~ubLine to book yoer vacation today: 800,43~3,S079 

Experience the tradition of historic Churchill Downs, the cuisine and 

the fashion at the first leg of The Triple Crown - the Run for the 

RosesTM. 

~1 Call to purchase your tickets tod~’f’.~ 800,4:~3,~019 

~X~ ..._.. 

introdudng a private club for luxury travelers who enjoy five-star 

service and privileged access to more than 230 awe-insphing 

homes in many of the world’s most coveted destinations. Inspirato 

with American Express is specifically designed for people who want 

the space and intimacy of a private residence while on vacation, 

with the service and amenities of a lu×ury resoll:, For Nembers, 

]nspirato has special offers for you to participate in the dub 

experience. 

L]For ~ore information, call ClabLine: 800.~33,5079 



Hother’s Day is just a few weeks away! 1-800 Flowers.corn offers 

15% of[* delivered orders i[]dud[ng flowers and merchandise, You’ll 

find gourmet gifts such as popcorn from [he Popcorn Factory; 

premium chocolates and confections from Fannie May confections 

brands; and gift baskets and towers from 1-800-BASKETS,corn, 

~ Visit 1800flowers.corn/clubcorp a~ pJame your order todayo 

Ceiieb~r ~:idi.e :(iii~r:a~dis ,wiiiUh Giiii"ii.s "ii"iis~:W:iiii :.8i~s~?: 

Gtadua~ion is just around the corner and computers are great gift!! 

Hembers receive preferred rates on consumer products thi’ough 

DeIl’s Member Purchase Program. Shop deli.com/mpp/clubcorp and 

receive up to a 30% discount* on select systems, plus up to a 10% 

discount~ on all Dell branded nlobility products. 

~Shop delllCom/rnpp/clubcorp fer your exclusive discoUnto 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

]f you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 1:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - April 2014 - Spectacular Webcast DVD’. 

[ ii~iI http:/hvww.t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/images/EmailU pdatePa geHeader.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - April 2014 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@ thebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A speciam note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody: 

The Recruiters InstituteTM webcast broadcast from the NCAA Division I MeF~ Basketball Championship in Dallas was a huge success! 

Mark Turgean of Maryland~ Rob Jeter of Wisconsin-Milwaukee~ Dan Monson of Long Beach State~ and Fran McCoffery of Iowa produced a spectacular hour of Ln..s.Ld..e..r.~r..e..~r.~!t..!.n..9.~t..~s..~L~..~..m...a...k.~e..~z.~..~..~¢.~..~&r.e..~r..u.1t.~r.~.~...n.~z~...u..r.~.a....m..~u...s1 

These "5~.~m,v~,v~.~.~, $~r~.:~e " discount products ($25 o~f retail price) are avaflable ~or the remainder of April 2014: 

1. Recruiters Bible-3rd Edition 

Order here: http://www.thebestcolleqerecruiter.com/Book-Details.aspx?lD=14 

2. Championship Recruiting Systems: Women’s Basketball - Edition 2. 

Order here: .htt£./.~ww~w.th~e~b~estc~[!~g~£~£!t~[~£~LC~h~!~E~h-!£:R#~£[#-!t!£g:-S~t~-~§:#~t~!!-~z~?]D~64~8 

3. Video: Recruiting Video #3: The Fundamentals of College Athletic Recruiting. 

Order here: ~h--~p-:-/Lw--~-w----w---~-t---h-~-e-~b--~e---s--t-£9-~-~[e--ge---r--e---&r--u--!-t--e--r--:~££m~v!de£~Se[!e§:~a~sp~x 

More savings on Recruiting E-books -Order here: http://www.thebestcolleqerecruiter.com/Books.aspx 

..................................................................................... 

Complete Recruiters LibraryTM here: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/Recruiters-Library.asp× 

This message is not spare. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.corn. 
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Electronics 
Great dea~s and selection for the ~test technology S.ee...m.o.re 

.~£~!£.~#3#~.~. ~.9:~.#.Y.’.~...~.9.#!~. ~.~..~. 



Amazo:’~ .,"-ire IV Cu~ient Deals i~ IV & Video 

Dea{s i~ Computers & Accessories 50% Oil o~ Mere Se{ect Ca~ Video Receivers 

Savings with Style 
Fashio~ab{e finds fo~ me~, wome~ a~d kids Se£.mo.~:e. 

20% Ofi SlO0 ,".ten:s <Z:iothing with P!omo Code 
btENi:,.PR20 

20% Off $100 Mels’s Clothing with Promo Code 
MENAPR20 

5 Up to G0% off Spring Essential Shoes for ~Sen 
from MyHabit,com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Lip to 50% OF Senth~,ent Jewelry Men’s Watches Unde~ $50 

Sports & Outdoors 
K~joy the outdoors t~is Sprin9 ~#tbt..~(~[bt 

,xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 



MoE~coose and F’=scific 

30% or More Off Seieet Bikes flora Schwilsn, 
Mongoose amd P~cific 

20% Off or More Select Spo~ts & Ha~,dheld 
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Home improvement 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mandysoccerl 1 @ncsastx~rts.org on behalf of 

mandysoccerl 1 @gmail.com 

Monday, April 21,2014 5:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Amanda Perez-class of 2015 

Hi Coach Dorrance~ 

My name is Amanda Perez from Miami, Fl. I will be attending this Sunday, April 27 the Florida Girls Soccer ID Camp held in Emb~-Riddle University in Daytona 

Beach, F1. I hope to be able to work with you so that I can show you my talent on the field. I’m an inspiring soccer player excited to play in college, specially in UNC. 

I’m a junior in Varela Senior high witla a gpa of 3.8....Look forwoxd o meeting you. 

Sincerely 

Amanda Perez 305 - 219- 0297 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

udneyzablocki@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

sydne~zablocki@gmail.com 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 11:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sydney Zablocld - Goalkeeper - Waza F.C. - Michigan 

Dear Coach, 

Hello, my name is Sydney Zablocki. I am the head goalkeeper (# 19) for AC Milan Detroit Waza Juniors 98’ out of Rochester, Michigan. I am 5’1 and weigh 115 

pounds. I attend L’Anse Creuse High School - North with the graduating class of 2015. I have been playing soccer for over 11 years, and have been playing travel 

soccer for over 8 years. I have been voted team captain by my team and coach for the past 3 years. Since I am in the middle of my Junior year, I got a 21 on my ACT, 
and plan to "take it tw’o more times betbre I consider my final score. My current GPA is a 3.75 and I have been voted by my ~hool’s staff and my graduating class to 

be a representative of Student Council. I did not played for my high school my t?eshman or sophomore 5,ear due to my club team and an injury but now as aj~mior, I 

am starting goalkeeper on VarsiW tbr the 2014 season. My club team took I st place in MRI, Premier in 2012 and 2nd place at the Disney Soccer Showcase in 2013 

and 2014. I have been a State Cup finalist in 2011 and 2013. I have al so won the title of State Cup champion this past season of 2014. The reasoning behind my email 

is that I am veu interested in attending the Universi~ of North Carolina. It seems to have an excellent soccer program and a very good academic program as well! I 

know that perfolming at a Division 1 level is extremely difficult and competitive, but I believe I have what it takes to excel athletically and academically. I would like to 

inform you that my team has was accepted to play in National League which consisted of a weekend in North Carolina (CASL) on December 5th-8th and weekend in 

Orlando, Florida (Disney) on December 27tll - January 3rd. My team did rely well coming in 3rd in the league. Unfortunately, we missed coming in 2nd, which would 
have taken us to nationals, by one point. Even though we didn’t make it to nations through national league, I am ,still very proud of my team’s performance by defeating 

two heavyweight team (TopHat and Eclipse) that no one expected us to ran. I know I am short for being a goalkeeper but I have been dealing with my disadvantage 

whole life and have adapted to it by being aggressive and anticipating/reading the plays. I believe I have what it takes to perform at this high level of soccer; I have the 

determination~ the passion, and I mn hard working. Please check out my recruiting profile, which roll be attached to this email. The video on my profile is from my 2012 

thll seasorr/2013 spring seaso~l, and I am in the middle of working on a skills video. If you have any questions please email me. Also, I attended an ID camp at the 

University Cincinnati; Nate Lie told me that he can be used as a reference if you have any questions as well. Thank you [i~r your time. 

- Sydney Zablocki 

Click HEIL~; to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 10:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder to RSVP to UNC Scholax-Afl~lete Awards Luncheon 

We hope yi)ci can join us for UNC: Schi)ia!-Afl",lete Awards L.uricheon. Please remerrlber to 

R~VP at your earnest ci)rlvenierlce 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTiiii 

SCHOLAP,--ATHLIT[ 
AWARDS LtIN CHION 

Vii.>w inv:tafior~: www p~ perlesspo.<#, co rnieven <s172..,J6,.9-a,.aOO8o91re p iies/1 .> 127107o--.J.~2dcf7:> 

% 
Block this sender From your Paperless Pos< mail 

Add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book to e:~sure you receive sii future emsiis from Psperless Post 

i1! ~,:)ur inbox Click hero 1.:) stop !eceivisg! emails fr,:sm F~ Lc:.erk.>s!~ F<,:)!~I: includh!~l i?T~;it L:ioris ~?,d car,:~!~ 

View the Pei)erle.~.~ P¢:..~i privacy policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crosbykayla@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

Crosbykayla~yahoo.com 

Friday, April 25, 2014 12:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kayla Crosby ’ 17 - Center Back 

Hi Coaches, 
I am currently a freshman at Joel Barlow High School in Redding CT (conference champs, ranked 3rd in state class L) where I was a starter my freshman year at rang 

and center back and earned Rookie of the Year award. I am also starting Center Back for my ECNL club, SoccerPlus Elite and for Connecticut State ODP team. I 

am 5’8, 135 lbs with a GPA of 3.4. I have been playing soccer for almost 10 years and want to play at the most competitive level possible in college. I am veD~ 

interes~ted in learning more about University of North Carolina mad your soccer program. 

I will be playing in a couple tournaments this spring including PDA/ECNL in May mad Region 10DP both in New Jersey. I can give you more inli~rmation as we get 

closer if you axe interested in coming. My NCSA profile, including highlight video, is attached to give you some more inlbrmation about me. Please let me know if you 

have a College ID cmnp or clinic coming up that would be good tbr me to attend. 

Thank~ 

Kayla Crosby’ 17 

crosbykayla@yahoo.com 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 
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VVe’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Spo~ts, and more, Check 

back often for new deals, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 11:47 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Writing Right for the Web Workshop: Improving Your Institution’s Web Content 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~v,academicimpressions.com 

Writing Right for the Web Workshop~ 
Improving Your Institution’s Web Content 

Conference 

July 2¢ o 27, 20tl °° San Diego, CA 

Learn five Web writing principles to improve your institution’s social 
media, mobile, and traditional sites. 

Join Web writing expert Bob Johnson in San Diego to 
explore five Web writing principles that address problems with 
content on your traditional website, mobile website, and social 
media sites. You will have the opportunity to edit and receive 
feedback on your institution’s Web content while at the 
workshop. 

~ram Brochure (PdO I I ~enda 

As one of our most highly rated presenters, Bob Johnson has 
worked with Academic Impressions for the past several years 
delivering his popular webcast "Writing Right for the Web" to 
more than 400 institutions. This conference marks the first 
time an expanded version of this content has been 
offered as a live event. 

LEARN AND WORK EVENT 

This live conference will not only present copywriting and 
content presentation principles, but will also give you 
significant time on-site to apply the principles to your own 
Web content and receive feedback from an expert in the field. 

This format is right for you if: 

You desire a mix of presentation, discussion, and 
working time. 
You can select and bring to the conference specific 
Web content from your institution that you want to 
improve. 

academicimpressions.com 

FEATURED SPEAKER 
Robert Eo 3ohnson~ PhoDo~ 
Bob 3ohnson Consulting 

Read more about 
Bob Johnson 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

Your Adult Student 
Enrollment 
June 15- 17, 2011 I Minneapolis, MN 

a Brand Strate~ 
Your Institution 
July 13- 15, 2011 I Baltimore, MD 

View AH Conferences 



¯ You want to receive feedback on your own Web 
content during the conference. 

¯ You wish to learn what others are doing with Web 
content on their own campuses. 

Following the main conference you may also participate in an 
optional post-conference workshop titled Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO): Making Your Web Content More 
Search-Friendly. See the ~enda for details. 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. After you register, you will receive 
more information on what you need to bring to the workshop. 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free, Questions? Call us to determine if this event 
is right for you. 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

ht for the Web: Social 

Sites 
May 19 & 26, 2011 

Brandinq Your Capital Cam£aign 
June 27, 2011 

View AH Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.corn> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:31 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

New Approaches to Blended Course Design :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’,v,academicimpressions.com 

Best Practices in Blended Course Design 

Webcast 

July 25 o 27, 20tt °° San Diego, CA l[~ll 

Learn how to design effective blended courses from instructors with a 
wealth of experience in this field. 

In light of the increased demand for high-quality blended 
courses and programs, instructional designers and course 
developers are facing new design challenges. To ensure the 
development of effective courses and a high level of 
engagement for a variety of learners, course developers must 
effectively use the online and physical classroom 
environments, establishing measurable learning outcomes and 
the means for achieving them. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I ~enda 

Whether your institution is already offering blended courses or 
just getting started, instructional designers, course developers, 
instructional technologists, and anyone involved in the design 
and development of blended courses will benefit from this 
conference. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our team of expert facu(tsL will present information and advice 
on the following: 

¯ How to develop instructional designs that are aligned 
with course objectives 

¯ Ways to facilitate interactivity in online and face-to-face 
environments 

¯ Ideas for constructing instructional strategies 
¯ How to utilize technologies to support learning 
¯ Ideas for implementing and evaluating course delivery 

There is also an optional pre-conference workshop titled 
Cloud-Based and Classroom Technology for Learning and 

academicimpressionsocom 

REGISTER TODAYr 
PAY NEXT FISCAL YEAR 

Did you know you can 
register now for this 

program and choose the 
"invoice me" option? 

We’ll issue an invoice today 
and you can have up to 60 

days to remit payment. 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

and Growing_ On)ine 
I n Natives 

June 15- 17, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

View AH Conferences 



Engagement. See the conference agenda for details. 

CONFERENCE FORMAT 

The conference is structured to balance information sharing, 
targeted learning activities, group work, and collaboration with 
colleagues. Through the use of case studies and collaborative 
work, you will be able to directly apply the knowledge that you 
have gained during the conference with guidance from the 
instructors. 

During the conference, you will have the opportunity to design 
a section or chunk of your course into the blended format, so 
please bring a laptop with wireless connectivity and an actual 
course syllabus from your institution. 

Usinq SociaU Media for Teaching 
and Learning 
April 25, 2011 

May 12,2011 

Designing Effective Service° 
Courses 

June 2, 2011 

Libraries and Co~dght in a 

July 26 & 28,2011 

View AH Webcasts 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. After you register, you will receive 
more information on what you need to bring to the workshop. 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free. Questions? Call us to determine if this event is 
right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:49 AM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] Commencement (May 8th) information for faculty 

April 20, 2011 

Dear Colleagues: 

We invite you to join us for the joyous events of Commencement Weekend 2011 on Saturday, May 7 (Hooding of 
Ph.D.s) and Sunday, May 8, 2011 (Commencement). More information about Commencement is available at 

http://www.unc.edu/commencement 

Our students’ accomplishments are remarkable, and their friends and families value our roles as teachers, mentors, 
and scholars. Commencement events are central to building a sense of community within our University. You’re 
invited to wear academic regalia, but you are welcome regardless. 

The Doctoral Hooding ceremony will take place on Saturday, May 7, at 10 a.m. in the Dean Smith Center. The 
featured speaker will be NYU Professor of Music Suzanne Cusick, an expert on gender and sexuality in the musical 
cultures of early modern Italy and contemporary North America who received her Ph.D. in musicology here at 
UNC. 

Each graduate will be called to the stage to receive the doctoral hood from his or her advisor. Non-hooding faculty 
members who wish to march in the academic processional should arrive at the Smith Center (Entrance A) no later 
than 9:30 a.m. and take the elevator or stairs down to the first floor. Marshals will be there to direct you to the 
line-up site. More information about the hooding ceremony may be found at: 

http://gradschool.unc.edu/events/hooding/. 

University Commencement is on Sunday May 8 at 9:30 a.m. in Kenan Stadium. This year’s speaker is Harvard 
professor and Pulitzer Prize winner, entomologist E. O. Wilson, whose works on biodiversity have fostered public 
understanding of science and spurred the cause of conservation. 

We will honor our graduating students and the following outstanding recipients of honorary degrees: speaker 
Wilson; Timothy B. Burnett (UNC alumnus, philanthropic supporter, and former Board of Trustees chair); Mary Sue 
Coleman (UNC alumna, biochemist, and President of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor); Ernest Gaines 
(acclaimed author of A Lesson Be/ore Dying and other works exploring the African-American experience); John 
Grisham (best-selling author of 23 novels, including The Firm); and Dwight T. Pitcaithley (former Chief Historian of 

the National Park Service). 

Faculty will gather on the second floor of the Kenan Football Center at 9:00 a.m. Parking for faculty attending the 
Sunday ceremony will be available in the new Bell Tower Deck. Faculty Marshal Valerie Ashby will lead the faculty 
processional. This year Commencement will be held in Kenan Stadium rain or shine. If it rains during the 
ceremony, the ceremony may be shortened, or if the weather is severe, the ceremony will be cancelled. 

Many of you have attended Commencement in the past, and we welcome you again. For those who have yet to 
participate in this venerable academic tradition, please join us. We look forward to seeing you there. 

Sincerely yours, 

McKay Cob  
McKay Coble, Faculty Chair 

Valer~ Ashby 
Valerie Ashby, Faculty Marshal 



FocMty elections going on NOW through April 22ndH VOTE by filling out the dectronic bMIot sent to your 

inboM For more informotion on dections~ go to: http://faccoun.unc.edu/elections/ 

,, -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: JEN321 @email.unc. edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=31720922.58c6142b662f76916dbc901 e 10842f58&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=29047147 or send a blank 
email to leave-29047147-31720922.58c6142b662f76916dbc901 e 10842f58~,listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bull sHead@ store.unc, edu 

Monday, April 25, 2011 11:16 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymail@listserv.unc.edu> 
25% Off Everything - Tuesday, April 26thT 

The end of the semester is nigh. 

To help you celebrate, tomorrow everything at the Bull’s Head will be 
25% off the regular price. Newly released paper and hardbacks, great 
literature, travel books, moleskine, Carolina books (make great 
graduation presents), etc. And check out our Mother’s Day display. 
Don’t forget mommy ! 

Sale is for one day only and does not apply to magazines or newspapers. 
Sale cannot be combined with any other sale, coupon, discount, etc. 
Sale applies only to items that are currently in stock. 

The store is open from 7:30am-8pm. Call 919-962-5060 with questions. 

:L/www.facebook.com/event.~?eid= 12647356742900 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: jen32 l@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-29067490-9044832.9c2a903c367bdbb69a6beff74c426bff@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, April 29, 2011 5:05 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:i/’fmance.m~c, ed~J~m{versily -comrol~er!pa~ roll-serv ices/welcome ~mr~l 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 10:39 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Student success programs: using data to make funding decisions 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~v,academicimpressions.com 

Evaluating Academic Support Services for Continuous Improvement 

Conference 

May 23 o 25, 2011 ~ San Diego, CA 

How do you know which of your academic support services are 
making the most difference, and which are not? 

This conference highlights how administrators can collect and 
analyze several types of data to ensure that their success 
center or student success functions are performing at a high 
level and have the appropriate amount of budgetary support. 

Program Brochure (pdf) I Re#!st#r I ~enda 

Don’t fear the data! This event is a practical, hands-on 
approach to help you organize information and convey it to 
the right people in the right way. Join us in San Diego to learn 
how you can use data to improve your student success 
functions. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Utilizing a workbook that participants can use as a first 
draft of their evaluation plan, our facult~ will share 
information, tips, and advice on the following topics: 

¯ What data indicators should be considered 
¯ Ideas for mining and collecting data 
¯ Practical and straightforward ways to analyze data 
¯ Establishing cross-campus partnerships to ensure your 

center can thrive 
How your staff can contribute to this effort and the 
resources they’ll need 

¯ Organizing the collected information to tell a story 
¯ Tactics for ongoing evaluation to help retain a 

commitment to continuous improvement 

academicimpressionsocom 

REGISTER TODAY~ 
PAY NEXT FISCAL YEAR 

Did you know you can 
register now for this 

program and choose the 
"invoice me" option? 

We’ll issue an invoice today and 
you can have up to 60 days to 

remit payment. 

Get the most important 
higher education news delivered 

to your inbox. 
Read a SampJe Issue 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 



OPTIONAL POST-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP 

Measuring Student Learning in Your Student Success 
Center Using Outcomes-Based Assessment 

Join your colleagues for a full-day workshop following the 
main conference. While evaluation data is critical to improving 
success centers, measuring student learning is as well. 
Through a combination of lectures and working sessions, you 
will learn ways to think about, write, and apply learning 
outcomes in a practical setting through lecture, discussion, 
and hands-on activities. See the event~enda for more 
details. 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

Register for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free. Questions? Call us to determine if this event 
is right for you. 

rehensive 
Peer Mentor Program 
June 13- 15, 2011 I Portland, OR 

Outcomes-Based Assessment for 
Career Services 
July 25 - 27,2011 I Denver, CO 

View AH Conferences 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

Retaining First-Generation 
Students: Strategies for the 
Classroom and Beyond 
June 1 & 8, 2011 

Effective Service- 
Learning Courses 
June 2, 2011 

View AII Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, May 3,2011 12:33 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Building an Academic Coaching Model on Your Campus 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’~Y,academicimpressions.com 

Building an Academic Coaching Node[ on Your Campus: A Case Studv 

Webcast 

September 19, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:45 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Fill the gap between academic advising and tutoring with a student- 
affairs driven approach to coaching. 

Coaching students on campus is a fairly recent innovation in 
student affairs. Filling the gap between academic advising and 
tutoring, coaching allows students to have one-on-one 
conversations with someone who can help them set academic 
goals. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I         I 

Join us online to explore the theory behind a student-affairs 
driven approach to academic coaching. You’ll learn about the 
coaching program at the University of South Carolina and 
discover the first steps to building a model for your campus. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our expert instructors will present a six-part "appreciative 
advising" approach to establishing, maintaining, and 
evaluating a student-affairs driven coaching model. The six 
phases are: 

¯ Disarm: An introduction to the coaching model 
¯ Discover: An overview of the model components 
¯ Dream: Case study on the ACE coaching model at the 

University of South Carolina 
¯ Design: First steps in developing a coaching model for 

your campus 
¯ Deliver: Resources you may find helpful as you begin 

your program 
¯ Don’t Settle: Final thoughts 

academicimpressionsocom 

PAYoAH EAD PROGRAN 

Want to increase your 
professional development 

budget by 20%? 

Lock in your current budget money 
and jump start your professional 

development planning for next fiscal 
year! 

Learn more. 

Get the most important 
higher education news delivered 

to your inbox. 
Read a Samgle issue 

and Si~ 

UPCOMING CONFERENCES 

EvNuatinq Academic Su~#~ 



WHAT PAST PARTICIPANTS SAID ABOUT THIS 
EVENT 

¯ "Excellent overview, tools, and examples of how to 
begin and implement an academic coaching model! I 
consider Jenny and Claire experts on academic 
coaching models." 

¯ "The webcast was very thorough and informative. 
Some of the strategies and issues presented are 
common sense, but the webcast made it clearer by 
contextualizing the information, and by giving it a 
framework." 

Services for Continuous 
~rovement 
May 23 - 25,2011 I San Diego, CA 

Peer Mentor Proqram 
June 13- 15, 2011 I Portland, OR 

View A~J Conferences 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE SESSION~ PURCHASE A 
CD OR TRANSCRIPT 

~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording and/or transcript of the live 
webcast and a bound set of the presentation materials. 
Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 
you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:38 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Engaging Second-Year Students :: Webcast 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~v.academicimpressions.com 

Engaging $econdoYear Students with Innovative Coocurricular 

Webcast 

August 3, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:45 p,mo EDT 

Are you engaging your second-year students? 

First-year student programs have long been a priority for 
academic and student affairs administrators alike. Recently, 
however, interest has shifted to building on successful first-year 
student programs and providing innovative programs for second- 
year students as well. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I ~enda 

Join us for a webcast that will focus on innovative methods for 
engaging sophomore students outside of the classroom. 
Highlighting four institutions with innovative second-year 
experience programs, this panel discussion will address best 
practices for customizing study abroad programs, career 
services, and student philanthropy initiatives for second-year 
students. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

This content is particularly well-suited for institutions that are in 
the formative stages of developing their second-year experience 
programs or those that are looking to revamp their current 
program offerings. Showcasing the programs at four diverse 
institutions, our expert instructors will provide information 
about the following: 

The lessons they’ve learned developing programming for 
sophomores 
Overview of sophomore-specific programs and outreach 
on their campus 

o Outline of program 
o Lessons learned from implementation 
o Future of program 

academicimpressions,com 

PAYoAH EAD P ROG RAN 

Want to increase your 
professional development 

budget by 20%? 

Lock in your current budget 
money and jump start your 
professional development 

planning for next fiscal year! 
Learn more. 

SZGNoUP FOR 
HZGHER ED ZNPACT 

Get the most important 
higher education news 
delivered to your inbox. 
Read a Sample Issue 

UPCONING 
CONFERENCES 



o Three action steps to implement the program at 
your institution 

INSTRUCTORS 

¯ Jimmie Gahagan, Director of Student Engagement, 
University of South Carolina 

¯ Matt Kuder, Community Director and SYE Coordinator, 
University of San Diego 

¯ Keith Lopez, Coordinator for First- and Second-Year 
Programs, Colorado State University 

¯ John Lynch, Area Director for Second Year at Emory 
(SYE), Emory University 

Evaluating Academic SuAood 
Services for Continuous 
~rovement 
May 23 - 25, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

Developing a ComBrehensN, e 
Peer Mentor Proqram 
June 13- 15, 2011 I Portland, OR 

View A[[ Conferences 

Learn more about the instructors 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE SESSION1 PURCHASE A CD 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by purchasing 
a CD recording and/or transcript of the live webcast and a bound 
set of the presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help 
determine if this event is right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.corn> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 10:59 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Blended Course Design :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Best Practices in Blended Course Design 

Conference 

July 25 o 27, 20tt °° San Diego, CA 1[~1~ 

Learn how to design effective blended courses from instructors with a 
wealth of experience in this field. 

Whether your institution is already offering blended courses or 
just getting started, instructional designers, course developers, 
instructional technologists, and anyone involved in the design 
and development of blended courses will benefit from this 
conference. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I         I 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our team of expert facu)ty will present information and advice 
on the following: 

¯ How to develop instructional designs that are aligned 
with course objectives 

¯ Ways to facilitate interactivity in online and face-to-face 
environments 

¯ Ideas for constructing instructional strategies 
¯ How to utilize technologies to support learning 
¯ Ideas for implementing and evaluating course delivery 

There is also an optional pre-conference workshop titled 
Cloud-Based and Classroom Technology for Learning and 
Engagement. See the conference Agenda for details. 

CONFERENCE FORNAT 

The conference is structured to balance information sharing, 
targeted learning activities, group work, and collaboration with 
colleagues. Through the use of case studies and collaborative 

academicimpressionsocom 

REGISTER TODAYr 
PAY NEXT FISCAL YEAR 

Did you know you can 
register now for this 

program and choose the 
"invoice me" option? 

We’ll issue an invoice today 
and you can have up to 60 

days to remit payment. 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

and Growing~ Orfiine 
I n Natives 

June 15- 17, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

View AH Conferences 



work, you will be able to directly apply the knowledge that you 
have gained during the conference with guidance from the 
instructors. 

During the conference, you will have the opportunity to design 
a section or chunk of your course into the blended format, so 
please bring a laptop with wireless connectivity and an actual 
course syllabus from your institution. 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free, Questions? Call us to determine if this event is 
right for you, 

ht and FacuUty Rights 
May 12,2011 

Desiqninq Effective Service- 

June 2, 2011 

Libraries and Co~qht in a 

July 26 & 28,2011 

View A[[ Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 2:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Get More Camp Registrations and Revenue Instantly 

~t’s Not Too Late =,, In just 20 minutes, you could be 

up and running with all the tools you need to increase 

your camp sign-ups and profits! 

With Event Manager, you can: 

instantly take camp registrations and payments 

online -- no merchant account needed 

¯ integrate your online registration pages with 

any website for a seamless sign-up process 

~, Post the registration page anywhere online to 

reach more players than ever 

Send targeted emails to registered players 

through the software 

It’s the fastest, easiest way to get the word out and 

the registration numbers you want. 

"Not only is Event Manager extremely simple to use, it’s made a huge hnpact on 

registrations. I can easily promote my camps and clinics anywhere online and in 

emails. I highly recommend iL" -Bobby Spezzar~o, DirectodOwner, High Rise Basketball 
Academy 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the foli~’wing link: L::!:=..,!:~:;j:]:]!!!:~.~ 
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Hatboro PA 19040 

US 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bellaJiant.net 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 3:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SHANNON ARMITAGE 

Coach DORfLA~N CE 

I am happy to finally be able to provide my schedule for the upcoming Umbro Top Rated Showcase in Toronto, Ontario on May 17 19. I hope you are able to 

attend or have someone you trust in the area who would be able to watch me play and provide you with an honest evaluation. 

I will be playing tbr Soccer Nova Scotia U16s. Our unitbm~s are either all blue or white top with blue shorts and socks and I will be wearing #14. 

May 17 3:35pm Hersey Sports Zone, Field Tuff#2 vs Bradtbrd Eagles 

May 18 12:15pm Ice Lands Field Tuff#1 vs Calgary Foothills 

May 19 9:15am Hersey Sports Zone, Field Turf#1 vs Mississauga Falcons 

You can follow up with Chaham Chandler at Soccer Nova Scotia who is the director of high perfommnce and roll be travelling with the team. He can be ~eached at 

coaching@soccerns.ns.ca 

Thmlk you 

ShaJmon Armitage 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Umbro Top Rated Showcase (Toronto): Shannon Annitage - 2016 Canadian Outside Back - 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Millwood High School, NS 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.25/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih fsarmitage@bellaliant.net 

Notes: Shannon is a 2016 Outside Back from Halifax West High 

playing for Soccer Nova Scotia Ui6s. 

Their uniforms are either all blue or white Lop with blue shorts and 

socks and she will be wearing #14. May 17 3:35pm I~ Hersey Sports 

Zone, Field Turf #2 vs Bradford Eagles Hay 18 12:15pm ~ Ice Lands 

Field Turf #l vs Calgary Foothills May 19 9:15am I~ Hersey Sports 

Zone, Field Turf #i vs Mississauga Falcons 

View Profile 

Check oul the Recmith~g Search gBgh~e 

Not a ma~ch? Uvtate your cmai] pre[c~oces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athlelic Recmifing 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

ONce: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 
CoachBrown~ncsasports.orgi http://~-w.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain infonnafion that is proprietary, privileged and, or confidential aJ~d is imended exclusively lbr the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please nofify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bell~Jiant.net 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 7:54 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2016 - Shannon Annitage 

Hi 

I have added new video to my NCSA page from my April 13 training weekend. 

Shannon Armitage 

Click t~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Thursday, May’ 1, 2014 11:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sam[ Fairweather - 2017 Center Mid - Westlake High School, CA 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Westlake High School, CA 

Height: 5’3" Weight: 115 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih samifair6@gmail.com 

Notes: Semi is a 2017 Center Mid from Westlake High School, CA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

17 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Wewed: 

ii ii iiiiii 

ii ii iiiiii 

Ashley Buck - 

2016 Attael<i... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: UT 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

15 

Last Viewed 
:: 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Hanna Long... - 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: NY 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

32 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Alea Hyatt - 

2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: CA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

13 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

11/19/2013 04/09/2014 03/28/2014 04/08/2014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? Upi~te your email preib~ences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http:i/www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprieta~, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any’ use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 11:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - May 2014 - RECRUIT RIGHT! 

The College Recruiter Email Update - May 2014 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

H e r e’ s yo u r CRITICAL RECRUITING INFORMATION fo r M a y. 

RECRUIT RIGHT SITE: GET ANSWERS TO YOUR RECRUITING CHALLENGES 

College coaches can get a better handle on the myriad of recruiting challenges they face each day by accessing this site: RECRUIT RIGHTTM. Where the BEST 

Recruiters Come to LEARN More! 

R_._E_.C_R__U__I_T__R_.!G__H_._TTM is THE site that college recruiters frequent often. The site allows everycoach in every sport in every level o[ competition to enter and find a 

resource (or more) that will give some insight into answering a recruiting challenge for that coach in that sport. 

For example, a Division III volleyball coach can enter the site, click on Division III, then Volleyball, and arrive at a site that will list some important challenges that 

volleyball coaches in Division III are currently experiencing. Some resources (books, CDs, DVDs, newsletters) will be offered that will assist the coach in answering 

the problem. 

Check it out for yourself! You’ll agree it is a recruiter’s SECRET GEM! http:/ithebestcollegerecruiter.com/recruib-right.aspx 

.......................................................................................................... 

OTHER SPECIAL RESOURCES 

i. "Shameless Bribe" specials for May 2014, go here: http:iiwww.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/Monthly--Speciai--Offers.aspx 
2. 2014 Recruiters InstituteTM DVD, go herehtt~i//thebestcollegerecruiter.com/recruiters-institute-dvd.aspx 
3. E-books/Books, go here: http:/ithebestcoilegerecruiter.com/Books.aspx 

Here is the link to the entire May 2014 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/month/y-email-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support! 

........................................................................................................ 

This message is not spam. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to -s..t..e.y..e....@.~...t..h...e...b...e..s..t..c...~..[Le.g.e...r..e..c..[~!.t.~.[~.~.. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 11:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recruit Update farm NCSA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: WJllamette High School, OR 

Height: 5’3" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 4 

GPA: 3.36/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih susa njwiison9@yahoo.com 

Notes: Sami is a 2015 Forward from Willamette High School, OR. Check 

out her YouTube film on her profile. 

View Profile 

Elizabeth Stewart - 2015 Center Back, Defensive Midfielder 

High School: Sisters High School, OR 

Height: 5’11" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.70/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: lizzstewa rt3@gmail.com 

Notes: Elizabeth is a 2015 Defender / Midfielder from Sisters High 

School, OR. 

View Profile 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: 

Maggie Otillio - 2015 Attacking Central Midfielder 

High School: Saint Scholastica Academy, LA 

Height: 5’1" Weight: 110 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: maggieotillio@gmail.com 

Notes: r4aggie is a 2015 Attacking Central Midfielder from Saint 

Scholastica Academy, LA. Give her 45 seconds to impress you (with her 

film). 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 



Check out the Recruitin~ Search En~Me 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athlelic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

ONce: 877-845-6272 [ Fax: 312-624-7401 
CoachBrown~ncsasports.orgi http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain infonnafion that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential a23d is intended exclusively lbr the person(s) to M3om it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person oilier thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 
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VVe’ve searched the site for the best dens in Electronics, Clothing, Spo~ts, and more. Check 

back often for new deals. 
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i i’~ 31% OffViewSonic27-1nch S ...... LED-Lit Monitor 

31% Off ViewSonic 27qnch Screen LED-Lit 

Monitor 

ii.~.iI Save $150 on Canon T3i Two-Lens Bundles 

Save $150 on Canon T3i Two-Lena Bundles 

NII C~er 60% Off the Monster EA Sports MVP Carbon         :~-~ Celestron FirstScope Reflector Telescope for Under 
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Carbon Headphones Under 
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36% Off the Darien AVR-E200 Receiver 
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,~;:: Save 55% or More on Baby Girls’ Bonnie Baby 

Dresses & Sets 
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Over 20% Off the Celestron Outla nd X 10x42 

Binoculars 

Over 20% Off the Celestro~s Outland X 10×42 

Binoculars 

:~ Save 25°/o or M ..... Columbia Hiking & Camping 

Clothing 

az 

~.2.~ Save ~S°/O or M ..... ~u~a ~eti ...... for Baby 

Baby 



~iii 25% or More Off Select Jewelry Gifts i iXi Free One-Day Shipping on Watches for Morn 

i 

%:: Upto60%OffPUMAW .... ’sShoes ]iXi Upto45%OffAnneKlein Handbags 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Sunday, May 4, 2014 11:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emily Zipay- 2016 - 5’9" DeIbnder- TN 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: Oakland High School, TN 

Height: 5’9" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 4 

GPA: 4.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: emilyzipay@gmail.com 

Notes: Emily is a 2016 outside back and central defender from 

High School, TN. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Ashley Buck - Hanna Long... - Alea Hyatt - 

2016 Outside... 2016 Attacki... 2016 Outside... 2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX State: UT State: NY State: CA 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

17 32 13 :: : : : :: :: : : 
Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 

: 
Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last                           Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

11/19/2013 04/09/2014 03/28/2014 04/08/2014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a ma~ch? UtxJate your emai] pre[b~znces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Ottice: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain iIffonnation that is proprietmy, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <s~tore news@amazon.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 9:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Limited Time: $30 OffKindle Fire HDX and More 

% 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 12:13 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Missing ][,ink of Anti- bullying Initiatives 

Click to view this email in a browser 

]f you use OLWEUS, PBIS, Character Counts, or one of the many 

other hullying/chara(:ter building programs available to s,::hools 

~:hroughout the country, you have probably no~:iced tha~: ~:hese 

programs are excellent, but lack a final element that ties everything 

together for your students. Chris Poulos is the missing component 

ti~at is crucial to the success of your program! 

Chris is the catalyst that will take your stude~ts to the next level. 

Helping them he.::ome more compassionate, bett:er critical thinkers, 

and good decision makers. His program focasus on making wise 

choices, choosing quality friends, being a leader, earning trust, 

apologizing with maturity, treating others with respect, personal 

responsibility, and much more, 

As an expert at talking to young people on their level, Chris inspires 

and makes stadent:s want to listen. Chris has an extraordinary way of 

getting inside the heads of young people, causing them to see things 

from a new perspective with an open mind. Chris’s program will tie 

everything together for your students and help rnake their world a 

better place. 

Chris Poulos 

:31:)% off May/June 20::[4 Events 
*Does not apply to already book programs and canrlat be combined 

with other promotiorls Promotion only applies to everfl:s with MayLiurle 

2014 event dates. Promotion expires 6i30/2013. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "UnsubscrJbe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~.. Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 10:35 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Improving Your Institution’s Web Content :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’¢,5~w.academicimpressions.com 

Writing Right for the Web Workshop: 
Improving Your Institution’s Web Content 

Conference 

July 2¢ o 27, 20tl °° San Diego, CA 

Practice five principles of effective Web writing and receive feedback. 

Join Web writing expert Bob Johnson in San Diego to explore 
five Web writing principles that address problems with content 
on your traditional website, mobile website, and social media 
sites. You will have the opportunity to edit and receive feedback 
on your institution’s Web content while at the workshop. 

Program Brochure (PdO I ~ister I A~g.enda 

LEARN AND WORK EVENT 

This live conference will not only present copywriting and 
content presentation principles, but will also give you significant 
time on-site to apply the principles to your own Web content and 
receive feedback from an expert in the field. 

This format is right for you if: 

¯ You desire a mix of presentation, discussion, and working 
time. 

¯ You can select and bring to the conference specific Web 
content from your institution that you want to improve. 

¯ You want to receive feedback on your own Web content 
during the conference. 

¯ You wish to learn what others are doing with Web content 
on their own campuses. 

Following the main conference, you may also participate in an 
optional post-conference workshop titled Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO): Making Your Web Content More 
Search-Friendly. See the a qenda for details. 

academicimpressionsocom 

FEATURED SPEAKER 
Robert Eo 3ohnson~ 

Read more about Bob Johnson 

As one of our most highly rated 
presenters, Bob Johnson has worked 

with Academic Impressions for the past 
several years delivering his popular 

webcast "Writing Right for the Web" to 
more than 400 institutions. This 

conference marks the first time an 
expanded version of this content has 

been offered as a live event. 

UPCONING CONFERENCEN 

Your Institution 



BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. After you register, you will receive 
more information on what you need to bring to the workshop. 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free, Questions? Call us to determine if this event is 
right for you, 

July 13- 15, 2011 I Baltimore, MD 

View AH Conferences 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

for the Web: Social 
Media~ MobHe~ and Traditionam 
Sites 
May 19 & 26, 2011 

Brandinq Your Capital Camp~ 
June 27, 2011 

View AH Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Jenkins, ASA Executive Director 
<Karen_Jenkins_ASA Executive_Dire@mail.vresp. corn> 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 10:28 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

ASA Launch of Revised Website 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Dear ASA Members and Friends, 

The African Studies Association is pleased to announce the launch of its 
revised web site v~’~v.afr~canstud~esoorg. 

While the appearance will not be substantially different from the old site, 
the change in software will allow more effective management of central 
activities such as membership and the Annual Meeting. Most importantly 
ASA will be able to confidently step into the age of information 
distribution through the internet with a user friendly portal. 

You will shortly receive an e-mail about the election for the ASA Board of 
Directors which will open on May 16 and close on June 24. Every 
member is encouraged to vote. Elections matter! 

When you go to the site please look at the following sections: 

Membership section with details on your current status or to join ASA. 
you are a current member please check that your information was 
successfully transferred. 

If 

A page for details on the 54th Annual Meeting in Washington, DC this 
November. There is information about the exhibit hall, new sponsorships, 

and the on-demand film library. The preliminary program will be posted 

by June 15. 

Publication page for information about the world renowned journals of 
ASA, African Studies Review and History in Africa. 

I know each of you appreciates the enormity of making such a transition. 
The Secretariat staff has embraced the change with good cheer and 
enthusiasm. We are committed to offering a web site that will be dynamic 
and up to date with information and social media that will keep ASA at the 



cutting edge of information technology. 

I encourage you to browse the site, share your feedback, and j oin the effort 
as we add enhanced features. If you need assistance, please send a 
message to infb@af?icanstud~es.org. Our objective is to ensure that ASA 
provides timely and expansive information to the Africanist community. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Jenkins 
Executive Director 
African Studies Association 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 
Unsubscdbe 

African Studies Association 
Rutgers U - Livingston Campus 
54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-8045 
US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 10:36 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Making the Shift from Classroom to Online Course Design 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’¢,5~w,academbimpressions.com 

Raking the Shift from Classroom to Online Course Design 

Online Course 

September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:48 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Learn the essential components of designing effective 
online courses. 

Join us for a four-session online course that will teach you the 
step-by-step process of transforming a face-to-face course to an 
online delivery format. Our expert instructors will share 
information and advice on re-mapping your course, organizing 
content, using Web 2.0 technology, and integrating learning 
design. 

Prggram Brochure (pdf) I Reg!ster I Syllabus 

COURSE FORNAT AND SIGNATURE PROJECT 

This four-part program uses a blend of synchronous and 
asynchronous components to model an effective online course. 
During the synchronous sessions, you will be invited to contribute 
ideas, make decisions, and ask questions about the course (re) 
design process. 

Between sessions, you will have the opportunity to practice the 
process through the creation of a signature project that is specific 
to your work and your institutional setting. Your project for this 
course will involve converting components of one of your own 
face-to-face courses to the online format. 

Note: If you purchase the recordings of this event only, you will not have 
access to instructor feedback on your signature project. You will, 
however, be able to view other participants’ completed projects and the 
online discussion threads. 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE SESSIONSr PURCHASE A 
CD 

academicimpressions.com 

pAyoAN EAD PROGRAN 

Want to increase your 
professional development 

budget by 20%? 

Lock in your current budget 
money and jump start your 
professional development 

planning for next fiscal year! 
Learn more. 

Get the most important 
higher education news delivered 

to your inbox. 
Read a Sample issue 

and Si~ 

UPCONING 
CONFERENCES 



To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. Take advantage of this unique 
opportunity while space is still available! 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by purchasing 
a CD recording of the live webcasts and a bound set of the 
presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help determine if 
this event is right for you. 

Planninq and Growing Online 
Learninq Initiatives 
June 15- 17, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

Best Practices in Blended 
Course Desiq~ 
July 25 - 27,2011 I San Diego, CA 

View AH Conferences 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-29146455-39802369@listserv.unc, edu on behalf of 
Tang, Cynthia C <ctang@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 3:14 PM 

political-science-faculty <political-science-faculty@listserv.unc. edu> 

[political-science-faculty] $$$ - fiscal year end 

All: 

Please be informed that fiscal year end is coming very soon. The cutoff date for reimbursement and P-Card purchase is 

set on 6/3. 

For those who have to use up funds in your account in this fiscal year, please submit your receipts as soon as you can. 

Thank you. 

Cynthia 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
political-science-faculty as: <a href="mailto:JEN321@email.unc.edu">JEN321@email.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 10:26 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

How academics can help identify donors 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~Y.academicimpressions.com 

Collaborative Prospect Identification 
Between Academics and Advancement 

Webcast 

July 11, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT 

From former students to alumni met at club events, faculty members 
have unique connections with your prospective donors. 

Though their connections to potential donors can run deep, it 
is often challenging for academics to know how and when to 
communicate with their advancement team. Join us online to 
learn a better structure for keeping the lines of communication 
open and identifying institutional prospects as a team. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I ~enda 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

AI Platinum Partner James M. Lan~, former Vice President 
for Advancement at Georgetown University, will present 
information on the following: 

¯ Understanding the respective duties 
o Capacity research 
o Project definition/refinement 
o Event organization and roles 
o Event follow-up 
o Stewardship 

¯ Identifying propensity 
o The importance of volunteers 
o Capacity research 
o Speaking a donor’s language 
o Drawing out donor interests 
o Meeting people where they are 
o Entrepreneurs vs. non-entrepreneurs 

¯ Communicating/translating new finds 
o Timelines 
o Report writing/communication 

academicimpressions.com 

AI PLATINUN PARTNER: 
3ames No LangJey 

This program is part 
of a series featuring 
AI Platinum Partner Jim Lan~. 

AI assigns Platinum Partner status 
to forward-thinking speakers who 
collaborate with us to create a series 
of programs that address strategic 
initiatives that impact one or more 
areas of an institution’s operations. 

Other events in the Jim 
Langley series include: 

Buildinq a FundrNsinq 
PaCmershi£ Between 

ment and Academic 
Leadershi£ 



~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound 
set of the presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help 
determine if this event is right for you. 

June 27 - 28,2011 I Charlotte, NC 

Dealing with CompetJnq Internal 
Demands on Advancement 
Resources 
May 25,2011 I online 

Recruiting and Positioning 
for Successful 

Advancement Work 
June 13, 2011 I online 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <African_Studies_Association@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 1:41 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Resend: ASA 2011 Elections Now Open 

Click to view this emaH in e browser 

This message is being resent with updated/ogin and vodng instructions to aft 2011 
Offida/ Members, 

Dear ASA Member, 

ASA is pleased to announce that the 2011 Elections for the Board of Directors is 
now open and available online at www.africanstudies.org. 

Only ASA members can vote. Anyone joining up to Friday, June 24 when the 
election closes at 11"59pm, will be eligible to vote. 

Instructions: As we have recently upgraded our website, users from the previous 
system will need to reset their password in order to Iogin. 

1. From the homepage, click on Iogin in the upper right corner; then, click on 
Reset your password link which will bring you to the next screen (Security: 
Password Reset); you will be asked to enter your email address - once you have 
done this, click on Reset password. An email will be sent to you with a temporary 
password. 

2. Then, go back to the homepage and click on the Iogin in the upper right corner 
again. Upon logging in with the temporary password, you will be required to 
change your password to a more permanent one. If you no longer have access to 
the email address that is your Username, please contact our office for assistance. 

3. Important Note: All users from the previous system must reset their 
passwords and re-affirm the member profile information in order to fully access 
the site. 

4. To complete your member profile, click on your membership status activity 
which will bring you to All Activities: Required Information. Upon completion of the 
required information, click on "Save" at the bottom of the screen. This will bring 
you to your Activity Details Page. 

5. To vote, click on the link "Vote in the 2011 Election" (located at the bottom of 
the Information Box) which will bring you to the MyASA Home Page: Available 
Cycle Page. Then, click on the radio button for "Election, 2011" listed under 
"Available Cycles". Under "Forms" click on the link entitled "BALLOT - Board of 
Directors Election". You will be given access to view the candidate statements and 
to cast your vote electronically. 

THE CANDIDATES FOR VICE PRESIDENT ARE: 

¯ Patrick McNaughton (Art History, Indiana University) 



¯ Abdi Samatar (Geography, University of Minnesota-Minneapolis) 

THE CANDIDATES FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ARE: 
¯ Victoria Bernal (Anthropology, University of California-Irvine) 
¯ Jean Borgatti (Art History, Clark University) 
¯ Ali Ali-Dinar (Folklore/African Studies Center, University of Pennsylvania) 
¯ Sheryl McCurdy (School of Public Health, University of Texas-Houston) 
¯ Salem Mekuria (Art/Film Studies, Wellesley College) 
¯ Deogratias Ngonyani (Linguistics, Michigan State University) 

All votes will be cast electronically. The online voting period begins Monday, May 
16, 2011 and will close on Friday June 24, 2011 at 11"59PM EST. 

For questions regarding membership and/or the ASA election process, please 
contact Maggie McLaughlin, Manager, Member Services, at 
members@africanstudies.org or by phone at 848-445-8173 x3. 

Regards, 

Karen Jenkins 
Executive Director 
African Studies Association 

Don’t Delay. Cast Your Electronic Vote Today! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 
Unsubscdbe 

African Studies Association 
Rutgers U - Livingston Campus 
54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-8045 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 10:12 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Which programs will you cut, downsize, or invest in? 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Prioritizing Academic and Administrative Programs 

Conference 

June 19 o 21, 2011 °° Denver, CO 

Using an open and transparent process, learn to identify programs 
that should be invested in, cut, downsized, or merged. 

The current financial crisis is causing institutions of all types 
and sizes to cut programs and free up resources. The major 
question facing campus leaders today is how to do this in a 
way that minimizes the impact on morale and builds trust and 
confidence in the future of the institution. 

Prograro Brochure (pdf) I Reg!ste[ I Agenda 

Join two leadin~erts to learn proven techniques for 
engaging the campus community in these discussions and 
ultimately prioritizing academic and administrative programs 
so that resources can be allocated where they make the 
greatest impact. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

This discussion-based program will be highly interactive and 
is based in large part on Robert Dickeson’s book, Prioritizing 
Academic Programs and Services (free with your 
registration), which offers an A-Z roadmap of the process. 
You will learn: 

¯ Which criteria to use for program prioritization 
¯ How to generate faculty involvement, buy-in, and 

ownership of the process 
¯ Shifting the focus from "my department" to institutional 

and student needs 
¯ What constitutes a program 
¯ Unique considerations for academic and 

administrative programs 
¯ How to work with faculty and students when their 

program is identified for cancellation 
¯ Ways to address legal and accreditation concerns 

acaderoiciropressionsocoro 

FEATURED SPEAKER 
Robert Co Dickeson, 

President Emeritus, 
University of No,hem Colorado 

Read this complimentary report 
by Bob Dickeson titled 

What Hiqher Ed Leaders 
Are Sa~ About 

Program Prioritization 

SCANNZNG YOUR ZNDUSTRY: 
LET US DO THE WORK 

Get the most important higher 
education news delivered to your 

inbox. 
Read a Sarople Issue 



¯ Ways to build prioritization into regular planning cycles and Si~ 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

We have designed this conference for teams of institutional 
executives, and we strongly encourage your chief financial 
officers and chief academic officers to attend the program 
together. We also encourage representatives from 
institutional research to attend. 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 by October 
1 to receive the early bird rate, Registration discounts will be 
applied to teams of four or more, This program has been 
approved for CPE credit, 

UPCOMING CONFERENCES 

EmeL~ Leaders in Higher 
Education 
July 18- 19, 2011 I Boston, MA 

Pdodtizinq Sustainabilit2 
Investments: An UnstitutionaU Road 
Ma~ 
August 1 - 3, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

View AH Conferences 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference ©enter. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject" 

Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 9:46 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

NOTICE: Restart of TiM servers 

Scheduled service maintena~ce wilt be performed on TIM beginning at 9:15:00 AM on 9/10/2012 and ending at 10:15:00 AM on 9/10/2012, 

If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962 HELP. Visit https://status.its.unc.edu to track the current operational state of ITS services. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <African_Studies_Association@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 6:02 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

ASA AM Exhibitor, Coordinate Org., & Schedule Information 

Click to view this emaH in e browser 

Dear African Studies Association Community, 

As you may be aware, the ASA launched it’s newly revised website, 

www.africanstudies.org, just last week. While the appearance of the website may not 

be substantially different from the old site, the change in software has allowed for a 

more effective management of central activities including Membership services, 

Annual Meeting activities and the purchase of the world-renowed ASA journals 

African Studies Review and History in Africa . The ASA is excited that the association 

is now confidently moving forward into the age of information distribution with a 

more user friendly portal. 

In perusing the new website please be sure to visit the Annual Meeting Page for 

important information pertaining to the" 

20ii Annual Meeting Prefiminary Schedule (The Panel/Roundtable Program is 

expected to be posted on the website on or before June 15.) 

Exhibitor/Advertiser Appfication Information and Packet 

Sponsorship Opportunities Packet 

Coordinate Organization and Institutional Meetings and Events Request Form 

The African Studies Association expects you’ll be pleased with the new and exciting 

information shared on the revised ASA website and certainly welcomes your 

feedback. Should you have any questions regarding the Annual Meeting please 

contact Kimme Carlos, Program Manager, Annual Meeting Services, at 

ki m me. ca rlos @ africa nstu d ies.o rg. 

The ASA looks forward to seeing you in Washington DC for the 54th Annual Meeting 

this Fall! 

Very kind regards, 

Program Manager, Annual Meeting Services 

African Studies Association 

Rutgers University 

Livingston Campus 



54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 

Lucy Stone Hall 

Piscataway, NJ 08854-8045 

Telephone: 848-445-8173, x5 

Fax: 732-445-1366 

www,a frica nstud iesoo rg 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 

Unsubscribe 

African Studies Association 
Rutgers U - Livingston Campus 
54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-8045 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cookie Newsom <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 
Friday, May 20, 2011 8:32 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

2011 VC Lunch invitation 

Cookie Newsom sent you an invitation to "2011 VC Lunch invitation " for Tuesday, June 7th 
at 11:30 AM at School of Social Work 

Cl~ck e~svelope to view your hsvitatio~ 

Julius Nyang Oro 

View invitation: ost.com/events!718309-86df311d!replies!19718232- 
4e2ea762 

Add this event to your: Gooq!~ Calendar Outlook iCal 

The 17th Summer Annual Public Health Research Videoconference on Minority Health 
Planning Committee 

invites you to a Luncheon with our speakers 



June 7]from 11:30-1:00 

School of Social Work 
Fifth Floor Dining Room 

Click this invitation to R.S.V.P. 

Create and send your own custom cards at http://wvvw.paperlesspost.com 

If you found this emait in your junWbulk folder please add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your 

address book to ensure that you’ll receive all future Paperless Mail in your inbox. 

Papertess Post respects your privacy, To see how we treat your information please review our Pnvacy 

PoNcy, 

Click here to stop receiving emails from Paperless Post 

@ 2011 Paperless Post 151 West 25th SL 9th Floor New York NY 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 11:06 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Make your website better, more effective 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~v.academicimpressions.com 

Writing Right for the Web Workshop~ 
Improving Your Institution’s Web Content 

Conference 

July 2¢ o 27, 20tl °° San Diego, CA 

Practice five principles of effective Web writing and receive feedback 
on how you can improve your own institution’s Web content. 

Join Web writing expert Bob Johnson in San Diego to 
explore five Web writing principles that address problems 
with content on your traditional website, mobile website, and 
social media sites. You will have the opportunity to edit and 
receive feedback on your institution’s Web content while at 
the workshop. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I ~enda 

LEARN AND WORK EVENT 

This live conference will not only present copywriting and 
content presentation principles, but will also give you 
significant time on-site to apply the principles to your own 
Web content and receive feedback from an expert in the 
field. 

This format is right for you if: 

¯ You desire a mix of presentation, discussion, and 
working time. 

¯ You can select and bring to the conference specific 
Web content from your institution that you want to 
improve. 

¯ You want to receive feedback on your own Web 
content during the conference. 

¯ You wish to learn what others are doing with Web 
content on their own campuses. 

Following the main conference, you may also participate in 

academicim#ressionsocom 

FEATURED SPEAKER 
Robert E, 3ohnsoR~ PhoD°~ 
Bob 3ohnson ConsuJtin# 

Read more about Bob Johnson 

As one of our most highly rated 
presenters, Bob Johnson has worked with 
Academic Impressions for the past several 

years delivering his popular webcast 
"Writing Right for the Web" to more than 
400 institutions. This conference marks 
the first time an expanded version of 

this content has been offered as a live 
event. 

UPCOMING CONFERENCES 



an optional post-conference workshop titled Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO): Making Your Web Content More 
Search-Friendly. See the ~enda for details. 

Your Institution 
July 13- 15, 2011 I Baltimore, MD 

View AH Conferences 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. After you register, you will 
receive more information on what you need to bring to the 
workshop. 

Register for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth 
can attend for free, Questions? Call us to determine if this 
event is right for you, 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

8rand#~q Your Capital Cam~ 
June 27,2011 

View All Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cookie Newsom <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 
Monday, May 23, 2011 12:37 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
2011 VC Reception Invitation II 

Click fnvftatfon to RSVP 

The ~7d Summer A.i~,~al P~.~blic 
Heakh 

:~&c}~] ,~4: Socia] W,’~rk 
Fifi:l Floor Di~:i.g R,:~L~m 

This Invitation is intended for Julius Nyang Oro and was sent by Cookie Newsom. Please 
paste the following link into a new browser window if you are having trouble viewing this card. 

ost.com/events!718287@34Oelff/replies/19778306-O679bccf 



Add this event to your: Gooq!e Calendar Outlook iCal 

The 17th Summer Annual Public Health ResearchVideoconference on Minority Health 
Planning Committee asks that you 

Please join us at a 
Reception with our speakers 

on 

June 6]from 3-5 

School of Social Work 
Fifth Floor Dining Room 

Click this invitation to R.S.V.P. 

Create and send your own custom cards at http://www.paperlesspost.com. 

tf you found this email in your ]unWbulk folder, please add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your 

address book to ensure that you’tl receive alt future Papedess Mail in your inbox. 

Papedess Post respects your privacy. To see how we treat your information, please review our Privacy 

Policy. 

Click here to stop receiving emails from Paperiess Post 

@ 2011 Papedess Post 151 West 25th SL 9th Floor New York NY 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 7:50 AM 

Ny ang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL. UNC. EDU> 

Password for Onyen ’jen321’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’jen321’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Tue Jun 7 14:20:03 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated services until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain. If you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC.EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to logout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC.EDU account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeatedly tried to login with a bad password. During 
flaat time you will not be able to login. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password. Later, if you can answer these 
questions again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of flae password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

http;/ihel~).cmc.edai3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jen321’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directory web site: 

:li~ir. u:ac.ed uidirrhome/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 11:06 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Engaging faculty in first-year student experiences 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~v,academicimpressions.com 

Faculty Buyoin for the First Year Student Experience: A Case Study 

Webeast 

September 2t, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Learn what it takes to engage faculty with your first-year student 
experience initiatives. 

Faculty members often lack an understanding of what makes 
first-year students special, why first-year student seminar 
courses are valuable, and how such courses impact the 
retention and success of these students. Accordingly, at many 
institutions, there is a shortage of instructors to facilitate first- 
year student seminar courses and a disconnect between first- 
year students and faculty members. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I .A_gen#a 

Join us for a session that will focus on USC Aiken’s success in 
generating faculty buy-in for its FYE initiatives. This program will 
outline the process USC Aiken took over the past six years to 
more intimately engage faculty with the first-year student 
experience. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Instructor              , Ph.D., Director, Academic Success 
Center and First-Year Experience, University of South Carolina 
Aiken, will share information and advice on the following: 

¯ Communicating the importance of the first-year student 
experience 

¯ Recognizing campus readiness 
¯ Supporting and training faculty development around the 

needs of first-year students 
¯ Establishing a long-term vision and plan for first-year 

student experience (case study review) 

academicimpressions.com 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTH LY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

DeveUoping a Comprehensive 
Peer Mentor Program 
June 13- 15, 2011 ] Portland, OR 

Outcomes-Based Assessment 
for Career Services 
July 25 - 27, 2011 I Denver, CO 

V(ew A() Conferences 

1 



Register online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help 
determine if this event is right for you. 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

EffectK, e Service= 
Leaminq Courses 
June 2, 2011 

Revam~ PreoArdvaU 
Communications for International 
Students 
July 13, 2011 

a Continuum of 
Services into your Student 
Conduct Ofrice 
July 27,2011 

View AH Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-29209610-39802369@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Tang, Cynthia C <ctang@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 12:09 PM 

political-science-faculty <political-science-faculty@listserv.unc. edu> 

[political-science-faculty] parking application 

All: 

For those who have not turned the parking application form in, you need to do it immediately. The deadline is coming. 

Thank you. 

Cynthia 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
political-science-faculty as: <a href="mailto:JEN321@email.unc.edu">JEN321@email.unc.edu</a>. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjeet: 

UNC Ticket Office <630@pacmail.em.markefinghq.net> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:01 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Carolina Football vs Duke 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 
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With the Thanksgiving holiday approaching, we understand that many of you will be out of town 
with family during the Duke Football game this Saturday at noon. If this is the case and you do 
not have anyone using your complimentary tickets, we would ask that you turn in your tickets so 
we can accommodate as many fans as possible. 

To return your tickets you can either: 

) Click here and log in to your account on the GoHeels.com "Ticket Center" using the information 
posted above. Under "My Account" there is a link to "Return Tickets." 

) Call the Ticket Office at 962-2296 before Wednesday. 

Don’t forget, this option is available for both Football and Men’s Basketball tickets, if you are 
unable to make it to any games, you can help us turn Kenan Stadium and the Dean Smith Center 
blue! 

Hope everyone has a great Thanksgiving! 

UNC Ticket Office 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! AdditioneJ ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not repJy to this emeiL Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~2~unc edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to e Friend 

% 
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Photography Deals For You 
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Up to ?’I% Off Video-Digitization 

Services 

ScanDigital- Online Deal 

Specialists convert photos, slides, VHS, and reel- 

to-reel film inio digital_. 

See DeaJs Down the Street 

]’~ll :_Is w}:el-e !/our ho~s~ ii’,.~s so ’s~,","~ c3~ serld vo~ de~is i~e~rbv 

Up to 70% Off Digital Media Conversion 

Sou[htree - Online Deal 

Staff converts VHS, 8ram, and home movie tapes 

into DVD, turns old photos .... 

©v.::~’~ 1.000 bo%~i":t 

¯ ::~ 4 :::-::: 
:.?? i: ::ii::::;i: 

Up to 8~% Off Photo-Scanning Services 

ScanMyPhotos.com - Online Deal 

Digitization experts Stall 500 or 1,000 4"x6" 

photos and convert them to... 

_.. ,_ ........ :., 
:!ii~i :i!:il, :i!ii:/i!:!ii i!;:: 

Glamour Shots - Up to 96% Off Photo 

Shoots 

Glamour Shots - Northwes[ Raleigh 

After a professional makeover, photographers 

capture elienis’ petsonalNes in... 

©:.,’.::::~ 1:J3:~3:~) bo~.~f:iid. 
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jcp portraits - Up to 83% Off Photo 

Shoots 

jcp portraits - Multiple Locations 

Professional photo~raphe~s capture families, 

babies, and indivkJt~als with.,. 

~i~iiiiiii 
Up to 57% Off Audio or Video Transfer 

Services 

MVP Video- Lake Forest 

Specialists take material Irom a[adio cassettes, 

record albums, or any format... 

~i.:.i~.,.~.:~ 5(}(} bc~..~!i¢’d Fewer tha~ 10 left! 

Up to 78% Off Boudoir Photo Shoot and 

Prints 

Revolution Studios - Cary 

Ht~sbaod4,vife photog team captures seE~sual looks 

to be displayed on private web... 

82% Off Photography Package at Rash 

Portraits 

Flash Digital Re[traits - Multiple Locations 

Timely, convenienL and personalized photo shoo~s 

yield a multi-image collage... 

©v::::.? "iiO0 b::..:~.f.!j~id. 

86% Off gigitization Services from 

PeggyBank 

PeggyBank - Online Deal 

Crt,sh-r..sistant boxes de,iver pdce,ess videos a,,d t 

pictures safely to... 
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Don’t See Any Deals You Like? 

Take a few seconds to tell us what you like, and we’ll pick the right 

deals for you. 

[ i~ Get P ...... lized Deals Now 

~ i Get n~,," 

% Get Personalized 

Deals Now 
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region2- reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Megma Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 2:47 PM 

Region2@lists.nacda.com 

[region2] Fwd: listserv 

*Texthelp Teams with NC al"id VA Colleges for a Special Webinar on AT 
Implementation* 

* Launching a Successful * 

*AT Implementation on Your Campus* 

*Join Texthelp on April 3rd for a special webinar wifla panelists from 
LTNC-Asheville, Randolph-Macon College, and NC State who will share the 
steps the)’ took to successfully implement assistive technology (AT) 
software for use by students, athletes, and staff both on and off campus. * 

*[)ate:** Thursday, April 3rd* 

*Time:* *12:00pro - 1:00pro (EST)* 

<http:~/click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r 3118545&ms~id 641788&act SZC8&c 588324&destination https%3A%2F%2Fwwwl.FotomeetinFcom%2Fre~ister%2F894640720> 

The format of the webinar will include a panel discussion followed by Q&A 
and a short demonstration of Read&Write Gold 12~r those who are interested. 

*Win a Read&Write Gold **Site License Subscription!* 

See details below. 

Panelists will share why and how they made Read&Write Gold reading and 
writing support software *available to every student on and off 
campus*. Attendees 
will hear strategies, tools, and examples of how you can begin the *successful 
implementation of AT software on your campus* * * 

*Learn how they support a wide range of learners:* 

- Those with learning disabilities 
- Struggling readers and writers 
- Students who need help transitioning to college 

*Topics will include:* 

- Their vision for Read&Write Gold 
- How they got the word out and got faculty-, students, and 
administrators "on board" 
- How they manage training 
- What student populations they sel~’e 
- How they plan to keep the momentum going 

*Ensure that ever?, student, regardless of ability, can succeed, even with 
the challenges higher education can bring**! * 

*"I am writing to tell you how my world has been changed with Read&Write 
Gold. I am able to keep up with school work and get things done on time 
It’s helpful to hear what I am typing, but most of all it helps to hear 
playback on evewthing on my computer. My life has been changed completely 
with Read&Write Gold As I am working on getting my degree I want you all 
to know that it would not have been possible for me to attend college and 
pass without this software. So, I leave you with a thank you I am glad 
that my life has changed with Read&Write Gold Never again will I miss a 
word and get behind."* 
Student, Richmond Con~muniry College, NC 



*"**Speech Maker converts electronic text into mp3 audio files. Student’s 
love using the audio file to play on their iPod’s and car stereos. 
R ead&Write Go1 d allows the students to customize th eir li steni ng experlenc e 
so that it suits their individual taste Read&Write Gold makes having a 
learning disability a non-issue and gives the students the confidence they 
need to succeed in higher education Read&Write Gold has replaced a 
plethora of antiquated software and hardware in my office and made my job 
considerably easier! "* 
Thomas Nelson Community College, VA 

*"There is no way I could have made the transition into college without the 
support and the technology, especially Read&Write Gold, to help achieve 
those grades."          * 

Student, Longwood University, VA 

*"The flexibility of the Read&Write Gold application as a whole is amazing. 
Thanks!"* 
George Mason University, VA 

*"The powerful Scanning and Screenshot Reader fcatures assist us with 
creating accessible text and encourage independence so that students are 
able to access materials on their own. Read&Write Gold allows access to 
previously completely inaccessible content."* 
George Mason University, VA 

*Panelists* 

*Joshua Kaufman - U~!C-Asheville, Assistant Director of Disability Services 
and Learning Support* 

Joshua oversees oversees the Disability Services Office and is responsible 
for Peer Tutoring and Supplemental Instruction. Joshua is President and 

Board member of NCAHEAD, and has done research and conducted various 
conference presentations on various issues in Disability Selwices in higher 
education as well as ADD/ADHD, Academic Advising, and Support. 

*Dr John (Jack) Trammell -Randolph-iVlacon College, Director of Disability 
Services and Proibssor of Sociology* 

Jack is currently the Director of Disability Support Services and Assistant 
Professor in the Sociology Department teaching disability studies. His 
research interests include disability stigma, transition, and the social 
mechanisms related to disability discrimination. His past experience also 
includes working as a special education teacher in the Virginia public 
schools 

*Cristi Turner - NC State,* 

*Learning Enhancement Program Coordinator* 

Cristi is in her 1 lth year with NC State where she helps build the 
individualized support plan with Academic Coordinators for at-risk 
student-athletes and students diagnosed with education impacting 
disabilities She also oversees the Mentor Program. Prior to working at NC 
State, she was University at Albany’s Director of Student-Athletes Academic 
Support 

Lauren Taylor - NC State, Academic Support and Masters Degree Candidate 

Lauren is in her 2nd year with NC State working in academic support for 
student athletes as a tutor and mentor She has a B.A in English from 
University’ of North Carolina-Wilmington and is NC Teaching Certified in 
Secondary Education. Her masters thesis is analyzing strategies on teaching 
writing to students with learning disabilities and basic writers. 

*Moderator* 

JeffLevinson 

TetYRory Sales Director 

TexthelpInc. 



*Register to Win a Free Read&Write Gold * 

*Site License Subscription!* 

*All pre-registered webinar a** ttendees will be entered in a drawing* to 
wiil: * 

"1 Year **Read&Write Gold Site License Subscription *(*up to a* *$5,650 
value*)*! * 

All attendees will also be eligible to receive *10% off* the purchase of 

a Read&Write Gold site license* 

*Must attend webinar to be eligible 

<http://click.icptrackcom/icp/relayphp?r 3118545&msgid 641788&act SZCS&c 588324&destination https%3A%2F%2Fwv~v1.gotomeeting.com%2Fregister%2F894640720> 

*~a~ texthelp corn <http://www.texthelp.com> *- 888-248-0652 - 
*u.s.illfo@texthelp.com* <u.s.info@texthelp.com> 
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Christi Turner 
Learning Enhancement Coordinator 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
NC State University 
Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
Phone: (919) 513 -0998 
Fax: (919) 515-1619 
clturner@ncsu edu <christi mrner@ncsu.edu> 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NO’ 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (l?x) 
meganalbidrez@ncsu.edu 
http ://nc su. edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this acco~lt are subiect to the NC Public 
Records Law. The?" are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: hrtp://lists.nacda.cora/unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Groupon <noreply@r.groupon.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:18 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

$4 tbr a Movie Ticket from Fandango.com (up to $12 Value) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon Goods <nomply@r.groupon.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 7:56 PM 

Malo> Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edw~ 

78% OffBBC Lit} 4-Disc Set, 5-Day Detoxi~ing Juice Cleanse, Deluxe Orthopedic Pet Mattresses & More 



Bally Power Tek Capri Leggings 
<’ver i ,000 bougt:t 

C4 Pre-Workout Supplements 
eve! 5,000 bought 

~,~:i:~-.-[-}4~¯ :;i}.q.::ii.:9;.ii:. View (.~eal 

Beats by Dre In-Ear Headphones 

Owx 1,000 ~ou@-:t 

Samsung 10.1" Galaxy Tab 3 

Over 250 bo~{~ht 

$:,-4~)--@:}. $ !i:ii:].!i:i9 View ~beat !,?,.-%:.~) !i :i:=.:i:=. Vi~w D~ml 

Six Star VVney-Protein Powder 
Over 1,000 bought 

Aduro Rotating iPad Stand 
Ore,~ 5,000 bought 

$d~5-9~} $34:9:9 View Deal %3{":{~{" ?=!;9 99 View [.~eal 

Aduro 10 Ft. Micro-USB Cable 

Over 5,000 bougI,[ 

$~-!-9-99 ;$4.99 View beat 

~: .::~ 

C # i::..} 8<’K" =:A 

Supreme Source Garcinia 

Cambogia 
Ow:x’ 2.5,000 bosght 

%3{":{~{" ?=!;9 99 View [.~eal 
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To feature your business on Groupon, get sts~rt~’~d at GrouponWorks. 

To unsubscribe or to adjust your settings, please ,’:ii~;k hele. 
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Family-Friendly Oceanfront Hotel in Myrtle Beach 

Save ~% 



All=inclusive Beach Resort in Playa del Carmen 

S~ve 55% 



Jamaica Vacation with Airfare 





Boutique Hotel and Spa in Palm Beach 



Explore Tuscany on Vacation with Airfare 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:43 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Register Now: ACS University tbr April 

To ensure that, 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

are able to join us in the many great sessions scheduled "this month’. Be sure to check out 

’Managing Policies & Procedures for Recruiting’! 

axe logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ button at the 

right of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you will see the March 

Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

can also Click Here to see the April schedule! 

uick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and may be 

you have access to the internet. 

in a session soon! 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 2:38 AM 

Ny ang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL. UNC. EDU> 

Password for Onyen ’jen321’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’jen321’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Tue Jun 7 14:20:03 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated services until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain. If you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC.EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to logout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC.EDU account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeatedly tried to login with a bad password. During 
flaat time you will not be able to login. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password. Later, if you can answer these 
questions again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of flae password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

http;/ihel~).cmc.edai3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jen321’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directory web site: 

:li~ir. u:ac.ed uidirrhome/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 11:49 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Online course design: a comprehensive course 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’¢,5~w,academbimpressions.com 

Raking the Shift from Classroom to Online Course Design 

Online Course 

September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:48 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Learn the essential components of designing effective 
online courses. 

Join us for a four-session online course that will teach you the 
step-by-step process of transforming a face-to-face course to an 
online delivery format. Our expert instructors will share 
information and advice on re-mapping your course, organizing 
content, using Web 2.0 technology, and integrating learning 
design. 

Prggram Brochure (pdf) I Reg!ster I Syllabus 

COURSE FORNAT AND SIGNATURE PROJECT 

This four-part program uses a blend of synchronous and 
asynchronous components to model an effective online course. 
During the synchronous sessions, you will be invited to contribute 
ideas, make decisions, and ask questions about the course (re) 
design process. 

Between sessions, you will have the opportunity to practice the 
process through the creation of a signature project that is specific 
to your work and your institutional setting. Your project for this 
course will involve converting components of one of your own 
face-to-face courses to the online format. 

Note: If you purchase the recordings of this event only, you will not have 
access to instructor feedback on your signature project. You will, 
however, be able to view other participants’ completed projects and the 
online discussion threads. 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE SESSIONSr PURCHASE A 
CD 

academicimpressions.com 

pAyoAN EAD PROGRAN 

Want to increase your 
professional development 

budget by 20%? 

Lock in your current budget 
money and jump start your 
professional development 

planning for next fiscal year! 
Learn more. 

Get the most important 
higher education news delivered 

to your inbox. 
Read a Sample issue 

and Si~ 

UPCONING 
CONFERENCES 



To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. Take advantage of this unique 
opportunity while space is still available! 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by purchasing 
a CD recording of the live webcasts and a bound set of the 
presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help determine if 
this event is right for you. 

Planninq and Growing Online 
Learninq Initiatives 
June 15- 17, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

Best Practices in Blended 
Course Desiq~ 
July 25 - 27,2011 I San Diego, CA 

View AH Conferences 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, June 1, 2011 10:48 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Online accessibility for students with disabilities 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~v,academicimpressions.com 

Online Accessibility for Students with Disabilities 

Webcast 

September 6 & 8, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Learn how you can make your online environments technologically 
"accessible" for students with disabilities. 

Join our expert instructors to learn about the current and 
proposed legislation that supports the needs of all 
students, particularly those with visual, auditory, 
cognitive, and motor disabilities in online environments. 
We’ll share best practices, consequences of lack of 
accessibility, technology availability, suggestions for 
creating an accessible website, and the benefits and 
challenges of moving toward a more universally 
accessible online environment. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I ~enda 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Session 1: Regulations and Guidelines 

Tuesday, September 6,2011 

¯ Regulatory update and why Web accessibility is 
important 

¯ Application forschools 
¯ Types of disabilities affected by inaccessible 

online content 
¯ Challenges as a result of inaccessibility 
¯ Dispelling Web accessibility myths 

Session 1: Tools, Tips, Resources, and Best 
Practices 

Thursday, September 8,2011 

academicimpressionsocom 

HOW WE’RE RAKING THIS 
WEBCAST ACCESSIBLE 

To model the principles and 
practices we’ll discuss in the 

webcast series, we’re striving to 
make the webcast as accessible as 

possible. 

We will offer captioning and 
transcript services at no additional 

charge, and we will distribute all 
materials in a format compatible 

with screen readers. 

If you need special 
accommodations or assistance in 
order to participate in this webcast 

series, please contact 
Bridget Dattilo at 
academicimpressions.com 

to make the appropriate 
arrangements. 

UPCOMING CONFERENCES 

PmanNnq and Growinq Online 
I n Natives 

June 15- 17, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

Best Practices in Blended Course 



¯ Technology used by people with disabilities on the 
Web 

¯ Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 
basics of online access 

¯ Case studies of online students with different 
impairments and associated challenges 

¯ The "low-hanging fruit" of Web accessibility 
¯ Accommodations made when Web accessibility 

doesn’t happen proactively 
¯ Resources 

You may choose to register for one or both sessions in 
this webcast series depending on your level of 
understanding and comfort with Web accessibility. 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE SESSIONS,, 
PURCHASE A CD 

Register onUine or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register 
your institution for a single site connection and an 
unlimited number of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording or of the live webcasts and a 
bound set of the presentation materials. Questions? Call 
us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

Desi~ 
July 25 - 27, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

View All Conferences 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

the Shift from Classroom 
to Online Course Desi~ 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26,2011 

Student Engagement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Learning 
September 23, 2011 

View All Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 10:15 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Student Engagement and Web 2.0 in Blended Learning 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Student Engagement and Web 2,0 in g~ended Learning 

Webcast 

September 23, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT I[~I~ 

Explore how Web 2.o technologies such as blogs, podcasts, wikis, and 
social media can improve student learning outcomes. 

More institutions are using Web 2.0 tools to instruct students. 
Because this method of delivering of curriculum is so new, 
there’s a lack of research about how these tools are impacting 
learning and engagement. Can these tools be used to design 
and support learning activities that increase the level of 
student engagement and therefore lead to increased student 
success, retention, and satisfaction? 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I A~#en#a 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

This event is perfect for faculty, faculty developers, and 
instructional designers who want to learn how to develop 
effective and efficient strategies for utilizing Web 2.0 
technologies to foster student engagement and success in 
blended learning. 

Our ~ert instructor will present timely information on the 
following topics: 

Blended learning communities and environments 
Web 2.0 tool examples and learning activities, 
including: 

o Social bookmarking - Diigo, del.icio.us, citeulike, 
edtags 

o Blogs - Blogger, Twitter, wordpress 
o Social networking - Ning, Facebook, Bebo, 

Mahara 
o Social media sharing - YouTube, Flickr, 

Slideshare 
o Virtual worlds - Croquet, SecondLife 

academicimpressionsocom 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTHLY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

%: ZIII i:iii~i;i ii~iil;iiiiiiil;!ill 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

PlanNnq and Growing. Online 
Learninq Initiatives 
June 15- 17, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

Best Practices in Blended Course 

July 25 - 27,2011 I San Diego, CA 

View AH Conferences 

I 



Engagement through the use of Web 2.0 tools including 
synchronous sessions 
Case studies of the University of Calgary and Mount 
Royal University - course redesign context and study 
results and the National Survey of Student Engagement 
(NSSE) 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

the Shift from Classroom 
to Online Course Desiqn 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 

View All Webcasts 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE SE$SIONI PURCHASE A 
CD 

Reqister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound 
set of the presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help 
determine if this event is right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 5,2011 2:40 AM 

Ny ang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL. UNC. EDU> 

Password for Onyen ’jen321’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’jen321’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Tue Jun 7 14:20:03 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated services until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain. If you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC.EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to logout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC.EDU account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeatedly tried to login with a bad password. During 
flaat time you will not be able to login. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password. Later, if you can answer these 
questions again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of flae password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

http;/ihel~).cmc.edai3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jen321’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directory web site: 

:li~ir. u:ac.ed uidirrhome/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 2:37 AM 

Ny ang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL. UNC. EDU> 

Password for Onyen ’jen321’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’jen321’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Tue Jun 7 14:20:03 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated services until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain. If you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC.EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to logout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC.EDU account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeatedly tried to login with a bad password. During 
flaat time you will not be able to login. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password. Later, if you can answer these 
questions again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of flae password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

http;/ihel~).cmc.edai3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jen321’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directory web site: 

:li~ir. u:ac.ed uidirrhome/ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Tuesday, July 6, 2010 6:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - October 2013 - SWEET Oilers’. 

The College Recruiter gmail Update - October 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody] 

M£NTAL METRICS: ANALVTIC$ DF THI- MiND 

ANALYTIC& That’s the "nobody-wants-to-say-anything-about-it" buzzword capturing the imagination of the coflege coaching profession. What is it? Simply stated, 

Analytics is the quantification of subjective data. In other words, how do you quantify a trait like motivation or competitiveness or mental toughness?As a coach, 

you can subjectively identify the trait when you see it in a player. But how can you put a number on a subjective trait? 

The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition (www.success[actorsscales.com) does it for you. The Scales measures the level of strength of very specific traits in your 

players. The Executive Summary that each player receives after completing the assessment gives you a quantifiable identifier for the trait. The Scales is a mental 

metric...Analytics of the Mind, if you wilL 

Recruiting Proposal 26-3 went into effect for Division I schools in August. Steve Ma IIonee of the NCAA believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the 

premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal i5-3 guidelines. It won’t cost you a cent 
of your Division I budget to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some mental Analytics data on your 

team. Contact your Compliance Officer to request the funding. 

Special Offer. Since the NCAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 15-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division II, Division III, 

NAIA, and junior college programs that are interested in utilizing the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition with your teams. Call me at 2-800-293-2676 if you’re 
interested in these special discounts. 

st Beginning October i , I am offering sport psychology consulting services for college players and coaches via telephone!computer. I’ve been providing mental 
toughness training workshops and other sport psychology services since 1987. If you’re interested in this service or have any questions, call me at 1-800-293-1575. 

DID YOU KNOW TH/4 T A NEW RECRUIT 5OCTAL MEDIA SOURCE. WAS UNCOV£RED DURING THE 20.1.3 WEZ~CAST? 
One of the speakers at the 2023 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

Plus, the DVD package is super-discounted this month. 

http://thebestcolleqerecruitencom/recruiters-h~stitute-dvd.aspx 

And, of course, taste the sweetness of this month’s phenomenal Shameless Bribe coupons. 

/~.’,~d~r ?’,~:~: FREE COPY of The Psychology of Winning Notebook with every purchase of $25 or more. 

Here is the link to the October 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcollegerecruitencom/monthly-emall-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



F1~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 3:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

BasketbeJl Buzz- *new* dining option for NCSU game! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Tlae Carolina Club’s 

2.T~S.?~!..N.~..L..~...n.~...a.i.n.!.n.g...£e.t.!.o.n. 
for the NCSU 9ame,~ 

We are OPeN for service for the NC State game[ 

We are O~ for service for the Ga Tech game[ 

~:~e~er~s~-~ ~s~e for the upcoming home game vs. Duke on Feb 8th. 

L:~NC vso NCSU 

7:00 pm tipoff - in your seats[ 

Club’s dinner service from 4:30 pm 

Club Buffet or limited menu. 

C~rve~ NY gtNp~ Sal~on~ C~icko~ 

Starcl’~ & Ve~ - $2~++ 

25% off wines ~y ~hs 8|ass as~t be~tle 

(excluding house,) 

ONC vso Ga Tech 

6:00 pm tipoff- in your seats[ 

Club’s dinner service from 3:30pro 

*Club "~verites ~e~u* 

No jackets required, no worries[ 

~e~sr~e service only pest-game, 

Call NOW to reserve a table 

for the 2/8 Duke home game! 

94t £~,-4~6;~0-4 4t 0~I~ 

***Club patrons may find FN~N parking on Stadium Drive after 5pro, and on 

weekends. Park anywhere that doesn’t have a reserved/disability sign 

posted. Numbered spaces are ok.*** 

Ramshead Deck parking is ~V~!.L~L.~ to ¢~re~h~ C~ ~’~-~{.~-s, Park 

on L,~VEL ~ (if available) to avoid stairs and elevators. Follow the signs 

as you walk unimpeded to the Club. 

Be prepared to show your T~,’,,~ r~-~er~-~:~:’-.~,~’~.-:~ ~:.~’~:’~,-~ 

to a monitor (if requested) to access Ramshead Deck. 



¯ Southbound Ridge Read traffic may be blocked at Stadium Drive. 

Public Safety will move the barricade F~:~:~ ~:~..~ to continue to the 

Ramshead Deck. (be prepared to show your "~ ~;~i~F ¢~,~,) 

The same applies to northbound Ridge Road access from Manning 

Drive, 

For complete and current infermatio.~ please visit: 

All parking and traffic control is managed by our friends at 

UNC Department of Public Safety. 

We’re OPEN 2.5 hours before tipoff 
for food and beverage service prior to 

EVERY men’s home basketball game! 

Thank you for your continued membership 

loyalty and support of YOUR Club! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Albert Marez <Albe~__Marez@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, January 31,2012 11:48 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sports Equipment Your School Should Be Using 

Ath[et:ic Departments are turning to LighbLoad, High Speed 
Training to get teams to the Championship 

Coilege teams across the US are adopting iightqoad, high speed training techniques with sport specific movements to 

more effectively conve~l those weight room strength gains to increased speed and power on the field Below you’ll be able 

to watch the latest speed training techniques using VertiMax (which the NFL and NBA are now using) to quickly produce 

dramatic hT]provements in your team’s ability to dominate on the field of play 

Quickly develop "Speed Strength" in both Linear Speed and Lateral Quickness¯ 

:~ VertiMax Football Training X vertimax % vertimax speedtraining 

progra m 

One tra#~in9 system c~n be used #y aim sports teams for both male and female athmetes. 

Basketb:dl Tr:P=linc~ Football h-sininq Basebsii i=-sininq Soccer [r:Pnin.3 ’~ [h3imnd 

Find out how to get the Most Advanced Training System donated to your Scheol 
with Y[#.[~:~,~&&.~ a:~.!~q ¯ 

[~ VertiMax - the leading speed and 

Defivering Leading .... : verticaltraining system Edge Gair=~ In Sports Fitt~es~ 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follc,,~,ing link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower BIvd¯ 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
ii.~.iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy¯ 

% 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, January. 31, 2012 4:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club "Valentines" Spiri!! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club Valentines Spirit 

Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Prime Rib Night (February i) - A beef lover’s celebration! 

Business Builders Meeting (February 2 & 9) - Heather Harreld with Kenan Finger will 

~resent Social Media Success Strategies for Business"] 

:riday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s (February 3) - Featuring the qreatsounds of Robert 

Griffin ! 

Classic Movie Night (February 3) - Featuring "The Bandwagon"starring FredAstaire 

and Cyd Charisse] 

Cooking Class {Februa ry 6) - Secrets to making Great Soups! 

Book Club (February 7) - We will discuss ’Wightwoods" by Chades Frazier] 

UNC vs. Duke Viewing (February 8) - Join us for a pregame dinner with Menu AND 

Buffet service! 

Member & Guest Mixer (February 9) - Meet old friends and make new ones! 

Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s {February 10) - Featuring the greatsouncts of local 

artists] 

Big Time Women’s Basketball & Brunch (February 12) - Join Head Coach Sylvia 

Hatchel!, her staff and Alumni Players for Sunday Brunch, then head over to enjoy 

the game! 

Bridge Club (February 14) - Welcoming new members! 

Valentine’s Dinner{February 14) - Share a special evening of fine dining and LIVE 

music with the one you love! 

Pasta with a Purpose (February :15) - Enjoy a delicious Pasta Dinner while 

supporting UNC Hospice! 

Save the Date 

Feb. :16 - Business Builders Meeting 

Feb. :17- Jazz Night in O’Herron’s 



Feb. 18 - Young Professionals Group gathering 

Feb. 21 - Carolina Women Connecting 

Feb. 22 - Epicurean Club Dinner, New Member Orientation 

Feb. 23 - Business Builders Luncheon Presentation -Strategies for taking Social 

Security 

Feb. 24 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s 

Feb. 28 - Bridge Club 

New Year, New Lunch Options! 

Enjoy our new soup, salad and sandwich buffet, weekdays at The Carolina Club. 
Enjoy a fresh green salad, an assortment of composed salads and fresh cut fruit. On 
the sandwich bar we’ll rotate a daily selection of ready-made delicious hot and cold 
sandwiches, with condiments and homemade chips on the side. Warm up with our 
hot soup of the day, and finish your lunch with a variety of yummy sweet bites. 
We’ve lightened it up a bit, but there’s still plenty of variety, and it’s still just $10++! 

(A la Carte lunch menu also available). Make your resolution to dine with us more 
often, and bring your colleagues and friends! 

Home Basketball Offerings 

Enjoy a pregame bite at the Club before every Men’s home basketball game! The 
Club opens 2 ½ hours before ti~off, even before those Saturday and Sunday games. 
Celebrate a Tar Heel victory in the Grill. We’ll stay open for beverage service, even 
after those 9pm games. Check the website for more info. When the Heels are away, 
we’ll show the games in O’Herron’s {during regular service hours) on our new 55" 

LED screen. 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina Club 
Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 
gatherings, tasting adventures and more! The Young Professionals will meet on 
February 18th, from 1 - 2pm. Those with tickets can head over to the Smith Center 
while those without can hang in the Grill and watch the game. Make the most of 
your Club Membership by getting involved with your fellow MembersJ For more 
details call Mona Young at 919-962-3803 or email Mona at 

mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Tailgate Partner Spotlight 

Today we highlight Keith Beverly with New Paradigm Advisory Group 

(www.newparadigmadvisory.com). I am committed to being a knowledgeable, 

personable and high-touch service provider. I manage significantly less ongoing 

relationships than the industry average, providing a client-centered experience 

featuring customized advice and superb service. Plus, I talk with clients regularly 

and in plain English so they can easily grasp the complexities involved and make 

informed financial decisions. Contact Keith at (919) 724 - 4564 

(kbeveriy@ newparadigmadvisory.com) for more information. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Member Ticket Exchange! 



Have tickets you can’t use? Need ticket~tTE helps connect members who have 

UNC Basketball or other tickets with members needing tickets. If you have, or need 

tickets, please call Ray Kenney at 962 - 4454 and we will put you together. 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes Signature 

Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, complimentary hors d’oeuvres 

and S2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 

corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, February 1,2012 1:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Make the Leap to Online Registration and Save 50% 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

Turn your paper registration forms for your camps, clinics and tournaments into a 

customized online registration form -- in just 20 minutes or less! Our online registration 

system, Event Manager includes easy-to-use tools to customize the design of your 

registration forms with simple copy=and-paste functionality. 

Best of all, you can instantly accept player registration payments online, and get 

real-time reporting on player stats and registrations -- all on your phone or PC! 

Go Paperless! Get Started Now. ~,.,~,,,,,.~,,.h ~.~...~,~..~ 
or carol 888.277.4409 for more information. 

e r f~ *Sign on by 229.20 !2 and receive .50% o~ ,, ~e ticen’.;ing fee for the fifst year 

L J 

"Thank ygu to Member Solutions tbr finding me with your Event Manager program. ,My camp last 

year had the laE]est amount of attendance and profit that I have had since starting the camp. Our 

Camps had 160 registrants for a total of $27,200 and only 22 people sign up through paper form. I 

am ready to make it even bigger this year and could not have done it without Event Manager. The 

reports work great and we are much more organized, and profitable, because, of you. We appreciate 

it." =BaH Brewer, Shooting Stars Lacrosse, Fairfax, Virginia 

%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the follo’wing link: L~ , ~ ~:LiL-,~-. 



Member Soiutions 

300 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!-~:-:~:-.~, the MerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -<clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 3:40 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by The Lodge at Doonbeg 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

[ ~ Member Exclusives Logo 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

"~:iI GolfC ..... .~iI Suite :~.;. GolfC ..... 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net~ 

Monday, February 6, 2012 12:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Basketbe]l Buzz- Duke and UVA dining info 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Tlae C~ollna Club’s 

~.,i~NC vs. Duke 

9:00 pm tipoff = in your seats[ 

Club’s dinner service from 5:00 pm 

Club Buffet or limited menu. 

"NFW~ Buffet incl~ies $ou~ Salad, 

Carved NY Strip, Mahi~ Chick~ 

S~arch & Veg - ~:~6++ 

No jackets required, no worries[ 

~l/2 oF~ bo~ies of house win~.~ 

1:0O pm tipoff = in your seats[ 

Club’s breakfast/lunch menu 

service from 10:30 am 

*Club favoritssibr~nch its~ me~u* 

No jackets required, no worries[ 

Full dinner menu service po~=~ame~ 

stalin8 at 3:30 ~t~. 

’°Uncorked" = waived eorkags fee. 

***Club patrons may find F~ parking on Stadium Drive w~ekd~ys ~t~ 

~, and on weekends. Park any~vhere that doesn’t have a 

reservedldisability sign posted. Numbered spaces are ok.*** 

Ramshead Deck parking is &~!L&~L~ to (~’~ ,~,~ ~4~#~e~. Park 

on L~d~L 3 (if available) to avoid stairs and elevators. Follow the signs 

as you walk unimpeded to the Club. 

Be prepared to show your TG(: ~-~e~-~s~ e~ 

to a monitor (if requested) to access Ramshead Deck. 

Southbound Ridge Road traffic may be blocked at Stadium Drive. 

Public Safety will move the barricade FO~’L WO~ to continue to the 

Ramshead Deck. (be prepared to show your ~°~;2~,~,~, ~’~.~’~.’~.,~’s~# ~’:~L) 



The same applies to northbound Ridge Road access from Manning 

Drive, 

For complete and current iuformatien~ please visit: 

All parking and traffic control is managed by our friends at 

UNC Department of Public Safety. 

We’re OPEN 2.5 hours before tipoff 

for food and beverage service prior to 

EVERY men’s home basketball game! 

9°~ ~)-9(12-’I °~ 0°I 

Thank you for your continued membership 

loyalty and support of YOUR Club! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



S~ntiSamrd ~rua~ ~20!2 !!i 53A 

Subj~ ~naiing 111~ B[a-g~ (i ock! eS~rg 

Copyright 2012 - )(60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp qclubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net;~ 

Monday, FebruaO, 13, 2012 3:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Spring take your benefits somewhere new! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

  This Spring, take your benefits 
, somewhere new[ 

Atlar.;ia, G£ i Ai.,di :;:; .. 8 
The ~4as~ers is ar~ eveP.: unlike 8r~y 

offers a unique 9elf expmience, 

Ai:(~,!~’~(I I?.~;!i(:U(:e ro(Hl~s sta~(iP(} £ti: 

~585 L%R.d lOLb~.qar~ers[ rotHsds s3t 

$I.,295, Rates iPctucJe the 

hospitality prog~arP w~t.." full 

southerp-styte breakfast a:"d 

A t3l-e~{ilJm Op(~t{ b~t $’~it}] 

cemiNh’~?e~)i:ary (:igars is; also 

included. ’~ 

~aiMB~e ~ The, Pi##a<:te, Ct~21b° 

New O?iqa~::::, L.i:.: 

Na.~ch ~e..adPess ~s corPiPg! Get 

tickets to cheer your 1s~ve:qte team 

ati U~e way to the Fmai Four i.~- 

t,}ew Or}ea~s 1’48,rc..’- 3.t to Aprit 2.* 

i/;:i~:ii 8i!!ii!~: ’!i?ii:i!’/i~:~i;!!:.iir:@ 

’Ii"/i~£; iii::hii+O5 iii::~/ii;;iqiii~’ 
[::’ai/’r~i :fi::;prd~gi::i!,. (;./:;: 

~,~embers arid U~eil 9uests who 

.slay a voar~d of {}ol~ a( ~Vlig.sio~ 

Hiils Cou~’:ly Ciub i~ PabTi Splb~gs 

dsrh~g the4 m(mi:h oi’ February ~,’dil 

.~eceive a VO.’.ic~ter go.~ .~ KFaft 

t,}abisco Chamt}ioPship 

Toulnamem: ticket, it-e 

toumamet~t is ptay~sd o:" the 

~vHs:~,iO~ i-liitS Tob~~88lerd: Coarse 

Firestone Country Club 

,i{:] ii/:/i ii:ii~ (:2 ~ii:ii~ li" iii::i~ :’iii’: ~ii:ii~ i~i.i//" Irf~ 1!/lilili <!:; f~’;/li::i!il 

iiiii:$ ;i !%111;/i };;:ii ii 

~iresto~s~*. Co~s~ry Ct~sb 

[he Iwo-Pe.~se~? Bus.: Ball at 

k:i~,}:i,~ot~e Co(H~[xy Ctdb k}(:t(S Of~: 

with a Bi{:t Break Co.~TipetiUor~ O~S 

the d~ivisg rasge ~,,,.."e~e players 

test th,e}r sk}ils with patting, 

chippit~9, ti:e lob wait, shoe to’~’,,er 

ar~:l bhe gi{} Break,::-ad’- ~ "’7 ~e, .t, is 

$1,495 per persom double 

i~¢<wm~tio~} ¢fck ~-~ere, 

tl~e Seae~its F’i~aer to 

~is~:o~er wk~ere yo~ 

.Xi Grand Isle Resort & Spa 

!!i!;ki LiFI Ti,cRets 
L.::.A<e T.::.Q’~ oQ 
{-:r~joy ,discouPts up to 1 (22,;> at 

bq.’,iaw Valley arid Alpine 

t’,}eac:ows Ot{ adv6t{c(~-pllrcllag(~d 

iifl: tk:g’:~,d:S, Iqembevs ah;o receive 

1.0% cJiscour~t off’ the best 

;!ivaii£tble r;!ite ()~’~ oveii:i!:J[:[ 

a Cco :-11 mo~ ~.t ioi-~s. * 

J;.:AI 
[qembel-s l-eceivQ a i.S% disco~ii:t 

oI:~: ;[t~v;ii~’Hie [x~(ii’,ase{J ~’;[t[:es ~t:)i 

iift tk:kets at f~,ie premie~ year- 

i088(i ieso~!4 Vaitj;’; Beaver 

Creek=i, .:?4ec.~ e r~ r k19 e t!;~ 

Ke’is[or~e,B a~(l H~,!a’,,eeiy ~,.~" 

800=433o.~07~= 

!i:i!:iii[ [i/"/i ~ :.1:.!: :!!11: :.: ,iii::; 0/]/’Ii~ 

Wh{es,com i:as 8. speci~t oD%r for 

bSembeus: :.~.Q ’.0. 2 .. I£-: £~;].:q !.~ 9.{}. 

WHi~mette Valley Thea’s Pi~ot 

[!I;!i}: (OR)~ re!:~{Har i)~i{:e $28, your 

price $19,99 )er bottle, th~s best 

.o~’ice i8 the ~:oLa][:~y! Parcha:i,e!~ 

must be by cases of 6 bottles to 

ieceiv<4 i:ree !4~ia[)i~( , Ofi:er 

expires Februaly 28, 2012,= 

[,tarcb 26 to Apt’it 1..~ 

~i Squaw Valley 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 4:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club Valentine’s Spirit! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club Valentine’s Spirit 

Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Pasta with Purpose (February 15) - Traditions Dining Room SOLD OUT] Walk-ins only in 
the Grill] 

Business Builders Meeting (February 16) - Members helping members be successful. All 

are welcome] 

Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s (February 17) - Featuring the great sounds of Billy Stewart 

& Jason Foreman ] 



UNC vs. Clemson (February 18) - Pre-game service beginning i:30pm, Dinner available 

post game! 

Carolina Women Connecting (February 21) - Pat Richardson presents "Rxfor successful 

aging, guiding seniors through retirement and housing options! 

Epicurean Club Dinner (February 22) - A delicious dinner featuring Tree Nuts] 

New Member Orientation Luncheon (February 22) - Learn about your membership 

benefits! 

Business Builders Luncheon (February 23) - Tim Hucks - Owner, Rising Tide inc., will 

present "Strategies for taking Social Security"! 

Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s (February 24) - Featuring the great sounds of Bill 

Baucom/ 

Bridge Club (February 28) - Welcoming New Members! 

Save the Date 

Mar. 1, 8 - Business Builders Meeting 

Mar. 2 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s 

Mar. 2 - Classic Movie Night - "Inherit the Wind" 

Mar. 4- Steak & Eggs Sunday Brunch 

Mar. 6 - Book Club - "Bitter in the Mouth" by Monique Truong 

Mar. 7- Prime Rib Night 

Mar. 9 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s 

Mar. 13 - Breakfast Event - "Know the 10 signs: Early detection of age-related memory 

loss and dementia" 

Mar. 13- Bridge Club 

Mar. 14 - Dinner Event: "The Beautiful World of Pearls and a Tribute to Coco Chanel" 

Mar. 14 - Young Professionals March Madness Bracket Party 

New Yeas’, New Lunch OptionsB 

Enjoy our new soup, salad and sandwich buffet, weekdays at The Carolina Club. Enjoy a 

fresh green salad, an assortment of composed salads and fresh cut fruit. On the sandwich 

bar we’ll rotate a daily selection of ready-made delicious hot and cold sandwiches, with 

condiments and homemade chips on the side. Warm up with our hot soup of the day, and 

finish your lunch with a variety of yummy sweet bites. We’ve lightened it up a bit, but 

there’s still plenty of variety, and it’s still just S10++! {A la Carte lunch menu also 

available). Make your resolution to dine with us more often, and bring your colleagues and 

friends! 

Home BasketbaBI Offerings 

Enjoy a pregame bite at the Club before every Men’s home basketball game! The Club 

opens 2 ½ hours before ti~off, even before those Saturday and Sunday games. Celebrate 

a Tar Heel victory in the Grill. We’ll stay open for beverage service, even after those 9pm 

games. Check the website for more info. When the Heels are away, we’ll show the games 

in O’Herron’s (during regular service hours) on our new 55" LED screen. 

Join our Young P~’ofessiona~s Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina Club 

Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social gatherings, 

tasting adventures and more! Make the most of your Club Membership by getting involved 

with your fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young at 919-962-3803 or email 

Mona at mona.young@ourclub.com. 



Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaciub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaciub 

Member Ticket Exchange! 

Have tickets you can’t use? Need tickets? MTE helps connect members who have UNC 

Basketball or other tickets with members needing tickets. If you have, or need tickets, 

please call Ray Kenney at 962 - 4454 and we will put you together. 

WeeMy Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes Signature 

Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, complimentary hors d’oeuvres and 

$2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our corkage 

fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view our 

eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net~ 

Thursday, February. 16, 2012 6:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Basketbe]l Buzz- Clemson a~d Maryland dining inLb 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Tlae Carolina Club’s 

Post-Game reservations in Traditions 

(for the C~s~’,~ game) are SOLD OUT. 

We are ~:~A!~[ for service for the Clemsou game! 

We are @~-~ for service for the Maryland game (tables selling fast!) 

4:00 pm tipoff - in your seats! 

Club’s lunch service from 1:30 pm 

Full dinner menu post game. 

No jackets required, no worries! 

"L~cer~ed" - waived eer~a~e fee. 

7:00 pm tipeff - in your seats! 

Club’s menu or buffet 

service from 4:30 pro. 

Drinks only post game. 

*Club favorites menu 

or ~uffet service* 

Buffet $26++, featuring 

carved NY Strip, 

Citrus Chicken, Salmon, 

Baked Potatoes, Veggies, 

Salad and Soup. WOW! 

No jackets required, no worries[ 

"~/2 of~ house wi~e bo~les~ 81| day,~ 

q Oq 

. 
***Club patrons may find F~ parking on Stadium Drive w~ekd~ys a~t~v 

5,~m, and on weekends. Park anywhere that doesn’t have a 

reserved/disability sign posted. Numbered spaces are ok.*** 

Ramshead Deck parking is &~A!L&~L~ to Car(’.s~c~,~a ,’,’,5~,a~,> ~4~#~ers. Park 

on L~’~L 3 (if available) to avoid stairs and elevators. Follow the signs 

as you walk unimpeded to the Club. 

Be prepared to show your TGC ~-~-~e~-~-~b.~.~.~ ea~ 

to a monitor (if requested) to access Ramshead Deck. 



¯ Southbound Ridge Read traffic may be blocked at Stadium Drive. 

Public Safety will move the barricade F~:~:~ ~:~..~ to continue to the 

Ramshead Deck. (be prepared to show your "~ ~;~i~F ¢~,~,) 

The same applies to northbound Ridge Road access from Manning 

Drive, 

For complete and current infermatio.~ please visit: 

All parking and traffic control is managed by our friends at 

UNC Department of Public Safety. 

Thanks for your support this season. 

Visit us during regular service hours 

when you come to cheer 

on the Diamond Heels! 

Thank you for your continued membership 

loyalty and support of YOUR Club! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



6i D~ wai~ ~ <ai~s°n@~J!~du> 

Subj~ ~ ~ P[i v ~S ~fi ~ to pre v ~ ~[ the Fig 

bi~ ~ie ~ing this e m~il CK HERE 

Viewed by over 97,000 Coaches and Officials in 88 Countries Around the World 

Season ZV ~ ~e~rua~, ~0~ 

Action Required 
Subscribe to 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

to continue receiving your weekly updates. 

Preemptive Strikes to Avoid the Fight 

Our recent posts on dealing with abusive ~---- 
N I ~ [fans and sharing the flagrant foul video I x 

I I generated quite a bit of feedback. We 

I [appreciate our viewers who took the time 
to make a thoughtful contribution to the 
"60 Seconds on Officiating" community. 

As an extension of these conversations, veteran 
IAABO official, Tim Malloy shares some of his expertise, 
experience and strategies on how to prevent some of 
these issues in today’s article, "Preemptive Strikes to l~ 

Avoid the Fight." --- 

As always we welcome your coraraentary and love to hear about your 
techniques to keep the game flowing smoothly and avoid fighting and rough play. 

So ... join the "60 Second" conversation. 

Updated this week ... 

Preemptive Strikes to Avoid the Fight 

Here’s what else you missed .., 

Handlinq the Blarqe 
(a.k.a. Block / Charge) 

Dealincj with Abusive Fans 

Flagrant Foul Video Goes Viral 

Throw In Movement 

Lowdown on Tnbounds Plays 

.~.~ 

Like to see your company banner here? 



Contact: Tim Malloy 

X60 Medi .... pry> J 

Copyright 2012- X60 Media LLC- All Rights Reserved- Logos and Trademarks are Property of: 7TTeir Respective Owners 

L£ e 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Bager <Greg_Bager@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 12:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Free Download - V8 Speed and Vertical Training Program 

Be Your Best in 2012! 
Take the next step in your school’s athletic performance this year, Watch the latest videos and get a 

Free Download of our "Speed asd Ve~tica~ T~ai~ing P~o£~ram" below. 

%i vertimax 
Verti~4ax Speed / Ve~ticaU "[’raining 

Prog~am 

t~-ainln9 protocol 

~i 
vertimax speed training 

program 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

One training system can be used by aH sports teams for both ma~e and female athletes. 

Find out how to get the Most Advanced Training System donated to your School with Vel’t[~ax 
’1 

[~ VertiMax - the leading speed and 

[[~¢Iiv¢fi~9 L¢adiflg ~t.tge verticaltraining system . . . Gahl~ I~ Spoft~ F[f~es~ 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential. Inc. 

47!0 Eisenhc,,~,er Blvd 

Suite A-6 

Tampa. Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketing policy. 

% 

ii[~:~iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 2:33 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Save 50% on Our Online Registration System for Camps, Clinics and Tournaments 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

sag By ......... ~" 

Enabling players to register for your camps, clinics and tournaments anytime, anywhere 

with secure online payment processing will increase your player participation by 20% 

or more. It has for our clients and it will for you too. 

Simplify Your Sign-Up Process Today! 

.~....," \.....,,’,~ ~ .,~...~’~ ~... or call 888.277.4409 for more information. 

*Sign on by 2.29.20f2 and receive 50% off the Event Manager licensing fee for lhe first yea~: 

Offer applies to new clients onl~ 

%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with ’=Unsubscribe" in the subject line or sh’nply click on the foli~,~,ing link: ~:ics,.:bs.-.~ b.-:( 



Member Soiutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!7~::::d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Keuney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 3:38 PM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club recieves national recognition! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

A "Well-Heeled" 
~t~; flourk.,’;rled by 

¢:’q’lt’:i’,"~:" : ~ 1~8 t: i ~iiq,. Csr 

a.q¢t s!?iri~ of t h~ 

Cs~s!iins commur-’ity, 

F.~.~ 

£s,~x’&£~8 ~?:? :~? :::£$7%" 

~.::~ si~i::~" ~ii. ~:~," ’ii~<~ ~¯’:~::~i:~;~ Cl~:b, ~;~;:’,;~;:!b:’d ~:;;:: <’:;::@.iil;Iy ~ ;;’:w:::p:~s v,::~- 

C;;:~ht~:~ i~i:Nt’.} ~:: ~:.’:h:~l~{::1 i:~i~, :~r~]:i ..~:.;d’;,: i:;~,;~.:~;;.;;:;~;;.’.k t~’, it:~ :~c:~::!} 2,:?/?.;? 

,";,:x~t:;t! ~i~::’~:;z:~: :z:i h-,:z~÷ ~ii,:,~,4i ~:hi:i~, ::-i:::: [?~r,-ct<:r. "i;)ti.- (2:¯ix:}i~::i ~.i i,li,’, T:n! 

:h:8 "@wl <:~ ~i::~h~:-,s!::i;h :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;::,:j r-g~ ~ ~i,~ ~!¢.~: 

To read more about your Carolina Club please click 

http:!/www.clubandresortbusiness.com/2012/O2/O9/a-well-heeled-approach! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club¯ You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 



either in person or via our web site~ We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp~ 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, Februa~ 24, 2012 3:39 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by Rilz-Carlton Destination Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails flom this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Viewed by over 97,000 Coaches and Officials in 88 Countries Around the World 

Season ±V ~ ~arch, ~0~: 

Action Required 
Subscribe to 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

to continue receiving your weekly updates. 

Steve Gleason - An Ideal Man 

~risto.e’s description of the ~dea, 
I ~ I man is a person who bears the     ~i 

I I accidents of life with dignity and 
I I grace and makes the best of their 

circumstances. 

Now the ancient Greek philosopher is a little 

before Steve Gleason’s time, but the former NFL 
standout for the New Orleans Saints, is the 
personification of the ideal man. 

Please take 60 Seconds to learn more about 
Steve’s determined fight against the dreaded neuromuscular disease, ALS, and how 
you can assist "TEAM GLEASON" in providing hope and help for others battling this 
condition. 

READ MORE on Steve Gleason’s Inspirational Story 

Here’s what else you missed .., 

Preemptive Strikes to Avoid the Fight 

Handlinq the Blarqe 
(a.k.a. Block / Charge) 

Oealinq with Abusive Fans 

Like to see your company banner here? 

Contact: Tim Ma/Ioy 

xeo Medi .... ~’> 

Copyright 2022 - )(60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dexter Rutledge <Dexter Rutledge@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 11:32 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Explosive Team Speed - Training Demo 

Be Your Best in 2012! 
Take the next step in your school’s athletic performance this year, Watch the latest videos and get a 

Free Download of our "Speed asd Ve~tica~ T~ai~ing P~o£~ram" below. 

%i vertimax 
Verti~4ax Speed / Ve~ticaU "[’raining 

Prog~am 

t~-ainln9 protocol 

~i 
vertimax speed training 

program 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

One training system can be used by aH sports teams for both ma~e and female athletes. 

Find out how to get the Most Advanced Training System donated to your School with Vel’t[~ax 
’1 

[~ VertiMax - the leading speed and 

[[~¢Iiv¢fi~9 L¢adiflg ~t.tge verticaltraining system . . . Ga[n~ I~ Spoft~ F[f~es~ 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential. Inc. 

47!0 Eisenhc,,~,er Blvd 

Suite A-6 

Tampa. Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketing policy. 

% 

ii~:~iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 4:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your "Go Heels" Spirit! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

"Go Tar Heels" Spirit 

Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

*** Friday ACC Tournament Viewing *** 

Come by the Club to enjoy a delicious Lunch and catch the Heels in action LIVE on 

our 55" Flat Screen TV. Call the Concierge for information on watching the Heels 

during the NCAA Tournament! 

Breakfast Event (March 13) - Know the iO siqns: Early detection of age-related 
memory loss and dementia"! 

Bridge Club (March 13) - Welcoming New Members! 

"Love the Pearls" Chanel Tribute (March 14) - Join us for this Glamorous Dinner 

Event! 

March Madness Bracket Party (March 14) - The Young Professionals is sponsoring a 

Bracket Challenge Competition with all entries eligible for prizes and all Club 

members are invited. If you cannot join us for the event but would still like to 

participate then email Concierge Kevin Boehm at Kevin.Boeh m@ ou rcl u b.com for 

complete details. 

Business Builders Luncheon Event (March 16) - "The Greatest Coach Event - Life 

lessons from Dean Smith, Coach K and Jimmy V]" 

Jazz Night in O’Herron’s (March 16) - Featuring the Hot sounds of Scott Laird & 

Willie Painter! 

Carolina Women Connecting (March 20) -Special presentation on "College funding 

i Ol "! 

Epicurean Club Demonstration (March 20) - Product Demo & Wine Tasting 



featuring Potatoes! 

New Member Orientation Reception (March 21) - Learn about your membership 
bene~fits! 

Save the Date 

Mar. 22 - Business Builders Meeting 

Mar. 23 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s 

Mar. 27- Bridge Club 

Mar. 28 - Sherry Wine Dinner 

Mar. 29 - Business Builders Meeting 

Mar. 30 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s 

Apr. 3- Book Club 

Apr. 4 - Prime Rib Night 

Apr. 6 - Club Closed (Good Friday) 

Apr. 8 - Easter Brunch 

Ne~ Year, New Lunch Options! 

Enjoy our new soup, salad and sandwich buffet, weekdays at The Carolina Club. 

Enjoy a fresh green salad, an assortment of composed salads and fresh cut fruit. On 

the sandwich bar we’ll rotate a daily selection of ready-made delicious hot and cold 

sandwiches, with condiments and homemade chips on the side. Warm up with our 

hot soup of the day, and finish your lunch with a variety of yummy sweet bites. 

We’ve lightened it up a bit, but there’s still plenty of variety, and it’s still just $10++! 

(A la Carte lunch menu also available). Make your resolution to dine with us more 

often, and bring your colleagues and friends! 

Announcing the New Golf Com~ittee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 

Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity to 

share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with a 

Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 

from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 

calendar of fun events. Interested? Email Ray Kenney, Special Events Director at: 

ray.kenney@ourclub.com or ca II Ray at 919-962-4454 to join the contact list for our 

first meeting. Golf - it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina Club 

Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Next Event - Tournament Bracket Party! 

Make the most of your Club Membership by getting involved with your fellow 

Members! For more details call Mona Young at 919-962-3803 or email Mona at 

mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Bring the Family out for Easter Brunch 

Seatings: llam, 12noon, l:3Opm or 2:3Opm 

Adults- S34.95++ * Kids 6 to 12-S17.50++ * FREE for kids 5 and under 

Your entire family will enjoy our lavish Easter Brunch Buffet with Chef Oscar’s 

scrumptious menu, live music and a visit from the Easter Bunny! Make your 

reservations early; this is an extremely popular event with our Members. On-line 

reservations are not available for Easter Brunch, please call our Club Concierge at 

919-962-1101. Cancellations must be received by 5pm on Thursday, April 5 in order 

to avoid a 50% charge. 



Your delicious menu: Salad Bar with an Array of Toppings & Dressings, Fresh Fruit & 

Cheese Display, Tuscan Bean Salad, Tomato & Mozzarella Salad, Grits, Bacon & 

Sausage, Cheese Blintz with Warm Fruit Compote, Scrambled Eggs with Cheddar, 

BBQ Bone in Chicken, Fried NC Catfish with Tartar Sauce and Lemon, Red Wine 

Braised Beef Tips, Chef Carved Roasted Beef Top Round with Horseradish Cream 

Sauce, Chef Carved Pineapple Glazed Spiral Sliced Ham with Biscuits, Broccoli and 

Garlic Butter, Five Spice and Brown Sugar Roasted Carrots, Saffron Rice Pilaf, 

Rosemary Roasted Red Potatoes, Lemon Pound Cake, Carrot Cake, Red Velvet Cake, 

Pineapple Cr~me Brulee, Chocolate Cheesecake, Blueberry Cobbler, Coconut Pie, 

German Chocolate Pie, Chocolate Mousse Parfait, Cookies & Brownies. KIDS BUFFET 

- Chicken Fingers, Corn Dogs, Spaghetti with Butter & Steamed Carrots with Honey. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it isJ Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly D~’in~:, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes Signature 

Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LiVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LiVE Music, complimentary hors 

d’oeuvres and $2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring i bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 

corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net> 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 9:14 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover the best of ClubCorp’s 55th Anniversaw 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Discover the best of ClubCorp’s 
, 55th Anniversary 
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We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nlailer.memfirst.net > 

Friday, March 9, 2012 1:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crceetings from The Carolina Club’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Hsr~ ey LoS b v°o 

events a~ ~he Chub! 

Efz~g~e*h Chee£ ’91 

919 -9~2--})5"78 

Collecj,~ Funding iOi 

8:30-9:30 am 



wa~t ~o k~ow abo~ the beautiful worm of pearls< Al~erwards~ t~e the 

pla~e at. o~e t.ime at ~p to 75q~ off fetal! Everyo~e who R~VP<s a~d at‘t‘e~ds 
~Be e~e~t ~iH ~e~ei~e a special gift. of whit.e peaH s~d ea~-ri~Qs - $199 

The Caroti~a Chsb Bt~s[~-~ess BtJtde~’s r~eet ~’eekty to provide each ot.her with 

supg~ ~o discuss best p~n~c~iees, and sha~-e L~usiR~:ss l~:ads> All CaroliR~.-~ 
CIub Nembe~’s welcemeo 

II~ast÷r II~rur~¢h 
!ihm@ay, A{+wil 8 

g\d~l~:s-- $34,95++ 

[hillre.~ 6 ~o 1{2 - $i{7.f0++ 

Bri~-~g p~ospect.i~e i~le~B~-:~-s Io this eyelet‘, 

Administrative Profession~:{l’s Luncheon 

Classic f%ovie Night 

]l~-~t~-od~dlio~ b7 Jim Noore 

l~’idal, btla~/4 

829,-~-+ 



(11"~:~¢ 9,1‘ 9-962=,I, ,1, 0.1‘ to make 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, March 12, 2012 3:44 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

March Madness Starts Now 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

March Madness Starts Now 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 1:05 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

30-Day Spring Special - Let Us Take Your Camp Registrations to the Next Level 

i i~ TopB .......... ith-OrangeBand 2 

~ ~,-S ~...~ - ...-, ~ ~,-s .~.--~ .~-.. ~ ~-~ ~ o 

30 Days + Your First Custom Form Built for FREE[ 

Many camps are already filled ... but it’s not too late to take your registrations online and 

pack your camp with players. 

Let Us Help. Now when you sign on with Event Manager by April 15th, we’ll give you 

your first 30 days FREE and build your first form for you at no extra charge - a $15e.ee 

value! Just send in your paper registration form and we’ll help you get up and ready to 

accept registrations and payments in no time. 

The online registration form even incorporates easily with an existing website. You can 

be up and running with online registration within a week, guaranteed! 

Look what it did for Michael Corrado, Head Coach of Villanova Men’s Lacrosse ,.~ 

Hurry ... Offer Expires April 15th, 2012. 

Call 888.277.4409 ~ -" ’~ ~’~ ,~’~’~ ...... or ,,,,, ~,,,,~,,,,,.,,~ ~ ,,~,,,~,,,. to get started today! 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to [his message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the folia¢¢ing ik~k: !~:~ s,~:Li.3,b.:: 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 



Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:~::::d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 4:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by The Resort at PelicaJ~ ttill 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii.~.iI Member Exclusives Logo 

::~i The Resort at Pelican Hill I Newport Beach, California 

"ClubCorp Stay & Play" Package: 
perfec~ for co~ples~ bttddy {rips or bri~g your pro. 

3-night stay in an Ocean-VTew Villa, full kitchen & 2-car garage I 7~ree rounds of Golf 

including t?orecaddie at Pelican HillLr¢ Ocean North, Ocean South & Oak Creek Golf ClubCr¢ 

Daily breakfast credit per person I Fazio G{[? Book at turndown Welcome basket in ~Tlla 

$50 Gift Cardi Complm~entary use of practiceJhcility Laser Link Rangefinders on golf cars 

1 Villa for 4 Players $1.395 1 Villa ~br 4 t 1wers $1 ~650 

To x, lc ~, ottr \ flla Floorplalas please click here 

Four golfers per Villa to secure pricing. *Ps~ce per person fbr three days and nights’. Excludes tax and gratuii7 es. Valid 

through 12,~O/1Z must book by 0£/15/2012. k3"ultiple blackout dates may apply. Calljbr pricing and availability. 



i.X.i For Resemations, please call 866.780.7406 

~P.: .~h>::~.x~ :~:~::::x ~: ~ :~:~~::;:~ ~.:~::.~: ~. :"::~:::.-~ 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Cero/ine Club SpMt 
Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

*** Watch the Heels in the Sweet 16 Friday in O’Herron’s Grill *** 

Business Builders Meeting (March 22) - Members helping members be successful. 

All are welcome] 

Friday Night LiVE (March 23) - Enjoy the Smooth sounds of Bill Baucom from 5:30 - 

7:30pm in O’Herron’s] 

Bridge Club (March 27) - Welcoming New Members] 

Sherry Wine Dinner (March 28) - Explore Spain’s most popular drink paired with 

an inspired menu] 

Business Builders Meeting (March 29) - Guest Speaker John Paredes wil! discuss 

Successful Website Design] 

Friday Night UVE in O’Herron’s (March 30) - Smooth sounds from top local 

musidans] 

Book Club (April 3) - "The Buddah in the Attic" by Julie Otsuka! 

Prime Rib Night (April 4) -A Beef lover’s celebration] 

Business Builders Meeting (April 5) - Guest Speaker Ronnie Warner will discuss 

custom clothing for business professionals] 

Easter Brunch (April 8) - Your family will enjoy Chef Oscar’s scrumptious buffet 

paired with live music] 



Bridge Club (April 10) - Welcoming New Members! 

Member & Guest Mixer (April 12) - Meet old;friends and make new ones! 

Best of NC Beer Tasting {April 12) - Enjoy 5 delicious selections[rom the[inest 

breweries in the state/ 

The Club will be CLOSED Apri~ 6 in observance of Good Friday 

Save the Date 

April 13 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s 

April 17 - Carolina Women Connecting 

April 19 - Business Builders meeting with Guest Speaker Todd Bailey 

April 20- Jazz Night in O’Herron’s 

April 24 - Bridge Club 

April 25 - Epicurean Club Dinner 

April 25 - Administrative Professionals Day Luncheon 

April 26 - Business Builders Luncheon Presentation "State resources to help small 

businesses grow" 

April 27 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s 

New Year, New Lunch Options! 

Enjoy our new soup, salad and sandwich buffet, weekdays at The Carolina Club. 
Enjoy a fresh green salad, an assortment of composed salads and fresh cut fruit. 
On the sandwich bar we’ll rotate a daily selection of ready-made delicious hot and 
cold sandwiches, with condiments and homemade chips on the side. Warm up with 
our hot soup of the day, and finish your lunch with a variety of yummy sweet bites. 
We’ve lightened it up a bit, but there’s still plenty of variety, and it’s still just 
SlO++J (A la Carte lunch menu also available). Make your resolution to dine with 
us more often, and bring your colleagues and friends! 

Announcing the New Golf Committee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 

Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 

to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with 

a Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 

from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 

calendar of fun events. Interested? Email Ray Kenney, Special Events Director at: 

ray.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962-4454 to join the contact list for our 

first meeting. Golf- it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 

Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Next Event - "Best o fNC Beer Tasting"! 

Make the most of your Club Membership by getting involved with your fellow 

MembersJ For more details call Mona Young at 919-962-3803 or email Mona at 

mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Bring the Family out for Easter Brunch 

Seatings: 11am, 12noon, l:30pm or 2:30pm 

Adults - 534.95++ * Kids 6 to 12 - S17.50++, FREE for kids 5 and under 



Your entire family will enjoy our lavish Easter Brunch Buffet with Chef Oscar’s 

scrumptious menu, the Kids Cookie Decorating Station, LIVE music and a visit from 

the Easter Bunny! Make your reservations early; this is an extremely popular event 

with our Members. On-line reservations are not available for Easter Brunch, please 

call our Club Concierge at 919-962-1101. Cancellations must be received by 5pm 

on Thursday, April 5 in order to avoid a 50% charge. 

Your delicious menu: Salad Bar with an Array of Toppings & Dressings, Fresh Fruit 
& Cheese Display, Tuscan Bean Salad, Tomato & Mozzarella Salad, Grits, Bacon & 
Sausage, Cheese Blintz with Warm Fruit Compote, Scrambled Eggs with Cheddar, 

BBQ Bone in Chicken, Fried NC Catfish with Tartar Sauce and Lemon, Red Wine 
Braised Beef Tips, Chef Carved Roasted Beef Top Round with Horseradish Cream 
Sauce, Chef Carved Pineapple Glazed Spiral Sliced Ham with Biscuits, Broccoli and 
Garlic Butter, Five Spice and Brown Sugar Roasted Carrots, Saffron Rice Pilaf, 
Rosemary Roasted Red Potatoes, Lemon Pound Cake, Carrot Cake, Red Velvet 
Cake, Pineapple Cr~me Brulee, Chocolate Cheesecake, Blueberry Cobbler, Coconut 

Pie, German Chocolate Pie, Chocolate Mousse Parfait, Cookies & Brownies. KIDS 
BUFFET - Chicken Fingers, Corn Dogs, Spaghetti with Butter & Steamed Carrots 
with Honey. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it isJ Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 
Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 
Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 
Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 
O’Herron’s LiVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, complimentary hors 

d’oeuvres and 52.50 domestic beers 
Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring i bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 
corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~clubcorp~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, March 23, 2012 3:39 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by The Landings 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

iXii The Landings 

:~ Member Exclusives Logo 

Nernbers of ClubCorp C~ubs Special Offer: Stay 2 nights (with golf or 
tennis both days included) in a private home at The Landings on 

Skidaway Island in Savannah, Georgia for just $325, and a third night is 
yours for j~st $40 (based on donne occupancy), 

Please call o~ eommunity-<~wned Discovery Center and I~alketing Office 
(%0--841-7011 } for details and to speak with a real estate consultant. 

Your promotional code is "CfubCerp" and offer expires Dee. 3I, 2012. 

!~i TheLandings 

The Landings on Savannah’s Skidaway Island celebrates its 40th birthday in 2012, and that 

milestone (as well as our recent real estate sales results - 2011 sales were roughly DOUBLE 

2009’s) is certainly worth celebrating. The ~esidents of our gated community and the 
members of o~ private ck~b invite ~]tembe~s of ClubCo~p Ct~bs to celebrate with us. 

xi The Landings If yOU are interested in experiencing one of the 

best established communities in the southeast, 
The Landings has so much going on (6 golf 
courses, 34 tennis courts, 2 deepwater marinas, 
48,000 square foot fitness center - and did we 

mention the fun and historical Savannah?) that a 
couple days might not be enough. 

Members of CtubCorp Clubs can celeNate 
our anniversary with us with a specia~ offer: 
stay 2 nights {with golf or tennis both days 
included) in a private home at The Landings 
for just $325, and a third night is yolt’s for jlsi 
$40 {based on double occupancy}. 

Please call our community-owned Discovery Center and Marketing Office {8004M’1-701 ’t } for 
details and to speak with a real estate consultant. This package is not listed on our websle 
,~fvvw.TheLa ndings.com). 

"he Landings was just the second community awarded the Urban Land Institt~te’s 
highest hone[ - and that was bac~ in 198& Since then, folks have flocked to the natural 

beauty and fun opportunities of Savannah and The Landings. Our real estate company is 
owned by our homeowners association, so there is no high-pressure sales pitch or slick 
presentation. There is even an all-volunteer "welcoming" group that helps new residents adjust 
to having so many fun options - check out ~_:__L__a_LLd__[!g_s_’__N__&_w___N___e__i(g__h_!_)__o___m__:_c___o__r_! for a sample. 



The Landings is Savannah’s Private Island Golf Community and has been a premier destination 
for 40 years. Visit our webMte (~,__T_[)__e__L__’_a___n__d_j_r_~_g_s_,_c___o_£[)) or call us (800-841-7011) to learn 
more.and we hope to see you here! 

::~:: The Landings Logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp "~lubcorla@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 3:39 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presents Final Opportunity by The Pdlz-Carlton Destination Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

for Members of ClubCorp Clubs to Receive Up to 2 
Nights at Your Choice of 7 Destinations 

Ritz.-Cariton Destination Climb~" delivel~s exceptional ~ravel experiences 
:aiioved to yo~Er unkl~Ee needs and desires~ F-or a limited [i.me, ~.t?,iqF’...~..:~z.~...~.:..~!: 

i7~Nioht Vacatiop at one of <..e\ e.; iocations: Aspep Hi,’jhiand~.;..l~piter, Kapaiua 

i~xaS, Lake ","a~oe, San F"vancisco, ¢;~ Thomas or Vail~ 

i~ offer top 

x:: 
- * Up to 2 complimentary nights 
_ ~ :1-, 2- and %bedtoom Residences with up to 2,900 squate feet 

- ~ Fully equipped kitchen, pkls separate living and dining areas" 

I..ux~dou., amenities and incomparable <.;ervice in 

i The Ritz-Carlton@ tradition 

[~ Learn More 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net> 

Sunday, April 1, 2012 3:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover New Adventures: Clubs, Dining, ClmJlenging Golf 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Discover new adventures: clubs, 
, dining and some challenging golf 

~i ClubCorp 

~i LPGA Internation / Le Cirque 

Ca~l Clubki~-~e to make your re.~;er~,a~:io~-~.~; lode’g: (~:~00)4:-~3~,~-~079 

iX fix Medinah Country Club ~i Special Offer from Andrew Harper 

i::ii":E~!:i;i::(:}i"~:i:i}: {i]]OUi"d::r’!i :(i]:iL.ii2:., 

A.ii<X’O rb :{}iii 

iJ ~.~i n <:: 2 ii. - 2:4, 21()Z ii:!~ 

Register yeast .:earn now fo~ tt-e 

BNW Best {Celt Challenge and ptay 

Fires.:one Comstry Ciub, where 

[-’GA professiona{s have ptayed for 

<:tubCotp t~ave p~rtnered to rn~ke 

{:he 20:~2 tols*88rp~,}rd: evep 8ao*e 

:ewardiPg, 

o~" ~.’o~stact £attW WalRer at 

!i!iii; iiii!ii~: i!iiii; C iii ~i:.,iii iii::;i~ :C ~i::i~: iii:iji::i~: 
iii~qi <i:di;w <:i~q":iji=~i:: C jiis @ iij ij <i!~:isiu!!iiiii =~ii:!!~ 
You could "~’4p .’otet 

accommeda~tior!s and event .:}cke~s 

for tt~e 20:~2 RycJer (Cap 8,t ~’4edinah 

Co88try Ctbb (!r 8rW Of ~he othe~ 

5,1. prizes iPctuding a i)ei} is, prep, 

Of "[;iWii)y..’~ls({e ~i(!i~: C{Ui)% (i\,err~i( ht 

accommodations a[ resorts across 

the ce~ ~t-y apcJ ="=ere, 

~--ligibte ,"4embe~s who .Play ~iolf s4t 

f~Ve .ChJbCorp coaptry clubs ap~ 

~liPe £t{: five Ctbi)Co~ t)bsis(!ss 

dubs wheP tl’aveliPg away from 

theiy ~tORI~! C}dbS hav~! 8 ~:~t;!i~]~X! [O 

wm one of [he pl}zes~ The 

Ci:8tIepge is i8 f~sti swing and er~ds 

Jety 24, so .make you.~ tee tin’as 

6t~d dinip8 reservations now by 

~ :!!i!iil ii:::i~e <:; Ji .ii:~ii~ iJi 01Fii:’<:il ii: 
’ii::iii"~ @ iii:lilil :;!!iiUi":ill (:iii iiiqlii!!!:’~i~Fi:;~ 

iii..iii @ iii": iii;ii~ =~ii!!!~ iii:~ 

{-}m-o}i now 8,rid save up to $LO0 

off of Harper ,",lembe~ships, 

Receive 1.2 mont.."ly issues oi: 

Hideawsy Report, the most 

respected pubiicatio:" {t~ tuxury 

professional t~-8,ve{ p~an:i~ng ancJ 

t)ookir~!;j !;eyv}ces~ ~,X ~p ) 8 y 

wtu~bie ho[ei be.~’efits and 

The b-cegmto Andrew Harper has 

prov~cJed cJisce=-ning i:ote} teviews 

t~as bee~ referred to ~s "the 

Harper n:emberst~ip with you as 

yo8 travel l:i:e CIsbC-xrp ..",tei:w(~rk 
a.ml beyond, Tt-is perfect 

(:o~Yi}){e~Yie~ 1:o yosr {xave{i~’~!:J 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 12:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Easter Carolina Club Spirit! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Caroline Club Spirit 
Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

loin us Sunday for Easter Brunch! 11am & 2:30pro seatings available! 

Prime Rib Night (April 4) -A Beef lover’s celebration] 

Business Builders Meeting (April 5) - Guest Speaker Ronnie Warner will discuss 

custom clothing for business professionals] 

Easter Brunch (April 8) - Enjoy Chef Oscar’s scrumptious buffet paired with live 

music] Details below] 

Bridge Club (April 10) - Welcoming New Members] 

Member & Guest Mixer (April 12) - Meet old friends and make new ones] 

Best of NC Beer Tasting (April 12) - Enjoy 5 delicious selections from thefinest 

breweries in the state/ 

Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s (April 13) - Enjoy the smooth Sounds of Robert 

Griffin ] 

Carolina Women Connecting (April 17) - Connect & Network with other 

Professional Women / 

Business Builders Meeting (April 19) - Guest Speaker Todd Bailey will discuss 

Small Business Marketing Strategies] 



Save the Date 

April 19 - New Member Orientation 

April 20- Jazz Night in O’Herron’s 

April 24 - Bridge Club 

April 25 - Epicurean Club Dinner 

April 25 - Administrative Professionals Day Luncheon 

April 26 - Business Builders Luncheon Presentation "State resources to help small 

businesses grow" 

April 27 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s 

Congratulations to the Carolina Club Bracket Challenge Champion! 

Congratulations to Mike DiPierro for winning the Ist Annual Club Bracket 

Challenge sponsored by The Young Professionals Group. Mike led a field of 25 

competitors with 43 correct picks, Roger Brooks made a late charge to take second 

followed by Tyechia Culmer in third. Thanks to everyone for participating. Everyone 

who entered a bracket was included into a random drawing for prizes. The winners 

are: William Joyner won the Dinner for 2, Mary Lynn won the 2 seats at the "Best 

of NC Beer Tasting’, and Emily Coble won the Carolina Club Quaffers Mug or 

Coffee Cups. Congratulations to all! 

A~ou~cing the New Golf Com~ittee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 
Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 
to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with 
a Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 
from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 
calendar of fun events. Interested? Email Ray Kenney, Special Events Director at: 
ray.kenney@ourdub.com or call Ray at 919-962-4454 to join the contact list for our 
first meeting. Golf- it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 

Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Next Event - "Best o~ NC Beer Tasting 

(April 12)1 Make the most of your Club Membership by getting involved with your 

fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young at 919-962-3803 or email Mona 

at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Bring the Family out for Easter Brunch 

Seatings: 11am or 2:30prn * Adults - $34,95++ * Kids 6 to 12 - $17.50++ 

FREE for kids 5 and under 

Your entire family will enjoy our lavish Easter Brunch Buffet with Chef Oscar’s 

scrumptious menu, the Kids Cookie Decorating Station, LIVE music with Jazz 

Guitarist Billy Stewart and a visit from the Easter Bunny! Make your reservations 

early; this is an extremely popular event with our Members. On-line reservations 

are not available for Easter Brunch, please call our Club Concierge at 919-962- 

1101. Cancellations must be received by 5pm on Thursday, April 5 in order to avoid 

a 50% charge. 

Your delicious menu: Salad Bar with an Array of Toppings & Dressings, Fresh Fruit 

& Cheese Display, Tuscan Bean Salad, Tomato & Mozzarella Salad, Grits, Bacon & 



Sausage, Cheese Blintz with Warm Fruit Compote, Scrambled Eggs with Cheddar, 

BBQ Bone in Chicken, Fried NC Catfish with Tartar Sauce and Lemon, Red Wine 

Braised Beef Tips, Chef Carved Roasted Beef Top Round with Horseradish Cream 

Sauce, Chef Carved Pineapple Glazed Spiral Sliced Ham with Biscuits, Broccoli and 

Garlic Butter, Five Spice and Brown Sugar Roasted Carrots, Saffron Rice Pilaf, 

Rosemary Roasted Red Potatoes, Lemon Pound Cake, Carrot Cake, Red Velvet 

Cake, Pineapple Cr~me Brulee, Chocolate Cheesecake, Blueberry Cobbler, Coconut 

Pie, German Chocolate Pie, Chocolate Mousse Parfait, Cookies & Brownies. KIDS 

BUFFET - Chicken Fingers, Corn Dogs, Spaghetti with Butter & Steamed Carrots 

with Honey. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 

Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:3Opm. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

$2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring I bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 

corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 
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Member F.xclusives Presents Your Beach and Mountain Itome 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Members of ClubCorp Clubs receive two complimentary rounds of golf 
on the ,lack Nicklaus Signature Course, Melrose, at the Oceanfront 
Residence Club and $1oo gift certificate good at any of the Cashiers 

Merchant Groups at the Mountain Club when you plan a 4 day/3 night 
vacation for as low as $399*. 

To get started planning your vacation adventure qHe_k__!!e_r__e_, and 
reference code "ClubCorp" when booking. 

Fall in love with Daufuskie Island, and ownership at The Oceanfront 
Residence Club - or let Cashiers be your home away from home at The 

Mountain Club. Whether you are looking for a romantic coastal 
weekend getaway on Daufuskie Island, SC or a hiking and fishing 
vacation in the mountains of Cashiers, NC, there has never been a 

better time to explore the benefits of second home ownership. 

*Vacation based on double occupancy and must be booked by June 1, 9o12. 
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Getting faculty to care about FYE programs 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~v,academicimpressions.com 

Faculty Buyoin for the Firstoyear Student Experience: A Case Study 

Webcast 

September 2t, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 p.m. EDT 1[~11 

Learn what it takes to engage faculty with your first-year student 
experience initiatives. 

Pr#gram Brochure (pdf) I Re~!ster I &genda 

Join us as instructor              , Ph.D., Director, 
Academic Success Center and First-Year Experience, 
University of South Carolina Aiken, outlines how her institution 
was successful in generating faculty buy-in for its FYE 
initiatives, including: 

¯ Communicating the importance of the first-year student 
experience 

¯ Recognizing campus readiness 
¯ Supporting and training faculty development around the 

needs of first-year students 
¯ Establishing a long-term vision and plan for first-year 

student experience (case study review) 

YOU lAY ALSO ENJOY 

Integrating Peer Mentors Across First-Year Student 

Online :: 1:00 -2:45 p.m. EDT :: October 18,2011 

Join us to learn how Longwood University’s program utilizes a 
skeletal staff and a team of peer mentors to engage first-year 
students in both curricular and co-curricular programs. Register 
for both webcasts and save $50! 

academicimpressions,com 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTH LY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

Pre-ArdvN 
Communications for International 
Students 
July 13, 2011 

Incor@orating a Continuum of 
Services into your Student 
Conduct Office 
July 27,2011 

View AH Webcasts 



Register online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast. Questions? 
Call us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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Enter (and/or tell your students to enter) WRITE NOW!! 
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Prize: $1,000 and publication in TDR (along with a profile of the winner’s department) 
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From the forthcoming T212 TDR Comment 



Ai Weiwei: Acting is Believing 

By IVleiling Cheng 

I write with extreme concern for Chinese artist Ai Weiwei, with whom I have had several phone and face-to-face 

interviews since 2004.(1 ) The international press has covered extensively the circumstances surrounding Ai’s 

latest arrest.(2) In summary: on 3 April 2011, as Ai waited to board a plane to Hong Kong and then to Taiwan, 

two uniformed security agents intercepted him and took him from the Beijing Capital Airport; later that day, police 

raided Ai’s Caochangdi home/studio and seized his laptops and office computer hard drives. The police also 

questioned his wife, Lu Qing, and the staff and volunteers from Ai’s company, FAKE Design; some of them have 

since gone missing. On 5 April, after Ai had disappeared for 50 hours, his mother Gao Ying and sister Gao Ge 

posted on their neighborhood street a handwritten "Missing Person" notice, whose photographed version soon 

went viral. On 7 April, the Chinese foreign ministry spokesman, Hong Lei, replied to queries at a regularly 

scheduled news conference that Ai was under investigation for "economic crimes" and this incident "has nothing 

to do with human rights or freedom of expression" (Branigan 2011 ). 

As a world-renowned Chinese artist and outspoken social critic, Ai’s detention elicited tremendous overseas 

response, from high-level US, EU, German, French, Australian, and British government expressions of shock to 

public demonstrations and performance protests by artists, including those in Hong Kong.(3) Online petitions 

emulated Ai’s prolific "social sculpture" output by spreading the word via electronic social media (Guggenheim 

2011).(4) London’s Tate Modern, which has been showing Ai’s Sunflower Seeds (2010)--an installation made up 

of 100 million individually hand-crafted porcelain sculptures of life-sized sunflower seeds--prominently displays 

its support for the artist with a rooftop sign that reads: "RELEASE AI WEIWEI" (Tate 2011 ). Despite this global 

pressure, the Chinese government confirms that it is holding Ai on various alleged crimes (tax evasion, bigamy, 

internet pornography, plagiarism, etc.), while warning other countries not to interfere in China’s domestic affairs. 

Given Ai’s status as an artist of multiple genres--including performance art, conceptual sculpture, interactive 

installation, photography, architecture, video documentary, and politically engaged new media art--his arrest 

epitomizes the state’s infringement on artistic freedom. We might share the general abhorrence of any 

censorship of art and mourn the unjust treatment of a fellow artist. This reading, at its purest, assumes that 

unhampered individual freedom of expression is a universal virtue and that public censorship--in whatever 

form--a condemnable evil. 

While my own sentiment leans toward this assumption, I am also aware that my emotional response to Ai’s 

plight is itself an ideological construction, resulting from my acculturation to the values of the democratic West 

and my immersion in the Western news media’s reaffirmation of these values through its coverage of the Ai 

incident. I proclaimed my politics by signing an online petition calling for Ai’s release (change.org). Nevertheless, 

the performance scholar in me understands my act as the temporary erasure of any critical distance between 

what I believe and what I might, given time to reflect, find otherwise. The stakes in Ai’s case are high; his lawyer 

and family still don’t know his whereabouts and physical condition. When a person’s life is in danger, it seems 

heartless to study his detainment as an episode of sociopolitical performance. But Ai Weiwei himself made such 

a reading not only possible, but also desirable. Numerous commentators have observed that Ai’s arrest may be a 

shock, but not a surprise. The artist has long foreseen, even incited, his detention (e.g., Coonan 2011). By 

blurring the line between art and life, art and politics, Ai has knowingly, if not willingly, taken the risk that he 

would be arrested; and it is likely that he might retrospectively frame this arrest as a political performance. He 

has performed something similar before: when his expensive Shanghai studio was bulldozed by the city 

government on 11 January 2011 he recuperated the city’s destructive act by calling it his best performance 

piece. As represented by the Western media, the Chinese government’s persecution of Ai has established the 

artist in the liberal imaginary as a heroic freedom fighter. But Ai deserves a more complex reading. 

Ai is a multifaceted character, more ambivalent than a straightforward dissident. A case in point is the name 

he chose for his design company, FAKE--meaning in English that which dissembles and sounding in Chinese 

pinyin close to "fuck." This bilingual semantic-sonic punning typifies Ai’s impudent series of performative 

artworks, from smashing a valuable Han Dynasty urn, coating vases from the Neolithic age with bright industrial 

paint, giving the finger to inter/national cultural and political monuments in his performative photographs, 



fabricating witty conceptual sculptures--like ostentatiously counterfeit objects--out of redeemed traditional 

Chinese furniture parts, to jumping in midair, naked except that his privates are covered by a stuffed toy horse-- 

nicknamed "Grass Mud Horse," whose pinyin (cao ni ma) is homonymic with an obscene three-word curse 

(literally, fuck your mother) in Chinese (see Ai 2003; China Digital Times 2011 ). "FAKE" also reflects Ai’s 

equivocating mix of irreverence, brashness, and posturing characteristic of his evolving public identities through 

a series of roles he inhabits. 

I first contacted Ai when he was the co-curator of Fuck Off via a phone interview (see Cheng 2004). At once 

brusque and laconic, Ai’s phone persona prepared me for my difficult first face-to-face with him in his 

home/studio in July 2005 (Cheng 2005a).(5) With the benefit of hindsight, I recall that (almost farcical) encounter. 

Ai’s performance of fa9ade, supported by his imposing "personality architecture," buttressed by countless 

interruptions--by his assistants, younger artist-visitors, and international cell phone calls--punctuated and 

truncated our one-hour interview. Was Ai showing me that his time was too valuable to focus on one interview by 

a Mandarin-speaking Taiwanese American female scholar? Was he insinuating his disapproval of my analysis in 

the TDR article concerning his "internal censorship" of the photographic documents of Zhu Yu’s performance 

piece, Eating People (2000), which he excised from Fuck Off? Or, was Ai demonstrating that his multiple 

responsibilities to the Chinese art world trumped all other matters? 

I requested a second interview with Ai in March 2009 while I was writing about his large-scale performance 

piece, Fairytale (2007). In this work, he recruited 1001 ordinary Chinese citizens and brought them, in five 

rotating groups, as living artworks to the Documenta exhibition in Kassel, Germany. Although Ai remained 

somewhat reserved in this second meeting, referring me again and again to his sina.com blog archive for 

answers to my questions and reading a newspaper throughout our one-hour interview, this time there were no 

cell phone interruptions or youngsters groveling for favors. Ai also allowed me to watch--in his studio, on his 

assistant’s laptop--his newly edited, not-yet-released two-and-a-half-hour digital video documentary about the 

making of Fairytale. Moreover, Ai volunteered information regarding his ongoing "citizens’ investigation" of the 

2008 Sichuan earthquake victims, asserting that he would keep posting the names of the deceased students one 

by one on his blog, even though the government censors would erase those postings almost instantly. 

Two months after my second meeting with Ai, his blogsite was no longer accessible, having been shut down 

by the Chinese government. The state’s censorship forced/inspired Ai to begin using Twitter as art activism, 

dexterously bypassing the official ban on Twitter. In August 2009, I received a group email from Ai’s assistant, 

stating that Ai and his volunteers, while getting ready to leave their hotel room in order to testify in court for the 

Sichuan earthquake human rights lawyer Tan Zuoren, were attacked by the police. One hit Ai on the head.(6) 

The brutal incident necessitated emergency cranial surgery about a month later in Germany (Ramzy 2009). 

Based on my understanding of Ai’s artistic corpus, supplemented by the two interviews, I suggest that Ai is a 

consummate performance artist, whose most fascinating trait is his play with the gray areas between seeming 

and being, simulation and earnestness. In the decade after his 1993 return to China from the US, where he had 

lived since 1981, with his pedigree as the son of Ai Qing, the esteemed, if once disgraced, poet who was 

reinstated after the Cultural Revolution, and his English-speaking worldly sophistication, Ai assumed the role of a 

mediator linking government authorities, the Western media, collectors, curators, critics, and Chinese 

practitioners of contemporary experimental art. This role in turn engendered two simultaneous and mutually 

reinforcing professional goals: to advance his own artistic career and to foster the growth of Chinese 

experimental art. His three pioneering self-published anthologies on Chinese performance art--untitled but 

known as Black Cover Book (1994), White Cover Book (1995), and Gray Cover Book (1997)--and the Fuck Off 

exhibition he coorganized were significant steps toward achieving this goal.(7) 

With the design and construction of his austere and elegant home/studio complex in Caochangdi in 1999, Ai 

moved into architecture, which brought him the opportunity to serve as a consultant to Herzog & de Meuron, the 

Swiss firm that designed Beijing National Stadium, the famous Bird’s Nest, for the 2008 Olympic Games. Hosting 

the Olympics was a momentous "nationalistic" occasion for the country’s capital (both geopolitical and 

economic), a chance to present China’s brand new state image of cosmopolitan creativity. Beijing embarked on a 

massive official program--from the draconian urban cleanup to the extravagant performance ceremonies 

planned for the Olympic Games--to create an image of a postmodern China. Ai’s insider’s vantage point 

compelled him to shift his performance strategy. Ai very publicly transitioned (in August 2007) from his status as 



a highly privileged official insider to a socially conscientious outsider. Ai vocally denounced Beijing’s 

propagandistic promotion of the 2008 Olympic shows as a "fake smile" (CBC Arts 2007).(8) Given that Ai is 

himself a supreme manipulator of seeming and being "fake," this denouncement both inaugurated Ai’s 

performance as a dissenting rebel against the authoritarian hypocrisy--a role favored by the democratic Westi 

and marked a drastic narrowing of his representational spectrum. 

The more Ai performed dissent, the more he found reasons for his dissent; the more he found a solid basis for 

his critique, the more he reduced the distance between his "faking," by ambiguously embracing contradictory 

positions, and "acting," by committing to a unitary position. For Ai, to fake was now more and more to act 

according to his newfound convictions, which revolved around the individual’s right to voice opposition and 

expose corruption. Ai’s tactics in acting out his convictions included pushing existing sociopolitical boundaries 

within China and fraternizing with the Western media and contemporary art establishment: he used the former to 

cultivate his international fame and sought the latter to endorse his political art. 

Ai applied both tactics in his Sichuan Earthquake Names Project (2008-2009), the summative title he used for 

his art activism that involved "more than 50 researchers and volunteers" in towns across Sichuan province to 

collect the names of the students crushed to death by shoddily constructed school buildings during the 2008 

earthquake.(9) Ai initiated this citizens’ investigation for the victimized schoolchildren and their parents; he did it 

for himself as an artist; he did it for what he hoped would result in a better China. if Ai’s previous professional aim 

was to globally spread good tidings by promoting contemporary Chinese experimental art and his unique position 

in it, his more recent objective was to alert his global audience by publicizing China’s political ills. Despite this 

shift in modality, however, Ai’s creative mission has been consistent throughout his career. 

Thus we may discern Ai’s performance logic: faking is acting; acting is believing.(10) If Ai’s faking was 

positioned to design a range of roles that heightened his personality, then his acting was adopted to consciously 

refine, fit into, and further develop these selected roles: as an experimental artist, a mentor for newcomers, a 

mediator, a publisher, an architect, a curator. When Ai acted in a particular role (as an activist/a political artist) 

that he found best addressed his intended goal (e.g., unveiling hidden socio-political problems), he prolonged the 

enactment of this role, whose performative reiterations were extended to such a degree that the actor believed in 

the role’s value for realizing his self’s most socially relevant potential. Belief requires faith; faith preempts 

ambivalence. Ai’s belief in his role’s concordance with his best self (as an artist who advocates for the 

downtrodden, for artistic freedom, and for individual human rights) demanded that he overcome whatever 

difficulties he encountered in continuously enacting this role. The longer he inhabited this particular role, the less 

able and willing he was to access his inventory of other roles. 

Without distance between seeming and being, performing and living, Ai cut his safety net, which was strung 

between the versatility of shifting roles. But even Ars refusal to balance roles against each other would not have 

opened him to danger had there not been a confluence of several sociopolitical events that triggered China’s 

latest large-scale crackdown.(11) 

Although analysts maintain that it’s highly unlikely for something similar to the 2011 "Arab Spring" to roil China 

anytime soon, the nation’s tightened security control reveals the nervousness of its leaders (Euronews 2011; 

Zhang 2011 ). Minxin Pei hypothesizes three reasons for Beijing’s current campaign against dissent: (1) 

preemptive strikes against a potential "Jasmine Revolution"; (2) power jockeying in preparation of the Chinese 

Communist Party’s leadership transition, scheduled for 2012; and (3) punitive response to the "offense" China 

perceived regarding the award of 2010 Nobel Peace Prize to its jailed dissident Liu Xiaobo (Pei 2011 ). Add one 

more: the CCP leadership is bracing for an economic downturn set off by Japan’s 2011 earthquake and tsunami- 

related recession. Since the CCP bases its internal political legitimacy largely on delivering a continuous 

economic boom, it cannot risk social instability scaring investors and curtailing economic growth. 

For whatever reason, Ai, along with many other activists lesser known overseas, are casualties of the attack 

on political nonconformists. Intriguingly, the Chinese government’s capture and confinement of Ai reverses the 

artist’s performance logic: from faking to acting to believing. Conversely, for the Chinese government, believing is 

acting; acting is faking. Although in the past, Ai’s reputation offered China both an international cache for its 

burgeoning contemporary art scene and an image of tolerance for dissent, the Chinese leadership now believes 

that Ai’s agitation is no longer an asset; the government acts accordingly and must now produce enough 

evidence to charge Ai (to "fake," as in exaggerating evidence or enforcing confession). Ai Weiwei’s case has 



garnered such an audience in the West because he serves as the perfect poster child for the "virtues" of Western 

democracy. If Western opinion is that China’s economic prosperity threatens the West’s competitive edge, 

secured for more than a century by intertwining democracy and capitalism, Ai’s arrest proves there is something 

essentially "faulty" in China’s combination of authoritarianism and de facto capitalism. The Western media’s 

representation of the Ai case betrays much self-righteousness. Instead, consider this possibility: Compare 

China’s hybrid socialism-capitalism system to a beehive. A bee colony is, as JQrgen Tautz puts it, "nature’s most 

wonderful way of organizing matter and energy in space and time" (2008). The common mission of all beesi 

workers, drones, queenIis to ensure that the colony will not only survive but thrive as "a single integrated living 

organism" (2008). The fate of any individual bee is inconsequential vis-a-vis the sustainability of the entire 

colony. Is the Chinese leadership’s current purge of dissidents following a similar logic? 

Still, people are not bees. Arresting Ai is China’s show of force to the world and, internally, a strategy to instill 

fear among critics, including overseas Chinese. When I first heard about Ai’s disappearance, my immediate 

reaction was fear. I have written about Ai, along with other political artists, in my current book manuscript on 

Chinese time-based art. Once my book is published, will I be disappeared when I next visit China? I live where 

dissension is a basic principle. But that carries the ironic result that political artists may not be heard--the risk to 

their art is inefficacy. Contrastingly, in China, an artist like Ai, who virtually assumes the role of a one-man 

opposition party, is heard loud and clear. He hazards the possibility of playing the martyr’s role. And only a 

"martyr" as internationally celebrated as Ai will have his silencing heard as a global controversy. 

Notes 

(1) I began working with Ai Weiwei for a TDR article that covered the Fuck Offexhibition (2000), co-curated by Ai 

and Feng Boyi (Cheng 2005b). 

(2) I consulted many news articles in the Western media available online. I will cite my source only when there is 

a direct quotation. 

(3) The EU acted as an entity, while certain European countries (Britain, Germany, France) acted individually to 

join international outcry over the detention of Ai. 

(4) "Social sculpture" is a concept first developed by Joseph Beuys, who, I believe, has inspired Ai’s naming of 

his electronic activism as "social sculpture." 

(5) I interviewed Ai primarily to inquire about Zhang Shengquan, an artist who corresponded with Ai before he 

committed suicide on 1 January 2000. We also discussed Ai’s general views about performance art in China and 

the specific "self-inspection" procedure through which Ai, with Zhu Yu’s agreement, removed the five 

photographic documents of Eating People from the wall of Fuck Off 

(6) Because of a university computer server problem, I no longer have the email text in my archive, but, 

according to my calendar, the date I received the email was 13 August 2009. 

(7) These three untitled volumes, coedited by Ai and self-published by participating artists, are called by the 

colors of their covers (see Zeng, Ai, and Xu 1994; Zeng and Ai 1995; Zeng and Ai 1997). 

(8) The Chinese phrase, jia xiao ({~.~), may be translated as a "pretend smile," as cited in the report by CBC 

Arts, or as a "fake smile," as translated here. The CBC article also cites Ai as saying, "1 would feel ashamed if l 

just designed something for glamour orto show some kind of fake image." 

(9) The information collected by the Sichuan Names Project inspired Ai’s subsequent series of projects, using 

student backpacks to create installations in various exhibitions overseas (see Grube 2009). 

(10) My proposed analysis was inspired by Lope de Vega’s play, Acting Is Befieving (c. 1607-1608), in which a 

playwright/actor, Genesius, who plays a Christian, is converted during/by his acting and is sentenced to death, 

hence martyrdom, by the Roman Emperor Diocletian. St. Genesius is the patron saint of actors (1986:101). By 

analogy, democracy is the belief system to which Ai is converted. 

(11 ) "Global values" is used as a code phrase to connote democratic values such as "the sanctity of individual" 

and "freedom of expression within a civil society" (see Jensen 2011; and Richburg 2011 ). 
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If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 
Unsubscnbe 

TDR: The Drama Review 
665 Broadway 
6th Floor 
New York, New York 10012 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <African_Studies_Association@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 12:29 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Annual Meeting Preliminary Program is Posted 

Click to view this emaH in e browser 

Dear ASA Members and Friends, 

The African Studies Association is pleased to announce 
that the Preliminary Program for the 2011 Annual Meeting, 
50 Years of African Liberation, has been posted to the 
ASA web site. (www.africanstudies.org) 

The Meeting will be held November 17-19, 2011 at The 
MarriottWardman ParkHotel in Washington, D.C. On the 
ASA web site you will also find the Annual Meeting 
schedule which highlights the major events. This year, the 
Annual Meeting will end after the Dance Party on Saturday, 
November 19. There will be no sessions on Sunday. 

On Wednesday, November 16, ASA will be offering pre- 
conference workshops for in-depth exploration on a range 
of topics in interesting venues. An announcement will be 
sent shortly with a link to register. All pre-conference 
workshops will be offered at no charge. The Abiola Lecture 
will be delivered by Dr. Sylvia Tamale, Dean of the Law 
School at Nakerere University on Saturday, November 19. 
The Abiola Lecture will be a luncheon plenary sponsored by 
the Women’s Caucus. Tickets will soon be available for 
$20.00. Dr. Tamale will also be the opening plenary 
speaker for the Teacher’s Workshop earlier in the morning. 

As you read the preliminary program, please note the 
following" 

Program Committee 
The panels and roundtables for this year’s program have 
been grouped into 17 thematic sections. Each section was 



organized by a member of the Program Committee, which 
was chaired by Carol Thompson of Northern Arizona 

University. Each panel or roundtableand the poster 
session has also been assigned a session, indicating the 
day and time it will be held. 

Changes to the Program 
This is a preliminary program. Please review it carefully for 
the date and time of your panel, roundtable, or poster 
session. The index at the end of the preliminary program 
contains the names of all presenters. Send requests for 
corrections and/or changes to Carol Thompson, Program 
Chair(Carol.Thorn      nau°edu). Please put the words 
"Program Changes" in the subject line. All requests for 
changes MUST be received by July 15, 2011. 

Pre-Registration Deadline 
The deadline for Annual Meeting pre-registraUon is Friday, 
September 30, 2011. Any registration beyond the deadline 
must be made onsite. Pre-register now for the best rate! 

The African Studies Association looks forward to seeing 
you in Washington, D.C. this November for the 54th 
Annual Meeting. Look for upcoming announcements about 

the many new and exciting activities. 

Karen Jenkins 
Executive Director 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 

Unsubscribe 

African Studies Association 
Rutgers U - Livingston Campus 
54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 



Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-8045 
US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 10:35 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

The fiscal year is drawing to a close 

Do you have professional development money left in 
your current fiscal year budget? 

Let AI increase your funds by 20%. Visit our website 
to learn more. 

As the end of your fiscal year approaches, Academic Impressions invites you to spend your 
remaining professional development funds in the form of a credit. 

If you invest $2,500 or more up front in professional development for your institution, we will give 
you a 20% bonus on top of your investment. For example, if you purchase $3,000 of professional 
development in advance, we’ll give you a credit of $3,600 to be used toward a webcast or live 
conference registration at any point in the future. 

To take advantage of this offer, visit our website, or if you have questions, call us at 720.488.6800 
(select option #2). 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference ©enter. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek qclubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 10:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crceetings from The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~.~lizabeth Cheek ’9;~ 
Nember R~-~atio~-~s Director 

Compli~w~.q~ary Hors d’oeuw~es ~:md 2: Drin~ Tick~.ts per 13~.~rso~-~ 

Hosted by ;:taso# Col~.b Manager -- Tyler’s [~o~tleshop 

7 -- 8;30 p~ 
$25++ 

ILet°s rais~e a g~ass~ to the OkJ ~’4orth State! North Caro~ir~a is ra~>idl~; 
becomir~g a r~atio~-~-~l pla~er o~-~ the cr~-dt beer brewir~g sterne0 Oar host 
~.~;~l ~ake ~2s o~-~ a taste ad~,e~-~ture as we exlslore si£ award.-win~-@~g 
brews alo~g with a v#riet~° of ~ite-.size food i:~airir~gs, 3"his eve~t 
s~>o#sored by ~The C#roli~a C~4b Yo~4~g ~’~ro~essio~als, all are ~elco~#e, 

Ca~cellatio~s ~#ust De received />~0 April 9t# i~ or~:~er to avoid a 50~¢a 

ch~rge0 

Wed~~esd~y, Apri~ 25 

$20++ 

DoWt forget to thar~k ~’our staff %w a~l their hard wor~ a~’~d d~-’.dicatior~ 
thro~gho~ the },ear0 .~oir~ i[~ the tradi~ior~ o~ "The Carolir~a Club’s anr~ual 
Admi~istrative Professio#al’s A#l:~reciatio# Lu~cheo~ feat~.~ri~g a# 

extravagar~t buffet com#~ete with ar~ arrag of sir~f~.~ dessert se~ectio~~s! 



Teq L~i h,~ T~:~sti ~~g 
Fr[d~y, ~aW 4 

@SO -- 8 pm 

$2~-~--~- 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, April 11,2012 1:05 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Get Your Camp Filled Fast! Spring Special Ends April 15th 

i ::~,~ TopBsnneLwith-OrangeBand 2 
i :..: 

Sp Sp ring ecial Ends °’ .... ..~ ~ }...~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~,.~ ~ ~ 

30 Days + Your First Custom Form Built for FREE 

Easy to use and extremely affordable, Event Manager securely captures all player data 

online and processes payments - no merchant account needed. Plus, Event Manager 

easily integrates with any website! 

Sign up by THIS Sunday, April 15th, and we’ll give you your first 30 days FREE AND 

build your first form at no extra charge - a $15e.ee value! 

~"-’~" ~,:~,,,’-,,"~d ~’mt:-’~.," and watch registrations soar. 

Hurry ... this special ends April 15th! Call 888.277.4409 CL~CK ,~-/~’~R~"~. or email 

i.’).!i~!iii2}!F!’!:~:~.!~-~’!?:’.~}!.~!.ii!.!!:’i~i.~:}!~!!:~:~, to learn more. You can be up and running with online 

registration within a week, guaranteed! 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to [his message ,,vith "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the foli~,¢9~g ik~k: !:i.,’.:.’2!::.,’::::=,:i~!it:i 

Member Soiutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

~]’9]!:!~:i the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday’, April 13, 2012 5:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presents BMW Best Ball Challenge at Firestone Country Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii~!i BMWC ..... image 

Ni Member Exclusives Logo 

BMW Best Ball Challenge 

Register your Member/Member or Member/Guest temn now for the tbur-day/lhree-night BMW 

Best Ball Challenge mad play Firestone Count~ Club where PGA professionals have played tbr 58 

consecutive years. BMW and ClubCorp have partnered to make the 2012 tournament even more 

rew~Ming by adding the following: 

¯ The overall low gross team will have the opportunity to play in the BMW Golf Cup final at 

Pinehurst Resort. 
¯ The opportunity, to win a/:L% ~W 75~i for a hole-n-one on a select hole dnring tonmament 

play 
¯ The BMW Skills Challenge that includes putting, chipping, a Lob Wall, Slice Tower and Big 

Break 

¯ The latest BMW vehicles available tbr test drives 

Entry t~e is $1,495.00 per person double occupancy mad includes: 

)~ Three nights lodging in the Firestone locker room or villas 

)~ All meals Thursday lunch through Sunday a_wmds lunch except Saturday dinner 

)~ Cocktails with Thursday and Friday dinners 

)~ Four rounds of golf-- two on the West course, and one each on the North and South courses 

>- Complimentary beverage cart during tournament play (excludes alcohol and cigars) 

>- Welcome gift bag 

One dozen ProV1 golf balls to all who test drive (limit one per person) 

>- Trophies and gift certificates for overall low gross/low net winners, and low gross/low net 



winners in each flight 

> Skins game each day of play within flights 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dorrion <Joyce_Dorrion@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 12:15 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sneak Peek Look at Training Programs Used by Top Colleges 

Coach Dorrance, 

Explosive teams are winning teams. Make the most of your spring season in 

2012. Take a closer look at some advanced exercises that manv of the top 

athletes are doinq. 

Advanced E×ercises done by the Top CoHleges to develop Speed 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~:: VertiMax 

.~iI VertiMax-the leading speed and 
vertical training system ww~,ve~i~~’~a~,co~~8 To~ Free: ~00~9:~5~" 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketing policy 

iii~iiI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 5:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club Spirit 
Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Business Builders Meeting (April 19) - Guest Speaker Todd Bailey will discuss Small Business 

Marketing Strategies] 

New Member Orientation (April 19) - Come learn about all your membership has to offer] 

Jazz Night in O’Herron’s (April 20) - Come out and enjoy the smooth sounds of Kevin Van 

S ant Trio] 

Bridge Club (April 24) - Welcoming new players] 

Epicurean Club Dinner (April 25) - Featuring those fabulous Potatoes] 

Administrative Professionals Day Luncheon (April 25) - Celebrating those who support 

success] 

Business Builders Luncheon Presentation (April 26) - "NCState resources to help grow NC 

small businesses"] 

Friday Night LiVE in O’Herron’s (April 27) - Scott Laird Jazz Violin] 

Book Club {May 1) - featuring "Leonardo’s Legacy" 

Save the Date 

May 2- Prime Rib Night 

May 3 - Carolina Club Business Builders morning meeting 

May 4 - Classic Movie Night featuring "Bullitt" 

May 4 - Tequila Tasting Event 

May 4 - Friday Night LIVE - featuring Robert Griffin 

May 5- UNC Baseball Outing 

May 5 - Kentucky Derby Viewing Party 



May 8- Bridge Club 

May 10 - Business Builders Luncheon Event - "Managing a down market in your Retirement 

Years" 
May 11 - Friday Night LIVE featuring Bill Baucom 

May 11 & 12 - Graduation Weekend Dining Celebrations 

May 13 - Mother’s Day & Graduation Celebration Buffet 

May 15- Epicurean Club Demo & Wine Tasting 

May 15 - Carolina Women Connecting 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? Whether a 

man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity to share your passion 

and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with a Club, "Love the Links" Golf 

Committee. Together committee members will benefit from the amazing resources of 

CI ubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round calendar of fun events. Our first meeting is 

Tuesday, April 24 from 6 - 7pm. Interested? Email Ray Kenney, Special Events Director at: 

ray.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962-4454. Golf - it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionams Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina Club 

Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social gatherings, 

tasting adventures and more! Next Event - Tequila Tasting on May 4! Make the most of your 

Club Membership by getting involved with your fellow Members! For more details call Mona 

Young at 919-962-3803 or email Mona at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it isJ Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.comz’carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Speciams 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 
Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes Signature Wines). 
Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and S2.50 

domestic beers 
Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring i bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view our 
eNewsletter at http:!/www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.menlfirs~t.net > 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 1:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Carolina Club wants to help you say "Thank You!" 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Ad m in istra rive 

Professional’s Day 

Appreciation Luncheon 

Wednesday, April 25 
Seating Times: 11:30 am, 12:00 

pro, 12:30 pro, or 1:00 pm 
$20 per person 

Don’t forget to thank your staff for all 
their hard work and dedication 
throughout the year. Join in the 

tradition of The Carolina Club’s annual 
Administrative Professional’s 

Appreciation Luncheon featuring an 
extravagant buffet complete with an 

array of sinful dessert selections! 

Call 919-962-1101 
for reservations today! 

Buffet Menu 

Spring Lettuce Salad 
with Assorted Toppings and Dressings 

Italian Bean Salad 

Barley Salad 

Grilled Chicken Breast 
with Saltimbocca Cream Sauce 

Roasted Atlantic Salmon 
with Lemon Cream Sauce 

Charred Flank Steak 
with Roasted Tomato Jus 

Goat Cheese Mashed Potatoes 



Sauteed Green Beans and Onions 

Chef Ron’s Dessert Assortment 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Club -~lubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 5:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Baseball Day at the Club! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

% 
i i~ii ling 

ONC Baseball Day 
Saturday, May 5 * 11:30am - Ipm * Heels vs. Boston College 2pro 

£16 Adults, $11 Kids 6 - 12, $8 Kids 3 - 5 

Hey Baseball Fans! Enjoy an amazing day with top ranked UNC Baseball. All the fun 

begins at the Club with a pre-game BBQ Buffet. View UNC Baseball highlight 

videos, win great prizes, receive a special UNC Player Autograph Sheet and enjoy 

the great food. Then head over to Boshamer to see pregame warm-ups AND run 

onto the field with players during introductions. After the game take pictures with 

the players and get autographs on the field. What a day! Price includes: BBQ buffet, 

Ticket to the game (£15/£10/£7 if you have your own ticket), Autograph Sheet and 

Prizes. Call 919-962-1101 to make your reservations today. Call for details about 

group discounts. Friends of Members welcome. COME BY THE CLUB AFTER THE 

GAME FOR THE KENTUCKY DERBY VIEWING PARTY - KiDS EAT FOR £5! 

Also, Email Reply to: ray.kenney@ourclub.com for Reservations. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 3:38 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member F.-;clusives Predated by Kiawah Island Golf Resort 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Parle 

ii.~.iI Member Exclusives Logo 

Kiawah Island Golf Resort - South Carolina 

PGA Championship - August 6-12, 

2012 

PGA Championship - 
August 6-12, 2012 

Exda,vi~,e ( ~i.y~;~" 

FOR MEMBERS OF 
m    -[ --, CLUBCORP CLL BS 

$100 
RESOffF CREDIT 

The Sanctumy at Kiawah Island Golf Resort 

If staying 3 nights or more 

CALL 888,328,0447 TODAY 

Reference Code: ClubCorp 

Offer valid for stays tbrough October 31,2012. Gues*s must identify themselves as Members of 

ChabCorp Clubs to receive offer. Reference Code ClubColp Members of ChabCorp Clubs can ask 

about Exclusive Offers at "Ihe Sanctuaw. May not be combined with any other promotions or 

discounts Not valid for group resewations. Credit cannot be applied to room rate. Off?r exclusive 

to Members of ClubCoq~ Clubs. 

Goff Learning Center 
State-of-the-art facility offering a 

full range of instructional 
programs for all levels of play. 

Learn More 

GOLF PAC~GES at Kiawah Click Here To Leanl More 

GOLF: :: ;~CCOk,~r’4ODAlK?N’:; I T~-NNI6, :: L’INIxiG :: ~"w~ I Ra%:b AG~-::3 :: 6,HO.’~ 

Kiawah Island Golf Resort - One Sanctuary Beach Drive - Kiawah Island, SC - (800) 654-2924 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 1:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Save Big On Hotels And More 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

  Save big on hotels 
, and more! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 4:52 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Pre~nts A gilt for you compliments of Kiawah Island 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

ii~iI Member Exclusives Logo 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
2012 Kiawah Paints s 

Kiawah island Real Esiate, 1 Kiaw~i~ 1~d~nd Parkway, Kiawai~ 1~d~nd, SC 29455 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Malone <Warren_Malone@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, May 1,2012 12:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Behind the Scenes Look at Training Programs for College Athletes 

Coach Dorrance, 

Explosive teams are winning teams. Make the most of your spring season in 

2012. Take a closer look at some advanced exercises that manv of the top 

athletes are doinq. 

Advanced E×ercises done by the Top CoHleges to devek)p Speed 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~:: VertiMax 

.~iI VertiMax-the leading speed and 
vertical training system ~w~,veif~i~~a~,coF~~ Toll F~ee: 800~699~5867 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follc~,~,ing link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

iii~iiI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.nev~ 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 4:32 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Carolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club SpMt 

Click on the Event link below for detailsJ For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

*** Saturday Club Special *** 
Outing with UNC Baseball & Kentuck? Derb? Viewing Party! 

Prime Rib Night (May 2) - A Steak lover’s paradise] Now offering Coastal Vines 

Pinot Grigio as a house wine selection/. 

Business Builders Meeting {May 3) - Guest Speaker Darren Witmer will join us to 

discuss writing a successful Business Plan/. 

Classic Movie Night {May 4) - Featuring Bullitt starring Steve McQueen in the best 

car chase scene EVER!. 

Tequila Tasting (May 4) - Enjoy 4 delicious selections to kick of Cinco de Mayo!. 

Friday Night LiVE (May 4) - Featuring Robert Griffin!. 

Outing with UNC Baseball (May 5) - Bring the family out [or a great pre-game 

buffet followed by game action!. 

Kentucky Derby Viewing (May 5) - "Down the stretch the Come"- the most 

exciting 2 minutes in sports!. 

Bridge Club (May 8) - New players welcome!. 

Business Builders Luncheon (May 10) - Keith Beverly will present "Managing a 

down market during your retirement years"!. 



Friday Night LIVE (May 11) - Featuring Bill BaucomI. 

Graduation Weekend Dining (May 11 & 12) - Celebrate the accomplishment in 

style! 

Mother’s Day / Graduation Celebration Buffet (May 13) - Limited reservations 

available! 

Epicurean Club Demo & Wine Tasting (May 15) - Featuring Raw Foods! 

Carolina Women Connecting (May 15) - Supporting women ]:or life success! 

Pasta with Purpose (May 16) - Benefiting the Lineberger Cancer Hospital! 

Save the Date 

May 16 - New Member Orientation & Reception 

May 17 - Business Builders morning meeting 

May 18 - Jazz Night in O’Herron’s featuring the Tony Thompson Trio 

May 22- Bridge Club 

May 22 -"Make the most of your Time, Energy, & Money" Workshop (Part 1) 

May 23 - Sustainable, Organic & Biodynamic Wine Dinner 

May 24 - Business Builders Luncheon -"Long Term Care Planning" 

May 25 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s featuring Scott LairdMay 29 - "Make the 

most of your Time, Energy, & Money" Workshop (Part 2) 

May 31 - Business Builders morning meeting 

Announcing the New Golf Committee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 
Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 
to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with 
a Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will 
benefit from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year- 
round calendar of fun events. Interested? Email Ray Kenney, Special Events 
Director at: ray.kenney@ourciub.com or call Ray at 919-962-4454. Golf - it’s 
Americas’ gameJ 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 

Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Make the most of your Club Membership 

by getting involved with your fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young 

at 919-962-3803 or email Mona at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Club Closed May 28 for Memorial Day 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it isJ Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaciub 

Letls link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 



Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 

Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

S2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 

corkage fee. 

F or a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please 
view our eNewsletter at http://www,clubnewsmaker, net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, May 2, 2012 1:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Jump on Board with Online Registration and Save 50% 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

Even if you’re in the middle of signing up players for your camp, online registration can 

boost your end turnout by an average of 20% Take your registrations online today to 

reach more players than ever and get your camp filled fast! 

Our online registration software, ~’~:~..’.~:~t...,,".,.!!.~-!.!-.’.,.~.<.~.1~..,,.-., instantly generates a unique 

registration link you can post anywhere - in e-mails, on Facebook, and on your website. 

Best of all, you’ll be able to instantly accept player registration payments online, and 

get real-time reporting on players stats and registrations - all on your phone or PC! 

~~1’~~ "~ 

Go Paper~ess! Get Started Now. CL.,,C}< }~£:RE 
or caJ  888.277.4409 for more information. 

r-. *Sign on by May 31, 20,2 and receive 00% off the licensing fee for the first ¯Fear¯ 

L J 

"Thank you to ,Member Solutions for finding me with your Event Manager program. My camp last 

year had the largest arr~unt of attendance and profit that I have had since staring the camp. Our 

Camps had 160 registrants for a ~otal of $27,200 and only 22 people sign up through paper form. i 

am ready to make it even bigger this year and could not have done it without Event Manager. The 

reports work great and we are much more organized, and profitable, because of you. 1,4ie appreciate 

it." qEarJ Brewer, Shooting Stars Lacrosse, Fairfax, Virginia 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscbbe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the foli~,,¢ing ik~k: !:i.,’.,.’2!::.,’:;::=,:i[!it:i 



Member SoCution s 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro. PA 19040 

US 

!~!~:.~:.&1 the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Club -~lubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net~ 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 3:40 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Baseball Day Saturday! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

% 
i i~ii ling 

UNC Baseball Day this Saturday! 
Saturday, May 5 * 11:30am - Ipm * Heels vs. Boston College 2pro 

£16 Adults, $11 Kids 6 - 12, $8 Kids 3 - 5 

Hey Baseball Fans! Enjoy an amazing day with top ranked UNC Baseball. All the fun 

begins at the Club with a pre-game BBQ Buffet. View UNC Baseball highlight 

videos, win great prizes, receive a special UNC Player Autograph Sheet and enjoy 

the great food. Then head over to Boshamer to see pregame warm-ups AND run 

onto the field with players during introductions. After the game take pictures with 

the players and get autographs on the field. What a day! Price includes: BBQ buffet, 

Ticket to the game (£15/£10/£7 if you have your own ticket), Autograph Sheet and 

Prizes. Call 919-962-1101 to make your reservations today. Call for details about 

group discounts. Friends of Members welcome. COME BY THE CLUB AFTER THE 

GAME FOR THE KENTUCKY DERBY VIEWING PARTY - KiDS EAT FOR £5! 

Also, Email Reply to: ray.kenney@ourclub.com for Reservations. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, May 4, 2012 6:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presents Acura ClubCorp Team Chmnpionship September 5-9, 2012 at Barton Creek Resort & Spa 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~Ki Member Exclusives Logo 

i ii.~ A .... ClubCorp Team Championship, September 5-B, 2012, Barton Creek Resort g Spa in Austin, TX 

New in 2012- One Tournament For All 

The 2012 Acura ClubCorp Team Championship is your chance to play three award- 
winning courses in one unforgettable location and experience that winning feeling on and 
off the courses. 

On the Course 

¯ Win a brand new Acura by making a hole-in-one on one designated Par 3 during 

tournament play. 

¯ Walk away with a new pair of Maul .lira Sunglasses by being a member of the twc 

lowest scoring teams or the highest scoring team each day (teams may only win 

once). 
¯ Great getaways, golf equipment and numerous other prizes can be yours if 

you make a hole-in-one on any other Par 3 hole during tournament play. 
¯ Closest to the pin on one designated hole will win a trip for two to Ireland at The 
Lodge at Doonbeg (airfare not included). 

¯ Members of the lowest scoring team each day on the Fazio Canyons course will 
receive a Foot-Joy certificate for one pair of Ny-]oys. 

Off the Course 

¯ Every participant will receive a welcome gift bag and visit the Callaway, 

TaylorMade and Titleist mobile pro shops and participate in a Titleist ball fitting. 

Enjoy the Thursday evening Sponsor Fair as you visit with tournament sponsors, 

tasting the latest cocktails, your favorite beers or wines, cigars and much more+ 

Guess the correct number of tees in the glass container and you will win a 

Seabourn seven-day European Cruise for two. 

Be one of the top money winners at the Friday evening Acura Casino de Monte 



Carlo and receive a gift card valued at $50 - $150. 

Acura will be on site offering all attendees the opportunity to Guest Drive one of their 
latest models for up to two hours. This is the perfect way to view the beautiful Texas Hil 
Country. 

Spouses and guests can enjoy all that Austin has to offer including kayaking, row 
boating, hiking, museums, shopping in eclectic shops on SoCo (the trendy downtown 

South Congress Street area), the chic urban 2nd Street District or the many galleries in 

the arts district. Additionally, Barton Creek Resort offers a full service spa, relaxing pool, 
great restaurants, and unique boutiques. 

The Acura ClubCorp Team Championship, Barton Creek, and Austin has something for 
everyone. 

For complete tournament information or to register visit the website at 

http-’//www.dubcorp.com/Tournaments/Tournaments/Acura-Tea m- 
Championship or contact Kathy Walker at Kathy.walker@dub¢orp.com or 972-888- 
7365. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 4:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

55 to JoiIL 55 a Month, Only tbr Your Family 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

The 55 Celebration 
Membership 
Cm~bCerp cemebrates 8;5 years of 
B~aildir~g Relationships & ~nrichi~g Lives, 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 12:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club Golf event this Weekend! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~i img 

An#ouncing the NEW Carolina Club Golfers Group 

Led by golfers for golfers to bring all the best of ClubCorp Golf to YOU] 

*** Play beautiful Devils Ridge Golf Club this Weekend *** 

The Pro Staff at Devils Ridge Golf Club welcome all Carolina Club golfers and their 

friends to play Devils Ridge Golf Club this weekend in support of the 1st Tee 

Program. For just $35 {Cart & Green fee) you can make a Tee Time from Friday, 

May 11 thru Monday, May 14. To make your reservation call (919} 557- 6101 and 

mention that you are a Carolina Club Member. All tee times arefiFgtame-first- 

served. 30% of all green fees go to the Ist Tee Program (www.thefirsttee.org). 

This opportunity is just the first in a new partnership between Devils Ridge and 
The Carolina Club to bring you a year-round calendar of fun golf events, skills 
training, social outings, and much more. The Golf Group invites players of all skills 
and interest levels. If you would like to be placed on our priority email notification 
list then please reply to ray.kenney@ourclub.com. More exciting golf 
announcements to come soon. Hope to see you this weekend at Devils Ridge. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.nef~-- 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 4:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Carolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club Spirit 

Click on the Event link below for detailsJ For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

** Saturday May 19 UNC Baseba[l S#ecia[ Openir~g ** 

The Club will open at Noon with a Hot Dog and Chips buffet and Bar Service that 

will run until first pitch. Dinner service will begin at 5:30pm. 

Pasta with Purpose (May 16) - Benefiting the UNC Lineberger Comprehensive 

Cancer Hospital] Main Dining Room is currently on a waitlist; O’Herron’s Grill is 

first-come-first-served seating] 

New Member Orientation & Reception {May 16) - Learn about your many 

benefits and meet other Members] 

Business Builders morning meeting (May 17) - Sharing success while making new 
contacts] 

Jazz Night in O’Herron’s Grill (May 18) - Featuring the smooth sounds of the Tony 
Thompson Trio] 

Bridge Club (May 22) - Welcoming new members] 

Sustainable, Organic & Biodynamic Wine Dinner (May 23) - Enjoy Chef Oscar’s 

farm-to-table selections] 

Business Builders Luncheon(May 24) - Long Term Care Planning.. Do you have a 
plan ? 

Friday Night Live in O’Herron’s (May 25) - Featuring Scott Laird] 



Business Builders morning meeting {May 31) - Sharing success while making new 
contacts! 

Attention Members: Please be on the lookout for an email with a link to 

participate in a Club "DINING SURVEY." The survey is a short, 20 questions and 

should take about 5 minutes to complete. We are seeking information to better 

understand your needs and preferences as we consider some menu revisions. 

Thanks in advance for your feedback. 

Club CJosed May 28 for Memorial Day 

& 
JU[v 20 ~ 7th for summer maintenance 

Save the Date 

June 1 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s featuring Robert Griffin 

June 5- Book Club 

June 6- Prime Rib Night 

June 7 - Business Builders morning meeting 

June 7 - Membership Council Meeting 

June 8 - Friday Night LIVE in O’Herron’s featuring Scott Laird 

June 11 - Cooking Class featuring - "Learn to make Frostings" 

June 12- Bridge Club 

June 12 - Luncheon with Author & Motivational Speaker Maryann McFadden 

June 13 - Epicurean Club Dinner- Enjoying Raw Foods 

June 14 - Business Builders Luncheon - Diane Mclntee presents "Retirement plans 

for Small Businesses" 

June 14- Member & Guest Mixer 

June 14 - New Member Orientation Luncheon 

June 16 - Father’s Day Brunch 

Announcing the New Golf Committee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 

Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 

to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with 

a Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 

from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 

calendar of fun events. Group Members enjoyed playing Devils Ridge Golf Club 

this past weekend as part of the Ist Tee Program, Interested? Email Ray Kenney, 

Special Events Director at: ray.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962-4454. 

Golf- it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 
Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 
gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Make the most of your Club Membership 
by getting involved with your fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young at 
929-962-3803 or email Mona at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 



Let’s link upJ www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/’2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 
Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pro. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

$2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 
corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at ~www.clubnewsmaker.net!carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Bower <Greg_Bower@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 12:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Develop the Best Athletes 

Coach Dorrance, 

Explosive teams are winning teams. Make the most of your spring season in 

2012. Take a closer look at some advanced exercises that manv of the top 

athletes are doinq. 

Advanced E×ercises done by the Top CoHleges to devek)p Speed 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~:: VertiMax 

.~iI VertiMax-the leading speed and 
vertical training system ’~w~,veif~i~~,coi"~~ Toll F~ee: 800~699~5867 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follc~,~,ing link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

iii~iiI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Sutton, Club Manager <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 5:30 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club - a short dining survey 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Dear Caroli~~a C~t,b Members, 

Ple~,se help us assess our dinner offering b,! 
completing a short survey, Zn appreciation, you will 
find a dining coupon at the end, 

CLTCK HERE FOR SURVEY 

N~arW t:har~k~;~ 
Jim Sutton ’94 
Club Har~ager 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



ClubCorp <clubcorp@mailermemfirst.net> 

Saturday, May 19, 2012 3:39 AM 

Dorranee, Albert A JV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member ExcJusives Presents a GoJf Getaway with Bermuda Department of Tourism 

Having Trouble Viewing tMs Email ? 

[[[!£~:..! !!~.L fL t 2. ~!£’L,. ?:~. ~..~L~(’f!-.::L [!:~ 2.~:’ 



,~,,e war~t you to feel as good about our err)ail communications as you do about our Club. You have ~eceived ~his message because you p[ovided your email ~ddress to l_he Ckkb, 

~ither in pelson or vies our web site. We’ll send you ~mails such as this on a p~r-iodic basis to inform you of news arid activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

if you would not iike to receive emails from this particular emaii hst in the future, please ...i.!c~..~!~:-.!~?.: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:16 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Pre~nted by Fogo de Chao 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

A Slice of the Good Life 

(ComNiments of the Chef) 

$25 Off Two Dinners at FOGO DE CHAO 

Call the ClubUne at 1-80043345079 to make your reservations. 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member_Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 1:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

50% Savings Ends May 31 st - Simplify Your Camp Registration Process Today! 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

It’s not too late! Make your life a whole lot easier by 

adding online registration to your camp sign-up process. 

With Event Manager, you can: 

Accept payments quickly and securely (no 

merchant account needed!) 

~, Manage waivers and rosters online 

Instantly e-mail your players -- or any specific group 

based on search criteria 

¯ Get the word out quickly with easy4o-use marketing tools 

View player data and registrations anywhere, anytime 

Hurry ,,, Offer Expires May 31st! 

OL,.~C~~’’ ’ ~#" ~"" ’",~’~ ...... ~’~ """ ~’’~ ..... ~’~         or call 888.277.4409 to simplify your .................................. ,’L..,’:.~:..,"."~.~,,:. 
sign-up process and save! 

*Sign on by 53t.2012 and receiw~. 50% off ~he Event Manager !icenstng fee for the first year 

Offer applies to new c#ents only. 

!~ !i.~’i:U.~’L’::!~’h..i:i.~ ! :L~ !T~ :~ i i. i!L ;!.."::.:.!!’h. :~:::. 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: ~,::!::..’!:;~;;~:£[ii::’~ 

Member SohJtions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro. PA 19040 

US 

!][~:.~:.~ the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubBeuefits <clubcorp@maJler.memfirst.uet> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 4:39 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Plan your summer vacation now 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~ Plan your summer vacation now 
with great Member benefits 

iXi 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCovp -~Uubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 8:00 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Plan your summer vaca’don now 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~ 
Plan your summer vacation now [~ o,u~orp 
with great Member benefits 

] 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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From-" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer <iSoccer@mail.vresp.com > 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 3:17 PNI 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
New: iSoccer for Camps 

i~ iSoccer: The Ga me Within the Game 

iSoccer for Camps Is Here! 

Hey Coach, 

Are you running camps this summer? We created !___S___9___c___c____e__r____f___o__r____C____a____m__j#___s__ so that any 
college coach or camp director can quickly and easily add a technical skills challenge 
to their camp with iSoccer! 

¯ Custom score cards: See below. Add a professional, technical evaluation to 
your camp just by sending us your logo and camp name. 

¯ Flexible: You know your camp better than we do, so use iSoccer for Camps 
however you like. Have a Skill of the Day, technical evaluation at the beginning 
and end of camp, or a big Skills Challenge event. It’s up to you! 

° Keep it fun: Recognize players with leaderboards, awards ceremonies and other 

rewards! 
° Get started: Send us your camp name and logo to camps@isoccer=org, and we 

send you your customized score cards and printing instructions - it’s that simple! 

~K:: Custom Score Cards 

Check out the iSoccer for Camps Guide and let us know you 
want to get started at camps@isoccer.org. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 941 !7 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ ~.. Try’ Email Marketing with Vertic’.alResp .... ! ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, May- 30, 2012 10:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club Spirit 
Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

*** The Tar Heels play in the NCAA Tournament this weekend *** 

O’Herron’s Grill will open for the Heels games, Call (919) 962- 1101 for times and details. 

Business Builders morning meeting (May 31) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts] 

Friday Night Live in O’Herron’s (June 1) - Featuring Robert Griffin] 

Book Club (June 5) - Featuring "Tinkers" by Paul Harding] 

Prime Rib Night (J une 6) -A beef lovers feast] 

Business Builders morning meeting (June 7) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts] 

Membership Council Meeting (June 7) - Members help us grow the Club] 

Friday Night Live in O’Herron’s (June 8) - Featuring Scott Laird] 

Cooking Class (June 11) - Learn to make Frostings] 

Bridge Club (June 12) - Welcoming new members] 

Author Luncheon (June 12) - Meet Indie Next picks author Maryann McFadden] 

Epicurean Club Dinner (June 13) - Enjoy raw foods] 



Business Builders Luncheon (J u ne 14) - Diane Mclntee presents "Retirement plans 

‘for Small Businesses" 

New Member Orientation Luncheon (June 14) - Learn about the many benefits o‘f 

your membership! 

Member & Guest Mixer (J une 14) - Enjoy a bite and a beverage with the fellowship 

o‘f ‘friends! 

Jazz Night in O’Herron’s Grill (June 15) - Featuring The Robert Griffin Trio, 

"Griffanzo .! 

Father’s Day Brunch (June 17) - Celebrate Dad with a delicious made-to-order 
‘feast! 

Save the Date 

June 19 - Carolina Women Connecting 

June 21 - Business Builders meeting 

June 22 - Young Professionals "Drinks & Thinks" gathering 

June 22 - Friday Night LIVE featuring Billy Stewart 

June 26- Bridge Club 

June 27 - Linkedln Training Class 

June 28 - Business builders meeting 

June 29 - Friday Night LIVE featuring Bill Baucom 

Announcing the New Golf Committee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 

Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 

to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with a 

Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 

from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 

calendar of fun events. Join us July 19 for a great golf equip~ent fitting a~d 

clinic led b~ R~y Reyes o~ Devils RkJge fron~ 5 - 7:3~Jp~. To be placed on our golf 

email alert list please email Ray Kenney, Special Events Director at 

rav.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962-4454. Golf - it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina Club 

Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Next Event - "Drinks & Thinks"gathering 

June 22! Make the most of your Club Membership by getting involved with your 

fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young at 919-962-3803 or email Mona 

at mona.young@ourclub.com, 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.comlcarolinaclub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Speciams 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 



Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes Signature 

Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pro. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

$2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 
corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alan Murray <Alan Murray@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, May 31,2012 12:20 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sneak Peek Look at Olympic Athlete’s Training Workouts 

Ooao[~ Dorrar~oe, 

As you know, we are entering a crucial time of the year as everyone is getting ready for summe~ 

conditioning. Be prepared tI’..ie year lo make the r~~oe~ of you.." sumn~e..". 

Enhance yo~r Program by giving your athietes the beet training toois. Take the next step and°°, TP,~IN 

LIKE THE PROS! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follov¢ing link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

i~i Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, June 1, 2012 4:09 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presented by Brooks Brothers 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

KIDS HOUSE & HOME SALE OUR STORES 

i~,;. Exclusive Offer for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 

i,’~ SAVE $25 

Shop the Country club Collection, featuring official St Andrews... 

Simply 
use the code CLUB0612 at checkout to take advantage of this offer.                                         1 

/ 

Ji S.O MEN IL SBO WOMEN 1 
i~ 

To redeem in stores, print out this email and present it to a Brooks Brothers associate. 

FIND A STORE 

ABOUT US BLACK FLEECE GIFr CARDS 

~!:~:~::tli~;.:::; ~b: ce:~’::~’:f:::h;":: i:~ea::e 2 f::’:h::~;? ~.::;: 

!i:i:!:~ ?..h,::Ji:;~’.~:::/~<.<::::~::: ~i~::.:~. ’:’~;.:if ~i":¸ ~;~Z:~ :: 

OU~BLOG[.~ ofRogues ] 

iNii barcode 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Friday, June 1, 2012 3:31 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LinkedIn Training Class at The Club! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

......... ~ :: ~!~i~i~i:~i:¸ i 

i 



To make your reservation Call (919) 962 - 1101 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 12:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crceetings from The Carolina Club’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings from The Carolina Club! 

I wanted to take this opportunity to share with you 
some upcoming events the Club has planned to help 
you get the most from your membership. We have a 
well-rounded calendar of programming designed to 

meet the educational, social, and business needs of 
our diverse Club members and your families. I hope 
you will enjoy one or more of these activities and 
maybe even try something new! 

Please contact me with any new ideas or suggestions 
you may have for future events at the Club! 

Best wishes for a safe and happy Summer, 
Elizabeth Cheek ’91 
Member Relations Director 
919-962-9578 

Cooking Class 
Learn to make Frostings 
Monday, June 11 
5:30 pm 
;25++ 

}astry Chefv Ron Johnson and Assistant Pastry Chef, 
Robin Bilodeau will host this "sweet" class in the 
Club’s kitchen. They will share the art of making 

butter cream, cream cheese and flavored mousse 
frostings and attendees will frost their own cupcakes. 
Yum! 

Lunch with the Author: 
Maryann McFadden 
Tuesday, June 12 
11:30 am - Gathering 
12 noon - Luncheon, presentation and book signing 
;20++ includes lunch 

4aryann McFadden is the author of INDIE NEXT PICKS 
The Richest Season and So Happy Together. She is 
also an inspiring speaker and writing coach and loves 
to chat with book clubs! Please join us over lunch as 
Maryann discusses her latest novel The Book Lover. 
The title of the book is also the name of a charming 
book shop which acts as one of the main characters 
in this story of broken marriages, secrets, friendships 
and little white lies. Don’t miss this opportunity to 
meet Haryann McFadden! 

Member-Guest Mixer 
Thursday, June 14 
5:30 - 7 pm 
Complimentary Hors d’oeuvres 
2 Drink Tickets per person 



Enjoy a bite and a beverage and the fellowship of 
friends. Our Mixers are a great way to introduce your 
Club to others, and we really appreciate when you 
bring prospective Members to this event. 

Father’s Day Brunch 
Sunday, June 17 
11am - 2pro 

Adults $16,95++ 
Kids 6 - 12 $8.50++ 
Kids 5 & under complimentary 

Dads, today is your day! Relax with your family to the 
smooth sounds of jazz pianist Mark Wells while you 
enjoy a magnificent brunch tailored just for you 
including Carved Beef Striploin, made-to-order 
omelets, fluffy Belgian Waffles, Seared Salmon, 
Shrimp 8= Grits, an amazing "Build a Sundae Bar" and 
a complimentary family photo commemorating your 
special day, 

LinkedIn Training Class 
Wednesday, June 27 

8 am Breakfast 
9 am = 12 noon Seminar 
;65++ 

3eing an effective participant in Social Media is a 
must for today’s business professional and LinkedIn 
is the place you want to excel. Will Blackmon, CEO of 
Apogee Social Media Group will lead us through an in- 
depth, high-energy process to achieve 3 goals: 
building a 100% complete profile, leveraging your 
network, and executing your success plan. Whether a 
beginner or experienced you will leave with the 
strategies and confidence to succeed on Linkedln. 
Participants are required to bring a laptop or mobile 
computing device. 

Retirement Plans for Small 
Businesses 
Featuring Diane T. McIntee CFP®, Owner Optima 
Asset Management 
Thursday, June 14 
11:30 am - 1:00 pm 

$20 inclusive 

You’ve worked hard building a successful small 
business, but have you worked just as hard 
identifying the right retirement plan for you and your 
employees? If you have a retirement plan, when was 
the last time you reviewed it to determine if it is still 
the best, most cost effective plan for your company? 
Are you meeting all the legal requirements of a plan 
sponsor (that’s you!)? Diane will address these 
questions and others, discussing: 1) why identifying 
he right type of retirement plan is important, 2) the 
various types of plans available and the attributes of 
each, 3) how to decide which is best for you, etc. 
Diane invites your specific questions. Includes 
unlimited Buffet lunch with drinks 8~ dessert. 

Young Professionals 
Drinks & Thinks 
Friday, June 22 
5:30- 6:30 pm 

At our next Drinks 8~ Thinks we will brainstorm for 
future Young Professionals events while reflecting on 
past ones over $2.50 beers and complimentary 
appetizers! Come join us for this fun social meeting 
and make your mark on our newest Club within the 

Club! 

Call 919-962-1101 to make reservations for 
these events today! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site= We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp= 



If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Prom-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer <iSoccer@mail.vresp.com > 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 1:30 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

The Growing iSoccer Community 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga rne Within the Game 

The Growing iSoccer Community 

We are proud to welcome all of our new partners to the ever-growing iSoccer 
community! With over 840,000 scores logged, awesome stories of players raising their 
level, teams playing sharper, and hundreds of clubs creating a culture of development, 
it’s an exciting time for youth soccer! 

As we know, to continue raising the level of soccer in this country, individual players 
need to spend time with the ball on their own, and we look forward to helping more and 
more young players do just that. 

Cheers[ 
The iSoccer Team 

iSoccer and Cal North Soccer Unite 

San Francisco, CA and Pleasanton, CA - iSoccer.org and Cal North Soccer, the 
largest state soccer association in the country, are excited to announce their new 
partnership. Moving forward, iSoccer will serve as the official skills development partner 

for Cal North Soccer and their more than 180,000 members. 

R._ e__a__d__m._ o___r e___._a_ t___Ln .s_j d_ e__ LS_.9_.c_ c__e__r. 

iSoccer to Aid Charleston Battery’s Grassroots Efforts 

"iSoccer brings a new dynamic to 
technical development that will be a 
great addition to our programs and is a 
step in the right direction for the 
Charleston soccer community as a 
whole=" 
- Battery Head Coach, Mike 
Anhaeuser 

~i Charleston Battery 

"The Battery are doing some great 
things for the Charleston community, and 
we look forward to helping them make technical development more fun for kids!" 
- iSoccer Founder and CEO, Scott Leber. 

June 11th is the last day to submit your Back’yard Champions video! 
Win 2 Tekk Trainers, and hundreds of dollars in Eurosport gift cards! 

Backyard Champions 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 
Xll AppStore liXil Android 

/ 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 



If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~ Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResp .... 
! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Sutton <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 11:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club - Two fun Juue events tbr "tbodies’." 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Two fun events this month for 
our "Foodies!" 
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We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided you) email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.net.;, 

Friday, June 8, 2012 3:55 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Pre~nted by Lake Austin Spa Resort 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

[ i~i MemberExclusivesLo9o 

L 
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13’05 South QiAnian Park F4o~sd, Aisstir% Texas 78732 

(800) 847-5837 (U,S,) I (512) 372 7380 (L,:x:al) i (800) 338-6851. (C;~nada) 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tips <iSoccer_Quick Tips@mail.vresp.com > 

Monday, June 11, 2012 1:08 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Enjoy the Euros 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Enjoy the Euros! 

After a busy season, this week’s tip is to sit back, relax, and enjoy all the wonderful 
soccer being played in Poland and Ukraine! Our take from the games so far - anything 
goes! It looks like a lot of upsets are in store and a lot of questions will to be answered 
in the next three weeks. Can the favored Dutch get out of the Group of Death? Will a 
dark horse like Denmark or Russia go far? Can Spain cement their legacy as one of 
the greatest teams of all time? We shall see! 

Check out the cool interactive schedule below, and don’t miss out on any of 
the action! 

ii.~.iI Euro 2012 Schedule 

A couple brilliant outside the foot passes stood out from the games over the 
weekend -Wesley Sneijder (rain 7:25 of highlight) and David Silva (rain 2:00 of 

highlight) each with some incredible skill. Take a look, and next time you’re 
passing against a wall, spend some time using only the outside of your foot! 

.;~i Sneijder Pass .~’~i Silva Pass 

Cheers! 
The ioeccer Team 

Feel free to ronsard this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

The Backyard Champions contest is coming down to the wire! Today 
is the last day to vote for all our great contestants! 

X Backyard Champions 

Get connected with !Soccer Mobile! 

~iI AppStore I ii::t;~il Android 

I 



%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~ Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResp .... 
! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Rodgers <Derek__Rodgers@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 11:50 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Summer Conditioning for Top Athletes 

Ooaoh Dorranoe, 

As you know, we are entering a crucial time of the year as everyone is getting ready for summer 

conditioning. Be prepared tI’.,is year [o make the most of you,," summe=". 

Enhance your Program by giving your athietes the beet training toois. Take the next step anglo°. TRAIN 

LIKE THE PROS! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follov¢ing link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

i~i Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Sutton <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 4:25 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message t?om the GM 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

The 55 Celebration 
Membership 
Message from General Manager, 
Jim Sutton 
Offer expiring soon! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 5:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This could be your best summer of benefits yet 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~ This could be your best 
summer of benefits yet! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tips <iSoccer_Quick Tips@mail.vresp.com > 

Monday, June 18, 2012 1:27 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Never Say Never 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Never Say Never 

As summer marches on, the Euros have given us plenty of entertainment and drama 
over the last couple weeks. One of the biggest surprises so far was Greece getting out 

of the group stage by beating Russia on Saturday. 

Just like the Greek team seemed to have an insurmountable task in front of them to 
beat Russia, as players and teams we sometimes find it difficult to continue improving. 

But when you feel like giving up, it can be the best time to set a big goal for yourself! 
After all, you don’t have anything to lose, and reaching a hard goal is fun and rewarding 

because you know you earned it! 

Set a monthly goal to raise one or two iSoccer Skill Levels this summer to get ready for 
the fall season. Even if the goal seems unattainable, if you work hard, and stay focused, 

you never know what you can achieve! 

Check out the replay of the game if you missed it, and take a look at y__9___u___r_ 
account to set a goal this summer! 

Russia 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

:.£;. ar~r~to,.~ Ii~ GoogB~ Plaoe 

I 

/ 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

.R___e__a__d_. the VerticalResponse marketing policy¯ 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with Vertic~alResp .... ! ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fred Lunt Industlies <Fred Lunt Industries@maJl.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 8:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

You Make the Call - Sports Storage Equipment 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Hanging Uniform racks give you the storage you need while keeping all your apparel and 
equipment neatly and securely organized in sturdy and durable racks. Whether it’s creating a new 
look for your locker room or organizing an equipment storage closet, a Hanging Uniform Storage 
Rack will solve even your most difficult storage needs. 

Hanging Uniform, Folded, Ball Storage, with Bm Storage Above. 
All in one unit, our customized Sports Storage units are completely modular and designed to fit 
your rooms dimensions and meet your storage needs. Start with a single unit or entire room and 
add on at any time. 

HangingUniform2 

¯ FREE Room Layout/Design* 
¯ Team Colors 



¯ One unit or an entire room 
° Combine hanging bar and shelves 

* Room measurements to be provided by school 

For more information on any of our products, please visit our website: 
www.flindustries.com 

We have the Solution! 

fli21ogorgb.jp9 Fred Lunt Industries specializes in Custom Designing 
Sports Storage Solutions to meet your needs. For 
3ver 20 years, FLI has been providing complete room 
solutions to Elementary schools, Middle Schools, High 
Schools, Colleges and Universities and Professional 
Sports Teams. 

Sff~cerely, 
Fred Lunt 
388-255-7987 
fredlunt@flindustries.com 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Fred Lunt Industries 

1026 Cressman Road 

Nazareth, Pennsylvania !8064 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

% 

[:~ Try Email Marketin9 with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 9:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club SpMt 

Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Business Builders morning meeting (June 21) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts! 

Young Professional "Drinks & Thinks" (J une 22) - Meet other Members and share 

ideas for fun club events] 

Friday Night LIVE ! {J u ne 22) - Featuring Jazz Guitarist Billy Stewart] 

Bridge Club (June 26) - Welcoming new members] 

Business Builders morning meeting (June 28) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts] 

Friday Night LiVE (June 29) -featuring Bill Baucom with guitar & vocals] 

CLub Cmosecl July 2nd - 7th for Summer maintenance 

Save the Date 

July 10 & 24 - Bridge Club 

July 11 - Prime Rib Night 

July 12 - Business Builders morning meeting 

July 13 - Friday Night LIVE with Robert Griffin 



July 15 - Sunday Brunch 
July 19 - Business Builders morning meeting, plus "Great Golf" event 
July 20- Classic Movie Night & Jazz Night with the Bill Baucom Duo 

Charity Classic Golf Tournament and Chili Cook Off 

Sunday, November 11 

Gather your favorite foursome or join us as a single for a fun-filled day of team 
superball format competition followed by a Chili and Beer Party. Long drive and 
closet to the pin contests for men and women highlight a great day of play. After, 
we’ll head over to the Club to award prizes and enjoy the Chili Cook-off. Local 
chefs and Carolina Club Members will join forces to compete for the best Chili in 
the Triangle. Join us for live music, kids activities, a long putt contest and great 

Chili to sample along several craft beers from local breweries. We will have both a 

professional and an amateur division and we will present awards for several 

categories including Best Pro, Best Amateur, Most Creative Recipe and more! 

What a fabulous day! Net proceeds from this family friendly charity fundraiser will 

benefit Augie’s Quest for a cure for ALS, our Employee Partners Care Foundation 

and the Alzheimer’s Association. You may choose to participate in one event or 

both. 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 

Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 

to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with 

a Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 

from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 

calendar of fun events. Join us July 19 ~or a great golf equipment fitting and clinic 

led by Ray Reyes o[ Devils Ridge[tom 5 - 7:30pm. To be placed on our golf email 

alert list please email Ray Kenney, Special Events Director at 

ray.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962-4454. Golf - it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 

Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Next Event- "Drinks & Thinks" qathering 

June 22! Make the most of your Club Membership by getting involved with your 

fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young at 919-962-3803 or email Mona 

at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 

Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

£2.50 domestic beers 



Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring I bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 
corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 2:02 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Step Up Your Game with Online Registration 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

We’ve Got The Solution ... ~-,,~.,’-" ~" *,~,-" ~"---,-’~~~~ *"’" " 
~,~~,,, ~,.~ ~ **.~,~"*.-~,,,~’~--~.~-~.,,,-~-~-,-~ ,,’~ ....... 

.-: .~ .~ ..... .~..-: .......... ,~ 

Coaches nationwide use our online solution, Event Manager, to elevate their coaching 

profile and simplify the player sign-up process. 

h 2 i S.~\,,.~,.7 ,.7. ~, .:.~ L;t ~ L:.::~ 

Event Manager has just been updated with new enhanced features to speed 

registrations and save you even more time: 

, Simple file upload -- Now you can upload, attach and send any file to your 

players during registration -- permission slips, medical waivers, team schedules ... 

whatever you need to get into their hands. 

Digital signature capture -- if a payment is required, players must type in their 

name to agree to the payment terms. Each electronic signature is then dated, 

time-stamped and attached in confirmation emails for added protection against 

fraud and chargebacks. 

Template preview -- Over a dozen event form templates are available -- now 

with quick preview. Choose from camp, tournament, fundraiser and 26 other 

templates’. 

Step Up Your Game w~th Event Manager! 

~"",’,~ ~""t,’.~4" "~ ~’"""~" ..... or Call 888.277.4409 
to take your registrations online -- and get 30 days FREE! 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the follo’wing link: ~’::!:=..’!;:~,;~J:~ii:?~ 



Member Solutions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro PA 19040 

US 

:.~.....~ he Ver ca Response marke ng po cy 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, June 22, 2012 3:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Pre~nted by FIJI Water 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii~iI Member Exclusives Logo 

iXi FIJI Water [%i FIJI Water iXi FIJI Water ...... ..... ...... 
Logo 

Exc==usive savings for Members of C==ubCorp C==ubs- @ to 40% offper case on any of 

our 4 bottle sizes, ]ake advar~tage of our i~assJe-free deiivery piar~s or stock-us for a 

slimmer celebration, 

Sourced from the pristine Fijian islands, natural artesian FiJl Water has a smooth taste 

that’s u~paraileJed, rhe botded water o[ choice arneng top chefs, FI,I1 Waker is m)w 

convenient::y delivered by the case, to your doorstep, vdti~ our au,tomatic monthiy 

shipment p::ans - to keep you hydrated and refreshed a::J summer ion£, 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tips <iSoccer_Quick Tips@mail.vresp.com > 

Monday, June 25, 2012 1:26 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Skill Games for Your Team 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Play Skill Games with Your Team 

Did you know that you can use the iSoccer Team Activity Feed to create fun, yet 
challenging skill games that the whole team can play together? It’s a great way for 
everyone to get outside, spend time with the ball, and have fun playing soccer this 
summer! Check out our idea for a game below, and feel free to be creative and make 
up your own! 

i.~ 10 Second Juggle Challenge 

Coaches: Challenge players by posting the rules of your skill game to the Team 
Activity Feed. You can even post a video of yourself with the free iSoccer Mobile App 
(Apple/Andnod) and see if your players can beat coach! Make things interesting by 
adding prizes! 

Players: Post your scores and compete with your teammates. If you want, record a 
video of yourself completing the challenge and post it to your Activity Feed with the 
iSoccer Mobile App to prove your scores! 

What is the Activity Feed? The Activity Feed is an awesome way to stay connected 
with your team over the summer and throughout the season. Share messages, 
photos, and videos with only your coach and teammates. It’s like Twitter for just your 

team! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

iSoccer Partners with Julie Foudy Leadership Camps! 

i~ Julie Fou~ LeadershipCamps 

"We like to use iSoccer at our Julie Foudy Sports Leadership Academy and our Julie 
Foudy Soccer Camps because it is a unique way to get the girls thinking, talking, and 
working on the technical side of the game.., and of course coupled with fun 
competition!" - Julie Foudy 

"It’s great to get involved with Julie’s mission to not only develop great soccer players, 
but also mold well rounded young women, and we look forward to helping make their 
camps more fun and rewarding this summer!" - Scott Leber, iSoccer Founder and CEO 

There is still space in the Leadership Camps around the country, so 
check out the d__a__t_e__s___a__n_d____!o_c__a__t_i_O_n_s_ of a camp near you! 



EXACT Soccer Camps to Use iSoccer 

EXACT’s Mental Training Program goes hand in hand with the iSoccer mission: 
Creating standards and measuring progress can help players make incremental 
improvement and reach their goal& EXACT will be using iSoccer to provide players 
with a more holistic view of not only their mental performance, but also their technical 
ability. 

A complete list of Elite Prospect Camp locations can be found here: 
EXACTSoccer.com ...................................................... 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 
If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[:~ T,¥ Email Marketing with Verti~lResp ..... !] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Malone <Warren_Malone@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 12:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Make The Most of Summer Training This Year 

~Yhe As you knew, we are enterincg a crucial ~; ~ of the veal° as everyone is tiTil]9 to make the most of their 

sun, met conditioning. Be prepared this year [o make ti~e most of your summer by giving your a[hietes tI’..e 

best training tools. 

Take t~e next. step as o~:he~ schools have d~ne and,,, TRAIN L~KE THE PROS! 

~.~.~9!.~!~:~.B~.~.~BDz~E~}~!~}~L!~.~!.~.~.~.~..~..~k~ 

~iI training on VertiMax 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follov¢ing link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

i~i Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 2:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Huny, invite your family with this special offer 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

The 55 Celebration 
Membership 
ClubCorp celebrates 55 years of Building Relationships & Enriching Lives.~ 

For a iimited time, you can sponsor fc-mity 

members ~or membership hi ANY participaUng~ 
CiubCorp club and they wiii pay a spedai rate 

of $55 to "..oin and $~,~ a month in dues~, 

Can your sister in Chicago join? YES 
Can your parents in Florida join? YES 
Can your brother-in-law in Texas join? VE$ 

You can sponsor your parents, grandparents, children, 
grandchildren, brothers and sisters - and the in-laws - to 
membership. It doesn’t matter where they live. You can 
sponsor them to membership at any participating club in 
the ClubCorp family. This is a special invitation only you 
can extend! 

This offer is our way of thanking you for 55 great years. 
There’s never been a better time to invite your family to 
membership. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -:clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, June 29, 2012 4:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presents Regent Seven Seas Cruises 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 



CALL REG~tT SEVE~ SEAS CRUISES AT 8¢6,G88,1298 
OR CONTACT YOUR TRA\/EL AGENT 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 9:57 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Online accessibility for students with disabilities 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~v,academicimpressions.com 

Online Accessibility for Students with Disabilities 

Webcast 

September 6 & 8, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Learn how you can make your online environments technologically 
"accessible" for students with disabilities. 

Join our expert instructors to learn about the current and 
proposed legislation that supports the needs of all 
students, particularly those with visual, auditory, 
cognitive, and motor disabilities in online environments. 
We’ll share best practices, consequences of lack of 
accessibility, technology availability, suggestions for 
creating an accessible website, and the benefits and 
challenges of moving toward a more universally 
accessible online environment. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I ~enda 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Session 1: Regulations and Guidelines 

Tuesday, September 6,2011 

¯ Regulatory update and why Web accessibility is 
important 

¯ Application forschools 
¯ Types of disabilities affected by inaccessible 

online content 
¯ Challenges as a result of inaccessibility 
¯ Dispelling Web accessibility myths 

Session 1: Tools, Tips, Resources, and Best 
Practices 

Thursday, September 8,2011 

academicimpressionsocom 

HOW WE’RE RAKING THIS 
WEBCAST ACCESSIBLE 

To model the principles and 
practices we’ll discuss in the 

webcast series, we’re striving to 
make the webcast as accessible as 

possible. 

We will offer captioning and 
transcript services at no additional 

charge, and we will distribute all 
materials in a format compatible 

with screen readers. 

If you need special 
accommodations or assistance in 
order to participate in this webcast 

series, please contact 
Bridget Dattilo at 
academicimpressions.com 

to make the appropriate 
arrangements. 

UPCOMING CONFERENCES 

PmanNnq and Growinq Online 
I n Natives 

June 15- 17, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

Best Practices in Blended Course 



¯ Technology used by people with disabilities on the 
Web 

¯ Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 
basics of online access 

¯ Case studies of online students with different 
impairments and associated challenges 

¯ The "low-hanging fruit" of Web accessibility 
¯ Accommodations made when Web accessibility 

doesn’t happen proactively 
¯ Resources 

You may choose to register for one or both sessions in 
this webcast series depending on your level of 
understanding and comfort with Web accessibility. 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE SESSIONS,, 
PURCHASE A CD 

Register onUine or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register 
your institution for a single site connection and an 
unlimited number of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording or of the live webcasts and a 
bound set of the presentation materials. Questions? Call 
us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

Desi~ 
July 25 - 27, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

View All Conferences 

UPCOMING WEBCASTS 

the Shift from Classroom 
to Online Course Desi~ 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26,2011 

Student Engagement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Learning 
September 23, 2011 

View All Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 10:26 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Building an Academic Coaching Model on Your Campus 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Building an Academic Coaching Node[ on Your Campus: A Case Studv 

Webcast 

September 19, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:45 pomo EDT 1[~1~ 

Help students establish academic goals with a student-affairs-driven 
approach to coaching. 

Join us online to explore the theory behind a student-affairs- 
driven approach to academic coaching. You’ll learn about the 
coaching program at the University of South Carolina and 
discover the first steps to building a model for your campus. 

P[o#ram Brochure (pdf) I Reg!ste[ I ~#n#a 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our ex#ert instructors will present a s~x-part "appreciative 
advising" approach to establishing, maintaining, and evaluating 
a student-affairs-driven coaching model, touching on the 
following: 

¯ An introduction to the coaching model 
¯ An overview of the model components 
¯ A case study on the ACE coaching model at the 

University of South Carolina 
¯ First steps you can take in developing a coaching model 

for your campus 
¯ Resources you may find helpful as you begin your 

program 

WHAT PAST PARTICIPANTS SAID ABOUT THIS 
EVENT 

"Excellent overview, tools, and examples of how to begin 
and implement an academic coaching model! I consider 
Jenny and Claire experts on academic coaching 
models." 

academicimpressionsocom 

REGISTER TODAY~ 
PAY NEXT FISCAL YEAR 

Did you know you can 
register now for this 

program and choose the 
"invoice me" option? 

We’ll issue an invoice today and 
you can have up to 60 days to 

remit payment. 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

OutcomesoBased Assessment for 
Career Services 
July 25 - 27,2011 I Denver, CO 

View All Conferences 

UPCONING WEBCASTS 



"The webcast was very thorough and informative. Some 
of the strategies and issues presented are common 
sense, but the webcast made it clearer by 
contextualizing the information, and by giving it a 
framework." 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE $ESSION~ PURCHASE A 
CD 

~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help 
determine if this event is right for you. 

Revamp~q Pre~Ardval 
Communications for International 
Students 
July 13, 2011 

!ncorporaflng a Continuum of 
Services into xour Student 
Conduct Office 
July 27, 2011 

SecondoYear Students 
with innovative CoocurdcuNar 
Programs 
August 3, 2011 

View AH Webcasts 
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If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <African_Studies_Association@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 10:44 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

ASA Reminder: There’s Still Time to Vote 

Click to view this email in e browser 

Dear ASA Member, 

The 2011 Elections for the Board of Directors is still open and available online at 
wwwoafricanstudiesoorq. Only ASA members are eligible to vote. The 2011 Election 
closes on Friday, June 24 at 11:59pm. 

Instructions: As the ASA website has been recently upgraded, all users from the 
previous system must reset their passwords and re-affirm the member profile 
information in order to fully access the site. If you have reset your password, 
please go to Step #4 to complete the elections process. 

1. From the homepage, click on Iogin in the upper right corner; then, click on 
Reset your password link which will bring you to the next screen (Security: 
Password Reset); you will be asked to enter your email address - once you have 
done this, click on Reset password. An email will be sent to you with a temporary 
password. 

2. Go back to the homepage and click on the Iogin in the upper right corner again. 
Upon logging in with the temporary password, you will be required to change your 
password to a more permanent one. If you no longer have access to the email 
address that is your Username, please contact our office for assistance. 

3. To complete your member profile, click on your membership status activity 
which will bring you to All Activities: Required Information. Upon completion of the 
required information, click on "Save" at the bottom of the screen. This will bring 
you to your Activity Details Page. 

4. On Activity Details page, click on your membership status (e.g., General 
Membership: Income $50k or more). This will take you to the listing of ASA 
Activities open to you. To vote, click on the link "Vote in the 2011 
Election" (located at the bottom of the Information Box). 



5. This will bring you to the MyASA Home Page: Available Cycle Page. Then, click 
on the radio button for "Election, 2011" listed under "Available Cycles", and click 
on [Continue]. At this point you may read the candidates’ statements. 

6. To vote, click on the link entitled "BALLOT - Board of Directors Election" under 
"Forms". You will be given access to view the candidate statements and to cast 
your vote electronically. 

THE CANDIDATES FOR VICE PRESIDENT ARE: 

¯ Patrick McNaughton (Art History, Indiana University) 
¯ Abdi Samatar (Geography, University of Minnesota-Minneapolis) 

THE CANDIDATES FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ARE: 

¯ Victoria Bernal (Anthropology, University of California-Irvine) 
¯ Jean Borgatti (Art History, Clark University) 
¯ Ali Ali-Dinar (Folklore/African Studies Center, University of Pennsylvania) 
¯ Sheryl McCurdy (School of Public Health, University of Texas-Houston) 
¯ Salem Mekuria (Art/Film Studies, Wellesley College) 
¯ Deogratias Ngonyani (Linguistics, Michigan State University) 

All votes will be cast electronically. The online voting period will close on 
Friday June 24, 2011 at 11:59PM EST. 

For questions regarding membership and/or the ASA election process, please 
contact Maggie McLaughlin, Manager, Member Services, at 
members@africanstudies.org or by phone at 848-445-8173 x3. 

Regards, 

Karen Jenkins 
Executive Director 
African Studies Association 

***********Don’t Delay. Cast Your Electronic Vote Today!*********** 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 
Unsubscribe 

African Studies Association 
Rutgers U - Livingston Campus 
54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 

Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-8045 
US 

B~ 



Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <African_Studies_Association@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, June 21, 2011 11:39 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

RESEND: ASA Elections: There’s Still Time to Vote 

Click to view this email in e browser 

Dear ASA Member, 

The 2011 Elections for the Board of Directors is still open and available online at 
wwwoafricanstudiesoorq. Only ASA members are eligible to vote. The 2011 
Election closes on Friday, June 24 at 11:59pm. 

Instructions: As the ASA website has been recently upgraded, all users from the 
previous system must reset their passwords and re-affirm the member profile 
information in order to fully access the site. If you have reset your password, 
please go to Step #4 to complete the elections process. 

1. From the homepage, click on Iogin in the upper right corner; then, click on 
Reset your password link which will bring you to the next screen (Security: 
Password Reset); you will be asked to enter your email address - once you have 
done this, click on Reset password. An email will be sent to you with a temporary 
password. 

2. Go back to the homepage and click on the Iogin in the upper right corner again. 
Upon logging in with the temporary password, you will be required to change your 
password to a more permanent one. If you no longer have access to the email 
address that is your Username, please contact our office for assistance. 

3. To complete your member profile, click on your membership status activity 
which will bring you to All Activities: Required Information. Upon completion of the 
required information, click on "Save" at the bottom of the screen. This will bring 
you to your Activity Details Page. 

4. On Activity Details page, click on your membership status (e.g., General 
Membership: Income $50k or more). This will take you to the listing of ASA 
Activities open to you. To vote, click on the link "Vote in the 2011 
Election" (located at the bottom of the Information Box). 



5. This will bring you to the MyASA Home Page: Available Cycle Page. Then, click 
on the radio button for "Election, 2011" listed under "Available Cycles", and click 
on [Continue]. At this point you may read the candidates’ statements. 

6. To vote, click on the link entitled "BALLOT - Board of Directors Election" under 
"Forms". You will be given access to view the candidate statements and to cast 
your vote electronically. 

THE CANDIDATES FOR VICE PRESIDENT ARE: 

¯ Patrick McNaughton (Art History, Indiana University) 
¯ Abdi Samatar (Geography, University of Minnesota-Minneapolis) 

THE CANDIDATES FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ARE: 

¯ Victoria Bernal (Anthropology, University of California-Irvine) 
¯ Jean Borgatti (Art History, Clark University) 
¯ Ali Ali-Dinar (Folklore/African Studies Center, University of Pennsylvania) 
¯ Sheryl McCurdy (School of Public Health, University of Texas-Houston) 
¯ Salem Mekuria (Art/Film Studies, Wellesley College) 
¯ Deogratias Ngonyani (Linguistics, Michigan State University) 

All votes will be cast electronically. The online voting period will close on 
Friday June 24, 2011 at 11:59PM EST. 

For questions regarding membership and/or the ASA election process, please 
contact Maggie McLaughlin, Manager, Member Services, at 
members@africanstudies.org or by phone at 848-445-8173 x3. 

Regards, 

Karen Jenkins 
Executive Director 
African Studies Association 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 
Unsubscribe 

African Studies Association 
Rutgers U - Livingston Campus 

54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-8045 
US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 10:01 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Use Web 2.0 technologies to improve student learning 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Student Engagement and Web 2,0 in g~ended Learning 

Webcast 

September 23, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT I[~[l 

Explore how Web 2.o technologies such as blogs, podcasts, wikis, and 
social media can improve student learning outcomes. 

This event is perfect for faculty, faculty developers, and 
instructional designers who want to learn how to develop 
effective and efficient strategies for utilizing Web 2.0 
technologies to foster student engagement and success in 
blended learning. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I         I 

Our expert instructor will present timely information on the 
following topics: 

¯ Blended learning communities and environments 
¯ Web 2.0 tool examples and learning activities, 

including: 
o Social bookmarking - Diigo, del.icio.us, citeulike, 

edtags 
o Blogs - Blogger, Twitter, wordpress 
o Social networking - Ning, Facebook, Bebo, 

Mahara 
o Social media sharing - YouTube, Flickr, 

Slideshare 
o Virtual worlds - Croquet, SecondLife 

¯ Engagement through the use of Web 2.0 tools including 
synchronous sessions 

¯ Case studies of the University of Calgary and Mount 
Royal University - course redesign context and study 
results and the National Survey of Student Engagement 
(NSSE) 

academicimpressionsocom 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTHLY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 
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UPCONZNG CONFERENCES 

Best Practices in Blended Course 

July 25 - 27,2011 I San Diego, CA 

View AH Conferences 

REGISTER FOR THE LIVE SESSIONr PURCHASE A 
CD 

UPCONZNG WEBCASTS 

M..ak!..£.g the Shift from Classroom 
to Online Course Desiqn 



Register onUine or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 

View A~ Webcasts 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast. Questions? 
Call us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center~ 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, June 27, 2011 10:46 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Transforming on-ground courses to an online format 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~v,academicimpressions.com 

Raking the Shift from Classroom to Online Course Design 

Online Course 

September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:48 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Learn the essential components of transforming face-to-face courses 
to an effective online format. 

Join us for a four-session online course that will teach you the 
step-by-step process of transforming a face-to-face course to 
an online delivery format. Our ~ert instructors will share 
information and advice on re-mapping your course, organizing 
content, using Web 2.0 technology, and integrating learning 
design. 

P[ogram Brochure (pdf) I Reg!ster I Syllabus 

COURSE FORNAT AND SIGNATURE PROJECT 

This four-part program uses a blend of synchronous and 
asynchronous components to model an effective online 
course. During the synchronous sessions, you will be invited 
to contribute ideas, make decisions, and ask questions about 
the course (re)design process. 

Between sessions, you will have the opportunity to practice 
the process through the creation of a signature project that is 
specific to your work and your institutional setting. Your project 
for this course will involve converting components of one of 
your own face-to-face courses to the online format. 

Note: If you purchase the recordings of this event only, you will not 
have access to instructor feedback on your signature project. You 
will, however, be able to view other participants’ completed projects 
and the onfine discussion threads. 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE THE RECORDINGS 

academic[repressions°corn 

REGISTER TODAY~ 
PAY NEXT FISCAL YEAR 

Did you know you can 
register now for this 

program and choose the 
"invoice me" option? 

We’ll issue an invoice today and 
you can have up to 60 days to 

remit payment. 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

Best Practices in Blended Course 
Desi~ 
July 25 - 27, 2011 I San Diego, CA 

View AH Conferences 

To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 



enrollment will be limited. Take advantage of this unique 
opportunity while space is still available! 

~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcasts and a bound 
set of the presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help 
determine if this event is right for you. 

Online Accessibility for Students 
with Disabilities 
September 6 & 8,2011 

Student En~ement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Learninq 
September 23, 2011 

View All Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemailserver.com on behalf of 
QS World University Rankings <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 4:45 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

2011 QS global academic survey - final reminder 

QS World University RankingsD 2011 - Academic Survey 

Largest academic survey of its type ever undertaken 

Dear Academic, 

This is your last opportunity to join over 20,000 academic colleagues world-wide and have your say on which universities 
are excellent for research in your discipline area. This opinion survey which forms 40% of the QS World University 
Rankings[] to be published in the Fall must close in the next few days, so [] 

Please take 10 minutes now to join your co#eagues and to comptete our online survey. 

The deadline for response is 30 June 2011. 

Respondents will go into the draw to win an Apple iPad loaded with the latest higher education apps.* 

To date, we have equalled or exceeded last year[]s response in 87 countries and have a total population representing 
over 132. 

At a regional level the picture looks very encouraging with Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Latin America showing an 
impressive improvement of over 25%. 

Looking at roles of respondents the news is also very good, with a 2% increase in the proportion of respondents at 
Professor or higher despite the overall increase in numbers. 



By faculty area the picture is one of greater balance now. We have reigned in last year[~s high response rate in Social 
Sciences and bolstered last year[~s low response rate in Life Sciences. This has led to a decrease of the proportion range 
between the highest and lowest responding areas by more than 10%. 

By subject we have 6 subjects over 1000 responses in this year alone and 45 subjects that exceed this year[~s qualifying 
threshold of 150 responses. 

Be part of it! 

We look forward to receiving your input and thank you in advance for taking the time to share your opinion with us. 

Kind Regards, 

Ben Sowter 
Head of Division 
QS Intelligence Unit 
rankm    s.com 
+44 (0)20 7428 2782 

* Results will only be reported in aggregate. No individuals are identified in the reporting of the results. 

For details on our methodology and for results of previous years please visit www.topuniversities.com. For news on 
developments in rankings and international higher education in general please follow our blog on ~s.com. 

~ Registered Office: QS Quacquarelli Symonds Limited. 1 Tranley Mews, Fleet Road, London NW3 2DG, UK. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bull sHead@ store.unc, edu 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 6:59 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymail@listserv.unc.edu> 

TODAY - 25% Off Everything at the Bull’s Head Bookshop 

Today’s the day. Everything at the Bull’s Head is 25% offthe regular price! 

Newly released hardbacks and paperbacks, literature, scholarly titles, 
moleskine planners/journals, all of it is 25% off. 

The Bull’s Head is open from 7:30am until 7pm. Call 962-5060 with questions. 

Sale applies to Bull’s Head merchandise only (not UNC clothing/gifts). 
Sale cannot be combined with any other sale, coupon or discount. 
Sale applies only to items which are currently in stock on the day of 
the sale. 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: jen32 l@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-29405941-9044832.9c2a903c367bdbb69a6beff74c426bff@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 10:24 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Designing Effective Living-Learning Communities :: Webcast 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Designing Effective LivingoLearning Communities 

Webcast 

October 6, 20tl °° 1:00 o 2:45 p,m, EDT 1[~1~ 

Learn how you can create more engaging living-learning 
communities. 

Living-learning communities continue to be a popular topic at 
many institutions, but actually creating effective LLCs can be a 
challenge for many campuses. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I ~enda 

Join us for an engaging discussion with the two chief researchers 
from the National Study of Living-Learning Programs (NSLLP). 
These experts will share their perspectives as they review key 
recommendations for creating and implementing living-learning 
communities. Joining them are several practitioners who will 
share practical tips for implementing successful practices on 
campus. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our team of expert instructors and practitioners will share 
information about the following: 

¯ Methodological overview of the National Study of Living- 
Learning Programs (NSSLP) 

¯ Key recommendations for successful living-learning 
program practices 

o Identify clear learning objectives with strong 
emphasis on academic components 

o Develop integrated Academic Affairs and Student 
Affairs partnerships 

o Capitalize on the community setting - programming 
that walks the talk 

¯ Assessing living-learning communities 

academicimpressions.com 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING WEBCASTS 

PreoArrival 
Communications for 
InternationN Students 
July 13, 2011 

a Continuum of 
Services into .your Student 
Conduct ONce 
July 27, 2011 

B~!!d!nq an Academic Coachinq 



REGISTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by purchasing 
a CD recording of the live webcast. Questions? Call us to help 
determine if this event is right for you. 

Model on Your Campus: A 
Case Study 
September 19, 2011 

-In for the First-Year 
Student Experience: A Case 

September 21,2011 

LowoCost Solutions for Creating 
Financial Literacv Programs 
September 27, 2011 

View All Webcasts 
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If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From-" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer <iSoccer@mail.vresp.com > 
Friday, June 29, 2012 1:40 plVl 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Euro 2012 Sale 

::~ Euro 2012 Sale 

c.’._[i# k_ t.o___.v_j .e_ w__t_t~j.~__.e__ ~ ~iJ__i n__ a___ b_ ~: o_y_~.~ e__r. 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

opp..~ore aoog~e P~co 

You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 
If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 941 !7 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ ~.. Try, Email Marketing with Vertic’.alResp .... ! ] 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tips <iSoccer_Quick Tips@mail.vresp.com > 

Monday, July 2, 2012 1:16 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Motivate with iSoccer Certificates 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Motivate with iSoccer Certificates 

iSoccer Certificates are the newest feature of iSoccer Plus, and are easy, effective 
ways to reward players for reaching goals and raising their level. Names and levels 
auto populate from coach and player accounts, so just print, sign, and motivate! 

Coaches: Print certificates for players and present them at your next practice or award 
ceremony. Get players excited to spend time away from practice working on technique! 

Parents: Encourage your child to set goals and recognize their hard work and 

achievement by putting up certificates around the house. 

Players: Vvhen you’ve accomplished a goal, print off certificates to show the new level 

you’ve earned. Then try to get to the next level! 

iSoccer Certificates are one of the many features of iSoccer Plus, and through 
the end of the day, take advantage of our Euro 2012 Sale, and get 30% off 

iSoccer Plus 
with promo code: euro2012. 

_ _U_ p_ g_ _r_ _a_ _ _d_ _ _e_ _ _ t_q_d_ _ _a_ y_ ! 

::~ iSoccer Oertific’~tes 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do] 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

opp .~ore aoog~e P~co 

You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 
If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 



1 !87 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

% 

[~ "]-~’ Email I~larketin,c~ with Verti~lResp .... ! ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Club BoaM Chair, Davy Davidson <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 1:52 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A mes~ge from Caxolina Club Board Chair, Da~.5, Davidson 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Dear Carolina Club Members: 

First, I want to take this opportunity to introduce myself to you as the relatively new 
Chair of The Carolina Club Board of Directors and to thank you for being a Member of 
our Club. These are challenging but exciting days for The Carolina Club, and we 
continue to be inspired by the support and enthusiasm of our Members. It is hard to 
believe that The Carolina Club will be celebrating its 20th anniversary next spring! 

As background, I’m a native of Greensboro and graduated from Carolina in 1977. I 
then graduated from Harvard Business School, after which I worked in New York for a 
number of years before returning home to assume management of our family 
business. My older daughter is a recent Carolina alumna, and my younger daughter 
just completed her freshman year there. I’m lucky that their enrollment at Carolina 
has given me added opportunities to be on campus, and The Carolina Club is always 
my ’home’ when I’m in Chapel Hill. 

Prior to joining The Carolina Club Board, I served as president of Greensboro Country 
Club. I have greatly enjoyed working with both The Carolina Club and Greensboro 
Country Club, and rye seen firsthand how hard the staff works at these ’best in class’ 
clubs to make them what they are. 

As you’ll note in the letter below from Carolina Club manager Jim Sutton ’94, he will 
soon be leaving TCC having accepted a position as General Manager at River Hills 

Country Club in Lake Wylie, SC. River Hills is a full-amenity Club offering golf, tennis, 
fitness, pool, dining and social amenities. 

While we share Jim’s excitement about this wonderful career opportunity, we will 
certainly be sorry to see him leave us. Jim has done a remarkable job - particularly 
during difficult economic times. 

Under his leadership, The Carolina Club has continued to provide unique value to all 
our Members =faculty, alumni, staff, and friends of Carolina. Jim provided our Club 
with enthusiasm, vision, creativity and a relentless commitment to personal service 
and excellence. We will certainly miss him. 

Happily, The Carolina Club continues to be well served by our management 
agreement with Club Corporation of America - the country’s largest private club 
management company. Club Corp is already hard at work to identify and recruit a 
new general manager, and we expect to be able to introduce a new manager in the 
coming weeks. Meanwhile, The Carolina Club is fortunate to have an experienced 
staff of long tenured professionals, and The Carolina Club Board is confident that all 
Members will continue to be well served. 

Again, i’m delighted to be serving as the new Chair of The Carolina Club Board of 
Directors, and I look forward to seeing you in the club. 

Should you have any questions or suggestions, please don’t hesitate to contact me at 

(336) 254=8455. 

With best wishes, 

Davy Davidson 

Dear Carolina Club Members: 

/ am writing to you today to share some personal news. / have accepted a new 
position and my family will be relocating to the Charlotte area in the coming 



weeks. This is a progressive career move for me, and one that I also hope will be 
good for our family. My last day here will be July fOth, and the Club’s Board is 
working together with our management partner, ClubCorp to select a new 
manager for the Club. 

As an alumnus of UNC, / have considered it a real privilege to serve as your Club 
Manager. I have enjoyed your friendship and appreciated your suppor~ and I will 
miss this place dearly. / look forward to seeing many of you in the future, as / 
return to campus for alumni events, games and whatever else brings us back to 
Blue Heaven. 

Always a Tar Heel, 

Jim Sutton ’94 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --:clubcor~,mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, July 6, 2012 3:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emafil.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by The Resort at PelicaJ~ Hill 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii.~.iI Member Exclusives Logo 

::~i The Resort at Pelican Hill ] Newport Beach, California 

An Exch~s~ve Offer for Members of Ch~bCorp Clubs 

Golf"S ay & Play" Packages: 
starti~g from $698 

36 Holes of Fazio Golf l Panoramic Ocean Views 340 days of Sunshine Golf Shop 

Professional F’orecaddies ] Practice Facility ] Men’s and H/omen’s Locker Rooms 

Pelican Grill ] Daily Hights to IA and Orange CounO: Airports 

Exclusive In-Room AmeniO: for Members of Ch¢bCorp (Th¢bs 

Reserve yo~:~t Golf Package click here 

Excludes tax and gratuities. Valid through 12731/12, must book by 09/7/12. Some blackout dates ma3: aJaply. 

Call jot pricing and availability. 

i~i For Reservations, please call 866.780.7406 
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From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip Mondays <iSoccer_Quick_Tip_Mondays@mail.vresp.com> 
Monday, July 9, 2012 1:21 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
’iSoccer Gone Bad’ Summer Workout 

Click to view this email in a browser 

iX iSoccer: The Ga rne Within the Game 

Quick Tip: ’iSoccer Gone Bad’ Summer Workout 

What happens when you take the iSoccer Assessment, and you do the skills back-to- 
back-to-back as a workout? You get iSoecer Gone Bad! This 11 minute workout can 
be done by players of any age or level, and just like in games, the player’s ability to 
perform technical skills will be tested as they get more and more tired. Push yourself 
this summer, and get a great workout while practicing your iSoccer Skills! 

Watch the ’iSoccer Gone Bad’ Video Guide: 

i~i iSoccer Gone Bad 

Download the PDF Guide 

Cheers! 
The iS_o_.£c_e_[ Team 

Feel free to fen, yard this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

i:~ Order the New iSoccer Skill Level Bag -rags Here 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

opp s~ore I~.;" Google Pl~co 

/ 

%%% 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dexter Rutledge <Dexter Rutledge@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 2:36 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New Under Armour Commercial with Cam Newton on VertiMax 

i.~:i UnderA ...... dVe~iMax-ThisisHowWeRun 

Coaches, 

In case you’ve missed it, just released today, VertiMax is prominently featured in the new Under ArmourTM 
national campaign for ’UA Spine Running Shoes’ on YouTc~be’s home 

S[ardng Kemba WaRke~ Tom Brady, and steppin’ up on the VertiMax V8 is QB Cam NewtO~o 

VertiMax sincereJy apprecia[es the recognition flom Under ArmourTM in matching up today’s elite athletes 
with the indust~i’s most cutting edge Speed & Vertical Jump Training Platform, 

To watch the entire .3...0....&e...c...o..r)..d....a..~t!.~...c..!i.{&..k.....h....e...r..e. 

800~699-5867 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
ii.~.iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Keuney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 12:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Summer CaJcolina Club Spirit! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i ixii img 

Carolina Club Spirit 
Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Prime Rib Night (July 11) -A Beef lover’s Celebration] 

Business Builders mornin~ (July 12) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts! 

Friday Night LIVE! (July 13) - Featuring Robert Griffin] 

Steak & Eggs Sunday Brunch (July 15) - A scrumptious Sunday Celebration! 

Business Builders morning meeting (July 19) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts! 

Great Golf 1.0 (July 19) - Get great scoring tips and a free club fitting from 

ClubCorp Golf Professionals ! 

Classic Movie Night (July 20) - Featuring "Chariots of Fire"! 

Jazz Night in O’Herron’s (July 20) -featuring Bill Baucom with guitar& vocals! 

Bridge Club (July 24) - Welcoming new members! 

Save the Date 

July 26 - Business Builders morning meeting 

July 27 - Friday Night LIVE featuring Billy Stewart 

August 1 - Prime Rib Night 

August 2 - Business Builders morning meeting 

August 3 - Friday Night LIVE featuring Robert Griffin 

August 5 - Steak & Eggs Brunch 



August 6 - Hands-on Cooking Class 

August 7 - Book Club meeting 

August 9 - Business Builders morning meeting 

Charity Classic Golf Tournament and Chili Cook Off 

Sunday, November 11 

Gather your favorite foursome or join us as a single for a fun-filled day of team 

superbail format competition followed by a Chili and Beer Party. Long drive and 

closet to the pin contests for men and women highlight a great day of play. After, 

we’ll head over to the Club to award prizes and enjoy the Chili Cook-off. Local 

chefs and Carolina Club Members will join forces to compete for the best Chili in 

the Triangle. Join us for live music, kids activities, a long putt contest and great 

Chili to sample along several craft beers from local breweries. We will have both a 

professional and an amateur division and we will present awards for several 

categories including Best Pro, Best Amateur, Most Creative Recipe and more! 

What a fabulous day! Net proceeds from this family friendly charity fundraiser will 

benefit Augie’s Quest for a cure for ALS, our Employee Partners Care Foundation 

and the Alzheimer’s Association. You may choose to participate in one event or 

both. 

An~ouncing the ~ew Golf Com~ittee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 

Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 

to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with 

a Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will 

benefit from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year- 

round calendar of fun events. Join us July 19 for a great golf equipment ~itting and 

clinic led by Ray Reyes o~ Devils Ridge ~rom 6 - 7:30pm. To be placed on our golf 

email alert list please email Ray Kenney, Special Events Director at 

ray.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962-4454. Golf- it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 

Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Make the most of your Club Membership 

by getting involved with your fellow MembersJ For more details call Mona Young 

at 919-962-3803 or email Mona at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/caroiinacJub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub 

Letls link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 
Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LiVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pro. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

S2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 



corkagefee. 

F or a printable dining coupon, to see recent events photos and more, please 

view our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:14 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We’ve extended The Celebration Membership: 55 to join, 55 a month 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

The 55 Celebration 
Membership 
NeaHy 1,000 Members h~ve taken advantage of this specia~ offe!! 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Great news! Due to positive Member response, xi 

we are pleased to extend the 55 Celebration 

Membership program deadline to Labor Day. 

Sponsor your family: parents, grandparents, 

children, grandchildren, brothers and sisters - even 

the in-laws. 

Don’t miss your chance: Sponsor your family to 

membership in participating* ClubCorp clubs. They’ll 

only pay the special 55th Anniversary rate: $55 to 

join* and $55 a month in dues*. 

Sponsor a family member now! 

There are two easy ways to invite ~fo~r fm’~ily: 

1, Online: .(~!.i~!~..[!.@.~if#., fill ou~ the form and send. 

,2, Phone: Simply call yo~r club’s membership director, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Prom: 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer <iSoccer@mail.vresp.com > 

Thursday, .July 12, 2012 3:08 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
iSoccer for Clubs: A New Partnership Program 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSoccer: The Ga me Within the Game 

iSoccer for Clubs: A New Partnership Program 

We are thrilled to work with all types of organizations around the world! Getting kids 
more excited about soccer and helping them improve is our passion. We would love the 

opportunity to work with your club. Click below to learn more! 

iSoccer for Clubs Guide 

:~’-’i iSoccer Partners 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

:£; ar~p~to,~ Ii~ GoogB~ Plaoe 
/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, July 13, 2012 3:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presented by KJawah Island Golf Resort 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii.~.iI Member Exclusives Logo 

J 

Kiawah Island Golf Resort - South Carolina 

i,’~2 PGA Championship - August 6-12, 

2012 

% Slide 

Exd~,dve ()Jlk’r 

FOR. MEMBERS OF 
CLUBCORP CLUBS 

$1oo 
RESORT CREDIT 

The Sanctuary. at Kiawah Island Golf Resolnt 

If staying 3 nights or more 

CALL 888,328o0447 TODAY 

Reference Code: ClubCorp 

Offer valid for atays through Odober 31,2012. C, uests must identify themselves as Members of 

ClubColp Clubs to receive offer Reference Code ClubCorp. Members of ClubCoq~ Clubs can a~ 

about Exclusive Offers at "Hie Sanctua~. May not be combined with any other promotions or 

discounts¯ Not valid for group reselwations. Credit cannot be applied to room rate. Offer exclusive 

to Members of ClubColp Clubs 

N~GHT HERON 
CHILDREN’S POOL 

NOW OPEN~ 
Two amazing open flume slides, 
large toddler splash zone plus... 

Read Mere 

m 

GOLF PACK~&GES at Kiawah Click Here To Learn More 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 
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iSoccer Quick Tip Mondays <iSoccer_Quick_Tip_Mondays@mail.vresp.com> 
Monday, July 16, 2012 2:37 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Spain and Youth Soccer: What We Can Learn 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSoccer: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Spain and Youth Soccer - What We Can Learn 

Spain Euro 2012 

Over at the iSoccer office we enjoyed every bit of Euro 2012. Now that the dust has settled, we took a 
little time to reflect on what we watched, or really, what Spain showed us all. We witnessed something 
pretty remarkable: a smaller, less physically dominant group of players cementing their place as one of 
the greatest teams of all time through a commitment to their own unique playing style. 

You can trace this style and ultimate success to their youth soccer culture. Among many things, they 
place an emphasis on technique at a young age, pedecting the simple aspects of the game, which 
makes up for what they lack in size and strength. 

Of course, the importance of technical development at the youth level isn’t a new concept, but Spain’s 
success over the last few years seems to have strengthened the value of focusing on technique. 

Here are a few excerpts from articles on the subject: 

Total football requires technical masters, without which they could not have played this way. Possessing 
the ability to receive and pass with precision, to dribble and beat players 1vl and to continually support 
and move for each other, these are the requirements for excellent football. The culture of Holland and 
now Spa#}, has been on developing technical players in order to play this way. A focus on technical 
development became their method of coaching. 

- BIog on history ofvouth systems in Europe 

Iniesta: There are days when I’m out and about, and people say to me, congratulations: "What a good 
game you had!" but I missed two passes but only those two passes. That’s the responsibility of never 
failing. 

Xavi: You are a perfectionist. You always want to improve. We knowthis from since we wore kids. We 
must get it right fO0 % [of the time]. 

- Interview with Xavi and Iniesta from 201 f 

"We need to start earlier," Brooking told BBC Sport. "Anybody emerging from the 5-11 age group has to 
be comfortable on the balL"- Sir Trevor Brooking, FA Director of Development 

"When the kids are so young, it is not time to th#}k about winning, to think only about winning as you 
do. You have to develop them, teach them how to pass a ball, how to control a ball, how to control a 
game, how to cross, head and shoot. It is not important to tefl the kids to win - you must instead teach 
them the skills that will help them to become winners. Most of the time when you are young, you should 
be playing with a football. Give a ball to each kid, tell them to go home and look after the ball and sleep 
with it even!"- Carlos Alberto 

-Article on future of English youth soccer 

The caller on Line 1 had it righL "The pundits keep saying we’re not as good technically," he told the 
BBC. "Surely that means we’re just not as good at football?" 

-__ 4Yt_e_r_ Lo_ s__sjn__~u_r__o__2__o_ !_2 

Individual coaches and players, no matter what age or level, can learn from Spain and their focus on 
technical skills. At iSoccer, we are excited to help make technical training more fun and rewarding! 

Great example of iSoccer Featured Team in action: Younflell Smaller Team Wins Championship! 



Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

6et connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

app store Google Place 

I 
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rFom. 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oak Pointe Count~ Club <clubeorp@mailer.memfirstnet~ 

Monday, July 16, 2012 5:20 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Spray Park Update 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Dear F’iem bers~ 

A fical decision on the future of the Spray Park at OPCC h~’s 
been ~eacised and it wili soon be removed sta~2ing next. wee.k, 

Over the past morst.hs 8se cl-.~b has exisausted every aven-.~e to 
make 8se 3pray Park operational under t.ise State of lvlichigan 
guidelines 6"rid ~"eg~x~tfully we must t6"ke aite~"Pative actien, Zn 
the sbo~"t term, the dub wili ~4x-nove ~" portion of the concrete 
spray p~’d and replace it: with sand apd inst~’ll a sand volleyb~’ll 
court tisat we i]ope that Pqembers of all age g~oups will enjo’¢, 
On the remahsing piece of concre~e we wUl put a ping pong 
table andio~ possibly a basketball goal, While we are aware 
that the removal of the Sp~"ay Pa~"I< feature is disappointir’g we 
are also aw~’re tl-’~’t we need to move on and create a sFort -- 
term plan for this space as well apd expioring one tiqat is also 
long te~m, 

}:t is our objective to accomplished the above renovations 
within the next 2 weeks, 

Sttlart 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 
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From-" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 1:26 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

3 Juggling Skill Challenges 

Click to view this email in a browser 

iX iSoccer: The Ga rne Within the Garne 

Quick Tip: 3 Juggling Skill Challenges 
Here are 3 iSoccer Skill Videos that you can use to make quick, fun skill games this 
summer. Challenge yourself, or your friends, and see how many you can do! 

[~ Beginning Juggle Skill For Beginners: Once you can do the 1-2 
catch, see how many more you can do in a 
row. 3? 5? 10? Right and left footed? 

Intermediate Juggle Skill For Intermediate Players: This one is 
great for learning proper foot angle for 
striking a clean, driven ball. Complete 
as many as you can with either foot. 
Remember - no backspin (a little 
forward spin is even better). 

Advanced Juggle Skill For Advanced Players: How many 
can you do in a row while knocking the 
ball as high as you can followed by a 
small control touch? The higher you 
knock it, the more skill is required. And 
remember, only use your laces! 

Access a,’~ 506+ Ski#’ Videos with iSoecer P~us 

You can use any of the 500+ iSoccer Skill Videos to create a game. Make up the rules 
and get creative, Skill training is always more fun when you turn it into a game! 

Cheers! 
The iS_o_.£.u_’_e_[ Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

°pp s~ore I~ Goegle Pl~co 
/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 4:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club Spirit 
Click on the Event link below for detailsJ For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Business Builders morning meeting (July 26) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts] 

Friday Night LIVE[ (July 27) - Featuring Billy Stewart] 

Prime Rib Night {August 1) -A Beef lover’s Celebration] 

Business Builders mornin~ {August 2) - Sharing success while making 

new contacts] 

Membership Council Meeting {August 2) - New Council members welcome] 

Friday Night LIVE! {August 3) - Featuring Robert Griffin] 

Steak & Eggs Sunday Brunch (August 5) -A scrumptious Sunday Celebration] 

Hands-on Cooking Class {August 6 & 13) - Featuring stuffed Pasta] 

Book Club (August 7) - Reviewing "The Shallows" by Nicolas Carr] 

Business Builders morning meeting {August 9) - Special guestSam Pesetsky (V.P. 

- JP Morgan Asset Management) will update us on the state of the economy. 

Includes complimentary hot buffet breakfast] 

Friday Night LIVE! {August 10) - Featuring Mark Wells] 

Save the Date 

August 13 - Hands-on Cooking Class 



August 14 - Bridge Club 

August 15 -"Pasta with Purpose" benefiting the AIzheimer’s Association 

August 16 - Business builders morning meeting 

August 16 - New Member Orientation Luncheon 

August 17 - Jazz Night in O’Herron’s with Scott Laird and Willie Painter 

August 21 - Carolina Women Connecting 

August 22 - Breakfast with Larry Fedora 

August 23 - Business builders morning meeting 

August 24 - Friday Night LIVE with Bill Baucom 

Charity C~ssic Golf Tournamen~ and Chili Cook Off 

Sunday, November 11 * $85 Golf, $15 Chili Cook off 

Gather your favorite foursome or join us as a single for a fun-filled day of team 

superball format competition followed by a Chili and Beer Party. Long drive and 

closet to the pin contests for men and women highlight a great day of play. After, 

we’ll head over to the Club to award prizes and enjoy the Chili Cook-off. Local 

chefs and Carolina Club Members will join forces to compete for the best Chili in 

the Triangle. Join us for live music, kids activities, a long putt contest and great 

Chili to sample along several craft beers from local breweries. We will have both a 

professional and an amateur division and we will present awards for several 

categories including Best Pro, Best Amateur, Most Creative Recipe and more! 

What a fabulous day! Net proceeds from this family friendly charity fundraiser will 

benefit Augie’s Quest for a cure for ALS, our Employee Partners Care Foundation 

and the Alzheimer’s Association. You may choose to participate in one event or 

both. 

Announcing8 the New Golf Committee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 

Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 

to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with 

a Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 

from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 

calendar of fun events. To be placed on our golf email alert list please email Ray 

Kenney, Special Events Director at ray.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962- 

4454. Golf - it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 
Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 
gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Make the most of your Club Membership 
by getting involved with your fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young at 
919-962-3803 or email Mona at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub. 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub. 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 
Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 



O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pro. LiVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

52.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring i bottle of unfortified wine and welll waive our 

corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent event photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.netl’carolinaclub. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, July 27, 2012 5:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presented by Inspirato 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~i Member Exclusives Logo 

iiiiiii iiiiiii 

~:i Bethe Envy of y ....... II-traveled f riends 

CiubCorp would i~,~e to \,veicome you to inspirato e inembeis~ol:iy iuxuly destination ci:_lb thst ~fi’,.es you 

t~e power to vacation el: your tem:s 

pri,,’acy al:d exc}usi,,’itv it’s ’,.acation}l=q t~ie vvsy ,,,ou’ve always waisted }t to be ~’o:.ii ’¢,,a~’ 

Special Offer Avai,ab,e to Members of QubCorp i,u:: 

Mei’c~bers of et~bCo~(~ Cl~be ~si~ boog ~-~i~e t~}~ (~e~ yea~ to sr:y jn~p!r~ residence et members-or:b’ 

rates, without purci~:~sin.~} ~:~ nienlber.~i~ip, fiem May to ,e~riy Oa.’?,e!’qber (ex:.:iudinq Ti~ank.~L~}iving v,,,eel~). 

~d~I~t reel. ~ .:~-.., .,~-;.,:: <,~_ o.d enioy full Insph-~t_ memb_rrs~only ber:etits t~iro:.@] s special j_.ining offer 

Ca~l ¢l~bUra~ a~ .t~0O.4 ~3.se~’.e today ~<~ book year var:at}o~ ~>~ to I~.a~ ~>~: abe>at Im~i~a~o 

The Inspirato Difference ..... 

SiD~ataI’~ Re~.~i4e~. il:spirate’s n-lulti n-liihol: doiiar c:rivate i~onles f_r~t:.ir~ a fiv~ st~r level of iuurv and 

sepi~isticatien, with aii t~ie cemfoRs and cerwenience of yoqr own private vacation retreat 

{~×~e~’stior~at S~.~r#ltt~.~. M~ tubers aisa ,~!nj:)), [h~ ;:uzury af ~:h~r’;en .~1 \q~¢;Jlien/\d.lsefs ~nd a 1:~ ~rn af 24.1~’, 

oI~s~te .bestii~etien ConcierDes ~.nd you choose the-. level of sen.~c~-. 

b.~yend i~>:~y l~el Access t.o ’:nvil~t:.on .cniy s..’~e.’:i~i .~rv~ n!:s .~nd i;ad:ne~shii;s with l:ei; lu>:~q, ix~.~nds ~.~nd 
countG’ clubs ~eund the weed 

Learn Mere About the Inspirato Difference and View All Inspirato Destinations at inspirato oonq 

i iiiii~iii~i~iiiiii%~iiiiiiiiiiiii}iiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~iiiiiiiiii~iiiii~iiiiii~i~i~iii~iiiii~i%i~i~iiiiii~i~iiiiii}iii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiii~iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 1:25 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

Learn How to Bend the Ball 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Learn How to Bend the Ball 
Being able to bend the ball is not only fun to do, it also makes you a more dangerous 
passer and scorer. However, bending the ball effectively takes practice. Here are three 
iSoccer Skill Videos that are a simple, effective progression for learning how the bend 
the ball! 

Inside Bend 1 of 3 
Step 1 : Find a wall, a friend, or a parent and 
get comfortable volleying the ball with the inside 
of your foot. 

inside Bend 2 of 3 Step 2: Standing sideways, focus on 

creating spin and hitting the ball cleanly. 
As you establish a rhythm, hit the ball 
harder and move further out. 

i:~.; inside Bend 3 of 3 

rules! 

Step 3: Create spin with the inside of 
your foot, and practice hitting a 
stationary ball off the ground. Once you 
are comfortable striking a clean, 
bending ball, set up a target and 
challenge yourself and your friends to a 
game. Get creative and make up the 

i~ David Beckham 
::X Beckham 

Access all 500+ Sk#i Wdeos ~v~th iSoccer Plus 

Learning basic, yet important skills like bending the ball with the inside of your foot is all 
about repetition. You can use the iSoccer Skill Videos to work your way up, and then 
keep it fun and interesting by creating challenges for yourself, such as bending a ball 
through a tire! 

Cheers! 
The i~>eccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 

app store Google Place 

I 



%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~ Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResp .... 
! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, August 1,2012 2:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

See What Coaches Are Saying about Event Manager 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

i~ CoachesEmai123 SEL.ECT_S ...... 
Story 01 

ii.~ CoachesEmai123 SELEC’TS ....... Sto,’/ 02 

CHALL~:’!NG[": Select Lacrosse was started by, and relies upon, volunteer 

parents to provide a competitive, fun and balanced program for elite Lacrosse players to 

improve skills and prepare for college play. Now, with more than 350 players spread 

across 18 teams, administrative and communication needs necessitated a major 

upgrade from their basic paper registration process. 

SOLU’T~O.,""~: Select Lacrosse turned to Member Solutions to leverage their 

flexible and affordable Event Manager program. Select now enjoys integrated 

registration, payment processing, marketing, and communication tools within one online 

system. Even better, all of the club’s player and family data is captured electronically, 

managed securely, and easily accessible anytime from anywhere via the Internet. 

...... ~.,, ,,.,, ~ , ~,~ ....... ~.~,~.. ,~, Administration is now far easier, and communication with players and 

families has vastly improved. Participation continues to increase and Member Solutions 

has made it extremely easy for Select to manage its constant growth. 

Take Your Registrations Online - and Get 30 Days FREE! 

if you no longer wish to receive these en-.,ails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or s n-.,p y click on the following iink: }~!!i~i~".;.i~’~ 

Member Soiutions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

i~!;:~!:i the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 





From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 1:21 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

Soccer Golf! 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Soccer Golf! 

Summer is the perfect time to challenge your friends and teammates to a round of 
soccer golf! You can play anywhere - from the park, to the backyard, to the house - and 
it’s a fun way to sharpen your accuracy and touch. 

1. Make the course: Pick out something to be the ’hole’ and get creative in where you 

put it and what the rules are. Hit the fire 
hydrant, chip through the swing, on top of ::.x.i SoccerGolf 

the picnic table, only with your left foot... 

2. Set the par: How many touches will it 
take to hit the hole? Set up par 3s, 4s, 5s, 
and higher (depending on the difficulty of 
the hole). 

3. Have fun improving your game: The 
more time you spend with the ball, even 
playing games like soccer golf, the more 
you will improve as a player - it’s as simple as that! 

If you play soccer golf inside, we recommend using a tennis bail or smafl sized 
soccer bai!! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

opp ~to,-~. Ii~ c-~oog~. P~oce 
/ 

You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 
If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

.R___e__a__d_. the VerticalResponse marketing policy¯ 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with Vertic~alResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 3:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club SpMt 
Click on the Event link below for detailsJ For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

*** Larry Fedora Breakfast -Wednesday, Aug. 22. Go Heels! *** 

Book Cl ub (Aug. 7) - Reviewing "The Shallows" by Nicolas Carr/ 

Business Builders morning meeting (Aug. 9) - Special guest Sam Pesetsky (V.P. - 

JP Morgan Asset Management) will update us on the state of the economy. 

Includes complimentary hot buffet breakfast! 

Friday Night LIVE[ {Aug. 10) - Featuring Mark Wells! 

Hands-on Cooking Class (Aug. 13) - Featuring stuffed Pasta! i spot left! 

Bridge Club (Aug. 14) - Welcoming new members of all skill levels! 

Pasta with Purpose {Aug. 15) - Benefiting the Alzheimer’s Association! 

Business Builders morning meeting {Aug. 16) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts! 

New Member Orientation Luncheon (Aug. 16) - Learn all about the benefits of 

membership! 

Jazz Night in O’Herron’s (Aug. 17) - Featuring the smooth sounds of Scott Laird and 

Willie Painter! 

Carolina Women Connecting (Aug. 21) - Supporting women for life success! 

Business Builders morning meeting {Aug. 23) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts! 



Save the Date 

August 24 - Friday Night LIVE with Bill Baucom, 

August 24 - Classic Movie Night - "Call Northside 777" with introduction by Dean 

Susan King 

August 28 - Bridge Club 

August 30 - Business Builders morning meeting 

August 30 - Member Mixer. Meet new Club Manager John Roddquez and Asst 

Head Men’s Basketball Coach Hubert Davis 

August 31 - Friday Night LIVE with Billy Stewart 

September 1- Tailgate Party, UNC vs. Elon 

September 3 - CLUB CLOSED for Labor Day 

September 5 - Prime Bib Night 

September 9 - Steak & Eggs Sunday Brunch 

CharitV Classic Golf Tournament and Chili Cook Off 

Sunday, November 11 

Gather your favorite foursome or join us as a single for a fun-filled day of team 

superball format competition followed by a Chili and Beer Party. Long drive and 

closet to the pin contests for men and women highlight a great day of play. After, 

we’ll head over to the Club to award prizes and enjoy the Chili Cook-off. Local 

chefs and Carolina Club Members will join forces to compete for the best Chili in 

the Triangle. Join us for live music, kids activities, a long putt contest and great 

Chili to sample along several craft beers from local breweries. We will have both a 

professional and an amateur division and we will present awards for several 

categories including Best Pro, Best Amateur, Most Creative Recipe and more! 

What a fabulous day! Net proceeds from this family friendly charity fundraiser will 

benefit Augie’s Quest for a cure for ALS, our Employee Partners Care Foundation 

and the Alzheimer’s Association. You may choose to participate in one event or 

both. 

An~ouncing the New Golf Com~ittee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 

Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity 

to share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with 

a Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 

from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 

calendar of fun events. To be placed on our golf email alert list please email Ray 

Kenney, Special Events Director at ray.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962- 

4454. Golf- it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina 

Club Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and more! Make the most of your Club Membership 

by getting involved with your fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young at 

919-962-3803 or email Mona at mona.young@ourclub.com. 



Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub. 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub, 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub, 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes 

Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pro. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

$2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 3_ bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 

corkage fee. 

*** Special Announcement *** 

The Club now featuresa2-tapdraftinO’Herrons. Currently featuringLonerider 
Brewings’s Sweet ~osie (Brown Ale), and Shotgun Betty (Hefeweizen). Cheers! 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent event photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http:!/www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 3:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

55 is a ttit’. Share the Club I,it~ Today 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Don’t miss your chance! 
More than 1,200 Members have 
sponsored their family to membership. 

Offer ends Labor Day. 

Two easy ways to invite your famimy; 
1~ Q@;..b.@.!:# to complete a short online form, or 
2. Contact your club’s membership director, 

From coast to coast, you can share 
~:~ 

family wherever they live! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst net> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 4:21 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by KJawah Island Real Eslate 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

.~.iI Kiaw~h Island Real Estate 

Member Exclusives Logo 

::.X.i Enter For Your Chance To Win A Picture-Perfect Prize 

In August, when [he 2012 PGA CM-~mpionship unfoids 

akong I<h,,wah’s magnificenl: C)cean C’eurse, ali tile wodd 

will be introduced to the Island’s incomparable beauty 

We’d Iii,;e to eri!! Members of CiubCorp Ch;ba a chance to 

bring that beau[y home tociay 

~"iii :’):ik tle ~ntry i:c4ir~ for ;5 !)i:.~ r:"?e te !~ !)Oi..’e a S~ i~ !)tic,~; .)~ 

View of Kiawah and Golf Charms of Ci?arfeaton showcase 

the Island in stunning photography and artful prose From 

panorarrlk; views Of breathtaking shoreline, .qoider! 

rr~arshh~nd, maritime forest, and world..,’:Iass fairways, 

eacil book higidighl:s the extraordinary natural beaut!/ of 

Coasta! Dving’a choice for "America’s Happiest Seaside 

Town " 

For mere information on Kiawah island, £~ease contact a 

Kiawa~ island SaHes E~ec~tive at 877,287,6469 or visit us 

at i’(. ~&’a!i}! ia:: J :0!~~ 

Kiawah Coffee Table Book 

~:i Getaway Villas & Beach Homes / Living A Shell’s Toss From Charleston, SO 

2012 Kiawab P:~ner s 
Kiawah iland Real E s! ~Je, 1 Kiaw~l island Park~ ay, Kiawab island, SC 29455 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer <iSoccer@mail.vresp.com > 
Friday, August 10, 20:!.2 1:30 PH 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
US Women’s Gold Medal Sale 

c’kl.c k_Lo_ .vie w_ Lb_i.s__.e q~ ~__lU_n___a__ b_r_ o.~.s ~ E 

i i’~ Great Win Ladies! Get 35% Off iS .... Plus! 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 

You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 
If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: ._N__o____M__9_r__e____E_-__m__a_j! 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[:~ -r,¥ Email Marketing with Verti~lResp ..... ! ] 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 1:16 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Little by Little 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

::~. iS ..... [he (.-i .... Within the (.-i .... 

Quick Tip: Little by Little 

"/want to become a better soccer p/ayer." 

This statement is echoed by young players everywhere, but sometimes it may feel a 
little overwhelming. Where do ! start? How do I get there? "Improvement" can be a 
vague concept, especially in a subjective game like soccer. Often, players don’t know 
for sure if they are getting better, and can get discouraged about their development. 
This is exactly where iSoccer can help: 

Check your scores 
"1 want to improve one or two iSoccer ..... 
Skills." 

This seems much more doable! Players can 
focus on one ortwo skills, and see tangible 
improvement through objective scoring and 
skill levels, 

"1 can see myself getting betteH" 

By picking a few iSoccer Skills to work on, players are able witness incremental 
improvement that helps them gain momentum and get excited about their development 
Little by little, and over time, they can become a better player, and have more fun on the 
soccer field! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

app store Google Place 

I 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: ._N__o____M___o_[_e____E__n’_j_a__~J. 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~ Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResp .... 
! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 4:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by FIJI Water 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

i~i Oiu~53c,~p bSernbe! E:,.’clusives 
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We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 
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To: 

Subject: 

Michael Wehr <Michael Wehr@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday. August 16, 2012 9:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Traning to Develop Team Speed 

Coach, 

The new school year is about to start. }lave you incorporated these drills into your sports training to get the most out of your athletes? 

Click to see Dynamic Sport Specific Training Exercises 

These drills are being done by top programs in Colleges and tiigh Sehools aeross the eountry. 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, August 20, 2012 3:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Plan Your Fall Escapes Today 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~ Plan Your Fall Escapes 
, Today! 

............ ...... 

i.x.i The Grove Park Inn-Ashville, NC The Ryder Cup- Medinah, IL 
i~i Hotel del Coronado- Coronado, CA 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 



either in person or via our web site~ We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp~ 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Monday, August 20, 2012 12:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Larry Fedora Breakfast Wednesday! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 
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~n a ~ of Stdeiine Passes. 
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To make your reservations Call (919) 962 - 1101 or 



click on this email: 

ray. kenney@ourclub.com 

Go }{eels ! Go Heels! Go Heels ! Go Heels! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 1:25 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

3 Video Progression - Heading 

Click to view this email in a browser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: 3 Video Progression - Heading 
Whether you are scoring off crosses, knocking the ball down to a teammate, or 
controlling it for yourself, being comfortable with the ball at your head is important no 
matter where you are on the field. Here are three iSoccer Skill Videos that you can use 
as a simple, effective progression for learning how to head the ball! 

Heading 1 of 3 
Step 1 : Start with a seemingly simple exercise, 
and see if you can hit a perfect header with 
your forehead right to your hands every time. 

(You can also try 2 or 3 touches to a catch,) 

£ Heading 2 of 3 Step 2: Find a wall and challenge 
yourself. It may take a minute to get the 
hang of it, but find a rhythm and as you 
get more comfortable, move further 
away from the wall. 

Heading 3 of 3 Step 3: This one isn’t easy either, but is 

great for perfecting your head and volley 
control. How many can you do in a row? 
3? 5? 10? 20? 

i~’{ Neyma r 
::~,{ Neyma r 

Access all 5g#+ Skiii Videos wid* iSoccer Plus 

Learning basic, yet important skills like heading the ball is all about repetition. You can 
use the iSoccer Skill Videos to work your way up, and then keep it fun and interesting 
by creating challenges for yourself, like seeing how many juggles between your head 
and feet you can do! 

Cheers! 
o The i~>eccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

appstore 
I’~ Google Place 

I 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Chance To Share The Club Life 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

This opportunity is too good to pass up! 

Don’t miss your chance: Share the 

club life with your extended family 

wherever they live nationwide. 

There is no better time to share the gift of 

membership with your extended family: 

parents, grandparents, children, grandchildren, 

brothers and sisters - even the in-laws. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Keuney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~~ 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Carolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club SpMt 

Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - II01. 

New"Chop House" menu begins Thursday in Traditions Dining Room 

Business Builders morning meeting (Aug. 23) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts] 

Friday Night LiVE (Aug. 24) - Featuring the smooth sounds Bill Baucom 

Classic Movie Night (Aug. 24) - "Call Northside 777" with introduction by Dean 

Susan King 

Bridge Club (Aug. 28) - Welcoming new members of a!l skill levels] 

Business Builders mornin~ (Aug. 30) - Sharing success while making new 

contacts] 

Welcome Member Mixer (Aug. 30) - Our back to school Mixer features a Club 

welcome to new General Manaqer, John Rodriquez PLUS special guests Hubert 

Davis, Asst. Head Men’s Basketball Coach and Tricia Sta~ord-Odom, Asst. Head 

Women’s Basketball Coach 

Friday Night LIVE! (Aug. 31) - Featuring Billy Stewart] 

Kickoff Tailgate Party (Sept. 1) - UNC vs. Elan. Doors open at 9:30am] 

Book Club (Sept. 4) - Reviewing "Confederacy of Dunces" by John Kennedy Toole- 
Carolyn Staffa 

Prime Rib Night (Sept. 5) - A steak lover’s dream] 



Steak & Eggs Sunday Brunch(Sept. 9) -A delicious Club Tradition] 

*** CLUB CLOSED September 3 for Labor Day *** 

Savethe Date 

Sept. 11 - Bridge ClubCorp 

Sept. 12- A Glass of Wine, A Cup of Wisdom" 

Sept. 14 - Classic Movie Night featuring "Dark Victory" 

Sept. 20 - Business Builders Luncheon Presentation - "College Funding Options" 

Sept. 22 - Low Country Shrimp Boil 

Sept. 22 - Tailgate Party - UNC vs. East Carolina 

Sept. 25- Murder & Mayhem 

Sept. 25 - Bridge Club 

Charity Classic Golf Tournament and Chili Cook Off 

Sunday, November 11 

Gather your favorite foursome or join us as a single for a fun-filled day of team 

superball format competition followed by a Chili and Beer Party. Long drive and 

closet to the pin contests for men and women highlight a great day of play. For golf 

details call Ray Kenney at 919-962-4454. After, we’ll head over to the Club to award 

prizes and enjoy the Chili Cook-off. Local chefs and Carolina Club Members will join 

forces to compete for the best Chili in the Triangle. Join us for live music, kids 

activities, a long putt contest and great Chili to sample along several craft beers 

from local breweries. We will have both a professional and an amateur division and 

we will present awards for several categories including Best Pro, Best Amateur, 

Most Creative Recipe and more! What a fabulous day! Net proceeds from this family 

friendly charity fundraiser will benefit Augie’s Quest for a cure for ALS, our 

Employee Partners Care Foundation and the Alzheimer’s Association. You may 

choose to participate in one event or both. 

Announcing the New Golf Committee! 

Do you love Golf? Are you curious about the game and would like to learn more? 
Whether a man, woman, beginner or advanced you will have a unique opportunity to 
share your passion and learn with fellow members as part of the new Club with a 
Club, "Love the Links" Golf Committee. Together committee members will benefit 
from the amazing resources of ClubCorp and the Triangle to create a year-round 
calendar of fun events. To be placed on our golf email alert list please email Ray 
Kenney, Special Events Director at ray.kenney@ourclub.com or call Ray at 919-962- 
4454. Golf- it’s Americas’ game! 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our newest Club within the Club, the Young Professionals, invites all Carolina Club 

Members age 40 and under to join them in networking opportunities, social 

gatherings, tasting adventures and moreJ Make the most of your Club Membership 

by getting involved with your fellow Members! For more details call Mona Young at 

919-962-3803 or email Mona at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub. 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/carolinaclub. 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com!carolinaclub. 



Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes Signature 
Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

$2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 
corkage fee. 

The Club now features a 2-tap Draft in O’Herron’s. Currently we are featuring 

Lonerider Brewings’ Sweet Josie (Brown Ale) and Shotgun Betty (Hefeweizen), 

Cheers! 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent event photos and more, please view our 

eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinadub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer <iSoccer@mail.vresp.com > 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 1:52 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Newest Featured Team: Girls U12 Synergy 

Click to view this emaii in a browser 

iS ...... The G ....... ithin the Ga me 

Newest Featured Team: Girls U12 Synergy 

We are proud to present the girls U] 2 Synergy, from Lightning Soccer Club in Hanover, NH, as 

our newest iSoccer featured team! We hope you enjoy their story of success on and off the 
field, and find an idea or two you can take into the fall season! - Scott Leber, iSoccer 
Founder 

:~i UlO Synergy 

achievement. 

In 2009, Bill Miles became the coach of a 
rec-level U]0 girls team in Hanover, NH, a 

small town of I0,000. Three years later, 

they won the UI2 New Hampshire State 

Cup. Let’s take a look at what happened 

during those years, and why their coach 

thinks winning wasn’t their greatest 

Coach Miles believed that skill training was key to his young team’s 

development, but he wasn’t sure how to get his players excited to spend 

more time with the ball. He had played D1 soccer at UPenn, but couldn’t 

use the drills he learned in college - they were too advanced, and 

emphasized the wrong part of the game for UIO players. 

He discussed these issues with another coach, who introduced him to 
iSoccer. After using iSoccer at only one practice, Coach Miles said a light 

bulb went off. "iSoccer gave me a repeatable process that was fun, focused 

on the basic skills necessary for young players, and actually worked!" 

iX Q n A with Coach Miles 

¯ They started using iSoccer at the beginning of every practice, 

sometimes as a formal assessment, and sometimes as a quick 

challenge. 

° Throughout practice, they used 20 seconds, and even came up 

with some new skills on their own. 

° Coach Miles set short and long terms goals for everyone to 

achieve. 
° iSoccer helped create a strong bond among teammates, and 

led to healthy, fun competition in training that motivated the 

entire team to spend time with the ball away from practice. 



::% Q n A with Coach Miles 

Although the players’ iSoccer scores started going up immediately, it took 

6-8 months for the team’s technical improvement to really start showing 

up on the field. Then this past spring, three years after starting to use 

iSoccer, the team won the New Hampshire State Cup! They became 

the first girls team to win the cup in the Lightning Soccer Clubs’s 29-year 

history, and this year, they were the only girls team in the state to win that 

wasn’t from the main competitive NH club, Seacoast United. 

Great work girls! 
i~’~ State Cup Champs! 

*The concept of a "growth mindset"was pioneered by Columbia and 

Stanford psychologist, Dr. Carol Dweck. She explains that, ~1n a growth 

mindset, people believe that their most basic abilities can be developed 

through dedication and hard work--brains and talent are just the starting 

point. This view creates a love of learning and a resilience that is essential 

for great accomplishment."You can read more about her groundbreaking 

studies with school children. 

iSoccer uses games to create a fun path that shows kids how to improve in 

soccer and in life. Coach Miles used iSoccer as a foundation, applied it to 

his personal coaching philosophy, and ran with it. How you use it is up to 

you! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 

~iI appstore 
I Xi Google Place 

% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst net> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 4:18 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presents 2 Complimentary Nights at a Ri~-Caxlton Destination Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

i~i Member Exclusives Logo 

Up to 2 Complimentary Nights at Your Choice of 6 Destinations 

Ritz-Cariton Destination Club<~ delbers exceptional tra’~el experiences 
i~aiiored to your unique needs and desires, For a limited time, e~,,ov a 3-. 5.- or 

7-Nigi;t Vacatkm at one <W si>r iocations;; Aspen Highlands, .]upiter, Lake Tal~oe, 

iSar~ Francisco, SL rhomas or Vail. 

offer top 

x:: 
- * Up to 2 complimentary nights 

_ ~ :1-, 2- and -]-bedroom Residences with up to 2,900 square feet 

- ~ Fully equipped kitchen, pkls separate living and dining areas" 

I..uxudou., amenities and incomparable <.;ervice in ¢ 

The Ritz-Carlton@ tradition 

[~ Learn More 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Sent-" 
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iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 
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Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

How Do You Reward Players? 

Click to view this ernail in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga rne Within the Garne 

Quick Tip: How Do You Reward Players? 
Rewarding* players for achievement is a great way to motivate, but it can 

also be tricky. For example, only praising in-game performance can 

sometimes lead talented players to rest on their laurels, instead of 

constantly improving, and less skilled players can feel left out. Here are a 

couple ways that coaches and parents can use iSoccer’s objective feedback 

to reward all types of players effectively. 

° Recognize improvement: Using one or all of the iSoccer Skills, 

recognize players for improving their scores, no matter how skilled 

they are. That way, everyone has a chance to receive praise for 

personal achievement. 

¯ No achievement is too small: Often, less skilled players don’t have 

the opportunity to stand out in games, iSoccer gives them a chance to 

achieve something tangible, like going from an Orange to Purple Skill 

Level. Treat this just like going from a Red to a Black Skill Level! 

¯ Keep it fun: By setting objective goals and giving players fun rewards 

for raising their skill levels, you can take some of the emphasis off 

winning and losing, and get players excited about skill development! 

Print iSoccer Skill Certificates with iSoccer Plus 

~When we sav ’reward’, we mean anything from a pat on the back, to public praise, to making a 

player captain for the next game, It’s up to you, and doesn’t have to be a material reward! 

Of course, there is nothing wrong with rewarding a player or team for 

playing great. However, rewarding improvement and hard work can 

sometimes be even more motivating! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

appstore 
iX Google Place 

I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Keuney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~~ 

Monday, August 27, 2012 4:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

3 Special Guests at Member Mixer Thur~tay’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Members and their guests are invited to attend the Member Mixer on 

Thursday, August 30, from 5:30 - 7pro to meet... 

John Rodriguez - New Carolina Club General Manager 

John has worked in the Hospitality industry of over 3 decades, beginning at his 
grandparents Italian Spaghetti and Steak House in Winter Park, Florida. Before 
coming to The Carolina Club John served as General Manager of the merged 
Skyline Club and Skyline Club Fitness Center in Detroit. Before joining ClubCorp 
John was with Levy Restaurants managing 2 world class entertainment and 
sporting venues, The Verizon Center in Washington D.C. and Churchill Downs. John 
and his wife Vicki have two wonderful girls, Rebecca and Elizabeth, both with 
aspirations to support their Father & Mother in a preferred luxury after they 
complete their many years of education. 

Hubert Davis - New Asst. Men’s Basketball Coach 

Hubert returns to his roots following an outstanding College and Pro playing 

career as well as broadcasting Career. Davis was a first-round draft pick in 1992 

and played 12 years in the NBA. He spent the past seven years as a college 

basketball analyst on ESPN. Davis played for the Tar Heels from 1988-92, helping 

the Tar Heels win two Atlantic Coast Conference tournaments and reach the Final 

Four in 1991. 

Trisha Stafford-Odom - New Asst. Women’s Basketball Coach 

Trisha is a former All Pac-lO player a California, WNBA Player, Asst. Coach at 

UCLA {2005-08), and Asst. Coach at Duke (2009-11). Noted as one of the nation’s 

top recruiters, Stafford-Odom helped bring in a number of highly rated classes. Her 

best class at UCLA was ranked No. 3 in the country and she had back-to-back top-5 

classes at Duke, including a 2009-10 group that was considered the nation’s best. 

To make your reservations Call 919-962-1101 

or reply to this email, 
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Wednesday, August 29, 2012 3:14 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Book Your Next Trip With Find Hotels 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Book your next trip withFind Hotels 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Browning <Greg Browning@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 12:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Athlelic Training Takes the Next Step 

Coach, 

The new school year is starting, ttave you incorporated these drills into your sports training to get the most out of your athletes? 

Click to see Dynamic Sport Specific Training Exercises 

These drills are being done by top programs in Colleges and tiigh Schools across the country. 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 
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Dorrance, Albert A TV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

q & A with iSoccer Founder, Scott Leber 

Click to view this ernail in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc,.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Q & A with iSoccer Founder, Scott Leber 

With the fall season starting, we wanted to take a minute to catch 

up with Scott, and see what’s been going on at the iSoccer office 

in San Francisco. 

Scott, it’s the start of the 2012 fall season. What’s new with 

iSoccer? 

Well, the big news is that we just hit 1,000,000 scores ~~~ Scott Leber 

logged! We are thrilled that we hit the goal laid out 

when we launched the National Standards Project two 

years ago. 

It’s been awesome to see more and more players, 

coaches, and parents running with iSoccer, and 

committing to raising the level of soccer in the US. 

Obviously, this is a long term project, but we are 

excited to see momentum building, and glad to be a 

part of the solution. 

So you reached the goal of 1M scores logged - what’s next? 

We used the scores to establish iSoccer Standards based on age, gender, 

and location - now we are moving into the next phase of the Project, which 

revolves around using these Standards to create a skill game. 

We all know how powerful games can be, so we are turning ’practice ’into 

a game, where players can compete against themselves, their teammates, 

and the community. The goal is to get more and more kids excited to 

spend time with the ball. 

The Game witMn the Game 

How exactly does iSoccer make training into a game? 

Players can earn skill levels, badges, and accolades for completing 

activities and interacting with the online and mobile platform. The 

difference between iSoccer and other online games, though, is that our 

goal is to actually get players outside, instead of staring at a screen for 

hours! 

It’s all about using technology and tapping into the psychology of game 

dynamics to make practice more fun. No matter how skilled a player is, 

there is another level that they can work towards achieving. 

Set a quick goal before the fall season! 

Any advice for coaches or parents who are using iSoccer for the 



first time this season? 
Keep it fun! Sure, the iSoccer Assessment is great for tracking 

development, but the primary goal of iSoccer is motivating players. If you 

set up fun challenges and reward improvement, you can engage all type of 

players. 

Also, as a parent or coach, if you are excited, players will feed off that. 

Ultimately, you can use iSoccer to create healthy competition around skill 

development, taking some of the emphasis off winning and losing. 

Looking back, what have you learned in the last two years? 

~iI Old iSoccer.org Pages Wow, tough question -we’ve learned so much in 

the last couple years! We’ve gotten a ton of 

feedback from people around the country and the 

world, which has really helped us constantly 

improve the platform. One of the main things we 

have learned though, is that coaches and parents 

are very busy - obviously! 

So we are focusing on simplifying things, and 

improving the user experience so that iSoccer.org 

and iSoccer Mobile become easier to use, and 
more engaging for players at the same time. 

I love hearing from our community, by the way, so anyone should feel free 

to shoot me a quick email at s.leber@isoccer.org with feedback, 

thoughts, ideas, cool stories, or just to say hi! 

Any new features people can look forward to? 

Haha, well without tipping our hand too much, we do have some exciting 

stuff coming out in the coming months. We are about to launch our newest 

features - Player Points and Velocity. Basically, players will earn points for 

everything they do, and will be able to see how fast they are working 

towards improving. Coaches will see all of this, and players can compete 

with their teammates. 

Also, keep an eye out for the Goalie Assessment we are creating with Tony 

DiCicco, and more advanced, partner iSoccer Assessments coming soon. 

Thanks Scott! 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 

app.~ore I;< Qoogle Plao~ 
/ 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~:mailer memfirst.uet;, 

Friday, August 31, 2012 4:14 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Congratulates Participating Teams in flae Acura ClubCorp Team Championship 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

:N:: Acura ClubCorp 
...... Team Championship 

Logo :~ Member Exclusives Logo 

Congratulations to the teams who will be representing the following clubs 
and societies at the Acura ClubCorp Team Championship 
at Barton Creek Resort and Spa September 5-9, 2012: 

¯ AlisoViejoCountryClub ¯ Houston City Club 

¯ Anthem Golf & Country Club ¯ Indian Springs Country Club 

¯ Aspen Glen Club ¯ Ipswich Country Club 

¯ Barton Creek Country Club ¯ The Club at La Costa 

¯ Bay Oaks Country Club ¯ Mission Hills Country Club 

¯ Braemar Country Club ¯ Monarch Country Club 

¯ Brookhaven Country Club ¯ Morgan Run Resort&Club 

¯ Canyon Creek Country Club ¯ Oak Pointe Country Club 

¯ Canyon Crest Country Club ¯ Oakmont Country Club 

¯ Canyon Gate Country Club ¯ Owners Club- Barton Creek 

¯ Capital Club - Beijing ¯ Piedmont Club - Haymarket 

¯ Club at Falcon Point ¯ Piedmont Club- North Carolina 

¯ Columbia Tower Club ¯ Pittsburgh Society 

¯ Compass Society of Southern ¯ Porter Valley Country Club 

California ¯ Quail Hollow Country Club 

¯ CotodeCaza Golf&Racquet Club ¯ River Creek Club 
¯ Country Club of the South ¯ Shadowridge Golf Club 
,D Countryside Country Club ¯ Silver Lake Country Club 

¯ Crow Canyon Country Club ,D Southern Trace Country Club 

¯ Devils Ridge Golf Club ¯ Stonebriar Country Club 

¯ DFWSociety ¯ StoneRidge Country Club 

¯ East Lake Woodlands Country Club ¯ Tampa Bay Society 

,D Firestone Country Club ¯ The Clubs of Kingwood 

¯ Gainey Ranch Golf Club ¯ Timarron Country Club 

¯ Gleneagles Country Club ¯ Treesdale Golf & Country Club 

¯ Granite Bay Golf Club ¯ Trophy Club Country Club 

¯ Greens Country Club ¯ Walnut Creek Country Club 

¯ Hamlet Golf & Country Club ¯ Wildflower Country Club 

¯ Hearthstone Country Club ¯ Willow Creek Golf Club 

The attending members will experience: 

¯ Four rounds of golf on championship courses 
including Fazio Canyons, Fazio Foothills and 

Crenshaw Cliffside 

¯ All meals beginning with dinner Wednesday evening 
through breakfast Sunday morning 

¯ A cocktail reception each evening 

Live Music 

Acura’s Monte Carlo de Casino on Friday 

¯ Acura Awards Dinner on Saturday 

Exploring all that Austin and the Texas Hill Country 
have to offer while taking a two-hour Acura guest 
drive 

¯ A welcome gift bag with a $450 retail value 

ii~ Barton Creek Resort & Spa 

Prizes include: 

¯ A drawing for the use of a new Acura vehicle for one year 

,, A three night stay for two at the Inn at Doonbeg in Ireland with two rounds of golf on Greg 



Norman Links Courses 

Choice of a Wyoming Club hunting trip or golf/fishing trip for two 

Seabourn Cruise for two for the participant who guesses closest to the correct number of 
tees in jar 

Maul Jim Sunglasses for the two lowest and highest scoring teams each day 

FooLloy Certificate for a pair of My3oys to lowest scoring team on Fazio Canyons each day 

Drawing for a Fogo de Chao Gift Certificate, Team Award where every member and pro 

receives their own $100 certificate 
¯ Additional Closest to the Pin prizes from Grog Norman Apparel and Crocs Golf Shoes 

¯ Hole-in-One Contest to win an Acura and prizes for all hole-in-ones on all Par 3’s 

¯ Drawing for a Disney stay for two adults and two children 

Good Luck to all the Teams 
and we hope to see you in 2013 

Please contact Kathy Walker at kathy,walker@clubcorp,com to be placed on the email 

distribution list for 2013 Tournament information when it becomes available. 

Follow us on Facebook for updates from the Tournament. For more information about Barton 
Creek, Acura guest drive destinations and the challenging golf courses, visit 

www,clubcorptournaments,com. 

~:i Barton Creek Resort Xi Golfer 

We want you to feel as good about out email communications as you do about out Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via out web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 1:24 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Season Kick Off 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Season Kick Off 
With the fall season getting underway for many of you, it’s the perfect time 

to set some individual and team iSoccer goals. Whether you are a 

coach, a player, or a parent, here are a couple ways you can use iSoccer to 

help make your season a success, regardless of wins and losses. 

¯ Less can be more: Pick one or two iSoccer Skills that you want to 

improve, and set a quick goal to hit by the end of the week, month, or 

season. Coaches can set a team goal and get everyone working 

together. 

¯ Log scores regularly: Whether it’s at the beginning of practice, or at 

home in the backyard, track progress and keep up momentum by 

scoring yourself regularly. 

¯ Keep it fun: Create little challenges along the way, and be sure to 

reward yourself, or your team for achievements. Knowing you or your 

team have improved over the course of the season can be more 

rewarding than your win loss record! 

So check out your scores and set a goal for yourself, or your team. Even 

if you don’t hit it, you were spending time with the ball and having fun! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubeorp~mMer.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 10:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emM.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club Spirit 
Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - II01. 

New "Chop House" menu now in Traditions Dining Room 

Prime Rib Night {Se~-~to 51 -. A :~#~%~k to#~r~s dr~m,~ 

Business Builders morning meeting (Se~-~to 6) -, 2~fff $~’k#~.~. A.~;~L 

Membership C~:~ci~ Meetir~g {Se~-~to ~’1) ~ Membe~’.~ he~p~n~ us 9row ~he 

C~uM 

Frida Ni ht LIVE! {.~ie~to 7} -- F~atu~d~3# Re, bert {?r~;~)~Tn~ 

Steak & Eggs Sundav Brunch {Se~to 9) -- A de~ck~us (Tub Tr¢~Tb’~3n~ 

Bridge Club {Se#t, 11) ~ We]com~3g n~w mew~e~ts ~ff ~9 sk~# h:¢veLs 

A Glass of Wine, A Cup of Wisdom (~.:;ept I2) .- Y.;~ekf~ ~n.~w’e::~ t¢~ 

succes~fu~ #g~g 

Business Builders morning meeting (Se£~.o I3) .- Y.;h#r~n# s~cce,ss wh~Ie 

Classic Movie Night {Sept, 1.4} -J\eatuHn~ "L?ark V~t~*ry".~ Nt~~do~t~on 

by Jh# Moon~.~. 

Friday Night LIVE! {Sept, :[4) -. F~:#~ud¢~9 N#nW Lowther~. 

Carolina Women Connecting {Seg~t, ~8) -. "Fh~a#d~] exper~em;’,e #nd 



Save the Date 

Sept, 25 - ~g~urder & Mayhem -- Lu~ch with the A~thors 

Sept, 25 - Bridge Ckab 

Sept, 27 - Business Bu/ders mornb-~g rneetb-~g 

Sept~ 2B ° FHdag Night LIVE with gi{I Baucom 

Sept~ 29 ° Tai{gate Party vso Idaho 
O~t, 2 - look Club 
O(:t, 3 - Prime Rib Night 
O(:t, 4 ~ Busi~ess Builder’s morning meeting 
O(:t, S ~ Friday Nigl-~t LNE with Robert Griffin 

Oct, 5 ~ Bourbon Tasting Event 

Charity Classic Golf Tournament and Chili Cook Off 

Sunday, November 11 

Gr~tber W.~r favorite foursome or ]oi~ us as r~ sir~gle for r~ fu~>-filled dr~y of 

team superbaH format ~’ompetition followed by a (’hili arid Beer Partyo Long 

drive and closet to khe 9in eo~tesks [or men ~u~d wo~’ne~ bightiL~ht ~ L~’eat d~~ 

o[ ~lag, For g~t[ details ealt Ray Re~e~, at 919-962-4454, After’, we’ll hea~ over 

to the Club to ~ward prizes a~d e~]oV khe Chili Cook.-Offo L~eal chefs ~d 

Carolim~ Club ~%’~en~bets will ]oi~ forces to eompeke for khe best Chili i~ the 

Triar~gle, ~oir~ us for live music, kids r~¢tivities, a to~g ~utt c~.~ntest and great 

Chili to saLv~g~le along severr~t craft ~aeers from Io<:al breweries, We will have 

both a professK~na~ r~nd ar~ amateur divisio~ r~nd we will ~)resent awards for 

several cr~tegories im:tudir~g ~est Pro, Best Amateur, Most Creative Redg~e and 

more! What a fabulous day! Net lar<~ceeds fr<~m this famlv friendly d-~arity 

fur~draiser will be~efit Augie’s O, uest for a c~re for ALS, our Employee Partners 

Care Fo~datior~ and the AIzheimer’s Association. You may choose to 

partidpate in one event or both. For Chili cook-off details call Elizabeth Cheek 

at 919-962=9578~ 

Washington DC Christmas Trip 

December 9 - 12 

Washingto~ O~C takes o~ a spedal magic at Christmas time° I[{eaukif<d hotie;iay 

~ecorakions, an~azi~L~ sights,, detieiok~s taskes, ~vone;ierfk~ sounds and specia} 

s<~rprises~ Our great traetitio~ of Helieta-f kravel conkinues wikh this aetventure 

ko out natio~’s ~apikat, 

Your all-inclusive 4-day, 3-night Tour includes 

. Rout~dtrfp Oekz>e P~4’o{on:’ooch 7?~nspo,qoffong. 

}~ N/ght~ Deiu’x~.> r;ccommo&~t~on5 o~, the Emb~.,;sy };uAtf.,5 - Conw.>r~t/on Cent~.>r ? 

Reserved.~eot 7V~M.,t to if~.> .~pect.qdu/o," "A Christmrus g.;o,.o!" ot Ford(’... 7]>erX#~.>! 



Tailgate Partner Spotlight 

To¢tay we highlight Michael Whitman, Professional Advisor with 

Prudential, Michae~ ~@ecializes i~-~ retireme~-~t ptan~ing and s}-~eda~ nee~ts 

irwestme~t, If ?ou are }-~lam-~ing your ow~ retireme~t or mana,r~ing the 

ca~e of a loved one a/-id could ~.~se some help please contatst ~V}itshaet at 

michael.whitman@prudential.corn, o~’ by celt at 9~9o260-7709, 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

The Young Professionals will meet on Thursday, September 13th, 

from 6:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m, We wi~ be dis~:~ssi~-L~* this yea~’~ 

re~-~ai~ing eyelets as well as what wek~ like to do for ZOI~, Next ?ear is 

the C~ub’s 2Oth a~niversar? and the ~taff is a~ ,r~eared u~ to make it truly 

special, but o~ty with the he~p of ~4embers like you, Think about what 

makes the Club specia~ to s/ou, as welt a,s what you’d tm~e to ,see added 

to the Club, a~d b~i~ those idea to the meeti~ where we"It brainstorm 

together° We also ask that group Members who are involved with 

¢harit}° organizations to bring that information to the meeting, as we 

plan to do .~;ome great ~hilanthro~W in the new ~*ear! P~ease RSVP by 

contacti~g Morea You~-~g at 919--96:2--3803 or at 

mona.young@ourclub.com, 

GAA Alumni Store - EXCLUSIVE Life Member Merchandise 

The Gener~-~l Alumni Assodation is proud to offer quality merch~ndise 

through our online store and select vendors, Show Your ~ride, Support 

Carolina Stude~-~ts, Five dollars {$5} of each ~ife member merchamtise 

item }-~urchased will be ¢tonated to the GAA Scholars l:u~-~¢t, C~ick HERE to 

see merchandise, 

keds be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub, 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter ~-~age is www.twitter.com/carolinaclubo 

Let’s ~ink up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub, 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off/~eserve {-~ok~rbor~ arid Si~gte ~#}alt S~:otd~ 



Signature Wednesdays - I/2 off Sigm.~t~r~.~ Wir~e ~,-~ott~es 

Wine Thursdays - 2.5% off got~l~l Wi~es & Wir~ b~,~ the (~lass (e~cl~des 

O’Herron’s LiVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pro. LIVe ~l~si~:, ~:~m~, k~ors ~:~’oeuvres am:~ 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - brir~g :~ bott~ of ~nfortifi~ withe an~ we’ll waive our 

co~kage f~, 

Fo~ a ~->rir}table dirking ¢o~.~orb to see receipt ever}t ~hotos a~d more, 

please view our eF,~ews~et-ter at: 

http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 
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Sent-" 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer <iSoccer@mail.vresp.com > 
Thursday, September 6, 2012 1:22 PN1 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
1,000,000 Scores Hit! 

i~ 1,000,000 Scores Logged! 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@mailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 11:00 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Glass of Wine, A Cup of Wi~tom 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <JSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 1:18 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Casual Counting 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

::~. iS ..... [he (.-i .... Within the (.-i .... 

Quick Tip: Casual Counting 
As many of you have seen with the LS___o__c___c___e__!~ Skill Assessment, when you add 

a score to something, it taps into simple, yet powerful motivational game 

psychology. However, not all scoring needs to be during an assessment! 

Here are a couple ways you can use casual counting to get more out of 

training: 

¯ It’s always a good time to count: Even if you aren’t going to record 

the scores, players, coaches, and teammates can use counting in 
between assessments to keep the ’game’ going throughout the 

season. 

¯ Set quick, casual challenges: Who can get the most juggles with 

their non-preferred foot in 20 seconds? Go! 

° Go beyond the Skill Assessment: By using 20 seconds and casual 

counting, you can turn almost anything into a game. You can even use 

one of the iSoccerSkilIVideos, like Continuous LPulls to create a 
challenge. Get creative with it! 

So whether it’s in training, or the backyard, use casual counting to help 

you and your team have more fun improving your skills this season! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Monday, September 10, 2012 2:10 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

BourIxm Tasting Oct. 5! 

~ G~ ~ ~ O~ B~ ~*~b~ & i~B .~ ~!¸~ 

ray.kenney@ourclub,com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, June 30, 2011 5:15 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http:i/f’mance.tmc.ed~dasst.-vc°°cor~roller/pa~,rolbservicesiwelcome.h~rrd 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <African_Studies_Association@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, June 30, 2011 9:06 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

ASA Election Results 

Click to view this email in e browser 

Dear ASA Members and Friends, 

It is with pleasure I announce the results of the 2011 election to the Board of Directors 
of ASA. The following members will join the board for 2012. 

Vice President Elect: 
Abdi Samatar (Geography, University of Minnesota-Minneapolis) 

Board of Directors Elect: 
Victoria Bernal (Anthropology, University of California-Irvine) 
Ali Ali-Dinar (Folklore/African Studies Center, University of Pennsylvania) 
Sheryl McCurdy (School of Public Health, University of Texas-Houston) 

On behalf of Judith Byfield, President; Aili Tripp, Vice President; members of the ASA 
Board of Directors and the Secretariat staff, I extend hearty congratulations! We are all 
looking forward to working with each new board member to ensure their success and 
the continued success of ASA. 

This message would not be complete without expressing sincere appreciation to those 
ASA members who ran for office and lost. Their graciousness and high regard for ASA 
are evident and valued. 

Si ncerely, 

Karen Jenkins 
Executive Director 
African Studies Association 
T: 848-445-8173 x7; F: 732-445-1366 
Email: asaed@africa nstudies.org 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <African_Studies_Association@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, July 5,2011 2:21 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

ASA Pre-conference Workshop Announcement 

Click to view this email in e browser 

ASA 54TH ANNUAL MEETING WORKSHOPS 

The African Studies Association is pleased to announce 3 pre-conference 
workshops to be offered on Wednesday, November 16, 2011. Participants will have 
the opportunity to explore governance and development at American University in 
depth or go behind the scenes to learn about the resources employed by The 
Library of Congress and the Museum of African Art. Because this is the first time 
workshops are being offered they will be offered at no fee. The deadline to register 
is September 1, 2011. CUick here to re~istero 

The Library of Conqress: African and Middle Eastern Division 
The workshop will focus on information resources for research on East Africa, the 
Horn of Africa, Southern and Lusophone Africa, and Western Africa including the 
Francophone countries. Workshops will include resources such as newspapers, 
serials, maps, law publications, photographs, rare books, and videos. Materials 
from a number of libraries and organizations will be displayed on-site. The 
sessions will be led by Angel Batiste, Eve Ferguson, Marieta Harper, Laverne Page, 
and Mary-Jane Deeb. All are librarians in the African and Middle East Division. This 
workshop will be held from 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM. 

The Smithsonian National Museum of African Art: ASA Museum Day 
The National Museum of African Art is hosting workshop which will focus on 
education, curating, research, and gallery tours. Educators will share their 
experiences with new technologies and how these effect art education activities 
such as teaching, student learning, and collaboration between different museums. 
Participants will have the opportunity to participate in gallery tours, guided 
collection storage visits, as well as tour the Eliot Elisofon Photographic Archives. 
The workshop will also focus on coordinating with local communities in Africa to 
demonstrate the impact of globalization on information sharing. The workshop will 
be led by the curators of the museum who are members of ASA and the Arts 
Council of the African Studies Association. This workshop will be held from 10:00 
AM - 5:00 PM. 



American University: Governance and Development: Reassessing and 
Reinventing Power Sharing and Decentralization in Africa 
USAID is partnering with the School for International Service at American 
University to discuss contemporary approaches to governance in Africa. Workshop 
participants will analyze recent power sharing agreements and critically evaluate 
decentralization reforms. Senior staff will identify comparative lessons learned and 
explore how these particular reforms impact democracy and economic 
development on the continent. This workshop will be held from 12:00 PM - 5:00 
PM. 

At:rlcan 

’~/ Association 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.corn> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 9:51 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Blended Course Design Best Practices Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Best Practices in Blended Course Design 

Conference 

Ju~y 25 o 27, 20tt °° San Diego, CA 1[~1~ 

Learn how to reach a smarter online/on-campus balance and 
promote better learning through effective hybrid course design. 

Whether your institution is already offering blended courses 
or just getting started, instructional designers, course 
developers, instructional technologists, and anyone involved 
in the design and development of blended courses will 
benefit from this conference. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I         I 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our team of expert facu)ty will present information and advice 
on the following: 

¯ How to develop instructional designs that are aligned 
with course objectives 

¯ Ways to facilitate interactivity in online and face-to- 
face environments 

¯ Ideas for constructing instructional strategies 
¯ How to utilize technologies to support learning 
¯ Ideas for implementing and evaluating course delivery 

There is also an optional pre-conference workshop titled 
Cloud-Based and Classroom Technology for Learning 
and Engagement. See the conference ~enda for details. 

CONFERENCE FORNAT 

The conference is structured to balance information sharing, 
targeted learning activities, group work, and collaboration 
with colleagues. Through the use of case studies and 

academicimpressionsocom 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTH LY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free puNicafion 

UPCONING WEBCASTS 

MaUBg the Shift from Classroom 
to Onfine Course Desi~ 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 

Online AccessibUit2 for Students 
with Disabilities 
September 6 & 8,2011 

Student Enqaqement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Learninq 
September 23,2011 



View All Webcasts 
collaborative work, you will be able to directly apply the 
knowledge that you have gained during the conference with 
guidance from the instructors. 

During the conference, you will have the opportunity to 
design a section or chunk of your course into the blended 
format, so please bring a laptop with wireless connectivity 
and an actual course syllabus from your institution. 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free, Questions? Call us to determine if this event 
is right for you, 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 9:49 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Power your website with smart content 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’¢,5~v.academicimpressions.com 

Writing Right for the Web Workshop: 
Improving Your Institution’s Web Content 

Conference 

July 2¢ o 27, 20tl °° San Diego, CA 

If you’re in charge of developing website content, here’s your chance 
for some professional help. 

Join Web writing expert Bob Johnson in San Diego to 
explore five Web writing principles that address problems with 
content on your traditional website, mobile website, and social 
media sites. 

~ram Brochure (PdO I I ~enda 

Designed as a "learn and work" event, you will have the 
opportunity to edit and receive feedback on your institution’s 
Web content while at the workshop. 

This format is right for you if you: 

¯ enjoy a mix of presentation, discussion, and working 
time. 

¯ can select and bring to the conference specific Web 
content from your institution that you want to improve. 

¯ want to receive feedback on your own Web content 
during the conference. 

¯ wish to learn what others are doing with Web content. 

Following the main conference, you can also sign-up to 
participate in an optional workshop titled Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO): Making Your Web Content More 
Search-Friendly. See the ~enda for details. 

BRING YOUR TEAR/ REGISTER TODAY 

To ensure maximum interactivity and personal attention, 
enrollment will be limited. After you register, you will receive 

academicimpressions.com 

FEATURED SPEAKER 
Robert Eo 3ohnson~ PboDo~ 
Bob Johnson Consulting 

Read more about Bob Johnson 

As one of our most highly rated 
presenters, Bob Johnson has worked with 

Academic Impressions for the past 
several years delivering his popular 

webcast "Writing Right for the Web" to 
more than 400 institutions. This 

conference marks the first time an 
expanded version of this content has 

been offered as a live event. 

$ Facebook Ads in Your 



more information on what you need to bring to the workshop. 

~ister for this event onN#)e or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free. Questions? Call us to determine if this event 
is right for you. 

Admissions Strateg£ 
July 21,2011 

View All Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Friday, July 8, 2011 9:53 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Retaining Students in Online Education :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~v,academicimpressions.com 

Retaining Students in Online Education 

Conference 

September 28 o 30, 2011 °° Philadelphia, PA 

Learn proven methods for preventing online student attrition. 

In order to improve online student retention, especially during 
these difficult economic times, institutions need methods to track 
students, document progress, and put specific practices in place 
to ensure success. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I _~enda 

Join us for a highly interactive conference that will give you the 
opportunity to directly apply the content of the program 
immediately to your institution and receive feedback from our 
instructors as you develop your own institutional action plan. 

Topics covered include: 

¯ Student retention as a life cycle 
¯ The unique characteristics of online students and their 

needs 
¯ Developing dashboards to identify, track, trend, and 

correct problems 
¯ How certain academic variables can predict student 

success 

¯ Critical student support services needed to improve 
persistence 

¯ Ways to deliver support services in an online format 
¯ Early engagement through online first-year experience 

programs 
¯ The role of faculty and academic advisers in online 

retention 

There is also an optional pre-conference workshop titled "Online 
Student Retention for Community Colleges" and an optional post- 
conference workshop titled "Measuring and Benchmarking Your 
Retention Success." See the co         nda for details. 

academicimpressions.com 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTHLY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING 
CONFERENCES 

Best Practices in Blended 
Course Desigfl 
July 25 - 27,2011 I San Diego, CA 

View A[[ Conferences 

UPCONING WEBCASTS 

Mak!n9 the Shift from Classroom 
to Online Course Desi~ 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 



WHAT PAST PARTICIPANTS SAID ABOUT THIS 
EVENT 

"The presenters gave us tools we could take back to our 
campus and immediately apply to provide support for 
students and faculty" 
"This conference not only had great content, but was rich 
in relationship-building with everyone involved. This was 
the best opportunity I’ve ever had to truly network and 
share at any conference." 

Online Accessibility for Students 
with Disabilities 
September 6 & 8,2011 

Student Enq~ement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Leaminq 
September 23,2011 

View All Webcasts 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free. Questions? Call us to determine if this event is 
right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference ©enter. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TDR <TDR@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 4:12 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN32 I@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

CFP: Special Issue of TDR, Precarity/Precarious Situations 

Click to view this emafl in a browser 

Pap  
special joint issue with 

July 2011 

For TDR’s current issue: www.mit /toc/dram/current 

Like us on facebook: http://wwwJacebook.com/TDR.TheDramaRevbw 

Special Issues of 
TDR/The Drama Review: A Journal of Performance 
Studies and 
Women & Performance: A Journal of Feminist Theory 

Topic: Precarity / Precarious Situations 

Editors Rebecca Schneider and Nicholas Ridout for TDR and Tavia Nyong’o for W&P 

Precarity is life lived in relation to a future which can not be propped securely upon the past. Precarity undoes a 

linear streamline of temporal progression and challenges "progress" and "development" narratives on all levels. 

Precarity has become a byword for life in late and later capitalism - or, some argue, life in capitalism as usual. 

Life and work, and their dependence upon one another, are often imagined as increasingly precarious, their 

futures shadowed by pervasive terror as well as everyday anxieties about work. At the same time, "creative 

capital" invests a kind of promise in precarity with words like "innovation," "failure," "experiment," and "arts." The 

links here between art and terror, art and loss, art and vanishing, point also to connections with performance and 

the embodied balancing act of the live performer. 

How do we pay attention to precarity--economic precarity, neoliberal precadty--through a close reading of the 

performing body? At one time, claims for resistance to commodity capitalism were addressed through the idea 

that performance does not offer an object for sale. What of the performing body in an economy where the 

laboring body, and its production of affect, is the new commodity du jour? Marx already gives us the immaterial 

commodity that is labor itself. Can we think about this through the labor of performance? 

Does the place of the arts in global capitalism, and the particular relations implied by "affective labor," mean that, 

in some ways, theatrical labor has a particular purchase on the contemporary scene in which such life and work 

appears? Might this in part account for the recent (re)turn to performance as the hottest contemporary art of the 

21st century in such institutions formerly known as devotees of the art object as the MoMA, the Guggenheim, the 

Tate, the Getty. While precarity has been brought to the fore in European activist circles, we are especially 

interested in analyses that test its utility in Asian, African, and American contexts. We also are interested in 

approaches that seek to connect the political-economic usage of precariousness with the ethical and 

psychoanalytic valences of the term that have also emerged. 



How might longstanding feminist critiques of unwaged emotional labor (including feminist art practices of 

institutional critique) be brought to bear on the new configurations of relational and participatory aesthetics? And 

how do interactive, installation, and ambient art practices take their place within what some have termed "the 

social factory," and its scramble to valorize ever new horizons of volunteered productivity? And how might these 

debates around precarity be revivified by an analytic attuned to the predicament of the Global South, to the 

prison-industrial complex, and to contemporary regimes of racialization and neo-colonization? We aim to explore 

how theatre and performance studies might resource a continuation of the thinking of precarity. Can the not-not 

work of theatre and its production of subjectivities offer productive (or un-productive) ways of thinking about 

changes in the nature of work, its place in the life of the present, and its relation to futurity? 

We are interested in precarity’s affects. The manipulation of affect is stock in trade for theatrical and performance 

labor, and much art production in a post-Fordist economy driven as much by the manufacture of affects as 

commodities as by material goods. If affect is constitutively relational--or between bodies--how might it be 

understood as social and political? Are we living in the affect factory? 

Special Note: TDR and W&P are engaging in a collaborative process of developing these two issues. While they 

will appear separately and sequentially within the run of the respective journals, the editors will work 

collaboratively. Essays and projects that embrace the possibilities opened up between seriality and precarity are 

especially welcome. 

The deadline for TDR issue "Precarity" is 15 November 2011 : Please send a digital abstract and essay to 

Rebecca Schneider at Rebecca_Schneider@brown.edu. 

The deadline for W&P issue "Precarious situations: feminist genealogies, affective labor, and outsourced 

performance" is 1 March 2012: Please send an abstract and essay to Tavia Nyong’o at tavia.nyongo@nyu.edu. 

For further information on subscriptions, submission 

guidelines, and other inquiries, please contact TDR 

at tdr@nyu.edu or go 

to: 

Chocolates and other nondigital tokens of 

your esteem can be mailed to: 

TDR 

665 Broadway, 6th floor 

New York, NY 10012 

if you would like to change your email address or unsubscdbe from this newsleRe~, please repty to tdr,nev~s@gmail,com 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

TDR: The Drama Review 
665 Broadway 
6th Floor 
New York, New York 10012 
US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member Solutions@maikvresp.com> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 2:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Take Your Registrations Online Today + Get 30 Days Free! 

[ iX TopBannerwith-OrangeBand 2 

Are you still wasting time with paper registration forms ... juggling printed liability 

waivers ... relying on word of mouth to market your upcoming tournament or camp? 

i:.v~:.~--~. ,,",.&~,~!-~:.~ge~ provides an integrated set of tools to simplify the sign-up process for your 

camps, clinics, tournaments and clubs. 

,, Super Quick Set-Up -- In 20 minutes or less, you can create a custom 

registration form with a unique registration link that can be posted anywhere in 

emails and online instantly! 

,, Real-time Reporting -- Easily track player stats, registrations, payments and 

communication all in one spot - anytime, anywhere. 

,, Accept Payments Instantly -- No merchant account needed. Plus, our Level One 

PCi-compliant payment processing platform guarantees every transaction is 

completely secure. 

Event Manager also integrates easily with any existing website! 

,, o or CaJl 888,277,4409 
to take your registrations online ~ and get 30 days FREE! 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these en-.,ails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or s n-.,p y click on the following iink: }:!!!?i~!~’].!~’~ 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

i:.’.~1~:~: the VerticalResponse marketing policy 
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This Holiday Season, Travel And Save With Your Benefits 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

This Holiday Season, Travel 
And Save With Your Benefits 
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From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer <iSoccer@mail.vresp.com > 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 1:30 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A TV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Virtual Player Cards Are Here - Game On! 

Click to view this ernail in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc,.er: The Ga rne Within the Game 

iSoccer Player Cards Are Here Game On! 

Virtual iSoccer Player Cards take the "Game within the Game" to the next level! Now 

players and teams can have more fun with iSoccer, and get better faster. Earn PI aye r 

Points, raise your Velocity, customize your Player Card, and see what 

your teammates are up to - all in real time! 

~i Cheokoo, y ............ t! 

::~ NewiSoccer Player Cards! 

i~ Play iS ....... team! 

At the iSoccer office, we are always working to create new ways to make skill training more fun 
for players and teams of all levels, and we hope you love these new features as much as we do! 
So check out your new account, and have a great time this season raising your level! 

Cheers! 

The iSoccer Team 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 



I 

1 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketklg wkh Verti~lResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Keuney <clubeorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 4:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Christmas Trip to Wash. D.C.’. 

i ixii img 
j :-.,: 

ii~!i Jig 

Our Carolina Ck~b Travel Tradition continues with... 

For details, or to make your Reservations 



Call Ray Kenney at (919) 962- 4454 
or Email ray.kenney@ourclub.com 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp Charity Classic <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 11:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Online Auction Now Open 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

  2012 Charity Classic Online Auction 
is officially open! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 1:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

What Are Player Points and Velocity? 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Player Points and Velocity 
You may have seen the new virtual Player Cards in your account, and the 
two new features that help players and teams have more fun using iSoccer 
to get better: Player Points and Velocity! So what exactly are Player Points 
and Velocity? 

better. 

Player Points: Now players earn points for 

everything they do in their account! From entering 

scores and activities, to just logging in, Player Points 

et you know how much you are using iSoccer to get 

ii.~ Velocity Velocity: Everything you’ve done in the last 30 days 

determines your Velocity. Not only does Velocity 

show how fast you’re improving, it’s also is a 

mu tip ier for your P ayer Points. So the higher your 

Velocity, the more Player Points you earn! 

i~ Award Points Play with Your Team: Players and coaches can 

check out everyone’s Player Card on the team, and 

challenge each other to get better faster. Coaches 

Ican even award points to players for doing well, and 
Itake away points to keep players honest. Have fun 
M/ith it! 

So take a look at your account (you probably already have pointsO, and feel 

free to let us know what you think about Player Points and Velocity! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

app sterile Place 

You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 
If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: ._N__o____M___o_[_e____E__n’__La__iJ. 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US [:~ -r,¥ Em~il Marketing with Verti~lResp ..... ! ] 



F~__e_.a__d_. the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <i-nalba rzm,%hap.rqh- 8f004@poslmaster.twitter.com> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 12:26 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Speak, Inc. has invited you to join Twitter! 

!×i 

Speak, Inc. has invked you to join Twitter! 

P,,,ittei- helps you sta!/com-:ected ,.~}th ’,,’hat’s h~ppei~in.~ ri~i~t ~o’~v s~d with the 

people ~md e:gs~izatio~s you cai-e sbo:.it 
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Subject: 

Twitter <i-nalba rzm,%hap.rqh- 8f004@poslmaster.twitter.com> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 6:13 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Speak, Inc. has invited you to join Twitter! 

!×i 

Speak, Inc. has invked you to join Twitter! 

P,,,ittei- helps you sta!/com-:ected ,.~}th ’,,’hat’s h~ppei~in.~ ri~i~t ~o’~v s~d with the 

people ~md e:gs~izatio~s you cai-e sbo:.it 



From: 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

Scott Leber, iSoccer CEO <Scott_Leber_iSoccer_CEO@mail.vresp.com > 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 2:59 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

What Makes a Soccer Season Successful? 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSoccer: The Ga rne Within the Game 

A Successful Soccer Season 

October is right around the corner, the weather is turning, and fall soccer 

season is in full swing across North America. For parents and coaches, it’s 

a great time to look ahead and ask: at the end of the season, what 

would success look like?We spend a ton of time, energy, and money on 

youth soccer, so it can be helpful to think about expectations. After all, in 

between the practices, uniforms, tournaments, carpools, and orange slices, 

there are millions of young people having a variety of different 

experiences playing soccer this fall. 

When I was coaching, I used this simple checklist to determine if the 

season had been a success for a player: 

1. Did they have fun? 

2. Did they improve? 

3. Are they excited for next season? 

If yes to all three, the season was a huge success! But how do you get 

there? Here are a few thoughts and strategies for parents and coaches that 

I think will help your player[s] have a great time this season. 

Tangible Improvement 

One of the most effective ways to get players excited about soccer, is to 

show them that they are improving. When players can see individual 

improvement, it builds confidence, momentum, and optimism. Hey, I’m 

getting better at this! After all, playing soccer is fun, but playing soccer 

well is more fun! 

iSoccer gives players simple, objective feedback, and the ability to witness 

tangible improvement that in-game performances can’t always provide. 

When coaches and parents recognize and reward this improvement, it’s 

even more powerful. 

Camaraderie 
Team sports are inherently social, and feeling "a part of the team" is a big 

component of a successful season. When a player feels like they are 

contributing in some way, it has a huge impact on their overall enjoyment. 

In youth soccer, sometimes it’s hard for everyone to make a big 

contribution in games, so setting team iSoccer goals is one way to help 

every player feel included in the team. When everyone has to raise their 

iSoccer scores, no matter what those scores are, it can build a group 

mentality that strengthens camaraderie, and gets everyone working 

together. Be sure to give the same amount (or even more) attention to 

weaker players who raise their scores! 

Winning 

Let’s be honest - everyone likes to win, and players usually have more fun 

when they are winning. However, it’s important to remember that more 

often than not, focusing on improvement and camaraderie leads to 

winning, not the other way around! 



At iSoccer, even though we don’t think winning games should be the most 

important aspect of youth soccer, we want everyone to experience success 

on the field! Our mission is to motivate players to spend more time on the 

ball working on technique, because in our opinion, the more technical 

team usually has a better chance of winning! 

Things like exercise, achievement, and life lessons are all valuable 

components of a successful season. But at the end of the day, if soccer isn’t 

fun, it’s really not worth the time and effort. So have a great time this fall, 

and I hope iSoccer can help make your season a success! 

Cheers! 
Scott Leber, iSoccer Founder and CEO 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do. 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

i.~ ar~r~to,.~ Ii~ GoogB~ Piaoe 
/ 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 
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US 
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Member Exclusives Presented by The Landings 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 
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[Soccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 1:19 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

What’s Your Monthly Goal? 

Click to view this el’nail in a browser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga rne Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Set a Monthly Goal 

Setting a monthly iSoccer goal is an easy way to get motivated and challenge yourself or your 
players to spend more time with the ball. Be sure to sweeten the deal with a fun reward (doesn’t 

have to be a material reward!) for reaching a goal. 

Check Out My Scores 

]. Coaches: Team Goals 

Setting a team goal is a great way to get everyone working together 

as a group. It can be as simple as raising your Overall Team Level, 

which means every player has to improve their scores, no matter what 

those scores are. Reward them with a free-play practice, or 

something else furl! 

2. Players: Personal Goals 
Whether you want to raise your Overall Skill Level, or focus on a specific skill that you 
have been struggling with, set a personal goal for the next month. Beating your high 
score and achieving your goal is a great feeling and you’ll know that you’re becoming a 
better player. 

3. Parents: Family Goals 
Help your player set a quick goal, and offer encouragement and recognition when they 
[lit their goal. You can even score yourself (doesn’t matter what score you get!) and 
challenge your child to see who can raise their score the most. Have fun with it! 

So check out your iSoccer scores, and set a quick goal for yourself or your players this month. 

Cheers! 
The [Soccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

opp ~to,-~. c-~oog~. P~ace 

You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy¯ 

% 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Davidson <Joyce Davidson@mailmresp.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 2:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Drills to Ma~ximize Athletic Peribnnance 

Coach Dorrance, 

Speed Strength Training should be performed all year long, even In-Season. Is your team doing the necessary drills needed to reach peak 
per/brmanee? 

Click to see Training Drills for Team Speed and Power 

These drills will keep your team at the top. 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 4:18 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member F.xclusives Pre~nted by The Moorings 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Escape on Your Privake Lland Crmsmg Adventurer 

Dear Members of CiabCorp CIu~a, 

Experience an all-inclusive private yachting adventure with ii~e Me(~!:cles. Choose a spacious live- 

aboard sailing or power catamaran for up to 10 people, explore one of 12 exotic destinations and let 

your personal Captain and Chef cater to your wishes! 

Oar Exc~eive Offer for ~embere of ¢~bOorp CIB~be: For a limited time we’re offering one FREE Day* 

and sail from just $1530" per person, per week. Just reserve your private yacht for 7 days, and only pay 

for 6! Be sure to mention the promo code PDLUB for this special offer, and book by October 31, 2012 

for travel during select dates nowthrough May 31, 2013. 

~Mor(, I3e~ails 

:oo::ngs Crewed Yacht Difference! 

~’-’i 
The Moorings Crewed Yacht       ~IA!3’,a you: cares behind wi[[1 ~in 3::-inc:lusiva Moori:1%% 

Difference!                              :q~,A,e(i 7 .~(:ilt i,~;:::~nd ~dverliule Fiy !:o aide i)!: i)u: malinas 

1, ti~~ ¢’#:].bbe.#.g. :~#~..#i.(3#.~¢~.:..~,!.¢~J~2 B.#;i~¢ Z.@.L~J 

o ,. ~.. ............................................... 
::’~!~: ~’.!~J.’.L-’JJ.: r’.!, T I~ a ila n (i .? r l:h a M e d iI:e !ra rl e a n a n d bo a id 

gourmet Chef who will cater to your e’,.ery need [he:,, >,,ill 

"?USJ:O?Tli~:e ll:~! iti[le[;!ay and pra[.?ara (Jelicieus r!leai!:: arv~ 

(:i)cki:,~:l.< 1o: :/i)u (p;~mlum bar ii>;lud~ d). while yaur p.~i1:y 

enioys t~ie weterta!/s and scenic vacation vistas 

~Sai]l Away Staterooms: ,]::st $;350 ppipd~~t        ~ 
[] 
When an entire yacht is mere than you require, [] ~:: Sa,Aw~yStat ...... 

our Sail Away Stateroom vacations are perfect 

for singles or couples. This vacation option is 

available in the [~.dl::sh V:r~ ~.. k~;l:;nd.% (’anew;an in 

the Windward Islands, and ~-Jj::.~ and allows you 

to indulge in the luxury of a fully-crewed yacht 

charter for the price of a single cabin. B?eview li~e 

~.:: jjj..n..~, ..d. ~.t. ~.~. ~.[-.,..d...c.-.~ .e.. ,,,.,,.’.b.::.t:.~..: ~..c.L ~.~ .e..~ j 

Our Moorings Vacation Planning Specialists can 



book your airfare at low negotiated rates! 

~VJe~, (]a~:~s 

[ ] I I 

i 
~ s~i~ ~i ~i~i~ ~d i~ ~rfe~ fo~ 

d÷c k l e~÷ls ~i~h a r oom~ saleon and gaIley 
ag n i~i~e n t ~er a l reefs a n d s~e 

fly b rid ~ e0ffe ri n ~ s pe eta c u la r 36Q deg re 

IB!~¢S 

wit h fa m i I~ a n d f#ie n d S ~ o la st a l i~et i m ÷ 

Our Vac~ttion Pisnning Sp÷cialists can book your ~tilfs.~÷ st low negotiated lates 

800-689-7478 

~:’~ cebook ]witte r YOU ]’Ub~ 

Xi The Moorings 

Terms & Conditions 

* New Crewed full yacht vacation bookings only. Minimum 7 days. All bookings valid on Moorings 4600 and Moorings 474PC 

from select dates now through May 31,2013. Book by October 3!, 2012. Subject to availability. Blackout dates apply. Not 

combinable with other discounts Call for details 

** Price per person per day based on stateroom vacation only. Double occupancy cost between nov� - September 30, 2012 in 

Tortola. 

The Moorings I 93 North Park Place Blvd I Clearwater, FL, 33759-3917, USA I Phone: 800-669-7476 I Fax: 727-530-9747 

Monday to Friday (g:00am - 9:00pm EDT) Sat & Sun (10:00am - 2:00pm EDT) I Email: sales@moorinqs.com Web: 

www.moorinqs.com 

©2012 The Moorings j Privacy Policy 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp Charity Classic <clubeorp@mailer.memfirs~t.net> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 3:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Chance To Bid - Charity Classic Auction Ends Monday 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 1:21 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

No Wall at the Field? 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Find a Wall at Home 

We are often asked by coaches - how do I do the iSoccer Passing Skills with 

my team if there isn’t a wall at the field? Sometimes, coaches use benches, 

go to a gym, or find some other type of wall around (they’re everywhere!). 

Another option-tell your players to find a wall at home and score 

themselves. It’s the perfect opportunity for players to get familiar with 

one of the best training tools out there! 

Dennis Bergkamp, said that when he was a young player at Ajax, they 

had little three foot high walls. He would knock the 

ball against it for hours. He would do it over and ~i DennisBergkamp 

over, trying to establish a rhythm. 

’I would also hit the ball against the side of the 

house... Hitting the ball with both feet, seeing how 

long I could return the wall passes without losing 

control, l found out later that so many pros 

spend lots of their childhood doing that." 

-from More Than Goals byClaudioReyna 

So whether you are a player training on your own, or a coach instructing 

your team, the message is simple this week - go find a wall! Once you 

do, score yourself on the LS___o___c___c____e__LP____a___s_:_s_j___n_g__:_S____k_jJJ:_s_., 

Good luck and have fun this season. 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

I~ aoog~e P~co 
/ 

You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 
If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 941 !7 

US 

_R__e__’_a__d_ the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ :~ Try Ernail Marketing with Vertic~lResp ..... ! ] 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 5:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i.x.i img 

Carolina Club Spirit 

Click on the Event link below for details! For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

Prime Rib Night (Oct. 3) - A steak lover’s dream! 

Business Builders morning meeting (Oct. 4) - Sharing success while making new contacts! 

Membership Council Meeting (Oct. 4) - Members helping us grow the Club! 

Friday Night LIVE! (Oct. 5) - Featuring Billy Stewart! 

Tailgate Part¥ (Oct. 6) - UNC vs. Va. Tech. The Heels are on a roll! 

Steak & Eggs Sundav Brunch (Oct. 7) -A delicious Club Tradition! 

Bridge Club (Oct. 9) - Welcoming new members o[ all skill levels! 

Business Builders morning meeting (Oct. 11) - Sharing success while making new contacts! 

Member & Guest Mixer (Oct. 11) - Meet old,fiends and make new ones! 

Friday Night LIVE! (Oct. 12) - Featuring Kevin Van Sant! 

Cake Decorating with Chef Ron (Oct. 15) - Decorate your own Cake and take it home to 

share! 

Carolina Women Connecting (Oct. 16) - "Success Sales Calls"presented by Judy Newt 

New Member Orientation Luncheon (Oct. 18) - Learn about your Membership Benefits! 

Business Builders morning meeting (Oct. 18) - Sharing success while making new contacts! 

Friday Night LIVE! (Oct. 19) - Featuring Scott Laird! 

Save the Date 



Oct. 23 - Bridge Club 

Oct. 23 - Epicurean Club Dinner 

Oct. 25 - Business Builders Luncheon - "investing in Multi-Family Properties" 

Oct. 26 - Friday Night LiVE featuring Bill Baucom 

Oct. 27 - Tailgate Party - UNC vs. NC State 

Oct. 28 - Halloween Carnival 

Nov. 1 - Business Builders morning meeting 

Nov, 2 - Friday Night LiVE featuring Robert Griffin 
Nov. 3 - Kids Movie Night 

Nov. 3 - Low Country Shrimp Boil and Member Appreciation Party 

Nov. 4 - Steak & Eggs Sunday Brunch 

Nov. 6 - Book Club 

Nov. 7 - Prime Rib Night 

Nov. 8 - Roy Williams & Sylvia Hatchell Breakfast 

Charity Classic Golf Tournament and Chili Cook Off 

Sunday, November 11 

Gather your favorite foursome or join us as a single for a fun-filled day of team 

superball format competition followed by a Chili and Beer Party. Long drive and closet 

to the pin contests for men and women highlight a great day of play. For golf details call 

Ray Kenney at 919-962-4454. After, we’ll head over to the Club to award prizes and 

enjoy the Chili Cook-off. Local chefs and Carolina Club Members will join forces to 

compete for the best Chili in the Triangle. Join us for live music, kids activities, a long 

putt contest and great Chili to sample along several craft beers from local breweries. We 

will have both a professional and an amateur division and we will present awards for 

several categories including Best Pro, Best Amateur, Most Creative Recipe and more! 

What a fabulous day! Net proceeds from this family friendly charity fundraiser will 

benefit Augie’s Quest for a cure for ALS, our Employee Partners Care Foundation and 

the AIzheimer’s Association. You may choose to participate in one event or both. For 

Chili cook-off details call Elizabeth Cheek at 919-962-9578. 

Washington DC Christmas T~ip 

December 9 - 12 

Washington D.C. takes on a special magic at Christmas time. Beautiful holiday 

decorations, amazing sights, delicious tastes, wonderful sounds and special surprises. 

Our great tradition of Holiday travel continues with this adventure to out nation’s 

capital. 

Your all-inclusive 4-day~ 3-night Tour includes 

Roundtrip Deluxe Motorcoach Transportation] 

¯ 3 Nights Deluxe accommodations at the Embassy Suites - Convention Center] 

¯ Reserved seat Ticket to the spectacular "A Christmas Carol" at Ford’s Theatre] 

¯ Tickets to ICE - the amazing colored ice-carving display at the Gay!ord Resort] 

¯ Visit to the National Christmas Tree and state trees at the White House] 

¯ Sightseeing and shopping among the beautiful holiday decorations in Old Town Alexandria] 

¯ SightseeingandshoppingattheNEWNationalHarbor] 

¯ A visit to the historic Willard-lntercontinental Hotel for a LIVE Choral performance] 

¯ Dinner at Georgetown’s fabulous 2 789 Restaurant] 

¯ Dinner at Grace’s Mandarin Restaurant at National Harbor] 

¯ Champagne Sunday Brunch at Jefferson Hotel in Richmond] 

¯ Lunch at Can Can Brasserie in Richmond] 

¯ Cooked-to-order Breakfast each Morning] 

¯ ComplimentaryCocktailReceptiononarrivalnight] 

¯ Services of a Professional Tour Escort] 

¯ All Taxes and Porterage] 

$1,279 p.p., double, ~;1,795 single - 

For details call Ray Kenney 919-962-4454 or email: ray.kenney@ourclub.com 



Tailgate Partner Spotlight 

Today we highlight Joel Levy - Owner, Joel I. Levy CPA, PLLC (jlevy@jilcpaNC.net). 

Quality. Service. Ethics. At Joel I. Levy these are more than just the latest customer 

service buzzwords. They are a commitment and the guiding principles we follow every 

day as we work with you toward a successful financial future. Call Joel at 919.370.763 to 

discuss his services or to visit for a FREE consultation. 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our meeting last week was a big success! Thanks to those who made it, and made it 

truly special. Those who didn’t - we hope to see you next time! The group voted to 

expand the age demographic to include those 45 and under, and to allow any older 

Members to participate if they desired. Please let us know if you’re interested in joining 

the group! Our next sponsored event is the Bourbon Tasting (SOLD OUT), which will be 

on Friday, October 5th 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. We have also scheduled a Mystery Brewery Tour 

in Hillsborough on Thursday, November 8th 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. $20 p.p. (we have one spot 

left on the shuttle for $25; all others must meet at the Brewery). Please call the 

Concierge at 919-962-1101 to RSVP today/. To learn more please contact Mona Young at 

919-962-3803 or at mona.young@ourclub.com. 

GAA Alumni Store = EXCLUSIVE Life Member Merchandise 

The General Alumni Association is proud to offer quality merchandise through our 

online store and select vendors. Show Your Pride. Support Carolina Students. Five 

dollars ($5) of each life member merchandise item purchased will be donated to the 

GAA Scholars Fund. Click HERE to see merchandise. 

Carolina Capital Partners is now open to New Members! 

The Carolina Capital Partners was formed in 1996 with the primary mission to provide 

education for its partners for investing in the stock market. Each partner actively 

evaluates stocks with National Association of investment Clubs (NAIC) software and 

other tools and shares their findings with the membership. Using the NAIC principles 

and the Partnership’s investment philosophy, the partners invest the modest 

contribution of each individual collectively for profit and fun. For more information 

contact Darin Knapp at Darin knapp@med.unc.edu. 

Announcing: The Real Estate Bnvesting Forum 

A group of members with expertise and interest in Real Estate investing has formed a 

group for education and networking. The group meets monthly for Lunch. All members, 

regardless of the experience, are invited to attend. To be place on an email notification 

list please reply to this emaiI.Member Ticket Exchange is BACK! Have tickets you can’t 

use? Need tickets? MTE helps connect members who have UNC Football/Basketball or 

other tickets with members needing tickets. If you have, or need tickets, please call Ray 

Kenney at 962 - 4454 and we will put you together. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/carolinaclub. 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com!carolinaclub. 

Let’s link up! www.linkedin.com/carolinaclub. 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Nature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 



Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass (excludes Signature 

Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LIVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pro. LIVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and $2.50 

domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring 1 bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our corkage 

fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent event photos and more, please view our 

eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Take Your Clinic, Camp and Tournament Registrations Online - Instantly! 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

Coaches, colleges and universities use Event 

Manager to simplify their registration process and 

make their lives easier. It’s your turn to join them. 

With Event Manager you receive: 

Built-in marketing functions - 

Easy-to-customize registration forms, social 

media sharing buttons, and email capability 

to improve communication with players and 

spread the word about your events quickly. 

immediate and secure payment processing --- Players register online and pay 

online - no merchant account needed! 

Up=to=the=minute data reporting - Capture and store any player information you 

want (experience level, age) and access the data anytime, anywhere! 

Don’t Wait Until it’s Too Late ,.. Get Started Today! 

t..~ ~.... ~ ~,..~ ~\ ~-.~ ~---. ~...’~ ~ .... or Call 888.277.4409 
to take your registrations online ~ and get 30 clays FREE! 

What C~ients Are Saying: 

John Derham, Director of Operations, Villanova University, Men’s Lacrosse, 

"Event Manager makes it a Jot easier to manage all our lacrosse player registrations. It has saved 

us an enormous amount of time too," 

Earl Brewer, Owner and Coach, Shooting Stars Lacrosse, 

"I’m a busy guy so not having tc, collect checks and make multiple trips to #~e bank to depodt 
money has been a huge time-saver. I like the fact that I get an e-mail notice everytime someone 
signs up. And it’s reassuring that all of the camp data and payment information is secure, it’s 
just a more organized, streamlined process. It’s been great. " 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these ernails, please reply to this message with ’=Unsubscribe" in the subject line or sh’nply click on the foli~,~,ing link: ?:’s,.:b-~.-.~ b.:( 

I !;~!~’:~L!~.~":!.~’~ to forward thi~ em~il to a frier~d I 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 
[ x ~.~ :--:~ :~ii i,.i:~,~,~:~:-:~:~ ,.,~th ’,.’~:-~ ~:~9~.~;; .......... i ] 
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From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

The iSoccer Team <The_iSoccer Team@mail.vresp.com> 
Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Newest Featured Player: Magnus 

..C..i~c...k...t...~...y.Le..w.....tb.Ls.....e...m....a..[L~n...a....b..r..~....w..s...e..r. 
iN iSoccer: The Ga me WitMn the Game 

Player: Magnus 
Featured 

We’re excited to present Magnus as our latest Featured Player! He raised his 

iSoccer Skill Level from White (I) to Green (S) in just 6 months, and is a great 

example for young players everywhere. Check out how Magnus and his family 

play iSoccer together! 

~(i Magnus Video 

A 

Name: Magnus - Age: 10- Lives: Maryland 

iSoccer Level: Green, 5.0 

"Without question, he’s learning lessons that he will take with him for the 

rest of his life: setting achievable goals, working hard, and having fun 

doing it. Magnus may not realize it right now, but iSoccer is creating a 

foundation within him for future success on and off the field." - Dad 

"I feel more comfortable when the ball comes to me in the air, when 
before I was hesitant." - Magnus 

"We practice with him and compete against him on many of the skills - it’s 

great exercise for us and a nice way to relax after a day at work." - Dad 

"1 haven’t done this in 20 years, so it’s fun to relearn it with my son." - 

Mom 

big thanks to Magnus and his family for sending in the video footage and 

helping 

inspire players all over North America! 

Magnus shows that no matter what your scores are when you start iSoccer, if 

you spend time working on the iSoccer Skills, you will get more comfortable 

with the ball. And to all the parents out there - challenge your kids on a couple 

iSoccer Skills! It doesn’t matter if you’ve never played soccer before - have fun 

with it! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Check out our previous Featured Players, Teams, and Club! 
.T..&.k..u....m...i...~....A..g..e......~....~..L.e...v...e..~.....8...r...~....w...n.. 

Luca--Age ] ! - Level Red 
U1 2 Synergy 



Bozeman Blitzz 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

~’-’i AppStore I ~,.’i Android 

I 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: ._N__o____M___o_[_e____E__rT_La_jJ. 

iSoccer, Inc 
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San Francisco, California 94117 

US 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp -~lubcorp@mailer.memfirst net> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 4:15 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member F.-;clusives Pre~nts Last Chance to Enjoy Up to 2 Complimentary Nights at a Ri~-Caxlton Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

i~i Member Exclusives Logo 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 1:32 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Midseason Pull Up 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Midseason Pull Up 

For most of you out there, it’s right in the middle of the fall season, and a 

great time to pause and reflect on how things have been going so far! Here 

are a couple ways LS____a___c___c____e__[ can help address weaknesses you have seen on 

the field this season. 

Players: What’s one area of your game that you have been struggling 

with this season? Non-preferred foot dribbling? Shooting? Aerial 

control? Pick one or two iSoccer Skills and really focus on raising 

those scores in the next couple weeks. Login>>> 

Coaches: Choose one or two iSoccer Skills that your team needs to 

improve on as a whole, and set a team goal to collectively raise those 

scores. Be sure to offer a group reward for hitting the goal, like a 

free-play practice. Login> > > 

Parents: Help your player improve on a couple iSoccer Skills by 

scoring them and encouraging them to set goals, (You can even score 

yourself and challenge your player to see who can raise their scores 

the most. It doesn’t matter what scores you get or if you’ve never 

played soccer before - have fun with iU) ._L__9_gLn___>__>_>_. 

So take a moment to reflect on the season so far, and use iSoccer to help 

focus on an area that you or your team has been struggling with! 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

opp s~ore I~ Google Pl~oo 
/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

The iSoccer Team <The_iSoccer Team@mail.vresp.com> 
Thursday, October 11, 2012 1:22 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Web Redesign Survey (Win a Eurosport Gift Card) 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSoccer: The Ga me Within the Game 

Coaches 
We are in the process of redesigning your iSoccer coach account! 

Weigh in and help us make your experience even better. 

Players/Parents 
Have you seen all the new stuff in your iSoccer player account? 

Let us know what you think and how we can improve things even more. 

Pi~ye~ su,vo7 

Have a chance to win a $25 Eurosport Gift Certificate! 

Thanks in advance for helping us continue to make iSoccer better and 

better - your feedback is much appreciated. 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 

app.store 
I ;< Google Place 

/ 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1 !87 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResp .... ! ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 4:11 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives PresenLs Savings with Avis 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii.~.iI Member Exclusives Logo 

Avis Lo9o ii~ ClubCorpLogo 

,’~2 Avis Rental 
Members of ClubCorp Clubs save up to 25% on every rental 
with AWD #(3070002. 

Plus, members now save on where2#~ GPS rentals with Avis! 
You can rent a discounted where2 GPS for only $8.99 per day 
- your Members of ClubCorp Clubs-only rate. 

Additionally, use coupon MUWAt29 for $50 off a weekly 
rental on qualifying luxury vehicles, SUVs, and convertibles at 
participating locations. 

Click Here for full Terms and Conditions and to make a 
reservation, 

*Some restrictions apply 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 1:18 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Partner Passing Game 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: One Touch Partner Passing Game 

How many one touch passes can you and a partner complete in 20 

seconds? It’s a perfect game for the backyard, or get your whole team 

paired off and challen~ each other in practice. 

~:: OneTouch Partner Passing Diagram 

5m One Touch Partner Passing: In 20 seconds, see how many one 

touch passes you and a partner can complete from 5 meters apart 

with any foot. If you have to take a second touch, or if the ball doesn’t 

go 5 meters, don’t count that pass and keep going. Can you get to 5, 

10, 20, or 25? 

2.5m One Touch Partner Passing Move it in, and see how many 

passes you can do from 2.5 meters apart. It’s all about quick feet on 

this one! 

i::+:]i Download a Recording Sheet 

Cheers! 
The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do! 

Get connected with iSoccer Mobile! 

opp s~ore I~ Google Pl~co 
/ 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 



1 !87 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

% 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Bower <(heg Bowm@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Advanced Training tbr Competitve Sports Programs 

Coach Dorrance, 

Don’t let your sports team lose their edge as the season progresses. Speed and Strength Training should be performed throughout the entire 
season. Make sure you are getting the most out of each training session that your athletes perform. 

Training Exercises to Maximize Your Team’s Performaame 

These drills will keep your team at the top. 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Kenney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 3:25 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Spirit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Carolina Club Spirit 
Click on the Event link below for detailsJ For Reservations call 919 - 962 - 1101. 

New Member Orientation Luncheon (Oct. 18) - Learn about your Membership 

Benefit!! 

Business Builders morning meeting {Oct. 18) - Todd Rust with Wells Fargo will 

share "How elections impact the Economy"! 

Friday Night LIVE! {Oct. 19) - Featuring Scott Laird! 

Bridge Club (Oct. 23) - Welcoming new members of all skill levels 

Epicurean Club Dinner {Oct. 23) - Featuring ’Foraged Foods"! 

Business Builders Luncheon (Oct. 25) - Ran Genest & Partners with The AIIwyn 

Group presents "Investing in Multi-Family Properties"! 

Friday Night LIVE! {Oct. 26) - Featuring Billy Stewart! 

Tailgate Party {Oct. 27) - UNC vs. NC State. The Heels will roll! 

Halloween Carnival{Oct. 28) - Mom’s & Dad’s bring your Ghouls and 

Goblins for a howling good time! 

Save the Date 

Nov. 1 - Business Builders morning meeting 

Nov. 2 - Friday Night LIVE featuring Robert Griffin 

Nov. 3 - Kids Movie Night 



Nov. 3 -Low Country Shrimp Boil and Member Appreciation Party 

Nov. 4- Steak & Eggs Sunday Brunch 

Nov. 6- Book Club 

Nov. 7 - Prime Rib Night 

Nov. 8 - Roy Williams & Sylvia Hatchell Breakfast 

Nov. 8 - Mystery Brewing Tour 

Nov. 10 -Tailgate vs. Ga Tech 

Nov. 11 - Charity Classic Golf Tournament and Chili Cook-off 

Charity Classic Golf Tournament and Chili Cook Off 

Sunday, November 11 

Gather your favorite foursome or join us as a single for a fun-filled day of team 

superball format competition followed by a Chili and Beer Party. Long drive and 

closet to the pin contests for men and women highlight a great day of play. For golf 

details call Ray Kenney at 919-962-4454. After, we’ll head over to the Club to 

award prizes and enjoy the Chili Cook-off. Local chefs and Carolina Club Members 

will join forces to compete for the best Chili in the Triangle. Join us for live music, 

kids activities, a long putt contest and great Chili to sample along several craft 

beers from local breweries. We will have both a professional and an amateur 

division and we will present awards for several categories including Best Pro, Best 

Amateur, Most Creative Recipe and more! What a fabulous dayJ Net proceeds from 

this family friendly charity fundraiser will benefit Augie’s Quest for a cure for ALS, 

our Employee Partners Care Foundation and the Alzheimer’s Association. You may 

choose to participate in one event or both. For Chili cook-off details call Elizabeth 

Cheek at 919-962-9578. 

Tailgate Partner Spotlight 

Today we highlight Pat Phelan - Financial Advisor with Edward Jones 

(pat.phelan~edwardjones.com). At Edward Jones, our Chapel Hill financial 

advisors offer a personal approach to investing and retirement planning for your 

long-term financial goals. Call Pat at 919-969-9104 to discuss his services or to 

visit for a FREE consultation. 

Join our Young Professionals Group 

Our last event, the Bourbon Tasting, was a big success! Thanks to those who 

made it truly special. Those who weren’t able to attend we hope to see you next 

timeJ The group voted to expand the age demographic to include those 45 and 

under, and to allow any additional Members to participate if they desired. Please 

let us know if you’re interested in joining the group! Our next sponsored event is 

the Mystery Brewery Tour in Hillsborough on Thursday, November 8th 6:00 - 8:00 

p.m. 520 p.p. Please carl the Concierge at 9!9-962-2201 to RSVP today/. To learn 

more please contact Mona Young at 919-962-3803 or at 

mona.young@ourclub.com 

GAA Alumni Store - EXCLUSIVE Life Member Merchandise 

The General Alumni Association is proud to offer quality merchandise through our 

online store and select vendors. Show Your Pride. Support Carolina Students. Five 

dollars (55) of each life member merchandise item purchased will be donated to 

the GAA Scholars Fund. Click HERE to see merchandise. 



Carolina Capital Partners is now open to New Members] 

The Carolina Capital Partners was formed in 1996 with the primary mission to 
provide education for its partners for investing in the stock market. Each partner 
actively evaluates stocks with National Association of Investment Clubs (NAIC) 
software and other tools and shares their findings with the membership. Using the 
NAIC principles and the Partnership’s investment philosophy, the partners invest 
the modest contribution of each individual collectively for profit and fun. For more 
information contact Darin Knapp at Darin knapp@med.unc.edu. 

Announcing: The Real Estate investing Forum 

A group of members with expertise and interest in Real Estate investing has 

formed a group for education and networking. The group meets monthly for Lunch. 

All members, regardless of the experience, are invited to attend. To be place on an 

email notification list please reply to this email. 

Member Ticket Exchange is BACK! 
Have tickets you can’t use? Need ticketATITE helps connect members who have 

UNC FootbaIVBasketball or other tickets with members needing tickets. If you 
have, or need tickets, please call Ray Kenney at 962 - 4454 and we will put you 
together. 

Let’s be Friends! www.facebook.com/caroiinaciub 

How Tweet it is! Our twitter page is www.twitter.com/caroiinaclub, 

Let’s link up! www.linkedinocom/caroiinaclub, 

Weekly Drink, Food and Entertainment Specials 

Whiskey Tuesdays - 1/2 off Reserve Bourbon and Single Malt Scotch 

Signature Wednesdays - 1/2 off Signature Wine Bottles 

Wine Thursdays - 25% off Bottled Wines & Wines by the Glass {excludes 
Signature Wines). Also includes Champagne by the bottle and glass. 

O’Herron’s LiVE Fridays - 4:30 to 6:30pm. LiVE Music, comp. hors d’oeuvres and 

$2.50 domestic beers 

Saturdays "Uncorked" - bring I bottle of unfortified wine and we’ll waive our 
corkage fee. 

For a printable dining coupon, to see recent event photos and more, please view 

our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.neticarolinaclub. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From-" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Fall Sale <iSoccer Fall Sale@mail.vresp.com> 
Wednesday, October 17, 2012 1:22 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
25% Off iSoccer Plus 

c.’._[i~ k__ t.o___y_j .e_ w__t_t~L~__.e__ ~ ~iJ__i n__ a___ b_ ~: o_y_~.~ e__r. 

::~ Fall Sale: 25% Off iSocf..:er Plus! 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 

app.store 
I:,< Google Place 

/ 

%%% 
You received this because you are registered at iSoccer.org. 

If this is a mistake, we’re friendly, just let us know! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with I’No More Email" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: No More Email 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1 !87 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 5:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

It’s Not Too Late For A Great Getaway 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

~ 
It’s Not Too Late For 

, A Great Getaway! 

.~j ClubCorp 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray Keuney <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net~ 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 10:59 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Williams & Hatchell Breaktkst 11/8! 

......... :::::::::::::::::::::::: ........... 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@~nlailer.menlfirst net > 

Monday, October 22, 2012 10:47 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fun tbr the entire Family at your Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Spookb~t-~Br t--~allowe~m C~mival 
Su~da~% Oct.obeF 2,82 pn~ -- ,"{ pm 

Kids urxle~’ 2 ~ co~>~i~e~tary 

~t’s gdr~g t.o be a spo.o.o.oo.ok%0 g.ood tim!! 

Low Coa"~try Shri~-t~p Boi~ 
N~-mber Appredatio~-~ Party 
N#~W ~,~AK! -- Satucday, N.ovembe.r 3 

$34°95++ 

~(ids Novie Nit4~t 
NEt~g bATE! -- Satur~:~ay, N.ove~#ber 3 

ONy/,5++ ~er chin 

Charity C~assic Golf "roumamer~t arid Chili Cook Off 
Sunday~ Noue[~be¢ ~,:t 

Golf Tournamer~t 
UNC ~=i#ley 
9;00 a~ -- Drivi#g Rar~ge War~#--u~> 
:l,@OO a~a o Sh.otgur~ Start 

$85++ 

Chili Cook Off 
Caroliha C~ab~s Al~l~’~i I’~all arx~ "~e~’race 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject" 

iSoccer Quick Tip <iSoccer_Quick Tip@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 1:19 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

Using Player Points 

Click to view this email in a bl’owser 

iX iSocc.er: The Ga me Within the Game 

Quick Tip: Using Player Points 

Many of you have seen the new Player Points in your account, which help 

motivate players to get more touches on the ball by giving them points for 

everything they do with iSoccer. Here are a couple ways you can use 

Player Points to challenge yourself or your team: 

° Weekly Points Goal: Players, how many points can you earn this 

week? You get points for entering scores, raising your Skill Levels, 

and even just logging into your account. Can you earn 1,000 points 

this week? 5,000? 

° Award Points to Players: Coaches, did you know that you can give 

or take away points from players in your account? Use this feature to 

reward players for doing well, or take away points to keep them 

honest. Give your players points this week, and get them excited to 

play iSoccer away from practice. 

Laura S. in Michigan has 7~o87~; P~ye~~ ~.~’~;~ the most of any 
iSoccer playeH 

Cheers! 

The iSoccer Team 

Feel free to forward this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do, 

Get connected with iSoccer Hobile! 

Ix Qoogl~ Pl~oe 
/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member_Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:38 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

More Registrations, More Money, More Time for Coaching 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

ii~ Coilegd, Soaches12 Header 

Event Manager puts all your player registration, data management, and marketing 

communications into one easy-to-use online application. Players sign up online and pay 

online -- no merchant account needed! 

,, Look Lip player data online anytime, anywhere - on your desktop, laptop, or phone 

® Send targeted e-mails to registered players or any group based on search criteria 

Build custom registration forms complete with college logo, graphics and colors in 

20 minutes or less 

What Clients Are Saying: 

John Derham, Director of Operations, Villanova University, Men’s Lacrosse, 

"Event Manager makes it a lot easier to manage all our lacrosse player registrations. It has saved 
~’S at~ e~?ormous amo~’i3t Of time tOO. " 

"i’m a busy guy so not having to collect checks and make multiple trips to the bank to deposit 
money has been a huge time-saveit I like the fact that I get an e-mall notice everytirne .someone 
signs up. And it’s reassur#tg that aH of the camp data and payment information is secure, it’s 
just a more orgamzed, streamlined process, it’s been great. ° 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the follo’wing link: L::!::..,!::~:;~:!:~!!!:?~ 

Member Soiu[ions 

330 S. Warminster Road 



Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:~::::d the VerticalResponse marketing policy 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, October 26, 2012 6:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by Go Ahead Tours 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

.~’(i Play the World - Golfing experiences in Scotland,, Ireland, Spain & Portugal 

.)’~i You focus on playing, we’ll take care of the rest 

:%:: 9 Days in Scotland 

~ii 9 Days in Portugal 

9 Days in Southern Spain Xi 9 or 12 Days in Ireland 

Ni Call 1-8554624323 to start plannning your trip 

Terms & Conditions: Save up to $250 on all 2013 Golf tours¯ Offer only valid until November 30, 2012. Call for details, discounts and 

other restrictions¯ Not combinable with any other promotional offer¯ Sales promotions are not redeemable for cash. Prices are per person 

based on double occupancy and vary by departure date and gateway¯ Advertised tour prices are based on lowest-priced departure date 

and gateway Changes or cancellations will result in a fee of up to the total tour price¯ Applicable airline baggage fees are not included¯ 

Please contact the airline for more information¯ To view Go Ahead’s complete Terms and Conditions, visit floaheadtours.com/terms. The 

tour operator for your trip is EF Cultural Travel Ltd. CST 2060043-20¯ 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your ernail address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFoIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirst.net > 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 10:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club Member Appreciation Party 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Low Country Shriimp 

ALSO ....... Zt’s Kiids Movie Niight!! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular emai[ list in the future, please click here. 



s ~ ~ct~N~2 2o!2!i1~ 

!!!! !!!!!! 
H~r~ I~ a qu:~k ~tdoo progres ion that ~arlteach an� pla¢or how to p~rtolm a ~oll )tep 

Ovec S[art with the fitst video, and once vota are comfortable with each skill, move to [he 

ne×t o:le, 

Step 1 : Star to get comfortable using the 
bottom of your foot to roll the ball back 
and forth. Try to get going as fast as you 
can. 

:>~ :~:e~? 2 <.~ ,: Step 2:Add a scissors move while 
...... continuing to roll the ball back and forth 

and establish a rhythm. 

Step 3: Star slowly as you learn how the 

move works. Then start to pick up the 

pace, and challenge yourself to get sharper 

and quicker. 

:A’atch all SOoi Trakfi:~g Videos with iSoccer Plus 

ke~:~rni~g mrJves iike a Roti S:ep Ove~ is a ftm way Ior amy b/pc ol t:~iayer to ~:~(t¢i ~re~:~tivitv 

to {i~eir ~2rP..e. Work ~’©~! wa~’ t~p wi.kh the videos, amJ {i~er~ t~-’ke ;,oLaf ~e~A’ move:" 12o t}~:" 

fieio’: 

Cheers[ 
The iSoccer :earn 

[eei [leo. t© f©r,,,vard tiiis to a yo:qe w o iove5 5octet a5 ~i~.~¢2h as we ([o, 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:25 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Plea~ Note: The Carolina Club will close at 5:00 pm today 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 12:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Myste~ Brewe~ Company Tour - RSVP Today! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

This is our LAST Young Professionals event of the year, and we are wrapping tip 2012 

in sWle! No(th Carolina is becoming the Craft Brewing Mecca of the US East Coast and 

Myfftely Brewery Compmay in Hillsborough is one of the newest additions to this craze. 

The Young Professionals have organized a tour of the Brewel7 from one of Mys~tely’s 
Master Brewers, as well as samples and a beer glass as a souvenir! All Members and 

their Guests are invited to attend. **PLEASE NOTE: THIS EVENT TAKES 

PL4CE IN HILLSBOROUGH AT 31YSTERY BREWERL NOT AT THE 
CAROLINA CL UB. Mystery Brewe~ Company is located at 43 7 D#mnocks ~lill 

Road Suite 41 tIillsborough, NC 27278** 

The Brewery Tour Package includes: 

*7’astings of 4 current selections 

*One pint of your favorite tasting 
*A Mystery Brewery Company beer glass to take with you 

*A guided tour of the Brewer)’ by one of the Master Brewers 

***There is an optional package for $25 per person, which includes roundtrip shuttle 

service from The Carolina Club to Myste~ Brewery Company in Hillsborough and 

back. We currently have TWO SEATS available on the shuttle, which are available on a 

First Come, First Served basis, so RSVP today! *** 

Reservations can be made by calling the Concierge at (919) 962-1101. 

Cheers, 
Mona Schauer Young ’10 (MA) 

Membership Assistaalt 

(919) 962-3803 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 





Flora: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 3:44 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presented by Inspirato 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~i Member Exclusives Logo 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <elubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net~ 

Friday, November 2, 2012 1:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

November eNewsletter 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

[i~ii img 

November eNewsletter 
Please view our eNewsletter at http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub. 

Fol ~o~e inio~aLio~ abOL4 our ~’~ew UNC }}r’i1ployf_-’e r’i1ei~’.bergi~:p oiler, co~ac~: 

Vande:a Davis a~ vandora.davis@ourclub.com ol 9~.9~952-002~.~ 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, November 5, 2012 3:56 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dine With Us For A Week of Giving Thanks 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



F]rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Elizabeth Cheek-~lubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 8:49 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Please join us for a [hbulous Charity Fundraiser at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Paqe 

i~ CHARITY 
~i~: CLASSIC’ 

¯ 
De ~oii Club N emb~ 

C ha r i ly C lassi Chili Off 



iiiiii!iiii :!iiiiiiii 
~i :iiii iiii 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Warner <Michael Warner@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 1:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Latest Team Training Used by Sports Programs 

Coach Dorrance, 

All levels of competitive sports teams are now developing explosive athletes to dominate on the field of play. The faster, 

more explosive teams win! These drills, being done by PROS such as Ray Rice and Chris Johnson, will take your team to 

another level. 

Training Exercises to Maximize Your Team’s Performance 

These exercises are being done by many NFL, NBA, College and High School teams to win championships! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
[ :~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... !] 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --qclubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 7:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Introducing Servcorp: Business Solutions fi~r Prot~ssiona] s 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emaJls from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@mailer.memfirst net > 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 3:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thanksgiving and more at The Caxolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Chiid~ t~i2~$i7SO 

a ~i # O a m ii ~ ~iiii fi 6 U i6 6 u~iif u ii g ~ an d b e fret ~iii~ ~ ai 
t~ad!ti#na!favo~iteswi!ha!!the t[!mm!ogsin~!uding~#asted !UrkeY;hetb #rUSted 

S akeddesse~ d afu!!ba( Th eatingtime !i!!ing u pfaSt a 



R ese ~ations a re a vai/a ble forthesee yen ts a n din ore 

by c allin g your C/ub Conc ~e rg eat 919i962i 110 li 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:33 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Online Registration Soak/are = 50% Off, Limited Time Only! 

ii~ii TopB ...... ith-OrangeBand2 

n On Today and "" 
>~ SeleGAndersonSoccerEMFom]Web 

Enabling players to register for your camps, 

clinics, and tournaments anytime, anywhere 

will increase your player participation by 

29% or more! It has for our clients and it will 

for you too! 

Now for a limited time, you can enjoy a full 

year of Event Manager at half the price. 

Our secure online registration software 

includes tools to customize the design of your 

registration forms with simple copy-and-paste 

functionality. Through Event Manager, you 

can easily: 

¯ Accept registrations and payments instantly - no merchant account needed! 

¯ Integrate your online registration forms with any website 

¯ Put your entire team roster into one, easy-to-manage online form 

Send custom terms and conditions to each individual team member 

Receive real=time reporting on player stats and registrations on your phone or PC 

And much more 

Sign On and Save Today! Offer Ends Dec. 31, 2012 ,,, 

%.,,~ or Call 888.277.4409 
*Sign on by i2.31.2012 and receive 50% off the Event Manager licensing fee for the first year. 

Offer applies to new clients only’. 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these en-.,ails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or s n-.,p y click on the following iink: }:!!!~i~!~".;.!~’~ 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:.’.~’:~!:~: the VeFticalResponse marketing policy 

% 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 2:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Don’t Miss A Week of Giving Thanks 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii:::ii~ :iii: iii::~iii ii::~ii iii!i! iii:~ii: 
$25.55" per person [ flzree courses 

Choose appetizer, salad, entree or dessert 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 5:56 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Take Advantage Of These Great Deals This Season 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

  Take advantage of these great 
deals this season! 

S~ve on the" :~lopes with "..t-£ Tahoe Sup£~ P~ss -- the ordy season pass 

the:][ giV~EtS ?O~.E a(;<{!~i,!~ 1o i)(}b~i S!:tt:aw Vail{!? ;Lq’~!:t Ati)i]’~e bl~Etadows irl i:tY,! 

Bro=i= the begiI~I~el" to the e×tl’eme skie~- - these two ~eso~ts of R-~l" miles 

L~nd mit~’s of p~rf~’c.:ly 9roomed cordu~-oy, wid£ op£r~ bowl% powder- 

stashes, st<’~ep8, d<’~ei)8, t:~’~e skii:ig a~d s:~owboal’di:ig, arid I~igi:t st(iit~g 

Nembels save u~) to $50’~ with Adt~i~ Gokl (23-6,1.) passes begirming ~ 

~69q while Yoking Auh~ti: Gokl {13-.23) pass<,!s be{}ip at $~29, Sil’,,er 

p~isses sta.~[ at $,1.69 for ~;~dtd[s ~3r!d $3,1.9 fol yotmg ~,~d.’,ii[s, 

ALso, ..’,tembe~-s ~-eceive a .l 0% discou~t at Squa~,,, Vaikw on best avaitat~e 

rates fo: ov.el~}ght accor!’modatio~s} 

[~ C,u~Corp           ] 

iXi ..._.. iXi 

%q;;~il Lift Tiicli<<z::/i::s 
~,tembers e:-jov a l<J% di:~coLm[ 

of 1{. a~vat~c~-~-pu[chase,d rates for 

Hit [i(:keU~, ;~ti: ~<otlr i)~<,}ri:i~ Zeal-. 

Fotlr!d i~2Iiol~s: "~i!ii~’), B£av£r 

(.~-e~-~k"~, t~-eck~-~-idge:~ aPd 

KeystormQ Cor~tact CklbLb~e For 

fult detaHs! 

H~ve you us~’~d th~’~ ?ii~d }-toteis 

.:ool y~’[ a:’d e×perier~ced .:he 

great savipgs? Visit your chJb’s 

webs~te today and click Fired 

Hotels to save up to 4C% oi"r+ at 

~,vorld>,,ife, Network ~litiate <i~t 

member% t)iease coritact CRd:d.i~Y,! 

i.} ,: i: :!~ :,;.-:,;;.-!:< lc b::s’>,:!P’~’:l:::~?: 2;(} 

This ~Y~a~<~E!S i:b{! i)erfecl: si:ocilii:{} 

s.iuffer of (lif.: for a:’y dm:’e~ p~ty! 

Get you~- bottle of pe.~so~]~tb~’ 

er~grav~-~d 2007 Silver Oak [iapa 

\/a}{~y C;!ti)errb[!{: 8a(ivi!:Ji:o~? ~:or 

olIIy $95 per tottte i~]cIu,dip.g free 

sh}I)~)}~( wher~ yod ovd<4r by the 

171!i~,£. 

OIdel o~lin~ .:oday at 

W~=,~ W. p e Fsol] ai~=,d p.e, co mislI,Te Foa k 

ol calt 800,(~90,W_iti [94.63), 

.;-’.:.~:;p.P~i;< <;A; At::/’;;:: ~;1; - .I .< ,?:0’;.3 

Watch t.’e Dest go{fe~-s iP the 

wotid cot’~t}:!e[<4 ~:()~" {:}Y,} t’~tOSt 

coveted plize h~ golf: the 

t)I~S{:if:fiOUS {.)~e~,!~’~ i;[~<k~i!{:. 

Pl~o:ice Io~mds begb" at $595 

a:id toul’ll~mQt~t i-oullds at 

$1,295,~ All .~ates rock, de the 

e×c{usive Perrh~ Place hospitality 

pvogr;!~m wil:b food pR>/ided by 

’de~’y Vera, a~d comptimePtarv 

[r;i~l]s.ool{:aUorl {:o ;~ti:(] I:101.~i 1~I~! 
course’, Lodging is ~,,,-aiiable 

tb~OtlghOL~i: Atlg(~i,b!~ a~ l)iiva~<,} 

~-eskie~’es o.~ at local .."olel:~. 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Thursday, July 21,2011 10:17 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Evaluating faculty :: Webcast Recording 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~v,academicimpressions.com 

Col[ecting~ AnaJyzing~ and Using Faculty EvaJuation Data 

OnoDemand Webcast Recording 

Recorded °° April 19, 2011 i]~lg~ll| [~[~ 

Learn how you can use formative data to improve teaching and 
summative data to guide your faculty career development process. 

Faculty evaluation is a complex process that affects institutional quality and individual careers. But in 
practice, day-to-day evaluation does not often reflect what has been learned from years of research or 
what can be done to best make use of the data collected. 

Join Academic Impressions in this archived webcast as we discuss how to use the collected data to 
improve evaluation practice and enhance faculty careers. 

Pricing I Agenda 

Add this recorded webcast to your training library! Order online or by phone at 720.488.6800. A CD- 
ROM version of the archive will be mailed along with a bound copy of the presentation materials within 
three business days of the time your order is placed. 

View all of our arcNved webcasts or visit our events calendar to find an upcoming event that fits your 
needs. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, July 25, 2011 10:19 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Retaining Students in Online Education :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Retaining Students in Online Education 

Conference 

September 28 o 30, 2011 °° Philadelphia, PA 

Learn proven methods for preventing online student attrition. 

In order to improve online student retention, especially during 
these difficult economic times, institutions need methods to track 
students, document progress, and put specific practices in place 
to ensure success. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I _~enda 

Join us for a highly interactive conference that will give you the 
opportunity to directly apply the content of the program 
immediately to your institution and receive feedback from our 
instructors as you develop your own institutional action plan. 

Topics covered include: 

¯ Student retention as a life cycle 
¯ The unique characteristics of online students and their 

needs 
¯ Developing dashboards to identify, track, trend, and 

correct problems 
¯ How certain academic variables can predict student 

success 

¯ Critical student support services needed to improve 
persistence 

¯ Ways to deliver support services in an online format 
¯ Early engagement through online first-year experience 

programs 
¯ The role of faculty and academic advisers in online 

retention 

There is also an optional pre-conference workshop titled "Online 
Student Retention for Community Colleges" and an optional post- 
conference workshop titled "Measuring and Benchmarking Your 
Retention Success." See the co         nda for details. 

academicimpressions.com 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTHLY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING WEBCASTS 

the Shift from Classroom 
to Online Course Desiq~ 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 

Online Accessibility for Students 
with Disabilities 
September 6 & 8,2011 

Student En~o.ement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Leaminq 
September 23,2011 

View AJ[ Webcasts 



WHAT PAST PARTICIPANTS SAID ABOUT THIS 
EVENT 

"The presenters gave us tools we could take back to our 
campus and immediately apply to provide support for 
students and faculty" 
"This conference not only had great content, but was rich 
in relationship-building with everyone involved. This was 
the best opportunity I’ve ever had to truly network and 
share at any conference." 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free, Questions? Call us to determine if this event is 
right for you, 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference ©enter. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 9:32 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <dEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Last chance to register :: Co-curricular programs for second-year students 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Engaging $econdoYear Students with Innovative 
Coocurricu[ar Programs 

Webcast 

August 3, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:45 pomo EDT 

Register today! Early bird pricing expires Wednesday, July 27. 

Following a panel discussion format, this webcast will address 
best practices for customizing study abroad programs, career 
services, and student philanthropy initiatives for second-year 
students. 

P~ram Brochure (pdf) I         I 

This content is particularly well-suited for institutions that are in 
the formative stages of developing their second-year experience 
programs or those that are looking to revamp their current 
program offerings. 

Our ~ert instructors will provide information about the 
following: 

The lessons they’ve learned developing programming for 
sophomores 
Overview of sophomore-specific programs and outreach 
on their campus 

o Outline of program 
o Lessons learned from implementation 
o Future of program 
o Three action steps to implement the program at 

your institution 

Included in your registration is a comprehensive resource packet 
featuring detailed information on each institution’s second-year 
programs as well as further background information on the 
special needs of second-year students. 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE A CD 

academicimpressions,com 

HIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTH LY DIAG NOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCOMING 
CONFERENCES 

Students with Ps 
DisabiNities: Strenqthen!sg 
Policies and Procedures 
September 28 - 30 I Philadelphia, PA 

Your Student Affairs 
Assessment Plan 
October 16 - 18 I San Antonio, TX 

View A[[ Conferences 



Register onUine or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by purchasing 
a CD recording and/or transcript of the live webcast. Questions? 
Call us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center= 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 10:22 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Engagement-Focused Fundraising :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

January 23 o 28, 2012 "" Atlanta, GA N 

Learn how to identify, cultivate, solicit, and steward major donors 
with an innovative relationship-based strategy. 

A recent national survey of higher education alumni revealed 
only 52% believed their alma mater keeps them closely 
connected and values its alumni relationships. At the same 
time, institutions are trying to meet fundraising goals by 
calling on fewer and fewer donors. 

Now is the time for your institution to stop this 
unsustainable advancement strategy. Only by focusing on 
engagement strategies with all of your constituents - 
including everyone from students to faculty to business to 
alumni - can your institution break free of this pattern and 
build a sustainable constituency base of support into the 
future. 

p[£#ram Brochure (pdf) I R#g!ste[ I A####a 

Join us in Atlanta for a conference that will improve your 
engagement strategies to lead your institution to a more 
secure fundraising future. Using current research into donor 
decision-making, AI Platinum Partner Jim Lan~ will walk 
you through a more productive and easily measured 
approach to the fundraising process, including: 

¯ Moving past capacity to the indicators of a true 
propensity to give 

¯ How to use interviews for both research and cultivation 
purposes 

¯ Developing projects that engage prospects and steer 
solicitation timelines 

¯ When and in what settings to deploy faculty and 
volunteers 

There is also an optional post-conference workshop titled 

academicimpressions.com 

NIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTN LY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCOMING CONFERENCES 

Smarter Thinking for Annual 

October 24 - 26,2011 I Baltimore, MD 

View AJ[ Conferences 

UPCON[NG WEBCASTS 

Measudnq and Evaluatina y0ur 
Alumni Relations Staff 



Choosing the Right Evaluative Metrics to Guide 
Development. See the conference aqenda for more 
information. 

ATTEND AS A TEAH 

August 24, 2011 

CraRing an Effective Social 
Media Policy_ for Your Institution 
September 29,2011 

View AH Webcasts 

All professionals directly responsible for cultivating and 
raising private donor support will gain a new perspective on 
effective fundraising work. Because this experience offers the 
unique opportunity to systematically re-approach - from 
prospecting to stewardship - your method to securing a 
brighter fundraising future, we highly recommend bringing a 
team that includes development managers, major gift 
officers, annual giving officers, student philanthropy 
managers, academic leaders, board members, and even 
your president. 

REGISTER TODAY 

~ister for this event online or call 720.488.6800. Register 
three people from your institution and the fourth can attend 
for free. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 9:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Start a new Tradition 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Start a New Tradition 
Relax and enjoy your guest~ 

Th.c CaroIin.a Club offcrsa terrific_ ig 
,~eLe~on o~ ~ppet~ ,~ er~tr~ ~L ....... 
desse:rtsto enjoy asvou, celebrate 
the holiday sea son ’ 

Limited ~lPrace :is still available. 
Con ta ct a cv Va n Nostra n d to 
plan your evdnt today! 

Cal~ your event j~l~ner at 

919.843.8188 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcorp@mailer memfirst net> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 10:25 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented by Villas of Grand Cypress 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Paqe 

ii.~.iI Member Exclusives Logo 

L oF aRANr_’  CY - RESS O  LANr_’ O. 
l i~ill MILL_AS OF GRANO CYPRESSi ORLANDO 

% 

Whether you are a golfer or just enjoy the beauty of the course, Villas of Grand 

Cypress invites you to be one of the first to experience the new look and feel of 

the Villas of Grand Cy~tress, 

Get to Know Us Packaqe from $295* 

Exclusive Package for ~embers of ClubCor# CNubs includes: 

Club Suite and V’ilb style 

aCCOltl mod.~tions 

Daily Breakfast for two 

$50 resort credit 

NightNy turndown service 

~ BOOK ONUNE NOW 

~i 

or ca~l toll~fcee to s~e~k to ~ Re~e[vatio~ Agent 877,330,7377, 

% 
"~:iI G ra nd Cypress Academy of Golf 

[ iii~iiI Grand Cypress Golf Packages ] 
Improveyour g .... t Grand Cypress Academy of Golf 

*Pa~.e.: (Jo i:ol. i~-:f.iLld@ 1¢2:;og~. fe.# .3Qd ~.a~@t: ~i.~;.’la o:J~ ~~s~¢2:; Q:.3", ~.:~)[.?i;,, 

~-:s’¢.,~-J o¢: -s,,,-~H~-:biHr.y C3:?r;o?. ~)~) ~.’orqbiq~.d wit-i? ~q-:,~, ovt:eg ofiegs 

)ion. s,z,3il¢:ble fo~ gl’oLlp:; of J.;~; goo:’I::; O~" :’I:oge 1-L3~£".: ,3v¢:i[a~)[e ti?:o:;0~; ¢\:;g[I :;( 2(:l ~" 

p.~a.C~,\G~5~; I ,\CCOr,,~MOr.P\rlONS i GOL~: I DINING =: PHOTOS 

.g.iI FACEBOOK I ~:ii TWITTER 

Phoi’~¢: 407,239,4700 } grandcypress,colY~ 

ii’~’iI PERSONAL LUXURY RESORTS & HOTELS ] 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Baker <Greg Baker@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 12:57 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Act by Friday to Make Your Athletes Faster and More Explosive 

Coach Dorrance 

If you want your athletes to PLAY like a PRO, theft they need to TRAIN like a PRO. Take advarttaqe of our 
B~ach Friday Sale a~d save 20% on Verti~]ax through November 23 2012. 

The Ve~iiMax System is used by 50% of the NFL. 40% of the NBA, ..~J.,o of MLB and 100’s of Colleges and 
High Schools to ,,,.vek ,,, s,l,,,e,~c~ a[hletes= 

C~ick for more detai~s or call 800-899-5867 to speak with a Training Speciaiist today. 

~i Ray Rice trains on VertiMax 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

L Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alan Monroe <Alan_Monroe@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 1:53 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Ray Rice Delivers the Play of the Year 

Coach 

WAtch Ra~ Rice’s incredible ~ame savinq "45h & 29°’ ca$ch & run against the Cha[{~! 

In honor of Ray’s incredibie piay we are offering the same training system used by Ray at a price that 

saves you hundreds oidoliars {hrough November 29th When it comes lo speed, po-’,/er and ve~ticai jump 

ability, Ve~iMax can turn athletes in any spo~ into game changers! 

~Ki ray rice play of the day 

Coaches -. we know you may need some time to finaiize your purchase el’dot, so ~equest your s}uote 

before Thursday Novembe~ 29~.h, 2012 and we will i~onor [he price [hrough Decembe,," 10,2012 and 

you will i’eceive the Vel’ti[v]ax in time for the holiday pi°actices~ Cali today to get your quote at 800-699.-5987 
and use PROMO CODE ’°4and29°’ to receive a 1~% L~sco~t a~d F~ee Sh@p~d. Tota~, sadegs of 

e ve~ #~500. OO/ 

V8 Large Price with Discounl 

$2,965~50 

~egular pnce. ~£<2¢~ 

V8 S[andard Price with Discom’.,t 

$2,785,50 

~egular p~iee. ~5,O,$% 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

47!0 Eisenhc,,~,er Blvd 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketing policy¯ 

% 

ii~:~iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! j 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Friday, November 30, 2012 4:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F,xclusives Presents Savings by Avis 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii.~.iI Member Exclusives Logo 

Avis Lo9o ii~ ClubCorpLogo 

,’~2 Avis Rental 
Members of ClubCorp Clubs save up to 25% on every rental 
with AWD #(3070002. 

Plus, members now save on where2#~ GPS rentals with Avis! 
You can rent a discounted where2 GPS for only $8.99 per day 
- your Members of ClubCorp Clubs-only rate. 

Additionally, use coupon MUWAt29 for $50 off a weekly 
rental on qualifying luxury vehicles, SUVs, and convertibles at 
participating locations. 

Click Here for full Terms and Conditions and to make a 
reservation, 

*Some restrictions apply 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet;, 

Monday, December 3, 2012 5:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get Your Bowl Game Tickets Today 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <MembeLSolutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 1:04 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Take Your Camp & Clinic Registrations Online Now - and Save 50% 

Sign Up By December 31st ~ ,~>~.~ E.:...~.......-’.’~.~ ~’-~,.~..~,.,~ 

Before you know it, it’ll be time to open registration for your 

camps and clinics. So why not make your life a whole lot 

easier AND save big at the same time? 

:}:~i~I!:!..~!.¢..~;~,..~..[..’.,¢~-~!£-:!!:.~¢=.!:.~[~!.-*-=!: and you’ll enjoy a full year of 
Event Manager at half the price. 

Event Manager simplifies your registration, 

management, and marketing Look at all you can do: 

Accept payments online quickly and securely - no merchant account needed! 

Access player stats and registration details online anytime, anywhere 

Automatically send online custom waivers to players 

~, Capture and store any information you want (experience level, position, age) 

~, Set promo codes, discounts, and registration cut-off dates 

~, Send targeted emails to registered players or any group based on search criteria 

Enable multiple teams to sign up at once 

Post registration links anywhere online -- on any website, on Facebook, in emails 

Best of all, Event Manager easily integrates with any website so you can instantly take 

registrations and payments online -- and increase traffic to your website! 

Hurry! This Special Offer Ends December 3tst ... 

...... ,.........,_____,.....,,.,, ........... ,..~,... or Call 888.277.4409 Today! 
*Sign on by 1231.2012 and receive 50% off the ~vent Manager iicensmg fee for the titst year 

Offer applies to new cfler!l,s on!y 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive ti~ese emails, piease reply to this messag ~ wi,h "Unsubscribe" in the subject Ik~e or simpiy cli :k on ti~e ,oliowing iink: ~. ",~.’,~!,s,-- i’e 

Member Solutions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!-~:-:=:-.’, the MerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusive <-clubcorl:@mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 3:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

An Exclusive Offer for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

During January ,2i!;d F~.~biuary, Sea 151u>r!d’s Stu>y u>r!d Piay U!;iinfited Golf Package* ogeia Members e..’- 

(}itlbC;orp C;i~Jbs; tile u’harlce [a axpe~}e~u’e 1:ha beau[y a!;ci ohsq.9)!ge of our ti;rae ohsr~lplorl.qi;:p 

courses, incitiding Seaside site of rise PGA T©U£’5 McGiadrey Classic Piay as much as you’d tke; 

ih~.~n ise!:e your ga!,ne ,!it tt!e S~.~;-~ DiJa!:d Golf Learrii!;q C,e!;ter wh~.~r~.~ a staff ihat ir!chJdes three ,131 Gol~ 

r.)igesi:s 1o[; 50 Teachers helps daz.gns a~ pros pe!fect iheh game After go!: relax at The Lodge> .sirol 

Sea Island’s five miles of private beach work out - or rejuvenate - at the 65;000-squere-1"oot Forbes 

Five-Star Spa st Sea Island 

Sta’v and Piay Ur:lim, ited Golf Package* includes: 

[] LiiX:J[y 8cco~i!,~1od~iio[]a at [h,e Forbes Five-Star [.edge.~ 

[] Unlimited golf daiiy per night al stay 

[] Play on Seaside, Plantation or Retreat courses 

[] Forecaddie fcr or!e [ound eact! day and cart 

[] ;; iloi.’:a .’11’ p’iay a:ther on arriv.q or depa[!:ure day 

[] In-reom amenity 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 



either in person or via our web site~ We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp~ 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, December 10, 2012 4:51 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special Oiler From Whistler Blackcomb 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Whistler Blackcomb Now Part of the KSL Family 

We’d l,ike to wel,come Whistl,er Bl,ackcomb to the KSL famil,y. KSL recentl,y purchased 24% of 
Whistl,er Bl,ackcomb, the l,argest and most visited ski resort in North America. It is al,so 
rated the #1 overal,l, resort in North America for 2013 by Ski Magazine. Whistl,er offers over 
8,100 acres of incredibl,e terrain endowed with high al,pine peaks, gl,aciers and bowl,s, a 
vibrant base vil,l,age packed with shopping, dining and nightl,ife, and envy-inducing average 
annual‘ snowfal,l, of over 39 feet. 

In fact, the mountain is on track for another record-setting year with a snow base of 6.1 
feet. That’s the highest snow base for this time of year compared to the l,ast 10 years. The 
sl,opes have received 11 feet of snow and there’s more in the forecast. Whistl,er Bl,ackcomb 
offers some of the most consistent and rel,iabl,e snow to guests compared to any other 
resort in North America. 

SPECIAL OFFER - SAVE UP TO 30% 

As a new member to the KSL famil,y, Whistl,er Bl,ackcomb has extended a special‘ offer for 
o members of Cl,ubCorp cl,ubs to save up to 30% off of sel,ect hotel, partners. 

ClUck here for more information or cal,l, 1.888.767.1909. 

ii.~ The Wonder Reels I WATCH VIDEO > % This winter, we explore Whistler Blackoomb through the 

eyes of the lore keepers, the artists and the athletes, the 

kids who grew up here and the mechanics who keep 

the place running in a 7-part webisode series¯ Stay 

tuned! 

Claim Your Place and WIN weekly prizes at 

..... htt p://wonder.whistlerbla ckcom b.com/ma p-you r- 

wonders 

ii~~ ~iI Peak 2 Peak ~iI VisitWhistler 
Blackcomb’s Official Site 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 3:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Holiday GiPLs tbr Everyone on Your Lis¢ 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Cdcb~"ity Sommdier .~ Pack 
Enjoy a variety of six red and six white wines for $99 
(normaJly retaiJs for $200), Includes free shipping,* 

[ ~ 



~;ive the Gift of 
Le~so~ for N~v 
Golfers 
Have friends or family you 

want to introduce to golf? 

Give them Get Golf Ready, a 

series of group lessons with 

other beginners. They can 

learn the basics of the game, 

play on the course, meet new 

friends and have fun in a 

casual setting. It’s only $99* 

for five one-hour lessons! 

We provide golf clubs and 

balls. Call your local golf pro 

at a ClubCorp country club. 

Andrew H~rper 

Travelers will enjoy the 

Harper Collection book, 

profiling more than 1,000 

luxury hideaways and resorts 

worldwide. Order today for 

$150 - a $50 savings!* 

i 

Ultimate Bucket List [~ 
P~ekage ’-- 

IPlan a vacation with friends 
My TicketUne is offering the / I°r extended family! Members 

trip of a lifetime (April 8 - 10) / Ihave access to book one trip 

with exclusive access to both[ IPeryear for travel May to 
the Hen’s Final Four at the [ Iearly December, excluding 

Georgia Dome and a practice/ IThanksgiving week, at 

round at the Hasters at / IInspirato member rates of up 
Augusta National Country [ Ito 50% off market rates and 

Club. For $2,395 per 
I more.* 

person*, receive tickets to J I, 

each event, accommodations/ 
in Atlanta, hospitality at the / I 

Perrin House, and much 
I 

m~ Dell [ Receive 15-25% off* all 

I ~ I Save up to 30°/o [ imerchandise through the 

I I on select systems,l I"rs’ F,elds s,te 
I I plus get up to 

I I(www’mrsfields’c°m) or the 
10% off all Dell branded 

[ It°ll free number 1-800- 
mobility products.* I IC°°KIES (266-5437).Cali 
www.dell.com/mpp/clubcorp I IClubLme for your membership 

discount code. 

[ IEnjoy 15% off* delivered 

/ I°rders including flowers and 

/ Imerchandise’ Call ClubUne 

Uf:crdYe?Ur membership discount 

~Some resLricLions and exclusions apply, Contact C:lubLine for more details, 

¢)CiubCor~ USA, Inc, ’Aft rights reserved, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusive <clubcorp~mailer.memfirs’t.net> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 3:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presents Regent Seven Seas Cruises 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Paqe 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

%i hero 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii¸ 
¯ ~.~ ~~,o~mdwi~ ,~i;~ ¯ ~’~ U~liimi~ed t~ll~.~e ~×,’~_~sior~:~ 

O~ce~ber 3~, 20:~2o 

CALL REGENT SEVEN SEAS CRUISES AT 8~,688,12~8 

OR CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

........... ~ ~:~::t?:~ ........... 

!~: ~ ~:!~ ........ 

,k.J.J q .ra ..~.% .~r .~> .,o.. c-:, .~:a~ :.cj>., c~. ,.) ~,J.,,.. .... ~: p.~r,.)n 

......................... Er~3oy o,,,errd,.:~’~t stays i~ Jerusalem snd D:.:bai 

E:a ov a 2-:alght stay in L~ixo:- 

[:     : .... 





}" f(.% T {} ~,: E i) 0 l: t’ [< ~,: S : 

;’is addition to oi;:- nEE-i:°:ckispce an°:enitJes, t~°:Js cruise aEso F~atur~s ~o~5 

Upgrade to Busm~.~ss Cisss Air from onb! $1~499 #er }~ea’.~e~, each way 

¯ ~r!j(:,y ,:)vernigffi: stays in Six-~nos Ait.’-~s, [’4on[¢-!vhJeo and Rio de-! ]at;¢-!i!o 

............ :!.9.!!!}:i!2?~!) ........... 

........ )92%~?..!’£!.~ ........ 
}~ILR}~S }} XQ?,,[ 

$11 ~499 

}" f(.% T ~} ~,: E i) O ls t’ [< ~,: S : 

;’is addition to our aii-inckimve an°:enitJe% tP:Js cr@se aiso Features S~,~5 

¯ Up,:-~a,:J¢-! t.:) Businm~,s C::sss Aq from only $2~599 ~e~" ~e~’s@~, each way 

En?,o? an ovemigi~[ sta’/ in Bali 

oa c.’,r,~lT£<:I "oua Tla,~V~:L £G~::r,~T 

~)ir IP, chJsive Piogram sppiies to economy, icundtlip flights only from seb<t UIS ~i C£~P, sdian 

eat~.wa?s: AT[.. BOS. <:LT, DF~<,’, DEN, BWR, Ft.[.. hlNi. lAD. IAH jFK, tAX L(gA MOO, MIA, 

MSP OF4D, PSi F’RL, PHX, SA,"< SAV, 8E/< SFO, IPA: YUL, !’VP., !’YC ~-~!ld YYZ (s:.lpplerrieri~ 

wiii ~-~pply to HNL L:;~,V an :: YYC effesth/e Noveri!be! Ir 2013) For full pr~,:irig t~=~.r.~:).~=..b.~r.i. 
~.,.~[~2.~[.~[.9.L!.~ S[~pS’ Reglstry’: :8sharrms :2012 Re[~e[!t Sere[! Seas Cruises@ 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member_Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 2:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

50% Savings Ends December 31 st - Simplify Your Camp, CRinic & Tournament Registration Process Today! 

Sign On By December 31st & ~,~ ~: ~,’"" ~.~ ~,,," ~£9 

It’s not too late! Make your life a whole lot easier in 2013 by adding online registration to 

your player sign-up process. 

End-of-Year Special Ends in Just 5 Days! 

Sign on by Monday, December 31 st, and you’ll enjoy a full year of Event Manager at 

HALF THE PRICE!* 

With Event Manager, you’ll be able to: 

,, Immediately accept registration payments online (no merchant account needed!) 

Easily manage waivers and rosters online 

,~ Instantly email players -- or any specific group based on search criteria 

,~ Get the word out quickly with easy-to-use marketing tools 

,, View player data and registrations anywhere, anytime online 

Hurry, Offer Ends When The Clock Strikes t2 on Dec, 3tst 

~?..,,,~.:~..~ ................................. ~...,..~... or Call 888.277.4409 Today! 
*Sign on by !2.3!2012 and receive 50% off the Ew~.r!l Manager licensing fee for the first year. 

Offer applies to new clients only. 

!~ !i.~’i:U.~’L’::!~’:!...i:i.~ ! :L~ !~~ :~ i i. i!L :!..,’::.:.!!’:!.. :~:::. 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, piease reply to [his message vAth "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the foli~¢¢ing iff~k: !:i.,’.:.’2!::.,’::2:i~!it:i 

Member Solutions 

330 S WarmJnster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro. PA 19040 

US 

!][~:.~:.~ the VerticalResponse marketing policy 
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Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 

Season V I December, 2012 

Action Required 

to continue receiving our updates. 

Ref 60 Tosses the Ball on Season 5 

We at "60 Seconds on Officiating" hope this o~ 

I ~ I message finds you well and are off to a I ~ I 

I I smooth start to the 2012-13 basketball I I 

 season. 1 I 
Whether your level of officiating is pro, I I 

college, high school, or youth league play, we at REF 60 I I 
are glad you’re with us for Season # 5. I I 
Our message and commitment is the same as it was when I I 
we sent out our first REF 60 post; and that is to bring you I 

I 
small, steady portions of relevant rule-related content in 
an easy to absorb style that will contribute to making you 
a better official and game manager. 

As we continue to tweak the delivery platform in how we will provide the REF 60 
material, this season we will return to sending out our permission-based emails, but 
also encourage you to periodically check the REF 60 website on your own , as we 
will be posting some content that will not be emailed. Additionally you can "follow" 
us on your favorite social networking platform like Facebook, Twitter, or 
LinkedTn ... to get even more timely articles and commentary. 

New for 20:!.3-- For those fans of podcasting you can now subscribe to our iTunes 
hosted series of video and audio podcasts directly on your iPhone, iPad, or 
computer. By subscribing directly in iTunes you will be assured to have the latest 
content when it becomes available - automatically downloaded to your favorite 
device. 

Also, be on the lookout for information on how to order Volume Two of our highly- 
acclaimed book, Beyond The Rules. This latest edition will be both an e-book and 
audio book making it easier to "tap" into officiating content with just a couple 
clicks of your mobile device. 

We at "60 Seconds on Officiating" are excited to hit the ground running for the 
2012-13 campaign, and we look forward to your feedback throughout the season. 

Read More: 

Wide Eyes in a Three Person Crew 

The Ability to be a Valued Referee 



Like to see your company banner here? 
Contact: Tim Malloy 

Copyright 20I 3 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property" of Their Respective Owners 

Q S 

N 



Copyright 20~ 3 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.neg, 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 5:35 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Golf& Ski from Coast to Coast 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

  Golf & Ski from Coast to Coast 

Tampa Pair~-s has re~ovat~’d sai[es fol You to en~oy, arid the coLuse is 

iu exc~sHer~t coi~dltiom .~}~]]oy tb.e beautiful weatt]~st, with ds.Hy 

.~empera.~es in tt-e mid-7Os! 

You can enjoy you~- golf access at Ta.mpa. ?8.tins, t-ilmtet% (,reem East 

~,~( ,,:,~:, ,.,, aru:l (.oa~(ryside - Utal:’s 99 ho,,,~, , , ci:oose i:voal! 

Aiso, e.~’ioy ¢’ent~’l Ciub "ampa wit.." yoL~l dirfing access be~’fits. 

[~ C,u~Corp           ] 

iXi 

ii%.:’.s~i¢ !(olr’/~; !!i!i;;/s/iii/"/q’.iii~ 

li!!!l,,ii’~@=i?;idi.,i;: i/::iLi?;i~uC li< @{iii <?; 

Wicked, }e~sey Boys Orb{e, 

Avesue Q, ~qsaI~tos= of the ()pe~-a 

~.md "_ion KU~g. ?lus, en~oy you.~ 

dislI]g access at "2.l" (]ub 8.rid 

Tt]e Te[~a(:~,! Ci(lt). 

Available dates b’clude Na.~ch 

7-10, Iqa~ch 14-17 o~ [4a~x:.~ 21- 

(s¢8~s~s¢y° AddiUonal Broadway 

sho’~’,,s avaii~bl% i:ictu~iP.g Book of 

Normorb as well as othe.~ co~sc~’l[s 

ot sportiP.g crests is the area. 

S~..i#sei~ B,{:i~q~v/ ii;i¢lice-/:s 

f~ve~it{s tea~ as we/s~s S~a~se~- 

800,4,S-L~079, Y~te S~Uxw ~}cwl 

wit b~s ptay~sd ip ¢,lew O:~ea.us o~ 

Sdr~day, Feix~sary 3! 

/i.iliili:: iii:fi"ii,~ii!’; i!iii;;fi8,ii::i~es; 
ii.,.i:} i ~:. :{:!: "i" ::] i ~ r)8 

~’,iO~*,~ iS tl’H? ti~’~e 1:o ~!xi)erieri(:~,! 

s~i~g at Squaw Valiey ~pd A~p~e 

to £~I~ o~ lif~ ticke~s s~4 £0~I~ 

os~ensig~YL st~,~4 at "D~.~ Villa~Hs ~t 

1800,<~33,507f~ 1i"o¢ ~-~o~’e 

Plas, jobs us to celeb~-aIe Wail 

iXou~sta, is t.edge’s 50ii: 

a~x~iv<,irsary, ~4<,iserve three rd(ihts 

bet’~’~,eeu }a:"~..’ary 6 mid b}a:cb..31, 

2013 arld ve(:ei\<! i:h~,! i’()urti’, rii(t.~iI: 

taI<,!s sIad: at ~1409 per rii(t.~iI:, 

£ese~-vatior~ mci~des 

compiimentary budget brea, kfa, st at 

ie~-:~.~ Bis[~o and compiimer~taly 

access to tile Vitality (,er~ter, a 

~:~esi: a}:!t)ioaci: to b<,Iatt}] aad 

wIi}ii’~ess, 

"/ilse /-ii®n~;~estes~:/i Slid 

Ep]oy a wit-~te~- getaway to Y.’e 

H()ri:~,}s[~,}a!:t ()~’~ [~t~! Sili F~xi!e 

Packa!ie whic.." incl.’.~des 

co~]i)Iiri:~!Di:ary ti~:[ i:i~:ke[s ,.:11:(I 

acc©.~Ti [aO¢IL’I[IOBS for ~W© ! 

[iew t..’-is season] is the Atleghepy 

S}:!tirlgs Wii:[:er Wori(leiiai:~,~ 

where guests car~ tare a ,dip h= 

[?ie !;l:ealvly waI:e~!; a[ 1:tie ?iea{:ed 

o.’.ildoor pooi o~- wbhtpool, a~sd 

lela): ()11 Ci:aiS(! li)~g@s ()11 ~?i(! 

wm m~-d d~’ck sL~lloar~ded iv [he 

mo~atair~ Dfipdso!il:!e. 11"~o’¢ l:l’4e 

IOO,411=bOTl f~)~ ~so~’e 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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iSoccer and Tony DiCicco Launch <’" ....... ~~ ,~’:","~"~~~"o"~,"’,’,’I .!.>!5/.."~.:}:~::S’.~.[...’~:’..~..:".~.?.?.!.~S’.~Y?.P:?.!..!~,.,!., 

We are excited ~o am~ounce~ through a partnership with Tony DiCicco’s SoccerPlus Goalkeeper 

School the release of [;]~!;~g2;i!bZ!Z)5;!?.!!~!~.gL;!.i.!,.~.~. Now, goalkeepers car~ start raisirK! d~eir level 

alongside their teammates! 

"Wor~in~ ~th i’.~occer to create a .~oalkeepe, a~e~e~ ~nd de,.eIopment ~ool ha~ ~ee~ a ~eal 

"We were thrilfed b:~ partner s~,ith Tony and the rest of his team at SoccerPlus to create this 

goalkeeping assessmenL We combined their e×pe~tise in goatkeeping wid~ our techrficat kr~ow-- 

how t.o produce a set of Goalkeeping Skills that should make keepe~ ~.raining more [un and 

effective for players of atl h~vels." 

-- Sco~t Leber, CEO of iSoccer 

No~, we t~eed your hetp! 1he goaf is collect 1(},000 scores ot~ these Skifls in on:ler to finalize 

the number of Skilfs, and establish the C;oalkeeping Skill l.e\,el rnatrix, just like we did with the 

r-, c ," c .... ~ ~ " 16 iSocc..r .~kills. Pla’~er~, parent.s, anJ coaches can :~o to ~2",.v~’,%,’?_<%’2._."_-:f:-!~2L~!’,:.~iK!"_.~tp~J_s~ to 

watch ~.t~e Goatkeeping SkitB video .guides, see Skill Level estimates, and enter scole5. 

Cheers! 

The E;of:cer [ezrn 

Coaches and Parents, 

We wanted to share this great, free resource being offered by our partner, the NSCAA. Take a 

dubs develop players. The presemers a~e alt e×pe~ts in d~ei~ field, and have a wealth of 

knowfedge to sha~e. There is something Ior even/one, and we hope you enjoy! 

NSCAA Club Standards Project proudly presents a series of webinars for Coaches, Directors and 
Administrators responsible for club, coach and player performance. Our presenters are ’thought leaders’ 
and are significantly involved in youth soccer administration and coaching. The webinars are free to 
attend. Pre-registration is required. Find out more at !:~i~‘:~:.‘‘:~!‘~4:‘‘.‘~?.~:!?:!~Z!~!!;?.‘‘~i:!~.‘‘.~ii~i!~:~ii~]~:?~.~.~)?~i:!~:2. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Upcoming Schedule: 

Terry Eguaoje, Club 
Monday, 

F:~H~:: 
Standards Project 

Simple Ways to Implement January 21, 
.!~.~i~-~i!’~t.~ 

Consultant 
Parent Education in your Club 2013 - lpm 

~vv 
EST .......... 

Tuesday, 
Ric Granryd, Club Standards Getting the Most Out of Your January 22, 

~~.e<.~i:~.~-’.:=- 
Project Consultant Volunteer Recreational Coaches 2013 - 9pm ................. 

EST         !’4,.;?.~,~ 

Monday,        ~>~:.. 
Robert Parr, Club Standards Project 

Ability-based Training 
January 28, " ........ 

Consultant 2013 - lpm ~’."~s~i[i~:~" 

EST          ~12~"~" 

Tuesday, 
January 29,     i!~’~:: 

Scott Placek, Attorney ’1 Didn’t Know, So Sue Me!" 2013 - 9pm F~4 ~i’~t4 ~" 

EST .~:.’?L 

Monday, 

David Clarke, Editor, 10 Ways To Play Like February 04, ’!’~:~: 

BetterSoccerCoaching Barcelona 2013 - lpm ~i~~#~!ii~i!!~:i 

EST         t4~’,~,., 

Tuesday, 
Sam Snow, Director of Coaching, Administrators Role in Player February 05, 

~"~q "-: 

US Youth Soccer Development 2013 - lpm !-~%Li?~;!! 

EST          ~1!?:~.,>! 

Tuesday,        i!~i~i~:: 
Tony DiCicco, Goalkeeping Institute Coaching Attacking Concepts February 05, 

F’~ ~i~t~ ~ 
Director, NSCAA to Youth 2013 - 9pm 

N~.~; 
EST .......... 

Monday,        .!.~!:~:: 
Tom Goodman, Youth Academy 

The Youth Training Session 
February 11, .~i~.~#~!ii~i!!~.:: 

Director, NEFC 2013 - lpm 
~’4~’.,~, 

EST ......... 

Tuesday, 
Doug Williamson, Assistant Director Assessing the Quality of the February 12, ~"~:P-: 

of Coaching Education, NSCAA Player’s Experience 2013 - 1 pm !-~i~.i~!! 

EST            ~:?:~’~! 

Monday,        i:~!~.. Bryan Scales, Director of Youth 
MLS Academy Talent ID and February 18, " ........ 

Development, New England 
Development 2013 - lpm ii’~i~!?.!~-!.~’~ 

Revolution 
EST .... 

Tuesday, 
Bryan Scales, Director of Youth 

MLS Academy Talent ID and February 19, 
F::~’~.- 

Development, New England 
Development 2013 - 9pm .!~.~::.~i~-~i!’~t.~ 

Revolution 
EST ~~!’~: 

..... Monday 
ueslgnlng a i-’rogresslve ’ ~-’.:’,: ¯ 

Tony Englund Club Standards ^ ~    , February 25      : ....... 
’ ~oalkeeper uevelopment ’ ~.,--.~ i~ ~ :- 

Project Consultant ~ 2013 - 9pm --:-=-’:" ....... 
~rogram 

EST ~!2’..’~! 

Tuesday . 
Adrian Parnsh D~rector of Coach & ............. ’~ ~>~:-- 

L~e[ena ng vvlnn ng me ~a       february zo ....... 
P ayer Deve opment Kentucky ~ , ’ ~i :~i.~; ~ 
..... ’... ~ack Eany 2013 - lpm ~ ................. 
Youm ~occer ,~ssoc,a~,on 

EST 
"/, .,v,, 

¯ .    . Tuesday . 
Adrian Parrlsh Director of Coach & ~. ,. . . ~ , ’ ~.::’~.- ’ ueTenalng" vvlnnlng the mall February 26 :: ....... 
Payer Deve opment Kentucky ~ " ’ ~-~ ~;~ o¯ 
..... ’... ~ack Eany 2013 - 9pm i::’’~’~ ...... 
Youm boccer ,~ssoc,a~,on 

EST :~!~: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member Solutions@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 2:06 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Step Up Your Game with Online Registration 

New Year’s ° 0,, ,,, ,,, 0,,,, Solved 
Here’s How to Make Your Registrations Simple 
It’s a new year and the perfect time to simplify your camp, clinic, and tournament 

registrations. G~-t__~._~:~%,,’:~%_’.-~__.,,’_’,,__~2w -- well before your Spring and Summer seasons get 

underway! 

ALL-NEW TEAM ROSTER MANAGEMENT TOOL! 
i~ 2013NewYear 2 

Event Manager has just been updated with an all-new 

roster management tool. Now you can manage club, 

league, and player registrations for your tournament on 

the go. Check it out ... 

¯ Send tournament sign-up forms by email, post on your website, and anywhere online 

¯ Collect a deposit OR the full registration amount to reserve a spot online 24;7 

¯ Send online rosters to gather player information and liability waivers 

¯ Add, edit, and remove players from rosters in real-time 

¯ Run reports, export data, and send emails all in one place 

Step Up Your Game with EVENT MANAGER .o. Try it FREE for 30 Days! 

,," ,,,’* or Call 888.277.4409 Today! ............................................~...~ ........~ ~...~ ~ ~>~.~ .~.~->~ 

I 

Other Coaches Using Event Manager ... 

John Derham, Director of Operations, Villanova University, Men’s Lacrosse 

~:~ t,~’,~t ,~’,i~t~,~’t.-’t ,"e~i%~,~,ti~.,"~, ti> <~.~! ’~f~i*.~ ,~::~,%~ .<.%~..~.,",".,t~.~!t" f~.," t.~,~’i.," f~..~c.,"ot.-’<.:~" ~." ~..’~’.,",p.t.-" ... 

"Event Manager makes i~ a let easier to manage all eur lacresse player registrations. It has saved 
US ~t~ et~ormous at~?out~t o~ t~i31e too." 

Earl Brewer, Shooting Stars Lacrosse 

C.l<,’.se ,to S,%% o~ his pf;~y~’~-s r~w sit" r~ ~.,’.,<,’. (.-,,,".,}ir~e .... 
"i’m a busy guy so not having to collect checks and make multiple trips to the bank to deposit 
money has been a huge time=saver. ! like the fact that I get an e=mai! notice every time someone 
signs up. And/t:s reassuring that all of the camp data and payment information is secure. It% 
just a mere organized, streamlined process, fl’s been great. " 

%%%%%% 

:~}!i!:~.i!:~’.:’~!~ ~:,:.~!!!~i.~ !.:..~.’.~.~..~!.:...~.~!:: t:,:~i~-!! 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or s mp y click on the following iink: !:!!!~i%!~’~.L!~ 

Member Solutions 

330 S Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

!:.L~’:~!::: the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

% 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@mailer.memfirs~t.net> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 10:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hapw New Year from The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

$~,~ .~ Food~ Withe a~d fi~e Spirits Groal:~ He~}be~’s 
$25 o No~ ~2;~’o~.~p ~lembers 

A>b~ ~m f}~ the bes~t bg~mo9 h~ to~{*r~ 
~.~’~dey~ ]a~’~ua~W 27 

&d~4~ts ,- $20 



Enjoy a bhX~ and a #~.e~’ag~ and H~e /e./~o~’s#@ o/ ~gqends 
Wednesday. Feb~-ua~-V (~ 

S’3O - 7 p,~ 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusive <~clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 4:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member F~-;clusives presented by Universal Whisky 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Viva Las Whisky 
Nth 2013 - The Ultimate Whisky Experience, March 1st and 2nd 

If you are a whisky enthusiast don’t lose the opportunity to attend - ~2~!L~.!).~.:}..!i~.’~.~.!~i~.!~:~. in Las 

Vegas, where you can experience 4 days of non- stop luxu~ whisky "tasting at its best. 

¯ Glen Canyon - The World’s First Ultimate Whisky Tasting in the Grand Canyon on 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013. 

Golf with the Masters - Playing golf with the icons of whisky industry. (such as Richard 
Patterson. 3rd generation master blender) at Bear’s Best one of Las Vegas’ premium Golf 

course on Thursday, Februmy 28, 2013. 

The Nth 2013 Show - March 1st and 2nd where you will be sampling drams of the world’s 

most unique, finest premium whiskies from the top-tier brands and conversing with and 

learning t?om whisky aAicionados, high-end connoisseurs, m~d collectors. Pre~nt at this year’s 

event will be the ,~4 ~;! P~tR~-(~;i~.~S (~ a}~ed ;~ $?~}Q(~(~) - Royal Salute Tribute to Honor 

bottle, The Dalmore Constellation collection and Johnnie Walker Diamond Jubilee bottle, 

amongst other high-end expressions. Some of the tlighlights included in your ticket price will 
be a choice of pre-show special events, ."-.i.~?#’L.~!!’~.{[.~ and exquisite hors’ doeurves available 

in e:dfibit hall during tasting, followed by a goumlet dinner catered by executive chefs at the 

Encore Hotel. 

¯ Master Classes - Guests of the ~th 2013 Show’ will also have the opportunity to purchase 

and attend from a choice of ~’4as~er Ciasses scheduled for Saturday, March 2, 2013. 

Ticket Packages - There are many options available that oiler different levels of experience 

and exclusivity to the Ntl~ 2013 Show on March 1st and 2nd. 

Please (:..!.:!.(~.!~i.~.!~.~(~:!~: t( see ’ " ~ ~ ~ ticket packages or visit :~!!~i~.’.~!~?!:?5~!)~i~?Z~.~.~:~!~¢;.:~’:.!.~. for lull 

show intbrmation. 

o Hi~).? 1-~ller liS:pe~’~e~ce - $2,065.60 - 10% OFF (Discount Code: KAYI0) 

o C~mr~sse~r !~)~erie~,:e - $350.00 - $175.00 OFF (Discount Code: N897) 



We want you to feel as good about our emaJl communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Season VI January, 2013 

Action Required 

to continue receiving our updates. 

Going by the Book 

~t wou,d seem to boa fa,r statement ~---- 
I ~ I to say that every official with at least l i×I 

I l a few games under his or her belt has / 

I I experienced the chill of being called to 
the table during a dead ball by the 
time keeper or the person handling the 

score book 
| 
/ 

This week 60 Seconds on Officiating takes a look at 
various situations you may encounter with the ~------------ 
"official book" and how to remedy these problems in the most expeditious fashion. 

Read this week’s article on ... 

Going by the Book 

Did you miss these ? 

Rebounding Fouls -- Possession Consequence 
(Audio via iTunes) 

Wide Eyes in a Three Person Crew 

The Ability to be a Valued Referee 

Like ~o see your company banner here? 

Contact: Tim Mafloy 

X60 Medi .... pry> 

Copyright 20~ 3 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 

i~ ~i~h ~r~’,,’~6~ S~d~n ~ff]~a~n~ ~i~a~ ~e~i~ ~h ~ess~g~i~h !~n~bs~ib~! m~ ~ ~he~i~i~g i~ 

R55~i~ £ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.neD 

Thursday, Janua~ 31, 2013 5:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ultimate Bucket List: The Masters & so much more 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

  Golf & Ski from Coast to Coast 

T:iii:iii:~F.!:; H;i:;:.ii::.i:;;:iii;eii-s ii;:.ii@:!i~i;iii MiieiiiliP’:ii:.;i; iii:::;iiiiiiw.ii~iii iii::::@~ii..iiiii- iii::R;:.H::;ik;i:;:.ii:!il;iiie 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 



If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr; 

Thursday, Janua~ 31, 2013 10:45 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’anson’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’anson’ was changed on 
Thursday, January 31, 2013 at 10:44 AM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on any- mobile devices that have your 
LTNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special sep~’er drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS Help Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dkryger@ncsasports.org 

Thursday,, January 31, 2013 12:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Blakely Fmaseh - 2014 Goalkeeper - Prior Lake High School, MN 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your emafl preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Prior Lake High School, MN 

Height: 5%" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.82/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih bla kely.fraasch@gmail.com 

Notes: Blakely is a 2014 Goalkeeper from Prior Lake High School, MN. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - 

2016 Right F... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 

Number of 

Views: Views: 15 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

V~ewed: 
lO/O3/2o12 

View Profile 

Devon Peck - Christina K... - 

2014 2014 Center ... 

Goalkee, .. 

NCSA Rating: 5 

State: VA 

Number of 

Views: 

Last Viewed 

Date: 

View 
Profile 

Rachel Egyed - 

2014 Goalkee... 

NCSA Rating: 5 NCSA Rating: 5 

State: NY State: N3 

Number of Number of 

Views: Views: 2 Views: Views: 1 

Last Viewed                                     Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last 

"Viewed: Viewed: 

10/05/2011 02/23/2012 

View Profile View Profile 

Check out the Recrtfitin~ Search En~ne 

Not a ma~ch? l Jl×tate your emaJl pre~i~rences here. 

David Klyger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 888-333-6846 I Cell: 8883336846 [ Fax: 312-624-7401 

dkryger,~ncsastx~rts.org I http://www.nc~sports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/,blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by return e-mail mid delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com> 

Monday, August 1, 2011 5:45 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Julius E. Nyang’oro: Up to 90% Off Used Textbooks 

Your Amazon.corn Today’s DeaUs See All Departments 

on used 
textbooks 

with Kindle 
textbook 
rentals. 

Dear Amazon.com C ustomer, 

Customers who have shown interest in textbooks at Amazon.com might like to 

know about great prices in our Textbooks Store--save up to 90% on used 

textbooks and up to 80% with Kindle Textbook Rental. 

I Learn more 

Find Great Dea~s on Millions of Items Storewide 

Books ~ Electronics ~ Toys & Games ~ Kitchen & Dining 

Movies & TV } Video Games } Baby } Home Improvement 
Instant Video ~ Cell Phones & Accessories } Clothing } Grocery 

Music ? Computers & Software ~ Shoes ~ Patio, Lawn & Garden 
MP3 Downloads ~ Sports & Outdoors } Jewelry & Watches } Health & Personal Care 

} Magazines ~ Automotive } Beauty } Gourmet Food 
Kindle ~" Prime ~ Gold Box ~ Gift Cards 

We hope you found ths message to be useful. However fyoud rather not receve future eoma ls of this sort from 
Amazon.corn, please opt out here. 



Please note that product prces and ava lab I ty are subject to change. Prces and ava lab Ity were accurate at the tree this 
newsletter was sent; however~ they may dffer from those you see when you visit Amazon com 

© 2011Amazon.corn Inc. or ts affiliates. All rghts reserved. Amazon Amazon.corn theAmazon.com logo and l~CIckare 

registe~ed trademarks of Amazon com Inc. or its affiliates Amazon.corn 4:~0 Terry Avenue N.~Seattle~WA98109-5210. 

Reference: 20655320 

Please note that this message was sent to the followng e mail address: jen321@emal.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, August 1, 2011 10:32 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Managing Copyright Risk and Policy :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~,’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Nanaging Copyright Risk and Policy 

Conference 

October 12 o 14, 2011 "" Atlanta, GA N 

Examine key issues and trends in copyright and intellectual property 
for colleges and universities. 

The easy accessibility of information on the Internet has 
changed the way faculty and students use information, forcing 
institutions to revisit copyright and intellectual property issues. 
At the same time, institutions are addressing the ownership of 
works including scholarly books and articles, conference 
papers, teaching materials, class projects, and websites, as 
campus communities recognize the potential for additional 
income from commercializing online courses. 

~ram Brochure (PdO I I ~enda 

Join our ~ert instructors in Atlanta to examine key issues 
and trends in copyright and intellectual property for colleges 
and universities, including: 

Fair use and its application 
¯ Ownership and authorship of copyright 
¯ How digitizing a work may exceed the parameters of fair 

use and what policies and procedures should be 
considered to facilitate availability of digital material to 
students 

¯ Key tenets of the TEACH Act and practical advice for 
implementing it on campus 

¯ The use of digital rights management (DRM) to mitigate 
risk 

CONFERENCE FORNAT 

The conference will provide you with ideas, concepts, and 
strategies for initiating and sustaining good copyright practice 
at your institution. You will focus on developing educational 
materials and activities for students, faculty, and 

academicimpressionsocom 

HIGHER ED INPACT,’: 
NONTHLY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

Retaining Students in Online 
Education 
September 28 - 30, 2011 I Philadelphia, 
PA 

View AH Conferences 

UPCONING ~E BCASTS 

~_#.__k_!r!g the Shi~ from Classroom 



administrators, related to creation, use, management, and 
ownership of copyrighted work. You will gain additional 
background on copyright law, necessary as you lead policy- 
drafting efforts on your campus. 

OPTIONAL POST-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP 

Contract Formation and Negotiation 
This post-conference workshop will offer hands-on exercises to 
develop appropriate language in copyright/IP contract 
formulation and negotiation. View the ~enda for additional 
information. 

REGISTER TODAY 

to Online Course Desi~ 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 

Online Accessibility_ for Students 
with Disabilities 
September 6 & 8, 2011 

an Effective SociaN 
Media Polic}L for Your Institution 
September 29,2011 

FERPA RequNations into 
Practice 
October 12,2011 

View AH Webcasts 

~qister for this event online or call 720.488.6800. Register 
three people from your institution and the fourth can attend for 
free. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 9:31 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Title IV: Complying with New State Authorization Rules 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~v,academicimpressions.com 

Title IV: Complying with New State Authorization Rules 

Webcast 

September 14, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT l[~[l 

Gain a better understanding of the new Title IV regulations to help 
your institution ensure compliance. 

State authorization regulations will adversely impact distance 
education, including correspondence study and online 
learning. Under the new state authorization rules, a student 
enrolled in a distance education program offered by an 
institution cannot use Title IV Higher Education Act funds if 
that institution does not have state authorization in the 
student’s state of residence. If a state fails to comply with state 
authorization regulations, the consequences can be severe. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I ~enda 

Join us online to learn about the state authorization 
regulations, the timelines involved, and the processes that you 
can use to ensure compliance. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our instructors will share information about the following: 

¯ Challenges to your campus and its financial aid 
program 

¯ New federal regulations 
¯ What is expected by the U.S. Department of Education 
¯ Creating a process for compliance 
¯ Implications of noncompliance 
¯ Implications of U.S. District Court ruling on compliance 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

Reqister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 

academicimpressions°com 

ADDZTZONAL RESOURCE 

As part of your registration for 
this webcast, we’ll provide you 
with a state-by-state resource 
guide to serve as a reference 

when seeking state 
authorization. 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

RetNninq Students in ONine 
Education 
September 28 - 30,2011 I Philadelphia, 
PA 

Ma~gh~ GQ~bt Risk and 

October 12 - 14, 2011 I Atlanta, GA 

View A[[ Conferences 

the Shift from Classroom 
to Online Course Design 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26,2011 

Online Accessibility for Students 
with Disabilities 



valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast. Questions? 
Call us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

September 6 & 8, 2011 

Student En~ement and Web 
2.0 in BUended Learning 
September 23, 2011 

View All Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 9:51 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

iPad: Effective Use in the Classroom 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~,’~v,academicimpressions.com 

iPad: Effective Use in the Classroom 

Webcasts 

October 4, 20tl °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT l[~ll 

Learn how you can integrate iPad technology into your 
teaching and learning. 

The iPad offers endless possibilities for teaching and learning, 
but that doesn’t mean it is always an effective learning tool. A 
faculty membeCs purpose for using the iPad is the most 
significant factor in determining successful use in the classroom. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I _Aflen##. 

Join our instructors online as we discuss a framework to help you 
think about the iPad’s potential in your classroom, including: 

¯ Exploring iPads 
¯ Purposeful uses for learning 
¯ Pepperdine’s five-step process to help guide faculty 

members’ use of iPads in the classroom 
¯ Adding one more step: Assessment 
¯ Getting started 
¯ Sharing case studies 

RELATED WEBCAST 

iPad: IT Su@ort Considerations 
October 6,2011 " 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. EDT 

Learn how you can plan for the adoption and 
implementation of iPad use on your campus. 

Register for both events to receive a discount! 

academicimpressionsocom 

NIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTN LY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING 
CONFERENCES 

October 12 - 14, 2011 I Atlanta, GA 

View AH Conferences 

the Shift from 
Classroom to Online Course 

September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 



~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your entire staff? A CD recording of 
the live webcast is also available for purchase. Questions? Call 
us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

OnUine AccessibHi~v for Students 
with Disabilities 
September 6 & 8, 2011 

Student Enq~ement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Learning. 
September 23,2011 

View AH Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center= 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 10:39 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Copyright Risk and Policy :: Conference 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

Nanaging Copyright Risk and Policy 

Conference 

October 12 o 14, 2011 "" Atlanta, GA N 

Examine key issues and trends in copyright and intellectual property 
for colleges and universities. 

The easy accessibility of information on the Internet has 
changed the way faculty and students use information, forcing 
institutions to revisit copyright and intellectual property issues. 
At the same time, institutions are addressing the ownership of 
works including scholarly books and articles, conference 
papers, teaching materials, class projects, and websites, as 
campus communities recognize the potential for additional 
income from commercializing online courses. 

~ram Brochure (PdO I I ~enda 

Join our ~ert instructors in Atlanta to examine key issues 
and trends in copyright and intellectual property for colleges 
and universities, including: 

Fair use and its application 
¯ Ownership and authorship of copyright 
¯ How digitizing a work may exceed the parameters of fair 

use and what policies and procedures should be 
considered to facilitate availability of digital material to 
students 

¯ Key tenets of the TEACH Act and practical advice for 
implementing it on campus 

¯ The use of digital rights management (DRM) to mitigate 
risk 

academicimpressionsocom 

HIGHER ED INPACT,’: 
NONTHLY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING CONFERENCES 

Retaining_ Students in Online 
Education 
September 28 - 30 I Philadelphia, PA 

View AH Conferences 

CONFERENCE FORNAT 

The conference will provide you with ideas, concepts, and 
strategies for initiating and sustaining good copyright practice 
at your institution. You will focus on developing educational 
materials and activities for students, faculty, and 

the Shift from Classroom 
to Online Course Desi~ 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26, 2011 



administrators, related to creation, use, management, and 
ownership of copyrighted work. You will gain additional 
background on copyright law, necessary as you lead policy- 
drafting efforts on your campus. 

OPTIONAL POST-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP 

Contract Formation and Negotiation 
This post-conference workshop will offer hands-on exercises to 
develop appropriate language in copyright/IP contract 
formulation and negotiation. View the ~enda for additional 
information. 

Online Accessibility_ for Students 
with Disabilities 
September 6 & 8, 2011 

Crafting an Effective Social 
Media Policy for Your Institution 
September 29,2011 

FERPA Regulations into 
Practice 
October 12,2011 

View AH Webcasts 

REGISTER TODAY 

~qister for this event online or call 720.488.6800. Register 
three people from your institution and the fourth can attend for 
free. 

This program has been approved for CLE credits. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

bounce-29661188-41967851 @listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Tang, Cynthia C <ctang@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 12:16 PM 

political-science-faculty <political-science-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[political-science-faculty] FW: Fall 2011 Move-In Operations - 
Transportation Impacts 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 11:57 AM 

Subject: Fall 2011 Move-In Operations- Transportation Impacts 

Attention Parking Coordinators: 

The following messages have been sent to "A, CD, K, L, M, N3, ND, $1, and $4" permit holders regarding 
move-in operations for August 16-23, 2010. Please forward as appropriate. 

Additionally, please let all appropriate personnel know there will be several one-way traffic 
diversion plans put into place: 

]oyner Drive behind ]oyner Residence Hall (in the Cobb Deck Area) will be converted to one-way 
from Lewis Hall on Cobb Drive to Connor Drive from approximately 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday, 
August 17th - Sunday, August 21st. State vehicles and N4 permit holders must abide by the traffic 
plan during that time. Traffic exiting the Cobb Deck will be required to exit via Connor Drive or Paul 
Green Theatre Drive. 

Raleigh Street will be converted to one-way traffic heading from Cameron Avenue toward 
South Road on Saturday and Sunday, August 20th and 21st from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Once barricades and 
personnel are in place, traffic will be prohibited from turning onto Raleigh Street from South Road. All 
traffic requiring access to areas along Raleigh Street between Cameron Avenue and South Road will 
need to plan on entering Raleigh Street from Cameron Avenue. This will include state vehicles. 

Craige Drive will be converted to one-way traffic heading from Craige Deck toward Blythe 
Drive and Bythe Drive will be one-way towards Bowles Drive from Wednesday, August 17th - 
Sunday, August 21st from approximately 8 a.m. until 7 p.m. each date or whenever monitors and/or 
signs are in place. Vehicles will notbe allowed to access Craige Drive from Blythe Drive or access 
Blythe Drive from Bowles Drive. This will include state vehicles and "CD" permit holders. 

The Department of Public Safety and the Department of Housing & Residential Education 
appreciate your cooperation and understanding! 

For more information on move-in operations, please visit the Department of Housing website at 
http://housing.unc.edu/. For move-in parking related questions not answered by the provided website, 
please contact UNC Public Safety at 919.962.3951 Monday thru Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 



Attention "CD" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 18, 2010. Consequently, in order to provide 

students with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will 
begin blocking spaces for unloading as early as Friday, August 13, 2010. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 

are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces by 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 17th thru Sunday, 
August 22nd at 9 p.m. 

During the move-in period, traffic on Hardin Drive and Craige Drive may be heavy at times. Additionally, 
Craige Drive to Blythe Drive and Blythe Drive to Bowles Drive will be converted to one-way traffic and 

one side of the street used for 40-minute unloading. Therefore, "CD" permit holders may find the 5th 

level the most convenient and easiest way to access the deck. 

Wednesday - Friday: Twenty spaces (20) on levels i and 3 of the Craige Deck will be designated by 
temporary signs for 40-minute unloading. "CD" permit holders may not park in the designated spaces, 
unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls and obtaining a valid 40- 

minute unloading permit from the parking attendants. Alternate "CD" parking will be available in the 

Craige Deck on levels 2, 4 and 5. 

Saturday- Sunday: Levels i and 3 of the Craige Deck will be reserved for 40-minute unloading. "CD" 

permit holders may continue to use levels 2, 4 and 6. 

Attention "N3" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide 
students with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will 

begin blocking spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 

are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces in front of the residence halls by 6 p.m. on 

Tuesday, August 16th. At that time, the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up of 

the reserved unloading spaces. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 6 p.m. on August 16th will 
need a valid 40-minute unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Friday, August 17th-19th: Sections of Emerson Drive, Davis Drive (a.k.a. Lenoir Drive) 
and Old East Lot will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by either chains 

and poles or by cones with parking signs. "N3" permit holders may not park in the designated spaces 

unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls. Alternate "N3" parking will 
be available on levels 2 - 5 of the Cobb Deck near the Center for Dramatic Art and Paul Green Theatre or 

in the "N5" Park Place Lot. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 2 0th-21st: All "N3" permit spaces along Emerson Drive, Davis Drive and in 
Old East Lot, except specialized reserved spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading from Saturday, 



August 20th from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Sunday, August 21st from 7 a.m. until 5 p.m. "N3" permits are 

not valid in "N3" lots on Saturdays and Sunday. Alternate parking should be available in the Swain Lot, 

Highway 54 visitor Lot, Bell Tower Deck, McCauley Deck or the Nash Lot for no charge. 

Monday: Two spaces in each lot will remain blocked and designated for 40-minute unloading until 5 p.m. 

on Monday, August 22nd. Theses spaces will be utilized for unloading only. Although overflow is not 

expected, if overcrowding does occur, "N3" permits will be honored in the "N5" Park Place Lot off 
Boundary Street or the Nash Lot off Wilson Street. 

Attention "ND" 2011-2010 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students 

with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will pre-set 
equipment in the ND Deck as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

ND permit holders will not be impacted until 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 16th. Beginning 6 p.m., August 

16th, Parking Control will cone spaces on the ground level closest to ]oyner, Connor and Cobb. Over the 
weekend, multiple levels will be reserved for move-in operations. ND permit holders will be required to 

park in alternate spaces or on alternate levels throughout the various phases of move-in. 

In order to best ensure the maximum close proximity unloading spaces possible, weekday permit holders 
are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces by Wednesday, August 17th at 5 a.m. 

Wednesday - Friday, August 17th-19th: The ground level (considered Level i by most) will be reserved 
for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by signs located at the entrance to the Cobb Deck 

and by signs and cones in the designated spaces. "ND" permit holders will not be allowed to park in these 
areas. Alternate "ND" parking will be available on levels 2 - 5. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 20th-21st: Level 1-3 will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be 

designated as such by signs located at the entrance to the Cobb Deck. "ND" permit holders may not park 
on levels 1-3. Alternate "ND" parking will be available on levels 4 & 5. "ND" permits are not valid on 

normal Saturdays and Sundays. 

Monday, August 22nd: Several spaces on level one may remain blocked and designated for 40-minute 
unloading until 5 p.m. These spaces will be utilized for unloading only. The gates will be up during all 

move-in hours of operation. 

Attention "Sl" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide 

students with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will 

begin presetting equipment and/or blocking spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 

are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces in the front portion of the Public Safety Lot and 

closest to the residence halls by 7 p.m. on Tuesday, August 16th. 

Wednesday - Friday, August 17th-19th: Approximately 20-30 spaces, in the front section of the Public 



Safety Lot and closest to Morrison Residence Hall, will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be 

designated as such by cones and temporary parking signs. "$1" permit holders may not park in the 

designated spaces unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls. Alternate 
"$1" parking will be available in the Craige Deck on levels 2, 4 and 5. Some spaces will also be available on 

level i and 3, but please note some spaces on levels i and 3 will be designated for 40-minute unloading 

and thus will not be available as alternate "$1" parking. The Craige Deck gates will be raised at the 3rd 

level off Hardin Drive and the back off Craige Drive. When parking in Craige Deck during these days, 
please remember to display your valid 2011-2012 "$1" permit. Vehicles without a valid "L", "CD", "$1" or 

"40-minute unloading" permit will be cited. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 20th-2 lst: All of the "$1" Public Safety Lot, except for the police spaces, will 
be reserved for move-in operations from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. each date. "$1" permit holders working on 

these dates should park in the Craige Deck on levels 2, 4 or 5. Levels i and 3 will be reserved for 40- 

minute unloading. 

Monday, August 22nd: Move-in operations will be officially over. However, we anticipate heavy 
vehicular traffic in and out of the Public Safety Lot due to student permit transactions. Therefore, the lot 

will be screened and vehicles without valid 2011-2012 "$1" permits will be sent to Rams Head Parking 

Deck. "$1" permit holders should make sure their "$1" permits are visibly displayed when slowly 
approaching the lot monitors. "$1" permits will need to be readily visible to the monitors. 

Attention "$4" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students 

with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin 

presetting equipment and/or blocking spaces as early as August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 

are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces in front of the residence halls by 6 p.m. on 

Tuesday, August 16th. At that time, the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up of 
the reserved unloading spaces. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 6 p.m. on August 16th will 

need a valid 40-minute unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Friday: Sections of Stadium Drive will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be 
designated as such by either chains and/or poles or by cones with parking signs. "$4" permit holders may 

not park in the designated spaces unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence 
halls. Alternate "$4" parking will be available in the Rams Head Deck by entering and exiting the visitor 

section of the deck and showing the booth attendant a valid "$4" permit between the hours of 7:30 a.m. 

and 5 p.m., Wednesday thru Friday. 

Saturday - Sunday: All "$4" permit spaces along Stadium Drive, except for the "RS/S4" and other 

specialized reserved spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading Saturday, August 20th from 7 a.m. to 

9 p.m. and Sunday, August 21st from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. "$4" permits are not valid on Stadium Drive on 

Saturdays and Sunday. Alternate parking should be available in the Boshamer Lot for no charge or the 

Rams Head Deck for the normal rate of $1.50/hour. 

Monday: Two spaces in front of each of the three residence halls will remain blocked and designated for 
40-minute unloading until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd. Theses spaces will be utilized for unloading 

only. Although overflow is not expected, if overcrowding does occur, "$4" permits will be honored for 

free in the Rams Head Deck between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. In order for "$4 permit holders" to 
enter and exit the Rams Head Deck for free between 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd, 



Stadium Drive will need to overflow and "$4 permit holders" must show the booth attendant a valid 

2011-2012 "$4 permit" upon exit. 

Student Lots: 

Attention "A" Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide 

students with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will 

begin blocking and signing spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 

are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces by 6 p.m. on Monday, August 15th. At that time, 
the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up of the reserved unloading spaces. 

Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 5 p.m. on August 15th will need a valid 40-minute 

unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Sunday: All of the "A" Lot spaces, except for specialized reserved spaces such as "disability, 

service and RS Spaces," will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by either 
chains and poles or by cones with temporary parking signs. "A" permit holders may not park in the 

designated spaces unless actively moving into one of the surrounding residence halls and displaying a 

valid 40-minute unloading permit. Alternate "A" parking will be available in the "N5" Park Place Lot 

beginning Monday, August 15th at noon until Monday, August 22nd at noon 

Monday: Two spaces in each lot will remain blocked and designated for 40-minute unloading until 5 p.m. 

on Monday, August 22nd. 

Attention "K, L and M" Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students 
with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin 

blocking spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure the maximum close proximity unloading spaces possible, weekday permit holders 
are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces by Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. At that time, the 

Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up of the reserved unloading spaces in the 

"K, L and M" lots. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 5 p.m. on August 16th will need a valid 

40-minute unloading permit. Regular "K, L and M" permits will not be honored. 

"M" Permit Holders: 

All "M" permit spaces, except for the "RS/M" and Service spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading 

from Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. thru Sunday, August 21st at 9 p.m. Two spaces will remain blocked 

with traffic cones and reserved until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd for unloading use. 

"M" permits will be honored in the "$11 Manning Lot" off Bowles Drive from Monday, August 15th thru 



Monday, August 22nd at noon. (Please note, "M" permits will not be honored in any of the $11 permit lots 
except the "Sll Manning Lot"). 

"K" Permit Holders: 

All "K" permit spaces, except the "RS/K" and Service spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading from 

Monday, August 1Sth at S p.m. thru Sunday, August 21st at 9 p.m. This restriction includes both the 

upper and lower lots. For Monday, August 22nd late move-in, up to four spaces will remain blocked with 

traffic cones and reserved until S p.m. for unloading use. 

"K" permits will be honored in the "Sll Manning Lot" off Bowles Drive from Monday, August 15th thru 
Monday, August 22nd at noon. (Please note, "K" permits will notbe honored in any of the Sll permit lots 
except the "Sll Manning Lot"). 

"L" Permit Holders: 

All of the regular "L permit" spaces in the "L-Morrison and "L-Craige" lots, except the service spaces will 

be reserved for 40-minute loading from Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. thru Sunday, August 21st at 9 

p.m. Up to two spaces in Craige and two spaces in Morrison Circle will remain blocked with traffic cones 
and reserved for unloading until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 23rd. 

"L" permits will be honored on level 2, 4 and 5 of the Craige Deck from Monday, August 15th at 5p.m. thru 
Monday, August 22nd at noon. "L" permit holders may access the deck via the back entrance between 

Ram Village Building i and the Craige Deck. Additionally, "L" permits will be honored in the Manning $11 

Lot closest to Family Practice. 

Please call the Department of Public Safety at (919) 962-3951 during normal business hours with 
questions about these necessary Move-In operations. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

political-science-faculty as: JEN321@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 10:36 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Using Social Media for Teaching and Learning :: Webcast 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’w5~w,academbimpressions.com 

Using No¢iaJ Nedia for Teaching and Learning 

Webcast 

November 7, 20J 1 °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EST 1[~1~ 

Learn how social media can increase student interactivity, 
engagement, and learning. 

Join us online as we showcase some effective uses of social 
media that are impactful in student learning. We’ll discuss social 
media approaches that can help you with experiential learning 
activities, student interactivity and engagement, and developing 
community and professional networks. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I         I 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our ~er[ facultx will share a variety of examples of how social 
media can be used effectively and share tips and advice on the 
following: 

¯ How to facilitate interactivity and engagement with social 
media tools 

¯ Best practices in using social media including an 
information guide 

¯ Considerations for integrating social media into curriculum 
¯ Concerns about privacy in the use of social media 
¯ Costs and implementation 
¯ Evaluating the impact of social media on student learning 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This webcast is ideal for faculty, instructional designers and 
technologists, academic computing services, and student 
computing services administrators who want to learn how to use 
social media tools effectively in the classroom. 

academicimpressionsocom 
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REGISTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number 
of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by purchasing 
a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set of the 
presentation materials. Questions? Call us to help determine if 
this event is right for you. 

Title W: Com~q with New 
State Authorization Rules 
September 14, 2011 

Student En~ement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Learninq 
September 23,2011 

View All Webcests 
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If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 12:08 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Connecting strategic planning and budgeting 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~v,academicimpressions.com 

Integrated Strategic Planning and Resource AJlocation 

Conference 

January 30 o 31, 2012 "" Atlanta, GA N 

Learn the tools and techniques needed to lead a collaborative, 
integrated planning and budgeting process. 

Most institutions tackle strategic planning reluctantly and 
without meaningfully seeking input and commitment from 
key stakeholders, which unfortunately leads to plans that are 
disconnected from budgets and plans that don’t get 
implemented. 

Join two leading experts in strategic planning and resource 
allocation to learn proven techniques necessary to design, 
organize, and implement a planning and resource allocation 
process that can be successfully and efficiently applied in 
almost any campus environment. 

KEY PROGRAN TAKEAWAYS 

This is a highly immersive program that offers an active 
learning opportunity. You’ll use a multi-faceted case study to 
apply the lessons learned and grapple with tough planning 
decisions and simulate various planning activities that you 
can replicate back on campus. With a focus on practice 
and application, you’ll leave this program with the tools, 
processes, and skills to meaningfully engage stakeholders 
on campus. This program is right for you if you are looking 
for practical strategies to: 

¯ Engage the campus community in the planning effort 
¯ Build trust by using an open and transparent planning 

process 
¯ Plan efficiently 
¯ Allocate resources in ways that are consistent with 

established priorities and institutional values 

academicimpressior~s.com 

FEATURED SPEAKERS 

Larry Goldstein, 
President, Campus Strategies 

Patrick Sanaghan, 
President, The Sanaghan Group 

Read more about our instructors 



¯ Develop measurable institutional goals that can be 
assessed 

FREE RESOURCE 

Written by nationally-renowned planning expert and program 
facilitator, Patrick Sanaghan, Collaborative Strategic 
Planning in Higher Education offers a hands-on guide to 
facilitating your strategic planning process with a highly 
credible, internal planning task force. 

Conference attendees will receive a complimentary copy of 
this book, packed with meeting activities and designs that 
show you how to facilitate difficult and complex 
conversations and meaningfully engage large numbers of 
the campus community efficiently. 

UPCOM%NG CONFERENCES 

Students with Ps      ical 
Disabilities: Strengtheninq Policies 
and Procedures 
September 28 - 30 I Philadelphia, PA 

Planninq and RevitaUizinq Your 
Cam£us Housing. 
October 17- 1911rvine, CA 

Devemop~llq a Comprehensive 
Retention Plan 
October 26 - 28 I Atlanta, GA 

View AH Conferences 

BRING YOUR TEAMr REGISTER TODAY 

Register for this event onJine or call 720.488.6800. Register 
three people from your institution and the fourth can attend 
for free. Questions? Call us to determine if this event is 
right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center~ 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TDR <TDR@mail.vresp. com> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 1:27 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

TDR’s Fall 2011 Issue: Jewish American Performance--Consortium issue edited by Jill 
Dolan and Stacy Wolf 

Click to view this email in a browser 

20 
@ 

IS 

ere! 

17 August 2011 

For TDR’s current issue: www.mitpre%]ourna[s.or~/toc/dram/current 

Speda[ Offer! Subscribe to TDR/The Drama Review and receive a 20700 discount 

PLUS a free MIT Press book. 

bttp: //www. mit~ressiourna[s.or e/TDR11 

Like us on Facebook! http: //www.facebook°com/TDR.TheDramaReview 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

PROVOCATION 

An Aesthetic of Disgust: Expanded Performance as a 

Model of Cultural Understanding 

NEWS FROM TDR EDITORS 

John Bell, director of the Ballard 

Institute and Museum of Puppetry at 

the University of Connecticut, and an 

affiliate at MIT’s Program in Art, 



By Grethe[[ RasOa Fariffas 

Translated by Coco Fusco 

COMMENT 

Juliano Mer Khamis: Murder, Theatre, Freedom, 

Going Forward 

by Erin B. Mee 

With tributes by Josh Pertstein, Linda Chapman, 

Shayoni Mitra, Naomi Wa[tace, and Abdetfattah 

Abusrour 

JEWISH AMERICAN PERFORMANCE: CONSORTIUM 

iSSUE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 

Jewish American Performance: An introduction 

by Jitt Dotan and Stacy Wotf 

Balancing Act: Fiddler’s Bott|e Dance and the 

Transformation of "Tradition" 

by Atisa Sotomon 

"This Lovely Land is Mine": Milk and Honey’s 

Restorative Nostalgia for Israel 

by Jessica Hi[[man 

Uneasy Duets: Contemporary American Dances 

about Israe| and the Mideast Crisis 

by Rebecca Rossen 

Readin~l "Queer" Ashkenaz: This Time from East 

to West 

by Naomi Seidman 

Performing Jewish Nationhood: The Romance of a 

People at the 1933 Chica~o World’s Fair 

by Lauren Love 

Self Portraits (As a Jew) 

by Douglas Rosenberg 

Kate Bateman: Sanitizin~l the Beautiful Jewess 

by Stefanie Ha[pern 

irwin KeUer: A Performer of Parts 

by Esther Schor 

J u~l~liing Tradition 

by Sara FeWer 

Culture, and Technology, was given 

Iran’s Ja[a[ Sattari award for his essay 

"Sha[ako Puppets and Nineteenth- 

Century Ritual" at the Third 

International Traditional-Ritual 

Performances Seminar in Tehran on 16 

July 2011. The award, according 

to Dr. Hamid Reza Arda[an, the 

Seminar’s organizer, is "one of the 

most prestigious scientific and 

scholarly awards of our country." Ja[a[ 

Sattari is a prominent Iranian 

scholar in the areas of mythology, 

pM[osophy of art and ritual dramatic 

arts. The essay appears in Be[Us 2008 

book American Puppet tHodernism: 

Essays on the Material World in 

Performance (Palgrave/MacmiLLan). 

JiLL DoLan received the 2011 

Outstanding Teacher Award from the 

Association for Theatre in Higher 

Education. She edited and wrote the 

introduction to A ~4enopausal 

Gentleman: The Solo Performances of 

Peggy Shaw, out this summer from the 

University of Michigan Press. 

Working with students and staff 

(facuLty, designers, and stage 

technicians) Richard Schechner 

devised and directed Imagining O, a 

performance taking place in 11 

spaces-sometimes simuLtaneousLy, 

sometimes sequentiaLLy. Ima~ininS 0 

combined texts and actions from 

various Shakespeare plays, Hamlet 

especiaLLy, and The Story of O, a 

French erotic novel (Histoire d’O). 

Imaginin~ 0 was shown three times as 

a work-in-progress: 7-9 JuLy 2011. 

Schechner also presented papers at 

the Royal Academy of BeLgium, 

BrusseLs; in Paris at the University of 

Paris, Nanterre; at INHA (Institute 

National of Humanities and Arts), 

Paris; at Bogazici University, IstanbuL; 



Still Looking: Self-Love, Ethics, and Seeing Jewish 

by Laura Levitt 

Enough Already! It’s Deborah Kass’s Turn to Take 

the Stage 

by Constance Zaytoun 

Graves and Images: Once Upon a Time in America 

and the Unmaking of Jewish Memory 

by Jonathan Freedman 

Jew Media: Performance and Technology for the 

58th Century 

by Henry Bia[ 

What the Jews Do 

by Laurie Beth Clark 

I Love My Country: Freedom of Speech, Aaron 

Sorkin, Elie Wiesei 

by Deb Margolin 

CRiTiCAL ACTS 

Clamorous Voices: Seven Jewish Children and Its 

Proliferating Publics 

by Miriam Felton-Dansky 

The Armchair Traveler: KUba on the Move 

by Fiona Wilkie 

idealizing and Unraveling the Possibilities of 

Virtual Realities in Kevin Kerr’s SPINE 

by Jane Wong Yeang Chui 

BOOKS 

The Empire of Love; Desiring China; and Romance 

on a Global Stage: Pen Pals, Virtual 

Ethnography, and ’~Mail-Order" Marriages 

reviewed by Eng-Beng Lim (with Gavin Craig, Faith 

Kirk, Jennifer Lee Sano-Franchini, Eunah Lee, Perry 

Miller, and Connor Ryan) 

The President Electric: Ronald Reagan and the 

Politics of Performance by Timothy Raphael 

reviewed by Joshua Abrams 

and at the Konstanzer Meisterklasse, 

University of Konstanz, Germany. 

New books appearing in the 

Schechner-edited Enactments series 

(Seagull Press) are: Enacting Pleasure 

by Peggy Cooper Davis; 

and Conversations Across Borders, by 

TDR Contributing Editor Guillermo 

Gomez-Pena. 

Stacy Wolf’s new book, Changed for 

Good: A Feminist History of the 

Broadway Musical, has just been 

published by Oxford University Press. 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

Winter Institute: Performing Shanghai 

5-20 January 2012 

Hosted by the Shanghai Theatre 

Academy 

Co-sponsored by Brown, NYU, 

Princeton, and Yale Universities 

While the general theme is 

"Performing Shanghai," this Winter 

Institute is not just about Shanghai. 

We are gathering to help Shanghai 

perform better by sharing experiences 

from other metropolises. Faculty from 

our five sponsoring universities, 

including Richard Schechner, editor of 

TDR, will be joined by senior Chinese 

professors from other universities. 

Topics of lectures, seminars, and 

practical workshops will include play 

development, theatre management, 

urban planning, intercultural 

performance, and more. Lectures and 

presentations will be collected for a 

special issue of TDR, edited by TDR 

Consortium Editor William Huizhu Sun. 



Crossroads: Performance Studies and Irish 

Culture by Sara Brady and Fintan Wa|sh 

reviewed by Aoife Monks 

Further On, Nothing: Tadeusz Kantor’s Theatre 

by Michai Kobia|ka 

reviewed by Krystyna Lipinska IUakowicz 

Theatre, Facilitation and Nation Formation in 

the Balkans and Middle East by Sonja Kuftinec 

reviewed by Leigh Ctemons 

The Infinity Machine: Mike Parr’s Performance 

Art, 1971-2005 by Edward Sheer 

reviewed by Christine Stoddard 

Performance and Cognition: Theatre Studies and 

the Cognitive Turn by Bruce McConachie and F. 

Elizabeth Hart; and En~a~in~ Audiences: A 
Cognitive Approach to Spectatin~ in the Theatre 

reviewed by Erin B. Mee 

More Books 

reviewed by Sebastian Catder6n Bentin 

TDR IS AVAILABLE AT 

DEEPDYVE.COM 
If you don’t have access to TDR ontine through a 

persona{ or institutiona[ subscription, you can now 

access artictes through DeepDyve.com. Here, users 

have the option to "rent" an artic[e for 24 hours at 

$3.99. This a[[ows them to view the fuU text of the 

article on the Deep Dyve site, but they cannot 

download, print, save, cut and paste, or otherwise 

manipulate the content of the article. There are 

also options to take out memberships to the site 

that at[ow users to extend the time during which 

they can view the article. For more information, 

ptease 

visit: ~,~,,’° de °com/browse/pub[ishers/mito 

press. 

Professors are expected, but not 

required, to stay throughout the 

Institute (room and board provided by 

STA). Scholarly and artistic activities 

wiU be hew on campus for 11 of the 

15 days, with the 4 weekend days for 

guided site-specific cultural activities. 

Schedules wiU aUow opportunities for 

international and Chinese professors 

and students to share their 

experiences informaUy and explore 

possibilities for future joint projects. 

Enro[ment capacity is for up to 60 

students, both American and Chinese. 

Students can participate for course 

credit if they choose. Tuition fees for 

students from the five sponsoring 

universities wi[[ be waived. Tuition for 

students from other universities is 

USS2,000. Outstanding students may 

apply for scholarships. Hotel stays can 

be arranged for students by STA staff 

(approximately S24 per person per 

day in a double room). Meals are free 

for students at the campus dining 

ha[[. 

If interested please contact: 

William Huizhu Sun, PhD 

Vice President, Professor 

Shanghai Theatre Academy 

630 Huashan Road 

Shanghai 200040 China 

sunwm®hotmaiLcom 

Tel: 86-21-6248-3828 



For further information on subscriptions, submission 

guidelines, and other ~nquiries, please contact TDR at 

tdr@nyu.edu or go 

to:~: //www. m~t~ourna[SoOr~dy 

Chocolates and other nondig~ta[ tokens of your esteem 

can be marled to: 

TDR 

665 Broadway, 6th floor 

New York, NY 10012 

If you would [ke to change your ema[ address or unsubscr be from ths newsletter please reply to tdr news@gmai[ com. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 

Unsubsedbe 

TDR: The Drama Review 
665 Broadway 
6th Floor 

New York, New York 10012 
US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 5:08 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] Honor Code reminder for faculty, from Chair Jan Boxill 

Dear Faculty, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are getting ready for an exciting year. As you are all finishing your syllabi and 

preparing for the opening of classes next week, here’s a reminder to incorporate a reference to the Honor System. 

Below is an example of what you might include. Also included is a reference to an excellent tutorial on plagiarism that 

the library offers. 

The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance, which contains the provisions of the Honor Code, states that students 

have four general responsibilities under the Code: 

1. Obey and support the enforcement of the Honor Code; 

2. Refrain from lying, cheating, or stealing; 

3. Conduct themselves so as not to impair significantly the welfare or the educational opportunities of others in the 

University community; and 

4. Refrain from conduct that impairs or may impair the capacity of University and associated personnel to perform 

their duties, manage resources, protect the safety and welfare of members of the University community, and 

maintain the integrity of the University. 

The Honor System’s "Honor in the Syllabus" page includes the following suggested "affirmation of the Honor Code": 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system 

for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but 

faculty share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibility under the honor code, please 

bring them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student 

Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, 

contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Your full participation and 

observance of the honor code is expected. 

The Instrument defines plagiarism as "deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as 

one’s own without attribution in connection with submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise." 

In addition, the Honor System suggests that all written work should be submitted with the following pledge: "On my 

honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment." 

If you need additional assistance in regards to plagiarism or appropriate citation methods, please see the UNC Libraries’ 

tutorials page for excellent tutorials on these topics. I also encourage you to make use of the Writing Center’s resources. 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Cell Phone 

Fax: 919-962-3329 



web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
generalfaculty as: JEN321 ~email.unc. edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=42110061 .fa726aa661 a9d00c3fb215c765d89b09&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=29684503 or send a blank 

email to leave-29684503-42110061, fa726aa661 a9d00c3 fb215c765d89b09@,listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Milnar <Warren Milnar@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, January. 31, 2013 2:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Team Training Techniques for 2013 

Coach Dorrance 

Competitive sports teams start in the weight room. Dynamic, sport specific training can take your team to another level. Make 

sure you are maximizing your team’s athletic potential this year. 

These Sport Specific Workouts Will Make a Huge Difference 

These exercises are being done by many PRO, College and High School teams to win championships! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

l 
Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... !] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Brahman <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 31, 2013 5:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - February 2013 - NCAA Blockbuster’. 

The College Recruiter Email Update - February 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody. There is ground-breaking news from the 2013 NCAA Convention that can have a huge positive impact for you and your program. 

Recruiting Proposal 16-3 goes into effect in 2013. Proposal 16-3 aflows institutions, conferences, or the NCAA to pay for other academic support, career counsefing, or 

personal development services that support the success of the student-athlete. The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition (www.successfactorsscaJes.corn), the 

premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool If you’ve wanted to utilize the Scales, but your budget couldn’t, 

now you have the opportunity to secure funding just for that need. Check with your Compliance Officer to verify before you request the funding. Isn’t that great 

news? 

You can still save $40 on registration fees for The 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM Webcast. Seating is limited to the first 100 coaches, and’t~iing up fast. Take 

advantage of the big discount this month] 

And, of course, this month’s Shameless Bribe coupons will make you love that you’re a college recruiter. 

Here is the link to the February 2013 Edition of Email Update: http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/monthly-email-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <storemews@amazon.com> 

Friday, February’ 1, 2013 5:06 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Mindset: The New Psychology of Success" and more 

% 

Amazon corn has new recommendations for you based on items you purchased or told us you own. 

[~ ~dset The r~ew P~yc~ o o~jy o~ S~ ccess           :        i 
~~,~ 

~’ ~:’~*~’.ii!’.ii:!~ *~ World-renowned Stanford Unwersity psychologist Carol Dweck, in 
ii~’:;,}~i~:~i decades of research on achievement and success, has 

,,~ ...... discovered a truly groundbreaking idea-the power of our 
’i:~ mindset.Uweckex.oiains. Reed Mere 

Football games aren’t wen on Sundays in the fall. They’re won on 

~,~ || |~, [] draft day in the spring--in the war room. In this landmark book 
New York Times bestselling author Michael Holley .. Reed Ivle[e 

~..~ :Zi~ ,1~ The Powe~" of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life 
~~t,~ 

by by Charies buhig9 

S e asta sf r~ed rros every asp c of ~ fe Sh ~ sau 

srqi,’~mg, run a marathon, and been promoted el: work. = ne 

1 -3    * .,’.a .tort,:, .. !sAtdJ..[#:?[~ 

Ii 
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in °hess, g~eat ac~,ievements e~ten t~e a lifetime of prep~r~t~en~ 
but ~’H-,en these achievements are becoming the World Number I 

woman chess piayer at the age of 12 and the youngest ever 

g,andmaste,~t !-~.~.~...~y~..g~ 

~ ~.,~ The Essential Smart Footba~J is ao examination o~ footba,’s ~ost 
~ ~..~ impoRant strategies and ideas, through the lens of the game’s 

~ ~..:~ best coaches, players, and schemes. Brilliantly written and 

~E~ 

eschewing.. £~.~£!,.,!£~:~ 

See mo!e recommendations 
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My Terrible Trip ...... Kalekeni Banda 

Canadian Pharmacy : Viagra + CIALI8 !! 

New Play 

Publish Your Resear,’:i~ Paper 

Polish chicks want to cune 

Australian chicks are ready to fuck with 

Today best day! 

Today best day! 

Your University Professional Diploma. Actual not a fake 

Canadian Pharmacy : VIagFa -~ CLAMS !i 

Ukrainan girls want to ,’:une 

ATTENTION! 

BOWNE[=SOCCER_NETS_(YOU_NA’,/E GO] 1O SEE IH 

ESE_NETS!I} PLAY ANYWHERE-PLAY NOWi 

BOWNET_SOCCER_NETS (YOU I-gt~XiE GOT TO SEE TH 

ESE_NETS!!) PLAY ANYWlqERE-PLAY NOW~ 

Affordable boner for everyone 

Affordable boner for everyone. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Friday, February 1, 2013 11:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS Universit.5, tbr February! 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL[CK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

An so n, 
This is going to be an exciting year at ACS! There are numerous new features that were 
released including the Control Center. Be sure to register for the sessions labeled, ’New 
Feature’ to hear what is now available to you! 

Attend the Questionnaire Upgrade training to customize and gather valuable information 
on your prospects! In addition, stay tuned for university specific trainings over this new 
questionnaire tool. 

Just as a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length 
and may be attended from anywhere you have access to the Intemet. 

See you in a session! 

Kristen Fyffe 
Client Solutions Associate 
ACS Athletics 
ACS University Classes 

ACS Introduction - Coach Edition (2 Sessions Available) 
Get started with your ACS InControl system and learn what ACS is all about! This session 
will cover how to log in, basic page set-ups, how to navigate the system, add prospects, 
search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all first time users! 
Date: Monday, February 4, 2013 
Time: 10:30am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Monday, February 18, 2013 
Time: 2:00pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
ACS Introduction - Compliance Edition (2 Sessions Available) 
Get started with your ACS InControl system and learn what ACS is all about! This session 
will cover how to log in, basic page set-ups, how to navigate the system, search, run 
reports, and functions. This session is a must for all first-time users! 
Date: Monday, February 11,2013 
Time: 2:00pm, Central Standard Time 
CI!ck Here to Register 
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 
Time: 11:00am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Feature: The Control Center - Coach Edition (2 Sessions Available) 
The Control Center is a powerful dashboard view of what’s happening in your system. This 
easy to use view offers summaries with quick access to information - no more looking 
around! Adding this layer of business intelligence will significantly enhance the usability of 
your system! Attend this session if you’re ready to learn about these new features and how 
you can maximize the benefits of your new Control Center! 
Date: Thursday, February 7, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 



C/!ck Here to Register 
New Feature: The Control Center - Compliance Edition (2 Sessions Available) 
The Control Center is a powerful dashboard view of what’s happening in your system. This 
easy to use view offers summaries with quick access to information - no more looking 
around! Adding this layer of business intelligence will significantly enhance the usability of 
your system! Attend this session if you’re ready to learn about these new features and how 
you can maximize the benefits of your new Control Center! 
Date: Monday, February 4, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Feature: Team Awards (2 Sessions Available) 
We have made it easier for you to assign and track team awards! You are now able to 
configure your own list of awards and keep them up to date during the year. Your coaches 
can assign awards to student-athletes throughout the season and then submit to the 
compliance office for review and approval! Attend this session to hear more about it! 
Date: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Friday, February 22, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Feature: ACSComply iPad App & ACSComply+ Smartphone App (3 
Sessions Available) 
One of the newest features of ACS is the iPad app for compliance administrators called 
ACSComply! This iPad app provides a dashboard view of system-critical information, 
athlete profiles, social media feeds, communication tools and student-athlete 
complimentary admission approval tools! It’s companion smartphone app, ACSComply+ 
available to iPhone and Android users, provides business intelligence to aid in critical 
and time-sensitive decision-making. Attend this session to hear more! 
Date: Wednesday, February 6, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Friday, February 15, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Feature: Forms Tool (2 Sessions Available) 
Did you know that you can make changes and edits to all of your student=athlete forms in 
ACS by using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will even 
be unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 
Date: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Thursday, February 21,2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
New Session: ACS and Compliance Assistant Data Integration (2 Sessions 
Available) 
Did you know that you can transition your ACS Roster information into Compliance 
Assistant to eliminate having duplicate data entry? Be sure to tune into this quick training 
session to easily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 
Date: Thursday, February 14, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Friday, February 22, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Questionnaire Upgrade (4 Sessions Available) 
Attend this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The 
ACS Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, 

_integrate with Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with _ 
this questionnaire! This session is a must! 
Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
C/!ck Here to Register 
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 



C/!ck Here to Register 
Get Started with SportsBoard and ACS: it’s 100% Automated! 
ACS is excited to release the integration with West Shore Technologies SportsBoard 
iPad application and the ACS InControl system. This will allow ACS coaches using the 
SportsBoard iPad application that automates scouting/assessment processes to have 
the valuable evaluation, rank and tournament information feed directly into ACS without 
importing spreadsheets and duplicate work! Attend this session to get started! 
Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
ACS Recruiting Basics (2 Sessions Available) 
Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add 
prospects, search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 
Date: Friday, February 15, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
(3lick Here to Register 
Date: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
ACSCoach iPad App (2 Sessions Available) 
This recent release helps college coaches and support staff improve operational 
performance and reduce risk in key areas such as recruiting and team operations. For 
collegiate coaching professionals, the ACSCoach iPad app offers a one-stop application 
for managing recruiting and roster management related activities. The robust contact 
management, compliance and communication solution was designed specifically for 
college coaches, empowering them to manage, track and coordinate all recruiting 
information and activities in real-time. Attend this session to learn all about it! 
Date: Friday, February 8, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
All About Practice and Competition Eligibility 
Attendees will learn how to use ACS Team Manager to Assess Practice Eligibility, Make 
Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of Athletes, as well as make Athletes 
Not Eligible for Practice and Competition. Additionally, users will see how automatic 
email notifications are tied to these functions, emailing all the appropriate people within 
the athletic department when these changes take place! In addition, learn how to run 
specific Roster Reports, as well as use Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 
Date: Thursday, February 7, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
(3lick Here to Register 
Get Started with University Athlete and ACS: it’s 100% Automated! (2 Sessions 
Available) 
Did you know you can link your University Athlete database to your InControl system? This 
link will automatically integrate your recruits, ranks, notes, and tournament attendance 
from University Athlete into your InControl system! For years, our users have enjoyed the 
ability to import data directly from University Athlete into their InControl database.The 
integration will allow our users to enjoy this same flexibility while removing the importing 
step allowing the two databases to act as one! Attend this session to get started! 
Date: Wednesday, February 6, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
C/!ck Here to Register 
Date: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Using your iPhone App for Recruiting (2 Sessions Available) 
Join us for this session to learn all the functionality of the iPhone app to aid in managing 
your recruiting information and logging compliance activity directly through your phone! 
Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
C/!ck Here to Register 
Date: Thursday, February 21,2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Logging Recruiting Activity 
This session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and 
unofficial visits. Learn more about how coaches are logging activity in ACS Athletics and 
getting rid of the paperwork! 
Date: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
ACS Recruiting - All About Emaiiing (3 Sessions Available) 
All About Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the 
ACS Recruiting Coordinator system - from individual personalized emails to mass 
personalized emails. Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future 
dates and top prospect’s birthdays! 
Date: Friday, February 1,2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 



Date: Monday, February 11,2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 
Time: 1:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Reqister 
Logging Practice Hours and Participation 
Learn all there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the 
Compliance Office. Users will learn how to create Practice Groups, as well as complete 
and submit practice logs on a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy practice 
weeks to future weeks for ease of use when entering practice schedules. Also, discover 
how to record participation! 
Date: Monday, February 18, 2013 
Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to Register 
Ticketing 
V~qether this is your first year using the ticketing system or you need a refresher this 
course will walk you through the best practices for managing your ticket allocations using 
ACS! We will review student athlete and compliance interaction as well as reporting 
functions for your ticket managers! 
Date: Friday, February 8, 2013 
Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard Time 
Click Here to iister 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Elliott-~ay Elliott@nlail.vlesp.com-- 

Friday, Febmmy 1, 2013 3:40 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder to attend The B2G Conference & Expo Feb 5th! 

iiiiii  i iiiiii i ii iiiii ii  i i i i ii’iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: 
The Conference & Expo is just a few days away! 

If you have any last minute questions or would like to get in touch with an 
instructor or an exhibitor, please don’t hesitate to contact me. If you have 
not yet registered, take a moment to review the agenda. Registering Js 
quick and easy. 

TTExpoEvents.orq 

The event Js free, as it should be, and we encourage you to bring your 
game face and join in on discussions that will influence the way we do 
business, with each other, and with a changing DoD. It is conferences like 
these that help shape the security of economy, while maintaining a healthy 
respect for the downsizing of our national defense spending, regardless of 
our political positions. 

If you have not yet signed up to participate in the Seminars & Lecture 
Series we encourage you to take a minute to review the agenda and sign- 
up Jn advance. It helps the instructors and presenters prepare materials for 
you. 

TTExpoSeminars.org 

I am sure you join us in offering our most sincere heart felt thanks to all 
those have who have served or are active today. God bless America. We 
are looking forward to seeing you! 

Thank you. 

Jay Ellio~t 
Director of Operation,s 
Tide~x, ater TechExpo 
jelliott@,TTExpo.org 
TTExpoEvents.org 
757~277.2184 
888.672.7379 Fz~ 

Tidewater TechExpo 
Hampton Roads 
T~e~ FebruaW 0S~ 

Hamptrsn, VA 

The i..ii:L CC 

TechExpo 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this ernail to a friend [ 



Tidewater TechExpo 

14 Roberts Landing Drive 

Poquoson, VA 23662 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Elliott-<lay Elliott@mail.wesp.comv 

Saturday, February. 2, 2013 5:01 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2nd Annual B2G Conference & Expo @ The HRCC Feb.5 FREE! 

iiiiii  i iiiiii i*ii iiiii ii  i i i i ii’iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: 

~, t(~ Virlzina L!J~idgwater~TechExpo.willore~ent tlae 2~ Annt~al Conf~epce & . 
ma~ng prace at i ne riampron Koa(is t~onvenuon t~emer on I uesaay, reDruary ~, 

2013, and featuring a keynote address fiom former DIA Deputy Director, Col. Wayne 
Howard, USAF, a Lecture Series with over 14 free seminars, and a trade-show packed 
with exhibitom from all across the counlty. 

The event is HIEE to attend. 
To learn more or to browse the selection of outstanding seminars and trade-show exlfibitom, 

go to: 

Sign-up tbr a Self Improvement Class with Dale Carnegie, a seminar on the Wounded 
Warrior Program (AW2)presented by distinguished retired Army Officer, Jeff Gowen, 
or a Science & Technology Lecture on UFracking TedmologiesD, or DHybrid 
Ener~vD with Dr. Jim Bailey, there is something tbr eve~one, including a first hand look at 
the only Hybrid Tactical Armored Vehicle made fight here in Virginia. A must see’. 

Tidewater TechExpo and WHRO want to thank those from LAFB, NASA LaRC, Fort 
Eustis, NAVSTA Norfolk, and JLAB that attended last years event. This yearD s event is 
bigger than ever and we welcome your paNcipation. Most of the seminars are the same ones 
that the government contracts on a regular basis and we are providing free of charge. We 
encourage you to send your s~ff for outstanding training. All milita¢- and government 
employees get pfiofity sign-ups for the seminars. 

We are looking forwmd to seeing you! Thank you. 

Jay Elliott 
Director of ()[~erations 
Tidewater TechExlx) 
jelliott~XTExpo.olg 
TTExpoEvents.org 
757.277.2184 
888.672.7379 I:AX 

JrO, £lYott, r~i;’ector of Tz,qewater Tect~’aT~o, has bee~ in the commu~ffcatlo~g i~-dtt.luy since ] 980. Wor],:m8 i~_ the ,~ot fo;’profit 

hectlth at~d httman reso~xrces field~o;’ TAe U~ited ?Vav qf America he .Ipecialized m b;’it~Si~-g togetAer NGO’s btt.I#~es.les, 

vollxrdeers, and go vermnem ase,~c~es to *~o~k togethe;’ to Ae@ zl~ose in need. H~ worked di;’ect@ with ?Tin fi’residem omLv;~s. 

[,~easan o~ Ne [,~easan Lzbra(),, cons:dtcmt for Z’he I’omts of L@t 3"ott,~Zutio,~l (73usa 4]/; a~x? worked close@ with mlme;’otl.I 

agency Directors #~ HUD; the DO,}i DOi DOE and the I)OZ) rhxring tt~e Cl#~ton at~d iittsh (41 ~£ 43) 4 dm#~istratio~.I, fiis 

woe],: fnc~ades proJuctiot~s tbr ,~mmerotts deZ)r:mmet~ts v.,fNin the Yemason, #~cl:~,~ling ;’ecr~tmenr_ filtm, and evem.l jbr the L(S 

Army, and tram#,_g progrr~t~s ;br Ne /v,u~y ifi~ lol e tbr A!t~-erica cat~ be seet~ m doze~’~ of flhm aml ~ ~,geos at Nctt~onal 2’ctrks 

acros~ the c oum; ~, fi’om t’~s~: i~eml to Barper~ Fe;’~y, ,~,d #~ evenz~ for federcd agencies ,~,d corporate Am-e~sca 

Tidewater TechExpo 
Hampton Roads 
T~e~ ~ebr~aW OS, 
t(" 4:2~(’RM (i’!!.~,iS"t~-~l"I") 
Hamptrsn, VA 

The i..ii:~ CC 
::~o:-.’.k~-:d i::.,?.. Tidewater 
TechExpo 

!!! ! ! !!! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! i i! !! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!! ! ! !!! !!!!iii iii i i 
Charitlble Gifts 
We support the Wounded Warrior Project which enables help to thousands of 

njured warriors returning home from the current conflicts and to provide 
~ssistance to their families. 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You nov, have 23 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: S u b] e ct 
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Hi. do you forget about me? 
Release ~ Al~f~w E3~.te 

Hey, you forgot about me? 
~!!~.tt~.P.~-t’X!#!~a #!S~.~’~ #~.~ta!s.r4~rr~t 

New messages from ladle for- you 
&tt£>~£~*at~ ~.t~ F4!£’~}t.[~J~,~!r~ 

N*taas~ ~ Allow Dr4~ta 

Canadian Pharmacy: Viagra * CIALIS !! 
~!!~.~:~.P.~-~,3!P~!~.~ ~!~=~.~’~ ~.~t~.!Lrr~.rr~t 

best rnedsl and healtSoare products online 
&tt£~.~L~£~*~t~ ~.1~£~ ~!£’~}!.[~J)b~!r! 

sukbg@yahoo.com                                   Canadian Pharmacy : Viagra + CIALIS II                              a~t~as~ ~ Allow Dr;~ta 

sutpo@yahoo (:orrl                                    Canadian Ph " a v Viagru~ + CIALIS !!                              Re~.ase ~ Allow Dalet~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~i~es i,~oi~i,~.~ Delete All 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 4, 2013 10:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Save $40 with our Valentine’s Special 

Save $40 with our Valentine’s Special! 
SWEET HEART OF A DEAL! 

For only $60 ($100 retail value), we will: 

-Change Oil, Lube and Filter 

-Test Starting and Charging System 

-Rotate Tires 

-Inspect Belts and Hoses 

-Inspect Antifreeze for proper freeze point 

-Top off fluids 

-20 point vehicle inspection 
-Oil change price is for up to 5qts of conventional oil and standard oil 

filter 
-May not be combined with other offers 

No expiration¯ 

Valentine’s Special 

We want to thank you for being an E-VIP customer¯ It is because of 

great customers like you that we have been able to serve our 

wonderful community for sixty years¯ 

Love your car with our Valentine’s special¯ Call us today at 919- 

967-7092 to schedule an appointment¯ For your convenience, we 

offer free shuttle service to home or work. We look forward to 

seeing you. 

Best Wishes, 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

502 W Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

vwvw chapelhilltire corn 

admin@chapelhilltire.com 

iiiiiiii ii i ii iii iiiii iiiiiiiil 

Find Us on Facebook I Follow Us on Twitter 

[Z!?-iil 

=~C 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Big Al’s Cheap Tires 

1059 NC Hwy 54 West 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

US % 
% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 4, 2013 12:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported Near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported near Campus 

The Chapel Hill Police Department is seeking assistance Iicom anyone with information related to a sexual assault of a female which took place at the West End Wine Bar, during the early 
morning hours Sunday (Feb. 3) 

The victim, who was not affiliated with LINC, reported that a male suspect had started talking to her, then followed her into the women’s bathroom and sexually assaulted her The suspect 
was described as tall, wearing a collared blue shilt, jeans, and brown shoes. 

Chapel Hill Police reported Monday morning that the?’ are asking anyone with reformation about this incident, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous You can also submit reformation to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers- 
chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in the investigation into this incident Call 911 imlnediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus. For a list of safety tips, see the tbllowing link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www, alertcarolina.unc edu&o/d oc/1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 
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Season V l February, 2013 

Action Required 

to continue receiving our updates. 

Coaching During a Tirneout 

You are an official in a hotly 

I ~ I contested game, and a clearly I xi 

I I agitated head coach makes a 

I I loud frustrated request for a 
timeout. 

You grant the request and after determining~ 

if the coach (Team A) is would like a 60- or 
30-second timeout, you head to the 
reporting area and share the pertinent 
information with the scorekeeper, At the 
same time Team A’s head coach makes a 
beeline for the player (A-l) who is 
seemingly the source of their suddenly foul 
mood. 

When you turn from the scorer’s table to take your timeout location on the floor, 
you notice Team A’s head coach has A-I in the lane area at the basket near 
their team bench. The coach is offering very specific and very animated 
instruction on how they want A-1 to play defense. 

lrs this legal? 

CL~C~ HERE to REAO ~ORE .., 
And ~earn i~ a ~ead ~oac~ is permitted to abandon t~eir c~ipboard and erasable 

marker to provide more vivid instruction on the court during a timeout. 

Did you miss ~hese previous articles on 60 Seconds? 

Goin~Lbybb the Book 

Rebounding Fouls -- Possession Consequence 
(Audio via iTunes) 

Wide Eyes in a Three Person Crew 

The Ability to be a Valued Referee 

Like ~o see your company banner here? 



Contact: Tim Malloy 
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From: Prozone Sports Ltd <?rozone Sports Ltd@mail.vresp.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2013 12:34 PM 

To: Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Prozone hosts expert Perli~rmance Analysis discussion at NSCAA Convention 

Prozone hosts expert Performance Analysis discussion at NSCAA Convention 

.Xi Prozone hosts expert Performance Analysis discussion at NSCAA Convention 

1 

Prozone recently hosted an expert Performance Analysis panel session as part of the 2013 NSCAA Convention in 
Indianapolis. 

Focussing on how performance information is being used to enhance player and team development in college soccer, 
the discussion featured a number of high-profile coaches and analysts such as Anson Dorrance (UNC), Mike Jacobs 
(Evansville), Alan Kirkup (Florida), IVlarlon LeBlanc (WVU) and Jason Sisneros (UNC). 

Sharing their own personal experiences and discussing best practice with regard to Performance Analysis, the coaches 
provided a series of fascinating insights into the role of objective data in the coaching process. 

To read more about the event, visit our website for a full summary of the discussion and much more college content. 

Leading innovation in Performance Analysis, our elite PROZONE3 and MATCHMIEWER systems are used by over 
250 clubs at all levels of the game. zf you’re interested in using our products with your college team next season, 
email enquiries@prozonesports.com for more information. 

Related Articles: 

Dissectinq the Draft: Prozone supports colleqes and MLS clubs with bespoke recruitment services 

Prozone performance analysis panel and client success at 2013 NSCAA Convention 

Prozone Business Development Director to sit on soccer analytics panel at 2013 HIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference 

Prozone recruitment analysis featured on Toronto FC TV 

.~. 

o,,o,o,,ow  rozono on: 
Prozone - In the Zone 

I F=~’ODIJCT.         {’~. i N~-WSi~a=:~O ~ .IS I CON-[ACT US 

Click to view this email in a browser 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Prozone Sports Ltd 

3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 
Leeds, England LS11 8BN [ i~i Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... 

’l UK " " 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketing policy 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 5, 2013 2:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, February 12 

INFORIVLLkTIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, FebmaW 12 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, February 12th, between noon and 1 p. m We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment works. 

During the test, anyune outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or while you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. ~en testing is complete, a different siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear Resume regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
A major chemical spill or hazard; 
A tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. 

The University also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus directoly, ha an emergency, the University will post safety-related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, "What You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in all campus classrooms 
and accessible online, http:i/www.alert uric edu/externalicontent/document/1395/1255639i1/±MertClassroomPoster.pd£ 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Notification System and a communications strategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, faculty and stall\ as well as visitors, local 
residents, parents and the public. To support that system, we launched Emergency Notification Protocols that inform the campus communrty using three types of notifications Emergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning and Informational Message. 

In a real emergency, we strongly encourage students and employees to use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they are okay in the while 
keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls. The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with family members who are outside the emergency area. 

You may also now access a mobile-fi-iendly version of the Alert Carolina website during an emergency at http:i/m.alertcarolina unc.edu/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~n~o,m@~e,’jov 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii elviziemerds,dstein@valllantde 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 31 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

S~’~arn: 16 Viruses: ~) FiJes: O Cor~tent: ~) 
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vo have qot new"show irll:eresl:s" f!om laciie                                   Release ~ Al~t~w E3e~.[e 

~!~.~.~. r~.t~r~. ~!/.~ r~.<~, Ukrainan bitches ,.,anna to fuck 
~!!~.t~.P.~-t,~,~!~.~ ~!~=t~’~ ~!.~!~’!~.r~.rr~i~t 

Release ~ AIh3w De~et~     ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ÷ Get moving with produe,.~ for heal,h and weiiness ............................. 
AIIow Domah’, I~locl~ B~ckDomain 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Orientation Dates and Registration                           ~!!~.tt~.P.~-t~!~!~.~ ~!S~.~’~ ~!.~-!~.r~rr~i~ 

Australian whores want to meet with 
&tt£>~£~*~ti~ ~.t~ F4[£’~}t.[~,~[r~ 

HR lessons from Angry Birds 
Ret~ase ~ Allow O~;~e’r~ 
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Australian chicks want to luck with                                       Re~.ase ~ AIk~w Delete 
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Canadian Pharmacy: Viagra + CIALiS q                              !.~4e..a.~t~...R.~#~.r.t..A.t[h:~t.~ ..#.~]~.~.<~ 

FFIEC Case No 86299                                          ~]#~t~.~ B::,J:tg.E~. ,S]£q:<-~. A<-’.{~t# 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Re~ease ~ Alf~w Delete 

FFiEC l.egu~l curse NO 75037"-31                               Allow Do,,’~,~in ~lock Bfo~k I)om,~in 

Do you desire to amaze your lover this night? 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

new ladle profiles                                         !={~!~P-t~.~ &~’.~,t~r~. ~.!Lq:~ D.’~’~ 
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Re~eas~ ~ Allow D~t~t~; 

~e.(~t~. ~r~2~. 8.[!2:~’z ~!~t.~ 

brory@efxweb.com                                you have unread message from ladle                                    !={~]tP-t~.f! &¢’J=t~r}. ~.}Lq:~ D.~[~’~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~Lnet > 

Wednesday, Febnlary 6, 2013 12:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This week at The Caxolina Club! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

With that, we believe 2018 has sit the makings to be a very excitin~,] and fan },ea~ st 
The C~o~it-~a CLub, ~’4ot only will ",s~e be ce~ebra~i~9] our first 20 years, we wi~ also se~ ~ 
pat~ for the ne~t 20 yes~s to ~ovk~e eve~ mo~’e ~’easo~s to visit your Ctub alo~ w}th 

eahs~eed ~,~ember belle’~its s~d vskle offerillc3s, 

desk co~c~e~e ~.d: 9fg-962--f191 ~o RSVP- or ~o~e ~ of the.<;e exe}t}~j eyelet.<;! 

Cheers! 

To~-}ig~-}t! --o #4em[-~er~Guest #i~ixer 

Ii3~si[~ess Builder% Thu~’s¢tay Morning ~eetir~gs 
Feb~ary 7, 14, sad 2’1 

Let’s ~et 2013 oft t<~ a suecessk~ start~ 

D~’inks & "~’h#~ks: Share a Little Love 

T~e NC Ch#dre¢~’s Hospital COpes to ARI 
Tomorrow ,- Thursday, Pebrua~y 7 

$,~; per ~>e~so~% k~r mstedals 
We’lt #rovi~:}e hers ~:}%euvres s~t s drillk ticket so p~e~se brillc3 yo~r friends, ~md eve~ 
yo~ kids, to help ~s share a bit of Va~er~tir~e’s Cheer ",~,ith some very special e~i~dre~% 

C~assic [~ovie Night 

THB BAD AND "~’NK ~YAUTI}~"N~.. 
I~trod[~ctio[~ by ~4iellael Nor[~blow ,- Son of Artll~r Nor[~bl<~w Jr,, o[~e o~ ~-4ot~y-~’~’ood’s 
bes[ kr~ow~ and most success~ p~od~ce~s 
¢~:00 ~>f~ - Intrepid;orion of the filf~ 
7:00 #m * Three<ourse diaae~ served while you e~]oy the fili~ 

Feb~ SORT’S $20 [vlembe~ F’ve~t! 

Poke~" Group 
New Ion 2013 



Tuesday, ~’~ebrua~y t2 
7:00@:00 pm 
Tolsi.~-~ht’s food an~ bew.wage specials a~e hatf,-p~ice b~-i~ers an~ sandwiches alon~J 

with 58 @aft beers, The Po~<er Group ~eets the 2,rid and 4th Tues<~ay of each month, 

Save the Date for The Carolina C~ub’s 
20th Anniversary Parity! 

Friday, #ta~eh 8 
~;.-S pns *Wine and Heavy Ho~s D’oeuwes Reception 
8 ~t O p~n ~ Cocktails, Desse~ and Dancin(s 
Par~y Cassa~ At[i~e 

~ark your calendar for a very specia~ celebration as we come togethe~ with old f~iends 
and new to toast The Carolina Ctub~ o~r home, the beautif~l George Watts Rill Ak~mni 
Cartier and YOU ~ ou~ Ioya~ Club ~emb~.~s! 

$20 inckades two @ink tickets per pe~son 
Call the Club at 919.982.IIOI to RSVP today! 

We look ~)rwa,d to seeing i~ the Club soonf 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Polish whores are ready to flick 
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Canadiarl Pharmacy : ViAGRA + CIAI..IS !q 

Canadian Pharmacy : ViAGRA + CiALIS !!! 

Canadian Pharmacy : VIAGRA ~- CiALIS !i! 
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Australian bi~ches wanna to fuck 
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Canadian Pharma,’:y : VIAGRA + CiALIS !!! 

Russian girls wanna to fuck 

Australian girls wanna to meet with 

She will never know 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 3:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By The Masters Experience 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii~iI Member Exclusives Logo 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arilazon.coIn <sOtore news@amalon.com> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 4:13 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Donance: New Biographies and Memoirs 

You~r Amazomcor~ZIJ[J~l"oday’s DeatsE~lSe¢~ A~I Depa~tmenNE] 

[~ Poguowntor1 
Customers who have shown an interest in biographies and memoirs from Amazon.corn may 

Denjoy ti~ese featured titles, including Prague Win[er, by Nadeleine Aibright, available now as [] 
a Kindle book or February :19 in paperback. 

I ~:: TheRealJaneAusten] [~ LifelsaGift1 .X.:: AliinWonderland] 

The Real Jane Austen L~fe !s a Gif’~ Aft i;! Wonderland 

Hardcover Hardcover [-"a per back 

Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book 

I 

-I 



I mhrou°hMyEy°+] 
Through My I.-yes 

Paperback 

Kindle book 

r .~ Biographi .... d Memoirs] 

F 

~.’i.,"~i (,-’,,.,"~ ~t/’:,,~i,x." c’,,~~ ,,"?,iili~m,,~ ~I i"~ ~’.-,-i,x." ,*.’,,t~:,,.,"~ ,,,~.i~:f~ 

..... ] .... j 
i’m Awesome iffud, Swe,~t, ,~nd T~?ars 

-- Paperback -- Paperback -- 

Ki+~c]le book I<i+~c]le book 
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I 1Books L]L:_"iectronics LJlo’/s ,:K Ga m~’~s L]Kitchen tK Dining 

LJi’,~ovies 8, IV Llvideo Games [JBaby [Uoffice 8,. Sci;ool Suppiies 
E]K.~ndle E]celi Phones ~.~ Accessories    E]cleti~ing E]Horne ~mprovement 

E]Kindle Paperwhite__E]comDuters & software __E]Shoes __E]Grocery 

E]K.indle Fire HD ~]Sporis tK Outdoors ~]3eweh-y -E]Fatio, Lawn 8, Garden 

E][nstant Video E]Automotive E]Watches E]He~lth t~. Personal Care 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 21,2011 2:59 AM 

Ny ang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL. UNC. EDU> 

Password for Onyen ’jen321’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’jen321’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sun Sep 4 11:38:32 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated services until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain. If you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to services using the AD.UNC.EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to logout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC.EDU account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeatedly tried to login with a bad password. During 
flaat time you will not be able to login. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password. Later, if you can answer these 
questions again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of flae password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

http;/ihel~).cmc.edai3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jen321’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directory web site: 

:li~ir. u:ac.ed uidirrhome/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 8:01 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Accounts Created 

In response to your request for The Roberta Ann Dunbar Award in African and Afro-American Studies, 
Accounts 0-63674 (GL) and 6-63674 (SL) are created and now ready for use. You will be notified once the fund 
authority is ready to print. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00004803 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:07 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Fund Authority Created 

The fund authority for The Roberta Ann Dunbar Award in African and Afro-American Studies(Accounts : 0- 
63674, 6-63674) is approved and ready for you to print. 
Please refer to your Inbox to find the following document. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00004803 
The Fund Authority tab contains a printable version of the document for your records. 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 
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Season V l February, 2013 

Action Required 

to continue receiving our updates. 

The Problems with Free Throws 

We’re just past the mid-way point 
I ~ I of the season and its a good time Ii~i 

I I to reflect on things we ALL can do 

I I better in honing our craft as 
basketball officials. 

This week ~0 ~e~o... oo O~.~ offers two~ 
suggestions that will guarantee to raise the 
level of your game during the drive toward 
March madness. 

First. read an ,ns,ghtfu, artic,e that focuses on 
issues around Free Throw Violations -- and 
some of the reasons why officials DO NOT call obvioius lane violations 
Ref 60 begs the 

o,,0,o,o o 
without ONE free throw violation? 

READ "The Problems with Free Throws" 

Read on and share your opinion on this timely topic. 

Item number two features the latest educational tool from Ref60 titled-- Beyond 

the Rules, Volumes 1 and 2 (eBook). This "instant download" takes the best 
selling print edition of Beyond the Rules Volume i and combines it with the ALL 
NEW VOLUI4E 2 ... in a format that can be referenced on EVERY digital device in 
your home, your office, or on the road. 

Volume 2 takes you on a journey from the opening toss.., through all aspects of 
the game ... including rulings you may encounter during any heated contest. 

This e-Book can be downloaded and viewed on your PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone, 
Android, and even Kindle e-Book reader. Additionally, 100% of the proceeds go 
directly toward continuing education for basketball officials. 

We encourage you to support the Ref 60 community and grabbing your "electronic" 

copy today. 



Like to see your company banner here? 
Contact: Tim Malloy 

X60 Medi .... pry> 

Copyright 2013- )<60 Media LLC- All Rights Reserved- Logos and Trademarks are Property of: 7:lTeir Respective Owners 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arnazon.coIn < store - new@aanazon.com> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 3:28 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Anson Dorrance: 60% Off Select Bargain Books 

:, ;:co:ook b 
] 

You~ AmazomcomD[~To~ay’s Oea~s~DSee All Oepa~men~D 

The only thing better than a good book is a good book at a great price, That’s why we:re 

Daiways adding newly discounted titles to our Bargain Books Store, Browse bargain titles in 
all genres at 60% off, as wen as other new events in books, 

] 

[::~ Bargain Books ] 

~X~ 

-:::H,*-’,.h’~" }"~""X~"]~ ~<"’<"’’%~ ~"S 6~H&," O,,’X" S~ 
r 

[ ii~:~iI Mystery, Thriller&Susp .... ] [.~iI Biographies& Memoirs ] [t~.. Literature& Fiction ] [~ Science Fiction&Fantasy 

__ Mystery, Thriller & __ Biographies & Memoirs __ Literature & Fiction __ Science F:iction & -- 
Suspense Fantasy 

1 



m 
Up to 37% Off Coffee Up to 40% Ol:f Top Up to 50% Off 2013 Up to 34% Ol:f Top 

Table Favorite-!s -- C,:x:~i,;t)ooks ."or a Ne~,w -- Cale.rldars -- Tri~vel [)esti!latior}s ~.:)r -- 

Year New You E0_!.3 

_ Ch,,O eo’ oook  I -- Cook oo  , Foot,Wing -- ...... I -- [ l [ 1 l 

-- Ciqidren’s Books -- Literature ~ F:iction --Cookbooks Food ~ Wine-- F4omance -- 

L ...... 1 
’ ~’~0,,"@ tO ~!X,~::,"~<:,"~’@ i,,’,, ~}OO~ []]See more 

3 
[ ii.~j 50 Great American Love Stories j ii.~j Fodor’s Travel Guides ] [ il,t~ Princeton ReviewTest Prep and College Guides t L~ Celebrate Black History Month ] 

50 Great American Love 

Stories 

h:>.x 

t 

[ 

Fodor’s [ravei Guides Princeto=n Review rest Celebrate Black History 

Preo and College Guides Month 

L 
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h]l<indle Paper-white h]computers 8, software hJShoes UGrocery 

LJKindle Fire HD [.Jsports & Outdoors [JJeweiry LJpatio, [_aw:~ & Garde:~ 

L]instant Video UAutomotive L]watches L]Mealth & Personal Care 

UNusic [.Jlndustriai & Scientific [.JBeaut~, [JGourrnet Food 

I 1B4P3 Downloads L]prime L]B4agazines L]GifL Cards 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 2:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: University Will Test Sirens Tue~ay 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Tuesday, Fehruaw 12, between noon and 1 p.m. during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safety awareness campaign. 
No action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,zice; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover inm~ediately in a real emergency. 

The University also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus directory For more information, including audio samples of the siren 
tones, see http://alertcarolina.unc.edu 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnit5’ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~z’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
eftbrts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helios Health Products <Helios Health Products@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 12, 2013 10:04 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special Offer from Helios 

::N:: Helios Health Products ¯ ..... 

~1 Helios Products ::;<:: Home ::;<:: ill :~:: OtherHealth Products 

...... 
::>g :: 

li::;¢,.:: Contact Us ][;< Wholesale 

"I’ve tried many products to help my dry, cracked hands and feet. 
Until Helios, nothing has helped." Sandra T. - MA 

"Last winter my split fingertips were very painful. I’ve tried everything, 
butthsheaedthem naday. JonB.-NJ 

%%% 
w~-.Helio sHealthProducts.com 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this ernail to a friend I 



Helios Health Products 

1615 Ministerial Rd 

Wakefield, RI 02879 

US 

Read the MerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResp .... P ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center <Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Cente@mail.wesp.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 12, 2013 11:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Save $40 with our Valentine’s Special! 

~X~ 
Save $40 with our Valentine’s Special ...... 

SWEETHEART OF A DEAL! 

For $60 ($100 retail value) we will: 

-Change oil, filter, and lube 

-Test starting and charging system 

-Rotate tires 

-Inspect belts and hoses 

-Inspect antifreeze for proper freeze point 

-Top off fluids 

-20 point vehicle inspection 
oil change is for up to 5 qts. of conventional oil and standard oil filter¯ 

May not be combined with other offers Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 
Expires 03/29/2013 502 W Franklin Street 

........................................................................................... Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Love vour car with our 
Valentine’s special! 

We want to thank you for being an E-VIP customer¯ It is because of 

great customers like you that we have been able to serve our 

wonderful community for sixty years¯ 

www chapelhilltire corn 

fstcrew@cha pelhilltire.com 

iiiiiiiiiii ii i iii iiii iiiii iiiiiiiiiiil 

[:{i.;.~i:[} 
Call us at 919-967-7092 to schedule an appointment¯ For your 

convenience, we offer free shuttle service to home or work¯ We :i:::~ :: 
look forward to seeing you. -~i~;3~.~=?? I-~ill 

Best Wishes, ’} .,.~ 

Chapel Hilt Tire Car Care Center ";~.~:~" 

Find Us on Facebook [ Follow Us on Twitter 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chapel Hill Tire 

1059 NC Hwy 54 West 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

US % 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Germninja & Jaypro Sports <Germninja Jaypro Sports@maJ.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 12, 2013 11:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Limited Amount of Tes~ kits ace avaJable. 

Click to view this emai[ in a browser 

February 12, 2013 

The Germ Ninja I The Company I The Invention [ Get the Free test kit 

Read the gemninja story 

222 2 

CDC says 2012o.o2013 
influenza season to be the 
worst since 2009 HIN1 
o~Jtbreak 
Hi Valued Customer, 

This flu season seems especially bad this year now that Bosto~ 

has declared a public hcaiL]~ e~e~’gen%, and a Pennsylvania 

hospital was forced to eonstru~.t a t~t~I t,-,, handle flu eases. But 

doctors -- bad<ed up by the re]tubers -- say that Nis seasol~ is a 

shock pat’@ because we" had so lRt]e flu last year. 

I 

[[[:::::ii~,:~zi!!!!!~, ~ii!!!!iii~ [[[~::iii~:~i:::::i~::ii[:::[[i:::::i~:~ii!i!!z!!,:~ii:::::[[[ Oi[[:~ [b~ii!!!!iii~(:::t[i:::,~!i!i!i!~iii~~::iiia 

"What we’re looking for are any bacteria, yeast or mold that might 

be present on various surfaces or areas that the children might 

come into contact with during the day," 

The basketball, which dozens of students had touched, yielded the 

highest reading of the day: 13,987. 

"[The count] was about lO times as much as what we found on some 
of the other surfaces we tested in the gym and in the classroom" 

Get a Free no obligation test kit for your sports balls 

31806741089354579 

EsXSOOVD c 

Athletes and MRSA° Infection 
control o~Jtreach 

MRSA infections are now known to be a common and 

important problem in amateur and professional athletes. 

Through long-standing close personal and professional 

relationships with the Director of Sports Medicine at Duke 

University Medical Center and the Duke Football Team Head 

Trainer, we have gained extensive experience in the diagnosis, 

management and prevention of MRSA infections in Duke 



University athletes... Source: Duke University School Of 

Nedidne 

..... ,,,~          ~e~;. ~ ............. ’ 

Sport balls are one of the primary fomites (objects capable of passing 

germs from person to person) that athletes encounter. Bacteria and 

germs can grow on sport balls after coming into contact with an 

infected individual, and can easily spread throughout a field or court 

to other players. The germninjaTM is designed to kill germs on sport 

balls, and protect athletes of all ages fl’om bacteria and viruses that 

cause disease. This cutting edge, patented technology sanitizes sport 

balls with ultraviolet light, killing off harmful microorganisms 

without ruining your equipment. 

Kills bacteria and gernis that ran cause 

MRSA, Whooping Cough, IlI N1 and other contagious 

infection s 

Chemical free, nontoxic technology 

Made ill the U.S.A. 

50% of plastic used in the device is 

made from recycled materials 

Safe for all sport balls, leaves no residue behiml 

Unique design allows balls to roll past the sanitizing lights 

to ensure every nook and cranny is disinfected 

Limited Quantities are available. Order your fi’ee test kit 

today. 

[ ] 

[i~i] bottom jpg ] 

Get socia[ with us! 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Jaypro Sports/Germninja 

976 Hartford Tpke 

Waterford, Connecticut 06385 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

1 :~.;. Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... !] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

smoore@ncsasportsaorg 

Wednesday, Febmai3, 13, 2013 2:56 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edtl> 

null - University of North Carolina -- Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Middle Creek High School, NC 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 145 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.60/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih Mike.Coffey@chilis.com 

Notes: 

View Profile 

Check ou: the Recruiting Sem~:h Engine 

Not a nm:ch? I J:-~atc your email pre:~:~:mccs here 

Steve Moore 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 888-333-68461 Fax: 312-624-7401 

smoore(~ncsasports.org ] http://~,.ncsasports.olg 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blop~.ncsasports.ora 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

An?, use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please not@ the sender immediately by retnrn e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii y ,           iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Season V l February, 2013 

So maybe you will have to 
get it yourself,       ,, 

Happy Valentines Day from 60 Seconds on Officiating. 

(Volume I and the "ALL ~W" Volume 2) 
200 Pages - eBook Format 

~4. ~ ,~o~ ~ns~n~ ~own~o~d 
,Pad-,Phone-iPod (Apple ,Tunes Store)-Get Sample 

Ki n d le (Am a zo n)- Sa m p le a n d Previ ew 

Nook (Barnes & Noble)- Sample and Preview 

PC!MAC & All Devices (KoBo Books)- Free Amp 

100% of the proceeds go directly toward officiating education, 
Thank-you for supporting YOUR referee community. 

X60 Medi .... pry> 

Copyrigh~ 20I 3 - X60 Media LLC - All Rights Reserved - Logos and Trademarks are Property of Their Respective Owners 

I 
~!i!~!~ to ii~ir’ i"ii i~iii i iii~i~ I 

U 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Friday, February 15,2013 4:53 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Mindset: The New Psychology of Success" and more 

% 

Amazon corn has new recommendations for you based on items you purchased or told us you own. 

i 
~~,~ 

"~*~;"ii!’.i]:!~ World-renowned Stanford Unwersity psychologist Carol Dweck, in 
ii~’:;~i~i~:~i decades of research on achievement and success, has 

.,~ ...... discovered a truly groundbreaking idea-the power of our 
’i:~ mindset.Dweckex.oiains. Reed Mere 

Football games aren’t wen on Sundays in the fall. They’re won on 

~,~ || |~, [] draft day in the spring--in the war room. In this landmark book 
New York Times bestselling author Michael Holley .. Reed Ivle[e 

~..~ ]Z i~ ,i’~ The Powe~" of Habit: WHy We Do What We Do in Life 

~~’~ 
by by Charies ,L]uhig9 

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BYTi~e Wall 

Street Journal ¯ Financiai TimesA yoking women waiks into a 

:a..~..a,oH,. ~ver ,he pa.%l two ye~l.% she ha.’, 1..a.lsfe:.n,~J a::’rlo~t 

v v "" - e er a.~pe.’.l o~ ,~er . !:!¢~.’?.~.:’..[’z!L,’.dl 



..... ........... :: :::: $10.85 

Families, schools, and communities can prepare children and 

teens to [HRiVE through beth geed and challenging times 

Building Resilience in Children and [eens offers strategies to help 

kidsfrom 18.. Read Mare 

i:i ] W,,’~, ~i}- T~" e Sco ’e Tt~kes C~e of tse f ~y Ph oso~hy o [ i 
:: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::,. ~y ~, ~ w~ ~ ~~,~ 

~~ The bast lecture en leadership by the NFL’s greatest coach: Bill 

~~~~ 
Walsh Bill Walsh is a towering figure in the history of the biFL His 

~’~Jl advanced leadership transformed the San Francisco 4gets from 

: ? i.i ii : i: :i i:: i:: !:;i:i i: ,:: th e . R e a d M o re 

See more recommendal:}ons 

~i~i ~:~ 2 ~ 2~ 3~2!:’ ......................................... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InControl Automated Notification <InControl@acsathletics.com~ 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Password Request 

Usemame: adorrance Password: heelsr#1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.corn 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 1:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Order with Amazon.com 

:: Thanks for your order, Anson Dorrance! 

Want to manage your order online? 
If you need to check the status of your order or make changes, please visit our home page at Amazon.com and click on Your 
Account at the top of any page. 

Email Address: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Billing address Shipping Address: 
Anson Dorrance Anson Dorrance 
UNC Women’s Soccer UNC Women’s Soccer 
PO Box 2126 PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
United States United States 

Order grand total: $182.34 

Get the Amazor~ocom Rewards Visa Card and get $30 instantly as an Amazon.com Gift Card. 

Order #: ~.,1..0.:..Q;~.2.6.,3..6.5.;.4,.I;(.9..06..6.2. 

Shipping Method: FREE Super Saver Shipping 

Items: $182.34 

Shipping & handling: $13.89 

Super Saver Discount: -$13.89 

Total before tax:             $182.34 

Estimated tax to be collected: $0.00 

Order total: $182.34 

Delivery estimate: Feb. 28, 2013 - Mar. 5, 2013 

5 "How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of Character" 
Tough, Paul; Hardcover; $15.61 
In Stock 

Sold by: ~!!.’..~7....f!.t}.:~Le.,.t~..!:.!:~; 

S "Top Dog: The Science of Winning and Losing" 

Bronson, Po; Hardcover; $16.46 
In Stock 

Sold by: Am, azon.cem LLC 

I "The Divine Center" 
Covey, Stephen R.; Paperback; $21.99 

In Stock 
Sold by: Am, azon.cem LLC 

Need to print an invoice? 
Visit www.amazon.com!your-account and click to view your orders. Click "View order" next to the appropriate order. You’ll find a 
button to print an invoice on the next page 

Where can I get help with reviewing or changing my orders? 
To learn more about managing your orders on Amazon.com, please visit our Help pages at www.amazon.com/help/orders/. 

Please note: This email message was sent from a notification-only address that cannot accept incoming email. Please do not reply 
to this message. 

If you ever need to return an order, visit our Online Returns Center: www.amazon.comireturns 

Thanks again for shopping with us. 



Earth’s Biggest Selection 

Prefer not to receive HTML mail? Click her9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

esawin@ncsasports.org 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:39 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Recruiting is About You[ 

Coach Dorrance, 

Dan Tudor’s recruiting advice is back[ On Wednesday, February 27th, Dan’s 

going to be talking about how to make recruiting about YOU[ You don’t want to 
miss this week’s webinar[ 

Tune in here at 12 noon (CST, 1:00 EST) to hear from Dan live. 

If you can’t make Wednesday’s webinar, or if you’d like to catch up on past 
episodes, you can watch recordings of them here[ 

Ellen Sawin 
Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor[Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 888-333-6846I Fax: 312-624-7401 
esawin@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA BIog: http:/iblog=ncsasports=org 

COMMIT * SUCCEED, LEAD 

% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek qclubeorp@nlailer.menlfirs~Lnet> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Cmetings from your Caxolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Chee.rs! 
~lizabsth Che~k ’~1 
~’,,~er~*>er ~.elati~a~s Director 
elizabeth.cheek~ourcJub.com 

~s$ ~ ~le.ase make plans to ~oils us for o~r 20 : Anniversar} Party ~ext Friday, #,~arch 8~.i~, 

It wi~ be a ~i~ht to remember~ 

Poker Gro~p 
~’~ew fo~ 2013 
On}y for f~ - we do not p}ay f<~l" cash, Ope~ to al} s~il} tevels, 
TONIGHT ~ T~e.sday, Febr~ary 2~ 

7:00@;00 ~x~ 
~nioy a f~ie~dty ,~ame al<m~ with t<might’s f<~<~d a~d ~ve~a~e specials: ha~f.-~xice 

¢ b~rgers & sandwiches and $3 draft beers. The Poker Gro~@ meets the 21sd and 4th 
T~sday o[ sash month. 

$~s#~ess B~.~ilde}~s Speak¢~r L[.~r~ch~ons 
Slay i~ ~o~sd o~ cu~mt issues a~d ~etwo~’k with fs~low Me~be~’s 

11 ;30 a~s ~ f ;00 pm 
$20 i~eludes lu~e~L bew~rage and dessert 

. Thursday, February 28 --Asset ~’~,~la~a.ger~ent ~Quantitative A~a}ysis; tnvesti~ i~ 
the 2I st Ceht~.~ry presented by T’im N~.~cks 

e Thursday, ~arch 7 -. The Greatest Coach ~-~ver; %~hat l~ve Learned from Oean 
S~ith, Roy Williams, Coach K, and Jimmy V. ~xese¢~ted by Jim ~ubeli~’er 

Book C~ub 
~oi~ ou~ disc~ssion: 

By Jim Pergus 
Tsesday, ~a~ch 5, ~:30 p~ 

$dnday, #arch 3 

I ’1 am ~ 2 #m 



8:08 p~w~ ~7;38 pm 
$S5 ~ ~ooS~ Wi~s~ a~d fin~ Spirits G~oup [~,~e~sbe~s 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:16 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Your Amaz, on.com order of The Divine Center m~d 10 more item(s) has shipped’. 

[g~ a ..... ] 
Kindle f:3[ore Ye;lr Ord.~!rs i/~mazon.cel’q 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order #I 10-032t3365-41"90t362 

Helfe Ar~so~t bO/Ta~~ce, 
Thank you for shopping with us We t~eught you’d like to knew that we shipped your items and that this completes 

your order Your order is on its W~y, arid car no longer be changE!d If you need te return at1 item frora this shiprlqent or 

rm~n~ge other orders, plE!~L~;e visit )~f).Uf..(~.~(jf..’.[:~ on /’,mazen cots. 

Yo-tr estilr:sted delivery date is: 

Monday, March 4, 2013 Anson Dorrance 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

United States 

Your package is being shipped by USPS and the tracking number is 9241990!00129906460648 Depending on the ship speed 

you chose, i[ may "~ke 24 ilours for your [racking number to [etci[n any information. 

SMpITtertt Details 

5x How Children Succeed: GrIL Curiosity: and $78.05 

the Hidden Power of Character 

Sokl by Amazen toni I.LC: 

FqFqE:] 

5x Top Dog: The Science of Winning and Losing $82.30 

Sokl by Amazen toni I.LC: 

FqFqE3 

The Divine Center $21.99 

Seld b~, ,~,maaon.cem LI.C 

EBEi[q 

item Subtotal: $18234 

Shipping & Handling: $13.89 

Super Saver Discount: -$1359 

Totai Before Ta>:: ,$182.34 

Shipment Total: $182.34 

Paid by Visa: S182.34 

Returns are easy Visit our ~.).[~]J~?.~L.~.~!!.~[]Z[..~[]Z~#£ 

If you need fu..’ther assistance with your orden please wsit .f~..4.s.t.g.g&?.L.#::.e...r2Lc.#.. 

W~! hope [e see yOU again soon! 

Amazof3.oom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 9:05 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS Universib, tbr March! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

ACS University March Schcaulc::::::::::: 

you get a chance to join us in the many great sessions scheduled this month! Pay 

dose :~tte~tion; the sd~edule is sepa,’~ted in sessions sea,’ed re,’ ~oaoh,s and t]~os, 
for compliance users, Be sure to register for the courses that are right for your 

soeia, ,,,e ia  eato es :,nCont o, system ! 
,Just ~J quick reminder, ACS l!niver’sib" courses are no ]ongcr than 30 minukes in 

kmgd~ and rnay bc attcndcd anywhere you havc access to d~c Inter’net, 

 e,;you s,;ssio,  soo ,  
::::::::::: 

::::::::::: 

Coach Sessions 

Int~od~ction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 
New to ADS AtNetics? New t .... pus? This quick .... ion will get you started on the 

right track! L ..... II about ACS Athleti .... d all opti ...... liable t ......... ! 

Date: Monday, March 4, 2013 

Time: 10:30 AM- 11:30 AM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Monday, March 18, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PlVl CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

New Session: Social Media Special! 

a ..... to tune into thi ....... to find out how y ..... best utilize your ACS system with 

social media,We will revi .... pturing Facebook and Twitter inf .... tion in y ..... line 

questi .... i ........ lick ...... to your prospect’ .... ial media peg ...... d sending 

..... gas directly from ACSt ..... ial madiainb .... d much .... ! 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PM CDT 

C,ck Here to ~eq,ster, 
Date: Tuesday, March lg, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 



+:+:+ 
Date: Thursday, March 28, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 
::::::::::: 

Click Here to Reqister!                                                              ]]]]]]]]]]] 
::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: 

ACSCoach iPad App 
::::::::::: 

This recent release helps college coaches and support staff improve operational 
::::::::::: 

perf .......... d red .... isk in key ........ h ....... iting and t ..... perati ..... For 

collegiat ..... hing professionals, the AOSCoach iPad app off ......... top application 

f ...... ging ..... iting and rost ...... g .... t related activities. The robust contact 
::::::::::: 

management, compliance and communication solution was designed specifically for 
::::::::::: 

colleg ..... t ....... p .... ing them t ...... ge, track and .... dinata all ...... iting 

inf .... ti .... d activities i .... I-time. Attend thi ..... ion to I ..... II about it! 
::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiii Date: Tuesday, March 5, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Thursday, March 21,2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Get Started with University Athlete and ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

Did you know y ..... link your University Athlete database to your InControl system? 

This link will automatically integrate y ........ its .... k .... t ..... at ........ t 

attend .... from University Athlete inta your InConttol system ! For y ............. have 

enjoyed the ability 

to import data directly from University Athlete into their InControl database.the integration 

will all .......... to enjoy thi ..... flexibility wail ...... ing the importing step 

allowing the two datab .... to act ..... !Attend thJ ..... ion to get started! 

Date: Friday, March 1, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Raqistar! 

Contact and School Management 

Thi ..... i ........ the Contacts and School .... tion of ACS Recruiting Coordinator 

L ...... bout tracking not only .... has in your ACS Contact datab .... but also Alumni and 

Booster inf .... tion. The ability to text and amail Contacts will b ..... Jawed ..... II as all 

reporting options! 

Date: Tuesday, March 5, 2013 

Time: 2:oo PM - 3:00 PM CST 
Click Here to Register! 

ACS Recruiting-All About Emailing 

A, About Ema,,ng w,, prov,da instruct, ............ cling a, aspects of ema,,ng with,,, the 
ACS Recruiting Coordinator system - from individusl p ...... ,zed ems,s t ..... 
p ...... ,,zedama,s.L .... how t ....... ,ent,yschadu, .... ,sandcampaignsforfuture 
dat .... dtopprospect’sb,rthdays! 

Date: Wednesday, Marc,, 6, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 

Tlme:2:oo PM- 3:00PM CDT 
Click Here to Raqistad 

Logging Practice Hours and Participation 

L ..... II there is to k ...... bout completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the 

Compli .... Office. U ..... ill l .... how t ..... te Practice Group ...... II ...... plate 

and submit practice log ........ kly basis. L .... how t ....... iently copy practice 

weeks to fur ...... ks f ....... f ..... h .... taring practi .... beaDles Also, di ...... 

how t ...... d participation! 

Date: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 



The Control Center- Coach Edition 

;;;;;; The Control Center is a powerful dashboa d view of what’s happening in y .... ystem 

This easy to use view offers summaries wth quick access to information - no mo~ 

looking ..... d! Adding this layer of busi .... intellig ..... ill signilicar tly enh .... the 

usability of y .... ystem! Attend thi ..... ion if you’re ready to I ..... bout th ...... 

feat ...... d how y ........ imize the benefts of y ...... Control Cenler! 

Date: Monday, March 11, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Questionnaire Upgrade 

Attend thi ..... ion to I ..... how lo complelely customize y ..... line questi ...... ire!The 

ACS Online Ouesti ..... i ..... be set up 1o ~ceive t ...... i[ts, video, headshots, 

in’egrate wth Facebook, and ..... You al .............. ile in’o your datab ..... ith 

this questionnaire! This session is a must! 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Monday, March 25, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PIM CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

ACS Recruiting Basics 

::::::::::: 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! U ..... illl .... how to Iogin, add prospects, ;;;;;; 

search, run leports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 

Date: Thursday, March 14, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PIM CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

AOS Recruiting Advanced 

This ad ..... d .... ion is designed f ............ ting more from their ACS Recruting ;;;;;; 

Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to I ..... ing the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 

Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and .... ! 

Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Get Started with SportsBoard and ACS: It’s 100 To Automated. 

ACSi ...... integrated wth West Shore Technologies SportsBoard iPad application. This 

will allow ACS .... t ..... Jng the SportsBoard iPad application that automat ...... ting/ 

assessmer t processes ’o have the valuable evaluation, Ha nk and tournament information 

feed dilecly irto ACS wither t importing spreadsheels and duplicate work! Attend this 

.... ion to get started! 

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Roster Basics 

;;;;;; Get .~ tarred with ACS Team Manager! U ..... Jill .... how ’o Iogin, view Studer t-Athlete 

Jnf .... 1i ...... tomi .... ports and .... t .... tom ields for their roster Emailing and Text 

M .... ging th .... ter will also b ....... d! 

Date: Thursday, March 21, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM Cat 

Click Here to Register! 

Logging Recruiting Activities 

Thi ..... ion f ........ logging evaluati .... ph ..... IIs, official vJst .... r tacts and ;;;;;; 

unofficial visits L ......... bout h ...... h ..... logging a(tivity in ACS Athleti .... d 

getting rid of the pap ...... k! 

Date: Thursday, March 28, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 



iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii 
81818 18181:1 ..... p, .... pc    Comp.o.ce Sessio., 

introduction to ACS At.,eties-Comp,ance Edition 
Newto ACS Ath,atJos? Newt .... pus  Thisq=k .... ,on w,, get you started ontha 
right track, L ..... II about ACS Athleti .... d all opti ...... liable t ......... , 

Date: Monday, March 11, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Monday, March 25, 2013 

Time: 10:30 AM- 11:30 AM CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

ACS and Compliance Assistant Data Integration 

Did you know that y ..... transition your ACS Roster inf .... tion into Compli .... 

Assistant to eliminate having duplicate data entry? B ..... to tune into this quick training 

.... ion t .... ily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 

Date: Monday, March 18, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Forms Tool 

Did you know that y ........ ke chang .... d edJtsto y .... tudent-athlete f ..... JnACS 

by using our F .... Tool? Join thi ..... ion to h ........ bout it a nd we will .... be 

unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 

Date: Thursday, March 14, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Reqister! 

Manage Users 

In this session, we will show you how to create new users and send users IogJn 

inf .... tion Also, I .... how to copy vi .... dasignat ...... ity rol .... d updat ...... 

read and write roles! 

Date: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Register! 

ACSComply iPad App & ACSComply+ Smartphone App 

One of tl ..... t ..... t rel ..... in ACS is the iPad app f ..... pli ..... dministrators 

called ACSComply! This iPad app provides a dashboard view of syst ...... itical 

inf .... ti .... thlete profil ...... ial media feed ......... JcatJon tools and student-athlete 

complimentary admission approval tools! It’ .... pani ..... rtph .... pp, ACSComply+ 

available to iPh ..... d Android ...... provides busi .... intellJg .... to aid in critical and 
::::::::::: 

itive decisi ..... king. Attend thi ..... ion to h ....... ! 

::::::::::: 
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 

::::::::::: 
Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CDT 

C,ck Here to Register! 

:w::::: 
All About Practice and Competition Eligibility 

Attend .... Jill .... how t .... ACS Team Manager to A ..... Practice Eligibility, Make 

Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of Athlat ....... II .... ke Athletes Not 

Eligible for Praoti .... d Competition Additionally ....... ill seal ..... tomati .... il 

notificati ...... tied to these functi ........ iling all the appropriate people within the 

athletic department when th .... hangas take place! In addition, I .... howt ..... pacific 

Roster Report ...... II ..... Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 

::::::::::: 
Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM- 12:00 PM CDT 
:w::::: Click Here to Register! 

:w::::: 
Team Awards Tracking! 

:w::::: We have made it easier for you to assign and track team awards! You are now able to 



configure your own list of awards and keep them up to date during the year. Your 

coaches can assign awards to student-athletes throughout the season and then submit to 

the compliance office for review and approval! Attend this session to hear more about it! 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 

Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 

Click Here to Re~ister! 

::::::::::: 
::::::::::: 
::::::::::: 
::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::: 

::::::::::: 
The Control Center - Compliance Edition 

The Control Center is a powerful dashboard view of what’s happening in y ..... ystem. 

Thi .... y t ..... iew off .......... ies with quick ...... to inf .... ti ......... 

looking ..... d! Adding this layer of busi .... intellig ...... ill significantly enh .... the 

usability of y .... ystem! Attend thi ..... ion if you’ ..... dy to I ..... bout th ....... 

feat ...... d how y ........ imize the benefits of y ...... Control Center! 

Date: Monday, March 4, 2013 

Time: 1:00 PM- 2:00 PM CST 

Click Here to Register! 

:::::: 
~~ m_b~_.q2       New ACS Equipment App! 

,sy ........ pua ut,,,z,ng ACS Equ,pmentaer~,ces? Just re, .... d, ...... ,Padappthat 
i .... ,ution, ....... g,ng your geer, 
t Ex,at, ng ~qu,pment ........ , ..... ,,about,t,naapec,a,web,narth, .... th: 

T,t,e: ~*p,o,o,,CS~q°,p,,pp, 
Date: March 12, 2013 

::::::::::: 
Time: 1:00 PM CST                       ;;;;;;;;;;; 

Reg,ster .ow, 
If y ..... interested in expanding to include equipment, pl ....... il 

sa,ea~ .... th,et, ...... 

[ 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

ACS Athletics 

82!3 A Shoal Creek 

Suite 204 

Austin, Texas 78757 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ .~.. Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.corn 

Friday, March l, 2013 10:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Order with Amazon.com 

:: Thanks for your order, Anson Dorrance! 

Want to manage your order online? 
If you need to check the status of your order or make changes, please visit our home page at Amazon.com and click on Your 
Account at the top of any page. 

Email Address: ansonOuncaa.unc.edu 

Billing address Shipping Address: 
Anson Dorrance Anson Dorrance 
UNC Women’s Soccer 117 HANOVER PL 
PO Box 2126 CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516-9494 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 United States 
United States 

Order grand total: $15,97 

Get the &mazor~ocom Rewards Visa Card and get $30 instantly as an Amazon.corn Gift Card. 

Order #: ~.,1..Q.r..5;~.~.C%~..-.5.LLg..~..2..4.. 

Shipping Hethod: Standard Shipping 

Items: $11.98 

Shipping & handling: $3.99 

Total before tax:             $15.97 

Estimated tax to be collected: $0.00 

Order total: $15,97 

Delivery estimate: Mar. 6, 2013 

I "War Room: The Legacy of Bill Belichick and the Art of Building the Perfect Team" 
Holley, Michael; Paperback; $11.98 
In Stock 

Sold by: Amazon.corn LLC 

% :i. :ii 

Need to print an invoice? 
Visit www.amazon.com/your-account and click to view your orders. Click "View order" next to the appropriate order. You’ll find a 
button to print an invoice on the next page 

Where can I get help with reviewing or changing my orders? 
To learn more about managing your orders on Amazon.com, please visit our Help pages at www.amazon.comihelp/orders/. 

Please note: This email message was sent from a notification-only address that cannot accept incoming email. Please do not reply 
to this message. 

If you ever need to return an order, visit our Online Returns Center:www.amazon.com//returns 

Thanks again for shopping with us. 

Earth’s Biggest Selection 

~:: Prefer not to receive HTML mail? Click here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 3:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Your Amaz, on.com order of "War Room: The Legacy oiL." has sNpped’. 

Kindle F:3[ore Yo;lr Ord.grs i f~mazorLcoFq 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order #I 10-6381863-6393824 

Helfe Ar~so~t borla~~ce, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We thought you’d iike to knew that we shipped your item and that this completes your 

order. Your erde! is on its way, and can no ienger be cilanged, iF you need [e re[urn an item From Ibis shipmeni or 

rrn,~n~,~ge ether orders, please visit :~[).[d!..’.-’~.[~J~.[:~ on Amazen cera. 

Yo-tr eatilr:sted delivery date is: 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 

Yoa[ O[I~¢1 Wr.~ ser:t to: 

Anson Dorrance 

117 HANOVER PL 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516-9494 

United States 

Your package is being shipped by USPS and the tracking number is 92,11993150292908310160 Depending on the ship speed 

you chose, it may take 24 hours for your tracking number to return any information. 

War Room: The Legacy of Bilf Befichick and the $11.98 

Ar[ OI Buildin~ the Perfect leam 

Sold by Amazon con: LLC 

E]EaE] 

Item Subtotal: $11.98 

Shipping & Handling: $3.99 

]otai Before Tax: 81597 

Shipment Total: $15,97 

Paid by Visa: $15.97 

Returns are easy. Visit eu! Online Return Cenier. 

If you need further assistance with your order, please visit Customer Service. 

We hope to see you again soon! 

AmazorLco~l 

TMS ,sma~ was sent f;om :~ ;:ot~fic~’,tken-o;:~y 8dd:xsss ~hat cannot accept ~n,som~g ema~L ~:qe~’,se do ;:at :,spry i.o th~s m,s’s’ssg¢,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ArbiterSports <noreply@arbitersports.com > 

Friday, March 1, 2013 4:36 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ArbiterSports Announces New CEO 

ArbiterSports 3renounces New CEO 

Jeff Triplette to take the helm of industry leading teclmolo~ firm 

February, 28, 2013, Sandy, UT-ka’biterSports, the es~tablished leader in gmne managemem solutions, today announced 

that industry veteran, JeffTriplette, will take the helm of the 29-year old technology company eflbctive March 1,2013. The 

move comes as a result of an aggressive search by the Board of DirectoB assisted by crarent CEO Claire Roberts to find 

the right executive to lead the company. 

"ArbiterSports will benefit tremendously from Jeffs experience and leadership sVle as he contilmes tile company’s growth 

going forward," said Claire Roberts, who is leaving the CEO position she has held since September 2008. 

"We appreciate the significant progress of the company over the past 4 IA years under Claire’s leadership. We will miss 

Claire and wish her the vmy best in her future endeavors," said Jim Isch, Chairman of the Board at ArbiterSports. "I speak 

tbr all of us, including Reid Evans, ArbiterSporks thunder and board member, when I say we are delighted to welcome Jeff 

as the CEO of ArbiterSports. He brings with him superb experience and key strengths the company needs as we continue 

our market leadership into the lhture." 

ArbiterSports appears to be a pefl’ect fit for Jeff, who understands the industly firfft hand. Jeffhas served as all official at 

the high school level in football, basketball and baseball, at the collegiate level in football, and has just completed his 17th 

season as an NFL official, the last 14 as crew chief and referee. He has served as President and COO for NqC, Inc., the 

indus~try leading mortgage collateraJ-mmmgement technology compaW mad as a senior executive with Duke Energy 

Corporation. 

’Tin excited for the oppormniW to bring my cus~tomer focused, high perfolrnance temn leadership style to ArbiterSports to 

help achieve our strategic goals and objectives," said JeffTriplette. "I believe il’s the right place for me and the right time to 

be there." 

Jeff serves as Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors tbr the National Association of Sports Official s (NASO). For the 

past three years, Jeffhas been consulting organizations under his own fim~, Triplette Advisors, where he focused on helping 

teams achieve greater results in highly competitive environments. A retired Colonel with over 32 years of service the U.S. 

Army National Guard and Reserve, Jeffwas awaxded the Bronze Star while serving in tile first Persian Gulf War from 1990 

to 1991. 

About ArbiterSports 

ArbiterSports, the leading provider of game management solutions, helps athletic departjnents and sports leagues simplify 
the process of ~heduling games, assigning officials mad paying all paxticipa!lts. The complete product suite, which includes 
ArbiterOne, ArbiterGame, RetPay, ArbiterLive, Arbiter360, ArbiterWorks, and ArbiterConnected, delivers significant 
control and visibility over the entire game ma!mgement process. ArbiterSports products axe built on a web-based system 
that allows secure access from anywhere and provides seamless integration and easy-to-add tbatures. Sports associations, 
commissioners, assigners and game officials rely on ArbiterSports eveuday to do their jobs more effectively. For more 
informatio~ visit arbitersports.com. 

Press Contact: 

Brace Law 

bruce@sproutmarketing.com 

801-201-3667 

rilis ernail was senl: b,/: Arbi*~er~r*o~, LLC 
]2(, W Sego Lily D~.Su[~e 190 Sandy, UT, ,’?4070, UNIT~,’_D STATF_S 

Ulxtate Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ArbiterSports <noreply@arbitersports.com > 

Monday, March 4, 2013 12:25 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[ArbiterSports.com] Game Reminder: Spring College Soccer, D I W game at Elon University on 3/7,/2013 Thu 6:00 PM 

Anson Dolrauce, you have a gmne coming up soon! Below are the details. 

GrouplD: 102475 

Game Number: 16027 

Game Status: Norms] 

Date & Time: 3/7/2013 Thu 6:00 PM 

Sport & Level: Spring College Soccer, DI W 

Site: Elon Universi~ 

Home: Hon University 

Away: UNC 

A~ Aaam Riley, acreferee@yaboo.com, 336-995-1270 

(NOTE: This message was automatically genelated by ArbiterSports.com) 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Dear Amazor~,eom Customer, 

We’re happy to share our Editors’ Picks for the Best Books of 
March. This month’s list contains some of the most compelling 
memoir writing we’ve seen in a while, including Sonali 
Deraniyagala’s beautiful and heartbreaking "Wave/’ 

% 

ii.~.iI Literature& Fiction [~}i Mystery, Thriller&Susp .... 1 I[~ Nonfiction 

Mystery, Thriiler & 
l..iteu~du~’e & Fiction 

Sss~epse 
Nosfiction 

% 

Pit, are Books Middle Grade Teens 

[ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                                                                            iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Kindie Paperz,x,i~i~e Compute!s & Sol%rare Shoes Grocery 

iq51:a!3t VkJeo Adi,:~rno~i~,!? \@~liCt~!?S HeSlii~ 8,, F’er ~o!~ai Care 

P,/~usic i~ausSial S SciesSf~c B~auty An:szon r,4o~iie Spps 

..A:: i .... ] C:’,:,rS:=;=Ie~:"; ~ ~ 

’.i i =. :. 

i~ii Best Books of the Month 

¯ 
l i.Xii Biographies&Memoirs 

Biog~apMes &Memoirs iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Crafts, Hobbies & Home iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

] 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iil iiiiiii!iiiii iil iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiii !ii !iiiiii i!iiiiiiil ii i!iii !i!iiiii!iiiii!iiiiil !ii ii!iiiiiiiiiii !iiiii!iii!iiiii iii iii!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!i !iiiiiiiii !iiiii!iiii il i!iii iili iiiiii ii~ !~i~i~i~ii~!~i ii~ i~i~i~i~i i~!iiiiiii!i iii!ii!i !!iii iiiiiii!iiiil !!iiiiiii!iiiiii!ii!i !ii!iii !!iiiii!!iiii ii!iii!!i!iiiiiii i!ii !!iiiii!!iiii i!! i!i!iiii!!iiiii!iiiii !iiiiii!i !iiiiiii iii!i!iiiiiiii !iiiiii!i!iiiii!iiiii!iii!ii !!iiiii!iiiii ii!iii!!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii!i~iii~i!iiiiii!iii~ii~i~i~i!i!ii!~ii!i!iiiii!~!i!~i!~!iiiii!~ii!~!i!~!!i!i!!!i~!~i!!~!i!~i!!~!i!~!!iiii!~!!i~i~!!ii!~!i!!!~i!i~!~ii~!!ii!~i!ii!i!~!iiii!!!!i!~iiii!~!ii!i~!~ii!!!i~!~!i!~!ii!~!iiiii!!~ii!~!i!~!~!iiiiiiii!~i!~!i!~!iiiiiii!~!ii!i~iiii!i!~!i!~iiiii~!!i~!~!~i!i!i!ii~!!i~!~i!!~!i!~iiiiiiii!~!ii!i~!~ii!!!i~!~!i!~!ii!~!iiiii!!~ii!~!i!~!~!iiiiiiii!~!iii!ii~i~!iiii~i!i~!!!~ii!~i!~i~!~i~i~!~!~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 



~n~e A lbe~ A IV<ans0n@emailun~ede> 

8u bje ~t! A 6 ~ 6ira~ e i Bpto 5 0% 0 ff S ei ect Be 

Amazon.corn YoL~r ,,~ax~r~,~o~’r~E~T~ay’s Deals[~rqSee A}I Dep;~’ta’~r#.sFI 

Bookshelf Favorites ] 

J 

% 

I ii:~} Literature& Fiction Cookbooks, Food& Wine ~ii Mystery, Thriller& Susp .... 
[:~iI 

Children’s Books J 

Literature & Ficiion Cookbooks. Food & Wi,qe Mys[e[y, ’,’,hrilie~ & Childrenks Books 
SLispense 

~ ~ 
~d~&T .... 

......... ": I t: 

SiograpMes & Memoirs Sciesce Fictios & Fa~;tasy Busisess & l~;ve.stin{~ Kids & "l’eeris 

L-.~est ~-¢ooks of .,M~:’...."cI".. see i:~ore 

% 

ii’~’iI Editors’Pioks ] ii.~.iI Literature&Fiction 
[ :~ Children’sBooks 

E~itors’ Pk’ks l..iteralure & Fictio~ CItil@.er~’.s Books History 

% 

[~:: Spring Hobbies ] 
International Cuisine Cookbooks j .~.:: Popular Audiobooks Under$12 J New Heroic Fantasy ] 



[ ~:: imaae 



rl~ln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AlllaZOIl.COIn < store - new@oallazon.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:55 AM 

Dorrancc, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtp 

Arisen Dorrancc: "The Power of Negative Thinking" by Coach Bob Knight 

- ii~ A ......... 

Dear Arnazo[?,corrl Cuatomer~ 
The Power of Negative Thinking 

Customers who have shown an interest in 

sports and leadership books may wang to know 

~about The Power of Neg’etive Thinking by Bob [] 
I<.nigh% one of the greatest coaches of eli time. 

Now available on Kindle and in hardcover. 

[] 

Digital Disruption by Lean !n by Sheryi OutsMe !n by Hariey 

.]ames NcQ J vey Sandberg [Vlanning and Kerry 

Kindle book Kindle book Bodine 

H~:rdcover H~:rdcover Kindle book 

Hardcover 

] 
] 

1"~’iI Tough .... I    ii.~:iI WorkLikea Spy] 1:~iI Ninja I ...... tion J 

c , v HmJa Toughness by lay Bilas Work Like e ~Px b, ,1.C, innovation by 

Kindle book Carleaon Gary Shapiro 

H~:rdcover Kindle book Kindle book 

Hardcover Hardcover 

] 



% 

[ii"~ Kindle Dell ....... The Daily Deal > L ........ ] 

Devices & Apps 
> Kindle 

-~ Kindle Paperwhite 
:,~ Kindle Paperwhite 3G 
> K.indJe Fire 
> Kindle Fire HD 
> Free Kindle Reading Apps 

Kindle Books Print Books 
tGndie Daily Deal > Best Seilers 
100 for $3.99 or Less > Best of the Month 
Kindle Best Sellers ~ Book Awards 
Editors’ Picks > Children’s Books 
NYT® Best Sellers > Books for Teens 
Kindle Singles > Book Clubs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:44 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Try SportsBoard at Jefferson Cup or Vegas Showcase! 

...................................................................... [ ............ 1 .............. 1 ............................................................................................................................................ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiXiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Jefferson Cup and Vegas Showcase 

customers like UNC, SDSU. Duke, Cal. U of FL and others to 

yoo~ reoruit+o+ prooess *,1 +,.ou ,~oed +s a,~ ,~od o~ +~hor, e. and 
have the edge ye~ need to opt+m,ze your t, mo 

i if OL want to do a free tra for Jeffe°son Cu-~ or Ve as Showcase tq s ] 

//weekend’ our team will predoad your ,Pad with rosters (and hopefully 
/ +ohed~,e+, toe> A~er you ~ke note+ on or,ate potent, a, reo,-u,~ 

sooeer.-+peoi~o metrios a+ well a+ video, ,,oioe memos, a,~d 
/ photos, sync your data back to the Spo,tsBoard se,,,er whare you can 

nalyze a nd sha re it with other coaches on your staff 

us k,~ow the +es, woy to oo,~,~eo,, as we ~n ~+et +,.ou ’.~.t u+ ir, ius, a 

/ 

/ /~e+ards +po~s+oord +earn 
%,est ohore Technologies, hqc. 

sportsboard+win, corn 

Where Scouting and Tachnology Converge" 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i~i~i~i~ii~%~i,t‘ii~!~i~iii~ii~!ii~!~i~i~iiii~i~ii~i~@%~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:59 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Wisdom and Teachings of Stephen R. Covey" and more 

% 
A~eoa [~J8rra~*:,:?, we have @£9.EIE!~’.Q~.g!Jli&Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

List Price: $18.00 

Price: $11.85; 
You Save: $6.15 (34%) 

Until his death in July 2012, Stephen R. Covey worked to influence the world for 
the better. Author, teacher, motivational speaker, and influential businessman, 
Stephen R. Covey penned some of the most profound and popular... ~£!~i~!i!..!?]!?.!1!~ 

~ 
~i~: 

List Price: $13.99 

Price: $5,60 
You Save: $8,39 (60%) 

Patriot Reign: Biil Beiichick the Coaci~es~ and rise Pl~:vers 
t 

’£{(~£.i;~5/.1!L.£ £!}.a.(t:~lai£!:~ " 
by Mmchae~ Ho,ey 

When Bill Belichick arrived in New England, the Patriots were a laughingstock, 
an organization with a losing record and a roster of overpaid, underperforming 
players. So how did a head coach with a questionable record... !~744!~(..!~!~Y:~ 

:: ; : X:::: 
List Price: $25.99 

Price: $ IL 5;,5;8 
You Save: $10.41 (40%) 

A.J. Jacobs, author of Drop Dead Healthy and The Know-It-All, interviews Bruce 

Feller about The Secrets of Happy Families. A.J.: Congratulations on this book -- 

it’s amazing. I predict that my family’s happiness level Read mo~e 

...... ~:w: Pl’actice Pel°fect: 42 Rules for Gettinq Better at Getting i 
Be:tte~" 
by Doug Lemov, EricH Woolway, Katie fezzi, Dan Heath 

List Price: $26,95 
i : Price: $14,3~ 
[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

You Save: $12,56 (47%) 

Amazon.corn Exclusive: Q & A with Authors Doug Lemov, EricH Woolway, and 

Katie Yezzi What would you say are the few biggest misconceptions around 
practice? Though we’ve found there are actually more than a few... !~:?.LE!..£!.~4 

W~:er: ~:;( ~1~; Had W m3s’ P"e-r"R~rt al ZXi~;te.:~:e it: Westerl’~ ...... :..~..:...: ......... : ......................... :..~.....:..:......: ........ :.....:: ....:..:.:n...~..:.....: ........ :.:.....: ..... 

by Terryl L. Givens 

List Price: $24.95 

Price: $21,94 
You Save: $3.01 (12%) 

The idea of the pre-existence of the soul has been extremely important, 

widespread, and persistent throughout Western history--from even before the 

philosophy of Plato to the poetry of Robert Frost, When Souls Had Wings,,, ~>,~z:=~l 



by Gary Myers 

List Price: $26,00 

Price: $16,04 
You Save: $9,96 (38%) 

A behind-the-scenes look at the high-pressure lives of NFL head coaches 

Coaching Confidential chronicles a year in the life of an NFL head coach. But not 

just one head coach. A composite portrait is drawn through interviews... R:,~’afl 

by Daniel Coyle 

List Price: $:[8,00 

Price: $10,~8 
You Save: $7.02 (39%) 

The Little Book of Talent is a manual for building a faster brain and a better you. 
It is an easy-to-use handbook of scientifically proven, field-tested methods to 

improve skills--your skills, your kids’ skills,....R~:~,d~.!!...(i}.!’.(~: 



From,: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <storemews@amazon,com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:30 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Business & Investing for Spring 

% 
% 

YearAr~azon,com I To(l:~y’e Deal.~ I See AI~ Depa:lmeat.~ 

Customers who ilave pur,’:ilased Busines.s & invesl:ir:g bei;k.% rrfight Nke to see our Big Spring Book.%, with 

Editers; Ticks R;r sf;ring’s mo.%t ,’:i;rr]pellmg busines.% books 

;=iiJ [ Lean In: V\somen> VVork> and the WiN to Lead ........................................................................................................................................................... 

Ill~:~ il <,: 
::; 77~77~77~i77~7777{1~7777 i 

~111 !I~ List Price: 824 95 

You ~<:/e c~11 ~,~ t.~luy,>; 

..~.~i‘:.:iv.~.:..~.~>:.‘~.~:.~‘.*...~:‘i!:~*..~.~:.~.h~.i~:~..i~..!~i~..~:<~..~:~ i 
by CI: lp Heail:, D:,>r: He:,> ih ................................. 

:: 
List Price: 826 00 

Price: $t4.97 
You Save $11 03 (-’12%) 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Dy J<_ nan ~ +:ger .---- -: .......... ~-: ...... 

Price: $t 3.9"Z 

You Save: $12.03 (46%) 

~i~ by Vlkicr ,,"viayer-Schcr!ber~ter> Kenr, eth Cui<ier . ............................................................. 

! 
L~st Price: 82? 00 
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:~ See more 

Find Great Deals on ~illions of Items Storewide 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.corn 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Order with Amazon.com 

:: Thanks for your order, Anson Dorrance! 

Want to manage your order online? 
If you need to check the status of your order or make changes, please visit our home page at Amazon.com and click on Your 
Account at the top of any page. 

Email Address: ansonOuncaa.unc.edu 

Billing address Shipping Address: 
Anson Dorrance Anson Dorrance 
UNC Women’s Soccer 117 HANOVER PL 
PO Box 2126 CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516-9494 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 United States 
United States 

Order grand total: $17.71 

Get the &mazor~ocom Rewards Visa Card and get $30 instantly as an Amazon.corn Gift Card. 

Order #: ~..,1..Q.r..Q55~..,5.".~..4..-..,I..~,.9..~..2.~. 

Shipping Hethod: Standard Shipping 

Items: $13.72 

Shipping & handling: $3.99 

Total before tax:             $17.71 

Estimated tax to be collected: $0.00 

Order total: $17,71 

Delivery estimate: Mar. 21, 2013 - Mar. 22, 2013 

1 "Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead" 
Sandberg, Sheryl; Hardcover; $13.72 
In Stock 

Sold by: Amazon.corn LLC 

% :i. :ii 

Need to print an invoice? 
Visit www.amazon.com/your-account and click to view your orders. Click "View order" next to the appropriate order. You’ll find a 
button to print an invoice on the next page 

Where can !" get help with reviewing or changing my orders? 
To learn more about managing your orders on Amazon.com, please visit our Help pages at www.amazon.comihelp/orders/. 

Please note: This email message was sent from a notification-only address that cannot accept incoming email. Please do not reply 
to this message. 

If you ever need to return an order, visit our Online Returns Center:www.amazon.com,/returns 

Thanks again for shopping with us. 

Earth’s Biggest Selection 

~:: Prefer not to receive HTML mail? Click here 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

March Madness and more this week at The Carolina Club! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetir~gs an~-I Nappy Mo~~day from The Carolina Ck~b, 
We are weli uhdev way witl" our yeavdar’g c(’k’bration of [he 20ti~ A..’~niv(’rs~-~ry of 
th, e Ciu,b and our ,beautiful home; The George VVatts I--Jill AiurP,,p,,i Center, VVe h, ave 
plar~ned at" ~-~n’azing ~rray of fl~’sh n~’w speeiai even[s &-~lor~g wi[h some favorite 
Member -’~raditions as well) that will entertair, you, educ~4e you and connect you 
with your feliow Members ~-~P.d Ci-~b Staff 7he;e has ~e~,e:- been a be~te: ~ime ~o 
be a Membey! 

Here’s a brief ~ook at what’s o~-~ tap for this week: 

Marc~q~ Mad~~ess L-’~racketo~ogy at The Carolir~a Ck~b! 
W1Ws ready 1:at Merci" Madpess? ..":ill o-st youv br~scket a.’hd bring i[ [o the CI-sb. We 
have a k-rqe bracket in O’Herron’s Griil to tr~-ck the winners as the NC/&P, 
Fouvr’amer:t acfion ur’Iolds along vvi{h iced ar’d dvihk speciais. Come o..h out to tl’e 
Club ar’d }oit" in the fun! There is no fee to enter - it’s }ust for fur’, but we’ll ~-w~.~td ~- 
special prize to the Club Member with. the meet accurate bracket 

Three w~.~ys to submit your bracket: 
-Bring your compieted bracket to the Club concierge desk 
.-En’ail to elizabeth ci~eek@ourctub cam 
4:8× to 919-962-1835 

Please be sure to include your name, club n’embersl’ip r’.un’ber ~snd youv phor’.e 
r’umber Ait brackets m-sat be subn’ilted by 12:00 p.m. or’. Wedr’esdray, Merci" 
20th, GO ~--}E~3"LS! 

Carolina Women Connecting 
-Tuesday; March I9 
8,’30 o9:30 ~m 
I..eigl" Ar’r’e C~te.." will speak on Com~nunicf~t;ng t,’.,;’th !%,#~e.*~t;dO,. As warkir:g 
werr’..eP.., we wear many hats, Leigh. Ap..p..e’s pi~.~ser~tatiar~ will pr.:Mde us with toois 
to create bet[er relationships i.’h both our prof~’ssio..hai ar’d ouv personai lives 
Please ca/~, ourfron~" desk canderge at 979..9~2. f101 to RSW:~ 

~,:i-~usiness Builder’s Morning Meeting 

Sk-y informed oF" current issues and network with feitew Members, Opet" to Atl! 
Please cal~ our bent ,4~esk concie~]e ~t 979-962-- 1101 to RSVP 

Seafood and Chardonnay Dinne~ 
-Th~}’sday~ Ma~’ch 21 
6 pm ~ Wek:o~-~e Receptiom 6:30 pm Di~e~" 
$~:;0 - Foo~]~ Wine ~:~] fir~e Spirits G~’o~p Me~-;~be~s 

Taste a selection of six Cha~donnay’s wh.ile yoJ sarP..pb #eshly shucked oysters, 
tl’en enjoy ~s 1bur--course seafood if’spired meal. i:’~ease earl o~,;r ffom dP,sk 
conde%~e at 919..9~;2. f fO f to RSVP 

Rea~ Estate Forum Lunch Meeti~-~9 



[-’riday> Mar{:t~ :Z:Z 

~ la Car[e p~’ici~,~ for lu~ch i~ tt~e Main Di~i~ R~.~om 
The discussion is generai in nature and you do not have to be in th.e industry to 
p~-xlioip~:£~’, if ye-s hav~" a particular i~h~re, st or ~a quesfior~ or just war~t to le~:;r..’~, it 
would be for yoJ, This is open to all Caroii~a Club members and your g Jests so 
ptea~ i~el iTee to ir~vite frier~ds arid colieagues to at[er~.d with you./:~ieaae ca£ out 
D’°on~ desk cs?~¢/t~.~]ge ~t 9~9..9(~2.1101 to RSW:~ 

Classic Movie Night 
TRE [’~UGITt,~VE 

Introduetio~ by Jae~k Bo.~er 

7;0~) pm * Th~ee~co~se di~e~ served wbi~e you e~sjoy the fil[~ 
829 
DVR ti~e NCAA iotl.."r’amer:t a..’~d }sir" t.is lbr di~er a..’~d a moviel lhls 1993 i]im is 
the big SCrEEn version of the ct~-ssic TV dmr’ia of Dr. Richard Kimble’s search for 
tl’e of~e:arrqed rqaf~ who mt.irde.’t’d his v,;ife Harrisor: Ford plays Dr Kimbie if~ the 
film ~-nd -’-ommy Lee Jot’as is the U.S. Marst’at who, when tt’e good doctor 
esCapEs en rOUtE to prison, folio\,’.is him in a tenacious effort to capture ..him. 
£~e~se carl o,~vfmnt d~’ek conde~:_Te a~< 919.982-1101 ~.’:.~ RSVP 

Ide~stity Theft Preve~-~tior~ Lu~scheo~-~ 
"f’t~esday> [’4arch 2~ 
11:30 am ,, 1;OO pm 
820 if,charles buffe~: lu[,ct~0 b~:.w~:.~rage~ d~:.~ssert a~,~d the presen~:all.io~ 
Presented ~by Susan, Wa~3go~,er, [.epa~ Shiel~ 
Uniike the disiant past, we are not idEntifiEd by our pers:onality, or by o~.~r 
appear~:;r~ce, o.." our rqa~er of speech or dress, or ever" by our famiiy heritage. 
W~- have ali lost o~.~t° persor, al identities in the di~3ital ~-9e. It" these modem times, 
we are ide~[ified simply by rise ."~umbers arid ide..’~[ifiers {hat are assig..’~ed to us, 
ar, d ait of our information, accounts, and priviieges - ~.~itim~-tely our Entire idEntitiES 
- are fled to these identifiers, Susan Waggo~er of Legal SMeid is bac~< again to 
eO.~cate us on Identity ThEft and it’s ir’..ipact on your li?- with her very informative 
talk. P~ease cag our fient ":~es£ condet~fe at 9 f9-962-.1101 te RSVP 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Team VertiMax <Team VertiMax@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:29 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Play our Free Hoops Tournament Challenge and V~n a FREE VertiMax 

Coach Anson 

Register today to win a FREE VertiMax Training System by picking the most 

winners in our College Basketball Tournament Challenge, Not only does our Top 

Scorer win but anyone who scores higher than our VIP Pickers (Ray Rice, Stephen 

Curry, Alan Stein, etc,) will qualify to enter a random drawing for a second FREE 

Vertih]ax, It’s free to enter and you have two chances to win! 

Enter our Free Challen e~eToda~ to Win a FREE VertiMax 

VertiMax - the leading speed and vertical training system 

Good luck with your picks! 

Team VertiMax 
800-699-5867 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

47!0 Eisenhower BIvd 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

ii~:~iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com > 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 5:49 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Leave Packaging Feedback for your recent purchases at Amazon.com 

% 
ii~ii 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Amazon.com. 

Did you know that you can help improve Amazon’s packaging as well as the product 

packaging by leaving packaging feedback for your recent purchases? It’s very easy-- 

just click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button below. 

Amazon’s Packaging Feedback form is now optimized for your smartphone and mobile 
device. Please leave your feedback today! 

2013March 19, 

~ 

andLeantheIn: WilIW°men’to LeadW°rk’ 
[i~i .................... ] 

March 1, ~ War Room: The Legacy of [ ii~ii : ..... r~.~.=,,~ .... 
2013 

~ 

Bill Belichick and the Art of 
L 

Building the Perfect Team 

2013February 27, 

~ 

Grit,HiddenH°W Childrencuriosity,Power Succeed:of and the 

[i.~; ..................... ] 

Character 

Top Dog: The Science of 

Winning and Losing 

The Divine Center 

Need Help? 

If you have any trouble with the link above, you can rate your shipment’s packaging by 

completing these steps: 

1. Go to !).![!j~!.~jJ.~5!~y.,i~£!}.&z._.g£b.~!£!}~(j~!i~.k#.~.!!]!~. 

2. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all of the shipments that need feedback. 

3. Find the shipment on the list and click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button 
on the right. 

% 

We hope you found this message to be useful. However, if you’d rather not receive future e- 

mails of this sort from Amazon.corn, please opt-out here. 

(c) 2013 Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon.corn and the 

Amazon.corn logo and 1-Click are registered trademarks of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. 

Amazon.corn, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109-5210. 

Reference 28579640 

Please note that this message was sent to the following e-mail address: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, July 29, 2011 6:08 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:i/’fmance.m~c, ed~J~m{versily -comrol~er!pa~ roll-serv ices/welcome ~mr~l 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 2:06 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Renew Your Men’s Basketball Season Tickets with eCheck and Save 

Use this Hnk to view a web version of the emai! 

TICKET CENTER I ONUNE STORE I TARHEELBLUECOM 



@ 20I 1 UNC Athletics. The team names~ Iogos and un florin designs are registered trademarks of the teams 
nd cated No Iogos, photographs or graphics on this ste may be reproduced wthout wr tten perm sson. All rights 

JNCAthbtcDepa~ment P.O. Box2126oChapeIHlI, NC27514 919962°6000 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS find your 
seat, and enjoy the game! 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: webtickets~dncaa.unc.edu. 

Use this Hnk to moddv your profib or to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 10:27 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

iPad: Effective Use in the Classroom 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

iPad: Effective Use in the Classroom 

Webcasts 

October 4, 20tl °° 1:00 o 2:30 pomo EDT |[~11 

Learn how you can integrate iPad technology into your 
teaching and learning. 

The iPad offers endless possibilities for teaching and learning, 
but that doesn’t mean it is always an effective learning tool. A 
faculty membeCs purpose for using the iPad is the most 
significant factor in determining successful use in the classroom. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I _Aflen##. 

Join our instructors online as we discuss a framework to help you 
think about the iPad’s potential in your classroom, including: 

¯ Exploring iPads 
¯ Purposeful uses for learning 
¯ Pepperdine’s five-step process to help guide faculty 

members’ use of iPads in the classroom 
¯ Adding one more step: Assessment 
¯ Getting started 
¯ Sharing case studies 

RELATED WEBCAST 

iPad: JT Su@ort Considerations 
October 6,2011 " 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. EDT 

Learn how you can plan for the adoption and 
implementation of iPad use on your campus. 

Register for both events to receive a discount! 

academicimpressionsocom 

NIGHER ED INPACT: 
NONTN LY DIAGNOSTIC 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCONING 
CONFERENCES 

Retaininq Students in Online 
Education 
September 28 - 30, 2011 I Philadelphia, 
PA 

Mana~ GQ~t Risk and 

October 12 - 14, 2011 I Atlanta, GA 

View AH Conferences 



~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your entire staff? A CD recording of 
the live webcast is also available for purchase. Questions? Call 
us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

Title IV: Comp~ with New 
State Authorization RuUes 
September 14, 2011 

Student Enq~ement and Web 
2.0 in Blended Learning. 
September 23,2011 

View AH Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center= 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

survey-noreply@smo.surveymonkey.com on behalf of 
ATWS.elections@gmail.com via surveymonkey.com <member@surveymonkey.com> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11 : 15 PM 
Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Assoc of Third World Studies Nominations 

Attention: Members of ATWS 

22 August 2011 

Greetings, 

ATWS is currently accepting nominations for two positions on the Executive Council: 

1. VP/President Elect (one year term) 

2. Executive Council Position #1 (three year term) 

Nominations will be accepted until 22 September 2011. 

Please use the link below to record your nomination preferences: 

.[~.p:iiwww.sur~’evmonke~,’.com/s.aspx?sm-zvFOvH5~svk 3d 3d 

Please contact the individual you wish to nominate to see if they are able and willing to serve on the Executive Council before 
nominating the candidate. 

Please include the university affiliation and e-mail address of the nominee in the survey response. 

Electronic election ballots will be sent on 1 October 2011 and members have until 1 November 2011 to cast their votes. 

Looking forward to seeing everyone at the annual conference in Brazil. 

Michael Hall 
Nominations and Elections 

ff you have questions, please contact me at michael.hall@armstrong.edu 

~:iTwww.surve ~FOvH51svk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Saturday, Februaw 15, 2014 2:11 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

Food Deals to Reward Your Stomach tbr Storing Food 

Half Off South American Cuisine at 

Guasaca 

Guasaca - Northwest Raleigh 

Rice bowls, salads, avocado guasaca sauce, and 

grilled arepas stuffed with... 

:3? ~: :~.~: 

See DeaLs Down the Street 

Half Off Pizza [Buffet at CiCi’s Pizza 

CiCi’s Pizza - Multiple Locations 

Pizza made with fresh dough lines the expansive 

buffet, along with pasta .... 

Ov.:~ : :5:(}(}(} b::::u~!,i?’:’i 

.:::: ...:. ::.:: 

Up to 53% Off at The Flying Biscuit Care 

The Flying Biscuit Cafe = Cameron village 

Cooks whip up breakfast entrees----.such as 

buttermilk pancakes and chicken_. 

©’,.,’.::?~ Ii .OOO bo~@":t 

¯ ::b .:. ;~~ ;:::. ;. 

Half Off at Kabuki Japanese Steakhouse 

& Sushi Bar 

Kabuki Japanese House of Steak - Cary 

Sushi chefs craft dozens of sushi rolls, while grill 

masters prepa[e hibachi... 

¯ 3:: :::.. :i.::" 



$11 for Seafood at BIue Fin’s Bistro 

Blue Fins Bistro - Wake Forest 

Fresh seafeod, ribs, and pastas served in a moodm 

lit bistro with e×posed-bdck... 

$11 for Italian Food at Moonlight Pizza 

Company 

Moonlight Pizza Company - University 

Artisan pies wi~h 50 crealive ~oppings, from 

pepperoni and tomatoes to local... 

+:.,::..... 
::x.:...:::.:> ..:..~:.:.:_:.:. 

Up to 55% Off at The Me~ting Pot 

The Melting Pot- 

Creamy cheese fondue and meats to be cooked 

fendue-style at the table .... 

.. ,... 

Half Off at Ashee Ethiopian Cuisine 

Ashee Ethiopian Cuisine - 

Authentic Ethiopian meals, such as cumed-goa~= 

and-lamb stew a~ep Ila~bread .... 

©v.::?~ Ii .000 bo~,i::~i":t 

80% Off at Orange Leaf Frozen Yogurt 

Orange Leaf Frozen Yogu{l - Multiple 

Locations 

Freshly made yogurt in flavors such as mango o{" 

chocolate pair with fresh... 

©v.::?~ Ii .000 bo~i::~i":t 

Don°t See Any Deals You Like? 

Take a few seconds to tell us what you like, and we’ll pick the right 

deals for you. 

[ i~ Get P ...... lized Deals Now 

~ i Get n.,~" 

% Get Personalized 

Deals Now 



Delb,~ered by Groupon Inc 800 W. Chicago Avenue, Suite 400 Chicago, IL, 60854, USA 

~diust h,:~,’ c.r~e~ you ~ece},,e !ut~re Just ~:,:,~ "~’ou emai~s in~i~di~[~ unsubscdb~n~, <~ick here 

~iI GROUPON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu~ 

Monday, February 17, 2014 10:17 AM 

N4A list~rve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Vann, Jonatha~ S. <j svmm@ou.edtr~; Smith, Elisa M. <elisasmith@ou.edu>; Powers, 

Katy Q. <kqpowers@ou.edu>; Bates, Tiffani C. <tbates@ou.edu>; Hardy, Katrecia A. <khardy@ou.edtr~; Drennan, Alisia L. 
<adrennml@ou.edu>; Baker, Charles G. <cbake@ou.edu>; Partridge, Casey A. <cap@ou.edu>; Hinderman, Michael J. 

<hinderman@ou.edu>; Bloomgarden, Andy J. <~abloom@ou.edu>; Bloomgarden, Jeffrey A. <jbloom@ou.edu>; Lockhart~ Logan L. 

<logan5687@ou.edu>; Heeney, Rebecca L. <beckyh@ou.edu>; Moran, Annette I. <bunto 18@ou.edu>; Tumel; Teresa A. 

<ttume@ou.edu:>; Moyel; Terri L. <tmoye@ou.edu>; Winters, Carla A. <cwinters@ou.edu>; Ludvigso~ Carol L. 

<cludvigson@ou.edu>; Anmndson, Jaye E. <jamundson@ou.edu;,; Julie Owen <Jkowen@olemiss.edu;,; Leonard, Jason D. 

<leonardjd@ou.edu>; Meade, Michael <meade@ou.edu>; Hathaway, Nicholas S. <nhathaway@ou.edu;, 

[n4a] <no subject> 

This article is a year old, but nonetheless still very important. 

http:i/www.insidehighered.com/newsi2013i01i11/wiche-report-highlight s-decline-high-scho ol-graduates-and-growing-diversitg 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Room 308 
Universi~" of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: (495) 249-5835 
"Live on University !" 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <vfe-campaigmresponse @amazon.corn> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:09 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

War Room: The Legacy of Bill... 

% 

Yo~r A~}~a2oe,~ot~ [ To~y% Deal~ [ See A}I Depa~t~¢B~t~ 

Anson Dorrance, 

Are you looking for something in our Sped:s & Outdoors books department? If so, you might be interested in 

these items. 

.B.Yi.mg!.it .’,9..~.,h. g! ..... 
by ~,~ k:il;-~ei Holley .;..;~;.;.;~...;.;.;~.;.;.;.;.;...;.;.;.;.;;.;.;.;.;.;.;. ............................................................................................................................................. 

List Price: 825 99 

Price: $17,15 
You Save $8.84 (34%) 





s Sg~ayMSsc 00~iOSPM 

S~ bj ~ ~! S p fii! g 2 ~!3~ ~ atu~ p! av ~ nity 

Spring 201a Featured Pmayer: Trinity 

With the spring season kicking off around NoRh America, we are excited to present our 

newest featured player: Trinity! This young lady from Canada has taken her game to 

the next levef with .i.{~i~’:,!;’!,~q’!:, and is a great example to young players everywhere. 

Chec,~ out what she has 

aeh~eved~ 

Trinity Co - Age 8 - Oshawa, Cat, aria 

I~ d~e ~as~ yea~; T~’i~dS/ has: 

¯ Earned 155,000 P~ayer Poir~ts {:Most on iSocced 

Logged 349 scores 

Improved her Overall iSoccer Level 154% 

"S,~oce os,~t,,g/Sooce& Tflnity is fading more co~’~,~etfab/e ~’o games aod is ~ook~,t,,g down 

at the ~ a /e~~, and e~s:" ~ Trinity’re Dad 

The more you do with iSoccer, [he more Player Points you’ll earn, and the Iaster you’N 

improve. So take a page out of Trinity’s book and t~i to raise your level this seasonr 

Have funl 

Cheers! 

The i.5~’!.!!.’!~{’!i Team 

[:eel Iree to fotw, ard this to anyone who loves soccer as much as we do 

Check out o~g previous Featured P~ayers, Tea~ anc~ C~ub! 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@mailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Monday, March 25, 2013 11:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Easter and more - this week at your Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good morning and Happy Monday from your Carolina Club, 

Can you believe Easter is this coming Sunday? Hopefully the spring weather will also 
make an appearance this weekend! 

We have some wonderful events planned for this week and throughout the month of 
April; learn to protect your personal information in today’s digital world, celebrate 
Easter with family and friends, taste European beers or recognize your administrative 
staffwith a fabulous lunch. We hope to see you in the Club soon! 

Make it a great week, 
Elizabeth Cheek, 
Member Relations Director 
Elizabeth.cheek@ourclub.com 

identity Theft Prevention Lunch 
Tuesday, March 26 
11:30 am - 1:00 pm 
$20 includes buffet lunch, beverage, dessert and the presentation 
Presented by Susan Waggoner, Legal Shield 
Unlike the distant past, we are not identified by our personality, or by our appearance, 
or our manner of speech or dress, or even by our family heritage. We have all lost our 
personal identities in the digital age. In these modern times, we are identified simply by 
the numbers and identifiers that are assigned to us, and all of our information, 
accounts, and privileges - ultimately our entire identities - are tied to these identifiers. 
Susan Waggoner of Legal Shield is back again to educate us on Identity Theft and it’s 
impact on your life with her very informative talk. 

Please call our front desk concierge at 919.962.1101 to RSVP 

New Member Orientation Lunch 
Wednesday, March 27 
11:30 am - 1:00 pm 
These complimentary events are a great way to learn about your Club benefits and 
meet your fellow Members! Please call Elizabeth Cheek at 919.962.9578 to RSVP. 

Business Builders Breakfast Presentation 
Indigenous Concepts for a Modern Business 
Presentation by Phil and Carol Koch 
Thursday, March 28 
$10 includes breakfast 
Successful traditional and indigenous cultures employ four major principles to both 
maintain and promote strong community relationships. Join us for an interactive 
discussion of these principles and how they can be applied in a modern business 
setting. 

Speakers Phil and Carol Koch have spent the last 35 years immersed in the traditional 
training of the native cultures of the southwestern US and the warrior cultures of 
Japan. In addition to applying these principles to their own individual businesses, they 
are also senior instructors in Directions, a program which addresses societal issues 



through training based on concepts from indigenous societies and the reintroduction of 
traditional Rites of Passage. 

Carl 919,962.1101 to RSVP. 

Easter Brunch 
Sunday, March 31 - limited reservations still available 
Adults - $38.95 
Children 8-12 - $15.95 
Children 5 and under - complimentary 
Seatings are available at the following times: 
11 am, 12 pm & 2:30 pm 
Hippity Hoppity, Easter’s on its way! Join us for a magnificent meal and a visit with the 
Easter Bunny. Chef Oscar’s bountiful buffet will be bigger than ever with enhanced 
offerings including a fresh seafood display, traditional favorites and a sinful selection of 
freshly baked desserts! 
Please call our front desk concierge at 919.962.1101 to RSVP 

Brews with a View 
Friday, April 5 & 19 
6 - 7:30 pm 
Enjoy drinks, appetizers, the company of our Young Professionals and the beautiful 
view on the Club’s terrace the first and third Fridays of the month. 

For our first "Brews with a View" on April 5th, you will also have the opportunity to opt 
into the Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group’s Irish and European Beer tasting! This 
event will be held simultaneously, so feel free to float between both happenings. The 
beer tasting is $15 for Food, Wine and fine Spirits group members, and $25 for non- 
group members. You will have the opportunity to sample a flight of Europe’s finest 
beers paired with a selection of hors d’oeuvres. 

Please call our front desk concierge at 919.962.1101 to RSVP 

Martini Tasting 
Featuring Classic and Culture Martinis! 
Wednesday, April 11 
6:00 pm - 7:30 pm 
$15 - Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group Members 
$25 - Non Group Members 
Please call our front desk concierge at 919.962.1101 to RSVP 

Administrative Professionals Week 
April 22-28 
11:30 am - 2:00 pm 
A la Carte Pricing 
Celebrate your Administrative Professionals hard work by treating them to a fabulous 
lunch at your Club! Choose from ourA la Carte Menu or Club Table Buffet. As an 
added value, The Carolina Club will present a special gift to each member of your 
administrative team. Please call our front desk concierge at 919.962.1101 to RSVP 

We’ll see you at the Club! 

l 
We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Sports Aptitude <Sports Aptitude@mail.vresp.com > 
Monday, March 25, 2013 12:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~)email.unc.edu> 
Anaiytics: Sample Size Does Matter 

%%% 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

SA Header 

Hello Friends, 
Like many of you, I’ve had to adapt the way [ study sports and 
become more data-aware in my analysis, we live in the "Big Data" era. 
Using data analytics to improve the odds of success has become a necessary part of 

player performance evaluation, There is still no replacement for the "human element" - 

the need to put context around the numbers and use instincts and experience to make 

judgment calls, 

However, there is an undeniable trend toward more structured 
management of personnel, which fits with standard practices 
found in other industries. 

WHERE WE ARE 

Ten years working in the industry has taught me a few things: 

i, Teams use psychological assessments 

2. In-house performance specialists are becoming more common 

These tools are essential components for building effective personnel development 

systems. The value of having an in-house expert in performance management cannot 

be understated when it comes to dealing with the day-to-day issues that arise in any 

work group. Psychological assessment data is a critical tool for quantifying behavioral 

trends and managing risk. 

WHERE WE ARE GOING 

The two biggest challenges that organizations will face going forward are: 

1. How to collect enough current psychological data? 

2. How to integrate that data into the scouting and development process? 

Fortunately, the solution for these challenges already exist. Data-Driven Psychology has 

shown the value of defining the work environment to understand situation-spedfic 

behavior. Sports Aptitude’s Data Partner Program allows teams to collect larger sets of 

behavioral data for use by the in-house staff responsible for BOTH personnel 

management and data analytics. 

SPORTS APTTTUDE DATABASE 

In just the past 5 years, Sports Aptitude has collected 128 
behavioral assessments per year. Individual team averages range 
from 20-50, The team’s that use SA’s services have access to six 
times more data than they do when going it alone, The ability to 
collect so much data in a single year means more current data 
available on active players than ever before. 

USING THE DATA 

The purpose of SA’s data collection methods is to create the 



largest current source of behavioral data possible in single, 
standard format. Having a standard measure allows an 
organization’s internal staff to do research on a scale that just 
isn’t possible any other way. SA can work with team personnel to 
customize and tailor to their specific requirements. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i ii iiiiiiii ’i ’i iii iii 

[] READ r4ORE... READ NORE.. 

L 
@EricWeiss SA 

Phone: 508-579-3424 

e w e i s s @ s~_o__Lt__s__&[3 t i t u d e .com 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Click to view this email in a browser 
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US 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Ranking System Released for All 320 D1 Women’s College Soccer Teams 

COLLEGE SOCCER 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiii~i!i!i! 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiii~!!iii~ii 
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~~~~ 
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUii~i!i~iii!i 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Thank you tbr visiting our site and tbr your ongoing input. 
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Looking for savings? Find coupons for 

Grocery, Health & Beauty, Books, 

Electronics, Home Improvement, and 

$~qore. 
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l~Yom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com Reviews <customer-reviews- message@mnazon.com> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:10 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV --~anson@email.unc .edu;~ 

Anson, did ’The Divine Center’ meet your expectations? Review it on Amazon.corn 

% 

So, Anson, how did this item meet your expectations? 
The Divine Center Th8 Di’,li~’~8 ()8~’~ter 

S. {}::~vi~::i:~ 

% 

:N:: How 

Children 

Succeed: 

Grit, 

Curiosity, 

andthe 

Hidden 

Power of 

Character 

H,.:~w Ci~iidre~ Succeed: Grit, ,.x. I. -.4t.!, a!~d 

[he I-~:idde~ Po,.,ver of Chs~acter 

Check out amazon.cendl~p to find past purchases to review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athlelics <mrodriguez@acsathletics.com> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 9:38 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Happy Easter from ACS Athletics 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L_E.A_S_E____C_.L_I_.C_!(__H_E.R_E. 

Happy Easter from ACS Athletics! We hope your spring is off to a great start and you 

and your family enjoy the holiday weekend! 

ACS Athletics will be closed Friday, March 29th in observance of the holidays. Please 

email helpdesk@acsathletics.com or call 800-343-6220 option 2 to leave a voicemail for 

our support staff and we will follow up with you when we return to the office. 

Wishing you and your family a safe and Happy HolidayT 

The Client Services Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u_ _n_ _ _s_ _u_ _ _b_ _s_ _c_ L L _b_ _e_ . 



~t~day Na~ 28 20!3 !i27 pM 

S~ as ~ iiKi~ ~ 0 l]’( ~ii d~ fi~ ak p }ev i ~ w o 

success, regardless of wins and losses. 

Less can be more: Pick one or two iSoccer Skills that you want to improve, and 

~t a quick goal to hit by the end of the w~k, month, or sea.on. Coache~ can 

set a team goal and get everyone working together. 

Log scores re.qularly: V’Cnether it’s at the beginning of practice, OF at home in 

the backyard, track progress and keep up momentum by scoring yourself 

regularly. 

: Keep it fm~: You get points Ior eveL~thing you do in your iSoccer account, and 

the more you do, lhe Iaster you’N improve. How many points can yo~ get? 

So check out your %_~c,!?:L.*.:, and set a goal for yourself, or your team. Even if you don’t 

hit it, you were spending time with the ball and having fun. 

Have a g:eat season! 

The iSoccer ream 

Feel "iYee to lbrwaYd #~is to anyot~e who loves soccer as P/,,~lch as ~sf 

Sneak preview of ot~r newest pror,~uct: 

.... :~,, ~ ,,~:~,,.,,,,,~,<,- the Practice Planner App lbr Parents 

Goa~ Keeping Assessment 

Check out the new G}>..A~ts~:~t!,*.-i!?:;,~:~.::?:! we created with the help of Tony DiCicco and 

Soccer Plus. Sta~ logging scores today! 

iSocee~ Featured P~aye~s~ Team, and Club! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com > 

Friday, March 29, 2013 7:24 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Leave Packaging Feedback for your recent purchases at Amazon.com 

% 
ii~ii 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Amazon.cor!! 

Did you know that you can help improve Amazon’s packaging by leaving feedback for 
your recent purchases? It’s very easy--just click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" 
button below. 

Amazon’s Packaging Feedback form is now optimized for your smartphone and mobile 
device. Please leave your feedback today! 

2013March 19, 

~ 

andLeantheIn: WilIW°men’to LeadW°rk’ 
[i~i .................... ] 

March 1, ~ War Room: The Legacy of [ ii~ii : ..... r~.~.=~,~ .... 
2013 

~ 

Bill Belichick and the Art of 
L 

Building the Perfect Team 

2013Februaw 27, 

~ 

Grit,HiddenH°W Childrencuriosity,Power Succeed:of and the 

[i.~; ..................... ] 

Character 

Top Dog: The Science of 

Winning and Losing 

The Divine Center 

Need Help? 

If you have any trouble with the link above, you can rate your shipment’s packaging by 

completing these steps: 

1. Go to !).!~!:~!.~JJ.’,.~!J~3~.,i~!}.~.~t~!:.~!~!},(:~!i~.~i~.~.![t~. 

2. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all of the shipments that need feedback. 

3. Find the shipment on the list and click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button 
on the right. 

% 

We hope you found this message to be useful. However, if you’d rather not receive future e- 

mails of this sort from Amazon.corn, please opt-out here. 

(c) 2013 Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon.corn and the 

Amazon.corn logo and 1-Click are registered trademarks of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. 

Amazon.corn, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109-5210. 

Reference 28924350 

Please note that this message was sent to the following e-mail address: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 



Amazon.corn Your ,,~B~szc~r~,~o~’r~[~E~Tc~y’s De~l~,[~rqSe~ A}I Dep;~’t~t’~r#.sD 
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[ ::~:;:: Big Books forSpring 

% 

Editors’ Picks Blockbusters Literature & Fiction C.o’k~ x,k.s Foo ~ & "~fx6r~e 

% 

% 

[~ Boa:: Books1 [~[ Picture Booksl 

Board Books Pic[Li[8 Books 

% 

Eest ~o" ks~ o[ ti;e ,’~orilh Up to 50% Ofi S~.~ e ;t ~o : k 

:~ Sci .... Fiction & Fantasy L~iI Busi .... &I .... tingj 

Busir.,ess & investing 

Middie Gr~de Teens 

[ ]]I~ Bargain Books ] 

Bar!~ain Books 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

[ i~ii A~rdWioningOooks] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Monday, April l, 2013 11:18 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS University tbr April! 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

hope you are able to join us in the many great sessions scheduled this month! Pay close 
the schedule is separated in sessions geared for coaches and those for 

)liance users. Be sure to register for the courses that are right for you! 

are a few new topics this month that you won’t want to miss including, ’Closing Out this 
and ’Adding Prospects in Mass after Events!’. Look below for those 

labeled, ’New Session’ and be sure to register! 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and 
be attended anywhere you have access to the Internet. 

,ou in a session soon! 

Athletics 

Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Monday, April 15,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

Monday, April 29, 2013 
10:30 AM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

Session: Measuring and Improving Email Read Rates 

In this session, we will review ways to measure and improve your email read rate& We will 
ht the industry standard for measuring email opens, methods for improving your read 
and some best practices for constructing your messages. 

sport administration and University administrators who are sending email 
q ACS and want to know how to gauge their audience interest should 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Here to Register 

Session: Adding Prospects in Mass after Events! 



Whether you just need to upload a list of athletes into your database or log an evaluation for 
all of the athletes you saw at an event, we will show you a great way to do this all at once! Be 
sure to tune into this course if you are in the middle of your recruiting season; this could save 
!ou time! 

:)ate: Monday, April 15, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Contact and School Management 

This session covers the Contacts and Schools section of ACS Recruiting Coordinator. Learn 
about tracking not only coaches in your ACS Contact database, but also Alumni and Booster 
information. The ability to text and email Contacts will be reviewed, as well as all reporting 
options! 

Date: Monday, April 8, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Logging Recruiting Activities 

This session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and 
unofficial visits. Learn more about how coaches are logging activity in ACS Athletics and 
getting rid of the paperwork! 

Date: Monday, April 22, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

ACS Recruiting - All About Emailing 

All About Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS 
Recruiting Coordinator system - from individual personalized emails to mass personalized 
emails. Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top 
prospect’s birthdays! 

Date: Tuesday, April 2, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Date: Thursday, April 18, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

ACSCoach iPad App 

This recent release helps college coaches and support staff improve operational 
performance and reduce risk in key areas such as recruiting and team operations. For 
collegiate coaching professionals, the ACSCoach iPad app offers a one-stop application for 
managing recruiting and roster management related activities. The robust contact 
management, compliance and communication solution was designed specifically for college 
coaches, empowering them to manage, track and coordinate all recruiting information and 
activities in real-time. Attend this session to learn all about it! 

Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2013 
Time: 1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Date: Thursday, April 25, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Questionnaire Upgrade 

Attend this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The ACS 
Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with 
Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this 
questionnaire! This session is a must! 

Date: Tuesday, April 9, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 



Date: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, 
search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 

Date: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Get Started with University Athlete and ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

Did you know you can link your University Athlete database to your InControl system? This 
link will automatically integrate your recruits, ranks, notes, and tournament attendance from 
University Athlete into your InControl system[ For years, our users have enjoyed the ability to 
import data directly from University Athlete into their InControl database.The integration will 
allow our users to enjoy this same flexibility while removing the importing step allowing the 
two databases to act as one! Attend this session to get started! 

Date: Thursday, April 11,2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Date: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 
Time: 1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Logging Practice Hours and Participation 

Learn all there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the 
Compliance Office. Users will learn how to create Practice Groups, as well as complete and 
submit practice logs on a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy practice weeks to 
future weeks for ease of use when entering practice schedules. Also, discover how to record 
participation! 

Date: Thursday, April 11,2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Roster Basics 

Get started with ACS Team Manager[ Users will learn how to Iogin, view Student-Athlete 
information, customize reports and create custom fields for their roster. Emailing and Text 
Messaging the roster will also be covered! 

Date: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Get Started with SportsBoard and ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

ACS is now integrated with West Shore Technologies SportsBoard iPad application. This 
will allow ACS coaches using the SportsBoard iPad application that automates scouting/ 
assessment processes to have the valuable evaluation, rank and tournament information 
feed directly into ACS without importing spreadsheets and duplicate work! Attend this 
session to get started! 

Date: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 
Time: 1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting 
Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 
Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Date: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 



Compfiance Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics = Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Date: Monday, April 8, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Date: Monday, April 22, 2013 
Time: 10:30 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

New Session: Closing Out this Academic Year 

Be sure to tune into this course to learn best practices on closing out this academic year to 
prepare for the next! We will cover rolling your athletes over to the next academic year in your 
database, as well as all the other items on your checklist! 

Date: Thursday, April 4, 2013 
Time: 1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Date: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Manage Users 

In this session, we will show you how to create new users and send users Iogin information. 
Also, learn how to copy views, designate security roles and update users read and write 
roles! 

Date: Monday, April 29, 2013 
Time: 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

All About Practice and Competition Eligibility 

Attendees will learn how to use ACS Team Manager to Assess Practice Eligibility, Make 
Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of Athletes, as well as make Athletes Not 
Eligible for Practice and Competition. Additionally, users will see how automatic email 
notifications are tied to these functions, emailing all the appropriate people within the athletic 
department when these changes take place! In addition, learn how to run specific Roster 
Reports, as well as use Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 

Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Team Awards Tracking! 

We have made it easier for you to assign and track team awards! You are now able to 
configure your own list of awards and keep them up to date during the year= Your coaches 
can assign awards to student-athletes throughout the season and then submit to the 
compliance office for review and approval! Attend this session to hear more about it! 

Date: Tuesday, April 9, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

ACS and Compliance Assistant Data Integration 

Did you know that you can transition your ACS Roster information into Compliance Assistant 
to eliminate having duplicate data entry? Be sure to tune into this quick training session to 
easily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 

Date: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 
Time: 1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 



) & ACSCornply+ Smartphone App 

of the most recent releases in ACS is the iPad app for compliance administrators 
ACSComply! This iPad app provides a dashboard view of system-critical information, 

)rofiles, social media feeds, communication tools and student-athlete complimentary 
approval tools! It’s companion smartphone app, ACSComply+ available to 

iPhone and Android users, provides business intelligence to aid in critical and time-sensitive 
ig. Attend this session to hear more! 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

About ACS Rules Engine and Dashboards! 

is this activity a flag? Join this session to help you navigate the rules engine of ACS and 
efficiently monitor activity! 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

Tool! 

you know that you can make changes and edits to your student-athlete forms in ACS by 
our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will even be unveiling 

g! Be sure to register! 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follov¢ing link: Unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 12:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbe~ Reporied near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbery Reported near Campus 

Chapel Hill Police is investigating the belated report of a strong-arm robbe~’ which occurred around 3:30 a.m. Sund ay, March 31, in a parking lot near off West Rosemary Street near South 
Columbia Street. The victim, who was not affiliated with UNC, was approached by two black males who shoved him against a car and demanded his watch and cash The suspects then fled 
the scene on foot heading west No weapons were reportedly seen 
The two suspects were described as around six feet tall with average builds; one was wearing a doo-rag 

Chapel Hill Police reported Monday morning that they are asking anyone with infolrnation about this incident, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit infiarmation to Crime Stoppers online at w,a~v.crimestoppers- 
chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 inm~ediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public S~fe~. 
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:Soccer Player Points 

Did you know that players ~get points for everytNng they do in their !:!~’£?~!f.!!!:! 

account? Here are a couple ways you can use P/ayer Poinfs to c#a#enge yourself or 

yo~r team: 

WeeMy Points Goa~: Pbyers, how many points can you earn this week? You 

get points Ior entering scores, raising your Skin Levels, and even Net logging inLo 

your account. Can you earn 1,000 points this week? ~,eee? 10,(}(}(}? 

~, Award Points to F~ayers: Coaches, did you know that you can give points to 

players in your account? Use this feature to reward players for doing well, and 

get them excited to play iSoccer away from practice, 

,, Create a Game; Coaches, set ~p a I:ur~ compet#ion around who can earn Lhe 

most points Lhis week or this month ]he reward can be as simple as who gets 

to be captain for an upcoming game. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF PLAlC’ER POINTS ~N iSOCCER: II 72,3,970 

H~GNEST NUMBER BY A S~NGLE PLAYER: 348,970 

Now d~at’s awesomef 

Vt~lqat does soccer technical development and the Karate Kid 

have in cornmon? By Scog Leber, 

",,"~’.,e M<,,’Id.,"’,,q ~.’,f Ea,":’,,V P,,"act:c~’,- 

Check out the steps it took to build our newest product, the 

practice planner for parents’, 

iSoccer Featured P~ayers, Team, and Club! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com > 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:22 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Leave Packaging Feedback for your recent purchases at Amazon.com 

% 
ii~ii 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Amazon.cor!! 

Did you know that you can help improve Amazon’s packaging by leaving feedback for 
your recent purchases? It’s very easy--just click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" 
button below. 

Amazon’s Packaging Feedback form is now optimized for your smartphone and mobile 
device. Please leave your feedback today! 

2013March 19, 

~ 

andLeantheIn: WilIW°men’to LeadW°rk’ 
[i~i .................... ] 

March 1, ~ War Room: The Legacy of [ ii~ii : ..... r~.~.=~,~ .... 
2013 

~ 

Bill Belichick and the Art of 
L 

Building the Perfect Team 

2013Februaw 27, 

~ 

Grit,HiddenH°W Childrencuriosity,Power Succeed:of and the 

[i.~; ..................... ] 

Character 

Top Dog: The Science of 

Winning and Losing 

The Divine Center 

Need Help? 

If you have any trouble with the link above, you can rate your shipment’s packaging by 

completing these steps: 

1. Go to !).!~!:~!.~JJ.’,.~!J~3~.,i~!}.~.~t~!:.~!~!},(:~!i~.~i~.~.![t~. 

2. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all of the shipments that need feedback. 

3. Find the shipment on the list and click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button 
on the right. 

% 

We hope you found this message to be useful. However, if you’d rather not receive future e- 

mails of this sort from Amazon.corn, please opt-out here. 

(c) 2013 Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon.corn and the 

Amazon.corn logo and 1-Click are registered trademarks of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. 

Amazon.corn, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109-5210. 

Reference 29052900 

Please note that this message was sent to the following e-mail address: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
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Literature & Fiction 

Suspense 
Nonfiction Biogr~phies & Memoirs 

% 

IX:: Picture Books ] [::X:: g-A es9 12 j 

~ 

I ~i Crafts Hobbies& Horn: 

Picture Books Ages 9°12 Teens ()~’~il,..<~, Hei)~ies & Home 

i’\~t@~’e (~.~.~t..’-s{.~©.."R.}~ .See more 

% 

[’~’iI Comics &GraphicNovels ] [~:iI Cookbooks, Food &Winej 
~ 

.~IIH .... &Entertai ..... t j 

Com4,qs & Graphic N,ovels C,oekbo,ok.s, Food & ’,&4he History Humor & Ent~r~ainm~ni 

L J 
I I 

[ 

j~iI Subscribe to the Best Books Deli ..... t ....... Editors’ Pick ..... ry month 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Tuesday, Apdl 9, 2013 4:19 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New and Similar to "Lean In: Women, Work, and the ~’Mll to Lead" by Sheryl Sandberg 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athlelics <mrodriguez@acsathlefics.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 1:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

April 2013 New Release 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._Ip_L_E.A_S_E____C_.L_I_.C_!(__H_E.R_E. 

ACS Athletics 

J 

ACS Athletics April 2013 New Release 

You talked.., we listened! Because of your great suggestions, there is now a new release available in 
your InControl system! You now have the ability to mass update custom fields for athletes in the 
Recruiting Coordinator portion of your system, saving you time and making you more efficien!! 

We have a lot more planned and this will certainly be an exciting summer so be sure to stay tuned for 
more announcements coming to you soon! In addition, don’t forget to attend ACS University to learn 

about features available in the ACS system! 

Want to see this new update live and in action? 

Click Here to register for the Recruiting Basics session on Wednesday, April 10th at 11am CST 

OR 

Click Here to register for the Recruiting Advanced session on Tuesday, April 30th at 2pm CST. 

We look forward to hearing your feedback on this new feature! 

Thank you, ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u_r_)_s___u_~__3_s£r__[~_2__e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, August 23,2011 10:46 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Online learning needs of disabled students :: Webcast 

Trouble viewing this email? http:ii’ws~’~v,academicimpressions.com 

UniversaJ Design and Online Education 

Webcast 

November 17, 20tl °° 1:00 ° 2:45 pomo EST 1[t|I 

Learn how to identify and address the online learning needs of 
disabled students to increase accessibility and engagement. 

Course management systems can provide the opportunity 
for students with learning disabilities to enroll and excel in 
online programs. However, if the technology and course 
management systems do not meet accessibility guidelines, 
institutions are potentially preventing one in five prospective 
and current students from being able to succeed in courses 
and programs. 

~ram Brochure (pdf) I I-Ag.enda 

Join us as we discuss steps for enhancing the education of 
every student by increasing online course and program 
accessibility. This session highlights proactive strategies for 
utilizing Universal Design for Learning (UDL) to address and 
overcome barriers to learning. 

academicimpressions.com 

Subscribe to our 
newest free [publication 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our instructors will also share current and emerging 
practices being utilized within Drexel University and other 
institutions as they provide information and advice on the 
following topics: 

¯ Defining "disability" from medical and sociopolitical 
model perspectives 

¯ Using universal design learning (UDL) for 
accessibility 

¯ Ensuring online access and engagement of students 
with physical and sensory disabilities 

¯ Personalizing the online experience 

UPCONIN@ CONFERENCES 

RetaiNng~Students in Online 
Education 
September 28 - 30,2011 I Philadelphia 

View AH Conferences 

UPCONIN@ WEBCASTS 

MaNn9 the Shift from Classroom to 
Online Course Desi~ 
September 7, 12, 21 & 26,2011 



YOU MAY ALSO ENJOY 

Online Accessibility for Students with Disabilities 

Online :: 1:00- 2:30 p.m. EDT :: September 6 & 8, 2011 

Learn how you can make your online environments 
technologically "accessible" for students with disabilities. 
~ister online or call 720.488.6800. 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

~Jster onUine or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited 
number of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast. Questions? 
Call us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

Online Accessibility for Students 
with Disabilities 
September 6 & 8,2011 

Title IV: Conr~ with New State 
Authorization Rules 
September 14, 2011 

Student En~ement and Web 2.0 
in Blended Learning 
September 23, 2011 

iPad: Effective Use in the 
Classroom 
October 4, 2011 

iPad: IT Su~oort Considerations 
October 6, 2011 

View AH Webcasts 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference ©enter. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JULIUS E NYANG ORO 
(JEN321 )> 
Monday, February 14, 2011 5:36 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
RE: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Budget 

Sir: 
Whenever I send out these messages, you are always exempt. You are special, Sir. 
JEN 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 5:28 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: RE: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Budget 

Julius, 

Obviously, I will retain my phone and will use my Endowed Chair Funds for the phone service charges. 

Best, 

Bereket 

From: bounce-28689283-36932169@listserv.unc.edu [bounce-28689283-36932169@listserv.unc.edu] on behalf of Julius Nyang’oro 
[j en321 @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 4:14 PM 
To: african-and-afro-american-studies -faculty 
Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Budget 

Dear All: 
I am following up on the discussion we had last week regarding the tough 
budget situation the department is facing. The bottom line is that we do 
not have any money. As a consequence, two things will happen: 
1)No one can make a charge on a departmental account until further 
notice. This of course does not apply to anyone with a research fund. 
2)Unless you and I have had a discussion regarding a telephone in your 
office, all individual office telephone service will cease on March 31st. 
I hate to be the bearer of bad news but we simply do not have a choice 
in the matter. 
Best, 
Julius 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: bselassi@email.unc.edu. 







Belize Cabanas near Beach 

Save 4439 



Family-Friendly Suites in Greater Orlando 



Oceanfront Resort in Myrtle Beach 

~v~. 37% 



Rustic Cabins in Great Smoky Mountains 

3~ve 53% 





Family-Friendly Resort in Red Rock Country 



Hotel near Asheville’s Airport and Downtown 

~ave 2~% 



4-Star Oceanfront Resort in North Myrtle Beach 
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Need help9 Haw~ feedback? Feel tree li," i:odi;~ci tSS 

To seli your products on Groupon, get st~’,:l~d at GrouponWo[ks 

You are receiving this email because sbmalovJ~uncaa.unc.edu ~s s~gned up to receive Groupon communications. To adjust how 

often you recewe future Groupon Goods emails including unsubscribing, click here. 

Delivered by Gro~pon i~c 600 W Cilicago Avenue, Suite ,;00 Chicago, IL. 60854. USA 

P~v ~.~ c~,~ S~temenh 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon Goods <nomply@r.groupon.com> 

Sunday, Februal7 23, 2014 2:29 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-* 

73% OffAb Cuts Weight-Loss Supplement, DnPont Home Air Filters, Apple iPad 4 128GB & More 

==..==.,:.: [:::iii::: =Jiii:i;ii:~ii:~==~r~i? with $I 9.99 Purchase i i. [.:~: i:::: ==:::: [.:~:e== :.2;;’~’~:s 

DuPont Home Air Filters 
Ow,~ 5,000 bedight 

iiiii!~iiiiiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!~iiiiiii 

Apple iPad 4 128GB 
Over 400 bought 

t,’,<. :;"~,: t:;,’:t:;,<,<} !i r!::d Vie,~v Deal 

] 

BACtrack Keychain Breathalyzer 
Over 1,000 beugl"t 

Compatible Facial Brush Heads 
Ore,~ 5,000 bought 

~i:4-E’.,’ !i!;i ::) !)::.i:;i View Deal e.,’:u::,,,,v,,, ]); ’i I .!;:?!) View [’3eal 



Neat Scanner with Digital Filing 
Cver i ,000 bou~t:t 

=i:i~ ................ i[[[i~: ..................................... : 
il 

ii 

Apple iPad Minis 

View Deal {,,#}’,.-".-!’:-!’%,’ :!i:i.::iii!!!Xili= !iii~iiii= View [.~eal 

10 Juniors’ Layering Camis 
Owx 1,000 Dought 

Otterbox Case for iPhone 5/5s 
Over 25,000 bou~?i~[ 

Vie~, Deat $4-t:--’.: t: i!iil i 4:9{? ~/iew Deal 

Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1" 
Over 250 bougi~t 

~!!.,’~,¢9-:9’%" %:!:i=i:i=i~=:== 99 ~qew Deal 

Apple iPad 4 128GB 
Ore.~ 200 bought 

%’~k?’9-1:)9 !i!X}:;::i.9:99 View [.~eal 

Nikon 24.2MP Digital SLR Camera 
O,/e~ 250 bou,’,~ht 

!(S5~:".{~’:{~’{- !iil :!X?:9 :ii~:9 Viers, Deat 

Pure Flavour 2 Go Water Bottles 
Over 5,000 bou,’,~ht 

$-S-k’.’.:-~9 ::i} == 3/.i?.=.ii=. View Deal 



To feature your business on Groupon, get star:,-~d at GrouponWorks. 

To unsubscribe or to adjust your settings, please ,’:ii:;}~ hele. 

Col=tact Us I feedbac’<@groupo~ con= I FIA© I i?dvecy St:=terne~t 
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Need help9 Haw~ feedback? Feel Free li, corii;~ci tss 

To sell your prod[icts on Gro[ipon get steiffcd 8t Groupol~.Works 

For Free Sla~ldarrJ Shippinrg a~ld Free Returns, see det,~ils ~r~ evci:.:t4io~s 

Yogi are receiving ti~is em~il because sbmaioy~uncaa.unc.edu is signed up to receive Gro~i~on communications TO ~djust how 

o~le~l you receive future Groupon GoorJs emails, including u~ls~.~bscribing, cii’;~ h~ie 

Delivered by Glcupol~. i~c 600 W Chica~o Avemie, Suite 400 Cb.icago I[., 60~q54, L;~A 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Monday, Februao, 24, 2014 5:08 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-* 

Crroupon’s [,east Unpopular Deals 

Half Off South American Cuisine at 

Guasaca 

Guasaca - Northwest Raleigh 

Rice bowls, salads, avocado guasaca sauce, and 

grilled arepas stuffed with... 

See DeaLs Down the Street 

Half Off Pizza Buffet at CiCi’s Pizza 

CiCi’s Pizza - Multiple Locations 

Pizza made with fresh dough lines the expansive 

buffet, along with pasta .... 

Ov.:~ : :~!::~{}{}{} b::::u~!,i?’:’i 

$6 for Bounce-House PMygrouncl Visit at 

Monkey Joe’s 

Monkey Joe’s - Cary 

Indoor playground wi~h slides, obstacle courses, 

bounce houses, and separate... 

©’,.,’.::?~ Ii .000 bo~@":t 

Half Off UNC Apparel at Johnny %shirt 

Johnny T-shirt - Johnny T-shirt: The Carolina 

Store 

Licensed tees, svveatshirts, jackets, and other 

gear for fans of all ages to... 

©’,.,’.::?~ Ii .000 bo~@":t 



Up to 63% Off at RushHour Kading 

RushHour Karting - Garner 

Strapped into fast, 6.5 hp karts, riders enjoy high- 

speed races on a... 

Half Off at Kabuki Japanese Steakhouse 

& Sushi Bar 

Kabuki Japanese House of Steak - Cary 

Sushi chefs c[aI~ dozens of sushi rolls, while grill 

masters prepare hibachi... 

::..::..... 
,:::.:.:....:::.::~ 

$11 for Seafood at Blue Fin’s Bistro 

Blue Fins Bistro - Wake Forest 

Fresh seafood, ribs, and pastas served in a mood- 

lit bistro with exposed-brick... 

Ov.:~:i’ "i~(}(}(} b:::=u~i’i~’=l 

$11 for Rtalian Food at Moonlight Pizza 

Company 

Moonlight Pizza Company- University 

A~tisan pies with 50 c~eative toppings, from 

pepperoni and tomatoes to local... 

©’,.,’.::~’~ Ii .000 bo~,i::~i"=t 

G~amour Shots ~ Up to 96% Off Photo 

Shoots 

Glamour Shots - Northwest Raleigh 

After a professional makeover, photographe~.~ 

capture clients’ personalities in... 

.., ,.~............... 

$89.99 



Don°t See Any Deals You Like? 

Take a few seconds to tell us what you like, and we’Jl pick the right 

deals for you. 

i~ Get P ...... lized Deals Now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 12:41 PM 

Moran, Annette I. <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Turner, Teresa A. <tlurne@ou.edu>; Moyer, Terri L. <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Winters, Carla A. 

<cwinters@ou.edu-~; Ludvigson, Carol L. <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Amundson, Jaye E. <jaJnundson@ou.edu-~; Julie Owen 

~-qkowen@olemiss.edu>; Leonard, Jason D. <leonmdjd@ou.edu>; N4A listsel~e listserve --~n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Mary Jones 

<maryellenjones@mail.w~’u.edu’~,; Bart Byrd <baler byrd@baylor.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; Paul Bnsldrk 

<pbuskirk@ku.edu>; Aaron Tebo <Aaron Tebo@Baylor.edu>; DeLay, Lauren E <Lauren DeLay@baylor.edu>; Jill Shields 

~<shields@k-state.edu>; Reagma Hill <rrh003@u~xk.edu~,; Kris Livingston <kris.livings~ton@colorado.edu>; Joe Scogin 

<j scogin@utk.edtc,; Mark Selking <MS J1100@me.com>; Brian Davis <briand@mail.utexas.edu~; Amy Perko <aperko@nc.mcom>; 

Bowen, Mike <mbowen@usf.edu>; David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu~; David Thompson <groundwalker@triad.n.com~; Bob Gilbert 

<rwgilbert@charter.net;,; Amanda Panle <~apaule@bgsu.edn>; allen Sack <allenlsack@yahoo.com>; John Nichols <j sn2@psu.edtc,; 

Aaron Tebo <Aaron Tebo@Baylor.edu>; Lauren DeLay <lauren delay@baylor.edu;,; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edtc,; Davis, Brian 

<Brian.Davis@athletics.utexas.edu> 

[n4a] March Madness What it? 

What if the NCAA used the 4 year Federal Graduation Rate from the 2012 men’s basketball reports as the threshold for post-season play in the NC’AA tournament as was originally 
intended ? 178 of 314 (57%) institutions would be ineligible. 10 institutions had a 0% 
4 year FGR. Of course all of the service academies and ix~,’ league schools’ teams are not included in athletic FGRs because no athletic related aid are offered. Just imagine the tumult if the 
NCAA was really serious about academic standards for participation in March Madness 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Room 308 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: (405) 249-5835 
"Live on Universi~ !" 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:12 AM 

Ma3oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Register Now: ACS University fi~r March 

To ensure that, 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics¯ 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list¯ You can view instructions here¯ 

courts are in full bloom this month! With spring comes recruiting, so be sure to check 

can help. You will also see our own version of’Spring Cleaning’ that 
¯ 

" ~ 
"7 " and our t~atured sess on this month, R~ les Educatl( ~ Special is a must! 

axe logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ button at the 

right of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you will see the March 

Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

can also Click Here to see the March schedule! 

in a session soon! 



% 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Choupon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 5:24 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Nails Deals For You 

M~r,’:i~ 4. 2:}14 

Up to 55% Off Mani-Pedis at A Gentle 

Touch 

A Gentle Touch - Raleigh 

A nail [ech soaks, files, and polishes nails, then 

relaxes hands and feet wi~h._ 

©:.,’ei 7~50 bo:...@":t 

See Deals Down the Street 

Up to 57% Off Shellac Manicures at 

BeautyLounge 

Beau[yLounge - University 

Manicures are capped elf with Shellac nail polish 

~ha~ protects against chips 

©v::::.r 35~) i..:,o~.f!j~id. 

..., ..... 
!:iii:~::iii :ii ii: 

Up to 52% Offa Mani-Pedi 

Troutman’s College of Manicuring - No~th Hills 

Students groom cuticles, file and buff fingernails 

and toenails, add colodul.,. 

~(.:.i~:.,.~.:~ 3{}{} b::::~..~!i¢’:’i Fewer tha~ 10 left! 

Up to I?4% Off Nail Services 

Aegyptiaca Body Therapies - Cary 

Aromatherapy-based beauty haven pampers 

hands and feet with reflexology and_. 



56% Off Mani~Pedis 

Pa’nache Spa and Salon - No~th Hills 

h~ addition to the cuticle-trimming and naiFpainting 

that comes with standard... 

Up to 53% Offa Mani=Pedi or Hot=Stone 

Pedicure 

Modern Enhancement Salon Day Spa - North 

Raleigh 

Technicians tend to nails, cuticles, and skin 

before applying polish; a._ 

©v=::?? 50 i..,,o~.f.!:i~ii~t 

¯ ::b::’:. ;:: 
:.13 i::::¸ .13: 

Up to 55% Off at The Nail Boutique 

The Nail Boutique - 

A (]lyeOliC SOlUtiOP helps remove dead skin cells 

fl’om feet; nail services... 

!iii;~ .!i:i;; ~!!ii:¸ 

51% Off a Rejuvenation Pedicure 

Cameo Salon and Spa = FuquayWarina 

Nail technician soaks Ieet and flies nails belo~e 

massaging and exloliating_. 

,.......... 

Up to 54% Off Kids’ Makeover Package 

Enchanted Kids Boutique - 

Beauty technicians can use hairstyles, makeup, 

and nail polish to make over kids 

.:::. ::::.:.::. 

Don’t See Any Deals You Like? 

Take a few seconds to tell us what you like, and we’ll pick the right 

deals for you. 

ii~~ Get P ...... lized Deals NOW 

~ i Get 

’: PA~nn~liTA 

% Get Personalized 

Deals Now 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(houpon <noreply@r.groupon.com > 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 12:46 PM 

Ma3oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Barbara Corcoran Presents: Business by Women 



The Body Shop 

The Body Shop Products 

Luxu[ious ba~h and body produc~s, skinsar~, 

cruelly h’ee make-up arrd more made wilh 

ingredients from 25 intemationalr.. 

Flawmess Day Spa 

Groupon’s Best: Flawless Day Spa 

Spa treatments incklde hot-stone reflexology, 

exfoliating facial with organic products .... 

Baboo Covee Mumti-Purpose 
Baby Blankets 

Babee Covee Baby Blanket 

soft, handmade baby blankets boast playful 

designs and the ability ~o be used in multiple 

ways, such as a nursing cover or._ 

!iiii!iiiii 

iiiii~iiii 
ii iiiiil/ 
iiiiiiiiiii 

Hair Designers 

Haircut and Color Packages 

Stylists pull h’om Redken and Pureology products 

to update coifs with trendy suls and_. 

........ 
: :i.:..::.i~ i .. 

BRIKA 
Unique Artisan Accessories 

The shop’s makers craft everything from delicate 

sterling-silver jewelry to children’s_. 

,....... 

Hexagon Wake Park 

Sports and Beach-Fun Summer Camp 

V’vtien not taking wakeboarding lessons, kids play 

volleyball, paddleboard, and rocket down... 

Skin Essence A Day Spa 

Exfoliating Facial Treatments 

Revitalize skin and reduce signs el aging wi~h 

chemical peel ~hat ulilizes organic acids_. 



Pinks and Greens 

Sports Clothing for Women 

Pinks and Greens offers fashionable workout 

clothing for golf, tennis, Pilates, barre, and yoga 

Get Twisted 

Hot Yoga 

A studio with a duo of certified instructors offei~ 

AcroYoga, as well as fomqs of yoga h~clu(Jing hot, 

restorative, and yin 

:..... 

Ornamentea 

Jewelry-Making Class or Party 

Pre-mac!e ki~s contain pieces and materials ~hat 

students use to create accessories,., 

:!:i:;;:!:!ii: 

imagine Letters 

Custom Letter Art 

Alphabet photo ar~ taken by noted artist can spell 

any word up to seven letters long; "love" pdnt also 

included and "home".,. 

!ii::: i i L: 

~i~i~,~, ~i~i~i~iiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~iii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~!iiiiiiiiiiii~!!!iiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii!~iiiiii!!~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii:ii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii:::~:i:i:, :: .... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii~:~ 

Aegyptiaca Body Therapies 

Swedish or Deep-Tissue Massages 

Massage therapist uses light Swedish strokes or 

c!eep4issue kneads to relieve s~ress .... 

.:::::.::..:. 

JC Resumes 

Resume Service 

Professional r6sum6 writers craft job-search 

~e’<"~r~ ~.e~ :e~,~!’ "~,~,, documents for range of positions with 99,4% 
.... ~ o-, z~., "’~,~o    client-satisfaction rate 

Happymess Art Studio 

BYOB Artini Art Classes 

BYOB apt ,.’lasses encompass ~oaintin.g, drawing, 

collage, and more, filling a schedule that reflects 

the diversity of its.,. 



Preschool Prep IO-DVD Set 

Preschool Prep DVD Set 

DVDs use sight-~’ecognilen ~echniques to Help 

kids aged 9 months to 7 years understand 

concepls such as numbers, lelers .... 

View All Deals 

Get inspired i.-]tews~f M<,,~e rDests by C;~t~fgory 

i~: Play 

Need help? Have feedback? Fees free to contact .’,~s 

l’o feature your bus~ness on Groupon get started at G~oL;po!lWorks 

You are receiving this emaii beca~Jse sbmaloy~u~ca~: uric ed~ is signed up to receive Groupon communications To 

adjust how often you receive future Groupon Occasion emaiis inciuding unsubscribing, cli~:k heie 

Delivered by G~oupon i!lc 600 W Chicago Avenue, Suite 400 Chicago IL, 60654, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 
Mewes, Jennifer R - (jmewes) <jmewes@emaJl.afizona.edn> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:22 PM 

n4@lists.nacda.com; knewman@nacda.com 

[n4a] Step Up! 

Step LT[ Bystander Intel~zention Facilitator Training 
May 15-16, 2014 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Make plans to attend the Step UP’. Bystander Lqtervention Program Facilitator Training May 15-16 in Kansas City. The 2014 training will provide the foundations of bystander intervention, 
and additional training on application to three emerging issues: sexual assault/violence prevention; recreational drug use and prescription drug abuse; and mental health. Information about 
the 2014 training can be found at http://COllference.stepupprogram org 

The NCAA will sponsor registration al"id lodging (2 nights) for up to 30 teams from NCAA member institutions - consisting of one representative from athletics administration and one from 
Student Affairs Applicants will be notified by April 1 st if the?- have been selected. The application, for NCAA sponsorship, due iVlarch 10, can be found 
athttp:/istepupprogram.org/docsitraining/StepUpTrainingNCAA SponsorshipApp 2014.docx 

General registration opens iVlarch 17th. 

Becky Bell, M.A 

Associate Athletics Director, CA.T.S. Life Sldlls, Arizona Athletics 

520 621.5339 

Step UP! Do Something. 

NASPA Gold Winner 

www.stepupprogram org<http ://wv, aa,.stepuppro~ram or~/> 

Be the Change! 

Jennifer Mewes, Ph.D. 
Academic Counselor 
Assistant Director for Imerna[ Operations 
CATS Academics 
McKa]e Center, Room 128 
520-621-6713 
520-250-8163-ce11 
520-621-5337-fax 
jmewes@u.arizona.edu<mailto:imcwes,@,u.arizona.edu> 

To tmsubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arilazon.coIn <SILOre news@amalon.com> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 3:14 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Anson Dorrance: Popular Business Books 

Dear Amazon~co~yl C.ustomer, 

Your AmazomcomZIJ[3~Today’s DeatsC~JSe~ A~I DepartmentsF1 

Customers who have shown an interest in business and investing books may enjoy F.)ecisNe: 

[2How ~o t4ake Bentor Choices in Life and Work, by Ci~ip and Dan Heath, Decisive is available in 
hardcoveL audiobook, and Kindle book, 

 @i Niiirq 

i 

i~i Decisive I 

[ ...... 
[ ~.~ The Leader’s Code t .X:~ The Soul of Leadership 

Lean in Swi~ch Tf~e Leader ~ Code Tf~e .Sou/of’ Leadership 

Hardcover Hardcover Hardcover Hardcover 

Kindle book                Kindle book                Kindle book                Kindle book 

I 
~x,,,,~,*~i~,~ i.,"~ ~’a,-,-,: ............ ~: ...... 



An,,,o0i,o] TheNowOio,to,AOol The P ..... f H bi, 
Antffragife The ~ew Digl[af Age The Power of Habit 

-- Ha rdeove! -- Ha rdcove r -- Ha rdeover 

Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book 

Money&Markets[ 

[ 

l ii~ii Salt Sugar Fat] 

Sa!~ Sugar Far: 

m a rd (:ove r 

Kindle book 

r 
I 1F3ooks L][:_"iectronics L]loys & r-~a m~’~s L]Kitd-~er~ & Dining 

[Ji’,~ovies 8, lV Llvideo Games [JBaby [Uoffice 8,. sci;ool suppiies 

r]K.mdle r]celi Phones & Accessories rqcloti~ing E]i-!orne improvement 

r]Kindle Paperwhite rqcommuters & Software rlshoes r]Grocery 

r]K.indle Fire HD ]]]Sporis & Outdoors ~].’,.eweh-y -r]Fatio, Lawn 8, Garden 

r][nstant Video []Automotive rlwatches rlHealti~ & Personal Care 

r]B4usic r]industriai & Scientific rqBeauty r]Gourmet Food 
r]i~p;-~ D ...... loads FIprime Bi~sg ....... rlGift Cards 
r 

i:: t~r:’; ~&:m~:.;:’t~r: ,~e’,~::’L, pJ~;’~::~;:~;~ ~:’r.;t-o~;? here 

1 

] 
] 



~n~e A lbe~ A IV<ans0n@emailunced0 

J i 

% 

~i Mysten!,Thfiller&Suspense 
~iI Children’s Books Crafts, Hobbies&Home :~ Nonfiction 

My,st,ery, "l’i;diker & 

Suspense 
Children’s Books Cr~fis, Hobbias & Hom~ Nonfictio~ 

~ ~ 

I Kds&T .... 
......... ̄ ...: ~ ~: 

Biogr~phies & Memoirs Science Fictio~ & F~;t~sy Business & h;ve.~ting Kids & "l’e~.ms 

% 

ii.~.iI Gifts Under$10 

Gifts Um’le[ $10 

% 

ii~:~ii A Song of l .... d Fire I Taylor’s Gardening Guides ] ~iI Fun BedtimeStoriesJ [ :~ Newfrom Kristin Hannah j 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii : i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

% 

Foedie Favedtes Audiobooks for Summer Bdn~t on Spring 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~L 

l ii’~] Big Spring Books I 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--qslubeorp@mailer.memfirsl.net > 

Monday, April 15, 2013 1:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Have you received your Carolina Club Member Passport? 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

£b.~si~--~ess [~ui~de~-s Morning Meeti~--~g 

7,’30-8~’30a n~ 

O;>en ~o A;M 

A~:~ministr~:~tive P#-ofessionsh:; Week 



SAV~ TH~ DAT~’~ FOR TH~SE ~V~’!NTS :~:N HAY! 

Oor ~t,~nef of A~.4ho~s: 
Lucy gurde’@e,~ http://lucyburdette.com 
Hal~ie #~g4-~ro~-~ http;//www.hallieephron.com 
#ennifer ~4c~ah<~: http;//www,jennifer-memahon.com 

~:~f: gIg~g62~:,~IO..~ ~o ~;~SVP ~b~" ~’~}, o?" ~:~%es~.~ e~/~-~n~’s~ 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



s~ bj~ i s~ ~ ~ ~ ~,,dS ~ r~ ~,~ ~,~ ~ro ~’? 

easier and easier~ So when I played ~he next day, I woufd breeze thro~gh the firs~ 

few levels and ge~ ~o where I was more challenged./fyou do fhe sa~ne sk~;/l over 

at,,d ove~ agait,,, ,~t ~,~,~,~ go frorr~ chaltengir~g to tuudt~ef 

,Jt.~st fike Mario Bro[hers, [ech~?ique is some[hing any player can master. So instead o1’ 

trying to get to the next Ievel in your favorite video game this season, spend more time 

with the ball trying to get to the next .ia[~;!~;;~:&!: Level! 

Cheers! 

Scot[ [.eber (@scoWeber) 

iSoccer Founder and CEO 

Success! Over 100 players on the first ever iSoccer 

Nigh~: at C~ovis C~ossove~: Adeso,~’.,e wf.,’,rk {?,,,"ossli.,,’e! 

Check out Easy Practice: 

R~:. Le ~? *-’.~ 

Goal Keepi~g Assessme~t 

Check out the :q.~.[! i~.si,;~;b}*.!!:!)~;~!’,t we created with the help of Tony DiCicco and Soccer 

Plus. Start. loaning scores today! 

iSocce~ Featured P~aye~s, Team, and Club! 

N 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:32 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’anson’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’anson’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Wed blay 1 11:44:37 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’anson’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 2:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange County under kmmdo watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",ITY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those often change frequently during a weather 
event. Ira new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch after a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chancellor Holden and Patti Thorp <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 12:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

View invitation: 
~’~/.paperlesspost com!eventsi4009770- 

6f5e6a0fire plies177268965-5c51 ca35 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 

now 

Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 
Tuesday, May 21 st at 5:00 PM 

Quail Hill, Chancellor’s Residence 
1001 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post maii 

{]~[e~t.~! a;~(i s~!;~(i yeu~ ow;~ cus[o~rl c~r(Js ~t paperlesspast.carri or from the iPhone app 

i~,c~d paperiesspost@paperlesspost corn to !o:.:r addrs:~:~ ~.’.ook to erls~iie ths~ "fou’ll rec~iw all fut~iIe ~:’a psliess Post mail ir~ you:" iI~.’.ox 

Paperiess Post respec~ "fodl p:ivac’f ~o see il0’,,, ’,,,e ~ea~ "/odr i!~folm~4io!~ please revie,,~, ot;~ privacy poiicy. 

@ :l’013 Papedess Pos:; !51 ’t,:~Jes: 2~,th ,~t 9:h Fiool, i’iew York: NY i0001 

::X:: ,Ca cebook 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 2:32 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’anson’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’anson’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Wed blay 1 11:44:37 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’anson’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:43 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’anson’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’anson’ was changed on 
Wednesday, April 24, 2013 at 10:42 AM 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 4:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’anson’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’anson’ was changed on 
Wednesday, April 24, 2013 at 4:45 PM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <store- new@amazon.com~ 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: You’re Invited to Join Amazon’s Site, MYHABIT.com 

% 
,..... 

:: N~ :: amazon.corn 

::.X.i Women, Men, Kids and Home 

Dear Anson Dorranee, 

We’d like to recommend Amazon’s private 

sale site, MYHABIT. 

Join today to shop designer brands for 

women, men, kids and home at up to 60% 

off. 

New items dally at 9am PT/12pm ET. 

USE YOUR EXISTING AMAZON 
ACCOUNT FOR EASY SHOPPING. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Amazon.com <store- news~anlazon.com > 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 4:20 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Es~ntial Smart Football" and more 

% 
A~eoa (~Jorra~*:,:?, we have !:~J?.~!.02l]~!~’.Q~.g!Jlig~.~t~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

The Esser}ti~4 Sl~srt Footbail 
by Chris B. Brown 

List Price: 910.99 

Price: $8.79 
You Save= 92.20 (20%) 

The Essential Smart Football is an examination of football’s most important 
strategies and ideas, through the lens of the game’s best coaches, players, and 
schemes. Brilliantly written and eschewing unnecessary jargon and....~:~::!~t!~...!!i~!.,’.!i~ 

~:::.::.~,:~ss~,~ The Score Takes Ca~-e of Ztsdf: ~’,’lv Bilosophv of 
t 

by Bill Walsh, Steve Jamison, Craig Walsh 

List Price" $17.00 

Price: $12,55 
You Save= 9�45 (26%) 

The last lecture on leadership by the NFL’s greatest coach: Bill Walsh Bill Walsh 

is a towering figure in the history of the NFL. His advanced leadership 

transformed the San Francisco 49ers from the worst franchise in sports... !b-,.L~.~!. 

I’I’;O r~’ 

..... ::,:,::=~s~.,~,~ L~uikt~ng Resilience ~rs Ct~iidru, at/,/ Teens: Gi,,iul K~ds Roo~s i ~::~! ............................................................................................................................................ 
s 

by Kenneth R. Ginsburg MD MSEd EAAP 

List Price: 915.95 

Price: $11.17 
You Save: $¢78 (30%) 

Families, schools, and communities can prepare children and teens to THRIVE 

through both good and challenging times. Building Resilience in Children and 

Teens offers strategies to help kids from 18 months to 18 years build... R~; 

List Price-" 99.9~ 

Price: $8,~6 
You Save: $0,99 (10%) 

by 3eremey Donovan 

"How To Deliver A TED Talk" is a complete guide for creating presentations that 

inspire others through your story. Based on intensive study of the most popular 

TEDTalks, this step-by-step playbook shows you how to select your... [{((<s.f~. 

;:.;,:::,:~,f47 Teacls Your CIsiid~-e~ Wall: Parer}tils9 for Authentic Success 
} 

i~/i~: ::~i~.    i:’ by Madeline Levine 

List Price: $26,99 

Price: $1743 
You Save= $9,56 (35%) 

Psychologist Madeline Levine brings together cutting-edge research and thirty 

years of clinical experience to explode once and for all the myth that good 
grades, high test scores, and college acceptances should define the... !)}.-~!.~i 



by Buddy Martin, Urban Meyer 

List Price: $16,99 

Price: $6,80 
You Save: $10,19 (60%) 

"Members of the ’Gator Nation’ are going to burn the midnight oil turning these 

pages because Buddy Martin will be boldly taking them where no Florida fan has 

gone before."---Tony Barnhart, The Atlanta... Read m<Te 

DVD ~ Nick Saban 

The action-packed film featuring Alabama s two-time national championship 

winning coach and the Crimson Tide s unforgettable 2009 season. 

Gamechanger is a must-have for the true Alabama football fan!....(:;~...!(tg.!R 

List Price: $22,95 

Price: $9,1~ 
You Save: $13,77 (60%) 

It’s no secret that women have long been overlooked and under-compensated, 
and while great strides have made in recent decades, the value placed on 

women versus their male counterparts is still consistently unbalanced. In... ~ea~l 

% 

> f.~’.’,:~,~, ~ f.:.ie’ctro::ics > l<~y~- ~." Gsm<::3 > i\it,.i:¢:i: & [)ilsir:!-~ 

>, k:i:’~di9 ~ PI:i~’le ?~ ~}e~L:t? ?~ ¢.~:~i: {’,::IdS 

> h~otor¢~’cie & AI",J ~ ~i:d:.:striai ~ ".}c:.e:’~i:iii¢ ~" i’4us.icai ~md:iume:’~i:5 C fiic.--! F’!,:x::i;ct:i ~£ 

> ~:~:.i ),’!}i..--!!; 

:::::::::::::::::::::: ::!942 :’:i.: {:: 



N%% 

Xi Banner - Lo~ Angeles Premier FC copy 

We are reaching out to College Coaches around the country that 
may have players from the LA area that are looking for a summer 

team to train and play with to stay in shape, 

We have a WPSL team that is looking for a few more players. 

Please forward this to players who may be interested in trying out. 

] 

LA Premier FC - WPSL Information 
Womens Premier Soccer League 2013 Season 

LA Premier is delighted to announce the tryout dates for the WPSL 
Franchise Team. 

This team is open to current LA Premier FC P~ayers that are o~ track 
to play Collegiate Soccer, CurreRt College P~ayers and Players that 

have e×perie~ce at the highest leve~ of the game, 

The Coaching Staff will consist of= 
Head Coach - Barry Ritson (Executive Director of Coaching at LAPFC) 

Assistant Coaches - TBD. 
Tryout Dates= lt~AY 3, ~ an~ 10. (Friday, Sunday, Friday) 

Location= La Canada High School - 4463 Oak Grive Drive, La Canada CA 
91011 

Times= 7:00-9:00pro, 
For Hore information on our program please contact: 

BRitson @lapremierfc.com 

WPSL: 
]About 

The Womens Premier Soccer League is an independent national league whose main 
focus is on the development of highly competitive premier women r s soccer teams. 

The WPSL also makes every effort to bring quality soccer to all levels of the community 
and to promote the stature of female athletes as role models for our youth. 

The WPSL was formed in 1998. It is sanctioned by the United States Adult Soccer 
Association (USASA) who is an affiliate of the United States Soccer Federation 
(USSF), the ruling body of soccer in the United States and FIFA the world Js ruling 
body for soccer. 



The WPSL is unique in that teams are involved in discussions pertaining to issues 
regarding the league. Anyone can access information about our league such as: current 
teams, rosters, statistics, schedules, results, constitution and bydaws, forms, meeting 
minutes and the latest league news at our website. 

Our league expects new teams to conform to our minimum standards. We expect every 
team to achieve all WPSL standards. Standards that we stress include: a good playing 
surface, water for players provided by the home team, ice and a trainer at all games, 
professional conduct and adherence to the league constitution and bydaws. 

The WPSL season runs from May 1 st to August 1 st. There is a league championship 
tournament that is held the last weekend of July. The location of which is determined 
each year and is alternated to different parts of the country each year. Teams can 
expect to play 10-16 games during the season. 

You have a chance to participate in an exciting, growing Jeague whose focus is strictly 
upon the development and promotion of WOMEN soccer players. We have a 
foundation of committed and welPregarded teams located throughout the nation. You 
can make it happen!! 

The WPSL mission statement: 

Promotion and development of independent women.s soccer at the highest 
level 

® Provide a playing opportunity for the elite women soccer players to play at the 
highest level. 
All are dedicated to the success of the league as a whole as well as to their own 
success, recognizing that they cannot long succeed individually without the league 
succeeding. 

® MaRe every effort to bring quality soccer to aJl Jevels of the community and to youth 
programs. 
Promotion of stature of female athlete as role models for the youth. 

[ 

THE PLAYERS 

The great variety of highly skilled players is what makes the WPSL truly successful. 
WPSL teams roster college, post-college, foreign players and talented high school 
players every year. Many college programs encourage their players to play in our 
summer league because they believe it helps them prepare for the upcoming season. 
These players gain tremendous experience playing alongside other dedicated, 
competitive players, some of whom are former professional soccer players and others 
whom are aspiring to become professionals on or off the field. 

We give post-coJlege players a place to play at a very high competitive level while they 
are starting their careers. 

Over the years, hundreds of players have spent their summer breaks playing on WPSL 
teams. Most come from highly regarded collegiate programs such as: Santa Clara, 
Portland, Notre Dame, North Carolina, UCLA, UC Berkeley, UCONN, Penn State, 
Princeton, Harvard, CSU, UMASS, USF, UOP, BYU, San Jose State, Stanford, San 
Diego State, Arizona State, Texas A&M, Denver University, UC Davis, U of New 
Hampshire, St. Marys, Boston University, Nebraska, USC, Long Beach State, BYU, 
North Carolina State and many more. 

Collegiate programs have utilized our league to improve their player[ s development 
and sustain their fitness over the summer months. Highly competitive youth clubs have 
also used our league to expose their pJayers to teams that carry players from every level 
- national, collegiate, post-collegiate and youth - and they then carry the experience 
~eyCve gained, individually and as a team, into their local league competition in the fall 
and spring. 

] 

i iiiiiiiiii~!ii~iii.t.~ii~!~iii.t.ii‘.!~ii~i~.iiiiiiii~iii~ii~i.~i:~i~ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, October 9, 2006 4:22 PM 

african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Office Regulations 

Hello all. I wish to remind you that you need to give the office staff 
a minimum of 24 hours to process your copying requests. We have a large 
number of other projects underway (reviews, searches, conferences, etc.) 
and this minimum amount of lead time is crucial. If we follow these 
guidelines, everyone will be happy. 

Julius 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 
Professor and Chair 
African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel: 919-962-1513 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
Email: j en321 @email.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN32 l@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EftQuestions@listserv.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 17, 2007 11:30 AM 

JEN321@email.unc.edu 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Disbursement Services 

104 Airport Drive CB 1220 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC-Chapel Hill 

Paid Control Gross Disc Net To Date Number Paid Paid Paid 

JULIUS E NYANG’ORO 01/17/07 E46858 1,023.05 0.00 1,023.05 

Please allow 3 business days for this transaction to post into your account. 

Invoice Details 

invoice invoice Gross Discount 
Date Number 

Description 
Billed Taken 

11/16/06 T173747111606 C 360.20 0.00 

11/16/06 T173747111606 C 48.90 0.00 

11/16/06 T173747111606 C 374.95 0.00 

11/16/06 T173747111606 C 129.00 0.00 

11/16/06 T173747111606 C 110.00 0.00 

Net 
Billed 

360.20 

48.90 

374.95 

129.00 

110.00 

*** End of Direct DeposH Message *** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EftQuestions@listserv.unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 23, 2007 7:16 AM 

JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Disbursement Services 

104 Airport Drive CB 1220 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC-Chapel Hill 

Paid Control Gross Disc Net To Date Number Paid Paid Paid 

JULIUS ENYANG’ORO 05/23/07 E69085    306.60 0.00 306.60 

Please allow 3 business days for this transaction to post into your account. 

Invoice Details 

invoice invoice Gross Discount Net 
Date Number Description Billed Taken Billed 

05/21/07 K968199 GRADUATION 306.60 0.00 306.60 

*** End of Direct Deposit Message *** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 6:53 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: AC S Universi ty for May! 

%%% 
To ensure that , )lease add ’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

academic year is wrapping up, we have some great courses for you to attend! Pay 
attention; the schedule is separated in sessions geared for coaches and those for 

)liance users. Be sure to register for the courses that are right for you! 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and 
be attended anywhere you have access to the Internet. 

,ou in a session soon! 

Athletics 

Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Monday, May 13, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Here to Register 

Recruiting - All About Emailing 

Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS 
Coordinator system LJ from individual personalized emails to mass personalized 

Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top 
3ectr]s birthdays! 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Here to Register 

uestionnaire Upgrade 

this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The 
Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with 

and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this 
uestionnaire! This session is a must! 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 



Click Here to Register 

Date: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, 
search, run reports and function& This session is a must for all users! 

Date: Thursday, May 9, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Get Started with University Athlete and ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

Did you know you can link your University Athlete database to your InControl system? This 
link will automatically integrate your recruits, ranks, notes, and tournament attendance from 
University Athlete into your InControl system! For years, our users have enjoyed the ability to 
import data directly from University Athlete into their InControl database.The integration will 
allow our users to enjoy this same flexibility while removing the importing step allowing the 
two databases to act as one! Attend this session to get started! 

Date: Wednesday, May 8, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting 
Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 
Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Compfiance Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics = Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Date: Monday, May 6, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Date: Monday, May 20, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Closing Out this Academic Year 

Be sure to tune into this course to learn best practices on closing out this academic year to 
prepare for the next! We will cover rolling your athletes over to the next academic year in your 
database, as well as all the other items on your checklist! 

Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

ACS and Compliance Assistant Data Integration 

Did you know that you can transition your ACS Roster information into Compliance Assistant 
to eliminate having duplicate data entry? Be sure to tune into this quick training session to 
easily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 

Date: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 



Tool! 

g! Be sure to register! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follov¢ing link: Unsubscribe 

ACS Athletics 

8213 A Shoal Creek 

Suite 204 

Austin, Texas 78757 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

i~i Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@mailer.memfirs~Lnet > 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club News and Updates 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greeti~s from "Th{~. Carolina C~b! 

The campus is f~ll bloom a~-~d ~qll be beaatifal for one’s apcoming 
commeneem~?.s[~t on May 1£! We’~’~?.s also ~?.sxcite# to be the best site fo~" 

ma~:W of The Oe[~era~ Ah~gmi Associatio~:~’s c~ass re~.~nion activities 

SAVK THE DATE! k~ere°s a ~ook ahead at some of the eyelets 

upcoming over #~e ne×t few weeks which are desi~ned to e.~te~’tai~ 
a~d e~ueate, as wel~ as provide tb<~, oppo~’tu~ity to network both 
socially a~d professio~ally ~,*~ith your fellow Carolina Club Members. 

So pu~l o~t yo~" 20th An[~ive~’sary Member Passport a[~d mark yoa~" 

ealendad We hope to see yo~ in the C~b seem 

Kliza~beth Chet~k ’~1 
g,~er~}ber {~,e{Mi~,>~s Directo~ 

elizabeth.cheek~ourclub.eom 

Ii~si~ess Builder% ~omir~g ~l{-.’etir~9;s 

7;30--8;30am 



Lucy Burdetta: http://lucyburdette.com 
HaUie ~ph~on: http:llwww.hallieephron.com 
Jennih~r ~eF,,laho~: http://www.jennifer=mcmahon.com 

You don’t wat~ ~o miss ~’~ p~’ese~tatiot~ so set yeuy <d.~.~m docks and pla{; ~o joi~’~ 

Pasta with P~pose! 
Benefiting S’~e PTA S’~itt Shop 
Wednesday, F¢~ay 29 
5:30 - 9 pm 
A@.tlts ~ $’11 ($I 0 goes to charity} 
Kids 6 to f2 ~ $6 ($5 goes ~o charity} 
Children 5 and und~.w a~e cor~plimenta~y 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our- Club. You have received this message because you provWed your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



College coaches have to 

:di 

Whether you’re coaching, 

recruiting, advising, etc 

your job extends far 

beyond the gym or field. 

With such a variety of 

daily tasks, it’s vital that 

you work in the most 

efficient and effective 

ways possible¯ Here are 5 

pieces of advice on how you can amp up your recruiting 

efforts, to help ease your schedule and your stress¯ 

Today’s high school student-athletes are 

constantly checking their Facebook and 

Twitter accounts - duh! They don’t talk on the 

phone to their friends, they text each other - 

again, duh! As a part of the social media 

age, teenagers now spend the majority of 

their waking hours texting, tweeting and 

posting Therefore, any industry, company, 

organization etc looking to attract teens has 

taken to the internet. 

Check out 30 year recruiting expert, Randy Taylor, as he 

tells you, just how easy it is to promote your camp to 

thousands of athletes for free. He’ll walk you through the 

simple process, so you can take advantage of it today! 

W!i::~i’:t iVk:~’¢~ ii..i¢~ip wiiti’: iF:i:~!,::;i~~.~ ii i~’i:gl:~ 
Join the NCSA Network With a free account you have access to the entire network 

including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the nation, our 
team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 3:58 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Member Exclusives Presented By Red Door Spa 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Pagle 

iNi 



i~ii 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

ii~iI $5 magazi .... bscriptions 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ....... 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~toso’~ o~i~ot~,-=~i~ h~, ~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii           ’~"’"~~ 

ii.~j Up to 30% off select sleepwear, sweaters, totes, and more 
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............................................................................................................................................. ~ J ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.com 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:31 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of Relentless: From Good to... and 11 more item(s). 

[. . 
K=m.~ie Stor.9 YeurAccount Amazon corn 

Order Confirmation 
Order #~ 0 - 831"642z7819458 

Hello Arisen Dorlance, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We’d like to let you know that Amazon has received your order, and is preparing 

it for shipment. Your estimated delivery date is below If you would like to view the status of your order or make 

any changes to it, please visit Your Orders on Amazon com. 

Yow es[irnated detivePi date is: 

Monday, May 13, 2013 - 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 

Yow shippin!~ speed: 

FREE Super Saver Shipping 

Your e~der witl be sen[ [e: 
Anson Dorrance 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
United States 

O~de~ Details 
Order #106-583Z{~}42-7819458 

Pia.’:.%~ .’in ~,/kmd~-:? May 8 2013 

10 x Lean in: Won;en Wo;k~ and the Wiii to Lead 

Soid by Amazon corn LLC 

DV]D 

$13.72 

Toughness Dev@eping True 8iron( th Orl sr!d Off the 

Court 

~’}ii8.%, .isv ~’s:s~dPos~@!’ 

Sold by Amazon corn LC 

DDD 

$16.63 

% Rebrltless: From Good 1:o Great tc [.;nstc.opable 

Sold bY Arqazon corn LLC 

IE]CIC] 

To learn more about ordering, go to Ordering from Amazon corn 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Help. 

$19.32 

Item Subtotal: $173.15 

Shipping & Handling: $14.88 
Promotion Applied: -$14.88 

Total Before Tax: $173.15 

Estimated Tax: $0.00 

Order Total: $t73.t5 

Thank you for shopping with us. 

Amazon.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:52 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

New and Similar to "Lean In: Women, Work, and the ~’Mll to Lead" by Sheryl Sandberg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Boehm <clubcorp@maJler.memfirst.net> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 1:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your CaJcolina Club Reservation 

Dear Carolina Club Member, 

It’s almost here! Mother’s Day and UNC Commencement are this weekend. You are receiving this email because you have confirmed your reservations to dine with us 

for Brunch on Sunday, May 12 and all of us at The Carolina Club are so excited to be a part of this special day as you celebrate ruth family and friends. 

In order to be sure we ale fully prepared to serve you and take care of your every need, please noti~ us if you have any special requests or if any changes to your 
reservation are needed. Your Club Concierge is available to help and cm~ be reached by calling 919-962-1101. 

If you find that you need to cmacel your reservation, or re&tce the number of people in your party., please notit~, us by 8:00 p.m. on Thursday, May 9th. Cancellations 
received after this date are subject to a cancellation fee equal to 50% of the estimated check for the reservation. 

Thank you for letting us know how we can serve you. We look folaYaxd to seeing you on Sunday! 

Best regards, 

Kevin Boehm 

Lead Concierge 

The CaJcolina Club 

PO Box 111, CB# 9180 
Stadium Dr. at Ridge Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Telephone: 919-962-1101 

http://vvvvw.ca:rolina- club.com 

View our eNewsletter here: 

http://vvww.clubnewsma£er.net/caxolinaclub 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provWed your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <storemews@amazon.com> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 4:51 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bought with "Lean In: Women, Work, and the ~’MII..." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 8:34 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Your Amazon.com order of Relentless: From Good to... and 11 more item(s) has shipped! 

"YelJr £qeoeFqfflendaiions Yeur ORJ.~!rs i /~mazon.ceFq 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order#t06-5837 42~78194 8 

Helfe Ar~sort Dorrar~ce, 
Thank you for shopping with us We t~eug~t you’d like to knew that we shipped your items and that t~is completes 

yeur order Your order is on its way, and can no longer be changE!d If you need te return an item from this shiprlqent or 

manage other orders, plE!ase visit :)~[).~!..~.~J~.-’.[:~ on Amazen corrl. 

Yo-tr estilr:sted delivery date is: 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 

YOLi[ e~",:~el Wr,~s se[:’~ "~e; 

Anson Dorrance 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

United States 

Your package is being shipped by USPS and the tracking number is 9241997641999729748619 Depending on the ship speed 

you chose, i[ may "~ke 24 ilours for your [racking number to [etci[n any information. 

Relentless: From Good te Great to Unstoppable 

So}d by l:’,mazoncon: LLC 

E]~]E] 

$19.32 

10x Lean In: Women, Wolk, and the Will to Lead $137.20 
S,,lld by /~,mazon.cem LI. ::: 

C]E]E] 

Toughness: Devrqepi~L~t True Strength On and $16.63 

Off the Court 

S,,lld by /~,mazon.cem [.I. ][: 

C]EBD 

item Subtotal: $173 ! 5 

Shipping & Handling: $14.88 

Super Saver Discount: -81488 

Totai Before Tax: 8173.15 

Shipment Total: $173,15 

Paid by CreditCard: $173.15 

Returns are easy Visit our ~.).[~JJA~#..~.~!J.~[]Z[..~[]].~#£ 

If you need fu.,’ther assistance with your order, please wsit .f~..J..s.t.9..:.~&?.[L#::.e...pZi.c.£.. 

WE! hope [e see yOU again soon! 

Amazon.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:22 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.corn Books: Find Your Strengths 

% 
i£!i A,- ............. 

Yo~r A~}~axo~,~ot~ ] To~a$,~ Deals ] See A}I bepa~t~¢B~ts 

Customers who ha~,’e purchased motivational books for life and business might also be interested in these 

~: How the CoLlra~ to Be VLilne~able 

featured titles. 

by [.~rerie BLOW!; 

Lisl Price $26 00 

Price: $13,99 

You Saw!: $12.0! (46%) 

ii ~iii~ii~i~iiiii~i~iil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiii ii    i  i iii iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



// 
:~ See more 

Find @rear Deals or~ Millions of Items Storewide 

i ]ii] i]i ] ;;i] ;]i]] ;; f; i;i ;i] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chancellor Holden and Patti Thorp <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

This is a remmde! abou[ the A[hl@c Directors and blead Coaches Recep%n on Tuesday, 

May 21. We hope theft you are ~ble b join us Please !espond a[ your earliest coriverfience. 

Yo~* h~w not replied: 

[ ~ii Wi’l Attend ] ii.~.ii Will Not Attend 

% 
Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

Tuesday, May 21 st at 5:00 PM 
Quail Hill, Chancellor’s Residence 

1001 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block finis sender from you! Paperk;ss Po.si maii 

Add ~oajoerlessjoost@,oaperlesspost.com to youi" sddress book to ensure you receive all future emails fism Pap@ess Post 

ir~ Your inbox. Click here to ..stop receivi% airmails frol~ r~’aperless Post il-:cludi% iavitations sad cards 

View [il(.~ P ~pe[k.~SS P.:,st privacy policy. 

i~i Get iPhoneApp 



Dear Amazor~.com Customer, ~iii Best Books of the Month 

We’re happy to share eur Editers’ Picks fer the Best Boeks of May. 

See our Top 10 Editors’ Picks, or check out our favorites in 

Literature & Fiction, Nonfiction, Teens, Romance, and more. 

[] 

 iii:iii:: i iiiiiii:i::iii:i:i::  
~’~,~’~ ~.~t: ~’/’~,~t a,, .~, 4-~ ,~, ~ ,"~ ..~ a .,~,~. ~ See 

i~i Lite~ture & Fiction Ii~il Mystery, Thriller&Susp .... 1 

Lile~a~ure & Fiction 

1 ~ Nonfiction .~iI Biographies&Memoirs 

¯ M’.~ < .... :’ ~z,, T’Itrii]er& 
Nonficlion         Biographies & Memoirs 

Stis~)e~s~ 

#e~O,,"~~..~.,,~""~" "~.,,., ;., ~"iC ~(~; See more 

% 

[~iI Cookbooks. Food&Wine 

Cookbooks, Feed & Wine 

L 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii L 

E~OOkS ~ie.3!:~o[3}0s Toy.q ~ O~tqi!:’.q HOqi!~. i’::}!:C i3e[3 8 Di: q’) 

~,/k~,;i,~!s & ]V V::d,~!o G~4mes [-3~4by O~fice & Schoo:: Sup’pli,~!s 

~’qndie Ceii Pho~qes & ,~\cces.~cdes Cicti3iqg H.’)me impreveme~t 

Kii~dle Pepep,,,/hit{~ Comp:_lters & Soft’were &’,l-:o{~s Grocery 

i’::indie t:[[e HD Sp!)rt;~, & OdtdO0[;~, ewelrv P:s:iti.’) Lawn & Gar,deri 

h~stant ’,,/ideo A:.itomotivf~ ’,,.’Yatci~f~s Heslth & Personal Cars 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

M [-;3 Pdme Magazines "Sift C:ards 

~:i,,"~<l G,,"e.at ,::’.,ed’~ <~t,, I’,;~,illi<~r~s <~I itet,,",’~ S~t~>,,"e’~’ide 

HistoP¢ Teens RorP4~P4:e 

J 

l BostBookso.he eorJ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2008 5:25 PM 

african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Benefits Deadline--URGENT 

> 

> 

>This is a final reminder of upcoming benefit deadlines. Please forward this information to your employees. 
> 
>-- State Health Plan Open Enrollment: Forms must be received in Benefits Administration by close of business on Friday, March 28. 
All enrollment changes become effective July 1, 2008. The Benefit Administration Unit will send out acknowledgment/confirmation 
notices to all employees who returned forms during the first week in April. 
> 
>-- Flexible Spending Accounts: Health care and dependent care spending account expenses incurred during 2007 must be filed with 
Aon Consulting by March 31. After March 31, employees will not be able to claim any of the remaining monies in their flex accounts 
for 2007. Employees can fax claim forms to Aon at 866-887-3212. If you fax a claim form, be sure to save the fax confirmation 
statements and follow up with Aon to ensure your fax was received by calling 877-371-2926 the next day. 
> 
>If you have questions about these deadlines, please contact Benefits Administration at 962-3071. 
> 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN32 l@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Monday, April 7, 2008 8:27 AM 

JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Accounts Created 

In response to your request for The Eli T. Ullman Departmental Excellence Fund in the Dept of African and 
Afro-A, Accounts 0-63153 (GL) and 6-63153 (SL) are created and now ready for use. You will be notified once 
the fund authority is ready to print. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00000705 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 16, 2008 8:00 AM 

JEN321 @email.unc.edu 
Fund Authority Created 

The fund authority for The Eli T. Ullman Departmental Excellence Fund in the Dept of African and Afro-A 
(Accounts : 0-63153, 6-63153) is approved and ready for you to print. 
Please refer to your Inbox to find the following document. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00000705 
The Fund Authority tab contains a printable version of the document for your records. 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2012 Cont~rence Rankings Released tbr D 1/D2/D3 College Soccer Teams 

COLLEGE SOCCER 

~~~‘~:~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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released by ~ge~m<,~’~’Rank for 

D1iD2/D3 college soccer. These 

rankmgs are based on 2012 season 

pertbnnance. Click on fl~e adjacent 

icon or }~ere to see conference 
rankings. The conference rankmgs 

were determined by averaging the 
gem~e~’~Rank for each team in 

each conference. You can also click 

h<’r~~ to see how individual teams 

ranked for 2012¯ 

The conference rankings are being 

released based on interest, 
questions, and input from our recent 

~ a~ttRank team-mnkings release. We had a number of questions 

related to how the rankmgs worked and what factors were the most 

important. Rankings go up or down based in part on the strength of 

opponent, a major factor in our algorithm. Playing tough opponents is 

fundalnentoJ to achieving a high rank. Many readers wanted to know how 

each conference ranked; in response, we axe publishing these ranldngs. 

Beginning this AugnsL all 1,800 D1/D2iD3 college soccer teams will have 

their Be~mettRank team rank released eyed~ Monday based on the 

games played the previous week. 

The top three 2012 [ge~m<,~’~’Rank conferences in each division were: 

D1 Men 

1 ACC 

2 PAC 12 

3 C-USA 

DI Women 

1 ACC 

2 SEC 

3 Big 12 

D2 Men 

1 Lone Star 

2 Great Midwest 

3 Sunshine State 

D2 Women 

l Sunshine State 

2 Peach Belt 

3 CaliIbmia Collegiate Athletic 

D3 Men 

1 University Afllletic 

2 NESCAC 

3 Wisconsin Intercollegiate 

D3 ~%men 

1 Universib’ Athletic 

2 CCIW 

3 Liberty League 
We welcome ob~rvations and input. 

Gregg Bennett, Editor :!~!~j!!:!!:!!!i 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Events <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 11:01 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

This is a reminder about the receptkm u’t Quail I-4iii tomorrow. Tuesday, May 21, from 5:00- 

6 30pro. 

Attire is Carolina casuai- no ties, pieasei 

Directions to Quail Hill are included below. If you have trouble finding Quail Hill tomorrow, 

please contact Liz Petree at 919.360 5727 

Directions to Quail Hill: 

*Please follow these directions carefully as GP8 devices and mapping websites are often 

incorrect when locating Quaii Hill 

Quu’il Hill is iocal:ed off of campus nexl: ti," tile UNC Generai Admmisl:ratien building 

From 1-40: 

I.-40 West to eNit 273A / East to exi[ 273 

Right off ramp onto Hwy 54 for 3 miles 

Pass under Hwy 15-50! bridge. 

Take second left into a private driw~’,,ay. 

Follow parking signs, 

Fre!rl Campus: 

Take South Road heading away from campus 

After you cross Country Club Road, South Road turns into Highway 541Raieigh Road 

Gel into tile right lane, then agl:er app:<. % rrfiie 

1urn right into the driveway directly before the UNC General Administration building. 

Tilere is a sign 1:hat su, ys "Priva[e Drive" and iu, rge boulders on eac’h side of tile drive. 

Foiiow the parking signs to the parking lot on the left hand side of the house. 

h~p:!/,,~,zw paperlesspost.comlevents/400977O-6f5e6aOfireplies/T7268965-Sc51 ca35 

You have replietJ: ~.t~,P, dir~S~ 

Click here to change your response 

% 
Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

Tuesday, May 21 st at 5:00 PM 
Quail Hill, Chancellor’s Residence 

1001 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill, NC 



Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add p_a_jg___e_r]_e__s__sjg___o_s_t~2#_s_~_e_[j#:_s:_s~_o__s_t:c_o__L1! to yo{ii sddress book to ensure you receive all future emails fiom Paperiess Post 

l~ your inbo×. Click here to atop receNin2 emaila from r~’aperless Post ir:cludi~9 iqvitations sqd cards 

\dew the Psp~dess Post privacy policy. 

ilXli Fa ~ebook 

i~i Get iPhoneApp ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:22 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Sports Books for Summer Reading 

Customers who have purchased sports and outdoors books may enjoy these featured selections h-ore our 

+ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Eleven Rin~ The Soul of Success 
by r~hil Jacksor~, Hu(~h Oeiaharity 

List Price: $27 95 ......................................................................................................................................................................... 

Price: $1 B.82 

You S~we: $12.13 (43%) 

Series... 
by [¢rian .,",]}u r..’>i~y, Br.~d [’~+;r~9:r~, Sergio Rome :AcM[[:~[[’~’~ii~[[[[i~[[[ ;....; ......... 

List Price: $29 95 

Price: $21.99 

You S~w!: $7 96 (27%) 

and Loo~ 
;....; ......... 

List Price: $26 00 

Price: $17.74 
You S~we: $826 (32%) 

Sinews How to Get..                                     ’ ........................ 

List Price: $26.95 

Price: $18.48 
You Save: $852 (32%) 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~£Z!’.i!~£.~!:~:~.~.£a~.£!!~!:!!£.K~.£.~..~£!~..:[:!~:~ {iiiii~ii~iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~s:~_.~, ,~!~! .................. ~_ .~ ......... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

I~",~,U~ ~% by T)r!’; HSddri SOUrt Jir!’; Gsr!l:r~er 
L,:~4;;A11. ,~;J,,~ ............................... 

i \ !~ea!t~ ,,,,’’ Prce $1218 

i ~i’.’,’.~. You Save: $2/7 (I 9 ~$} 

~~ 
~y numpn .: ........................... :. 

~,=’[~] Price: $8,96 

Yo~ Save: S0.~9 0 0°X~) 

See mere spe!ts and outdoors books in Summer Aeadh~g 

Find Great Deals on ~illions of Items Storewide 

it ti }iti it i::~i ii::ti 

% 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <~helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Monday, May 27, 2013 10:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hapw Memorial Day 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._Ip_L__E_.A_S_E____C_.L_I_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

Today we honor the men and women that have made the ultimate sacrifice for our 
country. We also say thank you to all of those who serve including the friends and 
family members who support them! 

As a reminder, our offices will be closed today, Memorial Day, but as always, the ACS 
after hours and emergency support staff will be available to help. 

Thank you! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoHeels.com Store <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 7:30 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Congrats Women’s Lacrosse! 2013 NCAA National Champions! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:36 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"The World Champions I Knew" by Genna Sosonko and more Books 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Chegg Jacobs <gregg.j acobs@sportsboard- mn.com> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Join NSCAA & SportsBoard To Strategize on Getting Rosters 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~ S~o~s~oard$oceerOustomers iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
. ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~Hope all ofyou are welf as we head ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

has had ~vo ~,e,~ 
n.~ and recent oon,,ersat~ons 

~ith ~ob ~hoe at .~*0,,~ about the 
o, U~ro,,~n~ access to 

data ~,~ ~×oe~ (or some other 

/ /it.ourney!shov~’~se events. Rob rr, entioned that, after out initial 

/ /conversation, he reached out to a number of you to ask questions about 
use of S~o,~eard, and ask ~0~ your ~deas on hew the NSC~ [ / assist ~n the data oo,ect~en area to make your recru~t~n~ e~o~s 
e~oient ~hank you to those who res~onde~ to him with your 

/!hough~ 
/ /~rom our,.,isi~ with ~ob, and your emaif responses, he suggssted ~he 
/ /idea of having a call with atJ of you to discuss the challenges and J 

[ /opportunities that are associated w,th accessing and using the [ 
provided by the showcase organizers, and indicated his 

to icon ~ oon,,e~satioo ~s such we a~e scheduUn~ ~o ca~ 
times next week and would like to invite you to participate in either, or 

both, as your insights will be vafuable and appreciated. The calfs times 

are: 

Monday, June 3, 2PM ET/1 1AM PT 

-. Tue~day,,~, June 4, 2PM ETi11AM PT 

Meetiiqg calf--in numbers will be provided Please reply to this email in 

to RS.V.P. to the call you wish to attend. 

n summary, it is clear to us that Rob and the NSCAA have the same goal 

sports~oa~d, wh~oh,~, ~s to he~p ooUege co~ches ma×~m~.:e the~ 
effioiencies, and also understand the varied approaches of 

events that can often be perceived as inconsistent with that 

goaf. afficiencies are aided by technotogicaf advances, and we are 

~o efu throL ~ ok "ca s to take ~es tve ste ~s that w benefit a ......................................................................................................................................................................... P g ~ .F } ..... ......................................................................................................................................................................... 
with the recruiting process through inoreased use of a\,ail~bte 

technology. 

Jook fo~,,’ard to your response and the possibility of you joining us 

next week on the cafts. 

Regards, 



.boobs 
F ounder/CEO 
VVest Shore Technologies, hqc, 

530 3~:3 0202 
~,~,~, sportsboard-win com 

%,%~here Scouting and Technology Converge" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ecards@ 123greetings.com on behalf of 
Dee <dwilliams@cta.com> 

Monday, September 8, 2008 3:23 PM 

Julius <j en321 @email.unc.edu> 

A special Birthday Song from Dee 

Dear Julius, 

Dee [ dwilliams@cta.com ] has sent you an ecard from 123Greetings.com. 

Send free ecards from 123Greetings.com with your choice of colors, words and music. 

Your ecard will be available with us for the next 30 days. If you wish to keep the ecard longer, you may save it on your computer or 
take a print. 

To view your ecard, choose from any of the following options: 

OPTION 1 

Click on the following Internet address or 
copy & paste it into your browser’s address box. 

hllp:iTwww. 123 g~ee~i~s.co~v’viewiMM20908122301626 

OPTION 2 

Copy & paste the ecard number in the "View Your Card" box at 
h~p:iiwww. 123~ee:~ings corn 

Your ecard number is 
MM20908122301626 

If you need help in viewing your ecard or any other assistance, 
please visit our Help/FAQ section located at 

If you need further help, feel free to write to us at 
support@123greetings.com 

Best wishes, 

Postmaster, 
123 Greetings.com 

*If you would like to send someone an ecard, you can do so at 
http:/iwvT.w. 123        ~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EftQuestions@listserv.unc.edu 

Monday, December 8, 2008 7:33 AM 

JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Disbursement Services 

104 Airport Drive CB 1220 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC-Chapel Hill 

Paid Control Gross Disc Net To Date Number Paid Paid Paid 

JULIUS E NYANG’ORO 12108108 E68021 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 

Please allow 3 business days for this transaction to post into your account. 

Invoice Details 

invoice invoice Gross Discount Net 
Date Number 

Description Billed 
Taken Billed 

11/18/08 T037016 111808 Attending and p 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 

*** End of Direct DeposH Message *** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-24498116-17278838@listserv.unc, edu on behalf of 
Dee Reid <deereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 17, 2009 9:59 AM 

political-science-faculty <political-science-faculty@listserv.unc. edu> 

[political-science-faculty] [all-college-faculty] Budget Cuts and Lay-Offs 

The enclosed message from Dean Carney is being sent to all faculty and 
staff in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

To: College of Arts & Science Faculty and Staff 
From: Brace W. Carney, Interim Dean 
Re: Budget Cuts and Lay-Offs 

In a time of budget reversions and looming permanent cuts to our state 
budget, all of us are understandably al~xious about what the future 
holds. As promised, I am writing to share the latest information we have 
about budget cuts and how they are affecting faculty and staff in the 
College. 

We have already suspended 30 searches for new College faculty in 
anticipation of permanent state budget cuts for 2009-2010. This has 
"saved" our future budget about one-third to one-quarter of the expected 
dollar amount of the cuts. However, these savings alone are not enough 
to absorb the anticipated reductions to our permanent state budget. 

We have tried to minimize other cuts to instructional budgets, which pay 
salaries for some fixed-term faculty and stipends for many graduate 
students, who play a direct role in fulfilling our primary mission: the 
instruction of our undergraduates. 

Now we are following the Chancellor’s requirement to begin implementing 
a 5% permanent reduction to our state budget. In order to meet our 
instructional obligations, this has necessitated budget cuts exceeding 
5% in some areas. Some of these cuts affect staff members who are also 
vital to our academic mission. 

After consultation with selected chairs, we have determined that some 
staff lay-offs are necessary. At this time we expect to lay off 
approximately 20 staff members in the College; with few exceptions, most 
have already been informed. We have also decided to eliminate about five 
to ten vacant staff positions. 

These unfortunate cuts directly affect valuable employees, including 
some who have been working here for many years. Their loss indirectly 
affects all of us as we strive to fulfill our academic mission with 
fewer staff and faculty. 

We believe that the current lay-offs will enable the College to satisfy 
the 5% budget cut. However, the total cut to the College will not be 
known for several months. In the meantime, news coverage may include a 
range of confusing possibilities, none of them certain until the General 
Assembly approves the budget later this year. And if there are ongoing 
shortfalls to the state’s budget, we expect that further "one-time" cuts 
will be required. Let us all hope for the best for the state’s economy 
and its employees. 

ff you have any questions about budget cuts in your department and how 
they may affect your responsibilities, please contact your department 
chair. We will continue to keep you informed about the overall College 



budget by sharing any new information as soon as we are able. 

Thank you again for your patience and cooperation in these difficult times. 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-faculty as: political-science-factflty@listserv.unc.edu. 

--- You are currently subscribed to political-science-faculty as: JEN321@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 7:06 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS University for June! 

%%% 
To ensure that , )lease add ’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

is here! We have some great courses for you to attend heading into the summer 
including ’Closing Out this Academic Year’. Check out this session for helpful 

information including how you can track summer CARA hours! Pay close attention; the 
is separated in sessions geared for coaches and those for compliance users. Be 

to register for the courses that are right for you! 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and 
be attended anywhere you have access to the Internet. 

,ou in a session soon! 

Athletics 

Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Monday, June 3, 2013 

11:00 AM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

Monday, June 17, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

Recruiting - All About Emailing 

Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS 
Coordinator system [] from individual personalized emails to mass personalized 

Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top 
~ect[]s birthdays! 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Here to Reqister 

uestionnaire Upgrade 

this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The 



Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with 
Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this 
questionnaire! This session is a must! 

Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, 
search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 

Date: Thursday, June 13, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Get Started with University Athlete and ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

Did you know you can link your University Athlete database to your InControl system? This 
link will automatically integrate your recruits, ranks, notes, and tournament attendance from 
University Athlete into your InControl system! For years, our users have enjoyed the ability to 
import data directly from University Athlete into their InControl database.The integration will 
allow our users to enjoy this same flexibility while removing the importing step allowing the 
two databases to act as one! Attend this session to get started! 

Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting 
Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 
Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Compliance Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics -Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Date: Monday, June 10, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Date: Monday, June 24, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Closing Out this Academic Year 

Be sure to tune into this course to learn best practices on closing out this academic year to 
prepare for the next! We will cover rolling your athletes over to the next academic year in your 
database, as well as all the other items on your checklist! 

Date: Wednesday, June 5, 2013 
Time: 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Date: Thursday, June 20, 2013 
Time: 11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Forms Tool! 

Did you know that you can make changes and edits to your student-athlete forms in ACS by 
using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will even be unveiling 



g! Be sure to register! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

ACS Athletics 

8213 A Shoal Creek 

Suite 204 

Austin, Texas 78757 

US 
ii.~.iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net~ 

Monday, June 3, 2013 3:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@ema31.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Goo~:l lucA to the Di~.~mo~:~d Heels to~:~ight &~s they t~.~Ae or~ Florida 
Atlantic i~-~ the NCAA Regio~~als~ O’~-~er~"o~¢s Grill will be ope~~ 
u~til 6:00 pm to,night so stop i~ for a bite o~-} your way to the 
game~ Go ~-~ee~.s! 

~’4ere°s a look ~head at what we have ~#comi~-~&~ i~-~ the ~-~ext 
eo~.~[#le of weeks, We°H see yo~ ir~ the Club! 

Prime Rib Ni£~ht 

$21 
Elegant ~tini~# at a~ amazi[~g valise! 

FatheCs Day B~"~[~¢h 
D~d dese~’t.~es only d’~e best~. 



P~eese cd/yo~.#~ Card#-~a @~b Co~de~:~;e at 9f9o9(~2, f10f ~o 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kimly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 7:25 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Use SpodsBoard To Generate More Income From Your Camps 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiXiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Capture Video, Notes, and Skills Ratings- 

IlOfferevaisa-la~cartef°rn°mina/fees I 
I I‘spor sBoard Customers, 
I IFo~ any d~lls you rut, that are 

like shooti~,~, ~oatkee~i~, 
kicking, hitting, 

and more --- 
re~elutio,~ry 

system enabfes you to 
e~al data 

dad st~e~mli,,e 
/ pharing the feedback with 

/ /your athfetes and their 

[ ]Spo,tsBoard camp customers like Sbnford Baseball, Two Rivers J 

[ ]Soccer, renacityl0 Lacrosse, Rocky Mountain Hockey School, DeMadni ~aseba, ~d others are e~er,,~g v,dee,~O~ ovals, enhancing 
experience and Ioyafty, provide tangibb feedback to campers 

[]at all bvels, and setting their camps apad: from the 
rest. 

.Stop spending days or weeks producing evals. Let SportsBoard 

accelerate the process into just hours, and deliver evals to your athbtes 

immediately after camps ends. 

For more details, go to Camps or check out the sample video eval above. 

Contact us today to get started for this st.lmmer! 

Regards, 

The Spo~tsBoard Team 

Shore Technologies Inc. 

530 323 0202 

vxvxvv.spe~sboard-wi,’,,.cam 

WVhere Scouting and Technology Converge" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Confirm your Twitter account, anson dorrance! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Welcome to Twitter, anson dorrance! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jr. (Trotter) Robert Taylor <n-natba hapnn.hap.rqh-de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 9:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Robert Taylor, Jr. (@SMARTERTemn) has sent you a direct message on Twitter’. 
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Having a large and positive recruiting network is one of 

the most important tools you can have as a college 

coach¯ Coaching conventions and tournaments are the 

perfect opportunity to grow your network, but many 

coaches end up talking with the same fellow coaches at 

such events¯ When you’re always with the same people, 

it’s easy to forget about trying to expand your network, 

but leaving your comfort zone, and meeting new 

colleagues is critical to developing your program¯ With a 

more developed network, you’ll have access to more 

players and fresh coaching ideas.Below are 6 things 

you can do to help develop your network. 

Sports and tradition go ::~i 

hand in hand. From pre- 

game traditions, to 

winning traditions, and 

so on, sports traditions 

are deeply rooted and 

rarely altered with. For 

coaches, such traditions 

can play an even bigger 

role than they do for players or fans, and Dan 

Gooris, the Head Coach of North Park 

University Softball, is one of those coaches 

enriched with tradition¯ 

~i~i~’ii.ii%i’ilil: i[~.~’i=::ii~ii’~i!!i i"ii~i!i!:iiii:l:~ Wiii:iil i:::iib!!ii~C.i%iiii:iiii’qii[ii"i:=’ 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire network 

including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the nation, our 

team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hapxqh- de125@postmasterkwitter.com> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 4:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Suggestions similar to Mafibelle Robinson, Robert Taylor, Jr., and Baxack Obama 
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anson dorrance, 

Similar to t~ribelte ~’-~obinson 

dordan Stef 

Following: 2.~3 ¯ Followers: 302 

John R, Camcaterra 

Following: i S5 ¯ Followers: 80 

Similar to Robert Taylor, Jr, 

bighousepower ~?,, ":;:ii’::: ; :::;el: :,:~e: 

Following: 5f32 ¯ Followers: 2::93 

X:: Lee Fs~ft Lee Taft ::::~:i . t i 

(’o,.~¢h 

Following: ~ 2f.i ¯ Followers: 2884 

Similar to ~a~’ack ©bama 

~:: Sa:M: S:iven:~aI~ ~rah Si[verman 

Following: ,4S2. Followers: :.’,;168~5 

Allcia Keys :}:.:~. ~ ii ; ~:-.:ev~ 

Following: 727 . Followers: 13gS27:t85 

Similar to ~qealthy Gi~ls ~!! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelsey Swanson <clubcorp@nlailer.memfirst.net> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 4:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tar Heel Baseball this weekend! 

Greetings, Carolina Club Members! 

% 

The Carolina Baseball team pulled it out in 13 innings, and we are getting ready for 
the Super Regional Tournament this weekend! It is a best of three series vs. South 
Carolina. The Club will be open for pre-game service for all games, and to celebrate 
Carolina wins on both Friday and Saturday. Please note our special hours of 
operation below during this exciting time: 

Friday, June 7 vs. South Carolina 1:00pm 

¯ The Carolina Club will open O’Herron’s Grill 30 minutes early (11:00am) 
¯ We will open at 11:30am in Traditions Dining Room with the full lunch menu and 

lunch buffet 
¯ Following the game, we will offer the full menu in O’Herron’s Grill 

Saturday, June 8 vs. South Carolina 12:00pm 

¯ O’Herron’s opens at 10:00am for pre-game service with a limited lunch menu 

and $15 pre-game buffet 
¯ Our Bloody Mary bar will be offered from 10:00am until game time 
¯ We will be open throughout the game and for post-game in the Grill offering the 

full O’Herron’s dinner menu 
¯ Traditions Dining Room will be accepting reservations beginning at 5:30pm 

Sunday, June 9 vs. South Carolina 1 :OOpm (If needed) 

° O’Herron’s will open at 11 :OOam for pre-game service, offering a limited lunch 
menu and $15 pre-game buffet 

. The Carolina Club will close at 1 :OOpm when the game starts and will not be 

open post-game 

Please Note Traffic and Parking details for this weekend: 

¯ Ridge Road will be closed at Country Club (the very north end of Ridge) and will 
be closed at the entrance to Ram’s Head Parking Deck 

¯ There will be no access to Stadium Drive 

¯ Parking for the game, and access to The Carolina Club, is available at the 
Ram’s Head Parking Deck for a $10 flat rate 

GO HEELS! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 4:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tweets from Brent, Clay & Blaine, WRCB-HD, and 5 others 
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anson dorrance, 
HereLs what’s ~,re..’~diP~ oP Twitter this v,,-~et< 

Brant, Clay 8, BJaine ii :::~-~i. iL,~!i~ 

Now he can let loose on Pitino._ RT @ioeva.~dor~: 
BREAKING: OSU’s Gordon Gee to retire, 

disl:.,a~ch.comicon~eP.tis~orie... 

O.:i ,J ki :’: 

Brent, Clay & Bmaine :~:):.:.ii ~:;:k:; :2 ~;; 

Interesting. RT @WojYahooNk’-Vk: Y! Sources: As talks 
break down, Lionel HollJns could be done as Memphis 

coach, yhoo.it/12oLiY2 

Sources: Lione{ HoUins, Grizzmies mike{y parting 
ways after contract discussions collapse 

,"~48riaqeqler!i WSn[s a ¢esch Wiiiirig [O buy into the u, rialy[ic 

i#ovemen[. [.iO[lei Hoiiin.q hss !ese[li:ed whsi: ile c.gn.qid,er.q 

U[ldi3e in[!~r..:e[e[lce by n!sr!s~ter!’:ent 

WRCB-HD (.:,,’.i’,’i-:<>:-’ {}2 :.n 

Worried about the weather? Download our apps for the 

latest news, weather and traffic. Free (just for you) at 

wlcbtv.co miste ~y;l (;453242 ,. 

Connect with WRCB 
WS~ii tO co~iPecl: ,/¢::ih (}hsi-i[le[ :-~ [{{ye,/¢i[Re~s ’,’.’4e,7¢s’? Fret?; 8pp~ to .qOC:iSi 

ile!?,#ork.%, !:ske WR(}~.~ ,/¢i[b you eve!y,/¢he[e yod go! 

TN Sports Radio                               0:~ .;~ 

Eight \/ols Named Steele Preseason AIPSEC: Eight 

Tennessee football players have been named to Phil 

Stee... bit lyi17XGwm7 #vois 

Eight Vols Named Steele Preseason AIbSEC 

Eight [er:nessee feotbaii piayers I-:sve been named to r:’nil Steele% 20~3 

Preseasor= AibSEC teams in@Jding first-team seiections AJ Jehnsor= and 

Dsrii¢i ~’,’c’�~:~ ere " / 

Gay Bosh jokes are so funny until you se,,’~, his wife 

pic.,witier.comi ¢~ZtfKB.4,Jba BrU ba 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, June 7, 2013 5:52 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Wisdom and Teachings of Stephen R. Covey" and more 

% 
A~eoa [~Jorra~*:,:% we have !I~£9.~IE!~’.Q~.g!Jlis.Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

The Wisdom and Teaciqls~ o~sphen ..-’:,L r’o~,~v 
by Stephen R. Covey 

List Price: $18.00 

Price= $112.78 
You Save: $5.22 (29%) 

Stephen R. Covey passed away in July 2012, leaving behind an unmatched 

legacy with his teachings about leadership, time management, effectiveness, 

success, and even love and family. A multimillion-copy bestselling author of... 

........... ~¢~=~ Nice Girls; i>or/t Get the Comer Office: 101 Um:or~sciol~s ill ..... :Z;Z’:!!TI]i ........................................................................................................................................ 

by Lois P, Frankel 

List Price: $15,00 

Price: $1111,49 
You Save= $3.51 (23%) 

If you work nonstop without a break...worry about offending others and back 
down too easily...explain too much when asked for information....or "poll" your 
friends and colleagues before making a decision, chances are you have... P,~a,q 

{?:!!~{1!~ 

~;i’!:?!Li:~.~.:ii~:, To Sell Is Hum~m: The Surprisin{; Truth About ~’4ovin{; 
i il 

by Daniel H, Pink 

List Price: $26,95 
Price: $116,(}3 
You Save: $10,92 (41%) 

#1 New York Times Business Bestseller #1 Wall Street Journal Business 
Bestseller #1 Washington Post bestseller From the bestselling author of Drive 
and A Whole New Mind comes a surprising-and surprisingly... !~£..~.#..![?.g!£: 

List Price: $16.00 

Price: $9.99 
You Save= $6.0! (38%) 

Amazon Best Books of the Month, January 2012: How many introverts do you 
know? The real answer will probably surprise you. In our culture, which 
emphasizes group work from elementary school through the business world,... 

~::’:! ).!!...( i::." !.~ ~ :: 

ili ’"i;i;7’""!;? 
The Lombardi Rules: 26 Lessons from Vince Lomb~rdi..the    t 

by Vince Lombardi 

List Price: $12.95 

Price: $~,87 
You Save: $3.08 (24%) 

Vince Lombardi is considered by most to be the greatest NFL coach ever. His 
leadership and motivational skills drove the Green Bay Packers to four NFL titles 



in seven years, an amazing record that has yet to be equaled. The... ~ea~l mo~-c 

Scie~ce from B~d in Educ~tio~ 
by Daniel T. WJllingham 

List Price: $24,95 

Price: $~8,05 
You Save: $6,90 (28%) 

Clear, easy principles to spot what’s nonsense and what’s reliableEach year, 

teachers, administrators, and parents face a barrage of new education 

software, games, workbooks, and professional development programs 
purporting... !~.~!~!..~:~i£~:£ 

A!:~..£.!!.,~.!!.~J.ip.g...!.!!.~..!}:~.~.~..q~..~.~.~i.!!.n.~ ~ 
by Pamela Ryckman 

List Price: $22.95 
Price: $1~,82 
You Save: $6,13 (27%) 

More women are running major companies than ever before. While still far too 

few in number, these female heads of industry are the forerunners of a radical 

shift in power now underway. During the past few years, women’s... [~cad more 

List Price: $16.00 

Price: $10.3~ 
You Save: $5,65 (35%) 

According to William Ury, it takes two sides to fight, but a third to stop. Distilling 
the lessons of two decades of experience in family struggles, labor strikes, and 
wars, he presents a bold new strategy for stopping... A<~ad mot<~ 

~.:!~li F’}’/Or!¢.~ ~ ~SrViC:i.~ > Ci.:)~}’/i!~,~3 > ~r.:::.,::er y 

Sports & O:~:tdools ~ }ie,z,,’elrs, ~ Hec:fld: & Pelsor~ll C::we 

[::C]Li:$i.:’i¢l] ~ !~l,.’].’-:iq;~iFiC ~. ~v~i~:-i!3¢l] .[13.:;;~’i~l’:q.’-:iq;~:$ "~.~’.’:i}(k’! ~’!’{XJiJ([I:]; ~ 

> ~:.i x!}i.’-!!~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com Reviews <customer-reviews- message@mnazon.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 6:48 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc .edu;, 

Anson, did ’Toughness: Developing Tree Strength On and Offthe Couff meet your expectations? Review it on Amazon.corn 

% 

So, Arisen, how did this item meet your expectations? 

Toughness: Developing True 
Tou~l"i~ess: Deveio,bir~ "..:rkte 

Strength On and OfftheOourt f..+~re?’~th (’)11 ~’~?’~ @f’~ the COUrt 

-,..-x-~, -x r’~ ~ 4 

N[:: Lean In: 

Women, 

Work, and 

the Will to 

Lead 

[.es~r~ l!~: ’4k.Semem Werk. and ti~-’. V\~ili to Lead 

[!;h :? i 7:: :S.~:;: r:::::i::i::?e i :’;i 

~t~rt ~ r, tio0 ,t ~’ I "~ II ~’ I -": I ~’~’ I 

% 

N(-?’.W~W ;4(’.’l.~" f),.,’:..l~ Z::I’,%iS(~;S 

Check out amazon.cem,’ryp to find past purchases to review. 



i~i 9raduati°n2013 

For Immediate Release 

One of the fantastic things about doing what we do is to watch 
young children grow and mature year to year. We are so happy to 
see children we met as 6 and 7 year olds now graduating middle 
school and heading into high school. We have been fortunate to be 
a small piece of their master puzzle and helping in the smallest way 
to mould a small part of their character, integrity, work rate and 
humility. 

We would like to congratulate all of our players in moving on to the 
next stage of their education. We consider you part of our extended 
family and are delighted to watch your growth. Congratulations to 
the parents, siblings and grandparents! 

Keep Calm and Study On! 

Be Part of our Soccer Family this Summer! 

IMG 1770 

Launch Soccer Inc. has contracted some of the top professional 
coaches in Southern California and Europe to train the players in our 
camps and programs. 

Launch Soccer ~nc. was founded to provide youth soccer players an 
environment to grow as a player and a person through training and 
competing against players of similar ability and physical maturity. 

We created 3 main avenues for players to be directed in: 



,, RECREATIONAL - A FUN environment catered to players 
needing techincal refinement and basic understandings of the 
game. 

¯ COMPETITIVE - A structured environment that incorporates 
tactical philosophies and technical mastery. 

,, COLLEGE EXPOSURE AND IDENTIFICATION - The highest 
level of youth soccer player striving to accomplish collegiate 
identification and ultimately student-athlete placement° 

*Within these sections, players are divided up even further into 
seperate training groups based on their training and competitive 
capacity. 

We are confident we have a great fit for each and every player 
out there wishing to work on their game and maximize their 
potential. 

OUR FIRST CAMP OF THE SUMNER IS ONLY 

1 DAYS AWAY.W 
REGISTER TODAY 

player reg vrbutton 2 

Email: in fo@lau nchsoccer, com 

[~ii iSoccer Logo 

~Jir;k ~6 ~iewiN] e 5row~e 

N 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- nafl3~hapnn.hap.rqh- 40db4@postmaster.lwitter.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 1:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

anson dorrance, complete your Twitter profile today! 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 4:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Inta~ducing My Fmnily Memberships, a new ClubCorp benefit’. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We’re pleased to ir’troduce Hy Family ~’4emberships~ a brand new 
hfember benefit: exclusively from CiubCorp, As a Flember, you’re 
welcome to if’rite your extended family to joip the ClubCorp Network 

coast to coast, 

Contact your membership office for .qqore 

1 

We want you to feel as good about our emaJl communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.rqh- 40db4@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tweets from Jayson Swain, Football Time in TN, and 6 others 
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Jayson Swain 

SMH._, Seems he doesn’t get it. Read this ..... > RT @TMZ: 

Chad Johnson -- Ripped By Judge for Slapping Lawyer’s 

Ass tmz,.me, 105 Bq3V 

Chad Johnson 

10:46 AM PT .- Chad is curren[iy ai jail and is beir!g 

boo k.mJ I C:: 30 AM Pl -- W~," just got video of ti;e ::cv.9 tap 

()hc>c:k }1:o;Jt.7 .;}5/\M PT .- Chad w .~.s. 

i(~ dii:’: 

G o M o c s, c o m :i!ii: (:} e ivi ,::~ ,::;!, ~ I i i i; i 

Mocs Continue [e Show Improvement in APR Numbers - 
gomocs, com/ViewA~ticb.db._ - #Go~.~}ocs 

Mocs Continue to Show mmprovement in APR 
Numbers 
.,’~h~.9 p!ogr;ms i;~d a ~;~r!’.gct sirlgi(-!-y.9 ;r scot.9 of i (}0{} 8!;ci 

8ii I }’ ’~,V~!r~! .~bO\,’~! th~s~ .,’~{].,~@~ thr~!shoJd Of 930 

%%2 

Commercial Appeal ::i:.: = ~:~ =~i::h :~ ~:~ w:~                            ::{= ..iu:-= 

Lionel Hollins out as #Grizzlies head coach. Check back as 

we barn more details: memPe.,,,vs/I,:RLj," E #limited 

HolIins 
out as 
Grizzlies 
coach 

L~or=el 

Hoidns 

met six 

draft 

prospects 

Monday 

8f~einooR, 
and that 

was ~is 

last act as 

Grizzlies 

r~ead 

(1,9~} (: i~, 

Great free read re: APR, RT @GiantR;amey: Jones to 

@Vaiquest .Rivais: "We will not be here in this environm,’~,nt 

again." tenPessee.!’ivals,cen~icenter~t.asp?C,l.,. 

Vols see work to be done, outline APR plan 

\/OLQue~t corn: :::ompL91:e~ l’ootbaii, baske!:b ;11. basc-~ba::l and I~!oqJ:tirl~ O0’¢~s~[ ~(J~s~ 

and br~,,akin9 m->/¢s oi !:h~,, Umver.sil:Z cf F.9~ m,,ss~,,.9 Voiur~h,,.grs. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Exclusives <clubcorp~maJler.memfirst.net> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 3:37 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Member F~xclusives Presented By Kiawah Island Real Estate 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

ii.~ Member Exclusives- Exclusive Benefits for Members of ClubCorp Clubs 
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Kiawah’s Ocean Course has 

~ challenged the greatest names in golf. 

Grab your spikes and give it a shot. 
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Ten miles of stnimmering shoreline 
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Kiawah’s expansive home and 

homesite options earned it Barron% #4 

~ Best Places To Buy A Second Home 

award in 2012. It could be your #I Best 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-24988594-19390822@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 15, 2009 10:20 AM 

african-and-afro-american-smdies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-smdies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] any new courses? 

Hi again to all. If anyone has a new course to propose, please do so 
now. After this round there will be a year moratorium on submissions, 
and, as you know, it takes a year to get a new course approved. If you 
intend to submit one, just let me know and I can assist you in 
expediting the process. Debby 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN32 l@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-25268617-21014151 @listserv.unc. edu on behalf of 
Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 2:37 PM 
african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Salary Issues 

Dear Colleagues: 
Hope the beginning of the Semester is going well for you. I am afraid 
that this message is not a pleasant one. As most of you know, due to the 
State’s budget crisis, there will be no salary increases for 2009-2010. 
Let’s hope that next academic year will bear better news. 
With Best Wishes, 
Julius 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 
Professor and Chair 
African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel: 919-962-1513 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
Email: j en321 @email.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN32 l@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 4:59 PM 

JEN321 @email.unc.edu 
Fund Authority Created 

The fund authority for William E Leuchtenburg Professorship -Selassie-Salary(Accounts : 6-20064) is approved 
and ready for you to print. 
Please refer to your Inbox to find the following document. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00002411 
The Fund Authority tab contains a printable version of the document for your records. 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dale T. McKinley <drdalet@metroweb.co.za> 
Monday, November 2, 2009 12:51 PM 
’Julius Nyang’oro’ <jen321 @email.unc.edu> 
RE: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Debby’s Party 

Hi Julius, 

I have already had a nice chat with Debby to say ’goodbye’ from way over 
here, but please do take my warmest sentiments to the farewell party for an 
absolutely wonderful friend and woman (and a great departmental manager, 
administrator and almost everything else ...). 

Hope all is well with you. 

Cheers, 
Dale 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: bounce-25701853-22962948@listserv.unc.edu 
[~lailto :bounce-25701853-22962948(~hlistser,~.ur~c.e&~] On Behalf Of Julius 
Nyang’oro 
Sent: 02 November 2009 05:50 PM 
To: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty 
Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Debby’s Party 

Dear All: 

As you all know, we are eagerly anticipating the celebration of Debby 
tomorrow (Tuesday). The time is 5-7 pm and the place is The Pope Box at 

Kenan Football Stadium (directions below). 

We need donations for the Party and the gift. Tim and I think that 
$50.00 from each person will an appropriate amount to give. Please give 
your contribution to Travis. 

Also please confirm with Travis if you will be coming and if you will be 
bringing a guest. 

Below are directions to the event place. Park on Stadium Drive or in the 
Rams Head Parking Deck. Enter in Gate 2 of the Footbal Stadium and go to 
the Elevator Tower on your left. The Party will be on Level 5. It will 
be best if we all arrived a few minutes early. 

See you tomorrow. 
Julius 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 
Professor and Chair 
African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel: 919-962-1513 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
Email: j en321 @email.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to 
african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: drdalet@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Monday, November 30, 2009 5:29 AM 

JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:i/’fmance.m~c, ed~J~m{versily -comrol~er!pa~ roll-serv ices/welcome ~mr~l 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 25, 2010 8:37 PM 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Faculty Meeting 

Hi Julius, 
I will be unable to attend the meeting on Thursday, since I teach 

until 10:45. I am planning to leave campus directly after my class to 
attend a conference in Toronto. 
I have been working on plans for the event with SNCC activists. Three 
people will speak the evening of March 16 (6 pin) in the Nelson Mandela 
Auditorium of the GEC. We are also planning to show a documentary about 
the resegregation of public schools that one of the speakers made. 
Travis is working on booking a room for that. We’ve received 
co-sponsorships from history, IAAR, IAR, the Center for the Study of the 
American South, and the BSM. Please let me know if you need any other 
details to share with faculty on Thursday. 

Best, 
Kia 

Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
> Dear Colleagues: 
> I am calling a very short faculty meeting this Thursday at 10.00 AM. 
> The primary reason for the meeting is to receive the Africa position 
> search committee’s report and for me to report on a suggestion on how 
> to proceed with the 40th anniv commemoration. We should be done in 45 
> minutes ready for everyone to go about the business of teaching at 11. 
> Best, 
> Julius 
> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to 
> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu. 
> 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
CB 3395, 208 Battle Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 
Phone: 919-962-0539 
~ : iiw ww. unc. ed t~1de~ptsi ~iat~m 

My publications are available at: 
ers.edulacatalo ras in Brazil_2674.htrrd 

h~p :i/~,w~p~faveo~sa.co~r~/catalo~ir~rod~ct ~spx?isbn=02306198 51 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, January 29, 2010 6:45 AM 

JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:i/’fmance.m~c, ed~J~m{versily -comrol~er!pa~ roll-serv ices/welcome ~mr~l 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 10, 2010 11:27 AM 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Spring 2010 Departmental Newletter 

Julius, 
Thank you for sending this message. Would one of our work study 

students be able to assist with the newsletter? 

Kia 

Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
> Colleagues: 
> It is time again to get out our Departmental Newsletter. Our editor, 
> Kia requests that all submissions be made by March 15th. Please 
> remember to include in your submissions: your most recent 
> publications, research activities, consultancies, conferences, 
> professional recognition, study abroad, grants, unique teaching 
> experiences, and any other issue you may deem appropriate. REMEMBER: 
> MARCH 15 IS THE DEADLINE! 
> Best, 
> Julius 
> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to 
> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu. 
> 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
CB 3395, 208 Battle Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 
Phone: 919-962-0539 
~:iiwww,unc~edt~~dep’tsi~?ia~hm 

My publications are available at: 
http:i/n~t~ress.rutgers.eduiacata~o~.Negras in Brazil_2674.html 

ave-usa.comicatal            x?isbn=0230619851 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dexter Rutledge <Dexter Rutledge@mail.vresp.com> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 12:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Field A Team With Better Athletes Next Season 

i~i Ve~iMax Coach Dorrance 

Make the most of your summer training this year by taking 
advantage of this one-time offer to "Train Now - Pay Later". 
Order a VertiMax Training System now and train with VertiMax 
aft summer long. 

Pay the invoice for your VertiMax in the Fail! 

V~,~n more games with a more explosive team 
Faster, stl’onger players acl’oss the board 
Used by all spo~ls for both male and female 

Available to public and private schools. Certain restrictions 
apply. 

Call us before June 21st to take advantage of tbis offer 
"800~699~58~7 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhovcer Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticaIResponse marketing policy. 

% 

Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 11:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AEERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief JeffMcCracken: Emergency Drill at Davis Library 

on Wednesday 

INFORIvIATIONAL ME S SAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jeff McCra cken: Emergency Drill at Davis Libra15’ on Wednesday June 17, 2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 
This is a reminder message that we’ll conduct an emergency drill at Davis Lihrary on Wednesday, June 19, between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m. 

Our Department of Public Safety’ is coordinating the exercise, which will include local law ellforcement and response agencies 

The drill will focus on how the University~ works with local emergency responders if there is an actual emergency on campus, particularly if the situation occurs in a high-traffic centrally 

located facili~. 

During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis LibraW. I encourage you to use other campus libraries during this time if possible. You can find infolrnation about 
the hours for each campus library at http://hours.lib.unc.edu/. 

The area surrounding Davis LihraW will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit service will be re-routed Much of Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be 
routed down Country Club Road. There will be access to the Cobb parking deck. 

During the drill, actors will portray gunmen, hostages and victims to simulate the University"s response to an actual emergency on campus. Police officers will be stationed around the 
perimeter of the emergency drill area, which will be clearly marked with barricades and signs explaining that a drill is in progress Emergency vehicles and personnel will be visible in and 
around the library area, and unifurmed responders will react as they would in an actual emergency. 

Unfortunately, we live in a world where bad things occasionally happen. Recent national events such as the Boston Marathon bombing show the importance uf this kind of emergency 
preparatmn You only have to scan the headlines to see examples of tragedies on college campuses, and we haven’t been immune on our campus. It’s crucial that we are prepared to deal 
with a worst-case scenario. That’s why emergency planning exercises are a key part of the University’s efforts to enhance campus safety. As a result of what we learn during regular siren 
tests and emergency drills, the University cuntinuously updates communication plans 

Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc.edu fur the latest information about this drill and other important information about campus safe~. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jell" McCracken, Director of Public Safety’ 

About ]nformatiunal Messages: ’]7he University sends an ]nformatiunal Message to inform the campus curnmunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An lnformatiunal Message is one of three tiers of communicatiun under the Unlversity"s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation fur a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a cuntinumg danger AND notification will nut cumprurnise law enforcement efl’orts 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 11:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CORRECTION -- INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jeff McCracken: Emergency 
Drill at Davis LibrmT on Wednesday 

Please note the Emergency Drill is scheduled for this Wednesday, June 19, at Davis Library. 

INFORIvIATIONAL ME S SAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jeff McCra cken: Rmergency Drill at Davis Library on Wednesday June 19, 2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

This is a reminder message that we’ll conduct an emergency drill at Davis Library on Wednesday, June 19, between 7 am and 2 p.m. 

Our Department of Public Safe~ is coordinating the exercise, which will include local law entbrcement and response agencies. 

The drill will focus on how the LTniversi~z works with local emergency responders if there is an actual emergency on campus, particularly if the situation occurs in a high-traffic centrally 
located facility’. 
During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis Library. I encourage you to use other campus libraries during this time if possible. You can find infolrnation about 
the hours for each campus library at http:i/hours, lib.unc.edul. 

The area surrounding I)avis Lihrary will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit service will be re-routed Much of Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be 
routed down Country Club Road. There will be access to the Cobb parking deck. 

During the drill, actors will portray gunmen, hostages and victims to simulate the University"s response to an actual emergency on campus. Police officers will be stationed around the 
perimeter of the emergency drill area, which will be clearly marked with barricades and signs explaining that a drill is in progress Emergency vehicles and personnel will be visible in and 
around the library area, and uniformed responders will react as they would in an actual emergency. 

Unfortunately, we live in a world where bad things occasionally happen. Recent national events such as the Boston Marathon bombing show the importance of this kind of emergency 
preparatmn You only have to scan the headlines to see examples of tragedies on college campuses, and we haven’t been immune on our campus. It’s crucial that we are prepared to deal 
with a worst-case scenario. That’s why emergency planning exercises are a key part of the University’s efforts to enhance campus safety. As a result of what we learn during regular siren 
tests and emergency drills, the University continuously updates communication plans 

Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc.edu for the latest information about this drill and other important information about campus safe~. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jell" McCracken, Director of Public Safety’ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Unlversity"s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.coin < store - new@o~azon.com> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:53 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Amazon.com Customer: Books 

De~l~ Am~zoR~co~yl Customer, 

Your AmazomcomZIJ[3~Today’s Deats[~JSee A~I Depa~tmenNV1 

Never miss a hot, new release by pre-ordering books at Amazon.com. We’ve highiighted the biggest 

Iqand rnost exciLing upcoming releases in 3uly, AugusL, September, and beyond. 

i 

--[:~ TheWhite Pri ...... 
[.~::: Hidden Order 1 -- 

The ~4,’hif:e Princess HMden Order 

He.rdcover __ Hardcover 

Kindle book Kir~dle book 

ii ...... 
i iXi The Bat: Inspector Harry Hole ~-[ iXi The English Girl ] 

.... 

7he Ba~: Inspector Harry T,~e Er?gfish GM 

Hole H.ardcover __ 

Paperback Kir~dle book 

Kindle book 

i .... I 
-. Avai~,.;,~ble i,,"~ AU,’,<,~US..;t: E]S__e_~_j_T_~2L~. 

-.-: q 



The Lest Witness How the Light Gets In 

-- ~-!a rdcove r -- Ha rdcove r 

Kindle book                Kindle book 

L .... 

ic .... 

I~ The=.wit .... ] ~.ow,h°Li°h,O°ts,° ’~° ..... ,theLos, j [~.o..°rbori°=oomj 
Bones of the Lost Rose Harbor in Bloom 

-- ~iardcover -- Hardcow.~r -- 

Kindle book Kindle book 

J 

] [~,’°o.orS,e°,] ’.~.,, .... Oo°°ck]- I,.~,Wi. forW°.°dl- r,~:,,oddAdd.ml 
Doctor Sleep Never Go Back W is for Wasted tffaddAddam 

Hardcover Hardcover Hardcover Hardcover 

Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book 

J 

i ...... ] 
-- i.~j The H ..... f Hades F[ .~i Allegiant: Divergent#3 FL II~ S~, ...... Row t .~i Written in My Ch*m Heart’s Blood jL_ 

The h’ouse of Hades A/legien~: Divergen~ ¢3 Sycamore Row Written iP, !Wy Own 

__ H~:rdcover __ Hardcover __ H~:rdcover __ Heet£’s Blood __ 

Kindle book Kindle book Kindle book Hardcover 

Kindle book 

bBool<s E]E:iectroni,:;s []Toys & Ga rues E]Kit:chen & Dining 

[]Movies & TV E]Video Gae~es E]Baby E]office & School Supplies 

E]Kindle E]Cell Phones & Accessories E]Clodfing E]~!,:)me [rnprow.~ment 
E]t<mdle .Paperwhke E]computers & software E]Shoes []Grocery 

E]Kindle Fire HD E]sports & Outdoors E]]ewelry E]Rado, Lawn & Ge, rden 

D{nstar~t Video E]Automotive E]Watches E]Hee, lth & Personal Care 

E]Plusic [i];ndustrial & Scientific E]Beauty []]Gourmet Food 
E]IqP3 Downlo~:ds E]Prime E][v~:-lazines E]Gif:t Cards 

i:::::~::: Ai-;~h:;~:::h ~:.::;::-;, j~ ~:~’~:~;:~ :::,~::~:-;::.;.:~ here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 7:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief JeffMcCracken: Emergency Drill at Davis Library 

today (June 19) 

Subj ect: INFORMATIONAL ME S SAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jeff McCracken: Emergency Drill at Davis Libra,’ today (June 19) 

June 19, 2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

This is a reminder message that we’ll conduct an emergency drill today (June 19) at Davis LibralT until 2 p.m 

During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis LibraW. I encourage you to use other campus libraries during this time if possible. You can find infolrnation about 
the hours for each campus library at http://hours.lib.unc.edu/. 

The area surrounding Davis Libraw will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit selwice will be re-routed Much of Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be 
routed down Country Club Road. There will be access to the Cobb parking deck. 

The drill will fucus on how the University’ works with local emergency respunders if there is an actual emergency on campus, particularly if the situation occurs in a high-traffic centrally 
located facility. 

During the drill, actors will portray gunmen, hostages and victims to simulate the Umversity’s response to an actual emergency on campus Police ol ricers will be stationed around the 
perimeter of the emergency drill area, which will be clearly marked with barricades and signs explaining that a drill is in progress. Emergency vehicles and personnel will be visible in and 
around the library area, and uniformed responders will react as the?" would in an actual emergency. 

Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc.edu fur the latest information about this drill and other important information about campus safe~. 

Sincerely, 
Chief Jeff McCracken, Director ufPublic Safety 

About Infurmationa[ Messages: The University sends an Infurmationa[ Message to infurm the campus commum~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Infurmationa[ Message is one ufthree tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communicatmns plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren actlvatiun for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.coin <fftore news@amalon.com> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:41 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

"Eleven Rings" by Phil Jackson 

] 
You~" Amazomcor~Op~l"oday’s OeatsrllJse~ Atl Oega~tme~t{q 

Customers who have purchased sports books may enjoy Eleven Rings, Phil .lackson’s 

rqinspirational thoughts on leadersi~ip and selfless tearnwork, availabie in hardcover and Kindle~I 

book~ 

D 

1 
1 

Rings ] 

Out of the Blue Toug,~!ness An American Caddie in The Boys if; £he Boa£ 

[-"a per back Hardcover St~ Andte;,vs Hardcover 

Kindle book Kindle book Hardcover Kindle book 

Kindle bool< 

1 



L ~}I S ...... Reading J 

E ] 
[ ] 

[ 
FlBooks ~lEEectronica FI-roys & Ga rues ~Kkchen & Dining 
E]Moqes & TV ~Video Games [[]Baby Flomce & School Supplies 

[[]Kindle ~lCeH Phones & Accessories ~CIo~.hing E]Home ~mprovement 
Flt<mdle Paperwhite ~Computers & Software [[]Shoes F1Grocery 

F1Kindle Fire HD ~lSports A Outdoors []Jewelry F1Pa~io, Lawn & Garden 

[]~nstan~. Video ~Au~.omotive []Watches ~Hee, Rh & Personal Care 

E]Mdsic ~Industrial & Scientific [[]BeauW []Gourmet Food 

E]MP3 Downloads ~Prirrle [[]Magazines ~Gif:t Cards 
[ 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’anson’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’anson’ was changed on 
Thursday, June 20, 2013 at 4:44 PM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is counected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoHeels.com Store <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 7:10 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Enjoy Your Summer In Tar Heel Gear! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Monday, June 24, 2013 1:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Rea~ Estate hwesting Forum 
Fdday~ June 28 
11;80 a,m, ~ 1 pm 
A ta Ca~te pric}~xg fo~ lu~ch 

All ale welcome, "rh(~ r3iscassion is general in hatu[e a~d you do hot have to be i~ the 
industry to pa~[icipate, I~ yo£ bay� a ~>articula~’ interest, qscsden, o~ ]us~ want to ~earn, 
@ease join us, 

Pr#x~e Rib Nig~t 

We.~nes~*ay, guty ’10 
6:30 p~ ~ 9 #m 
$2t 

B[.~siness ~il(.ters Speaker Lw’~ch 

Th~rs~tay, JOy 18 

$20 inck~des lu~c~ 



P~esen~atio~ I:~y Keit~ Cook 
Associate Director of the Office of Gift Planning at UNC--Chapel Hill, Keith W, Cook, 4,D, 
E&~, will ~ead through an e~amination o~ th~ numerous ~ypes o~ non.ash gi~ta made 
to charities, Discussion will c~ver areas i~¢l~ded b~t ~ot ti~ited to: ~i~ancial and 
astate planning~ insarance~ rea~ astate; an~ philanthropy, 

$~’ews with a View -, F[.~n Fri@~ys o~-~ The Terrace 
~dday, J~ly Ig 

Start yo~..~r weakend in a fun way with a casual Eriday avenir~g beverage on the 
TeHace whi~e yos enjoy the spH~9.~ weather a~d the company o~ ~dends~ 

Pasta with P~pose! 
~em.~fitinf~ I<idzu Children’s ~us~u~ 

Wa@~es(~ay, d~ty 24, 

~:30 ~ 9 pm 
~,dults ~ $I 1 ($I0 go~s to chadty} 
Kids g to 12 - $S {$5 .go~s to c~arity~ 
Chil~tren ~ an~t Lmde[ ale complime[~tary 

C~assic ~ovie Night 
~’$or~e Like It Hot" 
Fdday, July 2~ 
~.~:0O p~’a ~ Sociat and ~trod~ction 
7:00 p~ ~ Oinn~4 and the fit~ 
Introd~ctio[~ by Jan ~.~oxi~l, Ch,@ of the. Paculty 
$29 
~opping t~e America~ Fi~m ~stitut~¢s ~ist o~ the 100 ~--~unniest ~,merican ~z~ovk~s of ~,tt 
-1"i~e, this I959 comedy stars Jack Le~mon, ~adlyn ~onroe, and -1"ony C~rtis, 

Please ca~ yo~r Caro~#~a C/o# Co~Merye a¢ 919o962.flef ~o 
RSVP fbr each of #~{~.se e~’e, ntso 

P~Jease £~¢£:e @at we ~qll be dosed Ju~Jy "~.,7° 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

[f you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 12:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Measureable Home Field Advantage 

COLLI~Gg S OC Cl~ P, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiii!i ii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

There is home field advantage in virtually all sports. There is ~mething aiyout 

being at home that brings out the best in players. It could be pride, it could be a 
"not in my house" attitude, it could be players wanting to show their best to 

friends and family in the staxids. There is even suggestion in a recent Sports 

Illustrated article (Januay 17, 2013 ), that referees, who unconsiously respond 

to the crowd, give advantage to the home team. 

Whatever the reason, home teams score more and mn more. Alter anaJyzing all 

31,356 D1iD2/D3 mens and womens games for last year (2012 season), home 

field advantage for college soccer is measurable, significanL even more 
important to us at I:~.,’~,~Rank... it is predictable! As shown in the tbllomng 

graph, womens D1 home teams score .42 more goals per game than their 

opponent. 

Graph of Goals Per Game (Home vs Away) 

Scoring more goals translates into the home team winning a greater percentage 

of games. Overdll, again looking at all 2012 games, home teams won 51% of 

the time, lost 39% of the time, and drew the remaining 10%. For example, D1 

women with a .42 home-team goal advantage won 53% of their home games, 
losing a scare 37%. 

Location VVm I,ose Draw 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 3:54 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@e]nail.unc.edu> 

Tweets from Evan Woodbe~; Derrall Stalvey, and 6 others 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Boar breaks INTO Knoxville Zoo, likely gathering recruits 

for Planet-of-the-Apes-style revolution, via @kqe>:news 

aw.lyimmZl:,,z 

BIack bear scales 10-foot fence to visit 
Knoxville Zoo 
KNOXVK.LE -----[ti~.~ IQ~oxv::::::~.~ Zoo tied ;n unezpected break- 

it1 Mortally rli~]~t ----. ~ro[l~ 8 wandering b::sck be;at WbAe zoos 

8re .~lWSy8 .~lert l:e 1~(!6~p l:h6~:r egoti.’: .~f~}r~bHs S.~6Hy ::P, side 

their h.~b::iats, they rsre::y . 

Southtree ::!,:~:::ui,i~:~e                                                i:.: :.:~: 

"Good friends are the ones that you can say, "You’re an 

idiot" and then get lunch." r’ooga.comi162199isingied.. 

Singmed Out in Chattanooga: Adam 8oeselger    x 

Daiiy news deiivered direct_b! to your inbox slgr: up We are 
Ctirr~tly cORdLIOtir~g e StIP4ey tO ieRriq P, flore 8botlt o~,lr 

reade~ We 4clue your feedbacK, and ’¢~ould appreciate if 

yOlJ tOOK e row ;lqol3eiflf-s to 

%%-, 

Times Free Press 14 :.:~ 

Chattanooga-made Passat breaks Guinness World Record 

for lowest fuel consumption by a non-hybrid: bit ly/i35c4oE 

Chattanooga-made Passat breaks Guinness 
WoHd Record 

~uirqR,es!~ ’V~-/Orid Record ~Or t~ie iowe!~t .rub~i (:orq.%lJr!’Ir.~[]or! iri 

8 ,q!’iVb~ iri ;’]ii zl~ st~d:,e5 iri lYib~ COn[i~,e!;tsi ,Jr!il:,ed ~,~[81:e!~ ~or ~ 

r] O r!-.~iybrid csr. 

Derrall Stalvey .);~.~ t:er~;~                                      ;::. ,~: 

@bradteyohambers True. Households headed by younger 

adults even higher. 28% of those (Age 18-34} going with 
antenna, wrcbtv.carnis~oryi22682104.., 

Nora Americans dropping cable and satellite for "over the air" 
t - WRCBtwcom 
CHAITANOOGA (WF,~CB} - Mere people are \,vstcning "free r,/’ ever the air than 

they were last ’,’ear ss more Americans out the cord to cable end satellite 

colsqpa~iee Mslqy co~9=_lr~ere ere discoverin9 nlore theP’ 

I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, June 28, 2013 6:20 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 3:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1NFORMATIONAI, MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assault Reported Near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assault Reported Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police is investigating a report of a larceny and assault which occurred around 2:45 am Friday, June 28, in the general area of Church St and Lindsay St. The victims, a male and 
a female, were walking on Church St when a black tbur door sedan occupied by four black males pulled next to the victims One suspect asked to use the female victim’s cell phone, which 
she provided. ~en the suspects tried to drive off with the phone, the male victim reached into the suspect vehicle and grabbed the phone but in the process was dragged along the street. 
He was treated at the scene by EMS for minor injuries 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyone with infolrnation about these incidents, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC 
CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit infiarmation to Crime Stoppers online at w,a~v.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in investigations into this incidents. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~-.a lertcarolina.unc.eduJ~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
el!torts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Rodriguez <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 3:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good news to share’. 

Greetings Carolina Club Members, 

The Carolina Club is happy to announce exciting neu~s for all of the Membership to enjoy that will improve your overall Club experience. We 
have approved plans to refresh the Member Lobby with new furniture, ineorporate two (2) Member otIiees, add a four-person meeting room 
and feature ClubCorp’s new digital interactive Club Hub. 

The Member Lobby refresh will feature: 

¯ Four (4) tablet arm lounge chairs for ease and comfort while using electronic tablets, smart phones and/or laptops with plug-in eapability 
in a power/data drum table accessible to all four chairs. 

¯ Four (4) wing back chairs that will sit on a light colored area rug, creating optimum space for groups of two to four. An espresso finished 
square cocktail table will be located in the middle of this setting. 

° Two (2) three-seat sot:as and two (2) lounge chairs for comfortable seating with eoelCail tables uqth matching end tables and table lamps, 
creating space for a larger group meeting area or a comfortable separate area for one. 

¯ An upgraded hospitality setting is planned, providing coffee, cold beverages and midday snacks for Members. 
¯ The two (2) phone rooms will be converted into Member offices, each tbaturing a computer with wall-mounted monitor, refreshed 

interior, new lighting and an ergonomie chair. 
° The current eoatroom will become a four-person meeting room with a wall-mounted fiat screen monitor, computer access, meeting table 

and four ergonomie chairs. This room will be accessible for Members, free of charge, on 9o-minute rotations. More detailed information 
to come. 

° The Club Hub, an interactive digital information monitor, ~ill be wall- mounted and located across from the Concierge Desk. This 
ClubCorp signature unit ~ill provide Members and guests daily, weekly and monthly intbrmation regarding the Club’s events, Private 
Event functions and access to specific ClubCorp benefits and destinations. ’][’he unit will also provide access to the General Alumni 
Association website, its list of benefits and more. 

A color storyboard is located in the lobby for all to view. We are hopeful for a mid-August timeframe for completion. As plans start to take 
shape, we will forward Lobby updates to the entire Membership. 

On behalf of all the Employee Partners of The Carolina Club, thank you for your support, spirit and enthusiasm of the Club as we make strides 
to improve and grow the Club stronger than ever. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 

Cheers! 

John Rodriguez 
General Manager 
’][’he Carolina Club at UNC 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Direct Line 919.962.38o2 
john.rodriguez@ourelub.eom 

Fax 919.962.1635 
Carolina Club 919.962.11Ol 
www.earolina- club.eom 

We want you to feel as good about our emaJl communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at Clubeorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 5:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange County under ~vere thunderstorm warning 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The National Weather Services has issued a SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WARNING IN ORANGE COUNTY. 

Remain alert tbr approaching storms. 

The weather service updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Selwice website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
Count?’ athttp://alerts.weather.gov/cap/wwaatmget.php?x NCC135. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrboro, the University will activate the emergency sirens A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorna circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safety’ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email 

For more information refer to http://www.a~ertcar~ina.uncedu/~/d~c/1395/1~75683/Ab~ut-T~rnad~-Warnin~s-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Umversity’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notiI}’ you That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The Umversity’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of intbrmation will 
ahvays be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 30, 2013 8:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Flooding on campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Flooding on campus 

Torrential rainfall in the area has caused flooding in several spots on campus, including the Pit and the basement of Granville Towers. There is also standing water and flooding in Ram 
Village, several residence halls (including Kenan, McIver, Stacy and Mangum) and other areas on campus and in the surrounding neighborhood. 

Individuals should avoid walking or playing in flooded areas or through moving water. Use a stick to check the firnmess of the ground before walking. 

Do not drive vehicles through any flooded areas. If roadway is blocked, seek an alternate route Avoid driving if possible. 

Move any belongings to higher ground if they are in danger of getting wet. Report all flooding on campus to Facilities Selwices Customer Service at 962-3456. This will assure proper dlTing 
and prevent the risk of health problems. 

Students living off-campus who have been displaced because of flooding should contact the Department of Public Safety at (919) 962-8100 or 911 for help 

A flash flood warning remains in effect for Orange Coun~ until 9 pm Please continue to use caution until the danger of flooding has passed 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department nf Public Safety 



iY!i 

Collegiate athletes, coaches and athletic departments 

often spend time going out into their communities to 

give back, and thanks to Team IMPACT, a new not-for- 

profit organization, many college teams are doing so 

in a new and inspiring way! 

2013 Athleader AtloAmerican 
Team is Announced 

The Inaugural 2013 Athleader All-American team has 

been announced¯ With 8 collegiate athletes from the 

NCAA, NAIA, and NJCAA earning the accolade The 

list of winners is headlined by Colt Ryan, University of 

Evansville Basketball player, and former College 

Insider Mid-Major Freshman of the Year. Check out 

the full list of All-Americans to see all of the good that 

they’ve been doing in the gym, the classroom, and in 

the community! 

As a coach you’re familiar with the concept of 

team bonding, but how can you help your team 

develop a bond that carries over to the 

scoreboard? Read on to find out 4 ways to 

help foster a team atmosphere that will 

resonate an showthrough on the court or field 

~i/iiii!!ii~ii’ii’t ii~i~ii::i=ire iii<!:iiii:::i Wiiiih i::::iili.Xi:rli.liiii:iiirii:!iiiii?; 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire network 

including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the nation, our 



I team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

bounce-26792975-27477362@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 8:33 PM 

african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Dalcantara, Valeria <valeria@email.unc.edu> 
[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Newsletter info request 

I forgot to request some information from you regarding the newsletter. For those who have been published or about 

to be published and presented or about to present please send me this information ASAP as we want to get the 

newsletter published this week. Thanks. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
Interim Departmental Manager 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 13C Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
919.843.3200 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.843.7022 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
http://oasis.unc.edu/ 
http://www.u nc.edu/depts/afriafam/ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: <a 
href=’’ mailto:JEN321 @email. unc. edu" >JEN321 @email. unc. edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 1:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’anson’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’anson’ was changed on 
Monday, July 1, 2013 at 1:58 PM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 5:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your 2012 BennettRank College Page 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rams Club <mail@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 6:14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monogram Day 2013 

© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 10:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Happy Indepence Day ti~m ACS Athletics 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL[CK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox~ please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Let FREEDOM RING!!! 

Today we are celebrating our independence. We are grateful for the freedom we all 
experience as Americans. Feel FREE to call us if we can help enhance your user 

experience with your ACS Athletics InControl system! 

As a reminder, our office will be closed today, Independence Day, but as always, the 
ACS after hours and emergency support staff will be available to help. 

Wishing you and your family a safe and Happy Holiday! 
The Client Services Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__r_Ls__u__[_a__s_£_r_L~2__e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.com 

Friday, July 5,2013 10:46 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of Play Like a Man, Win Like a... and 1 more item(s). 

F 

J~i ,v, ............. 
Kiqdie Store YO:JF Aocouqt ,£,,maze~ corn 

Order Confirmation 
Order #! 06.-8781347-2771449 

Hello A~tso~s Dorrar~ce~ 
Thank you for shopping with us. We’d like to let you know that Amazon has received your order, and is preparing 

it for shipment. Your estimated delivery date is below. If you would like to view the status of your order or make 

any changes to it, please visit Your Orders on Amazon.com. 

Yo[.i~ estim;~ted deli’very dante is: 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

You~ sMppmg sp~.,ed: 

Standard Shipping 

Year orde!" will be se~st to: 

Anson Dorrance 
117 HANOVER PL 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516-9494 
United States 

O~"de~ Details 
Order #108-8781347-2771449 

Pieced on ":nday July 5 20K:I 

Women Don’t Ask: r~e High Cost of A,,,oiding $1 1.01 

Negotiatien--.and Positive Strategies for Charlge 

Babcock, Linda; Paperback 

Sold bt? .Amazo!~ corn LLC 

DE]El 
Play Like a Marl Wm L~,te a Woman: Whet Men Know $12.13 

Aix!ut ~uccess that ~,~demerl Need to Learn 

Ever:s, Gait; Paparback 

Sold by AmazorLoom LLC 

DE]El 

To learn more about ordering, go to Ordering from Amazon.corq. 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Help. 

Item Subtotal: $23.14 
Shipping & Handling: $4.98 

Promotion Applied: -$0.61 

Total Before Tax: $27.51 

Order Total: $27,51 

Thank you for shopping with us. 

Amazon.corn 

Unless otherwise [~oted ite~ ~s sold by A~ ~;~zo!l ccm LLC a~e subiect to sales n~- ~!1 select states ~! ;~cco[dsnce with ~he applicable 

i~,,~,s o~ !h~t state if ~oL~ o~de: co~iai:~s o:~e o~ ~o:~ ~i~’:~s f:o~ a seil~’~ oli~":¸ !h~ A~zo~ co~ LI.C. i! ~ oe subiec! lo siate 

~nd local 9~le~ ~x depe~d~g upo~ the seller’9 bu~ess policies and n~e iocatlo~ of their Cper~o~s Le~ mo~e abo~ Iax 8n~ 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 10:01 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Your Amazon.com order of Play Like a Man, Win Like a... and 1 more item(s) has shipped! 

[~ A ..... ] 
"Your RecoFqfflendaiiorls Your ORJ.grs i Amazon.coFq 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order #106-878134%2/7 ~ 4,<’9 

Helfe Ansort Dorrance, 
Thank you for shopping with us We thought you’d like to knew that we shipped your items and that this completes 

your order Your order is on its way, arid car no longer be changed If you need to return at1 item frora this shiprlqent or 

manage other orders, please visit :)~[).~!..~.~J~.-’.[:~ on Amazen cora. 

Ya-tr estimated delivery date is: 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Yoa[ oi",:tel was sent to; 

Anson Dorrance 

117 HANOVER PL 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516-9494 

United States 

’(our package is being shipped by USPS and tile tracking number is 92,11993150292939279771 Depending on tile ship speed 

you chose, it may take 24 hours for your tracking number to return any information. 

Play Like a Man, Win Like a Woman: What Men $12.13 

Know About Success that VVomen Need to Lealn 

Sold by .#,mazon ,’:ore 1.[.(} 

~C]D 

VVemen Don’t Ask: The High Cost of Avoiding $11,01 

Negotiationooand Positive Stiategies for Change 

Sold by .#,mazen ,’:ore 1.[.(2 

C]C]D 

Item Subtotal: $23.14 

SNppmg & Handiing: $4 98 

Bes[ Value Savings: -$0.8! 

Total Before Tax: $2751 

Shipment Total: $27.51 

Paid by Vise: 827 51 

Returns are easy Visit our Q£[[[~2.!2~2!#£~.}’:’.’#.’!~.?.[ 

If you need tu~her assistance with your order, please visit/~.’=:[#~£2].#£.:~£E’~J.g.~ 

We hope 1:o see yeu u, gu, in soon! 

AmazorL{~o~ 

";’his ~-r~l~il ",v~ sent ~rom a r~otFicatlon.,sr~if addr~-ss ~h~t cenn,s~ ~ccept incc.r!~r!g emell Please d,s r~ot r~-p;f to thls n!~-55age 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 4:16 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Little Bets: How Breakthrough Ideas..." by Peter Sims and more Books 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Monday, July 8, 2013 12:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJcolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good aftemoo[~, Carolina Climb [qembe~’s, 

Chef Oscar has j~.~st released~ ~-~is new s~}mmer men~} arid as a 
special treat, we i~-~vite all of ou~" Ch.~b ~e~-~-~bers a~-~(:~ yo~.~r 
g~.~ests to ~oir~ us for ~tin~{-.,r this week o~’~ I:::ri~ay an~t Sat~.~’qay 
eve~’~i~’~g for °’2 for the price of t’° di~er e~trees, Do~’t miss 
tt~is o[#[#ortunity to be among the first to sample o~.~r [~ewest 
selections a~d e~]oy a great vah.~e[ 

For a~slditienal vak.~e~ p~ease don~t for.~:let to take adva~-~tage of 
yo~o~r ~V}embe~-- PassporL ~V}ar~y of the eyelets o[~ o~ ca~er~dar are 
desigr~ated as ~’Pass~,-~o~l: Ever~ts~’ mea~ing t~-~at yo~.~ will receive 
a diseo~.~nt, or even enjoy a con-~p~in-~enta~y meal whe~-~ yo~.~ 

prese~t yo~}r Caro~ir~a C~u[-} 20th J::~,nr~iversary Pass~,-~o~l: to yo~.~r 

server, There are: also many Passpo~’t offers tL~at can be ~.~sed 
a~’~y ti~’~e yo~ come to the C~# inck.~(.~i~’~g a pa~°k#~g vo~cher~ a 
glass of wine,~ an a££etizer and ~--~’~uch ~’-~-~o~,e, °[his is e~~ way of 
sayin&~ tt~an~ you to our Membe~"s a~~d letting yo~.~ know how 
muc~-~ we appreciate the oppo~-tunity to serve yo~.~o 

~4e~"e°s a look at~ead at what we have ~#cor~’~in&~ in t~’~e next 
co~p~e of weeks, 

We°~ see yo~.~ i~ the C~L}~£ 

Progressive B~i(:~ge C~b 
T~esday, Js~y9 & 23 

t :80 #~ .- 5 pr8 

Ca~-olir~a Capita~ Pa~-tne~’s 
Investlw~elst Club 

Wednesday, July I0 

~’~ew ~te~bel’s welc*>~ed! 

Pr#~~e Rib Ni.~ht 

Wednesday, July I0 

S2t 

B[.~siness $3uikters Mo}°r~ir~g ~=leetir~.<]s 



TIs~rs¢tay, J~ly 1I & July 25 

7:50 a~ ~ 8;30 am 

~2 for @~e Price of I ~° Dinne~" E-:nt~’~-es 
~=dday~ July 12 and Saturday d~.tly 13 

Join us in Traditions ~tain Dining I’oo~ o~ ©’Het’ro~Ys G~it} this weeke~ to be among 
the first to taste Chef OscaUs ~~ew summe~ nsemt whi~e you on icy a great val~e with 
two fo~’ the p~’ice o~ one! 

Carolina Wo~-~-~en Connecti~--~9 

l"uesday, guty le 

8:80 af~ - 9:30 am 
Carolina ~,~omen Colslsecting is a networking g~oup foe women o1 alt ages alsr3 
progressional baeRgrou~-~ds, t’4or~tMy r~edngs ir~ck~de proB,ares ~eant to rnotiva~, 
teach and }~sp}re, I1 yo~a’(~ like to get beyon(~ the business ca~<~ exchange an<~ ~>uik~ 
new professional and personal relations~ips at the Carolina Ch.tb, please ~oin ~s for 
coffee and eonversation~ 

B~isiness B~.~il(:~ers S#eake~~ L/.a-~c~ 
(This is a Pass#oi-t Event} 
Open ,~’o 4th~ 
Tlsars~tay, daty 18 

$20 inck~des I~nch 
Prese.ntation by Keith Cook 
Associate Di~scto~ oI [he Of[ice or Gif~ Pla~-~nir~g at bNC--Chape~ Bill Ksi[h W. Cook, d.D, 
~(~.~;~, will lead through an exan~inatio~ of the nur~’~erous types or non<ash gifts n~ade 
to eha~H}es. D}sc~ssion wi}l cove~ a~eas included b~t not th~’~ited to: 1}~ancial an(~ 
estate planning; insaranne; rea~ estate; and philanthropy. 

Date Night Dining 
~iday~ Js~y t9 and #~gsst I~ 

Clsildeare Available. for ~ust $I2 pe~ child with a~:}vance rese.rvatiol% please RSVP by 
the Wednesday prior to each Date f~ight Dining event 
Fn.~oy some adult tirade wi~ you~ sweede! Whi~e you have dinner in the ~lair~ Dining 
Room, O’Hetro~Ys Grilt or en}oy Brews with a Vh~,w on the 1"efface, let ~s e~te~tai~ yogi 
child[on with their own dinner~ ganses and a movie. App[opdate for clsildren ages 440. 

B~"ews with a View -, Fun ~ridays on The Term’ace 
~[iday~ July lg 

Start you~ weekend }~ a fl~n way with a casual ~--’~}day evenin$~ bevelage on the 
Terrace white you e~]oy the sp~ing weather and the company or fde~s! 

~..ive i~azz~ 
~-~dday, ~.qdy 2~ 
~;:30 pm *8:30 pm 
~’tieR off you~’ weekend wit~ us in O’Be~on’s Grill [he fou~’~ Friday o[ each mor~th fe~ 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here, 



.?~i ...................................... 

De~r Amazon,tom Customer, 
[ ~i~ Best Books of the Month ] 

We’re happy to shsre our Editors’ Picks 

for the Best Books of July. See our Top 

10 Editors’ Picks, or check out our 

favorites in Literature & Fiction, 

Nonfictien, Teens, Romance, and more, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiii  iiii   iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



[~i 
Literature& Fiction ] 

~,.’~ Mystery, Thriller&Susp .... 

Litei~atur~ & ~iction Mystery r~riEEer & Suspense 

Nonfiction 

Nonfiction 

i~i Biographies&Memoirs 

8,~ographies ,S Memoirs 



i~ii ..................................... 

.~j Cookbooks, Food &Wine [~iii Comics&Graphic Novels ] 

Cookbool~ Food~Wh~e    Comks~Gra~ilcN),~* 



iI~ii ..................................... 



~i Summer Reading 



Home, Kitchen & Dining 

Home Improverner:t 

Patio, Lawn & Ga:de!~ 



ii~ii A ........ %%% 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 5:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Soccer Season Tickets Now Available 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ....................................................................................................................... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ]]:r2~!-~ii,’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~S~£~(~.::[@£::~[J.::b 

~:o~w~r(~ 1.3 a Frie~d 

% 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp <clubcor~mailer.memfirst.uet> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 3:21 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Incredible Savings ti~om Our Family to Yours 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



soS:D~wan~i::B~ 

,Y,~.: 

:~ .................................... 

What’s better tha n soaking u p the summer sun? Relaxing in the sun with a good book. Whether you’re looking for a beach read or summer blockbuster, our Summer Reading event offers mysteries, fiction, biograpl 





Biockbuste~-s Bescr~ Roads 

Mystery, Thriller & Susp .... 

Myster,! thriller & S~°lspense 

[ i~ PopularSeriesforKids ] 

[:~opui~~r Se~-ies ~or ~ids 



iXi North America ] ~i South America 





~ 0oo~i0~i0o~o00 I~:~ ~oo~0r~ioion 1 ~ ~°~°°~ ..... ~°°~ 1I ~ ..... ~iin0~o0t0oo~n~o~ni001 
L 1 ~ k 

Books by Eliil Hik~eib!a!s(i     .~?~d:uie~ .~i¢~klP.     o ~ ~ .... 

En~elCaining 





Best Books of the Year So Far 



Books F:." le.ot ~<mics OIothin~ 

Movies & TV Celi Ph<mes Si~oe..s 
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Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 
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Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Business Books for Summer Reading 

cur ,%’.t~lYHyler r,~! ~diriO 8verlL 

:PHIL J~i:gKSON £!~::,:~:.:::..~:i: :~ ~.:..:.!~£.~:£~:..d.~.:~.G.~.,.s..-:.: 
.............. by Pi;il Jaci,;so::, H:@i; ©e ei a, ty 

You Save 81070 (38%) 

-× 

by Patrick I.e:x:bni 

List Price: S24 95 

Pnce: $t 8,70 

You Save $6.25 (25%) 

:i~ii~ii~ii~iii~iiiiii~iii~i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:: 

by Jeh:~, C. ,’Msxv~eil .............................. ....., .....v......., v................................,.. 

List Price: 825 99 

Price: $18.14 

You Save 86.85 (26%) 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                               iiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:he Pelsonal MBA: Master the Art of Business 

i: 21 ii::i:i.:::! i ::, by J os h Ks ~; hTla n 
f ~ 7~.~::~4~, .... " L, tprioe:$, 00 



Desigr;i,,hg Bra~d IdentiW An Essential Guide for the 
~X~ ......... x ........ :-: ....................................................................................... ~iiii~l 

...... ~-::------:-~.-:--~--- ~ ......... i ,~ ~ ~,-~ ~ 

List Price: $45.00 

You Ssve: S12.61 (28%) 

....................................................................... ~g ~:~I~ ~,, l he Lqsne, u:s~t’.l~e : rno,.<.ore K:nn: .................. : ................................................................................ 

u,< P,ice: S~.g,~ .......................................................... 

You Ssve: S6.82 (2Z%1 

:~ See more business books in 8umrr!er Reading 

Find Great Deais on ~iilions of Items Storewide 

i~.iLii:~i:: > ii-~.:h.i:! b i:iil ~:~..::::::b::L ::: ~ i::~i s:.ii~, ~ <.~c .::m~i:i F:~od 
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noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kira]y@stx~rtsboard-win.com> 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ECNL Richmond Rosters Available on SportsBoard - Meet Us There! 

i 

............................................................................................................................................ I1¸ ............ : ............. 1 ............................................................................................................................................ 
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Try S ccer Scout at ECNL R hmo    ! 

ha~ revo~t, ooized the wa~ thor ~o~ oao a~.~ ~a~er~, at 
nts like ECN L Richmond this wee kend! Join SportsBoard customers 

ke Stanford, San Diego State, Ma@and, Duke and others to streamline 

racruitin~ ~roce~ A,, ~ou need i~ ~n i~ or i~hone, no need for 
o,-~G, and you’,,~ got the edge you need to be a~ emoient a~ 

/ /possible with your time ir~ Richmond 

/ /foam will preqoad your iPad with ECNL. After you take notes on potential 
~,.~ir,~ .~oooer-.~peoi~o m~tric.~ a.~ ,,,ell a.~ ~ideo. voice memo’.~. 

photos, syno your data back to the server where you ~----qn analyze and 

/~hare it with other ooache~ on your ~,ta~ 
[]Ma" ou McFar a se our V :~ of Bus ness Deve o ment w be at Er’NL ] 

[ 
/Rioh’~l°nd de,~~onstratin~ SporteBoard. She’d .eve to [}’]eet yo~ and ~ive I 

de,~o [,] person. 

/Let ,’he k~lo,]v the b=~st v~,ay to conn-l~ct, a.~ ,]v-ip. ca,] ~et you s-l~t ~p in just a 

The SporbsBoard Team 

West Stnore Technologies~ hnc. 

530 323 0202 

sportsboard-win, com 

Where Scouting and Tachnology Converge" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Enviro~unent Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 6:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message from Environment, ttealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Albert, 

This is a notification that you have EHS training and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be reviewed. Please visit the ,secured server at https:i/itsapps.unc.edtvEHSi 

and login with your University Onye~l/Password for details. 

This email is sponso~vd by: Enviromnent, Health And Safety 

UNC-CH Enviro~maent, Health and SM~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Global <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, August 23, 2010 12:22 PM 

jen321 @em ail. u nc. ed u 

A Lecture by Noam Chomsky 

UNC Global sent you Paperless Mail. Please click the following envelope to view your mail, or 
visit the link below: 

julius Nyang’oro 

ost corn/event!!247516-7d4d6cfT!quests!76268434 1 df5362/card 

Create and send your own custom cards at http;//vcww,paperlesspost, com. 

tf you found this email in your junk/bulk folder please add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your 

address book to ensure that youtt ~ceive att future Papertess Mait in your inbox 

Papertess Post respects your privacy. To see how we treat your information, please review our Privacy 

Poticy. 

Ctick here to stop receiving emaits from Papertess Post. 

@2010 Papedess Post, 151 West 25th St, 4th Ftoer, New York, NY 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX 1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 5:38 AM 

JEN321@email.unc.edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:i/’fmance.m~c, ed~J~m{versily -comrol~er!pa~ roll-serv ices/welcome ~mr~l 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Monday, September 20, 2010 8:35 AM 

JEN321 @email.unc.edu 
Fund Authority Created 

The fund authority for Faculty Recruitment - 3287(Accounts : 6-30119) is approved and ready for you to print. 
Please refer to your Inbox to find the following document. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00004211 
The Fund Authority tab contains a printable version of the document for your records. 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 8:36 AM 

JEN321 @email.unc.edu 
Fund Authority Created 

The fund authority for Nike - Instructional Faculty(Accounts : 6-30125) is approved and ready for you to print. 
Please refer to your Inbox to find the following document. 
Subsystem name: UNC-Account Request 
Document #: 00004263 
The Fund Authority tab contains a printable version of the document for your records. 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the 
office responsible for this subsystem: 
2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tweets from 4thfloor chart, Clay Travis, m~d 6 others 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>~ 

Clay Travis ¢i:C~y =:~..,.~ ?.:. L: 

Here’s Franklin’s statement on dismissed players. None of 

four played last year & none have been charged. 

vucommedo~es,co..’Wge r~reii07151Sa.,, 

! ::ii .] :.:i 

Commodores football roster updated; Coach issues statement 

The \/a!;,derbilt Co!,nt?;odor,es’ 2013 [ootbeil m,edia guide ti;at vdii be reles.~e,d oil 

[dead ~!/, ,Jt~::y i(~ 8t S[{-(::: Media r.)ays iles b.ger~ updal:~d oRlir~e te re~iect 1:he 

te ~r~]’!~ c~lrrent rosier "/ 

4thfloor chatt .:14’i ii :,: ::i;~ii                                       ~8 :.:: 

Calling all Term, StmlUps! Apply for a chance to be in new 

state-wide demo day for more pitch opps to VCs + AFsl 

ow.iy;n0EgS 

$tatewide accelerator program offers startups 
more exposure, funding 

Daiiy ~ews deiivered directb! to your inbox slgr: up We are 

ctirrehtly conduotiPg a suPeey !:o iearn P, qor9 8bout o~dr 

reade~ We value your feedback,t, and ’¢zouid sppreciete i1: 

y,gb [00i1 ,!i f,ew rilor!’;e[lt.<~ 1:o. 

d u I y 2 t s t {@ Y :. u : :;~ i .i:~ ~ :i ay !: ~ ::ii. i u i 

"@Rappi~:As.sRichiE: sound,sleud eomitiid;a,-ia!~423-1 .. 

@YungNadeyy" Good Look 

Wateva I Want (Yung Kentucky Ft. Yung 

Richie) 

Listen to YungRichie / Wa1:eva i VVa~t ’,;Y ung Kentucky F1: 

Yung Ric~de) I Explore 1:be iargest community of aitists, 

bends, podcasters a~d creators o1: 

Times Free ~ress 

TBI investigating alleged Bradley County finance 

depa rtment theft: bit,iyit 0WtuQP 

i !i:~ ,J ii i 

TB1 investigating alleged Bradley County 
finance department theft 

A former [.~:adiey County, Term fiRa)x;e ciepartm.gRt 

employee is ~;raJ.,gr inv.91s!:ig ;~::e:i 1’0! allegedly [is:rag cet~R~y 

funds 1:or personai use 

E] Petite&PrettyDopeE3 i!~ .i:i 

I Made A Lot Of Mistakes In The Past, But I Learned From 
Every One Of Them r 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
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Dear Amazon,Gem Customer, 
[ ~i~ Best Books of the Month ] 

The editors at Amazon.corn have 

handpicked their favorite books of 2013 

so far. See their overall favorites, as well 

as the best selections in Literature & 

Fiction; Nonfiction; Mystery, Thriller & 

Suspense; Biographies & Memoirs; and 

nlore, 
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~est ~/~ ~h~ ~,,*.’.,~.," So Fa,~" ~v 
Cste~o,,"y see rno~e 

~iii Literature&Fiction 

Lit~latule & Fiction 

i iXi Mystery, Thriller & Susp .... 

Myste,~y, Thriller & Suspense 



i iXi Biographies & Memoirs 



~iii Cookbooks, Food &Wine 

Cookbooks, Food & Wi~e 

& Young Adult 

[eer~s & Yoking Adult 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.rqh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Barack Obama retweeted a video ficom The White House on Twitter! 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJcolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Can yo~ ~>e~ieve football season kicks off in ~us[ a row sho~’[ wee~s? We hays ma~y 
~ew additions p~anned fo~ o~r ~xe4.~a~e tailgate ~>a~ties at the Climb this yea~" a~d we 
waist to see yo~ here before sit home ga~es! We will get the seasons stab’ted with 

~-.~leakfast wit~ Coach Larry ~--’edot’a o~ T~esday, August 20m, We ho~e yo~’tl .ioin us as 

we ~eaH~ al~ about the 2013 Ta~" Heels. And (~on’t forge~ ~ yoL~r 20tt~ A~x~ive~sa~’y ~embe~ 
Pass~o~t i~et~des a eo~>lime~taty Tailgate vouehet as welt as a eor~>li~e~tary 
Coach’s Breakfast so give us a celt today to make yoar ~eservations. 

As an addido~al ~emi~ds~, many of the ewmts on your C~L~b calendar’ a~’e desi~ated 
as "Rass~>o~t ~ve~ts" ~ea~i~g that yo~ will teeeive a discou~t, of eve~ e~ioy a 

compli~m.mtaW meal, when yo~.~ ~’)~ese~"~[ yos~" Ct~8"o~i~"~a C~s~b 20t’h ~¢dsive~’st08"y Passport 
to yo~l" sorrel’, Yhe~e al’e also ma~y Passe,oft of~el’s that ea~ be ~sed af~y tif~e you 
come to the Club ihctuding a parkhsg voacher> a glass of wi~e, an appetizer and much 
moo’e, This is o£~" way of sayi~g thank you to o8~" ~e~>ers a~d ~stting you know how 
much we app~ee}ate the o~>~>ort~n}ty to serve yo~, 

Here’s a I(~(~k ahead at what we have upcoming in Jaly, We’ll see you ils the Club! 

TONIGHT! Pasta with Pur[#ose 
~.~e.nefiti~g Kidzu Children’s ~4~seum 
Wednesday, 38~y 24. 
5:$0 pro.- ~.~ pm 
Adults ,-$1I ($10 goes to charity} 
Kids ¢ to 12 -- $~-; ($~; goes to chad[y} 
Child~e~ ~ a~d ~mder are eomp~imer~ta~y 

~!ioY casual din}~Xg at a~ a~azing value i~ suppo~t of our local eommu~ity 

E~usi~-~ess Ii~ikte~’s ~omi~9 Meeti~-~9 
Thursday, July 2.~ 
7:30 ai~ ~ 8;30 am 

S~ay #~formed on c~et-~t issuss and ~mtwo~k wi~h ~e~low ~lembe~s~ Comp~ime~tary 

coffee and #astries a~e se~ved, i’~ew ~’,,~em~>ers wetco~ed~ 

Real Estate For~m L~nch 
F’~iday, July 2~.~ 
1I:30 a,m, ,- I pm 

A ts Carte priciag for lulsch 
All are welcome, The discsssion is ge~e~a~ in ~ature a~d you do ~o[ have to be i~ the 
i~d~stry to participate, If you have a ~>articula~ i~terest, question% or ,i~st want to }ears% 

#lease ~oin us, 

Classic Movie Night 
"Some Li~te. ~t ~’qot" 

~=dday, 3£1y 2~ 
g:O0 ~x~ -Social af~d I~tro~Juetion 

Introduction by Jan ~-Joxill, Chair of the Faculty 
$29 
Toppin$~ the America~ ~--’ilm I~st}t~te’s list of t~e t00 F~iest f,,metica~ Movies ol Att 

Time, this 19~S9 co~edy stars Jack Lemmon, ~,larilyn ~onroe, and Tony Curtis, 



Winks of So{;th Ameri(-:a 
Tuesday, July 80 

pm --Welcome Reception 

~:80 ~m ~ ©inner 

$%~., Iton.<3roup Me.mbe.rs 
A~gantina, Chile, Peru an~ many othsr South Amed~-an countries pro@.u-e award 
wi~}~xj ~,~ew Wo~ld wi~es. Jo}~ us as w~ taste tt~ough th~ wi~es of this adve~tu~o~s 

¢ontine~t an~ the cuisine of Chef Oscar% home., ~-~e~u. 

S~nday B~mch 
(This is a Pas.spo~t ~.’@ent} 
Sunday, August 4 

11 am-~2~xn 
A{k~}ts .~ $20 
Ct]it@ell $,-12 o $I0 
CMl@’en ~,~ and under are complimentary 

Joi~ us tot the best brunch i~ tow~! 

Yo~.~r~g Professionals Networking Event 
With Chapel Hilt43aKbo~o Cha~nbe~ of Comme~ce and ~el} Leade~’ship 
Tuesday, August I 3 
~:30 ~ 7 pm 
$10 + cash ba~ 
}’eesef~ted by DSt Comedy, th}s wo~kst~o~> will feaBse Bit} $anfo~{~ of Bett Leadership 
Institute. Participants will ~earn prove[~ systems that create genuk~e commitment to 
improve yourself, your [eam and your o~ganiza[ion. 

BreaAfast with LINC Head Football Coach La~x’y Fedo~’a 
(This is a Passport ~’vent} 
T~esday, Au$~ust 20 
$I8 
7:80 ar~ Breakfast 
8:00 am Coach Fedora speaks 
B,~eet U~’qC Head }Sootbatt Larry }:,’edo~a a~x~ get the }~side sk}~x~y o~ the upcof~ing 
season. Come meet "~r. ~:£nergy" and learn why "if you get up f~om you[ seat, you may 
miss a tousBdown.’* 

RSYP fbr each o~’ @ese events. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Barack Obama, Robert Taylor, Jr., and 4 others have Tweets tbr you 
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+>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>~ 

anson dorrance, 
HoteLs ~,vhat’s ~,re..’~di~’~ o~" Twitter th;s v,,-~et~, 

8arack Obama ;iiii:::~i~::i~::: i,:Oi: !,i:!: 

You have a chance to make your voice heard this August, 

Find out more: OFA.BO/TLST!JK 

pic,t’¢4t~e r,co n~Yh mXKI M0Z 

2.: .:.i 

Barack Obama i::;~::i..::~!:~;i.:.;i:,:~i--,~ 

Will you stand with the President and #A-:tOnCtimste? Add 

your voice today: OFA, BO~iqQSGY 

pic,~wi~&,~.con-~i,iz,Sml-~.T2dCR 

will help President Obama and take 
action to combat ciimate change, 

iSSUe!, ’::: ’,~/ill " S~y ![()d Will SU..’?i~’O[t [:~[~!.%::(J~!P,t 

Barack Obama 

Tune in tomorrow to hear the President’s plan for 

continuing to build a strong, thriving middle class: 

OFA, BOiJGxUSU 

You’re Going to Want to Watch This Speech 
T}~i.<~ \;’.,’r~d~qb~Sq~y, u’li;qOSl: live ye~r.<~ u’[ier tilr~ ::bqa~qci~i crisis 

[b~!le.lJ ;? d~!v;?.%i;?[i!;q rb~o,!!S!~iO!; ~rid [WO y~:’~t.<~ u,[[er ~i d~!b~d:~ 

OU[ r!~,f.:.~lvrgb/ ihb~ Pr!~Sid!~qi will. 

Robert Taylor, JL 

Check out a new project that Ran McKeefery has put a 

TON of effort into (I helped a little too) - strength~ 

an~r?’~and.com 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natl~hapnn.hap.rqh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 2:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Robert Taylor, Jr. retweeted a tweet ti~om Tom Watson on Twitter’. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Play iSoccer <Play_iSoccer@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 1:48 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Something New is Coming 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco. California 941 !7 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ .~.. Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~mau <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - August 2013 - FREE Scales in Division I ! 

The College Recruiter Email Update -August 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody] 

GET THE SUCCL:.SS FACTOR.q SCAL£S®-A THLETICS EDITION FOR FRE£ BE~,~NN~NG AUGUST 1~ 20.53! 
Time has arrived for you to request funding for your FREE assessments of the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition. Recruiting Proposal 15-3 goes into effect on 

August 1, 2013 for Division I schools. Proposal 15-3 allows institutions, conferences, or the NCAA to pay for other academic support, career counsefing, or personal 
development services that support the success of the student-athlete. Steve Mallonee of the NCAA believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition 

(www.successJ’actorsscales.com), the premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 15- 
3 guidelines. If you’ve wanted to utilize the Scales, but your budget wouldn’t allow it, now you hove the opportunity to secure funding just for that need. Check with 

Four Compliance Officer to request the funding. Division II and Division Ill schools should still inquire with your Compfiance Of’ricer. Some unpublicized funding to 

your conference through the NCAA may be available to you. Check all avenues. 

YOUR RECRUfT I5 A T A NEW PLACE] NEW RECRU1T SOCIAL MED1A SOURCE UNCOVERED DURING THE 2013 WEBG4ST! 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

http://thebestcoileqerecruiter.com/recruiters-h~stitute-dvd.aspx 

And, of course, celebrate the beginning of a new school year with one of this month’s sweet Shameless Bribe coupons. 

J~.’,~d~" ~",~#:~: 2012 Recruiters InstituteTM DVD package is on sale this month] 

Here is the link to the August 2023 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/monthly-email-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:42 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS University tbr August 

%%% 
To ensure that , )lease add ’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

hope everyone had a good summer. 2013-2014 is OFFICIALLY HERE, your student- 
headed back to class this August, so we wanted to afford you that same 
Whether you’re a Coach, a Compliance Officer, or an Equipment Manager we’re 

to educate and/or refresh you on everything the ACS System offers to make your life 
ACS University gets the year started off right. Be sure to register for the courses that 

meant for you. 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and 
be attended anywhere you have access to the Internet. 

,ou in a session soon! 

Cfient Solutions Associate 
Athletics 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Aug 12, 2013 
PM -3:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Aug 26, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Recruiting - All About Emailing 

Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS 
Coordinator system [] from individual personalized emails to mass personalized 

Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top 
3ect[]s birthdays! 

Aug 7, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Aug 21,2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 



Click Here to Register 

Mon, Aug 26, 2013 
2:00 PM -3:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tue, Aug 27, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wed, Aug 28, 2013 
2:00 PM -3:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thu, Aug 29, 2013 
2:00 PM -3:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Fri, Aug 30, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Questionnaire Upgrade 

Attend this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The ACS 
Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with 
Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this 
questionnaire! This session is a must! 

Thu, Aug 1,2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thu, Aug 8, 2013 
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thu, Aug 22, 2013 
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, 
search, run reports and function& This session is a must for all users! 

Tue, Aug 6, 2013 
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Get Started with University Athlete and SportsBoard sync with ACS: It’s 100% 
Automated! 

Did you know you can link your University Athlete and SportsBoard database to your 
InControl system? This link will automatically integrate your recruits, ranks, notes, and 
tournament attendance from University Athlete and SportsBoard into your InControl system! 
For years, our users have enjoyed the ability to import data directly from University Athlete 
and SportsBoard into their InControl database=The integration will allow our users to enjoy 
this same flexibility while removing the importing step allowing the two databases to act as 
one[ Attend this session to get started! 

Mon, Aug 5, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Fri, Aug 23, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

All About Coaching Apps 

The ACSCoach iPad app and ACS Athletics iPhone app help college coaches and support 
staff improve operational performance and reduce risk in key areas such as recruiting and 
team operations. For collegiate coaching professionals, the ACSCoach iPad app offers a 



one-stop application for managing recruiting and roster management related activities. The 
robust contact management, compliance and communication solution was designed 
specifically for college coaches, empowering them to manage, track and coordinate all 
recruiting information and activities in real-time. Attend this session to learn all about them! 

Wed, Aug 7, 2013 
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wed, Aug 21,2013 
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting 
Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 
Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Tue, Aug 20, 2013 
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Introduction to ACS Athletics -Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Mon, Aug 5, 2013 
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Mon, Aug 19, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Practice & Competition Eligibility 

Attendees will learn how to use ACS Team Manager to Assess Practice Eligibility, Make 
Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of Athletes, as well as make Athletes Not 
Eligible for Practice and Competition. Additionally, users will see how automatic email 
notifications are tied to these functions, emailing all the appropriate people within the athletic 
department when these changes take place! In addition, learn how to run specific Roster 
Reports, as well as use Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 

Tue, Aug 6, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tue, Aug 13, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tue, Aug 20, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tue, Aug 27, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Ticketing 

Vvhether this is your first year using the ticketing system or you need a refresher this course 
will walk you through the best practices for managing your ticket allocations using ACS! We 
will review student athlete and compliance interaction as well as reporting functions for your 
ticket managers! 

Wed, Aug 7, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 



Wed, Aug 14, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wed, Aug 21,2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wed, Aug 28, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Logging Practice Hours and Participation 

Learn all there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the 
Compliance Office. Users will learn how to create Practice Groups; as well as complete and 
submit practice logs on a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy practice weeks to 
future weeks for ease of use when entering practice schedules. Also discover how to record 
participation! 

Fri, Aug 2, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Fri, Aug 9, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Fri, Aug 16, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Fri, Aug 23, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Fri, Aug 30, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Build Your Own Forms! 

Did you know that you can create new forms, make changes and edits to your student-athlete 
forms in ACS by using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will 
even be unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 

Thu, Aug 1,2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thu, Aug 8, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thu, Aug 15, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thu, Aug 22, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thu, Aug 29, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

All About ACS Rules Engine & Dashboard 

Why is this activity a flag? Join this session to help you navigate the rules engine of ACS and 
utilize the dashboards to efficiently monitor activity! 

Mon, Aug 5, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 



Aug 12, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Aug 19, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Aug 26, 2013 
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Coach AND Compliance Sessions 

Recruiting Activities 

session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and 
Learn more about how coaches are logging activity in ACS Athletics and 

rid of the paperwork! 

Aug 1,2013 
PM -3:30 PM CDT 

Register 

Aug 15, 2013 
PM -3:30 PM CDT 

Register 

Basics 

Manager! Users will learn how to Iogin, view Student-Athlete 
information, customize reports and create custom fields for their roster. Emailing and Text 

the roster will also be covered! 

Aug 13, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Generate your own Reports 

session will cover how to build and save multiple customized report options and views 
Learn how to customize your Grid and print reports based on the criteria you 

as other print report options and mail merge options! 

Aug 14, 2013 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Session: Social Media Special 

sure to tune into this course to find out how you can best utilize your ACS system with 
media! We will review capturing Facebook and Twitter information in your online 

uestionnaire one-click access to your prospectDs social media pages, and sending 

from ACS to a social media inbox and much more! 

Aug 19, 2013 
PM -3:30 PM CDT 

Rec ister 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 4:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FORMAI, NOTICE: University announces updated Emergency Notification Plan 

FORMAL NOTICE: Universit?- announces updated Emergency Notification Plan 

Dear Students, Faculty and Stalt’: 

As part of the ongoing efiblts to keep Carolina as safe as possible, the Umversity has updated the Emergency Notification Plan to include notification of severe thunderstorm warnings for 
Chapel Hill and Carrboro. 

When the National Weather Service issues a severe thunderstorm warning for Chapel Hill and Carrboro the Universi~ will alert students, faculty and staffthat conditions are favorable liar a 
strong thunderstorm to produce dangerously large hail or high winds, capable of causing significant damage. 

During this time please be on the lookout for threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings. 

The weather service updates this information regularly, so people are advised to check http://alerts weather.~ov/cap/w~a~aatmget php?x NCC135 tbr the most current inIi~rmation about 
Orange Count?-. 

For a list of services that you can use to subscribe to weather alerts visit http:i/www.weather~ov/subscribe. 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a severe thunderstorm warning since the status of those often change frequently 
during a weather event. Ifa new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh alert after a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the notice as part of ongoing monitoring 
effi~rts fur potential serious weather conditiuns. 

If the weather service issues a tornado watch fi~r Orange Count?, the University will issue a separate timely warning. If the weather set, rice issues a turnadu warning fur Chapel Hill and 
Carrburu, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A turnadu warning means that a tornado has been spurted, ur that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a 
tornado, accurding tu the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens fur a significant emergency or immediate health or safety threat, send a text message to registered 
cell phunes and start uther notifications including campus emaiL 

Please take the time to review these changes so that yuu can do your part to make campus safety a priority. You can view the updated nutificatiun poster unline at 
https://wv,~,.piersysbem cum/~u/duci1395/1184023 

Sincerely, 

Jeff McCracken 
Director uf Public Safety 



%%% 
College Coaches on 

Social Media 

One of the most valuable recruiting tools in a coach’s 

recruiting arsenal is their team. Current players can 

play a huge role in landing big recruits and even 

pulling in recruits who otherwise might’ve chosen a 

different school. Your current players can also help 

you in finding the right recruits for your program from 

the start. So nowthe question is, are you taking full 

advantage of your current players in your recruiting 

efforts? 

Women’s Soccer Coaches 

Leveraging Academics in the 

Recruiting Process 

As the NCAA says, "There are more than 

450,000 student-athletes, and almost all of 

them will go pro in something other than 

sports." Although most recruits want to focus 

on the athletics side of becoming a collegiate 

athlete, it’s vital for you to discuss academics 

with them throughout the recruiting process. 

From what grades they’ll need to maintain, to 

how many hours they will/should be taking 

each semester, academics present a lot of 

questions and topics that need to be covered 

with recruits and their families, yet are often 

neglected. 

’i~i~V:i!:~ii’iii: iiY’iiOii’e ii’iieiiip Wiiii:ii"~ i:::ib~:!:~C~ii’~..iiiiiiiii’i~!!;iiii?~ 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Thursday, August 1,2013 4:40 PM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New and Similar to "Top Dog: The Science of Winning and Losing" by Po Bronson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.rqh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 4:26 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Barack Obmna retweeted a photo from The White House on Twitter! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b ounce-27919090-33293955 @li stserv.unc, edu on b ehalf of 
Julius Ny ang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 11:33 AM 
african-and-afro-american-smdies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Many thanks 

Dear Colleagues: 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for actively 
participating in our 40th anniversary celebrations. I think it went 
well. I would like to especially thank Reg for taking the lead in 
organizing the event, and for enlisting his wonderful students to help 
out. I would also like thank Travis for doing much of the logistical leg 
work. Agatha and Travis: I did not know food could appear so quickly! 
Many thanks. And finally, I would like to note that the event will end 
up making Perry a rich man. Everyone has been asking about his book! 
Congratulations Perry. 
Best, 
Julius 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN321 @email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nmogaka <nmogaka@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 5:59 PM 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 
Re: [african-and-afro-american-smdies-faculty] Many thanks/ASANTE PIA 

Asante pia kakangu kwa kazi yako njema unayaifanya.Una sifa huku. 
Ninakuomba uendelee hivyo hivyo na Maulana aendelee kukubariki zaidi. 
Asante! 
Mogaka Nathan 
OnFri, 15 Oct 2010 11:32:57-0400, 
"Julius Nyang’oro" 
<j en321 @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear Colleagues: 
> I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for actively 
> participating in our 40th anniversary celebrations. I think it went 
> well. I would like to especially thank Reg for taking the lead in 
> organizing the event, and for enlisting his wonderful students to help 
> out. I would also like thank Travis for doing much of the logistical leg 
> work. Agatha and Travis: I did not know food could appear so quickly! 
> Many thanks. And finally, I would like to note that the event will end 
> up making Perry a rich man. Everyone has been asking about his book! 
> Congratulations Perry. 
> Best, 
> Julius 
> 

> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to 
> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: nmogaka@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, May 11, 2009 2:44 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] parking permits for 09-10] 

Please be direct with him and tell him that he could easily not be 
allocated a parking space in January, So he has to understand that he is 
taking a big risk risk. Make it clear to him the consequences of not 
having a parking space: he would have to take the bus from wherever .... 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Subject: 
> Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] parking permits for 09-10 
> From: 
> nzongola@email.unc.edu 
> Date: 
>Mon, 11 May 2009 13:53:01-0400 
> To: 
> Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> To: 
> Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> Thanks, Debby. I will need a parking space from January 2010 only. 
> 
> Georges 
> 
> Quoting Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi all. Please let me know (asap) if you are interested in buying a 
>> parking permit for the 09-10 year. After we get the requests we’ll 
>> see what we can do. Thanks much. Debby 
>> 

>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: nzongola@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 3:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Power of Negative Thinking: An Unconven’donaJ Approach to Achieving Positive Results" and more 

% 
A~eoa [~J8rra~*:,:?, we have @J?.9.O2lE!~’.Q~.g!Jli&Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

The Power of Ne~4ive Thinking: An Unconventional 
i\~pl°c.ach ~c. Achieving Positive Resalts 
by Bob Knight, Bob Hammel 

List Price: $25,00 

Price: $15,00 
You Save: $10,00 (40%) 

Norman Vincent Peale’s The Power of Positive Thinking, a classic bestseller, has 
inspired an optimistic perspective for millions of Americans. Now, in an 
inspirational and entertaining rebuttal, the legendary... !-~!~:ii!i!..i~{i£!i!~. 

List Price: $18.00 

Price: $’1 ~,87 
You Save: $2.13 (12%) 

What others in sports are saying about The Best-Laid Plans... "Randy and Matt 
have put together a great book for building a high school basketball program. 
...This book would be an excellent read not only for high school... Read m~:r~- 

, . .~: :,;~s~,: Hel-> the Hel2el’: Buiiding a Cults~re of Extreme Teamwork 
i ~:=; :: i; ’Z7:7 ...................................................................................................................................... 

by Kevin Pritchard, John Eliot 

List Price: $25.95 
Price=*  . 0 
You Save: $8.35 (32%) 

"The real lessons of teamwork don’t happen on camera. They happen behind 
the closed doors of locker rooms and team meetings and practice facilities. Kevin 
and John open those closed doors. All you need to do... R~(l q=,’~r~ 

i Sta~x~a~’<I 

List Price: $15,99 

Price: $~,40 
You Save: $9,59 (60%) 

The Gold St~qsdard: Buildinq ~ Wol’ld..Ciass Team ~Business    i 

~ ..................... 
by Mike Krzyzewski, Jamie K. Spatola 

Says Coach K: "In all forms of leadership, whether you are a coach, a CEO, or a 
parent, there are four words that, when said, can bring out the best in your 
team, your employees, and your family...I BELIEVE IN YOU.These four... !~2~q;. 

List Price: $11.95 

Price: $8,53 
You Save: $3.42 (29%) 

"Considered the bible of scouting techniques" according to the Los Angeles 

Times, Football Scouting Methods explains the basic scouting strategies and 

insights of author Steve Belichick. He was widely viewed as the ablest... A~-2~.q 

m(?yl~! 



: 

by Bob Hurley, Daniel Paisner 

List Price: $26,00 
Price: $18,03 
You Save: $7.97 (31°/,o) 

The inspiring story of the most famous high school basketball coach in 

America.In 40 seasons as the head coach of St. Anthony High School, a private 
parochial school in Jersey City, New Jersey, Bob Hurley has established a... f~!~L~.d. 

% 

Cell Pho~]ek:. ~ 5~elv:.¢e :~’ Cioi:h:;tg :~’ Grocer’y 

~..oo;t~:. ~ Oui:ctoor~:. :~" 3eVvelr’~ :~" Hez:lth ~ Per~:.on~i C~re 

Piq :-rl~: >" F.~:;:li;~V >, (.~ift C31c]:3 

[:’:c]i.:st:i;:li ~.~: :-~,.h’:’r’:tifiq :;" ~’,4:.hSiq;:li ~rl~,tl-:.ir:’:~:’r’:ts Oifi.:;B Prc:.,:,%i.::ts ~.k 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 11:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’ansoff password was chm~ged 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’anson’ was changed on 
Monday, August 5, 2013 at 11:10 AM 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Wednesday, Augnst 7, 2013 10:00 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Presea~n Rankings Released for all D1/D2/D3 Soccer Programs 

COLLEGE SOCCER 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, August 12, 2013 5:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Pre~ason Rankings -- Computer vs. Committee 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, August 12, 2013 5:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Pre~ason Rankings -- Computer vs. Committee 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Hi an~)n dorrance! Take two minutes and get back on Twitter! 
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FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- natb~hapnn.hap.Nh- de125@postm&ster.twitter.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tweets from WRCB-HD, Keith Cawley, and 6 others 
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anson dorrance, 
HereLs what’s ~re..’~di~’g o~, Twitter this w¢~et~, 

Keith Cawley 
So._ a Vel fan wrote a Butch Jones song. It’s real and it’s 

[antastic, (Caution: it has a few swearsL alivoiysll.cem;tt:e- 

’i~i:: :’:aiiii 

VRCB-HD ~’;)"/iT-:<!; 

UPDATE: Pelice say victim was a pregnant 16yo She was 

taken to the hospital with non life threatening injuries 

wrcbtv.co misto 9/23 t 24692 .. 

Pregnant teen shot Tuesday 

A pregr:ar:t woman was srlet hea~ East Lake Ceu~s 

luesday, according to a witness on t~]e scene 

i}!i :ii::i’! 

4"* 1~.% i~" 

Wow, one of nation’s top AAU coaches -- DC Assault -- 

arrested on conspiracy to distribute heroin charges. 

Hereinl wita,com/a~ticiesi2013; .. 
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Smokey no longer top dog. A pair of bomb-sniffing Belgian 

Mafinois to work UT football games. (per 
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I Know Eve[yone Been Waiting, But I Am Officially 

Committing To The University Of Tennesee ! #GB© #VFL 
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We Might Fight He Still Mine We Might Argue He Still 

Mine Might Break Up He Still Mine Might’ve 
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#BrickByBrick We Will #RiseTeTi~eTopl Back to the grind 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arbiter Sports <messaging@arbitersports.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 6:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[ArbiterSports.com] Coach Evaluation of RetEree or Asst Referee Reminder 

Dear Anson, 

You have not completed the Coach Evaluation of Referee or Asst Referee on Carmen Serbio, Dustin Thorne and Clifton H. Clement for the College game at West 

Bnmsmck High School on 8/13/2013. Please log on to ArbiterSports mad click on the "Evaluations" tab to complete this evaluation. 

Thank you. 

Paul James 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arbiter Sports <messaging@arbitersports.com> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[ArbiterSports.com] Coach Evaluation of Retiree or Asst Referee Reminder 

Dear Anson, 

You have not completed the Coach Evaluation of Referee or Asset Referee on Camlen Serbio, Clifton H. Clement and Patrick Schmidt for the College game at West 

Bnmsmck High School on 8/14/2013. Please log on to ArbiterSports and click on the "Evaluations" tab to complete this evaluation. 

Thank you. 

Paul James 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"The Wisdom and Teachings of Stephen R. Covey" and more 

% 
A~eoa [~Jorra~*:,:% we have @£9.~lE!~’.Q~.g!Jli&Q~ for you 

Anson Dorrance, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on iten-’s you purchased or told us you 
own. 

List Price: $18.00 

Price: $112.6~ 
You Save: $5.35 (30%) 

Stephen R. Covey passed away in ,]Lily 2012, leaving behind an unmatched 

legacy with his teachings about leadership, time management, effectiveness, 

success, and even love and family. A multimillion-copy bestselling author of... 

¸  ii: 
:~-.L. k 

i 
You Save: $3.91 (24%) 

!.9.. q~ ~a t ..S(,!.!!.,~:!..:!: (t .~ ,,,.:.. ~ £a #.).i.k,..?;f,.,~. 42 ~t !~ ................ 
by Unda Babcock, Sara Laschever 

From the authors of Women Don’t Ask, the groundbreaking book that revealed 
just how much women lose when they avoid negotiation, here is the action Nan 
that women all over the country requested--a guide to... ~";~’afl me,x: 

List Price: $17,95 

Price: $~3,26 
You Save: $4,69 (26%) 

Perhaps the best teacher of how the power of language can transform is an 
unexpected one: Charlotte the spider of E.B. White’s, Charlotte’s Web. Mindell 
demonstrates how Charlotte communicated messages that gained national... 
!~#.~!2!..’~igT]’. 

ili~i~iq~’:~: i~slr:~:~ by~).~h,;i~i~‘.,.!?.;~:.!£y£~e~,i:~!@L~[~%[.~{L!L~;~!~?~i!;~ii?~!:i.~£~!~!~!~f};~/£[!~Chip Heath, Dan Heath .......... ii~i~i~i~iii il 

List Price: $26,00 

Price: $~8,0~ 
You Save: $7.91 (30°40) 

Q&A with Chip Heath & Dan Heath Q. People often feel overwhelmed by 
"Decisions, decisions, decisions _." What makes us so indecisive? A. If you’re 
feeling indecisive, chances are you....i:;£~?-]d..!~(~!!i~ 

iii il :i ~" i..i ~i.::ili~; ~il iill 

by Vince Lombardi 

List Price: $12.95 

Price: $9,28 
You Save: $3.67 (28%) 

Vince Lombardi is considered by most to be the greatest NFL coach ever. His 
leadership and motivational skills drove the Green Bay Packers to four NFL titles 
in seven years, an amazing record that has yet to be equaled. The... I-~ead m~-e 



by Daniel H. Pink 

List Price: $26.95 

Price: $1~,~ 
You Save: $8,29 (31%) 
#1 New York Times Business Bestseller #1 Wall Street Journal Business 
Bestseller #1 Washington Post bestseller From the bestselling author of Drive 
and A Whole New Mind comes a surprising--and surprisingly.,. I<~4~4 mu~-~ 

Le~der (BK Life~ 
by Dianna Booher 

List Price: $15.95 

Price: $~ 1.99 
You Save: $3.96 (25%) 

Personal presence is difficult to define but easy to recognize. People with 

presence carry themselves in a way that turns heads. When they talk, people 

listen. When they ask, people answer. When they lead, people follow... ~!~.~!.~!. 

% 

[:.:I,’-:CRI’O:’:iCS ~" "[O’/S ~:k (’::~:r~:el. ~, ~i;~¢~’::itr’: ~." [’.)irl[i’:~i 

~[!.:)rt!~ ~ O:.i~:(t.:::<~’Y!~ ::~ ]~!~’,’~!l!’~~ :~ i’~,~l~i ~ }),~Y!~.:::.I13i !~!’i~ 

[ri.::ki ~.t!’i~tl & ~.:::i.’-!!~L}fi,::      :~’ B!i;.~ i,::~tl ~II:i;Lri;Ii~.’-!!~L ~.     ~. t.)~Fic~-:" i;ro~i:.ict,,-, t~: 

fiti;pphe’s 
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El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Womens D1 at the Starting Line - Follow us @BennettRankSoc for Updated Weekly Rankings 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:18 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kick Offthe School Year ruth World Champ Chris Poulos 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Have you booked a speaker for National Suicide 

Prevention week (Sept¯ 8th-14th) or National Bully 

Prevention Month (October)? 

:~ :~ :::i~, ,: :, :: : k:: : ...... : ,:~ ~:: : ......... : 

i iiii i iii~iiii i i iiii ii~iiiiiii iiii ii~ i iiiiiiiii ~ i i~ ii~i~ i i 
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Mn ¢ ~ q n ~n Chris F~ulos is the 1991 Bicycle Stunt ’,,,,~rld Champion. Sin~e 1988, 



audiences around the wodd have been !iw.~ted [o Chris’ words of wJsdora 

and aslonished by hk,~ alhlebc, ability. During the show, Chris deraorlstrales 

his amazing stunts LIVE! At the same time, he shares the experiences that 

directly affected his rise to success as a world champion athlete. Chris 

captivates his audience like nothing you have experienced before 

Chris is truly in a league of ilis own, mesraerizmg his audience with 

inc.redible bicycie stunt.% while simultaneou.,~iy keeping [hem engaged on a 

wide range of topics including: Kindness. Self-Motivation, Self-Respect, 

Responsibility, WRat it Takes to Be A Champion, Overcoming iniury 

Perseverance. ]eamwork. Buiiying. Cyberbullymg~ Overcoming Adversity. 

Leadership. Substance Abuse, Health~ Safety; and much more. 

Chris is the go-to guy ff)r organizations that want to en[edain, and also 

substantially improve the character, self-esteem and seif..me[iva[ion oF their 

audience 

Chris’ visit is more than just an ordinary show; it’s an unprecedented event 

that will leave a lasting impact on everyone! 

[%i A~igu~ Prome2 

WANT MORE INFORMATION, PRICES OR WAYS 

TO FUND CHRIS’ PROGRAM? 

CONTACT ALLISON 

ALLISON@CHRISPOULOS.COM 

401.7889706 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 20!2 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[:~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Womens Sea.son Offmad Running - North Caacolina Stays on Top 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Womens Sea.son Offmad Running - North Caacolina Stays on Top 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:43 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics: New Product Enhancements 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

ACS Athletics: New Product Enhancements 

We are excited to announce the ne:d set of new enhancements to your industo~ leading ACS InControl 
System! Based on your feedback we have added cool new functions to make the start of the next 
recruiting cycle even better! 

Wh~snew? 

¯ Enhanced sending and replying capabililies to make emailing even easier 
¯ Updated email reportJng and almlytics just in time for Sept. 1 
° New time- saving duplicate merging features 

We are hosting email trainings eveU day this week! Click below to register. 

We look tbrward to hearing your feedback on these new tbatures available in your system tomorrow! 

Thank you, ACS Athletics 

Tuesday, August 27thl 1:00am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 
Wednesday, August 28th 2:00pm CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 
Thursday, August 29th 2:00pm CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 
Friday, August 30th 11:00am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 5:19 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - September 2013 - ANALYTICS! 

The College Recruiter Email Update - September 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody! Welcome back to school. 

MI-NTA~ MErRgC~: ANA~qCS OF rHr M~ND 

ANAL YrlCS. That’s the uber-secret buzzword capturing the imagination of the college coaching profession these days. Simply stated, Analytics is the quantification of 

subjective data. In other words, how do you quantify a trait like motivation or competitiveness or mental toughness?As a coach, you can subjectively identify the 

trait when you see it in a player. But how can you put a number on a subjective trait? 

The Success Factors Scoles®-Athletics Edition (www.successfactorsscales.com) does it for you. The Scales measures the level of strength of the trait in your players. 
The Executive Summary that each player receives after completing the assessment gives you a quantifiable identifier for the trait. The Scales is a mental metric... 

Analytics of the mind, if you will. 

Recruiting Proposal 15-3 went into effect for Division I schools last month. Steve Mallonee of the NCAA believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the 

premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 15-3 guidelines. It won’t cost you a cent 
to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some mental Analytics data on your team. 

Contact your Compliance Officer to request the funding. Division II and Division III schools shouM still inquire with your Compfiance Officer. Some unpublicized 

funding to your conference through the NCAA may be available to you. Check all avenues. 

DID YOU KNOW TH/4 T A NEW RECRUIT 50CgAL M[:D~A SOURCE. WAS UNCOV£RED DURING THE 20.1.3 WEZ~CAST? 

One of the speakers at the 2023 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

~h~t~t~/~t~h~e~b~e~s~t~c~/~e~erecruiter.c~m/recru~ters-institute-dvd~as~x~ 

And, of course, celebrate the beginning of a new school year with one of this month’s phenomenal Shameless Bribe coupons. 

h.,4:~d~ ?",~#:~: Recruiting e-books are high-value items this month. 

Here is the link to the September 20:[3 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcoflegerecruiter.com/monthly-emai/-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Saturday, August 31,2013 1:21 PM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New and Similar to "Top Dog: The Science of Winning and Losing" by Po Bronson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, September 2, 2013 10:53 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Update Rankings are Up for D 1 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 3:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS Universi~ tbr September 

%%% 
To ensure that , )lease add ’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

hope your year is off to a great start! Whether you’re a Coach, a Compliance Officer, or 
Equipment Manager we’re here to educate and!or refresh you on everything the ACS 

offers to make your life easier. Be sure to register for the courses that are applicable 
you. 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and 
be attended anywhere you have access to the Internet. 

,ou in a session soon! 

Client Solutions Associate 

Athletics 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

September 16, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Register 

September 30, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Register 

Recruiting - All About Emailing 

Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS 
Coordinator system [] from individual personalized emails to mass personalized 

Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top 
3ect[]s birthdays! 

September 10, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Register 

September 17, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Register 



Tuesday, September 24, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Questionnaire Upgrade 

Attend this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The ACS 
Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with 
Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this 
questionnaire! This session is a must! 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, September 11,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, September 18,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, 
search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Get Started with University Athlete and SportsBoard sync with ACS: It’s 100% 
Automated! 

Did you know you can link your University Athlete and SportsBoard database to your 
InControl system? This link will automatically integrate your recruits, ranks, notes, and 
tournament attendance from University Athlete and SportsBoard into your InControl system! 
For years, our users have enjoyed the ability to import data directly from University Athlete 
and SportsBoard into their InControl database.The integration will allow our users to enjoy 
this same flexibility while removing the importing step allowing the two databases to act as 
one[ Attend this session to get started! 

Wednesday, September 11,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

All About Coaching Apps 

The ACSCoach iPad app and ACS Athletics iPhone app help college coaches and support 
staff improve operational performance and reduce risk in key areas such as recruiting and 
team operations. For collegiate coaching professionals, the ACSCoach iPad app offers a 
one-stop application for managing recruiting and roster management related activities. The 
robust contact management, compliance and communication solution was designed 
specifically for college coaches, empowering them to manage, track and coordinate all 
recruiting information and activities in real-time. Attend this session to learn all about them! 

Monday, September 9, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, September 23, 2013 



1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting 
Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 
Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Thursday, September 19,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Contact and School Management 

This session covers the Contacts and Schools section of ACS Recruiting Coordinator. Learn 
about tracking not only coaches in your ACS Contact database, but also Alumni and Booster 
information. The ability to text and email Contacts will be reviewed, as well as all reporting 
options! 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Cempfiance Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Monday, September 9, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, September 23, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Practice & Competition Eligibility 

Attendees will learn how to use ACS Team Manager to Assess Practice Eligibility, Make 
Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of Athletes, as well as make Athletes Not 
Eligible for Practice and Competition. Additionally, users will see how automatic email 
notifications are tied to these functions, emailing all the appropriate people within the athletic 
department when these changes take place! In addition, learn how to run specific Roster 
Reports, as well as use Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, September 12,2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, September 19,2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Ticketing 

Vvhether this is your first year using the ticketing system or you need a refresher this course 
will walk you through the best practices for managing your ticket allocations using ACS! We 
will review student athlete and compliance interaction as well as reporting functions for your 
ticket managers! 



Tuesday, September 10, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Forms TooH 

Did you know that you can create new forms, make changes and edits to your student-athlete 
forms in ACS by using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will 
even be unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 

Monday, September 16, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, September 30, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

ACS and Compliance Assistant Data Integration 

Did you know that you can transition your ACS Roster information into Compliance Assistant 
to eliminate having duplicate data entry? Be sure to tune into this quick training session to 
easily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 

Friday, September 6, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Friday, September 20,2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Logging Recruiting Activities 

This session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and 
unofficial visits. Learn more about how coaches are logging activity in ACS Athletics and 
getting rid of the paperwork! 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, September 18,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Roster Basics 

Get started with ACS Team Manager[ Users will learn how to Iogin, view Student-Athlete 
information, customize reports and create custom fields for their roster. Emailing and Text 
Messaging the roster will also be covered! 

Thursday, September 12,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Create and Generate your own Reports 

This session will cover how to build and save multiple customized report options and views 
within ACS. Learn how to customize your Grid and print reports based on the criteria you 
choose as well as other print report options and mail merge options! 

Friday, September 6, 2013 



11:00 AM CDT 
Register 

September 20,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Register 

Media Special 

sure to tune into this course to find out how you can best utilize your ACS system with 
media! We will review capturing Facebook and Twitter information in your online 

uestionnaire one-click access to your prospect[Is social media pages, and sending 
from ACS to a social media inbox and much more! 

September 16, 2013 
PM CDT 

Register 

September 30, 2013 
PM CDT 

Register 

Practice Hours and Participation 

there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the 
)liance Office. Users will learn how to create Practice Groups; as well as complete and 

a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy practice weeks to 
for ease of use when entering practice schedules. Also discover how to record 

y, September 4, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 

Register 

y, September 11,2013 
1:00 PM CDT 

Register 

y, September 18,2013 
1:00 PM CDT 

Register 

y, September 25, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 

Re~ ister 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

ACS Athletics 

82!3 A Shoal Creek 

Suite 204 

Austin, Texas 78757 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

ii~iI Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New #1 ’s, North Carolina Mens and Virginia Womens 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq~’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.~#.&ts 



~iii The All-New Kindle Paperwhite 



~:’/~,%’O~".,,~,’S See mole 

%i Over 50% Off Select Tablet Cases & Sleeves 
j iXi Save up to $200 on Select Lenovo PCs 

Over 50% Off Seieot Tabiet Cases & Sbeves Save up to $,200 on Select J..enovo POs 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~!i C%,er40%OffSelectHeadph .... [~!i TradeinYouriPhonef .... A ......... GiftCard 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ove~40% o~ s~l~t H~pho~.es T~ i~ "~’our i~h~ for ~ Am~,co.~ai~t 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Card 

i~i .................................. 



[~iii Spend $100 and Receive $20 Off Clothing 

Spend $100 and Receive $20 Off Clothing 

i:~ill Up to 60% Off Sh .... Bag .... d More 

Up to 60% Off Shoes. Begs, snd Mere 

i iXi 25% Off Select Sapphire Earrings 

25% Off Select Sapphi,~÷ Ear[ings 

i i’~’i U p to 60°/0 Off Select Men’s Watches 

Up to 60% Off Select Men’s Wstchas 



LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLW ~,,~,"~ ,~e ’q~O.~e ~LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL 

~iI Editors’ Picks for Fall Reading i i~i Deals in Books 

Editors’ Picks for Fall Resding De;~ls i~ Books 



:~:iI Fall Reading for Children 

F~il Readin~ for CMld~’en 

~i ..................................... 

i iXi Select Children’s Books Under $10 



.~.iI Spend $50 and Get $10 Back on Select Sa~yer First i~ UptoS0%offSelectTableTennisTabl .... d 

Aid and Outdoors Products                                       Accessories by Stiga 

Spend $50 a~d G~ $i 0 Back o~ Sele¢[ Sawyer Up to 50% oil S~l~ct Table [enms [~bles ~nd 
First Aid and Ot~tdeo[s Rrodt~cts Accesse[ies by Stiga 

z : 
~:i Up to 70% off Running Clothes Overstocks i IIXII Up to 45% off MLB Markd ...... 

Up to 70% off RLIRRiRg Cletl~es Ove,~stocks Up to 45% off MLB Markdowns 



"~"~Ol~ ~ 4o,-,,~ ,~ ’,~’©V-" "~,~-"~-~’," S~e 

,~;:: Extra 20-25% Off Select Nexia Home Intelligence 

Products 

Extra 20-25% Off Seiect Nexia Home I~tellige~ee 
P,~oducts 

ii.~.iI Extra 20% Off Select Kidde Fire Safety Products 

Extla 20% Off Select Kidde Fire Safety 
P[odQcts 



.~.iI Extra 15-20% Off Select Chamberlain Garage Door        ;~ Extra 15% Off Select InSinkErator B/olution Series 

Openers and Accessories                                        Garbage Disposers 

E×trs 15~20% Off Select Cl~ambedain Garage Extra 15% Off Seiect lnSi~skErator Evoiution 
Door Openers and Accessories Series Gsrbsge Disposers 

:: :- ............................................................................................................................................ 



ii.~ 15% Off SimplyAsia Packaged Mealswith Instant 
Coupon 

15% Off Simply Asia Packaged Meais with Instant 

~,.’i 20% Off Quaker Chewy Bars & Instant Oatmeal 
Products 

20% Off Quaker Chewy Ba[s & Jnstslst 
Oatmeai P~ed~cts 

i’~’i Up to 25% off Back-to.School Groceries 

Up to 25% off Back-tooScheei Grecelies 

ii~ 
Save up to 15% on Chef Boyardee, Hunts & Orville 

Reden bacher Products 

Save up to 15% ols CJsef Boyardee, Hu~ts & 
O~",filie Redet~bacher P~ed~cts 



i~:i ..................................... 

~0,,"~ ,~0 ~X,~ ...... 

iX Amazon Automotive Jeep Giveaway, Brought to You 

....... by Rugged Ridge 
:: [:+~; i Over 30% Off Select Spea ker Systems 

Am~.~zor~ Automotive Jeep (}iveawuy, Brought to Ove~" ’v,~, .... ~, ~,:, Off Select Spe~l<e~ Systems 
You by Rugged Ridge 



i i~ Buy $25 of Select CDs, Get $5 Off 

Buy $25 ol Seiect COs, Get $5 Off 

Up to 40% Off Nickelodeon Favorites in Toys and TV 

Shows 

Up to 40% Oil Nickelodeon Favorites i,,’~ "l’oys a,,’~d 
7V Shows 



~iii Fall Outlet Event 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~i~i~i~~~i~~~~~!i!~!iiiiii~~~i~i~iii~~i!ii~!i!~!i!~i~!iiii~~~~~!~~~i~~~!i!~~~i~i~~~i~~~iiiiii~~~i!~~~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~i~~~iiiiiii~~~i~~~~~ii~~ii!~~i!~!~!~!iiii~~ii~~~i~~~~~iiiii~~i!~!ii~~~iii~~~ii!~!~!i!~!i~~~~i~~~!~~~iii~~~i~~~i~~~!~!iii!i!~!~!~~!i~~~iiiii~~~~~!~i~i~~~~~i~~~iiiiii!~~ii~i~~~i~~~!~i~~~iiii!~~i!i!~~~~~iiiiii!~!i!~!ii~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



F rom : 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

E lizabe~ C heek <c bbcorp@m a ibr.m em firstnet> 
Thursday, Septem ber 12, 2013 319 PM 

D orrance, A bert A IV <anson@ em a i[unc.edu> 
T h is W eek at T he C aro Iha Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Paqe 

ii !ii 
Good afternoon f..’om Th~ Csrofna Club! 

Here’s al~ update on ;~li the excitin,~] thil~gs hapl~ening ;~t ti:e Club ti:~eugho~’t the upeomin~j 

week Come by ,,~eon to see ou~ ~ew lobby, men:bel offices and el~]oy a g.~eat b~eak%st to 
sia~S you day! Give us a caii at 919@62-I t01 or repiy io this e..’,":at io ~ral,te rese~vatior:s at 
8Ry of our ~.()eai~hi es~e!:~s V’v’e kiok for,,.’~’;~!t’d ~o seeia!~ you iR tile (}l~,) soet~=. 

(~O[t~ ~t’UO,~i08 .£}mest oe!."!~)tata! ~’:}tt" t’~ew ..’,~!e[’f/~)e!’ oflioa!.;. 0,or/[e[et’~Ge t’oe!.’r! w4~i: h.~ii ;M;d}e- 

vis~" ~l capabilities and new f~’rnishirLo.,s in the }--.’arvey Lobby a.~e in fuli sv4n,~t and wiii be 

complete within a week, We hope this wili t;.~ovide you with ever~ mere ways to meet and 
connect wilh friends, eiien[s and colieag.’.ies wi-ib ensMir:g you io work ce.m~e..’tably and 
eIlK:ier!l}y wttiJe you ~we ;~!w;~!y hx)r8 }’our her.no e!’ oflioa. 

Classic #~ovie Night 

£[iday, September 13 
¢ - ~’~:45 p~t~ -- h~t[oduction by Jim tz4oore, Journalist a~d A£tho[ 
7 pm - Dinne~ a~ the film 

$29 
This 19,11 film has topped the American Fiirn il2stitute’s iist of the !00 G~eatesf Ame.qcan 

Movias Ever ~’,;lad~. and in 2007: a iuni of 1,500 iitn ariisi~_~, c~itic.s and historian~_~ d~t~r:’T:i.."~d 
4~ rea~;~!it~s the (!t’8~hiesl: !Y!ovie of all i}axi. Odt" !)~ese!:ter ,li~T/~vloore’s ra~. ~i:ar a~d (!i’aR~Jla..t~ei" 

knevv William, ,andotph Hearst, on whom the ce.nt.~al oh ~Iaote.~ i.n "Citizen Kane" was 

basad, 

Carolit~a Wot~-}er~ Co~-~-~ect#-~9 
T~esday, Bept~.m~b~.~ 17 

8:30 -, 9:30 a~t~ 
{~ab:~ii!:.£ ~,bUi>8"~aR OoR!:8o~i!:{, }’~ ~h ~’~etwo~;:i~(! !~!’ot~t) Io~ woa"~aR el £!tt £!!~e}.; aad ~!!’e% .;’~ ior!al 

baek,~t.~ound,s, ..’v’..orAMy meefi.ngs i.nclude ixo,~t.~ ~m,s meant fe motivate, teach ~l~d inspire, if 
you’d like to gel beyond the businass card exeha.."ge and build new ~)relessionat and 
t)erse!:.£} ~eia~io8 .;tt}~!s .£t ~t’~e Oa~etit’~8 Otut), t)le£! .;e jeit’~ u,% for 0,ofle~,~ £!t’~(J 8o~x, ers~hi}e!:. }:’ee} 

ttee to itwite fliet~d,s OI oolleaS~lle$ to oome witi: ye~i @,s W(~li, 

T~ivia Night in O’Ne~’m~£s Gdll 
Wednesda),, Seltembe~ 11 

Stop by at~r work for g..’eal food 8r:d great fu..", SrL.’-g a taw triends and prepare to De 
c.~!aII<on.ged! 

Mow to Star~(.t O~t it~ a Commodity tvlar~<et 
(This is a ~’,,~em~>el }:’ass~)ort ~ve~t} 
Presented by <John Lowe - Se Co~spe.llin£ I4ow 

Thu[sQay, Se~)tetYthet ’19 
11:80 am .- L~nch 

12:00 i)m - P~esentatiof~ 
> $20 iI~cl~,~des I~,~I~ch, beverage a~~d desse[t 

Yo...i have to fi.’d a way to stand oui ~ro~" lh8 noise of your compe[itior:, Sy attending Ibis 

,d~÷ibet% wMeh .~e,sol~ates with ou,storne~r~, gets you.~ t~.~get tudiel~ce to take action and i:ow 
it ca.." impacl your boric..’,": fr:e and overai succass. Jei, n Lowe has had great success i..’, 
~8}es Wil:tt Sush !xirf~l>88}es 8! Ap~)le, t’~a. .K[~a[V]G aad }~is0,kl)o;~!l’d 8rid i,e h;~!~ 8dlho~ed the 

Con@e!~’to~c Do~ t’. 



Carolina Football Tailgates 
(This is a {-sassDoi’t avelst,~ 

Our final horn8 game is 1ass ti-an 2 weeks away! We have many Pew addilo~s to ou~ pre- 

!~eq:e teii(!s~e t)erlie .~ 8t l.he ()ieb tttis yee~ .£r/{,~ 9~.e wer!l ~!) .~ee you t’~ere i)e~:ore 8it i:oree 

games! We’re ,~eady fe~ a @ntastie fall filled with Tel Heel qcto,qe.s! Al~(i des] folget - yeul 

20ih/),r:.."[ve~sary Member Paasporl includes a compt[mer:ia..’y Tai~ate vouche~ - cali us 

today to make you~ rese..wations. Taiigeting a~ lhe Club is 8r: exciiing [,,,lembe~ lredi~ion 

Ieal:urinf! face ~)ai!:~i!:{,t, prele,ssie!:a} {)J’s. }ire enie!temmeet, refIte txix:es, deti(:io~s lee(t, Iun 

and frie.nds, It’s the petfect w~y to celebrate your T~I Heel .spilit before all home games! 
Doo."s open 3 hours beIo~e kicl,t off. $21.95++ (aduiis), $t I++ (kids 6 - 12}, $6++ (.kids 3 - 5) 

Joel L~vy, CPA 
Pal Phet~n, Ed~’~a!xi Jer!e.s 

~’-~a!Y! Her!:(]e!:. State {’taRT/ 

Ta~ Heeled b27 Fe~s Feet 

[’}8rbaru Leedy,/),’:M/), 14olel G~oup 
[v]4(:heet ik~)e!’r!~hy 

Todd Rust, ~T~.iis FaI~o Advisors 

Balloons and Tunes 

Paint Bawy 

£~e Bunt! DJ ()ompsr!y 

Pepsi 
t..onf] Beverage 

GO HEELS!!! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 5:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: As~ult Reported at SECU House 

The UNC Department of Public Safety is investigating a report of a sexual assault that occurred the evening of Friday, Sept. 13, at the State Employees Credit Union (SECU) House on 
Mason Farm Road The suspect is described as a 30- to 40-year old Hispanic male, about 5-foot-4, with dark hair in a short buzz cut. He was last seen wearing khaki pants and a dark short- 
sleeved shirt. He has tattoos on his inner and outer left forearm and another tattoo on his upper right arm. He has a small scar on the left side of his chest. 

Anyone with information about this incident should call UNC Department of Public Safety’ at (919) 843-6165 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls 
are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit inIblrnation to Crime Stoppers online at www crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

UNC Police also shared this intbrmation with the Chapel Hill Police Department, Carrboro Police Department and UNC Hospital Police. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in investigations into this incidents. Call 911 immediately to repolt an?’ and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the tbllowing link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http :/iwww. aleltcarolina.unc edu 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of in]2~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, September 16, 2013 1:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated D1 Soccer Rankings through Sept 15; Offense/Det~nse Rankings Released tbr DI Women 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, August 31, 2006 10:16 AM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] [all-college-faculty] IAH AND 

CHAPMAN FACULTY FELLOWSHIPS] 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] [all-college-faculty] IAH AN... (4.59 
KB).msg 

Mr Perry: 
In case you missed it ...... Note the deadline. 
Julius 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dee Reid <deereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 21, 2006 2:24 PM 

african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Dept. Managers <AdAssist@listserv.unc.edu>; jpm@email.unc.edu; 
mmarks@email.unc.edu; Turbiville@aol.com 
[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] [all-college-faculty] IAH AND CHAPMAN 
FACULTY FELLOWSHIPS 

The enclosed message is being sent to all College faculty, with a copy 
to departmental managers, on behalf of the Institute for the Arts and 
Humanities. 

8/21/06 

FACULTY FELLOWSHIPS, 2007-2008 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities is offering UNC-CH faculty 
members a unique opportunity: namely, a semester-long fellowship to work 
on proj ects for publication, exhibition, composition, and performance, 
and also a weekly seminar/luncheon to exchange ideas with 8-12 other 
Fellows from various disciplines. 

- Applicants may apply for fall or spring semester. 
- Faculty who have previously held any fellowship at the Institute for 
the Arts and Humanities may apply again, but only in the fifth year 
after any previous fellowship at the IAH. 

FACULTY MAY APPLY FOR ONLY ONE OF THE TWO AVAILABLE FELLOWSHIPS. 

1. IAH FELLOWSHIPS (Including the Moister Fellowship in Ethics for 
Scholarship, Teaching and Consulting on Ethical Issues in Society and 
the Professions) 

Projects: Proposals should be related in some important way to the arts, 
humanities, or social sciences. Joint proposals from two faculty members 
are also acceptable. Applicants may apply for fall or spring semester. 

Eligibility: We encourage faculty at all ranks to apply. In each group 
of Fellows we seek a blend of ranks and disciplines. We may also take 
into account applicants’ leaves of absence for research during the three 
years prior to the IAH fellowship. 
Applicants need endorsement from their department’s chair. 

Professors in tenure-track or tenured positions at all ranks may apply 
for an IAH Fellowship as early as their second year at UNC-CH. Persons 
holding fixed-term appointments who are in at least their fourth year 
are also eligible if they will be returning to their department in the 
following semester. 



DEADLINE FOR IAH APPLICATIONS: Friday, September 22, 2006 

2. CHAPMAN FAMILY FACULTY FELLOWSHIPS, for outstanding teachers who 
regularly teach 
undergraduate students 
Projects: The IAH is interested in a variety of projects: outreach, 
internships or fieldwork related to your teaching or research; a reading 
program to revitalize a field of your teaching; research; performance or 
exhibition in the fine arts. The Chapman Family Faculty Fellowship now 
includes a stipend of $5000 that the Fellow may use to support teaching, 
research, and service activities. 

Eligibility: Applicants must have been at UNC-CH long enough to 
establish a record of distinguished teaching. Candidates for the Chapman 
Fellowship should thus have completed at least three full years of 
teaching at UNC-CH. Faculty in all units of the University may apply for 
a Chapman Fellowship if they regularly teach undergraduate courses. In 
addition to proj ect proposals, Chapman applicants must submit supporting 
materials about their teaching and may be interviewed and/or observed 
(with advance notification) by members of the selection committee. 

DEADLINE FOR CHAPMAN APPLICATIONS: WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2006 

Fellows must attend seminar meetings on Tuesdays during the semester of 
their leave, either fall 2007, September 4-December 18; or spring 2008, 
January 8 - April 15. 
Fellows agree to remain a member of the University faculty for two 
semesters following the completion of their fellowship at the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities. 

Applications are now available at Hyde Hall. For more information, feel 
free to talk with the Director, Associate Director or staff at Hyde 
Hall. To request an application by phone, call 843-2651. 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-faculty as: african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@li stserv.unc, edu. 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN321@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, October 12, 2006 5:32 PM 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] [all-college-faculty] Cluster 
Workshop 10/17/06 - Memo from Jay Smith] 

Ann: 

JEN 

Roberta Ann Dunbar wrote: 

> Yes. They’re doing it in the middle of my African Lit class. Carol has 
> agreed to go. You and I need to discuss this further. I’ve sent out a 
> proposal to relevant faculty members in the College. Haven’t yet had a 
> landslide response. But if we do get more, and decide to put forth a 
> proposal for funding, we need to identify someone else who will develop 
> the course because money is involved. I’ve been thinking of Charlene. 
> Any thoughts on this? I haven’t mentioned it to her yet. 
> Ann 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

> 
>> Ann: Did you see this? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Subject: 
>> [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] [all-college-faculty] 
>> Cluster Workshop 10/17/06 - Memo from Jay Smith 
>> From: 
>> Geraldine Taylor <gtaylor@email.unc.edu> 
>> Date: 
>> Thu, 12 Oct 2006 09:32:02 -0400 
>> To: 
>> "african-and-afro -american-studie s-faculty" 
>> <african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 
>> 
>> To: 
>> "african-and-afro -american-studie s-faculty" 
>> <african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 
>> CC: 
>> Stephanie Medwid <smedwid@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> To: Faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences and Professional Schools 
>> From: Jay Smith, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula, College 
>> of A&S 
>> Date: Oct. 11, 2006 
>> RE: Cluster meeting, October 17 in Graham Memorial 039 
>> 
>> A cluster workshop for faculty interested in designing 
>> interdisciplinary course Cluster Programs will be held on Tuesday, 



>> Oct. 17 in Graham Memorial 039 from 9-11AM. At the workshop, the 
>> Associate Dean and other faculty with experience in cluster-formation 
>> will be on hand to answer questions, provide guidance, discuss 

>> procedures, and share coffee, bagels, and ideas. 
>> 

>> In the meantime, faculty may wish to consult the Undergraduate 
>> Curricula web page, where the guidelines governing the Cluster 

>> Programs are discussed: ~:,66vww.unc.edu/deptsit~c/O6ch~sterhtrni 
>> 

>> 

>> Stephanie Medwid 

>> Office of Undergraduate Education 

>> (919) 843-5473 

>> smedwid@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to all-college-faculty as: 
>> african-and-afro -american-studie s-faculty @listserv.unc.edu. 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN321@email.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 

Professor and Chair 

African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina 

CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Tel: 919-962-1513 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

Email: j en321 @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-win.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 4:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Apple lOS7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Saturday, September 21,2013 3:15 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

Anson Dorrance: "Just Tell Me I Can’t" by Jamie Meyer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, September 23, 2013 1:22 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rankings through Sept 22 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

greggzbennet ~gmail.com on behalf of 

Gregg Bennett <gregg@BennettRank.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: I love your sluff 

The overall Bennettf~_ank. is a week to week., measure.., that builds on previous week ranldngs., etc.., the other measures., strength of schedule, offense, defense, axe 

season to date averages. When we update the weekly rankings_ only current ranldngs are used (not season averages).. 

Florida State for example., earlier in the season., had a 4-1 game v. Auburn (then BR 14) and a 3-0 game v. Florida (then BR 8)... since that time., they havn’t been as 

productive..., having scored.. 7 goals over the past 7 games.., and allowing 3.. still pretty good. but they "only" scored 1 v. Oklahoma (BR59) and NC State (BR71 ). 

.... bnt the "average".. tbr the season.., gives them a 1. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 1:30 PM, Donance, Albert A IV <anson~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Gregg, 

Got it!! And [ do love the fact that you guys do count the goals and use that as a measure beyond just the W,L, T ... home or away~ BUT, how do you reconcile the 
fact that in all your measures FSU is better than us ( BE SoS, BR off, BE def) and yet we are still above them? What hidden measures are there that "skew" the 
rankings beyond those three measur¢_~s? 

From-" qreqqzbennett@qmail.com [mailto:qreqqzbennett@qmail.com] On Behalf Of @egg Bennett 
Seat" MNonday, September 23, 2013 3:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject" Re: I love your stuff 

Anson.. thanks tbr writing., appreciate the interest and the support.. 

Yes.. Florida State.. did beat you.., in a 1 goal game., and you both are veU close in rank .... Goal differential is important (to a point)., and as this was a veW close 

gmne., neither team was going to move much up or down in a one goal game.. Left on il’s own FSU would have stayed above you... 

but then., they went to NC State.. a much worse ranked temn (71).. and had a narrow win..,, our spread on that game for them was., 3+_ and they didn’t cover.. 

(the quality- of the win wasn’t good) .... 

You also had a much higher quality win on Stmday v. Miami..., a BR43.. and beat them 4 nil.. a -2 spread,, that you well covered.. 

ttope this helps.. 

I enjw the discussion., as it keeps us honesl...and ideas always pop tip lbr fine tuning and other stats.. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 8:55 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <mason(&email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Gregg, 

First offI love what you are doing. I think your rankings are the best. But help me with this (even though I agree with where we are ranked) how can FSU women 
be ranked ahead of us in eveU categoU you list (SOS, O&D) and be ranked behind us and drop alter winning two this past week (including beating us) and have us 
ascend when splitting? 

I am a big data gw; the Competitive Cauldron has been driving perfommnce here at UNC from the beginning of my collegiate coaching caaceer, so I study your 
rankings in earnest and yours are absolutely the best. So I am curious about how the rankings axe arrived at when the "input" indicates a difi}rent rank? 
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Sent: 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Updated BennettRank Team Page 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Friday, September 27, 2013 3:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Updated BennettRank Team Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:15 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rankings through Sept 29 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athlefics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS University for October 

i.X.i ACS logo PMS485 CG08 

Anson, 

Fall is upon us! Whether you’re a Coach, a Compliance Officer, or an Equipment Manager we’re here to educate and/or refresh you on everything 
the ACS System offers to make your life easier. We have quite a few new courses this month including a special session to help prepare for NLI 
Signing Day! Be sure to register for the courses that are applicable to you. 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and may be attended anywhere you have access to the 
Intemet. 

See you in a session soon! 

Kristen Fyffe 
Senior Client Solutions Associate 
ACS Athletics 

Coach Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options 
available to our users! 

Monday, October 14, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, October 28, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

ACS Recruiting -All About Emailing 

All About Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS Recruiting Coordinator system [1 from individual 
personalized emails to mass personalized emails. Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top prospecLJs 
birthdays! 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 31,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Questionnaire Upgrade 

Attend this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire[ The ACS Online Questionnaire can be set up to receive 



transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this questionnaire! This 
session is a must! 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reclister 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, search, run reports and functions. This session is a 
must for all users! 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Get Started with University Athlete and SportsBoard sync with ACS: It’s 100% Automated! 

Did you know you can link your University Athlete and SportsBoard database to your InControl system? This link will automatically integrate your 
recruits, ranks, notes, and tournament attendance from University Athlete and SportsBoard into your InControl system! For years, our users have 
enjoyed the ability to import data directly from University Athlete and SportsBoard into their InControl database.The integration will allow our users 
to enjoy this same flexibility while removing the importing step allowing the two databases to act as one! Attend this session to get started! 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Coach JPhone Recruiting Caller ID 

This session will cover how to integrate your recruiting information into your iPhone address book. Immediately know the name, rank, and grad 
year of prospects when they call or text you, not to mention parent name! 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Using your Android for Recruiting 

This session covers the benefits of using ACS EasyLog and the ACS Android App for call logging! 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 



Click Here to Register 

All About Coaching Apps 

The ACSCoach iPad app and ACS Athletics iPhone app help college coaches and support staff improve operational performance and reduce 
risk in key areas such as recruiting and team operations. For collegiate coaching professionals, the ACSCoach iPad app offers a one-stop 
application for managing recruiting and roster management related activities. The robust contact management, compliance and communication 
solution was designed specifically for college coaches, empowering them to manage, track and coordinate all recruiting information and activities 
in real-time. Attend this session to learn all about them! 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the 
Event List, Depth Chart, Social Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Contact and School Management 

This session covers the Contacts and Schools section of ACS Recruiting Coordinator. Learn about tracking not only coaches in your ACS Contact 
database, but also Alumni and Booster information. The ability to text and email Contacts will be reviewed, as well as all reporting options! 

Monday, October 7, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, October 21,2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Compliance Sessions 

introduction to ACS Athletics - Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options 
available to our users! 

Monday, October 7, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, October 21,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reclister 

Special Session: Get Ready for NLI Signing Day! 

Be sure to tune in for best practices and tips to help you prepare your ACS InControl system for NLI Signing Day[ 

Monday, October 30, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

ACS Compliance Officer: Phone Import Tool 

This session will cover importing phone bills into your ACS Compliance Officer system for monitoring purposes. 



Friday, October 11,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Friday, October 25, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

ACS Ticketing: ACS Guest List 

Are you taking advantage of all the ticketing functionality has to offer? If you aren’t using the Restricted Guest List, this session is a MUST! 

Friday, October 4, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Reclister 

Friday, October 18, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

All About Practice & Competition Eligibility 

Attendees will learn how to use ACS Team Manager to Assess Practice Eligibility, Make Athletes Competition Eligible, Change the Status of 
Athletes, as well as make Athletes Not Eligible for Practice and Competition. Additionally, users will see how automatic email notifications are tied 
to these functions, emailing all the appropriate people within the athletic department when these changes take place! In addition, learn how to run 
specific Roster Reports, as well as use Saved Grids with your Grid Report! 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

All About ACS Rules Engine and Dashboards! 

Why is this activity a flag? Join this session to help you navigate the rules engine of ACS and utilize the dashboards to efficiently monitor activity! 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reclister 

ACS and Compliance Assistant Data integration 

Did you know that you can transition your ACS Roster information into Compliance Assistant to eliminate having duplicate data entry? Be sure to 
tune into this quick training session to easily transition your data from ACS into the NCAA tool! 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Coach AND Compliance Sessions 

Logging Recruiting Activities 

This session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and unofficial visits. Learn more about how coaches are logging 
activity in ACS Athletics and getting rid of the paperwork! 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 



Thursday, October 10, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 31,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Roster Basics 

Get started with ACS Team Manager! Users will learn how to Iogin, view Student-Athlete information, customize reports and create custom fields 
for their roster. Emailing and Text Messaging the roster will also be covered! 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Create and Generate your own Reports 

This session will cover how to build and save multiple customized report options and views within ACS. Learn how to customize your Grid and print 
reports based on the criteria you choose as well as other print report options and mail merge options! 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Social Media Special 

Be sure to tune into this course to find out how you can best utilize your ACS system with social media[ We will review capturing Facebook and 
Twitter information in your online questionnaire, one=click access to your prospectus social media pages, and sending messages directly from 

ACS to a social media inbox and much more! 

Monday, October 14, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, October 28, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Logging Practice Hours and Participation 

Learn all there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the Compliance Office. Users will learn how to create 
Practice Groups; as well as complete and submit practice logs on a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy practice weeks to future weeks 
for ease of use when entering practice schedules. Also discover how to record participation! 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Reqister 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Click to view this email in a browser 
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Ranking Corrections for High Perlbrming Teams 
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hole". As such, we developed and 

implemented, this week, a mid 

season correction formula to identify 

those high performing temns and 

place them in a ranking consistent 

with their performance. 

Most teams that play better than 

their raw,kings improve without any 

such adjustment natarally through our weekly lbrmulas. Because of our 
internal circuit breakers, some teams can’t move up tkst enough to reflect 

the dispari~ between their rm~k and how well they are playing. 

At tiffs time in the season, we identify those teaa~s and make a one time 
adjustment. We maJ, ce no adjustment for teams that have consistently 

played much worse than their rmaldngs. 
The mos~t notable mid-season improvement is D1 Men’s CAL which 

moved from BR 16 to BR 4. 

Adjustments made within or into top 50 teams by division axe shown 

below. 

D1 Women: (these adjustments were made last week) 
Georgetown     from BR 21 to BR 15 

UC Irvine from BR45 to BR 34 

Denver t?om BR 57 to BR 50 

DI Men: 

CAL from BR 16 to BR 4 

Coastal Carolina from BR 28 to BR 21 

D2 Women: 

Florida Tech from BR 21 to BR 10 

Valdosta State from BR 48 to BR 40 

New Haven from BR 45 to BR 41l 

Bridgeport from BR 55 to BR 44 
Belmont Abbey ti-om BR 78 to BR 48 

D2 Men: 

SaintLeo fi’omBR21 to BR 11 

St. Edward’s t?om BR30 to BR 15 

Nova Southeastern from BR 45 to BR 20 

Millersville from BR 36 to BR 24 

Anderson from BR 53 to BR 32 

Alabama Huntsv’ille from BR 74 to BR 39 

Cal Poly Pomona from BR 76 to BR 40 

MmW from BR56 to BR 43 
D3 Women: 

St. Benedict from BR 21 to BR 20 
Stevenson from BR 25 to BR 22 

Aurora from BR 29 to BR 24 

Bowdoin from BR 45 to BR 34 

Christopher Newport ti-om BR 86 to BR 49 

D3 Men: 

Dicldnson from BR 26 to BR 22 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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i!!!!!i!!!i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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hole". As such, we developed and 

implemented, this week, a mid 

season correction formula to identify 

those high performing temns and 

place them in a ranking consistent 

with their performance. 

Most teams that play better than 

their raw,kings improve without any 

such adjustment natarally through our weekly lbrmulas. Because of our 
internal circuit breakers, some teams can’t move up tkst enough to reflect 

the dispari~ between their rm~k and how well they are playing. 

At tiffs time in the season, we identify those teaa~s and make a one time 
adjustment. We maJ, ce no adjustment for teams that have consistently 

played much worse than their rmaldngs. 
The mos~t notable mid-season improvement is D1 Men’s CAL which 

moved from BR 16 to BR 4. 

Adjustments made within or into top 50 teams by division axe shown 

below. 

D1 Women: (these adjustments were made last week) 
Georgetown     from BR 21 to BR 15 

UC Irvine from BR45 to BR 34 

Denver t?om BR 57 to BR 50 

DI Men: 

CAL from BR 16 to BR 4 

Coastal Carolina from BR 28 to BR 21 

D2 Women: 

Florida Tech from BR 21 to BR 10 

Valdosta State from BR 48 to BR 40 

New Haven from BR 45 to BR 41l 

Bridgeport from BR 55 to BR 44 
Belmont Abbey ti-om BR 78 to BR 48 

D2 Men: 

SaintLeo fi’omBR21 to BR 11 

St. Edward’s t?om BR30 to BR 15 

Nova Southeastern from BR 45 to BR 20 

Millersville from BR 36 to BR 24 

Anderson from BR 53 to BR 32 

Alabama Huntsv’ille from BR 74 to BR 39 

Cal Poly Pomona from BR 76 to BR 40 

MmW from BR56 to BR 43 
D3 Women: 

St. Benedict from BR 21 to BR 20 
Stevenson from BR 25 to BR 22 

Aurora from BR 29 to BR 24 

Bowdoin from BR 45 to BR 34 

Christopher Newport ti-om BR 86 to BR 49 

D3 Men: 

Dicldnson from BR 26 to BR 22 
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Good afternoon from The Carolina Club! 

We have a great week of Tar Heel Soccer on campus and we are so 
fortunate to be right in the middle of all the excitement! Please drop by the 
Club for a bite on your way to these games: 

Men’s Soccer vs. Duke on Friday, October 4th at 7 pm 

(O’Herron’s Grill is serving our $5 guacamole and chips bar beginning at 5:30 pm) 

Women’s Soccer vs. Maryland on Sunday, October 6th at 1 pm 
6Ne’re serving Sunday Brunch from 11 am = 2pm) 

Men’s Soccer vs. Clemson on Tuesday, October 8th at 7 pm 
(O’Herron’s Grill is serving half price sandwiches and burgers beginning at 5:30 pm) 

Here’s an update on more exciting things happening at the Club 
throughout the upcoming week. Come by soon to see our new lobby, 
member offices and enjoy a great breakfast to start you day! Give us a 
call at 919-962-1101 or reply to this email to make reservations at any of 
our special events. We look forward to seeing you in the Club soon! 

Sunday Brunch 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Sunday, November 3 
11 am =2 pm 
Adults - $20 
Children 642 = $10 
Children 5 and under are complimentary 
Chef Oscar invited you into the Club kitchen to oversee your very own made-to-order 
Omelets, Chef=Carved Angus Roast Beef, French Toast, Southern=Style Shrimp & 
Grits, Homemade Buttermilk Biscuits.sound good? Join us for the best brunch in town! 

Lunch with General Manager, John Rodriguez 
Thursday, October 10 
12:00-1:00pro Complimentary 
Please join J.R. for lunch! This is a great opportunity to hear about the new 
developments happening in your Club and ask anything you have been curious about. 
To keep the conversation more personal, seating is limited to six Members per lunch. 

What’s a University For? Reflections on Carolina, Past and 
Present 
A Special Commemorative Program Celebrating University 

James L. Leloudis II ’77, ’89 (PhD), professor of history and Associate Dean for Honors, 
will deliver a special program in celebration of University Day on Thursday, Oct. 10, at 
the George Watts Hill Alumni Center. Ligtlt refreshments will be offered at 6 p.m. and 
the program will begin at 5:30. 

¯ A Carolina education is as much a public good as it is private good. By 

expanding life opportunities for students, a Carolina education advances the 
welfare of us all. 

¯ A public University, as Edward Kidder Graham once explained, is an instrument 
for "doing the work of the world." 
The public university is a crucible of inclusive democracy. 

To register, please visit: vwvw.alumni.unc.edu/go/celebrate. 

Member Guest Mixer 
Enjoy a bite, a beverage and the fellowship of friends 
Wednesday, October 9 
5:30 - 7 pm 
Complimentary hors d’oeuvres and 2 drink tickets per person 



Enjoy a bite, a beverage and the fellowship of friends. Our Mixers are a great way to 
introduce your Club to others, and we welcome you to bring prospective Members to 
this event. 

Lobster Feast! 
Thursday - Saturday 

October 10, 11, & 12 
An event so good you can taste it! 
Come into the Club to feast on a fabulous, fresh, four-course lobster dinner with all the 
trimmings! Please click here to read the menu 

Oktoberfest Beer Tasting 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Friday, October 11 
6:30 - 7:30 pm 
$t5 - Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group Members 
$25 - Non-Group Members 
Learn the history of this classic beer style while tasting the original and contemporary 
examples. Light hors d’oeuvres will be provided. 

Carolina Football Tailgates 
UNC vs. Miami 
Thursday, October 17 
Doors Open 3 Hours Prior to Kick Off 
(This is a Passport event) 
Tailgating at the Club is an exciting Member tradition featuring face painting, 
professional DJ’s, live entertainment, Tar Heel sports trivia, raffle prizes, delicious food, 
fun and friends. It’s the perfect way to celebrate your Tar Heel spirit before all home 
games! And don’t forget - your 20th Anniversary Member Passport includes a 
complimentary Tailgate voucher - call us today to make your reservations. Doors open 3 

hours before kick off. $21.95 (adults), $11 (kids 6 - 12), $6 (kids 3 - 5) 

SAVE THE DATE! Women’s Basketball Season Tip Off 
Party 
And Hal/of Fame Celebration 
Saturday, November 2 
8pro - Midnight 
$25 
Join UNC Women’s Head Basketball Coach - and your fellow Club member - Sylvia 
Hatchell to help us tip off the season with a huge party! There will be dancing to live 
music with "The Magnificents" beach music band, light hors d’oeuvres, amazing raffles 
and surprise gifts for all who attend! You do NOT want to miss this! 

Our 2013 Tailgate Partners 
Many thanks to or Tailgate Partners! Your support has enabled us to add more to our 
club tailgating events this year than ever before. We had a great kick off to the season 
over the weekend and we’re geared up for 6 more exciting home games this fall. 

Joel Levy, CPA 

Pat Phelan, Edward Jones 
Pam Herndon, State Farm 
Tar Heeled by Fan Feet 
Barbara Leedy, ATMA Hotel Group 
Michael Abemathy 
Todd Rust, Wells Fargo Advisors 
Balloons and Tunes 
Paint Savvy 
Joe Bunn DJ Company 
Pepsi 
Long Beverage 

Breakfast is Served 
The Carolina Club now serves breakfast every Monday - Friday from 7:30-9:30am in 
O’Herron’s Grill Chef Oscar and his team have launched a fabulous breakfast menu that 
is sure to get your day started on a high note! See y’all at the Club for breakfast! 

New Amenities 
Construction almost complete! Our new Member offices, conference room with full 
audio-visual capabilities and new furnishings in the Harvey Lobby are complete! We 
hope this will provide you with even more ways to meet and connect with friends, clients 
and colleagues while enabling you to work comfortably and efficiently while you are 
away from your home or office. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Olt~nse, Det~nse, and Strength of Schedule Rankings tbr D2 and D3 

COLLEGE SOCCER 
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The Parents Role in The eecr.iti.g Process ~:: 
Know what your role is in the recruiting process, so you can 

help your athlete get ahead! READ MORE ~ 
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THE TRANSiTiON EPISODE 7: YOUR REC~U|TING P~OF~LE 
THE STUDENT ATHLETE GOT A NAKeOVER 
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Recruiting Checklist ~i The revisions include lots of customized 
for Parents ....... 
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better layouts for viewing on mobile devices. 
th ngs to he p your ath ete 

Loft in Now To Check It Oat 
get recruited. ’ 

R~D MORe 

P recess 

I In the past I have discussed why your high school coach 
cannot get you a scholarship. As I mentioned, every high 

I 
school coach has a different level of experience with the 

I 

recruiting process 
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F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Order of the Golden Fleece <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 11:40 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

2013 OGF Homecoming Reception 

For: A. Dorrance 

iXi View Card 

::::e:i Enable imsges to view 2013 OGF Homecoming Reception 

2013 OGF Homecoming Reception 
Click the image or the following link to view your 
card and reply to Order of the Golden Fleece. 

View card: 
www.paperlesspost, com/events/5098292- 

11 b7bb2f/repliesi96225915-7b476975 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

The Active order cordially invites you to the 
order of the golden fleece 

2013 Homecoming Reception 

Friday, November 8, 2013 
Campus Y Anne Queen Lounge 

5:00-6:30pm 

Please rsvp and update your contact 
information at: 

ogf.web.unc.eduiargonautupdate 

Save the Date: 
110th alumni reunion 
April 11 - 12, 2014 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post maii 

Add Ra,eerjess,eost@~pajaerl£ssjaost, r:orn to yet:r 8ddress book [o ensu;e 5’eu recsive all fu~u;e emaila from F’aperiess Pest 

in your inbox Click here to seep ~ecei,/in~ emails from PapsHesa Peat iRcluding i!;vitations 8!;<! cards 

\,iew the Papeiless Post p rj}@_c:£_p_gjj_qy_: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rankings Through October 6 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Y##.LAF#Azq~’! T£#A&,~#..~#A!s. ~!!..D~#.&~.~#.&ts 



~iii Halloween Store 



%i 20% Off Select Halloween Candy 

20% Off Seiect Haliowe~m C~ndy 

i iXi 25% or More Off StarWars Cost .... 

2":SI..,, ~ or Mon~" Off Star Wa~s Costumes 



~iii Up to 50% Off Classic Costumes 

Up to 50% Off ~1~,~,~ ~..e~tu,m~s 

Xi .................................. 

i IIXII Up to 50°/o Off Superhero/Sci Fi Cost .... 



~:iI Spooky Stories: Children’s Hall ..... Books 

Spooky Stories: Children’s Halloween Books 

i i’~ Get up to 60% Off Popular H ..... Movie Collections 

Get up to 60% Off Pepuia,~ Heifer Movie 
Celiections 

l iXi Hall ..... Reads 

HMieween Reads 

ii.~.iI Halloween Music 

Haiieween Music 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.~’~.’.~’~’O,,",,’~C~ See m~l’e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i S ..... p to $200 on Select Dell PCs and Monitors i :i~:i Save $20 on S ..... g Galaxy Tab 3 10 

Sr~’,/~.~ uf> to $900 o~; Seiect Dell F;Cs and Saw~ $20 on Sr~r~;s~;g Gr~r~’y Tab 3 10" 
M e,,’~ i~.o r s "%bleSs 



i.~.il Save on an iPhone with Warehouse Deals 

Ssv~ or~ 8~ iP~o~ witi~ Wsre~o!.Ese Desls 

Xbox One: the All-in-One Entertainment System 

Xbo;< O~se: t~se Ail..i~-.One E~ste~tainm~:~n~ System 



[~iii Upto 50% off Columbia Outdoor Clothing 

Up to 50% off’ Columbia O~.Etdo{~r Ck~t~it~g 

i i~ Up to 75% Off Select Jewelry 

Up to 75% Off’ Select ,.ewelry 

i iXi U p to 60% Off Men’s Watches 

Lip to 60% Off Me~’s Watches 

Up to 60% off Select MLB, NHL, NBA and NCAA 

bags 

Up to ~50% ofi Seiect MLB, NHL NBA and NCAA 
bags 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



i~ Extra 15-20% Off Select Chamberlain Garage Door 

..... Openers a nd Accessories 



"~’iI Extra 15% Off Select InSinkErator Evolution Series ii~iI $60 Off G ........ ks Battery P ..... d Chai .... 

Garbage Disposers 

Extra 15% Off Seiect llsSin~E~ato,~ Evoiution $60 Off GreenworRs Battery Poweled 
Sei’i(.~s G;~bsge Disposers Cllsi~s~:~w 



i i% 20th Anni ..... r:/of Ni .... ’s 

20th Anlsiversary of Nilvans’s "In Utere" 

%i Save Upto 67% Off 

Save Up to 67% Off "Fsmily Guy" and 
"Futu ra ma" 

Save Up to 57% Off 

Save Up to 57% Off "Resident Evil" and 
"U nde~v,,erld" 

i~i October Best of the Month 

October Best of the Month 



~0,’~ "~0 ~x~~ ...... 

Fall Baking Favorites i iXi Gluten-Free Favorites 



.~.iI Buy an AutoRip CD or Vinyl Album and Get the MP3 

Version for Free 

B~.Ey an Au~oRip CD o~" Vinyl ;-~,lb~.m’~ ~nd Ge~. ~he 
MR3 Version fo~ Flee 

xi ................................. 

:~ A ......... Gift Cards: Free One-Day Shipping and 
Gift Box 

Amazo,,’~,com Gift Cards: F.~ee One,-D~y 
Shipping ~nd Gift Box 



"~:iI Kindle Fire 



Find (~.,"~at/)eai~ o,~~ ,,",4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < ,~ ilel’.’,is St~,,l~i~f~ 

Seoks 

.,"v~evies & ~V 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kindle Pap’e~wh}l:e 

i’:;indie Fiie HD 

bstarlt Video 

B’~dsic 

Electronics Toys & Games 

Ceii Phor~!?s ~ Acc!?..s~.S.’)de.S Ciofl;in.q 

~.~p.’)d:~:, & Otil:(iO0[!. ..lewei[y 

Autolrsotive Wetcl]es 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:}fk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime t’/.’egezin es 



iI~ii ..................................... 

i~ii A ........ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club - University Day Edition 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good afternoon from The Carolina Club! 

We hope you are all staying dry on this soggy Monday in Chapel Hill. 

This will be a very important week in the life of our University with the installation of 

Chancellor Carol Folt on University Day this Saturday, October 12th. As part of the 

University Day observances taking place this week, The Carolina Club is proud to be 
the host site for the General Alumni Association’s commemorative program with 

James L Leloudis II ’77, ’89 (PhD) on Thursday, October 10th. Please read below for 

full details. 

In addition, we have a fantastic line-up of social, business, dining, sports and family 
events to suit every need - including LOBSTER FEAST this week. Please come see 
us soon! Give us a call at 919-962-1101 or reply to this email to make reservations at 
any of our special events. 

Member Guest Mixer 
Wednesday, October 9 
5:30 - 7 pm 
Complimentary hors d’oeuvres and 2 drink tickets per person 
Enjoy a bite, a beverage and the fellowship of friends. Our Mixers are a great way to introduce your 
Club to others, and we welcome you to bring prospective Members to this event. 

Lunch with General Manager, John Rodriguez 
Thursday, October 10 
12:00=1:00pro Complimentary 
Please join J.R. for lunch! This is a great opportunity to hear about the new developments happening 
in your Club and ask anything you have been curious about. To keep the conversation more personal, 
seating is limited to six Members per lunch. 

What’s a University For? Reflections on Carolina, Past and Present 
A Special Commemorative Program Celebrating University Day 
James L. Leloudis II ’77, ’89 (PhD), professor of history and Associate Dean for Honors, will deliver a 
special program in celebration of University Day on Thursday, Oct. 10, at the George Watts Hill 
Alumni Center. Light refreshments will be offered at 6 p.m. and the program will begin at 6:30. 

A Carolina education is as much a public good as it is private good. By expanding life 
opportunities for students, a Carolina education advances the welfare of us all. 

A public University, as Edward Kidder Graham once explained, is an instrument for "doing the 
work of the world." 

The public university is a crucible of inclusive democracy. 

To register, please visit: www.alumni.unc.edu/.qo/celebrate. 

Lobster Feast! 
Thursday - Saturday 
October 10, 11, & 12 
An event so good you can taste it! 
Come into the Club to feast on a fabulous, fresh, four-course lobster dinner with all the trimmings! 

Please click here to read the menu 

Oktoberfest Beer Tasting 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Friday, October 11 
6:30 = 7:30 pm 
$16 - Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group Members 
$26 - Non-Group Members 



Learn the history of this classic beer style while tasting the original and contemporary examples. 
Light hers d’oeuvres will be provided. 

Business Models in Housing for Retirement Options 
(This is a Member Passport Event) 
Thursday, October 17 

11:30 am - Lunch 
12:00 pm - Presentation 
$20 includes lunch, beverage and dessert 
Presentation hosted by Galloway Ridge at Fearrington specifically designed for the Finance 
Industry Professionals assisting the senior population in our communities. 

Before your client is ready to start the process of looking at a community, how can you assist in 
preparing them for the next phase of their lives? With so many different types of communities, 
business models and contracts - where do they start? Become a resource and make a difference in 

their lives. 

During the presentation you will learn: 

Types of retirement communities 

Business models, contracts, etc. 
When is the right time to start the process? 
How to compare communities? 
What questions to ask when touring? 
Resources 

Carolina Football Tailgate Party 
UNC vs. Miami 
Thursday, October 17 
Doors Open 3 Hours Prior to Kick Off 
(This is a Passport event) 
Tailgating at the Club is an exciting Member tradition featuring face painting, professional DJ’s, live 
entertainment, Tar Heel sports trivia, raffle prizes, delicious food, fun and friends. It’s the perfect way 
to celebrate your Tar Heel spirit before all home games! And don’t forget - your 20th Anniversary 
Member Passport includes a complimentary Tailgate voucher - call us today to make your 
reservations. Doors open 3 hours before kick off. $21.95 (adults), $11 (kids 6 - 12), $6 (kids 3 - 5) 

Spooky Halloween Carnival 
Sunday, October 20 
2-5 pm 
$15 -ages 3 & up 
Kids under 2 - complimentary 
Calling all Goblins and Ghouls! Tell Mom and Dad to bring you and your friends out to The Carolina 
Club for a fun afternoon of family-friendly games, activities, tricks and treats including: pumpkin 
carving, cookie decorating, carnival games & prizes, inflatables, a "tattoo parlor," crafts and much 
more! Costumes welcomed, but not required. It’s going to be a spooooooky good time for the whole 
family! 

Real Estate Forum Lunch 
Friday, October 25 
11:30am-lpm 
A la Carte pricing for lunch 
All are welcome. The discussion is general in nature and you do not have to be in the industry to 
participate. If you have a particular interest, question, or just want to learn, please join us. This group 
meets the last Friday of each month unless noted otherwise. 

Get the Most out of Social Media for Your Business 
Presented by Erik Johnson, ClubCorp’s Director of Digital Marketing and Social Media 
Thursday, October 31 
8 am - Doors open for hot breakfast buffet 
8:30 am - Program 
$t8 
Join us for a fun and lively presentation that make social media for you business easy to understand, 

whether you are just getting started or looking for additional tips from an industry expert. 

Benefits to Attendees: 

Find new prospects and engage existing clients 

Generate buzz and build market awareness 
Discover opportunities to improve and innovate 
Boost the effectiveness of other marketing channels 

SAVE THE DATE! 
Women’s Basketball Season Tip Off Party 
And Hall of Fame Celebration 
Saturday, November 2 
8pro - Midnight 
$25 
Join UNC Women’s Head Basketball Coach - and your fellow Club member - Sylvia Hatchell to help 
us tip offthe season with a huge party! There will be dancing to live music with "The Magnificents" 
beach music band, light hors d’oeuvres, amazing raffles and surprise gifts for all who attend! You do 



NOT want to miss this! 

Our 2013 Tailgate Partners 
Many thanks to or Tailgate Partners! Your support has enabled us to add more to our club tailgating 
events this year than ever before. We had a great kick off to the season over the weekend and we’re 
geared up for 6 more exciting home games this fall. 

Joel Levy, CPA 

Pat Phelan, Edward Jones 
Pam Herndon, State Farm 
Tar Heeled by Fan Feet 
Barbara Leedy, ATMA Hotel Group 
Michael Abernathy 
Todd Rust, Wells Fargo Advisors 
Balloons and Tunes 
Paint Savvy 
Joe Bunn DJ Company 
Pepsi 
Long Beverage 

Breakfast is Served 

The Carolina Club now serves breakfast every Monday - Friday from 7:30-9:30am in O’Herron’s Grill 
Chef Oscar and his team have launched a fabulous breakfast menu that is sure to get your day 
started on a high note! See y’all at the Club for breakfast! 

New Amenities 
Construction almost complete! Our new Member offices, conference t~)om with full audio=visual 

capabilities and new furnishings in the Harvey Lobby are complete! We hope this will provide you with 
even more ways to meet and connect with friends, clients and colleagues while enabling you to work 
comfortably and efficiently while you at~ away from your home or office= 

We want you to feel as good about out email communications as you do about out Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emaits from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 11:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emM.unc.edu> 

D1 Men’s and Women’s Game Predictions {br the Week of October 7 

COLL~GE SOCCER 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tommy Schenck and Jeremy Salemson <papeflesspos~papeflesspost.com~ 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 4:01 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

You’re Invited k~ Fall tbr Children! Reminder 

This is a rernilsder that You’re I!witi;d to Fall for C:ilildrerl, Stalsday, O,’:[cbi;r 20th from 5 00 PM 

to 8:00 ~M a[ Cha,,’)i; - Coulst!y Club, !03 I..als,’:aster Drive Ctsapei Hill NC 

YrJt~ h;we ~ot replied: 

J ~i Wi’l,t, ttend ] ii~ii Will Not Attend 

% 
You’re Invited to Fall for Children! 

Sunday, October 20th from 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM 
Chapel Hill Country Club 

103 Lancaster Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block ti~is sender from you! Paperless Posi maii 

Add pajoerlessjoost~,oaperlesspost.con!l to yotii sddress book to e~s~;re you receiv® all fut~;re emails fiom Paperiess Post 

ir~ ";our inbo×. Click here to atop receivi%; el~ails frol~ r~’aperless Post ir:cludi% invitations snd cards 

View [i1~; i:~ ~p.~![Lh~S i:~.:,st privacy policy. 

% :ebook I ~it~ 7-w1~I 

i~i Get iPhoneApp 



~iran~ ~!b V~an~n@e~a!! n d~ 

Su b jeS!! Ans~5 B~!!ance Sa~e 05 SSipp 5g ~i~h AmaZon P~ ~e 

N 
F:::i :::F: i! ii:: ! i ii! :ii i! !ii ii :i 

] 

Dear Amazon,cam Oustomer~ 

You are receiving this emaiJ because you’ve spent 
more than $30 on shipping over the past year on 
Amazon.com. 

We thought you’d like to know that for just $79 a year, 
you can take advantage of unlimited FREE Two-Day 
Shipping with ~1~!~.;~2~?...~.~i~i~:3:~. 

Start your 30-day free thai today. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   i iiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Yo~,r Ar~azon~To~a~s ~eals See All ~e~ 

i~i FREE Two.Day SMpping with A ......... 
Pri ..... 



Fi~-’.,d G,,"eat De~ls ~’~n f%liUiens of I’,:e,~-’.,s Sto,,"e}’.,ide 

~{ooks @k-~ctronic5 Toys & (3ames 

Movie.< & IV V:.’ie.’l (.’.i~slcs 81~by 

lqndie CaN }~}:oi~es & Z~ccessode5 Ciothm@ 

Kihdle "Nre H@ Spo~t% & Outdoors .Je~,~eliy 

I ~iSJ:@~l!: ~d’iiJ~: i) l\t~iOSlOli~e W@iO[’l e.< 

I’~i;S.i,:: ki.dU ~tri~,l & Sci,s!!~ti~ic }}.!?a@:y 

Home, K}tchei~ & Di:~i~i9 

O, ffi,’:,~! & S,’:iloi;i Supi~’l}es 

H o m~-~ improven mint 

([:~ ¢,’)0~ f }’ 

Patio: LswI: & Gsrderl 

H.<!.~lli~ & Pefs.’~!~s:: {}s!.’-~ 

G ifl C@~ds 



ii~ii 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rankings Through October 13 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Men’s and Women’s Game Predictions tbr the Week of October 14 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 6:18 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

BYOB Painting Classi Spray Tans 

% 

Two-Hour BYOB Painting Class 

Bull City Cra[t 

2501 UnivePsity Drive, Durham 

~" 6.9 miles away (!u:,ni ’,.,odr ?-,.ni~zo~ ~.~dd~e,.;:~.) 

i::: c. ~ T: 

Savir!!#.~ 5! % 

:::~ Two-Hour BYOB Painting Class 

Custom Airbrush Spray Tans 

Planet Beach Renaissance 

6807 Foyetteville Rd, Durham 

5.5 miles away (f:-!:,n-~ "..:c~i,~ .?-’.,m~’:: ol~ :~e:dre... s) 

Savings 70% 

i~"~ Custom Airbrush SprayTans 

Even More Dea~s 

X:: $22 or $40 to Spend at The 

Loop Pizza Grill 

One-Hour Integrative Massage ::::*;;:: Personalized Stamperwith 

Custom Faceplate 

Chapel Hill Durham Online 
.*.’122 or !~40 to S~.’.e~’.,¢i ~?t The ©I~e~H(,:.il i~’.,teU~:~tiv(: P(:i:~;n~::li~:’ed St~?~’.,~per with 

The Loop Pizza Grill Power of Massage InvitationBox.com 

~i Fitness Classes % 28 Lunches and 28 Dinners or 

..... $200 to Spend on Food 
i.X.i Dancing, Sports Skills, 

Gymnastics, and More 

Durham Online Durham 
FitI~ess Ci~:~:-’..s(:s 2S L~.~l"ches ~’,,,",d 28 Dinners D~::~~,"..i~’.,~; Spoltt~ Skiil:-’.., 
Move It Be Fit ~.~,~ $’200 ~o Sperid ~.~r’,, ["eod Gyr,,"i,q:’shcs, :"r’,,d Moil2 

Personal Trainer Food The Little Gym o[ 
Durham/Chapel Hill 



~iii 
Skating Package and Rentals 

for One or Four 

$50 or $100 to Spend at La 

Tropicale Catering 

Durham 

".,"~ o pic~’,ie Cat~:~ i~"9 
La Tropicale Catering 

Personalize your deals by [~t~.~’~’,i~.,’;,.,:.," the free Amazon Local app on Follow us: [] [] 
:.~etti~:,~ ,.:.t~l.~ ~~l~J~:’l~n~.e::.~. your iPhone or Android device 

% 
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i iiiiiiiii   igiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiii iiiii   iii   ii  ii   iiiii    iii gii i iiiiiii iii   iiii  i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

!! 
An Athletes Guide To Lowering The Cost of College 

:iii 

m Stories from athletes. For athletes. ...................... 

..g . . g 
process. NCSA’s new website, myrecruitingstory com, is the place where athletes and parents 

talk about their recruiting experiences and what they had to do to achieve their goals. Hear the 

stories of professional athletes, former division 1 players and other high school athletes like you. 

Or, if you want to share you’re your story, this is the place to do it! Tell Your Story~ 

Get To Know Your Head Scouts ....... Lessens In Athletics From Lebron 

]] 
talented team of recruiting expels 

who excelled as college atNe~es, and continued their      ,. ;,,’,~ him c: h~-.’l:~ h:m iis h~,~ ~.~l 1:." ~.’trnii the.~" 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

success after their pI~ying days ended. They have first- i..’-~:~!." n :. ~m~.% :.~ ;n.~ !;!: ihe .’jr.~!~le.~l ~ aske!:b~ll 

hsna knowledge of how the reo’uifing process works, and ~i~;,,’,~r.~ lx. ev,~r i~t i/~ har(lwecd. 

they’re here to help make it e;~sier for you. NCSA head 
A ~,.:~sti,~r: s:ld ans,..,,~’r a¢,icl~ it: ti’:~" ;01 :~ [4F;/~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ e :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: activated in to NC,~.A [ecruiting ne~work, Get to know i-:~:: :.::~ ~.:~:~::i 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

some scouts below and set up ~n evalu~tkm. 

] 

] 

......................................................................................................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 2:32 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’anson’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’anson’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sun Nov 3 10:10:24 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’anson’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, October 21,2013 1:03 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rankings Through October 20 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





2013 NCSA Power RanMngs 

The 2013 NCSA Power Rankings have officially 

been released! The Power Rankings are calculated 

for each college!university at the DI, II and III levels 

by averaging the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup 

ranking, the NCAA student-athlete graduation rate 

and the US. News & World Report ranking¯ 

View the full power rankings list, filter by division or 

compare to previous years¯ New Coach RMS Feature: 
Recruit Map 

Social Media: The Gift & Curse 
to College Recruiting 

We’re excited to announce the recent launch of a 

brand new tool in your Coach RMS called the 

Recruit Map! The Recruit Map allows you to identify 

your competitors’ recruiting patterns and find 

which high schools across the nation are 

producing college talent by college, conference, 

division and morel 

One of the biggest buzz words in college recruiting 

over the past few years has been ’social media’ Due 

to the misuse of social media, student-athletes have 

hurt their team and forgone NCAA eligibility, but as a 

coach, there are ways your staff can use social 

Lo in to our- RMS to give it a try or click here to 

learn morel 

!i.~’~i~ir:?!iii’iiii: i:::~ii:i::i=ii’:i!~i! ii’"i;ii.i!ii::i~ ’Wiiii:i"i~ ii::;iil;ii.i!,::;iruiiiiiiiii"i!iiiii~i? 

Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D 1 Men’s and Women’s Game Predictions tbr the Week of October 21 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:04 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

You have been Assigned as a Search Committee Chair 

Dear Committee Chair: 

Thank you for agreeing to chair the search committee for the following position at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill: 

Position Number: 1004615 
Working Title: Director of High School Relations 
Department: Ath Football Office 

To access the applicant materials, please login to http://unc.peopleadmin.com/hr/postings/36998 with your 
ONYEN and password. Once you are logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item and click on the correct 
position type. The posting will be listed under Position Title. In the right column, hover over "Actions" and 
click on either "View Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to review the 
candidates[] documents or hover over the "Action" link and click on "View Application" to see their actual 
application, which includes supplemental questions. 

If you have multiple roles in PeopleAdmin, make sure that your role in the drop down menu (top right corner) is 
[] Search Committee Member[]. If not, please select this role and click the refresh button to the right of the drop 
down menu. 

Search Committee Chairs and Members must complete the Online Training Module before beginning the search 
process. The module can be accessed at ~:iiwv, m,.unc.eduideoptsieooadaisctiindex.htm or from the Equal 
Opportunity/ADA Office website by clicking Online Training. 

For Search Committee Chairs who are not UNC employees, please contact the department’s human resources 
facilitator if you do not have your ONYEN and password. If you have any questions regarding this search 
committee, please contact the department’s HR facilitator. HR Facilitator Department Lists may be found by 
clicking here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:21 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

Don’t Miss Late Night With Roy on October 25th! 

::X:: Live This Week on GoHeels TV 

© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

[ 





How Recruit From a Remote Part Of The Country Got Exposure, a 

Scholarship and a National Championship 

Steven Boyle was a 4-year starter at one of the top college programs of his sport. He 
was a 3-time honorable mention All America, and a key part of a National 

Championship team. This is a young man who has a great perspective on recruiting 

and what it takes to be a D1 athlete at a top program. Now an assistant Lacrosse 

coach at Brown, Steven is still 

- 

i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 2:33 AM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’anson’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’anson’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sun Nov 3 10:10:24 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’anson’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, October 28, 2013 12:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rankings Through October 27 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:51 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’anson’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’anson’ was changed on 
Monday, October 28, 2013 at 10:50 AM 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:52 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 1:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Men’s and Women’s Game Predictions tbr the Week of October 28 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Chegg Jacobs <gregg.j acobs@sportsboard- mn.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

New, Fully Customizable SportsBoaJrd App Now Available! 

............................................................................................................................................ I ............ 1 ............. 1 ....................................................................... 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiXiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

ortsBoard Chameleon: The Nex 

I Iol 

G e n era tic n 
I Customers, 

£i 

/ /release of Chamefeon, our he×t-. 
fully-custemizable 

~PP 
re~resents a 

re-wr~te or o~,r 1 st- 
Spo,sboard Scout 

/ /~pps into a single app ,hus,ar, ~    I / 
*eodbaok on ~ I / 
ha~ been ~ERY 

] r°s’t’’e’ 
BENEFFS of Chameleon 

no~ude: 
[ ]i fuIly-customizable metric categories and metrics for ratings skills, 

etc 
~,m-c~,stomi~able s~ats ~or doing pla~,e~ e~ciency ratings and ~eedin~ 

, ,/ ]~ideo editing soNqare such as SportscodelGamebreaker, RightPlay, and 
E.~a~sh 

improved stabilitv and reliability                , 

shorter turnaround time for us to fix any problems and add ne ~v feature~, 

correction of issues with I Pads running iOS7 

To download it, go to the App Stere and search for SportsBoard 

Chameleon. Chameleon is a completely different app from the Scout app 

Currently on your iPad, is free, and will sit on your iPad along with the 

Current Scout until you delete the Scout app 

................. To Iogin, use your same SportsBoard user ID and password. The only 

visibfe differences you will notice between Chamefeon and your current 

app are (I) the metric categories (tabs) are focated on the right side of 

the lower right region of the screen, and they ssroll, and (2) the Text 

Notes, All Notes, and Sho~iStats tabs have their own buttons beneath the 

.............. ’tabs, the lower right. .............................. also on 

As abvays, thank you for your loyalty and support! And if you know of any 

other sports programs at your school who might be interested in 

8porLsBoard, let us know: your subscription fees could go down as more 

sports programs at your school subscribe! 

Please contact us if you have any questions 



~,,Mth best regards, 

Gregg Ja~’;obs and the SpodsBoard Team 

SponeBo~d 
415 322 1049 

i’M o bile Player Assessment Solutions" 

www.sperfsboa~-win, com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 10:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - November 2013 - Thanksgiving Specials! 

The College Recruiter Email Update - November 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody! 

A TT£NTgON PLA Y£q¢ PER5ONN£L DIRECTORS AND DIRECTORS OF PtA YL:.R DEV£LOPM£NT 

What kind of untapped potential lies hidden on your teams because you don’t know how to TAP it? 

MENTAL METR#CS: ANAL~’TtCS OF THE MiND 

ANALYTIC5. That’s the "nobody-wants-to-say-anything-about-it" buzzword capturing the imagination of the coflege coaching profession. What is it? Simply stated, 

Analytics is the quantification of subjective data. In other words, how do you quantify a trait fike motivation or competitiveness or mental toughness ? As a coach, 

you can subjectively identify the trait when you see it in a player. But how can you put a number on a subjective trait? 

The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition (~w~w~w~s~u~c~c~e~s~sf~a~c~t~g~r~s~s~c~a~/~e~s~c~m~ ) does it for you. The Scales measures the level of strength of very specific traits in your 
players. The Executive Summary that each player receives after completing the assessment gives you a quantifiable identifier for the trait. The Scales is a mental 

metric...Analytics of the Mind, if you will 

Recruiting Proposal 16-3 went into effect for Division I schools in August. Steve Ma Ilonee of the NCAA believes the Success Factors 5cales®-Athletics Edition, the 

premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as o personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 16-3 guidelines. It won’t cost you a cent 
of your Division I budget to see how your players stock up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some mental Analytics data on your 

team. Contact your Compliance Officer to request the funding. 

Special Offer. Since the NEAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 15-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division II, Division III, 
NAIA, and junior coflege programs that are interested in utilizing the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition with your teams. Call me at 1-800-293-i676 if you’re 

interested in these special discounts. 

st Beginning October i, I am offering sport psychology consulting services for college players and coaches via telephone/computer. I’ve been providing mental 
toughness training workshops and other sport psychology services since 1987. If you’re interested in this service or have any questions, call me at 1-800-293-1576. 

DID YOU KNOW THATA NEW RECRUIT SOC#AL MEDIA SOURCE WAS UNCOVERED DURING THE 2013 WEBCAST? 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

Plus, the DVD package is super-discounted this month. 

http://thebestcofleqerecruiter.com/recruiters- institute- dvd.aspx 

And, of course, taste the sweetness of this month’s phenomenal Shameless Bribe coupons. 

h~si&?~ ~,~,:~: FREE COPY of The Psychology of Winning Notebook with every purchase of $25 or more. 

Here is the link to the November 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcofleqerecruite!~.com/monthfy-email-update-!~ewsfette!z:aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great Thanksgiving] 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Friday, November 1,2013 3:34 AM 

Dorrance, Albert, A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: New and Popular Football Books 

% 

Ye~r Ar~a~on.com I Today’s De.als I S~.e AI~ Dcpa~meats 

~" s ,v - ..... ¯ : ÷ -÷ ¯ ¯ . ¯. . .. ~ .# .# ÷ .. . .. ÷. ¯ ...,d. t~.,Fl~s~rs w:le hc~fe s~:o~vrl ~I, ::l.eles. Ih t.oeI<.% ,~bot~l [~.e:t,all r:]a eme .he.%e Flew and popt~h~r .itle.,~. 

by r.):IRsld Driver ...................................................................................................................................... 

List Price: $25 O0 

Price: $1~,3� 
You S:~w!: $864 (35%) 

of tt;e Pile ~ - 
by Ne,:,!! Jeckscri ~s:.,,:.~:.:.:::.:.:.,,:.:.:::.:;:.;~: 

List Price: $26.99 

Price: $1~.~ 
You Save: 9724 (27%} 

by Jeff Benedk:t, ,:\rme:l ~<eteyian ................................................................................................. 

List Price: $27.95 

Price: $18,13 
You Save: $982 (35%} 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Ticket Center <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 1:07 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Football Wants Your Opinion 

Dear UNC Football Fan, 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

UNC Football strives to provide the ultimate fan experience on and off the field. In an effort to continue 
providing you with the best experience possible, we have partnered with Turnkey Intelligence and Ohio 
University to gather feedback on topics related to being a UNC Football ticket holder and/or game 
attendee. We would greatly appreciate your taking approximately 10 minutes to complete the survey. 
Results will directly impact the gameday and ticket holder experiences. 

We would be most appreciative if you could provide your input over the next day or so. Please submit your 
responses no later than Friday, November 15th. 

CLICK HERE TO TAKE THE SURVEY 

Thank you for your support and feedback. 

UNC Football 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ’° iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Most coaches will tell you that they recruit athletes based on 

three major factors.                           : ..... 

1 Athletic Ability 

2. Academic Success. 

3. Character. 

For-this particular- article I v~ant to focus on number 3, 

character, and why it matters in your recruiting 

- 

i!i!iii.!!!!!!i!.ili!i !!! !!! !!!iil !!i!i!ii!! !i!.ii!iii!i’.ili! i!i’.ii!ii!!!!!ii 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 9:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rankmgs Through November 3 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <ACS Athletics@mail.vresp.com~ 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS Universib, tbr November 

%%% 
To ensure that , )lease add ’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

here! We are thankful for our Coaches, Staff, and Administrators that we have 
’ to work with everyday! No matter what your role is at your school, we’re here 

educate and/or refresh you on everything the ACS System offers to make your life easier. 
sure to register for the courses that are applicable to you. 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and 
be attended anywhere you have access to the Internet. 

,ou in a session soon! 

Client Solutions Associate 

Athletics 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Coach Edition 

ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

November 11,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Register 

November 25, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Register 

Recruiting - All About Ernailing 

Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS 
Coordinator system U from individual personalized emails to mass personalized 

Learn how to conveniently schedule emails and campaigns for future dates and top 
3ectHs birthdays! 

November 12, 2013 
PM CDT 

Register 

uestionnaire Upgrade 

this session to learn how to completely customize your online questionnaire! The 
Questionnaire can be set up to receive transcripts, video, headshots, integrate with 



Facebook, and more. You also can mass reconcile into your database with this 
questionnaire! This session is a must! 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Basics 

Get started with ACS Recruiting Coordinator! Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, 
search, run reports and functions. This session is a must for all users! 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

All About Coaching Apps 

The ACSCoach iPad app and ACS Athletics iPhone app help college coaches and support 
staff improve operational performance and reduce risk in key areas such as recruiting and 
team operations. For collegiate coaching professionals, the ACSCoach iPad app offers a 
one-stop application for managing recruiting and roster management related activities. The 
robust contact management, compliance and communication solution was designed 
specifically for college coaches, empowering them to manage, track and coordinate all 
recruiting information and activities in real-time. Attend this session to learn all about them! 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 
2:00 PM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Recruiting Advanced 

This advanced session is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting 
Coordinator system. Time will be dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, Social 
Media, Complimentary Tickets for prospects and more! 

Thursday, November 21,2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Cempfiance Sessions 

Introduction to ACS Athletics - Compliance Edition 

New to ACS Athletics? New to campus? This quick session will get you started on the right 
track! Learn all about ACS Athletics and all options available to our users! 

Monday, November 4, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Monday, November 18, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Forms Tool! 

Did you know that you can create new forms, make changes and edits to your student-athlete 
forms in ACS by using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will 
even be unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 

Team Awards Tracking! 

Did you know that you can create new forms, make changes and edits to your student-athlete 
forms in ACS by using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will 
even be unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 
Click Here to Register 



Session: Get Ready for NLI Signing Day 

you know that you can create new forms, make changes and edits to your student-athlete 
ACS by using our Forms Tool? Join this session to hear more about it and we will 

be unveiling new features in this training! Be sure to register! 

y, November 6, 2013 
1:00 PM CDT 

Register 

Recruiting Activities 

session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and 
Learn more about how coaches are logging activity in ACS Athletics and 

rid of the paperwork! 

y, November 20, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Register 

Basics 

Manager! Users will learn how to Iogin, view Student-Athlete 
information, customize reports and create custom fields for their roster. Emailing and Text 

the roster will also be covered! 

November 14, 2013 
11:00 AM CDT 

Reqister 

Practice Hours and Participation 

there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those logs to the 
)liance Office. Users will learn how to create Practice Groups; as well as complete and 

a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy practice weeks to 
for ease of use when entering practice schedules. Also discover how to record 

November 19, 2013 
PM CDT 

Re~ ister 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

ACS Athletics 
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Suite 204 

Austin, Texas 78757 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirst.net > 

Monday, November 4, 2013 12:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good afternoon and Nappy ~onday from The Carolina Club! 

F;@ny thanks to all who came our Saturday night rot oo~ UNC Women’s [-~asketba~t 

Season Tip O~f Party! It was a ~;~ea~ e~,ening or dancing, fabsbus ~affles an~i doo~ 
pdz~s and the h@h~i~ht of the. evenin$~; a special n~e.ssag~ ~rom Coach Sylvia 
Harebell! ~4hat a won~h-.rful e.veni[~g of fun and fellowship! 

We have a fantastic wee.R of events ptam~e.<~ fo~ you to e~ioy with you~ family a~ 
frie.nds ilsctudi[~g our UNC [~asketbalt ~,~re.akfast, an Italian Wine Dinlse.L Working 
F;toer¢s Lunch, ou~ Hoer~eco~it-~# ~’~ootball Game Tailgate Pa~’~y and more, There has 
never been a be~ter time to co~t~e and enjoy al~ that your Carolina Clsb 
membership has to offe.~, 

We. especially hope youqt join us at 7:30 tomorrow mornin~,~ for our UNC [~asketbalt 
ssaeon pre~,iew ~reakfast with #et-¢e Coach Roy Wi~tiams and Women’s coachinf~ 
staff members ~ilty t,~e and Ivory £atta. Ooo~s ope~ at 7:30 a,~, a~ t~ Coach~s’ 
pre.sentatiot~s will begin at 8;00 a,m, 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

UNC Basketball Breakfast 
With Sylvia Hatch~l and ~oy Williams 
{<74omen’s Assistant Coache.s ~.~i117 Lee. and Ivory Lotto will speak) 
(’l’hie is a Passpor~ ~vet’~) 
Tt~e.sday, F~ove~bet" ~’~ 
Ooot’s ope~ fo~ 9reaRfast at 7:Sg an~ I The Coac~e.s witl spear at 8 a~x~ t $1S 
This is truly a speciai opportunity for Careiina Club Membels and thai.~ guests to hear [lom 
ihe UNC Man’s and zA4>..’T:en’s coati’inS staff about their two powerhouse teams and their 
t>lar~ ~ to remt>t>te fo~ a ci:amt>ior~ ~hit>. Greal rail%> givenways wilt i;>iiow the st’eeahes witi: 

aN p!xx’,eed,.~ 9oi!v,t b chs¢il:y. Don’~ !Sgf~[;et .- yo~.sr 20t’~ A;s’fivefsr@ty Me,?Tbe¢ Poe,spent ffTeh.s@[~,s 

a~ ao~tp~//~e~@~v VOdOhef /o/ i~ Coincides’ ~’r~a~ffi.sfl 

Italian Wine Dinner 
-tuesday~ NoveI~be.r 

~:OO p~ *Welcome Rsception I ~:30 prn ~ Dinner 
$~SO ~-~oo(L Wine an~ fine $pidts Group M~mbe~s i $75 F~o~4:~roup Men~be.~s 

Frc:.~" tht mc=.mtaim~ ei tht Pie(tq,er4, te It~e pis4~s el #~@#in, to lhe i .~t.and el S4dly, ~ein us 

for a "..’oul of italy as w<÷ sample of[sine ;~l~d wi~:e from ac.~ass the cou.st.~y, 

Wo~’Alng ~ilom~s Lunch 
Wednesday, eqovember ~-; I I2 pm I £ la Cart<-, h.lnch mem.I 

Come togathe.." with oil:or woman who a~e juggling [he de.mends of careers sr:d metberhoed. 
kf~,;e Wilt {t~’l~t’~..-r the J:ifS~ tJ’~/t(i~JtS (toy Of each f’hor!l.h fay Iu!:ci: re s[th!’e i(]ess h!:(i to [)r!)vi!Jt 

st@pot1 and Issou[ces for working metber,<~ l.s all ,si;~ges, 

Prhne ~:~ib & Seafood Night 
Wednesday, November ~ i 5;30 pm ,- 9 pm I $21 

Enjey an exceptional evening of. 8r: a.mszing value, Includes 8 house salad< 10 oz. prime rib 
OR; f..’esh seaibed enirSe, Che~s acco~rpanhre.."ts and s glass of signa.:u~e wire, 

Carolina Hontecott’@tg ~:oot~}all Tailgat~s~ Peaty 
UNC vs, Viqjit-fia 
Saturday, F~ove~be~ 9 I Doors Ope~ -- ~,~:3.0 ar~ i Kick O’t~< .- 17:30 f:~s~ 
(This is a Passport event} 

As a ~peaini l:u~st, ti,e tJNC Wemen’s Basketbali Team wiii visit with Camliru~ Cisb 

~#iember,<~ at e~’r Hornecamil~g Tailgate ins weekend[ This is youl ¢h;~:oe to meet the t,e;~m< 



Tail,~tating at the Club is ;~n exciting M{÷b~ber t.~a,qition fe;~turing face painting{i, p.~off~,,ssionai 
DJ’s: live ented;~i~:mel~t, Tal Heei spo~ts tlivia, raffia p.q~:e% deiicio~’s ?)od, fun and friel~d,s, 
ti’a ih8 pedeci wsy to cebb..’ate your Tsr i-{ael spirit betbra all home games! A.."d don’t ~e..’gel 
¯ }’08r 2Otis/s,!:r!iverss~}" ~,~e81~e!’ f:~8,%s.ood: i!:(:ib(tes a (x)81{~t}n~e!:(ary "[’a}i(!s~e s~eb(si:er -. cali 
us today to in;~ke your reser,~ations. Doers ope¢~ 3 hours before .kick off $21,95 (aduit,s), 
$1 ’i .tldds 6 - 12}, $6 (kids 3 - 5} 

Ou~~ 201S Tailgate Pawtucket’s 
Many ti’anks ~o o.." Taitgaie Pam’arsl Your suppor.: has ansMed us to add more ~o ou~ club 
~sit,~}~i}r!i} areal:,% l:h}s ye~ ~i:a~ eve~ bei~>!’e, ’~&’e hsd a !!~’e~i ki~’k off ~o ihe ses,%o8 over lhe 

v~,eekend 88~J we’~’e (tea~e~J ~.o for ~} mo~!~ exci~i~X,t home {}ames ttt}s fail, 

B~ea}<’~ast is Served 
The Cat’olina Club now ,se~’,~es breah~ast ~÷~ely Mo.sday -- Fiiday from 7:30o9:30am in 
O’l¯’~e~ron’a Grill. Chef Oscar and i:ia learn have launched a Iabulous b~esk~asl menu ~i:at is 
~8~’e ~o !~et yeu~ d~y ,%i~!’~ed o~ s~ hi,~p~! r!o~e=. See y’atl at ihe Cidb i~:~!’ ixeakls~st! 

~,~ew Ame~i~ies 

vi ~d~l ~’at>abitil:ies ssd new faints i:}8!~s i8 ~i:e Hs~ey i.o}:>b~" ~e c.or.%~i~e! We het>e ~i:i,% wili 

plovide yo~ ~*,,ith e’~,en mo~e ways to meet al~d copnect with friel~ds, ciients and colleagues 

while e..’-abii..’-g yea to we..’k comtbrlably and efficiently wi-ib yea ara away from your home or 

oIl}c.e 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 12:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Men’s and Women’s Game Predictions for the Week of November 4 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student-Athlete Development <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:39 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

2014 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 

Cli@ To View The Card 

View invitation: 
www. papedesspost, com/events/7098698- 
8e7ad b78/replies/128754086-01 c8e699 

2014 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 
Monday, April 14th at 5:00 PM 

Gerrard Hall 



View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 

iPhone app 

160 E Cameron Ave, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add pape[!e~spQst@pape[!ess#ost.com to your address book to ensure you receive all future emails from Papedess Post 

in your inbox. Click here to stop receiving emails from Paperless Post including invitations and cards. 

View the Paperless Post privacv PQ!J#Y~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Wilfert <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 4:40 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

IMPORTANT: NCAA 2013-2014 Year-Round Drug Testing - Feedback Requested by 
Friday, April 4, 2014. 

TO: Site Coordinator for NCAA Year-Round Drug Testing. 

FROM: Mary Wilfert, Associate Director of Education Services. 

The NCAA recently administered year-round drug testing on your campus. The drug-testing crews 
are trained by The National Center for Drug Free Sport. Both Drug Free Sport and the NCAA set 
high standards for the performance of the drug-testing crews with the expectation that the drug- 
testing experience will run smoothly for you and your student-athletes. 

In order for the NCAA to assure that these high standards are maintained, and to address 
concerns in a timely manner, we request that you complete the five minute, online survey via 
the link directly below my electronic signature. 

Note: In addition to this online evaluation, you are still asked to complete the collection crew 
evaluation from Drug Free Sport at www.ncdfs.com. 

Please contact me with any questions at 317/917-6319 or via email at mwilfert@ncaa.org. Thank you 
for your commitment to student-athlete health and safety! 

Mary E. Wilfert 
Associate Director, NCAA Sport Science Institute 

Follow this link to the Survey: 
Take the Surveb~ 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
https ://ncaa.qualtrics.com/WRQualtrics SurveyEngine/?Q_S S=9FG1Sc7Rr 1 X326 I_cPfAiLWHU1F4h5X&_= 1 

Follow the link to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 10:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rm~kings Through November 10 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Men’s and Women’s Game Predictions for the Week of November 11 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nrailer.memfirst.net > 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:00 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Special Invitation 

Good afternoon, Carolina Club Faculty and Stalt’Members, 

I hope this note finds you well. Please read below for a special invitation from The Carolina Club to all of you. I hope to see all of you here in the Club soon. 

Many thanks! 

El~abeth 

PLEASE JOIN US at The Carolina Club! 

"Caxolina C1 ub Faculty and S taft Mixer" 
Tuesday, November 19th 

4:00 6:00 pm 

Complimentary Hors d’oeuvres and two drink tickets per person 

Mark your calendar for a very special celebration! The staff of The Carolina Club would like to say ’~i’hank yon" to our Members who are a part of our UNC campus 

commtmity. Please join us for a bite, a beverage and the fellowship of friends as we toast all that you have contribnted to the Club in 2013. 

Please RSVP to Elizabeth Cheek at 919- 962- 9578 or elizabeth.cheek@ourclub.com by Monday, November 18th.. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provWed your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bob Black <Bob Black~mail.vresp.com~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:43 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Strength Training Never Stops For Sports Teams 

Anson 

As a coach, you know that strength training should never stop even during the season. Be sure that your teams are performing a regular 
amount of high-speed, light-load exercises to maximize team speed during both the off-season and in-season. 

Maximize Your Team’s Performance With These Exercises 

Best of luck this year coach! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
[:~ Try Email Marketin9 with VerticalResp .... ! ] 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmaJl.em.markelinghq.net~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 6:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ThaJ~k You For Supporting Carolina Football Versus Virginia 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 4:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’anson’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’anson’ was changed on 
Thursday, November 14, 2013 at 4:37 PM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tleIp Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@mailer.memfirsl.net > 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 4:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emsJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CsJcolina Club 

Good 8£temoon and Happy Thursday from The Carolina Club! 

We have a fantastic week of events planned for you to enjoy with your family and friends including Wine & Spirits Tasliugs, Pasta Dinner benefiting a great cause, 

Business Education events, UNC Football and Basketball pre-game dining and more. There has never been a better time to come and enjoy all that your Carolina Club 

membership has to offer. 

Here’s a special promotion we axe proud to announce and we hope you’ll join us in welcoming UNC students into the Club fi}r a Thanksgiving meal: 

Sponsor a Student for a Thanksgi~4ng Day Meal 
During "the ThanksgMng holiday, "there are many out of state and intemations] students who are tmable to travel home to be with their faanilies. The Carolina Club invites 
our Members to sponsor these UNC students to celebrate our Great American Holidw with a bountiful meal and fellowship. This is a tree offer for stu&nts of UNC 
and is made available in the spirit of the season by donations ofjust $25 by you - our Carolinn Club Members. Please email or call me if you would like to sponsor a 
student. 

Please reply to this email or call 919-962-1101 to RSVP for any of these events. 

We’ll see you in the Club’. 

Champagne and Sparklers Tasting 
(This is a Passport Event) 

TONIGHT - Thursday, November 14 

6:00 pm - Wdcome Social 
6:30 pm - Tasting 

$15 Food, \Vine and Fine Spirits Group Members 
$25 Non-Group Members 
Champagne, Prosecco, Cava. Espumante or jusl plain SparHing Wine: they are our favorite way to celebrate the Holidays, New Year or any special occasion. Join us 

as we taste various styles of this broad wine category,. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Holy Cross 
Friday, November 15 

Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center - 8:00 pm 
The Club will be open for beverage and dining seladce as well as a pre gmne dinner buffet for $15 beginning at 5:30 pro. We will remain open for one hour after the 

ganm. 

UNC vs. Belmont 
Sunday, November 17 

Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center - 4:00 pm 

The Club will be open lbr beverage and dining service in O’Hmron’s Grill including a pre ganm lunch bufl~t for S 15 beginning at 1:30 pm. 

Bourbon Tasting and Small Plate Pairing 

Tuesday, November 19 

6:00 pin - Welcome Social 

6:30 pin - Tasting 

$49 

Join us as we sample classic American Bourbons from the Jim Beam family paired with Chef Oscar’s Bourbon inspired hors d’oeuvres. Tasting selections include Jim 

Beam Black, Booker’s, Baker’s, Basil Haydeu’s and Knob Creek. 

Pasta with Purpose! 
Benefiting Chapel Hill Sel~ice League’s Christmas House 
Wednesday, November 20 

5:30 - 9 p.m. 
Adults - $11 ($10 goes to chari~:) 
Kids 6 to 12 - $6 ($5 goes to charity) 

Children 5 and under are complimentary 

Experience casual dining at an mnazing wlue! While you enjoy a bufl~t of salad, gMic bread, pasta primavera, pasta with meat sauce, and ice cretan, you can be 
comforted to know that you are contributing $10 of the $11 to a vmy deserving chs~ty. As an additional treat, the UNC Women’s Basketball Temn will be here in 

support of Chrislmas House. 

Lunch & Learn 

Sponsored by The Carolina Club Business Builders, open to all! 



(This is a Passport Event) 

2013 Tax Update - presented by Joel Levy, CPA 

Thursday, November 21 

ll:30am- I pin 

$20 includes lunch 

Real Estate Forum Lunch 
Friday, Novem ber 22 
11:30 a.m. - I pm I A la Carte pricing for lunch 

All are welcome. The discussion is general in nature and you do not have to be in the industD~ to participate. If you have a particular interest, quefftion, or just want to 

learn, please join us. 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Coastal Carolina 

Thursday, November 21 

Tip Off in Carmichael Arena - 6:00 pm 
The Club will be open for dining and beverage service beginning at 11:30 am and will remain open until 9:00 pro. 

UNC vs. Coppin State 
Sunday, November 24 

Tip Off in Carmichael Arena - 2:00 pin 
The Club will be open tbr dining and beverage service in O’Herron’s Grill begirafing at 10:30 a.m. and will remain open until 2:00 p.m. 

Carolina Football Tailgate 
UNC vs. Old Dominion 
Saturday, November 23 [ Doors Open - 9:00 am ] Kick Off - 12:00 pin 
(This is a Passport event) 

Tailgating at the Club is an exciting Member tradition featuring face painting, professional DJ’s, live entertainmenL Tar Heel sports trivia, raffle prizes, delicious food, fun 

and friends. It’s the perfect way to celebrate your Tar Heel spirit before all home games! And don’t forget - your 20th Anniversary. Member Passport includes a 
complimentary Tailgate voucher - call us today to make your reservations. Doors open 3 hours before kick ofi~ $21.95 (adults), $11 (kids 6 - 12), $6 (kids 3 - 5) 

Thanksgiving Buffet 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Thursday, November 28 

Seating Times: 11 am, 12:00 pm, 1:30 pm or 2:30 pm 
Adults - $37 
Children 6 to 12 - $17.50 

Complhnentary for children 5 & under 

A feafft your fanfily will thank you for’. Our bountiful, grmad bullet will feature traditional thvorites with all the trimmings, a special kid’s bullet, fresh baked desserts~ and 

a full bar. The seating times will fill up fast, so make your reservations today’. Evely Club Member has a free Thmaksgiving voucher in your passport. 

Our 2013 Tailgate Partners 
Many thanks to or Tailgate Partners! Your support has enabled us to add more to our club tailgating events this year thma ever before. We had a great kick off’to the 
season over the weekend and we’re geared up for 6 more exciting home games this fall. 

Joel Levy, CPA 

Pat Phelan, Edward Jones 

Pam Herndon, State Farm 
Tar tteeled by Fan Feet 

Barbara Leedy, ATMA Hotel Group 

Michael Abernathy 

Todd Rust, Wells Fargo Advisors 

Balloons and Tunes 

Paint SawT 

Joe Bunn DJ Company 

Pepsi 

Long Beverage 

Breakfast is Served 
The Carolina Club now serves breakthst eve~ Monday - Fnday from 7:30-9:30mn in O’Hemm’s (hill. Chef Oscar and his temn have launched a fubulous breakfast 

menu that is sure to get your day started on a high note! See y’all at the Club tbr breakfust! 

New Amenities 
Construction almos~t complete! Our new Member offices, conference room ruth full audio-visual capabilities and new funfishings in the Harvey Lobby are complete! 

We hope this will provide you with even more ways to meet and connect with friends~ clients and colleagues while enabling you to work comfofiably and efficiently 

while you are away from your home or office. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at Clubeorp. 



If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <~helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 2:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Branding Options Webinar’. 

X:: Header 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, .PL__E_.A_S_E____C_!__[_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

ACS Athletics is excited to preview new interactive options to help your sport promote its 
brand! Whether you are updating email images and questionnaire headers in your 
system or opt to utilize the ACS Interactive Services to increase your marketing efforts 
with mobile websites, ACS is here to help! 

Register to attend one of these short webinars to learn how to promote your brand using 
the current features and tool sets in the InControl system. In addition, ACS will review 
new services available to help you highlight your accomplishments and brand! 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

Thursday, November 21,2013 lpm CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 
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o here is let recent ........................................................................................................................................................... 

college athletes reflect on their recruiting 

experience, since it wasn’t that long ago that 

they were going what you are now Former 

Butler University soccer player Care Bu rchett 

and former Northern Illinois University football 

player Jason Onyebuagu have valuable 

information that families with athletes in all 

sports can learn from. 

] 

November Recruiting Tips 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ more you  now:  ,d- astern  thletic Conference 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
¯ The [vIEAC was first discussed in 1969, confirmed in 

1970, and began competition in 1971 with its first 

football game. The conference moved from Division 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

II to Division Ion June 8, 1980. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
¯ In 1999, the MEAC was the first conference to 

become NCAA sanctioned in the sport of women’s 

bowling, which had previously been adopted as a 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

club sport prior to the 1996-97 school years. 

] 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Get Live Recruitin~ Help Toady 

Call ~66-4e5-77~7 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



The recruiting process moves quickly, 

and for many can be complicated For ~:~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
more than a decade, NCSA has 

simplified the recruiting process for 

families by building a Scouting Team 

of former athletes with the sole 

purpose of identifying, evaluating, and 

activating qualified and committed 

student-athletes into the largest, 

most-trusted, and verified network for 

more than 42,000 college coaches 

and the top athletes in the country 

!!!t!!! !!!=.i=. !!i!i!!i!! t!i!flii!ili!itT!!i!!!i !!iii!iii!!iii!! i!!iii!ii!!i!!ii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 7:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: UNC Public Satbty Arrests Breaking and Entering Suspect 

INFORivIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: UNC Public Safe~ Arrests Breaking and Entering Suspect 

UNC Police officers responded to a report around 2:00 a.m. Sunday morning (Nov 17) of a male UNC student breaking and entering rooms on the second floor of Granville Towers West. 

A male subj ect reportedly entered the room of a female resident who awoke to find the suspect asleep in her bed. She asked the individual to leave, and he left the room without fiarther 
incident. He then reportedly entered the room of another female resident where he attempted to lay down in that student’s bed before he was asked to leave and complied. 

The suspect tried to enter several more rooms on the same hall beibre he was apprehended by UNC Public Safety officers and placed under al~;est on two charges of breaking and entering. 

At the time of this notice, the suspect is being held at Orange Coun~ Jail on a secured bond. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for any- updates in the investigatiun into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the ibllowing link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement eit’orts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:56 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Updated DI Soccer Rmakings Through November 17 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Atlfletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 9:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics New Features Coming Soon! 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Anson, 

We are excited to announce that additional feature releases to your InControl sys~tem will be coining 
~on! Thank you Ibr your I~edback throughout "the year as well as your support in helping us continue 
to improve the mose powerful recruiting mid athlete management s?’stem in the industly. 

Features included in "the new release will allow you to manage your roster in practice groups and 
quickly log hours by these new groups. Additionally, you will see new configuration options for 
practice hours and increased athlete database mmmgement. 

We could not have built these upgrades without the vahmble feedback we’ve received from our 
administrators mid coaches. Be on the lookom for more mtbnnation mgmding these new features in 
the coming weeks, including training dates and times. Stay tuned for even more upgrade 
mmouncements as we head into the new year! Again, thank you tbr all that you do to support ACS 
Athletics! 

Thank you, 

The Team at ACS Athletics 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscMbe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heather and Dave <paperlesspos~paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 11:33 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

A Were., Clms~tmas 

£i 

View invitation: 
www. pa pe rlesspost, co m!eve ntsi5538201 - 

18bc21 fe/re plies/103442341 -bc426ec2 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 
iPhone app 

A Werry Christmas 
Tuesday, December 17th at 8:00 PM 

The Werry Residence 
907 Arrowhead Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add Ra,ee fjess,eost~C&~.~aj’~erlessjsost:com to yeui 8ddress book [o enss;;e 5’eu receive all fuL;;e emails fiem F’aperiess Pest 

in your inbox Click here to seep ~ecei,/ing emails f~om Pa..oe/less Post i~cluding i!;vitations 8!;<! cards 

\dew the Pspeiless Post p___rjLLa___c_’i__p__gjj_cy_: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nrailer.memfirst.net > 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Special Invitation 

Good afternoon and happy Monday from The Carolina Club, 

Just a quick reminder that we have our special Faculty, and Staff’Mixer tomorrow a£temoon from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.. If you have not already RSVP’d, please call or 

enrail me by 1:00 p.m. tomorrow, November 19th. I hope to see you there’. 

Many Thanks, 

El~abeth 

PLEASE JOIN US at The Carolina Club! 

"Carolina Club Faculty and Staff Mixer" 

Tuesday, November 19th 

4:00 - 6:00 pm 

ComplimentaD~ Hors d’oeuvres and two drink tickets per person 

Mark your calendar for a very special celebration! The staff’of The Carolina Club would like to say "Thank you" to our Members who are a part of our UNC campus 

commtmity. Please join us for a bite, a beverage and the fellowship of friends as we toast all that you have contribnted to the Club in 2013. 

Please RSVP to Elizabeth Cheek at 919-962-9578 or elizabeth.cheek@ourclub.com by Monday, November 18th.. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provWed your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Men’s and Women’s Game Predictions for the Week of November 18 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Good afternoon and Hapw Wednesday from The Carolina Club! 

We just love this time of yea!! The Club is vibrant with so many Member evems and festive activities. Here’s a special promotion we are proud to announce and we 

hope you’ll join us in welcoming UNC s~udents into the Club for a Thanksgiving meal: 

Sponsor a Student for a Thanksgh4ng Day Meal 
During "the Thanksgiving holiday, "there are many out of state and intemationa] students who are tmable m travel home to be with their faanilies. The Carolina Club invites 
our Members to sponsor these UNC students to celebrate our Great American Holiday with a I’rountiful meal and [Ellowship. This is a free oiler tbr students of UNC 
and is made available in the spirit of the season by donations ofjust $25 by you - our Carolina Club Members. Please email or call me if you would like to sponsor a 
student. 

Please reply to this email or call 919-962-1101 to RSVP for any of these events. 

We’ll see you in the Club’. 

Pasta with Purpose! 

Benefiting Chapel Hill Service League’s Christmas House 

TONIGttT - Wednesday, November 20 

5:30 - 9 p.m. 

Adults - $11 ($10 goes to charity) 

Kids 6 to 12 - $6 ($5 goes to charity) 

Children 5 and under axe complimentmy 

Experience casual dining at an amazing value! While you enjoy a buflbt of salad, garlic bread, pasta primavera~ pasta with meat sauce, and ice cream, you can be 

comforted to know that you are contributing $10 of the $11 to a vmy deserving chaxity. As an additional treat, the UNC Women’s Basketba]l Temn will be here in 

support of Christmas House. 

Lunch & Learn 
Sponsored by The Carolina Club Business Builders, open to all! 

(This is a Passport Event) 

2013 Tax Update - presented by Joel Levy, CPA 

Thursda>, November 21 
ll:30am- 1 pm 

$20 includes lunch 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Coastal Carolina 

Th ursday, November 21 
Tip Offin Caxmichael Arena - 6:00 pm 

The Club will be open for dining and beverage service beginning at 11:30 am and will remain open until 9:00 pm. 

UNC vs. Coppin State 

Sunday, November 24 

Tip Off in Camlichael Arena - 2:00 pm 

The Club will be open for dining and beverage service in O’Herron’s Chill beginning at 10:30 a.m. and will remain open until 2:00 p.m. 

Real Estate Forum Lunch 

Friday, November 22 

11:30 a.m. - 1 pm J A, la Carte pricing tbr lunch 

All are welcome. The di~ussion is general in nature and you do not have to be in the industr3~ to participate. If you have a particulaz interest, question, or just want to 

learn, please join us. 

Carolina Football Tailgates 
(This is a Passport event) 

UNC vs. Old Dominion 

Saturday, November 231 Doors Open - 9:00 am[ KickOff- 12:00 pm 

UNC vs. Duke 

Saturday, November 301 Doors Open - 3 Hours prior to Kick Off Kick Off- TBA 



Tailgating at the Club is an exciting Memt-er tradition featuring face painting, professional DJ’s, live entertainment, Tar Heel sports trivia, raffle prizes, delicious food, fun 
and ti-iends. It’s the perfect way to celebrate your Tar Heel spirit before all home gmnes! And don’t tbrget - your 20th Anniversar7 Member Passport includes a 
complimentary Tailgate voucher - call us today m make your reservations. Doors open 3 hours belbre kick off’. $21.95 (adults), $11 (kids 6 - 12), $6 (kids 3 - 5) 

Thanksgiving Buffet 
(This is a Pa.ssport Event) 
Thursday, November 28 
Seating Times: 11 am, 12:00 pm, 1:30 pm or 2:30 pm 
Adults- $37 
Children 6 to 12- $17.50 
Complimentary for children 5 & under 
A feast your l~a~nily will thank you lbr! Our bountiful, grand buffet will feature ~aaditionaJ favorites with all the trimmings, a special kid’s buffet, fresh baked dessel~ts, and 
a full bar. The ,seating times will fill up fast ,so make your reservations today! Every Club Memt-er has a flee ThanksgNing voucher in your passport. 

Our 2013 Tailgate Partners 
Many thanks to or Tailgate Partners! Your support has enabled us to add more to our club tailgating events this year than ever before. We had a great kick aftra the 
season over the weekend and we’re geared up for 6 more exciting home games this fall. 

Joel Levy, CPA 

Pat Phdan, Edward Jones 

Pmn Herndon, State Farm 
Tar Heeled by Fan Feet 

Barbara Leedy, ATMA Hotel Group 

Michael Abernathy 

’][’odd Rust, Wells Fargo Advisors 

Balloons and Trams 

Paint Savw 

Joe Bunu DJ Company 

Pepsi 

Long Beverage 

Breald’ast is Sen’ed 
The Carolina Cfub now senTes breakfast every Monday - Friday I?om 7:30-9:30an~ in O’Herron’s Chill. Chef O~ar and his tean~ have launched a fabulous breakthst 
menu that is sure to get your day started on a high note! See y’all at the Club for breakfast! 

New Amenities 
Construction almost complete! Our new Member offices, conference room with full audio-visuaJ capabilities and new furnishings in the Harvey Lobby aJce complete! 

We hope this will provide you with even more ways to meet and connect with fiiends, clients and colleagues while enabling you to work comtbrtably and etticiently 
while you a~:e away fiom your home or office.. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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Hi Dorrance, 

VVe are excited to invite you and your players to join the [qillion P~ayer Challenge 

powered by iSoccer, 

Our goal is [o empower at leas[ a million young players to improve [heir technical level 

by the 2014. VVarld Cup Final nex[ summer in Rio. We want to help yo~ gel your 

players excited to practice at home. 

Join the Mi~ion P~ayer Challenge 

1. (30 to [!’.!:T.,,t(}i~£.,!;’!,:q:!L!~..Q.(}:":9.P.~~....(}:’j.i.[i!~!::~ or download the new :OS ::’pp 

2 SignupiLogin and IONow the steps to invite your playe:s 

3. Te]] your players they need to improve at feast one skill 

~i MFC-b;.~ttc.~ ,1 

By using the tares[ and grea[es[ in technology, the new version of iSoccer is a game 

that helps player~ ira[trove while making it fun and en~agin~. 

As Jurgen K~insnsann recently said ’°Coat,sos are just he,pets,’° Indeed, p~ayers 

have to take proper ownera~ip of their own development, They need to be the 

o~es who ~eaHy want ~.o 9e~. better, 

Give it a go. Have fun playing iSoccer with your team ¯ itr s free to try and can help 

you sane practice tim~ because players will be working on technical ~kills at home. 

We all can do our part to hefp raise f.he level of the game fasfer. 

We’re fa~nching [he Million Player Chaftenge with the hopes of inspiring pbyers across 

the counhy to take control and spend more time with [he ball. 

As the World Cup in Brazil approaches, we will be tracking and announcing top 

players, teams~ and clubs that are leading the Challenge. Ho\t-,] many players can you 

commit to joining the Million Player C;haftenge? 

Thanks veL~ much for your rime and s~ppo~t 

Cheersl 

Team iSoccer 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 2:07 PM 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Urgent re departmental meeting 
October 5, 2007 

Hey Mike! ! !What is more important? The cozy company of your friends, or 
some bureaucratic setting at GAA?????????????:) We will report back to 
you. Hope all is well. 

Michael Lambert wrote: 

> Hi Julius, 
> 
> I just wanted to let you know that I probably won’t be able to make this 
> meeting. I have to overlapping conflicts on Friday. In addition to class I 
> have a day long international exchange program meeting at the General 
> Administration Building. 
> 
> Mike 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Deborah Crowder [mail~o:dacrowde~el~ail.~mc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2007 12:14 PM 
> To: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty 
> Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Urgent re departmental 
> meeting October 5, 2007 
> 

> 

>>D ear Colleague s: 
>> 
>>As most of you know, Professor Micere Mugo, Chair of the Department of 
>>African American Studies at Syracuse University will be on campus on 
>>Friday October 5, 2007 to give the annual Afrian Diaspora Lecture 
>>sponsored by the SHS Center for Black Culture and History. 
>> 
>>The Department of African American Studies at Syracuse is one of the 
>>few departments which have a graduate program in African American 
>>Studies in the country. To take advantage of Professor Micere’s visit, 
>>our Graduate Studies Planning Committee (Perry, Kia, Ann and Eunice) 
>>have arranged that as a department, we meet with her to learn about 
>>the Syracuse program in assisting us in our planning process. 
>> 
>>To that effect, I am calling a departmental meeting on Friday, October 
>>5, 10.00-11.30 AM at the Fedex Global Education Center, Room 2008. The 
>>sole agenda of the meeting is to exchange ideas on graduate programs 
>>in African Diaspora Studies. 
>> 
>>Please put the date on your calenders. 
>>Best, 
>>Julius 
>>-- 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to 
> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: mlambert@email.unc.edu. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2007 6:32 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc. edu>; Tim McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] FYI activities of faculties colleagues 

Does this fall under the general description of "racial 
propaganda"??????????????????????:) 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 
> 
> --- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN3 21 @email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2007 6:35 PM 
Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc. edu>; Tim McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Black and Blue tour 

Sir: 
When will you conduct the tour in the AM??????????????? 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 

> 

> ---You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN321 @email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Sunday, October 28, 2007 12:35 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Urgent: Faculty Development 

Fund] 

I think we will end up funding one of the conferences. She should 
exhaust her College travel funds before tapping into the faculty 
development fund. That is what I have been telling everybody. So far I 
have agreed to fund trips for Perry (Indiana) and Kia (Washington DC). I 
am waiting for Eunice’s request (San Fransisco). Our rough estimate that 
each one would get roughly $1000 will come to pass. 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 

> I told her when her papers are accepted to send in a request with a 
> dollar amount, dc 
> 

> 

> 

> Subject: 
> Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Urgent: Faculty 
> Development Fund 
> From: 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Date: 
> Mon, 22 Oct 2007 14:34:53 -0400 
> To: 
> Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> To: 
> Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> Dear DebbY: Regarding the funds for faculty development, I will attend 
> two conferences in the Spring and will need travel funds. One conference 
> will be held in Philadelphia and the other will be held in San 
> Francisco. My proposals have been submitted but I don’t know if the 
> papers have yet been accepted. Thanks much for your consideration. 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Deborah Crowder 
> <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> 

>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: regester@email.unc.edu. 
> 

> 

> 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 
Professor and Chair 
African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel: 919-962-1513 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
Email: j en321 @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:18 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Thank You T 

Behind every successful 
team is an efficient 
Administrative Assistant! 

Dear Friend, 

In appreciation of all your 
work, please join us for a 
complimentary lunch! 

hard 

When: Friday, April 25 
12:00pm 

Where:The Carolina Club~ 

(located in the George Watts Hill Alumni Center) 

RSVP: graceokeller@ourclub°com by 

There will be door prizes and a gift 
for everyone! 



* Please park in the Rams Head Deck at 104 
Ridge Rd. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you 
provided your email address to the Club, either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform 
you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 5:46 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Your Position has been Posted 

Dear Hiring Supervisor, 

The Football Quality Control position for which you are recruiting has been approved for posting. Please use 
the log in information below to access applicant materials. You may log in using your ONYEN and password. 

Log on to: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/hr/postings/41770 
Department Name: Ath Football Office 
Job Title/Working Title: Football Quality Control 
Vacancy ID: S004268 

*This posting can be accessed directly by applicants at http://unc.peopleadmin.com/postings/41770. 

Once you are logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item and click on the correct position type. You will 
see the posting listed under Position Title. In the right column, hover over "Actions" and click on either "View 
Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to review the candidate documents or hover 
over the "Action" link and click on "View Application" to see their actual application, which includes 
supplemental questions. 

Thank you, 

Office of Human Resources 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Please do not reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no_reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 5:56 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Your Position has been Posted 

Dear Hiring Supervisor, 

The Class Monitor position for which you are recruiting has been approved for posting. Please use the log in 
information below to access applicant materials. You may log in using your ONYEN and password. 

Log on to: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/hr/postings/41764 
Department Name: Ath Football Office 
Job Title/Working Title: Class Monitor 
Vacancy ID: S004267 

*This posting can be accessed directly by applicants at http://unc.peopleadmin.com/postings/41764. 

Once you are logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item and click on the correct position type. You will 
see the posting listed under Position Title. In the right column, hover over "Actions" and click on either "View 
Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to review the candidate documents or hover 
over the "Action" link and click on "View Application" to see their actual application, which includes 
supplemental questions. 

Thank you, 

Office of Human Resources 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Please do not reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Millennial Scholars Program <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:01 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Carolina Millennial Scholars Reception 4/29 

For: Corey Holliday 

Will nd Will Not nd 

View invitation: 
www. paperlesspost, com/events/7211532- 

f5da269a/replies/130307330-4a5bc1 d2 
View on map 

CMSP Closing Reception 04-29-14 
Tuesday, April 29th at 6:00 PM 

Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room - 
Campus Y 



Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 
iPhone app 

180 East Cameron Avenue, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add paperlesspost~.paperlesspost.com to your address book to ensure you receive all future emails from Papedess Post 

in your inbox, Click here to stop receiving emails from Papedess Post including invitations and cards, 

View the Paperless Post privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:53 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Password for "clhollid" Reset 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your onyen~rimary ’clhollid’ was changed on Wed, Apr 09, 2014 at 10:52 AM from 
a Web browser at the internet address 152.19.153.158 using the facility at 
itsapps.unc.edu/improv. 

ff you DID NOT change your password today, please call 919-962-HELP immediately. 

If you did change or reset your password, please make sure you do the following 
to prevent account lockouts: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is connected to the AD.UNC.EDU Domain 

* Update the password on any mobile devices that have your 
UNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see ~:iihelp.unc.edw’3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS Help Desk at 919-962-HELP or 
1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Black Caucus <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 3:02 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

CBC 40th Anniversary Celebration Invite 

For: Corey Holliday 

View invitation: 
www, paperlesspost, com/events/7223279- 

bffde143/repiies/130409681-e36f18aa 
View on map 

CBC 40th Annivesary Celebration 
Friday, May 16th from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 

William & Ida Friday Center 
100 Friday Center Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 



Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 
iPhone app 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add paperlesspost~,paperlesspost.com to your address book to ensure you receive all future emails from Papedess Post 

in your inbox. Click here to stop receiving emails from Paperless Post including invitations and cards. 

View the Papedess Past privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

plrytz 13@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

plrytzl3@gmail.com 

Thursday, November 21,2013 12:59 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Parker Rylz, keeper class of 2015, Thanksgiving tournament schedule 

Coach Dolrance, Coach Dncax, and Coach Palladino 

As promised from my last email here is my upcoming tournament schedule for over the Thanlcsgiving break in San Diego and also an update on my club season so fax. 

There are 3 major tournaments all going on at the same time in the counD’ this weekend. 

Club season has been going good we have been playing some tough temns in league this year but I think our team has responded well and we continue to improve our 

game. As a reminder our league is the Southern California Developmental League, www.scdslsoccer.com and we axe listed as RSF Attack G97 Elite in the U16 tier 1 

bracket. We are currently 5-3-1 in league and we have only allowed 6 goals in 9 g~unes with 5 shutouts. I have a great back line playing in firont of me which certainly 

makes my job easier. 

High school to1 outs axe this week so we will be transitioning away from club for the next t~w months. I was recently honored by being named to represent my school 

at a counW wide symposium on ethics and sportsmanship in high school sports. We met with players and administrators from all the schools in our district to discuss 

how we can make high school sports better for evelyone. 

Below is my upcoming ,schedule including my last league game and our tournament over the Thanksgiving break in San Diego, CA 

Last league game if you happen to find yourself in our area this Saturday. 

Sat, 11/23/13 at 3:05 PM vs. Arsenal FC GU 16 South @ RSF Sports Field, 16826 Rambla De Las Flores, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 

Thanksgiving tournament schedule with field directions, I will also be participating in the Nomads goalie wars competition on Friday Nov 29th 

For the Nomads Tournament we are in the Girls Under 16 1 st tier in the D flight, our team wears Green and white and our jerseys say Attack on the front. I mn the 

only keeper for my team and usnally have a black or pmple goalie jersey on. 

www.nomadssoccer.org 

Fri, 11/29, 11:00 am, Vs. OxnaM United SC, Arbolitos Fields, 14401 Pomerado Rd, Poway CA 

Fri 11/29, 3:30 pm Vs. SVSC Thunder G97, Stonebridge Park, 15030 Sycamore Trail Rd, San Diego, CA 

Fri 11/29, Goalie wars, 6:30 or 8:00 start I will blow later. Scholars Drive S, La Jolla, CA UCSD 
Sat 11/30, 11:00 am Vs. Pateadores HB, Solana Highlands Park 3520 Long Run Dr, Solana Beach, CA 

Included in thi s email is a link to my video and NCSA player profile page. 

Parker Rytz, class of 2015 

Phylz 13@gmaJl.com 

507 Hidden Ridge Ct 

Enci,fitas, CA 92024 
Cell- 760-815-9491 

Link for my NCSA player profile is below 

http://www.ncsasports.org/pr.htnl?clientID 1213861 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 10:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Branding Options Webinas Reminder! 

X:: Header 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, .PL__E_.A_S_E____C_!__[_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

ACS Athletics is excited to preview new interactive options to help your sport promote its 
brand! Whether you are updating email images and questionnaire headers in your 
system or opt to utilize the ACS Interactive Services to increase your marketing efforts 
with mobile websites, ACS is here to help! 

Register to attend one of these short webinars to learn how to promote your brand using 
the current features and tool sets in the InControl system. In addition, ACS will review 
new services available to help you highlight your accomplishments and brand! 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

Thursday, November 21,2013 lpm CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 3:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics New Features Released! 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Anson, 

We are excited to announce that new CAIL~k upgrades to your InControl system have been released! 
We axe very grateful tbr your feedback and hope these updates reflect many of your requests! 
Upgrades include the following: 

¯ Ability to aJlow tbr in- sea.son adjustments to future CARA conliguration; 
¯ An academic year drop down on the CARA/Practice Logs page; and, 
¯ Ability to create practice groups directly from CARA/Pmctice Logs screen and submit logs by 

practice groups, 

CLICK HERE to register for next week’s training session on Tuesday5 November 26 at 1 p.m. CST. 

Again, thank you tbr your continued t~edback and support in making us the leaders in the business! 

Thank you, 

The Team at ACS Athletics 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscMbe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 6:13 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Kindle Books ] Personalized Lerter from Santa 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e." yo~.i,~ ~.’,l-e.Le.:>’.,nces i iJr~a~.it~s trite4 

bnp~’~’--a-e’ Hill                     :~ A ...... Loo°~o= Durham / 

Coupon for Select Kindle Books for 
$0,99 
Amazon Digital Sen,ices 

Redeem Online 

:I:N Coupon for Select Kindle Books for $0.99 

Personalized Package from Santa 
Claus 
PackageFromSanta.com 

Redeem Online 

Savings 52% 

i~"~ Personalized Packagefrom Santa Claus 

Even More Dea~s 

.Xi Coupon for One Free Kids’ Hot 

Chocolate with Purchase of Any 

Espresso Beverage 

M .... geand Facial :: ~:*;; :: Ca rpet or U pholstery Clea ning 

Durham 
M~:=ss;:q’ie ;:~nd Fsci;:d 
Just the Right Touch Massage 
and Spa 

Durham I Chapel Hill 
Csrp(:t of ,/gi’,olsteL’.,.~ 

Mid{own Carpe{ Care 

~:i Two-Hou r Fused-Glass Class for $10 or $20 to Spend at The 

...... One ..... Village Diner 
i.~.i $40 to Spend at Teleflora corn 

Durham                      Hillsbomugh 
i",,~-,,.,- Ho~r Fused.GIsst Ci~:~:~s $i0 o/ $20 to Pper’,,d 84 The 

Chdstal Cerrone Glass Designs The Village Diner 

Online 
$40 {o Sp~:,,,",d :~t 

Teieflora 



~}: Online Game Design Training 
for One Year 

Personalized Stamper with 

Custom Faceplate 
i.X.i Custom Photo on Acrylic with 

Free Shipping 

.{#~i Customized Alphabet Photo Art 

with Free Shipping 

lized iPh ..... d 

Samsung Galaxy Cases with 

Free Shipping 

Online 
O~.~5t.c:,~’~-- i..~tx)to .::,.r/i\c.ryii~:. ~’,4iii 

CreateMyVValls 

...... 
:: :~ :: Martial Arts or Self-Defen se 

Classes 

Online Online Durham 

Art wit..",, F~(~e Ship~.’.i,,",g S~:~ms~,l,,",g G~i~xy C~ses with Ci~sses 
Great Big Canvas [.ree 8/:i~.,@i",~ United States Tae Kwon Do 

Printerpix Institute 

l--iaver’,,*t ~s,.-.-’.~.-.’-.~"~ ariy desis yo.,,~.l’ie il"4:elesied iri? 

::.~.iI Personalize your offers 

p~ "~ " ~ ............ <    "    Loc’-".,i 8,’<;,:} 
on your Apple o~ Android Device 

R}uow ~s: [] [] 

% 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Recruiting is not the same game it was when you 

were in high school. Offers are being made sooner 

each year which means ma ny student-athletes are 

starting the recruiting process early in their high 

school career They are also getting proactive and 

getting online. More coaches are evaluating 

prospects through online profiles and highlight 

videos If your child doesn’t have an online profile.. 

_ 

The Washington Football Story From The Recruitin9 Vau|t: 

........................................................................ s~tti.s t01 

Focusing on the positive news that comes 

out of athletics isn’t always easy. But one of Benefits of goal setting, SM.A.R T 

the most uplifting sports stories of the year goals, and academic, athletic, and 

evolved out of the tragedy of the tornado recruiting goals 

that hit Washington, Illinois last Sunday. 

~Omh:::mi:l~l:l 
Ba!ebal| A,h|et:es 

National Letter of Intent with the University 

of California, Davis and he had some 

thoughts on howto help recruits in the 

futu re 

i i i iii;i ii i iiii ii i;i 





] ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 

Yq~rA~.a~ .Tq.~’,~’~.Dea!s G.~..C~s iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~iii Black Friday Deals Week in Books. Save an additional 10% off our everyday low prices 



~’:~.~.~74~.~?,~~.’~.~ i~,-~, ~O@~(~J See ,mo~ e 

%i The Best Books of 2013 

The Best Books of 2013 

i iXi The Best Books of D .... ber 

The Best Books of December 



~iii Children’s Holiday Books 

Chiidren’s Hoiiday Books 

i iXi The Best Books o1 2013: Teen & Young Adult 

The Best Books of 2013: Teen & Young Adult 



~iii Gifts for Amateur Sleuths 

Gifts fol Amate~l Sieuths 

i;~ill Foodie Favorites 

Foodie F~verites 

i iXi Gifts for Pop Culture Junkies 

Gifts fo,~ Pop Cuitu,~÷ ,Junkies 

i i’~’i Gifts for Young Book .... 

Gifts fol Young Bookworms 



~iii Literature&Fiction 

Lit~latule & Fiction 

i iXi Mystery, Thriller & Susp .... 

Myste,~y, Thriller & Suspense 



~iii Sci .... Fiction & Fantasy i iXi R ....... 

Science [:.ictio~ & Fantasy Romance 



~iii Books Make Great Gifts 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 



ii~ii A ........ 
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% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:04 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dental Services ] Teeth-WNtening Kit 

% 
Get deals tailored just for you - ..e" yo~.i,~ ~.’,reLe.:>’.,,c, ces i iJr~a~.it~s trite4 

bnp~"’--a-e’ Hill                     :~ A ...... Loo°~om Durham / 

Dental Exam, X-Rays, and Cleaning 
Tarheel Family Dentistry 

109 Conner Drive, Chapel Hill (me,,’e lea~fiie!~.~;~ 

~" 0.2 miles away (!u:,,m ’,..’o:i,~ A,m~::-~n 8ddm,.;:~) 

Savmqs 65% 

:::N Dental Exam, X-Rays, and Cleaning 

Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 
Treatment 
Smile Bright Store 

Redeem Online 

8av:r~gs ~;0% 

i~"~ Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening Treatment 

Even More Dea~s 

Xi Coupon for Select Kindle Books 

..... for $0.99 

Coupon for One Free Kids’ Hot 

Chocolate with Purchase of Any 

Espresso Beverage 

::::*;;:: Personalized Packagefrom 

Santa Claus 

Online 
©o%~oi~ Rw S::: i::: :c,: Kil"qk: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:52 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Watch #24 UNC Take Down #3 Louisville on GoHeels TV! 

Watch #24 UNC Defeat #3 Louisville on 
GoHeels TV! 

% 
© 2013 Neukion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Branding Options Webinas Reminder! 

2(:: Header 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L__E_.A_S_E____C_!__[_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

ACS Athletics is excited to preview new interactive options to help your sport promote its 
brand! Whether you are updating email images and questionnaire headers in your 
system or opt to utilize the ACS Interactive Services to increase your marketing efforts 
with mobile websites, ACS is here to help! 

Register to attend one of these short webinars to learn how to promote your brand using 
the current features and tool sets in the InControl system. In addition, ACS will review 
new services available to help you highlight your accomplishments and brand! 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11am CT CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <630@pacmail.em.markefinghq.net> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Football vs Duke 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: :~:~:~:~:~:~ 
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........................................................................................................... ,.............................................................................................. ........... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::::::::::: 

With the Thanksgiving holiday approaching, we understand that many of you will be out of town 
with family during the Duke Football game this Saturday at noon. If this is the case and you do 
not have anyone using your complimentary tickets, we would ask that you turn in your tickets so 
we can accommodate as many fans as possible. 

To return your tickets you can either: 

) Click here and log in to your account on the GoHeels.com "Ticket Center" using the information 
posted above. Under "My Account" there is a link to "Return Tickets." 

) Call the Ticket Office at 962-2296 before Wednesday. 

Don’t forget, this option is available for both Football and Men’s Basketball tickets, if you are 
unable to make it to any games, you can help us turn Kenan Stadium and the Dean Smith Center 
blue! 

Hope everyone has a great Thanksgiving! 

UNC Ticket Office 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets(~unc edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 9:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Happy Thanksgiving t?om ACS Athletics 

To ensure that, 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Our Secret Sauce: Strength of Schedule Matters a lot 

COLL~Gg SOCC[~ 
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iii;::..:~::~::~::..i iRank: Our Secret Sauce 

Strength of Schednle matters - a lot. 

one conference to ~afle them all. At le~t that’s what tile Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) must feel 

like as six of their women’s teams advance into tile Elite 8 to wrap up tile season - with a bow on top, 

nonetheless. Who coadd have guessed tiffs would happen? We did 

When the Sweet 16 rolled around, 10 teams in tile RPI top 25 advanced. Soccer America predicted 11 

teams, tile NSCAA Coaches Poll predicted 10 and Top Drawer Soccer had t~ine. Cue i:~,.:: ~:::-:::.,:i :Rank, 

strolling in with 13 temns predicted in tile top 25 missing otaly three teams in the Sweet 16. 

iil,.,:::,a.:,,,~ :.R~nk improved those nmnbers in tile Elite 8 with all 8 temns in the i:~,.:: ~:::-:::.,:i :Rank top 25 

before tile di-aw Everyone else otaly had six! 

Strength of schedule nlatters A rataking isn’t just about wins or losses, it is about competing against 

other tffgtfly ranked teams. Pm~ of ~’:~, si :-. ::Rank’s fomldation explicitly incorporates strength of 

schedule into its weekly ra~fldngs of all D1, D2 arid D3 men’s and women’s soccer teams. 

The results speak for themselves 

"We are veW proud of out- results so tar,’’ Gregg Bevale~, founder and CEO of-i :,:-::~:::-:i:’~Rank said 

"Our objective fomlulas were able to predict better 2013 NCAA soccer toumanlent resadts so far in 

comparison to other polls in D1, D2 and D3 divisions. It has also enabled us to rank 811 1,800 teams 

eve~7 week rather than just tile top 25." 

Along with lffs position as fomrder, Bennett is the cTeative mastermind behind tile methodology and 

algorithms that make -:~..:: ~:::-:::::~::Rank work. 

The NCAA uses its own rallking system, tile RPI, to idenfi fy totmlament teams and to establish match 

ups at tile begilming of the to~tnlament. 

"The RPI has a stmctut-al advantage over other rai1]dtlg systems due to its influence over the 

tournanlent draw," Belmett says. "The nlatchnps support the RPI rallkings, ruth top seeded teams 

having a he@ home field advantage for tile first three romlds mid a lineup of perceived weaker teams" 

Subjecfive polls such as Top Drawer Soccer, Soccer Ame6,ca and tile NSCAA Coaches poll also have 

an advantage of seeing the RPI mllkings and being able to position their polls accordingly 

ill.:. ::’: a::,~:.Rank tile ollly conlputer-di{ven poll, does not take rallkings from other polls into 

consideration and is imnmne to gronpthillk &~e to its objective nanlre, Belmett says. 

Belmett att6diutes tile success of B.:- a:::::.::Rank to tile strong incorporation of strengh of schedule 

concepts into their computer algorithms. 

"We don’t penalize much for nan-ow losses to nearly equal ranked teams; nor do we reward much for 

lopsided wins against much weaker teams," he said. "It is no st~rpfi se to us that tile eight ACC teams 

that made it to the Sweet 16 were within the top 10 strongest schedules in the COmlt~y as supported by 

i:-’::::::s :::: ~tRank’s Stlength of Schedule rankings. Tile old adage, ’to be tile best, we need to play the best,’ 

is ce~laiuly at play here." 

For exalnple, Mmylmld had a 6-7 losing record in conftrence play ltffs season, yet f!:.::::si.:t Rank still 

had them ranked at :ii::-.:23. Wake Forest had an even woise record, 3-6-1, in conltrence play. However, 

based on lheir perfoi~nance against good teams, :ii::. :::::s.."i~Rank had them rallked at f!:}.:10. These are 

exarnples of explicit recognition of strength of schedale. 

L ast season North Carolina won tile NCAA women’s toalnarnen~ after a 15-5-3 overall record and 6-3- 

1 in conference. Noi~h Carolina had the toughest schediile in the country tha~ season. More ~tlan half 

tile tealnS they played were in the ::::::::::::::::::::: top 20. WNle ::::::::::::::::::::: had Noi~h Carolina 

rai~ked at #1 going inlo the tomwtarnenL tile RPI rallked them at 10, Coaches Poll at 11 and Top Drawei 

Soccei at 17. 

"Sabj ective polls gel htmg up on records," Bennett said. "The RPI focuses oil wins and losses. If you 

win a lot of games, you end up with a better RPI score. At i:-’::::::s :::: ~tRank the nmnbels are ’die 

nllr~tbei~ ." 

Haman-genera’,ed polls may hay e a distinct advantage in tha~ they nndelstand a tealn’S history, inj mies, 

player malchups and intangibles. Bu~ in tile end, nnmbers don’t lie. And in tiffs case, with tile ability to 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 10:52 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Soccer Rankings Through December I 

COLLEGE SOCCER 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 7:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - December 2013 - Bible Sale! 

The College Recruiter Email Update - December 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody] Happy Holidays to you and your family] 

A TTENTION PLA YLq¢ P~5ONNE.L DIRECTORS AND DIRECTORS OF PLA YE.R DEVELOPM£NT 

What kind of untapped potential lies hidden on your teams because you don°t know how to TAP it? 

MENTAL METRtCS: ANALFTtCS OF THE MiND 

ANALYTICS. That’s the "nobody-wants-to-say-anything-about-it" buzzword capturing the imagination of the coflege coaching profession. What is it? Simply stated, 

Analytics is the quantification of subjective data. In other words, how do you quantify a trait fike motivation or competitiveness or mental toughness ? As a coach, 
you can subjectively identify the trait when you see it in a player. But how can you put a number on a subjective trait? 

The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition (~w~w~w~s~u~c~c~e~s~sf~a~c~t~9~r~s~s~c~q~[~e~s~-c~m) does it for you. The Scales measures the level of strength of very specific traits in your 

players. The Executive Summary that each player receives after completing the assessment gives you a quantifiable identifier for the trait. The Scales is a mental 

metric...Analytics of the Mind, if you will 

Recruiting Proposal 16-3 went into effect for Division I schools in August. NCAA staff believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the premier se!f- 

assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NEAA Proposal 16-3 guidelines. Quite possibly, it won’t cost you a cent 
of your Division I budget to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some mental Analytics data on your 

team. Contact ~’our Compliance Officer to request the funding. 

Special Offer. Since the NCAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 15-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division II, Division Ill, 

NAIA, and junior coflege programs that are interested in utilizing the Success Factors Seales®-Athletics Edition with your teams. Carl me at 1-800-293-i676 if you’re 
interested in these special discounts. 

~L-.’t,t~," ~(-.’~’~ W,,","~ ,"-" (..’, ,"~ PL,"~ ".,"E#S A~%¢g~ C(,’,",~ (’H,,~,’-~ 
st Beginning October i, I am offering sport psychology consulting services for college players and coaches via telephone/computer. I’ve been providing mental 

toughness training workshops and other sport psychology services since 1987. If you’re interested in this service or have any questions, call me at 1-800-293-1576. 

DID YOU KNOW THATA NEW RECRUIT SOCIAL MEDIA SOURCE WAg UNCOVERED DURING THE 2013 WEBCAST? 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

http://thebestcolleqerecruiter.corn/recruiters- institute- dvd.aspx 

And, of course, you’ll be very merry with this month’s phenomenal Shameless Bribe coupons. 

h~si&~ L~g: Recruiters Bible carries a hefty discount this month. Just in time for Christmas savings] 

Here is the link to the December 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www:thebestcolleqe!’ecruiter.com/monthly-emall-u~date-newsletter.aspx. 

Again, thanks for your continued support and Happy Holidays] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:14 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ACS CARA lJpgrade Feedback - Tell Us What You Think! 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Thm~k you to eve~one who attended the Logging Practice Hours webinar laser week. Please let us 
know if you have any questions regarding the use of the most recent upgrades to your CARA logs! 

These CARA upgrades were made possible because of you, and all the valuable t~edback we 
received. We cannot thank you enough for your support! 

Please let us know your thoughts by taking the short survey below. Don’t forget to include your name 
and institution to win an Apple gift card! 

https:/iwww.survevmonkeg.conv’s/F5G9DRG 

Thank you, 

The Team at ACS Athlelics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <~helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Branding Options Webinar’. 

X:: Header 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If /ou cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L__E_.A_S_E____C_!__[_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

ACS Athletics is excited to preview new interactive options to help your sport promote its 
brand! Whether you are updating email images and questionnaire headers in your 
system or opt to utilize the ACS Interactive Services to increase your marketing efforts 
with mobile websites, ACS is here to help! 

Register to attend one of these short webinars to learn how to promote your brand using 
the current features and tool sets in the InControl system. In addition, ACS will review 
new services available to help you highlight your accomplishments and brand! 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

Thursday, December 12 at 1 p.m. CST CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net > 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 12:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good afternoon and Hapw Thursday t?om The Carolina Club! 

It’s the most wonderful time of the year’. Holiday events, [fNC sports and end-of year 

celebrations are just a few of the many festive activities awaiting you at The Carolina Club. There 

has never been a better fune to come and enjoy all that your membership has to oiler. 

Please reply to this email or call 919-962-1101 to RSVP for any of these events. 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. UNC Greensboro 

Saturday, December 7 ] Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 7:00 pm 
The Club will be open ff~r beverage and dining service as well as a pre game bnfl~t ibr $15 

beginning at 4:30 pro. We will remain open ibr one hour after the gan~e. 

Holiday Brunch 

(This is a Passport Event) 

Sunday, December 8 [ 11 am-2 pm [ Adults - $22 ] Children 6-12 - $101C]fildren 5 mid 
under are complimentary 

The holidays are a fun and festive time of year - but can also be very hectic. Let us help recharge 

and rejuvenate with a bountiful, beautiful brunch buffet. 

Gingerbread House Decorating 

(Only a few Houses still available.t) 
Sunday, December 8 ] 1:00 pm I $70 per House 

We supply the house, frosting, and all the goodies; you provide the imagination. We encourage all 
homebuilders to join us - but don’t lbrget that space is limited for this popular event so make your 
reservations today’. 

Holiday Member Mixer 
Wednesday, December 11 ] 5:30-7 pm 

ComplimentaD- Hats d’oeuvres I Two Drhlk Tickets per person 

Bring a donation of a canned food item to be donated to the Inter Faith Council’s 

Colnmunity Kitchen. 

Toast the Holiday Season with us at The Carolina Club! Enjoy a bite, a beverage and the 

iNlowship offiJends. 

Fine Liqueurs Tasting 
(This is a Passport Event) 

Thursday, December 12 [ 6:00 p.m. - Welcome Social I 6:30 p.m. - Tasting 

$15 Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group Members I $25 Non-Group Members 

Enjoyed by themselves, or mixed, flavored liqueurs often go unnoticed. Join The Carolina Club 
bartenders to taste some exciting brands incfuding Disaronno, Bailey’s and Godiva, and learn how 

to craft cock-tails perfect for the holidays. 

Breakfast with Santa 

(This is a Passport Event) 

Saturday, December 141 Reservations are available at 8:30 am, 9:30 an1 or 10:30 am 

Ages 3 to Adult - $18 I Complimentary for children 2 & under 
Ito! Ha’. tto’. Santa Claus is coming to town! Invite the entire tZamily to share in the festivities 

including a delicious breald:ast buffet, holiday music, a visit with Santa, and a holiday cookie 

decorating s~tation. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 



UNC vs. Kentucky 
Saturday, December 14 [ Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 5:15 pm 
The Club will be open lbr beverage and dining sendce all day including a pre game butt~t tbr $15 
beginning at 2:30 pm m~d will remain open until 9:00 pm. 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Charleston Southern 
Saturday, December 14 ] Tip Off in Carmichael Arena: 1:00 pin 
The Club will be open for dining and beverage service begriming at 10:30 am mid will remain open 

until 9:00 pro. 

Happy Holidays Lunch Buffet 
For small ~’oups and office holiday parties 
Tuesday, December 17112:00 pm I s20 per person 

Too busy to plan a holiday luncheon for your olt~ce staff, book club, civic organization or other 

group? Let us do it for you! Treat your friends and co-workers to our t~stive holiday lunch buffet, 

complete with all the trimmings. 

Breakfast is Served 
The Carolina Club now serves breakfast evm7 Monday - Friday from 7:30-9:30am in O’Herron’s 
Grill. Chef Oscar and his team have launched a fabulous breakfast menu that is sure to get your 

day started on a high note! See y’all at the Club for breakfast’. 

New Amenities 
Construction almos~t complete! Our new Member offices, conference room with thll audio-visual 

capabilities and new tbmishings in the ttarvey Lobby are complete’. We hope this will provide you 

with even more ways to meet and connect with fiiend~ clients and colleagues while enabling you 

"to work comtbrtably mad efficiently while you axe away from your home or office. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at Clubeorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



~i Amazon.corn J 

Dear Amazon,corn Customer, 

After a year of combing through books 

big and srnalF-and a lot of arguing-- 

we’ve come up with our Best Books of 

2013 list, featuring the 100 best titles of 

the past year. Our number one pick? 

Donna Ta[tt’s The Goldfinch (available 

in hardeover and Kindle boo~. Cheek 

out all 100 books. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii --Amazon Books Editors 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  iiiii  i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Yo#.rAJ’&a~£~3 Z.q.~!.a:~’~sDea!s .G.’.~...C.#.L~...s. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

[i~!i The Goldfinch 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.!~’~ ~Ot’:,~,,k,&-" O~ ~@’~ ~ee i~ore iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i And the Mountains Echoed i~ Thank You for Your Servioe 

And the Moun,ains Echoed 7hank You for Your Service 

H a r(tq ov(.~ r H ~ rd cove ~ 

Kindle book Kindl(.~ book 



~iii Life After Life 

Life After Life 

H~dcover 

Kindle beek 

ii.~ Pilgrim’s Wild ...... 

Pilgrim’s Wildemess 

Hardcever 

Kindle boek 



in Arabia 

Lawrence in Arabia 

HaK~cover 

Kindle book 

~i The Son 

The Son 

H;~rdcover 

Kindle book 

i~ Tenth of December 

Tenth of December 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 

iN A House in the Sky 

A House #~ the Sky 

Ha~dcover 

Kindle book 



~i Eleanor & Park i~ Who Owns the Future? 

~,,~or ~ P~r,~ ~’~o ow~s the Fu~.r~? 
Hardoove~ Hardcove,~ 

Kindle book Kindle book 

I:,~o r e                               " 



ii~ii M ...... 

Marlresa 

Hardcove~ 

Kindb book 

i% Tartine Book No. 3 

Tartine Book No. 3 

H ardoow::,,F 

Kindle book 



~}i Anything That M .... 

AnytMng That Moves 

Hardcove~ 

KJlsdb book 

i~ The Drunken Botanist 

The Drunken Botanist 

Hardoow:~r 

Kindle book 





~i Get the Best Books of 2013: Reader’s Guide, featuring interviews, essays, and reviews-free for your Kindle 



BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJcolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good afternoon and Happy Wednesday from The Carolina 
Club! 

It’s the most wonderful time of the year! Holiday events, UNC 
sports and end-of-year celebrations are just a few of the many 
festive activities awaiting you at The Carolina Club, There has 
never been a better time to come and enjoy all that your 
membership has to offer, 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

Holiday Member Mixer = TONIGHT! 
Wednesday, December %% I 5:30-7 pro 
Complimentary Hors d’oeuvres I Two Drink Tickets per 
person 
Bring a donation of a canned food item to be donated to 
the Inter Faith Council’s Community Kitchen. 
Toast the Holiday Season with us at The Carolina Club! Enjoy 
a bite, a beverage and the fellowship of friends. 

Business Builders Morning Meeting 
Thursday, December 12 j 7:30-8:30 am 
Stay informed on current issues and network with fellow 
Members. Open to all! For a complete listing of businesses 
ready to serve Members, please log onto our website and 
open the Member Business Directory. 

Fine Liqueurs Tasting 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Thursday, December 12 I 6:00 p.m. = Welcome Social I 
6:30 p.m, = Tasting 
$15 Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group Members j $2S Non= 
Group Members 
Enjoyed by themselves, or mixed, flavored liqueurs often go 
unnoticed. ]gin The Carolina Club bartenders to taste some 
exciting brands including Disaronno, BaiJey’s and Godiva, and 
learn how to craft cocktails perfect for the holidays. 

Breakfast with Santa = Limited seats available.V 
(This is a Passport Event) 
Saturday, December 14 I 8:30 am 
Ages 3 to Adult = $18 I Complimentary for children :2 & 
under 
Ho! Ho! Ho! Santa Claus is coming to town! Invite the entire 
family to share in the festivities including a delicious 
breakfast buffet, holiday music, a visit with Santa, and a 
holiday cookie decorating station. 



Saturday, December 14 I Tip Off in Carmichael Arena: 1:00 
pm 
The Club will be open for dining and beverage service 
beginning at 10:30 am and will remain open until 9:00 pro= 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UHC vs, Kentucky 
Saturday, December 14 I Tip Off in the Dean E, Smith 
Center: 5:15 pm 
The Club will be open for beverage and dining service all day, 
including a pre game buffet for $15 beginning at 2:30 pm and 
will remain open until 9:00 pro, 

Carolina Women Connecting 
Tuesday, December 17 I 8:30=9:30 am I Complimentary 
Coffee g[ Pastries 
Last minute holiday gift ideas and online shopping tips to 
save the day! 
We will share some last-minute shopping tips and a 
presentation showing some of the best websites for on-line 
shopping bargains with free = or minimal - shipping. Please 
join us, guests are welcome! 

Happy Holidays Lunch Buffet 
For small groups and office holiday parties 
Tuesday, December 17 I 12:00 pm I $20 per person 
Too busy, to plan a holiday luncheon for your office staff, book 
club, civic organization or other group? Let us do it for you! 
Treat your friends and co-workers to our festive holiday lunch 
buffet, complete with all the trimmings. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UNC vs, Texas 
Wednesday, December 18 I Tip OFF in the Dean E, Smith 
Center," 7:00 pm 
The Club will be open for beverage and dining service as well 
as a pre game buffet for $15 beginning at 4:30 pm. We will 
remain open for one hour after the game ends 

Young Professionals Holiday Social 
Thursday, December 19 I 6:00=8=00 pm I Complimentary 
’Tis the season! 3oin us to enjoy a "Build your own Hot 
Chocolate Bar," partake in hands-on dessert making with Chef 
Ron, plus bring a toy donation for the North Carolina 
Children’s Hospital. 

Breakfast is Served 
The Carolina Club now serves breakfast every Monday - Friday 
from 7:30-9:30am in O’Herron’s Grill. Chef Oscar and his team 
have launched a fabulous breakfast menu that is sure to get 
your day started on a high note! See y’all at the Club for 
breakfast! 

New Amenities 
Construction almost complete! Our new Member offices, 
conference room with full audio-visual capabilities and new 
furnishings in the Harvey Lobby are complete! We hope this 
will provide you with even more ways to meet and connect 
with friends, clients and colleagues while enabling you to work 
comfortably and efficiently while you are away from your home 
or office. 

Please reply to this email or call 
919-962-1101 to RSVP for Club events. 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our- Club. You have received this message because you provWed your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdes~acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ACS Athletics Branding Options Webinas Reminder! 

2(:: Header 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If /ou cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L__E_.A_S_E____C_!__[_.C_!<__H__E_.R_E. 

ACS Athletics is excited to preview new interactive options to help your sport promote its 
brand! Whether you are updating email images and questionnaire headers in your 
system or opt to utilize the ACS Interactive Services to increase your marketing efforts 
with mobile websites, ACS is here to help! 

Register to attend one of these short webinars to learn how to promote your brand using 
the current features and tool sets in the InControl system. In addition, ACS will review 
new services available to help you highlight your accomplishments and brand! 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

Thursday, December 12 at 1 p.m. CST CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 





~}i Top Hoiie:aS, ~}eMs 

Entertainment 

$ave up ~o 58% on ove~" 7,000 "i’itles E~esb.seili~g #!usic E’~ox Sets 



Up to 50% of} [[toeless Classics 

Movies 8 IV St-:ov,,’ Deals from AreaL-or: inslsm Video 

Movies & TV Show Desis from Amazon instant 
Video 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Savings with Style 

Fas~io~ab+÷ fi++ds fo~ womem n’~e++~+i~d kids See more 

X 50% or More (D~f \’Vorne!fs V’,iin~eF ScaFves Gloves &       ~(i 25% (.!! $!0::i Shoes & Handbags with F’Fomo Cose 
More " 25SHOES ] 

50% Or bqore Off Women’s Winter Scarves, 25% Off $I 00 Shoes & Ha~sdb~gs with Promo 
Gloves, & More Code 25SHOES1 

~i 25~f~ Odf t::sder *~,rmou:+ ~3i# [.,r~[~o Hoodies 
] iXi Up to 50~;’9 off Desicnel Ne,s~qa,ses 

25% Off Under Armour Big Logo Hoodies Up to 50% off Desig~ser NecM~ce.s 



iI~ii ..................................... 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Toys 
Explore o~ 5o~iday toy ~i~t See mo~e 

J 

~i Ssve 50% or More o:’~ Toys i ::[:°:]:: Kids & FT, mi~v Video ,S,3m~ 

S~ve 50% or ~diore on Toys Kids & Fab’niJy \,/ideo Oab’nes 



Up to 85% off Fisher-Price Holidsy Gifts i,~ Chil@en’s Books 

TVs & Home Theater 
Save o~ gifts everyo[~e will enjoy S.@.@...[[).o[#. 

Slim ,%mai! .’ga m.~,i:r:g H Di~’s 

~:: 25% C:t~ List Price on s Sony 32-i!lcb 1050p Smart 

LED HDPv 

[200 Amszo~, Gift Card with Purchase of Select 
Ult~a ..,,m .,m,.~t ..,~m.-, ~:~g HET’vs 

25% Off List P,qce on s Sony 32olnch I080p 
Smart LED BDT\! 

i~] Amszol:, Prom,s O:’edit up to $40 with Select. 8ONOS 

..... ; S~pe, e kers 

::~:: JL=sb Diego Esrbuds for S999 

Am~o~s Promo O~edit up to $40 witt; Select JLab Diego Earbuds fo~ $9.99 
8ONQ8 Speakers 

Computers & Accessories 
Save o~ ~aptops~ tablets~ a~d r~ore S.#.#...@.9..~ 



i i’~’~ ~.~’,,e up tc $200 on Select D~-II Tcuch PC:s X S~ve $i,54:, cr Mo!e on Sony Pro Seri~,s~ UItr~books 

Save ~p to $200 on Select Deil Touch PCs        Save $150 oi" More on So~v Pro Series 
Ult~a books " 

20% e~¯ More Off Desktep Oemp~.lters Cive the Ur~ique Gift of 3D P~¯inte~¯s 

Electronics 









~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.com 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:25 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of Top Dog: The Science of... and 6 more item(s). 

r 
Yourf#eoommer=dations YourAccount Amazenoom 

Order Confirmation 
Order #! 02.-3595552-866108! 

Hello A~tso~s Dorrance~ 
Thank you for shopping with us. We’d like to let you know that Amazon has received your order, and is preparing 

it for shipment. Your estimated delivery date is below. If you would like to view the status of your order or make 

any changes to it, please visit Your Orders on Amazon.com. 

Yot.i~ estims~ted deli’very dante is: 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 - 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 

You~ shippi~g sp~?ed: 

FREE Shipping 

Year order will be se~st to: 
Anson Dorrance 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
United States 

Orde~ Details 
Order #102-3595552-8661061 

Placed on Thursday December ~2 2013 

-fop Dog: the Science of Wh’=nir=g and Losing $19,78 

Slonsor~ Pe,Melwma.s, Ashley; Hardco’,<~r 

Sot(t t)y Amazo!~ corn LLC 

E]E]E] 
5 x the Nurnbe~ Game: Why Everything You Knew $13,03 

ADout ,’3,geoer Is Wroqg 

Andelse.% Chlis,Satty, David; Paperback 

Sold by IS, mazon.co;tl LL.C 

rqc]rq 

Hew Children Succeed: (}Fit Curiosily, and the 

Hidden [-Sewer of Character 

Tough, Paull Paperb;~ck 

Sold by Amazorl.com L’.C 

DDD 
Item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Promotion Applied: 

Total Before Tax: 

Order Total: 

To learn more about ordering, go to Ordering frern Arnazon corn 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Help. 

Thank you for shopping with us. 

Amazon.corn 

$9.54 

$94.47 

$9.93 

=$9.93 

$94.47 

$94.47 

U~ies~s ,3!hcrw~se noted, ~tems s@d by Amazon co~: I.I.C :~re subje,.t to ss~¢s tax hi select s~t~:tes in accords:nee with the app~cs, b~e 

a~d ~oc~l sales tax de~¢nd~:]~ ~on the sel~er:s bus~ness po~i~ies ~d the io~t~on of thei~ ope~kst~o:]s. ~.esr:] ~ore ~bout ta~ ~nd 
seller i:lfo~rqatio~l 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Basketball vs Kentucky Gameday Information 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKERS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 





~iii Kelly Clarkson: Wrapped in Red CD i iXi Despicable Me 2 

Kelly Clarkson: W~apped in Red CD Despicable Me 2 

i 

%i AMC Theatre Gift Cards i iXi ESPN The Mag ..... 



¯ __.i.~ Speck Products iGuy Protective Case for iPad 
1/2/3/4 

Speck Products iGuy Protective Case for iPad 

1121314 

i i’~ GoogleCh ...... st HDMI St .... ing Media Player 

Googb Ct~re,mecast HDMI Streaming Media 

Player 

i~il Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck 

Diary of a W~mpy Kid: Nard Luck 

i’~’i Belkin Rockstar Multi Headphone Splitter 

Beikils Rockstal Multi Headphone Splk’ter 

ii.~.iI PNYAttache Ill 32 GB USB 2.0 Flash Drive 

PNY Atteche ill 32 GB LiSB 2.0 ~:’iash Drive 

Skylanders SWAP Force Countdown Character 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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~iii Ro~,’s Story Cubes Actions i iXi Hohner 1501BXBlues Band, H ...... ica 

Row’s Story Cubes Actio~ss Hohner 1501BX Biues Band. Harmonics 

::.~.:: St .... light Nano Miniature Keychain LED Flashlight :~i::: A ...... Basics Prog ..... ble Digital Tire Gauge 

Streamlight Nano Miniature Keyci~ain LED AmazenBasics Pregrammable Digi[al [i~e 

1"-’% sh lig ht Gauge 

z i 
~i Callaway HEX Hot Golf Balls i i::*:]i Hill’s Science Diet Adult Dog Treat Bag 

Cailaway ~’4EX Ne~. Goif Baiis ~’4ili’s Scie~ce Diet ]kdul~ Det~ "~"feat Bat~ 



:~ Hello Kitty Girl’s Sterling Silver Pink Bow Stud Earrings 

~iI Betsey Joh .... 6 Pair Pack No Show Socks 

~i 
Sterling Silver Round Simulated Diamond Stud 

Earrings 

Ste~iing Siive~" Ro~nd Simulated Dia,,me~d Sb.Ed 

Eamr~gs 

i iXi Philips ActionFit Sports EarhookHeadphones 

Betsey Johnson 6 F’,air Rack No S~ow Socks 

%i Nine West Go To Glamour Small Wristlet Wallet 

Philips Actio,,’~Fit Sp{x~.s Ea~h{~ok ~-ieadph{~nes 

::.~.:: Timex Unisex T2N651 Watch with Olive Nylon Strap 

Nine \@est ,,o To Gbmour Small Wristiet Timex Ur~isex T2N6ol Watch witt; Oiive Nylor~ 

Wsilet S[rap 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Friday, December 13, 2013 2:43 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Your Amazon.com order of Top Dog: The Science of.. and 6 more item(s)has shipped! 

"YOI£ £qeooFqfflendaiions Yo;Jr ORJ.~H’S i Amazon.coFq 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order #102-3595552~866 ~ 061 

Helfe Ar~sort Dorrance, 
Thank you for shopping with us We thought you’d like to knew that we shipped your items and that this completes 

yeur order Your order is on its w~y, and can no longer be changE!d If you need te return an item from this shiprr~ent or 

rm,,n~,,ge other c)rders, plE!ase visit :)~[).~!..~2[~J~.-’.[:~ on Amazc)n tort1. 

Yo-tr estilr:sted delivery d~te is: 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 

YOLir o[’,:tel wrts ser:t to; 

Anson Dorrance 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
United States 

Depending on the ship speed you chose, it may take 24 hours for traclqng information to be available in your account. 

Shipme~t Details 

5x The Numbers Game: Why Everyttsing You $65.15 
Know About Soccer Is Wrong 
Sold by Amsz,on ,’:i,m 1.[.(~" 

C]C~C] 

How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, ;and the $9.54 
Hidden Power of Ct~aracter 
Sold by Amsz,on ,’:i,m 1.[.(~" 

C]C~C] 

Top Dog: The Science ef Winning end Lesing $19.78 
~3okl by/:’,m~zoncon: L[i-: 

C~C]D 

I[em Su bl:okN: $94.47 

Shipping & Hanciiing: $9 93 

Free shipping discount: -$9.93 

Promotion Applied: -$0.00 

Totai Before [a×: $9447 

Shipment Total: $94,47 

Paid by Visa: $94.47 

Returns are easy. Visit ou! Online Return Center. 

+ If yeu nE!ed fu!,her assistenoe wiih yo " orde ~ please visi[ (~dsteffleF ~eP~’ic.~!. 

We hope to see you again soon! 

Amazon.corn 

~bis �mail ,,,/as sent fron-: :~ notif~cah,3:>onb:i sddrrss that ,:a~-::~ot acceF.t h~com~r:..q en-:a~L Please do not rrp~y to t~:s :r:¢sssge. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Friday, December 13, 2013 3:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Introducing My ACS - The Next Level In Customer Care’. 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

We are excited to announce that My ACS will be released to your InControl system soon’. Thank you 
for your feedback throughout the year as well as your support in helping us continue to improve the 
mose powerful recruiting mad athlete mmaagement sys~tem in the industry. 

Features in My ACS will include the following: 

¯ The abilib, to view on- demaJad training videos 
¯ Access to hundreds of FAQs and training articles 
¯ The abili~ to submit cases and review the status of your cases 
¯ Register for upcoming webinars mid events 

Submit ideas and vote on new features 

This is an exciting release for our clients to connect on a whole dift~rent level! We axe excited [i~r you 
to contribute to My ACS. Remember to attend our special webinar to learn more about My ACS on 
Tuesday, December 17 at 11 a.m. CST. 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER! 

Happy Holidays! 

The Team at ACS Athlelics 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsarmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bellaliant net 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 8:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2016 - 5’8" Canadian Fullback 

Coach Dorrance 

My name is Shannon Armitage from HalifaN Nova Scotia, Canada. I have recently filled out your recruit form and wanted to inlroduce myself to you. I graduate from 

Millwood High School in June of 2016 and I understand that NCAA rules do not allow you to contact me directly until next September at the start of my junior year in 

high school. 

It is early in my recruiting process but my goal haa always been to challenge myself to play soccer at the highest level. It is clear to me that my challenge can be met in 

Chapel Hill and in the ACC. I know that my skills as a detEnder will be an asset to your team in 2016. You had a great season with a record of 20-5-0 but more 

impressive was your goal against of.52. As a detbnder that is the number that stood out. It would be an honor tbr me to learu from a Hall Of Fan~e coach with the 

most wins in the NCAA. 

I have been playing soccer for eight years. I have represented my Province (State) the last four years and when I was thirteen years old I was selected by Soccer 

Canada to enter the National Training Center. This is the same as your ODP program. In August I represented Team Atlantic at the Canadian National All Star 
Selections in Thunder Bay, Ontario. In 2012 our U14 club team won the silver medal at the Canadian National Club Championships in Toronto, Ontario. When my 

team got back to Nova Scotia people were amazed that our little province had won a silver medal. This would be equal to the state of Maine winning an American 

national silver medal. That is what I am most proud of. I have had success as a soccer player individually but that was a moment that I shared with my team. 

I mn a very, fast and strong lull back and I love to attack. I mn 5’8" and 135 lbs at 15 years old. I have been asked to play center back and detbnsive midfield and mn 

always willing to put team first and do whatever has to be done. I have been the captain on most of the teams I have played on. I was a gymnast for many years and as 

a result developed very good core strength. 

I would also like you to know that you can contact my coach Kenneth Bin"ton at burtok(c)!halifhx.ca and also staff’at Soccer Nova Scotia at coaching@soccems.na.ca 

I look folwmd to talking to you in September to discuss my many questions about your progranl. I would be interested in receiving any information about your school 

and soccer program that you would be allowed to send at this time. 

Thank you for your time and good luck in your future at North Carolina 

Shannon ARMITAGE 

501 Springfield Lake Rd, Middle Sackville, NS, Canada 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 
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Up On What Catches College Scholarship 

Their Eye in Recruiting 

, have had the chance to speakon Wednesday, Oecember l th at 7pm  centra,) 
recruiting at the prestigious Cal South 

Soccer National Cup, which attracts Join recruiting expert and former collegiate 

over 3000 top soccer players and athlete Cecil Martin to learn how to get 

about 150 college coaches from recruited, earn a college scholarship, and be 

places such as Indiana University, seen by college coaches 

Penn State, Oregon, UCLA, Army, and 

a, over. I ¯ I 
X:: 

From The Desk Of The President From The Desk Of The Founder 

new information and make sure everyone is meant to share the evening with these kids, their 
up-to-date and on the same page as a families and coaches, NCSA team members, and 

company, especially Tom Lemming. 

Check out This Years Tom Karvel Anderson Personifies Resilience 
Lemming Banquet and Get 

I:i: ; I 

-,T,.ooOo,,.oeOo.o,o. 
Homelessness, hunger, and family turmoil.These 

are just a few of the hardships that Karvel Anderson 

went through as a high school student-athlete 

growing up in hardscrabble Elkhart, Indiana.Not 

everyone has the fortitude to overcome an extremely 

tough upbringing, but Anderson certainly did, and 

athletics )roved to be his savior. 
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~i Amazon.corn J 

Dear Amazon,corn Customer, 

From gifts for Nstory buffs to timeless 

classics, there’s a book for everyone on 

your list. Plus, save up to 50% oa 

featured books i~ ou[ Holiday Deals i~ 

Books event. 



,~-/oli~/~,v ~,/~ i,~’,~"-~c,’~ ~ ~ ~..," ~¯ ~o ¯~:,¯ ,,, 

~iii Foodie Favorites 

Foodi÷ Favorites 

[ iXi Gifts for History Buffs 

Gifts for History Buffs 



:~)i Timeless Classics 

"l’imeless Ci~ssics 

~i ..................................... 

i iXi Gifts for" Homeless R .... tics 

Gilts ie~" Homeiess Romantics 



i iXi Science Fiction & Fantasy 

Scie~ce Fic~km & [:.8~tasy 

i i2i Children’s Books 

Chiidre~s’s Books 



i;~ill Middle-Earth Favorites 

Middie~Ea~th F~vorit~s 

i i’~’i StarWars Extras 

Stsl Wars Bx~las 



:~:iI Books to Read Aloud Together 

Books to Read Alo~d Together "The Evelytl]ing Kids" Activity Books 



:~:iI Redi ...... 

Rediscover "Dewnton Abbey" 

:~i:il Featu red Ha rd ...... 

Featured Hmdcevers 

i iXi Recip .... d Tales from the South 

Recipes and Taies from the South 

i i’~’i Holiday R ....... 
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Upto40% Off D .... rt Cookbooks i iXi Featured Guides for iPh .... iPad, and More 



:~:iI Gifts for Jazz Enthusiasts i iXi P ...... I Fi ..... Books for the NewYear 

Gii~s foF J~.~zz Enthusiasts PeFse~ai Finance rg, ooks for the New Ye~r 
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~ii: Best Books of 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:54 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

My ACS Reminder! 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

We are excited to announce that My ACS will be released to your InControl system soon’. Thank you 
for your feedback throughout the year as well as your support in helping us continue to improve the 
mose powerful recruiting mad athlete mmaagement sys~tem in the industry. 

Features in My ACS will include the following: 

¯ The abilib, to view on- demaJad traJning videos 
¯ Access to hundreds of FAQs and training articles 
¯ The abili~ to submit cases and review the status of your cases 
¯ Register for upcoming webinars mid events 

Submit ideas and vote on new features 

This is an exciting release for our clients to connect on a whole dift~rent level! We axe excited fi~r you 
to contribute to My ACS. Remember to attend our special webinar to learn more about My ACS on 
Tuesday, December 17 at 11 a.m. CST. 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER! 

Happy Holidays! 

The Team at ACS Athlelics 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kimly <stephen.kiraly@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 7:22 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ECNL Stafford Rosters mad Schedule Available 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F~~66~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Are you attending ECNL in Sanford? 

Please let us know if you would like this information imported to your 

account. We have added grad years and additional information for many 

pJayers. 

Also, please let us know if you wilf be attending Disney as weft. V\te wift 

import those rosters when availabfe. 

Regards, 

Jack Dagley 

3portsBoard 

¢15 847 5667 
www. sportsbo ard-’win, corn 

’Mobile Player Assessment Sofutions- [HE FUTURE IS NOW’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kira]y@stx~(tsboard-mn.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 7:24 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ECNL Smlford and Disney Data Available on Spo(tsBoard 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii                                               iiiiix~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Go Paper/ess with SportsBoard at ECNL 

~ Sanford 

, , coacheeat New Me,,co, ,--,a,,,a,,, UNC, a~ke, F,o~,da,,nd,ar~a, I I 
Washington ,.rate, ~Aemson, East Carohna, and A~r Force (ju;,t to name a 

~few’~ who are using SportsBoard to experience Iquge time savings Before 

~recruiting~ ~ events, during, and after. 1o get started, rise process is simple: 

I I 

~i Oown,oa~ ~po.~s~oar~ Ohame,eon from iI,.~ee,or free call ue to s~bsoribe and eet ~p your aoooont, ,,,e’lf load in yoor own 
recruits from an excel you give us, then load the event rosters and 

into your account as,.,,ell, roe syno your iPad and yo~’r~ ready 
........................... ~o .~o, om~n~, no need for w~ or 3G on the ~o~d~ 

~cor~ text notes or vo,oe memos, t~e ,,,~eos, poe. p.ay~rs, c~pture I I 
schematic!system diagrams, and rate players numerically with your own 

I I 

~-~etorn sk,,e dats mode,, whate~er matters to ~o u ~ync at n,~ht when yo,,re bao~ on,ine to ehare s~,~,n~ no,ee w,th othe~ I I ooaohes,,,ithir, you~ program Notes w,i, syno with yo,~r compa~noe I I 
~eo~,,are - no dop,,~te dats ent~y,,,hen you ~et baok~ 

me a shout to soBscriBe Before end o~ Oecember for epecial hofida~ 
discount - He He Hol 

Cheers. 

Marilou McFadane 

SportsBoard 

VP Business Development 

4 15.272.2468 

m a rife u .mcfada ne@sportsboard-win.com 

MoBile Player Assessment Sofutions - [HE FUTURE IS NOW’ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 3:49 AM 

Dorrance, Abert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bought with "Top Dog: The Science of Winning and.,." 

Nu:ZureShock: Newrhinl’,ing About 

CNIdren 

by Po Bro~:son 

$1228 

¯ ,:,:,:,:, ,:,:,:, ,: ...... 

3> See ¢Ilore r~.~oem!rl~.~R(J;~iions 

Osvid end Goliath: Underdogs, 

Misfits: snd the A~I. 

by Malcoln! Gia,Jwell 

$1595 

The Sports Gene: Inside the 
Science of... 
by [)avid J [{psli.Wl 

$17.03 



% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <digital- noreply@amazon.com > 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Gilt from Chn stopher DucaJc 

~iI Amazon Kindle 

A Gift for You 

8ow 

Hello Anson 
Dorrance, you’ve 
received a Kindle 

Book gift from 
Christopher 

Ducar. 

From: Christopher Ducar 

I think this story will blow you away. Enjoy[ 

Bird 

Click on the "Get your gift now" button 
above to accept your gift or exchange for 

Amazon.com gift credit. 

Gift order #D01-1873760-6313634 
Need help? 

Visit Kindle Support for information about Kindle 
book gifts 

~iI Cover image 

Into the Fire: A 
Firsthand 

Account of the 
Most 

Extraordinary 
Battle in the 

Afgha... (Kindle 

Edition) 
by Dakota Meyer 





"~iii After reading stacks of children’s books this year, ou r editors chose their favorites for the best books of 2013 



ki Ag~ 3-s 







~:iI GiftsforYoun9 Readers 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 



ii~ii A ........ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11:53 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ACS Introduces a New Generation in Customer Care! 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

MyACS is here! We are excited to announce the next level of ACS Customer Care has been released 
to your InControl System! To access MyACS, please click on the Contact Customer Care button 
within your syslem. 

Features in MyACS include the following: 

¯ The ability to view on-demand training videos 
¯ Access to hundreds of FAQs and lraJning articles 
¯ The ability to submit cases and review the status of your cases 
¯ Register for upcoming webinars and events 

Submit ideas and vote on new features 
° Access immediate support through chat, email, and phone 
° And many more’. 

Be sure 1,) Ibllow the ACS Coach Community and the ACS Compliance Community in the ACS 
Commmfity Board as soon as you login! TNs roll allow you quick access to all news, functions. 
events mad releases relating to your ACS InControl system! 

In addition, ACS has nmde merging duplicate athletes even easier than befor!! Users will now enjoy 
the abiliU to select duplicate athletes and merge the records together with just the click of a button! Be 
sum to check out MyACS for tips on how to use this featur!! 

To learn more about MyACS and the other recently released upgrades, attend our webinars next 
month’. Click on the below links to register! 

Thursday, January 9 at 11 am CST 

Thursday, Janurav 16 at 2 pm CST 

Thursday, January 23 at 11 am CST 

Thursda;~, January 30 at 2 pm CST 

ttapw ttolidays! 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

iXi MyACSSc~enSh~ 



If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__r_!_s__u__~_s_£_r_L~?__e_. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Friday, December 20, 2013 5:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

D1 Soccer Season Overview 

COLLEGE SOCCER 

7 
iiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii ii:;: ii;:iiii ;iiii :iiii;iiii:;: ii;:ii:: ;ii;: :iiii;ii ii:ii ii;iiii: ;ii;: :ii:;ii ;:ii ii;iiii: iiii;: iiiii;!: i~ :~ ii ~ !ii!;ii!;ii!;ii!;ii;;ii;iiii;iiii;iiii;iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiii~~iii~~~i!i~iii!i ;i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i!iii~!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~!ii!~iiii!iiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!;iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ :.:.:.:.: :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

DI Soccer: 
Hits and Misses 

After each season, we do an internal fomml review of our 3,ear’s ranldngs, 

including a review of all the emails received and the issues raised. 

A ranking summary for your team for the entire season can be found here: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii www.bennettranking.co~/women/D 1/North-Carolina iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We thought we would share how we thought we did, and where we went iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii right and wrong for our D I rankings this past season. We take this iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii seriously and want your input on it. You will receive a survey in the next iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii week or so. We rely much would appreciate your thoughts and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii constructive criticism. We will also have a booth at the NSCAA iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii convention in Philadelphia in January. Drop by m~d give us some input! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii There are a plethora of other ranking systems that we could benchmark iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
against (should we desire)¯ These include Top Drawer Soccer, the 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Coaches Poll, Soccer America, the RPI and many more. We tU not to 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~ look over our shoulder at them, lest we adjust our systems to be "like ~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~ them" and thus lose all value¯ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Overall, we are very pleased with our ranking pertbrmance this year, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii particularly on the women’s side. Our pre-toumament ranking at week 13 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii had the entire eventual final four in our top 6; Virginia BR1, Florida iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii State BR 2, UCLA BR 3 and Virginia Tech at BR 6. We were also iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii spot on with the Elite 8; all being in our top 25 before the draw. No other iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mnldng syfftem had more than 6, missing both Boston College and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.~e. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Men’s Soccer iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We recognized early on in the season that there was something special iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii about the Pac-12. It was a stellar year for Washington, UCL&, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Califonfia and even Stanford, up until the Elite 8 when none remained, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii However, we did have Notre Dame as our BRl every week since week iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 5. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Wome.’s Soccer iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~~~~ Our BR1 at yearend, UCLA, coincided with the toumaanent champion iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and the # l’s of all the other polls. Tt was quite a final pertbrmance in the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii finals and left no doubt as to their final standing. We were quite proud that iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii our algorithm recognized how good the ACC was, and did not overly iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii penalize conference play for those teaans, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Lessons Learned: What we will do differently next year iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Our biggest lesson learned has to do with our preseason adjustments and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii early recognition of teams playing much better or worse than their ranking, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii As such. we ,,ill increase the range of our circuit breakers in early season, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

which means teams will be able to move up or down at bigger increments 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii in the early season. We hope this will eliminate the need for our cunent iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~ mid-season adjustment process, ~~~~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~~ 
Check out f’mal end of season rankings on BennettRank ~~~~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We hope to hear from you ! ~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii If you have suggestions or ideas, we would like to hear them. We do have iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a booth at the NSCAA convention, so make sure to drop by and say hi. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Keep an eye out for our announcement in Janualy’s issue of Soccer iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Jouma], the official publication of the NSCiLA~! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I, we~ have very much enjoyed the many emails received during the year. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We were surprised how polite and engaging they were. Many were of the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii variety "we should be ranked higher." But each of these has information iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and content for us and helps us to better understand how to improve and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii explain our ~’stem. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii You will hear from us periodically during the ofi~eason, but you won’t be iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii receiving weekly updates until next season, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~~~ 
We look forward to ~eing you in Philadelphia! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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D1 Soccer Season Overview 

COLLEGE SOCCER 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~!ii!~iiii!iiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!;iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ :.:.:.:.: :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

DI Soccer: 
Hits and Misses 

After each season, we do an internal fomml review of our 3,ear’s ranldngs, 

including a review of all the emails received and the issues raised. 

A ranking summary for your team for the entire season can be found here: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii www.bennettrank.com/women, d3 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We thought we would share how we thought we did, and where we went iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii right and wrong for our D I rankings this past season. We take this iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii seriously and want your input on it. You will receive a survey in the next iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii week or so. We rely much would appreciate your thoughts and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii constructive criticism. We will also have a booth at the NSCAA iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii convention in Philadelphia in January. Drop by m~d give us some input! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii There are a plethora of other ranking systems that we could benchmark iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
against (should we desire)¯ These include Top Drawer Soccer, the 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Coaches Poll, Soccer America, the RPI and many more. We tU not to 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~ look over our shoulder at them, lest we adjust our systems to be "like ~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~ them" and thus lose all value¯ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Overall, we are very pleased with our ranking pertbrmance this year, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii particularly on the women’s side. Our pre-toumament ranking at week 13 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii had the entire eventual final four in our top 6; Virginia BR1, Florida iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii State BR 2, UCLA BR 3 and Virginia Tech at BR 6. We were also iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii spot on with the Elite 8; all being in our top 25 before the draw. No other iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mnldng syfftem had more than 6, missing both Boston College and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.~e. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Men’s Soccer iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We recognized early on in the season that there was something special iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii about the Pac-12. It was a stellar year for Washington, UCL&, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Califonfia and even Stanford, up until the Elite 8 when none remained, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii However, we did have Notre Dame as our BRl every week since week iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 5. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Wome.’s Soccer iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~~~~ Our BR1 at yearend, UCLA, coincided with the toumaanent champion iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and the # l’s of all the other polls. Tt was quite a final pertbrmance in the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii finals and left no doubt as to their final standing. We were quite proud that iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii our algorithm recognized how good the ACC was, and did not overly iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii penalize conference play for those teaans, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Lessons Learned: What we will do differently next year iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Our biggest lesson learned has to do with our preseason adjustments and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii early recognition of teams playing much better or worse than their ranking, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii As such. we ,,ill increase the range of our circuit breakers in early season, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

which means teams will be able to move up or down at bigger increments 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii in the early season. We hope this will eliminate the need for our cunent iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~ mid-season adjustment process, ~~~~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~~ 
Check out f’mal end of season rankings on BennettRank ~~~~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We hope to hear from you ! ~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii If you have suggestions or ideas, we would like to hear them. We do have iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a booth at the NSCAA convention, so make sure to drop by and say hi. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Keep an eye out for our announcement in Janualy’s issue of Soccer iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Jouma], the official publication of the NSCiLA~! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I, we~ have very much enjoyed the many emails received during the year. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We were surprised how polite and engaging they were. Many were of the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii variety "we should be ranked higher." But each of these has information iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and content for us and helps us to better understand how to improve and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii explain our ~’stem. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii You will hear from us periodically during the ofi~eason, but you won’t be iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii receiving weekly updates until next season, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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We look forward to ~eing you in Philadelphia! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCSA <ncsagifts@ncsasports.org> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 1:29 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get The Otticial Gear Of Athleaders 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu To unsubscribe from similar emails, dick here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Day~on St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 80642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 
Stephen Kimly <stephen.kiraly@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Saturday, December 21,2013 7:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Hapw Holidays from SportsBoard 
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se T° n ! 

n 

har¢l 

wo~o ete k, 

1 a n~q 
o,tu ~t, 

a:d vve hope you can find some time to enjoy this festive season. 

to ~ k~e~ 20~ 4 

I 





i~ From tiny tots to towering teens, browse books and find gifts for all the kids (and adults) on your holiday list. Shop gift ideas by age in Children’s Books. Plus, save up to 50% on featured titles in our Holiday Deals in 



Best Sellers 

Best Seile~s 

.~iI Crafts, Games & Hobbies 

C,~aft, s, G~mes & Hobbies 



Gift-Worthy Box Sets 

GiftoWo~lhy Box Sets 

Ni ................................. 

.~iI Holidays & Celebrations 

Holidays & Celeb~ations 



Best Board Books of 2013 

Best Boa~d Books of 2013 

i~ Best Books of D .... ber forAges 9-12 

Best Books ol December for Ages 9-i 2 

.~iI Top 20 Children’s Books of 2013 

Top 20 Children’s Beek~s of 2013 

"£] Gift Picks for Kids and T .... 

Gift Ricks for Kids and t"eens 



Cozy Picture Books by Nancy Tillman 

Cozy Picture Books by Nancy Tillman 

Xi Featured Newbery Medal and Honor Winners 

Feak~red Newb(.~ry M(.~dai and Honor Winr~ers 



.~iI Holiday Favorites 

Holiday Favorites 



Popular 

Pop~lar "WarrioW’ Series 

Fun for the Entire Family 

Fun for ~he E,,’~ire Family 

.~iI Grumpy Cat and Friends 

Gr~.m~9y Cat a,,’~d Fde~,ds 

Xi Moleskine Limited-Edition Planners 

Moieskme Limited..Editi{~n Pia,,’~ners 



~] GiftsforYoung Bookworms 

Gifts for Young Bookworms 

.~iI Totally Teen Gifts 

Totally Teen Gifts 



Geek Goodies .~iI Gifts for Pop Culture Junkies 

Geek Goodies Gifts for Pep Cuit~re Ju,,’~ki~s 



~i Best Books of 2013 



MOVie5 & T\/ 

K~qdk~! 

i’(iadle Paperwhite 

i<indie [-h:e i--;=D 

Kii~dle ":ire ~qD~K 

blusk; 

MP:} 

Video Games Baby 

}(~ii ~’Si!O!!G$ & aO(;,~!$.< i)Fii~.< }iO~iliq9 

Computers & Softwace Shoes 

Sp.’lrls & ([!uld.oo~s j~: ,,,’,,¢i~y 

Automotive Watches 

h~.dus t!=c4;: & S.’:i.<!nt;:fic B.’-~>>uiy 

P[}r!se M;Lgas~i!~,e5 

Mu.< ic N ;:q.sl:~um~: n!:s Pet Suppi;:e.< 

Office & School Supphea 

Grocep>, 

~-~8d.9, [. ~W~I & (:~sId.<!O 

Hesith & Personsi Care 

,-’\r~] .~i:q ~.4.’)b:L’-~ .,>,pl)S 

Girl: Cards 

Fif~e/\:i 



iI~ii A ........ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~i~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

"    ! " i                   ""       t 

........................................................ ; ......................................... o°o 

young but it has ~lready gwen us a debate toptc ........................................................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................................................ Who is the better freshman phenom, Andrew 

Wiqqins of Kansas or Jabari Parker of Duke? ........................................................................................................................................................... j 
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Senti M~d De~e~ 2 201 M 





Holiday [:)eais in Books 
Save up to 50% or~ gilt-worthy tit~es, See more 

i iXi Up to 50% Qfi Gifts ~’c,E~ i:vs Aficlonados ~i Up~o45% Off Foodie Favorites 

Up to 45% Off Foodie Favorites Up to 50% Off Cifts for A~, Aficionados 



Up to 40% Off G~een Thumb Gifts Up to 50% Off Gifts for Aspiring CEOs 

Best Books of 2013 
Explore ha~bpicked selection, s by our ÷d~itors, See more 

Best Fiction of 2013 Best Nonfiction of 2013 

Best C.hil@e~;"s Books of 2013               Best Tee~; & Young Adult Books of 2013 

Featured in Books 
Browse c~{storners’ favorites or see items ÷Hgible for free o~÷~ 

day shipping~ (entH 12 pore, PBT on December £3), See more 



Tep 100 Adult Piir~t r3,ooks ef 2013 

j iXi FE.ea.~ One-Day Shipping on SeEect c’coduc£s 

Free O~e-E~ay S~ippir~g or~ SeJec[ Products 

i ::~:: 1op 100 Aduk k’jr~ Jie Books o!: 20 ] 3 

Top 100 Adsl~ Ki~,dle Books of 2013 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 







~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 2:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Happy Holidays With Our Crreatest Thanks! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

THANK YOU FOR A SUCCESSFUL 2013 

h ~ 

h~i ~1~ 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 20!2 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com > 
Thursday, December 26, 2013 3:37 AN 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Leave Packaging Feedback for your recent purchases at Amazon.com 

% 
ii~ii 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Amazon.cor!! 

Did you know that you can help improve Amazon’s packaging by leaving feedback for 

your recent purchases? it’s very easy--just click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" 

button below. 

Amazon’s Packaging Feedback form is now optimized for your smartphone and mobile 
device. Please leave your feedback today! 

December13, 2013 

~ 

TOPwinningDOg: andThe LosingSCience of [i;~i ................... ] 

How Children Succeed: 
Grit, Curiosity, and the 

Hidden Power of 
Character 

The Numbers Game: Why 

Everything You Know 

About Soccer Is Wrong 

See all shipments awaitinq your feedback 

Need Help? 

If you have any trouble with the link above, you can rate your shipment’s packaging by 
completing these steps: 

1. Go to ,!!tt~.zLil)~’.~:.~.!Z!~..z.2!!,.~g.!ZVi~.~.~k.~l!.!]~l 

2. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all of the shipments that need feedback. 

3. Find the shipment on the list and click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button 
on the right. 

% 

We hope you found this message to be useful. However, if you’d rather not receive future e- 

mails of this sort from Amazon.corn, please opt-out here. 

(c) 2013 Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon.corn and the 

Amazon.corn logo and 1-Click are registered trademarks of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. 

Amazon.corn, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109-5210. 

Reference 97610990 

Please note that this message was sent to the following e-mail address: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athlefics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Monday, December 30, 2013 9:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Wishes [br a Wonderful New Year! 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Bes~t wishes for a New Year filled with health, happiness, and prosperity! 

As a remindel; our offices will be closed Tuesday, December 31 and Wednesday, Janaa~ 1, 2014; 
but, as always, our after hours and eme~ency support staff will be available to assist your coaches and 
styli’during flliS lime! 

We are looking lbrward to another great year 
ruth our clients, both old and new. filled ruth new releases and upgrades, and events! 

Sincerely, 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__r_Ls__u__[_a__s_£_r_[_~2__e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 3:32 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Best Nonfiction Books of 2013 

List Price: $29.00 
Price: $1 ~,9~ 
You Save 81305 (4,,%) 

by D:.>,~id Finkel 

L~st Price: S26 00 

Price: $t 5.60 

You Save $10,~0 (-q0%) 

:i~ii~ii~ii~iii~iiiiii~iii~i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ 
.~yo,,uo,~,~,~,~,~,., ~’~’~’~’~"~"~’ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ -,st ~r,o~: s~00 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

bY Jaron L~=P. er          . 

List Pric~: ,$28.00 ................................ 

You Save: ,~1029 ~3; ,o) 

:~ See all of the R_.est Books of 2013 i~ r,~onfiotio~ 

Find Great Denis on ~ii~ions of Items Storewide 

i i;i i ;i 

~’~}-~i ~iii i~, 0~.~9 ~7 ~ ........................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Friday, October 31, 2008 10:33 AM 

Tim McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu>; Alphonse Mutima <smutima@email.unc.edu>; 
Donato Fhunsu <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [generalfaculty] Forum on Fixed-Term Faculty Issues, November 7th] 

[generalfaculty] Forum on Fixed-Term Faculty Issues, November 7th.eml (3.45 KB).msg 

Dear Colleagues: 

I am assuming that you will be attending this important meeting. There 
have been discussions in the Dean’s office on what designation should be 

assigned to Fixed-Term Faculty so as to bring uniformity in the College. 

Nothing has been decided yet. This matter might come up in the 
deliberations on Nov 7th. 
Best, 
Julius 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Faculty. Governance@mxp 1.isis.unc. edu 

Thursday, October 30, 2008 4:51 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] Forum on Fixed-Term Faculty Issues, November 7th 

To all members of the UNC Faculty: 

A special message from the Fixed-Term Faculty Committee of the Faculty Council: 

Fixed-Term Faculty Committee to hold discussions and forum on fixed term faculty issues, November 7 

The Fixed-Term Faculty Committee of Faculty Council invites the faculty to join us on Friday, 
November 7, 2008 in the Faculty Commons at the Campus Y (on Cameron Avenue, near the Old 
Well) to discuss these questions: "What changes or new provisions should appear in policies that 
apply to fixed-term faculty?" and "What would make being a full-time fixed-term faculty member at 
Carolina a more attractive career choice?" 

Faculty members will have two opportunities that day to share their thoughts: 

¯ 10:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon: Committee members will be on hand in the Faculty Commons for 
one-on-one conversations with faculty members. This will provide a chance for discussing 
issues that may require more confidentiality. 

¯ 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.: Public forum. Committee members will share information about the 
committee’s work and engage attendees in a wide-ranging discussion of the topics listed above. 

Click here to learn more about the recent work of the Fixed-Term Faculty Committee. 

For more information, please contact the Office of Faculty Governance (contact information below). 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 
Director of Research, Communications, and Programs 
Office of Faculty2 Governance 
203 Carr Building 
CB# 9170 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Tel: 919-962-1671 
Fax: 919-962-5479 
Email: anne whisnar~t@nc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: JEN 32 l~email, uric. edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=12574506.ba85bdec675b8d37a269ba4ac8280d3f&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=23338798 or send a blank email 
to leave-23338798-12574506.bag5bdec67568d37a269ba4acg280d3~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Sunday, November 9, 2008 3:32 PM 

Donato Fhunsu <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Emergency Faculty meeting 

Thank you for the note. Should we continue pursuing, 
though he does not seem to respond to many of our inquiries? 

even 

Donato Fhunsu wrote: 
> Mbote Mokonzi, 
> I am writing to let you know that I will not be able to attend the meeting. 
> Monday at noon I will be in class, teaching. 
> Best, 
> Donato 
> 

> 

> 

Message from dacrowde@email.unc.edu ......... 
> Date: Fri, 07 Nov 2008 13:24:23 -0500 
> From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
> Reply-To: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Emergency Faculty 
> meeting 
> To: african-and-afro-american-studies -faculty 
> <african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

>> Hello All, 
>> 
>> Julius is calling an emergency faculty meeting Monday at Noon in the 
>> departmental office concerning Please contact Julius if 
>> you can not attend. 
>> 
>> DC 
>> 

>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: drfhunsu@email.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

> 

> ..... End message from dacrowde@email.unc.edu ..... 
> 

> 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 
Professor and Chair 
African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel: 919-962-1513 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
Email: j en321 @email.unc.edu 







ii~ii A ........ %%% 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--qclubeorp@nlailer.menlfirst.net > 

Friday, January 3, 2014 2:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 
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919.962.1101 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiI ~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil What is the and ’s. ,mpo, ant  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
FAFSA stands for Free Application for Federal Student Aid and can be found 

at http://~,^tww.fafsa.ed.gov/The biggest mistake a lot of families make is not 

filling the FAFSA out because they think their family income is too high. This 

could not be further from the truth, very family, regardless of income, has an 

EFC (estimated family contribution) number and the LOWER your EFC, the 

more aid you will receive. Even if you may not receive a significant amount of 

financial aid, you should still complete the FAFSA because it can act as an 

insurance Dolicv for your son/dauahter’s education. 

Comp et ng Your FAFSA Understanding The FAFSA 101 

January Recruiting Tips Every Athlete Should Know 

Learn about visits, the recruiting calendar, and 

what is happening at the NCAA. Read the 

January Recruiting Tips that every recruit 

should now 

10 Secrets To Getting UNC Coach Roy Williams On What 
A College Scholarship Recruits Do To Attract His Attention 

Wednesday, January at 7pro 
(central) i I 

Roy Williams is in his 11th season as the head 

Join recruiting expert and former coach of the Tar Heels and 26th as a college head 

collegiate athlete, Cecil Martin, to learn coach. ESPN, Sports Illustrated, Sporting News and 

how to get recruited, earn a college Fox Sports named him the Coach of the Decade for 

scholarship, and be seen by college 2000-2009 as he led Kansas and Carolina to 33 

coaches NCAA Tournament wins in that span, eight more 

than any other coach. 

i!i!iii.!!!!!!i!.ili!i !!! !!! !!!iii:. !!i!i!ii!! !i!.ii!iii!i’.ili! i!i’.ii!ii!!!!!ii 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <store-news@amazon.corn> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 3:35 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Financially Fearless: The...": New Book For You 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Monday, January 6, 2014 9:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Regisler Now: ACS University for Janua~ 

To ensure that, 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

/ New Year ficom ACS Athletics’. We are excited to kick off2014 with the release of MyACS, 

portal that includes flae monthly ACS University schedule! 

are logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ button at the 

right of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you will see the January. 

Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

can also Click Here to see the Januao, schedule! 

in MyACS, be sure to follow a Group by clicking the ’Groups’ link on the left side of your 

you are in the ACS Community Board. If you axe a coach or support staff, join the ’ACS 
s~ you will wmat to join the ’ACS Compliance 

By lbllomng a group, you roll sce help{hl tidbits and have the opportunity to share ideas and 

group members’. 

in a session soon’. 



% 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Bocholis <clubeorp@mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Monday, Januao, 6, 2014 10:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Carolina Club Intbrmation 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

{b(V(!’a:: !~or![h ; a(jo yc.i; reqi;esl:ed iril:orr~!istic.!~ isb,:);it Ti~e Ca!oliri;~ C::ui." [hr,:);igh [h.:~ [.INC 

this rr!is~i riot [).:~ ti~e ri(ji~t tir!le 1:~." ?r~.’v~ ~.:)~ward wi~h r!le!;~[)e~$hip i~l N!!~ I£1i;~i. 

Thank you k.r I~tting me .show y(:4; ;; glimpse ol: wh;;t The Car.:)lina CRIb has t:.’) .’)l:Lat its 
~’lembers. ~1: ’iou beheve Nlk; ~s a m;.st~ke ~w~d wo:.td i;.ke ~o conNn:.:e rece:,i;.rl,? emaiis 
about Ckib bapp~ nings p::ease .:;(.!~t ;(:[ m~.’ at 919-9623803 or email. ~l: ;[ any Nine iri the.’ 
g:~:tL:re ’/o:.: w:sb :.o iealn more ab,_’.~:. [he Caroi:.na CIL:b do not hes:~ate to reach o~:t to the 
bSembership Offi.c~.,! We are always happy t,) help with any qu~.’stk.ns ,)t ~;,)ri.:;~ rri ;, 

wish }’o~: ail the best in ios:r 2014 endeavors! 

9il]cer~ iy, 

½’ili %ocbolis 
b~e~Bber:i?iip (](.{.’r.:;~i!lator ’i’J. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 6:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - January 2014 - BIG NEWS! 

The College Recruiter Email Update -January 2014 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

For the first time ever, the 2014 Recruiters Institute Webcast will be broadcast live from a national championship venue[ 

On April 3, 2014 at 10:00 A.M. Central time from Dallas, Texas, The Recruiters Institute webcast will take place at the NCAA Division I Men’s FINAL FOUR Basketball 

Championship. 

The guest speakers for this fantastic coaching education event will be four Division I head men’s basketball coaches. 

Registration begins on February 1, 2014. Mark your calendar now. 

A TTI:.NTION: C~IA(THESt PLA Y[.:R PE’RSONN£1 DIRECTOR5t AND DIRECTOR5 OF PLA Y[.:R DEVELOPMENT 
How do you uncap your untapped potential that lies hidden on your teams because you don’t know how to TAP it? 

MENTAL METRi�S: ANALYTt�S OF THE MIND 

ANALYTICS. That’s the "nobody-wants-to-say-anything-about-it" buzzword capturing the imagination of the coflege coaching profession. What is it? Simply stated, 
Analytics is the quantification of subjective data. In other words, how do you quantify a trait fike motivation or competitiveness or mental toughness?As a coach, 

you can subjectively identify the trait when you see it in a player. But how can you put a number on a subjective trait? 

The Success Factors Scoles®-Athletics Edition (www.successfactorsscales.com) does it for you. The Scales measures the level of strength of very specific traits in your 

players. The Executive Summary that each player receives after completing the assessment gives you a quantifiable identifier for the trait. The Scales is a mental 

metric...Analytics of the Mind, if you will 

Recruiting Proposal 15-3 went into effect for Division I schools in 2013. NCAA staff believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the premier self- 

assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 15-3 guidelines. Quite possibly, it won’t cost you a cent 

of your Division I budget to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some mental Analytics data on your 
team. Contact your Compfiat~ce O~.ficer to request the funding. 

Special Oiler. Since the NCAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 16-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division I!, Division III, 

NAIA, and junior college programs that are interested in utilizing the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition with your teams. Call me at 1-800-293-1676 if you’re 

interested in these special discounts. 

I am offering sport psychology consulting services for college players and coaches via telephone/computer. I’ve been providing mental toughness training workshops 

and other sport psychology services since 198Z If you’re interested in this service or have any questions, call me at 1-800-293-1575. 

DID YOU KNOW THA T A NE’W RECRUfT SOClAL MEDIA SOURCE’ WAS UNCOVL"iCET~ DURING THE. 2013 WEBCA,~T? 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstftuteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

http:Hthebestcolleqerecruiter.com/recruiters-institute-dvd.aspx 

And, of course, you can start off the year right by abusing the January 2014 Shameless Bribe coupons. 

h~,~<~r ~,~<~: Recruiters Bible and E-books carry hefty discounts this month. 

Here is the link to the January 2014 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: ~h~t~t~#~/~w~w~w:~t~h~e~b~e~s~t~c~!~eq~e~r~e~c~!2!t~e~r~:~c~!~m~9~n~th[~�m~aL(~u~date-newsletter.~s#x 

Again, thanks for your continued support and Happy New Year! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:06 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

MyACS Webinar Remindefi 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

MyACS is here! We are excited to announce the next level of ACS Customer Care has been released 
to your InControl System! To access MyACS, please click on the Contact Customer Care button 
within your syslem. 

Features in MyACS include the following: 

¯ The ability to view on-demand training videos 
¯ Access to hundreds of FAQs and lraJning articles 
¯ The ability to submit cases and review the status of your cases 
¯ Register for upcoming webinars and events 

Submit ideas and vote on new features 
° Access immediate support through chat, email, and phone 
° And many more’. 

Be sure to Ibllow the ACS Coach Community and the ACS Compliance Community in the ACS 
Commmfity Board as soon as you login! This roll allow you quick access to all news, functions. 
events mad releases relating to your ACS InControl system! 

In addition, ACS has nmde merging duplicate athletes even easier than befor!! Users will now enjoy 
the abiliU to select duplicate athletes and merge the records together with just the click of a button! Be 
sum to check out MyACS for tips on how to use this featur!! 

To learn morn about MyACS and the other recently released upgrades, attend our webinars this 
month’. Click on the below links to registe!! 

Thursday, January 9 at 11 am CST 

Thursday, Janurav 16 at 2 pm CST 

Thursday, J~muary 23 at 11 am CST 

Thursda;~, January 30 at 2 pm CST 

Sincerely, 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

iXi MyACSSc~enSh~ 



If you did not wish to receive this, please _u__r_!_s__u__~_s_£_r_L~?__e_. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 1:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emM.unc.edu> 

End of Season survey 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BennettRank <Edito@BennettRank.com > 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 1:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emM.unc.edu> 

End of Season survey 

COLLEGE SOCCER 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 4:02 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Right ttere. Right Now. At The Carolina Club. 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 
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Happy New Year! 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <630@pacmail.em.markefinghq.net> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 1:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Men’s Basketball vs NC State GaJne Time Change 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

The University of North Carolina men’s basketball team will play host to NC State on Satulday, 

Februao, 1st, at 1 p.m. 

The game was originally ,scheduled tbr a 2 p.m. tip, but has been moved up one hour and will begin at 

1 p.m. due to television. 

For more intbrmation on the men’s basketball schedule, click here. 

We look for~vard to seeing you at the Dean E. Smith Center on February 1 st. Go Heels! 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~bunc edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



.~#.~!~2.~#3#~.~g]. T.~)~.#.V.’.g...~}.9.#!#. ~.~..~[~#. 

...................................... 
V~V;~i:i:i:!’~ ~:i:i:i:!:, iii~:;:i ~:~i:i:!:i~ ~iq~ (:ii [)~’~i:i:i:!:~ ;~iii::t ii s 
t,,Ve’ve searched the site far the best deals in Electronics, Spo~ting Goods, Clothing, and more, 

Check back often for new deals, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ ~iiii~ ~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~i FreeSony3DWi-Figlu-rayDisc Playerwith Purchase 

of Select Sony TVs 

Save up to $300 on Qualifying Sony Alpha Digital 

....... SLR Cameras 

~ve ~300 or, Qu~lif,4~nv Ai 1~a 

Diqital SLR Csme,~as 

SD W~F~ ~LHa~c ~a~er w~th 
Purchase of Select Sony TVs 

2 
i~ Philips Electronics NewYear Sale 64% Off SanDisk Ultra 32 GB MicroSDHC Cl0/UHS1 

...... Memory Ca rd with Ada pter 

C10iUHSI Memory~ Card with Ad~pte~ 



Up to 40% Off Bestselling Adult Bikes S ..... ’er 30% on Exercise Bundles from Beachbody 

~~d~t Bikes ~’. ,es ~om 

20% O;f Seiect Irwi,,’~ Hand Fools & Accessories t5% Off Select 8i~eIfield Hsnd iooJs 

Save 50% or M ..... Select W .... ’s Cash .... 2i 50% or More Off Select DKNYC W .... ’s Clothing 

....... Sweaters ...... 

¯ S.a.’.,’:~L f~q}>~, s~ L[’@,,’.,~.q£.sS~@~t.£% £~:3~z%. £C.,.%..#.L~!S~:~..Q!~.£M.!~qLB!K b!.Y:Ci.’V?,&~x},~ qX. 



i;~ill 20% Off $75 Boots with P .... Code BOOTS275 ii~i1 50% or More Off Slippers by Isot ..... Muk Luks and 

More 

~P’.~.:L~!!.$.~..~,.~.,,t~i~h.~:~!~:~..~.~!,~.. "~ ............ " ........................................................................................................................................................... 

i iX 60% or More Off Select Calibre Men’s Watches Up to 60% Off Select W .... ’s Timex Elevated 

...... Classics Watches 

60% or More Off Select C~iibre Me~.’s ,. .,,o/~ ¢,,~ ~, ,, ,~ , - ,,... - --,, .............................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................ ~[R.] A.~[4 ~[.~#..:=~!~..z2.~.l~4~L~?-!g.[}t!#.t~.~=4..’[.t!:~]!#.&.~#.f:&!A".4. 

i i’~ 57% Off XPY Sterling Sil ..... d 14k Yellow Gold         ii.~.i1 50% or More Off Select Pearl Jewelry 

Created Ruby Heart and Diamond-Accent Pendant 

Necklace, 18 

c~~cce~t 



i i~ 50% Off or M ..... Select Cook~*are Sets 

.X.i Fill Your Cloud with Thousands of $5 MP3 Albums 

::.X.i 25% Off Health Warrior Chia Bars and Seeds with 

Instant Coupon 

15% Off Select Akro-Mils Attached-Lid Containers 

up to s4~ Off Popular Sci-*i on ~W and ~u-=y 

!).I-?..!~L .5.4/~& ..L".,’[ [, P 2 bt =.J..[II.L .i-~ ~Ii::[}..~.L’,...D.!V)D, M .~ :d....r~ !!4 :: 

L!E 

i7!~ili 20~ Off Orgain Nutritiona~ Shak*s with ~n~tant 
Coupon 

26% Off bleaiti~ V~,Fardor ©hia Bars ~cl Seeds 20% Of’O ~g~ ir Nk tt ~s~ S ~akes w D~ ~st~ ~t 



¯ __.i.~ 50% Off SINGER Heavy Duty Sewing Machine with 
Metal Frame and Stainless Steel Bedplate 

ii~i1 50% Off Royal & Langnicke1124 Piece Art Set 

50% Off Re~ickel 124 Piece Art, Set 

witls Metal Frame a~’,d Stainless Steei Bed~ 

.{#~i NewYear, NewYou 

Ho~ie. i’:[i!:cileri ~ Diniq!) 

Office & ~’,c~iooi Supplies 

Her?x! i ri’~ p r,e v e !~’~,e ~ ~ 

Grocery 

Psi}o }.swrl & (~-.’}’,’J~I~ 

Hes}t~ & Perso~a~ Care 

,t,~4::oi~ b1Ob::::¢/~,pp,< 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January. 11, 2014 1:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Emergency Warning: The University has activated the sirens. Chapel Hill mad Carrboro under a tornado warning. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The Umversi~z has issued an Emergency Warning and activated the sirens because the National Weather Service has issued a TORNADO WARNING for Chapel Hill and Carrboro. 

If you are outside, seek shelter in a sturdy building immediately. 
If you are already inside, move to an interior room on the lowest floor 
Avoid windows. 
If no shelter is available, lie down in a low-lying area. 
Protect yourself tlcom flying debris 
The sirens are activated when there is a significant emergency or in~’nediate health or safety threat to the campus communi~z. 

See alertcarolina.unc.edu tbr updates 

A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.~ovicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

When the threat is over, the sirens will sound again with a different tone to announce alung with the voice message: "All clear. Resume normal activities." 

When the sirens are activated - and when there is an "all dear" -- the University alsu sends a text message tu the cell phune numbers registered by students, faculty and staff in the unline 
campus director?,. 

ABOIYF ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide emai] is not an instant suurce uf information as part of the University’s emergency warning nutificatiun process. The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why emai] messages like this one will always include a timestamp tu indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Fmergency Nutificatiun System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods tu cummunicate. The best, must up-tu-date source 
uf irfformation will always be the Alert Carulma website, http://alertcarulina unc.edu. 

Spunsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 
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of the most important. If you are interested 

inn school, it is vital that you be in contact 

with the coach. A coach is never going to 

invite sorneone to be part of their team if 

they’ve never heard their ’voice. 

"We" Parents in Recruiting What is a Scholarship Worth? 

A serious red flag in athletic recruiting is a 
"we" parent. "We" parents talk about their It’s really hard to measure the value of an 

child’s recruiting process like this, ’We are athletic scholarship. Sure, you can figure 

applying to.. We had a great game last in the cost of tuition, room and board and 

week...". These parents can be a threat to books. But what about the intangibles? 

their children’s recruiting experience. 

10 Secrets To Gettin- How You Can Be inspired By 

......... " Professional St~rs Who Were ~.olaege ~cnoiarsnip 
Overlooked in Recruiting 

×i ×i 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
...................................................................................................................................... Join recruiting expert and former collegiate ...................................................................................................................................... 

athlete, Cecil Martin, to learn how to get Even Longoria is one of the stars of Major League 

recruited, earn a college scholarship, and Baseball, yet he wasn’t recruited that hard in high 

be seen by college coaches, school What can you learn from his story to help 

you through recruiting challenges Athree-tirneAll- 

Star, Longoria has a contract with Tampa that is 

worth $144.6 million over 11 years. 

i!i!iii.!!!!!!i!.ili!i !!! !!! !!!iii:. !!i!i!ii!! !i!.ii!iii!i’.ili! i!i’.ii!ii!!!!!ii 





Hey iSoccer Parents, Coaches, and Players, 

Concussion safely is an irnportant issue for us at iSoccer, so we recently partnered with 

S[orelli Sports, makers oIthe !,{).~’~..i.~!,ti~.!i!.g!=!i-.:.i.{i. on the markel. It’s ...... 

comfortable, effective, and the first head guard we’ve seen worth ...... 

recommending to the iSoccer community. (It actually looks good 

too!) 

So If you’ve been thinking about investing in head protection for 

your player or foam, don’t wait any fonger! 

Cheers. 

Scott Leber, iSoccer CEO 

Lef’s #Raised~deve! togetheH 

lt°e ,,-!orn"!a!i:~._~!Sg:9~.?, but you can get a~ extra $5 off courtesy of iSoccer, 

Use promo code: iSoccer 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, January. 14, 2014 5:32 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Position has been Posted 

Dear Hiring Supervisor, 

The Interim Assistant Coach position for which you are ~ecmiting has been approved for posting. Please use the log in information below to access applicant materials. 

You may log in using your ONYEN and password. 

Log on to: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/hr/postings/38237 
Department Name: Ath Olympic Sports 

Job Title/Working Title: Interim Assistant Coach 

Vacancy ID: S003936 

*This posting can be accessed directly by applicants at http://unc.peopleadmin.conv’postings/38237. 

Once you axe logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item and click on the correct position type. You will see the positing listed under Position Title. In the right 

column, hover over "Actions" and click on either "View Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to leview the candidate documents or hover 
over the "Action" link and click on "View Application" to see their actual application, which includes supplemental qnestions. 

Thank you, 

Office ofttumm~ Re~urces 

The UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Please do not reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --Mubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Tuesday, January, 14, 2014 7:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The CluN2orp Advm~tage 

iii i¸     ¯ 

Welcome to the ClubCorp 
Advantage! 
The ClubCorp Advantage is your 
monthly connection to benefits, 
offers and updates throughout the 
ClubCorp Network. Share it with 
your friends and spread the word 
about all the best reasons to be a 
Member. 

Discover the ClubCorp Network 
Explore a world of benefits across the ClubCorp Network. With access to more than 200 
private clubs and special offerings at more than 700 hotels, resorts and entertainment 
venues, your possibilities for fun are virtually endless wherever the road takes you. 

Visit the new ClubCorp Network online for all you need to know about your benefits and 

how to access them. http://www.clubcorpnetwork.com/ 

"the Ultimate Whisky Experience 
U o ~o ~t300 off’* The Ui~.’L,7~ate Whisky Experience, April 2nd - 5th ~n Las Vegas 

An unparalleled e×perience, Nth 20:14. is a premiere luxury whisky tasting event not to be 
missed. This affair is a singular opportunity for whisky aficionados to taste, savor, discuss 
and learn more about fine rare whiskies in the lavish, opulent atmosphere of the Wynn 
and Encore Resorts. Read More. 

Greater Fort Lauderda~e 
Three international airports, Three major seaports. Seven executive airports, 40 colleges 

and universities, 23 miles oF beaches. 300 miles of waterways. 40 golf courses, Is there 
any reason NOT to relocate to the Greater Fort Lauderdale area? Oh, wait, did we forget 
to mention no state income tax? More Information. 

Game-Day ~ies 
Charge up your Super Bowl party with these robust artisan pizzas 
By Robin Barr Sussman I Photo by R.J. Hinkle 

Nothing pairs better with football and sports gatherings than hot, cheesy pizza, fresh 
from the oven. So to help you make a culinary game plan for Super Bowl Sunday, we 
huddled with a few club chefs to get their deliciously inventive takes on the big game’s 
most popular portable meal, no delivery guy required. Read More. 

How Does Your Performance Nteasure Up According To The 2~3-8~3- 
20 Rule? 
By Sarah Frey, MS, CMT® N Robert Neff, Ph.D., CMT® 
Simply stated, some days are tougher than others. Our training, sleep, stress, food and 
hydration all affect the way we feel at the start of any competitive performance situation 
whether it’s athletic, professional, or personal. However, how we RESPOND to our 
performance over the course of the competition will dictate how well we finish. Read 

More. 

2014 Cl~bCorp National Tournaments 
The ClubCorp National Tournaments offer an outstanding opportunity for you to meet 
Members and make friends from Associate Clubs across the country as you take part in 
spirited competition and fun festive evenings. Click on the links below for more information 
on each event. 



Puerto Vallarta Couples’ Best Ball: Marina Vallarta and Vista Vallarta 

ClubCorp Couples’ Tournament: Pinehurst Resort & Spa 

ClubCorp Women’s Tennis Challenqe CUD: Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa 

Best Ball Challenge: Firestone Country Club 

ClubCorp Champions Classic: Pinehurst Resort & Spa 

C[ubCorp We.~co~es Chantil~V National 
In December, ClubCorp welcomed to its family of clubs Chantilly National Golf and Country 
Club in Centreville, Virginia. Just 20 miles west of Washington, D.C., Chantilly is one of 
northern Virginia’s premier family-oriented private clubs. For more information on Chantilly 

National, visit their website: Chantilly National Website. 
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~Some restricLions and exciusiorls may apply~ ©ClubCorp USA, Inc. All rights reserved. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

[f you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club - Buy 1, Get 1 Free Dinner Entrees This Weekend 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 
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Please reply to this email or call 
919-962-1101 to RSVP for any of these 
events, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emaJls from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email. unc. edu> 
Wednesday, September 2, 2009 2:49 PM 
Kenneth Janken <krj anken@email.unc, edu> 
Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Salary Issues 

Yes, but it still sucks! 

Kenneth Janken wrote: 
> But can I still take my furlough hours? :-) I guess this aspect of 
> your job was made easier this year. 
> 

> On 9/2/2009 2:37 PM, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
>> Dear Colleagues: 
>> Hope the beginning of the Semester is going well for you. I am afraid 
>> that this message is not a pleasant one. As most of you know, due to 
>> the State’s budget crisis, there will be no salary increases for 
>> 2009-2010. Let’s hope that next academic year will bear better news. 
>> With Best Wishes, 
>> Julius 
> 

>__ 

> 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 

> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> 

> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 

> Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
> 

> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

> 

>/and/ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 

> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
> 

> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
> 

> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> 

> 

> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> 

> (919) 962-2694 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> ress.unc.edu/books?l-8059.html 
> 

> ~://v~.wv,~umass.edu/um anken.htm! 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 11 : 18 AM 

Joseph Jordan <j fj ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Debby’s Party 

Hi Joseph: 
Many apologies for this. It just happens that Debby never wanted a Party 
to honor her. So at the last faculty meeting we all decided to 
communicate away from a list serve which she might have access to as we 
planned for the Party. In our quest to be clever about this, a couple of 
names were unfortunately missed, and yours was one of them. Thanks for 
pointing this out and I will make sure to pass on your regards to Debby, 
and also to make sure that your name is on the list for all other 
departmental matters. 
Best, 
Julius 

Joseph Jordan wrote: 
> Julius -- unfortunately this is the first I am hearing of this 
> 

Please give my best to Debby 
> On Nov 2, 2009, at 10:50 AM, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
> 
>> Dear All: 
>> 
>> As you all know, we are eagerly anticipating the celebration of Debby 
>> tomorrow (Tuesday). The time is 5-7 pm and the place is The Pope Box 
>> at Kenan Football Stadium (directions below). 
>> 
>> We need donations for the Party and the gift. Tim and I think that 
>> $50.00 from each person will an appropriate amount to give. Please 
>> give your contribution to Travis. 
>> 
>> Also please confirm with Travis if you will be coming and if you will 
>> be bringing a guest. 
>> 
>> Below are directions to the event place. Park on Stadium Drive or in 
>> the Rams Head Parking Deck. Enter in Gate 2 of the Footbal Stadium and 
>> go to the Elevator Tower on your left. The Party will be on Level 5. 
>> It will be best if we all arrived a few minutes early. 
>> 
>> See you tomorrow. 
>> Julius 
>> 

>>-- 

>> Julius E. Nyang’oro 
>> Professor and Chair 
>> African and Afro-American Studies 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>> Tel: 919-962-1513 
>> Fax: 919-962-2694 
>> Email: jen32 l@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: jfjordan@email.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

> Joseph Jordan 
> Assoc. Prof., Director 



> Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> (919) 962-9001 
> j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 11:31 AM 

bselassi@email.unc.edu 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Debby’s Party 

Sir: 
Thank you for being technical about this. In the last paragraph I should 
have said here are the directions! 
Humbly yours, 
JEN 

bselassi@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> 
> Hi Julius, 
> 
> There is no direction attached with your letter. 
> 

> Bereket 
> 

> 

> Quoting Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Dear All: 
>> 
>> As you all know, we are eagerly anticipating the celebration of Debby 
>> tomorrow (Tuesday). The time is 5-7 pm and the place is The Pope Box 
>> at Kenan Football Stadium (directions below). 
>> 
>> We need donations for the Party and the gift. Tim and I think that 
>> $50.00 from each person will an appropriate amount to give. Please 
>> give your contribution to Travis. 
>> 
>> Also please confirm with Travis if you will be coming and if you will 
>> be bringing a guest. 
>> 
>> Below are directions to the event place. Park on Stadium Drive or in 
>> the Rams Head Parking Deck. Enter in Gate 2 of the Footbal Stadium and 
>> go to the Elevator Tower on your left. The Party will be on Level 5. 
>> It will be best if we all arrived a few minutes early. 
>> 
>> See you tomorrow. 
>> Julius 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 11:35 AM 

leemc <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Debby’s Party 

Thanks. Will do. We twisted her arm and essentially blackmailed her on a 
number of fronts. Sorry that you will miss the party. I see you are 
pretending to be in charge and you have successfully bribed everybody to 
think that you are the best thin~ since sliced bread....:) 
Congratulations! 

JEN 

leemc wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 

> So you got her to agree to a party? Would you put the $50 in for me and I 
> will give it to you when I return. 
> 

> Thanks, 
>M 
> 
> On Mon, 02 Nov 2009 10:50:18 -0500, "Julius Nyang’oro" 
> <jen321@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Dear All: 
>> 
>> As you all know, we are eagerly anticipating the celebration of Debby 
>> tomorrow (Tuesday). The time is 5-7 pm and the place is The Pope Box at 
>> Kenan Football Stadium (directions below). 
>> 

>> We need donations for the Party and the gift. Tim and I think that 
>> $50.00 from each person will an appropriate amount to give. Please give 
>> your contribution to Travis. 
>> 
>> Also please confirm with Travis if you will be coming and if you will be 
>> bringing a guest. 
>> 
>> Below are directions to the event place. Park on Stadium Drive or in the 
>> Rams Head Parking Deck. Enter in Gate 2 of the Footbal Stadium and go to 
>> the Elevator Tower on your left. The Party will be on Level 5. It will 
>> be best if we all arrived a few minutes early. 
>> 
>> See you tomorrow. 
>> Julius 
>> 

>>-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 4:08 PM 

Alphonse Mutima <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Sam T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Debby’s Party 

He only gave me $49.75. Are you sure you gave him $50.00? ....... :) 

Alphonse Mutima wrote: 
> Dear Professor Nyang’oro: 
> 
> I just handed my $50 contribution to Travis.I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> Best. 
> 
> Alphonse Mutima 
> 
> Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

>> Dear All: 
>> 
>> As you all know, we are eagerly anticipating the celebration of Debby 
>> tomorrow (Tuesday). The time is 5-7 pm and the place is The Pope Box 
>> at Kenan Football Stadium (directions below). 
>> 
>> We need donations for the Party and the gift. Tim and I think that 
>> $50.00 from each person will an appropriate amount to give. Please 
>> give your contribution to Travis. 
>> 
>> Also please confirm with Travis if you will be coming and if you will 
>> be bringing a guest. 
>> 
>> Below are directions to the event place. Park on Stadium Drive or in 
>> the Rams Head Parking Deck. Enter in Gate 2 of the Footbal Stadium and 
>> go to the Elevator Tower on your left. The Party will be on Level 5. 
>> It will be best if we all arrived a few minutes early. 
>> 
>> See you tomorrow. 
>> Julius 
>> 

> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClubCorp --~clubcor~mailer.memfirst.net;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 5:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discover My World Benefits: Spring Break, Puerto Vallarta and More! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Whether Ws snow or suE~ you seek, we’ve got you covered from coast to coast, Call ClubUne to book tee 

times, get discounts at Legoland and Six Flags and preferred rates on ski lif[ tir_:kets, Take care or all your 

spring break eE~tertainment with one call, 

~CaH ClubLine to learn more: 8OO°433°!101~ 

Let Ny TicketL#~e help you [#KI tickets for upcoming events. 

Super Bowl XLV"t~nr 2054, Ft’FA World ~3up Brazil 

East Rutherford, NJ - February 2 June 12 - July 13 

Winter OJympics The Masters 

Sochi, Russia - February 7-23 Augusta, GA - April 7 - April /,3 

l ~Get Your Tickets tod~V! 8OO.433.5079 

qiqi~r’~r~e t:o Ae~::’.ii.ocii.,~:. tihe C:~:::fiih:~,~~ 

Our $144 case of wine with flee shipping is back! This case of wine 

will include the following varietals!regions: * 

¯ Cabernet Sauvignon from Cilile ($/<9) and Nape ($59) 

¯ Harlot from Lodi ($14=99) and Nape ($24.99) 

Malbec fl-om Argentina ($14,99) 

Pinot Noir from Santa Barbara ($39.99) 

Crianza from Spain ($10) 

Chardonnay from Carneros ($39) and the Central Coast 

($15) 

Sauvignon Blancs from California ($15) and Chile ($19) 

in total, you will receive 8 red wines a[~d 4 white wines. All wines 

are sornmelier certified and approved! Average retail price of the 

total bottles is $20/bottle, This case retails for $240!case plus 

shipping, so order today to save 40% and receive ~reeshipping, 

which makes this a great deal at just $144, 



~ To Be~rn more and order your wi~e today~ click here° 

::::~ i:!i!:i::b:ii: ’~Uiiiii~ili’iii:il ~iii~:i:i.li:i::iii!::!ill~ ilili~:ii!::!iiiii: iiliX ii ii:~ii!:i:i:~i iii!d"~j ii!iO .. iii!ii!:~:~. 

Experience sunny 80-degree days in Puerto Vallarta, i’~exico while 

playing and staying at Casa Velas, an all=inclusive boutique hotel in 

the heal¢ of Harina Vallarta. The tournament entry fee of .!;2,855~ 

per couple includes suite accommodations, one practice round at 

Marina Vallarta and two tournament rounds on the Vista Vallarta 

Weiskopf and I\iicklaus courses and all meals. Also included a~e 

airport transfers and ground transportation to and from the golf 

courses each day, a welcome gilt ba~l [or every player a~d 

complimentary beverage carts during tournament rounds. 

)"he field is limited to 20 couples with two flights. All handicap 

indexes are invited to participate. Registration deadline extende~l 

until February 3, 205~. 

hl For ~dditio~a~ inforrsatioa an~l registration, click here. Please 

emai~ kathf.walker@clubcorp.com wi~h any q~estions, 

!!~ii:=~::i~r~=~~:::o~ii::~ S.~:=:~r =~.=?=~:::~:=;~; ~.~p ii::==~emiie~r: O.i°.ii.iio~?i~ !!~ii:/:i~:~i~o~:::~ 

Servcorp provides the world’s finest Executive Suites and Virtual 

Offices where stellar locations, advanced communications 

technology and flexible meeting space are available at a 20% 

discount~ on all Virtual Office packages and on Executive Suites 

Service Packages. 

I~ Visit www,sewcorp,com/en/clubcorp for more details. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott - iSoccer CEO <Sco~. iSoccer CEO@mail.vresp.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 1:37 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

2014 Update 

ili! i i iiiiii!ii!!!il iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii t~ ~ ~g iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~i~ by ~ i~÷~ ~ ~00~! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~wr~ mo~e. ~Check o~t kids pl~yi~!1 tl~e r~e’.? iSmccer below,,,? 

TI’I~t W~tV co;~ches al’ld paresk ~;~tll iei7 o~ iSoccel-to fii~tt~ r tl-~is tt~eil ki.’t’~. 

Scott Let;or 

P S. I~ yotb~, i~ Pi-illy li-is ~.~@el~; Io~ lh@ NSCf~ Co~wr~iiom slop by our bomtl~ ~md say hil 



i i% check.in.images 2 

Click to view this emaiI in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[:~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott - iSoccer CEO <Sco~. iSoccer CEO@mail.vresp.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 1:49 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

2014 Update 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~i~ by ~ i~÷~ ~ ~00~! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <storemews@amazon.com> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 1:58 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: New John Wooden Biography 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

chshealthyheels@listserv.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 2:35 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Campus Health Appointment Reminder 

This is a Campus Health Services Appointment Reminder. Please login to http://healthvbeels.unc.edu and click on "Current Appointment" for more information. 

- Please check-in 15 minutes prior to your appointment. 

- Bring your insurance/pharmacy card (or a coW of the front and back of each card) 

- If you are unable to attend this appointment please call 919-966-2281 to cancel or reschedule. 
- There is a $25.00 charge for failing to cancel your appointment at least 24 hours in advance for the follomng services: Primary Care, Women’s Health, Counseling 

and Psychological Services, Demmtology, Nutrition, Physical Therapy, Travel Clinic, BASICS (alcohol education), Sexual Wellness Specialists, Allergy injections and 

1 st OB Nurse visit. 

For an individual who graduates from the University, eligibility tbr services at Campus Health Services ends thirty (30) days post commencement. 

Check-In Locations: 

1 st Floor: Allergy Clinic, Dermatology Clinic, General Medicine, hnmunization Clinic, Nutrition, Women’s Health, Sports Medicine, Travel Clinic 

2nd Floor: Student Wellness 

3rd Floor: Counseling and Psychological Services 

Basement: Physical Therapy 

If you need a parking pass please call 919-966-2281. Please note the paas does not guarantee that a CHS parking spot will be available when you arrive, but it is 

extremely rare that all of the CtIS parking spaces are being used at the ~me time. 

NOTE: Some health insurance plans limit providers. Students should be aware of insurance limitations before using Canlpus Health Services. CHS (not including the 

Phammcy) is considered an out-of-network or a non-prefelred provider for the following plans: United Healthcare, Aetna, Cigna, Medcosk Tricare, and most other 

non-Blue Cross plans. The CHS Pharmacy is in-network with most pharmacy benefit plans. 

The CHS Health Fee that you have already paid in your tnition and fees gives you access at no charge to unlimited pl~ovider visits in the Primary. Care Clinics, 

Women’s Health Clinic, visits to Physical Therapy (excluding posit- surgical or post- fractnre visits) and access to Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS). 

including the first visit for Medication Evaluation and Management. 

This e-mail message is sent as a notification only and is a no-reply message. For additional infonnation, visit our website at http:i/chs.unc.edu. 

Powemd ]3v eCiimcalf~’ot~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, Jmmary 28 

INFORIVLLkTIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, JanuaW 28 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, Janual5’ 28th, between 2 and 3 p. m We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment works. 

During the test, anyune outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or while you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. ~en testing is complete, a different siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear Resume regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
A major chemical spill or hazard; 
A tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. 

The University also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus directoly, ha an emergency, the University will post safety-related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, "What You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in all campus classrooms 
and accessible online, http :i/~vw alert unc edulextemalicontent/document/1395/1255639/1/±~,.lertClassroomPoster.pd]~ 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Notification System and a communications strategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, faculty and stall, as well as visitors, local 
residents, parents and the public. To support that system, we updated Emergency Notification Protocols that inform the campus communi~ using four types o[’notifications Emergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning, Informational Messages and Adverse Weather Messages 

In a real emergency, we strongly encourage students and employees to use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they are okay in the while 
keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls. The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with family members who are outside the emergency area. 

You may also now access a mobile-fi-iendly version of the Alert Carolina website during an emergency at http:i/m.alertcarolina unc.edu/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
el!torts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nlailer.memfirst.net > 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club - Enjoy Steak and Lobster Dinner Friday Night 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings fiom The Carolina Club! 

Thank you to all of our Club Members [br helping us kickstart 2014 with a bang! 

We are thrilled to see so many Members and Guests in the Club taking advantage of 

our val ue packed line- up of weekl y dining l~atures. 

We’d love to hear back from you so please tell us - what is your personal favorite of 

all the great things that are happening Right Here. Right Now. At The Carolina Club? 

If you’re looking for something different to do this Friday, please join us for Classic 

Movie Night as Tar Heel Treasure Woody- Durham introduces a treasure of a film: 
"Casablanca" at our next installment in our Classic Movie Night Series. 

We’ll see you in the Club’. 

Tuesday 

B O C~’) Appetizers 

Buy one appetizer, get a second appetizer for free and all draft beers are just $3. 

Wednesday 

$20 Small Hate Night 

Chose any 3 items from our soup, salad, appetizer or dessert menu selections for just 

$20 plus all House runes are $3 per glass. 

Thursday 

Power Packed Thursdays 50% offDinner! 

All [bod selections ti~m our Dinner Menu are 50% offfor Members and their guest 

and we’ll take $3 offyour thvorite cocktail. Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Friday 

Steak & Lobster Night at the Club 

Enjoy a 3 course Steak & Lobster Dinner (choice of soup or sala& 5 oz. Lobster 

Tail & 4 oz. Filet and Dessert) for only $29.95 per person and all bottle beers are 

just $2.50. Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Healthy Lunch Express 

Daily $10 Healthy Lunch Express features a fifll salad bar with fresh low-calorie 
toppings, a wide selection oftht l}ee dressings, tw’o selections of fresh made soups 

daily, l}esh fi-uits and bite-sized desserts. 

Evening t{ors D’oeuvres 

In addition to these features, the Club offers free Hors D’oeuvres 5pm - 7pm nightly 

in the Grill. So s~art your New Year off right when you come in, relax, meet your 

friends and fellow Members and enjoy all that the Club has to offer. 

Member Passport 

Make it your New Year’s Resolution to come into the Club and use your Member 

Passport oilers before they expire at the end of March! 

The Carolina Club will run these great weekly Member value oilers through the end 



of March. 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

Carolina Club Business Builders 

Thursday Mornings January. 23 & 30 ] 7:30am 

Stay infommd on current issues and network ruth fellow Members. Open to all! For 

a complete listing of businesses ready to serve Members, please log onto our 

website and open the Member Business DirectoD,. 

Riedel Glassware Tas~ting 
Thursday, January 23 i 6pm Welcome Social I 6:30pm Tashug 

$35 Food, Wine and fine Spirits Group Members I $59 Non-Group Members 

Enjoy a glass of wine like you never have be[bre! We will taste five wine varieties in 

five different Riedel Glasses designed specifically m enhance "the aroma and 
characteristics of each. And befit of all, the set of Riedel Glasses is yours to keep’. 

Space is limited to 36. 

Trivia Night in O’Herron’s Grill 

Thursday, January 231 7pm 

Stop by after work for great food and great fun. Bring a few friends and prepare to 

be challenged. And remember - Thursday nights feature 50% offdining and $3 off 

your favorite cocktail! 

Classic Movie Night 
CASABLANCA 
Friday, January 24 i Dinner, a movie and lively discussion 
6-6:45pm Introduction and conversation with Woody Durham 
7pm Three-course dinner served while you enjw the fihn 
Woody Durham is not only a fmniliar voice to thousands of UNC football and men’s 
basketball fans, but a fixture of the University and commnnib’. He is also a lover of 
movies, as countless Classic Movie Night guests know. He is back to kick offthe 
New Year with the classic "Casablanca," stamng Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bmgman 
and Paul Henreid. 

Progressive Bridge Club 
Tuesday, January 2811:30pm 
Please join us’. The Bridge Club welcomes Members of all skill levels. Pa, lJcipation is 
complimentary. Although we try to keep the rules of bridge, there is not a serious 
attitude involved. We hope to see you at our next meeting! 

AustmJiaa Wine Dinner 
Tuesday, JanuaU 28 i 6pm Welcome Reception I 6:30pm Dinner 

$60 Wine Socie~ Members I $75 Non-Society Members 

Australia produces fantastic wines and has the food to match. Join us as we start the 

New Year right with some classic Australian dishes right offthe "barbie." 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Clemson 

Sunday, January 261 Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 6pm 

The Club will be open tbr beverage and dining sen, ice in the (hill beginning at 

3:30pm as well as a pre ganm buffet for $15. The Club will remain open until 6pm. 

Away Gaalm Viewing Prow 

Wednesday, January 29 i 6pm 

Come cheer on the UNC Men’s Basketball as we take on Georgia Tech’. ENoy Tar 

Heel fellowship and take advantage of our Small Plate Night: Chose any 3 items 

from our soup, salad, appetizer & dessert menu for just $20 plus all House wines are 

$3 per glass. Rah-rah, Ca~lina-’lina’. 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UNC vs. Syracuse 
Thursday, JanuaU 301 Tip Oft’in Cannichael Arena: 7pm 
Throwback ThursdW with half price concessions and pre game DJ spinning music 
from past decades 
’][’he Club will be open for dining and beverage service and will remain open until 
9pm. 

Real Estate Forum Lunch 
Friday, Janua~’ 31 



11:30 a.m. - 1 pm J ,~ la Carte pricing liar lunch 

All are welcome. The discussion is general in nature and you do not have to be in the 

industry to participate. If you have a particular interest, question, orj ust want to 

learn, please join us. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. NC State 

Satarday, February 1 J Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 2pm 

The Club roll be open for beverage and dining service in the Grill begriming at 

11:30am as well as a pre game buffet for $15. The Chth roll remain open until 9pro. 

Sunday Brunch 

(This is a Passvort Event) 
Sunday, February, 2i 1 lam-2pm J Adults $22 J Children 6-12, $10J Children 5 & 

ander, complimentary 

Chef Oscax invites you into the Club kitchen to oversee your ve~ own made-to- 

order Omelets, Chef-Carved Angus Roast Beef, French Toast, Southern-Style 

Shi’imp and (hits, Homemade Buttermilk Biscuits.sound good? Join us for the best 

brunch in town! 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
IYNC vs. Mianli 

Sunday, February, 2 i Tip Offin Carmichael Arena: 2pro 

Sunday Funday Game celebrating the 1994 National Championship Team! 

The Club will be open tbr pre game dining service and roll remain open until 2pm. 

Young Professionals’ Brunch and Basketball 

Sunday, Februaw 2 J Brunch 12pm i Game Time 2pm 

Come to the Club for Brunch then enjoy an outing to the UNC Women’s Basketball 

gmne as the Lady Tar Heels take on Miami. This is a great way to meet and connect 

with other young Club Members. Hease RSVP by Thursday, Janua~ 30th to take 

advantage of the group ticket rate. 

Please reply to this email or call 919- 
962-1101 to RSVP. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Team <iSoccer_Team@mail.vresp.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 1:31 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

V~nter Sale / NSCAA Convention Update 
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Click to view this emaii in a browser 
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iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Team <iSoccer_Team@mail.vresp.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 1:40 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

V~nter Sale / NSCAA Convention Update 
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Click to view this emaii in a browser 
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iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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Xi G~,~ R~,~,dy ~or ~he Si9 Game 

Featured for the Big Game 
Everythi~9 you need for Game Day .S.~.@...~.~!.~:9 



NF.L Fa~ Si~op Great Seiectior~ oi TVs 

Di~;i!lc 

Feed You~ Fa~s: Game Day E~tertaining in Us) to 30% Off: Select Big Game Coilectibles 
Kitchen & Dining 

Fan Shop 
Get geared up for t~e Nig Game ~.f~.~t..[~!~2.[~t 

NFL Caps & Hats N FL Ciothing 
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NF~ H~m~ ~ Kitcl~e~ Pet Fa~ Gear 

Grocery 
Get your Game Day groceries delivered S.ee..~o.[e 



20% Off AI and Kraft BBQ Sat~ce with lnsta~t aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
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Save Big on 4K Ultra HD t"Vs 

10% u,~ ,~ele~,t B~s~ Headphones 

;t 50 Oil ti~e Der~on AVR..E400 7,1 Channel 
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Warehouse DeaJs 

Pre-awned Discounted iPhanes flora Amazon 
~’\~a le ilo ~lse Deals 
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Home improvement 

~i B~ini Refrig~:’stors i ::[:~:~:: N~::[.. ,’L~u,s~,: ]ape 

Mini Relrigerators NFL Dsck Tape 



Amazon Warehouse Deals 

i ............ 
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Exercise & Fi,ne.s.> from \Z~areho .~se Desls Video Games fFom V’Va~ehouse De~Is 
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Videe Games Baby 
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Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 11:18 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: University Will Test Sirens Tue~ay 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Tuesday, Janualy 28, between 2 and 3 pm. during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safe~z awareness campaign. No 
action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,zice; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover inm~ediately in a real emergency. 

The University also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus director?-. For more intbrmation about Alert Carolina, including audio 
samples of the siren tones and details about u sing the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to communicate with family members outside the emergency area, see 
http://alertcarolina unc.edu. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
eftbrts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, Janua~ 27, 2014 12:54 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Helping Studenks Excel 

Click to view this email in a browser 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, January 26, 2010 5:36 PM 

regester@email.unc.edu; Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Faculty Meeting 

Charlene: 
We need to talk so I will see you after class. However, it is important 
that you tell Eunice ahead of the meeting what your vote is for the 
candidates. 
Best, 
Julius 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> Dear Julius: I have a class during this time, however, I will come 
> during my office hours and will get updated at that time. Sincerely, 
> Charlene Regester Quoting Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu>: 
> 
>> Dear Colleagues: 
>> I am calling a very short faculty meeting this Thursday at 10.00 AM. 
>> The primary reason for the meeting is to receive the Africa position 
>> search committee’s report and for me to report on a suggestion on how 
>> to proceed with the 40th anniv commemoration. We should be done in 45 
>> minutes ready for everyone to go about the business of teaching at 11. 
>> Best, 
>> Julius 
>> 
>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: regester@email.unc.edu. 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, February 10, 2010 11:34 AM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Spring 2010 Departmental Newletter 

Yes. I will alert Adam to this fact. Thank you for taking this on. 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 
> Julius, 

> Thank you for sending this message. Would one of our work study 
> students be able to assist with the newsletter? 
> 
> Kia 
> 

> 

> Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

>> Colleagues: 
>> It is time again to get out our Departmental Newsletter. Our editor, 
>> Kia requests that all submissions be made by March 15th. Please 
>> remember to include in your submissions: your most recent 
>> publications, research activities, consultancies, conferences, 
>> professional recognition, study abroad, grants, unique teaching 
>> experiences, and any other issue you may deem appropriate. REMEMBER: 
>> MARCH 15 IS THE DEADLINE! 
>> Best, 
>> Julius 
>> 
>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, February 10, 2010 2:19 PM 

Dale T. McKinley <drdalet@metroweb.co.za> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Spring 2010 Departmental Newletter 

Dale: 
Looks like you have been working hard. Congratulations. A question for 
you. There is a remote possibility that one of our faculty might take a 
leave of absence for academic year 2010-11 which would free up a few 
dollars. In the event that happens, should I consider you to come up for 
a year? Unfortunately it may take up to 2 months before I know but 
wanted to give you a heads up. As you know you are always my first 
choice in these matters. Stay well my brother, 
Julius 

Dale T. McKinley wrote: 
> Hey Julius and Kia, 
> 

> 

> 

> Hope this finds you both well - and keeping warm!! Over here in South 
> Africa it is nice and hot :-) 
> 

> 

> 

> Below please find list of publications and conference 
> papers/presentations from last period (for the newsletter). 
> 

> 

> 

> Best, 
> 
> Dale 
> 

> 

> 

> Dr. Dale T. McKinley 
> 
> Johannesburg, South Africa 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> * Publications: * 
> 

> 

> ¯ 2009. Co-authored book with Ahmed Veriava entitled, 
> _’Forgotten Voices in the Present: Post-1994 Oral Histories from Three 
> Poor Communities in South Africa’_ (Johannesburg: South African History 
> Archive) 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯     2009. Article entitled, ’Transformation from above - Blueprint 
> for Soccer’s radical change’ in/South African Labour Bulletin/(Vol. 
> 33, No.3), August-September 2009: 33-35. 
> 

> 

> 



> ¯     2009. Entry entitled, ’Anti-apartheid movement - South 
> Africa’, in _International Encyclopaedia of Revolution and Protest_, 
> edited by Immanuel Ness (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing): 170-176. 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯ 2009. Article entitled, ’The Crisis of the Left in 
> Contemporary South Africa’ in/Mediations/(Vol. 24, No. 1). 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯ 2009. Article entitled, ’Transformation from above - SA 
> soccer: appearance and reality" in/South African Labour Bulletin/(Vol. 
> 33, No.2), June-July 2009: 35-37. 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯ 2009. Article entitled, ’Upside-down state of South African 
> Soccer’ in/South African Labour Bulletin/(Vol. 33, No. 1), April-May: 
> 35-37. 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯     2009. Article entitled, ’Movement Building, the Capitalist 
> Crisis and the South African Elections’, Pambazuka website - 
> ambazuka.o icommer~t/55635 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯ /Six op-ed pieces published in various newspapers and 
> magazines in South Africa over last several months./ 
> 

> 

> 

> *_Conference papers/presentation_* 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯ Paper entitled, "The ’other’ working class". Presented at the 
> ’Comprehending Class’ Conference organised by the University of the 
> Johannesburg’s Centre for Sociological Research with the University of 
> the Witwatersrand, History Workshop and the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation. 
> Johannesburg, 23-26 June 2009.// 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯ Plenary presentation entitled, "The Political Construction of 
> Exclusion and Division: The Scourge of Nationalism" to 2009 Annual 
> Congress of the South African Sociological Association, last July 2009 
> (Johannesburg, South Africa)// 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯ Presentation entitled, "Critique of the Law’, at/Rethinking 
> the Political Under Late Capitalism -/the Johannesburg Workshop in 
> Theory and Criticism Inaugural Session - University of the 
> Witwatersmnd, 9 July 2009, 
> 

> 

> 

> ¯ /Five interviews on various radio and television current 
> affairs and news programs dealing with community protest, socio-economic 
> service delivery and the state of the nation./ 
> 

> 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: bounce-26389954-26007333@listserv.unc.edu 
> [ma~to:bounce-26389954o26007333~listserv.unc.ed~] On Behaff Of Julius 
> Nyang’oro 
> Sent: 10 February 2010 06:15 PM 
> To: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty 
> Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-facultyl Spring 2010 
> Departmental Newletter 
> 

> 

> 

> Colleagues: 
> 

> It is time again to get out our Departmental Newsletter. Our editor, Kia 
> 
> requests that all submissions be made by March 15th. Please remember 
> 
> to include in your submissions: your most recent publications, research 
> 
> activities, consultancies, conferences, professional recognition, study 
> 
> abroad, grants, unique teaching experiences, and any other issue you may 
> 
> deem appropriate. REMEMBER: MARCH 15 IS THE DEADLINE! 
> 

> Best, 
> 
> Julius 
> 

> 

> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to 
> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: drdalet@email.unc.edu. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, February 11, 2010 11:52 AM 

Dale T. McKinley <drdalet@metroweb.co.za> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Spring 2010 Departmental Newletter 

Ok we should be able to plan a public lecture. Please remind me about a 
month or so before the intended visit so that we can get things rolling. 
Stay well....the struggle continues! 

Dale T. McKinley wrote: 
> Hey Julius, 
> 
> Many thanks for thinking of me vis-iI-vis the potential vacancy to fill in 
> the department for the next academic year. Unfortunately, I have already 
> committed to a funded work project (written and oral history of new social 
> movements in South Africa) that is spread out over 2010-2011, so will not be 
> able to avail myself (would have been fun though! !). In lieu thereof 
> however, I am planning a brief 2 week trip to visit my parents in September 
> and, besides visiting and catching up, would love to give a public lecture 
> talk on current and ongoing political economy in South and Southern Africa. 
> Let me know what might be possible ... 
> 
> Trust things continue to move along positively for you despite all the 
> craziness around us ... 
> 

> Best, 
> Dale 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Julius Nyang’oro [ emaiL+mc.ed+~] 
> Sent: 10 February 2010 09:19 PM 
> To: Dale T. McKinley 
> Subject: Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Spring 2010 
> Departmental Newletter 
> 
> Dale: 
> Looks like you have been working hard. Congratulations. A question for 
> you. There is a remote possibility that one of our faculty might take a 
> leave of absence for academic year 2010-11 which would free up a few 
> dollars. In the event that happens, should I consider you to come up for 
> a year? Unfortunately it may take up to 2 months before I know but 
> wanted to give you a heads up. As you know you are always my first 
> choice in these matters. Stay well my brother, 
> Julius 

> 

> Dale T. McKinley wrote: 
>> Hey Julius and Kia, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hope this finds you both well - and keeping warm!! Over here in South 
>> Africa it is nice and hot :-) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Below please find list of publications and conference 
>> papers/presentations from last period (for the newsletter). 



>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> Dale 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Dale T. McKinley 
>> 
>> Johannesburg, South Africa 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> * Publications: * 
>> 

>> * ¯ 

>> 

>> ¯ 2009. Co-authored book with Ahmed Veriava entitled, 
>> _’Forgotten Voices in the Present: Post-1994 Oral Histories from Three 
>> Poor Communities in South Africa’_ (Johannesburg: South African History 
>> Archive) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ 2009. Article entitled, ’Transformation from above - Blueprint 
>> for Soccer’s radical change’ in/South African Labour Bulletin/(Vol. 
>> 33, No.3), August-September 2009: 33-35. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ 2009. Entry entitled, ’Anti-apartheid movement - South 
>> Africa’, in _International Encyclopaedia of Revolution and Protest_, 
>> edited by Immanuel Ness (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing): 170-176. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ 2009. Article entitled, ’The Crisis of the Left in 
>> Contemporary South Africa’ in/Mediations/(Vol. 24, No. 1). 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ 2009. Article entitled, ’Transformation from above - SA 
>> soccer: appearance and reality" in/South African Labour Bulletin/(Vol. 
>> 33, No.2), June-July 2009: 35-37. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ 2009. Article entitled, ’Upside-down state of South African 
>> Soccer’ in/South African Labour Bulletin/(Vol. 33, No. 1), April-May: 
>> 35-37. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ 2009. Article entitled, ’Movement Building, the Capitalist 
>> Crisis and the South African Elections’, Pambazuka website - 
>> ~:iN~ww.pmabaz~ka.orNenicate~vicommen~i55635 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ /Six op-ed pieces published in various newspapers and 
>> magazines in South Africa over last several months./ 



>> 

>> 

>> 

>> *_Conference papers/presentation_* 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ Paper entitled, "The ’other’ working class". Presented at the 
>> ’Comprehending Class’ Conference organised by the University of the 
>> Johannesburg’s Centre for Sociological Research with the University of 
>> the Witwatersrand, History Workshop and the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation. 
>> Johannesburg, 23-26 June 2009.// 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯     Plenary presentation entitled, "The Political Construction of 
>> Exclusion and Division: The Scourge of Nationalism" to 2009 Annual 
>> Congress of the South African Sociological Association, last July 2009 
>> (Johannesburg, South Africa)// 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ Presentation entitled, "Critique of the Law’, at/Rethinking 
>> the Political Under Late Capitalism -/the Johannesburg Workshop in 
>> Theory and Criticism Inaugural Session - University of the 
>> Witwatersrand, 9 July 2009, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ¯ /Five interviews on various radio and television current 
>> affairs and news programs dealing with community protest, socio-economic 
>> service delivery and the state of the nation./ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: bounce-26389954-26007333@listserv.unc.edu 
>> [mallto.bounceo26389954o26007333,:a~hstse~v.unc.edu] On Behalf Of Julius 
>> Nyang’oro 
>> Sent: 10 February 2010 06:15 PM 
>> To: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty 
>> Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-facultyl Spring 2010 
>> Departmental Newletter 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Colleagues: 
>> 

>> It is time again to get out our Departmental Newsletter. Our editor, Kia 
>> 
>> requests that all submissions be made by March 15th. Please remember 
>> 
>> to include in your submissions: your most recent publications, research 
>> 
>> activities, consultancies, conferences, professional recognition, study 
>> 
>> abroad, grants, unique teaching experiences, and any other issue you may 
>> 
>> deem appropriate. REMEMBER: MARCH 15 IS THE DEADLINE! 
>> 
>> Best, 



>> Julius 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: drdalet@email.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, February 15, 2010 4:29 PM 

african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc, edu 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Quick Urgent Meeting 

Colleagues: 
I have received feedback from several of you suggesting that I am being 
overly ambitious to cram these two issues into one meeting. The two 
issues are too important to be fully discussed in only one hour. I 
concur. So, because of its urgency, let’s deal with the Boyd issue on 
Wed. I will call another faculty meeting after Spring Break to deal with 
Perry’s draft. However, in the meantime, I would urge everyone to read 
Perry’s report carefully and give him your feedback so that when we meet 
in March, the report would have been benefited from your comments. Thanks. 
Julius 

Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
> Colleagues, 
> I am calling an urgent faculty meeting on Wed Feb 17 2-3.00 to discuss 
> two issues: 1) Latest development regarding the candidacy of Lydia Boyd. 
> I am attaching a letter of interest from her spouse. I will also report 
> to you my conversations with South Building regarding the matter. 2) 
> Perry’s committee on the department’s planned graduate program has 
> submitted a draft proposal to me. I would like for the faculty to 
> discuss it before we give Perry and committee the go-ahead to submit the 
> proposal to the relevant authorities on campus. I have attached all the 
> relevant documents for our meeting. As usual, I do not intend to have a 
> very long meeting. See you on Wednesday. 
> Best, 
> Jnlius 
> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN321 @email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, February 16, 2010 11:21 AM 

Joseph Jordan <j fj ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Quick Urgent Meeting 

OK looking forward to seeing you. 

Joseph Jordan wrote: 
> Julius --just back. Sorry I will miss the meeting tomorrow -- I have 
> staff reviews that are due by friday. I’ll get caught us because I want 
> to sit about 15 minutes sometime this week to ask a couple of questions 
> about the Venezuela program re: classes. 
> On Feb 15, 2010, at 4:29 PM, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
> 
>> Colleagues: 
>> I have received feedback from several of you suggesting that I am 
>> being overly ambitious to cram these two issues into one meeting. The 
>> two issues are too important to be fully discussed in only one hour. I 
>> concur. So, because of its urgency, let’s deal with the Boyd issue on 
>> Wed. I will call another faculty meeting after Spring Break to deal 
>> with Perry’s draft. However, in the meantime, I would urge everyone to 
>> read Perry’s report carefully and give him your feedback so that when 
>> we meet in March, the report would have been benefited from your 
>> comments. Thanks. 
>> Julius 
>> 
>> Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
>>> Colleagues, 
>>> I am calling an urgent faculty meeting on Wed Feb 17 2-3.00 to 
>>> discuss two issues: 1) Latest development regarding the candidacy of 
>>> Lydia Boyd. I am attaching a letter of interest from her spouse. I 
>>> will also report to you my conversations with South Building 
>>> regarding the matter. 2) Perry’s committee on the department’s 
>>> planned graduate program has submitted a draft proposal to me. I 
>>> would like for the faculty to discuss it before we give Perry and 
>>> committee the go-ahead to submit the proposal to the relevant 
>>> authorities on campus. I have attached all the relevant documents for 
>>> our meeting. As usual, I do not intend to have a very long meeting. 
>>> See you on Wednesday. 
>>> Best, 
>>> Julius 

>>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: JEN321 @email.unc.edu. 
>> 

>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: jfjordan@email.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

> Joseph Jordan, Director 
> Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> (919) 962-9001 
> j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, February 16, 2010 2:05 PM 

nzongola@email.unc.edu 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Quick Urgent Meeting 

Georges: 
Good to hear from you. Hope you are having a wonderful time in Dakar. 
Will brief you upon your return. 
Best, 
Julius 

nzongola@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> Dear Julius, 
> 
> These are interesting documents, indeed. I wish I could be there for the 
> Boyd discussion tomorrow, but, as you know, I am currently attending the 
> UNDP Democratic Govrnance Group’s Global Community of Practice Meeting 
> in Dakar. Since I am currently teaching a course on Democratic 
> Governance in Africa, this meeting will greatly enrich the quality of my 
> lessons in this course. 
> 
> So please excuse my absence. I will support whatever decision is made by 
> the majority of colleagues in the Department. 
> 
> Best regards, 
> 
> Georges 
> 
>> Colleagues, 
>> I am calling an urgent faculty meeting on Wed Feb 17 2-3.00 to discuss 
>> two issues: 1) Latest development regarding the candidacy of Lydia Boyd. 
>> I am attaching a letter of interest from her spouse. I will also report 
>> to you my conversations with South Building regarding the matter. 2) 
>> Perry’s committee on the department’s planned graduate program has 
>> submitted a draft proposal to me. I would like for the faculty to 
>> discuss it before we give Perry and committee the go-ahead to submit the 
>> proposal to the relevant authorities on campus. I have attached all the 
>> relevant documents for our meeting. As usual, I do not intend to have a 
>> very long meeting. See you on Wednesday. 
>> Best, 
>> Julius 
>> 
>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>> african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: nzongola@email.unc.edu. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <jen321 @email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 22, 2010 2:52 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krj anken@email.unc, edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Two Girls Press Packet-1 

Yes. It will play at the Global Education Center on April 36 at 8 pm. 

Kenneth Janken wrote: 
> This does look good, Julius. Thanks for sending it. My question is: 
> did you send it because it will be playing anywhere near here? 
> 

> KJ 
> 

> On 3/22/2010 2:24 PM, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
>> FYI. This looks good. 
>> 
>> --- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: krjanken@email.unc.edu 
<mailto:ki mail,unc,edu>. 
> 

>__ 

> 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 
> Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

> 

>/and/ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 
> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
> 
> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> 

> 

> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> 
> (919) 962-2694 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> ress,uncedu/books/T-gO59,html 
> 

( ~ : / iw ww , um ass, edu/un-press/ s~ anken,html 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, March 22, 2010 4:44 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Two Girls Press Packet-1 

You mean there is no such date???????????:) Ok, the 26th. 

Kenneth Janken wrote: 
> Exactly when is April 36? :-) 
> 

> On 3/22/2010 2:51 PM, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
>> Yes. It will play at the Global Education Center on April 36 at 8 pm. 
>> 
>> Kenneth Janken wrote: 
>>> This does look good, Julius. Thanks for sending it. My question 
>>> is: did you send it because it will be playing anywhere near here? 
>>> 
>>> KJ 
>>> 
>>> On 3/22/2010 2:24 PM, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
>>>> FYI. This looks good. 
>>>> 

>>>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>>>> african-and-afro-american-smdies-faculty as: krjanken@email.unc.edu 
>>>> <maiFto :k mafl.uac.edu> <mailto :k mail.unc.edu>. 
>>> 

>>> -- 

>>> 

>>> Kenneth R. Janken 
>>> 
>>> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
>>> 
>>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>>> 
>>> Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
>>> 
>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>>/and/ 
>>> Director of Experiential Education 
>>> 
>>> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
>>> 
>>> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
>>> 
>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>>> 

>>> (919) 962-2694 (fax) 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 



>>> h{{p:i/m~cpress.une.edwl~ooksiT-8059.1"~{ml 
>>> 
>>> ht~p:/A~,ww.umass.eduiumpressispr 97/iar~en.html 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

>__ 

> 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 
> Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

> 

>/and/ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 
> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
> 
> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> 

> 

> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> 

> (919) 962-2694 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

( > ress.unc.edw’booksiToS059.html 
> 
> ~:/iwww. mnass.ed~i~mpres a~en.~Jnl 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 4:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Classes canceled at 5 p.m. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Evening classes are canceled starting at 5 pm on Jan. 28, 2014. Offices are not affected (Condition 2) 

Snow is predicted to begin intelrnittently in the area around 4 p.m. and become steady beginning in the early evening through around 5 a m. Campus officials will monitor the situation during 
the night and will send an updated advisol7 about morning operations as soon as that determination is made. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the Umversity’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. Other employees are responsible tbr their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety 

ErNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverlm~ent closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line tbr recorded intbrmation and aunouncements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
¯ ErNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, rotates and schedules, and actual bus amval times 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. ’]?he best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 7:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Classes canceled until noon; offices open 

Subject: Classes canceled until noon; offices open 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

Classes are canceled until noon Wednesday, Jan. 29. Offices will remain open on a regular schedule (Condition 2) 

Classes will resunae at noon Wednesday. Classes prior to noon will not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should report for work Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather news on wwwunc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
through the news media. Unless a change is amaounced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and amaouncements about campus operations. 
oUNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
°UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
°Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival tunes 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek <clubeorp@nlailer.memfirstnet> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club - Basketball, Bnmch and more 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 
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Please reply to this email or call 
919-962-1101 to RSVP for any of these 
events, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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~:~~~~~" ~~~~~~~~~~ 
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~~~ The new POWER PLATE ~~~ 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Nowak <PaulNowak@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 6:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free Workshop: Speed Reading Strategies for Textbooks 

I’m teaching a speed-reading workshop to help UNC Chapel Hill students read their textbooks more effectively. 

I was wondering if you could pass along this information to members of your organization that might be interested. 
This workshop is free to all students at University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. 

Register here: http:iiwww.irisreading.comiunc/ 
Because class space is limited, we are asking that students RSVP through the link above. 
Can you share this info with members of your organization? 
I think they’ll find the workshop very useful. 
Thanks in advance! 
-Paul 
Paul Nowak 
Program Director I Iris Reading 
Questions? Contact Us: 
312-857-4747 
support@irisreading.com 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Iris Reading 

230 South Clark 

Suite 161 

Chicago, Illinois 60604 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[:~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 2:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Password fbr "anson" Reset 

Dear Customer, 

The administrator has reset your password and issued you a temporal5’ password. 
Please use the application at "itsapps.unc edu/improv" to change your 
password with your the issued temporaW password. 

For more reformation, see http://help unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS Help Desk at 919-962-HELP or 
1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 2:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Password tbr "anson" Reset 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your onyen3rima~’ ’anson’ was changed on Thu, Jan 30, 2014 at 02:19 PM Iicom 
a Web browser at the intemet address 152.23.67.220 using the facility’ at 
itsapps unc. edu/improv. 

If you DID NOT change your password today, please call 919-962-HELP manaediately. 

If you did change or reset your password, please make sure you do the following 
to prevent account lockouts: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on aW mobile devices that have your 
UNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more irfformation, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tleIp Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 
1-866-962-4457. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

chshealthyheels@listserv.unc.edu 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 2:27 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Campus tlealth Appointment Reminder 

This is a Campus Health Services Appointment Reminder. Please login to http://healthvbeels.unc.edu and click on "Current Appointment" for more information. 

- Please check-in 15 minutes prior to your appointment. 

- Bring your insurance/pharmacy card (or a coW of the front and back of each card) 

- If you are unable to attend this appointment please call 919-966-2281 to cancel or reschedule. 
- There is a $25.00 charge for failing to cancel your appointment at least 24 hours in advance for the follomng services: Primary Care, Women’s Health, Counseling 

and Psychological Services, Demmtology, Nutrition, Physical Therapy, Travel Clinic, BASICS (alcohol education), Sexual Wellness Specialists, Allergy injections and 

1 st OB Nurse visit. 

For an individual who graduates from the University, eligibility tbr services at Campus Health Services ends thirty (30) days post commencement. 

Check-In Locations: 

1 st Floor: Allergy Clinic, Dermatology Clinic, General Medicine, hnmunization Clinic, Nutrition, Women’s Health, Sports Medicine, Travel Clinic 

2nd Floor: Student Wellness 

3rd Floor: Counseling and Psychological Services 

Basement: Physical Therapy 

If you need a parking pass please call 919-966-2281. Please note the paas does not guarantee that a CHS parking spot will be available when you arrive, but it is 

extremely rare that all of the CtIS parking spaces are being used at the ~me time. 

NOTE: Some health insurance plans limit providers. Students should be aware of insurance limitations before using Canlpus Health Services. CHS (not including the 

Phammcy) is considered an out-of-network or a non-prefelred provider for the following plans: United Healthcare, Aetna, Cigna, Medcosk Tricare, and most other 

non-Blue Cross plans. The CHS Pharmacy is in-network with most pharmacy benefit plans. 

The CHS Health Fee that you have already paid in your tnition and fees gives you access at no charge to unlimited pl~ovider visits in the Primary. Care Clinics, 

Women’s Health Clinic, visits to Physical Therapy (excluding posit- surgical or post- fractnre visits) and access to Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS). 

including the first visit for Medication Evaluation and Management. 

This e-mail message is sent as a notification only and is a no-reply message. For additional infonnation, visit our website at http:i/chs.unc.edu. 

Powemd ]3v eCiimcalf~’ot~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS University tbr February 

To ensure that, 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

February is a busy month! With Signing Day axound fl~e comer. 

sessions for you to help keep you as paperless as possible. Be sure to artend our 

month about tracking your NLIs in ACS, along with a special Spring Cleaning ~ssion to 

axe logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ button at the 

right of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you will see the 

Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

can also Click Here to see the February schedule! 

in MyACS, be sure to tbllow a Group by clicking the ’Groups’ link on the lelt side of your 

you are in the ACS Communi~ Board. If you are a coach or snpport stalt; join the ’ACS 

s~K you will wmat to join the ’ACS Compliance 

By lbllowing a group, you will ~e helptgl tidbits and have the opportunity to share ideas and 
group membels! 

in a session soon’. 



% 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 8:10 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Managing [Jib With ADHD 

Click to view this email in a browser 
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RECEIVE $50~),~)~) OFF TOTAL COST WHEN 

YOU BOOK PROGR~HHING FOR A 
FEBRUARY 2014- EVEMT 

*OFFER NOT VALID ON ALREADY BOOKED PROGRAMS. OFFER CANNOT BE 

COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 28Thh 

2014 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 



P.O. Box 20!2 

Kingston, Rhode island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorl~@nlailer.memfirst net > 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 3:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club - Member Mixer, Cooking Class and Daily Dining Features 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings from The Carolina Club! 

Many thanks to all of our Members who have let us know how much you are 
enjoying our new weekly dining features AND Chef Oscar’s new Winter Menu. 
It has been so much fun to see so many folks spending time with friends, 
family and colleagues in the Club! Whether it’s a pre-game meal, breakfast in 
the Grill, Half-price Thursday Night or Steak & Lobster Friday. the Club has 
been bustling and we are thrilled to know that our Members are having a 
great time! 

It’s February and that means Valentine’s Day is just around the corner. We 
would love to help you celebrate your someone special in style so please call 
your Club Concierge at 919-962-1101 and let us know what we can do to 
make your Valentine feel special. 

Please read below for our amazing weekly dining specials and the jam-packed 

calendar of Club events for the next 2 weeks. 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

WEEKLY DINING FEATURES 

Tuesday 
BOGO Appetizers 
Buy one appetizer, get a second appetizer for free and all draft beers are just 

$3. 

Wednesday 
$20 Small Plate Night 
Chose any 3 items from our soup, salad, appetizer or dessert menu selections 
for just $20 pk~s all House wines are $3 per glass. 

Thursday 
Power Packed Thursdays 5;0% off Dinner! 
All food selections from our Dinner Menu are 50% off for Members and their 
guest and we’ll take $3 off your favorite cocktail. Reservations are strongly 
recommended. 

Friday 
Steak & Lobster Night at the Club 
Enjoy a 3 course Steak & Lobster Dinner (choice of soup or salad, 5 oz. 
Lobster Tail & 4 oz. Filet and Dessert) for only $29.95 per person and all 
bottle beers are just $2.50~ Reservations are strongly recommended~ 

Healthy Lunch Express 
Daily $10 Healthy Lunch Express features a full salad bar with fresh low- 
calorie toppings, a wide selection of fat free dressings, two selections of 
fresh made soups daily, fresh fruits and bite=sized desserts. 

Evening Hors D’oeuvres 
In addition to these features, the Club offers free Hors D’oeuvres 5pm - 7pm 
nightly in the Grill. So start your New Year off right when you come in, relax, 
meet your friends and fellow Members and enjoy all that the Club has to 

offer. 

Member Passport 
Make it your New Year’s Resolution to come into the Club and use your 
Member Passport offers before they expire at the end of March! 



The Carolina Club will run these great weekly Member value offers through the 

end of March. 

UPCOMING EVENTS; 

TONIGHT! - Member-Guest Mixer 
Wednesday, February 5; I 5:30=7pm I Complimentary Hors D’oeuvres & 

2 Drink Tickets 
Enjoy a bite, a beverage and the fellowship of friends. Our Mixers are a great 
way to introduce your Club to others. We welcome you to bring friends and 
colleagues to this event. 

Carolina Capital Partners 
Investment Club I Wednesday, February 5; I 7pro 

This Member group was formed with the primary mission to provide education 
for its partners for investing in the stock market. 

Carolina Club Business Builders 
Thursday Mornings, February B, 13 8~ 27 I 7:30am 

Stay informed on current issues and network with fellow Members. Open to 
all! For a complete listing of businesses ready to serve Members, please log 
onto our website and open the Member Business Directory. 

Hands-on Cooking Class; Pasta 101 
(This is a Passport Event) 
SOLD OUT - Monday, February 10 
NEW CLASS ADDED!- Monday, February-17 I epm 
$20 Food, Carolina Wine Society, Members I $35 Non-Group Members 
loin us as our culinary team teaches you how to make fresh pasta at home. A 
glass of wine per person in included. 

Progressive Bridge Club 
Tuesday, February 11 & 25; I 1:30=5pm 

Please join us! The 8ridge Club welcomes Members of all skill levels. 
Participation is complimentary. Although we try to keep time rules of bridge, 
there is not a serious attitude involved. We hope to see you at our next 
meeting! 

Cocoa, Cocktails & Cards 
Tuesday, February 11 I 5:30-7:30pm I $10 to cover cost of materials 

Join us for some sweet hot chocolate or a shaken cool cocktail and partake in 
Valentine’s Day card making for patients at the North Carolina Children’s 
Hospital. Unlimited hot cocoa on us! 

The Book Club 
Tuesday, February 11 I 6:30pro 
Please join us as we discuss The Shadow of the Wind by Carlos Ruiz Zafon. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UNC vs. Duke 
Wednesday, February 12 I Tip Off in the Dean E. Smith Center: 9pm 

Time Club will be open for pre game beverage and dining service in the Grill as 
well as a pre game buffet for $22. The Club will remain open until one hour 
after the game ends. 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UNC vs. Pittsburgh "Play 4Kay Pink Game" 
Thursday, February 13 j Tip Off in Carmichael Arena= 6pro 
Throwback Thursday with half price concessions and pre game DJ 
spinning music from past decades 
The Club will be open for dining and beverage service and will remain open 
until 9pro. 

Trivia Night in O’Herron’s Grill 
Thursday, February/,3 & 27 I 7pro 

Stop by after work for great food and great fun. Bring a few friends and 
prepare to be challenged. And remember = Thursday nights feature 50% off 
dining and $3 off your favorite cocktail! 

Valentine’s Dining 
Thursday, February/,3 through Saturday, February 15 I 5:30=9pm I A 

la Carte pricing 
Wine and dine your someone special with a romantic dinner on the evening 
timat suits your schedule! Ask our Club Concierge to help you order roses for 
your sweetie and we will deliver to your table. 

Lunch with General Manager John Rodriguez 
Wednesday, February 19 I 12-1pm I Complimentary 

This is a great opportunity to hear about new developments happening in 
your Club and to ask anything you have been curious about. Seating is limited 
to six Members per monthly lunch. 

Prime Rib & Seafood Night 
Wednesday, February 19 I 5:30pm - 9pro I $23 



Enjoy an exceptional evening at an amazing value. Includes a house salad, 10 
oz. prime rib OR fresh seafood entree, Chef’s accompaniments and a glass of 
signature wine, 

Men’s Basketball Pro Game Dining 
UNC vs, Pittsburgh 
Saturdayf February 15 [ Tip Off in the Dean E, Smith Center-= Ipm 
The Club will be open for beverage and dining service in the Grill beginning at 
10:30am as well as a pre game buffet for $15. The Club will remain open until 
9pro. 

Carolina Women Connecting 
Discussion and presentation on Positivity by Dr, Barbara Fredrickson, 
Tuesday, February 18 I 8-=30 - 9-=30 am 
Carolina Women Connecting is a networking group for women of all ages and 
backgrounds to build new professionaR and personal relationships at The 
Carolina Club. Monthly meetings include programs meant to motivate, teach 
and inspire, 

Lunch & Learn 
Thursday, Februan/20 [ 11-=30am-:J.pm I $20 includes lunch 
(This is a Passport Event} 
This month’s topic is "Real Estate Investing: the Good, the Bad and the 
i’4oney" presented by Howard Abell, Patrick Curie}, and Bob Emslie. If you have 
ever considered e×panding your horizons to include Real Estate investing in 
your financial portfolio, or if you’re simply curious to learn and ask questions 

of industry professionals, please join us, 

Please reply to this email or call 
919-962-1101 to RSVP for any of these 
events, 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirst net > 

Friday, February 7, 2014 12:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tar Heel Basketball Pre-Game at The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Good afternoon from The Carolina Club, 

We have another great week of Carofina Basketball ahead of us! We are Mess than 
one week away from the best rivalry in college basketball ® UNC VSo Duke, Are you 
ready for all the high flying, fast breaking action?!? 

And right after the big UNC vs. Duke showdown, both the MeWs and Women’s 
teams wi~ take on new ACC opponent~ Pittsburgh. 

Your Carolina Club is ready! Please read below for your pro-game dining details. 

Go Heels! 

Men’s Basketball Pro Game Buffet 
UNC vs. Duke 
Wednesday, February :~2 I Tip Off in the Dean E0 Smith Center: £prn 
The Club will be open for a pro game buffet for just $22, 
The Club will remain open until one hour after the game ends. 

UNC vs, Duke Pre Game Buffet Menu: 
Salad Bar with Assorted Toppings and Dressings 
Seared Salmon with Pommery Grain Mustard Sauce 
Mediterranean Marinated Chicken Breast with Basil Jug 

Chef Carved Peppercorn Crusted Whole Roasted Rib Eye with Horseradish Cream and 
Mustard 
Seasonal Vegetables 
Fresh Baked Brownies and Cookies 
Please t~ote there ~fil! be t~o a la c~rte menu service ot~ this evet~#tg. 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UN¢ vs, Pittsburgh "Play 4Kay Pink Game" 
Thursdays February 13 I Tip Off in Carmichael Arena," 6pro 

Throwback Thursday with half price concessions and pre game D] spinning music from 
past decades= The Club will be open for A la Carte Menu dining and beverage service and 
will remain open until 9pro. 

Men’s Basketball Pro Game Dining 
UNC vs, Pittsburgh 
Saturday, February $5 J Tip Off in the Dean E. $mith Center: :~pm 
The Club will be open for beverage and dinir, g service in the Grill beginning at /,0:30am as 
well as a pre game buffet for $15, The Club will remain open until 9pro, 



Please call your Club Concierge for more 
information: 

9~9o962,~0~ 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 17, 2013 10:53 AM 

Blanchaxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Reminder: UNC Faculty Commercialization Survey 

Dear CaJrolina Faculb~ Member, 

Chmlcellor Thorp has assembled a Task Force on Technology Commercialization that is charged "to develop an integrated strategy and plan of action for 

commercialization of technology at UNC". Your views on what can be done to enhance technology development and commercialization at the university will be 

invaluable to the Task Force. 

The Task Force wishes to learn about your experience on this cmnpus and 7your experiences at your previous institutions with respect to technology 

commercialization. We ask you to fill out a short survey that will take about 10 minutes to complete. The survey is designed to gain a broad representation of campus 

views on technology’ development and comnrcrcialization in the context of the mission of the universi~. 

Follow this link m the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL belon, into your internet browser: 
https:i/unc.qualtrics.comi$VRQualtricsSurveyEnginei?Q_SS=dgy6pEYAj IoLmnl_dmPcvTl TUYYBgd7&--I 

This data generated from this survey will be incorporated in the Task Force’s report to the Chm~cellor. All responses are confidential mad will be used in aggregate 

statistical analysis. No particular individual will ever be identified in any rev)rt, presentation, or publication in which the data fi-om this survey are used. This survey is 

conducted under m~ approve IRB. 

The Task Force sincerely appreciates 5’our efforts in completing this survey. 

Sincerely~ 

Dhiren Thakker 

Ma~-mm Feldman (please address questions to feldmanm@email.tmc.edu) 

PLEASE COMPLETE TIlE SURVEY BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

Follow the little to opt out of futme cmails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beller, Debra L <debra beller@unc.edu~ 

Monday, FebruaD, 18, 2013 9:46 AM 

This is a list~rv communication ibr’the EAiComlectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

<its cc obi sr base@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[its cc obi sr basel] IMI~DRTANT P,22MINDER: Sign Up to Attend Reports TrainingiDemo-- Feb. 21 or Feb. 22 

This week (Feb. 21 and Feb. 22), there will be a demonstration and training of NEW REPORTS for your use in the new ConnectCarolina (PeopleSoft) Campus 

Solutions Data Warehouse. 

You are invited to sign-up for one of these meetings, which have identical content. You only need to attend one meeting. Please follow one of the links below to 

ABC Sign-Up to register for one of these events: 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #1: 
b_t_t_p_2 !_r__e_g~_a___b c__s_~l!~_ _u_p. _c_" 9_! _n_ _/_r__e:~ _e_ _v_ 9_ _0_t_ p__a_ .~ _e_~_a_ ~ p__x_ 2 __e__k_-9_ _%__2_: 99_ _O__6_ :__e_ _6_ _5__1_ __4__2_ _2_ 2__7:_5_ _e_ 9_ _4_ _’_a_ J_ _c_ ~ _9_~_ _1__5_ _2_ ~__4__7_ _4_ _9_ Z _r_ ~ _b_ 

Thursday, Feb. 21 

2:00pm to 3:30pm 

Hamilton 100 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #2: 

Friday, Feb. 22 

9:00am to :lO:30am 

Hamilton 100 

These events are being hosted by the University Registrar and ITS. 

Each meeting will include a DEMONSTRATION of how to access and use the following key reports that are being released for your use: 

Class Instructor 

Class Meeting 

Degree Candidates 

Degree Recipients 

Term Enrollment 

Class 

Class TBA 

These are the most commonly used reports, and have been designed to be as user-friendly and flexible as possible. This marks the first step for the return to self- 

service reporting, and the repository of reports will grow over time. 

The demonstration will serve as TRAINING for access to and use of these reports. We will also include information on how to get help and how to report problems. 

Please make every effort to attend one of these meetings. If you have questions about reporting, please email .a---c--a---d---e-.-n-~!-c-.-d-.-a--t--a--@-!!-s--t--s-.-e-£--v-~--u---n--c-~-e-.-d-.-u-. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 

You are currently subscribed to its cc obi sr base as: j0hnblancbard~!mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc~eduiu?id 60654607.ad7eb35db7263b202a78f854179b0449&n T&I its cc obi sr base&o 32770997 

(It may be neces~iy to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32770997-60654607.ad7eb35db7263b202a781854179b0449((~)lJstserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 19, 2013 10:08 AM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaflhsers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffusers] REMINDER: ConnectCarolina outage TONIGItT Feb. 19, 5pm to approx. 1 lpm 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage TONIGHT, Tuesday, Feb. 19, starting at 5:OOpm and ending around 11:00pm. ConnectCarolina will be 

down during this time frame. This impacts Campus Solutions and other systems. 

You can view the list of impacted services and the latest system status here: http:/iccinfo.unc.edu!system-statusi 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Thank you. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February-20, 2013 2:40 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ]ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date arid time: Wed Mar 6 13:45:06 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, FebmaD120, 2013 12:00 PM 

This is a list~rv communication {br’the EAiConnectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

<its cc obi sr base@listserv.unc.edu> 

[its cc obi srbase] PossiblecancellationofFridayrepo(tsdemo 

Hello. With the weather forecast of freezing rain for Friday morning, there is a distinct possibility that we will have to cancel the Friday morning Campus Solutions 

Student Records reports demo. 

We encourage you to attend the Thursday afternoon session: 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #1: 
[~_ _tt_ p_-L/_[_e_ .cL_a_ _b_c_ _s_ !.q_n__c_ ~:_c_ 9_ __m_ L[_e_ cj_/__e~’__e_ _n__t__j;,__a_ .7t _e_:__a__s_p__._x_ 2 _e_ _k_ _:___0_ _0_ _5_ _2_2 _0_ 9_ _0___c5_: _e___c5__5_ J_ _4_ _2_ 2:~ Z § _e___e_ _,J__a_ _1_ _c_ g~9 _5_ _! _5___2__8_ _4_ Z _4__-2 _7_ f _9_ _L?D. 

Thursday, Feb. 21 

2:00pm to 3:30pm 

Hamilton 100 

(If you are already signed up for Friday, you may attend the Thursday session without changing your registration.) 

Remember, this demonstration will serve as TRAINING for use of these reports. 

If you have questions about reporting, please email academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 

You are currently subscribed to its cc obi sr base as: j0hnblanchard~!mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc~eduin?id 60654607.ad7eb35db7263b202a78f854179b0449&n T&I its cc obi sr base&o 32783210 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste tim abx~ve {JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema]l to leave-32783210-60654607.ad7eb35db7263b202a781854179b0449(tblistserv.unc.edu 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 3:31 PM 

Blanchaxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Reminder: UNC Faculty Commercialization Survey 

Dear Carolina Faculty Member, 

Chancellor Thorp has assembled a Task Force on Technology Commercialization that is charged "1o develop an integrated strategy and plan of action for comrnemialization 

of technology at UNC". Your views on what can be done to enhance technology development and commercialization at the university will be invaluable to the Task Force. 

The Task Force wishes to learn about your experience on this campus and your experiences at your previous institutions with respect to technology commercialization. We 
ask you to fill out a short survey that will {ake abou{ 10 minutes to complete. The survey is designed to gain a broad representation of campus views on {echnology 
development and commercialization in the context of the mission of the university. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet brow~r: 

https:/’/unc.qualtrics.com/WRQualtficsSurveyEnginei?Q SS dgy6pEYAjloLuml dmPcvTVIVYYBgd7& 1 

This data .qenemted from this sulvey will be incorporated in the Task Force’s report to the Chancellor. All responses are confidential and will be used in aggregate statistical 

analysis. No particular individual will ever be identified in any report, presentation, or publication in which the data from this survey are used. This survey is conducted under 
an approved IRB, 

The Task Force sincerely appreciates your efforts in completing this survey. 

Sincerely, 

Dhiren Thakker 

Maq,,ann Feldman (please address questions to !A!d.g?~]]?!:0.@.r~:[!#.([:#!!£,.:#:~!~0 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE SURVEY BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

Follow the link to opt out of future emails: 

Click here to unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier, Debra L <debra beller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 4:34 PM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaffi*sers@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffi, sers] TONIGIiT, 6pm-7pm, Outage Notice -- unplanned brief outage of ConnectCarolina 

There will be a brief unplanned outage of ConnectCarolina TONIGHT (Feb. 21) from 6:00pm to 7:00pm. We apologize for any inconvenience. 

ConnectCarolina will be down during this time frame. In addition, the following functions may experience limited and!or no functionality due to their use of 

Person Services which is impacted by this outage: 

¯ UNC Directory (Iookups available, but not updates) 

¯ UNC Online Application (Summer School, Nursing, Part-time Studies, etc.) 

¯ UNCGuest IDcreations 

¯ TouchNet (Online Application fees only) 

¯ Affiliate 

¯ InDEPTh 

¯ Check Request 

¯ Web Travel 

¯ Web Vendor 

¯ Friday Center Applications (CPPSReg, PDEPReg, CEU, FCCPS) 

¯ EPAWeb (New Hire Actions Only) 

¯ Applicant Web (Employees cannot update their PID under their Applicant Profile) 

¯ HRIS 

¯ FACS II Administration 

¯ Onyen Services 

¯ PID Create 

¯ PID Inquiry 

¯ ConnectCarolina reporting environment (HRRPT) 

¯ Reporting tools (OBIEE, EPM and WebFocus) 

¯ ImageNow 

¯ Student Stores applications (i.e., ordering textbooks) 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Questions!Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

Debra Beller 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!!its.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-applications! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 7:07 PM 

Blanchaxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Inti~rmational Message t~om AleYt Carolina -- Student death 

Dear Carolina community: 

I am saddened to inform you that one of our students has died. The Chapel Hill Police Depaltment is investigating the death of Stedman English Gage, a junior from Wilmington. Police said 
his body was discovered late Friday night at his off-campus residence. The cause of death has not been determined, but Chapel Hill Police do not suspect any foul play. 

I have oft?red my support to Ste&nan’s parents in this time of grie£ Please keep Stedman’s family and friends in your thoughts as we mourn this latest loss. 

Counseling resources have been made available over the weekend to the students most immediately affected by the death Students who feel they need assistance may call Counseling and 
Wellness Services at (919) 966-2281 during regular operating hours Employees may contact the Employee Assistance Program at (877) 314-5841. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~’nunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February-27, 2013 2:40 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ]ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date arid time: Wed Mar 6 13:45:06 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 9:36 AM 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina@lis~tserv .unc.edtr"~ 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates 2/28/2013 

System Outage March 9 and 10 

ConnectCarolina and other systems will be impacted by a planned maintenance outage over two days - March 9-10, starting at 8:OOam on Saturday, March 9, and 

ending around 5:00pro on Sunday, March 10. 

htt P:iiccin fo.unc.eduisyst era-status/ 

Presentation from Feb. 25 Town Hall 

Couldn’t maize it to the Feb. 25 ConnectCarolina Town Hall, or want to share the information with your colleagues? View a PDF of the presentation which outlines 

the milestones of the HR!Payroll and Finance implementation. 

h ttps:/iccin fo.u n c.e d u/files/2013/02/Feb--2013--J o in t-Town-H all-pres e n ta t io n-FINA L p df 

Info Sharing for IT Support Personnel 

Changes are coming to departmental systems and other applications that use HR, Payroll and Finance data. The Applications Collaborative is helping IT personnel 

who support these applications get ready for the transition. 

http:i!ccinfo.unc.edu!appcollaborativei 

Campus Solutions Reports Now Available to Campus Users 

More than 600 campus users now have access to Student Records reports in the ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions Data Warehouse. This marks the first step for 

the return to self-service reporting for ConnectCarolina. 

.b~t.~t.~.~:.//.c.~c..!~n..L~..~u...n...c.:~.e.~.d.~u../~c...a.~n..1p..~!~u~}~Q~:L~ 
Key Changes Web Page Houses Helpful Documents 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the Key Changes section of the project website. 

htt P:iiccin fo.unc.ed u/in for rnation--cent er/key--cha ngesi 

Systems Staying and Going 

View the latest list of the systems that are staying and those that will no longer be used as a result of the ConnectCarolina implementation for HR/Payroll and 

Finance. 

https:!iccinfo.unc.eduifiles!2013!O2/Systems-Staying-and-Going-Feb-6-2013.pdf 

HR/Payroll and Finance Go-Live Less Than a Year Away 

Less than a year remains until the Human Resources, Payroll and Finance components of ConnectCarolina are expected to go live. 

h tt p:i!cci n fo. u n c. e d uiI e ss-tha n--a-year-to-go--li v e-of-co n n ectca rolina- h rpayroll--a n d--fi n a n c e/ 

Project Phases and Timeline - February 2013 

View a graphic of the ConnectCarolina project timeline. 

http:i!ccinfo.unc.edu!project-phases-and-timelime-february-2013i 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 

***** 307 days until go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance ***** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ale~l Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 4:31 PM 

Blanchaxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from CaJnpus Health 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALRRT CAROLINA: Message from Campus Health 

Febmal7 28, 2013 

Dear Carolina Community, 

Increased nunabers of students with nausea, vomiting and diarrhea are being seen at Campus Health Services and other healthcare facilities. Campus Health Set, rices is working very closely 
with the Orange Count?- Health Department to identi~z the cause of these illnesses 

To keep healthy in the meantime, please take the following preventive steps: 

Wash your hands frequently with soap and warm running water tbr at least 20 seconds, especially after using the toilet and before eating or preparing food. 
Alcohol-based sanitizers may not always be effective 

If you are sick or are around others who are sick: 

Do not go to work or school and stay at home if at all possible. 
Wash and rinse fruits and vegetables carefully before consuming them. 
Thoroughly clean and disinfect contaminated surfaces inm~ediately after an episode of illness. First spray the area with a bleach-based disinfectant or diluted household bleach; then 

clean with the disinfectant wearing disposable gloves. Diluted bleach should be mixed with 1:10 water and mixed daily. 
Cleanup waste shuuld be placed in a plastic bag, which shuuld be tied and placed in the trash receptacle 
Immediately remove and wash clothing or linens in hot water and detergent. ’]’he?" may be contaminated after an episode of illness 
Flush ur discard any vomitus and/or stool in the tuilet and make sure that the surrounding area is kept clean and disinfected 
If you are ill, prevent dehydration by frequently sipping a nun-alcuhulic beverage. 

Students with questions shuuld cuntact Campus Health Services at (919) 966-6573 to speak directly with a registered nurse University employees with questions, especially housekeepers 
who want specific guidance, shuuld contact the Department of Environment, Health & Safety at (919) 962-5507 

Sincerely, 

Mary Cuvington 
Executive Director fur Campus ttealth Services 

About ]nformatiunal Messages: The University sends an ]nformatiunal Message to inform the campus curnmunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An lnformatiunal Message is one of three tiers of cummunicatiun under the University’s revised emergency cummunications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation fur a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a cuntinumg danger AND notification will nut cumprurnise law enfurcement 
el!torts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 2:43 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ]ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date arid time: Wed Mar 6 13:45:06 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, March 5, 2013 2:41 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ]ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date arid time: Wed Mar 6 13:45:06 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:02 AM 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina@lis~tserv .unc.edtr"~ 

[comlectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates March 13, 2013 

System Outage March 16 and 17 

ConnectCarolina and other systems will be impacted by a planned maintenance outage over two days - March 16-17, starting at 8:00am on Saturday, March 16, and 

ending around 5:00pro on Sunday, March 17. 

htt P:iiccin fo.unc.eduisyst era-status/ 

Solutions to Issues ConnectCarolina Users May Encounter After March 16-17 Upgrade 

Following the installation of an upgrade during the weekend of March 16-17, current ConnectCarolina users may encounter some issues, including the loss of 

favorites. Here are some of those potential issues and solutions. 

http:/iccinfo.unc.edu/possible-issues-after-rnarch--upgradei 

PeopleSoft 101 Webinar March 21 

Are you curious about what PeopleSoft looks like? A brief webinar called "PeopleSoft 101" will provide a preview of what the new system will look like and how to 

navigate in PeopleSoft screens. The webinar will be presented Thursday, March 21, 2-3 p.m. 

http:!!ccinfo.unc.eduipeoplesoft-lOl-webinar-march-21/ 

Presentation from Feb. 25 Town Hall 

Couldn’t make it to the Feb. 25 ConnectCarolina Town Hall, or want to share the information with your colleagues? View a PDF of the presentation which outlines 

the milestones of the HR/Payroll and Finance implementation. 

_h___t tp__s_ii_i_c___cj__n f__o :__u _n c_:__e___d___u_/fj_[_e___sJ__2___O___l___3_i_O2LF_e_b:2Q~135 J_o!_nt :TRw_o:_H_aJ_Lp r e s e n t a t i o n - F I N A L :p_df 

PDF with audio: http;//www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkSgovCVSsA&feature=youtu.be 

Info Sharing for IT Support Personnel 

Changes are coming to departmental systems and other applications that use HR, Payroll and Finance data. The Applications Collaborative is helping IT personnel 

who support these applications get ready for the transition. 

http:/icc!nLo: u n c:e d ulappcgt!~ ~9 ~!~/ 
Campus Solutions Reports Now Available to Campus Users 

More than 600 campus users now have access to Student Records reports in the ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions Data Warehouse. This marks the first step for 

the return to self-service reporting for ConnectCarolina. 

http://ccinfo.unc.eduicampus-sok~tions-reports/ 

Key Changes Web Page Houses Helpful Documents 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the Key Changes section of the project website. 

h ttp .1//c c!nfo~qn c.edpj!n fo rma t !on - center/key- c hangesj 

Systems Staying and Going 

View the latest list of the systems that are staying and those that will no longer be used as a result of the ConnectCarolina implementation for HRiPayroll and 

Finance. 

https-//cc!~ Lo:~ n c:e d u/f!kesi~!~Zg~L~y~ ~=~ ~!~ g:~ ~ d=~ ~!~=~!~b:~=~:~df 
Project website: _h___t__tp__ii_i__c__c_!__n__t__o__.__u___n__c__=__e__d___u_/__ 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 

***** 294 days until go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance ***** 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 15, 2013 2:43 PM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstalti~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccss~ffusers] OUTAGE CANCELLED -- ConnectCarolina March 16-17 Outage is Cancelled 

We apologize for the late notice but this weekend’s ConnectCarNina outage is cancelled. This outage was to install an upgrade of behind-the-scenes tools used by 

programmers to upgrade!maintain the system. Final testing revealed a problem that requires further analysis to correct. This outage has not been rescheduled at 

this time. You can find the latest system status here: http:/iccinfo.unc.edu!system-statusi 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. Thank you. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 4:27 PM 

Blanclmxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ~ohndoc’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’johndoc’ was changed on 
S aaJ~rday, March 16, 2013 at 4:27 PM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier, Debra L <debra beller@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 4:00 PM 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina@lis~tserv .unc.edtr"~ 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates March 27, 2013 

PeopleSoft 101 Webinar 

Are you curious about what PeopleSoft looks like? View a recently recorded webinar called "PeopleSoft 101" for a preview of what the new system will look like 

and how to navigate in PeopleSoft screens. 

https:!/ccinfo.unc.eduiinforma Lion-center/webinars/ 

info Sharing for Campus IT Support Personnel 

Changes are coming to departmental systems and other applications that use FIR, Payroll and Finance data. The Applications Collaborative is helping IT personnel 

who support these applications get ready for the transition. 

htLp://ccinfo.unc.eduiappcollaborative/ 

Systems Staying and Going 

View the latest list of the systems that are staying and those that will no longer be used as a result of the ConnectCarolina implementation for FIR/Payroll and 

Finance. 

https~//ccinf~.unc.edu/fi~es/2~].2/~3/S~stems-Sta~ing-and~G~ing~March-6~2~13.pdf 

Key Changes Web Page Houses Helpful Documents 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the Key Changes section of the project website. 

http://ccinfo.unc.edu/irfformation-centerikey-changes! 

Presentation from Feb. 25 Town Hall 

Couldn’t make it to the Feb. 25 ConnectCarolina Town Hall, or want to share the information with your colleagues? View a PDF of the presentation which outlines 

the milestones of the HR!Payroll and Finance implementation. 

https://ccinf~.unc.edu/fi~es/2~13/~2/Feb- 2~13-J~int-T~wn-Fial~-presentati~n-F~NAL.pdf 

PDF with audio: http:i!www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkSgovCVgsA&feature=youtu.be 

Campus Solutions Reports Now Available to Campus Users 

More than 600 campus users now have access to Student Records reports in the ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions Data Warehouse. This marks the first step for 

the return to self-service reporting for ConnectCarolina. 

http:i!ccinfoAmc.edu/campus-sohJtions-reports! 

Project website: http:/iccinfo.unc.edu/ 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 

***** 280 days until go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance ***** 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 1:24 PM 

Blanchaxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Job Posting - Associate Vice Chancellor tbr Research - Research Development 

Please feel free to forrvard this announcement to anyone who may be qualified for and interested in the position. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill invites applications and nominations for the position of Associate Vice Chancellor for Research (AVCR), Office of the 

Vice Chancellor for Research. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) seeks a dynamic and collaborative Associate Vice Chancellor for Research (AVCR). As a member of the Vice 

Chancellois cabinet, the AVCR advises the Vice Chancellor in strategic planning tbr research development and participates in "the design of new research and 

administrative initiatives and strategies. The AVCR advances the research mission of the University by promoting research excellence, creating research partnerships in 

the public and private sectors, supporting the development of interdisciplinary research teams, and developing and nurturing the research workforce. 

UNC is a highly collaborative and international research environment. It is routine for researchers to collaborate on research projects across academic bonnchries, and 

the University also partners ruth a large and diverse group of outside organizations in the United States and mound the world. This approach reflects the Univelsity’s 

emphasis on interdisciplinary teaching and scholmship between and anrong the health, natural and social science~ as well as the arts and humanities. A major goal is to 

grow and diversify the porttblio. 

Preference roll be given to those who currently hold or would quali~’ for a faculty position at UNC Chapel Hill. The position requires a terminal degree in an academic 

or professional discipline, a track recold of extramural funding as a Principal Investigator and a minimum often years of professional experience. 

The successfnl candidate will have a sophisticated understanding of the role and importance of sponsored research in a modem, entrepreneurial, research-intensive 

university. This may be evidenced by experience as a researcher and thculty member, a history of successful leadership within higher education, governmental agencies, 

tbandation~ or other settings with robnst research activity. The AVCR will be a person of high energy and high personal integrity, will exhibit a strong commi’anent to 

service, possess outstanding communication and interpersonal skills, excel tx~th as a leader and a team member, and have a record of proven managerial success. 

Candkhtes should apply online at http://unc.peopleadmin.com/pos~tilNs/21830. Applications must include a cover letter that addresses their qualifications for the 

position, a current curriculum vitae, a statement of administrative philosophy and/or vision for advancing research development and training and the names, addresses, 

and telephone numbers of three professional references. References will not be contacted until candidates have reached the final round of consideration. 

Nominations may be addressed to Dr. Steve Matson, Chair, AVCR Search Committee, CB# 4010, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-4010, or smatson~No.unc.edu. Consideration of candidates will begin on April 22, 2013. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. The 

expected start date is July 1, 2013. 

The University of North Carolina is an equal opportunity employer and encourages applications from members of minority groups and women. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Whiteside (via Twitter) <i- wbuaoynapuneq hap.rqh- 73 be9@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 2:54 PM 

Blanchasd, John G <iohnblm~chavd@unc.edu~ 

Todd Whiteside ~nt you an invitation 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!: .... :!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
::::::::::::::::::::::::>    :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Todd WhJteside has invited you to join Twitter! 

[~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

]"..~,ittei }:e}p~ you stay com:ected w}th ’..’hat’s h~i.’.pei~in~ ri2:~i~t ~o’¢., a~d ’..,itb the 

9eopi¢ ~md or~a~izatio~s you care about 

::::: 

%iiiiiiiii~ 
,:+:+: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 19, 2013 10:02 AM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstalti~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffusers] ConnectCarolina System Outage April 20-21 

ConnectCarNina will have a planned maintenance outage over two days -- April 20-21, starting at 8:00am on Saturday, April 20, and ending around 5:00pm on 

Sunday, April 21. ConnectCarolina’s Campus Solutions and other systems will be unavailable during this time frame. More information is on the System Status 

page. 

The outage is to install an upgrade from Oracle. Current ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions users may encounter some issues when first using the software after 

the upgrade. Click ..h_ .e__r_#. to read more about some of those potential issues and solutions. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-g43-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Twitter <n- wbuaoynapuneq hap.Nh- 73be9@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 12:58 AM 

Blanchasd, John G <iohnblm~chard@unc.edu> 

Todd Whiteside is still waiting tbr you to join Twitter... 

!×i 

Todd WhJteside is still waiting for you to join 
Twitter._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Twitter <n- wbuaoynapuneq hap.Nh- 73be9@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 8:41 AM 

Blanchasd, John G <iohnblm~chard@unc.edu> 

Todd Whiteside is still waiting tbr you to join Twitter... 

!×i 

Todd WhJteside is still waiting for you to join 
Twitter._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Twitter <n- wbuaoynapuneq hap.Nh- 73be9@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 1:25 AM 

Blanchasd, John G <iohnblm~chard@unc.edu> 

Todd Whiteside is still waiting tbr you to join Twitter... 

!×i 

Todd WhJteside is still waiting for you to join 
Twitter._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 1:46 PM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstalti~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffusers] Reminder: ConnectCasolina System Outage May 17-18 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems beginning at S:OOpm on Friday, May 17, and ending at approximately 8:00pm on Saturday, May 

18. 
The first outage is related to the Summer I session Census. Due to the need to "freeze" the database to take the census snapshot, users will not be able to access 

ConnectCarolina pages beginning at 5:OOpm on Friday, May 17. 

Immediately following the census outage, ITS has a planned maintenance outage, beginning at approximately 11:00pm on Friday, May 17, and ending at 

approximately 8:OOpm on Saturday, May 18. ConnectCarolina and other applications will be down during this time frame. 

View the complete list of affected systems here: ~://ccinfo.unc.eduisystem-statusi 
We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ITS applications more efficient for our users. 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 20, 2013 11:36 AM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstalti~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffusers] Outage Notice lbr ConnectCarolina TODAY noon to lpm 

There is an unplanned outage of ConnectCarolina beginning at noon TODAY (May 20) and lasting about one hour. This is to correct a problem that is impacting 

performance. View the System Status here: http:!/ccinfo.unc.eduisystem-status! 

We apologize for the inconvenience. 

Debra 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:46 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ]ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Fri Jun 14 16:27:16 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 2:41 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ]ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Fri Jun 14 16:27:16 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:41 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ]ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Fri Jun 14 16:27:16 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Thursday,, June 13, 2013 2:40 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ]ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Fri Jun 14 16:27:16 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L -<debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 8:33 AM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaffi~sers@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[cccss~ffusers] ConnectCarolina Outage TONIGHT Tues., June 25, for Summer II Census 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on TONIGHT Tuesday, June 25, beginning at 5:00pm and ending at approximately 12:00am as 

part of the Summer II Census activities. 

Due to the need to "freeze" the database to take the census snapshot, users will not be able to access ConnectCarolina pages beginning at 5:00pro on June 25. All 

faculty and staff are requested to please log out of ConnectCarolina by 5:OOpm on June 25. Students will NOT be able to use ConnectCarolina for all functions 

during this time. 

More information here: http:/]ccinfo.unc.eduisystem-status/ 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!/ccinfo.unc.edu 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ro,,, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii indef~,ti~ablye~hein~e~ann.’:a,a 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii rofymiwqe@~qyfoor.~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.,@sc~wsanet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~uqnsorg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii foi~nwh@yb×~.hoet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~d@.~sotoorg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii t,ain~n~@inra~obaloomr;,an~:ep,,ne~;am 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
raggediestg%’heinemannoom 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii n~,~,.,~,~ue,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ×u,~.’,~ada,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’is ~e,~ ~essa~.s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

remove~ 
You now have 371 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

S~’~arn: 13 Vi~’sses: (] FiJes: O Oor~tent: (] 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~arr~ ir~eorr~i~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Release ~ AHt~t~., ~e~.~e 

Chk’: with women, women a~ uNI years and v ews =~) 
AIIo~,~ Bomain alock B~eck Bomain 

j g b~-):~ n’J w; ~ 7< ,~ [~;] ~;:~ .R’,. ~ .~ ...................................... : ............................ 

~. ~:,,.,,~,~’;~ :,,’~z<F,s ( PPT+E~cel ; ...................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~j~J,i:~:~! Release ~ AIb~w Be~ete 

j,qb~c~,~.t@ff~gt-b:’j;q~#~’2i Release ~ Al~ew Be~ete 

2-day In-person Seminar on Effective Complaint Handling, Medical Device Re~.ase ~ AIW<, Delete 

Reporting and Recalls AIIo,.~ Domain 8lock BIeck DomrBn 

Many Ukrainko ladies looking for a husband fl-om behind grannitsy~ the girls are 
!.~{e..a.~t..,’ 

.R~.~.Lt" .A.{!~:~I.~ ~]~..LLe: 

beautiful, they are rewritten in a sociai networki A.tto..~.~..o..r.r.~.g..n. B.to.~ .B.!~s.’~..~.LR:!!r.~ 

’-~ ’;~ "~ ¢1’ ; ;=R k~ ~ 4/I, o Re~ease ~ Allow Delete ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Allow Boi~’~in Block Block Bormsin 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;,9~ ~FJ~.~L’~ ~ .~M-~[~,~ " ..................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ddtokwa@ohiom.com "i~.--,~,, ~ ~ ~-~ ~’ ~z ~ -~;, 

Release 
~.e..~~2rt" AH~t~., ~e~.~e 

>~ ...................................... ........................... qa@jnkzjczlnet ~)ul!i~<~i’J~’~I![$;-,~,c*.:, 
I=~e~;a~e [[?j:~[}. AI~O’~,’ De~ete 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Fi~es i~cemieg Delete All 

,Subie°~ 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 380 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Spa., i~r~eo~dr~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;-:~xn .~qe,. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
barry.ogorman@ciallcom                  Box Sets                                                                     ~Rbag.e. Er.~!~~. ~]!q~ D.~!~.b 

sl:nf@ozipmuo!g ~Rf~J::;~P’::~a[~lSJ, U;[,~J~ 
Reh)af~e ~ Allow Dfs~ste 

.... AIIow Domair, 91oc1~ B~ckDomain 

........................... vjfqttwe@gradiant.org F*.d,’2J~, f.".,’:~F:jb<t~Jf¢ !hL{~-.’. B~P~ 8.1!~’:~ £n!~-.’!~ 

qlfhh@dvvztjnet ~-(i, 4’1<~J~’lxt:~f~g~.xd’lh.~;~: F,~F*]~-~Lo 
Rebase ~ Al~ew D~4eta 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjj 

AII~,W Delet~ 

j< ~< sy~,,~,~ :J I~ >~’/~,~ ...................................... ............................ ........................... hyge@ezjmha net ~-~:~<~:< ~w ;~. ............................ 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjj 

Fi~es i~cemieg Delete All 
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i 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Sparn }r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~r°~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii p~nn~,dgl~a~.%.~em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~reeks~censydiam.cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,aoerationcx@unbca 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~estm=ster~.lec=,estcem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.~o,,,~cotmi~com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,wuk~,,..~i=~m~gk~meom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii otr+,~g~eaecem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~we~’~u~cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .’,,.’~..~an~k==e,;om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii gu~nes.’_,eward@gu~nes.’_,org 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii r~,~rm=~.ot~gger~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a,.’~..~,m,~,,,~a,,~,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m~,a,.,:h~,ku~net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rk~a,=yingcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii z=a~z~net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mub,~h@~3t,:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~yaty~u~ncom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mtm~yop’~n,ecem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~:gpn,~mv~o,g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nmc~h~kdvnet 

Sub]ec~ 

Beaufifui gids want to chat with you irl the chaL onlrle 24 hours u~ day. 

Thank you se much for your patience and good customer service 

Four green days in a row 

Russian women are waiting for yeu tlat would communicate with you eniine, on-iine 24 

hours a day. 

SHELL OIL FIqAL PAYMENT NO]IFICAYION 

Congratulations dear Winner, 

:~., @ f;:~ d @. F.i f1: ~vpjn 0 n 

$~8,SR, ~6A £9t£~f’*t o 

Ii L!,, ~i~!’!--~l?,igR 
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the .%am~! sou’iai ne~’¢arks! 

The 50 Best Foods for Weight Loss 
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It CacAd make a Rally and Soar! 

,~! £ I i It- £i~ I i ~ii £ £17,I ~=j~,_’,,--~~ 

Special offer - 60% OFF Only 24 hoursl 

Ukrainka many girls ar~! looking for a ~liJst)arld fri,rrl behind grannitsy, charming girls 

they all oorrlrfHJnicale irl ()I~! S()ciai netwerk! 

Gucci Bags 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L -<debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 9:45 AM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaffi~sers@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[cccss~ffusers] ConnectCarolina Outage TONIGHT July 2, 5pro to l lpm 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage TONIGHTTuesday, July 2, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00pm. ConnectCarolina will be down 

during this time frame. For more information, go to http:iiccinfo.unc.edu!system-status! 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.unc.edu 
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ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage TONIGHTTuesday, July 2, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00pm. ConnectCarolina will be down 

during this time frame. For more information, go to http:iiccinfo.unc.edu!system-status! 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.unc.edu 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 340 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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The 50 Best Foods fo~Weight Loss 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, February, 8, 2014 11:21 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ashley Buck - 2016 Center Midfielder - Juan Diego Catholic High School, UT 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches. 

Ashley Buck - 2016 Attacking Central Midfielder, Forward, Center Back 

High School: Juan Diego Catholic High School, UT 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 110 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.90/4.00 ACT: 20 SAT: NA 

Emaih fivebucks@mindspring.com 

Notes: Ashley is a 2016 Center Midfielder from Juan Diego Catholic 

High School, UT. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hanna Long... - 
Hope Van Wa...                              Hadley Buck... - 

2016 Outside...                       2016 Outside... 
- 2017 Forward                              20:1.6 Center ..... 

NCSA Rating: 6                    NCSA Rating: 6 
NCSA Rating: 6                                 NCSA Rating: 5 

State: TX                       State: NY 
State: IN                                            State: FL 

Number of                         Number of 
Number of                                      Number of 

Views: Views:                                   Views: Views: 
Views: Views: 1                                 Views: Views: 7 

17 
Last Viewed                                     Last Viewed 

Last Viewed                              Last Viewed 
Date: Last                           Date: Last 

Date: Last Date: Last 
: Viewed: Viewed: 

Viewed: Viewed: 
11/10/2013                     08/06/2013 

11/19/2013                   01/31/2014 

View                            View 
View 

:: 
View 

Profile : Profile 
Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a ma~ch? Uvtate your cmai] pre[c~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http://www.ncsasF)rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:,/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietaly, privileged and/or confidential mid is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thin1 the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by returu e-mail and delete all copies.~. 







~iii Browse Deals in Books and save up to 50% oa mysteries, fiction, romance, children’s books, aad more. Plus, explore featured selections in Books 



~.- --4 ~.- ¯ 4 ,"~,-~ -- ~-- ~.£~@~<$ 

%i Books Under$10 

Books Under $10 

iiXi Books Under$5 

Books Unde~ $5 



:~}i February Bookshelf Favorites 

Febl~ary Bookshelf Favorites 

i iXi Select Children’s Books Under $10 

Select Chiid~en’s Books Under $10 

======================= 



~}i Featured NewRel ..... in Thrillers 

Featuled New Rele~qses ils Th~iilers 

:;~i:il 150 Love Stories for Every R .... tic Mood 

150 Love Stolies fo~ Every Romalstic Mood 

i iXi Select Best-Selling Paperbacks 

Select BestoSeiling Paperbacks 

i i’£’i Books by Jackie Collins 

Boo~(s by Jsokie CoiUns 
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~iI Award-Winning Children’s Books i i~i Sophie la Girafe 

A,,~,rdoV~m’~irlg Child~’e~;’s Books Sophie i~ (."ir;~fe 



~iii Explore the 

E, xplere the "L(mar Ch~onioie~" 

~i ..................................... 

i iXi Best Books of February: Teen & Young Adult 

Bes[ Books ol F’ebr~a~’y: ’Teen & You,,’~g Adroit i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~iii Featured Gadget Guides 

Fe~t!.Ered Gadget Guides 

:~iI Books for" Math L ..... 

Books for Ma~.h Lovers 

i iXi Select C ..... Guides 

Selec~. Camera Gt~ides 

i i2i Dive into Data Analysis and More 

Dive i~.{~ Data Analysis a~d More 





~iii 100 Books to Read in a Lifetime 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 
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i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 
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Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraly@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 1:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

SportsBoard: Apple lOS7 Status, Chameleon Update, Training Videos 

...................................................................... jjo: ............ ............. j ....................................................................... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiXliiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiXiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i 7 and ortsBoard Chame/eon Upgrade 

[ /s~ ort,~.r.Soard Customer,~., 

We hope ~he new ~eo~,s 
you ,,/ell. This is just a 

to make s,~e ~,ou,- 
[ /!Pad and iPhone device are 

ios7 Also, p~ease 
sure you have the most 

version of SpoRsBoard 

in~,ed on you,- 

,~ add,~on ~ the la~,no~ o~ 
whk;h is fully 

in terms o~ metric 
/ /ratings and stats, we have also 

/enhanced our server with some awesome new features, ff you are I 
nterested    1 earqn     aboLtan     ofthenewfeatL°es     ertanncto .... ~    o y .o . p o 

season, and,or camps, please feel free to (~)refar to some of 

I/eel, new training videos (more coming, too)located under Help in the top 

/ /dght corner of the server or (2) sohedufe a training webinar. 
/ / _at us ~now i, ~oo ~a,,e any ~ue<ions Wa foo~,o~,.’ard to ~earing ,rein 

ou. 

Cheers, 

The SportsBoard Team 

415 322 1049 

www.sporfsboard-win, oom 

l’Mobile Player Assassment Solutions" 



Fll’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Tuesday, February. 11, 2014 8:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Our Differences Promote Crrowth 

Click to view this email in a browser 

Our Differences Promote Growth 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Every year, Chris, 1991 Bicycle Stunt Wo!ld Champion, Author and 

Motiwgional Speaker, brings his t:,~og~am to about 150 schools, 

youth conferences, and youth related organizations around the 

country, that want to substantially improve the character, self-. 

esfeern, and self-rnofiva’ion of their audience. Ch.,’,:s doesn’t 

spout statistics or offer a "10 Step Program". Instead, he uses 

anecdotes and personal sto~ies from his life and his experience as 

a world eharnpk~n athlete to boost self-esteem and promo’e a 

positive outlook on iife fo young people. 

### 

RECEIVE $500.00 OFF TOTAL COST WHEN YOU 

BOOK PROGRAIVI~NG FOR A FEBRUARY 2014 

EVENT 
*OFFER NOT VAI.ID ON ALREADY BOOKED PROGRAMS. OFFER CANNOT 

BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 

28TH 2014. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: UnsubscrJbe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 
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~’i Goid Box I Ne~s,’deais Bve<i day 

Valentine’s Gift ~deas 
Great selection of gifts for someone s~ecial ~.~.~:..!~?.~.g.~: 





Feb~uary’s Best Pic’~ure Books Bes’~ Books of Febluary 

Savings with Style 



}~] Up to ~.~0’~,::. ott Heart J~,e~iry 
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~p tu 60 ,o off Fo:dable , ,~s :or \ *;omen froh~ Up ~o o0 ,o off H~ndbag~ by L.A.M.B. f[oh~ 
MyH~bit corn MyHabit.com 

Audio 
Great ~{ea{s on home a~d portable audio See more 

[’4etw,~rk A2,/Receiw-[s SIuetcoth Sp~-ake! 

t}~; to 40% off List Price or~ Se{ect Pio~;e~.’r SC S~ve k,,~el o.~ ,e ,):~ t~.. :~,Zl~,e bnlor~ ,,~,MT~,H 
Network AiV Receivers BIue~oo{h Speaker 



i:~{] 50% Off [.:st Pdce o!: JLab GO Bi(:etoo:h Vvireless ~i Ham:an K.a:do:~ B[ Biue:ooth C,,,er-Es: Heedpi:ones 
...... Headphones ...... for $i9995 

c,u ,8 u,f Lis~ Plice o, JLsb G,_, Biueteeth Halman Kardon BT Blue~ooth uve.~-Bsl 
\z~’..xeless Hesdp~enes Beadghenes fo~ $19995 

Entertainment 
Movies, TV, music, and video games See more 

.X.i 6: ’:~ C~t The MGM F3est of R,smsmw~ ,’:}iu may ...... :Jp t,s 70% off SessoF.,s of True Bioo,:J on [%ID and ~.~lu 

Co:iectior~ {9 Filn;s~ -!a’y 

86% Off The MGM Best of Romance Blu-~sy Up to 70% off Se:~sons of Tn~e Bleed on DVD 
Celiectio~ (9 }:ilms) and Blu-ray 

iqo: New Rebases i~ Vinyl Pre-o:de~ ar.d Get the Bar.k Heist DLC 

For the Home 
Everything from ~itohen to I~ome imp~’oveme~t to pets S.~:e 
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Over 30% Off Select Sh[edders 
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More to Explore 

~’-’i Sbsp Millions c,[ ~ r,sducts and Track dou! F’ackag~-s iXi Nev~-r Miss a Deal With, Ti~e/t, nlasor, !Button App 

,,.,,~, t~,~ Am..o,,/~r,p " " 

Shop Millbns of Products atsd Track You~ .Never Miss a Deal With The Amazer~ I Butten 
Packages ~/~iti~ t~e Amazon App App 

Tt;e~e’s Stili Ti;me to Send a V~ler~tise’s D~y Gift C.~e~t I..ocai Deals o~; the Go 
Card 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febmmy 12, 2014 12:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Classes canceled at lpm Wed; classes canceled, oltices closed Thursday until 1 lam 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

Classes are canceled starting at 1 pm on Wednesday, Feb 12, 2014. Offices will remain open on a regular schedule. (Condition 2) 

On Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014, classes will be canceled; offices will be closed until 11 am (Condition 3) 

Stay tuned for possible updates about operations after 11 a.m. Thursday. 

Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. All other employees are instructed not to 
come to work during this period. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather news on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
through the news media. Unless a change is amaounced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

- (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line [’or recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
- UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
- UNC Department of Public Safety J2~r details including parking lot conditions. 
- Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to commumcate 

The best, most up-to-date source of information will ahvays be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~tnet > 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 1:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special announcement from The Carolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings from The Cal~olina Club! 

Please be sM~ in your travels over the next couple of days as the wintry weather 

descends upon us. 

We will be open for our UNC vs. Duke Men’s Basketball Game Pre-game Butt~t 

tonight so if you axe going to the game please join us for a delicious meal and Tin Heel 

camaraderie. Go Heels! 

Because the weather might alter your personal travel plans, our General Manager, John 
Rodriguez, has declared an Official Extention to our Valentine’s Dining 

celebration. Thal’s right! You can enjoy the same romantic evening with your 
Sweetheart on February 21 st if the 14th is not in the cards for you. So all Husbands, 

Boyfriends. Daddy’s, Grandfatheds and any other gentlemen who what to treat your 

special lady to a night out, we welcome you to call your Club Concierge at 919-962- 

1101 to make your reservations, order roses, and hear all about our $29.95 Steak & 

Lobster dinner feature. 

Please call our from desk at 919-962-1101 for the latest updates on closings or 

delays. You may also follow us on Facebook and Twitter to view the most recent 

aanJlouncnlents. 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Valentine’s Dining 
February 14 AND February 21 I 5:30-9pm I A la Carte pricing 

Wine and dine your ~meone speciaJ with a romantic dinner on the evening that suits 

your schedule! Ask our Club Concierge m help you order roses tbr your sweetie and 

we will deliver to your table. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Duke 

Wednesday, February 12 [ Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 9pm 
The Club will be open for pre game beverage and dining ser~dce in the Grill as well as a 

pie game buffet for $22. The Chth will remain open until one hour after the game ends. 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Pittsburgh "Play 4Kay Pink Game" 

Thursday, February 13 ]Tip Offin Carmichael Arena: 6pro 

Throwback Thursday with half price concessions and pre game DJ spinning music 

from past decades. The Club will be open for dining and beverage service and will 

remain open until 9pm. 

Trivia Night in O’Herron’s Grill 

Thursday, February 13 & 27 [ 7pro 

Stop by after work for great food and great fun. Bring a few friends and prepare to be 



challenged. And remember - Thur~tay nights t~ature 50% offdining and $3 offyour 

favorite cocktai!! 

tlands-on Cooking Class: Pasta 101 
(This is a Passport Even0 

Monday, February 1716pro 

$20 Food, Carolina Wine Society Members [ $35 Non-Group Members 
Join us as our culinary tean~ teaches you how to make fresh pasta at home. A glass of 

wine per person in included. 

Lunch with General Manager 3olm Rodriguez 

Wednesday, February 19[ 12-1pm [Complimentary 
TNs is a great opportunity to hear about new developments happening in your Club 

and to ask anything you have been curious about. Seating is limited to six Members per 

monthly lunch. 

P~Jme Rib & Seafood Night 
Wednesday, Februa~?� 19 15:30pm - 9pro I $23 

Enjoy an exceptional evening at an mnazing value. Includes a house salad, 10 oz. prime 

rib OR fresh seafood entrde, Chefs accompaniments and a glass of signature wine. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dhfing 

UNC vs. Pittsburgh 

Saturday, February- 15 [ Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: lpm 
The Club will be open tbr beverage and dining service in the Grill beginning at 10:30am 

as well as a pre game bufl~t tbr $15. The Club will remain open until 9pm. 

Carolina Women Connecting 

Discussion and presentation on Posifi~ity by Dr. Barbara Fred~Jckson. 

Tuesday, February 18 I 8:30 - 9:30 am 

Carolina Women Connecting is a networking group for women of all ages and 

backgrounds to build new professional and personal relationships at The Carolina 

Club. Monthly meetings include programs meant to motivate, teach and inspire. 

Lunch & Learn 
Thursday, February" 20 ] ll:30am-lpm I $20 includes lunch 

(This is a Passport Event) 
This month’s topic is "Real Estate Investing: the Good, the Bad and the Money" 

presented by Howard Abell, Patrick Curley and Bob Emslie. If you have ever 

considered expanding your horizons to include Real Estate investing in your tinancM 
portfolio, or if you’re simply curious to learn and ask questions of industry 

professionals, please join us. 

WEEKLY DINING FEATURES 

Tuesday 

BOGO Appetizers 

Buy one appetizer, get a second appetizer for free and all draft beers are just $3. 

Wednesday 

$20 Small Plate Night 

Chose any 3 items farm our soup, salad, appetizer or dessert menu selections for just 
$20 plus all House wines are $3 per glass. 

Thursday 

Power Packed Thursdays 50% off Dinner! 
All food selections from our Dfimer Menu are 50% offfor Members and their guest 

and we’ll take $3 offyour favorite cocktail. Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Friday 

Steak & Lobster Night at the Club 

Enjoy a 3 course Steak & Lobster Dinner (choice of soup or salad. 5 oz. Lobster Tail 

& 4 oz. Filet and Dessert) tbr only $29.95 per person and all bottle beers are j ust 

$2.50. Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Evening Hors D’oeuvres 

In addition to these features, the Club offers free Hols D’oeuvres 5pro - 7pro nightly in 

the (kill. So start your New Year offright when you come in, rela:,x meet your friends 
and fellow Members and enjoy all that the Club has to offer. 

Member Passport 



Make it your New Year’s Resolution to come into the Club m~d use your Member 

Passtx)rt olt~rs betbre they expire at the end of March! 

The Carolina Club will run these great weekly Member value otI~rs through the end of 

March. 

Please reply to this email or call 919-962-1101 to RSVP for any of these events. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at Clubeorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 1:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Update: Classes canceled at 1 p.m. Wed., offices open until 5 p.m.; classes canceled m~d oltices closed Thurs. until 11 a.m. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

To clarify the decision about Umversity operations, classes are canceled starting at 1 p.m on Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 (Condition 2) Starting at 5 pm. on Wednesday, offices will be 
closed (Condition 3) 

On Thursday, Feb 13, 2014, classes will be canceled until 11 a.m and ofi)ces will be closed until 11 a.m. (Condition 3) 

A decision about operations after 11 am Thursday will be made based on the most current weather conditions and will be communicated in a timely manner. Arrangements to make up 
missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. All other employees are instructed not to 
come to work during this period. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather news on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
through the news media. Unless a change is aunounced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line [’or recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety ]2~r details including parking lot conditions. 
° Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Classes canceled, otfices closed EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY (Condition 3) 

Cla sses canceled, offices closed EFFECTIVE D~IMEDIATEL Y (Condition 3) 

02/12/14, 1:50 p.m. 

Cla sses canceled, offices closed EFFECTIVE D~IMEDIATEL Y (Condition 3) 

This announcement overrides previous announcements today about University operations The department of public safety urges everyone to exercise caution when leaving campus or 
moving about on campus Condition 3 (classes canceled, offices closed) will remain in eIt’ect until 11 a.m. Thursday. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the Umversity’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. Other employees are responsible tbr their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverlm~ent closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 

(919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
UNC Department uf Public Safety for details including parking [ut cunditiuns. 
Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival tnnes 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is nut an instant source of infurmatiun as part of the 12niversity’s notificatiun prucess The University’s Alert Carulina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-tu-date suurce ufinformatiun will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraJy@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 6:39 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ECNL Texas Rosters and Schedule Available 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,cam <store-news@amazon,cam> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 3:37 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

"Wooden: A Coach’s Life": New Book For You 

Find Great Deals on Millions of items Storewide toilo~ ~,s [] [] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Miluar <Warren Milnar@mail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 12:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Training Techniques for Soccer Teams 

Coach Anson 

Competitive soccer teams start with the best athletes. Dynamic, soccer specific training can take your team to another level. 

Make sure you are maximizing your soccer team’s athletic potential this year. 

These Cuttina Edcle Soccer Drills Will Make a Huae Difference 

These exercises are being done by many Pro, College and High School teams to win championships! 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResponse! ] 



S6ii~i S aturd ~Brua i20i~i 07P 

Subject, ..................................... ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Have You Checked Into iSoccer Today? 

The new iSocce~ Check tn game launched 5 weeks ago is taking off! Pfayers from Maine to 

Hawaii to Fforida lo Canada a~e Checking In everyday and earning points and getting better! 

So how does it work... 

Da~y Cheelk In, Check hs everyday on our new L,,::.9.~!:.S~.i..%,<.(.},b.:.!~..,. £:: iS.;occer Check i!l Game 

!,!!:’!y.) or updated tZtZt:~t:[!’.!~?.,.:tii~.9.~?.~’!’!:,.~’#’.!:’! when practicing, 

playing, or watching soccer 

Pho~.o Proof’; Prove to your teammates, friends and coaches 

that you are really practicing with a photo. 

. Poi~ts: Ofcoursel You get points eves/time you Checkqnl 

Awesome New Pa~t~ersbip: In the next few weeks, we have 

an exciting partnership announcement with .?..~’,!;-!,~!-i!i:.~;-!,!!:’?. 

Without getting into the details - We think it takes the iSoccer 

Check In game to the next level and we hope you do to 

So what are you waiting for - Check in todayl 

As always, share how you Play iSoccer with us @ Soccer on Twitted 

Game On’, 

Scot[ - The ,~Soccet G~sy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oliviacamera2016@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

oliviacamera2016@gmail.com 

Monday, February 17, 2014 8:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FC Virginia ECNL Goalkeeper Olivia Camera 2016 

Hello Coaches Donance and Ducar~ 

I really hope you me looking for a keeper for 2016! I know you get a ton of emails, but ifyoffre plmming on attending the ECNL event in Dallas, I hope you’ll be able 

to stop by and watch one of my games and see if I’m the type of player you could see fitting into your program. 

Below is nay schedule. I’ll be playing the 1 st ha]f of game one, 2nd half of game two, mad 1st ha]fofgmne three as well as my coach con’tact intbmmtion if you would 

like to get any further inlbnnafion on me. Also attached is my recruiting profile, M~ich has a little bit more intbrmation a]~. 

Head Coaeh FC Virginia: Terry FolO, 
Teny.foley@~virginia.com 

703-307-9252 

Goalkeeper Coach: ~like Ammann 

Mike@247gk.com 

571-233-5853 

Fri, Feb 21 - FC Virginia ECNL vs. FC Bucks ECNL @ 10:00 a.m. on Rolling Hills #13 1st HaJf 

Sat, Feb 22 FC Vi~inia ECNL vs. Washington Premier ECNL @ 2:00 p.m. on Rolling Hills 13 2nd Half 

Sun, Feb 23 FC Virginia ECNL vs. Michigan Hawks ECNL @ 12:00 p.m. on Rolling Hills #11 I s~t Half 

I really hope you can make it by’. Thanks again! 

Olivia Camera - Goalkeeper Class o./’2016 FC ~ ~rginia ECNL 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Make Arrest After Home Invasion 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Make Arrest Alter Home Invasion 

Town of Chapel Hill Police has released the tbllowing infomaation: 

At 12:36 a.m. Wednesday (Feb. 19), the Chapel Hill Police Depaltment responded to a report of a burgla~z in progress at a residence on Cotton Street in Chapel Hill. When officers alTived at 
the residence, they saw the suspect running away. He was apprehended after a brief foot pursuit. 

Initial investigation has revealed that the suspect entered the residence through an unlocked or open window, and became involved in a scuffle with the residents During the scuffle, the 
suspect fired a single shot from a handgun, which struck a wall. 

No one was injured by the gunshot, although minor injuries resulting from the scuffle were suffered by the residents, one of whom reported being a UNC student. 

The suspect was transported to UNC Hospital by Orange County EMS with injuries that are not believed to be life threatening. 

Warrants have been obtained charging Maalik Antonio Bums, 21,305 Snow Crest Trail, Durham, NC, with First Degree Burglary, Assault with a Deadly Weapon, and Inju~’ to Personal 
Proper~z. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigatinn into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. U~’;C students hying on or off-campus are reminded to lock all residence doors and windows and to take measures to enhance personal and proper~ securi~z. For a list of 
additional safe~ tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~v.alertcarolina.unc.edu/~oidoc/1395i1762999/ 

About ]nformathmal Messages: ’]?he University sends an ]nformathmal Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of commtmication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Olympic Spirit 

Click to view this email in a browser 

lhe Olympic Spirit 
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BOOK CHRIS FOR A MARCH 2014 EVENT AND 

RECEIVE $300 OFF TOTAL COST FOR 1 SHOWAND 

$100 OFF EACH ADDITIONAL SHOW BOOKED ON THE 

SAME DAY 

*OFFER NOT VALID ON ALREADY BOOKED PROGRAMS, OFFER 

CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS~ OFFER 

EXPIRES MARCH 31ST, 2014, 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@mailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:32 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJcolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings from The Carolina Club, 

We hope you are enjoying the beautiful spring-like weather today! It’s a welcome 

change from last week’s wintry blast. 

We’re enioying a busy week on campus and here at The Carolina Club. We have Prime 

Rib and Seafood. Men’s and Women’s Basketball games, Classic Movie Night. a Beer 

Tasting and Baseball Season is now under way" as well so there is truly something for 

everyone. 

In addition, General Manager, John Rodriguez has declared an Official Extension to our 

Valentine’s Dining celebration. That’s right! If your Valentine plans were postponed due 

to last week’s winter storm, you can enjoy the same romantic evening with your 
sweetheart on February 21 st. So for anyone who would like to treat your special 

someone to a night out, we welcome you to call our Club Concierge at 919-962-1101 

to make your reservations. 

We’ll see you in the Club’. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Prime Rib & Seafood Night 
TONIGHT! VCednesday, February 19 15:30pm - 9pm I $23 

Enjoy an exceptional evening at an amazing value. Includes a house salad. 10 oz. prime 

rib OR t?esh seafood entree, Chef’s accompanimems and a glass of signature wine. 

Lunch & Learn 

Real Estate Investing: the Good, the Bad and the Money 
Thursday, February 20 I ll:30am-lpm [ $20 includes lunch 

(This is a Passport Event) 

Presentation by Howard Abell, Patrick Curley aim Bob Emslie. If you have ever 

considered expanding your horizons to include Real Estate investing in your financial 

portfolio, or if you’re simply curious to learn and ask questions ofindusto~ professionals. 

please join us. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UNC vs. Duke 
Thursday, EebruaD 20 [ Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 9pm 

The Carolina Club will serve a pre game butt~t for $22 and we will remain open until 

one hour after the game ends. 

Valentine’s Dining 
Efiday, EebrumT 21 15:30-9pm I ~ la Cm~e pricing 

General Manager, John Rodriguez has declared an official extension to Valentine’s Day,! 

If you missed taking your sweetheart out because of the wintry, weather, we’ve got your 

covered. Wine and dine your someone special with a romantic dinner at Th Carolina 



Club and remember that Friday is also Steak and Lobster Night. Ask our Club 

Concierge to help you order roses for your sweetie and we roll deliver to your table. 

Classic Movie Night 

SINGIN’ IN THE R~IN 
Friday, February 21 I Dinner, a ramie and lively discussion 

6-6:45pm ] IntToduction and conversation with Michad Homblow 

7pro I Three-course dinner served while you enjoy the film 
Treat your Valentine to dinner and a movie! Michael Homblow’s father, Arthur 

Homblow, Jr., was one of the great M-G-M producers, and Michael remembers the 

studio and great musicals made there. Michael will share Ns insights in his inlroduction of 

"Singin’ in the Rain" starring Gene Kelly; Debbie Reynolds and Donald O’Connor. 

Beer Tasting - American Beer S~/es 

(This is a Passport Event) 

Friday, February 21 16pro Welcome Social 16:30pro Tasting 

$15 Carolina Wine Society Members ] $25 Non-Group Members 

Learn the histoly of American beer sVles and how events such as Prohibition, the 

World Wars and the legalization of homebrewing helped shape the beers we enjoy 

today. Light hors d’oeuvres mid six beer samples will be provided. 

Men’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 

UNC vs. Wake Forest 

Saturday, February 221 Tip Offin the Dean E. Smith Center: 12pro 

The Club will be open at 9:30am for pre game beverage and dining ~rvice in the Grill as 

well as a pre game buffet for $15. The Club will remain open until 9pm. 

Women’s Basketball Pre Game Dining 
UNC vs. Virginia Tech 

Sunday, February 231Tip Offin Carmichael Arena: 2pro 

Sunday Funday Gmne featuring Rameses’ Birthday PaW mid Carolina Kids Club Day! 

The Carolina Club will be open for pre game dining service in the C~ll from 11:30am- 
2pro. 

Progressive Bridge Club 

Tuesday, February 25 [ l:30-Spm 

Plea~ join us’. The Bridge Club welcomes Members of all skill levels. Paxticipatlon is 

complimentary. Although we t~ to keep the rules of bridge, there is not a serious 

attitude involved. We hope to see you at our next meeting! 

Pasta with Purpose 

Benefiting UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Wednesday, February 26 15:30-9pm 

Adults - $11 ] Kids 6 to 12 - $6 [ Clfildren 5 & under complinlentary 

Experience casual dining at an anmzing value! While you enjoy a buffet of saJad, garlic 

bread, pasta primavera, pasta with meat sauce, and ice cream, you can be comforted to 
know that you are contributing $10 of the $11 to a help raise funds and awareness for 

cmacer fighting research right here in our communi~. 

Business Builders Morning Meeting 

Thursday, February 27 [ 7:30-8:30am 

Stay intbrmed on current issues and network with fellow Members. Open to all! For a 

complete listing of businesses ready to serve Members, please log onto our website and 

open the Member Business Directou. 

Trivia Night in O’Herron’s Grill 

Thursday, February 2717-9pro 

Stop by after work for great food and great fun. Bring a few friends and prepare to be 

challenged. And remember - Thursday- nights feature 50% offdining and $3 offyour 

favorite cocktail! 

Real Estate Forum Lunch 

Friday, February 28 

11:30am-lpm ] A la Carte pricing for lunch 

All are welcome. ’][’he discussion is general in nature and you do not have to be in the 

industW to participate. If you have a partJ~cular interest, question, or just want to leed11, 

please join us. 

Frid ay Night Live! 

Friday, February 2816:30-8:30pm in the Grill 

Musician this month is N~ard \Voodard 



Live music from local artists along with $2.50 bottles of Domestic and Imlyorted Beers! 

Stop in a£ter work and stay tbr a relaxed evening of dinner and music. Reservations are 

not required in O’Herron’s Grill; seating is first come, tist served. 

Tar Heel Baseball 
The Diamond Heels are back in action! 
Following a 3rd place finish in the College World Series last season, we are pumped to 

see this talented temn deliver this year. Always remember that The Carolina Club is the 

place to be for pre-game and post-game dining. Go Heels! 

Upcoming at Boshamer Stadium: 

Friday, Februa~ 21 Xavier 3pm 

Saturday, Februa~ 22 Xavier 2pm 

Sunday, February, 23 Xavier lpm 

Tuesday, February 25 Appalachi~m State 3pm 

Friday, February 28 North Florida 3pm 
Saturday, March 1 North Flori& 2pm 

Sunda55 March 2 North Florida lpm 

WEEKLY DINING FEATURES 

Tuesday 

BOGO Appetizers 
Buy one appetizer, get a second appetizer for free and all draft beers are just $3. 

Wednesday 

$20 Small Plate Night 

Chose any 3 items from our soup, salad, appetizer or dessert menu selections for just 

$20 plus all House wines are $3 per glass. 

Thin,lay 

Power Packed Thursdays 50 % off Dinner! 

All food selections from our Dirmer Menu are 50% offfor Members and their guest and 

we’ll take $3 offyour favorite cocktail. Reservations are stl~ongly recommended. 

Friday 

Steak & Lobster Night 

Enjoy a 3 course Steak & Lobster Dinner (choice of soup or salad, 5 oz. Lobster Tail 

& 4 oz. Filet and Dessert) tbr only $29.95 per person and all bottle beers are j ust 

$2.50. Reservations are strongly recommended. 

Evening Hors D’oeuvres 

In addition to these features, the Club offers free Hors D’oeuvres 5pm - 7pm nightly in 

the Grill. So sta(t your New Year offright when you come in, relax meet your friends 
and fellow Members and enjoy all that the Club has to offer. 

Member Passport 
Make it your New Yeaa?s Resolution to come into the Club and use your Member 
Passport offers belbre they expire at the end of March! 

Please reply to this email or call 919-962-1101 to RSVP tbr any of these events. 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.ma;ketinghq.net;, 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:22 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Duke Game Followup 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKERS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

You now have 276 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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Subject 

Request Fe!M utual Benefit Proposal 

5 Easy Ways for Weight Less 

It Stad:ed Moving After this News 

?-t ";;," ~" ’t:~t 

~2 

goerfa330~wdnt592@21 cn.COM 

Its momentum could be just starting 

New P!educl: for Weight Loss 

~q 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Span’, }r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~°~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~o~eguit~.net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii *e~we~,.oet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii cg~j~gj,.og~t~.co,. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,.,~;r,i~, ~,~el,e~l,~m ,.’ore 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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~yrdudthfffxddh(q..’126.com 
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~!!~.~t,~.P.~-~z~!~.~ ~!~=~.,~’~ ~.,;~-!Lr~!r~~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



nt.~drqee@,,~k~amjz~,,,corr~ ~),.t’~:~!:~!~4".~Lai Retease ~ Al~e~,: De~ete 

........................... ij@ dvx (," rr ~R’..,~Z~ ...................................... : ............................ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............................. 

Re,ease ~ AlfOW Delete 
ri.Sulk734@911pcguy.~.oom New Prociuc.~ fo!Weicjilt Loss 

Allow Do,~’~in Block Bfo~k Do~-nain 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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~ubl;enny Superstar. IL% back and on High Aled 
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5 Easy Ways for Weight Loss 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Q Q C 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii cdZr~.,4.,¢aa~ka._.e~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ’,~a~,,’,~%’sa~a,,~et 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii h~,~t~,ada~,~.’,rg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii eo~mi~a~g~ny~.’.’~e, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii train,o~’~inta~,e~a,cemp,ancepaoe, cam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii e~a~.’,h~,~g~e~ab,;~g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii vh~soteez~o~iy~ace~ 

5 Easy Ways for Weight Loss 

Live Webinar on Understanding A~ribute Acceptance Sampling including Z! .4 

and c=:0 Plans 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~y,-dudt~-,~ddh~E26.ooo~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~d~,~,vi~ov,,q,~o~,.o,g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ...... v"~" "~+ ..... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

,~,I r:o~v ~c~,,..o, y 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oj~mhy~.h~nn~kop.no~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .~..~..=~py~,=,.~t 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii zv~yj~.~r~o~n 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :~,~,..~,,:o= 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~yhju~,~vu=~.~o~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~=°~"°~°="=~°°~°~°~" 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii =~:oop,~,..~b~0,~gm~,.~o~= 

2-day In-person Seminar on Applying i80!497! and 1EC62304 -A guide to 

practical Risk Management 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii g,g~by~ss@gm=iloom ,n,,o,~oopy ~*’~,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,,,,,,,,,-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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5 Easy Ways for Weight Loss 
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Live Webinar on Understanding A~ribute Acceptance Sampling including Z! .4 
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32 New @lessages :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You no,,, have 317 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,;g~g~gi~og,,<~;~l~6,,:o~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~y,-~u~,,-,,~,,,,~126 oon~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,o,-,~,,s,~,oo,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .,’tyrdudthfffxddh@126oom 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ao~,o~,o,a,,~o, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,,ga~,;~,,,~,yb ,,~,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~Y~°~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~J";’~°°~° 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~u’<ohzCa’<oam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s i~,,zo~yo~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii o~,-,y,~,<~,~o,-k~oot 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii <;h,.~og~,a~,~6606~4<:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii zo~<,v~,~si~aoo 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii j~,~mm~i~zo~g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Release ~ stl~ov.<, o~.~.~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
AIIot.~Oornail+~ f~locl~ B~ockOomairl 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~.tt~.P.s-t~:r~!s.t !}!s=~.’,tk ~f.,,~’!~.r~.rss~fst iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

!~tt~.~s..<. ~r~s~s~. ~,.t!~:+z ~!,-.<s.<t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ ’tttm.~!4r~ss.t~.ttr~ ~.tm~ ~!s~<~..Q<TsT~!r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~.tt~.P.s-t~:r~!s.t !}!s=~.’,tk ~f.,,~’!~.r~.rss~fst iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

!~tt~.~s..<. ~r~s~s~. ~,.t!~:+z ~!,-.<s.<t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ ’tttm.~!4r~ss.t~.ttr~ ~.tm~ ~!s~<~..Q<TsT~!r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AIIot.~Oornail+~ f~locl~ B~ockOon~airl iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~ ..... ~ ,xl~<,,,,, ~t~. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AIIo’,,~ Ooi~’=~ifl =Block Bleofc Oor/l~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

&tto..<.,~.o..c0.~.~.t~ ~.to.~ ~!~<..X..o.<Tf.~.:~.!r: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ ~,l~,,>,, ~,~t<; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Ooll’~,3in Block tfook Oof-~l,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!’~!s..<,.tT.~ L><.?s:~rS. ~!S.o.:<~ Q.:-tt~t~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ ~l~o~,, o~,~<; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Ooll’~,3in Block tfook Oof-~l,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!’~!s..<,.tT.~ L><.?s:~rS. ~!S.o.:<~ Q.:-tt~t~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ ~l~o~,, o~,~<; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Ooll’~,3in Block tfook Oof-~l,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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~eleas~. ~ stl~ov.<, o~.~.~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~llo,,+ oo,,,~,~,~ ~lo<;l~ ~<><;~ oo,,,~,~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

f~.~ls..<,.~..~.~. !.><.~t.o..rf. ~!.Lo.).~: Q.~-tt~t~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~!!::t~.~x.P.:-tm~!:.t .s.!.~.r-~ ~.Lo.~.c~.o.r.<:~..~.~t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You no,,, have 317 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii j~,~mm~i~zo~g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Release ~ stl~ov.<, o~.~.~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
AIIot.~Oornail+~ f~locl~ B~ockOomairl 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~.tt~.P.s-t~:r~!s.t !}!s=~.’,tk ~f.,,~’!~.r~.rss~fst iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

!~tt~.~s..<. ~r~s~s~. ~,.t!~:+z ~!,-.<s.<t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ ’tttm.~!4r~ss.t~.ttr~ ~.tm~ ~!s~<~..Q<TsT~!r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

!~tt~.~s..<. ~r~s~s~. ~,.t!~:+z ~!,-.<s.<t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ ’tttm.~!4r~ss.t~.ttr~ ~.tm~ ~!s~<~..Q<TsT~!r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AIIot.~Oornail+~ f~locl~ B~ockOon~airl iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~ ..... ~ ,xl~<,,,,, ~t~. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AIIo’,,~ Ooi~’=~ifl =Block Bleofc Oor/l~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

&tto..<.,~.o..c0.~.~.t~ ~.to.~ ~!~<..X..o.<Tf.~.:~.!r: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ ~,l~,,>,, ~,~t<; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Ooll’~,3in Block tfook Oof-~l,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!’~!s..<,.tT.~ L><.?s:~rS. ~!S.o.:<~ Q.:-tt~t~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ ~l~o~,, o~,~<; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Ooll’~,3in Block tfook Oof-~l,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!’~!s..<,.tT.~ L><.?s:~rS. ~!S.o.:<~ Q.:-tt~t~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ ~l~o~,, o~,~<; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Ooll’~,3in Block tfook Oof-~l,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~eleas~. ~ stl~ov.<, o~.~.~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~llo,,+ oo,,,~,~,~ ~lo<;l~ ~<><;~ oo,,,~,~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~eleas~. ~ stl~ov.<, o~.~.~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~llo,,+ oo,,,~,~,~ ~lo<;l~ ~<><;~ oo,,,~,~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

f~.~ls..<,.~..~.~. !.><.~t.o..rf. ~!.Lo.).~: Q.~-tt~t~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~!!::t~.~x.P.:-tm~!:.t .s.!.~.r-~ ~.Lo.~.c~.o.r.<:~..~.~t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AIIot.~Oornail+~ f~locl~ B~ockOomairl iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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AIIow Dornai,-, ~locl, B~ockDomai,s 
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rtyrdudl:hrffxddh@126.com ~d~ ~{~t{- 
Release ~ AllOW Delete 
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cgfjgjgjvcgdfb@126.com ~,:,~,:1{~,%~ Re,~as~ ~ Aliow D~t~t~; 
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~i~es in¢oi~,,,,~.1 Delete All 

~ ~ ate ~ian ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~ ~ir~ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,...ah...,~@.,~,~,~,~ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet brow~r: 
https://~isvi~eeduca~n.qn~jtrics.c~m/WRQua~tricsSurveyEngine/?Q°SS=5v~T~S~FKDmrH 0IBfBimXuTO4Up7& -1 

Follow the lil~k to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 

Best, 

Meg Hancock, Ph.D. Matt Huml 
University’ of Louisville University’ of Louiswille 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

YOU now have 353 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1~:,~i ~i ~:F’ Ill4 :z; Z:9t. 

Get Slim Without the Gym 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spar~ }nco~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~°~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~i~v,~b~.~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m~i~o.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tevh,u~vy~.~.o~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,~,~,~,,~,’i~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,~w~y,;em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .~mlt~,,,,,~o~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii EXbhVKPOH530@affinityfamiiymedioine corn 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii zzz.qk~:xr@i;maunet 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~m 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

rtyrdudthfffxddh(q#126.com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii kk@umorfi:Lcom 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m,~m~wl~e, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~ #.t~tr~. ~!~.~t~ r~.<t~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~t<~. ~#~ ~.t!#:¢x £,!~..~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Release ~ Allow De~ete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Release ~ Allow De,eta iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AIIo’,~ Dol’nain 81ock Block FJomrBn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~< ..... ~ A~o~,, B~,~t,, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Bol~’~in Block Blo{:k Bern,sir~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~< ..... ~ A~o~,, B~,~,, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Bol~’~in Block Blo{:k Bern,sir~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~< ..... ~ A~o~,, B~,~,, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Bol~’~in Block Blo{:k Bern,sir~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

A,o,~ ~o,.~,~,~ B~o,;~ B~,,,;k uo.,~,B, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Release ~ Al~¢~-,, De,eta iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~t~.P.~z~!~.~ ~D.~’~ ~.~’!~.r~rt~r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii zfqw~eb@t~cclnet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~h~@vk~h,’..’~y,,e~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tc~,~hth~xc,,v~o~,’~.cam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tc~,~hth~xc,,,,~o~,’~.cam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tc~,~hth~xc,,,,~o~,’~.cam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii o,o~k,’~o,~ans~k~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii + P, ........................... !,yrdudthffgxddh@128 (:orr~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii c<~j,~j:,c~.~Q~com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~. ~S ...................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: cgfjgjgjvcgdfb@126.com 

)~%: ~,~ Re~eas~; R~S~t. AI~ r~]~;~ 

zcxPsaYep824@aribaimpo.,’t.com br Flat belly science start blasting tat 
Ret~w~se ~ Allow D~;~et~ 

Allow Domain BIg, cl~ B~ockBomain 

Fi~es i~coasiag Delete All 

From                                                           ;’~b~ect 



i i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~i~iiiii~i~i~iiiiiii~iiiiii~iiii~iii~iiiiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~par~, i~r~,o~ir, g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~hl;rnigac@j,’::o:fnet 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~Lgy,o~@~,~oeozenne~ne,en.n, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii og~j~gjvog~t~@.~.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii wotn~m.~yjb.or~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,’~.~O~,~-...,,:,nt.~.d~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~u~.a~.~y~aioet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii h~@.,.×~erg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~a~a:a~y,~,~anwmer~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a,rme~ho’.s.oemanerthern~.a,rme~ho’.s.oem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~.~,~!~,~ ~!~.~ ~!.~-!~.r~r~i~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

It based and ready for more 52 week highs? 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Eat Up, Siinl Down Start your healthy weight iourney today! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~.~P’/@~YV,~%~!~ @~!~:~?,%?: h: Retea~e ~ AI~o~-; De~ete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Get Sii!’¢l ~’iihout ihe Gy!Yl 

Re~.ase ~ Allow Delet~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.tto..~z~.o.:s:~.~ ~.to.~ ~!~,s..~,,’.~.~:::!r: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ - ~ ,~ ~ ,: :~-/,~- ~. ,;,~, =+. ,. Re~ease ~ Alfew Delete ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Allow Don’~in Block Bleak Bern,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
WAr cH ,eS 

~!!~=~.~r~!~.~ ~!~.~ ~}.~h.~-~r~}~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii cg%j~jvc~dfb@126.oom ~ 
Re~eas~ ~ Alf~w D~t~t~; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,o,,~ ~o,~-,,~n S~o~k ~o,~ ~o~-~.~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii rtyrdudthfffxddh@126com ~.: ~Z:.~{. ~e.~e.~!~£ ~d=’~. ,5.tb’=’:~’Z Ph!~-~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,,~e ,,,~o,~,,~ Delete A, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ra=eigh~Nc(June~20~3)Ne~hCare"nafeetba"ceechLarryFed~raa~engWithDavidcutcHffe(Duke)~DaveD~eren(NCState)~JirnGr~be iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii (wakeFerest)~Ruffin~cNeiH(EestCsre~ina)sndSc~ttSatterne~d(Appa~achisnState)wi~cemetegetherferenenightinthenemeefcharity.The iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Deaerry Foundation. Proceeds raised are divided between the charities that each coach chooses to support, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Guests will be treated te a cecktail receptien, a dinner pregram emceed by living legend and fermer "Meice ef the Ter Heels" Weedy Durham, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii entertainment, feetbell highlight videes end cemments frem each ef the ceaches¯ The event else feetures live end silent auctiens¯ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Sponsor tables and individual tickets are now on sale for the event, but are limited¯ The more tickets and tables purchased by fans of each of the :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: schools, th ........... y that will go t .... ds that particul ...... h’s charity. For inf ..... ti .... isit www. N orthCarolinaCoach ........ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08¯13 :;~’)~’2.,Z.iF:::i:L;:~:,~,i:,i:,i~i vs. Wofford(Scrimmage) 6:00PIVl iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................... Ben(Exhibition) TBA iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08¯22     ;:;i.!.:’:i: i.::.::::::::::!:= 

vs Michigan State (Exhibition) 5:00PM 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08¯23 :N~:::.:i~i:’i:; ::::::::.::.m vs. Santa Clara 5:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08¯24 [y]:i:.=:~=.:iL~i:i.:~:.~:~::i:=: vslndiana(Exhibition) 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08.28 ,;~ ............ ,~.:~:::, ................ - vsvcu 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iXi UploadedAd iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~ 

iXi 2012-2013Yearin Pictures iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~ MBB:Bricedoh .... 

S ..... Update 2012-2013YearinPict .... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii TarHeelTrivia, WedneedayJu,yl0, 2013 Tueeday,Jul9 Tueeday,Ju,9 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i W:~:ici~i’ic.’.:E:::] ~:.!ui::i~i.i,:,..;E:::] i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Wednesday, Ju110 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~?~:~:~ ,.::,~:r~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i UploadedAd iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii [~!i FordNewsletter iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You now have 365 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 11:08 AM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Early Bird Special: Sign Up For GoHeelsTV, Save 20%! 

Sign Up For GoHeelsTV, Save 
20% On An Annual Subscription! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii annua~ photo day from ~:~0-4 p m and some areas of the stadium w,~ have restricted access unt, Meet The ~ee~s begins at ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii p.m. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

A Carolina Kids Zone will be located in the east end of Kenan Stadium with inflatable games and other activities for kids of all ages 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

and will remain open until 6 p.m. 
~~ 

Free Carolina football trading cards, schedule cards and posters will be available while supplies last iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Concession stands and restroom facilities on the north and south sides will be open ~~::::::::::::::: 

Public parking is available for $5 per car in the RamsHead Deck and the new Bell Tower Deck, and for free in the Craige, Cardinal 

and Jackson parking decks off Manning Drive. 

The UNC Kids Club will hold its annual kickoff event at 3 p.m. in the Blue Zone Concourse Club For more information on joining 

the UNC Kids Club, go to GoHeels corn 

In case of inclement weather, stay tuned to GoHeels corn for updated information. 

SOCC ~.-.R 

2o13 Ca,olina Soccer Season Tickets are on sale now! Don’t miss any ofthe action at Fetzer Field this Fa, as the Carolina iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Men’s and Women’s Soccerteamstake the pitch for another great season¯ By iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
purchasing a seasonticket, save40%offthe individualgame priceand receive iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
exclusive season ticket holder benefits including a commemorative stadium iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
seat cushion and a commemorative stadium cup with a voucher for a free drink iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
ateach gameoftheseason! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Pricesare$30eachfora Men’sSoccerseasonticketand $27fora Women’s iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Soccer season ticket¯ The men will play 10 matches at home this Fall while 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
the women will play 9, so click here to get yourtickets today and come join iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
funofCarolinaSoccerinChapelHillthisseason! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vs. Wofford(Scrimmaga) 6:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 08.13 ii(yLV:¯!’!!!i!.(!!L::i!~:!:::::::!i~ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 0817 
i:,~i!:i:’=’i:!.: .................. " vsEIon(Exhibitian) TBA 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~: 

%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~ 8:00~M iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08.22 i:.:i.~i:~:~:~i:.i:~:.~?::~:H!i vs. Michigan State (Exhibition) ........................................................................................................ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:i~:::::~:.:~i]ii’.::;i:.:~:i,~!:’~::’~::’i:.:. vsSantaClara 5:00PM 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08.24 

!?:i~,q:!i.i:i::::~::i~::i~i!!! vs. Indiana (Exhibition) 7:00 PM 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:59 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re-Watch the 74-66 Victory Over #5 Duke on GoHeels TV! 

Watch the 74-66 Victow Over #5 Duke 
NOW on GoHeels TV! 

% 
© 2014 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ArbiterSports <messaging@aacbitel~ports.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 3:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[ArbiterSports.com] Game Reminder: Spring College Soccer, DI W gaJne at Duke University on 3/1/2014 Sat 11:00 AM 

Anson Dolrance, you have a gmne coming up soon! Below are the details. 

GrouplD: 102475 

Game Number: 17184 

Game Status: Normal 

Date & Time: 3/1/2014 Sat 11:00 AM 
Sport & Level: Spring College Soccer, DI W 

Site: Duke University 

Home: Duke 

Away: UNC 

Referee: Daniel Burgle, BurakDaniel@miMspring.com, 919-812-6734 

APe Hudson Owens, hudsongsc9@aol.com, 336-317-7755 

SAP,: Brian Saucedo, bsauce@sbcglobal.nek 817-907-0934 
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i:~:ii  plying for co,,ege financ,a, aid ,s one ofthe fewthings 
in life that may be even more confusing and complicated 

than taxes. It involves getting together loads of financial 

information, learning an alphabet soup of acronyms, 

and understanding how the financial aid system works¯ 
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Train Heroic Tip of The Week: 

¯ ie Right To Vo.r Face            Enem, 
i ~~~ 

2~ 

TO Show 

"~:ii 

E eO n Exam ies :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Y P g P The :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............. Fastest Growing Sport :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
TOU MOW ~,,ompet|t|ve Nil Levels . . 
........ in NCAA History o.  o,,ege  a..e 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

o 
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with insights on Recruiting that particular inaugural year(2012)there were just 16 teams, 

night¯ The show was at an Applebee’s, last year we saw 29 participate and this spring 

so we all got to eat a meal before air in its third season 41 different universities will 

time have funded women’s beach volleyball teams 

[ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

If you want to learn more about the recruiting process, 





From! Amaz ~ f! 8 om <sto re~ ew ~ ~! a~ ~ ~ ~ N:> 

S i S~ rrai~ ~S <ai~s°@~sJ!g~du> 

Subj~ veSJi~ t~Tamiai ~i~ }liao@ ; ii gila N ~}~ 

% 

1 ............................................................................................................ N:: Amazoncom gou~Amazo~co~ Toda,~".sOeas SeeA ~g~artme~te 

Anson Dorrance, 
Amazer,.com has new recommendat~ons tor yeu based on items you purchased orteid us you ewn 

i 

You Save: $3.70 (19%) 

’An outstanding work trle [soccer] book of trle decade~’ --Sunday 

Business Postin\,e~ing the Pyramid is a ,’:~:~-~.~;..!~!2[?. 

............................................................................................ 

i$i$ililiiii ii; :+:i :: :i::::::: :,:: :: ! i:~ iiiiiiill 

ii~iiiiii~iiiiiiiii~iiiii~ii!i~iiiii!iiiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

by Jona[ha~ \Niiso~ 

List Price: ~I 8 99 

Price: $15,2.9 

by Pc, Bronson 

Price: 

O!;e o~ l:ha me~l: infit~erfi:iai b:lok’~ about children aver ~)di)hsi]ed .,’~ud:ure 

$1&oo 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, Febma~ 28, 2014 6:22 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Environment Health and Safety-<no reply@unc.edtr~ 

Friday, Februa15~ 28, 2014 3:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message from Environment, ttealth and SalTety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Albert, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/compliaaace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 

notification that you have EHS training and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:/iitsapps.unc.eduiEHSi and with your login the system 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for your prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, ttealth And SM~ty 

UNC-Ctt Environment, Health and SM~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



iSoccer Rewards are starting to be earned by players around the ::.~ ~.;:-,..,c~.,,    . 

count.ryt Huge congrats to the f~rst player ever to earn a Soccer corn ;iii:::;:~iii"::i::~:[:*~:’’:’, ~ 

reward on iSoccer: Megan is a 9 year ofd girl from Efkridge, 

Maryland and she is acing to get a cool new soccer t-shirt’. 

Th~ concept is simple: Earn 55 credit at SocceLcom whiL getting 

better at socced #awinwin 

Awesome App "k "k "k "k ~ [Feb 28, 201.# 

’"This app is perfect for any pfayer who wanls extra practice! Plus with 

the addition of th~ ~oc~er.com avt ard~, thi~ app i~ just e, ~n more -- --- 

awesome as before’." 

ApNe users: Login to or down~oad !:ii~’!~}:~}:~s!..,,’.-:.!!~:!~’!!2.(!~": 

AndroidlWeb ~sers: Access .~.[:-"-.Y.!~-,~’!~::~::~’!!2f-.’.:f?:[Z’,’. o~ your browser 

Are We Teaching Our Kids GRIT? 
f wanted ~o~-,.hare this very.,,~-h,.hort TED talk by Dr. Angola Duc~vorth~ and her        ~,.tudy of ’GRIT" tt 

truly is a must watch for anyone that., wants to help kids be more confident, persistent and 

tough. (And it re,~nforoes so rn41ch of w:hat,~Socoet bdieves in~) Hope you e~joy Scot[ 

iSoccer Founder 

i iN : :c~:.~-~ 5! ,:~ 201 ¢.(:::’-2~: ~4 :~ ::- ;0 i:~,,~ 3 

Facebook Comment or~ iSoccer by !’:!.f:,.[i!!.!t!K[?...[!.!!!fi!..:!:’i?~!f!f?.[..~i::[!~!!~!.of North Carolina: 

"We Jove to watch our kids play wid~ effo~¢ and growdT, and to help dTern understand that 

~.~flure is OK, if they use L ,o their adva ?tage by Jearning from fL Learning about Growth 
Mindset as weft as Got, has no[ on&, changed #~e culture of’ our dub. but it has changed my 

lit~. Of course how coMd ,¢ riot when as a Ptwect Manager that befleves in continuous 

impto~ment. T,~is ~s no~ ~ ur ph,io~ph} the ,un is in the learningo and chaflenges, not just 
$ 

the ,~na! resutts. Thank you, Scott and d~e iSoccer teamff’ 



Eight by Eight Magazine 

Our good friends over at Eight by Eight Magazine have just released their second issue. 

featuring Andrea Pirlo on the cover, It is hands down the best soccer magazine ever 

produced! 

So wba~is E@ht by Eight? They are a beautifully crafted farge 

Iormat magazine, produced q~arterty, thai Iocuses on covering lhe 

great teams, players and coaches ol the game as well as addressing 

the concerns of global soccer and the role that governing bodies play 

(or don’t play) in improving our experience of the game, The 

magazine provides a unique bfend of vibrant graphics, modem design 

and originaf content from some of footballs most acclaimed 

journalist’s and itlustralors 

[~i ~.~t~ 0::: .,:~ ~.’.P~-~i.:..&D~.’~ 
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Eight by Eight Magazine 
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featuring Andrea Pirlo on the cover, It is hands down the best soccer magazine ever 

produced! 

So wba~is E@ht by Eight? They are a beautifully crafted farge 

Iormat magazine, produced q~arterty, thai Iocuses on covering lhe 

great teams, players and coaches ol the game as well as addressing 

the concerns of global soccer and the role that governing bodies play 
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magazine provides a unique bfend of vibrant graphics, modem design 

and originaf content from some of footballs most acclaimed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Bre~man <steve@peakperformanceconsult.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 12:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - March 2014 - Best Webcast EVER! 

The College Recruiter gmail Update - March 2014 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

in the past, I’ve been sending you too much information in my message. From now on, i’m just sending you what I consider the most important information. 

For March, the most important communication is informing you of the spectacular 2014 Recruiters Bnst~tute~ Webcasthat will take place in Dallas on Thursday, 

April 3rd, at the site of the 2014 NCAA Division 1 Men’s ~-~.~’.44L. ,~OUR Basketball Championship. The guest speakers are four of the most successful head men’s 

basketball coaches in the country, and certainly four of the best recruiters that will be sharing their insights with you. 

Please give serious consideration to participate in this extraordinary coaching education event. It doesn’t get any better than this. Early Bird Discounts are 

extended to March 15th, so don’t delay. 

Register now. http:iithebestcollegerecruiter.comithe-recruiters-institute.aspx 

Here is the link to the entire March 2014 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: .h-t.t.p..~/..w..~.w..~.w..:~t..h...e-b-e..s..t..q.g.~.!.e..g..e.£ec£~[te~c~m~m~n~t~h~em~gj:!:~#~d~q~te:~n~�~s~�tte~as~~ 

Again, thanks for your continued support! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

chshealthyheels@listserv.unc.edu 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 2:57 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Campus Health Appointment Reminder 

This is a Campus Health Services Appointment Reminder. Please login to http://healthvbeels.unc.edu and click on "Current Appointment" for more information. 

- Please check-in 15 minutes prior to your appointment. 

- Bring your insurance/pharmacy card (or a coW of the front and back of each card) 

- If you are unable to attend this appointment please call 919-966-2281 to cancel or reschedule. 
- There is a $25.00 charge for failing to cancel your appointment at least 24 hours in advance for the follomng services: Primary Care, Women’s Health, Counseling 

and Psychological Services, Demmtology, Nutrition, Physical Therapy, Travel Clinic, BASICS (alcohol education), Sexual Wellness Specialists, Allergy injections and 

1 st OB Nurse visit. 

For an individual who graduates from the University, eligibility tbr services at Campus Health Services ends thirty (30) days post commencement. 

Check-In Locations: 

1 st Floor: Allergy Clinic, Dermatology Clinic, General Medicine, hnmunization Clinic, Nutrition, Women’s Health, Sports Medicine, Travel Clinic 

2nd Floor: Student Wellness 

3rd Floor: Counseling and Psychological Services 

Basement: Physical Therapy 

If you need a parking pass please call 919-966-2281. Please note the paas does not guarantee that a CHS parking spot will be available when you arrive, but it is 

extremely rare that all of the CtIS parking spaces are being used at the ~me time. 

NOTE: Some health insurance plans limit providers. Students should be aware of insurance limitations before using Canlpus Health Services. CHS (not including the 

Phammcy) is considered an out-of-network or a non-prefelred provider for the following plans: United Healthcare, Aetna, Cigna, Medcosk Tricare, and most other 

non-Blue Cross plans. The CHS Pharmacy is in-network with most pharmacy benefit plans. 

The CHS Health Fee that you have already paid in your tnition and fees gives you access at no charge to unlimited p~ovider visits in the Primary. Care Clinics, 

Women’s Health Clinic, visits to Physical Therapy (excluding posit- surgical or post- fractnre visits) and access to Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS). 

including the first visit for Medication Evaluation and Management. 

This e-mail message is sent as a notification only and is a no-reply message. For additional infonnation, visit our website at http:i/chs.unc.edu. 

Powemd ]3v eCiimcalf~’ot~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Active Order of the (;olden Fleece <paperlesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Sunday, Mamh 2, 2014 7:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Order oftbe Golden Fleece Public Tapping 

For: Mr. A. Dorrance IV 

Ji~ii 

diiiiiii iiiii 
liiii 

View invitation: 
vwcw.pa perlesspost comieventsi6830982- 
813f28c9/re#iesi124441102-db42b311 

View on map 
Add to Google CaJendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 

iPhone app 

Order of the Golden Fleece Public Tapping 
Friday, March 21st at 4:15 PM 
Historic Playmaker’s Theater 

290 East Cameron Avenue, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block ti~is sender from your Paperless Pos+, maii 

Add paperlesspost~Dapeilesspost.com t,:; yoti[ ,.d.~:ess I,~, .,. ,.o ~ :,,~..~ ),.,.u receive aii .,’ul:ure emaiis (b:;m Papi.~dess Pos~ 

in you! inL:.o:,(. Click I-,,eie t.’:. ~i,:;p re,::i.m;}!;,g eri!ail~ frori! Papede.<}s Pos~ il!,::ii},:~ing irivitaii{:,!;!~ ari.q cards 

died iiI¢ P ~p~!ili.~SS F.:;S,: privacy policy¯ 





El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

chshealthyheels@listserv.unc.edu 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:38 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Campus Health Appointment Reminder 

This is a Campus Health Services Appointment Reminder. Please login to http://healthvbeels.unc.edu and click on "Current Appointment" for more information. 

- Please check-in 15 minutes prior to your appointment. 

- Bring your insurance/pharmacy card (or a coW of the front and back of each card) 

- If you are unable to attend this appointment please call 919-966-2281 to cancel or reschedule. 
- There is a $25.00 charge for failing to cancel your appointment at least 24 hours in advance for the follomng services: Primary Care, Women’s Health, Counseling 

and Psychological Services, Demmtology, Nutrition, Physical Therapy, Travel Clinic, BASICS (alcohol education), Sexual Wellness Specialists, Allergy injections and 

1 st OB Nurse visit. 

For an individual who graduates from the University, eligibility tbr services at Campus Health Services ends thirty (30) days post commencement. 

Check-In Locations: 

1 st Floor: Allergy Clinic, Dermatology Clinic, General Medicine, hnmunization Clinic, Nutrition, Women’s Health, Sports Medicine, Travel Clinic 

2nd Floor: Student Wellness 

3rd Floor: Counseling and Psychological Services 

Basement: Physical Therapy 

If you need a parking pass please call 919-966-2281. Please note the paas does not guarantee that a CHS parking spot will be available when you arrive, but it is 

extremely rare that all of the CtIS parking spaces are being used at the ~me time. 

NOTE: Some health insurance plans limit providers. Students should be aware of insurance limitations before using Canlpus Health Services. CHS (not including the 

Phammcy) is considered an out-of-network or a non-prefelred provider for the following plans: United Healthcare, Aetna, Cigna, Medcosk Tricare, and most other 

non-Blue Cross plans. The CHS Pharmacy is in-network with most pharmacy benefit plans. 

The CHS Health Fee that you have already paid in your tnition and fees gives you access at no charge to unlimited p~ovider visits in the Primary. Care Clinics, 

Women’s Health Clinic, visits to Physical Therapy (excluding posit- surgical or post- fractnre visits) and access to Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS). 

including the first visit for Medication Evaluation and Management. 

This e-mail message is sent as a notification only and is a no-reply message. For additional infonnation, visit our website at http:i/chs.unc.edu. 

Powemd ]3v eCiimcalf~’ot~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:12 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS University fi~r March 

To ensure that, 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics¯ 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list¯ You can view instructions here¯ 

courts are in thll bloom this month! With spring comes recruiting, so be sure to check 

can help. You will also see our own version of’Spring Cleaning’ that 
¯ 

" ~ 
"7 " and our t~atured sess on this month, R~ les Educatl( ~ Special is a must! 

axe logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ button at the 

right of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you will see the March 

Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

can also Click Here to see the March schedule! 

in a session soon! 



% 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AlertCasolina: UNC to delay reopening Tuesday, March 4 until 11 a.m. on normal ~hedule 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The University remains closed (Condition 3) until 11 a.m. when it resumes a normal operating schedule Then classes will be held; offices will be open (Condition 1) 

Classes will resume at their normally scheduled time. Classes prior to 11 am will not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the facul~ member. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. ~en the Unlversi~z is in Condition 3 (classes canceled; ok)ces closed), emergency 
employees should report for work. All other employees are directed not to report to work while the University is closed. ~en the University is in Condition 1 (open) or Condition 2 (classes 
canceled; offices open), employees are generally expected to report to work More information is available on the Office of Human Resources website, http://hr.unc.edu/for-faculty- 
staftl’adverse-weather/. Also, employees can refer to information in an adverse weather policy clarification, posted on Alert Carolina, at 
http://wv‘~v.a~ertcar~ina.unc.edu/g~/d~c/~395/2~92545/Adverse-Weather-~icy-C~arificati~n-Ibr-Emp~¥ees. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverlm~ent closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 

@19) 843-1234 Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM. near campus 
UNC Department of Pub]ic S~t’ety for details including parking lot conditions. 
Chapel }{ill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOI~YF ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide emai] is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process. The Umversity’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source nfinformation will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://alertcarolin a unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Shireman <clubeorp@mailer.memfirs~t.net> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 3:31 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Be A Friend! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Dear Members, 

I’m excited to write to you in my new role as Membership Director at The Carolina 
Club[ After being away from Chapel Hill for awhile, it is heartwarming to be baek on 
eampus. I have gotten to meet many Members and look forward to meeting 
everyone. 

Today, I’m writing with an update on what I’ve been doing, and to ask for Four help. 

In my first weeks on the job, I’ve had the opportunity to review the eurrent 
Membership programs and discuss some partnerships both on campus and within 
the business community. Some of these oppot~unities include partnering with The 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce, The Greater Chapel Hill Realtors 
Association and UNC Development Offices to name a few. We’ll keep you posted! 

Many Members have already trusted me to show their friends, neighbors and co- 
workers Carolina Club hospitality and I am grateful, ttowever, our tradition of 
membership by invitation depends on evelyone. As you work and play in the area, 
please keep the Club in mind. When you want to share the Carolina Club, 
please contact me directly by phone (919-962- oo21) or e-lnail 
(catherine.shirenlml@gnlail.coln) mid I will be happy to assist. 

See you at the Club[ 

Catherine Shireman ’96 
Membership Director 

We want you to feel as good about our emaJl communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jonathau Edison <Jonathan Edison@mail.vmsp.com> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 1:04 PM 

Blanclmxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Looking for a Keynote Speaker? Jonathan Edison is 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscdbe 

Edison Speaks International 

143 Cady Center suite 165 

Northville, Michigan 48167 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:29 PM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Help <help@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:47 AM 

BlanchaM, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyeu ~ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Sep 26 21:22:41 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
in%rmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an?, other Onyen-authenticated selwices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old ()wen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some ()wen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:47 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ~ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Sep 26 21:22:41 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access any other Onyen-authenticated selwices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old ()wen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account will be locked %r 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some ()wen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:40 AM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Watch 29+ Games Live on GoHeels TV This Fall! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:40 AM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Watch 29+ Games Live on GoHeels TV This Fall! 

% 
© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no longer 
receive these messages, please unsubscribe. 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.emmarketinghq.net> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 5:01 PM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

We Missed You At The MTSU Football Game 

~.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................~ :.:.:..~.~....:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 

i iiiii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on )/!!~[~].,}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~)~S.~.=:[0c::~[J.=:b 

~:o[w~tr,q ~.:; a i::riei~,~ 

% 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.emmarketinghq.net> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 5:01 PM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

We Missed You At The MTSU Football Game 
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Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on )/!!~[~].,}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~)~S.~.=:[0c::~[J.=:b 

~:o[w~tr,q ~.:; a i::riei~,~ 
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De~r Amazon,corn Customer, Redeployment 

Our editors’ picks for March are hera, 

featuring a stellar mix of gripping and 

en£~rossing novels, nonfiction, and shml 

stories. Our Spotlight Pick is 

Redeployment by Phil Klay, a collection 

of stories plunging readers into the often 

brutal lives of saliders--bath on the 

frontlines and back at home (available in 

hardcover and Kindle book). 
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~:i Boy, S .... Bird ii% Blood Will Out 

Bo>; snow, B~rd B~ood w~! oL, t 
~-,:~,rdo~w, Hardoov.:~r 

Kindb book Ki,,’~dle book 



~;:: Savage H .... t 

Savage Ha,’vest 

H~dcover 

Kindle book 

i~ Bark: Stories 

Bark: Stories 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 



~:iI Sleep Donation 

Sleep Donadon 

Kindle book 

~i The Naked Future 

The Naked Future 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 

i~ All Our Names 

A# Our Names 

HaFdoover 

Kindle book 

iX The Cairo Affair 

The Cairo Affair 

Ha~dcover 

Kindle book 



%i The Enchanted ii~ Shotgun L ...... gs 

The Enchanted Shotgun Lovesongs 

Hardcovel Hardoove,~ 

Kindle book Kindle book 

See (~ore 



i% Hi, Koo: AYearofSeasons 

Hi, Koo: A Year of Seasons 

~-4ardcover 



~}i Under the Egg 

Under the Egg 

Hardcove~ 

Kindle book 

i~ Panic 

P~n~ 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 





~i 100 Books to Read in a Lifetime 



BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies ~--Io!se, Kitchen & ©ieinq 

Videe Games Baby 

(}O~Tl~Uter5 & Sofb~’~]ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoo~s Jewehy 

Automotive Wstcises 

Indusl~iai & Sck!nlific O},’-~auly 

Prir!se bSsLr.ts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

Health & Personai Care 

/\~’r~SZ,90 ~,/L’>i):L’-~ £p.os 
Gift: Cards 

Fkii.~/\~l 
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Tianna Daniels: 2001 (F-argo SO in Ne~t~ Dakota) 

"My dau~.~hter has improved dramatically over the pas~ 2 seasons ~.~.~ i~.-~ i:~-:e~.:.~ 2 

and largely because of iSoccer, She has displayed more control 

o~ the ball and has better teuches,,,especially i~ pressure 

situations~ She does iSoccer skills at least 2-.3 days a week on her 

own. We are playing a lot of" indoor right now and you can see it 

there Ior sure She loves iSoccer and I arn so glad she has had the 

opport~ni[y to use your program to hefp her become a true lhreal 

player." 

BJair and Brett (Kelowna Canadat ~~7 ---- 

"1 started training my sea about a year and since that 
! 

day all of our training was focused on the 16 drilfs from 
/ 

iSoccer It not only gave us direc[ion bu[ also got us to [ 
/ 

encourage each o[her to beat our previous scores. We / 
/ 

would take turns timing and counting each other’s 
/ 
/ 

efforts and e~jeyed it whe~ we would beat our previous / 
! 

records~ 
/ 

My son thinks that having his dad train with him and 
/ 

doing the iSoccer skilfs logether helps him focus more 
/ 

and not give ~p....his own words :) Training with my sonh~ _ __ 

has improved my skills so much lhat it molivated me [o join an over 45 team. 

Thanks again for your interest in our story a~d thanks for creating an interactive soccer 

skills traipsing website!! \PTe have both advantaged from it! 
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student All of the athletic talent in the world doesn’t mean much if you don’t put in 

the effort in the classroom. It’s essential to know the rules of eligibility to ensure 

that you’re taking the right classes as you build your high school academic 

resu me. 

|t’s You, Decision to Pla, 
~e,ieve in ~alance 

at the Next Level 

It is very important that families understand ...... 
Mave you ever relt ovelM/nelrnea 

that not every really good high school ...... ? - ana exnaus[ea [rom spor~s Has 
athlete wants to play their sport at the ......... 

[nere ever eeen a Gay wnere i[ reels 
college level. You have to often wave a red 

like sports are suffocating, or 
flag so to speak that you have the passion ,~ 

’ ’ ’ consuming all of your time. 
talents and grades to play at the next level. 

About Making the Right Decision? 

magine buying an expens ve pane t cket and then boarding your pane 
hav ng no dea how ong the ride s or where you wi, and Sounds foosh 
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but every year over 3 million high school seniors will begin a very 
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expensive plane ride, intended to last four years. Yet most of them have no 

idea what their end destination will be. 
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ii.~.iI Save 20% or More on Select Radar Detectors 

Save 20% or More on Select Radar Detectors 



p to $200 on Select Fujifilm Compact System 

Cameras 

Save u~ to S200 o~s Seieet Fu~aet 

~atem Cameras 

~i Save over 45% on the Badger Air-Brush Company 

Minitaire Color Paint Set with Color Coat/Paint 

Retarder 

~,.%.m..b£.q £.Ni.0i~ ai~:#..~.9.[9.L.Pa LqL#.~:(.~.,,:i;.tb...~,.~].~ L. 

CoatiPsi~t Rets,~der 

:hi::: $5 PI .... tsfrom Painless Learning 

}5 Piacemata flom Rainless LeamimA 

ii.~.iI Up to $100 Off Select Sony BID-ray Home Theater 
Systems 

~100 Off Seieet Sop,.v B~a-,~a"" Ho,q~e 

Theatel S2ste,qsa 

.~] Save25% on theSE400 Combination Computerized 
..... Sewining and Embroidery Machine 

,Save 25 ~o e,,’~ the SE400 Combination 

Maehi~,e 

J i~i $999 for the S .... he Dual USB Car Charger 

$9.99 re,~ tlse Scosche Dual USB Ca,~ CharggZ 



~iii Up to 40% off Big Data Books i iXi TurboTax Del .... Quicken Deluxe Bundle 
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i iX Up to 40% Off Select Styles from PUMA Golf [% Save 35% or More on Bonnie Baby’s Newest Spring 

’ ........... Arrivals 

~ ~0~ Off Tona~ G .... Beaded Caboohon Stat .... t       ~.~.~ Upto Sg~ off Ray-Ban RB3~S6 C ...... Sung~ ..... 
Gold Tone Chain Necklace 

50% Off le~ai (}ree~, k’~eaded Csbocho~ Ij[~} [o 39% of Rav-k’~a ~ RB31 ;3~ Ca aw ~, .................................................................................................................................................... ; .......... ; .............................. 
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i ii~ 57% Off Di .... d & Sterling Silver Infinity Pendant i~i Up to 70% Off Vestal Watches 

i[:+:;; Over30%OfftheCelestronAstroMaster70AZ %; $100 Off 2014 Di .... dbackResp .... Mountain 

...... Refractor Telescope ...... Bike 

20% Oil Seiec~. Gai~m S~l~c~ S~li Chai~’s 15% Ofi S~l~ct Elrt~er’L~ Wood <~h.i~ ProdL~cL~ 







1 ~i Amazon.corn 

- ..... 
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~iii Browse Deals in Books and save up to 50% Plus, explore featured selections in Books 



~i March Deals on Bookshelf Favorites 

[~/i~’ch Desks on Bookshelf F~vodtes 

i iXi Deals in Mystery, Thriller & Suspense 



~iii Fiction Bargains 

Fiction Balgains 

iiXi BooksUnder$10 

Books Under $10 



:~:iI Historical Fiction 

Histodcal Fiction 

:;~i:il Sci .... Fiction & Fantasy 

Science Fiction & Fantasy 

i iXi Cookbooks for Entertaining 

Cookbooks re,~ EnteAaining 

Guides for Popular Gadgets 

Save on Guides for Papular G~dgets 
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~iI Featured New R ...... Books i i~i New by David Dalglish 

Feathered New Rom;~nce Books New by D;~vid Dalglish 



j iXi Featured Titles for Ages 3-5 

~’:eatu~ed [itles ior Ages 3-5 



~iI Highlights in Baking Guides 

Highlights i,,’~ Baking GL~ides 

i iXi Featured in Busi .... & Money 

~’-"eatured i,,’~ B~siness & Money 

i iXi Upto40% Off Big Data Books 

Up ~o 4~ 7~:. Olf B.ig Da~.a Books 





~iii 100 Books to Read in a Lifetime 



~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 
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Leading a tlealthy Lifestyle 
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Le~di~N A Healthy Lifestyle 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Dora Isetta <dom.ise~sportsboard-mn.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 4:27 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Jefferson Cup mid Vegas Showcase Rosters/Schedule Available 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Are you attending Jefferson Cup or Las Vegas Showcase°? 

Please let us knew if you would like this information imported to your 

account, tf you have a list of "pfayers of Interes’~’, send them over so we 

can upload them and have the games on the schedule highlighted 

accordingfy, 

Lastfy, build 2295 hit the iTunes stere this weekend. Please update your 

app to the most current versionr 

Regards, 

Dom Isetta 

SportsBoard 

~15 322 1049 
~,.sportsboard~win.com 

i’Mobile Player A~e~ment Sofution~ ---. THE FUTURE IS NOW’ 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Jefferson Cup Rosters i New Scheduling Features 
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student. All of the athletic talent in the world doesn’t mean much if you don’t put in the 

effort in the classroom. The NCAA Eligibility Center clearly outlines the academic 

requirements that high school athletes need to maintain in order to be eligible for 

participation in college sports It’s essential to know the rules of eligibility to ensure 

that you’re taking the right classes as you build your high school academic resume 

In an article by Tamer Lewin of the New York Times reports that the College Board is 

going to make the biggest changes in almost a decade to their test and actually 

make it more difficult They will focus more on the important academic skills It is 

removing the use of arcane vocabulary words The SAT scale will also be back to 

1600 points, down from 2400 points. These changes will be starting in the Spring of 

2016 Check out Tamer’s full art~c,e be~ow 
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Amazon.com/ Yo~rA~’~A~3 Z.o..[!..~:~’~.~...P...e.A!~ ~.’.~.....~..~.~..’~..~ 

.?~i ...................................... 

De~t" A ~a~o~,oom O us,o ~f3er~ 
[ ~~ Left Brain, Right Stuff ] 

Customers who have shown an interest 

in leadership and management books 

might like to know about Left Brain, Ri#ht 

Stuff: How Leaders Make Winning 

Decisions, available in hardcover and 

Kindle book, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~N~iiiiN~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii; 
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~iI Seeing What Others Don’t i~ The Why Axis 

See#Tg What Others Don’, The Why Axis 

H a r(tq ov(.~ r H ~ rd cove ~" 

Kindle book Kindl(.~ book 



i~ The Rational Animal 

The Radonal AnimM 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 



:~:iI The Follyof Fools 

The Folly of Foo!s 

Paperback 

Kindle book 

~i Mindless 

Mindless 

H;~rdcover 

i% The Powerof Pull 

The Power of PuZl 

iX EGOvs. EQ 

EGO v& EQ 

Ha~dcover 

Kindle book 
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~i.,"~d (k,"~at/.’;’eais o,~~ ,,"4 , ,< ,~’,,~ < J ilel’.’,is St~,,l~id~ 

Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:O)’t 

insts~r~i \’ide~ 

MF,3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phor~es & A( tess.odes Ciofl:inq 

{~[).’)d?t, & Otil:dooi$ dew~?iiy 

Automotive Wetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime r,/.’egezin es 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fsalmitage@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fsarmitage@bellaJiant.net 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <m~son@ema31.unc.edtt> 

20 l 6 - Shannon Annitage 

Coach Dorrance 

I have been sending emails to you over the past couple months without rely results. I notice that you have not looked at my NCSA profile fl~at contains my info and 

several videos. I understand that eve~ coach has difl’e~vnt preferences in players. All I ask is that you take a moment to look at my profile. If you look and I never hear 

from you that is perfectly fine and I can move on to other schools. I have contacted you with a desire to play- for you and I would hate for that to not happen because 

nobody looked at my profile. 

Thank you tbr your time 

Shmmon Armitage 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



Here are a couple easy ways to create excitement around skill devefopment this 

season with iSoccer: 

Coaches 

Reset your players’ iSoccer Points in the Leaderboard and create a competition 

around who can earn the most points by the end of the month or season. 

C~eeR out edger ideas #’ore the iSoceer commut}ity i1} ou~ mew !;~d:~d:’!7.:{.~L.!;~d:~::f?L~i~7 

P~ayers and Pater~te 

Pick one or h~io iSoccer Challenges and set a goal to raise your Skill Level by the end 

of the season. Be sure to set a reward for hitting your goal. 

Soccer,tom Rewards 

Now [hat every player can eam glf[ cards to Soccer.tom by : ¯ 

you or your team can earn this seasonl 

The good [?cc:::e! ,,","~~bj!e reviews keep roiling in, and a lot of 

credit goe~ to our iSo~e~ "rest Playe~’~ and all their helpful 
feedback, (~hey play around with new features before we 

release them and let us k~ow what they tt~ink.) 

We are ~ookir~g fo, ,nora Teslt P~aye,e! If you’d like ~o team 

let us m~ow. 

by EmityandAmysmom 

"From 10yr old: I love that this makes me practice my skills, keeps me active wherever 

I am. It’s a Iot of fun to see what teammates are doina 

From ~om: Supe~° easy to use._ We LOV~ tennis bali Tuesdays’.,., O~eralf, t would 
highly recommend this app." 

by Lanakai9 

"iSoocer i~ a r.ally great way of learning ~ocoer v,, hil. ha, ing fun. With all the 

challenges and rewards and points, 1 give it a A+ ... you will be guaranteed to be one of 

the best players in no time’.!’/’ 

L..,,awn,,’oa<l ~’.,.o,<’:~::e,," M,at.’.,~e 3,(,~ 
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Xi ~3c, ic~ Box I New ds,~is Bveq,, c~? 

Electronics 
Deals o~ TVs~ cameras~ b[~etootb, a~d more ~..~.~:9. 

.Y:~?.~!~:.~:~.~. ~.~.~.Y.’.~..~.9.~!~. ~.~..~:~. 



Cuire~i Deais in TV & Video               $20 Oil the GoPro HEROS: Silver Editie~ 

Lenses, al;d A,:s,:sess,sdes                                         8.;ok~r Bk~etoc,[i~ Speaker 

Save up ie $200 or~ Sole(4 Cane~, Digitai 50% Off Eie~, Run, god Rukus AIl-Fer~ain 
Cameras, LoP, sos. and Accessories Pertabie Solar Biueteeth Speak, or 

Entertainment 
Novies & TV~ video games, and music S.e.Ct...~3Rg.f~ 

50% Off Ti~e So~;n~nos: Tt~e Complete Series Pre°o~der Ti~e Elder Sc~olis Ordine a~xt Get the 
Explorer’s P;~ck 



Top Searched A~tists at Amazon M~,~ch is Metai: MR3 Albums flora $5.99 

Savings with Style 
Fas~io~able fi~d~ for me~, women,, ~d ~id~ S~..~:~:~.~e. 



~] 20% OFF Sprit:9 Si:oas Handbsgs and ~,/.’ore with 
F’:’omo Cod~s SPRiNGSi-I 

20°,6 Off Spring Shoes, Handbags, and ~/iore with 
Promo Code SPRiI,£:’SH 

FssNon Vvatches Under $50 50% o~ Mo~e Off Select Aquamarine ,iewelry 

Computing & Office 
Laptops, pri~ters, seftware, and mere See more 

",.aptop & Tablet De~Is Csnon Printers Under $I 25 



Pslke~ Fine Wl[tin, g Pelss Unde~ $45 Up to 33% ~ ~:’~:~* ¯ ~:, ~,~s~ H&R Bieck Tax Sof~,,vare 

Home 
Deals for arour~d the ho~s÷ See more ................................ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i~i Up to 50% C:qf Select 81arde!li!lc Toois 

Save 42% on Camca Hal-dwoad Steve Tapper Up to 50% Off Seiect Ga,~dening Tools 
a~d Cutti~g Board 

~i 25}f~ ,sr Moie Off Sei~,:;i Ouldool F:umituie i iXi Top Deals in F’el Supplies 

...................................................................... 2o .~ el ~’,~qore <~:, .,el..e. Odtdoo, F~.,rn,tu:e , o~; D..,~I-.~ 1~, Pe..£.4;P,le.- ........................................................................ 

Outdoors 
Camping, fishihg, and more See more 



8ave 43% on Oarnco’s "Big Red Carnpfi~e" 
Pol~sbJe Piopa~e Camp Fire 

::.X.i Save S!O O~f $40 o.q Selecl Er:e~gi~.er Pro,:Juc~s 

Save $10 Off $40 on Select Ene%izer P~odacta 

C"" "~" Hq~se Bavirsgs its [he S~xing 
Spe4aman’s Event 

Save $20 Off a $100 Colema,~ Purchase 

Reading 
Books for aH interests See mote 

Hot New Reieases Big St;dng Books 



zv K,~sd,e ~eek~ Ie~ $2 Eav,s ,.>L P~.,~ok s Day ~, ,~h~ld~e,s s ~,ooks 

Note [o Explore 

~i V’,/arebouse Deais [ iXi 2 ,or 822: E~oscb Ev,slution \’Vip~.r Siases 

Warehouse Deais 2 fol- $22: Bosch Bvokltiols Wipe,~ Blades 

i~ 3bop Millions ,sf Produc~s a!ld Track",our Fscks~es i£i Grea~ L,scal Deals or, d~e Go ¯ 
’~,’ith ti~e .?:,.ns=szon Apo : : 

Shop Miilions of P~oducts and Tlack Your G~eat Locsi Deals on the Go 
Psck~ges ~£,Jlth the Amazon App 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 5:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ACSCoach Mobile App and lOS7.1 

To ensure that, 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

hope tkis note finds you and you s*affdoing well! We’ve received a lot of posilive feedback on the 

mobile apps and some really great snggestions tbr future t’unctionali~. Thank you! We are 

to work to improve the apps to help you get even more out of our system! Stay tuned in the 

weeks for some exciting updates! 

Apple just released the new iOS7.1 operating system which should provide a 

for new functions and features in the future. Unfommately with the new platform the 

some compatibility issues. We are aw~ace of these issues and have 

ipdate to the Apple app store and me waiting on their approval process. We will send 

you when this update is available! In the mean time, if you haven’t already, we 

devices until the app store has 

uestions. 

at ACS Athletics 



% 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From! Amaz ~ f! 8 om <ate reX ew ~ ~! a~ ~ ~ ~ m:> 

Subject; D a~! O ~!!d G el ! athi [~ n de Fd og s and II! o 

% 

Arisen Dorrance, 
Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on items you purchased or toid us you own 

by f,,,’blcoir~i Clad,,’¢all 

": :!~; ~:: List Price: $29.00 
(i~ s:)~! A’I :, I Price: $1&96 

~. 
You Save: $13 05 (45%) 

................ k,’blcoim Gh~dweii, the #! best.~;alImg au[h.’lr of [ha [:e ):rm Poin[ [~hr~k 
,q:’: ~,t {:!:::: 5:1 

O;J!:lL<!r.% a[3d What [he 1:)o{~ Sav’,,, oJ~,:.<!rs };:s [Ties’( . [-{ead More 

~ Tb~r Ceachin ’ Bible (The c, oachin~, Bible Series} 

~,~’~. bv N;ticrim Soccer Coaches Ass:lciath: cf .Americ ; 

CO;NCN~ List Pr,ce ~24 ~ 
~ 

Price: $1 &’8;" "~ 
YOU Save: $9. I., (37%] 

~i!!i~.~LQ~.!?~.~.:Z!?.~..N.~J,!m.t.i.~.:#:.~m.ua..~LJ~!t~b..z~.~.~.~.! 
bv De,lid Win net 

List Price: $15.95 
Price: $13,g3 

List Price: $29.95 

.. :"’*::’:’" . Price: $22,72 
i .~, 
:" ".~..:::::.. <::i~ You Save: 87.23 (24%) 

~J"~"~ ~" ............ 2~’" ......... ~ ..... ~ .... !222:!."....fLY.:. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iiii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~wi~ ~i~i 
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s S~rday M~re !5 gO!~ ! !3 

SRbj~i Aiiso ~ D~ wan~ W# ~keiid D# al 

/                          ~~:!~~#J~;#~~# ~~;#’g"#~@;#!5 ~~~[~# 

.~ ...................................... 

V’V:";~i:.i:.i:.!’~ ~:i:.i:.i:.!:, iii< ~:~i:.i:.!:.i~. ~iq (:ii [)~’~i:.i:.i:.!:~ :~iii:.:.~ ii S 
We’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Home end more. Check 

back often for new deals, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ ~iiiiN ~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i i’~ 40-Inch 1080p Roku Ready HD~,’ for Only $299 

&%,’~ch ’," 080~ Roku Read~L H DTV for Onl~ 

$299 

z z 
~ii Up to 40% Off Select SanDisk Extreme SD Cards i~ 37% Off a Pioneer 7.2-Cha nnel Network AN 

..... Receiver 

Csl-ds Receive,~ 

i’~ii $1,300 Off List Price on a Samsun9 60-Inch 1080p 

240Hz Smart LED TV 

$1,300 Off ListPrice ~,q ~C-.amsun~ 60qnch iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~O~O~240.zSnse~tL~Or~     iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



.~iI 40% Off Philips O’Neill CRASH Virtually Indestructible ii~iI 44% Off Creative DIO0 Wireless Bluetooth Speaker 

Over-Ear Headphones 

m >/-     , 40% ~f PlliliA#. O’Neill CRA,~H ’~ ~tua~&C ,¢,¢% Off Creative O100 V~reless Bi~etaoth 

Indestr~etibie Ove,~-E~l Headphones                          ~e~ker 

:,’~ Save $300 on the Olympus XZ-2 Digital C ..... ~:i Select Children’s Books Under $10 

Save $300 on the OIv,m~us ~Z.-2 L)i¢tit~l Came~~ Selec~ Chiidren’s Books Ur~der ~10 

Get a Free Certificate (Up to $8 Value) to see              %: March is Metal Month: Hard Rock & Metal Deals from 

............. $7.49 



.~i Save 15% on Cleaning Solutions from BonaKemi 

............................................................................................................................................ ,:~v~ 15,o O,~ t~,~,,,~l,~, ,:~OlUd(:~ ~r(:r¢~ [~(:~Ker¢~l 

::.~ Save 60°/o on the Laura Ashley Limited Edition 

CX155LA Computerized Sewing & Quilting Machine 

%’i Up to 60% Off PUMA Men’s Shoes 

Li~ .............. to ~.~,’,,>’b’.f. ........................................................ Oil I:’,U k, IA k,1~.’s Sh,.~es 

ii~iI Save up to 30% on Baby Jogger 

i [:+:] i Up to 40% Off Select Sb4es from Oxford Golf 

U~) to 40% Off Sele¢~ St~:les fro~; Ox,~ord Goll 

i i’~’i Up to 70% Off Cole Haan W ..... ’s Shoes 





i ...... 

i i~ Save up to 25% on Select Balance Kids’ Bikes Save $15 On Your $50 South Bend Fishing Purchase 

Save up to 25% on Select Balance Kids’ Bikes Save 315 On You[ ~ South Bend Fishing 

Purchase 

.~i Spring Outlet: Clearance Deals, Overstocks, and more 

Home. i,{i!:c isen 8 Di!sir~g 

Office & Sc~iooi Supplies 

hi.’) ~i’S ,e i ~i’s p!,e?e!s,e p ~ 

Grocel-y 

PSi}O }.~-.’@:’1 & (~-.’}’,q(~I~ 

Hasl:3~ & {-"e]-so~a~ Care 

AF~!SXOI~ blob::::¢/~@’p.< 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,t is i~pa~ant far thase oaing thraugh recruiting te 
~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~naw that there are autstand,no p,ayers an~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ca~pet~tien at every ~eve, of co,ege spots, and that ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii yauno peap,e can reach the,r drea~ ef the pra’~ ~y ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ce~,ng up fra~ the~e ,e~e,s. ~ere ,~ a pewe~u, stary 

~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

to inspire you in recruiting and in reaching your life 

goals! 

Billy Garret’s Tough Road .... 
~,oacn/aylor 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
If you want to learn more about the recruiting process, 

~uest an evaluation today with an NCSA National Scout 

or ca, ~,~-~-~,~ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Xi Cc, lleg~, HooDs Fever 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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College Hoops Fever 
Get ready for the games ~.~:~..~:!~.g~ 

.~?.~!L~:~;~.9~. ~.9~.;~.Y.’.~...~.?.;~!~. ~.~..~[~2. 



Up to 25% elf Select NCAA l.-8t~irts 

~i Coile~,:e Hoe~.~s Deals i;1 iV Video ,~, Audio 

College Hoops Deals in FV, Video & Audio Coibge Hoops in Grocery 

Entertainment 
Movies & TV~ video games, and rn~sic .S.e£..!~.o.~’.e 

Pleoo~der Barman: A,~kham Knight 



~¢iarch is B4etal: MP3 Albums from $5.99 $7,99 and Under CDs witl~ Free MP3s 

Xi .................................. 

Audio 



Save $50 on the Sony MDRIORNCiP Neisa~ 
Caneelin( Headpi~o~;e.s 



+ ...... 

[ i~ ~0o~ o~ s.~.+, south.,,,.+ ~.r:~.~or: co~~J~ x] ~+~ 40’++:. oii s+++~:~ +,~~*~ o~:,~F~,] s~o~.~. 

20% Off Seiect Southwile Extension Cords Extra 40% Off Select Intm-rnatic OCOLiRSlsoy 
88i’~SO~+S 

Savings with Style 
Fashior~ab~e finds for me~ women, arid Rids See mo~e 

[~iI Up to 40% off Cioth n9 [ i£i Jp to 70% off Shc,~.~s & Hsn.’i,.bags 

Up to 40% off C.Iothkx< Up to 70% off Shoes & Wa~dbags 

~:: Gem, sto:se F’e:sdsnts Stssi~:,g :Jn,Jer SSO [ iXi Me:sg,’~gat,shes St,s,~ing :Jn,Jer $50 

Gemstone Pe~;dants Stai’ting Undei" $50 Men’s V\a:@ches Sta4ir~g Undei" $50 

Reading 
BooRs for aH i~terests See more 



~asketbail Books Edi[ors’ Picks ior 8pdng Reading 

T~s fr<~m Y~sreho~se Deals Computers amt Accessodes from VVareh<~use 
De~Is 



~,ab~,., -.~ Delu>’.e O(~li;~ble 
Griliing Tabie 

Sr~ve 41% on Taste.PURE ~,\,’~te~ Filt~.~l- witt; 
FJ~.~xiMe Hos~.~ R~otector 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Football <reply-630@pacmail.em.markelinghq.net> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:28 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ANote From James Hurst 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKERS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Spencer Homich <spencer.homich@ stx~rtsboard- ran.corn> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:51 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Las Vegas Showcase and NEFC Rosters/Schedule Available 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F~~66~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Are you attending Las Vegas Showcase or NEFC? 

Ef you haven’t afready, pEease let us know if you woufd like this information 

imported to your account. ~,fe have added grad years and additional 

information for many players. 

Regards, 

3pencet Homich 

3portsBoard 

415 328 5937 

www. spertsbo ard-win, cam 

’Mobile Player Assessment Sofutions- [HE FUTURE IS NOW’ 



Am~o~.~on~ Y~A~ To~ ~tC~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

ii!i!i!!!!!ilC~Siiill ii!i!i!!!!!ii,OOiii~iilS O,ii~ iMi~iiii!i!iiiiiciii"iii 
Browse our editors’ picks for best books or the month, including fiction, mysteries, biographies, 

cookbooks, and more. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

%:: Literature 8, Fiction i iXi Mystery, Thriller 8, Suspense 

Liter~iJ.Ere & r:iction                         Mystery: [h~iller & S~,~pense 

~:iI Biographies & Memoirs                        i ii~:~ii Cookbooks, Food & Wine 

Bie~ l-~f>t;ies & Memoirs Cookbooks Food & Wine 



i iXi Busi .... & Leadership ~:i History 

B~si~’~ess & Leade~’ship 

:;~ill Science Fiction & Fantasy                       i i~i Romance 

~i Baby-Age2 i i::~;:i Ages3~5 

B~by,-Age 2 ,,-~,,~es 3-5 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

meha 461@ncsasports.o~g on behalf of 

meha 461@yahoo.ca 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:56 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Meha Bilkhu - 2015 Slriker/Atmcldng mid, Womens Premier League 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is Meha Bilkhu, I am writing to you because I am ve~ interested in your school and Women’s soccer team. I am currently in grade 11 and am 

graduating in 2015. I am from Vancouver, Canada and I have been playing soccer for 10 years. I am left footed and play as a striker and an attacldng mid I am also 

comfortable with my right foot. I am currently playing U- 18 Metro with Surrey FC but I was ,selected to play on a Women’s Premier League team next year. I currently 
attend Ecole Kwantlen Park Secondaxy, and I am in the French hnmersion program at my school. I am a straight A student, high achieving athlete and also very 

involved in extracurric ula~ activities. 

I have been a valuable player tbr every, temn that I have played on. I assisted my team in detbating the top ranked team in the league in 2011 

(hrtp://u~,w.langleytimes.con~/spofis/119879924.html?). I was also part of a squad recruited from several elite teams of Vancouver to travel to Germany during the 

2011 Women’s FIFA World Cup (https://sites.google.comisiteiwctravelteam/home). I have been on the honour roll since grade 8 and have been names top all round 
student of the year for my grade. To learn more about me and watch my highlight video, please click on the Recruiting Profile link below, as I am very. interested in your 

school. 

Your school is one of my top schools as it has one of the best soccer programs in the country’. It is definitely a place I would like to be. I was wondering what my next 

steps would be with your school as I have heard many good things about UNC. What are your current recruiting needs for my graduation year? Also, based on my 

academic background and video, do you think I would be a good fit for your team? 

Thank you lbr your time and consideration. I look forwa;d 1,~ hearing back from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Meha Bilkhu 

8078 162B St 

Surrey, BC 

V4NOJ7 

Home Phone: 778-578-7296 

Email: meha 461@yakoo.ca 

Click HERE to view ~W NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Active Order of the (;olden Fleece <paperlesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Thursdw, March 20, 2014 9:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Order of die Golden Fleece Public Tapping Reminder 

This is u’ remind~r tilat Order oF 1:he Gokien F[e~ce Public Tapping will l:ake place Fr day, 

March 2! st at 4:15 PM at Hi.~doric Playmaker’s Theater, 290 Easl: Cameron Avenue, Chapel 

Hill, NO 

You have not r~plie~l: 

i 

Addthisever~,toyo~r: 
~GoogleCalendar ~Outlook ~YahooCalendar ~iCa, 

[:iad L~c~tioa o~: Googie Maps 

App Store 

% 
Order of the Golden Fleece Public Tapping 

Friday, March 21st at 4:15 PM 
Historic Playmaker’s Theater 

290 East Cameron Avenue, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add [?_’_a_p_e_/!=_s_s_p_o_s_t_@~_ap_e__r[_e_ssp_o_’__s!~_c_o_Lr_~ to >,otlr ac~e;ess beea to e!;sl:re you recei’,,e aii [=_lit:re ernaiis [rein Pepedess Ftos[ 

in your inbox Click here to step :’eceivin~ emails trom P;spedess Post inciuding invit;stions end cards 

View the Peperless Pest p_ rj_v_.a_c2{__ _p_o_[Lcy_: 



Check out the brand new Leaderbeard on (i..-’.;..~;?.~;’!:i~:(..,,’.’:~!!~?~?i.i.~;~..;3;2 and playisoccer.com! 

Now yo~ can lifter by Cu~mr~t Week Mor~th and Overall 

New cornpelitions starl[ automalticaRy every week and month 

Keeps trair~b~g fur~ and e×citir~g throughout the season 

Raise the Stakes! 

Here are some Leaderboard ChaHenge ideas from 

the iSoccer Community: 

Player with most iSoecer Points at the end of the 

week is captain in the next game~ 

Pbyer with most iSoccer Points at the end of the 

month gets tickets to Ioca~ game 

Challenge your friends ~ lasers buy pizza. 

Coach Badges 

Coach - did yo~ know you can give players 1,eaa 

poir~t Coach Badges on your Leaderboard page 

online? Recogniz.e ha~d wo~k and improvement! 

P~ayer’s review "~k~ "~"]g 

by Chris H 

"Ever since I got this app, 1’re been practicing more and more than t ever have!" 

is so much fun arid really he~ps yo~ get beret! "~r’C~Sk "¢ztKr 

by Lanakai9 

"iSeccer is a really great way of learning soccer while having fun! \Mth all the 

chalfenges and rewards and points, t give it a/’~.~ ..~ you will be guaranteed to be one of 

me bes~. players in ao time’,!’:’ 

,,’,,ow~’.,,,’oa<,’," ~>.<.,,c~::e,," Mot.’.,~e 3,2 





s S~Nrd N~rc 20!~! 

Check out the brand new Leaderbeard on (i..-’.;..~;?.~;’!:i~:(..,,’.’:~!!~?~?i.i.~;~..;3;2 and playisoccer.com! 

Now you can lifter by Cu~mnt Week Month and Overall 

New cornpelitions starl[ automalticaRy every week and month 

Keeps trair~b~g fur~ and excitir~g throughout the season 

Raise the Stakes! 

Here are some Leaderboard ChaHenge ideas from 

the iSoccer Community: 

Player with most iSoecer Points at the end of the 

week is captain in the next game~ 

Pbyer with most iSoccer Points at the end of the 

month gets tickets to Ioca~ game 

Challenge your friends - lasers buy pizza. 

Coach Badges 

Coach - did you know you can give players 1,000 

Poir~t Coach Badges on your Leaderboard page 

online? Recognize hard work and improvement! 

P~ayer’s review "~k~ "~"]g 

by Chris H 

"Ever since I got this app, l’ve been practicing more and more than t ever have!" 

is so much fun arid really he~ps yo~ get beret! "~r’C~ik "¢zt~r 

by Lanakai9 

"iSeccer is a really great way of learning soccer while having fun! \Mth all the 

chalfenges and rewards and points, t give it a A+ ..~ you will be guaranteed to be one of 

me bes~. players in ao time’,!’:’ 

,,’,,ow~’.,,,’oa<,’," ~>.<.,,c~::e,," Mot.’.,~e 3,2 
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A~t 

Student-athletes often have tunnel vision With the NCAA tournament in full swing 

when it comes to athletic scholarships, it’s always nice to be reminded of the 

However, more often than not, the right fit good stories in college basketball, of the 

for students lie outside the Division I level, athleaders that are at center stage, Aaron 

To hear examples of this, continue Craft is a great example. 

reading. 

r i : i i i iili ii! !:.:: ?i~i :,:,ili :, iii i~iiii ili: 

:,{f }: i i iii !:,i i} !i! :,i :,! :,iili i)i::i :, :, :, i i iii iiii! i i ii )i )i )iii ii}i} )i} }iii 
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Am~o~.oor~l "~ ~ro~ ~tC~ 

H,Oiiill iN,~ii!i!i!!i~W ii:::iiiiii,~iiii!!!~~ ii,~ii!i!i!!i~ ~ii!!i;ii S,~iiii!!!~~S iii iiiq iii!i!i!!!!il 0 0 iii~’~ilS 
Browse recent and upcoming mysteries, fiction, biographies, cookbooks, and mere. 

:~iii Mystery, Thriller & Suspense i iXi Literary Fiction 

Mystery, Tl~riiler & Suspe~se                           Literary Fictie~ 

i~i:il Biographies & Memoirs                        i i~i Cookbooks, Food & Wine 

Biograf)hies & Memoirs Ceokbeeks. r:eed & VVir~e 



~iii Editors’ Picks: Big Spring Books i iXi Book Club Picks 

Edito,~s’ Picks: Big Sp,d,qg Books Book Club Picks 

:;~i::: Celebrating the Spring S ..... for Kids i i~i Children’s Books for Easter 

Celebra~.ir~g ~he Spring Season for Kids Childre~’s Books ior Easte~ 



Beoks 

.,",/~evii.~s & TV 

Kindie 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Kir~di.’-~ Pap’e~wh}l:.’-~ 

i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:OX 

insts~qi \’ide~ 

[,~ :.iSiC 

hiP3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phoqes & Access.odes Cioibin{.i 

{~)")d?~, & Otil:doo[$ .lew~?i[y 

Automotive ’VVetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime rv’.’egezin es 

Home; i{itchel: & Dirling 

Office & Sctio,q Sup’p&~!s 

?-I.’) t ?S ,!! i t?S p!eve!3q,!! p ~ 

Pati.O I.~iWrq & (~ir,d!:wi 

Hes}th & Persor~a~ Cars 

Amaz,)ri Mctiiie Apps 

Gift Caids 



~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:43 AM 

Blanchacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ~ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Sep 26 21:22:41 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access any other Onyen-authenticated selwices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC EDU domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old ()wen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account will be locked %r 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some ()wen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu~’- 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:22 PM 

Blanchaacd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ~ohndoc’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your Onyen ’johndoc’ was changed on 
Monday, September 23, 2013 at 5:21 PM. 

To prevent accmmt lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is com~ected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on aW mobile devices that have your 
Lr’q(2 Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* 1Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more informatmn, see http:/fhelp.unc.eduJ324g 

If you have any questions please contact the FITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962M457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, September 24,2013 2:54 AM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, September 24,2013 2:54 AM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Live This Week On GoHeels TV! 

© 2013 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, please unsubscribe. 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a new, weekly digital magazine accessible on your computer, iPad, and Android tablet. Click the link to view iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Thankyoufor yoursupportofCarolinaAthleticsand The Rams Club! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.emmarketinghq.net> 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 6:02 PM 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Thank You For Supporting Carolina Football vs ECU 
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Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ]]:/2~[~T.".-}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~S~£~(~i[@£::~[Jib 

~:o~w~r(~ 1.3 a Frie~d 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
This Friday is Rams Club Dayat Fetzer Field as iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii our #1 ranked Men’s Soccer team takes on the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Duke Blue Devils. Rams Club members receive iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 4 free tickets and can enter to win an authentic, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
specialeditionUNCsoccerjersey! 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Simplyshowyour Rams Club membership card iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

remove~ 
You now have 371 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

S~’~arn: 13 Vi~’sses: (] FiJes: O Oor~tent: (] 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~arr~ ir~eorr~i~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Release ~ AHt~t~., ~e~.~e 

Chk’: with women, women a~ uNI years and v ews =~) 
AIIo~,~ Bomain alock B~eck Bomain 

j g b~-):~ n’J w; ~ 7< ,~ [~;] ~;:~ .R’,. ~ .~ ...................................... : ............................ 

~. ~:,,.,,~,~’;~ :,,’~z<F,s ( PPT+E~cel ; ...................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~j~J,i:~:~! Release ~ AIb~w Be~ete 

j,qb~c~,~.t@ff~gt-b:’j;q~#~’2i Release ~ Al~ew Be~ete 

2-day In-person Seminar on Effective Complaint Handling, Medical Device Re~.ase ~ AIW<, Delete 

Reporting and Recalls AIIo,.~ Domain 8lock BIeck DomrBn 

Many Ukrainko ladies looking for a husband fl-om behind grannitsy~ the girls are 
!.~{e..a.~t..,’ 

.R~.~.Lt" .A.{!~:~I.~ ~]~..LLe: 

beautiful, they are rewritten in a sociai networki A.tto..~.~..o..r.r.~.g..n. B.to.~ .B.!~s.’~..~.LR:!!r.~ 

’-~ ’;~ "~ ¢1’ ; ;=R k~ ~ 4/I, o Re~ease ~ Allow Delete ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Allow Boi~’~in Block Block Bormsin 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;,9~ ~FJ~.~L’~ ~ .~M-~[~,~ " ..................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ddtokwa@ohiom.com "i~.--,~,, ~ ~ ~-~ ~’ ~z ~ -~;, 

Release 
~.e..~~2rt" AH~t~., ~e~.~e 

>~ ...................................... ........................... qa@jnkzjczlnet ~)ul!i~<~i’J~’~I![$;-,~,c*.:, 
I=~e~;a~e [[?j:~[}. AI~O’~,’ De~ete 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Fi~es i~cemieg Delete All 

,Subie°~ 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 380 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Spa., i~r~eo~dr~g Delete All 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;-:~xn .~qe,. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
barry.ogorman@ciallcom                  Box Sets                                                                     ~Rbag.e. Er.~!~~. ~]!q~ D.~!~.b 

sl:nf@ozipmuo!g ~Rf~J::;~P’::~a[~lSJ, U;[,~J~ 
Reh)af~e ~ Allow Dfs~ste 

.... AIIow Domair, 91oc1~ B~ckDomain 

........................... vjfqttwe@gradiant.org F*.d,’2J~, f.".,’:~F:jb<t~Jf¢ !hL{~-.’. B~P~ 8.1!~’:~ £n!~-.’!~ 

qlfhh@dvvztjnet ~-(i, 4’1<~J~’lxt:~f~g~.xd’lh.~;~: F,~F*]~-~Lo 
Rebase ~ Al~ew D~4eta 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjj 

AII~,W Delet~ 

j< ~< sy~,,~,~ :J I~ >~’/~,~ ...................................... ............................ ........................... hyge@ezjmha net ~-~:~<~:< ~w ;~. ............................ 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjj 

Fi~es i~cemieg Delete All 
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i 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Sparn }r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~r°~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii p~nn~,dgl~a~.%.~em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~reeks~censydiam.cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,aoerationcx@unbca 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~estm=ster~.lec=,estcem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.~o,,,~cotmi~com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,wuk~,,..~i=~m~gk~meom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii otr+,~g~eaecem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~we~’~u~cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .’,,.’~..~an~k==e,;om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii gu~nes.’_,eward@gu~nes.’_,org 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii r~,~rm=~.ot~gger~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a,.’~..~,m,~,,,~a,,~,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m~,a,.,:h~,ku~net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rk~a,=yingcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii z=a~z~net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mub,~h@~3t,:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~yaty~u~ncom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mtm~yop’~n,ecem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~:gpn,~mv~o,g 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nmc~h~kdvnet 

Sub]ec~ 

Beaufifui gids want to chat with you irl the chaL onlrle 24 hours u~ day. 

Thank you se much for your patience and good customer service 

Four green days in a row 

Russian women are waiting for yeu tlat would communicate with you eniine, on-iine 24 

hours a day. 

SHELL OIL FIqAL PAYMENT NO]IFICAYION 

Congratulations dear Winner, 

:~., @ f;:~ d @. F.i f1: ~vpjn 0 n 

$~8,SR, ~6A £9t£~f’*t o 

Ii L!,, ~i~!’!--~l?,igR 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 340 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~arr~ i~eorr~i~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~°~"’ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii zs~,,,,,~kw,=~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ...:ri,~it,~,~:,,~×~e.~e:,~:..~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

BDta’cbqb 122@aoademiata n,a ferreh-& com. br 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~yk~zt,,,,~,,~,~ooon~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

,%,rdudthfffxddh@;126.oem 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,v~,ws~,:em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Y’~:’~<"~ °~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Sut~iec~ 

~R41- 

The 50 Best Foods fo~Weight Loss 

jgb 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii OzMqh~@~p~oTaoa.~e~a~in~oor~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oj~vt,hmcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~.,,,~v,,r,~j>:,,:~..,,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a,@zh~q~com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,.~o~..~,o~o~,s~;~s~:~,,,,,,~k,:o,:o~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii v~a~,ev~p~sr,e~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii fofh~h~h~xo,..~g~63oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~×zjobo.@,~pzqnat 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii he,~.jm,~hm~oyorg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ..yzs~rap~s~o~to,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oxd~qs,ohf~.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~oe~.w,k~,j,.kco,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oy,~ok@y~.,k,zq,gn~t 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

!,yrdudthffrxddb@128 ,’:err~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii %~o~.y×eoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii e,~_~m,b~.y,,jvyoe~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,h~,~,..,~w,~o,~e, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~yrdudthfffxddh(q,.’126.com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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It reports big increase in revenue 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spar~, }neo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-r~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a~m,-,~,a~ucov,-, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~n~,,b,~,o~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ..’t~,rdudthfffxddh@126com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

cg~g]gjvcgd, b@ 126 .’:err~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
+                ~, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!,yrdudthf~rxddh@128 .’:era 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii dOOM,~z~0~a,o,~a, corn 

The Best P!educl: R;r Weight l.os.s 

P 

TRe Best Product fo~ WeigRt Less 



........................... revy@ks org ~.~’£,�,7s~ v~ T. / :~JJ.> ;,:. J ~ J.~ ~ ...................................... : ............................ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !tyrdudthffrxddh@126com ~;#.~ Release B Al~ew De,eta 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~,. ,> ,,,~ ~,~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................... rnoo@piwewgpJ.net ~:i),.~£$~J£,, i~nsc~ 

Ret~as~ ~ Allow D<4~ta 

..’tvrdudthfffxddh@126com       ~1~-:~                                                                   !=~]t#-t~.f! &?£~[’}. ~.!~.e.:~ D.~’~ 
~’~.~L@m~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
fcfi~dhfhoxcvvxg@16Scom :(~::dJL 

Re~eas~ ~ Alfaw D~h~t<; 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
grqbizjt@ckgnybj.e!g f"~]’!ZOl41’]2, rJ~tq~{:4Ji? Re~ease ~ Alfow Dalete 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~.,~.~., 
.............................................................. 

............................. 
cvdiihyoj@xgtcj.org               pehimr026fmnvep091@eyou.COM                                                        Ig¢{~a~:,. ~££,£ 6.[!£,~’~’. R~]~:.<-’. 

xmdg@zerr~jl~sbnq.e!g         !£/~:~l~P~}:~:~ff-~-~:~-[:                                             AIIowDomain alo<N BbsckDomain 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

........................... kmz:<az@v!oy.corn ~’~C~,~@~7~’[;I~’{P.~f<~i~ 
Reh)ase ~ Albsw D<4eta 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
teste@xamanismo com.br        DO WE BE PARTNERS IN THiS TRANSACTIONI                                            ~]~a.~.e. EL’f£~t[! 6!£q~ 9.~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

jxhz@,’:ksftkkkporq ~~’~$~,~£~-~7’~!~i::[:~.~J,~<i~i~.’~Ut Re~.ase ~ ~IIew Delet~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: cgfjgjgjvcgdfb@126com                                                                                               !.~.~..a.~£ ..R.~#£d..&1[£~4 ..O.~]~&e: 

Fi~es i~:Bco~dr~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

You now have 276 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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Subject 

Request Fe!M utual Benefit Proposal 

5 Easy Ways for Weight Less 

It Stad:ed Moving After this News 

?-t ";;," ~" ’t:~t 

~2 

goerfa330~wdnt592@21 cn.COM 

Its momentum could be just starting 

New P!educl: for Weight Loss 

~q 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Span’, }r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~°~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~o~eguit~.net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii *e~we~,.oet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii cg~j~gj,.og~t~.co,. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,.,~;r,i~, ~,~el,e~l,~m ,.’ore 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii dyr~,o.’tth~,~.’tdh~,:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~vot~-_.~istdnet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’,."..,:iS44@~n~,.~so~,hem,.~..’.,,~nti~:on’, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~yrdudthfffxddh(q..’126.com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rdudtht~d~h..’.~, ~ corn 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~sep~c.. c..~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~.~. r~.~r~. ~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~-"-~-~--’. ~- ~.!!~:,~ ~!~--’~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~.~. r~.~r~. ~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~-"-~-~--’. ~- ~.!!~:,~ ~!~--’~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~IIo’,~ Doi~~ain =Block Block I"JomrBn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~:~.p.,~!~.,. ~!~:~J~. #~.~.~rB~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Doi~’~in Block Blo~:k Born,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.~.~,~. ~r~ &!!~:~’z ~,!~.< iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.!!s~.P.s~~!~.~ ~!~.~ ~.~.~-~rr~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Doi~’~in Block Blo~:k Born,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.~.~,~. ~r~ &!!~:~’z ~,!~.< iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.!!s~.P.s~~!~.~ ~!~.~ ~.~.~-~rr~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Doi~’~in Block Blo~:k Born,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Release ~ AI~¢~-,~ Be~ete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~.~t,~.P.~-~z~!~.~ ~!~=~.,~’~ ~.,;~-!Lr~!r~~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



nt.~drqee@,,~k~amjz~,,,corr~ ~),.t’~:~!:~!~4".~Lai Retease ~ Al~e~,: De~ete 

........................... ij@ dvx (," rr ~R’..,~Z~ ...................................... : ............................ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............................. 

Re,ease ~ AlfOW Delete 
ri.Sulk734@911pcguy.~.oom New Prociuc.~ fo!Weicjilt Loss 

Allow Do,~’~in Block Bfo~k Do~-nain 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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i 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~par~, i~r~,o~ir, g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~hl;rnigac@j,’::o:fnet 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~Lgy,o~@~,~oeozenne~ne,en.n, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii og~j~gjvog~t~@.~.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii wotn~m.~yjb.or~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,’~.~O~,~-...,,:,nt.~.d~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~u~.a~.~y~aioet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii h~@.,.×~erg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~a~a:a~y,~,~anwmer~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a,rme~ho’.s.oemanerthern~.a,rme~ho’.s.oem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~.~,~!~,~ ~!~.~ ~!.~-!~.r~r~i~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

It based and ready for more 52 week highs? 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Eat Up, Siinl Down Start your healthy weight iourney today! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~.~P’/@~YV,~%~!~ @~!~:~?,%?: h: Retea~e ~ AI~o~-; De~ete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Get Sii!’¢l ~’iihout ihe Gy!Yl 

Re~.ase ~ Allow Delet~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.tto..~z~.o.:s:~.~ ~.to.~ ~!~,s..~,,’.~.~:::!r: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ - ~ ,~ ~ ,: :~-/,~- ~. ,;,~, =+. ,. Re~ease ~ Alfew Delete ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Allow Don’~in Block Bleak Bern,sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
WAr cH ,eS 

~!!~=~.~r~!~.~ ~!~.~ ~}.~h.~-~r~}~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii cg%j~jvc~dfb@126.oom ~ 
Re~eas~ ~ Alf~w D~t~t~; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,o,,~ ~o,~-,,~n S~o~k ~o,~ ~o~-~.~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii rtyrdudthfffxddh@126com ~.: ~Z:.~{. ~e.~e.~!~£ ~d=’~. ,5.tb’=’:~’Z Ph!~-~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,,~e ,,,~o,~,,~ Delete A, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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i 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ra=eigh~Nc(June~20~3)Ne~hCare"nafeetba"ceechLarryFed~raa~engWithDavidcutcHffe(Duke)~DaveD~eren(NCState)~JirnGr~be iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii (wakeFerest)~Ruffin~cNeiH(EestCsre~ina)sndSc~ttSatterne~d(Appa~achisnState)wi~cemetegetherferenenightinthenemeefcharity.The iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Deaerry Foundation. Proceeds raised are divided between the charities that each coach chooses to support, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Guests will be treated te a cecktail receptien, a dinner pregram emceed by living legend and fermer "Meice ef the Ter Heels" Weedy Durham, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii entertainment, feetbell highlight videes end cemments frem each ef the ceaches¯ The event else feetures live end silent auctiens¯ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Sponsor tables and individual tickets are now on sale for the event, but are limited¯ The more tickets and tables purchased by fans of each of the :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: schools, th ........... y that will go t .... ds that particul ...... h’s charity. For inf ..... ti .... isit www. N orthCarolinaCoach ........ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08¯13 :;~’)~’2.,Z.iF:::i:L;:~:,~,i:,i:,i~i vs. Wofford(Scrimmage) 6:00PIVl iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................... Ben(Exhibition) TBA iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08¯22     ;:;i.!.:’:i: i.::.::::::::::!:= 

vs Michigan State (Exhibition) 5:00PM 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08¯23 :N~:::.:i~i:’i:; ::::::::.::.m vs. Santa Clara 5:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08¯24 [y]:i:.=:~=.:iL~i:i.:~:.~:~::i:=: vslndiana(Exhibition) 7:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08.28 ,;~ ............ ,~.:~:::, ................ - vsvcu 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iXi UploadedAd iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~ 

iXi 2012-2013Yearin Pictures iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~ MBB:Bricedoh .... 

S ..... Update 2012-2013YearinPict .... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii TarHeelTrivia, WedneedayJu,yl0, 2013 Tueeday,Jul9 Tueeday,Ju,9 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i W:~:ici~i’ic.’.:E:::] ~:.!ui::i~i.i,:,..;E:::] i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Wednesday, Ju110 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~?~:~:~ ,.::,~:r~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~i UploadedAd iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii [~!i FordNewsletter iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,’"". ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i.~.i UploadedAd iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii !:~!~i:!!;~!~:~;~:!!;~:~: I!~;:;~ :.~:~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii To f .... d thi ...... ge to a friend, !;i!!:~;i:.:: !:!!’.i!:’.! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii T ....... thaty ..... tinuet ..... ivey ...... ilsfromGoHeel ...... pl ..... ddustoyourAdd .... Book .... felist iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ©2013GoHeel ...... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii NeuLion,, .... 
16000,dCountryRoad, P,ainview, NewYork, 11803 
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i i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii@i@~i~iiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii@ii~iii~iiiii~iii@iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

22 New @]essages :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You now have 365 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Sui~ect 

This Stock is setting up to Break Out 

Altractiver~es.s of Ukrainian girls are willirlg to correspond wili~ foreigners ! 

Oz’s i Tip To Lose Fat 

jgblq-}�~ ! 

~!41- 

Dr Oz shares proven weight boss secrets! 

Dr. Oz shaFes proven weight boss secrets! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spa~B i~coT~i;~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-~-o~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~,~,~,~,~,,;om,,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~...,~,k~7 ~ ~>.a~-c~t co~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii z~,es~oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rmlman~.aon~e,0 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

.,’:fi~cih fh g)<:vvxg@ 16b ce m 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~L~,~.a~hav e.~oaoacom~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~<~mtiioet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii o~..~hwmol,~ot 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~m 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~yrdudthfffxddh(q#126.com 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’-’yOee~3~0<~a~a,,.’e,eo~g 

w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 

Release ~ Al~v~ #q~.{e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~ r~.~r~. ,~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~.".~..’. ~ ~,.!!£~ ~!~..s.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~ r~.~r~. ,~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~.".~..’. ~ ~,.!!£~ ~!~..s.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

AIIo’,~ Doi~~ain 81ock Block FJornrBn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

&tto.A£o..~.~.~.a.~.~ L~.to.~ ~!.o.~..D:.~.~.:@ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~!!~:~.~!~:~ ~!~:~J~. ~.~L@~B~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ A~b~,, ~,~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Doi~’~sin Block Blotzk Born,sb’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~-~. ~ &!!£~z ~*!~-< iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ A~b~,, ~,~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Doi~’~sin Block Blotzk Born,sb’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~-~. ~ &!!£~z ~*!~-< iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii R< ..... ~ A~b~,, ~,~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Allow Doi~’~sin Block Blotzk Born,sb’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Release ~ Aihsw De,eta iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Files i~co~B~i~Bg Delete All 
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i 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii annua~ photo day from ~:~0-4 p m and some areas of the stadium w,~ have restricted access unt, Meet The ~ee~s begins at ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii p.m. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

A Carolina Kids Zone will be located in the east end of Kenan Stadium with inflatable games and other activities for kids of all ages 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

and will remain open until 6 p.m. 
~~ 

Free Carolina football trading cards, schedule cards and posters will be available while supplies last iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Concession stands and restroom facilities on the north and south sides will be open ~~::::::::::::::: 

Public parking is available for $5 per car in the RamsHead Deck and the new Bell Tower Deck, and for free in the Craige, Cardinal 

and Jackson parking decks off Manning Drive. 

The UNC Kids Club will hold its annual kickoff event at 3 p.m. in the Blue Zone Concourse Club For more information on joining 

the UNC Kids Club, go to GoHeels corn 

In case of inclement weather, stay tuned to GoHeels corn for updated information. 

SOCC ~.-.R 

2o13 Ca,olina Soccer Season Tickets are on sale now! Don’t miss any ofthe action at Fetzer Field this Fa, as the Carolina iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Men’s and Women’s Soccerteamstake the pitch for another great season¯ By iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
purchasing a seasonticket, save40%offthe individualgame priceand receive iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
exclusive season ticket holder benefits including a commemorative stadium iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
seat cushion and a commemorative stadium cup with a voucher for a free drink iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
ateach gameoftheseason! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Pricesare$30eachfora Men’sSoccerseasonticketand $27fora Women’s iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Soccer season ticket¯ The men will play 10 matches at home this Fall while 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
the women will play 9, so click here to get yourtickets today and come join iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
funofCarolinaSoccerinChapelHillthisseason! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vs. Wofford(Scrimmaga) 6:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 08.13 ii(yLV:¯!’!!!i!.(!!L::i!~:!:::::::!i~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 0817 
i:,~i!:i:’=’i:!.: .................. " vsEIon(Exhibitian) TBA 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~: 

%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~%~ 8:00~M iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08.22 i:.:i.~i:~:~:~i:.i:~:.~?::~:H!i vs. Michigan State (Exhibition) ........................................................................................................ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 0823 
:i~:::::~:.:~i]ii’.::;i:.:~:i,~!:’~::’~::’i:.:. vsSantaClara 5:00PM 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08.24 

!?:i~,q:!i.i:i::::~::i~::i~i!!! vs. Indiana (Exhibition) 7:00 PM 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[~ [[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 08.25 ’?:’:’!:.::i’!’!!!]!.i:]!:.::.;i~:]!::!::!!Li VS. VCU 12:00PM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~ ~ 
~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii To f ...... d thi ...... ge to a friend, :;:i]!:i~.i::::i~:=::i!. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii T ....... that y ..... tin ue t ..... ive y ...... i ls fro m G o H eel ...... p l ..... d d us to yo u r Ad d .... Bo o k .... fe list. i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jonathau Edison <Jonathan Edison@mail.vmsp.com> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 1:04 PM 

Blanclmxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Looking for a Keynote Speaker? Jonathan Edison is 



Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscdbe 

Edison Speaks International 

143 Cady Center suite 165 

Northville, Michigan 48167 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[~ Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Help <help@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:43 AM 

BlanchaM, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyeu ~ohndoc’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’johndoc’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Sep 26 21:22:41 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
in%rmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an?, other Onyen-authenticated selwices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old ()wen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some ()wen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’jol’mdoc’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Help <help@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:22 PM 

Blanclmxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ~ohndoc’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password tbr your Onyen ’johndoc’ was changed on 
Monday, September 23, 2013 at 5:21 PM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 
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Lau, NBC Olympics Proving Potential of IP Multicast 
by Ken Kerschbaumer 

NBC Olympics operations and facilities at the IBC in London 
look and feel very similar to its operations in both Vancouver 
and Beijing. But underneath the hood, one will find a variety 
of new technologies that have helped the network make the 
move to completely file-based operations and, thanks to an 
IP-based routing and networking facility, a more flexible and 
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dynamic operation. 

64 Years Later, BBC Sport Makes Television History 
Once Again 
by Jason Dachman 

In 1948, the Games of the XIV Olympiad in London became 
the first-ever Olympics to offer live television coverage 

transmitted to the home. As the host broadcaster, the BBC 
delivered 60-plus hours of programming = including the first 
multicamera Olympics-event coverage - to more than a half 
million viewers within a 50-mile radius of London. Sixty-four ~g~ 
years later, the Games have returned to London, and the 
BBC has once again taken a giant leap forward in the 
evolution of Olympic television production. 

NBC Olympics Audio Finds Sweet Spot 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The London Olympics mark the third time that the Olympics 
have been produced in 5.1 Surround Sound and, in many 
respects, it appears that the third time is the charm. Bob 
Dixon, NBC Olympics, director of Sound Design & 
Communications, says that the quality of the audio is the 
best yet, reporting that the quality of audio in the NBC 
Olympics Listening Room, both the outgoing and return 
paths from the U.S., as well as reports from viewers in the 
U.S., all point to a successful listening experience. 

Canadian Broadcasters Streamline London 
Presence 
by Jason Dachman 

After hosting the Winter Olympics in Vancouver two years 
ago, Canada’s Olympic Broadcast Media Consortium has not 
surprisingly taken very different mindset at the 2012 Games 
in London. With geographical location in its favor, the union 
of Bell Media and Rogers Media was able locate the bulk of 
its operations on site in Vancouver. For London, however, 
the Consortium opted to leave much of its production and 
engineering infrastructure and personnel back in Canada, 
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creating a streamlined, cost-efficient onsite presence at the 
IBC in London. 

NBC Olympics Graphics Get Brevity Boost 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

When the amount of content being produced for American 
viewers tops the 5,000 hour mark (more than twice the 
amount produced for the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics) it’s 
pretty sure that workloads and output will double and then 
some. The NBC Olympics graphics team is no exception. 

France Televisions Keeps Tight Ties to Paris 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

France T~l~visions Olympic coverage from the IBC is once 
again working closely with the France T~l~visions broadcast 
and production operations in Paris, ensuring that more than 
40 feeds, including a mix of OBS video and audio feeds from 
the events as well as coverage from mixed zones and 
studios around London, are transported back to Paris for 
final production. 

SVT Minimizes IBC Tech, Maximizes Content 
Creation 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

There are plenty of examples within the Olympic IBC of 
broadcasters tying their IBC facilities more closely to their 
home broadcast facilities but there may be no better 
example of possible future workflows than Swedish public 
broadcaster SVT. With the help of Net Insight’s Nimbra JPEG 

2000 encoders and decoders, an STM4 connection between 
a studio outside of the IBC and Stockholm that delivers 600 
Mbps of bandwidth for five HD-SDI signals, and two new 
master control rooms in Stockholm the network is able to 
deliver more than 125 hours of content each day with only 
15 technical personnel in London. 

Olympics Ratings Roundup: NBC Continues to Rake 
in Monumental Audiences Across All Platforms 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

The London Games have proved to be even more of a 
ratings and streaming juggernaut than expected for NBC, 
besting even the most idealistic projections through the first 
10 days in London. Through Sunday, the London Olympics 
has averaged 33.6 million viewers in primetime, and a 
household rating of 18.8/32, making it the most-watched 
and highest-rated non-U.S. Summer Olympics since the 
Montreal Olympics in 1976. 

Canada’s Olympic Broadcast Media Consortium 
Sees Mobile Traffic Explode 

At the one week mark of the London Olympics, 61% of the 
traffic on Canada’s Olympic Broadcast Media Consortium’s 
digital platforms has come from a mobile device, more than 
five times the average, showing Canadians on-the-go are 
captivated by these Olympic Games. The Consortium’s 
digital platforms - including CTVOlympics.ca, 
RDSolympiques.ca, and the CTV Olympics London 2012 and 
RDS olympiques pour Londres 2012 Apps - have received 
nearly 90 million page views so far. 

PESA Providing Customer Support at International 
Broadcast Center in London 

For three weeks prior to the opening of the Summer Games 
in late July, customer service personnel from PESA, a leading 
U.S.-based custom design and build manufacturing company 
for professional audio and video signal distribution, were on 

site at the International Broadcast Center (IBC) in London 
to support the setup and configuration of its routing 
switcher system, as well as provide training for technical 
operators. 
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Televisa Remote Edit Workflow Transfers 600 Hours 
of Content in First Four Days of Olympics 

Televisa, the world’s largest Spanish language broadcaster, 
has become the first site to deploy Sienna MediaVortex 
Media Globalization solution. The MediaVortex system links 
the twin Sienna infrastructures at Televisa’s Mexico City HQ 
and the International Broadcast Centre at the London 
Olympics. 

NBOU Serves Over 102M Video Streams from 

London, Beating Beijing’s Entire Tally 

by Multichannel News 

NBCUniversars delivery increases are not limited to the linear 
TV side of its coverage from the London Games, as the 
programmer has already surpassed, or is poised to exceed, 
the full digital tallies from the 2008 Beijing Olympics. 
NBCOlympics.com has scored 1.1 billion total page views 
across its online, mobile and tablet platforms, including the 
apps NBC Olympics Live Extra and NBC Olympics, pushing 
within 100 million over Beijing’s 1.2 billion total, with six days 
remaining from London. 

NBC’s Coverage in London Is Becoming a Rating 

Success With a Shot at a Profit 
by The New York Times 

Critics of NBC’s coverage of the London Olympics have 
voiced sometimes brutal commentary on Twitter using the 
hashtag #NBCFail, but with one week left in its 
comprehensive, multiple-platform coverage, NBC’s own take 
is that its programming is a success. Ratings are up over 
what had been an impressive performance in 2008 in Beijing, 
and a predicted loss of $200 million or more has been turned 
around to a cautious prediction of a possible small profit. 

NBCU Fires Starting Gun On ’TV Everywhere’ 

Olympics Mobile TV Apps 

by Multichanne! News 

NBC Olympics released the official apps for the iPad, iPhone 
and select Android tablets and smartphones -- powered by 
Adobe Systems technologies -- one of which will let 
customers of participating pay-TV affiliates access more 
than 3,500 hours of live broadcasts of the coverage from 
the 2012 London games starting later this month. The apps, 
available in Apple’s iTunes App Store and Google Play, will 
provide access to live Olympics coverage on mobile devices 
for the first time. 

With Live Streaming and New Technology, BBC Tries 

to Be Everywhere at the Olympics 
by The New York Times 

While some American television viewers are grumbling about 
the retro feel to NBC’s London Olympics coverage, with 
tape-delayed broadcasts of the opening ceremony and 
other events, audiences in Britain are getting a more 
contemporary - even futuristic - TV Games. There, BBC is 
providing marathon coverage - 2,500 hours of programming 
during the more than two weeks of the Games. 

Venue News: MLB Pushes to Keep A’s in Oakland; 
Athens Olympic Venues Largely Abandoned 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Major League Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig’s blue-ribbon 
committee snuck into Oakland this week for a top secret 
meeting with East Bay officials and boosters at a downtown 
law office to discuss a new plan for an A’s waterfront 
ballpark. This is the same committee that has been meeting 
for three years, and has yet to make a recommendation on 
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the A’s proposed move to San Jose. 

Bonner Puts On a Show On the Yankees’ Big Screen 
by MLB. com 

When the Steinbrenners decided to include a 59-by-103 
foot screen in center field in their plans for the new Yankee 
Stadium, senior director of scoreboard and broadcasting 
Mike Bonner knew he was getting a new toy. Bonner has 
held his position since 1999, meaning he’s the proud owner 
of three World Series rings. He operated the scoreboard at 
the old Yankee Stadium, which was small compared to the 
team’s new screen. 

Four NFL Venues Celebrate a Decade 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

Ten years ago, NFL teams in Detroit, Houston, New England 
and Seattle opened new stadiums. Consider the driving 
forces behind all four projects, and there are some 
connections. Each of the stadiums has changed with the 
times, as the teams adjusted to market needs for seating 
and took steps to accommodate new technology. 
SportsBusiness Journal looks back at the openings and       i 

evolution of these stadiums, and what is in store for them in 
the years ahead. 

I | =[e]=’I~[®] I[oI~’’ i 

Harris Unveils BXF 2.0 Suite 

Harris has published the Broadcast eXchange Format (BXF) 
2.0 suite - a move that promises to "evolve the way 
broadcasters and new media organizations share and 
exchange business data and on-air content across the 
media workflow." BXF standardizes the exchange of 

schedule, as-run, content metadata, and content transfer 
instructions between workflow systems, including servers, 
editors, traffic and billing, sales and scheduling, automation 
and digital asset management equipment. 

Miranda Introduces Advanced Router Controller 

Miranda Technologies Inc., a provider of integrated solutions 
for production, playout and delivery systems for television 
broadcasters and multi-system operators, announced key    i 
improvements to its NVISION 9000 router control system. 
These system improvements enable new customer options    i 
for router system upgrades thanks to uncompromising, bi- 
directional communications with all NVISION routing systems i 
and many legacy, third-party router systems. 

Ig’IvLel ~ I =l,v~T/~ ’ i 

Cartoni Brings More Than 75 Years’ Experience to 
Sports Industry 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to welcome Cartoni as a 
corporate sponsor. Since 1935, Cartoni has designed, 
manufactured, and marketed high-end professional camera 
supports and accessories for the motion-picture and 
television industries. Cartoni products, including fluid heads 
and tripods, are deployed at major sporting venues for 
basketball, baseball, hockey, football, soccer, and colleges 
throughout the country. 

SMT Renews with SVG 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that SMT 
has renewed its corporate sponsorship. SMT is a provider of 
data integration, graphics presentation, and video 
enhancement solutions to live sports and entertainment 
television. Founded in 1992, SMT pioneered the first real- 
time scoring and wireless data system that allowed fans, 
media and broadcasters to interact with live data displays 
at PGA Tour events. 

Behind the Mic: Gottlieb Moves to CBS; Rovell 
Returns to ESPN 
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Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

Doug Gottlieb of ESPN has signed a multi-year deal with CBS 
and will contribute across CBS Sports properties. Gottlieb 
will host afternoons (3:00-6:00 PM, ET) on CBS Sports 
Radio. Sports business reporter Darren Rovell has returned 
to ESPN as a contributor to ESPN TV, digital and Radio, as 
well as ABC News. 

NBC Sports Group Extends French Open Rights 
Deal Through 2024 

The NBC Sports Group and the French Tennis Federation, 
agreed to a multi-year, multi-platform extension that 
includes 10 more hours of live U.S. television coverage and 
increased digital rights for the Grand Slam event through 
2024. NBC will air the opening Sunday of the tournament, as 
it did this year for the first time, as well as middle weekend 

tennis, the men’s and women’s semifinals and the men’s and 
women’s finals. 

Tennis and Ski Channel Founder Steve Bellamy 
Launching Surf-Themed Network 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

Steve Bellamy, who founded the Tennis Channel and the Ski 
Channel, is now setting his sights a third sports-themed 
network. The executive is set to announce Friday that he is 
launching the Surf Channel -- which will feature 
programming focusing on beach, water and board sports -- 
in mid-September. The Surf Channel will be available in 20 
million U.S. households when it debuts with a broadcast of 
"The Endless Summer". 

i 

Roger Mosey Named BBC Acting Head of Vision 

The London Olympics aren’t even over yet and Roger Mosey, i 
currently the BBC’s director of London 2012, already has his 
next job lined up as the BBC has appointed him acting head 
of Vision to replace George Entwistle, its newly appointed 
director general. Mosey will take on his new role on August 
20. Dave Gordon will replace Mosey as director of London 
2012 for the duration of the Paralympics and George 
Entwistle will take up his position as the BBC’s new director 
general on September 17. 

Turner Broadcasting System Acquires Bleacher 
Report 

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. has acquired Bleacher 
Report (B/R), one of the fastest-growing sports digital 
properties on the Internet. San Francisco-based B/R and its 
mobile offerings will now operate as part of the Turner 
Sports division. B/R delivers original sports editorial content 
while registering over 10 million monthly unique visitors. 

Internet-Enabled TV On The Rise 
by MediaPost 

Traditional television viewing is still dominant. But IPTV- 

enabled TV homes -- those with Internet-connected TVs 
continue to climb and look to make an impact in future 
years. Nielsen says IPTV-enabled TV viewing is now 5% of 
those homes’ total 111 viewing, as of February 2012. Four 
months before, it held a 2% share. As of February, 10.4% of 
alITVhomes had an IPTV compared to just 4.7% that same 
month a year prior, according to a recent Nielsen study. 

Brevity Introduces Timothy O’Brien as New CEO 

Brevity announced Timothy O’Brien as President and CEO. 
O’Brien will succeed Jacob Bronstein, one of Brevity’s original 
two founders, who now assumes leadership of key areas 
including product development and strategy. As President 
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and CEO, O’Brien brings a wealth of experience to lead 
Brevity Ventures’ growth strategy and business. 

Dalet Expands Business Development Team, 
Appoints Director of Customer Support 

Dalet, a provider of media asset management solutions for 
content providers in news, sports, program preparation and 
archiving, has named three industry professionals to key 
managerial roles. The new appointments extend the 
company’s business development efforts and strengthen the 
global customer support organization. 

Pac-12 Networks Signs with Arizona Carriers 
by Arizona Daily Star 

The Pac-12 Networks announced that Western Broadband 
and Orbitel Communications - which provide cable and 

internet in Sun Lakes, SunBird, Robson Ranch, SaddleBrooke, 
SaddleBrooke Ranch and Maricopa - will carry the stations 
when they launch Aug. 15. The providers will carry Pac-12 
Network Arizona, which will carry three UA and Arizona 
State football games during the first three weeks of the 
football regular season. 

The Rise and Fall of Media Rights Fees 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

The $2 billion purchase-price line for a pro sports team has 
been crossed, and media experts are weighing in on whether 
this was a brilliant move by the Guggenheim group or a sign 
that Nostradamus isn’t much of a sports fan. The inflation in 
sports TV rights is not limited to marquee teams: the San 
Diego Padres recently agreed a 20-year cable rights deal 

with Fox for $1.2 billion. Will these mountains of cash 
continue to be deposited into the bank accounts of leagues 
and teams? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

MIKE MCCALL <MCCALLIvlW@mailbox.sc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 3:29 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rn~ercer@email.unc.edu>; ~q4A@lists.nacda.com’ 

[n4a] Learning Concerns & Enhancement Committee 

Hi everyone, 

As we start a new year, I wanted to extend an offer to join the LCEC Our mission is to explore existing programs and service options available to student athletes with learning concerns and 
to educate the membership regarding techniques and strategies tbr learning enhancement; to encourage collaboration of all support services for the enhancement of student athletes; and to 
identify the unique issues of the field and provide communication and support for professionals. This year we plan to revamp our online resources, develop a learning specialist certification, 
and continue to address ways to best work with at-risk student-athletes We will have several conference calls this year to discuss hot topics and concerns related to practice. 

If you would like to be on the email list please email me at mccallmw@mailbox.sc.edu<mailto:mccallmw(d)jnailbox.sc.edu>. We look forward to a great year! 

Cheers! 

Mike 

Michael W McCall, Ph.D. 
School Psychologist 
Department of Athletics, University of South Carolina 
(803) 777-3581 (office) 
(919) 539-3838 (cell) 
(803) 777-7512 @~x) 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Management Wofldmde <chase@smww.com> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 5:20 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

A special message ti~)m Dr. Lynn Lashbrook 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

~ii header 

Sports Management Worldwide 

Greetings! 

Why empty seats give me an empiy Ieefing! 

Eve~¥time I see an empty seat while watching sports on TV I get an empty 
.....N::. New SMWW feeling! Why? Because I know there are people out there that would love to 

Globe Logo    work for a team and find fans who have never been asked 1o fill those seats! 

V~,t~en I sta~led Sports Management Work~wide 14 yeats ago after watching the 

Jerrt Maguire movie, I wanted to give people a chance to be a sports agent. 
When I realized my calling as a life long educator was helping people break 

into sports, the second course I created was the Sports Business 
Management Course. This course is for passionate sports enthusiasts who 

want to get paid to work in professional sports. Like an elite athlete, anyone who can sell tickets 
and fill ~hose empty seats will always have a job~ it is no secret ~ha[ technology (HD TV, Interact, 
Smart Phone) is making it more challenging for teams to sell out stadiums. Even in the NFL! The 
most expensive seat ill sports is the empty seat! 
As great and convenient the HD’I"V has become it still is impossible to Catch a Foul Ball unless 
you have a seal Nol only did I catch 13 foul balls al the old Kansas City A’s games as a young 
boy I aL~;o recovered an incomplete pass in the endzone at a Chief.~; game. You have to be in 
attendance to experience something like that. SMVWV Call train you to fill those seats! At SM~%~2V 
we have a Ticket to Ride! 

If you are interested in working in professional spoils, SMW¢# can help! Cheek out the Sports 



Business Manaqement Course tod~y! 
Sincerely, 

i~i Lynn 

La~hbrook 

Hesd Shot 

2009 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook 

President & Founder 

Sports Management Worldwide 

1100 NW Glissn 2B 

Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 

503-445-7105 

Forward this email 

% % 
This email was sent ,’.o rmercei@uncaa.unc.edu by chase~srrlv~w.com i 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Sports Nanagement Worldwide :: 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B i www.smww.com i Portland OR :: OR. i 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 8:11 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr 

<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim 
Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary Ellen < binghamm@email.unc.edu >; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.U NC.EDU >; 
Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; 

Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Day, Brian C <bday@live.unc.edu >; 
Roberts, Logan <loganwr@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Lee 
Roberts <leeroberts@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 



Subject: 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 

< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wireless/Wi-Fi network changes 

FYI, in case anyone should notice ... 

As of the morning, ITS changed all occurrences of the not-present-everywhere "guest" wireless SSID "Tar-Heel" to "UNC- 

Guest" on the campus wireless network. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 2:46 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: OBS CEO Romero Reflects on Games NBC’s M~za Sees 2012 Olympics as Birth of aNew Era 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
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OBS CEO Romero Looks Back -and Ahead 

NBC’s Mazza Sees 2012 Games as Birth of New Era 

Live From NewYork, It’s NBC’s Highlights Factory 

NBC Olympics’ Dixon Embraces His Final Games 

Eurosport Presents the Olympic Games in 3D 

Elemental’s Olympic Work is a Win for Company 

TV Azteca Handles Bulk of Operations in Mexico 

ARD, ZDF Split Costs, Duties for Olympic Games 

TV2 Denmark Floats Studio 

Many Approaches To Deliver Olympics Audio 

CBS Ready for Long Course at PGA Championship 
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OBS CEO Manolo Romero Looks Back -and Ahead 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The London Olympics will be remembered for a number of 
technical accomplishments by Olympic Broadcasting 
Services (OBS). There were the impressive demonstrations 
of Ultra HD, offering 16 times HD resolution, and 3D, adding 
new sports to the "been done in 3D" roster. There were new 
tapeless workflows with EVS and Avid that continue to 
increase the speed at which content is delivered to viewers. 
And then there was the continued evolution of the Olympic 
News Channel and fully produced channels of content 
delivered around the globe via satellite. 

NBC’s Dave Mazza Sees 2012 Games as Birth of a 
New Era 
by Jason Dachman 

Judging by the massive live-streaming viewership totals on 
NBCOlympics.com thus far, it is safe to say that the 
American public has warmly embraced NBC’s decision to 
make every minute of the London Games available live in 

some fashion. And while the launch of this second-screen 
effort is a godsend for the hardcore Olympics fan, it also 
created a monumentally tall task for NBC Olympics SVP of 
Engineering Dave Mazza: delivering nearly 100 HD feeds 
back to the U.S. from an ocean away. 

Live From NewYork, It’s NBC’s Highlights Factory 
by Karen Hogan 

The cast of Saturday Night Live may be gone for the 

summer, but Studio 8H at 30 Rockefeller Plaza is far from 
silent. A small army of staffers has overtaken the space, 
setting up computer workstations and portable play-by-play 
booths where audience members have sat to watch cast 
members and musical guests perform for 37 seasons. The 
Highlights Factory supports the herculean effort of NBC 
Olympics to broadcast 5,535 hours to multiple platforms, 
including 3,500 hours of video streamed live to 
NBCOlympics.com, with its own superhuman feat. 

Bob Dixon, NBC Olympics Audio Expert, Embraces 
Last Games 

SVG would like to thank its 
sponsors: 
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by Ken Kerschba umer 

The London Olympics will mark the end of an era as Bob 
Dixon, NBC Olympics, director of sound design and 
communications, will be in the NBC Olympics Listening Room 
for the last time. During his career Dixon has worked on 12 
Olympic games, beginning in 1984 at the Los Angeles 
Olympics and spending six as a mixing engineer, working for 
NBC, ABC and CBS along the way. 

Eurosport Presents the Olympic Games in 3D 
by Birgit Heidsiek, SVG Europe German Correspondent 

Eurosport kicked off the Olympic Games on July 25 and 26 
with the live transmission of the first group matches. In 
addition, the leading European sports channel launched the 
daily live show Together to London. For the first time, 
Eurosport is transmitting the Olympic Games in 3D, 
distributing more than 100 programme hours over the Sky 3D 
and Virgin Media platforms in Great Britain and some 
selected distribution outlets from Panasonic all over Europe. 

TV2 Denmark Floats Studio 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

TV2 Denmark is giving France Television’s studio in a double 
decker bus a run for its money for most original studio 
location with a houseboat locate dat Catherine’s Dock that 
not only has a full production studio that is connected to 
the -iV2 broadcast centre in Copenhagen. The IBC 
operations, meanwhile, act as a central hub for signals from 
OBS, commentary circuits, and feeds from mixed zones. 

ARD, ZDF Split Costs, Duties for Olympic Games 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

German public broadcasters ARD and ZDF are once again 
combining forces for the Summer Olympics, a strategic move 
that splits costs, splits responsibilities, and splits branding 
while creating a single channel of Olympic content. The two 
share a large space in the IBC housing a large EVS server, 
studio, 16 edit suites, and more. The single Olympic channel 
is on air every day from 9:45 a.m. to 1 a.m., with branding 
of the channel changing back and forth between the two 
networks every day. 

TV Azteca Handles Bulk of Operations in Mexico 
by Jason Dachman 

In Mexico, there is football, and then there is everything 
else. So, after delivering 18 hours of live Olympics 
programming per day from London for the past two weeks, 
TV Azteca’s coverage will hit a fevered pitch on Saturday 
when the Mexico Men’s National Footall Team plays in its 
first-ever gold-medal match. -IV Azteca, which shares the 
London 2012 rights in Mexico with Televisa, is delivering live 
daily HD coverage as well as packaged primetime 
programming to two dedicated channels in Mexico, as well 
as news and highlights to a third network. 

Elemental’s Olympic Partnership Another Win for 
Company 
by Brandon Costa 

The London Olympic Games will come to a conclusion this 
weekend and it will mark another victory in what can easily 
be described as "The Summer of Elemental." Over the past 
couple of months, the multiscreen content delivery 
technology company continued to extend its sports 
presence, adding the Olympics to its other latest clients, 
MLB Advanced Media and the NBA. 

Many Approaches Deliver Sound to Many 

Destinations 
by Kevin Hilton, European Correspondent 

TV coverage of the London 2012 Summer Olympics has 
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involved not just the host broadcaster but many national 
broadcasters using a broad range of technologies and 
equipment to get pictures and sound of the Games to their 
audiences. Among these is home service BBC, which has its 
own facility within the International Broadcast Centre (TBC). 
A substantial part of the facility houses the BBC’s audio 
operation, featuring seven Btuder mixing consoles on a 
Route 6000 network. 

Bexel Announces Post-Olympics Sell Off 

Following the Olympics, Bexel ProBales will host its post- 
Olympics sell off. The company is offering the chance to 
own one of the newest and latest technologies of broadcast 
media that helped capture the athletes, teams, and 
moments of the London Games. Among the equipment for 
sale is a Panasonic AJ=HPX3100 I080P HD P2 Camcorder and 
Sony HDC1500 Studio Camera Chains. 

BSI Captures Speedboat Sequence for Olympics 
Opening Ceremonies 

Broadcast Sports, Inc. (BSI), a provider of wireless audio, 
video, and communication services, played a critical role in 
the broadcast of the London 2012 Summer Olympics 
Opening Ceremonies. Outside broadcast and studio facilities 
company, NEP Cymru, hired BSI to provide four wireless 
cameras to shoot the sequence where a speedboat, driven 
by David Beckham, carried the Olympic flame down the River 
Thames. 

NBC’s Ebersol: ’We’re Here to Make Great Television’ 
by Sports On Earth 

Dick Ebersol says the divide is simple to explain, really. He 
has been shaping the way America watches the Olympic 
Games for two decades now, and for all those years there 
have been critics griping about his vision, complaining that 
too little of the Games are shown live, grousing that the 
coverage is too stylized and touchy-feely, grumbling that 
NBC focuses too much on a handful of sports and all but 
ignores the others. 

Americans, Viewers Want Top Olympics Events 
Televised Live 
by Ga/lup 

Americans who say they are watching the Olympics "a lot" 
are most likely to want the most popular events televised 
both live during the day as they happen and on tape delay 
in the evening. Seven in 10 (71%) of these Americans want 
the most popular events televised live and on tape delay, as 
do a majority (57%) of those who are watching a little of 
the games and 43% of those who aren’t watching at all. 

Olympic Winners: How NBC’s Authentication Helped 
VPN Providers 
by paidCon ten t 

NBC is streaming some 3,500 hours of video live from the 
London Olympics - but access to the live streams is 
restricted to pay =iV subscribers who have access to MSNBC 
and CNBC as part of their TV bundle. That leaves out quite 
a few viewers. Cord cutters, for example, but also 

subscribers to low-cost satellite bundles have to follow the 
games on -iV, where coverage is limited and tape-delayed. 

Marketers: No Brand Deserves Gold Digital Olympics 
by Adweek 

If you listen to tech players, Summer Olympics advertisers 
Nike and Procter & Gamble are definitely among the brands 
that deserve gold medals for their traditional media efforts. 
But when it comes to digital marketing, the top step on the 
podium should simply remain unoccupied until brands get 
more sophisticated, they suggested. And there’s data to 
back up their stances. 
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CBS Ready to Tackle Long Course at PGA 

Championship 
by Brandon Costa 

In the days leading up to this weekend’s PGA Championship, 
much of the talk has been about the venue’s tremendous 
length. At 7,676 yards, the Ocean Course at Kiawah Island 
is the longest course to ever host a major championship. 
Couple that with the forecast for potential rain and high 
winds, and the final major of the year could wreak havoc on 
both golfers and broadcasters. 

Sennheiser Delivers End-to-End Audio for Newport 
Folk Festival 

The last weekend of July, audio specialist Sennheiser, in 
conjunction with event partner Paste Magazine, hosted a 
live broadcast/recording studio session housed in an alcove i 
of an 18th century fortress, located on the site of this 
year’s Newport Folk Festival. By simply donning a pair of 
Sennheiser RS 120 wireless consumer headphones, music 
fans were able to experience true-to-life, intimate 
performances artists from festival artists. 

Miller-Bell Media Productions Counts on JVC 

Cameras 

When Miller-Bell Media Productions, LLC (formally GIG 2 Me 
Music &Video) was established in 1998, co-owner Gary Bell 
purchased two JVC GY-DV500 professional DV camcorders, 
which were eventually replaced by a JVC GY-DV5000. In 
February, when the company decided to make the transition 
to HD production and adopt a tapeless workflow, Bell chose 
to stick with JVC and purchased a GY=HM710 ProHD camera. 

Harmonic Powers Digital TV Services for Supersonic 
Networks 

North Indian cable operator Supersonic Networks has 
installed a complete Harmonic solution to become one of the 
first cable operators in the region to offer digital TV 
services. Supersonic’s new digital video headend includes 
Harmonic ProStream 1000 with ACE transcoding, Ion 
encoding, NMX Digital Service Manager, and NSG 9000 
universal edgeQAM systems. 
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Venue News: Seattle Arena Plans Face Opposition; 
Texas HS To Open $60M Stadium 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Port of Seattle commissioners on Tuesday passed a motion 
in opposition of the pending agreement to build a new sports 
arena in Sodo, saying the city should conduct a 
comprehensive study before committing public funds to the 
project. With their motion, the commissioners unanimously 
made official their concerns that a new arena south of 
Safeco Field would result in extra traffic in the area, 
clogging trucking routes, raising shipping costs and causing i 
customers to move operations to other ports. 

l;]a’LoJ~IDl;]r,(oT;IDI~;~1 -- i 

WatchESPN Launches on Android Devices for Xfinity : 
TV Customers 

Comcast’s Xfinity IV customers, who subscribe to ESPN’s 
networks, can now stream live events and coverage on 
Android devices through WatchESPN, currently available in 
the Google Play store. WatchESPN is also available on lOS 
devices as well as online via WatchESPN.com. 
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AOL Enables Ads On TV App For Samsung, Sony, 
Roku Devices 
by Multichannel News 

AOL is launching version 2.0 of its connected iV app for 
Samsung Electronics, Sony Electronics and Roku over-the- 
top devices, adding the ability to serve pre-roll ads against i 
380,000-plus short-form video clips. The AOL On app,        i 
previously known as AOL HD, will let advertisers run          i 
campaigns via pre-roll ad units across AOL On’s premium, 
content from properties including Comcast’s E!, Reuters, AP, i 
BBC, Newsy, Entertainment Tonight, Sugar, Splash News,    i 

CNET and Gourmet TV, as well as AOL’s own Moviefone,      i 
Engadget and HuffPost Entertainment. 

Google Yanks Content-Light Nexus Q Streaming 
Device 
by Multichannel News 

Google has indefinitely suspended shipments of its $300 
Nexus Q music and video streaming device just weeks after 
launching it, after early users complained that the orb- 
shaped player did not provide access to enough content, 
The New York Times reported. 
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Vizio Launches 21:9 Screen 
by TVTechnology 

Cinephiles without the means to build their own home 
theaters may have reason to rejoice, but some industry 
observers are wondering out loud if Vizio may be stretching 

itself too thin-or in this case, too wide- with the set maker’s 
new 21:9 aspect ratio 3D -iV being introduced this summer. 

Pac-12 Conference Networks Come with Big Money 
at Stake 
by USA Today 

The Pac-12 Conference is home to some of the nation’s 
most prestigious academic universities, institutions that 
have borne industry giants in technology, medicine and 
science. After years of stodginess in their approach to 
providing and monetizing media exposure for their nationally 
renowned athletics programs, they are launching one of the 
grandest, boldest - and, potentially, most lucrative - 
experiments in college sports: the Pac-12 Networks, a TV 
enterprise completely owned and controlled by a 
conference. 

Harlem Globetrotters Sign Content Partnership Deal 
with The Whistle 
by Business Wire 

The Whistle -- the first cross-platform content provider 
solely focused on developing entertaining, educational and 
participatory sports programming tailored to kids -- and the 
Harlem Globetrotters announced a comprehensive multi-year 
content agreement. The announcement was made by Jeff 
Urban, The Whistle co-founder and Chief Marketing Officer 

and Kurt Schneider, CEO of the Harlem Globetrotters. 

For Football Fans, the Focus Is on Monday 
by The New York Times 

ESPN on Monday will introduce a new multimedia advertising 
campaign for its marquee program, "Monday Night Football." 
The importance of "Monday Night Football" to the ESPN 
empire became evident last September when ESPN renewed 
its contract with the National Football League for the 
program for $15.2 billion through 2021. ESPN will be paying 
$1.9 billion a year to run MNF, 73% more than the $1.1 
billion it had been paying for the program, which is the 
highest-rated show on cable television. 
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FCC Denies Comcast Stay Request 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

According to the Tennis Channel, the FCC has denied 
Comcast’s request for a stay of the commission’s program 
carriage decision against the cable operator. That came as 
no surprise to Comcast, which has already petitioned a 
federal court to stay the decision assuming it would not be 
good news from the FCC. If the U.S. Court of appeals for 
the D.C. Circuit does not stay enforcement, Comcast by 
early September will have to have paid a fine and given 
Tennis Channel the same coverage it gives its Golf Channel 
and NBC Sports Net, in which Comcast has an ownership 
interest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 3:39 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

test message by email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 8:41 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Happy Veterans Day from CWS! 

Happy Veterans Day! 

Counseling and Wellness Services would like to thank all the service men 
and women at UNC for their service to our country. We also recognize 
that members of the armed forces come to UNC with a special set of life 
experiences, and their time studying at UNC can be quite different from 
that of other students. We want to hear from you about your experiences 
and learn about what you could use to make your time at UNC great. 

On Veterans Day (Thursday, November 11), we’ll have a table at the Pit 
from 10:00am to 2:00pm to recognize our veterans and service members on 
campus, ff you or a loved one has served or is currently serving, please 
drop by! We will have giveaways and information about CWS. If you are a 
veteran or service member, we also invite you to take a 5-minute survey 
in the Pit on Thursday - we hope it will help us to get to know you and 
your fellow veterans better. You can also enter a drawing for a $50 Visa 
gift card! 

ALL STUDENTS are welcome to come by and write a holiday message to our 
veterans and those serving overseas through the American Red Cross of 
Central NC. Please join us! 

This email is sponsored by: Counseling and Wellness Services 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 9:04 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Scholarships email 

UNC-CH Students and Employees, 

An email is being sent from "UNC Scholarships" which says "Confirm your 
entry to win a 2k scholarship". Please be aware that this email IS NOT 
from the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid. This message is likely 
a solicitation or some type of email scam designed to provide profit for 
the sender. Our advice would be to ignore the email as it is likely a 
scam. 

Thank you, 
Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, 
UNC-CH 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

francesca.laura98@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

francesca.lanm98@gmaJl.com 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 9:49 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

University of North Carolina Varsib~ Soccer 

Dear Mr. Dolxance, Mr. Ducm and Mr. Palladino: 

My name is Francesca Garofalo and I attend Holt’ Trinity- School in Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada. I am currently in grade 11 with a 4.0 GPA. I am an experienced 

competitive (REP) soccer player, having played multiple positions at a high level, including goalie at the regional level. I have particularly extensive experience as a 

centre and outside midfielder. I helped lead my high school varsity team to CAIS National championship and CISAA Division 1 Regional championship tires after 

being the two-time recipient of the Junior G-iris Soccer MVP award. Prior to my graduation in June 2015, I intend to apply to Kenan-Flagler Business School and 

would yew much like the opportunity k~ compete for a roster spot on the Varsity Soccer Temn. 

My strengths axe in ball handling and managing rapid transition ti~m detbnsc to o!tense, including sctting up plays in the attacking zone. I play a high tempo and physical 
game, and I am noted for my relative size (5’5", 130 lbs.), strength and conditioning. I am a natural left footer but am adept at using both right and left. My preferred 

position is on the left outside midfield but as a versatile player am comfortable with playing throughout the midfield. I an1 considered an encouraging and mentally 

focused player by my current coach and team mates and a quick study at adapting to diflbrent or new player fommtions. 

I mn currently working on adding video my NCSA profile and hoping you could provide me with insight into your player evaluation process, requirements for a player 

profile and the possibilib, of ananging a meeting with you and a tour of yon facilities at an appropriate time. I roll be attending the Ontario Cup toumanlent on Saturday 

July 5th and will update you on my team’s tournaments as soon as possible. I also wanted to l, mow if you are still recruiting 2015 graduates. 

Representative Soccer Experience 

2012 - Present: Newmarket Soccer Club (CGSL Level 3 and Level 4 Premier) 

2010 - 2012: Oak Ridges Soccer Club (CGSL Level 4 Premier) 

2010: York Region Soccer Academy (Regionals) 

2006 - 2010: Glen Shields Soccer Club (YRSL) 

2006: Richmond Hill Soccer Club (YRSL) 

2003 - 2006: Richmond Hill Soccer Club (House League) 

Yours tmly, 

Francesca Garothlo 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Customer Care <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 5:36 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New ACSCoach+ iPhone App Features 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

We hope this note finds you and your staff’doing well. We are excited to announce the next upgrade to your ACSCoach+ iPhone App! Based on your feedback, the 

following new features have been added to your App: 

¯ Easy access to your current Roster with a one-click option to dial athletes AND any Personal Contacts related to "the student-athlete (parents, grandparents, etc). 

Enhanced editing functionality for quick updates to School, Club Team or Coach information. 

Ability to add new School~ Club Teams or Coaches dilecfly from your mobile device. 

Ready to be used with the new lOS7.1 operating system. 

ACS will be holding an online training session next week on Wednesday, April 2nd at 12pro ET/9am PT to review these new features. CLICK HERE to register. As 

always, please let us know if you have any questions as you are getting started! 

Be sure to update your ACSCoach+ App from the App Store on your iPhone to begin taking advantage of these new features as soon as possible! Thanks for your 

input, and keep it coming! We have a TON of new functionality on the horizon Ibr the spring so stay tuned Ibr upcoming announcements! 

Thank you, 

The Tean~ at ACS Athletics 

Phone: 1-800-343-6220 

Email: helpdesk@ac sathletic s.com 
/ Twitter: https: Jtwitter.com/ACSathletics 
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If you did not wish to receive this, please .u___n__s_’_L_L_b__s_’__c_U__b__e_.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:53 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Spring’s Biggest Business Books 
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List Price: $26.00 

Price: $21.10 

You Save: $490 (19%} 
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What Athletes Value Most When 

Choosin~ 

There are many factors that go into an athlete’s college 

decision And as a coach, you don’t always have the time or 

manpower to know all of your prospects on a personal level¯ So 

we asked the student-athletes we work with ’What do you value 

most when making a college decision?’ They’re responses 

may shock you.. 

Looking to Round Out Your 2014 Roster? 

Looking for any last minute 2014 prospects to round out your 

roster? Send us an email at collegerelations~ncsasports.org 

with your recruiting needs and we’ll send you a list of 

uncommitted recruits qualified for your program¯ 

Done with the 2014 class? Send us your needs for the 2015 

class and we’ll help you get started! 

Nominate Your Players for the Athleader 
All-American Team! 

Nominations are currently being accepted for the third annual 

Athleader All-American Team! 

Each All-American embodies the characteristics of an athleader, 

including excelling in the classroom, on the field of play and in the 

community, having an all-in attitude/all-out work ethic, putting the 

team first and having a thirst for learning¯ 

Click here to nominate one of your athletes! 



Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Customer Care <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:04 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: New ACSCoach+ iPhone App Features 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

We hope this note finds you and your staff’doing well. We are excited to announce the next upgrade to your ACSCoach+ iPhone App! Based on your feedback, the 

following new features have been added to your App: 

¯ Easy access to your current Roster with a one-click option to dial athletes AND any Personal Contacts related to "the student-athlete (parents, grandparents, etc). 

¯ Enhanced editing functionality for quick updates to School, Club Team or Coach information. 

Ability to add new School~ Club Teams or Coaches dilecfly from your mobile device. 

Ready to be used with the new lOS7.1 operating system. 

ACS will be holding an online training session next week on Wednesday, April 2nd at 12pro ET/9am PT to review these new features. CLICK HERE to register. As 

always, please let us know if you have any questions as you are getting started! 

Be sure to update your ACSCoach+ App from the App Store on your iPhone to begin taking advantage of these new features as soon as possible! Thanks for your 

input, and keep it coming! We have a TON of new functionality on the horizon Ibr the spring so stay tuned Ibr upcoming announcements! 

Thank you, 

The Tean~ at ACS Athletics 

Phone: 1-800-343-6220 

Email: helpdesk@ac sathletic s.com 
/ Twitter: https: Jtwitter.com/ACSathletics 

] 

If you did not wish to receive this, please .u___n__s_’_L_L_b__s_’__c_U__b__e_.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 3:13 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email,unc,edu> 

Anson Dorrance: Spring’s Biggest Releases in Biographies & Memoirs 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~N~.~L~!~:.I!~..Li~..~J.-.::m~..~!L~.~.~:..~ iiiiiiiii~ii~iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

List Price: $40.00 .......................................................... 

.,~,~o~: ,25.3o 
You Save: ~I 4,0 t3] ,o) e ~ -- ,- ~o!, 

~V I OF~, ;xODD:nS ":’": .......... ::":’:"v":" 

List Price: $27.99 .......................................................... 

You Save: $7.67 {2Z%} 

:~’ See t~oIe bi!~ spring books m 9.kLqrapMes & Memoirs 

Find Great Deals on ~iIIions of Items Storewide 



i i~ ~,-::-:.-,~:,,~ ," "The new fSoccer Leade~board rocks/[f ?’e~~ much does 

the woH~ for yo~lf" Coach Tom, U12 Gifts, Mt 

You can now filter iSocce~ points by week, month or 

total So eve~7 Monday and the 1 st of every mo~th, a 

brand new game starts! 

A~ you have to do is provide an awesome reward 

your kids wan~.! 

Oheck out the different ways coaches and pa~ents 

are using the new leaderboard below! 

.".~’!.’.’Y’{ 2 ~.-’. ". }.~.~ e :. ,’...-’. ?b.;. }.?.x.: ~.t }.;:.-’....,’. ? £ .~.L :::’~ .-’....,’...~ 

~ ~-.-’. ~,.,’...’-..~,.,’...-’." ..,’.:~ 5,t.,’.a,.’,.~).,’,.,.~::’~...: ~: ~,.,’.! .-’..,’...-’..~ ...y2.,’:.ti~2~..’-:t2:.,’..,," 

Pizza Party 

We recently set up a monthly points cornpetition for the off 

season, The player who got the most iSoccer points in 

Februa~T won a gift. card to the focal pizza place. The 

players got super fired up and really got into it! t’m starting a new one for the spring season, 

and would def recommend some sort of competition around points 

Add Yo~rseH ~.o the Roster a~d Joi~ the Challenge 

I started logging my own scores and then I sent out an email challenging the players to keep 

up with me. The most improved players over 30 days will get prizes, The isoccer activity 

went crazy, Best thing I have ever done to get kids working on their skills at home, 

Pie in the Face 

If the [earn achieved more than 10,000 points in the ne×[ l~w weeks, I tel them each throw a 

pie in my face. And they did it! 

Captair~’s Am~ Band 

The boy with the most points before the next game gets to wear the captain armband~ 

Pick go~r Position 

VVe let the highest point player pick their spot on the pfaying I]eld each game. 

World Cup Replica Ball 

Over our month long winter break I wanted the girls to keep getting touches on the bait so f 

cfeared all of their isoccer points and the player with the most points when we returned from 

break won a world cup replica soccer ball. 

Season Eroding Prizes 

We told the boys there would be awards based on their lSoccer participation. V~hat we 

ended up doing was getting medals and c~ivinc~ then) to the top 3 lSo~cer le~ el~ and top 3 

fSoccer points. The ended up going to 6 different pfayers, Each medal was customized with 

engraving on the back with their name and tSoccer level or points. 





i i~ ~,-::-:.-,~:,,~ ." "The new fSoccer Leaderboard rocks/[~ pre~~ much does 

the woH~ fo~ yo~f" Coach Tom, U12 Gifts, Mt 

You car~ now filter iSocce~ points by week, month or 

total So eve~7 Monday and the 1 st of every mo~th, a 

brand new game starts! 

A~ you have to do is provide an awesome reward 

your kids want! 

Check out the different ways coaches aad pa~ents 

are using the new leaderboard below! 

.".~’!.’.’Y’{ 2 ~.-’. ". }.~.~ e :. ,’...-’. 2.~. }:.".x.: ~.t }.L-’....,’. ? £ .~.L :::’~ .-’....,’...~ 

Pizza Party 

We recently set up a monthly points cornpetition for the off 

season. The player who got the most iSoccer points in 

Februa~T won a gift. card to the focal pizza place. The 

players got super fired up and really got into it! t’m starting a new one for the spring season, 

and would def recommend some sort of competition around points 

Add Yo~rseH to the Roster a~d Joi~ the Challenge 

I started logging my own scores and then I sent out an email challenging the players to keep 

up with me. The most improved players over 30 days will get prizes. The isoccer activity 

went crazy~ Best thing I have ever done to get kids working on their skills at home~ 

Pie in the Face 

[f the team achieved more than 10,000 points in the ne×t l~w weeks, [ let them each throw a 

pie in my face. And they did it! 

Captair~’s Am~ Band 

The boy with the most points before the next game gets to wear the captain armband~ 

Pick go~r Position 

We let the highest point player pick their spot on the pfaying I]eld each game. 

World Cup Replica Ball 

Over our month long winter break I wanted the girls to keep getting touches on the bait so f 

cfeared all of their isoccer points and the player with the most points when we returned from 

break won a world cup replica soccer ball. 

Season Eroding Prizes 

We told the boys there would be awards based on their lSoccer participation. )~hat we 

.... < ~ s e. ended up doing was getting medals and c~ivinc~ them to the top 3 lSo~cer le~ el~ and top 3 

fSoccer points. The ended up going to 6 different pfayers~ Each medal was customized with 

engraving on the back with their name and tSoccer level or points. 





.~#.~!~L~3;#~.~#. T.~.;#.V.’.#...~.9.;#!#. ~.~..~[~#. 

.~ ...................................... 

V~V;~i:.i:.i:.!’~ ~:i:.i:.i:.!~, iii( ~:~i:.i:.!:.i~. ~iq cii [)~’~i:.i:.i:.!:~ :~iii:.:.~ ii s 
VVe’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Spo~ts, and more, Check 

back often for new deals, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ ~iiii~ ~ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i i’~ $30 Off Kindle Fire HDX :~ $1,300 Off List Price on S ...... g 60-Inch 1080p 

240Hz 3D Smart LED TV 

~30 Off Kil~d[e Fire NDX ~300 Off List Price oI~ Samsun~60qnch 1080Z 

240Hz 3D Smart LED TV 

i:~i $100 Amazon Gift Card With Select Samsung PCs 

RCs 

i"~i 70% Off K3 Wind and Solar Mobile Charger for Mobile 

Devices 

Mobile Devices 



Up to 60% Off Select SanDisk USB Flash Drive       ~ Over 35% off on C ..... P-215 Scan-tini P ...... I 

.......... Document Scanner 

~’~ USB Flasl~ Ovel 35% off o~ Ca~o,q P-2’[5 Scanoti,qi 

Dlive Personal Oocu,qse~t Scslsner 

~w 7..,_0, ..... I~D B,u- ~ect O,y,,,,~u~ Compoct ~,~te,,, 

i i’~ 50% Off Disney D ........ Set .... d More i~ Free $20 A .......... Gift Card with Select Oakley 

Sunglasses Purchase 

OaMe~iasses P~rchase 



~iii 
S ...... 20% on Martha Stewart Crafts Crafter’s 

Clay Kits 

ii.~.iI Save over 35% on the SINGER 14CG754 ProFinish 

Serger 

S~.ve ever 35% or the S NGER 14CG754 ...................................... : ............................ :.....: ...................... 

Save upto 15% on Select Bedding & Bath from 

Pinzon 

i iX Up to 50% Off Select Outdoor Furniture 

U~ to 50% Off Seiect O~tdoor Fumib.E~e Save u~" [e 15% or Se ect Bedd ;g & Bat~ rein 

.~).0~o_0. 

i i’~ Grocery & G ...... t Coupons :~.;. Save 40% on GOBIVA Chocolatier Signature Gift 

Basket 

Gift Basket 



~i $15 Off $75 Athletic Shoes with Promo Code i~i 42% Off the Man of Steel Limited Edition Gift Set 
....... MARCHATH ...... 

8elect Chil@’en’s Books U~der $I0 ~’-.ave 25% or mo~’e o~ Ca~’ Seats 

40% o~ ~,,~lore Off Seiect GameWea~ ~,,~II..B Pet 40% Off NCAA ClotNng 

P~od~cts 



~}i Up to 35°/o Off Select College Hoops Collectibles i iXi B .... Bcdch Oil Filter with Castrol Oil Purchase 

to 35% Off Select Celie~ Bonus Bosch Oil Filter with Castroi Oil 

Collectibles Purchase 

.~i Gold Box Deals 

E~O0~(S ~-18’3t[0[li(S TO}S 8 Ga!~2~!S 

P,/~o,/ies & iV Vkleo Gs]~es .~.8by 

Kinqie Ceii Phon!?s ~ Acce.~s.’)des Ciethin.q 

Kindle Papep.~,,’hRe Computers & Software Shoes 

i<indle F}l-e HDX A:.itol~setive Watches 

in.< lani Video }rldu.sl:risi & 8c}eIfl:ifk: ~3eaul:? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 8:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Alert Carolina: Orange County under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The National Weather Services has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN" ORANGE COUNTY until 1 AM 3/30/14. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather service updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University will not send additional notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those oIlen change frequently during a weather event If a new 
weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch after a 24-hour period, the Universiry plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring eflbrts for potential serious 
weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more information refer to http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 







%%% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student-Athlete Development <paperlesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:39 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

2014 Student-Athlete Graduation Receplion 

ixi 

View invitation: 
v,~wq, pa pe rlesspost, co rnieve ntsi7098698- 
8e7adb78!replies!128754116-3e437499 

View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 

iPhone app 

2014 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 
Monday, April 14th at 5:00 PM 

Gerrard Hall 
160 E Cameron Ave, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add _p__a_p__e_Lhe_ssp__o__s__t_@j2_a_££ELe__s__s_££:g_L_c__o_£n_ to your address book to easu:’e you receive sii tutu:’e emsiis from Pspel!ess Pest 

it: your inbox Click here to stop :’eceb,’iaa emails tram Pspedess Post inciudh:g invitstioas and cards 

View the Paperless Post privacy policy. 
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Electronics 
Great selectio~ and deals on t~e latest tecl~o~ogy .S.~.~...!~.9.r.~ 

.~?.~!L~:~;~.9~. ~.9~.;~.Y.’.~...~.9.;~!~. ~.~..~[~2. 



i ...... 

12(.’Hz 3D Smad LF.~3 IV 

$ ....... K>,die Fire {-~:DX 59% Ofl List Pdce (m, 8a,ms~’,g 65d~’,ch 4K U{{ra 
HD :zvHz.~ Smart LED T\/ 

Z 
Ooma }!ae, dset ~.,~,;irHess/vrJ:sptel cr l.Jnx 

Save $20 when you Bundle the Ooms Te[o with Save All "Year with HooColstract Ceil Pholses 
a~s Oob, sa Handset, Wireless Adapte~’. or [.i~;x 

Entertainment 
~aovies & TV, red, sic, a~d yippee games See more 

<52% Off Ti~e UJtimate Matrix Celiectien 64% Off Friday Night l..igi~ts: Ti~e Cob, spiete 
Sedes 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii x! -rop ~usic p~e-o,de~s ~.~! p,~-e~d~ ws~c~ Hogs ~d ~,t t~e sig~,e s~,e~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii j .......... P~ck 

Sl~ot Pack 

~: .................................. 

Savings with Style 
Fashior~able finds for me~ wome~ arid Rids See mo~e 



50% or Mo,~e off W0mee,~s D,~esses 50% oi Mo~e off Men’s Suits & Sport Coats 

50% o,~ More off Select Stellilsg Silve~ Jev~’elry Up to 75% off Watches 

Sports & Outdoors ............................................................................................................................................. 
ereat dials to ÷,,joy the o~t~oors t~is Spri,,g ~.@.f~...~.52.Ef~. 

U p to 40% off Seiect Styles from Adid;~s Golf    U p to 25% off Bssebrdl Tr;~ining {tems from SKI..7.. 



Up to 25% off Select NCAA T-Shits 

Home 
Home improvement a~ 

irrlpF,~emen~ 

M~rkdowns: Up to 50% off Tools & Home 
Irnproverne~,t 

$15 L~ $75 Aii:ie~ic Shoes wilh Promo Code 
..... MAROHAYH 

$15 Off $75 Athletic Shoes with P~omo Code 
MARGHATH 

& Office 
home office ~leals See more 

Up to 25% Off LED Light Bulbs 

Over 40% off Select Slicky Notes Over 15% off Select Paper Mate Perks 

Reading 
Boo~<s a~d magazines for all i~terests S.f~.e..!}?R[~ 
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80 Kindle Books fo~ $I ,99 Each Ceiebrating the Spring Season in Clsildlen~s 
Beok, s 

ad 

Grocery & Gourmet Food 
Recipe ideas, easter candy, co~pen~, a~ more See more 

Discover New Recipes and Cooking ideas Up to 20% off Easter Clsocoiate, Candy, Snacks, 
and More 



New A~riv81: Starbueks De~Mesi~et Espresso I ~S% Ofi Am}ie’s Sna,:sks with Ins[a~}~. Ceupe~} 

Note to Explore 
Nero deals from ga~h°s biggest selection S~:~..~!o.g~ 

_ 
:~i Fr~-~, 5 GB Cloud ~or~,~e Roon~ icr Th,susands oi ::N:: Save an Extra !0-20% ,an A;o;t,smo~ive Per~ormanc~- 

c’i~,stos                                                                P~srts 

F,~ee 5 GB Cloud Storage, Room for Save an Extra ’i 0°20% on Automotive 
Theusamd-c~ of Pi~otes Performance Pa~ts 

Le:its 

Sa’,fe 20% o~ More on Seiect Spe~Ss a Handheld Introducing the All New HTC" One (MS) 
GPS Units 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Dept of Enviro~maent Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edu~~ 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Message from Environmenk ttealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Albert, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/complimace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 
notification that you have EHS trai~ling and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:/iitsapps.unc.eduiEHSi and with your login the ustem 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for your prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment. ttealth And SaJ~ty 

UNC-Ctt Enviro~maent, Health and Sa/~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Exk CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:43 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: ACS University tbr April 

To ensure that, 

This EmaJl Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

are able to join us in the many great sessions scheduled "this month’. Be sure to check out 

’Managing Policies & Procedures for Recruiting’! 

axe logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ button at the 

right of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you will see the March 

Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

can also Click Here to see the April schedule! 

uick reminder, ACS University courses are no longer than 30 minutes in length and may be 

you have access to the internet. 

in a session soon! 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Member Solutions <Member_Solutions@maikvresp.com> 

Tuesday, April 1,2014 2:05 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

It’s Not Too Late to Hit Your Camp Registration Goal 

It’s the middle of camp sign-up season, but not too 
late to give your sign-ups a boost. 

With .~:.’,:ent ,,".Ji.=~I",,.=~aer ~.~I",,lim~ r~aistr~=:iien sefiv,,~am yell 
can reach more players than ever -- and take 
registrations and payments online. 

Each online registration page built in the software has 
its own unique link you can post anywhere online ... in 

emails, on Facebook, in directories. You can even 
integrate the online registration page with your 
website for a seamless sign-up process. 

The ResuJt? You get the word out fast and the registration numbers you want. Players 
get an easy way to register and pay online. 

"My camp last year had the ~argest amount of attendance and profit that I have had 
since starting the camp. I am ready to make it even bigger this year and could not have 
done it without Event Manager "=Bad Brewer, Coach, Shooting Stars Lacrosse 

Take Your Registrations and Payments Online Today ... 

~.‘‘~:‘‘‘‘:~‘~.~t~.‘‘~‘‘‘.~:~.‘‘~:.‘‘~:~.‘‘.~‘‘‘..‘*t‘~‘‘~‘~‘‘.~‘‘‘.~‘~.~ for 30 Days or Call 888.277,4409 

%%%%%% 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Llnsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: L:=!:,..,!:,~:;~:!:~!!!:~.~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

60 Seconds on Officiating ~:6OSeconds on Officiating@mail.vresp.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 6:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Next Season Begins Now 

/Have trouble viewing this email ._ CLICK HERE ? 

iN Click Here to Visit Ref 60 

Viewed by over 100,000 Coaches and Officials in 90 Countries Around the World 
Season 6 I April2014 

Join the conversation. 
Follow 60 Seconds on Officiating via... 

~:: 
Like Us on Facebook ] i~ Follow Us on Twitter ] i~ Network on Linkedln 

to get even more educational content. 

Next Season Starts Now 

U Y ou frequently hear ~t::: =lsm~, 

coaches lamenting 

the fact that there is 

not really an off-season to speak 

of anymore. 

For coaches, players and parents 

it seems to be one continuous 

[oop of pre-season activity; in- 

season and p[ayoff competition; 

AAU spring play; summer league 

competition; fail workouts, and on and on it goes... 

The seemingly all-year round basketbatL rigors may not be as demanding for 

officials, but referees today rest on their [aurets at their own peril in the 

modern world of officiating. 

In this issue of D60 Seconds on Officiatin~D we lay out a proven path for 

progress for officials to follow this off-season that wi[[ deliver you to a more 

rewarding officiating experience in the upcoming 2014-15 campaign. 

And this off season while the emai[s wi[[ be taking a break --- donrlt forget 

to join the REF 60 conversation on Facebook and Twitter. Have a great 

summer! 

Click below to read: 

"Next Season Starts Now" 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirst net > 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club - Member Passports aJ~d Community F~,ents 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~i 

Greetings from The Carolina Club, 

Your 2014 Member Passports have arrived! You may pick up your value-packed Passport at 
the concierge desk in the Club through Tuesday, April 8th. Each Member who comes into 
the Club for your Passport by April 8th will also receive a complimentary Breakfast in the 
Grill. After April 8th, all remaining Passports will be mailed to your home address. 

One of the things we enjoy most here at The Carolina Club is the opportunity to work with 
our friends on the UNC campus and in the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community. This month, we 
are pleased to host three very special community programs and we hope you’ll join us in 
support of these extraordinary ventures. These events are open to the entire community 
so please feel free to share with friends who would like to attend. 

Nourish UNC: The Kenya Project 
UNC Student Musical Groups in Concert in Alumni Hall at The Carolina Club 
Thursday, April 17 I 7pro ] Students $5 I Adults $15 

All proceeds from this special performance will benefit UNC students traveling to Kenya this 
summer to bring music education to underprivileged children. 

An Open Dialogue on Autism 
Tuesday, April 29 I 4pro I Alumni Hall at The Carolina Club I Complimentary 

Admission 
In observance of Autism Awareness Month, The Carolina Club is hosting a panel discussion 
and reception. Our distinguished panel will be moderated by broadcaster and author 
Dwayne Ballen and will include Dr. 3oseph Piven; Thomas E. Castelloe Distinguished 
Professor of Psychiatry, Pediatrics and Psychology and Founding Director, Carolina Institute 
for Developmental Disabilities. 

Pasta with Purpose 
Benefiting Prostate Cancer Research at UNC Lineberger 
Wednesday, April 30 I 5:30-9pm 
Adults $11 I Kids 6-12 $6 I Children 5 8= under complimentary 

Enjoy a buffet of salad, garlic bread, pasta primavera, pasta with meat sauce, and ice 
cream. The Carolina Club will contribute $10 of the $11 to help raise funds and awareness 
for cancer fighting research right here in our community. 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

Fresh Mozzarella Cooking Demonstration 
Monday, April 7 I 6pro 

Learn to make fresh mozzarella at home. 

Progressive Bridge 
Tuesday, April 8 I 1:30pro 
Players of all skill levels are welcomed. 

Modern Calligraphy 



Tuesday, April 8 T 6pro 
With Maghon Walker from All She Wrote Notes 

Hump Day Breakfast Buffet 
Wednesday, April 9 I 8-10am in the Grill I $6 
It’s the perfect way to start your day! 

Lunch with General Manager John Rodriguez 
Wednesday, April 9 I 12pro I Complimentary 
This is a great opportunity to ask anything you’ve been curious about. Seating limited to 

six. 

Prime Rib 8= Seafood Night 
Wednesday, April 9 J 5:30-9pm 
Enjoy an exceptional evening at an amazing value. 

Business Builders Meeting 
Thursday, April 10 I 7-’30am 

Stay informed on business topics and network with fellow 

Members. 

Trivia in the Grill 
Thursday, April :tO I 7pro 

Bring your friends and prepare to be challenged. 

Tar Heel Baseball 
The Carolina Club is the place to be for pre-game and post-game dining. 
Home games this week: 
Tuesday, April 8 I North Carolina A&T I 6pm 
Wednesday, April 9 I Coastal Carolina I 6pm 
Friday April 11 I Wake Forest * I 7pm 
Saturday, April 12 I Wake Forest * I 6pm 
Sunday, April 13 I Wake Forest * I lpm 

¯ Conference Games 

Club Closed 
The Carolina Club will be closed Friday, April 18. 

Tuesday 
BOGO Appetizers & $3 Draft Beer 

Wednesday 
3 Small Plate for $20 & House Wine $3 per Glass 

Power Packed Thursdays 
50% off Dinner & $3 off your favorite Cocktail 

Friday Night Out! 
$29.95 Steak & Lobster Dinner & $2.50 Bottled Beer 

Hump Day Breakfast Buffet 
Every Wednesday morning I 8-10am in the Grill 

For just $6, you will enjoy eggs, grits, bacon, sausage, hash browns, toast, pastry and 
coffee or tea. Wednesday morning has never been better and the Carolina Club is THE 
place to start your day! 

Chef’s Table Lunch Buffet 
Every Weekday I 1 l:30am-2pm 

$10 Soup & Salad - Add Chef’s featured hot entree for just $4 

Complimentary Hors D’oeuvres 
In the Grill 5pm - 7pm Tuesday-Friday 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:15 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York 

<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana 

Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish 

<joyced@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris 

Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent 

Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mark Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 

<nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

< s lki rby5 @ u ncaa.u nc.ed u >; Sa ndy Restivo < s restivo@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u >; To m 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

security update for sensitive data computers 

hey guys, 

the security scan showed a vulnerability that needs to be addressed. Please install the following patch on your computer ASAP... 

\\AD l\Shared\~kSoftwa re\KB2475792-x64.msu 

or go to the J drive (shared) go to software and open KB2475792-x64.msu 

Possible some workstations may already be patched. If you can not perform this update or need assistance, please contact your 

local computer support person. 

Please do it ASAP...thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:51 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Steinberg 

<jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Dutton <kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent 

Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas 

<mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 

Peterson < nm peters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

correction: security update for sensitive data machines 

my bad, send you the wrong installer in previous email : and forgot to include the ticket office :) 

the correct patch: 

\\ADZ\Sha red\\Software\KB2706045-x64.m su 

or go to the J drive (shared) go to software and open KB2706045-x64.msu 

Again, it is possible some workstations may already be patched with this If you can not perform this update or need 

assistance, please contact your local computer support person. 

sorry and thanks again 

PS - ticket office staff - remember both machines and all the ticket windows 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 4:20 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: Pac- 12 Networks Lay Out Remote-Production Plans; Final Reports From London Games 

Thursday, August 16,                      Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 98 

2012 Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 

i 

Pac-12 Networks Launch: Q&A With Leon Schweir 

Mira Mobile Trucks Hit Road for Pac-12 Networks 

SuperSport, SABC Send Olympics to South Africa 

SBS Reaps Rewards of South Korea’s Medal Take 

Education in Broadcast-Sports Audio Grows 

Pac-12 Networks Launch: Q&A With Head of 

Operations Leon Schweir 
by Brandon Costa 

Leon Schweir’s 30-year broadcast-television career has 
taken him from Madison Square Garden Networks, Big Ten 

Network, and Comcast/NBCUniversal. His latest venture, 
however, is unlike anything he has ever done. When he was 
hired in December as senior vice president of production and 
operations for Pac-12 Enterprises, he took on the challenge 
of getting seven linear networks and a digital platform 
prepared to hit air in just eight months. Now, with launch 
day at hand, Schweir discusses the challenges and thrills of 
being a part of building the industry’s first completely 
college-conference-owned media company. 

Mira Mobile Trucks Hit the Road En Masse for Pac-12 
Networks 
by Brandon Costa 

Pac-12 Enterprises will celebrate another milestone moment 
in its launch on Friday night when the networks air their first 
live event as the top-ranked, and defending National 
Champion Stanford women’s soccer team hosts Santa Clara 
in their season opener at 7 p.m. PT. Mira Mobile Television, 
Pac-12 Networks’ remote productions provider, will be on 
hand with its newest truck, MI2HD, for the inaugural 
telecast. 

Haivision Drives Video Displays for University of 
Oregon 

The University of Oregon has deployed an extensive media 
system bringing together Haivision’s Makito HD H.264 
encoder and CoolSign digital signage system to drive 
displays throughout its 12,000-seat Matthew Knight Arena, 
the new home of the Oregon Ducks. The Haivision system 
delivers real-time HD and rich media content to hundreds of 
CoolSign digital signage players throughout the arena, 
ensuring fans stay connected to the game no matter where 
they are in the venue. 

Big East Hires Chris Bevilacqua as Lead Negotiator 
on New TV Deal 
by The Star-Ledger 

Though the Big East does not yet have a new commissioner, 
the conference today announced it has brought in a guiding 
hand to lead it through the upcoming negotiations for a new 
television contract. The Big East has hired Bevilacqua 
Helfant Ventures to be the lead negotiator in those 
discussions. The firm is led by Chris Bevilacqua, a prominent 
figures in the television sports industry, whose background 
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lends credence to the fact the conference is acting to 
maximize its value. 

SuperSport, SABC Send Olympics Home to South 
Africa 
by Jason Dachman 

Despite being located more than 10,000 miles south of 
London, satellite=TV provider SuperSport and South African 
Broadcast Company (SABC) reveled in the fact that they 
were able to deliver the Olympic Games live to South Africa 
during normal viewing hours, thanks to an almost 
nonexistent time difference. In order to serve this primetime 
audience back home, SuperSport and SABC shared a small 
location at the IBC, but, like so many other broadcasters at 

the London Games, both elected to leave the bulk of their 
technical and production operations at home. 

SBS Reaps Rewards of South Korea’s Medal Take at 
London Games 
by Jason Dachman 

South Korea finished fifth in the total medal count at the 
London Games, the highest the nation has finished since 
hosting the Games in Seoul in 1988. Thanks to a triumvirate 
of broadcasters led by SBS (Seoul Broadcasting System) at 

the TBC in London, South Koreans were able to watch the 
majority of these medal-winning efforts live, despite a hefty 
time difference between London and Seoul. 

Orad ProSet Delivered for Argentina’s Olympics 
Coverage 

Argentina’s Torneos y Competencias relied on Orad’s ProSet 
virtual studio and 3DPlay controller for their Olympic 
productions. Direct]V, the official broadcaster of the 
Olympic Games in Latin America, broadcasted Torneos y 
Competencia’s production to their six Olympics dedicated 
HD/SD channels. Several times a day, Torneos y 
Competencias broadcasted three different sports shows 
from their ProSet multi camera virtual studio. 

NBC Olympics’ Coverage Generates Record Social 
Chatter 

The London 2012 Olympic Games generated record television 
viewership (219.4 million viewers), digital traffic (nearly two 
billion page views and 159.3 million video streams), and 
unprecedented social media chatter, making them the most 
social Games ever for NBC Olympics. 

Comcast’s Strauss: 2012 Olympics Were ’TV 
Everywhere’ Watershed Event 
by Multichanne! News 

More than 1.5 million Comcast subscribers accessed some 
26 million video streams online and via mobile devices for 
NBCUniversal’s coverage of the 2012 London Olympic Games 
-- a "watershed" event for ]V Everywhere that the MSO will 
build on, Comcast senior vice president of digital and 
emerging platforms Matt Strauss said. However, that 
represents less than 10% of Comcast’s 22.1 million video 
customers. 

Online Streaming Gives Cable Networks a Sporting 
Chance 
by The Wall Street Journal 

NBC’s ratings for the London Olympics were gold-medal 
worthy. But a more remarkable feat for the Comcast-owned 
network may have been its apparent success streaming the 
event to digital devices. Pay=-rv customers registered 9.9 
million devices on NBCOlympics.com or on the NBCOlympics 
Live Extra app for mobile devices-believed to be the most 
ever for a single, "TV Everywhere" event, according to NBC 
Sports. 
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Grass Valley Enhances Portfolio to Streamline 
Production Workflows 

Utilizing the latest IT and IP technologies, Grass Valley is 
continuing to deliver complete solutions for its customers to 
develop efficient workflows for live production, news, and 
multi-platform playout, particularly catering to the need to 
supply content to the abundance of connected devices 
available. At IBC, Grass Valley will introduce new 
enhancements to its portfolio of cameras, slow-motion 
replay systems, production switchers, media servers, 
networked storage, and routing switchers. 

AmberFin Product Intros Address Broad Range of 
Media Needs 

AmberFin, a developer of file-based media ingest, 
transcoding, and unified quality control solutions for content 
owners, broadcasters, sports organizations, and 
postproduction houses, will announce the introduction of 
groups of new competitively priced file-based media ingest, 
transcode, and playback products that enable the 
digitization and transformation of new and archived media 
content. 

Civolution To Show Advancements in Digital 
Watermarking and Fingerprinting Tech 

Civolution will unveil a new and enhanced line-up of digital 
watermarking and fingerprinting technology solutions. The 
company will showcase extensions to SyncNow, its award- 
winning Automatic Content Recognition (ACR) and 
synchronization solutions range, significant enhancements 
to its Teletrax Media Monitoring range, and several 
developments in its NexGuard Forensic Watermarking suite. 

:: 

Education in Broadcast=Sports Audio Grows in Three 
Directions 
by Dan Daley 

If you watch television after the late local news, you could 
not be faulted for thinking there is a shortage of trained 
nurses in the U.S. Late-night -IV watchers might also have 
noticed at least as many ads for media-arts schools, 
including ones that teach a core curriculum of audio 
technologies. Yet any of those latter undergrads would do 
well to look at what’s happening in broadcast audio. ]ust 
the growth of online sportscasting and of Hispanic media in 
the U.S. will assure jobs for thousands over the next 
decade. 

AJA Io XT Fuels Broadcast Workflow for Action 
Sports Productions 

Action Sports Productions (ASP) has specialized in live 
broadcast and postproduction services for action sports, 
music and entertainment for over twelve years. After 
experiencing repeated failures and frustrations with its old 

workflow, ASP turned to ToolsOnAir. ToolsOnAir features 
A]A’s 3[o XT in its workflow packages to take advantage of 
Apple’s powerful Thunderbolt technology, swiftly passing 
video between Macs and external devices. 

I t ~[~ I I 1 Eel IfeT~, :: 

Panasonic Intros AG-AC90 AVCCAM HD Handheld 
Camcorder 

Panasonic has announced a new professional AVCCAM HD 
handheld camcorder, the AG-AC90, equipped with high- 
sensitivity 1/4.7", fulI-HD 2.19 megapixel 3-MOS imagers to 
capture native 1920 x 1080 resolution images. Targeted at 
the wedding and event, sports and corporate AV markets, 
the AC90 records in 1080/60p, 60i, 30p, and 24p, as well as 
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in standard definition (480/600 in 60Hz. 

White Sands Engineering Innovates with Headend 

Cable, Connectors 

Once upon a time, the most common options for wiring a 

headend was, well, headend cable and connectors. When 
the need for high density solutions was presented to White 
Sands Engineering, the company developed its Advanced 
Products line of mini RG59 cable and one-piece connectors 
that are now used throughout North America. 

MPEG H.265 Draft Standard Disclosed 
by TV Technology 

The Moving Picture Experts Group issued a draft 
international standard of a new video-compression format, 

H.265, said to be twice as efficient as the current 
H.264/AVC standard. The multi-industry body met last 
month to draft a standard for High Efficiency Video Coding 
(HEVC) that would enabJe faster delivery of current quality 
video using less bandwidth or greater video quality using the 
same bandwidth as H.264 today. 

Robotic Camera Market Solidly On Track 
by TVNewsCheck 

In little more than a decade, robotic studio cameras have 
gone from an edgy experiment in automation to a reliable     i 
mainstay in more than half of TV newsrooms in the U.S. Now 
falling prices make robotics attractive to stations even in     i 
the smallest markets, and vendors continue to tempt larger i 
stations with next-generation upgrades and creative         i 
options,                                                  i 

Venue News: Barclays Center Installs Video Board; 
MSU Stadium Renovation Includes New TV 
Compound 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

The Barclays Center installed its picture-perfect scoreboard 
Monday. The high-def, 70,000-pound Daktronics scoreboard 
- one of the largest in the nation - was recently hoisted to 
the rafters of the 18,200-seat arena, which is fast nearing 
completion. 

Rivington Court Hosts Nike Basketball’s Return to 
NYC 

Nike Basketball has returned to NYC for another summer 
tournament that will feature games between handpicked 
squads and the top streetball players from the Bronx, 
Brooklyn, Queens, and Harlem. The tournament is taking 
place at a temporary location, dubbed Rivington Court, in a 
schoolyard on Manhattan’s Lower East Side, which features 
a shellacked hardwood floor, two sets of bleachers plus 
courtside VIP seating, an electronic scoreboard, large LED 
screen and a QSC K Series Loudspeaker System. 

CSN Mid Atlantic Adds Falgoust as Ravens Insider; 
Philly Adds Mosher as Eagle Insider 

Comcast SportsNet Mid-Atlantic has named veteran sports 
reporter and editor 3. Michael Falgoust as Ravens Insider. 
Falgoust will lead coverage of the Baltimore Ravens for the 
network’s digital media platforms and contribute to its news 
and game-day programs. Comcast SportsNet and 
CSNPhilly.com has added veteran Eagles beat writer Geoff 
Mosher as an Eagles Tnsider. Mosher will provide fans with 
daily coverage of the Philadelphia Eagles, on-air, online, and 
mobile. 
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Pac-12 Networks Adds to Glut of Cable Sports 
Channels in L.A. 
by Los Angeles Times 

Starting Wednesday, Los Angeles customers of Time Warner 
Cable will notice a new addition to their channel lineup -- 
Pat-12 Networks. And some time after the channels have 
launched those same customers will likely notice that their 
bill went up. Pac-12 Networks is the Pac-12 Conference’s 
sports service. In Los Angeles, there is one channel devoted 
to USC and UCLA (Pac-12 Los Angeles) and another channel 

that focuses on the entire conference (Pac-12). So far, 
only TWC has a deal to carry the services. 

The NBC Sports Network Hopes Ratings Will Rise 
by The New York Times 

In past lives, it was called the Outdoor Life Channel, OLN 
and Versus. But by any name, the NBC Sports Network has 
been a blip in a universe dominated by ESPN. The network 
usually churns along with a low profile and modest 
viewership. During the London Olympic Games, however, it 
was temporarily transformed. With about 14 hours of 
Olympic programming each day, primarily of team sports, the 
number of viewers swelled sixfold, to 977,000 a day, 
compared with the four weeks before the Games. 

Cablevision Strikes Deal for NFL Network, RedZone 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Cablevision has reached a multiyear carriage agreement with 
the NFL Network, which will finally put the league-owned 
channel on the New York area’s largest-rv provider. The 

deal, which also includes the network’s RedZone Channel, 
will debut on Cablevision systems Friday. It will be available 

to customers who subscribe to iO Preferred, iO Silver, iO 
Gold or the iO Sports & Entertainment Pak. RedZone will be 
part of the iO Sports & Entertainment Pak. 

Apple Granted Patent for TV Set-Top Box, Display 
Menus 
by The Wrap TV 

Apple received approval from the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office on Tuesday for a series of patents, including one for i 
a revamped Apple rv that would allow users to record live i 
television and also provide an on-screen menu for navigating i 
videos. The tech-giant is also reportedly in talks with some i 
of the biggest cable operators to bring live television to 
Apple -IV.                                           i 

Sony Pictures Technologies Appoints Grant 
Anderson as 3D Center Executive Director 

Sony Pictures Technologies has tapped Grant Anderson as 
the new Executive Director of the "Sony 3D Technology 
Center," located at Sony Pictures Studios in Culver City, CA. 
Headquartered in Culver City, the Sony 3D Technology 
Center collaborates and consults on 3D productions, and 
offers professionals from across the industry the opportunity 
to learn more about the methods and equipment used to 
create top-quality 3D entertainment - including sports, 
movies, television, and games. 

Active Storage Adds Thomas Filioud as Regional 
Sales Manager in UK 

Active Storage announced the hiring of Thomas Filioud as 
Regional Sales Manager for Europe. He will be based out of 
Active Storage’s office in the United Kingdom. Filioud has a 
deep understanding and experience working within the media 
and entertainment customer base, having formerly worked 
for Attempo Software Solutions, where he was the country 
manager for the UK. Prior to that, Filioud was part of the 
solutions sales division at Dell. 
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MetLife Stadium Names Brad Mayne President and 
CEO 

Brad Mayne, President and Chief Executive Officer of the 

American Airlines Center in Dallas, has been named President 
and Chief Executive Officer of MetLife Stadium, home of the 
NY Jets and NY Giants, and future site of the 2014 New 
York/New Jersey Super Bowl, as announced by the owners 
of the New York Giants and New York Jets. 

MLB Owners Approve Sale of Padres 
by HardballTalk 

According to Barry M. Bloom of MLB.com, MLB owners have 
approved the sale of the Padres to an investment group 
headed by San Diego businessman Ron Fowler. The sale was 
put to a vote today at MLB’s quarterly ownership meetings. 
The sale price of the club ended up being $800 million, 
which includes a stake in the club’s television deal with FOX 
Sports San Diego. 

Washington Nationals, Baltimore Orioles Split Over 
MASN Cable TV Rights Fee 
by The Washington Post 

Since baseball returned to Washington in 2005, the 
Nationals and Baltimore Orioles have tried to develop a 
rivalry on the field, even as - until this season - both 
languished at the bottom of the standings. But off the field, 
a more important and far more bitter dispute rages over the 
Nationals’ television rights and how much they are now 

worth. 

Dish And Sinclair Reach Tentative Retrans 
Agreement 
by Multichannel News 

Dish Network and Sinclair Broadcast Group said they 
reached an agreement in principle, largely averting a 
blackout of 70 local stations in 45 markets for the satellite 
operator’s subscribers. Sinclair executive vice president and 
general counsel Barry Faber confirmed that it has reached a 
tentative agreement with Dish. Sinclair, the largest TV 
station group in the U.S., has granted a two-week 
extension to the companies’ previous agreement as they 
work out the final terms. 

Ranking Broadcast Technology Vendors Part I - The 
2012 BBS Overall Brand Opinion League Table 
by Devoncroft 

This is the first in a series of posts about how broadcast 
technology vendors were ranked and benchmarked on a 
variety of metrics by the respondents to the 2012 BBS. 
Each year, as part of the Big Broadcast Survey (BBS), 
Devoncroft asks a global sample of broadcast professionals 
to rank a variety of technology vendor brands on a wide 
range of metrics including "overall opinion," "change of 
opinion," and brand drivers including "innovation," "quality," 
"reliability," "value for money," and "great customer service." 

Why Cable Is Winning the Cord-Cutting War 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

Reading press reports, one might think waves of Americans 
are canceling their pay TV subscriptions in favor of lower- 
cost options such as Netflix, YouTube, and Hulu. The 
evidence, however, shows that "cord cutting" remains at 
minimal levels and pay TV subscribership remains stable, 
even in an environment of low household growth. Consider 
the data: During the first half of 2012, the number of 
occupied homes without pay TV (i.e. those dreaded cord- 
cutters) grew by only 40,000. 
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Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame Announces Class 
of 2012 inductees 

The Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame is proud to announce 
the Class of 2012, eight industry leaders who will be 

honored on Dec. 11, 2012, at a ceremony at the New York 
Hilton Hotel. Ken Aagaard, Chairman, Sports Broadcasting 
Hall of Fame, revealed this year’s class of distinguished 
inductees at an SVG Advisory Board meeting held 
Wednesday night in New York City. 

"Sports networks, leagues, teams, and viewers owe much to 
this year’s class," says Aagaard. "The influence they have 
had on the current sports-broadcasting industry-whether in 
management, production, or on-air- is tremendous, and it is 
a credit to their knowledge and dedication." 

The Hall of Fame’s sixth class of inductees is made up of 
ESPN executive chairman George Bodenheimer, audio pioneer 
Ray Dolby, famed NFL commentator Frank Gifford, sports 
production visionary executive Ed Goren, legendary NBC 
cameraman Cory Leible, former NFL commissioner Paul 
Tagliabue, NBC operations and engineering guru Jack Weir, 
and iconic broadcaster Jack Whitaker. 

George Bodenheimer 
Bodenheimer’s 13-year career as ESPN president was 
defined by a commitment to innovation and expansion that 
saw the network grow from four to eight domestic TV 

networks, from 20 to 48 international networks, and from 
one to 13 Websites. As president, he viewed his primary role 
as working hard to preserve and enhance that culture while 
emphasizing career development for all of ESPN’s people. 

Ray Dolby 
In 1965, Dolby changed the future of audio forever when he 
founded Dolby Laboratories. Over the years, the company’s 
audio-processing technology has improved the sports-TV 
experience, and today, Dolby Surround Sound and related 
technologies play a key role in making fans feel as though 
they are at the game without ever leaving the couch. Dolby 
holds more than 50 U.S. patents and has written papers on 
videotape recording, long-wavelength X-ray analysis, and 
noise reduction. 

Frank Gifford 
Following a successful NFL career, Gifford became a 
commentator for the NFL before his big break in 1971: 
replacing Keith Jackson as play-by-play announcer on ABC’s 
Monday Night Football. He and fellow announcers Howard 
Cosell and Don Meredith redefined the concept of sports 
broadcasting and made MNF telecasts "must-see IV" before 
the phrase was even invented. For 17 years, he would 
remain a steady presence on arguably TV’s most important 
sports program. Gifford also was known for his role in 
covering the Olympics as well as skiing, golf, and Evel 
Knievel’s jumps for ABC’s Wide World of Sports. In 1995, he 
was given the Pete Rozelle Award by the Pro Football Hall of 
Fame for his NFL TV work. 

Ed Goren 
A 46-time Emmy Award winner and a founding Fox Sports 
executive, Goren was elevated to vice chairman, Fox Sports 
Media Group, in 2010, having served as president of Fox 
Sports since 2000. He was executive producer of Fox Sports 
at the network’s launch in 1994. Goren had been senior 
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producer at CBS Sports since 1991, working on nearly every 
sport the network broadcast, including the World Series, 
NCAA Basketball Tournament, The Masters golf tournament, 
and Super Bowl XXVI. As a producer, he worked on the NFL, 
NBA, NCAA basketball, CBS Sports’ Major League Baseball 
studio program, The College Football Report, and the annual 
Heisman Trophy Award presentation. He joined CBS in 1966, 
rising through the news department before moving to CBS 
Sports in 1975 as a coordinating producer for CBS Sports 
Spectacular. 

Cory Leible 
A legendary NBC camera operator, Leible was widely known 
as the daredevil of sports television. The low-flying tee-to- 
green survey shots that he invented became a staple of 
NBC telecasts as golfers approached each hole. Capturing 
the shots required him to fly 5 feet above the ground at 70 
miles per hour, with only a safety belt to hold him to the 
chopper’s side. Aside from his stunts, Leible is generally 
considered to be one of the most accomplished handheld 
operators ever to work in the business. He routinely came 
up with the sensitive or ironic portrait: the baby sleeping in 
its mother’s arms during a break in the action of an 
especially tense game, the quirky close-up of an icicle 
dripping from a crossbar, or the tear on the cheek of a 
cheerleader for the losing team. 

Paul Tagliabue 
From 1989 to 2006, Tagliabue served as NFL commissioner, 
overseeing an era of tremendous growth, during which the 
league expanded, rights values increased, and fans grew 

closer to the brand than ever. He also was instrumental in 
the launch of the NFL Network and the league’s leadership 
position in using the Internet to connect with fans. During 
Tagliabue’s time in the commissioner’s office, the league 
continued to assert itself as the preeminent professional 
sports entity on the planet, generating billions of dollars in 
rights deals and spreading the image of the NFL shield 
throughout the globe. 

Jack Weir 
After finishing Army service, Weir began his career at NBC in 
1952 as a page and remained with the network for more 
than 40 years. Early in his career, he, Don Kivell, and Frank 
Badami sold NBC technical management on the concept of a 
central department where instant on-air management 
decisions would be made. From that idea evolved the BOC 
(Broadcast Operations Center), the go-to place for all 
operational decisions on breaking news, sports, and 
programs. In 1962, Weir was a key player in the evolution of 
TV broadcasting from terrestrial transmission over telephone 
lines into the satellite era. Though involved in NBC’s 
coverage of many major events - including John Glenn’s 
orbiting the Earth and Neil Armstrong’s landing on the moon 
- Weir is remembered by many for his work on various 
Olympic Games, 

Jack Whitaker 
During a long, illustrious career, Whitaker’s voice and 
presence came to define big-time golf, horse racing, and 
more. After spending more than a decade at WCAU 
Philadelphia, Whitaker moved to CBS Sports in New York in 
1961. As host of CBS Sports Spectacular, he brought a 
unique angle to the anthology series. And for the next 21 
years, he was prominent in the network’s coverage of golf’s 
major championships, horse racing’s Triple Crown, tennis, 
track and field, and boxing. He was part of the team 
covering the first Super Bowl. For ABC, Whitaker covered 
the 1984 Winter and Summer Olympic Games and the 1988 
Winter Olympic Games. In the news department, he reported 
for ABC’s World News Tonight, Nightline, and 20/20. In 1992, 
he worked the America’s Cup regatta in San Diego for ABC 
and ESPN. 

The 2012 Hall of Fame ceremony will be held at the New 
York Hilton Hotel on December 11, 2012. The ceremony 
begins at 7 p.m. and will be preceded by a networking 
cocktail reception at 5:30 p.m. 

All ticket sales for this year’s ceremony will support the SVG 
Sports Broadcasting Fund, the industry’s first charity 
designed to support those in the sports-broadcasting 
industry who find themselves financially challenged due to 
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illness, accident, or death, 

"The industry support for the SVG Sports Broadcasting Fund 

has been tremendous, and the Hall of Fame is at the center 
of its activities as we honor some of the industry’s 
legendary leaders while simultaneously building a support 
mechanism for those most in need," says Aagaard, chairman 
of the Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame and the SVG Sports 
Broadcasting Fund Advisory Board. 

Tickets for the 2012 ceremony are available for $550 each 

or $5,000 for a table of 10. 

For more information regarding the Sports Broadcasting Hall 
of Fame, visit sportsvideo.org/halloffame. For more 
information on reserving your seat or table today, please 
contact Carrie Bowden at carrie@sportsvideo.org. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 11:01 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Brooks 

< mmbrook2@u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

PLEASE NOTE: account password change 

Please note that on Monday, August 20th, the password will change for all the lab computers. A new school year, a new 
password. 

old password: h331sr#1 
new password t@h331sr#1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 11:05 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Brooks 

< mmbrook2@u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Please note: password change for lab computers 

Please note that on Monday, August 20th, the password will change for all the lab computers. A new school year, a new 
password. 

old password: h331sr#1 
new password t@rh33nsr#1 

PS - you can thank Jaimie for suggesting the change. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Stephen T. Ross <RossST@vmi.edu~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:30 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rn~ercer@email.unc.edu>; N4a@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Best practices 

Hello all, 
We are interested in confirming "best practices" for athletic advising as it relates to group versus individual tutoring and advising. In particular we are trying to determine if we should be 
working one on one with our student athletes to help them organize, plan, and determine when to study what. Should we have an "organizational adviser" that sits one on one and works 
with these students to plan their study strategy, to stay on top of them, and to even monitor their course progress in each academic course. Should they help these students with when 
course work is due and how to prioritize and plan their study time and tutoring time along with any other critical aspects of their days? Is this what you do at your universities? Do you see a 
line of enabling vs what is need ed to get the j ob done in that first year? Thanks for an?’ guidance you may have. 

Stephen Ross 
Director of Athletic Academic Advising 
Virginia Malital7 Institute 
540-464-7379w 
540-319-923% 

russst@vmi edu 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda cum/unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:32 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: Recapping SVG Europe’s Live London Coverage; Olympics Mark Dawn of New Era in Workllow 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Friday, August 17, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 99 
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Recapping SVG Europe’s Live Olympics Coverage 

Olympics Mark Dawn of New Era in Workflow 

London 2012 Photo Gallery: The Cameras 

CSMA Master Class: FS West Masters Coach’s Show 

IBC Puts Emphasis on Sports With Sessions 
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London 2012: A Full Recap of SVG Europe’s Live 
Coverage 
by Jason Dachman 

The Sports Video Group and SVGEurope sent three-person 
team to London this summer to cover the 17 days of 
competition, innovation, and perseverance that were the 
2012 Olympic Games. Throughout their time in London, the 
SVG team went behind the scenes at nearly every venue 
and spoke with a variety of production professionals, 
networks, and related organizations at the International 
Broadcast Center (IBC). Below is a recap of the 
comprehensive editorial coverage that came out of those 
efforts, which was published on SVG Europe’s Live From 
London 2012 Technology Blog daily during the Games. 

Olympics Mark Dawn of New Era in Workflow 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Events like the Olympics are always exciting for sports fans, 
but, increasingly, they are exciting for technology fans, too. 
This edition of the Sport Tech Journal shows why: our 
Special Report from the Olympics profiles networks and the 
host broadcasting system and the new workflows they 
implemented to meet their individual needs. Massive IP pipes 

connected remote broadcast facilities to the IBC in London, 
giving personnel a chance to work on the Olympics for their 
home nation from their home nation. For many, it meant 
that more resources (financial and people) could be 
dedicated on-site to helping tell the story of the Olympics 
rather than simply making sure the signals return home at 
optimum quality. 

London 2012 Photo Gallery: The Cameras 

If there was one thing the 2012 London Games were not 

short of, it was cameras. Hundreds of cameras were 
deployed across more than a dozen venues throughout 
London and the UK by OBS and rights-holding broadcasters. 
Whether they were 2D, 3D, Ultra HD, super slo-mo, ultra 
slo-mo, robotic, RF steadi cameras or just a plain old hard or 
handheld camera, there were plenty to go around during the 
17 days of coverage. These cameras were outfitted to 
blimps, tracks, jibs, poles, helicopters, boats, motorbikes, 
cars, cranes, cherry pickers, dollys, and cable systems to 
capture the unique angles that viewers demand at the 
largest display of athletic competition on the planet. 

NAC’s Hi-Motion II Captures London Images 

Twenty-two of NAC Image Technology’s Hi-Motion II, Ultra 
Slow Motion camera systems were used to capture some of 
the most iconic moments from the sporting summer in 
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London. From track and field to aquatics, from the 
velodrome to the rigours of rowing and road cycling, the Hi- 
Motion II has found itself in the centre of this summer’s 
sporting action, capturing stunning images at up to 
1,000fps. 

Civolution’s Teletrax Platform Analyzes Olympics 

Broadcasts 

Civolution, a provider of technology and solutions for 
identifying, managing, and monetizing media content, used 
its media intelligence platform, Teletrax, to analyze 
broadcasts of the London 2012 Ceremonies on its worldwide 
infrastructure of approx. 1,900 channels in 56 countries to 
find the Summer Games’ most televised clips. 

Comcast Users Heavy Olympic Streamers 
by MediaPost 

Comcast customers accounted for almost one-third of all 
subscribers who signed in to watch NBC’s Olympic coverage 
online. Its 31% figure topped the access levels at all other 
cable, satellite and telco TV operators. With control over 

NBC, Comcast had an incentive to attract subscribers to 
NBCOlympics.com. Comcast also said Xfinity customers 
viewed more live online streams than the national average, 
based on an index that was 43% higher. 

CSMA Master Class: FS West Masters the Coach’s 
Show 
by Brandon Costa 

University of Southern California head football coach Lane 
Kiffin often comes off as stiff and somewhat lifeless when 
dealing with the media. Taking a page out of the Bill 
Belichick playbook, Kiffin plays his cards close to the chest, 
typically offering little for beat reporters to chew on. Yet, 
with Kiffin as its centerpiece, FS West/Prime Ticket has 
found tremendous success over the past two seasons with 
its weekly program, Lane Kiffin USC Football Weekly. 

Northeast Conference, Pack Network Team Up to 

Launch NEC Front Row 

The Northeast Conference has launched NEC Front Row, an 
online digital network with multi=platform access. Developed 
and launched in partnership with Pack Network, NEC Front 
Row features a rich set of content, including live events, 
on-demand video, highlight packages, coaches shows, 
features, original programming and access to league’s 
extensive digital library, all of which is free of charge to 

users, 
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IBC Puts Emphasis on Sports With Saturday 
Conference Sessions 

With the London Olympic Games now in the rear-view mirror 
and the 2014 FIFA World Cup on the horizon, sports content 
is the at technical, economic, and creative epicenter of the 
broadcast industry. With that in mind, this year’s IBC in 
Amsterdam will feature a variety of sessions on Sept. 8 that 
address the latest developments in the industry and 
challenges facing sports broadcasters today. 

iStreamPlanet to Demo Streaming Video Services 

iStreamPlanet will showcase its portfolio of live and on 
demand streaming video services and solutions. In addition, 
as part of IBC’s Sports Day program, iStreamPlanet will host 
a panel starting on Sept. 8 at 4 p.m. in the Forum Meeting 
Room at the RAT. The discussion, led by experts from 

iStreamPlanet and Haivision is free to all exhibition and 
conference attendees. 

Adtec Digital to Debut 1-Frame Latency Encoder 
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Adtec Digital will show EN-91P, a 1080P AVC 3D/HD/SD 
encoder that offers Fiber SFP video input. Paired with the 
RD-70 Integrated Receiver/Decoder, this video encoder can 

deliver 1080P HD-SDI with end-to=end delays of only 1 or 3 
frames using a fraction of the bandwidth required for Motion 
JPEG. The EN-91P, RD-60 and RD-70 are fully interoperable 
with leading third-party receivers and encoders. 

Harmonic Streamlines Multiscreen Content Delivery 

Harmonic will showcase a comprehensive range of solutions 
for broadcast and multiscreen production and delivery. 
Highlighted at the show will be solutions designed to 
streamline multiscreen content delivery, enabling 
broadcasters and operators to produce video content more 
efficiently in any format, distribute content cost-effectively 
over any network, and support a high-quality viewing 
experience reliably on any device. 

Glasses-free 3D Subject of IBC Best Conference 
Paper Award 

The IBC2012 Best Conference Paper has been awarded to a 
group of researchers from the Fraunhofer Institute for 
Telecommunications Heinrich Hertz Institute. Their paper 
looks at a critical issue for broadcasters who want to move 
3D television into the mainstream: the ability to create the 
signals for glasses-free 3D displays from two-camera 
stereoscopic origination. 
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Sony Announces New NXCAM Camcorder 

Sony’s newest entry in the NXCAM line - the NEX-EA50UH - 
is its first 35mm large sensor professional camcorder to 
feature both servo-controlled zoom lens capability and an 
APS-C image sensor. The result is a versatile camcorder 
offering professional shooters an array of creative options 
and a high level of flexibility in lens selection. 

Windows RT Tablets Could Carry Price Tag as Low 
as $300 
by All Things D 

When the first tablets running Microsoft’s forthcoming 
Windows RT operating system debut in October, they’ll do 
so at a very competitive price. David Schmoock, Lenovo’s 
head of North American operations, tells Bloomberg that 
Windows RT tablets running ARM processors will cost a third 
to half as much as their Intel-powered, Windows 8 brethren. 

Video Walls Continue to Gain Interest 
by Commercial Integrator 

If you thought you’ve started to see more video walls in 
2012 than ever before, you’re right. And brace yourself for 
as many as three more years of growth in the space, from 
control rooms to retail stores, from corporate offices to 

broadcast facilities, schools and more. Sales of video walls 
will reach 380,000 unit in 2012 for year-on-year growth of 
60 percent, according to Futuresource Consulting. 

Apple’s TV Vision: Sharing, Full On-Demand, Icons 

by Wall Street Journal 

Apple Inc.’s vision for a new device that can be used as a 
set=top box includes features designed to simplify accessing 
and viewing programming and erase the distinction between 
live and on-demand content, people briefed on Apple’s plans 
said. Apple proposes giving viewers the ability to start any 
show at any time through a DVR that would store -IV shows 
on the Internet. Viewers even could start a show minutes 
after it has begun. 
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DiGiCo’s SD9, SD10 Supports Australia’s Seven 
Network 

Audio Systems Australia (ASA) has been specialising in live 
music broadcasting since its formal inception in 1992, with 
Head of Sound Randy Fransz managing a varied, high profile 
range of clientele. The company’s primary client is 

Australia’s Seven Network, for which it handles broadcast 
audio for both its Sunrise and The Morning Show programs, 
utilising a DiGiCo SD9 and SDll, which ASA has recently 
added to its inventory in order to meet the growing 
demands of its premier clients. 

Canon XA10 Helps Texas’ KRGV-TV5 Win Regional 
Emmy 

Smaller-market IV stations face a constant challenge to 
produce compelling, cost-effective local news that builds     :: 
audiences amid multichannel competition. For KRGV TV-5, in 
Weslaco, Texas, meeting that challenge combines award- 
winning journalism with the XAI0 professional HD            i 
camcorders from Canon U.S.A., Inc. Equipped with infrared 
features for shooting in total darkness, the station’s hand- 
held Canon XA10 HD camcorders were instrumental in 
producing "The Battle in Brooks County," a special report on 
the plight of illegal immigrants that won a 2011 Lone Star 
Emmy Award. 

ESPNFC Debuts Just in Time for New Soccer 
Season 

ESPN announced the full launch of its multi-platform, multi- 
language and multi-country global soccer brand, ESPNFC. 
Initially launched as a preview in April for the 2012 UEFA 
European Football Championship, ESPNFC officially debuted 
Wednesday in conjunction with the start of the new soccer 

seasons and international friendlies around the world, 
including the USA vs. Mexico match. Additionally with the 
official launch, the newly rebranded ESPNFC Press Pass 
made its U.S. television debut early Thursday morning on 

ESPNEWS. 

DISH Network Signs Deal with belN SPORT 

belN SPORT, the new 24-hour network dedicated to live and 
exclusive coverage of the world’s best international sports in 
English and Spanish, today announced it will be carried from 
its inaugural telecast beginning August 15 on DISH Network, 

the third-largest pay-TV provider in the nation. 

Michele Smith To Become First Female Analyst To 
Call National MLB Game 
by Sports Business Daily 

"Sunday MLB on TBS" this weekend will welcome ESPN 
softball analyst Michele Smith into the broadcast booth to 
join Ernie Johnson and John Smoltz to call the Dodgers- 
Braves game. Smith will be the first female analyst to be 
part of a full, nationally televised MLB broadcast and said, 
"Hopefully when the game’s over the folks that have been 
watching will have garnered a little bit more respect for 
female athletes." 

Cablevision Finally Adds NFL Net, RedZone 
by New York Times 

Six years ago, Cablevision’s quid pro quo for carrying the 
NFL Network was articulated by its chief executive, James 
L. Dolan: We’ll take the network if we get NFL Sunday 
Ticket, the package of out-of-market games that is the 
exclusive property of the satellite operator DirecTV. That 
was a nonstarter. But Cablevision has changed its mind. 
Starting Friday, it will beam the NFL Network to about half 
its three million subscribers along with the NFL RedZone 
channel. 
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Comcast SportsNet Nominated for 31 Emmys 

Comcast SportsNet scored 31 Mid-Atlantic Emmy 
nominations at a ceremony last night hosted by the Mid- 
Atlantic Chapter of the National Academy of Television Arts 
& Sciences. The Mid-Atlantic Emmy Awards, which annually 
honor excellence in news, programming and individual 
achievement in Pennsylvania, New 3ersey and Delaware, will 
be presented September 22nd at the Philadelphia Hilton. 

Miranda to Feature Monitoring at BIRTV 2012 

Belden Inc., a signal transmission solutions for mission- 
critical applications company, announced that its Miranda 
brand will feature end-to-end workflow devices and integral 
technologies for studio and playout applications at BIRTV 
2012, August 22-25 in Beijing, China, booth 8All. The 

Miranda booth will feature the Chinese debut of iControl, a 
video network management system, and EdgeVision, a richly 
featured multichannel Quality of Experience (QoE) monitoring 
system that provides high-performance edge monitoring. 

Keith Turner Named President at Univision 
by Radio & Television Business Report 

Univision Communications announced that Keith Turner has 
been named president of Advertising Sales and Marketing for 

Univision Communications, effective 9/4. Turner, who was 
most recently the senior vice president of Media Sales and 
Sponsorship at the National Football League, will be based in 
New York and will report to Randy Falco, Univision CEO. 
Turner replaces David Lawenda who stepped down from this 
role. 

Is the NHL Ready for Some Hockey? 
by The Wall Street Journal 

As a rule of thumb, lockouts aren’t any good for business. In 
the last 20 years, the NHL has seen two of them, which 
would lead one to believe that owners and players would 
hope to avoid another work stoppage as they headed into 
negotiations over a new collective-bargaining agreement. 
And yet negotiations this week came to a grinding standstill 
as the NHL and the Players’ Association submitted dueling 
proposals with little agreement. Now, commissioner Gary 
Bettman and NHLPA head Donald Fehr aren’t due to meet 
each other until next week, with the current agreement set 
to run out on Sept. 15 in anticipation of an Oct. 11 start. 

MLB to Test Two New Replay Systems 
by ESPN.com 

Major League Baseball will begin installing two new, 
experimental replay systems this month at Yankee Stadium 
and Citi Field in New York to test their viability for reviewing 
fair/foul calls. The systems won’t be used to reverse or 
confirm calls at this time, according to MLB officials familiar 
with the plans. But their installation will enable MLB to 
determine which system would best fit baseball’s needs. 

3D Organizations Merge 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Tn a move that will create the world’s largest 3D 

organization, with members that include a number of major 
Hollywood studios and -IV players, the International 3D 
Society (13DS) and the 3DOHome Consortium have 
announced that their leadership and members have agreed 
to merge their operations. The new organization, which will 
be known as the International 3D Society & 3D@Home, will 
have members in 20 countries and chapters in China, Japan, 
Korea, Europe, the UK and North America. 

Melky Cabrera’s Positive Test Could Give TV 
Networks Pause 
by New York Daily News 
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Services 
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With MLB’s TV deals coming up soon, the Daily News’ Bob 
Raissman debates whether Melky Cabrera putting baseball 
under another cloud of suspicion would be a blip on these 
TV negotiations. Could parts of baseball’s business - 
specifically its television business - be adversely affected by 
repeated positive PED tests? 

The Newsonornics of Breakthrough Digital TV 
by Nieman Journalism Lab 

In 1998, when Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp. bought the Los 
Angeles Dodgers, the team was worth $380 million. The 
team sold earlier this year for $2 billion. In 1994, the San 
Diego Padres were worth $80 million. After recently signing a 
20-year deal with Fox Sports for $1.2 billion, they sold for 
$800 million. Meanwhile, in 2000, the Los Angeles Times was 
worth at least $1.5 billion. Today, it would go for something 
less than $250 million. The San Diego Union-Tribune, once 

valued near a billion dollars, sold for about $35 million in 
2009 and about $110 million in 2011. It’s a reversal of 
fortune: Newspaper franchises that once outvalued baseball 
teams by 3-1 or 5-1 or 10-1 now see the inverse of that 
ratio. Why? Two letters: TV. 

DOJ Approves SpectrumCo Deal 
by Multichanne! News 

A quartet of cable operators received approval from the 
U.S. Department of Justice on its $3.9 billion sale of wireless 
spectrum to Verizon Wireless, but not without a few 
concessions. Comcast, Time Warner Cable and Bright House 
Networks agreed in December to sell their 122 Advanced 
Wireless Spectrum licenses -- held in a separate entity 
called SpectrumCo -- to Verizon, a deal that also included a 
landmark co-marketing agreement between the cable 
operators and the wireless giant, for $3.6 billion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 18, 2012 10:44 AM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; 
Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Harpham, Jackie <jharpham@live.unc.edu>; 
Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T 
<jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell 
<ichappell@unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 
<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <aj grant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn 
<bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany 
Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 
Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brian Dunn <bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan <byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curt Brossman 
<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2 D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell 
<cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase 
<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl 
Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Courtney Farrington <cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2 
B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera <coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 
<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Suits 
<csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, David A 
<davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke 
<dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Graham De’ath 
<death@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli 
<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Gourley 
<dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch 
<disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli 
<dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker 
<drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; sync for mobile 
devices 

I expect the mobillity sync should be restored later this afternoon. It appears there was maj or corruption to the 



engine’s database. I rebuilt the databases which took about 12 hours and that process finished earlier this 
morning. At 9am, I started reindexing the databases which should take about 6 hours (give or take) but it is 
only an estimate. After the reindexing is completed, I will bring it up to see what happens. 

keep your fingers crossed and Go HeelsT 

PS - blackberry users are not affected. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

@gmaJl.com> 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 11:57 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; N4A listserve <n4a@liffts.nacda.com> 

[n4a] Compilation of ESPN.com’s Academic Week - North Carolina Basketball Blog - ESPN 

Compilation of ESPN.com’s Academic Week 

Every day this week, your friendly neighborhood ESPN.com college basketball staff has been publishing stories about the current state of academics in college sports. We’ve discussed the 

NCAA’s new initial eligibility requirements and their wide-ranging effects on college coaches, prospective players and secondary education personnel; delved into the overwhelmed and 

often flabbergasted inner-workings of the NCAA Eligibility Center; and checked in with the latest arguments on all sides of the Academic Progress Rate debate. It’s been a fast, furious and 

(hopefully) informative week. 

In case you missed any of it, or in case you share my completist tendencies, I compiled the links to each of this week’s academics stories. 

O’Neil: Two sides to eligibility divide: Dana introduces the general NCAA eligibility dynamic, and focuses on the divide in understanding between the NCAA staffers who implement the 
organization’s rules and the coaches and players subject to them. 

O’Neil: NCAA eligibility’s judge and jury: "If you want to know how the eligibility sausage gets made," Dana writes, "these are the folks to talk to." The folks in question are the NCAA 
staffers assigned to the High School Review arm of the Eligibility Center, who revealed the organization’s accepted standards for core courses, related the difficulty in approving hundreds 
of thousands of high school courses, and even let Dana see one of the more ridiculous high school quiz questions you’ll ever see. 

Pickeral: NCAA mum on UNC scandal: This spring, the NCAA imposed major penalties on North Carolina’s football program as penalty for improper benefits and an academic scandal 
following a tutor. Since then, an internal school probe has revealed "54 AFAM classes were either ’aberrant’ or ’irregularly’ taught from summer 2007 to summer 2011 ... including 
unauthorized grade changes, forged faculty signatures on grade rolls and limited or no class time." As university officials insist the impropriety is an institutional issue, Robbi checks in on 
the still-simmering scandal. 

O’Neil: Get a taste of this NCAA baloney: Dana immediately counters that idea, arguing that if there is any situation that should prompt the NCAA to take punitive measures for a school’s 
academic progress, it is this one -- despite the NCAA’s apparent unwillingness to do so. 

Pickeral: Counselors feel the pressure: The NCAA’s steadily increased focus on academic progress has put pressure on coaches and players, but it has also increased the importance of 
academic support staffs at universities. Robbi discovers that major schools’ support staffs have steadily added personnel, and the stakes have never been higher. 

Brennan: High schools take notice: Beginning with the incoming class of 2016, high school freshmen who could one day play college sports will be held to new academic standards. Chief 
among them is a requirement that prospective athletes complete 10 of their 16 core courses before their senior year -- meaning players will need to mind their eligibility status from the time 
they enter high school as freshmen. That process begins this fall. I asked secondary educators, coaches and guidance counselors what they made of the new rule, and wondered whether 
the message would be received -- particularly at financially strapped public schools -- in time. 

King: Well-intentioned APR has its critics: Criticisms of the NCAA’s APR rule are nothing new, but as the rule has evolved, so has the reaction. Jason checks in with a variety of college 
coaches to get their thoughts on the rule, most of which are positive -- with caveats, of course. 

Medcalf: Poor schools feeling brunt of APR: Historically black college and universities and other resource-strapped small schools have different missions from many of their Division I 
counterparts, and can’t afford the deep pool of academic staffers available to high-maj or programs. Myron discusses why such schools are disproportionately affected by the NCAA’s 
academic standards, and what the organization is doing to lessen the divide. 

Bilas: Case for getting rid of the APR: Mr. Bilas has long argued that the NCAA’s academics standards are more about optics than actual academic progress, and anyway, shouldn’t 
individual institutions be free to decide who is qualified to enroll and who isn’t? You may not disagree -- a cynical imbalance in competition seems like an inevitable result of this approach -- 
but as always, Jay’s arguments are drenched in persuasive logic. 

Commentary: How to game NCAA’s APR: Want to know how athletic programs game the Academic Progress Rate? Gerald S. Gurney and Richard M. Southall, professors at Oklahoma and 
North Carolina, respectively, lay out the various tricks academic advisors and coaches use to stay on the right side of the APR ledger, many of which defeat the APR’s stated purpose. 
Essential reading. 

O’Neil: It’s still about the kids ... right?: "I have spent the better part of the past month trying to get my arms around the commingling and occasionally conflicting world of academics and 
athletics in college sports. Here’s what I know for sure: It’s complicated." That’s the first sentence of Dana’s series-closing column on the state of NCAA academics, wherein Dana balances 
the good intentions of the NCAA with the very real possibility that it could leave behind kids for whom a shot at college basketball could be their only way to a better life. 

There will be much to watch in the NCAA academics space in the years to come, as reforms move forward and their effects come into clearer view. Stay tuned. For now, happy reading. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:29 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: NeuLion Feeds Fans With NFI, Preseason Live; XOS’ Digital Nets Aim to Increase Conference Footprints 

Tuesday, August 21,                       Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
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NeuLion Feeds Fans With NFL Preseason Live 

XOS’ Digital Nets Aim to Grow Conferences 

London 2012 Photo Gallery: The Personalities 

Broadcasting Vet Evans Critical of Training 

CBS Sports Net Adds First NFL Programming 

Grass Valley Reorganizes Sales & Marketing Team 
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NeuLion Feeds Need for Football With NFL 
Preseason Live 
by Karen Hogan 

The start of the NFL regular season is less than a month 
away, but, for many fans, that just isn’t soon enough. For 
the third consecutive year, NeuLion will feed this immediate 

need for a football fix with NFL Preseason Live, which 
delivers every out-of-market NFL preseason game to 
desktops and - new this year - to iPads and Android tablets 
through the free NFL Preseason tablet app. 

Comcast Users Heavy Olympic Streamers 
by MediaPost 

Comcast customers accounted for almost one-third of all 
subscribers who signed in to watch NBC’s Olympic coverage 
online. Its 31% figure topped the access levels at all other 
cable, satellite and telco IV operators. With control over 

NBC, Comcast had an incentive to attract subscribers to 
NBCOlympics.com. Comcast also said Xfinity customers 
viewed more live online streams than the national average, 
based on an index that was 43% higher. 

V~NE’s ’Raw’ Syncs Mobile, Broadcast 
by MediaPost 

USA is launching one for its WWE "Monday Night Raw" 
programming, allowing live syncing between a mobile device 

and the broadcast. Viewers can use iPads and other tablets 
to participate in polls and access supplemental content 
while viewing the show. Simultaneous viewing not only 
builds viewer engagement, but offers opportunities to boost 
ad revenue, particularly if related content pops up on the 
mobile device as an ad runs. 

ESPN Kicks Off Premier League with Enhanced 
Goals App 
by Rapid TV News 

ESPN launched its enhanced Goals app to coincide with the 
kick-off last weekend of the new Premier League season. 
The ESPN Goals app allows users to watch every goal from 
all of the 380 games, view live stats and watch video 
highlights - free of charge. New features include an in-app 
social media function and improved video quality and design 
across all platforms. 

Study: Connected TVs in 30% of Internet Homes 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

SVG would like to thank its 
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One of the most detailed studies undertaken on connected 
TVs to date has found that about 30% of all Internet homes 
have TVs connected to the Internet and that users of those 
TVs are generally receptive to advertisements and ad- 
supported business models. The results are from a survey of 
736 connected TV owners and users done in May and June 
of 2012, 

XOS Digital’s Deals with Sun Belt, Southland Aim to 
increase Conference Footprints 
by Brandon Costa 

As another college sports season gets under way, fans of 
even those schools not in the traditional "Big 6" conferences 
will be able to enjoy more of their favorite sports than ever. 
One of the driving forces behind this influx of content is XOS 
Digital, which this summer launched a pair of digital 
networks with the Sun Belt and Southland Conferences. 

Pac-12 Networks Supported by Bevy of Sony HD 
Gear 

Last week, Pac=12 Enterprises launched Pac=12 Networks 
using an array of Sony high-definition broadcast production 
technology. From the playing field to the studio, Sony studio 
cameras, camcorders, production switcher and monitors are 
key to producing about 850 live sporting events annually for 
the new network. In the new studios, eight Sony HDC- 
1400R cameras plus an MVS-7000X HD production switcher 
are the heart of the ground=up 3G-capable facility in San 
Francisco. In addition, the facility includes a full array of 
Sony production monitors including BVM-series OLED screens 
for critical viewing. 

NCAA.corn to Serve as Online, Mobile Destination for 
College Football Season 

NCAA.com will kick off the 2012 college football season by 
providing fans with a fully interactive online and mobile 
destination including highlights from the top games, 
exclusive weekly video franchises and the return of 
GameCenter, the live stats companion. Each week during 
the season, fans will have complete access to game recaps, 
stats, rankings, photos and social chatter accessible 
through NCAA.com and via the mobile site. 

--oDe o’~ :: 

London 2012 Photo Gallery Part 2: The Personalities 

In part two of SVG’s London 2012 Photo Gallery series, we 
take a look into the people that made the whole thing 
happen. Throughout their time in London, the SVG team 
went behind the scenes at nearly every venue and spoke 
with a variety of production professionals, networks, and 
related organizations at the International Broadcast Center 
(IBC). Click through for a look at the faces of these industry 
leaders. 

Chilean Broadcasters Tap EVS Gear for Efforts in 
London 

Two "IV stations in Chile chose EVS solutions for their 
coverage of the international sporting events taking place in 
London this summer. With a major focus on sports 
programming, Canal 13 decided to renew its collaboration 
with EVS following the successful deployment of EVS 
solutions in Beijing. Chile’s state-owned -IV station ]kiN has 
chosen to deploy EVS solutions for the first time at such a 
big event. They were used for a mixture of programming, 
but focusing on news updates from London. 

TNDV to Produce HD High School Football 
Broadcasts in Tennessee 

TNDV will take its live HD production work to the high school 
sports arena this fall, landing one of the first HD sports 
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production contracts for high school football in the state of 
Tennessee. The mobile production company will drive its 40- 
foot "Inspiration" truck to 11 games this fall, traveling 
around the Middle Tennessee region to capture live game 
action for Nashville’s MyTV30 Thursday Night Lights 
program. 

ATEME’s Kyrion Encoders/Decoders Deployed at 
Thailand’s TrueVisions 

Video compression solution provider ATEME announced that 
TrueVisions, the leading cable and satellite television 
operator in Thailand, selected ATEME’s Kyrion encoders and 
decoders to link its main production facility in Bangkok with 
remote studios over optical fiber. 
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FOR-A Introduces Multi-Matrix Color Corrector 

FOR-A Corporation of America, a manufacturer of video and 
audio systems for the broadcast and professional video 
industries, is unveiling the DCC-7000 - a new real-time, 
multi-matrix color corrector - ideal for live sports and post 
production applications. As the live HD/SD=SDI signal passes 
through the DCC-7000, the product performs real-time 
adjustment, enhancement, and color correction of up to 12 
separate colors and hues in the video. 

Panasonic Offers New Downloadable Scene Files for 
Pro Camcorders 

Panasonic has introduced an expanded suite of scene files 
that can be accessed as free downloads for users of the 
company’s most recent P2 HD and AVCCAM HD camcorders. 
Newly available are files for the company’s latest camcorder 

models: the AG=AC130 and AG=AC160 AVCCAM HD 
handhelds; the AG-HPX250 P2 HD handheld; the AG-AFI00 
Large Sensor HD Cinema camera; and the AG-HPX370 and 
AJ=HPX3100 P2 HD shoulder-mounts. 

NVlDIA CUDA 5 Release Candidate Now Available 

NVIDIA has announced availability of the NVIDIA CUDA 5 
Release Candidate, the latest version of the company’s 
parallel computing platform and programming model. Publicly 
available as a free download from the NVIDIA Developer 
Zone website, the CUDA 5 Release Candidate provides a 
solid platform for developers to evaluate a host of new 
features and capabilities before the CUDA 5 Production 
Release later this year. 

Integrated Microwave Technologies Heads to SET 
Congress and Broadcast & Cable Show 

Integrated Microwave Technologies (IMT), a Business Unit 
within the Vitec Group’s Videocom Division, and a provider of 
advanced digital microwave systems serving the broadcast, 
sports and entertainment markets, showcases its Nucomm 
and RF Central state-of-the-art digital microwave video 
systems for portable and fixed-link applications at the SET 
Congress and the 21st edition of the Broadcast & Cable 
Show at Vitec Group Booth BllA. 

Game Time: The Fighting Is Over, Barclays Center Is 
Here 
by New York Magazine 

New York Magazine’s Will Leitch takes readers inside the 
still--under-construction Barclays Center in this piece. 
Barclays Center construction has been going 24/7 for about 
a month now to prepare for the big opening night, 
September 28, the first of eight Iay-Z concerts. The way 
Leitch sees it, the Atlantic Yards-Barclays Center project 

has been so tortured, controversial, drawn=out, and 
infuriating that it’s easy to forget that the building itself is 
real: that the project is not just happening, it’s almost 
completed. 
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CBS Sports Net to Debut First NFL Programming 
with NFL Monday QB 
by Brandon Costa 

CBS Sports Network has its first taste of NFL programming. 
NFL Monday QB debuts Sept. 10 and will serve as a next- 
day breakdown of some of the biggest games and plays from 
the previous NFL Sunday from the quarterback perspective. 
"You don’t want to have a sports cable network without 
regularly scheduled NFL programming," says Sean McManus, 
chairman of CBS Sports, "and this is just the start for us." 

Fox Deportes Adds Live NASCAR Action, Original 
Programming to Lineup 

FOX Deportes has announced that it will televise 15 NASCAR i 
Sprint Cup Series races, as well as original programming, 
daily news segments, and weekly updates starting in 2013. 
Of the 15 race broadcasts, FOX Deportes will carry six 
NASCAR Sprint Cup Series races live, including, for the first 
time ever, a Spanish-language broadcast of NASCAR’s 
biggest race, the Daytona 500 (Sunday, Feb. 24). A total of 
nine races will be carried on tape delay, while six will be 
televised live on FOX Deportes, including races from 
Daytona, Auto Club Speedway, Bristol Motor Speedway, 
Charlotte Motor Speedway and TaNadega Superspeedway.    i 

AI-Jazeera’s BelN Sport Takes Over La Liga, Serie A 
Rights 
by ESPNFC 

With new limited -iV rights for La Liga and Serie A, TV 
viewers will see little of Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo. 
That’s because the U.S. TV rights to Spain’s La Liga have 
switched from GolTV to the new beIN Sport USA network, 
launched this week by the AI-Jazeera Sport Media Network 
and available in only about 8 million homes to viewers of 
DirecTV and DISH Network. Italy’s Serie A, France’s Ligue 1, 
England’s second-tier League Championship and England’s 
League Cup also have moved to high-spending beIN Sport, i 
which is taking over all of them from News Corp.’s Fox 
Soccer.                                                  i 

League-Owned Networks Ready to Run Up the Score 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

As the broadcast networks replace their summer repeats 
with new series and returning favorites through the coming 
weeks, sports league-owned networks are readying for an 

eventful fall of their own. This fall, NFL Network will increase 
its game package by five games, while MLB Network will      i 
enter the postseason for the first time ever. Meanwhile, 
NBATV will look to ride the last season’s massive popularity 
wave into the 2012-13 season and the NHL Network is going i 
about business as usual despite a potential lockout. 
(Subscription required) 
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Education Overview: Broadcasting Vet Evans Is 
Critical of Broadcast Training 
by Dan Daley 

Dave Evans runs Vantedge Consulting Group. The Sports 
Emmy and Telly Award winner was most recently director of 
broadcasting for the Dallas Mavericks, guiding the team’s 
transition to HD broadcasting, and had previously worked in 
production, director, executive and announcing positions 
within the NBA. He has a particularly good vantage point 
from which to survey the state of sports-broadcast 
education and, quite frankly, doesn’t much like what he 
sees. 

Grass Valley Announces Sales & Marketing Reorg; 
Rosica To Step Down as EVP 
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Grass Valley has announced that EVP and Chief Sales & 
Marketing Officer Jeff Rosica will leave the company in 
November as part of an overall sales and marketing 
reorganization effort that will result in four new executive 
roles: three Regional Presidents and a Chief Marketing 
Officer, all reporting to Alain Andreoli, President and CEO. 

Golf Channel Launches Arledge-lnspired Editorial 
Research Unit 

Golf Channel has created a new Editorial Research Unit 
modeled after the Olympic Research Unit model first created 
by Roone Arledge at ABC Sports in 1967 and used over the 
past two decades by NBC as the foundation of its Olympic 
storytelling. Much in the same way that personalizing 
Olympic athletes from around the world through storytelling 
creates more compelling and entertaining Olympic 
programming, the golf research unit is designed to 
strengthen and ensure quality of editorial content across all 
platforms, including broadcast and cable television, and all 
digital offerings. 

Olympics EP Bell Poised for Promotion, Comcast 

Happy With NBC Sports Chairman Lazarus 
by Reuters 

Jim Bell, the executive producer who spearheaded NBC’s 
London Olympics coverage and shouldered most of the 
criticism directed at the network, is poised for a promotion 
to a larger role within NBC’s news or sports division. 
According to Reuters sources, Comcast is happy with 
current NBC Sports Group Chairman Mark Lazarus, who took 
that post in 2011, so the company may create a new 
position for Bell, one that would possibly have him oversee 
the Olympics full-time. 

Canada Regulator Clears BCE, Rogers Purchase of 
Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment 
by BusinessWeek 

Rogers Communications and BCE Inc. have cleared the last 
hurdle in their bid to acquire the most valuable team in the 
National Hockey League after receiving approval from 
Canada’s telecommunications regulator. The Canadian 
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission 
approved the C$1.32 billion ($1.34 billion) bid by BCE and 
Rogers for Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment, which owns 
the NHL’s Toronto Maple Leafs and the NBA’s Toronto 
Raptors. 

Apple Is Talking to TV Companies About a Deal That 
Could Change TV Forever 
by Yahoo! Finance 

Remember a few months ago, when everyone was 
hyperventilating about the forthcoming Apple TV? This was 
the magical "sheet of glass" powered by Siri that Apple was 
going to start selling for twice the price of a regular TV. 
Apple was going to go do big deals with the TV content 
companies, disrupt the cable companies, and drive its stock 
straight to $1,000 by revolutionizing the -iV business. Well, 
no one talks about the Apple -IV anymore. 

Dish Amends AutoHop Lawsuit, Calls Ad=Skipping 
’Consumer’s Option’ 
by Hollywood Reporter 
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Dish Network has filed an amended complaint in a New York 
federal court in hopes of protecting its AutoHop service, 
which allows subscribers to bypass commercials. The original 
lawsuit was filed May 24, following a story in The Hollywood 
Reporter that prompted Dish, CBS, NBC and Fox to rush to 
court with separate lawsuits, each meant to win 
jurisdictional advantage. Attorneys for the broadcasters 
then attacked what they called Dish’s "hastily drafted 
complaint." A New York judge agreed, ruling that the 
broadcasters’ lawsuits against Dish could proceed in 
California, while keeping parts of the case, including the 
overall dispute with ABC and portions against CBS and NBC, 

in her own court. 

House Communications Subcommittee to Hold 
Hearing on Federal Spectrum 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The House Energy and Commerce Committee’s 
Communications Subcommittee will hold a hearing next 
month on commercial use of government spectrum. Federal 
agencies are being asked by the Obama Administration to 
give up or share some of their spectrum in the push for more 

bandwidth for commercial wireless broadband and 
subcommittee Chairman Greg Walden (R-Ore.) also wants to 
talk about how to free up more federal spectrum for 
commercial use. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Chrysler Rewards <chryslerrewards@chrysler-ema]l.com> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:40 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Your Bonus Cash and great rewards from Chrysler are waiting! 

If you are unable to view this eMail, please click here. 

APPLY YOUR BONUS CASH 

TO A NEW CHRYSLER VEHICLE, 

APPLY FOR THE CHRYSLER’~’ MASTERCARD~ 
TO SAVE EVEN MORE~ 

DearRobert, 

There’s still time to take advantage of your $500 Bonus Cash Allowance2 

toward the purchase of a new Chrysler vehicle. Better yet, when you apply 

and are approved for the Chrysler~ MasterCard®, you can start earning 

rewards right away: Qualified customers can earn up to 4,500 points by 

using their new card for up to a $1,5003 down payment when they finance 

with Ally® and the dealer. Plus, every time you use your new card you can 

earn more points toward great rewards. 

Earn your points. 

~ p oin% per $1 spent on qualifying purchases made at Chrysler 

Group dealerships4, like: 

¯ Chrysler Group vehicles 
¯ Chrysler vehicle service or parts 
¯ Chrysler brand gear and accessories 

N poin% per $1 spent on qualifying travel purchases4 

~ point per $1 spent on qualifying purchases everywhere else4 

Get your rewards. 

There is no limit on the points you can earn or the rewards you can 

receive -- use toward a new Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge or Ram vehicle, 

on services ranging from oil changes to newtires, and so much more. 

Your new card takes rewards to a whole new level. 

PLUS, take in these Chrysler® MasterCard® features: 

¯ 0% intro APR~ on purchases for six billing cycles 
¯ Variable 16.99% APR based on the Prime Rate after the intro rate 

expires 
¯ No annual fee~ 

View our Summary of Credit Terms~ for details. 

Don’t wait to enjoy new rewards like never before. 
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CBS Sports Network Powers Up NewStudio Set 

Save the Date: SVG’s League Technology Summit 

Audio Plays Major Role in Olympics Story 

ESPN Emphasizes ’Americana’ at LLWS 
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CBS Sports Network Gives Itself a Makeover with 
New Studio Set 
by Brandon Costa 

By its own admission, CBS Sports Network needed a facelift, 
and it got it this summer with a complete renovation of the 
studio set at its New York City home at Chelsea Piers. The 
network, which began broadcasting in high definition in 
2008, has increased its HD capabilities over the past couple 
of years. That overall enhancement has culminated in a 
shiny new set that promises to give the network a sleek 
new look heading into the fall sports season. 

Audio Plays Major Role in Olympics Story 
by Dan Daley 

The London Olympics offered a great show, with near- 
flawless performances by the technology sent to cover it. 
Audio played a huge part in that, as noted in an article on 
NPR’s Website that graphically lays out how broadcast audio 
has evolved over the past 15 or so years. Here is a look at 
some of the gear deployed and its suppliers’ perspective on 
its Olympic performance. 

ESPN Emphasizes ’Americana and Apple Pie’ at Little 
League World Series 
by Jason Dachman 

It’s about the unbridled joy of a game-winning home run or 
the sheer grit of a play at the plate without the baggage of 
multi-million dollar contracts or endorsements or 
scholarships. It’s about volunteer umpires and managers 
with day jobs. The Little League World Series is about pure 
Americana and each year ESPN aims to bring that out in its 
telecasts utilizing the most valuable tool it has at its 
disposal: full access. 

BSI Elected to Provide RF Support During Political 
Conventions 

Broadcast Sports, Inc. (BSI) will be supporting both the 
Republican and Democratic National Conventions this year 
with a broad range of wireless equipment and services. BSI 
will assist CBS News with the press pool feed for the RNC 
Convention in Tampa, FL, August 27-30 and NBC News with 
the press pool feed for the DNC Convention, September 4-6 

in Charlotte, NC. 

WINE Utilizes Neumann Monitors in Post-Production 
Environment 

WWE installed several pairs of Neumann KH 120s in its 
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editing and post-production suites at its Stamford, Conn. 
facility. They are used to monitor its weekly television, web 
and live auditorium programming. Georg Neumann GmbH is a 
Sennheiser Group company. 

Olympics Photographers Outfitted in The Tiffen 
Company’s PhoTOGS Vests 

The Tiffen Company, a manufacturer and distributor of 
accessories for the still imaging, video, motion picture and 
broadcast markets, was chosen by the London Organising 
Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (LOCOG) to 
supply the 4,000 Official Press Photographers covering the 
London 2012 Olympic Games with Tiffen’s Domke PhoTOGS 
Vests. 

ATEME Codecs On Board 2 SAT Europe SNG Trucks 

ATEME announced that 2 SAT Europe bv, a provider of 
professional satellite connections around the world, has 
chosen ATEME, a provider of H.264 video compression 
products, to upgrade its digital satellite news gathering 
(DSNG) fleet. The upgraded trucks are currently booked to 
cover multiple high profile events including the MotoGP 
Grand Prix, a series of 18 motorcycle races across 14 
countries taking place from April to November this year. 

Canon Digital SLR Cameras Animate ParaNorman 

Five camera teams and crews of animators, puppeteers, and 
staff from LAIKA animation studios, along with an garrison of 
sixty EOS 5D Mark II SLR cameras from Canon U.S.A., Inc., 
have come together to help bring the new 3D feature film, 

"ParaNorman" to screens this summer. The EOS 5D Mark II 
DSLR cameras captured frame-by-frame stop-motion 
animation of puppet "actors" in this new horror comedy 
about a small-town boy who speaks to ghosts and must 
battle an assortment of otherworldly creatures to save his 
town from doom. 

Australia’s Showtime Adopts AmberFin iCR 

In Australia, the Premium Movie Partnership has selected 
AmberFin’s channel partner, Quinto Communications to 
supply and commission the new AmberFin iCR File Player with 
its advanced Unified Quality Control (UQC) option for video 
asset checking at its Showtime Movie Channel content 
preparation facility, located at the Fox Studios 
Entertainment Quarter in Sydney. 

New Matchox Twenty 360-Degree Video Shot with 
JVC GY-HMQ10 4K Camera 

JVC Professional Products Company, a division of JVC 
Americas Corp., announced the JVC GY-HMQ10 4K compact 
handheld camera, equipped with a GoPano Plus lens 
attachment, was used to shoot the 360-degree video for 
"She’s So Mean," the new single from Matchbox Twenty’s 
upcoming Emblem/Atlantic Records album, North. 

MediaCorp Deploys Aspera to Power Digital Media 
Distribution 

Aspera, Inc., creators of next-generation software 
technologies, announced that MediaCorp, Singapore’s 
leading media company, has deployed Aspera’s high-speed 
transfer platform as the core of its new digital asset 
distribution infrastructure. Operating seven television and 13 
radio channels, MediaCorp offers a complete range of 
platforms, spanning television, radio, newspapers, 
magazines, movies, digital and out-of-home media. 

Save the Date: SVG’s Seventh-Annual League 
Technology Summit Slated for Dec. 10-11 
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Mark it down on your calendar: the Sports Video Group will 
hold its seventh-annual League Technology Summit at the 
New York Hilton Hotel on Dec. 10-11, 2012. Drawing more 
than 800 industry leaders last year, the League Technology 
Summit is the event of the year for sports-technology 
professionals, delivering executive-level forecasts, 
discussions, and keynotes for the upcoming year. 
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Technologies Behind Olympics, Euro 2012, and 
Torch Relay to Receive SVG Europe Sport 
Technology Awards at IBC 
by Ken Kerschbaumer 

The SVG Europe IBC Technology Awards reception this year 
will honour three top achievements in sports broadcasting in 
2012: The Olympics production efforts undertaken by 
Olympic Broadcasting Services (OBS) and broadcasters the 
world over, the BBC’s coverage of the Olympic Flame Torch 
relay that proved the use of cellular-based video 
transmission services with the help of Dutch technology 
provider Mobile Viewpoint, and UEFA’s use of the EVS C- 
Cast technology during Euro 2012. 

LiveU, NewTek Team on integrated Live Video 
Streaming and Production 

LiveU and NewTek will demonstrate their integrated live 
video streaming and production solution in a live studio at 
IBC 2012. The Next Web, the international technology, 
news, business and culture publication, will produce the live 
broadcast, bringing the latest news from the TBC show to its 
worldwide online audience. 

Harmonic Spectrum MediaDeck 7000 Goes Solid 
State 

Harmonic’s Spectrum MediaDeck 7000 SSD integrated solid- 
state based media server will make its debut at IBC, offering 
the industry a new four-channel media server system has 
the reliability, low power requirements, and lower weight 
that solid-state disk (SSD) storage is known for having. 

Harris Expands Videotek Lineup at IBC 

Harris Broadcast Communications will introduce new 
Videotek test and measurement products and enhancements 
at IBC 2012 (stand 7.G20) that improve the way 
international broadcasters monitor program audio and data 
in digital and HD terrestrial transmissions. 

Wohler Intros New Inrack Portable MADI Mixer at IBC 

Wohler Technologies is releasing AMP1-MADIe, a new in- 
rack portable MADI mixer with Ethernet control and 
configuration and it will make its debut at IBC. The AMPI- 

MADIe can be connected in series with a 56- or 64-channel 
MADI stream for individual volume adjustment, mixing, and 
audible monitoring of any eight selected MADI channels at 
once. Providing unique functionality equivalent to a MADI 
audio "hot mid’ mixer, Wohler’s new AMPI-MADIe simplifies 
rapid selection and monitoring of MADI signals in fast-paced 
live-to-air production environments. 

Orad Maestro Unites Graphic Users 

The latest release of Orad’s Maestro enterprise graphics, 
addressing end-to-end graphics creation and distribution 
workflows for real-time, pre and post broadcast production 
environments, will be on display at IBC. The enterprise 
solution seamlessly integrates with industry-standard 
newsroom, automation, traffic and editing systems, including 
equipment from Quantel, the latest addition to the long list 
of supported technology partners. 

Active Storage to Highlight mMedia and mStats 
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Active Storage will be showing the mMedia Platform and 
mStats SAN analysis software. The mMedia Platform is 
Active Storage’s integrated, end-to-end platform that 
supports the most complex media and video storage 
workflows. It is an open, scalable solution comprised of 
highly redundant, high-performance video-optimized 
components, and contains software and hardware solutions. 

I-MOVIX Unveils Latest X10 Developments 

I-MOVIX will show X10, a live ultra-motion solution that 
delivers 300 fps real-time continuous ultra slow motion in full 
HD (or 600 fps in 720p). Developed in partnership with EVS, 
the XI0 system is used with an EVS XT3 production server 
under LSM control and provides a familiar user interface and 
controls that any broadcast crew can use immediately 
without any special training. 

Front Porch Digital Releases New Version of MAM 
System DIVAdirector V5.1 

Front Porch Digital, a provider of content storage 
management (CSM) solutions, has announced updates to its 
DIVAdirector media asset management (MAM) system, a 
permission-based Web application that enables complete 
access to file-based content stored by DIVArchive CSM 
systems. 

Harmonic Releases MediaDeck 7000 SSD Integrated 
Media Server 

Harmonic, a provider in video delivery infrastructure, 
announced the release of the Spectrum MediaDeck 7000 
SSD integrated media server. The new four-channel media 
server system is equipped with four 480=GB SSD drives and 
provides 57 hours of 50-Mbps storage capacity. 
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belN SPORT Lands Rights to U.S. Men’s World Cup 
Qualifying Away Games 

belN SPORT, the new independent 24-hour global network 
dedicated to exclusive coverage of the world’s best 
international sports, announced it has secured exclusive 
rights to televise the away games for the U.S. men’s 
national soccer team in the qualifying rounds of the 2014 
World Cup. 

ESPN Classic, ESPN3 to Simulcast Clemens’ Return 
on Saturday Night 
by Multichanne! News 

ESPN will be on the scene when Roger Clemens makes his 
return to the mound on Saturday night in a minor-league 
game. ESPN Classic and broadband service ESPN3, 
according to sources familiar with the plans, will simulcast 
Clemens as he takes the hill for the Sugarland Skeeters of 
the Atlantic League in their Aug. 25 matchup in Texas 
against the Bridgeport Bluefish. 

BelN Sports Nearing Comcast Carriage Pact 
by Multichannel News 

BeIN Sports, which continues to acquire key soccer rights 
for its fledgling English- and Spanish-language sports 
networks, is nearing a carriage deal with Comcast. 
According to sources familiar with the negotiations, the pact 
could be announced as soon as today. BelN Sports launched 
last week on DirecTV and Dish. The networks, owned by AI 
3azeera Sports, hold the rights to top European circuits, 
Spain’s La Liga, Italy’s Serie A and France’s La Ligue I, as 
well as South American World Cup qualifiers and the 2015 
Copa America tournament. 
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Sportsman Channel Greenlights ’Dropped’ for 
Second Season 
by Multichannel News 

Sportsman Channel has dropped the Keefer brothers -- and 
that’s a good thing for fans of the network’s original series. 
The outdoor proponent has greenlit a second season of 
Dropped: Project X, which will once again feature Chris and 
Casey Keefer engaging in a true survival expedition. 

Gillette Stadium, Patriots Upgrade Wi-Fi 
by Commercial Integrator 

Make all the jokes you want about how the New England 
Patriots coaching staff will use the new distributed antenna 
system at Gillette Stadium this fall, but in truth, the 
motivation behind it has nothing to do with players gaining 
any sort of on-field edge. The work, overseen by Cellular 
Specialties, Inc. (CSI) of Manchester, N.H., is simply the 
latest example of the NFL’s quest to ensure fans can enjoy 
all the comforts of home from their seats inside the stadium. 

Toronto Blue Jays Add 300 Screens to Rogers 

Centre 
by Commercial Integrator 

After opening 25 years ago, Rogers Centre has become just 
another ballpark, passed in its wow factor by several of its i 
contemporaries. When it came time for an A/V facelift, 
building owners called on Westbury National Show Systems, i 
Inc. of Toronto. As part of the job, Westbury National 
installed 300 new screens, a distribution system and a Cisco :: 
StadiumVision upgrade in about 10 weeks, starting in         :: 
February 2012, ensuring the work was done in time for the :: 
Blue Jays’ home opener in early April. 
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PGATOUR.com to Offer Exclusive Online and Mobile 
Coverage of PGA TOUR Playoffs 

PGATOUR.com, the official site of the PGA TOUR, will tee off 
coverage of the 2012 PGA TOUR Playoffs for the FedExCup 
by providing fans with exclusive online and mobile access 
including nearly 100 hours of live video streaming, live 
preview shows and comprehensive editorial coverage. 

TV Still Trounces Web for Advertising Impact 
by paidCon ten t 

Those who think digital platforms are the ultimate in 
advertising may want to check these facts. GfK survey data 
published by Deloitte shows that most consumers still 
consider TV the most impactful advertising medium. Click 
through for a chart that shows that only three percent of 
people think web banners and video are the most effective, 
compared with 57 percent for -iV. 
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PlayOn! Sports Names Jay Sandhaus New Chief     i 
Technology Officer 

PlayOn! Sports (PlayOn), the nation’s largest rights holder, 
producer, and distributor of high school sports events, 
announced that ]ay Sandhaus has joined the company as 
Chief Technology Officer. Sandhaus will lead PlayOn’s 
technology group while contributing to ongoing product 
development efforts. 

New Grass Valley Mantra: ’Buy, Build or Partner’ 
by TVNewsCheck 
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To implement its "complete solutions" approach, the newly 
reorganized Grass Valley is now looking to partner with other 
vendors with complementary technology or possibly buy 
them, says the company’s new CMO Graham Sharp," You 
may see some acquisitions over the coming six months," he 
says, hinting that Harris might be a target, 

Votes Are In, and Its 5-0 for Verizon/SpectrumCo 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

According to sources inside and outside the FCC, all five 
commissioners have now cast their votes on 
Verizon/SpectrumCo, and it will be 5-0 approving Verizon’s 
purchase of spectrum from cable operators Comcast, Time 
Warner Cable, Cox and Bright House, with the two 
Republicans concurring in part. 

FCC Special Access Call Continues to Draw Crowd 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The FCC’s party line vote to suspend its deregulatory 
triggers for special access (broadband business service) 
prices continues to draw both fire and fans from industry. 
"With this action, the FCC has done right by consumers, and 
it’s taken a first step toward promoting competition in wired 
and wireless communications," said Public Knowledge senior 
staff attorney John Bergmayer. 
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Game Creek’s Pride, Glory Ready for NFL Network 

Blackmagic Drives Sportvision’s NASCAR RACEf/x 

Bail State Sports Link’s ’3rd Down Chirp’ Grows 

Updates from SVG Europe’s ’Live From IBC’ Blog 
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Game Creek Video’s Pride and Glory Ready for NFL 

Network Season 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The NFL Network’s expanded slate of Thursday night games 
will be produced out of Pride and Glory, two new trucks from 
Game Creek Video that will make their unified NFL debut in 
Green Bay next week. Pride will be home to the NFL Network 
pre-game show while game production will take place in 
Glory. And both units will not only handle NFL games but 
also the combine, NFL draft, and the Hall of Fame games in 
2013. 

Blackmagic Design Router Streamlines Sportvision’s 
NASCAR RAC Ef/x 
by Karen Hogan 

With 43 cars circling a track at speeds in excess of 200 
miles per hour, following a NASCAR race can be difficult 
enough. Broadcasters are tasked with not only following the 
action themselves but conveying driver progress to an at- 
home audience. Sportvision’s RACEf/x addresses this 
challenge by tracking each car five times per second using 
GPS coordinates to create a digital record of the race in reM 
time. To handle the immense amount of information garnered 
from these 43 cars, Sportvision turned to Blackmagic 
Design’s Universal Videohub routers. 

Baltimore Ravens Go Beyond the Playing Field with 
LiveU Transmission Backpack 

LiveU has been selected by the Baltimore Ravens to provide 
its live video technology. The company’s LU70 transmission 
backpack will be utilized to provide fans with live coverage 
of press conferences, training camp and practice, and team 

events. This exclusive content will be made available on 
baltimoreravens.com for both home and road games. 

CSMA Master Class: Ball State Sports Link’s 3rd 

Down Chirp Grows from Student Idea to Nationally 

Syndicated Show 

by Brandon Costa 

During his years at Ball State, Wagner had grown into a big 
Cardinals football fan. Knowing his work at Sports Link gave 
him a unique opportunity, he brainstormed on how the 
organization could better work with the blossoming football 
program. Thus was born the concept of 3rd Down Chirp, a 
weekly show breaking down everything Ball State football 
throughout the season. The show quickly grew in popularity, 
picking up homes online and on a national television 
network. 
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Fox Sports Net Near Deal With Big West 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

Fox Sports Net is close to a multiyear media deal with the 
Big West Conference, and while it’s certainly not the biggest 
college deal around, there are ancillary benefits for the 
media company that extend beyond conference 
programming. For Fox Sports, the deal is as much about 
trying to gain distribution for its newest regional sports 
network, Fox Sports San Diego, as anything else. 

Announcement Expected Soon on New OU Sports 
Network 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

News of the University of Oklahoma’s planned sports channel 
first broke in the summer of 2010. Details surrounding the 
channel - which actually is more of an OU-branded 
programming block on Fox’s regional sports networks - were 
solidified in January. But after two years of negotiating and 
planning, the channel’s official announcement is expected to 
come as early as this week, according to SBJ. 

Haivision, iStreamPlanet to Present Panel on Olympic 
Games Streaming Solution 

Haivision will participate in a panel entitled "Live Streaming 
of the 2012 Olympic Games to Connected Devices: Enabling 
Olympic Rights Holder Broadcasters to Expand their Digital 
Footprint" as part of Sports Day at IBC2012. The panel is 
scheduled for Sept. 8 from 4:00 to 5:30 p.m. The session 
will focus on best practices for delivering live streaming of 
global sporting events to multiple devices and discuss the 
Go-Live Package - a turnkey, end=to-end live streaming and 
cross-platform video playback solution developed by 
Haivision and iStreamPlanet for London Games rights-holding 

broadcasters (RHB). 

ATEME to Debut Latest Kyrion Encoder for 
Broadcast Distribution 

ATEME will launch the KyrionTM CM5000 encoder for 
broadcast distribution at at IBC. Targeted at Digital Satellite 
News Gathering operators, The Kyrion CM5000 Encoder is 
available in three main configurations: Single channel, single 

channel with built in satellite modulator, or dual channel. 

T-VIPS to Launch Next Gen of Connect5 Network 
Management Solution 

T-VIPS, a provider of professional video contribution and 

distribution solutions, will launch and demonstrate the next 
generation of its video-centric network management 
solution, Connect5, at IBC. This solution provides 
broadcasters and network operators with the ability to 
easily monitor and control multiple video network 
infrastructures. Connect5 will ship in Q4, 2012. 

StorageDNA’s LTO-5 LTFS Archive/Retrieval Product 
Takes Next Step in ’Evolution’ 

StorageDNA will demonstrate version 2.1 of its LTO-5 LTFS 
archive and retrieval workflow product, DNA Evolution at 
IBC. The company is adding feature enhancements for an 
improved user experience, more detailed error reporting, 
expanded support for integrations, and increased usability 
for workflows. The latest incarnation of DNA Evolution builds 
on version 2.0, released in the second quarter of 2012, with 
improved media asset management, a Thunderbolt field 
solution, digital camera master archiving, and integration 
support for Avid Interplay and CatDV. 

GlobeCast Execs to Serve as Panelists at IBC 

A pair of GlobeCast senior executives have been selected to 
participate in panel sessions at the upcoming 1BC2012 show 
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in Amsterdam. Lisa Coelho, CEO of GlobeCast Americas, will 
participate in the panel entitled, "Will the Same Players 
Shoot Again in the OTT World?" The session will be held on 
Sept. 8 from 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. in room E102, and will 
examine the impact of OTT development on traditional 
broadcast vendors as well as the current opportunities in 
the OTT market. 

Arqiva ’Scanners’ OB Fleet for Sale Due to Lack of 
Scale to Compete 
by Kevin Hilton 

UK satellite uplink, television and radio transmission and new 
media service provider Arqiva has put the assets of its 
outside broadcast division up for sale. The OB fleet has 
worked in recent years on a variety of TV sport productions, 
including coverage of the Football League and bowls, but 
Arqiva has decided to sell after a general review of its 
business. 

ABC, tpc Relied on Stagetec Gear for Olympics Runs 

As in 2004 and 2008, STAGETEC systems were once again 
part of the Olympic Summer Games, which opened in London 
July 27, 2012. The Australian Broadcast Corporation (ABC) 
had plenty of equipment from the MEDIAGROUP on hand for 
its Olympics production setup. 

Turkey’s TRT Taps Orad PlayMaker Super-SIo-Mo 

Servers for Olympics Coverage 

Turkish national broadcaster TRT relied on Orad’s PlayMaker 
super slow motion replay servers with Orbit real time storage 
extensively for their Olympic and major football productions. 
PlayMaker and Orbit provided TRT the tapeless workflow 
necessary for Olympic and sports environments. 

Harman Studer Names Hughes as Market Sales 

Manager, EMEA 

Tn a move that strengthens the company’s sales presence in 

the live sound for broadcast and theatre communities, 
HARMAN’s Studer has appointed Rob Hughes to the position 
of Market Sales Manager. In this position, Hughes will be 
responsible for sales of Studer products throughout the 
EMEA sales region. 

Behind the Mic: Musburger Re-Ups with ESPN, 
Macatee Succeeds Enberg as CBS’s Lead US Open 
Voice 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

Sports broadcasting legend Brent Musburger has signed a 
multiyear extension with ESPN. Musburger will continue to 
serve as a play=by-play commentator for multiple sports 
across ESPN and ABC. He primarily works college sports for 
ESPN, calling the weekly Saturday Night Football series on 

ABC, a role he has held since its debut in 2006, and several 
bowl games a year, highlighted by the BCS National 
Championship. 

Philly, Chicago, Bay Area Comcast SportsNets 
Unveil College, High School Football Slates 

Several Comcast SportsNets laid out their programming 
plans for the upcoming college and high-school football 
seasons this week, including CSN Philadelphia and The 
Comcast Network, CSN Chicago, and The Bay Area’s 
Comcast Hometown Network. In Philadelphia Comcast 
SportsNet, together with The Comcast Network, will air 32 
NCAA and eight local high school football games, plus weekly 
college football shows. 
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CBS Sports Net To Go Inside Arkansas Razorback 
Locker Room with College Football Confidential 

CBS Sports Network and CBSSports.com have announced 
plans to produce College Football Confidential: Arkansas, an 

exclusive, behind-the-scenes look at the Arkansas 
Razorbacks. The series of seven shows debuts on CBS 
Sports Network on Wednesday, Aug. 29 (7 p.m., ET). 
CBSSports.com is also currently featuring exclusive all- 
access online content. 

New Fox Sports New Orleans to Feature 75 Hornets 
Games 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The new Fox Sports New Orleans will air 75 regular season 
New Orleans Hornets NBA games, starting with the Oct. 31 
home opener against the San Antonio Spurs. The New 
Orleans channel was spun off from Fox Sports Southwest in 
Dallas, becoming the 21st regional sports network in the Fox 
Sports family. It will be available to over 1.6 million cable 
and satellite TV homes. 

FOX To Air More EPL Matches on NFL Sundays 
by Sports Media Watch 

The English Premier League will return to the FOX broadcast 
network this season. Sports Business Journal reported 
Monday that FOX will air "at least" three English Premier 
League matches on NFL ’singleheader’ Sundays this year, 
starting with tape delayed coverage on September 23. 

Other telecasts would air on October 7 and November 4, 
and FOX reportedly plans to add more as the season 
progresses. 

UFC 151 Pay-Per-View Cancelled, White ’Disgusted’ 
With Jon Jones 
by USA Today 

UFC 151 originally was scheduled for Sept. 1 in Las Vegas 
with a light-heavyweight title fight between champion Jon 
Jones and challenger Dan Henderson serving as the pay- 
per-view headliner. After Henderson suffered a partial MCL 

tear and was forced to withdraw from the bout this week,    :: 
White said, Jones refused to accept former middleweight 
contender Chael Sonnen as a substitute opponent, a move 
the UFC president described as "baffling." 

m~e ® 

VMware, NVIDIA To Preview New GPU-Powered      :: 
Virtual Desktop Graphics Technology at VMworld 

VMware and NVTDIA are readying a preview of their shared, 
virtual desktop graphics technology at VMworld, which kicks 
off Sunday, Aug. 26 at San Francisco’s Moscone Center. 
First described at the GPU Technology Conference in May, 
the technology involves a single NVIDTA VGX card serving up 
rich media and graphics to multiple virtual machines. 

Why You’re Not Getting a "Real" Apple TV for 
Christmas 
by All Things D 

Track back a few months, and you’ll find lots of assurances 
from professional Apple watchers that we’d see an Apple- 
made TV set very soon. Perhaps this fall. Now the 
conventional wisdom has shifted again: No -iV set, and 
maybe very little else from Apple on the ]V front, in the 
near future. 

Tennessee Titans Debut World’s Largest End Zone 
Video Screens 
by Commercial Integrator 

Everything’s still bigger in Texas when it comes to NFL video 

boards, but Tennessee Titans owners believe their new 
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setup, installed summer of 2012 by ANC Sports, will be at 
least as impressive = if not even more so - than the record- 
setting scoreboard at Cowboys Stadium. The new video 
boards - one in each end zone - stand 157 feet wide and 54 
feet high, just under the Cowboys’ boards that measure 160 
feet wide by 72 high. 
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PlayOn! Launches High School Sports Channel on 
YouTube 

PlayOn! Sports, the nation’s largest rights holder, producer, 
distributor, and aggregator of high school sports events, has 
announced partnership with YouTube to provide high school 
sports programming for the site. As part of the partnership, 
PlayOn will produce more than 1,500 full-length live sporting 
events a year as well as extensive packages of clips and 
highlights. 

Verizon Kills Free NFL Mobile, Now Charging $5 per 

Month 
by Mobile Sports Report 

Last year when Verizon was heavily promoting its new 4G 
LTE network, football fans who bought new smartphones 
that used the network got a great benefit: Free access to 
Verizon’s NFL Moble app and its limited schedule of live 
coverage, including Thursday night, Sunday night and 
Monday night games. 

NBA Breaks Out Meeting on Digital Operations 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

The NBA held its first stand-alone digital meeting over two 
days in New York last week, as teams look to increase 
digital content and revenue opportunities for the coming 
season. The league has held sessions related to digital 
business at its annual league marketing meetings each 
January, but last week marked the first time the NBA 
brought together digital staff from all 30 teams along with 
members of the league’s team marketing and business 
operations department to focus solely on digital operations. 

With International Soccer Rights in Tow, AI Jazeera’s 
BelN Sport Scores Comcast Carriage Deal 

beIN SPORT, the new international-sports-focused 24-hour 
global network, has inked a deal to be carried on Xfinity-iV 
by Comcast. beIN SPORT programming includes coverage of 
the top soccer leagues and tournaments from Europe and 
South America, including games from Spain’s La Liga, Italy’s 
Serie A, France’s Ligue 1, South American World Cup 
Qualifiers and Copa America 2015. 

ESPN International Secures South American Rights 
for FA Cup Through 2018 

ESPN International and The FA have reached a six-year 
multimedia rights deal in South America for the FA Cup, 
England’s men’s national team and men’s U-21 team 
matches, and the annual FA Community Shield match. The 
deal includes rights across television, internet, broadband 
and mobile. The 2012-13 season starts Saturday, November 
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Inc. Magazine: iStreamPlanet Among America’s 
Fastest=Growing Private Companies 
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iStreamPlanet, a provider of live and on-demand streaming 

video solutions, has been listed on the "2012 Inc. 5000," 
Inc. Magazine’s ranking of America’s fastest=growing, 
privately held companies. The company was also ranked 
among the top 50 media companies on the list. 
iStreamPlanet counts among its customers some of the 
world’s leading sports, entertainment, and technology 
brands, including NBC, Turner Broadcasting, the United 
States Olympic Committee, AT&T, and Microsoft. 

NABR Names Shure as One of ’Chicago’s 101 Best 
and Brightest Companies To Work For’ 

For the fifth time, Shure Incorporated has been named one 
of "Chicago’s 101 Best and Brightest Companies To Work 
For" by the National Association for Business Resources 
(NABR). As the only audio company to be honored on the 

list, Shure was selected because of its commitment to 
excellence across human resources practices and employee 
enrichment programs. The Company won the same award in 

2006, 2007, 2008, and 2011. 

Media Buyers Suit Up for NFL Season 
by Adweek 

The National Football League put on its game face, huddling 
up with media buyers from 16 leading agencies for its annual 
Fantasy Football Draft party. In what was the seventh such 
event since NFL Network first began airing Thursday Night 
Football in 2006, the league last night played host to more 
than 250 buyers and planners at the Best Buy Theatre in 
Times Square. 
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Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.e&P 

Online Student Retention I Conference 

[ii~iI Learn 
online students sometimes fail and what do to them for why you can prepare success. 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Early bird pricing expires Friday! Register now to save $100/ 

Find out why students learning online sometimes fail to reach 
their potential and what you can do to prepare them for success. 

In order to improve online student retention, especially during 

these difficult economic times, institutions need methods to 
track students, document progress, and put specific practices in 
place to ensure success. 

Program Brochure (pd0 [ Pricing & Registration [ Agenda 

Join us in Phoenix to discuss practical strategies for online 
student retention. You will engage in small and large group 
discussions, brainstorming, and planning as you develop an 
action plan specific to the needs of your institution. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Our expert instructors, Craig Bach and Mark Parker will walk 
you through the following topics while helping you develop an 
action plan to take back to your campus: 

¯ Rethinking retention and identifying needs 
¯ Developing dashboards for data management 
¯ The cost of retaining new students 
¯ Critical support services 
¯ Early engagement through online first-year experiences 
¯ Role of faculty and academic advisors in online student 

retention 
¯ Tailoring online support services to your institution 
¯ Delivering support services online 
¯ Next steps toward better retention 

There is also an optional pre-conference workshop titled Online 
Student Retention for Community Colleges and an optional 
post-conference workshop on Measuring and Benchmarking 
Your Retention Success. 

View the complete a.qenda. 

REG~(STER TODAY 

Re.qister for this event online or call 720.488.6800. Register 
three people from your institution and the fourth can 
attend for free. 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 
you. 

academicimpressions.com 

ii.~.iI Instructor Photo 

Craig Bach, 

Vice Provost for Institutional Research, 

Assessment, and Effectiveness, 
Drexel University 

i~i Instructor Photo 

Mark L. Parker, 
Former Assistant Provost and Current 

Collegiate Associate Professor of 

Communication Studies and Interim 

Assistant Dean of Communication, 
Arts, and Humanities, University of 

Maryland University College 

Learn more about the faculty 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
if you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
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NBC Streams to Multiplafform Olympics Success 

Olympic-Audio: ’Practical Research Project’ 

UT-Chattanooga Athletics Succeeding with MAM 

ESPN, MLB Extend Rights Deal to 2021 

I :] :~’i%1 ~ I D1 :] ~eT.,¶ DT~.’$-~ __ 

London 2012: A Streaming Event for the History 
Books 
by Jason Dachman 

Nearly 160 million total streams. 64.4 million live streams. 
20.4 million hours of streamed video. 9.9 million 
authenticated devices. When it comes to NBC Olympics’ 
streaming efforts during the London Games, it’s all in the 
numbers. And although NBC suffered its share of technical 
obstacles and flack from the Twittersphere, the London 
Olympics were, simply put, a genuine game-changer in the 
multiplatform delivery of live sports content. 

Panasonic Semiconductor’s Connected TV Platform 
Integrates Espial TV Browser 

Espial TV Browser will be pre-integrated on Panasonic 
Corporation’s Semiconductor Business Group chipset 
technology, enabling connected device manufacturers to 
achieve a faster time to market. The Espial -IV Browser 
version 6.0 features a comprehensive range of sophisticated 
technologies, including HTML5 and Adobe Flash, and reduces 
the time to market for device manufacturers by providing 
out=of-the=box availability, robust performance, and rich 
graphical and high-performance user experience for Web on 
TV. 

MLB.TV Celebrates Ten Years of Live-Game 
Streaming 

Ten years ago, MLB Advanced Media developed a new 
technology that enabled fans from around the world the 
ability to access a Yankees-Rangers matchup via a media 
player just larger than a postage stamp. More than 25,000 
live games and millions of subscribers later, MLB.TV is the 
most widely distributed - accessible on thousands of 
computers, mobile phones, tablets, and connected devices 
with one subscription - and successful live video 
subscription product in digital media. 

ESPN Launches Redesigned College Football App 

The new ESPN College Football app is now available at the 
Apple App Store and Google Play Store. Redesigned from the 
ground up for both Android and lOS, including an iPad- 
optimized version, the app will provide fans with 
unprecedented coverage of the biggest stories in college 
football and breaking news for all Football Bowl Series 

teams. 

Envivio Helps AJK Cable Networks Launch India’s 
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First Converged TV and Multiscreen Service 

Envivio, a provider of live and on-demand multiscreen IP 
video processing and delivery solutions, announced that AIK 
Cable Networks has deployed a converged Envivio headend 
system for its new MPEG-4 AVC (H.264) multiscreen video 
service, Reena TV. AJK is the first cable operator in India to 
use a single headend to serve the full range of display 
devices: -IV set-top boxes, connected TVs, PCs, tablets, 
and mobile phones. Operating in the Pondicherry region of 
India, Reena TV is targeting more than 200,000 customers 
for their digital service. 

YouTube Scores More Soccer, But Still Misses EPL 
Goal 
by paidCon ten t. org 

You can tell YouTube is keen to be a big content brand 
when it starts press-releasing its channel partners’ own 
announcements. Online video rights clearing house Rightster 
has brokered soccer highlights represented by MP & Silva to 
Google’s video website. The deal creates a new channel, 
called Love Football, on YouTube, carrying goals and clips 
from matches in Serie A (Italy), Ligue 1 (France), MLS 
(U.S.), Serie A (Brazil) and England’s Championship, FA Cup 
and Capital One Cup. 

Ivi TV Loses Bid to Overturn Court-Ordered 

Shutdown 
by Bloomberg Businessweek 

Ivi Inc. lost its bid to overturn a court-ordered shutdown of 
its business of capturing over-the-air television signals and 
transmitting them to online subscribers. A lower=court judge 
was correct in granting TV broadcasters such as CBS Corp. 
(CBS) a preliminary order last year that put Ivi out of 
business, a panel of federal appeals judges ruled today in 
New York. 
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UT-Chattanooga Athletics Archives, Digitizes 
Content With Asset-Management System 
by Brandon Costa 

In his office at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 
Director of Creative Services Owen Seaton has a closet 
housing more than 4,000 reels of 16mm film. It’s a common 
problem for many working in college athletic departments. 
The crew at Chattanooga decided to do something about it. 
The athletic department is a little over a year into a 
partnership with MetaMAM, an HTML5, Web-based system 
written by Swedish software supplier Cantemo. 

Campus Clips: New Time Warner Cable SportsNet 
Scoops Up Some Mountain West Live-Game Rights 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 

Time Warner Cable’s new sports network, Time Warner Cable 
SportsNet, will be the home for San Diego State, UNLV and 
Fresno State football and basketball games this season. The 
network launches Oct. 1 and will broadcast live 22 Mountain 
West Conference football games and at least 24 Mountain 
West basketball games in 2022-13. Time Warner Cable 
SportsNet’s college football schedule begins with Fresno 
State at Colorado State on Saturday, Oct. 6. 

Fans Will See More Replays at SEC Football 
Stadiums This Season 
by WIS TV (Columbia, SC) 

During official reviews, stadium video boards will be able to 
show replays from the television network that is 
broadcasting the game. During an official review, the video 
feed from the television network will be shown on the 
stadium video board only between the referee’s 
announcement to stop play for the review and his 
communication of the review’s outcome. In previous years, 
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the SEC had a standard one real-time replay policy for all 
plays in a game for all sports. 

Television is the Ruling Body of College Sports 
by Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

These days, big=time college football without -iV is nearly 
unthinkable. If a game is played in State College, or 
Tuscaloosa or Los Angeles, and only 108,000 people watch 
it, do the bands make a sound? Television provides the 
monetary bricks that has built college football into a 
business. As television contracts have swelled to upward of 
$5 billion for just one conference, concepts of amateurism 
and education have loosened, and the sport treads on a 
prosperous but dangerous path. 

Big Ten Network and Dish at Odds Over New Deal 

by Los Angeles Times 

Apparently Dish Network isn’t ready for some football. The 
satellite broadcaster is at odds with the Big Ten Network 
(BTN), the sports channel that focuses on the collegiate 
conference. Dish’s current contract with BTN expires on 
Friday, one day before the college football season starts. It 
does not look like the two sides are close to a deal. BTN is a 
joint venture between the Big Ten Conference and News 
Corp.’s Fox. 

Dollars Just Keep Climbing for College Kickoff 
Games 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

Two of college football’s most storied programs - Alabama 
and Michigan - will set a new standard for payouts in a 
season-opening, neutral=site game when they meet 
Saturday at Cowboys Stadium. Ever since the "kickoff" 
neutral-site games came back into vogue in 2008, the 
highest combined payout for two schools has been $5.5 

million, but the Crimson Tide and Wolverines will share a 
hefty $9.4 million payday for their participation in the prime- 
time ABC game called the Cowboys Classic. 
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Olympic-Audio Production Is ’Practical Research 
Project’ 
by Dan Daley 

Audio played a big part in the success of the London 
Olympics. Here’s what a pair of audio suppliers have to say 
about how it was done. Tim Carroll, president of Linear 
Acoustic, which had numerous editions of its new Aero.qc 
audio-ingest QC system in place in London, offers an 
interesting take on the Games. "Tt was a great practical 
research project," he says, framing London as a point on an 
Olympic continuum going back to Beijing, the first Olympics 
that Linear Acoustic was involved with. 

Broadcast Sports, Inc. Readies for Baltimore Grand 
Prix 

Broadcast Sports, Inc. (BSI) is gearing up for the 2012 
Baltimore Grand Prix, now in its second year and one of the 
largest events ever to come to downtown Baltimore. 
Headquartered just outside of Baltimore in Hanover, MD, BSI 
provides TV technology for entertainment events around the 
world. For the Baltimore Grand Prix, BSI will be providing all 
of the wireless audio and video systems including the in- 
car/on-board cameras for the races through the heart of 
downtown Baltimore on Labor Day weekend. 

Aerial Video Systems Tapped for Republican, 
Democratic National Conventions 
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Aerial Video Systems (AVS) will continue its long-standing 
history of providing wireless services to both the Republican 
and Democratic National Conventions this year. The 
Republicans are holding their national convention Aug. 27-30 
in Tampa, Florida. The host RNC called upon AVS to provide 
four Link L-1500 microwave systems. AVS will also be 
providing ABC News with one RF camera system, nine 

wireless mics, eleven IFB’s and four RF PUs. 

Clear-Corn’s Tempest2400 Powers Communications 

for Caracol TV 

Caracol TV, Colombia’s number-one television broadcaster, 
has chosen the Clear-Com Tempest2400 digital wireless 
intercom as its communications system. Tempest2400’s 
ability to provide reliable, flexible, and interference-free 
communications has added efficiency to the overall 
production workflow at Caracol TV, enabling production staff 
to coordinate the channel’s numerous programming offerings 
with greater ease. 

Australian Broadcasting Corporation Deploys 
Aspera for File-Based Syndication 

The Australian Broadcasting Corporation has deployed 
Aspera technology as the foundation for their File Based 
Syndication system, automating workflow and high-speed 
content distribution to satellite offices throughout Australia 
from a distribution point in Sydney. Using Aspera’s 

comprehensive APIs, ABC was able to create an interactive ~ 
dashboard for centrally managing and monitoring the entire 
system. The complete solution streamlined workflows, while i 
providing greater visibility into the syndication system at 
reduced costs. 

Venue News: Pacers’ $16M Investment Includes 
Massive Scoreboard; Cal Memorial Stadium Nears 
Completion 

Compile by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

The Indiana Pacers’ $16 million investment in a sound 
system and gargantuan new scoreboards at Bankers Life 
Fieldhouse could signal the team’s commitment to 
Indianapolis for the long haul. For fans, the upgrades will 
modernize the audio and visual experience inside the 13- 
year-old fieldhouse. The scoreboards - including one hung 
above center court with two 50-foot-wide high-definition 
screens, five times as big as the screens they’re replacing - 
should be ready for the Pacers’ home opener Nov. 3. 

ESPN, MLB Extend Rights Deal to 2021 
by Brandon Costa 

ESPN has signed a new deal with Major League Baseball that 
will extend its rights agreement through 2021. According to 
various sources, the eight-year deal is worth $5.6 billion (an 
average of $700M per year). MLB commissioner Bid Selig 
would not confirm a spefic number on a teleconference with 
the media this afternoon but did recognize that this deal 
doubled the value of the previous agreement between the 
two (which was $356 million per year). 

Fox, Dodgers in Talks on Multi-Billion Dollar TV Deal 
by Reuters 

Fox Sports and the Los Angeles Dodgers began preliminary 
talks in May on a multi-billion dollar cable -IV deal, a person 
familiar with the talks said, the latest in a string of rich 
cable -iV contracts for teams in the largest U.S. -iV 
markets. The talks would give the Dodgers the financial 
firepower for big player deals and began weeks before the 
major league baseball team went on a spending spree that 
included a high-profile Aug. 25 trade with the Boston Red 
Sox in which the Dodgers assumed four player contracts 
valued at more than $260 million through 2018. 
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Vin Scully Will Return as Voice of the Dodgers 

by Hollywood Reporter 

The Los Angeles Dodgers, who have made recent headlines 
with a slew of high-profile player acquisitions, announced 
Sunday that Vin Scully will return to broadcast their games 
next season, his 64th with the ballclub. Scully, 84, started 
with the team in Brooklyn in 1950. He has called three 
perfect games, 25 no-hitters, 25 World Series and six 
Dodgers World Series championships. 
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NHK’s 8K Ultra HD TV Format Set to Be Approved as 

Next Global Standard 
by Hollywood Reporter 

Ultra High Definition Television (UHDTV) or Super Hi-Vision, 
an 8K system that delivers 16 times the resolution of 
current HD (high definition) technology, is set to be 
approved by the InternationM Telecommunication Union as 
the next generation global television format. NHK 
successfully demonstrated Super Hi-Vision in collaboration 
with the BBC, at public viewings during the 2012 Olympics of 
selected events in London, Tokyo and Washington D.C. 
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NEP Visions Atlantic Unit Delivers for BSkyB 

Football; Ready for I080150p 

by Ken Kerschba umer 

NEP Vision’s latest OB unit, Atlantic, hit the streets earlier 
this month and the trip[e-expando unit is giving BSkyB 
football productions a massive new home that is not only 
1080/50p capable but also measures approximately 900 sq. 
ft. when in full production mode. "Atlantic combines the 
design ideas of our Gemini truck but condensed into one 
truck," says Brian Clark, NEP Visions, Commercial and 
Technical Projects Director. "We were tasked with coming 
up with a new design that pushes the concepts of ’Mobile 
Unit Design’ into a new era." 

ESPN Premier League Coverage Offers Virtual 
Advantage, Mobile Experience 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

ESPN’s football coverage is in mid-season form, as its 
Clydesdale Premier League coverage (which runs through 
2017) and its Bardays Premier League coverage (which ends 
after this season) are underway. And both have a number of __ 
new enhancements on both the interactive and broadcast 
side that will improve the viewing experience for ESPN        i 

viewers. 

Italy’s Cinevideo Adds I-MOVlX SprintCam 

Cinevideo, a major Italian provider of HD OB vans and SNG 
services located in Pescara, has purchased the I-MOVIX 
SprintCam Vvs HD solution, operating at frame rates up to 
2,600 fps in 1080i or up to 5,600 fps in 720p and providing 
instant replay at native HD resolution and image quality. The 
deal has been closed thanks to I-MOVIX Italian partner: 
ARET Engineering, offering turnkey video and audio 
integrated systems for broadcast, satellite, (post) 
production, and mobile television. 

ATEME Receives 2012 Global Frost & Sullivan Award 
for Market Penetration Leadership 

Based on its recent analysis of the broadcast and digital 

terrestrial transmission (DTT) video encoders market, Frost 
& Sullivan recognized ATEME with the 2012 Global Frost & 
Sullivan Award for Market Penetration Leadership. ATEME 
has shown outstanding growth - in both encoding and 
transcoding product lines - on the strength of its innovative 
architecture and algorithmic excellence. 
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Inc. Magazine: Elemental Ranked Second-Fastest 
Growing Private Software Company in America 

Elemental Technologies is the fifty-second fastest growing 

private company in America, according to Inc. magazine. 

From 2008 - 2011, Elemental grew revenue 4,518 percent 

and helped clients like HBO, ESPN, and Comcast stream 

video to smart phones, tablets, and computers. This growth 

rate makes Elemental the fastest growing private company 

in Oregon and the second-fastest growing privately held 

software firm on the list. 

Comcast Scores Stay of FCC Order in Tennis 
Channel Fight 
by Los Angeles Times 

So much for game, set, match. The U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the D.C. Circuit has put the brakes on the Federal 
Communications Commission’s order last month requiring 
cable giant Comcast to make the Tennis Channel available 
to all of its subscribers. Comcast is seeking to overturn an 
FCC ruling that it had discriminated against the Tennis 
Channel by not making it available to the same number of its 
subscribers that receive Golf Channel and NBC Sports 

Network, which it owns. 

Some Video Channels Getting Cut at YouTube 
by New York Post 

Google’s YouTube is getting ready to say bye-bye to some 
losers. The search giant that kicked off an ambitious plan 
last February to establish dozens of professionally produced 

channels - most of which received some of the $100 million 
in initial funding handed out by the video-streaming site - is 
now looking to cut some of the less successful channels 
from its game plan. 
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Alert Carolina Siren Test Thursday, September 6 

Alert Carolina Siren Test Thursday, September 6 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The Unlversi~z will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Thursday, September 6th, between noon and 1 p. m. We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment 
works. 

During the test, anyone outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or while you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message When testing is complete, a diit’erent siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear. Resume regular activities" 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

¯ An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
° A major chemical spill or hazard; 

¯ A tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
° A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety’. 

The University also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus director?-. In an emergency, the University- will post safety--related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina unc edu, along with updates. 

No actiun is required during the siren test But we hope yuu have taken the time to review the poster, "What You Should Du For An Emergency Warning," now pusted in all campus 
classroums and accessible online, http://www.aler t.unc.edu/extema]/content/document/1395/1255639/1/Aler tClassruomPoster.pd[~ 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Nutificatiun System and a commumcatlons strategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, faculty and staff, as well as visitors, local 
residents, parents and the public Tu suppurt that system, we launched Emergency Notification Protucols that inform the campus cummunity’ using three types of notifications Emergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning and Informatiunal Message 

In a real emergency, we strongly encourage students and empluyees to use the American Red Cruss Safe and Well List tu let their parents and families knuw they are okay in the while 
keeping cell phune lines open for emergency calls The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with family members who are uutside the emergency area. 

You may alsu nuw access a mobile-friendly version of the Alert Carulina website to access alertcarulina unc.edu during an emergency. Refer to 
http://m alertcarulina unc.edu&o/doc/1395/1319331/?sp mobile. 
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CBS Gives College Football Season the Green Light 
From Dublin 
by Brandon Costa 

In just a couple more days, sports fans’ Saturdays will again 
be filled with the sights and sounds of marching bands, 
crashing helmets, colorful traditions, and the roar from 
iconic stadiums packed to the brim. College football is back, 
and CBS will get its slate started with a bang with a special 
live broadcast of Notre Dame-Navy in the Emerald Isle 
Classic from Dublin. 

As Season Kicks Off, ESPN 3D Goes 100% 5D for 
College Football 
by Jason Dachman 

ESPN 3D has always taken a walk-before-you-run approach 
in deploying its 2D-JD hybrid production model, lovingly 
referred to as 5D. The network started with boxing (a 5D- 
friendly sport) in February 2011, using a single mobile unit 
and a mix of 2D cameras and 3D rigs to produce an 
installment of Friday Night Fights. ESPN continued its use of 
the 5D model in the ring and, as the year went on, added 
the Little League World Series, Summer X Games, NBA and 
college basketball, and, notably, college football. Now, as 
the 2012 college football season kicks off, the two-year-old 
network is most certainly off and running at a near break- 
neck pace. 

MIRA Mobile Purchases Array of FUJINON Lenses for 
Fleet 

MIRA Mobile Television, the largest western U.S.-based 
mobile facilities provider, recently purchased an array of 

new FUJINON lenses for use in their fleet of mobile units, 
including the company’s newest truck, M12HD. The provider 
of high-end remote video production services now owns 102 
FUJINON lenses in total, divided up among its eight 
production trucks. 

Ross Video Outfits Mobile Content Providers’ New 
Truck 

Mobile Content Providers (MCP) based in Plantation, Florida, 
has selected Ross Video as the core technology provider for 
their new Small Format Vehicle. Built specifically for Live 
Sports Production by Systems Integrator Mobile Studios of 

Boca Raton FL, the new vehicle features a Ross Carbonite 
Production Switcher and XPression Real-Time Motion 
Graphics System. 

West Virginia Media Management Upgrades with IMT 
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West Virginia Media Management (WVMM) called on 
Integrated Media Technologies (IMT) to modernize and 
upgrade to HD its four television stations, which include 
eight network affiliations. The upgrade included WBOY-TV, 
Clarksburg/Morgantown; WVNS-TV, Beckley!Bluefield; 
WOWK-TV, Charleston/Huntington; and WRTF-TV, 

WheelingiSteu benville. 

NBC’s Olympic Legacy 
by TVB Europe 

NBC had a huge presence in London for the Olympics, taking 
up more space in the International Broadcast Centre than 
OBS and the BBC combined. It had some 2,800 people in 
London plus 700 in New York working on the Games. To 
make this work, it had to rely on a transatlantic workflow it 
has perfected over numerous Games. This will form the basis 
of its new sports facility in Stamford, Connecticut due on air 
early next year. 
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College Venue Renovation Preview, Part 1 
by Karen Hogan 

As college football season approaches, venues across the 
country are hurriedly preparing for opening day. From new 
scoreboards and revamped control rooms to full-fledged 
renovations and retrofits, SVG has college football venues 
covered. Part 1 of College Venue Renovation Preview 
features UC Berkeley, Minnesota, BYU, and Brown. 

Venue News: Titans To Unveil Largest End=Zone 

Video Boards in NFL; Virginia Beach Reveals Arena 

Plan 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Everything’s still bigger in Texas when it comes to NFL video 

boards, but Tennessee Titans owners believe their new 
setup, instalted this summer by ANC Sports, will be at feast 
as impressive = if not even more so - than the record= 
setting scoreboard at Cowboys Stadium. The new video 
boards - one in each end zone - stand 157 feet wide and 54 
feet high, just under the Cowboys’ boards that measure 160 
feet wide by 72 high. 

CSVS 2013: New Dates and Location; Pre- 
Registration Offer Open 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce new dates 
and a new venue for the 2013 College Sports Video Summit. 
The Fifth Annual CSVS will take place on May 29 and 30 at 
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Atlanta, GA. To celebrate the 
Summit’s fifth year, SVG is making the CSVS experience 
more affordable than ever. Register before Oct. 1 and gain 
access to the Fifth Annual CSVS for just $100 - a savings of 
over $125 over last year’s rate. 

Campus Clips: BTN Celebrates Five-Year 
Anniversary with Special; Grande Communications 
Launches Longhorn Network Online 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 

Today marks the five-year anniversary of the launch of the 
Big Ten Network. To celebrate, BTN will air a one-hour show 
BTN 5th Anniversary Special to look back at many of the 
memorable moments from the network’s first half-decade. 

Grande Communications, the Texas-based 
telecommunications firm, has launched live online access to 
Longhorn Network. 

Source: Pac=12 Networks=DirecTV Deal Won’t Get 
Done Before Thursday’s College Football Kickoff 
by San Jose Mercury News 
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If you have Direc-i’V and were hoping to watch football on 
the Pac-12 Networks, you’re out of luck. The conference 
won’t reach a carriage agreement with the nation’s largest 
satellite operator before the season starts Thursday, 
according to a source. There are six football games 
scheduled for broadcast on the Pac-12 Networks this 
weekend. 

Obituary: Ken Romano, Longtime CBS, YES Replay 
Operator 

Long-time slow-motion-replay operator Ken Romano, who 
worked with CBS Sports, YES Network, and others died 
yesterday after a long battle with cancer. He was 46 years 
old. For those who wish to help the Romano family, the SVG 
Sports Broadcasting Fund will be collecting donations on 
their behalf to help continue the support we have already 
been providing. All donations are tax deductible and please 
be sure to indicate "Romano Family" on your donation. For 
more information, visit sportsbroadcastingfund.org/donate or 
click through to see the address for mailed donations. 

Ericsson Releases Annual TV & Video Consumer 
Trend Report 

The results of Ericsson ConsumerLab’s annual study - 
presented in the -IV &Video Consumer Trend Report 2012 - 
reveal that social TV is becoming a mass-market 
phenomenon. Sixty-two percent of consumers use social 
media while watching TV on a weekly basis, an increase of 
18 percentage points in one year. By gender, 66% of women 
engage in this behavior, compared to 58% of men. 

Jay Shinn Joins FOR-A as Northeast Sales Manager 

FOR-A Corporation of America has named Jay Shinn as its 
sales manager for the Northeast region, effective August 1. 
Shinn has extensive experience in the broadcast technology 
industry, having spent thirty years at Grass Valley in various 
roles, including the positions of General Manager of 

Production Switchers and Senior Sales Consultant. 

Joe Foxton Named MediaSilo VP of Business 
Development 

MediaSilo, a provider of cloud-based media workflow and 
collaboration solutions, has named Joe Foxton vice president 
of business development. In his new position, Foxton is 
responsible for developing MediaSilo’s market strategy as 
well as establishing and strengthening relationships with key 
industry partners and customers in an effort to grow 
MediaSilo on a global scale. 

ATEME To Debut Latest Kyrion Encoder for 
Broadcast Distribution 

ATEME will launch the KyrionTM CM5000 encoder for 
broadcast distribution at at TBC. Targeted at Digital Satellite 
News Gathering operators, The Kydon CM5000 Encoder is 
available in three main configurations: Single channel, single 

channel with built in satellite modulator, or dual channel. 

Clear-Corn’s Tempest 2400 Slated for Euro Debut 

Clear-Com will showcase the Tempest2400 with Seamless 
Roaming capability and Tempest2400 MasterBelt digital 
wireless intercom for the first time in Europe at TBC. In 
addition to the advanced features, reliability, and 
robustness that are the hallmarks of the Tempest intercom 
family, the Tempest2400 Seamless Roaming and 
Tempest2400 MasterBelt offer additional options for users. 

Front Porch Digital Updates DIVAdirector MAM 
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System 

Front Porch Digital will update the DIVAdirector media asset 
management (MAM) system at IBC, including new features 
that make it even easier for any media organisation with a 
DIVArchive system to manage its digital files, especially 
users of the LYNX platform for moving, archiving, and online 
video publishing to the cloud. 

StorageDNA’s LTO-5 LTFS Archive/Retrieval Product 
Takes Next Step in ’Evolution’ 

StorageDNA will demonstrate version 2.1 of its LTO-5 LTFS 
archive and retrieval workflow product, DNA Evolution at 
IBC. The company is adding feature enhancements for an 
improved user experience, more detailed error reporting, 
expanded support for integrations, and increased usability 
for workflows. 
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NewTek Launches TriCaster 40 

NewTek unveiled TriCaster 40, the company’s latest entry in 
its TriCaster family of live production systems. TriCaster 40 
creates a new entry point for broadcasters and producers 
who need full-resolution, HD, multi-camera live production, 
and streaming capabilities. The easy-to-operate, integrated, 
desktop system offers a comprehensive set of real-time 
video production capabilities for under $5,000 (US). 

Sony To Sell Ultra-HD 4K TV Set in U.S. 
by Associa ted Press 

High-definition TVs roughly quadrupled the resolution of the 
sets that came before them. Now, the industry is poised to 
do it again. By December, U.S. stores will sell a iV set with 
four times the resolution of today’s best HDTVs, Sony Corp. 
said Wednesday. The set will measure 84 inches on the 
diagonal, making the screen area four times as large as the 
common 42-inch set. 

Chyron Intros HyperHLP Graphics Platform 

Chyron introduced the HyperXLP, a dual-channel-capable 
broadcast graphics platform. Intended for live news, sports, 
and OB productions, HyperXLP occupies just a quarter of 
the space of a standard HyperX system and consumes half 
as much power. HyperXLP’s high-speed solid-state storage, 
dependable performance, and low profile are well suited to 
scenarios where rugged design and space conservation are 
a must. 

Wohler Expands I/O Flexibility and Processing in 
MPEG Video Monitors 

Wohler Technologies has enhanced products across the 
company’s DVM line of MPEG video monitors with new 
features that significantly extend their I/O flexibility and 
processing capabilities while further simplifying monitoring 
operations. Providing advanced test and measurement 
features for at=a-glance monitoring of program content, the 
DVM broadcast-quality video monitors decode and display 
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 signals and give users the ability to 

browse the PAT, PMT, and PID tables for each selected 
stream. 

Envivio Intros Muse On-Demand 3.50, Collaborates 
with Interra Systems 

Envivio introduced version 3.50 of its on-demand 
transcoding software, Envivio Muse On-Demand. This latest 
revision offers significant improvements in file-to-file 
transcoding speed - up to 35% in internal testing against 
platforms that require hardware acceleration. These 
efficiency and quality gains decrease capital and operating 
expenses for content creators and service providers. 
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TVU Networks Unveils TVUPack TM8200 

TVU Networks has introduced TVUPack TM8200, a mobile 
wireless 3G/4G/LTE uplink solution available in a backpack. 
With TVUPack TM8200, camera crews are able to capture 
and transmit professional live HD video from more locations 
while using fewer data cards. TVUPack TM8200 is powered 
by two innovative new technologies: Inverse StatMux+, a 
resilient and reliable cellular transmission protocol, and 
TVU264, TVU’s proprietary H.264 encoding engine. 

Is Final Cut Pro X Ready for Broadcast? 
by TVB Europe 

When Apple introduced Final Cut Pro X last year, it wasn’t 
so much an update to FCP 7 as a completely new nonlinear 
video editing program. It was a radical re-think of how we 
do editing -- but because it was essentially a version 1.0 

release, it became more talked about for what it didn’t do    i 
than its new features,                                     i 

ONE CONNXT Delivers From Asia to U.S. and 
Beyond 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to welcome ONE CONNXT 
as a corporate sponsor. A division of ONE Media Corp., the 
end-to-end HD/SD content-distribution service provides 
high-quality live and recorded video programming virtually 
anywhere in the world at a significant saving over satellite 

or fiber. Via ONE CONNXT, video can be delivered either 
point-to-point or point-to-multipoint using the company’s 
proprietary IP solutions. 

Ensemble Designs Renews With SVG 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that 
Ensemble Designs has renewed its premier sponsorship. 
Based in Grass Valley, CA, Ensemble Designs is in its 23rd 
year of business and is a provider of signal processing and 
infrastructure products to the professional video and 
broadcast industry, and other government and commercial 
applications. Some of its customers include BBC, CBS News, 
ESPN, TRT, RAI, and the Olympic Broadcast Organisation. 
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Behind the Mic: NFL Network Adds Chris Rose, 
LaDainian Tomlinson; Florio Brings PFT to NBC 
Sports Net 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

NFL Network has added veteran on-air talent Chris Rose and 
former NFL RVP running back LaDainian Tomlinson to its 
ranks. Rose will host NFL Network’s signature Sunday night 
shows NFL GameDay Highlights and NFL GameDay Final, as 
well as the postgame edition of NFL Total Access following 
the network’s Thursday Night Football telecast. Rose will 
continue to host Intentional Talk on MLB Network. 

Fox Deportes Adds College Football to Broadcast 
Schedule 

Fox Deportes, the No. 1 U.S. Latino sports network, makes 
history by broadening its program offerings with the addition 
of college football to its telecast schedule. The 
announcement was made today by Vincent Cordero, 
executive vice president & general manager, Fox Deportes. 
The network’s coverage of 17 games is the most-ever 
carried in one season in the history of U.S. Latino media, 
and none have been televised on Fox Deportes since 1996. 
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Sony Europe Taps Custom Consoles for RTS Project 

Custom has been selected by Sony Europe, Professional 
Solutions for the installation of Module-R studio furniture at 
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the Geneva headquarters of Radio T~l~vision Suisse (RTS). 
Based in Geneva and Lausanne, RTS provides public service 

broadcasts on two television channels, four radio stations, 
and multiple interactive platforms. 

London’s ABS Broadcast Selects Grass Valley 
K2Edge for Playout 

London-based independent broadcast playout facility ABS 
Broadcast has designed its ABSolute Delivery Platform 
transmission service to offer new and innovative services to 
assist its customers to better monetise their content with 
the help of the Grass Valley K2Edge automated playout 
system. 

Arqiva Chooses T-VIPS for UK Transmitter Sites 

Arqiva, a UK-based communications infrastructure and media 
services company, has selected T-VIPS’s TNS547 DTT 
Monitor for key transmitter sites in the UK DVB-T2 network. 
With the deployment of the TNS547, Arqiva will deliver state 
of the art monitoring to ensure the highest quality viewing 
experience. 

Smoke & Mirrors Transitions to Tapeless Workflow 
with AmberFin 

AmberFin has announced the sale of AmberFin iCR ingest, 
file playback, and unified quality control (UQC) software- 
based systems to independent Soho-based postproduction 
facility, Smoke & Mirrors. Currently, Smoke & Mirrors is 
undertaking a major new initiative to move to a fully 
tapeless internal workflow. 
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Adobe Ramps Up TV Everywhere Services Following 
Olympic Effort in London 

Adobe Pass, a key component of Adobe’s Project Primetime, 
has quickly established itself as an industry leader in IV 
Everywhere services. Used to authenticate the live 
streaming of NBC Olympics coverage, Adobe Pass is now 
supporting over 40 sites and mobile apps from 25 top 
programmers. Adobe Pass is integrated with more than 150 
cable and satellite operators, enabling -IV content across 
devices from major networks including Fox, ESPN, CNN, TNT, 
MTV, Disney, and NBC Olympics. 
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iStreamPlanet Relied on Adtec Decoding for ’Go Live’ 
Solution at London Games 

iStreamPlanet, a multi-platform managed broadcast solutions 
provider, utilized Adtec Digital’s decoding technology as part 
of their "Go Live" turnkey, live streaming solution for 
Olympics rights holding broadcasters at the London Games. 
iStreamPlanet provided the live streaming solution ultimately 
delivering 19 concurrent feeds covering 300 Olympic events, 
and delivering over 60 TBs of video traffic. 

Verizon Jumps ITV Hurdles with Ensequence 
Olympics App 
by Multichanne! News 

Aiming to show interactive TV is still a gold-medal contender 
for driving viewer engagement, Verizon Communications said 
1.4 million FiOS TV customers -- 31% of all video subs -- 
accessed an on-screen app for Olympics-related news, info 
and video highlights developed by I-[V firm Ensequence for 
NBCUniversal’s coverage of the 2012 London Games. 

ESPN Will No Longer Air Must-Watch Games on 

ESPN3, Shifts to WatchESPN 
by Deadspin 

The identity of ESPN’s online network ESPN3 shifts again 
this week, as the former ESPN360 attempts to distance 



itself from similar offering WatchESPN, ESPN has elected to 
end the simulcast of sporting events shown on ESPN’s cable 
nets to ESPN3 - a service available to 73 million cable 
subscribers - and instead restrict those online feeds to 
viewers whose cable provider subscribes to the WatchESPN 
service (which reaches about half as many viewers), 
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New Digital Workflowfor NFL Films’ Hard Knocks 

SVGEurope’s IBC2012 Blog To Deliver Live Reports 

IBC2012 Preview: Audio Exhibits To Watch For 

New Digital Workflow, Same Grueling Workout for 
NFL Films’ Hard Knocks 
by Karen Hogan 

The toughest five weeks you’ll ever love. The tagline for 
HBO Sports’ Hard Knocks, now in its seventh season, may 
refer to the players fighting to make the Miami Dolphins’ 53- 
man roster, but is just as relevant for the guys behind the 
scenes as well. The turnaround speed and massive amount 
of footage present a herculean challenge for the Hard 
Knocks crew, both on-site and at NFL Films’ headquarters in 

Mount Laurel, NJ. 

SMT Serves Up Tennis Channel’s GOTO Board at US 
Open 

SMT, a provider of data delivery, graphics solutions and 
technology solutions for sports and entertainment events, is 
teaming up with the Tennis Channel to present multimedia 
and multiplatform coverage of the US Open this year. 
Stationed in an on-site studio at the historic Billie Jean King 

Tennis Center, Tennis Channel hosts Justin Gimelstob and 
Rennae Stubbs’ expert analysis and social media tracking are 
made possible with SMT’s Tennis GOTO Board, a 65-inch 
touch screen and interface system boasting a content-rich 
application custom designed for coverage of the U.S. Open. 
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EditShare Chosen by Karga Seven Pictures to 
Streamline Post Operations 

EditShare, a technology company specializing in shared 
media storage and end-to-end tapeless workflow solutions, 
announced today that Karga Seven Pictures has purchased 
a complete suite of EditShare products that will dramatically 
improve workflow and save time and resources for the Los 
Angeles-based post-production facility. 

NEP Trio Video Makes it Seven Years Straight at 
Lollapalooza 

NEP Trio Video has completed its seventh successful year as 
sole provider of mobile video production facilities and 
services for the Lollapalooza music festival, which took place 
Aug. 3-5 in Chicago. Under contract by Springboard 
Productions for promoter C3 Presents, NEP Trio Video 
provided four production vehicles that supplied more than 60 
hours of HD video footage for the festival webcast, featured 
on two YouTube channels, as well as the Lollapalooza 

Adobe 



Festival Network. 

Vizrt Signs $1 Million Broadcast Graphics Deal with 

Channel Seven Australia 

Vizrt Ltd. announced it has signed a deal worth $1 million 
with Channel Seven Australia for the implementation of 
broadcast graphics products in six of their stations. Channel 
Seven Australia had been looking to replace outdated 
graphics system it had been using in each of it’s Capital 
City stations. Channel Seven found Vizrt to fit the 
network’s specific needs with its Content Pilot enterprise 
solution and template based workflow. Templates on the 
various Vizrt systems can be shared across each station 

with little need for customization. 
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Encompass Asia Launches 100th Channel 

Encompass Digital Hedia Asia, a provider of global satellite 
and terrestrial connectivity and a division of Encompass 
Digital Hedia ("Encompass"), announced that it has reached 
a major broadcast milestone with the origination and 
transmission of 100 channels from its Singapore facility. The 
company’s mission-critical media services provide 
broadcasters, cable networks, corporations and government 
agencies with customized solutions for the management and 
distribution of content globally. 

SVGEurope’s IBC2012 Blog To Deliver Live Reports 
From Amsterdam 

IBC is less than a week away and the show promises to be 
an impressive showcase of the latest sports-production 
technology that global vendors have to offer. SVG and SVG 
Europe will be out in full force, covering all the latest 
technology offerings and product trends live from the IBC 
show floor in Amsterdam. Hake sure to check the 
SVGEurope@IBC2012 Blog each day for comprehensive 
coverage of all things IBC throughout the show. 

Audio Exhibits To Watch For 
by Dan Da/ey 

IBC2012 has the numbers that sports oddsmakers like: Sept. 
7-11 at Amsterdam’s RAI Center. It will also have the 
technology and gear that audio folks will be interested in, 
too. Click through for a preview of some of the highlights 
from Avid, Calrec, Harris Broadcast Communications, JiJnger 
Audio, NE-i-IA, Shure, Stagetec, Studer, and Wohler 
Technologies. 

Vizrt Powers Social Media Interation, 3D Compositing 

Vizrt will introduce several new innovations and demonstrate 
a cohesive approach to social media interaction. 
Integrations with Twitter, Facebook, and Youtube will be 
shown with Viz Virtual Studio in Vizrt’s public show at the 
booth, Viz Ticker3D for the design of creative tickers, Vizrt’s 
character generator Viz Trio, and Viz Hultichannel for 
channel branding. 

Elemental Technologies to Unveil Elemental Cloud 

Elemental Technologies will unveil Elemental Cloud at IBC. 
Elemental Cloud is a purpose-built platform designed to 
securely manage high-volume, enterprise-class video 
solutions on Amazon Web Services (AWS). The company 
also announced the market release of Elemental Server 
Cloud Edition (CE), a file-based solution for high speed, 
multi-format video conversion in the cloud. 

SES to Offer Seminar Series on Latest Developments 
in Home Entertainment 

SES (Euronext Paris and Luxembourg Stock Exchange) will 
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present the newest developments in the satellite industry 
with a series of seminars accompanying IBC. SES is inviting 
journalists, stakeholders, industry experts, and customers to 
participate in its business briefings for the fourth year in a 
row, 

Aspera to Debut fasp 3 

Aspera, creator of next-generation software technologies 
that transfer large data with maximum speed, will introduce 
the next generation of its core transport platform fasp 3. 
Aspera fasp 3 enables the global, file-based workflows that 
will power tomorrow’s media and entertainment supply chain. 

NBC Relaunches Olympics Streaming App as NBC 
Sports Live Extra 

NBC is looking to capitalize on the multiplatform viewing 
momentum it generated at the Olympics by relaunching its 
NBC Olympics Live Extra app as NBC Sports Live Extra. In 
the coming months, this TV Everywhere app will live stream 
spots that air on NBC, NBC Sports Network or Golf Channel, 
including MLS, NHL, Notre Dame Football, PGA TOUR, LPGA, 
European PGATOUR, Ryder Cup and more. 

ESPN Unveils Revamped ScoreCenter App for iPad 

ESPN has released a newcompletely redesigned ScoreCenter 
app for the Apple iPad, available now at the Apple App 
Store. In addition to up-to-the-minute scores, news and 
video of the top live events of the day, ScoreCenter for iPad 
gives sports fans a personalized view of their favorite teams 
and leagues, including customized scoreboards, breaking 
news, alerts and video highlights, as well as live integrated 
Gamecasts and direct access to WatchESPN. 

Sony, DirecTV Bring Back NFL for Cord-Cutters 
by All Things D 

Live sports are the most compelling reason not to ditch pay 
TV. But here, again, are Sony and DirecTV, offering cord- 
cutters a chance to get the most valuable asset in sports. 
That would be DirecTV’s "Sunday Ticket" package, which 
gives football fans the ability to watch every single NFL 
game, without geographical restrictions. 

Sony Keeps iOS Close as it Waits for Apple TV 
by paidCon ten t 

They may be each other’s respective home electronics 
nemeses - but, for Sony’s digital content offerings, Apple’s 
iOS is actually the Japanese giant’s fourth most important 
platform. Already available on Sony and Android devices, the 
Sony Music Unlimited subscription service - part of the 
cloud-based Sony Entertainment Network alongside 
PlayStation Network and Video Unlimited - launched on iOS 
in May and has a million active monthly users. After making 
some changes this week, Michael Aragon, VP and GM of 
Sony’s global digital video and music services, spoke with 
paidContent. 

NHL Announces TV Schedule Despite Looming 
Threat of Lockout 

Despite an on-going labor dispute between the NHL and 
NHLPA that threatens to wipe out games from the schedule, 
the league announced its planned television schedule 
yesterday for national partners NBC, NBC Sports Network, 

CBC, TSN, TSN2, RDS, and NHL Network-U.S. for the 2012- 
13 regular season. In the U.S., NBC and NBC Sports Network 
enter the second season of the 10-year agreement with the 
NHL, the largest media rights deal in League history. It also 
is the eighth consecutive season both networks have served 
as a national television partner of the NHL in the U.S. 
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AI Jazeera, Seeking U.S. Viewers, Bets on Soccer 
by The New York Times 

AI Jazeera, once known in the United States mostly for 
televising videos of Americans and others taken hostage in 
foreign countries, but now a serious presence as a 
worldwide network, is betting heavily on sports to win 
American viewers. This month, an AI Jazeera subsidiary, 
beIN Sport, bought the rights to broadcast some of the 
United States national soccer team’s games as it seeks to 
qualify for the 2014 World Cup. BeIN Sport has also paid 
heavily to show in the United States some of Europe’s best 
soccer from Spain, Italy, France and England. 

DirecTV To Drop GolTV’s English-Language Feed 
by Philadelphia Inquirer 

After a few days of speculation, popular soccer channel 
GolTV confirmed today that DirecTV will be dropping its 
English-language feed from its service effective September 
13. GolTV has the rights to the U.S. Open Cup final; the top 

leagues in Germany, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and 

Colombia; and Mlexico’s second division. GolTV used to have 
the rights to the Spanish league and Italian cup competition, 
but lost them when aI-Jazeera-owned beINSport launched 
earlier this month. 

Telestream Takes Leap Forward in Video 
Transcoding 

Telestream announced availability of two new products and 
a major Version 4.0 release for its award-winning family of 
Vantage video transcoding and workflow automation 
products. The new GPU-accelerated Lightspeed Server 
enables blazing-fast video processing and H.264 encoding 
for all Vantage transcode solutions. Transcode Multiscreen 
accelerates multi-bitrate H.264 transcoding and packaging 
for multiscreen video delivery, including O-I-F, tablets, and 
mobile devices. 
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Tiffen Company Rolls Out Dfx v3 Effects Software at 
PhotoShop World 

The Tiffen Company, a manufacturer and distributor of 
accessories for the still imaging, video, motion picture and 
broadcast markets, will exhibit products from its Domke, 
Davis & Sanford, Listec, LoweI-Light, Tiffen Digital and 
Optical filters, and Steadicam brands at the upcoming 
Photoshop World West Expo held at the Mandalay Bay 
Resort in Las Vegas, Nevada from September 5 - 7 (booth 

523). 

ONE CONNXT Announces Gen 3 Delivery 
Technology 

ONE CONNXT (OC), the broadcast delivery company, has 
enhanced its technology and launched a company website 
at www.oneconnxt.com The ONE CONNXT system is now 
moving content originating in Southeast Asia to Australia, 
North America and Canada and includes a new point of 
presence (POP) in the OC Hub in Eastern Central Europe. 

Deal: Buy Sony SxS PRO Memory Cards and Get 
Sonnet Thunderbolt Adapters/Multicard Readers 

Sonnet Technologies and Sony Electronics have announced 
a new special for North American custormers: purchase 
Sony SxS PRO 64GB memory cards and receive a choice of 
Sonnet Thunderbolt adapters or multicard readers. The 
"Read with Speed" promotion will run Sept. 1 through Oct. 
31. 

SVG Welcomes Back The Systems Group 

CORPORATE 
SPONSORS 
¯ 3ality Technica 
¯ AbeICine 
¯ Active Storaqe 
¯ Arnben~in 
¯ Arqiva 
¯ Artel Video Systems 
¯ Ateme 
¯ Audio-Technica 
¯ Axis Global 
Logistics 
¯ _Axon Digital Design 
¯ Broadcast Sports 
¯ Cartoni 
¯ Clear-Co m 
¯ Civolution 
¯ Comcast Media 
Center 
¯ Crown Castle 
¯ Dale Pro Audio 
¯ Dalet 
¯ Dell 

¯ EditShare 
¯ Encompass Digital 
Media 
¯ Envivio 
¯ Ericsson 



The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that The 
Systems Group has renewed its mobile/integrator 
sponsorship. The Systems Group is a broadcast systems 
design and engineering firm. With offices in Hoboken, NJ and 
Burbank CA, The Systems Group has consulting and design 
teams that have developed and deployed some of the most 
progressive systems to date, leveraging robust broadcast- 

LAN architecture, file-based workflows, centralized SNMP 
monitoring & control, IPTV distribution, multi-channel 
origination, and 3G infrastructure across a wide range of 
news, sports, entertainment and network operations. 

AJA’s FS2 Dual Channel Frame Syncs Hit Home Run 
for Ole Miss 

Ole Miss Sports Productions is responsible for all internal 
video production and in-stadium video broadcast needs for 
The University of Mississippi’s football, baseball and 
basketball teams. On gamedays Shane Sanford, the Manager 

of Creative Services, relies on AJA’s FS1 and FS2 frame 
synchronizers to take incoming footage from a variety of 
sources, in a variety of formats, and instantly homogenize 
signals to 720p for live broadcast on the stadium jumbotron. 

AT&T U-verse TV to Deliver Longhorn Network 

Just in time for Texas football season, ESPN and AT&T U- 
verse TV have announced that Longhorn Network will be 
available to U-verse TV customers in Texas and across the 
AT&T U-verse footprint. AT&T U-verse TV customers will 
have the Longhorn Network in time for kick off against 
Wyoming on Saturday at 7 p.m. CT from Darrell K. Royal 
Memorial Stadium. Longhorn Network will be available for U- 
verse TV customers in Texas with the U100 package and 
above. Outside of Texas, fans subscribing to the U-verse TV 
U450 package will have access to Longhorn Network’s 
exclusive programming. 

Big Plans for the Future of US Open (Including a 
Roof, One Day) 
by The New York Times 

As the new US Open tournament director, David Brewer 
observed all this through 18-hour workdays, his focus as 
much on the future as the present. He joined the United 
States Tennis Association in 1997, and by the conclusion of 
the 2011 tournament, with Tropical Storm Irene and a 
cracked court and another Monday men’s singles final and 
players that lamented their lack of voice, Brewer, it seemed, 

had seen it all. However, in an interview before the 
tournament, Brewer described this year and next year as a 
period of unprecedented change, the most since the USTA 

built Arthur Ashe Stadium in 1997. 

Elemental Technologies’ Product Line to be 
Distributed Worldwide by Sencore 

Sencore announced a distribution and marketing agreement 
with Elemental Technologies to resell and support 
Elemental’s multiscreen video delivery solutions. Elemental 
provides innovative solutions that drive scalable video 
delivery to TVs, PCs, tablets, and mobile devices. 

NeuLion Taps HP-vet Greg Willis as EVP of Sales and 
Marketing 

NeuLion has hired long time industry executive Greg Willis as 
Executive Vice President of Sales and Marketing. Willis spent 
the last four years at HP, most recently as its Global 
Account and General Manager in the Communications, 
Media, and Entertainment industry. Willis previously worked 

for Accent Media, the Food Network, and HBO. 
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Evertz Enters Into Partnership with Ideal Systems 
Singapore 

Ideal Systems Singapore, part of Ideal Systems Group, 
Asia’s largest broadcast systems integrator, is teaming up 
with Evertz Technologies Limited (Evertz), a Canadian 
company that designs and manufactures video and audio 
infrastructure equipment for the production, postproduction, 
and transmission of television content. 

Harris Wins SET Award for Best ISDB-Tb 
Transmission and Reception Solution 

Harris Broadcast Communications has received the SET 
Award 2012 in the category of "Best Solution for 
Transmission and/or Reception for ISDB-Tb," the digital 
terrestrial TV standard for Brazil. The annual award is given 
by SET- the Brazilian Society of Television Engineering - 
during the SET Broadcast & Cable Show, held this year from 
August 21-23 in S~o Paulo. The event is the largest 
broadcast show in Latin America. 

ESPN: Everywhere Sports Profit Network 
by Businessweek 

ESPN’s global headquarters span 18 buildings and 123 acres 
in Bristol, Conn. The campus occupies a fenced-in hillside, 
though deer frequently end up trapped inside the fence, and 
appears to be in a state of constant flux. The newest and 
largest building, a 193,000-square-foot digital broadcasting 
center, intended to supplement the 90,000-sq.-ft. digital 
broadcasting center that was built in 2004, is located not 
far from the football field-yes, there is a football field-and is 
two years from completion. ESPN, a unit of Walt Disney 
(DIS), has thrived on transformation, from its inauspicious 
start in a couple of trailers on this very location to its 
relentless embrace of new media, which has helped make it 
among the most profitable television networks in American 
history. 

Major League Baseball’s Next TV Deals Could 
Reshape Landscape 
by Los Angeles Times 

The next television deal Major League Baseball strikes has 
the potential to radically alter the media landscape. 
Depending on how the talks play out, CBS could have 
baseball for the first time in almost two decades or Fox 
could acquire rights to even more games and use them to 
launch a cable sports channel that would look to challenge 
Walt Disney Co.’s ESPN. 

¯ BSI- Broadcast 
Services International 
¯ CAT Entertainment 
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¯ CBT Systems 
¯ CBC Mobile 
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¯ Clark Media 
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¯ Lyon Video 
¯ Mansion Mobile TV 
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¯ MIRA Mobile 
¯ Mobile TV Group 
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¯ PACSAT 
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FCC Teeing Up Spectrum Item for September 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

According to various sources inside and outside the FCC, 
FCC chairman Julius Genachowski will include a proposal on 
FCC incentive auctions at the commission’s September 
meeting. Those are the auctions that will combine a reverse 
auction to compensate broadcasters for giving up spectrum 
-- lowest bidder wins -- with an auction of that reclaimed 
spectrum to the highest bidder, presumably wireless 
companies desperately seeking, or at least talking about 
desperately needing, more bandwidth. 

Tennis Channel Seeks Expedited Hearing of Court 
Challenge 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Tennis Channel has asked the D.C. federal appeals court for 
an expedited briefing and oral argument schedule in 
Comcast’s court challenge of the FCC’s program carriage 
decision that the cable operator discriminated against 
Tennis Channel. According to a copy of the filing, Comcast 
has no problem with the schedule. 

SVG Insider will next publish on Sept. 5 
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[n4a] N4A Model Practices Committee 

N4A - 

The Model Practices Committee strives to recognize Best Practices within the profession. Dr. Luckey’s Presidential Report (Buffalo Conference 2012) emphasizes Internal 
Relations/Communication, Student-Athlete Development, and N4A Leadership. The Model Practices Committee desires to help our organization grow in the areas Dr. Luckey outlined by: 1 .) 
Providing programming resources to members via the Locker Room and 2.) Recognizing Best Practices at the N4A Convention culminating in the presentation of the Model Practices Award. 

The success of our initiatives depends on your willingness to share the great programming taking place across the country so individuals and institutions may learn and grow. Leadership 
can often be defined as helping others win. Thanks to Jamie Bouyer, Jessica Delaney, and the Model Practices Committee, the Model Practices webpage and Locker Room has been 
revamped for your access. Recently, our colleague at Auburn University - Jenna Sample, requested Leadership Programming Ideas via N4A Listserve. This is a perfect example of the 
database of information the Model Practices Committee is attempting to collect. 

Please review the application process and consider submitting a Best/Model Practice via the following link: http://www.nacda.com/internal/nfoura/modelpractices.html. 
Deadline to be considered for Model Practice Award in Jacksonville is: March 1 st, 2013. 

Thanks for your consideration and support. I encourage us all to remain passionately steadfast in our dedication to make a difference in the lives of others. 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01CDSA7C. 619365C0] 

Brady W. Rourke, M.Ed. 
Academic Coordinator, Football 
Pennsylvania State University 
125 Lasch Football Building 
University Park, PA 16802 
Office: 814-865-1946 Fax: 814-863-8447 

"The demand for leadership always increases with difficult times" 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
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Creating a retention prograJn that really works 

[IINII Develop a plan success a campus-wide 
j 
1 

retention that makes student effort. 

Trouble viewing this email? http:Nwww.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.com to your address book. 

"The faculty provided the right mix of theory, personal experiences, 
and attendee input to keep everyone engaged." 

Our popular retention conference receives accolades like this 
every time it’s held, year after year. If your institution is 
struggling with planning and implementing a campus-wide 
retention strategy that ties mission, data, and programming 
together into a unified approach, you can’t miss this event. 

Conference Overview I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Whether you have a retention plan already in place or are just 
getting started, you will benefit from the tips and advice shared 
by our expert instructors. Watch the video below to find out more 
from attendees and instructors at this highly rated event. 

.N.i Click to watch this video 

WHAT YOU W~LL LEARN 

This highly interactive conference will offer you the opportunity to 
directly apply the content of the program immediately to your 
institution and receive instant and direct feedback from the 
instructors. Topics include: 

How to determine retention priorities 
¯ What really makes a plan comprehensive 

~, The role of faculty, administrators, staff in your approach 
¯ How to conduct a self-audit of data and programs 
¯ How and when to eliminate programs that don’t work 
¯ Case studies of retention programs that work 

There is also an optional pre-conference workshop titled Data 
Simplified: Working with Institutional Data for Retention 
Purposes. View the complete agenda here. 

REGISTER TODAY 

Register for this event online before October 5 and save $100, or 
call 720.488.6800 today. 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 

academicimpressions.com 
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ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite g00, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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USTA Ups Multipiatform Ante for US Open 

CBS US Open Coverage Offers Twice the Fun 

ESPN Takes to the Skies at US Open 

ITV Multiscreen Production Continues To Grow 

Tennis Channel Adds Morning Show, Touchscreen 

Filmwerks’ ’Sync Power’ Secures Open Compound 

Sports Broadcasting Fund’s Ken Romano Memorial 

Last Call: SVG Europe Sport Award Reception at IBC 
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USTA Ups Multiplatform Ante for US Open 
by Jason Dachman 

The USTA’s streaming and multiplatform efforts have come a 
long way since it began streaming live matches with its US 
Open Live service four years ago. Having battled the myth 
that live streaming cannibalizes TV audiences, USOpen.org 
now streams every single match of the US Open live from 
first ball to last on computers and the iPad. In addition, all 
day sessions are streamed on iPhone and Android handheld 
devices during Labor Day and Finals Weekends. 

CBS US Open Coverage Offers Twice the Fun 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

CBS Sports coverage of the US Open this year has fans 
doing a double take, literally. The network’s broadcast 
coverage is complemented by coverage on CBS Sports 
Network, and, while it means double the options for tennis 

fans, who can choose between matches on both networks, 
it hasn’t doubled the cost or infrastructure because CBS 
Sports has leveraged personnel and technical resources 
efficiently. 

ESPN Takes to the Skies -and the Pipes -at US Open 
by Jason Dachman 

When it comes to nature’s fury at the US Open, ESPN VP of 
Event Productions Jamie Reynolds has seen it all: 
hurricanes, tropical storms, hail, and, yes, even 
earthquakes. So, as the remnants of Hurricane Isaac hit the 
USTA Billie Jean King Tennis Center this week, it’s just 
another day at the office for Reynolds and his production 
team. 

ESPN ITV, DIRECTV Muitiscreen Experience 
Continues To Grow 
by Brandon Costa 

At sports events like major tennis and golf championships, 
the multiscreen experience has grown, for many sports fans, 
into the viewing option of choice. As a result, the 
productions of supplemental match coverage continues to 
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mirror more and more that of their primary-broadcast 
counterparts. Last week, DIRECTV again offered the US 
Open Experience, which included the US Open Mix Channel, 
a six=screen mosaic providing live network coverage plus 
five outer-court matches simultaneously. 

Tennis Channel Adds Morning Show, Touchscreen 
to Near=Non-Stop Coverage 
by Karen Hogan 

From its lofted location in Arthur Ashe Stadium overlooking 
the South Gate, Tennis Channel is once again serving up 
round-the-clock US Open coverage, beginning with a new, 
half-hour lead-in show every morning at 10:30 ET. With 20 
hours of coverage a day, Tennis Channel will dedicate nearly 
245 hours to the 2012 US Open throughout the two-week 
event, including more than 70 hours of live coverage and 30 
hours of original programming. 

Filmwerks’ ’Sync Power’ Secures US Open 
Compound 
by Brandon Costa 

At big events like the US Open, many broadcasters rely on 
power, climate-control, lighting, and equipment specialist 
Filmwerks to ensure that all their mobile-production units 
and on-site studios are up and running properly. The USTA 
Billy Jean King Tennis Center in Flushing presents some of 
the trickiest power problems for Filmwerks, but this year, 
the company is more prepared than ever. 

-- y fl 

Register Today for the SVG Europe Sport Award 
Reception at IBC 2012 

SVG Europe will honor the three top achievements in sports 
broadcasting this Saturday at the Sport Award Reception at 
IBC2012. The reception is open to all IBC attendees. The 
SVG Europe Sport Award Reception will be held at the First 
Floor Restaurant in Hall 2 of the RAI Centre from 1800-1930. 
Click through to register. 

Vizrt, Adobe Expand Integration of Media Engine, 
CS6 

Vizrt will be at IBC with new tools to show the integration 
between Viz Media Engine and Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 
software. At NAB, earlier this year, Vizrt announced a new 
integration that gives editors more efficient productivity by 
allowing them to search and select source material from Viz 
Media Engine within Adobe Premiere Pro CS6. This 
integration has been further enhanced to allow Adobe 
Premiere Pro CS6 access to EDLs in Viz Media Engine as well 
as the capability to stage offline media. 

FOR-A Delivers 4K Super-Slow-Motion Camera 

For those seeking higher image resolution, the new F-ONE 
is a full 4K super slow-motion camera. With a FOR-A- 
developed high-sensitivity CMOS colour sensor, it captures 
images at up to 1,000fps, and replays 4096x2160 film-look 
’super slomo’ video. The global shutter ensures capturing 
split-second movement in detail and without shutter 
distortion. 

VisualOn, Thomson Video Networks Join Forces to 
Support MPEG-DASH 

VisualOn and Thomson Video Networks have partnered to 
implement and support the latest industry standard in high- 
quality streaming media capabilities: MPEG Dynamic Adaptive 
Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH). Thomson’s ViBE VS7000 
multi-screen video platform now delivers MPEG-DASH 
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streams to devices using OnStream MediaPlayer+, VisualOn’s 
multi-media player that enables high-quality, cross-platform, 
audio and video playback on any device. 

Dalet to Roll Out Galaxy MAM Platform, Release 
Xtend for Adobe CS6 

Dalet Digital Media Systems will showcase Dalet Galaxy, the 
latest and most advanced version of the company’s 
enterprise Media Asset Management (MAM) platform. Dalet 
Galaxy includes a BPMN 2.0-compliant workflow engine that 
has been specially tailored to media workflows in order to 
improve productivity while adding operational and business 
visibility across the enterprise. 

LiveU Adds Apps to Control LU70 Backpack, LU40 
Uplink 

LiveU has expanded its live video portfolio to offer 
customers a complete, end-to-end transmission solution, 
adding laptop and mobile apps to its flagship LU70 backpack 
and handheld LU40 uplink solutions. At the same time, LiveU 
is unveiling LiveU Total, its unified management platform 
enabling control rooms to manage multiple video feeds from 
LiveU units operating in different locations, at IBC. 

Quantel’s Booth Highlighted by Enterprise sQ, 
QTube, Pablo Rio 

Quantel will demonstrate how the Enterprise sQ fast- 
turnaround production system can give businesses the 
edge, and how QTube can globalize workflows. For those 
looking to streamline post, Quantel will highlight the new 
Pablo Rio and Neo Nano panel. 

TVUPack Mini SE Integrates with Sony Camcorders 

for Portable Production Needs 

TVU Networks introduced -IVUPack Mini SE, a portable 

cellular 3G/4G uplink solution designed specifically to 
integrate with Sony XDCAM shoulder camcorders. With 
TVUPack Mini SE, broadcasters are able to deliver live HD 
video on the go from practically any location. 

SVG Sports Broadcasting Fund Establishes Ken 
Romano Memorial 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The SVG Sports Broadcasting Fund has established a 
memorial in honor of longtime slow-motion-replay operator 
Ken Romano, who worked with CBS Sports, YES Network, 
and others. Romano passed away last week at the age of 
46 from cancer and donations to the memorial will be used 
to help his two daughters and wife during this time of need. 

Axis Global Logistics, Audio Technica Renew with 
SVG 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Axis 
Global Logistics and Audio Technica have renewed their 
corporate sponsorships. Axis Global specializes in on-demand 
delivery of bulk shipments. Audio Technica is a sound design 
company. 

--®m|    o’~ 

NAC Integrates Flicker Supression into Ultra-Slow- 
Motion Camera 

NAC Image Technology has successfully implemented a real- 
time flicker-suppression system for ultra-slow-motion 
broadcast HDTV camera systems. NAC’s Hi-Motion IITM 
allows the operator to adjust the camera "on the fly" during 
a live broadcast, mitigating and greatly reducing the flicker 
effect caused by stadium lighting. 
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AJA Delivers Paralympic Games to International 
Audience 

Twelve AJA Ki Pro Racks with assorted KiStor Drive module 

sizes, several Mini=Converters, two To HDs, a KONA card, 
two KUMOs, and a KUMO CP were leveraged by IPC to 
record, edit, and broadcast multiple feeds from the Olympic 
Broadcast Service (OBS) on six Paralympic.org channels and 
six video streams on ParalympicSportTV. 

TV Globo Adds I-MOVlX X10 to Sports Production 

-iV Globo, the largest TV broadcaster in Brazil, has become 
the first Latin American broadcaster to acquire the I-MOVIX 
X10 continuously streaming ultra slow motion system. TV 
Globo will add X10 to the existing complement of SpdntCam 
Vvs HD systems embedded with its sports production crews, 
to provide further innovation to its coverage of major 
sporting events. 

Globosat Credits TSL on Installation of SporTY 
Facilities During London Games 

TSL, a systems integrator for the broadcast industry, has 
been credited by Brazilian Network giant, Globosat, following 
SporTV’s highly successful coverage of the London 2012 
Olympics. Owned by Globosat, SporTV is Brazil’s most 
popular sports channel and covers more than 4000 events, 
transmitting more than 30 live sports categories each year. 

Civolution’s Teletrax Tracks Spread of RNC Footage 

Clint Eastwood’s appearance at the Republican National 
Convention was broadcast in over 30 countries following the 
event, according to Civolution’s Teletrax broadcast 
intelligence. Clips of Mr. Eastwood’s speech, in which he 
spoke to an empty chair as if President Obama were sitting ~ 
in it, were broadcast nearly 5,000 times on the Teletrax 

global network from Friday August 31through Labor Day.      : 

Why Baseball’s Streaming Technology Is Used By 
ESPN, CBS Sports And Glenn Beck 
by Forbes 

Bob Bowman, CEO of MLBAM, and his team have built the 
best video streaming platform in sports. Tt is so good in fact 
that it is being used by ESPN, CBS Sports and even Glenn 
Beck. Bowman discussed the development and uses of the 
online technology during a recent interview on the YES 
Network’s Forbes SportsMoney. 

Fox Sports To Get More Personal On 
Recommendations 
by Multichannel News 

Fox Sports Mobile and Advanced Platforms plans to use 
Digitalsmiths’ personalized video discovery technology to 

deliver more relevant content recommendations to its users, 
in an expansion of the companies’ relationship. Digitalsmiths’ 
Seamless Discovery incorporates an array of features -- 
such as personalized search, recommendations and 
browsing, social trending, mood-based recommendations and 
a business rules engine for connected devices -- to suggest 

relevant -iV shows, movies and live events. 

’Showtime’ Nears for Time Warner Cable Sports’ 
Lakers Networks 
by Multichannel News 

With less than a month to go before the tipoff of two 
regional sports networks centering on the Los Angeles       :: 
Lakers, Time Warner Cable Sports is bolstering its content 
lineup, stepping up its marketing game and engaging in 
carriage discussions with potential affiliates. 
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Sohonet Hub Leverages Signiant’s Media Shuttle 

Sohonet will integrate Signiant’s new Media Shuttle software 
into its customer portal and file exchange solution. The new 
Sohonet Hub service enables global members of the Sohonet 
Media Network community to find, communicate and share 
information and digital content with other members quickly 
and effectively. As an embedded feature of the Sohonet 
Hub, FileRunner will provide Sohonet Media Network users 
with easy-to-use tools for secure, accelerated, and 
managed transfers of high-value media assets. 

TASCAM Announces TA-IVP Price Decrease 

The TA-IVP, co-developed with Antares Audio Technologies 

and nominated for a TEC award, is now available at a new    i 
lower estimated street-price of approximately $399.99, the i 
TA- 1VP is a seamless and affordable addition to any         i 
home/professional studio, house of worship, or live set-up, i 

i -z                                                            i 

Venue News: US Open Plans To Add Nearly 10K 
Seats; Rockets Boast Largest Arena Video Screens 
in North America 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Over Labor Day weekend, the spectators packed into 
stadiums and under umbrellas in the food court at the Billie 
Jean King National Tennis Center. They lined up for the 
women’s (and men’s) rooms in full force. They perched on 
benches around the grounds and packed into subway trains 
before and after key matches. 

PLAZAMEDIA Once Again Ready for UEFA 
Champions League 
by Kevin Hilton, European Correspondent 

The UEFA Champions League gets into full swing during 
September after the draw for the group stages last week. 
German clubs Borussia Dortmund, Bayern Munich and 
Schalke 04 are in contention for the 2012-13 title of club 
champions of Europe and ZDF will be host broadcaster for all i 
their home matches, with facilities provided by PLAZAMEDIA. 

Eurovision Inks Deal with International Datacasting 
Corporation 

International Datacasting Corporation announced details of 
a contract with Eurovision, operated by the European 
Broadcasting Union (EBU). The agreement was one of the 
three Centient contracts announced by TDC on July 4, 2012. 
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David Neal to Head Fox Sports Media Group’s World i 

Cup Coverage 

Longtime NBC Sports producer David Neal has joined FOX 
Sports Media Group (FSMG) to develop and execute 
coverage plans for the FIFA World Cup across all FOX Sports 
platforms including broadcast, cable and digital. Neal’s 
responsibilities as Executive Producer, WORLD CUP ON FOX 
include being charged with designing the production 
infrastructure for FSMG’s stadium and studio operations, as 
well as forming the on-air, production and technical teams 
to call and present the action. 
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The Tiffen Company Signs Distribution Deal with 
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The Tiffen Company has signed an exclusive product 
distribution agreement with GenusTech, a manufacturer of 
innovative camera products and tools for filmmakers, 
videographers, and photographers. Under this agreement, 
The Tiffen Company will assume exclusive distribution and 
sales responsibilities for GenusTech’s complete line of 
products to dealers and industry professionals alike in the 
United States. 

Spectra Logic Forges Relationship with Harris 
Broadcast Communications 

Spectra Logic, celebrating more than 30 years of data 
storage innovation, announced a worldwide relationship with 
Harris Broadcast Communications to provide broadcast and 
media customers with secure, cost-effective storage 
archival solutions. The relationship allows Harris to resell 
Spectra Logic’s T-Series LTO tape libraries as part of its 
new ][nvenio Archive solution, and provide its customers with 
a complete end-to=end solution including automation, digital 
asset management, tiered storage management and archive. 

MultiDyne Names Glen Powers VP of Sales 

MultiDyne, a provider of fiber optic-based video and audio 
transport solutions for broadcast and pro A/V applications, 
has appointed Glen Powers as its vice president of sales. In 
his new role, Powers will increase MultiDyne’s brand 
recognition within the broadcast and pro-A/V community 
and drive revenue for the company - leveraging his more 
than 35 years of experience and contacts in the industry. 

SMPTE Announces 2012 Honors and Awards 
Recipients 

The Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers 
(SMPTE), the worldwide leader in motion=imaging standards 

and education for the media, entertainment, 
communications, and technology industries, announced the 
2012 winners of its annual honors and awards which will be 
presented during the Society’s Annual Technical Conference 
& Exhibition in October. 

TV5MONDE Renews Contract with Ericsson 

Since 2006, the French-language international TV network 
TV5MONDE has entrusted Ericsson with operation of its 
existing broadcast platform for production, playout, and 
postproduction. By renewing the contract until the end of 
2018 and expanding it to include the integration and 
operation of its new platform, TV5MONDE is modernizing and 
adapting to the latest digital standards to ensure increased 
broadcast quality. 

Axon Opens Russian Office 

Axon Digital Design is expanding its worldwide sales and 
services with the opening of a Russian branch office. The 
opening of this office, based in Moscow, is in response to 
strongly growing demand in Russian and CIS-country 

ma rkets. 

Small TV Stations Attract Investors Ahead of Airwave 
Auctions 
by The Wall Street Journal 

Small television stations face a tougher time than most 
competing with cable and the Web. But some investors are 
snapping them up, betting on a surge in the value of their 
airwaves. Investors including Michael Dell’s MSD Capital LP 
and Fortress Investment Group LLC are buying small, 
sometimes bankrupt stations in major markets including Los 
Angeles, New York and Seattle, where the demand for 
airwaves, or spectrum, is at a particular premium. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

region2- mques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 4:00 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edtr~; Region2@lists.nacda.com 

[region2] Regional Conference-Book your Hotel Room! 

Hello Region II, 
Just a reminder, that you need to reserve your rooms for the Region II 
conference by the *September 21st* to get the special rate. Here is the 
link to reserve a room at the Westin, Atlanta: 
https://wwwstarwoodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/booking/reservation?id 1112054738&kev 6EAC0 

If you want more information about the Region II Conference or still need 
to register, click here: http://www.nacda.com/nIbura/re~ionii.html 

Megan 

Megan C Albidrez 
Associate I)irector 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Bnx 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan~ albidrez@ncsu.edu 
http ://ncsu edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages m connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties" 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 5:09 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: University Will Test Sirens Monday 

SUBJECT: Reminder: University Will Test Sirens Monday 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Thursday, September 6, between noon and 1 p.m. during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safety’ awareness campaign. 
No action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety~ or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,zice; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover inm~ediately in a real emergency. 

The University~ also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus directory For more information, including audio samples of the siren 
tones, see http://alertcarolina.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 6:13 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

CORRECTION: University Will Test Sirens Tomorrow, Thursday 9/6 

SUBJECT: Reminder: University Will Test Sirens Thursday 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Thursday, September 6, between noon and 1 p.m. during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safety’ awareness campaign. 
No action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety~ or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,zice; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover inm~ediately in a real emergency. 

The University~ also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus directory For more information, including audio samples of the siren 
tones, see http://alertcarolina.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 9:58 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Improving support tbr non-traditional students 

j ii~iI Is 
to for nd meet the needs of adult learners? j 

] 
your campus prepared compete a 

Trouble viewing this emaJl? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Improve adult student persistence and academic success with 
on-campus services and programs specifically for adult learners. 

Join us in San Diego for a conference that will help you or your 
administrative team figure out what you can and should be doing 
to better serve adult and non-traditional students. 

~ram Brochure (pdO I Pricinq & Reqistration I A~lenda 

Packed with practical ideas that encompass every aspect of the 
student experience, you will leave this event armed with tools to 
help make a difference - not only in enrollment and retention, but 
more importantly, in student success. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

You will leave this conference with a customized action 
plan to improve your institution’s services and support for adult 
learners. Our expert faculty will focus on how to coordinate and 

implement change in four essential areas: 

¯ Campus operations: developing an adult-friendly 
customer-service approach 

¯ Academic programs: redesigning course delivery and 
academic policies; accelerated programs; re-entry 
programs; and prior learning credit 

¯ Academic support: providing student support targeted to 
adult learners’ unique needs 

¯ Student affairs: engaging adult students in campus life 

You may also attend the optional post-conference workshop, 
Developing a Veteran Student Services Office. Learn more 

on the agenda page. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND: BRING "YOUR TEAM 

We recognize that few campuses have dedicated staff 
specifically for adult student support and retention. Therefore, 
we’ve designed this event for both teams and individuals who 
work with adult students and who can serve as advocates when 
they return to campus. 

Ensuring student success requires the investment and support 
of administrstors across campus. To encourage team 
participation, every fourth registration from the same 
institution is complimentary for this conference. 

REGISTER TODAY 

Register for this event online or call 720.488.6800. 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 

academicimpressions.com 

I~roTi~,q "f~f St ~d#~t Affai~ 



yOU. 
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ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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SVG Insider: Fox, ESPN, CBS, and NBC Kick Off2012 NFL Season 
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Fox Sports Reimagines On-Air Graphics - Again 

How Spidercam Will Change the Look of MNF 

CBS Enters Season With Super Bowl on its Mind 

Sunday Night Football Looks For Olympics Push 

Fox Sports Reimagines On=Air Graphics - Again - 
With Hego US, Sportvision 
by Karen Hogan 

As the network that mainstreamed the full-time on-screen 
score-and-clock bug, introduced America to the glowing 
puck, and revolutionized the way NFL audiences understand 

% 
% 
% 
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SVG would like to thank its 
the first down, Fox Sports continues to innovate graphics 
creation. The $gth season of NFL on Fox, which premieres 
this Sunday, will be no different. Taking a page from its 
NASCAR playbook, Fox Sports will add a graphics system 
developed by Hego US in conjunction with Sportvision for 
player identification. 

The View From Above: How Spidercam Will Change 
the Look of Monday Night Football 
by Brandon Costa 

sponsors: 

PLATINUM: 

Monday Night Football may enter the 2012 campaign with its 
usual slick feel, a funny series of commercials, and that 

iconic theme music, but make no mistake: ESPN has made 
production changes that the network hopes will put its NFL- 
game coverage at the top of the heap. An arsenal of new 
cameras, including the versatile aerial system SpJdercam, 
and a new two-man booth with play-by-play man Mike 
Tirico and analyst .]on Gruden promise to streamline the 
presentation and improve the analytical ability of its 
announcers when MNF premieres on Monday. 

CBS Enters 53rd NFL Season With Super Bowl on Its 
Mind 
by Brandon Costa 

As the crews at CBS Sports get ready for the 53rd season 
of the NFL on CBS, plans continue for the trip to New 
Orleans. It’s a Super Bowl year at the Eye network, and 
preparations have been under way since the end of last 
season, in preparing for Super Bowl XLVlI, CBS has had four 
meetings in New Orleans so far, including during the 
network’s trip to the Big Easy for the NCAA’s Final Four in 
April. While the planning goes on in the background, CBS will 
be broadcasting another full slate of regular-season football. 

Sunday Night Football Looks For Olympics Push 
by Jason Dachman 

Coming off one of the great achievements in the history of 
sports television, a network faces the obvious question: 
Where does it go from here? Well, for the post-Olympics 
NBC Sports Group, that means bringing back the highest- 
rated program on television - Sunday Night Football - for its 
seventh season on the network. NBC aims to do everything 
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it can to carry the momentum from the London Games into 
its NFL coverage this year, and that includes all NBC Sports 
Group entities: the Peacock network, the cable networks, 
and digital properties. 

Sky Sports Extends NFL Deal 
by Advanced Television 

Sky Sports has agreed a new three year deal for live 
American Football, providing viewers with over 60 live games 
a season including the International Series game at 
Wembley Stadium, the play-offs and the Super Bowl. The 
agreement takes the partnership between Sky Sports and 
the NFL into its 20th year with coverage across lV, mobile, 
online and tablet devices. 

BBC To Broadcast NFL’s Monday Night Football 

by BBC Sport 

The BBC is to broadcast the NFL’s Monday Night Football for 
the 2012 season. Coverage starts on September 10, with 
Cincinnati Bengals playing Baltimore Ravens and San Diego 
Chargers facing Oakland Raiders. The games will be live on 
the BBC Red Button and BBC Sport website, while Radio 5 
live sports extra will also have at least one commentary per 
week. The season finishes with the Super Bowl on February 

3, 2013. 

Networks Ponder Future-Proofing NFL Coverage 

by TV Technology 

In 2011, the NFL signed an eight-year broadcast rights deal 

with ESPN, followed by nine year rights’ deals with CBS, Fox, 
and NBC. For the networks, these long-term contracts were 
a mixed blessing. On the plus side, they justified making 
long-term investments in new equipment. On the negative 
side, the deals are forcing the networks to predict what 
technology would be sufficiently future-proof to invest in. 

--oDe o’~ :: 

Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment Taps Dalet Sports 
Factory for MAM 

Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment (MLSE) has chosen Dalet 
Sports Factory as the end-to-end Media Asset Management 
(MAM) platform for all content related to its in-house 
production and television broadcasts for its professional 
sports teams that include the National Hockey League’s 
(NHL) Toronto Maple Leafs, National Basketball Association’s 
(NBA) Toronto Raptors, Major League Soccer’s (MLS) 
Toronto FC, and the American Hockey League’s (AHL) 
Toronto Marlies. 

Eurovision Deploys ATEME Encoders/Decoders to 
EURO 2012, London Olympics 

Eurovision, a distributor of sports and news content for top 
broadcast and media platforms, deployed ATEME Kyrion 
CM3101 encoders and DR8400 decoders for the distribution 
of major sports events this summer, including the UEFA 
EURO 2012 championship and the London 2012 Olympic 
Ga mes. 

EURO 2012 Digital Video Service Relied on Aspera 
Technology 

UEFA integrated the Aspera platform with the LIVEX On 
Demand service for video content contribution, publishing, 
and distribution to broadcast partners around the world, as 
well as end-to-end workflow orchestration throughout the 
entire Euro 2012 tournament. The LIVEX On-Demand digital 
video service relied on Aspera technology to deliver over 
3,000 near-live in-match and post-match video clips. 

Televisa Leverages FOR-A Equipment for London 
Olympics Coverage 
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Mexico City-based television network Televisa utilized FOR- 
A’s equipment to bring coverage of the Summer Games to 
the broadcaster’s extensive audience. One of the largest 
programming networks in the world, Televisa relied on FOR- 
A’s FRC-8000 Frame Rate Convertersto transmit footage to 
its viewers in the United States and Mexico. 

ONE World Sports Readies for Asian Soccer with 
ONE CONNXT 

ONE World Sports (OWS) is gearing up for the return of 
action-packed elite Asian soccer this September. ONE 
CONNXT, a leader in broadcast delivery, will transport the 

soccer games from Asia to North America. ONE CONNXT is 

an end-to-end HD/SD content distribution service that 
offers significant savings over satellite or fiber without any 
sacrifice in quality or reliability. 

never.no and Vizrt Partner on Social Media Tools for 
Broadcast 

never.no and Vizrt have announces a partnership to bring a 
comprehensive suite of social media tools to the broadcast 
industry. These tools engage the audience while providing 
broadcasters the means to take full advantage of this new 
source of content and user data. With the partnership 

between Vizrt and never.no, broadcasters now have the 
tools to embrace social user generated content (UGC) and 
integrate it easily, flexibly, and seamlessly within 
Vizrtgraphics and multiplatform distribution workflows. 

Ross Video Delivers Real-Time Social Media 
Graphics for RNC 

CGLA and Chimeara Productions chose the flexibility and 
horsepower of Ross Video’s XPression Real-Time Motion 
Graphics system to provide the Republican National 
Convention with non-stop social media graphics and a real- 
time U.S. Debt Clock inside the Tampa Bay Times Forum in 
Tampa, FL. 

Grass Valley, Vizrt Collaborate on Powerful Sports 
Replay and Analysis Solution 

Grass Valley and Vizrt have created an integration between 
Grass Valley’s K2 server platform and Vizrt’s Libero Highlight 
3D sports analysis system. The Grass Valley K2 Summit 3G 
media server combined with the K2 Dyno replay system will 
address the needs for replay control and highlight 
generation in file-based live productions. 

Panasonic’s BT-LH2170 Production Monitor Now 
Shipping 

Panasonic announced that its new BT-LH2170, a 21.5" LCD 
premium-performance production monitor with native 1920 x 
1080 HD resolution, advanced 2D and 3D assist features, 
and significant advances in functionality will begin deliveries 
this month at a suggested list price of $3,695.00. 

Adobe’s Broadcast Lineup Anchored by Adobe 
Anywhere Platform 

Adobe Systems Incorporated will showcase innovative new 
video technologies that are driving the shift to Adobe video 
solutions across the broadcast and media industries. 
Highlights of the show include the reveal of Adobe Anywhere 
for video. Adobe Anywhere is a modern, collaborative 
workflow platform that empowers teams using Adobe 
professional video tools, including Adobe Premiere Pro, to 
work together across virtually any network, using shared 
media. 

Broadcast Sports, Inc. Releases Waterproof Wireless 
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Camera 

Broadcast Sports, Inc. (BSI), a provider of wireless audio, 

video, and communication services, will reveal its new Pan 
Tilt Roll Zoom remote-controlled wireless camera system at 
TBC. The Pan Tilt Roll Zoom camera, known as PTRZ, is a 
waterproof camera originally designed to be mounted on 
sailing vessels, and has several additional water=based 
sporting event applications including rowing, kayaking, 
yachting, surfing, water skiing, jet skiing, and swimming. 

The Tiffen Company Meets Filmmaking Needs with 
New Filters 

The Tiffen Company has released the IRND + GIimmer Glass 
single=filter diffusion and IR protection solution. The 
integrated filter product line offers a combination of the 
Tiffen IRND technology with the classic beauty-enhancing 
Tiffen Glimmer Glass filter, giving shooters a single-filter 
diffusion and IR protection solution. 

ARRI Intros Ready to Shoot Kits for Blackmagic 
Design Camera 

Blackmagic Design recently announced that ARRI, a 
manufacturer and distributor of professional motion picture 
equipment, has introduced Ready to Shoot Kits for 
Blackmagic Cinema Camera. Kits from the ARRT Pro Camera 
Accessories (PCA) line are built for a wide variety of users, 
situations, and environments. Stable and reliable support 
systems, sturdy connections, and quality engineering allow 
DPs to stay prepared and tackle a range of workflows in 
dynamic shooting environments. 

Haivision’s KulaByte Enables Church of Champions 

to Live Stream Services 

The Church of Champions, an international house of worship 
located in Houston, has deployed Haivision’s KulaByte 
Internet video encoder to enable reliable, high-quality 1080p ii 

live streaming of its services and other events to Internet    ~ 
audiences and congregations at its numerous affiliate        ~ 
churches in North America and Argentina.                   ~ 

Arqiva Buys Connect TV to Inject IPTV into Freeview 
by paidCon ten t 

UK terrestrial broadcasting infrastructure firm Arqiva is 
making another acquisitive foray in to online TV. The 
company, which moves channels for broadcasters, is buying 
Connect l-V, a start-up whose technology can make 
internet video streams and apps appear inside the EPG of 
the UK’s Freeview digital terrestrial broadcasting system as 
though they were regularIV channels. 

Front Porch Digital’s LYNXdr Makes Waves Across 
the Pond 

Front Porch Digital, a leader in content storage management 

(CSM) solutions, has announced that TTN is one of a number 
of partners to evaluate the LYNXdr cloud service as a 
storage and disaster recovery solution for digital content. 
One of the world’s leading news and multimedia content 
companies, TTN is the first European company to embrace 
LYNXd r. 

A TV That’s 4x Better 
by New York Post 
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HDTV not good enough for you? Got an extra $15,000 or so 
lying around? The latest tech innovation in IV right now is 
called 4K-iV - named for the claim that it’s picture is four 
times more detailed than current high def. Sony announced i 
over the weekend it will be selling the first set capable of 4K i 
later this year. The set measures 84 inches diagonally - or 
about 7 feet wide by 3 1/2 feet tall. 

Comcast Media Center Re-ups With SVG 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that 
Comcast Media Center has renewed its corporate 
sponsorship. Comcast Media Center is a subsidiary of 
Comcast Cable and provides centralized content 
management and distribution solutions for cable systems, 
video content providers and advertisers. 
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Ericsson To Manage HBO Nordic Playout and Media i 
Management                                    i 

Ericsson has signed a five-year contract with Urho Digital 
Services Oy (UDS) to manage the playout and media 
management services for HBO Nordic’s TV content. HBO 
Nordic, the recently announced joint venture between Time 
Warner HBO and Persifal International, will bring an HBOIV 
channel to Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Denmark. 

Ross Video Names New UK Regional Sales Manager, 
DACH Director of Sales 

Ross Video announces the appointment of Dave Scott to 
the role of Regional Sales Manager for the United Kingdom 
and Ireland, and Sven Krueger as Director of Sales for the 
DACH Region and Poland. Scott brings over 25 years of 
broadcast experience, working in Sales Management roles at 
Pinnacle and Avid. Sven will be managing Ross’ dedicated 
Business Partners in the Region and continuing to grow Ross’ 
key Broadcast accounts by furthering Ross’ presence in the 
DACH market. 
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Grass Valley Partners with AVlT=Systems 

Grass Valley has announced a partnership agreement with 
AVIT-Systems A/S, the largest provider of Professional AV 
and broadcast solutions in Scandinavia. AVIT-Systems is 
now a Grass Valley Solution Provider and an Authorized 
Service Partner of Grass Valley’s entire video portfolio in 
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. 

Adobe Collaborates with Gallery’s Sienna on Cross- 
Platform Plug-In 

Gallery has collaborated with Adobe to fully integrate Adobe 
Premiere Pro CS6.0 software with Sienna, Gallery’s powerful 
broadcast workflow, and the ENPS Newsroom Computer 
System. This new integration includes a cross-platform 
plug-in for Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 on Mac or PC, to bring 
the Sienna and ENPS functionality inside the Adobe Premiere 
Pro editing environment. 

Simon Blackwood Named Business Developent 
Director for DiGiCo 

Simon Blackwood joins leading digital console manufacturer 
DiGiCo as Business Development Director. This newly 
created position is one that is set to evolve into a key role 
within the company, with Blackwood leading an expanding 
direction for the company. 

Spectra Logic Files Response to Overland Storage’s 
Patent-infringement Lawsuit 
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Spectra Logic has filed its response to Overland Storage’s 
recently initiated patent infringement lawsuit. The response 
sets forth Spectra Logic’s contentions that Overland’s 
asserted patent claims are invalid and not infringed. Spectra 
Logic’s response includes relatively unique defenses that 
Overland’s request for damages is completely extinguished 
due to Overland’s unusually long delay and misleading 

conduct in connection with the lawsuit, 

Bidders Angle for More MLB 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

News that Major League Baseball had reached a nearly $6 
billion media deal with ESPN had not yet gone public when 
the league was again embroiled in round-the-clock 
negotiations for its next media package. Last Monday, Fox 
Sports’ top executives were in the midst of wall-to-wall 
meetings in New York City to try to retain a package with 
the league. But there was a new element: MLB had told 
networks that it was considering merging the existing Fox 
and Turner packages. 

Hockey Lockout Could Freeze NBC’s Sports 
Momentum 
by Reuters 

NBC executives are hoping that the National Hockey League 
and its players union reach a new labor agreement and 
avoid a lockout that could leave the network scrambling to 
find a replacement for one of its sports programming 
mainstays. Hockey is a linchpin of NBC Sports programming - 
the network signed a new $2 billion, 10-year contract with 
the league last year. A strike or delay in the upcoming NHL 
season would throw cold water on the momentum it built up 
from the London Olympics, which nightly averaged 31.3 
million viewers for the network. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 9:57 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Advising in a Virtual World 

[ii~i I Improve your online academic advising by making it more personalized and interactive. I 
l 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions com to your address book. 

Learn how you can improve your online academic advising by 
making it more personalized and interactive. 

This conference provides an opportunity for you and your team to 
review best practices for integrating new technology into your 
advising program. We will also help you evaluate specific 
technology products and solutions with a wide range of costs 
and features, all to help you determine which might be best for 
your institution. 

~ram Brochure (pdO I Pricinq & Reqistration I A~lenda 

Starting with a basic framework for understanding how you 
improve online advising by using technology in an interactive and 
personalized way, the program quickly moves on to the specific 
steps involved in integrating new technology into your advising 
program. Our expert instructors will also showcase examples of 
institutions that are using innovative technologies to advise 

students in a virtual environment. 

WHAT VOU WILL LEARN 

You will leave this event with an action plan that outlines 
steps to make your online advising more personalized, 
more interactive, and more impactful. Following a "work and 
learn" institute format and drawing upon their vast experience in 
the field of online academic advising, our conference presenters 
will present information aimed at answering these questions: 

¯ How can you assess what you are currently doing and 

determine what is, or is not, effective? 
¯ How can your institution improve advising by better 

utilizing technology? 
~, What are best practices for implementing new 

technologies? 
¯ What innovative practices are other institutions using for 

virtual advising? 
How do you coordinate it all and get started? 

One week before the conference there is an optional webcast 
titled Is Email Jeopardizing the Art of Advising?. Following 
the main conference there is also an optional workshop titled 
Stepping Up Your Advising Website and Student Portal, 
designed to help you review, critique, and improve your advising 
website and student portal. 

Learn more on the agenda page. 

REGISTER TODAY~ BRI NG YOUR TEAN 

This program is ideal for institutional teams (online or on-ground) 
that are in the beginning or early stages of offering online 

academicimpressions.com 



advising. To encourage team participation, every fourth 
registration from the same institution is complimentary for 
this conference. 

Register for this event online or call 720.488.6800. 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 

you. 
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ACADEMIC iMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ale~l Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 70 2012 5:25 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Death of a student 

Dear Carolina community: 

I am sorl7 to let you know of the sudden death of one of our students. The Chapel Hill Police Department ha s confirmed that it is investigating the off-campus death of Faith Danielle 
Hedgepeth, 19, whose body was discovered today Although the police have not determined the cause of death, they also said they do not believe that this was a random act. 

Law enforcement officials do not believe that there is danger to other students, faculty or staff. 

A sudden loss like this one affects us all in different ways Cmmseling resources are available tbr students at (919) 966-228 l and, for employees, tN-ough the Employee Assistance Program 

at (877) 314-5841 

Continue to monitor the Alert Carolina website for any updates in the Chapel Hill Police investigation into this incident: htji2://alertcarolina unc.edu. 

In this time of grief, our thoughts are with Faith’s family and all the people whose lives she touched here on campus 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 10:14 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 

DennisLeblaJ~c <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Jill Shields (shield@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4a@lists.nacda.com; Brian Davis 
(bfiand@m~]l.utexas.edu); Curtis W.Jones (Curtis.Jones@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missoufi.edu); M~xilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Jnlie Owen <jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademasm@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran 

<bryntol8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelde@ou.edu>; CarolL. Ludvigson <cludvigson~ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters 

<cwinters@ou.edu:>; Desiree M. Taylor ~-~dtaylo@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson~!ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 

<kasie@ou.edtc,; Jason D. Leonard <leonardjd@on.edtr~; Randy- J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edtr~; Stacy L. Lemmert 

<slemme~on.edu~; Terri L. Moyer <~tmoyer@ou.edu~; Toby B. Baldmn <tobyb@on.edu~; Teresa A. Turner <tturne@ou.edn> 

[n4a] NCAA jnrisdiclion limited in UNC academic integri%’ issues ] Inside Higher Ed 

http ://~’w.insidehighered. c~m/news/2~ ~ 2/~9 / ~ ~caa-iurisdicti~n-~m~ted-un c-academic-inte~riW-issu es 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 11:15 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

M~maging Student Threats and Risk 

[ii~iI Learn how 
risk while better students with mental health issues sound and 

j 

l 
you can manage campus serving through policies practices. 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Nil[ 

Learn how you can manage campus risk - while better serving students 
~ith mental health issues - through sound policies and practices. 

This webcast series tackles the toughest questions surrounding 
how you can support the best interest of students while 
mitigating risk for your institution through legally sound policies. 

Proqram Overview I PricinR & Reqistration I Aqenda 

Over the course of three sessions, our expert instructors will 
help you think through the ways you can develop a 
comprehensive and integrated risk management approach to 
policy development that provides a thorough framework to more 
accurately identify and respond to students of concern. Watch 
the video below to find out more. 

i::*:;i Click to watch this video 

~;essior~ I: Balancing Campus $afeW and Legal 
Liabilities - No~e~nber 14) 2012 

This session will provide an overview of applicable laws, 
regulations, and case law related to students with psychological 
disabilities and those who may pose a threat of harm to self or 
others. 

This session will outline best practices in identification, 
evaluation, and response to threats; the philosophy behind the 
composition and purpose of threat or behavioral intervention 
teams; and research on students who pose threats and 
administrative considerations as you form, implement, and 
manage your teams. 

Session 3; Student Conduct Syster~s; 
Accommodations for Studer~:s with Psychological 

Disabffities - November 26; 2012 

academicimpressions.com 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

I~i~ Yofr ~aae~i Affai~ 

w !!! 



This session will investigate the intersection between mental 
health issues and the disciplinary or student conduct system, 
with a focus on student behavior. Presenters will share 
appropriate legal issues, policy considerations, and best 
practices related to student conduct/judicial proceedings. 

View the complete a qenda. 

REG~ER OR PURCHASE RECORDINGS 

Re.qister online for one, two, or all three events, or call 
720.488.8800 to register or learn more. Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited 
number of people can participate. 

You may also purchase CD recordings of the live webcasts and 
bound sets of the presentation materials. 

These webcasts have been approved for CLE credits. 

~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiii iii 

ACADEMIC iMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
if you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 11:16 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edu> 

Financial literacy: A new low-cost approach 

[IINII persistence with a literacy program, j 
] 

Increase student low-cost financial 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Learn how your campus can provide an effective and low-cost 
financial literacy program to help increase student persistence. 

Join us for a program that will help you develop a comprehensive 
financial literacy program - even on a shoestring budget -through 
targeted collaboration and a team of peer mentors. 

Proqram Overview I Pricing1 & Reqistration I Aqenda 

LEARN MORE" LINTEN TO THIS PODCANT 

In this podcast, Kate Trombitas from Inceptia talks to Academic 
Impressions about her recent study on students and financial 
stress. Hear about the key research findings which indicate 
college students are experiencing more financial stress than 
ever. Also, hear about some of the ways higher education 
institutions can help alleviate pressure students feel over 
finances. Listen to the podcast 

academicimpressions.com 

1 
Three white papers on financial 
literacy from Inceptia, a division 
of the National Student Loan 
Program (NSLP) 

A detailed lesson plan for a four- 
module financial literacy training 
on saving, budgeting, credit 

cards, and credit scores 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Join our expert instructor online for tips on the following: 

¯ Understanding the impact of financial literacy on student 
well-being and persistence 

¯ Components of a successful financial literacy program 
¯ Funding a financial literacy initiative at your institution 
¯ Developing a peer mentor program to facilitate financial 

literacy programming 
Other programs and models to consider 

View the complete a qenda. 

REGISTER OR PIURCHASE A CD RECORDI~NG 

Re.qister online or call 720.488.8800. Want to share this valuable 
information with your colleagues? Register your institution for 
a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 

you. 

Adult-Fdendl Cam us 



ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d ~ike to chaI~ge your title, institution name~ contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Management Wofldmde <~chase@smww.com> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 6:47 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu> 

SM~W Clients SVarting in fl~e NFL’. 





Forward email 

% % 
This emeil wes sent to rmercei@uncae.unc.edu by chase~srrlv~w.com i 
LIDdate !rof[lejEma[[Addzflss £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe " Privacy PoJ]c~. 

Sports Hanagement Worldwide :: 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B i www.smww.com i Portland OR :: OR i 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 10:24 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnevce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd(baJct byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu~; 

Dennis Leblanc ~dleblanc@huskers.com>; Jill Shields (shield@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4a@lists.nacda.com; Bfim~ Davis 
(briand@m~Jl.utexas.edu); Curtis W. Jones(Curtis.Jones@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missoufi.edu); M~xilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Amber Demastus <~ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 

<cbelde@ou.edu~,; CarolL. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Desiree M. Taylor 

<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Ta~myo ~-qcasie@ou.edu>; Randy J. Gaxibay 

q~garibay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemme~ou.edtr~; Terri L. Moyer <~tmoye@ou.edtr~; Teresa A. Turner <ttume@ou.edu> 

[n4a] Praise for the Honey Badger - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http://chronicle, con~,blogs/p [agers/prai se-for-the-honev-badger/31272 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 10:30 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; n4a@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Gay North Dakota football player says kiss got him kicked offteam - NCAA Football - SI.com 

http://sportsillustrated.cnncom/2012/fbotball/ncaai09/11/iamie-kuntz-g ay-player-kicked-off-team ap/index.html 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 10:43 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Boosting retention with smnmer bridge programs 

j ~N~ your an summer bridge program focusing on key components. / 
] 

Increase at-risk student enrollment with effective 5 

Trouble viewing this emaJl? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Help your at-risk students start strong with a carefully designed 
summer bridge program. 

Join us online to learn how your institution can take a 360- 
degree approach to summer bridge programs and at-risk 
student success by focusing energy and resources on 5 key 
areas. 

Program Overview I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Our expert instructors will showcase the SOAR program at 
University of Central Florida, a summer bridge program that 
boasts student retention rates of 90 percent and includes: 

¯ Leadership development 
¯ Community-building 
¯ Mentoring 
¯ Student success strategies course 
¯ Academic courses with support 

View the complete agenda. 

WHAT YOU WELL GET 

As part of your registration fee for this webcast, you will receive 
the following resources: 

+ A checklist you can use to audit your current summer 
bridge program 

¯ A list of suggested leadership and study skill textbooks 
¯ A bibliography of readings on summer bridge programs 

REGISTER OR PURCHANE A RECORDING 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Register your institution 
for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 

academicimpressions.com 

Read this Higher Ed Impact 
article for insight from one of our 

webcast presenters: 
Summer Bridge Programs: 
Impact and Tips for Success 

Browse all past Higher Ed Impact 
articles in our Article Archive. 

ACADEMIC iMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

region2- mques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Megma Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 3:26 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edtr>; Region2@lists.nacda.com 

[region2] Conference Information 

Good afternoon, 

At the Region II ConIbrence (October 14-16th), the Ethnic Concerns and Life 
Skills Committees will collaborate on an outreach/communi~ service project 
with the Boys and Girls Club of Atlanta. The Ethnic ConcelTiS committee 
will do a presentation about entering college, being a student-athlete, and 
cover a few of the new NCAA initial eligibili~z rules Following the 
presentation there will be a panel of 5-6 N4A professionals available to 
answer questions. In addition to the outreach, the Life Skills Committee 
will be donating school supplies to the Boys and Girls Club of Atlanta 
organization. We would like to ask the Region II N4A members to donate 
school supplies (ie.. book bags, rulers, notebook paper, notebooks, pens, 
etc. ). We will collect the supplies at the registration table on the 14th and 
15th of October If you are unable to attend the conference, but would 
like to make a donation, please mail them to AuI)rey Branch at the address 
listed below no later than Thursday, October 1 lth *Please note: The 
school supplies must not contain any school logos.* 

Thanks [’or your help with this project. Please contact me if you have any 
questions. I look forward to seeing everyone in October.**** 

*AuDrey Dempsey Branch* 

*Clemson University* 

* Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs* 

*Special ProJects Coordinator* 

*Vickery tlaH* 

*Clemson, SC 29634* 

"864-656-1030" 

To Lmsubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chrysler Service <service@chrysler-emaJl.com> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 3:29 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Robert, Get 3 Great Services for I Low Price on your Chrysler vehicle! 

l 

With You Every Mile 
To keep you going steady and strong. 

Save money ana miles ey Keeping your tires 

shape. Along wlm routine alignment cnecKs. 

care for your Dres ey avolalng roaa nazaras 

getting regular ure rotations aria checKing air 

pressure 

See your Mopar Service Advisor at our 

aealersnle toaay for more tire maintenance t 3s 

3 Great Services for 1 Low Price 

$ 9.95 
DEFER EXPIRES 1113012012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 
See disclaimer bdow for details. 

OH & FHter Change 
Tire Rotation 
#,~ u[tioPoint #~spection 

Plus a 10% discount on any 
needed repair(2) 

Oim & Filter 
Super Special 

$29,95 
Cal/Ninivan 

Includes: Engine oil replacement up to 5 qts ¯ New Mopar® Oil 

Filter. Fluid level inspection ¯ Additional charges may be 

applied for diesel, Vl0, HEMI® V8, V8, fluid disposal, 

semisynthetic and synthetic oil ¯ Refer to owner’s guide for 

recommended maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, 

Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles only. An 

additional 4% charge up to $20.00 may be charged for 

fluid/filter disposal. 

Tire 
Rotation 

$t0.50 
i Includes: Rotate four tires ¯ Trucks with dual rear wheels may 

be higher ¯ Refer to owner’s guide for recommended 

maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, 

Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles only. 

I 
i 

OFFER EXPIRES 9/30/2012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 i OFFER EXPIRES 9/30/2012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep Dodge ~ i Piedmont Chrysler Jeep 
| uoage 

(864) 260 5750 / (000) 849 5057 | - - ~ ..... 
~ (804) 200-5750 / (800) 849-5057 ...... 
I 

i 
Engine Maintenance ! 

Tune-Up         [ 

i $t89 co,, 
g-Cylinder Engine                 i 

Includes: Spark plugs ¯ Emissions component inspection ¯ Idle 

speed and timing adjustment (if applicable) ¯ Air filter check | 

¯ Vehicles with platinum plugs will be higher. Not applicable to 

diesel vehicles. Stealth R/T, R/T Turbo, H EMI® V8, V8 and PT 

Cruiser higher ¯ Refer to owner’s guide for recommended | 
maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, i 

Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles only. i 

i 

Wheem Balance and 
Tire Rotation 

$35.00 
Includes: Remove four wheels from vehicle, balance and 
rotate ¯ Special wheels, specialty vehicles slightly higher 

¯ Refer to owner’s guide for recommended maintenance 

intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle 

and FIAT® vehicles only. 

ii 
VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 i OFFER EXPIRES 9/30/2012 OFFER EXPIRES 9/30/2012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 



Piedmont Chrysler Jeep Dodge 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057 

j Piedmont Chrysler Jeep 

! Dodge 

Mm~ 
(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057                    M~" 

Bonus Coupon 
Discount 

10% 
Includes: Discount on service and/or parts purchases 

¯ Redeemable at our dealership only. Not applicable to 

previous charges or existing accounts. Not redeemable for 

cash or body shop repairs ¯ Not valid with any other 

advertised specials ¯ Refer to owner’s guide for recommended 

maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, 

Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles only. 

VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep 
Dodge SH 
(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057                    ~" 

Mu[tioPoint Inspection i Free i 
Includes: Inspection of these and additional items (not listed). 

Ask your Service Advisor for details ¯ Tires/tire pressure 
¯ Windshield wipers ¯ Exterior lamps ¯ Cooling system 

mixture/leaks ¯ Air filter ¯ Fluid levels ¯ Belts/hoses (excludes 
| timing belt) ¯ Additional cost may be incurred for repairs which 

may be required after inspection. Any necessary repairs can 

be completed in our service department ¯ Refer to owner’s 

| guide for recommended maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, 

i Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles 

only S 
! OFFER EXPIRES 013012012 VIN: 

Chrysler Jeep 
Dodge 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057                    M~’ 

Rebates 

Goodyear:~ or Semect Goodyear or 
Dunmop~ Tires Dunmop Tires 
$20 rebate per set of 4 $70 rebate per set of 4 

Shocks or Struts 
Buy 4, get a cash rebate for 1, valid on 

Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marelli® 

Offer Expires November 30, 2012. With purchase and dealer installation: $20.00 mail-in rebate per set of four 

Goodyear or Dunlop Tires. $70.00 mail-in rebate per set of four select Goodyear Tires including Assurance 
TripleTred AS, Assurance CS, TripleTred AS, Eagle F1 All Season, Eagle F1 Asymmetric All Season, Eagle F1 
Asymmetric 2, all other Eagle F1 Family, Eagle ROF/EMT Tires (excludes Eagle Ultra Grip GW3 ROF), Eagle 
LS2 ROF, Eagle F1 SuperCar Family, SuperCar, SuperCar EMT, SuperCar G:2, SuperCar G:2 (ROF), Eagle RS- 
A EMT, Wrangler MT/R Kevlar, Wrangler SilentArmor (P and blank). $70.00 mail-in rebate per set of four select 

Dunlop Tires including Dunlop ROF/DSST Tires. Excludes Winter Sport M3 DSST and Grandtrek WTM3 DSST. 
Buy four Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marelli Shocks or Struts and get a cash rebate for one Mopar Value Line 
or Magneti Marelli Shock or Strut. Mail-in rebate on the Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marelli Shock or Strut will 
be the retail price of one unit per the Repair Order. Rebates valid on purchases from September 1, 2012 - 
November 30, 2012. All rebate requests must be postmarked by December 15, 2012, and received by January 

2, 2013. Please allow 8-10 weeks for delivery of rebate check. You may call Program Headquarters at (866) 940- 
9753 with inquiries about your rebate(s). Rebate offers valid for retail repair orders only. Goodyear is a registered 
trademark of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. Magneti Marelli is a registered trademark of Magneti 
Marelli S.p.A. Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge, Ram, Mopar and SRT are registered trademarks of Chrysler Group LLC. 
FIAT is a registered trademark of Fiat Group Marketing & Corporate Communication S.p.A., used under license 
by Chrysler Group LLC. © 2012 Chrysler Group LLC. All Rights Reserved. 

Get text offers sent to your phone. 

Simply text the code below to 49737 to start receiving our latest 
service offers by text! Then just show us the text message on your 

phone when you come in for service. 

CHRYSLER@~8502 

Message and data rates may apply. Maximum of five messages per month. To 

opt out, send QUIT to 49737 at any time. 

Be prepared with Mopar Road Hazard Coverage. 

Eligible tires purchased from our dealership 

come with 24-month Road Hazard Coverage 

(3), including: 

¯ 166% tire coverage for the first year 
¯ 56% tire coverage the second year 

¯ Flat tire repair coverage up to $40.00 

per occurrence 

Your Dealer Information 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep Dodge Service Hours 

4015 Clemson Blvd Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Anderson, SC 29621 Sat 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 



(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057 

eMail us at: 

Click here to schedule your next Service visit! 

We now service other brands, including GM, Ford, Toyota and more. 

See Service Advisor for details. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald Gumey <geraldgumey@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 8:14 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; N4A listserve <n4~lists.nacda.com> 

[n4a] Feds probe sexual assault accusations against University of Montana football players i Fox News 

http:/iwww.foxnews.com/spolts/2012/09/11/universitv-montana-sexual-assault-sca ndals-bring-compa risons-t o-p enn-state/ 

Feds probe sexual assault accusations against Umversity of Montana football players 

Missoula is a long way from Happy Valley and few would COll[’use the Penn State Nittany Lions football team with the Griz at the University’ of Montana But both universities have been 

wildly successful on the field in the past and both are starting their 2012 football seasons under a dark cloud. 

While the sexual abuse scandal at Penn State is well documented, the University of Montana is also defending itself against allegations some officials looked the other way to protect their 

football program The Department of Justice is investigating the university’s handling of sexual assault allegations, several made against football players. 

"Sexual assault is a problem on campuses across the United States," says Beth tlubb]e, co-director of Women’s and Gender Studies at the Universi~ of Montana, "and it’s a problem here, 

tOO." 

Former running back Beau Donaldson just pleaded guilty to date rape, last year’s star quarterback Justin Johnson is awaiting trial on a charge of sexual assault and the handling of 

allegations of a gang rape by several ]2)otbal[ players apparently led to the firing of the head football coach and athletic director last March. 

University of Montana president Royce Engstrom says the comparison to Penn State is un~ir 

"I guess you could say both schools had some bad things happen, but that’s where the similarities end," says Engstrom, "Penn State is in the situation they’re in because they spent years 

not addressing the situation, we took it head on from Day ©ne" 

Engstrom points to a new policy requiring all students to view a tutorial on sexual assault. He will not discuss why he :fired head football coach Robin Pflugrad and athletic director Jim 

©’I)ay The Griz football program has been a I)ivision 1 Double A juggernaut, making the playofi~ nearly every year over the past two decades. 

The D©J investigation goes beyond the University of Montana. It’s looking into the handling of hundreds of sexual assaults in Missoula over the past 3 years to see if there’s a pattern of 

discrimination against women. 

Recent graduate Kerry Barrett says she and other women have been victimized twice. Barrett says she was sexually assaulted by an acquaintance last year, and when she reported it to 

police she was asked if she had a boyfriend. Later, the police chief told her haft of aH rape reports are false, even though studies put the figure closer to 5 percent The prosecutor never did 

file charges 

"They- can’t be bothered," says Barrett, "They- don’t want to put in the extra effort to go through with a trial." 

County Prosecutor Fred Van Valkenberg says his office has always aggressively pursued sexual assault cases and is refusing to cooperate with a federal investigation, which he calls illegal. 

"I am totally tmaware of any legitimate complaints that would indicate in any way that anybody in Missoula is discriminating against women," says Van Valkenberg. 

A lifelong Democrat who supported President Obama in 2008, Van Valkenberg is accusing the administration of playing politics. 

"It seems to be tied in to the so-called war on women that is being waged at the presidential level," says Van Valkenberg, "and I find that very disturbing." 

The Departnrent of Justice will not corrmrent on its ongoing investigation. It is not the only probe looking into sexual assault in Missoula. The Department of Education and NCAA also are 

investigating. 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.coru/unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 10:30 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.uuc.edu>; ConnectCaJcolina <connectcarolin~listserv.unc.edu> 

connectcarolina- updates@list~rv.unc.edu 

[connectcamolina] ConnectCaJrolina News =- Sept. 13, 2012 

NOTE: the outage scheduled for Sept. 15 has been rescheduled for Sept. 27. See the latest on outages here: ~h~~~t~~t/?~:~~/~j~~t~~s~~~~u~~~n~~c~~~~~~e~~d~~~u~j~~e~~D~~t~~e~~~rp~r~!~~s~~e~/~~~e~~~n~~~t~~e~~r~p~~r~!~~s~~e~~: 

applicationsiconnectcarolina/system-status! 

Deployment Strategy Announced 

The project Sponsors have determined the go-live date for the Finance and HR/Payroll implementations. 

http://its.unc.edu/2012/OS/29/deployrnent-.strategy.-for-connectcarolina/ 

Campus Solutions Priority List 

View the latest list of the Top 10 In-Progress Activities for Campus Solutions. 

http:!!its.unc.eduienterprise!enterprise-applicationsiwhat-we-are-working-on! 

Students Must Act on Proxy Access to Billing 

Improvements made to the Student Financials section of the ConnectCarolina Student Center mean students will need to take action to re-authorize proxies 

(usually parents) for access to billing and payment. 

.h...t..t~.;/Z!.Ls.:..q..n..£:.e...d...q/...2...~.L2j...Q.7./L.6./..c...h.a...n.~..e..s.~.~.~n.~!.~.:.~.g.~.~:~.~.~!.~Z 
ConnectCarolina YouTube Channel 

View videos on ConnectCarolina’s new YouTube channel. 

http:iiwww.youtube.com/user/connectcarolina?ob=O&feature=results main 

Follow ConnectCarolina on Social Media 

.h.~t..t.#.:.~:b.~£ e..~b...~...~...k.~:.c..~....m..~#~a..~.e.~s.Lc.~..~n..~t C~r~Q1b~1~ Z&9~2 4 6~9~Z 8 ?~ f ~m~[ 

https:]jtwitter.comi#!!connectcarolina 

Campus Solutions Help Resources 

The fastest way to resolve any issues with Campus Solutions is to file a Help ticket at http://help.unc.edu; for policy or process questions, contact the functional 

office directly: 

¯ Student Billing: http://cashier.unc,edui 

¯ Financial Aid: http:i!studentaid.unc,edui 

¯ Student Records (including access), Registration, Drop!Add, Transcripts, etc. -- University Registrar: http://registrar.unc,edu/index.htm 

¯ Undergraduate Admissions: http:/!www,admissions.unc.edu! 

¯ Graduate Admissions: http:!!gradschool.unc,edui 

Information on the Finance and HR/Payroll Implementations 

Finance: http:/iits.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/connectcarolina/finance/ 

HR/Payroll: ..h.~.t.t.~.;Z/.L.t..s.:..u...q.c.:..e.~.d.~.u./~.e...n..t...e..r.p..rJ..s~.e./~.e.~.n..L.e..r.p.r1s...e..:.a..~.p.~Lc..e ~!£_Q ~Z_£n_O_~_~_~_£ #_r_Q!_[~ #Z b_r~_e ~ #_:~_~ z £ A[!Z 
Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 3:43 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: NFL Network Ramps Up Thursday Night Schedule; Oklahoma, Fox Sports Create ’Sooner Sports TV’ 

SPORTS DEO 
INSIDER 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Thursday, Sept. 13, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 109 

NFL Net Ramps Up Thursday Night Schedule 

Oklahoma, Fox Sports Create ’Sooner Sports TV’ 

SVG Europe Honors Sport Tech Award Winners 

Nets’ Audio Sounds New Notes for NFL Season 

Titans’ LP Field Gets Audio/Video Makeover 

Telestream Plays Key Role in NASCAR Chase 

IBC in Review: In-Depth Reports From the Showfloor 

NFL Network Gives Weekly Super Bowl Treatment to 
Expanded Thursday Night Football Schedule 
by Karen Hogan 

The tundra of Lambeau Field is far from frozen, but, judging 
by the excitement of the NFL Network crew, one could 
easily mistake tonight’s Week 2 matchup between the 
Packers and Sears for a conference-championship 

showdown. NFL Network kicks off its seventh season of 
Thursday Night Football with an expanded 13-game 
schedule, two new 53-ft. double-expando trucks, 37 
cameras, and a variety of production enhancements. 

Networks’ Audio Sounds Some New Notes for NFL 
Season 
by Dan Da/ey 

There will be some new wrinkles in NFL sound across the 
networks this season, nuanced but noticeable. Perhaps the 
most pronounced change is the new parabola-microphone 
mount that Fox Sports is rolling out in force, having 
experimented with it over the past four months. The new 
parabolic, fabricated by Klover Products of Janesville, WI, 
has what Klover President Paul Terpstra says is a "true" 
parabolic design, intended to focus the audio more intensely 

and exclude extraneous sound. 

E :U RO PE 

SVG would like to thank its 

sponsors: 

PLATINUM: 

° 
Adobe 

Telestream Replay System Plays Key Role in 
NASCAR Chase 

As the NASCAR season enters the Chase for the NASCAR 
Sprint Cup, NASCAR will rely heavily on a new high definition 
video replay system developed by Telestream. The replay 
system, which won the prestigious IBC2012 Innovation 
Award, gives officials in Race Control and the infield 
Competition Director instant access to 18 on-track HD 
camera angles. The system allows NASCAR to view the 
action as it is occurs and review on track incidents from any 
camera angle in HD. 

bexel 
@ 

Panasonic Technology Stars at Political Conventions Simpy Limit(ess 



Panasonic Corporation of North America was selected by 
both the Democratic and Republican National Conventions as 
a key technology provider to support their on-site and on- 

line activities. The Democratic Convention, in Charlotte, NC, 
designated Panasonic the "Official Digital Professional and 
Consumer Camera, Projector and Signage Provider", and the 
Republican Convention in Tampa, FL, named Panasonic its 
"Official Digital Camera and Digital Signage Provider." 

Oklahoma, Fox Sports Partnership Creates Sooner 
Sports TV 
by Brandon Costa 

It’s been years in the making, and now the University of 
Oklahoma officially has its own television-rights deal. The 
10-year multiplatform agreement creates Sooner Sports TV 
and provides for at least 1,000 hours of OU sports 
programming annually on Fox Sports outlets, including Fox 
Sports Oklahoma, Fox Sports Southwest, and Fox College 
Sports. For the Sooners, it’s not quite having their own 24/7 
linear channel - ~ la Longhorn Network - but it’s awfully 
close and won’t require the stresses that come with cable- 

distribution battles. 

Pac-12 Reaches Carriage Deal with DISH 

DISH and Pac-12 Networks announced that they have 
entered into a multi-year agreement making DISH the only 
satellite provider to offer the sports programming that 
includes conference football and basketball games. DISH 
customers had access to Pac-12 football games starting 
this past Saturday. The new agreement also provides DISH 
with exclusive category sponsorship for Pac-12 athletic 
prog ra ms. 

Notre Dame to the ACC: Why, When and How Much? 
by Associa ted Press 

Five football games per year for its members against Notre 
Dame might not sound like much, but add that to the ACC’s 
current football inventory and it could boost the 
conference’s television revenue. The ACC just signed a deal 
with ESPN that will pay its members $17.1 million per year 
through 2027. The Notre Dame deal will give the ACC the 
rights to two or three Fighting Irish football games per year 
- it will alternate from year to year. Though the value of 
those games is hard to determine, it’s likely they will add to 
the bottom line. 

SVG Europe Sport Technology Awards Honor 
Olympics, Euro 2012, & Olympic Torch Relay at IBC 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The SVG Europe IBC Technology Award on Sunday night 
brought more than 300 industry executives together for an 
evening of networking as it honoured three top 
achievements in sports broadcasting in 2012: The Olympics 
production efforts undertaken by Olympic Broadcasting 
Services (OBS), the BBC’s coverage of the Olympic Flame 
Torch relay that proved the use of cellular-based video 
transmission services with the help of Dutch technology 
provider Mobile Viewpoint, and UEFA’s use of the EVS C- 
Cast technology during Euro 2012. 
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Ooyala Helps Football Clubs, Leagues, and More 
Deliver ’TV Anywhere’ for Super Fans 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Ooyala was at IBC to lay out its vision for a "TV Anywhere" 
environment that continues to see the company make wins 
with individual football clubs, leagues, federations, and 
more. A partner like Ooyala manages online highlights and 
streaming capabilities and also provides apps for Apple OS 
and Android OS devices while also helping clients develop 
market strategies. 
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Envivio Solutions Deployed by A1 Telekom Austria to 
Expand IPTV, Mobile TV Offering 

Envivio, a provider of live and on-demand multi-screen IP 
video processing and delivery solutions, announced that A1 
Telekom Austria AG recently turned to Envivio to expand its 
A1 TV IP-i-V service. Envivio Muse multi-screen encoding and 
processing software running on the Envivio 4Caster 1RU 
appliances power the full lineup of A1 Telekom Austria’s 

broadcast and on-demand HD, SD and 3GPP mobile services. 

¢ I $ ¢ 0 

LP Field Makeover Matches Distributed Audio With 
Custom Graphics 
by Dan Da/ey 

The Tennessee Titans returned on Sunday to an LP Field 
whose AV systems have been substantially upgraded. The 
end-zone audio clusters have been largely replaced by a 
distributed audio system that has nearly 600 EAW QX and 
MK series speakers installed throughout the bowl, powered 
by Lab Gruppen amplifiers. Additional exterior-mounted 
speakers for gates, concessions, and other peripheral areas 
are from One Systems. 

Venue News: Patriots Install Free WiFi for Fans; TCU 
Unveils Stadium Renovations 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

The New England Patriots will offer free WiFi to all its fans 
beginning at this weekend’s home opener. Gillette Stadium 
joins the ranks of the few stadiums that are WiFi enabled, 
which include MetLife Stadium (Jets/Giants), the Georgia 
Dome (Falcons), Lucas Oil Stadium (Colts), Raymond James 
Stadium (Buccaneers), Mercedes-Benz Superdome (Saints), 

Bank of America Stadium (Panthers) and Sun Life Stadium 
(Dolphins). 
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Ratings Roundup: NFL Kickoff Bests 105M Viewers 
Three Years in a Row; US Open Finals Up on CBS 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

A total of 105.9 million fans tuned into Kickoff Weekend 
games (Sept. 5-10) on CBS, ESPN, FOX and NBC, marking 

the third consecutive Kickoff Weekend with a total reach 
exceeding 105 million viewers. Iso for the third consecutive 
season, three Kickoff Weekend game telecasts topped 23 
million average viewers - NBC Sunday night game (Steelers- 
Broncos, 27.6 million), FOX national game telecast (mostly 
49ers-Packers, 26.4 million) and the NBC Wednesday Kickoff 
game (Cowboys-Giants, 23.9 million). 

iStreamPlanet 

Behind the Mic: ESPN Re-signs Berman, Adds Brian 
Dawkins; Ryan Ruocco to Host YES NFL Studio 
Show 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

ESPN stalwart Chris Berman has signed a new multi-year 
extension to remain with ESPN. Berman will continue as the 
leading voice and face of ESPN’s NFL studio coverage as 
host of Sunday NFL Countdown, Monday Night Countdown 
and Monday Night Football halftime, NFL highlight segments 
on SportsCenter and the NFL Draft. 

CBS to Simulcast All NFL Games in Spanish via SAP 

CBS Sports has announced that every game of the 2012-13 
NFL season, through the playoffs and its exclusive coverage 
of Super Bowl XLVII on Feb. 3, 2013, will be simulcast in 
Spanish via SAP (Secondary Audio Program) technology. 
This will be the first year that multiple NFL games will be 
broadcast simultaneously in Spanish via SAP. 
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HBO Sports, ESPN Sign Multi-Year Boxing 
Programming, Marketing Agreement 

HBO and ESPN announced a multi-year, multi-tiered boxing 
programming and marketing agreement. The agreement 
includes coordinated support for major pay-per-view boxing 
events, including sharing programming content, cross- 
promotion elements, highlight packages and additional 
assets to be featured across multiple ESPN and HBO 
platforms. SES" 
WWE Leans Toward Launching Pay-TV Channel 
by Los Angeles Times 

More than three years ago, WWE Chairman Vince McMahon 
unveiled plans to create a WWE cable channel that would 
capitalize on the company’s vast library as well as feature 
new programming. But since then there have been lots of 
fits and starts and delays but no channel and little about it 
coming out of the WWE. Wall Street is eager to see 
movement because WWE has been telling investors it thinks 
having its own distribution platform could be a game 
changer for the company. 

ESPN Launches ESPN Deportes+ por ESPN3 

ESPN launches ESPN Deportes+ por ESPN3, a new 
programming extension of ESPN Deportes and ESPN3 
dedicated to serving sports fans with live events in Spanish- 
language housed under a single digital destination. At 
launch, it is slated to carry over 200 exclusive, live sports 
events via a branded and easily accessible ESPN3 player on 
ESPNdeportes.com. The player goes live today with a full 
schedule of live World Cup Qualifiers. 
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YouTube Launches Its Own iPhone Application, iPad 
App Coming Next 
by gigaOM 

YouTube just went live with its own iOS app, bringing 
advanced features like social sharing, access to the site’s 
channel guide as well as tens of thousands of previously 
unavailable music videos to the iPhone. The application 
replaces a system app developed by Apple that won’t be 
part of iOS 6. It is optimized for the iPhone and iPod touch, 
but iPad fans won’t have to wait much longer: YouTube is 
currently working on tablet support. 

DirecTV Sponsors New Sports Site 
by MediaPost 

Looking to generate subscribers for its "NFL Sunday Ticket," 
DirecTV is serving as the exclusive sponsor of the new 
Sports On Earth site for its first month. The deal includes 
display ads throughout the site and a presence on the front 
of the USA Today sports section.Sports On Earth, with a 
slew of sportswriting luminaries, is co-owned by MLB 
Advanced Media and the USA Today Sports Media Group. 

Siri-ous Instant Sports Coverage 
by Sport Techie 

Sift, the virtual personal assistant, is now a sports fan. 
Apple’s voice-activated knowledge navigator (Apple’s term, 
not ours) is receiving an update in iOS 6 that allows it to 
report sports scores in real time, inform a user on when their 
favorite team is playing next, and can even report on 
individual player stats. Recently, Apple demoed the service, 
asking Sift on stage who was taller: Kobe or LeBron? Sift, of 
course, came back with a correct answer (for those keeping 

score at home, it’s LeBron). 

Vision Research Upgrades Miro Line 

Vision Research, a manufacturer of digital high-speed 
imaging systems, has upgraded its popular Phantom Miro line 

CORPORATE 
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of cameras to become a more portable high-speed camera. 
This upgrade is designed to make high-speed imaging more 
accessible through ease of use and a smaller form factor. 
The LC-Beries cameras have a flip-out LCD touchscreen for 
on-camera control and monitoring. Camera settings can be 
changed with a few taps on the touchscreen, which doubles 
as a monitor for live preview and cine playback from internal 
memory. 

Canon Intros BU-47H Remote-Control PTZ Cam 

Canon U.S.A., has introduced the BU-47H outdoor remote- 
control PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom) camera, which provides 
extensive upgrades in functionality and performance over 
previous models. Equipped with three 1/3-inch (2.37 million 
pixel) CMOB sensors for full 1920 x 1080 HD image quality, 
the new BU-47H integrates a genuine Canon 18x HD zoom 
lens (7.4 - 134mm) with the sophisticated Canon DIGIC DV 
III image processor for exceptional picture clarity, detail, 
and color accuracy even in low-light conditions. 

Harris Looks to Evolve Fiber-Optic Transport 
Solutions 

Harris Broadcast Communications introduced the company’s 
next-generation of OPTO+ fiber-optic products at IBC2012, 
offering a modular solution that simplifies and expands the 
way broadcasters transport electrical signals at exceptional 
quality around fixed and remote broadcast facilities. The 
Harris BFP6800+D, part of the company’s range of 6800+ 
core processing solutions, is a simple and flexible processing 
module that supports up to 60 channels in a 2RU design - 
offering a best-in class solution for high-density fiber-optic 
transport. 

LG End-Runs Sony with 84-inch 4K TV 
by Associa ted Press 

LG says an 84-inch TV that has four times the resolution of 
standard HDTVs is going to be in stores in October for 
$20,000. That means LG Electronics USA is pushing out its 
set with so-called "4K" resolution before Sony Corp., which 

will have a similar set in stores in December for $25,000. 
The set’s resolution will be 3,840 by 2,160 pixels, which 
compares with 1920 by 1080 pixels for today’s best HDTVs. 

Disappointing 3D TV Sales Make 4K ’The Next Big 
Thing’ 
by Broadcast Engineering 

A couple of years ago, 3D production, postproduction, and 
display technology was exhibited everywhere at broadcast 
trade shows. It was hoped that the nascent technology 
could save an industry suffering from the collapse of HDTV 
set sales. Now that 3D hasn’t caught on with the public, the 
industry is looking to shed the glasses and provide TV 
pictures more sharp and bright than HDTV. Some would say 
the solution could be ultra high-definition television 
(UHDTV). 

CBS Sports Names Bess Barnes VP, College Sports 
Programming 

CBS Sports has named Bess Barnes Vice President of College 
Sports Programming. The announcement was made today by 
Bean McManus, Chairman, CBS Sports and David Berson, 
Executive Vice President, CBS Sports and President, CBS 
Sports Network. In addition, CBB Sports announced 
expanded programming roles for Rob Correa, Executive Vice 
President, Programming, CBB Sports and Dan Weinberg, 
Senior Vice President, Programming. 

Civolution’s Syncnow Wins Three Awards at IBC 
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Civolution, a leading provider of technology and solutions for 
identifying, managing and monetizing media content, today 
announces that SyncNow, its Automatic Content 
Recognition (ACR) solution, won three awards at IBC2012: 
Best Interactive TV Technology or Application in the CSI 
Product of the Year Awards, the prestigious IABM Award for 
Excellence, and the IBC Design Award, as Technical Partner 
to winner to Red Bee Media and FX UK. 

Sennheiser Offers Promo for Customers Purchasing 
MKH 416 or ME66/K6 Combo 

Audio specialist Sennheiser announced a new ’election’ 
rebate promotion featuring its MKH 416 and ME66 shotgun 
microphones. Between Sept. 1 and Oct. 31, customers who 
purchase a Sennheiser MKH 416 or ME 66/K6 microphone 
combo will be eligible to receive a Sennheiser HD 428 S 
portable, over the ear headphone free of charge. This mail- 
in rebate promotion gives broadcast consumers a significant 
incentive to take advantage of the powerful sound, robust 
construction and ultra-reliable performance that Sennheiser 
shotgun microphones offer. 

With Univision and the Olympics Behind Him, Neal 
Looks Ahead to World Cup at New Home on Fox 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

David Neal joined Fox Sports Media Group last week where 
he will be executive producer of Fox’s World Cup soccer 
coverage. Fox has the contract on that coverage stretching 

from 2015-22, and it includes the 2015 Women’s FIFA World 
Cup in Canada, the 2018 Men’s World Cup in Russia, the 
2019 Women’s World Cup and the 2022 Men’s World Cup in 

Qatar. 

NHL, NHLPA Trade CBA Proposals 
by Associa ted Press 

After a one-day return to the negotiating table, NHL players 
and owners hope meetings within their own ranks with two 
new proposals in hand will help provide a breakthrough 
ahead of the looming lockout. If the sides can’t reach a deal 
by Saturday night, when the current collective bargaining 
agreement expires, the owners’ latest offer will be pulled 
back, and Bettman will call for a second lockout in eight 
years. The last one wiped out the entire 2004-05 season. 
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CBS Will Drop Dish If Auto Hop Stays 
by MediaPost 

CBS CEO Leslie Moonves said the company will ultimately 
drop its flagship network from Dish Network unless the 
satellite operator discontinues its Auto Hop ad-skipping 
device. CBS is in litigation along with other networks trying 
to thwart the device, but even if that proves unsuccessful, 
CBS could simply decline to renew a carriage deal with Dish 
when the current contract runs out. Other networks could 
follow, putting Dish with its 14 million customers in a tough 
spot. 
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Fox Sports College Football Goes Over the Air, Under 

the Lights 
by Karen Hogan 

When Hawaii met USC at the Los Angeles Coliseum on Sept. 
1, the two kicked off not only Fox Sports Media Group’s 
college-football season but Fox Sports’ first-ever regular- 
season over-the-air college=football package. A year 
removed from inking multiyear deals with the Pac-12, Big 12, 
and Conference USA, this primetime package is further proof 
that Fox Sports is serious about college football. 

SEC on CBS Is Key Piece of CBS Sports Network 
Integration 
by Brandon Costa 

CBS doesn’t possess a deep college football portfolio, but 
the package it does have is the envy of the industry. When 
the SEC on CBS returns this Saturday - No. 1 Alabama visits 
Arkansas (3:30 p.m. Er) - viewers can expect the usual 
classic look and feel from the broadcast in addition to a 
boost in coverage across the network’s various platforms. 

Broadcast Services International, CBC Partner for 
2015 Pan/Parapan America Games 

Broadcast Services International (BSI-TV) has been chosen 
as "leading technology solutions partner" by CBC as they 
prepare for the 2015 Pan/Parapan American Games. The 
CBC/Radio=Canada has partnered with BSI=TV to provide 
engineering and technical production throughout the 

broadcast. CBC/Radio-Canada was awarded the host and 
domestic broadcast rights, further strengthening CBC/Radio- 
Canada’s commitment to broadcasting amateur sport in 
Canada. 

DiGiCo SD7 Facilitates Independent Mixes for South 
Korean Church 

South Korea’s Global Mission (Jiguchon) Church is an 
evangelical ’megachurch’ with a total of over 20,000 people 
attending its 14 Sunday services. A feature of the church is 
a DiGiCo SD7 console with EX-007 expander, installed to 
help ensure that its gospel is spread as widely as possible. 

Harris To Spearhead Digital TV Transition in Togo 

Harris Corporation, an international communications and 
information technology company, has been selected as the 
technology vendor of choice for a country-wide digital -IV 
transition project in the West African state of Togo. Harris 
will completely renew the country’s broadcast IV 
infrastructure by designing, installing and commissioning an 
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entire digital video chain to transmit throughout the country 
- using a national network of DVB-T2 transmitters and 
satellite services. 

Inflight Productions Deploys Signiant’s Media 
Exchange, Managers+Agents 

Inflight Productions (IFP) has deployed Signiant’s Media 
Exchange and Managers+Agents software to accelerate 
production and distribution of inflight entertainment 
programs. As a leading provider of tailored, engaging video 
content for airline passengers, IFP has implemented the 
Signiant solutions as part of a broader effort to reduce, and 
eventually eliminate, tape from its digital production and 

distribution workflows. 
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College Venue Renovation Preview, Part 2 
by Karen Hogan 

As college football season approached, venues across the 
country were hurriedly preparing for opening day. From new 
scoreboards and revamped control rooms to full-fledged 
renovations and retrofits, SVG has college football venues 
covered. Part 2 of College Venue Renovation Preview 
features TCU, LSU, University of South Carolina, and 
Washington State University. 

:: 

CBS News, Showtime Sports Team Up on 60 Minutes 
of S ports 

For the first time, original 60 Minutes segments will appear 
on a cable network under a new agreement between 60 
Minutes and Showtime Sports. 60 Minutes of Sports, a new 
sports news magazine show from the producers of the iconic 
news program, will debut in November on Showtime, the 
CBS-owned premium television network. The unique 
programming partnership was announced today by CBS 
News Chairman and 60 Minutes Executive Producer Jeff 
Fager and Stephen Espinoza, the Executive Vice President 
and General Manager, Showtime Sports. 

ESPN, CBF Launch Copa do Brasil Under-20 
Tournament; ESPN To Air Exclusively 

ESPN, in alliance with the CBF (Confedera~o Brasileira de 
Futebol/Brazilian Football Confederation) andSportPromotion, 
has established the first ever Copa do Brasil Under-20 
tournament. The inaugural edition, a 32-team knockout 
competition, will take place from October 2 to December 15, 
2012. ESPN also has the exclusive rights to the competition 
in Brazil through 2016 and will air 20 live and exclusive 
matches of the 2012 version= 

DirecTV Drops GolTV After Loss of La Liga 
by TVNewsCheck 

Direc-[M dropped GolTV yesterday following the network’s 
loss of rights to Spain’s La Liga soccer league. GolTV had 
held La Liga rights since the 2004-2005 season, when it 
took over from Fox. It sublicensed some games to ESPN 
Deportes and ESPN3.com. DirecTV last month started 
broadcasting beIN Sport, the AI Jazeera=owned network 
that has bought U.S. rights to La Liga, Italy’s Serie A and 
France’s Ligue 1. 

Is the No-Huddle Offense Ruining the NFL on TV? 
by The Wall Street Journal 

This season, the NFL’s best teams are embracing the same 
theory when it comes to scoring points: If you run your 
offense at a freakishly fast pace, and don’t bother breaking 
for a huddle, the other team’s defense will get so exhausted 
and confused that it won’t be able to stop you. As offensive 
statistics continue to soar, most NFL fans seem quite 
content with this new arrangement. But there is one 
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important constituency in the football business that isn’t 
celebrating: television. 
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Panasonic To Deliver New P2 HD Shoulder-Mount 
Camcorder 

At TBC, Panasonic announced that its new AG-HPX600 P2 
HD shoulder-mount camcorder with 10-bit, 4:2:2 AVC-Intra 
recording will deliver this month at a suggested list price of 
$14,950. The AG-HPX600 combines high cost-performance, 
easy operation, expandability, and a future-proof design to 
meet needs in a wide range of uses, from image production 
to broadcasting and sports. 

Vizrt Unveils Virtual SIoMo, Latest in 3D Sports 
Analysis 

Vizrt Ltd. unveiled, for the first time at IBC, a solution to 
synthesize high-speed sports footage from standard-rate IV 
cameras. The image-based solution is running within Libero 
Highlight, Vizrt’s best-of=breed 3D sports analysis system. 
The Virtual SloMo effect can be applied to any available 
television camera feed and, hence, offers completely new 
flexibility to create high-speed, high=quality footage for 
sports replay and analysis, not only from your OB van, but 
also from your studio environment. 

JVC Develops 4K 84-inch LCD Monitors 

JVC Professional Products Company, a division of JVC 
Americas Corp., announced two new ProV~rit~ 4K 84-inch 

LCD monitors, the PS-840UD Professional Series monitor for 
commercial installations and the RS-840UD Reference Series 
monitor for CEDIA custom installation. With a native screen 

resolution of 3840x2160, four times the resolution of full HD, 
the new models are professional-grade 4K LCD monitors. 

Sennheiser Releases New Shotgun Microphone for 
Video Journalists 

The new MKE 600 shotgun microphone from audio specialist 
Sennheiser provides video journalists with a microphone that 
can master even the toughest video sound challenges. Its 
high level of directivity ensures that it picks up sound from 
the camera direction with minimal background noise. The 
switchable low-cut filter makes sure that handling and wind 
noise is also minimized. 

White Sands Engineering Tapped for Cisco Router 

When Cisco called White Sands Engineering looking for a 
cabling solution for their new high=density router, White 
Sands developed connectors, cables, and cabling kits that 
simplified the router installation= According to White Sands, 
Cisco liked them so much they standardized on them and 
also incorporated White Sands’ kits in new products. And 
when the need for better shielding arose, White Sands 
developed a complementary line of quad shield cabling kits. 

Arbitron, comScore Develop Multi-Platform 
Measurement with ESPN in Tow 

Arbitron Inc. and comScore announced an agreement to 
develop a five-platform measurement initiative that would 
provide a view of changing consumption of video, audio, and 
display content across radio, television, PCs, smartphones, 
and tablets. ESPN, which has been an industry leader in the 
adoption and development of cross-platform audience 
research through its ESPN XP initiative, will collaborate on 
the design of this initiative as its charter client. 

MLB PrePlay App Lets You Score for Predicting 
Action 
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by TechNewsDaily 

If you think watching baseball on TV is boring, or if you find 
your mind wandering during a long inning, the free lOS app 
MLB PrePlay will keep you engaged from the first pitch to 
the last. You don’t just watch - you compete against others 
to see who can earn the most points for correctly predicting 
what will happen next. 

Nintendo Wii U Adds TV, Video for November Launch 
by Reuters 

Nintendo Co’s "Wii U", packed with innovative TV and video 

features, will hit U.S. store shelves on November 18 as it 
plays catch-up with Microsoft and Sony and aims to lure 
gamers back from the Internet and mobile devices. The first 
Nintendo home console in six years will allow users to make 
personal TV and video programming lists and record shows 
through TiVo and other digital recording services. 

Nielsen To Extend Metrics To Mobile, Online Ratings 
’Accu rate’ 
by MediaPost 

A top Nielsen executive said the company is looking to 
extend its measurement capabilities for mobile devices to 
include apps, which would join tracking Web browsing on 
tablets and smartphones. Steve Hasker, the president of 
global media products, said Wednesday that Nielsen is 
making a significant investment in that arena, but a rollout 
will be slow. 

Multiscreen TV-Tablet Viewing Soars 
by MediaPost 

More evidence grows over multi-tasking multiscreen viewing. 

Almost two-thirds of tablet owners, 63%, watch -IV while 
using their tablets, per a study from GfK MRI. The research 
says this is significantly more than any other activity done 
concurrent with tablet usage. Overall, 41% of tablet owners’ 
total TV viewing time come from this type of two-screen 
viewing. 

iPhone 5 Sales Exhaust Initial Supply, Trip Up 
Servers 
by CNET 

The iPhone 5 hiccuped onto the market, taking down several 
online stores and quickly selling out the first supply of       i 
Apple’s new smartphone. Initial stock from Apple for release i 
day delivery sold out in less than an hour. Those looking to i 
purchase the phone just after 1 a.m. PT discovered new     i 
orders from Apple’s online site had estimated shipping times 
of "2 weeks" instead of the original "delivers by" September i 
21 message. 

Campus Clips: Fox Sports Signs Content Deals with 

Texas Tech, TCU; Santa Clara’s EYEBRONCO 
Network Puts Student-Athletes Behind the Mic 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 

Following the announcement of its deal with Oklahoma, Fox 
Sports continued to make the Big 12 rounds announcing 
broadcast rights deals with both Texas Tech and TCU. 
Santa Clara is using student-athletes as hosts and sideline 
reporters during broadcasts on its EYEBRONCO Network. 

A Texas-Sized Gap in Football Revenue 
by The Wail Street Journal 

If unranked Ole Miss upsets No. 14 Texas this Saturday, it 
will be a major upset. But no matter the result on the 
football field, the Longhorns will still have this on the Rebels: 
They will be $60.5 million richer. 
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WimTV Offers New Way to Monetize Sports Events 
Online 
by Roberto Landini, Italian Correspondent 

Centuries of history have taught many ways to monetize 
events offline. And there are many ways to monetise large 

events online. However, online monetization of medium to 
small events is often a challenge: an in-house service has 
high setup and maintenance costs, administrative costs of 
managing payment collection may eat significantly into the 
revenues, and, more than anything else, it can be difficult 
to create trust between parties involved in event 
organisation and distribution. 

BSkyB and BT Scrum for European Club Rugby 

Rights 
by The Guardian 

BT and BSkyB are on opposing sides in a battle over the 
future participation of top English rugby union clubs in the 
Heineken Cup. The conflict over Europe’s premier club rugby 
union competition marks a significant escalation in BT’s 
challenge to Sky’s 20-year dominance of UK pay=lV sports i 
rights, after the telecoms company snatched a share of live 
Premier League football matches earlier in 2012. 

Adtec Digital Celebrates 27th Anniversary 

For the past 27 years, Nashville, TN-based Adtec Digital has 
provided hardware and software broadcast solutions for 

contribution, distribution, studio, commercial insertion, and 
professional video playback applications. [ncorporated on 
September 12, 1985, Adtec has set its sights on developing 
equipment and solutions that serve the global broadcast and 
professional audio-visual markets. 

NVIDIA Invites Presentations for GPU Technology 
Conference 

NVIDTA invites submissions for presentations for the GPU 
Technology Conference (GTC) 2013, a premier event 
showcasing the transformative power of GPU computing. 
The flagship in NVIDIA’s global series of events, GTC 2013 
enables developers, computational researchers, engineers, 

scientists, and IT directors to share their latest advances 
and breakthroughs with thousands of influential figures and 
technology luminaries from more than 40 nations around the 
world. 

SES Government Solutions Awarded Custom 
Satellite Contract by U.S. 

SES Government Solutions (SES-GS) has extended the 
means by which the U.S. Government can access their 
global satellite fleet and custom network solutions 
capabilities and has been awarded a Custom SATCOM 

Solutions (CS2) contract. 

Esteves: TWC A Reluctant RSN Owner 
by Multichannel News 

With the launch of its Los Angeles regional sports networks 
- Time Warner Sports Net and the Spanish-language Time 
Warner Desportes = only a few weeks away, Time Warner 
Cable chief financial officer Irene Esteves told an audience 
at an investor conference that keeping costs down was the 
main driver for starting the network. 

Disney: More Affiliate Fee Headroom for ESPN 
by Multichannel News 
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Walt Disney Co., chief financial officer Jay Rasulo said he 
was confident about the affiliate fee growth prospects for 
its ESPN sports brand, even as multichannel video service 
providers continue to push back against higher programming 
costs. ESPN is traditionally the highest-priced cable network 
- according to SNL Kagan estimates it receives an average 
monthly affiliate fee of $4.76 per subscriber per month. 

CBS to Collect $1 Billion a Year in Distribution Fees 
by 2016 
by Los Angeles Times 

The amount of money broadcast networks are collecting 
from both pay-TV distributors and their own affiliate 
stations for their content is growing faster than Wall Street 
had anticipated. In a new report, Sanford C. Bernstein 
analyst Todd Juenger said CBS is anticipating revenue of $1 
billion in 2016 from retransmission consent fees from cable 
and satellite operators and their own affiliates. If the 
networks can argue that their content is worth so much to 
MVPDs, then the NFL and big content producers can 
counter that they need a big cut of that pie. 

Channel Change: Nielsen Grapples with New TV 
World 
by New York Post 

The traditional television universe shrank for a second 
straight year, with the number of American TV households 
falling to the lowest level since the 1970s, according to 
ratings giant Nielsen. TV penetration stands at 95.8 percent 
of households, down from a high of 99 percent two years 
ago. Last year, Nielsen recorded the first such drop in IV 
households = defined as those with at least one TV set that 
receives signals via cable, satellite or old-fashioned rabbit 
ears. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 8:54 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: 2011 Martin Luther King, Jr. Day for Service 

To our fellow Carolina Community members: 

Carolina R.O.C.T.S. (Rejuvenating Our Community Trough Service) will 
sponsor UNC’s 10th annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Day for Service. This 
day-of-service opportunity allows individuals and groups to participate 
in service projects at various locations in the Chapel Hill/Carrboro 
area. Volunteers will have the opportunity to make a difference in the 
community by participating 
in this great service event. 

For date and schedule, or to learn more about Carolina R.O.C.T.S. and 
register for the event, please go to our website at www.tmc.edu/rocts. 
Registration opens November 23, 2010. Service project assignments are on 
a first-come, first-served basis. If you have any questions concerning 
registration or the event, please contact Jonathan Sanchez at 
jdsanche@email.tmc.edu or Brittany Johnson at j ohnsob 1 @email.unc.edu 

Please forward this message to members of your respective organizations 
who are not at Carolina and print out copies for those who do not have 
access to a computer. 

"Everybody can be great, because anybody can serve. You don’t have to 
have a college degree to serve. You don’t have to make your subject and 
verb agree to serve. You only need a heart full of grace, a soul 
generated by love." -Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 

Thanks in advance for your participation, 
Carolina R.O.C.T.S Planning Committee 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina R.O.C.T.S. 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 9:18 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Helicopter Flyover - Va Tech Football Game 

A Sikorsky CH-53E Super Stallion helicopter fly over is scheduled prior 
to the Virginia Tech football game on Saturday, November 13th 
(approximately 1 minute before kickoff, 3:30 pm). There will be two (2) 
helicopters involved and the lead pilot for the fly over is Captain Joe 
Elseroad a 2003 UNC graduate. Practice runs will be made on Friday, 
Nov. 12th between between 12:30pm-2:30pm. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Athletics 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"no_reply@unc.edu" <no_reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 14, 2010 7:21 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Notification of Update to Application Information 

Dear Corey L Holliday: 

This is notification that James Sams has updated their application information or added/updated documents for the following EPA 
recruitment: 

Recruitment ID: 2500436 
Position Title: Assistant Coach 
Department: Ath Football Office 

Please share this information with members of the Search Committee. 

ff you have questions, please contact the University’s Equal Employment Opportunity Office at (919) 966-3576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 10:23 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Mind Playing Tricks on You? 

The UNC Department of Psychiatry is conducting a research study to find 
out more about mental illness. If you have had any of the following 
symptoms in the past few months, are between 12-35 years old, and have 
not been diagnosed with bipolar illness or psychosis, you may be 
eligible to participate in a study in the Prime Research Program. You 
may be eligible to receive free study related medical evaluations and 
monetary compensation. 

* Have you noticed frequent and confusing coincidences? 
* Are you worried that others are talking about you or laughing at you? 
* Do you think that others are trying to hurt you? 
* Do you have trouble thinking or concentrating? 
* Would you rather be alone than with friends? 
* Sometimes when you hear something do you mistake it for something it’s 
not? How about something you smell or see? 

Do you have a family member with a psychotic illness such as 
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder and are having recent troubles 
with school, work, or friends? 

Visit us at our website www.PRIME.unc.edu and click on ’Simple Survey’ 

The Project is funded by the National Institute of Mental Health 

08-1448 
September 23, 2010 
Committee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects 
The BioMedical IRB 
University of North Carolina 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at h tt~Z1my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<aspire@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 8:41 PM 

aspire@unc.edu; cholliday@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Does your child have excessive energy, irritability and mood 
swings? 

Does your child have excessive energy, irritability and mood swings? If 
so, these might be symptoms of bipolar disorder. The ASPIRE Research 
Program at UNC-Chapel Hill’s Department of Psychiatry is looking for 
children ages 7 to 17 to participate in a research study about bipolar 
disorder. If you think your child has bipolar disorder or if your child 
has already been diagnosed with bipolar disorder, he or she might be 
eligible to participate in a research study about the treatment of this 
condition. 

This research study will help us learn about the study medication 
(lithium) in the treatment of children and adolescents with bipolar 
disorder. This medication was chosen because it has been shown to be 
useful in the treatment of bipolar disorder in adults. 

The following are provided at no cost: 
* comprehensive diagnostic assessment at the beginning of the study 
* study medication 
* study related psychiatric care 
* appointments with a child psychiatrist 

ff you think this study may be appropriate for your child, please 
contact us. We are happy to tell you more about our program and answer 
any questions. Please call the ASPIRE Research Hotline (1-800-708-0048) 
or email us at aspire@unc.edu. 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on July 19, 2010 for 
IRB #10-0254 "A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo Controlled Study of 
the Efficacy of Lithium for the Treatment of Pediatric Mania followed by 
an Open Label Long-Term Safety Period, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled 
Discontinuation Phase, and Open Label Restabilization Period (COLT study 
2-Collaborative Lithium Trial study 2)" 
Principal Investigator: Lin Sikich, MD 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<benefits@unc. edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 8:59 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Carolina Holiday Blood Drive 

FROM: Carolina Blood Drive Committee 

During the holidays, blood donations typically decrease, yet the demand 
for blood at health facilities in our region does not. Students who 
donate regularly are away from UNC. 

So this year celebrate the holidays by giving the gift of life to 
someone in need in our area. University and community residents are all 
invited to this year’s holiday edition of the Carolina Blood Drive, from 
7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Dec. 14 in Woollen Gym off South Road. 

The drive goal is 400 units; last year 408 were collected. Time at the 
drive is considered work time if a supervisor has given permission. 

Parking will be free on the fourth and fifth levels of the Cobb Deck, 
accessible from the driveway to the Center for Dramatic Art off Country 
Club Road. 

Besides the feel-good buzz from a good deed done, you’ll get free food 
afterward, a free t-shirt from the American Red Cross and a chance to 
win airline tickets. Food will include sausage biscuits, Krispy Kreme 
doughnuts, pizza and barbecue sandwiches, served with juices, water, 
sweet tea and soft drinks. 

Walk-ins will be welcome, but appointments are recommended. Visit 
~:iiwww.unc.edmMoodi or dial 962-5663, extension 229, for details 
and to register. 

This email is sponsored by Human Resources, Athletics, a committee from 
across campus and the American Red Cross. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 2:49 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Blackberry emails 

Until 3:30. I have a doctor’s appt at 4PM 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corey Holliday 
To: Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 11/18/2010 2:31:10 PM 
Subject: Re: Blackberry emails 

I have pulled the battery already 4 times today trying to restart the emails to no success. How long will you be around this afternoon? 

>>> Kent Pennington 11/18/2010 1: 36 PM >>> 
if powering it off does not work, you would need to bring it to my office to get it reconnected. 

>>> Corey Holliday Thursday, November 18, 2010 >>> 
Kent, 
When can I expect to start getting emails again on my Blackberry? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:15 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Test 

Test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:16 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Test2 

Test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 8:46 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Administrative Review of Dr. Donna Bickford, Director of the 
Carolina Womens Ce 

FROM: Carol Tresolini, Associate Provost for Academic Initiatives 

November 18, 2010 

RE: Administrative Review of Dr. Donna Bickford, Director of the 
Carolina Women’s Center 

On behalf of the committee appointed to review the performance of Dr. 
Donna Bickford, Director of the Carolina Women’s Center, I am pleased to 
invite your participation in the review process. 

The committee is being chaired by Dr. Ruth Walden. Director, Center for 
Faculty Excellences and Professor, School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication Other members include: Phil Berke, Associate Director, 
Institute for Environment and Professor, City and Regional Planning: 
Demi Brown, Assistant Dean, Student Affairs, Jan Boxill, Director, Parr 
Center and Professor, Philosophy, Barbara Osborne, Professor, Exercise 
and Sport Science and Kendra Cotton, Community-Campus Partnership, 
School of Government. 

As required by University regulations, the Provost has requested a 
review of Dr. Bickford’s performance as Director of the Carolina Women’s 
Center over the last five years. Areas for review include vision, 
long-range planning, day-to-day management of the Center, and leadership 
in actualizing the ideals and goals of the Center. The committee 
invites your comments on these and related issues. It is important for 
the committee to learn how Dr. Bickford’s performance as Director is 
viewed by students, staff, and faculty at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

We encourage you to contribute to this review in the following different 
ways: 

1. The committee has scheduled an open session to receive comments. 

December 2 - 1:00 - 3:00 - 307 South Building 

ff you wish to meet with the committee, please contact Debbie Stevenson 
in the Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
(debbie_stevenson@unc.edu or 962-7882), and she will schedule a specific 
time (usually about 10-15 minutes)within that time period. 
All request should be received no later than November 26th. 

Note that while all comments during these sessions will be kept strictly 
confidential, a master list of attendees will be kept as part of Dr. 
Bickford’s personnel file. 

2. You may provide written comments to the chair or other committee 
members. The review committee will treat your comments as strictly 
confidential. By law, all written communication - whether on paper or 
by email - becomes a confidential part of personnel file. As such, 
comments are open to examination by her. University regulations 



prohibit considerations of anonymous letters in the review process. 
written comments should be sent to: Dr. Ruth Walden c/o Debbie 
Stevenson, 104 South Building, CB # 3000, or by emailing 
debbie_stevenson@unc.edu 

All 

3. You may telephone or meet privately in person with committee 
members. Oral communications (by telephone or in person) and the 
committee’s notes generated from these conversations do not become part 
of Ms. Hug’s personnel file but may be reflected in the committee’s 
report without identifiers. 

The deadline for submitting comments regarding Dr. Bickford’s 
performance to the committee is December 17, 2010. Thank you very much 
for your help in this important task. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of te Executive Vice Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:58 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares 

TO: Faculty & Staff 

FROM: Chancellor Holden Thorp 

As we continue this year’s Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares charitable 
giving campaign, we need your continued support and participation more 
than ever to reach our goals. We hope to involve more than 30 percent of 
our employees and raise at least $825,000. We are off to an excellent 
start -- in both employee participation and dollars raised, we are well 
ahead of last year. However, to ensure that everyone has the opportunity 
to become involved, we have decided to extend the campaign through Dec. 
16. 

Our gifts are more important than ever. Just as Carolina empowers 
students through an excellent education, the Carolina Cares, Carolina 
Shares campaign empowers participating charitable organizations by 
providing critical financial support. As funding for social programs 
continues to be cut, especially in the current economic downturn, our 
contributions mean more for those in need. 

During the next few weeks, I’m asking for the support of all faculty and 
staff to make this a record-setting campaign. Your contribution, no 
matter its size, will make a significant difference. Even a one-dollar 
donation has an impact on the life of someone in our community. Help 
spread the campaign message around your office and encourage others to 
participate, at any level. Together we can make a difference. 

I know the great things we can achieve when we put our minds and hearts 
to a task. Let’s show how Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares! 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at h tt~Z/my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 8:21 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Research study about people with allergic rhinitis (hay fever) and 
flu vaccine. 

People with allergic rhinitis often have symptoms of sneezing, runny or 
stuffy nose, post nasal drip, scratchy or itchy throat or itchy nose or 
ears. The purpose of this study is determine if individuals with these 
kinds of symptoms have increased inflammatory responses to flu virus 
following exposure to diesel exhaust as compared to individuals who are 
exposed to plain air. Volunteers will be exposed for 2 hours to either 
diesel exhaust or plain air inside a chamber for two hours. One hour 
after exposure an FDA approved influenza vaccine called 
FluMist will be administered as a nasal spray. Volunteers 
must be healthy people with allergies, ages 18 to 45. There are a total 
of 6 visits, over 5 to 7 weeks. If all visits are kept and procedures 
completed the study pays $405. Please see www.epastudies.org. 

Approved September 23, 2010, by the Office of Human Research Ethics 
Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB # 07-1064: Effects of diesel 
exhaust particles on influenza-induced nasal inflammation in allergic 
rhinitics and non-allergic individuals. This email is sponsored by: U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency Human Studies Division, and the UNC 
Center for Environmental Medicine, Asthma, and Lung Biology, located on 
the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Environmental Medicine, Asthma 
and Lung Biology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:i/m},.tmc.cdt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 8:27 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Review of Dr. Donna Bickford, Director of the Carolina Womens 
Center 

FROM: Carol Tresolini, Associate Provost for Academic Initiatives 

November 22, 2010 

RE: Administrative Review of Dr. Donna Bickford, Director of the 
Carolina Women’s Center 

Please note the correction in the text of this email concerning 
retention of the comments in the files. 

On behalf of the committee appointed to review the performance of Dr. 
Donna Bickford, Director of the Carolina Women’s Center, I am pleased to 
invite your participation in the review process. 

The committee is being chaired by Dr. Ruth Walden. Director, Center for 
Faculty Excellences and Professor, School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication Other members include: Phil Berke, Associate Director, 
Institute for Environment and Professor, City and Regional Planning: 
Demi Brown, Assistant Dean, Student Affairs, Jan Boxill, Director, Parr 
Center and Professor, Philosophy, Barbara Osborne, Professor, Exercise 
and Sport Science and Kendra Cotton, Community-Campus Partnership, 
School of Government. 

As required by University regulations, the Provost has requested a 
review of Dr. Bickford’s performance as Director of the Carolina Women’s 
Center over the last five years. Areas for review include vision, 
long-range planning, day-to-day management of the Center, and leadership 
in actualizing the ideals and goals of the Center. The committee 
invites your comments on these and related issues. It is important for 
the committee to learn how Dr. Bickford’s performance as Director is 
viewed by students, staff, and faculty at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

We encourage you to contribute to this review in the following different 
ways: 

1. The committee has scheduled an open session to receive comments. 

December 2 - 1:00 - 3:00 - 307 South Building 

ff you wish to meet with the committee, please contact Debbie Stevenson 
in the Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
(debbie_stevenson@unc.edu or 962-7882), and she will schedule a specific 
time (usually about 10-15 minutes)within that time period. 
All requests should be received no later than November 26th. 

Note that while all comments during these sessions will be kept strictly 
confidential, a master list of attendees will be kept as part of Dr. 
Bickford’s personnel file. 

2. You may provide written comments to the chair or other committee 
members. The review committee will treat your comments as strictly 
confidential. By law, all written communication - whether on paper or 
by email - becomes a confidential part of personnel file. As such, 
comments are open to examination by her. University regulations 



prohibit considerations of anonymous letters in the review process. 
written comments should be sent to: Dr. Ruth Walden c/o Debbie 
Stevenson, 104 South Building, CB # 3000, or by emailing 
debbie_stevenson@unc.edu 

All 

3. You may telephone or meet privately in person with committee 
members. Oral communications (by telephone or in person) and the 
committee’s notes generated from these conversations do not become part 
of Dr. Bickford’s personnel file but may be reflected in the committee’s 
report without identifiers. 

The deadline for submitting comments regarding Dr. Bickford’s 
performance to the committee is December 17, 2010. Thank you very much 
for your help in this important task. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of te Executive Vice Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 9:40 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Book Drive for Pediatric Cancer Patients at UNC 

The 2010 Book Drive for Pediatric Cancer Patients at UNC is now 
underway. Several UNC departments and organizations are sponsoring the 

book drive to benefit the Book Fairy, an organization that donates 
children’s books to the Pediatric Oncology Clinic at UNC Hospitals. 

All new or gently-used books for ages one through mid-teen are welcome. 
The need is especially great for English and Spanish-language board 
books, the sturdy picture books that can withstand repeated use by very 
young children. 

Book drive organizers have created a list of suggested titles 
~:/iwww.libmr~comicatal            , but will gladly accept 
all new or gently-used children’s books. Additionally, the Bull’s Head 
Bookshop is offering a 25% discount for book drive donations. Just 
mention "Book Fairy" at the time of purchase. 

There are several convenient campus drop-off locations: 

* Davis Library lobby 
* Undergraduate Library lobby 
* Wilson Library lobby 

* Health Sciences Library 

* Law Library 

* School of Information and Library Science, Manning Hall lobby 
* School of Education, Peabody Hall, Student Affairs Office lobby, 1st 
floor 
* School of Social Work, Tate-Turner-Kuralt Building lobby 

Friends of the Library will wrap up the drive by accepting donated books 
at its annual Winter Stories Thursday, Dec. 9, at 5 p.m., in the lobby 
of Wilson Library. The program is free and open to the public. 

For information about the book drive, please visit 
or contact Katelyn Ander, 

Undergraduate Library, at 962-2559. 

This email is sponsored by: University Library 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kira]y@stx~rtsboard-mn.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 4:06 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Replace the Packet with an iPad at ECNL San Diego 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii                                               iiiiix~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Streamline your Recruiting Process - Go 

, Papefless at ECNL San Diego 
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recruiting board I I Organize playe,’~ into color-coded pool~ and ouetom catego~ie~ ’ ’          I I 
~- Croat~ and oee yo~r own ooetomi~od mode, to o~s,oate ptayere 

-Work omine on th~ ~eld I I 
-. Advanced game search functionality I I 
i Cu,atom player pools,,,i, prio~itU.e athlete~ or, the field I I 

~i Watchdist players’ games highlighted 

: oync data t.o cloud when back onhne 
[ I i R~n repo~ to organize and manage notee I I 

i Expo~ notee to E×oel by player pool 
Import data rote compliance so~uare 

MeFarlsne snd I’.i, be at EO.L in ~an Oie0o available to aeeiet I I 
!n any way, Give us a shout to subscribe or get a free triaf today, or text 

~,41 ~.2., 4.2468, or dauk ,41 o,84., .o66~ ) from the fields. Look 

forward to seeing you there! 

Cheers, 

;Jack Dagley 

SportsBoard 

Mobile Player Assessment SOfLltiOnS - Go I:)apel’less!’’ 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aleahyatt@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

aleah~att@gmafl.com 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:29 PlVl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

San Diego event 

Hi Chris and Anson, 

I briefly spoke to/M~son today about myself and my interest in UNC. I play for Vince Thomas on the Eagles U15 ECNL squad. I know I am only a freslmaan but I 

have been veu interested in UNC for awhile. I am hoping to make it out to camp this year as well as get you guys to watch me play. I am playing this weekend at the 

San Diego event. Anson mentioned Chris and another recruiter being there so I hope you guys cma make it to one of my games. Here is my schedule: 

Sat Apr 12 9:15 am Eagles Soccer Club ECNL U15 vs FC Nova ECNL U15 San Diego Polo Club #17 

Sun Apr 13 12:45 pm Eagles Soccer Club ECNL U15 vs MVLA ECNL U15 San Diego Polo Club #01 

Mon Apr 14 12:00 pm Crossfire Premier ECNL UI 5 vs Eagles Soccer Club ECNL UI 5 San Diego Polo Club #11 

I will keep in touch, 

Alea 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirst net > 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Club General Manager’s Message 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings, Carolina Club Members! 

If you were waiting for that one Saturday to come into Chapel Hill, drive through 
campus, get that awesome feeling that wraps you up when the campus is alive with 
great activities and the sounds of spring sporting events and you’ve been longing to say 
"spring is finally here!", this coming weekend is the one you’ve been waiting for! 

Listed below are some events and activities taking place on campus this Saturday, 
noting event times and locations. My Weather Channel app is saying Saturday will be a 
high of 75 degrees and prediction for a beautiful classic Carolina blue sky. 

Spring football game at 3pm (Kenan Stadium) 
Baseball game vs. Wake Forest at 6pm (Boshamer Stadium) 
UNC Science Expo along Cameron Avenue - 10am - 3pm 
Playmakers Presents Stephen Sondheim’s ASSASSINS at 2pm & 7:30pm 
Diaries, Dreams & Desires: Anne Frank And Jewish Private Life presented by Program 
in the Humanities. (UNC-Chapel Hill Center for School Leadership Development, located 
at the Friday Center) 
The UNC South Asia Film Festival at UNC: "Padosan" (Lady Neighbor) - 6-gpm (FedEx 
Global Education Cente0 
Scholarship Benefit Concert - Carolina Choir and UNC Chamber Singers: Water Colors - 
8pm (Memorial Hall) 

It’s a great time to be at Carolina! The Club will open at 11am on Saturday should you 
need a place to rest, relax, get a cool beverage or something to eat before, between or 
after your travels through campus. 

This Saturday, come on back and enjoy another awesome Carolina weekend! 

Cheers! 
J.R. 

Important Reminders: 

One of the things we enjoy most here at The Carolina Club is the opportunity to work 
with our friends on the UNC campus and in the Chapel Hill community. This month, we 
are pleased to host some very special community programs and we hope you’ll join us 
in support of these extraordinary ventures. 

Nourish UNC: The Kenya Project 
UNC Student Musical Groups in Concert in Alumni Hall at The Carolina Club 
Thursday, April 17 J 7pro I Students: $5 J Adults: $18 
All proceeds from this special performance will benefit UNC students traveling to Kenya 
this summer to bring music education to underprivileged children. 

An Open Dialogue on Autism 
Tuesday, April 29 I 4pm I Alumni Hall at The Carolina Club I Complimentary 
Admission 
In observance of Autism Awareness Month, The Carolina Club is hosting a panel 
discussion and reception. Our distinguished panel will be moderated by broadcaster 
and author Dwayne Ballen and will include Dr. Joseph Piven; Thomas E. Castelloe 
Distinguished Professor of Psychiatry, Pediatrics and Psychology and Founding 
Director, Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities 

Easter Brunch 
Sunday, April 20 
Hippity Hoppity, Easter’s on its way and our popular Easter Brunch is filling up fast. 
Give us a call today to make your reservations as we have limited space remaining. 

John Rodriguez 
General Manager 
The Carolina Club at UNC 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
Direct Line: 919. 962.3802 
john.redriguez@eurclub.cem 
Fax: 919.962.1635 
Carolina Club 919.962.1101 
www.carolina-clu b.com 
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We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Team <iSoccer_Team@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:30 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Know any parent coaches? This mobile app makes soccer practice easy! 

E :’: ;: :=:= d ~: e ::~ :t := :::: ==~ :i i~1i ? !i =.:! :!!i!:!i 

:i~:i Download on theAPP STORE 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, "Unsubscribe" by clicking on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iSoccer Team <iSoccer_Team@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:45 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Know any parent coaches? This mobile app makes soccer practice easy! 

E :’: ;: :=:= d ~: e ::~ :t := :::: ==~ :i i~1i ? !i =.:! :!!i!:!i 

:i~:i Download on theAPP STORE 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, "Unsubscribe" by clicking on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc 

1187 Oak St 

San Francisco, California 94117 

US 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fivebuclcs@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

fivebucks@mindspring.com 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ashley Bcuk 2016 Grad - Attending San Diego ECNL National Event 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Ashley Buck, I would like to invite you to come and watch me at the San Diego National Event. 

I am a 2016 graduate from Sandy, UT attending Juan Diego Catholic HS with a 3.96 GPA. This semester I am the recipient of the 2013-2014 Juan Diego Catholic 

High School Mathematics Department Award for F~-;cellence in Geomet~. This award is only given to one high ~hool student per year. 

I play for Utah Avalanche Club on their U16 ECNL team. My primary position is center/at’tacking mid, my ~condary position this year has been defensive mid and I 

also take all the set-pieces. In the past 2 years my secondary position has been center back and tbn~’ard. My Avalanche Head Coach Gabe Smart says "she can play 

me anywhere and I will do well". 

I understand that you or one of your statt’may be attending the ECNL National Event in San Diego, California. My Avalanche ECNL U 16 teanl roll be attending this 

ECNL event and I would like for you to take a look at me. I roll be playing center/attacking mid and wearing #9. 

Here is my tournament schedule and all games roll be played at the San Diego Polo Club Complex. 

Saturday, Apr. 12 Game 1610224, Field # 15 @ 1:15 PM, Arsenal FC vs. Utah Avalanche ECNL U 16 

Sunday, Apr. 13 Game 1610239, Field #10 @ 12:45 PM, Intemafionals SC vs. Utah Avalanche ECNL UI 6 

Monday, Apr. 14 Game 1610267, Field #05 @ 1:10 PM, Scorpions SC vs. Utah Avalanche ECNL U16 

I would like to taJ~e a minute and reintroduce myself to you. I am 5’-6", 110 lbs and not yet finished growing (I mn a late bloomer). I am a highly technical player with 

speed and a high soccer IQ. Because of my s~le of play and the exceptional higher educational opportunities offered at the Universi~ of North Carolina I am very 

interested in your progranl and the university. 

If you axe looking for a tactically sound player who hasn’t reached her full potential and will conti~me to grow stronger physical155 mentaJl~; techilically and tactically 
through their college career. I am that player. 

If you axe looking for a player that can play both ends of the field "box to box". I mn that player. 

If you are looking tbr an individual who has good time management skills, Mao is motivated to make good grades mad you don’t have to worry about. I am that 

individual. 

I want to pass along some quotes them college coaches describing my abilities. 

WCC coach commented after their ID Camp ’X/ou axe not a flashy player raN1 your last pass". 

PAC 12 coach commented after a tournament to my coach that "She has very clean footwork". 

Big Sky coach commented during an unofficial college visit that "She is the most technical player in Utah". 

97 Utah ODP coach stated that "She has the strongest left foot and the strongest technical player on the field". 

An opposing high school coach commented that I am "gmne changer". 

2013 ECNL Season 

I wanted to taJ<e a minute and let you know how my 2013 ECNL season turned out. I finished the season with 6 goals and 9 assists. During the season I played center 

back for 6 games, center/attacldng mid tbr 6 games, forward for 3 games and took all the set-pieces. Avalanche Head Coach Gabe Smart recently stated that "I can 

play Ashley an~vhere on the field and I will do well". 

2013 High School Season 

I wanted to take a minute and let you know how my 2013 varsity high school season turned out. As a center mid I finished the 2013 Varsity- Juan Diego High School 

soccer season with 9 goals and 6 assists in 9 gmnes. I lead my team in points 2012 and 2013 with 24 points and tied tbr number of goals scored in 2013. 

My scoring versatili~ showed by scoring from outside the eighteen (left and right footed), inside the box (left and right tboted), on PKs, on t?ee kicks and bending a 

comer kick in. My 6 assists came t?om thru-balls, free kicks and comers. 

Only playing in 9 out of 19 gmnes due to iniury I was on target to lead the state and conference in points. My play during these 9 games earned me a 2013 All-State 

Team Honorable Mention. 

I am a two time varsiD’ starter as a freshmen and a sophomore who plays attacking midfield and takes all the set-pieces for my high school teanl. 



If you are interested, you can review my player profile on "the NCSA Recruiting Website or contract my club and high school coaches: 

http:i/recruit- match.nc~sports.org/clientrms/protile/profilesummau 

ItS Coach’sName: Simon McFa]l 

HS Coach’s E-Mail: simoImlcfall@j&hs.olg 

HS Coach’s Phone: 801.984.7609 (Work) 

Club Coach’ s Name: Gabe Smart 

Club Coach’s E-Mail: utahavalanche@mac.com (Home) 

Club Coach’s Phone: 801.362.5507 (Cell) 

I am looking forward to talking with you very soon. 

Respectfully, 

Ashley Buck~ 2016 Grad 

801.707.4372 (Cell) 

801.633.6692 (Dad’s Cell) 

fivebucks@mindspfing.com 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kenny.saraJl@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

kenny.sarah@santamaria.wa.edu.au 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Women’s Soccer Program 2016 

To whom it may concern, 

I rash to make inquires about admission into your nniversi~, for the year 2016. 

My name is Sarah Kenny I am a current year 11 student (16 years of age) studying at Smlta Maria College, Perth Western Aufftralia. I rash to find further details on 

your sports scholarship prograJn. 

I love sport including Tennis, Softball, Netball bnt specifically soccer (Football), my accomplishmenLs in soccer axe summaaJsed at follows: 
- Represented Western Australia at the National Youth Outdoor Chmnpionship - 6 times, from 2009 to 2013 (inclusive) (Vice captain) 

- Represented Western Australia at the National Youth Indoor Championship (2009) 

- Current member of the National Training Centre (NTC) progrmn (from 2011-2013) Presently playing in Women State (open) Premier League 

- Current member of IGSSA (Independent Girl School Sporting Association) Touring team to China in April 2014. 

- Previously identified and sponsored by "Nike", as a chosen Athlete. 

I wish to make inquires about attending your college in 2016. Can you assifft me with the following ques~tions. 

1. What does you current scholarship program consist or? 

2. What are the requirements k~ be accepted into your soccer program on a (International) scholarship? 

3. hatbrmation on international student criteria. 

4. I have j ust become a member of the NCSA recrui’anent program. Do you suplyort/recommend this program or do you prefer I correspond with you directly? 

Hoping you can assist me with the above inquiries. 

My contact detail are as follows: 

Sarah Kenny - 0400413221 

Matthew Kenny (Father) - 0437154146 

Kerrilee Kenny (Mother) - 0417172361 

Thank you for you assistance, look forward to your response. 
Best regards, 

Sarah KenW 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nlailer.memfirst.net > 

Monday, April 14, 2014 10:25 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJrolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~i 

Greetings from The Carolina Club, 

What a wonderful weekend we had in Chapel Hill! The campus was buzzing with activity and we were 

thrilled to welcome many Members and Guests into the Club as you enjoyed the gorgeous Carolina Blue 

skies and some Tar Heel camaraderie. 

If you were not able to pick up your Passport in the Club before April 8th, it has now been be mailed to 
your home address. Please be on the look out for it and begin taking advantage of all of the experiences 
your Passport has to offer. You can even use your Passport for a complimentary Holiday Brunch on 
Easter, so give us a call to make your reservations! 

In observance of Autism Awareness Month, The Carolina Club is hosting a panel discussion and 
reception. Our distinguished panel will be moderated by broadcaster and author Dwayne Ballen and will 
include Dr. Joseph Piven; Thomas E. Castelloe Distinguished Professor of Psychiatry, Pediatrics and 
Psychology and Founding Director, Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities. This event is open to 
the entire community so please feel free to share with friends who would like to attend. 

"An Open Dialogue on Autism" 
Tuesday, April 29th 
4pm in Alumni Hall at The Carolina Club 
Complimentary Admission 

We’ll see you in the Club! 
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Tuesday 
BOGO Appetizers & $3 Draft Beer 

Wednesday 
3 Small Plate for $20 & House Wine $3 per Glass 

Power Packed Thursdays 
50% off Dinner & $3 off your favorite Cocktail 

Friday Night Out! 
$29.95 Steak & Lobster Dinner & $2.50 Bottled Beer 

Hump Day Breakfast Buffet 
Every Wednesday morning J 8-10am in the Grill 
For just $5, you will enjoy eggs, grits, bacon, sausage, hash browns, toast, pastry and coffee or tea. 
Wednesday morning has never been better and the Carolina Club is THE place to start your day! 

Chef’s Table Lunch Buffet 
Every Weekday J 11:30am=2pm 
$10 Soup & Salad -Add Chef’s featured hot entree for just $4. 

Complimentary Hors D’oeuvres 
in the Grill 5pm = 7pm Tuesday-Friday 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club, You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <paperlesspost~paperlesspost.com~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Awards Luncheon 

For: Anson Dorrance 

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

SCHOLAR-ATHLETE 
AWARDS LUNCHEON 

View invitation: 
ww-~q.pa perlesspost.comieventsf7230659- 
a5a00839/replies/131271073-582dcf73 

View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the go: Get the iF’ad and 

iPhone app 

UNC Scholar-Athlete Awards Luncheon 
Wednesday, April 30th from 11:30 AM to 1:00 

PM 
Alumni Hall @ George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

106 Stadium Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post maii 

Add paperlesspost@papeilesspost.corrl ~o ?oc;r oddness book to e!;sure you receive aii future emaiis ~roi-r~ Popedess Rest 

h~ you[ irlbox Click heie to stop receivi!;~, emails from P,~perless Post k~ciudh~g ir~vit,~tio!;s or~ cards 

View tile Paperless Post I~L[y_:4cx_I~Z~[[c2£~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <storemews@amazon,com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 4:08 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A W <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"Players First: Coaching...": New Book For You 

Find Great Deals on ~iHions of Items Storewide foilo~ ~,s [] [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

changeup3@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

changeup3@gmail.com 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 12:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer program 

Hi Coach Dorrmlce, Coach Ducar and Coach Pallidino, 

My name is Savanah Rollinson and I am interes~ted in visiting the UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill mad checking out your womeffs soccer program. I am a 

junior at Manteo High School in Manteo, NC. I have a recmifing profile on NCSA. I play forward, but in the past I have played mid field, defensive back, and goalie. 

My middle school coach ,said she could finally retire because she finally had a player that could play any position on the pitch and do it well I roll be attending the UNC 

College Botmd Athletes camp in Chapel ttill on June 21-24, 2014. I am hoping to learn more aleut IYNC and the women’s soccer program. I will also be playing in 

the WISA, Women’s Adidas College Showcase on June 29-July 3, 2014 at Wingate University. I hope that either of you can attend. My recruiting profile is included. I 

look forward to hearing farm you. 

Thank you, 

Savanah Rollinson 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Customer Care <~helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 4:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Happy Easter from ACS Athletics! 

i i~ Easter Image 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Happy Easter from the Team at ACS Athletics! 

As a reminder, our offices will be closed Friday, April 18th; but, as always, our after hours and emergency support 
statt’mll be available to assist your coaches mad staff during tiffs time! 

Thank you for all of your support. We axe looking forward to a great summer with our clients filled with new 

releases, upgrades, and events’. 

Sincerely, 

The Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazonrcom <store-news@amazon.corn> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 3:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

"The Confidence Code: The...": New Book For You 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <digital-no-reply@amazon.com> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 10:52 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of The Confidence Code: The Science and Art of Self-Assurance--What Women Should Know. 

Kindle eBeoks i Your Accoun~ i Amazon,corn 

Order Confirmation 
Order #D01-0042690o9164841 

Hello Anso~ Do~al~ce, 
Thank you for shopping with us. All Kindle content, including books and Kindle active content, that you’ve 

purchased from the Kindle Store is stored in your Kingte tibra~y on Amazon.com. 

View and manage your books from your Kindle library. 

O~de~ Del:~ails 

O rde r #DOl -,0042690°9164841 

The Confidence Code: The Science and Art of Selfo 

/\ssuianee---VVha~ V%~omen Sheuld Know 

8oid by Herpei-Codins Pubiisheis 
Review t?lis it.~r!l 

$15,99 

item Subtotal: $15.99 

Tax Collected: $1.20 

Grand Total: $17.19 

Learn more about Kindle in Help. 

We hope to see you again soon! 

Amazon.corn 

% % 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 11:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: Newman Smith High School, TX 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 160 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.40/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Entail: amm 97@verizon.net 

Notes: Amanda is a 2015 Goalkeeper from Newman Smith High School, 

View Profile 

Molly Litten - 2015 Attacking Central Midfielder, Defensive Midfielder, Forward 

High Schooh Dutchtown High School, LA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 4 

GPA: 4,18/4,00 ACT: 27 SAT: NA 

Email: melsoccerrox4@yahoo.com 

Notes: Molly is a 2015 Attacking Central Midfielder from Dutchtown High 

School, LA. 

View Profile 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: 

Emilie Eckhart - 2015 Goalkeeper 

High Schooh Capital Senior High School, ID 

Height: 6’1" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.50/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: emiJieeckha rt2 l@gmaiJ.com 

Notes: Emilie is a 2015 Goalkeeper from Capital Senior High School, 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

Hope Hyde - Alea Hyatt - Hanna Long... - 

2016 Attacki... 2016 Outside... 2017 Attacki... 2016 Outside,., 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

State: U T State: TX State: CA State: NY 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: Views: 

15 17 13 32 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: Viewed: 

04/09/2014 11/19/2013 04/08/2014 03/28/2014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 



Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a ma~ch? l Jl×ta~e your email p~v~i~rences here, 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 
CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [ http:i/www.ncsasla)rts.org 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 
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this message in error, please noti~ the sender immediately by remm e-mail mid delete all copies.~. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--Mubeorp@nlailer.memfirst.net > 

Monday, April 21, 2014 10:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The Carolina Club - It’s Admini~_rative Prol?essionals Week 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~i 

Greetings from The Carolna Club, 

Thanks to all who joined us for a beautiful Easter Brunch at the Club yesterday. It was a 
gorgeous day and we had so much fun celebrating with our Members and your guests. Look 
for our Easter photo album on Facebook to see the festivities. 

It’s Administrative Professionals Week! All week long we are celebrating those who keep our 
businesses going strong. When you bring your staff to lunch at the Club any day this week, 
we will present a gift to each member of your administrative team. Just call your Club 
Concierge at 919.962.1101 to make your reservation and let us know how many team 
members you are honoring. 

Our 2014 Member Passports have arrived. If you were not able to pick up your Passport in 
the Club before April 8th, it has now been be mailed to your home address. Please be on 
the look out for it and begin taking advantage of all of the experiences your Passport has 
to offer. 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

Administrative Professionals Week 
Monday, April 21 - Friday, 25 I Lunch is served 11:30am-2pm I A la Carte pricing 

Celebrate your staff by treating them to a fabulous lunch! Choose from ourA la Carte 
Menu or Club Table Buffet. The Carolina Club will present a special gift to each member of 
your administrative team. 

Progressive Bridge 
Tuesday, April 22 I 1:30pro 

Hump Day Breakfast Buffet 
Wednesday, April 23 I 8-10am in the Grill I $6 

Business Builders Meeting 
Thursday, April 24 J 7:30am 

Trivia in the Grill 
Thursday, April 24 I 7pm 

Real Estate Forum Lunch 
Friday, April 25 I 11:30am 

Small Production Wine Tasting 
(Passport Event) 
Friday, April 25 I 7pro 

An Open Dialogue on Autism 
Tuesday, April 29 J 4pro J Complimentary 



Pasta with Purpose 
Benefiting Prostate Cancer Research at UNC Lineberger 
Wednesday, April 30 I 5:30-9pm 
Adults - $11 I Kids 6 to 12 - $6 I Children 5 & under complimentary 

The Carolina Club will contribute $10 of the $11 to help raise funds and awareness for 
cancer fighting research right here in our community, 

Tar Heel Baseball 
Upcoming home games: 
Wednesday, April 23 I Liberty I 6pm 
Friday April 25 I Virginia Tech * I 7pro 
Saturday, April 26 I Virginia Tech * I 6pro 
Sunday, Apt 27 I Virginia Tech * I ipm 
Tuesday, April 29 I East Carolina I 6pro 

¯ Conference Games 

Tuesday 
BOGO Appetizers & $3 Draft Beer 

Wednesday 
3 Small Plate for $20 & House Wine $3 per Glass 

Power Packed Thursdays 
50% off Dinner & $3 off your favorite Cocktail 

Friday Night Out! 
$29.95 Steak & Lobster Dinner & $2.50 Bottled Beer 

Hump Day Breakfast Buffet 
Every Wednesday morning I 8-10am in the Grill 

For just $6, you will enjoy eggs, grits, bacon, sausage, hash browns, toast, pastry and 
coffee or tea. Wednesday morning has never been better and the Carolina Club is THE 
place to start your day! 

Chef’s Table Lunch Buffet 
Every Weekday I 1 l=30am=2pm 
$10 Soup & Salad I Add Chef’s featured hot entree for just $4. 

Complimentary Hors D’oeuvres 
In the Grill 5pm - 7pm Tuesday-Friday 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:29 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 

Dennis Leblanc <~dleblanc@huskers.com>; JillShields (shield@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4a@lists.nacda.com; Brian Davis 
(bfiand@ma]l.utexas.edu); Curtis W. Jones (Cuflis.Jones@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missoufi.edu); Maxilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Debra Stuafi <dstuaxt(~osrhe.edtc>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran 
<brynto 18@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelde@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson < cludvigson@ou.edu:>; Carla A. Winters 

<cwinters@ou.edu:>; Desiree M. Taylor--~dtaylo@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson~!ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 

<kasie@ou.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert(@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoye@ou.edu>; 

Teresa A. Turner <tturne@ou.edu> 

[n4a] Controversies Take a Toll on Chapel Hill’s Chancellor - Leadership & Governance - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http://chronicle.corn/article/Controversies-Take-a-Toll-on/134506/?cid at&utm source at&utm medimn en 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:54 AM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange County under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",ITY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those often change frequently during a weather 
event. Ira new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch aI’ter a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:41 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: Steve Sabol, NFL Films Legend mad Sports Broadcasting Hall of Famer, Dies at 69 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Tuesday, Sept. 18, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 111 
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NFL Films Legend Steve Sabol Dies at 69 

Brevity Delivers on Big Promises at Olympics, IBC 

Grass Valley Execs Discuss New Products, Strategy 

BTN Invites Fans Onto the Field Before Kickoff 

Tech Tweaks Enhance Audio Monitoring in Trucks 

Save the Date for SVG’s Venue Technology Summit 
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Steve Sabol, NFL Films President and Sports- 
Production Visionary, Dies at 69 
by Jason Dachman 

NFL Films President Steve Sabol, a member of the Sports 
Broadcasting Hall of Fame and a sports-production visionary, 
died today at the age of 69 after an 18-month battle with 
brain cancer. For the past five decades Sabol served as the 
creative force behind the camera and often as the 
recognizable face in front of it for NFL Films’ unique brand of 
storytelling and cinematography. 

"Steve Sabol was the creative genius behind the remarkable 
work of NFL Films," NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell said in a 
statement. "Steve’s passion for football was matched by his 
incredible talent and energy. Steve’s legacy will be part of 
the NFL forever. He was a major contributor to the success 
of the NFL, a man who changed the way we look at football 
and sports, and a great friend." 

A 35-time Emmy Award winner, Sabol was inducted in the 
Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame in December of 2011, 
delivering a moving acceptance speech and receiving a 
standing ovation from the crowd. 

"No artist can determine his own legacy. That is up to the 
people that see their films and their work," Sabol said last 
year. "But [ would like to think that we’ve captured some 
great moments on film that will stay in the hearts and minds 
of football fans forever." 

He began his career in 1964 as a cinematographer working 

for his father and founder of NFL Films, Ed Sabol. He would 
go on to serve as the creative visionary behind NFL Films’ 
unique style of production and was officially named 
President of the company in 1987. 

Grass Valley Execs Discuss New Products, New 
Strategy 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The Grass Valley stand at last week’s IBC in Amsterdam 
looked similar to the company’s most recent stands at major 
trade shows: most notably, the green overtones and areas 
dedicated to specific product categories and workflows. But 
the old look was complemented by a new corporate 
philosophy that became public in the past few weeks and is 
designed to help the company transition to a future based 
on leveraging IT and commodity-based hardware as well as 
new executives with a wealth of industry expertise who will 
develop new strategies to attract new customers and new 
engineering talent heading into 2013. 
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Bexel Names Halid Hatic as General Manager 

Bexel, a unit of the Vitec Group’s Services Division and a 
leading worldwide provider of broadcast services and 
solutions, announced its appointment of Halid Hatic as 
general manager. Hatic will report to Matthew Danilowicz, 
CEO, Vitec Group Videocom and Services Division. 

Q&A with Time Warner Cable’s Mark Shuken 
by Sports Business Journal 

Mark Shuken is senior vice president and general manager of 
TWC Sports Regional Networks, which will launch two RSNs 
in Los Angeles on Oct. 1 with programming from the NBA 
Lakers and MLS Galaxy. Shuken, who previously ran Liberty 

Media’s RSNs, talks about the current market for media 
rights, particularly in Southern California. 

AT&T to Be Target of Net Neutrality Complaint 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

In what could be the FCC’s first formal network neutrality 
complaint since its new rules became effective a year ago, 
Free Press, Public Knowledge and the New American 
Foundation said Tuesday they had informed AT&T they 
planned to lodge a complaint against the company in the 
next several weeks. The complaint won’t be lodged for at 
least 10 days, since that is the notice the FCC requires 
companies be given for such complaints, the group pointed 

out. 
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Brevity Delivers on Big Transport/Transcode 
Promises at Olympics, IBC 
by Jason Dachman 

After making a big splash in April at its first NAB Show with 
the tall promise of reducing broadcasters’ transport and 
transcode workloads by more than half, Brevity’s system 
passed it first major test in the sports world at the London 
Olympic Games this summer, earning rave reviews from 
NBC’s graphics department. Then, at IBC in Amsterdam this 
month, Brevity’s booth was - much like at NAB = visited by 
inquiring broadcast and film professionals, many asking the 
same question: "This sounds too good to be true; so how is 
it possible?" 

Technology Tweaks Enhance Audio Monitoring in 
Trucks 
by Dan Daley 

When it comes to monitoring audio for sports broadcasts, 
not a lot has changed in basic loudspeaker design in recent 
years, thanks largely to the annoyingly immutable nature of 
physics. What is changing, however, at least when it comes 
to putting those speakers into remote trucks, is the array of 
choices available and the proliferation of technologies that 
will help tweak those physical limitations a little. 

Eurovision To Transmit Live NBA Content Globally 

Eurovision and the National Basketball Association (NBA) 
have teamed up to transmit live NBA games, NBA TV, and 
other NBA programming to the league’s international 
television and digital media partners around the world. The 
wide-ranging NBA content will be transmitted and available 
for fans to view throughout the year in high-quality HD, and 
further enhances the league’s international distribution. 

Miranda Offers Professional Workflow for Worship at 
WFX 2012 

Miranda Technologies, a global provider of integrated 
solutions for production, playout and delivery systems for 
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television broadcasters and multi-system operators, will 
feature compelling solutions that can help worship facilities 
improve production workflows, reduce costs and streamline 
operations at WFX 2012. On display will be a range of 
Miranda production solutions that includes routing, branding 
and monitoring, and fiber connectivity solutions from 
Telecast Fiber 

Save the Date for SVG’s Venue Technology Summit; 
Book Your Hotel Room in Miami Today! 

On Tuesday, October 23, SVG’s annual Sports Venue 
Technology Summit will travel to Marlins Park in Miami, FL, 
for a behind-the-scenes look at the stadium, followed by an 
afternoon of panel discussions and case studies. The day 
will begin with an in-depth overview of the technologies 
used at Marlins Stadium, presented by Larry Blocker, 
director of game presentation and events, Brendan 
Cunningham, senior VP of corporate sales, David Enriquez, 
director of information technology, and Jeffrey Volk, director 
of the sports and entertainment group for Alpha Video. 

Venue News: Toyota Center Promises Massive Video 
Upgrades; Heinz Field To Add Second Video Board 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Toyota Center will redefine the in-arena fan viewing 
experience when it unveils a state-of-the-art video 
scoreboard. The new video board, installed by Panasonic, 
will be the largest indoor center-hung scoreboard in the 
United States, offering patrons an unprecedented view of 
the action at Houston Rockets home games and Toyota 
Center events such as the upcoming 2013 NBA All=Star 
Game. 

Big Ten Network Invites Fans Onto the Field Before 
Kickoff 
by Karen Hogan 

Now in its sixth season, Big Ten Network (BTN) nationally 
televises every home Big Ten Conference football game. 

However, for fans who want to watch Ohio State’s Brutus 
the Buckeye’s pregame routine, listen to the Iowa Hawkeyes 
Marching Band warming up, or feel the excitement of 
Michigan’s Big House crowd on game day, BTN has 
introduced Big Ten Field Pass. BTN will isolate a specific 

camera and stream it live to BTN2Go, the network’s 24/7 
multiplatform extension. 

SEC, ESPN Progress on Network 
by Sports Business Journal 

The SEC’s negotiations with ESPN about a new channel are 
nearing their final stages, and a glimpse inside the talks 
reveals that three issues are close to being resolved before 
the channel’s expected launch in August 2014. The SEC 
needs the local IV rights back from the schools to give the 
channel part of the content it needs. Those rights belong to 
the schools’ rights holders - IMG College, Learfield Sports 
and CBS Collegiate Sports Properties - so the SEC must 
negotiate with them to acquire those rights before launching 
a channel. 

Oklahoma Will See $7M a Year from Fox deal 
by Sports Business Journal 

The University of Oklahoma’s block of branded programming 
on Fox Sports Net will result in upward of $7 million in new 
annual revenue from both Fox and the school’s multimedia 
rights holder, Learfield Sports. Oklahoma’s agreement to 
have branded content - including live games - run on Fox 
regionals in Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas will 
pay the school $58 million over I0 years, industry sources 
say. Some of that money will go toward the production of 
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events. 

Is the NFL, Officials Using Too Much instant Replay? 
by The New York Times 

On Dec. 7, 1963, CBS, thanks to Iongtime producer Tony 
Verna, introduced instant replay during the Army-Navy 
football game. The network showed only one replay - a 
touchdown - but the effect was profound. Within a year, 
instant replay was becoming a staple of football broadcasts. 
Nearly 50 years later, fans are addicted to video replay. 

Lakers’ Switch to Time Warner Could Leave Some in 
Dark 
by Ventura County Star 

The Lakers will no longer be on KCAL (Channel 9) or Fox 
Sports West. A year ago, they signed a 20-year, $4 billion 
contract (or $5 billion if an additional five-year option is 
exercised) to move their games to two new regional sports 
channels: Time Warner Cable SportsNet and the Spanish- 
language Time Warner Cable Deportes. The networks are set 
to launch Oct. 1. Time Warner and the Lakers have 
launched a website so fans can see if their cable or satellite 
provider plans to carry the new channels. But the networks 
don’t have a deal with any other provider yet. 

ESPN Drives Nascar Ads 
by MediaPost 

ESPN will again offer ads this fall on one side of the screen 

while the action continues on the other in 10 NASCAR races. 
Also, as ads roll in NASCAR NonStop, the ticker will continue 
on the top of the screen so viewers can follow the order of 
the drivers. ESPN’s coverage of the 10 races that make up 
the Chase for the NASCAR Sprint Cup runs through Nov. 18. 
All will air Sundays in competition with NFL football, while 
one will be on ABC on Saturday in prime time. 
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Fox Launches Digital HD for Early Access to Latest 

Releases 

by CIVET 

Twentieth Century Fox has announced a new way for 
customers to get their hands on its latest films. Dubbed 
Digital HD, the new initiative is designed to allow consumers 
to stream or download the company’s films from a host of 
services before they come out on Blu-ray or DVD. To make 
good on that promise, Fox announced today that the sci-fi 
film "Prometheus" is now available for download. The film will 
come to Blu-ray, DVD, and video-on-demand three weeks 
from now. 

Tablets Boosting PC Satisfaction Rates 
by MediaPost 

All those tablets that consumers are buying (and seem 
pretty happy with) are bolstering the entire personal 
computer industry. According to the American Customer 
Satisfaction Index, the personal computer industry has a 
record-high score of 80 (on a one-point scale), up from the 
previous two years’ score of 78. 

ml | ~e,] -=1~ [o] Icier.~’ 

JVC Demos Next=Generation Handheld Camera at DV 
Expo 

JVC Professional Products Company, a division of JVC 
Americas Corp., will demonstrate its new GY-HM650 ProHD 
handheld mobile news camera at Digital Video Expo 2012 
(Booth 101), which runs Sept. 19-20 at the Pasadena 

Convention Center in Pasadena, Calif. The JVC booth will 
also showcase the ProHD camera line, as well as a variety of 
studio solutions and professional LCD monitors for studio, 
location, and public display applications. 
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Panasonic Announces Release for H.264 Proxy 
Recorder 

Panasonic announced that the Focus FS-250WF, a H.264 
proxy recorder that enhances the P2 production process 
with streaming and support for long-form and cloud-based 
proxy workflows, will be available this month at a suggested 
list price of $1,555.00. The FS-P250WF has been developed 
by VITEC in conjunction with Panasonic. 

Active Archive Alliance to Exhibit at Upcoming Trade 
Shows 

Members of The Active Archive Alliance will be participating 
in several industry shows in the coming months including 
SNW Fall, HD World, SCI2 and the Large Information System 

Administration Conference (LISA). The Active Archive 
Alliance will showcase the benefits and value of active 
archives in managing high capacity storage environments for 
Cloud, Big Data and High Performance Computing (HPC) 

environments at these shows,                             i 

Three Telecast Fiber Products Available for Shipment 

Telecast Fiber Systems announced three new products were 
now available for shipment. Terrapin, a 3Gb/s HD/SDI Video 
Tranceiver and Distribution Amplifier, Cobra2DT, a fiber 
extender for Sony Digital Triax, and TR6442i CommLink, a 
two-channel Fiber Optic Intercom Link are all available for 
purchase. 

SES-5 Satellite Operational at 5 Degrees East 

SES S.A. announced that the SES-5 satellite is now fully 
operational at the orbital position of 5 degrees East. SES-5, 
successfully launched on July 10 on board an ILS Proton 
rocket, was designed and built for SES by Space 
Systems/Loral (SS/L). The spacecraft features 36 active 
Ku-band transponders, and up to 24 active C-band 
transponders and is now ready to deliver high performance 
and extensive coverage for Direct-to-Home (DTH) services, 

broadband, maritime communications, GSM backhaul, and 
VSAT applications in Europe, Africa and the Middle East. 

Cablevision Develops ’Virtual Communal Television 
Viewing’ Technology 
by FierceCable 

Cablevision is developing social -iV technology that could 
allow subscribers to talk to each other via voice or video 
chats while watching programming, according to a recent 
patent application. Cablevision, which was one of the first 
cable operators to deliver interactive programming and 
advertising to subscribers, describes how subscribers would 
be able to access the social -iV platform via multiple 
devices, including cable set-tops, gaming consoles, 
smartphones and tablet computers. The MSO details how 
subscribers donning headsets may be able to chat with each 
other by relying on Bluetooth and WiFi technology. 
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NACDA Daily Review 

Associations News 

~ Register New: N4A Region V Conle[ence October 17=19 I~A 

>> Register Now: N4A Re,~ion I Conference September 30 - Oct. 1 I N4A 

~ Register Now: N4A Region II Conference Odober 14-16 I N4A 

X:: Submit an Article 

At~letics Admif~ist~ato~s 

~ Bob Lewe named Director o{ Spo[ts Information and PromotionsI Berry College 

>> Greim Joins MSU Staff as Senior Director of Athletics Development I l~lissouri State University 

> Sedberry named Director of Student-Athlete Development I University of Arkansas 

Awa rdsiRecec~itio~s 

~ Capital One Academic AII-AmericaA® Hall of Farne nominations open Sept. 171CoSIDA 

~; Clarkson Hires Adair Milmee as Women’s Lacrosse Head Coach i Clarkson University 

~> John McCo[rnack Signs Multi-Yea[ Cent[act Extension I Florida Atlantic University 

~ Ward Signs Contract Extension as NM S~a~e SkipperI New Mexico State Urdversity 

>> Odums named interim coach i Southern University 

Comm~4~ity O~£reach 

~ Mocs Wres~le4-Life Clinic A~t[acts Bleed Donors I Urdversity of Tennessee4Shattar~ooga 

~ Camouflage helmets and ]e[seys to be auctioned elf l Virginia Tech 

Comm~/~-~ib7 Se~vk’e 

>; £%~omen’s Hoops Notches Pro-Season Assist at LA Food Banki California State University Dominguez 
Hills 

Di~ec/:ors o~ Rlhle/:ics 

,; St. John’s Legend Jack Kaiser To Be inducted Into NYC Basketball Hall Of Fame I Saint John’s University 

Facilities 

>~ Cal College to dedicate new facilitiesi Calumet College of St, Joseph 

,7 MandiekJ Unveils New Look fer Decker Gymnasium Basketball Floor I Mansfield University 

~; Athletic Facilities Undergo Renovations I Misericordia University 

~ Oregon State Officially Opens Whyte Track and Field CenterI Oregon State University 

~> Gator feetball fans can pbd,ge money for libraries I University of Florida 

Ge~~elaf 

~ Time=saving ~ips Irorn the social media t~nshes: ~.,1,qere community managers spend ~heir time I CoSlDA 

>> The ,~;irl with the ’zeb[a le,~;’ wows Ho,~; countrf I University of Arkansas 

> KU Baseball to Make Foreign Teur in Dominican Republic i University of Kansas 

>~ Men’s hockey to celebrate 50th season in the modem era i University of Wisconsin 



~ Michigan Athle[ics Announces Plans for ’Maize Star Events’I University of Michigan 

)~ UW Pride Flags Go On Sale te Public i University of Wyoming 

~ NCAA Convention Regist~a[ien New Open 

~; Southwestern Christian to Join Sooner Athletic Conference in 2013-20141 Sooner Athletic Conference 
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college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the I i~i Social I 
Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views i  od,ol 
depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gumey <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 11:42 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Bart Byrd(bart byrd@baylor.edu); Kris 

Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Dan Brinkman <dma.brinkman@furman.edu>; 

Dena Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Jill Shields (shields@k-state.edu); 

pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4a@lists.nacda.com; Christine Jackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Jack Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Brima 

Davis(brimad@mail.utexas.edu); Curtis W. Jones(Curtis.Jones@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Luckey <jluckey@memphis.edu>; Joe Scoggin 

(scoginj@missouri.edu); Carrie Leger <came leger@ncsu.edu>; Betsi Bums <b-bums@northwestem.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 

<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; DesireeM. Taylor 

<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Talnayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Randy J. Gaxibay 

<rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <ttumer@ou.edu>; 

Jim Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Jessica Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; Eric 

Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Melissa Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu> 

[n4a] 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Cate Center Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office: (405) 325-1522 
cell: (405) 249-5835 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: b~,14~:lislsr?acdacomi~ms~,~bscri be 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 11:44 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Peer mentor programs I Con[brence 

[IINII expert tips 
developing a peer program your 

J 

1 
Gain and ideas for mentor for institution. 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Before your calendar fills up and your professional development budget is 
depleted, register now for our comprehensive peer mentor event. 

Join us in beautiful San Diego for a comprehensive conference 
that will highlight best practices across traditional, minority 
student, and international student peer mentor programs. 

Proqram Brochure (pdf) I Pricinc! & Reqistration I Aqenda 

Our expert faculty will provide practical, easy-to-follow advice for 
developing your peer mentor program, as well as assessment 
tools to help you determine the effectiveness of your program. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

This ’Work and learn" event is particularly well-suited for 
institutions that are in the exploratory or developmental stages of 
creating a peer mentor program. Discussion topics win include: 

¯ The key components of a peer mentorship program 
¯ Design features to consider when developing a program 
¯ Identifying and resourcing new program initiatives 
¯ Learning outcomes for different types of programs 
¯ Ideas for recruiting, selecting, and incentivizing peer 

mentors 
¯ Utilizing returning peer mentors 
¯ How to run effective training sessions 
¯ Assessing peer mentors and back-up planning 

There is also a NEW post-conference workshop this year titled 
Developing Peer Mentors Through Active Learning and 
Technology. See the a qenda for details. 

TEAM DISCOUNTS; REGISTER TODAY! 

Re.qister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 to register or 
with any questions. 

Register two people from your institution for this event and 
any additional team members can attend for half price? To 
take advantage of this offer, complete your registration by phone 
at 720.488.6800. 

academicimpressions.com 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 600, Denver, Colorado 60237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Shannon G. Stephens <sgstephe@calpoly.edn> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 3:46 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.e&P; N4A@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Fwd: First Year Seminar courses for athletes 

I am collecting data on how many institutions teach a first year seminar, or eqmvalent course to their athletes. This includes I)ivision I, II, III, and communi~ colleges 

If your institution has such a course, please respond directly back to me with the following: 
1. Name of the college/university and Division affiliation 
2. Name of the course and unit value (Umversity 100/2 units) 
3. What term(s) it is taught (just flail) 

Thank you in advance. 

Region V members: If you have alrea@ received this message and responded there is no need to reply again. SorW for the duplicate email to Region V. 

Shannon Stephens 
Assistant Athletic Director/Academic Services 
Cal Poly Athletics 
805-756-2762 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Collene N Dean ~-cndean@umes.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:23 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; Shannon G. Stephens <sgstephe@calpoly.edu-~; N4A@lists.nacda.com 

RE: [n4a] Fwd: First Yeas Seminar courses for athletes 

Universi~ of Maryland Eastern Shore 
GNST 100 1 credit 
All terms 

Collene N. Dean 
Assistant Director of Athletics for Academics 
Universi~ of Maryland Eastern Shore 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 
William P. Hytche Athletic Center 
Princess Anne, MD. 21853 
Phone: 410-651-6539 
Fax: 410-651-7600 

e-mail: cndean@umes edu 

From: n4a-request@lists nacda.com [n4a-request@lists nacda.com] on behalf of Shannon G Stephens [sgstephe@calpoly edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 3:46 PM 

To: N4A@lists.nacda.com 
Subject: [n4a] Fwd: First Year Seminar courses for athletes 

I am collecting data on how many institutions teach a first year seminar, or equivalent course to their athletes. This includes Division I, II, III, and communi~ colleges. 

If your institution has such a course, please respond directly back to me with the following: 
1. Name of the college/university and Division affiliation 
2. Name of the course and unit value (University 100/2 units) 
3. What term(s) it is taught (just flail) 

’]?hank you in advance. 

Region V members: If you have already received this message and responded there is no need to reply again. Sorry Jbr the duplicate email to Region V. 

Shannon Stephens 
Assistant AthleticDirector/Academic Services 
C~ PolyAthletics 
805-756-2762 

To ~subscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 

To tmsubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



NACDA Daily Review 

Associations News 

~ Register New: N4A Region V Conle[ence October 17=19 E~A 

>; Register Now: N4A Re.~ion I Conference September 30 - Oct. 1 I N4A 

~ Register Now: N4A Region II Conference Odober 14-16 I N4A 

7; NACMA Blog: Fill the Gap! Become a NACMA Mentor of Mentee! i NAC~[A 

X:: Submit an Article 

£medca East Conference 

>; America East Announces Largest Television Package in Confere~ce Histoi¥ 

Afltetics Admi~istrato~s 

~ B~uce Shubert Named Assistant AD for Business Ope~tions I Kansas State University 

~ DeLorenzo Named Assistant Athletic Di~cto~I Purchase College 

~ Tvler Mariucci Joins Tiger Development StaffI University of ~,lemphis 

,7 Wofferd Athletics Announces Staff Promotions i Wofford College 

Coaches 

~ Augsburg hires lacrosse coach iAugsburg College 

>~ Wemen’s Basketball Head Coach Katie Abrahamson-Henderson Receives Contract Extension Through 
2016-171 University at Albany 

,~ Jim Miller Stepping Down as Co-Head Wartburg Wrestling Coach Following 2012-13 Season I Wartburg 
CoIlege 

Comm~4~}ity Oul:reach 

,> Volleyball Launches ’PAWS in the PMAC’ Campaign I Louisiana State University 

7; Student-Athletes Participate in AIzheimer’s WalkI State Fair Community Comlege 

~> North CharlesJon ,>tudents to Experience AJhle~ics aJ The Citadel i The Citadel 

Cemmul~ity Service 

~> Lynn Women£’s Hoops Posts-Up with Habitat for Humanity I Lynn University 

7; ODU Wrestling Padicipates in United Way Day Of Caring i Omd Dominion University 

,~ Razorbacks on pace to surpass record of 6,000 hours of community se~,dce i University of Arkansas 

~ Athletes team up against hungerI University of Utaf; 

Fsqlities 

7; Renovated Rec Center, new Locke Terrace dedicated i Rhode Island College 

,~ TCU women’s rifle team gets upgraded rifle range I Texas Christian University 

Gel~eral 

~ 2012 Allstate AFCA Good Works Team Nominees Announced I AFCA 

7; Dukes Caravan to Stop at Ross Park Mall Saturday, Sept. 22 i Duquesne University 

,~ Academics, athletics and integrity i Wake Forest University 

Mi~o~ ityiDive~sity 
/ ~> Women Seen Unfit for Feotball as Men Run 97% ef College Sports 



7; NCAA Selects Leo Bumett USA As Lead Adve[fising Agency 

~ Brasfield, Tjeerdsma to head Dll ,&,’Coaches ConnectionA’ pilot 

Othe~ Conference News 

,~ Les Schwab Continues Padnership with CCC Champions of Character Program j Cascade CoNlegiate 

Conference 

~ SCAC Announces Mernbe[ship Addi[ions for Men’s Lacrosse I Southern Collegiate AthEetic Conference 

P{~d:r~e~ships 

~," USHCO, Hispanic Schola~hip Fund and Wefts Fargo Team Up to Support College Advancement 

~> SJSU Athletics & San Jose Credit Union Agree Again i San Jose State University 

~ ULM Reaches Partnership wi~h TownSquare Media j University o~ Louisiana at g~o~roe 

Secisl Media 

7; Cougarfanzone.com #SIUENATION I Southern JJlinois University Edwardsville 

.~.i NCAA 

Football 
i.X.i Da ktronics i~i Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

.~.i Ticket ma st 

er 

i.X.i Director’s 

Cup 

...... 

i~i CBS Sports 
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Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the I i~i Social I 
Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views i-  odiol depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Andrea Lee <allee2@uncg.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 8:29 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; N4A@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Living Learning Communities for Student-Atlfletes 

Hello, 

I am researching how many institutions have living learning communities for 
their student-athletes Institutions may be from any division and include 
con~nunity colleges 

If you have a living learning communi~z for your student-athletes please 
email me flae following: 

1. Name of your institution and Division affiliation 
2. Student-athlete demographics (how many students, is it major 
specific, is it only for first years, etc) 
3. Which courseis you incorporate 
4. Du yuu have a specific theme tied to your hying learning community? 
If so, what is the theme? 
5. What (if aw) specific challenges did yuu encuunter when starting 
your community? 

Thank you fur yuur attention to this matter[ 

Sincerely’, 
Andrea L. Lee 

Intern f’or Student-Services 
Athletics Department 
The University uf Nurth Carolina at Oreensburu 
al]ee2@uncg.edu 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda cum/unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 10:18 AM 

Mercer, Rober~t J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; n4a@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Discoveu Phase of Keller/OBannon Case Calls Future of NCAA Video Games in Question 

h ttp://niketalk.com/t/507674/discovery-pha se-of-keller-obannon-case-calls-future-of-ncaa-video-games-in-question 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 
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n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 10:29 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; n4a@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Discoveu Phase of Keller/OBannon Case Calls Future of NCAA Video Games in Question 

h ttp://niketalk.com/t/507674/discovery-pha se-of-keller-obannon-case-calls-future-of-ncaa-video-games-in-question 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 
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Subject: 

Sports Video Group <uewsletter@sportsvideo.org> 
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Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: Horizon League Network Makes HD Leap; Stx~rts Broadcasting Hall of FaJne Tickets Now Available 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Thursday, Sept. 20, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 112 

i 

Horizon League Network Makes HD Leap 

Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame Tickets Available 

Northeastern Boosts Streaming with TriCaster 40 

IBC: Broadcast Waits for Future to Become Clear 

FCC Launches Unlicensed Wireless Mic Registration 

Horizon League Network Makes HD Leap; Expands 
Broadcast Possibilities 
by Brandon Costa 

The Horizon League Network is primed to take the next 
step.Earlier this month, the league’s athletic directors 
unanimously approved the purchase of equipment that will 
bring high definition production to all Horizon League 
Network telecasts. The League’s Iongtime Indianapolis- 
based production partner, WebStream Productions, assisted 
on-campus personnel with the selection of new gear and will 
also aid in the implementation and staff training. 

Northeastern University Boosts Olympic-Sports 
Streaming to HD With TriCaster 40 
by Jason Dachman 

When NewTek announced the budget-friendly TriCaster 40 
last month just in time for the start of the fall college sports 
season, Northeastern University’s Imry Halevi was one of 
many college video professionals salivating at the notion of 
streaming live, multicamera HD sports productions using a 
desktop production unit that costs less than $5,000. 

Sony F65 Camera Helps Fox Sports Zoom In on 
Replays 

Sony’s F65 CineAIta camera, a production camera with an 
8K sensor, is adding another first to its list of credits. Fox 
Sports is using the F65 camera to capture ultra-high 
resolution images for its "Super Zoom" technology. The Sony 
F65 camera made its debut on Fox Sports’ first broadcast of 
the NFL 2012 season, and the plan is to continue using at 
least one for each game, strategically placed for the best 
camera angles. 

IMS Productions’ Robotic Camera System Has 
Successful Debut 

[MS Productions deems its new robotic camera system 
highly successful after debuting it during the 2012 IZOD 
IndyCar Series. Including its very own unique housing and 
mounting process, the system was placed in harm’s way 
while capturing [ndyCar speeds over 220 mph in spaces not 
safely occupied by an operator. The new system continues 
to show off why it will become the new industry standard by 
not only being capable but designed to operate on single 
strand fiber. 

LiveU Inks Long-Term Deal with Alaska’s Coastal TV 
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% 
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LiveU has signed a long-term agreement with Alaska’s 
Coastal Television to provide its live, video-over-cellular 
transmission technology to help power its electronic 
newsgathering operation. LiveU’s LU70 unit is being utilized 
for on-air and online news and sports coverage. LiveU’s 
flagship LU70 product is a bonded 3G/4G LTE backpack with 
proprietary RF technology for resiliency, up to 1080 HD 
video and sub-second latency for a satellite-like experience. 

Forget HDTV, Because UItra-HDTV Is on the Horizon 
by The Ho//ywood Reporter 

Television fans who just bought a new High Def TV, brace 
yourselves. Ultra-High Definition Television - with up to 16 
times the picture information of today’s HDTV - is on the 
horizon. So what exactly is UItra-HD? The two levels of 
UItra-HD, as agreed upon, are not resolution-specific. But, 
effectively, the first level could be viewed as one that 
supports 4K, the resolution-level that digital cinema is 
currently moving towards. The second, higher level 2 is the 
equivalent of 8K resolution, which is 16 times greater than 
today’s HD. 

Fiber Becoming the Preferred Choice for Connecting 

Television Signals 
by Broadcast Engineering 

Bandwidth is not infinite, at least not in our restricted media 
technology enterprise. Cost and innovation are drastically 
affected today by our ability to interconnect signals of 
many types over distances no shorter than what we have 
been used to with coaxial video interconnections. While 
copper-based interconnection technology has key roles in 
modern facilities, increasingly optical fiber has important 
attributes that facilitate technology that traditional wired 
infrastructures cannot duplicate easily, or at least over 
practical distances. 

Leonsis Bringing Production Work In-House 

by SportsBusiness Journal 

Ted Leonsis always has been a "content guy." Now, the 
owner of the Washington Wizards and Capitals is creating an 
in-house production company to develop and control the 
content coming from his sports and entertainment assets. 
Leonsis’ company, Nonumental Sports & Entertainment, 
which also owns the Washington Mystics and the Verizon 
Center, already has hired production staff for the new 
entity, called Nonumental Productions. 

Ik’-kvLe]l ~ I =t,v~rL~ 

Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame Tickets Available 
Online 

Tickets to the 2012 Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame 
ceremony are now available online. The Hall of Fame’s sixth 
class of inductees is made up of ESPN executive chairman 
George Bodenheimer, audio pioneer Ray Dolby, famed NFL 
commentator Frank Gifford, sports production visionary 
executive Ed Goren, legendary NBC cameraman Cory Leible, 
former NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue, NBC operations and 
engineering guru .lack Weir, and iconic broadcaster .lack 
Whitaker. 

Net Insight Renews SVG Sponsorship 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Net 
[nsight has renewed its corporate sponsorship. Net Insight 
delivers efficient and scalable transport solutions for 
Broadcast and IP Media, Digital Terrestrial -iV, Mobile "iV and 
[PTV/CATV networks.Net Tnsight products deliver three 
times improvement in utilization of bandwidth for a 
converged transport infrastructure. 

ill ~[~ -’1~ [e] ~oI~~’ i 

At IBC2012, Broadcast Waits for the Future to 
Become Clear 
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by Ken Kerschba umer 

It has been a little less than two weeks since the sports- 
production community descended on Amsterdam for 
IBC2012, arguably the broadcast-technology conference 
that has the most-global feel: unlike the NAB Show, it isn’t 
dominated by khaki pants and polo shirts. Even better for 
attendees, it features more actual working prototypes than 
concepts. But there was one striking similarity to the 2012 
NAB Show: the general lack of clear direction for the 
industry. 

Riedel Communications Integrates MediorNet with 
Grass Valley Cameras 

Riedel Communications and Grass Valley revealed the new 
Iv]ediorNet interface card for integrating Grass Valley 
cameras into MediorNet fiber networks at this year’s IBC in 
Amsterdam. The new MediorNet MN-GV-2 card allows the 
user to network Grass Valley 3G camera systems and base 
station including the LDK and the brand new LDX series via 
MediorNet. This provides a solution for routing bi-directional 
camera signals including all embedded audio and telemetry 
control data through the MediorNet fiber infrastructure. 

Y "qii 

Venue News: Fenway Park Seeking First Football 
Game Since 1968; NHL Lockout Threatens Winter 
Classic 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

The Red Sox are actively seeking to bring college football 
back to Fenway Park, specifically a game between Notre 
Dame and the University of Connecticut in 2014. Talks are in 
the early stages, according to sources involved in the 
discussions. There hasn’t been a football game played at 
Fenway Park since the Patriots beat the Cincinnati Bengals, 

33-14, on Dec. 1, 1968. 

FIFA’s Goal-Line Technology on Schedule in Japan 
by Associa ted Press 

Officials from two FIFA-approved goal-line technology 
systems arrived in Japan on a Club World Cup inspection 
visit on Tuesday, hours after English football witnessed yet 
another disputed incident. FIFA said that its project is on 
schedule, and it has joined English firm Hawk-Eye and 
German-Danish project GoalRef this week at stadiums in 
Toyota and Yokohama where their systems will be first used 
at the Dec. 6-16 club tournament. 

:: 

NBA TV’s The Association Travels to Brooklyn for 

Nets’ Inaugural Season 

NBA TV’s The Association will spotlight the inaugural season 
of the Brooklyn Nets with the integrated and multiplatform 
behind-the-scenes series featuring new episodes on both 
NBATV and NBA.com. The first-ever series to go behind the 
scenes with a major American professional sports team 
throughout the regular season will tip off its fourth season 
on NBATV on Tuesday, Oct. 16, at 10:00 p.m. ET. 

Haivision Provides Live Streaming for WFX Live, 
Receives Solomon Award 

Haivision’s KulaByte Tnternet encoder/transcoder technology 
and HyperStream Tnternet media delivery services are 
enabling live streaming of WFX Live, a feature of the 
Worship Facilities Conference and Expo 2012 (WFX 2012) 
being held in Atlanta through Sept. 21. Additionally, 
Haivision is exhibiting its new live streaming solutions for the 
house of worship market at the event. 

Major League Baseball Hopes iPhone Tickets Will Be 
a Hit 
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by All Things D 

Major League Baseball is among the first entities to try out 
Passbook, the lOS 6 feature that allows tickets, gift cards 
and boarding passes to be stored in a single spot on the 
iPhone. Starting with games on Thursday, the league is 
supporting Passbook tickets with four teams: The San 

Francisco Giants, New York Nets, Boston Red Sox and 
Kansas City Royals. The league has been an early adopter of 
mobile ticketing, supporting cellphone tickets since 2007, 
though until now it has used a less elegant text-message- 
based option. 

TV Sees Itself in a ’Second Screen’ Primed for 
Popularity 
by paidCon ten t 

The "second screen" may move closer to the mainstream 
when the -rv companion app Zeebox launches in the US 
next week. But where is the real value in the hot new idea 
that many in broadcasting are still beginning to explore? 
Zeebox has gained more plaudits than many for testing the 
second-screen waters. Its app includes social discussion of 
TV shows, a channel-changing EPG, live information about 
on-screen dialogue, e-commerce links and a HTML 
framework with which broadcasters or producers can create 
their own in-app viewer engagement modules for use during 
their shows. 

Broadcasters Prepare for Mobile DTV Launch 
by TV Technology 

As mobile DTV rolls out in about 50 markets during the next 
few months, the service will rely more heavily than originally 
envisioned on peripheral "dongles," initially priced at more 
than $100 each, that enable smartphones and tablets to 
receive signals. During this fall’s soft-launch phase, MDTV 
providers are still making fundamental business-model 
decisions about future deployment. 
,i 

TSL Acquires Mic Specialist SoundField 
by Kevin Hilton 

Audio monitor and processor manufacturer TSL Professional 

Products Limited (PPL) used IBC 2012 to confirm its 
acquisition of surround sound mic specialist SoundField, 
providing the basis for many 5.1 TV sport productions 
today. The deal extends TSL PPL’s 5.2 product range into 
microphones, which were displayed at the show alongside 
SoundField’s up and down-mixing systems. 

GlobeCast, FRANCE 24 To Expand HbbTV Service to 
Middle East 

GlobeCast and FRANCE 24 will expand their exploratory 
Hybrid Broadband Broadcast Television (HbbTV) service to 
the Middle East in fall 2022 with the support of Orange and 

Arabsat. The service, to be offered to satellite viewers of 
FRANCE 24 in the Middle East, follows a European 
deployment begun earlier this year with SES. The project 
will add a layer of interactivity to satellite TV programming 
by harnessing the capability of connected TVs, allowing 
satellite TV viewers in the region to use their connected 
televisions to interact with FRANCE 24’s linear and non- 
linear content. 

FCC Launches Unlicensed Wireless Mic Registration 
System 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The FCC’s Office of Engineering and Technology (OET) and 

Wireless Telecommunications Bureau (WTB) has launched a : 
new unlicensed wireless microphone registration system that :: 
will enable qualifying parties to register major 
event/production venues with the -IV bands database 
systems so that operations of unlicensed wireless 
microphones and other low power auxiliary station devices 
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at specified times will be protected from potential 
interference caused by other unlicensed devices (referenced 
herein as "white space devices") that also may operate on 
unused broadcast TV channels. The registration system is 
available online at httD://www.fcc.qov/uls/loqin. 

Donation, Memorial Information for the Late, Great 
Steve Sabol 

The family of late NFL Films President and Sports 
Broadcasting Hall of Famer Steve Sabol has requested that 
any donations be sent to the 3efferson Foundation for Brain 
Tumor Research, c/o Lindsey Walker, 925 Chestnut Street, 
Suite 110, Philadelphia, PA 19107. Funeral arrangements will 
be private. Plans for a Memorial service at a later date will 
be forthcoming. Sabol passed away on Tuesday at the age 
of 69 after an 18-month battle with brain cancer. 

Fox Closes in on New Baseball Deal 
by The New York Times 

Fox Sports is close to a deal with Major League Baseball 
that will let it add more playoff and regular-season games, 
justifying its plan to create a new cable sports network, 
said three people with knowledge of the negotiations. By 
contrast, TBS will get fewer games in its pending deal. The 
new rights will push Fox to pay substantially more than the 
average of $257 million annually that it pays under its 

current contract, which ends after next season. 

PGA of America, IMG Media Extend International TV 
Broadcast Rights 

The PGA of America and TMG Media, a business of IMG 
Worldwide, the global sports, fashion, and media company, 
have extended their partnership - which dates back more 
than 25 years - with a new multi-year agreement that 
grants IMG Media exclusive international broadcast rights for 
the PGA Championship, Ryder Cup when hosted in the United 
States, and Senior PGA Championship presented by 
KitchenAid through 2016. 

SpectraLogic Takes Home Top Company Honors in 
Technology 

Spectra Logic has been named the winner of the 2012 Top 
Company Award in the technology category. The annual 
program sponsored by ColoradoBiz magazine, UMB Bank, and 
Deloitte is widely regarded as Colorado’s most competitive 
business award. Now in its 25th year, the Top Company 
program is open to companies based in Colorado or with a 
significant presence in the state. Firms in 14 industry 
categories are judged on three criteria: financial 
performance, outstanding achievement, and community 
involvement. 
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iStreamPlanet Exec To Speak at Digital Home 
Summit 2012 

iStreamPlanet, a provider of live and on-demand streaming- 
video solutions, will participate in a training session at the 
Digital Home Summit 2012, the country’s premier conference 
for companies in the digital and broadband carrier industries. 
The session, titled "Taming the OTT Beast: Success 
Strategies for Integrating OTF," will take place Sept. 27 
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Hilton Anatole Hotel in 
Dallas. 

Planned AEG Sale Means Hazy Future for LA Sports, i 
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by Associa ted Press 
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A for-sale sign for the owner of the Staples Center arena, 
the NHL’s Los Angeles Kings, Major League Soccer’s LA 
Galaxy and a stake in the LA Lakers would be a major shock 
to the city’s sports, entertainment and business 
establishment at any time. But when Denver-based 
Anschutz Co. said Tuesday that it was "commencing a 
process" to sell subsidiary Anschutz Entertainment Group, 
the announcement left especially big questions about AEG’s 
central role in courting the NFL’s return to Los Angeles with 
Farmers Field, a planned downtown stadium going through 
late-round approvals with the city. 

Valuing What Anschutz Entertainment Might Be 
Worth 
by The New York Times 

News this week that the Anschutz Entertainment Group is 
being put up for sale was a surprise in the sports and 
entertainment segment. But what exactly would any 
prospective buyer be getting for what will likely be a 
multibillion-dollar purchase?Anschutz Entertainment is one of 
the biggest and most prominent parts - but still only a part 
= of billionaire Philip F. Anschutz’s business empire, a 
panoply of businesses that has included oil and gas drilling, 

movie theaters and railroads. 

NHL Cancels Preseason Games, Will Cut Employees’ 
Pay 
by USA Today 

The impact of the four-day old NHL lockout is starting to 
escalate as the NHL announced the cancellation of all 
preseason games through Sept. 30 and confirmed that 
league employees would be reduced to a four-day work 
week starting Oct. 1. As a result of the cutback in 
workdays, league employees will receive 80% of their pay. A 
handful of teams have already announced layoffs and salary 
reductions. 

Cablevision Uses NFL Network as Pawn in 
Retransmission-Consent Battle with Tribune 
by FierceCab/e 

That carriage deal Cablevision struck with NFL Network in 
August is giving it some leverage in its retransmission- 
consent negotiations with Tribune Broadcasting. Cablevision 
lost the feed on Aug. 26 for Tribune flagship station WP[X- 
TV, which has a deal with the NFL to simulcast the home 
opening game Thursday night for the New York Giants. 
Cablevision is offering all 3 million of its subscribers a free 
preview of NFL Network, and using the slot previously 
occupied by WPTX-TV, to distribute the football network. 

BelN Sport Nets Comcast Distribution Deal 
by Multichannel News 

Be[N Sport has added a third affiliate teammate, reaching a 
deal that will put its English- and Spanish-language sports 
networks before Comcast Xfinity linear and "iV Everywhere’ 
subscribers. Comcast joins DirecTV and Dish Network in 
carrying be[N Sport, which now has secured berths on the 
nation’s three largest distributors just a week after its Aug. 
15 launch. 
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NACDA Daily Review 

September 29, 2812 >> NACDA.com >> Join NACDA >> Daily Review Archives 

X:: Submit an Article 

AwardsiRece<~nitions 
* Bill Mus_qrave to Receive Leo Harris Award] University of Oregon 

Big 8{xd:t~ Cor-ffe~er-~ce 

,; Big South Announces Five-Year Extension With The Crons BrendaTM 

Coac/ses 

>~ Eric SchmuM Named Head Track & Fiekt Coach at Case Western Reser,,e I Case Western Reserve 
University 

~> Lady Lions’ Washington Agrees to New Five-Year Conirac~ ] Penn State University 

Comm~4~ity O~l:reach 

,> Department of Athletics Holds Second School Supply Drive j Coastal Carolina University 

~; Football and Water Polo Take Part in Dutchess ARC PicnicI Marist CoJiege 

~> Women’s BaskeJball VisiJs Cad Laure Elementary School j Providence College 

~ Bulldog ooccer VelunJeers with opecial Olympicsi The Citadel 

Directors o8 i’@~letics 

~; CoJlegiate Athletics Veteran Mohajir Named A-State’s Director of Athbtics j Arkansas State University 

,> Bassett Recipient of the 2012 Le Moyne College Ignatian Mission Award i Le Moyne Com lege 

,~ Scott Brooks Golf Invitational Another Success for UCI I University of CaJifomia at lrvine 

~; Successful t/Vine Dinner Raises Funds for Scholarships i University of Minnesota 

General 

>~ University slashes tuition by 33 percent i Concordia University St. Paul 

,~ Minnesota Lynx, Coached by Explorer Alumna Chei¥1 Reeve, Honored at the V~#hite HouseI La SaJJe 
University 

~ ell Carnpus: Five-sporJ athleJe Tristin Burris rarely slows down j Wesley College 

~> Olympian Mitchell VisiJs White House, MeeJs President j Western Carolina University 

Licer~sir~g 
,> The Dapperdime presents: TOMS shoes for FSU I FJorida State University 

Ma~keti~g and P~emotie~s 

> Midnight Madness Set for October 141i Adelphi University 

Met/’o Alla~~tic Athletic Corfferer~ce 

~ Bryant University Joins MAAC as Men’s Swimming Associate Member I Bryant University 

Mid..Amedca~ Co~fe~e~}ce News 

~; MAC Adds Three Affiliate Members In Wrestling 

NC~ 

>~ Challenging task awaits Division III recruiting group 



7; NCAA student-atMete participation hits 450,000 

~ Roby named to the DI MenA’s Basketball Committee Northeastern University 

Soci~l Medi~ 

~> Please participate in CoSIDA’s sholt social media training suwey I CoSIDA 

Special Eve~*~ts 

~ ESPN Announces A~’med Fe~’ces Classic MenA’s Basketball Games on Military Bases Overseas 

>~ Welcome Back Pauley Week to Usher in New Era for UCLA i UOLA 

~i NCAA 
Football 

i~i Da ktronics i~i Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

%1 
Ticket ma st 

er 

::~:: Director’s 
Cup 

::X:: CBS Sports 

College 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32181445- 55816530@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:15 PM 

academic- services- s~ff <academic- ~rvices- stafl@liskserv.unc.edu-~ 

[academic-services-s~talf] tall-college-s~afl] FW: 12 Noon Assembly and Petitions All Day to Support the Chancellor, Tomorrow 

The start time for the assembly described below has been moved to :12 noon, petitions still available all day, 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 9:35 AN 
To: College Faculty; College Staff 
Subject: Assembly and Petitions to Support the Chancellor, Tomorrow 

The enclosed message is being sent on request to all faculty and staff in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

### 

The Employee Forum, Faculty Council and Student Government invite the University community to attend a peaceful assembly in support of Chancellor Holden 

Thorp tomorrow Friday Sept. 21 from 11:30 am to about 12:30 pro. Petitions respectfully asking the Chancellor to reconsider his decision to step down will be 

available for signing from 10 am to 5 pm in The Pit and in front of Wilson Library and South Building. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-statras: academic-~rvices-stat~;listserv.unc.edn. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

-~’ul > 

academic- services- s~tt’as: <~a hlef "mailto:mlerce@email.unc.edu">rmerce@email.unc.edu</~>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edt> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 9:23 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’rmercer’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your Onyen ’rmercer’ was changed on 
Friday, September 21, 2012 at 9:23am. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windows Computer with your new 
Onyen password if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LrNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any quesuons please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 11:38 AM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assault Reported near Cmnpus 

The Town of Chapel Hill Police is investigation the report of an assault on Rosemary Street reported shortly after 2 a.m. Fri., Sept. 21. Two Hispanic males were walking westbound when 
they were approached by three white males near the BB&T Bank at 143 E Rosemary Street The suspects, all wearing jeans and polo shirts (one blue), said something indiscernible and then 
assaulted both the two victims, striking them and knocking them to the ground The suspects fled on foot eastward toward Henderson Street. No further infolrnation is currently available. 

trNC Police are asking anyone with information that may help to identiI}’ the suspect(s) to call 911 or contact the Chapel Hill-Can-boro-U%IC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are 
confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at v~vw crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 inm~ediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement elt’orts. 

Sponsored by the U%IC Department of Public Safe~z 
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NACDA Daily Review 

September 21, 2812 >> NACDA,com >> Join NACDA >> Daimy Review Archives 

X:: Submit an Article 

Athletics A,dmi~tistlato~s 

~ Wilson to sepJe as Assislant AD for Developmenl & Marketing [ Fayetteville State University 

7; Athletics Announces Personnel ActionsI North CaroUna State University 

5~ Hicks Hired as NMU Track and Field Coach I Northern II~¢lichigan University 

Comm~4~}ity O~l:reach 

~> Field Hockey, Men’s Soccer to Lace-Up 4 Cancer on Saturday ] Cabrini College 

7; Athletics School Supply Drive Once Again a Success i Liberty University 

5> Softball Bear’s ’B[addy’ Up to Help lhe 2012 Fall Yo[ath Miracle LeagueI Missouri State University 

~ North Georgia Continues to Lead NCAA Division II in Sponsorship of Make-A-Wish i North Georgia CoNIege 
& State University 

>~ Softball Participates in the Susan G Komen Race fer the Cure I Pace University 

,7 Donors Stick Around For Blood Challenge I University of North Carolina Wilmington 

7; Upstate Softball Buddies Up at Carolina Miracle League i University of South CaroJina Upstate 

5, A tradition of giving I University of Wisconsin 

Comm{4~}ity Service 

,~ Video feature: ’Weapons of Mass Construction 2012’ [ Princeton University 

7; £%bmen’s Soccer at Habitat for Humanity I Shenandoah University 

Directors of Athletics 

>~ ChipoIa College Introduces New Athletic Director I ChipoJa J~nior College 

,~ Brian DeAngelis resigns as Texas A&M-Kingsville athletic director i Texas A&M University Kingsvilme 

Endowme~sts 

,7 Scholarship endowed by Meyer family for fermer players, staff[ Lipscomb University 

>; Hawai’i Food Industry Association Rainbow Fever Athletic Scholarship 

,> OU Athletics Department gives endowment to University Libraries [ University of OkJahoma 

~::acilities 

~> Gibbses donate $2,5 million for new field house at Converse [ Converse Coliege 

Ge~~elaf 

~ Tiger" Cup lo promote inter-sq[aad competition, alhblicsi DePauw University 

5, NCAA Says College Football Concussions Down, Study Needed I NCAA 

> National Wrestling Coaches Association Picks Balance Bar as its Official Energy BarI NationaN Wrestling 

Coaches Association 

7; Villanova Athletics Unveils Leadership Institute i ViHanova University 

Hodzen Lea( ue 

>~ Horizon League, ESPN Announce 2012-13 Men’s Basketball TV Schedule 

a~d P~omotior~s 

5~ Stony Brook Athb~ics introduces the Gel Your RED On Minute I Stony Brook University 



Mid..Americs~’~ ©el’~Se~e~-~ce News 

,~ Unive~ity of Toledo Wins Cartwfight Awa[d I University of Toledo 

NC~, 

~ Division [I, CBS Sports Network announce basketball regular-season TV schedub 

No[theast Co~~fele~~ce 

~ Oakt~onics ~o Provide NEC Colleges with Digital ScorerA’s Tables I IDaktronics 

7; PBC Hosts Fifth Women in Athletic Seminar i Peach Belt Conference 

.~.i NCAA 

Football 
i.X.i Da ktronics i~i Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

.~.i Ticket ma st 

er 

i.X.i Director’s 

Cup 

...... 

i~i CBS Sports 
College 

Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the I i~i Social I 
Daily Review as a serqce to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views i-  odiol depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Brian Evans <briml.evan@usu.edtc, 

Friday, September 21, 2012 5:55 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; N4A@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Textbook Recommendations 

Hello All, 

We are preparing to teach an Athletic Transitions course in the spring - a course offered to student-athletes who will exhaust eligibili~ Spring or Fall 2013. The course is intended to help 
them transition to life-after-sport - those who are ’going Pro in something other than their sport’ The usual career, identity, networking, etc. topics will be addressed. We are seeking 
textbook/book/material recommendations for the class Please reply to me directly with any recommendations. Thanks. 

Brian Evans, Ed.D. i Associate Athletic Director ] Student-Athlete Academic Services 
Utah State Athletics ] 7425 Old Mare Hill ] Logan, UT i 84322 

P: 435.797.1868 iF: 435.797.1837 ] email: brian evans@usu edu<mailto:brian.evans@usu edu> 

[Description: Aggies-Outline-on-wht small] 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 12:21 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

7 Steps to Improving Your Retention Committee 

[ii~iI Is tenti itt ffecti it could be? Y ..... ...... 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Is your retention committee as effective as it could be? 

Join us online to learn practical ways to create and implement 
a retention workgroup on your campus. This event is designed 
to help retention committees, councils, task forces, or teams 
struggling with the enormity of the task they are charged with 
managing. 

Proqram Overview I Pricinq & Reqistration I Aqenda 

From determining your group’s purpose and selecting the right 
members to managing communication and measuring 
outcomes, our expert instructor will share tips and advice for 
handling seven of the most common struggles that often 
accompany working on these teams: 

¯ Determining your group’s purpose 
¯ Defining the leadership skills you need within your 

working group 
¯ Selecting the right committee members 
¯ Taking an actionable approach to managing the group 
¯ Communicating with other campus stakeholders 
¯ Getting new initiatives oftthe ground and setting 

achievable goals 
Measuring success 

REGZNTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

Re.qister online or call 720.488.8800. Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited 
number of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 

academicimpressions.com 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

region2- reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Megma Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 4:09 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edtr~; Region2@lists.nacda.com 

[region2] Regional Conference update 

Hello Region II, 
Just wanted to send a quick update about the Regional Conference scheduled 
for October 14th-16th in Atlanta. As of right now, we have 130 people 
registered[ The hotel has agreed to extend registration at the discounted 
rate for us until this Friday, September 28th as long as there are rooms 
still available Also, if you are planning on attending the COllference and 
haven’t registered yet, please do so asap. Since our numbers are quite 
large, we want to make sure that we have enough food, gifts, etc available 
for everyone 

Here is the link to book your hotel: 
https://www.starwoodmeetin~.com/StarGroupsWeb/bookin~/reservation?id 1112054738&key 6EAC0 
Here is the link to register for the conference: 
https: //n4a.wuJ2)u cum/l~)rms/n4a-re~ion-ii-conference-re~istratiun/ 
Here is the link to the cunference agenda: 
http:i/grfxcstv.com/phutus/schouls/nacda/sports/nfoura/autu pdf/2012-13/misc non event/re~ioniia~enda2.pdf 

Please let me knuw ifyuu have any questiuns. 

Megan 

Megan C Albidrez 
Associate I)irectur 
Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Bnx 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan~ a]bidrez@ncsu.edu 
http ://ncsu edu/aspsa/ 

"All electrunic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent tu or received by this account are subject tu the NC Public 
Records Law They are retained and may be disclused to third parties" 

To ~msubscribe from this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



NACDA Daily Review 

X:: Submit an Article 

Associatio~ News 

~5 In Memory of Dick Rademaker, Founder of ~he Liscensing Resource Group E ICLA 

~ Re( ister Now: N4A Region II Conference O,.’tober 14-16 I N4A 

~5 Register Now: N4A Region V Conference October 17-19 I N4A 

7; Register Now: N4A Region I Conference September 30 - Oct. 1 j N4A 

Athletics Developmel~t 

>~ PG&E Supports Cal Poly Athletics Vvlth $20,000 Denafion I Cal Poly 

A:waldsiRecog~titie~ts 

~ John Wooden Citizenship Cup: Nominations Open 

,~ The Former CEO Wise Became A College Football Coach i Coastal Carolina University 

7; First Endowed Coach Leads Rensselaer WomenA’s Soccer I Renssemaer Pomytechnic institute 

~ Gillispie Resigns As Head Men’s Basketball CoachI Texas Tech University 

~5 Wilson to Re~ire, Hesse[ to Take on Head Coaching Duties Following 2012-I3 Season i University of 

Minnesota 

Commu~~il’i Outleach 

~5 Haward Football and ~he National Marrow Donor Progr~rm i Harvard University 

~ Pace MonA’s Basketball Team Enjoys Special Experience i Pace University 

,5 Husky Reach Kicks Off Year At Verplanck SchoolI University of Connecticut 

~ Washington College Athletics Helps Out with Athletes Serving Athletes Event I Washington ColJege 

Community Solvice 

~ Softball Volunteers at Connecticut Special Olympics Softball Competition arrd Tournament I Quinnipiac 
University 

,~ Football players vokmteer with the Greater Buck’/Open I University of Wisconsin 

Dilectors of Alhtetics 

,5 Bob Welch speaks with UO athletic director: Ducks,5,’ success carries a price I University of Oregon 

Faqlities 

~5 Lindenwood opening s~udenbathle~e cen~er I Lindenwood University 

General 

7; Tech Hosts Football 101 Class[ J’aichigan Technological University 

,~ Playing a sport at a small college comes with a price 

7; BCS creator says keep playoff at four teams 

~ University of ~he District of Columbia Announces Plans ~o Open Natatorium, Star~ NCAA Division II 
Swimming Program: Lauren Fuchs Named Aquatics Director and Head Swimming Coach i University of 
District of Columbia 

,~ Notre Dame’s ACC move brings stability to college athbticsI University of Notre Dame 

~5 Richmond A~hletics Announces Sports Reconfiguration i University of Pier, mend 



>~ Rules panel appreves shot clock precedure in men.,k4’s lacrosse 

~> Concussion rate remains steady 

>~ CeHe,ge Football Fans Go Social for Spe~ts News 

~i NCAA 

Football 

::~:: Da ktronics :i~:i Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

~i Ticket ma st 

er 

::~:: Director’s 

Cup 

i~i CBS Sports 

College 

Network 

NACDA distiibutes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent providei of [inksto news articies on 
r~ 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web NACDA is providing the I "Xi Social I 
Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations¯ The views i Med,al 
depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review 

DaUy Review Archives I Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please unaubecribe by contacting 

me m be~’ahip~.naeda.eom 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 

I :i~:i NeuLion 
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On-iine Shop High Quality ..<Replica Swiss Watches & Jewelry .. 4ihycaqh 

22 psc(:bbqK~.l + neB[ep a ~],eiqb BblKO~],a -g0 0g0 

For men who want bigger. ~arder ionger-iastJng erections - Make her Yearn More of 
You kagdkhl 

high luxury quaiJty replica Swiss watches We have a lot of famous brands Such as 

Jacob & Co, TAG Heuer.. c-r~6k 

aCE I"...r-’.O CHb!)-I.tEHbIE HA£10[OB qEf]OBE~4ECK!4M f43 SiKOM! 

BBB Complaint actiqty repod 

Final day is Sept. 23 

Finai weeXend for orders 

In stores soon. online now 

Sport Watches 

high luxury quality repNca Swiss watches. We have a lot of famous brands. Such as 

Jacob & Co. TAG Heuer; .. crgcxa2 

BBB Case #9300761 

Fwd: Order Deiivered Today 

Re: HDTV Processed Few hours ago 

Fwd Order Approved Teday 

Your HDTV Waiting on delivery Yesterday 

Re: Order Shipped Today 

Corporate eFax message - 2 pages 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:57 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Providing s~tudent support targeted tbr adult learners 

j ii~iI Is 
to for nd meet the needs of adult learners? 

q 
your campus prepared compete a 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Does your campus have a clear sense of what needs to be done to 
attract and retain adult or non-traditional learners? 

Join us in San Diego for a conference that will help you or your 
administrative team figure out what you can and should be 
doing to better serve adult and non4raditional students. 

Program Brochure (pdf) I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Packed with practical ideas that encompass every aspect of 
the student experience, you will leave this event armed with 
tools to help make a difference - not only in enrollment and 
retention, but more importantly, in student success. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

You will leave this conference with a customized action 
plan to improve your institution’s services and support for 
adult learners. Our expert faculty will focus on how to 
coordinate and implement change in four essential areas: 

¯ Campus operations: developing an adult-friendly 
customer-service approach 

¯ Academic programs: redesigning course delivery and 
academic policies; accelerated programs; re-entry 
programs; and prior learning credit 

¯ Academic support: providing student support targeted 
to adult learners’ unique needs 

¯ Student affairs: engaging adult students in campus 
life 

You may also attend the optional post-conference workshop, 
Developing a Veteran Student Services Office. Learn 

more on the a.qenda paqe. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND," BRING YOUR TEAS 

We recognize that few campuses have dedicated staff 
specifically for adult student support and retention. Therefore, 
we’ve designed this event for both teams and individuals who 
work with adult students and who can serve as advocates 
when they return to campus. 

Ensuring student success requires the investment and 
support of administrators across campus. To encourage team 
participation, every fourth registration from the same 
institution is complimentary for this conference. 

REGISTER TODAY 

Reqister for this event online or call 720.488.6800. 

academicimpressions.com 

I~roTi~.q Y~f Sl~d#~t Affai~ 
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Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 
you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

if you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 10:31 AM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaffi~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffi~sers] IMPORTANT: ConnectCarolina Outage Thurs., Sept. 27, 5pro to 1 lpm 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Thursday, Sept. 27, starting at S:OOpm and ending around 11:00pro. ConnectCarolina will be 

unavailable during this time. 

Additional systems may experience limited and/or no functionality due to their use of Person Services which is impacted by this outage. The complete list of 

affected systems is on the system status page (see link below). 

You can see the latest system status here: ~h~t~t~p~:j~Lj~t~s~u~c~:~e~d~/~e~n~t~e~r~p~r~j~s~e~/~e~n~t~e~r~p~r~!~s~e~a~pp~[!~c~a~tj~Q~ns/~£~n~n~e~£t~ca~E9~[!~naZsy~ste~m~:~stat~usZ 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make systems more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:iiits.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Joan Hopkins <joanh@admin.umass.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 3:37 PM 

Mercer, Robe(t J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; N4A@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] IPAD apps? 

Dear Members and Learning Specialists in particular: 
We are looking for free apps or cheap apps for use on IPADS with students who have disabilities. We know of Dragon Dictation. Are there any other academic support apps you may be 

using with your student_athletes on their WADS? If you could respond to me I would be very appreciative Thanks! 

Joan 

Joan P. Hopkins 
Associate Athletic Director 
Academic Support Services 
University of Massachusetts 
413-545-3185 

NOTICE: This email message and all attaclm~ents transmitted with it may contain legally privileged and COllfidential it~formation intended solely for the use of the addressee. If the reader of 

this message is not the intended recipient, you are herebg .... notified that any reading dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this message or its attachments is strictly 

prohibited. If you have received this message m err°r, please n°til~’ the sender immediately by teleph°ne (413-545-3185) °r by electr°nic mail" and delete this message and all c°pies and 

backups thereof. Thank you. 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacdacomjunsubscribe 
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Barclays Center Opens Its Doors 

Save the Date: SVG’s TranSPORT 2012 on Nov. 13 

49ers Go Fully Tapeless With Front Porch Digital 

CSVS 2013: Early-Registration Offer Extended 

Schubin Cafe: IBC-ing the Future 

If You Build It, They Will Come: Barclays Center 
Opens Its Doors 
by Karen Hogan 

After 55 years, professional sports are back in Brooklyn. On 
Friday Sept. 21, Forest City Ratner Companies 
Chairman/CEO Bruce Ratner joined New York City Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg, Brooklyn Nets Owner Mikhail Prokhorov, 
Barclays Center/Brooklyn Nets CEO Brett Yormark, and other 
dignitaries in officially unveiling Brooklyn’s newest landmark, 
Bardays Center. Highlights of the venue, set to welcome 
Jay-Z later this week, include a 360-degree LED oculus, 
three-story HD center-hung video display, Cisco 

StadiumVision and Connected Stadium WiFi, and much more. 

:: 

Save the Date: SVG’s TranSPORT 2012 Event on 
Nov. 13 in NYC 

The Sports Video Group will hold TranSPORT 2012, the 
sports industry’s lone event dedicated entirely to the needs 
of the sports professional whose job duties include transport 

and distribution of video and audio content via TV, the 
[nternet, and more, on Oct. 11 at the DoubleTree Suites by 
Hilton in New York City. 

Illumination Dynamics Renews SVG Sponsorship 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that 
Illumination Dynamics has renewed its mobile/integrator 
sponsorship. Illumination Dynamics (ID) is a lighting, grip, 
and power-distribution company with locations in Los 
Angeles and Charlotte, NC. D is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
ARRI/CSC (formerly Camera Service Center), the largest full- 
service film-equipment company in the U.S., and a division 
of the ARRT Group of companies. 

"-®D|    O’~ 

NFL’s 49ers Usher in Fully Tapeless Era With Front 
Porch Digital 
by Brandon Costa 

Life is pretty good in 49ers camp these days. The team is 

off to a 2-1 start and, with one of the best defenses in the 
league, is among the favorites to reach Super Bowl XLVIII. 

Michael Christianson, assistant offensive coach and 
coordinator of football technology, is helping lead the 
franchise to the next level in the film room. Starting in 
October, the 49ers will begin use of a Front Porch Digital 
digital-media-asset-management system that promises to 
both improve access and ensure security of the team’s 
highly valuable video content. 
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DIRECTV Sports Networks Renews Partnership With 

HTN Communications 

HTN Communications LLC (HTN) announced that DIRECTV 
Sports Networks, parent company of ROOT SPORTS, has 
renewed its contract with HTN to provide A/V backhaul 
services for ROOT SPORTS’ away broadcasts of all 
Pittsburgh Penguins hockey games, as well as Pittsburgh 

Pirates, Colorado Rockies, and Seattle Mariners baseball 
games. Tn addition, HTN will now provide full-time 
connectivity between ROOT SPORTS’ regional studios in 
Pittsburgh, Denver, and Bellevue, WA, and its master control 
location, managed by Encompass in Atlanta. 

CSP Mobile Productions Taps Utah Scientific for 

Newest OB Truck 

CSP Mobile Productions is installing a UTAH-400/528 routing 

switcher into its newest outside broadcast (OB) truck. 
Based in Saco, ME, CSP Mobile Productions covers sports 
and entertainment video productions for regional clients as 
well as networks. This is CSP’s third HD truck to contain 
Utah Scientific equipment, and the fifth in the history of its 
fleet. CSP’s new HD truck, HD-2, is a 53-foot expando that 
will cover college basketball for ESPN when the season 
begins in November. 

The Camera House Purchases Canon PL-Mount EF 

Cinema Zoom Lenses 

Feature filmmakers and producers of episodic TV series and 
commercials are increasingly transitioning to large-format 
single-sensor digital cinematography cameras for the many 
creative and image-performance advantages they provide. 
The Camera House, a high-end motion-picture rentals 
company in North Hollywood, sees this trend accelerating 
with the recent introduction of new top-end PL-mount EF 
Cinema zoom lenses having over 4K resolution from Canon 
U.S.A. 

South Korea’s YTN Selects TVU Networks’ TVUPack 

TVU Networks announced that YIN, South Korea’s leading 
24 hour news network, has selected TVUPack to expand its 
live newsgathering operations. Since 1993, YTN, a 24 hour 
news network headquartered in Seoul, has worked to build 
one of Korea’s most respected newsgathering organizations. 
With a large newsgathering operation that includes more 
than a dozen news vehicles, YTN was looking for a mobile 
broadcast solution to give the network the flexibility to go 
live from more locations and help increase the speed of 
getting news to air. 

CSVS 2013: Early-Registration Offer Extended 

The Sports Video Group is extending its special early- 
registration offer for the 2013 College Sports Video Summit 
May 29-30, 2013, at the Hyatt Regency in Atlanta. To 
celebrate the Summit’s fifth year, SVG is making the CSVS 
experience more affordable than ever. Register before Nov. 
i and attend the Fifth Annual CSVS for just $100 - a saving 
of more than $125 over last year’s rate. Taking advantage 
of this preregistration opportunity also guarantees a room at 
the Hyatt Regency. 

Schubin Cafe: IBC-ing the Future 
by Mark Schubin 

This is what happened on Monday night, September 10, at 
the International Broadcasting Convention (TBC) in 
Amsterdam: A crowd crammed into the large (1750-seat) 
auditorium to see the future=well, a future. They saw Hugo 
in stereoscopic 3D. The big deal? The perceived screen 
brightness was that of a well-projected 2D movie, perhaps 
four to five times greater than that of typical stereoscopic 
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3D movie projection. 

NewTek Sees Bright Future With TriCaster 8000 

NewTek has announced the immediate availability of 
TriCaster 8000 for production and media publishing 
professionals who deliver live video for large, complex 
events, with full integration of social media production tools. 
TriCaster 8000 is the first live television production platform 
that allows producers to create multi-camera video 
programs for broadcasting, live streaming, and projection, 
while simultaneously publishing clips and stills to Facebook, 

YouTube, Twitter, and Flickr. 

Telestream Releases Flip4Mac 3.0 

Telestream released Flip4Mac 3.0, the official Windows 
Media player on the Mac. The modernized V3.0 software 
includes Flip Player, a new multi-format video player for the 
Mac. Flip Player offers high-quality video playback in a wide 
range of popular video formats, for the Web, smartphones, 
and high-definition movies. An upgrade to Flip Player Pro 
adds unique features such as intuitive video editing and 
iPhone ringtone export capabilities. 

NFL Network Signs Carriage Deals with Time Warner 
Cable, Bright House Networks 

NFL Network reached multi-year agreements with Time 
Warner Cable and Bright House Networks, the country’s 
respective second- and sixth-largest cable providers, for 
carriage of NFL Network and the NFL RedZone channel. NFL 
Network and NFL RedZone will debut in Time Warner Cable 
and Bright House Networks homes beginning this Sunday 
September 23, with full launch before Thursday, September 
27. 

BTN Back on Dish Following Multiyear Carriage 
Renewal 
by Multichannel News 

After several fits and starts, Big Ten Network and Dish 
reached a multiyear carriage renewal agreement that gave 
conference fans their football fill on Saturday. The parties 
announced a pact that restored the sports service to the 
No. 3 U.S. distributor’s air in time to televise a seven-pack 
of Big Ten pigskin games on Sept. 22:UAB-Ohio State; 
South Dakota-Northwestern; Eastern Michigan-Michigan 

State; Idaho State-Nebraska; Louisiana Tech-][llinois; 
Syracuse-Minnesota; and Central Michigan’s upset of Iowa. 

NBC Sports May Be Left Out in the Cold Due to 
Hockey Lockout 
by Adweek 

Four days into a lockout that threatens to put the kibosh on 
the entire 2012-13 National Hockey League season, league 
officials last week took the first step in making a $3.3 billion 
business disappear. Other than the fans, which during labor 
disputes are always left holding the wrong end of the 
hockey stick, no group stands to suffer more keenly from 
NHL deprivation than NBC Sports Network. With 90 regular- 
season games slated to air on the emerging cable channel 
between October and next April, the NHL is as indispensable 
as a sharp set of skates. 

American TV Companies May Broadcast KHL Games 
During NHL Lockout 
by NESN 

The NHL may be on hiatus, but fans Stateside may still be 
able to catch some of the game’s biggest stars in action. 
According The UFA Sports agency (the KHL’s marketing 
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service partner in nations outside the League’s borders), the 
league has announced a surge in interest "among North 
American -iV companies seeking to broadcast matches in 
the KHL Championship." This means that hockey fans in 
North America will be able to watch KHL action featuring 
some of the biggest names in the NHL. 

RSNs Have Blueprint for Dealing with Autumn Work 
Stoppage 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

Stop me if you’ve heard this before: Regional sports 
networks are preparing for an autumn without professional 
games because of a work stoppage. Last year, it was the 
NBA. This year, it’s the NHL. But for RSN executives, the 
situation is identical. Executives at regional sports networks 
across the country are experiencing a sense of dej~ vu as 
they scramble to fill in live games that will be lost if the 
league and its players can’t reach an agreement before Oct. 

11, when the season is slated to start. 

ig-~vLe]l ::tlj ;t~];J , 

Wireless Technologies Expect Lift from HEVC 
Compression 
by Kevin Hilton 

Wireless and fibre transmission systems are a central 
component of sports broadcast productions today. In a 
series of recent product releases the technologies are being 
extended to give broadcasters better audio and video 
quality, with cameras now offering 1080p and wireless mics 
covering greater distances. During IBC 2012 the Vislink 
group displayed a new Gigawave transmitter that can carry 
3G SDI signals for i080p transmissions. 

Leader Intros SDI, HDMI Video Monitor 

A new addition to the Leader Instruments range of test 
equipment, the LV5307 is an SDT and HDMT video monitor 
with a wide range of features for professional video 
content-creation and post-production. Available now, the 
monitor incorporates a bright 7-inch widescreen colour 
display screen, signal analysis, SDT to HDMI cross- 
conversion and audio de-embedding in a compact unit priced 

at under US $2,000. 

Live Sport Drives Mobile Video Viewing 
by Advanced Television 

Live sports content is driving consumer mobile video viewing 
according to research from QuickPlay Media. A survey of UK 
mobile subscribers between the ages of 18-44, revealed 
more than half (52 per cent) of mobile video users watched 
at least one Olympic event on either a smartphone or 
tablet. Furthermore, of those who have watched a major 
sporting event on a mobile device, 84% reported that they 
have increased their mobile video consumption since viewing 
that event; with a third consuming significantly more mobile 
video than before. 

Sky Sports for iPad Update Brings Second Screen to 
UEFA Champions League, Ryder Cup 
by Engadget 

When you’re rooting for your team, one screen is never 
enough. Sky Sports knows this, and knows it quite well it 
seems. Hence why the UK Satellite giant is rolling out more 
of it via its iPad app. Now, as promised, the UEFA 
Champions League and 2012 Ryder Cup get in on the action. 
As you would imagine, the update lets users dive into a 
bunch of stats, game info, live tweets, and even allows 
watching multiple games split-screen style. 
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Turner Sports Launches Online Destination for 2012 
Ryder Cup 
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Rydercup.com, managed by Turner Sports as part of 
PGA.com, will provide extensive online, mobile, and social 
coverage during the 2012 Ryder Cup. From Friday, Sept. 28 
to Sunday, SepL 30, fans will have complete access to live 
streaming video, leaderboard updates, live radio, video 

alerts, social interaction and much more via the new 
Rydercup.com site, the Ryder Cup App for iPhone, iPad and 

iPod touch, and the mobile website. 

ESPN Intros a Twitter-like Stream for Sports News 
by Broadcast Engineering 

ESPN has introduced SportsCenter Feed, a Twitter-like 
stream of all sports news, all the time. ft releases more than 
a 1,000 items each day with updates at least once a 
minute. The feed, launched last week in beta, allows sports 
fans to view breaking sports news at it develops and create 
lists of the user’s favorite athletes, reporters and other 
content-including articles, highlights, blog posts, scores, 

stats, videos and audio content from all of ESPN.com and 
many of its affiliates. 

With the Launch of SB Nation United, Vox Media 
Moves Into the Publishing Playoffs 
by TechCrunch 

Vox Media’s 312 SB Nation sites for sports teams around the 
country are getting a major upgrade today that spans its 
user interfaces, editorial workflows and ad displays 
(including for mobile). Readers will immediately notice fancy 
new homepages for their favorite teams, with classy site- 
specific Iogos, a "cover" of featured stories above the fold, 
and a well-organized stream of articles and community 
features further down the page - right and left-hand 
navigation bars for tweets, fan posts, fan videos, 

comments, and more. 

WWE Pins Down Hulu Plus Deal 
by Multichannel News 

Hulu Plus subscribers will be able to have next day access 
to USA Network’s WWE Monday Night Raw series and other 
WWE shows as part of a multi-year deal between Hulu and 
the WWE. The deal will give WWE fans unlimited instant 
streaming access, additional content and programming on- 
the-go to all of WWE’sIV programming the day after the 
content airs on broadcast and cable TV, according to WWE 
officials. 

Broadcasters Challenge TV Everywhere Services 
With Dyle Mobile TV 
by FierceCable 

Several -iV station group owners officially launched the Dyle 
mobile -IV service Thursday at an event in Washington, 
D.C., where they boasted that Dyle, which uses broadcast 
spectrum, wouldn’t be impacted by mobile data caps. While 
Dyle could challenge the iV Everywhere services marketed 
by cable operators and satellite TV providers, the equipment 
required to view its live mobile video content could make it 
difficult to compete with TVE services which only require 
subscribers to download an application. 

Making Money on Mobile: The YouTube Perspective 
by GigaOM 

It’s no secret that more and more content is being 
consumed on mobile devices. While this has been a source 
of stress for some web publishers like Facebook, YouTube 
appears to be doing just fine at monetizing phones, tablets, 
Xbox consoles and more. Unlike display ads, which have 
proved a rocky fit on smaller screens, video ads have made 
a smoother transition. YouTube’s plan is to continue scaling 
its skippable pre-roll ads across all devices where people 
watch them as part of a fluid package of content. 
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Total Sports Entertainment Awarded U.S. Patent for 
TSE GameTime ScriptPRO 

Total Sports Entertainment announced the awarding of US 
Patent No. 8,195,515 for developing TSE GameTime 
ScriptPRO, an internet-based event management solution 
that provides users with a simple and streamlined way for 
building, organizing, and executing event scripts in real time. 
TSE’s premiere solution is currently being implemented by 
over 200 professional sports teams and universities of all 

levels around the world, which includes over 1500 users. 

CSN Philadelpiha Wins 10 Mid-Atlantic Emmys, 
Celebrates 15 Year Anniversary 

Comcast SportsNet was recognized with 10 Mid-Atlantic 
Emmy Awards at a black-tie ceremony this past Saturday. 
The Emmy Awards recognize excellence in news, 
programming and individual achievement in Pennsylvania, 
New Jersey, and Delaware. Comcast SportsNet’s acclaimed 
news program, SportsNite has been awarded an Emmy in 12 
of the past 13 years for excellence in a regularly scheduled 
sports program. 

Fox, Turner Contribute to $12 Billion Rights Haul for 

MLB 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

Major League Baseball is poised to announce a stunning 
$12.4 billion worth of media deals this week as it completes 
negotiations on eight-year deals with Fox and Turner to go 
along with its earlier deal with ESPN. The total take from its 
three partners more than doubles the amount from its 
previous deals. The Fox and Turner deals were not signed 
by press time, but all sides had agreed on terms, and a 
formal announcement is expected this week. 

Broadcasters Get Unlikely Support from Cablevision 
in Aereo Case 
by Reuters 

Cablevision has thrown its support behind major U.S. 
broadcast networks in their bid to stop Aereo Inc, an online 
television start-up backed by billionaire Barry Diller, from 
broadcasting IV programming over the Internet. Cablevision, 
which was formerly pitted against the parent companies of 
these same networks it is now supporting in court, filed a 
brief on Monday saying that the district court’s ruling in July 
to allow Aereo to continue operating should be reversed. 
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September 25, 2812 >> NACDA,com >> Join NACDA >> Daily Review ,Archives 

X:: Submit an Article 

At~/letics A,dmi~tistlato~s 

~ Zack McKay Hired as Director oi Marketing at WKU I Western Ke~tucky U~iversity 

Athlel:ics Developme~}l: 

,; ORU Athletics Gets 100 Percent Participation in k’ORU PrideA"l Cram Roberts University 

Awa~ dsiReceg~sitio~ss 

>~ Zips Athletics Announces Top 40 Female Athletes In School History I U~iversity of Akron 

Collegiate Academics 

~> Faculty concerned about new NCAA standards 

Comm~4~ity O~l:r~:~ach 

,> Bulldogs Tennis Volunteers with Special Olympics i The Citadel 

~ Wisconsin unveils new community outreach efforJ I U~iversity of Wisconsin 

Di~ec/:ors o~ £1hle/:ics 

,; Pollard to head D1A Athletics Directors greup l iowa State University 

,~ Former UALR AD Happy Mahfeaz Passes Away i U~iversity of Arkansas at Little Rock 

~::aci}ities 

>7 Fiek~ of dreams cempbte for Division I athbtes I IBinghamton University 

,; AD Andy Geiger planning big move for U~’vt baseball, track & field I University of Wisconsin at 

Milwaukee 

Fundraise~s 

>~ Record Crowd Turns Out For 10th-Annual Diane GeppPAikens Event I Loyola U~iversity MaryNand 

~ Joe Wise’s Jo(arney To London For The Paralympic Games i Loyola University I~¢~aryia~d 

@ ~> Dewnsizing; oome college execs prefer Divisien III 

>; Commisskmers target sites for 1 st playoff final 

~> Tiffin University adds Swimming and Diving I Tiffi~a University 

~; Unive~ity of the District of Cel~mbia Announces the Addition of Men~,’s and ~iomen~,’s Lacrosse Programs 

Ior Competition in Spdng of 2014 i Ur~iversity o~ the District of Columbia 

Mir~edly,"Diw-~sil:y 

~; Cebbrating 40 Years of Title iX I ~’~iami University {OH) 

NC~ 

>; Hamline course dissects art and science of recruiting 

NCAA Football 

~ The EA SPORTS NCAA Football Challenge Tour schedule is announced; eighth ann[~al videogame 
tournament kicks off today in San Jose 

Special Ever~ts 



~ Kansas S~udent-Athle~es Enjoy Experience wi~h Colombia’s President Santos I U~iversHty of Kansas 

~> Oklahoma State University launches Web-only digital network ] Oklahoma State Univei’sity 

7; Eight SU Basketball Games to be Shown on ROOT SPORTS i Seattme University 

X:: NCAA 

Football 

::X:: Da ktronics ...... 
i [:+:] i Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

X:: Ticket ma st 

er 

::X:: Director’s ...... 
Cup 

:: ::+:] :: CBS Sports 

College 

Network 
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factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review¯ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 9:41 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Retention: Implementing a campus-wide strategy 

[IINII Develop a plan success a campus-wide 
j 
1 

retention that makes student effort. 

Trouble viewing this email? http:Nwww.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.com to your address book. 

"The faculty provided the right mix of theory, personal experiences, 
and attendee input to keep everyone engaged." 

Our popular retention conference receives accolades like this 
every time it’s held, year after year. If your institution is 
struggling with planning and implementing a campus-wide 
retention strategy that ties mission, data, and programming 
together into a unified approach, you can’t miss this event. 

Program Brochure (pdO I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Whether you have a retention plan already in place or are just 
getting started, you will benefit from the tips and advice shared 
by our expert instructors. Watch the video below to find out more 
from attendees and instructors at this highly rated event. 

.N.i Click to watch this video 

WNAT YOU W~LL LEARN 

This highly interactive conference will offer you the opportunity to 
directly apply the content of the program immediately to your 
institution and receive instant and direct feedback from the 
instructors. Topics include: 

How to determine retention priorities 
¯ ’&/hat really makes a plan comprehensive 

~, The role of faculty, administrators, staff in your approach 
~, How to conduct a self-audit of data and programs 
~, How and when to eliminate programs that don’t work 

Case studies of retention programs that work 

There is also an optional pre-conference workshop titled Data 
Simplified: Working with Institutional Data for Retention 
Purposes. View the complete agenda here. 

REGISTER TODAY 

Register for this event online before October 5 and save $100, or 
call 720.488.6800 today. 

Questions? Gall us to determine if this event is right for you. 

academicimpressions.com 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 11:08 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu>; ConnectCaJcolina <connectcarolin~listserv.unc.edu> 

[connectcamolina] ConnectCaxolinaNews -- Sept. 26, 2012 

ConnectCarolina Outage Thurs., Sept. 27 

ConnectCarolina and other systems will be unavailable due to a planned maintenance outage on Thursday, Sept. 27, starting at 5:00pm and ending around 11:00pm. 

http~//its~unc~edu/enterprise/enterprise-app~icati~ns/c~rmectcar~Iina/sYstem~status/ 

Project Update - September 2012 

The ConnectCarolina project team is deep into the detailed work of the project - taldng the University’s needs and configuring PeopleSoft to work for us with as 

little customization as possible. Here is just a brief look at what the project team is working on. 

http://its.unc.edu/2012!O9!25iproject-update-for-september- 2012/ 

Deployment Strategy Announced 

The project Sponsors have determined the go-live date for the Finance and HR/Payroll implementations. 

.b.~;~tt.~s.:.~u.n...c:~.e.~d..~u~2...~..~.2.~..~2..~Ld...e.~n~t.~..7.~m~e..~: s..g..a.~e..~L~.~.~.~.r.Q1t~.~L 
Campus Solutions Priority List 

View the latest list of the Top :10 In-Progress Activities for Campus Solutions. 

http:!iits.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-appNcations!what-we-are-working-oni 

Students Must Act on Proxy Access to Billing 

Improvements made to the Student Financials section of the ConnectCarolina Student Center mean students will need to take action to re-authorize proxies 

(usually parents) for access to billing and payment. 

http;//its.unc.edu/20:12/O7J16/changes-connectcarolina-student-finanda!s/ 

ConnectCarolina YouTube Channel 

View videos on ConnectCarolina’s new YouTube channel. 

ht[p://www.youtube.com/user/connectcarolina?ob=O&feature=results main 

Follow ConnectCarolina on Social Media 

.b.g#U~f..a.~.c.e..b...~.~..~...~c...~.~n..~p...a.s~s..~.~...~...n.~L~;~9~Q~Z~27.&~2~Z~.f5m~ 
https:!/twitter.com/#!!conn ectca rolin a 

Campus Solutions Help Resources 

The fastest way to resolve any issues with Campus Solutions is to file a Help ticket at http:/ihelp.unc.edu; for policy or process questions, contact the functional 

office directly: 

¯ Student Billing: http:iicashier.unc.edu/ 

¯ Financial Aid: http:/is[udentaid.unc.edu/ 

¯ Student Records (including access), Registration, Drop/Add, Transcripts, etc. -- University Registrar: http:/iregis[rar.unc.edu/index.htm 

¯ Undergraduate Admissions: http:i!www.admissions.unc.edu/ 

¯ Graduate Admissions: http:!igradschool.unc.edu! 

Information on the Finance and HR/Payroll Implementations 

Finance: http:/lits.unc.edulenterpriselenterprise-.applicationslconnectcarolina!financel 

HR/Payroll: .h..~..t..p..;//-[ ~..s..:~u..~n..~£:.e...d...u~..e...n.-t...e.~r.#.~r.~[ s...e~..e...n.-t.-.e.~r.#..r.!~s...e.~:~a..~.~..~!-£.a.~t !~9~EsZ c£££ ect ~-a [ ~ !!-Ea Z-h [:#~E d:~#~[~£~[~ 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 



NACDA Daily Review 

Associations News 

~ Regisler New: N4A Re qion I Conie[ence September 30 - OcL I I N4A 

>~ Register Now: N4A Re.gie~l II Conference October 14-16 I N4A 

~ Register Now: N4A Region V Conference October 17-19 I N4A 

X:: Submit an Article 

Athletics Admif~istfato~s 

~ Jim S~ree~er Announces Retiremen~ Itx)m EMUi Eastern Michigan University 

>~ Kasha Godleski Named Associate Director for Athbtic Achievement i Le Moyne College 

.,> Jared Sumsion Hired as Asset. AD fer External Operations I Utah Valley University 

AwardsiReceq~itio~s 

~ Committee Announces 20I 3 Hall ol Fame ClassI University of Texas-Pan American 

>~ Madison named ’America’s Best College Foetball Town’, by USA Teday Readers i University of Wisconsin 

t >~ W~lliam P..nn to Induct 2012 Athbtics Hall of Fame Class William Penn University 

Coaches 

~ Badgers hire ~.~ilney Smith Beggus as 1st Bowling coach i Spring Hill CoiEege 

>> Schlossnagle Receives Contract Extension i Texas Christian University 

,7 Jamieson Extended Through 2015 I University of Missouri 

>~ Fairbourne Resigns after 21 Yearn at UVU I Utah Vailey University 

Community Outreach 

~ Cross Country and Track Teams Volunteer to Build Sheds i William Penn University 

Commonality Service 

~ Loyola Softball Volunteers At Susan G. Komen Race For The Cure I Loyoma University Chicago 

Directors of Athletics 

.,> NACDA 2nd VP Jim Phillips Named Vice President for Athletics and Recreation I Northwestern University 

~; Osborne Announces Retirement, Effective Jan. 1,20131 University of Nebras~.a 

Facilities 

>~ Hale, after taking painful bsson to heart, gives back to Corm athleticsI Connecticut College 

.,> Full steam ahead fer HVCC athletic facility I Hudson VaNley Community College 

~; Owls football shows off expanded training facility i Temple University 

Fund~ais~s 

>~ Henry Ford Community College hosts Hawks Casino Night to raise funds for athletics, Oct. 11 I Henry Ford 
Community Coliege 

General 

>~ Carson-Newman to add swimming as varsity sport in 2013 i Carson-Newman College 

.,> 12 tips and advice to communicate effedively on tt~e job I CoSIDA 

>~ Fall Continuing Ed Series - CoSIDA St. Louis Convention panel: Werking with student-athletes - are we 
getting it right? i CoSIDA 

~> Nodhland College to Add Men’s and Women’s Golf in Fall 20131 Northland Coliege 



Lk’e~si~c 

,~ Notre Dame ranks No. I in merchandise sales j University of Notre Dame 

Marketir~g and P~emotier~s 

> James Madison Athletics and Front Row Marketing Selects Phizzle to Provide Digital Marketing Solutions to 

Enhance the Fan Experience J James Madison University 

Otlse~ Co~de~e~~ce News 

,7 3N2 Named Official Apparel & Shoe Sponsor" of Sunshine State Conference I Sunshine State Conference 

~ UVU Athletics Pmtners with Shane Co. i Utah VaNIey University 

Schedules 

7; Notre Dame exercises 3-year out in Michigan deal 

Sociaf Media 

>; 3 ways to get powerful resuRs from Twitter without tweeting I CoSJDA 

Special Eve~l:s 
~ Louisville Athbiics Give Leadership Prograrnming a New Look I Uf~iversity of Louisville 

:~i NCAA 

Football 

iXi Wounded ...... 
Warrior 

Project 

~i Ticket ma st 

er 

:: ::+:; :: Director’s 

Cup 

i.X.i CBS Sports 

College 

Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web NACDA is providing the 

Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations The views 
depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review¯ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 11:16 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmevce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd(baxt byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edtv~; 

Dennis Leblanc ~dleblanc@huskers.com>; Jill Shields (shield@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4@lists.nacda.com; Lisa Moser 
<~-emoser@maJl.smu.edu>; Brian Davis(bfiand@mail.utexas.edu); Cufiis W. Jones(Curtis.Jone@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin 

(scoginj@missoufi.edu); Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@olcstate.edu>; Julie Owen <jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Amber Demastus 

<ademasms@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <brynto 18@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelde@ou.edu>; CarolL. Ludvigson 

<cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cmnters@ou.edu>; Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylo@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson 

<jamundson@ou.edu~; K&sie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu~; Jason D. Leonard <leonardjd@ou.edu>; Randy J. Garibay 

<rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemme~ou.edu~; Terri L. Moyer <~tmoyer@ou.edtr~; Teresa A. Turner <ttume@ou.edu>; 

desiree@smu.edu 

[n4a] ttow Competent Are Compliance Officers? They’re Aixmt to Find Out - Players - The Chronicle ofttigher Education 

http :i/chronicle.com/blogs/pla’~ers/how-competent-are-compliance-officers-theyre-ab out-t o-find-out/31422 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

region2- reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Megma Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 3:59 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edw~; Region2@lists.nacda.com 

[region2] October 5th is the last day to register 

Region II, 
The last day to register for the upcoming Regional Conference in Atlanta is 
*Friday, October 5th*. So, if you were procrastinating, then get on it and 
register[ Here is the website: 

https:/in4a wutbo.com/forms/n4a-region-ii-conferenc e-registration/ 

See you in Atlanta’. 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University’ 
300 Case Academic (;enter 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 ([hx) 
megan albidrez@ncsu edu 
http ://ncsu.edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 
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NACDA Daily Review 

September 27, 2812 >> NACDA.com >> Join NACDA >> Daily Review Archives 

X:: Submit an Article 

Aw~rdsiRecoqnitions 

, Lake Forest Set ~e Induct Three Individuals, One Team into Athletic Hall of Fame j Lake Forest College 

~; BrownA’s Michelle Eisenreich Steps Down as Director of Track & Field; Tim Spnngfield Named Interim 
Director i Brown University 

>; Concordia announces Sampson’s resignation as head track coach I Coneordia University St. Paul 

,~ Bill Decker Named the Joseph J. O’Donnell ’67 Head Coach for Harvard Baseball i Harvard University 

,; Kleinendorst Named Head Coach Of UAH Hockey I University of Amabama in Huntsville 

Corrtm~/nit? Outreach 

>; GVSU Athletics Hosts GMs in Sports Day j Grand Valley State University 

~ UT Athletics invites local schools te the 40 Acres this November j University of Texas st Austin 

>; ’Food Bowl’ pits Madison vs. Lin,.’eln i University of Wisconsin 

Col~tmLmit? Solvice 

~> Women’s Basketball Exceeds 800 Cornmunity Service Hours j Eureka College 

~ Tra,.’k and Field Sends Care Package to Troops I OraJ Roberts University 

Dilectors of R4htetics 

~ NACDA PasJ President David Roach To Lead Ferdham A~hletics Program I Fordham University 

~> Cora H. Brumley Named Interim AJhletics Director I State University of New York College of Oswego 

> Former Director of Athletics James Ciszek to Receive ECAC James Lynah Award i University of 
Massachusetts Lowell 

F:~ci}ities 

> Benedictine Unveils New Bartlett Golf Center i Benedictine University 

>; Big 12 stadium wars seek to win mere fans i Big 12 Conference 

,~ Whitton Construction Donates To CSUB Softball i CSU BakersfieJd 

~; Kalamazoo College unveils new athletic complex to neighbors (with photo galleqi) j KaJamazoo College 

,~ Populous Selected for University of Arkansas~,’ Basketball Practice Facility I University of Arkansas 

Get, oral 

,, Learning About Commitment, Respect and Determh~ation on the National Mall j George Washington 
University 

,~ Making the varsity cu~ for I~haca College a~hle~icsI Ithaca College 

~ The Collegiate Licensing Company Announces New Executive Hires to Suppor~ Growing Needs of Collegiate 
Licensing Business i The CoiJegiate Licensing Company 

,, Summit axes acronyms I The S~mmit League 

,; Hall, Law to Represent DU at NCAA Leadership Forum I University of Denver 

Licensing 
~; Licensing Defined: Labeling I Strategic Marketi~g Affiliates 

Marketing and Promotions 
~ Two squads hosting Think Rink games, Iield hockey also participating in Corners Ior the Cure I Saint 
Michael’s College 



~> Spider Athletics Partners With Leffler Agency I University of Richmond 

Othel Co~y~e/e~ce News 

~> Conlerence Holds Ann(eel St(aden~-A~tfle[e Advisory Committee Meeting i America~ Southwest Conference 

Secisl ~Sedis 

~; Rockets Announce New Mobile Apps for PPhone and Android i University of Toledo 

Sp~scial Events 

>~ Georgia National Guard Presents Custom Camo Jerseys te Eagles for Military Appreciation Day l Georgia 

Southern University 

T~-chnelogy 

>~ XOS Digital Expands Digital Sports Network to YouTubeATM i XOS Digital 

Tickets 

~> Rocke~s Se~ Record For Football Season Ticks[ Sales I University of Toledo 

TViMedia 

~> Seattle U Men£’s Basketball to Ai~ on 770 KTTH I Seattle University 

............~i NCAA i~i Daktronics ......i2i Wounded ............ ~i Ticketmast i~i Director’s i.X.i CBSSports 
Football Warrior er Cup College 

Project Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 
college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web NACDA is providing the I ~i Social I 
Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations The views I-: od,a I 
depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review 

Dally Review Archives I Terms and Conditior~s 

To no longer receive these messages, please uneubseribe by contacting 
memberehip~nacda, com 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L -<debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 4:45 PM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaflhsers@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[cccss~ffusers] IMPORTANT: tonight’s ConnectCarolina OUTAGE POSTPONED 

The ConnectCarolina outage scheduled for tonight (Sept. 27) has been postponed to Tuesday, Oct. 2, 5pm to 11pm. 

View the latest system status here: http://its~’nc~edu/enterprise/enterprise-appuications/connectcarouina/system-status/ 

We apologize for any inconvenience. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-O477 

Website: http:iiits.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 10:53 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnevce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd(baJct byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu~; 

Dennis Leblanc ~dleblanc@huskers.com>; Jill Shields (shield@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4a@lists.nacda.com; Bfim~ Davis 
(bfiand@m~Jl.utexas.edu); Curtis W. Jones(Curtis.Jones@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missoufi.edu); M~xilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Julie Owen <jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademasm@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran 

<bryntol8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelde@ou.edu>; CarolL. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters 

<cwinters@ou.edu:>; Desiree M. Taylor ~-~dtaylo@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 

<kasie@ou.edtc,; Jason D. Leonard <leonardjd@ou.edtr~; Randy- J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edtr~; Stacy L. Lemmert 

<slemme~ou.edu~; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu~; Teresa A. Turner <tturne@ou.edu> 

[n4a] California Governor Signs NCPA Student-Athletes Bill of Rights! 

http:/Awcw.ncpanow.org/releases advisories?id 0026 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SMWW <chase@smw~-.com> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 1:17 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu> 

Early Bird Disco~mt on Toronto & Nashville Sport Cont~rences - ends September 30th! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32234342-56259735@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Lang, Andrew <~Jang@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 8:26 AM 

academic- services- slaff <academic- ~rvices- stall@liskserv.unc.edu-~ 

[academic-services- s~] Ioasis-suppol~ted- staff] IMPORTANT: Planned outage of ALL rI’s services, Oct 18-19 5:30-7AM 

To OASIS-supported staff in the College: 

On October 18th and 19th from 5:30AM to 7:00AM ITS is planning a major network outage in order to replace old networking hardware. While this will occur during 

Fall break at early hours of the day, this will disrupt connectivity to all ITS services during those times, including: 

Email 

HRIS 

Web services (departmental websites, web.unc.edu, etc.) 

Sakai 

AFS 

Connect Carolina 

etc. 

Every effort is being made to minimize the outage, but please make a note of the date and time for your planning purposes. Details of this planned outage are 

below. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: iTS Change [mailto:itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu] 

Change Plan ID: 15079 

Change Plan Type: Planned 

Change Plan Status: Approved 

Between 5:30-7AM on Thursday, Oct 18th and on Friday, Oct 19th (fall break), we will be shutting down the ITS data center aggregation switch!VLAN routers in 

order to replace the soon-to-be-end-of-life router chassis in both the Manning (Oct 18th) and Franklin (Oct 19th) data center. 

Note that this will cause a COMPLETE SHUTDOWN of network connectivity to ALL ITS SYSTEMS (and applications and services) in those data centers each morning 

for that 90 minute window -- expect many, if not all, services to be interrupted BOTH mornings. In some cases, some services will shutdown prior to our S:30AM 

start time - those will be announced separately. 

This will not DIRECTLY impact departmental hosted systems in these data centers (different switches!different routers), but will obviously have an indirect impact 

to the extent they depend on ITS services. 

More information will be posted as we get closer to the Oct 18th date. 

If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. 

Visit https://status.its.unc.edu to track the current operational state of ITS services. 

Jim Gogan, 

Information Technology Services 

===================================== 

Andy Lang 

Director, Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

12 Howell Hall 

Campus Box 3056 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-843-3962 

._h~ JZ_o__~!_s_:_~__n___c_:~__d__u__ 
===================================== 

Andy Lang 

Director, Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

12 Howell Hall 

Campus Box 3056 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-843-3962 

._h~ JZ_o__~!_s_:_~__n___c_:~__d__u__ 

You are currently subscribed to oasis-supported-staff as: academic-services-s~taff,’~list~rv~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=56282110.117de6321824e8276cl 572b90361"dab7&n=T&l=oasis- supporled- sfaff&o=:32234319 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

region2- reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Megma Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:43 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edtr~; Region2@lists.nacda.com 

[region2] Reminder- Communi~ Service effort for Region II Conference 

*REMINDER**:* At the Region II Conference (October 14-16th), the Life 
Skills Committee will be donating school supplies to the Boys and Girls 
Club of Atlanta organization. We would like to a sk the Region II N4A 
members to donate school supplies (ie. book bags, rulers, notebook paper, 
notebooks, pens, etc.. ). We will collect the supplies at the registration 
table on the 14th and 15th of October. If you are unable to attend the 
conference, but would like to make a donation, please mail them to Dena 
Freeman Patton at the address listed below-. **Please note: The school 
supplies must not contain an?- school logos.* Please make checks payable to 
the Boys and Girls Club of Atlanta * 

** 

Dena Freeman-Patton **** 

Georgia State University Athletics**** 

PO Box 3975**** 

Atlanta, Georgia 30302**** 

Or**** 

125 Decatur Street**** 

Suite 201"*** 

Atlanta, Georgia 30303**** 

’]?hank you in advance! **** 

AuDrey**** 

*AuDrey Dempsey Branch* 

*Clerason University* 

* Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs* 

*Special Projects Coordinator* 

*Vickery Hall* 

*Clemson, SC 29634* 

"864-656-1030" 

To 
unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://listsnacdac°m/unsubscribe 
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Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Brian Davis 
<Brian.Davis@athletics.utexas.edu>; Bart Byrd (bart_byrd@baylor.edu) 
Byrd; N4A listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 
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By DAN KANE AND J. ANDREW CURLISS - The News & Observer (Raleigh, N.C.) 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- AFRI 370 is an upper-level course at UNC-Chapel Hill for seniors 
majoring in African and Afro-American studies and other students with a background in the 
study of Africa. It was touted to have "lectures, readings and research projects" on a significant 
problem facing African leaders or American officials tasked with African issues. 

But when it came available in the spring semester of 2010, among those enrolled were several 
freshman football players who struggled to read and write at a college level. 

There were no lectures or readings, and the class never met, one of dozens of such classes 
offered between 2007 and 2011. The players simply turned in a 20-page paper they produced 
with extensive help from tutors and oversight from counselors. That help, at times, included 
intense editing and material made available for use in the papers, according to records from 
UNC’s Academic Support Program for Student Athletes obtained by The News & Observer. 

\\ 
\\ 

\\ 
\\ 

\\ 
\\ 

\\ 
\\ 



The records develop a deeper picture about the academic fraud that has spawned four ongoing 
investigations and reviews on the Chapel Hill campus. They show that the athlete support 
program used the no-show classes to help keep student-athletes eligible to play. 

UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp has pledged new and higher academic standards as the probes 
continue, including severing the athlete support program from the athletic department. Until last 
month, it reported to the athletic department and the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The academic support records show the depths of the trouble in the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies, including information the university has not revealed in its own probes, 
one of which did cite 54 department classes that had no lectures. For example, it did not identify 
AFRI 370 as a no-show class. 

The documents also describe a sometimes-contentious relationship between tutors and players, 
with descriptions of study sessions where players wouldn’t cooperate. The university has said 
that the academic fraud was limited to department chairman Julius Nyang’oro and a department 
manager, Deborah Crowder, but the records also suggest at least one other professor in the 
department was aware that no-show classes existed for struggling players. 

It was Nyang’oro, the longtime chairman, who gave the players and academic support staff 
confidence. Nyang’oro had such low expectations for these "paper classes," as the academic 
support program called them, that the work largely consisted of papers stitched together with 
passages from the required reading materials that were then, in some instances, "paraphrased" to 
avoid plagiarism concerns. 

In one case, it appears that a player did nothing more than copy various articles and other 
background information from the Internet and paste it all into a paper before turning it over to a 
tutor. 

Nyang’oro was forced to retire July 1, after resigning as department chairman 13 months ago 
when university academic officials were just starting to learn the depth of the scandal. 

But no-show classes were common knowledge within the athlete support program. 

"Professor Nyang’oro, Chair of the AFRI/AFAM Studies Department, has been very generous in 
granting several students (not just student-athletes) the opportunity to do independent study 
papers," Amy Kleissler, a learning specialist with the athlete support program, wrote in a Feb. 8, 
2010, email informing tutors of the AFRI 370 paper class. "Since we have worked with him in 
the past in this same manner I wanted to let you know that his expectations are very reasonable 
and very achievable for our students." 

When one tutor told the athlete support program’s assistant director, Beth Bridger, that she was 
discouraged with the work one football player turned in, Bridger told her not to worry. 



"Just remember," she wrote in a March 16, 2010, email, "guys are in this class for a reason at- 
risk, probation, struggling students you are making headway ... keep it positive and 
encouraging T" 

Thorp, in a brief interview Friday, declined to talk about the records, citing the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act, commonly known as FERPA. It prohibits universities from 
releasing student education records. 

He said he sent copies of the records to former Gov. Jim Martin and the accounting firm Baker 
Tilly, whom Thorp appointed last month to dig deeper into the academic fraud. 

Thorp did not explain why the records had not surfaced until now, but he said they are "of 
concern." 

"These records are important and have been referred to Gov. Martin," Thorp said. 

Nyang’oro came to UNC in 1984 as a visiting assistant professor and became the African studies 
department’s chairman in 1992. University officials now admit he never received a review from a 
supervisor since he was elevated to that position, another institutional flaw that has since been 
fixed. 

Until August, the university had resisted going back further than 2007 to investigate other 
potential academic problems in the department, so it’s difficult to assess exactly what was 
happening before then. 

Difficult, that is, except in the case of Julius Peppers, whose transcript sat unnoticed on UNC’s 
website until this summer. Peppers had D’s or F’s in 11 of 30 classes, the transcript showed, and 
was barely eligible for football and basketball only because of a string of better grades in courses 
he took in the AFAM Department. 

Before that, the university was embarrassed by the case of defensive end Michael McAdoo, 
tossed off the football team by the NCAA in 2010 after its investigation found that tutor Jennifer 
Wiley had helped write three papers McAdoo submitted for three African studies classes. Under 
NCAA regulations, tutors are not supposed to do the players’ work but instead show them how to 
do the work themselves. 

All three, records show, were no-show classes, including an intermediate-level Swahili language 
class that only required a term paper, written in English, on Swahili culture and history. Rival 
N.C. State fans last year discovered it had numerous passages lifted from several sources. 

Just like the football players in AFRI 370, McAdoo had been placed in one of the no-show 
classes while he was a freshman. He took the other two before he started his sophomore year. 

In McAdoo’s lawsuit to try to return to the team, he claimed the work he submitted resulted from 
the advice and help he received from the academic support staff. 



That support staff is large, and it is challenged. The university employs roughly 120 people in 
academic support for athletes, charged with tutoring and counseling nearly 800 athletes. 

The challenge comes from working with a group of students who ordinarily wouldn’t have been 
admitted to one of the country’s best public universities. In the past five years, records show, 53 
football players have been admitted as academic "exceptions." The university has not provided 
numbers for basketball players, the other major revenue-producing sport. 

Athletes typically have much greater need for classes that do not meet. They spend so much time 
preparing and playing in games that four years ago the university gave them priority registration 
so they could get into classes that fit their schedules. 

Evidence shows that some non-athletes who enrolled in the classes did so unwittingly and were 
dumbfounded to find the class only consisted of a paper assignment. 

One such student commented about the Spring 2010 AFRI 370 no-show class on a course 
evaluation website known as Koofers. 

"I am taking the course by submitting a paper with Prof. Nyang’oro and it is a bit daunting," said 
the student, who was not identified, in a comment posted in April 2010, long before the scandal 
was uncovered. "It has to be between 20-25 pages. I wish I was able to take the actual course 
with him." 

Thorp has said those who were enrolled in the classes were cheated out of a Carolina education. 

The internal records obtained by the N&O include evaluations of the football players who had 
been assigned to tutors and reports known as "Feedback Forms" that tutors filled out after study 
sessions to help the academic support staff and athletic coaches know the progress athletes were 
making in each class. 

The records also include detailed assessments of the classes, complete with descriptions of 
professors’ expectations and testing styles. 

The evaluations and other correspondence show the football players enrolled in AFRI 370 and 
another African studies class, SWAH 112, needed plenty of help from tutors. (The N&O is not 
identifying the players mentioned in these records because they don’t give a full picture of the 
athletes’ academic backgrounds or performance.) 

"The process of reading and writing is slow and laborious" for one prominent player, the records 

say. For him, the tutor was advised to "seek out other resources for him to learn the material 
search on the internet for video lectures or demonstrations." 

UNC records released late Friday show that two-thirds of the 21 students enrolled in AFRI 370 
were athletes, nine of them football players. Ten of the 19 students enrolled in SWAH 112 were 
athletes, seven of those football players. No men’s basketball players enrolled in either class. 



The AFRI 370 class had an average grade of 3.22. The average for the SWAH 112 class was a 
3.05, a B. 

Emails show academic support staff knew the football players were incapable of doing college- 
level work on the AFRI 370 paper. Those staffers did not appear concerned by that. 

An email written by tutor Whitney Read showed she was concerned about papers that were 
largely put together with passages lifted from source materials. 

Jaimie Lee, an academic counselor, told her that was to be expected. 

"If they have a ton of historical information, that’s fine, as long as it is cited and not plagiarized," 
Lee wrote. "They have not necessarily developed the skill of critical analysis, so just try to get 
some in there, but if it is mostly background information, honestly, it is to be expected." 

Several records show staff working with the athletes to turn plagiarized passages into acceptable 
material by paraphrasing. 

The documents also include a 19-page draft by one player a freshman in the 370 class that was 
being worked on five days before it was due. It has several large sections that are not cited, 
paraphrased or otherwise formatted to indicate the words are anything but the player’s. 

A comparison of the language in the paper, whose focus was on oil in Nigeria, with Internet 
sources shows that the passages are lifted word-for-word from a magazine article, a summary of 
a Nigerian conference proceeding, Internet encyclopedias and other such sources. 

It’s not clear how much the draft paper changed before it was turned in. Other documents, 
however, reflect Read and the player working together to get the paper done. Days before the 
paper was due, she was trying to get him to paraphrase two sentences, but he resisted. 

Three days before it was due, Read told administrators of the athlete support program in an email 
message that she hoped someone else would work with the player and "make sure his paper is all 
done." 

UNC officials said Saturday that compliance administrators interviewed the player on Thursday. 
The player said the draft was not the final version. Officials said the university only keeps papers 
for one year. 

They said the player would not agree to be interviewed. 

Reports that Read wrote about some study sessions showed how little some football players 
cared about their classwork. 

"People were just rude," Read wrote about a SWAH 112 study session. That class was held in 
the first summer session of 2010, and was not a no-show class. "...people farting, watching 
videos on their computers, talking back, complaining, rapping, not paying attention." 



SWAH 112 combines the first two Swahili language classes into one intensive six-credit-hour 
course. Those who pass it and the intermediate-level Swahili class have fulfilled their language 
requirement at the university. Records show Swahili and Portuguese are popular languages for 
basketball and football players. Unlike Spanish and other language courses taught more broadly 

at UNC, there is no additional language lab required. 

Alphonse Mutima taught the Swahili class, and the feedback forms reflected his difficulty in 
getting through to the football players. At one point, Read wrote, Mutima was so discouraged by 
one football player’s inability to grasp the language that he wanted to put the athlete in an 
"independent study paper class" for intermediate Swahili. 

It also suggests that the "paper class" version for intermediate Swahili, or SWAH 403, was set up 
to be an easy class. 

That’s the class McAdoo took, and university records show that there were at least four other no- 
show intermediate Swahili classes. Football players accounted for seven of the enrollments in 
those five no-show classes, while men’s basketball players accounted for three. 

Read declined to be interviewed. She is a 2009 graduate with a degree in African studies who no 
longer tutors for the university. 

Mutima also declined to comment. He is a nontenured professor, hired in 1999, who makes 
$37,000 a year. 

Bridger did not return several phone calls on her work and cellphones. Kleissler and Lee referred 
questions to Bridger and other higher-ups in the program. Several other former or current tutors 
declined to talk about the support program. 

One who did, Megan Anderson, said she saw no problems with the way athletes were tutored or 
the work the athletes submitted. The 2010 graduate in education was a reading specialist for the 
program, but she said she did not work with athletes on the AFRI 370 paper. 

"I had no reason to doubt that there was integrity in that assignment," she said.\ 

(News and Observer researchers Brooke Cain and Peggy Neal contributed to this report.) 
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When it comes to the workforce, leave it to the 
professionals 

It turns out that the professional referees in the NFL - the ones we used to love to hate 
but, after watching their replacements, now hate to love - are highly skilled officials, with 
years of experience and training. They couldn’t be swapped for refs from high school 
conferences and the Lingerie League, not without messing up the game. Professionalism 
matters, and workers have specific skills that make them good at their jobs. 

Seminoles ol like it’s 1999 

Around the time Florida State coach Jimbo Fisher was finishing his weekly press 
conference on Monday at Doak Campbell Stadium in Tallahassee, Fla., Bobby Bowden, 
the architect of the Seminoles’ football dynasty, was finishing up his golf round in nearby 
Quincy. 

¯ Labor lockout reoort: Why stoo at reolacement refs? 



The National Football League referees are back on the field, replacing their replacements 
from the Lingerie League. But the lockout strategy lives on. A number of towns and 
institutions across the country - indeed, the globe - are using the NFL owners as their 
guide, convinced that the bottom line is the bottom line. Here is a selection of lockout 
dispatches from hither and yon. 

Pac-12 revolvin~ around the state of Oregon 

In the Pac-12, it’s the state of Oregon’s world, and the rest of us are just hanging out, 
wondering (a) who can beat the Ducks, and (b) how Mike Riley can be so successful, 
letting anybody who wants come to practice? 

¯ All that offense keeps fans comin~ to the stadium 

When West Virginia Athletic Director Oliver Luck was looking for a new 
football coach, he wanted one who would not only win, but do it in a way that got 
Mountaineers fans excited - excited enough to pack Milan Puskar Stadium seven or eight 
times a season. 

¯ Kentucky St. player charred with inappropriate contact 
with hotel staffer 

A Kentucky State University quarterback in town for the 2012 Chicago Football Classic 
was arrested Saturday after police said he followed a housekeeper into a room at the 
Hyatt Regency McCormick Place Hotel and rubbed his body against hers. 

Illini can’t let mistakes keep pilin~ up 

On the first day of October, the Illini already were using the wicked word "snowball" 

Tou~her tacklin~ lifts Huskies 

SEATTLE - Ultimately, it might have been the six seconds of hell endured by the 
Washington Huskies’ defensive line last week in practice that resulted in 60 minutes of 
misery for the Stanford Cardinal on Thursday. 

¯ Franklin, who s battled shoulder woes, shows 
improvement at Mizzou 



COLUMBIA, Mo - David Yost knows his offense remains far from perfect, but there’s 
no doubt Missouri’s offensive coordinator saw plenty of positives in a 21-16 win over 
Central Florida on Saturday 

¯ Ohio St. sends video of alleged Michigan St. eye pokin~ 
to Big Ten 

Michigan State, Ohio State and video footage continue to make news together. 
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D & J Automotive 

2006 Honda CR-V 

$11,900 
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2005 Jee0 Grand Cherokee 
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Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

2009 BMW 535 
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Madsen Motor Company 

2006 VolkswaRen Jetta 
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2006 Nissan Maxima 

$9,995 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

2006 Subaru LeRa 
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AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 
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$8,450 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

2011 Hyundai Elantra 

$15,974 

D & J Automotive 

2003 Mercury Sable 

$4,995 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 
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Eatman Leasing 

2010 Ford Fusion 
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Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 



2005 Lexus RX 330 
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Madsen Motor Company 
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AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

2009 Honda Civic Hybrid 
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D45 Auto Brokers 

2004 Chevrolet Express 1500 

$15,000 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

2004 Chevrolet Express 1500 
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Joseph Motors, Inc. 



2003 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 

$0 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

2007 GMC Yukon 

$23,900 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

1999 Jee0 Grand Cherokee 
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Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

2002 BMW X5 
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D45 Auto Brokers 

2008 Audi A6 
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AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 
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1993 Chevrolet Lumina 
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2001 Pontiac Grand Am 
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2002 Ford Taurus 
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Young’s Motor Company~ Inc. 
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2000 Toyota Camry Solara 

$3,550 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

2006 Chevrolet Express 2500 

$8,950 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 
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Elon University 
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Activity Assistant 
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DIRECTOR OF NURSING 
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Bailey, NC 

$350,000 

3 Bedrooms, 4 Bathrooms 

3,625 square feet 



Sanford, NC 

$238,200 

3 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms 

1,800 square feet 

Bailey, NC 

$860,000 

4 Bedrooms, 6 Bathrooms 

5,510 square feet 

Raleigh, NC 

$420,000 

5 Bedrooms, 5 Bathrooms 

3,660 square feet 
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Which Presidential candidate do you think will carry your state in this November’s election? 
(-- 

Barack Obama (D) 
(-- 

Mitt Romney (R) 
(-- 

Not sure 
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To: 
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Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 11:05 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

PersonaJizing online advising to make it more impacfful 

[ii~i I Improve your online academic advising by making it more personalized and interactive. I 
l 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions com to your address book. 

Learn new ideas for integrating technology and best practices into 
your advising program. 

Starting with a basic framework for understanding how you 
improve online advising by using technology in an interactive and 
personalized way, the program quickly moves on to the specific 
steps involved in integrating new technology into your advising 
program. 

Program Brochure (pd0 I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Our expert instructors will also showcase examples of 
institutions that are using innovative technologies to advise 
students in a virtual environment. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

You will leave this event with an action plan that outlines 
steps to make your online advising more personalized, 
more interactive, and more impactful. Following a "work and 
learn" institute format, our conference presenters will present 
information aimed at answering these questions: 

¯ How can you assess what you are currently doing and 

determine what is, or is not, effective? 
¯ How can your institution improve advising by better 

utilizing technology? 
¯ What are best practices for implementing new 

technologies? 
¯ What innovative practices are other institutions using for 

virtual advising? 
How do you coordinate it all and get started? 

One week before the conference there is an optional webcast 
titled Is Email Jeopardizing the Art of Advising?. Following 
the main conference there is also an optional workshop titled 
Stepping Up Your Advising Website and Student Portal, 
designed to help you review, critique, and improve your advising 
website and student portal. 

Learn more on the a.qenda page. 

This program is ideal for institutional teams (online or on-ground) 
that are in the beginning or early stages of offering online 
advising. To encourage team participation, every fourth 
registration from the same institution is complimentary for 
this conference. 

Reqister for this event online or call 720.488.6800. 

academicimpressions.com 
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Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 
you. 

ACADEMIC iMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
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Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players 
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ROBERT WILLETT - 2007 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
UNC’s Tyler Hansbrough (50) celebrates the Tar Heel’s 79-73 victory over Duke on Wednesday February 7, 2007 in Cameron Indoor 
Stadium. Hansbrough scored 16 points in the victory. 
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Text 
BY DAN KANE AND J. ANDREW CURLISS - DKANE@NEWSOBSERVER.COM 
Tags: UNC-Chapel Hill I UNC I naval weapons systems I NAVS 302 I Brian Lubitz I Doug Wright I Stephen Matts I Holden Thorp I 
Roy Williams I men’s basketball I academic fraud 
UNC-Chapel Hill’s Department of Naval Science exists to produce "highly qualified’’ officers who serve on ships, aircraft and 
submarines, or in the Marine Corps. 

For the spring semester in 2007, it also taught a half-dozen men’s basketball players. 

Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place for athletes. One class 
particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems, or NAVS 302, which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class, 30 were 
athletes. 

Six of those were members of the men’s basketball team. The class’s average grade that semester was 3.63, or better than a B-plus, 
and the class’ work requirements were deemed so difficult to assess that its structure was later changed. 

One of the basketball players, Bobby Frasor, now director of basketball operations at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, said 
he and his teammates took the class after the class instructor discussed it with counselors in the Academic Support Program for 



Student Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports. 

"He told our academic advisers, but I had never heard of the class, and basically, our academic adviser recommended it and we 
enrolled in it," Frasor said. "And I don’t know if it was my favorite class, but it was an enjoyable class." 

Former All-America Tyler Hansbrough also was in the class. It was the only NAVS 302 class over the past six years in which 
basketball players enrolled, records show. 

NAVS 302 is the most recent questionable class to surface in an academic scandal that has led to multiple investigations on campus 
and prompted Chancellor Holden Thorp to announce his resignation last month. Until now, the questions focused on "no-show" 
classes in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, and involved mostly football players. 

But this class, which did meet, included a substantial portion of the basketball team. Frasor said that Wayne Walden, a former 
assistant director for academic support who handled the basketball team, had recommended the class. 

Walden, who no longer works at UNC, could not be reached. He was brought to UNC from the University of Kansas shortly after 
men’s basketball coach Roy Williams was hired from there. Williams had described Walden as being an integral part of the basketball 
program. 

Williams could not be reached for comment. 

John Infante, who helped oversee NCAA compliance at Colorado State and Loyola Marymount and writes a blog on compliance 
issues, said in an interview that UNC’s support program for athletes had to be in the loop on the weapons class. 

"That many kids in a course which is that rare for athletes to take, you can probably assume - or at least say - that academic support 
staff should have known," he said. "They should have noticed that." 

The key question from an NCAA viewpoint, he said, would be how lenient the professor was with athletes once they enrolled and 
whether there was special treatment. 

No exams or quizzes 

The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years. It had no required exams or 

quizzes and no major research paper. Students received much of their grade from a two- to three-page double-spaced midterm paper 

and a group project that required a 20-minute oral presentation split among five students. 

Frasor recalled the paper was on weaponry and the presentation was on battle scenarios. 

The professor for the class, Lt. Brian Lubitz, taught it only once, UNC records show. A former captain for the Naval Academy soccer 
team, he also was earning his MBA from UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School at the time. He now works in Philadelphia for the 
investment firm Goldman Sachs. 

The current head of the Naval Science Department at UNC, Capt. Doug Wright, said the course work requirements in that particular 
class had troubled his predecessor, Capt. Stephen Matts, so much that Matts told subsequent instructors he wanted them changed. 
Later course outlines show quizzes, tests and papers or presentations. Matts could not be reached. 

Wright said he would have made the same changes because the class as structured under Lubitz would make it difficult to determine 
whether the students were learning the material. 

"It would make it harder to...figure out how they are doing," Wright said. "Could it be done? Sure. Is it ’illegal?’ No. But I wouldn’t 

have done it and apparently my predecessor didn’t approve of it either because they changed it." 

Thorp said in an interview that the class looks like an example of clustering, in which students group around a particular class or 

major. Universities try to track clustering to make sure classes and majors have not become easy spots for athletes trying to keep their 

grades up to stay eligible for sports. 

Thorp said he has now sent the Naval Weapons Systems enrollment and average grade information to former Gov. Jim Martin and the 
accounting firm Baker Tilly as part of a comprehensive review that he expects will show where clustering occurs within the 
university, and not just among athletes. Thorp brought in Martin and Baker Tilly in August after new evidence surfaced suggesting no- 
show classes in the African studies department went back much farther than an internal investigation was able to find. 

"We’ve given the investigators free rein to look at this stuff," Thorp said. 

Swahili and weapons 



Much of the problems at UNC have focused on football because the NCAA brought sanctions against the program and because 
football players made up more than a third of the enrollments in the no-show classes. 

Enrollment data for the African studies classes show basketball players accounted for 23 enrollments over a two-year period that 
began with the first summer semester of 2007. In two cases, the sole enrollee in one of the no-show classes was a basketball player. 
There were no more enrollments after the summer of 2009, while football players continued to enroll in no-show classes. 

The university’s records show athletes accounted for more than half the enrollments in at least four other naval science classes. One 
weapons class, held in the fall of 2008, had 26 athletes, eight of them football players. The grade-point average for the class was 3.84. 

Lubitz spelled out in his syllabus that he reserved the right to have quizzes and tests. But the class syllabus says, "At this time none are 
anticipated." 

Several attempts to reach Lubitz over the past two months were unsuccessful. 

Lubitz left UNC in 2009 and went to Goldman Sachs; around that time, he also was on the board of a foundation that aimed to connect 
the children of fallen soldiers with executives, athletes, entertainers and others. His biography with the foundation said, "Brian’s 
enthusiasm for education has been referenced by his students in numerous publications, to include Sports Illustrated." 

Hansbrough told Sports Illustrated in March 2007, as he was mentioned as the possible Player of the Year in the NCAA, that he was 
taking both Swahili as a language and the Naval Weapons Systems class. 

Hansbrough said he was enrolled in Swahili because he thought "it would be cool" and Naval Weapons Systems because "I wanted 
classes about things I wouldn’t necessarily be exposed to on my own." 

Hansbrough, now a member of the NBA’s Indiana Pacers, declined to comment Tuesday through a team spokesman. 

Efforts to reach other members of the 2006-07 basketball team were unsuccessful. Frasor declined to say which of his teammates 
attended the class. 

Only one player on that year’s team, Wes Miller, had a grade-point average of 3.0 or better for the year, according to an N&O analysis 
of Atlantic Coast Conference data. 

Grades now drop 

Wright, who also oversees the naval science programs at N.C. State and Duke as part of a joint assignment, said he could not say 
whether the class had become a safe haven for athletes because he was not at the university then. 

He said he has referred the matter to his supervisors in the Navy, though he was unsure what they could do with a class that is now 
five years old. The Navy pays the instructors’ salaries and some operating expenses, as well as providing textbooks to students. 

He said the classes are not intended to be easy, given the goal is to train Navy and Marine officers to handle the rigors of military 
leadership. UNC boasts that at one point in the department’s 71-year-history, only the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md., 
commissioned more officers. 

"This is what our students need to do well in the fleet and I take that extremely seriously," Wright said. "That’s my moral calling." 

Since he took over the department, the weapons class average grade has plummeted to roughly a C average. 

News researcher Brooke Cain contributed to this report. 
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wjolly 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand 
..ooof.. ¯must be getting close the reality...the Tarheel apologists are in full denial mode¯¯.nothing to see here¯¯..everybody does it .... 

...starting to hear the Rolling Stones in the back of my head..."..When the whip comes down¯¯¯"¯¯¯¯ 

¯ .if these apologists had not had the arrogant, "look down their noses at everyone else" attitude....then...there might have been nothing 
here to look at....as it is...they have set themselves up to be held to a higher level of ridicule...and..since they are unapologetic about 
the transgressions on the Hill...the ridicule will continue ..... count on it... 

(Edited by author 51 minutes ago) 
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8 Likes 
Report Abuse 

AgentPierce, AP on Twitter @TheAgentPierce 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand 
wjolly; as usual, there are 3-4 blithering nitwits (average age = maybe 20) who are bouncing around this thread .... aka your "Tarheel 
apologists". 

I’ve not given any of these 3-4 blithering nitwits my proxy, nor has anyone I know¯ Mainstream adult UNC alumni are mortified by 
this whole mess¯ And have been for quite some time¯ When will it end and what will the UNC Chapel Hill landscape look when like 
it does "end"? No one knows¯ 

I’ve had many adult NCState alumni apologize for the over-the-top histrionics of some of the "hard-core ABC posters" on this topic¯ 
Absurd comments from either end of the spectrum are not representative of anyone other than the anonymous poster whose name 
appears above the comment. 
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Report Abuse 

mattnc 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand 
Frasorjust sunk the flagshi!! He admitted the basketball players were basically corralled into the Naval class by the atheletic handlers¯ 
The class average was a B+, when only one player on the entire team had a B average for the year, no quizes, no exam, no major 
paper, a "shared" oral presentation. UNC basketball, brace yourself, INCOMING!!! 
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awdracer 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand 
Ok Lookie there!!! Wayne Walden’s name is once again mentioned. Do all coaches hire academic "advisors" for the athletes that 
they coach? Interesting. The jump into AA Studies came the year after Walden joined the staff. I wonder if he and Prof Kangaroo 



ever had lunch? 
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YAR8pack 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand 
That’s what folks are missing in the story. Wayne Walden is the key. Aaarggh, a storm’s a brewin’. 
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PACK_MIKE77 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand 
People are missing the point. 

"Academically eligible" is determined by each institution. 

The NCAA does not determine how athletes are to perform AFTER they arrive at the institution, they only care the athlete has met 
ENTRY requirements. 

And even then, they have avenues for those athletes that are unable to pass those requirements fully. 

The ONLY thing the N&O brings to light is the hypocrisy of the "Educational" Foundation(Rams Club) and the boasting for years of 
how so many of their athletes graduated. 

They would not hang a retired jersey until the athlete had graduated. 

What the N&O has done is just reported on how cheap a UNC degree can be. 
How meaningless a UNC degree has become. 

To avoid NCAA penalties by making sure "other" students were in the class means there are non-athlete students that received cheap 
degrees. 

Jim Valvano used the "incomplete" no grade ruse to keep his athletes eligible. It was NOT an NCAA violation. 

BUT, those athletes did not receive a degree. 

NC State did not inflate their graduates. Despite the bad press, NC State was not going to "give" degrees. 

There seems to be a lot of cheap banners hanging in the Dean Dome ! 
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Wayland Sumerlin 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand 
actually there are year by year requirements. Just find the Julious Peppers article. You will see where he was very close and 
sometimes below the numbers. If not for his 9 Bs or better in the AFAM classes, he would not have made it past his 2nd year. 
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bradleyb 123 10 comments collapsed Collapse Expand 
Basketball players were directed into this class by academic advisers to help keep them eligible. (Bobby Frasor admitted that, as 



stated in this article). Therefore~ this is anything BUT a meaningless finding. 
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The_Gooch 3 comments collapsed Collapse Expand 
Exactly. There is so much information here that completely blows UNC’s own scandal-related explanations and findings out of the 
water. 

1.) Issues are obviously not limited to 2 rogues (Nyang’oro and his assistant Crowder) as not one~ but two~ internal investigations by 
UNC has claimed 
2.) This is obviously not limited to the AFAM department which has been unfairly maligned as the single rogue department in this 
whole saga 
3.) Obviously not limited to football players (Butch Davis did not create this well-oiled machine) 
4.) Points to the very real possibility that other random sections of legitimate courses in multiple departments are filled with athletes 
just once~ have very high grades for those particular sections~ then the course goes back to being fairly difficult from that point on. 
"The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years." 
5.) We are all being introduced to Mr. Wayne Walden who Roy Williams said was more valuable to his success than any assistant 
coach on the sideline. Wayne was Roy’s academic guy that he brought with him from Kansas. 

Regarding Walden~ former Texas basketball coach Tom Penders tweeted last nighL "How can a coach bring an academic adviser with 
him from KU? Athletic departments can hire but not the coach. Not Kosher." 

There’s a lot being revealed these days that are not kosher... 
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All excellent points. As I was reading your post~ I kept thinking about points I wanted to add to it. But then you hit on each one of 
them. Nice summary. And it appears that we both have been reading a lot on PackPride this morning... :) 
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More UNC scandal 1 of 10 
Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players 
Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place for athletes. One class 
particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems~ or NAVS 302~ which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class~ 30 were 
athletes. 
UNC players needed academic help~ records show 
The records develop a deeper picture about the academic fraud that has now spawned four ongoing investigations and reviews on the 
Chapel Hill campus. They show that the athlete support program used the no-show classes to help keep student-athletes eligible to 
play. 
UNC seeks new leader during challenging time for public university presidents 
A national education leader says public university chancellors are being pulled by many forces~ including athletics and ideology. Still 

he thinks UNC-Chapel Hill will find a good chancellor. 
Thorp: UNC’s standards for athletes will rise 
UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor Holden Thorp said Wednesday the university is planning to strike a new - and possibly ground-breaking 
- balance between athletics and academics at one of the nation’s leading public universities. 
UNC caps rough week with stirrin~ rally for Holden Thorp 



The chancellor says he still plans to resign in June because that is best for him and the university. The process of finding his 
replacement begins next week. 
Lawyer: Tutor called Davis for advice as NCAA focus shifted to academics 
Records from Butch Davis’ personal cell phone show on Aug. 23, 2010, the former UNC football coach received a call from tutor 
Jennifer Wiley as the NCAA was shifting its focus to academic fraud. They talked for 9 minutes. Davis’ lawyer said Wiley considered 
Davis "a father figure." 
UNC-CH sends Tami Hansbrough records to NCAA 
The NCAA has received several travel and hiring records related to Tami Hansbrough in the wake of the questionable travel at UNC- 
Chapel Hill that caused her and the vice chancellor for university advancement to resign from their fundraising jobs. 
UNC-CH students to rally for Holden Thorp today 
Another gathering is planned at the university to persuade Holden Thorp to stay on as chancellor, but so far such pleas have not 
changed his mind. 
UNC-CH trustees ask Holden Thorp to stay 
It’s unclear whether the board’s resolution will change the chancellor’s mind about leaving. He said Tuesday he is ready to return to 

being a professor. And the board already is making plans to search for a new leader. 
UNC dental foundation report shows Tami Hansbrough’s travel to see son play 
UNC-Chapel Hill’s dental foundation released a three-year-old report Tuesday that said Tami Hansbrough did not receive proper 
approval for a trip to Memphis in which her son, Tyler, was playing for the basketball team in the NCAA Tournament. 
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Brian Lubitz during an Executive MBA class at UNC July 23, 2007. 

2007 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

ENLARGE 
Tyler Hansbrough 

JEFF SINER - STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER 

ENLARGE 
Tyler Hansbrough, 2007 

JEFFREY A. CAMARATI - UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

ENLARGE 
UNC Tyler Hansbrough (50) celebrates his game winning shot to give UNC a 68-66 victory over Virginia Tech on Saturday March 
15, 2008 in the in the semifinals of the ACC Tournament in Charlotte Bobcats Arena. 
ROBERT WILLETT - 2008 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

ENLARGE 
A 2006 photo shows North Carolina’s Tyler Hansbrough (50) gets a high five from teammate Bobby Frasor (4) after scoring and 
drawing a foul during the second half of play against Georgia Tech on Wednesday February 15, 2006 in the Smith Center. 
ROBERT WILLETT - 2007 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

ENLARGE 
UNC Tyler Hansbrough (50) celebrates his game winning shot with teammate Wayne Ellington (22) to give UNC a 68-66 victory over 
Virginia Tech on Saturday March 15, 2008 in the in the semifinals of the ACC Tournament in Charlotte Bobcats Arena. 
ROBERT WILLETT - 2008 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

ENLARGE 
UNC’s Tyler Hansbrough (50), and Bobby Frasor (4), huddle during the second half of play on Wednesday November 22, 2006 during 
the NIT Season Tip-Off Tournament in Madison Square Garden. 
ROBERT WILLETT - 2006 NEWS &; OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

BUY PHOTO      I ENLARGE 
UNC-CH Chancellor Holden Thorp, during a Monday afternoon Sept. 17, 2012 interview in his office in Chapel Hill, NC. 
HARRY LYNCH - HLYNCH@NEWSOB SERVER.COM 
IN TOUCH WITH NCAA 
UNC-Chapel Hill officials say they have been in touch with the NCAA amid fresh questions about academics and athletes. 
A report in Sunday’s News & Observer showed, among other things, that staffers in a university program that helps athletes with their 
schoolwork knew about no-show classes in the African studies department. One administrator said the classes were needed for 
struggling students. The N&O report also provided details of a 19-page paper that had large sections copied word-for-word from 
Internet sources. 
An athletic department spokesman, Steve Kirschner, wrote in an email Tuesday that UNC "has been in contact with the NCAA." 
The contact was consistent with established procedures "to share information," he wrote. 
The NCAA would not make its president, Mark Emmert, available for an interview. 
Emmert told CBSSports.com on Monday that the NCAA may yet have to take further action at UNC, a shift from earlier 
pronouncements that academic problems at UNC were not NCAA matters. The NCAA issued sanctions earlier this year against the 
football program related to agents, tutoring and other "impermissible" benefits. 
"We’ll continue to monitor the situation and see what the facts are as they unfold from the investigations that (UNC) is involved 
with," Emmert told CBS. "... And (then we’ll see) if there’s anything further that we need to do at that time." 
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Utilizing a ca~ manager approach to better serve at-risk students 
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Learn how your campus can better respond to the needs of at-risk 
students by utilizing a case manager approach. 

Join our expert instructors online to learn how a case manager 
on your campus can help coordinate on-campus resources, 
follow up with students of concern, and work with students, 
faculty, and staff to ensure that each student has the 
opportunity to be successful. You will leave with ideas on how 
this approach can be integrated into your institution’s student 
support services+ 
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WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

The pro qram’s a.qenda will include: 

¯ Institutional context: The rise of student concerns on 
college and university campuses 

¯ The growing field of case management 
¯ Implementing case management on your campus 
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o Common organizational structures 
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o Resources 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:22 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edu> 

Creating a comprehensive tinaJlciaJ literacy prograJn 

[IINII persistence with a literacy program, j 
1 

Increase student low-cost financial 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Learn how your campus can provide an effective and low-cost 
financial literacy program to help increase student persistence. 

Join us for a program that will help you develop a comprehensive 
financial literacy program - even on a shoestring budget -through 
targeted collaboration and a team of peer mentors. 

Proqram Overview I Pricing1 & Reqistration I Aqenda 

LEARN MORE" LINTEN TO THIS PODCANT 

In this podcast, Kate Trombitas from Inceptia talks to Academic 
Impressions about her recent study on students and financial 
stress. Hear about the key research findings which indicate 
college students are experiencing more financial stress than 
ever. Also, hear about some of the ways higher education 
institutions can help alleviate pressure students feel over 
finances. Listen to the podcast 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

Join our expert instructor online for tips on the following: 

Understanding the impact of financial literacy on student 
well-being and persistence 

¯ Components of a successful financial literacy program 
¯ Funding a financial literacy initiative at your institution 
¯ Developing a peer mentor program to facilitate financial 

literacy programming 
Other programs and models to consider 

View the complete a qenda. 

Re.qister online or call 720.488.8800. Want to share this valuable 
information with your colleagues? Register your institution for 
a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 

you. 

academicimpressions.com 

SPON~SORED gY 

ACPA logo 

Three white papers on financial 
literacy from Inceptia, a division 
of the National Student Loan 
Program (NSLP) 

A detailed lesson plan for a four- 
module financial literacy training 
on saving, budgeting, credit 

cards, and credit scores 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

if you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Admin Admin <Admin~tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 8:00 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

UNCAA Password Expiration - 2 days 

The password for the UNCAA account ’Robert Mercer’ is set to expire in 2 days. 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://ss.uncaa.unc.edu: 8888 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you roll not be able to use your UNCAA password to access may 

other UNCAA-authenticated services until you change your UNCAA password. 

Once you change your UNCAA password, it wild work for another 90 days before it expires again. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "Ch~Jlenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your 

password. Late1; if you can answer these questions again, you can get a new password mthout having to contact Athletics Computer Support. Jufft log in to the URL 

above and click "Enrolhnent" at the top of the page mentioned above and tbllow the instructions. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance ruth this issue, contact Clmstina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 
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Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:58 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: CEATEC All Abuzz Al:xmt 4K m~d 8K, But Where’s the Content?; Barclays Center Audio Rocks Brooklyn 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Tuesday, Oct. 9, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
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All Abuzz About 4K and 8K, But Where’s Content? 

CEATEC 2012 Tech Nuggets 

Brooklyn’s New Boom Box: Barclays Center Sound 

HD Gives New Life to Syracuse’s Carrier Dome 

SVG Photo Gallery: ESPN Monday Night Football 

Schubin Care: Watching Remote Baseball Before TV 
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CEATEC 2012 in Review: All Abuzz About 4K and 8K, i 
But Where Is the Content? 
by Jason Dachman 

A future-minded show like CEATEC is never short on its 
share of interesting new prototypes, space-age 
technological pipedreams, and, of course, robots. The 2012 
edition of the show just outside Tokyo last week was no 
different, offering a glimpse into the future of consumer 
electronics and, to a degree, a guide for where live- 
production technologies need to go in order to serve next- 
generation consumption devices. 

CEATEC 2012 Tech Nuggets: Hands-Free Video 
Conferencing, Auto-interpretation Apps, Next-Gen 3D 
by Jason Dachman 

While themes like ultra-high-resolution displays, energy- 
efficiency, and the cloud dominated the headlines at 
CEATEC in Japan last week, several other bleeding-edge 
products were on display. They are likely to be years, if not 
decades, from hitting the market but are nonetheless 
fascinating. Here is a quick look at some of the intriguing 
futuristic technologies that could be found at the show. 

Schubin Care: Watching Remote Baseball Games 
Before TV 
by Mark Schubin 

This weekend, sports fans took for granted how easily they 
can channel surf - or Internet surf- through a full slate of 
Wild Card and League Division Series games as the Major 
League Baseball Postseason gets underway. Television 
technology guru Mark Schubin takes a trip back in time to 
how baseball fans used to follow games before the advent 

of television, and even radio. 

Rimage Launches New Disc Publishing Systems 

Rimage Corporation announced the launch of the 
Professional 5410N and 3410 disc publishing systems. The 
new systems incorporate a myriad of improvements inside 
and out, including performance enhancements and new 
automation features. Both Rimage Professional systems 
deliver the reliability and performance to help businesses 
increase their productivity and deliver professional-looking 
results every time. 
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Brooklyn’s New Boom Box: A Look at Barclays 
Center Sound 
by Dan Daley 

It’s worth noting that the Brooklyn Nets’ ownership group is 
Brooklyn Sports & Entertainment and that little more than an 
ampersand separates those last two words. The 
entertainment component of sports loomed large in the 
design of the NBA team’s new home, Barclays Center, with a 
particular emphasis on bass, reflecting b-bali’s status as the 
national pastime for the hip-hop nation. 

HD Upgrades Give New Life to Syracuse’s Carrier 

Dome 
by Brandon Costa 

As the largest domed stadium on any college campus in the 
U.S., the Carrier Dome at Syracuse University is one of the 
more popular venues in the NCAA. However, prior to this 
season, even the most hardened Orange fan would admit 
that the building needed a facelift. This summer, Syracuse 
successfully installed several indoor LED video displays and a 
360-degree ribbon display along the upper fascia of the 
Dome. In addition to bringing HD video to the venue for the 

first time, the boards add life and color to a stadium that 
was beginning to show its age. 

Venue News: Georgetown Nears Groundbreaking for 

On-Campus Athletic Facility; AEG Expected to Fetch 

$10B 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Georgetown’s long awaited on-campus athletic facility has 
taken a significant step forward in the planning process, 
men’s basketball coach John Thompson III said, with only a 
final fund-raising push standing in the way of 
groundbreaking. The 130,000-square-foot building will be 
constructed on the site of existing tennis courts next to 
McDonough Arena, which was built in 1951. 

SVG Photo Gallery: ESPN Monday Night Football at 
MetLife Stadium 
by Brandon Costa 

Producer Jay Rothman and director Chip Dean like to refer to 
Monday Night Football as "a traveling circus." On Oct. 8, 
ESPN’s "Big Top" rolled into MetLife Stadium in East 
Rutherford, New Jersey for a matchup between the Houston 
Texans and New York Jets. This season features a bevy of 
new technological enhancements and changes that give 
Monday Night Football a sleeker look than ever. In addition 
to moving to Sony HDC-2500 cameras across the entire 
show, ESPN has added Spidercam, the four-point aerial 
camera system that can be piloted along an X, Y, and Z 
axis, and two NAC Hi-Motion II ultra-high-speed cameras 

(rented from Fletcher). 

Harris Supports Dynamic Linear Advertising at 
CableLabs Event 

The recent CableLabs event in Louisville, CO, focused on 
interoperability between third-party "dynamic linear 
advertising" systems. Harris played a pivotal role at the 
September 17-20 event by providing the technology 
required to implement an end-to-end media workflow while 
supporting real-time dynamic linear advertising in the 
process. CableLabs invited Harris to simulate a working 
broadcast environment at the Interop event to facilitate 
third-party interoperability. 

Malaysia-Based Media Prima Deploys Elemental Live 
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Elemental Technologies, a supplier of video solutions for 
multiscreen content delivery, announced that Media Prima in 
Malaysia has deployed Elemental Live to ramp its live 
multiscreen offerings to internet and mobile users. With this 
deployment, live events and traditional -iV content can now 
be viewed via Media Prima’s TonTon digital portals. The 
TonTon multiscreen video portal is a flagship product of Aft 
Media, Media Prima’s digital communications and 
broadcasting subsidiary. 

The Next Big Thing In Video Compression 
by Multichannel News 

It happens about every decade, and the third one is almost 
upon us: A new standard for video compression, bound to 
make video shipping better. It’s called "HEVC," for "High 
Efficiency Video Coding." You’ll see it demo into the 
industrial mainstream at the 2013 Consumer Electronics 
Show in January, and into your handhelds and TVs a year 
hence from that. The skinny: Another doubling of how much 
video can be stuffed into the same space as what’s 
stuffable using today’s best compression techniques. 

I’O" 

Infront Sports, Media AG Open New Studio Facility in 
Milan 
by Roberto Landini 

A new TV control room built by Infront Sports and Media AG 
in Milan is at the center of a centralised studio facility that 
is being used by AI Jazeera, Milan Central, and others to 
create sport and other programs. The improved facility 
replaces the use of an OB vehicle that previously was 
parked outside of the studio. Built by Italian system 
integrator Professional Show in only two months, the quick 
construction benefitted from pre-testing of components at a 
lab in Limena. 

Front Porch Digital Reaches Reseller Agreement in 
UK with root6 

Front Porch Digital announced a reseller agreement with 
technology supplier root6 to distribute Front Porch Digital’s 
full line of products and services to the broadcast, film, and 
postproduction communities in the UK. The agreement 
extends root6’s range of file-based workflow solutions while 
helping Front Porch Digital address new markets in the 
active UK territory. 

Eurovision, Russian State Broadcaster VGTRK, 
Named IAAF World Championships Host 
Broadcaster 

The IAAF has announced that EUROVISION, through its 
wholly owned subsidiary Eurovision Production Coordination 
(EPC), together with VGTRK, the Russian state broadcaster, 
has been appointed as official Host Broadcaster for the next 
edition of the IAAF World Championships, which takes place 
in Moscow from 10-18 August 2013. EPC and VGTRK will 
deliver all Host Broadcast services, including provision of the 
integrated broadcast feed, additional feeds and a daily 
highlights program. 

Report: Did BSkyB Oust Dovey Because BT 
Snapped Up Premier League Rights? 

The Telegraph reports that Rik Dovey, who became deputy 
managing director of Sky Sports in 2005, was quietly 
dismissed from the pay-TV broadcaster in July. Sources said 
his departure was unrelated to the Premier League bidding 
issue, but would not reveal why the executive was ousted. 
BT made its surprise move into Premier League football in 
early June, paying £738m to win the rights to show live 
matches from next year. 

Modern Times Group Acquires Full Control of TV2 
Sport Denmark 
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Modern Times Group MTG AB, the international 
entertainment broadcasting group, has signed an agreement 
to acquire all of the remaining shares in the Danish 50/50 
joint venture company TV 2 Sport A/S (’TV 2 Sport’) from 
IV 2 DANMARK A/S. The payment will comprise an 

undisclosed cash consideration and the transfer of the 
exclusive Danish broadcasting rights to the European 
Handball Championships for 2016 and 2018, which are 
currently held by the Group. 

T3Media Inks Deal with PBR to Digitize Video Library 

T3Media, Inc. (formerly Thought Equity Motion), a provider 
of cloud-based video management and licensing services, 
has signed an exclusive agreement with the Professional Bull 
Riders (PBR) organization. Under the agreement, T3Media 
will be digitizing PBR’s video library for global accessibility 
and licensing through www.t31icensing.com. 

Origin Digital On Board for Record-Breaking Free-Fall 
Attempt 

Supported by a team of experts, professional skydiver Felix 
Baumgartner will make a free fall jump from a stratospheric 
balloon, descending at supersonic speeds before 
parachuting to the ground. This landmark jump is scheduled 
for today, weather permitting, and Origin Digital is on board, 
exclusively enabling the mission live on-line with its Live 
Events Automation Platform (LEAP), distributing to digital 
connected devices around the globe for Red Bull Media 
House. 

Will YouTube Ever Come Close to Rivaling Cable TV? 
by Multichannel News 

Google is spending more than $100 million to create original 
"channels" for YouTube, and this week it is expanding the 
model into Europe through deals with the BBC, 

FreemantleMedia, the Netherlands’ Endemol and other media 
companies. Meanwhile, the Internet giant’s stalled Google 
IV initiative is redoubling efforts to bring YouTube content 
to big-screen TVs, with the platform set to get 
enhancements for finding, managing, and playing YouTube 
content through connected TVs and other devices. 

Dixon Sports Computing Renews SVG Sponsorship 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Dixon 
Sports Computing has renewed as a corporate sponsor. 
Dixon Sports Computing is a leader in the field of non-linear 
video-replay and highlight applications for the sports and 

entertainment industries. 
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Longhorn Network Adds Third Football Telecast 

Longhorn Network will air Texas’s Nov. 10 Big 12 matchup 
with Iowa State. The 24/7 University of Texas network will 
televise the game in HD from Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial 
Stadium, with live Texas GameDay analysis and coverage 
two hours prior to kickoff. After the game, LHN will air a 60 
minute post-game show. Game start time will be announced 
six or 12 clays prior to the game. 

Baylor University, Fox Sports Secure Multi-Year 
Programming Agreement 
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Baylor University and Fox Sports announced a new multi- 
year agreement to televise the school’s athletics events and 
related programming on Fox Sports Networks’ platforms, 
which could include Fox Sports Southwest, Fox Sports 
Southwest Plus, or Fox College Sports. The agreement 
features a comprehensive schedule of Baylor athletic events 
to be televised each year, including all available men’s 
basketball games and mutually agreed upon Olympic sports, 
including women’s basketball, baseball, softball, soccer, and 
volleyball contests. 

EVS’s Ramaekers To Discuss Second-Screen 
Delivery Through Cloud Platforms at SMPTE 

At the 2012 SMPTE Annual Technical Conference & 
Exhibition, EVS Product Development Manager Werner 
Ramaekers will present a paper on delivering live multi- 
camera content to smart devices through cloud platforms. 
The conference, which brings together world-renowned 
technology thought leaders from the media content 
business, takes place on October 23-25 in Hollywood, CA. 

Haivision To Demo Streaming Solutions at Akamai 
Edge 2012 

Haivision will showcase two of its newly released streaming 
solutions: KulaByte, a live, software-based, [nternet 
encoder/transcoder for adaptive bit rate (ABR) streaming, 
and HyperStream, an Internet media services portfolio that 
simplifies media distribution over the Akamai HD Network. 
Both Haivision solutions are intended for delivering high- 
quality live video to multiple viewing devices. 

SkyCam Awarded Royalty Payments, Injunction in 
Lawsuit Against Actioncam 

Outdoor Channel Holdings announced that Judge Gregory 
Fdzzell of the United States District Court for the Northern 
District of Oklahoma rendered a judgment on Sunday, 
September 30, in favor of SkyCam in two of the outstanding 
claims in its lawsuit against Actioncam and Actioncam’s 
President & CEO, Patrick 3. Bennett. The case was initially 
filed in April 2009. 

Active Archive Alliance Offers Certified Architect 
Training Program 

The Active Archive Alliance will offer an Active Archive 
Certified Architect training program on October 9-10, 2012 
in Rockville, MD. Active archives are intended for companies 
that regularly manage high-volume digital assets or face 
exponential data growth as they provide a cost effective 
way to store large amounts of data with high reliability and 
accessibility. The two-day certification program will provide 
training on how to best architect an active archive data 
center environment, and will enable participants to become 

Active Archive Certified Architects (AACA), 

Sennheiser, Geert Verdickt Partner on Tutorial Video 
Series 

Multi-award=winning video journalist Geert Verdickt has 
joined forces with audio specialist Sennheiser to develop a 
series of tutorial videos dedicated to the subject of audio 
for video filmmakers. In a total of five episodes, Geert 
Verdickt shows ambitious filmmakers how to record perfect 
sound for their videos, and does it in a way that is both 
professional and entertaining. New tutorials will be uploaded 
to www.sennheiserusa.com/audioforvideo every two weeks 
through November 14. 

Time to Look Forward to Next Round of Sports Media 
Deals 
by SportsBusiness Journal 
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Now that Major League Baseball has completed media rights 
deals with ESPN, Fox and Turner, I am turning my attention 
to the next batch of sports TV negotiations. In the next six 
months, U.S. -iV rights deals for the Big East, English 
Premier League, BCS and NASCAR should be complete or 
nearly finished. The most interesting part of these deals is 
to see what NBC gets. The network has been active in 
every negotiation over the past couple of years and is 
looking to land at least one big fish to bring more viewers 
and advertisers to NBC Sports Network. 

Postseason Success Means Rich Cable Deal Looms 
For Tigers 
by Forbes 

Justin Verlander pitched the Detroit Tigers to a 3-1 victory 
over the Oakland A’s last night in the first game of the 
American League Division Series. But for the Tigers, the 
bigger story may be that the team is in the fifth year of a 
10-year cable contract with FoxSports Detroit in which the 
regional sports network pays the team an average $40 
million a season, or about $256,000 per game. That is 
peanuts by today’s standards, and since cable deals with 
Fox have an option for the team and network to negotiate a 
revised deal at the mid-point of the contract, the MLB team 
is about to cash in. 

From Niche to a Network: Comcast-NBC Merger 
Helps Drive Golf Channel’s Growth 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

Nearly two years earlier, Golf Channel’s owner, Comcast, 
acquired NBC, a move that gave Golf Channel access to the 
resources and reach of a broadcast network. During the 
subsequent time, Golf Channel’s ratings have soared to all- 
time highs, thanks in large part to the cross-promotion it 
has enjoyed as part of NBC Sports Group. The channel is on 
pace to register its most watched year in history, besting a 
record that was set last year. 

How to Build a Smarter Smart TV: Understand the 
Viewer 
by Advertising Age 

Smart TVs are growing in their technology prowess and 
market scale, but there is still one major market factor that 
the iV industry is not totally in touch with: the viewer. CEO 
of Net2TV Thomas Morgan writes that, to succeed in a 
disrupted media world, you must be obsessive about 
knowing your consumer. You need a hands-on, in-the-brain, 
understanding of the motivational drives of the consumer. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:36 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.e&P 

Improving your orientation prograJns 

[ii~iI Don’t miss t hese valua ble events! 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.com to your address book. 

Join us for these upcoming programs designed to help improve 
all parts of your orientation programming. 

international Student Arrival and Orientation Institute 

November 28 -30, 2012 :: Tampa, FL Conference Overview I Pricing & Registration 

Join our expert instructors in Tampa to develop an action plan for revamping your institution’s arrival and 
orientation processes for international students. 

Online Orientation: Focusinq on Student Learninq 

October 26, 2012 :: 1:00 - 2:45 p.m. EDT Webcast Overview [ Pricing & Registration 

Join our expert instructor online for a webeast designed to help you develop or improve your online 
orientation using a learner=centered approach. The program will also showcase sample online 
orientation activities and provide time for Q&A at the end of the session. 

Customizinq Orientation for Transfer Students 

November 6, 2012 :: 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. EST Webcast Overview I Pricing & Registration 

Join us for a webcast that will provide practical ideas for implementing an effective transfer student 
orientation program by focusing on the experience of two practitioners. 

View our event calendar to see all upcoming events. 

ACADEMIC iMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chrysler Service <service@chrysler-emaJl.com> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 1:41 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Robert, get 3 great services for I low price on your Chrysler vehicle! 

3 Great Services for 1 Low Price 

$ 9.95 
OFFER EXPIRES 1113012012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 
See disclaimer bdow for details. 

OH & Filter Change 

Wiper Blades 

Mu[tioPoint Inspection 

Pmus a t0% discount on any 
needed repair(2) 

| 

[ Lube, OH & Fimter Change 
30 Minutes or Less Tire 

i . Rotation 

$24 95 ’ $20 00 ¯ Includes Oilrepl ...... t up to5 qts New Mopar® OilFilter 

¯ Compeechasss ubrca on andcheckofa flud eves 
........................ Includes: Rotate four tires ¯ Trucks with dual rear wheels may ¯ bynne co v u MmlVI®Vt~ vt~anooese engnesexra 

be h gher ¯ Refer o Owner’s Gu de for recommended ¯ Refer to Owner’s Guide for recommended maintenance . . 
........ | ma n enance n erva s ¯ Chrys er Dodge Jeep® Ram 

nervas¯Chryser Dodge Jeep® Ram Pymouh Eage 
~ 

’ ’    ’ 

..... i 
P ymou h Lag e and F AT veh c es on y 

:~    and FIAT® vehicles only. An additional 4% charge up to 

$20.00 may be charged for fluid/filter disposal. 

:| | 

i i                                     I :: 
i i i: 

OPPER EXP.RES,6,8,,g6,g V,.: 2A4G.68436R863686 i OPPER EXP.RES,6,8,,g.g V,.: 2A4G.68436R86~686 
:[iPiedmontChryslerJeep ~ jPiedmontChryslerJeep ~ i ;|Dodge ~ i Dodge ~ 

i (864) 260-5750/(800) 849-5057 ...... i 864 260:5!50 ! 800 849"$057 :c~: i: 

i i 

Front or Rear ..... 
Brake Service 

$189 00’ Beret Car!Mmnmvan 
| . .... 

° 
[ n s p e e t i o n 

! Wroth Machining ¢ 1 < 
Rotors~ v~,~ i 

:i Includes: Front ...... 
disc brake pad or sh .... pl ...... t .          .~ 

:i 
with Mopar® Value Line Brakes (semimetallic) 

¯ Refacing/machining rotors or drums¯ Inspect calipers .... Includes: Inspection of driveline belts¯ Does not include 

i ¯ Check brake fluid level¯ Road test vehicle¯ Vehicles not timing belt¯ Refer to Owner’s Guide for recommended 
covered by Mopar Value Line Brakes are higher ¯ Refer to 

i 
Owner’s Guide for recommended maintenance intervals    i 

maintenancePlymouth, intervals Eagle ¯ and Chrysler, FIAT® Dodge, vehicles Jeep®, only. Ram, 

¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® 

vehicles only. Limited Lifetime Warranty on Value Line Brake 

Pads and Shoes. See your Service Advisor for details and a 

copy of the warranty. 
| 

i 
OFFER EXPIRES 1013112012           VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580     OFFER EXPIRES 1013112012           VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 



Piedmont Chrysler Jeep Dodge 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057 

Mu[tioPoint Inspection 

Free 
Includes: Inspection of these and additional items (not listed). 

Ask your Service Advisor for details ¯ Tires/tire pressure 

¯ Windshield wipers ¯ Exterior lamps ¯ Cooling system 

mixture/leaks ¯ Air filter ¯ Fluid levels ¯ Belts/hoses (excludes 
timing belt) ¯ Additional cost may be incurred for repairs which 

may be required after inspection. Any necessary repairs can 

be completed in our service department ¯ Refer to Owner’s 

Guide for recommended maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, 

Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles 

only. 

1013112012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep 
Dodge SH 
(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057                    M~, 

~ Piedmont Chrysler Jeep 

i Dodge 

Mm~, 
(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057                    ~" 

FREE TIRE ROTATION 

i 
PIEDMONT EXCLUSIVE i 

Free i PURCHASE YOUR TIRES HERE AND RECEIVE YOUR 

TIRE ROTATIONS FREE FOR THE LIFE OF THE TIRES. 

i MUST 4 TIRES This offer is made by the dealer who is solely 

responsible. 

i 
’.OPPE. EXP..ES,6,8,,2.2    V,N: 
i Piedmont Chrysler Jeep Dodge 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057                    M~, 

REBATES 
GOODYEAR® OR DUNLOP TIRES® [ ~20 rebate perset of 4 

SELECT GOODYEAR OR DUNLOP TIRES [ ~70 rebate per set of 4 

SNOCKS OR STRUTS [ Buy4, get a cash rebate for 1 

Valid on Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marellie 

Offer Expires November 38, 2812. With purchase and dealer installation: $20.00 mail-in rebate per set of four 
Goodyear or Dunlop Tires. $70.00 mail-in rebate per set of four select Goodyear Tires including Assurance 
TripleTred AS, Assurance CS, TripleTred AS, Eagle F1 All Season, Eagle F1 Asymmetric All Season, Eagle F1 
Asymmetric 2, all other Eagle F1 Family, Eagle R()F/EMT Tires (excludes Eagle Ultra Grip GW3 R()F), Eagle 
LS2 R()F, Eagle F1 SuperCar Family, SuperCar, SuperCar EMT, SuperCar G:2, SuperCar G:2 (R()F), Eagle RS- 

A EMT, Wrangler MT/R Kevlar, Wrangler SilentArmor (P and blank). $70.00 mail-in rebate per set of four select 
Dunlop Tires including Dunlop R()F/DSST Tires. Excludes Winter Sport M3 DSST and Grandtrek WTM3 DSST. 
Buy four Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marelli Shocks or Struts and get a cash rebate for one Mopar Value Line 
or Magneti Marelli Shock or Strut. Mail-in rebate on the Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marelli Shock or Strut 
will be the retail price of one unit per the Repair Order. Rebates valid on purchases from September 1, 2812 - 
November 38, 2812. All rebate requests must be postmarked by December 15, 2012, and received by January 

2, 2813. Please allow 8-10 weeks for delivery of rebate check. You may call Program Headquarters at (866) 940- 
9753 with inquiries about your rebate(s). Rebate offers valid for retail repair orders only. Goodyear is a 
registered trademark of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. Magneti Marelli is a registered trademark of 
Magneti Marelli S.p.A. 

Get text offers sent to your phone. 

Simply text the code below to 49737 to start receiving our latest 
service offers by text! Then just show us the text message on your 

phone when you come in for service. 

CHRYSLER@68502 

Message and data rates may apply. Maximum of five messages per month. To 

opt out, send QUIT to 49737 at any time. 

Show your Mopar pride. 

Mopar gear celebrates a heritage of quality. From bicycles 

that get you moving to accessories that stand out, we’ve got 

something to suit every style. 

Click here to shop our entire selection. It’s the perfect place 
to find gifts for others or something for yourself. 

Your Dealer Information 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep Dodge 

4015 Clemson Blvd 

Anderson, SC 29621 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057 

eMail us at: ]pierce~piedrnontcars corn 

Service Hours 

Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Sat 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 



Click here to schedule your next Service visit! 

We now service other brands, including GM, Ford, Toyota and more. See Service Advisor for details. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, October 1 O, 2012 6:35 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

IMG College Forum: Early Registration Offer Expires Friday 

Sign U p by October 12 to take advantage of the EarRy Registration Offer! 

For more INFORMATION and to REGISTER visit 
www.lntercolle.qiateAthleticsForum.com or call 866-576-3708 or 704-973-1400. 

For more information on SPONSORSHIP or EXHIBIT opportunities, please contact Julie Tuttle at 

212-500-0711 or ituttleg~,sportsbusinessiournal.com. 

i.~!i 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s Conference Group, 120 

West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202¯ 

© 2012 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, 
please unsubscribe. 

:::¯: ¯¯ ~ ::~ ~¯;:~::< ~¯~:~< ~::~ 8c~:~ ~: L:::¯:’::¯~ ¯!~¯: ::~ ::::¯~L~¢¸:¯¸ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Catherine Lasman (Student) <Catherine.Lasman@asu.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 1:41 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Brian Davis <Brian.Davis@athletics.utexas.edu>; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu) 
Byrd; Gerald Gumey <            @gmaJl.com>; N4A listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

RE: [n4a] N. Carolina players needed academic help, records show - Wire - College - NewsObserver.com 

UNSUBSCRIBE 

Please unsubscribe me from this list. I have tried several times to unsubscribe, using the tools and going to the website. I do not want these emails. 

Catherine Lasman 

Graduate Student - Special Education 

MaryLouFulton Teachers College 
Arizona State University 

From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [n4a-request@lists.nacda.com] on behalf of Gerald Gumey [ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 7:32 AM 
To: Brian Davis; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu) Byrd; N4A listserve listserve 
Subject: [n4a] N. Carolina players needed academic help, records show - Wire - College - NewsObserver.com 

Sign In<h{,j,~:iA’,ww ne~s< bse~\ er c< mir                        > J Register for FREE<h.k’.!.p: ~,, *~ ~, r3e~s< bserver corn re 
[C~ick here t~ ~nd ~ut m~re~ ]<~:/~!~ : ~ ww ne~ sobser~‘ er com/sIaI ic/con~en~ ~andin~;‘ ~a~::es~ s~‘mm~er !2±~honsi> 
[newsobserver.com] <kd~[~: ~ ww ne~ sobse~, er corn> 
Wire - College 

* <h{,j,£~: *’,wwrle~s<bservercol~c~/re~vardsi#rlavlml rlavbar> 
N&O ZONE 

* Home Delivery [~;: med[a2r~ewsobserverc~mis~alicih3~               <~;:~,,~wr~e~,,sober,,erc~miabo~,~lcirc~,~lali~n/;.r~a\lml r~a~,bar> 
* Subscribe<~s: ss>ne~,,sobservercomic~?d.bin/cm~ cm~ shic~,~slselaicei~,,ebiaddrfindhm~l#:na’,lir~l na’,dro~> 
* Vacation Stop<~s:iissone~,sobservercomic~::i-bh~iclm cm~shic~,~slser\ice/~ebilel h~ml?closeb~,~ilon::::ves&nav[mk na’,dr~?2> 
* DelivelTProblem<~s:iissor~ewsobserverc(~lrJcej.binicm~ clr~ shict~slser\icex~ebicol~c~g~laingshm?l’closebt~lton::::wes&nav[ink na’,drqR> 
* Make aPayment<~s: ss)ne~,sobservercomic~i-binicmo clm shict~slser~,ice ~ebirene~ct~rrenl hkml;£j)rocess::::rene~,~na~,linl na~,dr~R> 
* e-edition<hZ!:2: ~,~,,wr~e~sobser ercomie-edhi~ni#na\lir~k naxd/o£> 
* Kindle<hllr?:i~al~?az(nc~:13?Iihe..News.Obser~elidpBOO21T5hfV\lef=:sl:.. ] .,?,"ie::::U FFS&s::::di id=:125796557%X:sl:::::l.-3&na,, Jinl =:na,,dr~%~?.> 
* Subscriber Services<h.k’!Z~s:ssone~vsobser,,ercomi;.na,,linl na,,dr%l> 

* Stay Connected [)ci!l~: media2 ne~,sobser\er c>mis~aticih3?a              <[~412~:~wwne~vs<bser~,ercomiabo~,~liconlacli;.na~,link na~,bar> 
* ContactUs<h.k’!z?:iiw~,,~vnex,,sobser~ercomiabotlkic<nlacli#na,,linl na\’dr<~Z?.> 
* Report Problem< 
* iPhone< ..... 
* iPad< ...... 
* Android< 
* Tablet<~:3j:.!j>:i ~,~ne~’,sobse~,ercomieedilionmlbilei;:na~link na~,drog> 
* e-edition<h:!z!:l~:i ~,~,,~,, ne~sobserver comie-edili< ni#na~,linl na~,d~oR> 
* Mobile<~!j:j:j>:iilr~ne~sobser ercomi#na,,linl na\dr~?t~> 
* Kindle<hllr,:ii~,~,wamazlnclmi’llhe..Nev, s-()bser\eri@BOO2IT5M~Aref:::sr I 3’?ie UTFg&s::::di id 1257965573,g:sr:::::l--3&na~,linl na~,droz?> 
* N~k<h~k’!~I~://sea~c~barnesandn~b1ec~?/The~Ne~:‘s~obser~er/The~McC~aIck~;~Compan~/e/2940~984949/#na~in~ na’,dr~tf.?> 
* K~b~<h~k~!‘p: ~‘‘ww~b~kscor~/s~‘(bscri~ns/The~?‘(ex~s~and~obser er/-LUxn~rc~1 h~ml.na,,linl na,,dmf.?.> 
* Facebook<~%p:iix~,~,~,,fi~ceb~kcom ~ex~,sobserercomi;:na\lml==na\droR> 
* Twitter<~d~j~: ~ ww i ~v iller com/ne~ s >bser~, el ;.rla~, lir~k:::::na~, droR> 
* EmailandTextAlerts<~;:iiwwwne~s)bserxercomibrealingnewsi#naxlinl na~dr0j2> 
* EmailUpdates<~:i~w~,~aewsobser,,erconire ?mode edil&’,ersi~a email,~na~,linl na’,dr~> 
* RSS<~:i~wwne~,,sobservercomiabo~,~isilein~iis~orvi247g213tml;.na~,linl na~,dr~R> 
* PrintArchives<~>:ii~wwne~,slibrarvcomisiles/rl<bi#navlink na’,dr<?~> 
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a ademic hlml:,> 
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By DAN KANE AND J. ANDREW CURLISS - The News & Observer (Raleigh, S.C.) 
By DAN KANE AND J. ANDREW CURLISS 

CHAPEL HILL, S.C. -- AFRI 370 is an upper-level course at UNC-Chapel Hill for seniors majoring in African and Afro-American studies and other students with a background in the study 
of Africa. It was touted to have "lectures, readings and research projects" on a significant problem facing African leaders or American officials tasked with African issues. 

But when it came available in the spring semester of 2010, among those enrolled were several freshman football players who struggled to read and write at a college level. 

There were no lectures or readings, and the class never met, one of dozens of such classes offered between 2007 and 2011. The players simply turned in a 20-page paper they produced with 
extensive help from tutors and oversight from counselors. That help, at times, included intense editing and material made available for use in the papers, according to records from UNC’s 



Academic Support Program for Student Athletes obtained by The News & Observer. 
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The records develop a deeper picture about the academic fraud that has spawned four ongoing investigations and reviews on the Chapel Hill campus. They show that the athlete support 
program used the no-show classes to help keep student-athletes eligible to play. 

UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp has pledged new and higher academic standards as the probes continue, including severing the athlete support program from the athletic department. Until 
last month, it reported to the athletic department and the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The academic support records show the depths of the trouble in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, including information the university has not revealed in its own 
probes, one of which did cite 54 department classes that had no lectures. For example, it did not identify AFRI 370 as a no-show class. 

The documents also describe a sometimes-contentious relationship between tutors and players, with descriptions of study sessions where players wouldn’t cooperate. The university has 
said that the academic fraud was limited to department chairman Julius Nyang’oro and a department manager, Deborah Crowder, but the records also suggest at least one other professor in 
the department was aware that no-show classes existed for struggling players. 

It was Nyang’oro, the longtime chairman, who gave the players and academic support staff confidence. Nyang’oro had such low expectations for these "paper classes," as the academic 
support program called them, that the work largely consisted of papers stitched together with passages from the required reading materials that were then, in some instances, "paraphrased" 
to avoid plagiarism concerns. 

In one case, it appears that a player did nothing more than copy various articles and other background information from the Internet and paste it all into a paper before turning it over to a 
tutor. 

Nyang’oro was forced to retire July 1, after resigning as department chairman 13 months ago when university academic officials were just starting to learn the depth of the scandal. 

But no-show classes were common knowledge within the athlete support program. 

"Professor Nyang’oro, Chair of the AFRI/AFAM Studies Department, has been very generous in granting several students (not just student-athletes) the opportunity to do independent 
study papers," Amy Kleissler, a learning specialist with the athlete support program, wrote in a Feb. 8, 2010, email informing tutors of the AFRI 370 paper class. "Since we have worked with 
him in the past in this same manner I wanted to let you know that his expectations are very reasonable and very achievable for our students." 

When one tutor told the athlete support program’s assistant director, Beth Bridger, that she was discouraged with the work one football player turned in, Bridger told her not to worry. 

"Just remember," she wrote in a March 16, 2010, email, "guys are in this class for a reason at-risk, probation, struggling students you are making headway ... keep it positive and 
encouraging t" 

Thorp, in a brief interview Friday, declined to talk about the records, citing the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, commonly known as FERPA. It prohibits universities from 
releasing student education records. 

He said he sent copies of the records to former Gov. Jim Martin and the accounting firm Baker Tilly, whom Thorp appointed last month to dig deeper into the academic fraud. 

Thorp did not explain why the records had not surfaced until now, but he said they are "of concern." 

"These records are important and have been referred to Gov. Martin," Thorp said. 

Nyang’oro came to UNC in 1984 as a visiting assistant professor and became the African studies department’s chairman in 1992. University officials now admit he never received a review 
from a supervisor since he was elevated to that position, another institutional flaw that has since been fixed. 

Until August, the university had resisted going back further than 2007 to investigate other potential academic problems in the department, so it’s difficult to assess exactly what was 
happening before then. 

Difficult, that is, except in the case of Julius Peppers, whose transcript sat unnoticed on UNC’s website until this summer. Peppers had D’s or F’s in 11 of 30 classes, the transcript showed, 
and was barely eligible for football and basketball only because of a string of better grades in courses he took in the AFAM Department. 

Before that, the university was embarrassed by the case of defensive end Michael McAdoo, tossed off the football team by the NCAA in 2010 after its investigation found that tutor 
Jennifer Wiley had helped write three papers McAdoo submitted for three African studies classes. Under NCAA regulations, tutors are not supposed to do the players’ work but instead 
show them how to do the work themselves. 

All three, records show, were no-show classes, including an intermediate-level Swahili language class that only required a term paper, written in English, on Swahili culture and history. Rival 
N.C. State fans last year discovered it had numerous passages lifted from several sources. 

Just like the football players in AFRI 370, McAdoo had been placed in one of the no-show classes while he was a freshman. He took the other two before he started his sophomore year. 

In McAdoo’s lawsuit to try to return to the team, he claimed the work he submitted resulted from the advice and help he received from the academic support staff. 

That support staff is large, and it is challenged. The university employs roughly 120 people in academic support for athletes, charged with tutoring and counseling nearly 800 athletes. 

The challenge comes from working with a group of students who ordinarily wouldn’t have been admitted to one of the country’s best public universities. In the past five years, records 
show, 53 football players have been admitted as academic "exceptions." The university has not provided numbers for basketball players, the other maj or revenue-producing sport. 

Athletes typically have much greater need for classes that do not meet. They spend so much time preparing and playing in games that four years ago the university gave them priority 
registration so they could get into classes that fit their schedules. 

Evidence shows that some non-athletes who enrolled in the classes did so unwittingly and were dumbfounded to find the class only consisted of a paper assignment. 

One such student commented about the Spring 2010 AFRI 370 no-show class on a course evaluation website known as Koofers. 

"I am taking the course by submitting a paper with Pro£ Nyang’oro and it is a bit daunting," said the student, who was not identified, in a comment posted in April 2010, long before the 
scandal was uncovered. "It has to be between 20-25 pages. I wish I was able to take the actual course with him." 

Thorp has said those who were enrolled in the classes were cheated out of a Carolina education. 

The internal records obtained by the N&© include evaluations of the football players who had been assigned to tutors and reports known as "Feedback Forms" that tutors filled out after 
study sessions to help the academic support staff and athletic coaches know the progress athletes were making in each class. 

The records also include detailed assessments of the classes, complete with descriptions of professors’ expectations and testing styles. 



The evaluations and other correspondence show the football players enrolled in AFRI 370 and another African studies class, SWAH 112, needed plenty of help from tutors. (The N&O is 
not identifying the players mentioned in these records because they don’t give a full picture of the athletes’ academic backgrounds or performance.) 

"The process of reading and writing is slow and laborious" for one prominent player, the records say. For him, the tutor was advised to "seek out other resources for him to learn the material 
search on the internet for video lectures or demonstrations." 

UNC records released late Friday show that two-thirds of the 21 students enrolled in AFR1370 were athletes, nine of them football players. Ten of the 19 students enrolled in SWAH 112 
were athletes, seven of those football players. No men’s basketball players enrolled in either class. 

The AFR1370 class had an average grade of 3.22. The average for the SWAH 112 class was a 3.05, a B. 

Emails show academic support staff knew the football players were incapable of doing college-level work on the AFRI 370 paper. Those staffers did not appear concerned by that. 

An email written by tutor Whitney Read showed she was concerned about papers that were largely put together with passages lifted from source materials. 

Jaimie Lee, an academic counselor, told her that was to be expected. 

"If they have a ton of historical information, that’s fine, as long as it is cited and not plagiarized," Lee wrote. "They have not necessarily developed the skill of critical analysis, so just try to 
get some in there, but if it is mostly background information, honestly, it is to be expected." 

Several records show staff working with the athletes to turn plagiarized passages into acceptable material by paraphrasing. 

The documents also include a 19-page draft by one player a freshman in the 370 class that was being worked on five days before it was due. It has several large sections that are not cited, 
paraphrased or otherwise formatted to indicate the words are anything but the player’s. 

A comparison of the language in the paper, whose focus was on oil in Nigeria, with Internet sources shows that the passages are lifted word-for-word from a magazine article, a summary of a 
Nigerian conference proceeding, Internet encyclopedias and other such sources. 

It’s not clear how much the draft paper changed before it was turned in. Other documents, however, reflect Read and the player working together to get the paper done. Days before the 
paper was due, she was trying to get him to paraphrase two sentences, but he resisted. 

Three days before it was due, Read told administrators of the athlete support program in an email message that she hoped someone else would work with the player and "make sure his 
paper is all done." 

UNC officials said Saturday that compliance administrators interviewed the player on Thursday. The player said the draft was not the final version. Officials said the university only keeps 
papers for one year. 

They said the player would not agree to be interviewed. 

Reports that Read wrote about some study sessions showed how little some football players cared about their classwork. 

"People were just rude," Read wrote about a SWAH 112 study session. That class was held in the first summer session of 2010, and was not a no-show class. "...people farting, watching 
videos on their computers, talking back, complaining, rapping, not paying attention." 

SWAH 112 combines the first two Swahili language classes into one intensive six-credit-hour course. Those who pass it and the intermediate-level Swahili class have fulfilled their language 
requirement at the university. Records show Swahili and Portuguese are popular languages for basketball and football players. Unlike Spanish and other language courses taught more 
broadly at UNC, there is no additional language lab required. 

Alphonse Mutima taught the Swahili class, and the feedback forms reflected his difficulty in getting through to the football players. At one point, Read wrote, Mutima was so discouraged 
by one football player’s inability to grasp the language that he wanted to put the athlete in an "independent study paper class" for intermediate Swahili. 

It also suggests that the "paper class" version for intermediate Swahili, or SWAH 403, was set up to be an easy class. 

That’s the class McAdoo took, and university records show that there were at least four other no-show intermediate Swahili classes. Football players accounted for seven of the enrollments 
in those five no-show classes, while men’s basketball players accounted for three. 

Read declined to be interviewed. She is a 2009 graduate with a degree in African studies who no longer tutors for the university. 

Mutima also declined to comment. He is a nontenured professor, hired in 1999, who makes $37,000 a year. 

Bridger did not return several phone calls on her work and cellphones. Kleissler and Lee referred questions to Bridger and other higher-ups in the program. Several other former or current 
tutors declined to talk about the support program. 

One who did, Megan Anderson, said she saw no problems with the way athletes were tutored or the work the athletes submitted. The 2010 graduate in education was a reading specialist for 
the program, but she said she did not work with athletes on the AFRI 370 paper. 

"I had no reason to doubt that there was integrity in that assignment," she said.\ 

(News and Observer researchers Brooke Cain and Peggy Neal contributed to this report.) 
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Pac-12 revolving around the state of Oregon <k~,.p: ~ww ne~s~ bser~,er comi2012/10/02/2:;85116~pac-12-re~,~ I~, ing..aro~,md..@e-slale hi ml> 
In the Pac-12, it’s the state of Oregon’s world, and the rest of us are just hanging out, wondering (a) who can beat the Ducks, and (b) how Mike Riley can be so successful, letting anybody 
who wants come to practice? 
* 

All that offense keeps fans coming to the stadium <~gj~:i,~,ww ne~sobser,,c~: c( m/2012/I Oi02i23~4746iall.@a.o[!fi~nse..le 
[Baylor West Virginia Football] <~: ~wwne~s~bserverc~m/2~12/~/~2/23S4746/a~-@aI.~fR:nse-~eeps.I%ns.c~An~2@>WhenWestVirginiaAth~eticDirect~r~iverLuckwas~king 
for a new football coach, he wanted one who would not only win, but do it in a way that got Mountaineers fans excited - excited enough to pack Milan Puskar Stadium seven or eight times a 
season. 

Kentucky St. player charged with inappropriate contact with hotel staffer <~x ~,,ww ne~,sobse~ \ er c~ m 2012/I 0/01 i23S4649ilenl~,~cl~ia’,er.charged~, i@ him1> 
A Kentucky State University quarterback in town for the 2012 Chicago Football Classic was arrested Saturday after police said he followed a housekeeper into a room at the Hyatt Regency 



McCormick Place Hotel and rubbed his body against hers. 
* 

Illini can’t let mistakes keep piling up <~}: ~ ww r~c~,’~ sobser~, er comi2()l 2/10/01/2384648/ill mi-car~ I.lel.mislakes.I eqp h Ira]> 
On the first day of October, the Illini already were using the wicked word "snowball." 
* 

Tougher tackling lifts Huskies <~;: ~ ww nc~¢~ sobser~,er com/2()12/10/01/2384465/1~, 
SEATTLE - Ultimately, it might have been the six seconds of hell endured by the Washington Huskies’ defensive line last week in practice that resulted in 60 minutes of misery for the 
Stanford Cardinal on Thursday. 
* 

Franklin, who’s battled shoulder woes, shows improvement at Mizzou <~.]:1}: ~ ww ne~ s~ bse~, ~r colors/2()12/10/01 i2384362if?anklin.~ h~ s.balll ed.sh~ ~Ader hll~r~l> 
COLUMBIA, Mo. - David Yost knows his offense remains far from perfect, but there’s no doubt Missouri’s offensive coordinator saw plenty of positives in a 21-16 win over Central Florida 
on Saturday. 
* 

Ohio St. sends video of alleged Michigan St. eye poking to Big Ten <~.]:1}: ~ ww ne~s~ bser,,er colors/2()12/I 0/01 i2384239ioh[o-s I.sends.,, ide~ .~ f:.alle~:ed h~rnl> 
Michigan State, Ohio State and video footage continue to make news together. 

Get sports updates 

Keep up with the latest sports stories with our free e-mail newsletters, delivered to your inbox[ 

Subscribe to Sports<h!~j): ~ ww ne~ s~ bser~, er colors/2()12/I 0/01/2382588 n-caro]ina-pla~ ers-needed--acadelnic hkl~r~l;.> - it’s free[ 

Subscribe to Hurricanes<~.]:l}: ~ ww ne~ sobsel~, ~r colors/2()12/I 0/01 i2382588in.carolina..i}lavers.needed..acadelnicbkrr~l;.> - it’s free[ 

Subscribe to College Sports<h!]:j): ~ ww nc~ sobsel~, ~r comi2()12/I 0/01 i2382588in.carolina..~.?lavers.needed..academicbkml;.> - it’s free[ 

Subscribe to Duke<~;: ~ ww nc~’~ sobser~, ~r com/2()12/10/01 i2382588in-car~ lina@ a,, ers-needed-academic hm~]#> - it’s free[ 

Subscribe to ECU<~;:i ~ ww ne~ sobser~, er com/2()12/I 0/01 i2382588in.car~lina.121a,,ers.needed.academichlml;.> - it’s free[ 

Subscribe to NCSU<~;: ~ ww nc~¢~ sobser~, ~r com/2012/10/01 i2382588in-car~ lina--1}l a,, ers-needed-academic hm?];.> - it’s free[ 

Subscribe to UNC<h!,.!j~: ~ ww ne~ sobsel~, er com/2012/I 0/01/2382588in-ca~ olina :pla~ ers-n eeded--academic hkml;.> - it’s free[ 

Subscribe to Wake Forest<h!]:j): ~ ww ne~ sobsel~, ~r comi2()12/I 0/01 i2382588in.carolina..plavers.needed..acadelnicbkml;.> - it’s free[ 

Subscribe to Preps<h2!~?: ~’, ww ne~ s~ bser,, er co~r~/2012/I 0/01/2382588:n-carolina :.[~la~ ers-needed--academic b[rnl#> - it’s free! 

Hot Deals<h!]:j2?: ~ ww ne~ s~ bser~, er com/2012/10/01 i2382588in.carolina:~’~la’~ers.needed.acadelnicblml;.> View All<~d~ff?:ii~ ww ne~ sobser~, er comicarsih~ I deals/> 

* 

[Chevrolet] <h2!~?: ~,, ~ w cars comi~oisearc hidel a il 1d::::93()22502> 
2003 Chevrolet <h!]:JF?:~wwcarscom~isearchidelail Id::::930225()2> 
$18,900 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

* 

[Nissan] <h.!~!~?: ~’, ww cars comic:: o/seato hidel ai I 1d::::86284824> 
2004 Nissan Altima<hllp :~’,wwcarscom)i;oisearchidelail 1~1} ’N~" trian~le&lisl ir~!=/d::::86284824> 
$9,995 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Kia]<h!,.!~t~:~wwcarsc~m:g~isearch/delail d 71017129> 
2005 Kia Sedona<h II~:i ~ ~ cars c ~r~ ~: search delail [d=:71017129> 
$8,995 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Saturn]<h~d,p: ~’, ww cars corn ~ earth/detail d: 87659159> 
2008 Saturn Vue<h2!~: ~’, ww cars co~r~ k)~oisearchidelail [~j) ’an~ Irian~le&lislinca!~Id::::87(~59159> 
$13,996 

D & J Automotive 

* 

[Pontiac]<h~d:p: ~’, ww ca rs co m ~ isearchidel ail ld= 83198369> 
1969 Pontiac GTO<bl lp: ~’,wwcarscomj2;~;isearchidela[llffj}?af?~ krian~le&lislin~!=/d 3198369> 
$17,972 

D & J Automotive 

* 

[Honda]<~:ii~ ww cars c~ m ~isearchidelail d 93545230> 
2006 Honda CR-V<hlIp: ~ ~ cars c m g~: search delail Id::::/3545230> 

$11,900 

D45 Auto Brokers 

* 

[Jeep]<h!]:J):,~:wwcarscom~oisearchidelail ld 86(~82338> 
2005 Jeep Grand Cherokee<hi!p:/ ~ cars c mj2;~: search delail d::::86(~82338> 
$6,595 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[BMVV] <hl~p :~,, ww cars c~ mi;,: oisearch/de~ai J iS} ’a/’l’::: kri anal e&J i sti na ld:::: 89941197> 



2009 BMW 535<hi!p: ~, ww cars corn j~?;~isearchidelail 1~±? }af’f~ Iriar?~le&lislirlL!jd::::89941197> 
$30,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Volkswagen]<~:ii~ ww cars c~ m~,isearchidel ai I d 89657605> 
2006 Volkswagen Jetta<b!,.!g~: ~wwcarscomgoisea~chidelail d 9657(~05> 
$8,500 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Nissan] <h!~!~?: ~, ww cars comi8.! isearc hide ai I 1d::::75939109> 
2006 Nissan Maxima<h.!32~:~wwcarscom~isearchidelail Id::::75939109> 
$9,995 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[ Subaru] <h2!L~: ~, ww cars corn goisearch/deail 1d:=74794830> 
2006 Subaru Legacy<h!~l~?:~‘wwcarsc~m/!~;~/search/de~ai~±~N~j‘~rian~e&~isIingJd::::74794~3~> 
$10,950 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Jaguar]<~:ii~ ww cars combo earcbide ail d::::81992712> 
2005 Jaguar S-Type<~:ii~ ww cars corn ~oisearcbidelail Id::::81992712> 
$8,450 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Hyundai]<h!~!p: ~,ww cars com ~,~ isearch/delail d::::89586194> 

2011 Hyundai Elantra<hllj? :/~ ~ cars c m ~ search delail d::::89586194> 
$15,974 

D & J Automotive 

* 

[Mercury]<h!~!p: ~, ww cars co m ~ isearc bidel ai I d 86(~82345> 
2003 Mercm-y Sable<h!~!p: ~,wwcarscom~2;oisearchidelaili~l~}afY Irima~le&lislirlSa!~!d 6(~ 2345> 
$4,995 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[Niss an] <h2!.~?: ~~, ww cars c omig~/search/de ai I d :::: 81581955 > 
2005 Nissan Murano<hl!p:~,wwcarscom~i;~isearchidelaill~±,~afY krian~le&lislin,~:~ld 1581955> 
$13,950 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Ford]<h!,.!g~:~wwcarscom:g~isearchidetail d 72896470> 
2010 Ford Fusion<hi!p:/~ ~ cars c m ~ search delail d=:728/(~470> 
$15,500 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

* 

[Lexus]<h2!~:~,wwcarscom/a:o/search/delail[~l~?aff kr irma.: le&/isl i r~, [d ::::94196143> 
2005 Lexus RX 330<hi!p: ~,ww cars comj2;~isearchidelail l}±??afY krian~:le&lislin,~::ld 94196143> 
$18,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Hyundai]<h2!p: ~, ww cars co m ~,~ isem:chidel ai I d::::74032050> 
2008 Hyundai Elantra<hllj?:i ~ ~ cars c( m ~ search delail d::::7407,2050> 
$8,950 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Honda]<~:ii~ ww cars com~oisearchidelail d::::/2861683> 
2009 Honda Civic Hybrid<~: ~ww cars comi~isearcbidelail Id::::92861683> 
$13,900 

D45 Auto Brokers 

* 

[Chevrolet] <h2!~?: ~, ww cars comia ~isearc hidel ail 1d::::95764247> 
2004 Chevrolet Express 1500<h~,3,p: ~,ww cars com~2;~isearchidelaill~±,}afY Irima~le&lislin,~:~ld 957(~4247> 
$15,000 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

* 

[ Chevrolet] <~>: ~,, w w cars c~mig oisem:cbidel ai I ~E!> ’a/3":::l ri anal e&l i s l i n 81d::::95860577 > 



2004 Chevrolet Express 1500<L~d,p: ~’, ww cars cocc~j2~;isearchidelail l}j.? }afY~ 95860577> 
$15,900 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

* 

[Chevrolet]<~?:ii~ ww cars corn ~oisearchidelail ~d=:770516(~1 > 
2003 Chevrolet Silverado 1500<h!,.b’~:~wwcarscorr~goisearchidelail {d 770516(~1> 
$0 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

[GMC] <~2!.P:i ~ ~ c ars c~:m .,2 se ~rch detai I i>!~P "a;/:::: I~i an al e&lisli r!~’. ! d::: 84702256> 
2007 GMC Yukon<L{d,~}: v, ww cars cocc~ g~;isearchidelail Id::::84702256> 
$23,900 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

* 

[Jeep]<h.!!:j):~wwcarscorr~goisearchidelail ld 86667288> 
1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee<hi!p:/ ~ ~ cars c cc~j2~: search delail d::::86(~(~72 8> 
$5,950 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[BMW]<~:ii~ ww cars c~ mi~/~isea~chidetail d 91560599> 

2002 BMW X5<~?:ii~wwcarscomi~;isearc}~idelail ld::::91560599> 
$10,900 

D45 Auto Brokers 

* 

[Audi]<h2!j?: v, ww cars comia:oisea~ch/delail 1d::::89558818> 
2008 Audi A6<hllp:i ~ ~ cars c( ir1¢2,~ search delail d::::89558818> 

$23,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Subaru]<h2!L~: v, ww cars corn g~isearchidelail ld 75708148> 

2005 Subaru Outback<hi G? :/~ ~ cars c m ~ search delail d::::75708148> 
$9,450 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Saturn]<h~d,p: v, ww cars corn g~ ~,earchide ail d::::8516529> 
2007 Saturn Aura<~3~jJ>:~wwcarsc~rr~search~de~a~j~-?~a~‘~‘~r~an~e&~sI~ng’~d::::~5~ (~8529> 
$10,995 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Chevrolet] <h!,.!~?: ~ ww cars comig~isearc hidel ail 1d::::95764250> 
2004 Chevrolet Express 1500<h!.!~: ~ww cars cocc~;isearchidelail ld 957(~4250> 
$14,900 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

* 

[Chevrolet]<h!~!~?: ~’, ww cars corn ~:o search delail 1d=90875305> 
1993 Chevrolet L umina<Jql!p: ~’, ww cars comk~;isearch delail 1~J2 ?af’l tl iar~le&lislirlg,/d::::90875305> 

$1,800 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Pontiac]<h~d,p: v, ww cars corn a:oisearchide ail 1d=93831090> 
2001 Pontiac Grand d::::93831090> 
$5,900 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Hyundai]<~:ii~ww cars com goisearch/de~ail d::::89060337> 
2011 Hyundai Sonata<hlIQ: ~ ~ cars c m~ search delail d::::89060337> 
$15,996 

D & J Automotive 

* 

[Ford]<h~.j:p:~vwwcarscorr~:,2~;isearchidelaillsl>?aff tl iar~<le&lisl m+<~ d::::79653656> 
2002 Ford Taurus<h~.!:~: ~’, ww cars corn g5;isearchidela]l 1d::::79653656> 
$5,500 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

* 

[Dodge]<~>: >. wwcarsc~m~<oisearch/delail iN> ’af?’::::trial~s~de&lisl in~:Id::::91037451 > 



2009 Dodge Avenger<h.!];lx ~ ww cars corn is!~isearchidelail d::::91037451 > 
$10,997 

D & J Automotive 

* 

[Ford]<~xii~ ww cars c{ m goisearchidelail d 780056(~9> 
2002FordRanger<h!&9:~wwcarscom~isearc[]idelail [d 780056(~9> 
$8,950 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

* 

[lnfiniti]<h4!,p: v, ww cars c~ mia:oi:searchide ai I 1d=96492486> 

2008 lnfinitiM35<hllr~: v, wwcars comi~;~isearchidelail,i}±~?a[Y krian~21e&lislin,~:~ld 96492486> 
$25,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Lexus]<h!dj): v, ww cars comia:oisemTchidelail [~l~ ?aff kriaE?~.:le&lislir~d,[d:=:72147412> 
2006LexusRX330<hllp: v, wwcars comj2;~isearchidelailiff±??aff~ krian~:le&lislin,~:tld 72147412> 
$19,995 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Mercedes-Benz]<~xii~ ww cars c~ m };oisearchidelail d 76[95366> 

2000 Mercedes-Benz C-Class<~:ii~wwcarscomi~::~isearchidelail 1d::::76195366> 
$7,995 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Honda]<h!dp: v, ww cars con~ ~ggisea~ c hide~ai I ld 86285727> 
2006 Honda Odyssey<L~d:j2: v, wwcarscomi~;~isearchidelailiff±~aff~ krian~:le&lislin,~:tld 625727> 

$10,500 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[Volvo]<h.!dp: v, ww cars corn ~2;oisearc hidel ail d: 96492488> 
2009 Volvo SS0<hl!p: v, ww cars col~r~j~)~isearchidela[[ fff±? ~af’f~ krian~le&lisling/d::::96492488> 
$22,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Nissan]<h2!~?: v, ww cars comi8.!/search/de ail 1d::::78135264> 

2006 Nissan Maxima<h!]£~:~wwcarscom~isearchidelail Id::::78135264> 
$13,900 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Toyota]<h~,.p: ~ww ca~s com :s, isearchide ail d 81599783> 
2000 Toyota Camry Solara<h!,.!~: ~ww cars corn ~isearchidelail Id 81599783> 
$3,550 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[Chevrolet] <h2!~?: v, ww cars comia ~isearc hidel ail ld::::70109737> 
2006 Chevrolet Express 2500<h4!,p: v, ww cars col~r~j2;~isearchidelaili~±,~aff~ krian~le&lislin,~:~ld 70109737> 
$8,950 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 
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Find a Car 

Make 
Acura 

Alfa Romeo 

Aston Martin 

Audi 

BMW 

Bentley 

Buick 

Cadillac 

Chevrolet 



Chrysler 

Daihatsu 

Dodge 

Eagle 

Ford 

GMC 

Geo 

Honda 

Hyundai 

Infiniti 

Isuzu 

Jaguar 

Jeep 

Kia 

Lamborghini 

Land Rover 

L exus 

Lincoln 

Lotus 

Mazda 

Mercedes-Benz 

Mercury 

Mitsubishi 

Nissan 

Oldsmobile 

Plymouth 

Pontiac 

Porsche 

Saab 

Saturn 

Subaru 

Suzuki 

Toyota 

Volkswagen 

Volvo 

Renault 

Ferrari 

Rolls-Royc e 

Sterling 

Yugo 

Fiat 

Peugeot 

Merkur 

American Motors 

Am General 

Daewoo 



Delorean 

Maserati 

Panoz 

DeTomaso 

International 

Qvale 

MINI 

Hummer 

Maybach 

Scion 

Morgan 

Avanti Motors 

Saleen 

Smart 

Tesla 

Bugatti 

Spyker 

Koenigsegg 

THINK 

RAM 

SRT 

Model 
All 

CL 

Integra 

Legend 

MDX 

NSX 

RDX 

RL 

RSX 

SLX 

TL 

TSX 

Vigor 

ZDX 

Zip Go <h!!:I): ~ ww r~e~ sobse/~, el comi2() 12/I OiOli2.",82588in.car(Jma..pJa~ersr~eededacademichlmb.> 
[L~d,r~:iimedla2 ne~ sobser,+ er c~ mislal ici[ma                        <~.p :i~,. ~ w cars corn > 
Top Jobs<bJ~&~: x,. ~. ,~, ne~\ sobse~-,, er comi2012/I 0/01 i2382598/n.caroJina@a~ers.needed..academichtml;.> View All<L~.j,[~: ~’,ww careerb~.~ilder comiJobseekeriJobsiJobR es~.dls a:~01*.2 
s ra~wo*ds O.~slomField3:RAJ EI(]HTJ&s fleshness 30&It cbmc n~> 

~ebsal~ 2--c J ~ Ihumbaif] 
A better job awaits 
Ready for Work Program Coordinator<h&!b:iiww~caree~buildercomiJobSeekeriJ~bsiJ~bDelailsa:~jS’q,!. 
I~:::::CB)~ {C NO&I( b                    bsl:lm> 

US-NC-Wilson 
Director offacilities<~: ~wwcareerb~.AldercomiJ~bSeeke~ J~bs ~bI)eailsas~;.~x’FIr CBMC NO&I~b I)ID::::J3 ,’5F96XM5XJSW07740&sileid::::M slim> 

US-NC-Wilson 
Warehouse Workers<~?:i ~ww care~rb~AId~r comiJ~ bSeeke~ J~bsiJ~bDeails asgxdr CBMC NO&Job DJl)::::J3 ,’7VKF~NSG9XDKI I.SNK&sileid::::M bslrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
HVAC - Commercial Pipefitters & Sheetmetal Workers<b&p: ~x~xwcareerbliIdercomiJ~bSeekerilobsilobDetaiJsa:sp:~7 
Ir::::CB?\[C NO&I~b I)ID I317606T9SZKSI.5},fl.’.E~’&sileid k,[(’~ b{O [bsm~&ipath::::ibslrls~> 



US-NC-Gamer 
HCL America NO&Jb DII)::::JJI:’6KT78R8~ 8BRZWI) i8&sileid=:?~(i bs[im> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
HVAC/Refrigeration Technician<~>:ii>, ww ca~-eerb~A Ider c< m/J< bSeeke~ J< bsiJ< bDelai B as~ 
I]:::::CB?~ IC NO&Jb bsl us]> 
FujiFilm Diosynth Biotechnologies 
US-NC-Morrisville 
HCLAMERiCAINC<b!.i!.p:~wwcareerb~,fi]dercopaiJobSeekeriJobsiJobDelaiBas~x’?B CBMQ2\O&Jo(,_.])ID::::J3H2PW6BCN52ZGISV05&sileid MC}~(                skim> 

US-NC-Cary 
Multiple IT NO&J( b DID::::J~ i56()7797~94R?~30X)B&sileid=:?~X slim> 

US-NC-Cary 

Programmer<~:)~.]jx~wwcareerb~,fi]dercol~aiJobSeekeriJobsiJobDelailsaspx’?lr CBMC NO&Job DID::::J3G2PW6YSY3MK43MI }(..~-&sileid M bslnr~> 

Elon University 

US-NC-Elon 

TEAMLEADER<~:]3~]~x~wwc~reerb~‘~derc~a/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDe~ai~saspx~?~r=C~MC NO&Job D]J)::::J3H30(.p6N¢~Z .’N957P4Gl’&sileid M bslrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 

Reliability NO&Jb DII):=J~G ~?~L6I,TXXgR5w519 >&sileid=?~X slnr~> 

US-SC-Bennettsville 

HCL AMERICA NO&J( b DID::::JJG 14K6K\ YK()I::2 t:~7G I h~&sileid::::),~(i bsllm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
NO&J< b DI[ )::::J ~ G 81 iG68 SWNI il’9 S V07 l,&s[I e[d::::3, ~(i                     bsl:l m> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
Computer Technology Integration Instructor<h!.(£:i >,~s caree~b~,nlder c m J b Seeker J bs J bDelails as££,!. 
I]:::::CB ?, X; NO&Jb }~(               bsl urn> 

US-NC-Salisbury 
RNs- ICU, Emergency Dept<h.!]:f~:~wwcareerb~,filderco~r~iJobSeekeriJobsiJobDelailsas~×’?lr CBMC NO&Job D]I>::::J3 ;8CY62FS tFgY?,~lI,2N&sileid M bslrm> 
Central Carolina Hospital 
US-NC-Sanford 
SALES<~:)j:]:j):~wwcareerb~,fildercopaiJobSeekeriJobsiJobDelailsasg~×’?lr CBMC NO&Job D]])::::J3"I "7(~(~32{2P:}(70R\VJ&sileid M bslrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
NO&J( b DID::::J~I:’6X46\{l, 2R5KDSG 1 \ &siteid=?~X                     bsllm> 

US-NC-Dunn 
NO&J( b DID:=J ~ F28S6 I’ZX?~ ~ 8l,(~4\qZS&sileid =?~ X                     bsl:lm> 

US-NC-Dunn 
Assistant Coordinator of Disabilities Services<J2!£): >,~v~careerb~,fiJdercolr]iJ<bSeekeriJ<bsiJobDelailsa:,~122%!. 
I]:::::CBMC NO&Job D]I>::J3 .’253721RNJ[~CRZJ78@sileid M bslrm> 
Elon University 
US-NC-Elon 
TruckDrivers<~x ~wwcareerb~,nldercon] <bSeeke/ J<bsiJ<bDeailsas~x’?lr CBMC NO&Job DID::::J3 ~]V,,I,6BSI,2{2MKI 971W&sileid:::: bslrm> 
Variety Wholesalers 
US-NC-Henderson 
Dialysis Registered Nurses<h.u:.~t:~wwcareerb~,~ildc~com/JobSeekeriJobsiJobDelailsas~lt×’JIr CBMC .XO&Job_.j)ID::::JJJJS0793 l’92Jl’RSX S&sileid MQ_)(( bslrm> 
Dialysis Outpatient Clinic 
US-NC-Carrboro 
Senior Elementary Teachers<h!]:j):~wwcareerb~,fildercopa/JobSeekeriJobsobDelailsasl~×’JIr=CBMC NO&Job D]I>:::JJJ2XP(~S2M1VCW03YNX&sileid M slim> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
Director, Building Services<h.£!p:i r, wwcareerb~,~iJdercomiJobSeekcriJobsiJobDelailsasr~x’?lr=CBMC NO&Job D}I):=J3J51 Y6WIMXS28NYVXD&sileid M bslrm> 
UNC- Chapel Hill 
US-NC-Chapel Hill 
Front Office Recepti~nist<h~l]:~:~wwcare~rb~‘~derco~r~/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDe~ai~sa:~j~x~?~r=C~MC NO&Job DID::::J3 .’0MII730NI, R920:0P&sileid M bslrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
IT Managing NO&Job DID:=J~GI D6565C T’~,40J6(2&siteid=),[(i bsllm> 

US-NC-Kinston 

Property Manager<h!:!~: ~x~ care rb~,filderc ir~J bSeel i I bsJ b)clailsasp:v II=(I]~?~X NO&Job DII):=J~G~ItS6D)~[WI9GGG\Nl:~S&sileid=?~X                     bslnr~> 

US-NC-Durham 
Seeking Business Analyst<h.!.!j2 asI>x NO&Jb DIII>::J~F5~66RKJ{d(2?~tq,B\ TZ&sileid=:?~X slim> 

US-VA-Danville 
DRiVERS<~xii~wwcareerb~,~ildercon]iJ~bSeekelJ~bsiJ~bDelailsas~;xqr CBMC N()&J~ b DID::::J3 t~46TV,,XHW~ ~4ZNP&sileid::::M sir]s]> 
ARAMARK 
US-NC-Raleigh 
DIRECTOROFNURSiNG<~xi~wwcareerb~,nldercon]iJ~bSeekeriJ~bsiJ~bDeailsasg,~×’?lr CBMC NO&J~b DID::::J3 "0XS5VW[¢5SPN5BKKV&sileid::::MC sms]> 
Confidential Advertiser 
US-NC-Sanford 
Director of Health Information Management<)4£x ~4~4x careerb~,~ilder c~ mi£~ bSeekeriJ~ bsiJobDelails a:}~?2~;!. 
I]:::::CBMC NO&Job D]l)::::J3G3Nl¢~(~7¢qI, S4[iIi~,HO&silcid M slim> 
Confidential 
US-NC-Sanford 
Front office Administrat~r<h!~:~wwcareerb~‘fi~dercomobSeeker/Jobs/JobDe~ai~sasp×‘~r CBMC NO&Job DID::::JJG5VC77KZVVDGW~2~Z&sileid M bslrm> 

US-NC-Durham 
NO&J< b DID=J ~ F6 DS5Z9 ~ {JSZG 6I:~PV,, &sileid::::3, [C 



US-NC-Raleigh 
FINANCIAL ANALYST<h.!.!j): ~wwcareerb~,filde~ comiJobSeekeriJobsiJobDelailsa:!pxqr CBMC NO&Job D]I)::::J3 GMD6CGOJ2FFJ0:7T&sileid M                     sm~c~> 
City of Greenville 
US-NC-Greenville 
Sales Positions Available<~;:~wwcareerb~,~ildercomiJ~bSeeker/J~bsiJ~bDelailsa~i;xqr CBMC NO&Job DID::::J3 ~1 ~ ,’67GC5 ~PS,;:~DDOS&sileid::::M                    bslrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
Director of Support Operations<h.u,i~: ~ careed,~,dMc~- c~,’m ~,’bSeeke~ J~,’bs J~,’b )clails asi~,,~’?h:::::C]**),S(7o .)\O&Jo[t. DID:::q314SJ668862’G(.BZJSCK&sileid MQ .)\( bslrm> 
The Outer Banks Hospital 
US-NC-Nags Head 
CertifiedPoliceOfficers<h!~!p: ~’,wwcareerb~,~ilder comiJobSeekeriJobsiJobDelailsasbxqr CBMC NO&Job D]I):=J;J1’ID77J(gWWl"IMSFR3&sileid M bslrm> 
City of Rocky Mount 
US-NC-Rocky Mount 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR<~!ff~:~,, ~ ~ careerb~,~ilder comiJobSeekeriJobsiJobDelails a:~q.;~.2 
I]:::::(I;B)~ ~C NO&Jb                     sl:lm> 

US-NC-Goldsboro 
Technology Help Desk Associate/Technical Writer<)d4_p:~wwcareerbuildercom/JobSeekeriJobsiJobDelailsa:i2q.~.i:!. 
I*:::::CB?~[C NO&Jb DID:::q;F7K~t~BXZ05SW514CX&sileid=:?~[(i slim> 
Elon University 
US-NC-Elon 
Director of Health Management<h2!p:i ~’,ww careerb~,~ilder comiJobSeekeriJobsiJobDemils as[?xqr:::::CBMC NO&Job D}I):::q3122~r~R~5SZ ~¢q D12I &sileid M bslrm> 
Central Carolina Hospital 
US-NC-Sanford 
Activity Assistant<~;:~wwcareerb~,~ildercomiJ<bSeekelJ<bsiJ<bDe[ailsas~?x’?lr CB?\IC NO&J< b DID::::JSG8705ZONCL’IK56YCJ&sileid::::M sirra> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
NO&J [, DI[ )::::J ~,G 82 D5XX\VXKC), [ l,JPS&s[I eid::::), [C                    bstlm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 

DIRECTOR OF NURSING<hj,.!$~:i ~ ~ ~ careelb~,d Ide c m J b Seeker J b sJ bDel a[ Is as i~x ? II:::::CB), [Q .)(O&J [L ~)lD:=J~J579¢~NR442KI)PS¢q 4B&sileid::::?~ [C ..NO slim> 

US-NC-Lillington 
HVAC Outside NO&Jb DID::::J~,I:’I59¢~2[)~,21251 tC t(2&sileid=:?~[(i bstlm> 

US-TX-Dallas 
Senior SAP Business Process Consultants<h.!!~[> \ ~ earcerb dMe~ c m 1o[,Sceker f~ b;~ fob)clails a:ffq.if.2 
I*:::::CB)dC NO&Jb DID:::q~G~WTr~Z0(I~K(I~2[~/0SJr~&sileid=:?~[(I                     slim> 

US-NC-Durham 

Senior Financial Business Process C onsultants<N~B: ~,~ ~, caree~b~,~i Ider cmJ b Seeker J b s J bDelails a:![?-<,!. 
I]:::::CB?~C NO&Jb DID:::J~,fI4ZH¢~JBSRKW9?~RSZ6&sileid=:?~(i                     bsl:lm> 

US-NC-Durham 
NO&J )b D ID:=J ~,G6 I,W6 I’9N l’?v IX", JI tl I[~I,&s[I eid=:?~ [(i bsllm> 

US-NC-Durham 
Director of Nurs ing<](~.]j?:i ~ c aree~b~,~ilde~ c m J bSeeke~ J bs J bDelails aspx’?h:::::CB?~[C NO&Jb DID:::q3I:’3 tK6 t5ItJ()I)(~I:’2T 7&sileid =?~[(1                   bsIH:c~> 

US-NC-Raleigh 

Post aResume<J~: ~’,.~w cal-eerb~,l]lder c< I~YJ< bSeeker Resulr~esiP<sIResu;r~eNe~,,,/PostYourResumea 
Post a Job<hf,.!j~: ~ww careerb~,dlder corn xTsileid::::MC N( Ir CBMC..?’(O> 
See more jobs at 
CareerBuilder.com<h.!:!~}: *’,wwcareerb~,filder comi"sil~id MC NO jbslm?&l~ :CB?~fC NO> 
~ See More Featured Jobs<b&!i}:~,,~vwcareerbuildercomi£obseeleJobsiJobResdlsa@f?S.~i 

eshness:=?,0&s ed~cali(n::::DRNS&s J(bs ~;?,It7 ; 
3E&lr CBMC NO&sileid MC NO ibsm~cP;> 

Find a Job 
Keywords 
City or Zip Go <h.!],2?: 
[h~d:f?:i m edi a2 r~ e~ s) b server c om/slat i cii m a ] 
[h~d:p: media2 ne~ s~ bserver comisl al icii m < bs corn> 
Featured Homes<h.!]j): ~ww nc~ sobse~, er comi2012/I 0/01 i2382588in.carolina..plavers.needed..academicbtml;.> View All<h.ki!.b: ~ ww ne~ s~ bser,,er corn /ioal u*ed h~ rues> 

[h~d,p:i medi~2 r~e,,s~:bsel:,,er corn slalic m~                              ]<h2:j:p: ~ b mefir]de] c m NC Ba[Ic", 8~,/2225~d 9188 I’x Run Rd> 
Bailey, NC<~1].!’!j>:i~bmef?nde~cmN(;Bailc~S3~22256d 9188 I x Run Rd> 
$350,000 

3 Bedrooms, 4 Bathrooms 

3,625 square feet 

[h!,.!¢~:i media2 ne~ss<: bselx er c(m slaticih~c~ages fisal~,ued ..h< rues 275cumber/rod066 ~:.dtBg,]<h!.’,!.£?: ~s~xs h< mef}r~de c m )\( Sar]f’~ld 88~,17479d. 27~. Cumbclland ,~d> 

Sanford, NC<hj,.!~:i ~ b i~c~ef}nde c m NC San/i id 887, 17479C~ 27......3. :Z~,~mbelland .Rd> 

$238,200 

3 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms 

1,800 square feet 

[hllp: i~]e][a2 r~e~,s~:bserve~ c<m slalicim                              ]<b~![~: *,x,,~]]omeN]]de]c(mi?qC}faJ]e’,iS6128~80( 7533 Sc]]o(]]ers Re> 

Bailey,NC<~: w~,’~,’h<l~]e’mdel c<l~] N( :}aile’ 861282,80d 75?,3 Sch<~:ners Rd> 



$860,000 

4 Bedrooms, 6 Bathrooms 

5,510 square feet 

5 Bedrooms, 5 Bathrooms 

3,660 square feet 

[h.k’!.l_?: medi ~2 r~e~ s ~bser,, e~ c m slat ic im 1 of 4 
[L~d:p:i medi ~2 ne~s~ bsel~,el c m slaliciim <h2!.p:i ~ ~ ne~ s( bsel~,el c m 2012/I 001 2382588 r?-car Ima-pla’, els-rleeded-acaderr~ic bll:c~l rlext> 
Find a Home 

City or Zip 
Price Range 
All 

$10,000 - $30,000 

$30,000 - $50,000 

$50,000 - $70,000 

$70,000 - $100,000 

$100,000 - $300,000 

$300,000 - $500,000 

$500,000 - $700,000 

$700,000 - $1,000,000 

$1,000,000 - $3,000,000 

$3,000,000 - $5,000,000 

$5,000,000 - $7,000,000 

$7,000,000 - $10,000,000 
Go <~lJ, l£~: ~ ~ ~,~ r~e *,s~: bsel,,er corn 2012/I 0 01 2382588 n-car< Jma-plas ers-r~eeded- ~cademic hl:ml > 
[L~d:p:imedia2ne~ss~bse~,,e~c ms~licima 
[Click here to find out more!]<bj:!:~: / ~d d( ~,~bleclicl neliclicl :h::::~ 8 3d02/0 0 ~ t,2 ~ d:26292236(~:0-0 j~):42587296:4~07-300 250:5061 I (>$I 50584419 I :~,mCL::. 
2116674127(} 

o o ? [Advertisement]<http ://ad. doubleclick.net/click;h~8/3 d02/c/62/Yo2a/y;249786515;1-0;0;64581433 ;4307-300/250;48149165/48163443/1 ;;~-sscs= Yo3 fhttp ://media. fa stc lick.net/w/click.here. 
o o o     o o o o     o o o cid=242120&mid=447851 &m=6&sid=49051 &c=0&tp=S&forced click=http ’/o3 a ’/o2f%2fwww.transunion. coital ’/o3Fam ’/o3D2037 ’/o26channel ’/o3Dpaid ’/o26cid ’/o3Ddisplay ’/o3A2037 ’/o 

o o o o o o o 26utm sourceYo3D2037Yo26utm mediumYo3DbannerYo26utm campaignYo3DdrYo26dclidYo3D7730489-2769103-4640114-64581433-24978651548163443> 

What do you think? 
Which Presidential candidate do you think will carry your state in this November’s election? 

Barack Obama (D) 

Mitt Romney (R) 

Not sure 

Most Popular 

* £43)t;uJar la~, 1> 
* Emailed<h!!j): l~,:!i~,~lar lab 2> 
* Ga~ery<hll2~:~wr~e~s~bse~crcom/2~12/1~/0~/238258~n.carohna~1a~ers.r~eeded..acaderr~ichII~I;,m~s~ i?.~mlar lab 3> 
* Video<h!!:j): ~ww ~?e~, sobser~,er com/2012/10/01/2382588 r~-cart~hna-p[avers-needed-academic fm~?l#l:c~osl j2!?g~t~[ar lab 4> 
* C~mmented<h.l.!~):~wwne~s~bser~erc~/20~2/~0/0~/23~258~&.caro~ina-~a~ers.needed.acade~icht~;q~s~ 2?~j@~,~lar lab 5> 

1. Hard evidence confirms UNC’s woes<h.!.!J2?: ~ ww r~e~ sobse~,er comi2012/10/01/2383965 bard.<~,,id r~ce hi ml> 
2. Former Triangle TV news anchor Bob Vernon passes away at 70<h.!/~2}: ~’,w~ r?ex~,s~ bsel’~er comi2012/I 0/01/23841 
3.2 arrested in slaying near N.C. State campus<h.!.!.p:ii*~, ww r~e~ s~ bser\ cr c~mi2012/10/01/23822 1 im at? -f~ ~,rl d--s h ~ I ~-de a th -o ~,~lsi de h Im I> 
4. Ethnic intimidation case dropped<h.!:![?: ~’, ww ne~ sobser~, er comi2012/I 0/01/238407 ~ielhnic-h?limidalior?-caseodr~}±,.t?ed hllr~l> 
5. Bike patrol delayed amid new attack on Durham~£r~s American Tobacco Trail<~ :/~ ww nc~’~ sobser*, er com/2012/10/01 i2383962/Irail.walch.bil e > 

1. UNC players needed academic help, records show <~;:/~ww r~e~sobser~,er com/2012i09i29i2379206iur~c@a, ers.r?eeded-academic.he!shlml"sto~5 Jml ?~// emai[ed> 
2. Altercation between two flight attendants sends United jet back to RDU <~: ~ ww r?e~, s .~bser~ ~ c~ m/2012/09/26/2371032,ialte~ cali~ r?.bet~, MI emailed> 
3. Raleigh man uses GPS tracker to locate man who stole his laptop <~;: ~,,ww ne~, sobser~,er comi2012i09i27i2372226ra]ei ?,,l cmailed> 
4. Heafner, three-time NCSUgoff’All-America, dies at 58 <b/j~;~: ~,ww r~ewsobser~,er c .~m/2012i09i26i2372036/heaf?ler-ttlree- ime ~cs~,~:~oJf:-aJJ ~111~1 ~sl~ r~ lira1 M[ .emaiJed> 
5. Thorp: UNC~£T~s standards for athletes will rise <h!,.b2~: ~ww newsobser~,er co1:c~/2012/09/2(}/2 :;71 M!.. !cmailed> 

1. September Cheerleaders I 09.30.12<~j:!2>: ~ ww I?ms ai J£~ e com/2012/10/01 i2382646is~.t£~le~}:~ber.cheerleaders.093012 btml> 

2. First Look: Sanderson 4, Heritage 1 110.01.12<h!!:I~: ~.~,.w ne~sobser~er c ~m/2012/10i01i2384359ifirsl./ool .sar~ders~/~.~ heri~e hll:c~l> 

3. Gotye in concert in Raleigh110.01.12<~Jj¢~:i ~w~ ne~.s~bser~ercomi2012il 0/01/2384~52 ~.~2 e--in-c~ n cer-in-rale~[~-100112 bm~l> 

4. Wake County Arrests - 10.01.2012<bd~.p:i ~’. ~. w n e~sobser~,cr com i2012/10/02/2384947~w~ke-c~ ~.ln Iv.arresls-10012012 ~tml> 

5. Durham County Arrests - 10.01.2012<h!!:1~: ~ ww ne~ sobsel~, er comi2012/I 0/02/2384802/d ~ ham-co ~.m I~ .arresls.10012012 bmal> 

1. Raw Video: UNC chancellor Thorp talks with N&O reporters<[!t!~}: ~\ x~ ~: r?e~ s( bse/~, cr c< ir~ \ ide< s ’media id:=152926561> 

2. Carolina Piedmont Agiility Dog Trials<~?: ~,, ~, ~, ne~,s(bser~ er c~ is? ide s media id=14792 ~281 > 



3. RAL 120830CharterCommunications 0Intemet.flv<h.!!:2~: ~wwr?e~s~bser~erc~m~,ideos’medi~ id 1513973r~1> 
4. NAO 120712 CharterComm CenterStage PreRoll.flv<L~d,p:i ~ newsobser er c m,,ide~:s?media id=’148295151> 
5. RAL 120817CharterCommunicationsCenterStagePreRoll.flv<~:ii~wwnc~,’~sobser~,~r comi~,ide~s~media id::::150625141> 

* Saunders: Choice for governor isn’t black and white<~;;~ ww ne~ sobser~, er co1~?/2012/09/30/2331450icl~oice-~r~ver nor~isn ~black him1> 

229 comments ¯ 18 minutes ago 

* Wake Commissioners put school bond meetings on hold<h.~,.p:~ ww nc~ sobsel~, er col~ai2012/10/01/23S3605 ~ ake-col~al~aissioners~l~school h kcal> 

60 comments ¯ 3 minutes ago 

* Statepr~be~msf~rfirmregisteringG~v~ters<L~‘~,p:~‘‘wwne~sobse~crco~/20~2/~0/0~/23S24S~/s~a~e~robe-~oo~s~r-~m~re 

84 comments ¯ 10 hours ago 

* UNC players needed academic help, records show<b ~;/~’, ww nc~ sobserv~r col~ai2() 12/()9/29/23792()6¢~nc~ lave r s~n eeded-acadel~a [c--h e~ h kilo I> 

220 comments ¯ 1 hour ago 

* Wake school board fires Superintendent Tata<h!:!p:#~’, ww ne~ sobse~, er coco/2012/09/25/2368798 ~’, ~e-sch ool-board~will-vo te4oda~ h kca I> 

678 comments ¯ 4 days ago 

Most Read Articles Feed<k!2!.£~: ~,,~s~~, r~e~ssobserver c~ i~?istaticimch.~desil~c~osl s’>,,;4~IAaI:iNAO Hourb st~ ties rss> 
Get the Deal[< 8()4d{~t~rodt~clid=:722(~l 5 / ~ idgj~l::::ds trail> 
$40 worth of food and drink for lunch or dinner. Printed as two $20 certificates.< le deals ~ e~ c( m en~?lashDelails as~ 
conies id::::31804&l~ro&~cLid 7226151;:wid~;el::::ds ~rail> 
[ ]< e deaJsa~el c m er~JashDelai Js as~x’;’c nleslid::::~ I ~04,~lod~.~clid::::722(~l ~ 1 ~ id~:~l::::ds rlaiJ> 
$20 
[~:iimedia2 ne~, sobser,,er comisla icidealsa\ eri~,, i < e deaJsa~, er comic 
conleslid 31804@rod~clid 722(~151;.wid~,el:=ds trail> 
Value: 
Discount: 
You Save: 
$4O.00 
50% 
$20 
[dealsaver]< Je deals ~,,e~ c m en x ?c nleslid,,,31804@~od ~clid=:722(~151 ~ id~2y ::::ds ~raiJ> 
Print Ads 
Newspaper ads <hdd~?: findnsa,,e ne~sobser,,er corn/Local--Ads ~?.!~?l~e::::localads ~,7clisl> 

Search all Triangle Network ads 
View more ads<h~d,p:iiadsrle~ssobser~,ercol~’YROPiAd\erlisersas£?2£> 
Copyright 2012. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.<~g:.!£,: ~,, ~,,w next, sobser,,er comilerms.~/~.ser, lee> 
[h~d, ps: e×2010 as~.~ ed ~islalicii~’~agesifi;~ lerifi;~ ler nao Io~::o~:.if] back t~t~p<h!~lj):~‘‘wwnc~s~bse~erc~/20~2/~0/0~/23S25~n~car~ina~p~a~‘ers~needed~academic~;.> 

* N&O Shopping<h.g.>: ~,,~, ~’., r~e~,, sobserversl< re corn> 
* Today’s Deal< ledealsa\’er c~ m > 
* Find n Save<hdj~:ii findnsax e ne~ sobser~, er c >mi> 
* Newspaper ads<~,.’: ~lndr?sax’e ne~vsobselT\er c< miL;cal--Ads> 
* Special sections<~>ecialsecli< ns r?e~ssol set erc>m > 
* Business listings< ]ar~eldisc< \er comi~;~a f=:1160> 
* Photos<~;:ii~ ~’, w ne~ s~ bser~, er c~ miph~ I~ s ore> 
* Posters, Books and Merchandise<~s:ii~, ~ w ne~, sobse~versl< re corn> 

* Stay Connected<hjAg~:ii~,,~,~ ne~sobser~,er c<,mire 
* Contact Us<h.!’.!~p ://~,, ~, w r~e~, s< bserve r comiab~ k~icon ~acl > 
* ReportProblem<~2?li!~r~ne,,,s~bsel~,erc~m inde×£tJ~!±~’~acli(n::::Iicl~.el s~.~bmil> 
* PrintArchives<h.!:!l): *’,wwne~slibrarvcomisiles?rlobi> 
* Newspapers in Education<h.!!d>: n ie ne~v sobserver c< m> 
* My Accounts<h~d:p: ~’,ww ne~s~ bser~,er col~c~?rc~-binplinl c~:.[?m~ de::::edil&~,ersion::::accotm~s> 

* newsobserver, com<ht!z!:l~:i ~; ~ w rle~ sobse vel- col~cyh om e> 
* Home<h.ki[.p: ~,~,,rle~,sobservercomb~me> 
* News<h.g.l;:ii~,. ~. ~. ne~. s< bserver com&e~,, s> 

* Politics<hj~,g;?: ~ w~,, ne~ s( bser\ er c )l~-~i1)~ lil ics> 
* Life<;~g~fl:~: ~.,wwne~,slbser erclm/l[(?~> 

* Entertaimnent<h !!:L>: ~,, ~, ~ n ewsobser~, er co mier/ter~ailv-r~en[> 
* Opinion<~: ~,, ww next, sobserver c< mi<~lm< n> 



* iPhone< ir~e~ s< bse~ ,, er-1 cal-r~e ~, s-fi ,m id ~99175255> 
* iPad< ...... news-( bser~ er- ) ~--!/2adiid4580(;3850> 
* Android< 
* Tablet<bj:.!.p:i ~w news~ bser~,er c~mieedili~ nm~ bile> 
* e_edition<h!z!,l?:iiwv, w n e~ so bser~, er comie_edil io n> 
* Mobile<h!,j,l? :iim n e~ so bser~, er c~ m> 
* Kindle<hi!,p:ii~,~,wamaz~ncom/15e.Ne~,s-Obser,,eri@BOO2lT5?,,f~A~ef:::sr I 3’?ie UT"S&s=di [d 1257965573,~:sr:::::1-3> 
* Nook<h.[i!.~ if/search bar n esan dn~ ble col~/Fh e-Ne~, s-O bserveSI’he-Mc(21al c h’, -Com[?an~ ic 2~--~0000984~49> 
* K~b~<h~/!2~: ~‘‘ww~b~ksc~m/s~bscr~p~ns/T[~e~‘~e~s~and~bser‘‘er/-LUx~r~:c~ 
* Facebook<h.[!p:iix~,~,~,,~ceb~kcomine~,sobser~,ercom> 
* Twitter<Sddd-~: ~ ww l~ i i cominex~, sobser~ or> 
* EmailandTextAlerts<[~:!lL~: ~,v,~nex~,s~bserverc(m/breakina!,rae~,si> 

* EmailUpdates<h!!:~:iiwv, wr~e~,sobser,,ercomir m~ de::::ed[I,~ er sion ::::ema[ I> 
* RSS<h!~.p:ii~,wwne~,,s~bser~,ercomiabou s[leinfbis~(rvi24782hkml> 

* Site lnfo<Sddg~:ii~wwne~,s~bser\ercomiabo~gsile inJk> 
* Aboutourads<bi....~:iix,,wwnewsobser~,ercom 
* ParentalConsent<~,:ii~,~,~r~ewsobserxerc(miparen~al.c~nsenl> 
* PrivacyPolicy<~:i~,~,~,ne~,,s)bsel~,ercom > 
* C~mment~icy<~: ~‘~w~\~e~sobser~erc~m/2~9/~/13/~3984~/c~m~?cn~p~[cvhm?~> 
* Copyright<~:ii~w~,ne~,sobser\ercom/c~?l> 
* Terms of Service<~,~:ii~ww rle~sobservercom?lerms.oft-serv[ce> 

* Triangle Online Network<b2.!p:i~wx~ nov, sobsel~, er col~i2012/I 0/01/2382588in_carolina~k~ ers_needed_acadel~nic [lkml~> 
* newsobserver, com<hZ.b?: ~,, ww r?e~ so bserver co m> 
* triangle.corn< elm> 
* trianglemom2mom.com< [el~cl/ i~ ? 2moITI COITI > 
* trianglejobs.com< bs corn> 
* carynews.com<h~dL~: ~ w~\ ca rv r~e~,~ s col~?> 
* chapelhillnews.com< elhillr~e~ s corn> 
* eastemwakenews.com<lq~ ~:ii~,.v, weas~erm~,aker~e~x, scom> 
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Bodenheimer, Goren To Keynote LTS 2012 

TCU, Burst Build HD Control Room for Students 

D2’s Genesis Delivers College Soccer to CBSSN 

Webinar: SVG, Dell, Intel Host Formula for Success 

George Bodenheimer, Ed Goren to Keynote SVG’s 
League Technology Summit, Register Now! 

The League Technology Summit is less than two months 
away and SVG is proud to announce that this year’s event 
will kick off with an Opening Keynote Conversation featuring 
ESPN Executive Chairman George BodenheJmer and Fox 
Sports Vice Chairman Ed Goren. The League Technology 

Summit, to be held on Dec. 10-11 at the New York Hilton 
Hotel, annually draws more than 800 sports-technology 
professionals, including leaders from broadcasters, TV 
networks, sports leagues, teams, college conferences, new 
media, and venues to discuss the most top-of-mind issues 
in sports production. 

Webinar: SVG, Dell, Intel Host Formula for Success 

The Sports Video Group is teaming with Dell and Intel to 
host a webinar to discuss how the Caterham Formula 1 
racing team addresses IT challenges with high performance 
computing. The webinar, Formula for Success, will take 
place on Nov. 1 at 2 p.m. ET and registration is now open. 
Representatives from Dell, Intel, and Caterham Racing Team 
will share insights on some of the key technological 
challenges of Formula 1 Racing. 

IMS Productions Renews SVG Sponsorship 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that IMS 
Productions has renewed its mobile sponsorship. IMS 
Productions is a high-definition multimedia production 
company that specializes in HD live event production, 
broadcast television, new media, and more. Originally built 
for the Indianapolis Motor Speedway and the Indy 500, IMS 
Productions provides technical and broadcast production 
experience and resources to create outstanding high-def 
video productions. 

TCU, Burst Build HD Control Room With Students in 
Mind 
by Karen Hogan 

Students in the Sports Broadcasting program at Texas 
Christian University’s Department of Film, Television, and 
Digital Media take a hands-on approach to producing live 
and remote sports events for the Horned Frogs, including 
nationally televised events. This season, those students will 
work out of a new HD control room designed and built by 
Burst Communications. 

Venue News: USTA Opposes MLS Stadium in 
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Queens; Upper-Deck Tarps Staying Put in Oakland 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Major League Soccer has commissioned an architect to draw 
up crowd-pleasing drawings for the proposed Flushing 
Meadows-Corona Park stadium. The proposed stadium, 
however, has drawn vigorous opposition from residents in 
the surrounding immigrant-rich neighborhoods and from the 
United States Tennis Association. 

Kitay Productions Delivers College Soccer to CBS 
Sports Network via D2 Productions’ Genesis 
by Brandon Costa 

Since rolling out the Genesis 24-ft. HD mobile-production 
unit earlier this year, D2 Productions has teamed up with 
Kitay Productions, a Northeast-based television- and video- 
production company, to fly the flag in support of a more 
compact and affordable live-sports-production truck. It was 
another win for the truck, which is built primarily around 
NewTek gear. D2 and Kitay worked together to produce a 
live broadcast of an NCAA men’s soccer game between 
Rutgers and Louisville in Piscataway, NJ, on Sept. 30 for the 
CBS Sports Network (CBSSN). 

Campus Clips: Rice, Houston Sign Agreement with 
Comcast SportsNet; NBC Sports Network to Air 18 
CAA Men’s Basketball Games 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 

Comcast SportsNet, a partnership between the Houston 
Astros, Houston Rockets and the NBC Sports Group, 
announced that the network has come to an agreement 
with IMG College, the multi-media rights partner of Rice 
University and University of Houston, to air sports 
programming for each school. Under terms of the 
agreement, Comcast SportsNet Houston will air Rice 
Athletics programming for the next three years and Houston 
Athletics programming for one year. 

Big East Commish Aresco Talks TV Deal, Bowls, 
Future 
by Chicago Tribune 

In Mike Aresco’s negotiations for a critical new media rights 

deal for his conference, the former television executive 
makes this point: A network can have Big East football 
playing from noon to 2:30 a.m. on any given Saturday. But 
the Big East commissioner also made the case that football 
-- a presumed weak suit for the league -- doesn’t have to 
rule the day. Aresco insisted the basketball heritage of the 
league and a "bright football future" offer staying power -- 
and something that ESPN or some other network will pony 
up big bucks for. 

Sprint Vision Taps EditShare for In-Track Big-Screen 
NASCAR Productions 

EditShare announced the deployment of an end-to-end 
EditShare system at Sprint Vision, the company that 
produces the octane-fueled videos shown on big-screen 
displays at NASCAR Sprint Cup Series events. The system 
includes EditShare Flow for ingest, logging, and MAM; a 
high-performance 32 TB Energy Series storage server; and 
EditShare Ark Tape, which acts as both archive and backup. 
The EditShare system is the core media management 
platform for Sprint Vision’s video production center in North 
Carolina. 

Broadcast Sports Inc. Cameras Capture Quiksilver 
Pro France Surfing Competition 

Broadcast Sports Inc. (BSI), a developer and service 
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provider of wireless camera, audio, and communication 
systems, provided a handheld radio camera and a wireless 

Pan Tilt Roll Zoom camera to film the Quiksilver Pro France 
surfing competition. The competition, which is part of the 
Association of Surfing Professionals’ Great World Tour, was 
shown on Eurosport-IV and Fox Australia, and live through 

Quiksilver’s Website. 

belN SPORT Teams with wTVision’s ChannelMaker 
to Launch Two US Channels 

belN Sport has recently chosen wTVision’s ChanneIMaker to 
launch two new channels for the US market: beIN Sport HD 
and beIN Sport N. These channels bring all the live game 

action, news, and analysis of the top soccer leagues around 
the world. Together with Imagina US, wTVision’s partner and 
leading broadcast service provider, wTVision offered an end- 

to-end service to its client, to build these channels from 
scratch. 

Orad’s MVP Enhances Sports Analysis for Japan’s 
SKY Perfect JSAT 

Orad announced the implementation of the Emmy Award- 
winning MVP solution at SKY Perfect 3SAT. SKY Perfect 
3SAT, Japan’s largest multi-channel pay TV service, 
selected the Orad MVP system to enhance the way on-air 
talent delivers sports highlights. Powered by the Orad HDVG 
rendering platform, MVP lets on-air talent visually walk 
viewers through highlights, deconstructing plays and 
presenting alternate outcomes. The MVP system is utilized 
for both live and post game productions. 

Grass Valley Outfits Largest Broadcast Production 

Company in Eastern Europe 

Television Technical Center "Ostankino," the largest 
broadcast production company in Eastern Europe, will offer 
HD capabilities to its broadcast clients and partners, 
following the upgrade of 11 studios with Grass Valley camera 
and switcher solutions. This two-year project, being run by 
systems integrator OKNO -IV in partnership with Grass 
Valley, includes the installation of 100 LDK 8000 Elite 3G 
Transmission triax camera systems and two Karrera 3 M/E 
Video Production Center switchers. 

AJA Video Systems Supports ’Endeavour’s Final 

Journey’ Documentary 

The Society of Camera Operators (SOC) volunteered to 
document the journey of the Space Shuttle Endeavour to its 
final home at the California Science Center. Acclaimed 
cinematographer Haskell Wexler, ASC/SOC, served as a 
camera operator who employed Ki Pro Mini portable digital 
video recorders from AJA Video Systems to capture the 
landing of the Endeavour Space Shuttle at LAX Airport in 
Los Angeles, CA. The footage will be incorporated into 
’Endeavour’s Final Journey.’ 

I t =[~I I 1 Eli Ife]e’l, 

SES Contracts Boeing to Manufacture SES-9 Satellite 

SES S.A. and Boeing announced today that SES has 
selected Boeing to build a new communication satellite, 
SES-9, to serve the fast growing markets in Asia. The new 
satellite - ordered through SES’ affiliate company SES 
Satellite Leasing Lid - will expand SES’ capabilities to 
provide direct-to-home broadcasting and other 

communications services in Northeast Asia, South Asia and 
Indonesia, as well as maritime communications for vessels in 
the Indian Ocean. 
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New Slingbox Sprays Full HD, Personal Media 
Everywhere 
by Mu/tichanne/ News 

EchoStar’s Sling Media is launching its first new Slingbox 
hardware since 2008, featuring an unusual industrial design, 
support for i080p "full" HD and the ability to fling personal 
photos and video to TVs, tablets, PCs, and smartphones 
over the Internet. The revamped models support up to full 
I080p HD-quality streaming of live or recorded TV 
programming and Ethernet connectivity. In addition, the 500 
-- which looks like a conventional set-top box that has been 
twisted in half-- includes HDMT inputs and outputs, plus 
dual-band Wi- Fi. 

Before the Apple Television, a TV Remote Control? 
by All Things D 

If Apple truly is intent on disrupting the -iV industry as it 

has done to the music and telecom industries, does it really 
have to build a standalone HDTV? Couldn’t the agent of that 
disruption be some other device? At least initially? Say, a 
remote control? That’s the theory put forth by Barclays 
analyst Ben Reitzes, who suggests that the fulcrum of 
Apple’s TV strategy isn’t the TV itself, but positioning its lOS 
devices as interactive TV command centers. 

V    g-o"                                                               ;; 

BBC, Deutschlandradio Support EBU Push of 
Universal Chip for Radios 

BBC and Deutschlandradio have joined forces to support an 
EBU push to speed the rollout of a universal chip to enable 
radios to receive multiple broadcasting standards, 
benefitting consumers, broadcasters and manufacturers 
across Europe. The ’Euro-Chip’ is an existing set of minimum 
features and functions, originally created by WorldDMB, for 
all new digital radio receivers. 

Lega Serie B Kicks Off Series B TV 

Lega Serie B, Italy’s second division soccer league, begins a 

new era this weekend with the launch of Serie B-IV, a 
digital terrestrial television service operated in partnership 
with Europa 7, the digital broadcaster. The service will begin 
its live coverage with Saturday’s match between Juve 

Stabia and Bari, and a total of nine channels will be used to 
cover all 11 matches each week. The programming will also 
include playoff and relegation matches plus highlights and 
features on Serie B clubs. 

Nuzman Says Brazil Olympics On Track; Others Not 
So Sure 

Carlos Nuzman, the newly re-elected president of the COB, 
Brazil’s national Olympic committee, yesterday insisted that 
preparations to host the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de 
Janeiro are on track, despite concerns over delays in key 
infrastructure projects. Brazil’s Olympic Committee president 
Carlos Nuzman says preparations for the 2016 Rio Games are :: 
on track despite concerns over delays in key infrastructure 
projects. 

Spain’s TVE Looks to Avoid TV Blackout of World 
Cup Qualifier 

Sportcal reports that the head of TVE, Spain’s public- 
service broadcaster, has said that he hopes to renegotiate 
the company’s contract for the media rights to the Spanish 
national soccer team’s matches, in line with stringent cuts 
to the corporation’s budget. The news comes as a television 
blackout looms for Spain’s away 2014 World Cup qualifying 
match in Belarus on Friday after Sportfive, the international 
sports marketing agency, failed to attract a single offer for 
the rights, despite halving the e3-million ($3.9- million) price 
tag. 
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Endemol Names Medina Head of The Football 
League Media Rights 

English soccer’s second-tier Football League has appointed 
Alfonso Medina to the position of head of media rights. 
Medina was previously director of sales, sports rights at 
Endemol International in London. The league’s properties     i 
include England’s three professional soccer divisions below    i 
the top-tier Premier League and the Capital One Cup, the    i 
annual knockout competition in which Premier League clubs i 
also compete,                                            i 
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NEP Trio Video To Stream Austin City Limits Festival i 

Live to YouTube                                 i 

This Friday Austin’s Zilker Park will be overrun with musicians 
and Texan transplants for the sold-out 2012 Austin City 

Limits Festival. For the fans who don’t have tickets, ACLiC3 
Presents and Springboard Productions is using NEP Trio 
Video trucks/engineering support to live stream many of the 
sets via YouTube for all three days of the Festival, October 
12-14. The lid video stream will include performances by 
headliners The Black Keys, Jack White, Red Hot Chili 
Peppers, The Shins, Thievery Corporation, the Weeknd, and 
Childish Gambino. 
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Ratings Roundup: MLB Playoffs Score Record High 
for MLB Net, Up and Down for TBS 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

Not surprisingly, MLB Network’s first-ever postseason game 
on Sunday, Game 2 of the Tigers-A’s ALDS seris, was the 
channel’s most-viewed telecast ever with 1.3 million 
viewers. That is up 107% over the previous high. MLB 
Network also drew its highest-ever coverage rating, nabbing 
a 1.3, up 63% from the previous best. 

Canadian TV Networks Try to Fill Lockout Void 
by Montreal Gazette 

With the NliL’s labour dispute putting the kibosh on the 
start of the regular season, the hockey options on television 
include classic games from the past and live action from the 
American Hockey League. Instead of the Canadiens’ season 
opener on Thursday, RDS will televise the Tourn~e des 
joueurs game in Quebec City featuring locked-out NliL 
players. It’s just one of the alternate programming choices 
that television networks have come up with to fill the NliL 
void - an absence that will also make a dent in their 
advertising revenues. 

MLB, Television Networks Leave Washington 
Nationals Fans in Dark 
by U,S, News and World Report 

The good news: For the first time in nearly 80 years, the 
nation’s capital hosted a professional playoff baseball game. 
The bad news: Only a fraction of Washington-area fans got 
to see it. Because the game was blacked out on local 
television, only the Washington Nationals fans with a game 
ticket or high-end television package saw it. The situation 
prompted one Nats fan to petition Major League Baseball to 
end the blackout and let the game air on local broadcast 
networks. 

Showtime, CBS Sports Collaborate on Lawrence 
Taylor Doc 
by Broadcasting & Cable 
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Showtime and CBS Sports will collaborate on a documentary 
about Hall of Fame football player Lawrence Taylor, that will 
debut on the pay cabler early next year. LT: The Life and 
Times will take an in=depth look into Taylor’s life, featuring 
never-before-heard stories from Taylor, his family, his 
former teammates and coaches on his playing days with the 

New York Giants and his infamous off-field activities. 

Front Porch Digital Names Andy Hurt VP, Product 
Management 

Front Porch Digital announced the appointment of Andy Hurt 
as vice president, product management. Based in Denver, 
Hurt will report to Front Porch Digital’s chief operating 
officer, Phil Jackson. Hurt brings more than 12 years of 
experience leading product development, management, 
strategy, and operations in multiple global technology 
organizations to his new role at Front Porch Digital. 

Harmonic To Showcase Enhanced Channel Playout 
at Broadcast India 2012 

At Broadcast India 2012, Oct. 10-12, Harmonic will 
showcase a complete set of solutions that enable 
broadcasters and service providers to produce and 
distribute video content efficiently and cost-effectively, 
including the ChannelPort integrated channel playout device 
for Spectrum media server systems. ChanneIPort combines 
channel branding and master control switching with clip 
playout on a media server platform to simplify integration 
and workflow, lower equipment purchase expenditures, and 
reduce maintenance and operations costs. 

ONE CONNXT Praised for Cloud-Services Demos at 
IBC2012 

ONE CONNXT has been praised for its new cloud services 
demonstration following IBC2012 in Amsterdam. ONE 
CONNXT’s cloud service is a virtual storage system for 

content that allows regional time shifting and anytime 
playback. Only one decoder is necessary as the cloud allows 
clients to simplify their operations to a single centralized 
management console. IBC attendees were given a full 
demonstration of ONE CONNXT cloud services capabilities. 

IEC: "There’s a 3D Content Famine" 
by Advanced Television 

IEC in Sports COO and SVG Europe Advisory Council 
Chairman Peter Angell told MIPCOM delegates that -IV 
producers and production houses needed to increase their 
3D output in order to make a proper supply chain for 3D 
broadcasters, "At the moment 3D is waning because there 
simply isn’t enough content for broadcasters," he stated. 

NAB Tells FCC to Leave Retrans Alone 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The National Association of Broadcasters weighed in 
Wednesday to correct what it called factual and legal 
inaccuracies offered up by some multichannel video 
programming distributors in the FCC’s request for input on its 
next annual status of video competition report. NAB says 
the retransmission consent regime is working fine and 
increasing the quantity, quality, and diversity of 
programming. 

Role of Connected TVs to Access Streamed Video 
Grows Among U.S. Consumers 
by Broadcast Engineering 

U.S. consumers over the past year are increasingly turning 
to their television set as their primary screen for viewing 
O-I-I- streamed video content, while the percentage of those 
who say the PC is their top source has fallen, according to 
new figures from The NPD Group. Findings in NPD’s "Digital 
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Video Outlook" revealed the percentage of consumers who 
say the -iV is their primary screen for watching paid and 
free streamed video has climbed from 33% to 45% while 
those who identify the PC as their main source dropped from 
48% to 31%. 
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SC’s "Cock Pit" Gets New HD Board, Control Room 

NeuLion Mobile Apps Enhanced for New Phones 

Rick Price Looks Beyond the Bowl for SVG’s VTS 
% 

South Carolina’s Williams-Brice Stadium Gets New 
Video Board, With HD Control Room To Match 
by Karen Hogan 

When the South Carolina Gamecocks took the field against 
East Carolina on Sept. 9, fans crowding into Williams-Brice 
Stadium for the home opener saw much more than a 
victory. A new HD LED video display had been installed over 
the summer, measuring 36 ft. by 123 ft. - nine times the 
size of the previous board. 

Technology Lets Ticketed Fans Upgrade to Better 
Seats 
by Sports Business Journal 

Major league teams are adopting new technology allowing 
fans who have already bought tickets to upgrade their 
seats. Several tech vendors are marketing mobile Web 
platforms through which fans can use their smartphones to 
move to better locations in the stadium at reduced prices. 
The technology helps teams move unsold inventory, resell 
seats left empty by no-shows and capture data on ticket 
buyers and their seating preferences, according to clubs 
using the systems. 
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Conference Chairman Rick Price Looks Beyond the 
Bowl for SVG’s Sports Venue Technology Summit 
by Karen Hogan 

From on-campus college basketball arenas to gargantuan 
NFL stadiums, teams have long striven to enhance the fan 
experience through video. This emphasis on in-game video 
content has grown in recent years beyond the center-hung 
scoreboard to include TPTVs, fascia boards digital signage, 
and now mobile apps. Quite simply, content creators are 
going beyond the bowl to ensure the new connected fan 
experience. 

NewWave of Smartphones Open Opportunities for 
NeuLion Mobile Apps 
by Brandon Costa 

The latest wave of top-of-the-line smartphones, including 
the iPhone 5, the Galaxy $111, and the Droid Razr Maxx, 
follow a common theme: larger, sharper screens. As more 
Americans use their phones for watching video, the demand 
exists for a better video experience. That’s big news for 
companies that, like NeuLion, provide video services on both 
Web and mobile platforms for sports clients ranging from the 
NFL to the UFC to the NHL. 

Univision to Launch Online On=Demand Network 
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Monday 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Univision Communications on Monday plans to introduce its 
new bilingual online network UVideos, which will provide on 
demand programming and a social TV experience on a 
variety of devices. The site switches from Spanish to 
English, depending on the users preference. When English is 
chosen, headings and meta data appear in English and 
content appears with subtitles, enabling English speakers to 
consume novellas and other content from the Univision 
broadcast network as well as cable channels Galavision and 
Telefutu ra. 

Apple Likely to Unveil "iPad Mini" at Oct. 23 Event 

by Aft Things D 

As AIIThingsD reported in August, Apple will hold a special 

event this month, at which it will showcase a new, smaller 
iPad. People familiar with Apple’s plans tell us that the 
company will unveil the so-called "iPad mini" on Oct. 23 at 
an invitation-only event. Sources declined to specify where 
the event is to be held but it’s likely to be at Apple’s Town 

Hall Auditorium. 

Internet Closed Captioning Rules Take Effect 
by Broadcast Engineering 

The FCC’s rules requiring distributors of certain Internet 
video programs to include closed captions took effect Sept. 
30. he rules, implemented as directed by the Twenty-First 
Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 
(CVAA), only apply to programs meeting each of three 
criteria, including programming that is shown on television 
with closed captions on or after Sept. 30, 2012; 
programming that is added to the online distributor’s 
inventory on or after Sept. 30, 2012; and 
programming that is not substantially edited for the 
Internet. 

Ross Video’s XPression Graphics System Gets 
Social with Tweetout Integration 

Users of Ross Video’s XPression real-time motion graphics 
system recently gained the option of integrating Bannister 
Lake’s Tweetout software into the system. Tweetout is an 
advanced Twitter filter used to engage audiences for live 
shows, sports events, and special event broadcasts. 

Canon Cinema EOS C300 Cameras Used by 
Reality/Talent Series 

When the producers of a leading reality/talent series began 
shooting its third season, documentary-style behind-the- 
scenes segments were a major priority. Vital for building 
viewer interest, footage of rehearsals, recording sessions, 
and interviews in contestants’ homes were shot by segment 
director and cinematographer Alex Van Wagner and his team 
of experienced Directors of Photography (DP). 

YES Network Gears Up for Brooklyn Nets Coverage 
by New York Post 

YES Network is gearing up for the team’s first appearance at 
Barclay’s Center - even if the game doesn’t count. The 
network is not only adding additional cameras to its Nets 

telecasts, but will also debut new theme music, which will 
be incorporated throughout the broadcasts. According to a 
YES spokesman, the new graphics will not be ready for the 
network’s two preseason games (Monday and Oct. 19). 
They should be ready by Nov. 1, for the season opener 
(against the Knicks), during pre- and post-game segments 
on YES (the game itself airs on TNT). 
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Pivothead Video Recording Eyewear Brings POV to 
Sports Content 
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Pivothead, a high-tech imaging eyewear category, is 
introducing their high-definition, mobile video and photo 
capture technology to the sports content industry. With a 
variety of broadcast, web, social media, marketing and 
training applications, Pivothead brings unparalleled 
advancement and convenience to the point-of-view (POV) 
video category. 

Envivio to Showcase Enhanced MPEG-2 Video 
Processing and TV Anytime at SCTE Cable-Tec Expo 

Envivio will showcase its software-based solutions for 
traditional IV and TV Everywhere, as well as new 
capabilities that further enhance multi-screen services by 
bringing time-shifted TV Anytime to mobile devices. Cable- 
Tec Expo is the leading cable technology event in North 
America, taking place Oct. 17-19 in Orlando, Florida. Envivio 
will be station at booth #1347. 

New DirecTV DVR Records Five Shows at the Same 
Time 
by Hollywood Reporter 

Direc-FV has ramped up the battle over digital recording with 

the introduction of the DirecTV Genie, which allows 
customers to record up to five shows at once, according to 
an announcement Thursday. In the battle for subscribers, 
the role of the DVR has been growing, with direct 
competitor Dish Network heavily promoting its "Hopper," a 
controversial device which can record three shows at once 
- plus three more network shows during primetime if the 
subscriber opts into a service that records all of prime-time 
every night. 
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Gillette Football Club TackNes YouTube With Big Balls 

Films 
by Kevin Hilton, European Correspondent 

The Gillette Football Club channel is now in its full 
transmission version on YouTube, offering match highlights, 
goals and magazine programmes looking at the lifestyles and 
training of top players. Gillette is aiming to become the main 
sponsor of football coverage on YouTube, working with 
broadcasters and clubs for footage of European leagues, as 
well as commissioning special programmes from production 
company Big Balls Films. 

Rallye de France: Canal+, AMP VISUAL TV in 
Command of the Race 
by Fabrice Marinoni, French Correspondent 

After the 24 hours of Le Mans in June, AMP VISUAL TV was 
once again the facilities provider for a major motor-racing 
event. The French round of the World Rally Championship, 

held 4-7 October in Alsace, was broadcast live in its 
entirety on Sport+. 

3ality Technica Expands IT Hollywood Presence in to 
Europe Via ONSIGHT 

3ality Technica, a leading 3D production technology 
innovator and provider, has formalized its long-term 
relationship with its European service partner ONSIGHT, with 
ONSIGHT acting as an independent 3ality Technica service 
contractor for all of Europe. ONSIGHTjoins existing service 
partner Arri-Media to enhance the level of service offered 
across 3ality Technica’s product lines. 

IABM Delivers German Training Course 

The IABM (International Association of Broadcasting 
Manufacturers) Training Academy will once again offer its 
"Broadcast and Media Technology - Understanding Your 
Industry" course tailored for Germany’s broadcast and media 
companies. This two-day course, which will be run Dec. 5-6 
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by German media industry expert and trainer 3~irgen 
Burghardt, is desined for broadcast staff, technology 
suppliers, postproduction personnel, and other professionals 
who require an appreciation of broadcast and media 
technology as opposed to an in-depth understanding of it. 

Spain’s TVE Embraces Clear-Corn FreeSpeak 
Wireless intercom 

Spain’s national broadcaster, Televisi6n Espaffola (DIE), has 
installed Clear-Com’s FreeSpeak digital wireless intercoms at 
its Madrid headquarters, Prado del Rey and Torrespaffa. 
Forming two separate networks for each station, the 
systems together comprise 40 FreeSpeak antennas and 70 
FreeSpeak beltpacks. This setup ensures that busy staff 
members have fast access to consistently reliable 
communications, which is needed to coordinate -IVE’s 
diverse array of channel programming. 

Calrec Consoles Make Move Into Russia via NTV- 
PLUS 

Calrec has sold its first consoles in Russia as two Artemis 
Beam consoles have been purchased by Television Technical 
Centre Ostankino for NTV-PLUS, a Russian subscriber 
satellite service broadcasting sports, news, movies, 
documentaries, and children’s =PC, as well as an HD service. 
The 48-fader desks were installed in the Moscow Television 
Technical Centre and were used by NTV-PLUS for the 
Wimbledon tennis tournament in London this year. 

Guardian CEO Says Digital Opportunity is 
"Fantastic" but Revenues are Lagging 
by paidCon ten t 

There is something ironic about a newspaper publisher 
discussing its financial travails at an event thrown for 
accountants. But that’s what Guardian Media Group CEO 
Andrew Miller did during a seminar the group hosted at its 
Kings Place HQ for the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
Scotland (ICAS). 
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Behind the Mic: Kremer To Focus on Player Safety at 
NFL Network; ESPN Adds Caliendo to Sunday NFL 
Countdown 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

Veteran reporter Andrea Kremer has joined NFL Network as 
the chief correspondent for a newly-formed unit covering 
player health and safety issues. Arash Ghadishah, a former 
Nightline and White House producer for ABC News, has also 
joined NFL Network to work with Kremer and the other 
reporters. 

F1 and Speed Channel Splitting After This Season 
by Associa ted Press 

The cable sports channel Speed will no longer air Formula 
One races after this season, ending a 17- year partnership. 
Fox Sports Media Group, which owns Speed, confirmed 
Friday that the partnership will end after this season. The 
network indicated it was outbid for the U.S. broadcast 
rights. F1 was in talks with NBC Sports Group for U.S. 
broadcast rights, according to two people familiar with the 
negotiations who spoke to the AP on condition of anonymity 
because there was no official announcement. 

Beano Cook, Irreverent College Football Analyst, 
Dead at 81 
by The New York Times 

Beano Cook, whose authoritative growl and curmudgeonly 
but witty observations as an analyst for ESPN and other 
networks earned him the nickname the Pope of College 
Football, was found dead on Thursday morning in a 
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Pittsburgh nursing home. He was 81. 

Showtime To Tackle Lawrence Taylor Documentary 
by Multichannel News 

Showtime will chronicle the on and off-the-field life of NFL 
Hall of Famer Lawrence Taylor in a new documentary set for 
early 2013. ’LT: The Life and Times’, will focus on Taylor’s 

NFL career as well as his tumultuous off-the field life, 
according to Showtime officials. ’LT: The Life and Times’ will 
feature insights from Taylor’s current wife, ex-wife and 

children, as well as his former teammates and coaches. 
The production will be a collaboration between Showtime 
Sports and CBS Sports in association with NFL Films. 

USMNT on belN but Plenty of Live World Cup 
Qualifying on ESPN 
by The New York Times 

Friday night’s United States World Cup qualifying match at 
Antigua and Barbuda may be out of sight for most fans 
because it is an away game that is only being carried live by 
AI Jazeera’s beIN Sport network, but that has not stopped 
ESPN from using its resources to provide access to 43 
matches (all but one a World Cup qualifier). 
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SMPTE Names Wendy Aylsworth as Society’s First 
Woman President 

The Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers 
(SMPTE), the professional membership association and 
worldwide leader in motion-imaging standards and education 

for the media, entertainment, communications, and 
technology industries, today announced its newly elected 
officers and governors, including the election of the 
Society’s first female president, Wendy Aylsworth. All 

officers will assume office Jan. 1, 2013. 

Bexel Purchases Telex Intercom Systems 

Bexel, a unit of the Vitec Group’s Services Division, and a 
provider of broadcast services and solutions, purchased 
ADAM modular matrix intercom systems from Telex, a 
manufacturer of communication equipment. With the 
purchase, Bexel signals its continued commitment to 
supplying its customers the best possible intercom rental 
services. 

Shure Offers Fall Rebates for SM Microphones, 
Wireless Systems 

Shure Incorporated is offering fall rebates of up to $40 back 
on select wireless microphone systems and microphones. 
Customers who purchase a SM57, SM58, DMK 57-52, PGX 
Digital Wireless system, PGX Wireless system, or a 
Performance Gear Wireless system between Oct. 1 and Dec. 
31 are eligible to receive the rebate. Also included in the 
promotion is Shure’s X2U XLR-to-USB signal adapter 

bundles, available with the SM57 or SM58. 

XOS Digital Elects Rear Admiral Thomas Lynch to 
Board of Directors 

XOS Digital, Inc., a provider of content management 
solutions and digital media services for collegiate and 
professional sports organizations, announced that Rear Adm. 
Thomas Lynch will be joining the XOS Digital board of 
directors. Lynch was the captain of the 1963 Navy Cotton 
Bowl team with Roger Staubach, 1963 Heisman Trophy 
winner. He is currently a managing director of both The 
Musser Group and Jones Lang LaSalle in addition to serving 
several private and publicly-held companies. 

The Road Ahead for FIFA Goal-line Technology 
by Sport Techie 
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In 2014, Brazil hosts the 20th iteration of the FTFA World 
Cup. With little time left before soccer’s biggest tournament, 
FIFA prepares to make radical technological changes to 
improve the much criticized officiating of the sport. Among 
their initiatives is goakline technology, aimed to provide 
clarity on disputable goals. While this prospect would 
elevate the state of play, there’s still a long road ahead to 
make this venture a reality by summer 2014. 

SMPTE 2012 Looks to immediate Future and Beyond 
by TVTechnology 

The subjects are almost too numerous to detail: 4K and 8K 
ultra=high resolution cameras shooting at frame rates at 120 
Hz; the impact of OTT IP-based video delivery on 
conventional iV broadcasting; a new transmission control 
protocol that dynamically allocates bandwidth to news 
videos based on their assigned importance; and, of course, 
3D in films and -iV. These and many other subjects will be 
covered at the 2012 SMPTE Annual Technical Conference & 
Exhibition at the Loews Hollywood Hotel in Hollywood Oct. 
23-25; preceded by a pre-conference symposium on Oct. 
22. 

FCC Outlines incentive Auction Workshop 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The FCC has released details of its Oct. 26 broadcaster 
workshop on the incentive spectrum auctions and their 
impact both on broadcasters who give up their spectrum 
and those who chose not to. The FCC is trying to reclaim as 
much as 120 MHz of spectrum from broadcasters to re- 
auction for wireless broadband. The workshop will attempt 
to pack a lot of info on spectrum repacking, auction design 
and station eligibility into under two hours. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:25 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Creating efl’ective summer bridge programs 

i ~N~ your an summer bridge program focusing on key components. 
] 

Increase at-risk student enrollment with effective 5 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Register by October 16 and save $75 on this webcast? 

Join us online to learn how your institution can take a 360- 
degree approach to summer bridge programs and at-risk 
student success by focusing energy and resources on 5 key 
areas. 

Program Overview I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Our expert instructors will showcase the SOAR program at 
University of Central Florida, a summer bridge program that 
boasts student retention rates of 90 percent and includes: 

¯ Leadership development 
¯ Community-building 
¯ Mentoring 

Student success strategies course 
¯ Academic courses with support 

View the complete agenda. 

WHAT YOU WILL GET 

As part of your registration fee for this webcast, you will receive 
the following resources: 

A checklist you can use to audit your current summer 
bridge program 

¯ A list of suggested leadership and study skill textbooks 
A bibliography of readings on summer bridge programs 

REGISTER OR PURCHASg A RECORDZNG 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Register your institution 
for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 8OO, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 



please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Christine Rebori <CRebori@lindenwood.edu:, 

Monday, October 15, 2012 5:26 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu-~; n4@lists.nacda.com; Sarah Elizabeth Stokowski <sstokows@mail.tennessee.edu>; Andy 

J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edtr~; Amber Demasms <ademastus@ou.edu>; Alisia L. Drennan ~adrennan@ou.edu>; Rebecca L. 

Heeney <beckyh@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <blynto 18@ou.edu:>; Aaron C. Bates ~-~c.bates@on.edu:>; Casey A. Partridge 

<cap@ou.edu>; Charles G. Baker <cbake@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder ~-~cbelde@on.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; 

Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Doo HnnH. Lira <dhlim@ou.edu:>; David L. Tan <dtan@on.edu>; Desiree M. Taylor 

~taylo@ou.edu>; Elisa M. Smith <elisasmith@ou.edu>; GemJd S.’ ’Gumey <ggurney@ou.edu>; Michael J. Hindemmn 

<hinderman@ou.edu>; Irene E. Karpiak <ikarpiak@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edtr--; Jerome C. Weber 

<jcweber@ou.edu>; JuanitaG. Vargas <jgvargas@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edtc,; Kathleen B. Rager <kbrager@ou.edu>; 

Katrecia A. Hardy <khardy@ou.edu>; Logan L. Lockhart <logan5687@ou.edu>; MatthewA. Johns <mattjohn,N@~ou.edu’-; MicheleA. 

Eodice <meodice@ou.edtr--; Matthew W. Hamilton <mhamilton@ou.edtr--; Kristina M. Navarro <navarro@ou.edu>; Nicholas S. 
Hathaway <nhathaway@ou.edu-~; Nicole J. Campbell <njudice@ou.edu>; Nancy L. Mergler <nmergler@ou.edu>; PemwA. Pasque 

<pasque@ou.edtr~; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Rebecca R. Barker <rreed@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 

<slemmert@ou.edu>; Tatianna L. Proctor <tatianna@ou.edu>; Tiffani C. Bates <tbates@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoye@ou.edu>; 

Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

[n4a] Assistance Requested! 

All - 
Lindenwood University is about to open a Student-Athlete Academic Success Center I am putting together a survey for the student-athletes asking them what they need/want out of the 
Academic Success Center. Does anyone have any ideas or examples of what I should include? 

Thanks for the help! 

Christine Rebori 
Assuciate Athletics Director [’or Compliance 
Lindenwoud L’niversity 
209 S. Kingshighway 
St. Charles, MO 63301 
P: 636.255.2216 
F: 636255.2288 
www.lin denwoudiions.com<http://www, lindenwuodliuns curn/> 

[Description: Description: cid:image001 jpg@01CB5F46.DA99E7E0] 

Lmdemvuod L’niversity Email Disclaimer: http://www.lindenwoud.edu/emailPolicy.htm 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda cum/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:35 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Is a case management approach right tbr your campus? 

[ii~iI your campus can respond by utilizing a case manager approach, j 
l 

Learn how better to the needs of at-risk students 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

I     o ,    I II I I 

Earlg bird pricing expires October 17- Register todagl 

Learn how your campus can better respond to the needs of at-risk 
students by utilizing a case manager approach. 

Join our expert instructors online to learn how a case manager 
on your campus can help coordinate on-campus resources, 
follow up with students of concern, and work with students, 
faculty, and staff to ensure that each student has the 
opportunity to be successful. You will leave with ideas on how 
this approach can be integrated into your institution’s student 
support services. 

Proqram Overview I Agenda I Pricing & Registration 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

academicimpressions.com 

SPONSORED BY 

ACPA logo 

The program’s agenda will include: 

¯ Institutional context: The rise of student concerns on 
college and university campuses 

¯ The growing field of case management 
¯ Implementing case management on your campus 

o Sample job descriptions 
o Common organizational structures 
o Recommended daily/weekly/monthly duties 
o Resources 

REGISTER OR PLIIRCN~.q~E A RECORDING 

Re clister online or call 720.488.6800. Register your institution 
for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a recording (CD or on-demand download) of the live 
webcast and a bound set of the presentation materials. CD or 
on-demand recordings are 50% off when purchased in 
conjunction with a live webcast connection! 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 

you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact inforrnation, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 
David A Ferrer <dferrerl@gsu.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:07 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Catherine Lasman (Student) <Catherine.Lasman@asu.edu>; Brian Davis 
<Briaaa.Davis@athletics.utexas.edu>; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu) Byrd; Gerald Gurney < @gmail.com>; N4A 
listservelistserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

RE: [n4a] N. Carolina players needed academic help, records show - Wire - College - NewsObserver.com 

Can I second this? I no longer work in athletics. I have tried the same and it hasn’t worked. 

David Ferrer 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [mailto:n4a-request(~,lists.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Catherine Lasman (Student) 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 1:41 PM 
To: Gerald Gurney; Brian Davis; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu) Byrd; N4A listserve listserve 
Subject: RE: [n4a] N. Carolina players needed academic help, records show - Wire - College - NewsObserver.com 

UNSUBSCRIBE 

Please unsubscribe me from this list. I have tried several times to unsubscribe, using the tools and going to the website. I do not want these emails. 

Catherine Lasman 

Graduate Student - Special Education 

MaryLouFulton Teachers College 
Arizona State University 

From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [n4a-request@lists.nacda.com] on behalf of Gerald Gumey [ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 7:32 
To: Brian Davis; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu) Byrd; N4A listserve listserve 
Subject: [n4a] N. Carolina players needed academic help, records show - Wire - College - NewsObserver.com 
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CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- AFRI 370 is an upper-level course at UNC-Chapel Hill for seniors majoring in African and Afro-American studies and other students with a background in the study 
of Africa. It was touted to have "lectures, readings and research projects" on a significant problem facing African leaders or American officials tasked with African issues. 

But when it came available in the spring semester of 2010, among those enrolled were several freshman football players who struggled to read and write at a college level. 

There were no lectures or readings, and the class never met, one of dozens of such classes offered between 2007 and 2011. The players simply turned in a 20-page paper they produced with 
extensive help from tutors and oversight from counselors. That help, at times, included intense editing and material made available for use in the papers, according to records from UNC’s 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes obtained by The News & Observer. 
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The records develop a deeper picture about the academic fraud that has spawned four ongoing investigations and reviews on the Chapel Hill campus. They show that the athlete support 
program used the no-show classes to help keep student-athletes eligible to play. 

UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp has pledged new and higher academic standards as the probes continue, including severing the athlete support program from the athletic department. Until 
last month, it reported to the athletic department and the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The academic support records show the depths of the trouble in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, including information the university has not revealed in its own 
probes, one of which did cite 54 department classes that had no lectures. For example, it did not identify AFRI 370 as a no-show class. 

The documents also describe a sometimes-contentious relationship between tutors and players, with descriptions of study sessions where players wouldn’t cooperate. The university has 
said that the academic fraud was limited to department chairman Julius Nyang’oro and a department manager, Deborah Crowder, but the records also suggest at least one other professor in 
the department was aware that no-show classes existed for struggling players. 

It was Nyang’oro, the longtime chairman, who gave the players and academic support staff confidence. Nyang’oro had such low expectations for these "paper classes," as the academic 
support program called them, that the work largely consisted of papers stitched together with passages from the required reading materials that were then, in some instances, "paraphrased" 
to avoid plagiarism concerns. 

In one case, it appears that a player did nothing more than copy various articles and other background information from the Internet and paste it all into a paper before turning it over to a 
tutor. 

Nyang’oro was forced to retire July 1, after resigning as department chairman 13 months ago when university academic officials were just starting to learn the depth of the scandal. 

But no-show classes were common knowledge within the athlete support program. 

"Professor Nyang’oro, Chair of the AFRI/AFAM Studies Department, has been very generous in granting several students (not just student-athletes) the opportunity to do independent 
study papers," Amy Kleissler, a learning specialist with the athlete support program, wrote in a Feb. 8, 2010, email informing tutors of the AFRI 370 paper class. "Since we have worked with 
him in the past in this same manner I wanted to let you know that his expectations are very reasonable and very achievable for our students." 

When one tutor told the athlete support program’s assistant director, Beth Bridger, that she was discouraged with the work one football player turned in, Bridger told her not to worry. 

"Just remember," she wrote in a March 16, 2010, email, "guys are in this class for a reason at-risk, probation, struggling students you are making headway ... keep it positive and 
encouraging!" 

Thorp, in a brief interview Friday, declined to talk about the records, citing the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, commonly known as FERPA. It prohibits universities from 
releasing student education records. 

He said he sent copies of the records to former Gov. Jim Martin and the accounting firm Baker Tilly, whom Thorp appointed last month to dig deeper into the academic fraud. 

Thorp did not explain why the records had not surfaced until now, but he said they are "of concern." 

"These records are important and have been referred to Gov. Martin," Thorp said. 

Nyang’oro came to UNC in 1984 as a visiting assistant professor and became the African studies department’s chairman in 1992. University officials now admit he never received a review 
from a supervisor since he was elevated to that position, another institutional flaw that has since been fixed. 

Until August, the university had resisted going back further than 2007 to investigate other potential academic problems in the department, so it’s difficult to assess exactly what was 
happening before then. 

Difficult, that is, except in the case of Julius Peppers, whose transcript sat unnoticed on UNC’s website until this summer. Peppers had D’s or F’s in 11 of 30 classes, the transcript showed, 
and was barely eligible for football and basketball only because of a string of better grades in courses he took in the AFAM Department. 

Before that, the university was embarrassed by the case of defensive end Michael McAdoo, tossed off the football team by the NCAA in 2010 after its investigation found that tutor 
Jennifer Wiley had helped write three papers McAdoo submitted for three African studies classes. Under NCAA regulations, tutors are not supposed to do the players’ work but instead 
show them how to do the work themselves. 

All three, records show, were no-show classes, including an intermediate-level Swahili language class that only required a term paper, written in English, on Swahili culture and history. Rival 
N.C. State fans last year discovered it had numerous passages lifted from several sources. 

Just like the football players in AFRI 370, McAdoo had been placed in one of the no-show classes while he was a freshman. He took the other two before he started his sophomore year. 

In McAdoo’s lawsuit to try to return to the team, he claimed the work he submitted resulted from the advice and help he received from the academic support staff. 

That support staff is large, and it is challenged. The university employs roughly 120 people in academic support for athletes, charged with tutoring and counseling nearly 800 athletes. 

The challenge comes from working with a group of students who ordinarily wouldn’t have been admitted to one of the country’s best public universities. In the past five years, records 
show, 53 football players have been admitted as academic "exceptions." The university has not provided numbers for basketball players, the other maj or revenue-producing sport. 

Athletes typically have much greater need for classes that do not meet. They spend so much time preparing and playing in games that four years ago the university gave them priority 
registration so they could get into classes that fit their schedules. 

Evidence shows that some non-athletes who enrolled in the classes did so unwittingly and were dumbfounded to find the class only consisted of a paper assignment. 

One such student commented about the Spring 2010 AFRI 370 no-show class on a course evaluation website known as Koofers. 



"I am taking the course by submitting a paper with Pro£ Nyang’oro and it is a bit daunting," said the student, who was not identified, in a comment posted in April 2010, long before the 
scandal was uncovered. "It has to be between 20-25 pages. I wish I was able to take the actual course with him." 

Thorp has said those who were enrolled in the classes were cheated out of a Carolina education. 

The internal records obtained by the N&O include evaluations of the football players who had been assigned to tutors and reports known as "Feedback Forms" that tutors filled out after 
study sessions to help the academic support staff and athletic coaches know the progress athletes were making in each class. 

The records also include detailed assessments of the classes, complete with descriptions of professors’ expectations and testing styles. 

The evaluations and other correspondence show the football players enrolled in AFRI 370 and another African studies class, SWAH 112, needed plenty of help from tutors. (The N&O is 
not identifying the players mentioned in these records because they don’t give a full picture of the athletes’ academic backgrounds or performance.) 

"The process of reading and writing is slow and laborious" for one prominent player, the records say. For him, the tutor was advised to "seek out other resources for him to learn the material 
search on the internet for video lectures or demonstrations." 

UNC records released late Friday show that two-thirds of the 21 students enrolled in AFR1370 were athletes, nine of them football players. Ten of the 19 students enrolled in SWAH 112 
were athletes, seven of those football players. No men’s basketball players enrolled in either class. 

The AFR1370 class had an average grade of 3.22. The average for the SWAH 112 class was a 3.05, a B. 

Emails show academic support staff knew the football players were incapable of doing college-level work on the AFRI 370 paper. Those staffers did not appear concerned by that. 

An email written by tutor Whitney Read showed she was concerned about papers that were largely put together with passages lifted from source materials. 

Jaimie Lee, an academic counselor, told her that was to be expected. 

"If they have a ton of historical information, that’s fine, as long as it is cited and not plagiarized," Lee wrote. "They have not necessarily developed the skill of critical analysis, so just try to 
get some in there, but if it is mostly background information, honestly, it is to be expected." 

Several records show staff working with the athletes to turn plagiarized passages into acceptable material by paraphrasing. 

The documents also include a 19-page draft by one player a freshman in the 370 class that was being worked on five days before it was due. It has several large sections that are not cited, 
paraphrased or otherwise formatted to indicate the words are anything but the player’s. 

A comparison of the language in the paper, whose focus was on oil in Nigeria, with Internet sources shows that the passages are lifted word-for-word from a magazine article, a summary of a 
Nigerian conference proceeding, Internet encyclopedias and other such sources. 

It’s not clear how much the draft paper changed before it was turned in. Other documents, however, reflect Read and the player working together to get the paper done. Days before the 
paper was due, she was trying to get him to paraphrase two sentences, but he resisted. 

Three days before it was due, Read told administrators of the athlete support program in an email message that she hoped someone else would work with the player and "make sure his 
paper is all done." 

UNC officials said Saturday that compliance administrators interviewed the player on Thursday. The player said the draft was not the final version. Officials said the university only keeps 
papers for one year. 

They said the player would not agree to be interviewed. 

Reports that Read wrote about some study sessions showed how little some football players cared about their classwork. 

"People were just rude," Read wrote about a SWAH 112 study session. That class was held in the first summer session of 2010, and was not a no-show class. "...people farting, watching 
videos on their computers, talking back, complaining, rapping, not paying attention." 

SWAH 112 combines the first two Swahili language classes into one intensive six-credit-hour course. Those who pass it and the intermediate-level Swahili class have fulfilled their language 
requirement at the university. Records show Swahili and Portuguese are popular languages for basketball and football players. Unlike Spanish and other language courses taught more 
broadly at UNC, there is no additional language lab required. 

Alphonse Mutima taught the Swahili class, and the feedback forms reflected his difficulty in getting through to the football players. At one point, Read wrote, Mutima was so discouraged 
by one football player’s inability to grasp the language that he wanted to put the athlete in an "independent study paper class" for intermediate Swahili. 

It also suggests that the "paper class" version for intermediate Swahili, or SWAH 403, was set up to be an easy class. 

That’s the class McAdoo took, and university records show that there were at least four other no-show intermediate Swahili classes. Football players accounted for seven of the enrollments 
in those five no-show classes, while men’s basketball players accounted for three. 

Read declined to be interviewed. She is a 2009 graduate with a degree in African studies who no longer tutors for the university. 

Mutima also declined to comment. He is a nontenured professor, hired in 1999, who makes $37,000 a year. 

Bridger did not return several phone calls on her work and cellphones. Kleissler and Lee referred questions to Bridger and other higher-ups in the program. Several other former or current 
tutors declined to talk about the support program. 

One who did, Megan Anderson, said she saw no problems with the way athletes were tutored or the work the athletes submitted. The 2010 graduate in education was a reading specialist for 
the program, but she said she did not work with athletes on the AFRI 370 paper. 

"I had no reason to doubt that there was integrity in that assignment," she said.\ 

(News and Observer researchers Brooke Cain and Peggy Neal contributed to this report.) 
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Institutionalized Cheating. Thank goodness for the N & ©, because WRAL and other local media outlets seem to have their head in the sand on this. You’d almost think they are refusing to 
extensively cover this because of allegiances to UNC. 

UNC is/was rotten to the core, at the highest levels. 

Great Job N & 0! Hopefully as this thing unravels, a Pulitzer Prize will be awarded to you. 
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When it comes to the workforce, leave it to the professionals <http://www.newsobserver.com22012/10/02/2385119/when-it-comes-to-the-workl’orce.html> 
It turns out that the professional referees in the NFL - the ones we used to love to hate but, after watching their replacements, now hate to love - are highly skilled officials, with years of 
experience and training. They couldn’t be swapped for refs from high school conferences and the Lingerie League, not without messing up the game. Professionalism matters, and workers 
have specific skills that make them good at their jobs. 
* 

Seminoles play like it’s 1999 <http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/10/02/2385118/seminoles-play-like-its-1999.h~tl> 
Around the time Florida State coach Jimbo Fisher was finishing his weekly press conference on Monday at Doak Campbell Stadium in Tallahassee, Fla., Bobby Bowden, the architect of the 
Seminoles’ football dynasty, was finishing up his golf round in nearby Quincy. 
* 

Labor lockout report: Why stop at replacement refs? <http://www.news~bserver.c~m~2~~2/~~/~2/2385~~7/~ab~r-~~ck~ut-rep~rt-whv-st~p.htm~> 
The National Football League referees are back on the field, replacing their replacements from the Lingerie League. But the lockout strategy lives on. A number of towns and institutions 
across the country - indeed, the globe - are using the NFL owners as their guide, convinced that the bottom line is the bottom line. Here is a selection of lockout dispatches from hither and 
yon. 



Pac-12 revolving around the state of Oregon <http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/10/02/2385116/pac-12-revolving-around-the-state.html> 
In the Pac-12, it’s the state of Oregon’s world, and the rest of us are just hanging out, wondering (a) who can beat the Ducks, and (b) how Mike Riley can be so successful, letting anybody 
who wants come to practice? 
* 

All that offense keeps fans coming to the stadium <http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/10/02!2384746/all-that-offense-keeps-fans-comin~.html> 
[Baylor West Virginia Football] <http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~2/2384746/a~-that-~ffense-keeps-fans-c~min~.htm~> When West Virginia Athletic Director Oliver Luck was looking 
for a new football coach, he wanted one who would not only win, but do it in a way that got Mountaineers fans excited - excited enough to pack Milan Puskar Stadium seven or eight times a 
season. 
g, 

Kentucky St. player charged with inappropriate contact with hotel staffer <http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/10/01/2384649/kentuckv-st-plaver-charged-with.html> 
A Kentucky State University quarterback in town for the 2012 Chicago Football Classic was arrested Saturday after police said he followed a housekeeper into a room at the Hyatt Regency 
McCormick Place Hotel and rubbed his body against hers. 
* 

Illini can’t let mistakes keep piling up <http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~/2384648/i~ini-cant-~et-mistakes-keep.htm~> 
On the first day of October, the Illini already were using the wicked word "snowball." 
* 

Tougher tackling lifts Huskies <http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~2/~~/~~/2384465/t~ugher-tack~ing-~ifts-huskies.htm~> 
SEATTLE - Ultimately, it might have been the six seconds of hell endured by the Washington Huskies’ defensive line last week in practice that resulted in 60 minutes of misery for the 
Stanford Cardinal on Thursday. 
* 

Franklin, who’s battled shoulder woes, shows improvement at Mizzou <http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/10/01/2384362/franklin-whos-battled-shoulder.html> 
COLUMBIA, Mo. - David Yost knows his offense remains far from perfect, but there’s no doubt Missouri’s offensive coordinator saw plenty of positives in a 21-16 win over Central Florida 
on Saturday. 
* 

Ohio St. sends video of alleged Michigan St. eye poking to Big Ten <http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~2/~~/~~/2384239/~hi~-st-sends-vide~-~f-a~~eged.htm~> 
Michigan State, Ohio State and video footage continue to make news together. 
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g, 

[Chevrolet]<http://www.cars.com/go/searclw’detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 93022502> 

2003 Chevrolet <http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 93022502> 

$18,900 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

g, 

[Nissan]<http://www.cars.com/goisearch/detai!.isp?aff trJangle&listingId 86284824> 

2004 Nissan Altima<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 86284824> 

$9,995 

First Class Ridez 

g, 

[Kia]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 71017129> 
2005 Kia Sedona<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp?aff triangle&listingId 71017129> 
$8,995 

Eatman Leasing 

g, 

[Satum]<http://wwwcars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 87659159> 
2008 Sa~rnVue<http://www.cars.colrdgo/search/detail.jsp?aff triangle&listingId 87659159> 
$13,996 

D & J Automotive 

g, 

[Pontiac]<http://www.carscom/~o/search/detail.isp?aff trian~le&listin~Id 83198369> 
1969Pontiac GTO<http://www.cars.com/~o/search/detail.isp?aff trian~le&listin~Id 83198369> 
$17,972 

D & J Automotive 

g, 

[Honda]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 93545230> 
2006 Honda CR-V<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 93545230> 
$11,900 



D45 Auto Brokers 

* 

[Jeep]<http://www.cars.com/go/search!detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 86682338> 
2005 Jeep Grand Cherokee<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 86682338> 
$6,595 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[BMW]<http://www.cars.com/go/searctddetail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 89941197> 
2009 BMW 535<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 89941197> 
$30,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Volkswagen]<http://www cars.corn/go/search/detail isp?afl" triangle&listingId 89657605> 
2006 Volkswagen Jetta<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 89657605> 
$8,500 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Nissan]<http://www.cars.com/go/searc!ddetai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 75939109> 
2006 NissanMaxima<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 75939109> 
$9,995 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Subaru]<http://www.cars.com/~oisearch/detail.isp?aff trian~le&listin~Id 74794830> 
2006 SubaruLegacy<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 74794830> 
$10,950 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Jaguar]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 81992712> 
2005 Jaguar S-Type<http://www.cars. corn/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 81992712> 
$8,450 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Hyundai]<http://www.cars.corrdgo/search/detai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 89586194> 
2011 HyundaiElantra<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 89586194> 
$15,974 

D & J Automotive 

* 

[Mercury]<http://www.cars.cotrdgo/search/detailisp?aff triangle&listingId 86682345> 
2003 Mercury Sable<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 86682345> 
$4,995 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[Nissan]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 81581955> 
2005 Nissan Murano<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 81581955> 
$13,950 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Ford]<http://www.cars.corrdgo/search/detai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 72896470> 
2010 Ford Fusion<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 72896470> 
$15,500 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

* 

[Lexus]<http://wwwcarsc°rrdg°/searc!ddetai!isp?aff triangle&listingId 94196143> 
2005 Lexus RX 330<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 94196143> 
$18,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Hyundai]<http://www.cars com/go/search/detail.isp?aff trian~le&listingId 74032050> 
2008 HyundaiElantra<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 74032050> 
$8,950 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Honda]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 92861683> 
2009 Honda Civic Hybrid<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 92861683> 

$13,900 



D45 Auto Brokers 

* 

[Chevrolet]<http://www.cars.corrv’go/search/detailisp?aff triangle&listingId 95764247> 
2004 Chevrolet Express 1500<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 95764247> 

$15,000 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

* 

[Chevrolet]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 95860577> 
2004 Chevrolet Express 1500<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 95860577> 
$15,900 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

* 

[Chevrolet]<http://www.cars.con~Jgo/search/detail.jsp?aff triangle&listingld 77051661> 
2003 Chevrolet Silverado 1500<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 77051661> 
$0 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

* 

[GMC]<http://www.cars.comJgoisearc!ddetai!.jsp?afi" triangle&listingId 84702256> 
2007 GMC Yukon<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp?aff triangle&listingId 84702256> 
$23,900 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

* 

[Jeep]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail lsp?aff triangle&listingId 86667288> 
1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 86667288> 
$5,950 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[BMW]<http://www.cars.con’dgo/search/detailisp?aff triangle&listingld 91560599> 
2002 BMWX5<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 91560599> 
$10,900 

D45 Auto Brokers 

* 

[Audi]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 89558818> 
2008 AudiA6<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 89558818> 
$23,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Subaru]<http://www.cars.com/go!search/detail lsp?afi" triangle&listingId 75708148> 
2005 Subaru Outback<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 75708148> 
$9,450 

AMG Auto Sales of Raleigh 

* 

[Satum]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 85168529> 
2007 SatumAura<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp?aff triangle&listingId 85168529> 
$10,995 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Chevrolet]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.lsp?ait" trian~le&listingId 95764250> 
2004 Chevrolet Express 1500<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 95764250> 
$14,900 

Joseph Motors, Inc. 

* 

[Chevrolet]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 90875305> 
1993 ChevroletLumina<http://www.cars.comJgo/search/detail.jsp?aff triangle&listingId 90875305> 
$1,800 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Pontiac]<http://www.cars.com/go/search!detail.jsp?aff triangle&listinMd 93831090> 
2001 Pontiac GrandAm<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 93831090> 
$5,900 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Hyundai]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 89060337> 
2011 Hyundai Sonata<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.lsp?aff triangle&listingId 89060337> 
$15,996 



D & J Automotive 

* 

[Ford]<http://www.cars.com/~o/search/detailisp?aff triangle&listingId 79653656> 
2002 Ford Taurus<http://www.cars.com/~o/search/detail.isp?aff trian~le&listin~Id 79653656> 
$5,500 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

* 

[Dodge]<http://www.cars com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 91037451> 
2009 Dodge Avenger<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 91037451> 
$10,997 

D & J Automotive 

* 

[Ford]<http://www.cars.comJgo/search/detai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 78005669> 
2002 Ford Ranger<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 78005669> 
$8,950 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

* 

[Infiniti]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detailisp?afl" triangle&listingId 96492486> 
2008 Infiniti M35<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 96492486> 
$25,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Lexus]<http://www.cars COlrd~o/search/detail.isp?aff trian~le&listin~Id 72147412> 
2006 Lexus RX 330<http://www.cars.com/~o/search/detail.isp?aff trian~le&listin~Id 72147412> 
$19,995 

First Class Ridez 

* 

[Mercedes-Benz]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 76195366> 
2000 Mercedes-BenzC-Class<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 76195366> 
$7,995 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Honda]<http://www.carscom/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 86285727> 
2006 Honda Odyssey<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 86285727> 
$10,500 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[Volvo]<http://www.carscom/go/searcb2detailisp?aff triangle&listingId 96492488> 
2009 Volvo SSO<http://www.cars.com/~o/search/detail.isp?aff trian~le&listin~Id 96492488> 
$22,900 

Madsen Motor Company 

* 

[Nissan]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 78135264> 
2006 NissanMaxima<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 78135264> 
$13,900 

Eatman Leasing 

* 

[Toyota]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.isp?aff triangle&listingId 81599783> 
2000 Toyota Camry Solara<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 81599783> 
$3,550 

Skyline Motors of Raleigh 

* 

[Chevrolet]<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detai!.isp?aff trian~le&listingId 70109737> 
2006 Chevrolet Express 2500<http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.isp?aff triangle&listingId 70109737> 
$8,950 

Young’s Motor Company, Inc. 

[http://media2.newsobserver.com/static/ima~es/classifieds prey arr~w.~if]<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~/2382588/n-car~ina-p~ayers-needed-academic.htm~#pr~v> 1 of 43 
[http://media2.newsobserver.com/static/ima~es/classifieds next arr~w.~if]<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~/2382588/n-car~ina-p~ayers-needed-academic.htm~#next> 
Find a Car 

Make 
Acura 

Alfa Romeo 

Aston Martin 

Audi 



BMVV 

Bentley 

Buick 

Cadillac 

Chevrolet 

Chrysler 

Daihatsu 

Dodge 

Eagle 

Ford 

GMC 

Geo 

Honda 

Hyundai 

Infiniti 

Isuzu 

Jaguar 

Jeep 

Kia 

Lamborghini 

Land Rover 

L exus 

Lincoln 

Lotus 

Mazda 

Mercedes-Benz 

Merctu’y 

Mitsubishi 

Nissan 

Oldsmobile 

Plymouth 

Pontiac 

Porsche 

Saab 

Saturn 

Subaru 

Suzuki 

Toyota 

Volkswagen 

Volvo 

Renault 

Ferrari 

Rolls-Royc e 

Sterling 

Yugo 



Fiat 

Peugeot 

Merkur 

American Motors 

Am General 

Daewoo 

Delorean 

Maserati 

Panoz 

DeTomaso 

International 

Qvale 

MINI 

Hummer 

Maybach 

Scion 

Morgan 

Avanti Motors 

Saleen 

Smart 

Tesla 

Bugatti 

Spyker 

Koenigsegg 

THINK 

RAM 

SRT 

Model 
All 

CL 

Integra 

Legend 

MDX 

NSX 

RDX 

RL 

RSX 

SLX 

TL 

TSX 

Vigor 

ZDX 
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A better job awaits 
Ready for Work Program Coordinator<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 

lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F6V475FFY2V9MTTZS&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 



US-NC-Wilson 
Director offacilities<http://www.careerbuilder.corrdJobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F5F96XM5XJSW07740&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Wilson 
Warehouse Workers<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F7VK6NSG9X~KLLSNK&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
HVAC - Commercial Pipefitters & Sheetmetal Workers<http:!!www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 
lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3J7606T9SZKSL5MKRY&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Gamer 
HCL America Inc<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F6KT78RSYSBRZWDHS&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
HVAC/Refrigeration Technician<http ://www. careerbuilder.com/JobS eeker/Jobs/JobDetails aspx? 
lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H38L5XGH5MB5YV2GW&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstnn> 
FujiFilm Diosynth Biotechnologies 
US-NC-Morrisville 
HCLAMERICAINC<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H2PW6BCN52ZG1SV05&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
Analyst Positions<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H6RW69W6DF1Y04P6G&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Cary 
Multiple IT Positions<http://www.careerhnilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H560779M94RM3030B&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Cary 
Progammer<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G2PW6YSY3MK43MLX4&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
Elon University 
US-NC-Elon 
TEAMLEADER<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H3006N6ZFN957P4GT&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
Reliability Engineer<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G3ML6LTXX9R5W519P&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-SC-Bennettsville 
HCLAMERICA INC<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G14K6KVYKOFYP7G1M&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstnn> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
HCLAMERICA INC<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3GSHG68SWNHF9SW07L&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
Computer Technology Integration Instructor<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 
lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F04M65PJ3ML2FZPX2&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstnn> 

US-NC-Salisbury 
RNs-ICU, Emergency Dept<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3FSCY62FSHF9YNTL2N&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstrm> 
Central Carolina Hospital 
US-NC-Sanford 
SALES<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F1F766320PFX70RWJ&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 

MAINTENANCEMECHANIC<http://www.careerbui~der.c~m/J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetai~s.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3F6X46VLY2R5KDSG1V&siteid MC NO ibstlrn&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Dunn 
HRMANAGER<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F28S6TZXMJSLG4VRS&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Dunn 
Assistant Coordinator of Disabilities Services<http://wwwcareerbuilder.cor~’JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 
lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F253721RNJBC1LZJ78&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstrm> 
Elon University 
US-NC-Elon 
TruckDrivers<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H1WL6BSL2QMKL971W&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
Variety Wholesalers 
US-NC-Henderson 
Dia~ysisRegisteredNurses<http://www.careerbui~der.c~m/J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetai~s.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3J3S0793T92JTRJXSS&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
Dialysis Outpatient Clinic 
US-NC-Carrboro 
Senior Elementary Teachers<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3J2XP682M1VCW03YNX&siteid MC NO ibstma&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
Director, Building Services<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3J51Y6W1MX328NYVZD&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
UNC- Chapel Hill 
US-NC-Chapel Hill 
Front Office Receptionist<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3FON11-I730NLSR920FOP&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
IT Managing Director<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G1YD6565CYTV40J6Q&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Kinston 
Property Manager<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G3H86DMW19GGGVNPS&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Durham 
Seeking Business Analyst<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F5366RK3QQMPLBVTZ&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-VA-Danville 
DRiVERS<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H3Q46TWXHWYHY4ZNP&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
ARAMARK 
US-NC-Raleigh 
DIRECT~R~FNURSING<http://www.careerbui~der.c~m/J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetai~s.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3FOXS5VWB5SPN5BKKV&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 



Confidential Advertiser 
US-NC-Sanford 
Director of Health Information Management<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 

lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G3N16Q761L84HHYH0&siteid MC NO ibsU~n&ipath ibstnn> 
Confidential 
US-NC-Sanford 
Front ~fficeAdministrat~r<http://www.careerbui~der.c~~2J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetai~s.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3G5VC77KZVVDGWP2YZ&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Durham 
SALES<http://www.careerbuilder.com2JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F6D85Z9BHJSZG6PPW&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
FINANCIALANALYST<http://www.careerbuilder.com2JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F3MD6CGOJ2FFJOF7T&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
City of Greenville 
US-NC-Greenville 
Sa~es~siti~nsAvai~ab~e<http://www.careerbui~der.c~m/J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetai~s.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3H1YF67GC5YPS4DD08&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
Director of Support Operations<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3J4SJ66886XKBZJSCK&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
The Outer Banks Hospital 
US-NC-Nags Head 
Certified~~~ice~fficers<http://www.careerbui~der.c~m2J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetai~s.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3J1TD77JQWWTTMSFR3&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
City of Rocky Mount 
US-NC-Rocky Mount 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR<http ://www.careerbuilder com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 

lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H53W6VV85T6BMVC1K&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstnn> 

US-NC-Greenville 
PHYSICIANEXTENDERII<http://www.careerbui~der.c~m/J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetails.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3G6LQ6CQL06RMOHCG5&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Goldsboro 
Technology Help Desk Associate/Technical Writer<http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 
lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F7K36BXZ05SW514CX&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstrm> 
Elon University 
US-NC-Elon 
Director of Health Management<http://www.careerbuilder.com2JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3J22Y6RY5SZH6TD12L&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 
Central Carolina Hospital 
US-NC-Sanford 
Activity Assistant<http://www.careerbuilder.com2JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G8705ZONCLTK56YCJ&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
DIRECT~R~FNURSING<http://www.careerbui~der.c~m/J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetails.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3G82D5XXWXKCMYLJPS&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 
DIRECT~R~FNURSING<http://www.careerbui~der.c~m/J~bSeeker/J~bs/J~bDetai~s.aspx?~r CBMC NO&Job DID J3J5796NR44XDP8614B&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Lillington 
HVAC Outside Sales<http://www.careerbuilder.com2JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F15962D32J251HCHQ&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-TX-Dallas 
Senior SAP Business Process Consultants<http:/!www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 
lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G3W76ZOGKG2B90SJ6&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstlrn> 

US-NC-Durham 
Senior Financial Business Process Consultants<http://www careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx? 
lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3H4ZH6JBSRKW9MRSZ6&siteid MC NO ibstnn&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Durham 
Inspector<http://www.careerbuilder.com2JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3G6LW6T9NTMXYJHHBL&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstnn> 

US-NC-Durham 
Director ofNursing<http://www.careerbuilder.com2JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.aspx?lr CBMC NO&Job DID J3F3HK6H5HJOD6F2TY7&siteid MC NO ibstrm&ipath ibstrm> 

US-NC-Raleigh 

Post a Resume<http://w~a~v.careerbui~der.c~m/J~bSeeker/Resumes/~stResumeNew/~stY~urResurne.aspx?siteid MC NO ibstrm pr&lr CBMC NO> 
Post a Job<http://www.careerbuilder.cow2iobposter/products/postiobsinfo.aspx?siteid MC NO ibstrm pi&lr CBMC NO> 
See more jobs at 
CareerBuilder.com<http://w~vw.careerbuilder com/?siteid MC NO ibstrm&lr CBMC NO> 
7> See More Featured Jobs<http:/iwww careerbuilder com/Jobseeker/Jobs/JobResults.aspx? 

IPath QH&ch &rs &s rawwords CustomField3:RALEIGHTJ&s iobtvpes ALL&s freshness 30&s education DRNS&s freeloc &qsbButton Find+Jobs+%3E% 
3E&lr CBMC NO&siteid MC NO ibstrm#> 

Find a Job 
Keywords 
City or Zip Go <bttp://www.newsobserver.corrv’2012/10i01/2382588/n-carolina-pla,;ers-needed-academic.html#> 
[http://media2 newsobserver corn/stati!!images/powered by iobsipg] 
[http ://media2.newsobselwer. com/static!ima~es/logocb.~it] <http://www triangleiobs, corn> 
Featured H~mes<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~2/~~/~~/2382588/n-car~~ina-p~a~ers-needed-academic.htm~#> ViewAll<http://www.newsobserver.com/featured homes> 

[http://media2.newsobserver.com/static/ima~es/featured homes/001 car.ip~]<http://www.homefinder.com/NC/Bailev/83922256d 9188 Fox Run Rd> 
Bailey, NC<http://www.homefinder.com2NC/Baile¥/83922256d 9188 Fox Run Rd> 

$350,000 

3 Bedrooms, 4 Bathrooms 

3,625 square feet 



[http://media2.newsobserver.com/staticiimages/featured homes/275cumberland066 car ipg]<http://www.homefinder.comJNC/Santbrd/88317479d 275 Curnberland Rd> 
Sanford, NC<http://www.homefinder.comJNC/Santbrd/88317479d 275 Cumberland Rd> 

$238,200 

3 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms 

1,800 square feet 

* 

[http://media2.newsobserver comJstatic/images/featured homes/004 car.ipg]<http:!!www.homefinder.comJNC/Bailev/86128380d 7533 Schooners Rd> 
Bailey,NC<http://www.homefinder.comJNC/Bailev/86128380d 7533 Schooners Rd> 
$860,000 

4 Bedrooms, 6 Bathrooms 

5,510 square feet 

* 

[http://media2.newsobserv’er corn/static/images/featured homes/bkp5HYontmain car.ipg]<http://www.homefinder.com/NC/Raleigh/80908637d 4140 Banks Stone Dr> 
Raleigh, NC<http://www.homefinder.comJNC/Raleigh/80908637d 4140 Banks Stone Dr> 
$420,000 

5 Bedrooms, 5 Bathrooms 

3,660 square feet 

[http://media2.newsobserver.com/static/images!classifieds prey arr~w.gif]<ht~p://www.news~bserver.c~ng2~2/~/~/2382588/n-car~ina-p~avers-needed-academic.htm~rev> 1 of 4 
[http://media2.newsobserver.comJstatic/images/classifieds next arr~w.gif]<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~2/~~/~~/2382588/n-car~~ina-p~avers-needed-academic.htm~#next> 
Find a Home 

City or Zip 
Price Range 
All 

$10,000 - $30,000 

$30,000 - $50,000 

$50,000 - $70,000 

$70,000 - $100,000 

$100,000 - $300,000 

$300,000 - $500,000 

$500,000 - $700,000 

$700,000 - $1,000,000 

$1,000,000 - $3,000,000 

$3,000,000 - $5,000,000 

$5,000,000 - $7,000,000 

$7,000,000 - $10,000,000 
Go <http ://w~v newsobserver corn/2012/10/0 !/2382588/n-carolina-players-needed-academic.html#> 
[http://media2.newsobserver.com/static/imagesipowered bv homes.gif]<http:/iwwwhomefinder corn> 
[Click here to find out more[ ] <http://ad.d~ub~ec~ick.net/c~ick;h~8/3d~2/~/~/%2a/d;262922366;~-~;~;42587296;43~7-3~/25~;5~6~ 1641/50584419/1 ;u=,q 1- 

o 21166741276 1349187926,12a459fc 8f05 edl;educat,;-~aopt=2/0/36/0;--sscs= ’/o3fhttp ://www.daviscarsettlement.com> 
[Advertisement]<http ://ad. doubleclick.net/click;h~8/3 d02/c/62/’/o2a/y;249786515;1-0;0;64581433 ;4307-300/250;48149165/48163443/1 ;;--sscs= ’/o3 fhttp ://media. fa stc lick.net/w/click.here. 

o o o     o o o o     o o o cid=242120&mid=447851 &m=6&sid=49051 &c=0&tp=S&forced click=http ’/o3 a ’/o2f%2fwww.transunion. com2 ’/o3Fam ’/o3D2037 ’/o26channel ’/o3Dpaid ’/o26cid ’/o3Ddisplay ’/o3A2037 ’/o 
o o o o o o o 26utm source’/o3D2037’/o26utm medium’/o3Dbanner’/o26utm campaign,/~3Ddr,/~26dc~id,/~3D773~489-2769~~3-464~~~4-6458~433-2497865~548~63443> 

What do you think? 
Which Presidential candidate do you think will carry your state in this November’s election? 

Barack Obama (D) 

Mitt Romney (R) 

Not sure 

Most Popular 

* Read<http://wwwnews~bserverc~m/2~2/~/~/2382588/n-car~ina-p~avers-needed-academichtm~#m~st popular tab !> 
* Emai~ed<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~/2382588/n-car~ina-p~avers-needed-academic.htm~#m~st popular tab 2> 
* Ga~ery<ht~p://wwwnews~bserverc~m~2~2/~/~/2382588/n-car~ina-p~avers-needed-academic.htm~#m~st popular tab 3> 
* Vide~<http://www.news~bserver.c~nl/2~2/~/~/2382588/n-car~ina-p~ayers-needed-academichrm~m~st popular tab 4> 
* C~mmented<http://www.news~bserver.c~m~2~~2/~~/~~/2382588/n-car~~ina-p~ayers-needed-academic.htm~#m~st popular tab 5> 

1. Hard evidence confirms UNC’s woes<http://www.newsobserver.comi2012/10/O1/2383965;anard-evidence.html> 
2. Former Triangle TV news anchor Bob Vernon passes away at 7~<http://www.news~bse1"~er.c~m/2~2/~/~/2384~4/f~rmer-triang~e-tv-news-anch~r.htm~> 
3.2 arrested in slaying near N.C. State campus<http://~avw.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~/238228~/man-f~und-sh~t-t~-death-~utside.htm~> 
4. Ethnic intimidation case dr~pped<http://www.news~bserver.c~m~2~~2/~~/~~/2384~73/ethnic-intimidati~n-case-dr~ppedhtm~> 

TM 5. Bike patrol delayed amid new attack on Durham~� s American Tobacco Trai~<http://ww~.news~bserver.c~m/~J~/~/~38396Jtrai~-watch-bike-patr~-training.htm~> 

1. UNC players needed academic help, records show <http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~2/~9/29/23792~6/unc-p~avers-needed-academic-he~phtm~?st~r¢~ink=MJ emailed> 
2. Altercation between two flight attendants sends United jet back to RDU <http://www.news~bserver.c~m~2~~2/~9/26/237~~33/a~tercati~n-between-tw~-flight.htm~?st~rv~ink=MI emailed> 
3. Raleigh man uses GPS tracker to locate man who stole his laptop <http://www.news~bserver.c~m~2~~2/~9/27/2372226/ra~eigh-man-uses-gps-tracker-t~.htm~?st~rv~ink=MI emailed> 



4. Heafner, three-time NCSUgolfAll-America, dies at 58 <http://v‘~vwnews~bserverc~nv2~12/~9/26/2372~36/heafner-three-time-ncsu-g~f-a~lhtm~?st~r~lin~ ~ emailed> 
5. Thorp: UNC~CTMs standards for athletes will rise <http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~9/26/237~972/th~rp-uncs-standards-f~r-ath~etes.htm~?st~rv~ink MI emailed> 

1. September Cheerleaders I ~9.3~.~2<http://www.fanstai~gate.c~m/2~12/~~/~1/2382646/september-cheer~eaders-~93~12html> 
2. First Look: Sanderson 4, Heritage 1 I ~.~.~2<~ttp://www.news~bserverc~m/2~2/~/~/2384359/first-~k-sanders~n-4-herita~e.htm~> 

3. Gotye in concert in Raleigh I ~.~.~2<http://~a~vw.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~/2384452/~tve-in-c~ncert-in-ra~ei~h-~ 12 html> 

4. Wake County Arrests - ~.~h2~2<http://www.neWs~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~2/2384947/wa~e-c~untv-arrests-~2~2.htm~> 
5. Durham County Arrests - ~~.~h2~~2<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~2/~~/~2/23848~2/durham-c~unty-arrests-~~~~2~~2.htm~> 

1. Raw Video: UNC chancellor Thorp talks with N&© reporters<http:!/wwwnewsobservercorrdvideos?media id 152926561> 
2. Carolina Piedmont Agiility Dog Trials<http://www.newsobser,~er.corrdvideos?media id 147923281> 
3. RAL 120830CharterCommunications QIntemet.fiv<http://wwwnewsobservercom/videos?media id 151397361> 
4. NAO 120712CharterComm CenterStage PreRoll.fiv<http://www.newsobserver.com/videos?media id 148295151> 
5. RAL ~2~8~7CharterC~mmunicati~nsCenterStage~reR~~~.~v<http://www.news~bserver.c~r~~vide~s?media id 150625141> 

* Saunders: Choice for governor isn’t black and white<http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/09/30/2381450/choice-for-governor-isnt-black.html> 

229 comments ¯ 18 minutes ago 

* Wake Commissioners put school bond meetings on hold<http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/10/01/2383605/wake-commissioners-put-school.html> 

60 comments ¯ 3 minutes ago 

* Statepr~be~msf~r~rmregisteringG~v~ters<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/~/238248~/state-pr~be-~ms-f~r-f~rm-re~istering.htm~> 

84 comments ¯ 10 hours ago 

* UNCp~ayersneededacademiche~p,rec~rdssh~w<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~2/~9/29/23792~6/unc-p~a~ers-needed-academic-he~p.htm~> 

220 comments ¯ 1 hour ago 

* Wake school board fires Superintendent Tata<http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/09/25/2368798/wake-school-board-will-vote-today.html> 

678 comments ¯ 4 days ago 

Most Read Articles Feed<http://www.newsobserver.corrdstatic/includes/most popular/NAO Hourly stories rss> 
GettheDea~!<http://triang~e.dea~saver.c~rrdengine/Sp~as~tDetai~s.aspx?c~ntestid 31804&productid 7226!51#widget ds rrail> 
$40 worth of food and drink for lunch or dinner. Printed as two $20 certificates.<http://triangle.dealsaver.com/engine/SplashDetails.aspx? 

contestid 31804&productid 722615!#widget ds rrail> 
[http://c.eb~astengine.c~rrdEmai~Images/6534~.jpeg]<http://triang~e.dea~saver.c~m/engine/Sp~ashDetai~s.aspx?c~ntestid 31804&productid 7226151#widget ds rrail> 
$20 
[http:/!media2newsobserver.com/static/dealsaver/widget/images/buvnow butt on.gif]<http ://triangle.dealsaver.com/engine/SplashDetails. aspx? 

contestid 31804&productid 7226151#widget ds rrail> 
Value: 
Discount: 
You Save: 
$4O.00 
50% 
$20 
[dealsaver]<http://triangle.dealsaver.com/engine/SplashDetails.aspx?contestid 31804&productid 7226151#widget ds rrail> 
Print Ads 
Newspaper ads <http://findnsave.newsobserver.com/Local-Ads?ptvpe localads%7clist> 

Search all Triangle Network ads 
View more ads<http://ads.newsobservercom/ROP/Advertisers.aspx> 
Copyright 2012. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.<http://www.newsobserver corn/terms-of-service> 
[https://ex2OlO.asu.edu/static/ima~es/lboter/footer nao lo~o.~if] back to t~p<http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~2/~~/~~/2382588/n-car~~ina-p~ayers-needed-academic.htm~#> 

* N&O Shopping<http://www.newsobserverstore.com> 
* Today’s Deal<http ://triangle.dealsaver.corrd> 
* Find n Save<http ://findnsave newsobserver corn/> 
* Newspaper ads<http://findnsavenews°bserverc°m/L°ca!-Ads> 

* Special sections<http:!!specialsections newsobserver.comi> 
* Business listings<http://raleigh.planetdiscovercom/sp?aff 1160> 
* Photos<http ://www.newsobserver. com/photostore> 
* Posters, B ooks and Merchandise<http ://www.newsobserverstore. com> 

* Stay Connected<http:!/www.newsobserver.com/reg-bin/tint.cgi> 
* Contact Us<http ://www.newsobserver corn/about/contact> 
* ReportProblem<http://support.newsobserver com/index.php?action ticket submit> 
* Print Archives<http ://www.newslibrarv. com/sites/rlob/> 
* Newspapers in Education<http://nie.newsobserver.com> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda@neulionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:25 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Have You Secured a Wounded Warrior for an Event? 

Wounded Warrior ProjectATM and NACDA Partner for Seventh Straight Year 

For the seventh straight year Wounded Warrior ProjectT M (WWP) is partnering with the National Association of Collegiate 
Directors of Athletics (NACDA) to encourage collegiate athletics departments nationwide to honor local servicemen and 
women in their communities who have given so much of themselves to protect our nation’s freedoms. As Veterans Day, 
basketball and hockey seasons approach, we encourage you to consider inviting a Wounded Warrior and their 
families to be part of your game day experiences, 

The expanding WWP 4-W]TH-1 program offers enriched experiences to athletics communities nationwide by providing 
athletes and warriors a platform to share their triumphs, and growth through personal challenges. This program is designed to 
include a warrior in any four activities of your program’s choice throughout the year. 

There is no financial commitment te participate in this program and the aim is to provide warriors with meaningful experiences 
they wouldn’t otherwise have the opportunity to realize without your generosity. 

As always, opportunities can be coordinated to incorporate warriors into your program’s traditions. Some additional ideas can 
also include: 

Provide a Wounded Warrior or their children with an opportunity to attend one of your sports clinics or camps 

¯ Designate a warrior as an honorary coach or team captain, or offer the honor to a child of a warrior 

¯ Invite a warrior to tour your facility, attend or participate in a practice, pre-game meal, or provide a pep-talk 

¯ Provide warriors and their families with an opportunity to participate in a clinic or scrimmage with your athletic team 

¯ Invite warriors & families to meet the mascot 

If you would be interested in inviting a Wounded Warrior and his/her family to take part in your game day experiences, please 
contact Kate Lewis at kateC~,themeridianqroup.com to coordinate the invitation. 

© 2012 NACDA. All rights reserved. Unsubscribe 
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A£hletics Ad m inistfato fs 

>> Westrick Promoted to Director of Athletic Facilities [ University of Detroit Mercy 

>~ Erich Bacher Named Assistant Athletics Director for Public Relations [ University of Virginia 

>> Donors Contribute $24 Million for New Basketball Center at UConn I University of Connecticut 

>> UD Receives $13.5 Million for New Housing and an Indoor Intramural/Practice Facility [ University of 
Dubuque 

~> UCLA decides 2012 is finally time to unveil John Wooden statue I UCLA 

Coaches 

>~ With Lavin’s return, the buzz is back at St. John’s I Saint John’s University 

>, Rick Neumann Named Marauders Head Women’s Basketball Coach I University of Mary 

>~ Liberty Athletics Participates in the Amazing Mile I Liberty University 

>> RPI celebrates womenA’s hockey I Rensselaer Polytechnic institute 

>> Reading with the PiratesI Seton Hall University 

>> Bring It Book Drive Continues Through October [ University of Memphis 

~> Wolverines Make Visit to St. Louis Center [ University of Michigan 

>> Softball Program Assists At U[brich Boys and Girls Club Sports Night Event [ Southern Connecticut State 
University 

~> Women’s Basketball Team Assists At American Cancer Society’s ’Making Strides Against Breast Cancer’ 
Event [ Southern Connecticut State University 

Facilities 

~> D&E Dedicates Three Athletic FacilitiesI Davis & BIkJns College 

>> UNO proposes new arena for Maverick hockey, volleyball, basketball [ University of Nebraska Omaha 

General 

>> Family First I F~orida State University 

>> Track and Field Hosts ICECP International Coaching Program [ Penn State University 

>> Houston Athletics to Add Women’s Golf in 2013o141 University of Houston 

>> The Cathy and John Pelusi Family Life Skills Program Host Legacy Night [ University of Pittsburgh 

~ Miami Hockey Team Releases Stunning You Can Play Video [ Miami University (OH) 

~> New football and basketball ticket promotions avaihble [ Stony Brook University 

NCRA 
>~ NCAA assets pass $500M, including $260M fund 

~ Sports wagering law forces NCAA to remove championships from New Jersey 



>~ Dignity Health & CSUB Ath[etba Announce Significant Corporate Partnership [ California State University - 

Bakersfield 

~> Neqn Harvick Foundation Awards Full=Ride Scholarship To UNC Student Athbte I University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Inaugural Buckne[I Bison Leadership Academy Kickoff Event a Big SuccessI Buckne[[ University 

>> GW Basketball’s Colonials Invasion Honors Military, History at Fort Myerl George Washington University 

Sun Belt Confe~ence News 

>; Arrow Elected Head of Sun Belt Coaches Committee [ University of South ABabama 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the 

Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views 

depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives I Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please unsubscr[be by contacting 

membership@nacda.com 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 
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X:: Submit an Article 

Association News 

~ Nominate Today: 2012 FCS ADA Academic All Sta~ Team Nomination Form I FCS ADA 

>> #NACMAYP Live Chat Recap I NACMA 

Alhtetics Administrators 

7> Dietz Named Babson’s New Associa[e AD for Strategic CommunicationsI Babson College 

~ Ohio State Athletics Communica[ion Staff Update I Ohio State University 

>> Ehmer Named Men’s Basketball Coach / Assistant AD I Sarah Lawrence College 

> Longtime South Carolina State SID and CoSIDA Hall of Famer Bill Hamilton retiring in JuneI South CaroJina 
State University 

~; Nicob Bostel Promoted to Director of Media Relations at DenverI University of Denver 

Athletics Development 

>~ $3.5 million bequest frem former NFL coach b )lste~.; scholarship fund at MToUi Middle Tennessee State 
University 

Communi~" Out~each 

>~ Lacrosse Takes Pad in ’Dght the Night’ Walk i Assumption College 

,~ Rowers Engage in Spring Creek Literacy Project i Duke University 

>; Swimming & Diving Highlanders Walk for ALS i Radford University 

~> ~ain~ Michael’s pro~ides role models to youths during Work~ Girls’ Ice Hockey Weekend I Saint Michael’s 
Co{logo 

~ Stony Brook Athletics pailicipates in ttv~alk for Beauty i Stony Brook University 

Communily Sewice 

~ Fordham SAAC Hits the Road Ior a Midnight Run i Fordham University 

~ Pace SAAC Goes to Work in the Community i Pace University 

Facilil:ies 

~ ERAU Athletics Celebrates Softball Grand Opening I Bmbry-Riddle Aeronautical University 

F:und~aise/s 

> WSU StudentoAthletes Raise $14K For Team Gleason I Washington State University 

GeneFaf 

~ Baylor Athletics Announces New Strategic Plan i Bayior University 

>~ Lynn University Announces Addition of Men’s Lacrosse i Lynn University 

> OSU To Celebrate Title IX In November I Oregon State University 

~; Football Tight End Matt Long ’14 Misses a Game to Donate Bone Marrow for Anonymous Patienti 
Wesleyan University 

Licensing 

>; Spalding Signs MLdtipb Licensing Deals 

Marketing and Plemetiens 

>~ MenA’s Basketball Launches ’Think Bigge£ Campaign for 2012-131 University of Akron 



Moul~tain VVest Oonfe/ence News 

,7 Jesse Kurtz named executive director of MW Digital Network 

NAJA 

~ All in ~he Family [ #~diana Tech 

NC/\A 

>; Division II academic eligibiJity recommendations taking shape 

~ NCAA convenes Think Tank to ad@~ss campus viobnce preverflien 

~ NCAA Invites Members to Celebrate 75 Year’s el March Madness 

P{~d:ne~ships 

~; Duke Renews Partnership with Durham Bulls I Duke University 

~ QQP!Midstates newes~ member of NSU corporate partner Iamily I Northern State University 

Social Media 
~ 5 tips for handling negative social media comments on Facebook in real4ime I CoSJDA 

Special Eve~~ts 

~ Blue DeviL~ Take Questiens frem Kids at Emily K Center I Duke University 

>; LA Tech Basketball Bonanza, Halloween Carnival Set for Oct, 23 i Louisia~a Tech U~iversity 

>7 NYU Hockey Team Receives a Surprise Visiter j New York University 

Websites 

~ Paine Athletics Announces New Online Store I Paine College 

~i NCAA 

Football 

::~:: Da ktronics 
i~i 
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Project 

~i Ticket ma st 

er 

::~:: Director’s 

Cup 

i~i CBS Sports 

College 

Network 
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SVG Insider: Dome Productions’ New Mobile Unit Set for Debut; Mobile TV Group Continues Annual Expansion 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Thursday, Oct. 18, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
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Dome Productions’ New Mobile Unit Set for Debut 

Mobile TV Group Continues Annual Expansion 

Official Rules for 2013 CSMAs NowAvailable 

| "-] [Tel eliLq i [e] #, 

Yamaha DM2000 Digital Consoles Chosen for 
Presidential Debate at Hofstra 

Hofstra University on Long Island, NY, was the site chosen 
for the second of three Presidential debates between 
President Barack Obama and former Massachusetts Governor 
Mitt Romney. Audio production was provided by On Stage 
Audio (OSA) Las Vegas. Michael Abbott, owner of All Ears, 
Inc. in Los Angeles chose a pair of Yamaha DM2000 digital 
consoles for audio control, in addition, Dugan-MY16 cards 
were inserted for the 24 Town Hall participant mics along 
with moderator and candidate microphones. 

Putting 4K to Work 
by TV Technology 

While broadcasting to the home viewer in 4K resolution is 
some years in the future, Fox Sports is already using a 4K 
camera as part of its "A-Game" NFL telecast retinue. The 
excess resolution (to a 720p production) supplied by the 
Sony F65 digital cinematography camera is critical to the 
sports network’s "Super Zoom" feature. The camera is tied 
electronically to a "Vortex" system developed by PsiTech, a 
provider of high-speed digital video technology, and 
deployed in the OB truck. 

As Regional=Sports-Net Market Grows, Mobile TV 
Group Continues Annual Expansion 
by Jason Dachman 

Mobile TV Group may boast one of the largest fleets in the 
remote-production industry, but the company has no plans 
to halt the annual expansion of its fleet. Even at 25 trucks 
strong, MTVG plans to follow up the fall debut of HDX31 by 
rolling out an additional pair of dual-feed HD 53-ft. expando 
mobile units in December and April. And, the recent flurry of 
lucrative rights deals involving regional sports networks - 
MTVG’s primary market - suggest that expansion is unlikely 
to halt anytime soon. 

Dome Productions’ New Mobile Unit Set for Debut 
by Brandon Costa 

Atlantic, Dome Productions’ newest mobile-production unit, 
won’t have to go far for its maiden voyage. In fact, it won’t 
even have to leave the parking lot. The 53-foot truck will 
broadcast its first live event on Friday night when it handles 
TSN’s Canadian Football League broadcast in Toronto from 
the Rogers Center, which also happens to be Dome 
Productions’ home office. 

3Net Forms Studio to Trigger Format Production 
by Multichannel News 
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3net Studios will employ a team of creative personnel, 
utilizing the technology and production expertise of the 
parent company’s joint venture partners to produce the 
highest-quality native 3D content available. Additionally, the 
studio will employ a revolutionary production strategy, 
whereas select projects will be completed in what the 
company has coined "TotalD" - native 3D 4K, 2D 4K, 3D 2K 
and both 3D/2D HD formats = providing a global suite of 
content solutions for both current and future entertainment 
platforms and partners worldwide. 

Official Rules for 2013 College Sports Media Awards 
Now Available 

The Sports Video Group has announced the official rules for 
the 2013 College Sports Media Awards. The rules can be 
viewed here. The 2013 CSMA ceremony will be held at the 
Hyatt Regency Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia on May 29, 2013. 
2012 was a banner year for the CSMAs. A total of 16 
awards in four divisions were given, including a strong 
showing in the first-ever Collegiate Student division. The 
College Sports Media Awards are held in conjunction with 
the College Sports Video Summit. 

Campus Clips: Idaho Deploys Hitachi Cameras for 

Football Webcasts; Big East Tourney Staying at MSG 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 

The Video Production Center (VPC) at the University of 

Idaho uses six Hitachi Z-HDS000 HDTV studio/field 
production cameras to produce high-definition video during 
Idaho Vandals football games. At the ASUI-Kibbie Dome, the 
VPC produces game-day entertainment including highlights 
and replays that display on the stadium’s 20x10 foot 
Daktronics display, as well as the Dome’s HD Cable lV 
system, and the VandalXtra live game webcast. 

SNY Tips Off UConn Women’s Basketball Streaming 

Package 
by Multichanne! News 

SNY is offering a streaming package of UConn women’s 
basketball contests next month. The package, mirroring the 
regional sports network’s game coverage of Geno 

Auriemma’s club, will be available at uconnhuskies.net SNY’s 
digital media partner, MLB Advanced Media, will provide its 
video streaming technology infrastructure to power the 
service. MLBAM captures, encodes and distributes more live 
events than any other Tnternet company. 

K-State Enhances Third-Tier TV Package with Fox 

Sports, Learfield Sports 

K-State Athletics announced an enhanced third-tier 
television package that includes regional, national, and 
world-wide distribution as a result of a new multi-year 
agreement between Fox Sports and Learfield Sports, the 
multimedia rightsholder for K-State Athletics. Fox Sports will 
televise nearly 60 broadcasts, including up to 28 live K- 
State sporting events this season with regional distribution 
on FOX Sports Kansas City and Fox Sports Midwest, some 
national distribution on Fox College Sports (FCS), and world- 
wide distribution on K-StateHD.TV. 
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Ensemble Designs Software Addresses CALM Act 

The CALM (Commercial Advertisement Loudness Mitigation) 
Act, starting in December 2012, is legislation that will 
regulate the perceived loudness of TV commercials relative 
to the loudness of the IV program material they 
accompany. Ensemble Designs’ new LevelTrack software 
addresses compliance with the CALM Act. LevelTrack AGC 
software for Avenue signal processing modules allows entry 
of a specific dialnorm number and an LKFS range to be 
maintained by the AGC of up to 16 audio channels. 
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Wohler To Debut New Automation Platform at CCW 

Wohler Technologies will have a number of products on 
display at the upcoming 2012 Content & Communications 
World (CCW), including the Wohler RadiantGrid New Media 
Automation Platform. The new platform offers a more 

efficient solution for file-based creation, standards 
conversion, quality control (QC), and distribution of media, 
while augmenting and integrating with trafficking, rights 
management, linear automation, and business-process 
management systems. 

FOR-A To Demo Super Slow Motion Camera, HD/SD 
Multiviewer at CAPER 2012 

FOR-A Corporation of America has announced its plans for 

CAPER 2012. The show, which focuses on the latest 
innovations in radio, television, cable, cinema, satellite, and 
multimedia, takes place October 24-26 at Centro Costa 
Salguero in Buenos Aires, Argentina. FOR-A will display a 
variety of their popular solutions in Booth C10. Among the 
products that FOR-A will demo will be the award-winning 
VFC-7000 Super Slow Motion Camera - a lightweight, self- 
contained unit. 

The Evolution of Production Switchers 
by Broadcast Engineering 

It’s funny how our business reinvents itself on a regular 
basis. Even funnier still is how commodity IT technology has 
been in the forefront of switcher developments of late. For 
decades, production switchers were rigid in their 

architecture. Each M/E bank fed into an internal router but 
cascaded together in a fixed structure. M/E 1 could not 
have M/E 3 as a source, though the reverse was possible. 
There is a simple reason for this: Analog switchers could 
accommodate only a fixed amount of delay, and cascading 
effects busses together lengthened the latency of the 
signal. 

With Sales Waning, Panasonic To Stop Making LCD 
TVs 
by Broadcast Engineering 

With plasma sales continuing to fall fast and large LCD sets 
also on the wane, Panasonic, a major supplier of both -iV 
technologies for consumers since digital -lVs first hit the 

market in the mid 1990s, has announced its intention to 
retool its consumer TV manufacturing and shift its focus to 
making smaller LCD screens for handheld consumer products 
(electronic tablets and other portable media players) from 
Apple and others. 

Watch a 4K Video Amazingly Get Photoshopped Like 
a Regular Picture 
by Gizmodo 

We all know that pictures get retouched and photoshopped 
these days. What you think is real is most likely just a bag 
of tricks in postproduction. But what about video? 
Apparently, you can retouch 4K video like if it was an 
ordinary photograph. Foton Inc. claims that it has developed 
a new retouching technique that can be applied to 4K video 
and it’s not going into the footage and adjusting frame-by- 
frame or compressing it. Nope. Foton claims that its 
software can track a face as they move around the video 
and maintain the ’photoshopped’ edits. 

Nielsen: HD Sets in Over Three Quarters of U.S. 
Homes 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

New Nielsen data shows that more than three-quarters of all 
U.S. homes have HD TVs, up 14% from last year, and that 
nearly 40% of homes have multiple HD sets. Yet the same 
data shows that most viewing is still taking place in 
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standard definition. In May 2012, 61% of all primetime 
viewing was done on an HD set, but much of that viewing 
was of standard definition feeds, according to Nielsen. As 
expected sports and entertainment genres are more likely to 
be viewed in HD than news and kids programming. 

Deltatre OB Units Deliver for Football Clients 
by Roberto Landini 

Sixteen fourth-generation OB units have hit the road 
courtesy of deltatre, the Turin-based provider of graphics 
and data services to sport broadcasters across Europe. The 
OB vans were built in conjunction with Sony Broadcast Italy 
and Sony’s staff in Basingstoke. At the heart of each unit 
are six monitors with multi-viewers and Evert 3G routers. Six 
Deltatre graphics servers are also on board. 

RTI~ Sport Nabs Rights for RBS 6 Nations Rugby 
by Kevin Hilton 

Irish public broadcaster RTI~ has won the rights to cover the 

RBS 6 Nations rugby union championship until 2017, RTI~ 
Sport was awarded the four year extension to its existing 
broadcast contract last week and now has exclusive 
terrestrial rights for the tournament in the Republic of 
Ireland that include radio and online coverage as well as 
television. 

NAC Hi-Motion II Hits Netherlands via Broadcast 
Rental 

Netherlands-based full-service rental house Broadcast 
Rental has bought a Hi-Motion II ultra-slow motion camera 
from NAC Image Technology for work across its portfolio of 
high-profile European clients. The Hi-Motion II cameras use 
a unique three chip (CMOS) sensor capable of capturing 
more than 10x high speed images in Full HD and provide 
simultaneous output of live realtime video AND ultra slow 
motion replay video. 

Adisar Media Streamlines Workflow with Quantel 
Pablo, GenePool 

Adisar Media, the Madrid full-service production and 
postproduction facility, has invested in a Quantel Pablo color 
correction and finishing system and a Quantel GenePool. The 
new Pablo instantly shares content with Adisar’s existing 
Quantel eQFX system via the new GenePool enabling Adisar 
and its clients to save time in post. 
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Venue News: South Florida, Santa Clara Named 
Finalists for Super Bowl L; Details Emerge About 
Proposed Warriors Arena 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

After the conclusion of its owners meetings, the NFL 
announced Super Bowl L in ’16 will be played in either South 
Florida or in the 49ers’ new Santa Clara stadium. NFL 
Commissioner Roger Goodell said the Dolphins’ Sun Life 
Stadium was in the running even though he has previously 
said the venue needs an upgrade. Asked about this 
inconsistency, he replied a renovation could be part of the 
final bid. Owners will choose the winner in May. 

Ericsson Launches Stadium-Optimized WiFi Solution 

Interacting via Facebook, Twitter, or SMS during sporting 
events can sometimes be tricky, due to the sudden increase 
in network traffic. To overcome this issue and offer a 
seamless experience for mobile device users at the stadium, 
Ericsson has launched a stadium-optimized WiFi solution. 
This solution consists of two products: the AP 5114 
stadium-optimized WiFi access point and the WIC 8000 Wi- 

Fi controller. 
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Origin Digital Renews as SVG Sponsor 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Origin 
Digital has renewed its corporate sponsorship. Origin Digital, 
an Accenture company, enables organizations across all 
industries to capture, convert and control high-definition 
online video. 

RedZone Scores TD With Fans 
by Adweek 

Like a pulling guard smashing his way through summer 
blocking drills, the commercials just keep exploding off the 
line of scrimmage. Pop pop pop, hit and get hit-they are 
relentless in their metronomic intensity, unwavering and 
propulsive. While it’s anathema to make this assertion in a 
magazine devoted to the business of advertising, a Sunday ~ 

afternoon devoted to professional football can leave even 
the most ardent fan feeling like a tackling dummy. Enter NFL i 

RedZone, a frenetic seven-hour chef’s tour through the      : 
league’s Sunday schedule.                                 : 

Will Broadcasters Free Up Airwaves for Mobile TV? 
by Broadcast Engineering 

Ten years ago, all this made more sense. The balance of 
power, and the balance of content, was shifted firmly with 
the traditional TV broadcast stations. But times have 
changed, and the big question is: Are the networks ready to 
change? Can they loosen the grip they’ve enjoyed for so 
long? With smartphones and tablets and so many devices 
elbowing in for space, broadcast is starting to sweat a bit. 
Can it hold on to this vast majority of the airwaves? And 
who decides who gives away what spectrum to whom? 

Aereo, TV Over Internet Service, Expands to PCs 
by Associa ted Press 

A Barry Diller-backed company called Aereo is broadening 
availability of its service even as broadcasters challenge the 
legality of the startup’s live television transmissions over the 
Internet. Aereo is still limited to residents of New York City, 
but it’s now available on additional devices including 
Windows computers and on a wider selection of Web 
browsers including Chrome, Firefox, and Internet Explorer. 
Before, access was restricted to selected Apple devices 

such as the iPhone and the iPad, as well as the Roku 
streaming set=top box. 

The Future Of Fan Audiences 
by MediaPost 

Much has been said about the "state of digital audiences" 
today, and even more around the ways to grow and engage 
these loyal consumers across social channels like Facebook, 
Twitter, Pinterest, etc. Promises of overnight brand scaling, 
more authentic audience relationships and infinitely deeper 
behavioral data have lured everyone to the fray. Reducing 
audience acquisition costs, while simultaneously increasing 
the returns they generate remains an elusive balancing act. 

Haivision VP of Business Development To Present 
Video-Streaming Session at AVX 2012 

Haivision’s Vice President of Business Development, Peter 
Forman, will be presenting a session titled "Video Streaming 
for a Multiscreen World" at the Rocky Mountain Audio Video 
Expo (AVX) 2012. The presentation will take place on Oct. 
23 from 10:15 to 11:15 a.m. at the AVX Pavilion in Denver. 
The session will outline how today’s technologies are being 
used to enable video streaming services for broadcasters 
and in the enterprise. 
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Aspera Expands Presence in Asia with Regional 
Office in Singapore 

Aspera announced the opening of an Asian regional office in 
Singapore. The new office will better serve Aspera’s rapidly 
growing base of high-speed file transfer software users 
across Asia Pacific and further drive business expansion in 
the region. Aspera has seen triple-digit revenue growth 
across media and entertainment, engineering, 
telecommunications, life sciences, and government as more 
and more industries adopt Aspera’s high-speed file transfer 
software for high-performance movement of ’big data’. 

SMPTE Honors Miranda Technical Paper Authors 
with 2012 Journal Award 

Miranda Technologies, a Belden Brand, global provider of 
integrated solutions for production, playout, and delivery 
systems for television broadcasters and multi-system 
operators, has announced that a technical paper written by 
Miranda technologists has been selected by the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) as the 
recipient of the SMPTE 2012 Journal Award. The award is 
presented to the author of the most outstanding paper 
originally published in the SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal 
during the preceding calendar year. 

AmberFin Announces Changes to U.S. Team 

AmberFin has announced a number of strategic 
appointments and changes to the company’s U.S. team. 
AmberFin’s Vice President of Technology, Simon Adler, has 
relocated to AmberFin’s LA-based U.S. headquarters where 
he is responsible for guiding the vision and technical 
direction of the company’s products in the U.S. market 
space. Chad Rounsavall has been promoted to VP of U.S. 
Sales and Michael Wright and Dietrich Cohn have joined 
AmberFin. 

FCC Frees Up More Spectrum for Wireless 
B road ban d 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The FCC continued its push to free up spectrum for 
broadband, voting to revise its rules for use of the mostly 

fallow 2.3 GHz wireless communications services (WCS) 
band along the lines of an agreement between AT&T Inc. 
and Sirius XM that will allow the company to offer LTE 
service, essentially freeing up 30 MHz more of spectrum for 
wireless broadband. The move allows AT&T to use the 
spectrum adjacent to XM Sirius’ Digital Audio Services Radio 
Service, while protecting against interference to that 
service. 

Comcast Trademarks DEEPDRIVE, AIRBASE for 
Network DVR Product 
by FierceCable 

Comcast may be moving closer to the launch of a network- 
based DVR, filing trademark applications for the brands 
DEEPDRIVE and AIRBASE for use in a cloud-based video 
storage service. Comcast, which unveiled the blueprint for a 
network-based DVR in a patent application, is beginning to 
rely more on cloud-based technology with the expanded 
rollout of its Xfinity X1 service. 
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YES Network, Nets Find a TV-Friendly Home in 
Brooklyn 
by Ken Kerschba urner 

Think it isn’t a new day for the NBA franchise Nets and the 
YES Network? After more than 20 years in the New Jersey 
swamps made famous by Bruce Springsteen (and a few 
interim years in Newark), they find themselves in the 
Barclays Center, a new arena in Brooklyn that reflects an 
urban sensibility laid bare by the music of minority owner 
Jay-Z, a location on Atlantic Avenue, and a technical 
infrastructure courtesy of WiFi and fiber that makes it just 

about the best venue a broadcaster can call home. 

Riedel Keeps Felix Baumgartner in Touch During 
Epic Skydive 
by Jason Dachman 

Felix Baumgartner’s skydive from 121,100 ft. in the air was 
no small feat, but staying in contact with the daredevil from 
the ground and capturing his experience may have been just 
as tall an order. The talk task sat squarely on the shoulders 
of Riedel Communications, which provided the audio/video- 
transport solution the capsule that carried Baumgartner into 
the stratosphere, as well as the entire communications 
infrastructure for the Red Bull Stratos operation - both on 
the ground and in the sky. 

Anton/Bauer Designs New Blackmagic Cinema 
Camera Gold Mount 

Anton/Bauer, part of Vitec Videocom, a Vitec Group 
company, and a provider of batteries, chargers, lighting and 
other mobile power systems for the professional broadcast, 

video and film industries, announced its QRC-BMD Gold 
Mount solution for the new Blackmagic Design EF (Electro- 

Focus) and MFT (Micro Four Thirds) Cinema Cameras. 
Anton/Bauer’s latest introduction further highlights the 
company’s dedication to providing innovative portable power 
solutions. 

iStreamPlanet, Haivision Contribute to Olympic 
Games’ Digital Success With Go=Live Package 
by Karen Hogan 

Just over two months have passed since the 2012 Olympics 
closed in London, and, while the Games will certainly be 
remembered for the athletic feats of its competitors, they 
will go down in history as the first truly digital Games. The 
ability to live-stream content to desktops and mobile 
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devices wasn’t reserved for those with the massive 
infrastructure to support multiplatform delivery. 
iStreamPlanet and Haivision partnered to create the Go-Live 
Package, a turnkey, end-to-end, live-streaming and cross- 
platform video-playback solution available to Olympics- 
rightsholding broadcasters. 

New Season, New Look for NBA Digital 

NBA Digital, which achieved double-digit growth across all 
platforms last year, has set the stage for continued growth 

and innovation with the introduction of a new state-of-the- 
art NBA TV studio, a redesigned NBA.com home page and 
completely refreshed mobile sites for NBA.com and all 30 
teams. The redesigned NBA.com home page will showcase 
expanded video features and enhanced social functionality 
with more ways for fans to leverage their social connections 
across the site. 

MSG Varsity Taps NeuLion to Launch Live HD Digital 
Network for High School Sports 

NeuLion has announced a partnership with MSG Varsity to 
deliver the first ever live and interactive HD digital high 
school sports experience. For the 2012-2013 season, over 
400 high school games in the New York Metropolitan Area 
will be made available live online to more than 3 million 
households in the MSG Varsity market. 

NBA’s Digital Media Team Stays Ahead of the Curve 
by Slam 

When it comes to social and digital media, the NBA simply 
blows the competition away with content, fan interaction 
and overall delivery. It may have seemed like the League 
had reached it’s ceiling after last season’s digital success, 
but once again the NBA is stepping their game up. NBA 
Digital, which achieved double-digit growth across all 
platforms last year, has set the stage for continued growth 
and innovation with the introduction of a new state-of-the- 
art NBA"IV studio, a redesigned NBA.com home page and 
completely refreshed mobile sites for NBA.com and all 30 
teams. 

Polar Mobile Arms Publishers with MediaEverywhere 
HTML5 Tool 
by gigaOM 

Polar Mobile helped publishers jump on the mobile app wave 
by making apps for companies like Conde Nast, Time, The 
Wall Street Journal and Sports Illustrated. But now, it’s 
ready to help media brands shift to an HTML5 world with its 
MediaEverywhere content distribution system, that will 
power mobile websites and later hybrid mobile apps. Today, 
it’s announcing that Canada’s The Hockey News and 
Canadian Living are the first brands to deploy 
MediaEverywhere with the official launch of 
MediaEverywhere coming later this year. 

Tout: The Next Big Thing In Sports? 
by Sport Techie 

Tout was put on the map with a simple video from Shaquille 
O’Neal announcing to the world that he was retiring from the 
game of basketball. Now it has become a social media tool 
used by many sports personalities like College game day’s 
Chris Fowler, Fox Sport’s Erin Andrews, sport’s analyst 

Michael Strahan, and NFL Insider Adam Schefter. Tout is 
quickly becoming the go-to tool for quick interactive news. 
]n a recent article on Forbes.com, O’Neal, praised Tout, and 
said he believes social media is going to lead the rest of the 
media in breaking news. 

Sportscasts Benefit From Cloud Distribution with 
Aspera 
by Broadcast Engineering 
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Sports television is going through a technological revolution 
as fiber costs fall. Major venues already have fiber 
connections, but the affordability of fiber now makes it 
possible for smaller or little-used venues to also benefit from 
the connection. In the past, such venues would have relied 
on microwave or satellite occasional use links to backhaul 
event coverage. 

EA Designates 4K As "Ultra HD" 
by Dea/erscope 

The Consumer Electronics Association’s Board of Industry 
Leaders voted this week to call the next generation of 4K 
HD displays "Ultra High Definition" or "Ultra HD:" The vote, 
which took place in conjunction with the CEA Industry 

Forum in San Francisco, was unanimous. In addition, CEA’s 
"4K" Working Group is now known as the CEA Ultra HD 
Working Group : 

SMPTE to Spotlight Tech’s Latest Challenges 
by ~NewsCheck 

Highlights of next week’s annual conference include file 
transfers, IP infrastructure, cloud computing, captioning and 
compression systems for broadcasters. And as Wendy 
Aylsworth (pictured) becomes the group’s first woman 
president, SMPTE is stepping up its focus on recruiting more 
women and attracting computer literate young people into 
traditional engineering technologies. 

Nokia CEO: Always Look on the Bright Side of Life 
by All Things D 

Nokia lost nearly $1.3 billion in the last quarter. It was the 
company’s sixth consecutive quarterly loss, one made more 
dismal by the announcement that it sold just 6.3 million 
smartphones in the quarter - down from 16.8 million a year 
ago. Of those, only 300,000 were sold in the vital North 

American market. And of the 6.3 million unit total, fewer 
than half were Nokia’s new Windows Phone-based Lumias. 

Register Now for SVG’s ’Formula for Success’ 
Webinar 

The Sports Video Group is teaming up with Dell and Intel to 
host the ’Formula for Success’ Webinar on Thursday, Nov. 1 
at 2 p.m. ET. The one-hour webinar will examine how the 
Caterham Formula 1 racing team addresses IT challenges 
with high performance computing. Representatives from Dell, 
Intel, and Caterham racing team will share insights on some 
of the key technological challenges of Formula 1 Racing. 

SVG Welcomes Back Diversified Systems 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that 
Diversified Systems has renewed its mobile sponsorship. 
Diversified Systems is one of the nation’s top systems 
integrators. Diversified Systems was involved in major sports 
projects this year, including integration projects at the new 
Barclays Center in Brooklyn and the Pac-12 Networks 
studios in San Francisco. 

Ratings Roundup: TBS’s ALCS Coverage Up 
Through Three Games; NLCS on Fox a Mixed Bag 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

TBS’s telecast of Game 3 of the ALCS (Tigers-Yankees) on 
Tuesday drew a 4.0 household rating from Nielsen with 

6,180,000 total viewers, based on Nielsen Fast Nationals. 
Those numbers are up 44% among total viewers and 43% in 
U.S. household rating compared with the network’s 
coverage last year of Game 3 of NLCS between the St. 
Louis Cardinals and Milwaukee Brewers. 
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Behind the Mic: ESPN Adds Bill Simmons, Jalen 
Rose to NBA Countdown; Brenly Returns to D- 
Backs Booth 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

ESPN/ABC has revamped its Kia NBA Countdown pre-game 
show, adding Grantland editor-in-chief Bill Simmons and 
ESPN analyst Jalen Rose to the lineup, The outspoken 
blogger/author/podcast host and former NBA star join Magic 
Johnson and Michael Wilbon in a roundtable format, 

ESPN’s Baseball Tonight Hits the Road for World 

Series 

ESPN is taking Baseball Tonight on the road for the 108th 
MLB World Series with pre-game and post-game telecasts 
every game day (generally 7 p.m. ET and 1 a.m.), beginning 
with Game 1 on Wednesday, Oct. 24. The Baseball Tonight 
set will be positioned outside of the venue to capture the 
atmosphere and fan reactions in both World Series 
locations. 

Nationals, Orioles Split Over MASN Rights Fees 

Continues 
by Washington Post 

A yearlong and ongoing dispute over the value of the 
Nationals’ television rights has yet to reach a resolution. A 
Major League Baseball committee composed of executives 
from three teams is still considering a disagreement between 
the Nationals and the Mid-Atlantic Sports Network (MASN), 
which is controlled by the Baltimore Orioles and broadcasts 
both teams’ games. In other words, no news yet. 

BPL Extends U.S. Media Rights Auction Another 
Week 
by Multichanne! News 

And the winner of the U.S. media rights to the next cycle of 
the Barclays Premier League is...unknown at this juncture. 
Sources familiar with the negotiations indicate that the 
Football Association Premier League Limited has extended 
the auction process for another week. Interested parties 
must now submit a revised bid by Oct. 26, according to 
sources. After receiving tender documents for a new cycle 
spanning the 2013-14 through the 2015-16 campaigns, U.S. 
programmers had until Oct. 18 to signify their financial 
interest in the property, which generated bids from 
incumbent Fox Sports Media Group, in conjunction with 
ESPN, and NBC Sports Group. 

Been There, Done That with Cable Sports Chaos 

by Daily News (Los Angeles) 

No news to report in the talks between TWC and the group 

of outliers that includes DirecTV, Dish, Charter, Cox, AT&T 
Uverse or Verizon FiOS, meaning tonight’s Lakers exhibition 
game in Las Vegas won’t be on those competing entities, 
and that’s likely how it will play out leading up to the Oct. 
30 season opener (which is on TNT against Dallas). 

® 

Pac-12 Networks Now Available on iPhone, iPod 
Touch 

Pac-12 Networks, the seven full-time native HD linear 
networks dedicated solely to the Pac-12 Conference, are 

now available to customers on their iPhone and iPod Touch 
devices through the Pac-12 Now fan experience. The iPhone 
and iPod Touch are the latest devices activated by Pac-12 
Digital, joining its Apple counterpart iPad, along with Macs 
and PCs in the arsenal of viewing options for consumers of 
Pac-12 Networks high-quality programming and content. 
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Minnesota Gophers Use Gigapixel Technology to 
Engage Fans 
by Sport Techie 

At this year’s University of Minnesota Homecoming game vs. 
the Northwestern Wildcats, the Gophers successfully 
completed a truly unique panoramic picture. Using Blakeway 
Worldwide Panoramas, they took the largest ever photo of 
TCF Bank Stadium from the inside, panning 360 degrees. 
This photo, labeled a "gigapixer’, is 12 billion pixels in size     i 
making it incredibly clear and detailed when one zooms in or 

out. 
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Venue News: Blue Jackets Upgrade with Daktronics, 
Burst; Buccaneers Invest in Mobile Ticketing 
Technology 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Fans will soon be closer to the action at Nationwide Arena in 
Columbus, Ohio, home of the Blue Jackets hockey team. The 
12-year-old arena is currently being updated with four 
center-hung Daktronics video scoreboards and a HD control 
room. Denver-based Burst was awarded the contract for the 
design/build of the HD video control room in the 20,000-seat 
arena, which hosts sporting events, concerts, and even 
monster truck events. 

New Austin Track Gives Formula One its Latest, Best 
Shot at Making it in U.S. 
by Sports Business Journal 

One Thursday night last lune, three days before the 2012 
Canadian Grand Prix, the Mexican Formula One driver Sergio 
Perez was dining on steak and seafood in a crowded 
Montreal restaurant. At his table was a group of executives 
who wouldn’t have recognized his face only a few months 
earlier, or even known his name. Now, they had a vested 
interest in his success. 
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Brevity President]CEO Timothy O’Brien Passes Away i 

by Jason Dachman 

Brevity Ventures President and CEO Timothy O’Brien has      i 
passed away after a sudden diagnosis of pancreatic cancer, i 
Kevin Norris has been named Brevity’s interim CEO to lead 
the company during this transition. Kevin had been working ~ 
closely with Timothy since earlier this year and was planning ii 

to join Brevity in November as a senior executive. 

Haivision Recognizes IDT as Its Top Asia-Pacific 
Distributor of the Year 

Haivision, a provider of advanced IP video streaming 
solutions, announced that it has recognized Image Design 
Technology (IDT) as its top Asia-Pacific distributor of the 
year. IDT, Haivision’s distributor for Australia and New 
Zealand, has exceeded $1 million in revenue growth within 
the past 12 months supplying Haivision products for IP video i 

solutions through IDT’s network of resellers and systems 
integrators. 

NHL Players, League Unable to Close Contract Gap 
by Los Angeles Times 

Two days of cautious optimism on the NHL labor front came 
to a screeching halt Thursday when the league summarily 
dismissed a trio of counteroffers made by the players’ 
association during a negotiating session in Toronto that 
broke off after earlier today. Commissioner Gary Bettman 
had spearheaded the latest round of negotiations Tuesday 
by offering the players a new proposal revolving around a 
50-50 split of league revenue that the league said was 
designed to salvage the full 82-game regular season. 
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Sony to Cut HQ Staff by a Fifth, Shutter Japan Plant 
by Reuters 

Sony Corp said it will cut staff in its headquarters by a fifth 
and shutter a factory making camera lenses and mobile 
phones in Japan, providing new details of a previously 
announced plan to trim its global headcount by 10,000 by 

end-March. In addition to 1,800 at a chemical business it 
sold to a state-run bank in Japan, Sony will let go roughly 
another 2,000 people from its head office and plant in Gifu, 
central Japan, Sony said in a statement on Friday. 

Lins Lands at Clear Channel Outdoor Holdings 
by Multichannel News 

Cable veteran Vicki Lins has taken a new job with Clear 
Channel Outdoor Holdings. Lins, who spent 20 years in cable 
and advertising, most recently with Canoe Ventures, is now 
executive vice president and chief marketing officer for 
Clear Channel Outdoor Americas. In her new post, she will 
lead the marketing strategy and execution for the CCOA 
business, while also serving as a member of the CCOA 
executive committee that guides overall corporate strategy 
in North America. 

ESPN Continues Near Top In ’Forbes’ Brand 
Rankings 
by MediaPost 

Trailing only Nike but leading Adidas by a wide margin, ESPN 
remained the second-most-valuable brand in the sports 
business this year, according to Forbes. Its $11.5 billion 
global value led third-place Adidas by 69%, but was flat 
compared to 2011. ESPN’s U.K. outlet failed to maintain 
rights to Premier League soccer games, while Sky Sports, 
the fourth most-valuable brand at $4 billion, ponied up 
enough to hold on to a package of games. 

FCC Releases New Version of Small Biz 
Cybersecurity Planner 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The FCC has released an update of its small business 
cybersecurity planner, which combines the resources of 
eBay, Visa, McAfee, the Department of Homeland Security, 
Microsoft and others in an online resource to protect 
against cyberattacks. The online tool allows business to 
create a customized plan addressing issues including privacy 
and data protection, network, security and incidence 
response and reporting. 

PGA Tour to Take Control of Canadian Tour 
by USA Today 

The PGA Tour will take over operational control of the 

Canadian Tour for 2013, and the tour -- to be called PGA 
Tour Canada -- will become a feeder outlet for the Web.com 
Tour. The top five on the final Order of Merit on PGA Tour 
Canada will earn playing privileges on the Web.com Tour, 
and the next five will be exempt into the finals of the 
Web.com tour qualifying school. The conversion will begin 
Nov. 1. 

FCC’s Gary Epstein: Incentive Auctions Have 
’Tremendous Benefits’ for Broadcasters 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Gary Epstein, senior adviser and co-lead of the FCC’s 
Incentive Auction Task Force, said Thursday that spectrum 
incentive auctions will offer "tremendous benefits to 
broadcasters." In a QS~ session after a speech to the Media 
Institute pitching the FCC’s recently issued rulemaking on an 
incentive auction framework, Epstein outlined those benefits 
by dividing broadcasters into two groups, those who would 
be participating in the auctions, and those who would not. 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spar~, }~r~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ro~~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii r~,~ale.~0~8.~g,eet~,rleuisville.’:a~a 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii br~ankahne~nxtgen.~a 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sales,O’~dgm~t,~old.co= 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii =~=b=.~n~r~,.ne~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii bonnie~m~greger=irrer.~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~B~43.’~.landvanoznl 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ro~ison~de.ina.oo~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii bradt~a~.ilina~or.’:a~a 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,oreoa~eera~f~.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~04~4~400~por,-ibytheho~r.oo~. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~arinevette~lyond~,ii.ee,. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

unmasksS94@porterorlincom 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sioi-noreply@hvees 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii u,:la,~etainves~,;om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sher.~ets,o,~0~a,umn,~nseadedu 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii develops~twaronco~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oourtesans~..’.~ch=ese0a=ernet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sem,n~.~,~,sy~az0~w,,am..~u,:ar.’:a~apeny~e., 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii disengagedu~o0~0~casoadeoost,ezebekeoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii undesirabletts2@rslcom 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii stole~,,,;.~7~,ebel~=m,:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii devioesv~.=ripco~ 

Sui~ect 

HasasBe/leHH~ 8 [aMO~!HHeM .’~eKOHOZ~aTe.nD(il-B~! 

Man Watches 

Re: PET Preform Mould 

I can’t believe you helped me save over 81,000 on this wat.’:he.% 

I can’t believe you helped me save over $1000 on this watches 

New invitation 

For additional savings 

FYi CeuponCode 

Ciaiis only ~I 20 per pill for any order size and No Rx ! Best price for even 

sFnal orders, capp6 

New invitation is waiting for your response 

No pre.%cril,tien required! Free Pills & Reorder Dis.’:eunt! I.ewesl: Prices. 

Fast Shipping! Best Price & Quality Guaranteed! 091ap 

Bank of America Alert: Oniine Banking Passcode Reset Requested 

Re: Salazar Israel es Honda 

Bank of Ameri.’:a Nel:e: Online Banking Passcede Reset 

Bank of America Note: Online Banking Passcode Reset Requested 

Bank of America Note: Online Banking Passcode Reset Requested 

Bank of America Warning: Oniine Banking Passcode Reset 

Bank of America Alert: Onlrle Banking Pas.%code Mediled 

Bank of America Alert: Online Banking Passcode Reset 

Bank of America Warning: Online BanKing Passcode Reset Requested 

Bank of America Warnh~g: Online Banking Pass.’:ede Reset Requested 

Bank of America Note: Online Banking Passcode Reset 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Reteaf~e ~ AIDsw Beteta iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Reteaf~e ~ AIDsw Beteta iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~11o’~’ Doll"~ai~ 8lock BIeck FJort~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

!.~a~.~.~..’. ~.,.~.~.~.t. ~.t!~:<~ ~,!,..’.~.,t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

A/oW Iol~’~tin tlock tfl~k IoFl,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

A/oW Iol~’~tin tlock tfl~k IoFl,~in    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

A/oW Iol~’~tin tlock tfl~k IoFl,~in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~n,e~ert0@atayati~,moomtr 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii do,~ai~,ty~.etl~b,:w,.’om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,,.,hoopsrnx.~@travidlaoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,.a~e,.,,py6.~ol,o~ocus 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oarlLltts@v~deoplusaom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~aceNa~m,a~.’~oe~ridgenot 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,r~dglr,g.~o~a~,:o.~..~eoom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii trounce~f66@hemanet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 8B66~4~2~steolmaste~sllc cem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

H~llar,,P~lugradt@t,:lu.,~ net 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~mperlously@amxcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,ofo’~edg,roet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,oe~o~o~oo,o,oA,, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~rom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii A~b~eResamond@aolumbusrrcom 

Bank of America Warning: Online Banking Passcode Reset 

Bank of Amedc’a Alert: Onihle Bu~nking Pass,’:i;de Reset Requested 

Barlk ef Ameri,’:a Warnirlg Orliine Barlkmg Pas.sc’ode Changed 

Bank of America Warning: Online Banking Passcode Modified 

Bank of America Aiert: Online Banking Passcode Reset 

Barlk ef America Warning: Online Banking Passcede Modified 

New Weblog comment on your post! 

New Weblog comment on your pest! 

Bank ef Amerk:a Note: Online Banking Pass,’:ede Changed 

Bank of America Note: Online Banking Passcode Reset Requested 

New invitation 

Fwd: Re: Scan From a Hewle[t..Paokard Scan Jet #0274104 

Re Fred: S(;~,~rl from a HP S,’:anJet #9166872 

Bank of America Note: Online Banking Passcode Reset Requested 

1he Cloud Kit - Essential Knowledge for i1 Professionals and Executives 

Subject 

Re: Changiog 10.2011 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Management Wofldmde <~chase@smww.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 1:10 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

SM~W announces ABA Parmership & Jobs in Pro Basketball 





Forward email 

This email was sent to rmercer@unCaarUnC.edu by chase@smww.com i 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 

Sports Nanagement Worldwide :: www.SNWW,com 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B Portland, Oregon, USA :: OR :: 97209 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SMWW <liz@sm~x~v.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 11:26 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Will we see you in Toronto or Nashville? Sports Career Conferences coming soon! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii <.::~:i:~:~i’,i.~:~iu,~:i~.~:#:~i>’i 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



i’,i <x:i (biiatN 

i A i},a i!iidx s !’,Nt! 

!!~i 

Speakers vary from year 

to year and event to 

event. 

Click here for more 

information,., 

i ii  iiiii ii    iiiii ii i i   i  i iii i i ii   i  i iiii   i ii7il 7     iii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
,:ikk o~ ilu:~ividuai co~fere~!ce~ f(~r ~:~eb,~ils: 

Baseball Career Conference 
.:Ji~ iswtilabi ~ it:.! sit ~n.:~inq} 

~very year at ti~e Winter Baseball Heetings! 

Nashville, le~m..,,ssee US£ 
December 2 & 3, 20:~2 
Toronto Prime Time Sports & Entertainment Conference 

’Toron~o, Ori[,.’~rio. Cariad,.’~ 

S~WW Career Conference at the NFL Combine 
~.9raduste or under graciuat.~ cR:dit aw~ilat.,ie for stt.endlr~g} 

Evei’v veto a~ tl~e NFi. Ceml:>i~e! 
indiana-)elis~ :indiana, USA 
I"eb~ua"~, 22 f£~ 23, 20.~3 
SMWW Career Conference at the NHL Draft 
~q:’;:~duat~ o:" underqy;:~duat~ cr~i~ ;:bia:iabie ior a~tend:ng~ 

Ew..x’y yea~ ~ t~e Hi.tL Dral%! 
:/ul’~e 27~2% 20.13 P~u,’te~tiai (::e~e~ i~ Nev,;ark, Ne:w ]erse:y. 

Basketball Career Conference at the NBA Summer Leaclue 
(g:-aciuate o:- undergraciuate cr~:dit av~ilabie for sti.e:’:dlr~9) 

~:.very year a~ ti~e @BA Stmm,e~ League Games~ 
Las Vegas, ~’qevada 3@y; 2013 

Bring your University Sports Nanage~’~ent aub," 
SMWW has hosted groups as small as 3 to as large as 41 at our SMWW 

Career Conferences. 

Feel free to contact Ag_Ll_<__s__h___o_p____@__s__r_n___w__v_L~_q_o__[~. 

to inquire about a group rate for your Sports Management Program for 

any SMWW conference. 

P;:_Is~ sci%ools ,?,/ho h;:b/~ ~::~r~:,ci~c:~fd: 
i::~:i::,:{:;{;;;i~;;:i;;gF;£Sc~ii~;;g~ ::Ti{8{IWT~K 
P,lcG:li U n i ,/~ys:.t ’y 

LYnn IJnivi~r ~ity, Fi.)rkia 

Concoyd:a Un:delsitv 

%%’iH ~ \/kqinia i.ini,, tr:iiPi 

Un:detsib/ of Nebr;:~si:e Kearr:m! 

l:-:Sia na ,J::iversitv 

Laut fRN~R Un: de~s:~,, 

~::dia::3 UnR, ei’sib/ of Pennsvivania 

~t:zo.:’@_l S~a~" Universkv 

Unive:-sib/ of SF 

Un:.’,’ers:.t’~ o,f M:.r:nesoaa Crookston 

@rock Un k,e:sit,, 

i.iniver:iilv (.i N t,,a(ia, R~ n(:~ 
Drexel !-,po:-ts ~gr::t 

Fort Piers ::;~ ~b:!~ Llniv~ r.~i~v 

~;i:iv:,’:-’~itv ,,f b~a~t~ci:i.:tei.tt- 

i.iniv trsilv C.i C,~n[r sl ~:l.:)ri(ia 

~,~et:o~oilt;:ln ~taL{: ’,’.~oii~-:g~-: ~,}f Ue:’:#~-:: 

/-\;~.h fcq’d i.iniver silv 

:qLINY @roc’kport 

i.iniv Br ~iPi c,f B’ii~mi 

Su!:iaio State College 

©r~ o(:.n St::te Univi.w siP/ 

Souti>~’es’em Law Sci:ool 

T(.w K.n i.ini~,( t8 i~ ,i 

Mcr4as’er Un:ver s:’y 

A n>:~( !s>:)n Univ,~y!~ity 

PL:~dL:e Lh’~ :.’<, e ys:. t ’~ 

.ft.PU~. 

M:ch}gan .’--,taRe Un:ve~s:’y 

!-:3n [,’,iecio State L~ni~e:-sltv 
C,::id:.nal S~Nbgh Un:.’<,ers:.t’~ 

%gest \ih-eh-:ia L~nlve:-sltv 

Lynn LIn:.;}trs:.t~’. Boca r;¢Lor: Fioi:d,:: 

lndlana ,;::ivers’itv 

O~iiC’ {~/:a/:i~ i.iniv ~rsiI’i 
and q:snv :’:3oi’e 

Are you a professor with questions? 

Talk to Dr. L.ashbrook here. 

o:- ~..~:11 oLir Po:-tia::d. t’.’h-{:gon offices ;:it ::R’3-84::~-:;~.0::~ 

"The conference was great! I gained a lot of valuable knowledge and 
advice on how to get started in professional sports, The speakers were 
personable arid fdendJy arid it was exciting to get to meet them. I would 

recommend Sports Management Worldwide Career Conferences to 
anyone working in or wanting to work in professional sports. Overall it 

was an awesome experience!" 

:Scott Allemand, New Jersey, SM~A,’V# Career Conference Attendee 
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Forward email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Honors Carolina <papeflesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 2:03 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Celebration tbr Dr. Randi Davenport Reminder 

Dear Robert Mercer, 

Tilis is a rerrfi!lder that Celebru, tien for Dr Randi Davenport wiii take place Thursday. 

October 25[il at 3:30 PM irl the Graham Meme!iai I.ourlge. IF you cannot at[end but Would like 

to sign u, memento R,r Dr. Oavenper[, yeu can sk,p by Gru, hu, m Memeriai 225 [)egirl!lirlg 

tomorrow. Tuesday the 23rd. Thanks! 

You ~aue replied: :~Lt,,’i-~i~!-:~i~-~.? 

Click here to change your response 

% 
Celebration for Dr. Randi Davenport 
Thursday, October 25th at 3:30 PM 

The Lounge 
Graham Memorial 

% 
Block tills sender from your Paperless Posi maii 

C;re;~te arid .<;i.~rld yodr ewrl cdsto!’rl <,;~rds ;at paperlesspost (:err. or from th.~! iPhoria app 

Add paperiessposL@paperlessposLcom (o ’iadl ~dc~iess book l.a erls:.:re ~i~at yoLl’ll ieceive all [t;b.:re Papedass ~o~ mail i!~ yot;~ i~bo:/. 

r~e.pedess Pos[ ~espects yotlr p~ivacy To s~e ho,.’~’ ,.’~’e t:~at yotl~ i:~[or:li~tia:~, plee.s~ ~evi~,.’~’ OL:: privacy poiicy 

© 2012 Paperiess Post -i ~,] V’&st ~:Stb St, 9th Fioer. New York. N¢ ]0O01 



NACDA Daily Review 

October 22, 2~t2 >> NACDA,com >> Join NACDA >> Daily Review Archives 

X:: Submit an Article 

Athletics A,dministlato~s 

~ ,>L J Announces S~alf Addition and PromotionsI Saint Louis University 

AwardsiReco¢/nilions 

~; Coklmbia inducts AtMetics Hall ef Fame Class of 20121 Columbia University 

~> Indra Nooyi Named John Wooden Global Leadership Award 

Si~j Sky CenSer’once 
,~ Idaho To Return in 2014i University of idaho 

Coaches 

>7 Gesser te serve as interim coach I University of idaho 

Communil’;/Outleach 
~ Booster Club premieres Adopt-an-A~hlete program j Lamar Community College 

~> Souihem Maine Baskeiball Opens Preseason a~ Making Strides Against Breast Cancer Walk I University of 
Southern J~aine 

Directols of Athletics 

~ ~chaus Receives Fi ze-Year Contract Exiensien I Ohio University 

Get,oral 

~> Centenary Named Home Venue For Semi-Professional Basketball TeamI Centenary College 

~; Queens College Volleyball Ventures into Business World I Queens College (NY} 

~> The Carolina Pan,hers president who made a large difference for TCU I Texas Christian University 

Li~:ensinc 

,~ Notre Dame Football’s Resurgence Ranks School Atop Rivals In Merchandise SalesI University of Notre 
Dame 

MaFkelin{:j and Proma/:ions 

~> Lady Palominos A’dig pinkA’ for special cause Oct, 26 j Laredo Community Coffege 

,; Liberty Athletics Announces Inagural Basketball Fan FestI Liberty University 

~ Women’s Basketball Pl~metiens Announced Ior 2012ol 3 Season I University of Vermont 

~ Xavier Musketeers Launch Trivia Website as Part of Their Glowing Digital EIforts to Reach Out to Fans i 
Xavier University 

Mir~olilyiOiversity 
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Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Invigorating your retention committee eltbrts 

[ii~iI Is tenti itt ffecti it could be? Y ..... ...... 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book¯ 

Is your retention committee as effective as it could be? 

Join us online to learn practical ways to create and implement 
a retention workgroup on your campus. This event is designed 
to help retention committees, councils, task forces, or teams 
struggling with the enormity of the task they are charged with 
managing. 

ProQram Overview I Pricinq & ReQistration I AQenda 

From determining your group’s purpose and selecting the right 
members to managing communication and measuring 
outcomes, our expert instructor will share tips and advice for 
handling seven of the most common struggles that often 
accompany working on these teams: 

Determining your group’s purpose 
Defining the leadership skills you need within your 
working group 

¯ Selecting the right committee members 
¯ Taking an actionable approach to managing the group 
¯ Communicating with other campus stakeholders 
¯ Getting new initiatives oftthe ground and setting 

achievable goals 
Measuring success 

REGZNTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

Re.qister online or call 720.488.8800. Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited 
number of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 

LIKE, FOLLOW, AND CONNECT WIDTH US 

academicimpressions.com 

SPONSORED BY 

~i ACPA logo 
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If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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IMG College Forum: One-on-One with Mark Emmert 

For more iNFORMATION and to REGISTER 
visit wvwv.I ntercolle~liateAt hleticsForu m.com 

or call 865-575-3708 or 704-973-1400, 

For more information on SPONSORSHIP or EXHIBIT opportunities, 
please contact Julie Tuttle at 212-500-0711 

or jtuttle@sportsbusinessjournal.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s Conference Group, !20 

West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202¯ 

© 2012 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, 
please unsubscribe. ii.~.iI NeuLion 
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Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:52 AM 
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Students with Psychological Disabilities I Webcast Series 

[ii~iI Learn how 
risk while better students with mental health issues sound and 

j 

l 
you c~n manage campus serving through policies practices. 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Nil[ 

Learn how you ean help manage campus risk - while better serving students 
with psyehologieal disabilities - through sound polieies and praetiees. 

This webcast series tackles the toughest questions surrounding 
how you can support the best interest of students while 
mitigating risk for your institution through legally sound policies. 

Program Overview I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Over the course of three sessions, our expert instructors will 
help you think through the ways you can develop a 
comprehensive and integrated risk management approach to 
policy development that provides a thorough framework to more 
accurately identify and respond to students of concern. Watch 

the video below to find out more. 

::~i Clickto watch this video 

You may reqister for all three of the sessions, or just those you 
find most applicable to your campus, 

Session 1 : Balancing Campus Safety and Legal Liabilities 

November 14, 2012 

Session 2: Threat Assessment and Behavioral intervention: 
Best Practices for Policy Development 
November 19, 2012 

Session 3: Student Conduct Systems: Accommodations for 
Students with Psychological Disabilities 

November 26, 2012 

View the complete agenda. 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE RECORDINGS 

Register online for one, two, or all three events, or call 
720.488.6800 to register or learn more. Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited 
number of people can participate. 

academicimpressions.com 
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You may also purchase CD recordings of the live webcasts and 
bound sets of the presentation materials, 

These webcasts have been approved for CLE credits. 
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Marlins Park Fuses Fan Entertainment, IT 

Convergence 
by Karen Hogan 

With a left-field nightclub straight out of South Beach, a 
custom-built contemporary-art installation marking each 
Marlins home run and victory, and a color palette as limitless 
as it is bright, Marlins Park isn’t your grandparents’ - or 
even, your parents’ - ballpark. The Marlins’ new home in 
Miami’s Little Havana is truly a new-era ballpark, reflecting 
its city and anticipating the future of the fan experience. 
More than 130 industry leaders traveled to Miami for SVG’s 
annual Sports Venue Technology Summit at Marlins Park on 
Oct. 23. 

Miami Franchises Share Video Philosophies 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Local sports franchises took to the stage at the SVG Venue 
Technology Summit at Marlins Park in Miami to discuss how 
the in-venue video experience has evolved in a market 
known for flash, sizzle, and style. NBA champion Miami Heat 
reported on a video department that addresses the needs of 
fans not only in the venue but also across the globe.The 
staff for the Miami Heat has continued to grow, producing 
more than 150 pieces of original content each month. 

SMPTE Attendees Get Inside Look at 3D Olympics 
Challenge 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

SMPTE attendees at the 2012 Technical Conference and 
Exhibition this week in Los Angeles were provided an 
overview of the technical challenges overcome during the 
3D coverage of the London Olympic Games. The herculean 
effort brought together various OB and technology providers 
and stands as the high-water mark for the amount of 3D 
content created at a single sports event. 

Buffalo Bills Add Ikegami HD Cameras at Ralph 
Wilson Stadium 

At Ralph Wilson Stadium, home of the Buffalo Bills, two new 
Ikegami HDK-55 full digital HDTV cameras have been added 
for in-stadium video production. The Bills selected the liDK- 
55, part of Ikegami’s versatile new Unicam lid series, to 
produce imagery for in-game video, weekly programs, and a 
live post-game show. Whether their video is being displayed 

on the venue’s 80- x 35-ft. Diamond Vision Screen, via the 
in-stadium TV system, or on viewers’ home screens 
throughout New York State and Canada, the HDK-55s give 
Buffalo Bills fans a crystal-clear view of their team. 
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Kodiak Mobile Relies on Calrec Omega in Smaller OB 
Truck 

Kodiak Mobile Television is installing a Calrec Omega console 

in the first of its outdoor broadcast (OB) trucks, a mid-sized 
unit serving clients that do not require full=size OB trucks. 
Kodiak chose Calrec based on high demand from prospective 
customers. Kodiak’s 160-channel console has 40 dual-layer 
faders and a 5.1 spill fader panel. The configuration includes 
64 AES inputs and outputs, 64 analog inputs, 32 analog 
outputs, and 256 channels of MADI in and out. 

India’s Captain Media Pvt. Ltd. Chooses EVS for 
News Production infrastructure 

EVS, a provider of broadcast and media production systems 
for sports, news and IV entertainment, has announced that 
Indian television network, Captain News, has deployed EVS 
solutions for its entire news production set up. Captain 
News chose the integrated EVS system for ingest, 
production and playout. Captain Media Pvt. Ltd. decided to 
upgrade its production infrastructure to increase its ingest, 
playout and storage capacity to cater for its new Captain 
News Channel. 

Russian Media Corp. Relies on Front Porch Digital 
for Migration, Storage 

The All-Russian State Television and Radio Broadcasting 
Company (VGTRK) has purchased seven SAMMAsolo tape- 
migration units and one DIVArchive CSM system with 
unlimited storage capacity from Front Porch Digital for its 
new datacenter in Moscow. As Russia’s largest media 
corporation and operator of Russian information agency RIA 

Novosti, VGTRK will use the SAMMAsolo units for mass 
migration and digitization of videotapes from its media 
archives, and DIVArchive for file-based storage. 

GlobeCast Australia to Launch Australasia’s First 
MPEG-4 Service on Optus D2 

GlobeCast Australia announced a major upgrade that will 
allow the company to deliver its customers the first high- 
quality MPEG-4 services on the Optus D2 DTH satellite 
platform. GlobeCast Australia is a provider of broadcast 

services for Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific Islands 
and is part of the worldwide GlobeCast group. GIobeCast will 
commence its new MPEG-4 service with its channel partner 

RTS SAT, on behalf of EURO World Network (EWN). 

New York Islanders Announce Move to Barclays 
Center 
by Karen Hogan 

After years of speculation and uncertainty, the New York 
Islanders have found a new home. The NHL franchise today 
announced a 25-year deal with the Barclays Center, 
beginning with the 2015-16 season, that will move the team 
from Uniondale, NY, to Brooklyn. The team name, 
synonymous with success in the early 1980s, will remain the 
same. The Islanders’ lease with the Nassau Veterans 
Memorial Coliseum is set to expire in 2015. 

Venue News: Reliant Stadium Could Add Video 
Board for Super Bowl Bid; Packers Secure Loan for 
Further Lambeau Expansion 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

When fans attend the Texans’ home games in 2013, their 
experience could be enhanced by a new state-of-the-art 

scoreboard at Reliant Stadium. The new scoreboard, which 
would offer higher-definition images, will cost anywhere from 
$10 million to $30 million and could be part of improvements 

at Reliant Stadium that enhance Houston’s chances of 
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landing Super Bowl LI. 
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iStreamPlanet Introduces Aventus Cloud-based Live 

Event Delivery System 

iStreamPlanet is rolling out Aventus, a new cloud-based 
automated platform for delivering live events and live linear 
channels online that it has developed with NBC Sports and 
other clients. The company says it is designed to help 
content distributors overcome the challenges in meeting the 
demand for more live online content, specifically by 
providing a scalable, simplified video workflow platform that 
increases reliability while decreasing the costs associated 
with delivering online live video to IP connected devices 
around the globe. 

ChyronlP Makes North American Debut at CCW 

Making its North American debut at CCW 2012, the new 
ChyronIP is a real-time HD/SD 2D and 3D character and 
graphics generator specifically designed for the NewTek 
TriCaster - an all-in-one, integrated live production system 
that offers the power of a live network studio. ChyronlP is a 
compact, lightweight system that provides producers with 
up to two HD or SD full-motion channels of Chyron graphics 
that stream directly into the TriCaster over a network 
connection. 

WohlerLoudness Solution Incorporates Linear 
Acoustic AERO.flle Technology 

Wohler Technologies announced that the Linear Acoustic 
AERO.file audio processor and loudness manager will be 
offered exclusively by Wohler as a turnkey solution. The 
new product, WohlerLoudness, is a relaunch of a system 
offered by RadiantGrid Technologies, which was acquired by 
Wohler in April. AERO.file originally was designed by Linear 
Acoustic and incorporated by RadiantGrid Technologies to 
raise the bar for loudness and audio control in file-based 
workflows. 

Aspera, Vidispine Partner on MAM Development 
Platform 

Aspera, creators of next-generation software technologies, 
and Vidispine, creators of the Vidispine software platform for 
media software innovation, announced a global partnership 
and technology integration combining Aspera’s high-speed 
fasp transport software and Vidispine’s innovative APt media 
asset management platform (MAM). Vidispine and Aspera 
share the common philosophy of eliminating the legacy 
tradeoffs that companies have had to endure when 
deploying solutions to create, transfer, manage, store, and 
process audio-visual content. 

Harris Exhibiting Broadcast Workflow Evolution at 
CAPER 2012 

Harris Broadcast Communications is emphasizing flexibility for 
broadcasters at CAPER 2012 (Centro Costa Salguero, 
Buenos Aires, Booth H-30) this week as the company 
introduces two key new products to Latin American 

audiences. Harris will show its Versio channel-in-a-box 
solution to Latin America audiences for the first time. Versio 
is delivering the industry’s most complete all-in-one solution 
to help customers rapidly launch, expand and sustain on-air 
IV channels and services while strengthening revenue 
growth and protection. 

Apple Upgrades Final Cut Pro X for Raw Data Editing 
by Broadcast Engineering 

Apple’s Final Cut Pro X editing software just got a major free 
upgrade this week, as did Apple’s lightest laptop, which now 
includes a Retina display. The upgrade expands multichannel 
audio files directly in the timeline for precise editing of 
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individual audio channels. It includes a new unified import 

window, which allows users to transfer media from both file- 
based cameras and folders of files. A redesigned "Share" 
interface was added, offering users the ability to export 
projects and range selections to one or more destinations. 

Why Advertisers and Publishers Should Care That 
Apple’s ’iPad Mini’ is More Mobile 
by Advertising Age 

Apple on Tuesday introduced the iPad Mini == a 7.9-inch 
tablet starting at $329 that is closer in size to the Kindle 
Fire lid and the Google Nexus 7 than previous versions of 
the iPad. Now advertisers and publishers that focus on 
Apple devices have a new complexity to consider: a truly 
mobile Apple tablet. The iPad Mini looks like it will bridge the 
gap between Apple tablets and mobile phones, forcing 
advertisers to experiment with what works best on such a 
hybrid device. 

Microsoft Unveils Windows 8 as Stakes Rise in Apple 
Fight 
by Bloomberg Businessweek 

Microsoft introduced the biggest overhaul of its flagship 
Windows software in two decades, reflecting the rising 
stakes in its competition with Apple and Google for the 
loyalty of customers who are shunning personal computers 
and flocking to mobile devices. Microsoft packed the new 
Windows with touch-screen capabilities, designed to vault 
the company into the tablet market dominated by Apple’s 

iPad. 

LG At Work on WebOS-based HDTV, Report Says 
by CNET News 

LG has teamed up with Gram, the organization established 
by HP to handle the WebOS project, to create a television 
that will be running on the open-source operating system, 
according to a new report from WebOS Nation. That LG is 
considering building a television platform on an operating 
system that was built for mobile products is rather 
surprising. And according to WebOS Nation, the company 
has faced several pitfalls in developing the operating 
system, including getting apps onto the software. 

ETEX Telephone Cooperative Launches IPTV and 
OTT Multiscreen Services With Harmonic Solutions 

Northeast Texas telecommunications provider ETEX 
Telephone Cooperative has launched IP-IV and OTT 
multiscreen services powered by Harmonic ProStream 1000 
with ACE transcoding and ProMedia Package adaptive 
stream preparation systems. Leveraging adaptive bit rate 
technology, liarmonids high-density and scalable video 
infrastructure solutions help ETEX cost-effectively deliver 
high-quality liD video services to a wide range of devices, 
including -i-Vs, PCs, tablets, and smartphones by minimizing 
bandwidth constraints across the provider’s IP network. 

OTT TV Cuts Into Cable, Satellite Share 
by MediaPost 

Although low-cost over-the-top IV services continue to 
gain steam, a somewhat older multichannel IV provider will 
continue to grow. Media researcher Parks Associates says 
TpTV subscribers will more than double in five years to some i 

18 million from the current subscriber base of 8.8 million. 
This will give the business an 18% share. As a result, the 
two other multichannel -IV services will decline -- cable 
industry share will fall to 52% from 60%, and satellite will 
decline to 30% from 35% by 2017. 

Markertek Aspires for Excellence in Broadcast 
Distribution 
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The Sports Video Group is pleased to welcome Markertek as 
a corporate sponsor. Founded in 1987, Markertek is a highly 
specialized broadcast and pro-audio supply house serving 
the technical side of the media industry. The company’s 
corporate mission is to be the best broadcast distributor in 
the world, as measured by its associates, customers, 
owners, and suppliers. 

Dolby, Phizzle Renew as SVG Sponsors 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Dolby 
and Phizzle have renewed their corporate sponsorships. 
Dolby is a recognized innovator in audio entertainment. 
Phizzle offers an easy to use Web-based mobile platform for 
marketers to launch and manage real-time mobile marketing 
campaigns. 
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MSG Networks To Deliver KHL Games to NewYork 
Hockey Fans 

MSG Networks, New York’s hockey home, will telecast two 
Kontinental Hockey League (KHL) games in October. The 
games, on Friday, October 26 and Wednesday, October 31 
on MSG, will be presented at 1:00 p.m. Eastern with an 
encore presentation in primetime both nights at 8:00 p.m. 
MSG’s John Giannone will call play-by-play alongside analyst 
Joe Micheletti from the MSG Studios at 11 Penn Plaza. 

MLB Network To Air All World Baseball Classic 
Games in 2013, 2017 
by MLB. com 

MLB Network will televise all 39 games of the 2013 World 
Baseball Classic to be played in March, and will also be the 
exclusive English-language telecast partner in the United 
States for the 2017 tournament, Major League Baseball 
announced Tuesday. The third edition of the Classic, which 
features the world’s best players from 16 countries and 
territories that qualify, will be played in seven venues in four 
nations and territories from March 2-19. 

Don’t Be Fooled By the Ratings Trends; The World 
Series Is Still a Juggernaut 
by Adweek 

Fox is confident that the novelty of a Tigers=Giants 
showdown and a Detroit roster that includes the first Triple 
Crown winner since 1967 (MJguel Cabrera) and the best 
pitcher in baseball (Verlander) should be reason enough for 
fans to tune in. And while the ratings will never again match 
their Carter-era heyday, the World Series remains one of 
television’s most consequential events. 

Fox Blackout on Cablevision Continues as World 
Series Begins 
by The Register Citizen 

One would think local bars would be swinging Wednesday 
night as Cablevision subscribers shutout from watching the 
World Series at home would’ve hit the road to catch the 
first game. Approximately 50,000 homes in Connecticut 
could not watch Game 1 at home due to the ongoing 
dispute between Cablevision and the Tribune Company, 
which has left Fox CT in the dark since Aug. 24. 

Cox Cable and Time Warner Cable at Odds Over 
Lakers Channel 
by Los Angeles Times 

The first regular season Los Angeles Lakers game scheduled 
to air on Time Warner Cable’s new SportsNet channel is just 
a week away and the cable company still does not have any 

distribution deals with other pay-IV providers in the region. 
If Time Warner Cable doesn’t get deals done soon, millions 
of Lakers fans will be missing a lot of basketball. On 
Wednesday, Cox Cable said its offer to carry SportsNet and 
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Time Warner Cable’s Spanish-language sports channel 
Deportes on a specialty tier along with other sports 
channels was rebuffed. 

Manny Pacquiao-Juan Manuel Marquez Get ’24/7’ 
Treatment Again 
by ESPN 

Before Manny Pacquiao and Juan Marquez meet in a 
welterweight fight Dec. 8 at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas, 
HBO will feature the two in its 24/7 reality series. HBO 
announced the schedule for the four-part series, which will, 
as always, provide exclusive behind-the-scenes access and 
interviews with the fighters and their camps in the lead-up 
to the fight. ’24/7 Pacquiao/Marquez,’ the 16th boxing 
installment of the series (which has won 16 Sports Emmys), 
debuts Saturday night, Nov. 17 (12:15 a.m. ET/PT). 
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Tiffen Honored with Tech Emmy for Infrared Neutral 
Density Glass Filter 

The Tiffen Company, a manufacturer and distributor of 
accessories for the still imaging, motion picture, and 
broadcast markets, was named one of the recipients of the 
64th Annual Technology & Engineering Emmy Awards. Tiffen 
is being honored for its Infrared Neutral Density (IRND) Glass 
Filter Technology for Digital Motion Picture Cameras. The 
award ceremony will take place on Thursday, January 10, 
2013 during the Consumer Electronics Show (CES). 

Paul Catterson To Oversee Comcast Media Center’s 
West Works Studios Unit 

Paul A. Catterson, Senior Director of Broadcast Engineering 
for Comcast Media Center (CMC), has been appointed to a 
second role overseeing West Works Studios (formerly 
Comcast Media Center Production Services), the company 

announced. Catterson, who has served as CMC’s Senior 
Director of Broadcast Engineering since joining the company 
in 2004, has nearly 25 year’s experience in designing and 
building innovative, award-winning video facilities. 

David Stern To Retire as NBA Commissioner in 2014 
by ESPN 

NBA commissioner David Stern will retire on Feb. 1, 2014, 
completing a 30-year run in which he helped grow the 
league to dramatic new heights of popularity. The elevation 
of Adam Silver, Stern’s deputy, to commissioner was 
unanimously approved Thursday by the NBA Board of 

Governors.Stern, 70, has been the NBA’s commissioner since 
Feb. 1, 1984. Last December, when a new collective 
bargaining agreement was announced, he predicted it would 
be the final labor deal before he steps down. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 1:44 AM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

1NFORMATIONAI, MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Armed Robbe~ Reported near Cmnpus 

A male L’2x,-C student reported being robbed at an oil’-campus location shortly after 11 p.m. Thursday, Oct 25. 

The victim was walking along South Columbia Street near Merritt’s Store and the intersection with NC 54 when he was approached by three black males in a gray, late-model Dodge Charger 
with red lettering on the side and asked for directions The victim reported that when he approached the vehicle, a suspect in the rear seat with braided hair brandished a handgun and struck 
him The suspects then took the victim’s cell phone and wallet and drove offin a direction away from the campus 

Police are asking anyone with information that may help to identify the suspect(s) to call 911 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential 
and anonymous You car1 also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 inm~ediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement elt’orts. 

Sponsored by the U2",IC Department of Public Safe~z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Brian Evans <briml.evan@usu.edtc, 

Friday, October 26, 2012 11:24 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; N4A@lists.nacda.com 

Stephanie Hamilton <stephs~ie.hsmilton@usu.edu> 

[n4a] Reques~t tbr Information 

Greetings, 

We are looking at creating a Student-Athlete Forum at Utah State Umversity and would like to know if any institutions have developed something similar The main idea is to create a safe 
space for student athletes to have open discussions about relevant topics that may affect them. For example, diversity and power/privilege training; LGBT issues and sensitivity training; 
alcohol/drugs issues; interactive training, perJ2~rmance anxiety, study issues, or family issues and being away from home It would be a place that students can have guest speakers from 
campus resource offices to gain more information and have open dialogue in general. This concept is based on student development theories, which will enhance critical thinking skills and 
assist in the developmental process of the student-athletes It’you have a similar programs please contact me with any information, including program development, key players, etc. at 
Stephanie.hamilton@usu.edu<mailto:Stephanie hamilton(a)usu.edu>. Thank you! 

PLEASE SEND RY~SPONSES TO STEPI LiNIE AT HER LISTED E-MAIL 

Stephanie Hamilton 
Assistant Sport Counselor 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
stephanie.hamilton@usu.edu<mailto:stephanie.hamilton(~usu.edu> 
Ceil: (425) 829-7699 
Office: (435) 797-7551 

[Description: Description: Description: cid:image001 png@01CD667C.56B45890][Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Facebook Icon] 
<https://www.faceboo k. con~,U SUAthleticAcademic Set, rices > 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 
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Superstorm Sandy Drives Sports-Production 
Community Into Scramble Mode 
by Jason Dachman 

One of the most ferocious storms ever to hit the Northeast 
threw the sports-production industry for a loop this week, 
forcing several broadcasters and networks to scramble. The 
new-look, new-city Nets are scheduled to host the Knicks 
at 7 p.m. ET on Thursday, but transportation to the billion- 
dollar Barclays Center could be tricky for fans. 

Calhoun Satellite Communications Adopts ATEME’s 
10-bit Compression 

Calhoun Satellite Communications has upgraded its 
multiplatform DSNG fleet with ATEME’s MPEG-2 and H.264 
4:2:2 10-bit contribution encoders and decoders. Beginning 
in early 2012, Calhoun has covered several professional 
football, basketball, motor racing, and national news events 
using ATEME’s Kyrion CM4101 encoder and DR8400 IRD, the 
industry’s first H.264 HD products to provide 10-bit 4:2:2 
video compression. The CM4101 and DR8400 products also 
support MPEG-2 operation for legacy mobile uplink 
req uirements. 

Ross Video Tapped for Live Coverage of Georgian 
Election 

Georgian Public Broadcaster (GPB) has selected Ross Video 
for live coverage of the general Georgian Election in Tbilisi, 
Georgia. To cover the groundbreaking elections in October, 
Georgian Public Broadcaster - the national public 
broadcaster - installed a virtual studio with augmented 
reality graphics. To make their production a reality, GPB 
used Ross Video, a solutions provider for augmented reality 
and virtual sets. 

AES Show: Products, Technology for Broadcast 
Audio 
by Dan Daley 

There’s no doubt that the AES Show held at San Francisco’s 
Moscone Convention Center Oct. 26-29 was no CES. The 
show gets smaller every year, a reflection of the ongoing 
diffusion of audio content across a seemingly infinite number 
of platforms and distribution channels. Although music has 
been the elusive shape-shifter for most of the conventional 
AES constituency - the industry struggles to make 
downloads sound better even as the download itself has 
drastically undermined the economic foundations of the 
music business, and now streaming, though offering some 
relief from piracy, unfortunately offers a mere pittance in 
terms of revenues - some of those same exigencies are 
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coming to the fore for broadcast audio. 

Sony Unveils New 4K Cameras and Accessories 

Sony Electronics is unveiling two new CineAlta 4K cameras, 
complemented by a full line of new accessories. The new 
cameras - models F55 and F5 - have a modular and 
compact design for easy configuration, and each features a 
new type of 4K Super 35mm image sensor with a 4096 x 
2160 resolution (11.6M total pixels). SVG will have more in- 
depth coverage of Sony’s 4K and other announcements later 

in the week. 

Blackmagic Design Updates DaVinci Resolve 

Blackmagic Design announced the release of DaVinci Resolve 
9.0.3, a new update to the company’s color correction tool. 
The update includes a new timecode feature to add 
timecode to non timecode cameras, improved CinemaDNG 
control palette, AAF and XML clip management, enhanced 
stereoscopic 3D grading and support for XML round tripping 
in the new release of Final Cut Pro X version 10.0.6. Resolve 
9.0.3 is available immediately for free for existing DaVinci 
Resolve and DaVinci Resolve Lite users. 

Gepco Expands Line of RunONE Powered Cables 

Gepco International has announced the expansion of its line 
of Gepco Brand RunONE Powered Cables to include a version 
specifically for touring and production use at the 133rd AES 

Convention October 27-29, 2012.RunONE Powered Cables 
combine audio and power, along with optional data, under a 
single durable, yet flexible jacket. With multiple uses for 
corporations, DJs, lighting rigs and tours, RunONE allows the 
user to pull a single cable in place of multiple cables, 
providing a portable and neat solution that saves time and 
hassle. 

Tiffen Unveils Next Generation Domke Gear at 2012 
PDN PhotoPlus Expo 

The Tiffen Company, a manufacturer and distributor of 
award-winning accessories for the still imaging, video, 
motion picture, and broadcast markets, unveiled its Next 
Generation Domke gear at the 2012 PDN PhotoPlus Expo. For 
over 30 years, Domke bags and accessories have earned 
the industry’s respect and are recognized as trusted brand 
in photography gear, proudly represented by generations of 
photographers. Tiffen’s Next Generation Domke line keeps 
the core Domke DNA and personality, adding personalization 
capabilities that can be customized to fit every shooter. 

Google Debuts New Nexus Tablets, Smartphone 
by MediaPost 

Upping the ante in the tablet wars, Google on Monday 
introduced its first 10-inch tablet as well as updated 
versions of its 7-inch Nexus tablet and Nexus smartphone. 
The two tablets and Nexus 4 smartphone will run an 
updated version of Jelly Bean -- the latest version of 
Android -- and go on sale Nov. 13. The new, higher- 
capacity Nexus 7 tablet is available now. The new releases 
from Google follows just days after Apple unveiled the iPad 
mini and iPad 4, and Microsoft made its foray into the tablet 
market with its Surface tablets. 

T "Ig -- ’’te ¯ " IVV :: 

Venue Technology Summit Photo Gallery 

More than 130 industry leaders traveled to Miami for SVG’s 
annual Sports Venue Technology Summit at Marlins Park on 
Oct. 23. Attendees were treated to a behind-the-scenes 
look at the technology deployed at the stadium: visits to 
the control room, truck bay, and data center were followed 
by an afternoon of panel discussions and presentations on 

the latest trends in multiscreen video, in-venue 
connectivity, and control-room design. Click through the 
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photo gallery for a look at Marlins Park, described as the 
first "new-era" ballpark. I...~ 

XOS Digital Launches Apps for Windows 8, Windows 
RT 

XOS Digital has launched a suite of apps for Windows 8 and 
Windows RT, Microsoft’s highly-anticipated new version of 
its Windows operating system. The XOS suite of apps is 
designed to provide all users with ways to connect with 
their favorite conferences and teams. Four apps will initially 
be made available with the launching of Windows 8: The 
Official SEC Digital Network, Official Big East Conference, 

Official MAC Conference, and Official Conference USA. 

NASCAR Lining Up Digital Launches for 2013 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

.NASCAR has begun testing a new website, developed two 
apps for mobile and tablet devices, and made a series of 
editorial hires that put it in position to deliver a slate of new 
digital platforms to fans early next year. The sanctioning 
body last January bought back its digital rights from Turner 
Sports and created a NASCAR Digital Media division charged 
with developing a new website and digital platforms. The 
division has swelled from eight employees to more than 45 
and moved into its own floor in NASCAR’s Charlotte office. It 
is following in the footsteps of the NFL, NHL and MLS to 
become one of the last professional sports organizations to 
bring its digital operations in house. 

The Incredible, Shrinking TV Screen 
by Multichannel News 

The next TV revolution will be mobilized. This fall, a cascade 
of handheld tablets - with vibrant, interactive touchscreens 
optimized for watching HD video - will stream into the hands 
of millions of consumers. Apple, the most powerful tech 
company in the world, last week introduced the smaller (and 
lower-priced) iPad mini, looking to shore up its No. 1 position 
in the category. Microsoft countered with the Oct. 26 debut 

of its sleek, Windows-based Surface tablets. For cable 
operators and programmers, the rise of tablets is bound to 
increase tensions. The personal devices, as the point of the 
spear on the shift to multiscreen video, will heighten the 
battle over who "owns" the customer experience. 

What’s Next in WiFi? 
by Multichannel News 

WiFi matters to cable providers for two reasons: One, as a 
way to make existing broadband customers more "sticky" by 
offering easy access to signal when on the go - doctor’s 
office, sporting event, train station. Two, for the potential 
revenue associated with helping other carriers (think mobile 
operators) offload the huge volumes of data clogging their 
pipes. What’s new in WiFi? "802.11ac," the latest shoptalk 
darling of WiFi. In its sexier marketing finery, 802.11ac goes 
by "Gigabit WiFi." So, theoretically, that means 1,000 
Megabits per second, compared to the fastest advertised 
broadband speed, 300 Mbps. 

:: 

NBCUniversal Acquires Exclusive U.S. Media Rights 
to Premier League 

NBCUniversal, via the NBC Sports Group, has acquired the 
exclusive U.S. media rights to the Premier League through a 
multi-year agreement that begins with the 2013-14 season, 
both parties announced today. Per the agreement, 
NBCUniversal becomes the exclusive English- and Spanish- 
language media rightsholder to all 380 Premier League 
matches across all platforms and devices in the United 
States. 

Time Warner Cable Sports To Launch on Charter, 
AT&T U-verse, Verizon FiOS 
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Charter, AT&,T U-verse, and Verizon FiOS have reached 
agreements with Time Warner Cable Sports to distribute 
Time Warner SportsNet and Time Warner Cable Deportes. 
These networks are the local -IV homes for Los Angeles 
Lakers, LA Galaxy, and Los Angeles Sparks games, as well as 
in=depth, dedicated, team-focused programming. 

Golf Channel Adds World Long Drive Championship 

Long Drivers of America announced a new, long term 
broadcast partnership with Golf Channel for the RE/MAX 
World Long Drive Championship, which will move to Golf 
Channel in 2013 after 17 years on ESPN. The RE/MAX World 
Long Drive Championship - and the bigger-than-life 
personalities of the men and women that compete in long 
drive - will be showcased next year throughout October on 
Golf Channel through three primetime specials and the first- 

ever live, two-hour finale. 

MLB Network Announces Offseason Programming 
Slate 

MLB Network announced its weekday programming lineup for 

the offseason, featuring the re=launch of Hot Stove as a 
morning show, as Matt Vasgersian and Harold Reynolds host 
a live, two-hour weekday talk show starting Monday, 
November 12 at 9:00 a.m. ET. MLB Tonight, MLB Network’s 
signature studio show, will shift to a year-round show for 
the first time, airing throughout the entire offseason at 6:00 
p.m. ETand 8:00 p.m. ET. 

NBC Sports’ Jon Miller Discusses Network’s Deal for 
English Premier League Broadcast Rights 
by Philadelphia Inquirer 

The American soccer community has been buzzing since the 
news came out late Sunday that NBC has won broadcast 
rights to the English Premier League from 2013 through 
2016. As soon as the story broke, all manner of questions 
arose on Twitter and elsewhere about just what that would 
mean for fans, as well as for the sincere respect Major 
League Soccer has earned from NBC. The Philadelphia 
Inquirer spoke at length Monday afternoon with Jon Miller, 
the president of programming for NBC Sports and NBC Sports 
Network. Miller says that although NBC’s bid for Premier 
League broadcast rights was not officially accepted until 
this past Friday, the network’s interest in the property is 
not a new thing. 

Giants’ World Series Win Sweeps Ratings into 
Basement 
by Reuters 

The San Francisco Giants’ four-game World Series sweep 
thrilled the team’s fans, but the lopsided contest attracted 
the smallest television crowd in the championship’s history 
for broadcaster Fox. The 2012 telecast of the Fall Classic 
averaged 12.7 million viewers, News Corp unit Fox said on 
Monday. That left the Giants’ victory over the Detroit Tigers 
in the ratings cellar, according to Nielsen data. The previous 
World Series low came in 2008 when an average of 13.6 
million watched the Philadelphia Phillies beat the Tampa Bay 
Rays in five games. An average of 17.1 million watched the 
last-four game sweep, when the Boston Red Sox beat the 
Colorado Rockies in 2007. 

Univision Nets Gold Cup Rights As Part of Expansive 
CONCACAF Pact 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

In the second major soccer pact in as many days, Univision 
Deportes has signed a 10-year deal with CONCACAF, 
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encompassing an array of competitions highlighted by rights 
to the Gold Cup. The deal, the longest in the history of the 

Confederation of North, Central American and Caribbean 
Association Football, which represents FIFA in this part of 
the world, gives Univision Deportes the Spanish- and 
Portuguese-language multimedia rights to the Gold Cup, the 
biennial competition that has grown to a dozen nations 
across the region. The Gold Cup, Copa Ora, will be held next 
year, as well as in 2015, 2017, 2019 and 2021. 
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Grass Valley Awarded 2012 Technical & Engineering 
Emrny 

The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences has 
honored the Grass Valley Ignite automated production 
system with a 2022 Technical & Engineering Emmy Award for __ 
pioneering the development of event-driven control room 
automation systems for production of live television shows, 
which encompasses full control of robotic cameras, audio, 
graphics, and video resources. The Ignite system, based on 
technology originally developed and patented by 
ParkerVision (then called the PVTV NEWS system), allows a 
single operator to run an entire newscast. 
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Envivio’s Encoding Software Receives TelcoTV 
Vision Award 

Envivio, a provider of live and on-demand multi-screen IP 
video processing and delivery solutions, announced that 
Envivio Muse Live encoding software on HP blade servers 
was named the Best Innovation in Video Processing in the 

fifth annual TelcoTV Vision Awards. Winners were 
announced at TelcoTV, the largest conference and expo 
focused on the U.S. broadband service provider market, held 
in Las Vegas October 24-26. 

Hurricane Sandy: Sports Unscathed for Now, But 
Storm Still Could Cause Problems 
by Sporting News 

Superstorm Sandy flooded the New York/New Jersey 
metropolitan area, washed away a section of the Atlantic 
City Boardwalk and shut down transit and school systems, 
but sports emerged practically untouched on Monday. 
Leagues and teams may not be as lucky in the coming days 
as the storm’s effects linger. Sporting News reviews some of 
the measures taken by leagues, teams, and colleges on 
Monday. 

Brooklyn Nets’ Opener Threatened by Hurricane 
Sandy 
by USA Today 

Tuesday’s NBA games in Miami, Los Angeles, and Cleveland 
will be played, but the league is "assessing the situation 
with regards to the rest of the week," NBA spokesman Tim 
Frank said. There is a distinct possibility the damage from 
Hurricane Sandy impacts the New York Knicks-Brooklyn Nets 
game at the new $1 billion Barclays Center Thursday and 
the Knicks-Miami Heat game Friday at Madison Square 
Garden. To what degree is unknown. New York’s subway 
system is a major artery to both venues and the 
recommended mode of transportation for fans attending a 
game at the new arena in Brooklyn. The Nets boast that 11 
subway lines run directly to Barclays Center, but the 
subway network has been suspended. 

If Canceled, NHL Will Not Reschedule Winter Classic 
by The New York Times 
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If the N.H.L. cancels the Winter Classic, it has no plans to 

reschedule the event for this season, even if there is a 
prompt settlement to the lockout, said Bill Daly, the deputy 
commissioner. Responding to reports that the league will 
cancel the Jan. 1 game later this week, Daly wrote in a e- 
mail: "We aren’t commenting on the timing of the Winter 

Classic announcement. It will (or won’t) be made if and 
when necessary." But he added, "I can certainly confirm 
that if the game is canceled, there is no ’resurrection’ 
scenario for this year." 

Tribune-Cablevision Deal Ends Blackout in NewYork 
Tri-State Area 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

A blackout by Cablevision of Tribune TV stations in parts of 
New York City, Connecticut, New Jersey, Denver and 
Pennsylvania caused by a retransmission dispute has finally 
been settled after an acrimonious two months of 
negotiations. The settlement is also good news for NFL fans, 
and could help syndicated programs, including the Ricki Lake 
Show, which have not been airing in the affected markets. 
It also provides access once again to such Fox shows as 

Glee, X-Factor and NASCAR. The terms of the deal were not 
disclosed in the announcements on Friday. 
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Lakers’ TV Deal a Good Thing in the Long Run 
by The Orange County Register 

Although some fans remain frustrated that they don’t have 
the team’s new network, Time Warner Cable SportsNet, the 
long-term benefits outweigh the short-term angst. For all 
those Lakers fans out there whose cable or satellite provider 
has yet to strike a deal with TWC - a group that dwindled 
over the weekend - angst is completely justifiable, writes 
Michael Lev. But the real message here is that some things 
are worth waiting for. Yes, the possibility of missing Lakers 
games that count absolutely stinks. But the long-term 
benefits of the Lakers’ $4 billion contract with TWC clearly 
exceed the frustration of the moment. 

Big Media Vies for Long-Term Sports Contracts 
by MSN Money 

For well over a year now, Rocco Pendola writes, T’ve beaten 
the drum on big media stocks. [ recently took profits on 
three: Time Warner, Rogers Communications, and BCE, ]nc., 
and am about to sell shares of Viacom. More than simple 
profit-taking drives the VJAB decision -- i’m concerned 
about the company. Chalk viewership decreases up to 
several very real reasons -- warm weather late in the year 
in much of the country, the impact of streaming/on- 

demand, the home stretch of the baseball season and the 
start of football. These things all play a role. However, as ] 
see it, it’s the final two sports-related explanations that tell 
the tale at Viacom. Simply stated, Viacom doesn’t have 
meaningful sports programming to speak of. 

Mark Cuban: Apple TV Is a Pipe Dream 
by Adweek 

Mark Cuban has never been shy. Whether he’s opining about 
Jason Kidd’s decision to bolt from Cuban’s Dallas Mavericks 
for the New York Knicks (he is very mad) or Google’s 
business model (he’s called the company a vampire), Cuban 
doesn’t mince words. With the future of television up in the 
air, the HDNet founder shared his thoughts with Adweek on 
whether Apple is set to reinvent TV. 

RealD Swings to a Loss in Q2 FY 2013 
by Devoncroft 

RealD said that its revenue for the second quarter of its 
2023 fiscal year was $55m, down 38% versus the same 

period a year ago. Licensing revenue in the quarter was 
$35m, down 33% versus last year. International markets 
generated 61% of license revenue, compared to 56% of 
license revenue in the second quarter of fiscal 2012. 

Product and other revenue was $20m, down 44% versus 
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last year, International markets generated 44% of product 
and other revenue, compared to 41% of product and other 
revenue in the second quarter of fiscal 2012, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Karen Schifefl <Karen.Schifefl@csu.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 6:25 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; n4a@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Dropping a class process 

Hello again, 

I know I just asked for information to provide for campus advisors and I 
appreciate the replies thus far, but I have a few additional questions 
about who approves dropping/withdrawing from a class? 

Specifically: 

1. Do you have a hold on the s-as account that prevents him/her from 
dropping a course? 
2 Who approves a student-athlete dropping a class? 
3. Is your FAR involved with signing off/approving dropping a class? 
4. Is your AD inw~lved with signing off/approving dropping a class? 

THANK S SO MUCtt :for your help. 
Karen 

Karen E Schiferl 
Associate Athletic I)irector for Academic Services 
Chicago State University 
9501 S King Drive/K;C 1536 
Chicago, lJ_, 60628 

O 773-995-5301 

F 773-995-3656 

C 708-837-9225 

E k aren schiferl@csu, edu 

To unsubscribe li’om this list, click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
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Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:19 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Student support in the online environment 

[IINII howyou can support more by utilizing peer Learn better and retain online students mentors. 

Trouble viewing this emaJl? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Are you looking for ways to better support online student success 
and persistence? 

Is your institution experiencing a growth in online student 
enrollment? Do your online instructors express a concern about 
not having enough time or the proper training to adequately 
support their students? 

This webcast provides practical tips and advice for ways you 
and your team can utilize peer mentors or "e-mentors" to 
provide student support intervention in the online environment. 

Program Overview I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Drawing upon research that supports the idea that e-mentors 
can be an effective, low-cost way to provide a variety of support, 
our expert instructors will give tips and advice to help you build 
or improve an online peer mentor program, including: 

¯ Recruiting and training the right e-mentors 
¯ Facilitating quality e-mentor relationships 
¯ Examples from institutions who have had success with 

online peer mentoring 
Steps for implementing an e-mentoring program at your 
institution 

View the complete agenda. 

REGXST~,R OR PURCHASE A RECORDIING 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Register your institution 
for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this webcast to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording and bound set of the presentation 
materials. 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 

LIKE~ FOLLOW~ AND CONNECT WYrH US 

academicimpressions.com 
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Associatie~~ News 

>> 2013 Call for Proposals I NAAC 

>> 2012-13 NAADD Award Submissions Being Accepted I NAADD 

Awards/Re(, oc nitio~~s 

>> Former Christopher Newport Athbfic Director C.J. Woollum Inducted into the Hampton Roads Sports Hall of 
Fame I Christopher Newport University 

Bg Ten Confe~en(e News 

~> Exploring Big Ten Research on Concussions 

Bowl Games 

>> Bell Helicopter" Armed Forces Bowl announces pro and postgame concertsI Bell Helicopter Armed Forces 
BowB 

Coaches 

>~ Nutt family watches brothers, sons, nephew, grandson 

>> Murray, former Titan runner, marks two decades as coach j University of Detroit Mercy 

>> UofL Extends Rick Pitino’s Contract to 2022 J University of Louisville 

>> Ole Miss Names Brett Frank Acting Head Women’s Basketball Coach I University of Mississippi 

Community Outreach 

~> Baseball Participates in Buddy Walk to Raise Awareness for Kids with Down Syndrome I Nova 
Southeastern University 

Community e, . ... 

>> Wildcats Visit Children’s Hospital, Assist At Abibne Zoo FundraiserI Abilene Christian University 

>> Student-Athbtes Make ’Day of Mentor’ a Success j Louisiana State University 

Directors of 54hletics 

>> Q&A session with Athletic Director" Tom Holmoe I Brigham Young University 

>> CAU’s SmithoJones Doesn’t Mind Being Rare Commodity I Clark Atmanta University 

>> MSU Athletics Means Business Through innovative Programs and OutreachI Michigan State University 

>> Nearly year" after" taking over, PSU acting AD Joyner gives OA’Brien A’A+A’, optimistic for future j Penn 

State University 

Facilities 

>> Ceremony marks beginning of Armstrong project j Chadron State College 

>> Michigan Athletics Unveils New Crisler Center j University of Michigan 

General 

>> Auburn’s Ashton Richardson named Rhodes Scholar finalist j Auburn University 



~> Elgin Community College Counselor Spreads Word on Breast Canceq Elgin Community College 

>~ Ferns State University pays tribute to former" college President I Ferris State University 

>> Council of Athletes Gives Input for KSC Athletics I Keene State College 

and Promotions 

~ Ball State to boost fan experience at football finaleI Ball State University 

~ SIUE"s Eddie and the Cougars cruising for Halloween I Southern Hlinois University BdwardsviHe 

~ Gophers to Host Breakfast With Champions I University of Minnesota 

NCAA 

>~ DI Board of Directors approves overhauled enforcement structure 

Other Confe~ence Nev#-, 

>> Little East Announces Inaugural Hall of Fame ClassI Little Bast Conference 

>> The Collegiate Licensing Company Announces Partnership with Furman University I Furman University 

SEC Conference News 

>~ SEC Soccer Tournament To Remain In Orange Beach 

Special Events 

>~ UALR Athletics to Honor Betty Jo Stephens on Nov. 15 I UALR 

The S{~mmit Leaque 

~ Summit League Announces New Five-Year Deal to Play Basketball 

Tickets 

~ UTC Athletics Introduces Mocs Ticket Van I University of Tennessee-Chattanooga 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the 

Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views 

depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives I Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please unsubscribe by contacting 

membership@nacdaacom 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 
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What could you learn from a World Series running GM and Baseball Hall of Famer? 
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Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Thursday, November l, 2012 10:32 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Advising in a Virtual World 

[ii~i I Improve your online academic advising by making it more personalized and interactive. I 
l 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions com to your address book. 

Learn new ideas for integrating technology and best practices into 
your advising program. 

Starting with a basic framework for understanding how you 
improve online advising by using technology in an interactive and 
personalized way, the program quickly moves on to the specific 
steps involved in integrating new technology into your advising 
program. 

Program Brochure (pdO I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Our expert instructors will also showcase examples of 
institutions that are using innovative technologies to advise 
students in a virtual environment. 

academicimpressions.com 

SPON&~4)RED BY 

ACPA logo 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

You will leave this event with an action plan that outlines 
steps to make your online advising more personalized, 
more interactive, and more impactful. Following a "work and 
learn" institute format, our conference presenters will present 
information aimed at answering these questions: 

¯ How can you assess what you are currently doing and 

determine what is, or is not, effective? 
¯ How can your institution improve advising by better 

utilizing technology? 
¯ What are best practices for implementing new 

technologies? 
¯ What innovative practices are other institutions using for 

virtual advising? 
How do you coordinate it all and get started? 

One week before the conference there is an optional webcast 
titled Is Email Jeopardizing the Art of Advising?. Following 
the main conference there is also an optional workshop titled 
Stepping Up Your Advising Website and Student Portal, 
designed to help you review, critique, and improve your advising 
website and student portal. 

Learn more on the a.qenda page. 

REGISTER TODAY, BRX NG YOUR TEAN 

This program is ideal for institutional teams (online or on-ground) 
that are in the beginning or early stages of offering online 
advising. To encourage team participation, every fourth 
registration from the same institution is complimentary for 
this conference. 

Reqister for this event online or call 720.488.6800. 
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Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 
you. 

ACADEMIC iMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

if you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



NACDA DALLY REVIEW ....................................................................................................... 

November 1, 2012 >> NACDA,com >> Join NACDA >> DaiJy Review Arnhives 

Athletics Adm hist,atoms 

~ Dolan Added to ORU AtMetics Staff j Oral Roberts University 

Bowl Games 

~ Decision on Champions Bowl delayed 

Coaches 

~ Softball Coach Mike Larabee Earns Contract Extension I University of Arkansas 

Community Out~each 

~ LSU Athletics Hosts 17thoAnnual Halloween BOOzar I Louisiana State University 

>~ Domination Softbal Presents 2012 Pitching ClinicI Nova Southeastern University 

>> Terps Spend Time With Casey Cares I University of Maryland 

>~ UMass Lowell, Moe’s Team Up for Movember I University of Massachusetts Lowell 

>> UW student-athbtes involved in Red and White Hunger Fight I University of Wisconsin 

Community ~ ..... "" 

~ Loyola Softball Volunteers At Misericordia J Loyola University Chicago 

>~ Student-AtMetes Volunteer for Hearts and Hammers I University of Minnesota 

Directors of AtMetics 

>> Director Of Athletics Ken Kutler Announces Retirement I mthaca College 

~> AD Keri Gaither, men’s basketball assistant Derrick Thomas resign from Detroit Mercy I University of 
Detroit Mercy 

>> Longwood Athletics Benefit Celebration Exceeds Expectations, Goals I Longwood University 

Genocidal 

>> It’s Coming! Limestone College Announces Addition of Football Program I Limestone College 

Licens n~’: 

~> Licensing Defined: Artwork Review 

NC~A 

>> Dli Presidents Council identifies 2013 strategies, initiatives 

>> DIII/NASPA pilot offers online tool to combat alcohol abuse 

>> Board wonA’t consider new proposals through 2013-14 

>> Dill Presidents Council opposes combo hockey appn)ach for 2014 

~> Boerigter new DII Management Council chair; Stromme elected vice chair 

>> D[H presidents review graduation-rate data 

>> Dill Presidents Council backs sickle cell allocation 

>> Q&A with Oregon State President Ed Ray j Oregon State University 

NCA4~ Champ onships 

>> Dozens of championship sites sebcted for" 2013-14, 2014-15 academic years 



Other Cenf~fence News 

>~ Presidents Affirm Commitment to American Southwest Conference, League’s Future I American Southwest 

Conference 

>~ NWC announces commissioner change for 20131 Northwest Conference 

Schedules 

>> Ohio State announces football series with Boston Colbge 

Social Media 

>~ Expanded Social Media For Army-Navy Game Presented By USAA[ United States Military Academy 

Seuthla~vJ Cen%~e~~ce 

>> SoutNand to Commemorate Historic 50th Anniversary in 2013 

TVYMed a 

>> Huskies Unleashed follows NU through Montreal and Ottawa I Northeastern University 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the 

Daily Review as a service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views 

depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives I Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please unsubscribe by contacting 

membership@nacda.com 

OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 
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(briand@maJl.utexas.edu); Curtis W. Jones(Curtis.Jones@maJl.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Maxilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Jkowen@olemiss.edu; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <brynto 18@ou.edu>; 

Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; CarolL. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Desiree M. Taylor 

<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Jason D. Leonard 

<leonardjd@ou.edu>; Randy J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 

<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Toby B. Baldwin <tobyb@ou.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

[n4a] FW: cfaa-elite-clips NCAA’s new punishment model: Will it work? Two ex-infraclions committee chairs weigh in 

NCAA’s new punishment model: Will it work? Two ex-infractions committee chairs weigh in 

Jon Solomon 
al.com<bll~:~: al corn> 
30 October 2012 

BIRMINGHAM. Alabama -- The NCAA Division I Board of Directors approved today a dramatically different enforcement structure that will change how rules violators get punished in 
college athletics. 

Starting Aug. 1, 2013, the NCAA will have four levels of violations, more consequences for head coaches whose staff members violate rules, and a larger Committee on Infractions from 
which to build smaller panels so cases can be processed faster. 

"We have sought all along to remove the ’risk-reward’ analysis that has tempted people -- often because of the financial pressures to win at all costs -- to break the rules in the hopes that 
either they won’t be caught or that the consequences won’t be very harsh if they do get caught," NCAA President Mark Emmert said in a statement. "The new system the Board adopted 
today is the result of a lot of hard work and membership input devoted to protecting the collegiate model." 

The board approval came after a year-long analysis from a 13-member group of presidents, athletics directors, commissioners and others. 

Instead of the current structure of violations divided into major and secondary, they will be labeled by four tiers: Level I (severe branch of conduct), Level II (significant breach of conduct), 
Level III (breach of conduct), and Level IV (incidental issues). The NCAA says the levels will better reflect the severity of the infraction. 

Sentencing guidelines will be known to schools in advance for penalties such as postseason bans, scholarship reductions, recruiting limits, head coach suspensions, show-cause orders 
and financial penalties. The NCAA says there will be an emphasis on aggravating and mitigating factors in each case and "harsher" penalties will align more predictably with the severity of 
the violations. 

Currently, the NCAA enforcement structure relies on whether head coaches had a "presumption of knowledge" about violations. Soon, the head coach will be presumed responsible unless 
he or she can overcome that presumption. 

Penalties to head coaches will include suspensions ranging from 10 percent of a season to all year. Oregon State President Ed Ray, the chair of the Enforcement Working Group, said in a 
statement that head coaches will be expected to provide training and written materials that instruct their assistants on how to act. 

"If they’ve done that it can become mitigating evidence that they shouldn’t be held accountable for what the assistant coach did," Ray said. "But head coaches have to have these things in 
place or the presumption will be that he or she didn’t care enough to set standards. In that case, if the assistant goes rogue, then it’s partly the head coach’s fault and they need to be held 
accountable." 

The 10-person infractions committee will grow to as many as 24 voting members. Smaller panels will be assembled, which the NCAA says will allow cases to be reviewed more quickly and 
efficiently. 

Violations that occurred before Oct. 30, 2012 and are processed before Aug. 1, 2013 will be subject to the current process and penalties. Violations from before Oct. 30, 2012 but processed 
after Aug. 1, 2013 will be part of the new process yet have the more lenient of the two penalty structures. 

Cases that are processed after Aug. 1, 2013 for violations occurring both before and after Oct. 30, 2012 will be part of the new process and revised penalties as long as most violations 
occurred after Oct. 30. 

More or less efficient? 

The NCAA’s overhaul was met with mixed reactions from two former infractions committee chairs. Gene Marsh, who spent nine years on the committee and now represents defendants 
against the NCAA, said the changes could be effective. 

"The old model is an incredibly inefficient system," Marsh said. "They’re taking a shot at trying to do something new, which is not a bad thing. The NCAA gets criticized for having the 
motto of we do things this way because we’ve always done them that way. So at least this is a new attempt. 

"I don’t think anybody can complain this document is hurried or not well thought out. But everybody also acknowledges that you have to actually go play baseball a while instead of 
reading books about it before you know how well it will turn out." 

Nebraska faculty athletics representative Jo Potuto, who also spent nine years on the infractions committee, said the changes are "extremely ill-advised" for several reasons. 

"I think meeting in panels runs a real risk of enhancing inconsistencies," Potuto said. "I think meeting in panels drives more policy-making back to the national office staff and away from the 
members, which isn’t a criticism against the staff. But I think in a member-driven association the policy needs to come from the members." 

Potuto disagrees with the notion the infractions committee is burdened with too many cases. She points out she hasn’t noticed many cases reach hearings in the past year. 

I certainly hope I’m wrong and they’re (NCAA) right ... I have very serious reservations. We’ll know in three or five years. ""This may be self-serving, but I don’t think the length of delay (on 
cases) is due to the infractions committee," she said. "It’s the impediments in charging a case and investigating it." 

Marsh said the infractions committee "will no longer be like the Supreme Court and everybody knows your name and runs away from you." The members will be more diverse and not all 



pulled into every case, he said. 

By letting schools know upfront there’s less subjectivity in penalties once or if facts are agreed upon, schools will "go ahead and say, ’Give me my lumps,’ without having to spend a whole 
lot more time and money on it," Marsh said. 

But Potuto worries there will be less discussion at hearings about whether the alleged conduct occurred. And she expects more pressure on the enforcement staff to not make a charge that 
carries a heavy penalty. 

"What’s now in the open and resolved by a member committee will happen behind the scenes in charging decisions," she said. "I think you need compliance experience in making these 
decisions, but I think you have to have people charged with making the final decision who have broad-based responsibilities." 

Potuto said the NCAA could have waited to change the enforcement process until after knowing how many of its rules will remain. 

The NCAA is trying to significantly reduce its bylaws in order to focus on violations deemed more egregious. An NCAA spokesman said the Division I board extended the moratorium on 
new legislation through the 2013-14 legislative cycle. 

To cheat or not to cheat 

Marsh said he thinks fewer coaches -- but certainly not all -- will probably play the risk-reward game with violations because suspensions from games will carry greater public 
embarrassment. 

"I’ve always thought the NCAA -- and people involved in any regulatory process -- thinks their penalties carry a much bigger deterrent than they actually do," Marsh said. "Ratcheting up 
cheating on your income taxes has never curbed cheating on income taxes because most people in these matters just assume I’m not the person who’s going to get caught. 

"I don’t think that part of human nature you’ll ever do away with. But there will probably be fewer because I think human nature is if people see a whole lot of more people getting pulled over 
on the highway, they slow down." 

Marsh said he and other attorneys involved in NCAA infractions cases met with the NCAA staff for a day last December. That allowed one proposal to get scrapped that would have 
significantly reduced the amount of time a head coach no longer at the charged school would have to respond in the case, Marsh said. 

"That stuck out to me because I represented (former Ohio State coach) Jim Tressel and saw the difference between the coach being affiliated with the school and no longer being affiliated 
with the school," Marsh said. "It puts you at a great disadvantage as far as the information flow" when a coach has left a school. 

Potuto said going after head coaches for others’ actions is the right approach since assistants "fall on their sword" for their boss. She thinks it’s unfair for a culpable coach to leave without 
penalties in the face of a postseason ban, but believes universities are ultimately responsible for who they hire and recruit. 

"Trying to divide up the responsibility and in some way mitigate the school’s responsibility, I’m not sure it’s a good idea," she said. "I predict the length of the suspension (for a head coach) 
will be shorter than what the period is for show causes because a suspension will be perceived as really taking the coaches out of coaching." 

A show cause is an order that a coach’s penalties will follow that person for a certain number of years if hired by another NCAA member. Potuto predicts coaches who are fired after a 
suspension will quickly become an assistant and then a head coach again. 

The NCAA began looking into its enforcement model after the high-profile Cam Newton and Ohio State cases in 2010. Potuto, who is president of a group representing faculty athletic 
representatives from Football Bowl Subdivision schools (1A FAR), said the organization urged the NCAA to also look at its reinstatement process of athletes. 

"Whether you think what happened with the Cam Newton or Ohio State situations were right or wrong (when players continued to participate after a violation was found), those were 
student-athlete reinstatement cases," Potuto said. "The NCAA has looked closely at the infractions process and no one has ever looked strongly at the student-athlete reinstatement 
process." 

No matter how the new enforcement model pans out, Marsh said he’s satisfied at who examined the issues. "At least it’s a product of a whole lot of work and people who are actually 
involved in it," he said. "Sometimes the NCAA brings people out of the closet who haven’t been involved in 10 years." 

Potuto has greater concerns. "I certainly hope that I’m wrong and they’re right, and I don’t say that often," she said. "I have very serious reservations. We’ll know in three or five years." 
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Facing Gas Shortages and Angry NewYorkers, CP 
Communications Prepares for New York City 
Marathon 
by Karen Hogan 

Mere days after Hurricane Sandy made landfall in New 
Jersey, leaving hundreds of thousands without power and 
countless more unable to return to storm-ravaged homes, 
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg affirmed that the 
New York City Marathon would still be run. On a clear day, 
the world’s biggest marathon poses logistical production 
challenges unlike any other in televised sports. With the 
potential for power failure, a severe gas shortage, and the 
expected ire of New Yorkers at every mile of the route, CP 
Communications must prepare for the unprecedented. 

NBC Welcomes Home Breeders Cup With Triple- 
Crown Feel, New Gyro-Stabilized Camera 
by Jason Dachman 

NBC Sports Group will celebrate a horseracing homecoming 
at Santa Anita Park outside Los Angeles this weekend when 
the Breeders Cup returns to the Peacock network after a 
six-year absence. The NBC Sports team, which previously 
carried every Breeders Cup since its debut in 1984, will 
produce 81/z hours of coverage Friday and Saturday on NBC 
Sports Network and a one-hour Breeders Cup Classic 
telecast on NBC Saturday, which will air in primetime for the 
first time. 

ESPN Tips Off NBA Coverage With New Faces, 
Enhanced Technology 
by Jason Dachman 

While the revamped talent lineup for ESPN’s NBA Countdown 
studio show has dominated the headlines going into the 
network’s 11th season covering NBA basketball, there is also 
no shortage of technical enhancements for ESPN’s hard- 
court coverage, including a new studio set, the addition of 
an ultra-slo-mo camera shooting through the glass 
backboard, and a redesigned animations package. 

Grass Valley Rolled into Action at World Series on 
FOX 

The World Series was broadcast live on FOX Sports using 
the 720p format and a variety of multiformat HD production 
solutions from Grass Valley. The company’s systemized 
equipment has been used to cover the MLB World Series for 
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the past decade. Veteran mobile production company, NEP 
supplied remote facilities in San Francisco and Detroit, while 
Game Creek sent its HD-capable trucks to Detroit for the 

duration of the series. 

F1 Indian Grand Prix Broadcast Live with Blackmagic 
Design 

Blackmagic Design announced BP Satellite Solutions is 
providing RF camera services to broadcasters televising the 
FIA Formula One World Championship using Blackmagic 
broadcast infrastructure products, including the Compact 
Videohub and Videohub Smart Control. Commentary teams 
from iV Globo, RTL Germany, ZDF Sport, VIASAT (Sweden, 
Denmark and Norway) and MTV3 Finland are using the 
solution to present wirelessly from the F1 paddock, pitlane 
and starting grid. 

Sony Fills Gap in 4K Camera Line With F55, F5 
by Brandon Costa 

Having taken the budding 4K marketplace head on with the 
release - and subsequent IBC upgrade - of its F65 camera, 
Sony is looking to make the technology more available with 
the release of two CineAIta 4K cameras. The cameras - 
models PMW-F55 and PMW-F5 - center on a new type of 4K 
Super 35ram image sensor with 4,096x2,160 resolution (11.6 
million total pixels). The cameras deliver options for HD, 2K 
QFHD, and 4K production. 

SMPTE Show: Super Hi-Vision, 4K Are Closer Than 
You Think 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The annual SMPTE conference in Los Angeles always 
provides an opportunity to take a look at developments 
related to next-generation technologies. Conference 
sessions at last month’s gathering made both Super Hi- 
Vision and 4K major points of discussion. The current Super 
Hi-Vision specification calls for resolution of 7,680x4,320 at 
59.94, 60, or 120 Hz and with bit depth of 10 or 12. Wide- 
gamut RGB is also on the docket. 

AJA Announces Universal Power Supply Included 
with All Mini-Converters 

AJA Video Systems announced that its entire line of Mini- 
Converters will now ship with an internationally-compatible 
universal power supply, free of charge. 
AJA Mini-Converters meet the highest standards in reliability 
and are designed to deliver uncompromising quality video 
and audio in a range of remote, mobile, on-set and studio- 
based professional production and post-production settings. 
AJA HD and SD Mini-Converters offer the most complete 
range of compact, standalone conversion solutions to 
uniquely meet the needs of any production. 

Spectra Logic Expands Enterprise-level Encryption 
Key Management Portfolio with TKLM 

Spectra Logic, announced a new enterprise-level encryption 
key management offering for its T-Series tape libraries. 
Spectra TKLM is a proven key management solution that 
meets the highest standard of encryption security, including 
a FIPS 140-2 level 1 compliant mode. Capable of managing 
multiple libraries and sites from a central point, Spectra 
TKLM allows enterprises to consolidate and simplify 
encryption key management practices, reduce costs and 
improve overall security. 

Levels Beyond, Quantum Team Up on Asset 
Management Solution 

Levels Beyond is partnering with Quantum Corp. to integrate 
their products, the Reach Engine media management and 
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digital library platform with Quantum’s StorNext family of 
storage appliances. Reach Engine will be paired with the 
StorNext Metadata appliances, StorNext Q-series storage 
and StorNext AEL archives. The combination is a very 
competitively priced media asset management system that 
can automate media processes, such as the conversion of 
video formats and transfers, and manage content across 
multiple tiers of storage. 

What’s Stopping Connected TV? 
by MediaPost 

A few weeks ago, an industry study found that more people 
are watching digital video on their connected TVs than on 
their computers. In some circles this was seen as a major 
victory for connected TV, and a sign that the format was 
finally maturing. Truthfully, both of these claims are 
premature, as they do not align with what the study 
actually reveals about connected =iV users. It will be quite 
some time before connected IV becomes a dominant form 
of programming consumption, and a lot has to change for us 
to get there. 

TV Technology’s McAdams On Ultra HD 

by TV Technology 

Higher-definition TV was upper-cased this week by the good 

folks of the Consumer Electronics Association, who decided 
to name 4KTV"Ultra-HD," I guess because they could. It 
might also have something to do with eclipsing the use of 
another numeral in front of the abbreviation for television. 
That didn’t go so well the last time around. So now the CEA 
is BFF-ing -IV again, after years of dissing it in favor of 
smartphones and tablets and anything not TV. 

New Date and Time for SVG’s ’Formula for Success’ 
Webinar 

Due to the continuing impact of Hurricane Sandy, SVG’s 
Formula for Success webinar, sponsored by Dell and Intel, 
has been rescheduled for Thursday, Nov. 15, at 2pm. The 
one-hour webinar will examine how the Caterham Formula 1 
racing team addresses IT challenges with high performance 
computing. Representatives from Dell, Intel, and Caterham 
racing team will share insights on some of the key 
technological challenges of Formula 1 Racing. 

Ross Video Renews SVG Sponsorship 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Ross 
Video has renewed its premier sponsorship. Ross Video 
designs, manufactures and supports a wide range of 
innovative products for use in video production applications. 
Ross products are installed in over 100 countries around the 
world, where they are used daily by top broadcasters, 
production companies, sports stadiums, government 
agencies and houses of worship. 
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Venue News: Sandy Causes Minor Damage to 
NASCAR Venues; Michigan Unveils Renovated 
Crisler Center 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Some racetracks that play host to NASCAR Sprint Cup 
Series races in areas impacted by Hurricane Sandy reported 
slight damage from the storm as of Tuesday afternoon, 
while others were largely spared. Watkins Glen, a road 
course that covers more than 1,800 acres in upstate New 
York that is 250 miles northwest of New York City, suffered 
more than an estimated $50,000 worth of damage. 

TSE GameTime ScriptPRO Supports World Series 
Champion Giants 

When the gates opened for the World Series on October 
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24th at AT&T Park, the Giants game day production staff 
and PA Announcer were working off a script style that they 
have been familiar with since their last World Series run in 
2010. TSE GameTime ScriptPRO marked the third year in a 
row that it was used during the World Series. TSE has also 
seen a fair share of success from their over 200 partners 
from Finals champions, Super Bowl champions, NCAA 
champions, and countless minor league teams. 

Behind the Mic: ESPN Adds Flip Saunders, Antonio 
Davis to NBA Studio Team; Stan Van Gundy Jumps 
Aboard NBC’s Ship 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

Veteran NBA head coach Flip Saunders and former NBA All- 
Star Antonio Davis have joined ESPN as an NBA studio 
analysts. Meanwhile, Former NBA head coach Stan Van 
Gundy will begin an on-going relationship with the NBC 
Sports Group by joining NBC Sports Network’s coverage of 
the inaugural Navy-Marine Corps Classic, and by becoming a 
regular contributor to NBC Sports Radio. In other on-air 
talent news, ESPN resigns Dan Shulman and Time Warner 
Cable SportsNet, CSN Mid-Atlantic, and NESN add to their 
respective talent lineups. 

Lakers Debut on Time Warner Cable Networks 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

The Los Angeles Lakers played their second regular season 
game Wednesday against the Portland Trailblazers -- but 

Southern California viewers of Dish Network, Cox, Comcast, 
or DirecTV couldn’t watch at home. It was the first game 
only available via the new Time Warner Cable English and 
Spanish language sports channels, SportsNet and Deportes. 
According to a spokesperson for TWC, talks are on-going 
with each of the non-signed carriers. 

Dish Settles Access Complaint Over MSG RSNs 
by Multichannel News 

Dish Network has quietly dropped its program access 
complaint against MSG Holdings as part of a larger 
settlement with a number of properties controlled by the 
Dolans. Though it was not included in announcements of the 
various elements of the settlement, the day after its $700 
million settlement with AMC and Cablevision was announced 
Oct. 21, Dish asked the FCC to dismiss its program-access 
complaint against MSG over access to its New York regional 
sports networks, which like Cablevison and AMC are 
separate companies all under control of the Dolan family. 

Dodgers Rights Fees Just Went Up As NBC Swipes 
English Premier League From Fox 
by Forbes 

As the frontman for the new owners of the Los Angeles 
Dodgers, Magic Johnson has a big reason to smile: NBC has 
snatched U.S. media rights for the English Premier League 
from Fox by more than tripling the rights fee Rupert 
Murdoch’s network is currently paying, according to SI.com. 
NBC’s addition of the EPL gives it valuable ammo in its fight 
with Fox and ESPN for national sports network content. 
With the EPL, NBC, which also has the Olympics through 
2020, has an attractive portfolio of sports brands for 
viewers and advertisers. 

WCC Signs TV Deal with Time Warner Cable 
SportsNet 

The West Coast Conference and Time Warner Cable Sports 
announced a long-term agreement to televise WCC men’s 
basketball games and other sporting events throughout 
Southern California and the entire Time Warner Cable 
SportsNet footprint - stretching from Las Vegas to Hawaii. 
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As part of the agreement, Time Warner Cable SportsNet - 
the television home of the Los Angeles Lakers, LA Galaxy, 
and Los Angeles Sparks - will produce a WCC Game of the 
Week each Saturday during conference play. 

SEC Upgrades Official SEC Apps 

The Southeastern Conference (SEC) and XOS Digital jointly 
announced the release of the upgraded SEC mobile and 
tablet applications, both free for fans to download. With 
new and expanded features, the app provides fans with full 
coverage of the SEC and is available for iPhone, iPad and 
Android devices. Through the SEC Digital Network 
partnership with PNC Bank, the $4.99 cost of the tablet app 
is now free for all fans to download. 

Shazam Powers "Second Screen" View of World 
Series, Presidential Elections Next 
by Huffington Post 

The World Series is Shazam-enabled, allowing television 
viewers in the United States to use their mobile and tablet 
devices to synch up to their televisions for up=to-the 

minute news, social buzz, stats and other information about 
the game, says David Jones, EVP for Marketing for the 
London-based company. Shazam announced its deal with 
Major League Baseball earlier this month. Shazam had its 
biggest television deal this summer when it enabled all of 
NBC Sports coverage or the London 2012 Olympics. 
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CCW Remains in NYC as Scheduled 

Content & Communications World, CCW, including HD World, 
SATCON and the Production+Post Expo informed attendees 
that CCW event scheduled for Nov. 14-15 at the Javits 
Convention Center in New York City will take place as 
planned. CCW officials are in communications with the Javits i 
Center management, and said they are confident the Center i 
will be fully operational prior to the event dates. The Javits 
Center will be up and running this weekend as the 
registration hub for 26,000 people for the New York City 
Marathon. 

Aspera Appoints Three to Expanding EMEA Initiative 

Aspera, Inc., creator of patented fasp transport technology, 
has announced a series of strategic appointments to 
support further EMEA expansion across a range of industries 

- media, entertainment, life sciences, financial services and 
enterprise IT. The appointments of Glenn Broere, sales 
manager for UK & Ireland, and Lisa Borga, marketing 
manager EMEA, along with the promotion of Andrea Di Muzio 
to senior solutions architect EMEA, will support accelerating 
demand for Aspera’s products and technology and drive 
further EMEA development. 

Haivision Appoints New Executive Chance Mason to 
Lead Internet Media Division 

Haivision announced the appointment of Chance Mason as 
executive vice president of the company’s Internet Media 
Division (IMD). Mason is a recognized leader in the digital 
media segment, having established and operated multiple 
online video platforms for live and on-demand media 
management. Haivision’s IMD delivers advanced media 
streaming solutions for event broadcasts, interfacility 
connectivity, live cloud transcoding and streaming services, 
and end-to-end over-the-top (OTT) applications. 

FOX Sports New Orleans Further Increases TV 
Distribution for Hornets Games 

Fox Sports announced that it has increased its -IV 
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distribution for the team’s local telecasts on the re-branded 
Fox Sports New Orleans regional sports network. The 
October 3E opening night telecast against the San Antonio 
Spurs reached more than 2.5 million homes throughout 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama on the majority of the 
local video providers. The Hornets and Fox Sports earlier 
this year reached a long-term television rights agreement 
establishing Fox Sports New Orleans as new local television 

home of the Hornets. 

NHL Cancels 2013 Winter Classic 
by Washington Post 

The NHL lockout claimed its most prominent casualty Friday 
as the league canceled the 2023 Winter Classic. The 
outdoor showcase is the NHL’s marquee regular season 
contest and its highest-grossing individual game. This year’s 
Winter Classic was scheduled for Jan. 1 at the Big House in 
Ann Arbor, Mich., between the Detroit Red Wings and 
Toronto Maple Leafs. Gone with the Winter Classic are it’s 
revenues, a large television audience (the contest averaged 
3.75 million viewers on NBC last year), complementary 
events like the alumni, college and minor league games 

scheduled at Comerica Park in Detroit and HBO’s "24/7" 
series that would have chronicled the Red Wings and Maple 
Leafs in the weeks leading up to the contest. 

NYC Marathon Still Set for Sunday 
by The Wall Street Journal 

Hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers are without power 
and thousands more can’t get to their homes, but Mayor 
Michael BIoomberg said the city will hold the world’s biggest 
marathon as planned Sunday. Bloomberg said Wednesday 
that the 26.2-mile New York City Marathon, expected to 
draw more than 45,000 runners, would proceed as 
scheduled, despite uncertainty about manpower and 
logistics. 

Japan’s Electronics Behemoths Speak of Dire Times 
Ahead 
by The New York Times 

After years of bets gone wrong and lost opportunities, three 
of Japan’s consumer electronics giants are showing some 
signs of faltering. In the most dire warning, Sharp forecast 
on Thursday a $5.6 billion full-year loss and warned that it 
had "material doubts" about its ability to survive. On the 
same day, Panasonic’s shares lost a fifth of their value in 
Tokyo after the company forecast a $9.6 billion annual net 
loss. And Sony, perhaps the best positioned of the 
companies, posted a net loss of $194 million for the quarter 
on Thursday and warned of falling sales in almost every 
product it sells. 

Harris Corp Announces Q1 FY 2013 Results, Further 
Writes Down Value of Broadcast Business 
by Devoncroft 

Harris Corporation announced that its revenue in the first 
quarter of its 2013 fiscal year was $2.26Bn, down 6% 
versus the same period a year ago, and down 13% versus 
the previous quarter. These results do not include the 
company’s Broadcast Communications Division (BCD) which 
was classified as a discontinued operation following the May 

2012 announcement that Harris will divest its broadcast 
division, which is no longer considered a core asset to the 
defense contractor’s overall business. 

MSG Reports Rising Revenue Amid Hurricane Sandy 
Fallout, NHL Lockout 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

The Madison Square Garden Co. on Friday reported results 
for the last financial quarter that were better than expected 

at $204.2 million in revenue and net income of $20.6 million. 
MSG’s revenue grew 15% from the prior year’s quarter while 
its net income fell 3%. The media sector of MSG came in at 
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$159.5 million of revenue, up 15% for the comparable period 
the previous year, attributable mostly to higher affiliate fee 
revenue, 

Randy Bernard Steps Down as IndyCar CEO 
by ESPN 

IndyCar is still not for sale, but it is moving into the future 
with a new leader. The Indianapolis Motor Speedway 
Corporation announced that a special board meeting 
convened Sunday resulted in the removal of Randy Bernard 
as IndyCar CEO. Bernard is believed to have resigned under 
pressure after the company that operates the IZOD IndyCar 
Series failed to post a profit for the third consecutive year 
of his tenure. 
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Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:02 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Financial literacy programs that improve student persistence 

[IINII persistence with a literacy program, j 
1 

Increase student low-cost financial 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Earlg bird pricing expires Tuesdag - Register todag! 

Learn how your campus can provide an effective and low-cost 
financial literacy program to help increase student persistence. 

Join us for a program that will help you develop a comprehensive 
financial literacy program - even on a shoestring budget -through 
targeted collaboration and a team of peer mentors. 

~ram Overview I Pricin & Re istration I Aqenda 

academicimpressions.com 

SPONSORED BY 

ACPA Io9o 

In this podcast, Kate Trombitas from Inceptia talks to Academic 
Impressions about her recent study on students and financial 
sh~ss. Hear about the key research findings which indicate 
college students are experiencing more financial stress than 
ever. Also, hear about some of the ways higher education 
institutions can help alleviate pressure students feel over 
finances. Listen to the podcast 

WHAT YOU WELL LF.ARN 

Join our expert instructor online for tips on the following: 

¯ Understanding the impact of financial literacy on student 
well-being and persistence 

¯ Components of a successful financial literacy program 
¯ Funding a financial literacy initiative at your institution 
¯ Developing a peer mentor program to facilitate financial 

literacy programming 
Other programs and models to consider 

View the complete agenda. 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE A CD RECORDING 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this valuable 
information with your colleagues? Register your institution for 
a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials. 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 

you. 

1 
Three white papers on financial 
literacy from Inceptia, a division 
of the National Student Loan 
Program (NSLP) 

A detailed lesson plan for a four- 
module financial literacy training 
on saving, budgeting, credit 

cards, and credit scores 
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LIllE, FOLLOW, AND CONNECT WITH US 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda@neulionnetwork.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 4:36 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

NACDA Launches Digital-Only Issue of Athletics Administration 

NACDA Launches Inaugural Digital-Only Issue of Athletics Administration 

Nov, 6,2012 

CLEVELAND - For the first time in the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA) history, the 
Association has launched the inaugural digital-only issue of Athletics Administration. 

The Association, which publishes the magazine eight times a year (February, March, April, June, August, October, November 
and December), will begin to showcase two issues in a digital-only format. 

For the 2012-13 year, the November 2012 and February 2013 issues will be digital-only. 

To view the inaugural digital-only issue, click here. 

About NACDA: NACDA, now in its 48th year, is the professional and educational association for more than 6,500 college 
athletics administrators at more than 1,600 institutions throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico. More than 2,200 
athletics administrators annually attend the NACDA Convention. Additionally, NACDA administers 13 professional 
associations, including seven for the separate business units that report directly to the athletics directors. For more 
information on NACDA, visit www.nacda.com. 

© 2012 NACDA. All rights resewed. Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Guruey <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 11:15 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnevce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd(baJct byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu~; 

Dennis Leblanc ~dleblanc@huskers.com>; Jill Shields (shield@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4a@lists.nacda.com; Bfim~ Davis 
(briand@m~Jl.utexas.edu); Curtis W. Jones(Curtis.Jones@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missoufi.edu); M~xilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Amber Demastus <~ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 

<cbelde@ou.edu~,; CarolL. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Desiree M. Taylor 

<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <janmndson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Ta~myo ~-qcasie@ou.edu>; Randy J. Gaxibay 

q~garibay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemme~ou.edtr~; Terri L. Moyer <~tmoye@ou.edtr~; Teresa A. Turner <ttume@ou.edu> 

[u4a] Factors influencing the college selection process of student-athletes: are their factors similar to non-athletes. 

http ://www. freepatentsonline.com/artic [e/College-Student-Jou.rnal/112720427.html 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.corn/unsubscribe 
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NACDA <nacda@neuiionnetwork.com> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 2:59 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SAVE THE DATE: November 20 - NACDA Webinar 

iixii We invite you to join us for a webinar to hear social media 

best practices and ongoing education from sports attorney 

and on-campus speaker Janet Judge, president of Sports 

LawAssociates LLC. We’ll hear Janet discuss issues 

student-athletes face when they misuse social media, 

3revious cases of social media misuse, and how to better 

manage and monitor student-athletes’ social media use. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii!iiiiiiiiii !!iii iiiiii1iiiii!ii ii !ii 1iiii1iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiii: i i!i:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  ~ As.~essirlg risks of stud,~!nbathk.~te social m,~!dia use 

~ Fallout frem previous misuse ef social media 

>> Monik,’dng studenbathk.~te social m,~!dia use 

There is no costto attend this educational webinar. You 

can attend online from your desk. 

"~ 

Ja~~et J~Jdge - Pre.siden~, 
Sports L aw Associates L t.C 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  I    iii  Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i 
i iii~!iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiii iiiiiiiii 

Please feel free to forward this on to any other members of 

your organization to invite them to attend. 

[ .~:iI RSVP Online Now 

We look forward to seeing you online/ 

_k_ 

© 2012 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, please 
unsubscribe. 
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SVG Insider: Mobile Production Execs Address NHL I,ockout; Sports Broadcasting Fund To Aid Sandy Victims 
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Mobile Production Execs Address NHL Lockout 

Sports Broadcasting Fund To Aid Sandy Victims 

Barclays Center Video Team Delivers for Opener 

SVG Helps Broadcasters Find Runners, PAs 

ESPN College BBall To Use Discrete 5.1 Surround 

II ~ r,,l:o) Dlelq i1 [o] ~                                                    i 

Mobile Production Execs Speak Out on Impact of 
NHL Lockout 
by Brandon Costa 

It’s Day 52 of the NHL lockout, and arenas across North 
America remain dark. While the league and the Players’ 
Association continue to battle over how to chop up a 
revenue pie that last year was upwards of $3.3 billion, those 
caught in the crossfire of the dispute - arena workers, team 
employees, local small-business owners - are feeling it the 
hardest. To date, 327 games - approximately a quarter of 
the season dating through Nov. 30 - have been officially 

canceled. 

Barclays Center Video Team Delivers for Brooklyn 
Nets Opener 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The Brooklyn Nets finally tipped off their inaugural season in 
the Barclays Center on Saturday night, and, for Logan 
Meier, director of event presentation for Barclays Center, 
and his team, the event capped off a busy first month that 
offered some preseason games and concerts. At the center 
of the action, literally, is a 70,000-1b. center-hung 
scoreboard featuring four HD main video displays, each 
measuring 16 ft. high by 27 ft. wide with 6-mm line spacing. 

ESPN Gears Up for College Basketball in Discrete 5.1 
Surround 
by Dan Daley 

ESPN has done it for NFL, for baseball, IndyCar, golf, 
extreme sports, and college football. On Nov. 9, the all- 
sports network will extend its capability for discrete-5.1- 
surround audio to college basketball with a 24-hour 
marathon across most of its channels. ESPN has been 
broadcasting collegiate b-ball since around the turn of the 
century in encoded/matrixed surround over two channels. 
The technology to take the surround format fully discrete 
has been in place for some time, but the network has made 
it a practice to roll the discrete versions out sport by sport, 
season by season. 

NEP Delivers Global Resources for Golf Channel 

NEP’s Supershooters and Visions combined resources and 
expertise to provide a unique solution for Golf Channel’s 
coverage of the first-ever Pacific Links Hawaii Championship 
tournament, held Sept. 10-16 at the Kapolei Golf Course on 
Oahu. For the event, NEP assembled a complete remote 
broadcasting facility, including both primary production and 
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support units, by shipping Supershooters’ ST19 support 
truck from San Diego and a flypack from Visions’ London 
headquarters. 

Cincinnati Bengals Select Sennheiser Mics for Studio 
Show and On the Field 

Taking its broadcast production standards to the next level, 
the NFL’s Cincinnati Bengals have acquired several wired and 
wireless microphones to ensure its legions of fans are able 
to keep up with the program’s weekly content. After 
renovating its studio facilities, the production team recently 
decided to upgrade its equipment arsenal to accommodate 
high definition (HD) broadcasts and turned to Sennheiser for 
its in-studio and on camera microphones. 

Vizrt Graphics Engines Deployed for U.S. 
Presidential Election Coverage 

When results from the United States Presidential election 
race come pouring in later today, nearly 90% of the world 
will be watching live video and graphic tabulations produced 
with Vizrt equipment. Thousands of Viz Engines will be 
working overtime for this event, performing real-time video 
and graphic composites and rendering 2D and 3D animations 

in SD and HD. Tn the United States alone, six national 
networks and more than 150 local channels will cover this 
election with Vizrt tools. 

Orad and never.no Partner to Integrate Broadcast TV, 
Social Networks 

Orad and never.no, a company specializing in social media 
integration, announced a joint collaboration to integrate 
broadcast TV with social networks, never.no offers a unique 
framework to integrate Orad’s enterprise graphics solutions 
with social media networks and companion apps, enabling 
broadcasters to deeply engage audiences through a myriad 
of interactive and viewer data mining opportunities. 

Australia’s Seven Network Upgrades Quantel 
Enterprise System 

Seven Network, Australia’s leading free-to-air broadcaster, 
has purchased a major upgrade to its Quantel Enterprise sQ 
fast-turnaround production system for its Brisbane 
operation, adding V5 software and Quantel’s global media 
workflow solution, QTube. The system-wide upgrade 
prepares Seven Brisbane for a future in HD broadcasting, 
supporting simultaneous HD and SD working and advanced 
file-based workflows. 

AdPro Selects Teranex 2D Processor for Worldwide 
Delivery of Finished Commercials 

Blackmagic Design announced that AdPro, a department of 
global media technology group Adstream, has deployed the 
Teranex 2D Processor to support delivery of finished 
commercials to broadcasters around the world. The 
processor will be used in conjunction with a workflow that 
also includes a Blackmagic Design Micro Videohub and a 
SmartView Duo rack mounted monitors. 

YES Network Ups Production of Brooklyn Nets’ Live 
Telecast From Barclays Center 
by CableFax 

The Brooklyn Nets’ opener at home in the brand new 
Barclays Center was postponed due to Hurricane Sandy. But 
the folks at YES Network were still primed for that first live 
telecast from the venue on Saturday, when the team 
hosted the Toronto Raptors. YES has revamped its graphic 
presentation for the new season and there’s a new 
marketing campaign promoting a hip, edgy feel-from the 
spots to the graphics to the music. The Nets aren’t the 
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most popular team in the NBA, but the network is certainly 
hoping for a boost in coverage from the move to Brooklyn. 

SVG Sports Broadcasting Fund Looks to Help 
Hurricane Sandy Victims 

The SVG Sports Broadcasting Fund is accepting applications 
for aid from those impacted by Hurricane Sandy, which 
decimated much of the New Jersey coastline and displaced 
thousands upon thousands of residents in New Jersey and 
New York. Those who are work for sports TV production 
companies, networks, manufacturers, and leagues and 
teams are eligible for assistance. 

SVG Introduces New Tool to Help Broadcasters Find 
Runners, Production Assistants 

The Sports Video Group and the Broadcast Education 

Association (BEA) have created the SVG/BEA Runners 
Network, a new Website designed to give sports 
broadcasters, leagues, teams, and related TV production 
entities a tool to more easily find production assistants and 
runners for their productions. The Website lists the contact 
information for college and university broadcast professors 
who are interested in helping match up broadcasters with 
their most suitable students. 

Daktronics Delivers Custom LED Display Systems to 
Venues of All Sizes 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to welcome Daktronics as 
a corporate sponsor. The company supplies computer- 
programmable displays, large-screen video displays, and 
digital-billboard, electronic-scoreboard, and control systems. 
Founded in 1968, Daktronics specializes in the control of 
large display systems, including those that require 
integration of multiple complex displays showing real-time 
information, graphics, animation, and video. The company 
has close ties to South Dakota State University in 
Brookings, SD. 

Gepco, Tekserve, PNC Equipment Finance Renew 
SVG Sponsorships 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Gepco 
International, Tekserve, and PNC Equipment Finance have 
renewed their corporate sponsorships. Gepco is a brand of 
studio, stage and broadcast AV cables and cable 
assemblies. Tekserve is New York’s premiere authorized 
Apple Reseller and Service provider, serving creative 
professionals at all levels. PNC Equipment Finance provides 
equipment-financing solutions to clients throughout the U.S. 
and Canada. 

Elemental Enables Live Event Streaming on YouTube 

Elemental Technologies, a supplier of video solutions for 
multiscreen content delivery, announced integration of 
Elemental Live with YouTube Live streaming workflows, 
enabling high-quality production, and seamless content 
delivery for long tail video applications. Elemental allows 
professional content producers to easily create and 
synchronize YouTube Live events for encoding on the 
Elemental Live platform. Solutions from Elemental are 
specifically recommended for live event streaming via 
YouTu be channels. 

Haivision Launches InStream Mobile for iOS and 
Android 

Haivision announced the availability of InStream Mobile - a 
low latency HD media player for iOS and Android devices. 
Available as a free application in the Apple App Store and 
soon from the Google Play Store, InStream Mobile is a highly 
advanced and easy-to-use player for HD video delivery for 
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applications that require the lowest end-to-end delay from 

source to viewer. InStream Mobile receives, scales, and 
decodes up to 1080p60 full frame rate H.264 video. 

Envivio Muse Powers TV Everywhere for Atyaf 

Envivio announced that Atyaf Telecommunications and 
Infrastructure International B.S.C. has selected Envivio 
Muse software-based encoding solutions to power its live 
and on-demand IV Everywhere services. Atyaf is a leading 
IPTV service provider for the Middle East region, based in 

Bahrain. The recently launched over-the-top (OTT) multi- 
screen service delivers more than 130 channels in multiple 
adaptive bit-rate (ABR) profiles for delivery to connected IV 
sets, PCs, Android, and Apple lOS devices. 

How Video Will Provide a Third Act for AOL 
by paidCon ten t 

AOL has been down forever but it’s still far from out. After 
towering as an internet giant a decade ago and then 
crawling along as a zombie spin-off since 2009, the muddled 
media giant is ready for a third act. AOL executives’ 
comments on a Tuesday morning earnings call suggest they 
believe the company’s future identify is tied to grabbing TV 
dollars and becoming a video powerhouse. 

RTS Enables United Approach to Cornms for Dutch 
Football Coverage 
by Da vid Da vies 

ADAM (Advanced Digital Audio Matrix) and Cronus matrix     : 
solutions from RTS are integral to the OB trucks deployed by i 
broadcast service provider United for coverage of Eredivisie :: 
(Honorary Division), Holland’s highest football league. Ranked 
by UEFA as among the ten finest football leagues in Europe, 
the Eredivisie comprises 18 teams who play 34 matches 
each in the course of the season. Of the nine Eredivisie 
matches played each week, Dutch service provider United 
broadcasts seven - a commitment that is demanding in both 
personnel and technical resources, with up to 15 employees 
and ten cameras involved each time. 

BT Vision Leads the Way - Sort Of 
by Andy Stout 

UK telco BT has just passed the landmark figure of 750,000 
subscribers for its IPTV service, BT Vision. The figure might 
be small so far, but, with paradigm-shifting sports-rights 
deals kicking in next year, the company is a significant, IP- 
powered new player on an increasingly crowded and 
pressured block. For an upstart like BT to throw an 
established broadcaster with the power and reach of ESPN 
into disarray is, frankly, unexpected. 

All in the Details: HocSonus’ NewAudio Cancellation 
Technology 
by Da vid Da vies 

The result of a five-year-plus R&D initiative, HocSonus’s 
new Background Noise Canceller audio decorrelation 
technology is designed to boost intelligibility for sports 
coverage and other broadcast applications. It is set to be 
used on three major international rugby matches in 
November alone. According to the French audio developer, 
more than 99% of acoustic background noise is related to 

correlation (intermodulation). HocSonus’s new decorrelation 
technology therefore aims to remove acoustic noise mixed 
up with the useful signal and deliver a natural signal. 
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Venue News: Toyota Center Unveils Massive Video i 

Board to Mixed Reviews; Goodell Eyes New Stadium 

for Falcons 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 
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Toyota Center’s new scoreboard system, which debuted 
during the Rockets’ home opener, is the latest electronic 
trendsetter in a town that has been setting scoreboard 
trends since the original Astrodome board in the mid-1960s. 
While many were impressed with its size and clarity, others 
said its comfort level is best suited for fans on the club and 
suite levels, where the board is roughly at eye level. 

beIN SPORT Secures Carriage Deals with Time 
Warner Cable, Bright House Networks 

beIN SPORT, the new independent 24-hour global network 
dedicated to live and exclusive coverage of the world’s best i 
soccer and international sports, will be carried by Time 
Warner Cable and Bright House Networks. Time Warner 
Cable and Bright House Networks will offer the network in 
English and a separate network in Spanish on TV and on 
demand. Additionally, both networks will be made available 
to authenticated subscribers through the TWC TV Website, 
Bright House Networks BHTV app, and beIN SPORT’s 
Website. 

Comcast SportsNet To Debut Doc Chronicling 
Mission of Sports-Industry Vets in Cambodia 

Comcast SportsNet will provide viewers with a landmark, 
behind-the-scenes, two-part documentary entitled ’From 
the Sports World to the Third World: A Journey to 
Cambodia,’ detailing the story of how two Chicago sports 
industry veterans are changing the lives of hundreds of 
helpless children and their families each and every day in 
poverty-stricken Cambodia. Part I of this story premieres 
Tuesday, November 13 at 7:00 PM, with Part II debuting the 
following evening on Wednesday, November 14 at 7:00 PM, 
exclusively on Comcast SportsNet. 

Cox Cable Strikes Deal with Time Warner Cable for 
Lakers Channel 
by Los Angeles Times 

Cox Cable has reached an agreement to carry Time Warner 
Cable’s sports channel SportsNet, which is the new local 
television home for the Los Angeles Lakers. The agreement 
ends a standoff between the two companies that had been 
going on for weeks. Cox is expected to start carrying 
SportsNet and its Spanish-language companion channel 
Deportes early this week and in time for Wednesday’s Lakers 
game against the Utah Jazz. 
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Adorama To Host Canon Digital Cinema Event 
Featuring Larry Thorpe 

Adorama, a supplier of pro video, photographic, and 
consumer electronics products, is teaming up with Adorama 
Rental and Canon to co-host a special event around the 
Canon Cinema EOS cameras, including the brand new C500 
series. Scheduled for Tuesday, November 13, the event will 
feature a presentation on EOS cameras by Larry Thorpe, 
Senior Fellow of the Professional Engineering & Solutions 

Division of Canon USA, Inc. 

Axon Digital Design Appoints Alfredo Cabrera as 
Latin America Area Sales Director 

Axon Digital Design has announced a senior level 
appointment that is designed to strengthen the company’s 
sales drive in Latin American region where it is already 
experiencing significant growth. Alfredo Cabrera has been 
recruited as Latin America Area Sales Director. Cabrera 
brings extensive senior level broadcast industry sales 
experience in the region where he has worked for numerous 
broadcast technology vendors and also co-owned a 
postproduction facility. 

NewTek, All American Games Search for Best High 
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School Video-Production Students 

All American Games, producer of the U.S. Army All-American 

Bowl, and NewTek, announce their third annual search for 
the best high school video production students in the 
country to form the "NewTek All-American Video Crew" at 
the 2013 U.S. Army All-American Bowl in San Antonio, 
Texas. High school juniors entering their senior year in the 
fall of 2012 are invited to submit video entries that 
showcase their work in video production. 

National Sports Networks Scrum for U.S. Ad Dollars, 

Viewers 
by Reuters 

Media companies from NBC and Fox to AI-Jazeera are digging 
deep into their wallets to build new national sports networks 
and grab a slice of the lucrative market dominated by Walt 
Disney Co’s sports juggernaut ESPN. The networks are 
chasing the big advertising dollars that flow into live sports 
programming, plus monthly subscription fees paid by cable 
operators that are far higher than those for other channels. 

Ross Video Says Sales Grew 19% in Fiscal 2012 
by Devoncroft 

Ross Video CEO David Ross said that his company’s fiscal 
2012 revenue increased 19% versus the same period a year 
ago. Ross, who owns approximately 90% of eponymous 
company, disclosed the fiscal 2012 results via an update on 
LinkedIn, where he has a habit of releasing corporate news. 
According to Ross, fiscal 2012 is the company’s twenty-first 
consecutive year of revenue growth, all of which has been 
self-funded according to his previous statements. 

Battle in Los Angeles 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

With the launch of three RSNs in the past two months, Los 
Angeles has become a sort of ground zero for sports media, 
with consumers, businesses, distributors, and rightsholders 
trying to navigate a new sports media landscape where local 
rights are divided among a growing number of high-priced 
sports channels. Add in the possibility of the Dodgers 
starting their own channel when their rights deal with Fox 
ends after next season (sources say that remains an 
option), and local rights in Los Angeles would become more 
expensive and spread out than in any other U.S. market. 

Cablevision and NBCUniversal Sign Distribution 
Deal 
by Los Angeles Times 

Cablevision Systems Corp. has signed a long-term 
distribution deal to carry broadcast and cable networks 
owned by Comcast’s NBCUniversal unit. The rising fees for 
broadcast stations come as the price for cable programming 
also continues to climb, primarily because of sports. Disney’s 
ESPN is more than $5 per-subscriber, per-month. Regional 
sports networks are also very expensive. Time Warner 
Cable’s new Los Angeles channel SportsNet, which has 
rights to the Los Angeles Lakers, costs close to $4 per- 
subscriber, per- month. 

MPEG Founder Urging Broadcasters to Give Up 
Infrastructure, Rally Behind DASH 
by Broadcast Engineering 

The headline of a recent interview with Leonardo 
Chiariglione, the godfather of MPEG, was his comment that 
DASH was going to be as big as MPEG2, but the subtext 
was in its way even more revealing. Chiariglione, who is 
about to receive the prestigious Faraday Medal from the 
UK’s Institution of Engineering and Technology (][El") for his 
contribution to modern digital media, was expounding his 
belief that DASH would become the universal digital video 
transport medium, not just for the Tnternet, but the whole 
of broadcasting. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 12:14 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Comprehensive Peer Mentor Programs i Join us in San Diego 

[IINII expert tips developing a peer program your 
J 

1 
Gain and ideas for mentor for institution. 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure deNvery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Before your calendar fills up and your professional development budget is 
depleted, register now for our comprehensive peer mentor event. 

Join us in beautiful San Diego for a comprehensive conference 
that will highlight best practices across traditional, minority 
student, and international student peer mentor programs+ 

ProQram Brochure (pdf) I Pricinc! & ReQistration I AQenda 

Our expert faculty will provide practical, easy-to-follow advice for 
developing your peer mentor program, as well as assessment 
tools to help you determine the effectiveness of your program. 

academicimpressions.com 

SPONSORED BY 

~: ACPA logo 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

This ’Work and learn" event is particularly well-suited for 
institutions that are in the exploratory or developmental stages of 
creating a peer mentor program+ Discussion topics win include: 

¯ The key components of a peer mentorship program 
¯ Design features to consider when developing a program 
¯ Identifying and resourcing new program initiatives 
¯ Learning outcomes for different types of programs 
¯ Ideas for recruiting, selecting, and incentivizing peer 

mentors 
¯ Utilizing returning peer mentors 
¯ How to run effective training sessions 
¯ Assessing peer mentors and back-up planning 

There is also a NEW post-conference workshop this year titled 
Developing Peer Mentors Through Active Learning and 
Technology. See the a qenda for details. 

TEAM DISCOUNTS; REGISTER TODAY! 

Re.qister for this event online or call 720.488.6800 to register or 
with any questions. 

Register two people from your institution for this event and 
any additional team members can attend for half price? To 
take advantage of this offer, complete your registration by phone 
at 720.488+6800. 

Improvin.q Online Student 
Persistence with E-Mentors 

Drawing upon research that 
supports the idea that e-mentors 
can be an effective way to provide 

a variety of support, our expert 
instructors will give tips and 
advice to help you build or 

improve an online peer mentor 
program. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
if you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 6:08 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Gerald Gumey < @gmaJl.com>; N4A listserve listserve 

<n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

RE: [n4a] Requirements queslioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players - UNC scandal - NewsObserver.com 

Catching up on readings. 

In light of election day yesterday I always find it amazing and amusing how the MEDIA spins, plays on words, and inaccurately reflects (on all sides of all issues) to sensationalize their 
stoW. In this case of media misrepresentation, I LOVE (*sarcasm*) how our profession and the academic support staff at UNC is portrayed as "Academic Support Program for Student 
Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports". Is that what we do? 

*shaking my head* 

Hope the membership is doing well! Be blessed. 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ 185287-2505 
P: 480.965.80541 F: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 

The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 
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BY DAN KANE AND J. ANDREW CURLISS - DKANE@NEWSOBSERVER.COM 
Tags: UNC-Chapel Hill I UNC I naval weapons systems I NAVS 302 I Brian Lubitz I Doug Wright I Stephen Matts I Holden Thorp I Roy Williams I men’s basketball I academic fraud UNC- 
Chapel Hill’s Department of Naval Science exists to produce "highly qualified" officers who serve on ships, aircraft and submarines, or in the Marine Corps. 

For the spring semester in 2007, it also taught a half-dozen men’s basketball players. 

Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place for athletes. One class particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems, or 
NAVS 302, which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class, 30 were athletes. 

Six of those were members of the men’s basketball team. The class’s average grade that semester was 3.63, or better than a B-plus, and the class’ work requirements were deemed so difficult 
to assess that its structure was later changed. 

One of the basketball players, Bobby Frasor, now director of basketball operations at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, said he and his teammates took the class after the class 
instructor discussed it with counselors in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports. 

"He told our academic advisers, but I had never heard of the class, and basically, our academic adviser recommended it and we enrolled in it," Frasor said. "And I don’t know if it was my 
favorite class, but it was an enjoyable class." 

Former All-America Tyler Hansbrough also was in the class. It was the only NAVS 302 class over the past six years in which basketball players enrolled, records show. 

NAVS 302 is the most recent questionable class to surface in an academic scandal that has led to multiple investigations on campus and prompted Chancellor Holden Thorp to announce his 



resignation last month. Until now, the questions focused on "no-show" classes in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, and involved mostly football players. 

But this class, which did meet, included a substantial portion of the basketball team. Frasor said that Wayne Walden, a former assistant director for academic support who handled the 
basketball team, had recommended the class. 

Walden, who no longer works at UNC, could not be reached. He was brought to UNC from the University of Kansas shortly after men’s basketball coach Roy Williams was hired from there. 
Williams had described Walden as being an integral part of the basketball program. 

Williams could not be reached for comment. 

John Infante, who helped oversee NCAA compliance at Colorado State and Loyola Marymount and writes a blog on compliance issues, said in an interview that UNC’s support program for 
athletes had to be in the loop on the weapons class. 

"That many kids in a course which is that rare for athletes to take, you can probably assume or at least say that academic support staff should have known," he said. "They should have 
noticed that." 

The key question from an NCAA viewpoint, he said, would be how lenient the professor was with athletes once they enrolled and whether there was special treatment. 

No exams or quizzes 

The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years. It had no required exams or quizzes and no major research paper. Students received 
much of their grade from a two- to three-page double-spaced midterm paper and a group project that required a 20-minute oral presentation split among five students. 

Frasor recalled the paper was on weaponry and the presentation was on battle scenarios. 

The professor for the class, Lt. Brian Lubitz, taught it only once, UNC records show. A former captain for the Naval Academy soccer team, he also was earning his MBA from UNC’s Kenan- 
Flagler Business School at the time. He now works in Philadelphia for the investment firm Goldman Sachs. 

The current head of the Naval Science Department at UNC, Capt. Doug Wright, said the course work requirements in that particular class had troubled his predecessor, Capt. Stephen Matts, 
so much that Matts told subsequent instructors he wanted them changed. Later course outlines show quizzes, tests and papers or presentations. Matts could not be reached. 

Wright said he would have made the same changes because the class as structured under Lubitz would make it difficult to determine whether the students were learning the material. 

"It would make it harder to...figure out how they are doing," Wright said. "Could it be done? Sure. Is it ’illegal?’ No. But I wouldn’t have done it and apparently my predecessor didn’t 
approve of it either because they changed it." 

Thorp said in an interview that the class looks like an example of clustering, in which students group around a particular class or major. Universities try to track clustering to make sure 
classes and majors have not become easy spots for athletes trying to keep their grades up to stay eligible for sports. 

Thorp said he has now sent the Naval Weapons Systems enrollment and average grade information to former Gov. Jim Martin and the accounting firm Baker Tilly as part of a comprehensive 
review that he expects will show where clustering occurs within the university, and not just among athletes. Thorp brought in Martin and Baker Tilly in August after new evidence surfaced 
suggesting no-show classes in the African studies department went back much farther than an internal investigation was able to find. 

"We’ve given the investigators free rein to look at this stufI." Thorp said. 

Swahili and weapons 

Much of the problems at UNC have focused on football because the NCAA brought sanctions against the program and because football players made up more than a third of the 
enrollments in the no-show classes. 

Enrollment data for the African studies classes show basketball players accounted for 23 enrollments over a two-year period that began with the first summer semester of 2007. In two cases, 
the sole enrollee in one of the no-show classes was a basketball player. There were no more enrollments after the summer of 2009, while football players continued to enroll in no-show 
classes. 

The university’s records show athletes accounted for more than half the enrollments in at least four other naval science classes. One weapons class, held in the fall of 2008, had 26 athletes, 
eight of them football players. The grade-point average for the class was 3.84. 

Lubitz spelled out in his syllabus that he reserved the right to have quizzes and tests. But the class syllabus says, "At this time none are anticipated." 

Several attempts to reach Lubitz over the past two months were unsuccessful. 

Lubitz left UNC in 2009 and went to Goldman Sachs; around that time, he also was on the board of a foundation that aimed to connect the children of fallen soldiers with executives, athletes, 
entertainers and others. His biography with the foundation said, "Brian’s enthusiasm for education has been referenced by his students in numerous publications, to include Sports 
Illustrated." 

Hansbrough told Sports Illustrated in March 2007, as he was mentioned as the possible Player of the Year in the NCAA, that he was taking both Swahili as a language and the Naval 
Weapons Systems class. 

Hansbrough said he was enrolled in Swahili because he thought "it would be cool" and Naval Weapons Systems because "I wanted classes about things I wouldn’t necessarily be exposed 
to on my own." 

Hansbrough, now a member of the NBA’s Indiana Pacers, declined to comment Tuesday through a team spokesman. 

Efforts to reach other members of the 2006-07 basketball team were unsuccessful. Frasor declined to say which of his teammates attended the class. 

Only one player on that year’s team, Wes Miller, had a grade-point average of 3.0 or better for the year, according to an N&© analysis of Atlantic Coast Conference data. 

Grades now drop 

Wright, who also oversees the naval science programs at N.C. State and Duke as part of a j oint assignment, said he could not say whether the class had become a safe haven for athletes 
because he was not at the university then. 

He said he has referred the matter to his supervisors in the Navy, though he was unsure what they could do with a class that is now five years old. The Navy pays the instructors’ salaries 
and some operating expenses, as well as providing textbooks to students. 

He said the classes are not intended to be easy, given the goal is to train Navy and Marine officers to handle the rigors of military leadership. UNC boasts that at one point in the 
department’s 71-year-history, only the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md., commissioned more officers. 

"This is what our students need to do well in the fleet and I take that extremely seriously," Wright said. "That’s my moral calling." 

Since he took over the department, the weapons class average grade has plummeted to roughly a C average. 



News researcher Brooke Cain contributed to this report¯ 
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2 new comments were just posted¯ Show 

wjolly 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand ..ooo£ ¯¯must be getting close the reality...the Tarheel apologists are in full denial mode...nothing to see here¯¯¯.everybody does it .... 

¯ ¯¯starting to hear the Rolling Stones in the back of my head¯¯¯"¯.When the whip comes down¯¯.".... 

¯ .if these apologists had not had the arrogant, "look down their noses at everyone else" attitude...¯then¯¯¯there might have been nothing here to look at....as it is.¯¯they have set themselves up 
to be held to a higher level of ridicule...and..since they are unapologetic about the transgressions on the Hill...the ridicule will continue¯¯¯..count on it... 

(Edited by author 51 minutes ago) 

A Like 
Reply 
54 minutes ago 
8 Likes 
Report Abuse 

AgentPierce, AP on Twitter @TheAgentPierce 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand wjolly; as usual, there are 34 blithering nitwits (average age maybe 20) who are bouncing around 
this thread..., aka your "Tarheel apologists"¯ 

I’ve not given any of these 3-4 blithering nitwits my proxy, nor has anyone I know. Mainstream adult UNC alumni are mortified by this whole mess. And have been for quite some time. 
When will it end and what will the UNC Chapel Hill landscape look when like it does "end" ? No one knows. 

I’ve had many adult NCState alumni apologize for the over-the-top histrionics of some of the "hard-core ABC posters" on this topic¯ Absurd comments from either end of the spectrum are 
not representative of anyone other than the anonymous poster whose name appears above the comment¯ 

A Like 
Reply 
1 minute ago 
in reply to wjolly 
1 Like 
Report Abuse 

mattnc 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand Frasor just sunk the flagship! He admitted the basketball players were basically corralled into the Naval class by the atheletic handlers¯ The 
class average was a B+, when only one player on the entire team had a B average for the year, no quizes, no exam, no major paper, a "shared" oral presentation¯ UNC basketball, brace 
yourself, INCOMING!!! 
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Reply 
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awdracer 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Oh, Lookie there!!! Wayne Walden’s name is once again mentioned¯ Do all coaches hire academic "advisors" for the athletes that they 
coach? Interesting¯ The jump into AA Studies came the year after Walden joined the staff’¯ I wonder if he and Prof Kangaroo ever had lunch? 
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Reply 
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YARSpack 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand That’s what folks are missing in the story. Wayne Walden is the key. Aaarggh, a storm’s a brewin’. 

A Like 
Reply 
Today 09:37 AM 
in reply to awdracer 
4 Likes 
Report Abuse 



PACK MIKE77 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand People are missing the point. 

"Academically eligible" is determined by each institution. 

The NCAA does not determine how athletes are to perform AFTER they arrive at the institution, they only care the athlete has met ENTRY requirements. 

And even then, they have avenues for those athletes that are unable to pass those requirements fully. 

The ONLY thing the N&O brings to light is the hypocrisy of the "Educational" Foundation(Rams Club) and the boasting for years of how so many of their athletes graduated. 

They would not hang a retired jersey until the athlete had graduated. 

What the N&O has done is just reported on how cheap a UNC degree can be. 
How meaningless a UNC degree has become. 

To avoid NCAA penalties by making sure "other" students were in the class means there are non-athlete students that received cheap degrees. 

Jim Valvano used the "incomplete" no grade ruse to keep his athletes eligible. It was NOT an NCAA violation. 

BUT, those athletes did not receive a degree. 

NC State did not inflate their graduates. Despite the bad press, NC State was not going to "give" degrees. 

There seems to be a lot of cheap banners hanging in the Dean Dome! 
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Reply 
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9 Likes 
Report Abuse 

Wayland Sumerlin 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand actually there are year by year requirements. Just find the Julious Peppers article. You will see where he was very close and 
sometimes below the numbers. If not for his 9 Bs or better in the AFAM classes, he would not have made it past his 2nd year. 

A Like 
Reply 
49 minutes ago 
in reply to PACK MIKE77 
Report Abuse 

bradleyb123 10 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Basketball players were directed into this class by academic advisers to help keep them eligible. (Bobby Frasor admitted that, as stated 
in this article). Therefore, this is anything BUT a meaningless finding. 

A Like 
Reply 
Today 07:02 AM 
12 Likes 
Report Abuse 

The Gooch 3 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Exactly. There is so much information here that completely blows UNC’s own scandal-related explanations and findings out of the water. 

1 .) Issues are obviously not limited to 2 rogues (Nyang’oro and his assistant Crowder) as not one, but two, internal investigations by UNC has claimed 
2.) This is obviously not limited to the AFAM department which has been unfairly maligned as the single rogue department in this whole saga 
3.) Obviously not limited to football players (Butch Davis did not create this well-oiled machine) 
4.) Points to the very real possibility that other random sections of legitimate courses in multiple departments are filled with athletes just once, have very high grades for those particular 
sections, then the course goes back to being fairly difficult from that point on. "The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years." 
5.) We are all being introduced to Mr. Wayne Walden who Roy Williams said was more valuable to his success than any assistant coach on the sideline. Wayne was Roy’s academic guy 
that he brought with him from Kansas. 

Regarding Walden, former Texas basketball coach Tom Penders tweeted last night, "How can a coach bring an academic adviser with him from KU? Athletic departments can hire but not 
the coach. Not Kosher." 

There’s a lot being revealed these days that are not kosher... 
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in reply to bradleyb123 
6 Likes 
Report Abuse 

bradleyb123 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand All excellent points. As I was reading your post, I kept thinking about points I wanted to add to it. But then you hit on each one of them. 
Nice summary. And it appears that we both have been reading a lot on PackPride this morning... :) 
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Report Abuse 
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More UNC scandal 1 of 10 
Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place for 
athletes. One class particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems, or NAVS 302, which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class, 30 were athletes. 
UNC players needed academic help, records show 
The records develop a deeper picture about the academic fraud that has now spawned four ongoing investigations and reviews on the Chapel Hill campus. They show that the athlete 
support program used the no-show classes to help keep student-athletes eligible to play. 
UNC seeks new leader during challenging time for public university presidents A national education leader says public university chancellors are being pulled by many forces, including 



athletics and ideology. Still, he thinks UNC-Chapel Hill will find a good chancellor. 
Thorp: UNC’s standards for athletes will rise UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor Holden Thorp said Wednesday the university is planning to strike a new - and possibly ground-breaking - balance 
between athletics and academics at one of the nation’s leading public universities. 
UNC caps rough week with stirring rally for Holden Thorp The chancellor says he still plans to resign in June because that is best for him and the university. The process of finding his 
replacement begins next week. 
Lawyer: Tutor called Davis for advice as NCAA focus shifted to academics Records from Butch Davis’ personal cell phone show on Aug. 23, 2010, the former UNC football coach received a 
call from tutor Jennifer Wiley as the NCAA was shifting its focus to academic fraud. They talked for 9 minutes. Davis’ lawyer said Wiley considered Davis "a father figure." 
UNC-CH sends Tami Hansbrough records to NCAA The NCAA has received several travel and hiring records related to Tami Hansbrough in the wake of the questionable travel at UNC- 
Chapel Hill that caused her and the vice chancellor for university advancement to resign from their fundraising jobs. 
UNC-CH students to rally for Holden Thorp today Another gathering is planned at the university to persuade Holden Thorp to stay on as chancellor, but so far such pleas have not 
changed his mind. 
UNC-CH trustees ask Holden Thorp to stay It’s unclear whether the board’s resolution will change the chancellor’s mind about leaving. He said Tuesday he is ready to return to being a 
professor. And the board already is making plans to search for a new leader. 
UNC dental foundation report shows Tami Hansbrough’s travel to see son play UNC-Chapel Hill’s dental foundation released a three-year-old report Tuesday that said Tami Hansbrough 
did not receive proper approval for a trip to Memphis in which her son, Tyler, was playing for the basketball team in the NCAA Tournament. 
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Brian Lubitz during an Executive MBA class at UNC July 23, 2007. 
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Tyler Hanshrough 
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Tyler Hansbrough, 2007 
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ENLARGE 

UNC Tyler Hansbrough (50) celebrates his game winning shot to give UNC a 68-66 victory over Virginia Tech on Saturday March 15, 2008 in the in the semifinals of the ACC Tournament in 

Charlotte Bobcats Arena. 

ROBERT WILLETr - 2008 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

ENLARGE 



A 2006 photo shows North Carolina’s Tyler Hansbrough (50) gets a high five from teammate Bobby Frasor (4) after scoring and drawing a foul during the second half of play against Georgia 
Tech on Wednesday February 15, 2006 in the Smith Center. 
ROBERT WILLETr - 2007 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

ENLARGE 

UNC Tyler Hansbrough (50) celebrates his game winning shot with teammate Wayne Ellington (22) to give UNC a 68-66 victory over Virginia Tech on Saturday March 15, 2008 in the in the 

semifinals of the ACC Tournament in Charlotte Bobcats Arena. 

ROBERT WILLETr - 2008 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

ENLARGE 
UNC’s Tyler Hansbrough (50), and Bobby Frasor (4), huddle during the second half of play on Wednesday November 22, 2006 during the NIT Season Tip-Off Tournament in Madison 
Square Garden. 
ROBERT WILLETr - 2006 NEWS &; OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 

BUY PHOTO      I ENLARGE 
UNC-CH Chancellor Holden Thorp, during a Monday afternoon Sept. 17, 2012 interview in his office in Chapel Hill, NC. 

HARRY LYNCH - HLYNCH@NEWSOB SERVER.COM 
IN TOUCH WITH NCAA 
UNC-Chapel Hill officials say they have been in touch with the NCAA amid fresh questions about academics and athletes. 
A report in Sunday’s News & Observer showed, among other things, that staffers in a university program that helps athletes with their schoolwork knew about no-show classes in the 
African studies department. One administrator said the classes were needed for struggling students. The N&O report also provided details of a 19-page paper that had large sections copied 
word-for-word from Internet sources. 
An athletic department spokesman, Steve Kirschner, wrote in an email Tuesday that UNC "has been in contact with the NCAA." 
The contact was consistent with established procedures "to share information," he wrote. 
The NCAA would not make its president, Mark Emmert, available for an interview. 
Emmert told CBSSports.com on Monday that the NCAA may yet have to take further action at UNC, a shift from earlier pronouncements that academic problems at UNC were not NCAA 
matters. The NCAA issued sanctions earlier this year against the football program related to agents, tutoring and other "impermissible" benefits. 
"We’ll continue to monitor the situation and see what the facts are as they unfold from the investigations that (UNC) is involved with," Emmert told CBS. "... And (then we’ll see) if there’s 
anything further that we need to do at that time." 
J. Andrew Curliss and Dan Kane 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 
Gerald Gumey <           @gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 9:58 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> 

Ellen Staurowsky <ejs95@drexel.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael <southaJl@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ph.D. Jason R. Lanter 
<      @gmail.com>; Angela Lumpkin <alumpkin@ku.edu>; N4A listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Allen Sack Sack 
<ASack@newhaven.edu>; David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; David Thompson <            @triad.rr.com> 

Re: [n4a] Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players - UNC scandal - NewsObserver.com 

Jean, 
The media is bringing what they perceive as fraudulent courses to the attention of the public. We may consider them sensationalized stories in the press as an attempt to sell papers or 
advertising, but these stories should serve as a reminder of the potential ethical issues we face daily. The fact is that there are too many similar stories that the press features, like the UNC 
and Florida State scandals to simply brush them off as anomalies. Major NCAA academic fraud cases have doubled in the last decade. Should we blame the media or should we work on 
reducing instances of academic fraud and improving academic integrity in athletics? What I do know is that this sort of exposure results in the loss ofj obs for some of our best 
professionals. It can happen to you whether or not you are responsible for the fraud. 

I’m not shaking my head at the media. I’m worried about our roles in an NCAA APP system that is based on eligibility and retention rather than a meaningful education. We are inundated 
with APR numbers that are meaningless and a smoke screen. The NCAA boasts improvement without seriously considering the consequences to the educational experiences of our 
athletes, our professionals and institutional integrity. 

My best to all, 
Gerry 
On Nov 7, 2012, at 5:07 PM, Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> wrote: 

> Catching up on readings. 
> 

> In light of election day yesterday I always find it amazing and amusing how the MEDIA spins, plays on words, and inaccurately reflects (on all sides of all issues) to sensationalize their 
story. In this case of media misrepresentation, I LOVE (*sarcasm*) how our profession and the academic support staff at UNC is portrayed as "Academic Support Program for Student 
Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports". Is that what we do? 
> 

> *shaking my head* 
> 

> Hope the membership is doing well! Be blessed. 
> 

> 

> 

> Mr. Jean Boyd 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
> Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ 185287-2505 

> P: 480.965.80541 F: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 
> 
> The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 
> 

> 
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> From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [mailto:n4a-request(~lists.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Gerald Gurney 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 8:44 AM 
> To: N4A listserve listserve 
> Subject: [n4a] Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players - UNC scandal - NewsObserver.com 
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> BY DAN KANE AND J. ANDREW CURLISS - DKANE@NEWSOBSERVER.COM 
> Tags: UNC-Chapel Hill I UNC I naval weapons systems I NAVS 302 I Brian Lubitz I Dung Wright I Stephen Matts I Holden Thorp I Roy Williams I men’s basketball I academic fraud UNC- 
Chapel Hill’s Department of Naval Science exists to produce "highly qualified" officers who serve on ships, aircraft and submarines, or in the Marine Corps. 
> 

> For the spring semester in 2007, it also taught a half-dozen men’s basketball players. 



> 

> Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place for athletes. One class particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems, or 
NAVS 302, which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class, 30 were athletes. 
> 

> 

> Six of those were members of the men’s basketball team. The class’s average grade that semester was 3.63, or better than a B-plus, and the class’ work requirements were deemed so 
difficult to assess that its structure was later changed. 
> 

> One of the basketball players, Bobby Frasor, now director of basketball operations at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, said he and his teammates took the class after the class 
instructor discussed it with counselors in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports. 
> 

> "He told our academic advisers, but I had never heard of the class, and basically, our academic adviser recommended it and we enrolled in it," Frasor said. "And I don’t know if it was my 
favorite class, but it was an enjoyable class." 
> 
> Former All-America Tyler Hansbrough also was in the class. It was the only NAVS 302 class over the past six years in which basketball players enrolled, records show. 
> 

> NAVS 302 is the most recent questionable class to surface in an academic scandal that has led to multiple investigations on campus and prompted Chancellor Holden Thorp to announce 
his resignation last month. Until now, the questions focused on "no-show" classes in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, and involved mostly football players. 
> 

> But this class, which did meet, included a substantial portion of the basketball team. Frasor said that Wayne Walden, a former assistant director for academic support who handled the 
basketball team, had recommended the class. 
> 

> Walden, who no longer works at UNC, could not be reached. He was brought to UNC from the University of Kansas shortly after men’s basketball coach Roy Williams was hired from 
there. Williams had described Walden as being an integral part of the basketball program. 
> 

> Williams could not be reached for comment. 
> 
> John Infante, who helped oversee NCAA compliance at Colorado State and Loyola Marymount and writes a blog on compliance issues, said in an interview that UNC’s support program 
for athletes had to be in the loop on the weapons class. 
> 

> "That many kids in a course which is that rare for athletes to take, you can probably assume or at least say that academic support staff should have known," he said. "They should 
have noticed that." 
> 

> The key question from an NCAA viewpoint, he said, would be how lenient the professor was with athletes once they enrolled and whether there was special treatment. 
> 

> No exams or quizzes 
> 

> The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years. It had no required exams or quizzes and no maj or research paper. Students received 
much of their grade from a two- to three-page double-spaced midterm paper and a group project that required a 20-minute oral presentation split among five students. 
> 

> Frasor recalled the paper was on weaponry and the presentation was on battle scenarios. 
> 

> The professor for the class, Lt. Brian Lubitz, taught it only once, UNC records show. A former captain for the Naval Academy soccer team, he also was earning his MBA from UNC’s 
Kenan-Flagler Business School at the time. He now works in Philadelphia for the investment firm Goldman Sachs. 
> 

> The current head of the Naval Science Department at UNC, Capt. Doug Wright, said the course work requirements in that particular class had troubled his predecessor, Capt. Stephen 
Matts, so much that Matts told subsequent instructors he wanted them changed. Later course outlines show quizzes, tests and papers or presentations. Matts could not be reached. 
> 

> Wright said he would have made the same changes because the class as structured under Lubitz would make it difficult to determine whether the students were learning the material. 
> 
> "It would make it harder to...figure out how they are doing," Wright said. "Could it be done? Sure. Is it ’illegal?’ No. But I wouldn’t have done it and apparently my predecessor didn’t 
approve of it either because they changed it." 
> 

> Thorp said in an interview that the class looks like an example of clustering, in which students group around a particular class or major. Universities try to track clustering to make sure 
classes and majors have not become easy spots for athletes trying to keep their grades up to stay eligible for sports. 
> 

> Thorp said he has now sent the Naval Weapons Systems enrollment and average grade information to former Gov. Jim Martin and the accounting firm Baker Tilly as part of a 
comprehensive review that he expects will show where clustering occurs within the university, and not just among athletes. Thorp brought in Martin and Baker Tilly in August after new 
evidence surfaced suggesting no-show classes in the African studies department went back much farther than an internal investigation was able to find. 
> 

> "We’ve given the investigators free rein to look at this stufl." Thorp said. 
> 

> Swahili and weapons 
> 

> Much of the problems at UNC have focused on football because the NCAA brought sanctions against the program and because football players made up more than a third of the 
enrollments in the no-show classes. 
> 

> Enrollment data for the African studies classes show basketball players accounted for 23 enrollments over a two-year period that began with the first summer semester of 2007. In two 
cases, the sole enrollee in one of the no-show classes was a basketball player. There were no more enrollments after the summer of 2009, while football players continued to enroll in no- 
show classes. 
> 

> The university’s records show athletes accounted for more than half the enrollments in at least four other naval science classes. One weapons class, held in the fall of 2008, had 26 
athletes, eight of them football players. The grade-point average for the class was 3.84. 
> 

> Lubitz spelled out in his syllabus that he reserved the right to have quizzes and tests. But the class syllabus says, "At this time none are anticipated." 
> 

> Several attempts to reach Lubitz over the past two months were unsuccessful. 
> 

> Lubitz left UNC in 2009 and went to Goldman Sachs; around that time, he also was on the board of a foundation that aimed to connect the children of fallen soldiers with executives, 
athletes, entertainers and others. His biography with the foundation said, "Brian’s enthusiasm for education has been referenced by his students in numerous publications, to include 
Sports Illustrated." 
> 

> Hansbrough told Sports Illustrated in March 2007, as he was mentioned as the possible Player of the Year in the NCAA, that he was taking both Swahili as a language and the Naval 
Weapons Systems class. 
> 

> Hansbrough said he was enrolled in Swahili because he thought "it would be cool" and Naval Weapons Systems because "I wanted classes about things I wouldn’t necessarily be 
exposed to on my own." 
> 

> Hansbrough, now a member of the NBA’s Indiana Pacers, declined to comment Tuesday through a team spokesman. 
> 

> Efforts to reach other members of the 2006-07 basketball team were unsuccessful. Frasor declined to say which of his teammates attended the class. 



> 

> Only one player on that year’s team, Wes Miller, had a grade-point average of 3.0 or better for the year, according to an N&O analysis of Atlantic Coast Conference data. 
> 

> Grades now drop 
> 

> Wright, who also oversees the naval science programs at N.C. State and Duke as part of a j oint assignment, said he could not say whether the class had become a safe haven for athletes 
because he was not at the university then. 
> 

> He said he has referred the matter to his supervisors in the Navy, though he was unsure what they could do with a class that is now five years old. The Navy pays the instructors’ salaries 
and some operating expenses, as well as providing textbooks to students. 
> 

> He said the classes are not intended to be easy, given the goal is to train Navy and Marine officers to handle the rigors of military leadership. UNC boasts that at one point in the 
department’s 71-year-history, only the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md., commissioned more officers. 
> 

> "This is what our students need to do well in the fleet and I take that extremely seriously," Wright said. "That’s my moral calling." 
> 

> Since he took over the department, the weapons class average grade has plummeted to roughly a C average. 
> 

> News researcher Brooke Cain contributed to this report. 
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> wjolly 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand ..ooof...must be getting close the reality...the Tarheel apologists are in full denial mode...nothing to see here....everybody does it .... 
> 

> ...starting to hear the Rolling Stones in the back of my head..." ..When the whip comes down..." .... 
> 

> ..if these apologists had not had the arrogant, "look down their noses at everyone else" attitude....then...there might have been nothing here to look at....as it is...they have set themselves 
up to be held to a higher level of ridicule...and..since they are unapologetic about the transgressions on the Hill...the ridicule will continue.....count on it... 
> 

> (Edited by author 51 minutes ago) 
> 
>ALike 
> Reply 
> 54 minutes ago 
> 8 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> AgentPierce, AP on Twitter @TheAgentPierce 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand wjolly; as usual, there are 34 blithering nitwits (average age maybe 20) who are bouncing around 
this thread..., aka your "Tarheel apologists". 
> 

> I’ve not given any of these 3-4 blithering nitwits my proxy, nor has anyone I know. Mainstream adult UNC alumni are mortified by this whole mess. And have been for quite some time. 
When will it end and what will the UNC Chapel Hill landscape look when like it does "end" ? No one knows. 
> 

> I’ve had many adult NCState alumni apologize for the over-the-top histrionics of some of the "hard-core ABC posters" on this topic. Absurd comments from either end of the spectrum are 
not representative of anyone other than the anonymous poster whose name appears above the comment. 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> 1 minute ago 
> in reply to wjolly 
> 1 Like 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> mattnc 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand Frasor just sunk the flagship! He admitted the basketball players were basically corralled into the Naval class by the atheletic handlers. The 
class average was a B+, when only one player on the entire team had a B average for the year, no quizes, no exam, no major paper, a "shared" oral presentation. UNC basketball, brace 
yourself, INCOMING!!! 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
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> 24 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
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> awdracer 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Oh, Lookie there!!! Wayne Walden’s name is once again mentioned. Do all coaches hire academic "advisors" for the athletes that they 



coach? Interesting. The jump into AA Studies came the year after Walden joined the staff. I wonder if he and Prof Kangaroo ever had lunch? 
> 
>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 09:11 AM 
> 9 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
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> YARSpack 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand That’s what folks are missing in the story. Wayne Walden is the key. Aaarggh, a storm’s a brewin’. 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 09:37 AM 
> in reply to awdracer 
> 4 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> PACK MIKE77 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand People are missing the point. 
> 

> "Academically eligible" is determined by each institution. 
> 

> The NCAA does not determine how athletes are to perform AFTER they arrive at the institution, they only care the athlete has met ENTRY requirements. 
> 

> And even then, they have avenues for those athletes that are unable to pass those requirements fully. 
> 

> The ONL Y thing the N&O brings to light is the hypocrisy of the "Educational" Foundation(Rams Club) and the boasting for years of how so many of their athletes graduated. 
> 

> They would not hang a retired jersey until the athlete had graduated. 
> 

> What the N&O has done is just reported on how cheap a UNC degree can be. 
> How meaningless a UNC degree has become. 
> 

> To avoid NCAA penalties by making sure "other" students were in the class means there are non-athlete students that received cheap degrees. 
> 

> Jim Valvano used the "incomplete" no grade ruse to keep his athletes eligible. It was NOT an NCAA violation. 
> 

> BUT, those athletes did not receive a degree. 
> 

> NC State did not inflate their graduates. Despite the bad press, NC State was not going to "give" degrees. 
> 

> There seems to be a lot of cheap banners hanging in the Dean Dome! 
> 
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> Reply 
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> Report Abuse 
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> Wayland Sumerlin 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand actually there are year by year requirements. Just find the Julious Peppers article. You will see where he was very close and 
sometimes below the numbers. If not for his 9 Bs or better in the AFAM classes, he would not have made it past his 2nd year. 
> 
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> Reply 
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> bradleyb 123 10 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Basketball players were directed into this class by academic advisers to help keep them eligible. (Bobby Frasor admitted that, as 
stated in this article). Therefore, this is anything BUT a meaningless finding. 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 07:02 AM 
> 12 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
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> The Gooch 3 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Exactly. There is so much information here that completely blows UNC’s own scandal-related explanations and findings out of the 
water. 
> 

> 1 .) Issues are obviously not limited to 2 rogues (Nyang’oro and his assistant Crowder) as not one, but two, internal investigations by UNC has claimed 
> 2.) This is obviously not limited to the AFAM department which has been unfairly maligned as the single rogue department in this whole saga 
> 3.) Obviously not limited to football players (Butch Davis did not create this well-oiled machine) 
> 4.) Points to the very real possibility that other random sections of legitimate courses in multiple departments are filled with athletes just once, have very high grades for those particular 
sections, then the course goes back to being fairly difficult from that point on. "The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years." 
> 5.) We are all being introduced to Mr. Wayne Walden who Roy Williams said was more valuable to his success than any assistant coach on the sideline. Wayne was Roy’s academic guy 
that he brought with him from Kansas. 
> 

> Regarding Walden, former Texas basketball coach Tom Penders tweeted last night, "How can a coach bring an academic adviser with him from KU? Athletic departments can hire but not 
the coach. Not Kosher." 
> 

> There’s a lot being revealed these days that are not kosher... 
> 
>ALike 
> Reply 
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> in reply to bradleyb123 
> 6 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> bradleyb123 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand All excellent points. As I was reading your post, I kept thinking about points I wanted to add to it. But then you hit on each one of 
them. Nice summary. And it appears that we both have been reading a lot on PackPride this morning... :) 
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> ENLARGE 
> Brian Lubitz during an Executive MBA class at UNC July 23, 2007. 
> 2007 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> Tyler Hansbrough 
> JEFF SINER - STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> Tyler Hansbrough, 2007 
> JEFFREY A. CAMARATI - UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> UNC Tyler Hansbrough (50) celebrates his game winning shot to give UNC a 68-66 victory over Virginia Tech on Saturday March 15, 2008 in the in the semifinals of the ACC Tournament 
in Charlotte Bobcats Arena. 
> ROBERT WILLETF - 2008 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> A 2006 photo shows North Carolina’s Tyler Hansbrough (50) gets a high five from teammate Bobby Frasor (4) after scoring and drawing a foul during the second half of play against 
Georgia Tech on Wednesday February 15, 2006 in the Smith Center. 
> ROBERT WILLETF - 2007 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> UNC Tyler Hansbrough (50) celebrates his game winning shot with teammate Wayne Ellington (22) to give UNC a 68-66 victory over Virginia Tech on Saturday March 15, 2008 in the in the 
semifinals of the ACC Tournament in Charlotte Bobcats Arena. 
> ROBERT WILLETF - 2008 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> UNC’s Tyler Hansbrough (50), and Bobby Frasor (4), huddle during the second half of play on Wednesday November 22, 2006 during the NIT Season Tip-Off Tournament in Madison 
Square Garden. 
> ROBERT WILLETF - 2006 NEWS &; OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
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> BUY PHOTO I ENLARGE 
> UNC-CH Chancellor Holden Thorp, during a Monday afternoon Sept. 17, 2012 interview in his office in Chapel Hill, NC. 
> HARRY LYNCH - HLYNCH@NEWSOB SERVER.COM 
> IN TOUCH WITH NCAA 
> UNC-Chapel Hill officials say they have been in touch with the NCAA amid fresh questions about academics and athletes. 
> A report in Sunday’s News & Observer showed, among other things, that staffers in a university program that helps athletes with their schoolwork knew about no-show classes in the 
African studies department. One administrator said the classes were needed for struggling students. The N&O report also provided details of a 19-page paper that had large sections copied 
word-for-word from Internet sources. 
> An athletic department spokesman, Steve Kirschner, wrote in an email Tuesday that UNC "has been in contact with the NCAA." 
> The contact was consistent with established procedures "to share information," he wrote. 
> The NCAA would not make its president, Mark Emmert, available for an interview. 
> Emmert told CBSSports.com on Monday that the NCAA may yet have to take further action at UNC, a shift from earlier pronouncements that academic problems at UNC were not NCAA 
matters. The NCAA issued sanctions earlier this year against the football program related to agents, tutoring and other "impermissible" benefits. 
> "We’ll continue to monitor the situation and see what the facts are as they unfold from the investigations that (UNC) is involved with," Emmert told CBS. "... And (then we’ll see) if there’s 
anything further that we need to do at that time." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 10:22 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Gerald Gumey < ’@gmail.com> 

Ellen Staurowsky <ejs95@drexel.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael <southaJl@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ph.D. Jason R. Lanter 

<      @gmaJl.com>; Angela Lumpkin <aJumpkin@ku.edu>; N4A listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Jamie Bouyer 

<jbouyer@nacda.com>; Allen Sack Sack <ASack@newhaven.edu>; DavidRidpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; DavidThompson 

<            @triad.rr.com> 

RE: [n4a] Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players - UNC scandal - NewsObserver.com 

First off. I’d like to apologize to all of the people on the listserv who are looking to get off. I am CERTAIN that NACDA will work with us to clean up the list serv. Jamie, perhaps you could 
respond to the entire group about how to be removed from Listserv if they do not wish to remain. 

IN RESPONSE TO Gerald. I and my staff take academic integrity as the most serious element of our business. We ERR on the side of conservative in every situation. We must absolutely 
remain diligent in upholding standards and upholding academic integrity. We are all at GREAT RISK if we are not committed to this and in some cases are at risk even if we are. 

I don’t know about you in your experiences Gerald, but where I am, the Academic Reform platform has demanded the attention of our coaches and forced better partnerships in pursuit of 
student athlete academic achievement and student-athlete welfare. Our student-athletes are better off and so are our measurement numbers! Are the systems perfect? NO!! Are there 
manipulations and games that are played across the country to improve APR? YES! 

My point was that I AM INSULTED that in the media’s constant pursuit of a story they label our profession as people whose sole responsibility is to "help athletes stay eligible 
academically to play sports". I spend a tiny fraction of my time "helping student-athletes stay eligible to play". The majority of my and my staffs time is spent UNDERSTANDING, Praising 
and uplifting student-athletes, trouble shooting, creating and developing programs that serve EMPOWER student-athletes to maximize their full potential. Are there student-athletes who are 
focused on college as a minor league and who don’t value education? Yep!!! But I didn’t admit them and it is our responsibility to move them along the developmental process as far as we 
can. 

Do people in our business get confused and think it is their burden and do too much and cross the line? Are there people in our profession that lack integrity? Yes to both of those, but they 
are the exceptions, not the rule! 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ 185287-2505 

P: 480.965.80541 F: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 

The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gerald Gurney [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 7:58 AM 
To: Jean Boyd 
Cc: N4A listserve listserve; Sack, Allen Sack; Ph.D. Jason R. Lanter; David Ridpath; Richard M. Southall (southall@email.unc.edu) Southall; Angela Lumpkin; David Thompson; Ellen 
Staurowsky 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players - UNC scandal - NewsObserver.com 

Jean, 
The media is bringing what they perceive as fraudulent courses to the attention of the public. We may consider them sensationalized stories in the press as an attempt to sell papers or 
advertising, but these stories should serve as a reminder of the potential ethical issues we face daily. The fact is that there are too many similar stories that the press features, like the UNC 
and Florida State scandals to simply brush them off as anomalies. Major NCAA academic fraud cases have doubled in the last decade. Should we blame the media or should we work on 
reducing instances of academic fraud and improving academic integrity in athletics? What I do know is that this sort of exposure results in the loss ofj obs for some of our best 
professionals. It can happen to you whether or not you are responsible for the fraud. 

I’m not shaking my head at the media. I’m worried about our roles in an NCAA APP system that is based on eligibility and retention rather than a meaningful education. We are inundated 
with APR numbers that are meaningless and a smoke screen. The NCAA boasts improvement without seriously considering the consequences to the educational experiences of our 
athletes, our professionals and institutional integrity. 

My best to all, 
Gerry 
On Nov 7, 2012, at 5:07 PM. Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> wrote: 

> Catching up on readings. 
> 

> In light of election day yesterday I always find it amazing and amusing how the MEDIA spins, plays on words, and inaccurately reflects (on all sides of all issues) to sensationalize their 
story. In this case of media misrepresentation, I LOVE (*sarcasm*) how our profession and the academic support staff at UNC is portrayed as "Academic Support Program for Student 
Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports". Is that what we do? 
> 

> *shaking my head* 
> 

> Hope the membership is doing well! Be blessed. 
> 

> 

> 

> Mr. Jean Boyd 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development Sun 
> Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ 185287-2505 

> P: 480.965.80541 F: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 
> 
> The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [mailto:n4a-request(~,lists.nacda.com] 
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> BY DAN KANE AND J. ANDREW CURLISS - DKANE@NEWSOBSERVER.COM 
> Tags: UNC-Chapel Hill I UNC I naval weapons systems I NAVS 302 I Brian Lubitz I Doug Wright I Stephen Matts I Holden Thorp I Roy Williams I men’s basketball I academic fraud UNC- 
Chapel Hill’s Department of Naval Science exists to produce "highly qualified" officers who serve on ships, aircraft and submarines, or in the Marine Corps. 
> 

> For the spring semester in 2007, it also taught a half-dozen men’s basketball players. 
> 

> Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place for athletes. One class particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems, or 
NAVS 302, which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class, 30 were athletes. 
> 

> 

> Six of those were members of the men’s basketball team. The class’s average grade that semester was 3.63, or better than a B-plus, and the class’ work requirements were deemed so 
difficult to assess that its structure was later changed. 
> 

> One of the basketball players, Bobby Frasor, now director of basketball operations at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, said he and his teammates took the class after the class 
instructor discussed it with counselors in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports. 
> 

> "He told our academic advisers, but I had never heard of the class, and basically, our academic adviser recommended it and we enrolled in it," Frasor said. "And I don’t know if it was my 
favorite class, but it was an enjoyable class." 
> 
> Former All-America Tyler Hansbrough also was in the class. It was the only NAVS 302 class over the past six years in which basketball players enrolled, records show. 
> 

> NAVS 302 is the most recent questionable class to surface in an academic scandal that has led to multiple investigations on campus and prompted Chancellor Holden Thorp to announce 
his resignation last month. Until now, the questions focused on "no-show" classes in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, and involved mostly football players. 
> 

> But this class, which did meet, included a substantial portion of the basketball team. Frasor said that Wayne Walden, a former assistant director for academic support who handled the 
basketball team, had recommended the class. 
> 

> Walden, who no longer works at UNC, could not be reached. He was brought to UNC from the University of Kansas shortly after men’s basketball coach Roy Williams was hired from 
there. Williams had described Walden as being an integral part of the basketball program. 
> 

> Williams could not be reached for comment. 
> 
> John Infante, who helped oversee NCAA compliance at Colorado State and Loyola Marymount and writes a blog on compliance issues, said in an interview that UNC’s support program 
for athletes had to be in the loop on the weapons class. 
> 

> "That many kids in a course which is that rare for athletes to take, you can probably assume or at least say that academic support staff should have known," he said. "They should 
have noticed that." 
> 

> The key question from an NCAA viewpoint, he said, would be how lenient the professor was with athletes once they enrolled and whether there was special treatment. 
> 

> No exams or quizzes 
> 

> The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years. It had no required exams or quizzes and no maj or research paper. Students received 
much of their grade from a two- to three-page double-spaced midterm paper and a group project that required a 20-minute oral presentation split among five students. 
> 

> Frasor recalled the paper was on weaponry and the presentation was on battle scenarios. 
> 

> The professor for the class, Lt. Brian Lubitz, taught it only once, UNC records show. A former captain for the Naval Academy soccer team, he also was earning his MBA from UNC’s 
Kenan-Flagler Business School at the time. He now works in Philadelphia for the investment firm Goldman Sachs. 
> 

> The current head of the Naval Science Department at UNC, Capt. Doug Wright, said the course work requirements in that particular class had troubled his predecessor, Capt. Stephen 
Matts, so much that Matts told subsequent instructors he wanted them changed. Later course outlines show quizzes, tests and papers or presentations. Matts could not be reached. 



> 

> Wright said he would have made the same changes because the class as structured under Lubitz would make it difficult to determine whether the students were learning the material. 
> 
> "It would make it harder to...figure out how they are doing," Wright said. "Could it be done? Sure. Is it ’illegal?’ No. But I wouldn’t have done it and apparently my predecessor didn’t 
approve of it either because they changed it." 
> 

> Thorp said in an interview that the class looks like an example of clustering, in which students group around a particular class or major. Universities try to track clustering to make sure 
classes and majors have not become easy spots for athletes trying to keep their grades up to stay eligible for sports. 
> 
> Thorp said he has now sent the Naval Weapons Systems enrollment and average grade information to former Gov. Jim Martin and the accounting firm Baker Tilly as part of a 
comprehensive review that he expects will show where clustering occurs within the university, and not just among athletes. Thorp brought in Martin and Baker Tilly in August after new 
evidence surfaced suggesting no-show classes in the African studies department went back much farther than an internal investigation was able to find. 
> 

> "We’ve given the investigators free rein to look at this stufl." Thorp said. 
> 

> Swahili and weapons 
> 

> Much of the problems at UNC have focused on football because the NCAA brought sanctions against the program and because football players made up more than a third of the 
enrollments in the no-show classes. 
> 
> Enrollment data for the African studies classes show basketball players accounted for 23 enrollments over a two-year period that began with the first summer semester of 2007. In two 
cases, the sole enrollee in one of the no-show classes was a basketball player. There were no more enrollments after the summer of 2009, while football players continued to enroll in no- 
show classes. 
> 

> The university’s records show athletes accounted for more than half the enrollments in at least four other naval science classes. One weapons class, held in the fall of 2008, had 26 
athletes, eight of them football players. The grade-point average for the class was 3.84. 
> 

> Lubitz spelled out in his syllabus that he reserved the right to have quizzes and tests. But the class syllabus says, "At this time none are anticipated." 
> 

> Several attempts to reach Lubitz over the past two months were unsuccessful. 
> 

> Lubitz left UNC in 2009 and went to Goldman Sachs; around that time, he also was on the board of a foundation that aimed to connect the children of fallen soldiers with executives, 
athletes, entertainers and others. His biography with the foundation said, "Brian’s enthusiasm for education has been referenced by his students in numerous publications, to include 
Sports Illustrated." 
> 

> Hansbrough told Sports Illustrated in March 2007, as he was mentioned as the possible Player of the Year in the NCAA, that he was taking both Swahili as a language and the Naval 
Weapons Systems class. 
> 

> Hansbrough said he was enrolled in Swahili because he thought "it would be cool" and Naval Weapons Systems because "I wanted classes about things I wouldn’t necessarily be 
exposed to on my own." 
> 

> Hansbrough, now a member of the NBA’s Indiana Pacers, declined to comment Tuesday through a team spokesman. 
> 

> Efforts to reach other members of the 2006-07 basketball team were unsuccessful. Frasor declined to say which of his teammates attended the class. 
> 

> Only one player on that year’s team, Wes Miller, had a grade-point average of 3.0 or better for the year, according to an N&O analysis of Atlantic Coast Conference data. 
> 

> Grades now drop 
> 

> Wright, who also oversees the naval science programs at N.C. State and Duke as part of a j oint assignment, said he could not say whether the class had become a safe haven for athletes 
because he was not at the university then. 
> 

> He said he has referred the matter to his supervisors in the Navy, though he was unsure what they could do with a class that is now five years old. The Navy pays the instructors’ salaries 
and some operating expenses, as well as providing textbooks to students. 
> 

> He said the classes are not intended to be easy, given the goal is to train Navy and Marine officers to handle the rigors of military leadership. UNC boasts that at one point in the 
department’s 71-year-history, only the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md., commissioned more officers. 
> 
> "This is what our students need to do well in the fleet and I take that extremely seriously," Wright said. "That’s my moral calling." 
> 

> Since he took over the department, the weapons class average grade has plummeted to roughly a C average. 
> 

> News researcher Brooke Cain contributed to this report. 
> 
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> 2 new comments were just posted. Show 
> 

> wjolly 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand ..ooof...must be getting close the reality...the Tarheel apologists are in full denial mode...nothing to see here....everybody does it .... 
> 

> ...starting to hear the Rolling Stones in the back of my head..." ..When the whip comes down..." .... 
> 

> ..if these apologists had not had the arrogant, "look down their noses at everyone else" attitude....then...there might have been nothing here to look at....as it is...they have set themselves 
up to be held to a higher level of ridicule...and..since they are unapologetic about the transgressions on the Hill...the ridicule will continue.....count on it... 
> 
> (Edited by author 51 minutes ago) 
> 
>ALike 
> Reply 
> 54 minutes ago 
> 8 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> AgentPierce, AP on Twitter @TheAgentPierce 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand wjolly; as usual, there are 34 blithering nitwits (average age = maybe 20) who are bouncing around 
this thread..., aka your "Tarheel apologists". 
> 

> I’ve not given any of these 3-4 blithering nitwits my proxy, nor has anyone I know. Mainstream adult UNC alumni are mortified by this whole mess. And have been for quite some time. 
When will it end and what will the UNC Chapel Hill landscape look when like it does "end" ? No one knows. 
> 

> I’ve had many adult NCState alumni apologize for the over-the-top histrionics of some of the "hard-core ABC posters" on this topic. Absurd comments from either end of the spectrum are 
not representative of anyone other than the anonymous poster whose name appears above the comment. 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> 1 minute ago 
> in reply to wjolly 
> 1 Like 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> mattnc 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand Frasor just sunk the flagship! He admitted the basketball players were basically corralled into the Naval class by the atheletic handlers. The 
class average was a B+, when only one player on the entire team had a B average for the year, no quizes, no exam, no major paper, a "shared" oral presentation. UNC basketball, brace 
yourself, INCOMING!!! 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 05:47 AM 
> 24 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> awdracer 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Oh, Lookie there!!! Wayne Walden’s name is once again mentioned. Do all coaches hire academic "advisors" for the athletes that they 
coach? Interesting. The jump into AA Studies came the year after Walden joined the staff. I wonder if he and Prof Kangaroo ever had lunch? 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 09:11 AM 
> 9 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> YARSpack 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand That’s what folks are missing in the story. Wayne Walden is the key. Aaarggh, a storm’s a brewin’. 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 09:37 AM 
> in reply to awdracer 
> 4 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> PACK MIKE77 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand People are missing the point. 
> 

> "Academically eligible" is determined by each institution. 
> 

> The NCAA does not determine how athletes are to perform AFTER they arrive at the institution, they only care the athlete has met ENTRY requirements. 
> 

> And even then, they have avenues for those athletes that are unable to pass those requirements fully. 
> 

> The ONL Y thing the N&O brings to light is the hypocrisy of the "Educational" Foundation(Rams Club) and the boasting for years of how so many of their athletes graduated. 
> 

> They would not hang a retired jersey until the athlete had graduated. 
> 

> What the N&O has done is just reported on how cheap a UNC degree can be. 
> How meaningless a UNC degree has become. 
> 

> To avoid NCAA penalties by making sure "other" students were in the class means there are non-athlete students that received cheap degrees. 
> 

> Jim Valvano used the "incomplete" no grade ruse to keep his athletes eligible. It was NOT an NCAA violation. 
> 

> BUT, those athletes did not receive a degree. 
> 
> NC State did not inflate their graduates. Despite the bad press, NC State was not going to "give" degrees. 
> 

> There seems to be a lot of cheap banners hanging in the Dean Dome! 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 08:52 AM 
> 9 Likes 
> Report Abuse 



> 

> Wayland Sumerlin 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand actually there are year by year requirements. Just find the Julious Peppers article. You will see where he was very close and 
sometimes below the numbers. If not for his 9 Bs or better in the AFAM classes, he would not have made it past his 2nd year. 
> 
>ALike 
> Reply 
> 49 minutes ago 
> in reply to PACK MIKE77 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> hradleyb 123 10 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Basketball players were directed into this class by academic advisers to help keep them eligible. (Bobby Frasor admitted that, as 
stated in this article). Therefore, this is anything BUT a meaningless finding. 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 07:02 AM 
> 12 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> The Gooch 3 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Exactly. There is so much information here that completely blows UNC’s own scandal-related explanations and findings out of the 
water. 
> 

> 1 .) Issues are obviously not limited to 2 rogues (Nyang’oro and his 
> assistant Crowder) as not one, but two, internal investigations by UNC 
> has claimed 
> 2.) This is obviously not limited to the AFAM department which has 
> been unfairly maligned as the single rogue department in this whole 
> saga 
> 3.) Obviously not limited to football players (Butch Davis did not 
> create this well-oiled machine) 
> 4.) Points to the very real possibility that other random sections of legitimate courses in multiple departments are filled with athletes just once, have very high grades for those particular 
sections, then the course goes back to being fairly difficult from that point on. "The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years." 
> 5.) We are all being introduced to Mr. Wayne Walden who Roy Williams said was more valuable to his success than any assistant coach on the sideline. Wayne was Roy’s academic guy 
that he brought with him from Kansas. 
> 

> Regarding Walden, former Texas basketball coach Tom Penders tweeted last night, "How can a coach bring an academic adviser with him from KU? Athletic departments can hire but not 
the coach. Not Kosher." 
> 

> There’s a lot being revealed these days that are not kosher... 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 09:11 AM 
> in reply to bradleyb123 
> 6 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 

> bradleyb123 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand All excellent points. 
> As I was reading your post, I kept thinking about points I wanted to 
> add to it. But then you hit on each one of them. Nice summary. And it 
> appears that we both have been reading a lot on PackPride this 
> morning... :) 
> 

>ALike 
> Reply 
> Today 09:30 AM 
> in reply to The Gooch 
> 2 Likes 
> Report Abuse 
> 2 new comments were just posted. Show 
>12.. 12 Next 
> M Subscribe by email 
> S RSS 
> More UNC scandal 1 of 10 
> Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place 
for athletes. One class particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems, or NAVS 302, which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class, 30 were athletes. 
> UNC players needed academic help, records show 
> The records develop a deeper picture about the academic fraud that has now spawned four ongoing investigations and reviews on the Chapel Hill campus. They show that the athlete 
support program used the no-show classes to help keep student-athletes eligible to play. 
> UNC seeks new leader during challenging time for public university presidents A national education leader says public university chancellors are being pulled by many forces, including 
athletics and ideology. Still, he thinks UNC-Chapel Hill will find a good chancellor. 
> Thorp: UNC’s standards for athletes will rise UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor Holden Thorp said Wednesday the university is planning to strike a new - and possibly ground-breaking - 
balance between athletics and academics at one of the nation’s leading public universities. 
> UNC caps rough week with stirring rally for Holden Thorp The chancellor says he still plans to resign in June because that is best for him and the university. The process of finding his 
replacement begins next week. 
> Lawyer: Tutor called Davis for advice as NCAA focus shifted to academics Records from Butch Davis’ personal cell phone show on Aug. 23, 2010, the former UNC football coach received 
a call from tutor Jennifer Wiley as the NCAA was shifting its focus to academic fraud. They talked for 9 minutes. Davis’ lawyer said Wiley considered Davis "a father figure." 
> UNC-CH sends Tami Hansbrough records to NCAA The NCAA has received several travel and hiring records related to Tami Hansbrough in the wake of the questionable travel at UNC- 
Chapel Hill that caused her and the vice chancellor for university advancement to resign from their fundraising jobs. 
> UNC-CH students to rally for Holden Thorp today Another gathering is planned at the university to persuade Holden Thorp to stay on as chancellor, but so far such pleas have not 
changed his mind. 
> UNC-CH trustees ask Holden Thorp to stay It’s unclear whether the board’s resolution will change the chancellor’s mind about leaving. He said Tuesday he is ready to return to being a 
professor. And the board already is making plans to search for a new leader. 
> UNC dental foundation report shows Tami Hansbrough’s travel to see son play UNC-Chapel Hill’s dental foundation released a three-year-old report Tuesday that said Tami Hansbrough 
did not receive proper approval for a trip to Memphis in which her son, Tyler, was playing for the basketball team in the NCAA Tournament. 
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> ENLARGE 
> Brian Lubitz during an Executive MBA class at UNC July 23, 2007. 
> 2007 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> Tyler Hansbrough 
> JEFF SINER - STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> Tyler Hansbrough, 2007 
> JEFFREY A. CAMARATI - UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> UNC Tyler Hansbrough (50) celebrates his game winning shot to give UNC a 68-66 victory over Virginia Tech on Saturday March 15, 2008 in the in the semifinals of the ACC Tournament 
in Charlotte Bobcats Arena. 
> ROBERT WILLETF - 2008 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> A 2006 photo shows North Carolina’s Tyler Hansbrough (50) gets a high five from teammate Bobby Frasor (4) after scoring and drawing a foul during the second half of play against 
Georgia Tech on Wednesday February 15, 2006 in the Smith Center. 
> ROBERT WILLETF - 2007 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> UNC Tyler Hanshrough (50) celebrates his game winning shot with teammate Wayne Ellington (22) to give UNC a 68-66 victory over Virginia Tech on Saturday March 15, 2008 in the in the 
semifinals of the ACC Tournament in Charlotte Bobcats Arena. 
> ROBERT WILLETF - 2008 NEWS & OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 
> ENLARGE 
> UNC’s Tyler Hanshrough (50), and Bobby Frasor (4), huddle during the second half of play on Wednesday November 22, 2006 during the NIT Season Tip-Off Tournament in Madison 
Square Garden. 
> ROBERT WILLETF - 2006 NEWS &; OBSERVER FILE PHOTO 
> 

> BUY PHOTO I ENLARGE 
> UNC-CH Chancellor Holden Thorp, during a Monday afternoon Sept. 17, 2012 interview in his office in Chapel Hill, NC. 



> HARRY LYNCH - HLYNCH@NEWSOB SERVER.COM 
> IN TOUCH WITH NCAA 
> UNC-Chapel Hill officials say they have been in touch with the NCAA amid fresh questions about academics and athletes. 
> A report in Sunday’s News & Observer showed, among other things, that staffers in a university program that helps athletes with their schoolwork knew about no-show classes in the 
African studies department. One administrator said the classes were needed for struggling students. The N&O report also provided details of a 19-page paper that had large sections copied 
word-for-word from Internet sources. 
> An athletic department spokesman, Steve Kirschner, wrote in an email Tuesday that UNC "has been in contact with the NCAA." 
> The contact was consistent with established procedures "to share information," he wrote. 
> The NCAA would not make its president, Mark Emmert, available for an interview. 
> Emmert told CBSSports.com on Monday that the NCAA may yet have to take further action at UNC, a shift from earlier pronouncements that academic problems at UNC were not NCAA 
matters. The NCAA issued sanctions earlier this year against the football program related to agents, tutoring and other "impermissible" benefits. 
> "We’ll continue to monitor the situation and see what the facts are as they unfold from the investigations that (UNC) is involved with," Emmert told CBS. "... And (then we’ll see) if there’s 
anything further that we need to do at that time." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 
Gerald Gumey <           @gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 10:47 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> 

Ellen Staurowsky <ejs95@drexel.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael <southaJl@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ph.D. Jason R. Lanter 
<      @gmaJl.com>; Angela Lumpkin <aJumpkin@ku.edu>; N4A listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Jamie Bouyer 
<jbouyer@nacda.com>; Allen Sack <ASack@newhaven.edu>; David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Julie Owen <jkowen@olemiss.edu>; 

Jason Leonard <leonaxdjd@ou.edu>; David Thompson <            @triad.rr.com> 

Re: [n4a] Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players - UNC scandal - NewsObserver.com 

Jean, 
I am so glad to know that at Arizona State academic integrity is foremost on your mind. My comments are meant to focus on the issue of academic fraud in athletics. It is absolutely a 
problem in our programs. In my judgment, a major problem. Don’t be naive and think you are immune, regardless of how much you believe you are upholding standards. We are all 
vulnerable. 
As for the impression that our academic support professionals are "eligibility jocks", this image is deeply ingrained not only in the media but among faculty, administrators on our campuses, 
and even our esteemed coaches. If one of your prized impact players become ineligible, see how your coach regards all the wonderful uplifting and understanding you do for your athletes. 
See how long you last or how much grief you will take. If we are insulted by the image, we should do something about it.. Perhaps awareness of academic fraud is not enough. In my 
judgment, we must work more closely with our compliance brothers and sisters to reduce the problem and reduce direct responsibility. When faced with this type of infraction, the question 
will always be asked if you should have known. In most cases, the answer will be, yes. 
Gerry 
On Nov 8, 2012, at 9:21 AM. Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> wrote: 

> First ofl. I’d like to apologize to all of the people on the listserv who are looking to get off. I am CERTAIN that NACDA will work with us to clean up the list serv. Jamie, perhaps you could 
respond to the entire group about how to be removed from Listserv if they do not wish to remain. 
> 

> IN RESPONSE TO Gerald. I and my staff take academic integrity as the most serious element of our business. We ERR on the side of conservative in every situation. We must absolutely 
remain diligent in upholding standards and upholding academic integrity. We are all at GREAT RISK if we are not committed to this and in some cases are at risk even if we are. 
> 

> I don’t know about you in your experiences Gerald, but where I am, the Academic Reform platform has demanded the attention of our coaches and forced better partnerships in pursuit of 
student athlete academic achievement and student-athlete welfare. Our student-athletes are better off and so are our measurement numbers[ Are the systems perfect? NO[[ Are there 
manipulations and games that are played across the country to improve APR? YES! 
> 

> My point was that I AM INSULTED that in the media’s constant pursuit of a story they label our profession as people whose sole responsibility is to "help athletes stay eligible 
academically to play sports". I spend a tiny fraction of my time "helping student-athletes stay eligible to play". The majority of my and my stafPs time is spent UNDERSTANDING, Praising 
and uplifting student-athletes, trouble shooting, creating and developing programs that serve EMPOWER student-athletes to maximize their full potential. Are there student-athletes who are 
focused on college as a minor league and who don’t value education? Yep!!! But I didn’t admit them and it is our responsibility to move them along the developmental process as far as we 
can. 
> 

> Do people in our business get confused and think it is their burden and do too much and cross the line? Are there people in our profession that lack integrity? Yes to both of those, but 
they are the exceptions, not the rule[ 
> 

> 

> 

> Mr. Jean Boyd 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
> Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ 185287-2505 

> P: 480.965.80541 F: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 
> 
> The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Gerald Gurney [mailto:           (~,gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 7:58 AM 
> To: Jean Boyd 
> Cc: N4A listserve listserve; Sack, Allen Sack; Ph.D. Jason R. Lanter; David Ridpath; Richard M. Southall (southall@email.unc.edu) Southall; Angela Lumpkin; David Thompson; Ellen 
Staurowsky 
> Subject: Re: [n4a] Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players - UNC scandal - NewsObserver.com 
> 

> Jean, 
> The media is bringing what they perceive as fraudulent courses to the attention of the public. We may consider them sensationalized stories in the press as an attempt to sell papers or 
advertising, but these stories should serve as a reminder of the potential ethical issues we face daily. The fact is that there are too many similar stories that the press features, like the UNC 
and Florida State scandals to simply brush them off as anomalies. Major NCAA academic fraud cases have doubled in the last decade. Should we blame the media or should we work on 
reducing instances of academic fraud and improving academic integrity in athletics? What I do know is that this sort of exposure results in the loss ofj obs for some of our best 
professionals. It can happen to you whether or not you are responsible for the fraud. 
> 
> I’m not shaking my head at the media. I’m worried about our roles in an NCAA APP system that is based on eligibility and retention rather than a meaningful education. We are inundated 
with APR numbers that are meaningless and a smoke screen. The NCAA boasts improvement without seriously considering the consequences to the educational experiences of our 
athletes, our professionals and institutional integrity. 
> 

> My best to all, 
> Gerry 
> On Nov 7, 2012, at 5:07 PM. Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Catching up on readings. 
>> 

>> In light of election day yesterday I always find it amazing and amusing how the MEDIA spins, plays on words, and inaccurately reflects (on all sides of all issues) to sensationalize their 
story. In this case of media misrepresentation, I LOVE (*sarcasm*) how our profession and the academic support staff at UNC is portrayed as "Academic Support Program for Student 
Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports". Is that what we do? 
>> 

>> *shaking my head* 
>> 

>> Hope the membership is doing well! Be blessed. 
>> 
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>> basketball players - UNC scandal - NewsObserver. corn 
>> 
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>> BY DAN KANE AND J. ANDREW CURLISS - DKANF4~NEWSOBSERVER.COM 
>> Tags: UNC-Chapel Hill I UNC I naval weapons systems I NAVS 302 I Brian Lubitz I Dung Wright I Stephen Matts I Holden Thorp I Roy Williams I men’s basketball I academic fraud UNC- 
Chapel Hill’s Department of Naval Science exists to produce "highly qualified" officers who serve on ships, aircraft and submarines, or in the Marine Corps. 
>> 

>> For the spring semester in 2007, it also taught a half-dozen men’s basketball players. 
>> 

>> Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place for athletes. One class particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems, or 
NAVS 302, which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class, 30 were athletes. 
>> 

>> 

>> Six of those were members of the men’s basketball team. The class’s average grade that semester was 3.63, or better than a B-plus, and the class’ work requirements were deemed so 
difficult to assess that its structure was later changed. 
>> 

>> One of the basketball players, Bobby Frasor, now director of basketball operations at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, said he and his teammates took the class after the class 
instructor discussed it with counselors in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, a program that helps athletes stay eligible academically to play sports. 
>> 

>> "He told our academic advisers, but I had never heard of the class, and basically, our academic adviser recommended it and we enrolled in it," Frasor said. "And I don’t know if it was my 
favorite class, but it was an enjoyable class." 
>> 

>> Former All-America Tyler Hansbrough also was in the class. It was the only NAVS 302 class over the past six years in which basketball players enrolled, records show. 
>> 

>> NAVS 302 is the most recent questionable class to surface in an academic scandal that has led to multiple investigations on campus and prompted Chancellor Holden Thorp to announce 
his resignation last month. Until now, the questions focused on "no-show" classes in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, and involved mostly football players. 
>> 

>> But this class, which did meet, included a substantial portion of the basketball team. Frasor said that Wayne Walden, a former assistant director for academic support who handled the 
basketball team, had recommended the class. 
>> 

>> Walden, who no longer works at UNC, could not be reached. He was brought to UNC from the University of Kansas shortly after men’s basketball coach Roy Williams was hired from 
there. Williams had described Walden as being an integral part of the basketball program. 
>> 

>> Williams could not be reached for comment. 
>> 

>> John Infante, who helped oversee NCAA compliance at Colorado State and Loyola Marymount and writes a blog on compliance issues, said in an interview that UNC’s support program 
for athletes had to be in the loop on the weapons class. 
>> 

>> "That many kids in a course which is that rare for athletes to take, you can probably assume or at least say that academic support staff should have known," he said. "They should 
have noticed that." 
>> 

>> The key question from an NCAA viewpoint, he said, would be how lenient the professor was with athletes once they enrolled and whether there was special treatment. 
>> 



>> No exams or quizzes 
>> 

>> The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years. It had no required exams or quizzes and no major research paper. Students received 
much of their grade from a two- to three-page double-spaced midterm paper and a group project that required a 20-minute oral presentation split among five students. 
>> 

>> Frasor recalled the paper was on weaponry and the presentation was on battle scenarios. 
>> 

>> The professor for the class, Lt. Brian Lubitz, taught it only once, UNC records show. A former captain for the Naval Academy soccer team, he also was earning his MBA from UNC’s 
Kenan-Flagler Business School at the time. He now works in Philadelphia for the investment firm Goldman Sachs. 
>> 

>> The current head of the Naval Science Department at UNC, Capt. Doug Wright, said the course work requirements in that particular class had troubled his predecessor, Capt. Stephen 
Matts, so much that Matts told subsequent instructors he wanted them changed. Later course outlines show quizzes, tests and papers or presentations. Matts could not be reached. 
>> 

>> Wright said he would have made the same changes because the class as structured under Lubitz would make it difficult to determine whether the students were learning the material. 
>> 

>> "It would make it harder to...figure out how they are doing," Wright said. "Could it be done? Sure. Is it ’illegal?’ No. But I wouldn’t have done it and apparently my predecessor didn’t 
approve of it either because they changed it." 
>> 
>> Thorp said in an interview that the class looks like an example of clustering, in which students group around a particular class or major. Universities try to track clustering to make sure 
classes and majors have not become easy spots for athletes trying to keep their grades up to stay eligible for sports. 
>> 
>> Thorp said he has now sent the Naval Weapons Systems enrollment and average grade information to former Gov. Jim Martin and the accounting firm Baker Tilly as part of a 
comprehensive review that he expects will show where clustering occurs within the university, and not just among athletes. Thorp brought in Martin and Baker Tilly in August after new 
evidence surfaced suggesting no-show classes in the African studies department went back much farther than an internal investigation was able to find. 
>> 

>> "We’ve given the investigators free rein to look at this stufl." Thorp said. 
>> 

>> Swahili and weapons 
>> 

>> Much of the problems at UNC have focused on football because the NCAA brought sanctions against the program and because football players made up more than a third of the 
enrollments in the no-show classes. 
>> 

>> Enrollment data for the African studies classes show basketball players accounted for 23 enrollments over a two-year period that began with the first summer semester of 2007. In two 
cases, the sole enrollee in one of the no-show classes was a basketball player. There were no more enrollments after the summer of 2009, while football players continued to enroll in no- 
show classes. 
>> 
>> The university’s records show athletes accounted for more than half the enrollments in at least four other naval science classes. One weapons class, held in the fall of 2008, had 26 
athletes, eight of them football players. The grade-point average for the class was 3.84. 
>> 

>> Lubitz spelled out in his syllabus that he reserved the right to have quizzes and tests. But the class syllabus says, "At this time none are anticipated." 
>> 

>> Several attempts to reach Lubitz over the past two months were unsuccessful. 
>> 

>> Lubitz left UNC in 2009 and went to Goldman Sachs; around that time, he also was on the board of a foundation that aimed to connect the children of fallen soldiers with executives, 
athletes, entertainers and others. His biography with the foundation said, "Brian’s enthusiasm for education has been referenced by his students in numerous publications, to include 
Sports Illustrated." 
>> 

>> Hansbrough told Sports Illustrated in March 2007, as he was mentioned as the possible Player of the Year in the NCAA, that he was taking both Swahili as a language and the Naval 
Weapons Systems class. 
>> 

>> Hansbrough said he was enrolled in Swahili because he thought "it would be cool" and Naval Weapons Systems because "I wanted classes about things I wouldn’t necessarily be 
exposed to on my own." 
>> 

>> Hanshrough, now a member of the NBA’s Indiana Pacers, declined to comment Tuesday through a team spokesman. 
>> 

>> Efforts to reach other members of the 2006-07 basketball team were unsuccessful. Frasor declined to say which of his teammates attended the class. 
>> 

>> Only one player on that year’s team, Wes Miller, had a grade-point average of 3.0 or better for the year, according to an N&© analysis of Atlantic Coast Conference data. 
>> 

>> Grades now drop 
>> 

>> Wright, who also oversees the naval science programs at N.C. State and Duke as part of a joint assignment, said he could not say whether the class had become a safe haven for athletes 
because he was not at the university then. 
>> 

>> He said he has referred the matter to his supervisors in the Navy, though he was unsure what they could do with a class that is now five years old. The Navy pays the instructors’ 
salaries and some operating expenses, as well as providing textbooks to students. 
>> 

>> He said the classes are not intended to be easy, given the goal is to train Navy and Marine officers to handle the rigors of military leadership. UNC boasts that at one point in the 
department’s 71-year-history, only the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md., commissioned more officers. 
>> 

>> "This is what our students need to do well in the fleet and I take that extremely seriously," Wright said. "That’s my moral calling." 
>> 

>> Since he took over the department, the weapons class average grade has plummeted to roughly a C average. 
>> 

>> News researcher Brooke Cain contributed to this report. 
>> 
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>> wjolly 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand ..ooof...must be getting close the reality...the Tarheel apologists are in full denial mode...nothing to see here....everybody does it .... 
>> 

>> ...starting to hear the Rolling Stones in the back of my head..."..When the whip comes down...".... 
>> 

>> ..if these apologists had not had the arrogant, "look down their noses at everyone else" attitude....then...there might have been nothing here to look at....as it is...they have set themselves 
up to be held to a higher level of ridicule...and..since they are unapologetic about the transgressions on the Hill...the ridicule will continue.....count on it... 
>> 

>> (Edited by author 51 minutes ago) 
>> 

>> A Like 
>> Reply 
>> 54 minutes ago 
>> 8 Likes 
>> Report Abuse 
>> 

>> AgentPierce, AP on Twitter @TheAgentPierce 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand wjolly; as usual, there are 3-4 blithering nitwits (average age = maybe 20) who are bouncing around 
this thread..., aka your "Tarheel apologists". 
>> 

>> I’ve not given any of these 34 blithering nitwits my proxy, nor has anyone I know. Mainstream adult UNC alumni are mortified by this whole mess. And have been for quite some time. 
When will it end and what will the UNC Chapel Hill landscape look when like it does "end" ? No one knows. 
>> 

>> I’ve had many adult NCState alumni apologize for the over-the-top histrionics of some of the "hard-core ABC posters" on this topic. Absurd comments from either end of the spectrum 
are not representative of anyone other than the anonymous poster whose name appears above the comment. 
>> 

>> A Like 
>> Reply 
>> 1 minute ago 
>> in reply to wjolly 
>> 1 Like 
>> Report Abuse 
>> 

>> mattnc 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand Frasor just sunk the flagship! He admitted the basketball players were basically corralled into the Naval class by the atheletic handlers. The 
class average was a B+, when only one player on the entire team had a B average for the year, no quizes, no exam, no major paper, a "shared" oral presentation. UNC basketball, brace 
yourself, INCOMING!!! 
>> 

>> A Like 
>> Reply 
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>> 24 Likes 
>> Report Abuse 
>> 

>> awdracer 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Oh, Lookie there!!! Wayne Walden’s name is once again mentioned. Do all coaches hire academic "advisors" for the athletes that they 
coach? Interesting. The jump into AA Studies came the year after Walden joined the staff. I wonder if he and Prof Kangaroo ever had lunch? 
>> 
>> A Like 
>> Reply 
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>> Report Abuse 
>> 

>> YARSpack 1 comment collapsed Collapse Expand That’s what folks are missing in the story. Wayne Walden is the key. Aaarggh, a storm’s a brewin’. 
>> 

>> A Like 
>> Reply 
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>> in reply to awdracer 
>> 4 Likes 
>> Report Abuse 
>> 

>> PACK MIKE77 2 comments collapsed Collapse Expand People are missing the point. 
>> 

>> "Academically eligible" is determined by each institution. 
>> 

>> The NCAA does not determine how athletes are to perform AFTER they arrive at the institution, they only care the athlete has met ENTRY requirements. 
>> 

>> And even then, they have avenues for those athletes that are unable to pass those requirements fully. 
>> 

>> The ONLY thing the N&O brings to light is the hypocrisy of the "Educational" Foundation(Rams Club) and the boasting for years of how so many of their athletes graduated. 
>> 

>> They would not hang a retired jersey until the athlete had graduated. 
>> 

>> What the N&O has done is just reported on how cheap a UNC degree can be. 
>> How meaningless a UNC degree has become. 
>> 

>> To avoid NCAA penalties by making sure "other" students were in the class means there are non-athlete students that received cheap degrees. 
>> 

>> Jim Valvano used the "incomplete" no grade ruse to keep his athletes eligible. It was NOT an NCAA violation. 



>> 

>> BUT, those athletes did not receive a degree. 
>> 

>> NC State did not inflate their graduates. Despite the bad press, NC State was not going to "give" degrees. 
>> 

>> There seems to be a lot of cheap banners hanging in the Dean Dome! 
>> 
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>> 
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>> The Gooch 3 comments collapsed Collapse Expand Exactly. There is so much information here that completely blows UNC’s own scandal-related explanations and findings out of the 
water. 
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>> 1.) Issues are obviously not limited to 2 rogues (Nyang’oro and his 
>> assistant Crowder) as not one, but two, internal investigations by UNC 
>> has claimed 
>> 2.) This is obviously not limited to the AFAM department which has 
>> been unfairly maligned as the single rogue department in this whole 
>> saga 
>> 3.) Obviously not limited to football players (Butch Davis did not 
>> create this well-oiled machine) 
>> 4.) Points to the very real possibility that other random sections of legitimate courses in multiple departments are filled with athletes just once, have very high grades for those particular 
sections, then the course goes back to being fairly difficult from that point on. "The syllabus for the NAVS 302 class shows that it was a different type of course than in other years." 
>> 5.) We are all being introduced to Mr. Wayne Walden who Roy Williams said was more valuable to his success than any assistant coach on the sideline. Wayne was Roy’s academic guy 
that he brought with him from Kansas. 
>> 

>> Regarding Walden, former Texas basketball coach Tom Penders tweeted last night, "How can a coach bring an academic adviser with him from KU? Athletic departments can hire but not 
the coach. Not Kosher." 
>> 

>> There’s a lot being revealed these days that are not kosher... 
>> 
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>> morning... :) 
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>> More UNC scandal 1 of 10 
>> Requirements questioned for naval class taken by UNC basketball players Enrollment records requested by The News & Observer show that the department had become a popular place 
for athletes. One class particularly stands out: Naval Weapons Systems, or NAVS 302, which met in the spring of 2007. Of 38 students in the class, 30 were athletes. 
>> UNC players needed academic help, records show 
>> The records develop a deeper picture about the academic fraud that has now spawned four ongoing investigations and reviews on the Chapel Hill campus. They show that the athlete 
support program used the no-show classes to help keep student-athletes eligible to play. 
>> UNC seeks new leader during challenging time for public university presidents A national education leader says public university chancellors are being pulled by many forces, including 
athletics and ideology. Still, he thinks UNC-Chapel Hill will find a good chancellor. 
>> Thorp: UNC’s standards for athletes will rise UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor Holden Thorp said Wednesday the university is planning to strike a new - and possibly ground-breaking - 
balance between athletics and academics at one of the nation’s leading public universities. 
>> UNC caps rough week with stirring rally for Holden Thorp The chancellor says he still plans to resign in June because that is best for him and the university. The process of finding his 
replacement begins next week. 
>> Lawyer: Tutor called Davis for advice as NCAA focus shifted to academics Records from Butch Davis’ personal cell phone show on Aug. 23, 2010, the former UNC football coach 
received a call from tutor Jennifer Wiley as the NCAA was shifting its focus to academic fraud. They talked for 9 minutes. Davis’ lawyer said Wiley considered Davis "a father figure." 
>> UNC-CH sends Tami Hansbrough records to NCAA The NCAA has received several travel and hiring records related to Tami Hansbrough in the wake of the questionable travel at UNC- 
Chapel Hill that caused her and the vice chancellor for university advancement to resign from their fundraising jobs. 



>> UNC-CH students to rally for Holden Thorp today Another gathering is planned at the university to persuade Holden Thorp to stay on as chancellor, but so far such pleas have not 
changed his mind. 
>> UNC-CH trustees ask Holden Thorp to stay It’s unclear whether the board’s resolution will change the chancellor’s mind about leaving. He said Tuesday he is ready to return to being a 
professor. And the board already is making plans to search for a new leader. 
>> UNC dental foundation report shows Tami Hanshrough’s travel to see son play UNC-Chapel Hill’s dental foundation released a three-year-old report Tuesday that said Tami Hansbrough 
did not receive proper approval for a trip to Memphis in which her son, Tyler, was playing for the basketball team in the NCAA Tournament. 
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Venue Tech Monthly: Bavclays Center Special Report 
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Welcome to SVG’s Venue Tech Monthly 

Welcome to the first edition of SVG’s Venue Tech Monthly, 
our monthly update about what’s new, what’s trending, and 
what’s coming up in the use of advanced broadcast, 
signage, networking, and IT technologies at sport venues 
around the world. Each edition will include exclusive reports 
on the latest news and developments on the converging, 
networked stadium/arena technology environment. It will 
also serve as convenient compendium of the month’s 
reporting on this cutting-edge industry segment as compiled 
from our core SVG Insider newsletter. Enjoy the read, and 
make sure to send your stories to Associate Editor Karen 
Hogan at karen@sportsvideo.org. 

Venues Get Creative With Video To Draw Fans to the 
Stands 
by Karen Hogan 

Every baseball fan remembers the ballpark where they 
learned to love the game. Some remember the ivy-covered 
walls of Wrigley Field; for others, Monument Park at old 
Yankee Stadium springs to mind. When they remember 
childhood nights spent under the stars watching a game, it’s 
the game, the company, even the hotdogs that come to 
mind. What they don’t remember is the video. 

I grew up going to games at a little concrete donut in South 
Philadelphia, with two postage-stamp video boards nestled 
in deep centerfield. Now, when I venture down 1-95 to see 
the Phillies play, I’m bombarded with every stat I could 
possibly want displayed on the largest HD video board in the 
National League. 

In the past decade, video has come to define the in-game 
experience and has grown beyond the scoreboard to include 
IPTVs, fascia boards, digital signage, and even mobile apps. 
Venues must compete with the at-home broadcast 
experience (once again, far different from what most 
remember from their youth) and find new ways to compel 
fans away from their flatscreens and into the stands. 

If You Build it, They Will Come: Barclays Center 
Opens Its Doors 
by Karen Hogan 

After 55 years, professional sports are back in Brooklyn. On 
Friday Sept. 21, Forest City Ratner Companies 
Chairman/CEO Bruce Ratner joined New York City Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg, Brooklyn Nets Owner Mikhail Prokhorov, 
Barclays Center/Brooklyn Nets CEO Brett Yormark, and other 
dignitaries in officially unveiling Brooklyn’s newest landmark, 
Barclays Center. 

Barclays Center Video Team Delivers for Brooklyn 
Nets Opener 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The Brooklyn Nets finally tipped off their inaugural season in 
the Bardays Center on Saturday night, and, for Logan 
Meier, director of event presentation for Barclays Center, 
and his team, the event capped off a busy first month that 
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offered some preseason games and concerts. At the center 
of the action, literally, is a 70,000-lb. center-hung 
scoreboard featuring four HD main video displays, each 
measuring 16 ft. high by 27 ft. wide with 6-mm line spacing. 

Brooklyn’s New Boom Box: A Look at Barclays 
Center Sound 
by Dan Daley 

The Barclays Center is already proving itself as a pure 
entertainment venue: team co-owner Jay-Z’s six-night 
opening stand there the first week of October will be 
followed with shows by Bob Dylan, Barbra Streisand, and 
Justin Bieber. Although those acts will all bring in outside 
concert touring PAs, the house system is no slouch. The 
main bowl is covered with six line-array hangs that consist 
of 10 EAW KF740 enclosures powered by 43 Lab.gruppen 

PLH 10000Q four-channel amplifiers generating a total of 
210,000 W. 

New York Islanders Announce Move to Barclays 
Center 
by Karen Hogan 

After years of speculation and uncertainty, the New York 
[slanders have found a new home. The NHL franchise today 
announced a 25-year deal with the Barclays Center, 
beginning with the 2015-16 season, that will move the team 
from Uniondale, NY, to Brooklyn. The Islanders’ lease with 
the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum is set to expire in 
2015, 

TCU, Burst Build HD Control Room With Students in 
Mind 
by Karen Hogan 

Students in the Sports Broadcasting program at Texas 
Christian University’s Department of Film, Television, and 
Digital Media take a hands-on approach to producing live 
and remote sports events for the Horned Frogs, including 
nationally televised events. This season, those students will 
work out of a new HD control room designed and built by 
Burst Communications. 

South Carolina’s Williams-Brice Stadium Gets New 
Video Board, With HD Control Room To Match 
by Karen Hogan 

When the South Carolina Gamecocks took the field against 
East Carolina on Sept. 9, fans crowding into Williams-Brice 
Stadium for the home opener saw much more than a 
victory. A new HD LED video display had been installed over 
the summer, measuring 36 ft. by 123 ft. - nine times the 
size of the previous board. The video board, installed by 
Daktronics, is the third-largest video board in the SEC and 
the 11th-largest in college football. A custom LED 
scoreboard showing game in-progress information is located 

beneath the video board. 

HD Upgrades Give New Life to Syracuse’s Carrier 
Dome 
by Brandon Costa 

As the largest domed stadium on any college campus in the 
U.S., the Carrier Dome at Syracuse University is one of the 
more popular venues in the NCAA. However, prior to this 
season, even the most hardened Orange fan would admit 
that the building needed a facelift. This summer, Syracuse 
successfully installed several indoor LED video displays and a 
360-degree ribbon display along the upper fascia of the 
Dome. [n addition to bringing HD video to the venue for the 

first time, the boards add life and color to a stadium that 
was beginning to show its age. 

Minnesota Golden Gophers Go for HD With Alpha 
Video 
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by Karen Hogan 

In 2009, the University of Minnesota Golden Gophers left the 
Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome for a new on-campus home. 
Three years later, that home is getting an expanded and 
upgraded control room, integrated by Alpha Video Sports 
and Entertainment Group. Although the university installed a 
Daktronics HD-X LED video display during TCF Bank 
Stadium’s construction in 2008, the control room supporting 
the board was SD. Thanks to the HD upgrade, the university 
is now able to utilize the 48- by 108-ft. video board’s full 
potential. 

For ESPN, It’s Just College Hoops - in a Hangar at 
Ramstein 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The Armed Forces Classic basketball game, between 
Michigan State and the University of Connecticut on ESPN 
tonight, will once again call a unique venue home: two 
hangers at the Ramstein Air Base in Germany have been 
outfitted with stands, lights, camera platforms, and more. 
The biggest difference for ESPN staffers who worked on last 
year’s Carrier Classic, which was played in San Diego on the 

deck of an aircraft carrier, is that there is a lot less water 
to deal with. 

Ohio State Stadium Is First Outing for New Meyer 
Sound System 
by Dan Daley 

Ohio State University’s Ohio Stadium is the Joan Rivers of 
sports venues: it has been around forever and has had 
nearly constant updating of its physical plant. The 
horseshoe-shaped stadium, built in 1922 and home to OSU’s 
Buckeyes, was once the largest concrete venue on earth 
and today still ranks as the fourth-largest on-campus 
facility in the nation, with seating for 102,329 fans. 

Clemson’s Howard Field Puts ’A’ and ’V’ Together at 
a Whole New Level 
by Dan Daley 

Audio and video have been mostly separate propositions in 
sports-venue systems, particularly as the trend toward 
distributed systems makes audio even more distinct. But the 
new sound system and video scoreboard at Frank Howard 
Field at Clemson Memorial Stadium put audio and video 
together into a true multimedia combination, and in a very 
big way. 

Eyes on the Sky as Toyota Center’s Scoreboard 
Looms Large 
by Houston Chronicle 

Toyota Center’s new scoreboard system, which debuted 
during the Rockets’ home opener, is the latest electronic 
trendsetter in a town that has been setting scoreboard 
trends since the original Astrodome board in the mid-1960s. 
The big board, part of a $15 million arena upgrade leading up 
to the NBA All-Star Game in January, is basketball’s 
equivalent of the NFL-sized gargantuan board at Cowboys 
Stadium in Arlington. That board stretches from 25-yard line 
to 25-yard line; the Toyota Center board is 56 feet by 25 
feet - roughly free-throw line to free-throw line - with 25- 
foot-square boards facing each end line. 

Pacers Unveil New Scoreboard 
by Indianapolis Star 

Saturday night’s regular season home opener for the Indiana 
Pacers featured the debut of the new scoreboard high 
above Bankers Life Fieldhouse’s court. It’s not quite 
Cowboys Stadium big, but it’s definitely eye-catching. The 
new scoreboard features twin 1080p high definition video 
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screens, each measuring 50 feet long -- extending nearly 
foul line to foul line -- by 21 feet high. 
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Marlins Park Fuses Fan Entertainment, IT 
Convergence 
by Karen Hogan 

With a left-field nightclub straight out of South Beach, a 
custom=built contemporary=art installation marking each 
Marlins home run and victory, and a color palette as limitless 
as it is bright, Marlins Park isn’t your grandparents’ - or 
even, your parents’ - ballpark. The Marlins’ new home in 
Miami’s Little Havana is truly a new-era ballpark, reflecting 
its city and anticipating the future of the fan experience. 

A Peek Inside the Stadium of the Future 
by Jason Dachman 

In plans for the stadium of the future, only one thing is 
certain: enough today won’t be enough five years from now. 
During the closing session at SVG’s Sports Venue 
Technology Summit at Marlins Park in Miami, a mix of leading 
venue designers, system integrators, and equipment 
manufacturers offered their insights on how to build state- 
of-the-art venues for today while accounting for the fact 
that much of the technology will be outdated in just a few 
yea rs. 

Venues Endeavor To Meet Fans’ Connectivity 
Expectations 
by Karen Hogan 

Tn the three years that it took for Miami’s Marlins Park to go 

from vision to reality, tablets were invented, smartphone 
usage exploded, and 5-GB devices were right around the 
corner. In-venue WiFi networks are no longer a luxury for 
the few but an expectation of the many, installed initially to 
alleviate data pressure on cellular networks before morphing 
into conveyance vehicles for exclusive in-venue content. All 
that raises the question: How can venues keep up? 

Miami Franchises Share Video Philosophies 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Local sports franchises took to the stage at the SVG Venue 
Technology Summit at Marlins Park in Miami to discuss how 
the in-venue video experience has evolved in a market 
known for flash, sizzle, and style. NBA champion Miami Heat 
reported on a video department that addresses the needs of 
fans not only in the venue but also across the globe. 

Venue Technology Summit Photo Gallery 

More than 130 industry leaders traveled to Miami for SVG’s 
annual Sports Venue Technology Summit at Marlins Park on 
Oct. 23. Attendees were treated to a behind-the-scenes 
look at the technology deployed at the stadium: visits to 
the control room, truck bay, and data center were followed 
by an afternoon of panel discussions and presentations on 

the latest trends in multiscreen video, in-venue 
connectivity, and control-room design. Click through for 
photos of our event at Marlins Park, described as the first 
"new-era" ballpark. 
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NFL Loans Packers $58 Million for Lambeau 
Expansion 
by Green Bay Press Gazette 

A $58 million loan from the National Football League 
completes financing of the $143 million expansion of 
Lambeau Field. The league approved the loan to the Green 
Bay Packers last week during the owners’ meeting in 
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Chicago. The Packers are paying for the current expansion 

with $64 million from a stock sale last winter, the $58 million 
from the NFL, and $21 million from the Green Bay/Brown 
County Professional Football Stadium District. The Packers 
are adding more than 6,500 seats to the stadium. The 
expansion also includes high-definition scoreboards, a sound 
system, a viewing deck above the north end zone, and new 
north and south end zone entrances. 

49ers, Brocade Partner on Santa Clara Stadium 
Network infrastructure 
by Mobile Sports Report 

After hinting about a relationship earlier this year, the San 
Francisco 49ers and networking vendor Brocade made it 
official Tuesday, announcing Brocade as the "exclusive and 
official network solutions partner of the San Francisco 
49ers." Though no details on the exact buildout are yet 

available, Brocade Chief Technical Officer Dave Stevens told 
MSR in a phone interview Tuesday that Brocade will be 
responsible for the "entire wired and wireless network 
infrastructure" for the new Niners stadium currently being 
built in Santa Clara. 

Michigan Unveils Renovated Crisler Center 
by GoBlue.com 

One of the most common sights around Crisler Center for 
the past few years has been construction equipment and 
fences. Most of that will change this week when the men’s 

and women’s basketball teams host exhibition contests, 
giving fans their first chance to see the new Crisler Center. 
The original plan for the $52 million Phase II renovation of 

Crisler Center was for the construction to take about 20 
months. The majority of the work was just completed last 
week, taking approximately 10 total months. 

South Florida, Santa Clara Named Finalists for Super 
Bowl L 
by Sports Business Daily 

After the conclusion of its owners meetings, the NFL 
announced Super Bowl L in ’16 will be played in either South 
Florida or in the 49ers’ new Santa Clara stadium. NFL 
Commissioner Roger Goodell said the Dolphins’ Sun Life 
Stadium was in the running even though he has previously 
said the venue needs an upgrade. Asked about this 
inconsistency, he replied a renovation could be part of the 
final bid. Owners will choose the winner in May. The loser 
will then square off the same day against the Texans’ 
Reliant Stadium to host Super Bowl LI in ’17. 

Tampa Bay Bucs’ Refurb Plans to Pump Up Retail 
Sales 
by Sports Business Daily 
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The Tampa Bay Buccaneers are targeting major upgrades for i 

14-year-old Raymond James Stadium over the next two 
years, with a focus on food and retail. The Buccaneers’ 
plans include a two-story, 13,000-square-foot team store 
that would be one of the biggest in the NFL outside of 
Cowboys Stadium’s 18,000-square-foot Pro Shop. The 
proposed improvements would bolster the case for the 
Super Bowl to return to Tampa for the first time since 2009. 
The plans are outlined in a request-for-proposal that the 
NFL team issued in July. 

Majority of Toronto-Area Council Opposes Plans for 
N H L-ready Arena 
by Na tional Post 

Two more members of Markham city council have provided 
voices of dissent for plans to build an NHL-ready arena in 
their suburb north of Toronto, bringing the total number of 
confirmed opponents to seven - which is enough to form a 
majority on council. Colin Campbell confirmed his opposition 
in a statement released Monday, after declining to offer his 
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position last week. Fellow councilor Logan Kanapathi also 
confirmed he was not in favor of the proposal, which calls 
for the city to be involved financially. 

Reliant Stadium Could Add Video Board for Super 

Bowl Bid 

by Houston Chronicle 

When fans attend the Texans’ home games in 2013, their 
experience could be enhanced by a new state-of-the-art 

scoreboard at Reliant Stadium. The new scoreboard, which 
would offer higher=definition images, will cost anywhere from 
$10 million to $30 million and could be part of improvements 
at Reliant Stadium that enhance Houston’s chances of 
landing Super Bowl LI. Last week, Houston became one of 
two finalists for the 2017 Super Bowl. The competition will 
be South Florida or San Francisco - the city that loses the 
vote for Super Bowl L. 

NFL’s Goodell Met with Georgia Governor, Atlanta 
Mayor to Discuss Stadium Issue 
by Atlanta 2ournal Constitution 

After speaking with fans, business and political leaders, NFL 
commissioner Roger Goodell is optimistic that the Falcons will 
get a new retractable roof stadium to replace the Georgia 
Dome. He met with Gov. Nathan Deal and Atlanta Mayor 
Kasim Reed on Monday morning to discuss the stadium 
issue. The NFL and the Falcons are interested in a public- 
private partnership that would help the Falcons generate 
additional revenues through a new stadium. Goodell said 
new stadiums built for the Cowboys and the New York Jets 
and Giants are state of the art and have essentially made 
the 20-year old Georgia Dome obsolete. 

Details Emerge About Proposed Warriors Arena 
by 5an Francisco Chronicle 

After months of speculation, details are emerging about the 

arena that the Golden State Warriors want to build on San 
Francisco’s Embarcadero = how it might look and what it 
might cost city government. The team is proposing a 
17,500-seat glass-covered arena on the southeast edge of 
Piers 30-32, with retail buildings along the Embarcadero and 
8 acres of terraced plazas in between. Beneath the plazas 
would be 630 parking spaces.The arena’s height would be 
135 feet, roughly the same as the top of the upper deck at 
AT&T Park. 

Bills Pursuing New Lakefront Stadium 
by Associa ted Press 

Nicholas Stracick, CEO and president of the Greater Buffalo 
Sports and Entertainment Complex, unveiled a proposal on 
Tuesday to build a $1.4 billion waterfront sports and 
entertainment facility that would include a 70,000-plus- 
seat, retractable-roofed stadium to one day serve as the 
Bills’ new home. In making a presentation to a city council 
committee, Stracick said his plan has the potential to 
change the Buffalo’s rust-belt image and preserve the Bills 
long-term future in western New York. 

Talks on New Oilers Arena Crumble 
by Edmonton Journal 

Frustrated city councillors shut down arena talks with Oilers 
owner Daryl Katz Wednesday and are considering options 
that include building the project alone. There has been 
nothing to justify Katz’s demand for a $6-million annual 
subsidy to offset operating costs at a downtown arena, 
which city staff identified as the major stumbling block to 
completing a deal, according to Edmonton Mayer Stephen 
Mandel. Mandel supported a unanimous motion to 
immediately cease negotiations over jointly building what is 
now a $475-million facility and look at other ideas, including 
refurbishing Rexall Place or having the city put up a new 
arena by itself. 
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Stadiums Cost Taxpayers Extra $10 Billion, 
Harvard’s Long Finds 
by Bloomberg 

Taxpayers in the U.S. spent about $10 billion more on 
stadiums and arenas for professional sports teams than they 
forecast, according to a new book by Harvard University 
urban planning professor Judith Grant Long. The costs of 
land, infrastructure, operations and lost property taxes add 
25% to the taxpayer bill for the 121 sports facilities in use 
during 2010, increasing the average public cost by $89 
million to $259 million, up from $170 million commonly 
reported by the sports industry and media. 

Steelers Poised to Sue Stadium Authority Over Deal 
to Add Seats 
by WPXI.com 

The Pittsburgh Steelers moved to sue the city-county 
Sports & Exhibition Authority in a spat over how to pay for a 
planned 3,000-seat expansion the team wants in Heinz 
Field. The dispute hinges on how much the taxpayer- 
supported SEA, which owns the stadium on the North Shore, 
should contribute to the roughly $38 million to $39 million 
expansion of the 11-year-old stadium’s south end zone and 
construction of a second video scoreboard. Steelers officials 
want the authority to contribute about two-thirds of the 
cost, which they say is in line with a provision in the team’s 

lease. SEA officials want to contribute less than that, but 
it’s unclear how much. 
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Students with mental health issues and campus implications 
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you can manage campus serving through policies practices. 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 
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Don’t miss this tuebcast series - Register today! 

Manage campus risk - while better serving students with 
psychological disabilities - through sound policies and practices. 

This webcast series tackles the toughest questions surrounding 

how you can support the best interest of students while 
mitigating risk for your institution through legally sound policies. 

~ram Overview I Pricin & Re istration I Aqenda 

Over the course of three sessions, our expert instructors will 
help you think through the ways you can develop a 
comprehensive and integrated risk management approach to 
policy development that provides a thorough framework to more 
accurately identify and respond to students of concern. Watch 
the video below to find out more. 

::.’~i Clickto watch this video 

You may register for all three of the sessions, or just those you 
find most applicable to your campus. 

Session 1 : Balancing Campus Safety and Legal Liabilities 

November 14, 2012 

Session 2: Threat Assessment and Behavioral intervention: 
Best Practices for Policy Development 
November 19, 2012 

Session 3: Student Conduct Systems: Accommodations for 
Students with Psychological Disabilities 
November 26, 2012 

View the complete agenda. 

academicimpressions.com 

] 
Register online for one, two, or 

all three events, or call 
720.488.6800 to register or learn 
more. Register your institution 

for a single site connection 
and an unlimited number of 

people can participate. 

You may also purchase CD 
recordings of the live webcasts 

and bound sets of the 
presentation materials. 

These webcasts have been 
approved for CLE credits. 
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Are you looking for ways to better support online student success 
and persistence? 

Is your institution experiencing a growth in online student 
enrollment? Do your online instructors express a concern about 
not having enough time or the proper training to adequately 
support their students? 

This webcast provides practical tips and advice for ways you 
and your team can utilize peer mentors or "e-mentors" to 
provide student support intervention in the online environment. 

Program Overview I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Drawing upon research that supports the idea that e-mentors 
can be an effective, low-cost way to provide a variety of support, 
our expert instructors will give tips and advice to help you build 
or improve an online peer mentor program, including: 

¯ Recruiting and training the right e-mentors 
¯ Facilitating quality e-mentor relationships 
¯ Examples from institutions who have had success with 

online peer mentoring 
Steps for implementing an e-mentoring program at your 
institution 

View the complete agenda. 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Register your institution 
for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this webcast to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording and bound set of the presentation 

materials. 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 
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NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the I i~i Social I 
Daily Review as a serqce to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views i- Modiol depicted in the articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the 
factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Daily Review Archives ] Terms and Cor~ditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please uneubecHbe by contacting 

membetship@nacda, oom 
OR Send a postal mail to: 24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 5:15 AM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

!Alert Carolina! 

!Alert Carolina! Police responding to shooting near campus; no injuries. Not an immediate safety threat. See alertcarolina unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 5:35 AM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

TIMELY WARN1NG MESSAGE !ALERT CAROLINA! 

TIMELY WARlx,TNG MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assault, Shot Fired Near Campus 

The Umversi~z is curl-ently operating under an alert condition. Campus and Town of Chapel Hill police are responding to a serious incident off campus 

Shortly after 2 a.m. at an establishment on Franklin Street in Chapel Hill, a male suspect struck two females at that location, then brandished a handgun, and fired one shot. No one was 
injured by the gunfire. The suspect, a Black male wearing a white coat with brown trim, then fled, possibly in the direction of the UNC Campus. 

Police are asking anyone with information that may help to identi~ the suspect to call 911 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential 
and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers-chcunc org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in the investigation into this incident Call 911 imlnediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus. For a list of safety tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www, alertcarolina.unc edu&o/d oc/1395/158078/ 

About Timely Warning Messages: A Timely Warning Message is one of three tiers of conmmnication under the University’s emergency communications plan A Timely Warning does not 
reflect an immediate threat to health or safe~ but may indicate a continuing danger to the campus community. This notice is intended to enable people to protect themselves and/or their 
proper~z. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:59 AM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstalti~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccs staff’users] ITS maintenance outage Sat. Nov. 17 impacts ColmectCarolina and other systems 

ITS will have a planned maintenance outage on Saturday, Nov. 17, starting at 8:00 am and ending around 8:00pro. ConnectCarolina and other applications will be 

down during this time frame. 

View a complete list of all affected systems here: http://its~unc~edu/enterprise/enterprise-a~p~icati~ns/c~nnectcar~ina/systern-status/ 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ITS applications more efficient for our users. 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!!its.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-applications! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 l 1:04 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Making your online advising more impactiul 

[ii~i I Improve your online academic advising by making it more personalized and interactive. I 
l 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions com to your address book. 

Learn new ideas for integrating technology and best practices into 
your advising program. 

Starting with a basic framework for understanding how you 
improve online advising by using technology in an interactive and 
personalized way, the program quickly moves on to the specific 
steps involved in integrating new technology into your advising 
program. 

Program Brochure (pdO I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

Our expert instructors will also showcase examples of 
institutions that are using innovative technologies to advise 
students in a virtual environment. 

academicimpressions.com 

~;PON &~4:,’~RE D BY 

ACPA logo 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

You will leave this event with an action plan that outlines 
steps to make your online advising more personalized, 
more interactive, and more impactful. Following a "work and 
learn" institute format, our conference presenters will present 
information aimed at answering these questions: 

¯ How can you assess what you are currently doing and 

determine what is, or is not, effective? 
¯ How can your institution improve advising by better 

utilizing technology? 
¯ ’What are best practices for implementing new 

technologies? 
¯ What innovative practices are other institutions using for 

virtual advising? 
How do you coordinate it all and get started? 

One week before the conference there is an optional webcast 
titled Is Email Jeopardizing the Art of Advising?. Following 
the main conference there is also an optional workshop titled 
Stepping Up Your Advising Website and Student Portal, 
designed to help you review, critique, and improve your advising 
website and student portal. 

Learn more on the a.qenda page. 

REGISTER TODAY, BRX NG YOUR TEAN 

This program is ideal for institutional teams (online or on-ground) 
that are in the beginning or early stages of offering online 
advising. To encourage team participation, every fourth 
registration from the same institution is complimentary for 
this conference. 

Reqister for this event online or call 720.488.6800. 

iiii+iii 

Bifferg~iiNii~ ¥~ 8~h~l N~ A~II 



I 
Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 
you. 

I 
ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:49 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

One Week Left to Register for the November 20 NACDA Webinar 

This is a quick reminder about the upcoming NACDA : : 

webinar to hear social media best practices and ongoing ::X:: 

education from sports attorney and on-campus speaker II 
Janet Judge, president of Sports Law Associates LLC I 

We’ll hear Janet discuss issues student-athletes face when 

theymsusesoca meda, prevouscasesofsoca meda hJ 

misuse and how to better manage and monitor student- 

athletes’ social media use. .......................................................................................................................................................... 

//you have not yet had a chance to reqister online, we 

ef~couY&~e ye!~’ ~o do so 

>> Assessing risks (if student-aLhlete social media use 

~ Social media use as a window of ur!derlying 

behavior 

>> Fallout from previous misuse of social media 

~ Monitoring student-atl~lel:e social media use 

There is no costto attend this educational webinar. You can 

attend online from your desk 

: :--~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  I    iii  Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i 

Jar~et J~c~ge - President, 
Sports Law Associates LLC 

Please feel free to forward this on to any other members of .............................................................................. 

your organization to invite them to attend¯ 

We look forward to seeing you online! 

© 2012 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, please 
unsubscribe. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Brian Evans <briml.evan@usu.edtc, 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:52 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; N4A@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Brad Wolvert~n article 

I’ve been eagerly awaiting Dr Gurney to post this, but can wait no longer.. ! :) 

http://chroniclecorrdarticle/Need-3-r,~uick-Credits-to-Play/135690/?cid at&utm source at&utm medium en 

[horizontal logo on white] 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Kim Durand <Duran&~}u.washington.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 5:36 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; n4a@lists.nacda.com 

Kiln Durand <durand(a)uw.edu> 

[n4a] Applications for 2013 N4A Professional Development Institute (PDI) ale LIVE’.! 

[cid:image004 prig@01 CDC275 3A4428C0] 

Applications for the 2013 N4A Professional Development Institute in Jacksonville, FL are now available on the N4A website! 

PDI runs for approximately 2 days ahead of each N4A National Convention with sessions led by a faculty of leaders in our field. Interactive sessions are designed to push participants 
beyond their comfort zones and assist them in their continued professional and personal growth in the profession Sessions consist of instructional sessions, interactive exercises, team 
presentatmns, and individual reflection and growth exercises An outline of sessions for each track can be found on the N4A website under the tab labeled PDI We will run all three tracks 
this yea 
preceding the 2013 N4A National Convention provided we have the requisite number of qualified candidates. 

* Leader/Manager Track - designed for men and women who have been recently hired or have demonstrated the potential to serve as a director of student-athlete support services 
within the next one to three years. 

*     New Practitioner Track - designed for participants new to the :field (working less than 3 years) who want to grow their skills, knowledge, and best practices for serving student-athletes 
in an advising or a similar capacity. 

* Learning Specialist Track - designed Jk~r current or aspiring learning specialists at the high school, 2-year college, or 4-year college levels. 

All application materials can be found under the PDI tab at http:i/www.nacda.com/nfourahlacda-rffoura.html and are due no later than January 15, 2013 to 
durand@uw, edu<mailto:durand(~,uw.edu>. Applicants will be notified of their status for PDI by January 25, 2013. 

Kyou have questions or warn more information after visiting the website, contact Kim Durand @ (206) 221-3551 or durand@uw.edu<mailto:d~and~uw, edu>. 

Kirn Durand 
Associate Athletic Director for Student Development 
University- of Washington Athletics 
248 Conibear Shellhouse 
Box 354070 
Seattle, WA 98195-4070 
(206) 221-3551 
durand@u.washington, edu<raailto :durand(~u.washington.edu> 
[cid:3366794090765525] 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chrysler Service <service@chrysler-emaJl.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 7:37 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Robert, get 3 great services for I low price on your Chrysler vehicle! 

L ~i i~i!~ riiiiiii i 

i i!~n iii! 

Get Mopar service for every season. 

Help keep your vehicle running strong with these 
important maintenance services: 

¯ Regular battery checks 
¯ Wiper blade replacement 
¯ Brake pad or shoe replacement 

See your Service Advisor for more information. 

3 Great Services for 1 Low Price 

$ 9.95 
1113012012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 

OH & FHter Change 
Wiper B~ades 
Nu[tioPo#~t Inspection 

Plus a 10% discount on any 
needed repair(z) 

Lube, OH & Filter Change 
30 Minutes or Less 

$24.95 
Includes: Oil replacement up to 5 qts ¯ New Mopar® Oil Filter 

¯ Complete chassis lubrication and check of all fluid levels 

¯ Synthetic oil, V10, HEMI® V8, V8 and diesel engines extra 

¯ Refer to Owner’s Guide for recommended maintenance 

intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle 

and FIAT® vehicles only. An additional 4% charge up to 

$20.00 may be charged for fluid/filter disposal. 

1113012012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep 
Dodge 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057 

Nopar, VaJue Line Brake 
Pad or Shoe Replacement 

[ $189.00 
! Cal/Ninivan 

Includes: Front or rear disc brake pad or shoe replacement with 

Mopar Value Line Brakes (semimetallic) ¯ Inspect rotor, drum 

and caliper (refacing/machining extra) ¯ Check brake fluid 

i 
level ¯ Road test vehicle ¯ Vehicles not covered by Mopar 

Value Line Brakes are higher ¯ Refer to Owner’s Guide for 
I 

recommended maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, 

Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT@ vehicles only. 

Limited Lifetime Warranty on Value Line Brake Pads and 

II Shoes. See Service Advisor for details and a of the your copy 

warranty. 
! 
i 
i OFFER EXPIRES 1113012012 

II Piedmont Chrysler Jeep                       Dodge 

i (864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057                    M~m~, 

Belt 
Inspection 

Free 
Includes: Inspection of driveline belts ¯ Does not include 

timing belt ¯ Refer to Owner’s Guide for recommended 

maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, 

Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles only. 

1113012012 VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 

Tires on Sale 

$5 oo ! m off per tire 
! 

, 
Includes: All name-brand tires we sell, including Goodyear’, 

i 
Michelin®, Continental and more ¯ Mounting and balancing are 

extra ¯ Purchases limited to available inventory ¯ Tire disposal 

i fees are extra ¯ Price does not include state or federal taxes 

¯ Refer to Owner’s Guide for recommended maintenance 

i intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle 

i and FIAT® vehicles only. 

i 
i 
i OFFER EXPIRES ’1’1/36/26’12     VlN: 



Piedmont Chrysler Jeep 
Dodge 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057 

~ Piedmont Chrysler Jeep !Dodge 
M~, (864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057                    M~, 

Tire Rotation 
Super Special 

$t0.00 
Includes: Rotate four tires ° Refer to Owner’s Guide for 

recommended maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, 

Jeep®, Ram, Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles only. 

1113012012 

Piedmont ChryslerJeep 
Dodge 

(864)260-57501(800) 

Mu[tioPoint Inspection 

Free 
wroth Brake Inspection 

|: 

i; 
[ Includes: Inspection of these and additional items (not ,sted) 

Ask your Service Advisor for details. Tires/tire p ....... 

i ¯ Windshield wipers. Exterior lamps. Cooling system i 

mixture/leaks ° Air filter ° Fluid levels ° Belts/hoses (excludes 

timing belt ° Brakes ° Additional cost may be incurred for 

repairs which may be required after inspection. Any necessary 
IIr I ..... epairs can be completed in our service department° Refer to 
! ! Owner’s Guide for recommended maintenance intervals ¯ 

Chrysler Dodge Jeep® Ram Plymouth Eagle and FIAT® 

vehicles only. 

V,.:2A4GM68436R863680~OFFE. EXP..ESII,so,goIg V,.:2A4GM68436R86~680 
!i Jiiii 

i(884,g86-5,66,(866,84o-566, 

REBATES 
GOODYEAR® OR DUNLOP TIRES®: $20 rebate per set of 4 

SELECT GOODYEAR OR DUNLOP TIRES: $70 rebate per set of 4 

SNOCKS OR STRUTS: Buy 4, get a cash rebate for 1 

Valid on Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marelli® 

Offer Expires November 30, 2012. With purchase and dealer installation: $20.00 mail-in rebate per set of four 
Goodyear or Dunlop Tires. $70.00 mail-in rebate per set of four select Goodyear Tires including Assurance 
TripleTred AS, Assurance CS, TripleTred AS, Eagle F1 All Season, Eagle F1 Asymmetric All Season, Eagle F1 

Asymmetric 2, all other Eagle F1 Family, Eagle ROF/EMT Tires (excludes Eagle Ultra Grip GW3 ROF), Eagle 
LS2 ROF, Eagle F1 SuperCar Family, SuperCar, SuperCar EMT, SuperCar G:2, SuperCar G:2 (ROF), Eagle RS- 
A EMT, Wrangler MT/R Kevlar, Wrangler SilentArmor (P and blank). $70.00 mail-in rebate per set of four select 
Dunlop Tires including Dunlop ROF/DSST Tires. Excludes Winter Sport M3 DSST and Grandtrek WTM3 DSST. 
Buy four Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marelli Shocks or Struts and get a cash rebate for one Mopar Value Line 
or Magneti Marelli Shock or Strut. Mail-in rebate on the Mopar Value Line or Magneti Marelli Shock or Strut 

will be the retail price of one unit per the Repair Order. Rebates valid on purchases from September 1, 2012 - 
November 30, 2012. All rebate requests must be postmarked by December 15, 2012, and received by January 

2, 2013. Please allow 8-10 weeks for delivery of rebate check. You may call Program Headquarters at (866) 940- 
9753 with inquiries about your rebate(s). Rebate offers valid for retail repair orders only. Goodyear is a 
registered trademark of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. Magneti Marelli is a registered trademark of 
Magneti Marelli S.p.A. 

Give and get Mopar gear. 

Mopar gear makes the perfect gift for others or for yourself. 
From accessories that stand out to bicycles that get you 

moving, we’ve got something to suit every lifestyle. 

Shop our entire selection at wearmo~ar com. 

Be prepared with Mopar Road Hazard Coverage. 

Eligible tires purchased from our dealership 

come with 24-month Road Hazard Coverage 

(3), including: 

¯ 100% tire coverage for the first year 
¯ 50% tire coverage the second year 
¯ Flat tire repair coverage up to $40.00 

per occurrence 

Your Dealer Information 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep Dodge 

4015 Clemson Blvd 

Anderson, SC 29621 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 849-5057 

eMail us at: 

Service Hours 

Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Sat 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Click here to schedule your next Service visit! 

We now service other brands, including GM, Ford, Toyota and more. See Service Advisor for details. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 7:59 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

2013 Under Armour ADOY Nominations Being Accepted 

The Under Armour Athletics Director of the Year (ADOY) Awards program recognizes 
athletics directors who have shown administrative excellence within the campus and!or 
sollege community for the current academic year (2012-13). 

The award encompasses seven divisions - FBS, FCS, Divisions I-AAA, II and Ill, NAIA/Other 
Four-year institutions and junior/community colleges. While you may feel most qualified to 
nominate athletics directors from your division, you may also nominate ADs in other divisions. 
Twenty-eight directors of athletics will be honored. 

, General Information 
, Nomination Criteria 
° Nomination Form 
° Past Award Winners 

~inners will be presented their awards at NACDA’s 48th Annual Convention during the 
James J. Corbett Awards Luncheon at the World Center Marriott Resort in Orlando on 
Saturday, June 15. 

© 2012 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, please 
unsubscribe. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:15 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Is your retention committee as elt~ctive as it could be? 

[ii~iI Is y ..... 
tenti ...... itt ..... ffecti .... it oould be? 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

II IN~N’¢il L’N’Irm’.Oli P-If F[+I+I~41~II~ =~1~ 

Not available on this date? Purchase a recording of this session instead/ 

Is your retention committee struggling with the enormity of the task 
they’ve been charged with managing? 

Join us online to learn practical ways to create and implement 
a retention workgroup on your campus. This event is designed 
to help retention committees, councils, task forces, or teams 
who want to improve their effectiveness. 

Proqram Overview I Pricing1 & Reqistration I Aqenda 

From determining your group’s purpose and selecting the right 
members to managing communication and measuring 

outcomes, our expert instructor will share tips and advice for 
handling seven of the most common struggles that often 
accompany working on these teams: 

¯ Determining your group’s purpose 
¯ Defining the leadership skills you need within your 

working group 
Selecting the right committee members 
Taking an actionable approach to managing the group 
Communicating with other campus stakeholders 
Getting new initiatives offthe ground and setting 
achievable goals 
Measuring success 

REGI(STER OR PURCNASE A RECORDING 

Re qister online or call 720.488.6800. Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited 
number of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast and a bound set 
of the presentation materials+ 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 

L~(KE~ FOLLOW~ AND CONNECT WITH US 

academicimpressions.com 

SPONSORED BY 

%:: ACPA logo 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop"¯ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N4A < N4A@neulionnetwork.com> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:10 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Now Accepting N4A PDI Applications[ 

Now Accepting N4A PDI Applications! 

Dear National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics Member, 

This year’s N4A Professional Development Institute (PDI) opportunity will be running two days ahead of 
the N4A National Convention with its sessions led by a faculty of leaders in our field. 

Interactive sessions are designed to push participants beyond their comfort zones and assist them in their 
continued professional and personal growth in the profession. Sessions consist of instructional sessions, 
interactive exercises, team presentations, and individual reflection and growth exercises. 

An outline of sessions for each track can be found by clicking on your respective track below, as well as 
on the N4A website, under the tab labeled PDI. We will run all three tracks this year, preceding the 2013 
N4A National Convention, provided we have the requisite number of qualified candidates. 

* New Practitioner Track 
* Learninq Specialist Track 
* Leader/Manaqer Track 

Click here to access the PDI application. 

As a reminder, the 2013 N4A National Convention will be held at the Hyatt Regency Jacksonville 
Riverfront in Jacksonville, Florida from June 6-9 

Best Wishes, 

Kim Durand 
PDI Director 
University of Washington 
Associate Athletic Director for Student Development 

© 2012 NACDA. All rights reserved. Unsubscribe 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 12:33 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG College Video Monthly: ESPN3 Partners With Schools To Raise Streaming QnaliU of College Sla~rts 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Friday, Nov, 16, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 136 

:: 

Welcome to SVG’s College Video Monthly 

Welcome to the first edition of SVG’s College Video Monthly, 
our monthly update about what’s new and what’s buzzing in 
the burgeoning college sports video production marketplace. 
Each edition will include exclusive reports on the latest 
trends and technologies, conversations with key players in 
the industry, and resources to help professional 
broadcasters and universities better work together on 
improving the present and future of college sports 
broadcasting. It will also serve as convenient compilation of 
the month’s reporting on this highly volatile industry as 
constructed from our core SVG Insider newsletter. Enjoy the 
read, and make sure to send your stories to Senior Editor 
Brandon Costa at brandon@sportsvideo.org. 

% 
% 
% 
% 

Video is the Best Way for Athletic Departments To 
Engage Alumni 
by Brandon Costa 

College athletic departments, large and small, survive 
financially off the passion of alumni and their donations. 
Video is the key to engaging those alumni. Whether it’s 
supplying content to an RSN or programming your own 

SVG would like to thank its 
sponsors: 

PLATINUM: 

digital network, make no mistake: colleges are no longer just 
content creators, they are full-blown broadcasters. 

Cover Story: ESPN3 Partners With Colleges To Raise 
Streaming Quality of College Sports 
by Brandon Costa 

College sports fans are a demanding bunch. Ask any one- 
loss team in the BCS picture just how unforgiving they can 
be. In this age of second screens, digital platforms, multiple 
RSNs, and the like, it can seem nearly impossible to meet 
the needs of fans of not just the marquee sports - football 
and basketball - but many of the Olympic sports as well. 
Technology has brought the industry to the point where 
fans are no longer excited to see their team’s games on TV; 
they expect it. 

e~    ~ T "6 

Generation Now: Why Students Are Key to 
Successful Video Productions 
by Brandon Costa 

For the University of Oklahoma, it was an announcement 
five years in the making. In September, a 10-year 
multiplatform agreement between OU and Fox Sports 
created Sooner Sports TV and provided for at least 1,000 
hours of Sooner sports programming to appear annually on 
Fox Sports outlets, including Fox Sports Oklahoma, Fox 
Sports Southwest, and Fox College Sports Network. For the 
Sooners, it’s not quite having their own 24/7 linear channel 
- ~ la Longhorn Network - but it’s awfully close and didn’t 
require the stresses that come with cable-distribution 
battles. 

Q&A With BEA Sports Division Chair Michael Bruce 
by Brandon Costa 

At last year’s SVG League Technology Summit (cheap plug: 

% 



register now for this year’s LTS), a looming challenge was 
brought up numerous times by various sports-production 
heavyweights. It wasn’t the inevitable arrival of 4K or how 
ridiculously difficult it is to get WiFi in a crowded stadium. 
Instead, it was a genuine concern about where the next 
generation of sports-production professionals was coming 
from. 

Florida State Continues To See 3D Differently 

by Brandon Costa 

In the ultra-competitive college-football landscape, it’s no 
secret that head coaches will look for a competitive 
advantage almost any way they can get it. Florida State’s 
Jimbo Fisher may have the most innovative edge in the 
game, and it’s hard to argue with the results. The secret? 
Years of work and research in 3D. In sports, 3D is typically 
judged for its value as an entertainment medium. However, 

Mark Rodin, director of FSU’s Seminole Productions, has 
helped the Seminoles to a research and scouting weapon. 

TCU, Burst Build HD Control Room With Students in 
Mind 
by Karen Hogan 

Students in the Sports Broadcasting program at Texas 
Christian University’s Department of Film, Television, and 
Digital Media take a hands-on approach to producing live 
and remote sports events for the Horned Frogs, including 
nationally televised events. This season, those students will 
work out of a new HD control room designed and built by 
Burst Communications. 

NewWave of Smartphones Open Opportunities for 
NeuLion Mobile Apps 
by Brandon Costa 

NeuLion has more than 175 college clients using its mobile 
Web service; 60 of them have custom-designed apps. To 
take advantage of the new wave of larger, HD screens, 
NeuLion has been rolling out updated versions of its services 
to schools more willing to offer their premium online content 
in high-definition to fans through mobile devices. 

University of Idaho Uses Six Hitachi Cameras to 
Produce HD Video 
by Hitachi Kokusai Electric America 

The Video Production Center (VPC) at the University of 

Idaho uses six Hitachi Z-HD5000 HDTV studio/field 
production cameras to produce high-definition video during 
Idaho Vandals football games. At the ASUI-Kibbie Dome, the 
VPC produces game-day entertainment including highlights 
and replays that display on the stadium’s 20x10 foot 
Daktronics display, as well as the Dome’s HD Cable TV 
system, and the VandaIXtra live game webcast. 

GW Athletics Launches Rebranded RaiseHigh.tv 
Multimedia Platform 
by George Washington University Athletics 

George Washington Athletics launched RaiseHigh.tv - the 
new online destination for GWsports.com’s expanding 
multimedia coverage of all 23 Colonials’ programs. Formerly 
GW All-Access, RaiseHigh.tv will serve as the new home for 
all live streaming and on-demand video and audio content 
for Colonials’ athletics. RaiseHigh.tv currently offers live 
video streaming for nine GW sports - Men’s and Women’s 
Basketball, Gymnastics, Lacrosse, Men’s and Women’s 
Soccer, Softball, Volleyball, and Men’s Water Polo. 

Horizon League Announces Upgrades to HLN Live 
Mobile App 
by Horizon League 
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The Horizon League, in partnership with WebStream 
Productions, has upgraded its 2012-13 version of its 
"Horizon League Network Live" mobile application. The 
Horizon League is the only NCAA Division I athletics 
conference in the country to offer its entire live video 
collection via a mobile application.Fans who purchased the 
app last year on their lOS devices will receive a free 
upgrade. 

Chicago State Athletics Announces Television 
Partnership With Lakeshore PTV 
by Chicago State University 

Chicago State University Athletic Director Dan Schumacher 
announced last week that Chicago State and Lakeshore 
Public Television have entered into agreement to broadcast 
as many as six basketball games during the 2012-13 school 
year. The package features men’s basketball contests with 
DePaul (Dec. 5), Loyola-Chicago (Jan. 20) and Eastern 
Illinois (Feb. 26). The Chicago State women’s basketball 

team will be in front of the Lakeshore PTV cameras on Jan. 
29 against Western Illinois. All four games will start at 7:05 
p.m. CT. 

SEC Upgrades Official Mobile Apps 

The Southeastern Conference (SEC) and XOS Digital jointly 
announced the release of the upgraded SEC mobile and 
tablet applications, both free for fans to download. With 
new and expanded features, the app provides fans with full 
coverage of the SEC and is available for iPhone, iPad and 
Android devices. 

Lipscomb, A-Sun, and ESPN3 Team to Air Six Events 
in November 
by LipscombSports.com 

Beginning with the "Battle of the Boulevard" men’s basketball 
contest, Lipscomb, the Atlantic Sun Conference, and ESPN 
are working together to bring six events live from Allen 

Arena in November on ESPN3, ESPN’s live multi-screen 
sports network accessible online at WatchESPN.com, on 
smartphones and tablets via the WatchESPN app and 
through ESPN on Xbox LIVE. The collaboration continues on 

Nov. 16-17, as the semifinal and final rounds of the A-Sun 
Volleyball Championship are aired as the Lady Bisons 
attempt to defend back-to-back-to-back A-Sun 
Tournament titles. 

Agreement on BCS Playoff Structure Reached 
by USA Today 

College football’s new playoff system will feature only six 
marquee bowl games, but will guarantee access to a team 
from the five non-power conferences, the BCS’ presidential 
oversight committee decided in a brief meeting Monday 
afternoon. The presidents also approved the general 
framework for revenue distribution and gave conference 
commissioners the go-ahead to secure a -IV rights deal. 

Wheels in Motion for Aresco, Big East 
by ESPN.com 

The Big East is currently shopping for a new-IV deal. Earlier 

this week, new commissioner Mike Aresco had no new 
information to share on the conference’s current television 
negotiations. Tuesday’s release of football divisions, which 
comes a day after the league gained access to the future 
college football postseason, marked the first major hurdles 
cleared in the former CBS executive’s new post. 

Preliminary Round Sites Announced for 2014, 2015 
NCAA Tournaments 
by NCAA.com 

Twenty-five preliminary round sites for the 2014 and 2015 
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Division I Men’s Basketball Championships, as well as the 
2014 Division 11 and Division 111 Men’s Basketball 
Championships, have been selected to serve as hosts for 

the NCAA men’s basketball tournaments. The 25 cities 
hosting portions of the 76th and 77th Division I Men’s 
Basketball Championship have combined to host nearly 1,000 
tournament games in the event’s history, including Madison 
Square Garden in New York 
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SVG Introduces Tool To Help Broadcasters Find 
Runners, Production Assistants 

The Sports Video Group and the Broadcast Education 

Association (BEA) have created the SVG/BEA Runners 
Network, a Website designed to give sports broadcasters, 

leagues, teams, and related -lV-production entities a tool to 
more easily find production assistants and runners for their 
productions. The Website lists the contact information for 
college and university broadcast professors who are 
interested in helping match broadcasters with their most 
suitable students. 

2013 College Sports Media Awards: Official Rules 

Since its inception, the College Sports Media Awards have 
recognized the best in class in the college sports production 
arena. As technology improves, the ability to create high 
quality video on any budget has proliferated significantly. 
Once again, at this year’s College Sports Video Summit, the 
Sports Video Group (SVG) and the National Association of 
Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA) will recognize the 
outstanding work in college sports video productions from 
campuses across the country, and the staff that makes 
them possible. 

Fox, NBC, ESPN Blanket Weekend in College Hoops 
Veterans Day Tributes 
by Brandon Costa 

A Veteran’s Day sports tradition is rapidly growing, and, for 
broadcasters, it’s a unique but fulfilling challenge. A total of 
four military sites - three ships and a hangar - planned to 
play host to live college basketball last weekend: the Armed 
Forces Classic in Germany on ESPN and the second Carrier 
Classic and the Navy-Marine Corps Classic on NBC Sports 
Network on Friday and the Battle on the Midway on all Fox 
Sports affiliates on Sunday. However, due to moisture on 
the court, the Navy-Marine Corps Classic was called at 
halftime and the Carrier Classic never began. 

For ESPN, It’s Just College Hoops - in a Hangar at 
Rarnstein 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The Armed Forces Classic basketball game, between 
Michigan State and the University of Connecticut on ESPN 
tonight, once again called a unique venue home: two 
hangers at the Ramstein Air Base in Germany were outfitted 
with stands, lights, camera platforms, and more. The 
biggest difference for ESPN staffers who worked on last 
year’s Carrier Classic, which was played in San Diego on the 

deck of an aircraft carrier, is that there was a lot less water 
to deal with. 

ESPN Gears Up for College Basketball in Discrete 5.1 
Surround 
by Dan Daley 

ESPN has done it for NFL, for baseball, IndyCar, golf, 

extreme sports, and college football. On Nov. 9, the all-      : 
sports network will extend its capability for discrete-5.1- 
surround audio to college basketball with a 24-hour 
marathon across most of its channels. ESPN has been        :: 
broadcasting collegiate b-ball since around the turn of the :: 
century in encoded/matrixed surround over two channels.    :: 
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The technology to take the surround format fully discrete 
has been in pJace for some time, but the network has made 
it a practice to roJl the discrete versions out sport by sport, 
season by season. 

Kitay Productions Delivers College Soccer to CBS 
Sports Network via D2 Productions’ Genesis 
by Brandon Costa 

Since rolling out the Genesis 24=ft. HD mobile-production 
unit earlier this year, D2 Productions has teamed up with 
Kitay Productions, a Northeast-based television- and video- 
production company, to fly the flag in support of a more 
compact and affordable live-sports=production truck. It was 
another win for the truck, which is built primarily around 
NewTek gear. D2 and Kitay worked together to produce a 
live broadcast of an NCAA men’s soccer game between 
Rutgers and Louisville in Piscataway, NJ, on Sept. 30 for the 
CBS Sports Network (CBSSN). 

ESPN Secures Rights to Orange, Sugar Bowls 

ESPN took major steps in cornering the television market on 
the upcoming college football playoff system. Earlier this 
week, the network signed major deals to the rights of both 
the Sugar Bowl and Orange Bowl. ESPN had already 
previously announced an agreement with the Rose Bowl, as 
well. According to Sports Business Journal, ESPN obtained 
the rights to the Sugar Bowl for $80 million per year and the 
Orange Bowl for $55 million. 

WCC Signs TV Deal with Time Warner Cable 
SportsNet 

The West Coast Conference and Time Warner Cable Sports 
announced a long-term agreement to televise WCC men’s 
basketball games and other sporting events throughout 
Southern California and the entire Time Warner Cable 
SportsNet footprint - stretching from Las Vegas to Hawaii. 

NBC Sports Network Adds More 2012-13 College 
Basketball Coverage 
by NBC Media Center 

NBC Sports Network has added the Governor’s Holiday Hoops 
Classic, two additional Atlantic 10 games and three new     i 
Colonial Athletic Association matchups to its 2012-13 
telecast schedule, bringing its total to more than 60 college i 
basketball games this season. The inaugural Governor’s 
Holiday Hoops Classic will tipoff on Saturday, December 22 
at 3 p.m. ET, from the Richmond Coliseum in Richmond, VA. 

Despite Cancellation, Carrier Classic to Return in 
2013 
by ESPN.com 

he Carrier Classic will return to the USS Yorktown to open 
the college basketball season despite last weekend’s 
canceled contest between Ohio State and Marquette. 
Morale Entertainment President Mike Whalen said Monday his 
group and the Patriots Point Development Authority have 
agreed to hold the event again next year despite the game 
being called because of continuing condensation on the 
court made it too dangerous for the players. Whalen said he 
and organizers believe they have an engineering solution to 
keep the surface dry for next season. 
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Michigan State’s Spartan Stadium Never Sounded So 
Good 
by Dan Daley 

The upper collegiate sports tiers venerate their aging 
stadiums as they would a great library or chapel. 
Fortunately, sound systems aren’t included in landmark- 
status qualifications, which lets these "mature" facilities be 
updated so that they can sound like freshmen again. That’s 
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the case at Michigan State University, where Spartan 
Stadium recently finished an audio overhaul that saw the 
80,000=seat venue, which will be 90 years old next year, 
get a multimillion-dollar audio!video-systems upgrade. 

HD Upgrades Give New Life to Syracuse’s Carrier 
Dome 
by Brandon Costa 

As the largest domed stadium on any college campus in the 
U.S., the Carrier Dome at Syracuse University is one of the 
more popular venues in the NCAA. However, prior to this 
season, even the most hardened Orange fan would admit 
that the building needed a facelift. This summer, Syracuse 
successfully installed several indoor LED video displays and a 
360-degree ribbon display along the upper fascia of the 
Dome. 

South Carolina’s Williams-Brice Stadium Gets New 
Video Board, With HD Control Room To Match 
by Karen Hogan 

When the South Carolina Gamecocks took the field against 
East Carolina on Sept. 9, fans crowding into Williams-Brice 
Stadium for the home opener saw much more than a 
victory. A new HD LED video display had been installed over 
the summer, measuring 36 ft. by 123 ft. - nine times the 
size of the previous board. The video board, installed by 
Daktronics, is the third-largest video board in the SEC and 
the 11th-largest in college football. A custom LED 
scoreboard showing game in-progress information is located 
beneath the video board. 

Minnesota Golden Gophers Go for HD With Alpha 

Video 
by Karen Hogan 

In 2009, the University of Minnesota Golden Gophers left the 
Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome for a new on-campus home. 
Three years later, that home is getting an expanded and 
upgraded control room, integrated by Alpha Video Sports 
and Entertainment Group. Looking to enhance the in-venue 
experience for its football, basketball, and hockey fans, the 
university issued three requests for proposal prior to the 
2012 season, including one for an HD control room that 
could handle in-game HD video for three on-campus venues. 

Clemson’s Howard Field Puts ’A’ and ’V’ Together at 
a Whole New Level 
by Dan Daley 

Audio and video have been mostly separate propositions in 
sports-venue systems, particularly as the trend toward 
distributed systems makes audio even more distinct. But the 
new sound system and video scoreboard at Frank Howard 
Field at Clemson Memorial Stadium put audio and video 
together into a true multimedia combination, and in a very 
big way. 

Ohio State Stadium Is First Outing for New Meyer 
Sound System 
by Dan Daley 

Ohio State University’s Ohio Stadium is the 3oan Rivers of 
sports venues: it has been around forever and has had 
nearly constant updating of its physical plant. The 
horseshoe-shaped stadium, built in 1922 and home to OSU’s 
Buckeyes, was once the largest concrete venue on earth 
and today still ranks as the fourth-largest on-campus 
facility in the nation, with seating for 102,329 fans. 
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Fxalua’d ng your early alert program 

j ii~iI Come to the conference 
for involved with alert 

i 
only designed exclusively professionals early programs. 

Trouble viewing this email? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Come to the only conference designed exclusively for professionals 
involved with early alert programs. 

This conference is designed to help you assess how impactful 
your EAP is right new and give you specific ideas for improving 
your reporting and assessment and gaining more campus buy- 
in. 

Program Brochure (pd0 I Pricinq & Registration I Agenda 

Using data reporting and analysis as a core tenet, our expert 
instructors will help you better integrate intervention and follow 
up, put systems in place to gather and analyze data, and help 
you more effectively measure the efficacy of your referral and 
response systems. You will return to your campus with a plan 
of action to implement new ideas right away and guide your 
program into the coming years. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This conference is right for you if you want to: 

¯ Diagnose where your early alert efforts may be falling 
short 
Learn new ways to triage students 
Rely less on faculty as the primary channel to help 
identify at-risk students 

¯ Find ways to close the communication loop 
¯ Expand your network of people identifying at-risk 

students 
¯ Select the right EAP platform 

CONFERENCE FORNAT 

Knowing that this event will be attended by your peers that 
have experienced similar challenges, the conference has been 
designed to capitalize on your experiences. You will be 
connected with similar practitioners and will work together on a 
project over the course of the event. 

SEE THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY 

Showcasing a variety of products (at a variety of price points) 
around three key elements - record keeping, 
automation/outreach, and tracking/assessment -our vendor 
partners will be on-site to help you better understand how your 
institution may benefit from technology and to share what their 
R&D departments are discovering to influence the future of 
EAPs. 

academicimpressions.com 
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BRING YOUR TEAM, REGISTER TODAY 



Register for this event online or call 720.488.6800 today. 
Register 3 and the 4th person can attend for free. 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 

you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click her.....~.e or reply to this message with "stop". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 12:48 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbe~ Reporied near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbery Reported near Campus 

A male L’2x,-C student reported being robbed on Cameron Avenue shortly after 2 a.m. Thursday, Dec 6 

The victim told Chapel Hill Police that he was approached at a restaurant on Franklin Street by two black males who engaged the victim in conversation and walked with him through the 
Granville Towers area. Nearing Cameron Avenue, one suspect tbrced the victim to the ground, while the other took his phone and credit cards. The suspects then got into a car that was 
waiting nearby and fled by vehicle. No weapon was seen. 

One of the suspects wa s described as 6-0 tall, 170 lbs, and wearing a black hoodie jacket. The second suspect was wearing a black jacket and black sunglasses. 

Police are asking anyone with information that may help to identify the suspect(s) to call 911 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are conI)dential 
and anonymous You carl also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 inm~ediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 11:29 AM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbe~ Reporied near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbery Reported near Campus 

A male reported being assaulted and robbed on Franklin Street in Chapel Hill shortly a~er 2 a.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 19 

The victim told Chapel Hill Police that he was approached by two black males near the Bank of America Plaza One of the suspects punched the victim and knocked him to the ground. A 
witness said the suspects then took the victim’s wallet and fled on foot to the Town Parking Deck, where they entered a dark, 4-door vehicle, North Carolina License Plate "BRE-1316." Two 
females were also in the vehicle, which left the deck and traveled westbound on Rosemal5’ Street. 

The suspects were described as 5-8 or 5-9 tall and young One of the suspects was wearing a colorful vest. No weapons were seen. 

Police are asking anyone with information that may help to identify the suspect(s) to call 911 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are conI)dential 
and anonymous You carl also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 inm~ediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communicatmns plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AN[) notification will not compromise law enforcement eflims. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 15, 2013 3:20 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbe~ Reported near Campus 

INFORtvIATIONAL MESSAGE FRO, M ALERT CAROLINA: Robbery Reported near Campus 

On Monday, Jan 14 at approximately 10:30 a.m., Chapel Hill Police responded to the report of a strong-armed robbeW of a U2x,-C student near University Square on West Franklin Street. The 
suspect reportedly fled the scene on foot in the direction of Granville Towers Chapel Hill Officers arrived on scene within minutes and found that the victim and several passers-by had 
detained the suspect while waiting for police to arrive Officers quickly took the suspect into custody 

The suspect, "qasir Keshawn Brown (17), was charged with one (1) felony count of Larceny from a Person and one (1) misdemeanor count of Possession of Stolen Property’. He was held in 
the Orange County’ Jail under a secured bond 

For further information, visit: 
http ://bit ly/13A1 qDd 

Call 911 immediately to report any- and all suspicious activity- on campus. For a list of safe~ tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the calzqpus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 1:48 PM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaflhsers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffusers] Outage Affecting ConnectCarolina CaJnpus Solutions Thurs., Jan. 24, 5pro to 1 lpm 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions on the evening of Thursday, Jan. 24, related to the Spring session Census. Due to the need to 

"freeze" the database to take the census snapshot, users will not be able to access ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions pages from 5:00 p.m. to 11:00pm on Jan. 24. 

We request that all faculty and staff be logged out of ConnectCarolina by 5:00 p.m. on Jan. 24. Students will NOT be able to use ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions 

for all functions during this time. 

The latest information about the outage will be posted on this page: 

htt~/its~unc~edu/enterprise~enterprise-app!!cati~ns/c~nnectcar~!ina~system~status/ 

Questions!Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.eduienterpriseienterprise-applicationsi 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 12:26 PM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaflhsers@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffusers] Outage TONIGHT Attbcting ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions 5pro to 1 lpm 

REMINDER: 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions on the evening of Thursday, Jan. 24, related to the Spring session Census. Due to the need to 

"freeze" the database to take the census snapshot, users will not be able to access ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions pages from 5:00 p.m. to 11:00pm on Jan. 24. 

We request that all faculty and staff be logged out of ConnectCarolina by 5:00 p.m. on Jan. 24. Students will NOT be able to use ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions 

for all functions during this time. 

The latest information about the outage will be posted on this page: 

http~//lts~unc~edu/enterprise/enterprise-app~icati~ns/c~nnectcar~lina/system~status/ 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-O477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 8:49 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange County under kmmdo watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",ITY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those often change frequently during a weather 
event. Ira new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch after a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



Fi’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Poulos <Chris Poulo@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 l h l 5 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dealing With Self Doubt 

Click to view this email in a browser 

April 23rd, 2014 
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Tel: (401) 788=9706 

Email: allison~,ch rispoulos.com 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Chris Poulos 

P.O. Box 2012 

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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[ :~ Try’ Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@salesforce.com on behalf of 

Chegg Jacobs <gregg.j acobs@sportsboard- ran.cam> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 7:16 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Use your iPads to Generate More $$ From Your Caallps this Summer 

Paper/ess Eva/s Your Campers Wi// Love 

Some camps embedded a fee for [he evals in their registration, while ethers 

Offared it as an oDt-i~ for campers to buy either before or after each camp. 

Star, ford Baseball Camp 

Video 

Stanford Baseball, our first camp partner, 

generated over $25,000 in additional reve~ues 

from their camps from video avak~; for hitting, 

Catching, infield and outfield drills, Others 

genera[ed sigr~ifieant additional rever~ue as well, 



II used to supplemen[ salaries of assiMant 

and managers. 

For this summer, we already have commitments from eoHeges and private camp 

~peFatoFs for baseball, softball, socceL lacrosse, baske[balf and ice hockey. 

Use SportsBoard for your camg, then email your campers real, tangible 

feedback and inspiration from the camp, something parents will happily pay a 

Small additional fee to receive via ernail, even before their kid is home from 

carnp! It’s a win-win for everyone. 

Best Regards, 

Jack Dagley and Cal Kennedy 

SpartsSoard 
c: Jack 4~5.S47~SSe7; Cal 97&505.7820 

s~a~sbearcS-wi,.eem 

i’Meb~,e P~aye~ Assessment Solutions -.-GoPa~.,e,~ess" 

mg ~rd~ tt 0it ~rc 11http//wv,,¥ sportsb 

w i~ ~om/stafic/~a~sforc~i~ag~pac~ g i~i 



A~o~oo~l "~ "ro~ ~tC~ 

H oiiill iN,~ii!i!i!!i~w ii:::iiiill ~iiii!!!~~ ii,~ii!i!i!!i~ ~ii!!i;ii s ~iiii!!!~~S iii iiiq iii!i!i!!!!il o o, iii’~ils 
Browse our best-selling r~ew a~d future releases, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Mystery, Tl~riiler & Suspense                           LJtera,~y Fiction 

:hi::: Biographies & Memoirs                        ] i~i Cookbooks, Food & Wine 

Biographies & Memoirs Cookbooks, r:oed & VVir~e 



~iii 100 Mysteries & Thrillers to Read in a Lifetime i iXi The New York Times® Best Sellers 

100 Mysteries & Thriliers to Read i,q a Lifetime The ~’~ew Yolk Times~¢b Best Seile~s 

:;~i::: Spring intoFit .... i i~i 2014 Pulitzer PrizeWi ..... 

Spring ir.,~e {:.i~.ness 2014 Pulitz~r PFize VVi~ers 
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i’:indb Fire H© 

i@’.dle Fire t,:OX 

insts~qi \’ide~ 

[,~ :.iSiC 

hiP3 

Elect~enics ieys & Games 

Ceii Phoqes & Access.odes Cioibin{.i 

{~)")d?~, & Otil:doo[$ .lew~?i[y 

Automotive ’VVetclses 

Indu.sl:riai S Scie~il:ifk: t}!?aul:y 

Prime rv’.’egezin es 

Home; i{itchel: & Dirling 

Office & Sctio,q Sup’p&~!s 

?-I.’) t ?S ,!! i t?S p!eve!3q,!! p ~ 

Pati.O I.~iWrq & (~ir,d!:wi 

Hes}th & Persor~a~ Cars 

Amaz,)ri Mctiiie Apps 

Gift Caids 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Cheek--~clubeorp@nlailer.memfirs~t.net > 

Monday, April 28, 2014 2:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week at The CaJcolina Club 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

i~i 

Greetings from The Carolina Club, 

As April draws to a close we’re ready to kick off the month of Nay with our Kentucky Derby 
Party this Saturday. Bring a friend and join us in the Grill to cheer your favorite horse to 
victory, sip Hint Juleps, and party ’til the horses come home. We’ll draw for door prizes and 
give a gift for the fanciest hat. 

But before the party begins on Saturday, we are pleased to host two very special 
community programs this week and we hope you’ll join us in support of these extraordinary 
ventures: An Open Dialogue on Autism on Tuesday, April 29th and Pasta with Purpose on 
Wednesday, April 30th. These events are open to the entire community so please feel free 
to share with friends and colleagues who would like to attend. All the details are provided 
below in this week’s event line-up. 

Last, but certainly not least. May 1st marks the beginning of our new Weekly Dining 
features. Just when you thought our power packed dining and beverage promotions 
couldn’t get any better. WOW! Are you ready for even more amazing Carolina Club Member 
offers? Scroll down for all the details, then come on in to the Club to enjoy. 

We’ll see you in the Club! 

An Open Dialogue on Autism 
Tuesday, April 29 ] 4pro ] Complimentary 
In observance of Autism Awareness Month, The Carolina Club is hosting a panel 
discussion and reception. Our distinguished panel will be moderated by broadcaster and 
author Dwayne Ballen and will include Dr. Joseph Piven; Thomas E. Castelloe Distinguished 
Professor of Psychiatry, Pediatrics and Psychology and Founding Director, Carolina 
Institute for Developmental Disabilities. 

Pasta with Purpose 
Benefiting Prostate Cancer Research at UNC Lineberger 
Wednesday, April 30 I 5:30-9pm 
Adults $11 I Kids 6-12 $6 ] Children 5; 8= under complimentary 
Enjoy a buffet of salad, garlic bread, pasta primavera, pasta with meat sauce, and ice 

cream. The Carolina Club will contribute $10 of the $11 to help raise funds and awareness 
for cancer fighting research right here in our community. 

Hump Day Breakfast Buffet 
Wednesday, April 30 I 8=10am 

Business Builders Meeting 
Thursday, May 1 I 7:30am 

Kentucky Derby Party 
Saturday, May 3 I 3-7pm 



Cinco de Mayo Lunch Buffet 
Monday, May 5 I 11:30am-2pm 

Spice up the start to your workweek with a festive buffet filled with your Mexican 

favorites! 

Mother’s Day and Graduation Brunch 
Sunday, May 11 
Celebrate Morn and your Graduate with a bountiful brunch at the Club. We can also help 
with floral orders if you’d like to have a corsage or boutonniere for that special person. 
Limited space remains; so call your Club Concierge today at 919-962-1101 it you have 
not already made your reservations. 

Tar Heel Baseball 
The Carolina Club is the place to be for pre-game dining. 
Upcoming home games: 
Tuesday, April 29 I East Carolina I 6pm 
Tuesday, May 6 I Campbell I 6pm 
Friday, May 9 I Florida State * I 7pm 
Saturday, May 10 I Florida State * I 6pro 
Sunday, May 11 I Florida State ~ I lpm 

¯ Conference Games 

Just when you thought our power packed dining and beverage promotions couldn’t get 
any better. WOW! Are you ready for even more amazing Carolina Club Member offers? 
These fun and awesome weekly promotions start on May 1 and run through September 1: 
Enjoy! 

Everyday 
Bring 4, We’ll Pour! 
When you dine at the Club with a party of four, the Club will pour a glass of Franciscan 
wine for each member of your party with your entrees. 

Tuesday 
Gauc and Woks Night & $3 Draft Beer 
Made-to-order personalized guacamole and fresh chips for $5 and your favorite stir-fry 
starting at $12.95. 

Wednesday 
Pasta-bilities & House Wine $3 per Glass 
You create you favorite bowl of pasta, select your favorite ingredients and sauce and our 
Chefs will prepare it to perfection starting $12.95. 

Power Packed Thursday 
50% Off Dinner $3 off your favorite Cocktail 
It’s simple - 50% off all food you enjoy at dinner! 

Friday Night Out 
Three Courses, Three Choices & $2.50 Bottled Beer 
Your choice of Steak & Lobster, Rack of Lamb or Halibut for $29.95 and includes your 

choice of salad and dessert. 

Hump Day Breakfast Buffet 
Every Wednesday morning I 8=lOam in the Grill 

For just $6, you will enjoy eggs, grits, bacon, sausage, hash browns, toast, pastry and 
coffee or tea. Wednesday morning has never been better and the Carolina Club is THE 
place to start your day! 

Chef’s Table Lunch Buffet 
Every Weekday I 1 l:30am-2pm 
$10 Soup & Salad J Add Chef’s featured hot entree for just $4. 

Complimentary Hors D’oeuvres 
In the Grill 5pm - 7pm Tuesday-Friday 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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~’i I’,,1,sther’s D~y Giifi~ 

Featured for Nother’s Day 
Great selection of gifts for Nora S.e.e...m.o~@ 

.~g.~!L~:~.9~. ~.9~.~.Y.’.~..~.9.~!~. ~.~..~:~2. 



Me~heCs Day Checeiate: Giits, and fbwers $20 Off Kindle: New $49 

i .... 
J ::~ io9 Picks ior Morn i~ Home ,:~ Kiici:er: Amszon Giii Cards io: Morn: ~:r~ Gift Box ,B erie-Day 
’’ ............. Silippi!lc 

Tep Picks for Morn in Home & Kitchen Amazon Gilt Cards for Morn: }:ree Giit Box & 
One-Day Shipping 

Savings with Style 
Fashionable finds for Morn S.9.@...~’~}.~.~@. 

%i Upto 50% Off \,V,smen’s Dresses 

U p to 50% Off VVe me ~;% Dre sse s 25% o~" Mo~e Off Handb~gs 
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....... ~OOFFMO~,,~ ....... 

30°,6 Off Select Jeweiry Gifts v,~iti~ Primo Code 25% Off Watches with Piom~ Code 
30(:." F F M O M [’,,~ D Y’IN, A.TC H 

x:; .................................. 

Electronics 
Get the ~atest technology for Nora See more 



:.3itE=s HD ]Vs 

¯ ~ .... ~’w~, an~, 30% o,~ More Off Select Po~abie Biuetooth Up to $500 off N~w ?01~ Samsup.g ~ " ~ " 
4K Ult~a HD TVs                                   Speakers 

:~i F’i,cto F’~i!lte,s for 1’.4 ..... i i~i 8-~ei~c4. JL~b oiSM E*,rb,_:..!:~ wi~il Mic for !~:I.1 99 

Pi~oto Pri~;ters fi)r Morn Select JLab JSM Ea~b~ds witi~ Mic for $14.99 

............................................................................................................................................. Reading ............................................................................................................................................. 

./-s,v,,a~¯d \Z~rme~s in gook-c~ $1.99 Kindle Books for Moti~e¢-c~ Day 



Home & Kitchen 

Smail ’~,pplis~;ces Coffee, Tea & Espresso 

Sports & Outdoors 
Ru~ning gear, yoga, bikes, a~d more See more 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
[~:: Ki~,di~- File HD S[a[ti!lc ~t $119 ] ::~:: Kindie Fire ~-EDX Starti[~,u at $!!~JL:i 

Ki~;die Fire HD. Sta~ti~ at $,119 Kindl~.~ Fi~’e HDX. Sta~ti~;g at $199 



Kir~dle F.ire I-~: DX 8.9 wi~h VV~.-F i: ~’-.tarti,,ng at $339 Arnszo,,n Fire TV 

Note to Explore 

:~:: Sei$cS Sil’~eltone El$c~ric G;o:i~a!s Llndsr $85 i ::X:: $15 fo! $30 t,s Spend at i .800-Fio’,~,~,s corr,; 

Seiect Silveltone Eiect~ic Guita,~s Unde,~ $85 $15 for $30 to Spend at %800oFiowe,~s.com6 

Fine Writing Mother’a Day Gifts from Park÷~ 

i~i Marina S~ev,art Crdts 

Ma~ha Stewa£ Crafts 





i~ii ..................................... 

BooRs Eleciro~qcs Toys & Qanies 

Movies & iS’ 

KiBdi,~! 

i<indie i-~a pe~ ,,~h ire 

i<indie Fire HD 

Kkidk! Fire i-~OX 

b~USK; 

kiP:} 

Videe Games Baby 
]i~il [:~ilO!~(-~ & A0c,’-~SS,’lrii.% (}ii;~l~irlg 

’,’}O~TIpUter5 & S0fb~’~ie ~hoes 

Sp,’srl,~ & Ouldoi;rs Jewi.~hy 

/-’~ U tO ~’q oiziv8 \~\Q~. [<; h a!~, 

Indusl~iai & Sci,m’.liiic {-},’-~auly 

P~ir!se bSsLcts~z i!],s!s 

Off~ce & School Supplies 

GioceG, 

/\rr~sz,9~: ~,/~(>i):i,,--~ .,>,p.,’!~ 

Gift: Cards 

Fkie/\rl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emil Kmag <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:48 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

May 15th Season Preview 

View invitation: 
v,~wq, pa pe rlesspost, co m/eve ntsi7074989- 
03188eb8/re plies/133835552-b3bb2f8b 

View on map 
Add to Google CaJendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 

iPhone app 

May 15th Season Preview 
Thursday, May 15th at 6:00 PM 

Memorial Hall 
114 East Cameron Avenue, Chapel Hill 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post maii 

Add _p__a_p__e_Lhe_ssp__o__s__t_@j2_a_~#_ELe__s__s_~9:s_L_c__o_£n_ to your address book to easti:’e you receive sii tutu:’e emsiis from Pspel!ess Pest 

iF: your inbox Click here to stop :’eceiviqa emails tram Pspedess Post inciudir:g invitstioas and cards 

View the Paperless Post privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PapedessPost <paperlesspost@papedesspost.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 5:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Confim~ your email address 

hf:tp i/w~,~w.paperless,oost comlevents/7074989-O3188ebSiquesfsi133835552-b3bb2fSb/correct emaii?token=%25Bg% 

25FD%2A%250C0%2502%25DA%2580x m%2515%258A%25A2K%2500%25BB%25CB%25B6d%25BCs%25AD% 

2o, B,; ~/o z.~,-b ,o2bE/, ~o2,,,- D ~oZ ..... XozoB2 "7o ~5~ Fs ,o2bCd 

Ifyo did no[ reque.~;t this, you may disregard this message. 

lhank you, 

The Paperless Post Team 

% 
Block [i~is sender from your Papedess Posi maiJ 

Add papeMesspost~Paper esspost corn ,: yo *de ess bo,:;k 1:o ensure you re.:;elve aii .,’ul:ure emaiis (b:?m Papi~dess Po.s[ 

ir~ VOil!¸ i,qbox. Click here ~.’:. s[,:;p r~,:;i~i~i?;,~ ~’ri!~iIs ~rori! Pa!;u>rl~.~.s .Pos[ il!,:;iil,:Jir~g irp/i~a[K:~?;!~ 3riq ,:;~irds 

View [ile P ~p.~!dess =k;st privacy policy. 

i i.X.i Get the App 



%%% 
A Bad Record Doesn’t Mean You Can’t 
Recruit 

Just because a team has a sub 500 record doesn’t mean they can’t 

score solid recruits for the next season¯ In fact, a team could have a 

terrible season and still find good players to build a program 

around¯ Here’s 3 reasons why... 

The Top 3 Recruited High Schools of 
Your Conference 

In a recent study, we’ve found the top 3 recruited high schools 

in each conference for all of the below sports. Just click on your 

sport for details and how you can use this information to your 

advantage 

Baseball Golf Softball 

Basketball Lacrosse Tennis 

Football Soccer Volleyball 

Promote Your Summer Events! 

Post your summer camp, showcase, or event information along 

with your recruiting questionnaire on your NCSA profile for 

qualified recruits to access¯ 

It’s as simple as: 

1. Loclging In to your free Recruiting Management System 

2. Clickina ’Add Now!’ on the riaht side of the Daae 



network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACS Athletics <helpdesk@acsathletics.com~ 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 11:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: AC S Universi ty ibr May 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

tIi Anson, 

The end of the school year is quickly approaching, which means Ibrms season is around the corner! 

’][’he new FormsDirect upgrade will enable you to create multiple signature forms, staff forms and 

public access forms’. 

We have many sessions this month covering the new forms upgrade, click the links below to sign up 

NOW! 

Forms & Workflow Management Upgrade - Today, May 1st at 11:00 AM CDT 

Forms & Workllow Managment - Staff& Public - Tuesday, May 6th at 1:00 PM CDT 

Forms & Workflow Management - StaB’& Public - Thursday, May 8th at 11:00 AM CDT 

As always, we have many more sessions on the schedule, so be sure to check out the full list on 

MyACS’. When you are logged into your InControl® system, click on the ’Contact Customer Care’ 

burton at the top fight of your screen to access MyACS! Then click on ’ACS Events’ tab and you 

will see file May Schedule. Be sure to click the link for the sessions you would like to attend! 

You can also Click Here to see the May schedule! 

Just a quick reminder, ACS University courses aJre no longer than 30 minutes in length and may be 

attended anywhere you have access to the internet. 

See you in a session soon! 

I~isten FS~ 
Campus A ccount Manager 

ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <,store news@amazon.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 12:37 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorvance: An Exclusive Offer on Amazon Fire TV 

% 
;i;i;i;i;i i;i;i;i;i;i 

U 

can instantly search TV shows, movies, 

actors, directors, and genres using just 

yOU[" VOiCe, ii.. :!:!.;ii:il F: iii:’b::iil :i:!: 

Prime Instant Video. Prime members 

enjoy unlimited, commercial-free 

streaming of tens of thousands of popular 

movies and TV shows. ::..=~,~; ;~; ;~n~:~; =~, 



.~.~ ::.:: : ::. ~:~.~:, .~:~::::.::,~.~ G real fo r Ga m i ng 

Enjoy games w~th the ~ncJuded remote, o,- 
take you~" gaming to the next level with 

the new Amazon Fire Game ControJler--a 

% 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

Friday, May 2, 2014 10:47 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ryalm Rydeen- 2016 Goalkeeper - Spokane, WA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

High School: University High School, WA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3.00/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih ryann rydeen@yahoo.com 

Notes: Ryann is a 2016 Goalkeeper from University High School, WA. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: TX 

Number of 

Views: Views: 

17 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Wewed: 

ii ii iiiiii 

ii ii iiiiii 

Ashley Buck - 

2016 Attack[... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: UT 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

15 

Last Viewed 
:: 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Hanna Long... - 

2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: NY 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

32 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

Alea Hyatt - 

2017 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

State: CA 

Number of 

Views: Views : 

13 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed : 

1!/19/2013 04/09/2014 03/28/2014 04/08/2014 

View View View View 
Profile Profile Profile Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Ellen Bm~n 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org http:i/www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsaspo(ts.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

Tiffs e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietaw, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for tbe person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you hm~e received 

this message in error, please noti~ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <,store news@amazon.com> 

Friday, May2, 2014 2:05 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance: You’re Invited to Join Amazon’s Site, MyHabit.com 

% 
:..... 

:: N~ :: amazon.corn 

::.X.i Women, Men, Kids and Home 

Dear Anson Dorranee, 

We’d like to recommend Amazon’s private 

sale site, MyHabit.com. Here’s why we think 

you’ll love shopping with us: 

¯ On Sale Every Day: Up to 60% off 
designer brands, plus great finds for home 

¯ Fast, Free Shipping: Delivered to your 
doorstep in under a week 

, Powered by Amazon: Sign in and 
checkout with your existing Amazon account 

New events launch daily -- Join today! 

i.X.i Women, Men, Kids and Home 

% 

7o t~F:s(~bsc:ibe from futures e-mai~s abo(~t new store openings aF:d specisi otfeEs froF:’~ Ama~oF: corn please Unsubscribe Here 

By receivin~ this i~ess~ce yoti ~e n~ siibscdbed to the myhabit.com m~iii~g iist Please n~e that this n~e55age w~s se~t to the 

~20i 4 A~zcp, corr~ AEI rlcjh[~ ~eserve~ ~rr~zo~ c¢~,~. is 8 regi~tere~ ~8der~k ot A~,~.azon cor~, EP,¢ 

~m~zon.com 410 ]err~ !~,’eniie North. ~eattle ~;A 98 E09.52! 0 Reference ! ! 80~79! 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 @07 AM 

cholliday@UNC.EDU 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
h~p:iifinance.nnc.ed-Uuniversi~°controHer,~a~rolbsenFicesiwelcome.h~m~ 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 8:47 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Healthy Participants Needed for Research Study! 

Healthy Participants Needed! 

We need healthy volunteers to help us figure out how the brain works 
using fMRI and/or EEG. To participate in our research study, please 
visit the website below ! 

~:,(/www.med.unc.edu!~c~:~researchi~ea~th~;-volunteers 
Click on online screening questionnaire to begin! 

You will be paid up to $270; this is dependent upon the following 
$40 per hour for MRI sessions 
$30 per EEG session 
$30 per Neurocognitive session 
$30 per Clinical Evaluation 
$10 per blood withdrawal (optional) 

You can also request for a MRI picture of your brain and/or EEG. 

For more information please visit our website: www.nirl.unc.edu 

UNC IRB # 00-1425 (Approved by UNC Biomedical IRB on 10/11/2010) 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 9:57 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: PlayMakers Offers UNC Faculty/Staff Ticket Discounts 

PlayMakers is offering 2 ticket discounts to UNC Faculty and Staff 

members. Please visit the links below for more information. 

SHIPWRECKED! AN ENTERTAINMENT: 

AMADEUS, PLAYMAKERS AT THE SYMPHONY: 
ht~p ;iiw w w,~p~ makersxepgTt~,iticketsiamad~c st aff, a~ 

This email is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 10:30 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Mobile Communications Device Policy 

To: University Faculty and Staff 

From: Richard L. Mann, Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration 

Date: December 1, 2010 

Re: Mobile Communications Device Policy 

On December 1, 2010, as a cost-savings step, UNC-Chapel Hill will begin 
a phased transition from department-provided cell phones and Personal 
Data Assistants (PDAs) to a stipend program for most authorized 
employees. 

In the past, employees authorized by their departments to have Mobile 
Communication Devices (MCDs) like cell phones or PDAs were issued 
equipment and service contracts by the University. Personal use of MCDs 
was prohibited and many employees carried two devices--one for business 
and one for personal use. Most employees currently authorized to have 
University-supplied MCDs will be asked to turn them in and switch to the 
stipend program. 

We realize that many University employees may be legally obligated to 
complete the terms of a current MCD contract. If the University 
department requires the employee to carry an MCD to perform his/her 
duties, such as regularly sending and receiving time-sensitive e-mails 
remotely, the employee, with the approval of the supervisor and/or 
administrative department chair, will obtain a personally-owned MCD and 
service plan when the current University-paid contract ends. 

The stipend ($35 for voice-only plan, $70 for voice and data plan) will 
be included in the employee’s paycheck and reported on the employee’s 
W-2 form. The stipend is subject to all regular payroll taxes, but will 
not be included in the employee’s State retirement computation. 
Employees must complete the MCD Justification Form and submit it to 
Payroll Services. 

To be eligible for the stipend, the PDA must support ActiveSync 
(Microsoft Exchange Server support) in order to access the University’s 
e-mail, calendar, and other University-related services. 

MCD users should be aware that all University policies related to 
storing and transferring secure data via an MCD must be followed. 

MCDs used to conduct University business are subject to public 
information requests. If billing statements are requested, the 
employees will have three days to redact personal calls, text messages 
or e-mails before submission to the University’s Public Records 
Officer. Billing statements that reflect University business must be 
retained for a period of three (3) closed fiscal years. 

Each department is strongly encouraged to review the necessity of 
wireless devices, and to select alternative means of communication when 
feasible. Suggestions can be found in the detailed policy statement. 



The entire policy, including frequently asked questions, is available 
online at htt~:i!finar~ce~,.urJc.eduiDocm~er~ti1200i1269. 

ff you have policy questions, please contact Dale Poole, Technology 
Manager in Purchasing Services at 962-3477 or Purchasing team@unc.edu. 
For technical questions, contact ITS Communication Technologies at 
962-4357 or visit http:/ihelp.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Finance 
and Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 11:15 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Vice Chancellor for Research 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill invites nominations and 
applications for the position of Vice Chancellor for Research. All 
internal and external candidacies are welcomed and encouraged. 

The ideal candidate will have academic credentials and accomplishments 
that earn the respect of the academic community and its leaders in 
research; the ability to manage the large and complex set of offices and 
centers that report to the Vice Chancellor; and an eagerness to work 
collaboratively with leadership teams at all levels. 

All correspondence and materials relative to this search should be sent 
to the University’s consultants, Dr. Jean Dowdall and Elizabeth Bohan of 
Witt/Kieffer, via email at: UNCVCR@wittkieffer.com. Materials that 
cannot be e-mailed may be sent to them at Witt/Kieffer, 2015 Spring 
Road, Suite 510, Oak Brook, IL 60523. The consultants canbe reached by 
phone at (630) 575-6131. 

For more information please visit the following website. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of te Executive Vice Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<benefits@unc. edu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 8:52 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Holiday Blood Drive - Donors/Volunteers Still Needed 

FROM: Carolina Blood Drive Committee 

We are less than two weeks away from the Holiday Carolina Blood Drive 
from 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Dec. 14 in Woollen Gym. With a goal of 400 
units, we need 200 more donors. 

As of Nov. 29, there were 222 whole blood appointments and 52 double red 
cell appointments. The drive also needs more volunteers. Visit 
~:iiwww.m~c.eduiMoodi or dial 962-5663, extension 229, for details 
and to register. 

University and community residents are all invited. Walk-ins are 
welcome, but appointments are recommended. 

Parking will be free on the fourth and fifth levels of the Cobb Deck, 
accessible from the driveway to the Center for Dramatic Art off Country 
Club Road. 

Besides the feel-good buzz from a good deed done, you’ll get free food 
afterward and a chance to win airline tickets. 

During the holidays, blood donations typically decrease, but the need 
for blood remains steady. So this year, celebrate the holidays by giving 
the gift of life to someone in need in our area. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 4, 2013 12:20 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported Near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported near Campus 

The Chapel Hill Police Department is seeking assistance Iicom anyone with information related to a sexual assault of a female which took place at the West End Wine Bar, during the early 
morning hours Sunday (Feb. 3) 

The victim, who was not affiliated with I~INC, reported that a male suspect had started talking to her, then followed her into the women’s bathroom and sexually assaulted her The suspect 
was described as tall, wearing a collared blue shilt, jeans, and brown shoes. 

Chapel Hill Police reported Monday morning that the?’ are asking anyone with information about this incident, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous You can also submit reformation to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers- 
chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in the investigation into this incident Call 911 imlnediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus. For a list of safety tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www, alertcarolina.unc edu&o/d oc/1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus conmmnity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februaw 4, 2013 1:02 PM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstalti~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccss~ffusers] ITS maintenance outage Sat. Feb. 9 impacts ConnectCarolina and other systems 

ITS will have a planned maintenance outage on Saturday, Feb. 9, starting at 8:00 am and ending around 8:00pm. ConnectCarolina and other systems will be down 

during this time frame. 

View a complete list of all affected systems and the most updated information here: http:i/its.unc.eduienterpriseienterprise-- 

a pplications/con nectca rolina/syst em--sta tusi 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ITS systems more efficient for our users. 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!!its.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-applications! 



F~Olll" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~dert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 12:27 PM 

Mercer, Robe(t J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

¯ ¯ ; ,’ ~eroenc ~ sirens. The message coincided with the beginning of the siren test. There may be delays in delively of campus-wide 
You received this emall as part oI a TEST oI the 12 mverslt? s en ~ ?. . , .       ,     . _~- .... i+; 1 ....... rt ~tr~t~ .’ to reach as many people including those who may not be on 
email In an emergency we plan to use all available col~numcatlon methoas mcmamg eman as pat~ ~t a ~-~-y .......... gj                ~ ~ ~ , 
campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For more information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 12:50 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

AI,L CLEAR; RESUME NORMAI, ACTIVITIES 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity has issued an "all clear." Now- it’s safe to resume your normal activities 

See aleltcarolina.unc edu for updates and more information about the University’s emergency communications. 

ABOErT THIS E\IAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is activated using a strate~z that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier, Debra L <debra beller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 4:34 PM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaffi*sers@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffi, sers] TONIGIiT, 6pm-7pm, Outage Notice -- unplanned brief outage of ConnectCarolina 

There will be a brief unplanned outage of ConnectCarolina TONIGHT (Feb. 21) from 6:00pm to 7:00pm. We apologize for any inconvenience. 

ConnectCarolina will be down during this time frame. In addition, the following functions may experience limited and!or no functionality due to their use of 

Person Services which is impacted by this outage: 

¯ UNC Directory (Iookups available, but not updates) 

¯ UNC Online Application (Summer School, Nursing, Part-time Studies, etc.) 

¯ UNCGuest IDcreations 

¯ TouchNet (Online Application fees only) 

¯ Affiliate 

¯ InDEPTh 

¯ Check Request 

¯ Web Travel 

¯ Web Vendor 

¯ Friday Center Applications (CPPSReg, PDEPReg, CEU, FCCPS) 

¯ EPAWeb (New Hire Actions Only) 

¯ Applicant Web (Employees cannot update their PID under their Applicant Profile) 

¯ HRIS 

¯ FACS II Administration 

¯ Onyen Services 

¯ PID Create 

¯ PID Inquiry 

¯ ConnectCarolina reporting environment (HRRPT) 

¯ Reporting tools (OBIEE, EPM and WebFocus) 

¯ ImageNow 

¯ Student Stores applications (i.e., ordering textbooks) 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Questions!Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

Debra Beller 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!!its.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-applications! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February-27, 2013 2:41 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’rmercer’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’rmercer’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Wed Mar 13 10:54:18 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’rmercer’ in the L~N’C Campus DirectolT. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 3:48 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: ESPN’s Wimbledon Coverage Set to Excel; X Games Hits 5D Stride 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Thursday, June 28, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 78 
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ESPN’s Wimbledon Coverage Set to Excel 

X Games Live: ESPN, CPG Jump into 5D Production 

University of Arizona Upgrades Control Room 

Second Screen Provides Opportunity, Complications 

Sixth Annual Gearbase Survey NowAvailable 

ESPN Extends Rose Bowl Deal Through 2026 
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ESPN’s Wimbledon Coverage Set to Excel 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Wimbledon 2012 marks the first year that ESPN has the 
complete domestic U.S. rights to broadcast the 
championships, and while it currently feels very much like 
last year’s production, the team is well aware of the 
challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. Especially next 
week, when the network will cover matches simultaneously 
on both ESPN and ESPN2 and then settle in for its first 
crack at the semis and finals. 

X Games Live: ESPN, CPG Jump into 5D Production 
With Both Feet 
by Jason Dachman 

Since the launch of its 3D network just over two years ago, 
ESPN has gradually begun to blur the line between its 2D 
and 3D productions. And this week at ESPN’s 18th 
installment of Summer X Games in Los Angeles, that line will 
become truly indecipherable. Every single event at every 
single L.A. Live venue will be a full 5D production (a 2D-3D 
unilateral production using a single mobile unit and crew), 
meaning that every minute of the planned 21 hours of 2D X 
Games coverage on ESPN, ESPN2, and ABC will also air on 
ESPN3D. 

Mexico’s Televisa TDN Chooses Calrec Audio for 
International Sports Coverage 

TDN, the sports production arm of Mexico’s multimedia giant 
Grupo Televisa, has installed Calrec’s Artemis audio console 
at its production center in Mexico City. Grupo Televisa is the 
largest mass media company in Latin America and the 
Spanish-speaking world. Upgrading from its legacy 
equipment, TDN specified a 32-fader Artemis to provide a 
wide range of audio services for the production of several 
sports shows and events. 

Miranda Powers Facility Upgrades at WNJU 
Telemundo 47 

Miranda Technologies Inc., a provider of integrated solutions 
for production, playout and delivery systems for television 
broadcasters and multi-system operators, has announced 
the completion of a facility-wide upgrade at WNJU 
"Telemundo 47" New York. The upgrade applies to a 
significant portion of the WNJU operation and includes 
Miranda infrastructure, routing, multiviewers and central 
monitoring and control solutions. 
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Olympics To Offer Ultra HDTV Viewing 
by Broadcast Engineering 

For the first time, organizers of this summer’s 2012 Olympics 
in London are offering seats to screenings in Super Hi-Vision 
video, captured with Japanese broadcaster NHK’s 8K Ultra 
HD-IV technology. It’s the best seat in the house, next to 
actually being there. Ultra High Definition TV offers 16 times 
the resolution of today’s full HD images and includes 22.2 
multi-channel three-dimensional surround sound. This is the 
first time Ultra HD has been shown free to the public outside 
of Japan. 

University of Arizona Upgrades Video Offerings with 
Souped=Up Control Room 
by Brandon Costa 

When the newly crowned National Champion Arizona 

Wildcats baseball team returned to Tucson earlier this week, 
the campus was ready for a party and the school’s athletics 
video department arm, Catvision, was there to capture the 
celebration. Working out of their, now, one-year-old control 
room, the production team was able to broadcast live to the 
school’s athletics Website as a cameraman followed the 
team from their bus across campus to their welcoming 
pa rty. 

ESPN Extends Rose Bowl Deal Through 2026 

Amidst the rising talks of the adoption of a college football 
playoff system, ESPN signed a 12-year extension with the 
Rose Bowl Game. The agreement with the Pasadena 
Tournament of Roses, the Big Ten Conference and the Pac- 
t2 Conference begins in January 2015 and will include rights 
to the annual Rose Bowl Game across ESPN’s platforms 
through 2026. Financial details have not yet been disclosed. 

FOX Sports San Diego to Televise "Battle On The 
Midway" 

FOX Sports and Syndicus Entertainment announced that 
FOX Sports Networks (FSN) will be the national television 
distributor for the inaugural "Battle on the Midway" 
basketball game to be held aboard the flight deck of the 
historic USS Midway Museum anchored in San Diego Harbor. 
The game is set for Friday, Nov. 9 at 4 p.m. PST and 
features San Diego State and Syracuse in what will be the 
2012-13 season opener for both teams. 

College Football Gets Its Four-Team Playoff 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

College football’s top division on Tuesday officially moved to 
a four-team playoff beginning with the 2014 season when a 
committee of university presidents in Washington approved 
a BCS commissioners’ plan that had been in the works for 
months. For the next two seasons, things will remain as 
they have since the introduction of the BCS format in 1998. 
A committee will create five bowl matchups, including one 
that pits what it decides are the No. 1 and No. 2 teams in 
the country in a championship game. 

Sixth Annual Gearbase Survey NowAvailable 

More HD units than ever before are on the road producing 
HD sports action for a flat-screen audience of sports fans. 
The Sports Video Group’s annual Gearbase Survey provides 
an ongoing database analysis of trends in mobile- 
production-truck technology, defining the dynamic sports- 
production scene as seen from behind the wheel (and inside 

the trailer) of a record-size fleet of broadcast vehicles. 
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for Sports 
by Karen Hogan 

As the last bastion of appointment viewing, live sports 
programming presents seemingly limitless opportunities for 
second-screen engagement. Checking stats on a 
smartphone, choosing alternate camera angles on a laptop, 
even watching an entirely different live game on a tablet 
have become not only accepted while watching the first 
screen, but expected. 

Cable, Satellite,Telco Customers Can Verify 
Subscriptions Now For Streaming NBC Olympics 
Coverage 

Tn the U.S., more than 100 million cable, satellite and telco 
customers can access 3,500 hours of Olympic live stream 
content this summer at no additional charge by verifying 
their video subscriptions now at NBC Olympics Live Extra, 
the exclusive home of Olympic live stream content at 
NBCOlympics.com. By verifying now, multi-channel 
customers can also access 14.5 hours of coverage of the 
U.S. Olympic Team Trials online. Cable, satellite and telco 
customers can verify their mobile and tablet devices when 
the NBC Olympics Live Extra App launches in mid-July. 

Comcast Pays $800,000 to U.S. for Hiding Stand- 

Alone Broadband 
by GigaOM 

The Federal Communications Commission has settled with 
Comcast over charges that the cable company made it hard 
for consumers to find stand-alone broadband packages that 
don’t cost an arm and leg. As part of the settlement 
Comcast paid the U.S. Treasury $800,000 and the FCC 
extended the length of time Comcast had to provide such a 
service. 

I~,v=/e]l=tlJ~-o]d , :: 

Live from Wimbledon: 3D Goes Tapeless 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Wimbledon’s 3D coverage will once again have Sony, CAN 
Communicate, and Visions working hard on the production, 
and this year they have made the move to a completely 
tapeless workflow courtesy of the Sony SR-R1 HDCAM SR 
recorder and a Sony TD300 camcorder. The SR-R1 recorder 
is mounted on the back of a Sony TD300 3D camcorder and 

can record on 256, 512 GB, or 1 TB cards and also transfer 
material off of the cards at up to 5 Gbps. 

ARD, WDR, SF Enhance Euro 12 Coverage with 
Deltacast, Impire 
by Kevin Hilton 

Graphics are a crucial part of any IV production of a major 
sporting event and coverage of Euro 2012 is seeing it used 
extensively for analysing the action as well as stats and 
general captions. UEFA contracted Deltatre media to supply 
systems for the host broadcast feeds but many 
broadcasters are customising this to meet their own 
presentation styles. 

Arena OB14 Plays Key Role at Euro 12 
by Kevin Hilton 

The coverage of Euro 12 has involved a number of entities, 
and not just the broadcasters and UEFA. During the group 
stages eight OB units have been operating at the four 
venues in Poland and the four in Ukraine as multilateral 
facilities, with another eight supplying feeds to the big 
FANtertainment video screens in the stadia as well as 
unilateral broadcasters. Many of the leading European OB 
companies have contributed these vehicles, including 

AIfacam, Euromedia France, St Berlin, Mediatec and two UK 
firms, Telegenic and Arena Television. 
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BSE Recovers from Trail Derailment, Delivers Kit for 
Euro 2012 

When broadcasters and their technology partners build out 
their facilities for an event like the UEFA 2022 Euro Cup 
there are two primary goals: ensure kit arrives early enough 
so that it can be set up properly and then make sure the 

technical team and related vendors are on hand to deal with 
any emergencies. Occasionally, however, there can be 
wrinkle. Broadcast Systems & Equipment (BSE), a Canadian 
systems integration company, had wrinkles and more. 

Venue News: Mizzou To Upgrade Athletic Facilities; 
MLS Eyes Move to Queens 

Missouri has unveiled its long-promised plans to upgrade 
athletic facilities as it moves to the Southeastern 
Conference. An athletics master plan released by the school 
on Monday calls for adding at least 6,000 seats at Memorial 
Stadium, which currently has a capacity of 72,004. The 
expansion would consist of 5,200 bleacher seats on the 
stadium’s east side and 800 to 900 premium seats, along     i 
with new restrooms, lounges, and concession stands. 

NBC: "We Don’t Necessarily Expect" Olympics to Be 
Profitable 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

NBC Sports Group chairman Mark Lazarus has admitted that 
while they "don’t know the results yet....we don’t 
necessarily expect that this [2022 London Olympics] will be 
profitable." Lazarus made the comments Wednesday during 
a press conference on the 2012 London Olympics coverage. 
Outside analysts have long predicted that NBCUniversal 
would have a tough time recouping the $2.18 billion for the 
2012 London games. 

NBC Goes Digital for Olympics, But Tape Will Still 
Roll in Prime Time 
by The New York Times 

Richard Sandomir has, for 20 years, written copiously about 
NBC’s use of tape-delay during the Olympics. He bore 
witness to the pre-2992 Summer Games vow of Terry O’Neil, 
then the executive producer of NBC Sports, that the events 
from Barcelona, Spain, would be shown "plausibly live" - on 
tape but delivered as if live. But NBC’s plans in London 
represent a break from the past and a continued embrace of 
it. Every event will be shown live, online, at 
NBColympics.com. 

Rebranded NBC Sports Network Holds Key to 
Comcast’s Olympics 
by Businessweek 

Comcast Chief Executive Officer Brian Roberts says he’s 
confident his $4.38 billion bet on the Olympics will turn a 
profit. That’ll depend on how many viewers the rebranded 
NBC Sports Network can attract. The company’s NBC 
Universal is putting more than 293 hours of the London 
Olympics on the pay-IV network, starting July 25. That’s an 
average of 14 hours a day, in addition to coverage on the 

free NBC network, Bravo, CNBC, MSNBC and Telemundo. 

NFL Pushes Late Doubleheader Games Back 10 
Minutes 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The NFL is making a small change to its Sunday 
doubleheader format, pushing the late game back by 10 
minutes. The new 4:25 p.m. start time, which is offset by 
10 minutes from the old one, hopes to reduce to overlap 
from the early games, which start at 1 p.m. ET. All games 
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that were scheduled to begin at 4:05 p.m. ET remain 
unchanged, as those are not part of any doubleheader. 
Approximately 40 games over the full 2012 season will be 
impacted by the new start time. 

Bell Media, CBC Abandon Olympics Partnership 
by The Globe and Mail 

Unable to put a value on coming Olympic Games, the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and Bell Media have walked 
away from their partnership rather than put together a new 
bid for exclusive Canadian television rights. The 
broadcasters have been locked in negotiations for more than 
a year with the International Olympic Committee for the 
2014 Sochi and 2016 Rio de Janeiro Olympics. The breakup 
raises the possibility that no domestic broadcaster will be 
willing to meet the financial terms demanded by the IOC. 

Vision Research Introduces the Newest Phantom 

1 M px-v-Series Camera 

Vision Research, a manufacturer of digital high-speed 
imaging systems, extends the company’s Phantom E 
Megapixel (Mpx)-v-Sefies line of digital high-speed cameras 
with the addition of the v411. The v411 uses the same      :: 
technology as other 1Mpx v-Series cameras, adding a 
camera with 4Gpx/s throughout to the line. The v411 has a :: 
top speed at full resolution of 4200 fps. 

Telestream Participates in Google I/O Developer 
Sandbox 

Telestream was selected to participate in the Google I/O 
Developer Sandbox being held this week in San Francisco. 
Google I/O is focused on the tech world’s latest web, mobile 
and social breakthroughs and brings together thousands of 
developers who are turning them into tomorrow’s star[ups. 
Telestream is demonstrating, Wirecast for YouTube, a live 
video production and streaming product which was 
developed specifically for Google YouTube partners. 

FOR-A Hosts Brazilian Road Show 

FOR-A Company Limited, a manufacturer of video and audio 
systems for the broadcast and professional video industries, 
recently displayed several key, new products at two road 
shows in Brazil. FOR-A hosted the events with two Brazilian- 
based partners - distributor Tecnovideo and systems 
integration firm Line Up. The events took place on Hay 16th 
in S~o Paulo and on Hay 18th in Rio de Janeiro. 

Nearing Milestone, Bettman Stays Focused on NHL’s 
Future 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

Few could have envisioned the changes that have been 
made to the NHL since Gary Bettman became NHL 
commissioner in February 1993. Tn the last decade alone, 
the league has implemented a salary cap after a lockout 
that lasted a complete season; staged regular-season 
games in historic baseball venues Wrigley Field and Fenway 
Park; and has taken the game to Europe. One of the larger 
areas of focus over the last year for Bet[man and league 
officials was on its media business. 

NBC’s Ebersol Adviser for Olympics Telecasts 
by CBS News 

The way American television viewers experience the 
Olympics is largely the vision of producer Dick Ebersol, and 
this summer’s London Games will be the first in two decades 
on NBC without the veteran executive running the show. He 
won’t be forgotten, given the loyalties of NBC Sports brass, 
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and isn’t really gone - NBC employs him as an adviser. But 
London will test the abilities of a new team for the company 
that owns Olympics TV rights through 2020. 

NBC’s $1 Billion Olympics Sellout 
by Adweek 

With exactly one month to go before the Opening 
Ceremonies of the London 2012 Summer Olympic Games, 
NBC is on track to book nearly $1 billion in ad sales revenue 
for the 17-day event. Speaking Wednesday morning from 30 
Rock’s fabled Studio 8H, Seth Winter, NBC Sports Group evp 
of sales and sales marketing, said he was "very pleased" 
with how the ad dollars were stacking up, given that NBC is 
expected to generate as much as $950 million in Olympics 

sales, or around $100 million more than it did in 2008. 

Sony CEO Gets Shareholder Scrutiny, OK 
by Associa ted Press 

Kazuo Hirai, the former head of Sony’s game division, won 
shareholder approval Wednesday to steer a turnaround at 
the struggling Japanese electronics giant as its new 
president and chief executive. But frustrated investors at 
the company’s annual meeting in Tokyo grilled him and other 
board members, demanding to know how the company’s 
past glory was going to be revived. 

Southwest Airlines Will Offer Sports and News TV 
Channels for a Price on Some Planes 
by Associa ted Press 

Southwest Airlines plans to sell live television service on five 
planes and expand it to more aircraft by mid-July. The airline 
said Thursday that it would offer seven sports and news 
channels (NBC Sports, MLB, NFL Network, CNBC, MSNBC, 
Fox News, and Fox Business News) for passengers to watch 
on their own devices. Passengers will need a Wi=Fi-enabled 
device such as a smartphone, tablet or laptop computer. 
Live -IV will be offered separately from wireless Internet 
access and customers won’t have to buy Tnternet access to 

watch IV. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, June 29, 2012 7:16 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 
YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http ://finance.unc edu/asst.-vc--controller/’pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Semices 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Admin Admin <Admin~tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday-, July- 2, 2012 8:00 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

UNCAA Password Expiration - 14 days 

’][’he password for the UNCAA account ’Robert Mercer’ is set to expire in 13 days. 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://ss.uncaa.unc.edu: 8888 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you roll not be able to use your UNCAA password to access may 

other UNCAA-authenticated services until you change your UNCAA password. 

Once you change your UNC,~ password, it wild work f~r another 90 days before it expires again. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your 

passwoN. Latec if you can answer these questions again, you can get a new password mthout having to contact Athletics Computer Support. Jufft log in to the URL 

above and click "Enrolhnent" at the top of the page mentioned above and tbllow the instructions. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance ruth this issue, contact Clmstina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 
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C,s, at~ He,~ep’ere o,’~)14c pfa~s, eM ,.: Melp’o MepbP~qa Pei±le. 

BaXTOBbli~, MeTO~ opraHH3814HH pa6eT 

Pacnpo,s,a}Ka 3eMe~lbHbIX VqelCTKOB OT 30 COTO~! 

Buy Ciaiis and Viarga enline! 

Buy Ciaiis and Viarga eniine! 

Cheap Properties For Sale! 

Ka~;eOTBeHHble ycnyr~4 Pm~4m4Hra no Moc~Be vl M O 
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Pharmacy Stere : Viagra -~ Cialia ! 
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OlsJlaTa Tpy£a ISpvl BL-3,XTOBOM MeTO£e pa6OTbl 

your 2012 Final Netic, e- Piease review 
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Buy Phentermine 375mg 90 Pilis $289!! uh60112au 

drop me s line 
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The eniy technique to boost your loving life 
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Cheap Cdais & Vigara -69% Off! One day delivery! -- SALEi 

your 2012 Final Nolice - Pleu~se review 
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Phuwmaoy Slore : Vh,~g!a 4- Ch,qis I 

24hrs left for online orders 

international Association of Successful individuals 

~a~flM~4 CSO~ J~p6>t,*,1~ FIpOCMOTpOM (~0HJIbMOa Pl cepH arloa 

International Association of Successful Individuals 

MaxPenis Pills - Penis Pill 95% Success Rate. MaxPenis is Powerfu!! Click 

For Detaiis cddvxo19w4 

Lose weight on the horaeepathic HCG Diet wilheut ileavy exercise or without 

frozen er prepared leeds lo buy. HCG Diet Oirecl-. a brand you can lrust 
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[~e>’,roab:~ MelO,q o,orei~H:}aq~lH pa6or 

MaxPenis is Powerful! Click For Details slmis311 

Fwd: Scan from a Hewlett-Packard Scan Jet 373850 

Did you send Mr Albert Okafor t() pick up your ATM CARDg?? 

rmercer, Worldwide Social network - Message from the Vp 

Monday is the finai day 

!5,000 unils m 9 days soldl 

Start dating nice young girls AGAIN 

Lose weight on the homeopathic HCG Diet without heavy exercise or without 

frozen or prepared foods to buy HCG Diet Direct - a brand you can trust 
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Your BIll is Now Available 

A Foik,w-up via the aotuuq Nu~tk)nwk,~e Pro Sooiuq nelworking Organization? 
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NOMO.~e~ HBHTH HOBblX KYlHeHTOB ~J~R ~qK)6OFO 6H 3Heca! 

Pharmacy Store : Viagra 4- Cialis ! 

XI,1M,@:ClKe v, oapol~, Me~eJu.t Plp, pyrue yo;lylPl v, rll,lHp:~lra. 
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With International Expansion on the Horizon, ESPN 
To Dramatically Revamp X Games Production Model 
by Jason Dachman 

Last week’s 18th installment of the Summer X Games in Los 
Angeles was the end of an era for ESPN’s production team, 
as the planned global expansion to six annual events in five 
countries will dramatically alter the X Games production 
model starting with Winter X 17 in January. While production 
plans are still very much in the development phase for the X 
Games global expansion, the traditional broadcast center will 
likely be eliminated in favor of a new modular philosophy 
that will allow ESPN to conduct much of its postproduction 
and integration operations out of its Bristol, CT, 
headquarters. 

Cameras Galore with Sony, CPG, Fletcher, GoPro on 
Hand at LA Live 
by Jason Dachman 

This week at ESPN’s X Games 18 in downtown Los Angeles, 
there is no shortage of two integral elements: tattoos and 
cameras. And while the ink is spread across the skin of 
seemingly every athlete competing at Summer X, the 
cameras are spread across the L.A. Live complex, positioned 
everywhere from the overhead grid at the top of the 
Staples Center to BNX rider Chad Kagy’s helmet to the 
rearview mirror of a Rally Car. 

Mix Masters Make X Games Audio Stand Out 
by Dan Daley 

When it came to audio, last week’s Summer X Games made 
more with less this year. With the number of primary mix 
trucks reduced to two from three last year, a pair of Als 
worked with three submixers to cover an expanded show. 
They all proved more than up to the task. Florian Brown, A1 
aboard NEP’s Denali Summit remote truck, says his 96-input 
Calrec Alpha console was close to maxed out, using about 
85 inputs constantly, all fed either from the MADI network 
or over the integrated Hydra routing system and almost all 
signals coming in over fiber. Four MADI and four Hydra boxes 
were in use. 

With Target Demographic in Mind, ESPN Looks to 
Link First-and Second-Screens 
by Jason Dachman 

While ESPN’s primary focus remains on the linear telecast, 
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few events present such a valuable second-screen 
opportunity as X Games. The population of the event’s 
primary demographic is fraught with hardcore social media 
and social IV users, and ESPN has gone to great lengths to 
integrate these elements into the linear telecast, as well as 
deliver standalone second-screen video experiences for 
hardcore X Games fans. 

X Games 18 Photo Gallery 
by Jason Dachman 

The X Games have always been a breeding ground for 
production technology innovation and the 18th installment 
of the Summer X Games in Los Angeles, June 28-July 1, was 
no different. Using a wholly 5D production model for the 2D 
and 3D telecasts, ESPN utilized a variety of groundbreaking 
production tools. In addition, the Emerging Technologies 
department tested several bleeding-edge production tools, 
including a series of 4K tests. SVG was on site to report on 
it all and here are the images to prove it! 

BSI Weathers the Storm at AT&T National Golf 
Tournament 

At this past weekend’s AT&T National Golf Tournament, 
Broadcast Sports, Inc. (BSI) successfully weathered one of 
the worst storms ever to hit the Mid-Atlantic region. On 
Friday night, a line of storms with 80-mph winds, heavy rain, 
and intense lightening ripped through the area leaving 
millions without power and Congressional Country Club in 
Bethesda, MD covered in downed trees and debris. Despite 
the extensive damage throughout the region, BSI’s field 
team arrived at the course on Saturday morning and as 
expected, found all of their equipment in place and fully 
functioning, ready for the day’s broadcast. 

Scripps Media Deploys TVU Network’s TVUPack 

TVU Networks, the global technology leader in portable live 
electronic news gathering (ENG) broadcast solutions, 
announced today that Scripps Media has signed an 
exclusive deal to deploy TVUPack across its broadcast 
stations covering 19 television markets in the United States. 
With stations located in 11 states, Scripps is one of the 
leading broadcast groups in the United States. 
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Shapiro Begins New Role as President of Sony PSG 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

This week, long-time Sony executive Alec Shapiro will take 
on his new role as president of Sony’s Professional Solutions 
Group. The promotion is part of a number of moves at Sony 
that include Toshihiko Ohnishrs move back to Japan where 
he is now deputy president of PSG. Shapiro has been 
instrumental in launching several Sony professional formats 
and technologies during his 13 years at Sony. 

Frank Trizano, Technology Innovator for CBS, Dead 
at 60 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Frank Trizano, an innovator who was responsible for 
technologies like the Telestrator and NASCAR Hot Pass, died 
of a heart attack last month at the age of 60. He is 
survived by his wife, Lisa. His broadcast career at CBS 
began in 1975 and ended in 2002, with his having held 
positions in CBS News, field operations, systems 
programming and planning, and more. He helped develop 
game-changing technologies, such as The Coach’s Clicker 
for John Madden, the Telestrator, integration of SGI 3D 
graphics rendering into sports production, and linear keying 
in production switchers. 

NFL Eases Blackout Rule, Scrambles to Sell More 
Tickets 
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by The Wall Street Journal 

As part of sweeping changes designed to give teams more 
flexibility to fill their seats, the National Football League is 
watering down its controversial TV "blackout" rule, which 
restricts local broadcasts for games that aren’t sellouts. And 

this season, for the first time, fans in the stadium will be 
able to watch the same instant replays the referees see 
during reviews of controversial calls. The league also is 
planning to introduce wireless Internet in every stadium. 

Harris Transmission Facility in Brazil Earns Quality 
Management Certification 

Harris Broadcast Communications received another quality 
management and environmental awards with an ISO 9001 
certification for its television transmitter manufacturing 
facility in Campinas, Brazil. The ISO 9001 technical standard 
defines the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) criteria for certifying quality management systems in 
general, with common themes including customer focus, 
process-based operations, measureable performance and 
continuous improvement. 

Fox Sells Out MLB All-Star Game 
by Adweek 

Fox has sold out its ad inventory in and around next week’s 
Major League Baseball All-Star Game, moving spots at a high 
single-digit percentile increase versus last year’s rates. 
According to industry sources, Fox has priced in-game 30- 
second spots at around $550,000 a pop, this despite the 
formidable challenge of having to compete with NBC’s 
Olympics for sponsor dollars. As in years past, the most 
active categories are automotive and financial services. 

CBS, NBC, and Fox Head to Court Over Dish Ad- 
Skipping Feature 
by Los Angeles Times 

On July 1, 1941, NBC interrupted its broadcast of a Brooklyn 
Dodgers baseball game with a message from the Bulova 
watch company. It was the world’s first television 

commercial, and it lasted 10 seconds. Ever since, TV 
networks have been jamming the airwaves with longer, 

louder and more insistent ads, and viewers have found 
increasingly sophisticated ways of avoiding them. Now a 
high-profile legal test could resolve this TV tug-of-war that 
has been building for decades. 

Verizon, MetroPCS State Case Against FCC Net 
Rules 
by Multichannel News 

Verizon and MetroPCS have filed the opening shot in their 
legal battle with the Federal Communications Commission 
over its codification and expansion of network neutrality 
openness principles. Cable operators have not sued. The 
National Cable & Telecommunications Association was at the 
table when the compromise rules were hammered out, but 
like other stakeholders, its support was more like a lack of 
opposition, since the FCC proposal was an alternative to 
classification of Internet access as a Title II telecom service 
subject to mandatory access. 

Nielsen Picks Up Vizu to Strengthen Ad Reporting 
Services 

Nielsen’s cross-platform campaign measurement service, in 
beta since April, may be getting a boost with the company’s 
Vizu acquisition, announced today. Vizu’s ad measurement 
and optimization technology will be incorporated into the 
aforementioned service that Nielsen has been developing 
with media planning and buying company GroupM. Vizu, 
based in San Francisco, has 60 employees and brings a 
formidable stable of clients, including Walmart, McDonald’s, 

Ford, Hilton, Warner Bros. and other brands. 
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’New Relatives’ Change NBC’s Ties to Universal 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

The upstart sports channel Universal Sports looked to have 
a bright future four years ago. It broadcast some Olympic 
trials and received steady cross-promotion on NBC. Last 
week, as the most popular Olympic trials were being held for 
the London Games, the Olympic sports channel was an 
afterthought. The channel’s diminished presence 
underscores how much NBC’s priorities have changed since 
the Comcast merger closed last year. 

Avid Divests Consumer Business, Announces 20% 
Staff Reduction 
by Devoncroft 

Avid announced that it is selling off its struggling consumer 
business in a series of separate transactions. Avid also said 
that it is undertaking a 20% workforce reduction, which 
includes the employees being transferred as part of the sale 
of its consumer business. Avid says that these actions will 
enable it to focus on its media enterprise and 
postproduction, and to drive improved operating 
performance. The company also said it will keep its Pro 
Tools audio processing product line. 
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Total Sports Entertainment Streamlines Event 

Management 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to welcome Total Sports 
Entertainment (TSE) as a corporate sponsor. TSE is a 
sports-entertainment and event-production solutions and 
software company, providing teams with engaging 
promotional ideas, audio and video equipment, guidance on 
the effective use of entertainment to gain ticket and 
sponsorship sales, and software-driven sports operations 
systems. 

NewTek Renews as Platinum Sponsor 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that 
NewTek has renewed its platinum sponsorship. NewTek is a 
provider of portable live production, video editing, 3D 
animation and special effects tools. NewTek’s product list 
includes the TriCaster product line, 3Play, and LightWave 
3D. 
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Sky Revs Up 3D Motorsport for Goodwood Festival 
of Speed 
by Kevin Hilton 

The Goodwood Festival of Speed (FoS) took place over the 
past weekend, with a wide array of cars on display for an 
appreciative gathering of petrol heads, all captured in 3D for 
the first time. Sky Sports covered each day in 2D HD, with a 
stereoscopic highlights program broadcast on Sky 3D 
yesterday. The FoS is a highlight in the motor sports 
calendar for all true aficionados of fast machines of all types 
and ages. Staged in the grounds of Goodwood House in 
West Sussex, the event attracts top names in motor racing 
past and present taking on the famous hill climb in a variety 
of vehicles from the last 100 years. 

Live at Wimbledon: Inside the New Press Conference 
Room 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

A technical revamp to the Wimbledon press conference 
room, courtesy of SIS Live and RG Sound Engineering, has 
resulted in an improved look, next-generation operations, 
and the ability to make the job of being a reporter and 
interviewee easier. 
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Special Report: File-Based Workflows and What You 
Can Learn From Toyota 
by Bruce Devlin 

In the second part of his article about QC in the media 
industry, Bruce Devlin, CTO for AmberFin, looks at how other 
industries, in particular the automotive industry, have 
successfully implemented process automation as part of 
quality control. Here, he argues that much can be learned 
from companies such as Toyota and that their revolutionary 
QC concepts can be applied to a file-based media workflow. 
By applying some of the key principals of waste reduction 
and monitoring the quality of processes, a similar revolution 
in the way we QC media may be possible. 
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Venue News: Goodell Establishes Rules for NFL 
Team Relocation; Dodgers Stadium May Get 
Upgrade 

NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell sent a memo about Los 
Angeles to the league’s 32 teams Friday - one that surely 
resonated with the San Diego Chargers, Oakland Raiders, St. 
Louis Rams, and any others that might be considering 
relocation to the nation’s second-largest market. The 
purpose of the memo does not appear to be driven by any 
plans that might be imminent. Rather, NFL insiders say, the 
commissioner felt it was appropriate to set and restate 
some ground rules, foremost among them: It’s the league - 
and not an individual team - that will control the relocation 
process. 

NBC Sports Group to Produce ’Sports Illustrated’ 
News Magazine Show 

The NBC Sports Group and the Time Inc. Sports Group will 
partner to produce "Sports Illustrated," presented by Lexus, 
a monthly, hour-long sports magazine -iV show. debuts 
Tuesday, July 24, at 9 p.m. ET on NBC Sports Network. 
Emmy Award-winning Red Line Films has been tapped to 
produce the show. The premiere episode will air just three 
days prior to the Opening Ceremony from the 2012 London 
Games with subsequent new episodes originating on either 
NBC Sports Network or NBC. 

ESPN Bumps Start Time of Nathan’s Hot Dog Eating 
Contest Back to Noon 

The Nathan’s Hot Dog Eating Contest from Coney Island, 
N.Y., will air live on Wednesday at Noon ET on ESPN3, and 
on delay at 3 p.m. on ESPN (following ESPN’s exclusive live 
coverage of the Wimbledon Gentlemen’s Quarterfinals). 
Originally scheduled for a 3 p.m. start, the contest was 
moved up to a noon start time to accommodate the large 
crowd expected to attend. 

Erin Andrews Leaves ESPN; Joins Fox 
by Hollywood Reporter 

Erin Andrews is not extending her contract with ESPN after 
eight years and will be moving to Fox Sports, Fox 
announced Sunday. The network hired Andrews for a new 
30-minute prime-time college football studio show, which 
premieres September 1 before Fox Sports’ coverage of 
Hawaii at USC, according to Sports Illustrated, who broke 
the story of her departure on Friday. 

Mark Cuban’s HD Net to Become AXS, But Big 
Changes Will Wait 
by Los Angeles Times 

On Monday, Mark Cuban’s cable channel HD Net became 
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AXS TV. But for now, the only thing that will change is the 
name. AXS -- a partnership of Cuban, concert giant AEG, 
Ryan Seacrest and Creative Artists Agency -- is hoping to 
eventually become the CNN of entertainment and pop 
culture. Cuban apparently is in no rush to throw a half- 
baked product on the air. 

NBC Sports Group Renews Fight Night Boxing 
Series 

NBC Sports Group will partner with Main Events to produce a 
second season of the network’s successful primetime boxing 
series Fight Night. The Saturday night boxing series will 
expand from six telecasts to up to 16 and will showcase 
compelling match-ups between some of the world’s best 
fighters. NBC Sports Group will continue to work with Main 

Events and Hall-of-Fame matchmaker J Russell Peltz, to 
once again feature a multi-promoter strategy for the series. 
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Grass Valley Ships Latest Version of EDIUS 

Grass Valley has begun shipping the latest version of its 
EDIUS multiformat nonlinear editing software. EDIUS Pro 6.5 
now includes a 3D editing workflow and cross-platform 
codec support. Grass Valley is making its renowned 
intermediate codec technology freely available to other 
third-party applications. In addition to the PC-based 
HQiHQX codecs, a QuickTime version of Grass Valley’s HQ 
and 10-bit HQX codec (for Windows and Mac platforms), is 

now available as a free download. 

Bexel Expands HD Zoom Lens Inventory With 

Purchase From Canon 

Bexel, a provider of broadcast services and solutions, has 
added an array of Canon HD zoom lenses to its rental 
equipment inventory. The purchase comes as part of Bexel’s 
continuing upgrade and expansion of its long lens inventory 
in advance of major broadcast events up ahead this year. 
Included in the purchase were Canon’s DIGISUPER 8611 xs, 
DIGISUPER 22 and XJ60 lenses. 

Pocket Gadget Makes Any TV Smart 
by Mashable 

A new gadget called the Pocket TV will convert your 
television into a giant Android tablet. The device is a small 
microcomputer that plugs into your screen’s HDMI sport. 
Pocket TV runs on Android 4.0 and allows you to do 
anything on the TV that you can with your phone, such as 
playing games, surfing the web and even video chatting 
with friends. The small structure also features a USB port to 
plug in a mouse and keyboard and an SD card so you can 
add more storage. 

Big 12: No Grant of Rights Deal Yet 
by CBSSports. com 

The Big 12 disputed a report Sunday that conference 
schools had formally agreed to a 13-year grant of media 
rights. Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby was quoted by the 
Charleston (W.Va.) Gazette-Mail as saying that the 
anticipated deal "has been extended to 13 years and it has 
been signed." Bowlsby was en route Sunday to Morgantown, 
W.Va. for a Big 12 celebration. However, a league 
spokesman said, "The grant of rights has not been 
executed. What [Bowlsby] told the reporter is, it will be 
executed upon completion of current television 
negotiations." 
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T3Media Launches Next-Gen Digital Content 
Commerce Service for Sports Media 

T3Media, Inc. (formerly Thought Equity Motion), a provider 
of cloud-based video management and licensing services, 
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launched a new licensing offering: Paya, the world’s index of 
licensable content. Paya taps into the explosion of content 
creation by putting creators in control. Producers of all sizes 
can sell photos and videos by turning their personal 

websites and social networks into a virtual storefront, as 
Paya enables users to tag existing content, from sites such 
as YouTube, Vimeo, Flickr and Facebook-with "buy" links. 

CEI Teams With ShareltMobile on Mobile News App 

Communications Engineering, Inc. (CEI) has partnered with 
ShareltMobile, LLC to bring real-time mobile crowdsourcing 
and citizen journalism to the broadcast industry. The 
ShareltMobile solution gives each broadcast property its 
own branded mobile application and user-generated media 
website platform. Using smartphones, users can capture and 
contribute photos, videos, and commentary, and submit 
them directly to their community TV station for instant 

broadcast on web and mobile. 

GlobeCast Announces Commercial Launch of 
MyGIobeTV 

GlobeCast’s new IPIV platform, MyGlobeTV, made its 
commercial debut with Monday’s launch of 16 premium 
Romanian-language channels to U.S. viewers. MyGlobeTV is 
a television bouquet that brings international and thematic 
audiovisual content directly to subscribers in the Americas. 

The Digital Challenge That is London 
by Media Life Magazine 

Since the last Summer Olympics four years ago, the world of 
social media has exploded. People now follow their favorite 
athletes on Twitter, post about them on Tumblr and compile 

boards devoted to them on Pinterest. And, in another 
difference from four years ago, they’re doing a lot of that on 
their mobile phones or tablet devices. For advertisers, that 
means a real challenge heading into these Games. 

The SVG Insider will not be published on Thursday, 
July 5, due to the Independence Day holiday. 
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<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry (2 <harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Ilsy 
(;happell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
(;alder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert (2 <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benj amin A 
<basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Noell, Bruce A <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brian Dunn <bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Stallings <bstallin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
(;unningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 
<byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;larissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey 
(;amarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie 
Rubertino Shearer <carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy (;athro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curt Brossman 
<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;onway, Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
(2 D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;lint 
Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ward, Charles <charlew@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;orey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, Christopher J 



<christhj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Boxberger 
<cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Daniel Clayton 
<claytond@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Morris <clmorris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 
Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera <coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Craddock 
<craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 
<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Suits 
<csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, David A 
<davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek 
<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Graham De’ath <death@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrews, David F <dfandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny 
Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 
Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse 
<dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Rea 
<drea@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 
<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber 
<dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn Williams 
<dwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez 
<ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon 
Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lombardi, 
Fred J <flombard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank Maynard III 
<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fullerton, Robin <fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu>; Galu, 
Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich 
<griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson 
<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gurlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith 
Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Hrivnak, Michael David <hrivnak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hunter Culbertson 
<hunterl 8@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews 
<jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 
<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 
<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <j domina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 
<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane High 
<jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 
<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnny Heath <j ohnny@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Onyebuagu <j onye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Reavis <j oshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce 
Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <j spurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, John E Jr <jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu>; Monaco, Karen 
A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karstaedt, Jack W <karstaed@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 
Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Crowder <kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 



<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dutton 
<kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King 
<kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig <koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 
<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;ary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington 
<kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Kuonen 
<kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 
<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez 
<louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; King, Larry R <lrking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
<lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 
<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 
<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael (;rowe <mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 
Patterson <mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 
Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Thomas <michaets@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Redell 
<millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Nusbaum <mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Morris, Libron R <morrisl@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mark Steffer <msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 
<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie 
Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
<nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan Thorp 
<nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian 
<palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Patricia Earley 
<pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice 
<prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, 
Phillip E <radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Boger <rboger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Brewer <rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross 
Fowler <rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Gilmore <rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 
<richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller 
<rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp 1893 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Costa <robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ryan Vanhoy <rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard 
<rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Sweeney <rwsweene@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 
<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu>; 
Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig 
<skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, 



Subject: 

Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 
Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 
<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gary Stec <stec@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy 
<stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <stmlock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stuneck, Mary A 
<stuneck@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Woody, Thomas 
G <tgwoody@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski 
<tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp 
<tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk 
<tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy 
Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tracey 
Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Whisenant 
<wwhisena@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tauriainen, Zana A <ztauriai@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad 
Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Week of upgrades (July 9th- 13th) 

It is that time of year for system and server updates/upgrades... 

Monday and Tuesday (5-6am start time): 
upgrading drivers and firmware on servers so there will be some downtime for systems before 7:30am 
(estimate) so plan your work accordingly. Will try to have work finished by 7:30am but possible it may or may 
or may not go beyond that. If I do not finish all servers then Wednesday will be an spill over day for 
completion of this project. 

Thursday and Friday: 
upgrading the OS on the email system, then upgrading Groupwise to version 2012. Most of the downtime for it 
should occur after 5pm. Systems that will experience some downtime will be Groupwise, Webaccess and 
iPad/iPhone/Droid access to GW email. Most of the outages should be short in duration and alerts will be 
posted as warranted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Management Wofldmde <chase@smww.com> 

Thursday, July 5, 2012 5:07 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Join Bulls GM, Gas Forman, at the Vegas Summer League Cont~rence! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 5, 2012 9:23 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Hoots, Amy Howe 
<amy.hoots@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Piland, Amy H. 
<apiland@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Gaynor, 
Danielle <dgaynor@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, 
DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; McDermott, Debbie 
<Debbie_McDermott@unc.edu>; Boone, Emily Cozart <ecozart@unc.edu>; Montross, 
Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, 
Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Harrell, Neal B <nharrell@unc.edu>; Holland, Janine 
W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 
<kimaj ones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 
<nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert J Jr 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; 
Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
<MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David 
Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; 
Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T 
<jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell 
<ichappell@unc.edu>; Lee Roberts <leeroberts@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton 
<njfulton@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting 
<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert 
C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 
<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 



Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Noell, Bruce A <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brian Dunn <bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Stallings <bstallin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Williams <bwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brandon Yeargan <byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa Adams 
<cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clara Perry 

<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer <carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curt Brossman 
<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Casey Carrick <ccarrick@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, 
Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ward, Charles <charlew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Harris, Christopher J <christhj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ciarra Watkins 
<ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic 
<ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keever, Chris <ckeever@uncaa.unc.edu>; Daniel Clayton 
<claytond@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Morris <clmorris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 
Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 

Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera <coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Craddock 
<craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 
<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Suits 
<csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, David A 
<davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek 
<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Graham De’ath <death@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrews, David F <dfandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny 
Gourley <dgoufley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 
Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Labar 
<dlabar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli 
<dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker 
<drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 
<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber <dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 
<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 
<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn Williams <dwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu>; fbintern 
<FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lombardi, Fred J <flombard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank 
Maynard III <frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fullerton, Robin 
<fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu>; Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 
<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; GriffHelfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 
<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guflitz, 
Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Heather 
Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hrivnak, Michael David 
<hrivnak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hunter Culbertson <hunterl8@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 



<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jones Angell 
<jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnny Cake 
<j cake@uncaa.unc, edu>; Domina, Julie <j domina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 
<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane High 
<jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 
<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marc Davis 
<jmskate@uncaa.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnny Heath 
<johnny@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian 
<jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Reavis 
<joshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 
Shepherd <j rshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <j spurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Steinberg <j steinberg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, John E Jr 
<jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Whitman <jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Monaco, 
Karen A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karstaedt, Jack W <karstaed@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 
Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Crowder <kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 
Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dutton 
<kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King 
<kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig <koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 
<koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington 
<kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Kuonen 
<kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 
<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez 
<louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; King, Larry R <lrking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
<lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Linda Woods <lwoods@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 
<mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers 
<mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Crowe <mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Patterson <mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Gaines <mgaines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 
Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Thomas <michaets@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Redell 
<millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Nusbaum <mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Morris, Libron R <morrisl@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mark Steffer <msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 
<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie 
Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
<nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan Thorp 
<nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian 
<palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Patricia Earley 
<pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 



Subject: 

<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Patrick Marsh <pmarsh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers 
<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 
<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, Phillip E <radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Boger <rboger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Brewer <rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 
Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Fowler <rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel 
Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Gilmore <rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 
<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy 
Jordan <rlj ordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory 
Pommerening <rmp 1893 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Costa 
<robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ryan 
Vanhoy <rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Sweeney <rwsweene@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clark Smith <scsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 
<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu>; 
Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig 
<skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, 
Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane 
Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 
<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gary Stec <stec@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy 
<stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <stmlock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stuneck, Mary A 
<stuneck@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Woody, Thomas 
G <tgwoody@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski 
<tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tommy Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp 
<tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk 
<tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy 
Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tracey 
Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Whisenant 
<wwhisena@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tauriainen, Zana A <ztauriai@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad 
Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc. edu> 

DNSChanger Notification - is your home computer infected? 

I doubt anyone’s home computer is infected from this malware but here is your opportunity to scan 
your home computers (mac and windows). With July 9th fast approaching, and that being the date 
infected computers will lose internet access, I thought I’d send this message on how to scan/clean your 
home computer. This message only applies to home computers - you do not need to scan departmental 
computers. As I said, doubtful that anyone is infected, otherwise TWC should have detected and notified 
you. If you are not a TWC customer, scan. 



To check your computer --> http://www, dns-ok.us If you see a green background on the image, you are 
OK. 

What is DNSChanger? 
Time Warner Cable has received notification about industry-wide malicious online traffic, which we have 
identified as impacting a small fraction of our customers. If you received a notification from Time Warner 
Cable advising you that your system has been impacted by this industry-wide attack, your computer or another 
computer on your network may be infected by malicious software known as "DNSChanger." 
DNSChanger redirects your internet traffic to alternative Web sites, most commonly redirecting advertisement 
traffic to sites controlled by the malicious operator. This means your Internet browser is pulling up different 
sites than the one originally intended by the Web site operator. DNSChanger does this by sending your 
computer’s Domain Name System (DNS) traffic to servers under their control. Also, this malware allows 
infected computers to be controlled remotely (i.e., by another computer on the Internet known as a "command 
and control" server, or a C&C server). Details about this malware attack, and how your system may have been 
infected, can be found on the following FBI and Department of Justice Web site: 
http ://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/2011/november/malware 110911/dns-changer-malware. pdf 

What is the current risk to my privacy and online security? 
Although law enforcement authorities have seized the rogue DNS servers and are temporarily operating the 
systems, because the malware may still be active on your computer(s), it presents an ongoing threat to your 
privacy and online security. Malware of this type can be used to steal passwords or personal data or may allow 
your computer(s) to be used to send spare or launch denial of service attacks. 

Why must I take immediate action? 
The DNSChanger malware was specifically engineered for the purpose of stealing personal identity 
information and financial data. Any personal or financial information you may have on the infected PC may be 
vulnerable. Additionally, computers infected with this type of malware may be used at any time for launching 
coordinated cyber-attacks or may be used to host illegal content or engage in illegal activities. It is strongly 
recommended that immediate action is taken to clean and secure your machines in order to reduce the risks 
associated with this malware. 

How to find the infected computer? 
If you have multiple computers in your home and you are not sure which one may be infected, instead of 
connecting your computer to the internet via the wireless gateway or home router, connect each one separately 
to the cable modem one at a time. Once an individual computer is connected to the cable modem, go to 
http://www.dns-ok.us. If you get a green page back, the connected computer is OK; if you get a red page back 
it is infected. 

How do I remove this malware? 
Once you have identified an infected computer, it is recommended that you download and run one or more of 
the following cleaning tools: 

Suggested Tools for Windows Operating Systems: 
McAfee Stinger: http:/iwww.mcafee, com/us/downloads/free-tools/stinger.aspx 

Microsoft MSRT: http ://www.microsoft. com/securitv/pc-securitv/malware-removal, aspx 
Norton Power Eraser: http://securi~_.svmantec.com/nbrt/npe, aspx?lcid=1033 
Suggested Tools for Apple Operating Systems: 
Sophos AV: http://www.s~ph~s.c~m/en-us/pr~ducts/free-t~~~s/s~ph~s-antivirus-f~r-mac-h~me-editi~n.aspx 

ClamX AV: http://www.clamxav.com/ 

The DNSChanger malware may also modify your operating system’s local DNS settings, which will need to be 



reset manually: 

For Windows 7 
On your computer: 

1. Click the Windows Start Button 
2. Double Click "Control Panel" 
3. Click the "Network and Internet" link 
4. Click the "Network and Sharing Center" link 
5. Click the "Change adapter settings" link on left 

Note: Your computer may have more than one network connection such as Wireless and Wired, both 
need to be updated. 

6. Right-click on the adapter type (wired or wireless) 
7. Left-click on "Properties" 
8. Double click on "Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) 
9. Select "Obtain DNS Server Address Automatically" 

10. Click"OK" button 
11. Double left-click on "Internet Protocol Version 6 (TCP/IPv6)" 
12. Select "Obtain DNS Server Address Automatically" 
13. Click "OK" button 
14. Click "OK" button to close the Properties window 
15. Repeat the steps if you identified multiple network connections on your computer 

For Windows Vista 
On your computer: 

1. Click the Windows Start Button 
2. Double Click "Control Panel" 
3. Click the "Network and Internet" link 
4. Click the "Network and Sharing Center" link 
5. Click the "Manage network connections" link on left 

Note: Your computer may have more than one network connection such as Wireless and Wired, both 
need to be updated. 

6. Right-click on the adapter type (wired or wireless) 
7. Click on "Continue button" 
8. Double click on "Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) 
9. Select "Obtain DNS Server Address Automatically" 

10. Click"OK" button 
11. Double left-click on "Internet Protocol Version 6 (TCP/IPv6)" 
12. Select "Obtain DNS Server Address Automatically" 
13. Click "OK" button 
14. Click "OK" button to close the Properties window 
15. Repeat the steps if you identified multiple network connections on your computer 

For Windows XP 
On your computer: 

1. Click the Windows Start Button 
2. Double click "Control Panel" 



3. Double click on "Network Connections" 
4. Right-click on "Local Area Connection" 
5. Left-click on "Properties" 

Note: Your computer may have more than one network connection such as Wireless and Wired, both 
need to be updated. 

6. Left-click on "Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) 
7. Left-click on the "Properties" button 
8. Select "Obtain DNS Server Address Automatically" 
9. Click "OK" button 

10. Click "OK" button to close the Properties window 
11. Repeat the steps if you identified multiple network connections on your computer 

If you are not running a Windows operating system, or are unable to remove the malware using this utility, as 
a precaution to protect your privacy and data, the Department of Justice, with the assistance of the FBI, is 
recommending that you update your master boot record and reformat your hard drive or take it to a local repair 
shop to have this done. 
Once you have run a cleaning tool and made these changes, go back to http://www.dns-ok.us and check that 
the page is now green. If you have successfully cleaned the infected computer(s), but this page is red once you 
reconnect your computer(s) to your router, the DNS settings on your router may have been changed by this 
malware issue. You should reset the DNS settings to default settings per the vendor’s recommended 
configuration. Here is a selection of more commonly seen manufacturers: 

o Asus: http://service, asus. com/ProductCategorv, aspx?pid=8 
o Belkin: http://www.belkin.com/networking/wireless-routers/support/ 
o Cisco/Linksys: http://homesupport.cisco.com 
o D-Link: http://www, dlink, corn/support/ 
o Motorola: http://www.motorola.com/support 
o Netgear: http://support.netgear.com 
o SMC: http://na.smc.com/about/support/ 
o Trendnet: http://www.trendnet.com/support/ 
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MLB Home Run Derby Offers Rich Stew of Audio 
Sources 
by Dan Daley 

The Home Run Derby (Monday July 9, ESPN) will be a 
fielder’s choice when it comes to audio. For A1 Scott Pray, 
what sets the event apart is the high degree of microphone 
placement available for audio: batters, umpires, and 

catchers will wear either Quantum QX5 or Sennheiser SK250 
lavalier microphones, with the latter generally nestled in the 
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umps’ and catchers’ protective padding. 

Australia’s AVE Adds Ross Video Carbonite 
Switchers to OB Vans 

AVE Pty Ltd has added Ross Video Carbonite production 
switchers in its Outside Broadcast vans. Based in Artamon, 
Australia, AVE Pry Ltd produces over 250 hours of television 
content annually in Australia and internationally. The 
addition of Ross’ Carbonite 2M-24 Multi-Definition production 
switcher aims to aid their sports productions - which include 
’Speedweek’ and ’Inside Speed’. 
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Despite Timing and Tornados, Bexel Overhauls 

Broadcast Infrastructure at Rangers Ballpark 
by Karen Hogan 

With two World Series appearances in the past two years 
and an MLB-leading 50 wins so far this season, the Texas 
Rangers consistently draw the attention of a local, national, 

and international audience. However, this media influx 
recently drew attention to a glaring problem with the 18- 
year-old Rangers Ballpark in Arlingtom The team on the field 
could handle the mounting media pressure; the broadcast 
infrastructure could not. As a result, the Rangers called on 
Bexel to implement a major broadcast-infrastructure 
overhaul of the facility. 

Venue News: NFL Fans To See In-Stadium Replays; 
Sacramento Arena "Plan B" Is Dead 

Compiled by Karen Hogan 

Fans at stadiums around the NFL could one day get to listen 
to referees discuss plays under review. In the meantime, at 
least they will get to see exactly what the replay official is 
looking at under the hood. It’s one of many ideas 
undertaken this offseason to improve the in-stadium 
experience for fans...In other venue news, Sacramento’s 
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Plan B is dead, traffic did not present an issue this year at 
Kentucky Speedway, Lindenwood University gets a new 
Daktronics videoboard, and the Saskatchewan Rough Riders 
get the greenlight for a new stadium. 

CSMA Master Class: Red Productions Leads a 

Sports Video "Revolution" 

by Brandon Costa 

At the College Sports Video Summit, 16 productions were 
honored for their contribution in sports video. Each Friday 
this summer, SVG is proud to offer an in-depth look at the 
personalities and programs that have raised the bar for what 
college sports video is capable of. With only seven full- 

timers on staff, Red Productions took clown the likes of 
ESPN, NBC Sports, and Turner Sports when its production 
"Revolution," a promotional video made for the Texas 
Christian University football team, won the College Sports 
Media Award for Best Promo, PSA, or Video Marketing 
Campaign in the National Networks/Professional division. 

Goal=Line Technology Gets Green Light From IFAB 
by Kevin Hilton 

Goal-line technology (GLT) has at last been given the go- 
ahead by the International Football Association Board 
(IFAB). The decision was made Thursday in Zurich during a 
special meeting chaired by FIFA President Sepp Blatter, who 
now fully endorses GLT after being staunchly against it in 
recent years. 

United Meets Dutch Needs During Tour de France 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The Tour de France is underway and with the sport’s 
importance to Dutch viewers United is on hand with two 

Satellite vehicles, United HOL-219 and United HOL-75, for 
Dutch broadcasters NOS and RTL. The HOL-219 will be used 
for NOS’s ’De Avondetappe’ (’The Evening Stage’), and the 

HOL-75 for ’RTL Viert de Zomer: Tour du Jour’ (’RTL 
Celebrate the Summer: Tour du Jour’) on behalf of producer 
Infostrada Sports. 

Icarus Net Develops Electrical Satellite Truck for 
Italian Market 
by Roberto Landini 

On 25 June, the first electric satellite multimedia vehicle in 
Italy was presented at Nuvolaverde Day, the "digital pride 
day" held within headquarters of II Sole 24 Ore. The new 
and innovative vehicle is fully equipped with the latest kit 
and will be extremely useful in thousands of typical 
situations, from news to sports reporting and more. 

Ericsson Closes Deal for Technicolor Broadcast 
Services Division 

Ericsson has announced the completion of its acquisition of 
the Broadcast Services Division of Technicolor. Today’s 
closing follows the announcement on March 13, 2012. The 
purchase price totals EUR 19 million and a potential earn-out 
based on 2015 revenues of the Broadcast Services activity 
of up to EUR 9 million. 

Grass Valley Cameras, Mixers Are Front and Center 
at Euro 2012 

Live coverage of this year’s UEFA football championships, 
Euro 2012 in Ukraine and Poland, was supported by outside- 
broadcast (OB) trucks from across Europe that used more 
multiformat high-definition (HD) and super-slow-motion 
cameras from Grass Valley than from any other 
manufacturer. 
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Aerial Camera Systems Soars Over Euro 2012 

Aerial Camera Systems (ACS) has delivered one of its 
largest aerial filming projects to date providing all aerial 
coverage of the UEFA Euro 2012 tournament. Filming began 
late last year with the company’s aerial unit filming pre- 
event aerials of all eight host cities for the tournament, 
completing this element of the project in April, 

Vitec Videocom Steps Up Support for UK Summer 
Events 

Vitec Videocom, a Vitec Group company, is gearing up to 
support broadcasters during the major UK sporting events 
this summer, to ensure that every piece of action is aired 
seamlessly around the globe. Vitec Videocom’s brands will be 
on hand to support broadcasters during this challenging 
period, ensuring that their operations run as smoothly and 
efficiently as possible. 

British Eurosport Set for Sky, Virgin Media Launches 

British Eurosport will launch a high definition simulcast 
channel on the Sky and Virgin Media platforms from 
Wednesday July 25 which will be followed five weeks later 
by the launch of British Eurosport 2 HD on Sky, meaning 
both channels will be fully HD on the Sky platform by 
Monday September 3. 

Livestream’s Live@Wimbledon Serves Up Tennis 
Coverage to the Web 
by Karen Hogan 

Wimbledon is well under way, and, for the first time ever, 
fans finding themselves away from a television set during a 
key match are no longer out of luck. Earlier this year, 
Livestream and The Championships Wimbledon formed a 
partnership to create Live@Wimbledon, an interactive 
experience featuring live video, real-time chat, photos, 
social media, and text updates. In addition to providing its 
proprietary Shuttle encoder and Livestream for Producers 
encoding software, Livestream serves as the content- 
delivery network, video player, and service platform for 
Live@Wimbledon. 

Showtime Boxing’s Split Decision Gives Fans the 
Judge’s Card 
by Brandon Costa 

When Michael Bradley was awarded a controversial split- 
decision victory over Manny Pacquiao to claim the WBO 
Welterweight title belt a month ago, it sent shock waves 
through the boxing and sports communities. The stunning 
ruling caused fans to question the legitimacy of boxing’s 
judging and scoring systems. The HBO pay-per-view event 
drummed up a ton of buzz and, perhaps ironically, served as 
the perfect red carpet for rival Showtime’s launch of its 
second-screen boxing app Split Decision. 

MLB Tries Major Twitter Push for All-Star Game 
by paidCon ten t. org 

Major League Baseball is changing the rules for its all-digital 
contest to select the last two All-Stars, allowing official 
hashtags used on Twitter during the last four hours of the 
vote Thursday to count the same as voting by online ballot 
or SMS message. The league won’t get the info it usually 
requires for votes, swapping that for a burst in publicity and 
a chance to gauge how involved fans are willing to be in 
social media. 

Shazam Puts Social in Olympics TV 
by Brand-e.biz 

Shazam has inked a deal with NBCUniversal to provide social 
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-iV features to viewers of the 2012 London Olympics. NBC, 
NBC Sports Network, MSNBC, Bravo and CNBC audiences will 
be able to use the Shazam mobile app to grab exclusive 
content such as info athletes and up=to-the-minute results, 
as well as take part in viewer polls for sharing on the likes of 
Twitter and Facebook. 

Synacor To Serve As an Authentication Agent for 
NBC Olympic Streaming 
by Multichannel News 

Synacor Inc.’s TV Everywhere Platform is serving as the 
authentication device for almost 40 video distributors of 
NBCUniversal’s coverage of the 2012 Summer Olympics. 
Synacor’s TV Everywhere Platform will potentially verify tens 
of millions of CNBC and MSNBC subscribers, so they will be 
able to access NBCU’s 3,500 hours of live streaming Olympic 
action and attendant content from London. 

Five Apps Making Sports on TV More Social 
by LostRemote. corn 

Social sports are in the air. With the NBA Playoffs, MLB All- 
Star Game, Wimbledon and NBC’s London Games coverage all 
pushing the social angle, more sports apps than ever that 
are vying to make the viewing experience more social. Is 
there a GetGlue, or Shazam for sports? Lost Remote has 
uncovered five apps that are making sports on TV more 
social: Fanatix, SportsYapper, PlayUp, FanCake and Thuuz. 

Olympus and Apple Join Google With Wearable 
Computing 
by New York Times 

It seems that everyone in tech has been busy working on 
wearable computing and augmented reality glasses. Last 
week, Google showed off augmented reality Google Glasses 
at the company’s Google T/O annual developer conference. 
Now Olympus is pulling the curtains back on its own 
wearable computer glasses. Meanwhile, Apple also seems to 
be working on wearable computers. 
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Dell Data Center Solutions Delivers Competitive 
Edge 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to welcome Dell Data 
Center Solutions as a corporate sponsor. The custom- 
designed innovations that Dell DCS brings to some of the 
world’s largest cloud-computing providers are available to a 
wider range of organizations via the Dell PowerEdge C family 
of servers, Cloud and Big Data Solutions, and a broad 
portfolio of data-center services. 

Blackmagic Design Renews Platinum Sponsorship 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that 
Blackmagic Design has renewed its platinum sponsorship. 
Blackmagic creates video editing products, digital film 

cameras, color correctors, video converters, video 
monitoring, routers, live production switchers, disk 

recorders, waveform monitors and film restoration software 
for the feature film, post production and television 
broadcast industries. 
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Ratings Roundup: ESPN’s EURO 2012 Draws 
Record English, Spanish Audiences; NBC’s Olympic 
Trials Score 

Compiled by Jason Dachman 
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ESPN saw a dramatic ratings jump for its UEFA EURO 2012 
coverage - regardless of the platform or language in which 
the coverage was carried. Throughout the 31 matches of 
the three-week tournament, ESPN’s live English-language -IV 
presentation was up 51% in households and viewers, 
respectively, versus 2008. Meanwhile, ESPN Deportes 
viewership saw an 24% increase from the 4.24 million people 
in 2008. In other ratings news, NBC is thriving with its 
Olympic Trials coverage, ESPN’s Wimbledon is up in audience 
and even in ratings from 2011, Tiger drives up CBS’s AT&T 
Open ratings by 188%, ESPN’s NBA Draft coverage is down 
from last year, Golf Channel posts another record quarter, 
and NASCAR’s Kentucky Speedway coverage bombs out. 

For Baseball, TV Landscape is Becoming a Pretty 
Picture 
by New York Times 

Major League Baseball collects an average of $711 million 
every year from ESPN, Fox and Turner. It wants more, and 
in coming negotiations for deals that start after the 2013 
season, it should get it. In addition to an increased appetite 
for baseball from NBC and Fox, rights fees have soared since 

M.L.B. made its current deals with ESPN, Fox, and Turner. 
More than ever, big-time live sports are must-have 
attractions. 

Hiestand: TNT Would Win With Full-Time Split- 
Screen Coverage 
by USA Today 

On Saturday, Turner Sports stages another test of NASCAR 
coverage that almost can’t miss anything. Which makes you 
wonder: Why isn’t this can’t-miss coverage used more 
often? Or, better yet, full time. The idea of TNT’s so-called 
Wide Open coverage, to be deployed during the Coke Zero 
400 is that instead of cutting away to ads, the action stays 
onscreen continuously - occupying at least 20% of the 
screen. 

SI Gives TV Another Go With New NBC Show 
by Wall Street Journal 

Sports Illustrated magazine is teaming up with NBC on an 
hour-long monthly sports TV show called "Sports 
Illustrated," a move to further diversify its revenue streams 
as print advertising continues to face challenges. While it is 
curious that Sports Illustrated is reaching outside of its 
corporate organization for a television partner, the magazine 
has had a bumpy history with some tie-ups under the Time 
Warner umbrella and is looking for a fresh start. 

Fox Sells Out MLB All-Star Game 
by AdWeek 

Fox has sold out its ad inventory in and around next week’s 
Major League Baseball All-Star Game, moving spots at a high 
single=digit percentile increase versus last year’s rates. 
According to AdWeek, Fox has priced in-game 30-second 
spots at around $550,000 a pop, this despite the formidable 
challenge of having to compete with NBC’s Olympics for 
sponsor dollars. 
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GlobeCast Australia Taps Simon Farnsworth to 
Succeed Mike Lattin as CEO 

GlobeCast Australia today announced the retirement of its 
CEO Mike Lattin, who will continue with the company in an 
advisory role. Simon Farnsworth as been appointed Chief 
Executive Officer, effective immediately. Farnsworth has 
worked for 10 years with the GlobeCast Group, most 
recently as Global Head of the GlobeCast Group’s Broadcast 
Contribution services. 

The Next Roone Arledge: Pay TV Subs and A New 
TV Ad Model? 
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by Multichanne! News 

Eleven years ago, on July 11, 2001, former ABC Sports and 
ABC News president, Roone Arledge, stood with his crutches 
at NYC’s former Tavern On The Green restaurant. The 
Father of TV Sports told a small-sized audience about the 
importance to the ABC Network, of what it got for its $25 
million rights fee investment in the 1972 Olympic Summer 
Games. Jump ahead 11 years, to 2012, and the dollars being 
paid for live sports (2012 Summer Olympics Games in London 
at $1.18 billion) - are remarkably difficult to comprehend. 

Lawmakers Cheer NFL Change to Blackout Rule 
by The Hill 

A trio of lawmakers has come out cheering for the National 
Football League’s recent decision to change its TV blackout 

rule. Sens. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio), Richard Blumenthal (D- 
Conn.) and Rep. Brian Higgins (D-N.Y.) have touted the 
league owners’ recent decision to let teams decide whether 
local-IV broadcasters can air games if the stadium is at 
least 85% full. The original NFL rule had required 
broadcasters to black out the games if the local team did 
not sell out the stadium. 

Study: Pay-TV Bills Rise 7.2% in 2012 as Sports 
Rights Costs Skyrocket 
by Multichannel News 

U.S. households now spend an average of $78.63 per month 
on multichannel video service -- up 7.2% from a year ago -- 
but there’s still no evidence of widespread "cord cutting," 
according to a consumer survey conducted by Leichtman 
Research Group. 

Majority Of U.S. Homes Get Multichannel TV 
by MediaPost 

U.S. TV homes getting multichannel IV services have not 
changed much in the last two years. Leichtman Research 
Group says 87% of TV homes subscribe to some form of 
multichannel video service. Earlier research from Leichtman 
says in 2011, there are some 94 million multichannel 
subscribers -- nearly 53 million coming cable operators; 34 
million from satellite TV companies; and 8 million from telco 
companies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Management Worldwide <workshop@sm~v.com> 

Friday, July 6, 2012 3:27 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Good Luck to Friend of SMWW, Team Quest’s Chael Sonnen, in his UFC Title Fight! 



Forward email 

% % 
This email was sent to rmercei@uncaa.unc.edu by" worksho,o~srn~tw,corri 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Sports Management Worldwide :: 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B :: www.smww.com :: Portland OR :: OR, :: 97209 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, July 6, 2012 3:48 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Application has been Submitted to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Robert, 

Thank you for your recent application to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for the Asset Director - Residential Education position in Housing Res 

Education. This email confirms your application has been received by the depextment. 

The screening and selection process is currently underway. Ifa review of your qualifications results in a decision to pursue your candidacy, you roll be contacted. 

Additional ret~rence intbrmation Ibr your application: 

Vacancy ID: NF0000157 

Confirmation Number: CN000025988 

Quick link: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/pos~dngs/4981 

Please note: due to the volume of applications received, you may not receive additional contact unless you are selected for an intel"dew. The ONce of Human 

Resources and the Equal OpportuniD’/ADA ONce are unable to provide updates to individuals on the position or search beyond what is provided on-line in our 

applicant system. 

Thank you for your interest in employment opportunities at the UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

ONce of Human Resources 

University of Norfll Carolina at Chapel Hill 

jobs.unc.edu 

Please do not reply to this email. 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Re: OTBeT 

Re: OTBeT 

Spor~ Wak,’hes 

Buy Levtira & Vigara Today -81% Of!H! One day shipping! 

~euJeBaa Me~s, yropo~Ha~q ca>ash 

~eweBaq Me~,~yropo,~Ha>q 08~3b 

Pharmacy Slare : Viagra + Cialis I 

OC~LUOpbI: KOH~I~,eH L~;qa~qBHOCTb 6~sHeca 

CeKpeTHbie OC~@LUOpHble CXeMbl OT nyNw~tX ~plaCTO a 

O(~00~)usopbL a(~]g$~e~,r~qaHbie Ha.naraable peuJeH~ 

B cTpaHe yHeoTla~qlaCb IqO:~KAPbi! 

Y6eper~.l CeMb~ OT no.ape! 

Flp’o,~eelc:9 rlpecF~.t;tq~bl~-~ [~OM 

LiHCTH~qM ~,eBpbi Me6e~qL,, OKHa, no,hi - r]oJ-lHbli~, KOMR~leKC yc~lyr 

FOTOBbI~I KeMeHHbI~ /~.OM no CaMO~l Bb~roAHoF~ qeH e! 

Today is last attempt to reach you 

Lose weight on the homeopathic HCG Diet without heavy exercise or without frozen or 

prepared foods to buy. HCG Diet Direct - a brand you can trust i37arq3vvx 

Cuffiinks 

Pharmacy Store : Viagra ~- Cialis ! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:03 AM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; 
Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

< bing hamm@email.unc.edu >; Bonser, Bobby Jeffrey < bonser@live.unc.ed u >; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Brickner, 
Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; 
Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; Harpham, Jackie 
<jharpham@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Angie 

Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 
Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 

Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 



< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 

<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 
<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman 
<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine 
Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl Boxberger 

<cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 
Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera 

<coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis 

Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone 
<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 

<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, David A <davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 
Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek 
<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 
Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Graham De’ath <death@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli 
<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Danny 
Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 

<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber <dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn Williams 

<dwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik 
Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lombardi, Fred J 
<flombard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Frank Maynard III 
<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Fullerton, Robin <fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 
<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 
<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Gurlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Keith Heckendorf 
< heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; H ubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 
<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason 
Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Reavis <joshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 
<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, John E Jr 

<jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu >; Monaco, Karen A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Crowder 
< kcrowder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Duffy 

< kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig 

<koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary 

Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Kuonen <kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman 

<lholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

< mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Crowe 
< mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Patterson < mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 

Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Wilkinson 
< mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Thomas < michaets@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Miller, Redell <millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 



Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Steffer 

< msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 
<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 
<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max 

Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan Thorp <nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian 
<palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny 

Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, Phillip E 

< radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Brewer < rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler 

Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Fowler <rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Gilmore 
<rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
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Patch Tuesday 

Microsoft is is planning to release nine bulletins addressing 16 Windows vulnerabilities, three critical. 

As always, your best course of action is to run windows updates at the end of today’s workday and either shutdown for 
the night or restart when prompted. Patches are usually released around 3pm. if you do nothing, your computer may 

start downloading them automatically over the next few days and install. But as you know, [ intervene on the day after 

Patch Tuesday and push them out through Patchlink which can force possible multiple reboots for you during the day. 

Your choice :) 

Happy Patching! 
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Fox Sports Revamps MLB All=Star Production 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

A new look for the pregame show, new sounds, and new 
angles will dominate Fox Sports coverage of the MLB All- 
Star Game from Kauffman Stadium in Kansas City, NO, 
today. Topping the list of visible changes for viewers will be 
a move away from the traditional sports desk used for 
pregame coverage to a "host" model that will feature All- 
Star Game announcer Joe Buck at a podium in the outfield. 

The MLB All=Star Game Promises Sound Surprises 
for All 
by Dan Daley 

If you’re not sure what to expect in the way of sound for 

the MLB All-Star Game tonight on Fox, you’re not alone. 
Underscoring just how big the league has become, AI Joe 
Carpenter says it’s the first All=Star Game in memory for 
which neither he nor any of his crewmates have ever 
worked at the venue, the recently refurbished Kansas City 
Royals’ home, Kauffman Stadium. Tt’s also not the only thing 
that’ll be new this year. 

Feeling the Heat at MLB All=Star Game 2012 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Luckily, the heat wave in the Midwest broke just in time for 
last night’s MLB Home Run Derby in Kansas City, MO, giving 
the core production teams and camera operators a chance 
to work in less-than-blistering heat. But, during setup, 
which took place from late last week through yesterday, air 
temperatures reached 107 degrees, and temperature 
readings in the compound, thanks to black asphalt, hit 150 
degrees on Saturday. Temperatures at the top of the 
Kauffman Stadium scoreboard topped 130 degrees when the 
robotic camera was being installed. 

ESPN MLB Derby Coverage Focuses on Fun 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The MLB Home Run Derby seems like the kind of production 

that could be done with three or four cameras. ESPN, of 
course, continues to provide director Jimmy Moore and 
producer Scott Matthews with much more than that: last 
night, 29 cameras, including iMovix super-slo-mo and 
robotics, offered unique shots from bird’s-eye perspectives, 

nooks, and crannies, and the team in the NEP SS25 truck at 
Kauffman Stadium in Kansas City, MO, put those tools to 
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great use during a Derby that was won by Prince Fielder of 
the Detroit Tigers. 

2012 Olympic Venue Preview Part 1: Olympic Park 
by Karen Hogan 

Located in East London, Olympic Park will be the heart of 
the 2012 Olympic Games. The square mile of formerly 
industrial land will house eight venues, including the Olympic 
Stadium, Aquatics Center, and Velodrome. Olympic Park is 

divided into four zones - The Street Market, Brittania Row, 
World Square, and Orbit Circus - each with its own unique 
atmosphere, attractions, and food. 

:: 

SVG, Variety Announce Final Agenda and Speakers 
for Sports Entertainment Summit 

The Sports Video Group and Variety are pleased to 
announce the final lineup of elite speakers at the Sports 
Entertainment Summit, July 12 at the Loews Hollywood 
Hotel. There will be Keynote Conversations throughout the 
day with AEG President and CEO Tim Leiweke; UFC President 
Dana White; and Pro Skateboarder/Sports Entertainment 
Entrepreneur Tony Hawk. 

Ikegami Electronics, SOS Global Express Renew 

With SVG 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Ikegami 
Electronics and SOS Global Express have renewed their 
premier sponsorships. Ikegami is a supplier of professional 
broadcasting products. SOS Global has extensive experience 
in time-sensitive freight movements that require very tight 
control. 
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Illumination Dynamics Supplies Power, Lighting, 
Climate Control at X Games 

For the llth consecutive year, Illumination Dynamics 
provided generator power, lighting and climate control for 
Summer X Games. The four-day event transformed Los 
Angeles’s downtown sports/entertainment complex that 
includes Staples Center, Nokia Theater, LA Live, and multiple 
parking and event decks into race tracks, skate parks, and 
motocross ramps, as well as a venue for thousands of fans. 

CP Communications Set to Provide Gear, Support in 
London 

CP Communications is partnering with Broadcast RF to 
provide technical equipment and engineering service to 
multiple clients in London for the Summer Olympic Games. 
Broadcast RF will be providing 12 Vislink L1500 wireless 
transmitters with L2174 receiver kits complete with Camera 
Control and also two Aerial systems. CP is providing 14 
Gigawave CMT-2 HD wireless systems, seven High Power PL 
and 15 IFB systems for communications all with fiber optic 
transport for clients in the UK, 

AXON Modular Technology at Heart of Dutch 
Broadcast Production Facility in London 

International systems integration and full-service rental 
company, Broadcast Rental, has selected AXON’s modular 
signal processing, control and multiviewer monitoring 
technologies to form the backbone of Dutch broadcaster, 
NOS’ broadcast production facility at the Summer Games in 
London this July. Amongst the AXON technologies being 
integrated within the International Broadcast Centre (IBC) in 
London will be numerous Synapse audio and video signal 
processing and control modules and the company’s SynView 
52-channel multiviewer. 
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On Call’s QuickSPOT Enables Colorado Station to 
Deiiver Live Coverage of Waldo Fire 

Colorado’s KKTV was the first news station on the scene at 
the Waldo Fires in Colorado Springs and offered live 
streaming coverage of the battle against what Colorado 
Springs Fire Chief called an "epic firestorm". An automated 
satellite solution from On Call Communications gave KKTV a 
unique advantage over their competition with their ability to 
deliver live coverage from the hard to reach areas. KKTV is 
using 3G/4G aggregation packs and combining them with 
QuickSPOT, a mobile, automated satellite solution that gives 
them on demand satellite Internet service. 

Mediaset Spain Selects Clear-Corn’s Eclipse, 

Freespeak 

Clear-Com, a provider of voice communication systems, has 
been chosen by Mediaset Spain, owner of the Telecinco 
broadcast station. They will use Clear-Com Eclipse=Median 
digital matrix and FreeSpeak digital wireless system to 
support communications at the company’s headquarters in 
Fuencarral, near Madrid, Spain. 
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Camera Corps Supports Broadcasters During 
London Summer of Sport 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Camera Corps has had a busy summer of sport in London. 
The company will have supported more than 130 outside- 
broadcast specialists - including climbers, installation 
technicians, and system operators - by the time one of the 
busiest sport=production seasons in UK history ends in 
August. 

MP+SiIva Finds Ratings Success at French Open 

The F~d~ration Fran;aise de Tennis (FFT’) and MP & Silva 
are pleased to announce that the first year of their 
collaboration in distributing the European media rights for 

Roland Garros has been a success, with increased hours of 
coverage, larger audiences, and new channels showing the 

tournament. 

SES-5 Satellite, Serving Nordics, Baltics, and Sub- 
Saharan Africa, Hits Skies July 10 

The launch of the much delayed SES=5 satellite will now 
take place on July 10 at the Baikonur Cosmodrome in 
Kazakhstan. Launch operator ILS has informed SES of the 
new timing for the launch of the craft, which will be located 
at the 5 degrees East neighborhood. Manufactured by 
Space Systems/Loral and carrying 36 Ku-band transponders 
and 24 C-band transponders, SES-5 will cover Europe, 

Africa, and the Middle East with two Ku-band beams tailored 
for DTH services. 

Portugal’s RTP To Launch HD Service for Olympics 

RTP, the Portuguese public-service broadcaster, is to launch 
a high-definition cable channel to show coverage of this 
summer’s London Olympic Games. Paulo Sergio, RTP’s deputy 
head of sports, told the Correio de Manh~ newspaper that 
carriage for the channel has already been secured on the 
Zon, Meo, and Vodafone platforms, and negotiations are 
under way with other operators. 

Keith Massey Named Chair of Guild of TV 
Cameramen 

The Guild of Television Cameramen has elected Keith Massey 
as Chair. Recipient of a prestigious Royal Television Society 
Lifetime Achievement Award in 2010, he is a highly 
experienced and well-respected cameraman based in 
Yorkshire. He has accepted the post for a two-year tenure, 
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succeeding Graeme McAIpine who has led the GTC during an 
active period of expansion. 
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Now Being Served at the Schubin Care: All You Can 

See in 4K 

Every April in Las Vegas, the NAB Show has one overarching 
theme. Two years ago, it was stereoscopic 3D. Before that, 
it was DSLRs. Long before HDTV became common, it was a 

theme at NAB conventions. At the 2012 NAB show, that 
theme was 4K. So what is 4K? Well, that’s a good question 
without a simple answer, as illustrated by Mark Shubin’s 
latest post over at the Schubin Caf~. 

CEA Issues Specs For 3DTV Closed Captioning, 
Glasses 
by Multichanne! News 

The Consumer Electronics Association announced the 
publication of a standard for 3DTVs to render closed- 
captioning services and another for synchronizing active- 
shutter 3D glasses via an infrared signal. The first spec, 
CEA-708.1, "Digital Television (D-rV) Closed Captioning: 3D 
Extensions," specifies signaling to allow closed captioning to 
be rendered with stereoscopic 3D program content. The 
standard allows for a standardized method to set a value for -- 
the perceptual depth for closed-captioning text, or a series 
of values that change over time. 
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Campus Clips: ESPN3 to Carry Sun Belt Football 
Media Day; ACC Signs 12-Year Deal with Orange 
Bowl 

Complied by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 

ESPN3 will carry portions of Sun Belt Conference football 
media day in New Orleans on July 16. The collaboration with 
ESPN3 for media day will mark the first time the Sun Belt 
Conference has distributed the event to a national 
audience. The event will include interviews with all 10 
league head coaches, commissioner Karl Benson’s address to 

the media, as well as interviews with future Sun Belt 
coaches Dennis Franchione of Texas State and Bill Curry of 
Georgia State. 

BTN2Go Now Available on Android Devices 

BTN2Go, a 24/7 mobile extension of BTN delivering live and 
on-demand programming to existing BTN subscribers of 
participating providers via the web, smartphones and 

tablets, is now available for Android users. BTN2Go is a live 
feed of all BTN television programming, including more than 
40 football games, over 100 men’s basketball games and 

hundreds of other live events, as well as Extra Football 
Game Channels, on-demand programming and archived 
content. 
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NBC and Turner Duke It Out for MLB Rights 

by Adweek 

Negotiations for Major League Baseball’s national IV rights 
deals are likely to be the knottiest in sports media history,    i 
as fundamental pricing agreements will be complicated by a 
host of thorny issues. Renewed interest from a former 
network partner and a bifurcated linear/digital rights 
structure could keep baseball at the table throughout the 
summer. The only certainty is that the cost of doing 
business with America’s pastime almost certainly will soar. 

Miami Marlins Meet Reality TV on ’The Franchise’ 
by Miami Herald 
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When the scoreboard screen showed the rapper Lil Wayne 
sitting in the stands, Miami Marlins catcher John Buck - 
sitting in the corner of his team’s dugout between innings - 
was moved to break into rhyme with a quick little rap of his 
own. Midway through it, to his horror, he saw the television 
crew in the camera well across the way laughing 
hysterically. And just like that, another Marlin player had 
learned his lesson: The Franchise camera is always 
watching. 

ESPN Grabs Political Football 
by The Wall Street Journal 

Get ready for more political ads to appear on "SportsCenter" 
this fall. ESPN has come up with a way to sell a bigger 
portion of its ad time to political campaigns. The sports 
network has struck a deal with a middleman that will result 
in more political ads appearing on ESPN programs, including 
NFL and college football games, in October and November- 
the critical period before the general election. 
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NBA TV Sets Summer League Coverage 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

NBA TV has set its coverage plans for the 2022 NBA Summer 
League, which kicks off Monday in Orlando and Friday in Las 
Vegas. The league-run network will air four games a day 
from July 9-22 for a total of 56 games in 14 days. In 
Orlando, Rick Kamla and Vince Cellini will share play-by-play i 
responsibilities with analysts Dennis Scott and Kendall Gill. 
Matt Winer, Joel Meyers, Kevin Calabro, Kamla and Cellini will i 
call games in Las Vegas. 
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ATEME’s TITAN Powers Combined IPTV/OTT Service 
for Saudi Telecom 

Transcoding specialist ATEME has won a first Middle East 
customer for its TITAN platform, in a deployment by content 
aggregator Intigral for both IPTV and OTT services in Saudi 
Arabia. Intigral chose ATEME’s TITAN carrier grade 
transcoding solution because of its support for both file 
based and adaptive streaming video, and ability to deliver 
video content at the highest possible quality to multiple 
screens. 

PGA Tour Aims for Digital Access, Adaptability 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

The PGA Tour’s decision last week to bring its digital rights 
in-house was more than the culmination of a nine-month 
analysis. It’s also the beginning of a phase that will 
completely overhaul and enhance the PGA Tour’s presence 

online and on mobile devices over the next 18 months. 
Turner had been paying the tour an undisclosed rights fee 
for the digital business and the two sides shared revenue. 
Now the tour will keep the revenue it creates from its digital 
rights but it will lose the annual rights fee. 

Baseball’s All-Star Twitter Strategy Keeps Players on 
a Short Leash 
by Read Write Web 

Want to know what’s going on behind the scenes, in real 
time, during the baseball All-Star Game on Tuesday? Check 
out Twitter, where Major League Baseball has told players 
to tweet away during the game. But will the players be 
allowed to say anything interesting? The idea sounds 
promising. However, tweeting during the All-Star Game will 
be tightly controlled. Players who are actively involved in 
play won’t be allowed to tweet during the contest. Only 
players who are no longer in the game will be able to use 
Twitter and Facebook. 

AT&T Expands U-Verse Second-Screen Features 
by Multichannel News 
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AT&T’s U-verse is expanding the number of second-screen 
features available to users and bulking up the amount of on- 
demand premium and IV content available through the U- 
verse app. Users now have the ability to link their iPads to 
their U-verse TV receiver via the AT&T U-verse App, which 
makes it possible to access a variety of content and scores 
from various leagues for the day’s games, a review of 
yesterday’s games, and information on who is playing 
tomorrow. Additional sports features are expected to be 

added in the future. 

Servicing Multiple Screens Raises Workflow, Quality 
issues 
by Broadcast Engineering 

Smartphones and media tablets are radically transforming 
the way the public consumes TV. This is raising new 
concerns among broadcasters over maintaining the quality 

of the video and audio destined for these devices, as well 
as over how signal preparation, conversion, and compression 
to support them will impact workflow. Adding to the 

concerns is the latest broadcast-centric "second screen," 
the standalone Mobile D-iV receiver and third-party add-ons 
that will enable lOS and Android devices to receive MD-IV 
signals delivered over the air. 
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Telestream’s Wirecast Live Streaming Partner 
Program Available 

Telestream, a provider of digital media tools and workflow 
solutions, has released new capabilities for its Wirecast live 
video production and streaming software that will enable a 
greater number of partners to easily integrate Wirecast 
directly into their live streaming services. Building on 
Telestream’s success in prior partnerships with larger media 
companies, the new offerings bring Wirecast’s high-quality 
live video production capabilities to more users. 
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Promoting Mets’ Network at Yankee Stadium Stop 
by The New York Times 

SNY wants more viewers for its "Geico SportsNite" show. So 
it is aggressively trawling for them on what appears on 
enemy territory for the Mets-owned network: along the 
walls of the 161st Street subway station in the Bronx, 
where the B, D and 4 trains disgorge fans heading into 
Yankee Stadium. The SNY campaign, which started Monday, 
makes its case for the "SportsNite" show’s half-hour of local 
sports coverage by using dolls and figurines wearing real or 
ersatz New York team uniforms. 

Networks Score in AutoHop Fight Against Dish 
by Los Angeles Times 

Satellite broadcaster Dish Network lost the preliminary legal 

bout with broadcast networks CBS, NBC and Fox over its 
commercial skipping feature known as the AutoHop. A New 
York federal court Monday denied Dish’s request for a 
declaratory ruling that the AutoHop does not violate 
copyright law. The AutoHop, launched by Dish in May, uses 
technology that essentially allows consumers to bypass 
commercials from recorded programs that have aired on 

ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox. 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 

You now have 614 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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Spared }r~cor~i~g Delete All 

........................... 
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Request Fer Urgent Business Relationship, 

Pharmacy Store : Viagra ~- Cialis ! 

KO:H/:~klI.~ViO:HEP C YCTAHOBKOI:fl 17000 py6.!! 

He Halo n~qaT~lTb KOMV!CCV!M~O O~4Cbi OT COOCTB eHHV!Ka! 

News 

He,,pore npo~,aM cso~ y’4aCTOK H~,~KC 30 COTOK i K~leBKa, 

Cufflinks 

Still avaiiabie online 

Star& Larqp, Spring 2012 

Plarmacy Store : Viagra + Ciaiis ! 

Personal 80% OFF, nick conspired 

~raduc[ new evaJl~,~ble item wE!bsi[e 

We wili continue online sales 

Pharmacy Store : Viagra ÷ Ciaiis ! 

He Halo n~qaTHTb KOMvlOOMP!~O, ec~tCbl aT CO~CT~ eHHvIK~I 

Register and get a DISCOUNT oF up te 15% for al our producl:s 

New shop 

C,qO~KHblE BOMPOCbl rOCSAKASA 

Please downk)ad arld pay your U,-’DS delivery chu~rges 

You have new LIPS invoices. 
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Fi~es i~co~ieg Delete All 
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,.’-"lease downioad and pay your UPS delivery charges. 

You }’,ave new UPS invoices 

Save lhe Date: TransFer Sl:udent Success Conference 

Over 20000 now sold 

3 pac C~mK~ 3a 5000 py6 ~e~! Mac Ksa 1~ Pocc ~! 

Fastest res,eonse ti!’rles 

Get a new iPad for college. And $50 for apps 

WOK 4 UEHbl HA IIOflHrPA¢H~Q 

LiJOK ~’ I.~EHBI HA FIOFi~,lFPAd44~J 

K~lnp: 3F1HdPHbl, Hp, C, KOHC~kl~eHqi~a~bHOCTb cxe Mbl 

CAaMHe£op oroo@~c D>q~,OM C MeTpo Mapbl~HaPo u~a. 

8ubjeci 

UPS Package H3301182522 

United Postal Service Tracking Nr H7354107419 

Your tracking Number Hg834783708 

UPS Package H0201628118 

UPS Package H3321366807 

Your Tracking Number H1004406204 
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Fvom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@unc.edn> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 9:49 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr -<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; campus solutions staB’users <cccss’taffusers@list~rv.unc.edtr~ 

[cccsstaffusers] REMINDER: ConnectCarolina System Outage Saturday, July 14 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Saturday, July 14, starting at 7:00am and ending around 2:00pm. ConnectCarolina will be down during this time 
frame. This impacts Campus Solutions and other systems. 

You can view the list of impacted services and the latest system status here: ~t.~p..s..~]~.}.t..s.~.u-n..c..~.e...d..u..~.e..~.~.r.p..r.~.s.~L~.~t~[pA}~:.~pj.{~t~9.~.~t~[9~y~t~t~ty~L 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Beller 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!!its.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-applications! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 12:04 PM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; 
Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

< bing hamm@email.unc.edu >; Bonser, Bobby Jeffrey < bonser@live.unc.ed u >; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Brickner, 
Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; 
Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; Harpham, Jackie 
<jharpham@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Angie 

Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 
Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 

Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 



< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 

<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 
<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman 
<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine 
Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl Boxberger 

<cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 
Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera 

<coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis 

Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone 
<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 

<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, David A <davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 
Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek 
<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 
Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Graham De’ath <death@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli 
<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Danny 
Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 

<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber <dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn Williams 

<dwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik 
Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lombardi, Fred J 
<flombard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Frank Maynard III 
<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Fullerton, Robin <fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 
<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 
<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Gurlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Keith Heckendorf 
< heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; H ubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 
<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason 
Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Reavis <joshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 
<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, John E Jr 

<jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu >; Monaco, Karen A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Crowder 
< kcrowder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Duffy 

< kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig 

<koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary 

Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Kuonen <kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman 

<lholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

< mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Crowe 
< mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Patterson < mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 

Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Wilkinson 
< mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Thomas < michaets@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Miller, Redell <millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 



Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Steffer 

< msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 
<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 
<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max 

Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan Thorp <nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian 
<palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny 

Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, Phillip E 

< radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Brewer < rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler 

Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Fowler <rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Gilmore 
<rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Jordan 
<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory 
Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Costa 

< robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ryan Vanhoy < rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Sweeney 
< rwsweene@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey 
Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 
<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

< smiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shane 

Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, 
Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gary Stec <stec@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock 

<strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stuneck, Mary A <stuneck@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 

Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terri 

Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy Davis 



Subject: 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phillips, 

Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson 

Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha Stafford-Odom 
<tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S 
<jb43@email.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tychius 

Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Whisenant <wwhisena@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tauriainen, Zana A <ztauriai@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Reminder: Groupwise system upgrades today 

Reminder- Reminder... 

Today, we are upgrading the Groupwise servers and the system. While most of the downtime will be after 5pm, there 
may be short periods (couple of minutes) here and there where you can not Iogin. Simply try a few minutes later, if you 

are logged in, you shouldn’t experience any outages. 

thanks for your attention! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:37 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Gaynor, Danielle <dgaynor@unc.edu >; Aldridge, Diane Scobie 
<daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; McDermott, 

Debbie <Debbie_McDermott@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S 
<emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; 
Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; 
McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie M 

<m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Mercer, 
Robert J Jr < rmercer@email.unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu >; 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu >; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; 
Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
< bing hamm@email.unc.edu >; Bonser, Bobby Jeffrey < bonser@live.unc.ed u >; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 

<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 
< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Brickner, 
Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; 

Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Kivett, 
Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 

< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Day, Brian C <bday@live.unc.edu >; 
Harpham, Jackie <jharpham@live.unc.edu>; Roberts, Logan 
< Ioganwr@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; 

Kamath, Ganesh M <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Lee 
Roberts <leeroberts@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Angie Bitting 

<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 

Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 



<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
< bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Holland < bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee 
<billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 

< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 

<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 
<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman 
<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine 
Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; K:aye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl Boxberger 

<cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 
Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
K:endra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera 
<coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis 

Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone 
<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 

<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, David A <davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 
Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek 
<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 
Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Graham De’ath <death@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli 
<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Danny 
Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 

<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber <dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 



Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn Williams 

<dwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik 

Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lombardi, Fred J 

<flombard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Frank Maynard III 
<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Fullerton, Robin <fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 
<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Gurlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Keith Heckendorf 
< heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; H ubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 
<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason 
Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Reavis <joshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 
<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 
<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, John E Jr 

<jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu >; Monaco, Karen A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Crowder 
< kcrowder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Duffy 

< kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig 

<koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary 

Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 



Kuonen <kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman 
<lholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Snyder, 

Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

< mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus 
Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Crowe 
< mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Patterson < mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 
Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Wilkinson 

< mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Thomas < michaets@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Miller, Redell <millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Steffer 
< msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 
<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 
<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max 
Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan Thorp <nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian 
<palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny 

Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, Phillip E 
< radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Brewer < rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler 

Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Fowler <rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Gilmore 
<rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Jordan 
<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory 
Pommerening <rmpZ893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Costa 

< robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ryan Vanhoy < rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Sweeney 
< rwsweene@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey 
Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 



Subject: 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

< smiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shane 
Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, 
Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gary Stec <stec@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock 
<strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stuneck, Mary A <stuneck@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 

Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terri 
Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phillips, 
Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson 

Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha Stafford-Odom 
<tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S 
<jb43@email.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tychius 

Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Whisenant <wwhisena@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tauriainen, Zana A <ztauriai@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Groupwise downtime this evening 

There will be some downtime this evening starting sometime after 5pm. So, plan on taking a break from email for a 

couple of hours. While individually, upgrade of each of the 3 components making up the system will take from 15-30 

minutes so there may be sessions where it is up. I will send out a notice when the upgrade is complete. I would 
recommend not sending messages from 5 pm until you get my message the system is fully up. 

Plan your work accordingly. Chances are, everything will be back up by 6pm but plan on 7pm in case. :) 
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Proshow’s Maestro Aims to Master Mid-Level Mobile 
Production Market 
by Jason Dachman 

As the number of 53-foot HD production trucks on the road 
continues to grow and SD trucks gradually make their way 
into the halls of history, a growing mid-sector has developed 
in the sports production market that demands HD quality at 
the former SD price-point. With this in mind, Proshow 
Broadcast is poised to launch its second 40-foot HD mobile 
unit this August with its sights set squarely on this 
burgeoning market. 

MLBI Delivers All-Star for World Broadcasters 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

MLB International was once again at the center of delivering 
America’s game to the world, as more than 220 countries 
and territories broadcast the All-Star Game to baseball fans 
around the world. And a number of broadcasters from Korea, 
Venezuela, Dominican Republic, Panama, Canada, and Japan 
(as well as Fox Sports Espafiol and ESPN International) were 
on site to deliver a more personalized broadcast. 

Panasonic Camcorders Capture Recruiting Reality in 
’Ballplayer: Pelotero’ 
by Karen Hogan 

Struck by the concentration of Dominican players in the 
minor leagues -nearly a quarter of minor leaguers hail from 
an island nation smaller than West Virginia - Guagua 
Productions co-owners Jon Paley, Ross Finkel, and Trevor 
Nartin set out to find out why. In doing so, the team 
created the highly anticipated documentary Ballplayer: 
Pelotero, which opens in theatres tomorrow. To provide a 
glimpse into the world of recruiting in the Dominican 
Republic, Paley selected Panasonic AG-HVX200 P2 HD 
handheld camcorders. 

Three DiGiCo SD7s Used for Stevie Wonder Show at 
Rock in Rio Lisboa 

Headlining the fourth night of this year’s Rock In Rio (Lisboa) 

festival, Stevie Wonder used three DiGiCo SD7 consoles. 
Playing a mixture of hits and cover versions to an audience 

of over 75,000, used three SD7s - one for Front of House, 
one for vocal in-ear monitors, and the third for band 
monitors. Supplied (along with the rest of the festival’s 
audio system) by Brazilian rental company Gabisom Audio 
Equipment, Stevie Wonder’s set included over 80 inputs with 
each SD7 having two dedicated SD-Racks. 

SVG would like to thank its 
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West Virginia Media Holdings Deploys LiveU’s Video 
Transmission Technology 

LiveU, the portable video-over-cellular solutions company, 
has signed a long-term agreement with West Virginia Media 
Holdings to provide its live, video transmission technology 
for electronic newsgathering. LiveU’s LU60 units will be 
deployed at the company’s four television properties - 
WOWK-TV in Charleston/Huntington, West Virginia, WVNS- 
TV in Beckley/Bluefield, West Virginia, WTRF--FV in 
Wheeling/Steubenville, Ohio and WBOY=TV in Clarksburg, 
West Virginia. 
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2012 Olympic Venue Preview Part 2: London 
by Karen Hogan 

With 2012 Olympics countdown nearing the two-week mark, 
London is busy prepping its world-class venues for 
competition. From historic Hampton Court to the newly 
renovated Wembley Arena to the Mall stretching between 
Buckingham Palace and Trafalgar Square, temporary 
structures and thousands of temporary seats are 
transforming these iconic locales into Olympic venues. 

NEP to Provide Broadcast Services for NBC 
Olympics 

NEP has been selected to provide an extensive array of 
technical and operational management services to NBC 
Olympics, a division of the NBC Sports Group, for its 
production of the London 2012 Summer Olympics. For the 
London Games, NEP is assisting with technical and 
operational management services for NBC Olympics’ 
installation at the International Broadcast Centre and sport 
venues. 

NBC Olympics Launches Video Series on Athlete 
Tech 

The Olympians from Team USA heading to London in July 
represent not only an American commitment to athletic 
achievement, but also the pervasive impact of innovation. 
From the devices that protect the athletes, to the 
mechanisms that track their races, to the systems that 
helped them train, technologies created and guided by 
engineers are critical components of the Olympic 
experience. 

NBC Olympics’ Apps Go Live 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

In a notable development that could help boost the 
popularity of TV Everywhere apps, two NBC Olympics’ apps 
are now available for download at Apple’s App Store and at 
Google Play. One of the two previously announced apps, 
"NBC Olympics Live Extra," will allow subscribers of 
multichannel providers serving about 98% of pay-TV homes 
in America to access over 3,500 hours of content. That 
content includes all 32 sports, every athletic competition, all 
302 events, and all the Olympic content being aired on four 

NBCUniversal channels. 

NBC and Facebook Announce Olympics Partnership 
by The New York Times 

Users of Facebook, later this summer, will be reminded about 
NBC’s coverage of the Olympic Games in London. And 
viewers of NBC’s coverage, at the same time, will be nudged 

to talk about the Games on Facebook. The virtuous circle is 
part of a collaboration between NBCUniversars NBC Olympics 
division and Facebook, the social networking Website. 

NBC’s Olympics Authentication Gives You a Break 
by GigaOM 
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The Olympics are about to start in a minute, but you can’t 
find your cable creds anywhere? No worries, NBC will give 
you a little extra time: The broadcaster will require viewers 
of its live online Olympic coverage to authenticate as pay 
TV subscribers when the games begin later this month. 
However, users of mobile devices will get a one-time 
temporary pass, giving them an hour of access even without 
their credentials at hand, according to Adobe’s director of 
product management, Video Solutions, Ashley Still. 

FORscene Creates Cloud Cover for London 2012 
Olympics 
by TVB Europe 

Forbidden Technologies, the developer of the cloud video 
platform FORscene, has entered the sports market following 
deals with YouTube and NBC to help cover the Olympics. 
NBC will be using FORscene to encode the video in the cloud 
and allow its staff in London and the US to do frame- 
accurate edits of proxy video remotely (from their mobile 
phones if need be). 

Sun Belt Conference Takes Bold Step In Instant 
Replay with XOS Digital 
by Brandon Costa 

During his annual All-Star Game press conference, 
commissioner Bud Selig hinted that video review technology 
would continue to expand across Major League Baseball. 
FTFA recently approved goal-line technology, announcing it 
will be put in place in time for the 2014 World Cup. Officials 
use of instant replay continues to grow across the entire 
sports spectrum, and for college football, it is about to take 
the next step. 

Mississippi State Centralizes A/V Production Using 
Telecast Fiber Systems Solutions 

The Mississippi State University (MSU) Television Center has 
consolidated its A!V production capabilities using advanced 
fiber optic transport products from Telecast Fiber Systems. 

The centralized, HD control room located in Davis Wade 
Stadium was used during MSU’s recently concluded baseball 
season. In upcoming seasons, the control room will supply 
video feeds to big screens for every MSU home football, 
basketball and baseball game - with plans to expand to 
other campus sports venues in the near future. 

:: 

Dalet, SGL Re-Up SVG Sponsorships 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Dalet 

and Software Generation Limited (SGL) have renewed their 
corporate sponsorships. Dalet solutions enable broadcasters 
and media professionals to create, manage and distribute 

content to both traditional and new media channels, 
including interactive TV, the Web and mobile networks. SGL 
is a provider of content archive and storage management 
solutions to the broadcast industry. 

Unified Quality Control Workfiows: Part 3 
by Bruce Dev/in, AmberFin 

In the 3rd and final part of his article on QC, Bruce Devlin 
concludes that by implementing a unified quality control 
system that integrates best-in-class automated processes 

with a human touch, we can achieve new levels of trust and 
confidence throughout the file creation and distribution 
processes. This in turn will lead to increased productivity 
and a significant reduction in the time and costs associated 
with re-works. 

Fujifilm Adds Multi-Language Support to OptCal 
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Fujifilm Optical Devices Division has released a new version 
of its OptCal "Select-a-Lens calculator," which adds support 
for a variety of languages, including German, French, Italian, 
Japanese, Chinese, Spanish, and Portuguese. This new app 

is available for use on iPhones and Android devices, as well 
as iPad mobile tablets. Customers can access OptCal v4.1 
for free. The new, multi=lingual version became available on 
the Apple App Store and Android Market as of yesterday, 
July 11. 

Oxygen DCT Launches Evolution ProFlex Monitor 
Range 

Oxygen DCT has launched the Evolution ProFlex range of 
monitors, the latest addition to the popular Evolution Pro 
range targeted at more budget conscious installations by 
offering broadcast picture quality at consumer pricing levels. 
Addressing the gallery and studio market, Oxygen DCT’s low 
cost, high performance Evolution ProFlex broadcast monitors 
give budget conscious control rooms and galleries access to 
professional grade monitoring, thus negating the need to 
use large domestic televisions that don’t offer the same 
level of picture quality. 

Digi-Box.co.uk Signs On as Wohler EMEA Distributor 

Digi-Box.co.uk will serve as an EMEA distributor for the 
complete Wohler product line. From its offices near London, 
Digi- Box will supply Wohler products and solutions to the 

terrestrial, satellite and cable, telecommunications, and      i 
broadcast industries, as well as to systems integrators, the 
convergence market, and broadcast post-production 
facilities,                                                 i 

Ir..]=t’Le]~lD]li;,]z~®T.,lm[ef.,~,..~ -- i 

MLB All Star Game Goes Twitter Crazy 
by Lost Remote                                          i 

Major League Baseball told Lost Remote last month that the 

All Star Game would be the "most social event in baseball 
history," and the league certainly lived up to its promise. 
After the first inning, MLB said it counted 290K social media 
comments - more than the entire All Star game last year. By 
the end of the game - despite the 8-0 final score - Bluefin 
Labs counted 808K social comments. Trendrr measured a 
social activity of 852,137, which nearly tripled the next 
closest show for the night, Pretty Little Liars. 

Multiscreen Devices To Surpass Set-Tops By 2016 
Among Large Providers: Study 
by Multichannel News 

The set-top box isn’t dead -- but in the next few years, it 
will relinquish its crown as the primary device pay-TV 
subscribers use to access television services from many of 
the world’s biggest operators. That’s according to a new 
forecast from research firm IHS, which predicted that by     i 
2016 more multiscreen devices -- including PCs, tablets, 
connected -rvs and game consoles -- will be used to watch 
IV than set-top boxes among 43 of the largest global pay- : 
-iV operators that have commenced deployment of 

multiscreen services. 

NESN National Launches on Verizon FiOS 

New England Sports Network (NESN) announced the launch 
of NESN National on Verizon FiOS TV’s Ultimate HD tier for all 
its customers who live outside New England, which includes 
customers in 5 of the top 8 markets in the country. NESN 
National can be found on Verizon FiOS TV channel 97. With 
the expansion of NESN National on Verizon FiOS TV, the 
channel is now available in 40 DMAs in 17 states and 
Washington D.C. via several terrestrial multichannel video 
programming distributors (MVPDs). 
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Despite NFL’s Relaxed Rule, CoiLs Will Black Out 
Home Games If No Sellout 
by Indianapolis Star 

The Indianapolis Colts will black out home games on local 
television if they are not sold out despite the NFL having 
relaxed its rule and allowing such telecasts if 85% of seats 
are sold. Chief Operating Officer Pete Ward said the Colts 
also were influenced by another part of the 85% rule: 
Teams choosing to show their games locally without a 
sellout would owe extra money to the visiting team for each 

ticket sold over 85%. 
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Making CDN Deployment Affordable Through Shared 

Capacity 
by Broadcast Engineering 

The emergence of cloud= or remotely based storage and 
signal processing services has allowed a wide variety of 
companies to become instant bandwidth providers that 
enable end-users like Apple, Netflix, Google and others to 
deploy cost-effective content distribution networks (CDN) 
with little capital expense. And, to the chagrin of terrestrial 
broadcasters in the U.S., more and more companies are 
doing it all the time. 

Tekserve Announces Its First Windows Workstation, 
Designed to Enhance RED Digital Camera Workflows 

Tekserve has been approved as an OEM Partner and 
integrator, deploying and delivering on tools specifically 
tuned to enhance workflows using RED Digital Cinema 

Cameras. Tekserve’s collaboration with RED, Hewlett 
Packard, Adobe and Nvidia brings the ultimate tool set to 
the production community. Utilizing HP’s Z820 Workstation, 
Tekserve’s system utilizes its unique "Transition Technology" 
approach, simplifying the management and support of the 
workstation. 

Sennheiser Introduces Children to Sports 
Broadcasting During Football Camp 

Audio specialist Sennheiser was a key sponsor of the 
weeklong New Era Football Camp held last month in Atlanta, 
where it taught hundreds of children the basic principles of 
sports broadcasting through its hands-on, interactive 
broadcast bootcamp. The camp, which drew approximately 
2,000 campers between the ages of 8 and 18, was held free 
of charge and featured several NFL stars including 
Demaryius Thomas, Harry Douglas, Marcell Dareus, Ray Rice, 
and others. 

EditShare Partners with OCTOPUS Newsroom 

EditShare, a provider in shared media storage and end-to- 
end tapeiess workflow solutions, announced a technology 
and distribution partnership with OCTOPUS Newsroom, 
developer of advanced newsroom computer systems 
(NRCS). The new relationship expands EditShare’s support 
for MOS-complJant newsroom computer systems to include 
OCTOPUS6, with unique integration benefits such as the 
ability to preview from within the newsroom client video 
asset proxies that are stored on the EditShare Media Asset 
Management system. 

GlobeCast Salutes the 50th Anniversary of the First 
Transatlantic Audiovisual Transmission 

On July 12, 1962, the first transatlantic television 
transmission was sent from the town of Pleumeur-Bodou in 
Brittany, France, to Andover, Maine via the Telstar satellite. 
Today, exactly fifty years later, GlobeCast is participating in 
an event organized by the Smithsonian Institution and the 
French Embassy, which will see a live link between France 
and the United States. 
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Baseball Set To Cash In With $10 Billion From New 
Television Deals 
by Forbes 

Major League Baseball’s next national and international 

television deals will be worth about $10 billion combined, or 
an average of $1.43 billion a year over seven years, 
according to people familiar with the negotiations and 
valuations being placed on broadcasting rights fees. Baseball 
currently rakes in an average of $811 million a year from its 

national television deals with Fox, ESPN, TBS and DirecTV, 
plus an average of $110 million a year for its international 
rights. 

Broadcasters Face Setback in Aereo Case 
by TVNewsCheck 

A federal judge denies the broadcast networks’ request for a 
preliminary injunction against the distribution of broadcast 
signals by the online company in New York. "While we are 
disappointed, we will continue to fight to protect our 
copyrights and expect to prevail on appeal," says Fox in a 

statement. Aereo, which launched its service in March, is 
backed by Barry Diller. 

Verizon’s Spectrum Deal Close to Winning FCC 
Approval 
by MediaPost 

Verizon’s controversial plan to purchase spectrum from cable 
companies appears likely to win approval from the Federal 
Communications Commission, Reuters reports. But the 
Justice Department also must sign off on the deal before it 
can go through, and that agency reportedly has concerns 
about whether the deal will harm consumers. Even if 
regulators approve the deal, they can impose conditions to 
limit its potential anti-competitive effects. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chrysler Service <service@chrysler-emaJl.com> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 5:40 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Coupons and more for your Chrysler vehicle! 

Save more with Mopar. 

Mopar offers quality parts and expert service all 

at competitive prices. And with the coupons 

included below, you can save even more on 

Authentic Parts and Service from Mopar. Bring 

them into your Chrysler dealer to start saving 

more today. 

Get 3 Great Services 

for I Low Price(t}! 

$19.95 
Oil & Filter Change ~ Tire Rotation 

o Multiopoint Inspection 
Plus a 10% discount on any needed repair(2) 

See d}sclaimer below for details 

Tire 
Rotation 

$t0.50 
Includes: Rotate four tires ° Trucks with dual rear wheels may 

be higher ° Refer to owner’s guide for recommended 

maintenance intervals ¯ Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, 

Plymouth, Eagle and FIAT® vehicles only. 

OFFER EXPIRES 8/31/2012 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep 
Dodge 

(864) 260-5750 / (800) 

VIN: 2A4GM68436R853580 I OFFER EXPIRES 713112012 
I . 

Piedmont Chrysler deep 

|Dodge 

I (864) 260-5750 / (000) 

VIN : 2A4GM68436R853580 

Nopar Batteries 

$10 rebate 
per each battery 

Rebates 
Yokohama® Tires 

One pair of Ballast Framed Sunglasses 
free per set of any 4 Yokohama Tires 

Black-framed with gray lens sunglasses feature 100% polarizing 

film, case and lifetime warranty. Retail value: $149.00 

OFFER EXPIRES 8/31/2012 
Offer good at participating dealer locations. With purchase and dealer installation: $10.00 rebate per each 

Mopar Value Line Battery. One pair of black-framed, gray lens Costa Del Mate Ballast Sunglasses (retail value: 
$149.00) per set of four Yokohoma Tires. Offer valid for Chrysler, Jeep®, Dodge, Ram, GM, Ford, Honda, 
Toyota, Nissan, Hyundai and Kia vehicles. Ask Service Advisor for details. Rebates valid on purchases from 
June 1, 2012, through August 31, 2012. All rebate requests must be postmarked by September 17, 2012, and 
received by October 2, 2012. Please allow 8-10 weeks for delivery of rebate check. You may call Program 
Headquarters at (866) 940-9753 with inquiries about your rebate(s). See your Service Advisor for details. Rebate 
offers valid for retail repair orders only. Cannot be combined with other offers. Yokohama is a registered 

trademark of Yokohama Tire Corporation. Costa Del Mar is a registered trademark of Costa Del Mar Sunglasses, 

Inc. 



Get text offers sent to your phone. 

Simply text the code belowto 49737 to start receiving our latest 
service offers by text! Then just show us the text message on your 

phone when you come in for service. 

CHRYSLER@68502 

Message and data rates may apply. Maximum of five messages per month. To 
opt out, send QUIT to 49737 at any time. 

With You Every Mile 
And helping you get the most out of your 
Chrysler vehicle, 

Make the most out of every mile with Chr~fsler Owner 
Connect. This personalized site can help you learn more 

about your vehicle and get answers to key questions about 

features. You can view service records, register for alerts and 

newsletters, get offers on Mopar Service and more. 

Visit .Chs~eler Owner Connect to register today. 

Your Dealer Information 

Piedmont Chrysler Jeep Dodge 

4015 Clemson Blvd 

Anderson, SC 29621 

(864) 260-5750 /(800) 849-5057 

eMail us at: ~ edmontcars corn 

Service Hours 

Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Sat 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Click here to schedule your next Service visit! 

We now service other brands, including GM, Ford, Toyota and more. 

See Service Advisor for details. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 6:47 PM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; 
Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

< bing hamm@email.unc.edu >; Bonser, Bobby Jeffrey < bonser@live.unc.ed u >; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Brickner, 
Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; 
Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; Harpham, Jackie 
<jharpham@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Angie 

Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 
Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 

Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 



< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 

<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 
<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman 
<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine 
Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl Boxberger 

<cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 
Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera 

<coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis 

Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone 
<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 

<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, David A <davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 
Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek 
<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 
Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Graham De’ath <death@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli 
<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Danny 
Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 

<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber <dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn Williams 

<dwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik 
Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lombardi, Fred J 
<flombard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Frank Maynard III 
<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Fullerton, Robin <fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 
<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 
<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Gurlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Keith Heckendorf 
< heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; H ubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 
<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 

Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason 
Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Reavis <joshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 
<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, John E Jr 

<jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu >; Monaco, Karen A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Crowder 
< kcrowder@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Duffy 

< kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy <kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 
<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig 

<koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary 

Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Kuonen <kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman 

<lholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Snyder, 
Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

< mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Crowe 
< mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Patterson < mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 

Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Wilkinson 
< mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Thomas < michaets@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Miller, Redell <millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 

<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 



Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Steffer 

< msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 
<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 
<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max 

Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan Thorp <nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian 
<palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny 

Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, Phillip E 

< radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Brewer < rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler 

Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Fowler <rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Gilmore 
<rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Jordan 
<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory 
Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Costa 

< robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ryan Vanhoy < rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Sweeney 
< rwsweene@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong 

<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey 
Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 
<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

< smiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shane 

Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, 
Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gary Stec <stec@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock 

<strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stuneck, Mary A <stuneck@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 

Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terri 

Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy Davis 



Subject: 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phillips, 
Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson 
Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha Stafford-Odom 
<tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bunting, John S 
<jb43@email.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tychius 

Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Whisenant <wwhisena@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tauriainen, Zana A <ztauriai@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Follow up: Groupwise system upgrades 

The work has been partially completed. All systems are now up and running. We did get the servers upgraded but failed 

to get Groupwise upgraded due to a license issue. We will upgrade Groupwise at some point on Friday (pending we get 

the license issue resolved). That part of the upgrade should only take about 20 minutes. 

Thanks for your patience. [ will send a notice out tomorrow when we are ready to finish up the upgrade. 

Kent 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Admin Admin <Admin~tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday’, July’ 13, 2012 8:00 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

UNCAA Password Expiration - 2 days 

’][’he password for the UNCAA account ’Robert Mercer’ is set to expire in 2 days. 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://ss.uncaa.unc.edu: 8888 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you roll not be able to use your UNCAA password to access may 

other UNCAA-authenticated services until you change your UNCAA password. 

Once you change your ~YNCAA password, it will work for another 90 days before it expires again. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "Ch~Jlenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your 

password. Later, if you can answer these questions again, you can get a new password mthout having to contact Athletics Computer Support. Jufft log in to the URL 

above and click "Enrolhnent" at the top of the page mentioned above and ibllow the instructions. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance ruth this issue, contact Christina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 8:47 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Gaynor, Danielle <dgaynor@unc.edu >; Aldridge, Diane Scobie 
<daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; McDermott, 

Debbie <Debbie_McDermott@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S 
<emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; 
Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; 
McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie M 

<m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; 
Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, 
Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; 
Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; 
Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 
<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 
< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Brickner, 
Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 

Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Day, Brian C <bday@live.unc.edu >; 
Roberts, Logan <loganwr@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Lee 
Roberts <leeroberts@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 



<anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 
< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Noell, Bruce 
A <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Dunn <bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Stallings <bstallin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Williams 
< bwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brandon Yeargan < byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati 
<camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie 

Rubertino Shearer <carriers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman 

<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Casey Carrick <ccarrick@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Conway, Connie Morgan <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock 

<cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ward, Charles 
<charlew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth 
<chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, 

Christopher J <christhj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ciarra Watkins 
<ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; Keever, Chris <ckeever@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Daniel Clayton <claytond@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Morris 

<clmorris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B 
McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Warren 

<coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl Olivera <coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 
<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy 

Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Harris, David A <davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 



<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian 
Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Graham De’ath <death@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrews, David F <dfandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 

Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Labar <dlabar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 

<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber <dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu>; David 
Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn Williams 

<dwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik 
Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lombardi, Fred J 
<flombard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Frank Maynard III 
<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Fullerton, Robin <fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer 

<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 
<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 
<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Gurlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Keith Heckendorf 
< heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hrivnak, 
Michael David <hrivnak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jones 
Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Johnny Cake <jcake@uncaa.unc.edu >; Domina, Julie 
<jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field 
<jfield@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 

Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marc Davis <jmskate@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 
Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnny Heath <johnny@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian 

<jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh 
Reavis <joshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Travis Hipps <jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, 
John E Jr <jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Whitman 

<jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Monaco, Karen A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Karstaedt, Jack W <karstaed@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best 
< kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Crowder < kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 
Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 
<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang 

< klang@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 
Mitchell < kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye 
Koenig < koenig@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vic Koenning < koenning@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cary Kolat < kolat@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Kuonen 
<kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 

<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; King, Larry R <lrking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Linda Woods 

<lwoods@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly Norton < mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

< mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Crowe < mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Patterson <mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders 

<meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Gaines 
< mgaines@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mick Hokanson < mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Thomas 
<michaets@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Redell <millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda 
Joines < mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mark Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Morris, Libron R <morrisl@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope 
< mpope@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark Steffer < msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas 
<mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 
<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 
<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max 

Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan Thorp <nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian 

<palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny 



Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Patrick Marsh <pmarsh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

< rackham@uncaa.unc.edu >; Radabaugh, Phillip E < radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Rick Boger <rboger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Brewer <rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tyler Churchill <rchurchi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Fowler 
< rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Gilmore <rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rebecca Goldbach 
<rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rich 
DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu >; Randy Jordan 

<rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory 

Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Costa 

< robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ryan Vanhoy < rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Sweeney 
< rwsweene@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clark Smith <scsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug 

Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes 
< sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia 
Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 
<skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 

Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro 
<soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
< spaul@uncaa.unc.edu >; Quinn, Sean < squinn23@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Gary Stec <stec@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stuneck, Mary A 

< stuneck@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Woody, 
Thomas G <tgwoody@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terri 
Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy Davis 

<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trey 
Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha 
Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 
<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger 



Subject: 

<wigger@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Whisenant 
<wwhisena@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tauriainen, Zana A 
<ztauriai@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

my upcoming schedule 

T am on vacation next week and will return to the office on Monday, July 23rd. If you need assistance, please contact 

Mark Brooks or Christina Hanson Suits. 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~*: 

Admin Admin <Admin@uncaa.unc.e&r~ 

Friday, July 13, 2012 10:39 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu~ 

Password Change Acknowledgement 

Dem Robert Mercer, This is to nolle’ you that you have successfully changed your password through Athletics Self Service. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 11:27 AM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; 
Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

< bing hamm@email.unc.edu >; Bonser, Bobby Jeffrey < bonser@live.unc.ed u >; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Brickner, 
Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; 
Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; Harpham, Jackie 
<jharpham@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Angie 

Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Council, Albert C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs 
<adubs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant, 

Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 
<anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 

< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn 
< bgrenn@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Holman 
< bholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Hundley < bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric 
Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Noell, Bruce A <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill 



Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Dunn 
< bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Breschi < breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Stallings <bstallin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 
< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 

<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman 
<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan 
<cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine 

Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ward, Charles <charlew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye 

Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harris, Christopher J 
<christhj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl 
Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Daniel Clayton <claytond@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randy Morris 
<clmorris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B 
McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Warren 

<coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl Olivera <coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 
<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy 

Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Harris, David A <davidha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian 
Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Graham De’ath <death@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrews, David F <dfandrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Gourley <dgourley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan 

Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 
Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic 

Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Tauber 
<dtauber@uncaa.unc.edu >; David Duggan <dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris 
Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn 

Williams <dwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Fanney 



<fanney@uncaa.unc.edu >; fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lombardi, Fred 
J <flombard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank Maynard III 
<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu >; Fullerton, Robin <fullerto@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Galu, Patricia C <galu@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter Brewer 
<gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 
<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter 
<gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Gurlitz, Judy <gurlitz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Keith Heckendorf 
< heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hrivnak, 
Michael David <hrivnak@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jones 
Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Jednak 
<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jane High 
<jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 

<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnny Heath <johnny@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Reavis 

<joshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Travis Hipps 

<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; White, John E Jr 
<jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu >; Monaco, Karen A <kamonaco@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Karstaedt, Jack W <karstaed@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best 

< kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Crowder < kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen 
Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaitlin Healy 
<kjhealy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang 
< klang@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 

Mitchell < kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye 
Koenig < koenig@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vic Koenning < koenning@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cary Kolat < kolat@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Kuonen 

<kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 
<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis 
Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; King, Larry R <lrking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 



<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Crowe 
< mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Patterson < mdpatter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mick 

Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Wilkinson 
< mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Thomas < michaets@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Miller, Redell <millerrp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 

Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@uncaa.unc.edu>; Morris, Libron R <morrisl@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope 

< mpope@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark Steffer < msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 
Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas 
<mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 
<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max 
Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan Thorp <nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina 

Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian 

<palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penny 
Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Radabaugh, Phillip E 
<radabaug@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Boger <rboger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Brewer < rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Churchill < rchurchi@uncaa.u nc.ed u >; 
Ross Fowler <rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 

< rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Gilmore < rggilmor@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Rebecca Goldbach <rgoldbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie Grimsley 
<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Randy Jordan <rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Costa 

< robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ryan Vanhoy < rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Sweeney 
< rwsweene@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey 
Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 



Subject: 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L 

< smiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shane 

Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, 
Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gary Stec <stec@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock 

<strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stuneck, Mary A <stuneck@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 
Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Woody, Thomas G 
<tgwoody@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terri 
Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tommy Davis 
<tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trey 
Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Trisha 
Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bunting, John S <jb43@email.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 
<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger 
<wigger@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ross Whisenant 

<wwhisena@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tauriainen, Zana A 

<ztauriai@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Womack, Zachary Wayne <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Groupwise downtime at noon (estimate) today 

We resolved the licensing issue so we are on track to complete the upgrade of the Groupwise components today. We are 

expecting to take it off-line (down) at noon today to perform this upgrade. Hopefully most staff will be at lunch. We 

expect the upgrade to take 30-45 minutes. This means Groupwise email clients, webaccess and iPhones, iPads, and 
Droids will be unable to access the system during this upgrade. Once the upgrade is complete, I will post a message. 

thanks for your patience! 

Kent 
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SVG, Variety Roll Out Red Carpet for SES 

CSMA Master Class: Syracuse Honors Ernie Davis 

2012 Olympic Venue Preview Part 3: Outside London 

SVG, Variety Roll Out Red Carpet for Sports 
Entertainment Summit in Hollywood 
by Jason Dachman 

More than 350 industry leaders from the sports and 
entertainment sectors congregated at the Lowes Hollywood 
Hotel yesterday for the second-annual Sports Entertainment 
Summit, co-produced by the Sports Video Group and 
Variety. The Summit, which featured a full day of panels and 
sessions addressing the rapidly converging markets of sports 
and entertainment, was highlighted by keynote 

conversations with AEG CEO and President Tim Leiweke, UFC 
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% 
SVG would like to thank its 

sponsors: 

PLATINUM: 

President Dana White, and pro-skateboarding legend and 
sports entertainment entrepreneur Tony Hawk. 

YES Productions Renews with SVG 

Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that YES 
Productions has renewed its mobile sponsorship. YES 
Productions is a mobile-production company offers two 53- 
ft. expando HD trucks for productions throughout the 
southern part of the U.S. Based out of New Orleans, both of 

YES Productions’ mobile units are self-contained HD trucks, 
without B units. 
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2012 Olympic Venue Preview Part 3: Outside London 

by Karen Hogan 

The largest sporting event on the planet is right around the 
corner, and London stands ready to welcome over 10,000 
athletes competing in 26 sports and the millions of 
spectators that will cheer them on. The final installment of 
the 2012 Olympic Venue Preview is devoted to those venues 
outside the city limits that will be very much a part of 
London throughout the Games. 

NBC Stations Set London Olympics Plans 
by TVNewsCheck 

The NBC Owned Television Stations said today that all 10 of 
its stations will send local journalists to cover the Olympics 
live from London during the 19 days of competition. The 
stations will dispatch more than 25 reporters, editors, 
producers and photographers, more than twice as many 
that covered the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. NBCUniversal 
will provide 5,535 hours of coverage for the 2012 London 
Olympics across NBC, NBC Sports Network, MSNBC, CNBC, 
Bravo, Telemundo, NBCOlympics.com, two specialty 
channels, and the first-ever 3D platform. 

AP Plans Multiplafform Olympics’ Coverage 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

% 



The Associated Press has announced plans for expanded 
coverage of the 2012 Summer Olympic Games in London 
that include particular attention on HD video and digital 
tools for delivery of content to multiple platforms. AP will 
staff the games with 91 text reporters and editors, 85 
photographers and photo editors, 18 video journalists and 
three radio reporters. It will also deploy 21 technology 
staffers, who will be responsible for the delivery of AP’s 

content to its customers. 

Facebook, NBC Go for the Gold in Olympics 
Coverage Pact 
by Read Write Web 

The co-promotion partnership between Facebook and NBC 
for the upcoming Olympic Games is a win-win for both 
companies. Here’s why, according to experts. Under a deal 
announced earlier this week, Facebook will highlight 
coverage, the schedule, and news about the games on NBC, 
MSNBC, CNBC and Bravo. But the deal with Facebook gives 
NBC another edge: It marks one of the first times a major 
network has undertaken a sophisticated social media 
strategy. Beyond that, it may also help televised sporting 
events catch up in the social space. 

CSMA Master Class: Syracuse Tells One of Sports’ 
Greatest Stories 
by Brandon Costa 

On one of the more lively college campuses in America, 
Roger Springfield is cutting himself off from the world. His 
phone is off, his door is locked, and his lights are dimmed. 
On this day, Executive Producer of Media Content and 
Special Events Roger Springfield is working on a project very 
close to his heart. A video to be played at the 50th 
anniversary celebration of former Orangemen running back 
Ernie Davis becoming the first African-American to win the 
Heisman Trophy. 

Campus Clips: Raycom Sports’ Football Saturdays 
in the South Returns for Ninth Season; ESPN3 To 

Carry MAC Football Media Day 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 
Raycom Sports’ summer television series, Havoline Football 
Saturdays in the South, begins its ninth season this 
weekend. The series, with six one-hour episodes, is hosted 
by Tim Brando and syndicated in 73 markets throughout the 
country. Check local listings for airtimes 

Big Ten, Pac-12 Interconference Scheduling Plan 

Dissolves 
by USA Today 

The innovative plan hatched by the Big Ten and Pacific-12 
to extend their partnership to include interconference 
scheduling has dissolved. Both leagues had hoped a 
collaboration between the two conferences with contractual 
ties to the Rose Bowl would yield many of the same benefits 
as expansion, including increased revenue and reach into 
different television markets. 

Big Ten Network Does Not Air Press Conference on 

Penn State Findings 

by SportsBusiness Daily 

Several networks, including ESPN and CNN, interrupted their 
regular programming schedule to air this morning’s press 
conference detailing the findings of Penn State’s internal 
investigation regarding the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse 
scandal. However, Big Ten Network did not air investigator 
Louis Freeh’s press conference, instead sticking with a 
replay of the ’11 Ohio State-Purdue football game, drawing 
harsh criticism. 
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Anton/Bauer Supports Panasonic’s Olympic 
Broadcast Cameras 

Since 1992, Anton/Bauer, part of Vitec Videocom, a Vitec 
Group company, has been supporting Panasonic for the 
Olympic Games. At the London 2012 Summer Olympic 
Games, AntoniBauer will once again take on this role for the 
Panasonic broadcast cameras, including the Panasonic AG- 
3DP1 integrated twin-lens 3D camera recorder, which will be 
equipped with Anton/Bauer’s DIONIC HC battery. 

Fox Sports Kicks Quick Goal with Storage Upgrade 
by ZDNet 

When Michael Tomkins started as chief technology officer of 
Fox Sports at the end of 2010, there hadn’t been a refresh 
on disk hardware in eight years. A typical live, HD broadcast 
produced and broadcasted by Fox Sports requires 50GB of 
available storage per hour. Because there are a number of 
different sports feeds, and the footage needs to be 

transcoded to create different versions (for mobile 
platforms, for example), this can mean that up to 30TB of 
storage will be needed each weekend. To tackle these 
problems, Tomkins started a refresh program. 

MLB Network Strike Zone Connects with DirecTV, 

Dish Freeviews 
by Multichannel News 

MLB Network is about to swing back into action for the 
second half of the 2012 campaign and its ad hoc scoring 
channel will get to take some cuts in front of more DBS 
subscribers this month. MLB Network Strike Zone will be 
available to DirecTV and Dish Network as a free preview 
over the next few weeks. DirecTV will offer a free trial of 
MLB Network Strike Zone from July 13-19, open to all of its 
nearly 20 million subscribers, coinciding with their mid- 
season free trial of the out-of-market MLB Extra Innings 
package. 

I’O" 

With London Games on Horizon, Russia’s NTV-PLUS 
Turns to Grass Valley 

In order to support its coverage of several major sporting 

events in London this Summer, Russian satellite broadcaster 
NTV-PLUS has worked with Grass Valley to build a complete 
integrated production infrastructure based on the Grass 
Valley STRATUS Media Workflow Application Framework to 

control content workflows around server networks and 
editing facilities. 

Broadcast Rental Taps AXON Gear for NOS’s 
Olympic Backbone 

International systems integration and full=service rental 
company Broadcast Rental has selected AXON’s modular 
signal processing, control and multiviewer monitoring 
technologies to form the backbone of Dutch broadcaster 
NOS’ broadcast production facility at the Summer Games in 
London this July. Among the AXON technologies being 
integrated within the International Broadcast Centre (IBC) in 
London will be numerous Synapse audio and video signal 
processing and control modules and the company’s SynView 
52-channel multiviewer. 

Octoshape Delivers Turkish Football League for 
Digiturk 

Streaming media provider Octoshape has been chosen by 
Digiturk, Turkey’s premier Satellite TV provider, for Internet 
video streaming services for the Turkish Football League and 
various other Digiturk online content offerings. With Turkey 
having such a high national interest in football, Digiturk 
takes special care to provide high quality and uninterrupted 
viewing experiences to viewers whenever and wherever 
they want to watch matches. 
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Gearhouse Broadcast Selects Hitachi System 
Cameras 

Equipment-rental and systems-integration company 
Gearhouse Broadcast has placed a multimillion-pound order 
with Hitachi Kokusai Electric Europe for system cameras, 
including the new SK-HD1200. The hire firm was involved in 
the recent Euro 2012 championships and is gearing up for 
the Olympics, although the Hitachi cameras will not be 
delivered in time to be part of that event. 

Worldwide Use of Media Tablets to Watch TV, Video 
Content Doubles, Says Study 
by Broadcast Engineering 

Consumers are picking up their media tablets and watching 
more -rv and video content than ever, according to a new 
study from NPD DisplaySearch. The new research found the 
use of tablets to view content more than doubled in 14 
regional markets. The increased viewing appears to be a 
consequence of increased purchases of media tablets in the 
markets, which was driven by an improved connectivity 
i nfrast ru ctu re. 

Live Mobile TV Would Increase Viewing 
by Advanced Television 

The Mobile Content Venture (MCV), a joint venture 
consisting of 12 major broadcast groups that operate the 
Dyle mobile TV service, has unveiled new research indicating 
that consumers are seeking various options for mobile IV 
consumption. The Dyle Mobile IV Data Report, conducted 
by Research Now, polled a representative sample of 510 US 
consumers (Adults 18-54) to find out how live mobile 
television would fit into their lives. 

Barclays Center Taps Sony for HD Production and 
Broadcast 

The new Barclays Center in Brooklyn will enhance its 
schedule of live events with a full high-definition experience. 
As part of a technology and sponsorship agreement with 
Barclays Center and the Brooklyn Nets, Sony Electronics is 
teaming with the state-of-the-art venue to provide 
professional HD production technology as the centerpiece of 
an HD broadcast control room. In addition, 600 Sony 
professional and consumer full HD 1080p displays throughout 
the arena will offer guests a great view of the action from 
every angle. 

ESPN Re=Signs Four NFL On-Air Personalities 

ESPN has signed four of its top National Football League 
experts and most visible on-air personalities to multi-year 
contract extensions: insider Adam Schefter, senior writer 
John Clayton, NFL Draft expert Mel Kiper, Jr., and reporter 
Ed Werder. 

Live Or On Tape? ESPN Offers Choice 
by Albany Times Union 

In another two weeks, the sporting world will focus on 
London, site of the Summer Olympics. ESPN already has 
spent considerable time in the United Kingdom. The network 
just finished two weeks at the Wimbledon tennis 
championships, and next week it embarks on 72 hours of 
British Open golf coverage from Lancashire, England - 225 
miles north of London. It should be a good training session 
for Olympic viewers. Much like NBC’s coverage of the 
Games, ESPN will offer golf shots live and on tape. 

ESPN’s ’Mike & Mike’ Duo To Host Weekly NFL 
Highlight Series 
by Broadcasting & Cable 
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ESPN will debut a new weekly NFL hightlights series this fall. 
Mike & Mike’s ’Best of the NFL’ will feature the top highlights 
of the previous week’s games. The show will be hosted by 
Mike Golic and Mike Greenberg of the popular ESPN Radio 
show Mike & Mike in the Morning. The show will offer 
footage not seen in other highlight packages throughout the 
weekend. Mike & Mike’s ’Best of the NFL’ will debut Sept. 11 
at 3 p.m., and air every Tuesday throughout the NFL 
season. 

The 50 Most-Viewed Sporting Events of 2012 (So Far) 

by Sports Media Watch 

With the MLB All-Star Game marking the unofficial halfway 
point of the sports calendar, here is a look at the fifty 
most-viewed sporting events of the year thus far. As is 
typical, the NFL leads the list.The twelve most-viewed 
sporting events of the year were all NFL games, with the 
Super Bowl topping the list with a U.S. television record 
111.346 million viewers. Even two regular season games on 
New Year’s Day drew more viewers than any non-NFL event 
on the list. 

FUJIFILM Optical Devices Division Releases New 
Version of OptCal Lens Calculator 

FUJIFILM North America Corporation, Optical Devices Division 
released a new version of its OptCal Select-a-Lens 
calculator, which adds support for a variety of languages, 
including German, French, Italian, Japanese, Chinese, 
Spanish, and Portuguese. This new app is available for use 

on iPhones and Android devices, as well as iPad mobile 
tablets. Customers can access OptCal v4.1 for free. 
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Sennheiser Mentorship Students Cover HBO Boxing 
and Fox NASCAR Coverage 

Since 2009, when audio specialist Sennheiser launched its 
Mentorship Program to help encourage the next generation 
of audio engineers to enter the field of televised sports, the 
company has initiated collaborations among a variety of 
higher education institutions and professional broadcast 
networks. For its most recent mentorship program, 
Sennheiser selected two students to participate in covering 
the Mayweather vs. Cotto fight by HBO Boxing and 
NASCAR’s Coca=Cola 600 race by FOX Sports. 

NAB Show To Debut Connected Media World in 2013 

NAB Show, in partnership with BPL Broadcast, will debut 

Connected Media World, an exhibit area set to launch at the 
2013 NAB Show in Las Vegas, April 6-11, 2013. The new 
exhibit area will showcase technologies and services that 
are advancing how consumers connect with media and 
entertainment. Connected Media World will include 
companies specializing in "social TV," application 
development, connected cloud services, broadband IV, and 
OTT services. 

Aereo Ruling Doesn’t Bode Well for Stations 
by TVNewsCheck 

Securities analyst Marci Ryvicker warned that broadcasters 
could lose their copyright suit against online video 
distributor Aereo, given the language a federal judge used 
yesterday in turning down the broadcasters’ request for a 
preliminary injunction. The ruling relied on the 2008 remote- 
storage DVR ruling, in which a federal appeals court said 
that Cablevision’s service did not violate programmers’ 
copyright because the cable operator made each recording 
at the request of a single customer and the recording could 
only be viewed by that customer. 
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Diller Says Aereo Will Expand to Most Large U.S. 
Cities 
by Bloomberg 

Aereo, the online television service backed by Barry Diller, 
will expand from New York to other large U.S. cities following 
a favorable court ruling, the 70-year-old billionaire said. A 
U.S. district judge this week allowed Aereo to continue 
operating while television networks pursue a copyright 
lawsuit against the company. Aereo captures broadcast 
signals with small antennas and streams them to devices 
such as Apple’s iPad, without paying for the programming. 

Sources: July 24 Targeted for Retrans Hearing 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

According to sources, the Senate Commerce Committee will 
hold a hearing on video in general and retransmission 
consent in particular on July 24. Witnesses likely to be 

invited include Martin Franks of CBS; the National 
Association of Broadcasters’ Gordon Smith; Melinda Witmer 
from Time Warner Cable; Colleen Abdoulah from Wide Open 
West cable and a leading member of the American Cable 
Association; former top Disney Washington executive 
Preston Padden; and Mark Cooper of the Consumer 
Federation of America. 

Telstar Remembered 50 Years Later 
by TV Technology 

The "Moving Beyond Earth" Gallery of the Smithsonian’s 
National Air & Space Museum served as the backdrop for a 
three-hour program commemorating the 50th anniversary of 
the launch and activation of the first communications 
satellite to link Europe and America. The July 12 event was 
a joint venture of the National Air & Space Museum’s Space 
History and Educational divisions and the French Embassy, 
and featured a number of dignitaries. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 8:59 PM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; 
Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

< bing hamm@email.unc.edu >; Bonser, Bobby Jeffrey < bonser@live.unc.ed u >; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Brickner, 
Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; 
Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; Harpham, Jackie 
<jharpham@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Angie 

Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 
Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 

Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 



Subject: 

< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 
<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 
<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi 
Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman 

<cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine 
Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl Boxberger 
<cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <GroupWise and Friday the 13th> 

OK, the GroupWise upgrade has now been completed. Yes, I tell myself it was Friday the 13th. While most of the system 
was updated within the stated 30-45 minute time span earlier this afternoon, one of the components took a lot longer. 

The sync engine for iPhones/iPads/Droids did not want to boot back up. It is back up and running. 

Thanks for your patience! 

OK, off on vacation. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Management Worldwide <newslette@smww.com~ 

Saturday, July 14, 2012 12:15 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Online Accelerated Bachelors, Masters, and Doctorate with SMWW & CUC! 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii°ear++ds°fsp°rtsMana°ementw°ddWide, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiSportsManagementWorldwide, partnerswith Concordia University 
+ SMVWV & CUC    iiiiiiiiiiiii Ch cage (CUC) to offer a reg one y accred ted, on ne and affordab e 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~pp~rtunity to earn an Accelerated Bachelors, MASL, Ed.D, or Ph.D in 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiSportsManagement&Leadership" 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiI ’Tdjustlike to tossabigthankyououtto Dr. Lashbrookforhis 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~isi~nindeve~opingsuc~agreatpr~gram whichhas enabledso 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimanyofus tobreakintothesportsindustry. Myadviceto 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiANY~NE~h~is on thefenceabouttakinganSMWWcourses 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii combinedwithadegreefromConcordiaUniversityChicagois 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii this:taketheplunge! Youwon’tregretit. lamproofthatit’snot 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii toogoodtobetrue. ThesportsprofessionalsatSMWWgaveme 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii the specific knowledge and training to enterthis fieldand to 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii marketmyself. / finished my degree online at Concordia University 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ChicagoandworkedfortheKansas CityRoyals fortwoyearsand 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitheNewOrleansHOrnetsfOrtwOyears" 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~Ja~esanders 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiO°neordiaUniversityOhicagoAlumni 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i.x.i o .... dioUnivo+~O+oo~o 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
EII,.."J ~*~ k rAY& vAvl ~,’I[OL|£’, 

iiiixiiiiiii~iii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiApp~y NOW and start in August! 
iiii~i~i~i~iiiiiiiiH~ii~ii~iiiiiii‘iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiOnline education isthe perfectwayferbusy successful peopleto 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic~mp~etea degree. SportsManagementWorldwide has partneredwith 

:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ooncordia University Chicago and their faculty and administration, and 
i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii will mentor you as you pursue your educational and career goals, 

Dr. Lynn +i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i 
Lashl~rook ++++++++++++++++++iWhetheryoujust wantto establish a sports business careeror 

S#ff~,~WPl.esident iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiadvanceyourcurrentsportsbusinesscareer, Concordia University 
IiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiChicago in conjunctionwith SMWWisthe answer’. 

Getthe "Whatyou    Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
know"andthe "whoyou IiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiYourlearningwithCUCincludesSportsManagementWorldwide 
know"           iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiicuttingedgesportsbusinesscourses. Courseworkisaugmentedvia 

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii revolutionary live weekly interactive audio chats with well known sports 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiibusinessexecutives’Therearenumer°usbenefitst°attendingCUC" 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ Noresidencyrequired 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ +eputable 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

¯ Affordable 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ Cour~eworkcompletedviatheintemet 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

¯ Federa, Financia, Aidisavailable 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ 8weekdeliveryformat 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ Backed bySMWWFaculty&Staff 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ RegionallyAccredited 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ LiveAudioChatswithw’ellknownsportsexecutives 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ Traininginouttingedgesoftwareusedinspeoificsports(NHL, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii NBA, MLB, MLS, NFL) 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ Global SportsBusinessNetwork-SMWWhasover5000 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii graduatesfromover125countriesworking insportsbusiness 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ QuickStart-coursesstartevery month. (Don’tdelay, start 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    today~) 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~i~~ nowformoreinformationfromSportsManagementWorldwide 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r:::~ howanAccelerated Bachelor’s, aaster’sor Doctoratewith a 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~i~:::::::: in sports managementand leadershipcan benefityour 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisp°rtscareer’Pr°gramsthatwillbe°fferedthr°ughthispartnership: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ Accelerated Bachelor’s 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ¯ Ed.D. Leadership/SportsManagement 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ¯ Ph.D. Leadership/SportsManagement 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ¯ MASL (M.A. in Sports Leadership) 

!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;iFee~freet~~~nta~tLauraAnders~n Concordia UniversityChicago, at 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii getting yourgraduate degree and start moving yoursports career 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim°vingf°r"ard’ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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i i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i@i~i~iiiii~i~i~iiiiiii~iiiii~iii~iii~ii~iii@iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~@iiiiii~@~iii~iiii~iiiii~i~@@i@i~iiiiiii@i@i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

22 New @lea.sages :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
remove~ 

You now have 570 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spare ir~comi;~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ron~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii a,~ ,sye67,~,.’: a ,~ ya~eoo,~k 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii colombiant~a~ool, ntancye~ejobs.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii faust,an6~yhb,acom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii gesta~es3~acceuntancyage.co.l,,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii fx~scanv~tsarsruss,a.ro 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii rub~ernecksnvz~rsdancecem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii impregnate6~repubi~ctt ~on7 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii styow~.~l.com 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,um~hw~y~.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ret-xtc-dnqyd-x0wyd-dd- 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 5t~a~u,echme~,aoom,w 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,omas.’.~mos, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii An~.res~.debuschere,r 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~n~e~yaheo~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,u~hmo~ermott.~,~t,-,ternotcam 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,~speie~m~s,~,.~t~oir,, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~o~,sns~.~rorg 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~taxq,~.b,-,sat 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,oe~o~o~De,ete~, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’~em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii M,tenPaske~alliana~.e 

8ubieci 

COTHH TblCRL~ ~]F,)/[ei~, e~eMMHyTHO a no~cKax £pyr £pyra! Ha aaLueM 
c’aPrre! 

~OM B qepHoropM~~, 5 MMHyT ~O MOp~, 2 3Ta~- cpe~Haq npo£a~:a! 

ilpo,~aeTc~ pOCKOUJHbI!;t sa ropo/3,Hbl!;t AOM 

[qpaAaK)-rc.q i~e;~er]b=e s,qa~-i~.q B qeHrpe ropo£a B opoBc’~,a 

rqpop, aeTc~ pOCKOLUHL, IF13aropo#,HL, IF1 AOM 

i,’IHa.l’]pOeKT MeTO,~bl pack,eTa 

On~qaTa noc~e no~yqeHa>q CEPFHCklKA[A 

OrFlaTa rK)c.ne na.ny,-lem49 CEPTHd~HKATA 

P{Hnp 1,1 Ha~qorH: i4u4eM 3aMeHy 

Cheap Vigara [eday -59% Off!H Next day delivery! 

Purchase Cilais & Vigara Now-54% Disceunl:q! Next day shipping! 

SAI.E~ 

Can you have pleasure 5 times a night? 

Obtain an accredited BA, MA or PhD in 30 days~two simple steps 

I-oTeSbl~ Kat¢~)IqHDI~ ~],eM na caMe~ BblrO.Z~Fle~ L! eri!! 

Fwd:We are waiting for your nomination:Bachelor, Master or PnD.. 

Re: Barrister Ch qstopher Saikua Chambers. Date: 14-07-2012 

Now available for you 

100% ceKperapb! 

Purchase Vigara -65% Discount!H Next day shipping! 

Rolex Spin1 Model 

Sub}ect 

UPS: Your Package H7488181936 

w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 
w:w:w:w:w 

Release ~ Al~w #~e~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~.~. r~.~m~r~. ~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~.".~.~..’. ~. ~.!!~:,~ ~!~..s.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~!~.~.~. r~.~m~r~. ~!~.~ r~.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!~.".~.~..’. ~. ~.!!~:,~ ~!~..s.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Dol~’laif~ Sleek BIeck F.~ort~sin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

{.~.,.~.~.~.~..,. ~p.#.~.t. a!#:~4 £~!,~.~.,t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~.tto.A£o.:.~.:~:m sto.~ ~!#,..x.#,~.~.m~.!a iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

.~!!~:~:.~.,:~!~:~ ~!~:~J~. ~.~L~,~B~’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Dol~’~in Block Blo~:k Dorn,sb’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~-t~-~.~. ~ &!!£~’! ~!~-~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
!’m!~..’~-t~.~ ![?£~r~. ~.!~.m~ D.m~’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.!!~=t~.P.~-tm#!~.~ #!~.~ #~.~.~-~£rr~t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Dol~’~in Block BP.’,~:k Domain iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~.!!z=~.P.za~!~.~ ~!£~-~ ~.~.~-~r~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Allow Dol~’~in Block BP.’,~:k Domain iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Release ~ AHow Delete iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~z,.~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 





i i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii@i@~iiiii~@iiiiiii~iiii@iii~iii~ii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~@iiiiii~@~iii~iiii~iiiii~i~@@i@i~iiiiiii@i@i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Spare br~eo~ir~g Delete All 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~r~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~,~S~avi~,,ir,er,~,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii m~ws~z~o~o~or~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii e’~erent~si~stiod’~aoooontan~yago.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ool~iiii~,n~att,~,~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii vanishes33~a~oountan~ya~ejeba.oom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

s -vA -Q9s03f PWQtpCto Dv-NgSAJ3,~ btApVa- 

~ewd,erizea~.~ot~,e~ oom 
÷ o cemplacen Jyq,~0@adorganising ecru 

stered~0~iovid oom 

÷ (ja riickedikuo42@l.sin,er.net 

moro~0~rega,,a~er oom 
~aydre~min0~04.~,a~ern oom 
.~,,’~,en,,ryp~en,;h, .’:e., 
.~e,*,~er-tra~eeroad~ood~s ~e 

,ee~,eo¢sm~fh oem 

J~,deOe~z,~reias~5 de 
A\,ah~a,ov,ok~oent~r~today oom 

÷ seeqliiv@,ki, nel: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii aioe,,.,dir~dm’.,l~atra,ions corn 

8ubiec~ 

PA31bRCHEHHR FIPE~LCTABHTEJ%q CAC P¢ rio 
C.OO~<Hbl M BOIqPOCAM rlPVlMEFIEFIH~ HOPM dP8-94 

C~eap Levtira & Vigara Today -505¢ Off!!! One day 

shipping! 

iOTOab;~ AOM no CaMO~’~ sb~ro,~o~ qeHe! 

Hello Dear. 

CAenaKo paccbm~,y no e-mail Pa6oTa~o Ha pe 3yJiL, TaTa! 

GaMble °Be:’K~,le 6a3bl 

Linkedln Network Updates. 7/I 7/2012 

~-~) FIs~!e [1,"IS"T’~4Tb KOM~1CC~1PllO, e~)PlObl er Co~c’,IS 

CAe~qaFa paccbm~y qo e-maU Pa6oTa~o Ha pe 3y~qbTaTa! 

GaMble cBe:’K~,le 6a3bl 

CAe~qaeM paCCbbqKy BaLue~ peK,qar,~bl 

CAe~qaeM paccbi~ql(y sad~e~ peleqaMbl 

F]poeropl~bl~:l y’qaclel~ rle i(~leBC~OMy Luec,.:e no i~ 

O ]poi.tr e n bC ]Be Ker-r ei~,~a. 

S3blCKa H~’le ~O~q rOB! 

CAe~qaeM paccbi~ql(y sad~e~ peleqaMbl 

O~],~)JlSeM pau’Cbu~Ky BaiJJ~)~ peK~laMbl. 

Pens 

Now avaiiable 

Online Availability 

Buy Levtira & Vigara New -80% DisceuntU! One day 

delivery! 

Re: Fwd: Wire Transfer Confirmation (FED 4766MB65) 

Re: Fwd: Wire lrsnsfer Confirmation 

Purch~,~se Vigara -82% Di.scount!b Nex[ day .shipping; 

CoTai4 TblC~N n~o#,eP~ e~eMHHyTHO a ne~c~ax ~pyr ~pyra! 

Ha HaLtleM caiaTe! 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii suppo~’~intu,tcem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ,nt,.~rmenty94@~bg,ou~;~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~,p~;orl:~int,,~t,;em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii suppo~@~ntultcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~ppo,~@,ntuitcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~,p~;orl:~int,,~t,;em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sponges5@twaroncom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~ppo,~@,ntuitcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~,p~;orl:~int,,~t,;em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii suppo~@~ntultcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~ppo,~@,ntuitcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s~,p~;orl:~int,,~t,;em 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s,,ppor~ntuit.’:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sl, ppo~intu~tcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii suppo~’~intu,tcem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s,,ppor~ntuit.’:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sl, ppo~intu~tcom 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii suppo~’~intu,tcem 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii s,,ppor~ntuit.’:om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~om 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~ ~’ ........................... SarnmyCh risc~@senamar.cl 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Keivin~ommage~’.~,indst.~.amn,.~t 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .,essieKuc~yns~kaPeifoonnl 

New incoming intuit payments. 

CeM~414ap~ [1OCBqu~eHNbI~ To.nb~,e 14aJ-lerol3blM CXeM aM O 

K~4 n po M 

You i]ave received a new payment 

Your new intuit payment invoice. 

You have received u~ new paymenl through the intuit 

ne[work 

New incoming hltuil: p~y!Tlen[s. 

CAaM He~oporo o@~lc p~-AOM c MeTpo Mapb~Ha.. Pou4a. 

Your payroll processing through intuit 

Your p~y!eii pro(;essing oen[irrrl~tion. 

Your payroll processing through intuit 

Your payroll processing confirmation 

We have received your i;ayreii processing reo.uesL 

Your payroll .oreces.~dng is initiated by lnl:uit. 

Your payroll processing confirmation. 

Your payroll processing through intuit. 

Intuit Payroll Processing reo.uesL 

We have received your payroll processing request. 

We have received your payroii processing request. 

Your payroll i;rocessing confirmation 

Subject 

UPS Package H8653800144 

Your Tru~,’:king Number H0620438!82 

UPS Tracking Number H6136259570 

PedroTavernia@gulftei com United Postal Ser¢ice Tracking Number H0413018400 ~##p.~.t 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 8:43 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; 
Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; 
McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Gaynor, Danielle 
<dgaynor@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne 
Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; McDermott, Debbie <Debbie_McDermott@unc.edu>; 
Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon Hodge 
<evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, Janine W 
<jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 
<kimaj ones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; (2reech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; Mc(2auley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie (2 
<nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert J Jr 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc.edu>; (2atoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 
(2iocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; 
Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <(2Sparrow@FA(2.UN(2.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
<MKivett@FA(2.UN(2.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FA(2.UN(2.EDU>; David 
Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael (2opeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Day, Brian (2 <bday@live.unc.edu>; Roberts, 
Logan <loganwr@live.unc.edu>; (2reighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; 
Kamath, Ganesh M <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry (2 
<harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim 
<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Ilsy (2happell <ichappell@unc.edu>; Lee Roberts 
<leeroberts@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 
<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert (2 <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie 
King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 
Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre 
Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, 
Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eric Biener <my upcoming schedule> 



Subject: 

Due to "family matters", I will be out of the office next Monday and Tuesday (July 23 & 24). I expect to be 
back on Wednesday (July 25). If you need assistance, please contact Mark Brooks as Christina Hanson Suits 
will be on vacation. 





F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 9:43 AM 

-Athletics Administration <-Athletics Administration@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Baseball <-Baseball@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Basketball - 

Mens <-Basketball -_Mens@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Basketball - Womens <-Basketball_- Womens@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Business 

Office <-Business_Office@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Communications <-Communications@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <- 

Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Computing <-Computing@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Equipment Managers <- 

Equipment_Managers@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Fencing <-Fencing@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Field Hockey <- 

Field Hockey@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Football <-Football@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Golf <-Golf@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Gymnastics <- 

Gymnastics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Human Resources <-Human Resources@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Lacrosee- Womens <- 

Lacrosee_-_Womens@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Lacrosse - Mens <-Lacrosse_-_Mens@uncaa.unc.edu >; -New Media <- 

New Media@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Olympic Sports <-Olympic Sports@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Operations <- 

Operations@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Rowing <-Rowing@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Smith Center Admin Offices <- 

Smith Center_Admin Offices@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Smith Center Maintenance <- 

Smith_Center Maintenance@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Soccer <-Soccer@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Softball <-Softball@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 

Sports Marketing <-Sports_Marketing@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Sports Medicine <-Sports_Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Strength 

Coaches <-Strength Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Student-Athlete Development <-Student- 

Athlete_Development@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Swimming <-Swimming@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Tennis <-Tennis@uncaa.unc.edu>;- 

Ticket Office <-Ticket_Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Track and Field <-Track and Field@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Travel Office <- 

Travel Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Volleyball <-Volleyball@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Weight Room <- 

Weight_Room@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Wrestling <-Wrestling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Password guidelines 

Here are some guidelines when changing your password. 

1) Only change your password when on campus and connected to the campus network. 

2) If you have multiple workstations or devices. Follow #1 for workstation 1 and then Iogin to your second workstation with the new password on campus when connected to 

the campus network. In other words, do not change it on one computer and take the other off campus and hope to be able to Iogin. 

3) Change your windows password before it expires. You will receive notices in the lower right hand corner informing you when your password will need to be changed. Have 

it changed by "1 day remaining to change your password". On day 0, it expires and you are locked out. There are no grace Iogins like Novell provided. 

4) When changing your windows password with control alt delete and choosing change password After typing current password and your new password, a window will 

have you select UNCAA and UNCATHLETICS Choose only UNCAA which changes your AD password. UNCATHLETICS is for Novell which you no longer need to change nor 

should you change, This option will disappear once we move off the novell client. 

5) Syncing. AD (windows IogJn for UNCAA) now syncs automatically to your novell/GW password. From 8am 5pro, it is set to sync between the systems every 5 minutes. This 

means if you change your windows password, it can take up to 5 minutes to sync to your Novell/GW password, it is not immediate. From 5pm 8am, it is scheduled to sync 

every hour. Don’t keep typing your new password trying to get in or else you can lock your account. Wait to change the password for email on your cell phone until you know 

it has snyced to the new password. 

6) Use complex passwords consisting of a minimum of 8 characters, 1 digit and 1 special character. Don’t let them be easy words that can be easily guessed. 

7) Do not write down your passwords nor share with anyone. 

8) ONYEN PASSWORDS. When changing your ONYEN password, please note it can take up to 30 minutes to sync with the UNCTIM system. If you change your password and 

can not Iogin to UNCTIM, wait 30 minutes and retry. 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.corn 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 6:14 PM 

aJlson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Your Order with Amazon.com 

== Thanks for your order, ARson Dorrance! 

Want to manage your order online? 
If you need to check the status of your order or make changes, please visit our home page at Amazon.com and click on Your 
Account at the top of any page. 

E-mail Address: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Billing Address: Shipping Address: 
ARSOn Dorrance ARSOn Dorrance 
UNC Women’s Soccer UNC Women’s Soccer 
PO Box 2126 PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
United States United States 

Order Grand Total: $291.18 

Get the #~.D.%~.g.~6~’~..~.~.~v~’~.Zd~..~i.~’:~..~a.~!. and earn 3% rewards on your Amazon.corn orders. 

Order #: 

Shipping Method: 

Shipping Preference: 

Items: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Super Saver Discount: 

FREE Super Saver Shipping 

Group my items into as few shipments as possible 

$291.18 

$26.76 

-$26.76 

Total Before Tax:             $291.18 

Estimated Tax To Be Collected: $0.00 

Order Total: $ 291. % 8 

Delivery estimate: Jan. 23, 2012 - Jan. 27, 2012 
1 "Run to the Roar: Coaching to Overcome Fear" 

Paul Assaiante; Hardcover; $11.98 
In Stock 

Sold by: ~!~:~.7...~.~L~=~£L.!:!::!~I 

10 "The Talent Code: Greatness Isn’t Born. It’s Grown. Here’s How." 
Daniel Coyle; Hardcover; $15.23 
In Stock 

Sold by: Amazon,corn LLC 

4 "Man’s Search for Meaning" 
Viktor E. Frankl; Paperback; $9.21 
In Stock 

Sold by: Am~zon,com LLC 

1 "Thinking, Fast and Slow" 

Daniel Kahneman; Hardcover; $16.50 
In Stock 

Sold by: ~[D.~.~!~D.,.~S~Ek[~k~] 

4 "10 Natural Laws of Successful Time and Life Management" 
Hyrum W. Smith; Paperback; $10.17 

In Stock 
Sold by: ~D.~.~!~.LL.~?.!~L..L..L..~] 

4 "The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People" 
Stephen R. Covey; Paperback; $8.22 
In Stock 

Sold by: ~%.~?.~.~!!,..c.,!?i~)..!::!:..ql 

::=: ?::i :h! S::: 



Need to print an invoice? 
Visit www.amazon.comiyour-account and click to view your orders. Click "View order" next to the appropriate order. You’ll find a 
button to print an invoice on the next page 

Where can I get help with reviewing or changing my orders? 
To learn more about managing your orders on Amazon.corn, please visit our Help pages at www.amazon.com/help/orders/. 

Please note: This e-mail message was sent from a notification-only address that cannot accept incoming e=mail. Please do not reply 
to this message. 

If you ever need to return an order, visit our Online Returns Center: www.amazon.com/returns 

Thanks again for shopping with us. 

Earth’s Biggest Selection 

Prefer not to receive HTML mail? ~.!i~..h.~,t;~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, June 29, 2012 7:04 AM 

aJlson@uncaa.unc.edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http ://finance.unc edu/asst.-vc--controller/’pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, August 31,2012 6:09 AM 

aJlson@uncaa.unc.edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, October 31,2012 6:04 AM 

aJlson@uncaa.unc.edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, November 30, 2012 7:03 AM 

aJlson@uncaa.unc.edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, December 21, 2012 6:02 AM 

aJlson@uncaa.unc.edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 6:03 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 6:03 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 6:03 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, July 31,2013 5:32 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, August 30, 2013 6:02 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, October 31,2013 6:05 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:59 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Monday, December 23, 2013 6:00 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 6:23 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Monday, March 31, 2014 5:01 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 8:41 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Nominate a Faculty or Staff Member as Honorary Coach 

Nominate an outstanding UNC faculty or staff member (UNC Hospitals 
included) as the Honorary Coach at the UNC vs. Clemson Men’s Basketball 
Game on January 18th. Do you know a member of the UNC Community that 
goes 
above and beyond the call of duty? If so, this is your opportunity to 
recognize that individual. 

What does becoming the Honorary Coach of the UNC vs. Clemson game mean? 
The Honorary Coach will receive 2 tickets to the UNC vs. Clemson game, 
they will be recognized at the game and be highlighted on 
www.TarHeelBlue.com. 

How do you nominate someone or find out more information? Visit 

www.TarHeelBlue.com and click on the Honorary Coach of the Game button 

on the men’s basketball page. 

Just for nominating an outstanding individual, you too could win prizes. 

Visit www.TarHeelBlue.com to learn how. 

The nominated party will be notified by January 1 lth. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Athletics 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Friday, July 20, 2012 2:51 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: Sports Asset Management Forum Looks to Future; To Rent orNot To Rent? Bexel Answers the Question 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Friday, July 20, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 87 

It l’el ;,tg"~ l’el fl I =g, 

Sports Asset Management Forum: To the Cloud 

SAM: Overcoming Future Challenges 

Bexel: To Rent or Not To Rent? 

CSMA Master Class: The Last Hurrah of The Mtn. 

V ~ Yr.                                                       :: 

Sports Asset Management Forum: Building a Road 
Map to the Cloud 
by Jason Dachman 

There is only one sure thing for any league or sports 
network building out a new asset-management system in 
today’s landscape: five to ten years down the road they are 
going to have to do it all over again. As storage technology 
and computing power continues to advance exponentially 
with each passing year, building an asset management 
roadmap for the future has never been more challenging. 

Sports Asset Management Forum: Overcoming the 
Challenges of Transcoding, Delivery, and Future 
Technologies 
by Brandon Costa 

In technology, as in life, the one thing you can be sure of is 
change. At SVG’s Sports Asset Management Forum on 
Tuesday, technology professionals discussed some of the 
key factors to establishing an effective and efficient asset 
management platform. The panel agreed on one interesting 
piece of advice: plan to be wrong. 

Lawo Renews as SVG Sponsor 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Lawo 
has renewed its premier sponsorship. A manufacturer of 
digital audio networking systems and consoles for a wide 
range of applications, Lawo provides small- to large-scale 
audio production for television and radio, postproduction, 
and live sound. 

| :1 Z{o) Dlelet | [e] ~                                                    i 

To Rent or Not To Rent? Bexel Answers the Question 

by Karen Hogan 

As broadcasters venture across the pond and beyond this 
summer, all will be charged with building a broadcast 
infrastructure in order to get their product to air. Faced 
with equipment options as varied as the productions 
themselves, many will opt to rent Bexel has anticipated this 
need, and will deploy its signature flypacks to sporting 
events worldwide. The company recently unveiled a new 
mid-range line of flypacks geared towards middle- to upper- 
tier sporting events. 

VER Assists in Launch of First Permanent 
Stereoscopic 3D Studio in U.S. 
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Btageside Productions, ACL Live’s full service, in-house 
production company, has partnered with Sabella Dern (SD) 
Entertainment and Video Equipment Rentals (VER) to launch 
the nation’s first permanent stereoscopic 3D production 
studio. The collaboration will bring stereoscopic 3D 
acquisition and broadcast technologies to advertisers, 
sporting events, concerts, sitcoms and more. 

Billboard Music Awards Mixer Turns to DiGiCo SD7 
Console 

Andrew "Fletch" Fletcher has made a name for himself mixing 

music on hit TV shows from American Idol, The Voice, and 
numerous prestigious award shows. For the second year in a 

row, Fletch handled music mixes for the 2012 Billboard Music 
Awards and opted to test-drive his first DiGiCo console 
supplied by ATK, the show’s Audio provider. 

Broadcast Pix Adds Multi-Screen Output, Multi- 
Lingual Monitoring for Live Production 

Broadcast Pix released its Video Control Center 3.1 
software. A free download for current Granite and Mica 
customers, V3.1 is available now and delivers PowerAux 
multi-screen support for 1 M/E systems, Multi=Lingual 
Fluent=View features, support for Grass Valley K2 servers, 
and additional enhancements. 

CSMA Master Class: The Last Hurrah of The Mtn. 
by Brandon Costa 

As one would imagine, the Denver offices of what used to 
be The MountainWest Sports Network - affectionately 
punctuated and referred to as ’The Mtn.’ - are pretty quiet 
these days. There’s only a small handful of executives left, 
due to leave at the end of this month; among them the 
former VP of Production and Programming Steve Hurlbut. He 
understands the financial realities of why the network he 
had plugged six years of his life in to build had to be 

shutdown. Still, it’s a bittersweet time. 

Campus Clips: Pac-12 Networks Unveils First 
Schedule; NIT Agrees to Deal to Stay at MSG 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, BVG 

The Pac-12 Networks released its first schedule this week. 

The networks, which is set to launch with a national 
channel and six regional channels on Aug. 15, will debut with 
its series Pac-12 Live at 6 p.m. PTand the 2012 Football 
Preview show at 7 p.m. PT 

Pac-12 Enterprises, NCTC Reach Distribution 
Agreement 

Pac-12 Enterprises, the content and multiplatform media 
company for the Pac-12 Conference, and the National Cable 
Television Cooperative (NCTC) have reached a long-term 
agreement for carriage of the Pac-12 Networks. Financial 
terms of the deal were not disclosed. 

iStreamPlanet, Haivision Join Forces on Olympic 
Streaming Platform 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

London 2012 Olympics Games rights holders looking to 
stream content out to viewers via the Web and mobile 
devices will rely heavily on iStreamPlanet and Haivision and 
Go-Live, a new platform developed by the two companies 
that eases the burden of multiple stream ingest and multiple 
format output. StreamPlanet’s London-based Broadcast 
Operations Center will power the live Internet video 
workflow using Haivision’s encoding technology and 
multistream player environment, which provides the ability 
to stream up to 24 live events simultaneously for all 18 days 
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of the Games. 

Broadcast Companies Throughout Europe Using 
Calrec for London Broadcasts 

Calrec will have more than 30 consoles in use at U.K. 
outside broadcast events during the summer games. All the 
major players in European outside broadcast production will 
roll out their trucks to cover a variety of international 
sports, including tennis, boxing, swimming, and athletics. 

Yahoo Edges in on Olympics Coverage With Second- 
Screen Campaign 
by Al! Things D 

Fresh on the heels of Facebook’s disclosed partnership with 
NBC to cover the Olympic Games, Yahoo announced 
Wednesday it will offer connected TV and second-screen 
experiences to complement NBC’s Olympics coverage. Much 
like Facebook’s pitch, Yahoo’s plan is to push consumers to 
use Yahoo’s connected apps - like its social Hub for tablets 
and phones, as well as the Yahoo TV app - while watching 
the Games on live TV. 

Verizon’s Olympic App Integrates TV, Social 
Interaction 
by MediaPost 

Verizon plans to release an Olympics TV app, dubbed the 
Verizon Olympics 2012 widget, built on the Ensequence 
platform to make the ]V experience more social. The app 
automatically populates with content from the NBC Olympics 
and allows viewers to use their remotes to search for and 
read top news stories, events schedule, athlete bios, as 
well as play more than 50 video clips. 

Danny Boyle-OBS Relationship Hits Rock Bottom in 
London 
by The Guardian 

Rehearsals for the £27m London 2012 opening ceremony are 
being disrupted by clashes between Oscar-winning director 
Danny Boyle, and Olympic Broadcast Services (OBS), the 
company in charge of broadcasting the Olympic Games, 
according to the Guardian. Boyle brought in an independent 
team to stage and film the curtain-raiser. But rehearsals are 
being hampered by friction between his crew and OBS. 
Guardian sources say relations were now so strained that an 
extra ring of security had been put around Boyle’s trailer 
within the Olympic stadium. 

Are Olympic Teams, Organizers Media Companies 
Now? 
by paidCon ten t 

It’s not just broadcast rightsholders, accredited media and 

outside publishers who are building online tools and 
destinations for this summer’s Olympic Games. Organisers 
and even sporting teams are vying for audience share, too. 
Team GB (AKA the British Olympic Association) will debut 
two of its own new digital products next Monday - a "Team 
GB Live" mobile and web app to give fans customisable real- 
time data, and a fan gallery that is intended as a digital 
legacy project. 

Signiant to Showcase Media Shuttle 

Signiant will showcase Media Shuttle, which is designed to 
meet the needs of media operations and creative 
professionals, as well as engineering and IT, Media Shuttle 
gives any size workgroup or enterprise the convenience and 
ease of use of public cloud-based file-sharing services, but 
without file size limits or security risks associated with 
storing high-value assets in the cloud. 
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Telestream to Debut Pipeline Replay System 

Telestream will feature a new video replay and analysis 
system for sports and live events, new high-performance 
transcoding products for the creation and delivery of OIT 
multiscreen content, and Vantage GPU acceleration, as well 
as powerful partner integration and partner opportunities. 
The company will debut its new Pipeline Replay system. 
Developed for NASCAR’s 2012 racing season, the NASCAR 
Pipeline Replay project was named as a finalist in the 
IBC2012 Innovation Awards. 

ProductionHUB to Launch IBCHUB Portal 

ProductionHUB, an official Media Partner of the 2012 
International Broadcasters Convention (IBC), will be on- 
location in Amsterdam covering the show and capturing 
interviews with a wide variety of leading exhibitors and 
speakers as part of the inaugural ’IBCHUB’ portal. 

Vimond’s Silverlight Framework Enables Interactive 
Sport Experience 

Vimond will demonstrate how broadcasters can create a 
compelling and interactive sports experience using its 
Silverlight Framework, a front-end creation tool built on the 
APIs of the Vimond Media Platform. The Vimond Silverlight 
Framework allows users to create advanced video players 
that enable side-by-side (or overlay) video and community i 

interaction such as chat windows with other fans, video 
highlights of parallel sporting events or games, on-demand 
game playback with editor-managed event timelines, and 
multivideo player experience. 

I=]=h’Le]~lD]ll:]z(®T.,lm[e~.,Ikl -- i 

Haivision’s Viper 1.1 Takes On Distributed 
Multistream Content Recording, Streaming, and 
Publishing 

Haivision announced the immediate availability of Viper 1.1, 
the latest revision of its compact appliance combining dual- 
channel HD encoding, low-latency secure streaming, video 

on demand, and a contextual multichannel record-review- 
publish workflow - all within a single chassis. With the new 
release, the company is also introducing the Viper VF, a 
companion to the Furnace IP video distribution system, 
tailored to installations where many rooms need the ability 
to record independently and then publish the assets to a 
central video-on-demand system. 

Two-Screen Viewing Creates Connected TV Users 
by MediaPost 

Two-screen viewing has taken hold. More than half (52%)    i 
of adult cell phone owners now use their devices for         i 
diversion, engagement or to connect with other people while i 
watching iV. The finding comes from a new study by the 
Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project      i 
based on a nationally representative survey of 2,254         i 
Americans.                                               i 

Dyle: Mobile Users Prefer Live TV 
by TVTechnology 

Mobile device users would watch more -iV on their devices if 
it were live, according to survey from Dyle Mobile -IV. The 
report revealed that 85% of consumers surveyed have 
watched live "iV in the past month and that 68% would      i 
watch more TV if they were able to watch it live on mobile : 
devices while on-the-go. Sports ranked as the fifth most     i 
desired type of programming (66%), trailing local 

news/weather (81%), movies (79%), national news (75%), i 
and sitcoms (69%). 
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Tablets, Smartphones Drive Engagement, Ad 
Response 
by MediaPost 

Consumers are more responsive to ads on tablets than 
smartphones, but both devices are driving high levels of 
engagement with advertising and media, according to a new 
study by the Interactive Advertising Bureau. The research 
found nearly half (47%) of tablet owners and a quarter of 
smartphone users interact with ads on their devices at least 
once a week. 

NBC Sports Network to Carry CFL Games, Grey Cup 

NBC Sports Network has announced that it will telecast 14 
CFL games in 2012, including the CFL semifinals, finals and 
the 100th edition of the Grey Cup. The CFL, which is already 
three weeks into its 2012 season, had previously stated 
that its was "working towards an agreement with another 
U.S. broadcaster" had hoped to have an update soon. 

MLB, NBC Near Deal for Single-Series-Focused 

’Caught Looking’ 

by SportsBusiness Journal 

MLB is nearing completion of a multiyear deal with NBC 
Sports to create a weekly documentary series titled "Caught 
Looking" that will begin Aug. 15 on NBC Sports Network and 
chronicle behind-the-scenes elements of a key weekend 
series.The effort, to be produced by MLB Productions, 
further expands the league’s interest in developing 
documentary programming, joining efforts such as "The 
Franchise" on Showtime and a range of programs on MLB 
Network. 

Why Can’t We Have Canada’s ’SportsCentre’? 
by The Wall Street Journall 

ESPN’s "SportsCenter," which debuted some three decades 
ago, grew into a cultural icon in the U.S., spawning network 
superstars and sister broadcasts around the world. Its 
theme music is instantly recognizable to millions of sports 
fans. But critics have complained it has lost some of the 
panache of its heyday in the 1990s. Meanwhile, a handful of 
competitors offering up their own sports-highlights 
broadcasts have piled in. Now, Canada’s version of the 
program is trying to reinvigorate the genre. 

Samantha Steele Replaces Erin Andrews on College 
GameDay 
by USA Today 

Life will go on at ESPN without Erin Andrews. And Samantha 
Steele is her replacement. Steele will join ESPN’s College 
GameDay college football pregame show, the network 
announced Wednesday. Steele, most recently a reporter for 
the Longhorn Network, will take over for Andrews, who left 
ESPN to join FOX Sports for a lucrative contract this month. 
Steele also will be a sideline reporter on ESPN’s Thursday- 
night college football telecasts. 
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XOS Digital Acquires StratEdge Sports Analytics 
Service 

XOB Digital purchased a cloud-based player analytics 
service from StratBridge LLC. The acquisition enables XOS 
to offer deep "big data" player analysis capabilities to new 
and prospective customers of the XOS Thunder HD Coaching 
Platform. The StratEdge service will be rebranded as XOS 
ThunderCloud Analytics, the latest addition to the XOS 
Thunder HD Coaching Platform, and will be marketed to 
football, basketball, hockey, and soccer teams and 
conferences worldwide. 

NFL Taking it Slow on Telecom 
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by Sports Business Journal 

The NFL no longer expects to sign a leaguewide 
telecommunications partner to start outfitting team 
stadiums for Wi-Fi for this season, a key initiative of the 
sport as it tries to make the in-game experience more akin 
to the one at home. However, the league is treating five 

NFL venues - MetLife Stadium, Gillette Stadium, Bank of 
America Stadium, Lucas Oil Stadium and the Mercedes-Benz 
Superdome = as pilot projects, as those stadiums push to 
have their own enhanced wireless systems in place by the 

start of this season. 

Could TV Deals Save NHL From Prolonged Labor 
Lockout? 
by Yahoo Sports 

The opening salvo of the NHL’s collective bargaining with 
the NHLPA has sufficiently scared the crap out of fans 
hoping there won’t be a work-stoppage next season. But 
conventional wisdom is still that NBC, HBO and the League’s 
Canadian TV partners - as well as the sponsors - are too 
important to allow a work stoppage to linger too long. 

Cable TV Firms Step Up Bidding For Sports Content 
by In vestor’s Business Daily 

With Comcast’s coverage of the Summer Olympics and Time 
Warner Cable’s launch of sports networks in Los Angeles, 
the pay--rv leaders face crunch time. -rv service providers 
are racing to acquire sports broadcasting rights. By bidding 
on new deals, Comcast and Time Warner Cable - which pay 
fees to show content - are driving sports programming costs 
even higher. Their game plan: lock in subscribers with sports 
fare as competition mounts with online streaming video and 
consumer viewing habits shift. 

DirecTV, Viacom Clinch Carriage Pact 
by Multichannel News 

Viacom and DirecTV announced Friday morning that they 
have reached a long-term agreement for 17 of the 
programmer’s networks, after a nine-day hiatus that left 

some 20 million satellite subscribers without Nick, M-iV, 
Comedy Central and other channels. Terms of the deal were 
not disclosed. 
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[n4al 6 English 3 math 

So how long before the NCAA disallows 2-4 transfer non-qualifier student-athletes to complete all 6 credits of English and 3 credits of math (all via distance 

education) in the summer immediately preceding transfer to the 4-year institution??! Hopefully not long .... 

Brian Evans, Ed,D, I Associate AtMetic Director I Athletic Academic Services 
Utah State Athletics ] 7425 Old M~[n Hil:: I Logan, UY 84322 
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ESPN Shines at The Open with CTV, IMG 

The Open: ESPN ITV Embraces Flight Tracker 

David Hill Exits Fox Sports Media Group 

Pac-12 Taps iN DEMAND for Mobile Production 

MLB All-Star Game Provides Opportunity for Vets 

Audio Monitoring Tech Helps on Remote Trucks 

Platinum Uplink Services Rolls Out First Truck 
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Live from The Open: ESPN Shines with CTV, IMG 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

ESPN’s coverage of the British Open was highlighted by 
some new enhancements, plenty of cameras, and a 
tournament that had weather conditions that, thankfully, 
didn’t make championship days as difficult as the practice 
and set-up days. And it was IMG Media and CTV OB that 
once again provided the technical backbone and engineering 
services for this year’s coverage. 

Live from The Open: ESPN ITV Gets New Home, 
Embraces Flight Tracker 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

ESPN’s ITV coverage of the British Open once again 
delivered a multi-viewing experience for DirecTV and ESPN3 
viewers. But this year’s coverage had a couple of new 
tweaks, including a hosted show from a set near the 
practice range that was on air for more than 30 hours during 
the four days of the tourney and a new approach to 
storytelling that put less emphasis on featured groups and 
hole-by-hole coverage. 

Audio Monitoring, Part 1: Technology Helps Meet 
Challenges Aboard Remote Trucks 
by Dan Daley 

When it comes to broadcast audio for sports, no 
environment is more critical or challenging than the remote- 
broadcast truck. A confined space crowded with patch bays 
and polluted by ambient noise from intercoms makes for a 
stressful workplace. "The state of monitoring in trucks is 
atrocious," complains Phil Adler, an A1 who mixes NFL and 
other sports for CBS, echoing a widely held sentiment. 

Platinum Uplink Services’ First Truck Is Based on 
Extensive industry Experience 
by Karen Hogan 

Platinum Uplink Services may be a new name in sports 
production, but the company is hardly new to the scene. 
Drawing on President Dustin Grubish’s industry experience, 
Chicago-based Platinum Uplink Services recently rolled out 
its first truck: a 32-ft., multiple-path satellite-transmission 
truck also wired for production to accommodate a wide 
range of small-scale sports events. 
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MLB All=Star Game Provides Opportunity for U.S. 
Veterans 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The MLB All-Star Game weekend in Kansas City was not only 
highlighted by plenty of heroics on the field. The heroics 

extended off the field as well, as MLB International and MLB 
Network came together to hire four U.S. Army reservists via 
the SVG Veterans in Production program to work as utilities 

on the event. 

Spectra Logic Renews With SVG 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that 
Spectra Logic has renewed its corporate sponsorship. 
Spectra Logic defines, designs, and delivers innovative data 
protection through tape, deduplication, and disk-based 
backup, recovery, and archive storage solutions. 

Pac-12 Networks Turns to iN DEMAND for Mobile 
Production Facilities, Support 
by Brandon Costa 

Although the backbone of the upcoming Pac-12 Networks 

will be its live football and basketball broadcasts, the 
burgeoning media company has also committed to more than 
600 live broadcasts of "Olympic" sports on its television and 
digital platforms. To help get all those games to air, Pac-12 
Enterprises has expanded its existing relationship with iN 
DEMAND to supply the networks with mobile production 
facilities for Olympic-sport broadcasts. 

Campus Clips: ACC Digital Network Launches 
YouTube Channel; iHigh, Appalachian Athletic 
Conference Create AAC Broadcast Network 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 

The ACC Digital Network has launched a new channel on 
YouTube where it plans to deliver live and on-demand 
videos. The deal between YouTube and a major college 
conference is the first of its kind. As part of the deal, the 
ACC Digital Network will stream 20 live "Olympic sports" 
events this fall. Elsewhere on Campus, the Appalachian 

Athletic Conference (AAC) creates its own network, UNC- 
Charlotte partners with IHG, and the NCAA officially levies 
its punishment on Penn State. 

NCAA Comes Down Hard on Penn State, but TV 
Deals Will Keep Money Coming 
by New York Daily News 

Even with the harsh sanctions it imposed on Penn State, 
the NCAA left money on the table for the university - TV 
money. Since Penn State was not banned from appearing on 
television, the school will continue pocketing its share - a 
hefty $20.7 million per year - of the TV rights fee the Big 
Ten collects from ESPN, The Big Ten Network, Fox and CBS 
(for a select schedule of basketball games). 

NBC, Panasonic: 80% Of U.S. TV Households To 
Receive 3D Olympics Broadcast Feed 

NBC Olympics and Panasonic Corporation of North America 
announced that the first-ever 3D coverage of the Olympic 
Games will be available to subscribers of HVPD’s 
(multichannel video programming distributors) representing 
nearly 80% of U.S. IV households. These carriers will 
distribute roughly 242 hours of the 3D broadcasts via the 
Media Center. 

All Events Will Stream Live, For Those Who Sign Up 
by The New York Times 
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If you heed any advice before the London Olympics begin 
Friday - beyond buying earplugs to muzzle Rowdy Gaines’s 
shouting as swimmers reach the end of their races - it is 
this: verify your cable, satellite or telephone account on 
nbcolympics.com watch the live video streaming of all the 
events. 

Bob Costas Takes Olympics to Task for Denying 
Israel’s Munich Massacre Moment of Silence 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

When the London games officially launch July 27, Bob 
Costas will stage his own protest of what he calls a 
"baffling" decision: the NBC sportscaster plans to call out 
the International Olympic Committee for denying Israel’s 
request for a moment of silence acknowledging the 
massacre of 11 Israeli athletes and coaches at the 1972 
Ga mes. 

Twitter Embraces Olympics To Train for the Big Time 
by The Wall Street Journal 

As athletes parade into London’s Olympic Stadium this 
Friday, Twitter Inc.’s Olympic hopes will play out in a 
spartan office in Boulder, Colo. There, a handful of people 
will spend 20 hours a day to help corral millions of Twitter 
messages from Olympic athletes, their families, fans and NBC 
television personalities into a single page on Twitter.com. 

Smartphones Make Olympic Viewing More Mobile 
by eMarketer 

With smartphones in more hands than ever before and 
mobile video viewing growing, the Olympics will see an 
increase of consumers viewing the games on their phones, 
rather than on their TVs. In July, technology product 
shopping guide TechBargains surveyed US internet users on 
its site and those recruited via leading social networking 
sites and found that more than one in four planned to watch 
at least some of the Olympics on a smartphone this summer. 

Miranda Solutions to Make Euro Debut 

Miranda Technologies, a global provider of integrated 
solutions for production, playout, and delivery systems for 
television broadcasters and multi-system operators, 
announced several key solutions will make their European 
debut. Key advancements include Intelligent Audio Loudness 
Correction (ALC) end-to-end loudness monitoring, logging 
and correction; the new NVISION 8140 compact, enterprise- 

class router; Kaleido IP X100 IP multiviewer; and LUMO, 
Miranda’s new high-density fiber converter series. 

DiGiCo Set for First IBC Appearance 

Having developed application specific feature sets for a 
number of its SD Range of digital consoles, UK manufacturer 
DiGiCo will exhibiting for the first time at this year’s IBC on 
Stand B16, Hall 8, showing its SD7B, SDIOB and SDIIB 
mixing consoles, which cater for all broadcast situations 
from the most complex to the most straightforward. The 

SD7B, SDIOB and SDIIB draw on DiGiCo’s Soundtracs 
heritage by adding comprehensive broadcast-specific 
feature sets to the respective multi-application consoles. 

GlobeCast to Demo Broadcast Solutions, OTT 
Offerings 

GlobeCast will be demonstrating solutions across three main 
areas: content management and delivery, global satellite 
and fiber network, and content aggregation and distribution. 
A solutions provider for content management and delivery, 
GlobeCast will be showcasing scalable playout and 
origination solutions that allow broadcasters to adapt 
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content to local markets anywhere in the world and simplify 
the overall content distribution process. 

Satlink Communications Taps Snell Alchemist for 

London Needs 

SatLink Communications has purchased two Alchemist Ph.C- 
HD systems to facilitate its global distribution of video feeds 
for live sports events such as the London Summer Games to 
Asia and Africa. Supplied by distributor and systems 
integrator Draco, the Alchemist Ph.C-HD TX50 and Alchemist 
Ph.C-HD I-X60 will enable SatLink to perform the high-quality 
frame-rate conversion critical to maintaining an optimal 
viewing experience, no matter where in the world content is 
delivered. 

UK’s Sky News Expands Relationship with Vizrt 

Sky News has expanded its use of Vizrt’s Viz Content Pilot 
to create real-time, data-driven graphics for its "Business 
Bulletins," presented at regular intervals throughout the 24- 
hour news day. Sky News has been using Viz Content Pilot 
template-based graphics and video management system and 
the Viz Artist design workstation to create full-frame 
graphics and 3D animations for some time. 

Shotoku Appoints David Shepherd to EMEA Sales 
Manager, Manual Products 

Shotoku, a leading international manufacturer of advanced 
manual and robotic camera support products, has hired 
David Shepherd for the newly created position of EMEA 
sales manager, manual products. ]ames Eddershaw, sales 
director, revealed Shepherd’s appointment from the 
company’s European headquarters located in Staines, 
England. 

Ratings Roundup: Open Championship Drives ESPN 
to Network-High; Tour de France Up on NBCSN 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

ESPN scored its highest ratings since it began airing The 
Open Championship in 2010. ESPN’s Saturday (9 a.m. ET) 
and Sunday (8 a.m.) telecasts were the highest-rated Open 
Championship telecasts on cable and both saw large ratings 
gains over last year. In addition, WatchESPN and ESPN3 
were up 140%. Elsewhere in the ratings roundup, the Tour 
de France is up on NBC and NBC Sports Net, MLS is on pace 
for record ratings on ESPN, and FOX’s Saturday baseball has 
a tough outing. 

CBS Sports Network to Carry U.S. Open Matches 

CBS Sports Network will carry U.S. Open tennis matches 
next month, marking the first time that the tournament will 
appear on the cable channel. Over Labor Day weekend, CBS 
Sports Network will show outer-court matches during CBS’s 

live window. The cable channel, in 47 million homes, is 
allowed to carry live action during CBS’s window even 
though ESPN and Tennis Channel hold the cable rights to 
the event. 

Univision Deportes Scores Multiyear Rights Deal to 
Chivas de Guadalajara 
by Multichannel News 

Univision Deportes has netted a multiyear deal to become 
the multiplatform home of top Mexican soccer side, Chivas 
de Guadalajara. Kicking off in July 13, Univision Deportes will 
gain rights to all of Chivas’ Liga MX, Copa Mexico and 
worldwide friendlies across all platforms and languages. 
Financial terms were not disclosed. Chivas, which only takes 
the field with players of Mexican heritage, included such 
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notables over the years as Javier "Chicharito" Hern~ndez, 

Carlos Vela and Omar Bravo, is the most successful team in i 
Liga MX, the premiere soccer league in Mexico, having won 
11 first division titles, and many other trophies. Univision 
competitor Telemundo and cable cousin mun2 currently hold 
rights to Chivas matches. 

Venue News: Aurora Shootings Prompt Security 
Concerns at Sporting Venues; London Olympics 
Focused on Sustainability 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

The mass shooting at a Colorado movie theater rattled the 
nerves of some other moviegoers with opening weekend 
tickets for the new Barman film and led some cinema chains 
to add more guards. Experts say it’s unlikely, though, that 
venues will implement even stricter security measures 
because it would significantly alter the experience of going 
to a film, concert or game. 
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AJA KONA Thunderbolt Drivers Now Compatible 
with Sonnet’s Thunderbolt Expansion Products 

AJA Video Systems announced the compatibility of its KONA 
family of professional video solutions with Sonnet 
Technologies Inc.’s family of pCTe Thunderbolt expansion 

chassis. AJA’s KONA 3G, KONA LHi and KONA LHe Plus enable 
capture, display and mastering solutions for a wide range of 
projects from SD to HD, 2K and 4K. 

Fujifilm Optical Devices Division to Exhibit at 
Upcoming South American Trade Shows 

Fujifilm North America Corporation, Optical Devices Division 
will showcase its high-performance HDTV lenses from its 
Premier, Select, and EXCEED Series lines at three major 
South American trade shows. The conventions=each of 
which attracts DTV broadcasters, digital cinematographers, 
and other media professionals from across Latin America- 

include Tecnotelevision 2012, SET Broadcast & Cable 2012, 
and CAPER 2012. 

MLB.com At Bat Hits 5 Million Downloads in 2012 

MLB Advanced Media, L.P. (MLBAM), the interactive media 
and Internet company of Major League Baseball, announced 
that its MLB.com At Bat 12 application surpassed the five 
million download mark this past Saturday, achieving the 
milestone for the first time in a single season and just five 
months after its launch on February 29. In 2011, At Bat saw 

3.9 million total downloads. 

David Hill Exits Fox Sports Media Group, Elevated to 
News Corp. Senior EVP 
by Jason Dachman 

After nearly two decades transforming Fox Sports into the 
U.S. and international sports television powerhouse it is 
today, David Hill is moving on. As part of a sprawling 
shakeup across News Corp. and Fox Networks Group (FNG), 
the Fox Sports Chairman and CEO has been elevated to 
Senior Executive Vice President, News Corp., where he will 
focus on programming, digital initiatives and other 
opportunities across the Company’s operating units across 
Latin America, Asia, Australia, Europe and the U.S. 

NESN Hires Joseph Maar as VP, Programming & 
Production, Executive Producer 

NESN, New England’s sports network, announced that 
Joseph Maar has joined NESN as the vice president of 
programming and production, executive producer. Maar’s 
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responsibilities will include leading, overseeing and managing 
NESN’s production, programming and network operations 

teams. 

Masafumi Nakano Named VP of JVC’s Security 
Division 

JVC Professional Products Company, a division of JVC 
Americas Corp., announced that Masafumi (Masa) Nakano 
was named vice president of the JVC Security Division on 
July 16. The company also announced that John Grabowski 
has been promoted to national sales and marketing manager 
for JVC Security Division, and Ian Scott, former vice 
president of the division, has been promoted to vice 
president of operations for JVC Professional Products 
Company. 

Cobalt Digital Promotes Chris Shaw, Bob McAIpine 

Cobalt Digital announced a pair of promotions. Chris Shaw 
has been elevated to executive vice president of sales and 
marketing and Bob McAIpine moves to senior vice president 

of US sales. Cobalt, a manufacturer of 3G/HDiSD-SDI 
conversion gear for broadcast environments, maintains 
headquarters in Urbana, IL and offers sales and support 
throughout the US, Europe and Asia. 

NBA Adds to Instant Replay for Next Season 
by Associa ted Press 

The NBA Board of Governors approved a couple of changes 
in the use of video replay, according to commissioner David 
Stern. The competition committee altered a few rule 
changes with respect to the use of video replay, primarily in 
the final two minutes or overtime of games. At any point in 
the game, officials can now check video replay on all 
flagrant fouls. 
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Live from London Games: What To Expect from OBS 
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SVG would like to thank its 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

It’s the day before the Opening Ceremonies here at the 
International Broadcast Centre, home to Olympic 
Broadcasting Services (OBS) and dozens of broadcast 
organisations from around the world. The massive three- 
story building is located right next to the Olympic Park, the 
2.5 square kilometer area that is home to eight venues, 
including the Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre, and 
Velodrome, and is home to the core technical facility that 
will offer more than 90 full HDTV feeds during between now 
and the closing ceremonies on August 12. 

RAI Taps BLT Servers, Casa Italia for Olympic 
Operations 
by Roberto Landini 

RAI, the Italian national broadcaster, is taking a different 
approach to its Olympic production, housing a smaller team 
at the International Broadcast Centre and a larger one at 
Casa Italia, the 6,000 sq. ft. facility located at the Queen 
Elizabeth II Conference Center near London City, 
approximately 10 kilometers from the IBC. Casa Italia is run 
by the Italian National Olympic Committee as a key 

destination for Italian athletes, VIPs, and media. 
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Brevity To Provide Transcode, Transport Support for 
NBC Olympics 

Brevity will provide integrated transcode and transport 
support of graphics files to NBC Olympics during its 
production of the London 2012 Olympic Games. At the 
London Olympic Games this summer, NBC Olympics will cover 
simultaneous sports events occurring each day across 
different venues. It will use Brevity to improve the 
transcoding of thousands of RLE graphics files into popular 
editing formats, driving efficiencies by automating critical 
workflows needed for production. 

Television Espafiola Taps Chyron for London Games 

Spanish state-owned television broadcaster Televisi6n 
Espa~ola (TVE) will implement the Chyron BlueNet end-to- 
end graphics workflow for its on-air look at the London 
Games July 27- August 12, 2012. TVE will be using the 
latest Chyron technology to bring live graphics to air, 
including the Camio 3.1 graphics asset management 
solution, the Lex 3.1 graphics system, and the iSQ 

~ 
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centralized playout device, in addition to Lyric PRO 8.1 
graphics creation software. 

Ericsson To Support Terra’s Multiscreen Olympics 
Broadcast 

Ericsson is supplying a flexible video processing solution and 
support services to Terra, the largest Latin American 
Internet company, for the portal’s broadcast of the 2012 
Olympic Games from London. Terra will be providing Latin 
America with the most complete and interactive coverage of 
the Olympic Games. Live HD content will be accessible 
through multiple screens, specifically through PCs, 
interactive TVs, and even mobile phones. 

More Than 100 LiveU Units To Be Deployed for 
Olympics Coverage 

LiveU has announced that over 100 units will be used to 
provide enhanced live video coverage of the 2012 London 
Olympic Games. Customers who will be using LiveU’s 
technology to increase the scope of their content, taking 
advantage of its innate mobility, include NBC, Globosat, 

Terra, -IV Record, Televisa, Uno TV, and BBC News. LiveU, 
along with its exclusive UK partner Garland Partners Limited, 
has further enhanced its technology for the Olympics using 

QoS SIM cards. 

Dave Mazza Is NBC’s First Link in Wall-to-Wall 
Olympic Coverage 
by The New York Times 

Dave Mazza is the engineer-in-chief for NBC Olympics, the 
division of NBC Sports that transplants the network in a new 
Olympic city every two years. He has been here for nearly 
three months already, overseeing the installation of the 
network’s control rooms and servers at the IBC about a mile 
from the main stadium= His staff has nearly 100 distinct 
video feeds going to the United States, the most ever for 
an Olympics, all destined for the main NBC network and a 
panoply of cable channels and Web sites. 

NBC Sports Chairman Lazarus: London Olympics 
Are a ’Grand Experiment’ 
by paidCon ten t 

Mark Lazarus is no stranger to big sports events but the 
2012 Olympics trumps them all. Lazarus, the chairman of 
NBC Sports Group, joined NBC Universal as part of the 
Comcast merger, becoming chairman of the NBC Sports 
Group more quickly than anyone imagined when sports 
broadcast legend Dick Ebersol opted out just after the 2011 
upfront, paidContent caught up with Lazarus by phone 
Wednesday while he was at NBC Olympics headquarters in 
London. 

NBC: Online Olympics Will Direct Users to Key Live 
Action 
by USA Today 

As NBC this week begins offering live online coverage of 
every bit of Olympic competition for the first time in the 
U.S., it will also offer users a service meant to swing them 
to the best action. NBC will formally announce Tuesday that 
its nbcolympics.com will offer an online-only Gold Zone 
Channel for the London Games meant to resemble the so- 
called Red Zone channels that flip viewers between NFL 
games when a team seems poised to score. 

Smart Devices Will Drive Multiscreen Viewing of the 
First ’Digital Olympics’ 
by Rapid TV News 

A U.S. nationwide poll looking into how viewers are planning 
to watch the Olympics this summer suggests that this year’s 
competition will be a major driver for multiscreen content 
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consumption. This is the first year the Olympic Games will 
stream all 32 sports live. And according to the study from 
mobile marketer Velti, 40% of viewers are planning to follow 
the Olympics on two or more devices, including turning to 
smartphones or tablets to track the Games. 

NBC News To Storify the Olympics 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

As part of a much broader effort to make social media a key 
component of its Olympic coverage, NBC News and NBC 
Owned TV Stations have unveiled plans to work together to 
collect and curate the best social media content from 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other sources using the 
social media tool Storify. Storify allows users to search a 
variety of social networks and then arrange elements from 
that social media -- photos, videos, tweets, etc. -- into 
stories. 

Comcast Opens Free Wi-Fi To Push Olympics ’TV 
Everywhere’ Access 
by Multichanne! News 

Comcast, to promote mobile access to 2022 Summer 
Olympic Games coverage by its NBCUniversal division, will 
provide free access to several thousand of HSO-operated 
Wi-Fi hotspots along the East Coast during the London 
Games. Both Comcast’s Xfinity Tnternet customers and non- 
customers will be able to log in to the hotspots, which are 
dotted along across and outdoor public locations throughout 
the greater Philadelphia area and its suburbs in addition to 
areas of New Jersey and Delaware. 

With High=Speed Camera and Helicopter, ESPN 
Takes on NASCAR 
by Karen Hogan 

This Sunday, as NASCAR speeds into one of the season’s 
pinnacle events and marks the unofficial midpoint of the 
Sprint Cup schedule, coverage shifts to ESPN, where it will 
remain for the final 17 races of the NASCAR Sprint Cup 
Series, including all 20 races of the Chase for the NASCAR 
Sprint Cup. ESPN’s live, flag-to-flag coverage of NASCAR 
begins July 29 with the Brickyard 400 at Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway. 

HBO Boxing Gives Inertia Unlimited’s Ref Cam a 
Successful First Run 
by Brandon Costa 

Point-of-view (POV) camera technology has come a long 
way over the past decade. The latest development in POV 
camera technology was used, for the first time, as part of 
HBO Boxing’s Amir Kahn-Danny Garcia broadcast on July 14. 
Ref Cam is a lightweight (less than a pound), low-latency, 
2080i, RF camera system created by specialty camera 
developer Inertia Unlimited. 

STATS’ SportVU Continues To Make NBA Inroads; 
Broadcast TV Market Up Next 
by Jason Dachman 

Tn case anyone missed the memo, the sports industry has 

officially entered the "Age of Big Data." Every angle, every 
decision, even every footstep that takes place during a 
game must now be chronicled, input, and analyzed. This 
new-fangled thirst for data has created a bevy of new 
opportunities for player-tracking solutions like STATS LLC’s 
SportVU, which can deliver data that goes way beyond the 
back-page box score. 

Sony Intros PMW-200 Camcorder 

Sony is unveiling the newest addition to its XDCAM HD4:2:2 
line - the PMW-200 camcorder. This new model boasts three 
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I/2 -inch Exmor CMOS sensors and full HD 4:2:2 50 Mbps 
recording. The versatile camcorder is designed for any type 
of professional shooting, from broadcast and newsgathering 
to education and corporate productiom 

Haivision To Showcase Internet Streaming and IP 
Video Offerings 

Haivision will demonstrate the company’s full range of 
Internet streaming and enterprise IP video distribution 
solutions, which aim at unleashing the power of live 
streaming. Making their debut at IBC2012 are the KulaByte 

4.0 live H.264 encoder/transcoder for Linux, the Furnace 7.0 
IP video distribution system with InStream Mobile, and Viper 
1.1, a compact integrated appliance for capturing, 
streaming, and distributing high-definition contenL 

Cobalt Digital Provides Path to EBU R128 and CALM 
Compliance 

Cobalt Digital, manufacturer of 3G/HD/SD=SDI conversion 
gear for broadcast environments, will introduce the 
European market to technologies that provide an easy path 
to EBU R128 and CALM compliance. Notable among a 
complement of products is the multi-award-winning LMNTS 
for comprehensive transport-based loudness processing, and 
SpotCheck, a transport stream compliance monitor. 

EVS To Unveil Breaking News Toolset 

EVS will unveil its new Breaking News toolset, which relies    ~ 
on EVS’ ingest and playout servers for ultimate speed and    :: 
reliability of newsroom operations. The infrastructure is      :: 
borne out of years of live production workflow expertise; an ~ 
ingest and playout infrastructure that can be used across 
production areas from news to sports, entertainment, and 
other programs                                           :: 
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Sports Entertainment Summit Photo Gallery 

More than 350 industry leaders from the sports and 
entertainment sectors congregated at the Loews Hollywood 
Hotel on ]uly 12 for the second-annual Sports Entertainment 
Summit, co-produced by the Sports Video Group and 
Variety. Check out the bright minds and famous faces that 
took part in the full-day of sessions in this exclusive SVG 
photo gallery! 

AXON Digital Re-Ups with SVG 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that AXON 
Digital has renewed its corporate sponsorships. AXON Digital 
provides modular systems to serve a wide range of audio 
and video signal processing demands for broadcasters 
worldwide. 

Audio Monitoring, Part 2: Mixers, Truck Builders 
Work To Improve Onboard Environment 
by Dan Daley 

The audio monitoring environment in mobile broadcast has 
historically been a challenging one. Technology, such as 
self-calibrating speaker systems, is helping change that. So 
is input from mixers themselves as well as from network 
managers and the truck builders. There have been 
significant improvements in mobile-audio-monitoring 
environments in recent years, with some of that coming 
from the entertainment side of the industry. 

Grass Valley To Demo STRATUS Platform at 
Australian Broadcast Exhibition 
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Grass Valley will give attendees a hands-on look at its latest 
file=based technologies for live event production and pre- 
taped studio programs at the Australian Broadcast Exhibition 
(August 7-9). The product portfolio on display includes the 
new Grass Valley STRATUS Media Workflow Application 

Framework with the K2 Summit 3G clients and K2 SAN, 
Karrera Video Production Center switcher, the K2 Dyno 
Replay System, and the LDK 8000 Elite and LDK 3000+ high- 

definition (HD) cameras. 

Signiant Releases New Media Shuttle 

Signiant has released its new Media Shuttle file delivery 
solution, including a free 14-day trial available at            i 

www.mediashuttle.com Introduced at the 2012 NAB Show, 
Media Shuttle’s patent-pending cloud connector technology i 
gives media workgroups the capabilities of public cloud- 
based file-sharing services, but without file size limits or the i 
security risk associated with storing high-value assets in the i 
cloud,                                                   i 
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Venue News: AT&T Park To Host WBC Semifinals    i 
and Final; University of South Carolina To Debut 
New Video Board 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

The World Baseball Classic returns next spring for a third 
time with an expanded field playing at sites around the       i 
globe, and a major milestone was reached on Wednesday 
with the announcement of MLB’s own host venues. World 
Baseball Classic Inc. announced that the Giants will host the i 
semifinals and final at AT&T Park in San Francisco. 

Behind the Mic: ESPN Re-signs Van Pelt, Top PxP 
Callers; Fox Taps Andrews, George, Harrington as 
College Football Studio Team 

ESPN SportsCenter anchor and ESPN Radio host Scott Van 
Pelt ands several of its top play-by-play commentators to 
multi-year extensions. On the Fox Side, Eddie George, Joey 
Harrington, and host Erin Andrews will form the FOX 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL studio team. Other new from behind the 
mic includes CBS’s Jim Nantz, ESPN’s Matt Light, CSN’s Dave 
Feldman, and ESPN Deportes’ Francisco Gabriel de Anda. 

NBC Sports Network To Launch ’The ’Lights’ 

NBC Sports Group has announced The ’Lights, a new 

morning highlights show that will debut Monday, August 13, 
at 7 a.m. ET. The ’Lightswill use an innovative format to 
deliver the major scores and highlights from the previous 
night and will air weekday mornings during a new two-hour 
programing block. The program will launch NBC Sports 
Network’s post-Olympics programming schedule. 

DirecTV & Dish Face Next Impasse: The Pac-12 
Network 
by paidCon ten t 

So if you’re a DirecTV subscriber, you’re able to see 
SpongeBob and .]on Stewart again, but you might miss out 
on USC vs. Stanford football. With the Pac-12 collegiate 
athletic conference set to launch a national cable TV 
network, along with six regional channels, on Aug. 15, 
satellite services DirecTV and Dish Network - the Nos. 2 and 
3 pay =PC operators in the U.S. - have yet to sign a deal to 
carry the new programmer. 

ABC Affils: Dump Retrans and More Sports Will 
Migrate to Pay Platforms 
by Multichannel News 

ABC affiliates told Congress in a letter on Friday that if they 
are not allowed to have a dual revenue stream -- 
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advertising and retrans cash -- more big ticket sports 
programming will move to cable. That argument is in a sweet 
spot for legislators, who have on more than one occasion    :: 
pressured media outlets to resolve program disputes when 
high-profile games, particularly with local teams, may not be ~ 
available to constituents. 

Neulion’s Chris Wagner Discusses Launch of HD 
Streaming Service in China 
by Cynopsis: Sports 

Fresh off recent deals with the likes of UFC as well as 
schools such as UNC and Miami, NeuLion has gone for 
another big fish. The company announced the first ever 
launch of a new premium HD streaming service in China for 
the 2012 Olympics with China Network Television, a new 
media agency of CCTV. 

Ir;l:{o],lJ~ll]ll|:l=ll;]:’’ :: 

Belden’s Miranda Acquisition To Close by July 27 

Miranda announced that that more than 21 million of its 
common shares representing approximately 95% of the 
outstanding Miranda Shares have been deposited to the 
offer by Belden Inc. (’Belden’), through its wholly-owned 

subsidiary, Belden CDT (Canada) Tnc., to acquire all of the 
Miranda Shares at a price of C$17.00 per Miranda Share. 

Blackmagic Design Acquires Cintel International 
Assets 

Blackmagic Design announced the acquisition of the assets 
of Cintel International, a leading researcher, designer, and 
manufacturer of motion picture film scanners. Through this 
acquisition, following the liquidation of Cintel Tnternational 
earlier in 2012, Blackmagic Design has acquired the 
intellectual property and all aspects of Cintel’s entire 
portfolio of film scanning products. 

Harmonic Announces Key Executive Appointments 

Harmonic has made key appointments to its executive team 
and board of directors. Peter Alexander, the company’s new 
senior vice president and chief marketing officer, drives 
Harmonic’s global corporate marketing initiatives. Krishnan 
Padmanabhan, named senior vice president of video 
products, leads the management of Harmonids extensive 
video product and solutions portfolio. 

Phizzle Exceeds Company Projections for 2012 

Phizzle announced that during the first half of 2012, the 
company’s execution of mobile and digital marketing 
campaigns have exceeded projections for 2012 by more 
than 35%. Since its inception in 2005, Phizzle has 
experienced successive years’ growth in client acquisitions, 
revenues, and customer campaigns. Phizzle continues to be 
recognized as the forerunner in delivering cross-platform 
mobile campaigns designed to enhance fan and audience 
participation. 

Spectra Logic Tape Library Highlighted in Taneja 
Group Study 

Spectra Logic announced the availability of a new market 
research study conducted and published by the Taneja 
Group that illustrates Spectra as an excellent tape library 
choice for both active archive of file data and traditional 
backup uses. According to the report, long-term tape library 
users who switched to Spectra tape libraries are able to 
better control energy and overall operating costs and 
manage their fast-paced data growth. 

FCC Upholds Tennis Channel Complaint Against 
Comcast 
by The Wall Street Journal 
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The Federal Communications Commission upheld an 
administrative law judge’s ruling against Comcast, saying the 
cable giant discriminated against the Tennis Channel by 
putting it in a less-advantageous tier of service compared 
to Comcast’s own sports channels. In a 3-2 decision, with 
the FCC’s two Republicans dissenting, the agency said 
Comcast needs to move the Tennis Channel to the same tier 
as its competitors, the Comcast-owned Golf Channel and 
NBC Sports Network. 
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I will be installing some patches around 7am Friday morning. They will require a reboot. If you are logged in 
to GW, you should not notice anything. If you are not logged in, there may be a 10-15 minute period where 
you will be unable to login. All work should be completed by 7:30am. 

Thanks for your attention and plan your work accordingly. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Shop with Points at Amazon.com <account-update@amazon.com> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 5:57 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Congratulations! You Can Pay with Discover Cashback Bonus at Amazon.corn 

Robert Mercer, 

Discover has partnered with Amazon.corn to allow you to pay with Cashback Bonus when 

making purchases at Amazon.com. Discover and Amazon.corn have automatically enabled 

this benefit for valued Discover Cardmembers. You can use as much or as little Cashback 
Bonus as you like and put the rest on your Discover Card. You can use your Cashback 

Bonus anytime while you shop at Amazon.com or for all redemption options offered by 

Discover Card. 

There’s no minimum purchase required, $ 1 Cashback Bonus equals $ 1 to spend at 
Amazon ,com. 

To use Cashback Bonus to pay for part or all of your purchase, you’ll need to proceed to checkout 

from your Shopping Cart. When you select your payment method for the purchase, you can 

choose the amount of Cashback Bonus to apply to your order. When Cashback Bonus is applied 

to your order, it will display as "Rewards Points" in the order summary below the "Place Your 

Order" button. If Cashback Bonus is not applied, click "Change" under "Billing Information" to use 

your available Cashback Bonus. 

Yes, if you want to unregister your card from Pay with Cashback Bonus, please visit the "Shop 

with Points" page in your Amazon.com account (located under "Payment Methods") and click 

"Disable" next to the card you would like to unregister. 

Pay with Cashback Bonus is currently not eligible for One-Click shopping. Also, Cashback Bonus 

can’t be used for certain purchases, including digital downloads such as music and movies, select 

gift cards, Kindle downloads, Subscribe & Save items, and AmazonLocal items. 

If you have any questions, please visit our FAOs. 

Sincerely yours, 

Amazon.com 

www.amazon.com 
Earth’s Biggest Selection 

This email was sent from a notification-only address that cannot accept incoming email. Please do 

not reply to this message. 
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All work has been completed. 
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London: Finland’s YLE Adds Personal Touch at IBC 
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Live from London: Ultra HD Olympics Set for Debut 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Tonight’s opening ceremonies are shaping up to be every bit 
as compelling as the 2008 Beijing ceremony thanks to an 
artistic vision courtesy of Danny Boyle. But for IV 
technology geeks the ceremony will be compelling for a 
different reason: it will be the first time a live event has 
been produced and distributed around the world in Ultra HD, 
a format that offers eight times the resolution of HD, 22.2 
channels of Surround Sound, and a hint at what many 
believe will be broadcasting’s future beyond 2020. 

Live from London: Finland’s YLE Back in IBC for 
Personal Touch 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Finnish broadcaster YLE experimented with the concept of 
producing the majority of its content from home during the 
2010 Olympics in Vancouver. But this year it has returned to 
the TBC, with content for its main Olympics channel 
produced on site in London. The YLE area within the IBC is 

outfitted with a Ross vision mixer, six EVS XT3 servers, two 
EVS Xstores with 15.5 TB of storage each, and EVS 
XTaccess transcoding gear to get content onto Avid editing 
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systems. 

Crewing Company, Atlas Hire Gear Up for Olympics 
by Kevin Hilton 

The London 2012 Olympics and Paralympics are already 
creating a high demand for broadcast equipment and crew. 
Among the UK companies gearing up for this are The 
Crewing Company (TCC), which is supplying personnel 
including camera operators, VTR managers, and technical 
operators; and Alias Hire, which has taken on additional 
staff to cope during the Games. 

NBC Olympics Selects 10 Chyron HyperX 3.1 
Systems 

Chyron will provide 10 HyperX3.1 on-air graphics playout 
systems to NBC Olympics during its production of the 2012 
London Olympic Games, July 27-August 12, 2012. Relying on 
Chyron’s HyperX3. I and Apple’s Xsan 2 storage area 
network, this collaborative workflow environment promises 
to bring new efficiencies and time savings to the NBC 
Olympics’ graphics production team as they insert graphics 
displays for the network’s live coverage of the London 
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Games. 

BBC Embraces Adobe Project Primetime for 
Streaming Olympics 

The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is one of its first 
broadcast partners to use key components of Adobe’s 
Project Primetime, using it to to deliver live video streams 

and video-on-demand (VOD) content of the London Games 
across the Web and all major device types. Adobe says 
Project Primetime is the industry’s first fully integrated video 
technology platform to deliver seamless viewing experiences 
for ad-supported TV content across connected devices. 

NeuLion Technology Leveraged to Stream Olympics 
in China 

NeuLion and China Network Television (CNTV), a new media 
agency of CCTV, announced the first-ever launch of a new 
premium HD streaming service in China for the 2012 
Olympics. As the official Internet/mobile platform distribution 
entity of the 2012 London Olympics, CNTV has the exclusive 
new media distribution rights in Mainland China and the 
territory of Macao. 

Estonia’s ERR To Deliver Live Olympics Coverage 
with Grass Valley 

ERR, the Estonian public broadcaster, will telecast this 
year’s international sporting events with remote coverage 
from London, as well as its production studio in Estonia’s 
capital of Tallinn, using its own production facilities supplied 
as a complete package from Grass Valley. The live 
production solutions include cameras, a production switcher, 
and production servers. 

Streaming the Olympics: HowYouTube and NBC Do 
It 
by GigaOM 

Jason Gaedtke, director of software engineering for 
YouTube’s live streaming efforts, doesn’t expect to get 
much sleep over the next two weeks. YouTube is live 
streaming the London Olympics for NBC, and Gaedtke is 
about to go on a time zone-induced around-the-clock work 
binge, following the events as they unfold in London, 
communicating with the NBC folks on the East Coast and 
keeping everything running smoothly in California. 

Twitter to NBC: Livestream the Olympics Opening 
Ceremony 
by CBS News 

The London 2012 Olympic Games opening ceremony kicks off 
at 9 p,m. local time for Britons. Anxious fans stateside are 
flooding Twitter with complaints that NBC will not air the 
ceremony live. But has the digital age promoted an air of 
unrealistic expectations? It’s worth noting that no Olympic 
opening ceremony has ever been streamed live online. Both 
the reasons why anyone would expect NBC to livestream 
the event and the fact that the option is not offered are 
symptoms of the complicated relationship between 
traditional media and advancing technology, 

Cox Communications Adds NBC Olympic Spotlight 
to Lineup 
by FierceCab/e 

Just in time for the opening ceremony, Cox Communications 
has added the NBC Olympic Spotlight interactive specialty 
channel for its Advanced -iV subscribers. The NBC Olympic 
Spotlight will provide customers a mosaic of live video 
panels from NBC Universal coverage of the 2012 London 
Olympics all on one screen. NBC Universal’s networks include 
NBC Sports Network, MSNBC, CNBC, Bravo, NBC and 
Telemundo. 
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Rimage Delivers DVDs and More for Carolina 
Panthers TV Network 
by Karen Hogan 

Walking the NAB floor last April, the Carolina Panthers were 
in need of a DVD-burning system for the Panthers TV 
Network. What they found at Rimage’s booth was much 
more than they expected. After meeting with the digital- 
publishing-solutions provider in Las Vegas, the Panthers 
purchased Rimage’s Producer III 7100N. The midrange 
Producer 7100N is intended for medium-volume customers 
requiring high-quality professional publishing and duplication 
equipment for CD, DVD, and Blu-ray discs. 

T3Media Inks Deal With U.S. Soccer Fed Just in Time 

for London Games 
by Jason Dachman 

The U.S. Women’s Soccer Team’s run at the London 2012 
Olympics is already under way, the team having played its 
opener this week before the Games’ Opening Ceremonies 
even took place. And demand for footage of Alex Morgan, 
Hope Solo, and Abby Wambach will reach an apex over the 
coming weeks. Fortunately for licensees, the U.S. Soccer 
Federation recently streamlined the footage-licensing 
process by inking a a deal with T3 Media. 

Raycom Media Upgrades with Harris Corporation’s 
Selenio Platform 

Raycom Media has selected Harris Corporation’s Selenio 
media convergence platform to exclusively upgrade over- 
the-air digital broadcast signal encoding services at 43 TV 
stations. The transition will deliver new efficiencies for 
Raycom including improved HD/SD signal quality, higher 
channel capacity and stronger signal redundancy to 
maximize on-air reliability. 

Baltimore’s Producers Video Selects Quanel Pablo 

Neo 

Baltimore video production company, Producers, has 
recently upgraded its Quantel eQ to a Pablo 2K color 
correction system with a Neo panel that will boost S3D 
capabilities and enhance color correction tools at the busy 
facility. Producers specializes in producing local and 
international premier high-end film, high definition video, 
audio and 3D motion graphics. 

~n~ ~ 

CSMA Master Class: Students, Creativity Shine at 
Gamecock Productions 
by Brandon Costa 

By those who work there it’s referred to as "The Dungeon." 
The offices of Gamecock Productions -- the video 
production arm of the University of South Carolina athletic 
department -- may not exactly be in the penthouse suite on 
the Columbia campus, but its facilities, its equipment, and, 
more importantly, its talent is top of the line. Over just a 
few years, Gamecock Productions has grown by leaps and 
bounds, this year taking home two College Sports Media 

Awards (CSMA) 

Alpha Video Tapped to Integrate University of 
Minnesota Control Room 

Alpha Video Sports & Entertainment Group, a national video 
integrator for the sports venue industry, has been selected 
to integrate an expanded and upgraded high-definition video 
replay control room at the University of Minnesota. The new 
video replay control room will be located on the Press Level 
of TCF Bank Stadium, home of the University of Minnesota 
football team. 
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The Open Finds New Life Through Online VoD 

by Kevin Hilton 

The Open golf championship pulls in huge TV audiences 
around the world, but event organisers the RS~ (Royal & 
Ancient) are now looking to attract an even greater 
viewership through video streaming. Highlights of this year’s 
tournament, won by South African Ernie EIs at Royal Lytham 
& St Anne’s golf course in Lancashire last weekend (19-22 
July), were available to users of a wide variety of mobile and 
handheld equipment. 

Orad’s 3Play Facilitates Production for Televisio de 
Catalunya 

The regional Televisi6 de Catalunya (TVC) channel has 
implemented Orad’s 3DPlay solution to facilitate production 
of on-air channel branding. Orad 3DPlay efficiently renders 
clips, offering real-time graphics production, and broadcast. 
The new installation currently facilitates channel branding 
for TVC Channel 33 with plans to be deployed for the 
Esport3 sports channel in September, and the TV3 main 
channel before end of year. 
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AJA Video Systems Releases Software Update for 
KONA, Io XT, and Express 

AJA Video Systems, a manufacturer of professional video 

interface and conversion solutions, released a new software 
update supporting Mac OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion including 
Gatekeeper certification. The new v10.3.2 software is also 
compatible with Mac OS X 10.7 (Lion) and is available for 
AJA’s latest KONA and Io XT and Io Express products. 

Artel Video Systems Releases DL-Manager II 

Ariel Video Systems, a global provider of video transport 
hardware, has released the DL-Manager IT Element 
Management System. DL-Manager 11 is an HTTP and 
SNMPv2 based Element Management System (EMS) for 
remote monitoring, configuration, and management of the 
DigiLink chassis, function modules, optics, and power 
supplies. DL-Manager 11 features a rich user interface, user 
friendly and intuitive page layouts, information on current 
system status, and enhanced event logging capabilities. 

Neumann Microphones Enable All-Digital Workflow 

Recording a large orchestral performance can involve 
extreme dynamic level changes, highly reverberant 
environments and dozens of channels of microphones, 
cables and associated electronic circuitry. Now, with 
Neumann’s range of digital microphones, users can 
experience an all-digital workflow, increasing signal integrity 
and user controllability. 
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MLB Network Trade Deadline Coverage Heats Up 

MLB Network will air 20 hours of live coverage dedicated to 
the latest trade news and rumors starting this Sunday, 3uly 
29 through the non-waiver trade deadline on Tuesday, .luly 
31, including a six-hour live MLB Tonight: Trade Deadline 
Special starting at 11:00am ET on ]uly 31. The network’s 
production resources will be be out in full force, including 
touchscreen technology used in its dedicated social media 

area inside Studio 3. 

CBS Sports Network Signs Deal with UFL 
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CBS Sports Network and the United Football League 
announced an agreement that will bring the four-year-old 
league’s games to a national television audience. CBS Sports 
Network will televise two games per week every Wednesday 
and Friday live throughout the UFL’s eight-week season, 
culminating with the Championship game in late November. 
Coverage kicks off on Wednesday, Sept. 19 and Friday, 
Sept. 21. 

Thunder, Heat, Knicks Have Most Nationally 

Televised Games 
by ProBasketba/ITalk 

It’s a sign of respect. And it shows popularity. But 
ultimately, it shows the ability to draw ratings. One of the 
key questions when a new NBA schedule comes out is how 
many times is a team on national television? Not NBA TV 
picking up the local broadcast, but one of the key national 
partners of the league - TNT, ESPN, or ABC. A team can be 
on up to 25 times a season. The Heat, Thunder and Knicks 
are the three teams that reach that 25 limit. 
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Miami Dolphins Connect Online, In-Stadium Loyalty 

by Adweek 

NFL training camps are starting up this week. While teams 
would prefer fans do their game-watching in stadiums,       i 
that’s a hard sell considering ticket prices for good seats 
versus the couch-comfy view of one’s HD -IV and the 
relative anonymity of both environments. But the Miami 
Dolphins are turning to tech as a way to bring fans closer to i 
the field and make sure it’s not just a one-off outing. 

Math for Mobile DTV Adds Up for All 
by TVNewsCheck 

Stations seem to be falling into two camps when it comes to 
launching mobile DTV: those who have and those who will. 
Thanks to two initiatives there are also choices when it 
comes to mobile DTV offerings, including Dyle, a service 

from the Mobile Content Venture (MCV) and the Mobile 500 
Alliance’s "MYDTV" service. 

Google Ramps Up Challenge to Cable 
by The Wail Street Journal 

Google has said its high-speed Internet and -iV service in 
Kansas City, MO, and Kansas City, KN, will launch later this 
year. For the new service, which Google is looking to expand 
to other geographies, the Web-search giant said it would     i 
provide [nternet speeds around 100 times faster than those i 
found at most U.S. homes and a -IV package that lets       i 
people record 500 hours of shows to watch when they       i 
want-all for prices equivalent to those of rivals such as Time 
Warner Cable. 
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Telecast Fiber Systems Inks Distribution Deal with 
Bexel 

Belden’s Telecast Fiber Systems brand has signed a 
distribution agreement with Bexel, a global provider of 
broadcasting technology and equipment. As a platinum-level :: 
distributor, Bexel will promote, sell, and provide technical 

support for the full range of Telecast Fiber Systems’ fiber    :: 
optic solutions for broadcast production. Bexel is the latest i 
company to join Telecast Fiber Systems’ channel partner 
program. 

Comcast SportsNet Houston Assembles 
Management Team 
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Comcast SportsNet President and General Manager Matthew 
Hutchings introduced the management team for the new 
Houston-based regional sports network that debuts this 
October. Comcast SportsNet is a partnership between the 
Houston Astros, Houston Rockets, and NBC Sports Regional 
Networks, a division of the NBC Sports Group, and will be 

the exclusive television home of the Astros and Rockets, 
along with collegiate and high school sports. 

Brian Monihan Promoted to President of Comcast 
SportsNet Philadelphia 

Brian Monihan has been promoted to President of Comcast 
SportsNet Philadelphia. The announcement was made earlier 
today by Jon Litner, Group President of NBC Sports Group. 
Monihan joined the network in 2009 as Senior Vice President 
and General Manager. During Brian’s tenure at Comcast 
SportsNet Philadelphia, the network has experienced strong 
growth both on-air and online. 

Sports Fan Coalition Pitches Two-Year Sunset of 
Sports Blackout Rule 
by Multichannel News 

In the wake of the NFL’s changes to its own blackout rule, 
and some team’s decision not to take advantage of the 
relaxed restrictions, the Sports Fans Coalition has renewed 
its call for ending the FCC’s blackout rule. The FCC rule 
essentially puts the FCC’s force behind a contractural 
obligation. It prohibits cable and satellite companies from 
carrying sports contests -- NFL games in particular -- that 
have been blacked out on broadcast TV due to contractual 
obligations. 

NCTA: Tennis Channel Decision Is ’Dangerous’ Path 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The National Cable and Telecommunications Association said 
that the commission’s decision to uphold Tennis Channel’s 
program carriage complaint against Comcast takes the 
commission down a "dangerous and unnecessary regulatory 
path." The FCC concluded that Comcast, NCTA’s largest 
member, had discriminated against the channel in favor of 
its owned Golf and NBC Sports Net channels and ordered the 
company to provide equal treatment to all those channels. 

Dish Tweaks Its Ad-Skipping AutoHop Feature 
by Los Angeles Times 

Dish subscribers who use its AutoHop commercial skipping 
feature may have noticed some recent tweaks to the 
device. The AutoHop, a controversial feature Dish has been 
offering since May, makes it easier for subscribers to skip 
commercials from shows recorded off of broadcast networks 
ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox. Three of the networks -- CBS, NBC 
and Fox -- have filed suit declaring the AutoHop violates 
their copyright. 

Barry Diller on Aereo: ’Broadcasters Ought to Cheer 
Us’ 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

IAC Chairman Barry Diller says he’s recognized that the 
"world has changed" when it comes to media and expressed 
hopes that others in the industry would come to the same 
conclusion. Addressing a recent decision by a New York 
judge to deny an injunction to shut down Aereo, the media 
mogul said he hopes the plaintiffs in the case would "at 
some point actually affirm the basic right to receive over- 
the=air broadcast signals free without any middleman 
essentially co-opting the process." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:40 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <uewsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:03 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: EVS Gear Put to Test in London; Sky Italy Delivers tbr Olympic Viewers Via Fiber 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Tuesday, July 31, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 91 

It l’el ;,tg’~ l’ol fl I =g, 

Live from London: EVS Put to Test on First Full Day 

Sky italy Delivers for Olympic Viewers Via Fiber % 
NBC, Cisco Merge First, Second Screens at Games 

Ball State’s Best Take on Olympics 

BBC Sets Sail with Coverage of Sunset + Vine 

Utah Scientific Anchors Wright State Renovation 

Audio Monitoring: Options for Inside the Truck 
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SVG would like to thank its 
sponsors: 

PLATINUM: 

EVS Servers, New Technology Put to Test on First 
Full Day 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

On the first full day of Olympic competition, broadcasters at 
the IBC were busy tweaking workflows, ensuring that all 
systems were go and adjusting as needed. And adjusting 
right along are the equipment suppliers, most notably EVS, 
whose presence within the IBC includes not only 33 XT3 
replay servers in use by Olympic Broadcasting Services 
(OBS) but approximately 190 other servers in use by 
broadcasters within the IBC. 

Sky Italy DeNivers for Olympic Viewers Via Fiber 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Vincenzo Flores, head of production for Sky Italy sports 
channels, took time out of his busy schedule to chat with 
SVG about the massive effort Sky Italy is putting into a 
service that will deliver a wealth of Olympic content to 
viewers, thanks to a massive fiber pipe to Milan, a mosaic of ~g~ 
12 live channels of coverage, a 3D service, and an 
interactive service that, at the push of the button, brings 
up medal standings and results for specific sports. 

NBC, Cisco Look To Merge First and Second 
Screens With Videoscape 
by Jason Dachman 

At this point, Cisco and NBC Olympics can be considered old 
friends, having worked together to build large-scale IP 
video-contribution networks at three consecutive Olympic 
Games, beginning with Beijing in 2008. As with many old 
friends, their relationship has continued to evolve over the 
years, but this month in London, NBC and Cisco are taking 
their partnership to a whole new level, offering a selected 
group of fans a peek into the future of sports=media 
consumption. 

Ball State’s Best Take on Olympics 
by Brandon Costa 

The calling card of Ball State is its commitment to, what it 
calls, "immersive learning." This summer, the state-run 
research university in Muncie, IN is more than living up to its 
promise. Forty students from across the school - 
Telecommunications, Journalism, Sports Administration, 
Public Relations - are all coordinating on "BSU at the 
Games," a multi-platform offering that aims to tell the best 
stories that the 2012 Olympic Games has to offer. 
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BBC Sets Sail with Sunset + Vine for Olympic 
Coverage 
by Andy Stout 

With the Olympics well underway at the various Olympic 
Park venues, over 100 miles away on the South Coast, 
Weymouth is hosting the sailing. And, uniquely for these 
Games, the BBC is using an independent production 
company, Sunset + Vine, to produce its unilateral add-on to 
the OBS feed from the boats. 

Olympics Ratings Roundup: NBC, BBC Take Home 
Ratings Gold During Opening Weekend 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 

Despite a steady stream of Tweeted complaints regarding 
NBC’s tape-delayed Olympics coverage thus far, NBC Sports 
Group is off to a record ratings pace through the first 
weekend of competition. Through the first three nights of 
the London Olympics, NBC is averaging 35.8 million viewers, 
the best through the first weekend for any Summer 
Olympics in history (since the 2960 Rome Olympics, the first 
televised Olympics). 

IOC Blames Fans for Jamming Race Transmissions 
by The Guardian 

The road races through London this weekend were two of 
the more popular spectator events, and, according to the 
IOC, maybe they were too popular. BBC says its 

commentator Chris Boardman had to use his own watch to 
estimate timings after electronic updates failed to reach 
commentators on two straight days. While the BBC put the 
blame on Olympic Broadcasting Services (OBS) for the 
malfunction, Olympic organizers threw spectators under the 
bus (or cycles), explaining that fans’ sending updates to 
Twitter while watching the race had in effect jammed 
transmissions of race information. 

Olympic Hi-Vision Trial Underway 
by Broadband TV News 

The BBC, NHK and the London 2012 host broadcaster OBS 
are collaborating on a major test of the next generation 
Super Hi-Vision transmission system. Hi-Vision offers a 
picture resolution 16 times that of current high definition 
transmissions. All three of the only Hi-Vision cameras in 
existence have been put into action, initially capturing 
Friday’s opening ceremony, before moving on to the 
swimming competition. 

NYT: With ’Today’ Promo, NBC Spoils a Golden 
Ending 
by The New York Times 

It was a touching, made-for-television moment. There was 
the newest American gold medalist, the 17-year-old Missy 
Franklin, reflecting on her triumph with her parents. There 
was only one problem. Her gold-winning race hadn’t been 
broadcast yet. NBC, which has endured withering criticism 
online for its decision not to broadcast Olympic events live, 
mistakenly showed a preview of a "Today" show segment 
about Ms. Franklin and her winning sprint in the 100 meter 
backstroke before televising the actual race on Monday 
night. 

NBC Olympics Critics Loud on Social Media 
by Associa ted Press 

In the age of social media, NBC now has millions of television 
critics who make their opinions known about every aspect of 
Olympics coverage instantly. They’ve even set up their own 
hashtag on Twitter: #nbcfail. The online complaints focused 
Saturday on NBC’s decision to air the marquee swimming 
event won by American Ryan Lochte on tape delay in 
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primetime, and Friday on the network not streaming the 
opening ceremony online. 

A Deeper Look: #nbcfail Economics 
by BuzzMachine 

Reading the #nbcfail hashtag has been at least as 
entertaining as much of NBC’s coverage of the Olympics. It’s 
also enlightening - economically enlightening. There’s the 
obvious: the people formerly known as the audience have a 
voice and boy are they using it to complain. The 
counterargument has been an economic one: NBC has to 
maximize commercial revenue, which means maximizing prime 
time viewership, to recoup the billions paid for the rights to 
broadcast. 

20 TV Shows With the Most Social Media Buzz This 

Week 
by Mashable 

The Olympics are world champions when it comes to event 
television, so it’s no surprise that the NBC broadcasts are 
dominating this week’s social TV charts. Friday’s opening 
ceremony garnered 8.9 million mentions, topping the total 
number of Twitter posts during the entire 2008 Beijing 
Olympics in just one day. And despite NBC’s abundant slip- 
ups in just the first few days of the Games (see: #NBCFail), 
the network’s social media efforts clearly haven’t been for 
naught. 
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Utah Scientific Router Anchors Renovated Control 
Room at Wrig ht State 
by Karen Hogan 

From Division I basketball to minor-league hockey, from high 
school graduations to presidential campaign appearances, 
Wright State University’s Nutter Center has played host to 
an ever widening range of events in its 20=plus-year history. 

Zn order to better accommodate this multitude of events, 
not to mention the thousands of spectators both in the 
arena and at home, Wright State University deployed Utah 
Scientific equipment to the Nutter Center’s newly renovated 
control room. 

Champions Bowl Is Going to ESPN 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

ESPN has taken another step toward owning college 
football’s new postseason by striking a deal to broadcast 
the Champions Bowl from 2015 through 2026. Even though 
the Champions Bowl is just two months old, industry sources 
say it will receive roughly the same rights fee that ESPN will 
pay the nearly century-old Rose Bowl: an average of $80 
million annually over 12 years. The bowl will be played in 
prime time on New Year’s Day each of the 12 years of the 

deal. 

:: 

Audio Monitoring: Options for Inside the Truck 
by Dan Daley 

It’s a narrow niche in the diverse universe of monitor 
speakers, but monitoring inside truck audio environments 
calls for a robust, full-range speaker solution. Market leaders 
include Blue Sky, Genelec, JBL Professional, and Meyer. 

Telestream Releases Flip4Mac 3.0 

Telestream, a provider of digital media tools and workflow 
solutions, announced a public beta release of Flip4Mac 3.0 
including Flip Player, a new multiformat video player. This 
public beta release is being made available to the Mac 
community to allow a broad user base to evaluate the next 
major version of Flip4Mac. Flip4Mac is the official Windows 
Media player on the Mac. Version 3.0 has been completely 
modernized to provide continuous Windows Media support 
for OS X Mountain Lion. 
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Venue News: Olympic Organizers Face Pressure to 
Fill Seats; Cauldron Construction Explained 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

London Olympic organizers are under intense pressure to fill 
stadiums and venues after empty seats clearly visible on 
television infuriated British viewers who would much rather 
have experienced the Games live. Organizers have 
scrambled to fill the seats with mainly soldiers and students, 
but early Monday, gaps could still be seen at weightlifting, 
volleyball, and fencing. 

ViewSat Enhances Satellite Bandwidth with 
Harmonic 

ViewSat has deployed a comprehensive digital video 
headend based on Harmonic video processing solutions. 
Leveraging the high density of Harmonic’s Electra 
multichannel encoding and ProStream with ACE real-time 
stream processing and transcoding platforms, ViewSat can 
more efficiently allocate satellite bandwidth for its direct-to- 
home (DTH) service, enabling the satellite provider to deliver 
an exceptional quality of service to subscribers located in 
Africa and the Middle East. 

Beln Sports Preps for Aug. 15 Launch of Soccer 

Channel Pair 

BeTn Sport will kick off its pair of soccer channels next 
month. The question is how many affiliates will be in its 
distribution net. Armed with the rights to three top 
European leagues -- Spain’s top circuit La Liga; France’s 
premier division, La Ligue Un (English-only); and Italy’s Serie 
A; among other soccer properties -- beln Sport is targeting 
an Aug. 15 kickoff for both English- and Spanish-language 
services. 
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Sweden’s TV4 Gets Rolls Out New Sport Network 
with Help of ATG Broadcast 

ATG Broadcast has completed a second HD sports channel 
for Swedish broadcaster TV4. The contract was placed by 
Ericsson Broadcasting Services and centred on the 
expansion of an existing HD playout facility installed by ATG 
Broadcast in the first quarter of 2011. 

Riedel Radio Technology Serves Team Garmin 
During Tour de France 

For the 99th Tour de France, Team Garmin used a radio 
solution from Riedel Communications. The specialist for real- 
time communications and media networks installed a 
combination of conventional trunked radios and NanoTalk for 
enabling team communication for Garmin. More than 12 
vehicles of Team Garmin, who won this year’s Giro d’Italia, 
were equipped with a MOTOTRBO radio solution enabling 

communication between the individual vehicles. 

Ross Video Expands openGear Platform with 
Rascular 

Ross Video expands the openGear partnership with UK-based 
Rascular Technology. Rascular offers a one-stop software 
application that controls equipment from a diverse set of 
manufacturers in an on-air environment. Helm - Rascular’s 
flagship product - is a fully user-configurable, PC-based 
application providing either mouse-driven or touchscreen 
control and monitoring via TCP/IP for a wide range of 
broadcast equipment workflows. 
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BT Revamps London Tower Facility with Snell 
Router 

BT in London has installed a Snell Sirius 830 routing system 
and three MV-Series multiviewers to support outside 
broadcasting operations the BT Tower facility in London. 
The Snell equipment is a central component in BT’s efforts 
to upgrade its OB capabilities and maintain the high 
reliability of main video throughput for its media and 
broadcast service. London-based VSC Design provided 
systems integration and installation for the project. 

Cars Unit to Build Online Revenue 
by SportsBusiness Journal 

The Cleveland Cavaliers have created a digital operations 
department to drive online revenue. Last month, the Cavs 
rehired Mike Maleski as vice president of digital sales, 
marketing and operations. Maleski rejoins the team after 
leaving last year to open the Cleveland office of mobile 
marketing company Phizzle. Maleski will lead a new six- 
person team that combines digital content development and 
sales into a single department. 
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Suzanne Lezotte Named Bexel Marketing Director 

Bexel, a unit of the Vitec Group’s Services Division and a 
worldwide provider of broadcast services and solutions, has 
named Suzanne Lezotte as the company’s new marketing 
director. In her new position, Lezotte will take the lead in 
creating and deploying cohesive marketing strategies while 
identifying new avenues for company recognition and 
exposure. She will report to Matt Danilowicz, managing 
director of Bexel. 

Comcast SportsNet Mid-Atlantic Names Rebecca 
O’Sullivan=Schulte President 

Rebecca O’Sullivan-Schulte has been promoted to President 
of Comcast SportsNet Mid-Atlantic, as announced by .]on 
Litner, Group President of NBC Sports Group. O’Sullivan- 
Schulte has served as Senior Vice President and General 
Manager since joining Comcast SportsNet in March 2007. 
Under O’Sullivan-Schulte’s leadership, Comcast SportsNet 
has become a leading source for multiplatform sports 
coverage in the Washington-Baltimore region. 

Comcast Media Center’s West Works Studios Wins 
Two Emmy Awards 

The pilot episode of The Stage - Colorado, which was 
produced by West Works Studios (formerly Comcast Media 
Center Production Services), took home Heartland Emmy 
Awards for Arts/Entertainment - Program/Special and for 
Lighting at the 2012 Heartland Chapter Emmy Awards 
ceremony, held Saturday night in Denver. Shot in 1080/60P, 
I080/30P, and 3D, the production was also a finalist in the 
Technical Achievement category. 

Nick Saglimbeni Wins 2012 NVIDIA 3D Vision Photo 
Champion Award 

NVIDIA 3D Vision Live have awarded Nick Saglimbeni the 
2012 Photo Champion Award. Saglimbeni attributes the 
award to the support received from fans, as well as two 
previous monthly awards on the 3D Vision site. Saglimbeni 
has been working with NVIDIA to roll out ambitious 3D 
content, and as part of this new venture, NVIDIA 
encouraged him to look at his work on some of their high- 
end 3D rendering hardware. 

NFL Network, RedZone Face August 1 Drop on 
Former Insight Systems 
by Multichanne! News 
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The National Football League says Time Warner Cable 
subscribers are about to lose its in-house network and ad- 
hoc scoring channel on the systems formerly ownedy by 
insight Communications. The carriage contract for NFL 
Network and NFL RedZone and Insight, which was 
purchased by Time Warner Cable for $3 billion in February, 
expires on July 32. The nation’s No. 2 cable operator has 
never reached a distribution deal for the NFL properties. 

As Hill Moves On, TV Sports Loses Innovator 
by SportsBusiness JournM 

For nearly two decades, David Hill was Fox Sports. The 
Australian TV executive with an outsized personality 
launched the division in 1993. From the beginning, Fox 
Sports reflected Hill: It was loud, brash, and abhorred 
convention. Sports industry executives believe that legacy - 
known internally as the "Fox Sports attitude" - will remain 

even if Hill doesn’t. Last week, news broke that Hill was 
leaving Fox Sports to take a broader international 
programming role at News Corp. 

Comcast Begins Appeals Process in FCC Tennis 
Channel Ruling 
by Los Angeles Times 

Comcast Corp. has asked the Federal Communications 
Commission to stay its decision that the Philadelphia-based 
cable television giant discriminated against the 
independently owned Tennis Channel. Monday’s filing by 
Comcast Corp. is expected to be the first step in a lengthy 
appeals process in the dispute over distribution that began 
three years ago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N4A < N4A@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, August 1,2012 9:54 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

N4A Joins NACDA and its Affiliate Associations 

NACDA Welcomes N4A 

Welcome N4A Members, 

August 1 has arrived and we have officially become NACDA’s 13th affiliate association. 

As a reminder, at the N4A Convention in June, the membership voted and approved the new membership cycle, which will run 
from September 1 -August 31. Over the next month, 2012-13 invoices will be sent to N4A members via email with 
instructions on how to renew. 

As a member of N4A, membership benefits include: 

Reduced registration rates for N4A Convention. 

Opportunity to belong to the N4A listserv for the exchange of information and ideas. 

o The newlistserv e-mails: N4A(8},lists.nacda.com; Regionl(8},lists.nacda.com; Re qion2(~,lists.nacda.com; 
Reqion3Ci~,lists.nacda.com; Re qion4(~,lists.nacda.com; Re.qion5(~,lists.nacda.com 

= Make sure to whitelist N4A~,lists.nacda.com and your region listserv e-mail so e-mails do not get 
caught in your spam filte 

~= Be sure to include a descriptive subject line. E-mails received with no subject line may likely be 
perceived as spam by an e-mail filter and be deleted before reaching the recipient’s inbox 

= If you request a response in a message posted to the list, make it very clear at the beginning of the 
message that responses should be sent directly to you, and provide your e-mail address. Be sure to 
include your name and contact information so members are able to respond to you directly. NEVER HIT 
¯ REPLY ALL* This can quickly and inconveniently fill up inboxes throughout the country 

= Personal replies should be directed to specific individuals, USE THE REPLY button, rather than REPLY 
ALL. Send messages such as "thanks for the information" or "me too" to individual - not to the entire 
list. 

= The listserv may not be used for the solicitation, promotion, or sales of commercial products or services. 
Violation of this rule will result in being removed from the listserv. 

Receive N4A’s e-newsletter. 

4, Receive Athletics Administration, NACDA’s publication that is published eight times a year. 

Receive the NACDA Daily Review, NACDA’s web clipping service. In order to submit a listing for consideration, please 
use this link- http://w"ww.nmnathletics.com//quest/Questionaire.dbml?QID=2236&DB OEM ID=12300. 

Opportunity to post and review job listings in the NACDA job center. To post a listing, please use this link - 

htt p://vw~"w.nacda .com/nacdajobs/nacda-nacdajobs-center.html. 

Unparalleled networking opportunities within your respected association/industry. 

With this new transition, we have re-launched N4A’s website utilizinq www.nfoura.or¢l. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Bart Byrd, N4A President, at bartbyrd(~,baylor.edu, Jamie Bouyer, 
NACDA Manager-Affiliate Associations, at jbouyer(~,,nacda.com or Ramy Mosbah, Intern, at rmosbah{~,,nacda.com. 

Kindest regards, 

Bart Byrd Jamie Bouyer 
President Manager-Affiliate Associations 
N4A NACDA 

© 2012 Huskers.com. All rights reserved. Unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 10:25 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr 

<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim 
Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary Ellen < binghamm@email.unc.edu >; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.U NC.EDU >; 
Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; 

Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Day, Brian C <bday@live.unc.edu >; 
Roberts, Logan <loganwr@live.unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Lee 
Roberts <leeroberts@unc.edu>; Nick Fulton <njfulton@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 



Subject: 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 
< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; TIM upgrade this weekend 

To: All Staff 

From: TIM Support and ITS 

The TIM System will be upgraded beginning on Saturday, August 4. The 

system will be down from Saturday, August 4 at 6 a.m. until Monday, 

August 6 at 6 a.m. During the downtime, users will not be able to log 
in. Teletime will remain down until Wednesday, August 8 at 6 a.m. 

**TIM functionality will not change in the upgraded version.** 

DURING THE DOWNTIME PERIOD 

Employees using Time Stamp will not be able to log in to TIM to record 

their times worked. 

*All times in and out worked during the downtime must be submitted to 
the Manager or TIM Administrator for manual entry on Monday, August 6. * 

Employees using Badge Terminals will be able to swipe in and out for 

worked hours during the downtime. Functions such as View Timecard 

Totals, View Accrual Balances, and Time Off Notifications will not be 

available during the downtime period. 

*Times in and out should be checked by the Manager or TIM Administrator 
on Monday, August 6 to ensure they are correct.* 

Employees using Teletime will not be able to call in to the phone system 

to record times worked during the extended Teletime downtime period. 
*All times in and out worked during the extended downtime must be 

submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator for manual entry by 

Wednesday, August 8.* 

SPA Non-Exempt Employees using Manual Time Entry and SPA and EPA Exempt 

employees will not be able to log into the TIM system during the 

downtime period. 
*SPA Non-Exempt and SPA and EPA Exempt employees will be able to enter 

all of their TIM data on Monday, August 6.* 



TIM ACCESS 

Users will be able to access the Upgraded version of TIM on Monday, 

August 6, using the access methods currently used. This includes the 

HTML (non-Java) version for users who are not TIM Administrators, 
~:!/unctim.unc.edu/em      and UNCTIM 6.1 Thinstall for all TIM 
Administrators and Managers who process advanced functions in TIM. 

Also, starting on Monday, August 6, TIM Administrators and Managers may 

access TIM by going to ~:iiunctim.unc.edu in one of the following 

supported Internet Browsers: Internet Explorer, versions 7, 8, or 9, 

and Mozilla Firefox, version 4 or higher. Other Internet browsers 
should NOT be used to access TIM. 

UPGRADE SUPPORT 

Please contact 962-HELP (4357) for assistance with all technical issues 
related to TIM. 

This email is sponsored by: TIM Support and ITS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N4A Members, 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Jamie Bouyer <jbouyer@nacda.com> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 11:12 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu~; N4A@lJsts.nacda.com 

[n4a] New N4A Listserv Email Address and Protocols 

Welcome to N4A’s new national listsel-\~: N4A@lists nacda.com<mailto:N4A@lists.nacda.com> 

Thank you fi~r being part of N4A’s Listserv Community To ensure the best possible experience for all members, we have established the following guidelines. 

By joining and using these mailing lists, you agree that you have read and will fi~llow the rules and guidelines set for these peer discussion groups. You also agree to reselwe list 
discussions for topics best suited to the medium and to the audience. This is a great way to solicit the advice of your peers, benefit from their experience, and participate in an ongoing 
conversation on topics relevant to the field of academic advising. 

* Replies send the response to ALL list members so make sure you intend to send a response to the whole list instead of a specific person. If you wish to reply to a specific person, send a 
message to his/her e-mail address only. 

* Do NOT send messages to the list that are more appropriately sent directly to an individual to the list 

* Do NOT use the list to set up personal meetings, to thank someone Jk~r sending you information, or to say hello to a :friend. Ask yoursell; "Will my post add to the knowledge base nfthe 
other members of the listserv?" If it will not, then respond directly to the person who has asked the question. 

* All defamatory, abusive, profane, threatening, ofl’ensive, or illegal materials are strictly prohibited. 

* Only send a message to the entire list when it contains information that evewone can benefit from 

* I)o NOT post jokes, humorous stories, or "pass-around" e-mails. 

* Please do NO’]7 use the listserv to promote the Continuing Education offerings of another association unless approved by N4A. Such offerings that would be acceptable would be 
classes that the N4A does not offer or ones that do not conflict with an already scheduled N4A Seminar. 

* Ahvays use file subject line to identi£¥ the substance or purpose of your message. 

* Send messages such as "thanks for file information" or "me, too" to individuals--not to file entire list. Do this by using your e-mail application’s forwarding option and typing in or 
cutting and pasting in the e-mail address of the individual to whom you want to respond. 

* Do not send administrative messages, such as remove me front the list, through the Listserv. 

* Be aware that your message is going to potentially hundreds of nrenrbers across the country. Language, tone, and content that may not be questionable to some, may be questionable to 
others. Please be aware of this and use tact and common sense. 

* Make sure that your replies indicate to whom or to what you are responding. 

* Consider deleting the original message in your reply to mininrize duplication and clutter. 

* Remember to put your name, e-mail address, and contact information in all of your messages in case sonreone wants to contact you personally instead of posting a public response. 

* Please do NOT post job openings on the listselw. Jobs will only be listed in the Job Bank on the N4A website. Posting jobs to the listserv results in a high volume of unnecessary 
messages being sent out to all N4A members. 

* Please do NOT use the listser~, to promote or market an?’ commercial business that is not approved or part of a partnership with N4A. 

* The National Office of N4A is authorized to monitor and manage all N4A listselws 

These mailing lists are provided as a selwice fi~r the membership of N4A. N4A is not responsible for the opinions and information posted on this site by others. N4A does not guarantee the 
accuracy or adequacy of any opinion expressed on the lists 

N4A does not actively monitor the site for inappropriate postings and does not on its own undertake editorial control of postings. However, in the event that any inappropriate posting is 
brought to N4A’s attention, N4A will take appropriate action. 



Jamie Bouyer 
Manager-Affiliate Associations 
McLendon Foundation Administrator 

NACDA 

24651 Detroit Rd. 

Westlake, OH 44145 

440-788-7475 Direct Line 
440-892-4000 Main Office 
440-892-4007 Fax 
216-470-2245 Cell 

j bouyer@nacda.com<nrailto:ibouyer(~nacda.com> 

www.nacda, com<http :/iw~’.nacda. com/> 

[cid:image002.png@01CD6FD6.8287BA30] [cid:image003.gif@01CD6FD6.8287BA30] [cid:image004.jpg@01CD6FD6.8287BA30] 
Like us on Facebook: facebook.comhlacda 
Follow us on Twitter: twitter.com,’nacda 
2013 Convention Dates: NACDA and Affiliates Convention week will take place front June 10-16 at the World Center Marriott Resort in Orlando, Florida. For updated information as it 
becomes available, please visit www.nacda.com<http:i/www.nacda.com/>. #NACDA13 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

region2- reques~lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Jamie Bouyer <jbouyer@nacda.com> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 11:13 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edw~; Region2@lists.nacda.com 

[region2] New Region II Lis~tserv Email Address and Protocols 

N4A Region II Members, 

Welcome to Region II’s new listsel~’: Region2@lists nacda.com<mailto:Region2@lists.nacda.com> 

Thank you for being part of N4A’s Listserv Community To ensure the best possible experience for all members, we have established the following guidelines. 

By joining and using these mailing lists, you agree that you have read and will follow the rules and guidelines set tbr these peer discussion groups. You also agree to resel~ze list 
discussions fbr topics best suited to the medium and to the audience. This is a great way to solicit the advice of your peers, benefit from their experience, and participate in an ongoing 
conversation on topics relevant to the field of academic advising. 

* Replies send the response to ALL list members so make sure you intend to send a response to the whole list instead of a specific person. If you wish to reply to a specific person, send a 
message to his/her e-mail address only. 

* Du NOT send messages to the list that are mure apprupriately sent directly tu an individual to the list 

* Do NOT use the list to set up persunal meetings, tu thank someune ]2~r sending you m[’ormatiun, or tu say hello to a :friend. Ask yuursell; "Will my post add to the knuwledge base nfthe 
other members of the listserv?" If it will not, then respond directly to the person who has asked the questiun. 

* All defamatury, abusive, prufane, threatening, ufl’ensive, or illegal materials are strictly pruhibited. 

* Only send a message to the entire list when it contains informatiun that evewone can benefit from 

* I)u NOT post jokes, humuruus sturles, ur "pass-around" e-mails. 

* Please do NO’]7 use the listserv tu prumute the Continuing Education offerings of another association unless approved by N4A. Such offerings that would be acceptable would be 
classes that the N4A does not offer or ones that do nut cunflict with an already scheduled N4A Seminar. 

* Always use file subject line to identify the substance or purpose of your message. 

* Send messages such as "thanks for file information" or "me, too" to individuals-not to file entire list. Do this by using your e-mail application’s forwarding option and typing in or 
cutting and pasting in the e-mail address of the individual to whom you want to respond. 

* Do not send administrative messages, such as remove me from the list, through the Listserv. 

* Be aware that your message is going to potentially hundreds of members across the country. Language, tone, and content that may not be questionable to some, may be questionable to 
others. Please be aware of this and use tact and common sense. 

* Make sure that your replies indicate to whom or to what you are responding. 

* Consider deleting the original message in your reply to minimize duplication and clutter. 

* Remember to put your name, e-mail address, and contact information in all of your messages in case someone wants to contact you personally instead of posting a public response. 

* Please do NOT post job openings on the listselw. Jobs will only be listed in the Job Bank on the N4A website. Posting jobs to the listserv results in a high volume of unnecessary 
messages being sent out to all N4A members. 

* Please do NOT use the listser~, to promote or market an?’ commercial business that is not approved or part of a partnership with N4A. 

* The National Office of N4A is authorized to monitor and manage all N4A listselws 

These mailing lists are provided as a selwice for the membership of N4A. N4A is not responsible for the opinions and information posted on this site by others. N4A does not guarantee the 
accuracy or adequacy of any opinion expressed on the lists 

N4A does not actively monitor the site for inappropriate postings and does not on its own undertake editorial control of postings. However, in the event that any inappropriate posting is 
brought to b,-4A’s attention, N4A will take appropriate action. 
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NBC Olympics Hits Tech Stride at Aquatics Center 

Panasonic, OBS Present Largest 3D Offering Ever 

Grass Valley Exhibits Olympic Effort in London 

EBU Marks End of SD for Sports Coverage 

In London, Croatia’s HRT Puts Tape to Good Use 
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NBC Olympics Swimming, Diving Coverage Finds 

Right Tech Mix 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The Aquatics Center has been a central focus of NBC 
Olympic operations since the games began. And once again 
CTV OB is helping NBC tell the story of the U.S. swimming 
and diving teams the way it wants to, with on9 and its 
support unit on hand alongside cabins with six Avid edit 
rooms, a graphics cabin, and more. Given that London is five 

hours ahead of the east coast in the U.S., both the 
swimming and diving coverage get the edited treatment. 

Panasonic, OBS Present Largest 3D Offering to Date 
by Brandon Costa 

As part of its London Olympics coverage, NBC is offering the 
first 3D Olympics, churning out as much as 300 hours of 
programming to homes, bars, and clubs across the globe. As 
an Olympic sponsor, Panasonic is supporting the Olympic 
Broadcasting Services (OBS) with 30 OB trucks, 20 3D rigs, 

and 30 ENG cameras. Available in 20 countries, the London 
Olympics is the most widely-taken 3D program ever both 
domestically and internationally. 

Grass Valley Exhibits Olympic Effort in London 
by Karen Hogan 

With more than 200 cameras, three dozen production 
switchers, and 30 replay systems in venues across London, 
Grass Valley is out in full force at the Olympics. The 
company is currently supporting the broadcast backbone for 
numerous events and broadcast-rights holders, including 

Russia, Brazil, and Estonia. 

EBU Marks End of Standard Definition for Sports 
Coverage 
by Kevin Hilton 

but, in broadcasting terms, it is significant as the point 
where the EBU (European Broadcasting Union) says goodbye 
to standard-definition transmission for all major sports 
coverage. This is the result of long-term investment in the 
EBU’s Eurovision satellite and fibre networks. Because of 
this, more than 70 member broadcasters holding rights to 
the Games are able to take feeds from the 12 HD multilateral 
signals available. 

Croatia’s HRT Puts Tape to Good Use 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Wandering the floors of the TBC, one can see nearly every 
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conceivable workflow for sport-content creation and 
distribution in HD. But there are still a couple of networks 
working in SD and recording on tape, although that wasn’t 
necessarily the plan. Case in point? Croatia’s Hrvatska 
Radiotelvizija (HRT), a network that had planned to go to a 
complete file-based workflow, but, because of budget cuts, 
the network is one of two networks within the IBC that are 
recording all events on tape and cutting linearly. 

CEO Says NBCUniversal Will Break Even on 
Olympics 
by Hollywood Reporter 

NBCUniversal is ahead of its financial and ratings forecasts 
for the London 2012 Summer Olympics, CEO Steve Burke 
said Wednesday. Given trends so far, "London is going to be 
right around break-even," he said, acknowledging that his 
team had at one point forecast as much as a $200 million 
loss for these Games. "We are way ahead." Given current 
trends, "we stand to make money on future Olympics," he 

said. 

NBC Issues Apology Over Missy Franklin Spoiler 
by Ho//ywood Reporter 

NBC is sorry for spoiling the Olympics. Shortly before 
broadcasting Missy Franklin’s 100-meter backstroke victory 
on Monday, the network ran a promo for Tuesday’s episode 
of Today showing the swimming sensation holding her gold 
medal. After viewers lashed out about the spoiler and their 
increasing frustration with the tape-delayed coverage of the 
Games, NBC issued an apology on Tuesday. 

US Sports Fans Using Proxy Servers to Watch 
Olympics on BBC 
by International Business Times 

Due to problems with NBC coverage of the Olympic games, 
thousands of US customers are turning to proxy servers to 
watch the BBC’s coverage. A growing group of tech-savvy 
viewers are turning their attention to the BBC, which 
provides 24 live channels of sporting nirvana on its online 
Olympic portal. Access to this is free, with no need to 
provide proof that you have a TV licence or the need for a 
subscription to cable services from the likes of Sky, Virgin 

Media or BT. 

North Korea Allows London Games on TV 
by The Wa!/ Street Journal 

North Korea is allowing five hours of daily coverage of the 
London Olympics to be shown on its TV network, a South 
Korean broadcaster who arranged technical logistics for the 
North said. The length of coverage is unusual for the 
country, where the regime typically exerts great control 
over images of foreign countries and events. The 

broadcasts aren’t live, however, due to the limited 
transmission hours of state-run TV, which is off the air at 
night, when most events are happening in London. 

Netflix Loses Viewers to the Olympics 
by CNET 

The streaming of the Olympic Games may be popular among 
viewers, but not so much at Netflix. Netflix streaming 
dropped 25 percent in the U.S. on Sunday, according to 
data from Procera. That was the day that streaming of the 
London Olympics by TV networks reached a peak as high as 
34 percent of all bandwidth. The rate of streaming also 
jumped by more than 100 percent over the previous two 
days. 

ConnecTV Kicks Off Watercooler Social TV 
Commentary Service with Olympics Experts 
by Rapid TV News 

ConnecTV, a TV-based social network in the United States, 
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has launched Watercooler, a 24-hour chat destination for 
things trending on -IV. Watercooler draws experts and on-air 
hosts from news, sports and entertainment. It is premiering 
in time for the Olympics with Greg Louganis, one of the most 
decorated Olympic divers of all time with four gold medals, 
and the first ever to earn a perfect 10 from all seven judges 
on one dive. He will join Aaron Peirsol, Amanda Beard and 
Eric Fonoimoana, who will all provide insight and analysis 
around the 2012 London Games. 

Olympics Opening Ceremony Ranks Among Biggest 

Social TV Events to Date 
by Lost Remote 

The social Olympics kicked off with a dazzling Opening 
Ceremony that attracted 5 million social media comments, 
according to analysis by Bluefin Labs. In fact, 94.2% of all 
social TV comments in primetime (7 p.m. to midnight ET) 
were about the Opening Ceremony. Perhaps amazingly, this 
did not set any records, but it did rank in the top five, 
according to Bluefin. 

Aspera Shares On Demand Deployed by Cinema 
Cloud 

Cinema Cloud has deployed Aspera Shares On Demand as 
the core infrastructure of its newly-launched service, a 
cloud-based digital content delivery solution for cinemas, 
video replicators, and digital intermediates. Based in 
Melbourne, Australia, Cinema Cloud delivers a wide range of 
video editing, authoring, and encoding, as well as digital 
cinema distribution services through its parent Promo Scape. 

Scandinavian Broadcasters Leverage Vizrt Software 

Vizrt announced that two Scandinavian public broadcasters 
- SVTiSweden and Yle/Finland - have launched new online 
and mobile services that leverage responsive web design. 
The Scandinavian broadcast powerhouses use Vizrt 
software for their digital media production workflow, with 

the design featured in their online and mobile device 
services based upon their own in-house research and 
development. 

I Want my IPTV! The Growth of the Connected 
Television 
by Nielsen Wire 

As new ways to consume media give viewers greater choice 
of how, when, and where to watch, an old standby-the 
television-is making headway in the race for market cachet. 
Americans spend 35 hours each week watching content 
across screens, and 94 percent of that is still on a 

traditional television. With that in mind, it’s no wonder that 
Internet Protocol TV (IPTV), which allows viewers a direct 
connection to video that is watchable on the living room TV 
but streamed from the Web, is gaining traction. 

With $1/day Plan, Aereo Snubs its Nose at 
Broadcasters 
by GigaOM 

Aereo, the startup that wants to deliver broadcast -IV to 
many devices, said it would offer NYC residents a free hour 
ofTV a day and charge $1 per day for access to its service. 
The new pricing structure was announced two weeks after 
17 broadcast networks who are suing the company lost their 
request to suspend the service ahead of a trial. 
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Blackmagic Design Releases DaVinci Resolve 9 

Blackmagic Design announced the release of DaVinci Resolve 
9 public beta, a major new update to the company’s 
advanced color correction tool featuring a completely 
redesigned user interface to optimize workflow speed. 
DaVinci Resolve 9 public beta is now available for free 
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download to existing full featured DaVinci Resolve 

customers, as well as the free DaVinci Resolve Lite. 

Bexel invests in TSL Professional Products 

Bexel has announced a major continued investment in 
precision audio monitor systems from TSL Professional 
Products Ltd. (TSL). Bexel will add the new gear to its 
rental inventory, integrating it heavily into the flypacks the 
company provides as part of its complete turnkey solutions. 
The nearly half-million-dollar investment includes the initial 
purchase of TSL’s PAM1-3G8, PAM1-3G16, and PAM2-3G16 
audio monitoring units. 

Venue News: Olympics Strive to Balance Creativity 
and Sustainability; Earls Court’s Days May Be 
Numbered 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

As the Summer Olympics progress, we learn a lot more 
about London than we ever anticipated. Cameras pan the 
city, helicopters film sweeping aerial shots of buildings and 
landmarks large and small. Hosting the Olympics creates a 
unique opportunity for a city to show off its character and 
style. And there’s no better way to empower a forward- 
thinking, progressive population than by constructing bold, 
progressively designed event spaces and stadiums. Thus, 
constructing venues for Olympic events has become a 
competition in itself. But at what cost? 
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Trio Video Covers Lollapalooza for Seventh 
Consecutive Year 

For the 7th year in a row, Trio trucks are on site at 
Chicago’s Grant Park, supplying equipment, engineering and 
tech support to the 21st annual Lollapalooza Music Festival. 
Tango, Beta, Blues, and, for the first time ever, NEP SS 14 
are on site supplying over 21 cameras, miles of fiber optic 
cable, and transmission equipment to cover over 80 bands 
performing on more than six stages. 

Canon C300 Selected to Shoot in-Flight Film 

In-flight movies have long been part of airline travel, but 
director of photography Doug Chamberlain added a new 
chapter to their history when he shot the movie Departure 
Date on board commercial flights using EOS C300 digital 

cinema cameras from Canon U.S.A., Inc. A 24-minute short 
feature written and directed by Nat Coiro, Departure Date 
was shot by Chamberlain over the course of nine days 
encompassing three continents, 28,000 miles, and a filming 
location moving at an average speed of 500 miles per hour 

at an altitude of 35,000 feet. 

Cox’s Top Tech Task: Store, Repurpose Video 
by TVNewsCheck 

With the Cox stations about done with their conversions to 
HD news, Technical Operations VP Dave Siegler is focused 
on media asset management, storing and indexing digital 
video and making it easy to push content online and onto 
mobile platforms. Other priorities include consolidating back- 
office and IT functions as well as integrating traffic and      i 

master control with BXF. 

NBC Sports Group, MLS Announce MLS 36 

Major League Soccer (MLS) and NBC Sports Group           :: 
announced a new, day-in-the-life series, MLS 36. The first : 
episode, featuring MLS scoring-leader Chris Wondolowski of 
the San Jose Earthquakes as he prepares for the 2012 AT&T 
MLS All-Star Game in Philadelphia, will premiere Sunday,      i 

August 5, at 9:30 p.m. ET on NBC Sports Network. MLS 36 
will follow the three previous successful 36 series Fight      :: 
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Night 36, IndyCar 36 and NHL 36, which currently air on NBC 
Sports Network. 

NESN, CBS 3 Springfield Form Content Sharing 
Partnership 

NESN, the New England-based sports network, and CBS 3 
Springfield (WSHM), a Meredith Corporation TV station, have 
entered into a content sharing partnership associated with 
NESN’s Red Sox and Bruins coverage. The partnership, which 
is similar to NESN’s content sharing arrangements with 
stations in other New England markets, including WBZ-TV in 
Boston, began Tuesday. 

GolTV Scores Multiyear Rights Deal for U.S. Open 
Cup Championship Match 
by Multichannel News 

GolTV has put coverage of the U.S. Open Cup in the back of 
its programming net. The hybrid soccer channel that airs in 
both English and Spanish reached a three-year agreement 
with the U.S. Soccer Federation to air the Lamar Hunt U.S. 
Open Cup’s championship match through 2014. Financial 
terms were not disclosed. The final of the 2012 Lamar Hunt 
U.S. Open Cup, the oldest national soccer tournament in the 
U.S., will air live Wednesday, August 8 at 9 p.m. (ET), when 
the three-time defending champion Seattle Sounders FC 
faces off against Sporting Kansas City at Livestrong 
Sporting Park in Kansas City, Kan. 

Strategic Television Taps Michael Hollander for 
Project Management Team 

Strategic Television, a leading worldwide transmission 
services provider, has added Michael Hollander to its Project 
Management Team. Before recent positions at Telemundo’s 
mun2 network and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Hollander 
managed the CNBC Los Angeles bureau for more than 15 
yea rs. 

Signiant Signs Gencom Technology as Reseller in 
Australia and New Zealand 

Gencom Technology will resell the entire line of Signiant 
solutions to film, broadcast, and postproduction markets in 
Australia and New Zealand. As one of the region’s providers 
of integrated media technology solutions, Gencom will add 
Signiant’s secure media file transfer solutions to its 
extensive portfolio of software and service offerings. 

One Year Since She was Hired, Vivian Schiller’s "Wild 
Ride" at NBC is Just Beginning 
by Nieman Journalism Lab 

If you ever find yourself awake past the witching hour, 
sleeplessly scrolling Twitter, take comfort in knowing that 
NBC News chief digital strategist Vivian Schiller is right there 
with you. Schiller has been with the network for just over a 
year now. If it’s her job that keeps her up at night, she says 
it’s not for lack of satisfaction with it. After a difficult 
resignation as CEO of NPR, she’s happy at NBC - "incredibly 
happy," actually - and excited about the changes that are 
taking place there. 

DirecTV Reports Net Subscriber Loss 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

DirecTV reported its first ever quarterly net U.S. subscriber 
loss in the second quarter, driven by recent moves to 
reduce churn and attract higher quality paying customers. 
DirecTV stock declined nearly 3% ($1.44 per share) to 
$48.66 each in early trading Thursday. The No. 1 satellite 
TV service provider lost 52,000 net subscribers in the 
period, larger than analysts’ consensus estimates of a loss 

of about 36,000 net customers. 
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Senate Cybersecurity Bill Fails to Make It to Floor 
Vote 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Senate Cybersecurity legislation has failed to get Senate 
consideration before Congress heads out off for its August 
recess, dimming prospects for action in the current 
Congress. The Senate voted 52 to 46, not to invoke cloture 
and proceed to a vote on S. 3414, the Cybersecurity Act of 
2012. That was a procedural move by Senate Majority 
Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) in recognition of the inability of 
bill backers, mostly Democrats, and opponents, mostly 
Republicans, to agree on a path forward on the bill, which 
would have meant limiting amendments to only those 
germane to the underlying bill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chrysler <email@chrysler- emaJl.com> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 9:38 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Total Recall brings Chrysler to the skies August 3. 

Read more to see how Chrysler and Sony Pictures are bringing you to the edge of reality in the upcoming film Total Recall, in theaters August 3. 

If you are unable to view this eMail, please click here. 

SEE CHRYSLER TAKE THE 
OPEN ROAD TO THE OPEN SKIES. 

TOTAL RECALL: AUGUST 3, 

Dear Robert, 

Chrysler and Sony Pictures are bringing you 

to the edge of reality in the upcoming film 

Total Recall, opening nationwide August 3. 

From Chrysler vehicles hovering over the city 

to memories that aren’t what they seem, 

there’s a strange future ahead. Explore it by 

visiting chrysler.com/totalrecall, where you 

can learn more about the film and view 

exciting behind-the-scenes footage. 

Welcome to the future. 
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Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
Universi~ of Oklahoma 
334 Cate Center Room 308 
Nomaan, Oklahoma 73019 
ofiice: (405) 325-1522 
cell: (405) 249-5835 

To unsubscribe li~om this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
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Inside the Opening Ceremony Production with CTV, 
Done and Dusted 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

The London Olympics opening ceremony last Friday proved 
to be a source of pride for Anglophiles the world over, as 
the London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games 
(LOCOG), production company Done and Dusted, CTV 
Outside Broadcasts, and a cast of thousands (plus Queen 
Elizabeth) hit all the right notes and all the right technical 
details in telling the story of a nation and culture that is 
now at the center of the global sport stage. And the show 
was not only a celebration of Great Britain but also a 
celebration of broadcast technology. 

ESPN International Networks Share and Share Alike 
by Jason Dachman 

ESPN Argentina, ESPN Brazil, and ESPN Star Sports in 
Singapore are keeping the "worldwide leader in sports" 
plenty busy during the Olympic Games, as all three are 
rights holders. And ESPN has constructed an overarching 

workflow here in London that allows all three networks to 
work in tandem so they can share content, resources, 

facilities, and costs. 

NBC Olympics Tennis Coverage Enlists Visions 
OB10 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

NBC Sports is once again onsite at All England Lawn Tennis 
and Croquet Club for coverage of Olympic tennis, and NEP 
Visions is once again supplying OB units for NBC’s presence 
at the home of the Wimbledon Tennis Championships. The 
tennis coverage is airing live on Bravo in the U.S. for more 
than 8 hours a day, covering five courts of singles and 
doubles play. The coverage is a bit scaled down from a 
Wimbledon Championship, with NBC only having one 
unilateral camera position at the net and then cameras for 

the announcers and ENG crews. 

Adobe Keeps Fans in the Know on Both Sides of the 
Pond 
by Karen Hogan 

In order to be surprised by the men’s 200m IM swimming 
final or the women’s all-around gymnastics result, some 
stateside viewers may choose to avoid news media, ignore 

the Internet, and cut off all contact with friends until 
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primetime. But there’s an easier way. For the first time ever, 
NBC Olympics is streaming every lap, vault, and match live 
to mobile devices, thanks to a partnership with Adobe. 

NBC’s Lazarus "Couldn’t Be More Pleased" with 
Olympics Production 
by Brandon Costa 

As far as Twitter junkies and the blogosphere are 
concerned, NBC’s Olympics coverage has been a disaster. 
However, amidst the firestorm of criticism, NBC Sports Group 
chairman Mark Lazarus has a simple response to his 
naysayers: scoreboard. Despite the backlash that has led to 
the infamous Twitter memes #NBCFail and @NBCDelayed, 
the Peacock is basking in the glow of record-shattering 
ratings hauls. 

Olympics Ratings Roundup: NBC Records Most- 
Watched First Wednesday of Any Non-U.S. Summer 
Games Since 1976 

Each night of the 2012 London Olympics to date has drawn 
higher viewership and household ratings than the first six 
nights of the 2008 Beijing Olympics and the 2004 Athens 
Olympics, the last European Summer Olympics, according to 
official national data provided by The Nielsen Company. 
Wednesday’s coverage drew 30.8 million viewers, the most- 
watched first Wednesday of any non-U.S. Summer Olympics 
in 36 years. 

U.S. Broadcasters Recruit Autoscript Teleprompters 

Autoscript, part of Vitec Videocom, a Vitec Group company, 
announced that several of its prompting solutions are 
helping broadcasters go for the gold when delivering the 
latest sporting news from Europe. U.S. broadcasters 

recruited a series of LED19TFT, LED15TFT, and LED8TFT 
teleprompters to cover the games. 

NBC’s Mazza: Real Olympics Happening Backstage 
by TVNewsCheck 

If anything is taken for granted about the London Olympics, 
it’s the effort that NBC puts into into producing them for 
American viewers on multiple channels. Chief tech Dave 
Mazza says just like the athletes, the NBC techs rely on 
adrenalin to get them through the 17 days. "Maybe it’s a 
marathon with a triathlon at the end followed by a 100-yard 
dash," he says in this NBC-produced video. 

NBC Olympics: Hashtag $$$ 
by The Wall Street Journal 

There have been plenty of negative hashtags assigned to 
NBC’s Olympics coverage on Twitter, including #NBCFail and 
#NBCStinks. But on Madison Avenue the hashtag for this 
Olympics so far is more like: #NBC$$$$. NBCUniversal has 
pulled in more advertising dollars than expected. It could 
even break even on its Olympics coverage, rather than lose 
9200 million as previously predicted, said Steve Burke, chief 
executive officer of Comcast Corp.’s NBCUniversal. 

How the World is Using Social Media Around the 
Olympics 
by Lost Remote 

Let’s not forget the Olympics are a global IV event and that 
NBC’s innovations and sometimes frustrating decisions are 
only one part of the 204 nation event. After just a few 
days, it’s already clear how drastically social has affected 
the Olympics. With the games underway and the world 

tuned in, we looked into some of the other countries’ efforts 
to bring the games to social and the second screen. 

NBC: Nearly Half of Olympics Streams Are From 
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Mobile, Tablet 
by paidCon ten t 

Nevermind "the first social media Olympics". What’s really 
true is this - London’s is the first Summer Games when 
online video has been consumed in such high quantities and 
so avidly on portable devices. Defending itself against this 
week’s "#NBCFaiI" criticism, NBC on Thursday revealed stats 
from its first five days online video streaming. 

Future Olympics Return To Canadian Public 
Broadcaster 
by MediaPost 

After two cycles elsewhere, the Olympics are returning to 
public broadcaster CBC in Canada. The CBC, which receives 
government funds and sells advertising, has signed a deal 
with the International Olympic Committee to carry the 2014 

and 2016 Games. Terms of the deal, which covers the 
Winter Games in Sochi, Russia and summer event in Rio, 
were not disclosed. It comes at a time when the CBC is 
experiencing some budget cuts. 
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New Fraunhofer Audio Format Could Let Consumers 
Balance Commentary, Ambient Sound 
by Dan Daley 

Fraunhofer Institute, the German R&D company that brought 
the world the MP3 audio codec, is testing another new 

format, one that could let consumers resolve the balance 
between center-channel commentary and ambient sound 
and effects on sports broadcasts. Tentatively titled 
Dialogue Enhancement, the system would enable viewers at 
home to change the balance between the commentary and 
all other audio on sports broadcasts. 

NHK Brings Forward Ultra-HD Start Date 
by Advanced Television 

Japan’s public broadcaster is targeting to start test 
transmissions of its advanced UItra-HDTV format by 2016, 
some four years earlier than originally planned. NHK’s 
director general for engineering, Dr Keiichi Kubota, delivered 
the news at a London demonstration of Super-HDTV at 
London’s Olympic Park. NHK, along with the BBC and other 
partners, are using the 2012 Olympics to capture and 
transmit test footage to viewers at the park and at other 
UK locations as well as to Tokyo and the U.S. 

Miranda Announces Improvements to NVISION 9000 

Miranda Technologies has announced key improvements to 
its NVISION 9000 router control system. These system 
improvements enable new customer options for router 
system upgrades thanks to bi-directional communications 
with all NVISION routing systems and many legacy, third- 
party router systems. With the new NVISION 9000, existing 
routing infrastructures can be modernized in a three-step 
progression. 

Harris Targets MAM with Invenio Motion 4 

Harris Broadcast Communications hopes to shift media asset 
management from a device-centric process into an 
enterprise resource management operation with Invenio 
Motion 4, enabling media organizations to maximize the 
value of content production, management, and usage 

across the workflow. Harris will introduce Invenio Motion 4, 
part of the Harris Invenio media asset management workflow 
module for intelligent media movement. 

Dalet’s Managerial MAM Core Powers Turner Sports 
Central 

Turner Sports Central has been shortlisted on the content 
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management category of the Innovation Awards for its new 
multisport asset management (MAM) system, which logs, 
tracks, and retrieves more than 27,000 live recording hours 

of content from more than 6,000 individual events each 
year. Dalet provides the managerial MAM core for the new 
system with the Dalet Enterprise Edition MAM platform, 
which unifies workflow and metadata management across 
several different systems. 

Shifts in Sports Rights Seen for Italian TV 
by Roberto Landini 

This summer is an incredible sports season for Italy, 
particularly with the European Championship and the 
Olympic Games. One notable beneficiary of all the activity 
has been national broadcaster RAI, but the balance among 
the main media players in Italy may soon change. Sports 
rights can be very profitable, especially for subscription 
channels and pay-per-view broadcasters, and RAI, forced to 
save money, is at risk of losing some rights to football, 
MotoGP, and car racing. 
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Inertia Unlimited’s Ref Cam To Make UFC Debut 

Fox Sports has used unique camera views like Catcher Cam, 
Diamond Cam, and Gopher Cam to bring viewers closer to 
the excitement of the sports they love. Saturday night at 
the Staples Center in in Los Angeles is no different as the 
network brings UFC fans to a place they’ve never been - 
inside the Octagon, within inches of the fighters battling in 
the cage. Ref Cam makes its broadcast and UFC debut 
Saturday, Aug. 4 (8:00-10:00 PM ET). 

Blackmagic Design Supports Sky TV’s 2012 USA 
Water Polo Junior Olympics Broadcast 

Sky TV is using a number of Blackmagic Design products for 
their exclusive live broadcast of the 2012 USA Water Polo 
Junior Olympics taking place at California’s Stanford 
University on July 31 and August 5. Blackmagic Design’s 

ATEM 1 M/E Production Switcher, ATEM Television Studio, 
Intensity Shuttle capture and playback cards, HyperDeck 
Shuttle field recorder and Battery Converters HDMI to SDI 
will be used to switch, capture, and stream this year’s 
championship games. 

TV Globo Relies on Orad’s ProSet Virtual Studio 
Technology 

"IV Globo has equipped its S~o Paulo and Rio de Janeiro 

broadcast facilities with Orad ProSet virtual studios. TV 
Globo utilizes the ProSet virtual studio technology 
extensively to produce and broadcast a wide range of HD 
programs including, magazine shows, news, and weather. 

Loyola University Transitions to HD with JVC ProHD 
Cameras 

JVC Professional Products Company, a division of JVC 
Americas Corp., announced that Baltimore’s Loyola 
University Maryland has completed a three-year transition 
to HD production for its Communication Department, which 
is built around a variety ofJVC ProHD cameras. Loyola has 
one GY-HM150 and four GY-HM100 handheld ProHD 
camcorders, which are used for broadcast journalism 
courses and Film Club projects. 

Washington Redskins and NBC4 Expand 
Partnership 

NBC4 and the Washington Redskins have entered into a new 
agreement that will result in more Redskins-themed content 
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on additional NBC4 platforms. The renewal of this 
partnership builds on the successful relationship that goes 
back many years. Under the terms of the new two-year 

deal, NBC4 will continue to be The Official Broadcast Station 
of The Washington Redskins, air pre-season games, and 
broadcast five weekly shows on NBC4 and NBC Washington 
Nonstop. 

Breeders’ Cup, HRTV Announce Partnership 
by Thoroughbred Times 

The Breeders’ Cup and HRTV have announced a multi-year 
media rights agreement which makes HRTV the official 
simulcast partner of the Breeders’ Cup World Championships 
and the preferred provider of the event. The Breeders’ Cup, 
a two-day event consisting of 15 races with purses totaling 

more than $25 million, will be held on November 2 and 3 at 
Santa Anita Park in Arcadia, California. 

Tennis Channel Files Opposition to Comcast Stay 
Request 
by Multichannel News 

Says it is likely to win on merits, given that FCC has 
repeatedly upheld its program carriage complaint, Tennis 
Channel late Thursday filed its opposition to Comcast’s 
request for an FCC stay of enforcement of the commission’s 
decision upholding the program carriage complaint against 
the nation’s top cable operator. The channel points out that 
the FCC’s Media Bureau found prima fade evidence of 
discrimination, that an administrative law judge agreed, as 

did the enforcement bureau, as did the full commission. 

Time Warner Cable Punts NFL Network from Former 
Insight Systems 
by Multichannel News 

With the contract expiring at midnight on the former Insight 
Communications systems serving Kentucky, Indiana and 

Ohio, NFL Network went dark for Time Warner Cable 
subscribers in those areas. The MSO, which purchased the 
Insight systems for $3 billion in February, does not have a 
carriage deal with the National Football League for its in- 
house network and ad-hoc scoring channel, NFL RedZone. 

Shure Renews SVG Sponsorship 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Shure 
has renewed its corporate sponsorship. Shure makes 
microphones and audio electronics to help amplify, process, 
and mix sound. The company recognizes that audio 
electronics are the means to self-expression for a diverse 
group of individuals worldwide. 
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Axon Digital Hires Michael Schneider As Business 
Development Manager 

Axon Digital Design has strengthened its European sales and 
marketing team with the appointment of Michael Schneider 
as Business Development Manager for Germany and 
Switzerland. Schneider will be responsible for the further 
development of these strong markets for AXON’s products 
and he will work together with end-users and system 
integrators on new projects. 

NVIDIA To Demo Multiplafform Technologies at 
SIGGRAPH 

NVIDIA will be demoing its latest technology for accelerating 
visual effects and content creation pipelines at this year’s 
SIGGRAPH, at the L.A. Convention Center from Aug. 7 - 9. 
Across all three days of the show, the company has 
scheduled a full lineup of demos and presentations from 
industry partners covering the latest in workstation 
professional graphics technologies. 
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Sony’s Loss Grows, Cuts Earnings Forecast 
by Associa ted Press 

Sony’s red ink worsened in the April-June quarter and it 
lowered its full-year earnings forecast as it battles a strong 
yen and declining sales of liquid crystal display TVs and 
video game machines. The Japanese electronics and 
entertainment company Thursday reported a quarterly loss 
of 24.6 billion yen ($316 million) compared with a 15.5 billion 
yen loss a year earlier. 

CBS in the Red Zone With Super Bowl Ad Sales 
by Advveek 

Although the 2012-13 NFL season isn’t set to kick off for 
another five weeks, CBS on Thursday said it is already 
nearing a sellout of its available in-game inventory for Super 
Bowl XLVII. Speaking to investors during the media 
company’s second-quarter earnings call, CBS Corp. CEO Les 
Moonves said the broadcaster had already sold "80 percent 
of advertising in the game," adding that the pace puts CBS 
"well ahead of where we were three years ago." 
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During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were 
removed 

You now have 465 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to manage your quarantine 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 11:20 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd@baylor.edu; calege@gw.fis.ncsu.edu; N4A@lists.nacda.com; Joseph P 

Luckey (jluckey) <jluckey@memphis.edu-~; Jim Pignataro <pignataxo@sass.msu.edu-~ 

[n4a] NCAA.org 

h ttp://www.ncaa.org/wps/wcm/c~nnect/pub~ic/NCAA/Res~urces/Latest+News/2~12/Ju~v/Executive+C~mmittee+funds+pi~t*t~+help+~imited-res~urce+sch~s+b~st+APR 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda com/unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 3:37 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edu>; ConnectCaJcolina <connectcarolin~listsenT.unc.edu> 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina Newsletter tbr A ugust 2012 

System Outage This Saturday, August 11 

There will be a planned maintenance outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on Saturday, Aug. 11, starting at 7:00 am and ending around l:00pm. 

ConnectCarolina will be down during this time frame. 

http~/~its.unc~edu/enterprise/enterprise-app~ications/c~nnectcar~ina/s~stern~status/ 

Campus Solutions Priority List 

View the latest list of the Top 10 In-Progress Activities for Campus Solutions. 

http:!!itsmnc.eduienterprise!enterprise-applicationsiwhat-we-are-working-on! 

Students Must Act on Proxy Access to Billing 

Improvements made to the Student Financials section of the ConnectCarolina Student Center mean students will need to take action to re-authorize proxies 

(usually parents) for access to billing and payment. 

.h.~t.~p.j/.!~s..:.u...~.c..:.e.~.d.~u../.~.~..L2./..Q7../L6..Lc..h...a..~.e..s..~.c..~..~.e..c..~.~9.!!.~:~.~!~.~.~!.~!.~Z 
Update on the ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll Project 

The ConnectCarolina project team is deep into the detailed work of the project - taking the University’s needs and configuring PeopleSoft to work for us with as 

little customization as possible. Here is just a brief look at what the project team is working on. 

http://its.unc.edu/2012iO7/18/proiect-.update-july-.18-. 2012/ 

ConnectCarolina YouTube Channel 

View videos on ConnectCarolina’s new YouTube channel. 

http:/!www.youtube.comiuser/connectcarolina?ob=O&feature=results main 

Follow ConnectCarolina on Social Media 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/ConnectCarolina/lOO789246978?ref=rnf 

_h___ttp___s_~/it __w__!_t_t __e__r__._c___o___n_~/__#_!/___c___o_n n_ _e_ _ _c_ _t_ _c_ _a_ _ _r_ _o_ _ [ ! _n _a_ _ 

Campus Solutions Help Resources 

The fastest way to resolve any issues with Campus Solutions is to file a Help ticket at http:iihelp.unc.edu; for policy or process questions, contact the functional 

office directly: 

¯ Student Billing: http:i!cashier.unc.edu! 

¯ Financial Aid: http:!istudentaid.unc.edu! 

¯ Student Records (including access), Registration, Drop!Add, Transcripts, etc. -- University Registrar: http;//reg!strar.tmc:ed!ff!ndex.htm 

¯ Undergraduate Admissions: .h--t--t--p-~/-~-w--~-w--~-w--~-a---d---m---~-s--s--!-~---n---s-:--u---n--c--:-e---d---u--~ 

¯ Graduate Admissions: _h_ _ _t_ _tp_ [ i_ i_ g _r_ _a_ _ _d_ _ _s_ _c_ _ _h_ _o_ _ _o_ _ [ :_ _u_ _ _Q _ _c_ : _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ J_ 

Campus Solutions Governance and Feedback: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-app~icati~ns/c~nnectcar~ina/ab~ut-c~nnectcar~ina/g~vernance/ 

Information on the Finance and HR/Payroll Implementations 

Finance: http:/iits.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/connectcarolina/finance/ 

HR/Payroll: http://its~unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise.app~icati~ns/c~nnectcar~ina/hr..and..payr~/ 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 9, 2012 10:21 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr -:nnercer@email.unc.e&P; campus solutions stalt’users <cccsstaffusers@list~rv.unc.edtr~ 

[cccsstaffusers] System outage Sat., Ang. 11, aJ]~cting ConnectCarolina and other systems 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina, ePro and other systems on Sat., Aug. 11, 7am to approximately lpm. 

This planned maintenance outage means that ConnectCarolina and other systems will not be available during this time frame. View the list of affected systems 

here: 

http://its.unc.edu/Enterprise/ConnectCarolina/SystemStatus/index.htm 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!!its.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-applications! 
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To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 2:04 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: NBC Olympics Venue Operations Take Evolutionary Approach; Turner’s PGA Championship Plans Cater to FaJ~s 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Thursday, August 9, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 95 
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NBC Olympics Venue Operations Evolves 

BBC Sport’s Paul Davies Reflects on Games 

Sony’s Media Backbone Stars for NBC Olympics 

Channel Nine, Foxtei Take Games Down Under 

Mobile Olympics Studio Sends Program to France 

CCTV Matches Athletes’ Performance in London 

Swiss Stay Efficient for Three Olympics Channels 

Turner’s PGA Championship Plans Cater to Fans 
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NBC ONympics Venue Operations Take Evolutionary 
Approach 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Athletics action from Olympic Stadium in London is 
dominating the sport world’s attention this week and for NBC 
Olympics it calls for a special personal touch. Operating out 
of an NEP Visions OB unit, the team not only brings in 
cameras from OBS but also 26 additional cameras, 

BBC Sport’s Paul Davies Reflects 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

It was not too long ago that the London Olympics seemed 
destined (even seemingly willed by some) to be a fiasco of 
mammoth proportions. Traffic would be a disaster 
throughout. Hotels would be overbooked, with tourists 
wandering the streets like extras out of a Danny Boyle 

zombie flick. And, of course, the BBC’s efforts would be for 
naught as Great Britain would fail to reach the medal stand, 
fans would stop tuning in, and government inquiries into how 
this all could have occurred would consume British airwaves 
and tabloids for months. It appears that none of that will 
happen. 

Sony Cameras, Media Backbone Take Center Stage 
for NBC Olympics 
by Brandon Costa 

London 2012 marks the eighth consecutive Games that Sony 
has worked with NBC Olympics, and it’s of little surprise that 
the popular tech company has an overwhelming presence 

within the International Broadcast Center ([BC) in London. 
NBC Olympics is using more than 2,100 pieces of Sony gear, 
including HD cameras, production switchers, and more than 
700 displays - many of which are OLED. However, Sony’s 
partnership with the Peacock includes robust work in some 
of the supplier’s less ballyhooed skill sets: asset 
management and systems integration. 

Channel Nine, Foxtel Take Olympic Games Down 
Under 
by Jason Dachman 

Anyone visiting the International Broadcast Center in London 
during the London Games can sense a very apparent theme 

SVG would like to thank its 
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among the broadcasters on hand: a concerted effort to 
leave as much of their operation at home as possible. 
However, while most broadcasters are developing new 
workflows that reduce on-site staff, gear, and 
infrastructure, Australian-rights holders Channel Nine and 
Foxtel are doing just the opposite. The Olympic Unit (TOU) - 
as the Channel Nine-Foxtel alliance is known - has located 
nearly its entire operation, from capture to transmission, in 
London, 

Studio Rolling Around Town Sends Program to 
France 
by Kevin Hilton, European Correspondent 

Few things sum up the image of London better than a red 
double-decker bus, but one travelling around the capital 
right now is particularly worthy of greater attention. This 
particular vehicle contains what is hailed as the first-ever 
live mobile TV studio, and, although it is the traditional 
colour, with illustrations of iconic local images, it also 
features the Iogos of France TV Sport. 

CCTV Broadcast Matches Athletes’ Performance 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

As the Chinese gobble up medals, the pressure is on CCTV 
to ensure that billions (literally) of viewers back home have 
a W-viewing experience that matches the level of 
performance on the field. So, for Wang Dagang, CCTV 
Olympics general technical coordinator, and a team of 400, 
the goal is to get the most out of their equipment, four 

studios in London, and a wealth of OBS feeds recorded on a 
Chinese-manufactured video-server system and edited using 
a mix of Sobey and Avid editing systems. 

Swiss Stay Efficient for Three Channels 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

Switzerland’s SRG SSR’s IBC facility is serving out Olympic 
content to three channels for three distinct regions and 
languages in Switzerland (a German network in Zurich, 
French in Geneva, and Italian in Lugano). But its IBC facility 
is an example of Swiss efficiency as a team of 40 is 
distributing signals from the EBU to a Sony Synaps server 
system and Sony editing systems at both the IBC and the 
three network facilities in Switzerland. 

TVUPack Transmits Over 450 Hours of Live 
Programming During First Week of Olympics 

TVU Networks’ TVUPack cellular uplink solutions have been 
deployed by a number of leading broadcasters and news 
agencies around the world to deliver live footage of the 
stories surrounding the London Olympic Games back to their 
home nations. More than 20 major media outlets from 
around the globe have used TVUPack to broadcast over 450 
hours of live footage from the London Games. 

Majority of Viewers Say Olympics Coverage Is Good 
or Excellent 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

A Pew Research Center report confirms the ratings and 
streaming numbers that suggest a lot of folks are tuned to 
the Olympics in London. NBCU’s ears may be burning: 
According to the report, 76% of the Olympic watchers 
describe the coverage as excellent or good, with only 18% 
saying it is fair to poor. More than three quarters of those 
polled (78%) said that they have watched or followed the 
Olympics coverage on TV, online or over a social network. 

IOC Says It’s NBC’s Call on Tape-Delayed Coverage 
by Associa ted Press 

If NBC wants to show Usain Bolt’s 200-meter victory on 
tape delay, the IOC says that’s up to the network. Bolt’s 
blinding dash in the signature event of the London Olympics 
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on Sunday came at 4:50 p.m EDT. NBC broadcast the race 
on television hours later in prime time, frustrating fans 
accustomed to watching action as it happens and sharing 
instant reaction through social media. On Monday, 
International Olympic Committee spokesman Mark Adams 
deflected criticism aimed at NBC, which is the biggest 
financial backer of the Olympic body. 

Turner Sports’ PGA Championship Plans Cater to 
Fans in Venue and Out 
by Karen Hogan 

For the second consecutive year, fans attending the PGA 
Championship will be permitted to carry and use mobile 
devices in selected areas of the course. This relatively small 
rule change has paid dividends for Turner Sports, which took 
advantage of last year’s in-venue cellphone=wielding masses 
with its PGA Championship mobile experience and netted a 
Sports Emmy Award for Outstanding New Approaches, 
Sports Event Coverage. 

Level 3 Named Official Technology Provider for USA 
Pro Challenge 

Level 3 Communications announced it is an official 
technology provider for the USA Pro Challenge, the most 
physically demanding professional cycling race in North 
America. Level 3 will provide a suite of content delivery 
network (CDN) and Vyvx Solutions services, known as Level 
3’s Internet Broadcast Elements, to deliver coverage of the 
seven-stage, Colorado-based race to countries across the 
globe. 

Bexel Helps ABC Keep an Eye on Contestants in The 
Glass House 

Bexel supplied a state-of-the-art custom equipment 
package for ABC’s new interactive real-time reality 
competition, The Glass House. As ABC’s second in-house 
produced show, Bexel worked closely with technical 
consultant 3erry Kaman and Tim Bock, ABC’s vice president 
of production for alternative series and specials, to find 
solutions that would help meet the demands of the 
aggressive, technically advanced 24-hour show. 

Google Fiber A Big Threat to Pay TV 
by paidCon ten t 

While even its vast cash resources won’t allow it to roll out 
fiber to every TV home in the U.S., Google Fiber is 
something pay TV operators should be "very, very afraid of," 
said a report issued Wednesday by research group SNL 
Kagan. "Google Inc. is reinventing the business of pay TV 
and broadband - and it may not need to wire every U.S. 
city to make an impact," wrote SNL Kagan analys Deborah 
Yao, in the report’s lead. 

Ikegami Unicam Set for NBC Debut 

[kegami will hit TBC with a number of new products, including 

the Unicam HD camera line. These multi format HD cameras 
- which also provide 3G-SD][ 1080/50p performance - include 
the new HDK-97A 16-bit portable HD companion camera 
that supports not only 1080i/720p, but also 3G signals such 
as 1080/50p 4:2:2 and 1080/50i 4:4:4. 

Calrec To Demo Hydra2 in Live Production Scenario 

Calrec will showcase Hydra2’s ability to interact with third- 
party control and production automation equipment. To give 
broadcasters a sense of Hydra2’s potential as a networking 
solution, Calrec will exhibit its equipment in a scenario akin 
to how it would be used in an actual production 
environment. Demonstrating the Calrec Serial Protocol will 
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be a Ross switcher emulator in conjunction with Ross 
Overdrive technology, which will allow for visibility into and 
third=party control over a number of Calrec audio console 
settings. 

Axon Unveils Latest Broadcast ’Glue’ Products 

Netherlands-based Axon Digital Design will celebrate 25 
years in expanding the development of what has become 
known as broadcast glue products. The company’s range of 
Synapse modular AV signal processing and control systems 
are employed by broadcasters worldwide. At ]BC, Axon will 
highlight the increasingly important role that modular core 
processing technology plays within modern broadcast 
workflows. 

T-VIPS Launches TNS460 HD/SD=SDI Monitor 

T-VIPS recently announced the launch of its TNS460 

HD/SD-SD[ Monitor, a new addition to T-VIPS’ nSure 
product line, which has been developed to ensure the 
uninterrupted delivery of high quality video content. Visitors 
to [BC will be able to see on-stand demonstrations of the 
solution (stand 1.B71), which will be shipping from 
September 2012. 

kvA~Ll~ ’ i 

Venue News: MSG Undergoing Phase II of 
Transformation; Dodgers Stadium Renovation To 
Start this Winter 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

Madison Square Garden has spent its second consecutive 
summer undergoing the most comprehensive renovation in 
its 42-year history. Phase IT of the three-year, nearly $1- 
billion project to transform the Garden has focused mostly 
on the suites that ring the middle level, and on the upper 
seating bowl, which has been rebuilt from scratch. Net 
result: Seats that are about 10 feet closer to the playing 
surface and 17 degrees steeper than they used to be, an 
upgrade after decades of complaints about sight lines. 

Turner Field Becomes 100th EVS-Equipped North 
American Stadium 

EVS has reached 100 sports arenas in North America and 
Turner Field has claimed the milestone spot. Providing 
innovative technology and broadcasting solutions, EVS 
continues to equip control rooms at sports venues 
throughout Canada and the United States. With Turner 
Field’s investment in EVS’ eight-channel XT3 server, the 
stadium can meet demanding live and near-live production 
requirements with support for more audio and video 
channels, and the ability to record 3D super slow-motion 

feeds. 

=b,o ® 

Blackmagic Design Announces New Software Audio 
Mixer 

Blackmagic Design announced a major new software update 
that adds full audio mixing capability to its ATEM i M!E 
Production Switcher and ATEM Television Studio. ATEM 
Switcher 3.2 audio mixer software lets customers mix 
embedded audio from SDI and HDMI inputs, as well as 
external audio inputs. For ATEM I MiE Production Switcher, 
audio mixer software also supports mixing audio from it’s two 
built-in media players. This software update is available now 
for download free of charge for all Blackmagic Design ATEM 

I MiE Production Switcher and ATEM Television Studio 
customers. 

NVIDIA Launches New Line of Quadro GPUs 
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NVIDIA announced a new line of Quadro professional 
graphics solutions for the latest leading mobile workstations. 
Designed for engineers, industrial designers, animators, and 

film and video editors that need to take their work with 
them, these new Quadro graphics processing units (GPUs) 
feature Kepler: a fast, efficient GPU architecture. Kepler 
delivers performance gains over previous generations with 
the same power budget as the previous generation Quadro 
mobile graphics solutions. 

How Television Changed College Football -and 
How It Will Again 
by Sports Illustrated 

In 1984, The Associated Press estimated that college 
football rights would generate $43.6 million. To put that in 
perspective, ESPN will pay a reported $80 million to 
broadcast the Rose Bowl on .]an. 1, 2015. Adjusted for 

inflation, those 1984 deals would be worth $90.3 million. So 
30 years after the Supreme Court ruling, one game will be 
worth almost as much as an entire season of college football 
was immediately after the decision. Sports Illustrated takes 
an historical look at how college rights rights fees have 
boomed over the past two decades. 

MLB Productions, NBC Sports Group Collaborate on 
Caught Looking 

Major League Baseball Productions and NBC Sports Group 
announced a deal to collaborate on a new series titled 
Caught Looking, which will debut Wednesday, August 15, at 
9:00 p.m. ET, with a new episode scheduled to air each 
subsequent week on Thursdays through October 4. Each 
original episode will be one hour in length and will air on NBC 
Sports Network. 

Roku’s "Streaming Stick" Technology Turns 
Standard Sets Into Internet-Connected TVs 
by Broadcast Engineering 

With Internet=connected -iV sets one of the hottest 
categories of television sales, it seems only natural that 
someone would figure out how to upgrade conventional non- i 

connected television sets for Internet reception,            i 
Apparently, Roku will one of the first players at the gate.     i 
Last week, Roku unveiled a list of partners to build "Roku 
Ready" products that will use its "streaming stick" 
technology. 

James Cameron’s 3D China Venture 
by Los Angeles Times 

Filmmaker James Cameron and 3D photography specialist 
VJnce Pace have announced that the Cameron Pace Group 
(CPG), which specializes in providing 3D technology, 
services and consulting to other producers, will launch a 
new joint venture in China. The deal, signed Wednesday in 
Beijing with the state-owned Tianjin North Film Group and 
TJanjin High-tech Holding Group, will see CPG triple in size in 
the next 18 months, as Cameron and Pace build up a staff 
of Chinese workers, overseen by a team that will come in 
part from the U.S. and be housed at CPG China’s new studio 
in the city of Tianjin. 

MLBAM May Account For One-Quarter Of Padres 

$800 Million Sale 
by Forbes 

With MLB Advanced Media’s revenue expected to climb well 
above $600 million this year and the unit boasting an 
operating margin of over 33%, some experts say MLBAM is 

worth at least $6 billion. That means if baseball’s owners 
approve the $800 million sale of the San Diego Padres 
August 16 by John Moores, the team’s stake in MLBAM will 
account for $200 million, or one-quarter of the price. 
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How the Dodgers TV Rights Could Generate $8.5 

Billion 
by The Hollywood Reporter 

The head of consultancy Desser Sports Media, who 
negotiated the Lakers’ recent deal with Time Warner Cable 
and testified for Major League Baseball in the Dodgers’ 
bankruptcy, independently evaluates the team’s options 
when its deals expire after next season, 

Corncast Seeks Court Stay of FCC Tennis Channel 

Decision 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Having asked the FCC to weigh in on its request for a stay 
of the Tennis Channel carriage complaint by Aug. 7, 
Comcast on Wednesday (Aug. 8) took its request to a 
federal court after the FCC had not ruled. "The FCC’s Order 
is unprecedented, unjustified, and unconstitutional, and 
Comcast requests that it be stayed pending this Court’s 
review," Comcast told the court. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 8:39 PM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; 
Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 
(2iocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn 
<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 
Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 
<tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <(2Sparrow@FA(2.UN(2.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
<MKivett@FA(2.UN(2.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FA(2.UN(2.EDU>; David 
Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael (2opeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu>; Harpham, Jackie <jharpham@live.unc.edu>; 
Neuharth, Brent <neuharth@live.unc.edu>; (2reighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; 
Stafford, Harry (2 <harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T 
<jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Ilsy (2happell 
<ichappell@unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 
<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <aj grant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 
<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 
<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfafley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Dunn <bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba (2unningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 
<byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu>; (21arissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey 
(2amarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie 
Rubertino Shearer <carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy (2athro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2indi Atwater 
<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curt Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2 D Mock 
<cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;lint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth 
<chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2orey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2iarra Watkins 
<ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl BoxbergerSubj ect: Patch Tuesday - yes, it is here 
again 



Microsoft will be releasing 9 bulletins with 5 rated as critical, restart required. As usual, it is your choice how 
you want them installed. You can manually install them before you leave Tuesday afternoon. Updates are 
generally released around 3-3:30pm. Go to Windows updates and click on check for updates. If you do 
nothing, then I will push them out Wednesday/Thursday to your workstation with a 2 hour reboot prompt. But 
I guarantee you will experience more reboots when I push them out (not intentional). Just the way it is. I 
suggest the manual install on your part. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 8:05 AM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; 
Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; Harpham, Jackie 
<jharpham@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Angie 
Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker H 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 
Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 
< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 
<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater 

<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curt Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D 

Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase 
<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl 
Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Courtney Farrington 
<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera 
<coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos 
Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Stone 

<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.uSubject: NOTICE: new security guidelines for staff Iogins> 

At the current time, this will only apply to staff deemed as "sensitive data" users but it will be expanded to other staff in 

the coming months. 

Login will be limited to the staff member’s current workstation. Meaning, should you try to Iogin at a different 
workstation, the Iogin will be denied. Some staff will be given access to multiple workstations, i.e. Ticket Office staff. 

Should staff need access to a second workstation, you will need to request access (what workstation, reason needing 

access). 

Thanks for your attention! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:32 AM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; 
Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; Harpham, Jackie 
<jharpham@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Angie 
Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker H 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 
Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 
< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 
<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater 

<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curt Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D 

Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase 
<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl 
Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Courtney Farrington 
<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera 
<coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos 
Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Stone 

<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.uSubject: REMINDER: TIM URL> 

SubJect: 

PLEASE NOTE: the fo owsg URLs a~’~e the co~ect ose fox accessng UNC TM: 

~xi/unctimouncoedu/em (which redirects you to the URL below) 

or 

~s://unctirn~un~@d~/wfc/ap.!o!i~ati~sLwtk/htm!/essL!~ 

PLEASE DO NOT USE: 

~:i;/www.unctim.Uncoedu nor ~oV§~unctimoUnCoedu 

PLEASE DO NOT INSTALL ANY VERSION OF JAVA IF YOU ARE EVER PROMPTED. IT MEANS YOU ARE NOT USING THE 

CORRECT URL AS NOTED ABOVE. 

Please go through your bookmarks and ensure you are using the correct URL and delete any references to the two noted 

as not to be used. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 11:04 AM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 

<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu >; 
Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >; Harpham, Jackie 
<jharpham@live.unc.edu >; Creighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Angie 
Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker H 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 
Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Blake Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Dunn < bpdunn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Yeargan 
< byeargan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry 
<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater 

<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curt Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu >; C D 

Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase 
<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carl 
Boxberger <cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Courtney Farrington 
<cjfarrin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carl Olivera 
<coliveira@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos 
Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Stone 

<cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.uSubject: NOTICE: upcoming change to name for storage 
d rives > 

Currently, staff are accessing the network storage drives (H, J and U) from AD1 (adl.uncaa.unc.edu) for both Windows 
and Macs. Some time in the next month or so, the name will be changing to STORAGE (storage.uncaa.unc.edu). For 

Windows: when you Iogin, you will be automatically directed to the new location. Any shortcuts you have created on 

your desktop would need to be changed at that time. For Macs: the server address will change from 

smb://ADl.uncaa.unc.edu to smb://storage.uncaa.unc.edu. 

This is a notice at the point so there is nothing you need to do right now. As the time approaches and a date has been 

set you will be notified and provided with more details. 

Thanks for your attention! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Ban Byrd <~Bart Byrd@baylor.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:36 AM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; ’n4a@lists.nacda.com’ 

[n4a] Presidents Welcome and Address 

Dear N4A Membership, 

I hope that everyone has had an exciting summer. ~at an honor and privilege it is to serve you as your president for the 2012-13 year I am so excited to see our new partnership with 
NACDA take flight Hopefully, you have had the opportuni~ to visit the new website. Please be patient as we are still working out a few kinks with the new- system. 

I also wanted to remind everyone about our listserv policies Please make sure that we are using it appropriately. Our profession has made tremendous strides in recent years and I want to 
continue to see us grow as a professional organization. We are in the spotlight for numerous reasons. I think that it is very important for us to be cautious and respectful to our membership 
and our profession when posting on the listserv. In recent days, we have seen numerous articles in the media about our profession and the issues we face. I want to encourage everyone to 
be mindful of what we say and do when we are representing the N4A and our respective umversities. 

Please feel free to contact me if I can be of assistance to you in anyway Best of luck with the 2012-13 school year. 

Bart Byrd 

Assuciate Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Services 

Baylor University 

(254) 710-3790 Office 

(254) 709-4815 Cell 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda cum/unsubscribe 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 
Jenna Sample <JLS0057@auburn.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 5:47 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; N4A@lists.nacda.com 

Ryan Day <rtd0006@auburn.edu> 

[n4a] Leadership Inslitute 

All, 

Hi, we are working on creating some sort of Leadership Institute at Auburn for our Student-Athletes. If any of you currently have a Leadership Institute (or something in place for leadership 
development) could you please send me a general idea of how the program works? Or any outlines/documents on your leadership program? 

Please respond to jls0057@auburn.edu<mailto:jls0057~auburn.edu>. 

Thanks! 

Jenna L. Sample 
Academic Counselor 
Auburn University Athletics 
392 South Donahue Drive 
P.O. Box 351 
Auburn, AL 36830 
Office: 334.844.9180 
Fax: 334.844.4193 

"Your education and ultimate success is a product of your own hard work." -Wendy Kopp 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



l 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 11:14 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edu>; ConnectCaJcolina <connectcarolin~listserv.unc.edu> 

[connectcaxolina] ConnectCaxolina News -- Deployment Strategy Announcement and Upcoming Outages 

Deployment Strategy Announced 

The project Sponsors have determined the go-live date for the Finance and HR!Payroll implementations. 

http://its~unc.edu/2012/O8/29/deployment-strategy-for-connectcarolina/ 

Outages Affecting ConnectCarolina 

There will be several outages affecting ConnectCarolina in September, beginning with Sept. 5, 6pm to :11pm. 

http~its~unc~edu/enterprise~enterprise~a~!!cati~ns/c~nnectcar~!ina~system-status~ 
Campus Solutions Priority List 

View the latest list of the Top 10 In-Progress Activities for Campus Solutions. 

http:i/its.unc.eduienterprise/enterprise-.applicationsiwhat-we-are-working-.on/ 

Students Must Act on Proxy Access to Billing 

Improvements made to the Student Financials section of the ConnectCarolina Student Center mean students will need to take action to re-authorize proxies 

(usually parents) for access to billing and payment. 

http:!/its.unc.edui20].2!O7/16/changes-connectcarolina-student-financials! 

ConnectCarolina YouTube Channel 

View videos on ConnectCarolina’s new YouTube channel. 

-h-~t-~t-p-~:-~-~--W---WW:~y--~---u-~t-~-u-~b--~e---.-c---~----m--/-~u---s-~e---r-/c~nnectcar~iina?~b=~&feature=resu~ts main 

Follow ConnectCarolina on Social Media 

http:!/www.facebook.comipages!ConnectCarolinai:100789246978?ref=mf 

https:i/twitter.comi#!/conn ectca rolina 

Campus Solutions Help Resources 

The fastest way to resolve any issues with Campus Solutions is to file a Help ticket at _h___t__t_p_~i/___h___e_!p__=__u__n___c__.__e___d___u_.; for policy or process questions, contact the functional 

office directly: 

¯ Student Billing: ._h__t__t_p__~/_/___c__a___s___h_!__e__r_:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_/__ 

¯ Financial Aid: -h---t--t-p---~/-/---s--t--u---d---e---n--t--a--L-d--.--u---n--c--.---e--d---u-/-- 

¯ Student Records (including access), Registration, Drop/Add, Transcripts, etc. -- University Registrar: htt~//re~!strar.unc:edu/!ndex.htm 

¯ Undergraduate Admissions: http://www~adrnissions.unc.edu/ 

¯ Graduate Admissions: http:i/gradschool.unc~edui 

Information on the Finance and HR/Payroll Implementations 

Finance: -h~t~t~p~L!~t~s~:~u~n~c~:~e~d~uj~e~n~t~e~r~p~r~!~s~e~/~e~n~t~e~r~p~E!s~e ~ appJ_!~_a t !o_n sLc o D_D_e_ct_c a_EQ_!!_n a~ f!9_a_D_c e~ 

HR!Payroll: http~//its~unc~edu/enterprise/enterprise~app~icati~ns/c~nnectcar~ina/hr~and~payr~/ 

Questions and comments may be sent to: connectcarolina info@)unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 30, 2012 9:24 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr -:nnercer@email.unc.e&P; campus solutions stalt’users <cccsstaffusers@list~rv.unc.edtr~ 

[cccs staffusers] Outage Aflbcting ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions Wed., Sept. 5, 6pro to l I pm 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions on the evening of Wednesday, Sept. 5, related to the Fall session Census. Due to the need to 

"freeze" the database to take the census snapshot, users will not be able to access ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions pages from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00pro on Sept. 5. 

We request that all faculty and staff be logged out of ConnectCarolina by 6:00 p.m. on Sept. 5. Students will NOT be able to use ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions 

for all functions during this time. 

There are additional outages coming up on Sept. 8, 9 and 15. Details will be posted on this page: 

http~/its~unc~edu/enterprise~enterprise-app!!cati~ns/c~nnectcar~!ina~system~status/ 

Questions!Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.eduienterpriseienterprise-applicationsi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, August 31,2012 5:41 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32086851-55278549@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 1:56 PM 

academic- services- s~ff <academic- ~rvices- stafl@liskserv.unc.edu-* 

[academic-services- fft~£[] [all-college- s~fl] UNC College Calendar: Watergate, politics, music, drama and more 

As the new school year gets underway in the College of Arts and Sciences, there’s plenty of drama, music and political discourse to inform and entertain 

you during September. Scroll through highlights and links below, and please don’t forget to mark your calendars. 

Sept. 5-9: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents An Iliad, bringing a modern sensibility to Homer’s epic tale, with Ray Dooley playing a variety of 

characters. Center for Dramatic Art. Tickets and schedule: 919.962-7529, http://www.playmakersrep.org 

Sept. 5: Yah Song, director of UNC’s Program on Chinese Cities, will discuss Urbanization in China: Critical Issues in an Era of Rapid Growth, and artist 

Barbara Tyroler will talk about Beijing Impressions: Portraits of a Shifting Landscape, currently on display at the FedEx Global Education Center. Art 

viewing and reception to follow. 6 pm, FedEx GEC http:!/www.global.unc.edu/ 

Sept. 6: Music on the Porch: performances by Sally Spring, Joe Newberry and M.C. Taylor of Hiss Golden Messenger. Moderated by Freddy Jenkins of WU NC’s Back 

Porch Music. 5:30 pro, Love House and Hutchins Forum, 410 E. Franklin Street. Sponsored by Center for the Study of the American South. http:/iwww.uncsouth.org 

Sept. 6: Music faculty jazz trio with pianist Stephen Anderson, bassist Jason Foureman and drummer Dan Davis performing American Songbook II. 9:30 pm, 

Kenan Music Building Rehearsal Hall. http://music.unc.edu/ 

Sept. 6: Screening and discussion of the film Elza with director Mariette Monpierre, UNC Women’s and Gender Studies Professor Tanya Shields and NCSU 

Professor Sheila Smith McKoy. 

With Caribbean-themed refreshments. Part of the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film. 7 pm, Sonja Haynes Stone Center. RSVP to 

stonecenter@unc.edu 

Sept. 6: Eric Muller, director of the Center for Faculty Excellence, will discuss his new book Colors of Confinement. 4 pm, Hyde Hall University Room. 

_h___Lt_p__;/_/_La__b_:__q_0__c_.__e__d_~. 
Sept. 7: Mareike Kleine, London School of Economics, will discuss EU Governance in Times of Crisis: The Role of Informality. 12 noon, FedEx Global 

Education Center, 4th floor seminar room. http-//www:unc:edu/depts/europe[ 

Sept. 7: Irish Ambassador Michael Collins will discuss Ireland and the Euro Crisis, 3:30 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 

http:i/www.global.unc.edu 

Sept. 7: UC Berkeley professor Michael Watts will discuss A Tale of Two Gulfs: Biopower, Oil and Security in the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf of Guinea, 3:30 pro, Toy 

Lounge, Dey Hall . _h_ _t_ _t_ p_ _ ; i_ /_ g_ _o_ = _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ /_ _t_ _3_ _ _N_ _ _ _A_ _a_ _ 

Sept. 7 (through the fall semester): Art@theCenter. Center for the Study of the American South presents In This Timeless Time: Living and Dying on Death Row in 

America, documentary photography by Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian. Love House and Hutchins Forum, 410 E. Franklin Street. http:!!www.uncsouth.org 

Sept. 11: Temple University Professor Richard Immerman will discuss Covert Operations: Intelligence Analysis and the Making of the CIA: A Dynamic for 

Failure, part of US in World Affairs lecture series. 4 pm, 569 Hamilton Hall. larres@unc.edu 

Sept. 12: Stuart Rockoff of the Institute of Southern Jewish Life will discuss Southern Jews in the Crucible of Civil Rights. 7:30 pm, Friday Center. 

.b-t--t-p-:.~-~--w--~-w--.--u~--c-.--e-~#~-c--c-j-s-L~:e-y--e~-~.~h~ 
Sept. 13: Charleston Lecture: The South and the 2012 Presidential Election, by Earl Black, professor emeritus of political science, Rice University. Introduced by 

Harry Watson, Atlanta Alumni Distinguished Professor of History at UNC. 5 pro, Hyde Hall. http:iiwww.uncsouth.org 

Sept. 13: Creative Writing Professor Bland Simpson discusses his new book, Two Captains from Carolina, about a former slave and abolitionist and a 

Confederate blockade runner, whose parallel lives reflect the realities of race and maritime culture in the Civil War-era South. 5:30 pm, Wilson Library, 

Pleasants Family Assembly room. 919-962-4207. Liza terll@unc.edu 

Sept. 14: UNC political scientist Gary Marks will discuss Why Is Governance Multilevel, 12 noon, FedEx Global Education Center, 4th floor seminar room. 

http:!!www.!m c,eduidepts!e u rope/ 

Sept. 15-16: Nina Simone - What More Can I Say? A One-Act, One-Woman Play, directed by Kathryn Williams, UNC Dramatic Art. 7 pm Saturday, 2 pm 

Sunday, Sonja Haynes Stone Center. stonecenLer@unc.edu 

Sept. 15: THATCamp, where humanists and technologists of all skill levels learn and build together in spontaneous sessions. 9 am to 5 pm, Hyde Hall. 

http:!/iah.unc.edu 

Sept. 16: Music faculty recital, works of Shostakovich and Rachmaninoff, with soprano Andrea Edith Moore, pianist Keiko Sekino, violinist Hye-Jin Kim and 

cellist Emmanuel Gruber. 3 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. $10-$15, 919-962-1039. http://music.unc.edu/ 

Sept. 18: Lques a~d R&L~, superstar Bobby Rush in concert. 11 am, Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library. http:i/www.uncsouth.org 

Sept. 18: Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture Series: Ruben Ochoa looks closely at the nature of dislocation and displacement within an urban environment. 6 pro, Hanes 

Art Center.._h__t__t_p__j/_/__a___r_t_:__u___n__£:__e__d___u_. 

Sept. 18: Carolina Wind Quartet, works of Gounod, Tansman and Foerster, with Brooks deWetter-Smith, Michael Schultz, Donald Oehler, Andrew McAfee 

and John Pederson. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. http~/imusic.unc.edui 

Sept. 20: Rufus Edmisten, former Deputy Chief Counsel to the Watergate Committee who served the subpoena to President Nixon, discusses his 

Watergate Papers with Chancellor Holden Thorp. Papers on view at 5 pm, talk at 5:30 pm, Wilson Library. 919-962-4207. Liza terll@unc.edu 

Sept. 20: Third Annual Carolina Piedmont Blues Benefit, featuring live performances by John Dee HNeman and Lightnin’ Wells. 5 to 7 pro, Love House and Hutchins 

Forum, 410 E. Franklin St. _h___t__tp__:_i_i_www.sootsblues.org 

Sept. 21: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor historian Geoff Eley will discuss The Past under Erasure? History, Memory and the Contemporary. 4 pm, Wilson 

Library, Pleasants Family Reading Room. http:!!www.unc.edu/ncf4s 

Sept. 19-Oct. 7: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents Red, about abstract artist Mark Rothko. $15-$5o. Opening night includes a complimentary gala 

party afterward. Center for Dramatic Art. Tickets and schedule: 919.962-7529, http://www.playmakersrep.org 

Sept. 27: Alice Rivlin, founding director of the Congressional Budget Office, former director of the US Office of Management and Budget and vice chair of 

the Federal Reserve Board, will discuss Health Care Reform: Will We Ever Get It Right, for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Lecture. 5:30 pm, Gerrard Hall. 

http:!/publicpolicy.unc.edu 

Sept. 27: Hutchins Lecture: Law and Politics on the Edge: North Carolina’s Latest Chapter in Redistricting. Kareem U. Crayton, associate professor, UNC School of 

Law. Introduced by Daniel Gitterman, UNC associate professor of public policy. 4:30 pro, 039 Graham Memorial. http:/iwww.uncsouth.org 

Sept. 28: NC Jazz Repertory Orchestra: Twentieth Anniversary Showcase Concert. 8 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium.SlO-S15, (919) 843-3333. 

http:i/music.unc.edu/ 

Sept. 29: Boaz Gaon, professor at the Minshar Arts School in Tel Aviv, presents an Israeli adaptation of Ibsen’s play An Enemy of the People. 7:30 pm, 



Friday Center. http://www.unc.eduiccjs/events.html 

### 

UNC calendar, for more events 

http:iievents.unc.eduical/rnainishowMain,rdo 

Facebook: 

h ttp:iiwww, fa c ebook:com/UN C.Col!e~e 

Twitter: 

h t tp://twitter,comiunccollege 

Website: 

_h ~ ~ p___:/_£c___oJ_t_e__g__e_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_ 
YouTube: 

htt p:!!www.youtu be.comiuser!U NCCollege 

UNC College Calendar is sent monthly to all faculty and staff in the College of Arts and Sciences, University communicators, and others by request. 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Director of CMK[rlunicatJ ons 

College o£ Arts and Sciences 

The Nniversity of North Carolina at Chapefi Hill 
205 S}uth Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

all-co]lege-s~t~lt’as: acadernic-services-stafl?~)Iiskse~v.uuc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

~/ul> 

academic- services- s~£f as: <a hre~"mailto:nnerce]@email.unc.edu">nnercer@email.uuc.edu-~’a>, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

bounce-32087443-55278549@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 2:45 PM 

academic- services- slafl" <academic- ~rvices- stafl@liskserv.unc.edu-> 

Gray, Clark L <cgray@email.unc.edu> 

[academic- services- staff] [aJl-college- staff] FW: UPDATE WITH CANCELLATION/UNC College Calendar 

This follows our earlier calendar e--news to let you know that the Sept. 7 event with Michael Watts on giopower, Oil and Security in the Guf[:, has been cancelled. 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 1:56 PM 

To" College Faculty; College Staff; Communicators Mailing List; ’college-news@listserv.unc.edu’ 
Subject: UNC College Calendar: Watergate, politics, music, drama and more 

As the new school year gets underway in the College of Arts and Sciences, there’s plenty of drama, music and political discourse to inform and entertain 

you during September. Scroll through highlights and links below, and please don’t forget to mark your calendars. 

Sept. 5-9: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents An Iliad, bringing a modern sensibility to Homer’s epic tale, with Ray Dooley playing a variety of 

characters. Center for Dramatic Art. Tickets and schedule: 919.962-7529, httpL/iwww~p!aymakersrep.ortl 

Sept. 5: Yan Song, director of UNC’s Program on Chinese Cities, will discuss Urbanization in China: Critical Issues in an Era of Rapid Growth, and artist 

Barbara Tyroler will talk about Beijing Impressions: Portraits of a Shifting Landscape, currently on display at the FedEx Global Education Center. Art 

viewing and reception to follow. 6 pro, FedEx GEC .-h--t-.-t-.-p--:j~---w----w----w--:-~L~----b--a--L.--u---n---c--’--e--d----u-/-- 

Sept. 6: Music on the Porch: performances by Sally Spring, Joe Newberry and M.C. Taylor of Hiss Golden Messenger. Moderated by Freddy Jenkins of WU NC’s Back 

Porch Music. 5:30 pm, Love House and Hutchins Forum, 410 E. Franklin Street. Sponsored by Center for the Study of the American South. http:!!www.uncsouth.org 

Sept. 6: Music faculty jazz trio with pianist Stephen Anderson, bassist Jason Foureman and drummer Dan Davis performing American Songbook II. 9:30 pro, 

Kenan Music Building Rehearsal Hall. _h___t__t_p_i/_/__~__u__s__[_c__.__L_Ln___c__.__e___d___u_/__ 

Sept. 6: Screening and discussion of the film EIza with director Mariette Monpierre, UNC Women’s and Gender Studies Professor Tanya Shields and NCSU 

Professor Sheila Smith McKoy. 

With Caribbean-themed refreshments. Part of the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film. 7 pm, Sonja Haynes Stone Center. RSVP to 

stonecenter@unc.edu 

Sept. 6: Eric Muller, director of the Center for Faculty Excellence, will discuss his new book Colors of Confinement. 4 pm, Hyde Hall University Room. 

http://iah.unc.edu 

Sept. 7: Mareike Kleine, London School of Economics, will discuss EU Governance in Times of Crisis: The Role of Informality. 12 noon, FedEx Global 

Education Center, 4th floor seminar room. http:!!www.unc.edu!depts!europei 

Sept. 7: Irish Ambassador Michael Collins will discuss Ireland and the Euro Crisis, 3:30 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 

http:/iwww.global.unc.edu 
[CAtMCEL~.ED Sept. 7: UC Berkeley professor Michael Watts will discuss Biopower, Oil and Security in the Gulf] 

Sept. 7 (through the fall semester): Art@theCenter. Center for the Study of the American South presents In This Timeless Time: Living and Dying on Death Row in 

America, documentary photography by Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian. Love House and Hutchins Forum, 410 E. Franklin Street. http:/iwww.uncsouth.org 

Sept. 11: Temple University Professor Richard Immerman will discuss Covert Operations: Intelligence Analysis and the Making of the CIA: A Dynamic for 

Failure, part of US in World Affairs lecture series. 4 pm, 569 Hamilton Hall. larres@unc.edu 

Sept. 12: Stuart Rockoff of the Institute of Southern Jewish Life will discuss Southern Jews in the Crucible of Civil Rights. 7:30 pm, Friday Center. 

http:!/www, u nc.ed u!ccjs/eve nts.ht ml 

Sept. 13: Charleston Lecture: The South and the 2012 Presidential Election, by Earl Black, professor emeritus of political science, Rice University. Introduced by 

Harry Watson, Atlanta Alumni Distinguished Professor of History at UNC. 5 pm, Hyde Hall. http;!/www.uncsouth:or~ 

Sept. 13: Creative Writing Professor Bland Simpson discusses his new book, Two Captains from Carolina, about a former slave and abolitionist and a 

Confederate blockade runner, whose parallel lives reflect the realities of race and maritime culture in the Civil War-era South. 5:30 pm, Wilson Library, 

Pleasants Family Assembly room. 919-962-4207. Liza terll@unc.edu 

Sept. 14: UNC political scientist Gary Marks will discuss Why Is Governance Multilevel, 12 noon, FedEx Global Education Center, 4th floor seminar room. 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/europe/ 

Sept. 15-16: Nina Simone - What More Can I Say? A One-Act, One-Woman Play, directed by Kathryn Williams, UNC Dramatic Art. 7 pm Saturday, 2 pm 

Sunday, Sonja Haynes Stone Center. stonecenter@unc.edu 

Sept. 15: THATCamp, where humanists and technologists of all skill levels learn and build together in spontaneous sessions. 9 am to 5 pro, Hyde Hall. 

http://iah.unc.edu 

Sept. 16: Music faculty recital, works of Shostakovich and Rachmaninoff, with soprano Andrea Edith Moore, pianist Keiko Sekino, violinist Hye-Jin Kim and 

cellist Emmanuel Gruber. 3 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. SLO-S15, 919-962-1o39..h___t__t_p__’_.J~_r___n__y_s__!_c__.__u___n___c__.__e__d_y~_ 

Sept. 18: Blues and R&B superstar Bobby Rush in concert. 11 am, Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library..h___t__t_p_i/_/____w____w____w__.___u__r~_c___s__o__y__t__h__.__o___r_~I 

Sept. 18: Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture Series: Ruben Ochoa looks closely at the nature of dislocation and displacement within an urban environment. 6 pm, Hanes 

Art Center. http:/!art.unc.edu 

Sept. 18: Carolina Wind Quartet, works of Gounod, Tansman and Foerster, with Brooks deWetter-Smith, Michael Schultz, Donald Oehler, Andrew McAfee 

and John Pederson. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. http:!]music.unc.edu] 

Sept. 20: Rufus Edmisten, former Deputy Chief Counsel to the Watergate Committee who served the subpoena to President Nixon, discusses his 

Watergate Papers with Chancellor Holden Thorp. Papers on view at 5 pm, talk at 5:30 pm, Wilson Library. 919-962-4207. _L__[z__a___t_e__r_[L~__L_Ln___c__.__e___d___u_ 

Sept. 20: Third Annual Carolina Piedmont Blues Benefit, featuring live performances by John Dee Holeman and Lightnin’ Wells. 5 to 7 pm, Love House and Hutchins 

Forum, 410 E. Franklin St. http:!!www.sootsblues.org 

Sept. 21: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor historian Geoff Eley will discuss The Past under Erasure? History, Memory and the Contemporary. 4 pro, Wilson 

Library, Pleasants Family Reading Room. http:iiwww.unc.edu/ncgs 

Sept. 19-Oct. 7: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents Red, about abstract artist Mark Rothko. S15-~50. Opening night includes a complimentary gala 

party afterward. Center for Dramatic Art. Tickets and schedule: 919.962-7529, ._h__t__t__p__:z/L_w____w____w___._p_[_a__y__r[_~_a__[<___e__r__s___r__e_ _p__.__o___rg 

Sept. 27: Alice Rivlin, founding director of the Congressional Budget Office, former director of the US Office of Management and Budget and vice chair of 

the Federal Reserve Board, will discuss Health Care Reform: Will We Ever Get It Right, for the Thomas Willis Lambeth Lecture. 5:30 pm, Gerrard Hall. 

http~/iPub[!cpo!!cy, unc.ed u 



Sept. 27: Hutchins Lecture: Law and Politics on the Edge: North Carolina’s Latest Chapter in Redistricting. Kareem U. Crayton, associate professor, UNC School of 

Law. Introduced by Daniel Gitterman, UNC associate professor of public policy. 4:30 pro, 039 Graham Memorial. _h__t__t__p___i/__!____w___w____w____._u___n___c__s___o___u__t___h__.__o__r__g 

Sept. 28: NC Jazz Repertory Orchestra: Twentieth Anniversary Showcase Concert. 8 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium.$10-$15, (919) 843-3333. 

http:/imusic.unc.edu/ 

Sept. 29: Boaz Gaon, professor at the Minshar Arts School in Tel Aviv, presents an Israeli adaptation of Ibsen’s play An Enemy of the People. 7:30 pm, 

Friday Center. http:i/www.unc.eduiccjs/events.html 

### 

UNC calendar, for more events 

.b.t..t.p.:..//£v..e...n..~.s.:..u...n..c..:.e...d...u../.c..~JLm~.!~/~.b.Q~.~.~.~.:L~ 
Facebook: 

htt p:!iwww.facebook.com/U N C.College 

Twitter: 

h t [p://twitter.comiunccollege 

Website: 

._h ~ ~ p___:/_£c___o!t_e__g__e_:__u__~£.__e___d___u_ 
YouTube: 

htt p:!!www.youtu be.comiuser!U NCCollege 

UNC College Calendar is sent monthly to all faculty and staff in the College of Arts and Sciences, University communicators, and others by request. 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Director of CMKmunicatJ ons 

College o£ Arts and Sciences 

The University oi North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3i00 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

¯ -- You are cmxently subscribed to 

all-college- s~t~lt’as: .a..c:.a..d.e..g.~.i.c:%e.r5~.i.c..e..s.-..~..m...~.!~1~e..~.~::.~.B.r1a:~iu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

%/ul> 

academic- services- s~£f as: <a hre~"mailto:nnerce~@email.unc.edu">nnercer@email.uuc.edu-~’a>. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra L Belier <debra beller@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 9:34 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; campus solutions sta£f users <cccs staffusers@list~rv.unc.edtr"~ 

[cccs statt’users] Reminder: Outages Affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems Sept. 5, 8 and 9 

This is a reminder of upcoming outages: 

TONIGHT: 
There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions on Wed., Sept. S from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00pm. 

THIS WEEKEND: Outages Affecting ConnectCarolina and Other Systems: 

Sat., Sept. 8, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 

Sun., Sept. 9, 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 

Details here: http~//its~unc~edu/enterpdse/enterprise~applications/c~nnectcar~lina/s~stem~status/ 
We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-O477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterpdse/enterprise-applications/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 10:31 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd (baVt byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kfis.livingston@colorado.edu>; 

mwei~enhofl~r@cox.net; Dennis Leblanc <~dleblanc@huskers.com>; JillShields (shields@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; 

n4a@lists.nacda.com; Brian Davis (briaaad@mail.utexas.edu); Curtis W. Jones (Curtis.Jones@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin 

(scoginj@missonfi.edu); Mafilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu:>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran 
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Athletics<http://chronicle.com/section/Athletics/22/> 

Septeraber 3, 2012 
Who’s in Charge of Sports? Maybe Not the President 
At 25 biggest programs, chiefs’ contracts lack oversight language 
[Ken Start at a Baylur Game] 

LM Otero, AP ~lages 
Ken Starr, president of Baylor Universi~, led students onto the field before a football game this month against Southern Methodist Universi~. College presidents are among the nmst public 
supporters of their sports programs, but many lack clear authority over athletics on their campuses. 
En~argehr~age<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/a1tic~e/~\~s-in-Charge-~f-Sp~rts-/~34~46/?cid at&utm source at&utm medimn en> 
[close][Ken Starr at a Baylnr Game] 

LM Otero, AP ~lages 
Ken Starr, president of Baylor Universi~, led students onto the field before a football game this month against Southern Methodist Universi~. College presidents are among the nmst public 
supporters of their sports programs, but many lack clear authority over athletics on their campuses. 

By Brad Wolverton and Andrea Fuller 
Fed up with scandals at Pennsylvania State University and in other big-time athletic departments, college presidents have pushed for more control ovcr NCAA decisions during the past 
year. But on their own campuses, many presidents lack clear authority over sports, a Chronicle analysis has found 
Of the presidents or chancellors who oversee the 25 biggest athletic departments, not a single one has contract language related to oversight of athletics That includes Rodney A Erickson, 
who was named president of Penn State following a breakdown in university leadership during the Jerly Sandusky sex-abuse scandal Employment agreements for top officials at Ohio State 
University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, which have both faced major NCAA sanctions in the past year, do not spell out any specific powers. 
More common in presidential contracts, The Chronicle found, were specific goals for fund raising and financial management If athletics was mentioned at all, it was to spell out perks the 
presidents would receive, such as fi-ee lifetime tickets to games. 
Campus chiefs are held accountable for sports in various ways, including through individual performance reviews or their institutions’ accreditation processes But contract provisions are 
one of the measures governing boards use to assess presidential performance. 
Governance experts say boards should do a better job of spelling out their leaders’ athletics responsibilities to protect institutions from conflicts with boosters and outside parties, and to 
guard against potential fallout Iicom scandal. 
Raymond D. Cotton, a higher-education lavQzer who specializes in governance issues, believes trustees themselves should be more engaged in conversations about sports, and thinks they 
should revise presidential agreements to include specific language about athletics oversight: "It’s a responsibility we all have in a post-Pelm State world." 
Related Content 

* Lead ers’ Contra cts Touch on Diverse Goals-Except Athletics<http :~chronicle.com/article/Lea ders-Contra cts-Tou ch-ord133978/> 
* H~ding~residentsAcc~untab~ef~rSp~rts<http://chr~nic~ec~m/artic1e/H~ding-Presidents-Acc~untab1e/~34~5~/> 

’Afraid to Rock the Boat’ 
Three years ago, the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics surveyed the presidents of the 120 or so institutions in the Football Bowl Subdivision. Nearly three-fourths of those 
interviewed believed they had limited power to effect change on their own campuses in athletics financing and the larger problems related to it 
"The real power doesn’t lie with the presidents," one leader from a Bowl Championship Series conference said in a report on the commission’s findings. "Presidents and chancellors are afraid 
to rock the boat with boards, benefactors, and political supporters who want to win, so they turn their focus elsewhere." 
In August 2011, Mark Emmert, president of the NCAA, called together more than 50 college presidents and chancellors to help shore up presidential control over athletics. The crimes and 
alleged coverup at Penn State had not yet come to light, but scandals in marquee programs, including at the University of Southern CaliIbrnia and the University of Miami, had led to a crisis 
uf confidence in big-time sports 
Ed Ray, president uf Oregun State L’niversity and chair uf the NCAA’s E×ecutlve Cummittee the past two years, has been as uutspoken as any leader in describing the erusion of integrity in 
sume top programs. Over the past year, he led an NCAA working group that pushed fur stricter penalties for individuals and teams that break the rules 
Last munth, the NCAA’s Division I Buard of Directors endorsed a change that would penalize head coaches if their assistants misbehaved The buard also backed a proposal that would 
give the association’s infractions cummittee the authurity tu name in its public repurts presidents, chancellors, and uthers with uversight of athletics, even when those peuple are not 
directly involved in underlying violatiuns. 
Another NCAA working gruup is exploring ways to tighten the NCAA role buok and make contru[ uver sports more the respunsibility of individual campuses 
Part of the idea is tu huld leaders more respunsible J2)r what happens under them-changes that cuuld lead presidents and chancellors tu pay cluser attention tu potential problems 
But sume observers say guverning buards may need to go further, speci~ing presidents’ responsibilities in contracts or other documents. 
"If you’re supposed tu be paying attention tu X, you’ve got a very strung mcenuve tu pay attention tu X because you want tu keep your job," Mr. Rat" says. "If that language isn’t there, it’s 
uf your own volition whether yuu pat" attentiun to something or not." 
He and others have seen what happens when presidents lack power 
"Every once in awhile in talking with culleagues, one of them will say, ’Well, my AD said we can’t do that,’" Mr. Ray says. "I say, ’Yuur AD wofl<s for yuu, how is that pussible?’ 
"They give yuu this blank stare," he says "If they’re not empowered, very often it’s because they don’t take up the respunsibility" 
Or they’re afraid of the cunsequences One president tuld The Chronicle he wouldn’t want detailed language about athletics in his cuntract because he duesn’t want to be held respunsible 
fi)r the behaviur uf students ur others who are beyond his control. 
Legal experts say there cuuld be duwnsides tu clarifying leaders’ responsibilities. If institutions start spelling uut specific duties and fail to name certain ones, that can get them in trouble, 
says Jusephine R. (Ju) Pututo, a professor uf law at the University of Nebraska and fi)rmer chair of the NCAA’s Divisiun I Cummittee on Infractions. 
"A bad actor might sat’, ’Here’s the list of things I’m supposed to do. Yuu put this list together, and yuu didn’t say this. I dun’t know who you wanted to do it but it wasn’t I,’" she says. 
Mx. Ray’s contract dues nut specifically mention spurts. But every year, he writes a self-assessment fur his system’s chancellor and discusses athletics issues during a review with the 
system’s buard "It’s almost always abuut finances and what we’re duing ur nut doing there," he says. "It’s very much front and center." 
It’s unclear how much of a priority athletics is fur other leaders. The Chrunicle examined 25 presidential cuntracts based on budget data collected by USA Tuday Sports. Only nine ufthuse 
cuntracts had sectiuns that laid out ant’ explicit duties. Thuugh none of thuse cuntracts specify powers over athletics, presidents were given uther specific goals in fund raising and 
financial management. Some uf their contracts also spelled uut responsibilities involving state gnvernment, brag-term planning, appointments and promutiun, and student services. 
The contracts J2)r Eric J. Barrun uf Florida State L’niversity and Mary Sue Culeman of the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor both menuon capital campaigns as priurities. Ms Culeman’s 
agreement also describes her expected role in strengthening the university health-care system, increasing university resources, and inrproving facilities. 
The only mention of athletics in all 25 contracts comes in reference to perks, not priorities: Michael V. Martin’s contract specified that the Louisiana State University at Baton Rouge 
chancellor, who stepped down this year, would receive athletic-ticket packages for entertaining and fund raising. The contract of Lou Arma K. Sinmn, president of 2vhchigan State 



University, goes further: The new chair of the NCAA’s E×ecuuve Committee will receive a number of athletic perks as lifetime benefits. 
Those perks include two premium-seating tickets to home football, women’s basketball, and women’s volleyball games. She also receives free tickets to bowl games and postseason 
contests. 
Assessing Risk 
While maW institutions don’t speci~ the president’s powers over athletics, some leagues have discussed having them spelled out. This summer leaders of the Big Ten Conference 
circulated a document among the league’s presidents and chancellors that proposed requiring each institution to clearly define the authority and responsibility for the administration of its 
athletics program and "place it firmly in the hands of the president/chancellor and the athletic director." 
The document also proposed that member institutions be required to have in place policies and procedures that would dissuade rogue boosters and trustees with inappropriate involvement 
m programs from tpiing to influence university leaders’ decisions 
That document is no longer being considered, says Sally- Mason, president of the University of Iowa and chair of the league’s Council of Presidents and Chancellors. Instead, Big Ten 
leaders are working on a proposal that "we hope will allow all of us to not only better ~mderstand what our responsibilities are to our institutions but also to our alur~mi, trustees or regents, 
and other supporters," she says. 
To her, it’s just as important to spell out responsibilities between the president and the athletic director, and to make sure the AD is included in broader campus conversations. "The more 
you can integrate the athletics operations within the operations of the ~miversity, the healthier the relationship becomes," she says. 
Relationships between campus leaders and governing boards are also key in establishing proper oversight of sports. When Michael F. Adams interviewed for the presidency of the 
Universi~ of Georgia 16 years ago, he asked members of the Board of Regents if there was anyone he couldn’t fire if he needed to. 
"I was told no-evets~one at UGA worked for the president," he says. That guidance helped him through rocky" times with certain high-profile coaches and athletic directors, several of whom 
he dismissed amid controversy. 
"I have been fortunate to have had strong support from the board on those issues, which I third: negated the need to write it in any other fom~," says Mr. Adams, a former chair of the 
NCAA’s Division I board. 
Although athletics oversight is not written into his contract, 2~fi. Adams heads his university’s athletics board and regularly reports to the chancellor of the system and to the regents about 
issues in the athletic department. And to maintain its accreditation with the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, the university must demonstrate presidential control over 
athletics. 
"It’s clear in our documentation who’s in charge," Mr. Adams says. "But you have to make sure that the organizational chart and the spirit of compliance are one and the same." 
Sometimes, all the documentation in the world may not help. 
"Given the emotions of the last 18 months," Mr. Adams says, "all of us have to ask more serious questions about risk assessment and how we protect the reputation, the ethics, and the 
financial standing of a particular campus, knowing that none of us will ever be 100-percent protected." 
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% The all-new Kindle Fire HD, the ultimate HD experience Pre-order now: 
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Kindle Fire HD 7 
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Kindle Paperwhite, the world’s most advanced e-reader with built-in light Learn more: 

Kindle¯ Introducing the all-new family: 

The all-new Kindle family, sponsored by AT&T, Discover, and Ultrabook 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 2:57 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’rmercer’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’rmercer’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sun Sep 23 11:10:25 2012 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’rmercer’ in the L~N’C Campus DirectolT. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 3:07 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’rmercer’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’rmercer’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sun Sep 23 11:10:25 2012 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’rmercer’ in the L~N’C Campus DirectolT. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 
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Helping students develop academic persistence 

[ii~iI Learn how 
students increase their academic stamina the of 4 essential itive skills. you can help through improvement non-cogn 

Trouble viewing this emaii? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Help students increase their "academic persistence" through the 
improvement of 4 essential non-cognitive skills. 

Research indicates that you can help first-year students - 
especially at-risk or underprepared students - increase 
academic stamina and success by helping them improve 
essential non-cognitive skills. But do you know which non- 
cognitive skills to target and how? 

Proqram Overview I Pricing1 & Reqistration I Aqenda 

Join our expert instructor online to learn how to promote 
persistence and performance by helping first-year students 
develop an educational action plan to improve four key non- 
cognitive skills: 

¯ Self-efficacy 
¯ Academic engagement 
¯ Educational commitment 
¯ Campus engagement 

academicimpressions.com 

arhcle for insight on one school s 

success coach program, and tips 

for creating one on your campus: 

Academic Success Coaching: 

Keys to an Effective Approach 

Browse all past Higher Ed Impact 

articles in our Article Archive. 

WHAT YOU WILL LF_...&RN 

In this webcast, instructors and professional staff who work 
with first-year students will learn how to: 

Facilitate positive discussions with students about their 
non-cognitive strengths and weaknesses 

¯ Assist students in creating an educational action plan 
Use effective instructional methods to help students 
improve the non-cognitive skills that will help them 
succeed and persist in college 

View the complete agenda. 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE A RECORD~[NG 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your entire staff? A CD recording 
of the live webcast is also available for purchase. 

Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 

you. 

ACADEMIC iMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Follow Us 

level of youth piayers in the Umite~ States, The resulting National Standard~ 

wil~ be the benchmark against which fete~ p~ayer development will be 

~meas~red at both the ~atio~al and individ~a~ p~ayer level 

SAN FRANCISCO, .]an, 19 -- iSoccer, the leader in technical assessment 

and online soccer training software, released the first annual ~tational 

Standards Project report at the 2011 NSCAA Convention, The National 

Standards Project is a multi-year initiative to measure, analyze and 

raise the technical level of US youth soccer players ages 6 to 18_ 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

"This was a very successful first year With the support of our partners, the 

NSCAA and US Club Soccer, we were able to collect data from all 50 states and 

from all age groups, Our 2010 goal was to create an initial baseline for technical 

ability in the United States and we accomplished that, As we move into 20II, we iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

very excited about the second phase of this Project and the growing movement iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

to raise the technical level of players across the country/’ stated Scott Leber, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ounder and C~O o~ ~Socce,-.                                        iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
The Projec~ borrows from proven academic methodologies by impb_~menting iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

data provides players, coaches, clubs and soccer governing bodies wiU~ a way to iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
measure and compare Iong.-~erm ,~,provement or, a macro and m~c~o level,      iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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For the 2011 National Standards Project, iSoccer will continue ~o collect 
data ~rom an ever growing number of players, coaches, dubs and youth 

soccer organizations. As a new feature, club directors, coaches, parents 

and players will haw_~ the opportuniW to share [heir observations and 

feedback, Adding more standardized da~a to a growing assessment database 

will enable us to analyze the technical level of soccer in U~e United States boU~ 

quali~aUvely and quantitatively, The more coaches and players that record 

assessment results regularly and share their observations, the more valuable 

the National Standards Project will become, 

In its first year, iSoccer colb_~cted over 250,000 assessments ~or the National 

Standards Project and plans Lo double that number for 2011, Coaches are invited iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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teams and dubs are able to measure their current level using the patent [)ending ~~ 

~socce, Assessn-,ent, trac, the," progress using analys~s tools, and ~mprove their ~~ 
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From: Prozone Sports Ltd <-?rozone Sports Ltd@mail.vresp.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 4, 2013 9:37 AM 

To: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subjed: Analysis discussion, Allardyce, recruitment trends and new Prozone cour~ dates 

Prozone 

in the Zone 

~:~ 

Analysis and Comment 

Breaking Through the Noise: Discussing the evolution and operation of performance analysis 

Xi Breaking Through the Noise: Discussing the 

...... evolution and operation of performance We’ve spoken to three performance analysis professionals to gain an insight 
analysis into how data is used to support coaching and recruitment at the elite level. 

Read More 

Allardyce on the use of performance analysis at Premier League level 

:~i ChangingtheGame:Theconceptofplayer West Ham United manager Sam Allardyce recently spoke about how he’s 
...... archaeology 

used performance analysis as a part of the coaching process throughout his 
career. 

:~ Read More 

Recruitment Trends: What did the January window tell us? 

~i Recruitment Trends: What did the January 

...... windowtell us?                          With the January transfer window closed for another year, we take a look at 
the trends that have emerged from the market over recent weeks. 

J ~ ReadMore 1 

Financial Fair Play: Can UEFA’s regulation change the game? 

.~.iI Financial Fair Play: Can UEFA’s regulation Where has been much discussion about the introduction of UEFA’s Financial 
change the game? Fair Play regulations, but how exactly will the new legislation impact football 

on a practical level? 

Read More 



The Future Game: Analysing football’s developmental trends 

~i The Future Game: Analysing football’s 
developmentaltrends                     How is football innovating and evolving in terms of playing trends at the 

highest level? 

Read More 

Smart Recruitment: Establishing an effective transfer strategy on a budget 

~iI Smart Recruitment: Establishing an effective 
transferstrategyon a budget For clubs around Europe, the month of January is a key time for the 

execution of carefully planned recruitment strategies. 

Read More 

North America 

Prozone to sponsor soccer analytics panel at 2013 MTT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference 

~i. Prozonetosponsorsocceranalytics panelat We’re proud to be sponsoring the soccer anaiytics panel at this year’s N[T 
2013 MITSIoan SportsAnalyticsConference 

Sloan Sports Analytics Conference in Boston. 

Read More 

Expert college coaching insights provided at Prozone performance analysis panel 

.~.iI Expert college coaching insights provided at On Saturday 19th January, Prozone hosted an expert performance analysis 
Prozone performance analysis panel 

panel session as part of the 2013 NSCAA Convention in [ndianapolis. 

Read More 

Dissecting the Draft: Prozone supports colleges and MLS clubs with bespoke recruitment 

services 

_..~.i Dissecting the Draft: Prozone supports 

colleges and MLS clubs with bespoke 

recruitment services 

Prozone have recently been providing analytical consultancy services to 
colleges and professional teams in North America to support them in the 
player recruitment process. 

Read More 

Contracts 

Forest Green Rovers becomes first non-league club to use Prozone 

.~.iI Forest Green Rovers beoomesfirst non- We’re pleased to announce that Forest Green Rovers has become the first 
league clubto use Prozone non-league side to implement Prozone performance analysis solutions. 

J × ReadM°re1 

Prozone continues partnership with FC Bayern Munich 

~i Prozonecontinues partnershipwith FC We are pleased to announce that Prozone has renewed its partnership with 
Bayern Munich 

four-time European Champions FC Bayern Munich. 

 eodMoro 1 



Prozone renews partnership with German Football Association 

~i 
Prozone renews partnershipwith German We are pleased to announce that Prozone has renewed its partnership with 
Football Association 

the German Football Assodation (DFB) for a further two years. 

Road More 

Research and Education 

New dates for Prozone performance analysis courses announced 

:~i NewdatesforProzoneperformanceanalysis New Summer dates for our popular performance analysis courses in 
courses announced association with Liverpool John Moores University have recently been 

announced. 

Road More 

Prozone supports 2013 Science + Football Conference as official partner 

~iI Prozone supports 2013 Science + Football Prozone is proud to be an official partner of the 20:[3 Science + Football 
Conference as official partner 

Conference at The London Soccerdome on 23rd-24th Harch. 

Read More 

Prozone analysis presented at LMA European Managers and Coaches Forum 

.~.iI Prozone analysis presented at LMA European    Analytical research conducted by Prozone was recently presented at the 
ManagersandCoachesForum inaugural LNA Castrol European 1’4anagers and Coaches Forum at St 

George’s Park from 13-15th January. 

Read Moro 

You can also follow Prozone on: 

~i Prozone- In the Zone 

C.’:~pyd,ght © 2012 Pros:one iqi !i.qi~ts re ~eiv,s~d 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, March 30, 2012 6:07 AM 

aJlson@uncaa.unc.edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Mondw, April 30, 2012 5:44 AM 

aJlson@uncaa.unc.edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<chancellor@unc. edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 9:08 PM 

chancellor@unc.edu; cholliday@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Holiday Greetings from Holden and Patti Thorp 

Dear Faculty, Staff and Students, 

We wish you all the best in this holiday season. As our gift to you, we 
invite you to go to ~:i!hoIida~°m~greetings.or~ and create your own 
electronic Carolina greeting to send to your family and friends. 

Have a happy holiday! 

Holden and Patti Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at h~tp:i!my:unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 9:45 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Earn some extra holiday cash, participate in studies now!! 

Happy Holidays from the Center for Decision Research. 

Need some extra shopping money, we have new studies available 
for this Thursday December, 16th and Friday December, 17th. 

Visit our website: www.c4dr.unc.edu to sign up for paid research! 

Religion and Performance 

We are looking for participants to help us with our research into 
decision-making. As a participant you will spend approximately 15 
minutes to complete a study in our lab. 
Location: Kenan-Flagler Behavioral Lab, McColl 4402/4404 
Duration: 15 minutes 
Pay: $2 - $12 
IRB #10-1978 

Approved by Office of Human Research Ethics on 11/02/10. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<benefits@unc. edu> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 8:16 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Annual Benefits Reminders 

From: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

With the start of the new year around the comer, it’s a great time to 
review some important benefit information. 

Annual Enrollment Changes: Any benefit changes made during the annual 
enrollment for NCFlex and the University benefit programs take effect 
Jan. 1. Remember to check your pay stubs (Jan. 14 for biweekly paid 
employees and Jan. 31 for monthly paid employees) to ensure that the 
programs you elected are included with the correct deductions. 

MetLife Life Insurance: If you are enrolled in this plan, you may see a 
change in your deductions beginning in January. Premiums may be adjusted 
based on your age and salary as of Dec. 31 each year. 

1NG (ReliaStar) Life Insurance: If you are enrolled in this plan, you 
may see a change in your deductions beginning in January. Premiums may 
be adjusted based on your age and salary as of Jan. 1 each year. 

MetLife Critical Illness: ffyou are enrolled in this plan, you may see 
a change in your deductions beginning in January. Premiums may be 
adjusted based on your age and salary as of Jan. 1 each year. 

Health Care and Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs): Claims 
for the 2010 plan year must be filed with Aon by March 31, 2011. 
Services must have been rendered by Dec. 31. You can check your FSA 
balance, claims status and pending reimbursements by registering with 
the FSA ClaimsPlus site at www.ncflex.selfservicenow.com. 
-- FSA claims kits will be mailed to employees’ home addresses the last 
week in December. Please read the enclosed materials concerning when to 
file claims and when documentation is required. 
-- You can provide your e-mail address and receive electronic 
notification of your claims and payment status. Enter your e-mail 
address on the FSA ClaimsPlus site. You will continue to receive paper 
statements if no e-mail address is on file. 
-- Review your paycheck to verify the correct per-pay period deductions 
are taken out for your 2011 NCFlex FSA account(s). If you find errors, 
contact Benefits Services. 

NCFlex Convenience Card: If you have an NCFlex Convenience Card, do not 
destroy it. New cards will not be issued for the new plan year; they are 
automatically reissued 30 days prior to the card expiration date. 
-- Request an NCFlex Convenience Card through the FSA ClaimsPlus site. 
To request dependent cards, call the NCFlex FSA service center at 
877-371-2926. You can also cancel your NCFlex Convenience Card online, 
or by calling the NCFlex FSA Customer Service Center. There is a $6 
annual fee, and you receive two cards per request. Additional cards are 



available for a one-time $5 fee per request. 

Retirement Plan Limits for 2011: 
-- The limit on contributions to a 403(b)/401(k) plan for 2011 is 
$16,500. If you are over the age of 50, or will turn 50 by Dec. 31, 
2011, you are eligible for an additional $5,500 catch-up contribution. 
-- The limit on contributions to a 457(b) plan for 2011 is also $16,500. 
ff you are over the age of 50, or will turn 50 by Dec. 31, 2011, you are 

eligible for an additional $5,500 catch-up contribution. 

Employee contributions to a 403(b) and 401(k) plan are combined; 
however, employees can maximize saving opportunities by contributing to 
a 457(b) plan. Amounts contributed to a 457(b) plan are not combined 
with your 403 (b) and/or 401 (k) contributions. 

ff you have questions about your deductions or elections, email 
benefits@unc.edu or call 919-962-3071. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:/imy.m~c.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

bounce-32164610-55748243@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:07 AM 

academic- services- s~fl" <academic- ~rvices- stafl@liskserv.unc.edu-~ 

Kier, William M. <billlde@bio.unc.edu> 

[academic-services-staff] [~ll-college-staB] Council of Chairs Resolution Supporting the Chancellor 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf of William Kier, Chair of the Council of Chairs, to all faculty and staff in the College. 

### 

A Resolution in Support of Chancellor Holden Thorp by the Council of Chairs, 

College of Arts and Sciences, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Whereas Chancellor Holden Thorp has provided extraordinary leadership to UNC-Chapel Hill through very difficult economic times; 

Whereas he has set the university on an intellectually exciting course through his championing of innovation and entrepreneurship; 

Whereas external grants have increased significantly during his brief tenure; 

Whereas he has strongly affirmed and defended the academic mission of the university; 

Whereas his integrity in handling the recent athletic and academic controversies has been exemplary; and 

Whereas the General Faculty, at its meeting last week, unanimously passed a resolution supporting his actions in response to these controversies. 

Therefore, be it resolved 

that the Council of Chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences respectfully asks the Chancellor to reconsider his decision to resign; and 

that we respectfully urge the UNC President, the Board of Trustees, and the Board of Governors to continue providing the support the Chancellor needs to 

remain in office. 

[Passed by the Council of Chairs, College of Arts and Sciences, UNC-Chapel Hill, at its meeting on September 17, 2012.] 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-staJras: academic-~ices-staI~;listserv.unc.e&L <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<¢’ul > 

academic- services- s~tt’as: <~a hlef "mailto:mlerce@email.unc.edu">mlerce@email.unc.edu~7~>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Guruey <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:23 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu>; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 

Dennis Leblanc <~dleblanc@huskers.com>; JillShields (shield@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4a@lists.nacda.com; Brian Davis 
(bfiand@m~]l.utexas.edu); Curtis W. Jones (Cuflis.Jones@mail.wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missoufi.edu); M~xilyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Debra Stuafi <dstu~xt~osrhe.edu:>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran 
<brynto 18@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelde@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson < cludvigson@ou.edu:>; Carla A. Winters 

<cwinters@ou.edu:>; Desiree M. Taylor--~dtaylo@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amuudson <jamuudson~!ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 

<kasie@ou.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert(@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoye@ou.edu>; 

Teresa A. Turner <tturue@ou.edu> 

[u4a] All About the Money - Faculty - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http:i/chronicle.com/article/A11-About-the-Mone’~i134422/?cid at&utra source at&utm medium en 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~.~: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:24 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Online peer mentoring prograJns 

[IINII howyou can support more by utilizing peer Learn better and retain online students mentors. 

Trouble viewing this emaJl? http://www.academicimpressions.com 

To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions.corn to your address book. 

Learn how you can better support and retain more online students 
by utilizing peer mentors. 

Is your institution experiencing a growth in online student 
enrollment? Are you looking for ways to better support online 
student success and persistence? Do your online instructors 
express a concern about not having enough time orthe proper 
training to adequately support their students? 

This webcast provides practical tips and advice for ways you 
and your team can utilize peer mentors or "e-mentors" to 
provide student support intervention in the online environment. 

Pro#ram Overview I Pricinq & Re#istration I Aclenda 

Drawing upon research that supports the idea that e-mentors 
can be an effective, low-cost way to provide a variety of support, 
our expert instructor will give tips and advice to help you build or 
improve an online peer mentor program, including: 

¯ Recruiting and training the right e-mentors 
¯ Facilitating quality e-mentor relationships 
¯ Examples from institutions who have had success with 

online peer mentoring 
Steps for implementing an e-mentoring program at your 
institution 

Learn more about our webcast presenter. 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

Register online or call 720.488.6800. Register your institution 
for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this webcast to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording and bound set of the presentation 

materials. 

Questions? Call us to determine if this event is right for you. 

academicimpressions.com 

II" *" ~     ~ : ~     I 

iiii iiii i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 

If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-reques~@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gumey <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 10:07 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@ema£unc.edu>; Bart Byrd (bart byrd@baylor.edu); Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 

DennisLeblaaac <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Jill Shields (shields@k-state.edu); pbuskirk@ku.edu; n4a@lists.nacda.com; Brian Davis 

(briand@ma£utexas.edu); Curtis W.Jones (Curtis.Jones@ma£wvu.edu); Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Mailyn Middlebrook 

<msm5734@okstate.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 

<cbelder@ou.edu>; CarolL. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Desiree M. Taylor 

<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kelly R. Damphousse 

<kdamp@ou.edu>; Randy J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; 

Teresa A. Turner <ttumer@ou.edu> 

[n4a] Harvard Cheating Scandal Revives Debate Over Athletics - NYTimes.com 

Rda’,sheadJmes&emc edil Ih 2()12()919 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: ~: I i s is r? ac da c ~m i~m s ~,~ bs cr i b e 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Honors Carolina <papeflesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:31 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

You’re Invited to an Fxening Gala 

For: Robert Mercer 

i 

View invitation: 
v,~wq.pa perlesspost, cornievents/2 436858- 

5bca2f59/re plies/50721425-f8a702d7 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 

now 

Evening Gala 
Friday, October 12th at 7:00 PM 

The Ackland Art Museum 

% 
Block ti~is sender from your Paperless Posi maii 

Create arid serial yOdr OWr/ cdsto;~q cards at paperlesspost cam or from the iRhone app 

Add paperiesspost@paperlesspost corn f;; your address book to ensure ti?at yo:.l:ll receive MI future P:~pel!ess Pos¢ mail i:? your ihbOX 

~-~c:pe:!ess Post :aspect, your privacy. To see iso~,’,’ we treat you: ir:for:-/~atiorh plec:se :evlew o~i[ privacy policy. 

@ 2012 Paperiess Post ! 51 V’&st i:Stb St, 9th .-"ioor. New York, N¢ 10001 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda@neulionnetwork.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 8:22 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

IMG College Forum: The Changing Face of College Sports 

Sign U p by October 12 to take advantage of the Early Registration Offer! 

For more INFORMATION and to REGISTER visit ~,wv.lntercollegiateAthleticsForum.com or call 
866-576-3708 or 704-973-1400. 

For more information on SPONSORSHIP or EXHIBIT opportunities, please contact Julie Tuttle at 
212-500-0711 or jtuttle@sportsbusinessjournal.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s Conference Group, !20 

West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202¯ 

© 2012 NeuLion. All rights reserved. To no Iongerreceive these messages, 
please unsubscribe. 

% 







Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Admin Admin <Admin~tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 8:00 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

UNCAA Password Expiration - 14 days 

’][’he password for the UNCAA account ’Robert Mercer’ is set to expire in 13 days. 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://ss.uncaa.unc.edu: 8888 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you roll not be able to use your UNCAA password to access may 

other UNCAA-authenticated services until you change your UNCAA password. 

Once you change your UNCAA password, it will work for another 90 days before it expires again. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "Ch~Jlenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your 

password. Later, if you can answer these questions again, you can get a new password mthout having to contact Athletics Computer Support. Jufft log in to the URL 

above and click "Enrolhnent" at the top of the page mentioned above and ibllow the instructions. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance ruth this issue, contact Christina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 3:10 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: NBC Sports Tees Offat Ryder Cup; Rockets, Astros Find New Home With CSN Houston 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Friday, Sept. 28, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
VOLUME 8 ISSUE 116 

i 

Ryder Cup: NBC Sports Oversees Huge Tech Effort 

Rockets, Astros Find New Home With CSN Houston 

Grass Valley ’4K and Format Agnostic by 2014’ 

| "-] ~{e) elilq i [e] ~, 

Live from the Ryder Cup: HBC Sports Oversees 
Massive Tech Effort 
by Ken Kerschba umer 

From the outside looking in the Ryder Cup may not seem like 
a golf event that would require a massive TV production 
effort. Until the final Sunday only 16 golfers are on the 
course at any one time (and on the final Sunday the max is 
24). But the importance of the every-two-years event and 
the need to give each continent a production that meets 
the needs of their viewers, requires a massive effort that 
includes almost 1,000 miles of fiber, 900 production staffers, 
more than 185 cameras, and a production compound with 
dozens of production trailers, trucks, and satellite vehicles. 

Rockets, Astros Find New Home With Comcast 
SportsNet Houston 
by Karen Hogan 

Linsanity isn’t the only thing that’s new in Houston. When 
the Houston Rockets take the hardwood for their preseason 
opener against the Oklahoma City Thunder on Oct. 10, 
they’ll do so on their brand-new network. Comcast 
SportsNet (CSN) Houston - a partnership of the Houston 
Rockets, Houston Astros, and NBC Sports Group - debuts on 
Monday Oct. 1 and will be available to viewers in Texas, 

Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico. 

Grass Valley ’4K and Format Agnostic by 2014’ 
by Adrian Pennington 

Grass Valley aims to have cameras and production 
equipment capable of at least 4K resolution production by 
2014. However, the company says it remains grounded in 
the priorities of today’s broadcasters and that 4K 
broadcasting is not one of them. Graham Sharp, CMO and 
Senior VP of Corporate Development, says that Grass Valley 
aims to become format agnostic as quickly as possible by 
using more IT components in its platform and that the 
industry’s move to using IP packets for distributing video 
means that resolution won’t matter. 

MTV Screens VMAs in 3D with Blackmagic Design’s 
Teranex Technology 

Blackmagic Design announced that MIV used Blackmagic 
Design’s Teranex video processing technology for a 3D 
screening of the 2012 M-iV Video Music Awards (VMAs). 
Recorded live at STAPLES Center, MTV simultaneously 
broadcast the VMAs in 3D to 600 fans at the nearby Regal 
Cinemas’ L.A. LIVE Theater. With Teranex’s image 
processing and 3D processing and simulation, M-iV was able 
to transform a single live 2D camera feed by converting the 
signal to 3D in real time, creating a realistic and immersive 
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simulation of depth for audience members. 

Sky News Arabia Deploys Envivio Muse Encoders 

Envivio, a provider of live and on-demand multi-screen IP 
video processing and delivery solutions, announced that Sky 
News Arabia has deployed Envivio Muse software-based 
encoders for its real-time web streaming service. The 

broadcaster, based in Abu Dhabi, uses the Envivio video 
processing solution to compress and stream its live video 
content to its website for over-the-top (OTT) viewing on 
PCs and mobile devices by people around the world. 

Who’s Watching? 3D TV Is No Hit with Viewers 
by Associa ted Press 

Phil Orlins knows everything about producing TV in three 
dimensions. The ESPN producer has captured the undulating 
greens of Augusta National and the flying motor bikes of the 
X-Games for ESPN’s 3D channel. But he can only guess how 
well his shows resonate with viewers. That’s because 3D 
audiences are so small they can’t be measured by Nielsen’s 
rating system. Orlins’ problem is that fewer than 115,000 
American homes are tuned into 3D channels at any one 
time. 

Friday Night Football Shows Stretch Local Television 
Stations 
by Harrisburg Patriot-News 

Long before the football players run onto the field and well 
before the marching band plays a note, the preparation 
begins. Before the cheerleaders are on the sidelines and 
when the stadiums are pitch-black, sports stations in 
Harrisburg, PA, and the surrounding areas are mapping out a 
plan. With some television coverage areas having as many 
as 90 high schools making up their viewership, the decision 
of what Friday night football games to send reporters to is 
difficult. 

T ~|                                                            :: 

Barclays Arena Rivals the Garden’s Glow 
by The New York Times 

With three professional sports teams and St. John’s 
basketball, the Garden’s calendar has long been extremely 
crowded, making it a headache for tour planners seeking an 
open night in the city; its calendar has been even tighter 
over the last two years as it has undergone renovations. 
Tonight, Jay-Z officially opens Barclays Center, which has 
already positioned itself as an alternative, booking several 
marquee performers who have played the Garden in the 
past. 

RTV Slovenia Revamps Broadcast Facility with Orad 
Graphics Systems 

R-IV Slovenia has undergone a complete transformation with 
Orad’s enterprise broadcast graphic solutions. R-iV 
Blovenia’s studios now rely on Orad’s PowerWall, TD Control, 
ProSet, and Maestroenterprise systems for their news, 
weather, and sports news broadcasts. RTV Slovenia’s studio 
is divided into two areas: one area is based on Orad’s 
PowerWall video wall technology and the other is based on 
Orad’s ProBet virtual studio. 

Canon HD Lenses, Camcorders Earn High Marks at 
Middle Tennessee State University 

With more than 25,000 students, Middle Tennessee State 
University (MTBU) is the state’s largest undergrad school. 
At its Department of Electronic Media Communications, 
however, student training is strictly one-on-one when it 
comes to learning how to create real-world broadcast- 
quality programming. Included among the department’s 
impressive complement of imaging technologies are 
advanced HD portable ENG and EFP lenses and professional 
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file-based HD camcorders from Canon U.S.A. 

The Big Ten Network’s Winning Game Plan 
by Forbes 

When it launched five years ago as the first college 
conference sports channel as a joint venture between Fox 
Sports Media Group and the Big Ten Conference, some 
questioned if the Big Ten Network could produce the 
programming and ratings to prosper. But under the 
stewardship of its president Mark Silverman, the BTN is now 
a national sports network seen in over 50 million homes with 
the conference games also available on BTN2Go, one of only 
two nationally distributed mobile sports services in over 30 
million homes. 

Notre Dame’s Return To BCS Contention Keeps NBC 
Sports Rolling 
by Forbes 

The University of Notre Dame defeated the University of 
Michigan 13-6 at South Bend last weekend, taking the 
Fighting Irish to 4-0 for the first time in a decade. Although 
Notre Dame has some tough games remaining, including USC 
and Stanford, they have a legitimate shot at a BCS game 
for the first time in seven years. This is great news for 
NBC’s sports division, which pays a fortune to televise the 
Fighting Irish, because the television ratings have 
historically moved in tandem with how the football team 
performs on the gridiron. 

Ericsson To Keynote, Showcase 4th=Gen IP at 
Broadcast World Forum 

The annual Broadband World Forum (BBWF) event attracts 
more than 10,000 telecom professionals and 150 exhibitors. 
At this this year’s event, from October 16-18, Ericsson will 

take this opportunity to showcase the 4th Generation Tp, its 
product offering, and communicate news, industry insights 
and its strategy with delegates. The keynote speaker at 

BBWF, Ericsson’s CTO UIf Ewaldsson, will host a breakfast 
briefing for media and analysts. 

DiGiCo SD7 Delivers for Madonna’s MDNA Tour 

Madonna’s MDNA Tour, currently wowing sold-out stadiums 

and arenas across several continents, features 11 
musicians, 22 dancers, multiple costume changes, graphics, 
and an audio system that includes two DiGiCo SD7s at Front 
of House and another on monitors. The SD7 is a step up for 
monitor engineers Matt Napier and Sean Speuhler, who used 
a D5T on Madonna’s previous Sticky & Sweet Tour. 

ESPN Strikes With PBA Bowling Schedule 
by Multichannel News 

ESPN will televise 16 Professional Bowlers Association 
tournaments during the 2012-13 season, the network 
announced Thursday. ESPN will begin its 33rd consecutive 
season of PBA coverage on Dec. 9, said network officials. As 
part of its coverage, ESPN will expand 11 of its PBA 
telecasts from 90 minutes to two hours as well as provide 
live coverage of two major championships plus the first 
round of all-new team competition. 

Laker-Centric Time Warner Cable Channels Launch 
Monday, But Distribution Limited So Far 
by Los Angeles Daily News 

The party starts Monday, and it’s guaranteed to go on for 
at least 20 years. At the El Segundo offices of the new 
Time Warner Cable SportsNet and Deportes, opening night 
comes with an actual red carpet. But there will also be an 
elephant in the room: Who else, aside from TWC customers 
with channels 403 or 483, will actually see the two channels 
as they flip the switch at 7p.m.? It could get more than one 
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Lakers fan seeing red. 

Carolina Panthers Partner with Mobivity for Mobile 

Marketing 

Mobivity, formerly txtstation, will be partnering with the 
Carolina Panthers to allow fans to interact with the 
organization on the mobile channel by using their mobile 
marketing platform, as well as in-stadium graphics for live 
polling and engagement during sporting events. The Carolina 
Panthers will have access to the full array of Mobivity’s 
mobile marketing and fan engagement solutions call Mobivity 
Display over their three-year contract. 

NFL Launches ’Thursday Night Xtra’ App, Still a 
Work in Progress 
by Mobile Sports Report 

Tn what has to qualify as one of the most low-key 

introductions of a major sports app, the NFL has quietly 
launched something called Thursday Night Football Xtra, an 
app meant to be a "second screen" feature for your mobile 
device while you watch the Thursday night games on the 
NFL Network channel.The Xtra app, which went live last 
week, promises to provide live sideline reports, game info, 
and trivia, and predict-the-play contests where registered 
users can win points. 

Dish Said to Be in Talks With Viacom About Internet 
TV 
by B!oomberg News 

Dish Network is talking to networks such as Viacom’s MTV 
about offering their channels over the [nternet, according to : 
Bloomberg. Dish’s service would change the dynamics of the i 
pay- television business, breaking up the bundles that force 
customers to pay for channels they don’t watch, it also 
gives Dish a way to avoid its biggest programming expense: i 
sports. Walt Disney Co. (DIS)’s ESPN gets as much as $5.13 i 
each month for every cable and satellite subscriber, 
compared with the industry’s average of 26 cents 

Flint: Dish’s OTT Strategy Is Old Idea Dressed in New 
Technology 
by Los Angeles Times 

Dish wants to offer a no-frills package of programming to 
consumers via the Internet. In industry jargon, this is what’s 
known as going over-the-top or O3-1. But in reality, what 
Dish is proposing is nothing new. Time Warner Cable has had 
a low-budget offering of cable channels called "-iV 
Essentials" for the last few years. It has not really caught 
on, perhaps because one person’s essential is another one’s 
luxury and vice versa. Time Warner Cable’s package does 
not include ESPN for example, which makes it a non-starter 
for a lot of people. 

Zeebox Looks to Amp Up the Second-Screen TV 
Experience 
by USA Today 

A new player is looking to amp up the interactive TV- 
watching experience for U.S. audiences. Zeebox, which 
already has a TV app used by 1.5 million in the U.K., 
launched yesterday in the U.S. Available for Android and 
Apple devices and Web browsers, the free app blends a -iV 
program guide of 150 U.S. channels for your local market 
with additional programming information and interactive 
features, including Facebook and Twitter feeds. 

Avid Customers Win Big at 2012 Creative Arts and 
Primetime Emmy Awards 

Avid customers have topped the list of Emmy Award 
nominees and winners at the 2012 Creative Arts and 
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Primetime Emmy Awards. The majority of the nominees this 
year used one or more Avid systems such as Media 
Composer, Pro Tools, and Sibelius to achieve creative 
excellence in television production. 

iStreamPlanet’s Khurram Siddiqui To Participate in 
TV Anywhere Panel at Sportel Monaco 

iStreamPlanet, a provider of live and on-demand streaming- 
video solutions, announced that Khurram Siddiqui, the 
company’s VP and general manager over Europe, will 
participate in a panel discussion entitled "TV Anywhere: 
2014 Technology Forecast" at Sportel Monaco, the 
international sports convention for television and new 
media. The session will take place Oct. 16 at 5-6 p.m. 

Mitch Jacobsen To Present Workshops in Multi- 
Camera Live Streaming Technology 

Director, editor, and author Mitch Jacobson will present a 
seven city, two day workshop in multi-camera live streaming 
technology. The workshop is based on his successful 
textbook, Mastering Multicamera Techniques: From Pre 
Production to Editing and Deliverables (Focal Press) and 
introduces techniques in next generation multi-camera 
streaming technology with integrated social media 
functionality. 

NHL Cancels Rest of Preseason Games 
by Associa ted Press 

The NHL canceled the rest of the preseason Thursday, just 
a day before negotiations were set to resume in an effort to 
end the lockout. NHL owners locked out players Sept. 16 
when the collective bargaining agreement expired. The NHL 
had already called off all the exhibition games scheduled in 
September. The regular season is supposed to begin Oct. 
11. 

Olympic Legacy Links Up Sporting Rights 
by Financial Times 

Britain’s Olympic and Paralympic sports are pooling their 
commercial rights into an independent company that will 
market them collectively, hoping to make it easier for 
potential sponsors to buy into the post-games feel-good 
factor. The idea of a not-for-profit British Sports Marketing i 
Bureau is the brainchild of Sir Keith Mills, deputy chairman of i 

Locog, and is the first initiative since the Olympics to        : 
capitalize on the success of the games,                     i 

Raissman: TV Analysts Must Keep Critical Eye on 
Real NFL Refs to Maintain Credibility 
by New York Daily News 

NFL TV game analysts deserve plenty of credit for bringing 

the NFL officials lockout to an end. After week one of the 
season, they micro-analyzed every call or non-call and 
highlighted every misreading of the rules by replacement 
officials. Now, will they apply the same intense scrutiny to 
the regular officials who returned to work Thursday night in 
Baltimore as conquering heroes? They must, according to 
the NY Daily News’ Bob Raissman. Anything less will call their 
own credibility into question. 

FCC Puts Incentive Auction On Fast Track 
by TVNewsCheck 

As promised, the FCC today launched a rulemaking aimed at 
shifting a large, but undefined swatch of IV spectrum to     i 
wireless broadband services through a so-called incentive    i 
auction. Authorized earlier this year by an act of Congress, i 
the incentive auction would encourage and reward           i 
broadcasters who voluntarily offer their spectrum up for      i 
auction by allowing them to share in the proceeds. FCC 
officials said the they hope to finalized the incentive auction i 
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plan sometime next year, and conduct the actual auction in 
2014. 

Cisco’s De Beer: Set-Tops Will Die in a Decade 
by Multichannel News 

Marthin De Beer is the top video-technology exec at Cisco 
Systems, one of the world’s largest suppliers of set-top 
boxes. And he realizes the days of the standalone set=top 
are numbered. De Beer, senior vice president of Cisco’s 
Video & Collaboration Group, predicts that Internet TVs and 
other consumer IP devices will be powerful and ubiquitous 
enough within about 10 years to receive any pay--iV service 
directly -- eliminating the need for service providers to 
deploy set-top boxes. 

U.S. Cord-Cutting Confirmed 
by Advanced Television 

The major pay-TV cable TV providers in the US lost 600,000 
subscribers in Q2. This, says IHS Screen Digest in its latest 
report, is an "improvement" on the 625,000 lost in the same 
period last year, but with DirecTV losing subs (its first-ever 
negative growth of 52,000), and IP-iV growth at FiOS and 
AT&T also slowing, there can now be little doubt that so- 
called cord-cutting is a reality. 

Survey: TV Is Top News Source, But Audience Is 
Aging 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Television continues to be the top source for daily news, 
according to a new Pew Research Center report on news 
consumption. That follows another Pew study released 
Wednesday that found that local TV stations were the top 
source of community info. In both studies, though, there 
were clear signs of the aging of that TV news audience and 
a move to online sources, a point Pew made right up front, 
entitling the study: "In Changing News Landscape, Even 
Television is Vulnerable." 
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X:: Submit an Article 

Amedca East ~enfelence 

~ Stony B~ook Tabbed Host Fo~ 2013 & 2014 America East Men’s Lacrosse ChampionshipsI Stony Brook 
University 

Coa@~es 

~ Frank Leoni Narned Head Baseball Coachi ~arymount University 

>~ Providence Gelf Coach Joe Prisco RetiresI Providence College 

Community Outreach 

~ Lady Tigers Help at Chadie’s Place I Louisiana State University 

~ The Swimming and Diving Teams Gives Back to ~he Community ] OId Doi’niniof’~ University 

>; Fifth Annual Fiz’s Drive slated for October 4 in honor ef late basketball legend i Saint Michael’s College 

Facilil:ies 

~ Benedictine Football: Rushing Toward ~he Future I Benedictine University 

~ Upg[aded UT athletics center debuts Thursday i University of Tampa 

Func~aise~s 

~; Lindenwood’s SAAC Helps Raise Funds For Make-A-Wish Foundation I Lindenwood University 

General 

>~ Making the Most ef the Collegiate Experience; Viking Senior Spends Summer Playing Baseball in Central 
America I Augustana College 

,~ Fomqer NBA star Herren tells of fight with addiction 

~ ODU Baseball And Fire P[evention Month I Old Dominion University 

~ Manion Reflects on Special Olympics Even~ i Washington College 

Ma~keling and Premei:iens 

,~ MSU, Adidas Unveil i Mississippi State University 

Missoud Valley Conference News 

~ Evansvilb Claims 2011-12 MVC All-Academic Trephy I University of Evansville 

NAJA 

~ NAIA Council of Presidents Extends Ca[r’s Cent[act 

N~tk>nal Fo~>tball Foundation 

,; 147 Student-Athletes Named Semifinalists for the National Football Foundation’s William V. Campbell 
Trophy 

No~the~sl Conferonce 

~; Nodheast Conference ~¢Tebomes Class of ’16 To Campus 

Social Media 

>; #GOGVSU Social Media Road Trip I Grand VaNley State University 

~ Depariamento AtlA@tico lanza cuenta de Twitter (Miami Athbtics Department Launches Spanish Twitter 
Account) I University of Miami 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 10:54 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu-~; n4@lists.nacda.com; Sarah Elizabeth Stokowski <sstokows@mail.tennessee.edu>; Andy 

J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edtr~; Amber Demasms <ademastus@ou.edu>; Alisia L. Drennan ~adrennan@ou.edu>; Rebecca L. 

Heeney <beckyh@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <blynto 18@ou.edu:>; Aaron C. Bates --~c.bates@on.edu:>; Casey A. Partridge 

<cap@ou.edu>; Charles G. Baker <cbake@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder --~cbelder@on.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; 

Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Doo Hun H. Lira <dhlim@ou.edu>; DavidL. Tan <dtan@ou.edu>; DesireeM. Taylor 

~taylo@ou.edu>; Elisa M. Smith <elisasmith@ou.edu>; MichaelJ. Hinderman <hin&mmn@ou.edu>; Irene E. Kalpiak 

<ikarpiak@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amnndson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Jerome C. Weber <jcweber@ou.edu>; Juanita G. Vargas 

<jgvargas@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <~kasie@ou.edtc,; Kathleen B. Rager <~kbrage@ou.edu>; Katrecia A. Hardy <khardy@ou.edu>; 

Logan L. Lockhart <logan5687@ou.edu~; Matthew A. Johns <mattjohns@ou.edu>; Michele A. Eodice <meodice@ou.edu>; Matthew 

W. Hamilton <mhamilton@ou.edu>; Kristina M. Navarro <navarro@ou.edu~; Nicholas S. Hathaway <nhathaway@ou.edu>; Nicole J. 

Campbell <nj udice@ou.edu>; Nm~cy L. Mevgler <nmergle@ou.edu>; Penny A. Pasque <pasque@ou.edu>; Randy J. Gafibay 

<rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Rebecca R. Barker <rreed@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmer~ou.edu-~; Tatianna L. Proctor 

<tatianna@ou.edu>; Titthni C. Bates <tbates@ou.edu>; Tern L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edtr~; Teresa A. Turner <tturne@ou.edu> 

[n4a] How Does Football Success Affect Student Perfolmance? - Players - ’][’he Chro~ficle of Higher Education 

http://ch~.~nic1ec~m/b~gs/p~avers/h~w-d~es-f~tba~1-success-affect-student-pe~1rnance/3149~?cid at&utm source at&utm medium en 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
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Associatio~ News 

~5 NACMA Blog: Always. Be. Closing. A NACMA Member’s Adventure Through the Wodd el Ticke~ Sales I 

NACt~aA 

Ate/lotion A,dmi~tistlato~s 

~5 Forme~ NACDA Administrator Jude Killy Promeied at Miami University I ~iami University (ON} 

Athlel:ics Developme~}l: 

,; Troy Athletics Receives Leadership Gift from Dodds Family I Troy University 

~ Gift champions wellness i Wake Forest University 

Coaches 

,> Baumann Nets 300th Wh~ i Dominican University 

Cemmu~~ity O~t~each 

>5 Madst Baseball Joins Forces V~4ith Team IMPACT i Marist College 

>~ AbduI-Khaliq teaches life after sports i University of l~innesota 

Colnmur~iw Solvice 

~ UW Aihle~ics participates in waste recycling eftorts I University of Wisconsin 

Facilil:ies 

,~ UMass to dedicate softball complex to Elaine Sortino on Saturday I University of Massachusetts 

Gel~e~al 

>5 Student-Athletes Take Part in TAKE FLIGHT Program I BaH State University 

>~ All that offense keeps fans coming te the stadium I West Virginia State University 

,~ \IV’KU Athletic Department Says Beer is a ’Positive’ at Football Games I Western Kentucky University 

Lice~sir~c 

>5 Geer( ia Southern University Signs E×clusive Domestic Licensing Agreement ’*]Lath Licensing Resource 

Group I Georgia Southern University 

~; Jeremy Lin Said to Be in Talks With Harvard on Licensing Deali Harvard University 

Marketi~ a~~d P~omotio~s 

>~ Midni~ht Madness, Huskies Unleashed to usher in hoops seasonsI Northeastern University 

,~ TAMIU Soccer’s Kicks for the Cure i Texas A&J’~ International University 

Mid-America# Conference N~-ws 

>5 MAC Announces Largest Basketball TV Package in Conference History 

N~JA 
~5 The Best of Us I II~¢Pherson College 

~ Nine NAIA Football otudenbAthletes Among Finalists for ~cholar-AtNe~e Award 

Sch~-~d~/k-s 



7; Game Times Set For 2012 Hy-Vee Big Four ClassicI University of bwa 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Admin Admin <Admin~tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 8:00 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

UNCAA Password Expiration - 7 days 

The password for the UNCAA account ’Robert Mercer’ is set to expire in ’7 days. 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://ss.uncaa.unc.edu: 8888 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you roll not be able to use your UNCAA password to access may 

other UNCAA-authenticated services until you change your UNCAA password. 

Once you change your UNCAA passworck it will work for another 90 days before it expires again. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "Ch~Jlenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your 

password. Late1; if you can answer these questions again, you can get a new password mthout having to contact Athletics Computer Support. Jufft log in to the URL 

above and click "Enrolhnent" at the top of the page mentioned above and tbllow the instructions. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance ruth this issue, contact Clmstina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The James M]ohnston Center <papedesspos~paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:07 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Evening Gala Reminder 

Dear Robert Mercer, 

TNs is a rerrfinder [hat the Evenin(j Gaia ,,viii take ph~,’:e Frid~y. October 12th ~t 7:00 PM at 

Thi.> Ackiand Ad Museum. 

% 
Evening Gala 

Friday, October 12th at 7:00 PM 
The Ackland Art Museum 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Crea[e arlc’: serlc’: ycd! ewrl cdstem card.s a[ paperlesspost corn or Item fl~e iPhone app 

:add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com ~:, ~,.:xir ~ddre’~’~ boal! 1.:) ~:n ~:r~: ~!~ ~i: yoi}ll a~.:;.:~iv.:~ all (ti~:r~: ~:~apeda.<.< Po.<~t n]~il i!~ ’,,ota }i~bo:< 

=q~.,’.e!ias.~ ~:~o.~ ~ !a.~ ~:,e.:;t’~ y,’.ilr ~:,[iv ~cy i.:; .~,~!e h,’.,:~ ,:~e l:r,~!~l: yoil! h!(arn!~il:i.:;n pb:~:~.~,~! !evl,~!,:~ ,~l:r privacy policy 

~:, 201:1’ F’~p~iiess Post, 15! ~Nsst 25~h SL 9th Fioor; N~w YOIK, NY 10001 

[ ii :~:; iI face, book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Admin Admin <Admin@tmcaa.unc.e&l> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:00 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

UNCAA Password Expiration - 2 days 

’][’he password for the UNCAA account ’Robert Mercer’ is set to expire in Expires Today days. 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://ss.uncaa.unc.edu: 8888 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you roll not be able to use your UNCAA password to access may 

other UNCAA-authenticated services until you change your UNCAA password. 

Once you change your UNCAA password, it will work for another 90 days before i*t expires again. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "ChaJlenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your 

password. Later, if you can answer these questions again, you can get a new password mthout having to contact Athletics Computer Support. Jufft log in to the URL 

above and click "Enrolhnent" at the top of the page mentioned above and ibllow the instructions. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this issue, contact Christina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Karen Schifefl <Karen.Schifefl@csu.edu~ 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 11:57 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu>; n4a@lists.nacda.com 

[n4a] Checking class attendmlce 

For all of you looking for ways to check class attendance, check out this 
article I received today: 

http ://edudemic c~m/2~ ~ ~/~4/c~ass-attendance-2-~-n-ariz~na-u-m~nit~rimq-students-with-pr~xim1W-sens~rs/ 

Have a great Thursday’. 
Karen 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 
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X:: Submit an Article 

Associatio~ News 

~ 2012 FCS ADA Academic At ,~tar Tearn Nomination Forrn [ FCS ADA 

Athlelics Admi~istr{q:o~s 

~; BYUH I~ires first NCAA Compliance Coordinator Gap/Vernon [ BYU-,Hawaii 

~ Lynn Newson recently joined the High Point University Athletic Departmen~ as Direclor of Complance ] High 
Point University 

Big South Conference 

~ Big South Announces Its Largest Women’s Basketball TV Schedub 

~ Big South Announces 2012-13 Men’s Baskelbal Television Slate 

~; Howie Dickenman Signs Through 2015-161 Central Connecticut State University 

~ George Washinglon Names Gr~gg Ritchie New Head Baseball Coach I George Wash#~£,1ton University 

~ Randall to Serve as Keynote Speaker a~ WBCA Fall ClinicI Saint Leo U~iversity 

Comm~l~-~ily Outreach 

>; Community outreach enriches athletics I Drake University 

Directors of Athletics 

>~ Steve Snyder Named Interim Athletic DirectorI Miami University (ON) 

Facilities 

~> Compleled Waiter Pyramid locker r~oms opened lo the public in dedicafon ceremony Tuesday I Lon£,1 
Beach State University 

> With expansions at three universities, sports is dominant theme for regents 

~ Ursinus Bear Gets a Face-lilt I Ursinus Colege 

Ma~ke/:i~{~i arid Promolio~s 

>; Stephens softball team dons decorated bras for breast cancer awarenessI Stephens Colege 

~ Razorback Alhlelcs goes pink for the cure i University of Arkansas 

~ Wolverines ~o Hold Pink Week for Breas~ Cancer Awareness I University of K, lichi£,1an 

>~ Women’s Soccer Hosts Facufy and Staff Appreciation DRy I University of New Haven 

Oll]er Coi’}le[oi’}oe Nov@) 

~> Nodheasbl 0 Conlerence Announces ’60 Seconds Wlh’ Feature Series ] Northeast-I 0 Conference 

Paf’tfse/"ships 

~> Bradley Announces Applebee’s Partnership i Bradley University 

Special Eve~~ts 

,7 Duke Hosts Student-AtMete Career Netv,~orking Forum i Duke University 



Tickets 

~> Purdue Athletics a Leader in Mobile Ticketin,g Technology i Purdue University 

West Coast Conference 

~ West Coast Conle[ence Studerfl-A~hle~es RERRESENT Fo[ Fourth S~raigh~ Year 

¯ .. 
~ ¯. Xi NCAA iXi Daktronics i~i Wounded Ticketmast iXi Director’s i~i CBSSports 

Football Warrior er Cup College 
Project Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on 

college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the I Xi Social I 
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factual content of any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32286864-56651660@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 10:01 AM 

academic- services- siafl" ~mcademic- ~rvices- stafl@liskserv.unc.edu-~ 

[academic-services- slaB] [all-college- siafl] FW: Next week: Planned outage ofaJl ITS services 

The enclosed message from Andy Lang, director of the Oft:ice of Arts and Sciences Inforrnation Services (OASIS} is being senL to atl faculty and staff in the College of 

Arts and Sciences, 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is a reminder that next week Thursday and Friday (during Fall break), there will be a planned outage of all ITS services and many other systems that depend on 

them. This is to replace networking hardware in the ITS datacenters. Please take note of the dates and times for your planning purposes. The details of this outage 

are below: 

PLANNED NETWORK SHUTDOWN DURING EARLY MORNING HOURS ON OCT. 18 AND 19 

Network connectivity to all ITS systems, applications and services will be unavailable in the early morning hours of Oct. 18 and 19 due to a planned shutdown of the 

ITS data centers. This critical maintenance project is necessary to replace network touters that are at the end of their serviceable lives. 

This complete shutdown of network connectivity will take place: 

* Thursday, Oct. 18, 6:30am to 7:30arn 

* Friday, Oct. 19, 5:30am to 7:00am 

Users should expect many, if not all, services to be interrupted both mornings. Among these services are: 

* Exchange (email) 

* Directory 

* Sakai 

* ConnectCarolina (Campus Solutions for faculty, staff and students) 

* Research Computing systems 

* HR systems, including HRIS and EPAWeb 

* Finance systems, including ePro, TouchNet, InDEPTh, Check Request, Web Travel, and Web Vendor 

* All University websites 

* And other systems (including on--campus systems l:o which you haw:, to em:er a login and password) 

Thursday’s outage will have less impact, limited primarily to Exchange (email) and some administrative applications. The overwhelming majority of, if not all, 

services will be impacted during the Friday morning window. 

This will not directly impact departmental hosted systems in these data centers, which are on different routers, but will have an indirect impact to the extent 

these systems depend on ITS services. 
..................................... 

Andy Lang 

Director, Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

12 Howell Hall 

Campus Box 3056 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-843-3962 

http:i!oasis.unc.edu 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

all-college-slalt’as: .a_ _c.’_a_.d_e_.g_l.[c_:s_e_ _rsi_c_.e_ _s:_s._m_._fl_!~L{isk.s_e__~i:_~_Lr_Lc__.e__d_._u_. <ul> 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

academic- services- simlt’as: <a hre~"mailto:nnerce~@email.unc.edu">nnercer@email.unc.edn~’a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Video Group <newsletter@sportsvideo.org> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:04 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

SVG Insider: High- Speed Cameras Star at World Series for Fox; How Florida State Continues to See 3D Ditt~rently 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
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High-Speed Cameras Take Center Stage at World 
Series on Fox 
by Brandon Costa 

Aside from crowning a baseball champion, the World Series - 

which begins Wednesday night on Fox - will also be a sports 
techie’s dream. Fox’s production team continues to roll out 
sharp new technologies, including sleek redesigned graphics 
and high-speed cameras that produce staggering slow- 
motion images. So far, the network used its popular X-Mo 
camera, a Vision Research Phantom v642 supplied by Inertia 
Unlimited that captures images at 3,000 frames per second 
(fps). 

Vizrt Tapped by Red Bull for Live Graphics During 
Felix Baumgartner Stratos Jump 

All the graphic content for IV and for live stream for Felix 
Baumgartner’s Red Bull Stratos jump was provided by Vizrt 
Technology. The joint team of Vizrt and netventure 
personnel, represented on site by Yan Heydlauf of Vizrt 
South West Europe and Stefan Meyer of netventure 
Germany, gathered live data from capsule telemetry, mission 
clocks, chest pack information, bio-meds and other mission 

information in Red Bull Stratos Mission Control in Roswell, 
New Mexico. All data for several websites were fed by web 
services provided by netventure using data centers in 
Germany, Austria, Ireland and the US. 

Toronto’s stationEX Selects Signiant Media Shuttle 
for Accelerated Long-Form Content Delivery 

Signiant, a specialist in file movement software for media 

and entertainment, announced that stationEX of Toronto is 
using Signiant’s award-winning Media Shuttle desktop file 
transfer software as an integral part of its new, long-form 
video content delivery service for broadcasters and post= 
production professionals. With video and film creators 
embracing the Internet as a smarter approach to content 
delivery than physical shipments of HDDs, Media Shuttle 
gives stationEX the ability to move large volumes of video 
content quickly, easily and securely - with a flexible 
subscription-based model that allows the firm to pay as it 
g rows. 

Gepco Debuts Cables Aimed at Live Production and 
Touring 

Gepco International, a brand in professional audio and video 
interconnect products, expanded its line of Gepco Brand 
RunONE Powered Cables to include a version specifically for 
touring and production. The product line debuted last 
weekend at the Live Design International (LDI) show in Las 
Vegas, NV. RunONE Powered Cables combine audio and 
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power, along with optional data, under a single durable, yet 
flexible jacket. 

Lightworks Brings Led Zeppelin’s "Celebration Day" 

Concert to Life 

The release of the live Led Zeppelin concert film "Celebration 
Day" on Nov. 19 gives those millions who missed out the 
chance to experience the performance. Music filmmaker Dick 
Carruthers once again turned to his editor of choice, Henry 
Stein, to help bring the film to life. The pair has worked 
together on a long and illustrious list of music projects, 
including 2003’s Led Zeppelin DVD - the biggest selling music 
DVD of all time - with Henry Stein using Lightworks 
exclusively to edit each and every one of these explosive 
live performances. 

Florida State Continues To See 3D Differently 
by Brandon Costa 

In the ultra-competitive college-football landscape, it’s no 
secret that head coaches will look for a competitive 
advantage almost any way they can get it. Florida State’s 
Jimbo Fisher may have the most innovative edge in the 
game, and it’s hard to argue with the results: the Seminoles 
are 7-1 and ranked No. 11 in the latest AP Poll. The secret? 
Years of work and research in 3D. 

Is Mack Brown Souring on Longhorn Network? 
by c~s 

Texas coach Mack Brown once welcomed the Longhorn 

Network. Now he sounds as though it’s become a headache 

and a window for opposing coaches to get an unfair peek 

into his program. "I didn’t ask for it," Brown said Monday, 

noting he’s worried that the six hours a week he spends 

taping three television shows and the network’s access to 

the first 30 minutes of daily practice may tip opposing 

coaches to player injuries, tendencies and schemes. 
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AES Show Preview: Enhanced Audio Track Covers 
Broadcast Products, Systems 
by Dan Da/ey 

This year’s AES Show, in San Francisco Oct. 26-29 at the 
Moscone Convention Center, will have an expanded 
broadcast-audio track, bolstered by the inclusion again this 
year of streaming-technology focus. Session categories 
cover amplifiers, networked audio, codecs, postproduction, 
acoustics, and processing. Sports-audio broadcasting, 
which pioneered such developments as discrete-surround 
audio, isn’t on the agenda this year, but, as Mets fans are 
fond of saying, Just wait’ll next year. Or better yet, talk to 
David K. Bialik, chairman of the broadcast and streaming- 
media conference track for about the past 25 years. 

Haivision Set to Unveil KulaByte 4.0 
Encoder/Decoder at Streaming Media West 

Haivision offers users a range of Internet streaming and 
enterprise IP video-distribution solutions that enable the 
delivery of media to global audiences. At Streaming Media 
West 2012, Haivision will debut its KulaByte 4.0 live H.264 
encoder/transcoder for Linux, and HyperStream its Internet 
media delivery service that combines the power of cloud- 
based transcoding on Amazon EC2 with easy connectivity to 
Akamai SOLA Media Solutions for global delivery, security, 
and analytics. 

Yamaha CL Series on Display at TC Furlong Digital 
Console Showcase in Chicago 

On Nov. 27, TC Furlong will host a Digital Console Showcase 
at the Moody Church in Chicago from 3: - 8 pm CST in 

Rooms 107/108. The Showcase will include the new Yamaha 
CL Digital Console Series including the CL1, CL3 and CL5, 
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and Yamaha Commercial Audio Systems staff will be on hand 
for demos and to answer questions. The TC Furlong event is 
free and open to the public but space is limited. 

in Baseball, it Pays to Be a Data Nerd 
by The Wall Street Journal 

When the San Francisco Giants battled the St. Louis 
Cardinals on their home field during Monday’s National 
League Championship, a lone technician sat in the bowels of 
AT&T Park tracking players on three computer screens 
covered by video and computer graphics. San Francisco’s 
stadium is one of five in the big leagues this season 
equipped with Sportvision Inc.’s FIELDf!x technology, which 
tracks fielders with cameras and software to gauge their 
efficiency. 

Apple Trots Out 13" MacBook Pro with Retina; 
Upgrades Mac Mini, iMac 
by ZDNet 

While much of the hype leading up to Apple’s announcement 
in San ,lose on Tuesday was about a sized-down iPad, the 
lOS maker brought some attention back to the brand that 
started it all: the Mac computer. Specifically, Apple’s SVP of 
worldwide marketing Phil Schiller introduced the 13-inch 
MacBook Pro with a Retina Display quipping that it has 
"second highest resolution notebook display" right behind 
the 15-inch version that debuted earlier this year. 

iPad Mini Would to Contribute to Doubling of 7-Inch 
Tablet Market 
by e Week 

As the technology world awaited today’s widely-expected 
unveiling of a smaller Apple iPad, informally dubbed the iPad 
Mini or iPad Air, the 7-inch tablet market is already a highly 
competitive space, with low-cost entries from Amazon and 
Google stealing market share from the full-size iPad, which 
costs substantially more and sports a 9.7-inch screen. A 
report from IHS predicts the arrival of the smaller iPad will 
"turbocharge" the 7-inch tablet market, helping it to 
approximately double in 2012 and 2013. 

Riedel MediorNet Adds Long Distance Remote 
Camera Control 
by Broadcast Engineering 

Riedel Communications, a German company known for its 
complex TP-based and wireless intercom systems, has added 
new capability to its MediaorNet fiber network for users of 
Grass Valley HD cameras that allows the camera to be linked 
into the network and configured remotely. Once a 
connection is established, last-minute camera configurations 
and individual controls can be performed remotely, in real 
time. This eliminates the need for extra fiber or triax cabling, 
which is usually used for camera control and requires 
extensive manpower and time. 

3net to Develop Original 3D and 4K Content for TV 
by Broadcast Engineering 

One of the continuing problems for those attempting to 
program 3-D television networks is the lack of available 
programming to fill channels. Now, 3net - a 3-D cable 
channeled owned by Sony, Discovery and IMAX - is not 
waiting around for others and will produce its own original 
content in the 3-D and 4K formats. The company has 
established a new 3net Studios division that will build on its 
library of native 3-D content that 3net has been producing 
for its 24-hour 3D channel since its launch on February 13, 
2011. 
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EVS Powers Canal Football App 
by Andy Stout 

Followers of France’s Ligue 1 are some of the first to 
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experience EVS’s C-Cast technology, which Canal+ has 
tapped to power its innovative second-screen app for 
subscribers. Canal Football App launched during the live 

broadcast of the first headline match of the season 
between Stade de Reims and Olympique de Marseille in 
August. t’s a complex beast - featuring stats, multicam 
video clips of highlights, and such bonus material as super- 
slo-mo replays - and thus required a few organisations to 
pull it together: Canal+ Sports conceptualised it with the 
help of the engineering department at Canal+, and the 
Netco Sports group looked after the design and the 
interface. 

Bundesliga, Sportcast See Growth in Popularity 
by Birgit Heidsiek, SVG Europe German Correspondent 

Sportcast, the 100%-owned subsidiary of the Deutsche 

Fussball Club (DFL), is in the midst of another successful 
season as the host broadcaster for Germany’s Bundesliga. 
And the production continues to see increased demand from 
broadcasters around the world to not only broadcast 
matches but also create additional content around the 
matches. 

AJA Ki Pro Used by Digital Garage During F1 
Promotional Event 

Formula 1 (F1) Drivers Lewis Hamilton, Bruno Senna and 
Heikki Kovalainen recently took to the race track, except 
this time, the race was digital. Codemasters, developer of 
the new F1 2012 video game, brought the drivers together 
for a promotional event during the Italian Grand Prix, where 
they raced on a digital track using Sony PS3 consoles. The 
BBC was onsite to record live action footage of the event, 
while UK reseller & systems integrator Digital Garage Group 
Ltd. used AJA Ki Pro digital video recorders to capture 
gameplay from the developer versions of the game consoles. 
All footage was edited and used to create a BBC segment 
that aired during the Singapore Grand Prix. 
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Sport Rights in Greece Due for Fall? 

Spotcal reports that rights-holders looking to sell sports 
content into Greece should expect to bring in significantly 
lower fees in 2013 and beyond as the country’s financial 
crisis shows no sign of abating, warned a senior agency 
executive with experience of the Greek market. "Rights fees 
will fall, perhaps as much by 20 per cent, particularly for 
second-tier sports, for both free-to-air and pay-W," said 

the executive. 

Orad’s Election Production Solutions Assist 
Georgia’s Rustavi2 

Rustavi2, Georgia’s leading private broadcaster, employed 
Orad’s augmented reality, tracking, and on-air graphic 
systems to broadcast recent Georgian elections. The 
Rustavi2 election production featured the Orad RealSet 
augmented reality graphics, introducing 3D virtual graphics 
elements into the studio space. The workflow was further 
enhanced by the Orad Interact system for interactive 
graphic presentation. Real-time production graphics were 
created by Orad’s partner, Motion Path, using the Orad 
3Designer authoring software. 

Microsoft’s Xbox to Get New Web, Mobile Lin ks 
by The Wall Street Journal 

Microsoft Corp. has big plans in mobile devices, aided by a 
new version of Windows coming Friday. But it is also making 
further moves in the living room. The company on Tuesday 
is announcing new offerings to connect its Xbox gaming 
console to an array of devices. They include an app called 
SmartGlass, along with content partnerships to help 
smartphones and tablets running Microsoft’s latest operating 
systems act as a second screen for games and other 
offerings running on the Xbox. 
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In Mobile World, Tech Giants Scramble to Get Up to 
Speed 
by The New York Times 

Intel made its fortune on the chips that power personal 
computers, and Microsoft on the software that goes inside. 
Google’s secret sauce is that it finds what you are looking 
for on the Internet. But the ground is shifting beneath these 
tech titans because of a major force: the rise of mobile 
devices. These and other tech companies are scrambling to 

reinvent their business models now that the old model - a 
stationary customer sitting at a stationary desk - no longer 
applies. 
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Five Ways Marissa Mayer Plans to Change Yahoo 
by paidCon ten t 

During an investor call following Yahoo’s Q3 earnings report 
Monday afternoon, Marissa Mayer, the company’s new CEO 
and a former Google exec, outlined her vision for the 
company going forward. "We’ll become a growth company by 
inspiring and delighting our users," Mayer said, borrowing a 
cliche from the modern startup playbook. Click through to 
read the five things that she’s focusing on. 

ESPN, FIBA Sign Multiplatform Rights Deal 

FIBA and ESPN have signed a multiyear multiplatform (TV, 
Internet and mobile) agreement, which includes the rights to 
more than 400 games across six tournaments from 2013- 
2015. The agreement covers the FIBA Americas 
Championships (2013, 2015), the EuroBaskets (2013, 2015), 
the FIBA Basketball World Cup (2014) and the FIBA World 
Championship for Women (2014). 

Presidential Candidates Interested in Nov. 5 ’MNF’ 
slot 
by Sports Business Daily 

Both presidential campaigns have approached ESPN about 
appearing on "Monday Night Football" the night before the 
election. ESPN has not made a final decision yet, but 
appears likely to have its longtime NFL studio host Chris 
Berman interview President Barack Obama and Gov. Mitt 
Romney during halftime of the Eagles-Saints game Nov. 5, 
according to Vince Doria, ESPN’s senior vice president and 
director of news. The campaigns also have expressed an 
interest in appearing on ESPN’s "Mike and Mike" morning 
radio show. 

JeffVan Gundy: NBA blocked brother Stan from 
ESPN job 
by USA Today 

Networks pay millions, even billions, to show games from 
marquee leagues. But are they essentially just ad agencies 
at the beck and call of those leagues? Sometimes it seems 
like it..]eft VanGundy, ESPN/ABC’s lead NBA game analyst, 
suggests his brother Stan’s failure to land a studio analyst 
role at ESPN raises big questions about whether ESPN’s NBA 
coverage can be reasonably independent. 
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Canon Wins Tech Emmy Award 

Canon U,S,A,, Inc., a leader in digital imaging solutions, will 
be recognized at the 64th Annual Technology & Engineering 
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Emmy Awards for "Improvements to Large Format CMOS 
Tmagers for Use in High Definition Broadcast Video Cameras." 
Canon debuted its award-winning large format CMOS image 
sensor in its acclaimed EOS C300 Digital Cinema Camera in 
November of 2011 at a global launch event held at 
Paramount Studios in Hollywood. By exploring alternatives to 
the established Bayer color filter array algorithms, Canon 
was able to achieve an overall image quality capture 
through its CMOS sensor that has helped bring digital 
cinema closer to the superb aesthetics associated with 35 
mm motion picture film. 

Markertek Signs Distribution Agreement with TE 
Connectivity 

Markertek, a broadcast and pro-audio supply house serving 
the technical side of the media industry, announced that it 
has entered into a distribution agreement with TE 
Connectivity to carry its full line of broadcast products. TE, 
which acquired ADC Telecommunications in December, 2010, 
manufactures audio and video connectivity and patching 
solutions for broadcasters and digital media production 
facilities under the ADC brand name. 

NBC’s ’Sunday Night Football’ Hikes Highest-Priced 
Spots 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

When it comes to TV ad dollars, it is better to be a football 
hero than an American Idol. With ratings down for the 
formidable but aging singing competition and the NFL 
showing more muscle than ever, commercials NBC’s Sunday 
Night Football emerged as the most expensive during this 
past upfront, according to a new report from Advertising 
Age. Spots in SNF, the top rated primetime program last 
season, went for about $545,142 for 30 seconds, up from 

$512,367 last season. 

Howard Shimmel Named SVP of Ad Sales and Sports 
Research at Turner Broadcasting 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

Turner Broadcasting has hired former Nielsen exec Howard 
Shimmel to serve as senior VP of ad sales and sports 
research. Shimmel will oversee research analysis and 
strategy support for all TBS Inc. ad sales units, including 
news, entertainment, animation, young adults and kids 
media, sports, and sports research for both television and 
digital. At Nielsen, Shimmel served as executive VP of 
Nielsen Media and advertising analytics. 

FCC Upholds Carriage Complaint Against TWC, 
HTSC in Hawaii 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

The FCC has denied a request by Oceanic Time Warner 
Cable and Hawaiian Telcom Services Co. (HTSC) that they 
do not have to carry KLEI TV Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, on their 
respective systems. The station, under new ownership since 
2011, asked for carriage, but the operators said no. KLET 
then filed a must-carry complaint. The FCC agreed with the 
cable operators that the station could not argue historical 
carriage -- neither had been carrying the station before it 
was bought in 2011 and the new owners sought carriage -- 
or that it was delivering an over-the-air signal to any of the 
communities it sought cable carriage in. 
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Thursday, October 25, 2012 6:39 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edtc, 

Robert Mercer, we’ve missed you and we’ll give you 20% off to come back 

Ii !i                                                                        I 
I 

Since you haven’t shopped with us recently, at least with rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu, 
we were wondering what we could do to get you to come back. So we thought we’d make you an offer 
that’s hard to refuse - 20% off your next purchase of eligible Amazon products (up to a 
maximum purchase price of $50). Just select items sold direct by Amazon and enter the code: 

FP2Y-4ADX6Y-NSVJ2H at checkout to receive the discount. Terms & Conditions apply. 
But you better hurry - this offers ends on October 31,2012. 

See our newest stores and some of the best deals. 

We hope to see you again soon! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Impressions <events@academic-impressions.com> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 11:04 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

As~ssing Your Student Atthirs Progran~s 

i ii~iI Build an action plan to assess even.7 part of your student affairs division. I 
7 

i 

Trouble viewing this email? http:#www.academicimpressions.com 
To ensure delivery, please add events@academic-impressions com to your address book. 

With help from expert instructors, build an action plan to assess 
every part of your student affairs division. 

academicimpressions.com 
With the student affairs assessment process being a part of re- 
accreditation practices - and the threat of the federal government 
conducting its own campus-wide assessment inquiries - it is 

~ ~ ~ 
imperative to make assessment a priority on your campus. 

Now is the time to ensure that your institution is prepared to 
implement a successful student affairs assessment program. 
However, who should lead your program? How can you 
standardize expectations? What can you do to ensure 
cooperation across your division? 

Program Brochure (pdf) I Pricing & Registration I Agenda 

WH&T YOU WILL LEARN 

Join us in Portland to learn how to design an outcomes-based 
assessment program appropriate for your institution. You will 
take away: 

¯ Steps for changing the culture around assessment 
¯ A proposal on how to structure an assessment effort 
~, Resources for supporting a point person for the effort 

~, A sample training document 

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP 

Held one day before the main conference begins, this full-day 
workshop will help you understand how to establish an 
assessment framework for your student affairs division. You will 
learn ways to train staff on how to determine learning outcomes 
that fit with your institution mission and strategic plan. 

Learn more on the agenda page. 

TE&M DISCOUNTS~ REGL[STER TODAY! 

This conference is appropriate for anyone on your campus 
charged with the responsibility of assessment. This conference 
is ideal for those at the beginning stages of building a 

coordinated assessment effort across the student affairs 
department or division. 

To encourage team participation, every fourth registration 
from the same institution is complimentary for this 
conference. 

RigEi EffeCtiVe P~li~iON Nn~ 
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Register for this event online or call 720.488.6800. 



Questions? Call us to help determine if this event is right for 
you. 

ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS -4601 DTC Blvd., Suite 800, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 
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SVG Insider: Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fmner Ray Dolby; Comprehensive Reports tiom TranSPORT 2012 

Editorial Director: Ken Kerschbaumer 
Thursday, Nov. 15, 2012 

Managing Editor: Jason Dachman 
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Sports Broadcasting Hall of Fame: Ray Dolby 

TranSPORT: HEVC, JPEG 2000 a Bridge to Future 

Benefits Abound for Cutting the Cord on Cameras 

Venues Try to Maximize Connectivity, Efficiency 

NBA on TNT Looks Forward to Packed Season 

Ig%VLel ~ I ;tv~T/~ 

Ray Dolby: A Synonym for Excellence in Sound 
by Dan Daley 

The word iconic is used a lot in broadcast to describe the 
Paleys and the Sarnoffs who molded the business side of 
the industry. On the technical side of that equation, the 
name perhaps most deserving of the term is Dolby, as in Ray 
Dolby, whose name has become synonymous with 
excellence in broadcast-audio technology. 

TranSPORT: HEVC, JPEG 2000 Could Build Bridge 
to Future of Video 
by Jason Dachman 

The world of sports-video contribution, backhaul, and 
distribution looks to be on the brink of a major leap forward. 
New technologies like HEVC (high=efficiency video coding) 
are set to enter the market, and others, particularly .1PEG 
2000, continue to carve out a larger share of it. 
Compression standards and formats like these hold the 
promise of paving the way for the delivery of next=gen 
formats like 1080p, 4K, and 8K. 

TranSPORT: Challenges, Benefits Abound for Those 
Cutting the Cord on Cameras 
by Karen Hogan 

Within the stadium or arena, wireless RF and cellular-based 
camera systems come in handy when capturing crowd 
reaction or getting a postgame interview. Outside the venue 
- say, at a golf course or road race - they are essential. 
Leading systems providers convened this week at SVG’s 
TranSPORT in New York City to discuss how these tools help 
broadcasters capture a fresh, innovative perspective. 
However, the freedom from fixed camera positions is not 
without its challenges. 

TranSPORT: With a Little Leverage, Venues Can 
Maximize Connectivity and Transport Efficiency 
by Karen Hogan 

Connectivity, both within professional venues and between 
them, has come a long way in the past decade, not only are 
the teams, venues, leagues, and broadcasters demanding 
connectivity for their own uses, but fans attending sports 
events have connectivity requirements as well. At SVG’s 
TranSPORT event this week, Peter Brickman, principal 
consultant, TGS, moderated a panel on the connected 
venue, which delved into the growing importance of fiber 
transport between venues and WiFi networks within them. 

Zixi Powers Broadcast-Quality HD Over IP 
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The Sports Video Group is pleased to welcome Zixi as a 
corporate sponsor. Zixi software enables broadcasters, 
streaming-media companies, enterprises, and video- 
equipment manufacturers to use unmanaged IP networks for 
their content, redefining the cost of acquiring and 
distributing HD video. 

Vision Research, Deluxe, and NeuLion Renew SVG 

Sponsorships 

The Sports Video Group is pleased to announce that Vision 

Research, Deluxe Entertainment, and NeuLion have renewed 
their corporate sponsorships. Vision Research is a 
manufacturer of high-speed digital imaging systems. Deluxe 
is a provider of a broad range of entertainment-industry 
services and technologies. NeuLion offers a true end-to-end 
solution for delivering live and on-demand content to any 
Internet-connected device. 

--oDe o’~ :: 

After Sandy, NBA on TNT Looks Forward to Packed 
Season 
by Karen Hogan 

Following the exclusive, season-opening matchup between 
the Boston Celtics and defending NBA Champion Miami Heat 
on Tuesday Oct. 30, TNT’s production crew and talent - 
including Marv Albert, Ernie Johnson, and Charles Barkley - 
were scheduled to hop a plane from Miami to New York to 
cover the Brooklyn Nets’ home debut at Barclays Center on 
Thursday. Until they checked the forecast. 

Ross Video’s XPression and CGLA Spotlighted in 

Major American TV Programs 

CGLA, Inc. provides graphic design and broadcast character 
generator rentals to television shows & networks throughout 

North America. Their social media solution, CG Tweet, with 
Ross Video’s XPression Real-time Motion Graphics System 
brings Twitter and Facebook posts to air during some of 
America’s highest-rated primetime TV programs. 

NewTek Expands TriCaster Capability with Audio 

Mixer iPad App 

NewTek announces the availability of the NewTek TriCaster 
Audio Mixer as a free download from the iTunes app store. 
Users of the application can enjoy fingertip control over 
audio levels in live video production with the NewTek 
TriCaster Audio Mixer. 

New Standard Makes TV Portable, Ubiquitous 
by TVNewsCheck 

Sinclair’s Mark Aitken says adoption in the the next 3-5 
years of ATSC 3.0 is crucial to broadcast TV, giving it the 
ability "not only to meet the needs of delivering lots of bits 
to the home, but delivering lots of bits to portable devices. [ 
don’t think it’s just about 4K; it’s about portability." The new 
standard would "catapult broadcasting into the middle of the 
distribution" universe where it could compete with other TV 
media and provide a seamless service as viewers move in 
and out of their homes watching big-screen TVs, tablets 
and phones. 

Ultra High-Definition Content Lifting Off 
by MediaPost 

The Sony Store in New York can be a chaotic place with all 
those PlayStations giving it the feel of a loud arcade. But 
walk to a back corner and there is an island of peace. 
Sony’s new Ultra High-Definition (UHD) or 4K TV set has its 
own showroom, where customers can absorb the pristine 
resolution of the 84-inch display. The in-store experience is 

free. To take it home, it’s $24,999.99. 
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Ikegami Exhibiting New Unicam Offerings, HD 
Monitoring at CCW 

Ikegami, a creator of HD cameras and production equipment 

for iV broadcasters, networks, and other HD content 
creators, is exhibiting an advanced range of systems at 

Content and Communications World 2012 (CCW) this week in 
New York City. Displaying in the HD World section of CCW, 
Ikegami is showing a number of products that provide 
exceptional HD picture quality, superior performance, and 
convenient features. 

Haivision Launches Next-Generation, High- 
Performance H.264 Encoding Platform With Makito X 
Series 

Haivision announced their next-generation, high= 
performance H.264 video encoding platform, the Makito X 
Series. The innovative Makito X Series combines a market- 
proven feature set with a six fold increase in encoding 
power to deliver quantum advances in picture quality and 
density. Addressing the tremendous growth in the use of 
live IP video within the enterprise and across the Internet, 
the Makito X Series delivers superb high quality HD video 
using half of the bandwidth of comparable encoders. 

Sennheiser Offers Rebate Program for Wireless, 
Wired Microphones 

Sennheiser has announced that it is offering end-user 

rebates on Evolution Wireless G3, XS Wireless, and selected 
wired microphones. The rebate is valid on all systems 
purchased from an authorized U.S. Sennheiser dealer 
between Nov. 1 and Dec. 31. Click through for a list of 
rebates on Sennheiser wireless systems, during the 
promotion. 

Artel Video Systems Extends DigiLink Capabilities 

Artel Video Systems is showcasing new video over IP, 
Ethernet transport, and routing capabilities of the DigiLink 
Video Transport platform at the Content & Communications 

World!HD World show in New York, NY this week. Artel Video 
Systems is demonstrating an innovative new chassis and a 
series of new function modules for the DigiLink Video 
Transport platform to meet the growing needs of 
broadcasters as they migrate towards IP-based 
infrastructures. 

Wohler Announces Availability of AMP1-MADle 

Wohler Technologies is now shipping its newest audio 
monitor, the AMPI-MADIe in-rack portable MADI audio 
monitor with Ethernet control and configuration. Initial 
shipments included 60 units to outfit a major new network 
broadcast facility in which Wohler engineers worked hand in 
hand with network engineering and design consultants to 
develop the product for their fast-paced production 
environment. 

What is 600Hz? 
by CNET 

Plasma TV specifications hype "600Hz" refresh; is this better 

than 120Hz or 240Hz What is 600Hz, and how does it work? 
By its nature, this is a pretty complex subject and forgive 
some over-simplifications. Before we get to 600Hz, we have 
to discuss how plasma TVs create an image in the first 
place. Like all modern TVs, they have more than 2 million 
individual pixels: 1,920 x 1,080 = 2,073,600. (Some lower- 
priced models are 1,024x768, so they have 786,432 pixels). 

Satellite Providers Wage Interference War 
by TVNewsCheck 

More than ever, satellite services suffer interference from 
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human error, the inability to track systems that aren’t 
performing and intentional jamming by unfriendly 
governments that don’t want particular content to reach 
their populations. And the wireless industry’s push to get 
satellite’s spectrum also is interrupting service, according to 
panelists at the Content and Communications World 
conference. 

Campus Clips: George Washington Launches 
RaiseHigh.tv; Comcast SportsNet Rolls Out Hoops 
Lineup 

Compiled by Brandon Costa, Senior Editor, SVG 

George Washington Athletics launched RaiseHigh.tv - the 
new online destination for GWsports.com’s expanding 
multimedia coverage of all 23 Colonials’ programs. Formerly 
GW All-Access, RaiseHigh.tv will serve as the new home for 
all live streaming and on-demand video and audio content 
for Colonials’ athletics. 

ESPN Inks 12-Year Media Deals For Both Sugar and 
Orange Bowl 
by Sports Business Daily 

In the past 24 hours, ESPN officially announced deals to 
carry the Sugar and Orange Bowls through ’26. This 
morning, ESPN formally announced a 12-year deal with the 
ACC that gives ESPN control of the Orange Bowl’s media 
rights. Financial terms were not disclosed, but sources say 
ESPN has agreed to pay $55M per year for the Orange Bowl. 
The game will feature the ACC champion and an opponent 
from the SEC, Big Ten or Notre Dame. The deal is similar to 
the one announced late yesterday afternoon between ESPN, 
the SEC and Big 12 conferences for the Sugar Bowl. ESPN 
picked up the Sugar Bowl’s media rights for $80M per year, 
sources said. 

Venue News: Duke’s Wallace Wade Stadium Slated 
for Renovation; Minnesota Governor Threatens to 
Halt Stadium Deal 

Compiled by Karen Hogan, Associate Editor, SVG 

The recently announced renovations to Wallace Wade 
Stadium will begin at the end of the 2013 season and be 
completed before the start of the 2014 season, Duke 
football coach David Cutcliffe told members of the Raleigh 
Sports Club on Wednesday. 

The Best Little Road Course in Texas 
by The Wall Street Journal 

On Sunday, the world of international motor-sport will turn 
its helmeted eyes to, of all places, Texas. It is here that 
Formula One-the richest and most popular form of racing on 
the planet-will return to the U.S. for the first time since 
2007, unleashing some 17,000 horsepower on pavement 
that is barely dry. The 2012 U.S. Grand Prix will take place 

at the new $400 million Circuit of the Americas-the first 
purpose-built F1 racetrack in this country. Tt is the latest 
attempt in Fl’s quest to establish a foothold in America-the 
most important realm it hasn’t conquered. 

Ratings Roundup: NFL Week 10 Down Slightly 
Across All Networks; NBC Doubles Breeders Cup 
Audience 

Compiled by Jason Dachman, Managing Editor, SVG 
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ESPN’s less-than-appealing Chiefs/Steelers "Monday Night 
Football" delivered an 8.2 US rating and 12.824 million 
viewers, down 6% in ratings and 10% in viewership from 
Vikings/Packers last year (8.7, 14.188M). Nonetheless, the 
telecast won the night among all broadcast and cable 
programming. 

CBS Sports Network Signs TV Deal with AFL 

CBS Sports Network and the Arena Football League 
announced a two-year agreement that makes the Network 
the national television partner of the AFL. CBS Sports 
Network will feature 19 regular-season games throughout 
the 2013 season, as well as two playoff games. The CBS 
Television Network will air ArenaBowl XXVl on Saturday, 
Aug. 17, 2013 at 1:00 PM, ET. 

College GameDay, ACC Tournament, Champions 
Classic Highlight ESPN 3D Men’s College Hoops 
Lineup 

ESPN 3D will focus on the 2012-13 men’s college basketball 
season with 47 live games, which began on Tuesday with 
the 2012 State Farm Champions Classic doubleheader, and 
culminating - for the first time - with the ACC Tournament, 

March 14-17, 2013. 

Cox Cable Launches Time Warner SportsNet 

Cox Communications customers in California and Las Vegas 
have access to Time Warner Cable SportsNet and Time 
Warner Cable Deportes. These networks are the local IV 
homes for Los Angeles Lakers, LA Galaxy and Los Angeles 
Sparks games, as well as in-depth, dedicated, team-focused 
programming. 

belN SPORT Expands Programming to Three 
Additional Sports 

beIN SPORT, the new international sports network, is now 
televising exclusive coverage of Serie A1 Italian Male 
Volleyball League, rugby union’s Autumn Internationals, and 
the European Handball Federation (El-IF’) Champions League. 
Serie A1 is the highest level of the Italian Male Volleyball 
League, attracting many of the best volleyball players in the 
world. 

Time Warner SportsNet Signs Deal with DirecTV 
by Variety 

Kobe and Co. are returing to Direc-rV. According to sources, 

a deal has been struck between Time Warner Cable 
SportsNet and DirecrV to air the Los Angeles Lakers. The 
official announcement will be made later this afternoon. It’s 
unclear whether Friday’s home game against the Phoenix 
Suns will be telecast on DireclV. 
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Miranda Announces Telecast Fiber Systems Brand :: 
Integration Strategy 

Miranda Technologies, a Belden Brand, a global provider of 
integrated solutions for production, playout and delivery 
systems for television broadcasters and multi-system 
operators, announces that Telecast Fiber Systems will be 
formally integrated into Miranda as a product brand on 
January 1, 2013. The Telecast product line will be identified 
as Miranda Technologies’ Telecast Fiber Systems. 

LiveU Closes $27M Funding Round to Drive Growth 

LiveU, a portable video-over-cellular solutions provider, has 
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raised $27 million in a funding round to expedite its product 
development and global expansion. The round was led by 
new investor Lightspeed Venture Partners, with participation 
by existing investors: Canaan Partners, Carmel Ventures and 
Pitango Venture Capital. To date, LiveU has raised around 

$50 million. 

10 Cable Sports Business Stories to Watch This Fall 
by CableFAX 

In light of recent billion-dollar deals, it’s clear that the 
sports rights market is as healthy as ever. And it shows no 
signs of slowing down. Whether your preferred topic is 
RSNs, TV Everywhere rights, or the constant, looming threat -- 
of disruption, there’s plenty to talk about this fall. Here’s a 
list of 10 stories to keep an eye out for. 
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Panasonic: LCD Panel Demand Will Bring Us ’Back 
to Profit’ 
by CNET 

Panasonic says that rising demand for LCD panels will bring 
the company’s display business back to profit in early 2013. 
In the three months leading up to March 31, 2013 -- the 
end of its current fiscal year -- Japan-based Panasonic 
hopes that its panel display business will result in a 
profitable quarter due to rising demand from tablet and PC 

makers. 

News Corp. in Talks to Acquire Stake in Yankees 
Network 
by Los Angeles Times 

News Corp. is in negotiations with the New York Yankees to 
buy a minority stake in the team’s YES cable network, 
positioning the media company to gain a larger footprint in 
the increasingly lucrative realm of sports programming. Talks 
between News Corp. and the New York Yankees have been 
going on for several weeks, people with knowledge of the 
situation said. 

What Broadcasters Should Focus On Before An FCC 
Inspection 
by Broadcast Law Blog 

What should broadcasters worry about from an FCC 
inspection? A few weeks ago, David Oxenford was speaking 
at the Kansas Association of Broadcasters’ annual 
convention. At the convention, inspectors talked about the 
issues on which the FCC is focusing in recent inspections. 

Cybersecurity Bill Fails To Get Floor Vote 
by Broadcasting & Cable 

A Democrat-backed version of cybersecurity legislation 
failed to win enough votes Tuesday to end debate and 
proceed to a vote, essentially once again killing its chances 
for passage, at least in the lame cluck session. Earlier in the 
day, Reid had said "Democrats and Republicans need to work 
together to address what national security experts have 
called ’the most serious challenge to our national security 
since the onset of the nuclear age sixty years ago.’ But the 
bill failed once again to gain enough Republican votes to 

meet the 60-vote threshold. 

New Coalition to Tackle Incentive Auctions 
by Broadcast Engineering 

A new coalition represented by former Disney and News. 
Corp. executive Preston Padden has formed to advocate for 
TV broadcasters interested in participating in the FCC’s 

incentive auction that seeks to free up spectrum for 

wireless carriers. Next week, the executive board of the 
"Expanding Opportunities for Broadcasters Coalition" will 
conduct a conference call to begin planning how the new 
group will respond to the FCC’s recent Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking regarding incentive auctions. Padden said the 

% 
% 
% 



agency has an interest in listening to what the coalition has 
to say. 
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Associatio~ News 

,~ 2012 FCS ADA Academic A]l-S~ar Team Nominations are now being accepted i FCS ADA 

>~ 2013 N4A Call for Propesalsi N4A 

~> 2013 NAAC Call fer ProposalsI NAAC 

7; Join the 400+ Athletics Administrators on the h~augural NACDA Webinar i NACDA 

Athletics Admir~ist~ato~s 

>~ Gamecock Club Staff Additions and Changes Announced I University of South Carolina 

>> Keith VanDerbeek Announces Plans for Retirement at Virginia i University of Virginia 

Athletics Development 

~ Kevin Ollie Pledges $100,000 For UConn Basketball Developmeni Center I University of Connecticut 

7; A-Sun, Lipscomb and ESPN Expand Across Digital Platforms 

£wa~ dsiReceg~sitio~ss 

>~ ALC Athletics Receives National Recognitien I Alice LNyod College 

Bowl Games 

~ ACC and Orange Bowl Announce Oppenen~ and Broadcast Partner 

>> ESPN Reaches 12-Year Agreement with SEC and Big 12 for Sugar Bowl 

,~ Stephen Macurdy Named Head Men.&’s Lacrosse Coach I Southern Virginia Univefsity 

~ Former Hatters Coach Murr~y Arnold Dies I Stetson University 

,~ CU r~gen~s approve 1-year contract extension Ior basketball coach Tad Boyle I University of Colorado 
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>~ Rick Mazzuto Steps Down as Cal State Nodhr[dge Athbtic Director I CaN State Northridge 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 5:34 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.e&P 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assault Reported in Odum Village 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALRRT CAROLINA: Assault Reported in Odum Village 

A female has reported she was the victim of a simple assault by a male near a residence on Bernard Street in Odum Village shortly before 3 p.m. today (Monday, Nov 19). 

The victim told the UNC Department of Public Safety that she was on a porch when a male stranger passed by on foot and asked for a cigarette The victim declined, an argument ensued, 
and then the assault occurred, according to UNC police No weapon was reportedly seen. 

The suspect is described as a 5 foot, 10 inches tall, a white male around 20 years of age with dark hair and a slim build. He was wearing a beige T-shirt and jeans No further infornaation is 
currently available 

UNC Police are asking anyone with information that may help to identiI}’ the suspect to call 911 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are 
confidential and anonymous. You can also submit intbrmation to Crime Stoppers online at v~vw crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.ulac edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 inm~ediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safety tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnunity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department nf Public Safety 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Johnston Center <paperlesspost@papeflesspost.com~ 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:24 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Johnston Center Holiday Party. 

For: Robert Mercer 

i 

% 

View invitation: 
w~wL pa perlesspost.com/events/2851504- 

bal aea 7b/replies/57597527-d 10f3f21 
View guest list 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

2012 Johnston Center Holiday Party 
Thursday, December 20th at 12:00 PM 

Morehead Lounge 
Graham Memorial 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Create and send your own custom cal-ds at paperlesspost.com or from the iPhone app 

/:~dd paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your :~ddless boo~ t’; ai~,’:,i~ra tbst ’fou’ll i~:cei~/e all f{iti~ra Paperiess Post i:~sil in ’fo{ii it~box 

Paperiess ~~ost respec~:~ ’four piwsc’f TO s~,e ho’,~ ’,~e try:at ’four infor:~ation: please, ravi~,’,~ our privacy policy 

© ::~0’12 P’s~pen~ P(:, ~i, ~5! ’,N,~ ~i 25th St 91h Fi(.,)r, blew YORK, N~’ !000! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, November 30, 2012 6:42 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Sel-~dces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L -<debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 11:06 AM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaffi~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccss~ffusers] REMINDER: ConnectCarolina outage tonighL (Dec. 4), 5pro to approx. 1 lpm 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Tuesday, Dec. 4, starting at 5:OOpm and ending around 11:00pro. ConnectCarolina will be down during 

this time frame. This impacts Campus Solutions and other systems. 

You can view the list of impacted services and the latest system status here: https:/iits.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/connectcarolina/system- 

status/ 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Thank you. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!!its.unc.edu!enterprise!enterprise-applications! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Thursday,, December 6, 2012 2:52 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’rmercer’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’rmercer’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Dec 20 08:23:08 2012 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’rmercer’ in the L~N’C Campus DirectolT. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 2:53 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’rnmrcer’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’rmercer’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Dec 20 08:23:08 2012 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how- to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated selwices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old ()wen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account will be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some ()wen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’rmercer’ in the L~NT’ Campus DirectolT. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence <~papedessposl@paperlesspost.com~ 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:02 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edu> 

2012 Johnston Center Holiday Party Reminder 

Dear Robert Mercer, 

Til:s is a reminder l:hat 2012 John.~;ton Center Holiday Parl:y will take place Tilursdu, y, 

December 20th at 12 00 PM irl the Mereheu, d I..eurlge ef G!ailam Memorial. 

You have ~ot repl{ed: 

[ ~i Wi’ht, ttend ] iii~iii \’;ill Not Attend 

Add thi.~ even, toyo~r: ~GoogleCalendar ~Outlook ~YahooCalendar ~iCa, 

% 
2012 Johnston Center Holiday Party 

Thursday, December 20th at 12:00 PM 
Morehead Lounge 
Graham Memorial 

% 
Block ti~is sender from yaur Paperless Posi maii 

Create arid serial gO;Jr OWr/ cdsto;lq cards at paperlesspost cam or from the iPhone app 

Add paperiesspost@paperlesspost corn ~;~ yoi;r address book to ensure tibet yo:.l:ll receive ~ll future P~pel!ess Po~ mail i:: your h:box 

~-~ape:!ess Post :aspect. your privacy. ]o see i]o~",’ we treat you: ir:formatior:, please :evlew o~i:" privacy policy. 

~’~ 2012 Paperiess Post ! ~,~ VWst ~:Stb St, 9th ~ioor. New York. N¢ ~0001 

iNi facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32555591-58930114@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 12:48 PM 

academic- services- slaff <academic- scrvices- stafl@liskserv.unc.edu-~ 

[academic-services- s~At] [all-college-staff] FROM THE DEAN: Update on Academic Reviews 

The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being sent to all faculty and staff in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am writing to let you know that former North Carolina Governor James Martin and Raina Rose Tagle, a partner and national practice leader in Baker 

Tilly’s Higher Education Practice, presented two external reviews today to the University’s Board of Trustees. 

Governor Martin’s review was thorough, involving an examination of all undergraduate courses at the University between 1994 and 2012. He found the 

academic irregularities started in 1997; all of the anomalies were in a sub-set of courses in African and Afro-American studies and did not occur elsewhere 

in the College of Arts and Sciences or the University. He linked the anomalies to the same two individuals the University identified earlier, who no longer 

work here. Governor Martin, a former professor at Davidson College, was assisted by Baker Tillg, a national management consulting firm specializing in 

academic performance procedures and controls. 

A separate project conducted by Baker Tilly reviewed and validated the multiple reforms, policies and procedures that have been put in place by the 

University, the College, the Summer School and the African and Afro-American studies department. 

The fact that significant academic irregularities occurred for so long is troubling. It is reassuring, however, to have outside confirmation that these 

problems have ended, that there is no evidence connecting them to current faculty members in any department, and that the University’s reforms are 

appropriate to prevent future academic irregularities. 

We welcomed the outside reviews and have cooperated fully with Governor Martin and Baker Tillg. These were important steps to ensure academic 

integrity and restore public confidence, i encourage you to read the executive summary, the full reports, and Chancellor Thorp’s message on the 

University’s academic review website. 

With my regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

¯ -- You m’e currently subscribed to 

all-college-stalt’as: academic-scrvices-staff~(-~listsec~’.unc.edu. <ul> 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

%/ul> 

academic-scrvices- staffas: -~ href "mailto:m~erce@email.unc.edu">m~ercer@email.unc.edu<4’a>. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 1, 2013 6:56 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Shooting Reported near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Shooting Reported near Campus 

The Chapel Hill Police Department is seeking assistance Iicom anyone with information related to an assault which took place in the parking lot of University Square at 133 West Franklin 
Street on Tuesday, Jan. 1 at approximately 3:30 a.m. 

One subject, not affiliated with U2x,-C, was shot and sustained non-life threatening injuries during a disturbance between several subjects outside the Time-Out Restaurant The suspects 
were described as three light-skinned black males. The shooter may have been wearing a red jacket One of the suspects was wearing a Nike cap and another was wearing a grey hoodie. At 
least one of the three suspects had braids 

Photos taken from a restaurant surveillance camera prior to the shooting are posted at the following link: http://bit ly/W14Kfc 

Chapel Hill Police are asking that anyone with information about identity these individuals, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department Investigator Sgt. Rodney Mathews at 919-968-2760 
or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit infolrnation to Crime Stoppers online at 
www.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 inm~ediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Infurmationa[ Messages: The Umversity sends an Infurmationa[ Message tu infurm the campus communl~ about a situatiun that is nut an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 10:35 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.e&P 

Subject: Classes canceled s~tarting at noon today; offices open 

Subject: Classes canceled starting at noon today; offices open 

Classes will be canceled starting at noon today; offices will be open on Friday, JanuaU 25. Condition 2 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should report Ibr work Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather news on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
tl~rough tl~e news media. Unless a change is am~ounced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

(919) 843 -1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations 
UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AIVl, near campus. 
UNC Department of Public Safety ibr details including parking lot conditions 
Chapel Hill Transit inclement weather news and routes and schedules. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32702834-60474165@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, Februa~ 1, 2013 9:24 AM 

academic- services- staff" <academic- ~rvices- stall@lisksenT.unc.edu-~ 

[academic-services- s~mB] [all-college-staff] UNC College Calendoa: Love, history., mid all that jazz 

It may be our shortest month, but the College’s February calendar is packed with African-American history and culture, the Carolina Jazz festival, a little bit 

of love, and more. Highlights and links below. 

Feb. 2: Bart Ehrman, professor of religious studies, will answer the question, Did Jesus Exist? as part of a humanities symposium. 575; free for UNC 

undergraduates. 919.962.1544. Register at: http://humanities.unc.edu. 

Feb. 5: Film screening of When the Drum Is Beating, about the journey of the Haitian band, Septentrional. 54 or free with student ID. 7 pm, Varsity Theatre. 

http:!/isa.unc.edu! 

Feb. 6-8: Global Sustainability Symposium: Water and Energy in the Crosshairs. http:i!areastudies.unc.edu/sustainability-symposium/ 

Feb. 6: Michelle Robinson, UNC American studies, will discuss Love Freaks {And Order Avenges) at Art for Lunch. Free for members $5 for One Card 

holders. 12 noon. Ackland. RSVP: httn;!A[~cc!!~c,h rsvp 

Feb. 6-27: Tournees Festival of New French Films on Campus. 7 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. Complete schedule: 

http://tinyu rl.com/bh muv6m 

Feb. 7-April 26: BIoodlines: The Work of Toni Scott, exhibit featuring sculptures, paintings, montages, maps, recordings and more. Reception Feb. 7 at 7 

pm. Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Brown Gallery. http-//s£njaha~nesstonectr.unc:edu~ 

Feb. 7: Research Ethics and You, Jan Boxill, Parr Center, and Tim Kuhn, Office of Human Research Ethics, will discuss IRB processes and requirements. 

Lunch provided. 12:30 pm, Hyde Hall. Register at http:/iparrcenter.unc.edu 

Feb. 7: Frank Costigliola, University of Connecticut, will discuss The Process of Thought in George Kennan’s Imagining of Russia. 4 pro, Hamilton Hall 569. 

K~larres@unc.edu 

Feb. 7: Explore Italo Calvino’s Difficult Loves with Xin Liu, teaching fellow in Romance languages. Free to students, 510 others. 6:30 pm, Ackland. RSVP: 

acl<landRSVP@unc.edu 

Feb. 7: Recital and master class by pianist Keiko Sekino. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. http:i!music.unc.edui 

Feb. 8-9: Southern Sounds! Out of Bounds: Music and the Global American South, a two-day exploration of the culture, meaning and practices surrounding 
music 

in and from the global American south. Free with registration.._h__t__t__p__:J~__c_gj_:__u_n__c__:9__d___u_~- 

Feb. 8: Carolina Women’s Choral Showcase, 8 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. _~] _t_ _t_ p_ _ J_ !_ _r_ _n_ _ _u_ _s_ j_ _c__._ y_ _n_ _ _c_ : _ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ /_ . 

Feb. 9: A symposium on Picture Making in the Age of Hals, Rembrandt and Vermeer, with art curator Dennis Wilier and art historian Hans Van Miegroet. 

5140, free for UNC undergraduates. 919.962.1544. 9:30 am to 5 pm. htt~J!humanities.unc.edu 

Feb. 9: TEDxUNC, Common Threads, an all-day student-run series of talks and performances at Memorial Hall. Free tickets are sold out but you can get on 

a wait list or learn more at http://www.tedxunc.com 

Feb. 11: Independent historian David Cecelski will discuss Music All Over the Ocean: Voices from the Menhaden Fishery’s Last Days. 3:30 pm, Greenlaw, 

Donovan Lounge. rcmabe@live~unc~edu 

Feb. 12: Hanes Visiting Artist Kerry Tribe discusses film, video and installations exploring the phenomenology of memory. 6 pm, Hanes Art Center. 

http:i!art.unc.eduiindex.htm 

Feb. 12: Film screening of Los Chigualeros, celebrating the music of one of Ecuador’s most famous orchestras. 54 or free with student ID. 7 pm, Varsity 

Theatre. http-!!isa,u nc.edui 

Feb. 15: UNC blues historian William Ferris shares stories, photos, music and film clips, with performances by Ben Wiley Payton and the Black Student 

Movement. 6 pm reception and exhibit; 7 pm program. Friday Center for Continuing Education..h...t..t~..:././...F.£j..d...a.y..~.‘.9..r1.t..e...r:..u...n...c.....e..d...L.j/..F....e.££js. 

Feb. 15-16: Interpreting Black Politics, 7th Annual Triangle African Americna History and Culture Conference. http-//taahc:web:unc:edu! 

Feb. 16: Free play and discussion on civil discourse by Christian Lundberg, communication studies, and dramatic art alumnus Mike Wiley. Based around 

PlayMakers presentation of Clybourne Park. 2 pm, Center for Dramatic Art. Register to reserve free seating, 919.962.1544. http://humanities.unc.edu 

Feb. 17: Carolina Jazz Festival: Valentine Concert, featuring Jazz Ensembles from Duke, NCCU and UNC, 510, Tickets: 919.843.3333. More info: 

919.962.1039.4 pm, Kenan Music Building. http:i/music.unc.edu/ 

Feb. 18: Melvyn Leffler, UVA, will discuss George W. Bush and Saddam Hussein: Why Did the US Go to War Against Iraq in March 2003? 4 pm, Hamilton 

Hall 569. K.larres@unc.edu 

Feb. 18: Religious studies scholar Katharine von Kellenbach will discuss Absolved from the Guilt of the Past? Memory as Burden and as Grace in the Post- 

War Lives of Perpetrators of the Shoah. 5:30 pm, Hyde Hall. http:!!wwwdJnc.edy!ccjsi 

Feb. 19: Carolina Jazz Festival: NC Jazz Repertory Orchestra. 55-515. 919.843.3333.7:30 pm, Hill Hall..bt_t_-p__.~_/__~!u_sj__c_:__u___n___c_:edu~_ 

Feb. 20: Carolina Jazz Festival: NCCU and UNC Jazz Faculty Jazz Ensembles. 919.962.1039.7:30 pm, Hill Hall. _~zLt_p_J_!__m__u_s_Lc_:__u___n___c__._e__d___L_J!. 

Feb. 21: Kim Severson, New York Times Atlanta Bureau Chief, Talking About the South. 4:30 pm, Graham Memorial 039. r_c_’_r_n_’_a__.b_t~_(~_[[v_.e__:._u__r]c_:e__d_._u_ 

Feb. 21: Carolina Jazz Festival: Essentially Ellington High School Jazz Festival. 919.962.1039.9 am, Student Union. http;//mus~c:unc:edu~ 

Feb. 21: Bettie Allison Rand Lectures in Art with Lisa Monnas, independent scholar, on silk. 5:30 pm. Hanes Art Center. http://art~unc.eduiindex.htm 

Feb. 21: Ninth Annual African American History Month Lecture with gender historian Tera Hunter, Princeton University, discussing African-American 

Marriage, Slavery and Freedom. 7 pm, Wilson Library, Pleasants Family Assembly Room. Davila@email.unc.edu 

Feb. 21: Reckford Lecture in European Studies: Martin Puchner, Harvard professor of drama and English, will discuss Theater and Philosophy: Socrates on 

the Modern Stage. 919.843.2654.7:30 pm Gerrard Hall. http:!/iah.unc.eduievents/lectures/reckford 

Feb. 22: A symposium on The Southern Journey of Alan Lomax with Bill Ferris, Anna Lomax Wood, Tom Piassa, John Szwed, guitarist Nathan Salsburg and 

fiddler Rayna Gellert. 5:30 pm, Wilson Library, Pleasants Family Assembly Room. http://uncsouth.org 

Feb. 22: Carolina Jazz Festival, UNC Jazz Combos with guest artist Claudio Roditi and Michael Dease. 919.962.1039. htt~;i!mus~c~l~nc~e.du! 

Feb. 22: UNC journalism/poll sci alumna Bethany Bradsher discusses her book, The Classic: How Everett Case and His Tournament Brought Big-Time 

Basketball to the South. 12 noon, Bull’s Head Bookshop.._g_.u_U.s.H__e:a_._d_(~._s_t_9$_e_:u__n_._c_:._e_.d_u_ 

Feb. 22: Carolina Jazz Festival, Dafnis Prieto Sextet, Latin/Cuban jazz. 510-539. 919.843.3333. At 8 pm, Memorial Hall. _~l_tt_p__;/_!rn___us_j__c__._y__n___c_:__e___d___u_/_. 

Feb. 22-23: Scholars and artists will discuss multi-faceted issues around the relationship of Muslim women and their veils in a two-day conference co- 

sponsored by UNC and Duke at UNC’s FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. Free and open to the public. Register by Feb. 15. 

http://veil.unc.eduiconference 

Feb. 23: A humanities symposium with UNC historian Lloyd Kramer discussing Americans in Europe. 5125. 919.962.1544.11 am to 4:30 pm. Register: 



http:/ihumanities.unc.edu 

Feb. 23: Carolina Jazz Festival: Jazz Clinic with guest artists Claudio Roditi and Michael Dease. 919. 962.1039.2 pm, Kenan Music Building. 

http:/imusic.unc.edu/ 

Feb. 23: Carolina Jazz Festival, UNC Jazz Band with guest artists Claudio Roditi and Michael Dease. 919.962.1039.At 8 pm, Kenan Music Building. 

b ttp:!Jm us]~yO£:~d u! 

Feb. 24: Music Faculty Recital, Works by Britten, Faure and Schumann, featuring Timothy Sparks and Thomas Otten. 919.962.1039.3 pm, Hill Hall. 

._h~p;Zlm~_~i_~:y_o__£.__e___d__~L 
Feb. 25: UNC historian Brooke Bauer will discuss 18th Century Catawba Indian Women, Kinship and Identity. 5 pm, Greenlaw, Donovan Lounge. 

._r..c_ .m._ :@_._e_.@L[.v__e_.: u__n_c :e ~!_u. 

Feb. 26: Author Chimimanda Ngozi Adichie will discuss the relationship between literature and human rights. 530 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, 

Mandela Auditorium. l’~ttp-//g!oba]:un£:edu/ 

Feb. 26: UNC Symphony Orchestra with the winners of annual concerto competition playing works of Artiunian, Dvorak, Bernstein, Khachaturian and 

others. $10-S15. 919.962.1039.7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. http:i/music.unc.edui 

Feb. 27: Mary Karr, memoirist and author of The Liars Club and Lit, will read from her works. Distinguished Writer in Residence. 7:30 pm, Genome Sciences 

100. http:i/en~lishcomplit.unc.edu 

Feb. 28: Author Minrose Gwin, UNC English scholar, discusses Remembering Medgar Evans: Writing the Long Civil Rights Movement. 3:30 pro, BullHead 

Book Shop. BullsHead@store.unc.edu 

Feb. 28: Music Faculty Recital with Juan Alamo, Stephen Anderson and the UNC Percussion Ensemble. 919.962.1039.7:30 pro, Kenan Music Building. 

b~:ilm~sic,~0 qed~/ 
Feb 28-March 1: Creating Participatory Democracy: Green Politics in Germany since 1983, a free two-day conference, open to the public, at UNC and Duke. 

Registration and schedule: _k_Lt__t#_~Zw_____w____w__.___u__r3_c__.__e___d___yL_n__c_gJnextworl<shop.html 

ONGOING 

Through - March 3: PlayMakers present s two dramas exploring race and the meaning of home: A Raisin in the Sun and Clybourne Park, in rotating 

repertory. Tickets and schedule for plays and related talks, film screenings and more: https://college.unc.edu/2013/O1/O2/raisinclybourne/ 

Water in Our World, interdisciplinary events across the campus. Follow on Twitter @UNC Water or on the web at http:i/watertheme.unc.edu 

### 

CONNECT: 

Calendar: 

http:/ievents.unc.edu/ca Vmain/showMain.rdo 

Facebook: 

httP:l/www~f~ ~@~lqcom/UNCCo[[~ge 
Twitter: 

.-h--t---t-.-p--:jj-Lw--j-t---t-.--e--r--.--c---~---rS--~-u---n---c-.-~--Q-[j--e-g-e-- 
Web 
h ttp .’!/co[!ege:unc:ed u 

YouTube: 

http://www.youtu be.com/user/U N CCollege 

Magazine: 

http:!/college,unc,edu/magazine/ 

Our calendar news is sent monthly to all,faculty and staff in UNC’s College o,f Arts and Sciences, University communication specialists, and others by 

request. Send your College events details with contact information to deereid@unc.edu. 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Director of Communications 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

",dl-college-slatt’as: academic-~rvices-smflla)liskserv.unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 

academic- services- stak’as: <ca href mailto:maerce@email.unc.edu >nnercm@email.unc.edu<’a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 5, 2013 2:45 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, February 12 

INFORIVLLkTIONAL IVIESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, FebmaW 12 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, February 12th, between noon and 1 p. m We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment works. 

During the test, anyune outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or while you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. ~en testing is complete, a different siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear Resume regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
A major chemical spill or hazard; 
A tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. 

The University also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus directoly, ha an emergency, the University will post safety-related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, "What You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in all campus classrooms 
and accessible online, http:i/www.alert uric edu/externalicontent/document/1395/1255639i1/±MertClassroomPoster.pd£ 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Notification System and a communications strategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, faculty and stall, as well as visitors, local 
residents, parents and the public. To support that system, we launched ]_{mergency Notification Protocols that inform the campus commumty using three types of nntificatinns Emergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning and Informational Message. 

In a real emergency, we strongly encourage students and employees to use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they are okay in the while 
keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls. The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with :[’amily members who are outside the emergency area. 

You may also now access a mobile-fi-iendly version of the Alert Carolina website during an emergency at http:i/m.alertcarolina unc.edu/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be o:[" 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier, Debra L <debra beller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February, 7, 2013 9:18 AM 

This is a list~rv communication [br’the EAiComlectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

<its cc obi sr base@listserv.unc.edu> 

[its cc obi sr base] CONNECTCAROLINA REPORTS SIGN-UP FOR DEMO / TfLAANING SESSION 

You are invited to sign-up for a demonstration and training of NEW REPORTS for your use in the new ConnectCarolina (PeopleSoft) Campus Solutions Data 

Warehouse. For those who attended the pilot demo in November, this is the same content. 

There are two meetings with identical content. You only need to attend one meeting. Please follow one of the links below to ABC Sign-Up to register for one of 

these events: 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #1: 
D tt p_2 ! r_e g,a_~c_S_~l!~ up. c" ~_! n/r_e:~L e v 9_ t)t_pa ~t e~a ~ p_x 2 _e_~y_ 0 _%_2:9_0 o_6_ :_e f! 5_1_ _4__2_ 2 2_7 :~ e 9_ 4 "a_ J_ c ~ %_ J_5 2 ~_4_7 4 _9_ Z L ~ b 

Thursday, Feb. 21 

2:00pm to 3:30pm 

Hamilton 100 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #2: 

Friday, Feb. 22 

9:00am to lO:30am 

Hamilton 100 

These events are being hosted by the University Registrar and ITS. 

Each meeting will include a DEMONSTRATION of how to access and use the following key reports that are being released for your use: 

Class Instructor 

Class Meeting 

Degree Candidates 

Degree Recipients 

Term Enrollment 

Class 

Class TBA 

These are the most commonly used reports, and have been designed to be as user-friendly and flexible as possible. This marks the first step for the return to self- 

service reporting, and the repository of reports will grow over time. 

The demonstration will serve as TRAINING for access to and use of these reports. We will also include information on how to get help and how to report problems. 

Please make every effort to attend one of these meetings. If you have questions about reporting, please email .a---c--a---d---e-.-n-1!-c-.-d-.-a--t--a--@-!!-s--t--s-.-e-£--v-~--u---n--c-~-e-.-d-.-u-. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 

You are currently subscribed to its cc obi sr base as: nnetver@emaiLtmc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc~eduiu?id 60654915.9471Mle1431d52e87801825bd349f31&n T&I its cc obi sr base&o 32728393 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32728393-60654915.9471M1 e1431 d52e87801825bd349~31 ,~);listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Saturday, February, 9, 2013 1:37 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Faculty Commercial~ation Survey 

Dear Carolina Faculb~ Member, 

Chmlcellor Thorp has assembled a Task Force on Technology Commercialization that is charged "to develop an integrated strategy and plan of action for 

comn~ercialization of technology at UNC". Your views on what can be done to enhance technology development and commercialization at the university will be 

invaluable to the Task Force. 

The Task Force wishes to learn about your experience on this cmnpus and 7your experiences at your previous institutions with respect to technology 

commercialization. We ask you to fill out a short survey that will take about 10 minutes to complete. The survey is designed to gain a broad representation of campus 

views on technology’ development and comnrcrcialization in the context of the mission of the universi~. 

Follow this link m the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL belon, into your internet browser: 
https:iiunc.qualttJcs.com/WRQualttJcsSu~weyEnginei?Q_SS=2h0cQAoddeR&ZNj_dmPcvTl T UYYBgd7&--I 

This data generated from this survey will be incorporated in the Task Force’s report to the Chm~cellor. All responses are confidential mad will be used in aggregate 

statistical analysis. No particular individual will ever be identified in any rev)rt, presentation, or publication in which the data fi-om this survey are used. This survey is 

conducted under m~ approve IRB. 

The Task Force sincerely appreciates 5’our efforts in completing this survey. 

Sincerely~ 

Dhiren Thakker 

Ma~-mm Feldman (please address questions to feldmanm@email.tmc.edu) 

PLEASE COMPLETE TIlE SURVEY BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

Follow the little to opt out of futme cmails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization 
<noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Sunday, February 17, 2013 10:53 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: UNC Faculty Commercialization Survey 

Dear Carolina Faculty Member, 

Chancellor Thorp has assembled a Task Force on Technology Commercialization that is charged "to develop 

an integrated strategy and plan of action for commercialization of technology at UNC". Your views on what can 

be done to enhance technology development and commercialization at the university will be invaluable to the 
Task Force. 

The Task Force wishes to learn about your experience on this campus and your experiences at your previous 
institutions with respect to technology commercialization. We ask you to fill out a short survey that will take 
about 10 minutes to complete. The survey is designed to gain a broad representation of campus views on 
technology development and commercialization in the context of the mission of the university. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 
Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
https:iiunc.qualtrics.comiWRQualtricsSurveyEnginei? 
Q_SS=6XqGzWArOSVDbSr_dmPcvT1TUYYBgd7&_=I 

This data generated from this survey will be incorporated in the Task Force’s report to the Chancellor. All 

responses are confidential and will be used in aggregate statistical analysis. No particular individual will ever be 
identified in any report, presentation, or publication in which the data from this survey are used. This survey is 
conducted under an approve IRB. 

The Task Force sincerely appreciates your efforts in completing this survey. 

Sincerely, 

Dhiren Thakker 

MaD, ann Feldman (please address questions to feldmanm@email.unc.edu) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE SUR\q~Y BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

Follow the link to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beller, Debra L <debra beller@unc.edu~ 

Monday, FebruaD, 18, 2013 9:46 AM 

This is a list~rv communication ibr’the EAiComlectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

<its cc obi sr base@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[its cc obi sr basel] IMI~DRTANT P,22MINDER: Sign Up to Attend Reports TrainingiDemo-- Feb. 21 or Feb. 22 

This week (Feb. 21 and Feb. 22), there will be a demonstration and training of NEW REPORTS for your use in the new ConnectCarolina (PeopleSoft) Campus 

Solutions Data Warehouse. 

You are invited to sign-up for one of these meetings, which have identical content. You only need to attend one meeting. Please follow one of the links below to 

ABC Sign-Up to register for one of these events: 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #1: 
b_t_t_p_2 !_r__e_g~_a___b c__s_~l!~_ _u_p. _c_" 9_! _n_ _/_r__e:~ _e_ _v_ 9_ _0_t_ p__a_ .~ _e_~_a_ ~ p__x_ 2 __e__k_-9_ _%__2_: 99_ _O__6_ :__e_ _6_ _5__1_ __4__2_ _2_ 2__7:_5_ _e_ 9_ _4_ _’_a_ J_ _c_ ~ _9_~_ _1__5_ _2_ ~__4__7_ _4_ _9_ Z _r_ ~ _b_ 

Thursday, Feb. 21 

2:00pm to 3:30pm 

Hamilton 100 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #2: 

Friday, Feb. 22 

9:00am to :lO:30am 

Hamilton 100 

These events are being hosted by the University Registrar and ITS. 

Each meeting will include a DEMONSTRATION of how to access and use the following key reports that are being released for your use: 

Class Instructor 

Class Meeting 

Degree Candidates 

Degree Recipients 

Term Enrollment 

Class 

Class TBA 

These are the most commonly used reports, and have been designed to be as user-friendly and flexible as possible. This marks the first step for the return to self- 

service reporting, and the repository of reports will grow over time. 

The demonstration will serve as TRAINING for access to and use of these reports. We will also include information on how to get help and how to report problems. 

Please make every effort to attend one of these meetings. If you have questions about reporting, please email .a---c--a---d---e-.-n-~!-c-.-d-.-a--t--a--@-!!-s--t--s-.-e-£--v-~--u---n--c-~-e-.-d-.-u-. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 

You are currently subscribed to its cc obi sr base as: nneiver@emaiLtmc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc~eduiu?id 60654915.9471Mle1431d52e87801825bd349f31&n T&I its cc obi sr base&o 32770997 

(It may be neces~iy to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32770997-60654915.9471b,41 e1431 d52e87801825bd349~31 ,~;listserv.unc.edu 
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player development and we are committed to mal<ing our programs even better for you, the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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player development and we are committed to mal<ing our programs even better for you, the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
players, coaches and clubs. If: you agree, disagree or have any other thoughts or suggestions, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ....... 
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Cincinnati, OH - June 2, 2011. In an effort to raise the level of technical ability of players W 
and create a more motivating environment, SAY Soccer has partnered with iSoccer as 
their National Player Development Partner. SAY Soccer, a leading national youth soccer 
organization, will work closely with iSoccer, the leader in technical assessment and 
online youth soccer training software, to deliver a highly effective and motivating 
program for players, parents and teams across the country. 

I i..~.i II i.......a 
According to Doug Wood, the National Operations/Marketing Director or SAY Soccer, 
"iSoccer gives SAY Soccer members the ability to look past the win loss column and 
focus on the players technical development. With iSoccer, players have the tools to develop a 
strong foundation that is vital to building confidence, having fun and seeing real improvement. We 
are equally excited for our coaches and leagues to experience the synergies iSoccer will bring. The 
ability to assess training methodology on a broad scale has never been this easy and effective." 

"We are very excited to be working closely with SAY Soccer to help ignite player development 
within their organization," said S~ott Leber, iSoccer Founder and CEO. "SAY Soccer has a 
commitment to providing the best possible experience for recreational players across the country 
and although we definitely want our players to compete on the weekends, we also want to ensure 
they are developing, iSoccer will provide a tool for each and every SAY Soccer player, that if they 
choose to make the commitment, will be able to maximize their potential and take their soccer 
ability to the next level!" 

Although many features of iSoccer are free, SAY Soccer members will receive a 10% discount if 
they choose to upgrade to a premium account using the Promo Code ’SAYSoccer’. 

About SAY Soccer 
The Soccer Association for Youth, USA (SAY Soccer) was founded in 1967 in Cincinnati, Ohio where :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
it remains nationally based today. SAY provides a wide array of services and support to our :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
members including but not limited to insurance, coaching and referee support, legal and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
administrative support, US Soccer Affiliation, publications for all members, Online Store, and an :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
o p port u n i t y for c h i l d re n t o e x peri e nce t h e g a m e of s occe r i n a fun a n d safe e n v i ro n m e n t. SAY :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: s ..... is "The" Leader in Youth S ..... Support, L ......... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
About iSoccer iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iSoccer mission it to motivate players, teams and clubs across the country to empower them to :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
raise their level, iSoccer is an award-winning, online training and coaching platform that players, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
teams and clubs use to assess their current level. By using the proprietary iSoccer Assessment, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: £ih.’:tf~L.:...L:~£~:’ players and coaches are able to analyze their strengths and weaknesses using sophisticated :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: tracking tools target their training with a customized practice session builder and download over :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 500+ iPod ready video clips to help raise their technical level through self-guided training. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::~i:.::-::’.!~::-:::-::’?:~’;~:-;~,’:4~ ,.- ,-~ w~ N~a You, H~,p~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i::~::i:~::"(.:::i.i.i~;"ii::",,:~;~::.:.~ii: At iSoccer, we are always trying to push the envelope of player development and we are :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~"~’.~’.:[;’:;~’:" ........................... committed to making our programs even better for you the players coaches and clubs. If: you :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ................. agree, disagree or have any other thoughts or suggestions, please email us directly at :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Together, We Can Raise the Level! 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiii~ii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii          ‘                                                                iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Comfort Tcuches 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’~’~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3uggles 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ~’~ ~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Met:ers Dribbled 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’ 4~,.~7~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Passes 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ....................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: iSoeeer~ Corner 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~is::.~’: L... ] i!?~;_ !:!~:u.~ ~:;::~:s::.~: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~-,,~-:~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i:t, ~.sL4:. <_<=_:, ,:-~ ::, !:=, ~ 

~~ ~:i..~’~>.’~=,.~.~>.~:i:.~.r=,.i 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~:.:,~:~::~s:,:::,:~s:s~::~:~ ~ 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~~_~..’~i,~,.~,,’.:~_~-!,,:.,.:~:.~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ’.:~.~ ~:~_ ~:~i;:..~r~...~.~.! 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’~’-~> ~"~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~:"~-~-~"’-~-g~!--~-~’~’~’=:~ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~:~’~:~~’~"~<’~ 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r~(:.c&~: ~,,:c¢~R~; Cih:k 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ’’"~’-"~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i=-2"-"-"4"-Z-~’-’Lt-Ss:-~" 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~= ’-~~"’-~ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii f. !~.~ __~,_ ,-::. ~-,-,__~ ~, :. ~, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~<""~"~"- 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Jopo. E..p,osizos Toc,.,co, T.oi.i.g o, Yo.,, Lovo, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
From whining only one game in its first three World Cup trips to beating 
Germany, Sweden, and the United States on its path to becoming World Cup 
Champions, the .Japanese Women’s National Team’s improvement is nothing iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

A ead ng ~apa ~ese yo th socce" tra ne-, To ~q f3ye ", has ved n Japan to" "no-e than 2S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
years and has conducted more than 2,000 soccer events for more than 500,000 children, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

"soccer is a year-round sport where players play .s~s days a yea,-, men or women, You :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
can not help but produce good, technically sound players if the content and emphasis is iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii on tech,,~cal sk,ls." iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
"st , ~ot a ot or mo~ey o-resou-ces a-e p ~t nto the wo~e ~’s game. compared with ~~ 
some of the world’s poweH~ouse programs such as America or Germany, the difference is iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii staggerh, g." i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

to select players is still very small. However, the organization for identifying and the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
The takeaway: Focus on being as technically sound as possible so you can execute at any iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
level. You can produce incredible results without spending incredible amounts. Play as     iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,~ead the ~u, ~,cle here: ;~:’~ :~,:~:~’~ ~:~,:~" ~:~" ~ ~:",~:~: ~ ~:~:’~’, ~", ~~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Charlotte Soccer Academy Joins the Movement ~~ 

Charlotte Soccer Academy, a US Soccer Developmental Academy and ECN L Club, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Brad Wylde, the Executive Director Charlotte Soccer Academy, stated "iSoccer’s iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
training module is a fantastic motivational tool [or young players to conUnue ~o develop ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
their technical ability during practice and more importantly during U~eir own Ume. Having ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
gone U~rough the 16 skills that each player Js assessed on, i~ is very easy to conduct for a iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

team as well as an entire club and covers all aspects of the game for all fieM posiUons. Its ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
a great way to set a bench mark for each age group or level and inspires players to work iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
at U,eir game through continuous testing or, each skill each season. We at Charlotte ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Soccer Academy are excited about implementing this program throu(ihout our club at both :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: rocroat,o,.a,a,.0compet,.ve,eve,s" 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii [[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[ 
"Charlotte Soccer Academy is a leader at every youth level across the US and we are iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
excited to be partnering w’ith them. ~rad and ~:he entire organization have created a 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

being key ingredient to motivating their players to raise their technical level," states Scott iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Awesome Technical Summer Workout courtesy of ~~ 
iSoc er i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

R~ising You[ Taci~=-dcal Level 15 t~ 20 r~:inute~: e, day o~ foc~’sed ~nd ir~an’se ~=’ainir~g wiit ~e, ke ati tha :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

<’,’i[f~±~’e[~ ce. "~’}’~i’:~ ".,s’or~ o~.~t, ft ae f t o~!i i S,.~cce r, c~[~ ~’.~a t.~o[~e by ptsye ~ s t;f ~:’~y ~e ;~t ;~l’~y ~e vat..., i"et:t~ ~!icst 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

exacution i<. a w~y eimpte concept: How quict.:iy, ac.cu.~ately and co~s~stantl2’ can 2’ou pedorm tl;e n;ost :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ;,s,a s,,,.~, i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~..~‘.‘...!~.‘‘.!.u.~:~:.!.~.‘.~.~.~.~::.~‘.~:~.::~.~‘..~.~.>~.:~:~..~.~.~!.‘~!‘>~..~!.~.~‘.‘‘..‘~.‘:~!:.~‘‘.‘.::~s..~::!~!~..‘.‘.... i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii w~ .~ You, H~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~’." h~:." d~.,’.Y~:l~:,.~,.’d i:ip, k ,,.~h’. be ?.t the t::.,,~, ~:4 t.,",.!~ ,~,?.’~:.-" e.~ ,.’:.!~r ~.u:.,~.~ "o~ip, i At iS ............. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
always trying to push    :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
the envelope of player iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
development and we are :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
committed to making iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
our programs even :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

better for you, the players, coaches and clubs. If you agree, disagree or have any other thoughts :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... 00es , .... p, ....... i, u. 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Together, We Can Raise the Level! 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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eco~o~ic bac~groe~ds and 2, being better tech~icalb/, We couldn’t have said it better iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
ourselves Coach Klinsmann! it comes as no surprise that we at iSoccer are ir~ complete iii}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}i 
agreel~qent with both of these statements as 1) the iSoccer assessment is freely available iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

development .... Time will ultimately tell, but at iSoccer, we believe that this is right (and iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii necessary~ d,-ect~on for US Men’s Soccer. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

"To get the kids on a technical level that are able to perform," 

Lz::::J 
"What ][ mean with the technical level is the first touch," 
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"The first touch yesterday was just not there," 

[Cflck the video to the ;ight to see Coach Kfinsmann speaktng] 

And here is Coach Wil~er Cabrera of the U:~7 [~e~’s US Tea~ after the U17 

World C~ in I~exico, 

"Unless we have an unbelievable team where we have six, seven very skillful 

players who can make the difference on the field, But we don’t have those types of 

players, I haven’t seen those players yet," 

"We have to grow, little by little, And I’m not blaming anybody, It’s the system, It’s 

cultural, !’m part of this culture, ] can’t change what I cannot change, I want to try to help 

where [ can, " 

Do yo~ see a consistent the~e hePe? We have to Raise the LeveL~ 

PS, We also felt that it was important to note, that as the U20 World Cup kicks off today 
t, v in Colombia the US will not be present, W’e did not qualif ,,,, 

is there a difference between 
KNOWING and DOING a skill 

by Scott Leber 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

As coaches and parents, we have all heard it, "Oh, that [s easy, I can do that," And sure 

enough, the player begins showing us that he can do whatever is being asked: Toe Taps, 

Juggling, Dribbling, Passing,,, And in some regards the player [s right, they do know the 

skill being asked, but the question comes down to this: Does knowing the skill, mean they 

can really do the skill? 

"Beg#reefs at the basics classes at our Aikido schoo! wiff do a simple blending move 

about eight or ten times, then start/ooMag? around restlessly for something new to 

distract them. Black belts at the basics classes have the knowledge, experience and fee! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

necessa,~ ~o a~e~:ia~e the s.b~ie~ies and endless~ossibiliUes ~:on~ai,,ed wm, in even the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
most rudimentary technique." H~stery: The ~eys to $uccess and Lo~g-term Fu[fiHmen~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~V~eo,~e~eo~o,~.                                                    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Doing the sirnl:_fle things rit:jh~, time and time again, allows for a player to truly begin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
raisin~l his level, As important as the tactical, physical and mental aspects of the elaine 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
are. if we cant control the ball with our first touch, beat a defender down the line or knock iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii oc;oss~otheforpost, thonthosoaspec~sof~hogameareno~noa,yas,,,portan~, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii "~:oo,,a/~ is a si,.,~ie ~a,~.,~. ~.t ~e ha,d~st ~i,i~ to do isp;ay sin,p;e ~ootha;I," iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ohanncry~, ~a,~o,,sO,,tc,,footba, playe,~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
The iSoccer Assessn-lent ~.*,as deliberately built to address this exact issue: Empowering iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
each player to really do the simple, yet required skills of soccer, The iSoccer program is iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ve-ys ~peto ,,do’sta~d, yet mposs~eto ~aste-fo-ovent,e ~,ostcapabepayers iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
[.ets take a quick look at one of the 1.6 iSoccer skills tested - Change of Pace, The cones iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
do not move, there are no defenders and you a~le only dribbling [n a figure 8 for 20 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
seconds, Sounds simple, rioht7 Next time you are performing or administering this iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii assessment, cha.enge yo,~;-se~f~or p~aye,’s) by ask.,g tbefo,ow.,g q,~est~ons: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
1, Am I cutting the bali just as sharp with the inside of my foot as ] am with the 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
outside of my foot? iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~, could ~ be closerto the cone’? iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

3, After [ round the cone, how hard am ] accelerating to get to the other side of the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
g,-~d? iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

4, How many touches am I using between the cones? iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
5, Can [ use fewer touches while still staying in control? iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



.................................................. ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 6. could ~ ~e a I~tle ~ho,-pe~ a~d a I~tle fas~e~ ~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii We Need Your Help! :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii; A~ iSoccer, we are always tryir=g ~o push the er=velope or pk~yer developmen~ and we are iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii; 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: you a~lree disagree or have any other thou~lhts or suggestior~s, please °mail us directly :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Together, We Can Raise the Level! 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i::i~i::i~i~::i::i~::i~N::ii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jrblschool@ncsasports.org on behalf of 

jrblschool@yahoo.com 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 3:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Futare Potential StudentJAthlete 

Hello Coach Donance and Staff, 

My name is Julianne Ramos "Julie" and I wanted to take the opportunity to invite you to watch me perform at this upcoming Sundays Exact Soccer Florida ID Camp 

which you are listed to attend Sunday, April 27 in Daytona Beach, Florida at Emb~-Riddle Aeronautical University. I am the starting Goal Keeper at Sunrise SC U16 

team. Attached to this email is my profile verified by NCSA I believe once you review it and watch me this Sunday you roll see the potential I have to benefit your team 
in the near thture. I look tbrward to meeting you. Have sat~ travels to Daytona. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Rmnos 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 8:44 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Administrative Review of David Harkey, Director for Highway 
Safety Research Cent 

To: Members of the UNC Chapel Hill Faculty, Staff and Students 

From: Kevin Guskiewicz, Chair, Administrative Review Committee 

Re: Administrative Review of David Harkey, Director for Highway Safety 
Research Center 

December 21, 2010 

Invitation to Provide Input to the Administrative Review of David 
Harkey, Director for Highway Safety Research Center 

As required by University regulations, a committee has been appointed to 
conduct a regular administrative review of David Harkey, Director for 
the Highway Safety Research Center (HSRC). 

The HSRC’s mission is to improve the safety, security, access and 
efficiency of all surface transportation modes through a balanced, 
interdisciplinary program of research, evaluation and information 
dissemination. With this email, the members of the committee are 
inviting your comments about Mr. Harkey’s leadership as Director. For 
more information about the HSRC, please see the following link: 
http:/!www.hsrc.unc.edui. 

The committee invites your participation in this review process by 
offering comments about how Mr. Harkey’s performance as Director is 
viewed by faculty, staff, and students at UNC-Chapel Hill. Suggestions 
regarding improving the overall functioning of the HSRC are also 
welcome. 

We encourage you to contribute in the following ways: 

1) The committee has scheduled an open public hearing session to receive 
comments at the following time: 

Date: Thursday, January 13, 2011, 2:00-4:00pm 

Location: Institute on Aging, 2nd floor conference room. 

Institute on Aging is located at 720 MLK Jr. Blvd.(building 

720)in Bolin Creek Center. The main reception area for the IOA 

is on 
the second floor of the 720 building, where you can get a 

parking 
permit if needed. The entrance door with ramp on the south side 

of the 
building around the fight side of the building) goes directly to 

the 

second floor. 

If you wish to schedule a time to meet with the committee, please 
contact Gail Whiffield in the Office of Research Development at 
gail_whiffield@unc.edu or 919.962-9333. Request for a meeting time must 



be made no later than Monday, January 10, 2011. 

2) You may provide written statements to the Chair or other members of 
the committee. All written comments should be emailed to 
gail whiffield@unc.edu or mailed to: The Review Committee, 
David Harkey 
Administrative Review, Office of Research Development, 
University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 137 E. Franklin Street, Campus 
Box 4012, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4012. 

3) You may telephone or meet privately in person with committee members. 
Please feel free to contact committee members directly or Gail 
Whitfield 
to schedule a time. 

Anonymity and Confidentiality 

Written Comments: University regulations prohibit anonymous written 
comments in the review process. Written comments will be kept 
confidential by the committee members and will not be shared with anyone 
else. There is one exception to that confidentiality, however. North 
Carolina law requires that all written comments - whether on paper or by 
email - become a part of Mr. Harkey’s personnel file and available to 
her for review. 

Oral Comments: Oral comments in this process, whether in a public 
hearing or individual conversations with committee members, will be kept 
confidential. The comments or any notes about oral comments do not 
become a part of Mr. Harkey’s personnel file. If you request anonymity 
for oral comments, your identity will be known only by the committee and 
it will be kept confidential by them. A master list of everyone making 
oral comments will be included in the final report, but the report will 
not attribute comments to anyone who has requested anonymity. 

Please know that the information that the committee is seeking is in 
regard to 
David Harkey as Director of the Highway Safety Research Center and not 
in regard to his role as a member of the UNC faculty or in any other 
capacity. 

Please share this invitation with anyone you think has an interest in 
the UNC Highway Safety Research Center and its services. 

The deadline for submitting comments regarding Mr. Harkey’s performance 
to the committee is January 24, 2011 by 5:00pm. We appreciate 
everyone’s assistance with this very important process. 

The committee membership: 

Committee Chair: 

Kevin Guskiewicz 
Department Chair 
Exercise & Sport Science 
204 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 8700 
Tel.: 919-962-5175 
Email: gus@email.unc.edu 

Committee Members: 

Lauren Marchetti 
Manager HSRC, Director, National Center for SRTS 



UNC Highway Safety Research Center 
730 M L King Jr. Blvd., CB 3430 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3430 
Tel. 919-962-7412 
Email: lauren marchetti@unc.edu 

Mary H. Palmer 
Umphlet Distinguished Professor in Aging 
UNC at Chapel Hill School of Nursing 
533 Carrington Hall, CB 7460 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7460 
Tel.: 919-966-7204 
Email: mhpalmer@email.unc.edu 

Daniel A. Rodriguez 
Associate Professor, Director, Carolina Transportation Program 
317 New East, CB 3140 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Tel.: 919-962-4763 
Email: danrod@email.unc.edu 

Charles V. Zegeer 
Associate Director for Engineering & Planning, PBIC Director 
UNC Highway Safety Research Center 
730 M L King Jr. Blvd., CB 3430 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3430 
Tel. 919-962-7801 
Email: charlie_zegeer@tmc.edu 

Point of contact for scheduling times to meet with the committee: 

B. Gail Whitfield 
Office of Research Development 

137 e. Franklin Street, CB 4012 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4012 

Tel.: 919.962-9333 
Email: gail_whitfield@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
and Economic Development 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
and Economic Development 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<benefits@unc. edu> 

Monday, January 3,2011 8:42 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Leave Policy Changes 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

* Vacation Accrual Changes for SPA Employees 

To maintain competitiveness with other public and private employers, the 
State Personnel Commission changed the vacation leave accrual rates for 
SPA employees effective Jan. 1. The new rates, based on years of total 
state service, are as follows: 

Years of Service -- Current Accrual Rate -- New Accrual Rate (eft. 
1/1/2011) 
* 0-2 -- 11.75 days per year (94 hours) -- 14 days per year (112 hours) 
* 2-5 -- 13.75 days per year (110 hours) -- 14 days per year (112 hours) 
* 5-10 -- 16.75 days per year (134 hours) -- 17 days per year (136 
hours) 
* 10-15 -- 19.75 days per year (158 hours) -- 20 days per year (160 
hours) 
* 15-20 -- 22.75 days per year (182 hours) -- 23 days per year (184 
hours) 
* 20+ -- 25.75 days per year (206 hours) -- 26 days per year (208 hours) 

These accrual rates have been updated in the SPA Vacation Leave policy 
on the Office of Human Resources website, and in the TIM system. The 
policy is located at 
~:iThr.unc.ed         roced~re Sog~ideline sis            o~iciesileav e oandoholida~ siCCM1 017379. 

* Voluntary Shared Leave Policy Changes for SPA, EPA Non-Faculty & 
12-Month Faculty 

Effective Jan. 1, the Voluntary Shared Leave program has been updated to 
include the following provisions: 
-- Employees can donate sick leave to non-family members. 
-- Sick leave donations are limited to five days of sick leave per year 
to any one non-family member recipient. 
-- The combined total of sick leave donated to a recipient from 
non-family members shall not exceed 20 days per year. 
-- Non-family member donors must be informed of the impact of donating 
sick leave on State retirement credits in the Teachers’ and State 
Employees’ Retirement System. 

These changes have been incorporated in the University’s Voluntary 
Shared Leave policy and are located at 

:iThr.unc.edui~cie~roceduresoguiddinesispa- o~iciesileaveoandoholida~ siCCM 1 _,929181. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 3,2011 9:02 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Employees: Register now for spring classes 

Please don’t wait until the start of classes on January 10. Get started 
now! 

*Taking classes on campus: Unless you are already enrolled in a degree 
program or are already taking classes through Part-time Classroom 
Studies, you will need to apply for admission so that you can register 
for classes offered on campus. Check with the Friday Center for 
Continuing Education if you have questions, 2-113 4. 

*Taking an online course: To take a course this spring through Carolina 
Courses Online, you do not need to apply for admission, but you do need 
to register now through the Friday Center’s Web site - 
~q~rid~-cen~er.unc.eduicjcco. 

*Remember: In order to take advantage of the employee tuition waiver 
program, you will need to file by Jan. 14 the Tuition Waiver application 
that is available from the Human Resources Web site - 
~:iihr~unc.edu/~om~ofinder!~,orkolifeowellnessofom~siir~dex.htm. 

This email is sponsored by: Friday Center for Continuing Education 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:iimv.unc.edt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 19, 2013 10:08 AM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaflhsers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffusers] REMINDER: ConnectCarolina outage TONIGItT Feb. 19, 5pm to approx. 1 lpm 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage TONIGHT, Tuesday, Feb. 19, starting at 5:OOpm and ending around 11:00pm. ConnectCarolina will be 

down during this time frame. This impacts Campus Solutions and other systems. 

You can view the list of impacted services and the latest system status here: http:/iccinfo.unc.edu!system-statusi 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Thank you. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, FebmaD120, 2013 12:00 PM 

This is a list~rv communication {br’the EAiConnectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

<its cc obi sr base@listserv.unc.edu> 

[its cc obi srbase] PossiblecancellationofFridayrepo(tsdemo 

Hello. With the weather forecast of freezing rain for Friday morning, there is a distinct possibility that we will have to cancel the Friday morning Campus Solutions 

Student Records reports demo. 

We encourage you to attend the Thursday afternoon session: 

Campus Solutions Reporting Users Demo #1: 
[~_ _tt_ p_-L/_[_e_ .cL_a_ _b_c_ _s_ !.q_n__c_ ~:_c_ 9_ __m_ L[_e_ cj_/__e~’__e_ _n__t__j;,__a_ .7t _e_:__a__s_p__._x_ 2 _e_ _k_ _:___0_ _0_ _5_ _2_2 _0_ 9_ _0___c5_: _e___c5__5_ J_ _4_ _2_ 2:~ Z § _e___e_ _,J__a_ _1_ _c_ g~9 _5_ _! _5___2__8_ _4_ Z _4__-2 _7_ f _9_ _L?D. 

Thursday, Feb. 21 

2:00pm to 3:30pm 

Hamilton 100 

(If you are already signed up for Friday, you may attend the Thursday session without changing your registration.) 

Remember, this demonstration will serve as TRAINING for use of these reports. 

If you have questions about reporting, please email academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://its.unc.edu/enterprise/enterprise-applications/ 

You are currently subscribed to its cc obi sr base as: rmemer@emailxmc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc~eduin?id 60654915.9471Mle1431d52e87801825bd349f31&n T&I its cc obi sr base&o 32783210 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste tim abx~ve {JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema]l to leave-32783210-60654915.9471b41 e1431 d52e87801825bd349f31 ,~;listserv.unc.edu 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 3:30 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: UNC Faculty Commercialization Survey 

Dear Carolina FacuBty Member, 

Chancellor Thorp has assembled a Task Force on Technology Commercialization that is charged "1o develop an integrated strategy and plan of action for cornrnemialization 

of technology at UNC". Your views on what can be done to enhance technology development and commercialization at the university will be invaluable to the Task Force. 

The Task Force wishes to learn about your experience on this campus and your experiences at your previous institutions with respect to technology commercialization. We 
ask you to fill out a short survey that will {ake abou{ 10 minutes to complete. The survey is designed to gain a broad representation of campus views on {echnology 
development and commercialization in the context of the mission of the university. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet brow~r: 

https:i/unc.qualtfics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q SS 6XqGzW.AJOSVDb5r dmPcvT1TUYYBgd7& 1 

This data .qenemted from this sulvey will be incorporated in the Task Force’s report to the Chancellor. All responses are confidential and will be used in aggregate statistical 

analysis. No particular individual will ever be identified in any report, presentation, or publication in which the data from this survey are used. This survey is conducted under 
an approved IRB, 

The Task Force sincerely appreciates your efforts in completing this survey. 

Sincerely, 

Dhiren Thakker 

Maq,,ann Feldman (please address questions to !A!d.g?~]]?!:0.@.r~£[!#.([:#!!.r.:,.:#:~!~0 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE SURVEY BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

Follow the link to opt out of future emails: 

Click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, February 22, 2013 2:49 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Application has been Submitted to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Robert, 

Thank you for your recent application to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for the Assoc Dir, Student Dev/Special Projects position in Honors. This email 

confirms your application has been received by the department. 

The screening and selection process is currently underway. Ifa review of your qualifications results in a decision to pursue your candidacy, you roll be contacted. 

Additional ret~rence intbrmation Ibr your application: 

Vacancy ID: NF0000473 

Confirmation Number: CN000102323 

Quick link: http:/iunc.peopleadmin.com/postings/13629 

Please note: due to the volume of applications received, you may not receive additional contact unless you are selected for an intel"dew. The ONce of Human 

Resources and the Equal OpportuniD’/ADA ONce are unable to provide updates to individuals on the position or search beyond what is provided on-line in our 

applicant system. 

Thank you for your interest in employment opportunities at the UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

ONce of Human Resources 

University of Norfll Carolina at Chapel Hill 

jobs.unc.edu 

Please do not reply to this email. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Tlmrsday, February 28, 2013 5:46 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 
YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 2:45 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’rmercer’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’rmercer’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Wed Mar 13 10:54:18 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’rmercer’ in the L~N’C Campus DirectolT. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 2:42 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’rmercer’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’rmercer’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Wed Mar 13 10:54:18 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’rmercer’ in the L~N’C Campus DirectolT. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, March 12, 2013 2:46 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’rmercer’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’rmercer’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Wed Mar 13 10:54:18 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was %rgotten: 

https ://ongen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Owen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work %r another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sepdces using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for 10 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [()gin 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’rmercer’ in the L~N’C Campus DirectolT. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Tlmrsday, March 28, 2013 5:46 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 
YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32929917-62527351@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:57 PM 

academic- services- sCafl" <academic- ~rvices- stall@liskserv.unc.edu-> 

[academic-services-slalt] [all-college-sCal’l] UNC College Calendar: April Diversions 

Ready for a break from tests and taxes? Check out the delightful distractions on our April calendar. 

April 1-4: Celebrate David Amram, a festival honoring the legendary musician, composer, conductor and storyteller who has collaborated with Thelonious Monk, 

Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Jack Kerouac, and more. Free and ticketed events. 919.923.1270. http:iiiah.unc.eduievents/calendar/2013idavidamram 

April 2: Parr Center panel discussion: Is Healthcare a Human Right? 12:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. http:i!parrcenter.unc.edu 

April 2: Chasing Ice, a film on the Earth’s changing climate by National Geographic photographer James Balog. Free. Registration required. Discussion after the film with 
director Jeff Orlowski and UNC geologist Jose Rial. 5:30 pm, Mandela Auditorium. FedEx Global Education Center. _h___t__tp_:_Ug_o__:__u___n__c_:__e___d__y/___C___h___a__s_!__n_g!__c___e- 

April 3-21: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents Cabaret. Ticket info and special events: http:!iplaymakersrep.org 

April 4: Dooman River, a film by Zhang Lu, which highlights the friendship and tensions between two boys, an ethnic Korean and a North Korean defector. Q&A 

with filmmaker Lu to follow. 7 pm, Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. 919.843.0129. http:i!www.carolh~aasiacenter.unc.edu 

April 4: Music on the Porch: Our State, Carolina Songs Showcase. 5:30 pm, Love House and Hutchins Forum, Franklin Street. http:/icsas.unc.edu 

April 5-21: ACTIVATED ART at The Ackland: Five original plays that offer innovative ways to experience visual art, in the galleries that inspired them. Works by UNC 

faculty Dana Coen and Marianne Gingher and others. Tickets: $10 at The Ackland Museum Store on Franklin Street or at 919.962.0216. htt~;i/www.acMand.org 

April 5: UNC music professor Annegret Fauser will discuss Music in the U.S. During World War II, research based on her new book. 4 pro, Hyde Hall Incubator Room. 

http:iigwc.web.unc.edu 

April 5: Works by UNC composers Allen Anderson, Stephen Anderson, Stefan Litwin and Lee Weisert. 8 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. Tickets: $15 general admission;S10 

UNC students, faculty, staff. 919.962.1039..h__t__t__p_i/__/_n__!_u__s__!_c__:_u___n___c_:__e___d__u__ 

April 6: ConvergeNC: A festival of free Southern music with bands Mipso, Some Army, Hiss Golden Messenger, Turchi and more. Food trucks offering BBQand other 

snacks. 3:30 pm, Bell Tower Amphitheater behind the Stone Center and Genome Sciences Building on South Road. http:!/convergeNCfest.com 

April 7: UNC Wind Ensemble and U NC Symphony Band. 3 pm, Memorial Hall. S15 general admission; .510 UNC students, faculty, staff. 919.843.3333. 

http://rnusic.unc.edu 

April 8 and 10: New faculty microtalks, where 21 faculty members in their first and second years at UNC will give brief, informal talks on their work in the 

humanities, arts or social sciences. 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm each day. Hyde Hall University Room. _h___t_t_p_~J_L!__a___h__.__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_. 

April 9: Parr Center Lecture series. Art Pope: The University and the Community. 12:30 pm, Gardner Hall og. !lttp;!iparrcenter.unc.edu. 

April 9: Dianne Kirby of the University of Ulster in the United Kingdom discusses Religion and the Cold War. 4 pm, Hamilton Hall 569. k.larres@unc.edu 

April 9: J UNC alum ay Leutze discusses his book Stand Up That Mountain: The Battle to Save One Small Community in the Wilderness Along the Appalachian Trail. 

5:30 pm, Tate-Turner-Kuralt Auditorium. http:i!www.ie.unc.edui 

April 9: Water in our World lecture by artist Buster Simpson, who has been involved for more than 40 years with water conservation. Hanes Art Center. 6 pm. 

_h___t__tp__:_/_i__a___r__t_,___u__n___c__.__e___d___u_ 
April 11: American studies professor Philip Gura reads from his new book Truth’s Ragged Edge: The Rise of the American Novel, 3:30 pro. Bulls Head Bookstore. 

http:!iwww.facebook.com/bullsheadbookshop 

April 11: Roberta Orsi Landini discusses The Clothes, The Palace, The Court: images of Power in 16th Century Florence. 5:30 pm, Hanes Art Center, room 121. 

.h t t p_~/_J_a_r t :_y_n_~: e d_y. 
April 12-13: Triangle East Asia Colloquium, featuring faculty from UNC, Duke and NC State. Ackland Art Museum. http:!!www.ackland.org 
April 13: Holocaust Histories: New Directions in Scholarship and Teaching, the Uhlman Family Seminar with UNC historian Christopher Browning. 9:15 a.m. to 4:30 
pm. Cost and registration: http:ilhumanities.unc.edu 
April 14: One-man show: Yosi Rakover Speaks to G-d, with David Mandelbaum of the New Yiddish Rep theater company. 3 pro, followed by a reception to celebrate 

the 10th anniversary of the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies. Friday Center for Continuing Education. http~//ync~edy/ccjs 
April 14: German Enemy Aliens in the Land of the Sky: World War I German Internment Camp in Hot Springs, NC. Featuring a documentary film by Appalachian State 
professor Kevin Kennedy and a reading from novelist Terry Roberts. 4 pm http:i/www.unc.eduincgs 

April 15: Celebration of Undergraduate Research, presentations by student researchers. 1 pm. Frank Porter Graham Student Union. h[tp:iigo.unc.eduiWk83M 

April 16: Parr Center lecture series: Jamie Bartram: Water in our World. 12:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. _h___t__tg__-L~p__a___r__r__c___e__n___t__e___r_.__u___n___c_:__e___d__u__ 

April 17-19: Nobel laureate Jean Marie Le CI6zio, the prolific French author, will discuss Interculturality in the Arts at a series of events at Duke and UNC. Schedule 

and details: http:i!interculturalityandarts.wordpress.com 

April 18: Author Josipa Roksa discusses her book Academically Adrift, 3 pro, Kresge Foundation Common Room, Graham Memorial. http:!!iah.unc.edu 

April 21: Andrew Kahrl of Marquette University discusses The Sunbelt’s Sandy Foundation: Coastal Development and the Making of the Modern South for the 

Hutchins Lecture. 4:30 pm, Hyde Hall. http://csas.unc.edui 

April 22: The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Beginnings of Biblical Interpretation, a lecture by James Kugel, Bar-Ilan University. 7:30 pm, Friday Center for Continuing 

Education. http://unc.eduiccjs 

April 23: Parr Center lecture series: Niklaus Steiner: What Kind of World Do We Want to Live In? 12:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. http:!/parrcenter.unc.edu 

April 23: UNC Symphony Orchestra performs Brahms Symphony No. 3 and Shostakovich Symphony No. 9.7:30 pm, Memorial Hall. ~;15 general admission;$10 UNC 

students, faculty, staff). 919.843.3333. http:i!music.unc.edu 

April 24-28: PlayMakers’ PRC2 series presents "Spring Training," a meditation on Stravinsky’s "The Rite of Spring" by spoken word ensemble UNIVERSES. Tickets and 

in fo: _h__t__t_p__:~J_p__!_a__y____m___a__k_e___r__s__r__e_9__:_o___r_~ 

April 25: Music on the Porch: Ben Wiley Payton and Logie Meachum. 5:30 pm, Love House and Hutchins Forum, Franklin Street. http:/!csas.unc.edu 

April 28: North Carolina Jazz Repertory Orchestra presents Blues and the Abstract Truth and Big Band Monk. 3 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 919.962.1039. 

http:iimusic.unc.edu 

April 28: UNC Baroque Ensemble performs Baroque in English: Music by Purcell, Handel and others. 7:30 pm, Person Recital Hall. 919.962.1039. 

_h___t__tg__:_/_L__m____u__a!S_:_u___n___c_=_e___d___u_ 
ONGOING 

Through April 14: Your Turn to Burn, solo exhibitions by UNC Master of Fine Arts students. AIIcott Gallery, Hanes Art Center. 

http:iiart.unc.edu/News Events/Events/CCM3 039431 

MORE WAYS TO CONNECT: U 
NC Events Calendar: _h___t_t_p_2LLe__v___e___n__t__s_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u- 

W e b: ._h t t_12 :’J_/c__9_J_L_e_g__e_:_y__n___c_:__e___d _u_ 

Magazine: http:iimagazine.college.unc.edu 

Facebook: htt p:!/www.facebook.com!U N C.College 



Twitter: http:/itwitter,comiunccollege 
YouTube: ~-h--t--t-~--~/-/----w-~--w-~--w-~y~-~-~y--t~y~-b---e--.~£-~----m--/-~y--s~-e---r/-~-U--~-N-~-C-‘-C---~-~[!~-e-g.-e-- 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-s~Y[’as: academic-services-staff(&listserv.unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

academic- services- staB’as: <a hm~"mailW:nnerce@email .unc.edu">nnercer@email.~mc.edu</a>. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 12:01 PM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbe~ Reporied near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbery Reported near Campus 

Chapel Hill Police is investigating the belated report of a strong-arm robbe~’ which occurred around 3:30 a.m. Sund ay, March 31, in a parking lot near off West Rosemary Street near South 
Columbia Street. The victim, who was not affiliated with UNC, was approached by two black males who shoved him against a car and demanded his watch and cash The suspects then fled 
the scene on foot heading west No weapons were reportedly seen 
The two suspects were described as around six feet tall with average builds; one was wearing a doo-rag 

Chapel Hill Police reported Monday morning that they are asking anyone with infolrnation about this incident, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit infiarmation to Crime Stoppers online at w,a~v.crimestoppers- 
chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 inm~ediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~k through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public S~fe~. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PCARD - No Reply <no reply@unc.edu; 

Friday’, April 5, 2013 6:31 AM 

PCARD - Action Reqnired 

You have PCARD transactions that need commodity data entered in the PCARD application. The transaction cycle ends on the 15th and the reconciliation period ends 

on the 20th. It is important the commodiF data be entered and reconciled by the 20th. Please visit the follomng link to enter the commodiB~ data. 
https:i/itsappsdev.unc.edu/frs2/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PCARD - No Reply <no reply@unc.edu; 

Friday’, April 5, 2013 6:31 AM 

PCARD - Action Reqnired 

You have PCARD transactions that need commodity data entered in the PCARD application. The transaction cycle ends on the 15th and the reconciliation period ends 

on the 20th. It is important the commodiF data be entered and reconciled by the 20th. Please visit the follomng link to enter the commodiB~ data. 
https:i/itsappsdev.unc.edu/frs2/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 2:21 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.e&P 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Seeking Information, Idenlity of Suspect in Area Va~dalisms 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Seeking Informataon, Idemi~ of Suspect in Area Vandalisms 

LTNC Police and Chapel Hill Police are partnering with the local cormrmnity m their ongoing investigations into recent acts of vandalism / grafihti at numerous locations. In most cases, graffiti 
in bright pink paint caused significant damage to local property’. Areas vandalized were widespread, including New East and Mclver Residence Halls, campus monuments and landmarks, 
vehicles and buildings in the vicini~z of the Swain lot parking area on northwestern campus, and the Chapel of the Cross on Franklin Street. Video surveillance cameras at the Swain Lot 
yielded the photos shown at the following links: 

http ://tinyurl.comicna exee 
http :/itinvurl com/ccatvpx 
http :i/tinyurl cona/bsgqhrq 
http:/itinvurl com/bszzti s 

LTNC Public Safety’ is asking anyone with information which may aid in these investigations to please call either LTNC Police havestigators at (919) 966-2120, call the Chapel Hill Police at (919) 
968-2760, or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to CrimeStoppers online at 
www.crimestoppers-chcunc.org 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department of’Public Safety 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:14 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Quality Assurance Survey tbr Connect Carolina 

Dear Colleague: 

As part of the efforts involving the upcoming launch of the HR and Finance portions of ConnectCarolina (http://ccinfo.unc.edu) in Janumy 2014, the project sponsors 

commissioned a qualiD’ assurance (QA) assessment of the project. This assessment included dozens of interviews ruth key campus stakeholders to "take the pulse" of 

the project, to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of project activities, and identi~ opportunities for improvement. 

Part of the QA eltbrt includes soliciting teedback regarding the project ti~om the user comm~mity to understand expectations aJ~d determine hi~w well the 

CoimectCaxolina efforts have been communicated. A brief questionnaire has been prepared to help detennine the effectiveness ofConnectCarolina ettbrts and 

planning. Please take a few minutes of your time to answer this brief questionnaire. Your answers roll be anonymous unless you chirose to disclo~ your identity as part 

of the questionnaire. Your participation is extremely important to the QA eltbrt and will aid the University in achieving a successful launch of the new ttR and Finance 
adminis~ative systems. 

The questionnaire is located at https://unc.qualtrics.conv’SEi?SID SV eE9eP15Snl7TurX. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 2:18 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Job Posting - Associate Vice Chancellor tbr Research - Research Development 

Please feel free to forrvard this announcement to anyone who may be qualified for and interested in the position. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill invites applications and nominations for the position of Associate Vice Chancellor for Research (AVCR), Office of the 

Vice Chancellor for Research. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) seeks a dynamic and collaborative Associate Vice Chancellor for Research (AVCR). As a member of the Vice 

Chancellds cabinet, the AVCR advises the Vice Chancellor in strategic planning tbr research development and participates in "the design of new research and 

administrative initiatives and strategies. The AVCR advances the research mission of the University by promoting research excellence, creating research partnerships in 

the public and private sectors, supporting the development of interdisciplinary research teams, and developing and nurturing the research workforce. 

UNC is a highly collaborative and international research environment. It is routine for researchers to collaborate on research projects across academic bonnchries, and 

the University also partners ruth a large and diverse group of outside organizations in the United States and mound the world. This approach reflects the Univelsity’s 

emphasis on interdisciplinary teaching and scholmship between and anrong the health, natural and social science~ as well as the arts and humanities. A major goal is to 

grow and diversify the porttblio. 

Preference will be given to those who currently hold or would quali~’ for a faculty position at UNC Chapel Hill. The position requires a terminal degree in an academic 

or professional discipline, a track recold of extramural funding as a Principal Investigator and a minimum often years of professional experience. 

The successfnl candidate will have a sophisticated understanding of the role and importance of sponsored research in a modem, entrepreneurial, research-intensive 

university. This may be evidenced by experience as a researcher and thculty member, a history of successful leadership within higher education, governmental agencies, 

tbandation~ or other settings with robnst research activity. The AVCR will be a person of high energy and high personal integrity, will exhibit a strong commi’anent to 

service, possess outstanding communication and interpersonal skills, excel tx~th as a leader and a team member, and have a record of proven managerial success. 

Candithtes should apply online at http://unc.peopleadmin.com/pos~tilNs/21830. Applications must include a cover letter that addresses their qualifications for the 

position, a current curriculum vitae, a statement of administrative philosophy and/or vision for advancing research development and training and the names, addresses, 

and telephone numbers of three professional references. References will not be contacted until candidates have reached the final round of consideration. 

Nominations may be addressed to Dr. Steve Matson, Chair, AVCR Search Committee, CB# 4010, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-4010, or smatson~No.unc.edu. Consideration of candidates will begin on April 22, 2013. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. The 

expected start date is July 1, 2013. 

The University of North Carolina is an equal opportunity employer and encourages applications from members of minority groups and women. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 6:42 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Carrboro Police investigate assault on RR "tracks 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Carrboro Police investigate assault on RR tracks 

The Carrboro Police Department is seeking information about a reported assault that occurred on the railroad tracks that run behind Harris Teeter and Estes Park Apartments The assault 
occurred sometime during the early morning hours of Thursday, April 11. 

The suspect described as a male, approximately 6 feet tall with a thin build, race ul~known assaulted a woman (not a L’2x,-C student) who was walking alone 

This general area is frequented by many Carrboro residents, including UNC students. Police encourage people to avoid walking alone at night, be aware of your surroundings, inform others 
as to your plans and to call 911 for help, if needed 

Anyone with any information on this incident should call Sgt. Webster at (919) 918-7417. 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus comlnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 3:09 AM 

Mercer, Roberi J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange County under kmmdo watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",ITY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapiwwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those often change frequently during a weather 
event. Ira new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch after a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L <debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 19, 2013 10:02 AM 

cmnpus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstalti~sers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cccsstaffusers] ConnectCarolina System Outage April 20-21 

ConnectCarNina will have a planned maintenance outage over two days -- April 20-21, starting at 8:00am on Saturday, April 20, and ending around 5:00pm on 

Sunday, April 21. ConnectCarolina’s Campus Solutions and other systems will be unavailable during this time frame. More information is on the System Status 

page. 

The outage is to install an upgrade from Oracle. Current ConnectCarolina Campus Solutions users may encounter some issues when first using the software after 

the upgrade. Click ..h_ .e__r_#. to read more about some of those potential issues and solutions. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-g43-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.u nc.ed u 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Honors Carolina <papeflesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 10:01 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Honors Carolina Graduation Reception Reminder 

Dear Robert Mercer, 

This iS a remhlcier i:hat the Honors Carcfihsa Graduati,’)n Re,’:ep[ion ’,^All take i;lace Sunday, 

May 12[il el: ! 1 30 AM in the John L.incis~,,y M,’)reileaci II Lounge ef Grailam Mem,’)riai. 

You have ~ep}ie~: At,,’¢~i’~.’~i,~)<3 

Click here 1o change your response 

% 
Honors Carolina Graduation Reception 

Sunday, May 12th at 11:30 AM 
The John Lindsay Morehead II Lounge 

Graham Memorial 

% 
Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add paperlesspost@papeilesspost.corrl to yoL;r ed~r[ess bookto e!;sL:re you recei’,,e aii furL:re emaiis from Papedess Fos[ 

in yo:J~ inbox Ciick heie to slop ~eceivi!;~2. emails flom Paperless Pos~ ir~ciuding i~wita[io!;a e~d cards 

v%,v [ile F’aperless F’ost privacy policy. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PCARD - No Reply <no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 6:31 AM 

PCARD - Action Required 

You have PCARD transactions that need commodity data entered in the PCARD application. The transaction 
cycle ends on the 15th and the reconciliation period ends on the 20th. It is important the commodity data be 
entered and reconciled by the 20th. Please visit the following link to enter the commodity data. 
https ://itsappsdev.unc. edu/frs2/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PCARD - No Reply <no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 6:31 AM 

PCARD - Action Required 

You have PCARD transactions that need commodity data entered in the PCARD application. The transaction 
cycle ends on the 15th and the reconciliation period ends on the 20th. It is important the commodity data be 
entered and reconciled by the 20th. Please visit the following link to enter the commodity data. 
https ://itsappsdev.unc. edu/frs2/ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L -<debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 8:33 AM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaffi~sers@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[cccss~ffusers] ConnectCarolina Outage TONIGHT Tues., June 25, for Summer II Census 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on TONIGHT Tuesday, June 25, beginning at 5:00pm and ending at approximately 12:00am as 

part of the Summer II Census activities. 

Due to the need to "freeze" the database to take the census snapshot, users will not be able to access ConnectCarolina pages beginning at 5:00pro on June 25. All 

faculty and staff are requested to please log out of ConnectCarolina by 5:OOpm on June 25. Students will NOT be able to use ConnectCarolina for all functions 

during this time. 

More information here: http:/]ccinfo.unc.eduisystem-status/ 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http:!/ccinfo.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belier. Debra L -<debra belle@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 9:45 AM 

campus solutions staff u~rs <cccsstaffi~sers@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[cccss~ffusers] ConnectCarolina Outage TONIGHT July 2, 5pro to l lpm 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage TONIGHTTuesday, July 2, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00pm. ConnectCarolina will be down 

during this time frame. For more information, go to http:iiccinfo.unc.edu!system-status! 

Questions/Problems: 

Help Desk: 919-962-HELP or help.unc.edu 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our users. 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-0477 

Website: http://ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baddour, Richard A <dbaddour~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:40 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnercer@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [exercise-and-sport-science-thculty] [all-college-t~culty] FROM THE DEAN: Senior Associate DeaJ~ [br Undergraduate Education 

For your infollnation. 

Dick Baddour 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Reid, Dee" <deereid(tbunc.edu> 

Date: September 4, 2013, 9:20:24 AM EDT 

To: exercise-~md-sport-science-lhculty <exercise-and-sport-science-l?aculty(a)listserv.unc.edu> 
Cc: CAS as Mgrs <._c__&s_-__&s_-_Ln_g_12~__u__rLc_:_e_~t___u_> 

Subject: [exercise-and-sport-science-faculty] Jail-college-faculty] FROM THE DEAN: Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Reply-To: "Reid, Dee" <_@__e__N_i__d_@__uj!_c_:__e_d_u> 

The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being sent to all faculty, deans, directors and department!curriculum chairs in the College of Arts and 

Sciences, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

Bobbi Owen will complete a decade of outstanding leadership as Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education at the end of this academic year. 

As the Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor she will return to a full-time faculty role in the Department of Dramatic Art. 

Bobbi’s extraordinary service has strengthened our senior team in the dean’s office and improved undergraduate education in major ways with the 

assistance of a wonderful team that she continues to build. Under her oversight, the First Year Seminar Program, the Office for Undergraduate 

Research and Honors Carolina have attracted national recognition and expanded their learning opportunities; Honors doubled its size. Bobbi was 

instrumental in transforming the undergraduate general education requirements. She encouraged strategic enhancements in the Academic Advising 

Program and the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling that have provided more focused support for all students. These initiatives 

contributed to increases in our graduation and retention rates, which continue to be the highest for all UNC campuses and among the highest for 

major public universities nationwide. The Office of Distinguished Scholarships has helped students successfully apply for highly competitive awards 

resulting in more Rhodes scholarships at Carolina than any other public university in the past decade, and more Luce Scholarships than any public or 

private university. 

Bobbi is also helping us develop even more experiential learning opportunities for undergraduates. 

In addition to her responsibilities in the dean’s office and her continued scholarship and publication activity, she has served the entire University by 

overseeing the accreditation and review process, a massive undertaking. 

These are just a few examples of the impact Bobbi has made across our campus, and for which we are enormously grateful. We look forward to her 

continued accomplishments through June 30, 2014. 

Senior Associate Dean Kevin Guskiewicz is chairing the search committee that will begin reviewing candidates for the next Senior Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Education on October 1, 2013. This position reports directly to the Dean and is responsible for overseeing all of the programs in 
undergraduate education. The person who fills this role should hold the rank of tenured Professor in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

If you would like more information about the position or wish to nominate a colleague or yourself, please contact Kevin at gus@emaiMmc.edu, 
919.962.1165. Applications including a letter of interest and curriculum vitae should be directed to: Kevin Guskiewicz, College of Arts and Sciences, CB 

3100, 205 South Building. 

With my best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Dean 
Lee G. Pederson Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

¯ -- You are currently sub~ribed to 

all- college- 15culb’ as: exercise- and- spo -t- ~ e ~ce- l?acu b~@lisl~rv u ~c edu <ul> 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

%/ul> 
exercise-and- sport- science- faculF as: <a hre~g.i~3..~..t£..£~..b.ad...d.£LLr~;~)d.m..c.~.e...d.u.~d..b..’.a.d..d.9ktE;~)JJ.n£~e~.u</~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011 8:19 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: APPLES Ueltschi Service-Learning Course Development Grants 

APPLES Ueltschi Service-Learning Course Development Grant 

The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost and the APPLES 
Service-Learning Program, part of the Carolina Center for Public 
Service, are soliciting proposals for Ueltschi Service-Learning Course 
Development Grants. Five $8,000 course development grants and three 
$1,500 service-learning mini-grants will be awarded to instructors to 
develop courses that successfully connect community-based service into 
the curriculum and promote the pedagogy of service-learning at UNC. Jim 
Ueltschi, ’71 and Jean Ueltschi, ’70, in collaboration with the Office 
of the Provost, have graciously provided these funds since 1997. Faculty 
members, adjunct faculty members, and graduate instructors teaching 
undergraduate courses in Academic and Health Affairs are eligible and 
encouraged to apply. Applications are due February 18, 2011. 
~rovost.unc.eduia~mouncementsi2011 oueltsc~o&rant s.hm~l 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:i/my.tmc.edt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 6, 2011 8:35 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Administrative Review of Dr. Tim Carey, Director, Sheps Center 

In accordance with University policy, a committee has been appointed to 
conduct a regular administrative review of Dr. Tim Carey, Director, 
Sheps Center for Health Services Research. With this notice, the 
members of the committee are inviting your comments about Dr. Carey’s 
leadership and about the unit itself. 

You may communicate with the committee in the following ways: 

(1)You may write or email any member(s) of the committee. Please note 
that any written communication, including email, becomes a part of the 
permanent record and can be accessed by Dr. Carey if he so chooses. 
University guidelines prevent us from accepting unsigned or anonymous 
letters. 

(2)You may contact any committee member(s) by phone. Any notes members 
take during phone contacts are not part of the permanent record and 
cannot be seen by the subject of the review. 

(3)You may meet with the committee in person on January 24, 2011 between 
10am-noon, in rm 1100 Carrington Hall (School of Nursing, new addition). 
ff you wish to meet with the committee at this time, please contact 
Barbara Griese at griese@email.unc.edu by January 22 to indicate your 
interest. 

As with phone contacts, oral comments are not part of the permanent 

record. Persons may declare at the beginning of their appearance their 
wish to remain anonymous, insofar as attribution in the committee 

minutes of specific comments. However, a list of all persons who 
provided oral comments to the committee will become part of the official 

record. 

You may also relay this invitation to anyone you think has an interest 
in the Sheps Center for Health Services Research. The deadline for 
receiving comments is January 24, 2011. 

The committee members are: 

Carol Runyan (Chair) 
Professor, Health Behavior & Health Education 
Director, Injury Prevention Research Center 
Bank of America, Suite 500 
Campus Box 7505 
(919) 966-3916 
Email: crunyan@email.unc.edu 

Paul Buescher 
Former Director, State Center for Health Statistics 
Adjunct Professor, Maternal & Child Health 



2713 Peachtree Street 
Raleigh, NC 27608 
(919) 696-0744 
Email: paulbuescher@bellsouth.net 

Anthony Charles 
Assistant Professor, Department of Surgery 
4008 Burnett Womack Building 
CB# 7228 
(919) 966-4389 
Email: anthchar@med.unc.edu 

Cheryl Jones 
Associate Professor, School of Nursing 
506 Carrington Hall 
CB# 7460 
(919) 966-5684 
Email: cabjones@email.unc.edu 

Michael O’Malley 
Associate Director, UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
CB# 7295 
(919) 966-8642 
Email: clover@med.tmc.edu 

Sally C. Stearns 
Professor, Department of Health Policy and Management 
1104C McGavran-Greenberg 
CB# 7411 
Phone: (919) 843-2590 
Email: sally_stearns@unc.edu 

Morris Weinberger 
Professor, Health Policy and Management 
1105B McGavran-Greenberg Hall 
CB# 7411 
(919) 966-7385 
Email: mweinber@email.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
and Economic Development 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:i/mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 12:27 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

URGENT: Winter Weather Update: Classes canceled at 5 p.m. Monday; resume at 11 
a.m. Tue 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Starting at 5 p.m. today, Monday, Jan. 10, 2011, classes are canceled. 
Offices will remain open on a regular schedule. (Condition 2) 

Classes will resume at 11 a.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 11, 2011. Classes prior 
to 11 a.m. will not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are 
at the discretion of the faculty member. 

Offices will open on a regular schedule on Tuesday, Jan. 11,2011. 
(Condition 2) 

Note: Weather conditions may change. Please continue to monitor 
www.unc.edu, where this announcement is posted along with hotlinks with 
additional information. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s 
Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. 
Other employees are responsible for their regular duties, making up any 
missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on 
personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 
(open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 
(classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of state government closings 
do not apply to the University. The University generally announces 
adverse weather news on www.unc.edu, the campus information sources 
listed below, and through the news media. Unless a change is announced, 
the University always operates under Condition 1 - regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

* (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for 
recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
* UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus. 
* UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot 
conditions. 
* Chapel Hill Transit inclement weather news and routes and 
schedules. 

NOTE: Chapel Hill Transit will operate additional service on the FCX 
and JFX 
routes today (Jan. 10). See ~:ila~ertcarolina.m~c~edu for details. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of University Relations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 9:59 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Chancellor’s Awards Nominations 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: Chancellor Holden Thorp requests your nominations 
of our most outstanding students for the Chancellor’s Awards for 
Excellence in Student Activities and Leadership. Nominations are due 
Friday, February 11, 2011. 

A full letter of request detailing the intent of these awards, and the 
online nomination form, can be found at 
www.unc.edu/chancellorsawards/nom.html. For further information, see 
the website or contact Tammy Lambert, 966-3128, lambert2@email.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Vice Chancellor for Students Affairs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:i!mLunc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<chancellor@unc. edu> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 11:02 PM 

chancellor@unc.edu; cholliday@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Vice Chancellor for Finance and 
Administration 

Dear Faculty and Staff: 

I write to let you know that Vice Chancellor for Finance and 
Administration Dick Mann plans to retire from his position, effective 
June 30, 2011. That will cap an amazing 40-year higher education career 
in finance and information technology. 

Carolina has benefitted enormously from Dick’s experience since the fall 
of 2006. Dick has been an invaluable member of our team as we’ve faced 
the challenges of budget cuts since the downturn and the long-term 
promise of improved efficiency through Carolina Counts. He also has been 
instrumental in helping guide the hard work involved across campus to 
launch our enterprise resource planning project, ConnectCarolina,to 
integrate and manage administrative data and business systems. 

Dick has overseen a division that has made significant progress in 
better serving the needs of the University community while recognizing 
the critical importance of being excellent stewards of North Carolina 
taxpayers’ investment in Carolina. His leadership has contributed to our 
efforts to protect the University’s teaching mission during this 
difficult economic period. Among other numerous accomplishments, he has 
led strategic efforts to enhance the University’s ability to manage real 
estate, including our foundation’s acquisition of University Square. 
That work coincided with the successful completion of an ambitious 
capital construction program and the administration’s efforts to 
continue improving town-gown relations. 

Please join me in wishing Dick the best. Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost Bruce Carney and I will appoint a search committee soon to 
identify Dick’s successor. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<chancellor@unc. edu> 

Tuesday, January 11,2011 12:42 AM 

chancellor@unc.edu; cholliday@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Budget Update 

Dear Faculty, Staff and Students: 

With a new semester under way, I want to give you a budget update. I 
know it’s not a happy subject, but I want to be sure that we keep you 
informed. 

New Reductions, Hiring Freeze on State-Funded Positions 

North Carolina still faces serious budget challenges, with a deficit 
estimated at $3.7 billion for 2011-2012. Governor Perdue and the Office 
of State Budget and Management recently directed state agencies to 
reduce spending state funds by an additional 2.5 percent in one-time 
cuts, to hold state-funded jobs vacant, and to limit purchase orders, 
travel and training. That’s on top of a 1 percent management flexibility 
reduction directed in August. (See        ~I~MT7~ and 

). 

While last month’s directive did not specify the UNC system, President 
Tom Ross and Erskine Bowles wisely endorsed adopting those same state 
cut targets and the hiring freeze on state-funded positions in a joint 
memo issued late last month. We announced how the freeze affects our 
permanent and temporary positions on Jan. 3. (See         ie302xx 
and               ). 

Proactively Preparing for 2011-2012 

State government and the UNC system have been working on 2011-2012 
budget plans for several months. At the governor’s request, UNC campuses 
submitted permanent state funding cut scenarios of 5 percent and 10 
percent to General Administration. We’ve also been asked to consider 
potential cuts of up to 15 percent. I have every hope that our cuts will 
not reach that level. 

Even so, postponing inevitable cuts for next year until later this 
spring or summer will only make things worse later. For three years, 
we’ve been well served by taking proactive steps, and it’s more 
important than ever to do that again. 

New 5% Permanent Cut 

For those reasons, we are making cuts in programs, operations and 
staffing equal to a campus-wide 5 percent permanent state budget 
reduction - about $26 million - to be effective July 1. We’ll try to 
shield teaching and research and protect our ability to provide 
need-based financial aid. Admittedly, however, that will be harder to do 
moving forward because of the cumulative effects of the cuts we’ve taken 
so far. 

The provost’s office will send instructions soon about specific 
reductions for each unit. We understand that you want to know now how 
this affects you. We’ll rely on the vice chancellors, deans and unit 
leaders to share information because they are making the decisions about 
how best to take the cuts. In some cases, units that rely most on state 
funding will be forced to eliminate positions and lay off or terminate 
staff. We don’t expect to eliminate tenured faculty, to cancel 



fixed-term contracts in the middle of terms, or to change tenure 
decisions because of budget cuts. Decisions about renewing contracts for 
fixed-term faculty after the current ones expire will be made by each 
dean. 

Keeping Tuition Revenue on Campus Critical 

Last year, the General Assembly permitted campuses to retain the revenue 
from the $750 tuition increase to help offset the impact of budget 
reductions. That made all the difference in protecting our instructional 
mission. Keeping the revenue on campus for any future tuition increase 
set by the General Assembly is critical, and we appreciate the support 
demonstrated by House and Senate leadership on this issue. 

Carolina Counts (~:iicarolinacour~ts,ur~c,edw!) plays a major role in 
our overall budget strategy, including reducing administrative costs and 
becoming more efficient. It’s helping us manage the budget cuts and 
achieve long-term, positive changes to campus operations. We’re making 
Carolina Counts, now in its second year, a point of emphasis in our 
discussions with vice chancellors and deans, and the initiative will 
help guide future decisions. 

There is no painless way to get through this. I wish there were. As 
legislators begin a new state budget process this month, they face tough 
decisions about many competing needs. I believe they will continue to 
see the wisdom of investing in higher education. But we have to be 
realistic in assessing the choices they’re going to make for our state. 
We have to do our part. 

For budget-related updates and background, see our website, 
h~p:ii~Huversi~5,rela~ionsamc.ed~ib~d~. We’re making improvements to 
the site that will launch soon. 

Thanks to all of you for your dedication to Carolina. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 11,2011 8:17 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Special PlayMakers Discount to UNC Faculty and Staff 

PlayMakers is offering a special discount to UNC Faculty and Staff 

members on tickets to EXIT CUCKOO (nanny in motherland). Visit the link 

below for more information. 

This email is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Postmaster <Admin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 12, 2011 11:51 AM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Photo 

Matt Terrell has a new email address: mterrell@unc.edu 

This message has been forwarded. 

Please update your address book. 

>>> "Corey Holliday" <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 01/12/11 11:49 >>> 

Matt, 
I’m on it and I’ll get you some possibilities by tomorrow at noon. 

>>> "Terrell, Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu> 1/12/2011 11:03 AM >>> 

Corey [] Hope you[]re well. 

I need your help, and hope this is something not too difficult to pull 
off. We are pulling together our print materials for the beginning of 
the year (membership renewal, member packet, etc.). We did photo shoots 
back in the fall for a new batch of []I[]m A Tar Heel[] features, but were 
unable to get any football players because the NCAA was in town for a 
return visit that day. I really need a football player so we don[]t leave 
out one of our marquee sports in our biggest publication. 

We have a photo shoot of staff scheduled next week on Wednesday, 
January 19, from 10:30-11:30 a.m. in our office. Canyou send anyone (or 
two) for a quick 3-minute shoot? I will leave it up to you who to send 
(hopefully a name people would recognize). It should only take a few 
moments of their time. The attire could be anything from their jersey to 
something obviously Carolina issued (golf shirt, sweat shirt, etc.). 

Please let me know what you think. Thanks in advance ! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
Director of External Operations I UNC Rams Club 
O 919-843-6412 IF 919-843-5777 ] M 
E mterrell@unc.edu I W www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<performingarts@UNC.EDU> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 8:18 PM 

cholliday@UNC.EDU; performingarts@UNC.EDU 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Carolina Performing Arts offers special discounts to UNC Faculty 
and Staffl 

Tickets to all performances in the 2010/11 Carolina Performing Arts 
season are now available to UNC-Chapel Hill faculty and staff at a 
discount of 15% offthe regular price. 

Or, if faculty and staff are interested in purchasing tickets to four or 
more performances, they can buy a Take 4 package, with tickets at a 
discount of 20% off the regular price. 

To receive the faculty and staff discount, tickets may be ordered by 
phone or online but must be picked up in person at the Memorial Hall Box 
Office with a valid UNC OneCard. 

For more information, please call 919-843-3333 or visit 
~:i7~,ww.carolina~ormin 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Performing Arts 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Performing Arts 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at h tt~:ii’my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 8:55 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Training opportunities for interpersonal violence prevention at 
UNC 

Counseling and Wellness is pleased to announce One Act and HAVEN 
training opportunities for Spring 2011. Please sign up early; space is 
limited and seats fill up quickly! 

One Act is a bystander intervention training program that teaches 
students how to recognize the early warning signs of interpersonal 
violence, including sexual assault, stalking, and abusive relationships. 
The interactive training provides you with concrete skills and gives you 
confidence to act to prevent violence and when you see warning signs. 
Pizza, buttons, pens, t-shirts, and placards are provided to trained 
participants. One Act is a student collaboration with Counseling and 
Wellness Services. Find One Act on Facebook and Twitter 
(@OneActCarolina) ! 

HAVEN helps UNC students, staff, and faculty learn how to respond to 
sexual and relationship violence in our campus community and to become 
informed allies. By attending HAVEN training, you help to create 
multiple safe spaces around the campus for Carolina students to obtain 
information, engage in discussion, and receive referrals. You will leave 
the training with basic information about sexual and relationship 
violence, how to respond in a helpful way, what resources are available 
on campus, and what you can do about interpersonal violence in the 
Carolina community. You will receive a sign for your door or laptop 
which identifies you as a HAVEN member. HAVEN is a collaboration 
between the Office of the Dean of Students, Counseling and Wellness 
Services, and the Carolina Women’s Center. 

Training schedules and registration information are available at 
~:i!~v omenscenter.~mc.ed~i’mdex.~=ha~’en. 

This email is sponsored by: Counseling and Wellness 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 9:05 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Important Request to Check Your Directory Information 

It is very important that your information is correct in the online 

campus directory which is part of ConnectCarolina, the University’s new 

integrated administrative system. 

Because ConnectCarolina centralizes management of person information in 
one integrated system, any information in the directory is duplicated in 

all of the University’s administrative systems (payroll, benefits, 

etc.). 

The purpose of this email is to request that you check your addresses in 
the directory to ensure that the information is current and accurate. 
This request will be sent out to you on a quarterly basis. 

You are requested to log-in to MyUNC                ) using your 
Onyen and password. Click on Update Personal Information to review and 
update your directory information, particularly your home and business 
addresses. 

Your home and business addresses are explained below: 

Home address: This is your "permanent" address; as such, your home 
address is the address where your benefits and tax forms (W-2, 1098T, 
etc.) will be sent. You can update your home address but you cannot 
delete it. 

Business address: This is your University work address and, by virtue of 
University policy, is viewable by all. You can update your business 
address but you cannot delete it. 

Privacy: 
Any new or updated home address will be designated private unless 
designated to be public by you. You can make this change in the 
directory by logging in through the MyUNC portal and clicking Update 
Personal Information. 

If you need help using the online campus directory, please visit the 
Help Desk’s online help documentation: http:iihcip.unc~edvJ181 or 
contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-HELP (962-4357). 

Your time and effort is appreciated. 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 13, 2011 2:43 AM 

clhollid <cholliday@unc.edu>; ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Password for Onyen ’clhollid’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’clhollid’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Jan 20 07:48:31 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

en,unc,edu/ 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated services until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

ffyou think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password. Later, if you can answer these 
questions again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ff you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’clhollid’ in the UNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directory web site: 

~:iidir,unc,eduidir!homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 9:08 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Reminder - Faculty Mentoring Award Nominations due January 
28th 

The Faculty Mentoring Awards, sponsored by the Carolina Women’s 
Leadership Council, recognize outstanding men and women faculty members 
who go the extra mile to guide, mentor and lead students and/or junior 
faculty as they make important career decisions, embark on innovative 
research and teaching initiatives, prepare for leadership positions, and 
enrich their lives through public service, teaching and meaningful 
educational opportunities. These awards will honor faculty-to-student 
mentoring and faculty-to-junion faculty mentoring, with one award given 
in each category. Each recipient will receive $5,000. 

Nominations for Faculty Mentoring Awards are due January 28, 2011. 

The Carolina Women’s Leadership Council has generously provided funding 
for annual faculty mentoring awards at the University. With over 200 
members, the Council is a network of women from across the country who 
are committed to supporting the University and students’ educational 
experiences. Along with providing financial support, members volunteer 
their time and share their expertise, as well as champion Carolina in 
their regions and serve on boards that further the University’s mission. 
The council is co-chaired by Mary Anne Dickson ’63; Drucie French ’71, 
’78; and Molly Dewar Froelich ’83. 

All tenured and tenure-track faculty are eligible for this award, as are 
fixed-term faculty who have been at Carolina for at least three years. 
Visiting faculty are not eligible. Nominations may be submitted by 
anyone from the Carolina family, including current and former faculty, 
staff, and students. 

Please note you will be asked to provide three separate attachments 
(please use Microsoft Word or Adobe PDF formats) consisting of the 
following: 

1. Brief (one-paragraph) statement of rationale for nomination. 

2. Narrative description -- not to exceed two pages -- of the extent, 
type and character of the mentoring provided by the nominee. 

3. Nominee’s curriculum vitae. 

Nominations should be electronically submitted by visiting: 

http:i/www, tmc.ed~dpc~,,j-birv;WLCMA_yiewa~ 

and must be received by January 28, 2011. 

A selection committee appointed by the provost will review and recommend 
the award recipients. This committee will include representatives from 
the faculty, the student body, the Office of the Executive Vice 
Chancellor and Provost, the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student 
Affairs, and the Carolina Women’s Leadership Council. Winners will be 
announced the annual meeting of the Carolina Women’s Leadership Council, 
February 24-25, 2011. 

For more information about the Faculty Mentoring Award sponsored by the 



Carolina Women’s Leadership Council, contact Carol Tresolini, Associate 
Provost for Academic Initiatives, at 919.962.3907 or 
carol tresolini@unc.edu 

To learn more about the Women’s Leadership Council, contact Lanier Brown 
May in the Office of University Development at 919.843.5883 or 
lanier_may@unc.edu or visit ht~tp:~igiving.unc~eduiwomer~!ir~dexA-~tm 

The council also is on Facebook at: 

~p:i~Jwww.facebook.comi~es/CarolinaoWomens-Leadership-Comacili65591878966?ref=ts 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~;i/my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 9:00 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Serving Students With Disabilities 

TO: All Faculty, EPA Non-Faculty and Staff Employees 

FROM: Bruce W. Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

DATE: January 18, 2011 

RE: Serving Students with Disabilities 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to making 
its programs and facilities accessible to students with disabilities. 
Students who seek reasonable accommodation for disabilities are required 
to identify themselves to the Department of Disability Services whose 
staff will inform and work with the students about the process to become 
eligible to receive assistance. 

The mission of the department is to work with faculty and staff to 
provide students with disabilities equal access to University services, 
programs, and activities. 

In an effort to assist their students, individual faculty members and 
departments or professional schools may want to provide accommodations 
to students who have not identified themselves to Disability Services. 
When approached by a student who seeks an accommodation based on a 
disability or temporary medical condition, please refer the student to 
Disability Services who will work with you and the student to determine 
what, if any, accommodations would be reasonable, and assist with 
implementation. 

Proctoring Examinations - in addition to proctoring examinations as an 
accommodation for students with disabilities, the Department is prepared 
to assist faculty in proctoring make-up examinations for students who 
miss a scheduled examination due to unforeseen medical reasons, or in 
keeping with the new policy, the observance of religious holidays (based 
on individual faculty examination make-up policy). 

The Department of Disability Services is located in Suite 2126 in the 
Student Academic Services Building (SASB), between the Rams Center and 
Morrison Residence Hall. The staff can be contacted at 919.962.8300 
(Voice or 919-711 [NC RELAY]), email at disabilityservices@unc.edu, or 
through the web at ~:iidis~bilitvservices.unc.edu. Jim Kessler is 
the Director. 

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in this matter. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<clinic@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 8:25 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; clinic@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Child or Adolescent concerning you? 

We provide affordable therapy and evaluation services to help with: 

*Social issues or conflicts with peers or parents 
*Anxiety and mood swings 
*Difficulty paying attention in class or at home 
*Hyperactivity and off-task behavior 
*Sadness or irritability 
*Disruptive behavior and aggression 
*Assessments for learning disorders, giftedness, and early admission to 
kindergarten 

We are affiliated with the UNC-CH clinical psychology Ph.D. program and 
provide reduced fees based on income. Evidence based treatment is 

provided by doctoral students under the supervision of licensed 

psychologists who are faculty members in the Department of Psychology. 

Children and adolescents are seen in our nearby off-campus location on 

Finley Golf Course Road with afternoon and evening appointments and 
readily available adjacent parking. For more information please contact 

us at 919-962-6906 or clinic@unc.edu or visit 
http:iipsy cholog~clinic, unc.edui. 

Please be aware that if the information you provide indicates that there 
may be abuse of a child or disabled adult, or that you or another person 
is in danger, we will need to respond as required by state law. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychology Community 

Clinic. 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 9:04 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Men’s Crew Team Rent-a-Rower Program 

UNC Faculty, 

Men’s rowing at UNC is a club sort, meaning the team receives only about 
10% of its budget from the University. The athletes are responsible for 
the other 90% of the funds. Each year, our annual operating budget 
exceeds $100,000, with most of the money going toward travel, race 
expenses, equipment and maintenance. This is why we have created a 
program called Rent-a-Rower. 

This program allows you to hire any number of men’s crew team rowers to 
do any odd jobs you may need - be it yard work at home, moving books 
between buildings, spring cleaning, or serving food at a party. The 
charge is $15/hour/rower, %100 of which goes directly toward that 
rower’s dues (about $1500/yr). This is the easiest way for a rower to 
help pay the dues that are necessary for rowing expenses. 

The next time you need help with heavy lifting, or anything else you can 
think of, please keep us in mind! Contact Austin Brandt and 
rentarower@gmail.com with your name, phone number, job description, and 
the number of rowers you think you’ll need. 

We look forward to helping you! 

-Austin Brandt 
Rent-a-Rower Coordinator 
UNC Men’s Crew Team 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Men’s Crew Team 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:i!mLunc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 8:19 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Additional walk-in seasonal flu clinics scheduled for students and 
employees 

Additional walk-in seasonal flu clinics scheduled for students and 
employees. 

Beginning January 25, there will be three new walk-in seasonal flu 
clinics for students and employees. 

Location: Room 2515 in the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. 
Dates: January 25, 26, 27 
Time: 8 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 

No appointment is necessary. 

Because of parking and staff limitations, these clinics are for students 
and University faculty and staff only. Family members, retirees, 
volunteers and others who do not qualify as employees or students can 
find a local flu clinic by going to "Find a Flu Clinic," on the website 
of the American Lung Association at 
http:i/www.lur~£~usa.or~i1ung-diseaseli~fflue~a/flu-vaccme-finderi 

There is no out of pocket expense for those employees or students 
insured by the following companies: 

NC State Health Plan 

Blue Cross Blue Shield 

Pearce & Pearce, Inc. 
Partners 
Aetna 
Humana Gold 
SuminaCare 
Advantra Freedom 
Medicare Part B 

Two forms of ID are required at the time of vaccination: UNC One Card 
and your insurance card. If you do not have an insurance card or other 
proof of insurance, please contact your insurance company to obtain it. 

Employees and students not on a plan listed above can still get a flu 
shot by paying $25. After vaccination, a form will be provided that you 

can file with your health insurer. Please contact your health insurer 

to see if you can obtain reimbursement. 

The seasonal flu vaccine protects against three influenza viruses that 
research indicates will be most common during the upcoming season. The 
2010-2011 flu vaccine will protect against 2009 H1N1, and two other 
influenza viruses (an H3N2 virus and an influenza B virus). The viruses 



in the vaccine change each year based on international surveillance and 
scientists’ estimations about which types and strains of viruses will 
circulate in a given year. About two weeks after vaccination, antibodies 
that provide protection against influenza virus infection develop in the 
body. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Environment, Health and Safety 
and Campus Health Services 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:i/mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<aspire@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 21, 2011 8:18 PM 

aspire@unc.edu; cholliday@unc.edu 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Is your child gaining weight on antipsychotic medication? 

Is your child gaining weight on antipsychotic medication? 
Are you concerned about your child’s health? 

The ASPIRE Research program at the UNC-Chapel Hill’s Department of 
Psychiatry is looking for study participants who: 
* are 8-19 years old, 
* have a diagnosis of schizophrenia or bipolar spectrum disorder, or are 
experiencing irritability 
* are currently taking 

* olanzapine (Zyprexa.), 
* quetiapine (Seroquel.), or 
* risperidone (Risperdal.), or 
* ziprasidone (Geodon.), or 
* aripiprazole (Abilify.) 

* have gained weight while taking this medication during the past 3 
years and are in a high risk weight category. 

All study-related evaluations and treatments are provided at no cost to 
participants. Compensation for participation is also provided. 

ff you think this study may be appropriate for your child, please 
contact us. We are happy to tell you more about our program and answer 
any questions. Please call the ASPIRE Research Hotline (1-800-708-0048) 
or email us at ASPIRE@unc.edu. 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on 04/09/2010 for 
IRB#08-1082 Improving Metabolic Parameters of Antipsychotic Child 
Treatment-Multi-site Study (IMPACT-MS) 
PI: Lin Sikich, MD 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 21,2011 8:37 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Research study about people with allergic rhinitis (hay fever) and 
flu vaccine. 

People with allergic rhinitis often have symptoms of sneezing, runny or 
stuffy nose, post nasal drip, scratchy or itchy throat or itchy nose or 
ears. The purpose of this study is determine if individuals with these 
kinds of symptoms have increased inflammatory responses to flu virus 
following exposure to diesel exhaust as compared to individuals who are 
exposed to plain air. Volunteers will be exposed to either diesel 
exhaust or plain air inside a chamber for two hours. One hour after 
exposure an FDA approved influenza vaccine called FluMist will be 
administered as a nasal spray. Volunteers must be healthy people with 
allergies, ages 18 to 45. There are a total of 6 visits, over 5 to 7 
weeks. If all visits are kept and procedures completed the study pays 
$405. Please see www.epastudies.org. 

Approved September 23, 2010, by the Office of Human Research Ethics 
Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB # 07-1064: Effects of diesel 
exhaust particles on influenza-induced nasal inflammation in allergic 
rhinitics and non-allergic individuals. This email is sponsored by: U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency Environmental Public Health Division, 
and the UNC Center for Environmental Medicine, Asthma, and Lung Biology, 
located on 
the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Environmental Medicine, Asthma 
and Lung Biology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 21,2011 8:59 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; provost@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Summer Youth Programs 

The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost maintains an 
informational listing of Summer youth programs offered by various campus 
departments. The list is usually posted in mid-March and can be 
accessed under "Announcements" on the Provost’s Office main website 

). 

ff your unit offers such a program and would like it to be included on 
the list, please respond to provost@unc.edu by March 4th with the 
following information: 

Program Sponsor 
Program Name 
Targeted Youth 
Program Dates (2011) 
Deadline to Apply 
Program Description 
Contact (name and phone number/email address) 

Additionally, you may email provost@unc.edu with any questions. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~!imy.unc,edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<aspire@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 21,2011 9:35 PM 

aspire@unc.edu; cholliday@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have a Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorder? 

The ASPIRE team is currently conducting a research study to examine if a 
computer program can help individuals who have a Schizophrenia Spectrum 
Disorder. Participants must have a Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorder, be 
10-19 years old, and be taking a medication for their disorder. 
Participants must be willing to play computer programs, undergo 
cognitive and study doctor assessments, and complete six blood draws. 

Participation will include: 

* Fourteen appointments at UNC Hospitals with the study doctor 

Participants will be compensated for their time, up to $575 

Please contact our recruitment line or email us for more information: 
Email: aspire@unc.edu 
Phone: 1-800-708-0048 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on 09/07/2010 for 
IRB#09-0637 Intensive Computerized Brain Training in Early Onset 
Schizophrenia and Schizoaffective Disorder-Pilot Phase (ICBT-PI) 
PI: Lin Sikich, MD 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~!imy.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 8:31 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Camp and much more T 

Carolina’s Faculty-Staff Recreation Association (also known as "The 
Farm") provides valuable recreational opportunities at a reasonable 
cost. Given the demise of OHR’s Carolina Kids Camp, our excellent summer 
camp for children aged 4-12 has become an ideal alternative. Add in 
our: mini-camps on teacher workdays and holidays; tennis courts, 
lessons, and leagues; swimming and diving facilities and programs; disk 
golf course, playground, volleyball court, softball field, fitness 
room, yoga classes, rentable Lodge and Picnic Shelter, various 
recreational events, etc., and the Farm is definitely worth checking 
out. See us at ~:iiwww.~mc.ed~i~mcfamv+, or call 962-FARM to 
schedule a tour. The Farm’s mission is to meet faculty/staff 
recreational and social needs; contribute to faculty/staff well-being, 
satisfaction, and effectiveness; and help enhance the attractiveness of 
employment at Carolina. Join the Farm, and you can harvest all of these 
benefits. 

Steve Reznick, President 
Faculty-Staff Recreation Association 

This email is sponsored by: Faculty-Staff Recreation Association 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:iimv.unc.edt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 9:37 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Alert Carolina Siren Test on Monday, January 31 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The University will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on 
Monday, January 31, between noon and 1 p. m. You don’t need to do 
anything for the test, part of our Alert Carolina safety awareness 
campaign. We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment 
works and to remind you what to do in a real emergency. 

Anyone outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens during the 
test. The sirens will sound an alert tone along with a brief 
pre-recorded voice message. When testing is complete, a different siren 
tone and voice message will signal "All clear. Resume normal 
activities." To hear samples of the alert and "all clear" tones, go to 
alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

The sirens sound only for an imminent, life-threatening emergency on or 
near campus such as: an armed and dangerous person is on or near campus; 
a major chemical spill or hazard has been reported; or a tornado has 
been sighted. 

Then the University also sends a text message about the siren activation 
to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus 
directory. 

In an emergency, the University will post safety-related announcements 
on the Alert Carolina website, along with updates and resource 
information. Remember that it may take time in an emergency for 
authorities to investigate the situation, verify the facts and provide 
the campus with instructions. Do not call 911 or the Department of 
Public Safety for general information. The website will anchor 
communication efforts to notify you as quickly as possible about new 
developments. 

Other means include campus e-mail and voice mail (campus phones only 
with land lines), the Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line, 843-1234 
(recorded information), and cable television (on campus and Chapel Hill 
Time Warner Cable, Channel 4). For details, see alertcarolina.unc.edu, 
the go-to source for information in an immediate life-threatening or 
serious situation involving campus safety. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 10:51 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Participants Needed: Simple Reactions 

Simple Reactions 
Description: We are looking for participants to help us with our 
research into decision-making. 
Participants will spend approximately 20-30 minutes in our lab engaging 
in various tasks. 
Location: Kenan-Flagler Behavioral Lab, McColl 4402/4404 
Duration: 20-30 minutes 
Pay: $4 
IRB # 11-0030 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral IRB on January 19,2011. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 11 : 13 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Healthy Paricipants, Ages 18-45, Needed for Research Study! 

Healthy Participants Needed! 

We need healthy volunteers to help us figure out how the brain works 
using fMRI and/or EEG. To participate in our research study, please 
visit the website below ! 

~:,(/www.med.unc.edu!~c~:~researchi~ea~th~;-volunteers 
Click on online screening questionnaire to begin! 

You will be paid up to $270; this is dependent upon the following 
$40 per hour for MRI sessions 
$30 per EEG session 
$30 per Neurocognitive session 
$30 per Clinical Evaluation 
$10 per blood withdrawal (optional) 

You can also request for a MRI picture of your brain and/or EEG. 

For more information please visit our website: www.nirl.unc.edu 

UNC IRB # 00-1425 (Approved by UNC Biomedical IRB on 10/11/2010) 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 11:37 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Director, the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing 
Education 

Director, the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill seeks a Director for the 
William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education, whose mission is 
to further the University’s commitment to instruction, outreach, 
service, and engagement by providing the public with meaningful 
opportunities for lifelong learning. The University’s continuing 
education program formally began in 1913 with the establishment of the 
Bureau of Extension. Today, the Friday Center 
~:i7~.ww.ffidaycenter.unc.edu0 offers a wide range of programs and 
services that extends the University’s reach to a broad population 
statewide and beyond. 

The Director of the William and Ida Friday Center has overall 
responsibility for the activities, programs, and operations of the 
Center. Specific responsibilities include the following: 

* Strategic planning. In collaboration with colleagues inside and 
outside the Center, the Director gathers information on societal trends 
and needs, establishes a shared vision and purpose, and stimulates 
responsive and innovative programming activities. He or she fosters 
continuing education programs that enable learners in a wide range of 
circumstances and locations to meet personal goals for academic credit, 
professional advancement, and intellectual enrichment. This is done in 
the context of an institutional commitment to broaden access to the 
University’s intellectual resources while adhering to the University’s 
high standards of quality. 

* Development, implementation, and evaluation of programs and services. 
The Director oversees the planning, implementation, and evaluation of 
the Center’s programming and service efforts, including the work of 
Conference Services, Credit Programs for Part-Time Students, 
Professional Development and Enrichment Programs, and Correctional 
Education, and also oversees the Center’s units that support these 
programming and service efforts. The Director keeps the Friday Center 
in the forefront of university-based conference facilities, continually 
enhancing its services and its physical and technical attributes and 
assuring its attractiveness both to University groups and to other 
sectors of the community. Ongoing evaluation is an essential 
responsibility to ensure accountability and documentation of 
achievements. The Director also ensures the provision of centralized 
continuing education services to the University, including data 
collection and reporting, administration of the Continuing Education 
Unit, marketing and publicity, and administrative support for off-campus 
programs. 

* Fiscal and administrative management and oversight. The Director is 
responsible for the sound financial management of the Friday Center and 
its programs and support units. The Director prepares budgets, follows 
accepted fiscal practices, and provides timely reports and financial 
analyses. He or she promotes the financial well-being and economic 
stability of the Center and secures resources through which the goals of 
the Center are accomplished. Effective supervision of staff is another 
essential responsibility. The Director promotes effective teamwork, 



provides avenues for communication, and fosters a culture of service 
both within the Center and in the Center’s work with the public. He or 
she organizes the Center’s staff effectively, provides mechanisms for 
generating ideas and addressing concerns, evaluates performance, and 
provides opportunities for staff recognition, training, and professional 
development. He or she also manages relationships with entities inside 
and outside the University that provide support in the areas of computer 
technology, data management, catering, security, housekeeping, grounds 
keeping, and maintenance. 

* Leadership in the field of lifelong learning. The Director interprets 
the mission and advances the goals of the Center within the University. 
He or she articulates issues in continuing education, advocating for 
nontraditional learners and for appropriate University-based responses 
to their needs and circumstances. The Director engages widely in the 
life of the University community, serving on committees and other bodies 
concerned with lifelong learning, distance education, outreach, and 
public service. He or she maintains strong ties with academic units, 
with particular emphasis on extending the teaching of University faculty 
beyond traditional boundaries. The Director also exercises leadership 
through participation in national and regional professional 
organizations, involvement in University system initiatives, and 
activities in the general community. 

This position requires significant leadership experience and achievement 
in continuing higher education; proven managerial, fiscal, and 
administrative abilities; an understanding of academic culture, 
policies, and procedures typical of major public research universities; 
and familiarity with current trends in distance education and 
e-learning. The Director must be able to communicate effectively with 
diverse audiences and build relationships with a wide variety of 
partners and constituents. A minimum of a master’s degree is required, 
with doctorate preferred. The Director reports to the Associate Provost 
for Academic Initiatives and prepares and transmits an annual budget and 
annual assessments of his or her activities and those of the Friday 
Center. The Director also provides information to and seeks advice from 
the Friday Center Administrative Board. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is a comprehensive 
research university offering the highest academic quality and a culture 
of achievement and collaboration. Chartered in 1789, UNC is the oldest 
state university in the United States. The University enrolls 29,390 
students, and is ranked in the top five public national universities by 
U.S. News and World Report. The University’s fourteen colleges and 
schools provide instruction offering 73 baccalaureate, 112 master’s, and 
72 doctoral programs, as well as degrees in the health professions, law, 
social work, business, education, information and library sciences, and 
journalism and mass communication. The University is situated in one of 
the premier college communities in the nation. 

Inquiries should be addressed to jan~vopp@unc.edu or by calling (919) 
962-8266. 
Nominations may be addressed to Professor Jan Yopp, Friday Center Search 
Committee Chair, c/o Ms. Debbie Stevenson, 104 South Building, CB# 3000, 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3000, or debbie_stevenson@unc.edu. Review of applications will 
begin February 15, 2011 and will continue until the position is filled. 

Candidates should submit a cover letter describing their interest in and 
qualifications for the position and a curriculum vitae that includes the 
names, rifles, addresses, phone numbers, and email addresses of five 
references. All inquiries will be kept confidential in the early 
stages of the search process. Applicants will be directly solicited for 
permission before references are contacted. 



All applications must be submitted electronically. To apply, go to 
jobs.unc.edu/2500787 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an equal opportunity 
employer. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<benefits@UNC.EDU> 

Tuesday, January 25,2011 1:33 AM 

cholliday@UNC.EDU; no_reply@UNC.EDU 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: UNC Section 403 (b) Plan -- Universal Availability Notice for 2011 

UNC Section 403(b) Plan -- Universal Availability Notice for 2011 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The University of North Carolina offers you a choice of voluntary 
supplemental retirement programs on a pre-tax and post-tax (Roth) basis 
in accordance with Section 403(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. Under 
The University of North Carolina Section 403(b) Plan ("the 403(b) 
Plan"), eligible employees may elect to defer a portion of their 
compensation to the 403(b) Plan to supplement their retirement savings. 

The 403(b) Plan is designed to help you invest more money today so that 
you have the income you need in your retirement years. It provides a 
supplement to either the N.C. Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement 
System or the UNC Optional Retirement Program, the State’s mandatory 
retirement plans available to permanent employees who work 30 or more 
hours per week. Voluntary contributions to the 403(b) Plan have become 
an increasingly important part of saving for retirement. 

Eligibility 
All employees who receive compensation reportable on a W-2 and pay FICA 
are eligible to participate in the 403(b) Plan, so long as the employee 
elects to contribute at least $200 each calendar year. 

Contributions 
An eligible employee may elect to defer a portion of his or her 
compensation on a pre-tax or post-tax (Roth) basis. 

Pre-tax Contributions: If you elect to make contributions on a pre-tax 
basis, both federal and state income taxes are deferred on any 
contributions and earnings until a distribution is made from the plan. 
Distributions are taxed as ordinary income for federal and state income 
tax purposes. Generally, a participant must begin receiving a 
distribution no later than April 1 following the year in which age 70 
1/2 or retirement is attained, whichever is later. 

Post-tax Contributions (Roth): A Roth 403(b) account allows you to 
designate some or all of your contributions on an after-tax basis, 
rather than the traditional pre-tax contributions. Interest and earnings 
on these contributions when withdrawn are generally tax-free. In the 
event of either retirement or termination, your earnings can be 
withdrawn tax-free as long as it has been five tax years since your 
first Roth 403(b) contribution and you are at least 59 1/2 years old. 

Contribution Limits 
Annual contribution limits are set by the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS). The IRS allows an eligible employee to make an additional 
catch-up contribution beginning in the year in which he or she turns age 
50. For 2011, the calendar year limit under the 403 (b) Plan is as 
follows: 

Calendar Year Annual Contribution Limit: $16,500 
Age 50+ Catch-up Contribution Limit: $5,500 

Note: This is a combined limit for pre-tax and Roth after-tax 



contributions. 

Approved Vendors 

The University has approved Fidelity Investments and TIAA-CREF as the 
two financial services companies offering options under the 403(b) Plan. 

Fidelity and TIAA-CREF provide a wide range of mutual fund investment 
options and annuity products through their own funds and other 

investment managers in the industry. Both companies offer resources and 

tools to help participants plan their investment strategy. Eligible 

employees should contact each vendor for information about plan 
investment options and services provided. 

-- Fidelity Investments: 1-800-343-0860 

-- TIAA-CREF: 1-800-842-2888 

Enrollment Process 
Eligible employees may enroll immediately upon date of hire or at any 
time. To start the enrollment process, please visit the website at 

www.northcarolina.edu/403(b) and follow the steps listed: 

Step 1 -- Complete a Salary Reduction Agreement (SRA) (forms and 
instructions available on the website) 
Step 2 -- Enroll in the plan with Fidelity and/or TIAA-CREF 

Contributions may be designated as a percent of salary or as a flat 

dollar amount depending on your campus payroll capability. The SRA will 

apply only to amounts earned after enrolling in the Plan, and an 
employee’s election under the SRA will continue until the SRA is 

modified or revoked by the employee. 

Modifying a Deferral Election 
An eligible employee may increase, decrease or stop his or her future 
contributions to the plan at any time by completing an SRA. Employees 
may also change from one vendor to another at any time by completing an 
SRA to stop contributions with the existing vendor, and following the 
steps above to enter into a new agreement with another vendor. It is 
also possible to make contributions to more than one vendor at a time. 

More Information 
ff you have questions about the 403(b) Plan, please contact your campus 
Benefits Representative or visit the 403(b) website at: 
www.northcarolina.edu/403(b). 

This notice is provided as a source of information and does not 
constitute legal, tax or other professional advice. If legal advice, tax 
advice or other professional assistance is required, the services of a 
professional advisor should be sought. Every effort has been made to 
make this notice as thorough and accurate as possible. However, there 
are other legal documents, laws, and regulations that govern the 
operation of the program. It is understood that in the event of any 
conflict, the terms of the plan document, applicable laws, and 
regulations will govern. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 25,2011 2:25 AM 

cholliday@unc.edu; no_reply@unc.edu 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND MASS 
COMMUNICATION DEAN SEARCH 

DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill seeks nominations and 
applications for the position of Dean of the School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication. The Dean reports to the Executive Vice Chancellor 
and Provost. The School of Journalism and Mass Communication is a 
highly regarded, leading academic unit and is central to UNC’s mission. 

Essential qualifications for the position include integrity, a passion 
for academic excellence, exceptional leadership skills, and compassion 
for students, staff and faculty. Candidates should: 1) Have an 
international reputation for creative scholarship and an established 
record of, or strong potential for, fostering excellence in research, 
teaching and service related to journalism and/or mass communication, or 
evidence of significant professional achievement in the field of 
journalism and mass communication; 2) demonstrate personal integrity and 
the ability to build productive relationships with organizations in the 
profession; 3) be prepared to recognize and support the diverse missions 
of the school, and understand the way such a unit operates in the 
context of a large public research university; 4) provide evidence of 
familiarity with and success in fund-raising and resource development;5) 
demonstrate the ability to be a strong advocate for the school within 
and outside the academic environment; and 6) be committed to engagement 
with the school’s local, state, national and international 
constituencies. 

The School of Journalism and Mass Communication’s goal is to train the 
next generation of media professionals, including journalists, strategic 
communicators, teachers and researchers, and to serve journalism and 
communication professionals. The school holds true to the core 
principles of journalism and mass communication education while leading 
the transformation in the digital communications environment. The school 
has worked to develop a balance of teaching, service-engagement, 
research-scholarship and practice. 

The school is a member of the Carnegie Knight Initiative on the Future 

of Journalism Education. In 2009, the Accrediting Council on Education 

in Journalism and Mass Communications said the school "has earned a 
reputation as one of the premier programs in journalism and mass 

communication." The school offers bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral 
degrees in journalism and mass communication and administers a variety 

of professional development and distance learning programs. Enrollment 
includes about 800 undergraduates and 100 graduate students in addition 

to professional development and distance education students. Every year 
the school admits up to 11 incoming master’s students and up to eight 

doctoral students as Roy H. Park Fellows. These fellowships include 
generous stipends, tuition, health insurance, and funding for research 

and travel. 

Students learn the skills they need to succeed in the new media 
environment, whether they pursue careers in journalism, advertising, 
public relations or other communications fields. The school offers 

specializations in editing and graphic design, electronic communication 



(television and radio broadcasting), multimedia, photojournalism, 
reporting, advertising, public relations, and strategic communication. 

Special programs include business journalism, medical and science 
journalism, sports communication, and health communication. A joint 
M.A./J.D. degree is offered, and the school is a partner in the Center 
for Media Law and Policy with UNC’s School of Law. A bachelor’s degree 
in business journalism, to be awarded in cooperation with UNC’s 
Kenan-Flagler Business School, is awaiting final approval. An online 
Master of Arts in Technology and Communication, which launches in fall 
2011, is the only fully online master’s degree in journalism and mass 
communication offered in the UNC system and the only curriculum of its 
kind among the school’s peer programs nationwide. The school also offers 
programs in community media, scholastic media, and Latino journalism and 
media. 

Candidates should submit a cover letter describing their interest in and 
qualifications for the position and a curriculum vitae that includes the 
names, rifles, addresses, phone numbers and e-mail addresses of five 
references. Candidates should consider addressing the following in their 
cover letter: (a) their principal professional accomplishments; (b) 
their assessment of the most pressing issues facing higher education in 
journalism and mass communication now and in the coming decade; and (c) 
their vision and their areas of priority and commitment. All inquiries 
will be kept strictly confidential in the early stages of the search 
process. Applicants will be directly solicited for permission before 
references are contacted. 

All applications must be submitted electronically to be considered. To 
apply, go to jobs.unc.edu/2500788 

Review of applications will begin on Feb. 15, 2011, and continue until 
the position is filled. Anticipated start date is July 1, 2011. The Dean 
serves at the pleasure of the Chancellor with a five-year review. 

Inquiries may be addressed to the Search Committee Chair, Dean James W. 
Dean, Jr., Kenan-Flagler Business School, CB#3490, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3490, or by e-mail to: James_Dean@unc.edu 

Nominations may be sent to Dean James Dean c/o Debbie Stevenson, 104 
South Building, CB#3000, or by e-mail to: debbie_stevenson@unc.edu. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is actively committed to 
diversity. We strongly encourage applications from women, minorities and 
individuals with disabilities. The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of te Executive Vice Chancellor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead@ stom.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 1:16 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@lisqserv.m~c.edu> 

Roy Williams Book Signing 

Coach Roy Williams will be signing copies of his new- book Hard Work 
this Thursday night at 7:30pro here at the Bull’s Head. 

Coach Williams will only be signing copies that were purchased at the 
Bull’s Head. 

See you there! 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: Slnutima@email uric edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-25721681-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321d@listselw.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead@ stom.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 1:16 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@lisqserv.m~c.edu> 

Roy Williams Book Signing 

Coach Roy Williams will be signing copies of his new- book Hard Work 
this Thursday night at 7:30pro here at the Bull’s Head. 

Coach Williams will only be signing copies that were purchased at the 
Bull’s Head. 

See you there! 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: Slnutima@email uric edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-25721681-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321d@listselw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27540051-31617005@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaJdwe@email.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 3:28 PM 

a~iican- and- a~h~- aJnericaJ~- studies- thculty <afldca~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[aJiican- aaad-~l’ro-~anerican- sVddies- faculty] New Genetics Course ruth Fatimala Jackson 

From Bill Lachicotte: 

I’m forwarding notice about a course of potential interest The course 
is "mixed"--open to graduate students and undergraduates. 

Announcing a late addition to the Fall semester course offerings: 
The Genetics of Human Diversity, 
olt’ered by Professor Fatimah Jackson 
The first class meeting will be on Monday, August 30, at 10:00 am, in 
351 Hamilton 

The official course title is ANTH 499-080, Experimental Course in 
Anthropology - The Genetics of Human Diversity 

For further information, contact Professor Jackson at 
fatim al!j @email.unc. edu 

William S. Lachicotte 
Adj unct Associate Professor 
Dept of Anthropology. 
CB #3115, UNC-C[t 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
Telephone: (919) 843-7393 
Fax: (919) 962-1613 

--- You are currently subscribed to aii’ican-and-afro-american-studies-facul~" as: smutima@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27540051-31617005@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Caldwell, Kia L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN KIA L CALDWELL (KLCALDWE)> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 3:28 PM 

a~iican- and- a~?o- aJnericaJ~- studies- thculty <afldca~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[aJiican- aaad-~l’ro-~erican- sludies- faculty] New Genetics Course ruth Fatima]a Jackson 

From Bill Lachicot;e: 

I’m forwarding notice about a course of potential interest The course 
is "mixed"--open to graduate students and undergraduates. 

Announcing a late addition to the Fall semester course offerings: 
The Genetics of Human Diversity, 
offered by Professor Fatimah Jackson 
The first class meeting will be on t~Aonday, August 30, at l 0:00 am, in 
351 Hamilton 

’]?he official course title is ANTH 499-080, E×perimenta[ Course in 
Anthropology - The Genetics of Human Diversity 

For further information, contact Professor Jackson at 
fatim al!j @email.unc. edu 

William S. Lachicotte 
Adj unct Associate Professor 
Dept of Anthropology. 
CB #3115, UNC-C[t 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
Telephone: (919) 843-7393 
Fax: (919) 962-1613 

--- You are currently subscribed to ali*ican-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: smutima@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemaJlserver.com on behalf of 

CFE Research Coordinator <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 9:00 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

Research Support for UNC FaculD" Reminder Requesting Your Participalion in Needs Assessment Survey 

Deea Dr. Mutima, 

This past May-, you were invited to complete a web survey seeking your opinion about resources for faculty- that would support their research. This is the last follow-up 

reminder we will be sending you before we begin compiling the findings and preparing a report. Your participation is veu important because the results roll be used by 

The UNC-Chapel Hill Center for Facul~ Excellence (CFE) and Odum Institute for Research in Social Science to address research support needs for UNC-Chapel 

ttill Faculty. 

As I wrote earlier, you have been selected to participate in the study because you axe a facul~ member at UNC-Chapel Hill. The snrvey should ta~e approximately 10 

minutes to complete. The infonnation you provide us will be kept confidential, mad we would really appreciate your participation. 

To complete the survey, please click HERE 

If you have problems accessing the survey, please copy and paste the URL below into your interact browser: 
https://uncodum.qualtrics.comiWRQua]tricsSurveyEngine?QSS blqtUrAwFSqd2045qlVTgPDDilEkYc& 1 

Please contact the CFE Research Coordinator at cfe research(~unc.edu if you have any problems accessing the survey or would like to provide written comments. 

Thank you. 

Follow the lir~k to opt out of futme cmails: 
https:/i~mcodum.qualtrics.com/CP/Register.php?©pt©u~true&RID MLRP 1YBaTZlz©cNbwJC&LID L’R 3WtBME0©Po7qNYS& 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27628266-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@americandiplomacy.org> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2010 10:24 AM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <snm’dma@email.unc.edu> 

New Material Posted on "Americml Diplomacy 

Dear Subscrtber, 

This issue is our first for the new academic year As we return from our sunmaer break, we bring you a wealth of new material on a broad range of CUlxent issues, nostalgic looks at the "old" 

Foreign Set, rice and reviews of some important books, articles and speeches 

There are con~neutaries on Cuban-American imquences on bilateral relations, two thoughtful looks at US policy options in Afghanistan and an Egyptian diplomat’s take on the public 
diplomacy of the Mavi Marmara flotilla incident Foreign Sel~’ice Life recalls the "old" Foreign Service in Paris, Colombo arid romantic Italy. We also have a reader corm’nent and an 

announcement of interest; and there are new reviews of 

Articles including one on the flotilla, two on Iran and others on Russia, Iran and General McChwstal; 

Speeches by Presidents Obama and Bush on Iraq, the Canadian PM on relations w~th India, and a look at a Teddy Roosevelt address with contemporaW implications; 

and new Books, on China, Russia, British-Turkish relations, and two distinct looks at American leadership. 

If you’ve moved over the summer, or krmw another subscriber who has, now is the time to send me any new emai[ addresses so we can continue to inform you of our new postings. 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27628266-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@americandiplomacy.org> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2010 10:24 AM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <snm’dma@email.unc.edu> 

New Material Posted on "Americml Diplomacy 

Dear Subscrtber, 

This issue is our first for the new academic year As we return from our sunmaer break, we bring you a wealth of new material on a broad range of CUlxent issues, nostalgic looks at the "old" 

Foreign Set, rice and reviews of some important books, articles and speeches 

There are con~neutaries on Cuban-American imquences on bilateral relations, two thoughtful looks at US policy options in Afghanistan and an Egyptian diplomat’s take on the public 
diplomacy of the Mavi Marmara flotilla incident Foreign Sel~’ice Life recalls the "old" Foreign Service in Paris, Colombo arid romantic Italy. We also have a reader corm’nent and an 

announcement of interest; and there are new reviews of 

Articles including one on the flotilla, two on Iran and others on Russia, Iran and General McChwstal; 

Speeches by Presidents Obama and Bush on Iraq, the Canadian PM on relations w~th India, and a look at a Teddy Roosevelt address with contemporaW implications; 

and new Books, on China, Russia, British-Turkish relations, and two distinct looks at American leadership. 

If you’ve moved over the summer, or krmw another subscriber who has, now is the time to send me any new emai[ addresses so we can continue to inform you of our new postings. 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~store.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 14, 2010 3:55 PM 

Bulls t lead mailing list <bullymml@lis~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Jill McCorkle and JeffBeam This Week 

Jill IVlcCorkle, Going Away Shoes - Wednesday at 4pm 
JeffBeam. Gospel Earth - Thursday at 3:30pm 

SALES: 
Our Buy 2 Get 1 fi-ee promotion is still going strong. For a limited 
time, buy any 2 books from Vintage/Anchor publishers and get 1 
Vintage/Anchor book for :free! All books are also 10% off the publisher 
price. 

All calendars are 20% of P 

Jill McCorkle will be here Wednesday the 15th at 4pro to read from her 
critically acclaimed collection of short stories Going Away Shoes. 

"McCorkle is an expert at engineering catharsis through good salty 
rants, but the best thing about these stories is the sense ofrolnance 
and wonder in long-overdue journeys of self-discovery" The New York 
Tnnns Book Review 

"I)azlles with its amiably risky mix of humor, pathos, and down-home 
Southern wisdom .. McCorkle renders these familiar yet unique life 
passages and events with the compassion and sure-handedness she has 
shown in three previous collection, including Creatures of ttabit, and 
five novels." -- Elle 

"There are writers who seem to write it like it is-the quietness of 
their characters is not exaggerated, nor is their drama They could 
live down the street or in the next apartment. Jayne .atone Phillips, 
Antonia Nelson-these are writers whose characters have no special aura, 
no golden ticket. Jill McCorkle’s characters are like this." -- Los 
Angeles Times 

Local favorite Jeffery Beam will be here this Thursday, Sept. 16th at 
3:30pm to read from his latest book of poet~" Gospel Earth. 

In its procession through indirection to attention, Gospel Earth, 
Jeffery Beam’s big book of little poems, traces a transcendent open 
ecstasy & radiant physicality. 

The poems animate the natural world beyond the confines of language, 
demonstrating once again as North Carolina’s Independent Weekly stated 
" .. how large a canvas he can paint with a few deft strokes". Described 
by tile poet as a work intended to "invigorate the startling propulsion 
of ilaiku’s accessible simplicity & minimalisnr", Gospel Earth assembles 
a new Gnostic gospel, a distinct & astonishing beauty-. 

"There is much more to Gospel Eartil tilan I can enter into here. It is 
not a book easily surrounded by a review. Acquire a copy and you will 
find yourself returning to it for continued draughts of Beam’s deeply 
sensuous, unsentimental language, his extraordinary and eclectic 
interpretation of phenomena, and his open-eyed kinship with a living, 
multi-layered Earth, passionately and protectively loved." 

-- Brian Zlmmer 

"A Fast Short Histol7 of the Small Poem in the 20th Century might be 
this: Modernism, the luminous fragment: Post-Modernism, destabilized 
morphemes - bringing us to the 21 st Century & Jeit’e~z Beam, a mustard 
seed. To him whose lines trace a world not hinted at, but fleshed out. 
His poems leave us fortunately told. Car~,ed in reverse on cinnabar or 
jade, they could be seals. Or legends, clear, crisp stanzas to 
underline the eye: to open a window in the wall of a page. Mencius 
suggests that by nurturing what is small, & letting go of what is 
large, we welcome, not our loss, but our release. I seed every breeze, 
sings the dandelion, sings eve~ bright syllable in this Gospel Earth." 

-- Thomas Meyer 

Sept. 15 - Jill McCorkle, "Going Away Shoes: Stories", 4pm 



Sept. 16 - JeffBeam, "Gospel Earth", 3:30pm. 

Sept. 21 - Buck Goldstein, "Engines of Innovation: The Entrepreneurial 
University in the Twenty-First Centm-y", 3:3C~m. 

Sept 23 - Brett Webb-Mitchell, "Beyond Accessibili~: Toward Full 
Inclusion of People with Disabilities in Faith Communities", 3:30pro. 

Sept. 28 Daphne Athas, "Chapel Hill in Plain Sight: Notes from the 
Other Side of the Tracks", 3:30pm 

Oct. 5 - Susan Kelly, "’By Accident: A Novel", 3:30pro 

Oct. 12 - Anson Dorrance and Tim Crothers, ""]?he Man Watching: Anson 
Dorrance and the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Dynasty", 
Time TBD. 

Nov 3 Hannah Gill, "The Latino 5!hgration Experience in North 
Carolina: New Roots in the Old North State", 3:30pro. 

Nov. 11 - Michael Chitwood, "Poor-Mouth Jubilee", 3:30pm 

Nov. 17 - Bland Simpson, ""]’he Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sound 
Country", 4pro. 

Dec. 6 - Michele Norris, Co-host of NPR’s All Things Considered, "The 
Grace of Silence: A Memoir", 3:30pm. Event will be held in the 
Pleasants Family Assembly Room in Wilson Library. 

Follow us on twitter! - twitter.com/bullsheadbooks 

And on facebook! - Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop" 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-27685888-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listser, r.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~store.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 14, 2010 3:55 PM 

Bulls t lead mailing list <bullymml@lis~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Jill McCorkle and JeffBeam This Week 

Jill IVlcCorkle, Going Away Shoes - Wednesday at 4pm 
JeffBeam. Gospel Earth - Thursday at 3:30pm 

SALES: 
Our Buy 2 Get 1 fi-ee promotion is still going strong. For a limited 
time, buy any 2 books from Vintage/Anchor publishers and get 1 
Vintage/Anchor book for :free! All books are also 10% off the publisher 
price. 

All calendars are 20% of P 

Jill McCorkle will be here Wednesday the 15th at 4pro to read from her 
critically acclaimed collection of short stories Going Away Shoes. 

"McCorkle is an expert at engineering catharsis through good salty 
rants, but the best thing about these stories is the sense ofrolnance 
and wonder in long-overdue journeys of self-discovery" The New York 
Tnnns Book Review 

"I)azlles with its amiably risky mix of humor, pathos, and down-home 
Southern wisdom .. McCorkle renders these familiar yet unique life 
passages and events with the compassion and sure-handedness she has 
shown in three previous collection, including Creatures of ttabit, and 
five novels." -- Elle 

"There are writers who seem to write it like it is-the quietness of 
their characters is not exaggerated, nor is their drama They could 
live down the street or in the next apartment. Jayne .atone Phillips, 
Antonia Nelson-these are writers whose characters have no special aura, 
no golden ticket. Jill McCorkle’s characters are like this." -- Los 
Angeles Times 

Local favorite Jeffery Bearn will be here this Thursday, Sept. 16th at 
3:30pm to read from his latest book of poet~" Gospel Earth. 

In its procession through indirection to attention, Gospel Earth, 
Jeffery Beam’s big book of little poems, traces a transcendent open 
ecstasy & radiant physicality. 

The poems animate the natural world beyond the confines of language, 
demonstrating once again as North Carolina’s Independent Weekly stated 
" .. how large a canvas he can paint with a few deft strokes". Described 
by tile poet as a work intended to "invigorate the startling propulsion 
of ilaiku’s accessible simplicity & minimalism", Gospel Earth assembles 
a new Gnostic gospel, a distinct & astonishing beauty-. 

"There is much more to Gospel Eartil tilan I can enter into here. It is 
not a book easily surrounded by a review. Acquire a copy and you will 
find yourself returning to it for continued draughts of Beam’s deeply 
sensuous, unsentimental language, his extraordinary and eclectic 
interpretation of phenomena, and his open-eyed kinship with a living, 
multi-layered Earth, passionately and protectively loved." 

-- Brian Zimmer 

"A Fast Short Histol7 of the Small Poem in the 20th Century might be 
this: Modernism, the luminous fragment: Post-Modernism, destabilized 
morphemes - bringing us to the 21st Century & Jeit’e~z Beam, a mustard 
seed. To him whose lines trace a world not hinted at, but fleshed out. 
His poems leave us fortunately told. Car~,ed in reverse on cinnabar or 
jade, they could be seals. Or legends, clear, crisp stanzas to 
underline the eye: to open a window in the wall of a page. Mencius 
suggests that by nurturing what is small, & letting go of what is 
large, we welcome, not our loss, but our release. I seed every breeze, 
sings the dandelion, sings eve~ bright syllable in this Gospel Earth." 

-- Thomas Meyer 

Sept. 15 - Jill McCorkle, "Going Away Shoes: Stories", 4pm 



Sept. 16 - JeffBeara, "Gospel Earth", 3:30pm. 

Sept. 21 - Buck Goldstein, "Engines of Innovation: The Entrepreneurial 
University in the Twenty-First Century", 3:3C~m. 

Sept 23 - Brett Webb-Mitchell, "Beyond Accessibili~: Toward Full 
Inclusion of People with Disabilities in Faith Communities", 3:30pro. 

Sept. 28 Daphne Athas, "Chapel Hill in Plain Sight: Notes from the 
Other Side of the Tracks", 3:30pm 

Oct. 5 - Susan Kelly, "’By Accident: A Novel", 3:30pro 

Oct. 12 - Anson Dorrance and Tim Crothers, ""]?he Man Watching: Anson 
Dorrance and the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Dynasty", 
Time TBD. 

Nov 3 Hannah Gill, "The Latino 5!hgration Experience in North 
Carolina: New Roots in the Old North State", 3:30pro. 

Nov. 11 - Michael Chitwood, "Poor-Mouth Jubilee", 3:30pm 

Nov. 17 - Bland Simpson, ""]’he Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sound 
Country", 4pro. 

Dec. 6 - iVhchele Norris, Co-host of NPR’s All Things Considered, "The 
Grace of Silence: A Memoir", 3:30pm. Event will be held in the 
Pleasants Family Assembly Room in Wilson Library. 

Follow us on twitter! - twitter.com/bullsheadbooks 

And on facebook! - Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop" 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-27685888-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listser, r.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27710553-32362774@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaJdwe@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 17, 2010 10:12 AM 

atiican- and- at?o- aJnericsJ~- shtdies- thculty <afl~csJl- and- afa)- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[aJ]ican-aaad-~l’ro-~znerican- s~dies- facul~] NCCU African Diaspora Studies Symposium 

Call for Papers 

3rd Annual NCCU African Diaspora Studies Symposium 

Conspicuously Unseen: Invisibility and Denial in Diasporic Commnnities 

March 19-20, North Carolina Central University, Durham, NC 

Presented by the Department of History, the Global Studies Program, and 
the College of Liberal Arts 

North Carolina Central University invites proposals tbr the third annual 
African Diaspora Studies Symposium, to be held March 19-20, 2011. The 
theme for this year is "Conspicuously Unseen: Invisibility and Denial in 
Diasporic Communities." ’]’he symposium seeks to explore the ways that 
Diasporic communities see themselves and the ways that the?’ are 
perceived by the dominant cultures that surround them. Special attention 
will be given to the Afro-Latin American, Afro-European, and Afro-Asian 
experience, though any topic within the Diaspora will be considered In 
keeping with the breadth of the Liberal Arts, we seek proposals for 
papers, panels, performances (music or theater), film, and graphic art 
from any branch of Diaspora studies The symposium has typically brought 
together scholars, activists, and artists, representing disciplines as 
varied as Public Health and performance art. We look forward to 
continuing this tradition, bringing together academics, commumty 
members, and creative artists to engage with each other on issues facing 
the African Diaspora and African I)iaspora Studies North Carolina 
Central University, located in the heart of Durham, was founded in ] 910 
and is the first state-supported liberal arts institution to serve the 
black community. ’]?he University prides itself on its relations with the 
Durham community, and the NCCU A[’rican Diaspora Studies Symposium 
encourages input and participation from both academics and the community. 

Papers and submission: 

Individual abstracts should be 250 words or less and panel abstracts 

should be 750 words or less. Abstracts should be submitted by Wednesday, 

December 15, 2010 Please include, for all participants, a five-line 

biography with institutional/organizational affiliation and contact 

irKotraation. 

Please direct all submissiuns to Youssef J. Carter at 
youssefcarter@gmaih corn and Joshua Nadel at jnadel@nccu.edu. 

This two-day symposium is free and open to the public. It will be held 
on the campus of Nolth Carolina Central University in Durham, NC on 
March 19 and 20, 2011. 

For more itfformation contact: 
Joshua Nadel, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, Department of History Associate Director, Global 
Studies Program Nolth Carolina Central University 
1801 Fayctteville St. Durham NC 27707 
Phone: (919) 530-6367 
Fax: (919) 530-5392 
jnadel@nccu.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: smutima@un~aihunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27710553-32362774@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN KIA L CALDWELL (KLCALDWE)> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 10:12 AM 

a~iican- and- a~i,a - aJnericaJ~- shtdies- thculty <afldca~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[aJiican-a~nd-~l’ro-~anerican- s~dies- facul~] NCCU African Diaspora Studies Symposium 

Call for Papers 

3rd Annual NCCU Aticican Diaspora Studies Symposium 

Conspicuously LTnseen: Invisibility and Denial in Diasporic Communities 

March 19-20, North Carolina Central University, Durham, NC 

Presented by the Department of Histuw, the Global Studies Program, and 
the College of Liberal Arts 

North Carolina Central L’niversity invites proposals :[’or the third annual 
African Diaspora Studies Symposium, to be held March 19-20, 2011. ’]’he 
theme for this year is "Conspicuously Unseen: Invisibility and Denial in 
Diasporic Communities." ’]’he symposium seeks to explore the ways that 
Diasporic communities see themselves and the ways that the?’ are 
perceived by the dominant cultures that surround them. Special attention 
will be given to the Afro-Latin American, Afro-European, and Afro-Asian 
experience, though any topic within the Diaspora will be considered In 
keeping with the breadth of the Liberal Arts, we seek proposals for 
papers, panels, performances (music or theater), film, and graphic art 
from any branch of Diaspora studies The symposium has typically brought 
together scholars, activists, and artists, representing disciplines as 
varied as Public Health and performance art. We look forward to 
continuing this tradition, bringing together academics, commumty 
members, and creative artists to engage with each other on issues facing 
the African Diaspora and African I)iaspora Studies North Carolina 
Central University, located in the heart of Durham, was founded in ] 910 
and is the first state-supported liberal arts institution to serve the 
black community. ’]?he University prides itself on its relations with the 
Durham community, and the NCCU African Diaspora Studies Symposium 
encourages input and participation from both academics and the conmtunity. 

Papers and submission: 

Individual abstracts should be 250 words or less and panel abstracts 
should be 750 words or less. Abstracts should be subnritted by Wednesday, 
December 15, 2010. Please include, for all participants, a five-line 
biography with institutional/organizational affiliation and contact 
information. 

Please direct all subnrissions to Youssef J. Carter at 
youssefcarter@gmail.cnra and Joshua Nadel at jnadel@nccu.edu. 

This two-day symposium is free and open to the public. It will be held 
on the campus of Nolth Carolina Central University in Durham, NC on 
March 19 and 20, 2011. 

For more itfformation contact: 
Joshua Nadel, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, Department of History Associate Director, Global 
Studies Program Nolth Carolina Central University 
1801 Fayctteville St. Durham NC 27707 

Phone: (919) 530-6367 
Fax: (919) 530-5392 
jnadel@nccu.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: smutima@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27723422-32419438@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 19, 2010 10:00 PM 

atiJcan- and- ath~- an~erican- studi es- thcul~ <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, unc. edu> 

[a~ican- and- at’m- american- s~mdies- faculty] NAAC P Rally on Sept. 21 

Please forward widely: 

Please join the U~’~’C-Chapel Hill Chapter of the NAACP for our Kick-Off Rally: 

*Tuesday, September 21 at 5:00 pm. 
Lawn outside the South Building at Polk Place* 

*Rev William J. Barber*, President of the North Carolina NAACP; 
*Tim Tyson*, author of Blood Done Sign My Name, prominent professor, and 
member of the NC NAACP State Executive Con~mittee; 
*Darryl Hunt*, Winston-Salem native, feature of a HBO documentary and 
activist who was exonerated after 19 years in prison for a rape and 
murder he did not con~mit; 
*Michelle Laws*, President of the Chapel IIi[l/Carrboro NAACP branch; 
*Erin Byrd*, ttKonJ acuvist and chair of the State NAACP Political 
Action Committee 
Student activists/leaders 

Speakers will cover a wide range ufjusuce movements going on across 
our country, state and university, including: Get Out The Vote ((IOTV) 
campaigns, ] 0-2-10 (a mass mobilization of the NAACP, AFL-CIO and La 
Raza on Oct. 2 in Washington D.C.), IIousekeepers and Labor struggles, 
Criminal (In)Justice (especially in light of the recent Swecker Report 
that unveiled deep and wide corruption in the State Bureau of 
Investigatiun crime labs), hnmigrant Rights, Resegregation of Public 
Schools and more. 

’]?he Rally will call upon the University and local community to, as I)r 
Barber stated on Friday night at a banquet honoring the first Black 
undergraduates, "Join the mighty stream ufjustice and righteousness, 
and break down any dams that may block it." LeRny Fraiser, John Brandon 
and Ralph Fraiser broke down a dam when the?" registered [’or classes at 
this University, and we hope this Rally will encourage everyone to 
continue breaking down dams today. 

Fur more information contact ()mar (31over at oglnver@email.unc.edu 
<mai[tu:ugluver@email.unc.edu> or Amanda Ellis at ellisar@emaikunc.edu 
<mailto:ellisar@email.unc.edu> 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & Afro-Aruerican Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB 3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Phone: 919-%2-0539 

http :/iw~w:. unc.ed~’ deptsiafriaf am 

My publications are available at: 
http://rutgerspress.rutgers.edu/acatalog/ Negras in Brazil 2674.html 
http :/ius.rnacmillan. com/$enderedcitizcnships 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-facul~ as: snmtirua@enrail.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27723422-32419438@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN KIA L CALDWELL (KLCALDWE)> 

Sunday, September 19, 2010 10:00 PM 

aJiJcan- and- aJi~- an~erican- studi es- thcul~ <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, unc. edu> 

[a~Jcan- and- aJ’ro - american- s~dies- faculty] NAAC P Rally on Sept. 21 

Please forward widely: 

Please join the LEx.’C-Chapel Hill Chapter of the NAACP for our Kick-OffRally: 

*Tuesday, September 21 at 5:00 pm. 
Lawn outside the South Building at Polk Place* 

*Rev William J. Barber*, President ufthe North Carolina NAACP; 
*Tim Tyson*, author of Blood Done Sign My Name, prominent professor, and 
member of the NC NAACP State Executive Committee; 
*Darry[ Hunt*, Winston-Salem native, feature of a IIBO documentary and 
activist who was exonerated after 19 years in prison for a rape and 
m urder he did nut commit; 
*Miche]le Laws*, President of the Chapel IIi[l/Carrboro NAACP branch; 
*Erin Byrd*, tJKonJ acuvist and chair of the State NAACP Political 
Action Committee 
Student activists/leaders 

Speakers will cover a wide range ufjusuce movements going on across 
our country, state and university, including: Get Out The Vote ((IOTV) 
campaigns, ] 0-2-10 (a mass mobilization of the NAACP, AFL-CIO and La 
Raza on Oct. 2 in Washington D.C.), IIousekeepers and Labor struggles, 
Criminal (In)Justice (especially in light of the recent Swecker Report 
that unveiled deep and wide corruption in the State Bureau of 
]nvestigatiun crime labs), hnmigrant Rights, Resegregation of Public 
Schools and more. 

’]?he Rally will call upon the University and local community to, as I)r 
Barber stated on Friday night at a banquet honoring the first Black 
undergraduates, "Join the mighty stream ufjustice and righteousness, 
and break down any dams that may block it." LeRny Fraiser, John Brandon 
and Ralph Fraiser broke down a dam when they registered for classes at 
this University, and we hope this Rally will encourage evel~/one to 
continue breaking down dams today. 

For more information contact Omar Glovcr at oglover@eruaihunc.edu 
<ruailto :oglover(~,emaihunc.edu> or Anranda Ellis at ellisar@enraihunc.edu 
<mailto:ellisar(~cmail.unc.edu> 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 
Associate Professor 
Depamnent of African & Afro-Aruerican Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB 3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Phone: 919-%2-0539 

http :/iw~wi. unc.ed~’ deptsiafriaf am 

My publications are available at: 
http://rut~erspress.rutsers.edu/acatalo$/ NeCras in Brazil 2674.html 
httD :/ius.rnacrnillan. com/~enderedcitizcnships 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-facul~ as: snmtirua@enraihunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27741614-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@ameficandiplomacy.org> 

Tuesday, September 21,2010 6:56 PM 

Mufima, Sinsmenye A <smufima@email.unc.edtD 

new material on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 
Yesterday we posted a wealth of new material on our website (http :/iwww.unc. edu/deptsidiplomat/). 
This issue features the view of a distinguished former diplomat, currently heading a leading NGO, on the role of NGOs in the contempora~’ world and a graduate student’s examination of 
just why Jimmy Carter has such good access to North Korea There are two Foreign Service Life items on subjects as diverse as the Wall Street Journal in Poland and diplomatic life in 
Lubumbashi and an OpEd in U.S.-China educational exchanges; and there are new- reviews of: 

Articles including an analyses of the British election, the U S mission in Afghanistan, economic securi~/in South Asia, and what constitutes a "moderate Muslim"; 
The Speech by President George W. Bush on the ninth anniversaly of his address to Congress and the American people tbllowing the attacks of 9-11; 
and tbur influential new Books, on Group Think in international relations, Islam and the "war of ideas", Islam and the American left and America’s view of itsel£ 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 
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Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 8:19 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

FORMAL NOTICE: University Registrar Business Hours 

Students and Campus Community: 

The Office of the University Registrar (OUR) will be closed to walk-in 
traffic from 12:00pm to 5:00pm tomorrow, Thursday, 1/27/11, in order to 
focus our efforts on fulfilling the transcript requests that have been 
submitted to our office. The reduced hours will allow our staff to 
accomplish this work in the most efficient manner possible with minimal 
impact on our students. We will continue to answer any calls and emails 
and check any faxes during these hours on Thursday. In addition, there 
is a locked, drop-box in our building next to the building manager’s 
office, in which students or staff can leave any documents intended for 
the OUR during our non-business hours. 

This time of year is always a peak time for the Registrar’s office in 
producing transcripts but due to a number of factors, including budget 
cuts and reduced levels of staffing, we are not able to keep up with the 
current volume of requests. Despite a number of our staff working 
overtime and weekends to accommodate all the requests, students are 
still having to wait longer for their requests to be fulfilled, which I 
realize all too well is difficult for our students. It is our goal to 
fill each transcript request in a timely manner for our students, and we 
are striving to reduce the waiting time as quickly as possible. After 
consideration of a number of alternatives, I felt that this was the best 
option to allow my staff to focus their efforts on completing as many of 
the current requests as possible. 

As a further result of the budget and staffing challenges during this 
critical transition to a new system, beginning the week of January 31st, 
the Office of the University Registrar will have the following business 
hours for walk-in traffic: Monday through Thursday, 8:00 am to 5:00pm; 
and 1:00pm to 5:00pm on Fridays. Staff will still be available Friday 
mornings by phone, email, and fax. We recognize that these new hours 
may be a challenge for our students and for the campus, but given the 
limited resources that we currently have, this is a necessary step to 
allow our office to focus on critical needs, like transcript requests, 
in a more timely and efficient manner. 

I thank everyone for their continued patience. My staff and I look 
forward to doing whatever we can to best serve the needs of this campus. 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

This email is sponsored by: Office of University Registrar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<chancellor@unc. edu> 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 9:43 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Search Committee for Vice Chancellor for Finance and 
Administration 

Dear Faculty and Staff: 

Many of you are aware that after a 40-year career in finance and 
information technology at four universities, Dick Mann plans to retire 
on June 30. We’ve benefited from Dick’s vast knowledge and experience in 
many ways since he came to Carolina in 2006 as vice chancellor for 
finance and administration. 

His expertise in finance has been invaluable as the University has faced 
the ongoing challenges of budget cuts the past several years. And Dick’s 
extensive background working with information systems was vital in 
launching our massive effort to update the administrative data and 
business systems through ConnectCarolina. 

We are equally fortunate that Bill McCoy, who served as interim 
chancellor following Michael Hooker’s death, has agreed to chair the 
search committee for Dick’s successor. 

Bill spent 35 years with the BellSouth Corp., where he retired as vice 
chair of the board. He has also worked at UNC General Administration as 
vice president for finance, and has taken on many leadership roles at 
Carolina through the years, including serving on the steering committees 
of both the Bicentennial and Carolina First campaigns. 

Working with Bill are committee members: 
* Martina Ballen, senior associate athletic director; 
* McKay Coble, chair of the faculty; 
* Pat Crawford, associate University counsel; 
* Winston Crisp, vice chancellor for student affairs; 
* Jack Evans, former executive director of Carolina North and Phillip 
Hettleman Professor of Business Administration in the Kenan-Flagler 
Business School; 
* Brian Goldstein, executive vice president and chief operating officer 
of UNC Hospitals; 
* Jonathan Hartlyn, senior associate dean in the College of Arts and 
Sciences; 
* Jon King, president and chief executive officer of UNC Management Co. 
Inc.; 
* Hogan Medlin, student body president; 
* Patsy Oliver, assistant dean for finance and business in the School of 
Medicine; 
* Jackie Overton, chair of the Employee Forum; 
* Mike Patil, program director for Carolina Counts; 
* Dwayne Pinkney, associate provost for finance and academic planning; 
* Sallie Shuping-Russell, member of the Board of Trustees and chair of 
the board’s Audit and Finance Committee; 
* Kristen Swanson, dean of the School of Nursing; and 
* Anna Wu, director of facilities planning and University architect. 



We plan to expedite the search process to have a new vice chancellor for 
finance and administration in place quickly since this position is not 
tied into the academic calendar. I will keep you informed as the search 
progresses. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 27, 2011 8:23 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

FORMAL NOTICE: Administrative Review of Dr. Todd Boyette, Director of the 
Morehead Planetarium 

FROM: Carol Tresolini, Associate Provost for Academic Initiatives 

January 26, 2011 

RE: Administrative Review of Dr. Todd Boyette, Director of the Morehead 
Planetarium and Science Center 

On behalf of the committee appointed to review the performance of Todd 
Boyette, Director of the Morehead Planetarium and Science Center, I am 
pleased to invite your participation in the review process. 

The committee is being chaired by Ms. Emily Kass, Director, Ackland Art 
Museum. Other members include: Peter White, Director, North Carolina 
Botanical Garden, Rich Superfine, Professor in the Department of Physics 
and Astronomy, Todd Vision, Professor in the Department of Biology, 
Missy Julian - Fox, UNC Visitor’s Center and Cheryl Horton, Professor in 
the School of Education. 

As required by University regulations, the Provost has requested a 
review of Dr. Boyette’s performance as Director of the Morehead 
Planetarium and Science Center over the last five years. Areas for 
review include vision, long-range planning, day-to-day management of the 
Center, and leadership in actualizing the ideals and goals of the 
Center. The committee invites your comments on these and related 
issues. It is important for the committee to learn how Dr. Boyette’s 
performance as Director is viewed by students, staff, and faculty at 
UNC-Chapel Hill. 

We encourage you to contribute to this review in the following different 
ways: 

1. The committee has scheduled an open session to receive comments. Dr. 
Boyette’s 

March 15 -2:00-4:00 - 104-D South Building 

ff you wish to meet with the committee, please contact Debbie Stevenson 
in the Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
(debbie_stevenson@unc.edu or 962-7882), and she will schedule a specific 
time (usually about 10-15 minutes)within that time period. 

All requests should be received no later than March 4, 2011. 

Note that while all comments during these sessions will be kept strictly 
confidential, a master list of attendees will be kept as part of Dr. 
Boyette’s personnel file. 

2. You may provide written comments to the chair or other committee 
members. The review committee will treat your comments as strictly 
confidential. By law, all written communication - whether on paper or 
by email - becomes a confidential part of personnel file. As such, 
comments are open to examination by her. University regulations 
prohibit considerations of anonymous letters in the review process. All 
written comments should be sent to: Ms. Emily Kass, c/o Debbie 
Stevenson, 104 South Building, CB # 3000, or by emailing 



debbie_stevenson@unc.edu 

3. You may telephone or meet privately in person with committee 
members. Oral communications (by telephone or in person) and the 
committee’s notes generated from these conversations do not become part 
of Dr. Boyette’s personnel file but may be reflected in the committee’s 
report without identifiers. 

The deadline for submitting comments regarding Dr. Boyette’s performance 
to the committee is February 25 2011. Thank you very much for your 
help in this important task. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 27, 2011 9:35 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Research Opportunity: Mind Playing Tricks on You? 

The UNC Department of Psychiatry is conducting a research study to find 
out more about mental illness. If you have had any of the following 
symptoms in the past few months, are between 12-35 years old, and have 
not been diagnosed with bipolar illness or psychosis, you may be 
eligible to participate in a study in the Prime Research Program. You 
may be eligible to receive free study related medical evaluations and 
monetary compensation. 

* Have you noticed frequent and confusing coincidences? 
* Are you worried that others are talking about you or laughing at you? 
* Do you think that others are trying to hurt you? 
* Do you have trouble thinking or concentrating? 
* Would you rather be alone than with friends? 
* Sometimes when you hear something do you mistake it for something it’s 
not? How about something you smell or see? 

Do you have a family member with a psychotic illness such as 
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder and are having recent troubles 
with school, work, or friends? 

Visit us at our website www.PRIME.unc.edu and click on ’Simple Survey’ 

The Project is funded by the National Institute of Mental Health 

08-1448 
September 2010 
Committee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects 
The Biomedical IRB 
University of North Carolina 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 30, 2011 1:43 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 
FORMAL NOTICE: University Will Test Sirens Monday 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Monday, January 31, 
between noon and 1 p.m. during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, 
our ongoing safety awareness campaign. No action is required. 

The sirens only sound during an imminent, life-threatening emergency, 
such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus, a major 
chemical spill or hazard, or a tornado sighting. Be prepared to go 
inside or take cover immediately in a real emergency. 

The University also sends test text messages to anyone who has 
registered a cell phone number in the online campus directory. For more 
information, including audio samples of the siren tones, see 
~:ilalertcarolina. mac.ed~. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 8:42 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Headache Study 

We are seeking people who suffer from occasional headaches to 
participate in a headache research study. You will be compensated $50 to 
thank you for your participation. 

This study involves two visits to the Carolina Headache Institute 
located in Southern Village. The first visit lasts about 90 minutes; the 
second visit takes 15 minutes or less. You will be asked to complete a 
one-page checklist diary for at least 30 days. The diary takes about one 
minute to complete and asks questions about headache pain and associated 
symptoms. The study does not require changes in your usual headache 
care. 

ff interested, please contact Amanda at 
study@carolinaheadacheinstitute.com for more information. 

This study was approved 12/10/2010 by the IRB; Study #: 09-2143 

This email is sponsored by: Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 3,2011 9:40 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Carolina Women’s Center 2011 Women’s Advocacy Awards 

The Carolina Women’s Center (CWC) announces its call for nominations for 
the 2011 Women’s Advocacy Awards. This award recognizes faculty, staff, 
postdoctoral scholars or students at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill who have made a substantial contribution to the climate for 
gender equity on campus as a result of their leadership in advocating 
for women. Awards will be given in three categories: faculty/staff, 
postdoctoral scholars/professional and graduate students, and 
undergraduate students. All members of the campus community are 
eligible for nomination, regardless of gender, gender identity, or 
gender expression. 

Nominations should describe the nominee’s contribution to leadership in 
advocating for women. Special consideration will be given for service 
to underserved or under-recognized populations and service above and 
beyond one’s job assignment. Please be as specific as possible about 
your nominee’s accomplishments and identify whether the nominee is 
faculty, staff, postdoctoral scholar, graduate student or undergraduate 
student. Nominations must be limited to one page or approximately 250 
words. Please provide the nominee’s name and address, as well as your 
name, campus address, phone number and email address. Anonymous 
nominations will not be considered. 

CWC staff are not eligible to be nominated or to submit nominations. 

Former award recipients are: 
Mary Turner Lane, 2001 Laura Gasaway, 2002 
Carol Lautier, 2004 Jan Boxill, 2005 
Sherryl Kleinman, 2007 Lillie Searles, 2008 
Kevin Jeffay, Priya Desai 2010 

Etta Pisano, 2003 
Cynthia Bulik, 2006 

2009 - no awards given 

The deadline for nominations is Friday, March 4, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. 
Please send your nomination via campus mail to Dr. Donna M. Bickford, 
Director, Carolina Women’s Center, CB #3302, via e-mail at 
dbickford@unc.edu, or drop it offat the CWC at 215 W. Cameron Avenue. 
For any questions, call Dr. Bickford at 919-843-5620. 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Women’s Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 3,2011 10:19 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: URC SPRING DEADLINE 

The University Research Council (URC) - Spring 2011 

Small Internal Grant Program 
Deadline 5:00PM Monday, February 21,2011 

Types of Grants Available: 

Research grants support tlae scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of 
faculty. They may be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, 
research-related travel, research equipment or supplies, or tlae costs of 
smaller scale projects. The Council encourages the use of URC grants as 
a stepping stone to extramural support. 

Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, 
scholarly or artistic work. They may be used to pay for such things as 
photographs, drawings, figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. A 
faculty member may submit only one URC proposal each semester - either 
research or publication. 

Eligibility. Applicants must hold a faculty rank (tenure, tenure-track, 
research professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct professors, lecturers, 
or instructors) or be professional librarians in the analogous librarian 
ranks. Preference is given to less senior applicants only for the 
purpose of breaking ties. 

Amount of Award. The maximum award is $5,000. 

Application Procedures. Applications and instructions are available 
online. 
~:ffresearch.ur~,c.edl~/~izr~s/grar~.t-a~lica~,ior~s/index.htm. Please make 
sure you are submitting the most recent version (1/2010) for the 
application has changed within the last year. URC expects to send out 
award notices by early May 2011. 

Direct inquiries to the attention of Jennifer Pruitt 
(jennifer~rnitt@unc.edu), URC Coordinator, Office of the Vice 
Chancellor for Research and Economic Development, CB# 4100, 301 Bynum 
Hall. Telephone: 962-7757. FAX: 962-6769. 
PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY. FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS 
MAY CAUSE YOUR APPLICATION TO BE REJECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE ONLY THE 
PAPERWORK REQUESTED. 

This email is sponsored by: Vice Chancellor for Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http Jim vo~Lac edL~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~ store.unc.edu 

Monday, September 27, 2010 11:40 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Banned Books Week//Daphne Athas Tuesday 

It’s Banned Books Week Come check out our display of challenged and 
censored books, complete with old favorites (Anne Frank’s Diary; The 
Grapes of Wrath) and new ones (Nickel and Dimed--a UNC sunnnnr reading 
book-- and The Merriam Webster College Dictionary--both challenged m 
the USA, in 2010). And then of course there’s the Qu’ran. 

And in cooperation with UNC’s First Amendment Day 
Chttp://firstamendmentdag unc.edu/l, The Bull’s Head is hosting a 
reading nf banned books in the Pit on 9/3(i at 12:30. ’]’he Chancellor 
will read from The Catcher in the Rye; UNC Student Body President, 
Hogan Medlin will read from Where the Sidewalk Ends; many other 
students, faculty" and staff will read from their favorite banned books 
including the Qu’ran, in Arabic 

More at 
http://uncpressblo~com/2010/O9/27/erica-eisdorfer/?sms ss facebook 

Beloved writer/teacher Daphne Athas will be here on Tuesday, September 
28th at 3:30pro to read from her highly anticipated upcoming book Chapel 
Hill In Plain Sight: Notes from the Other Side of the Tracks. This 
beautifully written book is a must-read for anyone who has ever lived 
in, and fallen in love with the "Southern Part of Heaven". 

"In her beguiling reverie, Daphne Athas reveals that though in the 
Great Depression and later, Chapel Hill was something less than the 
"Southern Part of Heaven," it was also something more. Admirers of her 
remarkable novel, Entering Ephesus, will treasure this book, while 
readers with no direct experience of Chapel Hill will be captivated by 
her tales of a phantasmagoric village of "lascivious trees" where Paul 
Green and Betty Smith dwell and, at any" moment, Geltrude Stein or Ava 
Gardner might pop up." William E. Leuchtenburg, American historian, 
author of Frarfldin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal and The FDR Years 

"This is a book steeped in history and myth and famous personalities 
during the era of the important college town’s greatest transformation, 
from a genteel institution of higher learning into a juggernaut of the 

New South’s might" technocracy. Athas snatches the veil off racism, 
classism, politics and Vanity- Fair-worthy scandals that continue to 
fascinate and haunt. Throughout she soothsays with piquant and witty 
personal memories. This skilled novelist has the digging power of an 
ace reporter or a top-notch historian, and demonstrates the 
stury-telling verve and language wizardry for which she has become a 
legend. This is a book for all those interested in secrets hidden in 
plain view. This is a book to cherish." ~andall Kenan, author, Let the 
Dead BulW Their Dead and A Visitation of Spirits 

"A lovely and readable series of true stories that made me feel at once 
young and old, now- and then, and very much there in a bygone Chapel 
Hill/Carrboro. These are tales with wW humor and real characters, many 
of whom Athas has cheerfully, matter-of-lhctly raised from the dead as 
though they were never gone at all" Lydia Millet, author, Love m 
Infant Monkeys and How the Dead Dream 

"The richness of vision in Daphne Athas’s fiction has led man?, of her 
readers to hope that we could someday read a collection of her 
essays~aphne speaking directly- to us in Daphne’s own voice. Now, in 
Chapel Hill in Plain Sight, we have exactly that; and a joy- it is to 
read." ~eynolds Price 

Daphne Athas has published four novels, several nonfiction books, and a 
collection of poetry Her 1971 novel, Entering Ephesus, was named one 
of the best books of the year by Time magazine She taught in the 
Creative Writing program at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill for many years before retiring in 2009. She resides in Carrboro, 
NC. 

Oct 5 - Susan Kelly, By Accident: A Novel, 3:30pm 

Oct 12 - Anson Dorrance and Tim Crothers, The Man Watching: Anson 
Dorrance and the University, of North Carohna Women’s Soccer I~,nasty, 



Time TBD. 

Nov 3 Hannah Oil[, The Latino Migration Experience in North 
Carolina: New Roots in the Old North State, 3:30pm. 

Nov. 11 -Michael Chitwood, Poor-Mouth Jubilee, 3:30pro. 

Nov. 16 Carol Sklenicka, Raymond Carver: A Writer’s Lffe, 3:30pro. 

Nov. 17 - Bland Simpson, The Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sound 
Country, 4pro. 

Dec. 6 - Michele Norris, Co-host of NPR’s All Things Considered, The 
Grace of Silence: A Memoir, 3:30pm. Event will be held in the Pleasants 
Family Assembly Room in Wilson Library. 

Follow us on twitter! - twitter.com.bullsheadbooks 

And on facebook. Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop" 

-- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-27783805-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739cc4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 
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"In her beguiling reverie, Daphne Athas reveals that though in the 
Great Depression and later, Chapel Hill was something less than the 
"Southern Part of Heaven," it was also something more. Admirers of her 
remarkable novel, Entering Ephesus, will treasure this book, while 
readers with no direct experience of Chapel Hill will be captivated by 
her tales of a phantasmagoric village of "lascivious trees" where Paul 
Green and Betty Smith dwell and, at any" moment, Geltrude Stein or Ava 
Gardner might pop up." William E. Leuchtenburg, American historian, 
author of Frarfldin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal and The FDR Years 

"This is a book steeped in history and myth and famous personalities 
during the era of the important college town’s greatest transformation, 
from a genteel institution of higher learning into a juggernaut of the 

New South’s might" technocracy. Athas snatches the veil off racism, 
classism, politics and Vanity- Fair-worthy scandals that continue to 
fascinate and haunt. Throughout she soothsays with piquant and witty 
personal memories. This skilled novelist has the digging power of an 
ace reporter or a top-notch historian, and demonstrates the 
stury-telling verve and language wizardry for which she has become a 
legend. This is a book for all those interested in secrets hidden in 
plain view. This is a book to cherish." ~andall Kenan, author, Let the 
Dead BulW Their Dead and A Visitation of Spirits 

"A lovely and readable series of true stories that made me feel at once 
young and old, now- and then, and very much there in a bygone Chapel 
Hill/Carrboro. These are tales with wW humor and real characters, many 
of whom Athas has cheerfully, matter-of-lhctly raised from the dead as 
though they were never gone at all" Lydia Millet, author, Love m 
Infant Monkeys and How the Dead Dream 

"The richness of vision in Daphne Athas’s fiction has led man?, of her 
readers to hope that we could someday read a collection of her 
essays~aphne speaking directly- to us in Daphne’s own voice. Now, in 
Chapel Hill in Plain Sight, we have exactly that; and a joy- it is to 
read." ~eynolds Price 

Daphne Athas has published four novels, several nonfiction books, and a 
collection of poetry Her 1971 novel, Entering Ephesus, was named one 
of the best books of the year by Time magazine She taught in the 
Creative Writing program at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill for many years before retiring in 2009. She resides in Carrboro, 
NC. 

Oct 5 - Susari Kelly’, By Accident: A Novel, 3:30pm 

Oct 12 - Anson Dorrance and Tim Crothers, The Man Watching: Anson 
Dorrance and the University, of North Carohna Women’s Soccer I~,nasty, 



Time TBD. 

Nov 3 Hannah Gill, The Latino Migration Experience in North 
Carolina: New Roots in the Old North State, 3:30pm. 

Nov. 11 - Michael Chitwood, Poor-Mouth Jubilee, 3:30pro. 

Nov. 16 Carol Sklenicka, Raymond Carver: A Writer’s Lffe, 3:30pro. 

Nov. 17 - Bland Simpson, The Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sound 
Country, 4pro. 

Dec. 6 - Michele Norris, Co-host of NPR’s All Things Considered, The 
Grace of Silence: A Memoir, 3:30pm. Event will be held in the Pleasants 
Family Assembly Room in Wilson Library. 

Follow us on twitter! - twitter.com.bullsheadbooks 

And on facebook. Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop" 

-- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe scnd a blank 

email to leave-27783805-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739cc4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27836705-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@ameficmldiplomacy.org> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 11:37 AM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

New Material tbs~ted on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 

New material has just been posted on our website (http://www unc.edu/depts/diplomat/) 

We feature two "Russian" Foreign Service Life articles one by a former Soviet diplomat and the second by an American diplomat living in Moscow as well as an Op Ed on the recent 
election of the Governing Board of the American Foreign Service Association by one of the candidates 

We also review: 
Internet articles including one on a frequent topic~fghanistan, but focusing on the concept of a "war legend;" and another on the bicentennial of our neighbor Mexico; 
Speeches by President Barack Obama to the United Nations General Assembly and by a distinguished scholar-historian on the war powers act; 
And new Books, on Islam in Europe by the late Michael Radu and on an alternative view of the "energy crisis" and other myths about energy. 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27836705-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@ameficmldiplomacy.org> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 11:37 AM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

New Material tbs~ted on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 

New material has just been posted on our website (http://www unc.edu/depts/diplomat/) 

We feature two "Russian" Foreign Service Life articles one by a former Soviet diplomat and the second by an American diplomat living in Moscow as well as an Op Ed on the recent 
election of the Governing Board of the American Foreign Service Association by one of the candidates 

We also review: 
Internet articles including one on a frequent topic~fghanistan, but focusing on the concept of a "war legend;" and another on the bicentennial of our neighbor Mexico; 
Speeches by President Barack Obama to the United Nations General Assembly and by a distinguished scholar-historian on the war powers act; 
And new Books, on Islam in Europe by the late Michael Radu and on an alternative view of the "energy crisis" and other myths about energy. 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemMserver.com on behalf of 

UNC Office of Infftitutional Research and Assessment <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Tuesday, October 12, 2010 9:42 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Diversity Survey for Faculty 

Dem CoJrolina Faculb’ Member, 

On behalf of Chancellor Holden Thorp, we invite you to complete a survey concerning the personal experiences, perceptions, and perspectives of members of our 

diverse campus comnmnity. The results of this survey roll be used to help insure that Cm~olina is an equitable and inclusive environment for all faculty, staff" and 

students. 

Instructions for accessing the online survey are lis~ted at the end of this message. It will "take 15 minutes or less to complete the survey. *Those who submit their 

responses by midnight, October 20, will have the opportunity to enter a drawing to win one of six iPads to be awarded.* 

Your participation is completely voluntary. To maintain confidentiaJity, all survey responses will be directly transmitted to the Office of InsfitutionaJ Research & 

Assessment where the results will be aggregated and summarized in a written report for the University. 

Please take the oppol~mnity to maJce your voice and viewpoints heard. 

Thank you in advance for your participation, 

Sincerely, 

Archie Ervin, Associate Provost, Diversity & Multicultuml Aflidrs 

Lynn Willitbrd, Assistant Provost, Institutional Reseaxch & Assessment 

************** Instructions for Accessing the ********************** 

Follow this lhlk to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or coW and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
https://uncodum.qualtrics.com/~%QualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q SS d7ot9sNN0CRousQ bpbZuKVMGrq2jUU& 1 

If you have any questions or problems accessing "the survey, please con’tact the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment at diversitysurvey@unc.edu or 962- 
1500. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27903354-33234196@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 12:00 PM 

african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc, edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Peace Corps Class Talks. 

Colleagues: 
Please consider this request. I am copying this note to 
contact individual faculty to facilitate class visits. 
With Best Wishes, 
Julius 

to 

On 3:09 PM,, wrote: 
> Hello Mr. Nyang’oro, 
> 

> My name is ’~ and I’m the i 
>, . I served in " 
> ]      as a health volunteer with the Peace Corps and am trying to find 
> interested students who are considering the Peace Corps upon graduation. 
> I was wondering if you would pass this along to professors in your 
> department. 
> 

> The Peace Corps is an organization that sends volunteers to serve for 
> two years in developing countries as health and environment educators, 
> English teachers, business advisors and more. Currently, over 40% of 
> Peace Corps Volunteers are serving in Africa. I am wondering if it would 
> be possible for me to speak about the wide range of opportunities for 
> Peace Corps service to some of the undergraduate classes in the African 
> and Afro-American Studies Department. 
> 

> I can bring a short video that documents Peace Corps Volunteer’s stories 
> from the field as well as talk about my own service experience, or just 
> give a brief five minute explanation about the Peace Corps and the 
> application process. I am especially interested in talking to classes 
> with Juniors and Seniors. Any interested professors can contact me via 
> email (peacecorps@unc.edu <mailto >) or telephone at 
> the numbers listed below. 
> 

> I look forward to hearing from you! 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>] 
> 
>] 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 231 Hanes Hall, CB 5140 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-962-0185 
> 

> peacecorps@unc.edu <mailto ~Jeacecor~anc.edc~> 
> 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: smutima@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27903354-33234196@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Nyang Oro, Julius E </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JULIUS E NYANG ORO (JEN321)> 
Wednesday, October 13, 2010 12:00 PM 

african-and-afro-american-studies- faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Peace Corps Class Talks. 

Colleagues: 
Please consider this request. I am copying this note to 
contact individual faculty to facilitate class visits. 
With Best Wishes, 
Julius 

to 

On 3:09 PM, wrote: 
> Hello Mr. Nyang’oro, 
> 
> My name is and I’m the 
> . I served in i 
> I      as a health volunteer with the Peace Corps and am trying to find 
> interested students who are considering the Peace Corps upon graduation. 
> I was wondering if you would pass this along to professors in your 
> department. 
> 
> The Peace Corps is an organization that sends volunteers to serve for 
> two years in developing countries as health and environment educators, 
> English teachers, business advisors mad more. Currently, over 40% of 
> Peace Corps Volunteers are serving in Africa. I am wondering if it would 
> be possible for me to speak about the wide range of opportunities for 
> Peace Corps service to some oft~e undergraduate classes in the African 
> and Afro-Americma Studies Department. 
> 
> I can bring a short video that documents Peace Corps Volunteer’s stories 
> from the field as well as talk about my own service experience, or just 
> give a brief five minute explanation about the Peace Corps mad the 
> application process. I am especially interested in talking to classes 
> with Juniors and Seniors. Any interested professors can contact me via 
> email (peacecorps@unc.edu <maiIto: ) or telephone at 
> the numbers listed below. 
> 
> I look forward to hearing from you! 
> 
> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> University of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 231 Hanes Hall, CB 5140 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-962-0185 
> 
> peacecorps@unc.edu <mailto:2~eaceco~ar~c~edv~ 
> 

--- You axe currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: smutima@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemaJlserver.com on behalf of 

UNC Office of Ins~titutional Research and Assessment <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 10:01 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: UNC Diversity Suv~’ey for Facul~" 

Dear Carolina Faculty, 

This is a gentle reminder about the UNC Diversity Survey for Faculty It will take 15 minutes or less to complete the survey, *Those who submit their responses by midnight, October 
20, will have the opportunity to enter a drawing to win one of six iPads to be awarded.* 

Please take the opportunity to make your voice and viewpoints heard. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or coW and paste the URL below into your intemet brow~r: 

https://uncodum.qualtrics.com/WRQualtdcsSurveyEnginei?(~SS dTot9sNNOCRousQ bpbZuKVMGrq2jUU~I 

Thank you in advance for your participation! 

Sincerely, 

Archie Ervin, Associate Provost, Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

Lynn Williford, Assistant Provost Institutional Research & Assessment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27919171 - 33293986@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Friday, October 15, 2010 11:42 AM 

a~iican- and- a~?o- aJnericaa~- studies- thculty <afiJca~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-a£ro-aallefican- s~ldies- faculty] Maaay thanks 

If only 

At 11:32 AM 10/15/2010, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

>the event will end up making Perry, a rich man. Everyone has been 

>asking about his book! Congratulations PerD’. 

>Best, 

>Julius 

> 

> 

>--- You are currently subscribed to 

>aticican-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: HALLPA@email.unc.edu. 

--- Yuu are currently subscribed tu affican-and-afru-american-studies-facul~" as: smutima@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27919171 - 33293986@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Hall, Pen)l A <,’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN PERRY A HALL (HALLPA)> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 11:42 AM 

a~iican- and- a~i,a - aJnericaJ~- studies- thculty <afiica~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

Re: [african-and-a£ro-aallefican- saldies- faculty] Maaay thanks 

If only 

At 11:32 AM 10/15/2010, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

>the event will end up making Perry, a rich man. EvelTone has been 

>asking about his book! Congratulations PerD’. 

>Best, 

>Julius 

> 

> 

>--- Yuu are currently subscribed to 

>african-and-afru-american-studies-faculty as: tIALLPA@email.unc.edu. 

--- Yuu are currently subscribed tu affican-and-afru-american-studies-facul~" as: smutima@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-27936193 -2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@ameficandiplomacy.org> 

Monday, October 18, 2010 4:10 PM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

New Material posted on "America~ Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 

New material has just been posted on our website (http://www unc.edu/depts/diplomat/) 

This issue features commentaly on 21st century U.S. diplomacy by a former Under SecretaW of State, and an analysis of economic reform in Cuba by an former CIA analyst 

There are new opinion pieces on the future of national defense and on the role of foundations in national security 

We offer reviews of and links to internet articles on Afghanistan, Indonesia, Mexico and "moderate Muslims"; speeches by Senator Levin on Afghanistan and Senator Lieberman on the 
Middle East, and an address by President Kagame of Rwanda on nation-building in Africa. 

Finally, we review books on American power in the Middle East, the way forward in Afghanistan, and the challenges of nation-building in Africa. 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemaJlserver.com on behalf of 

UNC Office of Ins~titutional Research and Assessment <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 9:56 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

Complete Diversity Suv~’ey Today for A Chance to Win an iPad! 

Dear Carolina Faculty, 

Please take 15 minutes or less to complete the Diversity Survey for Faculty today! *Those who submit their responses by midnight, October 20, will have the opportunity to enter a 
drawing to win one of six iPads to be awarded,* 

The administration is listening so please make your voice and viewpoints heard! 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or coW and paste the URL below into your intemet brow~r: 

https://uncodum.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEnginei?(~SS dTot9sNNOCRousQ bpbZuKVMGrq2jUU& 1 

Thank you in advance for your participation! 

Sincerely, 

Anna Li, Senior Research Associate, Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 

on behalf of 

Archie Ervin, Associate Provost, Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

Lynn Williford, Assistant Provost Institutional Research & Assessment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemaJlserver.com on behalf of 

UNC Office of Inffdtutional Research aud Assessment <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Wednesday, October 20, 2010 10:03 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <snm’dma@email.unc.e&~ 

14 Hours Left to Complete tlle Survey... Win an iPad[ 

Dear Carolina Faculty Member, 

This is the last reminder for the Diversity Survey. Please take 15 minutes or less to complete it now! *Those who submit their responses by midnight tonight, October 20, will have 

the opportunity to enter a drawing to win one of six iPads to be awarded.* 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 

https://unc~dum.qualtrics.c~m/WRQua~tricsSurveyEngine/?Q-SS=d7~t9sNN~CR~usQ-bpbZuKVMGrq2jUU&-= ~ 

Your participation is completely voluntary and confidential. Your contact information for the drawing will be separated from your responses. 

The administration is listening so please make your voice and viewpoints heard! 

Sincerely, 

Anna Li, Senior Research Associate, Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 

on behalf of 

Archie Ervin, Associate Provost, Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

Lynn Williford, Assistant Provost, Institutional Research & Assessment 

++++4-++++++ 

Original Invitation: 

Dear Carolina StaffMeraber: 

On behalf of Chancellor Holden Thotp, we invite you to complete a sur~,~ey concerning the personal experiences, perceptions, and perspectives of members of our diverse campus 

community. The results of this sur~,~ey will be used to help insure that Carolina is an equitable and inclusive enviromnent for all faculty-, staff, and students. 

Instructions for accessing the online sur~,~ey are listed at the end of this message. It will take 15 minutes or less to complete the survey. *Those who subnrit their responses by midnight, 

October 20, will have the opportunity- to enter a drawing to win one of six iPads to be awarded.* 

Your participation is completely voluntmT. To maintain confidentiality, all survey responses will be directly transmitted to the Office of Institutional Research & Assessment where the 

results win be aggregated and summarized in a written report for the University. 

Please take the opportunity to make your voice and viewpoints heardl 

Thunk you in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Archie Ervin, Associate Provost, Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

Lynn Williford, Assistant Provost, Institutional Research & Assessment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~ store.unc .edu 

Thursday’, October 21, 2010 2:27 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

25% offFxerything atthe Bull’s Head FRIDAY 10/22 

In conjunction with UNC’s Employee Appreciation Day, tomorrow-, Friday, 
Oct. 22nd, evewthing in the Bull’s Head Bookshop is 25% offthe 
regular price. In ad&tion, all items m the Clothing and Gifts 
department of UNC Student Stores are also 25% ofi\ 

This discount cannot be combined with any other offer, sale or coupon. 
Store hours are 7:30am-5:30pm 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-27956975-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce,4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~ store.unc .edu 

Thursday’, October 21, 2010 2:27 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

25% offFxerything atthe Bull’s Head FRIDAY 10/22 

In conjunction with UNC’s Employee Appreciation Day, tomorrow-, Friday, 
Oct. 22nd, evewthing in the Bull’s Head Bookshop is 25% offthe 
regular price. In ad&tion, all items m the Clothing and Gifts 
department of UNC Student Stores are also 25% ofi\ 

This discount cannot be combined with any other offer, sale or coupon. 
Store hours are 7:30am-5:30pm 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-27956975-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce,4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@mxp0 Jsis.unc.edu 

Friday, October 22, 2010 5:13 PM 

General Faculty <genevalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[genera]facultyI Faculty Governance News, v. 5.3 

Faculty Governance News 

vol. 5.3 

October 22, 2010 

From the UNC Office of Faculty Governance 

200-204 Carr Building 

UNC-CH Campus Box 9170 

Contact: Anne M. Whisnant (anne whisnant@unc.edu) 

Faculty Council employing more interactive format in 2010-11 

At its first two meetings of the year, the Faculty Council has employed a more interactive format for considering and responding to the presentations and 

committee reports that often constitute a majority of the meeting agendas. Based on the techniques of "Appreciative Inquiry," a strengths-based strategic 

planning and organizational development approach, the Council is experimenting with incorporating more small-group discussion and open-ended 

conversation in its meetings. 

During an initial exercise conducted at the September meeting, Council members indicated that they welcomed the opportunity to discuss issues of 

concern that emerge from, but may not be limited to, the specific matters included in committee or other reports. Chancellor Holden Thorp and Provost 

Bruce Carney have endorsed the approach, which was advocated by Chair of the Faculty McKay Coble. 

The next Faculty Council meeting is November 8, 2010, and all faculty members are invited to attend. The Faculty Council Agenda Committee will meet 

Monday, November i to plan the meeting. If you have issues you would like brought to the Council’s attention, please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office 

of Faculty Governance at anne whisnant@unc.edu or919-962-1671 in advance of the Agenda Committee meeting. 

Chair of the Faculty invites faculty to help "Build That BlockY" at Habitat "blitz build" faculty/staff/student workday, Nov 6th 

Chair of the Faculty McKay Coble invites faculty to participate in an upcoming work day for the UNC Build-a-Block project, a student-led initiative to build 

ten Habitat for Humanity houses for University and UNC Hospital employee families in the ten months of the 2010-2011 academic school year. 

When: Saturday, November 6, 2010 (Shift 1 @ 12:00-2:00 and Shift 2 @ 2:00-4:00) 

Where: Phoenix Place; directions @ http:!iwww.orangehabitat.orgidirectionsiindex.php?PhoenixPlace 

Who: UNC Students, Staff, Faculty, Family 

This project began when Habitat for Humanity of Orange County approached the UNC student chapter of Habitat with the news that a record number of 

University and UNC hospital employees had applied for Habitat housing. With the generous support and encouragement of student groups, administration, 

alumni, athletics, schools and units, faculty and staff, and UNC Hospitals, UNC-Chapel Hill is raising funds and providing volunteers for the building effort. 

Coble asks that you help continue Carolina’s strong legacy of service, and join us in this community-wide undertaking by coming out on November 6th. 

Calls for nominations issued for two faculty awards: Edward Kidder Graham Award and O. Max Gardner Award 

Nominations are now being accepted for both the 2011 Edward Kidder Graham Award (recognizing outstanding service by a member of the faculty) and the 

2011 Oliver Max Gardner Award (a UNC-system award recognizing the faculty member who, in the current academic year, "has made the greatest 

contribution to the welfare of the human race." 

Full information on both awards, including instructions on how to submit nominations, is available online: 

¯ Edward Kidder Graham Award (deadline November 19th ) 

¯ O. Max Gardner Award (deadline November 19th ) 

The Faculty Committee on Honorary Degreesand Special Awards selects the winners of the Graham Award and the UNC campus’s nominee for the Gardner 

Award. 

Center for Faculty Excellence workshops on teaching and technology, tenure process, fixed-term faculty policies, and NIH grant writing.., all next 

week! The 
Center for Faculty Excellence is sponsoring a series of workshops next week touching on many facets of faculty work. _T_.h_e__ _f._u_]_Ls__c_.h__e__d_._u_]__e___a_ .n_d__a_!l___de___t._a_i_[s- 

are online here; check this link out, as many events require registration. Some highlights: 

¯ October 27, 9:00 am - 12:30 pm, Rosenau Hall, How to Write Grants with the NEW NIH Guidelines 

¯ October 28, 4:00-5:00 pm, Campus Y, Tenure and Promotion Process at Carolina 

¯ October 28, 4:00-5:00 pm, 105 South Building, Review and Evaluation Process for Fixed-Term Faculty 

¯ October 28, 5:00-6:00 pm, Campus Y, New and "Newish" Faculty Wine and Cheese Social 

¯ October 29, 8:00 am-2:30 pm, symposium, "Shift+Control+Teach: A Faculty Showcase," a teaching with technology event 

Deadline for the 2011-2012 Institute for Arts and Humanities Academic Leadership Program is November 10th 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities is now accepting applications and nominations for the 2011-2012 Academic Leadership Program (ALP), due 

November 10. The ALP helps prepare and support current and emerging academic leaders throughout the University through a series of activities to help 

them develop leadership skills, clarify their career commitments, build a leadership network within the campus and extend their contacts to other leaders 

beyond the university. All tenured faculty members at UNC are eligible. 

U R L: !!ttp;/ii~h:!~nc~edu/f~EogramsJ!e~dersh{p-progE~n!s/~c~den!!c:! e~dgEshlt~ 

Nominations sought for 2011 University Awards for the Advancement of Women (deadline November 18th) 

Now is the time to nominate candidates for the 2011 University Awards for the Advancement of Women. This award recognizes contributions to the 

advancement of women at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Each year, one faculty member, one staff member, and one 

undergraduate!graduate student!postdoctoral scholar may be selected to receive the award. The faculty and staff recipients each receive .~5000 and the 

undergraduate!graduate student! postdoctoral scholar recipient receives $2500. Awardees will be recognized in a ceremony held Monday, February 14, 

2011, at 3:30 p.m. in the Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room of the Campus Y. 

This award recognizes women and men who have: 

¯ Elevated the status of women on campus in sustainable ways; 

¯ Helped to improve campus policies affecting women; 

¯ Promoted and advanced the recruitment, retention, and upward mobility of women; 

¯ Participated in and assisted in the establishment of professional development opportunities for women; and!or 



Participated in and assisted in the establishment of academic mentoring for women. 

The deadline for nominations is Thursday, November 18, 2010, at 5:00 p.m. 

Please contact Dr. Donna M. Bickford, Director of the Carolina Women’s Center at dbickford .@unc.edu or (919) 843-5620 if you have questions about the 

awards or nomination process. More details about the award and a link to the nomination form are available online at .t_..h_!.~L!!_q.k__.a_Lt_h_ .e___p___r..o_ .v_9..s_t_’__s____o_f_f_Lc_..e_. 

website. 

Faculty/Staff Central going away November 1st 

Faculty/Staff Central will be decommissioned on Nov. 1, 2010. The majority of functions accessed from Student Central and Faculty/Staff Central have or 

soon will be transitioned to ConnectCarolina and should be accessed via the portal at ._h__t__t_p_jJ__/___m___g_:__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_J__. More information about the transition is 

available here. 

ITS Teaching and Learning offers course design assistance 

ITS Teaching and Learning Interactive (ITS-TLI) offers an array of services to help faculty design new courses, modify existing courses, and convert face-to- 

face courses to online formats. 

Their team of project managers, instructional designers, flash animators, graphic designers, and video specialists combine proven instructional approaches 

with technology to produce effective and sustainable courses. For every project, ITS-TLI uses a personalize needs assessment and a systematic production 

process to best meet your specific budgetary, technology, and instructional goals. 

Contact ITS-Teaching and Learning Interactive’s Megan R. Bell [megan_bell@unc.edu / 919.445.9474] to get started. 

Faculty coffee hours at the Faculty Commons at the Campus Y: 9:00-11:00 a.m, daily! 

The Office of Faculty Governance reminds you of the free coffee we make available each weekday for faculty and their guests at the Anne Queen Faculty 

Commons at the Campus Y. The coffee hours run from 9:00 to 11:00 a.m. The Faculty Commons is a beautifully renovated space where faculty and their 

guests can gather for impromptu get-togethers or conversations. The room is kept unscheduled each day until 1:30 p.m., but faculty groups can reserve the 

room for faculty-oriented programs in the afternoons. Please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance (962-1671) for more details or 

check out the room regu!at!ons, ca!en clar, ancJ reservat!on [orrn on/!ne. 

Faculty Governance Resource Room 
Articles, books, reports, or other resources of interest to faculty. This week’s selections: 

"Flexibility in Faculty Careers," excerpt from article by Gretchen M. Bataille in the Winter 2010 issue of The Presidency, the American Council on 

Education’s flagship magazine. 

Celia Whitchurch, "Shifting Identities and Blurring Boundaries: The Emergence of Third Space Professionals in UK Higher Education," Higher 

Education Quarterly, vol. 62, October 2008. Discusses author’s work on "changing roles and identities of contemporary professional staff in UK 

higher education" with a focus on "blended professionals, who have mixed backgrounds and portfolios, comprising elements of both professional 

and academic activity." 

About Faculty Governance News 

The Faculty Governance News is published approximately every two weeks throughout the academic year, and approximately monthly during the summer, 

by the Office of Faculty Governance. Archived issues and the publication schedule for 2010-11 are online here. Information to be considered for inclusion 

should be sent to Anne Whisnant (anne_whisnant@unc.edu) by Monday before an issue is schedule to appear. For more information on any of these 

items, please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance. 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Director of Research, Communications, and Programs 

Office of Faculty Governance 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170 

Carr Building 203 

230 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) 

919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

_h__Lt_P__]Z__w____w____w__:__q__n__c_:__e___d__Y L_f_a___c___u_!_t__’L/_f___a___c__c__9___q__n_ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfacul~ as: smulima~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu,’u?id 31722611.aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&u T&I generalfacul~&o~7966097orseudablankemailto 

leave-27966097- 31722611 .aa8bc3b0b273a84af%9bbd5b65c52e9(tblistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@mxp2.isis.unc.edu 

Monday, October 25, 2010 10:52 AM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[geoeralfacul~] Facul~ Governance News, v. 5.3: CORILECTED EDITION 

Dear Faculty Colleagues: 

My apologies for the secoM message, but the date for the November Faculty Cotmcil meeting given in Friday’s Faculty Governance News was incorrect. The Faculty 

Council will meet in November on Frid ay the 12th, not Monday the 8th. Thanks to my astute mid careful readers (aud FaculU Council members) who noticed tills 

and pointed it out! The full, corrected newslerter is below. 

Anne Whisnant 

Faculty Governance News 
vol. 5.3 
October 22, 2010 
[Corrected version sent OCTOBER 25, 2010] 
From the UNC Office of Faculty Governance 
200-204 Carr Building 
UNC-CH Campus Box 9170 
Contact: Anne M. Whisnant (anne whisnant@unc.edu) 

Faculty Council employing more interactive format in 2010-11 

At its first two meetings of the year, the Faculty Council has employed a more interactive format for considering and responding to the presentations and committee 
reports that often constitute a majority of the meeting agendas. Based on the techniques of ~__A_pEr___e__c_!__a__t_!__v___e__!__n___q__u__!_r_y_z’_’- a strengths-based strategic 

planning and organizational development approach, the Council is experimenting with incorporating more small-group discussion and open-ended 

conversation in its meetings. 

During an initial exercise conducted at the September meeting, Council members indicated that they welcomed the opportunity to discuss issues of 

concern that emerge from, but may not be limited to, the specific matters included in committee or other reports. Chancellor Holden Thorp and Provost 

Bruce Carney have endorsed the approach, which was advocated by Chair of the Faculty McKay Coble. 

The next Faculty Council meeting is Friday, November 12, 2{)10, and all faculty members are invited to attend. The Facu!t!! Co!Jnc!/Agenda Comm!ttee will 

meet Monday, November 1 to plan the meeting. If you have issues you would like brought to the Council’s attention, please contact Anne Whisnant in the 

Office of Faculty Governance at anne whisnant@unc.edu or 919-962-1671 in advance of the Agenda Committee meeting. 

Chair of the Faculty invites faculty to help "Build That Block!" at Habitat "blitz build" faculty/staff/student workday, Nov 6th 

Chair of the Faculty McKay Coble invites faculty to participate in an upcoming work day for the UNC Build-a-Block project, a student-led initiative to build 

ten Habitat for Humanity houses for University and UNC Hospital employee families in the ten months of the 2010-2011 academic school year. 

When: Saturday, November 6, 2010 (Shift 1 @ 12:00-2:00 and Shift 2 @ 2:00-4:00) 

Where: Phoenix Place; directions @ http:!iwww.orangehabitatorgidirectionsiindex.php?PhoenixPlace 

Who: UNC Students, Staff, Faculty, Family 

This project began when Habitat for Humanity of Orange County approached the UNC student chapter of Habitat with the news that a record number of 

University and UNC hospital employees had applied for Habitat housing. With the generous support and encouragement of student groups, administration, 

alumni, athletics, schools and units, faculty and staff, and UNC Hospitals, UNC-Chapel Hill is raising funds and providing volunteers for the building effort. 

Coble asks that you help continue Carolina’s strong legacy of service, and join us in this community-wide undertaking by coming out on November 6th. 

Calls for nominations issued for two faculty awards: Edward Kidder Graham Award and O. Max Gardner Award 

Nominations are now being accepted for both the 2011 Edward Kidder Graham Award (recognizing outstanding service by a member of the faculty) and the 

2011 Oliver Max Gardner Award (a UNC-system award recognizing the faculty member who, in the current academic year, "has made the greatest 

contribution to the welfare of the human race." 

Full information on both awards, including instructions on how to submit nominations, is available online: 

Edward Kidder Graham Award (deadline November 19th ) 

¯ O. Max Gardner Award (deadline November 19th ) The 
~F~~~a~~c~~~u~!~~t~y~~~~C~~~~~~~m~~~~~m~~!~t~~t~~e~~~e~~~~~~~~n~~~~~H~~~q~~n~~~~~~r~~a~~~r~y~~~~D~~~e~~~r~~e~~~e~~s~~~~a~~~n~~~d~~~~S~p~~e~~~c~!~a~~L~A~~~~W~~~a~~~~d~~s- selects the winners of the Graham Award and the UNC campus’s nominee for the Gardner 

Award. 

Center for Faculty Excellence workshops on teaching and technology, tenure process, fixed-term faculty policies, and NIH grant writing.,, all this 

week! 

The Center for Faculty Excellence is sponsoring a series of workshops this week touching on many facets of faculty work. The full schedule and all details 

are online here; check this link out, as many events require registration. Some highlights: 

¯ October 27, 9:00 am - 12:30 pro, Rosenau Hall, How to Write Grants with the NEW NIH Guidelines 

¯ October 28, 4:00-5:00 pm, Campus Y, Tenure and Promotion Process at Carolina 

¯ October 28, 4:00-5:00 pm, 105 South Building, Review and Evaluation Process for Fixed-Term Faculty 

¯ October 28, 5:00-6:00 pm, Campus Y, New and "Newish" Faculty Wine and Cheese Social 

¯ October 29, 8:00 am-2:30 pm, symposium, "Shift+Control+Teach: A Faculty Showcase," a teaching with technology event 

Deadline for the 2011-2012 Institute for Arts and Humanities Academic Leadership Program is November 10th 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities is now accepting applications and nominations for the 2011-2012 Academic Leadership Program (ALP), due 

November 10. The ALP helps prepare and support current and emerging academic leaders throughout the University through a series of activities to help 

them develop leadership skills, clarify their career commitments, build a leadership network within the campus and extend their contacts to other leaders 

beyond the university. All tenured faculty members at UNC are eligible. 

URL: http:!iiah.unc.edu!programs/leadership-programs!academic-leadership 

Nominations sought for 2011 University Awards for the Advancement of Women (deadline November 18th) 



Now is the time to nominate candidates for the 2011 University Awards for the Advancement of Women. This award recognizes contributions to the 

advancement of women at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Each year, one faculty member, one staff member, and one 

undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar may be selected to receive the award. The faculty and staff recipients each receive $5000 and the 

undergraduate!graduate student! postdoctoral scholar recipient receives 52500. Awardees will be recognized in a ceremony held Monday, February 14, 

2011, at 3:30 p.m. in the Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room of the Campus Y. 

This award recognizes women and men who have: 

¯ Elevated the status of women on campus in sustainable ways; 

¯ Helped to improve campus policies affecting women; 

¯ Promoted and advanced the recruitment, retention, and upward mobility of women; 

¯ Participated in and assisted in the establishment of professional development opportunities for women; and!or 

¯ Participated in and assisted in the establishment of academic mentoring for women. 

The deadline for nominations is Thursday, November 18, 2010, at 5:00 p.m. 

Please contact Dr. Donna M. Bickford, Director of the Carolina Women’s Center at dbickford@unc.edu or (919) 843-5620 if you have questions about the 

awards or nomination process. More details about the award and a link to the nomination form are available online at this link at the Provost’s Office 

website. 

Faculty/Staff Central going away November 1st 
Faculty/Staff Central will be decommissioned on Nov. 1, 2010. The majority of functions accessed from Student Central and Faculty/Staff Central have or 

soon will be transitioned to ConnectCarolina and should be accessed via the portal at http~!/my.unc:edu!. More information about the transition is 

available here. ................................. 

ITS Teaching and Learning offers course design assistance 
ITS Teaching and Learning Interactive (ITS-TLI) offers an array of services to help faculty design new courses, modify existing courses, and convert face-to- 

face courses to online formats. 

Their team of project managers, instructional designers, flash animators, graphic designers, and video specialists combine proven instructional approaches 

with technology to produce effective and sustainable courses. For every project, ITS-TLI uses a personalize needs assessment and a systematic production 

process to best meet your specific budgetary, technology, and instructional goals. 

Contact ITS-Teaching and Learning Interactive’s Megan R. Bell [megan_bell@unc.edu / 919.445.9474] to get started. 

Faculty coffee hours at the Faculty Commons at the Campus Y: 9:00-11:00 a.m. daily! 

The Office of Faculty Governance reminds you of the free coffee we make available each weekday for faculty and their guests at the Anne Queen Faculty 

Commons at the Campus Y. The coffee hours run from 9:00 to 11:00 a.m. The Faculty Commons is a beautifully renovated space where faculty and their 

guests can gather for impromptu get-togethers or conversations. The room is kept unscheduled each day until 1:30 p.m., but faculty groups can reserve the 

room for faculty-oriented programs in the afternoons. Please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance (962-1671) for more details or 

_c___h__e__c___k____o__u__L Lh___e____r__o__9___n_!_r___e_~_ul_a__t!9___n_s,__~_a!_e n d a_r~_#_n_& r #_s e_c~ a![9_n_!QLm__o n_En_e ¯ 
Faculty Governance Resource Room 

Articles, books, reports, or other resources of interest to faculty. This week’s selections: 

"Flexibility in Faculty Careers/’ excerpt from article by Gretchen M. Bataille in the Winter 2010 issue of The Presidency, the American Council on 

Education’s flagship magazine. 

Celia Whitchurch, "Shifting Identities and Blurring Boundaries: The Emergence of Third Space Professionals in UK Higher Education," Higher 

Education Quarterly, vol. 62, October 2008. Discusses author’s work on "changing roles and identities of contemporary professional staff in UK 

higher education" with a focus on "blended professionals, who have mixed backgrounds and portfolios, comprising elements of both professional 

and academic activity." 

About Faculty Governance News 

The Faculty Governance News is published approximately every two weeks throughout the academic year, and approximately monthly during the summer, 

by the Office of Faculty Governance. Archived issues and the publication schedule for 2010-11 are o_p_[j_n__e___h__e_ _£e_. Information to be considered for inclusion 

should be sent to Anne Whisnant (anne_whisnant@unc.edu) by Monday before an issue is schedule to appear. For more information on any of these 

items, please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance. 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Director of Research, Communications, and Programs 

Office of Faculty Governance 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170 

Carr Building 203 

230 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) 

919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

htt p:/!www.u nc.edu/facultyifaccou n 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
generaJfaculb’ 

as: ~_r__n___u_~__n_)__a_C~!__e!&~_~[:__UlLC_:_o___£~__u- . 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 31722611.aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfaculty&o~7974921 or send a blank emaJl to 

leave-27974921-31722611.aa8bc3 b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 2:41 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Nov 11 13:24:46 2010 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 2:41 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Nov 11 13:24:46 2010 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Area Studies Center <papedesspost@paperlesspostcom> 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 3:56 PM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Peter Landstrom’s Retirement Party 

Area Studies Center sent you Paperless Mail. Please click the following envelope to view 

your mail, or visit the link below: 

% 
http:i/w~^,~/, paperlesspost com/events/357426=6d410c 16/replies/10049207-8e2069f1 

% Create and send your ow!l custom cards at h~p:i/\^tww.paperiesspestcom 

it you f~;und this email iq yoi~r iul:k,’buil,: toldei, piease sdd p_8_ p_.e__rj.e_s_.s_ _p._o_s_t~2~.s_:p__e_[j#s:_sp_o_st:co_[1it~; Voter address 

heel,: to ei’~sure tb.st yoi~’il iecei~’e all ttiti~re ~*aperiess ~,/lc~il ii’~ you: ii’~bo× 

C~c~. here te .n~ep re(:e~,.~,~ .:~n~.~ r[.:;m ?:~F,ed.:~ss P~.:;st 

’:~) 2010 Paps[less F’e.st 151 v’Vest 25[il SL ~:th Fie.or, iqsw Yolk, ~’i,’ 1:[100! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@mxp2.isis.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 5:27 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[generalt~culty] ClmJr of the Faculty invites/acul~ m volunteer tbr November 6 Habitat "Build-A-Block" 

Faculty Colleagues: 

Cl’u~ir of the FacuRy McK~;y Coble cordially invites you to partk:ipatB in the November 6th "blitz build" event with I-t~;bitat for Humanity. You must sign up to 

participate, and instructions are bek)w. This even[: is ~art of the UNC Build.-~- gk)ck project, a studBntded i~itial:ive to buihJ te~ Habitat for Hurnani~:y housBs for 

UniversiW and UNC Hospital employee families in the ten months of the 2010-2011 academic school year’. 

Please don’t hesitate 1o contact us with questions. 

Office of Faculty Governance 

9{?2-.I671or anne whisnant(a)unc.edu 

Sign up to volunteer today, It’s easy! 

Saturday Nov 6th 
12:15 to 4:30 pm 

Staff, Faculty, and Students will build together 
ii.~.iI Build a Block Iogojpg 

Go to http:ffwww.uncbuildablock.org/ 
1. Click on the "Volunteer Now" tab 

2. Create a user name and password 

3. Enter "99" as Join Code 

4. Complete registration 

5. Login 
6. Register for November 6 UNC Staff, Student, Faculty Build 
7. Sign Up!! 
8. See you there! 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
generaJfaculb~ as: d__n___q_tLn_!_a_(~L_e__r_&LU_Luj!_c_:_e___£l__u_. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 31722611.aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfaculb~&o~8004272orsendablmlkemaJlto 

leave-28004272-31722611.aa8bc3 b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Fridw, October 29, 2010 5:03 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A -<smufima@email.unc.e&~> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for tod<,is payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Selxdces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Fridw, October 29, 2010 5:03 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A -<smufima@email.unc.e&~> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for tod<,is payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Selxdces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc .edu 

Friday, October 29, 2010 10:24 AM 

Bulls t lead mailing list <bullymml@lis~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Big Sale Today, Free StuIt, Author Events, Etc. 

Greetings from the Bull’s Head! 

HALF PRICE SALE BOOKS 
Today, outside the store in the Pit, we have several tables loaded with 
bargain priced books For today only, all of those books are half off 
of the sale price. 

FRI:.[g %5~MP[RE FANG S[ 

The Bull’s tteadless Bookshop is giving away free vampire :[’gangs to every 

ghoul and boy. They’re right beside our terri(ying Halloween display at 

the front of the store. 

More signed copies of Carolina Basketball now in stock! Adam Lucas came 
by yesterday and signed more copies of his new book Carolina 
Basketball, with a Foreword by Dean Smith and and Afterword by Roy 
Williams. This is TItE essential book for any fan of UNC Basketball 20% 
off at the Bull’s Head 

Author Events: 

Nov. 3 Hannah Gill, "The Latino Migration t:.xperience in North 
Carolina: New" Roots in the Old North State", 3:3()pm. 

Nov. 10 Theda Perdue, "North American Indians: A Very Short 
Introduction", 3:30pm. 

Nov. 11 - Michael Chitwood, "Poor-Mouth Jubilee", 3:30pm. 

Nov-. 16 Carol Sklenicka, "Raymond Cal~-el: A Writer’s Life", 3:30pro. 

Nov. 17 - Bland Simpson, "The Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sotmd 
Country", 4pra. 

Dec. 1 Charlene Regester, "African American Actresses: The Struggle 
for Visibility, 1900--1.o60", 3:30pm. 

Dec. 6 - Michele NolTis, Co-host of iXT°R’s All Things Considered, "The 
Grace of Silence: A Memoir", 3:30pm. Event will be held in 111 Carroll 
Hall. 

Dec. 8 - The Grinch in English & Latin! The Bull’s Head Bookshop’s 
annual bi-lingual reading of the Dr. Seuss classic How- the Grinch Stole 
Cl’uistmas, performed in English by professor emeritus Tom Stumpf and in 
Latin by our very own George Morgan Free cookies and hot chocolate for 
all! 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28008546-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~store.unc.edu 

Friday, October 29, 2010 10:24 AM 

Bulls t lead mailing list <bullymml@lis~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Big Sale Today, Free StuIt, Author Events, Etc. 

Greetings from the Bull’s Head! 

HALF PRICE SALE BOOKS 
Today, outside the store in the Pit, we have several tables loaded with 
bargain priced books For today only, all of those books are half off 
of the sale price. 

FREE %5~MP[RE FANG S[ 

The Bull’s tteadless Bookshop is giving away free vampire :[’gangs to every 

ghoul and boy. They’re right beside our terri(ying Halloween display at 

the front of the store. 

More signed copies of Carolina Basketball now in stock! Adam Lucas came 
by yesterday and signed more copies of his new book Carolina 
Basketball, with a Foreword by Dean Smith and and Afterword by Roy 
Williams. This is TItE essential book for any fan of UNC Basketball 20% 
off at the Bull’s Head 

Author Events: 

Nov. 3 Hannah Gill, "The Latino Migration Experience in North 
Carolina: New" Roots in the Old North State", 3:3()pm. 

Nov. 10 Theda Perdue, "North American Indians: A Very Short 
Introduction", 3:30pm. 

Nov. 11 - Michael Chitwood, "Poor-Mouth Jubilee", 3:30pm. 

Nov-. 16 Carol Sklenicka, "Raymond Cal~-el: A Writer’s Life", 3:30pro. 

Nov. 17 - Bland Simpson, "The Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sotmd 
Country", 4pra. 

Dec. 1 Charlene Regester, "African American Actresses: The Struggle 
for Visibility, 1900--1.o60", 3:30pm. 

Dec. 6 - Michele Noms, Co-host of NT°R’s All Things Considered, "The 
Grace of Silence: A Memoir", 3:30pm. Event will be held in 111 Carroll 
Hall. 

Dec. 8 - The Grinch in English & Latin! The Bull’s Head Bookshop’s 
annual bi-lingual reading of the Dr. Seuss classic How- the Grinch Stole 
Cl’uistmas, performed in English by professor emeritus Tom Stumpf and in 
Latin by our very own George Morgan Free cookies and hot chocolate for 
all! 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-28008546-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 4, 2011 8:35 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Participants Needed: Simple Decisions 3 

We are looking for participants to help us with our research into 
decision-making. As a participant you will spend approximately 20-30 
minutes to complete a study in our lab. 
Location: Kenan-Flagler Behavioral Lab, McColl 4402/4404 
Duration: 20-30 minutes 
Pay: $4 
IRB #11-0032 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral IRB on January 24,2011. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"no_reply@unc.edu" <no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 1:23 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

Notification of Update to Application Information 

Dear Corey L Holliday: 

This is notification that James Sams has updated their application information or added/updated documents for the following EPA 
recruitment: 

Recruitment ID: 2500436 
Position Title: Assistant Coach 
Department: Ath Football Office 

Please share this information with members of the Search Committee. 

ff you have questions, please contact the University’s Equal Employment Opportunity Office at (919) 966-3576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply @unc. edu> 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 9:26 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Dental Floss Study 

Do you want to participate in a Dental Floss study? 

The purpose of this research study is to compare methods of cleaning 
between the teeth. The study will last 2-3 weeks and require 2-3 study 
visits. 

You may be eligible to participate in a research study if you: 

&#61558;    Are not affiliated with a dental research institution 
(School of 

Dentistry) 
&#61558; Are not a Dental student or Dental professional (dental 
administrative 

assistant, hygienist, dentist, dental assistant) 
Are between 18 and 70 years old and in good general &#61558; 

health 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
syndrome, or 

Have at least 20 teeth (excluding 3rd molars/wisdom teeth) 
Are a non-smoker 
Are not pregnant or nursing 
Do not have systemic diseases such as Diabetes, Down’s 

AIDS/HIV 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
medications. 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
trays 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 
&#61558; 

Do not have a cardiac pacemaker or implanted defibrillator 
Do not wear fixed orthodontic appliances (braces) 
Do not require extensive dental treatment 
Do not require antibiotics prior to dental treatment 
Have not used antibiotics in the past 4 months 
Do not use daily anti-inflammatory or anticoagulant 

Do not have extensive crown or bridge work 
Are not currently undergoing tooth whitening or using bleaching 

Do not have any piercing on lips or in mouth 
Have not had a cleaning in the past 4 weeks 
Have not participated in a study in the past 3 weeks 

Participants may receive up to $150 for successful study completion. 
To learn how you can be in this study, please visit our website at 

ohealthcerlter.com! to become part of our participant 
registry or email kristi_laan@dentistry.unc.ed 

Approved by UNC IRB: 02/07/2011 
IRB #10-2329 
This email is sponsored by: The Dental Research Center 

This email is sponsored by: Dental Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:~#!m~,.m~coedu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 10, 2011 8:35 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Paid Brain Imaging Research Study 

We are currently recruiting healthy volunteer participants for 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and brain wave (EEG) 
studies of the neural mechanisms of attention and performance. 
Participants should be 18-30 years of age, with 20/20 (or 
corrected-to-20/20) vision, and should have no known history of 
neurological injury or disease. Participants will receive financial 
compensation for their time. 

For further information, please contact the Hopfinger Lab at 
(919)843-4930 or unc.brainmap@gmail.com. 

Department of Psychology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. This study has been approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) (study #09-0535; approved March 9, 2010). 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:i/rm~ amc.edt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 10, 2011 9:29 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 
INFORMATIONAL: Subjects needed for Psoriasis Research Study 

Are you interested in being in a research study to see if an approved 
psoriasis medication can help cardiovascular health? 

Subjects must: 

* Be age 18-55 

* Have moderate to severe psoriasis 

* Not have used biologic medications in the last 12 months 
Biologic medications include: 

Amevive (alefacept) 
Enbrel (etanercept) 
Humira (adalimumab) 
Remicade (infliximab) 
Simponi (golimumab) 
Stelara (ustekinumab) 

* Meet all other exclusion criteria 

Subjects will: 
* Receive approved medication at no cost 

* Receive a stipend for participation 

* Receive laboratory testing at no cost 

* Receive cardiovascular function testing at no cost 

For more information, please contact: 
Erika Hanami, CCRC 
UNC Dermatology, CB 7287 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7287 
Phone: 919-843-5126 
Email: erika_hanami@med.unc, edu 

This study has been approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review 
Board at UNC-CH on 7-2-2010. IRB#:10-0021 

This email is sponsored by: The UNC-Department of Dermatology 

This email is sponsored by: Dermatology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 10, 2011 9:50 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Priority Registration for Fall 2011 

In December 2007 the Faculty Council of the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill adopted a Policy for Priority Registration. The 
University Registrar announces the membership of the Priority 
Registration Advisory Committee and the process and timeline for 
submitting requests for priority registration on behalf of student 
groups FOR FALL EARLY REGISTRATION. 

The official responsible for students who are potentially eligible for 
priority registration will send the Registrar an application form along 
with a list of students who are recommended for priority registration 

NOT LATER THAN MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21,2011. Complete details are 

available on the Registrar’s website. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the University Registrar 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 11,2011 8:36 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Chancellor’s Awards Deadline Extended 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: Chancellor Holden Thorp requests your nominations 
of our most outstanding students for the Chancellor’s Awards for 
Excellence in Student Activities and Leadership. The deadline for 
nominations has been extended until 5:00 p.m. Friday, February 18, 2011. 

A full letter of request detailing the intent of these awards, and the 
online nomination form, can be found at 
www.unc.edu/chancellorsawards/nom.html. For further information, see 
the website or contact Tammy Lambert, 966-3128, lambert2@email.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@UNC.EDU> 

Monday, February 21,2011 8:39 PM 

cholliday@UNC.EDU 

INFORMATIONAL: Participants Needed: Video Games and Decision Making 

Research subjects are needed for a research study on video games and 
decision making. 

You may be eligible to participate in this study if you are: 
- over 18 years of age 
- a student or employee of UNC-Chapel Hill 
- an English-speaker 
- capable of operating a computer without assistance. 

Men and women who meet the above criteria will be eligible to 
participate. Participants will be asked to complete a computerized task 
for approximately 30 minutes while their responses are recorded. 
Participants will be compensated for their participation. 

For more information, please visit the Center for Decision Research 
website: www.c4dr.unc.edu 

IRB #:11-0129 

Approving body: UNC Behavioral IRB 

Date of approval: 2/14/11 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 21,2011 9:24 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Research Study About Asthma and the Environment 

This observational study will measure the effects of daily variations in 
outdoor air pollution levels on asthma symptoms, lung function, markers 
of inflammation, and heart rate variability. Currently we are seeking 
volunteers with physician-diagnosed severe but well-controlled asthma 
who are between the ages of 18 and 75. Study participants will wear 
heart monitors for five 24-hour periods and will keep diaries of their 
activities and asthma or respiratory symptoms. Ambient air will be 
assessed through state operated monitoring stations. Please see 
www.epastudies.org. Compensation is provided. 
Approved November 20, 2009 by the Office of Human Research Ethics, 
Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB 07-1438: Title: Mechanisms 
by which Air Pollutants Exacerbate Mild and Severe Asthmatics. 
This email is sponsored by: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Environmental Public Health Division (formerly Human Studies Division) 
located on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. 

This email is sponsored by: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:i/m3,.tmc.edt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 2:41 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Nov 11 13:24:46 2010 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Friday, November 5, 2010 10:17 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymal@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

1/2 price on art books at Bull’s Head 

This Is Not a Pipe 

50% off all art and photography books at the Bull’s Head Bookshop. 
Coffee table, criticism, cutting edge, traditional. 

Call 962-5060 for more mfolrnation. 

Upcoming Authors/Events: 

Nov. 10 Theda Perdue, "North American Indians: A VeW Short 
Introduction", 3:3()pm. 

Nov. 11 - Michael Chitwood, "Poor-Mouth Jubilee", 3:30pm 

Nov 17 - Bland Simpson, "The Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sound 
Countw’, 4pro. 

Nov 18 Carol Sklenicka, "Raymond Carver: A Writer’s Life", 3:30pro’, 

Dec. I Charlene Regester, "African American Actresses: ’]’he Struggle 
for Visibility, 1900--1960", 3:3()pm. 

Dec. 6 - Michele Norris, Co-host of ]x’PR’s All Things Considered, "The 
Grace of Silence: A Memoir", 3:3()pm. Event will be held in 111 Carroll 
ttall 

Dec. 8 - The Grinch in English & Latin! The Bull’s Head Bookshop’s 
annual bi-lingual reading of the Dr. Seuss classic How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas, performed in English by professor emeritus Tom Stumpf and in 
Latin by our very own George _Morgan. Free cookies and hot chocolate for 
allt 

All events are free and open to the public and are held at the Bull’s 
Head Bookshop in UNC Students Stores unless noted otherwise. Call 
962-5060 with questions. 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28058446-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@mxp2 Jsis.unc.edu 

Friday, November 5, 2010 1:26 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[genera]t~ulty] Call [br noms: EdwaJcd Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award (deadline Nov 19th) 

Call for Nominations, 2011 Edward Kidder Graham Award 
November 5, 2010 

Dear Colleagues: 

On behalf of the faculty Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards, I invite your nominations for the 2011 Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award. 

The Edward Kidder Graham Award was established last spring by __R__e___s__o__[_u___t_!_o___n____2___O___l___O__-__2_ of the Faculty Council. The first annual award will be presented at the 2011 

University Day Convocation to recognize outstanding service by a member of the faculty. The award calls to remembrance President Graham’s ambition to "to 

make the campus co-extensive with the boundaries of the State," in the context of the University’s modern mission to extend knowledge-based service. 

Any active member of the faculty is eligible, including those who are participating in the phased-retirement program. 

Nominations, together with supporting statements, must be received in the Office of Faculty Governance no later than Friday, November 19, 2010. Electronic 

submissions are encouraged. Please send materials to: 

Office of Faculty Governance 

CB# 9170 

Fax: 919-962-5479 

Email: anne whisnant@unc.edu 

Members of the CommiLtee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards are Professors Bland Simpson (Chair), Alice Ammerman, Robert Anthony, Kathie Harris, Lloyd 

Kramer, Gene Nichol, and Joseph Ferrell (ex officio). Please contact Anne Whisnant, me, or any other member of the committee if you have questions about 

eligibility or process. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

jsferre/@emai!_!mc.edu 

¯ -- You are cmTently subscribed to 

generaJfaculty as: srnutima(~email.unc.e&B. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu,’u?id 31722611.aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfacul~&o~8059909 or send a blank email to 

leave-28059909- 31722611 .aa8bc3 b0b273a84af5 b9bbd5b65c 52e9(~listserv.uuc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ConnectCarolina Training --~connectcaxolina traJning@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 7:37 PM 

ConnectCaxolina TraiNng <connectcarolina traiNng@unc.edu-~ 

FERPA and ConnectCaxolina 

Congratulations on passing the university’s FERPA training. This training is required prior to being granted access to view student information in any university 

student system. If you are waiting for access to ConnectCarolina and have not received it within 72 hours of this notice, please submit a Help request to 

ConnectCarolina Security at https:i!www.unc.eduiar--biniwebsub!index.pl or by calling 962-HELP (962-4357). The actual access you are granted in ConnectCarolina 

will be determined by your job function. 

Regards, 

The ConnectCarolina Training Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 2:43 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Nov 11 13:24:46 2010 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 9:34 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymal@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Half Price Art Books, Aufl~or Events 

Greetings Bull’s Headers, 

Right now, all books in our Art, Photography and Architecture sections 
are 50% off There are some really great books in there, take advantage 
because this sale will definitely not last long. 

This week we’ve got Theda Perdue on Wednesday and Michael Chitwood on 
Thursday. 

Nov. 10 Theda Perdue, "North American Indians: A Very Short 
Introduction", 3:3()pro. 

Nov. 11 - Michael Chitwood, "Poor-Mouth Jubilee", 3:30pm 

Nov 17 - Bland Simpson, "The Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sound 
Country", 4pro. 

Nov 18 Carol Sklenicka, "Raymond Carver: A Writer’s Life", 3:30pro’, 

Dec. I Charlene Regester, "African American Actresses: ’]’he Struggle 
for Visibility, 1900--1960", 3:3()pm. 

Dec. 6 - Michele Norris, Co-host of NPR’s All Things Considered, "The 
Grace of Silence: A Memoir", 3:3()pm. Event will be held in 111 Carroll 
ttall 

Dec. 8, 4pm - ’]7he Grinch in English & Latin[ The Bull’s Head Bookshop’s 
annual bi-lingual reading of the Dr. Seuss classic How- the Grinch Stole 
Cl~istmas, performed in English by professor emeritus Tom Stumpf and in 
Latin by our very own George _Morgan. Free cookies and hot chocolate for 
all! 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28084287-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:42 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Thu Nov 11 13:24:46 2010 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robb’s Independent Book Supply ~:Robb s Independent BookSupply@nlail.vresp.com> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 7:52 AM 

Mufima, Sinmnenye A -<smu’6ma@email.unc.edu> 

Textbook Adoptions Follow Up 

i~ pubfisMng I header.jpg 

Click to view this email in a browser 

New and Used Textbooks Needed 

This email is to follow up on my recent visit to UNC looking for any 

[ex[books that are not in use. Many professors advised me [ilat book 

adoptions are done in October and to check back wit~ you after that time 

which is the reason for this email. 

I am in the Greensboro/Chapel Hiii area this week ’visiting campuses and 

÷ I want [o make centac, with yo to see if you have any te:<l:beok.,; now that 

yOU [10 ion,.~E!r neE!d 

::~i Vertical Respcnse Biz Card Pics 001 

I pay cas~ for any books I can use, and 

if you can send me the ISBN(s) in advance i wiii let you knowwhat I can 

offer you for your book(s) iamlookmgforoldeditien~unadopted~orjust 

generally any books l:ha[ you have lhat are riot it, use. I will provide these 

books to schools where they can still be used so their students can have 

used books available for purchase Pieas emaii me with any questions. I 

look feP,,vard to seeing you. 

Th a n ks, 

Tomi Robb 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Robb’s Independent Book Supply 

2013 Bishops Bridge Rd 

Knoxville, Tennessee 37922 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

% 

[ ~.. Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... P] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Friday, November 12, 2010 12:08 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymal@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Last Day of Art Books Sale! 

Today is the last day to get 50% off all books in our Art, Photograph?- 
and Architecture sections. The Bull’s Head closes at 8pm. 

Upcoming Events 

Nov 17 - Bland Simpson, "The Coasts of Carolina: Seaside to Sound 
Count~i’, 4pm. 

Nov 18 Carol Sklenicka, "Raymond Carver: A Writer’s Life", 3:30pm. 

Dec. I Charlene Regester, "African American Actresses: ’]’he Struggle 
for Visibility, 1900--1960", 3:3()pm. 

Dec. 6 - Michele Norris, Co-host of ]x’PR’s All Things Considered, "The 
(;race of Silence: A Memoir", 3:3()pm. Event will be held in 111 Carroll 
Hall 

Dec. 8, 4pm - ’]?he Grinch in English & Latin[ The Bull’s Head Bookshop’s 
annual bi-lingual reading of the Dr. Seuss classic How the Orinch Stole 
Christmas, performed in English by professor emeritus Tom Stumpf and in 
Latin by our veW own George Mi~rgan. Free cookies and hot chocolate for 
all! 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28110227-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@mxpl.isis.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 12:10 AM 

General Faculty <generalfacnlty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[general t~c ulty] Friday deadli ne for two taculty awaxds (Graham mad Gardner) 

Faculty Colleagues: 

Nominations are being accepted through this Friday, November 19, for two major faculty awards: the 2011 Edward Kidder Graham Award (a brand new award 

recognizing outstanding service by a member of the facul~) and the 2011 Oliver Max Gardner Awmd (a UNC- systenl awaxd recognizing the faculty member who, in 

the current academic year, "has made the greatest contribution to the welfare of the humau race.") 

Full information on both awaxd~ including instructions on how to submit nominations, is available online: 

¯ Edward Kidder Grahmn Award (deadline November 19th ) 

¯ O. Max Gardner Award (deadline November 19th ) 

The Faculty Committee on Honorms~ Degrees and Special Awmds selects the winners of the Graham Award and the UNC campus’s nominee for the Gardner Award. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me in the Office of Facnlty Governance if you have questions. 

Best regards, 

Anne Whisnmlt 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 
Director of Reseasch, Communications, and Programs 

Office of Faculb" Governance 

CB# 9170 

Can Building 203 

230 E. Cameron Avenue 

Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 9170 

919-962-1671 

anne whisnan ,~unc.edu 

http:/iwww.unc.ed a/faculty/t~ccoun 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculb~ as: smutima(dbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lisnts.unc.edu/u?id 31722611 .aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfaculty&o~8146025 or send a blank emaJl to 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 1:25 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.uuc.edu-~ 

Holiday Cards Sale//Raymond Carver Today at 3:30pm 

Over-Enthusiastic-Buyer-Sale: too many boxed holiday cards gotta 
go..50% off selected cards while the?- last. And there’s a lot of them. 

Today at 3:30: 
Carol Sklenicka, author of the award-winning "Raymond Carver: A 
Writer’s Life." In the Bull’s Head. Free and open to the public 

Mark your calendars: 
Michele Norris, co-host of All Things Considered, reads from her book 
"The Grace of Silence" at Carroll Hall on 12/6 at 3:30 Sponsored by 
the Bull’s Head. 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to [eave-28150885-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemaJlserver.com on behalf of 

Nildaus Steiner (UNC Center for Global Initiatives) <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 1:22 PM 

Mutima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

Would you like a free coW oftlle CGI 2011 Calendar? 

Dear Alphonse: 

The Center for Global Initiatives is proud to present our 2011 Calendar. You can view sample pages at the bottom of this email. And yes, the 
traditional grid is back. 

In this time of tight budgets, we want to ensure that our calendar is only mailed to those who want it. 

If you would like a free copy of the calendar, JUST CLICK HERE (no form or typing required) and a copy will be automatically mailed to you. 

Thank you for all the global work you do at UNC. 

Best, 
Niklaus 

If you have trouble with the link above, please copy and paste this full link into your web browser. 

httbs://uncodum.qualtrics.comfv~lRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q_SS=eo! F2Ss9 DoVSmq0_eSSr UZn EeBjwG JC&_=! 





i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~ii~ii~iiiii~iiiii~!ii~i~!~i~ii?ii~!ii~i~i~i~!i~i~ii~!~i~i~i~?!ii!i~!iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 

CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 

tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus steiner 
http://cgi.unc.edu I http://facebook.com/unccgi Ihttp://twitter.com/uncogi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@qemaJlserver.com on behalf of 

Survey Response Thank You <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 1:17 PM 

Mulima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you for requesting the 2011 CGI Calendar’. 

Dear Alphonse: 

This is confirmation that you have opted in to receive our 2011 CGI Calendar. 
We’ll mail you a calendar at the begining of December the address at the end of this message. 
We also want to make sure you know of the opportunity to create a Faculty Working Group with support from the Center for Global Initiatives. 
With up to $4,000 per academic year, these groups meet regularly to critique scholarly works, host visiting speakers, organize conferences, 

develop grant proposals, and embed research into the curriculum. Learn more here: http://cgi.unc.edu/fundinq/working-groups.html 

And, would you please take a minute to update your brief biographical sketch in UNC Ds database that highlights the international expertise 
of its faculty? It is designed to help you connect with colleagues across campus and around the world. 
CLICK HERE, and simply click the ’login’ button near the top right corner of the screen and on the next page enter your UNC ONYEN and 
password. Then simply complete the fields; questions include languages spoken, recent publications, research interests and educational 
background. 

Thank you! 

Center for Global Initiatives 

Your calendar will be sent to: 
Alphonse Mutima 
African and AfroAmerican Studies 
Campus Box 3395 
Carolina Campus 

If your address is incorrect, please contact c¢liCb.unc.edu immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead@ stom.unc.edu 

Monday, November 29, 2010 7:52 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymail@lisqserv.m~c.edu> 

30% Oil" Everything Today at "the Bull’s Head Bookshop 

Today only, all Bull’s Head merch is 30% offthe original price. 

In addition, all UNC clothing and gifts in L,~’C Student Stores is 30% off 

The store is open from 7:30am-8pm Call 962-5060 with questions. 

This sale cannot be combined with any other current sale, discount or coupon. 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead@ stom.unc.edu 

Monday, November 29, 2010 9:23 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@lisqserv.m~c.edu> 

Half Price Bargain Books - Today Only! 

In addition to our huge 30% off evewthing in the store sale, for today 
only, all of our bargain books are haft off the sticker price. 

All bargain books are on the tables in the back of the store. There are 
some really great discounted books, and for today only, they’re all 
half off of the already reduced price 

Store open from 7:30am-8pm. 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@emaiLunc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28202915-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~ store.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 10:00 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Charlene Regester - At~can American Actres~s - Today, 3:30pm 

Today at 3:30pm, Charlene Regester, associate professor of African and 
Afro-American Studies at UNC, will be at the Bull’s Head to share from 
her new book African American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility, 
1900 1960, with video clips from select films discussed in the book. 

"In this important work, Charlene Regester brings into J2~cus the lives 
and careers of representative black women actresses in tlollywood across 
generational divides in order to reposltion them beyond the confining 
shadow of otherness and marginali~ The sum result is a re-telling and 
correction of history." -- Au&ey McCluskey, Indiana University 
Bloomington 

Nine actresses, from Madame SuM;e-Wan in Birth of a Nation (1915) to 
Ethel Waters in Member of the Wedding (1952), are profiled m African 
American Actresses. Charlene Regester poses questions about prevailing 
racial politics, on-screen and off-screen identities, and black stardom 
and white stardom She reveals how these women fought for their roles 
as well as what the?’ compromised (or didn’t compromise) Regester 
reposiuons these actresses to highlight their contributions to cinema 
in the first haft of the 20th century, taking an informed theoretical, 
historical, and critical approach 

Charlene Regester is Associate Professor of African and Afro-American 
Studies at the Universi~ of North Carolina Chapel Hill. She is 
c o-editor of the Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter and serves on the 
editorial board of the Journal of Fihn and Video. 

-- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutiraa@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
eraail to leave-28221914-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739cc4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.~mc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~ store.unc .edu 

Monday, December 6, 2010 8:10 AIvl 

Bulls t lead mailing list <bullymml@lis~erv.unc.edu-~ 

TODAY - Michele Norris, Co-host of NPR’s All Things Considered, 3:30pm, Carroll Hall 

The Bull’s Head is hosting Michele NolTis, co-host of NPR’s All Things 
Considered, in 111 Carroll Hall today at 3:30pm to share from and sign 
copies of her new memoir The Grace of Silence. 

Books for sale at the event are 20% offthe publisher’s price All 
proceeds go to support student scholarships. 

"The Grace of Silence is an insightful, elegant rendering of how the 
history of an American family illuminates the history of our country." 

Toni Mon-ison 

Most will know Non-is’s name from her exceptional journalism career. 
She has served as a correspondent for ABC News, and has reported for 
the Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, and the Los Angeles Times on 
education, pover~, and numerous other social issues She is a frequent 
guest on NBC’s Meet the Press and The Chris Matthews Show. And her 
voice is heard by millions every weekday as co-host of NPR’s All Things 
Considered 

Last year Norris was named "Journalist of the Year" by the National 
Association of Black Journalists. NABJ recognized her for her be@ of 
work and particularly for her coverage of the 2008 presidential 
campaign, during which she covered both conventions, anchored 
multi-hour debates, election and inauguration live broadcasts, and, 
with Steve Inskeep, moderated a series of li~ank conversations with 
w~ters on the intersection of race and politics 

It was that award-winning series, "The York Project: Race and the 2008 
Vote," which planted the seed J2~r The Grace of Silence. Originally 
intending to write a book that continued those discussions, Norris 
found herself unexpectedly confronting hard truths about her own 
family’s racial history that had been left unsaid by her parents from 
her father’s shooting by the Birmingham police within weeks of his 
discharge from service in World War II to her gran&nother’s work as an 
itinerant Aunt Jemima peddling pancake mix. 

Extraordinary for Nunis’s candor, The Grace of Silence is informed by 
interviews with ordinary Americans and wise observations about evolving 
attitudes, at once encouraging and disturbing, toward race in America. 
It is a book that asks the difficult question, "How well do you know 
the people who raised you?" and answers it in a powerful, honest, and 
deeply moving way that will serve as a model for us all to take up the 
question with our families, corruntmities, and country. 

"History at its best is about telling stories stories about people who 
lived before, about events in the past that create the contours of the 
present. By studying the lives of others, we hope that we, the living, 
can learn from their struggles and triunlphs. In the hands of a gifted 
storyteller, a nremoir beconres nmre than a chronicle of the writer’s 
life. It becomes the history of a time and a place. So it is with this 
magnificent memoir~ne of the most eloquent, moving and insightful 
memoirs I have ever read." - Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Doris 
Kearns Goodwin 

"A soaring memoir that pays powerful tribute to the quiet and dignified 
heroes among us. Norris’ remarkable family, and her courageous journey 
to tell their story, creates an inspiring portrait of America that will 
stay with you forever. I loved this book" ~ave Isay, founder of 
StoryCorps 

"Michele Norris takes us on a riveting personal journey from north to 
south and back again through the tangled landscape of race in 
America and teaches anew about the pain and possibilities of our past 
and future." ~om Brokaw 

"In this exquisite memoir, Michele B-orris turns her formidable powers 
of interviewing and storytelling onto her toughest subjects: herself, 
her family, and this country’s scar tissue. What follows is a journey 
of discovery into some of the darkest corners and brightest stars of 
the greatest generation The Grace of Silence is sometimes raw, often 
gripping, and always graceful A remarkably moving and enriching 
experience." ~ichard Wolffe 

This event is sponsored by the Bull’s Head Bookshop, located in the UNC 
Student Stores on the campus of U~’~’C-CH. All events at the Bull’s Head 
are free and open to the public. Call 919-962-5060 with questions 



--- You are currently subscribed to bully:nail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 3:45 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

The Gfinch! Performed in English & Latin at the Bull’s Head - Free Cookies and Hot Chocolate! 

The Bull’s Head Bookshop’s annual bilingual reading of the Dr. Seuss 
classic ttnw the Grinch Stole Christmas will take place tomorrow! 
Wednesday, Dec 8th at 4pm. 

Professor emeritus Tom Stumpf will read boomingly in English and our 
own George Morgan will read soothingly in Latin. With images from the 
book projected on screen. 

This event is a favorite [’or young and old (and in-between), with free 
cookies and hot chocolate ]2)r all! Show up earl?’ to get a good seat; 
there have been large crowds in the past 

All eventa at the Bull’s Head are flee and open to the public Call 
962-5060 with questions. 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymai[ as: smutima@email uric edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@mxp0.isis.unc.edu 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 12:34 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[generalti~culty] December Commencement Inlbnnation tbr Faculty, from Chair of the Faculty McKay Coble 

December 9, 2010 

Dear Colleagues, 

Our mid-year commencement ceremony will be held on Sunday, December 19 at 2:00 p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. There are fewer graduates in December 

than in May, and the number of associated family and friends present is correspondingly smaller. As a result you can play a large role in the life of December 2010 

UNC graduates by joining the faculty who attend this climactic event. 

As has been the campus tradition, one of our own will be the commencement speaker. Professor Geoffrey Sayre-McCord, Morehead Alumni Distinguished 

Professor of Philosophy, will deliver the commencement address. A member of the philosophy faculty since 1985, Sayre-McCord has chaired the department for 10 

years. He is the founding co-director of UNC’s philosophy, politics and economics program and a member of the advisory board of the Parr Center, which takes on a 

broad range of ethical issues. He has twice won UNC’s Tanner Award for Teaching Excellence, in 1987 and 2005. 

Sayre-McCord specializes in moral theory and metaethics (which explores the nature and status of moral thought). His articles in scholarly journals have examined 

criminal justice and legal reparations, the relevance of ignorance to the demands of morality, the justification of moral beliefs and the reasons people have to be 

moral. He edited the books Essays on Moral Realism (Cornell University Press, 1988) and Hume: Moral Philosophy (Hackett, 2006). His current research focuses on 

the nature of normative concepts, evolution and morality and Adam Smith’s theory of moral sentiments; he lectured on the latter last year at Oxford University 

and the Australian National University. 

The conferral of degrees is the culmination of years of investment by everyone associated with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We invite you to 

participate in the faculty procession with or without regalia. Faculty members will assemble at 1:30 p.m. in the Press Room of the Smith Center. Use Entry D and 

take the elevator down to the main floor. Marshals will direct you to the room. Parking is available in the Koury Lot adjacent to the Smith Center. Full details are 

online at ~h~t~t~p~;/~/~W~W~W~.~u~n~c~:~e~d~u~/~c~m~m~e~n~c~e~n~e~n~t~. If you have questions, please contact Jane Smith at jane_smith@unc.edu. 

As the curtain falls on another successful semester, please consider joining in this December commencement celebration. 

Sincerely yours, 

i~i 
Description: Description: 

Coblesig 

McKay Coble 

Chair of the Faculty 

.h...t..tp.:~././..~....~....~..:..u...n...~.:..e...d..u../.La...~..u.Lt.~Lf.a...c...~..~...u...~.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-28307857-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@ameficmldiplomacy.org> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 9:53 AM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

New Material tbs~ted on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 
New material has just been posted on our website (http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsidiplomat/). 
It features new articles and commentaries on Norway’s soft power and on Iran’s nuclear ambitions; as well as Foreign Service Life vignettes on a remarkable Dutch colonial administrator’s 
legacy and on the experiences of an American press attach~ in Cold War Moscow 

We review and link to intemet articles on contempora~z cyberwarfare, electro-magnetic pulses and Korea; as well as a speech on American "crusades and quagmires." 

Books reviewed include an in-depth look at Byzantium’s grand strategy with lessons for the U S; an assessment of American tbreign policy as "delusional"; and an analysis of American 
power and its future in the Indian Ocean. 

This will be our last update for 2010 We wish you happy holidays and a productive, enjoyable New Year. American Diplomacy will return with a new posting on January 11,2011 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 12:31 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

*25% Off Fxerything at "the Bull’s Head on Friday* 

Happy Holidays from the Bull’s Head-- 

’]7his Friday, Dec 17th, eye.thing in the Bull’s Head is 25% uff the 
original price! 

Apart from our extensive and varied selectiun uf bouks, we also have 
huliday cards (boxed and individual), mugs, calendars, moleskine 
journals and planners, t-shirts, extend-able forks; in short, [uts of 
great things tu gift tu your loved unes (and yuurselO fur the hulidays. 

Store huurs Friday are 7:30am-8pm ’]’he 25% off sale cannot be cumbined 
with any other current sales, cuupons, discounts, etc. In-store 
purchases only, in stock items only. 

In additiun, all UNC cluthing and gifts in UNC Student Stores are alsu 
25% off[ Check the facebuok event page fur rnure deals at Student Stores 
this Friday 
http://www.facebouk cum/home.php?#[/event.php?eid 167856656585205 

The Bull’s ttead Boukshup 
919-962-5060 
twitter, com/bullsheadbooks 
www.f accbook, com/pages/Bulls-Head-Bookshop/14802079126 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smmima@eruail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Friday, December 17, 2010 9:00 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

25% OffFxerything - Today Only - Half Price Sale Books 

Happy Holidays from the Bull’s Head-- 

Today, Dec 17th, evewthing in the Bull’s Head is 25 % off the original price! 

In addition, all of our bargain books are half offthe sale price! Look 
for these books on the tables in the back of the store. 

Apart from our extensive and varied selection of books, we also have 
holiday cards (boxed and individual), mugs, calendars, moleskine 
journals and plalmers, t-shirts, extend-able forks; in short, lots of 
great things to gift to your loved ones (and yourself) for the holidays 

Store hours Friday are 7:30am-Spin. The 25% off sale cannot be combined 
with any other current sales, coupons, discounts, etc. In-store 
purchases only, in stock items only 

In addition, all UNC clothing and gifts in UNC Student Stores are also 
25% of!! Check the facebook event page for more deals at Student Stores 
this Friday’. 
http:i/www fiacebook.comJhome php?#t/event php?eid 167856656585205 

’]7he Bull’s Head Bookshop 

919-%2-5060 

twitter, corn/bulls headbooks 

www.faceboo k.conwpages/Bu]ls-H ead-[3ookshopi14802079126 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymai[ as: smutima@email unc edu. To tmsubscribe send a blank 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

123Greefings.com <ecards@ 123greefings.com> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 4:16 AM 

Mufima, Sinmnenye A <snm’6ma@email.unc.edu> 

maJlory.minter@gmail.com has sent you a business ecmd. 

Mallory Minter [mallory minter@gmail.com] just sent you an ecard from 123Greetings.corn 

You can view it by clicking here: 
http:L/www 123greetings.corn/send/view/12121310818803732766 

Using our new tracking feature, you can now view all the ecards received by you in the last 30 days 

Click on the link below or copy & paste the link into your browser’s address bar. 

http :/iwww. 123 greetings.com/colmect/track/msg-15 

Or if you prefer, you can go to http :/iwww. 123greetings.corn/and type your ecard number (12121310818803732766) in the "Search Box" at the top right of the page. 

Your ecard is going to be with us for the next 30 days 

Using our newly launched 123Greetings Invites, you can now- create and send invitations, track RSVP and edit or delete your events. To know more click on the link below or copy & paste it 
into your browser’s address bar. 
http :/iwww. 123greetings. COl.’invites/ 

If you need any help in viewing your ecard or any other assistance, 
please visit our ttelp/FAQ section at: http:i/help 123greetings.cor!! 

We hope you enjoy your ecard, 

Your friends at 123Greetings corn 
http:i/www 123~reetin~s corn 

We respect your privacy. You will not be receiving any promotional emails li’om us 
because of this ecard To view our privacy policy, click on the link below: 

http ://info. 123 ~reetings corn/company/privacy policy html 

Note: This is an auto generated mail. Please do not reply. 

If you have any other problem please contact us by clicking on the following link: 
http://he[p 123greetings.corn/contact us.htm[ 

This emai[ was sent by 123Greetings.corn, Inc, 1674 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@mxp0.isis.unc.edu 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 11:47 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[generaJfaculty] Call for Nominalions, 2012 Honolary Degrees (deadline January, 21st) 

December 21, 2010 

To the General Faculty 

Dear Colleagues: 

The Cornmittee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for honorary degrees to be awarded at Commencement 2012. A maximum of 

five awards is authorized {six if the Commencement speaker is included). Those so honored are nominated by the committee, recommended by the Faculty 

Council, and approved by the Board of Trustees. Awards are not conferred in absentia or posthumously. 

We seek to honor people who have rendered outstanding service to humanity in the world arena, in our nation, in the American South, or our State of North 

Carolina; people who have made outstanding contributions to knowledge in the world of scholarship; people whose talent and creativity in the world of the arts 

has enriched our lives; and people whose devotion to and support of our University merits our highest recognition. Members of the Board of Governors or staff of 

The University of North Carolina or any of its constituent institutions are not eligible. These persons become eligible two years after termination of such status. 

~,__ r_.o_ s__t_e__r_._o_ f_ ~_a_.s_t____r.e_c_.! p_! e__n_ _t_s__! s_ ~._o_s__t.e_ d__ o__n___t_ .h_ e__ F__a_ .c_ u_[ t_~_~ .q v__e_ _r_n_.a__0_ c_._e__~._e_b_ s_!_t_ .e_: 
Please include appropriate biographical information and a statement in support of your nominee. Nominators often seek supporting letters from others, but the 

content of such letters, not their number, is what counts. Nominations must be received in the Office of Faculty Governance no later than Friday, January 21, 2011. 

Emailed nominations are encouraged and may be sent to Anne Whisnant in our office at anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Members of the faculty Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards are Professors Bland Simpson (Chair), Alice Ammerman, Robert Anthony, Kathie 

Harris, Lloyd Kramer, Gene Nichol, and Joseph Ferrell (ex officio). Please contact Anne Whisnant, me, or any other member of the committee if you have questions 

about eligibility or process. 

Sincerely yours, 

::X:: Description: Description: I:\OFG 
....... Communications\Signature Files\Ferrellsig.jpg 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

._h.t__t_ .p_ J/_._w_._w_._w_:_u_._n_.c_:_~_ d_._u_._/_f.a_ c_._uJ._ty_/_La_..c_ c_._o_..u_ .n_i_ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfacul~ as: smulima~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lisls.unc.edu/u?id=31722611 .aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n=T&l=generalthculb’&o=28344239 or send a blank emaJl to 

lemTe-28344239- 31722611 .aa8bc3 b0b273a 84af%9bbd5b65c52e9(a)listse rv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

123Greefings.com <ecards@ 123greetings.corn> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 5:21 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <snm’dma@email.unc.e&L> 

Reminder: mallory.minte@gmail.com has sent you a business ecard. 

It’s been a day since Mallory Minter [mallolT.minter@gmail com] sent you an ecard. 

We understand that you might be a bit busy or might have overlooked the email 
So we just wanted to give you a little nudge as a gentle reminder that your ecard is still with us. 

You can view it by clicking here: 
http:/7,a~vw. 123 greetings com/sendJview/12121310818803732766/r 1 

Using our new tracking t?ature, you can now view all the ecards received by you in the last 30 days. 

Click on the link below or copy & paste the link into your browser’s address bar. 
http://www 123greetings.colrdconnect/track/msg-15 

Or if you prefer, you cari go to http://,aavw. 123greetings.corn/and ~1pe your ecard number (12121310818803732766) in the "Search Box" at the top right of the page. 

Using our newly launched 123Greetings Invites, you can now create and send invitations, track RSVP and edit or delete your events To know more click on the link below or copy & paste it 
into your browser’s address bar. 
http ://www 123 ~reetin~s com/invitesicreate/ms~- 17 

If you need any help in viewing your ecard or any other assistance, 
please visit our Help/FAQ section at: http://help. 123~reetin~s corn/ 

We hope you eNoy your ecard, 

Your friends at 123(ireetings.com 
http://www. 123~reetin~s.com 

We respect your privacy. You will not be receiving any promotional emails from us 
because of this ecard. To view our privacy policy, click on the link below: 

http://info.123~reetin~s.com/company/privacy policy.htm[ 

Note: ’]7his is an auto generated mail Please do not reply. 

If you have any other problem please contact us by clicking on the J2~llowing link: 
http://help. 123~reetings com/contact us.html 

This email was sent by 123(ireetings corn, Inc., 1674 Broadway, New" York, NY 10019. 

*********************** SPONSOR MESSAGE ********************** 

Discover your match with a trusted relationship. 
Meet someone beautiful and passionate with highly compatible profiles. 

Visithere:http:/ihitrk.con~/cgi-bin/click.pl?cid l1778A&lid 10292&uid 1 

**************************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 5:04 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A -<smufima@email.unc.e&~> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for tod<,is payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Selxdces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

123Greefings.com <ecards@ 123greetings.com> 

Saturday, December 25, 2010 6:07 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smudma@email.unc.e&L> 

Reminder: Your card farm Mallory Minter is wailing lbr you. 

You have not picked tap your greeting that Mallory Minter [mallory minter@gmail com] sent to you on 21-Dec-2010. 

Click on the following link to view your card and message: 
http:L/www 123 greetings, corn/send/view/12121310818803732766/r4 

Using our new tracking feature, you can now view all the ecards received by you in the last 30 days 

Click on the link below or copy & paste the link into your browser’s address bar. 

http :/iwww. 123 greetings.com/colmect/track/msg-15 

Or if you prefer, you can go to http :/iwww. 123greetings.corn/and type your ecard number (12121310818803732766) in the "Search Box" at the top right of the page. 

Using our newly launched 123Greetings Invites, you can now- create and send invitations, track RSVP and edit or delete your events. To know more click on the link below or copy & paste it 
into your browser’s address bar. 
http :/iwww. 123greetings. COl.’invites/ 

If you need any help in viewing your ecard or any other assistance, 
please visit our Help/FAQ section at: http://help 123~reetin~s.col~’ 

We hope you enjuy your ecard, 

Your friends at 123Greetings cum 
http:i/www 123~reetin~s cure 

We respect yuur privacy. You will nut be receiving any promotional emails l?um us 
because of this ecard To view uur privacy policy, click un the link below: 
http ://info. 123 greetings cum/companv/prlvacy pulicy html 

Note: This is an auto generated mail Please do not reply. 

Ifyuu have any other problem please cuntact us by clicking on the following link: 
http://he[p 123greetings.comicuntact us.htm[ 

’]7his email was sent by 123Greetings.corn, Inc, 1674 Bruadway, New Yurk, NY 10019. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

123Greetings.com <ecards@ 123greetings.corn> 

Wednesday, December 29, 2010 5:11 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smudma@email.unc.e&L> 

malloD,.minter@gmail.com’s ecard is still waiting tbr you. 

This is a gentle reminder for the ecard that [mallow minter@gmail.com] sent you 

It’s been some days and we wanted to make sure you don’t miss out on your ecard & its message 

You can view it by clicking here: 
http:L/www 123 greetings, cona/sencVview/12121310818803732766/r8 

Using our new tracking feature, you can now view all the ecards received by you in the last 30 days 

Click on the link below or copy & paste the link into your browser’s address bar. 

http :/iwww. 123 greetings.com/colmect/track/msg-15 

Or if you prefer, you can go to http :/iwww. 123greetin~s.cona/and type your ecard number (12121310818803732766) in the "Search Box" at the top right of the page. 

Using our newly launched 123Greetings Invites, you can now- create and send invitations, track RSVP and edit or delete your events. To know more click on the link below or copy & paste it 
into your browser’s address bar. 
http :/iwww. 123 ~reetin~s. com/invites/create/ms~- 17 

If you need an?- help in viewing your ecard or an?- other assistance, please visit our Help/FAQ section at: http://help 123~reetin~s com/ 

We hope you eNoy your ecard, 

Your friends at 123(ireetings.com 
http://www. 123~reetin~s.com 

We respect your privacy. You will not be receiving any promotional emails from us because of this ecard To view our privacy policy, click on the link below: 
http ://info. 123 greetings corn/company/privacy policy html 

Note: This is an auto generated mail Please do not reply. 

If you have any other problem please contact us by clicking on the following link: 
http://he[p 123greetings.corn/contact us.htm[ 

’]7his email was sent by 123Greetings.corn, Inc, 1674 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. 

*********************** SPONSOR MESSAGE ********************** 

Discover your match with a trusted relationship 
Meet someone beautilh] and passionate with highly compatible profiles 

Visithere: http://hitrk com/cgi-bir~,click.pl?cid 12327A&lid 10299&uid 5 

**************************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

123Greetings.com <ecards@ 123greetings.corn> 

Friday, December 31, 2010 10:07 PM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smudma@email.unc.e&~> 

ecavd sent 1,~ mallory.minter@gmail.com 

Your ecard ( 12331310313034201667) has been sent to Mallory J~Iint er [mallory minter@gmaih com] on 31-Dec-2010 

We’ll send you an email message when mallow.minter@gmaihcom has seen your ecard. 

View a copy of your ecard at: 
http:L/www 123 greetings, cona/sencVviewi12331310313034201667 

Using our newly launched 123Greetings Invites, you can now create and send invitations, track RSVP and edit or delete your events To know more click on the link below or copy & paste it 
into your browser’s address bar. 
http ://www 123 greetings com/invitesicreate/msg- 16 

You can use the same login credentials to explore more with 123Greetings Connect: 

-Store unlimited contacts. 
-Get birthday and event reminders. 
-Share activity feeds and stay counected. 
-Track the deliver?’ of your ecard, step-by-step 
-Edit the ecard, even if the ecard has been sent. 
-Delete the ecard, even if the ecard has been sent. 

Click on the link below or cupy & paste it into your browser’s address bar 
http://www 123 greetin gs.cum/cormect/track/ms~-4 

If you have an?’ quew about your ecard & its deliver?, or need any other assistance, 
please visit our Help/FAQ section at: http://help. 123greetings corn/ 

Thank you for choosing 123(ireetings.com 

Your friends at 123Greetings.corn 
http://www. 123greetings.corn 

We respect your privacy. You will not be receiving any promotional emai]s from us 
because of this ecard. To view our privacy pulicy, click on the link below: 

http://in fo. 123 ~reetings. comJcumpany/privacv policy.htm[ 

Note: This is an auto generated mail Please do not reply. 

If you have any other problem please contact us by clicking on the ]2~llowing link: 
http://help. 123greetings cum/contact us.html 

This email was sent by 123(ireetings corn, Inc., 1674 Broadway, New" York, NY 10019. 

*********************** SPONSOR MESSAGE ********************** 

Discover yottr match with a trusted relationship. 
Meet someone beautiful and passionate with highly compatible profiles. 

Visithere: l-~ttp:/ihitrk.com/cgi-bin/click.pl?cid 12327C&li~10381&uid 5 

**************************************************************** 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

123Greefings.com <ecards@ 123greetings.corn> 

Sunday, Januao, 2, 2011 10:07 PM 

Mufima, Sinmnenye A <snm’6ma@email.unc.edu> 

ecard has been viewed by ma~lo~.minte~gmail.com 

Mallo~z Minter [mallory.minter@gmail corn] has just viewed flae ecard (12331310313034201667) you sent on 31-Dec-2010 

Using our newly launched 123Greetings Invites, you can now- create and send invitations, track RSVP and edit or delete your events. To know more click on the link below or copy & paste it 
into your browser’s address bar. 
http :/iwww. 123 greetings, com/invites/create/msg- 16 

You can use the same login credentials to explore more with 123Greetings Connect: 

-Store nnlimited contacts 
-Get birthday and event reminders 
-Share activity feeds and stay connected. 
-Track the dehvew of your ecard, step-by-step. 
-Edit the ecard, even if the ecard has been sent 
-Delete the ecard, even if the ecard has been sent. 

Click on the link below or cop?, & paste it into your browser’s address bar. 

http :/iwww. 123 ~reetin~s.com/colmect/track/msg4 

Check out the latest additions to our already existing gallery of over 20,000 ecards for 3,000 seasonal and evelyday categories by subscribing to our RSS feed. (Click here to subscribe: 
http://feeds feedburner.com/123 greetings-dailv-r s s) 

You can schedule your ecards so you won’t miss anyone’s birthday or forget to greet them for the holidays. 

Plus we really value your feedback, so leave us a comment or give us a thumbs-up any time! 

Thank you for chnnsing 123Greetings corn 

Your friends at 123Greetings corn 
http:i/www 123greetings corn 

We respect your privacy. You wil[ not be receiving any promotional emails l?om us 
because of this ecard To view our privacy po]icy, click on the link below: 

http ://info. 123 greetings corn/company/privacy policy html 

Note: This is an auto generated mail Please do not reply. 

If you have any other problem please contact us by clicking on the fol]owing link: 
http://heip 123greetings.corn/contact us.htm[ 

’]?his emai[ was sent by 123Greetings.corn, Inc, 1674 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@mxpl.isis.unc.edu 

Monday, Janua~ 10, 2011 12:36 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[generalfacult.y] URGENT: Winter Weather Update: Classes canceled at 5 p.m. Monday; resume at 11 a.m. Tuesday 

Dear Faculty Colleagues: 

We have received the message below ficom University Relations announcing cancellation of classes this evening and tomorrow morning due to the expected winter weather situation. Please 
read on for full details. 

Anne Whisnant 
Oltice of Faculty Governance 
919-%2-1671 

*** 

FROM ErNI\~RSITY RELATIONS: 

ErRGENT: Winter Weather Update: Classes canceled at 5 p.m. Monday; resume at 11 a.m. Tuesday 

Dear Students, Faculty and Start’: 

Starting at 5 p.m. today, Munday, Jan. 10, 2011, classes are canceled. 
Offices will remain open on a regular schedule (Condition 2) 

(;lasses will resume at 11 a.rn. on Tuesday, Jan. 11,2011 Classes prior to 11 a.m will not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member. 

Offices will open on a regular schedule on Tuesday, Jan 11,2011 
(Condition 2) 

Note: Weather conditions may change. Please continue to monitor www.unc.edu, where this announcement is posted along with hotlinks with additional in12mnation. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should report f’or work 

Other employees are responsible for their regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state government closings do not apply to the Umversity. The Umversity generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 - regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

* (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for 
recorded in12mnation and announcements about campus operations. 
* UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 A2% near campus. 
* UNC I)epartment of Public Safety lbr details including parking lot 
conditions. 
* Chapel Hill Transit inclement weather news and routes and 
schedules. 

NOTE: Chapel Hill Transit will operate additional service on the FCX and JFX routes today (Jan. 10). See http ://alertcarolina.unc. edu for details. 

-- You are currently subscribed to generalfaculty as: smut iraa@email.mlc, edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:~,’lists.unc.eduAl?id 31722611.aaSbc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfaculty&o 28435717 or send a blank cmail to leave-28435717- 
31722611 .aaSbc3b0b273 a84af5bgbbd5b65c52e9@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Governance@mxp2.isis.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 10, 2011 1:09 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[genemlfaculb~] Reminder: 2012 Honorary Degree Nominations Due Jmma_~y 21 st 

Dear’ Colleagues, 

rh~st a reminder that nominations for candidates to receive UNC honorary degrees at the 20:[2 Commencement ceremony are due January 2Is~-~ Secretary of the 

Faculty Joe Ferrell’s original letter calling for nomin~Etioes i~; included bel.:_~w for your reference. 

Best, 

Anne Whisnant 

Office of Faculty Governance 

919-952-1671 
**44* 

December 21, 2010 

To the General Faculty 

Dear Colleagues: 

The Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for honorary degrees to be awarded at Commencement 2012. A maximum of 

five awards is authorized (six if the Commencement speaker is included). Those so honored are nominated by the committee, recommended by the Faculty 

Council, and approved by the Board of Trustees. Awards are not conferred in absentia or posthumously. 

We seek to honor people who have rendered outstanding service to humanity in the world arena, in our nation, in the American South, or our State of North 

Carolina; people who have made outstanding contributions to knowledge in the world of scholarship; people whose talent and creativity in the world of the arts 

has enriched our lives; and people whose devotion to and support of our University merits our highest recognition. Members of the Board of Governors or staff of 

The University of North Carolina or any of its constituent institutions are not eligible. These persons become eligible two years after termination of such status. 

A roster of past recipients is posted on the Faculty Governance website. 

Please include appropriate biographical information and a statement in support of your nominee. Nominators often seek supporting letters from others, but the 

content of such letters, not their number, is what counts. Nominations must be received in the Office of Faculty Governance no later than Friday, January 21, 2011. 

Emailed nominations are encouraged and may be sent to Anne Whisnant in our office at a_n__n__.e__w_h_!_s_ .n_a__q.t_@.__u_n_.£:._e_ .d_u_. 

Members of the faculty Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards are Professors Bland Simpson (Chair), Alice Ammerman, Robert Anthony, Kathie 

Harris, Lloyd Kramer, Gene Nichol, and Joseph Ferrell (ex officio). Please contact Anne Whisnant, me, or any other member of the committee if you have questions 

about eligibility or process. 

Sincerely yours, 

::~:: Description: Description: I:\OFG 

Communications\Signature Files\Ferrellsig.jpg 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

http://www.unc.edu/facultyiraccouni 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJthculb, as: smufima@emafl.unc.edu. 
/ To unsubscribe click here: http:i, lists.unc.edu/u?id=31722611 .aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=28436096 or send a blmlk emaJl to 

!__e ’.a__v. _e_ -__2_. _8_ .4_ 3__6_._0_9@_~ l__7_ .2_ 2__6__!_ 1__: &~_L8_ .b_ c_’.._3_ ~? (_:!_b_.2_:7_ 3__a_ .8_4__~_@_. _b_R b__b_.d__5_b_.(_} .5_c_5.2_ e_9@!i s t se rv. u nc. e d a 



Fr(Nn~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-28437226-2434606@listserv.uuc.edu on behalf of 

Publisher, Americau Diplomacy <publisher@americaudiplomacy.org> 

Monday, Jauuary 10, 2011 3:02 PM 

Mufima~ Sinamenye A <smudma@email,unc,edu> 

New Material Just Posted on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 

Once again, we wish all of our subscribers a very happy and prosperous 2011 ! 

Our first posting of 2011 has just appeared on our website (http://wwwunc.edu/depts/diplomat/) 

It features Foreign Service Life articles on a hitherto unknown chapter in the career of the late Ambassador Richard Holbrooke, and the second chapter in a welcome continuation of a 
distinguished diplomat’s investigation into the earliest days of the Voice of America. 

Two opinion pieces by retired Foreign Service Officers: one on the role Congress should be playing in the conduct of tbreign policy, and one on the damage caused by Wikileaks, 

There are reviews of internet articles on grand strategy in the wars in Western Asia, on the performance of two UN agencies concerned with "refugees," and on new limits for American 
military budgets; of speeches by SecretaW Clinton on the Middle East, and by an academic expert on Korea about the American role in keeping the peace on the peninsula; and ofthe 
second, revised edition of a controversial book on the geopolitics of the Middle East. 

And last, but certainly not least, our editor announces that we wil[ have an upcoming issue marking the 50th anniversapi of the Peace Corps program We are asking current and former 
PCVs to submit a short (150-300 word) piece on the theme: "How my Peace Corps experience changed me." We look forward to hearing from many of you. 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American I)iplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@mxp2.isis.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 13, 2011 5:46 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculb,@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[genera]facultyI Faculty Governance News, v. 5.4 

Faculty Governance News 

vol. 5.4 

January 13, 2011 

From the UNC Office of Faculty Governance 

200-204 Carr Building 

UNC-CH Campus Box 9170 

Contact: Anne M. Whisnant (anne whisnant@unc.edu) 

Faculty Council meets tomorrow (Friday, January 14); will discuss IT changes and challenges with CIO 

The Faculty Council will meet tomorrow, January 14, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. All 

faculty members are invited to attend. 

The meeting will include updates from the chancellor and provost and the annual report of the campuswide Committee on Appointments, Promotions, 

and Tenure. A full hour will be devoted to a conversation between faculty and Mr. Larry Conrad, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology and CIO, about 

recent IT-related changes and challenges affecting faculty. This discussion is being shaped partly by the questions Faculty Council members generated for 

Mr. Conrad at the December Faculty Council meeting. As a prelude to the discussion, Mr. Conrad has prepared some written responses to some of those 

questions, which may be found online here. 

The full meeting agenda is available here. 

February Faculty Council meeting is February 18th; agenda items should be submitted by February 7th 

The February Faculty Council meeting is set for February 18, 2011. The Faculty Council Agenda Committee will meet Monday, February 7 to plan the 

meeting. If you have issues you would like brought to the Council’s attention, please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance at 

anne whisnant(~Junc.edu or 919-962-1671 in advance of the Agenda Committee meeting. 

Faculty elections season opens soon; faculty interest survey forthcoming 

With the dawning of the spring semester comes the time for nominations for candidates for the standing faculty committees and the Faculty Council. 

These bodies are the backbone of campuswide Faculty Governance here, and their duties are spelled out in the Faculty Code of University Government. 

The nominations process begins with our annual survey asking faculty members to indicate their interest in serving on one of the committees or the 

Council. All members of the Voting Faculty will receive the survey by email in the next few weeks. Your responses to the survey will help to the faculty 

Nominating Committee (made up largely of current chairs of the standing committees), which will put together a slate of candidates for all offices in 

February. The faculty elections will take place (also via electronic survey) in April. 

If you have questions about the faculty elections process or want to discuss what’s involved in serving on a committee or the Council, please contact either 

Secretary of the Faculty Joe Ferrell (jsferrel@email.unc.edu) or Anne Whisnant (anne_whisnant@unc.edu) in the Faculty Governance office or call 962- 

1671. 

In the 2010 faculty elections, 833 of 3468 eligible faculty members voted, for a response rate of 24%. Although this level of participation has held steady in 

recent years, we hope to encourage even greater participation this year! 

Nominations for 2012 honorary degrees due January 21st 

The faculty Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites nominations for people to be considered for award of an honorary degree at 

commencement in the spring of 2012. The deadline to submit a nomination is January 21, 2011. A maximum of five awards is authorized (six if the 

Commencement speaker is included). 

Honorary degrees recognize people who have rendered outstanding service to humanity in the world arena, in our nation, in the American South, or in our 

state of North Carolina; people who have made outstanding contributions to knowledge in the world of scholarship; people whose talent and creativity in 

the world of the arts has enriched our lives; and people whose devotion to and support of our University merits our highest recognition. 

Full information on how to make a nomination, along with a link to a list of past recipients, is here. 

UNC Habitat for Humanity "Build a Block" project invites faculty to join "blitz build" this weekend, January 14-16, 2011 

UNC Habitat for Humanity’s "Build a Block" project will hold a "blitz build" this weekend to reflect Martin Luther King Jr.’s ideal of service. UNC students, 

faculty and staff will come together to build two Habitat homes from foundation to roof during the weekend. There is a suggested donation of ~;25 but the 

organizers would be happy to have members of the Carolina community come out and build homes for deserving UNC employee families. If you’d like to 

volunteer, you can sign up online at __h__t__t_p__;L’_/___b__!_t_:]_y_i___h___K___G___u___N____m__. 

Library develops data management toolkit to help NSF grant applicants with new data management requirement 

Beginning January 18, 2011, the National Science Foundation (NSF) will require all grant proposals to include a data management plan. Plans must conform 

to NSF data sharing policy and should describe what best practices or standards will be used to organize data and how data will be shared. The UNC 

Libraries’ Data Management Committee has created a Research Data Toolkit that explains the new requirements and provides guidance to UNC researchers 

on drafting a plan. More information about this toolkit may be found here, and the toolkit itself is _a___v__a__[La___b_!__e____h___e_£__e_. 

Institute for Arts and Humanities hosts ilmovation conversation, January 27th : "A Strategy for UNC: What Makes Us Different from MIT and How to 

Make the Most of It" 

On January 27, 2011 from 3:00 to 4:30 pm in the Hyde Hall Incubator, MIT Chancellor and UNC Trustee Phillip Clay will share his experiences at MIT to 

consider how UNC might approach innovation. The event will be followed by a reception. More information online at: http:!!iah.unc.edu!calendariclay 

Historical roundtable, ]anuary 24th: "Breaking Barriers - Making History: UNC Women in the Humanities and Social Sciences since the 1960s" 

The UNC seminar and workshop series on "Gender, Politics and Culture in Europe and Beyond" will sponsor this roundtable to consider the history of 

women faculty and students in the humanities and social sciences at UNC since the 1960s. The event will take place January 24th from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. at 

the Institute for Arts and Humanities. Pre-registration is required. Full information is online at http:!!www.unc.eduigpcicurrent.htm. 

Other grant and award deadlines: 

2011 Faculty Mentoring Awards, sponsored by the Carolina Women’s Leadership Council (deadline January 28th). Details at: 

http:/!provost.unc.edu!announcementsi2Ol:[-faculty-mentoring-award.html 

2011 APPLES Ueltschi Service-Learning Course Development Grants (deadline February 18, 2011). Grants for instructors to develop courses that successfully 

incorporate community-based service into the curriculum and promote the pedagogy of service-learning at UNC. Faculty members, adjunct faculty 

members, and graduate instructors teaching undergraduate courses in Academic and Health Affairs are eligible and encouraged to apply. Details at 

b~t~tp.~./~p-r~v~9.~t:~u~n~c:~d~/a~n~.~Q~u~%~!~b!~:~b1~! ~ 



Faculty coffee hours at the Faculty Commons at the Campus Y: 9:00-11:00 a.m. daily! 

The Office of Faculty Governance reminds you of the free coffee we make available each weekday for faculty and their guests at the Anne Queen Faculty 

Commons at the Campus Y. The coffee hours run from 9:00 to 11:00 a.m. The Faculty Commons is a beautifully renovated space where faculty and their 

guests can gather for impromptu get-togethers or conversations. The room is kept unscheduled each day until 1:30 p.m., but faculty groups can reserve the 

room for faculty-oriented programs in the afternoons. Please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance (962-1671) for more details or 

..c.b~.e.~.c.L.~.~.u..t...t...h..e.~...~...~...m...~.r..e.~.uJ.a...t.L~...n...s.‘~..c..a..t.e.~.d.~.a.[ L_~_~_~__~_~ ~ [ ~_~ ~ j£ M£ E m__Q_~ 1[~_#.. 

Faculty Governance Resource Room 

Articles, books, reports, or other resources of interest to faculty. This week’s selections: 

"The Ivory Ceiling of Service Work/’ from Academe Online, January-February, 2011. Tagline (from Academe Online): Service work continues to pull 

women associate pro~essors away ~rom research. What can be done? 

Versatile Ph.D. A new career planning resource is available for U NC graduate students in the humanities and social sciences. "Versatile Ph.D.," a 

web-based community, includes discussion forums, networking opportunities, regular "career panel" discussions in which Versatile PhDs in various 

fields share experiences and answer questions from members, and a robust collection of first-person narratives written by PhDs who have 

established post-academic careers. Using their ONYEN for access, graduate students at UNC may get access to the Premium Content Area where 

those high-quality written materials are stored. Visit http:i!gradschool.unc.eduistudent!versatilephd.html. 

About Faculty Governance News 

The Faculty Governance News is published approximately every two weeks throughout the academic year, and approximately monthly during the summer, 

by the Office of Faculty Governance. Archived issues and the publication schedule for 2010-11 are online here. Information to be considered for inclusion 

should be sent to Anne Whisnant (anne_whisnant@unc.edu) by Monday before an issue is schedule to appear. For more information on any of these 

items, please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance. 

### 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

htt p:i!www.u nc.eduifaculty/faccou n 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculty as: srnutima(~email.unc.e&B. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 31722611.aa8bc3bOb273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfaculty&o~8464580orsendablaaakemaJlto 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc .edu 

Tuesday, January. 18, 2011 10:11 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymal@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Sales This Week at the Bull’s ttead 

Greetings from the Bull’s Head Bookshop-- 

Right now, all of our calendars are 50% of P (excludes moleskine) 

***** 

This week all books coded to our Classics section (including Loeb 
Classics) are 20% offthe regular price. Sale ends 1/23. 

See our display at the front of the store, and check out the regular 
section locations for additional titles. 

The Bull’s Head Bookshop is located in UNC Student Stores. 962-5060. 

Hours Mon. -Fri 7:30am-Spin 
Sat. l 0am-6pm 
Sun. 1 pm-6pm 

www.twitt er com/bullsheadbooks 
Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop on facebook 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymai[ as: smutima@email unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28492358-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<aspire@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 8:29 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Looking for Individuals to Participate in our Research Study 

The ASPIRE team is currently conducting a research study involving 
healthy children and adolescents (ages 10-19). We are looking to enroll 
individuals who are willing to be assessed by the study doctor, complete 
cognitive assessments and four blood draws. Participants must not have 
had a previous or current mental health disorder. 

Participation will include: 
* Five appointments at UNC Hospitals with the study doctor 

Participants will be compensated for their time, up to $175 

Please contact our recruitment line or email us for more information: 
Email: aspire@unc.edu 
Phone: 1-800-708-0048 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on September 7, 2010 
for IRB#09-0637 Intensive Computerized Brain Training in Early Onset 
Schizophrenia and Schizoaffective Disorder-Pilot Phase 
PI: Lin Sikich, MD 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~:i/myamc.edt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<PAYROLL_NOTIFY@unc. edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 5:42 AM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
~:iifinance.nnc.edulun~versity-controlle~!~ roll-servicesiwelcome.html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand comer of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 9:43 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Deadline for Nominations for Women’s Advocacy Award 

Women’s Advocacy Awards 
Deadline for Nominations: 
*Friday, March 4, 2011 at 5:00 p.m.* 

The Carolina Women’s Center (CWC) announces its call for nominations for 
the 2011 Women’s Advocacy Awards. This award recognizes faculty, staff, 
postdoctoral scholars or students at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill who have made a substantial contribution to the climate for 
gender equity on campus as a result of their leadership in advocating 
for women. Awards will be given in three categories: faculty/staff, 
postdoctoral scholars/professional and graduate students, and 
undergraduate students. All members of the campus community are 
eligible for nomination, regardless of gender, gender identity, or 
gender expression. 

Nominations should describe the nominee’s contribution to leadership in 
advocating for women. Special consideration will be given for service 
to underserved or under-recognized populations and service above and 
beyond one’s job assignment. Please be as specific as possible about 
your nominee’s accomplishments and identify whether the nominee is 
faculty, staff, postdoctoral scholar, graduate student or undergraduate 
student. Nominations must be limited to one page or approximately 250 
words. Please provide the nominee’s name and address, as well as your 
name, campus address, phone number and email address. Anonymous 
nominations will not be considered. 

CWC staff are not eligible to be nominated or to submit nominations. 

Former award recipients are: 
Mary Turner Lane, 2001 Laura Gasaway, 2002 
2003 
Carol Lautier, 2004    Jan Boxill, 2005 
2006 
Sherryl Kleinman, 2007 Lillie Searles, 2008 
given 
Kevin Jeffay, Priya Desai 2010 

Etta Pisano, 

Cynthia Bulik, 

2009 - no awards 

The deadline for nominations is Friday, March 4, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. 
Please send your nomination via campus mail to Dr. Donna M. Bickford, 
Director, Carolina Women’s Center, CB #3302, via e-mail at 
dbickford@unc.edu, or drop it offat the CWC at 215 W. Cameron Avenue. 
For any questions, call Dr. Bickford at 919-843-5620. 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Women’s Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 10:00 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Participants Needed: Assessing Gender and Performance 

Participants Needed: Assessing Gender and Performance 

We are looking for participants to help us with our research into 
decision-making. As a participant you will spend approximately 5-30 
minutes to complete a study in our lab. 
Location: Kenan-Flagler Behavioral Lab, McColl 4402/4404 
Duration: 5-30 minutes 
Pay: $0.10 - $13.00 
IRB #11-0135 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral IRB on 2/21/11. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at h~p:i/lm<tmc, edt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 10:20 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

FORMAL NOTICE: Conflict of Interest Officer Appointed 

Announcement: Appointment of Conflict of Interest Officer/Assistant 
Director of Research Compliance 

On behalf of the Office of Research Compliance and the search committee 
members, I am pleased to announce the appointment of Joy Bryde as 
Conflict of Interest Officer and Assistant Director of Institutional 
Research Compliance. 

Joy has most recently served as an IRB Biomedical Coordinator in the 
Office of Human Research Ethics. Prior to this experience, she had 
nearly ten years of experience in department and clinical research 
administration, first at SUNY Stow Brook and then the University of 
Miami. Joy holds an undergraduate degree from Bryn Mawr College and a 
Master of Social Work in Planning, Administration and Research from SUNY 
Stow Brook. 

Special thanks to members of the search committees and other colleagues 
who participated in the interview process. Please join me in welcoming 
Joy Bryde to her new position at Carolina. 

Juliann (Juli) Tenney 
Institutional Research Compliance and HIPAA Privacy Officer 
Director, Institutional Research Compliance Program 

This email is sponsored by: Office of University Counsel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 12:00 AM 

cholliday@unc.edu 
INFORMATIONAL: PlayMakers Faculty/Staff Discount 

PlayMakers is offering a special discount to UNC Faculty and Staff 
members on tickets to ANGELS IN AMERICA. Visit the link below for more 
information. 

htD:/iww.w.plavm~fl~ersrep.orgiticketsili~csNffdisc.aspx 

This email is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 8:20 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

FORMAL NOTICE: Safety Reminder in Wake of Male Intruder in Off-Campus 
Residences 

Attention UNC Students, Faculty and Staff: 

As the Town of Chapel Hill Police continue investigating five burglaries 
occurring since last Friday (Feb. 25), UNC Public Safety is reminding 
the University community to take all possible security measures in the 
wake of these serious incidents. 

The first two incidents occurred in the 300 block of Church Street early 
last Friday morning. A third incident was later reported to have 
happened on Pritchard Avenue, also early last Friday morning. Two 
additional incidents occurred early Sunday morning (Feb. 27) in the Mill 
Creek Apartment buildings, just off Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard. In 
all cases, victims reported a male intruder present between about 5:30 
a.m. and 7:30 a.m. He was described as a black male with a medium build 
and about 6 feet tall who entered through unlocked doors. (For 
additional details, see an initial Chapel Hill police announcement 
posted Friday on the University’s Alert Carolina website, 
~:iiw.ww~alertcarolina.unc.edu/ey~rnalicontent/document!1395/1025439/1ichpd02251 ~.) 

While the campus community is asked to partner with Town of Chapel Hill 
and UNC Police by practicing normal safety tips posted on Alert Carolina 
~:iiw.ww~alertcarolir~a.unc.eda/goidoci1395i15g078i), special emphasis 
should be given to: 

* Reporting any and all suspicious activity by calling 911 immediately. 

* Closing and locking all doors and windows in offices and residences, 
both on and off campus. 

UNC Public Safety will continue to alert the campus with updates from 
Chapel Hill police. 

Thank You, 

UNC Public Safety 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<aspire@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 8:19 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 
INFORMATIONAL: Is your child gaining weight on antipsychotic medication? 

Is your child gaining weight on antipsychotic medication? 
Are you concerned about your child’s health? 

The ASPIRE Research program at the UNC-Chapel Hill’s Department of 
Psychiatry is looking for study participants who: 
* are 8-19 years old, 
* have a diagnosis of schizophrenia or bipolar spectrum disorder, or are 
experiencing irritability 
* are currently taking 

* olanzapine (Zyprexa.), 
* quetiapine (Seroquel.), or 
* risperidone (Risperdal.), or 
* ziprasidone (Geodon.), or 
* aripiprazole (Abilify.) 

* have gained weight while taking this medication during the past 3 
years and are in a high risk weight category. 

All study-related evaluations and treatments are provided at no cost to 
participants. Compensation for participation is also provided. 

ff you think this study may be appropriate for your child, please 
contact us. We are happy to tell you more about our program and answer 
any questions. Please call the ASPIRE Research Hotline (1-800-708-0048) 
or email us at ASPIRE@unc.edu. 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on 04/09/2010 for 
IRB#08-1082 Improving Metabolic Parameters of Antipsychotic Child 
Treatment-Multi-site Study (IMPACT-MS) 
PI: Lin Sikich, MD 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at h~p:i/mv.unc.edt~, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 3,2011 8:46 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Environmental Education for Young Children 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION for YOUNG CHILDREN at the N.C. BOTANICAL GARDEN 

The University of North Carolina’s N.C. Botanical Garden is offering 
several special, fun educational series for young children this spring. 
These are held at the Botanical Garden, located offFordham Blvd. at Old 
Mason Farm Rd., on the south side of campus and accessible via Chapel 
Hill bus line. For fees and registration information, visit our website 

s/24/or call 962-0522. 

BOTANICAL SWEET PEAS (ages 2 - 4 with a parent) Share a morning of 
discovery with your growing "sweet pea" and nurture their natural 
curiosity for the world around them. Each class will focus on a 
different nature theme and may include stories, songs, mini-hikes, 
crafts, and puppets. Tuesdays, 10 - 11 am. 

BLUETS: PRE-SCHOOLERS EXPLORING NATURE (4 & 5 year-olds) 
Theme: "Wonders of Spring" 
Learning comes naturally for 4 and 5 year olds during this popular, 
fun-filled series that encourages exploration and fosters a sense of 
wonder for the natural world. This spring, preschoolers will discover 
the wonders of amphibians, wildflowers, pollinators, and more through 
hands-on activities, nature walks, stories, crafts, puppet shows, and 
group play. Healthy snack provided. Wednesdays, 1:30 - 3:30 pm. 

BLAZING STARS AFTER-SCHOOL NATURE CLUB (Kindergarten - 1st grade) 
Theme: "Amazing Adaptations" 
Calling all young nature enthusiasts! Why do plants have thorns? How 
does a frog survive the freezing winter? Children will explore these 
questions and more during this after-school series. We will investigate 
amazing plant and animal adaptations while exploring the gardens and 
trails, playing games, and creating nature-inspired art projects. This 
program offers an exciting complement to your child’s education and an 
opportunity to enjoy the outdoors. 
Dates: Tuesdays, 3:30 - 5 pm. 

This email is sponsored by: NC Botanical Garden 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-28537053-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@amevicandiplomacy.org> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 l 1:01 AM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

New Material tbs~ted on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 

We have just posted new material on our website (http://www.unc.eduidepts/diplomati). 

We begin with a reprint of a piece by the analytical firm STRATFOR on the "Euro-crisis" and how the Europeans propose to cope with it. 

A reader comments on the Belgrade Cultural and Information Center mentioned in our recent Foreign Set, rice Life piece on the late Ambassador Richard Holbrooke and that Center. 

There are reviews of internet articles on entrepreneurs in Afghanistan, and on the future of Castro’s Cuba. 

We also review and link to a January 14 speech by Secreta~z of Defense Gates at Keio University in Japan on the U.S.-Japan Mutual Cooperation and Security Treaty, and to Vice President 
Biden’s January 13 speech to U.S. troops in Afghanistan. 

Our Booksheff has new reviews of"How Enemies Become Friends," by Charles Kupchan; and "Divide and Perish: ’]’he Politics of the Middle East," by our Board member Curtis Jones 

Finally, a reminder to current and former Peace Corps Volunteers to submit a short (150-300 word) piece on the theme: "How my Peace Corps experience changed me." We will feature those 
comments as we celebrate the 50th anniversary of the fuunding of the Peace Corps 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@emaiLunc.edu 

Monday, Januao, 31,2011 4:20 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[generalt~culty] 2011 Faculty Governance Interest Survey: Get Involved in Campusmde Governanc!! 

Dear Colleagues, 

Each year the Faculty Nominating Committee, constituted by the Faculty Code of University Government, identifies members of the faculty who are willing to 

undertake service to the University as members of the Faculty Council or of elected or appointed faculty-wide standing committees. This year we also seek names 

of those who would be willing to consider nomination as a candidate for Chair of the Faculty. 

The faculty elections will take place in April, while members of appointed committees will be named in early summer. All offices will begin three-year terms on 

July 1, 2011. 

We invite you to become involved by answering the five-minute survey below identifying those roles for which you would be willing to be nominated, if asked, 

for a three-year term beginning July i, 2011. The survey contains a brief overview of the work of each office and the time commitment involved. The deadline to 

respond is midnight on Sunday, February 6, 2011. 

Please note that by answering this survey, you are not committing to anything, but simply expressing interest in becoming involved. Our office will be in touch 

with you directly before putting your name forward for a specific position. 

Click Here to Take the Faculty Governance interest Survey 

Past Chairs of the Faculty and committee members have noted that campus-wide service gives a welcome opportunity to meet people in different areas and 

broaden one’s understanding of what is going on across the University. And having a wide variety of people engaged in faculty governance strengthens the faculty 

voice in decision-making here. We hope you will consider participating. 

If you have any problems accessing the survey or have general questions about faculty governance, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty 

Governance at 962-1671 or anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

919-962-7609 

j__s__f__e__r_r__eJ_@__e____n)__a_! L _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u- 
Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Director of Research, Communications, and Programs 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/facultyifaccoun 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJt~ulty as: smulima@emafl.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 31722611.aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfaculty&o~8590722orsendablmlkemailto 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 12:50 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

AWFP Board ~awfpIyoard@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generaJfaculW] Faculty Cmte on Status of Women Hosts Drop-In Liste~fing Session, Feb 7th 

The standing faculty Committee on the Status of Women invites you to an upcoming listening session; please read the message below from committee chair 

Professor Amy Herring (Biostatistics): 

th Committee on the Status of Women Listening Session, February 7 : 

Are you a faculty member at UNC who is concerned about issues of equity for women and their families? Do you have opinions about child care, salary, retirement, 

recruitment & retention, promotion, women in leadership, supports and other intangibles? 

If you’d like to share, here’s your chance. The UNC Committee on the Status of Women is interested in obtaining feedback from all faculty members regarding ways 

in which the University can help with issues of particular interest to women and families. A drop-in session is scheduled for Monday, February 7, from 2:30-4:30 in 

the Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room at the Campus Y, during which committee members will be available to collect feedback and suggestions. Your input will 

be used to set the committee’s agenda and to inform the design of a future survey of all faculty members. Coffee and tea will be provided. If you know you will 

attend, please RSVP to __w___o___n_!__e__n___s__t__a__t___u__s__®__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. to help us get a head count, but drop-ins are welcome as well! Faculty members who cannot attend the forum are 

encouraged to provide written feedback or schedule a later interview by e-mailing womenstatus@unc.edu. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculty as: sE!_u__t_iLn_~@__e__Lr_l:_a_i_l_:_tLn__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 31722611.aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfaculty&o~8597356orsendablaaakem~Jlto 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 1,2011 1:40 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~serv.unc.edu-~ 

The Bull’s Head in 2011 (so far) 

The Bull’s Head in 2011 (so far): 

Author readings with: 

Bart Ehrman (Forged: Writing in the Name of God--Why the Bible’s Authors Are Not Who We Think They Are)--3/29 

David Halperin (Journal of a UFO Investigator: A Novel) -3/24 

Konrad Jarausch (Reluctant Accomplice: A Wehrmacht Soldier’s Letters from the Eastern Front)--4/5 

More authors tba. 

All readings in the Bull’s Head are at 3:30pm. 

James Joyce Day! 3/17 including a limerick contest, oat cakes, beer (sort of) and streamofconsdousness. 

Make Your Own Valentine: free 2/14. 

Think you know books? Enter the Bull’s Head Bookshop Literary Trivia Contest for fantastic prizes: starting later this week. 

African-American Studies Section 25% off through February. 

Sale Days of Faculty, Staff, Undergrads, Grad Students., Poetry Month sales, sales on travel books, homesteading books, academic books, etc. Dates tba on emails 

like this. 

Need to buy books with departmental funds? Ask us before you go online. Competitive pricing, free delivery and most importantly: OUR EARNINGS GO TO UNC 

SCHOLARSHIPS. Buying locally counts. 962-5060 

Need books for your symposia, visiting author, meeting? Call us. We’ll bring the books, sell them, and then clean up the mess. 962-5060 

Follow the Bull’s Head on twitter: twitter.com/bullsheadbooks 

And on facebook: Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop" 

Find UNC Student Stores main page on facebook: www.facebook.com/uncstudentstores <ul> 

~di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

bullymaJl as: -ca hre~"mailto:smufima@emaJl.unc.edu">smutima@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-28597858-4005955.0e9ae5 lc laebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321d@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28597858- 

4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu</a;, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 12:50 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Literary Trivia Contest Starts Now at the Bull’s Head! 

Test your literary, knowledge and get 25% off any single Bull’s Head item and a chance to win a $50 gift card to the Bull’s Head. 

Do yon kno~, ~,hich beatnik likes his midday meal in the nnde? 

What about the title of the great Great Depression novel by John Steinbeck? 

Fill out the short test on the display at the t~ont of the store, and then turn in your completed test to the BH sales desk. 

’Ihe (;raald Prize wilmer of a $50 gift card to the Bull’s Head will be 
randomly selected from the entries that got the most questions colrect. 
Wilmer will be mmounced mad notified via email on Feb. 16th. 

Everyone who enters automatically receives 25% offany single item in the Bull’s Head. 
Item must be purchased upon handing in the completed test. Discount cannot be combined with other sales/coupons/etc. 
One entry per person. Contest ends Feb. 16th. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
bullymail as: ~ href "mailto:smutima@email.unc.e&t">smutima@email.unc.edu-5/a:~. To unsub~fibe ~nd a blank <br> 

email to ~a href "mailto:leave-28606281-4005955.0e9ae5 lcl aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28606281- 

4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@list serv.unc.edu~/a-* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@emaiLunc.edu 

Friday, February 4, 2011 3:35 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculb,@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[genera)facultyI Faculty Governance News, v. 5.5 

Faculty Governance News 

vol. 5.5 

February 4, 2011 

From the UNC Office of Faculty Governance 
200-204 Carr Building 

UNC-CH Campus Box 9170 

Contact: Anne M. Whisnant (anne whisnant@unc.edu) 

Faculty Governance interest survey invites responses! Deadline, Sunday, February 6th at midnight 

The annual survey inviting expressions of interest in serving on campus-wide standing committees of the faculty and the Faculty Council is now open! 

Please take five minutes to respond by clicking the following link: 2011 Faculty Governance Interest Survey. This year we’re also looking for names of 

faculty members who might make good candidates for Chair of the Faculty. The deadline to respond is midnight, this Sunday, February 6th. 

Responding to the survey doesn’t commit you to anything, but the Faculty Nominating Committee and Chancellor’s Advisory Committee, who will 

assemble this year’s slate of candidates for the faculty elections (held in April), will appreciate having your responses to help them with their work. The 

Nominating Committee will begin discussing the ballot at their first meeting on February 14th. Anyone actually nominated for an office will be contacted 

with a specific invitation before being put on the ballot. 

Faculty Committee on the Status of Women holds listening forum, February 7th; RSVP requested 

The standing faculty Committee on the Status of Women invites you to an upcoming listening session this Monday, February 7th; please read the message 

below from committee chair Professor Amy Herring (Biostatistics): 

Are you a faculty member at UNC who is concerned about issues of equity for women and their families? Do you have opinions about child care, salary, 

retirement, recruitment & retention, promotion, women in leadership, supports and other intangibles? 

If you’d like to share, here’s your chance. The UNC Committee on the Status of Women is interested in obtaining feedback from all faculty members 

regarding ways in which the University can help with issues of particular interest to women and families. A drop-in session is scheduled for Monday, 

February 7, from 2:30-4:30 in the Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room at the Campus Y, during which committee members will be available to collect 

feedback and suggestions. Your input will be used to set the committee’s agenda and to inform the design of a future survey of all faculty members. Coffee 

and tea will be provided. 

If you know you will attend, please RSVP to .w____o____m___e___n___s__t__a__t___u__s____@__.___u___n__c__:_e___d___u__ to help us get a head count, but drop-ins are welcome as well! Faculty members who 

cannot attend the forum are encouraged to provide written feedback or schedule a later interview by e-mailing womenstatus@unc.edu. 

Faculty Council discusses IT changes and security issues at January meeting; much IT security information available online 

At its January 14th meeting, the Faculty Council heard a presentation from Larry Conrad, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology and CIO, and Stan 

Waddell, Information Security Executive Director and Information Security Officer, about the flurry of recent changes in various campus IT systems and the 

ever-growing need for vigilance in protecting sensitive electronic data. The text of the presentation may be read online at the Faculty Governance website, 

along with a set of questions from Faculty Council members for which ITS provided written answers. 

Additionally, ITS maintains a helpful page or information summarizing key IT security policies and including easy-to-read bulleted lists outlining: 

¯ What every computer user at Carolina must know, 

¯ What deans, directors, department heads, principal investigators and security liaisons must know, and 

¯ What IT personnel must know. 

New draft of academic plan, "Reach Carolina," now online at provost’s website 

A newly revised version of the evolving academic plan, "Reach Carolina," is now online at the provost’s office website. Take a look: 

http:i!provost.unc.edu!academicplan 

Online submissions now available for behavioral IRB studies 

Andy Johns, the Director of the Office of Research Information Systems, and Daniel Nelson, the Director of the Office of Human Research Ethics have 

recently announced that the campus Institutional Review Boards (IRBSs) are now accepting online applications for review of human subjects research 

protocols. They are implementing the new system in a phased approach with some departments coming online sooner than others. Training in the new 

system is also being provided. Check out the information at the links below: 

¯ Office of Human Research Ethics (OHRE) website 

¯ Online tool to see if your department is included in the initial phase of the rollout of the new system 

¯ Link to register" for February gth training session in Carrington Hall 
¯ Online training resources 

Center for Faculty Excellence offering faculty leadership seminars 

The Center for Faculty Excellence is offering a series of luncheon workshops in February to help faculty leaders gain knowledge and exchange ideas of how 

to cope with the current campus climate of anxiety over impending cutbacks and other changes. Speakers for the series include Jonathan Howes, who led 

one of the state’s largest agencies through a time of crisis and cutbacks; Terry Barnett, an internationally recognized teacher of negotiations skills; and 

Mabel Miguel, a UNC business school professor who has helped leaders of large and small organizations develop more resilient leadership styles. An 

additional workshop on conflict resolution is planned for March 25. Details of that program will be provided next month. To register for any of the programs 

listed, go to http:i!cfe.unc.edu!events.html. Questions? Contact the CFE Leadership Coordinator, David Kiel, at 962-9972 or kiel@unc.edu. 

Carolina’s Faculty-Staff Recreation Association ("The Farm") invites members, highlights summer camps 

Prof. Steve Reznick (Psychology) also serves as President of the UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association, whose recreational complex off highway 54 is 

known as "The Farm." Reznick recently sent the following message to the campus: "The Farm provides valuable recreational opportunities at a reasonable 

cost. Given the demise of OHR’s Carolina Kids Camp, our excellent summer camp for children aged 4-12 has become an ideal alternative. Add in our: mini- 

camps on teacher workdays and holidays; tennis courts, lessons, and leagues; swimming and diving facilities and programs; disk golf course, playground, 

volleyball court, softball field, fitness room, yoga classes, rentable Lodge and Picnic Shelter, various recreational events, etc., and the Farm is definitely 

worth checking out. See us at http:/iwww.unc.edu/uncfarm/, or call 962-FARM to schedule a tour. The Farm’s mission is to meet faculty/staff recreational 

and social needs; contribute to faculty/staff well-being, satisfaction, and effectiveness; and help enhance the attractiveness of employment at Carolina. 

Join the Farm, and you can harvest all of these benefits." 

Campus Y students invite faculty members to discuss issues over "Three Cups of Tea" 



We have been asked to share the following announcement on behalf of the students of the Campus Y : 

Over ten major student organizations wishing to promote community dialogue between students, faculty, staff, and others invite faculty to twice-monthly 

teas they are hosting this semester. The teas are free-flowing discussions prompted by four short presentations on a variety of topics from diverse 

perspectives. Many of the talks this month relate to the media and the situation in Egypt. Everybody is welcome, and we would very much like you to 

attend, for simply 10 minutes or even the whole time. 

Where: The Campus Y Faculty Commons 

When: Friday, February llth from 10am-12pm 

Contact Matt Waters, matt.r.waters@gmail.com, for additional information. 

Faculty grant and award deadlines: 

Urban & Regional Studies (CURS) Scholar-in-Residence Opportunity 

Deadline: Monday, February 14, 2011 at 5:00pro 

Scholar-in-Residence Program provides an opportunity for faculty members in the College of Arts and Sciences to concentrate on developing major 

research proposals by providing funds for a course buyout and for proposal development expenses. Details at _h___t__tR.’_/_i__c___u___r__s_.___u__n___c__.__e___d___u_i_. 

Ueltschi Service-Learning Course Development Grants 

Deadline: Friday, February 18, 2011 

Five 58,000 course development grants and three 51,500 service-learning mini-grants for instructors to develop courses connecting community-based 

service into the curriculum and to promote the pedagogy of service-learning at UNC. Details at ~h~~~t~~t~p~~~.~~/~~/~~~~~r~~~~~~v~~~o~~s~~t~~~~~u~~~n~~~c~~.~~e~~~d~~u~j~~~a~~~n~~~n~~~o~~~u~~~n~~c~~~e~~~m~~~~e~~~n~~t~~s~/~~~2~~~~~~1~~~1~~:~~u~~~e~!~~t~~s~~c~~~h~i~: 

g_rants.html. 

The University Research Council (URC) - Small Internal Grant Program 

Deadline: Monday, February 21, 2011 5:00pro 

Supports the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty. May be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, research-related travel, research 

equipment or supplies, or the costs of smaller scale projects. Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or artistic work. Th~ 

maximum award is 55,000. Details at http:!/research.unc.edu!formsigrant-applications!index.htm. 

The Carolina Women’s Center (CWC) 2011 Women’s Advocacy Awards 

Deadline: Friday, March 4, 2011 at 5:00pro 

Recognizes faculty, staff, postdoctoral scholars or students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill who have made a substantial contribution to 

the climate for gender equity on campus as a result of their leadership in advocating for women. Please send your nomination to Dr. Donna M. Bickford, 

Director, Carolina Women’s Center, CB #3302, or via e-mail at dbickford@unc.edu~ or drop it off at the CWC at 215 W. Cameron Avenue. 

Phillip and Ruth Hettleman Prizes for Artistic and Scholarly Achievement by Young Faculty 

Deadline: Friday, March 11, 2011 

Recognizes scholarly and artistic achievement by junior tenure-track, or recently tenured, members of the faculty. Four recipients will receive a 55,000 

award. Assistant professors in their third or fourth years who have been recommended for reappointment for a second term, any second term assistant 

professor, and any associate professor who will not have been in rank as an associate professor for longer than three years at the end of this academic year 

are eligible. Details at http://research.unc.edu/n/ccm3 024811. 

Faculty coffee hours at the Faculty Commons at the Campus Y: 9:00-11:00 a.m. daily! 

The Office of Faculty Governance reminds you of the free coffee we make available each weekday for faculty and their guests at the Anne Queen Faculty 

Commons at the Campus Y. The coffee hours run from 9:00 to 11:00 a.m. The Faculty Commons is a beautifully renovated space where faculty and their 

guests can gather for impromptu get-togethers or conversations. The room is kept unscheduled each day until 1:30 p.m., but faculty groups can reserve the 

room for faculty-oriented programs in the afternoons. Please contact Katie Turner in the Office of Faculty Governance (962-2146) for more details or check 

out the room regulations and reservation form online. 

Faculty Governance welcomes new administrative assistant, Katie Turner 
The Office of Faculty Governance is delighted to announce the arrival of our new Executive Assistant, Katie Turner. Katie recently relocated to Chapel Hill 

from Naples, Florida. She holds a master’s in Women’s Studies and certificate in Gender in International Development from the University of Florida and a 

B.A. in Political Science from Stetson University. She has worked in an administrative capacity with several nonprofit organizations and is excited to join 

the Office of Faculty Governance as we launch headlong into election season. In her spare time, she enjoys cooking, spinning, live music, weightlifting and 

hiking. Katie will be the first point of contact for our office and looks forward to getting to know the campus and the faculty. Call her at 919-962-2146 or 

email Katie turner@unc.edu. 

About Faculty Governance News 

The Faculty Governance News is published approximately every two weeks throughout the academic year, and approximately monthly during the summer, 

by the Office of Faculty Governance. Archived issues and the publication schedule for 2010-11 are 9_n_!_[._n_ .e_ _ .h_ e_ _r_ e. . Information to be considered for inclusion 

should be sent to Anne Whisnant (anne whisnant@unc.edq) on Monday before an issue is scheduled to appear. 

### 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

httP;i/www~unc, e d qifa cu It y!fa ccoun 
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To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 31722611 .aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n T&I generalfacul~&o~8623935 or send a blank emaJl to 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VCRED ECRT HELP <ecrt help@unc.edtr~ 

Friday, February 4, 2011 4:31 PM 

VCRED ECRT HELP <ecrt help@unc.edu> 

Effort Certitication training for the new ecrt system 

Dear Carolina Research Community: 

After months of planning and hard work, we are preparing to launch a new Effort Reporting management system as a replacement of the old PARS system. 

This launch represents a major milestone in increased efficiency and compliance for managing effort reporting at Carolina. 

The new electronic system, Effort Certification and Reporting Technology (ecrt), is a web-based technology that intuitively guides certifiers and 

administrators through the various facets of the effort reporting and certification process on a periodic basis. 

Training for all research department effort coordinators is already underway. An effort coordinator is an individual who assumes some responsibility for 

reviewing and!or processing certified effort reports on behalf of a department. 

During the week of February 7th, we will begin training for certifiers. Certifiers are individuals authorized to electronically certify effort reports. The 

training sessions listed below will provide certifiers with an overview of Effort Certification {both the Federal requirement and UNC’s policies and 

procedures to ensure compliance) and a demonstration of effort certification using the ecrt system. You are receiving this email because you were paid 

from sponsored funds in 2010 and will be required to certify your effort in the new system. 

In accordance with UNC-CH effort reporting policy, all Pls, Faculty, Staff, and Students paid from sponsored projects certify their own effort, and 

are encouraged to attend one of the training sessions for certifiers: 

February 8th, 9-10am in Fox Auditorium at Carrington Hall 

February 8th, 10-11am in Fox Auditorium at Carrington Hall 

February 9th, 9-10am at Bioinformatics, room 1131 

February 9th, 10-11am at Bioinformatics, room 1131 

February 10th, 1-2pm in Fox Auditorium at Carrington Hall 

February 10th, 2-3pm in Fox Auditorium at Carrington Hall 

February 17th, 1-2pm at Medical Biomolecular Research Building (MBRB) room G202 

February 17th, 2-3pm at Medical Biomolecular Research Building (MBRB) room G202 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, Februao~ 6, 2011 7:15 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[generalt~ulty] Faculty Governance interest survey closing Feb 6--pls respond! 

This is a reminder: The annual survey asking about interest in serving on campuswide faculty committees and the Faculty Council closes at midnight, Sunday, 

February 6th. Please take five minutes and respond! The full announcement and link to the survey are below. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

Each year the Faculty Nominating Committee, constituted by the Faculty Code of University Government, identifies members of the faculty who are willing to 

undertake service to the University as members of the Faculty Council or of elected or appointed faculty-wide standing committees. This year we also seek names 

of those who would be willing to consider nomination as a candidate for Chair of the Faculty. 

The faculty elections will take place in April, while members of appointed committees will be named in early summer. All offices will begin three-year terms on 

July 1, 2011. 

We invite you to become involved by answering the five-minute survey below identifying those roles for which you would be willing to be nominated, if asked, 

for a three-year term beginning July 1, 2011. The survey contains a brief overview of the work of each office and the time commitment involved. The deadline to 

respond is midnight on Sunday, February 6, 2011. 

Please note that by answering this survey, you are not committing to anything, but simply expressing interest in becoming involved. Our office will be in touch 

with you directly before putting your name forward for a specific position. 

.CJ~Lc..k.~..H.~.e.r...e.~.t..~..~.a.~.e.~.t..h.~.e.~.a.~.c...uJ.t.z~.~...v..e.~.r~.n.~.a...q.c...eJ~.n...t~.e.[ ~ L Mr_~ #_~ 
Past Chairs of the Faculty and committee members have noted that campus-wide service gives a welcome opportunity to meet people in different areas and 

broaden one’s understanding of what is going on across the University. And having a wide variety of people engaged in faculty governance strengthens the faculty 

voice in decision-making here. We hope you will consider participating. 

If you have any problems accessing the survey or have general questions about faculty governance, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty 

Governance at 962-1671 or anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

919-962-7609 

jsferrel@email.unc.edu 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Director of Research, Communications, and Programs 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

http:/!www.unc.edu/facultyifaccoun 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Monday, Februao~ 7, 2011 2:43 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Mon Feb 21 12:02:55 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@email.unc.edu 

Monday, FebruaD~ 7, 2011 8:29 AM 

General Faculty <generalfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[generalthculty] Today, Monday 2/7, Crate on the Status of Women Listening Forum 

Dear Faculty Colleagues, 

One more reminder of today’s (Monday, February 7th) faculty listening forum sponsored by the faculty Committee on the Status of Women. Note that drop-ins are 

welcome! Please read below the message from Committee Chair Prof. Amy Herring (Biostatistics): 

From Amy Herring: 

Are you a faculty member at UNC who is concerned about issues of equity for women and their families? Do you have opinions about child care, salary, retirement, 

recruitment & retention, promotion, women in leadership, supports and other intangibles? 

If you’d like to share, here’s your chance. The UNC Committee on the Status of Women is interested in obtaining feedback from all faculty members regarding ways in 

which the University can help with issues of particular interest to women and families. A drop-in session is scheduled for Monday, February 7, from 2:30-4:30 in the 

Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room at the Campus Y, during which committee members will be available to collect feedback and suggestions. Your input wil! be used 

to set the committee’s agenda and to inform the design of a future survey of all faculty members. Coffee and tea will be provided. 

If you know you will attend, please RSVP to womenstatus@unc.edu to help us get a head count, but drop-ins are welcome as well! Faculty members who cannot 

attend the forum are encouraged to provide written feedback or schedule a later interview by e-mailing womenstatus@unc.edu. 
gg# 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

.h---t-t--P--~-w--~-w--~-w--~-u---n---c-~-e-~-d-~y~f-~-c-~u--J-t-~--~ f--~c--~---~---u---n-- 
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leave-28635193-31722611 .aa8bc3 b0b273a 84af%9bbd5b65c52e9(tblistse rv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-28635811-2434606@listse~v.unc.edu on behalf of 
Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@amevicandiplomacy.org> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 9:34 AM 

Mulima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

American Diplomacy: new material 

Dear subscriber, 

We hope you will enjoy the nine new items posted today on the American Diplomacy website (http://americandiplomacy.org). 

In "Copyright or Wrong" a former Counselor for Cultural and Press Affairs in Moscow during the Cold War recalls a successful effort to open tap the Soviet Union to greater cooperation 
with the United States and other countries 

A twenty-seven year veteran of the Foreign Service describes his post-retirement work exploring and archlving some 20 years of records and artifacts stored in the sub-basement of the old 
USIA headquarters in Washington. He describes his finds as having immense value for future researchers and historians." See "National Treasure: Salvaging USIA’s Historical Legacy." 

A retired Foreign Service officer describes a little known 1940 confrontation between Adolf Hitler and Spain’s Generalissimo Franco in "The Rock" 

One of two essays in our "Opinions" section ("The War through Pakistani Eyes") offers a sharp criticism of American Policy and its "favoritism towards India." The other ("The Limits of 
Diplomacy: (;hanging Our Perceptions nf Other Societies") argues that "research and analysis of deep cultural forces within other societies [should be] a key component of American 
diplomacy." 

Our Editor draws attention to an extraordinary resource at your fingertips," ie, 
"Frontline Diplomacy: The Foreign Affairs Oral History Collection" 

Finally, you will find brief reviews of and links to an article by a professor of strategy at the Air War College titled "China, the German Analogy, and the New Air-Sea Operational Concept" 
and to an 1897 speech by then Secretary of the Nax5’ ’]2aeodore Roosevelt stressing the linkage between military preparedness and the "preservation of liberty and the maintenance of 
peace" 

As always, we welcome your comments 

Bart Moon 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@emaiLunc.edu 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 12:44 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtv~ 

[generalt~ulty] Faculty Comm on the Status of Women, 2nd listening thrum, Sch of Medicine, Friday! 

Faculty Colleagues, 

I wanted to make you aware that the faculty Committee on the Status of Women is sponsoring a second listening forum Friday this week (February 11th) for faculty 

in the School of Medicine/South Campus realm. Please read below the message from Committee Chair Prof. Amy Herring (Biostatistics) and try to come if you can! 

Also, feel free to share this announcement with colleagues in your respective areas as well. Although the timing and location of this forum are designed especially 

for School of Medicine faculty, all faculty members with an interest in the issues at hand are welcome. 

### 

From Amy Herring: 

Committee on the Status of Women Listening Session #2, February 11th: 

Are you a ,foculty member at UNC who is concerned about issues o,f equity ,for women and their,families? Do you have opinions about child care, salary, retirement, 

recruitment & retention, promotion, women in leadership, supports and other intangibles? 

I,f you’d like to share, here’s your chance. The UNC Committee on the Status of Women is interested in obtaining,feedback,from all,faculty members regarding ways in 

which the University can help with issues o,f particular interest to women and,families. A drop-in session is scheduled,for Friday, February 11, .from 6:30-8:00am in 

3023 Old Clinic in the School o] Medicine, during which committee members will be available to collect,feedback and suggestions. Your input will be used to set the 

committee’s agenda and to inform the design of a ,future survey o,f all ,faculty members. I,f you know you will attend, please RSVP to womenstatusCa?unc, edu to help 

us get a head count, but drop-ins are welcome as well! Faculty members who cannot attend the,forum are encouraged to provide written ‘feedback or schedule a 

later interview by e-mailing womenstatus{a3 unc.edu . 

### 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 (office) I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

http:iiwww.unc.eduiraculty/faccoun 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: smutima@email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilis~ts.unc.edu/u?id 31722611 .aa8bc3b0b273a84atSb9bbd5tx65c52e9&n T&I generalfaculty&o~8646937 or send a blank emaJl to 

leave-28646937- 31722611 .aa8bc3b0b273a84atSb9bbd5b65c52e9@ilistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc .edu 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 10:30 AM 

Bulls t lead mailing list <bullymml@lis~erv.unc.edu-~ 

25% OffEverything Sale this Thursday lbr Faculty, StaB’and Graduate Students 

As a token of our appreciation for your contributions to the UNC 
comlnunity, for one day only, Thursday, February 10th, all L’2x,-C Faculty’, 
Staff and Graduate Students will receive 25% off eveuthing at the 
Bull’s Head. 

The store is open from 7:30am-Spm Sale calmot be combined with any 
other sale, discount or coupon. Sale is only for items currently in 
stock, and only [’or items in the Bull’s Head 

Remember! Our earnings go to UNC schularships. Keep your dollars within 
the University! 

Call 962-5060 with questions. 

Our Literary Trivia Contest will end Wednesday, Feb. 16th! Stop by 
anytime between now and then to test your literary knowledge with our 
short/fun/challenging/homemade quiz. 

’]7he Grand Prize winner of a $50 giR card to the Bull’s Head will be 
randomly selected from the entries that gut the must questions correct 
Winner will be announced and notified via emai[ on Feb 16th. 

Everyone who enters autumatically receives 25% off any single item in 
the Bull’s Head. Item must be purchased upon handing in the completed 
test. Discount cannot be combined with other sales/coupons/etc. One 
entU per person. 

Follow the Bull’s Head on twitter: twitter.comibullsheadbooks 

And on facebook: Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop" 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: Slnutima@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-28654318-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listselw.Unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Sunday, FebruaW 13, 2011 11:18 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Make Your Own Valentine Card FREE at the Bull’s Head, and MORE 

Happy Valentine’s Day from the Bull’s Head! 

Stop by any time 10am or later to make your own Valentine with freely 
provided craft materials While supplies last 

Also check out out large selection of protEssional Valentine’s cards 
and our display of serious and silly Valentine’s gifts His and Hers 
Tongue Scrapers, anyone? 

--- You are currently subscribed to buHymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28682815-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Monday, Februao, 14, 2011 2:44 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Mon Feb 21 12:02:55 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
B[£FOI<E you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-28689283-36932178@listserv.unc, edu on behalf of 
Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 4:15 PM 

african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty <african-and-afro-american-studies- 
faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Budget 

Dear All: 
I am following up on the discussion we had last week regarding the tough 
budget situation the department is facing. The bottom line is that we do 
not have any money. As a consequence, two things will happen: 
1)No one can make a charge on a departmental account until further 
notice. This of course does not apply to anyone with a research fund. 
2)Unless you and I have had a discussion regarding a telephone in your 
office, all individual office telephone service will cease on March 31st. 
I hate to be the bearer of bad news but we simply do not have a choice 
in the matter. 
Best, 
Julius 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: smutima@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 15, 2011 9:58 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Literal, Trivia Contest ends Wedne~tay // 25% Off tbr Black }tistory Monfl~ 

The Bull’s Head Literal5’ Trivia Contest ends Wednesday, Feb 16th at 
8pm’. If you have a completed entry or have yet to complete one, stop by 
the Bull’s Head desk to turn it in and receive 25% off any single item 
in the Bull’s Head We’ll announce the wilmer of the $50 gift card on 
Thursday morning. 

25% discount must be used when turning in the entry, discount cannot be 
stacked with any other current sale, discount or coupon. 

Celebrate Black tlistory Take 25% off all books coded to our 
African-American Studies section :for the entire month of February. 
Books can be found on the front display and in the African-American 
Studies section of the store. 

Check for upcoming store and author events: 
http://storel07.colle~estoreonlinecom/ePOS?this category 310&store 107&listWpe begin&form shared3%2J~m%2fmainhtml&desi~n 107 

Follow the Bull’s Head on twitter: twitter com/bullsheadbooks 

And on facebook: Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop" 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28694267-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~ store.unc .edu 

Thursday, February. 17, 2011 10:53 AM 

Bulls t lead mailing list <bullymal@lis~erv.unc.edu-~ 

And the winner is... 

John Hammond! 

Congratulations for winning the Bull’s Head’s first Literary TrMa 
Contest and a $50 gift card to the Bull’s Head. There were many entries 
that were near perfect, but John Hammond was the only one who got every 
question perfectly correct Thal~ks to everyone who played and we hope 
you enjoyed it as much as we did 

For those curious, the answers are as follows. 

Paper doesn’t actually burn at the titular temp in this book. The 
author pulled this degree out of thin air. 
- Fahrenheit 451 

Who was the furry powerhouse whose arrival brought Christmas to Narnia? 
- Aslan 

Who was Sancho Panza’s main man? 
- Don Quixote 

What Scandinavian author worked as a hate crimes inspector prior to his death? 
- Stieg Larsson 

What outlier business writer for The New Yorker never blinks? 
- Malcolm GladweH 

’]?his author is America (but so can you)! 
- Stephen Colbert 

Some authors like lava beans with their liver. This French decadent 
prefers Paris Spleen with his absinthe. - Charles Baudelaire 

This beatnik likes his midday- meal in the nude. 
- William S. Burroughs 

What was the name of the author, bolTl in Rocky Mount, NC, wrote a 
700-page novel about the oldest living confederate widow? 
- Allan Gurganus 

What famous arachnid kiddie book was penned by one of the authors of 
The Elements of Style? 
- Charlotte’s Web 

Where does the Bike Snob guy ride? 
- NYC 

The sidewalk ended for this rebel poet in 1999. - She1 Silverstein 

Name the three genius sisters of Yorkshire. 
- Anne, Charlotte, Emily 

What Algerian author said this, "the nakedness of man faced with the absurd?" 
- Albert Camus 

What did Scout dress up as? 
- Ham 

Name the great Great Depression novel by John Steinbeck 
- The Grapes of Wrath 

"Call you what?" said Captain Ahab. - IsMnael 

The book Going Rouge is a parody of what Grizzly Mom’s career? 
- Sarah Palin 

Mockingjay is number three in this exciting series 
What’s number one? - The Hunger Games 

What exactly- IS Pullman trying to say in his His Dark Materials? 
- We accepted many answers here, our favorite answer was "Eat the 
apple" submitted by Michael Hughes. 

Where does novelist Erica Eisdorfer work? - The Bull’s Head Bookshop 

What do bad girls En~’na, Anna and Hester have in conm~on? 



- adultery 

’]?his famous author of Mules and Men once lived down th e road in I)urham 
- Zora Neale Hurston 

To whom is the answer elementary, my dear Watson? 
- Sherlock Holmes 

Who’s the best ass: Eeyore or Bottom? - They’re both great asses, either onet 

Consumption, Devotion, Passion ? 
- Eat, Pray-, Love 

An eternally teenaged undead heartthrob wins the devotion of a 
reluctantly rusticated high schooler in which series? - Twilight 

Who was it that had a pret~" good night (he partied with wild things 
and when he got home his dinner was still hot)? - Max 

--- You are currently subscribed to buliymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28713306-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321d@listselw.Unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtr~ 

Saturday, February, 19, 2011 2:44 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Mon Feb 21 12:02:55 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
B[£FOI<E you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edtm 

Monday, Februao, 21,2011 2:54 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smutima@email.unc.e&L> 

Password tbr Onyen ’smutimd expires ~on. 

The password for the Onyen ’smutima’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Mon Feb 21 12:02:55 2011 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
intbrmation on how- to have it reset if it was tbrgotten: 

https ://onyen uric. eduicgi-bin/unc idJchpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your password, though you will not be able to use your 
Onyen to access an}, other Onyen-authenticated sel-,zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your password, it will work tbr another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
B[£FOI<E you forget your password Later, ify()u can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
folk)w the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu13247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’smutima’ in the UNC Campus Directou 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus I)irectory web site: 

http://dir.unc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-28744010-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@ameficandiplomacy.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 22, 2011 12:08 PM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

New Posting on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 
Yesterday we posted new material on our website (http://wwwunc.edu/depts/diplomat/) 

Of particular note, we feature two items on the current situation in Egypt: a commentaW by a distinguished retired American diplomat with extensive regional experience, and an opinion 
piece by an Egyptian diplomat serving presently in the Foreign Minist~z. And we have a link to two internet articles with contrasting views on the Egyptian situation. 

There are two Foreign Service Life vignettes: how flae hamburger came to Moscow, and a reminiscence of life in Cape Verde 

A rea der adds some interesting information relating to our recent article about the origins of the Voice of America. 

In addition to the internet article reviews on Egypt, we review- articles on China’s relations with other Asian powers and the COlmection between piracy and terrorism. 

We also review and link to a December speech by Presidential Advisor John Brerman on U.S.-Yemen relations, and to a Februa~z 5 speech by British Prime Minister David Cameron on the 
threat l?um Islamic extremism. 

On our Buokshelf we review "Why Leaders Lie," by John Mearsheimer and "Our Man In tlavana," by Robin Wright. The latter describes the rule uf then-Canadian Ambassador Ken Taylor 
during the 1979-80 Iranian tlostage crisis. 

Finally, I draw your attention to our Vice President, John tlandley’s, contribution to our Greatest ttits feature, reprising sume of the best of American Diplomacy from the past 15 years 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~ store.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 3:44 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.uuc.edu-~ 

Half OffAll Poetry’ at the Bull’s Head Bookshop 

Starting Friday, Feb. 25th, for a limited time only, all Poetry books 
at the Bull’s Head are 50% off the regular price. 

Sale cannot be combined with any other current sale, coupon or 
discount. Call 962-5060 with any questions. 

"To break the pentameter, that was the first heave." -- Ezra Pound 

25% Off African-American Studies section sale [’or Black tJistolT Month 
ends Feb. 28th at 8pr!! 

Upcoming Events 

March 17th James Joyce IDa?’ at the Bull’s Head Beer Limericks St. 
Patty’s Day, Bull’s Head style Details coming soon 

March 23rd Rachel Richardson, Lecturer in the English & Comparative 
Literature department at UNC, will read from Copperhead, her new’, debut 
collection of poems 3:30pro 

March 24th David Halperin, professor emeritus of Religious Studies at 
UNC, will read from Journal of a UFO Investigator, his new novel. 
3:30pm. 

March 29th Rye Barcott will read from It Happened On the Way to War: 
A Marine’s Path to Peace 12:30pm. 

March 29th Bart Ehrman, James A. Gray Distinguished Professor of 
Religious Studies at UNC, will read from his new book Forged: Writing 
in the Name of God--Why the Bible’s Authors Are Not V~no We Think They 
.~M’e. 3:30pnr 

March 30th San@ Smith-Nonini, Adjunct Assistant Professor of 
Anthropology at UNC, will read from her new book Healing the Bo@ 
Politic: E1 Salvador’s Popular Struggle for Health Rights from Civil 
War to Neoliberal Peace. 3:30pnr 

April 5th Konlad Jarausch, Distinguished professor of Histo17 at UNC, 
will read fionr his new book Reluctant Acconrplice: A Wehrmacht Soldier’s 
Letters from the Eastern Front. 3:30pro 

Follow the Bull’s Head on twitter: twitter.com/bullsheadbooks 

And on facebook: Search "Bull’s Head Bookshop" 

-- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28759337-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listser~,~.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Monday, February 28, 2011 5:02 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A -<smufima@email.unc.e&~> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http :i/finance.unc.edu/university-controller/pavroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for tod<,is payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Selxdces 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ecrt hell@unc.edu 

Monday, Februao~ 28, 2011 8:38 AM 

Mutima, Sinamewe A ~mu’dm@email.unc.e&~ 

Your reminder that the eflbrt certification period has begun 

Educational Institutions which receive t~deral funding axe required by the OMB Circular A-21 "Cost Principles for Educational Institutions" to maintain an effort 

reporting system, the pulpose of which is to assure that the distribution of pay is in accordance with actual effort expended (by funding source and activity). The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has implemented use of a system known as ecrt (Effort Certification & Reporting Technology) to comply with this 

requirement. 

All individuals paid from, with cost shaping, or with effort committed to a sponsored project are required to complete an effort report, per federal regtflations. Our 

records indicate that you met the criteria "that require that you certify your ettbrt. The current Period of Performance to be Certified by EPA employees is: July 1, 2010 

- December 31,2010. The current Period of Pertbrmance to be Certified by SPA employees is: September 13, 2010 - December 19, 2010. You will be able to 

review and certify your eflbrt in ecrt s~rting today. If you need additional training please click on Online Certifier Training. 

Available certification tbr Shmmenye Muthna - 704274266 (Period of Performmlce, Certification Period): 

07/01,/2010 to 12/31/2010~ 02/28/2011 to 03/28/2011 

Certification system links: 
Home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 8:26 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: The Tim Quigg "Can Do" Award - Call for Nominations 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development 
is calling for nominations for the Tim Quigg "Can Do" Award. The award 
will recognize a University central support office employee who 
exemplifies the "can do" attitude by continually making meritorious 
efforts to provide service to professors and staff. The award honors 
those who streamline procedures, reduce lead times, remove outdated 
requirements and other obstacles to getting things done. The recipient 
will receive a $500 cash award and be honored at a luncheon. 

To be eligible for nomination the individual must be a permanent 
University employee (SPA or EPA Non Faculty). Nominations are 
restricted to employees of central offices. Department, 
center/institute and school/college employees are not eligible for this 
award. Any member of the University community is invited to submit an 
application. 

The Tim Quigg "Can Do" Award was established with funding from an 
anonymous donor. The donor has created this award to honor Tim Quigg, 
associate chair of computer science, who has established an exemplary 
record of service on campus. His philosophy of working with other 
campus units has created an atmosphere that fosters interdepartmental 
collaboration, teamwork, and a sense of achieving one’s goals. He is a 
recipient of many awards including the Research Administrator of the 
Year Award from the Office of the Vice Chancellor of Research and 
Economic Development and the Chancellor’s Award. 

Some factors you may want to consider in preparing your nomination 
justification for outstanding accomplishments include: 

* Provides excellent customer service. 
* Takes charge of problem solving. 
* Guarantees timely review and processing. 
* Promotes collaboration between departmental and central 
administration. 
* Streamlines programs and procedures 
* Creative and resourceful handling of challenges. 

The nomination form can be found at 
ht~s//ccm-contrib unc edu/ccm!~rou~s/;oublic/¢:t,researchi, a~.vc/docun~J.ents/content/ccm~ 025706.doc 

Nominations must be received by Tuesday, April 26, 2011. Please submit 
nominations electronically to: Quigg_Can Do Award@unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
and Economic Development 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at ~;/,,’~ny, unc_edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 8:43 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

INFORMATIONAL: W. Scott Blackwood Excellence in Research Administration 
Award 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development 
is calling for nominations for W. Scott Blackwood Excellence in Research 
Administration Award. This award will recognize a University employee 
for meritorious and distinguished accomplishments in research 
administration at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. A 
$500 cash award will be presented to the selected research 
administrator. The nomination form can be found at 
https~//ccm-c~ntrib.ur~.edu/ccm/gr~Ups/p~b1ic/@research/~vc/d~cumen~s/c~nter~t/ccm3 025705.doc 

To be eligible for nomination the individual must be a permanent 
University employee (SPA, EPA Non Faculty or Non-Tenure Track Faculty). 
Some of the factors you may want to consider in preparing your 
nomination justification for outstanding accomplishments include: 

* Exemplifies the research mission of the department, school, and 
university 
* Promotes training and continuing education in research 
* Provides excellent customer service to the research community 
* Champions protection and preservation of the institution 
* Advocates the creation and dissemination of new knowledge 
* Engages in service to the profession 
* Advances team building and participation within the department, 
school, and 
university 

* Enhances infrastructure in support of research 
* Collects and disseminates funding opportunities 
* Facilitates proposal development and submission 
* Guarantees timely proposal review and clearance 
* Facilitates collaborative project development 
* Directs project implementation and financial management 
* Safeguards the protection of human and animal subjects 
* Promotes collaboration between departmental and central administration 
* Ensures project integrity and compliance 
* Streamlines programs and procedures for proposal submission 
* Designs and implements programs and procedures that support the 
research 
effort of the department, school, and university 

Nominations must be received by Tuesday, April 26. Please submit 
nominations electronically to: research_excellence@tmc.edu 

Past winners include: Tim Quigg, Computer Science; Sherrie Settle, 
School of Pharmacy and currently the Office of Sponsored Research; Ellen 
Ludington, Psychiatry; Mark Kramer, Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer 
Center and David Oglesby, Kenan Center 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
and Economic Development 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at hl~p:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 9:02 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Spring 2011 Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine now online 

The spring 2011 issue of Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine is available 
online at ~;tlcolJe~;e. ~nc.eduJma~azine. 

Here axe highlights: 

FEATURES: 

Paradise Paradox: Interdisciplinary research in the Galapagos Islands. 

Creative Collaborations: Imaginative partnerships explore poverty, 
ethical dilemmas, the oil spill, electro-acoustic music, and more. 

Mentoring Chemistry: Royce Murray’s science "family’ pays tribute. 

Words without Borders: Alane Mason helps readers travel the world of 
literature. 

DEPARTMENTS: 

High Achievers: Two more Rhodes scholars; awards for country, blues and 
Paris opera books; studying galaxy evolution; scholars win Fulbrights; 
mad more. 

Highlights: Unlocking the potential of syndaetic blood; creating 3-D 
models of landmarks; online William Blake archive expands; gifts support 
dramatic art, the humanities, Jewish studies and faculty leadership; 
global centers net $11.29 million; and more. 

Meet the Professor: Political science professor Mark Crescenzi 
researches international conflict. 

College Bookshelf: Poetry by Michael Chitwood, a marine’s path to peace, 
best American short stories, football fatalities and catastrophic 
injuries, religion mad adolescents, recollections of Chapel Hill, mad 
more. 

Final Point: Photographer Bill Bamberger ’79 explores the 
democratization of basketball, and the intersection of sports and 
culture in American life. 

Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine features faculty, students, alumni and 
friends of the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Other ways to keep up with news from the College: 

Web: e.unc.eda 
Facebook: ~:iiw ww.t;~cebook, com~N~C. Co!lege 
Twitter: ~:L/twitter.com/~Jnccolle~ 
YouTube: ~voutube.co~tuseriUNCColle~ 

This email is sponsored by: College of Arts and Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 11, 2011 8:19 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Participants Needed: Assessing Performance Across Tasks 

We are looking for participants to help us with our research into 
decision-making. As a participant you will spend approximately 30 
minutes to complete a study in our lab. 
Location: Kenan-Flagler Behavioral Lab, McColl 4402/4404 
Duration: 30 minutes 
Pay: $2 - $12 
IRB #10 - 2032 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral IRB on 11/10/10 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 10:17 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Paid Brain Imaging Research Study 

Attention and the Brain 
We are currently recruiting healthy volunteer participants for magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) and brain wave (EEG) studies of the neural 
mechanisms of attention and performance. Participants should be 18-30 
years of age, with 20/20 (or corrected-to-20/20) vision, and should have 
no known history of neurological injury or disease. 

Participants will be paid $10-20 per hour in studies ranging from 1-4 
hours (depending on the study). For further information, please contact 
the Hopfinger Lab (919-843-4930 or cbford@email.unc.edu) in the 
Department of Psychology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. This study has been approved on March 2, 2011 by the UNC 
Behavioral Institutional Review Board ORB) (study 9-0535). 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<chancellor@unc. edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 10:40 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Message from Chancellor Thorp: Relief Efforts for Disaster 
Victims in Japan 

Dear Carolina community, 

When natural disasters strike -- in North Carolina, the United States or 
around the world -- our students, faculty and staff immediately ask, 
"What can we do to help?" We have all seen the tragic images of the 
devastating earthquake and tsunami that struck Japan last week. And as 
global citizens, I expect the Carolina family will stand ready, as 
always, to do what we can to make a difference. 

We were thankful to learn that a handful of UNC students studying abroad 
in Japan are okay. They were south of the areas hardest hit and are 
currently not planning to leave. But it will be weeks before Japanese 
officials know the full extent of the human toll these disasters have 
taken. Our thoughts and prayers are with the Japanese people and 
everyone affected. 

With students just returning from spring break, Carolina schools and 
organizations have begun to come together in response. The best source 
of information will be on the Carolina Center for Public Service 
website, ~:iA~,ww.tmc.eduicc~!, our campus link for public service 
and engagement. The center will collect and share information about 
efforts across campus. You can send information by e-mailing 
cccps@unc.edu. 

In addition, campus offices can provide resources and support for people 
who have been affected in some way by the earthquake and its aftermath. 
Students may contact the Dean of Students Office, 919-966-4042, as well 
as Counseling and Wellness Services, 919-966-3658. Faculty or staff may 
call the Employee Assistance Program, 919-929-2362, during business 
hours or 877-327-7658 24 hours a day. 

We will post updated information about Carolina and the relief efforts 
in Japan, so please check back frequently to the public service center 
website. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no_reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 11:03 PM 

cholliday@unc, edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Carolina Launch Pad can get you off the ground 

UNC’s pre-commercial business accelerator program now taking 
applications at www.carolinalaunchpad.org 

What is the Carolina Launch Pad? 

Carolina Launch Pad is UNC’s business accelerator aimed at aspiring IT 
entrepreneurs who are part of the UNC community and who have not yet 
developed their business ideas into funded startups. The program is a 
partnership between the Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI), the UNC 
Chapel Hill Office of Technology Development (OTD) and UNC Chapel Hill’s 
Kenan-Flagler Business School (KFBS). 

Who is Eligible? 

Carolina faculty, staff, and students who want to turn their 
technological inventions and ideas into viable businesses. We are aiming 
at business ideas in the pre-funding stage, not new businesses already 
selling or providing services. 

Up to three new participants will be selected to participate in the 
2011-2012 Launch Pad class. 

What does Launch Pad offer? 

Participants will be housed in professional office space at RENCI 
headquarters in the Europa Center office building in Chapel Hill, where 
they will have the chance to interact with RENCI’s technology experts. 
Professionals with OTD, KFBS, and from the Triangle IT and business 
community will be available to coach and mentor the entrepreneurs. 

Each Launch Pad participant will receive a small office equipped with a 
desk, laptop computer, phone, and storage space. The common work area 
offers a printer, fax machine, and conference table. Parking for a 
limited number of team members will be available at no charge. Access to 
RENCI’s technological resources, such as high-performance computing, 
data capabilities, visualization, networking, and hardware engineering 
will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

What are some of the Launch Pad’s success stories? 

Dyzen, Inc., a company that develops web-based scientific lab management 
software, won a $40,000 NC Innovation Development for Economic 
Advancement (IDEA) grant in 2009 to help fully launch the business. The 
firm, formed by a team of faculty and staff from UNC’s McAllister Heart 
Institute, now leases office space in Research Triangle Park. 

Altometrics, Inc., which is developing a performance monitoring system 
for cloud computing, won a $150,000 Small Business Innovation Research 
(SBIR) grant from the National Science Foundation in late 2010. The 
company, founded by recent UNC computer science Ph.D. recipient Jeff 
Terrell, also received $30,000 in matching funds from the North Carolina 
Office of Science and Technology. 

Rheomics, Inc. develops instruments and analysis systems to measure 
clotting and rheology and diagnose cancer using small samples. Ricky 
Spero, one of the company’s founders and a post doctoral associate in 



the physics and astronomy department, recently received a two-year 
Innovation Fellowship from Carolina Kickstart, the UNC School of 
Medicine’s entrepreneur support initiative. 

How do I apply? 

Complete the online application form at www.carolinalaunchpad.org by 
April 11. A limited number of applicants will be selected to interview 
with the Selection Advisory Committee before the end of the semester. 

For more information, see the Carolina Launch Pad website at 
www.carolinalaunchpad.org. 

This email is sponsored by: RENCI 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<aspire@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:57 PM 

cholliday@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have a Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorder? 

The ASPIRE team is currently conducting a research study to examine if a 
computer program can help individuals who have a Schizophrenia Spectrum 
Disorder. Participants must have a Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorder, be 
10-19 years old, and be taking a medication for their disorder. 
Participants must be willing to play computer programs, undergo 
cognitive and study doctor assessments, and complete six blood draws. 

Participation will include: 
*Fourteen appointments at UNC Hospitals with the study doctor 

Participants will be compensated for their time, up to $575 

Please contact our recruitment line or email us for more information: 
Email: aspire@unc.edu 
Phone: 1-800-708-0048 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on 09/07/2010 for 
IRB#09-0637 Intensive Computerized Brain Training in Early Onset 
Psychosis (ICBT)-Pilot Phase 
PI: Lin Sikich, MD 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 4:54 PM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Her Excellency Amina Salum All -Save the Date 

% 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center sent you Paperless Mail 

Click the envelope below to view your Save the Date or scroll down to view more 

information: 

% 
View save the date: http://www paperlesspost.com/events/584115- 

2cl ef366/replies116417573-4d41 dd38 

Add this event to your: Gooqle Calendar Outlook iCal 

% 
Please save the dates of 

March 23, 2011 & March 24, 2011 

for events surrounding the visit of 

Her Excellency, Amina Salum All 

Ambassador from the African Union to the United States 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

Invitation to follow 

% 
Create and send yo Jr own custom cards at h~.p_L/_,~.~_,~¢:\^&p_ .a_p_._e_£Le_.s__,<_p?_&t:c_g~ 

~%3p~=-i¢ss ~~ost =¢s~ect3 ’t}ou= pFNSCy [~; S~:~ bOW ,;v~: tr~:~:t yo{i= i~rl’o=-nratif;~r i-;iess¢ =-�view our ~~:i,i~:cy 

Polic’f 

Cik:k here b:) ’~1:o~:. [.:~celving ,~!!1~:~ii ~ !r,’:.[il P~iperk~!,n,n P,q.,nL 

~b 20 ! ! p~zpede.~.~ ~:~o.~ ~ 151 ",.,’Ve.~ ~ 251:h ":;1:9~i1 FIO.’:.L iqew York NY 1007; 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 4:56 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymal@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

25% OffEve~’thing This Wedne~tay, Feb. 2nd! 

Tomorrow, Wednesday, Feb. 2nd, evewthing in the Bull’s Head is 25% off 
the regular price! 

In addition, all L’2x.-C Clothing & Gifts in UNC Student Stores are 25% 
oft. as well well as select other items in UNC Student Stores 

The Bull’s Head is open licom 7:30am-Spm. Discount calmot be combined 
with any other current sales, offers or cuupons. Sale applies to 
in-stuck items only Call 962-5060 with an?" questiuns 

Upcoming Readings: 

March 23rd Rachel Richardson, Lecturer in the English & Comparauve 

Literature department at UNC, will read [’rum Copperhead, her new, debut 

cullectlon ofpuems. 3:30pm 

March 24th David Halperin, prufessur emeritus ufReligiuus Studies at 
UNC, will read from Journal ufa UFO Investigator, his new nuvel. 
3:30pro. 

March 29th Rye Barcutt will read from It Happened On the Way tu War: 
A Marine’s Path to Peace. 12:3()pro. 

March 29th Bart Ehrman, James A Gray Distinguished Professor of 
Religious Studies at UNC, will read from his new" book Forged: Writing 
in the Name of Gud--Why the Bible’s Authurs Are Not Who We Think They 
Are. 3:30pm 

March 30th Sandy Smith-Nonini, Adjunct Assistant Professor of 
Anthropology at LrNC, will read from her new book Healing the Body 
Politic: E1 Salvador’s Popular Struggle for Health Rights from Civil 
War to Neoliberal Peace. 3:30pm 

April 5th Konrad Jarausch, Distinguished professor of History at UNC, 
will read from his new book Reluctant Accomplice: A Wehrmacht Soldier’s 
Letters from the Eastern Front. 3:30pm 

April 6th Jay- Smith, John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor of 
Histo~ at L2qC, will read from his new book Monsters of the Gdvaudan: 
The _Making of a Beast. 3:30pm. 

-- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutiraa@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
eraail to leave-28784378-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739cc4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.~mc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 8:51 AM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

25% Off TODAY 

Apologies for the error in the previous email. The sale is today, March 
2nd, not FebruaW 2nd 

Today-, Wednesday-, March 2nd, eveiything in the Bull’s Head is 25% off 
the regular price! 

In addition, all UNC Clothing & Gifts in UNC Student Stores are 25% 
oft. as well well as select other items in UNC Student Stores 

The Bull’s tlead is open from 7:30am-Spin. Discount cannot be combined 
with any other current sales, offers or coupons. Sale applies to 
in-stock items only Call 962-5060 with an?" questions 

Upcoming Readings: 

March 23rd Rachel Richardson, Lecturer in the English & Comparauve 

Literature department at UNC, will read from Copperhead, her new, debut 

collection of poems. 3:30pm 

March 24th David Halperin, professor emeritus of Religious Studies at 
UNC, will read from Journal ofa UFO Investigator, his new noveb 
3:30pro. 

March 29th Rye Barcott will read from It Happened On the Way to War: 
A Marine’s Path to Peace. 12:3()pro. 

March 29th Bart Etnman, James A. Gray- Distinguished Professor of 
Religious Studies at LrNC, will read from his new book Forged: Writing 
in the Name of God-Why the Bible’s Authors Are Not Who We Think They 
Are. 3:30pm 

March 30th Sandy Smith-Nonini, Adjunct Assistant Professor of 
Anthropology at LrNC, will read from her new book Healing the Body 
Politic: E1 Salvador’s Popular Struggle for Health Rights from Civil 
War to Neoliberal Peace. 3:30pm 

April 5th Konrad Jarausch, Distinguished professor of History at UNC, 
will read from his new book Reluctant Accomplice: A Wehrmacht Soldier’s 
Letters from the Eastern Front. 3:30pm 

April 6th Jay- Smith, John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor of 
Histo~ at L2qC, will read from his new book Monsters of the Gdvaudan: 
The _Making of a Beast. 3:30pm. 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullymail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28787474-4005955.0e9ae51 c 1 aebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321 d@listserv.unc.edu 



Fn)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ecrt hell@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 9:33 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

Your reminder that the eflbrt certification period has begun 

This is not spain. 

The Universi~l of North Carolina at Chapel Hill launched a new effort certification system, ecrt, on February 28, 2011. This system replaces the paper forms 

("PARS") you may have used in the past. 

Over 2000 users successfully certified their effort during the first two days, but we are aware some users experienced access problems because of high load volumes. 

The perli~rmance issues have been addressed, and we invite you m try the system again today. Your patience as we roll out this new system is greatly appreciated. 

The corrected announcement email follows below. 

Educational Institutions that receive federal funding axe required by the OMB Circular A-21 "Cost Principles for Educational Institutions" to maintain an effort reporting 
system, the propose of which is to assure that the dis~tribution of pay is in accordance with actuaJ effort expended (by funding source and activib’). The Univelsity of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill has implemented the eert sys~tem (Effort Certification & Reporting Techilology) to comply with this requirement. 

All individuals with cost sharing or effort committed to a sponsored project axe required to complete an effort report, per federal regulations. Our records indicate that 

you meet the criteria that require that you certify, your effort. The cunent periods of performance for certification are: 

¯ EPA Employees: July 1, 2010 - December 31, 2010 
° SPA employees: September 13, 2010 - December 19, 2010. 

You will be able to review and certify your eflbrt in ecrt sW~ing February 28, 2011. If you need additional training please click on Online Certifier Training. 

All certifiers will have approximately thirty days in which to complete their effort certification. The cmrent Certification Period is February 28 to March 28, 2011. 

Available certification for Sinamenye Mutima - 704274266 (Period of Performance, Certification Period): 

07/01/2010 to 12/31/2010, 02/’28/2011 to 03/28/2011 

Certification system links: 

Home 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty.Govemance@email.unc.edu 

Friday, March 4, 2011 4:00 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtv~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[generalt:aculty] Call for Nominations, 2011 Thomas Jefferson Award for faculty 

To the General Faculty 

Dear Colleagues: 

On behalf of the faculty Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards, I invite your nominations for the 2011 Thomas Jefferson Award. 

The Thomas Jefferson Award was established in 1961 by the Robert Earll McConnell Foundation. It is presented annually to "that member of the academic 

community who through personal influence and performance of duty in teaching, writing, and scholarship has best exemplified the ideals and objectives of 

Thomas Jefferson." 

Any active member of the faculty is eligible, including those who are participating in the phased-retirement program. A roster of former recipients is available 

here. This year’s award will be presented at the September meeting of the General Faculty and Faculty Council. 

Please include appropriate biographical information and a statement in support of your nominee. Nominators often seek supporting letters from others, but the 

content of such letters, not their number, is what counts. Nominations must be received in the Office of Faculty Governance no later than Thursday, March 31, 

2011. Emafled nominations are encouraged and may be sent to Anne Whisnant at anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Members of the Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards are Professors Bland Simpson (Chair), Alice Ammerman, Robert Anthony, KatNe Harris, Lloyd 

Kramer, Gene Nichol, and Joseph Ferrell (ex officio). Please contact Anne Whisnant, me, or any other member of the committee if you have questions about 

eligibility or process. 

Sincerely yours, 

i.X.i Description: Description: Signature 
00000 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-7609 I 919-962-5479 (fax) 

htt p:/!www.tmc.edu/facultyifaccotm 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfacnlty as: s_r._n_ _u~._n_La_@_erj£~._U[:_uj)c_:e_._£l.u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: httpiqists unc edu/u?id=31722611 .aa8bc3b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=28803676 or send a blank email to 
leave-28803676- 31722611 .aa8bc3 b0b273a84af5b9bbd5b65c52e9,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stone Center <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 9:58 AM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Stone Center Reception & Roundtable-Amina All 

% 

% 
This Invitation is intended for Alphonse Mutima and was sent by Stone Center. Please 

paste the following link into a new browser window if you are having trouble viewing this 

card. 

http:~/~^‘~vw.paper~essp~st, c~m/events/593664-1c13476c/rep~ies/16647711-3ef7~5fa 

% 
Add this event to your: Gooqle Calendar Outlook iCal 

% 
Please join us in Welcoming 

Her Excellency Amine Salum All 

with a reception 

on March 23, 2011 at 5:00pm 

Followed by a 

Roundtable Discussion on 

March 24, 2011 at 10am 

in the Stone Center’s 

Hitchcock MultiPurpose Room 

150 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 

PleaseR.S.V.P nolaterthanMarch 15, 2011 

% 
Create and send your own custom cards at h~p:!A^t÷Jw.paperlesspost.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-28810710-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@ameficandiplomacy.org> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 11:25 AM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

New Material tbs~ted on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 
We just posted new material on our website (http://www unc.edu/depts/diplomat/) 

We lead with a commental5’ on US foreign assistance programs that offers a number of options for their focus in the future 

In the Foreign Service Life section we feature a second letter from Cape Verde, this one from 1979. 

We review two internet articles, one arguing that the choice between human rights and national sovereignty in China is not a zero-sum game, and the other analyzing the ramifications of 
Turkey’s changing foreign policy. 

There is a review of a speech by the president of the Claremont Institute on threats to U.S. national security’. 

We have invited former and current Peace Corps Volunteers to send their thoughts on how the Peace Corps experience has changed their lives Now our editor has announced that our next 
issue will post those essays and more in commemoration of the 50th anmversary ufthe founding of the Peace Corps. 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 6:32 PM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Rye Barcott’s Book Launch Celebration 

Carolina for Kibera sent you an invitation to "Rye Barcott’s Book Launch Celebration" for 

Tuesday, March 29th at 5:30 PM at 301 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill 

Click the envelope below to view your Invitation or scroll down to view more information: 

% 
View invitation: htt p:/l~A~/w, paperlesspost com/events1597106-1 e40c46dlreplies116764231 - 

dec92853 

Add this event to your: Gooqle Calendar Outlook iCal 

% 
CAROLINA FOR KIBERA (CFK) 

cordially invites you to 

a private cocktail reception and worldwide send-off celebration with 

RYE BARCOTT 

as he embarks on a 26-city international tour 

and CFK awareness campaign for 

’IT HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO WAR’ 

TUESDAY, MARCH 29th 

5:30p.m. - 8:00p.m. 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Global Education Center 

5:30p m - 6:45p.m - Private Reception, 4th floor 

7:00p.m. - Rye delivers the Hillard Gold ’39 Lecture, Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

Please RSVP by Tuesday, March 22nd 

This reception is a special gathering of CFK’s champions It’s our way of thanking you for your dedication to CFK’s vision as 

we continue to develop local leaders and unlock the vast potential of the community of Kibera Please join us as we 

celebrate this momentous occasion in our history. 

Attendees will receive an exclusive signed copy of Rye’s book. 

% 
% 

Create and send your own custom cards at _13_,,~p_~/,_/:\2:_c_(,_~:~_a_~_e__Ej_e_:_s__s_£g_s__f=:_c___o_m. 

i[ re:.: fotmd this email i!~ yodl i:.:n~:btlik [older, piease .sdd paperlesspost@papedesspost corn "o "f,.’.dl adci~ess 

book ~o er:eti~e that ’~,od’i] receive a]] futdle F’apeliess ~,,~]~.i: in ~’e:_}~ inbex 

C~¢~. here !:e .n~ep rece~,.~i,~ .:~m~.~ ~[.:;m ~:~:~ ped.:~’~s ":~.:;st 

’:SS 2011 PapeHess F’,.’.st 151 ’,."\~est 25~il SL ’£ith Fi,.’.or, iqew Yo~k. ~’i:’ 1::i00! 



Fn)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ecrt hell@unc.edu 

Monday, March 14, 2011 3:45 AM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <snmtima@email.unc.edu> 

Your reminder that "the current eltbrt certification period is ending in two weeks 

This is not spain. 

The Universi~l of North Carolina at Chapel Hill launched a new effort certification system, ecrt, on February 28, 2011. This system replaces the paper forms 

("PARS") you may have used in the past. 

Over 3800 users successfully certified their effort during the first two weeks, but we are aware some users experienced access problems because of high load volumes. 

The perlbrmance issues have been addressed, and we invite you to try the system again today. Your patience as we roll out this new system is greatly appreciated. 

The corrected announcement email follows below. 

Educational Institutions that receive federal funding axe required by the OMB Circular A-21 "Cost Principles for Educational Institutions" to maintain an effort reporting 

system, the propose of which is to assure that the dis~tribution of pay is in accordance with actuaJ effort expended (by funding source and activi~’). The Univelsity of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill has implemented the eert sys~tem (Effort Certification & Reporting Techilology) to comply with this requiremeut. 

All individuals with cost sharing or effort committed to a sponsored project axe required to complete an effort report, per federal regulations. Our records indicate that 

you meet the criteria that require that you certify, your effort. The current periods of performance for certification are: 

¯ EPA Employees: July 1, 2010 - December 31, 2010 
° SPA employees: September 13, 2010 - December 19, 2010. 

You will be able to review and certify your eflbrt in ecrt sW~ing February 28, 2011. If you need additional training please click on Online Certifier Training. 

All certifiers will have approximately thirty days in which to complete their effort certification. The current Certification Period is February 28 to March 28, 2011. 

Available certification for Sinamenye Mutima - 704274266 (Period of Performance, Certification Period): 

07/01/2010 to 12/31/2010, 02/’28/2011 to 03/28/2011 

Certification system links: 

Home 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@mmler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:41 PM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

Reduced Initiation Fee of $100 tbr Faculty & StaJt" 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Greetings from The Carolina Club! 

Opening in 1993, The Carolina Club continues to fulfill one of its 
most important founding missions - to serve the faculty and staff of 
The University of North Carolina with a comfortable and affordable 
private club. We are proud to be a part of the rich history and 
traditions of The University, and we invite UNC faculty and staff to 

join at a reduced initiation fee of $100 through April 30, 2011. 
Monthly dues will still apply and range from $26-$31 per month for 
UNC faculty and staff= 

Located in the George Watts Hill Alumni Center between Stadium 
Drive and the Ramshead Center, the Club provides a pleasant, 
upscale environment for meeting colleagues, entertaining donors 
and dining in warm and friendly on-campus surroundings. If you are 
already a Club Member, please share with your colleagues how 
you use your Club! 

Hem’s an overview of the benefits our nearly 2,500 Members enjoy: 

¯ Lunch and dinner service in O’Herron’s, our casual grill, and 
Traditions, the Main Dining Room. 

¯ Diverse menu options, including our affordable lunch buffet - 
great food and warm, personalized service! 

Seven private dining rooms available for business or social 
events - meetings, symposiums, rehearsal dinners, wedding 
receptions, and more - all with no room fees! 

Special billing for University entertaining, recognizing the 
University’s tax-exempt status. 

Social activities and special events including Football 
Tailgates, Jazz Nights, Family Friendly events, Holiday 
Celebrations, and other Arts and Educational programming. 

Social, dining, and golf privileges at the ClubCorp network of 
over 140 Associate Clubs and 800 affiliates across the 
country and internationally. 

¯ Welcome Gift valued at $80, loyalty rewards, and 
complimentary dining offers throughout the year. 

Membership in The Carolina Club is an exclusive benefit of 
membership in the General Alumni Association. We welcome 
alumni and non-alumni alike, and if you’r~ not a GAA member, we’ll 
be happy to facilitate your membership. Please contact the Club’s 
membership director, Vandora Davis, with any questions you may 
have, to arrange a tour of the Club or if you need a membership 
application; 919-962-0021 or vandora.davis@oumlub.com. 

Check us out at http://www.carolina-club.com; see what’s 
happening at the Club at 
http://www.clubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub; find us at 
http://facebook.com/carolinaclub. We’re looking forward to 
welcoming you to The Carolina Club soon! 

We want you to feel as good about out email communications as you do about out Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 
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To: 
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ecrt hell@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:26 AM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <snmfima@email.unc.e&L> 

Your reminder to certit}i your eltbrt in ecrt 

You are receiving this email because you have been paid from sponsored project and/or cost sharing funds related to a sponsored project, and are required by 

institutional policy to complete an effort report. 

Our records indicate that vou have not yet completed your certification, as reqnired by university policy ( http:i/research.unc.edw’n/CCM1 030847). 

The currant CeNfication Period began February 28. You have until March 31,2011 to complete your certification. 

If you have questions or concerns about certii)ing your effort, please contact us -- ecrt help(a)unc.edu or 919-962-4685. 

Available certification tbr Shmmenye Muthna - 704274266 (Period of Performance, Certification Period): 

07/01,/2010 to 12/31/2010. 02/28/2011 to 03/31/2011 

Certification system links: 

Home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead~ store.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:51 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

James Joyce Day- Maacch 17th atthe Bull’s Head 

Celebrate James Joyce Day at the Bull’s Head, noon-lpm 

FREE 

- eye-patches 
- Irish soda bread 
- stout 
- Irish music 
- reading from Filmegans Wake 

Upcoming Authors 

Upcoming Readings 

March 23rd Rachel Richardson, Lecturer in the English & Comparative 
Literature department at UNC, will read from Copperhead, her new, debut 
collection of poems 3:30pro. 

March 24th David Halperin, professor emeritus of Religious Studies at 
UNC, will read from Journal o17 a UFO Investigator, his new novel. 
3:3()pro. 

March 29th UNC alum Rye Barcott wil[ read from his new book It 

ttappened On the Way to War: A Marine’s Path to Peace. 12:30pm 

March 29th Bart Ehrman, James A. Gray Distinguished Professor of 
Religious Studies at UNC, will read from his new book Forged: Writing 
in the Name of God--Why the BiN e’s Authors Are Not Who We Think They 
Are. 3:30pro 

March 30th Sandy Smith-Nonini, Adjunct Assistant Professor of 
Anthropology at UNC, will read from her new book Healing the Body 
Politic: E1 Salvador’s Popular Struggle for IIealth Rights from Civil 
War to Neoliberal Peace. 3:30pm 

April 5th Konlad Jarausch, Distinguished professor of Histoly at UNC, 
will read from his new book Reluctant Accomplice: A Wehrraacht Soldier’s 
Letters from the Eastern Front. 3:30pro 

April 6th Jay Smith Jol’m Van Seters Distinguished Terra Professor of 
History- at UNC, will read front his new book Monsters of the G~vaudan: 
The Making of a Beast. 3:30pro. 

April 13th Steve Bouser Adlunt Lecturer in the School of Journalism 
and Mass Cormnuincation at L2qC, will read from his new novel Death of a 
Pinehurst Princess: The 1935 Elva Statler Davidson Mystery. 3:30pro 

The Bull’s Head Bookshop is located in the L~N’C Student Stores on the 
campus of UNC-CH. All events at the Bull’s Head are free and open to 
the public. Call 919-962 -5060 for questions. 

st ore.unc, edu/bullshead 

twitter, com/bullsheadbooks 

--- You are currently subscribed to bullynrail as: smutima@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-28856719-4005955.0e9ae51claebe739ce4dd2b3bc85321d@listselw.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-28882800-2434606@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 
Publisher, American Diplomacy <publisher@amevicandiplomacy.org> 

Monday, March 21,2011 8:20 PM 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

New Material tbs’ted on "American Diplomacy" 

Dear Subscriber, 
Today’s posting on our website (http://www.unc.edu/deptsidiplomat/) celebrates the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Peace Corps with short essays from a number of former 
volunteers on what the experience has meant to them. 

Whether one likes it or not, the U.S. military is playing an increasingly large role in what, broadly speaking, can be called "public diplomacy." We explore that role in a stimulating new 
Comlnentary. A second conm~entary offers a close look at Hezbollah. 

Frequent contributor David Jones offers his opinion on the performance of Secretary of State Hillary Clinton at mid-tenn. 

Under announcements we note a new- parmership between the American Foreign Service Association and the Foreign Policy Association that will bring the FPA Universi~’ to the 
Washington, D.C area with seminars for those interested in Foreign Service or UN. careers 

We review two recent STRATFOR intemet articles, one arguing that the U.S. should not enter land wars in Asia, while the other looks at B ahrain, the focal point of the contest between 
Saudi Arabia and Iran fur influence in the Gul£ 

There are reviews of two February speeches, that given by Secretary Clinton at the U.N. Human Rights Council; and I)efense Secretary Gates’ speech at the U.S. Military Academy on the 
future of U S military power. 

Finally, we offer reviews of three new" books. One, by former PCVs recounts their experience inaugurating the Peace Corps in the Philippine Islands; one, by our longtime editor IIenry 
Mattox, includes articles he wrote for American Diplomacy, during his editorship; and one is an e-book by Foreign Policy on the ongoing revulution in the Arab world. 

Regards, 
Michael Cotter, Publisher, American Diplomacy 
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Mufima, Sinamenye A <snmfima@email.unc.e&r> 

Your reminder to certit}i your eltbrt in ecrt 

You are receiving this email because you have been paid from sponsored project and/or cost sharing funds related to a sponsored project, and are required by 

institutional policy to complete an effort report. 

Our records indicate that vou have not yet completed your certification, as reqnired by university policy ( http:i/research.unc.edw’n/CCM1 030847). 

The currant CeNfication Period began February 28. You have until March 31,2011 to complete your certification. 

If you need additional training plea~ click on Online Certifier Tinkling. 

If you have questions or concerns about certifying your effort, please contact us at ecrt helpf~unc.edu. 

Available certification tbr Shmmenye Muthna - 704274266 (Period of Performance, Certification Period): 

07/01/’2010 to 12/31/2010, 02/28/2011 to 03/31/2011 

Certification system links: 

Home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BullsHead(~ store.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:04 PM 

Bulls Head mailing list <bullymml@is~erv.unc.edu-~ 

Lots of Authors Starting This Week at the Bull’s Head-- 

More info on the following Author Events can be found on facebook. 
http ://www ’L’acebook com/pag es/Bulls-Head-Bookshop/14802079126 

March 23rd Rachel Richardson, Lecturer in the English & Comparative 
Literature department at UNC, will read from Copperhead, her new, debut 
collection of poems. 3:30pm 

March 24th David Ha